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INDEX TO VOLUME II FOE 1915.

Readeks in Bearch of a particular subject will find it useful to bear in mind that the references are in several cases

distributed under two or more separate but nearly synonymous headings—such, for instance, as Brain and Cerebral;

Heart and Cardiac ; Liver and Hepatic; Renal and Kidney; Cancer and Epithelioma, Malignant Disease, New Growth

Sarcoma, etc. ; Child and Infant; Bronchocele, Goitre, and Thyroid; Diabetes, Glycosuria and Sugar; Light, Roentgen,

Radium, A' Rays; Status Lymphaticus and Thymus; Eye, Ophthalmia and Vision; Bicycle and Cycle; Motor and

Automobile; Association, Institution, and Society; Paris, France; Berlin, Prussia, Germany; Vienna, Austria, etc.

Subjects dealt with under various main headings in the Journal have been set out in alphabetical order under

tbeir respective headings—for example, "Correspondence," "Leading Articles," " Reviews," etc. Original Articles

are indicated bv the letter (0).

Abbott. Charles C. : Death certificate refused
by registrar, 229

Abbott. Maude E. (editor) : Descriptive Cata-
looue of the Medical Museum of McGill Uni-
versity: Arranged on a Decimal System of
Museum Cataloyttes, rev.. 181

Abdomen, conservative treatment cf wounds
of (Demmeri. 112

AbdomeD. treatment oj gunshot -wounds of
(Colonel A. W. Mayo-Robeon). 805

Abdominal injuries, review of books on. 506
Abdominal operations, review of books on,

140
Abdominal wounds (imrliamentary question),
67

Abdominal wounds (Ktirte, Schmieden, Fried-
rich, and EnderlenI, 191—(H. Boit), 547—

ting Paeha

iOf ! aall i

Al.dulla's calendar, 898
ABEBCBOMBIK. R. Q. \ Acute renal disease
amongst the troops in France. 531

Aberdeen County Committee suspends medi-
cal inspection of school children, 627, 942

Aberdeen War Dressings Depot, 414
Abortion, criminal, duty of medical practi-
tioners in cases of, 162—Report of Royal
College of Physicians on. 162

Abscess, metastatic, of mesentery, resection
of the intestine for (Ulrichsl. 485

Abscess, tubo-ovarian. intestinal obstruction,
and ureteric obstruction (,]ohn D. Malcolm).

Academy. Rotai., op Medicine in Ireland:
Section of Anatomy and Physiology. 56
Section of Pathology : Infection by ii.parn-

Ivphoam B. (E. J. McWeeney and others),
782

Academie de Medecine, removal of German
members. 21—And the sale of spirits in
France. 299-And trench foot. 902

Acetyl salicylic acid poisoning (Victor C.
VesselovskyI, 534

Acidosis in diabetes mellitus (A. P. Beddard,
M. 8. Pembrey. and E. I. Rpriggs). 389. (O)

Acidosis and sea-sickness. 912
ACKEBLEY, Lieut. R. H.. killed in action. 71
Act, the Finance (No. 3), 903
.Act. Mental Deficiency, duties of medical

officers under. 114

Act, Mental Deficiency and Lunacy'Scotland).
annual report of General Board of Control,
115

Act, Midwives. in Manchester. 793—Prosecu-
tion under (J. E. M. Walter), 799

Act, National Registration, receives the Royal
Assent. 150

.\ct, Naval and Military War Pensions, 767.

See also BUI
.\ct. Notification of Births. 107
Actinomycosis (V. Zachary Cope), 554

Actinomycosis of the parotid gland (E. D.
Telford). 534

Adelaide, public health of. 280
Adeno-caroinoma (Mary Scharlieb) 219
Adenomyoma of the recto-vaginal septum

(T. G. Stevens) 98
Adhesions after wounds, prevention of, 567,

6%. See also Deformities and Wounds
Adrenals, influence of the removal of. 303
Adrenals and thyroid (P, T. Herring) 441

Africa, North, antityphoid vaccination in. 870
Africa, South : Memorial to Edward VII. 664
Africa, South-West: Report of the campaign,
517—

A

586
Africa. West : Vital statistics relating to non-
native officials, 500

Agarwall. Gopinath. Medal of. St. George
conferred upon. 417

Air, iced, 628
AiTfHisoN, Thomas : Gas poisoning. 448—

A

164—Appendicitis
,556

AlYAR. T. A. K.:
and medical tre

Albert Institution, the Royal, report. 931

Alberta, a medical Jjicutenant-Governor of,

587
Alcindor, John : Lymph lavage of wounds,

40
Alcohol for commercial purposes, prizes
offered by Russian Government for inven-
tion of methods of using, 255

Alcohol consumption in different armies:
Figures published in the British Medical
Journal stated by Walther Straub to be
incorrect. 659

Alcohol and drug addiction (Sir William
Collins), 613

Alcohol in France, sale of. 299. 412, 696. 767
Alcohol in hospitals, duty-free, 23. 66.. 67, 107,

114

Alcohol problem in the United States (John
S. Billings, iun.), 670

Alcoholic poisoning in a child. 908
Alder Hey. war orthopaedics at, 653
Alder alias Smith, charge .^gainst. 694

Aldbidge. C. 15. Mooring: Pneumothorax
following pneunio

:r, L:

Cross conferred nvim, 733

Alexander. Frederick W.
disinfectant. 38

Alexander, J. : The Cure of

\ Carnegie, Military
33

W. : Electrolytic

Conscious-
ness, rev., 437

Alexander. Lieut. Jack A. E., killed in
action. 341

Alexander. M. : Treatment of fractures of
the thigh, 939

Alexander. S. R., elected Mayor of Faver-

limentary canal, standard opaque meal for
radiographic examination of, 219—Corre-
spondence on, 349
limentary stasis (Arthur , 14—Leading

Allan. Lieut. James Grant, killed in action,
550

All.in, James W. : Typhus fever and lice,

841

585
Allabdyce. W. 0. : Bullet wound of the
humerus. 56-Bullet wound of left chest, 56

Allantoin in human beri-beri (Williams and
Saleeby). 399

Allbutt, Sir Thomas Clifford : Appreciation
of Howard Marsh, il—Diseases of the

Arteries^ includimj Angina Pectoris, rev..

293
Allen. F. J. : A-noci-association, 422

Allen, F. M. : Studies concerniiw OUjcosuria
and Diabetes, rev.. IS-Fasting treatment
of diabetes. 611

Allen. Capt. Herbert Thomas, killed in

action, 585
Allnutt, Capt. E. B.. Military Cross con-

ferred upon, 689
Alnwick, William Williams, case of, 161

Alvarenga prize, 777
Alveolar carbon dioxide. Sf« Carbon dioxide
Amblyopia, hysterical (Kenneth Campbell),

435. (O) „ . w ,
Ambulance, American, in Pans, number of

wounded transported by. 711 1 "

Ambulance Association, St. John, 30, 196, 237,

238,325.421 i8 MU
Ambulance cars presented to France by Eton
boys. 39

Ambulance Corps, the Bengal. 196

Ambulance, field, work of at Anzao (C
MackieBeggl,806. (O)

Ambulance hospital, movable, 30

Ambulance, Italian river. 519
Ambulance service, motor, for London, 73. 763

Ambulance train, 155
Ambulances, coal owners' and miners'. 622

Ambulances, field, work of in France, 655

Amenities, international medical. See Medical
profession

America, .see United States
American College of Surgeons and distinct

medical and surgical degrees, 931

American uiedical men (parliamentary tiues-

tion), 904
Amoebae in pyorrhoea alveolaris, 870

Amoeljic carriers. 729. ,See also Dysentery_
Anaemia, pernicious, and spinal degeneration
(Bramwelli. 21

Anaerobic organisms, simple method for

cultivation of (Lyn Dimondl, 778. (O)

Anaesthesia, review of books on, 897

Anaesthetists and infection. 613
, , , .

Analgesia in intranasal surf^ery (Adair
Dighton). 13

Anatomy, rev:ew of books on, 140. 506

Anderson, i'rivate David, killed in action.

EsoN, Lieut. Laurence, killed in action,

Alan Charles Findlay. killedAndbews, Lku
in action, 271

Aneurysm ii the arch of the aorta (J. W.
Dawes), .^j" -^ 'Zh''

Aneurysm, (Lrterio-venous, ar.aatomosis of

vein and suture of artery Hi. J. Godiviu),

925. (O)



Aneurysm of popliteal vessel
(Ernest Connelll, 326

Aneurvsm, traumatic and arterio-venous
(Captain F. L. A. Greaves), 924. (O)—(Sir
George Makinsi, 938

AnMina pectoris, review of books on, 293

Angioma serpiginosum (Graham Little), 219

Aniline dyes used medicinally, brown. 280

Animals, diseases of, report of inspector, 578

Animals, living, experiments on, report. 571,

654
Ankylostomiasis, betanaphthol poisonmg in

(William Bryce Onne). 176

Annttal Charities Register anil Digest, rev.,

401
A-noci-association, 346. 422. 457

Anoci-aseociation apolied to medical practice
(F. M. Rowland), 207. (O)

Anti-cholera vaccination made compulsory in

the Italian army. 523
Antilles, sanitation in the. 447

Antipneuinococcal seram and optoquin, 542.

652
I

Antirabic treatment. paralysis during (Hassel-
|

tine), 532
Antisepsis d- asepsis (Schaechter). 619

Antiseptic action of hypochlorous acid. .See
j

Hypochlorous acid amJ Eusol i

Antiseptics, research in (report of the Medical
Research Commitleei, 261. 331— Corre-
spondence on. 312. 352, 4G0-Ijeading article

on the work of Drs. Dakin and Carrel. 331.

See also IVIedical Research < onimittee
Antiseptic substances in the treatment of

infected wounds (H, D. Dakic). 318. I0>-
(Charles A. Morton), 778. iQ)

Antityphoid inoculation, 68.148, 188, 230. 401,

484. 610. 684, 686. 937-In France and else-

where, 230. 610 -Leading article on, 610~In
the German army, 484—In Hungary. 684—
Parliamentary questions on, 68. 148. 188, 686,

937—Review of books on, 401—Sick leave
and. 188— See also Inoculation

Antityphoid vaccination in North Africa. 870
Anzac. field ambulance work at (C. Mackie

Begg). 806. (O)— Water supply at, 873
Aperient to b3 used in cases of loss of con-
sciousness. 244

Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland. 161, 242, 367,

766. 789
Apothecaries- Society of London, 34, 203, 266,

351, 363. 663. 798
Appendicitis and medical treatment (T, A. R.

Aiyar). 926
Appendicitis, mortality of. 118
Archibald, Captain R. Gt. : Amoebic carriers,

729
Archivio Italiano di Oinecotogia, temporary
suspension of, 244

Abkwkii.ht. Joseph A. : Grouping of the

Arterio-venous aneurysm. See Aneurysm
ARTHUR. James ; Case for diagnosis, 244

Artificial limbs, exhibition of at Roehamp-
ton, 100. 190. 227. 519—Leading article, 57:

.See also Hospital, Queen Mary'
escent Auxiliary

Artificial pneumothori
Asclepios, 948

Asepsis j^ers)/

Conval-

See Pneumothorax

antisepsis (Schaechter). 619
Infant Mortality, rev., 99

DN, J. C. Nt-ed of doctors for the army.
943

Asphyxiating Rases. See Gas
Association. American Medical, 255. 321

Association, the liritish, 343. 407, 439, 514-

Arraogemerts for Manchecter iiieeting, S^li

—The annual lur.tinK, 407- i^resident s

address: Tlie common aims of science and

typhoid fever in, 836

Casualties, 67. 187. 449
Consultants, 66
Examination of recruits. 458
Exchanges desired. 491. 6%, 843. 911. 945
Information concerning the medical service

of. 386
Medical Advisory Board. 108, 789. 832
Medical needs of. .See War emergency also
in Supplement Index

Medical service of. 760. 90»
New reserve of, 237
Outfits, R.A.M.C,.154
Parliamentary questions on, 23, 66, 108. 147,

187, 449, 760, 789. 832,904
Pensions, ,See Pensions and Bill
Promotion of Lieutenants. Army Order, 279
Temporary commissions. 239
Temporary rank in. 117, 159. 198
War pensions and gratuities. 944
Work of the R.A,M,C. at Ypres, 112
See also War emergency

Army, British, Territorial Force: Emolu-
ments of Territorial medical officers, 662—
Exchanges, 34, 121, 244 279. 315, 424, 458 491
555, 590. 626. 663, 735 — Parliamentary
questions. 23. 67, 108, 147, 232, 615-Territorial
medical officers. 615

Array. German, typhoid inoculation in, 484—
Typ)ioid fever in 836—Casualties among
medical men in, 453, 838 -Octogenarian sur-

oents, 555.662,696,911-CaptainB. t.M.S,.276
-Examination results, 163-Betention on
ctive list after retirement has become due.

i.Vrtliur Schuster!, 407 Loyal
address to the King. 439—Sections of

Economics and Educational Science, 439

—Engineering Section, 439—Section of Agri-

culture, 439—Section of Geography. 439—
Section of Astronomy and Physics, 440—
Section of Geology, 440—Section of Physio-
logy. 441—Subsection of Psychology, 442—
Section of Anthropology, 442—Section of

Botany, 442—Section of Zoology, 443—Con-
cluding meetings, 443

Association, British Dental, 224

Association, British Medical, Annual Repre-
sentative Meetings: Chairmanship and
Deputy Chairmanship of, 185

Association, British Medical, Proceedings of

Branches and Jivisions :

Bombay Branch, 13

Dorset and West Hants Branch. 139

Metropolitan Counties Branch, 205

KtaCfordshire Branch. 207

Worcester Division, 830
Worcestershire and Herefordshire Branch,
325

Association, Britisli Medical, public health
work of (Lieut.-(.ol. Herbert Jones), 325

Association, British Medical. Science Com-
mittee's reports, 125

Association. British Medical, and the war
emergency (leading article). 183. See also
War emergency in General Index and in

Supplement
.Association, Canadian Public Health, 623
Association, Convalescent Homes', 121

.Association, Manchester and Balfoi d Sanitary.
114

Association, Medico-Psychological, of Great
Britain and Ireland. 180. 837

.Association. National, for Prevention of Con-
sumption. 145

Association. Ontario Medical, 275
Association, Poor Law Medical Officers' of
England and Wales, 119, 554

Association of Registered Medical Women,
219.644

Asthma, intermission of during pregnanes.

1 (parliamentary

\>e Laws in Bio-

Blood pressure

800.

871

1. See Recruits
(parliamentary quest

Asylum, Belfast, 272

.Asylum, Perth Royal, hundredth number of
Excelsior. 755

Asylum, Punjab Lunatic, report, 624
Asylums, conversion of into war hospitals.

837
Asylums, male, women nurses for, 199
Athenaeum publishes a subject index to perio-

dicals, 316, 799
Atkinson. J. Parkinson, elected Mayor of
Saffron Walden, 736

Atkinson. Miles C. elected Mayor of Leam-
ington, 736

inaction, 417
AuLD. A. G. ; Bromides in epilepsy. 765
Austin. John J., obituary notice of, 911
Australia: Medical Service of the Imperial
Force, 581-PubIic health in, 231

Australia. Houth : Belgian doctors' relief fund,
32, 691—Dearth of doctors, 691—Health of
camps, 691—War, 31, 690—Departure of the
Double General Hospital, 31—The profes-
sion, 32-The Branch, 32

Australian, an ancient (the Talgai skull), 479
Austria: AsIkuc cholera in, 295, 760-Death of
General von Ziegler. 295—Compulsory vac-
cination in, 301

Austrian Arms, typhoid fever in (Gold-
scheider and K. Kroner). 836

Austrian experiences of the war ( F. Demmer),
lll-(Max Schaeehter), 619-Contrast be-
twe2n wounds at the front and in ^'ienua,
Ill-Faults of first dressings. Ill-Chloro-
form the only anaesthetic, 112—Failure of
plaster-of-Paris for splints. 112-Overcrowi-
ing of the wounded near the front, 112—
Conservative treatment of wounds of the
skull and abdomen, 112—Ravages of the
volunteer nurse, 619—Treatment of wounds
by rule of thumb, 619—Asepsis i-ersus anti-
sepsis, 619-Danger of plugging wounds. 619
—Use of drainage tubes and sutures, 619—
Dry versus wet^^ dressings. 619—Supply of

limbs. 620—Conservativ
phlegmon. 620!

Austrian hospital train, experiences in (Alfred
Neumann). 687

Auximones (Professor Bottomley). 443
Aviators, French, convalescent home for, 315

Babinski. J.: Lesions of the nerves, 269—
Simulation, 270

Baby, care of the illegitimate (A. Dingwall
Fordyce), 178. (O)

Baby hospital, proposed establishment of in

Serbia. 235
Bacilli, typhoid colon, identification of patho-
genic members of thegroupof (J.Henderson
Smith) 1. (O)

Bacilli, typhoid and paratyphoid, isolation of

from faeces (C. H, Browning and L. H, U.
Thomtoni. 248. (0)

Bacillus coli in light beers, 831

Bacillus coli following skull wound, causing
acute septic meningitis (C. E. H. Milner),

Bacillus paratyphosus B. infection by (E. J.

McWeeney, 782—(Dr. Boxwell). 782

Badcock, Lieut. Arthur Laurence, killed in

654
Bahr. p. H. : A Itevort on Researches on
Sprue in Ceylon. V.n-^-lUH. rev., 257

Baibd. Lieut, John Bruce, Military Cross con-
ferred upon, 733

Bal, Lieut. N. K,, Military Cross conferred
upon, 689

Baldwin, Aslett, Keetley memorial medal
presented to. 569

Bale, Rosa : Heart-block, 220
Balfour. Lieut. Isaac Bayley. killed in

Balka
113
r, surgery r of books i

Elliot

D—" Leukopla

Balkans, distribution of raci

Smith). 439
Ballanttne, J, W, : Care of the health of

the child. 420
Balls, W. Laurence : Application of science

to the cotton industry. 443

Bana, F D. : Electroscope for nasal and oral

work, 13

Bandages for irrigation of woanda. See
Wounds, drainage of

Banks, Lieut. Charles Hunter Donaldson,
killed in action, 71

Banks, Captain Percy D'Aguilar, killed in

action. 113
Baradat : Proportion of recoveries among the
wounded. 483

B.iRANT, Robert, awarded the Nobel Prize for

Medicine for 1914, 696, 758

Barber, Captain C. H. : Useful splint for

compound fractures of the leg, 47—Treat-
ment of gunshot fractures of leg with pos-

terior wound, 765

Babbkb, H. W,; Lupus erythematosus. 219

Barclay, Florence L. : In Hoc Vince: The
Story oj a Bed Cross Flag, rev,, 16

Barclay, R. Mary: Medical education of

women, 488

Bard. Lieut. T. M., killed in action. 71

bARDSwELL, Noel Dean, Parkes-Weber Prize
and Medal awarded to, 626

Babfoud, a. M,: Soamin treatment of

cerebro-spinal meningitis, 400

Barger, G. land H. H. Dale): Supposed
soluble toxin, produced in artificial oul-

re by the bacillus of malignant oedema.
808.

Barlo , Nathan : Prevention of relapse after

emetine, 729
Barnes. Harry A,: The Tonsils. Faucial,

Lingual, and Pharyngeal . with some Ac-
count of the Posterior and Lateral P:.aryn-
geal Nodules, rev., 569

Barb, Sir James: Compulsory physical train-

ing for the youth of the country, 115—The
" irritable heart" of soldiers, 747

B.ABRETT, C, W. Sessions, obituary notice of,

879
Babrie, Howard G. ; The prevention of

typhus, 492

Barrie, T, Stewart: Rotatory nystagmus,
with recovery under optical treatment. 469

Barbt, Brigade-Surgeon Andrew, obituary
notice of, 627

Barton, E, A,: Larynx and trachea in still-

born infants, 98

Barton, Captain Maurice Holdsworth,
Military Cross conferred upon. 792

Barton. Samuel J. : Appreciation of Sir Peter

Eade, 314
Barwise, Sidney: The war emergency—The
need for selection, 539, 625

Bass.C. C, (and F. M. Johns): Alveolod^ntal

Puorrhoea.ilO ^ ^
BAssETT-SjnTH. Fleet-Surgeon P. W.: Para-
typhnidfev



Bastun. Henry Charlton : Tyrosine as an
aid In the demonstration of the presout
daydu tioi-o origin of liviuB organisms, 63-
Obituary notice of, 795

BATCHEi.on, Colonel Ferdinand Campion,
obituar}' notice of, 458

Batkuan, a. G. : Indemnity defence policies,

Bath : Reopening of Grand PumpRooni,39, 730
Bath, electrolytic, in treatment of Biptic
wounds (Frank Fowleri, 433

Bacme, Arthur: The late Mr. Edmund Owen,
279

Bayliss. W. M.: The physiological impor-
tance of phase boundaries. 441

Beamax, Deputy Sur(;eoa-Geueral Ardorn
Hulme, obituary notice of, 457

'Beattie, J. Martin: Post-mortem Methods.

71
'BEArMO.NT. G. (editor): Book of English

Piwfri/, rev.,897
Beddard. a. p. land M. S. Pembhey and E. I
SPRiGGsi: Acidosis in diabetes mellitus, 389

Beers, light. Bacillus cult in, 831
Bees, bumble, 316. 492
Beeston, Colonel J. L , C.U.G. conferred

u pon, 763
Begg, Lieut-Col. C. M., C.M.G. conferred
u Don. 763 -Field ambulance work at Anzac
806

Beit Memorial Fellowships, next election 491
Belfast: Belfast Asylum, annual report, 272—

Medical men and war work, 115—Medical
school and a hospital in France. 194— Mili-
tary appointment for Mr. Andrew Fullerton
345—Public health of 158—Royal victoria
Hospital. 622—Tuberculosis scheme. 195, 311—War work for women students in the
Queen's University, 194

Belgian colleagues at home and abroad 24, 32
68, 108, 150. 189, 232, 298, 335, 408. 438. 481. 538.
616, 648, 691, 731, 798. 833

Belgian refugees. Local Government Board
circular dealing with the emplosment of.
182

Bell, Blair: Qlaniular partial hermaphro-
diUsm. 868

Bell, Lieut. John Cunningham, dies on

Bell, Captain Thomas Henry Stanley, killed
in action, 584

Bell. Captain Whiteford John Edward. D.SO.
conferred upon. 733

Bengal ambulance corps, 1%
Bengal's new hospital ship 30, 72
Besiaxs, T. H. C; Toxic bodies of the
baciUua of malignant oedema, 909

Benseit, F. D. : Bilateral iridodialysis with
amblyopia and contracted fields due to
exploding shrapnel, 848

Bennett. R. 8 : Malerin Medica and Phur-
maoj for Medical Students, rev., 607

Be.vson, a. M. : Superflcial nodules on the
shins, elbows, and back of the forearms. 13

Beiiuests to hospitals and medical charities
123, 167. 908, 947

Beri-beri, 164, 2M. 399-AIlantoin in (Williams
and Saleeby). 399

Bebkart. J. B. : Diagnosis of gout, 177
Berkeley. C. : A Guide to Gynaecology in
General Practice, rev , 929

Berlin, death-rate in during the first six
monthsof the war, 302-Great fall in number
of pathological specimens sent to labora-
tories for investigation, 433

Bernard, H. W. : Cause of the shock and
collapse in complete inversion of the uterus.

Best: Wounds of the skull. 191
B^ta-naphihol poisoning occurring during the
treatment of ankylostomiasis ( William Bryce
Orme). 176. (O)

BiCKNELL, F. T.. death of. 279
Bier

: -Wounds of the skull, 191-Surgery of
the blood vessels, 192

Ciesalskt: Cripples of the war. 414
Bilharziosis in Natal (F. G. C'awston> 746 (O)
Bill, Mental Treatment, the Emergency, 76,

Bill Midwives. demand for, for Scotland, 265,
344, 654. 789, 832, 871, 937

Bill. Milk and Dairies i Consolidation), 149—
Royal assent. 232

Bill. Naval and Military War Pensions. 105.
148, 189. 437, 481, 654. 682, 767-Iieport .rf
Select Committee. 437—Leading article on,
682. See also Act

Bill. Notification of Births Extension, 199-
Royal assent. 232

Bill. Scottish Dnivei-aitiesiEuiergency Powers)
Royal assent, 232

Bingham, Captain F. M.. memorial tablet to.
880-Killed in FHnders, 940

BixGHAM. Raymond <i. : War emergency the
need for selection. 588

Binchemielry. review of books on, 822
Bird. Cap'ain John Wilfrid, D B.O. conferred

BiKKBECK. Lieut. L. H. C. (and Lieut. G. N.
LoRniEKi: Removal of a bullet from the
right ventricle of the heart under local
anaesthesia, 561

Birmingham: Report on its municipal man-
agement of tuberonloBis, 447 '

3raT, Colonel C. : Pt.lebotomus or sandfly
fever. 168

Birth rate, the falling, the war and (leading
article). 649 -Germany's proposals for the
renewal of her male population, 559

Birth rate in war time, 935
Births, notification of. 276, 346
Black, Clementina, edits aieport on Married
Women's Work, 828

Black, J. Elliot (and Elliot T. Glen.ny and
J. W. McNee): 685 casus of poisoning by
noxious gases iisc.i by .he enemy, 165. (01

BLACK, Nelson M.: Face powder causes con-
junctivitis. 569

Blacker, Lieut G. F.. killed in action. 71
Blair, Mr. : Acute otitis media, 56
Blair, Lieut, i-iduey. killed in action. 71
Blake, Harry Douclas. killed in action, 940
Blaker.T. Fiedk. J. : Hypochlorite solutions,

Blanchard
: War against flies in France. 612

Blind, uniform raised letter system for 568
Blind soldiers, training of in Italy, 586

'

Blood pressure, arterial, influence of
i-salv

otra-
(H.D.

Rolleston), 281.
Blood from veins.
intravenous injoc
Alfred Codd), 861

Blood vessels, action of digitalis on, 199
Blood vessels, surgers of (Bier), 192
Bloodie flux. 730
Blue, Surgeon-General Rupert, elected Presi-
dent of the American Medical Association

veterinary inspe
Board. Central Uiawives.203,591, 799.875, 948-
Special meeting for hearing penal charges
203, 756, 948-PrevaIence of the practice of
mid-wifery by un(iualifled persons. 591—

personal deliveries required for

Boyle, Helen: Experiences in Serbia, 644
Boys in recruiting rallies, 589
BiiAiuonp, Sir John Rose; War emergency,

Bradley. C. H., death of, 554
Hradshaw lecture, ,S<-« Lecture

so. _W. H.. Nobel prize awarded to, 758

Brain, lesions of (A. Polos'son , . . „,
Collet), 269

Br.imwell. Byrom: Pernicious anaemia and
spinal degeneration. 21-A long shot (bril-
liant diagnosis twenti-four and a half veavs
before the jintient's death), 413

liRAMWHLL. Captain; Charles Guy, killed in
action, 113

Hramwell. William : Treatment of diabetes
melhtus, 118-Diagnosis of gout, 278-side-
hghts on the practice of medicine from
EuKlish literature, 352 - Poultices and
venesection in gas poisonint;. 460—Hiccough,
492—The cigarette habit, 524—Houtellaria in
epilepsy, 880

Fhand. a. T. : Treatment of rigid os uteri, 97
Bransbury, Major H. A., Distinguished Ser

vice Order conlerred upon, 689
Brassard for civiliau doctors. 155
Braunschweig

: Hemeralopia amongst sol-
diers in the German army. 64

Braxy, review of books on. 221
Bray, Red Cross Hospital at, 74
Brett, K. G.. appointed Lieutenant-Governor

of Alberta. 587
HuETT, Lieut. W. G. : Vaccine treatment of
gonorrhoea, 326

Brides-les-Bains as a summer resort. 39
Briscoe. H. V. A. (and A. A. Elduidge) :

he Laboratory and Workbhop.

Number c deliverii
1, 799-Rulesof, 875

Board of Education, and industrial and scien-
tific research, US-Economy in Food. 230-
And Madame Bergman Osterburg's Physi-
cal Training College. 280-AnnuaI report of
Chief Medical Oflieer, 555

Board, Local Government, The vote, 22—Legis-
lation for the expectant mother and her un-
born infant. 101-Beport on the prevalence
of congenital syphilis among the newly born
of the east end of London (Paul Fildesi. 104
—Statistics of the incidence of notifialile
infectious diseases in each sanitary district
in England and Wales and preliminary
statement as to small- pox abroad during the
year 1914. 106-('ircular dealing with the
employment of Belgian refugees. 182-List
of sanatoriums, 491— Instructions re Lord
Derby's scheme of recruiting, 785— Notifica-
tion of measles and German measles 830—
Circular re Poor Law administration, reduc-
tion of work, 945

Board, Local Government, Ireland v. Letter-
kenny Board of Guardians. 158, 797—Inquiry
(Dr Harty and the Killoughey Dispensary
District). 345

Board of Trade: and Dr. Edridge-Green 76—
Discontinues the use of wool tests, 147

Boards of guardians, duties of to enforce
vaccination in Ireland, 797

Boards of guardians and Poor Law medical
officers' holidays (Carrickmacross), 793

Bodkin, M L.: Diseases of the Bectum and
Pelvic Colon, rev.. 258

Boettiger- Skull wounds, 517
BoiT. H.: Wounds of tlie abdomen. 547

Hydatid disease. 220-

,863

BromidesBriscoe, John Frederick

:

pilepsy, 877
epidemics in, in the nineteenth

Smith), 60

s of local sepsif

Bolton, Elizabeth :

Torsion of a fibroid
Bombs, incendiary, n
Bond, C. J. : Recrude
completely healed
some surgical interference or passive
movement, 467. (Qi

Bone. W. A. : Coal supply, 440
BoNEY, Knowles : Rapidity of the pulse de-
pendent upon persistent disturbance of the
vasomotor meclianism. 638

Books, for coloured drawings of sections, 244
—For work of school medical officer 800*

Books, rare, 800
Booth Line : Notes of fifty years, 948
Boots, marching (jiarliamentary question). 901

soldiers. 767
BoRST: Wounds of the chest, 153
Bossi, of Genoa, on the victims of Teutonic
gynaecology. 524

Rossuet as a zoologist, 65
BoTTOMLEY Professor : Formation of auxi-
mones.443

BoucHARP. Charles, obituary notice of. 695
Boucher de BorcSEBViLLE, Sir Charles

Bristol
century (Lieut.-Col. G

British army. SfeArm;
British Association. .S'ec Association
British colonies, condition of practice in. 387
British Dental Association. See Association
British Expeditionary Force, medical ar-
rangements of: Casualty clearing stations,
25—Field ambulances, the work of, 655—
Fractures, treatment of. 233—Mobile laDo-
ratories, 26. 306—New disease, 109—Patho-
logical work and specialist pay, 109-HirtiDg
classes, 233-ticience and the army, 306—
Scientific meetings, 516—Sewage disposal,
616-Stretcher cairiers, 69—Voluntary Aid
Detachments, 69

British Fire Prevention Committee's posters
for air raids, etc.. 524

British health resorts (T. D. Luke). 40
British health resorts, military cases at, 30—
Military record cards for. 903

British health resorts in peace and war
(R. Fortescue Fox), 81. (O)

British Hospital for Mothers and Babies, 79
British hospital unit for Russia. 271
British Journal of Surgery. 798
British Medical Association. See Aesociation
British Museum trustees issue economic
leaflets: No. 1. The danger of disease from
flies and lice, 591

British Red Cross Society, See Society.
British Red Cross

Broadbent, Walter: Results of German gas
poisoning, 247

Brocklehdrst, Private James Edward, killed

Bromides, price of. 556. 592
Brooke, G. E.: Aids to Tropical Medicine.

rev.. 329
Blown Animal Sanatory Institution. 79
Brown, A. J. (and P. C. T. Davy) : Typhus
fev ,727

Borz
. ohil

Cou

539—Bradshaw Lectur.

HnowN, Captain J. G. : Trench shin, 939
Brown, Nurse M. S.. drowned on service, 762
Brown. R. King: Medical students and com-
batant commissions, 421

Browne. Lieut. Bernard ticore. Military Cross
conferred upon, 734

Browne, Captain O. G., D.S.O, conferred
upon. 27

Browning. C. H. (and L. H. D. Thornton)-
Isolation of typhoid and paratyphoid
bacilli from faeces, 248—Appreciation of

demic, 250
Bruce. Sir David: The Croonian lectures on
trypanosoiues causing disease in man and
domestic ouimals in Central Africa 5. 48,

91—Tetanus treated in home military hos-
pitals, 593—Awarded Leeuwenhoek gold
medal, 831

Bruce, J. Mitchell (and -Walter J. Dilling):
Materia Medica andTherapeutics, rev., 784

Brunton. Lieut. Edward Henry Pollock,
killed in action, 584. 621-Telegram of sym-
pathy from the King and ijueen, 621

Brcnton. Sii Lauder, appreciation of Lieut.-
Col. Ed war 1 Lawrie, 350

Bryabs, Dr., obituary notice of, 911



l^]

Bktce. T. H. : Osteoloov and Arthroloov, rev.,

140
BncHAN, John : The second battle of Ypres,

112
BncHANAN, Alexander Macgregor, obituary

notice of. 767
BucHASAN. Lieut. R. B.. killed in action. 29

Buchanan. B. J. M.: Textbook of Formate
Medicine and Gynaecoloov, rev., 930

Buchanan. R. M. : InsectB and disease. 419

Budget, the. 480. 511, 545

Buist. H. Massac : Motors for medical men,
222

Bulgarian bacillus in treatment of cystitis

and pyelitis with alkaline urine, 768

Bflklky. L. Duncan : Cancer, its Cause and
Treatmtnt. rev.. 100

BrLL. Lieut. G. J. O.. killed in action, 193

Bullet removed from the right ventricle of

the heart under local anaesthesia (Lieut.

L. H. C. Birkl.eck and Lieut. G. N Lorimer.
with remarks by Colonel H. M. W. Gray).

561. (O)
Bullet and shell wounds, German experi-

ences, 415. See also German
Bullet wound of left chest (W. C. Allardice),

56
Bullet wounds, nerve suture for {R. Atkinson
Stoney and H. Meade). 10. (0)—Corre-
spondence on, 75, 160

Bullet wounds. See also Wounds
Bullets, German, magnetic property of ((

Clair Whil ,678
Bullets, removal of from wounds. 75

Bullock. Captain Arthur Ernest, killed :

action. 549
Bumble bees, 316, 492
BuNCLE, Lieut. Bonald Macdonald, dies on

service, 657
BuHD. C. P. : The cigarette habit, 628

BURDETT, Sir Henry : Hoio to Become a Nurse :

The Nursing Profession: How and Where
to Train, rev.. 862

BuRGHARD, F. F. : The war emergency. 539

BrHKiTT, B. W- : Eclampsia of pregnancy, 139

Burninu and pain in the plantar region. See
Plantar

BuRRA, L. T-: A Practical Manual of Tuber-
culosis for Nurses, rev.. 645

Burrows, Captain H. : Amputations for

emphysematous gangrene, 906
Burrows. Roland: Legal responsibility for

crime, 116
Burton, i. H. G.: The Tuberculosis Hand-
book, rev., 221

Buschmann : Unilateral impairment of kid-
ney in toxaemia of pregnancy, 833

Butleb. Captain Arthur Graham, Distin-
guished Service Order conferred upon. 70

BUTTAR, Charles : Residents at military hos-
pitals at home, 32

Butter for cooking, rancid, 767
BrxTON, Captain Gurney White, dies on ser-

vice, 585
Buyo cheek cancer. 105
Buzzard, E. F. Gunshot woncds of peri-
pheral nerves. 678

Buzzard. T. : With the Turkish Army t7i the
Crimea and Asia Minor : aPersonal Narra-
tive, rev ,i25

Cabanes, Dr.: Folic d'Emvereur. JJne
Dynastic de Dioen^r^s. Guillaume IT juge
par la Science, rev , 327

Cabot. B. C. : Differential Diagnosis, rev..
141

Caddt, Dr. : Life insurance in India 651
Calcium hypochlorite. See Hypochlorite
Calculi of the prostate (R. L. Spittel). 289. (O)
Calculus, ureteral its symptoms and treat-
ment (David Newman). 557. 598 (O)—
Correspondence on. 624, 692. See also Uric
acid stones

Calculus, urinary, is it rare in Ireland? 277
Calder, Lieut. George M.. killed in a;tion.
586

Caldwell. Captain T B.: On the extraction
of foreign bodies, 322

Calgary hospitals, medical superintendent
appointed, 116

Cameras de Sangre, bloodie flux, 730

Cameron, a. T. : Goitre in fishes. 303
Cameron, sir Charles : Measles notification in
Dublin, 908

Camf.bon. Lieut. Donald R. C, killed in
action, 486

Cameron, Lieut. Roy Douglas, killed in action.
585

Cameron, Hector Charles ; Our present posi-
tion with regard to the prescription of pro-
prietary foods in infant feeding, 287. 489. 624
— Diet and Disease in Infancy, rev.. 645

Cameron. James: The sulphur mines of
Si'-ily and the pharmacology of sulphur. 197

Cameron. .1. 8.. presentation to, 216

1 appli-

Camp, German prison, typhus feyer in. 72

Campbell, Lieut. George Edward Foriuan,
killed in action. 416

Campbell. Gilbert, obituary notice of, 522

Campbell, H. : Aids to Pathology, rev.. 59

Campbell, Kenneth: Case of hysterical

amblyopia, 435

Campbell, Lieut. R. 0.C dies of wounds. 71

Campbell. 'Williftm (and others) : Ai

action of hvpochlorous acid and i

cation to wound treatment, 129

Camps, health of (Australia), 691

Canada. Army Medical Service, notes on. 70—
Calgary hospitals, 116— " Diarsenol."

licence to manufacture granted by Ottawa
Commissioner of Patents. 86— Effects of Hie

war on hospitals. 623—Hamilton Health
Association. 116—Hospital Commission ap-

pointed by the Government. 113, 340—Hos-
pital for French wounded to be provided by
the Governnient, 519—Hospitalization of the
Expeditionary Force, 582—King's birthday
honours, 32—McGill University, annual con-

vocation, 116—Proposed residential college

at 587—Number of students, 690—Medical
Council of Canada, 623— Medical Council
examinations. 690—Medical education in

Ontario. 623-Medical Lieutenant-Governor
of Alberta. 587—Military Hospital Commis-
sion, 941— Military hospitals, 583—In
France, 583— In Egypt. 583—No. 5 General
Military Hospital. 340-Munioipal con-

trol of hospitals of, 941—Ontario Medical
Association, annual meeting, 275-
Patriotic Medical Bureau in Regina, 941

— Profession and the war, 690—Public
Health Association, annual conference,

623—University news. 690—Wf.r notes, 519

Canadian Army Medical Service. 70

Canadian Convalescent Hospital at Upper
Lodge. Bushey Park, 947

Canadian hospital. See Hospital
Canadian practitioners, sacrifices of, 794

Canadian Public Health Association. 623

Cancer, buyo cheek, 105

Cancer Conference, International, Danish
Medical Association decides to postpone,
128

Cancer of ovary, papilliferons, associated
with adenoiiivoma of the uterus (J. D.
Malcolm I, 98

Cancer patients, suggested isolation of. 664

Cancer Research Fund. Imperial, annual
meeting, 141

Cancer, review of books on. 100

Cane. Captain L. B. : Transport of the
wounded at the Dardanelles. 268

Cant. \V. .J., obituary notice of. 627

Capon. Robert M. Rat destruction. 844

Captains I.MS.. 276. See also Army, Indian
Oaradec. Dr.. on light armour. 304

Carbon dioxide, determinations, alveolar in

the treatment and prognosis of diabetes
(E. P. Poulton), 392. (O)

Carcinoma. See Cancer
Ciirdiff. auxiliary hospital in. 343

Carle, M. : Les Ecoles Frofessionelles des
Bless/'s.iev., 862

Cabless. a. : Rose and CarZess's Manual of

Surgery for Students and Practitioners,

rev., 328
Carless, Lieut. Albert William Buchan,
dies of wounds, 549

Carmichael. Daniel, estate of, 72

Carnotite. discovery of considerable deposits
of in Colorado, 459

Carr (iuarti-riiiaster and Honorary Lieut. J.,

awarded the MilitaiT Cross, 27

Cabbel, Alexis: his simple device for intro-

ducing hypochlorite solution. 332—The re-

sults of Dakin'B method of using hypo-
chlorite solution. 609

Carrickmacross guardians and the Poor Law
medical otticers' holidays. 793

Carrier problem in war, 687—At home in time
of war (Edward C. Hortl, 892. (O)

Cabrington. Captain Edward Worrell, killed

in action. 584

Cabruthebs. Captain V. T., Treatment of

abdominal wounds, 505
I'ut. John Jamieson. killed in

killed
action, 585

Carter, Lieut. Gerald Francis
action. 271

Carter, Cai.tain H. St.M., Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon, 27

Carvell. J. M.: a tourniquet, 222

Carter, A. E- : The importation of bacillary

dysentery, 552

Caby, Lieut. -Col. Arthur. Territorial Decora-
tion conferred upon. 452

Case. Miss E. land Mrs, C. W. Eable): Pot
Pourri Mixed hu Tim, rev., 182

Case, J. T. : Stereoroentgenography : The
Alimentary Tract, rev. 605

Cases for diagnosis. 124. 244
,

Cash. J. T. : Physiological action of oil, 63

CAS3IDY, 0. G. : Legal responsibility for

686, 871—Statistics.

Casualties among German army doctors. 453.

838
edical services of the

235. 271, 309,
415, '449, 452, 486, 518. 549, 584, 620, 657, 686, 688,

733, 762, 791, 837, 873, 907, 940
Casualties, recoveries from, 187

Casualties at Tanga, 187
Casualties, total. 187, 449,

686
Casualty clearing stations, 25, 834—Position

of. 834

Casualty lists, compilation of, 71

Casualty returns for the first year, 480

Catalonia, medical service in. Treballs de la

Societal de Biologia, rev.. 180

Cataract operation, anew (Major M. Corry),

861
Cathcart, Charles : Cheap absorbent
dressings for the wounded, 137

Cathcart, Gertrude D. : First Book of Phy-
siology and Hygiene, rev., 825

Oattanach, Lieut. John, dies of wounds, 271

Cattaneo, Giuseppe, death of, 491

Cavell, Miss Edith, the fate of (murdered by
Germans), 651

Cavendish lecture. ,Sce Lecture
Cawston. J. G. : Bilharziosisin Natal. 746

Cell evolution (E. A. Minchin), 443

Central Medical War Committee,
mittee and War Emergency

Central Midwives Board. See Board
Cerebral haemorrhage and the Corone

.See Corn-

Act.

544
,470Cerebrospinal contacts (H. F. Shorney

Cerebrospinal fever. .See Fever
Cerebro spinal syphilis. See Syphilis

Certificates, medical. Hungarian doctors

arrested on a charge of giving improper. 293

Certificates, medical, for mnnition workers.

Certificates, medical, for recruits, 902

Cesabi, Captain Sydney Francis Macalpine.
killed in action. 584

Chadwick. Nurse Mabel Elizabeth, dies on
service, 621

Chalmers ;
" Pyosis Corletti," 43

Chalmers, Albert J. : Amoeliic carriers, 729

Chalmers, a. K. : Fog deaths. 908

Change of name. See Name
Chasipnevs. Sir Francis : Appreciation of

Sir Robert Boxall, 766

Chantemesse ; Antityphoid inoculation. 230.

Chaplin. Arnold : Thomas Hhortt (.Principal

Medical Officer at St. Heleyia). With Bio-

graphies of some other Medical Men associ-

ated with the case of Napoleon from lilo-

lK'l,Tev., 14—Napoleon's funeral, 552

Chapman, Private Philip E., dies of

wounds. 416 „ ^
Chapple, W. a. : Cases from the Dardanelles

treated on a hospital ship. 234 ^ , ,. ,

Charge against an Edinburgh herbalist

iCharles Alder alias Charles Smith). 694

Charges of alleged im])ersonation (Henry John
Herring), 694

, ,_ ,

Charities of London, review of books on. 402

Chabtbes, E. A : Supply of medical officers.

33

Anatomy of the Temporal Bone in the

Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons of

England, rev , 181

Cheiropompholyx, treatment of, 80

Chell, Lieut. H.. killed in action. 341

Chemical temperature, regulation in anaes-

thetized animals (J. M. O'Connor), 56

Chemistry, review of books on, 258, 645, 823

Chesney. Lieut W. McM., awarded the
Military Cross, 27

Chest disease and environment (G. W.
Hambleton), 442 ^ ^

Chest wounds tSaucrbrnch, Borst, and Bor-

chardl, 153
Chiari: Explosive effect of German rifle

bullets, 339
Chicago, public health lectures by white and
coloured doctors in, 574

Chilblains. 614, 693. 800, 880

Child, care of the health of the (A. Campbell
Munro), 420—(J. W. Ballantyne), 420

Chilton. Frank, killed in

,71

Becreations of

crin ,312

ChinosoI,844
Chishglm. A. Stuart M.
Physician, rev.. 897

, , „
Chisholm, Captain H. .\.. Distinguished Ser-

vice Order confen-ed upon, 27

Chisholm. Lieut. William Malcolm, dies of

wounds, 309
Obitty, Hubert: A hospital ship in the Medi-

529

I dressing (J. J. Harper
Nelson), 821

Chloroform, shock during operations under,

760—In CentralCholera
.335, 7

flagellate-diarrhoea " and kala-a

I

Paratyphoid fever in the tropics and Serbia,

781 . ^
Casualties in the Dardanelles (parliamentary

question), 67. 148. 515. 615. 654
' Casualties, Gallipoli, 615. 654

.„ .u 1913 (leading article), 228

Cholera epidemics in Bristol in the nineteenth

century (Lieut.-Col. G. Munro Smith), 60

Cholera, iodine in. 244

Cholera treated by hypertonic saline solu-

tions (G. Duncan Whyte). 425. (O)



Sarawak.

Fredoriok John, killed in

591
Christie. A. C. : Studus in Jioentaen Itny

I>iai/no«i.<, rev.. 824

Christie, W. L«dini!bam : Latent dysentery
and intestinal parasitism

CuRisTisoN. :

action. 907
Chcbch. Henry Macdouald, obituary notice

of. 279
•'Chyiuol.'826
Cigarette babit. 459. 524. 628

Ciearette smoking among women. 839
Circulation, effect of exertion on (J. M.
Uaopbail). 637 (01

Civil and military doctors, co-operation
between. 838

Civil practice to-day in France (experiences
of an Anglo-Frencb practitioner). 473

Claret (parliamentary question!, 871

Clark, Major J. A , Territorial Decoration
conferred upon, 907

CiJuiK, Nurse J., drowned on service, 762

Clarke. Captain: Oxygen and suppuration,
959

Clarke. D. S- ; Congenital hereditary absence
of some of the digital phalanges. 255

Clarke. Edward a . obituary notice of. 243
Clabke. J. Micbell : Nervous affections of

the sixth and seventh decades of life. 665
Clarke, Lieut. John, dies of wounds. 486
Clerk. Douglas Crawford, awarded scholar-

ship, 735
Clifford, Lieut. A. C, killed in Flanders,
9W

Clippingdale, S. D. : The giant cricketer.
736

Close. J. : Cerebral haemorrhage and the
Coroners Act. 544

CLorsTON, Sir Thomas, estate of. 604
Clow. Dr. : Hypothyroidism and hyper-
thyroidism, 782

Coal owners' and miners' ambulances, 622
Coal supply (W. A. Bone). 440

COALE. R. D., death of. 243

Coates. Richard : Bromides in epilepsy, 877
Coats. George, obituary notice of, 767
Cocaine, illicit traffic in, in Paris, 491
Cockayne. E. A.: Congenital sclerodermia
and sclerodactylia, 14

CoDD, J. Alfred : Improved technique for
intravenous injections and removal of blood
from veins, 861

Codeia. the hypodermic dose of. 352
Coffee and bananas. 164

Cohen. J. B. ; Researches in antiseptics. 312
CoLBonRSE, Lieut. Eric K , dies of wounds, 29
Cold feet. See Feet
Cole, X-arse E. H., dies on service. 550
Cole, Professor : Proljlems of .the earth's

crust, 440
CoLEMAS, James B., obituary notice of, 661
Coles, Alfred C. : Easy method of detecting

.?. jiallida and other spirochaetes. 777
Coley, Frederic C. ; Artilicial pneumothorax,
manometric aberrations, 468

Collargol,460
College. Anderson, of Medicine : Informa-
tion concerning, 379

College, Epsom, 21. 80, 124, 768,831. 840
College, King's. 373. 491—information con-
cerning the study of medicine. 373

College. Livingstone, in war time. 936
College. North-East London Post-graduate :

Information concerning. 385
College. Queen Margaret Olasgow) : Informa-

tion concerning the study of medicine. 378
College. Royal, of Physicians of Edinburgh :

Information concerning the study of medi-
cine. 365. 377

College. Royal, of Physicians of Ireland. 367,
663..'859—Information concerning the study
of medicine. 367

College. Royal, of Physicians of London, 162.

241, 363. 626, 694—Duty of medical practi-
tioners incases of criminal abortion (report),
162—Information concerning the study of
medicine, 565

College. Royal, of Surgeons of Edinburgh. 205,

365. 377, 663, 946—Information concerning
the study of medicine, 365. 577

College. Koyal. of Surgeons of England. 79.

181. 242. 363, 626, 735, 755. 798, 843, 910. 912-
Dalhousie and other universities, 912 —
Annual report. 626. 755—Information con-
cerning the study of medicine. 565

College. Royal. of Surgeons in Ireland. 567.491.
622. 659 -Information concerning the study
of medicine. 367

College, St. Muogo's: Informati
the study of medicine, 578

College of Surgeons of America and di
medical and surgical degrees. 931

College. Trinity. Dublin. 555. 379. 52(3-In-
3g the studj'of ]formation

365,579
CoUege. University, Cork, 31, 580, 764

formation concerning the study of medi

College, University, of South 'Wales and Mon-
mouthshire : Information concerning the
study of niedii-ine, 376

College. 'West London Post-Graduate : In-
formation concerning, 382

Colleges, Royal of Pliysicians and Burgeons of
Edinburgh: Information concerning the
study of medicine. 377

Colleges, Royal, of Physicians and Burgeons.
Ireland. 79

Collet, F. J. : Lesions of the brain. 269
COLLINGWOOI), B .1.: Urinary acid index. 56
CoLi.iNGWooD. Fleet Kurgeon Trevor: Work

of a hospital ship, l.'il

Collins, Sir William : Drug and alcohol
addiction, 615

CoLLis, iS. L. : Industrial Pnennwno-
co)iioses, with Sveciiil Be/erence to Dust
Phthisis^ rev., 897

COLLisoN-MoRLEY. Lieut.-Col. Harold Duke,
killed in action. 549

Colon, proposed university for, 637
Colonial Office, appointments under, 387
Colonies. British, conditions of practice in,

587
Colour blindness: Dr. Edridge-Green's re-

searches (parliamentary question), 24

COLSTON, Major Harold Kelway, killed in
action, 271

Common aims of science and humanity
(Arthur Scbusteri, 407

Commotional syndrome in war, 185
Compulsory medical service. See Medical
Compulsory military training, resolution in
favour of, passed l)y Association of Military
Surgeons of the Uniteil States. 608

Compulsory national service. See National
CoNCANON, Captain G.L. B., killed in action.

235
Congress of the Incorjiorated Sanitary Asso-
ciation of Scotland. 419

Congress, Medical, of Ecuador. 716
Congress. Oxford Oiibtbalmological, 65, 179—
Annual meeting. 179

Congress, Pan-American Medical : Medical
edu .714

College, University, Galway: Informatio
concerning the study of medicine. 580

College. University. London: Informa'jio
he study of medicine, 575

Congress, Pan-American Scientific, 'Washing-
ton, Decembtr (1915). 579

Congress of Surgeons of North America.
591

Congress. Uruguay National Medical, 884

Conjoint Board in England : Pass lists, 163.

242. 591, 626. 766—Information concerning the
study of medicine, 562. 584

Conjoint Board in Ireland : Pass lists, 121, 242,

663—Information concerning the study of
medicine, 567

Conjoint Board in Scotland : Pass lists. 165.

205. 555. 663-lDformation concerning the
study of medicine. 564

Conjunctivitis caused by face powder {Nelson
M. Black). 569

CoNNELL. Ernest : Arterio-venous aneurysm
of popliteal vessels. 326

"Consumption quackery" (Kasco Tuba-
cyllus). 508

Consumption. .See Tuberculosis
Convalescent Homes Association. >S'ee Asso-
ciation

Convalescents, occupation for. 874

CooK, F. C: The destruction of tly larvae in

Cook. Lieut. Gerald Haslam. dies of wounds
as a prisoner of war. 689

Cook, ^^'illiam S. ; Administrative control of
measles. 522

Cooleardie Sanatorium, report (Henry A.
Ellis). 210

Copaiba oil. .S'e" Oil

Cope, V. Zacbary : Actinomycosis, 554

Copenhagen, society formed to study the
"social consequences of the war." 408

Copper in tissues d'. W. Lauib).442
Corbett. Dudley : Sclerodermia, 219

CoRDEUX, Lieut. Edward Henry Noble, killed

.Antitoxic power of
.585

Cordova, Raiil
bypochlorous aci.i, i>m

Cork: Honan Biological Institute. 51—Medical
profession and the National Insurance Act,
51— Workhouse medical officers and their
holidays. 345

Cornell University, ."^ee University
Corns, treatment of. 800, 844

Coroners Act, cerebral haemorrhage and.
544

Correspondence :

A-noci-association, 346 422, 457
Appendicitis, mnrtality of, 118

Board of Trade and Dr. F.dridge-Green, 76

Boys in recruiting rallies. 589
British and French salvarsan products, 75,

160
Bromides in epilepsy. 624, 692, 765, 840, 876,

909
Bullets from wounds, removal of, 75
Canadian practitioners, sacrifices of, 794

Captains I M.S., 276

Chilblains. 693
Chlorine gas. Sec Gas
Combined physical treatment for disabled

soldiers. 795. 877
Compulsory medical service in the past,

277
Curve of the epidemic, 53, 77. 119, 240,278

L Mkdioai. JounifU

Correspondenae Continued)
De multis rebus, 346
Diabetes mellitus, treatment of. 118
DiKitaliB, action of on the blood vessels.

infection from pulmonary tuber-

Fees for medical examinations for life

insurance, scale of, 160

Foreign bodies, localization of by -c rays.
75

Gas. chlorine, immediate effects of the in-

halation of, 548

Gas poisoning, 488
Gas poisoning, the prevention of. 118. 161

Gases and vapours, treatment of symptoms
arising from inhalation of irritant, 76

Gout, diagnosis of, 240. 278, 489
Gunshot fractures of leg with posterior
wounds, treatment of. 765

Harelip, cleft palate, cretinism, etc., cause
of, 278

Heart, auscultation of, 943
Hemeralopia or nyctalopia'.' 198, 239
" Hypertonic " treatment of wounds, 32
Indemnity defence policies, 119, 199
Indian doctors and vacant appointments

512, 347. 348
Infant feeding. 456. 489. 522. 588. 624, 692

Iodine as an antiseptic and eterilizer. See
Sterilization

Ipecacuanha and its alkaloids. 794

Irish Apothecaries' Hall and the General
Medical Council. 161

Legal responsibility for crime, 116, 158, 512

Martin, Professor A., aud Professor Jacobs.
841

Measles, administrative control of. 522. 555

Measles, notification order. 875

Medical autographs. 693

Medical education of women. 488. 521

Medical history, early. 547

Medical men and officers, supply of. 33, 117,

159, 198, 421

Medical service in the Highlands and
Islands, 456, 552

Medical students as military surgical

assistants, 488

Medical students. and the war, 312, 421. 457.

488
Members of the Royal College of Surgeons.
910

Meningococci, differentiation of. 942

Mental treatment, emergency bill for. 76, 117

Missionaries and war service, 276

Napoleon's funeral, 552

Nerve suture for bullet wounds. 75, 160
" New disease," the so-called (streptococcal

nephritis), 160
Notification of births. 276. 546

Owen, the late Mr. Edmund, 279

Research in antiseptics, 312

Residents at military hospitals at home, 32

Koyal Medical Foundation of Epsom College.

840
Saccharine, the danger of. 552

School medical inspection. 240

Shock during operations under chloroform
457

Sleeve of vein in nerve suture, use of a, 422

Soldiers' heart. 909
Standard diet for infant feeding, 692

Standard opaque meal lor raaiographic
examination. 349

Sterilization of the skin with tincture of

iodine, 240. 278, 312

Student dressers in voluntary hospitals, 1%
Sulphur mines of Sicily and the pharma-
cology of sulphur, 197

, .. ,

Supply of medical officers. See Medical
Burgeon probationers. Royal Navy, 488

Syphilis, congenital, are cases of becoming
rarer'? 197

Tartar emetic in kala-azar. 197

Temporary commissions for medical men
under 40 : an Irish Committee, 239

Temporary rank in the R.A.M.C. 117, 159

Tourniquet in war. 161. 457

Toxic bodies of the bacillus of malignant
oedema. 909

. . , , . ,

Trinitrotoluene poisoning, prophylaxis of.

Typhus fever and lice, 841, 875

Uric acid stones under the x rays. 624. 692

Urinary calculus, is it rare in Ireland? 277

War emergency: Poor Law medical officers

and the cost of drugs, 521— .4 question of

uniform, 587—The need for selection. 588.

625—Grousing. 588—Absent consultants.

588—Urgent need of doctors. 910. 943

War Emergency Committee. 692

War Refugees Dispensary. 589

Women nursesfor male asylums, 199

CORRY, Major M. : New cataract operation,

861
Cotter, Jeremiah, obituary notice of, 351

Cotton, Major F. W. : Fatigue dyspepsia. 348

Cotton. Thomas: "Irritable heart " of

soldiers. 722. 780

Cotton industry, application of science to (W.
Lawrence Balls), 443
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CowAED, Captain Leslie G., killed in action.

Cow^T. Major E. V .
Distinguished Service

Order conferred upon. 27
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Cox. G Ralph : Foreign bodies in the recium.

Co? Inspector- General Henry Thompson.
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-Proposed raemonal^to, 799

Davenpobt. Arthur
124

Davii

1.585

Cri
347

jgal responsibilit:

Davy P C T. (and A. J. Bkown): Typh

fever, 737-Tvpluis fever and

for. 116. 158. 312.

rviininologv rcview of V)Ooks on, 825

Ci™pTed°siilor' and ^Wiers artificial imbs

for. See Artificial and Hospital, Queen

Crfp^ples- Hospital and College. Lord Mayor

-.B^'of." Ma/orw.'c'?iwarded Royal Humane

CK^oSltglmeT. ^p^nt^d" J.P. for County of

gSSor^c^pn|}o^on^f
C^Sls':'^^l\'^TS"s^n:^Aptrirt^n^f

CBo1.?BN, HarTst'urgeon :
(mrative Gynaeco-

CBOwK^'-falhological anatomy of bubonic

CBOwTHE?f Dispatch Eider S. N., killed in

CBoz^EB^Ilieut. James. CB., killed in action,

NK, Lieut. Harold A., killed in

CB^mLkfp. T. : New .,-ray apparatus. 56

Cuba new maternity hospitals in, 736

CcFFk. Surgeon-General Sir Charles Mao-

cF^.Tol.°^u^e^TT£,:^'s'^.itsBe>aUon

Cu^Ns! Surgeon Archibald Wilfred, dies on

CntVs'onhTDiseased in Forraine Attempts oj

theEnrilisn Nation 730

Curiosities and defects of sight, 514

CrEEiE. H. B.. obituarynot.ee of, 842

Carve of the epidemic. .See Epidemic

CusHisr,. Professor: Hibernation and the

rnssN-Y^I^R'-'T^O,™/.- of Pl,ar,nacoloa:,

andTherapmtics. or the Artimi of Drugs in

Bealth and Disease, rev.. W
Cyst of each ovary, raultilocular (Mary

Cysts'bjlater'al multilocular dermoid (Mary

Cys'S^traumaric implantation or inclusion

(Graham Littlel. 219
, .^om

Cytophylactic. magnesium chloride as, 868

'\he' dearth of doctors,

.
Captain Geoffrey Boisselier, killed it

r,?vr«'^ aeOT^ge Buvo cheek cancer. 105

Eav s' Mar^^ ino^^l-'tes herself with a culti

vltion of the bacillus of Bas gangrene 555

Davv A. Humphrey: Bromides in epllepB^

v,„.,„.„.. lice, 875

n'.wTtARN E H. M., death of. 279
, .i,

ElwE^JW.: Aneurysm of the arch of the

D^wKiNS^Boyd : Antiauity of man inBritain.

DAWSON. Sir Bertrand: Paratyphoid fever,

dIwson. George D. : Diagnosis of typhoid
|

DlXi°<5^St^'n^^F"'^?^el\he Military

DAWSOK.'private Wilfred Y., killed in action,

Dav nurseries, grants to (parliamentary ques-

DEANE,'' Captain Ernest Cotton, killed in

DEfsBEN^W. F. (andC. F. Pi.ow»l.n): FigM-

Handhonk, rev . 259

nfarth of doctors. See Doctors

Death certificates and herbahsts (Charles c.

Abbotti. 229 . .

Death by liKbtn;.,.^ *S^'fv«°M,ells inun-
Death due to l.^t;h exi.losne shells m u>

Delthsfromhedonal.. See Hedonal

Deaths in the profession abroad. 78. lu. ^i-i.

Defeiti^e ''children, review of books on. 57.

De'^rr^^erd^-Sfsion of^^^^^^^^^^^^

596. .See also Ionization and A\ ounds

Degenerates, stenlization
°V«(b to sterilize

termine the right <>« '!>« 8J\l« '"j^^^'^j
"

before the Supreme Court of America 603

DEJEEINE. .7 (andE..G«JCKI.ER .The I'V^"^

Neuroses and their Treatnunt by rsycnu

fh€rapi/,rev..605-i\foxon medal awaided to.

Dbnyb. Joseph: Eradication and prevention

D?is?:si°|^^----ss
profession. 651—His sc'",™^,"'"

recruiting Heading article). 785

rrSft!ll::eTol^Iti'^vl-.fr:S'b^;'n"varseno.

benzol (H.Bpence). 679
, .,„

ire; "o" ed°ted by W. FothergiU Eobinson).

KfSug£'°ur^J^°orr'!.,emoria, to.

Dewes. Lieut. Bryan Osmond, killed in action.

Diabetes, eigniflcance of
,f''-f°^"l"'^^i

dioside determinations in the treatment and

prognosis of (E. P. Poulton). 392 ^
1 Diabetes mellitus. acidosis in A P. Beddara.

M. 8. Pembrey, and E. I. SpriSgs). 3»y

Diibetes. fasting treatment for (AUem, ell-

Correspondence on. 844

Diabetes mellitus, treatment of. 118

Diinhoea, flagellate, treatment of (Aldo

Castellani),

Daki D Use of certain antiseptic sub-

stances in the treatment of infected wounds.

319-Leading articleon the above^609-Ant.-

sBDtic action of hypochlorites. 809

dI'e. h"'h,. (and G. Bai.c^.b). Supposed

rJ?h^^A°cXrofmahg°an%'';'edet:"808'-
Chrnnic poisoning by ciuetme 895

EtJiliKptS^t^r^-'l^^'^-"-

°=aS:e^^li?ecp^s;.|;^^r\,^^
Bible trypanoaome inteciion. im

Delafield. Francis, death of, 279

Delbet : Magnesium chloride as cs lu

Dfl'I^ebsonL : Lesions of the spinal cord,

dI^^auiocr, Sergeant Edward Frederick,

De'lee,J. B. : The Principles and Practice

TiEiS^mTueTn^. S.. dies of wounds. 341

BSIp™l; S • Effects of exposure to wet cold

nnfl t,>ipir nreveution. 888. (UJ .

DELEON C <a French pioneer lu tropical

DeLI'bme.'e.': TF«,-Sur„er«.rev 435

°?^-?5?n.rau/i^:n\2;i^a^^

cnlints 112- Overcrowding of the wounaea

near the front, 112-Conservativetreatmen

of wounds of skull and abdomen, 112

Demultia rebus, 346
, -waldo'

Dental aid to the poor, need of (Di. Wamo

DeZra^natomy review of books on. 220

geStal surgeons (parliamentary question),

Dental surgeons, unregistered parliamentary

nlT„fsm-L'erv information concerning. 388

BiStal u4itn.;it?r troops (parliamentary

DeTiirilillS or died of wounds whilst

Dlntiit^lnregi^lere'dmemy John Goldberg ,

D^tists (parliamLntary l»«»"°f'- T's'eJvice
Dentists exempted from mU'ta'-i' ''«""^<'

(parliamentary questioni. "/ , .,„„.

Dentistry and the army Iparliameutaiy ques

gfcSrtK^r^S^r.'feltMedical terms

mcil^arv PocM Medical (W. A. Newman

Di°??Irrfnfant feeding, a standard. 692

Diet, review of books on, 645

Diet, soldiers', 869
. , . , _t„ im

Dietetic treatment of sick mfan s, 302

DiGHTON. Adair :
Analgesia

Drg"i5fr''phllanges congenital hereditary

DrJu^Ififa t!oTo^'o°n fhe'^Sfo^dVl^els" 99

D iL^NG.'w J.: Physiological action of o.

6^-(and J.Mitcbell Bbcce). Mater... M.-dica

DS^^'KS'^tSpl^mJgod for cultivation

of anaerobic organisms. 778

gi^SS:jlt'=^i^v'?racheal or broochiaV

Dls^alti^ul's'due'^tVounds
electrical treat-

ment of (John J. Gjacei. 812. (O.

gil^^!^^rn^i?e?«rt^J.!.°i&y committee

Drs°eafe%"nfw'°fmorg'srthe^"oops in Flan-

DfseaseV°?evention Day (in Indiana). 523

Disinfectant, electrolytic^ 38
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'7X76r-From8i7lIn Hamilton. 734 763

r=^Se^'= council-

^^'Ju^^Nursfng^o^m^easles and whooping-
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Docti?s'\'hauffeurs and badges. .See also

Doctors.%he dearth of. 124.'691. See aUo Mis-

r^l!''^^'^^-^y 303. see auo

Military ^ emergency

^°osZV^ Introduction to MuUrifery:

°a HaneltoJr/or Medical Students and Mid.

DoNS-SmiH. Helen: War Distress andWar

DSlirsoK. Lieut. Denis Harrison, killed in

action, 585
.
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S'^'tflv^James has no further responsi-

°Sv^?n reTa d t^;aPPointme^^^^ in French
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°?or 'crime. 158-Are cases of congenital
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Dictionary rev.. 507
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DODGLAS, Archibald Bobertson, obituary
notice of, 423

DoWME. Ijiinu. Jobo, Russian Order of St.

Anue. Fourth Class, conferi-ed anon. 417
Drainai.:e and i-ontinuous irritjation, staging

to facilitate iK. H. Willockl. 47
Draiuase tubea and sutures (Schaechteri. 619
Drknnan. A. Murray (and others): Antiseptic
action of livpocblorous acid and its appli-
cation to wound treatment, 129

Dressing, "clilorine water" as (J.J.Harper

Dressing, saline solution as tV\'. Rous Keuip).
S22

Dressings, dry versus wet (Sehaechter). 619
Dressings, the supply of (Austria), 620
Dressings for the wounded, cheap absorbent
iCbarles W, Catheart), 137. (O)—Pinewood
sawdust, 137-Sphagnum moss, 138, 942—
Peat moss. 138. Hee also Wounds

Dreter, Professor: Paratyphoid fever, 723
Drug and alcobol addiction (Sir William

Collins). 613
Drug habit, hospital fq;* victims of, to be built

in .\merica. 627
Drug tarift'. See Insurance, National
Drugs of botanic origin, shortage of in the

Drugs, London County Council asjlums'
expenditure on, 73

Drugs, supply of (parliamentar>- question'.
832

DBrinioND. W. 11.: A-noci-association, 457—

A

standard diet for infant feeding. 692
Drunlienness, number of convictions in the
London area, 768

DRUity, Colonel Francis James, obituary
notice of, 879

Dublin, arrival of hospital ship, 72. 310. 940—
Collections for the Irish Hospital iu France,
157—Dublin Castle Red Cross Hospital. 586.

735, 908— Hospitals, note on. 344: cost of
feeding wounded soldiers, 420—Infant mor-
tality in. 272, 691 — Measles notification,
908 — Medical schools, information con-
cerning. 385-Milk supplies, 691-Mortality
of boarded-out children in, 839—Proposed
amalgamation of North and South Dublin
uniono, 194.272—Public health of.345-South
Dublin Union and rations, 31 : and unsatis-
-factory vaccination, 272, 346; and child
mortality, 488—Trinity College and the war
(address by Vice-Chancellor), 720—Unions
and the Dublin hospitals. 272 -University
Schools record, 793

DrFF, B, A. ; Wnr emergency, an openaietter

DcoGA-N, Lieut, John Rowswel!, killed in
action, 452

DriRS, Lieut, Mearns William, skilled in
action, 585

Dukes, Clement :

" (jerman measles," 948
Dc Mez : New compounds of emetine, 402
DnNTAN, John W, : Localization of foreign
bodies by x rays, 75

Dnng. fermenting horse, the natural enemy of
the ay, 448

DcsLOP, Lieut, Kenneth Strickland, killed in

DrNN, Private Qeorge of wounds.

DrNT0.v,W', R. lOccupation for convalescents.
874

DurcT, G, M, : The Stretcher Bearer, rev,
536

Dttch, M. a. : Iced air. 628
Dutch scientists, attitude of to German
Kultur. 265

Duties of district medical ofBcers, 625
DcvAi, Major .1. L., dies in Flanders, 416
Droter. Captain P.. awarded the Military
Cross. 27

Dtkes. i:a plain James Johnstone, killed in
action. 154. 940

Dysentery, amoebic, treatment of (Q. C, Low),
714. lO)

Dysentery, bacillary i i. E. Carver), 532 (O)
Dysentery in children due to B. Auienterxae
of Fle.\aertypelW. J. Penfold',722 (O)

Dysentery, emetine and ipecacuanha in,
728

Dysentery, history of ipecacuanha in, 728,
759

Dysentery, latent, and intestinal parasitism
in Sarawak, Borneo ( W. Ledingham
Christie). 89 (O)

Dysentery, life history of amoebae in, 727
Dysentery-, non-amoebic, sulphate of maj^-
nesia in i F. Wyatt-Smith), 780

Dysentery, review of books on, 180
Dysentery, treatment of iSir Ronald Ross),

927
Dysentery and typhoidal disease (J. C. G.
Ledingham. W. J. Penfold,and H. M. Wood-
cock), 701. (O)

Dysentery and war (leading article). 725
Dysentery. See aI.?o Amoejio
Dyson. Sir F. W. : Coni-truction of the
heavens. 440

Dyspepsia, fatigue, 54, 348

Bade, Sir Peter, obituary notice of, 313—Ap-
ureciation of, 346—Estate of, 459

Earle, Mrs. U. W land Mies K. Case): Put
Pnurri Mixed hy S'loo, rev., 182

Earlswood Institution, tne Royal, 163—Report,
931

A Ma ual Mid-

Edt:ar Aiieu insiiuue for Medico-mechanical
Treatment at, Sliulheld, 419

Bdginton, Lieut K. W., killed in action, 71
Edinburgh : Health of in 1914, annual report
of M.O.H., 272— Hospital accommodation for
soldiers suffering from mental shock, 115-
Mentally det'uient children, care of rests
upon the parish council, says the Court of
Session. 799 -Military appointment for IVIr.

Alexis Thomson, 344 — Milk supply. 908—
Royal Infirmary (.ste Inflrmarvl—School of
Medicine for Women, information con-

-Sphagnum moss worlis,
; prevention, 195 ; treat-942—Tuberculosii

,551
Edridge-Obeen. F. W. : The Board of Trade
and Dr. Edridge-Green, 76

Edsall, Lieut -Col. George Alfred, dies of
disease, 309-Obituary notice of, 423

Egypt, births ami deaths in the principal
towns in, 1914. 17— Hospital service in (parlia-
mentary (luestion), 108

Egyptian civilization and world culture
(G. Elliot Smith!, 442

Ehrlich, Paul, obituary notice of, 349—
Leading article on, 332

Ekholm. K. : Explosion of a mixlure con-
taining sugar, 352

Eldridge, a. a. land H. V. A Briscoe):
First Aid in the Laboratory and Workshop,
rev., 863

Electric belts, 840
'Elastic tissue" enigma, a suggestion for
its post-mortem study (William Ewarti, 90.

(O)
Electrical treatment of disabilities due to
wounds (John J. Grace). 812. (O)

Electricity, medical, review of books on, 824
Electro-cardiograph and auricular fibrillation
lO.E. Lea),441

Electro-cardiographic method of estimating
the condition of the heart muscle (J. B.
McUwaine). 56

Electrolytic disinfectant, 38
Electrolytic reduction I J. A. Milroy), 56
Electrolytic bath in treatment of septic
wounds (Frank Fowler), 433

Electrophone bullet probe, 16
Elliot, A. Macbutli : War emergency,
grousing, 588

Elliot-Blake, H. : Early medical history, 347
Ellis, Arthur W. M. : Classification of
meningococci based on group agglutination
obtained with monovalent immune rabbit

Ellis, Henry A : Report on the Coolgardie
Sanatorium. 210

Ellot, -Assistant Surgeon K. P., Cross of the
nferred i ,417

ny's Food : Can it

Last,' lev , 328
Emergencies in general practice, review of
books on. 294

Emetine and ipecacuanha in dysentery, 728
Kmetine, new compounds of (Du Mez), 402
Emetine poisoning, chronic (H. H. Dale) 895.

Bmpson. Lieut.
Emrys-Robekt
globinuria . 398

Enciiclopaedm -V.ihai. vol. ii, rev , 507
Enderlen ; Wounds of the skull, 191—Opera-
tions for abdominal wounds, 191

Endocranial casts (Professor Bjniington), 56
Engineer. Sorab K. : A cluster of bronchi
and their branches with the trachea of a
fowl, 13—Intramuscular injection of salvar-
san, 13

Enniscorthy Union, vaccination in, 272

Enteric fever. Sff Fever
Enteric group of diseases, personal experi-
ences (W. Pasteur". 568

Enterostasin leading article). 62

Epidemic. Farr's theory of (John Brownlee),
250— Lea ing article on. 261

Epidemic, on the curve of the, 33, 77. 119. 240,

278
Epilepsy, bromides
Epilepsy, scutellari
Epileptic colouits .

Chr:

,624. , 765,840,876,'
80
National Uui*
,591

for

Epsom College. .S(/' College
f:rratum. See Conecti.ins
Esk river purification, 521

Erskine. Lieut. Tliomas Baillie, killed in
action, 235

Erysipelas of leg recurrent, 352, 592

Ether, first operation under in England, 935
Etherington-Smith, Thomas Basil, obituary
notice of, 351

Eugenics marriage law causes a decline in
marriagi's in winconsin, 555

"Eugenics peace" pamphlet repudiated by
Major Linnurd Darwin on behalf of the
F.u^enicB Education Society, 659

Eupad, 129, See also Hvpochlorous acid
Europe, central, cholera in, 335
Eusol, 129
Eusol in septicaemia (J. Lorrain Smith,
James liit.hie, and Theodore Rettie), 714,

Killed in
Organi.

,71

T, A, E , killed

Evatt. Captain G, H. K . killed in action, 193
Eve, Sir Frederic (and R. S Woods): Opera-
tive treatment of gunshot injuries of ner%'es.

787
ART, J. COSSI Ethnology of tho Prussians,

\\ illiam ; The elastic tissue enigma -
a suggestion for its vost-mortem study in
arteries kept permanently elastic and in the
I' Roosevelt elastic lung." 90—Control of
"diphtheria-bacillus carrj-iog " and the
Jasmin oil method, 854

ExNER : Proportion of recoveries amongst the
wounded, 414

Explosion of a mixture containing sugar. 352
EwALii, Carl Anton, obituar>' notice of, 797
Eye as an optical instrument (Professor

Stirling), 514
Eyeshade for microscopic use, an adaptable

(S. O. Shattock), 504. lO)
Eyesight defects (parliauientai-y question). 904
Excessive prescribiug. .See Insurance.
National

Experiments on living animals. See Animals
Exposure to wet cold, eBects of (S. Delepine),

888. (0). See also Frost-bite, Trench foot.

Fabre. Jean Henri, death of, 578
Face powder causing conjunctivitis (Nelson
M. Black), 569

Factories, medical inspection of (parlia-
mentary (luestion), 616

Factories and workshops, annual report of
chief inspector, 863

Factory Girls' Country Holiday Fund, See
Fund

Factory lighting (Home OflBce report), 830
Faddists, starring and purging, 6%
Fahmy, Sergeant Eric P., killed in action, 6S9
Faichnie, Lieut -Col, : Declin
India, 724

Faibet, Captain James Fair
,762

nfantile herniaFallopia
IH. H.Taj lor), 896

Fabndox. Levi, obituary notice of. 457
F.4KCIVUAR, Deputy Surgeon-General William,
obituary notice of. 735. 947

Fabqchar- Thomson, Lieut. D., killed in
action, 689

Farr's theory of the epidemic (John Brown-
lee), 250 (01—Leading article on, 261

Fasting treatment of diabetes. See Diabetes
Fat absorption, some laws of (F. W. Lamb),

442
Fat, hydrous wool. 329
FatiRue. review of books on, 507
" Fatigue dyspepsia " See Dyspepsia
Fatigue, workshop, 512
F.AnLDS, Henry: Shock during operations
under chloroform, 457

F.4ULKS, Lieutenant Edgar, killed in action,
549

Fawcett, Lieutenant Richard Wilfred, killed
in action, 550

Fkaknley, Nurse E., dies on service, 550
Fearnsides, E. G : Gunshot wounds of peri-
pheral nerves, 679

Feeble-minded, certified institutions for. 931

Feeble minded, discussion on at annual meet-
ing of British Association, 442

Feeble-minded. National Association for, 17

Fees for medical examinations for life insur-
ance, scale of, 160

Fees for private practice, scale of, 587
Fees, resident patients and booking. 768

Feet, cold, 164. 204
Fellowes, W. : Treatment of corns. 844

Fetus in uterot the causes which determine
the " lie ' of (Walter 8. A. Griflith). 98

Fever, cerebrospinal, discussion at Royal
Society of Medicine, 604

Fever, cerebro-spinal, escape of the ventricle
in association with (J. Davenport Windle).

Fever, cereliro-spinal, prevention of (leading
article on H. D. Rolleston's report on in the
navy), 681

Fever, cereiuo-spinal. recognition of, 40

Fever, ceril.ro.spinal, soamin treatment of
I A. M. Bartord and J. F. Rey. 400
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Fever, enteric, in the Austrian and German
armies. 836 „, .

Fever, enteric, campaign by United States

Public Health Service. 178

Fever, enteric, decline o( in India. 724

Fever, enteric, diagnosis of (arrangements
made by Medical Research Committee).

Fever, enteric, diagnosis of in inoculated sub-

jects (George D. Dawson), 137. (O)

Fever, enteric, inoculation for. See Anti-

typhoid and Inoculation
Fever, enteric, mortality from (A. V. Koranyi).

837 . . .

Fever, enteric, with suppuratmg ovarian cyst

(Lieut. H. G. C. Mold), 326
. , „

Fever, enteric, vaccination against. bee

Antityphoid aniJ Inoculation
Fever, enteric. See also Paratyphoid
Fever, obscure epidemic. 788

Fever. parat\pboid- .See Paratyphoid
Fever. sandHv (Colonel C. Birt). 168. (01

Fever, sandfly, and bacteriology, vaccine

the stomach CJ. M. Gagf).

treatment (C. J. Stocker). 503

Fever, sandfly, in Chitral. N. India (Captain

G. F. Graham). 169. (01 „ ^
Fever, sandfly, in Malta (Captain P. J.

Marett). 172. (O) ^
Fever, sandfly, in Peshawar (Captain J. W.
Houston). 170. (O)

, „ „
Fever, typhus, clinical aspects of (P. C. T.

Davy and .K. J. Brown). 737. (O)— In Donegal.

116—In a German prison camp. 72. 739—.\nd

lice. 841. 875—In Montenegro. 72—Prevention
of. 492-In Serbia. 72.113.283.300,342,736-
Notes on the epidemic (T. Gwynne Mait-

land). 283. (O)—Leading article on. 300—
Letters from Dr. E. P. Strong, 342-(K. O.

Moon). 736. (0)-B. Whitchurch Howell,
813. (O)

Fever, typhus, treated with typhoid vaccine

(W. Mollow).479
Fever, yellow, in 1913 (leading article). 228

Fibromyoma free from attachments in a
pelvic abscess (J. D. Malcolm). 98

Fibromvoma. submucous, causing inversion

of the uterus in a nullipara (Robert B.
Johnston). 254

Fibrosis uteri, case of. vaginal hysterectomy,
recovery (B. Beheult). 568

Fibrositis. discussion on. 861

Field ambulance. See Ambulance
Fielding. Major T. B.. Distinguished Service
Order conferred upon. 27

]

Filariasis. pepper in the proph^laxis and
treatment of (.J. A. Robertson), 535—Corre-
spondence on, 844

FiLDES. Paul : Bpirochaetes in the brain in

paralytic dementia. 66-Congenital syphilis

in the East End, 104

Finance Act. 903
FiNDLAY. David ; Telephone probe, 16

FiNLAY, Carlos A., obituary notice of. 626

FiNLAT. Captain Thomas Pretsill. killed in
action. 586

Finn, Captain Bertram Sibbald. Distin-
guished Service Order conferred upon. 689

Fire extinguishers, drypowder(parliamentary
ciuesiion). 937

Firstaid for soldiers (Major Maclure). 113

First aid at the two fronts—German (Fried-

rich). 110
Firth. Charles : Electrophone bullet probes.

16
FiscHEB, August : Flaws in the casing of the
German rifle bullet. 339

Fischer. B.. death of, 244

Fishes, goitre in. 303

FitzMaubice, Private Richard, killed in

action, 585
FiTzsiMONs, F. W. : The House fly. a Slayer of
Man, rev.. 259

FiTZWu-LiAMs, D. C. L. : Practical Majiual
of Bandaging, rev., 823

"Flagellate-diarrhoea." treatment of (Aldo
Castellani), 779

Flanders, malaria contracted in (Lieut.

J. McG. H. Reid and Lieut. H. E. Hum-
phry s). 603

Fleet, health of the. 193

Fleming, Lieut. GeoSrey Montagu Mason.
killed in action, 29

Fleming, Brigade Surgeon Lieut. Col. Joseph,
obituary notice of. 351

Flies in France and Gallipoli, 151, 184. 411. 612

Flies, destruction of the larvae of in horse
manure ( F. 0. Cooke). 474

Flies, the natural enemy of (fermenting horse
dung). 448. 474

Flies, the plague of. 64

Flies, review of books on. 259
Flies, sodium arsenite as a poison for. 167

J and lice, danger of disease from (British

almost complete absence of right fibula

(E. Mansel Sympson). 400. (O)

Forceps for suturinK. 826

Ford, Captain Ernest George, obituary

notice of. 627 ..,•„-.
Fobdvce, A. Dingwall: Care of the illegiti-

mate baby. 178

Foreign bodies in the rectum, 164

Foreign body

Foreign liodies. extraction of (J. R. Caldwell),

Foreign Ijodies, localization of by x ravs

(.1 H Shaxby). 11, 75, 433. (O)-(John W.
Duncan), 75-iC. L. Eraser), 75-(A. H. Pirie),

906. See A' rays
.

Foreign countries, conditions of practice in,

387
Foreign wines and tobacco, 556

Forensic medicine, review of books on. 930

Fortebcce-Bbickdale. Captain J. M. : Para-

typhoid infections. 938
.

Foster. Captain Michael G. : Cerebro-spinal

meningitis, 604

F08TEB, Captain Samuel Russell. Military

Cross conferred upon. 792

Fowler. Frank : Treatment of septic wounds
by the electrolytic bath, 433

FowLEB, Sir James K. : Auscultation of the

heart. 744. 943

Fowler, Corporal Theodore Humphrey.
death of, 341

Fox. Lieut. Andrew Stewart, killed in action.

657
^l
i ,;, „^„^.
and war, 81—Combined physical

inent for disabled soldiers, 795

Fox. Lieut. W. H.. killed in action, 71

FoY, George : Early use of tincture of iodine

in gunshot wounds. 204

Fractures, adjustable and standardized splint

lor the treatment of (W. B. Hayes), 812. (O)

Fracturesof arm, compound splint for (George
M.Giles). 811. (O)

Fractures, exhibition of apparatus for the
treatment of. 424. 480. 515. 573, 629. 670

Fractures by gunshot, the plating of (Norman
O.Lake). 44. (O)

Fractures of the leg with posterior wounds,
gunshot treatment of (Charles A. Morton).
321, (O)—Correspondence on. 765

Fractures of the leg, compound useful splint

for (Captain C. H. Barber). 47

Fractures, splints for. See Splints
Fractures of thigh, transport of cases of (C.

Max Pagel. 173. (Ol

Fractures of the thigh, treatment of (M. Alex-
ander), 939

Fractures, treatment of, 233

Fraenkel, Louis ; Proportion of recoveries
among the wounded, 414

Alcohol, sale of. 299, 6%. 767
Alcohol question in. 412

Ambulance cars presented to, by Eton boys,
39

Ambulance hospital, movable, 30

Ambulance train, 418
Antitypboid inoculation in. 230
Armour, light, 304

MUB

.310
I for 1

Fluoroscope. head. 826

Ply. .See Flies
Fog deaths. 908
Food, economy in, 230—Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries leaflet, 523

Food and food supplies in Ireland (W. H.
Tlioiupson), 691

Food, national economy in (leading article),

827

shEj
onvalescent home for, 316

peditionary Force in. See British
liscoveryofconsiderabledepositsCarnotiti

of, 459
Civil practice to-day in (experiences of an
Anglo-French practitioner). 473

Defective administration of the service for

the French wounded. 301. 334, 459, 546—
Now better. 459

Flies in. 151. 612
Hospital for tuberculous soldiers, 335

Hospital work in. 72

Hvgiene for the men in the ranks, 903

Lyons City Library collects all kinds of

documents relating to the war, 72

Maimed soldiers to have the preference as
letter carriers, etc., 799

Medical service in the Dardanelles, com-
mittee to investigate, 316

Mutilated soldiers, provision for. 767

Neurological Society of Paris and
disorders caused by the war, 264.

" amber of medical practitioners i: before

in. assistance for. 266
ission estab-

(R. G.

J of the removal of

•'range icontinued)
tion that the French troops have not used
poisonous gases. 316

Wounded in the Dardanelles (Reni Celles),

Franz ; Gas gangrene, 153
, , „ ,

Fraser. Lieut -Col. C. L. : Removal of bullet*

from wounds, 75
. , .

Fbaseb, Sergeant Donald Reginald, killed in

action, 791
Fraber. J. : Tnbercidosis of the Bones mia
Joints in Chihlren. rev,. 401

Fraser. John : Value of hypochlorous acid in

the treatment ol cases of gas gangrene. 525

Fbaseb, Thomas R. : Action of digitalis on
the blood vessels, 199

Freeman. Captain Frank Percy. Military

Cross conferred upon. 733

French honour for British medical officer, 155

French wounded in the Dardanelle
Fbiedman. G. A.:
the adrenals. 303

,. , . ,

Fbiedrich: Mortality from abdominal
wounds at various distances from the

front, 191

Friedrich, Dr. : First aid at the two fronts,

110
Friendly societies' deficiency. 149
" Frightfulness " of the sterilizer, 164

Frost, Lieut. E. L.. killed in action. 71
" Frost-bite " (parliamentary tiuestion). 904

Frost bite, character and treatment of (H. E.

Munroe), 926. (Ol

Frost-bite, treatment of. 880.888

Frost-bite, trench (leading article). 933

Fry. Honorary Lieutenant and Quartermaster
J. T.. killed in action. 657

Fey. Lieut. William Ktlsey, Distinguished

Service Order conferred upon. 192

Fullebton. Andrew: Is urinary calculus

rare in Ireland? 277—Use of a sleeve of vein

in nerve suture, 320—Appointed consulting

surgeon to the army in France, 345

Fund, Cancer Kesearch. See Cancer
Fund. Factory Girls' Country Holiday. 39

Fund. King Albert's Civilian Hospital. 271

Fund, King Edward's Hospital, statistical

report (leading article). 681

Fund, Royal Medical Benevolent, 163, 182. 329.

648. 680. 734, 760, 843 864. 879. 898—of Ireland,

879—Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild,

the V. .. _.

Paris Municipal Council and tuberculous
soldiers. 88

Pregnancy ci

Prophylaxis
lished. 644

Ration of the French soldier. 231

Red Cross work. 72. 418

Renal disease amongst the.troops
Abercrombie).531

Bale of spirits in. 299, 412
Scottish ambulance train for. 418

Toxicology courses at the military medical
school at Valde-Gnice, 267

Trench foot, 902
War graduate;
War medical i

War Ministry

843

GAGE. J. M. : Foreign body in the stomach,
293

Galactagogue. pituitary extract as a. .146

Gale. Captain R.. Distinguished Service Order
conferred upon. 27

Galicia. cholera in, 760 „ , „
Gallipoli casualties. 615, 654. See aJso Casualties

0)1(1 Dardanelles
. ,, , ., , ,

Gallipoli Peninsula, surgery in (John Morley).

461. (O) . , , ,

Galyl and salvarsan in treatment of lympho-
sarcoma (John Hartigan I. 256

Gamble, F. W. : Research in antiseptics. 460

Gangrene, amputations for emphysematous
(H. Burrows). 906

Gangrene, gas, amongst the German troops

(Kummell and Franz). 153

Gangrene, gas. value ot hypochlorous ftcid in

the treatment of (John Fraser). 525

Gangrene, gas. Miss Mary Davies inoculates

herself with the bacillus of, 555

Gabbutt. Lieut. James Reston Gardiner,

killed in action. 907

Gardiner, J. H. • A'-ray tube sets for medical

men. 843
Gardner, Fleet Surgeon H. R.. receives per-

misssion to wear the Order of St. Stanislas

(Russia). 792
, •„ j „

GabbaBD. Lieut. Stanley Charles, killed in

Gabbb Professor: Operative treatment of

wounds, 110—Shell wounds. 110

Gaebod, Lieutenant M.. killed in action. 71

Garey, Joseph, his death to be presumed,

Garstang, T. W. H. : Notification of births.

Garbacillua in a brain injury (Dr. Hixon).905

Gas. chlorine, on the iumiediate effects of the

inhalation of (Sir Edward Bchaler). 245. (O)

-Con .348

treatment ol

(Payr,

Gas gangrene, 153. See oiso Gangrene
Gas phlegmon, conservative
(Schaechter).620

Gas phlegmon diagnosed by

Gas^p'^soning (Leonard Hill), 801. (O)-Dis-

Gas'^poTsoning: Is chlorine gas poisonous?

488, 556—A corrsction, 556

Gas poisoning, loultices and venesection in.

Gas poisoning, p.fevention of, 118, 161
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Oas iwisoaing. results of Qerman (Walter
Broadbent), 247. lOI

Oas poisoning in Transvaal mines, treatment
o( (Andrew H. Watt and Louis Q. Irvine).
247. lOl

Gases, noxious, 658 cases of poisonins by
(J. Elliot HIack. Klliot T. Glenny, and
.1. \V. McNeel. witb a note by Sir Wilmot
Herringbam. 165. (01

Oases, poisonous, review of books on. 15

Gases, poisonous, not used by French trooiis

(official), 316
Oases and vapours, irritant, treatment of
symptoms arising from the inhalation of

(W. L. Symes), 12. 76. iO)~Corresp(

Gaskell, Captain J. F. : Cerebro-spinal
meningitis, 604

GircKLER, E. land J. Dkjerine) : ThePsvcho-
neuroses and Ihetr Treatment by Psycho-
therapy, rev,. 605

Gacxier, Armaud: Ration of the French
soldier, 231

GirvAiN, H. J.: First iledual Seport of the
Lord Mayor I'reloar Cripples' Hospital and
CoUeiie.TS\.. 751

Gavin. Michael P., death of, 78
Gay. Lieut ,1., killed in action, 689
Gee. S.; Medical Lectures and Aphorisms,

rev., 751
Gemmill, William : Operation tor the oblite-

ration of the cavity in the tibia remaining
after se.iuestrotomy, 432

General Medical Council. See Council
General practice, emergencies in. review of
books on, 294

General practitioners taking commissions,
the position of. 543

Geneva Convention, Sir Alexander Ogston
and, 587

George V, King, accident to. 685. See also
King

German Apothecaries' Society and the sale of
glycerine and nitrates for pharmaceutical
purposes. 252

German army doctors, casualties among, 453,

838

German and Austrian Bed Cross employees
(parliamentary tiuestion). 937

German ballets, magnetic property of (Sin-
clair White). 678

German campaign against lice. 573
German drug company and the Patent Medi-
cines Stamp Duty Act (Knoll and Co.). 315

German experience of medical complications
in modern warfare lUoritz), 483

German experiences of tetanus (B.O Pribram).
906

German experiences of war surgery: annual
meeting of the Deutsche Gesellechaft fur
Chirurgie. 119. 153. 190

German experiences of war surgery, 339, 415.

484, 517, 547, 790
German gas poisoning. See Gas
German Kultur, attitude of Dutch scientists

to, 265—Strong reaction against in Italy. 524
" German measles," 948
German measles, notification of. 830
German medical papers, disappearance of
two. 458

German medical profession and fall in the
number of pathological specimens sent to
the laboratories for investigation, 433

German naval medical officers who are stated
to nave broken their parole, 879

German organization. 413
German prison camp, typhus fever in. 72
German Red Cross. 193
Germanization of Dickens, 40. 80
Germany, births in, proposals for the renewal

of the male population, 659 -Death-rate in
Berlin during the first six months of the
war. 302—Drugs from (parliamentary ques-
tion), 654—Food problem, review of books
on, 328—Heineralopia amongst soldiers
(Braunschweig). 64 — "Intellectuals"
(Spanish! on the war. 146-" Nerve shock"
in war isarbo and Karplus). 64—Ravages of
the volunteer nurse. 619—Typhus fever in a
prison camp (P. C. J. Davy and A. J.
Brown), 737. (O)

Germany's Violations of the Laws of War,
lOIi-Jo.rev. Sil

Gerhard. Surgeon W. J.. Decoration of the
Order of St. .\nne. Third Class, conferred
upon by the Czar, 351. 792

Ghosh. Birendra Nath (and Johar Lai Das) :

A Treatise on Hygiene and Public Health,
with Special Reference to theTropics.tev.. 221

Ghosh, R. : d Treatise on Materia Medica
and Therapeutics, including Pharmacy,
Dis})ensing. Pharmacology, and Adminis-
tration of Drugs, rev., 259

Giant cricketer, 736
Gibbons, Lieut. Charles Barry, killed in
action, 113

GiBLLN. Captain Eric Louis, killed in action,
620

GrBSON. .1 M. : Heart-block produced by
yohimbine and (iuebrachine.56

Gilchrist. Dr. : Ragged ulcer on the posterior
lip of the cervix, 56

Gilchri.st.E lizabeth (and C. H. Mar8haj.i.i :

The composition and pharmacological
action of siiiritus aetUeris nitrosi, 125

Giles, P. W. : T
Svphilis. rev., 181

Giles, George M. : Splint for compound frac-

GiLL. .108. Wm : Iodine as an antiseptic ami
sterilizer. 313—The members of the Koyal
College of Burgeons, 910

Gillespie. Lieut. Charles, killed in action,
518

Gillespie, l.iout. John Marchbank, Military
Cross conteire.l upon, 70

GiLLETT, Lieut. Edward Francis, killed in
action, 5S5

GiLLMAN, Captain John Charles, obituary
notice of, 315

Giordano, .\lfonso : La Fisiopaiologia e

I'Igiene del Minatori, rev.. 58—Obituary
notice of. 243

GiRDWOOD. R. : Measles. 460
Oirls' .School Ten r Bnoi;, rev., 402
QirsEPi'i, P. L.: Prevention of deformities
due to adhesion of tendons and muscles.

actinomyc ! of (E. D.
567

Gland, parotid.
Telford), 534

Gland, the thyroid (Dr. Unwin), 139
Glands, lymphatic, enlargement of (G. H.
Sowry), 57-(Dr. Kussell), 57

Glasgow, annual congress of the Incorporated
Sanitary Association of Scotland, 419

Glasgow, fog Oeatlis in, 908
Glasgow and the West of Scotland, obstetrics

in. 764
Glasgow Western Medical School, information
concerning, 385

Glass, the shortage of, 301

Glennt, Elliot T. (and others): Observations
on 685 cases of poisoning by noxious gases
used by the enemy, 165

Glycerine, control of in Germany. 252
Glycosuria, review of books on, 15

Glynn, E. : Bacteriological diagnosis in
typhoid infections, 874

GoADBY, Kenneth land J.R. H. Jocelyn Swan):
Recrudescence of local Isepsis in completely
healed wounds. 741

GoDART : French arrangements for the
wounded from recent actions, 546

Godfrey, Abraham Cross, obituary notice
of, 947

Godlee. Sir Rickman: Address at opening
of session of the School of Pharmacy. 578

Godwin. H. J. : Arterio-venous aneurysm,
.ein and suture of artery.

GOETSCH : Hibernation and the pituitary
body, 514

Guff, Bruce, death of, 66—Obituary notice of,

122—Estate of, 637

Goggles for workmen, protective. 330
Goitre in fishes. 303

GoLDAJiniER: Wounds of the limbs, 192

Goldberg. Henry John, case of, 34

GoLDscBEiDER : Typhoid fever
,836

GoLLA, F. : Immediate effects of the inhala-
tion of chlorine gas, 348

Gonorrhoea, mercurial treatment of, 503
Gonorrhoea and syphilis in a pregnant

Clonorrhoea. vaccine treatment of (Lieut.
W. G. Brett). 326

Gonorrhoeal infection, serum test for, 80

Good, Dr.: Acute otitic, media, 56

Gooden, Lieut. Henry Wyndbam, estate of.

523
Goodhart, Sir James F. : Functional mur-
murs and irregularities of the heart, 636

Goudon. M. H.; Dillerentiation of meningo-
cocci, 942

GoiiDON-Dli.L.Siirgeon-Maior John F.. Terri-
torial Decoration conferred upon. 452

Gorgas, General William C: White man in
,334

> M.. vned (
,
762

GoTTSTEIN : Death-rate in Berlin during the
first six months of the war, 302

Goulstonian lectures. See Lectures
GouREUSE. Dr., (leatli of, 491

Gout, diagnosis of (J. B. Berkart), 177, (O)—
Correspondence on, 240, 278, 489

GovAN. Major Douglas Moncrietf, killed in

action, 113
Grace, John J.: Electrical treatment of dis-

abilities due to wounds, 812

Grace, William Gill)ert. obituary notice of.

661—Note on, 756

Graham. Captain .\le.xander, dies of wounds.

Graham. Dr. : War and insanity, 272

Graham, Captain G. F, ; Sandfly fever in
Chitral, 169

Grande Colerc d August Martin, 829

Grant. Captain George Leonard, killed in

action, 620
Grant, J. Wright, obituary notice of, 795
Grants to day nurseries. 789

Granuloma pudendi: Caesarean section
(Arthur J. Nyulasy), 535

Gravess disease (8. B, Dore), 219

Gray, Surgeon-Major Charles, obituary notice
of, 554

Gray, H. M. W. :

" Hypertonic " treatment of

wounds, 32 — Treatment of "gunshot
wounds " of knee-joint, 41-Treatment of

gunshot wounds by excision and primary
suture, 317—Removal of a bullet from the
right Ventricle of the heart under local
anaesthesia, 561

GuEAVEs, Captain F. L. A, : Traumatic and
arterio-venous aneurysm, 924, 938

Giu:i NKR, Lieut. Noel Hindmarsh, killed in
action. 621

GREENiiAL<,n, Lieut, Maurice Lomax, killed
in action, 549

Greenwood. Major: Sidelights on the prac
tice of medicine in the past from early
English literature, 205—Compulsory medical
service in the past, 277

Grether and Co, :
" Manchester electrolyzer,"

524
Griffith, A, Hume : Price of bromides, 592
—Bromides in epilepsy, 840

Grihith. \\ alter S. A. : Causes which deter-
mine the lie " of the fetus in utero. 98

Grousing (leadingarticle),541—Correspondence
on, 588, See dim War emergency;

Groves, Io, W. Hey; Gunshot Injuries of
Bon

QRtTN
,724

, O, : Changes hii

Guleke : Injuries of the spinal cord, 485
GuLLANi), G. Lovell, appointed consulting
physician to the forces in the Mediterranean

.

420
Gunshot fractures. See Fractures
Gunshot injuries of nerves, operative treat-
ment of (6ir Frederic Eve and R. S. Woods),
676. 101

Gunshot wounds of abdomen, treatment of
(Colonel A. W. Mayo Kobson), 805 (O)

Gunshot wounds on active service, stereo-
scopic radiography of (Alfred J. H. lies), 54

Gunshot wounds, drainage of (C. Max Page).
562, (0)

Gunshot wounds, early use of tincture of
iodine in. 204

Gunshot wounds of chest, medical aspect of
(Nathan liawi.905

Gunshot wounds of large arteries, with trau-
matic aneurysm (John A. C. Macewen), 464.

(O)
Gunshot wounds of the head (leading article),

570-Discus8ion at Medical Society of Lon-
don, 747

Gunshot wounds of the head, with special
reference to apparently minor injuries, treat-
ment of (J. E. H, Roberts), 498. (O)

Gunshot wounds of thehead. based ona series
of ninety-five cases, treatment of (Captain
George G. Tabuteau). 501. (O)

"Gunshot wounds" of knee-joint, treatment
of (Colonel H. M.W. Gray), 41. (O)

Gunshot wounds, nerve and muscle injuries
resulting from (Francis Hernaman-John-
son), 84. (O)

Gunshot wounds of peripheral nerves, discus-
sion at Medical Society of London, 643, 678

Gunshot wounds of small intestine, pathologj-
and treatment of (Owen Richards), 213. (O)

—(Captain V, T. Carruthersl. 505. ,See iilso

Wounds and Abdominal
Gunshot Wounds treated by excision and
primary suture (Colonel H. M. W. Gray).
317, (01

Guthrie, Leonard; Hemeralopia or nyctal-

opia ! 198, 239

GcY. John; Report on tuberculosis, 195

uwYNXE, Captain John Fitzgerald, killed in

action. 113. 154

Gynaecology, review of books on. 929

Habershon. Samuel Herbert, estate of, 72

Hadden. D. : The Gynaecology of Obstetrics :

An Exposition of the Pathologies hearing
directly on Parturition, rev,. 929

HADDON,.John : Starvingand purging faddists,

696—Fasting for diabetes, 844

Haematology, review of books on, 929
Haemoglobinuria. paroxysmal (E. Emrys-
Roberts), 398. (O)

Haemolytic action of the urine. See Urine
Haemorrhage, cerebral, and the Coroners
Act. 544

Haemorrhoids, spinal or local anaesthesia
for removal of. 524. 628

Haggard. Matron J. B.,dies on service. 550

Halberstaedter: Venereal disease in the
German army, 872

Haldane, John Scott, medal of the Institute

of Mining Engineers awarded to, 351

Hall, Lieut. Bruce, killed in action. 762

Hall, F. de Havilland : Hiccough. 492

Hall. Lieut.-Col. John Lees, obituary notice
of, 357

Halley, John, obituary notice of, 842

Halliburton, W. D. : Medical students and
the war. 312—Medical students and com-
batant cnramissione. Xi — Handbook of

Physiology, rev.. 506
Hajibleton, Q. W.; Environment and chest



Hamilton Health Association, 116

Hamilton, Captain CharleB Stewart Parnell,

D S O. conferred upon. 733

Hamilton, James ; Cases for diagnosis. 124

Hammond, Sergeant G. O , killed in action, 762

Hampstead war emergency, 540

Handfield-Jones, Lieut Neville, killed in

action, 549 , „ . o ,

Handford, Lieut. Everard Francis Bale.

Handfokd, Oaptain Henry Basil Btrutt, killed

HABDT.'tl Hurlstone: The Booh of .the Fly.

rev.. 259
Hare. Amyas, killed in ac

Hare, Lieut. Bernard I killed

.585
Int? ission of asthmaHake,

during prBgnancv. 844

Harelip, 204. 244. 316

Harelin, cleft palate, cretinism, etc., the caust-

Harlet. Lieut. George Melven. killed in

,586
.235Harley, Lieut. John, killed in actio

Harman. N. Bishop: Student dressers in

voluntary hospitals, 195

Harold. Midshipman Geoffrey Charles, death

ot (in the Hague). 71

Harper. Lieut. C. G.. killed in action. 71

Harries. Captain Eric Guy, dies of wounds,

416

Harris, Lieut. C.
3AHRI8, W. : Nerr
606—Gunshot W(

I., dies ot wounds. 452,518

! Injuries and Shock, rev.,

.mds of peripheral nerves.

Hart, Surgeon Archibald Albert Prend. dies

Hartigan. John: Treatment of lympho-i
coma by salvarsaj and galyl. 256

Hartlev Lieut. Horace Neville, killed

Hennebsy. Lieut.-Col. J., C.B. conferred upon,

Henri, M. (and Madame Victob) : Variations

in micro-organisms, 459
., , ..

Henrot: Bombardment of a hospital at

Eheims.814 „, u „,,
Herbalist, charge against an Edinbuigh
(Charles Alder alias Charles Smith), 694

Herbalists and death certificates (uharles C.

ieut. William Gray, killed in

• at Chiiley, 843
I ri.inlar partial. 868

I'rancis : Diagnosis.

Hernia infantile. Fallopian tube and ovary in

(H H. Taylor'- 896

Rerun. Georee Allan, death of, 912 -Obituary

notice of , 946
. . , , .^

Herpes zoster ophthalmicus after snake bite

ICassio de Eezende), 256

Herring. Henry John ; Charge of alleged im-

personation 694,798
, ,.,

Hekbing, p. T. : Thyroid and adrenals, 441

Hebringham: Sir Wilmot: 685 cases of

poisoning bv noxious gases used by the

enemy. 167—On the war emergency. 539

Heuston. F T.. death of. 832-ODituary
Eoticeof. 879 .,.„,. .. „,

He-swood. Lieut T. A., killed in action. 71

Hezel: Operations on nerves. 790

Hibernation and the pituitary body, 514

Hiccough. 492
. . J

HICKLI^G. G. H.: Stuporous insanity caused

bv thyroid e-xtract. 435 ,. , „ . / .

Highlands and Island" Medical Service (vote

of supply), 149. 402 409, 456. 552-Report of

the board, 402—Leading article on, 409—
Correspondeuce on. 456. 552—Arrangements,

HiLDESHEiM, O.: The HeiUh iof the Child,

Hartley. Mr. : Bagged ulcer on the posterior

lip of the cervix. 5S—Multiloculav ovanin
cystoma, 57— Carcinoma of the cervical

canal 57 . .,

Harvey, .Arthur George : Low specific gravity

, 280
obituary

iring

Habwood, Colonel John
notice of, 123

Hasseltine : Paralysis
treatment, 532

Hawkes, Oieut. John Cornock. killed ic

action, 271

Hawthorne, C. O. : Notification of birtbs

346
Temporary commissions i

Adjustable Lid standardi:

splint for the
HAYHnRBT.Lieut. Thomas, lost in the uoyal
Ediuard, 416

Haywood, Captain A.K.. awarded theMi itary

Cross. 27
Head, gunshot wounds of. .See Gunshot
Head injuries, treatment of, 761

Head fluoroscope. 826

Head wounds (H. H. Taylor). 641, (O)

Health Inspectors' Conference (Sydney). 840

Health resorts, military record cards for, 903

Healy. "William : The Individ-Mil DeUnqMnt.
rev., 823

Heart, auscultation of. 943
Heart-block i Rosa Bale), 220

Heart-block produced by yohimbine and
qucbrachined M. Gibson). 56

Heart, bullet removed from right ventricle of,

under local anaesthesia (Lieut. L. H. C,

Birkheck. Lieut. G. N. Lorimer. and re-

marks by Colonel H. M. W. Gray). 561. (01

Heart diseases, review of books on. 99

Heart, functional murmurs and irreoularities

of (Sir James F. Goodhart). 636 10)

Heart, irritable, of soldiers iThomas Cotton.
Thomas Lewis. F. H. Tbiele). 722. 780—
(F John Poynton), 746 -(Sir James Barn.

Heart, the recruit's (Sir James Mackenziei.
553. 807, (0>-(Sir James F. Onodbartl, 636

IOi— (Alexander Morison), 636 (O) — loir

James Kingston Fowler), 744. (O)

Heart, soldier's. 105. 909
Hedonal as an anaesthetic, deaths from. 204

heffernan. Lieut W. P.. killed in action. 71

Hegarty. Lieut. Andrew, reported killed in

France. 940
Hehir. Col. P.. C.B. conferred upon. 689

Heii.e : Operations on nerves, 790—Double
nerve grafting. 791

Heiser. V : Report on health of Philippine
Islands. 664

Hekman- : Method of examining tuberculous
serum, 788

Hele-Shaw. Dr. : Organization of labour, 439
Heuieralopia or nyctalopia'
Hemeralopia a
schweig),64

Henderson. Lieut. Andrew Herbert Millin.

killed in action. 193

Henderson, R. : Mortnlitv Laws and
Statistics, rev.. 897

Henderson. Col. William George Hume.
obituary notice of. 163

Hendon Division and the Wi
540

soldiers (Braun-

ry extract as galactagogue.

Hill. Lieut. F T.. awarded the Military

Cross. 27

Hill, Leonard : Gas poisoning, 801

HiLYARD, Nurse N. M. drowned on service,

762
Hinds. Frank : Supply of medical men. 159

Bindson, Lieut. A. G,. dies on service, 873

Hint to regimental medical officers. 550

History, medical. See Medical
HixoN, Dr. : Gas bacillus in a brain injury,

905

rmtfl Knimln
sthesia and Narcmis of

Hoi'm'^su's. L.. lit li. C . killed in action. 71

HonsoN, Hemy .\lgernon. obituary notice of,

790-
122

Hoff^ieister : Operations
Double nerve grafting. 791

Hoffmeisteb, Captain H. A. N., killed in

action. 416
HoGBEN. Lieut Henry Francis, killed in

HoheozoUerus, a history of, 327, 331—Leading
.331

. The. rev., 402
I, C, Thuratat Uric acidHOLLAN]

under the x rays 624

Holland, Edmund: Complete invert

the uterus. 256
Holmes, Gordon (and Percy Sargent) :

Injuries to tht- superior longitudinal sinus,

493-GoulBtonmn lectures on spinal injuries

of warfare, 769, 815 855
PoLMS, John, oliituary notice of, 662

Holt. Colonel M. P. C, C,B. conferred upon.
27

Home Offici- report on investigation of in-

dustrial fatigue, 512—Report on factory

lightiue, 830
Honan Biological Institute. 31

Hong Kong, plague in, 244. 276.316,413,555—
Annual report on the health of, 275

Honours. 27. 70 112 155. 192.309.342.351 417.

452, 487, 657, 689. 733. 763, 791. 907. See also Dls-

paicbes
Hookworm disease, report of International

Health Commission of the Rockefeller
Foundation, 591

Hope. E. w Meiical inspection of school

children in Liverpool. 73— Civil sanitation

HopEWKLi, SMiiii. A.: An Introductio^i to

Drill al Anitniiiii mid Physiolouv.rev.. 220

HorKiN.s. Barry: Weir's vaccination instru-

HoPKlNS."Frederick Gowland. Balypold medal
awarded to. 625-(and T. B. Wood): Food
Economy in War Time i21

Hopkins, Lieut. Lewis, killed in action, 585

Border, T. J. : Cerebrospinal Fever, lev..

606
Horse manure and flies. See Flies

HoRT, Edward C. : The carrier problem at

home in time of war. 892. (O)

HORWOOD. Janet G. : The prevention of gas

poisoning. 161
Hospital. No. I Military, Exeter. 337

Hospital. No. II Military. Exeter. 337

Hospital. No. IK Military. Exeter. 338

Hospital, No. IV Military. Exeter. 338

Hospital, No. V Military, Exeter. 338

Hospital. 2nd Eastern General. Brighton.

notes on some cases under treatment. 308.

618

658
Hospital, 3rd Australian General. 26

Hospital. 3rd London General. 'Wandsworth,
Gazette nt. 555 , , ,„

Hospital. Xo. 5 General Military (Canada). 340

Hospital accommodation for the wounded in

Scotland, 463
Hospital administration work (parliamentary

iiuestion). 761

Hospital, Altrincham, intussusception of the

bowel (E L. Luckman), 603

Hospital, Ancoats, motor ambulance for, 419

Hospital. Anglo-Russian Red cross, 418, 519.

Hospital, the Baltic and Corn Exchange, 71

Hospital. Belfast Eoyal Victoria, opening
address, 622

Hospital, tbe B. D. Petit Parsi General.

Bombay: Sarcoma of the prostate iB. P.

Sabawala). '255

Hospital. Blaina and District Cottage, 487

Hospital bombarded at Bbeims, 814

Hospital. Bradford Military. 657 , .„ ^. ^
Hospital, British, for Mothers and Babies, 79

Hospital, Cambridge (parliamentary ques-

tion). 832
Hospital. Canadian, at Le Tounuet. 194

Hospital. Cardiff Auxiliary. 343

hospital. Cardiff, King Kdward VII. mater-

nity wards. 456
Hospital. Charing Cross, information concern-

ing tbe study ot medicine. 368 „
. ., ,

Hospital. Colonial. Port of ppain, Trinidad:

Case of flbrosia uteri, vaginal hysterectomy
(R. Scheult). 568

Hospital Commission Canada) and convales-

cent soldiers. 113. 340.941

Hospital. Dreadnought, information <

ing.383
Hospital for drug habit victims

Hospital, Duchess of Connaught Canadian
Red Cross, new buildings, 655

Hospital. F.M.8 , establishment of, 907

Hospital furniture, manufacture ol aseptic

(J. Lionel Stretton). 642 (O)

Hospital. Glasgow new military. 621

Hospital. Guy's. 333. 369. 736-Information,

concerning tbe study of medicine. 369

Hospital. King George, note on. 29. 32

Hospital, King's College. 121, 369—burney \eo
scholarships. 121—Information concerning

the study of medicine. 569

Hospital. Lady Hardinge Women's College-

and Hospital. Delhi, plans of (Kate Piatt;,

220
, , ,„,

Hospital. Laval Military, work of. 583

Hospital. Leith. in war time. 659

Hospital. Leasowe. for Crippled Children. 874

Hospital, Lock (malei. electro-therapeutic

department opened at. 843

Hospital. London, 241, 370 -Information con

cerning the study of medicine. 370

Hospital. Lord Derby War. Warrington, 586

622
Hospital. McQill Military, 583

Hospital, Manchester Children's, stuporou

insanity cur.-d by thyroid ex

Hickling),435
. ^

Hospital. Manchester Christie C

(G. H

eport

839
I Hospital. Manchester Royal Eye. 419

Hospital. Middlesex. 100, 370 — Archu
Clinical Series. No. xiv., rev,, 100-Inforl

tion concerning the study of medicine, 3/0

Hospital, movable ambulance, 30 ^

Hospital, Perth. Western Australia, granu-

loma pudendi, Caesarean section (Arthur J.

Nyulasy), 535
, , ^

Hospital. Prin-e of Wales's General :
Informa-

tion concerning, 383 „ , ,

Hospital Queen Mary's Convalescent

Auxiliary. 100, 190, 227, 519. See also Arti-

ficial limbs ^ „. » _,
ospital. Bed Cross, at Bray, 74-AiieIo-

Eussian, 418, 519 -At Engleheld Green, 453—

Dublin Castle. 586. 735, 908—At Glasgow. 621—

Duchess of Connaught Canadian. 655

Hospital reports. 256. 326. 435, 471. 535, 568

Hospital residents (military, at home). 32--

Details of the new scheme under which

resident staffs of hospitals are granted

honorary commissions in the Royal Army
Medical Corps. 453

, , »

Hospital, Rotunda. election of Master 735

Hospital Royal Free, 147. 372-Inforniatlou

concerning tbe study of medicine, 372

Hospital, Ro\ al. for Incurables (Ireland), 238

Hospital, Koval National for Consumption,
for Ireland, 237

Hospital. St Bartholomew's: Information con-

cerning the study of medicine 368

Hospital. St, George's : Information concern-

ing the study of medicine. 369

Hospital, St. John's Brigade (Etaples), work of,.



Hospital, St. Marys : InfornjatioD concerning
the study of uuHlicine. J'lO

Hospital, St. Thuiuas's: Information con-
cerning the study of medicine, 371

Hospital, tialtord Royal. 658
Hospital. Seamen's. See Hospital, Dread-
nonglit

Hospital ship arrives in Dublin, 72, ilO. 587,

Hospital ship (from Benual Volunteer Field
Ambulance Corps). 30, 72

Hospital ship in the Mediterranean i Hubert
Ohilty). 529 (O)

Hospital ship Oxfordshire (parliamentiiry
question!. H9

Hospital ship, the work of (Fleet Smgeon
Treyor Collingwood). 151

Hospital ships at Gallipoli (parliamentary
questioni. 545

Hospital ships, preparatory falsehoods, 792
Hospital staffs and t).e war emergoncj . 509.
See also War emergency

Hospital train, an .» ustrian, experiences with
(Alfred Neumanri, 687

Hospital for tubtrculous soldiers (in France).
J35

Hospital, TyroEe County, report. 75
Hospital, Olstor ^olunteer Force, new block
opened. 551—Christmas book, 898

Hospital, University College. 371, 680— In-
formation concerning the study ot
371—P/iarmnropoein. rev.. 680

Hospital, Welsh, for overseas. 874
Hospital, West London, information concern-

ing. 382
Hospital. Westminster, 372—Information con-
cerning the study of medicine. 572

Hospital work in France (Hopital Militaire
Anglais at Limoges), 72

Hospitalization ofthe Canadian Expeditionary
Force, 582

Hospitals, bequests to. See Bequests
Hospitals, Birmingliam military, note on, 617
Hospitals of Canada, effect of the war on, 623
—Municipal control of. 941

Hospitals, Canadian military, in Egypt. 583
Hospitals, chest.-information concerning, 381
Hospitals, children's, information concern-

ing, 381
Hospitals, clinical, in England, information
concerning, 380

Hospitals, the Dublin, 344—Cost of feeding
wounded soldiers, 420

Hospitals, duty-free alcohol in, 23,66.67,107,
144

Hospitals, eye. information concerning 381
Hospitals, fever, information concerning. 381
Hospitals. Irish Union. 912
Hospitals, Liverpool military, 551
Hospitals of London, working expenses of
{leading article). 681

Hospitals, miscellaneous special, information
concerning, 381

Hospitals, mse, throat, and ear. information
concerning, 381

Hospitals, rest, 452
Hospitals, special, information concerning,

381
Hospitals, special depot, 30
Hospitals supply depot. Irish war, 764
Hospitals, temporary military, way to build

(A. Saxon Snelll. 799
Hospitals, voluntary, shortage of medical

officers in. 225
Hospitals, voluntary, student dressers in, 196
Hospitals, war. in Devon. 336
Hospitals, West of England, visit of the King
and Queen to, 454

Hospitals for women, information concern-
ing, 381

HossACK. James : Suggestions for those in-
terested in war depots at home, 87

Hostel for paralysed soldiers (Star and Garter
Hotel, Kichmond), 310. 418

Housing of munition workers. .See Munitions
Houston, Captain J. W. : Sandfly fever in
Peshawar, 170

How to Keep Fit. rev.. 259
Howeli,, B. Whitchurch: Typhus in Serbia,

813
Howell, Captain H. L., awarded the Military
Cross. 27

HovTELL. T. A. Ives, appointed J. P. for County
of London. 163

HoTT. D. M. : Practical Therapeutics, rev , 258
HnDDLESTO.SK, Lieut. S. C. killed in France,
940

Hudson. Corporal A. F., killed in action. 486
HcGHEs, Captain Burrougbes Maurice, killed

in action, 518, 940
Hughes, Major Geoffrey Wallace Grainger,
D 8 O. conferred upon. 733

Huohlings-Jackson, the work of (James
Taylon. 749-Leading article on, 757

Humble-bees, .see Bumble-bees
Hume, Lance-Corporal William Young, killed

in action. 733
HuMPHHETS. Lieut. R. M.. killed in action. 416
Hcmphrys. Surgeon Frederick James, dies of
wounds. 415

HuMPHRTs. Lieut. H. E. 'and Lieut. J.McG.
H.Beid): Malaria contracted in Flanders,
603

Hungary : Doctors arrested on the charge of
giving improper medical certificates to
persons who sought to avoid military
duties. 293—Antityphoid Inoculation in, 684
—Cholera in, 760

Hunt. Captain A. L.. killed in action. 689
Bunt. Lieut. C H.. killed in action, 416
Hunt, H. E. : Xerre Coiitroi. rev., 437
Hunt, Lewis, elected Mayor of Richmond,
7J6

Hunter, Captain H. T.. killed in Flanders,
940

HURUY, Jamieson li. : Medical autographs,
693

Hutchison. Rol.ort (and James Sherren,
editors); An Index of l'rra(HK>»«, rev.. 472

Hydrous wool Itit. ,i29

Hygiene for llio uien in the ranks, 903
Hypertonic saliu,- solutions. See Saline
"Hypertonic" treatment of wounds. .See

Wounds
Hypochlorite solutions in wound treatment.

129, 319. 434, 470, 492, 504, 609, 790, 921.
See also Wounds

Hypochlorites as jsrophylactic disinfectants.
871

Hypochlorites, antiseptic action of (H. D.
Dakin). 809. lOi

Hypochlorites as antiseptics, 579
Hypochlorous acid, antiseptic action of. and

its application to wound treatment U.
Lorrain Smith, A. Murray Drennan, Theo-
dore Rettie, and William Campbell). 129.
(O)-(William Mitchell), 434-(L, Stewart
Sandeman). 470— i Raul Flores Cordova). 504
—(Surgeon H. E. 8. Stephens). 653

Hypochlorous acid in treatment of cases of
gas gangrene iJohn Fraser), 525. iQ)

Hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism (Dr.
Clow), 782

Hysteria (G. lionssy), 270
Hysterical ambhopia. See Amblyopia

Iced air. 628
Idiots, certified institutions for, 931
ILES, Alfred J. H. : Stereoscopic radiography
of gunshot woimds on active service. 54

Imbeciles, certified institutions for, 931
Immigrants in the United States, survival of,

721
Imperial Cancer Research Fund, .See Cancer
Imperial Institute. Bulletin of, investigation

of Colonial and Indian drugs. 63
Impersonation (H. J. Herring), 694, 798
Income tax. 124, 144. 280, 424. 459. 492. 556. 628.

646, 664, 696. 761, 768. 844. 912-Note on, 144—
And medical practitioners' book debts
(parliamentary question), 515—.\ssessment
on total income of £1.000 to £1,500, 628-
Assessment of medical officers on service,
628—Medical practitioners on active service.
646—Free boird and lodging (i)arliamentars
question). 761

Indemnity defence policies, 119. 199
Index to Periodicals to be undertaken by the
Athenaeum. 316. 799

Indexes for 1915, halt-yearly, 937
India: Bengal Ambulance Corps, 196-
Chemical examiner's report, 275—Decline of
enterica in (Lieut.-Col. Faiobnie), 724—Gifts
from (parliamentary question), 654—Life
insurance in, 651 —Madras Presidency water
supplies, 275—Punjab Lunatic Asylum, re-
port. 624—St. John Ambulance Association,
196. 238

Indian doctors and vacant appointments, 312,
347, 348

Indian Medical Service, information concern-
ing, 386

Indian public services, report of Royal Com-
mission postponed during the war, 653

Indiana, Octol>er 1st to be Disease Prevention
Day in, 523—Commission appointed to in-
vestigate the cause and means of prevention
of mental deftciency in. 635

Industrial and scientific research, 186
Infant feeding, our present position with
regard to the prescription of proprietsry
foods in (Hi-ctor Charles Cameron), 287 (O).
625—Note on. 302—Correspondence on. 456.
489, 522. 588, 625. 660, 692-A standard diet for,
692

Infant mortality. -See Mortality
Infectious diseases, review of books on, 328
Infirmary, Bristol Royal, case of tetanus (A.
Colby Tingev), 471

Infirmary, Edinburgh Royal 238
Infirmary, Glasgow Western, report. 838
Infirmary, Greenock, bequest to, 839
Infirmary, Greenock Eye, 839
Infirmary, Lonj^ford County, 875
Infirmary. Manchester Royal, 551
Infirmary, North Statt'ordshire, arterio-venons
aneurysm of popliteal vessels (Ernest
Connell), 326

lofirmary. Royal Northern Sea-bathing, Scar-
borough, 722

Infirmary, Worcester, dedication of a bed in
memory of George Edwin Hyde, 458

Ingebbiotsen, R.: Transplantation of nerves,

!ngram-Johsso-\, Reginald James Theodore.
killed in action. 155

:nhalorfor nprn method, new. 898
;n)nri.-s in '>», recent British experiences in
tl" li' i:\. ,,1 imemorandum issued by

II" ill
. iH, diagnosis of typhoid

1' I I - . 1>. Dawson), 137
.13'...:, ...n,:.. ..i.ULji.hoid, 68, 148, 188,230,484,
610, G81, GSb, 037—10 France and elsewhere.
230, 610—Leading article on. 610 In the
Gorman army. 484—In Hungary. 684— Parlia-
mentary cmestions on, 68. 148, 188, 686. 937-
Bick leave and, 188. See also Antityjihoid
nsane male patients, nursing of (parlia-
mentary cjuestion), 481
nsanity, 347. .See also Crime, legal responsi-
bility for
nsanity, stuporous, cured by thyroid extract
(G. H. Hickling). 435
nsanity and war. 272
nsect powder for lice. See Lice
nsects and disease (R. M. Buchanan). 419
nsects and war: Stomoxys, the stable lly
(A. B. Shipley), 216
nstitute, the Edgar Allen, for Medico-
Mechanical Treatment at Shbffield, 419
nsurance against the cost of illness, 788
nsurance Agency, Medical, 685

Liverpool Medical, 658, 874

Insurance, National:
Commercial tariff, proposed, for Man-

chester, 520
Commissioners, the profession in Ireland,
and service with the troops, 792

Cork medical profession and. 31
Deductions from ac:;ounts, 189
Drug tariff, report of committee (leading

article), 476
E.xcessive prescribing, Salford scheme for
prevention of, 73

Finance of the Act (leading article), 899
Highlands and Islands Medical Service
Board, vote of supply, 149—Report ot the
Board, 402—Leading article on, 409 -corre-
spondence on, 456, 552

Insurance Acts Committee and its work
(leading article), 260

Insurance Commissioners, the profession in
Ireland, and service with the troops, 792

Kilkenny Board of Guardians and, 345
Killoughey Dispensary District, Local
Government Board inquiry, 345

Medical certification ot sickness benefits in
Ireland Heading article), 932

Medical certifiers as substitutes for Poor
Law medical officers, 454

Panel practitioners away on active service,
provision in Salford for. 343

Parliamentary questions on, 189
Poor Law medical officers and the cost of
drugs, 521

Proposed commercial tariff. See Com-
mercial

Salford scheme for the prevention of exces-

551

Insur fees. See Fees
Insurance, life, in India. 651
" Intellectuals "(Spanish) on the war. 146
Intestinal obstruction, chronic, due to tuber-
culous cicatricial constrictions of the
iejunum(StephenH, Pugh), 54. (O)

Intestinal parasitism and latent dysentery in
Sarawak. Borneo (W. Ledingham Christie),
89. (O)

Intestinal wounds (H. Bolt). 547. 548
Intestine, small, pathology and treatment of
gunshot wounds of (Owen Richards), 213. (O)

Intestine, small, successful early operation in
wound of (John H. Stephen). 641. (O)

Intranasal surgery, analgesia in (Adair
Dighton). 13

Intussusception of the bowel (E.L. Luckman).
603

Iodine aud sodium hypochlorite as wound
disinfectants (Harry Schiitze), 921. (O)

Iodine in sterilization of the skin, 240, 278. 312
Iodine tincture, early use of in gunshot
wounds. 204

Ionization of adhesions after wounds (May
Rathbone). 643 -Correspondence on. 696. See
also Deformities and Wounds

Ipecacuanha and its alkaloids, 727, 794

Ipecacuanha in dysentery, history of. 728. 759
Ipecacuanha and emetine in dysentery, 728

Ireland

:

Alcoholic poisoning in a child, 908
Belfast. See Belfast
Boards of guardians and Poor Law medical

officers' holidays (Carrickmacross). 793

Collection for the Irish hospital in France,
157

Cork. See Cork
Cotter, tile late Dr. Jeremiah, 421

Dispensary doctors and the war. 454
Dispensary medical officers at the front, 23»
Dublin. See Dublin
Emigration, declining figures. 272



Ireland (continued)
Fees for private practice, scale of. 587

Food and food suppliee ( W. H. ThompBon).

s, the profession in

Ireland, and service with the troops, 792

Irish workhouse amalgamation. 942

Kilkenny Board of Guardians and the In-

surance Act, 545

Killoughey Dispensary District and Dr.

Harty. 345
, . ,

Library of the Eojal College of Physicians.

839
Local Government Board inquiry (Dr. Farty
and Killoughey Dispensary District), 345

Longford County Intirmary. 875

Lunacy in Ireland, anuual report of Inspec-

tcrs of Lunacy, 157

Mer.sles notification, 908

Medical appointments
household, 488

Medical certifiers as substitutes for Poor
Law medical officers. 454

Medical War Committee. 764

Mortality of boarded-out children in Dublin,

the Viceregal

O'Sullivan, Alderman J. J., presentation to

Poor Law medical officers on military

service. 622
. • j

Poor Law medical officers who have joined

the Royal Army Medical Corps and their

B.A.M.C. new reserve of. 237

Bed Cross Hospital at Bray, 74

Bed tape and the sending of Poor Law
patients to hospital (Dundalk). 839

Eegistrar-Generals annual report, 311

Boyal College of Surgeons and the war, 659

Boyal Hospital for Incurables, annual meet-
ing. 238

Royal National Hospital for Consumption
for Ireland, annual meeting. 237

St. John Ambulance association, new
reserve of B.A.M.C, 237-Distribution of

Typhus fever in Donegal, 116

Tyrone County Hospital, report. 75

Ulster Medical Society. 764

Ulster and provision for sick and wounded
soldiers. 551

Urinary calculus, is it rare in? 277. See also

Calculus
Vaccination Acts, enforcing the, — 75

(Fermoy), 75
Vaccination in Enniscorthy Union. 272

Vaccination in Ireland (Local Government
Board v. Letterkenny Guardians), 158

Vaccination, South Dublin Union and, 272,

346
Walshe, Dr. Denis, complimentary dinner

to, 521
War hospitals supply depot. 764

War and insanity, 272

White, Professor A. H , resignation of, 622

Workhouse amalgamation, 942

Workhouse medical officers and their holi-
days, 345

Ireland, and the war emergency. 540
Iridodialysis, bilateral, with amblyopia and
contracted fields due to exploding shrapnel
(F. D. Bennett). 848 (O)

Irish Apothecaries' Hall. See Apothecaries
Irish union hospitals, 912

Irrigation of Wounds. See Wounds, drainage
of

'

' Irritable heart. '

' .Sec Heart
IBVINE, Lieut. Christopher Theodore Currie,

killed in action, 235

Ikvine, Louis G. (and Andrew H. Watt) :

Treatment of gas poisoning in Transvaal

Rvisi:, Captain Paget George, killed in action,
873
RwiN. S. T. : :\lortality of appendicitis. 118
IBVISE, Major F. S.. Distinguished Service
Order conferred upon, 27
iDELL, Nurse H. K., drowned on service, 762
SBAEii. W. : Treatment of bullet and shell
wounds. 415
sthmian Canal Zone, Medical Association of.

68
taly : Proposal that British visitors and
residents should etiuip wards in hospital,
30—Motor ambulances for, 541—River am-
bulances, 519 — Anticholera vaccination
made compulsory in the army. 525—Special
provision forsoldierssurtering from nervous
disorder caused by shock. 525—Strong reac-
tion against German Kultur in, 524—Blind
soldiers to be trained to trades, 586

Jackson, C. M. (editor): Morris's Human
Anatomy: A ComjiUte Systematic Treatise
hy English and American Authors, rev., 506

Jackson. Hughlings. .See Hut;blings-Jackson
Jacobs, C. • Professor A. Martin and Professor
Jacobs. 841

James, Lieut. Douglas Charles, died of
wounds, 586

James, Lieut. P. W., awarded the Military
Cross, 27

Jamieson. Nurse M. E., drowned on service,
762

Janiox. Lieut. H. G.. awarded the Military

Jasmin oil method and "diphtheria-bacillus
carrying '

i William Ewart . 854. (O)
Jaundice simulated by picric acid, 592
Java School of Medicine, some particulars of.

Jejunum, chronic intestinal obstruction due
to tuberculous cicatricial constrictions of
(Stephen H. Pugh), 54

Jenning.s, Major W. M., obituary notice of,

797
JEPHSON, Major John Noble, dies of wounds.
452

Jessop, Lieut. Col. J. W., killed in France,
940

Jex-Blake, 4. J. ; Tuberadosis : a General
Account of the Disease, its FormStTreatment,
arid Prei-ention. rev., 750

JoHAN, B. : Tyiihoid inoculation in the German

Johns. F. M. (and C. C. Bass): Alveulodental
Pvorrhiiea, 870

Johnston. George Minto, appointed J.P. for
Leith. 843

Johnston. H. G. : Chilblains, 880
Johnston, J. M. : Frost-bite, 880
Johnston, Miss M. H., dies on service, 550
Johnston. Rotjert B. : Inversion of the uterus

in a nullipara due to a submucous flbro-
.254

Johnston. T. B. ; Medical Applied Anatomy
for Students and Practitioners, rev., 506

Joint injuries, review of books on. 471
Jones. Captain J. B„ awarded the Military
Cross, 27

Jones, Captain Kingsmill Williams, Distin-
guished Service Order conferred upon, 417

Jones, Lieut. Leslie Phillips, dies of wounds,
29

Jones, Midshipman Henry P. Lewis, death of
(in the Hwwkei. 71

Jones, Lieut.-Colonel Herbert: The public
health work of the British Medical Associa-
tion, 325

JoN-ES, Colonel John Mathew, obituary notice
of, 458

Jones. Captain P. A. Lloyd. Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon, 27

Jones, Robert: Injuries of the Joints, rev.,
471

JoN-ES. Major T. C. Litler : Splint for frac-
t'jres of the arm, 938

Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine,
947

Journal deiM^decine de Bordeaux, revival of.

Kaiser, the mentality of the. 327. 331
Ka)a-azar, tartar emetic in. 197—(Percival
Mackie), 745. 'O)

Kala-azar. treatment of (Aldo Castellani), 779
Karajanopoulo : Magnesium chloride as
cytophylactic. 868

Karplus :
" Nerve shock " in war, 64

" Kasco Tubacyllus," 508
KAV.4NAGH, Captain E. J., awarded the
Military Cross. 27

Kay, Richard : Grievances of ships' surgeons.
628

Kearnet. James John, killed in action, 452
Keith, Arthur : Alimentary stasis, 14
Keith, Lieut. William B., Military Cross con-
ferred upon, 452

Kellas, Captain Arthur, killed in action, 309
Kellogg. J.H. (and M. V. G'Shea) : Making

the Most of Life, rev , 437
Kelly, Lieut. Oswald Robert, Cross of the
Legion of Honour and Military Cross con-
ferred upon, 155

Kellt, Surgeon P. B. : Distinguished Service
Order conferred upon. 309

Keloid. 164, 244
Kemp, W. Rous : Saline solution as a dressing,
822

Kendall. John, appointed J.P. for theCounty
Palatine of Lancaster, 424

Kennedy, E. G. : Treatment of wounds in
war, 465

Kennedy. Lieut William, killed in action. 621
Kent. Stanley : Investigations on industrial

fatigue, 512
Kent's care for the wounded, 478
Kenwood, Henry R. : Public Health Labora-
tory TVorU, rev.. 221

Kerb. Captain Frank Robson, D.S.O. con-
ferred upon. 733

Key, Lieut. Douglas, dies of wounds, 416
Kharas, Homi: Indian doctors and vacant
appointments, 348

Kharsivan. See Salvarsan. British and
foreign

Khartoum, " pyosis Corletti " amongst the
soldiers at (Chalmers and O'Connor), 43

Kidd, H. Camnron: Ten minutes' talks to
mothers, 80C/

Kidney, malignant tumour of (B. J. Willan).
774. (O)

Kilkenny Board of Guardians and the Insur-
ance Act, 545

Killoughey Dispensary District and Dr. Harty
(Local Governm-int Board inquiry), 345

KiMMLE : German i?ed Cross, 193
King Albert's Civili, n Hospital Fund, See
Fund

King. Arthur, asks a qu^istion. 800
King Edward Nurses : The name of an institu-
tion founded as a South .African memorial to
King Edward VII. 664

King Edward's Hospital Fund. See Fund
King, accident to the, 685. S.'e also George \'

King. H. H.: Forceps for ButLring, 826
King and (Jueen visit the West of England
hospitals, 454

King, Lieut. S. W. Thacker, killed in action,
452

Kit for Malta, 519 ,
Klein, Abbe Felix: Diary of a French Army
Chaplain, rev., 571

Knee, compound dislocation of, recovery with
a useful limb (John Cropper), 678

Knee-joint, treatment of "gunshot wounds"
of (H. M. W. Gray), 41

Knoblauch : Obscure epidemic fever. 788
Knoll and Co., action against, 315
Knox, Major R. W.. D.S.O. conferred upon.
689

KoEiiERLE, Professor, obituary notice of, 123
—And ovariotomy, 877

KoLB, Karl- German rifle bullet wounds, 339
KOLMER. John A. : A Practical Textbook of
Infection, Immunity and Specific Therapy,

ith Special Heference to ImimunolO'jic

Krabbe : Extirpation of tlie pineal body. 579
Kroner, K. : Typhoid fever in the German
and Austrian armies, 856

KuMMELL : Infection of wounds, tetanus, Ill-
Gas gangrene, 153

KuBiEN, C, G. : Complete inversion of uterus
without collapse or shock, concealed de-
livery, 218

Labour, scopolamine-morphine in, 424
Laffan, Thomas : Irish union hospitals, 912
Lake, Norman C. : Plating of gunshot frac-

tures, 44
Lamb, F. W.: Some laws of fat absorption. 442
Lamprey, Lieut.-Col. John Joseph, obituary
notice of, 458

Laxdouzy: Antityphoid inoculations, 230. 610
Lang, W. H. : Form, structure, and develop-
ment of the plant, 442

Langford, Surgeon Martin Henry. Dis-
tinguished Service Order conferred upon.

Langlet. Dr.. Medal of honour presented to
by Ligue Fran(,aise de I'Knseignement. 948

LANiiJlEAii. Frederick : Infant feeding, 588
Latham, Captain Thomas Jones, killed in

Laurent. C: La guerre en Bulgarie et en
Turquie. Onze mois d* campagne. rev., 505

Lawrie, Lieut.-Col. Edward, obituary notice
of, 350

Lawson. Lieut. C. D. Norton, killed in action,
585

Lea. C. E. : The electro cardiograph and
auricular fibrillation. 441

Lead poisoning. .See also Plumbism

Iieading Articles :

Abortive treatment of wound infection. 609
Age of recruits. 786
Association and the war emergency, 183
Care of disabled soldiers, 227
Cerebro-spinal fever, prevention of, 681
Cerebro-spinal syphilis treated by mer-
curialized serum, 477

Coroners' law, 102
Drug Tariff Committee's report. 476
Dysentery and the war. 725
Ehrlich, Paul, 352
Enterostasis, 62



lAadlnC Articles <eontin«ta)
Farr's theory of epidemio forms. 261
Finance o( Hie Insvirance Act, 899
Flies in France and Gallipoli. 184
GrousiDf;. 541

Gunshot wounds of the head, 510
BiKhlands and Islands Medical Serrice,

409
Hospital staffs and the war einerBency, 509
Hospital!^ and duty-free alcohol, 144

Hui:hling8-Jackson, 757
Insurance Acts Committee and its work,
160

Legislation for the expectant mother and
her unborn infant, 101

Lord Derby's scheme and medical re-
cruiting. 785

Malaria, risk of, iu the

viruses, 19
Medical certification of sickness benefits in
Ireland. 932

Medical lessons of the war, 900
Medical men and the Budget, 511
Medical recruiting. Lord Derby's scheme

ntimeningococcus
and. 785

Meningococcus and
serum, 899

Mentality of the Kaiser, 331
Migrations of early culture. 576
Mixed vaccination against typhoid fever and
paratyphoid A and H, 610

Music, emotion, and mutism. 866
National economy in food. 827
New appeals. 650

ococcal infec-

Overtime and efl3ciency. 18

Paratyphoid fever and its prevention. 726
Plague, cholera, and yellow fever in 1913.
228

Pretraumatic oblivion. 445
Profession of medicine. 353
Recruits, age of. 786
Research in antiseptics, 261. 331
Research in time of war, need for. 756
Rest and food of munition workers. 865
Russian vodka monopoly, 444
Sale of spirits in France. 299
Therapeutic value of qumiue and its con-
geners. 827

Trench frost-bite. 933
Tuberculosis among shoemakers. 866
Tuberculosis in Wales, a combined attack
against. 263

Typhus epidemic in Rerbia, 300
War emergency, 409, 650
War Emergency Committee, 446
War emergency and hospital staffs. 509
War emergency, the new appeals. 650
War and the falling birth-rate. 649
War orthopaedics. 575
War pensions and allowances, 682
Wb ,61
Working expenses of London hospitals, 681

Leabt. George Godfrey Whitley, killed in
action, 689

Lecture, the Bradshaw : Nervous affections
of the sixth and seventh decades of life (J.

Michell Clarke). 665 -Wounds in war (Sir
Anthony Bowlby), 913—Note on, 934

Lecture. Cavendish : Alimentary stasis
(Arthur Keith), 14—Leading article on, 62

Lecture, FitzPatrick: Medicine, music, and
religion (W. H. R Rivers). 751

Lecture. Norman Kerr Memorial : Drug and
alcohol addiction (Sir William Collins). 613

Lectures. Chadwick : Typhus fe%'er in Serbia
(R. O. Moon). 736— Military hospitals (A.
Saxon Snell). 799

Lectures. Croonian : Trypanosomes causing
disease in uian and domestic animals in
Central Africa 'Sir David Bruce), 5. 48. 91

Lectures. Goulstonian : Spinal injuries in
warfare (Gordon Holmes). 769. 815. 855

Le Dentu ; Modern armour. 147
LEDixriHAM, J. C. G. : Typhoidal disease and
dysentery, 704. (01

Le Double, A. F. ; Bosauet anatomiBte et

phvftioloQifite. 65
Lees. David Bridge, obituary notice of, 422
Leeuwenhoek gold medal awarded to Sir
David Bruce. 831

Leftwich. R. Winnington : An Index of
Symptoms uith Diagnostic Methods, rev..
140

Legal responsibility for crime. See Crime
Legislation for the expectant niother. See
Mother

Leish>l4.n. Sir William : Paratyphoid fever.

Leland. Lieut. Walter Alfred, killed i

29
Lemeri.e, G. (and P. Mortimeb): Froth; te

restauratrice bucco-faciale et trnitenuntd'ss
fractures des maxUlaires, rev.. 181

Lentaigne. Sir John, estate of. 39
Lenzmann. R. : Emeraencies in Medicnl

Practice, the Pathology and Treatment i/

MorUa. Conditions that may Suddenly
Endanger Life, rev.. 295

Lepers in the United Stales. 784
Leprosy diagnosed by x rays (Major A. Neve).

814. (O)
Leslie, R. Murray, i; Dr. Cassell's Medicine

Co., Ltd.. 945
Lett«rkenny guardians. Local Government
Board of Ireland and vaccination. 158. 797

Letts. Lieut. Bertram Chiene. dies on service.
688

' Leukopitt dressing (Schaechter),

Leva : Injuries to the spinal cord, 485
Levi, Captain Keith Maurice, killed in action,'

340, 620
Lewin, G. : Treatment of: cheiropompholyx.

80
Lewis. H. K.. converted into a private com-
pany. 203

Lewis. Thomas ; Lectures on thelleart. rev.,
99-" Irritable heart " of soldiers. 722, 780

Levtun. O.. change of name from Grunbaum,
6%

Lichen planus of circinate type (H. C. Samuel).
219

"Life, its origin and energy mechanism,"
80

Life insurance fees. See Fees
Lightning, death by. 186
Limbs. wounded. immobilization of
(Schaechter). 620

Lindsay, .\ndrew Walker Herdman, obituary
notice of, 590

Linton. Lieut. Henry McEwan. dies of
wounds, 621

Lister, Lieut. W. H.. awarded the Military
Cross, 27

Little, E. Mnirhead : Three-ply wood for
splints, 567

LiTTLE.ioHN, Harvey, to represent University
of Edinburgh on the General Medical
Council, 614

Liverpool, civic economy in. 734—Health of.
annual report of medical officer of health,
487—Medical inspection of school children.
report of medical officer of health. 73—
Royal Medical Benevolent Fund, 734

Livingstone CollcRo. See College
Llotd. Rickai'd \V. : Chilblains, 693
Local Government Board. See Board
Localization ol foreign bodies by x rays. See

Loch. C. 8.: The Annucd Charities Begister
and Digest, rev.. 401

LocKHAKT-MrjniEKY, P.: Causes and treat-
ment of severe pruritus ani, 291—Diseases
of the Bectuin: a Practical Handbook, rev..
862

LoEWT : Quantitative determination of
pepsin. 460

London: Ambulance column (parliamentary
ouestion), 937-Cbildren in, health of, 623
—County Council {see Council)— District
nursing in London, central council for.

114 — Nursing of measles and whooping-
cough. 158— Hospitals (see Hospitals)—Mental
Deficiency Act, duties of medical officers
under, 114

London School of Clinical Medicine, informs^
tion concerning. 382

Long, Herbert H. ; Foreign proprietary drugs,
800

Long shot (brilliant diagnosis by Byrom
Hramwell), 412

Longitudinal sinus. .Sef Sinus
LoRiMER. Lieut. G. N (and Lieut, L. H. C.
BiBKBECK): Kemoval of a bullet from the
right ventricle of the heart under local
anaesthesia. 561

" Louping-ill," review of books on, 221. See
also Braxy

Louse and its Belation to Disease (Bruce
Cummingsi, 491

Louvain, re-forming the library of, 280
Low, George C. : Treatment of amoebic
dysentery, 714

Low's Handbook to the Charities of London,
rev.. 402

Lucas. Geoffrey : Treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis by nitrogen compression. 211

Lucas. Richard Clement, obituary notice of
77

LucEY. H. C. : British and French salvarsan

603
Luke, T. D. : British health resorts, 40—
Combined physical treatment for wounded
soldiers, 877

LuKia. the late Lieut. T. S.. appreciation of
his social worl;. 122— Killed in France. 940

Lunacy in Ireland. 157

LuNDSGAABD. K. K. K. : History of spectacles,
145

Luijus erythematosus (H. W. Barber). 219
LuzzATO. Marco, death of. 554

Ljing-in homeh. registration of, 875
Lymph lavage of wounds, 40
Lymphatic elands. .•-»£' Glands
Lympho-sarcouja treated by salvarsan and

galyl (John Hartigan), 256

Lyons City Library collects all kinds of docu-
ments relating to the -war, 72

MacAdam, Lieut. John, dies of wounds, 417
McAeee, Lieut. Lewis Alexander, killed in

action. 271
MacAi.ister, Sir Donald : Surgeon proba-
tioners. Royal Navy. 488

McAitTHru. James, obituary notice of. 125
McCallum. Lieut. George, killed in action. 271
McCarthy, Dr. : Case of dermatitis, 139
McClure, J. Campbell: Combined physical
treatment for disabled soldiers, 795

McCOLLUM, John Hildreth. death of, 78
MacConket. a. T. : Prophylaxis of tetanus.

L contracted
849. (O)

MacCormao. Capta:
in the trenches. 906

McCoRMicK. Edward, killed in action, 113
McCbae,T. (and Sir W. OslerI ; A System of
Medicine by Eminent Authorities, rev.. 896

MeCuLLocH. Lieut.-Col. Thomas Campbell,
obituary notice of. 123

MoCuBDiE. Captain James Ronald, Military
Cross conferred upon. 733. 763

McCubby. Lieut. W. T., memorial tablet to.
879

McDonagh. J. E. R. : The Biology and Treat-
ment of Venereal Diseases, rev., 679

Macdonald, Norman: Complete avulsion of
testes, 470

McDowEL, Lieut. B. G.. killed in action. 518
Macewen. John A. C. : Three cases of >iun-
shot wounds of large arteries, with trau-
matic aneurysm, 464

McGachen, Lieut. - Commander Francis
Stuart, doatli of. 762

MacGilc uBisT. A. c. • Therapeutic value of
quinine and its congeners 827

McGowAN. Lieut. Joseph, dies on service. 486
McGowAN. J. P. : Investigations into " Loup-

iiig-ill" or " Tremblina," rev.. 221— .Some
Feints in Connexion with the Pathology and
Epidemiology of Swine Fever, rev., 750

MacGregob. Alastair : Cold feet. 204
McIlwaine. J. E. : Electro-cardiographic
method of estimating the condition ol the
heart muscle. 55

MclNTosH : Bpirochaetes in the brain in para-
lytic dementia. 66

Mackay. J. W. Norris. obituary notice of. 695
MAch ay, Corporal Keith, killed in action, 940
MoKee. C. S. : Haemolytic action of the

urine in certain conditions. 596
McKellau. W. a., heroism of. 316
Mackenzie. Lieut. G. A., killed in i

807

0,873
James : Recruit's heart, 563,

:iE, Surgeon-Major George, Territorial
.•onterredupon, 452

Mackie. Percival : Tartar emetic in kala-azar.
745

McKiLLip, Captain T. H.. Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon, 27

MoLagsan, Captain James Murray, Military
Cross conferred upon, 733. 763
.\CLA N, Sir Henry Normand, estate of.

Maclean, Lieut. I. C, awarded the Military
Cross. 27

Maclehose, Lieut. N. C. killed in action. 71
MacLennan, Alex. : Sleeve vein in nerve
suture. 422

Macldre, Major: Instructions for Bendering
Immediate Aid, lU

MacMurchy. Helen : Organization and Maii-
aaement of Auxiliary Classes, rev.. 58

MoNab. Captain Angus, estate of. 776
Macnaught. Lieut. Frederick Clement, killed

. (and other
Ihyi

McNe
685 cases of poisoni
by the enemy, 165. (O)

McNichol, temporary Lieut. John Hart.
Military Cross conferred upon. 70

Macphail, J. M. : Effect of exertion on the
circulation. 637

Macpherson. Lieut.VDuncan Stuart Ross.
killed i .235

.621

McbHEEHY. Captain O. W.. Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon. 27

Mactieb. Major Henry Mackinnon. killed in
action. 235

Mactieb. Surgeon-Major William Fullerton,
obituary notice of. 38

McWalteb. J. C: Prevention of gas poison-
ing, 118— Irish Apothecaries' Hall and the
General Medical Council, 161— Prophylaxis
of trinitrotoluene poisoning, 944

McWeeney. Professor: Infection by Bacillus
paratvphvsHsh.m

UPPIK .275
Maercklkin. Bernard G.. death oi. 78
Magnesium chloride as cytophylactic. 868
Magnesiiini sulphate in non-amoebic dysen-

tery (J. Wyatt-Smith), 780
Magnetic i)roperty of German bullets. See
Bullets

Magncs-Levy : Soldier's heart. 105
Maguire. Uoliert, obituary notice of, 796
Mahujieii. a.orge: Recurrent vesicular rash.
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Maiti.'.-. 11.id in France, 940
Makdcii, ;iwa.rded. 123
Makins, ^ I

I, I itrgency, 539
Malaria .nnti-a.-t.'^l in Flanders (Lieut.

J. Mc G. H. Raid and Lieut. H. E. Huui-
phrys). 603. (0)-Cai>taiu H. MacCormac,906

Malaria in the summer and autumn campaign
(leadins article', 143

Malcolm, Ian: Wnr Pictures Behind the
Liiw.s, reT.,606

Malcolm, .1. D. : Papilliferons carcinoma of

the ovary associated with adenomyoma of
the uterus, 98— Fibrouiyoma free from
attachments in a pelvic abscess, 98—Tubo-
ovarian al)scess, intestinal obstruction, and
ureteric obstruction, six abdominal sec-

Malcolm. Major William Aberdeine. dies on

upon. 791

Malingering: Picric acid to simulate iaund-
dice, 592

Malloet. p. B. (and J. H. Wright) : Patho-
logical Techniiiue: A Pnictical Manual for
Workers in PathoUtgij, Histology^ and
Bacteriology, rev., 570

Mallt, C. W. : Kodium arsenite in South
Africa as a poison for tiies, 167

Malta, kit for. 519
Maltese phlebotomi, bionomics of (Capt. P. J.

JNIarett). 172. (01
Man, an ancient Australian (Talgai skull), 479

Man, antiquity of in Britain (bir E. Ruther-
ford 1, 440

Manchester and district: British Association
meeting, li^l— Christie Cancer Hospital. 839

—Commercial tariff in, the proposed, 520—
High School prize distribution : The need
for women doctors (Mrs. Scharliebl. 19£j

—

Manchester and Salford Sanitary Associa-
tion, 114-Sir James Barr on " The ad-
vantages, from a national standpoint, of
compulsory physical training for the youth
of the country." 114—Medical inspection of
school children: in Manchester, 156: in
Salford. 157—Midwives Act in: Report of
M.O.H., 793—Presentation of motor ambu-
lance for Ancoats Hospital. 419—Recruiting
for the R.A.M.C. in, 419—Royal Eye Hospital,
419—Salford: Scheme for the prevention of
excessive prescribing. 73— Annual report of
the Medical Officer of Health, 274-Provision
for panel practitioners away on active ser-

vice, 343—University and the Officers' Train-
ing Corps. 115

" Manchester electrolyzer," 524

Mandebs. colonel Neville, killed in action, 309
Mann, Alfred, obituary notice of, 314
Marching boots (parliamentary (juestion), 904
Marett, Captain P. .1. : The economics of the
Maltese phlebotomi. 172

Married women's work (leading article). 828
Marsh, Frederick Howard, obituary notice

of, 35, 78 -Estate of, 351

Mabsh. Nicholas Percy, obituary notice of, 878
Marshall, Captain Charles Bertram, lost in

\.he Royal Edward. n(,
Marshall, C. F. : British and French sal-
varsan products. 75

Marshall. C. R., awarded the Makdougall-
Brisbane prize, 123—(and Elizabeth Gil-
christ! : Spiritus aetheris nitrosi, 125

Marshall, L. R. H. P. : Cigarette habit. 524
Marten, Lieut. Henry Humphrey, killed in
action, 341

Martens, M. : Diagnosis of gas phlegmon by
X rays, 485

Martin, August: Grande colere d', 829
Martin. Cecile Taylor, killed in action. 155
Mabtin, Professor .\ . and Professor Jacobs,

841
Martinieb, p. 'and G Lemerle) : Proth^se
restauratrice hucco-faciale et traitenient de&
fractures des mttxinaires. rtv., 181

Marzinowskt, T. : Infectivity of scarlatinal
desquamation, 843

Massage establishments, registration of, 875
Mastoid operations, grafting in. discussion at
Royal Society of Medicine, 783

Maternal mortality in connexion with ohild-
bearinM and its relation to infant mortality
( Arthur Newsholme). 663

Maternity: Letters from Worliina Women
Collected by the Women's Co-operative
Guild, rev., 680

Mathew, Captain G. C, killed in action, 71
Matko. .1.: Typhoid inoculation of a
Roumanian regiment, 836

MAUtiHSM, 'W. Somerset : 0/ Human Bondage,
rev.. 437

304
Matnabd, Edith L. : Women in the Public
Health Service, rev., 825

Meade, H. (and R. Atkinson Stonet): Nerve
suture for bullet wounds. 10. (O)

Meal, standard opaque. 219. 349. See also
Badiosoopic

Measles, 460
Measles, administrative control of (Ralph
M. F. Pickeni, 429. (O) - Correspondence

Measles, infectivity of, 556
Measles and the problem of filterable viruses
(leading article). 19

Measles and German measles, notification of,

830 — In Dublin, 908 — Correspondence on,
875

Measles and wlioooing-cough, district nursing
of in London, 156

Meat, sterilized tuliercnlous (parliamentary
question!. 90)

Mechan, Arthur : The tonsils, 948
Medical Annual Sf/noptical Index to Bemedies
atul Di.mises fur the ten years IW.i-l'ilt.

. rev . 473
Medical appointments to the Viceregal
Household. 488

Medical arrangements of the British Expidi-
tionary Force, .Scf British

Medical arranccmt.uts at the Dardanelles.
See Dardanelles

Medical Association of Isthmian Canal Zone.
See Isthmian

Medical autographs, 593
Medical certificates See Certificates
Medical certification of sickness benefits in
Ireland (leading article), 932

Medical certifiers as substitutes for Poor Law
medical officers. 454

Medical charities, bequests to. See Bequests
Medical clerks, 901

Medical complications in modern warfare.
German experiences (Moritz),483

Medical consultants of the navy and army.
See Navy. Royal, and Army, British

Medical Council of Canada, 623—Reciprocity
with Great Britain, 623

Medical Defence Union, 475
Medical Directory, 124 ; rev , 897
Medical education in America. 714
Medical education of women, 372, 377. 381, 488.

521, 572
Medical examinations for life insurance fees.

.See Fees
Medical fame. 186

Medical history, early. 347. .See also Medi-
cine, sidelights on the practice of

Medical inspection of school children. ,See

School
Medical Insurance Agency, 685. 758
Medical lessons of the war {leading articlel.

900

Medical mobilization in France, war, 584
Medical necls of the army. See Army,
British ami War emergency

Medical officers and medical men. the supply
of. 33. 117. 159. 198. 421

Medical officers in voluntary hospitals. See
Hospitals

Medical officers and War Office services (par-

Medical practice and anoci-association. See

Medical practice in British colonies an.l
foreign countries, information concerning,
387

Medical profession, international amenities
of, lOO-Opinion of Dr. Monrad-Krohn, 100

Medical profession and Lord Derby's Com-
mittee, 651

Medical profession and the group recruiting
scheme, 730

Medicalrecruiting. See Medical students and
the war

Medical Research Committee, report on
research in antiseptics, 261—Arranges for
preparation and supply of sterilized
standard agKlutinating serums for diagnosis
of typhoid and paratyphoid infections, 515,
548—Annual report, 754—Leading article on.
756. See also Antiseptics

Dental i

Entries at. 614, 653
Indian Medical Service, 386
Information concerning, 353 et seq.
Medical edjcatiou of women, 372, 377, 381
Medical missionaries, 387
Medical practice in British colonies aud
foreign countries, 387

Medical students and combatant commis-
sions, 388

Post-graduation study, 382
Prison medical service, 387
Psychological uiedieine. 385
Public health services. 385
Public servRus. 386
Royal Army Medical Corps. 386
Royal ^avaI Medical Pervice, 386
Schools of medicine for women, 372, 377, 381,
-Correspondence on, 488

Tropical medicine. 383
Winter session in the medical schools, 388.

540, 572

Medical service in the past, compulsory, 277
Medical Society. See Society
Medical students and coutbatant commis-

sions, 388,421,457,736
Medical students as military surgical assist-
ants, 488

Medical students, number of in the United
States. 491

Medical students and recruiting, 689. 736, 785
Medical students and the war (parliamentary
question), 67. 686. 832—Correspondence on.
312. 388, 421, 457. 488 - Letter from
A. D.G.A M.S., 648—Open letter to students,
648— beading article on Lord Derby's
scheme, 785—Classification for, 867. See
also War emergency

Medical students in the wars of the French
revolution, 513

Medical and Surgical Appliances:
Apparatus for rectal administration of

saline solution, 538
Electrophone bullet probes. 16
Forceps for suturing, 826
Head fluoroscope, 826
Inhaler for open method, a new, 898
Needle for muscle and fascia, 329
Balmon-Ody truss. 100
Spray, improved, 826
Telephone probe. 16
Toiirniquet. 222

Medical and surgical treatment of the
wounded. See Wounded

Medical terms in the New English Dictionary,

Medical war emergency. .See War emergency
Medicinal and dietetic articles: " Chymol."

826 — Hydrous wool fat, 329—" Synthetic
milk," 646

Medicine, magic, and religion (W. H. R.
751

the profession of (leading article
Rive

Medic
353

Medicine, review of books on. 896
Medicine, sidelights on the practice of medi-
cine in the past from early English litera-
ture (Major Greenwood). 205. (01

Medico-legal : Charge against an Edinburgh
herbalist (Charles Alder alias Charles
Smith). 694—Charges of alleged impersona-
tion (Henry John Herring), 694,798—German
drug company and the Patent Medicines
Stamp Duty Act, 315— Dr. R Murray Leslie
V. Dr. Cassell's Medicine Company. Limited,
945— Passport applications, a warning (A. H.
Vassiei, 945—Unregistered dentist iHenry
John Goldberg), 34—Unregistered practi-
tioner fined (William Williams Alnwick),
151

Medico- mechanical Treatment Institute. See
Institute

Medico - Psychological Association. See

Meers. Captain John Harry, killed in action,
621

MELTiLLE-DAVisori, William, obituary notice
of. 796

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons,
910

Memoranda : Medical, Surgical, Olistetrical,
13, 54, 97. 139. 179. 218. 256, 293, 326, 400, 434.
470. 504, 534, 567, 603. 643, 678, 722, 746, 779,
821. 861, 895 926

Men unfit for service (parliamentary ques-
tion), 789

Meningitis, cerebro - spinal,
cerobro-spinal

Meningitis, septic, due to B. coU, following
skull wounds (C, E. H. Milner), 254. (O)

Meningococci, classification of (Arthur W. M.
Ellis). 881. (O)—Correspondence on, 942

Meningococcus and aotimeningococcus serum
(leading articlel, 899

Meningococcus, grouping of the strains of
(Joseph A. Arkwi-ight), 855. (O)

Mendelson, Ralph W. (and Aldo Castel-
LANl) : Tetravaccine : Typhoid + para
typhoid A-f-paratyphoid B + cholera, 711

Mental defectives, differentiation of, con-
ference organized by the National Associa-
tion for the Feeble-minded, 17

Mental Deficiency Act. See Act
Mental deficiency, commission appointed to
investigate causes and means of prevention
of in Indiana, 635
ental shock. See Shock

Mental Treatment Bill. See Bill
Mentality of the Kaiser, 327—Leading article

on, 331
Mentally defective children, teachers for, 73

—

Court of Session of Edinburgh says duty to
provide for rests upon the parish council,
799

Mentally injured soldiers (parliamentary
question), 615, 654. .See also Shock

Menzies. Captain Arthur John Alexander,
D.S.O. conferred upon, 733

Mercier, Charles A. : Emergency bill for
mental treatment, 117—De multis rebus.
346—Sir Peter Eade, 346—Pruritus ani. 347—
Insanity, 347—Indian doctors and vacant
aopointments, 347—Bromides iu epilepsy.
524. 876

Mercurial treatment of gonorrhoea, 303



Mercurialized sonim ii

syphilis. Siv Syphilis
Mkrewktber, Surgeon E. R. A., receives
permission to wear the Order ot St. Sava
(Serbian), 792

Mkrt, H. ; La Vacnnaiion Atititvphoidinue,
rev.. 401

MesenWric abscess. Sfe Abscess
Mess practices. 265
Mkssinier. Assistant-Surgeon Edwin Biinkall,
Military Cross conferred upon, 70

Meteorological bistory iH. H. Turner). 57

Mever, r«opald: Laeivhoii i Fi'dselsJijaeliieu.

rev.. 436
MicH.vELis : Injuries to the spinal cord, 484
MicHAVSK. Jacob, death of, 243
Ml. HF.LL. Robert : The soldiers heart. 909
Uicro-organisins, variations in, 459
Middle age and old age, review of books on, 57
MiDDLEMiss. ,1. E. : Harelip. 316
MrDELTOs. W. J : Diagnosis of gout, 240, 489
Midwifery, review of works on, 436
Midwives Bill. Sfe Bill
UiL:ration8 of early calture (leading article^
576

Military honours. See Honours.
Military life and physical health, 267
Military mental and nervous cases, 481. 515.

545. See also Shock
Military pensions. See Pensions
Military record cards for health resoits, 903
Military service and life assurance 758
Military surgeons, captive. 303. See also
Prisoners

Milk and Dairies Bill. See Bill
Milk and hvdroeen peroxide. 736
Milk supply: Of Dublin. 691 -In agricultural
districts (parliamentary question). 789—Of
Edinburgh. 908

Milk, synthetic. 646
Miller. A. C: Medical service in the High-
lands and Islands, 456

Miller, Lieutenant J. E. B.. killed in action.

cerebro-spiuiil MoRisON. Alexander : The recruits heart.
I 6v;

71

.t.v. Kenneth Willii
of, 878

Milligan, Ernest: Recognition of cerebro-
spinal fever, 40

Mills. C. K. (and N. 8. Yawger) : X^irsing
and Care of Die Nervous and the Insane.
rev.. 507

MiLSE, Private Frederick, killsd in action.
621

Milne. Janii Congenital absence of

MiLROT. .1. A. : Electrol;
MiLBOT. T. H. : Action of rennin. 56
MiscHix. Edward A.: Cell evolution, 443—
Obituary notice of, 553

MiXNS, Lieutenant Allan Noel. Military Cross
conferred upon. 689

Missionaries, medical, information concern-
ing. 387

Missionaries and war service, 124. 276
Mitchell. Alfred, death of. 78
Mitchell, Fleet Surgeon John Frederick,
obituary notice of, 947

Mitchell, William : Hypochlorite solutions
in the treatmentof wounds, 434

Mobile laboratories. .Set? Laboratories
Mold, Lieutenant H. G. C: Typhoid fever
with suppurating ovarian cyst, 326

Mole, hairy, and von Recklinghausen's disease
(Mitchell Smith), 56

MoLLow, W.: Treatment of typhus with
typhoid vaccine, 479

Molluscum fibrosum: (Dr. Gill), 56 — (Eric
Young). 56-(A. Wilson Gilll, 533 (O )

Monagban, county, and the w^r emergency,
540

MoSK, Captain Gerald Patrick du P.aillon.
killed in action, 621

MfpKR.iD-KRoHN, Dr. : International medical
amenities. 100

MoNTEiTH, Captain Hugh G., Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon, 452

Montenegro: Wounded Allies Relief Commit-
tee's typhus hospital units. 30. 72-Letter
from Dr. Strong. 418

Montgomery. Lieut. Robert, killed in action,

; of. 523—Moody. Sir James M., oljitu
Estate of, 877

Moodt-Wabd, Captain Richard Guy Torring-
ton. killed in action. 341

Moon, R. O. : Typhus in Serbia, 736
MooBE.H. F.; Optoquin treatmentof pneumo-
coccal Injections. 542—Optoquin and anti-
pneumococcal serum. 652

MooRE, Langford : Hypodermic dose of codeia.
352

MooBE. Lieut. William Henry Walker, killed
in action. 585

MoRA-v, Lieut. HerhertJames. killed inaction.
585

MoBAN. Lieut. William Paul, killed in action.
585

MoRETON, Archibald Herbert, killed in action

.

486
Morgan. Captain John Cecil, killed in action,

MoRH.VM. Captain J, , reported e

MoRisoN, W. M : Hat destruction, 844
MoBiTZ. Dr.: German experience of medical
complications in modern warfai'e, 483

MoRiTz.S. : Epidemic jaundice in war time,
6C2

MoBLEY, John : Surgery on the Gallipoli

holme), 665
Mortality, infantile, review of books on. 99
Mortimer. J. D. : Spinal or local anaes-
thesia for piles. 524

Morton. Charles A. : The treatment of gun-
shot fractures of the leg with posterior

824

Morton. Major Sidney, killed in action. 193
MosELEY. Henry Gwyn Jeflferys. killed in
action, 449—Tribute from Sir Ernest Ruther-
ford, 449

Mosquito campaign in Pennsylvania. 535
Mosquito, leaflet on (A. E. Shipley). 123
Moss as surgical dressing. 137, 942
M0S80, A. : Fatigue, rev.. 507
Mother, the exoectant. and her nnborn infant,

legislation for, deputation to President of
Local Government Board. 101

Mothercraft and child welfare exhibition. 79
Motherhood and infancy, welfare of, 658. See
also Mortality, infantile

Mothers, ten minute talks to (H. Cameron
Kidd). 800

Motor ambulances for Italy, 341
Motor area (Graham Brown) 441
Motor laboratory of the Welsh Division. 586
Motor operating theatre (parliamentary ques-

tion). 188

Motors for medical men (H. Massac Buist). 222
Mott, Frederick w. ; Psychic mechanism of
the voice in relation to the emotions. 845

Mouillot, Francois Albert de Thierry,
obituary notice of. 38

Mould. Major George Thomas, obituary
notice of, 554

Mowat. H : X Bays : How to Produce and
Interpret TJiem, rev , 825

Mowat. Major .lames, lost in the Boyal
Eihrard, 341. 416

Moynihan. Sir Berkeley : Abdominal Opera-
tions, rev.. 140

Mulligan. J. W.. presentation to, 123
Mummery, P. Lockliart. See Lockhart-
Mummery

Municipal management of tuberculosis. See

Munition workers, appointment of a com-
mittee on the healtli of. 448, 863—Medical
certificates for, 543-Housing of (nar-
liamentary question'. 615—Effect of long
hours (parliamentary question). 832—Rest
and food of (leading article). 865

Munro, A. Campbell : The care of the health
of the child. 420

Munro, Private George Dean, killed in action,
940

Munro, Lieutenant Hugh A., killed bya bomb
explosion, 518

MuNROE, Nurse F. E.,dies on service, 550
MuNROE, H E. : Character and treatment of

frost-bite, 926
Murphy. John B. leditor) : General Surgery.
rev . 141

Murphy, J. Keogh: Wounds of the Thorax in
TFur. rev.,606

Murray Committee on Disablement, See
Disablement

Murray, Lieutenant-Colonel John, appointed
J.P, for Aberdeenshire, 614

Muscles and tendons, prevention of deformi-
ties caused bj- adhesions of. See Deformi-
ties

Music, emotion, and mutism (leading article),

866
2Iuter'sShort MannalofAnalutical ChemMnj.
Qualitative and Quantitative, Inorganic and
Organic. rev.. 182

MuTHU. C: Indian doctors and vacant ap-
pointments. 312

Myddleton-Ctavey. Captain Francis Edward,
iUed i , 585

Myeloma of the sternum treated by radium
(Dawson Turner), 218

Myopia, high. operative treatment of (A, Hugh
Thompson), 782

Nadoir, Y. O., e.xhibits specimens, 13

Name, change ot (Grilnbaum to Leyton). 69f

Nangle. Lieut. Edward Jocelyn, killed
action, 584

Napoleon's fiiucral, 552
Napoleon's undertaker, the diary of, 544
Nascher, I. L. : Oeriatrics, the Diseases of
Old Age and their Treatment, rev., 57

Natal, bilharziosis in (F. Q. Cawston), 746.
(O)

National Association for Prevention of Con-
sumption. .Seo Association

National Doll League, 936
National Health Society and training courses

for women, 799
National LeaKue for Physical Education. See
Physical

National Registration Act. See .\ct
National service, compulsory, 449
National Special Schools Union, conference,

"National Health Company's" advertise-
ments prohibited in New South Wales, 346

" Nauheim " treatment in London. 80
Naval dental surgeons (parliamentary ques-

tion i, 871
Naval surgeon of the first French Repulilic
(R.Soamierl, 683

Navy, Royal. 66. 106. 148,187.309.386.488,545,
662, 681—Casualties in Dardanelles, 67—
Casualties, total, 187—Cerebro-soinal fever
in; H. D. Rolleston's report. 681—Consul-
tants, 66— Information concerning the
medical service of, 386—Invalided from
(parliamentars- question), 545—Losses. 309—
Naval Medical Compassionate Fund, 662—
Parliamentary questions, 66, 106, 148. 545

—

Pensions Ufp Pensions Bill)—Surgeon pro-
bationers, 488—Surgeons and agents R,N.,
67—Vote of supply, 150

Navy of the United States, number of rejected
applicants, 854

Nayak, S. B. : Ver^• early iihthisis pulmonalis,
13

Need of selection. See War emergency and
Army. British

Needle for muscle and fascia, 329
Neely, Lieut. H. B., killed in Flanders, 940
Nelson, Captain Craig, killed in action, 549
Nelson, J. J. Harper: "Chlorine water as a
dressing," 821

Nelson. W. Krnest : Open-air treatment of
wounds, 324

Neo-salvarsan, influence of intravenous in-
jections of, on the arterial blood pressure
(H. D. Rolleston).281. (0)

Nephritis, streptococcal, 109, 160
Nephritis, trench (Nathan Raw), 468
Nerve grafting, double (HoSfmeister and
Heile), 791

Nerve injuries (Saenger), 518
Nerve and muscle injuries resultingfrom gun-
shot wounds (Francis Hernaman-JohnsonI,
84. (0)

Nervous cases, military, 481, 515, 615, See also
Shock

"Nerve shook" in war (Sarbo and Karplus),
64

Nerve strain, treatment of (parliamentary
question). 148, 187

Nerve suture for bullet wounds (B, Atainson
Stoney and H. Meadei, 10 (Qi—Corre-
siJondence on. 75, 160

Nerve suture, use of a sleeve of vein in
(Andrew FuUertom. 320. (O)—Correspon-
dence on. 422

Nerves, lesions of (J. Babinski), 269
Nerves, operatic treatment of gunshot in-
juries of (Sir Frederic Eve and B. S.
Woods), 676

Nerves, operations on IHteinthal, v. Hoff-
meister, Heile, and Bezel), 790

Nerves, peripheral, gunshot wounds of. dis-
cussion at Medical Society of London. 643,

678
Nerves, transplantation of (R. Ingebrigtsen),

684
Nervous afl'ections of the sixth and seventh
decades of life (J. Michell Clarke). 665. (0»

Netter, Dr. : Serumtherapy in poliomyelitis,
652

Neumann, .\lfred : With an Austrian hospital
train, 687

Neurology of war, 264. 269 -Lesions of the
nerves (Babinski), 269—Lesions of the spinal
cord (De Lapersonne and Wiard), 269—
Lesions of the brain (A. Polosson and F. J.

Collet). 269—Hysteria (G. Roussy), 270—
Simulation (J. Babinski). 270

Neve, Major A. : Missionaries and war ser-
vice, 276—Leprosy diagnosed by x rays. 814

Newbigging, Thomas \^"arwick: Our youngest
recruit, 271

" New disease." See Nephritis, streptococcal
Newman. David: Ureteral calculus, its sym-
ptoms and treatment, 557. 598. 692

Newsholme, Arthur: Maternal mortality in
connexion with child-bearing and its rela-
tion to infant mortality, 663

New York City, rabies statistics, 602—Sale of
patent medicines, 653—Radium Institute,
122—Rules for Emvlouees of the Bureau cf
Preventable Diseases, 898

New York Commissioner of Licences and
twilight sleep, 644

Nicholson, Captain H, W,. killed in action,
657

Nicholson. P.: Blood Pressure in General
Practice, rev., 538

NicoLL, James H, : Surgeons for foreign ser-
vice. 539

Nitrates, control of, in Germany, 252



Nitrogen compression in treatment of pul-
monary tuberculosis (Geoffrey Lucas), 211

Nixon, J. A. : Universal pigmentation of the
skin and mucous membrane of the mouth,
13— liritish and Fiench salvarsan products,
160

Nobel prize for medicine for 1914 awarded to

Robert BArany, 696, 758

Nobel prizes : Swedish Academy decide that
they shall not be awarded this year, 316—
Awards for 1914 and 1915 made known, 758

Noble, Surgeon-Major S. C, appointed a
Deputy Lieutenant for county of Westmor-
land, 39

NoGUCHi : fimall-pox vaccine free from bac-
terial contamination, 447

Nomenclature of disease, 459

NoRBlB, Frank B. : Appreciation of Lieut. -Col.

George Alfred Edsell, 423

NoBRis, W. Perrin ; Public health in

Australia, 231

Nostrums in the United States, 653

L cases of loss of con-

1 of, during pregnancy.Asthma, int
800. 844

Badges for doctors' chauffeurs, 40, 124

244
Books, rare. 800
British health resorts. 40

Bromides, price of, 556, 592

Bulgarian bacillus in cystitis, 768
Bumljle-bees, 316, 492
Burning and pain in the plantar region.
glycosuria, 164

Cancer patients, suggested isolation of, 664

Cases for diagnosis, 124, 244

Cerebro-spinal fever, recognition of. 40

Change of name (Qrlinbaum to Leyton), 696

Cheiropompholyx, treatment of. 80

Chilblains, 800, 880
Chinosol, 844

Cigarette habit, 459. 524. 628

Coffee and bananas, 164

Cold feet. 164. 204

Collargol,460
Corns, treatment of, 800, 844
Corrections, 316, 352, 556
Deaths ifrom hedonal as an anaesthestic.

Diphtheria carriers, 459
Doctors, dearth of. 124

Epsom College election, 80, 124

Errata. See Corrections
Erysipelas of leg, recurrent. 280, 352, 592

Explosion of a mixture containing sugar,
352

Fasting for diabetes, 844
Foreign bodies in the rectum, 164

Foreign proprietary drugs, 800
Foreign wines and tobacco, 556
" Frightfulness ' of the sterilizer, 164

Frost-bite, treatment of, 880
Gas poisoning, a correction, 556
" German measles," 948
Germanization of Dickens, 40, 80
Giant cricketer, 736
Gonorrhoea and syphilis in a pregnant
woman, treatment of, 424

Hare-lip. 204. 244. 316
Hiccough. 492
Humble-bees. See Bumble-bees
Hypochlorite solutions, 492
Hypodermic dose of codeia. 352

Iced air. 628
Income tax. 124, 280, 424. 459, 492. 556. 628.

664. 696. 768. 844, 912—Assessment on total

income £1,000 to £1,500. 628—Assessment
of medical offlcere on service, 628

Insect powder for lice. See Lice
Investors' StmiMned Account Book. t92
Iodine in cholera. 244
Iodine tincture, early u gunshot

204
Ionization of adhesions, 696
Irish union hospitals, 912
Keloid, 164. 244

Lice, insect powder for. 124
"Life, its Origin and Energy Mechanism,"

80
List of Schools and Tutors. Paton's. 556

Lymph lavage of wounds. 40
Measles. 460. 556—Infection of. 556
Medical Directory, 124

"Nauheim " treatment in London. 80
Nomenclature of disease. 459
Oil of mustard, inhalation of. 80
Pepper in the prophylaxis and treatment of

fliariasis. 844

Pepsin, quantitative determination of. 460

Phenolphthalein colour reaction, 556
Picric acid to simulate jaundice. 592

Piles, spinal or local anaesthesia for the
removal of. 524. 628

Poll 124

Poultices and venesection in gas poisoning.
460

Pregnancy alter removal of both Fallopian
tubes. 80

Rats, destruction of, 844, 880

Recruits, examination of. 4f.0. 736
Eesearch in antiseptics. 352. 460

Notes, Letters. Answers, etc., (contd.)
Resident patients and booking fees. 768

School oculist, work of (books for). 204
Scopolamine-morphine in labour, 424
Scutellaria in epilepsy. 880
Sea-sickness and acidosis. 912
Serum test for gonorrhoeal infection. 80
Ship surgeons and the wearing of uniform.

556. 592. 628. 736
Should surgeons with infective tliroat

lesions operate? 316

Sidelights on the practice of medicine from
Englisli literature. 352

" Simpson light." 844

Starving and purging faddists, 696
Syringe. M OH. tuberculin. 592
Tachycardia. 352

Ten minute talks to mothers, 800

Tics, convulsive. 768
Tonsils. 948
Typhus prevention. 492
Urinary pigments, 164

Urine, low specific gravity of, 280

Uterus didelphys. 664

Vaccine treatment. 204
Warnings, 40. 164. 424

Weir's vaccination instrument. 556. 592. 628.

696

Notifiable diseases, statistics of. 106

Notification of Births Act. See Act,

Notification of Births Extension Bill. See
Bill

Novarseno-benzol in exfoliative derp:atitis

(H. Spence).678
Nurse, the vohmteer, ravages of. in Germany.

619
Nurses in casualty clearing stations (parlia-

mentary question). 188

Nurses in the casualty list, 762

Nurses, women, for male asylums. 199

Nursing of insane male patients (parliamen-
tary question). 481

Nyctalopia. See Hemeralopia
Nystagmus, rotatory, case of. with recovery
under optical treatment (T. Stewart Barrie).

469

Oakelet. H. E. H.. dinner to, 627
Obituary notices, 29. 35, 70. 77. 113. 122. 154. 163.

193. 200. 235. 243. 271. 279. 309. 313. 340. 349. 415.

422. 449. 452. 457. 486, 490. 518. 622. 549. 553, 584.

689. 620, 626, 657, 661. 688. 694. 733, 735. 762, 767,

795. 837. 841. 873. 878. 907. 910, 940, 946
O'Brien. Brian, obituary notice of. 735
Obstetrics in Glasgow and the West of Scot-

land. 764
Obstetrics, review of books on. 645. 929
O'Cabholl. Lieut. Frank Brenden, killed in
action. 486

Occupation and syphilitic nervous disease. 448

O'Connor: " Pyosis Corletti," 43
O'Connor. J. M. : Chemical temperature,
regulation in anaesthetized animals, 56

Octogenarian surgeons in the German army,
838

Oculist, books for work of a school. 204

Odontomes (leading article). 103
O'DuFFY. Lieut. Kevin Emmanuel, killed in

Oedema! malignant, supposed soluble toxin
produced in artificial cultures of the
bacillus of (G. Barger and H. H. Dale). 808.

(O)—Correspondence on. 909
Oehleckeb: Wounds of the skull, 517

Ogilvy. W. Airlie : The war emergency, the
need of selection. 661

OosToN. Sir Alexander, and the Geneva Con-

Open-(
Nels

treatment of wounds (W. Ernest
. 324. (O)

.587
Oil. copaiba, and i 1 Stockman). 128.

O'Leary. John. di(

Operation, illegal (case of West and Towdb-
end). 736

Operation for obliteration of cavity in tibia
remaining after seiiuestrotomy (William
Gemmill). 432. (O)

Ophthalmoplegia, complete (Dr. Whitting-
dale), 139

gunsliot wounds of the

See also

Old age pensioners, right of to medical
assistance, 236—Review of books on. 862

Old age pensions in Scotland (parliamentary
question). 189

Oldpielp. Josiah : The supply of medical
men. 117

Oldham, Major Leslie William Series, killed

service. 486,

Oleum sinapeis. inhalation of. 80
Oliver, Captain M. W. B. : Optic
gunshot wounds of the skull. 905

O'Neill. Major Eugene Joseph. Distinguished
Service Order conferred upon. 70

O'Neill. Captain J. S., awarded the Military
Cross. 27

O'Neill, Sergeant ' Sidney John, killed in

Optic
skull. 905

Optochin i

Optoquinaudantipneumococcal serum, 652
Optoquin treatment of pneumococcal infec-

tions (leading article), 542
O'Reilly, Captain Charles Joseph, Military
Cross conferred upon, 733

Origin of life question. 63
Original articles. 1. 41. 81. 125. 165, 205, 245. 281,

317. 389. 425, 461. 493. 525, 557. 593. 629, 665, 697.

737. 769. 801. 845, 881. 913
Orme. William Bryce : Beta-naphthol poison-
ing occurring during the treatment of
ankylostomiasis. 176

Ormsut: Self-inflicted dermatitis. 878
Orthopaedics, war (leading article). 575—Cor-
respondence on, 660—Note on (Alder Hey
centre). 653.

Hospital. Uu
Orton. Lieut. E. H.. killed in action, 71

O'Shea, M. V. (andJ. H. Kellogg) : ifaWno
the Most of Life, rev. .437

Osteology, review of books on, 140

Osler, Kir William: On tuberculosis preven-
tion, 244—Relation of science to war, 572—
Cereliro-spinal meningitis, 604 — (and T.
McCbae) : A System of Medicine by Eminent
Authorities, rev., 896—Science and War,

O'SuLLivAN. Alderma
942

,
presentation to

Os uteri, rigid, treatment of (A. T. Biandi. 97

Ottawa. Commissioner of Patents grants a
licence to Mr. E. Neil Macallum and Mr
Newton Candee to manufacture " diar
senol." 86

On. Dr.. death of. 797—Obituary notice of,

947
Outfits, R.A.M.C, 154

Ovariotomy, part played by Koeberl^ in
establishing. 877

OvEREXD. Walker (and Hugh Walsham) :

Remarks on the movement of the diaphragm
in early pulmonary phthisis. 175

Overtime and eflSciency (leading article), 18

Owen. Edmund, illness of ,123— Obituary notice
of. 200. 243. 279—Estate of. 591

Oxford Lphthalmological Congress. See
Congress

Oxveen and suppuration (Captain Clarke),
939

Page. C. Max : Notes on the transport of

cases of fractured thigh, 173—Observations
on the drainage of gunshot wounds. 562

Page. Herbert: Appreciation of Edmund
Owen. 202

Paget. Lady Ralph, receives permission to

wear the Grand Cross of the Order of St

Sava (Serbia), 792
Pain. W. E. : Rat destruction. 844

Palate, hard, swelling of (Dr. Daly). 57

Palate, soft, putting the tongue behind (F. V
Stedman). 470

Palmer. Poster : Appreciation of Edmund
Owen, 243

Pank, Hecond Lieut. Albert Durrell. dies (

wounds, 29
Paralysed soldiers. See Soldiers
Paralysis during e

seltine). 532
Paralytic dementia, spirochaetes in the I

treatment (Has

Paramore. Captain Charles Gordon, killed i

action, 585
Paranoiac, a scholar^-. 413
Paratyphoid A and B. mixed vaooinatioi
against. 230, 610. See also Inoculation am
Antityphoid

Paratyphoid fever, discusnion on at Roys
society of Medicine, 723, 780

Paratyphoid fever: Clinical aspects and dia

gnosis (J. A.Torrens andT. H. Whittington
697. (O)

Paratyphoid "A" fever (A. H. Safford
713. (O)

Paratyphoid fever and its prevention (leadit

article). 726
Paratyphoid infections (Captain J. M. Fo
tescue-Brickdale and others). 938

Paratyphoid infections, diagnosis of. 515. 548

Paratyphoid. See also Fever, enteric ui,

Typhoid
Pares. Purgeon-Major B.. Distinguishe
Service Order conferred uiion. 27



PiRis. Miss Fumy CresBweU. lOlst birthday

PMis^Municiral Council and rrovision for

tuberculous soldiers. 884
. , -ii j •

Pabkkb. tiieut. Jeflery Wimiiens. killed id

•ctioD, 518

148, 188, 686.

Act. National Registration. 150

Act. Notification o( Births, 107

American medical men. 904

Antityphoid inoculation, 6
937—Sick leave and. 188

ADothecaries' Hall of Ireland, 789

Army. BriUsh. Royal Army Medical Corps :

5tS?2i° AdWsor?' BoaXV.f78^. Sj"-^

Casualties, total army. 449, 615-Compul-
sory transfer of men from. 108--Consult-

ants.66-Medical service of. 760. 904—Pay of

lieutenants. 23. 66. 187—Pensions (.w Bill.

Nsral and Military Pensions)—Promotion

of lieutenants. 147—Promotions. 147-Red
Cross medical officers and. 760—Eetransfer

to B.A.M.C.. 148

Army. British, Koyal Army Medical Corps,

Territorial Force. 23, 67. 147. 232, 615-Pro-

motions, 67, 147—Territorial medical om-

Army Meilical Advisory Board, 108, 789

Army rations. 789

Asphyxiating gas. See Gas
Astigmatic recruits. 108

Asylum attendants. 871

Asylum medical officers. 148

Australian genera! hospitals, 616, 686

BiH^Midwives (Scotlandl, 654. 789, 832, 871,

Bill Milk and Dairies (Consolidation), 149

Bill, Naval and Military War Pensions. 106.

148.189.481.654
Bovine Tuberculosis Order (Ireland), 6o4

Budget, the. 480. 545—Discussion on. 545

Cambridge Hospital, 832

Casualties in the Dardanelles, 67, 148, 515.

Casualties in the navy and army, total, 187

Casualties, recoveries from, 187

Casualties at Tansa, 187

Casualties, total navj- ai

Civilian dispensers. 149

Claret. 871 , .j, ^
Colour-blindness (Dr. Edridge-Green s re-

searches). 24

Compulsory national service. 449

Convalescent accommodation tor Bcottisu

soldiers. 149 „ „ , •

Dardanelles casualties. See Casualties

Dardanelles, health of the troops in, 188—

Disease in, 615—Invalids from. 789

Dav nurseries, grants to, 789

Deductions from accounts, 189

Dental surgeons, 232

Dental treatment for troops, 789

Dentistry and the army. 108

Dentists. 904. 937

Dentists, esemption of from military

Doctors' chauffeurs and badges. 654

Drugs from Germany. 654

Drugs, supply of, 832

Dry powder fire extinguishers, 937

Experiments on living animals. 554

Eyesight defects, 904—
904
eties' deficiency (vote of supply).

, 4-19, 686. 871

Friondly i

149
Frost bite. 904

GallinoU casualties. 615. 654. See also

Casualties
Gas. asphyxiating. 149

Genuan attacks on British towns. 24

German and Austrian Red Cross employees,
937

Gifts from India. 654
Highlands and Islands Medical Service (vote

of sui'lily). 149—Arrangements, 761

Hospital administration work. 761

Hospital service in Egypt. 108

Hospital sliip Oxfordxhire, 149

Hospital ships at Gallipoli.545
Hospitals and duty-free alcohol, 23, 67, 107

Income tax and medical practitioners' book
debts, 515-Free board and lodging. 761

Inoculation. 686 . .

Inoculation for enteric fever. See Anti-

typhoid
Insurance. National: Deductions from ac-

counts. 189
Invalided soldiers. 832. 904

Local Government Board vote, 22

London Ambulance Column, 937
Marching boots. 904

Meat, sterilized tuberculous. 904

Medical consultants, 66

Medical inspection in factories, 616

Medical inspection of scholars, 546

Medical officers and War Office services,
1'"

, =-„
Medical students and recruiting. 686. 8j2

Medical students and the war. 67

Medical and surgical treatment of the
wounded. See Wounded

Men unfit for service. 789

Medical Notes InCeonW.)
Mentally injured soldiers. 615. 654. See also

Meeopotamia. health of the troops in. 188

Military mental and nervous cases, 481. 515.

545
Milk and Dairies Bill. See Bill

Milk supply in agricultural districts. 789

Money, munitions, and men. 21

Motor operating theatre. 188
Munition wovlcors, liousing of. 615—Effect of

Natl.

150

See Act

7-Vc lOf ! ipply,

of. 148—On activeNerve strain
service. 187

Nervous cases in asylums. 481. 515

Nurses in casualty clearing stations, 188

Nursing of insane male patients. 481

Old age pensions in Scotland, 189

Optical glass. 189

Optical instruments. 25

Pathological laboratories (vote of supply).

149
Pharmacists, enlistment of. 732. 761

Picric acid. 871. 90* ; and nitrous fumes. 904

Promotions. See Army
Quinine, price of. 732

Recruits and defective eyesight, 67. 108

Recruits ; Minor physical defects. 937

Red Cross medicalofficers and theR.A.M.C.
760

Rest for the troops. 188

Retired civil medical officers, 188

Bevaccination, 937

Rhodes scholarships, 189

Boyal Army Medical Corps. See Army,
British

Ro\al assent, 232

Schools for use of troops, 188

Science and the war, 25, 67

Scientific investigation (vote of supply), 150

Scottish universities emergency powers. 189

Small-pox outlireak at Oldham. 24

Soldiers discharged as medically unfit, 937

Steel helmets, 852

Supply, votes of. 149

Surgeons. R.N. See Navy. Royal
Swine fever. 481

Taxation, new. 732

Tuberculosis treatment (votes of supply).

lities and colleges (vote of

,188

jpply),

Unregistered dental
Vaccination. 68. 148, 149 -Pay of vaccination

officials. 149-Statistics.68—Of Territorial

troops. 148

Vivisection. 686
War taxation : The Finance (No. 3) Act. 903

Wounded discharged from hospital. 515

Wounded medical officers and rewards, 545

ft'ounded. medical and surgical treatment
of. 24, 107

Wounded soldiers and hospital location, 188

Parotid gland, acute actinomycosis of (E. D.

Telford), 534 „ , . ,

Pabsons, &..C.: a Haiisa Phrase Book, with
Medical and Scientiric Vocabularies, rev..

825
Parsons. Lieut. Edward Daniell. dies on ser-

vice. 518
Parsons. Lieut.-Commander R. S., dies on

service. 71
. „,^

Passport applications ; a warning, 945

Pastevr. W. : Pulmonary tuberculosis. 568—
Enteric group of diseases. 568

Patent medicines in the United States. 65j

Paterson, John, oliituary notice of. 842

PtTERSON. Marcus: Tuberculosis in Wales,

2^-263
. r. r- , ^

Pathological laboratories. See Laboratories

Pathological work and siiecialist pay. 109

I'athoIoKV of shell com ussion, 264

Pathometry (Sir Ronalil Rossi. 788

Paton D. Noi-1 : Fo. 'd in war time, 555

P vton' Lieut. Jiimes Ley, killed in action, 657

Patriotic Medical B'jreau in Regma, 941

Pahl, Lieut. Thomas Bond, dies on service,

518

Payne, Lieut. Henry Tonkin. kiUed in action.

Patb Wounds of the limbs. 192—Diagnosis
of gas phlegmon by J- rays. 485

Peake. Lieut.-Col, W. P.. Territorial Decora-

tion conferred upon. 907

Peabce. E. K : Ti/pical Flies : a Photographic

Atlas of Dilitera. including Aphaniptera,

.259
...dieson service, 550

elected Mayor of Bootle.

Peat moss as a surKical dressini

Pkchin. Alphonse. death of. 554

Peddie. Lieut, C. S..

upon. 763

Cross conferred

Peel. Lieut. T. A., dies of wounds, 415-

Obituary notice oi. 55j-A con:ection. 492

Pellagra Conference : The third triennial con-

ference to be held in the city of Columbia,

South CaroUna, 503

Pembbf.t. M. S. (and A. P. Bedhard and E I.

Bpbiggs) : Acldosia in diabetes mellitus. 389
Pencil, a pulT in a, 335, 479
Penfold, W. .1. : Typhoidal disease and
dysentery. 7CW—Dysentery in children due to

B. dyseiiteriMot Flexner type. 722

Pen.vet, Major D. J., Territorial Decoration
conferred upon, 907

Pennsylvania, mosquito campaign in. 535

Pensions Bill. Naval and Military War. 106,

148. 189, 437, 481. 654, 682, 767. .See also Bill

and Act
Pensions and gratuities, war. publication of

Ro> al Warrant. 944
Pepper in the prophylaxis and treatment of

fllariasis (J. A. Robertson). 535-Corre-
spondenco on, 844

Pepsin, quantitative determination of, 460

Peroivai., A. S. : On the curve of the epi-

demic. 77, 119, 278

Pereira, J. A. W.. presentation to, 663—
Bromides in epilepsy. 910

Peripheral nerves. See Nerves
Perrin. U.. of Grenolde. writes thesis for his

doctor's degree whilst wounded and in hos-
pital, 304

Persian Gulf, operations in. 192—Dispatches.
192. 451

Phagocytosis, physics of (J. Tait), 441

Pharmacists, enlistment of (parliamentary
question). 732, 761

p;inrmncoi)oetoo/ Oniversitv CollegeHospital,
rev,, 680

Pharmacology, review of books on, 784

Phase boundaries, physiological importance
of (W. M. Bayliss), 441

Phenolphthalein colour reactions. 556

Pliiladelphia. Proceedings of the Pathological
Society of. lew.. 53

.

Philippine Islands : Buyo cheek cancer in. 105

—Dr. V. Heiser's report to the Bureau of

Health, 664
Phtiippiiie Journal of Science, 402, 892

Phtiips's Popular Mannikin or Model of the

Hum<m £od!/, rev., 863

Phillips. James : Recrudescence of local

sepsis, 603
Phillips. Llewellyn P. : Amoebiasis and the

Dysenteries, rev.. 180

Philpot. J. H. : War Refugees' Dispensan'.
589

Phlebotomus fever. See Fever, sandfly
Phosferine advertisement and the St. John
Ambulance Association. 335

Phthisis. See Tuberculosis
Physical chemistry, review of books on, 258

Ph jsical education and improvement, national

league for : its campaign against flies. 64

Physical treatment for disabled soldiers. See

Soldiers
Physiology, review of books on. 505

PicHARDO. Gabriel, death of, 78

PicKEN, Ralph M. F. : Administrative control

of measles. 429. 553
. , „ „^

Picric acid (parliamentary question). 871.904 ;

and nitrous fumes. 904

Picric acid to simulate jaundice. 592

PlEBON : Commotional syndrome in war. 185

PiooTT. Lieut. Eric John Keeffe Pemberton,
killed in action, 71

Piles. See Haemorrhoids
Pineal bodv. extirpation of. 579

Pinewood sawdust_as surgical dress -

PiRiE, Captain
bodies, 906

PiRRiE. Lieut. R. Bowen, killed in action.

309

Localization of foreign

body and hibernation. 514

Pituitary extract as a galactagogue. 146

Plague. Ijubonic. pathological auatomy of

(CrowelU. 892

Plague in 1913 (leading article). 228

Plague, prevalence of : In Hong Kong. 244. 276.

316. 413. 5S5-A correction. 316—In Mauritius,

465. 555. 627
Plantar region, burning and pain in : glyco-

suria. 164

Plating of gunshot fractures (Norman C.

Lake), 44. (O) ,_ ^
Playne, Surgeon Basil Alfred. Distinguished

Service Order conferred upon, 452

PLIM3IER. H. G.. appointed professor of com-
parative pathology in the Royal College of

Plimmeb! H. H. a.: Practical Organic and
Bio-Chemixtry.rey.ms

Plowiian- t'. F. (and W. F. Deabden): Fight-

ing the Flu Peril : A Popular and Practical

Handbook, rev., 259
.

Plumbism in a branch of the hosiery in-

dustry (a. Christie Reid), 179

Plumbism. See also Lead poisoning
Pneumococcal injections, the optoquin treat-

ment of (leading article), 542

Pneumonia followed by pneumothorax (C. B.

Mooring Aldridge), 926

Pneumonia, optochin in. 483. 652

Pneumothorax. _ artificial

lung

treatment of

Pneumothorax, artificial, manometrio aber-

rations (Frederic C. Coley). 468. (O)

Pneumothorax, artificial, in the treatment of

pulmonary tuberculosis (C. H. Vrooman),

285- (O)
. „ . in RPneumothorax following pneumonia (C. B.

Mooring Aldridge), 926
. , j -

PoE, Lieut.-Col. J., Distinguished Service

Order conferred upon. 27



The Bbitish'^]

Poison war, 124
Poisoning, acetyl salicylic acid (Victor C.
Vesaelovsky). 534

Poisoning, alcoholic, in a child, 908
Poisoning, beta-naphthol. during the treat-
ment of ankylostomiasis (William Bryce
Orme), 176

Poisoning by emetine, chronic (H. H. Dale).
895. (Ol

Poisoning, trinitrotoluene, prophylaxis of. 944
Poisonous gas. See Gas
PoLAK. J. O. : Manual of Obstetrics, rev., 645
Poliomyelitis, seram-tberauy in, 652
PoLLAKD. Lieut. Edward Branch, dies of
wounds. 235

Pollard Lance-Corporal Brie, killed in
action. 71

Pollock, .1.: Measles Notification Order, 875
Pollock. James H., death or, 880
PoLossoN, A. : Lesions ot the brain. 269
Poor Law administration, reduction of work,

945
Poor Law medical officers and the cost of

drugs, 521

Poor Law medical officers on military service,

substitutes. 345
Poor Law medical service, the reform of, 877
Poor .Law patients, red tape and the sending

of to hospital I Duodalk), 839
PoKTEB. Lieut. Alwyn, killed in Gallipoli
landing. 193

Porter. Major F. J. W. : Sterilization of the
skin' iodii .240

PoBTER, P. Brjnberg. death of. 491
Post-graduation study, information concern-

ing. 382
Post-graduate teaching of medicine, co-opera-

tive association for (in America). 826
Poultices and venesection in gas poisoning,
460

PorLTON, E. B. : Significance of alveolar car-
bon dioxide determinations in the treat-
ment and prognosis of diabetes, 392—Patho-
logy of diabetic coma. 441

aneurysm and brainPOWKLL. A.

Power. DArcy: Wuunds in War: Their
Treatment and Besults, rev.. 536

PoTNTON, F. J.: The " irritable heart" of
soldiers. 746

Practices of men who die on service, 478. Sue
also War emergency

PR.1IN, Lieut Thomas, killed in action, 155
Pratt, Surgeon J.. Distinguished Service
Cross conferred upon, 763

Pregnancy cases in France, assistance for, 266
Pregnancy, eclampsia of (K. W. Burkitt), 139
Pregnancy, intermission of asthma during,

Pregnancy after removal of both Fallopian
tubes, 80

Pregnancy, unilateral, impairment of kidney
in toxaemia of. 833

Prescribing, excessive. 73. See Insurance,
National

Prescription of proprietary foods in infant
feeding. See Infant and Proprietary

Presentations, 123. 216, 455. 663. 942
Presidential addresses. 205
Preston, Lieutenant R. A., awarded the
Military Cross. 27

Pretraumatic oblivion (leading article). 445
Preventable diseases, rules for. 898
Pribram, B. O. : German experiences of

Price. Frederick William, elected a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 123

Price, G. : Beri-beri, 204
Price. Geoffrey : Recurrent erysipelas of leg.

352
Pbidmore. Lieutenant-Colonel W. G., C.M.G.
conferred upon. 689

Prince, Morton : The Psychology of the

PBi.fGLE. Captain Norman Douglas, killed in
action. 341

Prison medical service, information concern-
ing. 387

Prisoners, captive military surgeons, 303
Pbitchard, Lieut -Col. William Bridgett,
dies of wounds. 113

Probe. cU.'Ctrophone bullet. 16
Probe, telephone. 16
Proctor. Lieut. Cliarles Edgcumbe, killed in

action. 417
Promotions. Sfe Army. British
Profession of medicine. See lUedicine
Prophylaxis, permanent mission of. estab-
lished in France. 644

Proprietary foods in infant feeding. See
Infant

Prostite, calculi of (R L. Bpittel). 289
Prostate, sarcoma of fB. P. Sabawala). 256
PBOn, W. T.: Lessons in Elementary
Hygiene and Sunitation. iMth special
reference l<, the Tr,,,ncs. rev.. 825

Pruritus ani. sr-v.n . rauscg and treatment of
(P. Lockliart-Mimiuiery), 291. (O)-Corre-

821
ital absence of (James ^

Radiographic examination of the alimentary
canal, standard opaque meal for. report of
subcommittee. 219—Correspondence on. 349

Badiograpliy of gunshot wounds on active
service, stereoscopic (Alfred J. H. lies), 54

Radium
Radium
(Daws

for New York, 722
! of goes down in U.S. A.. 922
.uient of myeloma of stern

unple Methods of Badi.
' Vfv., 825

lilies Gabriel Lancaste:

luestion). 7S9
Ration of the French soldier
Rations. arm\ Iparliauientai
Rat5, destruction of. 844, 880
Battrat. Niirse L. A., drowned

?AW, Nathan : French nephritis, a record of
five oases, 568—Medical aspects ot gunshot
wounds of the chest, 905

Frtk, Lieut. William Beginold, reported dead,
70

Psychic mechanism of the voice. See Voice
Psychological medicine, information con-
cerning the study of, 385-A correction, 399

Psychology, review of books on. 570
Psychology, statijitical, 870
Ps>cho-therapy, review of books on, 605
Puljlic healtb and Poor Law medical services,
duties of district medical officers. 625 - Elec-
trolytic disinfectant, 38—Notification of
Births Extension Bill, 199—Poor Law ad-
ministration, reduction of work, 945-Poor
Law Medical Officers' Association of England
and Wales, 119. 554 ; Annual meeting, 119—
Poor Law Medical Service, reform of, 877
—Rancid butter for cooking. 767

P.iblic health in Australia. 231
Public healtli lectures by white and coloured
doctors in Cliicago, 574

Puljlic health, review of books on. 221
Public health work of the British Medica!
Association iLieut.-Col. Herbert Jones). 325
(O)

Public health services, information concern-
ing. 385—Medical officers of health, 385—
School medical officers, 385—Tuberculosis
officer.s. 385- Sanitary 8cience.386—Diplomas
in puldic health. 385

Public and tbe profession (meeting of Worces-
ter Division). 830.

Public retrenchment. 411
Public services, information concerning, 386
Puff in a pencil. 335,479
PCGH. Stephen H. : Chronic intestinal ob-
struction due to tuberculous cicatricial con-
strictions of the jejunum. 54 .

Pulmonary tuberculosis. See Tuberculosis I

Pulse, rapidit\ of. dependent upon persistent
|

disturbance of the vasomotor mechanism 1

(Knowles Boney). 638. (O)
Pulmonary tul>erculosis. See Tuberculosis
Piin>HRET. Mrs. ; Ypres. October. 1914, 418
PuRVKS, Brieade-Surg. Henry Black, obituary

Ptman. Frank Lee : Ipecacuanha and its
alkaloids, 794

Pyorrhoea alveolaris. amoebae in. 870
"Pyoais Corletti '" (Chalmers and O'Connor).

Quackery in the eighteenth century. 230
Quain's Elements of Anatomy (edited by Sir
E. A. SchMer and J. Symington), vol. iv.

Osteology and Arthrology (T. H. Bryce), rev..
140

Quarantine regulations, new. for Sydney. 311
Queen's Gift Book. 912
QUENSEL. Johan Ulrik Teodor. death of, 797
Quincke : Obscure epidemic fever, 788
Quinine and its congeners, therapeutic value
of (leading article). 827

Quinine hydrochloride solution as a dressing
for infected wounds (Kenneth Taylor), 923.
(Ol

Quinine, price of (parliamentiry question). 732

E.A.M.C. See Army. British
Rabies statistics in New York City, 602
Bacemic argenin, effects of. on the excre

and creatinine (W. H. Tho

Bawling. L. Bathe: Surgery of the Head.
rev.. 536

Bayner. John Alexander, obituary notice of,
946

Beanev, Captain Michael Foster, killed in
action, 193

Becamier. Joseph Claude Anthelme. 683
Recklinghausen's disease. See Molluscuni

Becoveries among the wounded. .Sfe Wounde.l
Recruit, the youngest. 271
Becruiting scheme and medical profession.

See Medical
Recruits, age of (leading article). 786
Recruits and defective eyesight (parlia-
mentary question), 67. 108—Astigmatic, 108

Recruits, medical examination of, 460. 736. 954
Recruit's heart (Sir James Mackenzie). 563,

807. (0)~.Note on. 577-iSir James F. Good-
hart). 636. (O)—(Alexander Morison), 636.
(O)—(Sir James Kingston Fowler), 744. (O)

Recruits, medical certificates for. 902
Recruits : Minor physical defects (parlia-
mentary question), 937

Rectal administration of saline solution,
apparatus for. 538

Bectal diseases, review of books on, 862
Bectum, foreign bodies in. 164
Bectum, review of books on. 258
Bed Cross. American, work of, 342—In
England. 577—To get a hospital for wounds
af the face, in Paris, 947

Bed Cross, British, at the Dardanelles, 268,
341

Bed Cross emploj'ees, German and Austrian
(parliamentary question), 937

Red Cross flag, story of, 13
Red Cross, French, 72. 418
Red Cross. German, 193
Red Cross Hospital. .See Hospital
Bed Cross medical officers and tbe B.A.M.C.
(parliamentary question). 760

Bed Cross. KovaU names of recipients. 27
Red Cross. Russian, publish a list showing
the number of Sisters of Charity killed by
shells thrown on Red Cross hospitals. 663

Bed Cross work in the Dardanelles, 341
Red tai>e and thesendingof PoorLaw patients

to hospital. 839
Bedier, Dr., death of. 243
Bees. F. H., dies of wounds, 29
Regimental meiical officers, a hint to, 550
Begina, Patriotic Medical Bureau in. 941
Behn, L. : Severe haemorrhage from wounds,

111

Beichjiann : 'Wounds of the lungs treated by
artificial pneumothorax, 359

Reid, a. Christie : Plumbism in a branch of
the hosiery industry, 179

Reid, Lieut. J. McG. H. (and Lieut. H. E.
HrMPHRSsl : Malaria contracted in
Flanders, 603. (O)

Reinhardt, Charles: Mental Therapeutics:
or' Faith Medicine and the Mind, rev., 437

Renal disease among the troops in France
(R. G. Abercrombie).531. (O)

Bexnie, G. E. : Occupation and syphilitic

Rennin.
Rensha'

826
Bkntoul, R, B : Notification of Births Ex-
tension Bill. 199

Research in antiseptics. See Antiseptics
Research Defence Society. See Society
Research in time of war. need of (leading

"Respectable." 685
Rest hospitals. .See Hospital
Rest for the troops (parliamentary question),

Eettie. Theodore (and others): Antiseptic
action of hypochlorous acid and its applica-
tion to wound treatment, 129. (O)—Eusol
in septicaemia. 714

Revaccination of soldiers I parliamentary
question). 937

Iteviews of Books:
Abdominal Injuries (Rutherford MorisoD
and W. G.Richardson). 506

Abdominal Operations (Sir Berkeley
Moynihan), 140

Abdulla's Almanac. 898
American Society of Tropical Medicine.

vol. ix. 141

Amoebiasis and the Dysenteries (Llewellyn
P. Phillips). 180

Anaesthesia and Narcosis of Animals and
Birds (P. T. J. Hobday), 897

Anatomy. Medical Applied, for Students
and Practitioners (T. B. Johnston), 506

Anatomy, Morris's Human : A Complete
Systematic Treatise by English and
.American Authors (edited by C. M.
Jackson). 506

Anatomy, Quain's Elements of (edited by
Sir E. A. Schiifer, J. Symington, and T. H.
Bryce), vol iv. Part I: Osteology and
Arthiology (T. H. Bryce). 140

Annual Charities Register and Digest, 401
Antityphoid Inoculation : La Vaccination
Antityphoidique (H. Mery),401



Reviews of Books icontinurdl
Arteries, Diseases ot. inoluding Anginn
Peoloris iSir T. Clifford Allbutt). 293

Balkan War Surgery : La gnerre en Bui-
garie et vn Tunitiie. Ome mois de caui-
pagne (O. Lanrt<Dll. 505

Bau.lagiug, Practical Manual of (D. C. L.
FitzKilliams). saj

Bedside Baeuiatology : an Introduction to
the Clinical Study of the so-called BUioil

Diseases and of Allied Disorders iQ. K.
930

ss (J. Alexander),

Biochemistry. .;.. Chemistry
Woo>l Pressure in General Practice (P.

Nicholson'. 538
Book of Enulish Poetry (edited by G.
Beaumont). 897

Book of the Fly lO Hurlstone Hardyi. 269
Botany : a Te.xthook for Senior Students
(D. Thodayi. 897

Bucco-lacial Piosthesis : Prothese restau-
ratrice faciale et traitement des fractures
des Ua.xillaires IP. Martinier and G.
Lenierli), 181

Cancer: Us Cause and Treatment (L. Dun-
can Bulliley). 100

Cerebrospinal Fever (T. T. Horder). 606
Chemistry. Muters Short Manual of Analy-

tical. Qualitative and Quantitative, Inor-
ganic and Organic (edited by J. Tbouiasi,
182

Chemistry, Practical Organic and Bio-
Chemistry iR. H. A. Plimmeri.645

Chemistry, (Quantitative Laws in Biological
(S. Arrhenius), 8"

(.ure of Self-Cons
437

Dental Anatomy and Physiology, Aids to
(A S. Vnderwood), 220

Dental Anatomy and Physiology, an In-
troduction to (A. Hopewell-Smith) 220

Descriptive Catalogue of the Medical
Museum of McGill University, arranged
on a Decimal System ?f Museum Classifi-
cation (edited by Maurie E. Al.bottl. 181

Diabetes Mellitus: Die Zuckerkrankheit
(Diabetes Mellitus) ihre Ursachen, \Vesen
und Bekiiuipfung i 4. Sopp). 16

Diaries and '-Calendars. 897
Diary of a French Army Chaplain (Abbe
Felix Klein), 571

Dictionary. Pocket Medical (edited by \V. A.
Newman Dorland). 507

Diet and Disease in Infancy (H.C. Cameron),
645

Ditlerential Diagnosis (R. C. Cabot). 141

Domestic Hygiene for Nurses, with so much
of Chemistry and Physics as are necessary
to the Reasonable Understanding thereof
(F.J. Smith), 329

EcolesProfessionelles des Blesses (M. Carle 1,

862
Emergencies in Medical Practice ; the
Pathology and treatment of Morbid Con-
ditions that may suddenly endanger life

(R. Lenzmann). 295
Encyclopaedia Medica, vol. ii, 507
Fatigue (A. Mosso), 507
Fighting the Fly Peril: a Popular and
Practical Handliook (C. F. Plowman and
W. F. Doarden). 259

First Aid in the Laboratory and Workshop
(A. A. Eldrldge and H. V. A. Briscoe). 863

Folic d'Empereur : Une Dynastie de
Deeeairis. Guillaume II iuge par la
Science (Dr. Cabanis). 327

Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, Textbook
of (8. J. M. Buchanan), 930

Geriatrics : The Diseases of Old Age and
theur Treatment (1 L. Nascherl, 57

Germany's Food: Can it Last? (i'rofessor
Paul Eltzbacher), 328

Germany's Violations of the Laws of War
(1914-15). 537

Girls' School Yearbook, 402
Glycosuria and Diabetes ; Studies Concern-
ing (F.M. Allen). 15

Guide to. and Catalogue of. Specimens illus-
trating the Surgical Anatomy of the Tem-
poral Bone in the Museum of the Eojal
College of Burgeons of England (Arthur H.
Cbeatle). 181

Gunshot Injuries of Bone (B. W. Hey
Groves). 724

Gynaecology in Genernl Practice, a Guide
to (C. Berkeley) 929

Gynaecology of Olj&tetrics : An Exposition
of the Pathologies bearing directly on
Parturition ( D. Haddeni. 929

Gynaecology. Operative (Harry Sturgeon
Crossen), 930

Hausa Phrase Book, with Medical and
Hcientific Vocabularies (.\. C. Parsonsi,
825

Health for the Middle-aged (S. Taylor). 57
Health of the Child (O. Hildesheim), 538
Heart. Lectures on (T. Lewis), 99
Hohenzollerns. History of, Folie d'Em-
pereur (Dr. Cahanes), 327

Holidays, The (1915). 402
Houso-lly, a Slaver of Men, The (F. W.

Fitzsimons). 259
How to become a Nurse : The Nursing Pro-
fession : Bow and Where to Train (Sir H.
Burdetti.862

How to Keep Fit. 259
Hygiene and Public Health, with special
reference to the Tropics, Treatise on

Reviews of Books leontimied)
(Btrendra Naih Qtosh and Johar Lai
Das), 221

Hygiene and Sanitation, with special re-
ference to tlie Trollies, Lectures on Ele-
mentary ^W. T. IVoutl. 825

Index I'f SMiuitiuiis with Diagnostic
MeDi-l-:)! \\i-iii!v!ton Leftvvii-)i .

IJn

Inde

896
i^-ij, K. L.

Infant Mortality (H, T. Ashby). 99
Infection, Imuiuuity. and Specific Therajij .

with special reference to Immunologic
Technique, a Practical Te-xtbook of (John
A. Kolmeri. 328

In Hoc Vince : Tht Story Of the Red Cross
Flag (Florence L. Barclay). 16

Injnrie'i nnd Discasrs of Human Bones:
r„vr.-:'lul,.n,i:, , ll,,l„v.-ni '(oiiteY Tchelo-

Wi'i

'

"
'

. r.mo-Medit-
ziii- .1 I urner). 16

" Louping-i)l ' or "Trembling," Investiga-
tions into 1 1. P. Mcaovanl.221

Low's Handbook to tlie Charities of London,
402

Making the Most of Life (M. V. O'Shea and
J. H. Kellogg), 437

Materia Medica and Pharmacy for Medical
Students iR. R. Bennett), 607

Materia Mediia and Therapeutics (1.

Mitchell Bruce and Walter J. Dilling), 784
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, including
Pharmacy. Dispensing, Pharmacology,
and Administration of Drugs : A Treatise
oniR Ghoshl,259

Maternity : Letters from Working Women
collected by the Women's Co-operative
Guild. 680

Medical Annual Synoptical Index to
Remedies ami Diseases for the ten years
1905 to 1914 473

Medical Dir.>ctor>-, 897
Medical Electricity, Roentgen Rays, and
Radium (Sinclair Touseyl, 824

Medical Hints fortheUse of Medical Officers
Temporarily Employed with Troops (J. E.
Kouire). 536

Medical Lectures aud Aphorisms (S. Gee I

751

180
Medicine, System of byEminent Authorities

in Great Britain, tbe United States, and
the Continent (edited by Sir W. Osier and
T. McCrae',896

Mental Therapeutics, or Faith. Medicine
and the Mind (Charles Reinhaidt). 437

Middlesex Hospital Archives, Clinical Series,
No. xiv, 100

Midwifery, an Introduction to : A Hand-
book for Medical Students and Midwives
(A, Donald), 645

Midwifery, Manual of (Thomas Watts Eden).
436 See also Obstetrics

Molecular Association (W. E. S. Turner).
258

Mortality Laws and Statistics (R. Hender-
son). 897

Nerve Control (H. K. Hunt), 437
Nerve Injuries and Shock (W. Harris). 606
Nursing and Care of the Nervous and the
Insane (C. K. Mills and N, 8. Yawgerl. 507

Ol'Stetrics: Laereljog i Fi>dselehjaelpen (L.

Mere .436

Of Human Bondage I W. Somerset Maugham),
436

Old Age Pensions Their Actual Working
and Ascertained Result in the United
Kingdom (H. .1. Hoare), 862

Organization and Management of Auxiliary
Classes iSelen MacMurchy). 58

Osteology and Artlirology (T. H. Bryce). 140

Pathological Society of Philadelphia, Pro-
ceedings of, 59

Pathological Technique: A Practical Manual
for Workers in Pathology, History and
Bacteriology (F. B. Mallory and J. H.
Wright), 570

Pathology, Aids to(H. Campbell), 59
Pharmacology. Manual of (W. E. Dixon),
784

Pharmacology and Therapeutics in the
Action of Drugs in Health and Disease,
Textbook of (A. R Cushny), 784

Pharmacopoeia of the University College
Hospital leditcd b>' C. H, Hampshire),
680

Pharmacopoeias and Formularies, a Com-
pendium of tlio (O. J. 8. Thompsoni, 607

Philips's Popular Mannikin or Model of the
Human Body (edited by W. B. Furneaux ,

Reviews of Books (continunV
Physiology. Handbook of (VV. D Halli-
burton), 506

Physiology Principles of Human (E. H.
Starling', 505

Physiology and Hygiene, First Hook ot
(Q.rtiude D. Catbcarti. 825

p„,.,,n w.n- 1 Alfred A. Roberts), 15
l.iHi ,11 n.Mi Methods (.), Martin Beattic).

Ill ^ 1, nces of the Ancient Hindus
Ii. I iiiiimthScal), 862

I'oi. l\,;uii .Mixed by Two (Mrs, C. W. Earlo
and Miss K, Case), 182

Potter's Cyclopaedia of Botanical Drugs and
Preparations R. (!. Wreni, 784

Poverty and Waste (H. Withers), 570
practical Medicine Series, vol. ii. General
Surgery (edited by John B. Murphy 1. 141

Psychiatry, the New(W. H. B. stoddart).
897

Psychology, the Foundations of Normal and
Abnormal (Boris Sidis). 570

Psycho-neuroses and their Treatment by
Psychotlieinpy (J. Dejerine and E.
Gauckler), 605

Public Health Laboratory Work (Henry E.
ienwocd . 221

El uents of natomy. See

Radiographic Localization. Simple Methods
of (Thomas Hankine), 825

Radiology, Textbook of (E. R. Morton) 824
Rectum and Anus, Diseases of : A. Practical
Handbook (J. P. Lockhart-Mummery), 862

Roentgen ray Diagnosis, Studies in (A. C.
Christie). 824

Recreations of a Physician (A. Stuart M.
Chisholm). 896

Rectum and Pelvic Colon. Diseases of (M.L.
Bodkin), 258

Russia and Democrncy : The German
Canker in Russia (G. de Wesselitsky),
472

Science and War (Sir W. Osier), 897
Secret of Human Power (Haydn Brown). 437
Shortt, Thomas (Principal Medical Officer

at St Helena). With Biographies of Some
other Medical Men associated with the
Case of Napoleon from 1815-1821 (Arnold
Chaplin), 14

Skin Diseases (J H. Se(iueira), 783
Skin, Occupational Affections of : A Brief
Account of the Trade Processes and
Agents which give rise to them ( K. Prosser
Wllitel. 783

Sprue in Ceylon, 1912-1914, A Report on
Researches on (P. H. Babr), ?57

Stereoroentgenographv The Alimentary
Tract IJ, T. Lasei. 605

Stretcher Hearer iG. M. Dupuyl, 536
Sulphur Mines of Sicily : La FislopatoIogia

e I'lgiene del Minatori (Alfonso Giordano),
58

Surface Tension and Surface Energy and
their Influence on Chemical Phenomena
(R. S. Willows), 222

Surgery, General(editedl>y John B. Murphy),
141

Surgery of the Head (L. Bathe Rawling).
536

Surgery: Rose and Carless's Manual of
Surgery for Students and Practitioners
(revised by A. Carless), 328

Surgery. Textbook of (R. Warren). 823
Surgery. Urgent ( Filix Le.iarsi. 823
Swine Fever. Some Points in Connexion
with the Pathology and Epidemiology of
(J. P. McGowan). 750

Syphilis. Campaign against (F. W. Giles).
181

Therapeutics. Practical (D. M. Hoyt), 259

Tonsils, Fttucial. Liagual. and Pharyngeal,
with Some .\ccount of the Posterior and
Lateral Pharyngeal Nodules ( Barry A.
Barnes). 569

Treloar, Lord Mayor, Cripples' Hospital
and College, First Medical Report of, 751

Tropical Medicine, Aids to (G. E. Brookd).

221
Tuberculosis : A General Account of the
Disease, its Forms, Treatment, and Pre-
vention I A J. Jex-Blake), 750

Tuberculosis of the Bones and Joints in
Children (J. Fraser), 401

Tuberculosis Handbook (A. H. G. Burton).

Tuberculosis for Nurses, a Practical Manual
of (L T. Burra), 645

Typical Flies : a Photographic Atlas of
Diptera. including Aphaniptera (E. K.
Pearce). 259

Ulster Volunteer Force Hospital Christmas
Book and Almanac, 898

Urgent Symptoms in Medical Practice
(Robert Saundby), 294

Venereal Diseases, the Biology and Treat-
ment of (J. E E. McDonaghi. 679

War Distress andWarH6ll> l Helen Donald-
Smith), 220

War Pictures Behind the Lines (Ian
Malcolm), 606

War Surgery (E. Delorme). 435
Water Analysis, Simple Method of.

Especially Designed lor the Use of



Wav of the Good Physician (H. T. Hodgkin),
784

With the Turkish Army in the Crimea and
Asia Minor: A Personal Narrative (T.
Buzzard). 825

Women in the Public Health Service (Edith
L. Maynard), 825

Wounds of the Thorax in War (J. Keogh
Murphy). 606

Wounds in War, their Treatment and
Eesults (DArcy Power), 536

X Rays; How to Produce and Interpret

i of the Empii

Year Books, 401. 402

Bevue tie Laryngologie, d'Otolngie et de Bhino-
logic, resumes irablioation, 316

Reid, R. H. : Farming and food supplies, 439
Ret, J. F. : Soamin treatment of cerebro-

spinal menineitis. 400
Bezende. Cassio de: Herpes zoster ophthal-
micus after snake bite. 256

Bheims, bombardment of a hospital at, 814

Rho. Pilippo: The soldier's diet. 869
Rhodes scholarships (iiarliamentary (luea-

tion). 189
EiBDiCE. Cadet Charles A., dies on service.

873
RicHABDS. Caiitain O., Distinguislied Service
Order conferred upon. 27

RlCH.\RDS, Owen : I'atholcgy and treatment of
gunshot wounds of the small intestine. 213

RioHABDs. Major Samuel Jabez. dies of
wounds, 271, 309

Richardson, W. G. (and Rutherford Mori-
son): Abdominal Injuries, rev.. 506

Rideal, Samuel ; Testin^^ ol disinfectants. 421

Riding classes (in France). 233
RiGAL. Dr.. death of, 554
Bigg. Thomas, obituary notice of, 946

RiORDAN, Captain H. de B., killed in action, 71

BiTCHiE. James (and others) ; Eusol in septi-
caemia, 714

Rivers of Damascus, 869
Rivers, W. H. B. : Fitz Patrick lecture on
medicine, magic, and religion. 751

BoBB, A. G. : Cerebro-spinal meningitis, 604
EOBEBTS. Alfred A. : The Poison War, rev.,

Roberts. Lieut. E., reported death of from
wounds. 417 ; snbseiiuently reported alive
and rapidly convalescing. 452

Roberts. J. E. H. : Treatment of gunshot
wounds of the head, with special reference
to apparently minor injuries. 498

Roberts. John Bhearwood. estate of. 79
BoBEBTS. Captain Walter Rowland Bouthall.

killed in action. 518
BOBERTSON, Lieut. E. J. M.. killed in action.

71
n nurses for

99
Eobertson. J. A. : Pepper in the prophylaxis
and treatment of filariasis. 535

BoBERTSON. Hon. James Edwin, obituary
notice of. 947

BoBERTSON. W. ; Becurrent erysipelas of leg.

592
BoBixsoN." Haynes S, : Appreciation of Sir
Peter Eade. 314

Robinson, Henry ; Paratyphoid fever. 781
BoBiNSON. Major J., Territorial Decoration
conferred upon. 907

BOBINSON. J.E. : Medical students as military
surgical assistants. 488

BOBINSON, Lieut. Kenneth, killed in action.
549

,C.B. conferred

RoBSON, Colonel A. W. Mayo; Hints <

surgery. 136—Treatment of gunshot fl

of the abdomen. 805
RoBSON, Robert Barker, obituary not

Rockefeller Institute. New York, action for
damages atiainst, 843—Annual report. 847

Rockefeller War Belief Commission : Report,

3^)1.;/!.EoDWELL, Nurse M..lostats
837

BoGERS. Lieut. -Col. Leonard : Tartar emetic
in kala-azar, 197

Rogers, Nurse M., drowned on service. 762
EoLLAND, Lieut. Frederick James Gordon,

killed in action. 621
BoLLESTON, H. D. ; The influence of intra-
venous injections of neo-salvarsan on the
arterial Idood pressure. 281—Cerebro-spinal
meningitis, 604—Hejiort on cereljro-si)inal
fever in the navy, 681

BOBIE. David, appointed J. P. for Aberdeen-
shire, 614

BoscoE, Sir Henry, death of, 936

Boss, Lieut.-Col. Alexander Aitken, dies on
service, 837

Ross, H. C. ; The danger of saccharine, 552
Boss, Sir Ronald, asks for information re
measles, and as to the sanitary conditions
in Gallipoli, 39—Pathometry, 788-Treat-
ment of dysentery, 927

Ross, Lieut. Ronald Forbes, killed in action,
193

Bosyth, town planning at, 74
Both, Bernard, estate of, 25
Both, Bernard : Gunshot wounds of peri-

.679
Both, Paul 1

wounds, 75

Boumanian '

836

Nerve suture for bullet

typhoid inoculation in,

BocssT, G. ; Hysteria, 270
Bods. Professor : Fermenting horse-dung the
natural enemy of the Hy. 448

EowcRoiT. Colonel G. F. : Inhalation of oil of
mustard. 80

BowLAND, F. M. ; Principle of anoci-associa-
tion applied to medical practice. 207

Boyal Academy of Medicine in Ireland. See
Academy

Boyal Albert Institution. Sec Albert
Boyal Army Medical Corps. See Army.
British

Boyal Earlswood Asylum. .See Earlswood
Boyal Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of
Glasgow. 365, 591—Information concerning
the study of medicine, 365—Annual meeting.
734

Fund
Royal Institution lectures. 912
Boyal Medical Benevolent Fund.
Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild. See
Fund

Royal Navy. See Navy
Boyal Red Cross Names of recipients, 27
Boyal Sanitary Institute. 424
EuDOLF. Lieut.-Col. B- D. : Infant feeding.

660
BuMPF. Dr. ; Pulmonary tuberculosis amongst

soldiers. 837
Bundle. Second Lieutenant Cubitt Noel,

killed in action, 27
Bush, William ; Occupation Theraiiy : A
Manual for Nurses. 874

Bdssell, Dr. ; Enlargement of the lymphatic
glands, 57

RussELE, Lieut. James Forteath, killed in
action, 113

Russell. William : Medical edacation of
women. 521

Russia. British hospital unit for. 271-Bod
Cross publishes a list showing the number
of Bisters of Charity killed by shells thrown
on Bed Cross hosintals, 663

Bussian Government offers prizes f^r inven-
tion of methods for using alcohol for com-
mercial purposes. 255

Bussian vodka monopoly (leading article).

,440

Bylev, James, estate of, 538

St. John Ambulance Assoeiation. See Ambu-

256
Saccharine, the danger of. 552
Saenger ; Nerve injuries. 518
Safford. A. H. ; Paratyphoid "A
Saleebt ; Allantoin in beri-beri. 3!

Salford : Scheme for the preventio of
73-Medical

school children. 157—Annual reijort of medi-
cal officer of health, 274—Provision for panel
practitioners away on active service. 343

pparatus for rectal adminis-
,538

Saline soluti
822

Saline solut
cholera Ijj-

Salmon-Ody

3 as a dressi) Kemp),

hypertoni<
ncan Whyte), 425
See Truss

ijeing manufactured at Dairen
authority for this statement). 523
products. British and French. 75.

Salvarsan and Malyl in treatment of lympho-
sarcoma (Johu Hartigan). 256

Samuel. H. C. ; Lichen planus of circinate
type. 219

Samways. D. W. : Wound dressing. 139
Sanatorium benefit funds. 787
Sanatoriums for consumption : Beport on the
work done at Coolgardie sanatorium (Henry
A. Ellis). 210-Cocal Government Boards
revised list. 491—For tuljerculous soldiers
(Newport. Jlon.). 657 -Norwood, report. 736—
A.\r8hire, report, 793

Sandeman, L. Stewart : Calcium hypochlorite
solution as a wound dressing, 470

Sandes, John D. ;
" Trench back " treated

by sodium salicylate ionization, 215
Sandfly fever. See Fever
Sandler, Davis, obituary notice of, 767

apiiointed consulting phy-
cian (

Sangu
1 the Mediterranean Force, 879
TTi of Genoa declares there is l

eaction against German " Kultur '

Sanitary Association Congress. See Congress
Sanitation in the Antilles, 447
Sanitation, civil, and the war (E. W. Hope),
658

San Jost^ de Puerto Eico, proposed university
for. 637

Sarawak, latent dysenter>- and intestinal
parasitism in (W. Ledingham Christie). 89

Sarbo. a. :

" Nerve shock " in war, 64
Sarcoma of the prostate (B. P. Babawala), 256
Sargent, Percy (and Gordon Holmes) ; In-
juries of the superior longitudinal sinus,
493-Gunahot wounds of the head. 747

Saskatchewan to pay mothers for birth of a
child. 947

SAnERBRucH : Chest wounds, 153
Saundbt. Eobert : Appreciation of Bruce

Goff, 122—The so-called "new disease"
(streptococcal nephritis), 160— D'r(7e7it Sym-
ptoms in Medical Practice, rev.. 294

Saunders. Arthur Rich, estate of. 324
Savage, Major Thomas Copeland, dies in
Egypt, 340

Sawers-Scott, Lieut., killed in action, 341

Sater, Ettie: Bergoni«^'s electro-vibreur
localizer, 644—Ionization of adhesions, 6%

Scarlatinal desquamation, infectivity of, 843
ScHAECHTER, Max ; The ravages of the volun-

teer nurse, 619—The treatment of wounds
by rule of thumb, 619—Asepsis versus
antisepsis, 619— Tlie danger of plugging
wounds, 619—The use of drainage tubes and
sutures. 619—Dry ©ersixs wet dressings, 619
—The supply of dressings. 620—"Leuko-
plast " and " Vulnoplast," 620—Immobiliza-
tion of wounded limbs, 620—Conservative
treatment of gas phlegmon, 620

BCHAPEB. Sir Edward; Pituitary extract as a
galactagogue. 146—Immediate effects of the
inhalation of chlorine gas. 245

ScHARLiEB. Mrs. Mary: The need for women
doctors. 196

BcHiFF. Ugo. death of. 554
ScajERNiNG. Professor v.: Experiences of
war surgery, 110

Experiments for the de-BCHLE-S
lOfl ,513

the German

Schmidt. .\. : Medical complications in modern
warfare. 484

ScHiiiEDEN : Wounds of the abdomen. 191

Scholarly paranoiac. 413
ScHOLTz; Venereal disease
army, 872

School children, medical inspection of, sus-
pended in Aberdeenshire. 627, 942 — re-

port of the M O.H. for Liverpool, 73—Board
of Education and the appointment of a per-
manent school medical officer for London,
114—Report for Manchester. 156—Report for
Salford, 157—Parliamentary questions on,
546—London County Council and. 875

School medical inspection, 240. See also
Supplement, p. 11

School medical officer, Ijooks on the work of.

for women. See Medical
800

Schools of 1

School oculist. See Oculist
Schools and Tutors, List o/ (Paton), 556

Schools for use of troops (parliamentary
question). 188

Schools Union, National Special. Conference,
608

ScHfJTZE. Harry : Iodine and sodium hypo-
chlorite as wound disinfectants, 921

Schuster. Arthur ; Common aims of science
and humanity. 407

Schwalbe. J. : Captive military surgeons.
303

Science and the army, 306
Science Committee. See Association, British
Medical

Science and the war, relation of (Sir William
Osier), 572

Scientific investigation (vote of supply), 150
Sclater, William Omand, obituary notice of,

797, 947
Solerodermia (Dudley Corbett). 219
Sclerodermia and sclerodactylia, atrophic

(G. F. Stebbing). 219
Scopolamine-morphine anaesthesia in child-

birth discontinued at the St. Louis City
Hospital. 128

Scopolamine-morphine in labour, 424

Scotland :

Annual Congress of the Incorporated Sani-
tary Association of Scotland. 419

Cigarette smoking among women. 839
Death of the sons of Sir Edward Scbiifer
and the Principal of Aberdeen University,
551

Dundee Institution, bequests to, 908

Edinburgh. See Edinburgh
Esk river purification, 521
Extended hospital accommodation for the
wounded, 453

Fog deaths, 908
Glasgow: Annual Congress of the Incor-
porated Sanitary Association of Scotland,
419

Leith, health 74-The

Maimed soldiers, care of, 763
Medical inspection of school children in
Aberdeenshire, 942

Mental Deficiency and Lunacy (Scotland)
Act, 115



Obstetrics in QlasKow and the West of

Scotland. 764

OgstoD, Sir Alexander, and the Geneva Con-
vention. 587

, , ,

Soldiers siiBering from mental shock, hos-

pital accommodation for. 115

Soldiers suffering from tuberculosis, pro-

vision for, 31

SphaKnum moss works in Edinburgh, 942

Town planning iRosyth). 74

Tuberculosis prevention, 195

Tuberculosis sanatoriums in war time, 79j

Scot-Skirving. Captain A. W.. dies of

wounds. 417

Scott. James: Legal responsibility for

crime. 116

BcoTT. Captain Robert Falcon, and his com-
panions, bronze bas-relief to be erected in

St. Paul's Cathedral. 321

Scott. Captain T. K.. killed in action. 71

Scott, Lieut. William Leslie, killed in action,

29
Scottish ambulance train for France, 418

Scottish medical muster roll, 20

Scottish Medical Service Emergency Com-

Scotlish universities
iliarliamentary question), isy

, .„ , .

BcRlVEN.Lieut.-Col. John Barclay, killed in

action, 487
Scutellaria in epilepsy, 880

Se.vi,. Brajendranath : The Positive Sciences

0/ the Ancient Hindus, rev,. 862

Sea sickness and acidosis. 912

Secret remedies : Prosecution in Sydney
(Vitadatiol, 346—Advertising of " Natura
Bealth Company's " remedies prohibited in

New South Wales, 346
.

Sehevlt,R. : Case of fibrosis uteri, vaginal

hysterectomy, recovery. 568 . ^^ ^ ,

Semox, Sir Felix : Declaration of the Inter-

nationules Cetltralbtatt Jiir Larvngologie.

Rhinologie, etc., 295

Senna, tluid extracts of (Ralph Stockman). 128.

Sepsis in completely healed wounds, recrxi-

descence oi local, as the result of some
surgical interference or passive movement
IC J Bond), 467. (01-(James Phillips), 603-

(R. H. Jocelyn Swan and Kenneth Goadby).
741. CO)
eptic meningitis. See Meningitis

Septic wounds. See Wounds
. .^ .,^

septicaemia, eusol in 'J. Lqrram Smith,

Serbia • American Sanitary Commission (and

Dr. Strong) returns to America. 664—Dispen-

sary opened by Wounded .\llies KeUef Com-
mitteee. 342—Doctors and nurses, number
of. 155_Experiences in (J. T. J. Morrison).

568—Helen Boyle's eilieriences. 644 -Inter-

national Sanitary Commission established,

155 -Letters from Dr. Strong. 342-Proposed
establishment of a baby hospital, 235—

Steam disinfectors for, 342. Typhus epi-

demic, 72. 113, 283. 300. 342. 736, 813 ;
Notes on

(T. Gwynne Maitland). 283; Leading article

on 300; Letters from Dr. K. P. Strong. 342 ;

(«' O. Moon), 736 ; (b. 'Whitchurch Howelli,

Serum, antipneumococcal. and optoquin, 652

Serum, mercurialized, for cerebro-spinal

syphilis. See Syphilis
, . ^ ^.

Serum test for gonorrhoeal infection, 80

Serum therapy in poliomyelitis, 652

Serum, tuberculous, method of e.xamining. 788

Sewage disposal (in France), 616 ^
^, ^ ,

Sewage disposal, guide to reports of the Royal

Lauriston E.: Medical students and
combatant commissions, 457

Shaw. Lieut. R. T . killed in action, 71

SiLixBY. J.'H.: Localization of foreign bodies

by X rays, 11, 434—" Ladder " localizer, 434

Bhzhax. C. : Pregnancy after removal of both
Fallopian tubes. 80

Shelfleld. the Edgar Allen Institute for medico-

Shock, nerve, in war (Sarbo and Karplus). 64

Shoemakers, tuberculosis among (leading

article), 866
Shorsk.t. H. F. : Cerebro-spinal contacts,

470
Slirapnel, exploding, bilateral iridodialysis

with amblyopia and contracted Belds due to

(F. D. Bennett), 848

Sick leave and inoculation (parliamentary

,419

Shell from iJ.

Shell concussion. tBe pathology of. 264

Shell wounds. .See Wounds
Shells, cause of death due to high-explosive.

in unwounded men, 450

Shepheabd, Captain Philip, killed in action,

71
Sheppabd, J. E., death of. 797

Shf.bben. James land Robert HtJTcmsos.
editors) : An Index oi Treatment, rev.. 472

SmNDE. Snljassistant Surgeon Ramkristina
Ganpat, awarded the Military Cross, 27

Ship surgeons, grievances ol, 566 592. 628. 736

SHIPLEY. A. E. : Mosquitos, 123-Btomoxys,
the stable Hy, 216

Shock during operations under chloroform.

Shock, mental, hospital accommodation for

soldiers suffering from, 115, 481. 515, 545-

1 Parliamentary questions). 481.515.545 61i,

654—Italy makes special provision for. 523

Sidelights on the practice of medicine, .See

Medicine
Sims, Boris; The Foundations of Normaland
Abnormal Psi/c/ioioov, rev.. 570

Sight, curiosities and defects of, 514

Sight tests and the Hoard of Trade, wool tests

Simulation (J. Babinski),270
Sinclair. A. Macgregor, elected Mayor of

Burnley, 736

SixcLAiR, M. : Universal suspension appa-
ratus for arm and leg. 430

Singapore, treatment of volunteer doctors in.

Singer, Charles : Notes ou The Cures of the

Diseased m Forrauu Attempts of the

English Xation, 730

Sinus, superior longitudinal, injuries to

(Gordon Holmes and Percy Sargent), 493.

SrvRiGHT, Burgeon David Bevell Bedell, killed

in action. 452

Skin diseases, review of books on. 783

Skin grafting in mastoid operations. 783

Skin, sterilization of with iodine. 240. 278. 312

Skull -wounds (Tilmann, Enderlen, Best and
Bier), 190—(Oehlecker, Boettiger), 517

Skull wounds, conservative treatment of

(Demmeri, 112

Sleeping sickness and wild game, 479

Sloan, Captain Geoffrey, dies of wounds, 791,

Sloggett, Surgeon-General Sir A. T , Com-
mander of the Legion of Honour conferred
upon. 689

S5IA1LES. Thomas, obituary notice of, 78

Small-pox vaccine free from bacterial con-
tamination, 447

SMALL-n-ooD. E. P. ; Appreciation of Edmund
Owen. 243

Smeeton. Charles W. : The supply of medical
officers. 421

Smth. F. J. ; Dome.<thc Hygiene for Nurses,
loith so much of Chrtnistnj and Phijsics as

are necessary for the Beasoiiable Under-
standing thereof . rey.. i29 ,.„,.

Smith. Captain Francis Shingleton. killed in

action, 873
. . ,

Smith, G. Elliot : Distribution of races in the

Balkans. 439—EK>ptian civilization and
world culture, 442-r/ie Migrations of Early
Culture, 516 ^, ,

Smith. Lieut -Col G. Muuro: Cholera epi-

demics in Bristol in the nineteenth century,

60
Smith, J. Henderson- The identification of

the pathogenic members of the typhoid-

colon group of bacilli, 1. (O)

Smith, J. Lorrain (and others) : Antiseptic

action of hypochlorous acid and its applica-

tion to wound treatment, 129. (O)—Eusol in

septicaemia. 716. (O)

Smith, Lieut. J. M.. killed in action. 873

Smith. Mitchell : Hairy mole and von Reck-
linghausen's disease, 56—Primary tracheal

or bronchial diphtheria, 57

SuniH. Lieut. P., awaideil the Military Cross.

27
Smith. E. J., elected mayor of Cardiff. 736

Smith Captain Stanley Alwyn. D.S.O. con-

ferred upon, 342

Smith, W. Joseph, obituary notice of. 490, 523

Smyth, C: Chilblains. 693

SMYTH, Colonel John :
Should surgeons with

infective throat legions operate '.* 316—Tour-
niquet in war. 457

Snell. A.Saxon: On the building temporary
military hospitals. 799

Snell. Lieut. P, 8 , killed in action. 341

Soamin treatment of cerebro-spinal mening-
itis (A. M. Barford and J. F, Key), 400

Social consetiuences of the war, society

formed in Copenhagen to study the. 408

Society. American Gynaecological. 640

Society. Bradford Medico Chirurgicel : Hypo-
thyroidism and hyperthy-roidism. 782

Society, British Red Cross. 268, 341

Society, Charity Organization, 401

Society, Edinburgh Obstetrical, 793

Society, Hunterian. 843

Societv. London Dermatological. 680

Society. Medical, of London. 568, 643, 678 747.

822— Discussion on gunshot wounds of the

peripheral nerves. 643. 678—Discussion on

gunshot wounds of the head, 747—Gas poison-

ing (Leonard Hill' 801-DiscuBsion on. 822

Society. Medical Sickness and Accident. 163,

Society, Military Midical. first meeting, 905-

Exhibitionol cases. 905, 938

Society. North StaiTordshire Medical. 56

Society, Research Defence, annual meeting, M
Society. Hclntgen. 843

Society, the Royal, pathomotry (Sir Ronald
Boss), 788

Society, Royal, of Edinburgh, 123, 6%—Annual

Treatment of dysentery (Sir Ronald Ross).

Section of Electro-therapeutics.—Revort,
of subcommittee appointed to recommend
a standard opaque meal for radiographic
examination of the alimentary canal, 219

Secftoii of ifedtctnc—Discussion on para-
typhoid fever, 723. 780
Section of .\eiiroio(7?/.—Ophthalmological

observations of Hughlings-Jaokson (James
Taylor), 749
Seofton of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,—

Cases and specimens, 98

Section of Ophthalmology.—'Eye lesions as
a point of importance in directing suspicion
to possible trypanosome infection iC. W.
Daniels). 782—Late results of the operative
treatment of high myopia (A. Hugh Thomp-
son). 782
Section of Ofo/ooy.-Discussion on skin

grafting in mastoid operations. 783

Section of Theraveuttcs imd Pharmaco-
logy.—Disamsion on cerebro-spinal menuig-
itis. 604

Society for the Study of Inebriety: -Sir William
Collins : Drug and alcohol addiction, 613

Society, Ulster Medical. 764

Societv. West London Medico-Ohirurgical. 14.

569, 799. 861— Fibrositis, discussion on, 861

Soda mint tablets for the cigarette habit

trench back " (John D Sandes), 215

Sodium hypochlorite and iodine as wound
disinfectants (Harry Schiitze), 921. (O)— See
also Hypochlorite

Soldiers, disabled, provision for in Scotland,
763—Employment of in Government depart-
ments, 767-Re-education of in France. 767—
Combined physical treatment for, 795. 877—
Preterence as letter carriers to be given to

in France. 799, See also Disabled
Soldiers discharged as medically unfit (par-

liamentary question'. 937

Soldier's heart. .See Heart
Soldiers, hemeralopia amongst, 64

Soldiers, invalided (parliamentary question),

832. 904, 937
Soldiers, maimed, case of in Scotland. 763

Soldiers, paralysed, hostel for (Star and
- -•• ='.310,418

pro-
Paris Municipalfor (Scoth

Council and. 884

Soldiers, pulmonary tuberculosis among
(Buiapf), 807

SoNNKNBrBG, Professor, death of, 243

Sopr, A, : Die Zuckerkrankheit [Diabetes
Mellitus), ihre Vrsachen, Wesen und
Bekiimpfung, rev. ,16

SouBY, Jules, obituary notice of, 491

South Australia. .See Australia, South
SorTHERN. Lieut. Gerald Cameron, killed m
action, 417

South-West Africa. .See Africa

BowRY. G. H. : Enlargement of the lymphatic
glands. 57

Spaldixg, S. K,, death of, 797

Spanish " intellectuals " and the war, 146

SpyRitow. Private Eric Walter, killed in

action, 193
Spectacles, history of. 145

Spence, Lieut. C. B., killed in action, 71

Spenck, H.; Exfoliative dermatitis treated

by novarsenobenzol. 679

Fpexceb. Horatio N.. death of, 554

Si'ENCEB. Sir Lionel, obituary notice of, 522

Spfnbley, Lieut. James Eichardson. killed

io action. 585—Reported prisoner and
wounded, 762—Later report says he is dead.

gical dressing, 137—
. .nburgh,942
lesions of thelDeLapersonne and

Sphagnum moss as
Erection of works

Spinal CO ^
'

Wiard). 269

Spinal cord, injuries to (Michaelis\ 484

Spinal degeneration and pernicious anaemia,

Spinal injuries of warfare (Gordon Holmes),
769.815,855, (O)

, „„
Spirits, sale of in France (leading article), 299

Spiritus aetheris nitrosi, composition and
pharmacological action of tC. R. Marshall

and Elizabeth Gilchrist), 125. (O)

Svirochaeta pallida and other spirochaetes.

easy method of detecting (Alfred C. Coles),

777.' (O)



SpirochaetavalHaa, quick method for detec-
tion of (W. H. H. Btalkartt). 895

SP'rochaetes in tlie brain in paralyticdementia,

Spittel. R. L. : Calculi of the prostate. 289
raitures of the arm

(Capti
Splint I

Litlei
Splint f.

Sprue,
Bpkuii
SyniK

2ture8 of the leg
. (O)
arm (Major T. C.

three-ply wood (K. Muirhead Little),

nthers)
: Acidosis

tia^'e and continuous
k.47. (01
Method for auick de-

I'eeding. See Infant
.See Meal
am Alexander, killed

Standard diet lor inliinl
Standard opatiue meal.
Stanweld. Lieut. Willi

155
Star and Garter Hotel, 418. .See aiso'Hostel for
paralysed soldiers

Starling, E. H. : Principles of Human
Physiology, rev . 505

Starving and purging faddists, 696
Btebbing. G. F. : Hydroa aestivale 13-
Atrophic scleroderniia and sclerodactylia
219-Congenital multiple tumours on the
extensor surface of the risht arm. 219

Stedman, F. O. : I'utting the tongue behind
tne soft palate. 470

SiEDMAN, Major Herman, nominated Chevalier
of the Belgian Order of Leopold, 342, 792

Steel helmets (parliamentary (luestion) 832
George Walter, obituary notice of

910
Stein

Step

,790

John H.
: Successful early operation

d of small intestine, 641

HypochlorousStephens, Surgton I

acid as an antisepti
Stephens, H. F. : Bromides in epilepsy, 841
Stephens, Lockhart, appointed Deputy Lieu-

for the County of Hampshire, 424—
uergency

: Poor law medical
drugs, 521
review of books on.

The ^

officers and the t

Btereoroentgenograph

Stereoscopic radiography of gunshot wounds
on active service I Alfred .J. H. Ilesi. 54

Sterilization of degenerates, action before theSupreme Court of America to determine the
right of the State to sterilize defectives.

Sterilization of the skin. .See Skin
Sterilizer. " frightlulness " of. 164
Sternbebg. George Miller, obituary notice of.

Stevens, T. G. : Adenomjoma of the recto-
vaginal septuu), 98

Stevenson, Surgeon-General W. F. : WiDd
f""'"!'""!,'"

.war. 338— Cause of death due
sive shells iu unwounded men.

450
Stewart, Lieu Dundas, killed

Stillborn infants, condition of the larynx and
trachea in (E. A. Barton). 98

iSJu**'
^'°^'^^^°''- ll^e eye as an optical

Stiven, Captain Rorald Walker Sutherland.
dies of malaria as a prisoner of war,

Stivens, Bertram Herbert Lyne. estate of.

Stock, Colonel P, (;.

:

campaign. 517
Stocker, C. J.: Sandtl;

South-West African

logy
Stocker. Lieut. T. F, killed in (

Stockjian. Ralph: Fluid extra
8—Copaiba oil and resin, 128

The Net,

fever and bacterii

Stoddah

lounds (H. Bo
the stable-il

.548
,293

Shipley). 2:

Stoney. H. Atkinson land H, Meade): Ner
suture for bullet wounds, 10. 160

Stobrie. Captain Hugh Cochrane, killed
action. 486

Stowebs. J. H.: Licht
14— .\deD0iiia sebaceui... . .

SiRArB Walther. t-ays that the staten
the British Medical Journal re tl

1 atrophic

sumption of alcohol in different armit
incorrect. C59

itreptocorcii nephritis. .See Nephritis

jTHi.TT, David, death of, 491
iTKiTMiN.i, i,i,,n.,l; Mterilization of the I

wuiJ II I' Miiuutacture of ase

tar^L'^"'''"'"
'' ^' ^- '^'^^^^'^ ">o Mi'i-

Student dressers involuntary hospitals 196
See alsn Hospitals, voluntary

Student of insect life (Jean Henri Fabrei, 578
biigar. explosion of a mixture containing, 352
biilphate of magnesia in non-amoebic
dysentery i.I. Wyatt-Smith). 780

of"sulp"u?''l97^
Sicily and the pharmaco:ogy

^^ai^dWellTm '

'^''^ ^O"^""* S"<". -B«"i».

Supply of medical officers. See Medical
Supply, votes of. 149
Surgeons on pharmacy (Godlee), 578
lUrgeon probationers. Boyal Navy 488

e military. ,See Military
See War emer-

gency
Surgeons. R N. See Navy, Hoyal
turgeons with infective throat lesions, should
they operate? 316

Surgery of the blood vessels iBier). 192°
the GallipoU peninsula (John

actinomycosis of the

jf books on. 328, 435, 536. 823

and leg.

Surgery
Morleyi. 461

Surgery, re vie
Surgical Aid S

Suspension apparatus for arm
universal (.M. Sinclair). 430. (O)

^metbod"''898'
^'

'

*'^^'' '°'^*^^'^ *°^ "^"^ "P'^'^

SuTHERLANi., Lieut, James Gilbert dies of
wounds, 309

f-uturing, forceps for, 826
'

.Suvla Bay, water supply at, 873
SwAiNE, Nurse L. M.. dies on service, 550
Swan. Jocelyn

: Gunshot wounds of peri-
pheral^ nerves. 678-(and Kenneth Goadby) :

local sepsis in completely

Swine fe

Reviev
Sydney

:

tors' c

the
311-

unds. 741

(parliamentary question), 481—
boo) s on. 750

belts, 840—Health inspec-
840 -Medical profefsion

tr. 311—New quarantine regula-— Secret remedies (Vilaiaiio,
Health Company'), 346 -Uni-
the war, 839

Treatment of symptoms
halation of irritant gases

Natui
versity

Symes. '

arising from
and vapours, j

ST3I0XDS, Horatio ip., 'honorary degree of
Muster of .^rts conferred upon by the Uni-

Sympso
of right foot, V

..
of right fibula
Synthetic mill

Syphilis, cereb
curialized sen

Syphilis, conger
rarer-? 197

Syphilis, conger
Fildes). lot

Syphihtic nerve

of Oxford. 39
el: Congenital dislocation
1 almost complete absence

See Milk
spinal, treated by luer-
lleading article), 477

il, are cases of, becoming

il. in the East End (Paul

s disease and

Syringe, M.O.H. tuberculin, 592

Tabuteau, Captain Geo. G. : Treatment ofgunshot wounds of the head, based on a
series of ninety-flve cases, 501, (O)

J AIT. J.
:
The physics Of phagocytosis, 441

Talgai skull, 479
Tanga. casualtie
Tartar emetic
Mackiel, 745. (

in kala azar. 197—(Percival

"• ?;• Ea^'e: Foreign wines

Taylor. H, H
infantile hen

Tayloe, H, H,
641. (01

Taylor. Herbe
Tay
Order

Taylor. Jaiue
tions of HuMl

Tayloe, Major
ferred upon,

Taylor, Kenn
chloride soiu
wounds, 923

David Bobert, killed in action.

: Fallopian tube and ovarv in
ia, 896
Some cases of head wounds.

t P. : Keloid. 244
u J.. Distinguished Service
d upon. 27
Ophthalmological observa-

Ta^or. S.: Health of the MiddU-aaed, rev..

Tea. a puff in a p<
Tebb. Albert E.
ment. 592

Telephone probe, 16
Telford, K. D. : Aci
parotid gland. 534

T^Porary rank in the R.A.M.C. See Army.

Tendons and muscles, deformities from ad-
hesioos. See Oeformities

Testis, complete avulsion of t Norman Mac-
donald), 470

Tetanus iK(lmmell). Ill
Tetanu
Tetanu
bram). 906

home military hospitals (Sir David

rman experiences of I

Tetanu
.593.

Textbooli for Senii

treatment of

'^849''"'?br°''''*'*'''''
°' '*• '^- ^'a^Conkeyi.

''fvT^-°^'='°rf •

'l,i'l;oi'J + paratyphoid A + para-
typhoid B+ cholera (Aldo Castellani andRalph W. Mendelsoni. 711 IQ)

Therapeutics, review of books on. 258

722^780^'
°'' "''"*a'''ebeart"of soldiers.

Thoday, D. ; Botan
Stitdenls.iev.. 89'i

Thomas. Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
killed in actijn. 415

Thompson. A.
high myopia. ,__

Thompson. C. J. S. : ^ Compendium of the
Pharniacovoeiasand Formularits rev 607

Thompson. Lieut. E H. B . died at sea 417
Thompson. W. h. : Effects of racemic argeninon the excretion of creatine and creatinine
56— Irish food and food supplies. 691

Thomso.v. Sergeant- Major Alexander Guthrie.

Thomson. Alexis, appointed consulting sur-
geon with the British Expeditionary Force.

Thomson. Lieut (Jol. Sir Courtauld. appointed
Chief Commissioner of the Orderof St. John

the British Red Cross Society for Maltaand the Near East.
Tho Dun Turner, dies of

.killed

wounds. 235
Thomson. Lieut. Richard Edward Johnm action, 71
Thomson, Sir StClair, receives permission towear the Order of Leopold of Belgium 792Thorne. May : Iodine in cholera, 244
Thornton. LH. D. (and C. H. Browning)
Isolation of typhoid and paratyphoid bacillIrom faeces. 248. (0)

Thorpe. Deputy Surgeon-General V. GPepper in the prophylaxis and treatment of
aiariasis. 844

Thresh, J O. : Simple Method of Water
Analyus. especially Desianed for the Ose ofMedical officers of Health, rev . 863

Thurnam. Rowland : The cigarette habit, 628Thyroid and adrenals iP. T. Herring) 441

^^°it H^r?"" >
""^"/^S stuporous ' insanity

1^- n. Hickling), 455
Thyroid gland (Dr. Unwin), 139
Tibia, operation for the obliteration of the

PS,",!?'
»»• remaining after sequestrotomy

( WiDiam Gemmiil), 432
Tidy, H. L. : Paratyphoid fever. 781
TiLMANN

: Wounds of the skull. 190
^^^^EY. .\. Colby: Case of tetanus, recovery,

^742°'^' '''•' Treatment of wounds in war.

Tobacco, foreign. 556

'^°Sa^'
^"^"^"'^ Nelson, obituary notice of,

TOBIN, Lieut. Hichird Patrick, killed in

Tomes, Captain Geoflfrer. killed in action,

'^?S*^^ i'.^^''"^ "^e soft palate, putting the
Ir. u. Steduian), 470

Tonsils, 948
Tonsils, review of books on, 569 .

Toerens, J. A (and T. H. Whittington) :Paratyphoid fever. 697
Tourniquet. 222
Tourniquet in war. 161. 457

Medical Electricity, Soent-
TousEY, Sincia
uen Says, and Madih

Lieut.-Commande'r J.
,837

W. E..die8

ailitary medical
Toxicology courses
school of Val-deGr,.^., ^„,

Toxicology, review of books on 930

^f,'i?'^"^'"'5!"*5°''?,'?'^' »™<'"™d in artificial
culture by the bacillus of malignant oedema
IG. Bargerand H. H. Dale). 808. (O)Tower Hamlets dispensary to be closed. 136Town planning (at Rosyth), 74

Teacey, Lieut. Geoffrey Eugene, killed in

Trachten
epide

.549

, 33. 240
H. L,

: On the curve of the

TSEASDRE, -W. B. Crawford : War Emergency

Treatment progress in (Leonard Dobson), 569
Ireballs de la Societal de Biologia: AnyPrimer, m:j, rev.. 180



Treherne. Lieut. Leslie Llewellyn, killed in
action. 549

Treloars cripples. See Cripples
Trbue.irne, Major Arthur Jobu Newman.

killed in action. 5»5
"Trench back" treated by sodium salicylate
ionization (.lohn D Sandea). 215 (0)

Trench foot, prevention of, 888. 902
Trench frost-bitt- (leading article), 933. fiee

oIjo Frost-bite
Trencli nephritis, a record of five cases
(Nathan Kaw), 468. lOi

Trench shin (Captain J. G. Brown). 939
Tresidder, Trumpeter Percy Hngh, killed in

action. 791
Treves, Lieut. Harold Thoinsett, dies of
wounds. 417

Trevor, Lient. F. P., killed in action, 71
Trdible, Andrew : Belfast tuberculosis
scheme. 195

Trinitrotoluene poisoning, nrophyla.xis of. 944
Tropical disea.ses, French pioneer in (C.

DelloD). 59
Tropical Medicine. American Society of, 115,

141

Tropical Medicine, Calcutta Scliool of, 178
Tropical medicine, earliest book on. 730
Tropical medicine, information concerning
the study of, 383

Tropical Medicine. Liverpool School of,
information concerning, 384

Tropical Medicine, London School of: Pass
lists. 205—Information concerning, 384

Tropical medicine, review of books on, 329
Tropics, the white man in the. 334
Trotter, Wilfred: Gunshot wounds of peri-

uotice of. 947
Truss, the Salmon-Ody. 100
Trypanosoma infection eye lesions as

meeting suspicion t

Trypanosomes causing disease in man a

domestic animals in Central Africa i

David Bmcel. 5. 48. 91. (Oi
Tuberculosis, bovine, in man. 787
Tuberculosis, bovine, order (Ireland) 654
Tuberculosis campaign in ^^ales. 235. 263
Tuberculosis dispensaries for London. 236
Tuberculosis, municipal management of (E

Qgba .447
Tuberculosis prevention : Edinburgh, 195 —
Oxiordshire, 244

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, artificial pneumo-
thorax in the treatment of (C. H. Vrooman),
285

Tuberculosis, pulmonar\ . dread of infection
from, 267. 277

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, movement of the
diaphragm in early (Hugh Walsham and
Walker Overendi. 175. (O)

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, treated by nitrogen
compression (Geoffrey Lucas). 211. (O)

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, personal observa-
tions on (\V. Pasteurl, 568

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, amongst soldiers
Rumpf), 837

Tuberculosis, review of books on. 401, 750,
i%

Tuberculosis among shoemakers (leading
article), 866

Tuberculosis scheme, the Belfast, 195, 311
Tuberculosis, soldiers suIYering from, pro-
vision for in Scotland. 31—Paris Municipal
Council and. 884

Tuberculosis treatment in London, 195 ; in
Kdinburgh. 551

Tuberculosis treatment (vote of supply), 149
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Wounds. See General Index
Wounded Allies Relief Committee, report
on work done. 155—Opens a dispensary in
Serbia. 342

Wounded from the recent flgliting (Sep-
tember), 580—Working of the medical
arrangements. 580

Wounded, French, defective administration
of the service for the. 301, 334—.Arrange-
ments for the wounded from recent
actions (September). 546

Wounded, proportion ot recoveries among.
414. 483, 935

Wounds, hypochlorite solutions in the
treatment of. 129. 318. 434, 470, 492. 504.
653. 790. 809. ^ee also Hypochlorous in
General Index

Wounds, lymph lavage of. 40
Wounds, nerve suture for bullet, 10. 75, 160
Wounds of periplieral nerves, gunshot, 643,

676. 678
Wounds, removal of bullets from, 75
J rays in localization of foreign bodies, 11.

75. 434
Youngest recruit. 271
Ypres (October, 1914). 419

War and the tailing birth-rate (leading article),
649

War depots at home (James Hossack), 87, (O)

Wak Emergency : 20. 104. 147, 183, 232. 263,
333, 409. 446. 478, 509. 521. 539. 541. 587. 611,
625, 648, 650. 651. 683. 692. 764, 867, 910, 943

Absent consultants, 588
Association and. 183

Classification for medical recruiting. 867
Committee changes its name to Central
Medical War Committee. 611

Conference witli representatives of Man-
chester and Salfora Hospitals, 509

Constitution of Committee, 232
Correspondence on. 521, 587, 625, 648, 692. 943
Grousing. 541. 588
Home and abroad. 478

Hospital staffs and. 509
Ireland (CO. Monaghanl, 540
Irish Medical War Committee 764
Leading articles on. 409. 446. 509. 541. 650
Letter from Assistant Director-General
Army Medical Service. 648

Letter to authorities of voluntary hospitals,
re their staff. 683

Lord Derby's Committee and the medical
profession. 651

Medical students and the war, 648, 736, 867.

See also Medical students
Metropolis and. 540
Need for selection. 539. 588,-625, 661
New appeals. 650
Open letter to students, 648
Poor Law medical oflicers and the cost of
drugs. 521

Practices of men who die on service, 478
Question of uniform. 587

Surgeons for foreign service. 539
Urgent need of doctors. 910. 943. See also
War emergency m Supplement Index

War graduates in France. 304
War and insanity. 272

War Office issues Uemnrandum on the Treat-
ment 0/ Injuries in War based on Experience
in the Present Campaign. 305. 767

War orthopaedics. See Orthopaedics
War Refugees' Dispensary. 589
War register of the profession. 20. 147. See
also army. British

War surgery. Germf
Ger

experiences. See

1 (Colonel A. W. Mayo-

Ward. Gordon : The tourniquet in war. 161

Wabd.G. R. : Bedside Haematol„ay: An Intro-
duction In the Clinical Study of the so-called
Blood Diseases and of Allied Disorders, rev.,
930

Ward. Samuel Baldwin, death of. 78
Warde. Corporal Geoffrey B., killed in action,

29. 113
Warnings, 40. 164. 424

Warnock, Lieut. H. A. H., dies of wounds,
733

Warren, Percy Soltau. killed in action. 71

Warren. Lieut Peyton ToUemache. killed in
action. 340. 415

Warren, R. : Textbook of Surgery, rev., 823
Waste (leading article), 61

Anzac. 873
Watt, .\ndrew H. (and Louis G. Irvine) :

Treatment ot gas poisoning in Transvaal

. 733
jerald Vernon Tisdall. killed i

Week:
Academic do Medecine, removal of German
members. 21

Adrenals, intliience of the removal of, 303
Alcohol, .luestion in France. 412
American Red Cross in England, 577

Amoebae in dysentery, life-history of, 727
Amoebae in pyorrhoea alveolaris. 870
Anaesthetics and infection, 613
Ancient Australian (Talgai skull). 479
Antityphoid inoculation in France and
elsewhere, 230

Antityphoid vaccination in North Africa,
870

Armour, modern. 147. 3CW
Association Qenerale des Medecines de
France, and a fund tor doctors serving
with the army. 304

Attitude of Dutch scientists to German
Kultur, 265

Bacillus coli in light beers, 831
Bath, opening ot the Grand Pump Room,

730
Birth-rate in war time. 935
Bossuet as a biologist, 65
Bovine tuberculosis in man, 787
Bradshaw lecture, 954
Buyo cheek cancer. 105
Cameras de sangre. bloodie flux, 730
Captive military surgeons. 303

Casualty returns for the first sear, 480

Cavell. Miss Edith, fate of. 651

Central Medical War Committee, 611. 683.

See also War emergency
Cerebral haemorrhage and the Coroners

Act. 544
Chairmaneliip and Deputy Chairmanship of
Representative Meetings, 185

Chil).Iains.614
Cholera in Central Europe. 335. 760—In

Galicia. 760
Colonial and Indian drugs, investigation of,

63
Commotional syndrome in war. 185

Curiosities and defects of sight. 514

Death by lightnins;. 186

Death-rate in Berlin during the first six
months of the war. 302

Defective administration of the service for

the French wounded. See French
Dental aid to the poor, need for. 514

Derby, Lord, his coi

medical profession. 651
Dictionary, the JVi » Ennlish.eU
Dietetic treatment of sick infants. 302

5 of I .578
Dread of infection from pulmonars' tuber-
culosis. 267

Drug and alcohol addiction. 615
Economy in food. 230
Emetine and ipecacuanha in dysentery. 728

Emetine, prevention of relapse after. 729

Epsom College. 21

Epsom Royal Medical Foundation. 831

Ethnology of the Prussians. 787

Extirpation of the pineal body. 579

Factory lighting, 830
Fasting treatment ot diabetes. 611

First operation under ether in England. 935

Flies in France, war against, 612

Flies at the front, 411

Flies, the plague of, 64

Fracture apparatus exhibition, 480. 515

French wounded, defective administration
of the service for, 301, 334

General Medical Council, 187—New house of.

759
General practitione
the ,543

taking commissions

German campaign against lice. 513

German organization, 415
Glandular jiartial hermaphroditism, 868

Goff. Bruce, death of, 66
Goitre in fishes. 303
Grande coli-re d'August Martin. 829

Group recruiting scheme and the medical
profession. 730

Hemeralopia amongst soldiers. 54

Herbalists and death certificates. 229

Houston. F. T., death ot, 832

Hibernation and the pituitary body. 514

Hospitals and duty-free alcohol, 66

Hygiene for the men in the ranks. 903
Hypochlorites as antiseptics, 579

Hypochlorites as prophylacticdisinfectants,
871

Hypochlorous acid as an antiseptic, 653

Income tax, 144
Indexes for 1915. 937
Industrial and scientific research, 186

Insurance against the cost of illness. 788
Ipecacuanha and its alkaloids. 727
Ipecacuanha in dysentery, history of, 728,

759
Japanese works of art, exhibition of, 614

King Georgf. accident to, 685
Lectureshiii in pathology at Guy's Hospital,
endowment ot, 333



Veek (continued)
Leeuwenhoek gold medal, 831
Life inBurance in India, 651
Littlejohu, Harvey, appointed

tive of the University of Edinburgh on
tbe Qenex'al Medical Council, 614

Iiight armour. See Armour
Xiivingstone College in war time. 936
London School of Medicine for Women, 147

Long shot, a, 412
Magnesium chloride as cytophylactic. 868
Measles and German measles, notification

of, 830
Medical certificates for munition workers,

543
Medical certificates for recruits, 902
Medical clerks, 901
Medical fame. 186
Medical Insurance Agency, 685, 758
Medical Research Committee's report. 731
Mecical recruiting, classification for, 867
Medical schools, entries at, 614 653
Medical students in tbe wars of the French
Revolution, 513

Medical terms in the New Englisii
Dictionary, 104

Medical war emergency abroad and at home,
478

Mercurial treatment of gonorrhoea. 303
Mess practices, 265
Midwives Bill for Scotland, demand for a.

Military service and life a

Military surgeons, captivi
Dition Workers,

,303
, 758

Comi
Health of. 448

Napoleon's undertaker, diary of, 544
National Association for the Prevention of
Consumption. 145

National Doll League, 936
Natural enemy of the fly, 448
Naval surgeon of tbe First French Ee-
^_
public (Ricamier), 683

"Nerve shock " in war, 64
Nerves, transplantation of, 684
Neurology of war. 264
Nobel prizes awarded, 758
Nostrums in the United States, 653
Notifiable diseases, statistics of. 106
Obscure epidemic fever. 788
Occupation and syphilitic nervous disease,

448
Optoquin and antipneumococcal serum, 652
Origin of life duestion. 63
Oxford Ophthalmological Congress. 65
Pathology of shell concussion, 264
Pathometrs , 788
Pensions for soldiers and sailors. 577
Pernicious anaemia and splnaldegeneration,

21

Phosferine advertisements and tbe St.
John Ambulance Association, 335

Pituitary extract as a galactagogue, 146
Plimmer, H. G.. appointed Professor of
Comparative Pathology in the Royal

vice, 478
France, assistance for.

Public health in Australia, 221
Public and the profession. 830
Puff in a pencil, 335, 479
Quackery in the eighteenth centur 230
Ration of the French soldi .

Recruits, medical examination of, 934
Recruit's heart, 577
Research Defence Society, 20
"Respectable." 685
Rivers of Damascus. 869
Boscoe.Sir Henry, 936
Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild. 760
Sanatorium benefit funds, 787
Sanitation in tbe Antilles. 447
Scholarly paranoiac. 413
Scottish medical muster roll, 20
Serumtherapy in poliomyelitis, 652
Shortage of glass, 301
Bight tests and the Board of Trade, wool

tests to be abolished, 147
Sleeping sickness and wild game, 479
Small-pox vaccine free from bacterial con-
tamination, 447

Society of Aoothecaries. 266
Soldier's diet, 869
Soldier's heart, 105
Spanish " intellectuals " on the war, 146
Spectacles, the history of. 145
Spirochaetes in the brain and in paralytic
dementia. 66

Statistical psychology, 870
Student of insect life (Fabre), 578
Surgeon on pharmacy (Sir Rickman Godlee).
578

Syphilis, congenital, in the East End, 101
Talgai skull, 479
Taxes, the new, 579
Trench foot, 902
Tuberculosis, municipal management of.

447
Tuberculous uethod <

-Week (continued)
Typhoid and paratyphoid infectiont, dia-
gnosis of. 515

Typhus treated with typhoid vaccine. 479,

Universities of Lancashire and Yorkshire,
411

Vaccination in Austria, 304
Vaccine treatment of typhoid fever. 684
War emergency, 20, 104, 147. 232. 265, 333, 478,

611—Organization to meet, 104—Constitu-
tion of Committee. 232 -Change of name of
Committte 611 —At home and abroad. 478—
Prac iOf I who 478

War graduates in France, 304
War orthopaedics, 653
War register for the profession, 20, 147
Waste of ability, 449
White man in the tropics, 334
Workshop fatigue, 512

Weintraud : Medical complications in
modern warfare, 484

Weir's vaccination instrument, 556, 592. 628,

696
Weibbe, F. W., death of, 243
Wellcome Bureau of Roientiflc Research, 113
Welsh University, Royal Commission on,

S08
Wesselitskt, G. de: Russia and De-
mitcrnCH : The German Canker in Jtuasia,
rev , 472

West. 'Williaiii Henry, case of, 736
West Africa. See Africa
Westmacott, Lieut,Col. F. H.: Territorial
Decoration conferred upon, 907

Weston. Captain John Theodore Spencer,
killed in action. 417

Whitaxer, Lieut. Owen, Military Cross con-
ferred upon, 417- Killed in action, 417

Whittt, Charles O. B., died a prisoner of war
from wounds, 29

White, A. H , resignation of, 622—Obituary
notice of. 841

White, PowdII : Copper in tissues, 442
White, R I'rosser: Oeciipational Affectimis
nf the Skin : A Brief Account of the Trade
Processes and Aoents which give riae to them,
rev., 783

White, 8. E. : Emergency Bill for Mental
Treatment, 76

White. Sinclair: Magnetic property of Ger-
man bullets, 678

White, W. Hale : Reseaich in antiseptics,
352

Whiteford, C. Hamilton: Needle for muscle
and fascia, 329—Apparatus for rectal
administration of saline solution, 538

Whitehead. Captain N. T., awarded the
Military Cross. 27

White man in the tropics, 334
Whittixohale, Dr.: Complete ophthalmo-

plegia. 139
Whittington. T. H. land J. A. Tokrens);
ParatNpboid fever. 697

Whoopiogoough. district nursing of in
London. 156

Whyte. G, Duncan: Treatment of cholera
by hypertonic saline solutions, 425

WlARD : Lesions of the spinal cord. 269
Wietinq Pakha: Treatment of abdominal
wounds, 939

WiLKiNS. Lieut. Geoffrey, dies of wounds, 621
WiLLAN, R. J. ; Malignant tumour of kidney,

WiLLET. Florence : The influence of the war
on the medical education of women, 572

WiLLCox, W. H .appointed consulting physi-
cian and toxieologist to the Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force, 458

Williams : Allantoin in beri-beri, 399
Williams, Evan, obituary notice of. 842
WiLLLiMS. Lieut. Hubert C, killed in action.

787
Williamson, Maxwell : Health of Edinburgh

in 1914,272
WiLLOCK, E. H. : Staging to facilitate drain-
age and continuous irrigation. 47

Willows, R. S. : Surface Tension and Surface
Energy and their Influence on Chemical
Fhenomnvi. rev.. 222

Wu.,Lox. Leonard : Standard opaque meal for
radiographic examination, 349

Lieut. Arthur George, killed in action.

Wisconsin, eugenics marriage law causes a
decline in the number of marriages in. 555

Wisely. I.ieut, Francis Joseph, dies of

wounds, 518
Wishart,D. J. Gibb : Sacrifices of Canadian
practitioners. 794

Withers, Hartley : Poverty and Waiie. rev ,

need of (Mrs. Scharlieb),

Women nurses. .S'fe Nurses
Women and their work, exhibition, 696

Women '.s Co-operative Guild, and legislation

for the , xpectant mother and her unljorn

infant. 101 -Booklets, 948

Wood. Captain Oswald Ireland, killed in

action, 621
Wood, Kawdon :

Hypochlorite solutions, 492

Wood, T. B. land F. G. Hopkins) : Food
Economy in War Time. 827

Wood, W. Atkinson : Treatment of septic

wounds by continuous oxygenation and
irrigation, 503

Woodcock. H. de Carle: fisamination of

recruits, 460
Woodcock. H. M. :

Typhoidal disease and
dysentery, protozoan paiasites in excreta,

704
Woodruff, Lieut-Col, CL'arles Edward,
obituary notice of, 123

Woods, H. Fergie: Harelip, 244

Woods, Hugh : Indemnity defence pohcies.

days, 345
Workmen, protective goggles for, 330
Workshop fatigue. .See Fatigue
Wound Disinfectants, iodine and sodium
hypochlorite as IHarrySchlitzel. 921. (0)

Wound dressing ID. iV'. rtamwaysl,139
Wound infections and their treatment (Sir

Almroth E. Wright). 629. 670, 717. (O)
Wound infections treated by antiseptics
(Charles A. Morton). (O)

Wounded Allies Relief Committee: Report of

work done. 155—Opens a dispensary in

Serbia. 342
Wounded, cheap absorbent dressings for

(Charles W. Cathcart). 137. 10)

Wounded discharged from hospital (parlia-

mentary question). 515

Wounded in the field, treatment of (Kortei.

485
Wounded, French, arrangements for from tUe
recent actions (September). 546. Sie aliO

Wounded, French, defective administration
of the service for. See France

Woundedfrom the recentfighting (September):
Working of the medical arrangements 580

Wounded limbs, immobilization of by plaster-
of-Paris splints (Schaechterl. 620

Wounded medical oflScers and rewards
(parliamentary question), 545

Wounded, medical and surgical treatment of

(parliamentary question). 24. 109

Wounded, proportion of recoveries among
(I-raenkel. Exoer and Bresalsky), 414

—

(Baradal). 483— Note on. 935

Wounded soldiers and hospital location
(parliamentary question). 188

Wound surfaces, irrigation of. See Wounds,
draii

547

sof

341
Wilson, Albert : Lymph lavage of v

-SVrLSON, Lieut. D. J. R . killed in ac
Wilson, Captain Geoffrey, killed

inds.

Wilson, J. T., shows the Talgai skull. 479
Wilson. Captain R. A., killed in action 689
Wilson. Wesley : Intermission of asthma
during prei^nancy. 800

WixcKWOBTn. C. E. : Local anaesthesia for

Wind contusions in war, 308. 338-(Surgeon-
General W. F Stevenson). 338

WiNDLE. J. Davenport : Escape of the ven-
tricle in association with cerebro-spinal
fever, 640

Wines, foreign, 556
W INTER, Captain H. 6., awarded the Militar^•
Cross, 27

Wounds : Antiseptic action of hypochlorous
acid in treatment of ij. Lorrain Smith.
A Murray Drennan, Theodore Rettie and
William Campbell). 129.318. '0)—(William
Mitchell). 434—IL. Stewart Sandeman), 470.

See also Hypochlorous
Wounds, Austrian experiences of, HI
Wounds, bullet, nerve suture for (R. Atkinson
Stoney and H. Meade), 10. (O)—Correspond-
ence on, 75, 160

Wounds ol the chest (Sauerhruch, Borst. and
Borchard), 153

Wounds completely healed, recrudescence of

interference or passive movement {C. 1.

Bond). 467. lO-IJames Phillips), 603—
(R. H. .locelyn Swan and Kenneth Goadbj),
741. (O)

Wounds, draining of, and the employment of

l.iandages for tbe irrigation of wound sur-

faces with therapeutic solutions (Sir

Almroth E. Wvight). 564. (O)

due to (John .J. Grace). 812. (O)

Wounds, German experiences of, 110, 153, 339.

415
Wounds, gunshot. stereoscoi)ic r- diography

of on active service (Alfred J. H. Iles), 54

Wounds, gunshot, drainage of (C. Max Page),
562

Wounds, gunshot, early use of tincture of



'Wounds, gunshot. o( head, treatment of with
special reference to apparently minor in-

juries i.I. K. H. Robertet. 498. (O^

Wounds, uunsliot, of heail. treatnientof based
on a series of ninotT-ave cases (Captain
Qeo. G. Tabuteau). 501. lO).

Wounds, gunshot, of knee joint, treatmeut of

(Colonel H. M. W. Gray), 41. (O)

Wounds, Kunshot nerve and muscle injurios

resulting from (Francis Hernaman.Iohnsoui,
84. (O)

6T8
Wounds, gunshot, of small intestine, patno-
logy and treatment of lOwen Richards). 213.

(Oi—(Captain V. T. C«rruihers). 505

Wounds, gunshot, of abdomen, treatment of

tColonel A. W. Mayo Robsoo>. 805 (O)

Wounds, gunshot, treated by excision and
primary suture iColonel H. M. W. Gray), 317.

(O)
Wounds, gunshot. Sf also Gunshot
Wounds, haemorrhafe from (L. BehnK 111

Wounds, " hypertonic " treatment of. 32

Wounds, hypochlorite solutions in treatment
of. 129, 318. 4J4, 492, 504, 619, 653. 790. See also

Hypochlorous
Wounds, infection of. tetanus (KiimmelD. Ill

Wounds, infected, use of certain autiseptic
substances in thetreatmentoflH. D. Dakin),
31»-lCarrcli. 609— Leadint; article en. 609

Wounds, ionization of adhesions after iMay
Bathbonel, 643— Correspondence on. 696. See
also Ionization

Wounds, irrigation of with therapeutic solu-

tions by the employment of bandages iRir

Aimrolh E. Wright) 5!;4. lO). See also
Wounds, drainage of

Wounds of limbs iPayrand Goldammer), 192

\\ ounds of lungs treated by artificial pneumo-
tliorax ' Reichmannl. 339

Wounds, lymph lavage of, 40
Woimds, open-air treatmeut of

Kelson). 324. (01

Wounds, operative treatmeut of iGarre), 110

Wounds, plugging, danger of (Schaecbten. 619

Vouuds, quinine liydrochloride solution as
a dressing for infected (Kenneth Taylor),
923. (01

Ernest

Wounds, remoyal of bullets from, 75

Wounds, septic, treated by the eleotrolytlo
bath (Frank Fowleri. 433. (O)

Wounds, septic, treated by continuons oxy-
genation and irrigation (W. Atkinson Wood),
503. (OI

Wounds, severe haemorrliage from (L, Rehn),
111

Enderlen. Best,

Wound- !i.:il. : 1

619
Wounds in war i.Sii- Anthony Bowlby). 913. (O)

Wounds in war, troatineot of (E. G. Kennedy),
465. (O)-lDr. Tissotl. 742. (Q)

Wpkn, R. C. : Potter's Cyclopaedia of Botanical
Di-uasand Preiiamtions. rev.. 784

Wkight, Bir Almvoth E : The employment of

bandages for the irrigation of wound sur-

faces with therapeutic solutions and the
draining of wounds. 564—Wound infections
and their treatment. 629. 670, 717

Wright. B. L. : Mercurial treatment of

gonorrhoea, 303
Wright. Lieut. Eric Alfred, dies of sep»ic
poisoning. 29

Wright, ,1. H. (and J. B. Millort): Pathn.
logical Technique: a Practical Manual for
Worhers in Pathnlc<itj, Histology, and
Baclerinlooy, rev., 570

WRiGHT.Lieut.-Col. Walter Herbert, death of,

762
WTATT-SmiH, J. : Sulphate of magnesium in

non-amoebic dysentery. 780

Wy.ness. James Davidson, appointed J.P. for

Aberdeenshire, 614

X-ray apparatus, 844

-Y-ray apparatus, a new (P. T. Crymble). 56

A'-ray diagnosis of gas phlegmon iPayr and

J-ray tubes, sets of for medical men. 843

X rays in localization of foreign bodies (J. H.
Shaxby), 11, 75. 434. (O)-(C. I,. Fraser), 75-
(John W. Duncan), 75-(A. H. Pirie), 906.

.See also Foreign bodies
A' rays in diagnosis of leprosy (Major A. Nevel,

,824
i under. See Uric acid

Y.\RR. Colonel Michael Thomas, OB, con-
ferred upon, 657

Yawc-.er. N. S. (and C. K. Mills! : Nursing and
Care of the Nervous and the Insane, rev.,

507
Year Book of the Universilies of the Empire.
rev., 402

Year books, 401.402
Y'ellow fever. Nee Fever
Young. Eric : Molluscuni flbrosum, 56

Y'ouKG, Lieut. Fergus Hay (lost in the
Marquette), 733

YocsG-J.\MEs, Lieut. A. Y., believed killed in

the Dardanelles, 417

YouNGE, I/ieut.-Col. G. H. : Chilblains. 800

Ypres (October, 1914). 418

Ypres, work of the R.A.U.C. at, 112

Zeigler. General von, death of from cholera

(refused to be inoculated), 295

ZuNTZ ; Quantitative determination of pepsin.
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Every year an immense amount of work is clone in tbis

country on the isolation and examination of organisiug

belonging to tbe tyiiboid-colon group of bacilli. Much of

it is concerned with the routine examination of water, but
a considerable proportion is directly concerned with the

examination of excreta, and in many laboratories an
extensive experience has been gained of satisfactory

methods of isolating and identifying the important
pathogenic members of the group. This year, however,
war conditions have brought about an enormous expansion
in the amount of such work, and at the same time excep-

tional urgency for its rapid execution. Partly as a result

of this, there are ah-eady engaged in the examination of

excreta many workers whose previous bacteriological

experience has been mainly concerned with other dcpurt-

ments, and who have not hitherto had to deal with the

routine examination of large quantities of such material

;

and their number is likely to increase still further, as we
must anticipate a large and progressive increase in the
volume of work with the arrival and continuance of the
hot weather. Such men have not the time to look up
\he recorded experience of others, and perhaps not always
the opportunity to consult those whose previoufi work liiis

made them more familiar with the best methotls to adojit.

It is hoped that the present paper may be of service to

them, based as it is not only on the literature but also on
the very large experience of this Institute for many years
past, both in tlie identification of the pathogenic organisms
and in the rapid examination of large quantities of

material.

The typhoid-colon bacilli are all Gram-negative rods
which grow freely on ordinary media at 20°-37- C. and do
not form spores, and they are subdivided into two main
groups, according to their action on lactose. Those which
ferment lactose, producing from it acid with or without
formation of gas, are labelled with the general name of

-B. coli, and do not concern us further here. They are
practically ubiquitous, and many of them are pathogenic
in certain regions or under certain conditions, but they do
not produce epidemic disease with predominantly iutcs-
ti_tial_ symptoms. The lactose non-fermenters are again
divifjible into two main groups by their action on gelatin.

|

The gelatin Hqiiefiers pass into the great group of D.protens
j(some of them, like B. coli, occasionally pathogenic), and

with these also we are not further concerned. All the
i

organisms of the group recognized as regularly producing
|

epidemic intestinal disease are included amongst the
lactose non-fermenters and gelatin non-liquefiers.
The application of these two tests excludes the great

Majority of the organisms which belong to the colou-
typholO group, and the first elimination is largely effected
by the addition of lactose and a suitable indicator to the

;medium ou which the material is plated in the first
instance. Thus in MacConkey's medium any organism
which has produced acid from the lactose affects the

|

neutral red in the medium, and the colonies are red
lactose non-fermenters remaining colourless. But there is
a source of fallacy in the primary subdivision which mugfc
be continually kept in mind. There is a fairly extensive
group of organisms which are really akin to the lactoso
fermenters but do not ferment lactose in the first few days
of growth. After an interval of perhaps as long as six to
seven days' growth on the sugar they produce descendants
which do ferment it, but in the first period they are lactoso
non-fermenters. In practice one must include in the first
selection these late lactose fcrnipiiters along with the non-
fermenters. Before the final diagnosis is made they will
have declared themselves, and if it is realized that the
first selection has not been absolutely exclusive of all
B. coli, they rarely cause serious trouble in the subsequent
procedure.

This difficulty of variable characteristics is one which
runs through the whole of bacteriological classification.
The classification is based on certain chara-^ters, which in
tbis group consist of behaviour towards certain substances
(carbohydrates, gelatin, milk, etc.) and of serological
reactions. Probably none of the characters of any par-
ticular organism is so absolutely fixed that it cannot
possibly be altered. The difficulty, however, is, so
far at least as is known at present, only occasionally a
practical one. It may be and is possible under certain
conditions to induce a typhoid bacillus to ferment lactose,
or to breed a Gaertncr bacillus which does not produce gas
from glucose ; but in clinical typhoid or Gaertner infections
the one is not in fact a lactoso fermenter, and the other
produces gas, and in the practical conditions of tlie present
time any organism which does not conform to the char-
acters described may be rejected as not one of the known

I

pathogenic members of the group. (The only exception
I
which is perhaps worth mention here is in the case of
B. 2>ttrahjphosus A. This organism normally produces gaa
from the carboliydrates it ferments, but occasionally tho

' production of gas is very slight or absent on some or all of
them. Suspicion -SNill be aroused by the fact that acid i.^

produced only in tho sugars attacked by the typical
bacillus, especially if gas is present in one or more of "them,
and an agglutination test will settle the point.)

The genuine lactose non-fermenters and gelatin non-

I

liqnefiers, then, are the important group, and of these a
table is given. This explains itself. No attempt has
been made to make it exhaustive or strictly systematic.
It is intended only as a guide in practical work, and is in
fact constructed in accordance with the steps I'ecommended
for actual procedure later on ; but it contains all the
diagnostic characters required for the recognition of the
pathogenic bacteria, whatever the system of classification
adopted. In two instances, namely, tho maunite fer-

menting group of dy.sentery bacilli and B. paratiiphosus B,
further subdivisions are frequently recommended. These
have not been included in the table, because no result of
immediate pi^actical importance is gained thereby, but they
require some notice.

Miuiititc FeriHcniing Dysevleri/ Bacilli.—This is a group
where classification presents exceptional difficulties. In
the case of infection with typhoid, Gaertner, or the other
pathogenic bacilli of the typhoid-colon type, we have to
deal with organisms which present a fairly definite and
uniform combination of characters. But in the dysentery
due to maunite-fermeuters such uniformity docs not exist.

[2844]
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They are all non-motile and all produce acid on mannite,
and of course tliey do not ferment lactose or liquefy
gelatin, but, beyond this, uniformity cither of cultural or

serological characters ceases. In different epidemics the
causal organisms may conform completely to a recognized
type, such as Fkxner's original bacillus, or they may
differ in one or more particulars from any of the
types previously established. Under such circumstances
detailed subclassification is of no value for our purpose
here. If a table were constructed subdividing into
groups by the successive application of different tests, it

would have a certain value in |systematic differentiation,

and the separation of a subgroup, that of B. chjsenterinc Y,

by the use of maltose has become in some sort classical.

But even the academic value of such differentiation is

doubtful because of the uncertainty whether these
organisms are stable in the characters they are found at
one time to possess or may not change in one character or

another from time to time. The system adopted in the
table is to regard all organisms which are agglutinated by
Y serum as possible causes of dysentery. B. dijsenteriar Y
is an organism very closely related to Flexner's bacillus,

from which it differs in the fact that it does not ferment
maltose at the time of isolation, and in its variable pro-
duction of indol. Serum prepared with it is found to

agglutinate all the tested strains of clinically pathogenic
bacilli except the bacillus of Strong. It also agglutinates
a number of organisms agreeing with the pathogenic
li.Milii ill (he mannite and non-motility characters, but
ililli I in- 1

1

..111 tliini all in one or more respects when other
ti'-.i - III .i]>i'lii il, and not yet found in association with
liiiii. Ill il_\ -, nt.iy. These minor differences are not suffi-

cient, in view of the want of uniformity in the known patho-
genic bacilli, to justify their exclusion from the dysentery
organisms, and any organism agglutinating with Y seruru
should be regarded as a potential cause of the disease.

Strong's bacillus is of rare occurrence. It has apparently
been isolated in only one epidemic hitherto (in the Philip-
pine Islands), and can only be finally identified by use of

a serum prepared from anotlaer strain of the same organism
;

but it should be looked for, and its characters are given in

the table.

B. XKO-atiiphrmva B.—It is claimed by several English
and some foreign workers that a distinction is possible
between this bacillus and an organism isolated from attacks
of food poisoning. This bacillus, which is known under
various names, as /;. » ,/.. ,W//>/-, B. (Tfr/r//r7.-, etc., agrees
in cultural and imImiiui ii'jt^hitiuation characters with
paratyphoid B, and i-; iMM-id'ii li by many authorities to be
identical with it; bat a tlistiuction is said to be possible by
means of the absorption technique. This procedure, how-
ever, can scarcely be carried out in the routine examina-
tion of excreta on a large scale, and certainly not by those
who are inexperienced in such work.

Agglutination tests may be performed microscopically
or macroscopically. The latter method is to be preferred.

It takes little or no more time to make the preparations,
njakes subsequent examination easier and more definite,

and allows a final examination to be made even after

twenty-four hours without the risk of drying. The test

serums should be used in high dilution in salt solution, at
least I in 500, and jjreferably 1 in 1,000. Proper controls
are essential. Spontaneous agglutination is not uncommon
in this group—for example, especially with B. para-
typhosus B. It should be remembered that with dysentery
bacilli the processes of agglutination usually proceed much
more slowly than is the case with typhoid, and even with
strong immune serum it is advisable to wait several hours
before deciding that a test is negative.

Method of Procedure.
This..must vary according to the circumstances of the

worker, the pressure on his time, the extent of equip-
ment, the quantity of material to be examined, the hour
of its arrival and so on, and must be modified to suit the
individual. Tlie method first given below is that recom-
mended as desirable wlicrever possible. It gives a reason-

ably complete examination of the material, and will lead
to the discovery of pathogenic organisms if present in as
great a percentage of cases as is practically attainable.

It involves a considerable but, except in periods of great
stress, quite practicable expenditure of time and material
on the first day of isolation of the colonies. By concen-

tratmg the grc^nter proportion of the work on each sample
or batch of samples on the day succeeding their receipt,
It greatly lightens the subsequent labour and clears the
way for the investigation of subsequent samples. In
circumstances of great urgency or pressure full examina-
tion may not be possible. An abbreviated technique must
then be adopted, but this involves missing a number of
cases discoverable by the fuller method. Such abbreviated
methods are given below.

1. Plate the suspected material on MacConkey's medium
(bile-salt neutral-red lactose agar), and incubate at 37^ for
at least eighteen hours. If no colourless colonies are
present by that time, replace in incubator for twenty-four
further hours and examine again.

2. Colonies must be selected from uncrowded parts of
the plates. It is best, until experience has been gained, to
select colonies differing in appearance. Pick off five
colourless colonies and emulsify each in a few drops of
sterile broth. If time allows subsequent inoculation of
the .sugars, etc., the same day, incubate the broth emulsions
for two to three hours before proceeding ; if not, proceed
at once to inoculate from each emulsion a set of eight
tubes, containing mannite, glucose, saccharose, dulcite,
broth, litmus milk, gelatin, lactose. Grow the gelatin at
room temperature, the others at 37°.

3. After twenty-four hours proceed to provisional
diagnosis. If all colonies have given identical results, it

is unnecessary to examine further more than two ; if the
results differ, specimens of each kind must be considered.

Provisional Diagnosis.
Eeject all organisms fermenting lactose or liquefying

gelatin. The remainder fall into three groups according
to their action on mannite.

A. No Change on Mannite.
The only important organism here is B. clysenteriaa

Shiga, and its identification may be completed almost
at once. Morgan's No. 1, an organism frequently
associated with epidemic summer diarrhoea, should
also be looked for.

No Change on Glucose excludes Shiga ; such an
organism is probably B. alcaVigenes (and may be
definitely diagnosed if the milk is already alkaline,
and no change has occurred in the saccharose and
dulcite tubes).
Acid on Glucose without Gas : makes Shiga

probable, practically the only other possibilities
being some members of the alcaUgcncs group and
some water bacilli. Reject any organisms which
have £eruu'nt<'il saccharose or dulcite, and test the
others willi -l.nii >. iim. Negative result ex-
cludes, po-ii 1. I il.ulifies, Shiga; confirm
by absenci I : Ji :: i he broth tube.
Acid and ''., L ' ''I'St; without change on

saccharose or dulcite makes Morgan's No. 1
probable ; confirm by presence of motility.

There remains for subsequent examination in this
section only the confirmation of organisms identified
provisionally as Shiga.

B. Acid onltj on Mannite.
The important organisms here are B. fypJiosus,

the group of dysentery bacilli of Flexner type, and
B. dgxcntcriac Strong. Inoculate liberally from the
broth tube a second broth tube, and incubate for four
to five linnro. and teet for motility. Meanwhile test
with t>i>lHd ii'iiii all -.11 a ins except those ferment-
ing sai-ulia I' .'.

I 'n-ii i'. I' r. -.lilt identifies ; confirm the
same da\ li\ |,ri ~. n. e ..1 incidity. Test with Y serum
those wiueli iiiijienii cauu sugar as well as those
negative to typlioid serum. Positive result identifies

as a member of the Flexner group ; confirm the same
day by absence of motility.
Amongst the remaining organisms—that Is, those

negative to both Y and' lyphoid serum—there may
be: (1) Inaf^glutinable tvphoid and dysentery strains ;

(2) /;. di/.si-iitrriac Strong. These cannot be recog-

nized without further time, and each organism is to

be subcultnrcd daily on broth meanwhile.
For subse(]ncnt examination in this section the-*

are thus : (1) Confirmation of identified straps ;

(2) the unagglutinated strains.

C. Acid and Gas on Mannite.
The important organisms are those oi the parji-

typhoid-Gaertnar group. Eeject at once all wliicli

have fermented saccharose or clotted milk. Omit for
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the present (but do not yet discard) all which have
failed to produce acid and gas on dulcite. With the
remainder proceed as follows : Inoculate a salicin

tube and add it to the set of eight tubes. Then test

each organism with three serums in this order : Para-
typhoid B, paratyphoid A, and Gaertner. Positive
result identities. Subculture the negative strains
daily.

For subsequent examination in this section there
remains : (1) Confirmation of identified strains ; (2)

consideration of unagglutinated strains and those
which had not fermented dulcite.

By this preliiuinary examination we have recognized
within thirty hours of isolation the great majority of the
pathogenic bacilli of the group and got rid of a very large

number of organisms certainly not pathogenic. The
remaining unidentified bacilli may include B. dysetjteriae

Strong, or inagglutinable strains of the other patlmgenic
organisms. Temporary inagglutinability is a phenomenon
•which while it occurs in only a small proportion of the
cases is yet so frequent in the examination of large

numbers that we must be prepared to meet it. It usually

disappears on repeated subculture on artificial media.
The subsequent examination must be delaj-ed till the

result of the indol and milk tests can be obtained. The
interval should be six further days—that is, a week from
first inoculation of the sugars, etc. It must begin always
with verification of the lactose and gelatin tests.

Subsequent Ex.\>nNATiON.

cd by alkali ; it is mm-i
indol, acid followed by
in glucose, no change in

jvulose and galactose),

of the
ilijsen-

••s no
initial

uotile.

alkali

I other
and is

B. Acid ovhj on Mannite.

Confirmation of Previous Diar/iwsis.

1. Typhoid Bacillus.—Acid only and permanently in

milk, no indol, no action on saccharose, acid only on
mannite and glucose, no change on dulcite or late

acidity, motile. (Non-motile strains occur, but are
extremelj- rare.)

2. Dysentenj of Flexner Type.—Test for agglutination
with Flexner " serum. Positive result places the
organism among the close allies of Flexner. Typical
Flexner produces indol, acid followed by alkali on
milk, acid only on glucose and mannite. uo change
in saccharose or dulcite, and is non-motile. For
further subdivision, vide supra.

Examination of Unclassified Strains.

1. Motile Strains.—These caimot be dysentery ; the
only possibility is inagglutinable typhoid. Reject any
organism whose characters do not agree completely
with those just given for typhoid. Test the remainder
with the last subculture ou broth and typhoid serum.
I'osirivr i( -jult iili'iititu's definitely; but a negative
nMili wiili an (iri.;;iiiiMii of correct cultural characters
iiiiisi lu' 111 111 lied as iiKi-i^liitiuable typhoid. (Preserve
siii-li strain^ I'll lattT ixaiiiiuation.)

2. ,\' < , ;,/i,s'.—Examine the last subculture
witli V - ~.. - iiive result leaves the possibility

of Sti in_ - o, III, land non-motile tj-phoid : note
characii 1, . i:. j' ' i tliose which have not produced
acid only on saccharose. B. dysenteriae Strong pro-

duces indol, acid on glucose, saccharose and mannite,
and should give late clot on milk (vide supra).

C. Acid and Gas on Mannite.

Confirmation of Identified Strains.—All these pro-

duce acid and gas on glucose, mannite and dulcite, no
change on salicin and saccharose, fail to produce indol,

and are motile. Paratyphoid A produces acid only
and (lermaucntly in milk; ParatjTihoid B and Gaertner
produce acid followed by alkali in milk.

Tnideniified Strains.—Ueject all which have failed to

produce acid and gas on dulcite, and all which do not
conform exactly to the above cultural chai-acters of

Paratyphoid A or Paratyphoid B. Test with Para-
typhoid A serum the last subcultures of those agreeing
with Paratyphoid A ; and with Paratyphoid B and
Gaertner serum those agreeing with Paratyphoid B.

If still negative they are not to be identified as patho-
genic, but the strains should be preserved. [Vide
supra for subdivision of the Paratj^ohoid B organisms.)

Abbreviated JiIethods.

These all fail to detect pathogenic organisms in some
cases in which the fuller method would have been
successful, and the proportion of such failures is greater
the more rapid the method. All will detect the greater
number, and in periods of stress it is better to examine by
a short method in order to cover a larger number of

samples. In all of them the first step is to plate on
MacConkey's mediima and incubate as before for at
least eighteen hours.

I.

Pick off five (or more) colourless colonies direct into a
mannite tube and incubate till next day. If the result is

no change, or acid only, in all tubes, select one only and
proceed as follows, according to the action on mannite ; if

the results differ, take one of each kind

:

((() .Vo change. Inoculate a broth tube, and in four to
five hours test for motility. If non-motile, test
with Shiga serum

;
positive result identifies.

(J) Acid only. Inoculate a broth tube, and in fom- to
five hours test for motility. If motile, test with
typhoid serum ; if uou-motUe, with Y serum.
Positive result identifies as typhoid or mannite
fermenting dysentery,

(c) Ami and gas. So many non-pathogenic organisms-
have this action that It is advisable to inoculate
all five organisms into saccharose, dulcite, litmus-
milk, broth, and gelatin. Next day reject the
organisms which ferment saccharose and do not
ferment dulcite ; and test the others with para-
typhoid B, paratyphoid A, and Gaertner serum.

Confirmation of identified strains may be carried out-

This method will detect a high proportion of the patho-

genic organisms. It misses all inagglutinable strains, and
by assuming under (a) and (b) identity of all the five

organisms from their action on one carbohydrate, misses a.

further proportion, and it delays the identification of the
acid and gas producers for a further twenty-four hours.

It saves the considerable expense of the carbohydrate
examination of the (ai and [b) groups, and the labour

thereby involved, though more agglutination tests are

necessary.

Inoculate five or more colourless colonies into broth, and
examine for motility in four to five hours. If motile, test

with typhoid, Parat3rphoid B, Paratyphoid A, and Gaertner

serums. CKnical information may help to determine the

order of testing. If non-motile, test with Shiga and
Y serums. This is probably the best method when the
full examination is impossible. It omits more inagglu-

tinable strains than the last, but is rapid, economical, and
will detect most of the pathogenic organisms present.

III.

Test by agglutination with the six serums colourless-

colonies taken straight from the plate, guiding the order by
clinical information. Examination of the preparation,

directly it is made will fi-equently show the presence of

motility, and save the labour of examining with the
dysentery serums, but the absence of motility under these

conditions does not necessarily mean that the organism

is non-motile. This method of examination is the most

rapid of all, but the proportion of inagglutinable strains-

missed is still higher under these conditions.

Various modifications of these methods are, of course,,

possible, but the full method is recommended wherever

practicable, and the second abbreviated method as an
alternative. There are several ways in which the experi-

enced can save time and increase the probability of finding

any pathogenic organisms present. Most important of

these is the initial selection of likely colonies, and the

appearance of the plate is also of great assistance. The
use of large plates or substitutes, on each of which two or

more samples can be plated at the same time without

mixing, saves a great amount of sterilizing, washing, pour-

ing, etc. The use of plates already warmed on inoculation

increases markedly the size of the colonies at the time of

examination, and enrichment media for preliminary incu-

bation may increase the chance of detecting the organisms
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-sought. But modifications of this kind cannot be discussed

is this paper, and must be left to the individual himself to

work out.

Copies of this paper with, if desired, the table mounted
on card, may be obtained from Dr. Houder.sou Smith,

^ Xdster Institute, Chelsea Qardens, Loudon, S.W.j

Wht Crnoman %tttvivts

TKYPANU90MES CAUSING DISEASE LN MAiN

AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS IN CENTRAL
AFRICA.

Dblivergd before the Rot.vl Collbge of Physicians

OF London,

Bt sir DAYID BRUCE, C.B., F.R.C.P.. F.R.S..

LECTURE II.

—

Glossina Moesitans : Trypanosoma
Brucei : Wild Game.

In my first lecture an attempt was made to introduce the
subject—the trypanosome diseases of man and domestic
animals in Central Africa—by a few introductory remarks
on trypanosomes generally, and their classilicatiou ; and
also by a short description of their carriers, the tsetse flics.

In this lecture I propose to deal with one of the species of

trypanosomes more in detail, describing its morphology, its

pathogenic action on various animals, its carrier—the tsetse

fly, Glo88ina jHoraiiatis—and the reservoir of the virus

—

the wild game.

TRYPANOSOMA BRUCEI.
The first species of Group A is Trypanoaoma brucei, and

it will be convenient to begin with it, as it is also first

chronologically.
That is to say, it

was the first patho-

genic trypanosome
discovered in Cen-
tral or South Africa,

and if you will allow

a short autobio-
graphical d ig r 8 s -

sion, I shall relate

the circumstances
leading up to the

discovery.

Investigations in
1894-90.

Shortly after I

arrived in South
Africa in 1894, the
late Sir Walter
H e 1 y - H utchinson,

the then Governor
of Natal and High
Commissioner of

Zululand, asked me
to go to the north
of Zululand in order

to report on an outbreak of disease, called nagana, which
had broken out among the native cattle.

Travelling at that time was no easy matter, as the rail-

way into Zululand had not been constructed. My wife and
I left Pietermaritzburg on October 27th, 1894, going by
mule wagon ; we arrived seven days later in Eshowe, the

capital of Zululand. There an ox wagon was provided,

and iu it we trekked to Ubombo, a magistracy in the north

of Zululand, and in the centre of the affected district.

This was reached, after a month's journey, on November
24th, 1894.

Fig. 1 represents the small wattle and daub hut which
was provided for living in. The verandah was used at

first as the laboratory, but afterwards, with the aid of the

natives, a special hut was built. Shortly after we arrived

J

some of the affected cattle were brought in by the natives.
.\s I had just come from the .\rmy Medical College,

j

Netley, where I had been teaching bacteriology for five

j

years, it was natural that a bacteriological examination of
' the blood and organs of the infected cattle should first be
made. This proved negative.

About this time (^1894) the study of the blood had become
popular, thanks probably in great measure to Ehrlich, and
it was the fashion to make elaborate examinations of the
red and white blood corpuscles. To this the discovery
of the nagana parasite was probably due. It must be
rcuiembered that these parasites are, as a rule, very few
and far between in the blood of oxen, and also that our
staiuiug methods in those days were rather primitive.
.\iui- some days of this blood examination it began to be
rtniiarked that a curiously- shaped object, different from

1
auy tiling previously found in blood, was sometimes seen
lyuig among the blood corpuscles. At first it was thought
to be accidental, due to the carbol-fuchsin staiu which

:
was being used, but soon it became evident that it might
be a blood parasite. It was then thought that if it was it

j

might be motile in the living state. Fresh preparations of

j

blood were made, and after a long search a rapidly moving
object was seen lashing about among the red blood cor°
puscles. At that time I knew nothing about trypano-
somes, and at first thought that the wriggling object
might possibly be a small filaria. There were few or
no allusions to these haematozoa in medical literature
at that time, but when I returned to Natal and had

I

an opportunity of consulting books it soon became
evident that the rapidly vibrating body was probably
a trypanosome.
But there was as yet no proof that the organisms seen

had any causal connexion with the disease. They might
well be harmless blood parasites, and they were so scanty
in numbers iu the blood of the oxen that this might well
be so. This led to trying the ett'ect of injecting the blood
of nagana cattle into horses and dogs. In these animals
the disease is much more acute than in cattle, and the
blood swarms with the parasites. In this way it began to

I be evident that these haematozoa had a causal connexion
with the disease.
But at that time

there was no sus-
picion that nagana
and tsetse-fly dis-

ease were one and
the same. It was
believed by every-
body that the tsetse
fly killed horses and
cattle by injecting

\ poison into them.
M o I e o V e r , these
cases of nagana
wot, occurring
vmoug native cattle

many miles away
fiom the "fly belt."

The work was being
done on the top of

the Lebombo, a
lange of hills some
2 000 ft. iu height.
lunning north and
south, about 50 or
60 miles from the
coast. Between the

hills and the sea there was a low-lying coast plain, .some
parts of which were infested with tsetse flies. Now, I had
read in Livingstone and other African travellers and hunters
about the tsetse-fly disease, and was curious to know what
it was like. Two young oxen and several dogs were there-

fore sent down into this " fly belt " and herded among the
fly for a fortnight. At the end of this time they were
brought back to the hill, and it was a great surprise to

find the same parasites in their blood as that found in the
nagana oxen. In this way the fact gradually unfolded
itself that nagana and the " fly disease " of the travellers

and hunters were identical. This, then, was the manner
in which the discovery of the part played by trypanosomes
in tsetse-fly disease was made.

I arrived at Ubombo on November 24th, 1894, and was

Fig. 1.—Laboratory Hut, Ubombo, Zululand
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recalled to duty in Natal two months afterwards, on
January 26th, 1895. This was done by the military
authorities in South .Africa, who evidently thought they
had not been sufficiently consulted in the matter of this
investigation in Zululand. It was a year before the
Governor could obtain from England the authority of the
Secretary of State to enable me to return along the long
road, and take up the broken investigation. I mention
this to show that if it had not been for the energy and
determination of the Governor of Natal, the Hon. Sir
Walter Hely-Hutchinson, this discovery might have been
delayed for years. The initiation of the inquiry into the
nature of nagaua was wholly due to him. In spite of
much difficulty and obstruction he persevered in the
furtherance of the investigation, and certainly without
his active aid nothing at that time would have been
accomplished.
The nagana parasite was, in 1896, sent in the living

condition to the Royal Society in London, when it was
placed in the liands of Messrs. Kanthack. Durliam,
and Blandford. Their investigation lasted two years,
and was published in the Proceedings of the lioyal
Society in 1898. In that year the trypanosomc was
handed over to Bradford and Plimmer at the Brown
Institution, and described and named by them in a paper
written in 1899. At this time the nagana parasite
found its way into many laboratories and much of the
earlier work on trypanosomes was founded upon it.

Nyasaland Sleeping Sickness.
A new and very important page in the history of this

haematozoon was turned in February, 1910, when Pro-
fessor Stephens, of tlie Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, while examining in class work a stained
specimen of rat's blood, containing what was supposed
to he Trypanosoma ga))ihierise—tha,t is, the trypanosome
of ordinary sleeping sickness—noticed a marked peculiarity
in the morphology. This made him doubt whether the
micro-organism was really Trypanosoma gamhiense or not.
These parasites were obtained from a man, under treat-
ment in Liverpool, who had been infected in North-East
Rhodesia in September. 1909.

Stephens, in collaboration with Fantham, then studied this
organism more closely, and came to the conclusion that it

was a different species frotn Trypanosoma gambiente,.
and called it Trypanosoma rhodesiense.

In this way, then, came about the separation of the-
Nyasaland form of sleeping sickness from the old Congo-
form, and you will agree with me that the greatest credit
is due to these gentlemen for being the first to bring this

far-reaching and important discovery to light.

The Commission of 1911.

In 1911 a Commission was sent to Nyasaland by the
Colonial Office, under the direction of the Royal Society, to-

iuquire into this and other questions of a like nature.
The Commission came to the same conclusion as

Stephens and Fantham—that Nyasaland sleeping sicknesa
and Congo sleeping sickness are separate and distinct

diseases. X'l'e were, however, soon struck by the fact
that although the fly country of Nyasaland extends
almost xininterruptedly into the Zululand fly country, no
nagana trypanosomes—the common trypanosome of wild
game in this part of .\frica—could be found. Everywhere,
in the wild tsetse flies and in the wild game, it was always-
Trypanosoma rhodesiense, and this in spite of the fact that
nagana was reported from Portuguese East Africa, German
East Africa, and in fact all round about except Nyasaland.
It then began to dawn on the mind of the Commission that,

perhaps Trypanosoma rhodesiense was in reality the old
nagana parasite masquerading under a new name. As.

soon as possible a strain of the latter was procured from
Zululand for purposes of comparison, and the Commission,
after a good deal of work, came to the conclusion that the-

nagaua parasite and Trypanosoma rhodesiense are in

reality one and the same. They are identical in morpho-
logy, in their action on animals, and in their manner of
development in the tsetse fly, and until further proof is-

brought forward that they are separate species the Com-
mission decided to consider them as identical.

This is a very important matter, because if Trypano-
soma hrucei and Trypanosoma rhodesiense are identical,

then we may expect to find cases of " Nyasaland sleeping
sickness " cropping up in all parts of .-Vfrica where nagana
occurs—in the Sudan, Uganda, British East Africa, North-
Eastern Transvaal, and Zululand.

If, on the other hand, they are separate species, then
cases of this disease would only be expected to occur-
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vliei-e Tnjpanotonia rhodesiensc is found in addition to

iiugana. la the past uagana lias always been roHnrJed

aa baimless to man, and cerUiinly no bann scciucd to

if^k (^ ^

FiS. 2.—Trypaiws

coino to those
who lived or
travelled in '• Hy
country." To this

it may bo an-

swered that it is

only within re-

cent years that
microscopical ex-

amination of tlio

blood of such
cases has bccu
made. Many

^ ^ - were usually put
down to malaria,

but it is possible

some of these

may have bccu
due to iufectiou

Zululaud, 1913. bynagaua. This
is a question

which I will not pursue further ; time and further know-
ledge are wanted before a completely satisfactory answer
can be given. But it must be understood that iu tho
following description of Tiiji>anosotna brucei, Trijpanosoma
rhodcsiense is included.

So much for the history of the nagana parasite. Let
us now consider the distribution of this trypanosome iu

Africa.

Geoarapliical Disiribution of Trypanosoma hrucei.

The distribution of the nagana parasite, Trypanosoma
hrucei, in. Afiica, is shown in the map published to illus-

trate my first lec-

ture (p. 1074). It

will be seeu that

T ryx>anoso vt a

brucei and the

disease caused by
it—nagana—arc

widely distri-

buted in Africa,

extending from
the Sudan to
Zululaud, aud
from the Gambia
to Zanzibar ; iu

fact, it is the

most widely dis-

tributed patho-

genic t r y p a n -

some in Africa.

It may be that

in the future
strains of nagana
in widely sepa-

rated parts of

Africa may be found to differ from each other suffioieutly

to enable them to be ranked as separate species. As
a matter of fact, the nagana of Togoland has lately been

named TriJimnosoma togolense, and that of Ugauda
Trijpanosoma uyaiidac. But until more is known of

these varieties I think it better for the sake of simplicity

to include them all under one specific term.
In tho map here given (p. 6) the districts of Central

Africa are shown in which up to the present cases of this

disease in man have been discovered.

Mor2>liology of Trijpanosoma brucei.

The Zulnland strain of Trypanosoma brucei we had
sent to us in Xyasaland in 1913 from Pretoria, in order to

compare it with the Xyasaland human strain—tlie Trypano-
soma rhodesiensc of Stephens and Fantham—is shown in

Fig. 2. This trypanosome is dimorphic or polymorphic.
This merely means that between the shorter aud longer

forms a greater diversity of shape is found than iu the

D

Fig. 3,

species belonning to tho other groups. Tho short forms
are broad and stumpy in appearance, aud have no free
flagollum, whereas tho long aro much more slender iu
appearance, and have a well-marked free flagollum.

In the living and unstained preparations this dimorphio
character can bo
readily made out,

and the parasites

are seen to be
actively motile,
although they do
not move far
from one place,

they have little

or no power of

translation. The
long and slender

are very similar

in shape and
appearance to

Trypanoso m

a

(jambiense, but
the short forms P^^J^
have often riJ^t^/\^
broader and

(j j)
blunter ends. ^

r^ r\

A.—Tri/iiancsoma brucei; Zulnland, 1894In well stained
specimens the
protoplasm of many of the trypanosomes shows granules,
especially in the anterior portion of the cell. The nucleus
is oval in the long and slender, and round or oval
in tho short and stumpy. One peculiarity about the
nucleus of this species is that it is frequently placed
far back in the body of the organism. This pecu-
liarity is only found iu the short forms, never in
the long. The percentage of these so-called j)osterior

nuclear forms is often large—even as high as 50 per cent.
The micronucleus is small and round, and situated on an
average 2 microns from the posterior extremity in the long
and slender forms and 1.4 microns iu tho short and stumpy.
The undulating membrane is well developed and thrown into
bold folds and
undulations.

The flagellum
in the long and
slender a v c r -

(maximum 11,

minimum 2 1.

There is no free

flagellum in the
short and
stumpy forms.
From the

drawings (Figs.

2, 3, 4, and 5) it

i s abundantly
evident that the
Tryjjanosoma
brucei of Zulu-
land 1894 and
1913, of Xyasa-
land, and of
Uganda are all

identical in morphology. I would especially call attention
to the Zululand 1894 drawings. These are taken from the
original preparations made in Zululand in that year. An
attempt has lately been made to make out that the original
nagana parasite was amonomorpliic species. These draw-
ings, made from the old preparations, absolutely disprove
this.

Oue useful point in the morphology of these strains has
not yet been mentioned—I mean " the length. From
Table I (p.8), whicli gives the length of various straius of this

species, it will be seen that the measurements of trypano-
somes, taken from widely separated pai-ts of Africa, come
out fairly regularly. The human strain is the longest,
liaving an average length of 24.2 microns, whereas the
Zululand 1913 strain is the .shortest—21.0 microns. It is

rather remarkable that the wild game and the wild
Glossina morsilans strains should have resulted in exactly
the same measurements.
The breadth of the long and slender averages 2.76 microns,

tho intermediate 3.25, and the short aud stumpy 3.53.

Uganda, 1908.
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Table I.—Giviiu) the Leiujth of the Various
tins Species.
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rise to tlio disease. By these aud other experiments it

was proved beyond question that the tsetse flies, (itossitui

morxitaii'i auA'luilliilipfs. were carriers of nogaua, and 0110

of the first questions which prosents itself is, Wliat pici-

portion of the wild tsetse flies found under uaiurul

conditions are infected ?

Thi: Imectivitv of Wild Tsetsk Flies (Glossixa
moksitans).

When in the " fly country," and being bitten by tsetse

flies, it is interesting to know how many times one may
be bitten without encountering an infected fly.

Methods Employed.
The method employed in Nyasalaud in studying the

iufectivity of the wild flies was as follows: Native boys

were employed in catching the flies in the low country,

and these were brought up the same day to the camp in

small cages by a native cyclist. Each cage was fed on

three liealthy animals; the first day on a monkey, tlie

second on a dog, and the third day on a goat. To ensure

to some extent that each animal was fed on by every fly,

the flies were fed daily for nine days, three times on each

animal. It is doubtful, however, whether, even with these

precautions, every fly did feed on all three animals.

The number of flies in each cage averaged about sixty,

and as each animal was fed on by three different sets of

flies, each monkey, dog, and goat rau the gauntlet of soiuo

180 flies. If any animal became infected with Triiliano-

soma brurei, it was reckoned that there was only one

infective fly in the batch. There may. of course, have been

two or more. The method was not very accurate, but

probably near onongh for practical purposes.

The result is shown in Table IV, and, as will be seen.

Table
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Table y.—Slww
was found rt;

S2>ecies of Gu

lie Numher of Times Tn/pnnosoma hriicci

the ISO Wild Aidinah Examined and the

cliirli Harboured it.

Species of
Animal.
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innsclcs of tlie auterior tibio-flbniar compartment with niarkea

foot-tlrop, tlie paralysis was uo» absolntely complete, ami seusa

tioii, though dulle<l, was not wholly lost over the regiou supplied

bv the musculo-cutaueous and anterior tibial nerves.

"The condition of this patient's leg had remaiired stationary

for several months in spite of massatJeaud electrical treatment.

i)u Febrnarv 25th, 1915, an incision was made exposing tlie

external popliteal nerve behind tlie knee. There was a larj^e

thickening' of the nerve at the level of the joint, and just above

this a branch nearlv half the size of the nerve apparently

passed into the biceps tendon. This proved to be a divided

iiortion of the nerve flrmlv adherent to tlie tendon. It was
separated and the trunk of the nerve freed for about 2 in. from
the abundant fibrous tissue which was present; the nerve was
then split vertically in the thickened portion, and as what
appeared to be nerve fibres were found, the branch was
implanted in the split and the nerve sutured together over it.

This case was transferred to another hospital for special

treatmeut a few weeks after operation, before there was time
for the appearance of any change iu the condition.

lu two cases of division of the mnsculo-spiral nerve

one was divided just above the bend of tlie erbow by a

rifle bnllet, and iu tlie other tlie nerve was divided iu the

niiddlo of tbe arm and the case was complicated by a

comminnted fracture of the humerus. In another case tlic

ulnar nerve was divided by a bullet close to the junction of

the upper and middle thirds of the forearm. These three

cases were not seen by us until several months after the

receipt of the injury and were transferred to other hos-

pitals too soon after operation to allow of any improvement
taking place before we lost sight of them.
We saw a few cases with wounds iu the neighbourliood

of large nerves, which showed only temporary signs of

loss of function ; in these the loss of sensation was only

partial ajnd the paralysis was not absolute, and the

symptoms cleared up within a fortnight. Tliese cases

luaj' be spoken of as nerve concussion, the nerve not being

materially injured, its function being interfered with or

lost for a short period.

Conclusions.
From our experience of these cases we have drawn the

following conclusions concerning nerve injuries caused by
modem missiles

:

1. The function of a nerve may be interrupted without

material injury, in which case the loss of function ia only

partial and returns early, probably always within a

fortnight or three weeks.
2. When a nerve is partially or wholly divided loss of

function is marked and permanent, and may even tend to

increase. In these cases it is useless to expect spontaneous
regeneration owing to the distortion and separation of the

cut ends and the great development of dense fibrous tissue

wliich appears to follow in all cases.

3. When a nerve is divided, the sooner an operation for

its suture is iierformed the easier it is and the greater the

likelihood of an early cure. In cases, however, where the

woand is septic, it may be advisable to allow time for the

wound to heal.

4. Even when nothing has been done for several mouths,
there is still a chance of a successful result it late

suturing is undertaken, so that no case need be looked

upon as necessarily hopeless.

LOCALIZATION OF FOREIGX BODIES BY
X RAYS.

By J. H. SHAXBY. Captain R.A.M.C.(T.),

5iu> Westebx GiiN'nitAii Hospitai,, CARnrFF ; Lectcbkb m PuYbiLS.
Uxr^'iiBSiXY College. CAiiDtFF.

The method of localization which I use in this hospital

(described in a paper to be published by the Koutgcu
Society) may be of interest to your readers. It is simple

and accurate, and abolishes measurement and calculation.

If, during the two exposures of an ordinary localization,

an opaqne body lies at the same depth from the plate as

the foreign body whose position is required, then tlio

shadow displacement of this control body is of course

equal to that of the foreign body. As the depth of the

foreign body is initially unknown it is necessary for the

control body to exist at all possible depths, and for its

various points to be recognizable from their shadows.
I fulfil these conditions by using as the control a sort of

miniatiu'e ladder with lead wire rungs, parallel and equi-

distant, but oblique, as shown in Fig. 1. The step distance
is 1 cm., and the length of each rung 3 or 4 cm. The
ladder is set up with its plane perpen-

dicular to the photographic plate and its

end A B as close as may bo to the plate.

Us position is chosen so that the two
shadows of the rungs thrown on the plato

iu the two exposures of the localizatiou

lie one on each side of the base of the
ladder, as in Fig. 2, a tracing from a nega-

tive. Thus any two corresponding points

iu the pattern are immediately referable

to the point on the ladder whose shadows
they are—for example, the points marked
by dots and referred to as A, and A._. are

the shadows of a point half-way along

the third rung, that is, of a point 2.5 cm.
from the plate. Now the distance A, A.j

is equal to the distance Xi X,, between
corresponding points of the shadows of the

foreign body, which is therefore also lig. i.

2.5 cm. from the plafe.

The procedure, then, to determine the depth of the

foreign body, is to sot off the distance Xi X., with dividers,

transfer the latter to the ladder pattern, and find there the

points Ai Ao showing the same displacement. Of course,

care must be taken that Ai A., is parallel to X, X.,, and that

Ai and A^ are on the two shadows of the same rung—that

i";, are shadows of the same point on the ladder. The
distance (if any) from the plate to a fuse-wire cross on the

slcin can be similarly found and deducted from the previous

measure to give the net depth of foreign body below the

skin. Usually, as in Fig. 2, the plate is close to the skin,

and there is no deduction to be made.

If the fuse-wire cross has not been set exactly over the

position of the foreign body by one of the usual screen

methods, the point on the plate which is exactly oyer the

foreign body can be found by Barrell's method, using tlio

vertical lines through the two ends of the lead ruugs

instead of two vertical cylinders. That is to say, the lines

CB and ED are produced ; they meet at a point on the

plate vertically over the focal spot of the target iu the tirst

position of the bulb. The lines FB and HG similarly

intersect in the corre^onding point for.the second position
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of the bulb. The two points thus found are joined respec-

tively to X, and Xi, and the intersection of these last lines

is vertically over the point of tlie foreign body which casts

the shadows Xi and X.j.

The ladder can be affixed immediately to a plate facing

in any direction, and can be used with any type of apparatus.

The procedure is quick and simple, and could be used at

the bedside in case of need. The distance from plate to

auticathode and the distance the bulb is moved are not

required ; the shadow displacement has not to be measured,
but merely set off with compasses and matched, a simpler

and more accurate proceeding. The estimation of dtpth
can be easily made to a millimetre without any measure-
ment whatever, and the one plate carries the complete data
of localization of all foreign bodies whose shadows fall

upon it. The instrument is made by Messrs. Newton and
Wright, 72, Wigmore Street, W.

NOTE OX THE TREATMENT OF THE
SY3IPT0MS ARISING FR03I INHALATION OP

IRRITANT GASES AND VAPOURS.

By W. L. SYMES, M.K.C.S.,

ASSISTANT DlnECTOn OF TUE PHYSIOLOGICAL LABORATOBT OF THE
CMIVF.nBITY or LONDON.

(From the Physiological Laboratory of the University o£ Loudon,
South Kensington.)

Introduction and Mode of Experiment.
The following observations deal with the early stages of

the bronchial and bronchiolar obstruction set up by
inhalation of irritant gases.

They represent a preliminary account of unfini.shed

work, and are given so early partly on account of imme-
diate call for treatment of the condition in question and
partly on account of the striking failure of treatment via

the blood stream.

The animals employed were cats, initially anaesthetized

by ether, then pithed through the foramen magnum, and
supplied with air by a method of artificial respiration,

previously deviled by Golla and Symes, which has already

been described in full detail.'

The principle of the method is as follows : The lungs are

made to dilate rhythmically by rhythmically diminishing

tiie pressure on their outer surface by means of a pump,
the piston of which produces the same pressure changes

in the pleural cavity as are produced normally by the

diaphragm. As in spontaneous breathing also, the lungs

are emptied by their elastic recoil.

The condition of the airway (bronchioles) was recorded

by a sensitive membrane manometer connected with the

trachea. This shows, as in spontaneous breathing,

negative pressure (downstroke) during inspiration and
positive pressure (upstroke) during expiration.

Obstruction of the airway is indicated by diminished
amplitude of the respiratory tracing, whilst conversely

augmented amplitude of the tracing shows relief of the

obstruction.

The "gas" (bromine vapour) was administered through

a tracheal cannula. Its usual effect was rapid obstruction

of the airway. Less commonly the obstruction came on
gradually, several minutes elapsing before the tracing was
reduced to one-half of its initial amplitude. In some cases
profuse bronchorrhoea appeared in the course of an hour.

In all cases the relief afforded by intravenous injection

of broncho- dilator drugs has been little or nothing, whilst

the same (or similar) drugs administered by inhalation

have consistently given relief, which, though not always
great, has at times been considerable. The relief shown
in tire figure is moderate in degree and of short duration.

The drugs so far tested are the following :

Amyl Nitrite.

Injected intravenously, in suspension in normal saline,

or subcutaneously without dilution, this body has given

no relief. Inhaled, it has at times produced slight and
temporary dilatation of the airway, but has more than
once appeared to increase bronchorrhoea.

Atropine.

Atropine sulphate, in intravenous doses ranging from
0.5 mg. to 10.0 mg., has been without effect on the airway.

Adrenalin.
Intravenous administration of 0.1 mg. of adrenalin

chloride has, on one occasion, afforded slight and tem-
porary relief, but in the majority of cases has been without
benefit.

Stramonium.
Intravenous injection of an infusion of stramonium leaf

was without effect. Inhalation of the fumes from tho
smouldering powdered leaf, on the other hand, has con-
sistently relieved the obstruction. The degree of relief

depends, obviously, on the amount of fume inhaled. With
respiration diminished by pronounced obstruction the
relief is consequently small ; but when the force of (arti-

ficial) respiration is. augmented, and pulmonary ventilation
thereby increased, stramonium fumes produce considerable
and lasting dilatation of the airway.

i
n
/3y

The upper tracing shows bronchial spasm pi-odncefl by bromine
papour, the middle tracing its relief by stramonium fumes, and

Lohelia, Tobacco, Opium.
Pulv. lobeliae co. (Martindale), a powder containing a

little lobelia in addition to stramonium, has also worked
well, though, up to the present, it has not seemed more
efficacious than the stramonium alone.

Fumes from smouldering tobacco (or snuff) have also

dilated the airway.
Opium fumes have been found to give relief. The

dilatation has not been great but has, once, proved
relatively lasting.

Chloroform.
Chloroform vapour has on one occasion distinctly

increased the obstruction. On no occasion has it appeared
to give relief.

DiscDssioN OF Results.
The failure of atropine injections to relieve the respira-

tory obstruction was surprisingly complete. In view of

this failure and of the equal non-success of stramonium
infusion and of adrenalin, contrasted with the efficacy of

stramonium and other fumes, it appears that the bronchial
circulation was largely, if not completely, arrested by the
bromine vapour, and that relief was only afforded by
direct contact of the remedies with the bronchial (and
bronchiolar) mucosa. The efficacy of the stramonium
fumes indicates further that muscular spasm is a factor

in the obstruction.

Of the drugs that have been tried stramonium has, so far,

been the most successful. Mi.xed with a little nitre it is

readily ignited and smoulders freely. The fumes should,

for obvious reasons, be inhaled through the nose rather

than through the mouth. Overdosage from absorption of

the active principles—atropine, hyoscyamine, hyoscine

—

through the pulmonary alveoli will be shown so clearly

by thirst, by dilatation of the pupil, and by acceleration of

the pulse, that dangerous dosage should be readily avoid-

able. Moreover, it may be anticipated that early and
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repeated administration will diminish the distressing

bronchorrboea of tho later stages of gas poisoning.

Lobelia, tobacco, and perhaps opium, may fairly bo tried,

either alone or with stramonium. The objections to tho

use of opium fumes arc obvious and serious. But in tho

absence of relief from other sources, and given adequate

ventilation of the ward, these objections do not suffice to

debar a careful trial.

For the reasons given above both chloroform and amyl
nitrite appear to be objectionable, and their use, i£ adopted,

should be carefully watched.

Conclusions.

The respiratory obstruction set up by inhalation of

irritant gas is relieved by inhalation of stramonium and
other fumes.
Treatment through the blood stream, either via the

mouth or by injection, appears to be inefficacious.

Reference.
' GoIIa and Ssines. Journal of rharmacoloau and ExDcrimenial

Tlierapeiitics. v. 1913. p. 92.

MEDICAL. SURCaCAL. OBSTETRICAL.
TECHNIQUE OF AX.\LGESIA IX INTRANASAL

SUKGERY.
A.N- article under the above heading appears in the
Journal for June 26th, and in it the use of cocaine
and adrenalin for intranasal auaestbesia is deprecated,
and a complicated and lengthy technique advised. Now,
for the past five years I have operated, both in private
and in hosijital, upon the turbiual bones and nasal septum,
under cocaine-adrenalin anaesthesia, without a single bad
result that could in any way be ascribed to the anaesthetic,
and, what is more, without any of the symptoms, such as
marked excitability, difficulty of breathing, etc., that Dr.
Wilson describes.

My technique is simple : The nose is packed with ribbon
gauze soaked in a mixture of 20 per cent, cocaine and
adrtnilin—equal jjarts of each—half an hour before the
time fixed for the operation. The patient walks to the
operating theatre, the packing is removed, the operation
is performed, and, after the nose has been plugged with
Simpson's sponge splints and half an ounce of brandy and
10 grains of aspirin have been administered, the patient
returns to bed. In this way I have operated on some
75 private patients, including some members of our own
profession, and some 150 hospital cases, and in no single

case have I ever seen any after-sickness or has any case
had to have stimulants administered. In hospital practice
the patients remain in until the plugs are removed on the
following day, and in private I arrange for the operation
on a Friday, and they return to their work on the foUow-

Monday or Tuesday.
Some twelve months ago I was persuaded to try quinin-

urea anaesthesia in these cases, and my results were most
unsatisfactory, as not only is the sloughing more, but it

leads in some cases to post-operative haemorrhage. In
conversation with an American nasal surgeon recently he
told me that for these reasons urea-quiuin anaesthesia was
dying out in the States.
My apology for taking up so much of your space is that

it seemed that my results were so much at variance with
Dr. Wilson's that they would be of interest. With my
technique the whole operation, from time of packing to

the return to bed, does not occup}' more than an hour,

whereas with Dr. Wilson's an hour and twenty-five
minutes elapses before the operation commences.

I may add that my technique is not in any way original,

but is the one in ordinary use at the Eye and Ear Intirmarj'

here.

Liverpool. Adair Dighton, F.R.C.S.

Paris Medical states that a medical officer who has
recently returned from the front tells the following story.

A wounded German was taken to an ambulance which was
soon afterwards shelled. The French staff was naturally
indignant at this violation of the laws of civilized warfare,
but the comment of the "cultured" Teuton was: "It
is quite natural. Why didn't you remove your Red Cross
flag?"

CLINICAL AND SCIENTIFIC PROCEEDINGS.

BOMBAY BRANCH.
.\ CLINICAI, meeting of tho Branch was held on Blarch 26th,
Lieutenant-Colonel Ashtox Stueet, I.M..S., in the chair.

The Chairman showed: (1^ A specimen of Eujyfnred spleen
successfully removed by him ; (2) a case of MoUuscuni
Jihrosum where he had removed a small and a large
tumour ; (5) a specimen of Sarcoma of the testicles :

(4| a case of Sarcoma of the eye. Miss A. M. Benson,
M.D., showed a boy, aged about 9, who had Superficial
nodules on the shins, elbows, and on the back of tlie

forearms, of two years' duration. Dr. Sorab K. Engineer
showed : (1) A Cluster of bronchi and their branches u'ith

the trachea of a fowl. They had been palmed off by a
quack as the mass of haemorrhoids removed by application

of specific medicines. (2) A case in which the Intra-

muscular injection of aalvarsan (Italian preparation)
worked satisfactorily. (3) Various photographs of Tuber-
ciUous lesio7is. Dr. S. B. Nayak showed skiagrams, one
of which indicated Very early jyhthisis 2}ulmonalis hy t\\a

peculiar malposition of the cardiac shadow, and in this

case no physical signs were then made out. Dr. F. D.
Bana showed a simple Electroscope for vasal and oral

nvrh improvised by him. Dr. A. Powell showed speci-

mens of Aortic aneurysm and brain tumour. Professor

Y. G. Naugir took the members round his anatomical
department and exhibited some excellent specimens
dissected by him.

Exports of ^otutus.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE,

Section of Dermatology.
At a meeting on June 17th, Dr. J. J. Pringle, President,
in the chair. Dr. E. Graham Little showed (I) a middle-
aged lady suffering from Mycosis furigoides, the initial

phase of which had been diagnosed as psoriasis, and for

which X rays had been applied over almost the entire body
surface. The tumour formation followed the a;-ray treat-

ment, and Dr. Little thought there was causal connexion
between the two conditions. The President, Dr. Sibley,
Dr. Pernet, Dr. Dore, Dr. Sequeira, and Dr. Adamson
considered the development of tumours to be fortuitous,
and urged continuance of the i'-ray treatment as being the
oaly method of controlling the tumour growth. (2) A boy,
aged 12, who was in a condition of profound cachexia
accompanied by excessive diarrhoea and a very extensive
Pigmentary follicular eruption over the trunl; and liml/s.

Dr. Little suggested the diagnosis of pellagra. Dr.
Parkes Weber thought Addison's disease more likely.

Mr. Stebbing showed, for Mr. Laming Evans, a case of ^rji le

linear atrophy of tlie skin in the lumbar region. The
patient exhibited no toxaemic manifestations, but had been
inoculated against typhoid last October. The case was
discussed by the President, and Drs. Adamson, Parkes
Weber, Abraham, Graham Little, and Walsh. Dr.
Stebbing also showed a case of Hydroa aestivale of mild
type in a girl, aged 14, the typical seasonal variations of

which were unusually marked. The case was discussed
by Dr. Parkes Weber, Dr. Adamson, Dr. Pernet, and tho
President. Dr. Pjiine.\s Abraham brought forward a case
of Oriental sores in a young man dating since February,
1915, and contracted in the Persian Gulf, where he had
suffered much from mosquito bites. The sores had been
successfully treated by scraping and pure carbolic acid.

Sections from the case exhibited characteristic Leishman-
Donovan bodies. The case was discussed by Mr. T. P.

Beddoes and Dr. Pernet. Dr. J. A. Nixon (Bristol)

exhibited a man, aged 23, with deep Universal pirimenla-

tionof the skin and mucous membrane of the mouth, of six

years' duration, accompanied at its onset by severe dys-
pepsia and neurasthenia. Tho pigment was always
increased by exposure to the sunlight- Dr. Nixon thought
there probably had been some lesion involving the supra-
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renals or solar plexus. Dr. Sequeira referred to a case

presenting similar pigmentation who liad all the signs and
Bj'mptoms of pernicious anaemia; great improvement,
however, took place, even as regards tlie pigmentation,
under arsenical treatment. Dr. Parkks Weber supported
Dr. Nixon's view that the patient had liad Addisou's dis-

ease, and the Pke^-idext shared tLis opinion, having liad a
similar case under liis observation. Drs. Abraham, Walsh
and Sibley also spoke. Dr. Pernet showed (1) a typical

case of MorpJioeic sclerodermia on the thigh of a girl,

aged 14. (2) An Ej:lra-ge?iiUil primarij sypliilHic sore on
the ivrist of a boy, aged 15, with a characteristic, general-

ized, syphilitic eruption. Dr. Paekes Weber showed a
woman, aged 67, who presented Blue staining similar to

tattoo marks over the seats of the injections into the arms
and front of the chest. She had been an habitual morjiliinor

maniac for forty years, and he attributed the colour of

these spots to some iron substance derived from the needle

of the hj'podermic syringe. There were also a few
small cheloids, upon the rarity of which in Europe
Dr. Weber commented as compared with their fre-

quency among the Chinese and black races. Dr.

E. A. Cockayne (introduced by Dr. Parkes Wkbee)
exhibited a child with Congenital sclerodcrniia and
sclerodacli/lia. The child was hydrocephalic, but the
Wassormann reaction was negative. Dr. Weber and
Dr. Adamson confirmed the exhibitor's diagnosis of true

congenital scleroderniia rather than that o4 sclerema
neonatorum. Dr. David Walsh showed a Case for

diacpiosis, with microscopic sections, in a man aged 25,

who had a nodular eruption on the right side of tjje fore-

head, with some atrophic pits and scars. Dr. J. M. H.
MacLeod regarded the case as allied to acne agminata, a
view which was shared by Dr. Adamson, Dr. A. M. H.
Gray, and the PRESiDfiXT. Dr. J. H. Stoweks brought
forward: (1) A very well-marked case of severe Lichen
idanun atrophicus affecting the back of the neck of a
young woman; (2) a well-marked case of Adenoma
eebaceum. 'Dr. S. E. Dore showed a woman, aged 43,

with FoUicnlilis decalcans and associated lichen spinu-

losus of the body which closely resembled a case shown at

a recent meeting by Dr. Graham Little, in which the
diagnosis of Darier'a disease had been discussed, but
negatived after microscopic examination. Dr. Little,
Dr. Adamson, and Dr. MacLeod discussed the case. Dr.
A. Eddowes exhibited a case of circinate and atropliic

Lichen planus, in a woman aged 30, of one year's duration,

accompanied by intense itching. The President suggested
a; rays to allay the irritation.

WEST LONDON MEDICOCHIRURGICAL
SOCIETY.

At a meeting on June 25th, the President, Mr. .\slett
Baldwin, in the chair, Professor Arthur Keith delivered
the Cavendish Lecture, taking as his subject Alimentary
stasis. An examination of Aucrbach's (mesenteric) plexus
showed that at all parts of the alimentary canal it was a
composite tissue, containing nerve cells, numerous fine

nerve fibres, and an abundant third element—a form of

branched cell which in its structure and staining reaction
seemed to be intermediate between nerve cell and muscle
cell. Apparently the plexus effected dii'ect unions with
the muscle cells through the third or intermediate element.
The nodal tissue in which the heart beat arose and the
bundle by which the impulse was distributed in the heart
be regarded as of the same nature as Auerbach's tissue.

At points where movements commenced in the alimentary
canal Auerbach's tissue was particularly abundant, in
some cases forming nodes. Physiologists had shown that
every part of the alimentary canal had its own rhythm
and was always in a state of rhythmical coutraction.
Further, it had been shown that in the duodenum, jejunum,
ileum, and proximal part of the colon the intrinsic rhytlim
decreased from the commencement to the end of each
segment. The lecturer regarded the alimentary canal as
divisible into seven rhythmical segments or zones, just as
the heart was divisible into two zones—auricle and ven-
tricle. It was at the junction of the two zones of the
Jieart that interruption of rhythm was most liable to occur,
giving stasis or "back-pressure " in the veins. Interrup-
tions of the rhythm of the alimentary canal might be
expected at similar junctional points. A revievr of the

observations of radiologists showed that the usual sites of
stasis were at such junctional regions—the junction of tho
oesophagus and stomach, of the stomach and duodenum,
of the duodenum and jejunum, of the ileum and caecum,
of the proximal and distal colon, and tlio junction of tliu

colon and rectum. Professor Keith thought that all forum
of alimentary stasis would find a satisfactory explanation
when more was known of the motor mechanism of the
canal musculature.

After the lecture, which was most enthusiastically
received, the members and guests adjourned to tlie rooms
of the Post-Graduate College, where a conversazione was
held, including medical and surgical exhibits.

Hibi^his.

.iau to George IT,

. iid douht that the

rniild not be the son
0/ Scotland. The

lleleua was born Iicar

THE BRITISH DOCTORS ABOUT NAPOLEOX'S
DE.ATHBED.

Dr. Arnold Chaplin's painstaking researches into every-
thing concerning the last illness and death of Napoleon
entitle him to be regarded as the chief historical autliority
on the subject. His first book was reviewed in the British
Medical Journal of December 12th, 1912 (p. 1761). Ho
•has now supplemented his account of the final scenes of
the tragedy of St. Helena by short biographical accounts
of Dr. Thomas Sliortt and some of tho other medical men
who were iu attendance, mostly from original sources.'
Shortt was a descendant of the 'riiomas Shortt to
whom Sydenham dedicated his treatise on gout. He
also played a part in the last scene of the life

of a monarch. Bishop Burnet in his History says:
" Shortt, another physician who was a papist, but
after a form of his own, did very much suspect
foul dealing in the death of Charles II, and talked
more freely of it than any of the Protestants durst do at
that time. But he was not long after taken suddenly ill

upon a large draught of wormwood wine which he had
drunk in the house of a popish patient that lived near the
Tower who had sent for him, of which ho died."
Another Thomas Shortt .

and published An iT-:.

Chevalier Charles Stii<ir

of James II of Englai"'
Thomas Shortt who was at St

Dumfries in 1788, educated at Edinburgh, and, entering

the army as a sni'geon, saw much foreign service. In 1815,

at the end of the great war, he was appointed physician to

the forces in recognition of his services, but placed on half-

pay although only 30 years of age. Iu those days, as at

present, men often gained the expsrience of a lifetime

before they reached middle age. Shortt settled in prac-

tice at Edinburgh, and in 1819 w-as appointed Physician
Extraordinary to the king in Scotland. In 1820 lie was
ordered to St. Helena as principal medical officer to the
king's forces, with care of the establishment of the Honour-
able East India Company and the civil population. Shortt
came on the scene at St. Helena when the disputes about
the illustrious captive had reached tli-ir hii-li!, I'lio

British Goverament had insisted thai ti: .'., was
healthy, and that NajTOleon's illness wa^ 1 > .. i _ 11 led

by those about him. The expression of a

by any British doctor was punished by d
marks of official displeasure as made the position very un-

pleasant for the offender. The painful story of the intrigues

and petty annoyances which vexed the last hours of the
great Emperor need not be repeated. Although Shortt

never saw Napoleon, Dr. Chaplin thinks it not unlikely

that Scott owed to him many of his facts concerning the

conduct of the British authorities during the last three

months of the captivity. After the death of Napoleon,
Shortt left St. Helena and returned to Edinburgh. In
1828 he was appointed physician to the Royal Infirmary

and lecturer on medicine. He was also managing director

of the Royal Lunatic Asylum and inspector of madhouses
iu S?.<atland, and physician to the fever hospital in

Edinburgh. He died in the Isle of AVight in 1843.

Dr. Chaplin gives sketches of the lives of George Henry

ssal, or such

' Thomas Shortt {Principal Medical Officer of St. Helena). With
Biof/raphies of some other Medical Men associated with the Case _nf

Kapoleonfroml8I3-lsa. By Arnold Chaplin. M.D. London : Stanley
Paul and Co. 1914. ICr. 8vo, pp. 70; two portraits. 2s. net)
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KiitU-dfje. Walter Henry, James Roche Verling, Arcliibald

Aniott, Bftrry O'Meara, Francis Burton, and Aloxautlci-

B;i\Un-, all of -vvliom bad some connexion, direct or

indii-uct, with the case. Rutledgo was the junior surgeon
present at the autopsy and was selected to keep guard
over the body to prevent any tampering with it. The one
^^h^>>;o name is best known now is Barry O'ileara, whoso
I'(.ii-f I'rviH St. llihna made a great noise when it was
iniblisiiod. l)r. Chaplin says that "of all the memoirs
dealing with St. Helena (it) easily holds the first place for

interest and literary merit." Our own opinion, however,
inclines rather to that of Lord Roscbery. wlio describes it

as the most worthless of all the books written on
the subject. A more dignified figure is that of A.rclii-

bald -Aruott, who was called in at Antommarchi's request

when it became clear that the case was serious. The
Kiuperor conceived a warm regard for )iim, and before his

death presented him with a gold snuffbox ; he also

ordered his executors to give him 600 napoleons in

recom))ense for his services. When Napoleon noticed

that the gold snutTbox bore no mark of identification,

ho scratched an X. on the lid with a penknife. Napoleon
also gave Aruott a copy of Coxe's Life of Marlboro 11 </h

for presentation to his regiment, the 20th Foot. It was
directed, however, that the books should be returned
because they bore the Imperial title. Apparently the

regiment was unwilling to give them up, for they were
sent home with an appeal to the Duke of York, then
Commander-in-Chief. He replied that " Such a gift from
Napoleon was most gratifying to him, and that the saf.e

iletention of Napoleon was sufficient testimony that the regi-

ment had done its duty, and the presentation of the books
was a satisfactory and flattering acknowledgement that a
delicate and difficult duty had been performed in a generous
and gentlemanly spirit." Dr. Chaplin says the books are

now in the archives of the officers' mess of the fiist

battalion of the Lancashire Fusiliers. Francis Burton
was a cousin of the famous physician Graves. Having
some skill in making casts he moulded the head of

Napoleon. The cast, liowcver, disappeared, and nothing
more was heard of it till 1833, when Antommarchi claimed
it as his own. This moved Graves to deliver a lecture

(published in the London Medical Magaainc of July 18tli,

1835i, in which he brought forward proofs of the fact that
Burton had taken a mould of Napoleon's face after

Antonimarchi had failed.

Dr. Cliaplin's book should bo road by all who wish
to know the details of a historical episode which lijis

many points of medical as well as general interest. It

is a necessary addition to the apparatus critieKs for the
investigation of a subject which will doubtless continue to

fascinate students of the byways of history.

r Tun nnmql

POISONOUS GASES IN WARFARE.
Tlic Poixon War,- by M.-. A. A. Rodekts, is a collection

from various sources of a good deal of interesting informa-
tion with regard to the uses of poisonous gases and missiles
by the Germans, some notes on explosives and sprays of

burning liquid, with a good deal of padding. The chapters
into which the book is divided are called Articles I to Vi.

and. although it is not so stated, they read as though they
had been written .somewhat hurriedly for the lay press.

According to Mr. Roberts, at least three poisonous gases
have been used—chlorine, nitrogen peroxide, and carb(jn

monoxide; but he speaks of sulphur dioxide and bromine
as also being employed. Some of the principal details of

the properties of these gases are given, and apparatus
suitable for the liberation of certain of them is described,

j

The author further remarks that " the fact that they " (the

Germansi '• intend to utilize poisonous asphyxiating gases
in iiai-al engagements will be unknown to the general
public." and he gives a rather unintelligible description of

pl.ant for the liberation of such gases at or near the surface
of water ; this is illustrated with a drawing, and it is

stated that in order to retain the pipe by which the gas is

to be delivered under the water, it is attached to floats,

and the floats are kept below the surface by means of

buoys attached thereto. In the drawing the buoys are
represented as floating just below the surface of the water,
while the ''floats " are below them and attached to them

Ijondon : William

by chains; this seems to show that the description of the
apparatus has been given without sufficient consideration.
In considering the gas to bo used in this way, Mr. Roberts
states that, unless the nozzle giving off the gas is allowed
to protrude a few inches above the water surface, ehlorino
could not be utilized, owing to its solubility, and that
bromine forced through a little water would lose a con-
siderable percentage of its toxic qualities, but that sulphur
dioxide would be easy to generate and might be more
readily employed with the nozzle at or in close proximity
to the surface. This does not appear to indicate a very
profound knowledge of the properties of the substances
mentioned, since sulphur dioxide is many times more
soluble in water than chlorine, and bromine, being an
element, cannot lose a considerable percentage of its toxic
qualities by being forced through a little water. Other
loose statements of this kind occur throughout the book,
which, nevertlii'less, is ,.f interest and value as a collection
of some of tlu 1 In, 1 i.ilc innits from reports from the seat
of warfare as to ilu ui, mus luing used by the enemy.

Mr. Roberts iiiM.si,., that the Germanshave been deliber-
ately employing poison since the beginning of the campaign,
and long before they began to discharge clouds of chlorine
or other gas. In making this statement he refers particu-
larly to the production of carbon inoiioxi,!, Ii,.i,i ,1m lis, and
also to the fact, which appears til 1)( \M i 1

.
1 I. that

their shrapnel bullets have rough sill 111 n 1 ]i,\cked

in the shell with a powder consisting 1 In. l!\ nl [In . iilmrus;
we commented on the latter fact suiue time ago, and
expressed the opinion that the pliosjihorus could not well
be employed for any other purpose than that of inflicting

far more dangerous wounds than would be caused by
shrapnel bullets alone, and this is the view taken by Mr.
Roberts. A good deal of historical material referring to
the practice of poisoning in past times, extracts from
Pepys's Diary as to the interest taken by Charles II and
his courtiers in the chemistry uf that era, and a good deal
of similar matter in the book are really of no interest, and
merely serve to dilute the actual information given. The
various explosives chiefly in use now are described some-
what briefly ; in connexion with trinitrotoluene, it is stated
that " Toluene is a colourless liquid obtained from resins

such as tolu, the latter being the product of a South
American tree ; some of the medicinal preparations of this
resin are well known to the public, as ' balsam of tolu ' and
' Friars balsam,' " hut there is no indication that toluene is

derived from coal tar, whirh is nl murse its sole commercial
source. Mr. Roberts tliinks ii n, irss.ary to point out that
picrotoxin has nothing (i> ^l^i \Mili jiirric acid, the latter of

course being mentioned under lyddite, but tliis is hardly
wliuli picro-

•n is expressed
/, last Novcm-
eordite.

lis of petrol,

iL;e or ignited

A incendiary

sufficient reason for describing the way
toxin is used as a fish poison. The opii

that the blowing up of the battlesliip lUihi

ber was due to spontaneous di r. miH.-n inn

In another chapter the |ii n

either set on fire at the mouK 1 i >;:

after it has reached the trenclK,, b) meai
shells, is described, and special coire.spondents are quoted
to show that this horrible method has been employed and
with considerable effect. A slmrt reference to the pre-

cautions to be adoi)t( il ,:j:'iii I |,

-'

..iinii- ;.m ,1 liuludea

the recommendation III
' : 1 ;

i
. . : : liypo-

sulphite, and 1 oz. siiiii 1, .
i

;
1 :- Undis-

solved in water, with tlinMlni;: I' J nz.nf ;
-

1 \ n. ri no, in

which respirators are to be sjaked. Some intei'csting

statistics are given showing the percentages of total

casualties and the proportion of killed to wounded in a
jiumber of battles and campaigns of the past, while a
series of short appendices contain extracts from the
several Hague Conventions dealing with the use of

asphyxiating gases and contact mines.

GLYCOSURIA AND DIABETES.
The large volume of nearly twelve hundred pages which
has been published by Dr. Frhdkrick M. Allen, a Research
Fellow of Harvard Medical School, under the title Sludiea
Concerninf/ Glijcosvria and Diabetes," is difficult to

criticize or even to analyse adequately. It represents

the results of three years of research and study, and

Shiilies Conccrnina Ctlycoxuria mul Diabetes. By F. M. Allen,
A.Ii,, M.I). London: H. Milford, Oxford Uaiveisity Press. 1914.

(Koy. 8vo, DP. 1197; 16 fiem-es. 389. iicl.)
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incorporates numerous original experiments on animals"
The author has endeavoured to obtain information con-
cerning the physiology of sugar, the origin and nature of
diabetes, to produce a satisfactory reproduction of hnman
diabetes in animals and to try various methods for modify-
ing the disease thus produced. Wo admire the results per-
mitted by the large financial resources possessed by some
of the American medical schools and sincerely respect the
industry and single-minded purpose with which American
students are devoting themselves and their private
means to researches which offer no prospect of
pecuniary advantage. We commend this volume to
all who are interested in the sugar problem ; they
\vill find that Dr. Allen propounds many ques-
tions and has earnestly tried to find answers to them.
These may in many cases appear to be altogether at
variance with clinical experience, but we will not rashly
undervalue them on this account. His work deserves, and
we are sure will receive, careful consideration, but it is
startling to be assured that there is no limit to the
tolerance for glucose, that sugar is not a diuretic, tliat
hype;-glycaemia does not cause glycosuria, that excess of
sugar in the blood has no harmful effect, that human
diabetes is in most cases a functional disease of the nervous
system manifesting itself by its effect on the pancreas,
that the liver is without specific importance in relation to
diabetes, and that fat storage is not increased by hyper-
glycaeinia. The author believes that sugar normally exists
in the blood in combination and applies tlio amboceptor
theory, the side chains being supplied in health by the
pancreas. In diabetes insipidus he suggests there is a
deficiency of amboceptors for sodium chloride, and tliat
these may be normally supplied by the hypophysis. Tlie
book is not provided with an index, but has a full table of
contents.

The year before last we spoke favourably of a Httle
oook on diabetes by Dr. A. Sopp.' As was then pointed
out, it IS primarily intended for the use of patients, and
there is no disease in which it is more desirable that the
physician sliould be assisted by the intelligent co opera-
tion of the patient, who will follow the instructions given
much more carefully if their intention is understood. But
there is much in the book that any medical practitioner
may read with advantage, aud the tabulated information
at the end is so useful that we may again express our
regret that no such useful little work exists in the English
lauguage. Dr. Sopp mentions hediosit (lactose of gluco-
hcptouic acid I, a comparatively newly introduced sweeten-
ing agent, but, as he admits, its sweetness is so slight that
It IS not of much practical value for this purpose. As a
carbohydrate it may be employed, but it would bo au
expensive food. It is soluble in water, aud the dose
recommended is 10 grams daily, or 30 grams every third
or fourth day. We are glad to see that m this edition the
author recognizes the vakie of potato as a useful form in
which a certain proportion of the carbohydrate should be
given, and he especially draws attention to the possi-
bility of combining a good deal of fatty matter with these
vegetables.
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indicated by means of a skiagram, and, as in Plate I and
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as severe as in the previous specimen, but more recent.

The heroine of >Ir.^
T„ M ,. r i,

Florexce D. Barclay's story,In Hoc ) incef' shows a belief in German - - •

Geneva Convention which
written very early

respect for the
seems to prove that it was

the present war, before the enemy'

ina 1,-fH. f
^ foi-ms a peg on which to hang a very touch-

r1 ^v^'°''y,'J:^"''l°"*^"'*"i" appeared in King AlbertsBook. The an hor of The Rosar,,, it is said, has perhapsmore readers than any novelist in the kingdom ; and this
story, which is partly founded on fact, gives plenty of scope
for those qualities which have made her name a householdword in thousands of British homes.

^lvlL?'"'Z'Z^^' ^''/^?"";V "t ".P"^ '^™»' Flm. By Florence L.

PP.18 is. neU
New York; G. P. Putnam's Sous. 1915. (Cr. 8vo.

NOIES OX BOOKS
The fiist fasciculus of Ivjuucs and D
Bones as demon-.mlfd h\ ^riK^ il
Russian museum iir it of Uutuit ( I i

the humcius li c i II liixij
plates which -lie lii^h \ in tin u\i. ton
as lo til stndrni i' hi ! lij-\-\s rlir

MEDICAL AND SDKGICAL APPLIANCES.
Electrophone Bullet Pi-oies.

AN electrophone bullet probe has been designed by Dr.
Charles Futh, F.E.C.S., Consulting Surgeon to Gravesend
Hospital, who has sent us the following description : It
consists of a silver tube, 8 in. or 9 in. long, of the size of a
JNO. 6 catheter, lined wi»h indiarubber, aud a central wire
or core. 'Ihe tube is connected with one terminal of an
electric bell and battery combined, aud the core with the
other terminal. When the tube aud core both touch the
bullet, or any metal body, the bell rings. The core is
freely movable within the rubber-lined tube, so that it
can be made to project about 1 in. at the lower end.

This enables a bullet to be discovered when the tube is
not eud-ou to it, but passing it on one side of a sinus

;then, by projecting the core and slowly withdrawing the
probe, one can get a ring at -the moment they both touch
the bullet.

; way it is possible to map out the pos

Ictleipics II,

suiaical necl ii

The hue of fiacti
Ime The displ i

isition of the epiphyseal
luicsanda good dia^iam
d and with explanat ny
present a fiactuic of Ok

: liom befoie and bthmd
to the foimei epiphjscU
head of the humcius is

,,!.'', ^'""'Z'
'""'"'*'' (Dio!)e(es Melhtus) ihre Ursi hen W

1915 Up 14 4ibotc„iaph )

il Eoitei TchelotayTca po Jijii
ImiieratorsI 01 Voeniw Metl:! i

and Diseases of Human Bon
the Suifcical Museum of the Impci
By Piofessor H Turner Petrogi

tion and size of the bullet or "foreign body. The probe ir,

J'fadily dismantled for sterilizing purposes. I have found
this little instrument ot threat sLr\ i. e iu locating bullets
and shrapue

,
and , ,,-uen imbedded

in bone; and it 1: .,,-e as well as
positive evidence M

. it can be ob-
tained at a very r> .

; .s^.g. ^g,^. ^
and Sons, Aldersgate ;~ircet, Leiiidou, i:.C.

Dr. David Findlay, Medical Officer in Charge Electrical
Department, West End Hospital for Nervous Diseases, has
also sent a description of a telephone probe. It consists of
a rod of silver insulated from a sheath of the same metal
these form the two electrodes of an electric circuit, aud arc
attached to a plug by insulated wires encased iu rubber
tubing. In the lid of the box are fixed the plug huldci-
a specially wound telephone aud a dry cell of the flasll
light pattern. The latter when exhausted can be replaced
at the cost of a few pence. When the plug is in its holder
an electric current will be established on the probe bein"
inserted into a wound, contact taking place between
rod and sheath through the moist surfaces. Any
disturbance of the flow, or interference with the lines
of force of the current, as when a piece of metal is touched
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by the probe, will be iuflicatefl by a uoise In the telcphouo.

The chief points claimed Coi' this inobo are its simplicity

and etBcieucy. and that It is not liabU^ (o got out of ordol-.

There is uothinj; to fix on the bead of the opiratoi'. nui' oil

the bodv of the patiout. The noise in the tolopliono Is

quite audible to eveiyono in the uelghboiu-hooil. Tho
probe can bo bent a-* freely a'< the ordinary surf^ical probe,

and with its connecting wires and pluji forms a unit that

can be sterilized by boilintj. Messrsj. Down Brothers

have the instrument in hand.

THE DIFFERENTI\TIOX OF MENTAL
DEFECTIVES.

A xcMF.Rorsi.Y attcnaed conference, organized by the

National Association for the Feebleminded, was held at

the Guildhall on June 25tli. The proceedinos wore opened

by the Lord Mayor, who expressed his interest iu the

subjects for discussion from their social, administrative,

and educational aspects.

On his departure the chair was taken by Sir H. Bryan
DoNKiK, M.D., F.E.C.P., who, in his opening remarks,

spoke of the practical character o£ the conference, its

promoters hoping that its deliberations would help to

clear some of the misapprehensions met with as to the

application of terms which usage liad rendered ambiguous,

such as that of " feeble minded," which had been applied—

(1) to the whole class of mental defectives (an acceptation

which until lately had prevailed in America), and (2i to the

highest subdivision only as set forth in tlie definitions of

the Mental Deficiency Act. Certain tests for measuring
intelligence, of which those of Binet and Simon had
been most iu evidence, liad been propounded ; and it

would be for the meeting to discuss their practical value iu

classification, excluding on the present occasion the con-

sideration at any length of the etiological aspects of the

subject.

Tho first paper read was by Dr. Robert Hi-ghes. School

Medical Officer, Stoke ouTrent, setting fortli the means
he had proved set-viceable in diagnosis, amongst which he

laid stress on the systematic examination of the sense

organs, describing simple appliances for this purpose found

useful in his xisychiatric department to supplement the

Binet- Simon and Montessori tests. He also gave some
particulars of the results of treatment iu his school clinic.

Mr. W. H. Winch, M.A., District Inspector of Schools,

L.C.C., testified to the value of the Biuet-Simon tests iu

classification in schools, contending that under guidance

and supervision teachers were competent to apply them.

He admitted that the system was by no means perfect,

and had suggested certain modifications to render them
more suitable for English children.

Dr. BoDLEKGER (late of Brussels), Director of the Farm
Colony for Defectives at \^aterloo. compared the differ-

ences he had noticed in Euglisli and in Belgian children

respectively, and testified generally to the value of the

Biuet-Simon tests in the differentiation of defectives.

Dr. W. A. Potts i Birmingham i discussed the subject

of tests in childhood best calculated to throw light upon

capacity for useful work sucli as in the future would

lead to self-support. He emphasized the importance of

the following as criteria: (li Ability; (2i strength of will

and character; (3i good health; and (4) ijluek ; the

absence of one or more of tliese attributes proving a

serious handicap. Luck as to employers was also a factor

not to be overlooked in the attainment of success. From
his experience as chairman of the Birmingham Atter-Care

Committee, and later as medical officer to the Mental

Deficiency Committee, lie cited cases both of .success and
failure, incidentally mentioniug that some who had passed

through special schools were serving with the colours

—

efficiently so far as he knew.
Dr. Allan- AVARyEr. (School Medical Officer, Leicester)

spoke of the value of a uniform examination of the feeble-

minded for edneatioual purposes, and described in detail the

system he had found serviceable in determining educability.

Dr. R. Lan-gdon-Down- iLondon) discussed the practical

application of the Binet tests. He regarded the system as

on the whole the best yet devised for standardization of

intelligence, though he thought it in some respects sus-

ceptible of improvement. He read, on behalf of Dr. W. B.

Drummond of Ediuburgli. a paper entitled " Binet Simon
tests as a means of grading mental defectives under

the Mental Deficiency .\ct," in which the ooinion was

expressed that these tests would bo found of great
assistance to tho medical expert in all cases of suspected
imbecility and foclilo luiudi'diicss. Though some modifica-
tions mi^lit bo uoci'ssaiy, the system was fundamentally
sound. Acc.ndiiig to Hiiiet, a child of 9 years or upwards
must bo adjudged defective if his intelligence, as ascer-
tained bj' the tests, is retarded by 3 years.

In opening tho discussion on the foregoing papers. Dr.
Siti-TTLE\yoRTK referred to the fact that some confusion
existed with regard to the certification of children for special
schools, which lie thought still rested upon the definitions
in tho Elementary Education (Defective and Epileptic
Children) Act of 1899 rather than upon those of the Mental
Deficiency Act, w'hich did not become operative till tho
age of 16. The test of fitness for admission to a special
school was iucapacit}' to receive benefit from instruction
in an ordinary school, with presumptive capacity for
benefiting by special instruction. This dit't'ered from tho
condition underlying the definitions of the Mentaf
Deficiency Act, which presupposed original and perma-
nent defect. The special school, indeed, formed the testing
ground as to this, aud the yearly application of the Biuet-
Simon tests was of great value iu this connexion. The
particular tests were admittedly empirical and the system
had not reached finality. Still they were helpful in
assessing a child's intelligence, and combined with expert
clinical observation furnished valuable results. They must,
however, be applied without bias from extraneous know-
ledge of tlie child's educational performances, and for this

reason he did not think tlieir application should be left

with the child's teacher, though of course educational
progress had also to be considered. As Goddard put it,

the examinee must be regarded simply as x, the value of

w hich had to be ascertained. Children should certainly
not be sent to special schools simply because they did not
keep pace with ordinary scholastic standards

;
physical

ailments aud other retarding causes must be taken into

account and if possible cori-ected. Some retarded iufauta

benefited by an extra v m •r -..in infant departments;
for others education ih - ;, '(lasses for backward
las distinguished from i . >

' iMim was desirable;

and open-air schools snin-.l ~; ^
;:illy adapted for such

cases. Parents as well as teaclicrs should always ba
invited to special school examinations, though it was
generally advisable that the Binet Simon tests should
be applied indeprndontly of tlioni.

Mr. H. HoLMv: iiac'll.^r. Inspector oE Schools) called

attention to the n(\(l nl :ipiilyiu<; sensorial tests (as loii<4

ago advocated by Sc._;tiiiii unciof testing the neuromuscular
condition of tin- lim;. - - - ' impoi-taut in manual training.

Canon Rowm i;i i . \ .-i I, • i inpliasizcd the motto "fesiina,

lente" both as n ;;-uil the letting aud training of defective

children, and dcpn: alcil sLimgent forms.

Dr. J. Lktitia Faikiii:lii (r..C.C.) criticized some of

the Binet-Slmou intcrrogatijiies, tliiuUing them puzzling
to adults and incomprehensible to children. Mrs. Knott-
BowER emphasized the importance of women taking part

in the examinations.
Sub.sequently papers were read by Drs. Sherlock

(Darenth), H. \V. Sinclair (Essex), and Goring (Brixton

Prison), aud the proceedings closed with a vote of thanks
to the Chairman (proposed by Sir William Chance, Chair-

man of the National Association), and to Miss Kirby, the
Secretary.

An extensive and interesting exhibition of the products
of industrial training at various institutions was on view
in the Council Chamber corridor.

The Egyptian Govcrnmeut has issued a return of births

and death's occurring iu the principal towns, governorates,
and chief towns of i)i-i>viiiofs of lOf^ypt during 1914. It

records 76,322 I. ml.-, ni..: i n.-ln^lin;; ;;,';;i si illhirllis) and
58,641 deaths, i:.. ;, ,:,

i , ;, ; h.i.m ihat of

1913—44.6 as ,: ., .
:' ..,. ,, ;,sr is

somewhat grcii 1 i-ril' l. li i;
t ,i i Im i..ll.n from 35.2

to 34.3. Typhus i- i'i'spon=iblc for the largest number oC

deaths attributed to infectious diseases, the total number
of cases being 9,350, the provinces of Daqahalia and
Beheira each rcturuiug more than two thousand, with
2,531 deaths. Small-pox is represented by 6,788 cases aud
1,568 deaths, and measles produced 5,045 cases with 2,272

deaths. Only 219 cases of plague were reported, 50 ot

these from Port Said. Typhoid was responsible for 1,965

cases and 612 deaths. The estimated population (July 1st,

1914) was 1.710,857.
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OVERTIME AND EFFICIENCY.
In the published returns given in the "White Paper
" Particulars of Time Worked in Week ending

April 13th, 1915, among shell workers,"^ it is

stated that no less than three-quarters of the

workers are doing overtime, that is, more than

the forty-eight hours a week which is considered

to be the ideal amount for the maintenance of

national health and efficiency. Nearly lo per cent,

are working eleven hours a day for a seven-day week,

or over thirteen liours a day for a six-day week.

Thirty-six per cent, are working ten or over ten hours

a day for seven days a week, or twelve or over twelve

hours a day for six days a week. A quarter of the

men are to be regarded as slackers doing less than

fifty-three hours a week ; it must be borne in mind
that probably nearly all tliese are less efficient, being

elderly or debilitated, or men of weak characters,

intemperate, taken on to replace the efficient, the

young, strong, and great-hearted men who have

enlisted.

The danger of impelling the best of the workmen
who remain to average ten hours a day for seven

days a week is obvious, and among the appointments

made by the Minister of Munitions we look for that

of a Medical Board for controlling the hygiene of the

munitions factories. A Central Liquor Board has, it

is true, been established, but this Board has powers
only to deal with the sale of alcoholic liquor, and the

provision of canteens where food and non-alcoholic

drinks can be obtained. What is urgently needed is

a committee of experts to advise on the length of

shift, the periodicity of the night and day shifts, the

number and duration of short periods of relaxation

during the shifts (the elevens and fours of the agri-

cultural labourer), the maintenance of the Sunday
and other holidays, and the ventilation of the

factories.

The transport of workers to and from the factories

should also be looked after, so that they are least

exhausted by travel, and facilities provided for visiting

seaside or country by which their vigour may be

recuperated. As Mr. Bonar Law said at Shrewsbury,

the sons of the so-called idle rich have nobly sacrificed

their lives on the battlefield, but we ask how much of

this sacrifice may be traced to the neglect of national

hygiene.

If failure of the supply of munitions in truth has
increased the toll of the dead brave, that failure is

due not only to lack of present organization, but to

past bad government, which has allowed the unguided
exploitation of the land and the building of slum
cities. Now the operative is called upon to give his

utmost in the time of the nation's need, and while tlie

strength of the best workers is impaired by the

3 follov'The percentages were as !

Working over 80 hours a week ...

75.80
70.75
65.70

„ 60.65

65.60

91.37 perl
86.77

177.43

conditions of tlieir daily life—bad housing, lack of
open spaces and of amusements other than those
provided by tlie brewer and distiller—the number of
wastrels, shirkers, and slackers is the fruit of the
culpable neglect in the past of town planning and
disciplined physical drill of youth. Let he who sits

in his club and abuses the operative perform tlie

operation of putting on his collar and tie once every
two minutes for ten hours a day, and for six days a
week, then he will have some idea of the monotony of
the machinist's daily task. It is done reHexly, and
the operative fortunately finds relief in sight of and
speech with his fellow workers. But if the work, in

spite of its monotony, demands the strict attention of

hand and eye, if the operative must not merely mind
the machine but work strenuously with and guide it,

mark and correct any error made by it, then truly

exhausting is the task, and most unwise the demand
for overtime.

Physiological need for rest forbids the utilization ot

overtime to any advantage. The tired worker musi
go slow, impelled by Nature's call. The Sunday
holiday is physiologically right ; it is found to pay in

reckoning the output of work. The man who is over-

driven and nervously exhausted finally breaks down,
and takes weeks to recover. Overtime spent in

factories badly ventilated and artificially liglited

is, we believe, one of the most fruitful sources of

phthisis.

In his enlightening book on the Principles of
Scientific Management Frederick Winslow Taylor tells

us that systematic " soldiering," or " ca' canny," is

the cause of the world's output being reduced by one-

half of what it might be were every operative to work
with his full zeal and power. " The causes of this

are," he says, "briefly, that practically all employers
determine upon a maximum sum which they feel it

is right for each of their classes of employees to earn
per day, whether their men work by the day or piece.

Each workman soon finds out about what this figure

is for his particular case, and he also realizes that

when his employer is convinced that a man is capable
of doing more work than he has done, he will find,

sooner or later, some way of compelhug him to do it

with little or no increase of pay." If this be true, then
it is each man's interest to see that no job is done
faster than it has been in the past. If a workman
has seen the price per piece of the work he is doing
lowered as a result of his having worked harder and
increased his output, he will regard his employer as

an antagonist. He will have no more " cuts " in

the price of piecework if " soldiering " can pre-

vent it. The operative comes to regard the over-

zealous quick worker as a traitor to his class, and
enforces the reduction of his output to the traditional

level.

The whole principle of management and relation

of operative to employer seems to be at fault, and by
the principles of the modern scientific management,
under whicli no less than 50,000 workers are now
working in America, the work of every man is fully

planned out by the management at least one day in

advance, and each man receives (in most cases) com-
plete written instructions, describing in detail the task

which he is to accomplish, as well as the means to

be used in doing his work. This task specifies nob

only what is to be done but how it is to be done and
the exact time allowed for doing it. And whenever
the workman succeeds in doing his task right, and
within the time limit specified, he receives an addition

of from 30 to 100 per cent, on his ordinary wages.

The tasks are carefully planned, so that both good

and careful work are called for in their performance,
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and in no case is the -wovkinan called upon to work

at a paco which would be injiuious to his health.

T!io task is so regulated that tlie man is well suited

to his job and will thrive and grow happier and nioro

prosperous.

Under ordinary manajjemont, practically the wliolo

problem is "up to the workman," while undci-

scientific management fully one half the problem

is " up to the management " — the choice of the

ri"ht man for the job, the tools suitable for it, the

right use of the tools, the periods of work and of

rest, etc.

By the selection of men suitable in temperament

and by proper spacing of Iheir work and rest periods,

JMr. Taylor, at the Bethlehem Steel Company, raised

the work of loading cars with pig-iron from I2i to

47J tons per man per diem, and the selected men
eai-ned 60 per cent, more wages than before and

worked contentedlj-. The law w-as worked out that

when pig-iron is being handled (each pig weighing

92 lb.) a first-class workman can only be under load

43 per cent, of the day. He must be entirely free

from load during 57 per cent, of the day. As the

load is made lighter a man can remain a larger per-

centage of the day under it. Scientific management
sees to it that the right periods of load and rest are

obsei-ved. In the case of shovelling, Mr. Taylor

worked out that the right load for each shovelful for

efifecting the maximum work was 21 lb. Difi'ereut-

shaped shovels were therefore supplied, so that the

load should be 21 lb. whatever the material handled.

The time period of the act and best way of shovelling

were worked but from the observation of first-class

workmen and all other workmen trained by the

management in their ways.
Scientific management is strikingly seen in the

case of girls employed to examine steel balls u^ed

for bearings, and picking out defective ones. Mr.
Taylor selected those girls who, on testing, showed
the shortest reaction time in the recognition of a

letter momentarily shown by a moving shutter

arrangement. He shortened the length of their

shifts and instituted resting periods to avoid eye

strain, and set up a system of overlooking to secure

accurate work. The result was" that 35 girls did the

work formerly performed by 120! The girls averaged
80 to 100 per cent, more wages. They worked
eight and a half, in place of ten and a half, hours a

day, and secm'ed a Saturday half-holiday and four

recreation periods during each day. They were
even allowed to take two days off at the time of

their monthly period. The accuracy of the work
done was two-thirds greater, there was a material

reduction in the cost of inspection, and most friendly

relations established between management and
employees, which rendered labour troubles or a

strike impossible.

The nation is now in the throes of a cataclysmic
war waged with perhaps the most highly organized
commvmity of men the world has yet seen. The
chief defects in the management and care of the

operatives cannot now be righted. Their need for

scientific management and garden cities cannot I30

met. Industrial England has built itself up hlindh',

guided by little else but the zeal for private gain. The
sin of the slums tells heavily against us ; biologic.J

laws cannot be broken without paying the penalty.

The nation must reap as it has sown. AVhen
we win through at heavy cost—the penalty of the

governing class is the loss of their sons

—

\\e

must put the national workshop in order under
scientific management, and tm^n the mean streets

into garden cities. .

MEASLES AND THE PROBLEM OF
FILTERABLE VIRUSES.

Measles is one of the most mischievous of diseases,

not only because it causes annually a large number of

uoaths, but because it strikes at the foundations of

national life ; it attacks the young, kills many out of

hand, and leaves many otliers an easy prey to those
lymphatic disorders which open the way to tubercu-

losis, or to a condition of general debility and lack of

tone, which means stunted growtli. Scarlet fever is

only less deadly because it is not quite so limited to

childhood and early youtli. That measles and scarlet

lever are due to a contagiiim vicum no one doubts, but
bacteriology has not been able to clear up the etiology

of measles, and its results in scarlet fever are doubtful,

it has told us little for certain about whooping-cough,
another deadly disease for the same reasons that

measles is deadly, nor about mumps, nor, finally,

about small-pox or chicken-pox.

The Eegistrar-General in his report for 1913 states

that the death-rate from measles in persons under the

age of 15 years was 932 per million living, and in

ciiildren under 5 years of age 2,430; for whooping-
cough the rates were 482 and 1,340 respectively. The
actual number of deatlis from measles was 10,644, ^^^
from whooping-cough 5,458. In commenting on these

figures Dr. T. H. C. Stevenson, the superintendent of

, tatistics, remarks that, however calculated, the rate for

measles in 1913 was a fairly low one ;
liut he adds the

significant observation tliat this was " to be expected

from the fact that the rates for the two previous years

were both above recent averages." The rate of mor-
tality from whooping-cough was also very much lower

than any previously recorded—it was less than half

\vhat it was ten years ago. But we have no sort of

assurance that this diminished rate will continue.

These diseases — measles, scarlet fever, and
whooping-cough—dissimilar as they are in symptoms
ai^d severity, have this in common, that ordinary

bacteriological methods, which have been so successful

in elucidating the etiology of typhoid fever, cholera,

and many other diseases, have failed to identify

the nature of the hving contagion to which
the former must be due. But bacteriological methods
have given birth to the idea of filterable viruses, of

which that of epidemic anterior poliomyehtis is,

perhaps, the most famihar. The hint thus afforded

h.as been taken, and many investigations have been

made, without, as yet, any conclusive results. A
scheme has now been sketched out for an attack on
the problem of measles from this direction in a

j

London laboratory.

The memory "of Mr. Marcus Beck, surgeon to

I'niversity College, in whose character and teaching

many men of a generation now growing old found

1
inspiration, has been perpetuated very suitably—for he

I
was a pathologist first and a surgeon afterwards—by a

]

h'.ljoratory called after him, which is in the charge of

the Eoyal Society of Medicine. When the society

,

built its new home it included in it a well-designed

j
and well-equipped laboratory. The good work which

^vas being done in it was interrupted by the war, the

workers being called away to military service. The

laboratory has been idle" for some months, but this

waste of its resources is now to cease and the

facilities it provides are to be devoted to a serious

attack on the problem of the filterable viruses,

beginning with measles, because that disease is, from

the social point of \iev/, so serious a menace and

because it is always with us, so that the work need

I never be stopped for want of material.

j
The Eoval Society of Medicine has been fortunate
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in securing the sorvices of Sir Eonald Eoss as

lionorary director of the Marcus Beck Laboratory

and director of this particular research. IIo lias

ah-eady enlisted Dr. Cropper as liaematologist, but is

in want of a bacteriologist, who, owing to the demand
lor medical men by the War Office, must be a woman.
Lady Durniiig-Tjawrence is making an annual con-

triln ti >n to defray the upkeep of the laboratory ;
and

the expenses of this particular research will be borne

by tlie Medical Research Committee, which disposes

of the research penny ear-marked under the Insurance

Act. The research" has a direct bearing upon the

war, because experience both at home and in France

has proved that the army must expect to have to deal

v;ith. a large number of cases of measles among the

young men recently recruited. Until clear notions as

to the nature and" natural history of the virus are

obtained, methods for checking the spread of measles

must remain empirical, and it lias to be con-

fessed that they have not hitherto been, either

in civil or military life, remarkably suocessful. It is

not, indeed, expected that the problem will be solved

vt'i \ ^iiilr' !y, liut it is well that it should be taken in

li"i.: ; delay, for even experimental science

prir, ,<;>., i, . .iuprises. As has been said, measles is

always witii us, and the work should not, for this

reason, be stopped for want of material ; but Sir Eonald
Eoss appeals for the help of medical men practising

within easy reacii of the laboratory at the Society's

house at No. i, Wimpole Street, and asks them to

let liim know of cases of measles which coidd be used

for this intensive study of the disease. We hope that

his success in dealing with this new and urgent

problem may be as great as that which attended his

researches into the causes of malaria and tlie natural

histoi-v of the haematozoou to which it is due.

WAR REGISTER FOR THE PROFESSION.
The cfiOL-ts of tlie Association to stimulate recruitiug for

the E.A.M.C. through the medium oi iis Divisious and
Branches have been very successful, thanks to tlic way in

which the honorary secretaries and other local officers

have entered into the spirit of the appeal, auil to the

assistance given by the Scottish Committeo of tlio Associa-

tion acting in conjunction with tlie Srotii.-li JleJieal

Emergency Committee. The Special Committu.; o£ the

Association at its last meeting came to the conclusion that

what was now wanted more than anything else was some
means of registering every member of the profession in

the United Kingdom in his relation or possible relation to

tlie war. In reaching this decision the Committee was
helped greatly by the experience of the War Emergency
Committee of the Metropolitan Counties Branch, which
has for some time been engaged in the collection of infor-

mation about all the members of the profession in the

metropolitan area. Instructions were given to set about

the preparation of a register for the rest of the couutry

which would enable a bird's-eye view of the uliole pro-

fession to be talcpu aud would give a definite answer to the

question in which every member of the medical profession

must be interested—namely, how far are the members of

the profession doing their duty in the great times in which
we live? The details which it is proposed to collect will

be seen from a paragraph in the Supplementary Report of

Council which appears on page 2 of the SuprLEMENT of tins

week, and the readers of that paragraph will readily

perceive what a valuable document the register will be

when completed. We understand that the secretaries of

Divisions and of local War Emergency Committees who
liave been asked to furnish all the information at their

disposal Iiave responded in the most encouraging and
enthusiastic manner, aud the foundations of the register

are being well and truly laid. It will doubtless be neces-
sary, after the local secretaries havo done their work, to

appeal to the individual members of the profession as to
whom no information is at that stage forthcoming, and it

is hoped that every member of tlio profession when applied
to will cheerfully and promptly furnish the particulars
which will enable the war register of the profession—the
first of its kind, we believe—to bo an accurate record of

what the profession is doing, or is prepared to do, in

connexion with the war.

THE SCOTTISH MEDICAL MUSTER ROLL.
The Scottish Medical Service Emergency Committee has
now issued the further comprehensive circular letter deal-

ing with the general position in Scotland, the early appear-
ance of which was mentioned in a paragraph on the
subject in the Supplement for last week (p. 338). The
new circular reiterates the intention of the committee to

give special attention to offers for whole-time service,

believing that arrangements regarding part-time service

will best be made aud, where necessary, readjusted
by those possessing a close knowledge of the circum-

stances of each individual area. It is hoped to raise

in Scotland 400 medical men for whole-time service.

It is believed that the graduates and licentiates of

July will contribute about ICO; of the remaining 300,

some will be expected to be ready for duty if required

in August, an additional number in September, and a
further contingent iu October. By thus making successive

calls the Emergency Committee hofies that the dis-

organization of civil practice may be prevented and time
allowed for devising adjustments to meet the new con-

ditions. It is intended to make the first caU on July 20th,

when the number of men required for the August con-

tingent from each Division will be notified. The Com-
mittee expresses the opinion that it is neither desirable

nor necessary that transfers should bo made from the

insurance lists of doctors absent ou war duty save iu very
exceptional cirfninstmifrc, such as have nothing to do with
the abseneo if :

'

•
: :ii r in question. The Committee

advises that u 1

|

.
,

u 1 should accept such an applica-

tion without li: . -ly: [ !
'. ;.i',sly consulted some local body

representative of practitiouers in his area. The concluding

paragraph of the circular points out that those who cannot

serve the country directly with the forces can do so in-

directly by placing themselves at the dispo.sal of the

Emergency Committee to act as locumtenents. There
are young men in remote districts eager to join the

R,.\.M.C. who are prevented from doing so because they

can get no substitute, and can find no neighbour near

enough to do their work. If a man, himself too old to

serve, will take the place of one of these young men, and
thus allow him to go, he will indirectly contribute one to

Scotland's 400. The circular has been submitted to and
approved by the Director-General. All communications

shonld bo addressed to the Convener, Emergency
Committee, Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

RESEARCH DEFENCE SCCtETY.
The annual general meeting of members aud as.soeia{es of

the Ecsearch Defence Society was held at tlie house of fee

Eoyal Society of Medicine on June 30th. In tlio absence

of the Presidenf, Lord Lamirrgton, on military service,

Major-Gener-al Sir Reginald Talbot took the diair. Among
those present were Sir WiUiani Church, Sir James llcid.

SirJohn Tweedy, aud Sir David Fecrier. The report of the

Committee, which was presented by the Chairman, Lord

ICnntafoL-d, stated that with the help of the War Office they

distributed about 350,000 copias of thei.- funr-page leaflet,

"Protection Against Typihoid Fever." This leaflet had

also been translated into French. In October, with the

approval of the War Office, they instituted popular lantern

lectures to soldiers on wound infection aud on the hifective

diseases, with special reference to the. protective treatment
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ikgainst typhoid fever. These lectures had been very

Bisccessfnl. In December tho Society presented to tlio

Admiralty, for tho use of the Kleet, a complete series

of 114 lantern slides, with printed catalogue, books of

reference, etc. Sir Arthur May, Director-General of

tho Medical Department of the Royal Navy, kindly

arranged for tho circulation of these slides, so as

to r.iTord one or more speci.-il lantern lectures to

each battleship. Their opponents, except for the sig-

nally unsuccessful attack on the protective treatment

against tvphoid fever, had been very quiet during

tho p.<st "year. Sir Reginald Talbot, in moving tho

adoption of the report, paid a glowing tribute to tho work

of the Koyal Army Medical Corps and the civilian doctors

among the sick and -wounded. The report of the Honorary

Treasurer, Dr. F. M. Sandwith, stated that, in spite of a

slight falling off of subscriptions, donations, contributions j

from branches, and sale of literature, doubtless owing to

the war, the balance in hand at the close of the year was

greater than it had ever been before. Both reports were
]

adopted unanimously. Sir William Osier, in proposing the

re-election of the Executive Committee, enumerated the 1

advances in preventive sanitation that had taken place

during the last tifty years. He said that never in the i

history of the British Empire had there been a war in

which disease had played so small a part. Among two and

a half million men there had only been a thousand cases of

typhoid fever. Speaking of preventive inoculation, ho

said it was impossible to conceive cruder, baser, and more

harmful ignorance than was displayed by those people

who were opposing inoculation. He thought the outlook

was good so i.ir as disease went in this war. 'With care

they were not goiug to have the tragedy of the South

African War, of the Civil War in America, or of the

Napoleonic wars repeated. Sir Alfred Keogh, who was to

have spoken, was at. the last moment prevented from

attending. The motion for the re-election was seconded

by Sir Frederick Macmillan and passed unanimously.

After the business of the meeting Dr. Andrew Balfour

gave a demonstration with the cinematograph on the

protective treatment against typhoid fever and cholera.

From the point of view of differential diagnosis he empha-
sizes tho fact that disseminated sclerosis is commonest
between the ages of 20 and 25, and is compar.atively rare

after 35 ; whereas subacute combined degeneration hag

much the same age distribution as pernicious anaemia,

and verj- rarely develops before tho age of 35.

PERrac:ous anaemia and spinal
DEGENERATION.

Dr. Bynoii Br.^mwell has recently published' an interest-

ing study on tho association of pernicious anaemia with

subacute combined degeneration of the spinal cord. The
occurrence of such degener'ation in patients with severe

anaemia was noted by Leichtenstern in 1884; it is pro-

bable that the " ataxic paraplegia " described by Gowers iu

1886 included a number of cases of this condition. The
more recent writers on the subject of subacute combined
degeneration—Collier, Russell, Oppenheimer, for example

—give no clear definition of the anaemia present in these

patients, describing it as either primary or secondary,

alternatively. Dr. Bramwell has seen and recognized five

cases of this peculiar form of spinal degeneration, and he

remarks that in all of them the anaemia was pernicious

anaemia. In one the nervous signs and symptoms were
present for three years before the blood changes character-

istic of pernicious anaemia made their appearance, when,
apparently as the result of acute intoxication, rapid

destruction of the blood took place, and tho character-

istic- clinical features (confirmed by post - mortetn

examination) of pernicious anaemia developed. Tho
degeneration appears to be uncommon in pernicious

anaemia; Dr. Bramwell has seen 140 cases of this dis-

ease, but only four of them developed subacute combined
degeneration. The anaemia, he notes, may either precede,

develop coiucidently with, or follow the appearance of tho

nervous symptoms; and both diseases he holds to be the

result of the formation of a toxin (or toxins) in the body.

EPSOM COLLEGE.
The annual general meeting of the Governors of Epsom
College was held, on June 25th. Sir Henry Morris pre-

sided and among the governors present were Sir William

S. Church, Sir Shirley F. Murphy, Dr. Frederick Taylor,

and Dr. Guthrie Rankin. In presenting the annual report

and the income and expenditure account Sir Henry Morris

stated that four of the masters had taken temporary com-

missions, and over 400 Old Epsomians were serving with

the Forces; amongst them were 290 officers in the Royal

Navy, the Regular Army, the Special Reserve, the Terri-

torial Force, or holding temporary commissions. In the

roll of honour of Old Epsomians were included 11 who had

been killed in action, 2 who had died in hospital, and 19 who
had been wounded. Fourteen Old Epsomians had been men-

tioned in dispatches, 1 (since killed) had been awarded tho

Distinguished Service Order, and 3 had been awarded the

Military Cross. In the name of the Governors he thanked

the Honorary Local Secretaries and the British Medical

.'i ssociation for the large sums of money they had collected

for the Foundation during the past year. The annual

report stated that two new pensionership funds had been

founded, one by the late Mrs. Bridget Sarah Grewcock,

and the other by the late Dr. Burney Yeo. The list of

successes at examination showed that the school had well

maintained its character for efficiency. Sir James Reid

proposed a vote of thanks to Sir Henry Morris for the

great services rendered to the College as Treasurer ; this

was seconded by Sir Frederick Needham, and carried by

acclamation.

^ Edinburah Medical Journal, April, 1915.

In the Bhitish JIedical JounNAL of May 8th it was
announced that the French Academie des Sciences, after

considering a report presented in secret committee by

M. Adolphe Carnot, had imssed a resolution removing from

its membership four of the German " intellectuals " who
signed the manifesto which excited such indignation

throughout the learned world. Among them were Dr.

Wilhelm Waldeyer, professor of anatomy, and Dr. Ernst

Fischer, professor of chemistry, in the University of

Berlin. The Academie de Medeciuo has now followed the

example of its sister society. At a meeting held in camera

on June 22nd, a report presented by Professor Blanchard,

proposing that all Austro-Gcrmau associates and corre-

spondents should be deprived of the privileges of member-

ship, was considered. As a result of tho deliberations tho

names of the four German associates. Professors Roentgen

of Munich, Behring of Marburg, Fischer of Berlin, and

Ehrlich of Frankfort, were expunged from the list. The
qttestion of ten Austro-German correspondents, many of

whom are of Slav nationality, was reserved.

Jttfbical iioUs in $ixxl\iximnt.

M'jney, Munitions, and Men.

The business brought bsfore the House of Commons by
the new coalition Governuicut is of enormous importance,

but does not call for any extended notice here. Of the new
loan it will be sufficient to say that the magnitude of the

sum which must be borrowed and the rate of interest make
it certain that even if the war were unexpectedly to come to

an end before the whole sum now authorized by Parliament

is expended, taxation must be for many yn

anything to which this country has b> -

Mr. Lloyd George, in introducing ;

mado a speech of the utmost gravit
,

i

struck in the opening sentences, in which

-if. I- than
< 1.

IS Bill,

I
' 'to was

ressed on
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the House and on the country that the toll of life aud

iimb levied by tbe war, the amount of exhaustion cav.sed

by tJie war, economic o.ud financial, aud ultimata Tictory

or defeat depended upon the supply of the munitions -vyhich

the rival countries could produce to equip their armies in

the field. That was the cardinal fact of the situatit.u iu

this war. The Germans had established a superiority due

to a predominance in the materials of war. Wbcn tliey

were driving the forces of the Allies before them in any

quarter it was due to the same cause, and when the Allies

were makiug progress in any part of the lino it was

due to the fact that in that sector of the battlefield the

Allies had a predominance of munitions of war. This

country had an undoubted superiority in men—not mcieiy

a superiority in numbers, but in quality. There fora

it was piurely a question of equipping them with tho

necessary amount of material to support their valour.

It was stated, he said, on good authority that the Central

European Pov.'ers were turning out a quarter of a million

shells a day, very nearly eight milhons a month. The
problem of victory was how to equal and surpass th.at

tremendous production. Any obstacle, any mismauage-

ment, any hindrance, any indiscipline, any in-ejudice, or

any delay in the mobilization of our resources at the

earliest x>ossiblo moment must postpone victory. After

explaining the provisions of the bill, he said, in the course

of an eloquent peroration: "One of the jiillars of good

government is the security that evil-doing shall be

punished. That is equally tri;e in the sphere of iuter-

national government. Valour alone will not achieve iliat

end. Otherwise our great ari;i3' would have accomplished

it. It is not enough that tl;rce millions of youug men
have offered their lives to their country. It depends upon

us at home to support them with skill, strenytli, aud

every resource of machiuery and organization at cur

disposal so as to drive the conviction into the huiu ., ct"

nations for all time to come that those governments who
deceive their neighbours to their ruin do so at their

peri!." Mr. Hodge, speaking on behalf of trade uuiou

representatives, said that he had been able to agree- with

all the proposals. He was followed by Captain Guest

(Dorset E., Liberal), who w^is home on short k.avo

after tea months in Franco. The uatiou, he said, still

seemed to fail to grasp the meaning, size, aud siguifi-

cance of the war. He asked wdiether the members of the

small anli-war party of this country imaained that if it

did not win the war there would be a civilized British

society in which they could air their views and carry

on their daily life. Our opponents if they won had no
intension of makiug peace with us, but meant to destroy

us as the race they feared most. After Captain Guest,

Iilr. Asquith iuterveucd to deprecate discussion on com-
pulsory service at that moment. In the course of tho

debate" Mr. Wedgwood (Xewcnstle-undcr-Lyme, Libera!),

who has come home woundtel from the Dardauellcsi. laid

emphasis on tbe fact that every machine gun saved men's
lives. The Germans were hokiiug their trenches with
very few men armed with machine guns; when liuiug

trenches it was necessary to have one hundreel rifles to

equal one machine gun. Other members eugaged iu

criticism of the AVar Office, and Mr. Lloyd George
briefly replied. The debate was resumed on June 28th,

and finally, iu response to an appeal by Mr. Asquith, the
bill was read a second time without a division.

Mr. Long introduced the bill for national rcgi^itration

under the ten minutes rule on .Tune 29th. Tho justifica-

tion for it was, he said, to be found in the language used
by the Prime Minister when he said, '• We have one para-

mount duty to perform—to bring to the service of the
State the willing and organized help of every class of tho
community." That, Mr. Long believed, represented tbe
view held by the country aud the overwhelming desire of

the great majority of the people. The bill proposed com-
pulsory registration of the people, male and iemale,

between the ages of 15 and 65. The registration woukl be
local, conducted by the borough and urban and rural sani-

tary authorities, under the control of the Local Govern-
ment Board, with tho advice and assistance of the
Jtegistrar-Geueral, as in the case of the census. The
forms would call for particulars as to age and employ-
ment, and each person would be asked to state whclher he
or she would be prepared to volunteer for any form of

labour with which he or she was specially acquainted

other than that in which he or she was engaged. A certi-

ficate of registration would be issued, and he hoped and
believed that that certificate woidd be regarded as a badge
of bouoiu-. After a protest from the incorrigible Mr.
Giniiell, wlio said that he would resist registration if it

applied to Ireland, the bill was brought iu by Mr. Long,
amid general cheers, aud read a first time.

The Local Government Board.
The President of the Local Government Board, Mr.

Walter Long, on the vote for the Local Government Board
on June 24th, made a statement dealing especially with
the work the department had done in connexion with tho
war. Incidentally he said that when he first went to the
Board in 1886 its estimates amounted to £174,000, in 1904,
the last year in which he had been connected with the
Board, they had risen to ^220,000; this year they were
i£360,000, of which X-50,000 was a new vote secured by his

predecessor for the care of infantile life. Between 1836
and the present time the staff had increased from 400 to
990 ; of these 200 had volunteered their services and were
now serving with the army, either abroad or in this

country. The work the Board had been called upon to

do in connexion with the war had reference chiefly to
sanitary questions, the provision and maintenance of

hospitals, and the provision of food supplies ; twelve medical
inspectors were constantly at work, and had paid 730 visits

to nearly 500 different xjlaces where troops had been quar-
tered. The object of these visits had been in the first

place to preveut undesirable billets being selected

;

secondly, to secure satisfactory sanitary services in

respect of water supply, sewerage, etc., for tbe troops;

and tliirdly, to see that there should be adequate hospital

accommodation for infectious diseases, and prompt action

taken both by the local aud military authorities. In the
prevention of conditions which might be dangerous to the
health of the troops, the Local Government Board, the
local authorities, and the AVar Office had v,'orked cordially

together, and as the event showed, with satisfactory

results. The department had been instrumental in sup-

plying no fewer than 30,000 beds. Local authorities had
done good work not oulj' iu the actual provision of beds
for the soldiers, whether wounded or sick, but also in

many cases, in order to supply accommodation, they had
pooled their resources, and had taken in the inmates
of establishments in adjoining unions. The War Office

had expressed its thanks for the assistance given by
tho Local Government Board in these directions, and
especially for the co-operation which the food inspectors

of the medical department had been able to give.

After dealing with the necessity for economy in local

administration, Mr. Long referred to the special com-
mittee to deal with distress arising out of the war, aud
said that its policy had been guided by the principle that

it was its duty to" prevent, if possible, suffering as a con-

sequence of the war, rather than to relievo it after it had
beeu created, lie believed there was no foundation for

the apprehension which had been expressed in some
quarters that there had been a sudden increase iu

infantile mortality due to want of proper nourishment

or proper care. It was true that there had been an in-

crease in mortality in the early stage of infant life, but

it was traceable to particular diseases—measles and
whooping cough—which seemed to account for it all.

In tho course of the debate Sir G. Toulmin complained

that boards of guardians were slow to adopt matters

recommended by the inspectors of the Local Government
Board, and asked in how many unions women had been ap-

pointed as infant life protection visitors. Mr. Crooks paid

a tribute to the marvellous progress made by the Local

Government Board in the treatment of pauper children

—

a matter which had been placed on a sound foundation

by Mr. Long himself. Touching on the question of vacci-

nation officers' fees, he expressed a wish that the depart-

ment woukl issue an order enabling local authorities to

pay them by salary. Sir Godfrey Baring drew attention

to tho question of what should be done for men per-

manently incapacitated from serving in the army, and for

all except the very lightest employment. The number of

men permanently incapacitated was, he believed, already

over 2,000, and "he hoped the Local CTOvernmeut Board

would consider carefully whether these men could not be

assisted to obtain employment, perhaps in the way of light
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\voili, in the Tarious gvc.it ilopavtmeuts of tlio State, lie
feuii'd that iiuloss a sohemo was carefully ilovisetl ami
caivfully adiuiiiistereil the piobleiu woulJ be fouud almost
iusiiruiouutable. After some further discnssiou. the Par-
h'ainciitary Secretary of the Local Governmeut Board
(Mr. Hayes Fisljerl irplied on the debate. The sugges-
tion to pay vaccination officers by salary, he said, com-
mended itself to the President of the Board, but it might
not be possible to carry out the suggestion this year. In
regard to the care of the health of women and children,
lie expressed the opinion that economy was necessary, but
that much could be etTcctcd if encouragement and full

scope were given to voluntary efforts.

Duty-free Alcohol In Hospitals.—A most interesting pro-

posal was made by tho Chancellor of the Exchequer in

a clause in tho Finance iXo. 2) Bill to allow hospitals
to receive dutyfree alcohol in the preparation of tinc-

tures and other articles used for medical purposes in tlie

hospital, or to have repaid the amount paid in respect
of alcohol contained in, or used in the preparation or
manufacture of, tinctures or other articles bought for the
pnriiose of medical articles bought for purpose of medical
wse in the hospital. Ou the face of it, this was a
concession which the medical profession would naturally,
in the absence of any serious drawbacks, have been
delighted to welcome. Unfortunately, the Government had
not thought it necessary, so far as is known, to consult any
bodies representative of the medical and pharmaceutical
Ijrofessious, and when the clause uas brought to the
notice of the British ^ledical Association and the Phar-
maceutical Society of Great Britain it was seen to be so
drafted as to offer opportunities for serious abuse. As is

the case with all Goveruxueut measures at the present
moment little time was given for consideration, and the
two associations, after consultation, sent letters to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer pointing out some of the
ditficulties they foresaw if the clause went through as
drafted, and asking that the matter should be postponed
and the whole question of the use of duty-free alcohol
in medicine referred to a special committee for con-
sideration and report. The letter of tho Association
will be found on page 20 of the Supplement. Members
of the medical profession will hardly need to bo told
that tho Association w'ould not have taken this steji if

it had not felt that the dangers to the community
and to the uzeJical profession more than counterbalanced
the gain to the hospitals. The two associations took steps
to interest a number of members of the House of Commons
in the question, and various amendments were put down
on the paper by Sir Philip Magnus,' Mr. Glyu-Jones, Jlr.

King, Mr. Hogg, Mr. Barry, and^'Mr. Rawlinson, the effect
of which, if adopted, would have been, it is believed,
materially to diminish the risks of tho clause if the
Government persisted with it. The clause was debated
in the House on Tuesday last, when Mr. Glyn-Jones,
in a lucid and convincing speech, which evidently
interested the House as the speech of a man wdio
thoroughly knew what he was talking about, detailed
the objections of the two associations, and urged that the
matter should be postponed until it had been more
thoroughly considered. As a result the Chancellor of tlie

Exchequer withdrew the clause, promising to bring it up
on the report stage in the hope that in the meantime it

would be possible to amend it so as to satisfy the objectors.
The chief speech made against postponement came from
.Sir Henry Craik, who was not convinced by the arguments
that had been adduced by the two associations, and
thought it rather ungracious on their part to oppose what
be thought was a very generous concession ou the part of
the Government to thoroughly deserving institutions.
Sir Henry did not seem to realize that the two associa-
tions were compelled by a sense of duty to object, not to
the concession, but to the pressing through at very short
notice of a clause considered to be of wide reaching im-
portance, as to which the organized bodies of the two
professions chiefly concerned had not been consulted.
Opposition also came from 3Ir. Jonathan Samuel, of
Stockton-on-Tees, who. speaking as one interested in
hospital management, strongly deprecated the cheapening
of alcohol for medicinal purposes. The debate clearly
showed that the British Medical Association and the
Pharmaceutical Society were thoroughly justified in
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asking for delay, and it will also, we hope, have tho effect
of showing the Government the wisdom, in matters of this
kind, of asccrtaming beforehand tho opinion of bodies
which are strongly interested, and which could bo relied
upon to give the Government the benefit of export advice.

Royal Army Medical Corps (T.F.).—Mr. Forster informed
Sir .T. Lonsdale on Juno 23rit that he was not yet in a
position to make a statement with regard to an increase in
tho pay of olficers of tho K.A.M.C.( T.F.i, so as to make
their emoluments correspond with those of the medical
officers of the regular and new armies.

Pay of Lieutenants R.A.M.C—Mr. Horner asked, on June
24th, what was the total pay, with allowances, of a man in
the Royal Army Medical Corps holding the temporary
rank of lieutenant in the regular army and the pay, witii
allowances, of a man holding a lieutenant's rank in the
IJoyal Army IMedical Corps Special Reserve, and what
were the reasons for the difference in pay. Mr. Forster
said that the civil surgeon serving under a special contract,
with the rank of lieutenant, received 24s. a day, inclusive
of all cash allowances. Tlie Special Reserve officer of
lieutenant's rank received pay and allowances of 17s. at
home and 20s. in the field. The latter was serving on an
engagement made in advance, at the pay of the regular
officer, as in all other branches of the Special Reserve.
The former was engaged on an emergency contract.

Science and the War.—On June 28tli tho Prime Minister,
in answer to Sir Philip Magnus, said that opportunities
would arise for the desired discussion ou the organization
for the purposes of the war of the services of Fellows of
the Royal Society and other scientific bodies, and of the
professors and staffs of universities and technical schools,
and of the scientific and technical resources of the
laboratories and workshops of such institutions. In
reply to Mr. E. Jones, who on June 23rd asked
a question as to chemical laboratories, Mr. Teunant
said that the laboratories of the War Office Research
Department were available for research in relation
to the properties and effects of gases, oils, and dan-
gerous fluids, and that practically all the laboratories
in the country had been placed at the disposal of the War
Office which had a large chemical stafl: of highly qualified
men. In reply to Sir John Jardine, who asked on the
following day whether in order to deal with such matters
as poisonous gases, poisoned wells, and new explosives
commissions in the army had been given to per.sons
skilled in chemistry, and whether Fellows of the Institute
of Chemistry were eligible for such commissions, Mr.
Tennant said that arrangements had been made to employ
on such duties, both as officers and non-commissioned
officers, a number of persons having these qualifications.
FeIlo\ys of tho Institute of Chemistry were eligible for
commissions for this purpose.

Optical Instruments.—Sir William Bull asked, on June
21st, whether any application had been made to the Royal
Institution for the temporary use of a laboratory in the
institution for conducting certain scientilii' cxpLaii'iicuts in
connexion with the supply of optical iiisiniiiicnK f..r the
forces under the direction of a member ul the st.itl of tho
Northampton Polytechnic Institute, whose services tho
governors of that institute had agreed to place at the
disposal of the War Office; and, if so, whether the
managers of the Royal Institution had expressed their
willingness to afford facilities for such experiments to be
conducted in tho laboratories of the institution, as sug-
gested by the War Office? Mr. Tennant said that the
facts were substantially as stated in the first part of the
question. The communications received from the Royal
Institution did not amount to an offer of help or an
expression of readiness to lend assistance. Arrangements
for the experiments which the War Office had desired to
carry out by means of the good offices of the Royal
Institution were subsequently made with l)v. Grant
Ogilvie, of the Science Museum, South Kensington.
In reply to a subsequent question by Sir Pliilip Magnus,
Mr. Tennant said he would have to inquire why it had
become necessary to seek some other place for the per-
formance of these experiments than an institution where
all the apparatus and equipment existed.
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German Attarks on British Towns—In roply to Mr,

Kellaway, on Jiiue 24tli, Mr. Brace, Pavliaracntavy T'lulor

Secretary, Heme Office, said that, as stated in reply to a

qnestion on February 22ad, the number of civilians killed

and injured in the bombardment of tho Hartlepools,

Scarborough, and AVbitby by hostile warships was 127

killed and 567 injured. There had been altogether

fourteen attacks by' hostile aircraft, extending over wide

areas, and chiefly directed against undefended towns,

villages, and country districts. The total casualties in

these raids were : Killed, 55, of whom 24 were men (all

of them civilians), 21 women, and 11 children. Wounded
(so far as could be ascertained), 138, of whom 86 were men
35 women, and 17 children.

Medical and Surgical Treatmant of thg Wounded. -On
June 24th Mr. Lynch addressed a series of questions to

the Under Secretary of State for War with regard to the

treatment of wounds. The first related to motor theatres,

and asked what objections there were to their employment,
and whether tho best features of the Belgian system which
had given excellent results would be submitted to study

with a view to adoption. Mr. Tennant replied that luotor

operating theatres were not considered necessary, as

facilities for carrying out operations were available as near

the front as \\ as deemed advisable. The Belgian practice

had been duly considered. Mr. Lynch's second C[uestion

had reference' to a discussion in the French Academy of

Medicine in the course of which differences of opinion as to

the value of antiseptics in infected .vounds was shown.
Mr. Tennant replied that tlie discussion in question had
been considered by the British consul ting surgeons in France,

and a report on the result of their experience in the treat-

ment of both infected and non- infected wounds had been
prepared for circulation through all military hospitals.

3Ir. Lynch's third question was whether the mode of treat-

ment proposed by Sir Watson C'heyne by means of cresol

paste had given satisfactorj- results, and if not whether its

use had been discontinued in the army service. 3Ir.

Tennant replied that the results obtained by the use of

cresol paste had not been f-atisfactory. aud its use had been
discontinued. The fourth quf-tion wns as to the rate of

mortality due to abdominal vmnul-. on the western front,

and in cases of compound li^u:;!'- in which it had been
found necessary to sacrifice the limb. Air, Tennant replied

that the information was not available.

Colour Blindness (Dr. Edridge-Green's Researches).— Jlr.

Lynch asked on June 23rd whether Dr. Edridge-tlreen
was at any time requested by the Board of Trade to

submit an efficient test for colour blindness ; whether, as
a result of considerable experimentation and original

research. Dr. Edridge-Green devised that form of lantern
which was now employed in the official tests in the navy,
aud which, after slight modifications, was adopted by the
Board of Trade; whether the Board offered to Dr. Edridge-
Green any reward or acknowledgment of his services; and
whether, in view of the importance of the material results

which had followed from Dr. Edridge-Green's scientific

researches, he would be recommended for a suitable reward.
Captain Pretynian (Parliamentary Secretary to the Board
of Tradei said that Dr. Edridge-Green was at no time
requested by the Board of Trade to submit a test for colour
blindness. The lautern adopted bj- the Board for testing
colour vision was not devised by Dr. Edridge-Green, but
was devised by a Departmental Committee appointed in

1910 to investigate the question of sight tests. As regards
the remainder of the question, the answer was in the
negative. Mr. Lynch asked Captain Pretyman to again
personally look into the qnestion on the ground that the
Board of Trade had simply taken Dr. Edridge-Cireen's
invention and slightly altered it. .Since the days of

Thomas Young he was the only British man of science who
had contributed valuable work in this particular field of

research. Captain Pretyman replied that he had that
morning looked into the qnestion, and his information did
not tally with Mr. Lynch's statement, but he would look
into the matter again.

Small-pox Outbreak at Oldham, -Mr. Long stated on June
28th, in reply to Mr. Hodge, that though the first recog-
nized case of small-pox in the recent outbreak at Oldham

was admitted to tho liospital on February 25th, it would
appear that the first case of the di.sease, from which all

the others could be traced, was in an unvaccinated girl,

whose illness was not originally recognized as smallpox.
All the cases had mild attacks of the discrete type, and
none were fatal, and most of them were in the hospital foi

comparatively short periods. There was nothing to show
that the outbreak was connected with any insanitarj
condition.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Central Committee.

A MEETING of the Central Committee was held on
Thursday, June 24th, when the further details of tho pro-

ceedings of the Aide et Protection aux M^docins et Pharma-
ciens Beiges Sinistr^s were discussed. The last meeting of

the Belgian Committee of which details had been received
was that of April 29th, when it may be remembered that

the total subscriptions announced amounted to Fr. 65,000

and the total expenditure to about Fr. 34,000, leaving in

hand a little over £1,200. At that meeting the proposal to

make monthly grants to the indigent was adopted.

The Distribution of Funds in Belgium.

At the meeting on May 6th subscriptions were announced
bringing the total receipts up to Fr. 65,803. On that
date there remained in hand £800. The interesting

announcement was made that Messrs. Elliman and Co.

of Slough had authorized M. Delacre to receive on behalf

of the Belgian Committee the sum of £304 due to him
from a Belgian creditor, and that the creditor had sent the
money.
At "that meeting the subcommittee presented a report

dealing with monthly grants to na'edical men. The first

list included the widow of a doctor who had been shot

—

she is completely ruined ; six medical men at Dinant
whose property has been destroyed ; three other doctors in

different districts in the same condition; and the widow
of a doctor who was homeless. The committee unani-
mously approved monthly grants of 200 francs in all cases.

M. Breuglemans reported on two cases, one of a physician
and one of a pharmacist, in whose case these grants had
already been passed. He reported that the physician was
living " as a day labourer, apparently by casual work or by
jobs under a ma.nager ; in any case, he who once lived in

plenty not long ago. is now in a very lonely plight, his

family finds shelter under other roofs, and he himself, at

an age when the spring is gone out of life, has to exist as

a dependant." Notes of similar cases of cruel hardship
were furnished, sufficiently proving to what excellent pur-

pose the Belgian Committee is able to put any ftmds which
the British Committee can send to it.

At the meeting of the Belgian Committee of May 20th
additional subscriptions brought the total receipts of the

Aide et Protection aux Medecins et Pharmaciens Beiges
Sinistres to 75,000 francs. Grants amounting to 4,000

francs had been made during the previous fortnight,

leaving in hand about £1,000. Dift'erent members of the

committee had received letters of gratitude from those

helped, and some photographs of the premises of ruined

doctors were laid on the table. Dr. Laruelle read a report

on four cases of doctors requiring assistance. All had lost

their homes, aud their furniture and professional plant had
been burnt or destroyed ; three of them were practising in

entirely ruined districts. Dr. Laruelle, in recommending
immediate grants, said that it was proposed later on to

suggest monthly allocations for these men, as their means
of existence would remain precarious. The grants were
voted accordingly. Mr. Breuglemans reported on the

position of two pharmacists. One of these, having two
sons at the war, had, by mortgaging his property, rebuilt

his house to prevent it falling down, and had acquired

some stock on credit. For the time being he was
carrjing on business in jiremises which had been lent tc

him. The premises of the other had been completely

burnt out, and he had to support a wife and child from a

business carried on in a ravaged district, where the heads

of families had been killed, leaving their dependants to

chariti'. " Bledicines are." said M. Breualemans. " for the
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most part supplied on ilemainl, to he paid for nftov the

•war, aud the medical funds of uiauufactniing woilss arc no
longer running." J[. Coppcz, who had seen manj' of the

sufferers, said that it was clear that the assistauco given

was most valuable, and would have to be renewed in most
cases after July. Notice, however, would have to be given

to those whom it concerned that the grants were for their

sustenance, aud must not be used, as liad happened, to pay
insurance premiums. The President of the Belgian

Society reaffirmed the necessity of retaining money for

urgent cases, and the method of keeping the British Coni-

inittee informed regularly of the cases helped was set

down for future discussion.

A statement of accounts received by the British Com-
mittee through Professor Jacobs was read, showing that

on June 10th about £700 remained with the Belgian Com-
mittee unexpended, from which £200 have to be deducted
for purchase and sale of drugs. This statement of

accounts, however, was dated on the day on which a
further substantial grant was dispatched to Belgium by
the British Committee, so that for the time being the

Belgian Committee is again in funds.

The Treasurer's Statement.

Dr. Des Voeux announced that the sum of money
received by him up to date amounted to £14,893, but ail

the local funds had not yet reached the central treasurer.

A substantial proportion of this sum is on deposit at tht^

bank and is bearing interest, but the Committee recognized
that steady and large subsidies would have to be sent to

the Aide et Protection aux Medecins et Pharmaciens
Siuistres, so that efforts to collect money must not be
relaxed. Moreover, the supply of clothes to the refugee
doctors and pharmacists aud their wives was an increasing
expense, aud the need for distribution in thi.s country
might become larger.

The T\«ek's Subscriptions.

Thirtij-Jlrst List.

Bournemoutb Division,
B..M.A. (Dcr Dr.
Kleanor C. Boyd

,

Hon. Secretm-v) i4th
donation-total ±123
9s. 6d.)—

A. G. M
Ur. B.Jones ...

Major F. A. L. Hammond
Lord Egerton of Tatton
Ur. G. Maxwell Simpson
Coventry Division,

B.U.A. (i>er Dr. W.
H. Lowinan,
Secretary)

—

Dr. Hadley ...

Dr. Collington
Dr. Pocoek
Dr. PhilliiK ...

Dr. Croft
Dr. Lowman ...

Hon.

Dr.

Dr. Buclc
Dr. Dyson ... ' ...

Dr. GriffltU ...

Dr. Carter
Mr. Braithwaite

Surgeon Bradljurii, R.N.
Aberdeen Division.

j
B.M.A. iper Dr. J. B.
Levaclc, Hon. Sec.)
(2nd donation—total,

1
£H 12s.)—

I Professor Marnocb,
Drs. Usher. Shirrefl's.

!
Stephen, aud .\ymer

Nortli of England Branch
of Fimd Iper Dr.
James Don aud Mr.

Sees.') (16th do'uatioii
—total, i731 Is. 7d.)-

Dr. F. Dawson
Dr. R. Walker

London- CoUeso of
Pharmacy. Studentg
and StalKper Mr. K.«.
Matthews)

Dr. a. D. H. Carpenter
1 17 6

1

. I\eudrick ...

Dr. Ballantynu
Dr. Kenderdino
Dr. Brazil
Dr. Hawley ...

Dr. Orton
Dr. Barrs 'collected by)

—

Dr. Smailes

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the Treasurer
of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14, Buckingham (Sate,

London, S.W., and should be made payable to the Belgian
Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief Fund, crossed Lloyds
Bank, Limited.

The Appe.\l foe Surgical Instp.cmkxts.

Mr. Meredith Townsend reported at the last meeting of

the Central Committee that two boxes of instruments,
received from the Oamaru General Hospital, New Zealand,
were ready for dispatch to Belgium, and that it had been
ascertained through the National Committee for Relief in

Belgium that surgical instruments are much wanted
there.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of

the Society of .\pothecaries. Apothecaries' Hall, Black-
friars, K.C.

THE late Mr. Bernard Roth left unsettled estate of the
gross value of £84,843, of which £62,945 is net personalty.

THE AVAH.
MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE BRFllSII

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[From a Special Correspondent in Northern France.]

C.4su,\LTY Clearing Stations.
The Casualty Clearing Stations I have seen are many, and
those that I might see are more; but it is useless to put off

a description, for what is true of a few will be true to the
end. As our composite army gi-ows in size, so, too, grows
the number of clearing hospitals. (Jflicially, the latter

title is now banned, but, as will be shown by an account
that will reach you later, it is not really inappropriate.
There are, I suppose, about a dozen of them, and at one

time they were disposed in three narrowing ares roughly
parallel with the tif^liting lino, but they are mobile units,

and move, or will, as the army moves.
As distance counts near the trenches they are generally

a long way apart, but sometimes tlieio are two or more of

them temporarily at the same railliead. There are times
when the enemy's long-distance artillery gropes blindly for

something to hurt ; and if it thinks it has found it at

a place where there happens to be a clearing hospital,

then the latter must sock new quarters.

But wherever it may go this is never far from the real

front. Just now two or three have been left by the tide,

saj', a dozen miles from the trenches, and others are at
intermediate distances. Some are so close that even in

"peace time " their occupants can fairly well gauge what
is going on merely by the sounds that reach their ears.

In casualty clearing station parlance, it is " peace
time" when only ordinary trench fighting, or an inter-

mittent artillery duel, is in progress, and when men with
wounds of all degrees of severity arrive at the rate of 90
or 100 a day.
The motor ambulance convoys bring them in from the

various head quarters of the field ambulances serving the
divisions occupying the section of the line nearest the
village where the clearing hospital is established. There
is no fi.Ked hour for their arrival, but in " peace tiiues " this

is commonly in the hours between reveille aud midday.
The convoy loads then represent the whole of the wounded
garnered by the field ambulances between daylight that
morning aud daj-light twentj'-four hours previously. But
there is really no regularity. Often enough a field ambu-
lance will send straight in by its own vehicles a few
men who have been wounded so far from the trenchfes that
it has been possible to pick them up forthwith. Often
enough, too, it finds that it can send on in the afternoon
men who at daybreak seemed too ill to be moved.

It is at field ambulance head quavtevM that the first

winnowing of the wounded tak^ s iilno' ;
l}iit tlic mesh of

the sieve is very wide. Well il iii;i\ li^ . seeing that the
clearing hospitals with all their |l..^slllilities are so close

at hand. When things are at all active it lets through all

but those tor whom even another hour or less of movement
is for the moment out of the question.

At the casualty clearing stations the sifting mesh is

closer; as close as the surgeons choose when things are
slack, and just close enough during times of "liveliness"
to secure that no one shall be moved bascwards by a hos-
pital train without having his fit ' .ill 'Ir. ,;n<4 replaced,
without having any fracture pi

;

' .ly splinted,

witliout the patient himself li.i', i' 1> i- i. .omfortable,
and to ensure that all shall bo ci(V':M' li >.lMi;iieln a state
of serious shock or in whom immediate operation is

imperative.
But the number that must thus be detained is commonly

not large; probably 70 or 80 per cent, of each convoy can
be transferred when a hospital train arrives. This is

certain to be the case within twenty-four hours, and
practically speaking can be almost as soon as the oflScer

in command of the casualty clearing .station wishes. A
telegram to tlie D.iM.S. of the army to which his unit is

attached will promptly bring him, if need be, not one but
a whole series of trains.

The foregoing is possibly one of the reasons why the

term " casualty clearing station " has been substituted

for the original name of these formations. The word
"hospital" suggested not more than is really true of them,
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but a more ambitious part than is ever theirs on paper.

Officially they are entitled to act as hospitals only so long

as they have on their hands patients whom they cannot

possibly evacuate.

Primarily each of them is a kind of cross between a

funnel and a filter, the wide end facing the trenches, the

narrow end fitting into the top end of the line of com-

municatious and ensuring that the stream of wounded

shall take the right direction. lu this way they play

towards the field ambulances the same part that the

latter do towards the regimental aid posts. AVhenevcr a

field ambulance wishes to get rid of its sick and wounded

the related casualty clearing station nuist be prepared to

take charge of them fortliwith. If necessary it must

detach part of its personnel and equipment and send it

forward to the place which the field ambulance was

occupying. Another like portion may also have to be

detached and sent rearwards to form an intermediate

station if the distance between itself and the nearest rail-

head is great. This is the official position of casualty

clearing stations and obviously it is not one in which the

hospital idea can play a conspicuous part.

]5ut their real present position is different. Thanks
partly to the sicKclike character of the war, but still more

largely to the introduction of motor ambulance convoys

and to the substitution of automobile vehicles for 70 per

cent, of each field ambulance's wagons, the whole situa-

tion has been changed. It has been changed, indeed, so

thoroughly that it seems likely that the present state-

ments in training manuals and field service regulations

regarding all medical work done in advance of railhead

are destiued to be entirely recast or will be held to ajiply

only to warfare in countries where motor transport cannot

be freely utilized. Meanwhile the net effect is that tlioiigh

the luispital element is still kept officially in the li.icU-

ground and the general equipment of a casualty clearing

station is still of such a character as to make it a readily

moved unit, it can and does in fact do a good deal of

hospital work of tlie very best kind. The latter fact I may
perhaps be able to bring out more clearly in a later letter.

Mobile Laboratories.

Two '-mobile laboratories" were sent out by the War
Office at the beginning of the war ; a third and fourth

were added' soon after Christmas, and I hear that the

early arrival of several others is expected. The title

which has been applied to tliem certainly leaves something

to be desired in tlie diiectiou of specificity of descriptiuu,

but I do not know thai- there is any single epithet by which

their character and ai)n could be precisely indicated. Still

the adjective " mobile " is justified, because it does in fact

describe one of their more conspicuous attributes with

accuracy.
There is no doubt a strong tendency for the work and

the apparatus employed to overflow into buildings near

which the laboratories are standing, but the nucleus

remains unaffected. It consists in eacli case of a caravan,

fitted up with laboratory benches and racks, and mounted
on a motor chassis, so that it can be moved at will to any
distance along any passable road. A very hurried move
might entail the loss of a certain amount of stores, and
possibly of one or two pieces of heavy apparatus—say, an
autoclave : but if notice to move were given, say at midday,

it would not be surprising to find one of these laboratories

again at work by tea-time at some village twenty miles

distant from that at which one had first seen it. "Mobile"
is, thei cture, an appropriate adjective.

As for the ditliculty of finding a second epithet which
shall equally well des(.-ribe their work, I have heard patho-

logical, bacteriological, chemical, clinical, and hygienic all

used in turn, but none of them is satisfactory. The work
of the laboratories is noD identical, and that of none of

them is quite on all-tours with the work done at labora-

tories to wdiich any of the epithets mentioned are applied

in civil life.

Taken as a whole its work lies mainly in the field of

preventive medicine, and on it depend most of the measures

adopted from time to time for safeguarding the health of

the troops at the real front—that is to say, of those who
are either actually in the trenches or resting in billets

within what the French call the none du feu. The labora-

tories are supposed to move as the army moves, and mean-
time they shift their position at the front from time to

time, though not very often. Two of them liave nov/ been
stationed for several months past at villages which are the

head quarters of various army corps, and within four or

five miles of the trenches ; another—one which has moved
fairly often—is about twelve miles away at a place which
is at present the head quarters of the second army, and a

fourth is at General Head Quarters.

One reason why none of these laboratories requires to

move very frequently is that attached to each of them is a
kind of tender, which can be either dispatched to bring in

specimens or used to take the officer in charge to visit some
spot where a problem deemed susceptible of solution by
laboratory methods is under consideration. The vehicles

sapplied for this purpose leave nothing to be desired in

point of speed, but being of the two-seater or cycle car

variety they bump badly when travelling over the cobble-

paved roads of Flanders, however carefully they may be
driven. An equally inexpensive or even still cheaper car

of heavier build would probably better suit the work
required, which includes at times t'he conveyance of thin

glass vessels.

As for the laboratories themselves, the largest and most
caravan-like is one to which reference has several times
been made in these notes. It is, in fact, an actual caravan,
having been originally built and used as a means of vissiting

races by a well known motor manufacturer, by whom it

was handed over to the War Office last autumn, with a
view to conversion to its present purposes. The other

three furnish about the same floor space as a full-sized

ambulance—say. 50 square feet—but have solid wooden
walls and ijrobably greater cubic space, since their roofs

seem higher. But of course most of the floor space and
much of the cubic space is absorbed by benches, shelves,

and equipment. Atmospherically, therefore, they are

not ideal workshops, either in warm weather or cold.

Each of them is mounted on a high-powered chassis, with
a relatively short wheelbase. Consequently the body
overhangs 3 ft. or 4 ft., and sways a good deal when
travelling. In view of these various facts it would not be

surprising to find that any other mobile laboratories sent

out were mcumted on lorry instead of touring-car chassis.

"V\hile their mobility would not sensibly be diminished,

they would be more steady, and the greater amount of

elbow-room and breathing-space provided would make
them truly self-dependent units.

The internal arrangement of the bodies is mnch the

same in all cases. They are entered from the end like an
omnibus, and the worker moves about between two 6 ft.

foreaud-aft benches running under the side windows. At
the forward end a partition cuts oft' about two feet of the

total available floor space, and thus provides a separate

compartment for apparatus requiring use of constant heat.

There are cisterns in the roof and electric as well as

natural lighting. Their equipment is in three cases

bacteriological, and in the fourth is chiefly of the kind to

be seen in the laboratories of water examiners.

THE AUSTRALIAN GENERAL HOSPITALS.
The staff of the No. 3 Australian General Hospital reached

England in the ss. Mooltau on June 27th. The following

are the officers

:

Coloiich.—T. H. Fiaschi, D.S.O., V.D. (N. S.W.I, Sir A. W.
McCorniiek iX.S.W.i.

Li, »:.,.< , : 1 \ I- :: -.W.sC.T.C.deCrespir.uy.
Secrivi i; . , I

i -l:i\vell (V.I, S. Jamieson
(N.S.W, . .1 I -.,. - - .

.V,,,.
•

11 -
. :, \\. Tretliowan (W.A.I. .T.

Moii-i' .1:. \ . K. Hufe'lies (V.i. J. I>.

Gib- ' - 1' I . 11. Harris (N.S.W.j. H. a.

Stev..- '
;

• v>,

JR. a', r. V. .L„^:. :...-.'•
1

(V.I, W. J'. AhltiliUW:, ,, 1^1 1'
1 1

:iM-i, \ .'. .\. If.

Gibson iW..\.i, T. L. .\

:

'

•

'

• • ". •• '' i' \ . .

E. Fisher (X.S.W.i, I 1 :
. .

::-:.!:, \ . .\.

Breniiau (V.I, L. A. ll:i\ ..:i)-.i ^. \ 1 Ihnl:. ','

QH«r(iTW«.Wcr.s-.—Captain Medlvn iSA.i, .Lienu-ini't A. 8.

Stuart iN.S.W.i.
X»«K"S'-'-~I'ieuteuant .J. B. Hill (N.S.W.).
By the same l)oat there travelled also a matron and 79 nurses,

and' 180 K.C.O.'s and orderlies.

Reinforcements for the No. 1 Australian General Hosiiilal

were disembarked at Suez. The officers landed were:

Majors.—'E.. E. Maclean (V.), H. C. Garde (Q.)
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( Vt»Miii.« —G. A. W. .T. Knight (V.^. ,T. J. Hollj-wood ly.S.W.l,

S. Veatmau iS.A.>. L. E. Cook (V.K F. MaL-Donal.l l,ij,

A. Aii.lerson lU.K H. •>. Teat-'ne iW.A.). R. E. IMcClellana

iN S \V I H. \lsop iX. S.W.I. K. K. Stephen (M.S.W.I. A. Diinn

IN S W > C. K. rnlmcr ,X.S.W.». E. W. Denne tV.l. T. d.
l-.e«rv .V... K. W. Ciiimiii^liiim .S.A.:', A. J. Miuphy ^Q.), C. J.

Cani;.v,W.A.', K. K. Diinn/r.i.
Kii;litv nurses atul 180 X.C.tVs. and orderlies were laiultil

nt the same time for this liosiiitul, and, in addition, 50 muKos
i.|>eciall.v reernilcd by the K.A.M.C. in Australia for various
K^yptian hospitals.

In ailiiition to tho officers above ennmerated, Captains

R. E. Sluitcr (V.), F. A. Grey (Y.), and Clowes (Q.t liavo

i-cachcil this country for service at tlie convalescent di put

at HaretielJ Park; they were accompanied by about

20 uurses and as many N.C.O.'s and orderlies.

HONOURS.
Thr following names are additional to those published

last week upon whom the King has been pleased to

approve rewaixls for services in conaexion with operations

in the field :

To be Compaiuon of the Bath.
Colonel M, P. C. Holt, D.S.O.

To lie Companhms of the Disliiirjuifhed Service Onlcr,
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Poe, il.B., K.A.M.C,
Major R. V. Cowey, E.A.M.C.
Major T. E. Fielding, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Major F. S. Irvine, M.B., R.A.M.C.
burgeon-Major B. Pares, Roval Horse Guards.
Captain C. G. Browne, R.A.M.C.

. Captain H. StM. Carter, W.D., R.A.M.C.
Captain (temporary Major) H. A. Chisbolm, Cauadiau
A.M.C.

Captain T. J. Crean, V.C., R.A.M.C. (Reserve of Officers).

Captam R. Gale, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain P. A. Llovd Jones, M.B., K.A.M.C.
Captain T. H. McKillip, Canadian A.M.C.
Captain O. W. McSheehv, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain J. Taylor, M.B., I.M.S., attached 1st Battalion
39th Garhwal" Rifles.

Temporary Captain O.Richards, M.D., F.R.C.S., R.A.M.C.

Airarded the Military Cross.

Captain W. I>arling, M.B., F.R.G.S., R.A.M.C. Special
Reserve.

Captain G. F. Dawson, M.B., R.A.M.C, attached Zii.l

Battalion Roval Highlanders.
Captain P. Dwyer, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain A. K. H-iywood, Canadian A.M.C, attached 5id
Canadian Battalion.

Captam H. L. Howell. R.A.M.C
Captain .T. B. .Tones, M.B., R.A.M.C
Captain E. J. Kavauagh, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain J. S. O'Neill, M.B.,I.M.S.
Captain J. W. C Stuhbs, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain H. F. Vellacott, F.R.C.S., R.A.M.C. Special
Reserve.

Captain N. T. Whitehead, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Captain H. G. Winter, R.A.M.C.
Lieutenant W. McM. Chesney, M.B., R.A.M.C Special
Reserve.

Lieutenant R. A. Preston. M.B., R.A.M.C. Special Reserve.
Tenii>orarv Lieutenant D. D. Crai.g, M.B., R.A.M.C.
Temporary Lieutenant F. T. Hill, K.A.M.C
Temporary Lieuteiuint H. G. .Jauion, R.A.M.C.
Temporary Lieutenant P. W. .James, M.D., R.A.M.C.
Temporary- Lieutenant W. H. Lister, R.A.M.C
Temporary Lieutenant 1. C Maclean, M.D., R.A.M.C.
Temporary Lieutenant P. Smith, R.A.M.C.
Second Class Subassistant Surgeon Ramkrishna Ganpnt
Shinde, attached 1st Battalion 39th Garhwal Rifles.

Sergeant-Major G. B. Walker, R.A.M.C
Qnarterniaster and Honorary Lieutenant 3. Carr, West
Riding R.A.M.C (T.F.)

Quartermaster and Honorary Lieutenant H. Dugdale,
3rd East Lancashire Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C. (T.F.J

To he Brevet-Colonels.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. Ensor, D.S.O., M.B., R.A.M.C Staff.

Lieutenant-Colonel M. H. G. Fell, R.A.M.C. Staff.

Lieutenant-Colonel W. W. White, M.D., I.M.S.

To he Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel,
Major J. S. Bostock, M.B., R.A.M.C.

To he Honorary Majors.
Qnartcrmaster and Honorary Captams W'. N. Archibald and
A. Lunney, R.A.M.C.

To he Honorary Captain.
Quartei-master and Honorary Lieutenant C. W. Hearn,
3rd Wessex (attached 26thFieldAmbulance)R.A.M.C.(T.F).

Indian Distinftuishcd Service Jledal.
2na Class Senior Bubassistaut Surgeon Mabadeo Parsbad

I.S.M.D., Ist Gmkbas.
1st Class Snbassistant Surgeon Narayau Parsbad SuUul.

L8.M.D., 112th Field Ambulance. '

Lauco Naik Maugli, Army Bearer Corps, No. 8 Co., 115tU
Field Ambulance.

Queen Aid:.
Miss F. M. 11

G. M. Rirhai
Sister :Mi-a .

I

(Actin- - .

C y[:i. :
.

I scrriV?.—Matron
1

i U
.

I :> i-1, Matron Miss
'

1

.
-IN \cting Matron),

.

. -\li»»M.CCorbiBhlev
I: :^it4au. Staff Nurse Miss

^laff Nurse Miss K. M.
' 1 . . M. Smith.

.
' '7 SKminri Service (Reserve).

iiHtt. Miss E. M. Hansard.'Misa
h. MissL. M. Thurling.
nning Service for India.—XiAiy

Matlu >
^ '..

4fi;sN;A,.. ,

,

C. Elston. Mi-^ II ,,

Queen Ah..::...

Superintendent .M i-, I

Territorial 1-vice .\„rs,„,i .S</-ci>c—Miss H. G. Palin, Miss
A. H. Ivin, Miss E. A. Jackson, Miss P. M. Morris, Miss C.
Webber.

Civil Hospitals Beferve.—'Miss T. E. M. Earbier, Royal
Vcn

pool ; Miss M. A. D-mi.
MissE. T. Ferguson, I;..

St. Thomas's il.ispiuil

Dublin Hospital. l_).il.liii

London ; Miss I',. Pil. I ,i

London; Miss M. (1h1>.\.

L. O. Peet, Derby Hoy
Wright, The Louduu Uusintul, Loudon.
British ii'«« Cross 6,.cit(i/.—Principal Matron, Miss N.

Fletcher.
Australian Nursiufi ,9c/-) !><•.—Matron, Miss I. Greaves.
Canadian Kursinr/ iVrriVe.—Matron, Miss E. Campbell.

I I' '

'

'
"

1 . llarlev,
: -M.-- I\, . I. I, I,--. .11, City of

. .M. Kil.llv, (;in s Hospital,
University Collef,'e Hospital,

I Hospital, Birniiiigliani; Miss
Derbv; Miss A. Wain-

8IR JOHN FRENCH'S DISPATCH.
The following is a continuation of the list published last
week of the names mentioned in Sir John French's
dispatch for gallant and distinguished service in the
field

:

General Head Quarters Staff, etc.
Colonel S. G. Moores, A.M.S.

Midi al 'Jem e and Twi/ il irmy Medical Corps.
Quaiteimastei Sergeant W Andle\^s Acting Seigeant

Mai W Vi„eiit iii\ te L 3 Viiiold \ttiii„ (oipoiil

^ '
I W C Cook,

^
I

I Pmate J G
1'

I I ll^ Pri\ate F
Ji I i V J 1 11 rinvd Stitl-
Scr eiut 7 (t \ I i bt s ^ i^ ii i M

| i ( S (,il 1

Sergeant Major \ Gillespie t ipoial 1 ( llir\ In uH Gieeuwood, Seigeant A O Gi ^ i\ (luaitcuii t i

Seigeant T Gregsou, Private AN H Hamei Sei eaiit (,
Hauls Pmate J Hairison PiniteE W Haviie Seigeant
G \\ Herbeit,Pii\ateP Hoiii^in Sei^eantW Hutchmgs,
Start Seigeant T R Ircsou staff Seigeant (Acting Sei-
geant Majoi) C Jones Piuate T Jones Quaitermastei-
Seigeant P G Knightlej Pmate R N Knottles,
Seigeant Major E. Lamei, Prnate W A. Last Ser-
geant A r Leaney, Pmate W Matchm Seigeant W.H Mattison Seigeant J N Meic r, Seigeant Uajoi W

.

Meichant Corpcial J Moiuson Acting ( orpoial H P
Mulle\ yuaiteimastei Seigeant P H Musgiave Staff
Seigeuitl J ORouike Imite u«en Quaitei
mastei Seigeant I \ Philbi loK, Seigeant I\ Pollock,
Quartet master Seigeint b 1 »le Private \ Poolev,
Selge^nt J D Powell Sergeant H M Piiuce Quaitei
mastei Sergeant W C Punce staff Sergeant Ct P Purser,
Pmate \ F Rejnolds Quaitermastei Seigeaut C E I.
Richarlson foijionl P Rrleits stiff Sci^eint W.
R leits-in Sf, n„t H T i

i| ^t,tt ^
, \\ scott,

St I I W II I jf w.
^1

1 M.
si

I I II ^|,mks,
s I i I I I I Statf
Self, mt G siiii I Mi I 1 1 1 u t(, nnastei
Sergeant J H 11 i llumasPmate
B P Thoipe Stall I \ ting Seigeant
Majoi C J lunu s

i i \\ UUei Seigeant-
Major D Watt, blaiJ Se „ 'Ji ^ Uhjte, Pmate IL
W ilkmson.
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Rotjiil

Bickerton, i

Bird, Majo,

h.,il Corps (Territorial Force).
1

,
M. 1). ,84th Field Ambulance.

I 1. Id Ambulance.
W \I.B.. 25th Field Ambulance.
](., 24th Field Ambulance.
it-Colonel D. A., M.B., 86th Field

<
1

t "M. 1 i. Ill' nnnt .T., 2nd London Sanitaiy Company.
iiiayioit, J,u-uteii!int C. N., 1st London (City ol London)

biuiitary Coiiipauv.
Fail-bank, Captain "H. A. T., F.R.C.S., 85th Field Ambu-

Fislier, aia

llanisoii.
Northiin

Heani, (..n

.
'Vr.B., 86th Field Ambulance.
W. 1., M.B., attached 6th Battalion,

' ;iiid Honorary Lieutenant C. W.,
Zbrjl J' I. 'hi \ i,)l,!il:ilir,>.

"^1 I'
!

I I- \N'. B.. M.D., attached 7th Battalion,
: I .. .1 .ml Fusiliers.

T'l I '1 1. H. N., 2nd London Sanitary Company.
M'ii|" I" <•' iMiit-Colouel W, S., M.D., 84th r"ield Ambu-

Spriiwsou, Captain E. C. 3rd Division.
'A'aHKett, Major E. B., M.B., 85th Field Ambulance.
"Wardle, Lieutenant V. H., 86tli Field Ambulance.
\Vhait, Lieutenant-Colonel J. R., M.B., 85th Field Ambu-
lance.

Sergeant C. W. Abnett, Slat Field Ambulance ; Private
n. Boundy, 24th Field Ambulance; Staff Sergeant J. T.
Boyes, Lance-Corporal J. Burvill, 82nd Fielil Ambnlnnr..

;

Lance-Sergeant J. Dalton, 1st West linm-,: Imk I . t.I

Ambulance; Corporal (Acting Sergeant) X. \ i' :

London (City of London) Sanitary Comp:iii r ,
.,

C. D. Dymond, Welsh Border Mounted r.ii^i.n : ,.:,'i

Sergeant J. C. Cas^vell, Private H. Donu]i> , 25tli Fit-Id
Ambulance; Lance-Corporal P. Elcock, 26tli Field Ambu-
lance; Staff Sergeant ^V. C. Gotham, 25th Field Ambu-
Jance; Acting Sergeant-Major H. W. Cxregorv, 26th Field
Ambulance ; Staff Sergeant W. K. Haddingham', 2nd London
Sanitary Company; Cor|)oral W. N. Hodge, S3rd Field
Amlmlance; Sergeant-Major A. E. R. House, 24th Field
Ambulance; Sergeant E. Ingleton, 82nd Field Ambulance

;

Lance-Corporal E. Meigh, 1st West Lancashire Field Ambu-
lance

; Acting Sergeant-Major T. W. Parsons, 25th Field
Ambulance ; Staff Sergeant S. Pickering, 2nd London
Sanitary Company; Staff Sergeant S. C. Pocock, 26th Field
Ambulance ; Private C. T. Royle, 81st Field Ambulance

;

Private .1. St. John, 3rd Welsh Field Ambulance ; Private
H. C. Sell; Private H. Stapleton, 83rd Field Ambulance;
Acting Sergeant R. M. Watchorn, 3rd Welsh Field Ambu-
lance ; Staff Sergeant J. J. Webster ; Private A. E. Wright
81st Field Ambulance.

Anstrctlian Army MeiUral Corps.
Lieutenant-Colonel (temporary Lieutenant-Colonel in army)
W. L'E. Fames, C.B.

'

'

Sergeant-Major C. R. Williams.
Sergeant P. W. Chapman.

Staff, 1st Canadian Division.
Lieutenant-Colonel (temporary Colonel) G. La F. Foster
Canadian A.M.C.

'

Canulnn iiwy V du
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CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.

Navv.
DteJ of WounJs.

J »K. F. H. Rees, who (lied on June 21st fiom woumls
received during tbe operations in the Dardanelles, was
the elder son of Dr. Alfred Rees, of Cardiff. He received

his early education at the Cardiff Intermediate School,

and after completing his medical studies at Uuivcisity

College, London, took the degrees of M.B., B.S.Loud. in

1912. In February he joined the R.A.M.C, but was trans-

ferred to the Xaval Division at Plymouth as temporary
surgeon on February 9th. 1915 ; after undergoing further

training at Blandford he sailed for Malta in April. During
the whole of the time he has been in the Dardanelles he

was engaged with the laud forces amid the desperate

lighting which has taken place.

Army.
Kilkih

Lieutenant GeoftVey Montague Mason Fleming, R.A.M.C,
was reported as killed in action in Flanders in tlie casualty

list of June 25th. He took the M.B. and Ch.B. of Dubliii

I'niversity in 1913, and took a temporary commission as

lieutenant in the R.A.M.C. from August 16th, 1914.

Died.

Lieutenant Eric Alfred Wright, R.A.M.C, died on .Tune

20th at Alexandria of septic poisoning contracted iu

attending the ^YOunded, aged 36. He was the only son

of Dr. and Mrs. Wriglit, of Mountsorrel, Romford, and
was educated at Felsted School and at Selwyn Colle<;c,

Cambridge, where he took the B.A. in 1899, the JI.B.

and B.C. 'in 1904, and the D.P.H. in 1905, also taking the

M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. in London m 1903. After serving

as assistant and senior resident medical officer at the

North-West Loudon Hospital, and as house-surgeon of

St. Peter's Hospital for Stone, he went into practice at

Romford, Essex, where he was medical officer of the

Hornchurch Cottage Homes, medical officer to the Post

Office, and certifying factory surgeon. He was a sergeant

in the London Scottish, went with that corps to France
last year, and was with them in their first action at

Messines. When their medical officer, the late Captain

.\ngns Macnab, was killed iu action, he became surgeon
to the battalion. Subsequently he was invalided to

England, and took a temporary commission in tbe

K.A.M.C. from December 16th, 1914. In March, 1915,

lie was sent to Alexandria, where he was serving iu the

15th General Hospital.

Wounded.
Lieutenant (temporarj») D. Bell, R.A.M.C, Flanders.

Lieutenant W. W. Adamson, R.A.M.C.^T.F.), Flanders.
Lieutenant J. Cowan, R.A.M.C.(Special Reservti,

Flanders.
Lieutenant W. H. Shephard, R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve),

Flanders.
Lieutenant H. Seddon, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Dardanelles.

Lieutenant (temporary) A. J. MoC. C. Morrison,R..\.M.C.,

Dardanelles.
Saffering from Gas Poisoning.

Lieutenant R. D. D. Brownson, R.A.M.C^Special
Reserve), Flanders.

So.NS OF THE Profession and Medic.\l Students.
Second Lieutenant R. B. Buchanan, 5th Battahon Royal

Scots FusiHers, who was recently killed in action in the
Dardanelles, was educated at Foyle College, Londonderry,
Bedford School, and Edinburgh University, where he began
the study of medicine in 1911, and had passed all e.\cept the
linal examination, gaining medals in zoology, practical
anatomv, and surgery. He got his commission on October 12tl),

1914, and landed at the Dardanelles, with his battalion, on
May 30th.
Second Lieutenant Frank Chilton, who was killed at the

Dai-danelles about .lune 20th, was the only son of Dr. Charles
Chilton, Professor of Biology, Canterbury College, Christ-
church, New Zealand. He was a medical student at Edinburgh
University, where he was a member of the O.T.C., and. when
war broke out, obtained a commission as Second Lieutenant in

the 3rd (Resen-e) Battalion of the Argyll and Suthii l:uid

Highlanders from August 15th, 1914. He went to the .M'.-'li-

terrauean on May 20th, attached to the 2nd Battalion, Hamp-
shire Regiment.
Lieutenant Eric K. Colbourne, 1st Berkshire Regiment ^of

Victoria, British Columbia), died on June 27th of wounds
received iu action. He was the third sou of Dr. and Mrs.

Colbourne of Beckenham, and was 27 years of age. He was
gazetted second lieutenant on probation m January last.
Private Wilfred Y. Dawson, 4th Battalion .\ustraliau Im-

perial Force, who was killed in action at the Dardanelles, was
the eldest sou of Dr. Yelverton Dawson of Southbourne.
Lieutenant Leslie Phillips Jones, of the 9th Roval Berkshire

Regiment, died of wounds at tlie Dardanelles about June 20tli,
aged 19. He was the third aud youngest son of John Phillips
Jones of Streatham, aud was educated at Mill Hill School,
where he was a member of the O.T.C. ; at Oriel College,
Oxford ; and at Bart's., where he was studying medicine.
When war broke out he got a commission as Second Lieu-
tenant in the 9th Service Battalion of the Berkshire Regiment
from October 17th, 1914; was promoted to Lieutenant on
February 8th, 1915; and was sent t.i i"^ "M i'i:> iianeau,
attached to the 2nd Hampshire Key inien; ': ' ':ist.

Lieutenant Walter Alfred Leland, hi i ! i ntdford-
shire Regiment, wlio was liillod in arn

I ',m
. iauelles,

was tlie eldest s.,1. ,0 1 1)- .,ini \|,-^ VHr.,:
i

,

:
. .ji lieubrngtou

Court, W. Hr :. .

I

,.,, \| ,,|.

Second Lit II

:

i
i ; , i lied in France

on June 20tli. ;
i accident with

abomb. He m
, .i i iriii. Miit-Colonel Philip

Durrell Paul,. I ,i 1 Hervice iretired), and was
educated at \\

.

, iii^ from school into the Royal
Military Aca.l'

1
! \\ He passed first out of Woolwich

in July, 1914, Laim r_ i ;, I-:: - s aud the Pollock gold medals.
He was sent tu tlie t.xiieuitioiiary Force in France in .Tanuarv,
and was attached to the 2ud Field Squadron, 2nd Cavalry
Divisiou

.

Second Lieutenant Cubitt Noel Rundle, 3rd Battalion South
Wales Borderers, was recently killed in action at the
Dardanelles. He was the eldest son of Lieutenant-Colonel
Cubitt Sindall Rundle. Madras Medical Service (retired), of
St. Helier's, Jersey, and was only 19. He got his tirst commis-
sion in the 1st Battalion of the South Wales Borderers on
December 23rd, 1914, aud was attached to the third (reserve)
battalion.
Lieutenant William L. Scott, 2 5th Battalion Gordon High-

landers, who was killed in France, was a medical student at
Aberdeen University. He joined the Gordon Highlanders at
Peterhead in December last, wljen he was appointed a second
lieutenant, and left with the battalion in April. Volunteering
for foreign service, lie went with 1 5th Battalion to France some
months aao, and was promoted to a lieutenancy. He was iu
his 23rd year, an.l was the eldest son of Mr. W. L. Scott,

'

solicitor, uf IV-ti-iiicacl.

Corpoial (ie<il(ie\ B. Warde, of the Canadian Contingent,
who was killed in Fiance, was the eldest son of Dr. and Mrs.
Warde, of Tunbridge Wells. He was 19 years of age.
Charles D. B. Whitby, of the Royal Montreal Regiment, died

a prisoner of war at Kersselare from wounds received in action
on April 24th. He was the eldest son of Dr. C. J. Whitby of
Bath.

KOTES.
The King George Hospital, London.

The Commandant and Chairman and Committee of the
King George Hospital held their tirst view of the hospital
for benefactors and donors on June 30th. The hospital is

situated in Stamford Street, next to the Royal Waterloo
Hospital for Children and Women, and occupies the
building which was designed for the reception of His
Majesty's Stationery Office. In liis statement of how the
hcspital came into being, Sir Frederick Treves says that
" the buildiug will be memorable not only as a hospital,

but also as a record of the sentiment that led to its trans-

formation. It will be a token of the spirit of Red Cross
work in England." The scheme arose as the result of co-

operation between the War Office and the British Red Cross
and St. John Societies. While the War Office has carried out
the structural alterations necessary to transform the
building into a hospital, the societies have equipped the
wards, operating theatres, dispensaries, special depart-
ments, chapel, day rooms for the patients, and quarters for
the staff ; the societies also supply the medical, surgical,

and nursing personnel. Thus the hospital, so far as the
patient is concerned, is a civilian hospital, equipped and
maintained by the generosity of the people of England.
The alterations in structure were carried out by the
Director of Barrack Construction from plans prepared by
Mr. Edwin T. Hall. There are live floors to the buildiug. In
the basement are the stores and the a;-ray department ; on
the ground floor are the offices of the commandant and
chief officers, waiting rooms, laboratories and dispensaries,
barracks which hold nearly 200 orderlies, with a billiard

room, reading and writing room, and dining rooms. On
this floor also is the chapel, with an altar furnished by
Her Majesty Queen Alexandra and Her Royal Highness
Princess Victoria. The first floor is devoted to the
medical cases ; the second, third, and fourth to surgical
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cases. There are six operating theatres, each -with au
anaesthetizing room, sterilizing room, and special stores.

Tlie equipment of the hospital was furnished by con-

tributions from various societies and private individuals

at the I'ate of i£25 per bed ; but this estimate did not

include the cost of the operating theatres or the :r-ray

department and a few other accessories. The theatres and
.(ray department were provided by the generosity of the

British Farmers' Red Cross Fund. The roof of the

building is to be turned into a roof garden, the area of

M'liicli is about one and a half acres. Here, again, are to

be found twenty-four revolving shelters, each capable of

seating many men. Undoubtedly the hospital is extremely
. well equipped, and would suf^gest a permanent institution

rather than one desigued for temporary purposes con-

nected with the war. The number of patients to bo
accommodated will be 1,650; at present only about half

the beds are occupied. For this number of patients

the actual medical and surgical staff, in addition to the

mihtary staff controlling the management, is 149 ; of tliesc,

14 are on the consulting staff', 33 on the honorary medical
and surgical visiting staff, 48 anae.sthetists, 4 for the nose
and throat department, 13 for the dental, 3 for the irray

department, 1 for the electro-therapeutic, 4 for the oph-
tlialmic, 4 fur the pathological, and 1 clinical photographer.
Thei-e are 24 resident medical officers. If we may venture
to raise one little criticism of the establishment as it

stands at present, it is that it would seem to have been
constructed on somewhat extravagant lines. It might be
suggested that the medical staff, both visiting and resi-

dent, could be curtailed without detriment to the patients

. at a time when there is said to be some shortage of

doctors to serve in the army, the more so as it is

recognized by those responsible for the institution

that in a military hospital the proportion of patients
who can sit up and move about is much higher than in

a civilian hospital, for the reason that all soldiers, however
small the ailment which renders them unfit for duty, are
placed in hospital. As regards the equipment of a tem-
porary hospital, it is possible that ^£4,000 is rather a large
sum to si^end on the oijerating theatres and a; ray installa-

tion. It is stated that nine and a half acres of linoleum
were required for covering the floors ; whether this was
exactly necessary in the basement and in some of the
corridors seems doubtful. The shelters in the roof garilcn
are perhaps a luxury at a time when rigid economy is tlie

order of the day. However, there is no doubt that tlio

needs of the sick and wounded will receive the utmost that
science and equipment can give them ; and so long as the
country can afford it, no one will grudge its soldiers the
best that is available.

Military Cases at British Health Resorts.
The honorary secretaries of the special committee of the

Section ot Balneology and Climatology of the Roj'al Society
of Medicine are issuing a further circular calling the
'attention of medical practitioners in health resorts in
Great Britain to the special Case Record Card, the first

issue of which was made by the committee in April.
The cards have been approved by the IMedical Research
Committee, which is charged with the duty of compiling
a medical history of the war, and will form part of the
statistical records to bo used in its preparation. A strong
appeal is made to all practitioners, especially those respon-
sible for hospitals and homes for officers and men, to
make use of the cards for all military patients, and, in the
t;a.ses of non-commissioned officers and men, to enter up
the regimental number. Further supplies of cards and
envelopes can be obtained free of charge on application to
Messrs. Adlard and Son, Bai-tholomewClose, London, B.C.
Other commlinications should be addressed to the honorary
secretaries of the committee at 36, Devonshire Place, W.
They will bo glad to furnish copies of the pamphlet that
lias been circulated by the War Office and Admiralty, aud
to receive from local committees or representatives any
suggestions which will facilitate the efficient and scicutitic
treatment of war cases at the various British health
resorts.

A Movable Ambulance Hospital.
T5r. Heuri tie Itothschild has presented to the French Army

Medical (Service a movable surgical ambulance hospital con-
sistiii" i

1
' I lints ,;isily put up or taken down. An operatuig

them I

.

,11 i if twenty-four beds, an isolation ward, aud
twolii,'

,

I! -M and orderlies are provided. The huts are
iconstructca ul asl.catus sheeting.

India.
BenrjdVs New Hospital Ship.

The Bengal Volunteer Field Ambulance Corps has provided
a shallow draft river barge capable of accommodating 100 beds
for river ambulance work on the Shatt-el-Arab, which runs
into the Persian Gulf. This is considered at the present
moment by the authorities the most useful gift which Bengal
can offer as her contribution to the war. The vessel is a two
decker river flat of 400 tons, which was till recently in use as a
river transport for troops. It has been converted bv the Deputy
Director, Indian Marine, into nii ii[i in n.-ii- iI-jdul; hospital,
under the direction of the Comin:M I

'

:i
1 i.nant-

Colonel A. H. Nott, I.M.S., an.l i 1 .,
1

>
. s. p.

Savadhikary. On the u|.iier d. ,
;.

. ,, 1 i.M i ! luii for
100 sick and wounded. t\sn r,;i: -1 r us, one
for clean cases and tl"

: ;. Jietween
the two there is a stcrili It

' :i\ room litted
with a powerful a^-ra) :i| j,i,,! ..mces for the
electric disinfecting of poio.ji. 1. 1 ., j.^.,,.. ib set apart for
microscopic examinations, aud also fur thu reception of con-
tagious and infectious cases. On the lower deck are cabins for
the Commandant and his officers, accommodation tor the men,
the electric plant, ice machine, refrigerators, and other con-
veniences. The motor ambulances will be carried on board as
well as a number of stretchers and other means of transporting
the sick and wounded. Lifts have been provided for the
carriage of loaded stretchers to and from the lower deck.
The usual dispensing, dressing, medical, and general store-
rooms have been provided. The vessel is lit throughout
with electricity, and a number of fans have been litted
up. The vessel carries a full complement of officers and
men recruited from the civilian Bengali population, who
have been given a thorough training in the military lines
at Alipore under the supervision of the Conyniandant and
other military officers deputed by the Government. The cost
of equipping and maintaining the unit and hospital will be met
entirely from voluntary contributions from tlie Bengali popula-
tion. Government, however, is providing the pay of the Com-
mandant aud such regular officers as might be lent for the pur-
poses of the unit, and will provide for the transxjort and rations
while on active service. Other officers and men of the unit will
get no pay, but only a small separation allowance for their
families, and a life insurance policv for sums varying from
E3.1,000 to R3.5,000 according to their- rank ; they will have free
uniforms.

St. .John .imhiilance Bed Cross Gifts.

The Indian Council of the St. John Ambulance Association
iasned recently a special appeal for comforts and articles of
clothing which were required for the sick and wounded in the
Persian Gulf. Within six days no less than forty-nine cases ol
these gifts were shipped for the Gulf.

Special DipOi Hospitals.
The Indian Council of the St. .John Ambulance Association on

April 21st addressed a circular letter to all provincial and local
centres on the subject of the thirty-one deput hospitals to
receive sick and wounded Indian s(jldiers either directly from
Bombay or through other selected hospitals, civil and militai-y.
The association has already given assistance in the extra equip-
ment of the military war " hospitals, and it is now asked to
assist these depot hospitals with additional articles. Following
the procedure adojtted in December, it is suggested that eacli
committee of a provincial or local centre might undertake the
provision of the units for the depot hospital in its area. A
special grant of Rs. 5 per bed will be made by the association.

Italy.
Dr. George Sandison Brock, Pliysician to the British Embassy

in Rome, states that it is proposed that British \isitors and
residents there shall coniiiletely equip one or more wards,
according to the funds raised, in one of the hospitals now being
prepared for the reception ot the Italian wounded. The Medical
Inspector-General, Lieuteuant-General Luigi Ferrero di Caval-
lerleone, has signified his cordial approval of this suggestion.
He will be happy to reserve a special ward, or wards, to be
equipped by the British colonv. All snliscriptions, however
small, will' be gratefully received by Dr. Brock (6, Corso
d'ltaliai, who will also gladly undertake the application of
the sura collected to its intended purpose. Subscriptions may
he sent to Mr. E. .1. Mailman, care of Messrs. Cook and Sou,
54, Piazza Termini, who will dulv acknowledge their receii^t.

The heads of the Italian civil and military health depart-
ments have decided to equij) a hospital for the treatment of

mental disorders caused by the war. The hospital, which wiU
contain 100 beds, is to be established at Treviso.

Montenegro.
The Wounded Allies Relief Committee has received a cable

announcing that its typhus hosjiital units, which left England
on .June 3rd for Montenegro, are to be stationed at I'odgoritza
andNikshich. The units each cousist of 100 beds witli full

equipment for surgical as well as for fever work. The inAlical

staff includes three medical women—Dr. LiUias Uaiuiltou,

Dr. Isobel Ormiston, and Dr. Constance B. Slater.

Medical Officers Wanted.
Slst Notts ami Derhu Mounted lirinade Field Amhidiince,

B.A.M.C.
There are vacancies for three medical officers in the above

unit. Must be willing to learn to ride. Also for a transport

officer^ who should be a medical man or medical student, aud
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time iiiav be billetf-il here. X'snal outfit, allowauces, ami imy.
Appliojvtioiis to be sent to C*i>tiviu F. R. M. ticggs, OHicer
Comuminliiig, St. .Jude's Parish Kooin, Maiiperley, Nottiughain.

J M Sorth Vulhtmt rithi Av,b,ilmu-t, It.A.M.C.

Three otiicers are urgeutly required for foreign service only

Midland Field Ambulance, Dunstable.

3Ut North MUUaml Moimteil Biiqade Field Ambulance,
ll.A.M.C.{T.F.)

A medical officer is required to complete the establishment
of this unit. Applications to be sent to Captain Avent,
R.A.M.C.a'F.), Drill Hall, ^liueveli Eoad, Handswortb,
Jtimiingham.

Ifr^laittr.

The Honan Biological Institute.

The new Houan Biological Institute at University

College, Cork, Las been completed, owing to the generosity

of the trustees of the estate of the lale Miss Houan, and
forms a handsome group of buildings, situated near the

plant Louses which were the gift of the late William
Crawford of Lakelands. As old members of the college

will remember, the biological laboratory was a small

building, much too cramped for the teaching of the

students, much less for the research work which has
always been a feature of the college. In the new building

ample room has been provided for the study of zoology,

botany, and geology. There are junior and senior

zoological and botanical laboratories, as well as research

rooms, geological and geographical laboratories, and a

large semicircular lecture theatre, lit from the roof, and
capable of accommodating about 100 students. It must
be a great pleasure to Professor Marcus Hartog (now
Professor of Zoology, but for many years Professor of

Botany as well) to see this department of the college

developing so successfully.

Cork Medical Profession and the National
Inscranxb Act.

For the past two years the members of the medical
profession in Ireland have been negotiating with the Irish

Insurance Commissioners for increased remuneration for

medical certilicatiou, but quarter after ijiiarter 1i.t« passed
without the least attempt to improve nuittn-^. After dis-

cussing the situation most carefully ilie 'iieiiilu rs of the
profession in Cork decided, at a largely atitinled Jiipctiug,

to decline to certify under the Act for insurance patients
in Cork until the Commissioners revised their terms, and
signified to the Cork Borough Insurance Committee
the intention of not continuing after June 20th, 1915. It

appears, however, that the Borough Insurance Committee
lias maiie an urgent appeal to the members of the pro-

fession who were on the panel to continue in office for one
calendar mouth, so that the Insurance Commissioners may
come to a settlement. The following is the text of the
resolution sent by the profession to the Cork Borough
National Insurance Committee :

In reply to the resolution received from the Cork Borough
National Health Insurance Committee, we desire to state that
the resignations of the doctors on the Cork panel from certiti-

cation are in the hands of the Insurance Commissioners. At
the urgent request of the Borough Committee we have lield a
special meeting to consider the matter, and at the request of

the Borough Committee we have agreed that the Cork medic;il
men who are on the panel for certification may extend tlie ilate

of their resignations to a period of one calendar month from
the 26tli inst., to enable the Insurance Commissioners to

come to a settlement satisfactory to the medical profession
in Ireland.

South Dublin L'xion .^nd Rations.
The guardians of the South Dublin Union have been

consid'ering the present system of ration allowances,
according to which many of the officers now draw food
rations as portion of their emoluments ; it was proposed
that the board should substitute for the allowance iu kind
a cash equivalent, determined on the basis of a standard
year. .As regards future appointments, a proposal was
made to omit the allowance altogether, but an administra-
tive obstacle was found to exist and the proposal was
withdrawn. Accordingly, these officers still hold their

title to draw weekly an allowance which inchides—in somo
cases at all events—8 lb. of beef, 13 lb. of mutton, 14 quarts
of milk, 7 lb. of sugar, 2 lb. of soap, 28 lb. of potatoes, antl
5 cwt. of coal. The last item means 13 tons of coal in a
year. It would certainly seem to be time that this strangely
generous scale of allowances was revised or stopped.

c^rotlantr.

Pkovision for Soldiers Suffering from Tuberculosis.
We understand that towards the end of March the War
Office instituted an inquiry as to whether the Insurance
Commissioners for Scotland could relieve them of the duty
of making arrangeiuents foi' tlie treatment of soldiers dis-

charged from the raniv MiM<'riiii; from tuberculosis, and
indicated that it desind ileil each case should receive a
certain period of iustitnth '

1' t,. ir'nmt, and that thereby
the return of the soldier : !:. : fa civilian should
be marked by specially ' The proposal would
also secure the relief in ~ ; .-n nt of local authorities

and Insurance Committees. As a result of commuuicatious
between the Insurance Commissioners and Dr. Maxwell
Williamson, the Medical Officer of Health for Edinburgh,
arrangemeuts were made whereby ton beds in the sana-
torium were at once set apart ; over these the AVar Office

and the Insurance Commissioners had a " call," and others
were promised if these should iirove insufficient. By
.\pril 1st it was possible to report that the ready response
of the various authorities in Scotland had enabled the
Insurance Commissioners to inform the War Office that, if

asked to undertake the work, they were able to do so.

Since then the arrangements have becu completed, and
the scheme has been working smoothly. Tlie plan adopted
at Edinburgh has been as follows: lufo'rmatiou is forwarded
by the military authorities to the Commissioners iu regard
to a soldier sufferiug from pulmonary tuberculosis who is

to be discharged from the military centre at which he
then is; the lusurauce Commissioners then telegraph
fully this information to Dr. Maxwell Williamson, and
indicate that further iuformation regarding the date and
hour of his arrival iu Edinburgh will be sent to him

:

another telegram, usually stating the day and hour and
station at which the patient will arrive, is sent, and
Dr. Williamson dispatches an ambulance to await his
arrival. Since the arrangement was entered into nine
eases have been admitted and four discharged. The Insur-

ance Commissioners are to be advised at short intervals

of the number of beds from time to time available, and
thus the cases can be distributed to various institutions

with the least disturbance to theii' other calls. This
matter has also been engaging the attention of the
public health authorities iu Leith, and at the meeting
of the Burgh Insurance Committee tlieie on .Tune 18th
it was reported that the anny authoiities w.iv anxious
to have removed from military hosiiiliils without delay
all soldiers discharged from "the army sufteiiu^ from
tuberculosis, and that the Insurance Commissioners had
arranged that this would be effected, if possible, by the

Committee responsible taking immediate charge of the
discharged soldiers, or they themselves doing so jiendiug

arrangements being made by the Committee concerned.
We understand, further, that Dr. AVilliam Robertson, the
Medical Officer for Leith, is now making arrangemeuts
whereby a certain number of beds in the Piltou Hospital
are being set aside for such cases just in the same way as
has been done in Edinburgh.

.^outl) Australia.
IFBOil OCB SPECIAL COMBESPOyDENT.]

The War.
By the mail which carries this letter some of the members
of the Double General Hospital will lea.ve us. It is to be
equipped in England and will be under the command of
Colonel Fiaschi, D.S.O., of Sydney, a veteran of the Italo-
Abyssiniau and Boer wars. The Registrar and Secretary
is Dr. do Crespigny, of Adelaide, and Dr. A. M. Cudmore,
F.Il.C.S., will be surgeon, both with the rank of Lieutenant-
Colonel. Amongst the juniors will be Drs. Lance Hayward
and E. A. H, Russell, and the Quartermaster is Captain
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Medlyn, Secretary to the Adelaide Hospital. Sir Alexander

MacCormick will .ioin it in England, and it eomiinses

many of the leading men from the other States. >Iean-

\vhile our First General Hospital in Egj-ptis to be doubled,

to contend with the casualties likely to come from the

Dardanelles, and Drs. C. Yeatman and Cunningham

have been appointed to it; a special Convalescent

Hospital has also been formed at Haretield Park. As

illustrative of the tendency of Australia to adhere to

English traditions, I may mention that these officers are

required to have mess jackets with certain trimmings!

Shade of Thomas Carlyle ! Red tape and circumlocution

liave undoubtedly been imported into this new land, and

they seem to flourish. For instance, with regard to the

selection of nurses, many of the best we possess, who as

matrons have taught generations of probationers, are con-

sidered unlit for service because they have not had the

inestimable blessing of a training in a general hospital of

a certain size. New Zealand refused to send a nurse

because she was a native of South Australia and was
trained in Sydney; she has gone to England on her own
account and'hopes to reach the front. Medical men are

also taken from their practices and sent down to camp
with absolutely no work to do. A camp here of 3,000 nien

in training had one day no fewer than eleven medical

officers, I am told. On the other hand, as regards the

selection of men for hospital appointments, Col.mel

Fetherston, the Acting Director of the Medical Strviccs,

seems to have exercised a very wise discretion in selecting

the very best men, and in promoting suitable men to

important billets.

The Profession.

Meanwhile it would naturally be thought that those

who for various reasons were unable to go to the front

would be reaping a rich harvest whilst the ranks of the

profession are so depleted. Curiously enough, this does

not seem to have been the case. Ever since August work
lias been slack. But the cause of this does not seem to

bo so much the war as the drought from which wo have
suffered, and which at the time of writing seems to have
broken up. The losses of sheep, cattle, and horses have

been enormous, but the farmers are looking forward to a
good season now.

The Branch.
"We have already sent the ^'icc-President to the front

and the Secretary; now the President himself is going.

Staff Surgeon E. W. Morris—we are mostly captains and
majors nowadays instead of doctors—accompanies the

Navai Ihid^ing Train, and the immediate Past-President

(Vv. I'ljiilluni is reigning in his stead.

\Vc ratliei anticipated His Majesty's views on abstinence,

as the fnllowiug resolution will show

:

That in view of the evidence frequently coming before ns as
nieilieal men of the clangers to our troops from excessive
alcoholism, anil hoping to exert influence towards temper-
ance among them, members of this Branch of the British

national eraergenc:
and remain total abstainers during the continuance of

the war.

It was carried by a two-thirds majority on February 25th.

What effect it may have upon the troops remains to be
seen, but what is known as the " dry canteen '' system in

the camp seems only to make the soldiers reel the more
when on leave in town.

Belgian Doctors' Belief Fund.
Our list, which includes subscribers in Broken Hill, wag

hobiy' headed by Dr. J. C' Verco with JE'SD.'and "already

£400 had been transmitted to London.

Canada,

King's Birthday HoKouns.

On the list of the King's Birthday Honours appear the

names of the principals of two Canadian universities

—

Sir "William Peterson, K.C.M.G., and the "\'ery Kcvereud

D. M. Gordon, D.D., C.M.G. Sir "William Peterson suc-

ceeded the late Sir ^"illiam Dawson as Principal of McGill

University in 1895. He was born in Edinburgh, where he
attended first the High School, then the University, going

thence to Gottiugen, and later to Oxford, Tweutj yeara

ago he went from University College, Dundee, to McGill.
where he has done splendid service. He is an ardent
Imperialist. Dr. Gordon, the Principal of Queen's Uni-
versity, Kingston, is a Canadian by birth, of Scottish
descent. He was born in Pictou, Nova Scotia, in 1845

;

after receiving his early education at the Pictou Academy
he entered the University of Glasgow, and from there
went to Berlin. Ho was ordained a minister of the Church
of Scotland in 1866, and, after serving as pastor in Ottav.'a,

"Winnipeg, and Halifax in 1894, he became Professor of

Theology in the Presbyterian College at Halifax. In 1902
he succeeded the late Principal Grant as head of Queen's
University. In 1896 Dr. Gordon was Moderator of the
General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Canada.

Corr^spnuDfua.

" HYPERTONIC " TREATMENT OF WOUNDS.
Sir,—With reference to Sir Berkeley Moynihan's letter,

in the Journal of May 29th, on " hypertonic " treatment
of wounds, I should like to indicate shortlj' the develop-
ments in connexion with this method of treatment which
have taken jilace in some hospitals. A great deal of the
success attendant on these developments is due to the
unremitting efforts of Colonel C. B. Lawson, who was the
first to devise the suppository and soloid methods and has
been the means of stimulating others to research
At the beginning, the solution of 5 per cent, sodium

chloride and ^ per cent, sodium citrate, which Colonel Sir

Almroth Wright recommended years ago for chronic
sinuses, was used. The strength of the solution has been
increased gradually, with correspondingly improving results.

Other lymphagogue agents, such as glycerine (along with
5 to 10 per cent, sodium chloride and i per cent, sodium
citrate, C. B. Lawson) and carbolized glucose (BeckwitU
Whitehouse) have been tried with satisfactory results.

The latest and, I think, most successful modification of

the treatment is the direct insertion of numerous soloid

tablets into the recesses of any kind of septic wound and
into the meshes of wet gauze (5 per cent, saline) which is

lightly packed into the cavity of the wound and made
flush with the skin. The wound is, of course, previously
freely opened up, cleaned and trimmed, and drained in the
usual way by a very large tube which reaches through the
gauze pack ; into it more tablets may be placed if required.

A light superficial dressing is applied and changed daily.

The deep dressings may be left sometimes for four to six

days. The advantages of this are obvious. The '-hyper-

tonic " treatment may be given up in favour of antiseptic

dressings when the wound is covered with healthy
granulations.

I write this letter to give adequate acknowledgement to

the workers concerned.—I am, etc.,

H. M. W. Gray,
Colonel. A.JI.8., ConsultiDg Surgeon.

June 3rd, British Expeditionary Force.

RESIDENTS AT MILITARY HOSPITALS
AT HOME.

Sir,—It is an excellent thing that you have been able to
publish some details—presumably from an authoritative

source—with regard to the residents at the King George
Hospital. I am not a believer in Mr. Lloyd George's view
that criticism should be silenced during war time, as I

consider that only by criticism can efficiency be secured*.

And while one side to a controversy is perfectly right in

raising questions about apparent extravagance, the other
should be quite open in explaining the situation. Both
sides should be willing, then, to give due weight to the
arguments used.

The view is held that the authorities responsible for the
King George Hospital have been undulj' extravagant at a
time when it behoves everyone in this country to practise

rigid economy ; and I should like to see the arguments used
by these authorities to show that extravagance is neces-
sary for the attainment of efficiency. Critics suggest that;

no explanation has been given for attaching to this hos-

l^ital a resident staff at least twice as large as to mos'Q
other military hospitals. The note you publish does not,

^

of course, answer this criticism.

While the British Red Ciosa Society and St. John
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Ambulauco Association are preparing their explauatiou,

jiiay I poiut out that, on the details you give, the rcsideuts

may be divided into two classes

—

I. Those iueligible for commissious iu the army :

(.11 Physically uiiOt ... ... ... 6

(6i Rejected on accouut of natiouality ... 4

(vi English, but no British qualitieatioiJ ... 1-

((/' Registeredinthiscountry,butof foreiyubiilh 1

II. Those eligible for commissions

:

(a) Refused service unless attached to unit of his

choice
(ft) Reply of War Office to application for com-

mission delayed too long
(i) No reply >et received from War Office

(<i) Only able" to offer less tbau minimum period

of service ...

(f) Over 40 years of age
(7) Unable for domestic reasons

May I suggest that, unless the need for a resident staff

twice the size of that ordinarily employed is proved, the

twelve men in Class II should reconsider their position iu

view of the present shortage of doctors, and either take

commissions or devote themselves to work which will set

free men who might join the army ?—I am, etc.,

London. \V.. June 26th. tH-^s. BuTT.IR.

THE SUPPLY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Sir,—When '• Young G. P. " wrote to the British

Meuic.^l JouRK.iL I had intended making some reply,

but before I had time to do so I read "Temporary Lieu-

tenant's " protest in your issue of June 12th.

I may be obsessed by this war, so let it stand for my
apology in most heartily siding with all " Temporary
Lieutenant " said in his letter. Mine would have been
stronger. Now ' Captain R.A.M.C. (T.) " jumps in and asks

questions about age, pay, and points out what pension one's

widow would get.

Again the sordid element. If one did not know that

dozens of medical men had given up lucrative practices

to go and do their bit, one would blush for the medical
profession.

This war has divided mankind (English) into one or

more strata

:

(a) Those who rushed in the moment the country called.

Many had nothing to lose, many had nothing to gain but
all to lose. England wanted men, and Kipling's immortal
line was their motto. " Who dies if England lives '?

"

(6) Those not so impetuous, but just as keen, just as

good. They wanted to be sure that they were required.

And, being satisfied, they also put all thought of gain

behind, and went.
(i) Those who are waiting to see how much England is

going to pay for their services—good men al), no doubt,

but lacking that little quality of pure gold which has run
through the best of England's sons for centuries. This is

not the stamp of man that makes empires.
((/) The rotter, the hanger-on, who hopes to benefit, who

would squeal it the enemy came near.

Naturally one does not like to think that he is losing

that which has taken him years to build up. But surely

the love of country should transcend all else ! How
otherwise can one hope for success in the greatest struggle

that histoi-y has ever witnessed '?—I am, etc.,

Jane 28th. ^- ^I- E.

Sir,—As one of those who did not wait until the war
came before offering my services, may I lay before you the

following facts ? They may serve to illustrate the poor

encouragement given to those who have borne " the

burden aud heat of the day " and "given up their scanty

leisure in attending drills, etc." For some years I held

the commission of surgeon-captain in a Colonial militia

force. I received no remuneration for my services, and
had to purchase my own uniform. At the commencement
of this war I communicated with the War Office and
received the usual reply of my name being noted, etc.

I have called several times since to remind them
of my applicatiou, and received more or less the same

answer. Only a few weeks ago, on my name being
put forward by an A.D.M.S., 1 was informed that I was
" too old to serve,'' having reached the retiring age

!

This iutoruuitiou might surely have been conveyed to me
in the first instance without keeping me all these mouths
in a state of uncertainty.

I have repeatedly applied to deputy directors A.M.S.
for local work—either whole or part time. From theui
comes the same answer—namclj', my name is noted.
Meanwhile, I find the great majority of local appoint-
ments have been conferred on civil practitioners, and the
question of age not taken into account.
Under these circumstances, cau any of your corre-

spondents inform me what is the next course to bo
taken by one who has already doue his gratuitous
work, aud now when the opportunity occurs of gaining
some slight retm-n finds himself "crowded out"?—
I am, etc.,

June 28th. DlSC0UR.4GED.

Sir,—Some necks ago I read an article iu the British
5IEDICAL JouKN.vL Calling on medical men to assist the
Army Medical Department iu giving either whole or
part time.

I wish to point out, from my own experience as a
member of the West African Medical Staff, and the experi-
ence of several of my colleagues, that, although in each
instance the whole of our time was offered for periods of

three and four months, no real advantage was taken of our
services.

The War Office would appear to require at least twelve
months' continual service, aud apparently will not con-
sider a shorter period. It may not be generally known
that medical officers of the \Vest African Staff have as
much or more experience of active service conditions as
the Army IMedical Department. Few of our staff' have not
been at one time or other on active service, where the
conditions are exacting and most trying.

A considerable number of men arc continually on leave
from the various West African colonics, where fighting has
been continuous for the past ten months, and are more
than anxious when on leave to be taken seriously. Why
could not these men and others suitable be sent to the
front to relieve medical officers who must in many
instances require rest for short periods as much as

combatants '?

A continuity of service could easily be set up of experi-

enced men home on leave, the army service would benefit

by economizing energy, which could be used in emer-
gencies ; and when one hears of the very heavy work done
now by individual medical officers at the front, and the
congested condition of the various dressing stations, it is

amazing that more advantage is not taken of all possible

assistance.—I am, etc.,

E. A. Chartres,
DoiJuty Principal Medical Officer,

Faroboroiigh, June 26tb. Nigeria.

'••':..' Mr. Percival Turner asks us to state that he does not
accept two opinions expressed by correspondents recently.

Dr. Sampson's statement that locumtenents are unobtain-
able except at impossible figures is, Mr. Turner considers,

loo sweeping, as at present men are available at fees of

6 to 7 guineas a week, which for a practice of over 2,700
panel patients, with private work, is not, he considers,

excessive. The other statement is that by " Captain
U.A.M.C.(T.),'' to the effect that a practice is unsaleable
until after the war, buyers beiii;.; uou-exi-tout. Mr. Turner
says that though buyers arc fewer than usual, practices, he
he finds, are, considering the circumstances, selling fairly

well, many men ineligible for service being willing to take
advantage of lower prices to obtain practices.

ON THE CURVE OF THE EPIDEMIC.
Sir,—Dr. Percival gives ij = a cos'^ {mt — a) as the

solution of Dr. Brownlee's dift'ereutial equation

:

That it is not a solution, however, is seen from the fact

that the substitution of a cos- i^nit — a) for u in the eauatiou
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leads to an er[uation whicli is not identically tiue for all

values of t, tbe essential test of a solution.

Owing to a slip in the work of reduction the equation

in { obtained by Dr. Percival

Sm cot mt = Jocj CD - log sin 2mt

is not correct, but in neither its present form nor its

amended form is it an identity.—I am, etc.,

Crieklewooci, N.\Y., June 25th. H. L. TeaCHTENBERG.

Jltcbuo-Iegal.

AN UNREGISTERED DENTIST.
At the Marvlebone I'olice Court on June 22iid, Henry John
Goldberg, of"27, New Cavendish Street, W., was summoned by
the liritish Dental Association for taking and using the title ol

"Dr. Goldberg, Dental Practitioner," implying that he was
registered under the Dentists Act, 1878, and also that he was
specially qualified to practise dentistry. Mr. K. "W. 'J'uiiier,

who appeared for the British Dental Association, said lluU he

proposed to deal only with the offence of using the title

"dental practitioner," 'i '.mMIxml;, he said, was unregistered, and,

sofaras wasluiown. i'.pl n".lriit:il ^ualilications recognized in

this country. For tlie Li^t tv.elve months he had ndvertised

extensively in the lrn>liiiu pti|HM-s. His claim that he was a

dental gradnnte i-^f f i I iiuersity of Pennsylvania had not
been cstaMi ' ' ' ' - ::il inquiries. ilr. ilacDoniiell, the

solicitor w'.v ;
,'

:
- Imitted the offence, whicli, he said,

was due tu ;iii ,i ' ;- ni . I lie defendant wfis born in Dublin, bis

father and muthei Ijlui- itussiaus. The magistrate imposed a
jieualty of £20, with hve guineas costs.

rNIA'ERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
The foUowiiv; .luididates have been approved at the examiua
tions indien i e i :

Second JI I . nan Anatomy and Phvsiologtjy—'P. F,
Armit;i • ' I 1.'

,
w . L. Beiry, P. A. Buxton, A. .1. Cei.e-

land, 11 I II 1! \ !.l',v,^rds, T. Fernandez, IT, n, (i.i 'i,ri-.

S. V. Guiiin.i^ \> . ,v iTOIdschmidt. E. F, S ';'•'' • ' ' ,
N. B, de M, OleLu^Ulet, C, Gl•iaith-.Jone^, -',

i i,,

HigRs. H, \V, H, Hi.Imo,s, H. B. ,Jackson, 1:

P. T. Liana.G, '1', l.ipsbytz.P, C. Liviugst.ii: i

N. J. JI'i 'l"ii.iM, ,1. IT, E, Moore, H, W".!
Nicl'.r." ,,

, ^ W. Page, A. H. i\.M.-
,

, , ,, ./.

A. .\. I
I lihodes, S. Riddium;!', i, , :i,

A, H I . ;or, D. L, Tucker, !•;. I!, \ ' m, ,
, M. D,

Tn [111, mi; '.nnulMldwiferi)).-!:. U. ,\.lniin. (,, I,.

AttwaLei, i . 11, i...t> .-^untb. H, Gardiner Hill, U, \V, Iluki.
W. Hillbrouk. It, W. P. Jackson, P. K. Liang. R. A. Utansell.

W. H. Marshall. C. F. Pedley. E. A. Peters. E. A. W. Procter,

W. G. A. Schuddekopf. W. J. D. Smyth, G. E. S. Thomas.

TINIVERSITT OP LONDON.
London School of Medicine fob Women'.

On June 24th Princess Alexander of Teok presented tlie prizes

at tbe London School of Medicine for Women. The Dean,
Miss Aldrich-Blake. who was in tbe chair, spoke of the large

number of old students at work among the wounded at home
and abroad, and stated that the entries for ne.\t October term
already far e.xceeded tbe fifty-six of last October. She also

referred to the rebuilding and extension of the laboratories and
to tbe success of the appeal made on their behalf.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
The following were among the degrees conferred at a convoca-
tion on June 22nd

:

M,D.—S. T. Cochrane. A. G. Dunn, F. Eahtkens. L, L, Westrope.
M.B.—R. A. Hooper. E, E. D. Lau. L. Magee. A. G. McFarlane. J. E.

Measham, J. D. Proud. F. B. Eobson, C. G. Strachan. A. G.
Taylor.

B.S.—E. E. D. Lau, L. Magee. J. E. Measham, J. D, Proud. F. B.
Eobson. C. G. Strachan. A. G. Taylor.

B,Hy.—A. King.
D.P.H.—A.Jiing.

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
The following candidates have been approved at tbe examina-
tions indicated

:

TniRD M.B., B.Ch.— F. Gamm, Lydia M. Henry. G. K. E. Inman,
Florence E. Millard. W, Sharrard.

FinsT M.B., Ch.B.— "H. Finklestone. R. E. Ford. Dorothy E.
Mathews. R. E, Pleasance. P. Eoper, F. L. Smith.

D.P.n.—'Hanway R, Beale.
* With distinction in chemistry.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
The following candidates have been approved at the exami-
nation indicated :

Christie, A. G. Clark, T. L. Clark. A. R. F. Clarke, I. A. Clarijo.
W. A. Cochrane. C. H. H. Coetzec. M. K. Cooiier, M. T. Darnel,

M. W. Danzig. D. Dunlop, Mbq' O. Fergusson, E. h. Galgut.
A. M. Gbosh, A. W. Gunn, *F. M. Kailey, J. A. Henderson,
J. Hepburn. Helen G. Hewat. It, JI. Hume. E. B. Israel, T.
.lanakiramiah. O. D. Jarvis. G. G. S. .Tohnston, C. W. S. D.
Jones. D.H.Jones, Muriel H, Ivnr. S, ,\, liunv. P. W. Lam,
N. B.Laughton. E. Law, U. I.I--, -n, \ I, i i i i, l{ ],. H, Liui,
P, M'D. Little. J. G. Lr-ii ' :- i

i --- ,, Helen
•M'Dougall.I. M'Dowall, W, h. . i ; ,1 --lyhton,
J.W.Malcolm. D. Mall.- i ,

i.; .; I . M-iriug.
T.C.St. C, Morton. M, \V 1' i-i (i 1- 1, ,, -". ,T. Purdy,
A. U;--, nihil, , 1. );- ; , ,1W, (1, TI, i(i,M,.i. J, w, Riddocb.
J l:--!-- ' I: : ^Imnks. .1. \V. Sii,iii,son, G. H, Sinclair.
I- I - - n ^ - v.ut. T, M, J. Stewart. H. Tren.J.
\'-.i!l r, I

,
I.. H, Werdendi.A,). W. G. Weston,

M. E. \\i1!..-l1., J M Wi iiiirt. F, G, Wrigbt. C. J. Young.
' Passed with distinction.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
The following candidates have been approved at the exami-
nations indicated

:

Third MB,. Ch,B. (Pcithnlcgij\—Shena, Bridgeford. Annie R.
Campbell. Mary L S. Cuthbert. Kathleen I. David. MaryM.G.
Ferguson. D, Fisber. W. A. Eraser, J. Irvine. J. Kinnear. A. M.
MacGilhvray. C. W. Morrison, Margaret W. Shirlaw, Dora M.
Walker,

D.P.H. [Part U.).~3. C. Robertson.

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.
At a meeting of the Teacliing Staffs of tlie University and
Affiliated Colleges, lield on April 21st, the following resolutiona
were ))as^ed iwiiii)!,' foiitradicciite :

1. 1
: nuance of the war the members of the stafl
nud affiliated colleges pledge themselves to
-e of alcohol, except under medical advice.

2. '1 iT l-e iijiiir-iuteil at this meeting bo requested
to,-.n .

I -inivcrsity rifle club can be
loiiiie-i -, 1- any other action can be
taken iii

, ^-r in addition to it; and
further, i - iiing staff of the university
andtbe^iil-: - -, i -lu-clves to encourage volun-
teering araon- tin- iiii-ujhers r-r the university by such means aa
may be approved b> the coiiiujiitee to be formed.

3. Though many special services have already been performed by
officers of the university at the invitation of Ministers, it is

desirable to make it more defluitely understood that such
services are available, and therefore that the Council be asked
to approach the Federal and State Governments with the sugges-
tion that the members of the staff of the university would be
willing to offer their services, as far as compatible with the
continuance of university work, to aid or supplement wberever
possible, the work of the scientific, technical, or professional
branches of the Government departments during the war. on
any matters connected with imperial defence, in which their
assistance may be useful.

4. That this meeting Is of opinion that public lectures under the
auspices of the universitj- should be given on the subject of tho
war. its causes, its importance to .Anstralia, and the political
and other problems which will arise from it ; and that tha
council l)e requested to give its support to this course.

5. That the administration of the above resolutions be placed in
the hands of a representative committee, with power to appoint

Professor Richard J. A. Berry. Honorary Secretary of the
Executive University War Committee, adds with respect to the
first resolution, that, whilst every member of the staffs was
informed of the meeting, which was in consequence largely
attended, no attempt was made to force the resolution upon
those who were unable to attend.

SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES OF LONDON.
The following candidates have been approved in the subjects
indicated

:

SOBC.ERT, — *IJ, Braun, »iA. Butterfleld, *F. W. Chamberlain,
'K, M. Dyott. 'iC, J. G. E.'tley, MJ. D. Ferguson. »1S. C. Ghose-
Dastidar. "'S. Joubert. iJ. C. Lee.

Medicine,— MA. Z. Abushady. *IW. Andrew. 'tL. Bauragarten.
*iJ. Braun, *tF. W. Chamberlain, tC. J. G. E.iley.'iS. C. Ghose-
Dastidar. "(S. Joubert, +W. F. Matthews, 'tA. L. Robinson,
•G. C. N. Younger.

Forensic Medicine.—J. Braun, K. M. Dyott, S. C. Ghose-Dastidar,
S. Joubert. C. A.. Mortlock-Brown.

Mldwifert.—J. Braun, S. C. Ghose-Dastidar, L. S. Goss, S. Joubert,
E. E. Samaraweera. T. J. Thomas.

Section I. i Section II.

The diploma of the Society has been granted to Messrs. J.

Braun, A. Butterfleld, C. J. G. Exley, J. D. Ferguson, S. C.
Ghose-Dastidar, S. Joubert, and J. C. Lee.

Wht ^tv\)ms.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Esch,\nge Desired.

LlECTENAN-T RoNALD B. B.\EEY, M.B., D.P.H., R.A.M.C.(T.F.l,
1/lst North Midland Field Ambulance, Sherwood Foresters
Brigade, North Midland Division, British Expeditionary Force,
desires to exchange for four months into the sanitary service

in tills country. The pay and allowances are those of a lieu-

tenant R. A. M.'C.T. A junior medical of&cer with a temuorary
would be accepted.
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Obituaru.

FKEDERICK HOWARD MARSrt, M.A.Cantar. (Honoius

Causa), M.C, Sc.D., F.R.C.S.Eng.,

master of downino coixkge. cambridge. and professor 01'

SCRGERyiNTHK USITERSITY ; COSSULTIXG srHGEON TO
ST. BARTHOLOMEWS HOSPITAL.

Professor Howard Marsh, Master of Downing College,

Cambridge, died at the Lodge in that college early in the

morning of Thursday. .Tunc 24th. He was born in 1839 at

Hoinersfield, on the Waveney, near Bungay in Snttolk,

and was destined to end his days in East Anglia as Master
of a Cambridge college, though the greater part of liis

life was spent in London as a hospital surgeon and
teacher.

From the commeucemsut of his professional education.

down to the year when he was appointed professor of

surgery to the Univer-
sity of Cambridge,
Howard Marsh was con-

tinuously associated
with St. Bartholoiuew's
Hospital- He signed
the students' book mi

December 8th. 1858, ,in.l

became JI.R.CS. mi

June, 1861. He wa<
appointed house-surgei >n

to Mr. Skey in 1862.

and for several years
after the expiration of

his term of office iiii

dertook many useful

non-official duties in the
medical school, such
as the preparation of

microscopical specimens
for the lecturers. In
1866 he took the diploma
of F.R.C.S., and in 1868
was appointed adminis-
trator of chloroform at
St. Bartholomew's. In
the following year ho
became surgical regis

trar to the hospital

and demonstrator ot

anatomy and operative
surgery to the Medical
School. In 1873 Marsh
was elected assistant

surgeon, and in 1876
demonstrator of prac-
tical surgery, an office

he resigned in 1879.

He undertook the
duties of surgeon to tiie

Orthopaedic Depart-
ment in 1673, a post
which he held for four /.;,„,,„;,.„ ,/, /,„]

Fbedekkk He

years. He bacame joint

iecturer on anatomy in 1879, and held that chair until i

1889, when he was elected joint lecturer on sui-geiy.
Promotion t > the senior office, owing to purely aceideutiil
circumstances, came very late, for Marsh did not become
full surgeon till 1891, eighteen years after he first

joined the surgical staff. He held the senior office i

until his resignation in 1903, on his appointment to
Cambridge. On his retire iient he was appointed con-
sulting surgeon and a governor of St. Bartholomew's
Hospital.

In 1867 an institution, then called the Queen Square
House of Relief for Children with Chronic Diseases of the ,

Joints, was founded, in great part through the exertions
of Miss Perceval, previously on the nursing staff of the
Children's Hospital, and afterwards Howard Marsh's first

wife. Marsh was appointed surgeon when the hospital
was founded, this being the first appointment where
beds were at his disposal. In 1871 the institution was
renamed Tho Hospital for Hip Disease in Childhood,
and it is now known as the Alexandra Hospital for
Children with Hip Disease.

In 1868, the same year in which he became anaesthetist
at St. Bartholomew's, Howard Marsh was apix)inted
as.sistant surgeon to the Hospital for Sick Children,
(ireat Ormond Street, where he had been house-surgeon
three years previously, and the profession knows and his
writings show the excellent use he made of that appoint-
ment. He became full surgeon in 1879 and consulting
surgeon in 1888.

Howard Marsh was closely connected with the College
of Surgeons from 1889, when he was selected Hunterian
professor of pathology and surgery. He was a member of

the Court of Examiners from 1892 to 1895, and in 1892
was elected a member of the Council, and, after re-election

in 1900, held his seat till 1908, having served two entire
terms of office. In 1902 he delivered the Bradshaw
lecture. He was twice vice president—namely, in 1898-9
and in 1901-2. Howard Marsh was an honorary member
ot the Royal Academy of Medicine of Ireland and a cor-

member of

hen Howard Marsh was elected
18W.

the Orthopaedic Asso-
ciation of New York.
Howard Marsh was

President of the Metro-
politan Uranch of the
Association in 1903, and
in 1904 President of the
Section of Surgery at

the annual meeting of

the Association at

Ipswich, when in a
short address he turned
attention to the impor-
tance of the two sub-
jects selected for special

discussion, subdia-
phragmatic abscess,
introduced by Sir Rick-
man Godlee, and tiie

treatment of simple
subcutaneous fractures,

introduced by Sir
W. H. Bennett. He
reminded surgeons that
whilst the latter subject
was important, since
fractures were so
common, the former
must not be neglected,

because, though rare,

any doctor might come
across a case in the
course of his career,

and the diagnosis and
treatment of this type
nf abscess were difficult.

In S<;ptcmber, 1896,

Sir George Humphry,
who held tlie Cliair of
Surgery at Cambridge,
died, and the appoint-
ment was left vacant till

the su7nmer of 1903,
I'mfessor of Surgerj-. It

- vonv in whichhappened that he was born
Humphry entered St. Bartholoui.v II - i* ,- ,' stml.^nt.

>Iarsh resigned his appointing i;: i:
:

. . ii iiuKiiin w's
Hospital and removed to Caiiilml' -

. II. \v,is m idc a
Fellow of King's College, and \n 1907. four years after
his appointment as Professor of Surgery, he succeeded
Dr. A. Hill as Master of Downing College. Marsh
paid much attention to university matters beyond the
limits of his official duties. His name was on the electoral

roll of the university ; he was a university member of

Cambridge Town Council, a member of the Watch Com-
mittee, and a Justice of the Peace. He also became
colonel of the R.A.M.C.(T.), Eastern District, and
encouraged the Boy Scout movement. At the same time,

consistently with his tastes and habits when young, he
took an active interest in university and college games
and encouraged the undergraduates by his teaching
that learning—especially medical learning—should be
manly, and must therefore be fortified by participation in

manly sports. He proved most efficient in his purely
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Lis strou<^

clinical surge

professorial work, undertaking the fitting and equipment
with Kurgical appliances and instruments of a large room
in thr iKMv iiK'iiii-al scliools.

Hi, I
I M 'i - talents did not include that skill and

hiL'li : ;
In bold and novel operative measures

whiiii Ji-iini:iii^;i.il SO many of his contemporaries, but
lilt, like that of his teacher Paget, was
}•, especially manifested in his judicious

treatment of diseases of the bones and joints. He made
free use of those mechanical appliances of other surycoiis

which he found beneficial in treatment, witlnnit ti iililni'^

much about modifications, but his name cam.' tn li. a ,m-

ciated with the knee splint which he devi^i^l. mil. ,, iih

lateral steels, jointed so as to preveul i.it,iii>.ii. ,u. i .. n li a

reclining couch, the main feature ni ,, IikI, ,\ a in inm
horsehair padded mattress. Asain'iMi'i "I ' li- i ij< il

of the College of Surgeons, Marsli li'k pji!, in :(m Ik..-

political business, though he had uouc of thjse qua'.itiL'S

which make a strong
councillor. pie was
among those men who
promoted the admission
of women to medical
degrees and diplomas,
but opposed the medical
provisions of the In-

surance Act, as he be-

lieved that they would
encourage inefiicient dis-

pensary treatment.
Howard Marsh was an

able writer as well as a
keen clinical observer.

In 1867 there appeared
in the third volume of

the St. Bartholomew's
Hospital Reports an ad-

mirable monograph " On
tracheotomy in child

ren, its methods, its

dangers, and its diffi-

culties." He had en-

joyed much experience
of the operation when
he was house-surgeon
at the Ormoud Street

Hospital for Sick Child-

ren, and one remarkable
feature in this com-
munication was a table

showing, not only in

figures but also in circles,

the relative diameter of

the trachea and cricoid

iu children. He found,

from accurate measure-
ments of twenty-nine
subjects, that iu child-

ren the diameter of

the cricoid is almost
invariably less than that

of the trachea, indeed in

his .series there was but one exception, and, in that case
the diameters were equal. Marsh's literary work, how-
ever, related more to bones and joints than to the surgery

of the respiratory tract. Already, a year before the ex-

cellent memoir on tracheotomy iu children was published, an
article by liiin appLaicd iu the second volume of the same
reports, "t)u the piijudicial effect of inter-articular

pressure iu j'jiiit dibcase; and the application of con-

tinuous extousiuu, by means of a weight, as a remedy
for this condition." This paper, like the memoir on
tracheotomy, was based on observations made by the
writer when he was house-surgeon at the Children's

Hospital. It is well worth study by surgeons specially

interested in the history of the surgery of hip-joint

disease. They will see that Marsh taught the extension
treatment when it was far less understood than is the case
to-day, and that he based much of his clinical principles

on the teachings of Lectures on Best and I'aiit, which had
then recently appeared. They are, we trust, still held

as standard surgical literature. The author was .John

Hilton, who, when Marsh wrote the article in question.

was as deeply admired as a sound teacher of clinical

surgery as he was dreaded by candidates as a severe
examiner in Lincoln's Inn Fields. Hilton, as we are
in a position to know, was admitted by Marsh to be
a great inspirer of right principles in the treatment
of joint disease, especially through his teachings on the
necessity of the separation of the diseased surfaces
of the bone by extension. We all know what further
developments of hip-joint surgery occurred in the United
Kingdom, America, and elsewhere, not many years after

the publication of Marsh's article on the evil effects of

interarticular pressure. Marsh himself taught and wrote
a great deal about the surgery of bones and joints after the
appearance of this first-fruits of his knowledge. In the
fourth volume of the Reports he published notes on diseases
of the joints, based chiefly on cases under observation in

the hospital during the previous year. He also contributed

i a paper on manipulation or forcible movement as a means
of surgical treatment
(a subject previously
much investigated by
his master, Sir James
Paget) to the fourteenth
volume of the St. Bar-
tholoinew's Hospital
Reports (1878). Two
interesting papers on
bone and joint surgery
appeared in the Journ.^l.

The first was a memoir
read in the Section of

Surgery at the London
meeting of the .-V.s.socia-

tion in 1895, on the
pathology and clinical

history of some rare

forms of bony ankylosis,

published with some
instructive drawings in

the Journal (1895,

vol. ii, p. 1087). The
second, which will be
found in the Journal
of 1896, vol. ii, p. 181,

was a clinical lecture on
displacements and in-

juries of muscles and
tendons. This article,

too, is enriched by some
good illustrations show-
ing the relation of the
peroneus longus and the
tibialis posticus to the
ankle joint.

In 1889 Howard
Marsh, as Hunterian
Professor of Pathology
and Surgery, delivered

at the CoUege of Sur-

geons three lectures on
tuberculosis iu some of

its surgical aspects,

which appeared in abstract in our second volume for

that year. Iu the third of these lectures he declared
that he believed that it was then recognized by most
surgeons that, although the immediate result of excision

of the knee in children might be all that could be desired,

the wound not rarely healing by primary union, the
ultimate result was unsatisfactory.

In the Bradshaw Lecture delivered before the Royal
College of Surgeons in December, 1902, he dealt with
" infective arthritis "—a wise choice, for he was a recog-

nized authority on diseases of the joints; whilst in those

very same years when he was in his prime bacteriology

I

had become an established branch of pathological science.

I

Marsh reminded his audience that he was speaking to

]
them just fifty years and one day after Lord Lister

became a Fellow of the College. The lecturer insisted on
the importance of a discovery made by Weichselbaum in

1888. That authority found that the DijAococcus lanceo-

la fas of Fraenkcl has the power of producing acute in-

flammation of the joints. This discovery, so interesting in

itself from a purely biological point of view, had already
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given a great impetus to the study of infective arthritis.

Marsh ably reviewed in detail the different types of

arthritis associated with typhoid fever, scarlet fever,

influenza, erysipelas, glanders, and other serious but far

more obscure general disorders.

The substance of the early papers on joints and bones,

•with the addition of more matter based on later experience,

were incorporated into a separate treatise, which first

appeared in 1886 under the title Diseases of the Joints,

and was translate<l into (ierman by Dr. Kindervater of

Leipzig in 1888. In 1895 a new issue was published,

entitled Discuses 0/ the Joints and Spine, and in 1910 the

third edition appeared, revised and enlarged with the

collaboration of Mr. Gordon Watson. .\ volume of Clinical

Essays and Lectures was completed by Marsh and issued

in 1902, and must not be confounded with the second
edition of Paget's book bearing a similar title, in the

preparation of which Marsh also assisted. The latter

work appeared in 1884. Marsh's volume consisted mainly
of collected papers on diseases of the bones and joints.

He contributed an article on joints to Treves's Manual
of Surgery, on fractures and hip diseases to Heath's
Dictionary of Surgery, and on abscesses to Ashhurst's
International Encyclopaedia of Surgery, Marsh was an
active member of the Clinical Society, of which he was
president from 1901 to 1903, and amongst bis numerous
contributions was a good paper on bone- setting, which
was read in 1882. Its subject, like manipulation and
forcible movement of joints, had already been under the
investigation of Paget, Marsh's teacher, who once
delivered an instructive lecture on " Cases which bone-
setters cure."

Naturally of a cheerful disposition, Howard Marsh loved
field sports, and was known to be a keen golfer. He was
a very kindly man, with a gentle voice and a pleasant
manner which made him popular with colleagues, students,

and patients.

Marsh was twice married. His first wife, Miss Jane
Perceval, by whom he had a son and a daughter, was the
granddaughter of Spencer Perceval, who, when Prime
Minister, was shot at the entrance of the lobby of the
House of Commons on May 11th, 1812, by Bellingham, a
man with a grievance. Marsh's son, Mr. E. H. Marsh,
C.M.G., has been for several years private secretary to

Mr. Winston Churchill. Marsh's second wife was Violet
Susan, daughter of the late Admiral Sir .John Dalrvmplo
Hay.
The funeral of Professor Howard Marsh took place on

Tuesday, June 29th ; the first part of the service was held
in the chapel of King's College. The pall-bearers were
Mr. Edward Marsh (son). Sir William Dairymplo Hay
ibrother-in-lawl, Mr. T. C. Maurice (son-in-law), repre-

senting General Maurice, who is at the front. Professor
Sir Clifford Allbutt, Professor C. S. Kenny, Professor J. B.
Bradbury, Mr. T. W. Danby, and Rev. Dr. T. J. Lawrence
(honorary Fellows), the Provost of King's, and Mr. C. E.
Grant. Among those present were Sir William Osier, Dr.
W. S. A. Griffith, Mr. H. J. Waring, and many other repre-
sentatives of medical and other bodies. About 500 Boy
Scouts lined the qu?.drangle at Downing. The internment
took place at the Brough Cemetery, Newmarket Road,
A memorial service was also held at St. Bartholomew-

the-less, West Smithfield, the congregation including
Lord Southwark, Mr. Rawlinson, K^C, M.P., Sir Dyce
Duckworth, and Sir William Church.

Sir Clifford Allbctt, Regius Professor of Physic,
Cambridge, sends us the following appreciation of the
late Professor ilarsh :

The time of the death of a dear friend is hardly the
moment to compose a careful appreciation of his life.

While now in Cambridge we are feeling keenly the loss

of Howard Marsh, our hearts are occupied in silent

sorrow. Notwithstanding, it is at this time that men,
especially those to whom he was less well known than to
ourselves, desire to learn who ho was whom we are
lamenting, and to receive inspiration from his example.
Among those of us who are now reflecting upon memories

of past friendship, our first thoughts will be of the man ;

our thoughts of the Professor and Master will come in the
second place. ' Howard Marsh was a man of warm and
generous affections, and these were so natural to him that
he was as little self-conscious of his own goodness of heart

as of his five senses. It was too much a native part of

him to be a matter of taking thought. ^ Three or four
times in my life Marsh did me great kindnesses with the
least ceremony; indeed, our closer intimacy began with
his hospitable reception of my wife and m3'self in Bruton
Street on a great occasion when in London hardly a bed
was to be heard of. The same simple goodness of heart
was apparent, in the same frank and natural manner, not in

his particular kindnesses only, but—what was far more

—

in his steady and modest devotion to public and private
beneficence, .\lthough no one could fail to be aware of

the devotion of Howard Marsh to those public causes and
ends which are set forth in the obituary notices of him,
yet until these were published I was in ignorance of some
of the chief of them. From himself they would never
have been known ; and these duties did not consist only
in passing efforts or occasional gifts, but, as those knew
best who knew him best, in the far harder continual
sacrifice of personal ease and gratification for the succour
and solace of those in need and suffering.

In public debate Marsh was always on the side of broad
views and generous ideas—I will say " progressive " ideas,

though to this day I do not know to which political party,

if to any, he belonged. He spoke well, with this breadth of

view and with conviction, not always academical qualities;

and his literary works and addresses were written in English
as excellent as their matter. An interesting side of his strong
character would appear occasionally when, feeling things
keenly as he did, he might seem for a moment a little

stubborn ; such an attitude in him was always due to

imperfect information ; after farther explanations, whether
he agreed or not, there was an end to all contention. So
it was that no colleague could be more reasonable or

courteous.

As professor and examiner Howard Marsh was excel-

lent, indeed admirable. I have generally been present, on
his invitation, during some part at least of the examina-
tion for the Mastership of Surgery, and so had many
opportunities of observing his kindly but searching way of

getting at the qualities of a candidate. On one occasion
more especially I remember this penetration, and his

accomplishment as a skilful and intellectual surgeon. A
candidate had described a certain local lesion very
accurately, so much so that the two examiners were
satisfied. But the professor bade the candidate wait a
moment, and then proceeded himself to raise the inquiry
into the larger sphere of the general pathology and the
deeper meanings of the condition. Here the candidate
failed to acquit himself so well ; he was unable to rise

above the narrower technical aspects of experience.
Of Marsh's scientific work, which was chiefly surgical, I

am not competent to speak with authority ; this apprecia-
tion is for others.

As Master of Downing, at a critical period of its growth,
Howard Marsh was of great service to the college. Bright
and genial in temper, punctual in his duties, well versed in

business, familiar with affairs and in touch also with men
and things outside academical circles, he carried his

colleagues with him, managed its affairs successfully, and
represented it effectively. Downing will find it difficult to

fill his place, and where we are to look for a like professor
of surgery is a still graver question.

Mr. J. H. Morgan, C.V.O., adds the following notes on
the late Professor Howard Marsh : When Howard Marsh
was appointed assistant surgeon to the Hospital for Sick
Children in 1868 he was already a very busy man. He
was holding the same position at St. Bartholomew's, and
lecturing at that school. The work of the out-patients'
room was not in those days so arduous as it became sub-
sequently, and it was carried out in a small room on the
ground floor of the house, which formerly had been
inhabited by the celebrated Dr. Mead. His surgical
colleagues were Timothy Holmes and Thomas Smith. He
remained in the out-patient department for eleven years,
when he was promoted to the charge of a ward. His chief
interest was in cases of joint disease, and from the first he
was opposed to operating in these cases, and developed to

a large extent the treatment by rest and splints. These
were made of leather softened in warm water and
moulded to the limb, and afterward lined with soft

white leather. He was opposed to the practice of

excision of joints, particularly of the hip, which was so
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strongly advocated and practised by Ferguason of King's

College and Croft of St. Thomas's. In this he was cer-

tainly a pioneer of the methods which are now so success-

fully followed at such places as the Cripples' Hospital at

Alton aud at Berck-sur-Mer in France, where an excision

is rarely if ever seen.

FRANCOIS ALBERT DE THIERRY MOUILLOT,
B.A., M.D.DUBL.,

HARKOGATE.

By the sudden death of Dr. Mouillot on June 20th, 1915.

Harrogate loses one of its leading practitioners and the

medical profession an outstanding representative.

Dr. Mouillot had suffered from glycosuria for some years.

Twelve mouths ago symptoms of angina pectoris developed,

followed by pericarditis, aud he passed through a long

illness, (rum wijirli he appeared to make a ,u<i. id recovery.

A terji] .4' i, .,1.1. ;},<• al KiitT llmisi', Ha iilT-liirr, materially

improved his rnmlitani. and lie ivsumed w.ak. though with

diminished activity. 'i'u hib friends, liuwevir, it was
obvious that he was gradually failing, but in spite of his

disability he worked on pluckily and cheerfully, till the end
came in a sudden painless attack of cardiac syncope.

Dr. ^r.,ii;'-.i Aa- Imiiu iu 1858, and was the eldest sur-

viviu- -
:

i Lu An-uste M. C. Mouillot, of Rath-

faruliaiii, I i Ills medical education was received

at Trinii \ • si, _, , 1 lulilm, Avliere he had a brilliant career,

taking the K.A. iu 1377, being senior moderater and gold

medallist iu ineutal aud moral philosophy; his M.B. in

1880. P..Ch. in 1882, and M.D. in 1896. After graduating

he became pathologi-st and registrar in the Birmiugham
Cieueral Hospital, and later settled in practice in Gorey,

CO. Wexford, where he remained eleven years. In 1894

he removed to Harrogate, took up spa work, aud speedily

built up an extensive practice which he maintained to the

end. He held the appointment of honorary physician to

the Yorkshire Ilnspital for Chronic Diseases. He was a
member of the British Medical Association and a past

president aud active supporter of the local Division. As
co-secretary for some years, lie took a leading part in the

affairs of the Irish Medical Schools' and Graduates'

Association, of which he became president, and later on

vice-president, an office he held up to the time of his

death. One of the earliest ruembers of the Balneological

and Climatological Society, he had an active share in its

develoinueut, holding the office of co-secretary up to the

time of fusion with the Royal Society of Medicine ; he
resident of the Balneological Section.

of the war he had acted as physician
. ss George of Russia's hospitals for

Harrogate, to which he gave much

became, last

Since tls- ti' .

to the I

.

WOUud, ,i

active all! 1 w lion.; s, i-vice.

Dr. Jloiiillot was not a prolific writer, but from time to

time he contributed to the medical journals papers which
were invariably marked by shrewd common sense and
clinical acumen. As a physician he was able and pains-

taking; a man of few words to his patients, but of infinite

kindness. He set a high standard of professioual conduct,

and helped uot a little by his example aud precept towards
lifting spa practice from the slough of empiricism to the

higher plane of rational therapeutics. In all that per-

tained to the welfare and development of the health

resort in which he practised, he was ever ready with
sound advice and assistance in medical matters.

As a man he was a charming companion
;
genial, full o£

wit and humour (derived from his Irish associations), and
a racy raconteur. Even-tempered and broadminded to a
degree, he was never known to speak ill of anyone. His
life was one of hard work, with little regard for self ; and
his loss will be acutely felt by his numerous patients and
wide circle of friends.

He leaves a widow, three daughters, and a sou who holds

a commission in the Indian Army, and is now on active
service in Egypt.

SURGEON-MAJOR "W. F. MACTIER,
INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

SuRCEON-M.iJOR William Fullerton MacTier, Bengal
Medical Service (retired), died at Kinnessburn, St. .Vndrews,
on June 19th, aged 92. He was born in Calcutta on
October 1st, 1822, the son of Anthony MacTier, of Dunuis
House, Aberdeen, first Commissioner of the Court of

Requests in that city ; was educated at Edinburgh Univer-
sity, where he took the M.D. in 1843, and entered the Indian
Medical Service as assistant surgeon on December 3rd,

1844, ou the nomination of Sir R. Campbell. He became
surgeon on March 29th, 1858, surgeon-major on December
3rd, 1864, and retired on September 24th, 1866, nearly half

a century ago. With the exception of two years, 1853-55,
when he was in medical charge of Simla, his whole service
was spent in military employ, his last appointment being
that of principal medical storekeeper, Calcutta, in 1863-64,
after which he went on furlougl;, and did not return to

India. During the Indian Mutiny he was personal sur-

geon to two successive commanders-in-chief, Generals
Anson and Sir Henry Barnard. He had a fine record of

war service—first Sikh war, or Sutlej campaign, 1845-46,
with 4th Native Infantry, actions of Mudki, Aliwal, and
Sobraon, medal with two clasps; second Sikh war, or
Punjab campaign, 1848-49, actions of Ramnagar, Saidul-
lapur, and Chiliauwala, medal with clasp; Indian Mutiny,
1857-58, siege of Delhi, mentioned in dispatches, medal
with clasp.

In General Sir Archdall Wilson's general order of

November 5th, 1857, published in the London Oasette of

December 15th, 1857, is stated :
" Amongst those medical

officers whose unwearied zeal and superior ability have
come prominently before me are . . . Assistant Surgeon
W. F. MacTier, M.D., on the personal staff of the late

Commander-in-Chief."
Surgeon-Major MacTier was the senior officer of the

Indian Medical Service retired list, with one possible excep-
tion, that of the centenarian, Surgeon-Major H. B. Hinton,
who, if he is still alive (and he is still shown in the Army
List as living), must now be well over 102. One of his

sons. Major H. M. MacTier, of the 39th Gharwal Rifles,

was killed in action at Neuve Chapelle three months ago ;

another son. Dr. W. B. MacTier, is in practice at

St. Andrews.

imxxt ImuI)

POOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

ELECTROLYTIC DISINFECTANT.
A REPORT was recently submitted to the Council of the
Metropolitan Borough of Poplar by the Medical Officer of

Health, Dr. Frederick W. Alexander, in which he gives

the following particulars

:

The Initial cost of the apparatus, building, etc., in 1906
was £583 10s.

:

£ 8. d.

Initial outlay (plant) ... 325
Fittings, etc. (Electricity Department) ... 71 7 11
Sundries, structural (Electricity Department) 6 6 11
Sundries (Electricity Department) ... ... 4 6 11
Structure of depi5t (Works Department) ... 120 6 11
Sundries ... ... ... ... ... 32 4 7
Carboys ... ... ... ... ... 23 16 9

583 10

On account of the great demand for the electrolytic
fluid the depot had to be enlarged and an additional new
plant, with electric motor tor stirring and switchboard,
etc., was installed at the beginning of 1910; with altera-

tions to the first plant it cost in round figures £500.
Owing to the extension of the electricity works the whole
structure and installation had to be dismantled and was
re-erected.
Durmg the working of the apparatus—a period of nine

years—many improvements lor the municipal success of

the installation were made. A very important improve-
ment was introduced for the reception of the fluid from
the electrolysers. For the glass receptacles, which were
apt to break, and were very costly, specially made cheap
metal drums were substituted. A double cell has been
constructed of slate, in such a form that the " creeping "

of the current (which comes direct from the council's
mains) from one cell to another is prevented. This is a
most important point ; all slate contains metal, and the
current in -'creeping" from the electrodes in one cell to

the electrodes in the other cell causes erosion to take
place, aud sooner or later a " dead short " happens, and
a new double cell is required. The original slate cells

were replaced by others of earthenware, which have been
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in use for some years. Klcouicity, on account of moistmo,

will even creep with an oartliemvarc cell, and effloionoy

•<\ill be lost : moreover, if tlio iiartitiou of the earthenware

cell or tank is not projierly ylazeil, it will in course of time

become ae-stroyed b\- the electrical current (240 volts and
20 aniiieres) actiuf; ayion the fluid which soaks into tlio

uuglazed earthenware. Earthenware cells take a long

time to make (possibly four months), and it is never

certain that in the ilriug of earthenware there will not

be defects in the articles when they are taken out of the

feilns. A slate double cell can be made in a few days, is

clieap. and as now constructed will not permit the current

to '• creep " and erosion to take place ; in this way cheap-

ness, safety, and greater efficiency are combined. The
current being taken direct from the counciTs mains, the
expense of a •• converter " with its consumption of current
and necessary skilled attention is saved.
Since the installation of the plant 381,794 gallons of

fluid have been manufactured at a cost for electricity of

£401 19s. Id., and for materials of £345 9s. lid. (under Jd.
per gallon)

.

Not only is the Public Health Departmeut and the
various institutions of the Council (the public baths, etc.,

and the Works Department as required), furnished with
the electrolytic disinfectant, but the institutions of the
managers of the Sick Asylum and of the board of

guardians (within and without the borough), and also
some of the London County Council public elementary
schools are supplied with an unlimited quantity free.
The output of disinfectants rose from 54,388 gallons in

1912 to 68,795 gallons in 1914. The average exi>cnditure,
including wages for the three years ending March 31st,

1914, was £831. It is to bo noted that the war has had
the effect of greatly Increasing the cost of magnesium
chloride.
The fluid, as made in Poplar, is stable for an almost

indefinite period, and is suitable either for municipal or
commercial purposes. The rendering of quantities of
hypochlorite of magnesia electrolytic fluid stable for
municipal purposes was the dilficu'lty which had to be
overcome with the plant erected in Poplar because no
plant was in existence prior to the Poplar plant where this
had been done on a large scale.
The work of making electrolytic disinfectant, as carried

out in Poplar, has attracted attention elsewhere. Plants
have been supplied to Guernsey, Gateshead, Finland,
Buenos Aires, and Rangoon. At Portsmouth a plant has
been installed for manufacturing the fluid direct from sea
water and rendering it stable by the method adopted in
Poplar, and recently the Finchley CouncU placed an order
for an installation.

Jititiiral ^£lus.

Suegeox-Major S. C. Noble, V.D., J. P., Kendal, has
been appointed by the Lord Lieutenant a Deputy Lieu-
tenant for the county of Westmorland.
Sir John Lentaigne, sometime President of the Royal

College of Surgeons in Ireland, left unsettled estate in the
United Kingdom valued at £9.869.
The annual general meeting of the West London Medico-

Chirurgical Society will be held at the West London Hos-
pital on Friday, July 16th, at 5 p.m. The Council will
propose that Dr. Leonard Dobson .shall be elected presi-
dent for 1915-^16.

At a convocation of the University of Oxford on June
25th the honorai-y degree of Master of Arts was conferred
on Mr. Horatio P. Symonds, F.R.C.S.Edin., surgeon to the
Radcliffe Inflrmai-y, in recognition of his services to the
Oxford Medical School.
The administration of Brides-les-Bains, sometimes

called the French Carlsbad, offers to British naval and
military officers free treatment and the use of the baths
and springs. The place is an agreeable summer resort in
Upper Savoy and stands at an altitude of about 2,000 ft.
At a sessional meeting of the Royal Sanitary Institute,

at \eovil on July 14th, discussions will be opened on

\'J r^
MppUes to rural and small urban areas by Dr.

v\. Or. Savage, M.O.H. Somerset, and on the prevention
of minor- mfectious diseases by Dr. A. E. Remmet Weaver,
M.O.H. leovil.
On June 24th, at the oflRcial residence of the French^mster of ^\ar, the British Ambassador presented to

m. Millerand two ambulance cars in the name of the boys
01 i,ton. These cars, specially fitted for the service of
tne Chasseurs Alpius (the- " Blue Devils" of the French
army), bear sUver plates with the following inscription :

" A l'.\rm^o Fran?aise les f-leves du College d'Efou
(Angleterre) en temoiguage de lour admiration. 1915."
A MOTHERCR.^FT aud child welfare exhibition will be

held at the Passmore Edwards Institute, Tavistock Place,
W.C., from July 3rd to July 10th. It will be open free
from 2.30 to 8.30 p.m. each day. The exhibits have all

been arranged by associations or persons interested in
the subject, and there will be no trade exhibits. Among
them will be a model day nursery, a dental exhibit, and
a fly exhibit arranged by Professor Lefroy. Lectures on
flies will be given by Dr. Halford Ross and Dr. King
Brown, and one on the protection of children against
insect-borne diseases by Dr. Louis Sambou on Wednesdaj',
July 7th, at 4.30.

LlEUTENANT-COLONEL SiR COURTAULD THOMSON haS
been appointed chief commissioner of the Order of St.
John and the British Red Cross Society for Malta and the
Near East. The secretary and deputy chief commissioner
is Major Stockings. On his arrival at Malta Sir Courtauld,
who was accompanied by Sir Frederick Treves, visited
most of the hospitals, under the guidance of the D.D.M.S.,
Colonel Sleman.
An appeal signed by. among others, the Bishops oE

Stepney and Southwark, the Chief Kabiji, Lady St. Helier,
and Mrs. Creighton, has been issued for generous sub-
scriptions this year to the Factory Girls' Country Holiday
Fund. Owing to the facts that the railway companies do
not see their way to make the usual reductiuu iu fares,
and that tlie cliarj^c for board and lodgiug is necessarily
greater, the cost for each girl will be increased, and the
committee do not think it right to ruu into debt. Sub-
scriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurer, Factory
Girls' Country Holiday Fund, 75, Lamb's Conduit Street,
W.C.
Sir Ronald Ross, the honorary director of the Marcus

Beck Laboratory of the Royal Society of Medicine, iu
addition to the request mentioned elsewhere, addressed
to the medical profession practising iu tlie neighbourhood
of the society's house, 1, Winipole Street, to let him know
of cases of measles wliere permissioti eoiild l)o obtained to
take a specimen of fresh liui^er blood, asks whether it has
been observed that vaccinatiou for small pox is e.xceptiou-
ally unsuccessful if performed on persons who are suffer-
ing from or who have recently suffered from measles of
either type, or from scarlet fever. He will also be glad to
hear from any persons having special knowledge of the
sanitary conditions in the Gallipoli Peninsula and neigh-
bouring parts, as he wishes to make an investigation on
this subject.
The Grand Pump Room Hotel at Bath was reopened on

June 26th. It stands on the site of the old White Hart,
where Mr. Pickwick and his friends put up during the first
part of their stay near the baths of Bladud. A largo
number of medical men from London aud the provinces,
especially from South Wales, were among the guests at
an inaugural luncheon and reception, when they were
welcomed by Mr. H. J. Thomas of Cardiff, the guiding
spirit of the new enterprise. For some years past the
closed and derelict condition of the hostel opposite the
pump room colonnade has been a mote in the Bathoniau
eye, but the renovated building is now on a scale of luxury
such as would make Angelo Cyrus Bantam, M.C., declare
himself more than ever satisfied, aud delighted, and over-
powered. The hotel contains 120 bedrooms, with 15
private suites. The decorations are chiefly in Adam
style, the predominant colour note being a warm crimson,
while the white enamelling of the 30 l.iathrooms aud of a
large portion of the general building is extremely effec-
tive. The kitchens also are said to be the finest outside
London. The feature of the hotel which calls chiefly for
remark, however, is the direct connexion by means of
electric lifts with the New Royal Baths. This portion of
the corporation bathing establishment—forming, indeed,
the lower part of one wing of the hotel building it.self— i.'j

now in process of reconstruction by the city council. The
invalid visitor will thus find it possible to undergo the
various bath treatments at the hot mineral siniiies witliont
the necessity of making the passage of ili- -n.ri. ihis
direct association of hotel aud bathint^ . : .li i ,. ^ is

not unusual at Continental spas. Speeeh. .
. , , i.i.i :, at,

the luncheon by Lord Willoughby de Brui.i , mi .Aidvill
Bcachcroft, and others, in which the patriotic emphasis
had a distinctly local turn. It was stated that Bath has
enjoyed a record season, many thousands of treatments
having been given freely to the country's fighters suffering
from stiffness after wounds, and students of the local
chronicles have pointed out that the same thing happened
after the campaigns of Marlborough and Wellington, and
that Nelson also went there for recuperation after one o£
his naval expeditions.
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are devoted u-ill he found under their respective headin'js.

ilcer lie

to know «; .1..- ..^....;.^..- i. wuuld abort tlie CO

He has tried paiutiuti ailucted surfaces with silver 11

solution but with little Ijeuefit. As a holiday is on

question, he would be glad to know what general

dietetic and other treatment might be useful.
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course, an ethical side to this matter into which we do not

now enter.
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j;, I.;,., . 1. ,i. II, I-, 1'. -, .. /:. .lune, 19151 I laid

stress on tins as]ie't oi inU(.th.)ii by the meningococcus. The
term"cerebro-spinal 'aijphed to the disease is. I believe, mis-

leading, and with a view to the prevention of the disease, I

think a less misleading title should be substituted. Some of

our leading clinicians could help to this end ; such names
as "meningococcal infection," "meningococcal fever,"
" meningocaemia" or " meniugaemia," or some other such
title would be less likelv to result in mistakes in diagnosing

this protean lii^vasc.

1 iocTOKs' Chauffeurs.
\^ '^•., V, III in August in connexion with a

Voluntai I

I lit, and is now working at a hospital

conductei.i ..1 .1, .T,.„„^ ,Ls that some means should be found ot

issuing badges to cliautlours in the employment of doctors in

this country, in view of the urgent demand by the military

authorities "for motor drivers.
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Alcohol is about the same as salt, 4.2. The French have
used alcohol for forty years asa surgical api)licatiou. It is also
very cleansing. It is self-evident that mere douching effects'
nothing. There must be constant application of the solution
in bath or on pai's. The surgeon should remember that this
action is physical, not chemical; whereas septicaemia and
toxaemia are bio-chemical, and <lemani| •lilTeient methods.
Moreover, such treitnient is only of mi .. ',r. ,]„. i.reyranula-
tion stage. Granulations do not ab - ' 1,1 -liilogical
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la ; I may say without failure. Its action is that of
.1 11 and exosmose. Glycerine is certainly easy of
.i|,|ilh . 1 ion to deep, long sinuses, especially down ' the
irregular deep tracks made by shrapnel, which are not
always easy to drain. It also soothes pain, and will stand
moderate dilution.

De. John Alcindou (Londoui writes : It is generally recognized
that salt is a I.Muphagogiie of no small value ; douches and
gargles coiitaiMiiig 5 to 10 per cent, of common salt constitute
a useful adjuiiet in the treatment ot catarrhal affections of
the nose, inauth, and throat. Glycerine, as Dr. H. J. Holt
points out in the liKiTisH Medical Jourxal of .June 5tli

Ip. 969i, is also a lyniphagogue of considerable value. I have
used glycerine containing 5 to 10 per cent, carbolic acid or
liq. cresol. sap. in r number of cases of endometritis and

liiliti". with exrellent results: a tampon of cotton-
Ion-, ,,i.i 1 n .
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ii ;
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--til .
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propel 'II-, it- poi'.er of niiiibi'lj n - the eoai^ulation of lymph,
and its non-interference with the~ powerful osmotic action of

the gh eeriiie. As there is a certain similarity between endo-
metiiii- anil pehie cellulitis on ilie one baud, and infected

<riin
'

I ni that a method
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the one class of

ci- I iroducs equally

J,,,
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piiia o'le. \>niiii .-. .iiii,...ii. ,,ii-... .,,, „eully expounded,
is the same in butii iiiotances. It is with the hope that

cresolized givcerine will he given a trial, both as a pre-

liminarv dr€;ssing and as a systematic treatment of guushot

wounds, that I ventiu-e to put forward the suggestion.

British He.vlth Resorts.
We have received a letter from Dr. T. D. Luke, physician to

the Toebles Tlvdroiiathic. protesting against the omission of

Peel''-- f-iM'tl - i.,-''i-n!:!e^ r->ti'i"-1 V-'cv- on Hijdrolofiical
./,.,„, , / '

' ' '' '' ' // "''' .',,•'-'- and Spas, pnb-

]j^l,,
.

,
, ; ; 11 ' ' "1 II .

I

' the Balneological

tie';,.,, i.i ;,,! 1: a! -
,

•
1

via ••. It is, he says, a

place ui - o|a-o:ii;- l'e;"ii'. i"leil a, a liea 1th resort since the

time of i,,Uieen Mary, ami is at this day well patronized.

The Germ.\nization of Dickess.

We know till- Genual)^ claim Shakesjieare as their own; as

tl,,.
' j, , , i,a\e no doubt that, in their desire

t,, ,

, iild like to annex him too. ^Ve are

g,,, .' accident the British Medic.vl

]],,, ,, , aieii unpatriotic enough to help in

tile leaii^iii". "i -aeii a. selieme. Mr. Crummies was anxious

that the liiiti.^h public should know that he was not a

Prussian. We are equally anxious to inform our readers

that, in siielling the name of Mr. Wemmick as " W emmio/i .

in our issue of June 26th (p. 1092,', we had no desire to

Teutonize the author of (;/-Cii( ]'..rj,,rt:,tions.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THB
BRITISH MEDICAL JOOBNAL.

Seven lines and under ... ... ...

Kach additional line

A whole column

An average line contains sis word

All remittances by Post OUice Orders must be

be British Medical Association at the General 1

;o responsibility will be accepted for any such

nie.-ls should be c

1 letlere addressed either

ivered, addresser! to the manager,

the first post on Wednesday moraine

,C paid for at the time, should bo
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lUK.VTMKNT OF "GUNSHOT WOUNDS" OF

TilE KNEE-JOINT.

By Colonel H. M. W. GRAY. A.M.S.,
COXSCLTUiO SUBGEOX, BIUTISH EXPEDtTIONAJKr FORCE, FIUKCR.

This paper is written in order to draw attention to certain

points which Lavs been demonstrated by tlie surgeons of

the Brilisli base liospitals in my area— tliat is, all south of

Abbeville—to be of iiuuiense importance. In the earlier

part of the war the results of the treatment of snc-li

injuries left a great deal to be desired. The great majority
of such cases as recovered did so with ankylosis. The
period of convalescence was usually most painful and
precarious.

Such infected injuries were approached with ideas
regarding their treatment which, as our experience
has shown, are erroneous. The chief of these were:
(1) That suppurative infections of the joint demand free

and prolonged drainage ; (2) that drainage tubes are the
best means of procuring tliis

; (3) that these tubes must
be large, and must be inserted deeply into the various
recesses of the joint, and (4) that strong antiseptic treat-

ment is necessary in order to overcome the infection.

These remedies are inimical to a "restitutio ad integrum,"
becanse, by their deleterious action, the synovial membrane
and cartilages are more or less destroyed, and in most cases
the best result tliat can be hoped for is ankylosis. On the
other hand, the importance of certain factors in successful
treatment were not gra.sped suflSciently : (1) Tliat wounds
of the knee-joint which are liable to become septic demand
immobilization of that joint. Few of such cases arrived at
our base hospitals with an efficiently applied splint. Move-
ment of such a knee may turn the scale in favour of sepsis.

in two wajs

—

{a) it may favour the entrance of seps's to

a knee previously uninfected, and (b) it may stimulate a
virulent, diffuse inflammation instead of a mild, localized
one. During after-treatment the splint must be retamed for

two to three weeks at least. During the later stages gentle
passive movement may be made daily. (2) There existed
quite a widespread notion that foreign bodies in the joint
should be removed "only if they lead to trouble." For-
tunately, the fallacy of this view has been demonstrated,
and now only those which are imbedded in the bone out-
side the joint are left alone, if tlioy are not causing
trouble. (3) The good effect of excision of the wound of
the skin and superficial tissues, or of the whole wound
where possible, was not appreciated. This good effect has
lieen well demonstrated in our ba.se hospitals, and, to my
mind, the procedure has a profound intlueuce on the sub-
sequent favourable course of the case.
A few amphfying remarks on some of the foregoing

points will be allowed.

Foreign Bodies.
The undistorted rifle bullet may perforate the joint

without iutioducing infective material in sufficient amount
to overcome the natural resistance of the part, and no
inflammation may result. This does not justify neglect
to apply a proper splint to the limb in these cases. The
broader and more irregular the surface of impact of the
foreign body the more likelihood is there of iutective
material (clothing or skin) being carried in to the depth.
Shrapnel bullets, splinters of shell, or distorted rifle

bullets may carry distinct " wads " of such material in

front of them. The urgency for immediate removal of
these foreign bodies increases with their potentiality for
can-yiug in infective material. The size of the foreign
body should not be allowed to influence the decision unless
in very exceptional cases.

Drainage Tales.
Since it is so important to remove foreign bodies from

the interior of the joint, it seemed a futile proceeding to
introduce others, especially when these establish free
communication with septic surfaces either of the wound
or of the skin, as tubes do. The presence of a tube in the
joint, besides exerting a mechanical evil effect on the
synovial membrane or cartilages, provides a haven of
refuge and a reservou- of pabulum in which organisms
can multipl}-. " Hypertones " ifor example, tablets of
sodium chloride and sodium citrate) placed in the tube,

Better and
" hypertonic

continuous irrigation, or continuous baths, only miti-
gate—they do not remove—these drawbacks. The tubes
should lead down to, but not through, the wound in
the synovi.al membrane, unless the inflammation is so
acute that all tlioiight of saving tho function of the joint
is hopeless. If sepsis in the joint has been acute, it is
better to leave the synovial membrane unsntured. This
attitude towards the insertion of drainage tubes was
stimulated on seeing tho results in a few cases of this
procedure when carried out at the front, with the object,
no doubt, of preventing acute .sepsis. In these cases tho
drains had been inserted with perfect attention to the
principles whicliihave been laid down for procuring
etticient drainage of the joint, but the results wera
certainly not satisfactory.

A comparison of the condition in which cases arrived
with apparently similar wounds, but which had simply
been dressed, made us feel that, if possible, wounds of the
knee-joint should not be operated on until they reached
a hospital where they could be kept in bed for ten to
fourteen days at least after operation.

The Use of Antisepticfi.

The opinion is obtaining very firm hold amongst us that
any beneficial action which any antiseptic may show in
the interior of wounds or of joints is due entirely to its

power of inducing "lymph lavage" or " chemiotaxis " or
both. The opinion that antiseptics applied to the skin
around a wound are of the greatest prophylactic value
remains, of course, unshaken. Strong antiseptics in a
joint have a .I,'. -n,,M, , ii< ,1 mi tiie delicate synovial
membrane ani < .

. -\!;iili interferes with tho
resistance ami ! |.. ::,

i
: .w.id these structures. It

is therefore t\w u. jvii.h.n Lu lUnl that imtiseptic dressings
or applications in the depths of wounds are used in our
base hospitals.

,

'.
, S'.'/,' Dressings.

:i!e found to follow the use of
liiy letter of last week, p. 32).

riie mode of iiuiMi. m h.n xiiics in different cases. Even
hydrogen peroxide is now used practically only to remove
very adherent dressings, llegarding the use of injections of
formalin-glj'cerin, iodoform-ether, or ether into the joints,
it cannot be said that any one of these agents is better
tlian the other. They do no harm apparently, and they
appear to do good, but hypertonic saline solution seems
erpially efficieut.

It would seeiii i|. irtM- tliat this well-tried and satis-

factory" bypt 1 : 11. nt should be more widely
employed. If i

.
1: _ provision and transport of

medical stores wijuKI Ij^ ..uupliiied enormously.

E.T, iswn of Wonn<h.
The excision of the soiled supeific ial |iait nf deep wounds

or of the whole wound, -^^luii ) m ' too
strongly advocated. In otliLi in
(ulo, no matter at flhat st i I ate
suture, has, when techuKpie 1 jji 1 1 ' l I lu Ll ding
by first intention. The .idvautigcs ot this ait obvious.
Contraindications need not be discussed lieie. I look upon
results obtained from this procedure as a measure of tho
claim which any surgeon can make that his technique is

perfect! Primary suture is, of course, out of the question
in the wounds we are at present considering—free drainage
must be provided, therefore the woitnds are left open—but
secondary suture, when advisable, can certainly be per-

formed at an earlier stage after excision has been made.
Aponeurotic structures especially, unless their removal
entails disablement, should be cut away. Their super-
ficial parts at least will slough, and such sloughs take a
long time to separate. The ragged, possibly soiled, edges
of the wound in the synovial membrane should always be
snipped away.

Frequency until whii-h Deep Dressings should he

Ch angcd.
As I have pointed out in the letter referred to. the first

dressing may frequently be left in situ for days. If tho
joint is "quiet "and tlie dressing free from pus, there
is absolutely no necessity to remove it. The wound in tho
synovial membrane will thus get a chance to heal. In
removing the dressing early it is likely to be torn open.

[284SI
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The feeling Is gaining ground that the knee-joint, if given

a fair chance, has more recuperative power than It has
hitherto recelveil credit for. One cannot, however, wliile

giving it a chance to talco care of itself, forgot the dire

results which may follow if septic infection gains the

upper hand. Therefore the cases must be watched with
the utmost care, and any untoward symptom be fully

investigated. It is rare that a quiet-looking knee is going

wrung inside unless a wound exists which communicates
directly or indirectly with the joint. In that case there

will probably be an amount of discharge in excess of what
would be expected from the surface wound. If the knee
is at fault, prompt and energetic suitable measures must
be taken.

HcshUs.
The recent application of the principles which I have

discussed has been followed by :' j.i'-'i Mt '"• ' in

results, which must be very grai . i . 1
us

concerned. For purposes of coiiip:n ; . ; i
.:• Us

in 10 cases which were admitted f I "1 11 :! Xiu.^ 1 :i,;j. lie

light, and treated by what one might call ti.iii^ition

luotliods—that is, the more recent methods were already
being tried in some cases. These cases were unselected,

and were similar in severity to those which were admitted
to all the hospitals in Koueu during the month previous to

May 19th, for which period the surgeons furnished me
with returns. I ax^pend also a jjrecis of the treatment
employed.

Deatlis (in spite of amputationj
Amputations...

10

Cases Durhifi Four IVeehf Pnnloiis to iliiy 19th.

Deatlis (in spite ol amputation) ... ...

Amputations,.. ... ... ... 3
Ankylosis ... ... ... ... 3
Doubtful ... ... ... ... 2

Free movement when cliscUarged ... 28

Sinwp'iis of Tiialni »/—Excise v\ouiil 1 i,

suptihcixl soiled or ntciotic muscle and I 1

would ficely it uecf-s-vij liemo\( 1

(pieviously localized by ' lajsi aftei po^^ll (

ol \\ouud in synovial mtmbiaut I lu'-li 1

with 5 pel cent saline solution ih
b' ) 1 < If t In T(ij acute rases mal efif-'i M 1 1 1

11 li im i„( tube di>\ n to but not tli

ibi ine I .

Ii I t inl_i
„1> < iin 01 , tlici etc thi

icdismtect suiiouudiu^ ^1

bandage Imiiiobili'i m
free -iithiot .1 1 r 11

< n I 1

st tt wound
, Ini Ui u
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Cdsf 7'?.—Sergeant W. Wounded April 23id ; admitted April
27th. Blirapiiel wound; comminution of jtatella. Operation
April 27th : Excision of wonnd ; removal of foreign bodies
(bulletand clothing) and fragments of i>atella; anterior drainage.
May 12th, joint gradually settled down ; condition very good.
Proniiofh : Ankylosis.

Casr /".—Private S., King's Own Royal Ijancashire. Admitted
.\pril 22nd. Shrapnel bullet imbedded in inner condyle of

femur—left knee—split through articular surface ; joint full of

blood and pus. Bullet extracted; bone cavity scraped out.

Joint washetl out with hypertonic saline. Fonnaiia-glycoriu.
May 13th, i«tient doing well. Jiestill : Movable joint.

Case 7^.—Sergeant T., 1st East Surrey. Shrapnel wonnd in

right knee. Synovial membrane torn; bloody pus exudiiiy.

Cases 1', and 7C.—Private 1?., 1st East Surrey. Shrapnel
wounds in both knees; also depressed fracture of skull.

Synovial membraue found torn in both knees. April 22nd,
usual operation on both knees. May 13th, patiout doing well

;

wonuds clean. licsuU : Movable joints.

Case /.-.-Private E. G. H., 1st Monmouth (T.F.) Shrapr.cl
wound of left knee. Capsule badly torn. April 24th, usuiii

operation. May 13th, patient doing well ; wound clean.
Hesult : Movable" joint.

Case IS.—Corporal E., Canadian Field Artillcrv. Shrapnel
wound of left knee. Bullet pierced internal conJyie .iiid iodtjod

in external. Capsule full of blood clots and im's. A|)iil 29th.
usual operation ; bullet left 111 situ. May 9tl>, patient left for
England ; wound nearly healed. Result : Movable joint.

Case 7.9.—'Wheeler H., Canadian Field Aitillery. Shrapnel
wound of right knee.

Case ?7.—Bombardier E., Royal Garrison Artillery. Multiple
shrapnel in left knee.

Case ??.—Private M., Honourable Artillery Company. Bullet
wound of right knee ; bullet imbedded in lower end of femur.

In the last four cases it is doubtful if the knee ivas

actually opened. All had much effusion of bloody purulent
fluid. All had movable joints when sent to Englaud.

Case ,?J.—Lance-Corporal D., Canadian Artillery. Gunshot
wound of left knee, perforating upper part of joint ; no fracturL'

;

bloody purulent effusion (Gram-positive coccus). Fsnal i^ro-

cedm-e; 10 c.cm. ether injected. liesuU: Movable joint.

Case 24.—Private C, 12th County of London. Shrapnel per-
forating wonnd of knee-joint ; purulent effusion (Gram-positive
coccusj. Usual procedure ; 10 c.cm. ether injected. Itesiilt :

Movable joint.

Ca.'i<'.?il.—Private W., 48th Canadian Highlanders. Perforating
gunshot wound of knee-joint ; very great effusion ; no fracture.
Usual procedure; 10 c.cm. ether injected. Result: Movable
joint.

Case .?C.—Corporal L., 2nd D.C. Light Infantry. Perforating
gnushot wound of knee-joint ; much distension ; no fracture.
Usnal pi'ocedure; 10 c.cm. ether injected. Result: Movable
joint.

Case S7.—Private M., 2nd West Riding. Perforating gunshot
wound of knee ; no fracture ; much distension and severe
inflammation around joint

;
purulent effusion (Gram-positive

coccusi. Usual procedure ; 10 c.cm. ether injected. Result

:

Movable joint.

Note.—In Cases 13-27 I Iia<l :i-i,. i ti 1 snri^'eons of the hos-
pitals concerned to report on 1 • ' ^. inch showed signs
of acute local inflammation v. : ' l of temperature.
and which in their opinion v 1 : . ,, > -ii;; if not treated
according to the method we had wuikcu uui. Hence the shore
notes.

Case ,?9.—Corporal J. H., 12th London. Admitted May 6th.
Shrapnel wound of left knee through ligamentum patellae,
with comminuted fracture (Ti of head of tibia, communi-
cating v\ith joint; cellulitis in calf. Temperature 104.4-.

Much distension. Operation May 6th : Aspiration of bloody
pus ; injection of formalin-glycerin. Abscess in calf opened,
and piece of shell 2 in. by " i in. removed ; tube drain to
hole in back of tibia. Anterior wound excised ; tube down to
hole in tibia; wounds "filled" with hypertoner and gauze.
Inflammation gradually subsided. Report on May 14th

:

Patient looks, eats, and sleeps well ; practically no pain ;

wounds clean ; no swelling, no fluid in joint. Knee-joint
movable. A similar report was made on May 19th.

Case ?9.—Private McL., 1st Royal Scots Fusiliers. Wounded
May 4th ; admitted May 6th. Shrapnel wound of right knee
just above patella on antero- external asiiect. Temperature 101=.

Much effusion, purulent. Operation May 7th : Fragments of
shrapnel removed from joint ; usual procedure otherwise

;

formalin-glycerin injected. Temperature next day 99^. His
condition gradually improved, and on May 14th there was no
effusion, the wound was clean, and the joint movable. May 19th,
similar report.

Cn«c 50.—Private M. Admitted May 7th. Fragment of shell
(size of hazel nut) vcmov.-'.l from above patella. Purulent
effusion. l-'.v.i!:i!ii. !- ,-i-:ri i:ij,-r'o,i. May 10th, aspiration,
1 oz. ). 1:1 11;. Mi; iliii,! t. . !. \!'.' iiih, no fresh effusion ;

wouiiit Mayl9tli.no recurrence
of effii-

1

!

after the last report,
develoii.J iiMii'.u' , in,;,,., ;,^;a;M, ,

li rh ultimatelvled tofreo
incision treatment, and later amputation. Possiblv another
injection of formalin-glycerin might have saved the joint.)
Result: Amputation.

Cn.?f .37.—Private L. Piece of shell removed from inner sida
of left knee—subcrureus bursa. Purulent effusion. Formalin-
gl.vcerin injected. Fluid did not collect again. Result:
Movable joint.

The following four cases were treated: (a) Directly in
track ol wound, by excision of superficial wounds and
superficial part of track; removal of foreign body; free
incision on each side of patella and suprapatellar "pouch.
No tubing inserted; no sutures. Spirit dressing, after
swabbing out wounds with 10 per cent, iodine. Posterior
knee splint and footpiece. (6) Indirectly when infection
occurred after fracture of tibia or condyles of femur. Joint
opened and effusion removed at poiul most remote from
surface wounds—along lines laid do^vit.

Cn?f 3?.—Lauce-rorjioral H,, 2nil KinLi's Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry. AdniittLd .Ma;.- ?nii, and u, ..rutoil on the same day.
Temperature 99 . ^h;>|intl i>a!l in

;
int : v,ouud on inner sid6

of patella. Groat elfnsiou; miu^h i-lnt: condyle fractured ('?).

Incision on onter side of patella.. May 15th, "no reaccumula-
tion of fluid; both wounds cleaue;l well. Eor the last four
days the temperature had not passed 99'. Condition of joint
seems most satisfactory. May 19th, similar report. Result:
Movable joint.

Case 5-5.—Gunner W., 3rd Canadians. Gunshot wound;
(shrapnel) wound of right knee ; wound to outer side of patellar
ligament. Ball removed. Much muco-punilent effusion. Two
lateral incisions besides excision of \v<>"".i \\'|,.^l.^ knee
swathed in dressing, wet with spirit. Ji.;' i n .lays
temperature vai-ied between 99.8 an.l I ill;

locally the knee kept remarkably weli ; .'aya
temperature never above 99 =

. "Looiislii ' .-lass

recovery." May 19th, continued imi.voMnieiit. Rault

:

Blovahle joint. (A periarticular abscess, with stinking pus,
developed about June Ist, but caused no trouble in the knee.)

Cfl«f 37.—Private M., 2nd Buffs. Admitted May 2nd, with
gunshot wound through condyles of left knee. Bone shattered

;

not marked effusion mto joint. Excision of septic wounds

—

tubes down to site of fractures. Temperature fell gradually.
Tubes out on fifth day, when no apparent inflammation in knee-
joint. May 19tb, condition reported excellent. Result: Movable
joint.

Case 33.—Lance-Corporal W., Royal Engineers. Gunshot
wound (shraimel) of right knee; septic uoiin.l at outer side
over head of fibula. Much effuii,..:, I: .: : 1 after
opening joint and lodged overc\. .

' /era-
tion. Bullet not removed at li' .iiong
track removed on fourth d.<iv. ].,, . 14th.
May 19th, " Perfect recovery seems aooiae.i. j,i.-u.i . jiuvable
joint.

Case 36.—Sergeant •. This case, which was not full.y

reported to me, required amputation; hnpelessly shattered
femur, xiatella, and tibia—truly an injury of the lme"e-joint

!

There were many other cases of wounds of this joint in
the various hospitals iu which the eft'u.siou graduallj' sub-
sided without other treatment than rest, with occasionally
simple aspiration.

Chai,-.;; 1- \M' hT.innor [-Journal of Tro2)icaJ ^Fedicine
and III ' . Vii;; l-,t, 1915) have described under the
name i

' ,itii" a small epidemic of a bulloua
eruption . .11. in.; aniougst soldiers at Kliavtoiim. They
define the disease as an acute, e....; _' :,.i-. Imll..;; , p\ ..isi3

beginning iu any region of tl,. i. . - i;illy

affecting the axillary aud set..;,. , i ^
, e , .r.-ic-

terizcd by the presence of lu. in - 11, L.illae

arising on seemingly III ;,', .'isej
hy Auyococnts mollis {1 1 . i,usis

must bo made betwein ;i . i; con-
tagiosa, dermatitis bull ;i ;';;;i:,ni~.

. : ;lus,

pyosus mansoni, and Corlett's impel i.t^oeoniagiosa l<;iilo.sa.

The proauosis is very good, for the disease yields rapidly
to vaccine treatment. The authors prepared a vaccine,
which was administered iu 200 and 450 million doses, with
intervals of two to three daj'S between each dose. At the
same time local treatment was found useful in expediting
the cure. Each blister was pricked, and the exuding fluid

caught on swabs dipped in 1 in 1.000 lotio hydrargyri per-
chloridi. After pricking, the blister should be dusted with
some antiseptic powder.
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THE PLATING OF GUNSHOT
FRACTUKES.

BY

NORMAN C. LAKE, M.D., M.S., B.Sc.Lond.,
F.R.C.S.Ekg.,

Dui;tng nine months' experience of large numbers of cases

in Fiencli base hosj^itals almost every advocated method
of treatmci:i i .

^ In . n ;;v<:ii a trial, and of these tho

method wit!! 1
i iiide is concerned has given the

best ultimate r \Miiild be a mistake to say that

it was imiiica .1 Irj, -ij lim- to all others, for there can
be little doubt that tvcry surgeon gets the best results

from the method to which he has devoted most time and
thought; at the samo time, a method which has given
good results in some hands may bo confidently expected
to give good results in others, for there is nothing novel or

special about it. Indeed it is so ordinary as to be scarcely

worthy of record, yet I have not seen it used in any
French military hospital that I have visited, nor heard of

its use in many English ones.

Considering the subject from a purely theoretical stand-

point, there are two main factors to be dealt with : First,

there is the anatomical or mechanical injury ; secondly,

the infective or inflammatory injury. The ideal treatment
would be one which enabled us to deal with each of these

separate factors as we wish without interfering in the
slightest degree with the treatment of the other.

The importance of obtaining an anatomical result as
perfect as possible need not be emphasized. Modern
surgery has already appreciated the far-reaching eft'ects

of even minor defects in anatomical reconstruction, and
how closely the functional result depends upon the
anatomical. This relationship is especially marked in

the case of fractures, and iu the compound comminuted
fractures so common in gunshot injuries the great difficulty

is to obtain a good anatomical result. The two main
un fractured portions of the bone are separated by an
interval of 2 or 3 inches, in which there is more or less

comminution. In some cases pieces of bone are missing,

and in others some of the intervening small fragments die,

so that there is actual loss of bony substaace. The most
perfect anatomical results can only be obtained in such
cases if the interval or gap is maintained from the first at

its original length, for the consolidation which eventually

occurs is frequently very imperfect, and secondary opera-

tions to increase the rigidity of the bone are needed. Such
secondary operations will only lead to disappointments
unless the main fragments have been maintained mean-
wliile in perfect relative position.

Given, then, some method of assuring a good anatomical
result, the second part of the problem—namely, the infec-

tion—must be dealt with according to the best accepted
methods, whatever they may be. Any method, therefore,

of splinting the bone which interferes at all with the
practice of the numerous methods of dealing with sepsis,

or renders difiicult the adoption of those accessory treat-

ments such as massage, so important to good functional

results, must be considered imperfect. When it is remem-
bered that among the methods of combating .sepsis must
be included the Hier's bandage, the antiseptic bath, the
drip bath, and others necessitating freedom of the limb,

the disadvantage of any method of external splinting

becomes apparent; add to this the inconvenience of dress-

ing and nursing when assistance is not so abundant as in

peace time, and it will be .seen that external splints are by
no means perfect. In fact, from the theoretical point of

view, the internal splint would appear to be the better

;

but it must next bo considered whether it complies with
the other essentials—namely, that it assures perfect
anatomical result, and does not interfere in any way with
the infective process.

As far as anatomical reconstruction goes, it is possible

in the majority of cases to obtain a considerable degree of

perfection with a plate ; but the problem as to whether its

application would not increase the damage by opening up
further channels for infection, both in the soft tissues and
in the bones (chiefly through screw holes), was one which
at first caused a good deal of anxiety. A wide experience,

however, has proved that the fresli infection of soft
tissues is negligible in view of the already extensive
damage, and that fresh infection of the bone does not
occur to any extent worthy of consideration. Indeed, in
some cases, chiefly of the smaller bones, a previously
septic wound l::i-, !;r;i!r-l r-.rn],l, ', Iv over a iilate. Such
results were im.

i

.

,
:

,
1 .o-^sibly be due to the

healthy condili-
, , mus to the injury, for

the screw-hull im ;
• ii..|;.i,il, n])en up the medulla

beyond the primary limitation "of "the sepsis, and yet
necrosis, e.xcept of more or less detached fragments, docs
not occur. • Following logically upon these considerations
comes the question whether the plates tend to loosen in
the presence of sepsis, and, if so, how quickly such
loosening occurs. It has already been mentioned -that in
some cases complete healing actually occurs over a plate;
in the larger number of cases, however, the plates do tend
to loosen, altho'igh not to the extent that a priori reason-
ing woulil lead one to expect. This loosening does not
occur to a ilegree sufficient to affect the function of tho
plate until the fragments have become more or less fixed
in position (three or four wrecks), and even then it still

acts as a most efficient method of extension. Appearing
to have little effect upon the septic process, the plates may
often be left in position for considerably longer periods,
frequently becoming consolidated again.
The chief objections, therefore, to the use of internal

splints are rather of theoretical than practical interest;
and the ease with w hich the dressing can be manipulated,
and massage, etc., applied to the neighbouring joints and
soft tissues, can be attained with few other methods of
splinting. In view of recent writings upon the steriliza-

tion of these wounds soon after they are inflicted, it must
be mentioned that in nearly all the shell wounds seen
here twenty-four to forty-eight hours after infliction the
infection had already got into the tissues, so that it

was impossible to adopt any method of immediate
sterilization with success.

Practical Difficulties Met WitJi.

Owing to the comminution the plates on the average
have to be longer than those used for clean fractures, in

order to get a iiold of solid bone, and this increased length
sometimes makes their apijlication a matter of difficultj-,

considering the surrounding sepsis and the inadvisability

of opening up fresh channels. On the other hand, in many
cases, the increased drainage so obtained is advantageous.
In other cases the comminution extends over such a length
of bone as to render it impossible to apply a plate. In one
or two such cases, where the extent of the comminution
was not well shown on the radiograph, the attempt at
plating had to be abandoned. These cases are always very
serious, and usually give poor results, whatever method of

sijlinting is adoi>ted. Occasionally, too, in cases with
jnuch comminution, the hold of the plate on the bone has
not been good, and it has been found advisable to apply an
external divided splint in addition. For this purpose a
divided plaster, having a soft iron connecting piece bent to

form a handle for manipulating the limb, has been found
most convenient. Even in such cases the .application of

an internal splint has much to commend it, for it takes
the place of an extension (often difficult to apply satis-

factorily iu compound fractures, especially those of the
more distal parts of a limb), and by preventing "sagging "

of the fragments makes the use of a wide gap in the
plaster practicable, and so facilitates thorough and frequent
dressing.

Date and Mcihod of Operating.
The actual plating operation is not usually undertaken

for four or five days after admission, which time is spent iu
clearing up the acute sepsis and having radiographs taken.
It is essential to have good radiographs in two planes at
right an^l( >, Un- ^viiliout them it is impossible to recon-
structtlh c ," • tionof the bones, the amount of com-
minution iiipc of the raaiu ends. Unless a very
clear )ii' ,; . . djulition of the bone is hold iu mind,
it will be ''Ai:\i'.i.^,i\ji'.: U) judge the best position for the plate.

To combat the sepsis no routine method has been used, each
case has been treated according to tho indications. Of
the methods more recently advocated, ether has been used
with apparent benefit in many cases ; an antiseptic dusting
powder composed of benzoic acid 25 grams, salol 5 grams,
quinine 25 grams, and magnesium carbonate 25 grams, has
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-> provod o( use iu very dii-ly cases after a pveliiuiaaiy

I iciuiius iimler au auaestbctic. This powdor would appear

to possess the additional advautage of being sli^litly

auatgesic. Hypertonic saline solutions, both villi ami
without corresponding vaccine treatments, have also b( on

used, but apparently, once the sepsis has been liuiitoil, tlie

application of a Bier's baudtige, or if possible of a suction

oup, is uioro etticicut in causing a flow of lyinpli : it has

been constantly used in the treatment of these cases. Sun
baths have been freely used, and injections of cillniJ

(SO highly commended by the Krenclii were tiii il iv,

cases. In the liist two there iip]ieaied to be mail-

provenicnt, but further use showed that these w ii i j

bably cases of coiucidence. for the average results were Ui

equal to those obtained by the use of antisepsis vaccines.

By the energetic pursuit of these methods the sepsis can

be considerably reduced after a few days, and at tins

lieriod the plating is undertaken. The incision, if one is

necessary, is designed, failing anatomical contraiudiea-

tious, so" that the plate can be applied to the most satis-

factory position on the bone. In many cases the original

wound only need be enlarged, but. while opening up as

little fresh tissue as possible, it is essential to get good
exposure and at the .same time to have a thought for the

future drainage of the wound. The fragments are now
replaced as far as possible so as to restore the continuity

of the bone,
removed, all otli

bridge it over,

being made, thi

must obviously die ar(

.1. Where several laige
i..^ gap so caused in tiie

I'i the plate applied to

liminary arrangement is

structures are carefully

i-prisiug how frequently
surrounding

examined for injury. It is s

injuries are discovered and can be remedied ; for instaue(

in two cases of plating of the humerus the musculospiral
nerve was found iu such a position that it must later

certainly have been involved in callus; it was freed and
buried in muscle, so preventing the development of pres-

sure symptoms. Many other such cases involving nerves,

tendons, muscles, and even vessels, could be instanced.

The ends of the main fragments are now exposed, and the

periosteum being disturbed as little as possible the plate is

applied. The most useful type of plate for comminuted
fractures is one having two screw holes fairly close

together at each end, and one or two intermediate ones.

This enables one to get a firm hold of the main frag-

ments and also to screw some intervening small frag-

ments into position ; not only does this increase the

general rigidity, but partially separated fragments often

join np again.
The screws in the main fragments should not be placed

too close to the fractured end. After drilling the holes we
have made it a practice to carbolize them bcfoio insert iiig

the screw, although whether this has had aii\ a) )i[,< iiilile

effect in preventing fresh infection of the im dul^i iln n- is

no definite evidence. Vvhere a fresh incision li i^ l„ , n i. .li-

it can usually be sewn up completely ur.l' - ii' <
i >i l-n'

drainage. The drainage, however obtaiucl. m: '•
I.

and free access for the purposes of dres-i i , i: , u i !.

In some cases the wounds are best left absuluLcly u^m lui

the first few days, and partial closure undertaken later.

Deep sutures are generally not needed, and ligatures only in

few cases : fishing-gut sutures are lised for the skin. The
application of a tourniquet has rarelj^been necessary, bat
where assi.stanco is not easily obtained the use of spinal

anaesthesia will be found of advantage, since it releases

one pair of
hands.
The limb is

now quite rigid,

and for the
following three

or four weeks
the attention

will be devoted
to deahug with
the sepsis.
There is usually

a rise of tem-
perature for tlie

fust few days, but this is not excessive, as the accom-
panymg .nvei-age chart, cou.s'.ructed from six consecutive
c-i.ses, shows.
There is now no restriction ; the limb may be treated

'"-
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probably to the suiTouuding fibrosis, wliicli must limit the
blood supply. Giafts are best held in position by screws,
bone pegs beiug difficult to out without special apparatus,
but in some cases such ri<>id fixation is unuecessarj-.
Central grafts placed into the medulla are less suitable iu

tliese cases than lateral grafts having larger areas of con-
tact with the bone. In cases of fracture of both bones of

a leg, a portion of the fibula split in half forms an excellent
graft tor the tibia. After a week, when the wound is

liealed, massage aud movements are continued. In three
to five weeks the patient may get about iu a removable
poroplastic or preferably celluloid splint. It is wise to
continue the use of this for some time. Emphasis must be
laid on the fact tlmt graftings do not require any special
set of instruments for their performance, although these
lender the operation easier. They can be easily performed
iu any temporary theatre where asepsis can be guaranteed,
aud which possesses a Key's or small laminectomy saw.
The short reports wiiich follow are given, not as records,

but merely to indicate the type of case in which this
method has bean applied.

Case I —Compound Commumled ViaciHie of Tihia avd rihida
boldat 50nie J .^inient .1 lufautene Wound ol left le^ b\

Bhidpuf I III III I 1 II,
I

nij I li ictuie of the tibiaand
hbuli ,1 neailj 3 m Thtie

i
t \\ caused b\ splmteibof

boue 1 I

the iL
bullet I

sepsis
I

septK i
I I

woun I

aspect
mam 1

bcreui
tibial n I

rollov-lU„ till- tllL llllil. « IS lUK.l 111 I bull, t L^l,;
saline foi some time e%ei\ da\ , aud mo\emeuts of the i

bouimgjomts «cic commenced
\\itlim a week -,ecoiulai\ liaemoiilia/p fimn tlie \>o-.

tibilrccuued uid w IS dealt uitb m th ni. . ^ i

opeiatiou bi\ \ etks litti the pHte ua i i

st\eial 1 1

1 till

It foi 1 sinus
I sequestiiim

1 the ca\itv
\ 1 tb pure cai

111 paste tluee
injections of

i tailed lubt
It ^ndIateltlle

li LI I c J lie ca\it\ \€i\
i|uit 1 1\ uluscd iheiadiUt^ia[)Ii
iin > slid ved that those of the
iiitt_i\tiiinf^ fragments winch
liitl li ed had formed a com
plete bou-s bridge betw een the
mam fragments aud ^idftiii^

was therefoie

riB 3 -Cose 11 six weeks
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A USEFUL SPLINT FOR f'OMPOUND
FllACTUUES OF THE LEO.

13v CAVTAIN C. ir. BARBEl^, I.M.S.,

Bl'nCU-AL SrECHLIST, INDIAN- AKMV.

TiiK spliut that I am hero describiug lias been of snob
signal service to me in the treatment of certain coinpouncl

fractures of the tibia and fibula duo to gunshot or shell

wounds that I venture to publish it for the uso of other

surgeons if they think lit.

l'"or simple fractures of the tibia alone, or for compound
ones with a small anterior wound and little displacement,
the service pattern Mclutyre is hard to beat, but in bad
jompound fractures of both bones, with large and septic

wounds fore and aft, none of the ordinary splints is of

much use -when one is aiming at efficient drainage with
early immobilization, and when daily dressing is a

necessity. I therefore improvised the following arrange-

ment out of any available pieces of wood ; it is designed
to provide for any extension necessary in view of over-

riding of the fragments, to support the leg in a comfortable
position, to immobilize the broken bones, and, above all,

to allow free access to the wounds without moving the
limb. The slings may or may not bo necessary according
to the amount of extension. One pair of extension straps
is bound to the upper part of the leg, and, passing round
the central ends of the uprights D, d', is fixed to the screws
.1, on the outer sides of d d' ; the other, pulling from below,
pass through the foot board B, after being attached to a
foot-piece, and are tied around one or more pieces, which,
acting as a wedge, render increase or decrease of tension

possible.

A, Piece of stout board 6 in. wide, 2 ft. 8 in. long.
B, Piece of board 7 in. or 8 in. wide, 14 in. high, pierced by

two slots, through which pass the extensiou"strajis.
C, C, Two upright pieces of thinner board placed one on

each side of the foot and serving (1) to keep the foot in
a perpendicular position, if necessary; (2) to support
a horizontal heel-piece H ; and (3) to strengthen B
against the pull of the extension.

D, D', Pieces of stout board about Din. wide, 13 in. high,
and 6 in. apart, lirmly lixed to A. and supporting
between them the double inclined plane E, F, G, made
of thinner wood ; the slope of F, G, is less marked than
that of E, f; f, g, also projects 2 in. or 3 in. from the
edge of D.

K, The fastening or knot of the distal extension straps or
plaster around a wedge-shaped or straight piece of
wood Ij.

M, A strip of wood, about 21 in. long, shaped like a
T square, attached to B by a screw P, so that it can
be turned out of the way when it is desired to apply or
remove the splint. The T ond rests on the top of I), D',

and is atlaclied to them by loose nails or hooks.
From M one or more slings can be hung to support

the leg at any point ; it also serves to keep l), d',

Arm.
X, A piece of wood 15 in. or so long, attached to the base

of B to keep the spliut from tumbling or leaning to ono
or other side.

o, Foot-piece.

The drawing of a patient with the splint applied
I publish by kind ijermission of Colonel Ci. R. Irvine,
I.M.S., commanding No. 9 Indian General Hospital.

A STAGING TO FACILITATE DRAINAGE AND
CONTINUOUS IRRIGATION.

By E. H. WILLOCK, M.R.C.S,, L.B.C.P.,

GENEKAL HOSPITAL.

In the memorandum on the " Treatment of bacterial
infection of projectile wounds" by Colonel F. E.
Burghard, A.M.S., and others, published in the Journal
of April 24tli, a passage at the conclusion of the article

reads :
'' .\nd clearly, so long as a wound is heavily infected,

the ideal method of trciitmout, if only it were always
practicable, would be immersion in a bath, or continuous
irrigation with some aseptic or mildly antiseptic liuid."

With a view to making continuou-; irrigation of a wound
practicable, no matter in what part of the body that
wound may be, 'the staging now described has been
devised. It will be understood that the staging can only
be properly utilized if the mattress is so shaped and
arranged as to co-operate with the staj^iiig.

If a shoulder or leg is io hi i;)_;:i^-l a :] mattres.s
will be required; for the bun , , or back the
mattress should be transversi I ,

1 . 'I he military
mattress in its, three sections (.m l.i

1 "iily adapted to

any necessary position. In order to obtain sutticient space
undei-neath the staging it may be necessary to place ono
mattress on the top of the other.

e

D
M from above. B from below.

.\ small piece of wood for the support of the heel, though
the heel scarcely needs any.

A small block to support E, F, thus allowing A to be a
little shorter than would otherwise be necessary, which
may be an advantage.

\ screw or other means of fastening the upper extension
otraps after bringing them round the proximal margins
of D, D'.

The staging is made as simple as possible. It consists of
an oblong frame resting on four telescopic legs. Movable
transverse bars, 2 in. wide, support the part of the body
that needs irrigating or draining. For supiiorting the
buttocks special bars are made. These transverse bars
are provided with vertical detachable splint bars for tlio

purpose of fixing a limb if necessary. Only one sot of
splint bars is shown in the sketch. Extension can be
ajiplied from the end of the frame.
A deep tray hooks on underneath the frame, and is

placed wherever it is required. It is provided with a
stopcock, and if the fluid discharged into it is excessive it

can then bs passed on by means of rubber tubiug into a
further receptacle under the bed.
The legs rest upon fracture boards, and can be adjusted

to enable the frame to be raised or lowered or tilted at an
angle.

The advantages claimed for the staging arc :

1. Free continued irrigation can bo carried on in any
part of the body.

2. An entire avoidance of heavy dressings and " pus
poultices."

3. Free drainage from dependent parts.
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4. Vice circulatiou of air about the wound.
5. Easy tliessiug.

6. By utiliiiiug it in the transverse position it may be of

use iu cases of ineoutiuence of urine and faeces.

Tlif ;ippaiatus is in use at the Hoj'al Herbert Hospital,

AV,„,'.,. [. ,. ,,,,.1 \!,,j„L- Spencer, F.ll.C.B., R.A.M.C, reports

'll):i I , purpose admirably, and enables con-

tiniK. I ,, I
>

'
: , (it a wound in any part of tlie body to be

. til ,. iiily and easily without discomfort to the

Ji-tiii Ijauco when dressings are changed, and
,k of leakage into the bed."

paticii;

Without
Messi

for me.
Down Bros., London, havo made the apparatus

^\}t Crcontan 'Knhms

TRYPAXOSOMES CAUSING DISEASE IX MAX
AXD DO:^IESTIO MIMALS IX CENTRAL

AERICA.

Deliveked before the Hoy.u, College of Phvsk iaxs

OF London,

By sir DAVID BRUCE, C.B., F.R.C.P., F.R.S.,

LECTURE IIL~TRYrANOSOMA GAMBIENSE AND
CONGO SLEEPING SICKNESS.

Historical.

TriQinnosoma fjaiiilidiso was first seen in the blood of an
Englishman who had been employed for some six years as

master of a Government boat on the River Gambia in

West Africa. He was admitted to the Government Hos-
pital at Bathurst on May 10th, 1901, fourteen years ago.

Dr. R. M. Eorde, the Colonial Medical Officer in charge,

examined his blood and saw actively moving bodies, but
was unable to recognize their nature. He therefore asked
the late Dr. .1. E. Dutton, of the Liverpool School of

Tropical I\Iedicinc, to come to his help.

Jn the meantime, however, the patient had been
invalided to Kii.^Iaud. where he was treated in a Liverpool
liospital for some tiiiio. Tliinking himself sufiflcieutly

recovered to rcsumo duty, he returned to Bathurst in

December, 1901, and on December 15th his blood was
submitted to Dr. Duttou for examination. Dr. Dutton
saw the parasite, described it, and named it Tnjpanoioma
(jambicnsc.

But at this time it did not enter into the minds of any
one that this trypanosome was the cause of sleeping

sickness. It was looked upon as an almost harmless
liaematozoon, causing no inconvenience to the native and
only a slight ephemeral fever, known as " trypanosoma
fever," to tiie white man.

At the same time the finding of a parasite of this kind
for the first time iu the blood of man raised a good deal
of interest, and Drs. Dutton and Todd were sent out iu
the following year to investigate the question further.

Tl ley arrived at Batluu'st on September 2nd, 1902, and
proceeded to examine a large number of natives for the
lirescucc of trypauosomos iu their blood. They examined
in all 1.043 natives on the Gambia, and found the parasite
only in six cases.

They sumnird up llieir report by saying that, taking all

the facts ii;!i
.

' , they believed that trypanosoma
fever, as i 'Ves, was a peculiarly mild one,

and tlioy -
. iibility that the natives mif;ht

bear the ;n: 1 : : : 1 he Europeans as tlio wild game
of Africa to doiiK-Uii' animals in uagana—the tsetse fly

disease ; in other words, that the black man was immune
to the disease, and merely acted as a reservoir of the virus

to the more susceptible white man.
For some time, then, the important pathogenic part this

trypanosome plays remained unknown, and it was not
until 1903, when sleeping sickness was being investigated
in Uganda by the Royal Society Commission, that the
discovery was made that Trypanosoma aa.'iihie.nse was in

truth the cause of sleeping

Geographical Distribdtiom.
Reference to the map published to illustrate my first

lecture will show that this species of trypanosome has a
wide distribution in the tropical zone of Africa. It extends
on the north from St. Louis at the moutli of the River
Senegal to the Bahr-el-Ghazal iu the Egyptian Soudan;
on the east it reaches to the eastern shore of Victoria
Nyanza ; and on the south to t)ie southern end of Lake
Tanganyika, the River Luapula in North-West Rhodesia and
Dongueia in Portuguese West Africa.

5I0RPHOLOGY.
When in Nyasaland I received from Dr. Kleiue, German

East Africa, three monkeys infected with Trijpanosoma
(/ambicii.ic These animals had been inoculated with blood
from natives suffering from " Congo sleeping sickness " ou
Lake Tanganyika, and it is from these three strains that
this description is taken. We sent for these strains because
we wished to have an opportunity of comparing Trijpano-
soma gambiensc with the trypanosome causing disease in

man in Nyasaland, side by side and under similar condi-

tions. It presents a strong resemblance to the nagana
parasite. There are the same short and stumpy, inter-

mediate, and long and slender forms. In size and general
appearance these two species so closely resemble each
other that one might easily believe them to be varieties of

the same species.

Shape.—The shape of the long anti intermediate fonns is the
same as in the uagana parasite, but among the short there is

an absence of the blimt-euded forms, which have been seen to
be so mnrke.l n f.-jitnip iu the Nyasaland trypanosome.
Con irn' ! I

.
!! I 1

1 e protoplasm often shows many chromatin
grannlr. :i

: ,i,ee.

.Vh / I

' ;;.nKWO)Ho hntcei, among the short and
stump-. .1 ;ii. kir.ue numbers of posterior-nuclear forms,
In the 'J'aii^:iii\ ilia strains not a single examijle of this
pecnliarity was seen.

.l/£croH»c(('«.<.—Small and round, and situated on an average
1.1 microns from the posterior extremity iu the short, 1.3 in
the intermediate, and 1.8 in the long forms.

J'luhihiliini ^f^;lllh|mle.—This, as in the other members of
this croup, is well developed, and thrown into bold folds and
undulations.
FtaijcUiim.—The fiagellum in the long and intermediate forms

is free. There is no free fiagellum in the short forms.
Length.—In regard to length there is practically no differeuce

between the two species, as will be seen from Table I.

Table J.Showbig Length of Trypanosoma gamhiens
with Trypanosoma hriicei, Zululand, 1913.
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When J', gambiense is takcu directly from a patient

suffciiuK fi-oiu aleepiug sickness there is often a good
-leal of difliculty in passing it on to the lower auiiuals

—

that is to say, it is difficult to infect experimental animals
by the inoculation of infected human blood. This is very
different from the behaviour of 7'. brucei, which infects

luost animals with the greatest readiness. It is almost
impossible at first to give this disease to goats, monkeys,
dogs, and guinea pigs. The rat is the animal which is

loivst refractory. However, after the trypanosome has
become accustomed by several passages through a
particular kind of animal, its virulence for this species is

heightened. It must also be noted that there is reputed
to be a good deal of difference in the virulence of different

strains.

This difference in regard to virulence between the two
species is shown in Table II, where the average duration
in days of the disease caused by Tnjimiiosoinn f/iimhinisf,

Tanganyika, is compared with that caused by Trijimno-
soma bnicci, Zululanil.
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monkey, np to 86 dave, when the experiment came to an end.

The result was that "tlie first two monkeys remained healtliy,

and all the following monkeys up to 75 days hetame inlectea

with sleeping sickness. If live days be deducted for the nicu-

Ijation period, then the flies became infected 20 days after tlitir

first feed on the infected animal.
There is some evidence that among the 60 flies only one was

infective. Fifty-four da\s after the beginnin;,' of the experi-

ment, each cagu v.as placed on a separate monkey. Up to tliat

time both rages of flies liad been fed on the same animal.

<lage A contained, after fitty-fonr days, 11 flies; Cage li,

4 flies. Cage A. continued to infect monkeys for twenty-one

davs more, making a total of seventy-live days. Cage B
did not infect. Again, as was natural, the flies gradually

died off during the experiment, and as each fly died

it was carefnllv dissected and examined for trypanosomes.

Not a single trvpanosome of any kind whatever was seen in

anv dissected flvup to 75 days, when a fly died in Cage A, and

thfs flv, on eMamiuation, w.is found to be swarming v.-ith

trvpanosf.iii' ' " "- ' if'i "f tlr^ Hy. ' n-'r- \ ,;-,. -l >., \,a

infe.;live, ;

'
'

:
, .;

,
.

i - ^ • 11^

flies weiv "'

a trypano- .
... I :. ; :.' ,

.''
'

>c

iion-infeclr, o '^^o~ ^ •'--'- i;;-u.iu;uti, v.ilii a miii.mi' ; _ :\o

result.

This was a most interesting and successful experiment.

It was evident that a single infective fly did all the

miscliief and by good luck this fly was detected.

Not only did one fly do all the mischief, but judging

fi-om the incubation periods it would appear that in all

probability it infected each animal on the first day it bit

it, showing how dangerous such an infective fly is. When
this fly came to be dissected, the gut was found to be

crammed with innumerable trypanosomes, and in addition

the salivai-y glands contained large numbers.

This is the first record of these parasites being found in

the salivary glands, and led up to the discovery that tlie

invasion of the salivary glands is an integral part in the

cycle of development of this group — Group A — of

trypanosomes.
After this, numerous experiments were made on the

same lines, and with several species of trypanosomes.

T7ie Development of Trypanosoma (jamlienac in

Lahoraiory-bred Glossina palpalis.

In 42 experiments performed to ascertain what pro-

portion of laboratory-bred flies become infective wheu fed

on an infected animal, only 8 gave a positive result, as

many as 34 were negative. In the 8 positive experiments

371 flies were used, an average of 46 ; in the 34 negative

experiments 1,323, an average of 40. Tlie shortest time

which elapsed before a laboratory-bred fly became infective

with T. gambicnse was 27 days, the longest 53 days, and the

average 36 days. In the 42 experiments, 1,694 laboratory-

bred flies in all were used.

It we consider that in each of the eight positive experi-

ments only one fly became infective, then only 8 flies in

1.698, or 1 in 212, (0.5 per cent.) became infective. Tliis is

a very small proportion and helps to account for the fact

that fifteen yeai-s elapsed before this cycle of development
was discovered. This development of the trypanosome in

the fly is somewhat similar to what occurs in the test-tube

in artificial cultivatiou. .\ thousand tubes are inoculated,

let us say with T. brucci, the trypanosomes all appear to

die off, but twenty dnys later a peculiarly resistant in-

dividual is found iu one tube of the thousand, which lias

adapted itself to the new environment, and soon multiplies

into myriads.
But," although it is evident that in these 42 ex-

periments only 8 or 10 flies became infective, a larger

number were found in which development had proceeded
to some extent—that is to say, the flies had become
infected, but not iufcctivc. As each fly died it was dis-

sected. In all, 39 flies were found with trypanosomes
in the alimentary tract—that is to saj', about 2 per

cent. We may therefore summarize this series of experi-

ments by saying that 0.5 per cent, become infective and
2 per cent, infected. It must be noted, however, that a
good deal of difference exists in different series of experi-

ments, the proportion of infected flies rising sometimes to

8 or 10 per cent.

The Cycle of Development of Trypanosoma gambicnse in
Glossina palpalis.

To find out what occurs after a trypanosome has been
swallowed by a tset.se fly, we fed laboratory-bred tsetse

flies on an animal whose blood contained numerous
trypanosomes, and, at the end of various times, killed

the flies and dissected them. This was done for periods

of one day, two days, three days, and so on, for fifty-six

days.
The flies were examined first in the fresh condition,

when tho trypanosomes could easily be seon by their

movement ; afterwards stained specimens, made for more
minute examination, were examined day after day, and
coloured drawings, at a magnification of 2,000 diameters,

made of all the different forms met with. Tlie drawings
of the trypanosomes found in the fore-gut, mid-gut, hind-

gut, proctodaeum, and salivary glands were kept separate,

so that a series of drawings of trypanosomes taken from
any one part, from tho first day of infection to the fifty-

sixth day, could be comijared." More than 600 drawings
were made in this way, so that it seems impossible that

any important form could have been left out.

Qeneral Conaideralion regarding ilie Development of the

Trypanosomes in the Fly.

For the first three or four days after flies have had a
feed of infected blood, trypanosomes are found in them all.

These are those originally ingested with the blood, and at
the end of six or seven days, when the process of digestion

has been completed, they are found to have disappeared
from most of tho flies; that is to say, it is only in a certain

percentage that further development talJes place. In one
series we saw that this was as low as 2 per cent. ; in

another it rose to 8 per cent. In other words, in some
95 per cent, of flies which imbibe infected blood, the try-

panosomes simply degenerate and die out within the first

few days. In some 5 per cent., on the other hand, the
trypanosomes find conditions more favourable for develop-

ment, and increase, filling the whole of the fore-gut, mid-
gut, and hind-gut with countless swarms of multiplication

forms.
How long this infection of the fly continues is not

absolutely known. It is considered probable that iu many
cases it continues for the rest of the fly's lite. In one case

a fly was found to retain its iufectivity for ninety-six days,

but in a few cases there was evidence that an infective

fly might in its lifetime lose its infectivity and become
harmless.

Types of Trypanosoma gambicnse found in ilia

Alimentary Canal of the Fly.

It would serve no good purpose to describe separately,

day by day, the variously shaped trypanosomes found iu

the different parts of the alimentary canal, since the
different forms or shapes run into each otlier in such
a way as to . make any classification of them seem
impossible. The results with regard to the number of

trypanosomes found in the different parts of the alimentary
canal were as follows

:

The Proboscis.—In our experience Trypanosoma gam-
bicnse is never found in the proboscis of the fly, except
immediately after an infected feed, when for a short time
blood containing trypanosomes may be seen in the lumen of

the proboscis.

Proventricnlus.—This part of the alimentary canal is

sometimes found empty when the remainder of the gut is

svrarming.
Fore-, Mid-, and Hind-guf.—It is here that the greatest

development of the trypanosomes is found. Among the
extraordinary numbers and diversity of type it is difficult

or impossible to find one's way. Generally speaking, the
trypanosomes found during the fii'st few days are merely
degenerated blood forms.

After this there appears a type of trypanosome which
remains dominant throughout the whole developmental
period. This is a long, moderately broad form, the proto-

plasm staining well, without granules or vacuoles, having
an oval compact nucleus situated in the centre of the body,
a small, round micronnclens lying at some distance from
the elongated snout-like posterior extremity. The undu-
lating membrane is narrow and simple, and the flagellum
proceeds little, if at all, beyond the protoplasm of the cell.

The flagellum also appears very frequently to arise from a
pink-coloured body situated near the micronuclens, an
appearance never seen iu the normal blot d trypanosomes.
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riiis seoms to be the normal (leveloping typo in the
.ustiue of the fly. It is seen in all parts of the intestine

ml at all times.

It forms masses of innumerable individuals alike in size

id shi pc.

W hen a fresh supply of blood is talccu by the fly, this

type can be imaj;iued to luulliply with extraordinary
rapidity. \Vheu the blood supply runs low then this typo
i:in also be imaf;ined as degtutratiuy and disappeannj<

.-•- as rapidly. The host of divers forms which thus arise

their way by the proboscis and salivary duet or hypo-
pharynx to the glands. They have never been found in
the body cavitj-.

Another curious fact is that as soon as the trypauosomes
reach the salivary glands they revert to their original
blood form and become infective. What causes or leads
up to this reversion to tlio blood typo in the salivary
glands is quite unlcuown, but as we shall see. the
Cf. 2)aIj>aUs does not become infective until this invasion
of the salivary glands has taken place.

lLLl'STRA.TIOXS OK VABIOUS MODIFICATIONS IX SHA Trypanosoma cAsreiExsE ix Glossina p.u.palis.

Fig I —T) jj

1-3. Normal blooa rai
hours after iDgestion b-

hefl^ 7. Nm
1-7 represent tlietiviian
tiiossiva paltialis dm ins
forms, as seen immediH
rliauge bas taken plat e
whicb takes place dm ms
tbe nucleus break's up. fii

Fig. IT.—Developmental forms.

8. T. gamhie}ise from fore-gut, eiabt days after infected foeil.
9. 1. aiiiitlieitie from pi-oventriculus, fourteen days after infectsd
feed. 10. r. aaiiihieuse from fore-aut, eighteen days after infected
teed. 11, T. aunibiense from mid-gut, twenty-five days after
infected feed. 12. T. aambiense from mid-gut, tbirty-fours days
»fter infected feed. 13, T. gamUcnse from tore-gut, forty-four days
after infected feed.

2G 1

27 an
afte.

itecttd lend j5 3S

ri„ M-Infe t \eint

lU multi fla„ellatetl L found in the blood

beggars description. Some are round or oval in shape.
3 or 4 microns in diameter, with or without flagellum, and
from this simple form all shapes and sizes can be seen up
to the huge, shapeless mass of protoplasm, multi-uucleatetl
and midti-flagellp.tfd.

Saliviirij Glanrh.—Trypanosomes did not appear in

these glands until the twenty-fifth day, but after this
time they were usually present. This invasion of the
salivary glands is the most interesting phase in the
development of Group A, and brings to mind the develop-
ment of the malarial parasite in the mosquito. It differs

in this, however, that whereas in the latter spores are
found, which pass to the salivary glands across the body
cavity, in the tsetse fly the trypanosomes apparently find

The salivary glands first become invaded twenty-five
days after the infecting feed. In all the salivary glands
frorn flies which gave a positive result, trypanosomes
similar to the short blood-type were invariably present.

IJ.rperimenfs fo Ascertain if Trijpanosoma gamhicnse
during its Devdopment icitliin Qlossina imlpalis is

Infective.

In Zuliiland it was observed—and at the time it seemed
to be an astonishing fact—that when tsetse flies, a short
time after feeding on infected animals, were chopped uj)

and injected under the skiu of healthy dogs no infection of

nagana took place.
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It seemed stiau^e that a fly, swollen out with blood in

which numberless active tiypanosonies could be seen under

the microscope, if iujected under the skin of a susceptible

animal, should not give rise to tho disease. As I left

Zululand at this time I M'as unable to follow this observa-

tion up, but in I't;.mi1:i T tnirird out experiments on the

same lines with 7.
'

.i;m1 <!. palpalis.

If tsetse flies i'. /'^l are fed upon an animal

whose blood coijt.im u \ i
lunsniiics, the parasites can be

seen living and moving in the contents of the intestines of

all the flies for a few days, and in a small percentage

(2 per cent, to 8 per cent.) of the flies active trypauusumes
may continue to be found swarming in their intestines on
any day between tho seventh and fiftieth day or even
longer.

A •^eiiLS of experiments was undertaken in Uganda to

s- I'inosoma ffambiense vetoAUijA its ]iM\ver of

c , -iekness when inoculated :-nbeut,inenusly

11, 'ing its period of muUiplic;iU''ii \\itliiu

tl ':
^ \ during the interval of some twenty or

thirty Llays> in which the bites of infected flies had been
proved to be harmless.

Tlic flics were fed upon a monkey whose blood contained
niai 1 1 \

1
;oi- r.iiies. After a pre-determincd tinjo had

el.i: i, ii-s and legs of the infected flies were cut

oil '
i ii'M were either chopped up or brayeil in a

nhii: i; \. ^ili ^;iliuo solution. In most instances the gut

was proved by microscopical examination to be heavily

iulected with trypanosomes before the whole chopped-up
fly or flies were placed under the skin of the experimental
animal. Of twenty-nine experiments carried out with
G. pa!^MiU$ and T. gamhieiise, eighteen gave a positive

result ; they were almost uniformly successful up to

eighteen hours after the infected feed.

Further experiments proved that this parasite only
retains its virulence for a period of about eighteen hours
after it has been swallowed by the tsetse fly; it then loses

its power of infecting animals for a period of some twenty-
two days. This means that during their period of de-

velopment in the tsetse fly the trypanosomes lose their

virulence, and do not regain it until the developmental
cycle is completed.

Summary.
Trypanosomes taken into the alimentary canal of

tsetse flies retain their shape and infectivity for some
eighteen hours. They then degenerate and lose their

power of infection, and, as a raile, have disappeared aJto-

gethor from the majority of the flies by the fifth or sixth

day. In a small percentage of flies, male as well as
fe-iuale, the trypanosomes maintain their position; they
continue to multiply, and in a short time swarm in the
alimentai-y canal of the fly. These multiplication forms
bear little ov no resemblance to the original trj'panosomes.

After some twenty days the developing flagellates find

their way into the salivary glands, resume their original

blood form and regain their infectivity.

The Reservoir of Trypanosoma gambiense (Congo
Sleeping Sickness).

We have seen that in T. brucci the cause of " Nyasa-
land sleeping sickness," the reservoir of the virus was un-
doubtedly the wild game, and that in all iirobability man
played a very small part, if any, in its spread. 1 have
already described T. brncel as essentially a parasite of

animals, and T. (wmhifmse as a parasite of man.
In rnanda r.T^rs nf sleeping sickness were limited to the

C(i-o •t the lal;e :u;>i llie islands; I say " were," because
tlie epiilenuc ha-; di.il out. There was formerly a great
deal of trade interecjurse between tho islands and the main-
land. Under the shade of the trees, on the shore of the

lake, the natives met, and here the fly was thickest. Now
vvc know that in the sleeping sickness area in Uganda any-

thing from 20 to 50 per cent, of the lake shore population

had sleeping sickness trypanosomes in their blood, and it

theieforo appeared extremely probable that the fly con-

veyed the virus from native to native.

We believed at first (1903) that man was the only reser-

voir of practical account, and that if he was removed from
the fly area, the fly would soon—within a few days-—
become non-infectivo. When wo returned to Uganda in

1908 wo were much surprised to find the fly still infective,

although the native population had been removed from the

lake shore for some months. It -was evident, therefore,
that the fly had some other reservoir from which to draw
the virus, and experiments were instituted to throw light

on this. The cattle were first examined. These animals,
as wo have seen, are practically imnmne to sleeping sick-

ness—that is to say, they show no signs of illness, but it

was possible the trypanosome might live in their blood,

and be capable of infecting flies without affecting the health
of the cattle.

Cattle as a Reservoir.

On September 9th, 1909, an ox was inoculated with a
quantity of blood containing large numbers of the para-

sites. The blood of the ox was examined daily, and
eighteen days after the injection was found to contain the
trypanosome. Its identity was established by injecting a
healthy monkey with some blood from this ox. The
monkey showed T. gamhieiue in its blood on the sixth

day. Cattle are therefore capable of being infected with
sleeping sickness by the injection of infected blood, although
they show no signs of illness. Cattle were also infected

by the bites of artificially infected flies.

Next, freshly-caught flies, brought up to the laboratory
from the lake shore, were fed on healthy cattle. In the

first experiment, 2,195 freshly-caught flies were fed on an
ox during sixteen days, when the animal was found to

be infected. In tho second, 1,370 flies, and in the third,

459, gave a positive result.

The next question to be asked was, Is it possible to

infect tsetse flies by feeding them on these infected cattle,

and afterwards to transmit the disease by means of these
flies to healthy animals'? Five experiments were carried

out. Two of them were positive.

It was therefore proved that laboratory-bred flics can
be infected by feeding them on infected cattle, and after-

wards the disease can be transmitted to healthy animals
by means of these flies.

Finally, it had to be ascertained whether it was possible

to find in the sleeping sickness area cattle which had been
naturally infected.

Seventeen cattle from various sources were examined
with this point in view. Most of them came from places

where the tsetse flies were numerous. In one out of the
seventeen the parasite was found. This ox came from the

island of Kome in Lake Victoria, where sleeping sickness

was prevalent and where tsetse flies abound. A small

quantity of its blood injected into a healthy monkey gave
rise to sleeping sickness in the monkey, and showed that

T. r/ainbici!sc was really being dealt with.

The conclusion to the whole matter, then, was that in

addition to man, cattle may act as a reservoir of the virus

of sleeping sickness.

Anteloye as a Beservoir.

We next turned our attention to antelope. At this time,

the beginning of 1910, man and his domestic animals had
been removed from the lake shore of the mainland for

some two years, and from the islands since the previous

September. The effect of this depopulation had been to

make an area along the northern shore of the lake

virtually a game reserve, in which waterbuck, buslibuck,

reedbuck, Speke's tragelaphus, hippopotami, wild pig, and
other game abound. Before this time we had a strong

preconceived idea that cattle and antelope were immune
to sleeping sickness, and these preconceived ideas are

stubborn things. But after the cattle experiments we set

ourselves to ask the same questions regarding antelope.

Eleven antelope in all were employed in this experi-

ment—four bushbuck, six reedbuck, and one waterbuck.

A cage of flies which was known to contain an infective

fly or flics, was fed on each animal daily for several days.

The result was positive in all cases, proving that antelope

may be readily infected with sleeping sickness by the bites

of infective flies.

The next question was, Can these infected antelope

transmit the infection to clean laboratory-bred flies, and
if these flics become infected, can they transmit the virus

to susceptible animals?
Clean laboratory-bred Glossina valpnVis were fed for

several days on an infected antelope. After an interval of

starvation of twenty-four hours or more the flies were
transferred to healthy animals and fed daily. When the

healthy animal showed Trypanosoma gambicnse in its
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blood the experiuieut was stoppeJ, ftuil tbo surviviug flics

were dissected as soou as possible.

The result of tweutyfour experiments carried out on

these lines is given in 'fable IV.

Table IV .—Jtesult of Feedinn Laboratory-bred Flies on Anldope
Infecttd with Sleepittg Sielmaea.

Scot
Sloan
flies

used.
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A CASE OF CHROXIC INTESTINAL OBSTRUC-

TION DUE TO TUBERCULOUS CICATRICIAL

CONSTRICTIONS OF THE JEJUNUM.
BY

STEPHEN H. PUGH, M.B., Ch.B.,

BOUTH TltATANCOIlE MEDICAL MISSION, NEf SOOH.

The patient, a man aged 35, when admitteii to hospital on

I>eceinbei- 26th, 1913, was suffeiinf( from intense pain over

the greater part of the abdomen, of which the respiratory

movements were somewhat restricted. There was no

visible peristalsis. On palpation there was some tender-

ness. No tumour could be felt. The temperature was
101.4° F., and the pulse 120. The only history which could

be obtained from the patient was that of occasional fever

and great abdominal pain, frequently relieved by vuuiiting

lialf an hour after food, during the previous six mouths.

Ou the morning after admission the temperature was
normal and the pulse 100. During the next eight days the

temperature varied daily 0.5' F. on either side of the

uormal line, and tlie pulse ranged between 100 and 108.

On the evening of the following day the temperature ran

up to 104.5" F., the pulse reaching 120. Next morning the

temperature was normal and the pulse 96, but iu the

evening the temperature was again 102.5 F., and the

pulse 112. During the next two days the temperature was
jiormal, the pulse varying between 114 and 102. Since

admission the patient had frequently suffered great abdo
minal pain, relieved by vomiting, soon after even liquid food.

No diagnosis jiad as yet been made, but as there was
obvious trouble in the abdomen it was decided ou the

thirteenth day after admission to undertake an exploratory

laparotomy. It was at once found that there were five

uiarked cicatricial constrictions of the jejunum about 4 in.

apart, the highest constriction being nearly 3 ft. from the

upper end of the bowel. The constrictions, which were
very hard, were about i in. in diameter. The short

segments of bowel between the constrictions were re-

markably ballooned to over 3 in. in diameter. It was
very surprising that the obstruction was not complete.

A few oftly of the mesenteric glands were slightly en-

larged. The whole length of the bowel was passed
through the fingers, but no other constrictions were found.

A lateral anastomosis short-circuiting tbe bowel above
and below the lesions was performed. The patient bore

the operation well.

After the operation the vomiting entirely ceased, and
tlie pain was very much relieved. A month after the

"'peration the general condition of the patient was con-

siderably improved, but he had two or three prolonged

.ittacks of distressing hiccough, together with two periods

•)f twelve days each of intermittent fever ot the hectic

type, the first period beginning thirteen days after the

operation. It was not suspected that the patient uiiglit be

suffering from phthisis until the pathological condition of

the bowel was seen. It was thouglit that the hiccough

might be due to irritation by the fermentation of stagnant

food, secretions, etc., in the ballooned segments b£ bowel,

and that perhaps the fever was mostly accounted for by
toxic absorption from the fermenting material.

Accordingly, six weeks after the first operation , it was
decided to resect the 20 in. short-circuited loop of bowel.

On opening the abdomeu the lateral anastomosis was found

to be quite satisfactory, and there were no adhesions to

1 lie diseased loop. There was no apparent change in the

loop since the first operation. No difficulty was found iu

performing the resection, and the opened ends of the

bowel were closed 1^ in. from the anastomosis. The
Xwtieut stood the operatioir, extremely well, suffering but
slightly from shock, the pulse reaching only 96.

The patient's geueral condition at once improved rapidly,

and he was soon able to eat a large quantity of food

without the least discomfort. The hiccough never

returned. The temperature remained uormal for six days
.ifter the operation, when again for two consecutive even-

ings only the temperature reached 100.5' and 103.5".

During the next four weeks there were daily variations

of 0.5 on either side the normal line, the temperature

reaching 100' on three occasions ouly, the pulse varying

from 80 to 112. Obviously, in spite of the great general

improvement and the complete disappearance of the

abdominal symptoms, there was still some active disease

present. Seven weeks after the operation the temperature,
aeain became heotic, the evening temperature being about
101°. 'This fever lasted six days, and thou the temperature
was normal again for five (Jays, after which the hectic
fever again returned, this time with acute pneumonic
symptoms, the right upper lobe being consolidated.
Oough and copioi^s foul-smelling sputum developed.
After thirteen days iu this condition the patient died
suddenly of a profuse haemoptysis. Previously to this

attack of fever ho refused to rest sufficiently and insisted

on wandering about the neighbouring village.

This was obviously a case of pulmonary tuberculosis
with secondary tuberculous ulceration of the jejuniuii.

Tuberculosis was not suspected till after the first opera-
tion, when slight dullness and some bronchial breath
sounds were noticed near the right apex. Ther« was very
little oough or sputum until the last attack of f^'er.

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.
STEREOSCOPIC RADIOGRAPHY OF GUNSHOT

WOUNDS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
Ti may interest those who are acting as radiographers i,p

the field, and, as is often the case, under difficulttes, to read
of a very simple, quick, and accurate method W'hich I aui

employing in France for stereoscopically examining gun-
shot wounds for foreign bodies and! fractures, the only
apparatus used being the x-ray outfit supplied to the
R.A.M.C ou mobilization.

The cumbersome j; ray couch I early discarded, a*,

owing to the overhead tube holder, it was fo^nd impos-
sible to get a stretcher thereon, and I now use » table, the

top of which measures 5 ft. 2 in. by 1 ft. 6 in,, which fits

inside the poles and traverses of any ordinary stretcher, so

that the patient, having been comfortably settjed iu the

ward, has not to be disturbed until his return to the ward
to be put back to bed, thus saving-him pain and myseTI

time.
The method of procedure is as follows :

The patient having been carried .to the department by
two orderlies, is lifted, stretcher and all, on tcu the table;

which blocks out the canvas, allowing the poles and
traverses to fall out of the way. A 15 by 12 black envelope

is now placed in position under the part to be examined,
and into this is slipped the wrapped plate to be exposed.

The exposure made, the plate is easily withehawu, and
No. 2 introduced without any alteration in the'positiou of

the patient, the table being moved laterally two inches

between the exposures.
' The plates are examined by placmg them sitle "by side

against a window, about 6 inches apart, with a piece of

cardboard between, the film side of the left hand radiogram
and tlie glass side of the right hand one being towards the-

observer, who holds a dark negative (^glass side to right)

against the right side of his nose, thus blocking out the-

view of the left hand plate from tlie right eye. Then, if

the observer looks towards the left liand radiogram with

both eyes, he will, his right eye accommodating to the

reflected image on the surface of the plate thus held,

become his own stereoscope and get a perfect vision of the

relations of the part under observation.

This is a simplification of the method which I described

before the Royal Society of Medicine some years ago, bat

having now boiled it dbwn to the requirements of field

service, where every ounce of apparatus couuts iu transit,

I take the liberty of again describing it with its latest

modifications, particularly as I think that there maybe
some who will be glad to know of a method of examining

cases stereoscopically without stereoscopic appliances.

Alfked J. H. Ilf.s,

T.ieutcnant, R.A.M.C. (T.F.). OfBcer in Cbavee
X-ray Department and Electrical Departineut,

JuneStb. British Expeditionary Force.

"FATIGUE DYSPEPSIA.'
"We have received from a correspondent, who prefers that

his name should not be published, the following note

illustrating the subject dealt with by Dr. Guthrie Rankm
in the British Medical Journal of June 19th, 1915 :

Dr. Guthrie Rankin describes a set of conditions wluch

exactly fit a case that has been for many years uud«i- my
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observation, and tlie ocoiUTence of so many oases in

Dr. Haukin's jiractice seems to indicate a prevalence that

deserves such a distiu^uishiug title as the above to

diffci'outiato tliese cases fioiu others that belong to a
broiider neurastheniu class.

Mj- jiatient is a man now aged 56, belonging to a some-
what neurotic family. His father for some years wore an
nUlomiual belt, and died when approaching 70 years of

ajse of cluouio pyloric obstruction, apparently uonmalig-
uajit. My patient, himself always of an energetic disposi-

tion, was much subject in his younger days to migrainous
headaches. He became an active bicyclist, often riding

long distances in a day, and being on the bicycle practi-

cally every daj'. Occasionallj' after long rides he suffered

from some slight burning sensation in the epigastrium
when he awoke on the following morning, which proved
to be premonitory of what was to follow. He has never
been an habitual imbiber of alcoholics though not a total

abstainer.

At the age of 44 his health gave way somewhat sud-
denly. He had recently done a very long bicycle ride over
a hilly country, and at the same date was suffering from
mental worry in connexion with his private affairs.

Severe dyspejjtic troubles developed along with circula-

tory weaJaiess and great irregularity of pulse. The
stomach became dilated, and there was more or less

ptosis of the abdominal contents, including the spleen
and left kidney. There was quite an appreciable amount
of albnminuria, and some tenderness in the region of the
left kidney.
The deficiency of digestive power led to a diminution of

the food ingested, and this in turn to emaciation and loss

of physical power. He became anxious, and thought he
was suffering from cancer, aneurysm, and other com-
plaints, though there was never any definite sign of these
or any other organic lesion. The second sound of the
heart was slightly duplicated, otherwise there was no
Jieart bruit. The emaciation allowed of easy palpation
and percussion of t"he abdomen, but there was nothing to

discover there excepting the displacement downward of

the organs and the dilatation of the stomach and colon.

There were marked splashing sounds in the stomach,
V liieh the patient could easily elicit himself by movement
of the abdominal wall.

From time to time the stomach was filled with extremely
sour fluid, and the jjatieut learnt to gain relief from the
discomfort of this condition by inciting vomiting. Other-
wise an acid condition of stomach contents developed
during the night, and made itself evident in the early
hours of the morning by a burning sensation in the region
of the left costal cartilages. The skin covering this part
over an area about the size of a crown pioco was at such
time extremely sensitive to touch, pressure by the finger-

tips producing a pain resembling that which might be
produced by needle points. Thus the patient was awakened
by this sharp burning paiu, which, if unaffected by copious^
dilution caused by drinking large draughts of water or by
a dose of sodium bicarbonate in water, continued until the
stomach had emptied itself through the pylorus, which it

did at the end of nine or ten hours instead of within the
normal four hours after the last meal. The burning pain

. w'as relieved by change of posture, especially to the
upright position, and digestion appeared to be more rapid
and normal during the day, when the body was upright,
than at night.

In tlie course of a good many months from the onset the
complaint passed into a chronic state, witli some improve-
ment, and tendency to intermittenco and periodic return,
and at length became a matter of periodic attack. As the
attacks were sometimes separated by long intervals, great
improvement of the general body condition was permitted.
This was aided by the bicycling being given up, and walk-
ing exercise substituted. The albuminuria disappeared en-
tirely, and has not returned. The tongue, which had been
furred, resumed its habitual clean state. The stomach
became less sensitive, and able to bear a more varied diet,

when care was taken as to quantity and avoidance of

certain articles. Former weight was regained and exceeded
at a later period, when the deposition of a moderate
amount of abdominal fat proved advantageous.
Gouty .symptoms, however, had supervened, with some

swelling of great toe and knuckle joints and tenderness of

the soles of the feet, especially in the spring, and the feet

elongated, so that the shoes that had boon made for twenty
years on the same lasts were now too short. There wax
also slight local eczema, development of a well marked
arcus senilis, and the urine commonly deposited urates on
cooling, though always passed quite clear.
The patient was originally blessed with a set of excellent

teeth, and still possesses a mouthful, with two or threo
stopped, but no active caries. Two years ago—that is,

ten years after the onset of the stomach symptoms—tho
lower incisors became loose, and there was a slight
pyorrhoea at the junction of the alveoli and tho
roots of the teeth. There had been, however, somo
neglect previously in brushing the tertli and tartar had
collected in the locality. \ disinfectant tooth paste,
with more careful brushing, removed the tartar and tho
pyorrhoea, and the teeth tightened up again and havo
giveu no further trouble. This slight pyorrhoea being
temporary and long subsequent to the commencement of
tho stomach attacks, was undoubtedly one of the effects,
and not the cause, of the general condition.

.\fter a dozen years the stomach attacks continue, bein<»
determined by several circumstances, one of which—and
that a prominent one—being pliysical fatigue or over-
exercise, whether mental ov niiist'iilar. Any great exer-
tion, cither prolonged or shoi tcr, if so violent as greatly to
increase the pace of the heart beat, is liable to he followed
by a stomach attack with the burning sensation in tho
early morning. Certain articles of food are likely to briug
about the same condition. Seedy acid fruit, a hearty
plateful of stewed rhubarb, oranges, jellies, are very apt
to prove pernicious in this respect ; also too much lucat,

peas, broad beans, or other richly nitrogenous diet, too much
hydrocarbon diet, too much miik, and a loaded state of tho
intestine, whatever the diet, have all the same effect.

Nevertheless, experience has taught that the tendency
to these stomach attacks can to a great extent be circum-
vented by care in avoidance of strain upon the muscular
and nervous systems, and by attention to diet as suggested
by Dr. Guthi-ie llankiu, and there need not be any great
deprivation either in the matter of agreeable exercise or
of eating and drinking. Bluch time spent in the open air,

combined with gentle exercise, such as slow walking or
riding in a motor car, has proved in the above described
case to be very beneficial. The air of a Scottish moorland,
combined with the exercise of fishing the burn, has always
proved antagonistic to the complaint and conducive to tho
healthy development of weight and strength.

THE CAUSE OF THE SHOCK AND COLLAPSE IN
COMPLETE INVERSION OF THE UTERUS.

Is tho Journal of April 17th I see the record of two
cases of complete inversion of the uterus. The profound
shock is, to my mind, entirely due to the jamming and
mutilation of the ovaries between the brim of the pelvis

and tho body of the uterus. The injury is analogous to that
received by a man on the cricket iicld who is struck by a
cricket ball full on the testicle. He falls instantly—pale,

pulseless, with shallow or sighing respirations, and possibly

clammy perspiration on forehead. Now, if he is a man
with well developed sexual organs, the shock will be all

the more severe. Im.agiue a woman suddenly getting

a blow with two cricket balls on right and left ovaries,

possibly bursting the delicate organs, with haemorrhage
under tense capsules and betwecu layers of broad liga-

ments ; or, possibly again, the Fallopian tubes are torn—

•

can we wonder at the terrible shock and collapse ? If she
has well-developed ovaries so much the worse for the
patient, for big, healthy ovaries stand a bad chance
indeed of ijassing through the pelvic brim. If she is a
" scraggy little woman " she may escape with her life,

for small ovaries may escape a terrible contusion where
big ovaries will not escape. How should we treat such a
case? The answer is, just in the same way as you treat

the man felled in the cricket field by the cricket ball

:

(1) Rest with head low and jjelvis high ; (2) elevate ovaries;

(3) foment ovaries ; (4) relieve shoc-k by relieving pain. How
can we elevate ovaries ? Only by plugging the vagina with

an aseptic plug, changed often. "Would it be risky treatment

to give a hypodermic of one-third of a grain of morphine,

or should one have the courage to give a whiff o£

chloroform? Relieve pain and you relieve shock.

^Vigan. II. W. BERNAr.D, M.B., B.Ch., B.A.a
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Hrports of ^otutxts.

ROYAL ACADE3IY OF MEDICINE IN IHKLAND.
Skciion oi- Anatomy and Physiology.

At a meeting on May 28l,b Mi-. P. T. Crymblk (Iciuonsti-ated
a Xi-'w xnuj n/j/iKnifi'-'. A seiles of (leiiionstratious ou
students who liiu I li, 1 . :: . ,i:i ; :

J at varying periods
within tlio prcvi:, n

.
;, : ,, incidentally allowed

that the rate if
,

.
- •

,
, ...aith throngh the

aUmentary can,.l v ,, i,^ u.ihul- of the foi>d with
which it was mi

1 SvMi.Nfirox sliownl aseries
of Cusls of th , ..rhnoid, ami bnu:, to illus-
trate the degr. 1, 1,,^ ronvohitioiis and sulci
)ni]rr^v'd t!;.- iuuri -iDKico ,,r :!;-. :;. 'I'lic Section
tl" I' -i I. If I, one portion a.lj. ,,;.;i: , » Anatomy
'i'l;i

'

. i'i"i'-sor A. F. Dixon [i^ i.^n. I' . ^v.mington
rc:i-i .( |upci on the Estiinatiiui ,j :' / ,, of brain
dcr.lvpin/iii fiotn cndocranialcdfiU. He also showed and
described a new method of illustrating cranio cerebral
topography. The method adopted \Tas to malve an accu-
rate cast of a coronal section through the head, and then
to photograijh the section absolutely to scale and place the
print on the plaster east.

Ill the Pijysiology Lecture Pioom, where Professor
W. II. Thompson- presided, Professor T. H. Milroy
read a paiier ou the Aclioii of rcnithi. During the
action of this ferment on milk there was no change
in the reaction of the milk either in the earlier stage
or in the separation of the clot. The addition of alkaline
oxalate retarded or inhibited coagulation not only by
its removal of soluble calcium, but also from the fall in
the hydrogen ion concentration of the milk which it
produced. Calcium chloride aided coagulation partly by
raising the hydrogen ion concentration and portly by in-
creasing the soluble calcium content, ililk which had
been treated showed lowered coagulability, due to the
diminished calcium content. The acid pieoipitatiou zone
of cpspinogen lay ou the acid side of the ferment z ue, but
''• '" " " " iiobably simply an extension of the former.
I

'

'
i -iVAixE read a paper ou the Klcrtro r,n-dio-

f cstiniatiiu/ the coiuiilion of tin: heart
1 i.^ing the result of two years' fxp<>rienee.

Jji. J. M. (iiBsox read a paper on Hcayl-hl„k pro-
(luced by yohiinbin and ijucbrachinc. Professor \V. H.
Tnojipsox: A preliminary communication ou the Effects
of racemic ari/cnin on the excretion of rrcitline arid
creatinine. Arginiu was used prepared from herring
milt and racemised according to the procedure fol-
lowed in Krisscl'-: Inboiatuiy. Four experiments were
1 '

i 'i '
'

'

',
:

I •

: ;, i .,M.' with a dog. In
'v to the food (two

" iibcutaueous iujec-
''

I :__l:.,. 'jf 195 per cent, to
llic I ljJ output ol creatine crcatiuiue in the urine. The
prclormed creatinine was not increased, or only to au
oxleut i2 per cent.) which lay within the errors of ob-
servation. In the rabbits the increase of urinary creatine
Avas less marked, varying from .04 to .1 mg. per hour
dining a period of six." hours following iujectuin via the
jugular vein. There was, however, in two of' these liu which
the creatine of muscle was determined) au increase of .0341
and .0178 gram per cent, respectively in the fresh muscle.
In the latter the increase ainounied to .0870 gram per
cent, of the dried solids. A control e.xperiiuent on a rabbit
with the same anaesthetic lurethane), but without arginin,
gave a decrease in the preformed urinary creatinine of
1 mg. per hour, a decrease in the total urinary creatinine
of 0.6 mg. per hour, and a relative increase in the latter of
0.5 mg. per hour. The creatine of the muscle was also
iuereased—namely. to the extent of .0067 gram per cent
for the fresh muscle and .0710 gram per cent, as calcu-
lated for the dried solids. The results, so far as they
went, pointed to the formation of creatine from laevo-
arginiu in the dog. and did not support the theory of a
'• wash-out " or expulsion of preformed creatine from muscle.
Professor B. J. Collixhwood read a paper ou some
further observations ou a Criiuiri/ acid index. Dr. J. yi.
O'CoN-Xoii read a paper ou Chemical tempcralnre':
rcijnlalion in anae>ithcti.~cd animals. He said that in
jiuaesthetized cats and rabbits shivering occurred if the
body temperature and the .-.ubjutaueous temperature were-

below a point which was fixed for that particular animal.
Ihe oxygen consumed by the animal when not shivi ruiy
was approximately a simple function of the body U-uip, nC
ture. When shivering, more oxygen was consuun' I tliaii
at the same body temperature in the absence of slii\\.i in".
This excess was directly proportional to the extent I .

which the subcutaneous temperature had fallen beli. .

the fixed point referred to. Dr. ,1. A. Miluoy read ,.

paper on some applications of Electrolytic rednctitm.
I
The following were some of the results obtained :

I
(1) Oxalic acid was reduced successively to glyoxylic aciil
aud glyoxal. (2) In the hope that this reaction migh;
be applicable ta other dibasic acids, the reduction of
saccharic acid was tried. Only a small amount of a sub-
stance which reduced Fehling's solution was formed, and
so far the auliior had not obtained the glycuronic acid
which might have been anticii)ated as the earliest reduc-
tion product. (3) Haematiu dissolved in 70 per ceiiL.
alcohol containing sulphuric acid was transformed first
into a pigment resembling baematoporphyrin; later, the;
solution becomes yellow and has the spectroscpic
characters of a solution or urobiliu. Still later the snhi-
tion became practically colourless, but on standing exposed
to the air it became yellow. This acidation was more
rapid in ammoniacal .solution, and the resulting pigment
ha<l similar characters to those of urobilin,"having a
similar sirectruiu and giving a marked green fluorescence
on the addition of ammoniacal zinc hydrate. It might,
therefore, be concluded that the final product of reduction
was a chromogen of a pigment resembling urobilin.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE MEDICAL SOCIETY.
At a clinical meeting on .July 1st, Dr. Russell, President,
in the chair, Dr. Gill showed an old man \\it\iMoUnscuiii
fibrosnni. He was born with a fibrous tumour of the:

scalp, others appearing shortly afterwards in various parts
of the body. Avery large tumour was removed tweiit\-
years ago, aud many more appeared after the operatinu

;

there wck. soujc small tumours on the soles of the feet.
Di._-'

, - 111 . A.-::.:. J a. child with a Hairy mole
«>''

'
. -Mr. Ei;ic Young showed

^ ''
' . There were tumours

on ti
t

1

,
;

. .ui^l :.ulcs of the feet, and .she
al.so had . 1

. ,!,
I

.) iulum of the left buttock; the
patient stall 1

ii
. ; ,,, as appeared in various parts of

the body ^'111
,

iii lu > aicination. A large tumour was
i"C"i " '

• light anterior triangle of the neck in

^'l uiiich was reported to be a sarcuma ;

tl iience. Dr. Gilcukist and Mr. Hakti.i;y
sill' -I woman, aged 27, with one child. Sh.j
first caiia.; iiiider observation in October, 1913, with
sacralgia, metrorrhagia, and discharge of seven months'
duration, and she was found to be suffering from a large
Bagyed ulcer on the posterior lip of the cervix, and
extending on to the posterior vaginal wall. Wertheim's
operation was performed by Mr. Hartley. There was uo
local recurrence, but three months ago she noticed au
enlarged gland in the right side o.f tlio neck and ono in
the right groin. Messrs. li. Alcock aud Eiiic Young said
it was unfortunate that no microscopical examination of
the ulcer had been made. They were of opinion that the
swelling in the neck was a breaking down tuberculous
gland, aud that the original disease might also have been
of a tuberculous nature and not malignant. The Phesi-
DENT, Dr. Shuiflebotham, and Mr. Webster also took
part in the discussion, aud Mr. Haktley replied, main-
taining that the original disease was malignant. Dr.
Good and Mr. Blair showed a youth upon wdiom Mr.
Hartley had operated for .-icii^e otitic media, mastoiditis,
and lateral sinus infection ; the radical mastoid operation,
with exposure and division of the internal jugular vein,
having been performed. The patient was now quite
well. Mr. W. C. Allardice exhibited three patients;

(1) A soldier with a Bullet wound of the hnmcrm,.
(2) A soldier with a Bnllet wound of the left chest, who
had been detained in Franco for nine days after
the injury, and on arrival at the North Staffordshiro
Infirmary was very short of breath, and had a bad colour

;

there was dullness extending as high as the crest of the
scapula, but no displacement of the heart. Some blood
was withdrawn by means of an exploring needle, but uo
further treatment was adopted, and the man had made au
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f.M.lient recovery. (3) A yonng gii-l.-wliose Iiair bad been

cauglil iu some uiachinery and the Scali) complelelij loni

off. The scalp was cleansed and sutured in position, but

siouglicd coiupletely; au endeavour was then made to

••raft with the skin removed from an uuibilical hernia,

with the same unfortunate result, and it was now decided

to graft by means of Thiersch's method. Drs. Dawks,

Oiix, Hii.L, and Smith discussed these cases. Dr. ,1.W.

U.vwKs showed a potter's handler, aged 44, wlio was first

seen in October, 1913, suffering from a persistent brassy

cough and slight dyspnoea; he was found to have au
Aniurysin of the arch of (he aorta. For the last eighteen

months his condition had remained practically .stationary

;

the blood pressure on the left side was 140, on the right'

120. Dr. List gave a demonstration of the case iu the

jr-i-ay departmeut. Dr. G. H. Sownv showed two sisters,

jigcd 16 and 9, suffering from Knhirgement of bjmphatic

glands, marked in the neck, smaller iu the axillae and
inguinal regions. They were thought to be suffering from
Hodgkiu's disease, but\on I'irquet's reaction was positive

iu both cases, and there was a very strong family history of

tuberculosis. The Pkesidknt also showed two girls with
oulargement of the lymphatic glands in the neck, axillae,

and inguinal regions. In the younger girl the spleeu

could be felt, and von Pirquet's reaction was negative iu

both girls. Dr. McDoug.\ll drew attention to the impor-

tance of a differential blood count in such cases. Mr.

C-AKTER remarked upon the presence of enlarged tonsils iu

Dr. Sowry's patients and suggested enucleation of the

tonsils. Drs. Gill, Robinsok, and SMn'H also took part

in the discussion. Dr. Sowry replied, and commented
upon the array treatment of Hodgkin's disease. Dr. Daly
showed a man with a Swelling of the hard pal-ate, which
included tlie alveolar border and extended to the middle
line; this had been present for five years and had altered

very little ; there was no specific history. Messrs. Alcock
and Cartkr discussed the case ,and considered the swelling

to be of the nature of a granuloma. Dr. Mitchkll Smith
exhibited a east from a case of Frirnanj tracheal or

bronchial di/ihthoia. A girl, aged 13, was discharged
from the Isolaton Hospital on June 13th, apparently well,

after a severe attack of scarlatina ; she was taken ill on
the night of the 20th, and was seen on the 21st. The
temperature was 102.5% pulse-rate quickened, breathing

hurried and shallow, short irritable cough, little expec-

toration, voice very weak and whispering, no stridor

;

the patient looked very ill, and grey. The throat showed
nothing abnormal. Examination of the chest showed
diminished air supply ; breath sounds on front of right

chest practically abolished, on front of left chest greatly

diminLshed, normal at back of chest; resonance on per-

cussion normal over whole of chest. During the night the
patient had a severe attack of dyspnoea, with pain below
the right clavicle, which lasted until a cast similar to that
shown was coughed up. On the 22nd she was very pros-

.trate, breath sounds improved on right side, diminished on
left; antidiphtheritic serum 4,000 units given. On the
.23rd, slight general improvement, breathing markedly im-
proved on right chest, worse on left ; antidiphtheritic

serum 2,000 units given. Later iu the day she had a
paroxysm of coughing, with pain below the left clavicle,

and the cast shown was coughed up. On the 24tb,

marked local and general improvement. Keport of bac-

teriological examination positive. The case was discussed

by Drs. .Shufflebotham, Selwyn-Thomas, and Webster,
.and Dr. S.mith replied. Mr. Hartley exhibited two
pathological specimens: (1) MnUilocular oearian cystoma ;

(2) uterus, cervix, appendages, and portion of vagina,

removed by Wertheim's operation on June 3rd, 1915, for

Carcinoma of the cenical canal.

Professor H. H. Turner, F.R.S., has communicated to
the Royal Meteorological Society some preliminary results
of an investigation on which he has been engaged for some
years. He finds that meteorological history is di\ided
into chapters, averaging 6J years, with abrupt changes
(discontinuities), apparently determined by the movement
of the earth's axis. He finds that they oscillate about
mean positions in a cycle of 40.5 years, which appeal's in

Brfickner's collected " cold winters " for 800 years, in

Nile flood records for 1,000 years, and in measures of Cali-

fornian tree rings for 520 years. The chapters are alter-

nately hot and cold, wet and dry, as shown by rainfall

and temperature records at Greenwich, Padua, and
Adelaide.

Ilfbklus.

MIDDLE AGE AND OLD AGE.
Dr. Seymour Taylor's little book on Health for the Middlg
Aged' is a contribution to the scries which Messrs.
Methuen are issuing under the editorship of Mr. Bishoj)

Harman. The title is a happy one, and will no doubt
attract many readers, who ^vill not be disappointed, for

the volume contains plenty of sound common-sense advice
expressed in a genial and readable style. What, precisely,

is middle age '? Most people, perhaps, would say iu two
decades—between 40 and 60, but Dr. Taylor inclines to
the opinion of the late Dr. Southcy, who assigned to

middle life the i^eriod between 49 and 63. Taking iuto

cuusideratiou the changed conditions of modern life, and
the improved facilities for postponing the onset of senility,

we are disposed to accept this estimate. Middle life is,

both for men and for women, a somewhat critical time,

and the warnings given by Dr. Taylor on the subject of

diet, exercise, etc., are so reasonable and so clearly pub
that we feel sure they will help many to steer clear of tho
special dangers to which the author culls attention. Such
warnings are by no meaus superfluous, despite the proverb
which asserts that a man of 40 must either he a fool or a
physician. For if we may judge by the views frequently
expressed on hj'gienic matters by people of at least that
ago, to say nothing of their gastronomic exploits, tho
majority of the middle aged are—not physicians. Ami
these may profit by advice read in a book which they
would resent if orally administered.

If, as is suggested, the subject has hitherto been neg-
lected in America, Dr. I. L. Nascher, in his work on
Geriatrics: the Diseases of Old Age and their Treatment:'
has endeavoured to make up for the deficieno}'. He com-
plains of the want of attention to senile diseases in tho
I'nited Slates, whore the general mental attitude towards
the aged, according tu liiiii, is that " tliey are u.scless—

a

burden to themselves, tluir f.;uiilic>, imd to the community
at large. Their appeai^nni' i _" mi i ully uuaesthetic, their

actions objectionable, an 1 tlnu min (:\istence an incubus
to those who, in asjiiiit fi liuiii^inii y m- duty, take upon
themselves their oaie." How far this view would bo
generally endorsed by tlie .'\ii_nlu-Saxon ])art of tho
American people wo will nul iii(|iiin'. An iutioduction to

the book has been written by Hi ti , iiii,i. ni \etcran. Dr.
A. Jacobi, who finds that nm. 1; , ,

.
i iiiifitant con-

tiibutions to this department n! : cbcen mado
by Germans, Germany iu this r. [i.^ t htsiiiL; •proved its

supremacy as the modern leader in medical science." We
had previously supposed that the French had made the
more important contributions to the discussion of tho
subject. Dr. Nascher's book, at any rate, makes no claim
to be original. It is frankly a compilation ; even its

illustrations, with one or two exceptions, are borrowed
from other works. It is perhaps the fault of the publisher
and not of the author that so many of them are not bound
up opposite to the text which refers to them. Thus a draw-
ing illustrating fibrosis of the lung is in the section on tho
liver; another of the heart in the section on the intestines;

while that of enlarged prostate is in the part devoted to

senile alopecia. The author shows a good deal of simple
faith in the effects of remedies, attaching very consider-
able remedial powers to tlic u-c of pho.sphorus. Ho also
believes that tannic acid \<. ill i i.nii..I liaemorrhage in renal
embolism, and he is anmn'.; Uk IVw who still retain any
belief in the value of pcp>in administered as a drug, while,
on tho other hand, he is cautious to excess with bella-

donna and digitalis. He believes that charcoal in 5-grain
doses given in a capsule will relieve flattdencc, though on
what principle he can expect such a result we do not
understand. He says (p. 114) that the senile liver is " like

the atrophic stage of cirrhosis "
; but, except that the two

organs may happen to be about tho same size, we fail to

see any resemblance. There are a good many misprints :

• Health for the Middle-Aaed. By S. Taylor, M.D., F.R.C.P. Tlio
Health Series, under tlie editoi-shiii of N. Bishop Harman. M. A., M.U.,
B.C.. F.B.C.8., etc. Loudon: Methueu and Co. 1915. Fcay. 8vo.
1>1>. 112. Is. net.)
-Geriatrics: the Diseases of Old Age and their Treatment. By

I. Xi. Nascher, M.D. With an Introduction by A. .Tacobi, Ml).
Philadelphia: P. Blakistons Soq and Co. 1914. [Roy. 8vo, pp. 535;
SO ulates : 81 illustrations.J
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quite a miraber of tlio English names are misspelt. On
the obscure aud difficult problem of the cause of old age or

senile degeneration which so many great thinkers have

given up as insoluble, Dr. Naschcr ventures the sug-

gestion that it is the result o£ natural cell evolution: but

this is rather like the famous explanation of the sleep-

giving properties of opium, " quia est in eo virtus dormi-

tiva." The author's therapeutic views are generally what

would be called sound, and he nowhere lends himself to

extreme opinions.

THE SULPHUR MINES OF SICILY.'

The sulphur mines of Sicily give employment to 23,077

men and boys. Tliey afford means of subsistence to

upwards of 200,000 persons. Sulphur in its pure form is

tonnd in liuswia, Poland, Iceland and Spain, and in the

Uniird Si.it'.s <if America, but the richest mines are in

Siiily. 'lliiy \iold one-eighth of the world's production.

In the district' of Caltanissetta alone there are 377 sulphur

mines. Tlie heaitli and physical development of the

miners arc influenced by the heavy weights carried, the

fatiguing aud trying position of the body when at work,

tlie'abse°ice of light, aud the presence of foul air aud dust.

(ias explosions aud landslips' in the mines are also a

freexuciit menace to life. Mine owners have becu slow in

introducing modern improvements. In many places little

attention has been paid to liygieuo. Although the first to

establish a hospital for the study and treatment of occupa-

tional disease, Italy has in some respects lagged behind

other nations in matters of industrial legislation. Since

1905 the uumbcr of sulpiiur mines has been declining. In

tliat year they iiumix red 710, five years afterwards they

liad iallen to 379. Tlie annual production of sulphur is

360,000 tons. The reduction in the amount of sulphur

raised in Sicily is largely due to the development of mines

in Louisiana. Sicily's greate.st competitors are the United

States of America and Mexico. Through the utilization o£

sulphur products in tlie manufacture of sulphuric acid it

is hoped that the iudustrial prosperity of the island will

revive.

Soakage of water through the strata not only causes the

mines to be damp, but as the water frequently coutaius

H„S, it not only becomes an obstacle to work, requiring to

be' pumped out, but also a risk to health. .Absence or

deficiency of ventilation is characteristic of the mines.

In by far the larger number there are no double shafts

whereby air can be made to circulate. The temperature

of the mines is high ; the men work in many instances

without clothing ; the work is hard, aud gives rise to pro-

fuse perspiration, which is followed by considerable physical

exhaustion. (J wing to the free perspiration the miners

suffer much from thirst. At work they drink from 3 to

4 litres of water daily ; their pulse-rate is quickened and the

heart's action exaggerated, the skin is frequently the seat

of erythema and of boils, the teeth decay early, aud the

gums swell and bleed rapidly. Respiratory and intestinal

catarrhs are frequent ailments.

The men who mine the ore are called piconierl. The
mode of entrance into a mine is by an incline or by a

staircase hewn out of the rock. In mining the ore the

jiiconicrc works in a bad position, he has to stoop con-

siderably, and make great demands upon the muscles of

bis arms and loins. Many of the men suffer from varicose

veins. The piconkre usually commences his career in

boyhood as a carusso or carrier. The carusso shares

the hardship of the mine with the piconieri. He has to

carry heavy loads of sulphur on his shoulders up the stair-

ways sometimes almost on all fours. The writer of this

review has visited Sicily and been in the mines. He was
much impressed with the hard life of the lads and with

the risks they had to run. Add to the severity of the toil

the circumstances that no stated time is allowed for meals,

aud that the food is poor in character—salt fish, cheese and
onions, eaten when chance offers—and the trials of a

sulphur miner's life can be readily imagined. To the

housing of the miners little attention has been given.

Overcrowding is therefore a prevailing feature. At some

of the mines there are barracks ; in them men and boys

are housed together ; they sleep on boards, covered with

straw or leaves, with their clothes on. The air of the

sleeping room is malodorous, and tends to intensity the

exhaustion from which the men suffer. Nervous diseases

are frequent among them ; so, too, is in.sauity. To malaria
and ankylostomiasis the Sicilian miner is a frequent
victim. Giordano attributes much of the ill-health of the
men to the excessive use of alcohol and tobacco. Diseases
of the lungs are common. These organs become the seat

of a form of fibrosis to which Giordano has given the name
of " theapneumoconiosis." Owing to the conditions under
which the miners work and are housed the lungs become
a ready prey to all forms of microorganisms, including the

tubercle bacillus. A large percentage of the cases of pul-

monary disease therefore becomes tuberculous. The
initial structural changes in the lungs arc the result of the
irritation caused by the sharp pointed crystals of sulphur
which have been inhaled.

^'Vitllin the last few years the hardships of the sulphur
miners have been lightened by obligatory insurance and by
mutual help associations. A Royal Decree established

ten years ago the Obligatory Insurance Syndicate among
employers. For each ton of ore raised which contains

65 per cent, of sulphur one franc and a half must be added
to the fund. The Red Cross Society co-operates with this

fund. The reviewer can speak most encouragingly of tlio

good effects of the two societies. The numbers of accidents

had fallen three years ago from 27.95 per cent, to 17.75.

Nursing homes have been established. To M. Pompeio
Colojani, brother of the statesman, belongs the credit of

the establishment of the Insurance Syndicate and of the

introduction of many useful reforms and means for im-

proving the health of the miners. What Colojani has done
for the sulphur miners from a social and industrial point of

view Giordano of Lercara has done from the medical stand-

point. No medical man is more familiar with their ail-

ments or knows more of the diseases from which they suffer.

Giordano deserves well of his countrymen, and especially

of the particular class with whom through his writings he
has made us acquainted. His monograph is interesting

and instructive.

« La Fisiopuioloaia e Vlgiene del Minatori. Dott. Alfonso Giovrlano

Doceute tl'lgiene Miu. nella PPBia Universitadi Palermo. Koma;
Tipografia Nazionale di E. C. Via Umbria. 1913.

TRAINING OF DEFECTIVE CHILDREN.
The Department of Education, Ontario, publishes from
time to time, for public information, pamphlets on educa-
tional subjects, and in the seventh of this series* Miss
Helen MacMuechy, M.D., Inspector of Auxiliary Classes

for Ontario, gives an excellent summary of what has been
done for the training of childien with mental and physical

defects in Europe and America, in support of her thesis

that there is need iu Ontario for similar provision. Dealing
with the matter on broad social grounds, she points out that

in the case of mental defectives not only is instruction in

an auxiliary class necessary during school age, but that

permanent after care is essential. It would appear from
school census aud other returns that the proportion of

mental defectives in Ontario is small as compared with
older countries—that is, about 1 in every 400 or 500 of the
population, against 1 in 250 iu England. Yet this mounts
up to about 5,000 persons needing provision iu the whole
province, aud the Hospital for Feeble-minded at Oriliia

seems to be the only institution at present available for

the permanent care of such cases. In 1911 an Act was
passed by the Provincial Legislature authorizing the
establishment of special classes for defectives in connexion
with public schools. Two special classes were opened iu

Toronto in 1910, with an attendance of 32, but the Chief

Inspector states that from 250 to 300 require special

instruction in that city. Other special classes have been
formed at Fort William and at Hamilton.

Interesting hints are given as to the diagnosis of mental
defectiveness and of backwardness, aud considerable space

is given to ' word blindness" and " word deafness." The
training of teachers for auxiliary classes, the equipment
of the special class- rooms, the course of study appropriate

for feeble intellects, aud the cost of establishing such
schools, are subjects dealt with in successive chapters

;

and the appendices contain memoranda to imrents, out-

lines of scholastic aud industrial work, sense exercises,

etc., in considerable detail. The pamphlet is of handy
size (8vn), \\v\\ illustrated, and is turuLshcd with an
admirable bililiography aud index. It is satisfactory to

find that the oversea dominions are coming into line with

* Oraaiii-fition and Management of Au
MacMurclis', M.D. Department of Ednco
Pamphlets, No. 7, 1915. Ontario: L. K.
VP. 212; illustrated.)

isses. By Helen
io. Educational
1915. tCr. 8vo,
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the mother country in their arrangements for mental de-

fectives. Ill New Zealand a residential special school has

been established at Otakeike by Goveriimeut; it now
contains 150 cases, and seems likely to develop into au

industrial colony. In Australia " auxiliary " school classes

have been or-iaiiized under the Education Act of 1911 at

Melbourne and Sydney, and siuiilra- classes are contem-

plated iu Nova Scotia and other parts of Canada. Dr.

MacMurchy's little volume can be commended as fur-

nishing in'small compass much useful information about

the feeble minded class.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
The third edition of Pr. Campbell's Aids to Patholotj)js

includes a considerable amount of adihtional matter. As a
si-in of the times let those who were medical students iu
the Seventies and Eighties of the nineteenth century look
into this now issue anil see how the beginner must needs
know what hormones are and what they mean, wbilst if

rhe.se veterans catch sis^ht of the word "anaphylaxis"
they will mostly, we suspect, look up the name at the
px'Oiier paj;e as indicating something of which they have
liever heard before. 'Wc may hold theories which happen
to be current tod.aj-'as liable to eclipse and extinction
to-monow, but a glance through Aids to Pathology will
show that many new methods have come to stay. Nearly
two pages of small print are, very properly, devoted to the
ccrebro-spinal tluid. What would Paget and Lionel Beale
have thought of lumbar puncture not only de.scribed, but
taught as a thing to be practised? "The procedure is

quite harmless," we are told, and for that and oiher
reasons we find directions how it should be undertaken.
Although so much is expected in a publication of this class,
the new and old matter are well condensed in this third
edition.

The Proceedings of tlie Pathotogical Society of Phila-
delphia^ for last year include instructive papers on rarer
forms of disease, such as tumour of the carotid body,
cndothehonia of the mediastinum, and retrojjeritoneal
sarcoma. Reports on bacteria and parasites will prove o£
more general interest. Drs. Allen Smith, Middletou, and
Barrett issue an abstract of a report on laboratory worlc
on the tonsils as a habitat of oral eudamoebae, the com-
plete te.Kt of which will be read with interest by experts.
Smith and Barrett had previously written on the asso-
ciation of pyorrhoea alveolaris, in many instances, with
the amoebic parasites Kndamoeha buccalis or gingival is,

which aie found in pyorrhoea pockets. It now appears,
as a result of later researches, that the same organisms
inhabit the tonsillar crypts iu cases of chronic cryptal
tonsillitis. The authors further dwell on the complica-
tions of tonsillitis and their relation to endamoebae and
toxins derived from types of symbiotic bacteria. Drs.
Eivas andLuckedetc> 1 • 1 (I... Adk ; i< .-ni ImuIvw 'im. .V. r

/,, ,

americaniis, in the !,'• '.'i !;•
; ii.iMn ;i,l ui . 'In,

was double, parasitic i:',: -:,-i-ii"i ih.' m'.-^inh luv,. !,,

by Xecaior SLUA bytln' 'li::.' /..-. ..'.y-'x /./,,/,,;. an. I .'l:^-

of both parasites were detected. The Fascioloi)sis is an
Asiatic, not a Xew World trematode.

A FRENCH PIONEER IN TROPICAL
DISEASES.

Ik a thesis presented to the University of Paris iu 1914
E. Coville deals with the career ami v.,.!; nf C. Dellon,

who was a pioneer in tl.e study of ;r.i .
: I

- -:. Till

the seventeenth centniv Frtneii slii|iv -, n: 1
,

. , rai^rled

no doctors. When (.'..lin it founded tin I r in 1; i:,,. India

Company in 1664 part of the organization was a health
service on sea and land and in the colonies. When the
expedition of Moudevcrgul sailed in 1666 for Madagascar
with ten ships carrying 1,700 emigrants, the company
engaged three apothecaries and eight surgeons, in addition

to those attached to the ships. This was the beginning
of the French Naval Medical Service. C. Dellon w.as a
Burgeon in the French navy at the lime of its foundation,
and his name is the only one that has survived from that
time. He was probably born in 1649, but the place of liis

birth and of his studies is unknown. In 1668 he left Port
Louis in La Fosse, a ship of the India Company, with a crew

'Aids to Palholoav- By H. Campbell. M.D., B.S.Lond.. F.R.C.P.
Third edition. Students' Aid Series. Loudon: Uailliire, Tindall,
and Cox. 1915. (Fcap. 8vo. m'. 258. Cloth. 33 6d. net : paper, 3s. net.)

^ Procecdiiiofi of 1h^ Patholoaical Society of PhitatUlphia. New
series, vol. xvii ; old series, vol. xxxv (January, 1914. to January, 1915).

Edited by J. A. Kolmer. M.D. Ftailadelpbia : Win. J. Dornan. 1915.
(Koy. 8vo, l)p. lOOJ

of 120 men, which sailed for I\(adagascar. On September
4th the ship reached Saint Paul in the lie Bourbon.
Tlie heat and the want of water were begiuuing to mako
Iheniselves felt, and scurvy broke out among the crew.
But the air was so pure and healthy that only^four out of
eighty of those who contracted the disease "died. Wlicn
the period of his engagement w ilh the company came to
an end, he did not return to Hiirope but settled in tlio

11 r.i liijiiese town of Daman. At first he was verv
'

1 ,

I It this caused jealousy and he got into troubl'o
^

''' '.-''
I I

I

ii-ition. He was tried for heresy and con-
o. Mill, si t'. live years of the galleys. He was handed over
to the secular power for deportation to Portugal, where ho
was to work out his sentence. On reaching Lisbon, how-
ever, he again fell into the chitclics of the Inquisition.
After many appeals for a new ti laMr ,i; ',i-i -i. liid.il in
interesting I)r. Fabre, chief |il,\

i m ;,. i^ ',m,.>ii of
Portugal, iu his case. The inii::

1
il.,

, ,

.
, Jut

with that of Posstiet. who be!ii. m I, I ii;, ,, p,,„ i,,il l,ini

his liberty. He returned to France iu 1667 and wiute a
narrative of his adventures which was published in Paris iu
1685, together with a short treatise on ship diseases and
tropical maladies as a sequel. The book went through
se\eral editions and was- translated into English aiid
Cierman. Dellon's little essay may be regarded as one of
the first treatises on the subject. Scurvy naturally holds
the chief place, foi il wa. a veritable scourge to all who
went down to the s, a in -lnps at that time and for loug
afterwards. Dell.iii aluilmi. I it to the dry burning air
of the sea, to salt inoii anU bad water, to melancholy
caused by long voyages, and to the thirst which hail
to be endtu-fid when in periods of calm' and excessive
heat the ration of water had to be reduced and the
men could not wash themselves. Speaking of the ]ire-

vention of scurvy, he says that the victuals taken
on board must be" of the best quality and the biscuit
sound and easy to keep. At sea the "ship must he kept
very clean and " perfumed " several times a week. Tlie
sailors and travellers must observe careful hygiene ; they
must make provision of lemon, verjuice, dried fruit, and
particularly prunes. They uiust avoid every kind of
tainted food; they should ea't little meat, and only such as
had been perfectly freed from salt. Their diet should
consist largely of rice, rye, and oatmeal cooked with
prunes to keep the bowels reasonably free. Sugar is also
recommended as being a marvellous balsam which fortifies

the stomach, facilitates the expulsion of urine, and, while
neutralizing the acids, softens the whole mass of blood,
the thickening of which was, iu his opinion, the sole or
principal cause of scurvy. In addition to this, Dellon
insists on minute attention to bodily cleanliness in order
to promote perspiration; a special precaution recom-
nicuded was carefully to wash the mouth, where the
mischief began. He considered that the most important
part of colonial medicine was fevers, which he classified
summarily into contiuuous and intermittent. Among the
latter the tertian and double tertian were fairly frequent
and difficult to cure. He kept patients suffering from
fever on low diet, giving them only plain water and cuiir/i',

prepared by boiling half a pound of rice in four or five
pints of water; four or five smalP spoonfuls of this
were given during the day. He makes no mention of bark.
After fevers in frequency came affections of the intestine,
dysentery being very common in India, contagious, difficult

to cure,. and often fatal. Dellon noticed that acute gastro-
enteritis was common in hot countries. He observed au
affection which he calls " Madagascar colic "

; he attributes
it to the immoderate drinking of a honey wine peculiar to
the country, and says the symptoms resemble those of
painter's colic. Covillc suggests that Dellon may have
confused this disease with beriberi, which is very common
on the east coast of Madagascar, and was observed by
Bontius at Java in 1642. After referring to the frequency
of small-pox in India, and of anaemia in Malabar, and
giving an account of snakebite, Dellon concludes by de-
scribing hichos, of which he said there were three varieties.
Two of them, it appears, are caused by parasites, the
Fdaria medinensis, and the chigo, the third being a form
of gangrenous inflammation of the anus. Dellon says
nothing about cholera, or about dissa.ses of the liver, tho
skin, and the eyes. This silence is doubtless duo to the
fact that he confines himself strictly to affections which
h-ad come under his own observation. He was evidently a
man who thought for himself, and while not altogether
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free from the tlierapeutic prejudices of his day in favour of

purgare, ensuita, s(i<jiiare, as the sheet anchors o£ treat-

mont, he used these remedies in moderation. He did not

liesitate to take hints I'rom tlie inactico of tlio native

doctors when tliey seemed to be of any vahie. It must be

said to liis credit that lie constantly insisted on tlie impor-

tance of hygiene, of personal cleanliness and suitable fcod.

CHOLERA EPIDEMTCS IX BRISTOL IN THE
XINETEKNTH CENTURY.

There were three notable epidemics of cholera in Bristol in

the niuctccntli century—namely, in 1832, 1848-9, and 1866.

The following notes on two of these outbreaks, with an
account of the means taken to check their spread, the

remedies used, and some of the early investigations into the

nature of the disease, are, I think, worth recording.

In the autumn of 1831, on the first definite evidence of

the arrival of cholera in England, tln^ ma'^i-iiMi' - n,. t to

consider the best means of deahng witli tl '•
•
|"st

should it reach Bristol; and tlie inav. r. ' i
I'S

Pinncy (who distinguished himself in tlie up i
,

I
i i i its

of tliis year), wrote to Dr. Carriek, then senior ph) sician

to the Bristol Infirmary, asking his advice. Tliis letter

was submitted to the intinuary staff (November lltli), and
within twenty-four hours a report was sent to the mayor
containing the following practical recommendations :

1. The formation of a ' Board of Health," consisting of

the chief magistrate and two or three aldermen, the physi-

cians and surgeons of the infirmary, and others, " to receive

reports, to give directions, and to communicate with the

General Board of Health in London."
2. That a parochial committee be formed in every

parish, consisting of the minister, churchwardens, practi-

tioners from the district, etc., to hold daily sittings in the

vestry or elsewhere, and to communicate with the Central

Board of Health at the Council House.

3. That four or more houses be provided in an open and
airy situation, furnished with beds for the reception of

cholera patients, together with a staff of nurses and
porters.

4. Tliat the magistrates should enforce, as far as pos-

sible, the cleansing and whitewashing of the houses of the
poor, and " lose no time in removing all manner of filth

and nuisances wherever situated.
'

5. The Board of Health to issue information and direc-

tions, and to invite all practitioners to co operate.

Dr. Howell, physician to the Infirmary, acted as

honorary secretary to the ' Board of Health," and at

once called meetings and issued directions.

By December (1831) many cases had occurred in Sunder-
land and Newcastle, but the disease did not become
generally prevalent until June, 1832. The first eases

appeared in Bristol, on July 11th. amongst tlie inmates of

the gaol, and on August 15th there were thirty-three

deaths, chiefly in the poorer parts of the city. On October
10th Dr. J. Addington Symouds, \\lio had succeeded Dr.

Howell as Secretary to the Board of Health, published

from the Council House the welcome news that the plague
iiad much diminished, and by November 8th it had ceased.

The cases which came to the knowledge of the Board of

Health numbered 1,612 ; of these 626 died (38.8 per cent.).

In crowded places, like St. Peter's Hosi^ital, on which
much of the stress fell, the percentage of deaths was over
40. Many suggestions were made, both in the medical
and lay press, as to treatment, but nearly every one then
considered mercury and opium to be the sheet anchors.

Mr. George Rogers, who was inspector of one of the
districts, recommended 20 grains of calomel with A grain

of opium and 5 grains of powdered ginger, the dose to be
repeated in a few hours I It .seems strange that so large a
dose of calomel could be given to a person collapsed from
cholera without causing speedy death, but it is certain

that some of the patients so treated recovered. Dr.

Howell announced that in Holland a preventive against

the disease had been found by -'Prince Lobhowitz,
Governor of Gallicia, in Lemberg." This consisted of an
oval piece of leather, measuring about 8 by 10 in., smeared
with a coat of resin from tlie fir tree, and applied " warm
to the stomach and then to be constantly worn.''

'The inl

possession,
bmitb MS.

old

" Investigator," in the Bristol Mirror of August lOtli,

1832, recommended fireworks, especially sky-rockets, as a
method of purifying the air, and so destroying the
"miasm." This ingenious person founded liis argument-
on the statement that the year before, at the siege ol

Warsaw, the cholera there ceased after the heavy guns
had been fired.

St. Peter's Hospital was crowded with cases of cholera,

and as it was " at once the work- or poor-house, the
bedlam, and the receptacle for vagrants," its condition at
this time may be dimly imagined.

In the cholera- smitten districts the poor were in a state

of panic. Unfortunately, there was a widespread preju-

dice against medical attendance, partly owing to .soiuc

recent instances of "body-snatching." Early in August,
on a Sunday morning, whilst a boy who had died of the
disease at St. Peter's was about to be buried,

his mother, accompanied by a considerable mob, insisted on
having tiie coffin opened, on the supposition tliat tlie body of
her son had been otlierwise disposed of. Tlic demand under
such circumstances was very properly refused, but no assur-
ances would satisfy her, and, as sbe pc-rscvcn-i in lier deter-
mination, tlie coffln was forced open liy tlic mob, when the
corpse was exhibited in a very black and putnd sl;ite.

No member of the Board of Health (on which J. C.

Pricliard, G. Wallis, A. Carriek, Richard Smith, Henry
Daniel, and Nathaniel Smith, representing the staff of the
infirmai-y, were very active) got any remuneration for the
daily meetings, some of which lasted for tlii'ee hours, and
for the immense trouble they took, or for the danger they
encountered. In fact, many of them were considerably
out of pocket by the business.

Another bad epidemic of cholera occurred in 1848 9.

The disease reached Bristol early in 1849, but did not
assume formidable proportions until July, August, and
September. The profession in Bristol did its best to stop
its spread and to succour those who were stricken down
by it. In these days of improved hygienic supervision,

with responsible and skilled medical officers in charge
of the city's health, it is difficult to conceive the terroi-

inspired by the very name of cholera, which hovered
like a black angel of death over the afflicted region.

Medical men were appointed to visit the affected

districts and to report. I find by some old letters

that Dr. J. C. Sw^ayne, Mr. S. H. Swayne, Mr. Wyld,
and my father, the late William Smith, were on a
committee to investigate and report upon the sanitary

condition (or, rather, the insanitary condition) of the
Parish of St. George, Brandon Hill. They made visits

from house to house, and drew up reports. My father (and

I believe one or two others of this small committee)
contracted the disease. Mr. J. Williams (brother of the
late Dr. Eubulus Williams, and uncle cf the present Dr.
Watson-Williams), with Mr. Davis and another, went
round the districts. The}- hardly rested day or night.

Mr. Williams died of cholera, and the poor people, who
now had learnt to appreciate the services of medical men
more than in 1832, subscribed from their slender means to

honour his memory by a public funeral. His tomb is in

Arno's Vale ('• i:i.!' rv.;inil to those who know of his heroic

devotion to I i
1

1
: iilietic and eloquent memorial.

TheBrist.ii M.
!

i
i I'lirgioal Society (the forerunner

of the presin: , iiipointed a "Microscopic Com-
mittee" to iii\i'^i]-:ti, iho disease and endeavour to find

its cause. Tin- folln\\iiig medical men served on this

committee: l>is. I'nilriK-k Brittan, William Budd, and
J. C. Pricliard lafltrwiiids physicians to the infirmary),

Dr. J. G. Swavne laftcrwards physician to the General
Hospital), Dr. J. Beinaid, aud Mr. Neild. They made a
careful examination uf the evacuations of cholera patients,,

and came to the conclusion that there were certain

crescentic bodies found which were absent in health and
in other forms of diarrhoea. Dr. Budd publicly expressed

his belief that the disease was due to some minute organ-

ism—probably these crescentic bodies. Further research

showed that these were not the germs of cholera. The
whole investigation showed great skill and patience, and
the deductions were prophetic of what W'as not definitely

known until forty years later, f

G. Monro Smith, Lieut.-Col., R.A.M.C.(T.).

Clifton, Bristol.

3tere.^ting.__ , of these crescentic bodies, which were
probably partially disorganized red corpuscles, may be found in the
BniTisH Medical Jochnal for March 2l6t, 1885.
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WASTE.
Eecen'tly the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in (ho
House of Commous. spoke of the duty incumbent upon
all citizens to practise a ri^id economy at the present

lime, and deprecated the idea that lavish expenditure
was a matter of no imn)ediate importance. Private
menil)ers enlarged on the text, and even suggested that

certain public departments -ivere not free from reproach
in this matter. In other quarters the same wholesome
doctrine has been preached, and journalists have
placed at the disposal of their readers much advice,

especially with respect to the subject of food. It will

therefoi-e be worth while to scrutinize the administra-
tion of one great spending department in this con-

nexion. In our issue of March 20th we dealt at

some length with the war rations of the army in the
tield, and pointed out that the energy value of the
food supplied appeared to be quite adequate—a con-
clusion which has been borne out by practical expe-
rience. ^Ve did not discuss the feeding of the troops
in this country, and we are nob precisely inform.ed

as to the nature of the issue actually made. It is

probable, however, that the provisions of paragraph 28
of the Kegulations for the Allowances of the Armv,
1914, are in operation. From this paragraph it

appears that the daily scale at Home Stations is

I lb. bread, or f lb. biscuit, and f lb. fresh or i lb.

(nominal) preserved meat in barracks or stationary
quartei-s. For men under canvas or (with tlie

approval of the General Officer Commanding) when
temporarily accommodated in unequipped buildings
the bread ration is the same, biit the allowance of

fresh meat is i lb. We have been informed that this

is the meat ration served out to men in billets.

Even if we assume that the above-mentioned
articles constitute the whole of the foodstuffs supplied
to the army at the public expense, certain reflections

inevitably suggest themselves. The first is that all

persons w ho are able to varj- the form in which they
suppl}- the physiological machine with energy under
varying external conditions always do so—that, for

instance, the man who regularly consumes a pound
of meat a day in the winter is most unlikely to do
so throughout the summer. The second is tliat the
proportion of soldiers who are in command of funds
permitting them to modify the dietary to a con-
siderable extent is much greater now than on a peace
footing. When we further reflect that young soldiers

in training are not precisely the persons to exert the
supervision over food supplies proverbially associated
with the mistress of a boarding house, we shall antici-

pate that the whole of the food purchased by the nation
is not put to the use for which it was intended. But
we do think that the public has not yet realized

the lengths to which sheer reckless waste has been
can-ied. As generalities are always unsatisfying,
we may be permitted to give a concrete illustration.

Having been informed by a farmer in the south of

England that he fed his pigs on camp swill, we had
the curiosity to inspect a barrel of that commodity on
his premises. It did not at first sight seem to be an

entirely satisfactory foodstuff for pigs, as it appeared
to be a viscid fluid of unpleasant odoiu', from which
bubbles of gas were slowly rising, and we were hardlv
surprised to learn that many farmers considered
that digestive troubles of swine, which might well
pave the way for the invasion of the organism by the
virus of swine fever, frequently resulted from a diet of
camp swill. A further examination of this unsavoury
mess revealed the presence of a piece' of cheese, which
might originally have weighed 4 Ih., a large piece of
bacon, and several hunks of bread, not to speak of
numerous potatoes and the debris one ordinarily
associates with table wasiungs. We have no hesita-
tion at all in saying that the barrel must have
originally contained solid and palatable food sufli-

cient to supply the energy requirements of an adult
for several days.'

From inquiries we made we have no reason to
suppose that this incident was other than typical of
hundreds of farms throughout the countiy, and we
venture to say that such a state of affairs ought
not to be allowed to continue. Our national self-

esteem has been gratified by the knowledge that the
army in the field is a well-fed army, but any undue
elation on this account may be checked by the thought
that the army is not only well but wastefully fed.

According to our information, the system in force is

as follows: The commissariat authority has a certain-
number of men to ration, arrangements are made that
each individual receives the prescribed quantity of
food, and that is the end of the matter. Whether the
soldier actually consumes the food, barters it, or
throws it away, is his affair. Let us suppose the case
of a tent with eight men and that they receive four
2 lb. loaves

;
it is quite likely that at the end of the

day not much more than half will have been con-
sumed, and if portions remain the men may receive
insti-uctions " to clear up that litter," when the bread
will promptly vanish, to reappear in the unsavouiy
swill set before swine.

We are quite alive to the fact that it is one thing
to point out an evil and another to offer an adequate
remedy

; but the first point to apprehend is that no-
body, so far as we can ascertain, Jias made it his
business to face the problem. All we can do is to
indicate the steps which might conceivably be taken,
leaving to those conversant with actual administrative
difficulties tlie task of choosing the riglit one. In tlie

first place, it might be possible for the men to ex-
change unused rations for extras at the canteen on
some definite scale. The eccentric soldier who desired
to substitute, let us say, chocolate for the whole of his
bread ration could be defeated by placing a limit on
the amount which might be exchanged. We know that
in some places in which troops have been Ijilleted the
men have exchanged food supplied them for other
articles in the grocers' shops, and we believe that
official systematization of this practice might help to
reduce the present waste. A more drastic step would
be to order men to place unused portions of food in
a specipl receptacle, and to punish those who allowed
their unconsumed rations to be soiled or rendered
unfit for human consumption. Finally, it might be
practicable—in view of the number of men unfit for
work in the trenches who still desire to serve—to
organize a Sjpecial corps charged witli the supervision
of broken food. The duty of such a corps would
be to see that nothing fit to be eaten by human
beings went into the swill tub. Lastly, we think
that deliberate waste of food—schoolboy horse-play
with pieces of bread, for instance—should be deemed
as serious a breach of discipline as the waste of
ammunition. A soldier who, not having had occasion
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to expend all the cartridges served out to him during

the day, fired several rounds in the air at night, would

be severely dealt with ; he must not waste the

ammunition for liis rifle, biit he is apparently at

hljerty to waslc annnunition for his body to his

heart's content.

Tliere is a orim irony in the fact that in the midst

of rising food prices, while Cabinet Ministers are

exhorting the nation to practise economy, and

Government departments appoint committees to

report on tlie best means of increasing tiie home
food supplies, up and down the land tliis waste

is proceeding. Many otherwise intelligent people

appear to regard it as matter for a jest—as a trait

in keeping \\M\ tlic reckless gallantry which sliould

characterize Uie soldier. In a little country town
we were told the story of an old woman who,

haying a few fowls, asked one or two soldiers to

throw any odd crusts they might have into her fowl

run, and soon found to her dismay that the fowls were

likely to sutt'er a fate like tliat of Tarpeia under the

avalanche of bread discharged. Cynics will suggest

that it may be cheaper to poison pigs with arsenic

than with decomposing bread and meat rations.

But those medical men who have practised in the

jjoorer quarters of our great cities will fail to see the

joke, and will agree with us that prompt measures
should be concerted to minimize this great evil.

ENTEROSTASIS.
Our knowledge of the ordered progress of food

through the various segments of the alimentary tract

has been gained almost entirely during the last

twenty years, and by the use of the Eoentgen rays.

Professor Keith has made a synthesis of our present

knowledge, and in his Cavendish Lecture ' exj)ounds

a new theory of the production of stasis in the

alimentary tract, or enterostasis. He states that the

food normally undergoes a certain delay at a number
of fixed points in the alimentary tract, and proceeds

to enumerate no less than seven of these points.

The first is at the lower end of the oesophagus, the

second at the pylorus, the third near the duodeno-

jejunal junction, and the fourth at the lower end of

the ileum, commonly known as the ileo-colic junction.

In the large intestine itself there appear to be three

more points at whicli delay may be regarded as

normal. One is near the beginning of the transverse

colon, leading to filling of the caecum and ascending

colon ; the next is at the recto-colic junction

;

the third, or seventh and last of the whole series,

is above the anal canal, and its action leads

to tlie accnn-ulation of faeces in the rectum. Tlie

degree to \.';;ih the stasis of the contents of the

alimi-ntuy t'.j •l. takes place at these various points

natuiidly v;irie^ somewhat widely in difi'erent normal
individuals. But Professor Keith argues that after

making all allowance for individual variations, there

remains a considerable percentage of cases in which
the delay at one or more of these points is so long

that it must be regarded as pathological. He notes

that clinicians have for j-ears spoken of such clinical

sntities as gastric stasis, duodenal stasis, ileal stasis,

stasis in the proximal or distal colon; to these alread)'

recognized forms of enterostasis he proposes to add
two more, namely, "oesophageal stasis" and "rectal

stasis." At each of these seven points we must
suppose that some sort of a sphincter mechanism
exists, and that each of these seven forms of entero-

1 A New Tlieory nt tlie Causation of Eatei-ostasis. West London
Medical Jotirnal, July 9tb, 1915. A short abstract appeared in the
BniiiBH Medicai. Joubnal oI July 3rd, p. 14.

stasis is due to abnormal activity of the corresponding
sphincter mechanism.

Of what anatomical elements do these sphincter
mechanisms consist '.' Professor Keitli gives, a full

account of the researches made by himself and others
in the attempt to answer this question. Without
going at all deeply into the details he gives, it is

enough to say tliat he draws a comparison between
the "nodal" and "bundle" systems that initiate

and regulate the heart's action, and the composite
myenteric plexus, known as Auerbach's plexus, in

the intestine. He describes this jilexus as contain-

ing ganglion cells, abundant fine nerve fibres, and
peculiar brandling intermediate cells that are nob
connective tissue cells, but have processes uniting

with unstripod muscle cells on the one hand, and the

true ganglion cells on the other. These intermediate
cells, recognized long ago by KoUiker, do not seem to

have met with the recognition that is their due at the

hands of either histologists, pathologists, or clinicians.

Elliott in 1904 recorded the fact tliat adrenalin has
the same effect on the lower ileal tract as stimulation

of the splancluiic nerve; in both cases tlie ileo-colic

sphincter contracts, while the rest of the ileal mus-
culature is inhibited. Professor Keith suggests that

it is upon these intermediate cells, inLcLp^scd between
the splanchnic nerve and the muscle fibres, that tbo

adrenalin acts. He gives reasons for believing that

the gastro-oesophageal junction contains a nodal

centre rich in these intermediate cells, at which the

rhythmical peristaltic contractions of the stomach
are initiated. Proximal to the entry of the

common bile duct is a similar area in the

duodenum, with analogous functions ; this fact

throws light on the observation, often made by
skiagraphers, that the first part of the duodenum
shows but limited contractility, while peristaltic pro-

pulsion waves appear to arise in its second part. The
ileo-colic junction is another nodal centre, acting as

pacemaker for the peristaltic contractions of the
caecum and ascending colon. The large intestine

itself, while lacking any special plaque or area of

nodal tissue, or tissue rich in intarmediale cells, is

richly supplied with them throughout; tliis is particu-

larly the case with the distal part of the transverse

colon, the descending and iliac colon, and the rectum.

Criticizing Sir William Arbuthnot Lane's view that

stasis in the large intestine is mainly a mechanical
affair, dependent on the obstruction caused by kinks

in the gut, peritoneal bands or adhesions, and the

like, Professor Keith points out that skiagrams pro-

duce no evidence of obstruction situated at bands or

kinks in these regions, and that there is no hyper-

trophy of the muscular coats above the sites of such
kinks or bands. Acute flexures of the bowel produced
experimentally do not lead to intestinal stasis ; it is,

indeed, very difficult to produce obstruction by
twisting, coiling, or folding the large bowel.

In summing up the matter. Professor Keith remarks

that he does not think that either mechanical

conditions or even derangements of sphincteric

mechanisms can give an adequate explanation of all

the phenomena of enterostasis. The extra factor

requisite he describes as a lack of co-ordination

between one or more of the nodal points or

rhythmical zones of the alimentary tract; points,

that is to say, acting as peristaltic pacemakers for

the distal segment of the bowel. So far he dis-

tinguishes four rhythmical zones in the bowel

—

namely, a duodenal, a jejuno-colic, a proximal colic,

and a distal colic. Though the evidence is at present

imperfect there are grounds for presuming two more
—an oesophageal and a gastric. The production of
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oiuerostasis is to be compared with the protluction of

heart-block. In each there is a defect or irregular

action of either llie nodal or the conducting systems,
or of both. When such an irregularity or block
appears, its effect is naturally to be looked for at the

points where one rhythmical zone or area passes inlo

the succeeding zone. It is clear that in order to

obtain an orderly propulsion of food along tlie whole
length of the alimentary canal, its various rhythmical

zones must be closely co-ordinated in their action by
means of a complicated system of reflexes. Disturb-

ance in any one segment upsets the rhythm in all

the segments ; and this explains how it is that disten-

sion of the duodenum, for example, inhibits the action

of the ileum, and why a duodenal disturbance furtjier

upsets the rhythm of the stomach. Disturbance in

the excitability or rhythm of the pacemaker of the

caecum will he reflected backwards to the lower ileum,

and so stasis in the large intestine may give rise to

stasis in the ileum, in the duodenum, and even in the

stomach. It is clear tbat Professor Keitlrs ambitious
scheme for the explanation of enterostasis breaks new
ground in a most interesting manner, and is worthy
of the attention of both clinicians and the experts in

abdominal surgery.

seemed therefore to be actually injurious, and to prevcut
the formation of oigauisms. But, seeing tliat the same
materials were used iu the prejiaratiou of the solutions,
that the tubes were treated in the same way, and tbat
tlieir contents wore examiued iu tlie same manner. Dr.
Bastian held that other objections (3) urged by some critics
were hkewise invahdated. Tlie absence of organisms now
tended to show that iu the first series the organisms found
were not likely to have couio " from an impure pipette or to
have dropped from the atmosphere ou to the microscope
slide before the cover-glass lias been applied"; these being
the only other sm-mises hitherto adduced by critics.

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE QUESTION.
The recently published number of the Proccrdings of the

Koyal Society of Medicine contains an illustrated com-
munication from Dr. Charlton Bastian, F.R.S., entitled
'• The Importance of Tyrosine as an Aid in the Demon-
stration of the Present-day de Novo Origin of Living

Organisms," in which he deals with the effects produced
by small quantities of a dilute solution of this synthetic

compound when sterilized and added, with the necessary

Ijrecautions, to tubes containing saline solutions of five

different kinds (whose composition is given) which five to

ten months previously had been enclosed in hermetically

scaled tubes, and then sterilized by boiling for twenty
minutes on three successive daj'S. Tyrosine is one of the

most powerful of the au.-cetics whose influence in producing

multiplication of cells and of minute amoebae had been
shown by some of the McFaddeu researchers. It was
recommended by one of them to Dr. Bastian for use in two
ways— first, as an addition to tubes whose contents were
ripe for examination ; and, secondly, as an addition to the

original saline solutions previous to their enclosure within

the tubes, iu the hope of thereby possibly shortening the

long period of probation generally needed before recogniz-

able living organisms can be found within the tubes.

The first mode of testing its influence was carried out on a

large number of tubes ripe for examination by adding

twenty drops of the freshly sterilized tyrosine solution to

each tube when it was opened. The tubes were then imme-
diately reclosed and replaced in the incubator for three to

four weeks. When the contents of these tubes were re-

examined after such an iuterval,a very considerable growth
and multiplication of organisms was found to have taken

placei tlms tending to disprove the two principal objections

which had been urged against the original experiments

—

namely, (1) that what were found were mere simulacra or

pseudo-organisms; or, (2) as others believed, were only dead

organisms pre existing in the solutions. In order to test

the second possible influence of tyrosine similar small

(juantities of the solution were added to a large number of

tubes containing some of the same five sets of solutions,

freshly prepared, with which other tubes were charged,

scaled, and sterilized. After these tubes had been in the

incubator for three to four months many of them were

examined, but no organisms could be found, and the small

deposits were more or less altered in character. This

nitial use of the tyrosine, far from acting as it was hoped,

INVESTIGATION OF COLONIAL AND INDIAN DRUGS.
In view of the enormous geogiapliical extent of the
British Empire, and of the tact that it compri.ses practi-
cally every variety of climate, a systematic investigation
of the natural vegetable products of the less developed
countries can hardly fail to lead to the utilization of a
considerable number at present unknown, and the com-
mercial and economic value of such investigation is very
great. A considerable part of the work of the Imperial
Institute is devoted to such examination of products from
different parts of the empire, and the current immber of

the i?(4«t/;» > contains summaries of some of the investi-

gations carried out in recent years on drugs from Africa,
India, and other parts. In some instances valuable results
have been obtained, while in other cases, as was to be ex-
pected, they have been negative. Among the former may
be mentioned the examination of the rhizome and rootlets

of PodoplujUum emotU, which showed this plant to be
a valuable source of the drug podophylliii, aud has led to

its recognition in the British I'/ianiutcopocia. The present
great scarcity of atropine gives special interest to the
investigation of the Egyptiau plant Hi/oscijamus iniiticiis,

which showed it to be a valuable source of hyoscyamiue,
from which atropine can be obtained by isomeric con-
version. The seeds of Cr>'ln„ rlliotliaiuis, from East
Africa, have been fonu.l to .(intain an oil having purgative
properties in quite sujall Jus! s. but devoid of the vesicating
and irritant resinous oonstitu.nts present iu ordinary crotou
oil (from C. tigUani)

; the physiological action of the oil

was investigated by Dr. ,J. T. Cash and Mr. W. .J. Dilliug, who
regard it as "a body which would be of considerable value
as an addition to purgative remedies, for some of the more
drastic and irritant of which it would prove a safe and
effective substitute." "Native drugs"—that is, products
which have a reputation as medicines among the natives
of the country of origin—have, as a rule, given dis-

appointing results ; not only has chemical examination
failed in some cases to detect any constituents to which
the reputed activity could be due, but physiological tests

carried out with extracts have shown that the drugs do
not, in fact, possess the properties ascribed to them. This
is, perhaps, not very surprising; but in one case at least—
that of the fruit and leaves of the Afon tree [Treculia
africaiia) from Lagos—a drug reputed to be poisonous was
found to be harmless. The Commissioner of .\beokuta
had reported that it was impossible to take horses to

certain districts in the colony owing to water-holes and
streams being poisoned by its leaves, while the Director of

Forests and Agriculture and the Government chemist
attributed the poisonous properties to the fruit of the tree

;

aqueous and alcoholic extracts of fruits and leaves, how-
ever, were all found to be non-poisonous to animals. Tho
Bulletin contains also several other interesting pa^iers, of

less interest from the medical point of view.

^Bulletinof the Imperial Institute. A quarterly recorcT of progress
in tropical agriculture and inaustries and the commercial utilization
of tho natural resources of the Colonies and lu'Iia. Edited by the
Director and prepared by tho scientific and technical staff of the
Imperial Institute and by other contributors. Vol. .\iii. No. I.January-
March. 1915. London ; John Murray, Albemarle Street. W. (Med. 8yo,
pp. 184. 23. 6d. net.)
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HEMERALOPIA AMONGST SOLDIERS.
Since au oplitlialiiiic dep!i,rtuiont was attached to tbe

foiu-tb fJeiniau aimy iu the middle of January so many
cases o£ hemeralopia occiiired tliat, according to Pro-

fessor Braunschweig,' the disease had assumed epidemic

proportions. In a period of only four weeks he observed

23 cases, which were collected from many different

sources. Though this number was not striking by itself,

it was obvious that when, out of 98 patients treated in

liospital for diseases of the eye, 22 suffered from nigbt-

bliudness, this disease mast have been abnormally fre-

(picnt. The patients complained of inability to see in the

ilaik, of stambliug into pits made by shells, of inability

to drive their horses in the dusk, and of a sense of

insecurity and helplessness. In most cases several weeks,

and even month?, had passed before these patients were

driven by anxiety and depression to report themselves as

unwell. Their ages ranged from 17 to 46, within which

limits the disease showed no striking age incidence ; nor

was there any striking relation between the health and

vitality of the patients and their symptoms. A few

Avere weakly, but the majority were robust, and showed

no signs of organic disease. In many cases there was

slight conjunctivitis or blepharitis, and in about two-

thirds of the total there was some error of refraction.

"When these errors, liowcver slight, were corrected by

glasses, the patients felt much better. It seemed, there-

fore, that the hemeralopia must have been largely provolicd

bj- these organic abnormalities of the eye. Bitot's spots

were never found in these cases, wliich was all the more

strange as in some forms of hemeralopia observed in

times of peace they are invariably present. Many of the

patients traced their symptoms to the con.stant strain

on the eyes caused by peering through the darkness

in the trenches, and on the roads when driving. This

view was ijrobably correct, and the symptoms were, no

doubt, aggravated by the great physical and mental strain

imposed by the war. Malingering and suggestion were, of

course, suspected, but iu no case was either definitely

detected. As the patients were recruited from numerous

companies and over a wide area, and as there were no

localities or companies in which the incidence of the dis-

ease was disproportionately great, suggestion could hardly

have played any part. Only in two cases was malingering a

likely cause of the symptoms, the patients complaining of

failing eyesight by day as well as by night, although there

was no sign to support their assertions. The treatment

consisted of correcting errors of refraction, relieving the

conjunctivitis and blepharitis, rest in hospital, codliver

oil, iron, and arsenic given internally, a liberal diet, and
iminterrupted sleep. How far this treatment was effective

Professor Braunschweig did not venture to say, but he

hoped to make his patients fit for active service again iu a

few weeks, and did not anticipate permanent disablement

iu the majority of his cases.

" NERVE SHOCK ' IN WAR.
A LARGE crop of papers has lately appeared in the German
luedical press dealing with the organic and functional

nervous disorders provoked by modern warfare. Most of

the writers agree in refusing to recognize " war psychosis "

as a new disease peculiar to modera warfare. It is main-

tained that the nervous breakdown, which i.s a common
sequel of participation in battles of today, is practically

confined to persons who are already subject to nervous

instability, or in other words, that the strain of modern
warfare is merely an exciting cause of " nerve shock," and
that many of the sufferers would, under ordinary con-

ditions, have broken down sooner or later. A. .Sarbo^

lias described the organic changes observed in the nervous

system as a result of the explosion of shells. The lesions

of the brain and cord were, he considered, due partly to

concussion of the cerebrospinal fluid and partly to con-

cussion of the nerve substance itself. The concussion

caused a variety of conditions, ranging from sudden

death from diffuse haemorrhage to transitory giddi-

ness or slight staggering. Sarbo describes the two
following well-defined groups of symptoms : In the one
case the patient suddenly falls down senseless and,

on regaining consciousness a little later, notices somo
deafness on one or both sides, tinnitus and giddiness. In
addition to these symptoms, wliich are primarily duo to

injury of the auditory centre in the medulla, there are in

some cases vagus symptoms, such as irregular action of

the heart, and bilateral paralysis of the recurrent branch
of the vagus. In the other group the patient becomes
unconscious, and does not recover cousciousuoss till he is

admitted to hospital, where he remembers only incidents

preceding the explosion. His speech is slow and laboured,

and many words are omitted. There is spastic paralysis

of the limbs of one or both sides. Babiuski's sign in

absent, but the parietal bone is tender on percussion on

the paralysed side. These symptoms arc duo to " micro-

organic changes in the parietal convolutions." The
prognosis is good in both forms. Sarbo insists that these

symptoms are not due to hysteria, and that those who
suffer from " nerve shock " require the greatest possible

mental aud physical rest. Karplus^ ha?i observed 43 cases

of injurj' to the nervous system without macroscopic

organic changes. In 16 cases vasomotor symptoms
were complicated by neurasthenia, but, with four ex-

ceptions, these patients came of nervous stock, and

many of them liad been under treatment before the

war broke out. Karplus attaches far greater importance

to the patient's " premorbid personality " than to the

force of the explosion, and points out that in some cases

the symptoms appeared before an explosion ; in others,

not until some time after the explosion. Many cases

were met with .showing that explosions did not cause
" nerve shock " until the patient was underfed or ex-

hausted. Karplus agrees with Sarbo in giving a favour-

able prognosis. The same view is held by H. Singer,*

who also attaches great importance to exhaustion as a

supplementary cause of " nerve shook " following ex-

plosions. In the subjects of hysteria he observed giddi-

ness, fits, excitation or stupor, abasia, lassitude, insomnia,

and cardiovascular symptoms. Though the prognosis

was good in most cases, the prcspect of discharge from

the army was apt to delaj' recovery. Among the subjects

of neurasthenia hallucinations were not uncommon after

long nrarches and sentry duty ; and many a false alarm

was due to visions of houses, air.ships, lights, etc. Though
Singer does not accept " war psychosis " as a new noso-

logical phenomenon, he believes that this war will pro-

duce a greater proportion of mental di.sease than earlier

wars, though he qualifies this on the ground that, as the

diagnosis of mental diseases is made more readily than it

was, this increase may be more appax'ent than real.

THE PLAGUE OF FLIES.

The National Heaguc for Physical Education and Improve-

ment has organized a national campaign to prevent the

spread of epidemics by insects in war time. The inaugural

meeting was held at the Mansion House on Monday, July

5th, under the presidency of Bishop Boyd Carpenter.

Letters expressing sympathy with the objects of the cam-

paign were received from the Lord Chancellor, Mr. Walter

Long, M.P., Sir Edward Carson, M.P., Sir Cliflord Allbutt,

Sir James Crichton-Browne, Sir Alfred Keogh, Dr. Mary
Scharlieb, Sir Thomas Barlow, Sir Lauder Bruntou, Sir

Eickman Godlce, Dr. Hector Munro, Sir Konald Ross, and

many other well-known persons. On the platform wero

representatives of the War Office, the Admiralty, the Local

Government Board, and the joint committee of the British
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Rod Cross Society and the Oi-der of St. John of

Jenisalcm. Sir Frederick Troves, who was to liave

presiiled, was proveuted fi-oiii beii)f» ,
present by iUucss.

Ho wrote from his sick bed that iu South Africa

diuiug the war there were more casualties due to lUts

iliau to bullets. ''In l-'rauco the presence of so iiiauy

uuburiod dead makes the fly question a very serious

one. In Alexandria, owing to the vast number of cavalry

horse lines near tho towu, the trouble of the flies is becoming

really distressing. It only wa4its a definite source of

infection to be introduced for an epidemic to run ranipaut.

A fly should be !ooi;ed upon as nothing but a spreader of

disease." Sir Frederick Treves went on to say that when
once the iicople realized what the fly could do, the reiiicdy

was easy. Fly-borne disease should cease to exist. Dr.

Sambon said flies mu.st be dealt with as Gorgas dealt

with the mosquito. The recent outbreak of typhus in

Serbia killed more men than did the .^ustrians. Trofessor

Lcfroy said that the housefly carried summer diarrhoea

from child to child, and thus killed from 5,000 to 15,000

children under one year old annually. It also cauicd

typhoid and cholera. This was going to be a &y year.

He protested that the open manure heap was a danger and
a scandal, and should be prohibited. Dr. F. J. .•Vllan,

medical officer of health for the City of Wcstuiiuster.

dwelt on the importance of complete daily coilectiiig of

dust and i-efuse from dwellings where no facilities existed

for its sanitary destruction. The keeping of house refuse,

etc., in open bins and small buckets tliat enabled childreu

to j)lay with the garbage they contained, or for the

couteuts to be scattered about in the vicinity of the house,

aud often, indeed, within some portion of the house itself,

was, at this critical period, a grave menace to the

country. \Vc most heartily wish the National League for

riiysical Education aud Improvement the fullest success iu

the campaign it has undertaken.

OXFORD OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONGRESS.
The next meeting of tlie Oxford Ophthalmological Con-

gress will be held at Kebic College on Thursday, July 15th,

and Friday, July 16th. The Master is Mr. Sydney
Stephenson; the Deputy Master, Mr. Philip H. Adams;
the Honorary Treasurer, ,Sir Anderson Critchett; tho

Honorary Secretary, Mr. Bernard Cridland. Mr. Robert
W. Doyne is Past- Master. Papers will be read and dis-

cussions take place in the Department of Human Anatomy
in the University Museum. Scientific and Commercial
Museuujs will also be housed in the same building, which
is close to Keble Lodge. On the first day lantern

addres.ses will be given by Lieutenant-Colonel R. H.
Elliot on the Indian couching operation, aud by Sir

StClair Thomson on the surgical anatomy of the nose
and its accessory sinuses in relation to the eye aud
orbit. The following communications will also be pre-

sented :—Mr. Harrison Butler : The tragedy of scleros-

tomy, six cases of late infection. Mr. Stephen Mayou

:

Mooreu's ulcer of the cornea. Mr. W. H. H. Jessop: On
the i^apilloedema of vault injuries in the present war.
Sir Mackenzie Davidson : The use of the telephone

detector for foreign metallic bodies in ocular surgery.

Among the demonstrations and exhibits in the Sci(!Utific

Museum will be the followiug:—Mr. Sydney Stephenson
and Lieutenant-Colonel Elliot: .V microscopic demonstra-
tion of the results of trephining in animals' eyes. Dr.

F. W. Edridge-Greeu: An apparatus showing the funda-

mental principles of biuoctdar vision. Mr. W. H. H.
Jessop : Skiagrams of orbital aud ocular wounds. On the

.second day a discussion on industrial diseases and acci-

dents will be opened by Dr. Frauk Shuiflcbotham, of

Newcastle-under-Lymc, and will be continued according
to the following programme :—Coal-miners' nystagmus:
(rt) Progn-isis: Mr. A. C. Norman i Sunderland I ; {b) Sym-
Ijtomatology : Mr. Percival J. Hay (Sheffield). Eyo

injuries caused by occupation, their prevention aud first-

aid treatment: Dr. Edgar L. Collis. Industrial cataract:
Dr. William Robinson. Phunbism as it affects the eye:
Dr. S. MclMurray. Def.H;ts and injuries of the eye caused
by steel furnace work: Mr. S. H. Pooley. Some of tho
rarer industrial diseases aud injuries of the eye: Mr.
Sydney Stephenson. Dr. John Gray Clegg will al.so

contribute a paper. Full information may bo obtaiiu^d

from the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Bernard Cridlauil,

Wolverhanqjtou.

BOSSUET AS A BIOLOGIST.
BossuET is probably best known to most students of Frendi
literature as a preacher, especially of funeral orations.

These gained for him the title of the ' Eagle of Meaux,

"

of which he was bishop, and so good a judge as La
Bruyere called him the Demosthenes of the pulpit. But he
was much more than a Court preacher ; ho was one of tho
mo.st conspicuous among the men of gcuius whom tho
" Sun King " gathered about his throne, and whoso
brilliancy cast a reflected lustre on his own common-
place personality. Bossuet was a controversialist of tho
highest order, and his discourse on universal history had
a powerful influence on many generations. It was
written to train the mind of the Dauphin, whoso tutor

Bossuet was for several years. How seriously Bossueu
took his duties may be gathered further from the
treatise. Be la Comuiissance de Dieii et de Soi-Mi'im;

written for- the same purpose. It did not see the light,

till long after the death of the author, when the manu-
script was found amoug the papers of Fenolou, the tutor

of that Duke of Burgundy whose untimely death probably

changed the course of French history. Bossuet studied

anatomy aud physiology in no amateurish fashion, but got;

his knowledge from >;ature at first hand with the help of

Duverucy, author of the first treatise on diseases of tho

ear written in French, who was associated with him in

the teaching of the Dauphin, and of two other dis-

tinguished anatomists— Steuson, or Steuo, and Winslow

—

captives of his controversial bow and spear. The lato

Professor Le Double, of Tours, whose death was a great

loss not oul}' to anatomy but to medical history, devoted :i

solid treatise to Bossuet as an anatomist and physiologist.'

He says Bossuefs book was the first work ou humau
anatomy aud physiology written in French. He shows
how firmly Bossuet had grasped the fundamental truth

that to understand human nature it is necessary to begin

by knowing the constitution of the human body. Bossuet

based his psychology on the observation of man, iu whom
he saw a microcosm in which every kind of mechanism
was exemplified. M. Le Double follows him through his

accouuts of the external senses, the internal senses, tho

passions, the correlation of soul aud body, and the soul of

beasts, explaiuing his author's meaning, illustrating his

teaching with sidelights from ancient and modern sources,

criticizing and correcting him when necessary, but always
treating him in a respectful and sympathetic spirit.

Le Double points out that iu seeking to reconcile dogma,
reason, and science, Bossuet was with Descartes one of

the founders of psycho- physiology. It was a bold thing,

especially for a bishop, iu the reign of Louis XIV to write

a book ou auatjmy and physiology in the vulgar touguo

and with the freedom of a philosopher anxious to find a

reason for his faith. M. Le Double's work is one that

should interest physiologists and anatomists, and especi-

ally psychologists. It is a critical review of the physiology

of the seventeenth century in the light of modern know-
ledge, illustrated by much curious learning as to tho

beliefs and teachings of older times. It may he recom-

mended to lecturers and writers on physiology and

anatomy as a storehouse of references and quotations

'Bossuet. Anaiomiste et Physiooiste. Par M. le Profcssenr A . F.
I^e Double. Preface on vers par M. H. Hemiion. Paris : Vieot Fiirc- j.

191J. IMed. 8vo. pp. 323 ; 7 figures. 2 photoaraphs. ! r. 5.)
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wbich may help to relieve the dryness of tbeir subject.

It contains well executed portraits of Bossuet himself, of

his pupil the Dauphin, and of Winglow, Stenson, Descartes,

auil others.

HOSPITALS AND DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL.
We understand that, since the Chancellor of the Exchequer

undertook to reconsider his proposal to give duty-free

alcohol to hospitals with a view to reintroducing the clause

in an amended form on the report stage,' communications

liave taken place between Mr. Bridgeman, Junior Lord of

the Treasury, who is well kuown to be greatly interested

in the matter, and representatives of the British Medical

Association and the Pharmaceutical Society. It is hoped

that as a result of negotiations the concession to the

liospitals may be made in a new. form not open to the

objections taken by the two societies as regards the

original clause.

SPIROCHAETES IN THE . BRAIN IN PARALYTIC
DEMENTIA.

The demon.stration of Spirochaeta i^aUida in the brains

of patients dying of general paralysis of the insane, or

dementia paralytica, was effected by Xoguchi and others

in America some little time ago. Mcintosh aud Fildcs -

have quite recently published an account of the technique

they employed iu 1914 for the purpose of this demonstra-

tion, noting that hitherto there has been no detailed

publication on the subject in this country. The brain

substance should be examined fresh, by the method of

dark-ground illumination ; the most satisfactory illu-

minator is the parabolic condenser of Zeiss, associated

with a J in. objective with a correction collar, and a

IS'o. 6 compensating ocular. The best source of light is

a small arc lamp. A small fragment of cortical grey

matter about the size of a pin's head is removed from
the specimen and broken up in a drop of saliue iu

a wat<;h-glass ; the tissue should not be thoroughly

emulsified, since the specimen will then be too opaque
for satisfactory examination. A small quantity of the

fluid is next placed on a slide and examined for five or ten

minutes, and if the examination is then negative a new
area of the cortex may be taken in hand. Wherever
spirochaetcs are found, that portion of the brain may be

fixed in formalin and stained by Noguchi's modification of

Levaditi's method for demonstrating spirochaetes iu sec-

tions. It is clear that the dark-ground technique gives no
information as to the relation of tlie organisms to the

surrounding tissues ; but it very much facilitates the ex-

amination of sections, aud almost ensures that spirochaetes

should be present in the fragment selected for fixing and
staining. The detection of spirochaetes in stained sections

of the brain is often extremely difiicult. as the organisms

may be degenerate or atypical, and may be distinguishable

from nerve fibrils that chance to have taken up the silver

also. It is only when areas arc found iu which the fibrils

are unstained, or when a focus contains typical as well as

atypical spirochaetes, that the diagnosis can be made with
confidence. Mcintosh aud Fildes examined the brains of

seven cases of paralytic dementia, and by the dark-

ground method found spirochaetes in six of them. In
addition five cases were examined in which the symptoms
suggested the diagnosis of dementia paralytica, but this

proved incorrect at the autopsy; in these no spirochaetes

were found. All the paralytic cases examined had ex-

Ijibited relatively acute manifestations before death, and
the brains with one exception were not much wasted ; the

lesions on the whole appeared to be recent. The spiro-

chaetes were always confined to the grey matter ; iu one
case only was a single specimen seen in the meninges.

They tend to occur iu groups ; it is unusual to find a single

spiroehaete unaccompanied by several others in the

vicinity. They were more or loss superficial, and no
constant relation between them aud the nerve cells or
blood vessels could be observed. Some spirochaetes
appeared to be applied to nerve cells, but this distribution

was not striking. In fact, they seemed to l)c scattered
quite fortuitously about the superficial layers of the cortex,

independently of cellular infiltrations. It may be noted
that although spirochaetes were found by the dark-ground
method in six of the brains, they could only be detected in

the cut sections of tliree of the six. It is clear that the
method of staining aud section presents greater difficulties

than the other, and ensures the detection of the spirochaetes

only when they are numerous.

We regret to announce the death at Bishopston,

Renfrewshire, of Dr. Bruce Goff, formerly of Bothwell,
which took place ou .July 4th, aged 81. Dr. Bruce Goff

was a member of the Central Council for^uany years, and
took a prominent part in the conduct of the affairs of the

Association. We hope to publish an obituary notice in a
later issue.

iltebical Halts in f^Mrliumtnf.

Royal Armj Medical Corps.—Sir .John Lonsdale asked the
Under Secretary for AVar, on July 1st, whether certain

lieutenants of the Eoyal Army Medical Corps Special
Reserve serving in France were given to understand some
months ago that their names had been noted for transfer

to the Regular Royal Army Medical Corps ; whether they
had been gazetted accordingly, and, if not, when they
might expect to be gazetted ; whether their transfer ou
being gazetted would be antedated to the time that they
were noted for the change ; and whether, as the trau.sfer

was entered iu some cases before the recent general pro-

motion of Regular Royal Army Medical Corps lieutenants

to be captains, those who were noted for transfer prior to

the genera! promotion would be included in the hst for

captaincy and be gazetted accordingly. Mr. Tennanfc
said that no promise of a transfer to the Regular Royal
Armj' Medical Corps had been given, but a certain number
of lieutenants of the Special Reserve and temporary
lieutenants had made applications for permanent com-
missions in the Royal Army Medical Corps, and tlieir

requests had been noted for consideratiou iu the event of

it being decided to give direct commission instead of,

in the usual way, by open competition. The question

of the date from which such appointments would
take effect aud what rank would be given would
be for consideration when the matter was settled.

Mr. Jowett, on July 1st, asked the Under Secretary for

War if he would undertake to refrain from transferring

men who enlisted in the Royal Army Medical Corps before

the passage of the Army Act Amendment (No. 2) Act from
the non-combatant to the combatant branches of the
service, haviug regard to the fact that the men in question
enlisted in the belief and, so far as they kuew, on tho
distinct understanding that their services would be
utilized for the purpose for which they were volunteered.

Mr. Tennant said he could not give any absolute pledge to

abstain from using, in the case of men of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, the powers conferred by the Act to which
he referred, but he thought he could give an assurance that

the consideration he urged would be borne fully in mind.
Mr. Hogge ; Will my right hon. friend at least guarantee
that he will give these men a choice ? Mr. Tennant said,

in reply to subsequent questions by Mr. Hogge, that the

War Office always endeavoured to carry out the wishes ol

the men in the matter of transfer, and that he was looking

into the matter regarding the members of the Scottish

Royal Army Medical Corps who desired to join the Royal
Scots and were not allowed to do so.

Consultants.—Sir J. Lonsdale asked the Secre-

tary to the Admiralty the terms of the new arrangement
made with medical consultants at Royal Naval hospitals.

Dr. Macnamara, Parliamentary Secretary to the Admiralty,

said that the new arrangement was that seven consultants
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should be given temporary commiesions as Surgeous-
Gcneral. with the pay and allowancee of that rank—
•uajueiy

:

auJ two temporal y commissione as Fleet Surgeous of feu
years seniority, with the pay and alloAvauceS'of that rank
—namely

:

i" S. il.

FhU pav ... ... 638 15 Opei-aiimim
Ho;iseaIiowauoe .. 50
Hospital allowaui'e ... b3

As in the case of other naval medical officers, they had
been informed that their appointments would not entirely

preclude their euaaging in private practice, provided it

was clearly understood that such practice did not inter-

fere with the performance of their naval duties. Sir .1.

Lonsdale asked if it would not have been better if this

practice had been availed of from the beginning instead of

having salaries of iS.OOO. Dr. JIacnamara said he could
not answer that ijuestiou. but he desired to saj' on behalf
of these very distinguished gentlemen that they readily

acquiesced in this altei-ation in the most patriotic way.
Di: Macnamara added, in reply to Mr. Watt, that there
were seven consultants and then there were two others;
the .Sdtuirahy had not added to them.

and the War.—Mr. Lloyd George stated, in reply
to Sir Philip Magnus, on July 1st. that he was fully alive

to the great importance of securing the co-operation of

scientific workers throughout the country, and of utilizing,

so far as practicable, the laboratories and workshops of

universities and technical schools for experiments and for

the making of munitions of war or parts thereof. He
was unable at present to make a detailed statement with
regard to the establishment of a central committee or

bureau for dealing with inventions and practical scientific

txuestions incidental to the operations of the war. He
expressed his appreciation of the valuable help which was
already being ungrudgingly given to the Ministry of

rvinnitions by men of science and by. scientific anthorities

and institutions. . - "

and the War.—Sir Clement Kinloch-

C'ooke asked the Inder Secretary- of State for War on
•luue 30th whether, in view of the necessity of securing

the services of as many medical men as possible for the

army, he would consider the suggestioij of giving the rank
of sublieutenant to medical studcnjs who have passed their

second M.B. examination and werg willing to join the
Royal "Army Medical Corps for j;he duration of the war?
Mr. Tenna"nt said that stTidents^of''snffi'.,-ieut seniority and
medical training to be of use in the arrny in' tlio way
wuggested would be better employed if they continued at

their medical schools and qualified as medical men as soon
as possible. They woidd then be eligible for commissions
in the Royal Army Medical Corps. The services of senior

students were required to help in carrying on the work in

the large civil hospitals connected with their teaching
schools. Nearly all of these hospitals were providing
accommodation for sick and wounded soldiers, and their

staffs were veiy hard worked. It was not proposed to

admit into the commissioned ranks of the Royal Army
Medical Corps any candidates who were not fully qualified

medical men. In reply to subsequent questions by Sir

Henry Craik, Mr. Tennant said that care would be taken
not to give way to any such suggestion as giving a titular

[
name.which would imply experience when that e.xperience

is not possessed.

Abdominal Wounds.—Mr. Hugh Law asked the Under
Secretary of State for War, on .July 5th. if he could state

approximately the number of men who had died in hospital

as the result of abdominal wounds received in the western
area of war, and what proportion such cases bore to the
total number of men suffering from such wounds. Mr.
Tennant said he was afraid this information could not be
given without asking the medical authorities in France for

a return, and they were already heavily burdened. In

782 cases m whigh it had been necessary to amputate one
or more hmbs of men admitted to hospitals at home or ia
France.

Territorial Force Medical Branch. - Commander Bellairs
asked the Under Secretary of State for War, on July 6th,
in view of the fact that the medical branch was the only
executive branch of the Territorial Force which had a,

regulation preventing promotion until after three years'
service, whether the War Office could see their way to
alter the rule so as to induce more medical men to join
and as an act of justice to those who had already joined?
3Ir. Tennant said that the question was already under
consideration.

Recruits and Defective Eyesight.—Colonel Yate asked, on
July 5th, whether men were now permitted to enlist whose
defects of eyesight could bo corrected by glasses ? Mr.
Tennant said tlmt those who wore glasses were not pre-
vented from enlisting unless their eyesight was defective
beyond a definite limit ; such men were allowed to join
the army for certain definite purpose, such as drill
instructors, shoeing smiths. Army Veterinary Corps, etc.

Cbel
iply toa subsequent question, Mr. Tennant said that the

belsea Commissioners had up to date received reports of

Naval and Military Casualties in Dardanelles.—Blr. Joynson-
Hicks asked the Prime Minister what is the total number
of casualties divided into killed, wounded, and missing in
the Dardanelles campaign. The Prime Minister stated,
on July 1st, in reply to Mr. Joynson- Hicks, that the total
casualties sustained by both naval and military forces up
to May 31st were as follows

:

Killed
Wounded
Missing

Officers.
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Inoculation.—Mr. Tennant stated, on July Ist, in reply to

Mr. Chancellor, that in the Expeditionary Force in France

tliero had hoeu up to May 22nd, 1915, 297 cases of para-

typhoid, -with ten deaths. There were no figures available

to show in how many of these cases there had been inocu-

lation against typhoid. Mr. G. Greenwood asked whether
paratyphoid was not merely another name for typhoid

Avhen it manifested itself in persons who ought not to

have it because they had been inoculated ? Mr. Tennant
said that he was informed that it was a disease wholly

distinct from typhoid. In reply to another question by

Mr. Chancellor, on July 1st, Mr. Tennant said that in the

Expeditionary Force in France there liad been up to

May 22ud, 1915, 827 cases with 128 deaths. Of tliese

cases 508 occurred amongst the uuinoculated, and of these

106 died ; of the remaining 319 cases which occurred

amongst the inoculated 22 were fatal. The House would

be interested to know that the ratio of attacks was fourteen

times and of deaths forty-two times greater amongst the

iminoculated men. Mr. Chancellor inquired if the figures

averaged over the whole period, including the period when
the 60 per cent, or 70 per c;eut. of the men wc-ic uuinocu-

lated, or merely dealt with tlie figures relating to tlie

present day ? Mr. Tennant replied that he was deahng
with the figures for the whole of the campaign—from the

beginning of August. Mr. Tennant stated, on July 5tli, in

reply to Mr. W. Thorne, that men in the Berkshire Regiment
were not being refused leave because they were uninocu-

lated ; in point of fact, neaily 99 per cent, of the men in

question were inoculated. In reply to a supplementary
question, Mr. Tennant undertook to treat as private any
information on the point supplied to him.

Vaccination.—In replying to Mr. Sutton, on July 1st, the

President of the Local Government Board gave the

following figures of the number of births registered, the

number of certificates of exemption from vaccination

received, the percentage of exemptions to births, and the

percentage of children ultimately unvaccinated, for the

years 1906 to 1914 inclusive.
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THE AVAR,
MKDICAL AUKANGKMENTS OF THE BRITISU

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[i'roin a Special Corrcsjiondent in Northern France.]

VoLiSTAitY Aid Detachments.

There avo now about 120 laclics drawn from various
VoluutKry Aid BtUicliuieuts employed iu tlie capacity
of uursiBfi probationers in the British army hospitals iu

France. Their ciuployiuent is regarded, I am told, as iu

the nature of au experiment, but if so it must be one as to

the results of which considerable confidence is felt. The
first appointments were made several months ago, and
their number has been increased to the present total

comparativeh' recently.

I have no information as to the exact distribution of

these probationers, but gather that they are being sent to

hospitals at which the work, though fairly heavy, is

regular in its character, and thus allows of arrangements
being made for some definite piece of work well within
her power to perform being assigned to each newconjcr,
and for the scope for her energies being increased as her
fitness for her occupation becomes apparent. The ladies

first sent out were posted to hospitals where the work is

habitually of the light-case-long-stay order, and where
iu consequence it was easy for the sisters to supervise the
work of inexperienced assistants. It was on the strength
of what was then observed that the subsequent further
appointments were made.

All the ladies so far appointed have been nominated,
I understand, by a special Voluntary Aid^ Detachment
committee, wlricli does its work under the aegis of the
British Red Cross and the St. John Ambulance Societies.

They are not free lances, but are engaged for work iu

France under a definite contract which secures to the
War Office the command of their time for not less than
six njoutlis, if it pleases, and provides for the payment
to each probationer of a salary at the' rate of £20 a
year.

The requirements of the committee of selection include.

I am told, the production* of a birth certificate, and tliis

fact perhaps accounts for the circumstance that all the
members of Voluntary Aid Detachments I have met
appear to be women of that indeterminate age which
begins about 24 and ends about 40. Tliey have also

been young women of the best modern type—that is to

say, well set up, healthy-lookiug individuals, somewhat
offhand in manner, but obviously ladies, obviously well

educated, and very keen on justifj'ing their existence.
Nor do I think 1 have been mistaken in these conclu-

sions, for they arc upborne b}' what has been said to

me by persons of their own sex—namely, the nurses and
sisters at hospitals at which they are employed.
The experiment, therefore, if as such it can still be

regarded, seems certainly likely to prove a success. It

may be added that there are reasons why this might
initially be expected. Voluntary Aid Detachments have
been iu existence for a good many years, and though the
part they are expected to play therein is a little vague,
they are an officially recognized component of the general
system of territorial defence. The units formed by them
are semi-iudependent and their rules vary, but the work
required of women members before they can be classed as
" efficients ' would in all cases seem to be calculated to

eliminate individuals of the pillow-smoothing variety.

Among other thiugs it includes the passing of examina-
tions in sucb subjects as cooking, first aid work, and home
nursing. Even in peace time it is common, I believe, for

enthusiastic members of Voluntary Aid Detachments to

acquire some real knowledge of nursing by getting taken
on for a time at hospitals and nursing homes; and since
the war began the number of these members who have
increased their knowledge in this fashion is very large.

There is also the reason that, despite the fact that the
army hospitals in France are fully staffed by professional
nurses, there must always bo plenty of room in them for

the labour of women who, however little special know-
ledge they may possess, are pliysiVoliy strong, mentally
level-headed, conscientious in disposition, and ready to do
what they are told. To make this evident, it need merely

be recalled that one of the special features of the majority
of the hospitals in Franco is the frequency with whicii
they change their populations. The duration of a patient's
stay tends to be numbered by hours rather than by weeks
or days, and this means that the amount of bed changing
to be done is almost endless. The proportion, too, in tho
wards of cases which are entirely helpless, is much
larger than in civil hospitals at home in ordinary
times. For these and other reasons there is never any
lack of work than can safely and rightly be given to
probationers.

The ladies who are working in the hospitals are not tho
only representatives of Voluntary Aid Detachments to bo
seen iu France. At one time and another several refresh-
ment buffets or " rest stations " so called have been started
by them, and one at least of these is still at work. For
enterprises of this order Voluntary .\id Detachments are
specially trained, and those organized of them over here
were conducted so efficiently yet unobtrusively that it is
a great pity that when opportunity for such work
increased, it was absorbed by groups of workers less
disposed to keep their light under a bushel.

Stretcher Caekiers.
A day or two ago an old acquaintance just returned

from several mouths' Bed Cross work with the French
told me that ou the section of the lino on which he had
been last employed the French depended a good deal on
wheeled stretchers for carrying in the wounded from the
trenches to the advanced dressing stations. The fact
reminds me that several weeks ago at the head quarters
of one of the Territorial field ambulances (No. 3 North
Midland Field Ambulance, Lieutenant-Colonel Dent in
command) I saw a full-sized working model of a new
development iu the way of appliances of this general order.
It was not a wheeled stretcher, such as is^used by the
metropolitan police, nor a cycle stretcher carrier, such as is
often to be seen in hospitals, but something betwixt and
between. Its outstanding features were two parallel wire-
built pneumatic-tyred wheels, united by an axle each end
of which served as a centre point for an elliptic spring.
These springs extended to an equal distance befoie aud
behind the wheels and their extremities were united by
cross bars so shaped that any ordinary stretcher could bo
fixed firmly on them in a minute. So far the contrivance
did not seem to vary materially from others of like kind
that I had seen ; but on examination it became apparent
that it did in fact vary in a very important particular.
The centre of the axle aud the centres of the cross bars
were hinged in such fashion that the whole machine could
be closed up concertiua-wisc. Furthermore, when thus
closed it occupied so little space that six like machines
could easily be placed inside any ordinary empty ambu-
lance. Consequently they could be brought up to the
point where the ambulances would have to await their
loads and be sent forward and hasten the arrival of
the latter by relieving the stretcher carriers of their
burdens.
An experiment shows that the appliance could be opened

out and got ready for use by one man iu about a minute,
that two men could raise and fasten firmly to it a leaded
stretcher within another minute, and that whun thus
loaded with a 14 st. passenger, one man could pu^li the
whole thing along at a run over a surface resembliug a
rough field, aud including in its course one definite hillock.
To carry the same passenger over the same ground by
hand proved to bo a tryiug task for the two men who
undertook it, and, of course, its completion took a very
much longer time. The machiue, when I saw it, was not
regarded as quite complete. It had been built in haste,
and it was thought its construction might perhaps be
improved in detail. Possibly this maybe the case; but,
anyhow, the idea deserves encouragement. To clear a
battlefield quickly is always desirable, and when, as in
present circumstances, the action is never really at au end,
and when the time during which attempts to remove tlie

wounded from the trenches can be made witli reasonable
safety is extremely limited, any increase iu the rapidity
with which the task can be performed must be of advantage.
It was proposed, I understood, to call the appliance
described the " Miller .James stretcher carrier," after the
officer and non-commissioned officer who respectively
suggested and worked out its underlying idea.
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CANADIAN ARMY MEDICAL SERYICE.

.TisT as Sii- Alfred Keogb, 1;^hen D.G.M.S. cluiiiig i^eace

tiiue had organized the medical services o£ the country

so successhilly that -ivheu the great war broke out Terri-

torial and other liospitals and their stafl'*^ were rfady to

stand the strain, so in Canada the present Sm^j i i .i n. ml
Carleton Jones had during the last few v ;u . .n ;.i.m/i(I

the medical services iu cvi-ry province, lie li"! '. |m Hy

visited KnL^U„M,lr-a ,:,, l,- lu,n..-lf tl. .r.M:^!.!; .^^ir,, i ,nl

with War Otl'h- im> Ih^.l . :.m.I 1i;pI .\' X.' ]- I I- < ."
'
i'"'

service, so l';n' :'^l"-- |'>I' :i1"1il;H,. hn.'^wi il;- I. \ y
i

.

Thus when the c.iM .am, U.e (;huhIi;,i. \mp: .M..lir,,l

Corps was well prepared to work alougside the liiitish,

and, save lor the unavoidable delay in procuring oiduauce

and other supplies, the formation of the various units

has proceeded with singular stnootlmess and enthu-

siasm. Each province had its divisional service, and

everybody and everything fell into line without con-

fusion. Saying this, it has to be realized that con-

ditions in Canada have of necessity inti.i.lui
,

I ,,,;.;iiu

modifications, making the military orgaiu/, .
>

>: i-

mate more nearly to that of the Icm
,

-ii

this side. The permanent members of the An. ;> .'leUcal

Corps have formed a very small proportion of the whole

body. Lieutenant-colonels and majors high up in the

service in each province were, with rare exceptions,

leading practitieiiers iu .me or otlief lar-e .liy. l: • ilny

vere

development .'t thiA'.m M.ili.:.! (.iin

had taken out a eoiii -. :it Milll.aiil; ...

therefore. Canada despatched hei I'n^

sent with it not only the medical unit-

tliose also f.:.r the line^ of coiuiniiii

therewith, t...4.tli.'i' ^ill r.Muf.iivemenl:
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been drawn from the 'Western University of liOndon,

Ontario. In addition, there are tliree Field Ambulancea
and a Casualty Clearing Station belonging to this

Division.

Altogether, therefore, Canada has already provided
accommodation and care for between ten and clevcu

thousand patients.

But this does not exhaust all the offerings. Tlio

University of Alberta has offered to .supply a hospital of

250 li.-l^, lliiii .if "Miuif-ha a stationary hospital for

^. I, ii . ill 1 i ,i;i' ,
Ml.,!:. I ..iTer has been" received from

the 1 II, .
I it ,.1 I I'll, .,,1-1, . N'ova Scotia. The physicians

(il \aii,.,ii\, I lii\, ,.itii,'l to supply the personnel of a
general hospit.il of 1,040 beds, and their offer has been
accepted by the Government. The same is ti-ue of Peter-

borough, Ontario, and its physicians. Larabton County
Medical Association (Ontai-io) offered a unit of 200 beds,

the offer being still under consideration, while, lastly, a
series of ambulance depots are iu cour.-e of organization

throughout the Dominion. These will furnish reinforce-

ments for the ambulance corps overseas.

HOXOIRS.
A SUPPLEJIEKT to the Londcn G«.(-//r. issued on .July 3rd,

announced tliat the King has conferred the iVIilitary Cross

upon the following officers of the It.A.M.C. in recognition

of gallantry and devotion to duty whilst serving with the

Expeditionary Force:

Temporarv T.ip.!'piii..i! -Toh., Mnr,.|il,3,,l< (iillispie. M.B.,
R.A.lJ.t'. (>" M', "1'' nil "..^ I'll. :i. ^ .,..-s. he disjplayeil

iidetl under lire.
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deneral II . ' i lied in France. Toronto

Universilv i;,|iii.. lil. and No. 4 General

Hospital, under (_ "i.iuei K,,r.erts, is now at Shornclift'e

waiting to embark. l^ueen's University. Kingston,

(Ontario, has provided No. 5 Stationary Hospital. T.aval

University, the French University of Montreal and

Quebec, provides the personnel of No. 4 Stationary

Hospital. No. 3 Stationary Hospital has been recruited

from Western Ontario, and many of its personnel have

for e^. .

resouuL- ,1 .

Captain .\

.

9th Austra;;:
neiglibourii,,..

quent date,;, i,, i-.,,is|i!

attending woiuide.t uii.

courage of a liigli order

Dardakelles.
)ii are the acts of gallantry and distinguished
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I , ,iti,.iii(l, as announced in the
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initiative and

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Dial.

LlEt'TENANT WlLHAM REGINALD PrV N I
.'

\ ! (
' '- 1 eported

to have died in France in the casn,, , -hcd on
July 7th. He was educated at <..i:\ -, i,,..,^ i,;,- U.lt.C.S.

and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1914, and, after tilling tl:e post; of

house-surgeon of the Royal Surrey County Hospital at

Guildford, took a temporary commission in the 11..\,1LC.

on August 10th. 1914.

Tr,.'n',7f./.

Captain H. .T. Goriie. I!

Captain E. D. Gaii',hier

Surgeon-Captain P. W
Flanders.

Lieutenant (teinporaryi H. Pearce, R..V.M.C.

\.^I.C.,'l'.
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Sons of the Profession and Medioal Studksts.
In Rdilitioii to the low names wliich have been j^iveu in recent

Issues of the Journal, the following sous of medical men have
been killed. The names given below, however, must be but a
Bniall proportion of the total, as all of them, except the two
midshipmen, have fallen in the past two months.

X.ny.
Geoffrey Charles HarolJ, midshiijman, H.M.S. ITociue, lost

when that cruiser was torpedoed in the North Sea on September
22nd, 1914. second son of Dr. Harold, of Harley Street.

Hem-v P. Lewis Jones, son of the late Dr. Lewis Jones, of

St. Bartliolomew's, midshipman, H.M.S. llatcke, lost when
that cruiser was torpedoed in the North Sea ou October lath,

1914.
LieutenantCommander R. S. Parsons, R.N., fifth son of

Drs. Charles Parsons, of Tunbridge Wells.

Army.

Ackerlev.R.H.. Lieutenant 3rd (attached 1st) Battalion Koyal
Welsh Piisiliers, son o£ Dr. E. Ackerley of Llaudiudrod Wells,

May 17th.
Baddelev, E. L., Major S(h Lancashire Fusiliers, eldest son of

the late Dr. Baddeleynt AV "•
.

Bauks, Charles II:. . 1
' '.•11. Second Lieutenant

3rd Battalion Worcc •..
' . . l^lor son. of Dr. Charles

Bauks of Calcutta, dir 1 . : .. Uiiy 1st, aged 23.

Beattie-Crozier, P., Lat-a-u 4lu l:^inuts, only sou of Dr. J.

Be^ittie-Crozier.
Blacker, G. P., Second Lieutenant 12th Gloucester Regiment,

attached Northamptonshire Regiment, only sou of Dr. A. E.
Blacker of Clifton.

Blair, Sidnev, Second Lieutenant 3rd (attached 1st) Battalion
Roval Warwickshire Regiment, son of Dr. John Blair of Wigan,
May 16th.
Bard, T. M., Second Lieutenant 11th South Antrim Batt.alion,

Boral Ii-ish Rifles, son of Major T. M. Bard, attached R.A.M.C.
Campbell, R. C. C, Captain 3rd King's Own Scottish

Borderers, attached Highland Light Infantry, sou of Colonel
R. M. Campbell, C.B., CLE., I.M.S. (ret.), May 19th, of wounds
received in .\pril.

Chilton. P.. Lieutenant Ijth Argyll and Sutherland Hi.yh-

landers. reported killed in the Dardanelles, was the only sou
of Dr. Charles Chilton, Professor of Biology in Canterbury
College, Christchurch, N.Z. He was a student of mediciue at

Edinburgh University, aud a member of the O.T.C. On the

outbreak of the wai'' he applied for aud received his com-
mis-sion.
Edginton, R. W., Lieutenant 5th Royal Warwickshire Regi-

ment, only sou of Dr. R. W. Edginton of Edgbaston,
Birmingham.
Empsou, R. H. W., Lieutenant 5th Durham Light Infantry,

elder son of Dr. .T. Empson of Jlilborne Port, Somerset.
Evans, Eric, Captain 4th Royal Welsh Fusiliers, son of

Mr. E. D. E\ans of Wrexham, was studying medicine aud had
nearly completed his course.

Foi., W. H., Lieutenant 4th South Staffordshire Regiment,
Bon of Dr. G. M. Fox of Walsall.
Frost, E. L., Lieutenant 4th South Lancashire Regiment,

only son of Dr. Edmund Frost of Eastbourne.
Garrod, M., Lieutenant 6th Battalion London Regiment,

second son of Dr. A. E. Garrod.
Harper, C. G., Lieutenant 10th Gordon Highlanders, eldest

son of Dr. J. Harper of Rosary Gardens, London, S.W.
Heffeman, W. P., Second Lieutenant Royal Irish Regiment,

second son of Mr. W. K. Heffernan, J.P., of Killenaule, Ireland.

Heywood, T. A., Second Lieutenant 4th East Lancashire
Regiment, only son of Dr. T. W. Heywood of Darwen.
Hodges, W. H. W., Second Lieutenant 6th (attached 2nd)

Battalion King's Roval Rifle Corps, elder son of Mr. H. T.
Hodges of Walton-at-Stone, May 9t,h.

Hodgson, G. C, Lieutenant 7th Duke of Wellington's West

younger son of Dr. N. M. Maclehose of Harley Street.

Mathew, G. C, Captain 2/2nd Gurkha Regiment, youngest
son of the late Brigade Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colouel R. G.
Mathew, I.M.S., May 10th.

Miller, J. E. B., Lieutenant Royal Irish Rifles, only son of

Dr. J. E. Miller of Londonderry.
Orton, E. H., Second Lieutenant Scottish Rifles, younger son

of Dr. G. H. Orton of Kensington, May 9th.

Pigott, Eric John Kteffe Pemberton, Lieutenant Royal Irish

Regiment, son of Dr. I". K. Pigott of Shrewsbury, June 24th.

Pollard, Eric, Lance-Corporal 8th Battalion K.R.R.C., who
was killed bv a shell, was the younger sou of Or. J. Ellery

Pollard of Acock's Green, Birmingham. He was 17 years of

age.
Riordan, H. de B., Captain Special Reserve, attached 2nd

Battalion East Surrey Regiment, only son of Colonel W. E.
Riordan, R.A.M.C.(ret.), May 10th.
Robertson, P.. J. M., Lieutenant Roval Field Artillery, son of

Dr. J. R. S. Robertson, R.A.M.C. (ret.)," of Hayling Island.

Scott, T. R., Captain Royal Lancaster Regiment, eldest son
of Dr. T. R. Scott of Musselburgh, May 10th.

Shaw, R. T., Second Lieutenant Special Reserve, attached
2nd Battalion Royal Sussex Regiment, elder son of Dr.
Lauriston Shaw, May 9th.
Shepheard, Philip, Captain 1st Battalion Essex Regiment,

eldest son of Dr. Philip C. Shepheard, Aylsbara, Norfolk.

Spence, C. B., Lieutenant Royal Field Artillery and Royal

Flying Corps, younger son of Dr. James B. Spenoe of Burnt-
wood, May 9th.
StocW; T. P., Second Lieutenant Roval Engineers, elder

son of Surgeon-Major B. Q. Stocker, Wosses Engineers (T.1'.^.
May 19th.
Thomson, Richard Edward John, Lieutenant 15th Sikhs

eldest son of Lieutenant-Colonel S. J. Thomson, CLE. , I.M s!
(ret.). May 18th.
Trevor, F. P., Second Lieutenant 3rd Reserve Battalion

Duke of Cornwall's Light lufautry, only son of the late Mr.
A. T. H. Trevor, of Beaumaris.
Tuke, A. H. S., Second Lieutenant 3rd (attached 2nd) Bat-

talion Northumberland Fusiliers, only sou of Dr. T. S. Tuke,
ol Chiswick, May 9th.
Warren, Percy Soltan, Australian Contingent, eldest sou of

Dr. Warren, late of Melbourne, Dardanelles.

NOTES.
The Compilation of Casualty Lists.

As Eye-Wituess present -nith Ceneral Head Quarters iu
France, after stating that the main duty of the Adjutant-
General's Department is the provision of reinforcements,
goes on to point out that it is responsible for the duties
connected with casualties, discipline, prisoners of war, and
sanitation. Tlie office of tlie Director-General Army
Medical Service is a department of the Adjutant-General's
office :

A large branch of the work is carried out at one base, where,
under the title of the 3rd Echelon, a staH of several hundred
officers and men are employed.
"Reinforcements " include complete fresh units and forma-

tions of all arms sent out to increase the size of the armv, aud
drafts of the different arras dispatched to lill up the gaps'iu the
units already at the front. The former, as a rule, pass straight
through to the front ; the drafts form the floating population
of the base depots.
Apart from the work of replenishing the array, there is that

of recording aud reporting casualties. A proportion of soldiers
and officers disappear without lt:i\inj,' niiv trace of their late.
With regard to the others, hofo:.' a nmn.^ name is sent home
as a casualty it is necessury to i^l. Jil ify lihu absolutely, and to
ascertain his name, initials, rr^iinciital number, and unit, and
what has happened to him. Tliis is done at the base by a small
staff detached from each unit or biauch of the army in
the field, which is emi.loye.l in checking and verifying
every piece of information received from the front re-
garding any member of its own unit and in maintaining
a complete record of all its members in the shape of a sort
of life-history. In the block of buildings where this w-ork is

carried on may be seen several rooms lilled with soldier clerks
from every unit of the service, British and Indian, working at
small tables piled with papers, very much as clerks in a large
bank or insurance otifice at home. Thirty copies of the casualty
lists are sent home daily, amounting sometimes to 3,000 sheets
of typed matter.
The Adjutant-General's branch is also responsible for the

disposal of the effects and the wills of dead men and for their
verification and for ascertaining their place of burial. In the
latter task it is much assisted by the Graves Registration Com-
mission, which consists of a small body of gentlemen who give
their time voluntarily to tlie work of collecting information
about the dead. They also furuish the graves with wooden
crosses stencilled with the names of the buried and the date of
their death. Finally, a not inconsiderable portion of the
Adjutant-General's staff at the base is contiuuously and solely
employed in replying to queries about casualties, of which as
many as 200 sometimes come in on one day.

Baltic and Cokx Exchange Hospital.
The Baltic and Corn Exchange Hospital Unit, the

personnel of which is drawn from the R.A.M.C,
St. John Ambulance, and British Red Cross Society,

has been at work at Calais since last October. A report
issued recently shows that Major Stedraan, F.R.C.S.Edin.,
the officer commanding, has had the regular assistance of

four surgeons, while other members of the profession have
been temporarily employed. During the six months end-
ing April 24th, 1915, 1,098 persons were admitted, and a
statistical analysis is provided of those cases—747 in

mimber—recorded iu the clinical card index. The great
majority of the patients were soldiers aud officers of the
Belgian army arriving from the front at the clearing
liospital at the Central Railway Station at Calais or
brought down by car from the field hospital of the
6th Belgian Division, and admitted on account of some
condition urgently requiring treatment before they could
be sent ou by the hospital ships to England or Cherbourg,
or by the trains sanilaircs to the base camp in a distant

part of France. The statistical tables which form the
bulk of the report have been prepared by Dr. Lionel J.

Picton, registrar of the hospital. A glance at them shows
hjw various were the conditions with which the sta£f had
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to deal, ranging from all kinds of injuiy due to piojcctiles

to carcinoiaa of the sigmoid and appendicitis (12 cases).

Ceases of typhoid numbeiing 69 were treated in an annexe

hospital; of these, 14 died. Of 25 cases among vaccinated

persons, 3 died, while of 44 unvaceinated 11 died.

The report includes reprints of two papers on irray

work by Lieutenant .T. R. Caldwell, a member of the staff,

which have appeared in the Lancet.

Those responsible are to be congratulated on the amount
of valuable service disclosed, and we see that, sinci: the

conclusion of the period dealt with, a sudden and great

increase in the number of wounded arriving at Calais has

placed a further strain upon the resources of the hospital,

and involved the opening of three new wards.

Arrival of Hospital Ship in Dublin.
Early last week the hospital ship Ox/on/s/n re arrived

in Dublin with 673 wounded soldiers, of whom 226 were
cot cases. Of the total number, 300 men were dispatched

to Belfast in two trains, one from the Great Northern
Kailway and tlie other from the Great Southern and
Western. Sixteen cot cases were taken in the Great
Northern train and 20 in the other. Unfortunately, a
wounded soldier died of internal haemorrhage while he
was being lifted from his cot to be brought ashore. The
373 cases were distributed among the various Dublin
hospitals. The arrangements for conveying the wounded
were entirely in the hands of the Irish Automobile Club,

and fifteen of the club's ambulances were in use. As
usual on these occasions, the men of the U.A.M.C. were
assisted in disembarking patients by ot. .John Ambulance
orderlies and Ked Cross and Voluntary Aid Detaohmruts.
At the North Wall, where the patients were disembarked,
were 50 St. John men and 8 Ked Cross orderli.s, while

the jiatients were tranferred from the ambiilinin s b> tlie

hospital wards by 125 St. John Ambulaurr ,., Jn hr, aud
18 Red Cross orderlies. One huudred of tli.' N -^ m v. lely

iujured cases were sent to the Dublin Castle llnl Ciu.-s Hos-
pital. Out of the 373 wounded allotted to Dublin, 192 were
lying-down cases and 181 were sitting-up cases. Tlie men
all came from Flanders, and the majority of the wounds
appear to have been inflicted with shrapnel.

Wounded Allies Relief Fund.
Ho<!jnliil Worl: in France

Smce its Ti i| iisiM n 1)\ the Wounded Allies Rehr f Com-
mittee in lilMin\ the Hopital M litaiie Anglais at

Limoges his hi in 1 v,cU ovei two huudicd suigical

cases, spetuilU scli^did bj the French authoutits as being
paiticulailj' severe and complicated. In the suae space
of time thuehavc been onlj eight deaths At tin Hopital
Mihtaiie, 37a, Dieppt the dtath late since Klnuuy is

onH 05 p(i CI it This hi spitil ick.ms tin moie
sli_litU «nuiHl( 1 ml kieps i.K.st of its Mtifiits liom
witliai tw 1 11 tin In-si t tliiii liung«i.iml I uiiUl they
ait comph ( 1 1 Ihc administiatoL wiitLS

Duini„ I Dieppe liosgiatluall-\ been emptiefl,
arLoiilin^ I in w Inch is tli it w 3un Uil aie to be
sent to nil I liecouna\ till tlie\ aip full I(a\ing
otlieistiiw il I II II 1 I ises At tlieeiid of JMa\ tlieiL w IS not
a Ijtd to oe ha I ui Dibppt- now we have ueails a tbous^ud, and
aie next on the hst to 1 1 tilled.

The French Red Ci;(iss,

Mr. James Douelan, M.Ch., ;\I.i:., :\Iodii-al Referee,

Comite de Londres, t>, Knightsbi idt;.', HyiU I'lirk Corner,
S.W., writes: "The generous response of the piofession to

the appeal you were good enough to allow me to make in

the Journal of April 24th (p. 740) tempts me to beg again
your kind assistance. A number of hospitals that pre-

viously made their own arrangements for their surgical

staffs, owing to new regulations by the authorities, have
now to be supjiiied through this organization. Vacancies
now occur and will continue to do so for some months.
I should, therefore, feel greatly obliged to any of my
confreres desiring to offer their services for a month or
more if they woiUd write to me for application terms or
any other information on this subject. If they should
wish a personal interview, as I am doing this work in the
intervals of practice, I must ask them to write for an ap-

pointment. There are a very few paid appointments for

good operators willing to go for three or more months.
In the case of American surgeons, I am instructed to

say that iheir co-operation is heartily welcome and most

valued. In order, however, that American surgery should
be as worthily represented as it deserves, and in view of
the fact that we have scarcely any criterion of the value
of many diplomas, evidence of actual hospital appoint-
ments and of surgical work done therein will be required.
Surgeons wdio have served with the American Red Crosa
in any hut the hospitals of our allies are not eligible."

Typhus in a German Prison Camp.
The Wounded Allies Relief Committee lias received a

letter from a trustworthy source in Switzerland stating
that the camp for prisoners of war at Soltau, Germany, is

in quarantine as the result of an epidemic of typhus fever.

It is permitted to write and to send parcels to tho
prisoners, but they are, of course, not allowed to reply.
The letter goes on to say that all necessary sanitarj
measures have been taken to stem the epidemic.

India.
BcngaVs Hospital Ship.

In the Journal of .July 3rd Iji. 30) an account was given 01
the hospital ship, or ratlier flat. I'.eiiiiali, lilted out for service
in the river Tigris by the Bengal \ijluiiteer Field Ambulance
Corps. Unfortunately she lias been at the bottom of the sea
for nearlv two months. An account of her loss is given in the
Pioneer ihiil of May 28tli and June 4th. She left Calcutta on
May 15th, in tow of the transport .SiA-/i, the intention being to
tow her from Calcutta to Bombay, and thence to the Persian
Gulf. Bad weather was encountered soon after leaving the
Sandheads, and she foundered in the Bay of Bengal, about 260
miles east of Madras, on May 17th. Fortunately her medical
personnel were not on board at the time, intending to join her
at Bombay, so when lost she had only a small working crew on
board, who were all saved by the Sik'li, no lives being lost. The
medical staff, under Lieuteiiant-Colonel A. H. Nott, I. M.S., will
go to the I'ersian Gulf for employment there as an ordinary
land field ambulance.

Serbia.
According to the Morning Post Professor Reiss, of Lausanne,

has written from Kragnjevatz, stating that, thanks to the
timelv assistance of the British and French Ited Cross
Mist, on the 1 ealth of tie Seil ai aimy is now vci\ good,
anltleei lem c of i\\\ is las been stamiedout Owing to
\ rcc nat 01 1 an e\t is e s ale 1 e thinks the danger of
el oleia ma> 1 v 1 e le ai 1 1 t 1 c t t

The i / y ( y/ cf Jil 3 I 1 n
Ml C 11 lie J lie le It 1

from a te Us tour 1 1 Sei 1 1

showelT t
I

It 1 |1

out in
I

t f
I

o
liiuc 1 le I „ lucto a and
1 uises In I I tieiei ce of the
Seib ai to I 1 tl atll leatens
IS t 1 1 o 1 1 I 1 s d iht-i The
Austuinii o I 1 aie ell i,\ 1 1 it the latrines are
lesoiil el as h ^1 ly insamtaiv In Me i? ol tl e niMiads of flies,

tl at ciease as the summer ad\ances his constitutes a serious
danger.

MONTFNCi RO
The two typhus units of the W ninded Allies Belief Com-

mittee for Montene„io w ill sh \\\\ I established at Nikshich
and Podgorit'a 1 he two 1 I ' t in chaige of the
Committees iMsjitil at Kii ha%e been ap-
pointed heuteii lilts in theSi 1

1

ii|itiou3 towards
anypait ef this wmkwill I i I b\ the ( om-
mittee s Hunolal^ Jieasuiti I 11 1 sq (Manager),
London Couutj and \\estminatLi Bank 217 stiand, 'W L.

Medical Officers Wanted.
Wanted, two good fox-hunting doctors, to join a Mounted

Brigade Field Ambulance. Must take iraijerial service obliga-
tion. Pay and allowances as R.A.M.C. Applications to Cap-
tain Edwards, Hampshii-e Carabiniers, Bo>vood Camp, Calne.
Wilts.

The late Dr. Samuel Herbert Habershon left unsettled
property valued at £7,869.
Dr. William Arthur Brailey (consulting ophthalmic

surgeon to Guy's Hospital) left estate valued at £10,003.
Dr. Daniel Carmichael, of Ncwcastle-on-Tyue, late

meilical officer of health for Bedliiigton, left estate valued
at £8,857 gross, with net personaltv £8,060.
The Lyons City Library is enlleri in-, under the title of

" Bibliotheqne ele la Gu'one, ' ilMeuiin nts of all kinds
relating to the war. They im-liule ihe medicine and
surgery of the war, hygiene and epidemiology, hospital
administration, the relations of the war to jiublic health,
legal medicine, veterinary science—in short, all branches
of medical science which have a direct bearing on present
events. To Professor Lesieur, physician to the Lyons
hospitals, has been entrusted the chief direction of the
work.
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(Bnglaittt aittJ Malts.

London-,

Teoi-hcrs for yfcilallu Defcclhe Children.

The Education Couimittec o£ the London County Conucll

reported to the ujeotiug of tho Council, on Juno 29th, that

tliej- had Lad under coiisidoratiou the desirability of

iuakin<; provi'sion for tlie training of teacliers for mentally

defective children, in view of the need for sucli teachers

wliich would be produced bv the Elementary Education
(Defective and Epileptic Children) Act, 1914. The Board
of Education, it was stated, are prepared to approve and
pay grants for the establishment of a one-year course of

such training for trained certificated teachers and
graduates, and it was felt that the Council have special

facilities for providing a course of this kind, the special

schools of Loudon being larger in number, and probably

suijerior in quality, to those of any other area of cijual

size. Tho Committee recommended that persons who
already hold certain educational qualifications should he
accepted as resident students at the Council's training

college at Furzedowu (Wandsworth) for a special course
of training for teaching in schools for the mentally
defective.

The recommendation was adopted by the Council.

Ambulance Service for London.
The ambulance scheme for London is gradualh' taking

shape. The special committee on the establishment of

this .service reported to the Council that a new ambulance
station in Shoreditch, equipped with two motor ambulances,
was opened on June 21st, and that new stations in South-
wark, Bloomsbury, Brixton, and Lee, would be succes-

sively available during the next two mouths. It was al.so

stated that, an essential feature of the ambulance scheme
for London being the use by police constables of private

telephones, some 350 telephones were at present available

in various jiarts of the county, but it was hoped that this

wholly inadequate number would be greatly increased
shortly. To secure an efficient service, telephonic facilities

should be available at intervals of not more than 440 yards
in every one of the more important streets and roads.

Axyhivis' Expenditure on Drugs.
The accepted tenders for the London County Asylums

for the four months from July to October included an ex-
jxinditure on drugs of £1,505, on druggists' sundries of

£107, and on bandages and dressings of £325.

Medical Lnspection of School Children in
Ln'EEPOOL.

Dr. Hope, JI.O.H. for the city of Liverpool, iu his annual
report giving details of the work done by the school medical
inspectors, states that 38,709 children were examiued, of

whom 19,289 were entrants and the remainder between
the ages of 12 and 13. The head teachers in a largo
number of cases materially contributed to the efficiency of

inspection by drawing the attention of the school medical
officers to children requiring examination. It is worthy
of notice that children absent from school were not over-

looked but medically examined when illness was put
forward as an excuse for non-attendance. There wore
5,397 eye cases, including 4,973 instances of defective

vision. Of the remainder there were only 2 cases of

trachoma. Of affections of the mouth, nose, and throat
there were 1,416 cases, defective teeth claimed 308, tonsils

and adenoids and mouth breathing 200 cases. There were
411 cases of ear defects ; of these 199 were cases of deaf-

ness and 180 cases of otorrhoea. There were 136 cases
in which tho organs of the chest were involved ; heart
disease 65, bronchitis 75 cases. Tuberculosis accounted
for 72 cases, phthisis 47, of which 15 cases were dubious;
tuberculous glands 14, tuberculosis of bones and joints 2,

and other forms of tuberculosis 9. Of general diseases

there wore 362 cases, including anaemia and debilitj' 279,

malnutrition 47, rheumatism 20, rickets 9, cretinism 6,

haemophilia 1. The number of infectious aud sldn

diseases was 368 cases, including measles 3, whooping-
cough 3, mumps 23, influenza 2, ringworm of the scalp 78,

ringworm of the body 35, scabies 21, impetigo 147, alopecia

16, eczema 17, and other skin affections 23. There were

80 cases of nervous disease— chorea 20, epilepsy 21,
infantile paralysis 10, and other untabulated affections 29.
Tho treatment of these children has not yet been so well
organized as their inspection. The Education Committee
has provided for efficient eye tr.^atment by paying for the
services of ophthalmologists. There is also .r-ray treat-
ment for obstinate cases of ringworm of the scalp. But
the bulk of skin affections is left to the charitable institu-
tions of the city. At present the Education Committee is

considering measures to ensure treatment of those
children suffering from mouth, nose, and throat affections.
In time, no doiibt, the school authorities will awaken to
their responsibility of fulfiUiug the corollary of efficient
medical inspection by providing efficient medical treat-
ment. It is not right that this should bo left to charitable
institutions. Now more than ever is the child a valuable
asset to the State. The health of its future citizens should
not be jeopardized by procrastination and by failure to
provide an efficient and competent service for tho treatment
of school children.

The Salfokd Scheme for the Prevention of Excessive
Prescribing.

At the monthly meeting of the Salford Insurance Com-
mittee on June 17th a report was read from the Medical
Benefit Subcommittee dealing with the disparity in the
number and cost of prescriptions for the year 1914 as
compared with 1913. It appears that in 1913 toe charges
on the drug fund were so heavy that the chemists only
received about two thirds of their accounts, tho total

deficiency being about £3,680, while in 1914 there will be
a very substantial surplus in the fund. The amount ol

surcharge claimed by the Pharmaceutical Committee for

excessive prescribing iu 1913 amounts to about £1,100, and
sixteen of the panel practitioners arc implicated. So far,

however, the Insurance Cuuimittee has not come to any
decision. In order to prevent as far as possible any
tendency to excessive prescribiug iu 1914, an arrangement
was made between the raiiel aud Pharmaceutical Com-
mittees by which the general pool for the panel prac-
titioners was to bs credited ou paper with the whole of tho
8s. 6d. available for medical benefit, while each prac-
titioner was then to be debited w'ith the cost of his own
prescriptions, it being understood that in no case would
the chemists receive more thau 2s. or less than
Is. 6d. per insured person. It thus became the direct
interest of each practitioner to reduce the cost of

his prescriptions. The effect of this arrangement
was seen even at the beginning of 1914 ; there was a
large decrease in the charges for drugs aud appliances,
the cost per script falling from about 7d. to 5d,, and the
number of scripts being also lessened. In some cases the
reduction was so great that a fear began to be expressed
in the Insurance Committee that insured persons might
possibly not be receiving adequate drugs aud appliances.
Only one definite charge, howcvn, v,-;i'^ ln-r-^lit forward.
This came from the lady supei i •

'.
. ;!ie district

nurses' home, aud was to tin -
t m a, number

of cases patients had not been hi'm: >l -iili adequate
dressings. An inquiry was therefoio iiia.le by the Medical
Benefit Subcommittee, aud iu its course it came out that
in many cases the doctors had been giving their patients
medicines out of their own surgeries free of charge,
instead of giving prescriptions, mainly in order to save
themselves being debited with the dispensing fees of 2d. a
bottle. Tliougli ur, oon:plaints had been made by patients
of inadeq ' ^, the Medical Benefit Subcommittee
consider. practice was undesirable and that
the arrj; [lossibly lend itself to some abuses,
such as 1 1 - . M the case of dressings. The Sub-
committee accordingly passed the following resolutions:

1. That no evidence has been adduced that would satisfy this
Subcommittee that insured persons in Salford have not
received adequate medical attendance aud treatment
during the year 1914.

2. Tliat this Subcommittee is of opinion that the disparity
in the number aud cost of prescriptions for the year 1914,
as compared with 1913, has resulted from the arrange-
ment made between the Panel and Pharmaceutical
Committees at the beginning of 1914 for the repression oE

excessive prescribing, which arrangement has now been
discontinued.

The whole matter had previously boon referred for the
consideration of the Panel Committee, which agreed with
the subcommittee that the arrangement had not proved
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satisfactory. When it was made it bad been definitely

stated by the Commissioners that it was simply an

arrangement between tlie Panel and Pharmaceutical Com-
mittees not requiring the consent of the Insurance

Committee, whose busiuess was simply to see that the

insured received adequate drugs and appliances. At the

same time, any expression o£ opinion by the Insurance

Couiniittec was bouud to have weight, and the two reso-

lulious of the Medical lionetit Subcounnittee were carried

uuaniiiu.usly by tlie Insurance Committee. It was ex-

plained tliat the Panel Committee had anticipated this l)y

iuformiug the panel practitioners that the arrangement

would bo cousidcrcd to have ended with the year 1914,

and that the drug fund would now be dealt with in the

usual way, with the special safeguard that the chemists

will, every miinth. scrutinize all scripts. :iiid refer to the

Panel Con,,,:i , ]• r, ;,,- r,.. . ; .
=.:^,,^:.nt.

The Pand <
:

,:,.:; .is it

arises, in :" i

'

'
-

i' "; ii>

saying whet !:' ;ni\ .-III -'..
I i^i; i- ' '" ^i^' -I'll; il is

hoped that iu tins way the long delay that occurred in 1913

may be avoided.

A letter was also read from the Panel Committee calling

attention to the hardship inflicted on the sixteen prac-

titioners who were alleged to have prescribed extraYa'_;autly

in 1913, owing to the fact that, pending the settlement

of the question of surcharge, sums of money had been

withheld from them considerably in excess of the sums
claimed by the Pharmaceutical Committee as surcharge.

It was stated that this had been done in cnnsequence of

advi'-f fi"ri the Commissioners t*.,ii,,,, tinf no final

sii;:- I :i'
' !ld be made with ;' n.-rs until

til' M '
I "t surcharge had I i. After

amounts owing to these practitinni is n> c\cess of the

amounts claimed by the Pharmaceutical Committee as

surcharge for over-prescribing should at once bo paid.

Dr. Taylor said that though be liad spoken strongly on
several occasions against excessive prescribing, and thonght

it should be punished if no satisfactory explanations were
forthcoming, he could not regard it as fair to withhold,

say, £10 fr(nn a doctor when tlie utmost surcharge cuiuiifd

was only ah.Mit i'S. The motion was seconded hv Mr. ( lill,

who rep'r.'sents the chemists on the lusur.ancc Committee,

and was carried unanimously. This still leaves a final

settlement to be made with these practitioners when the

question of surcharge is settled.

The Clerk stated that the number of patients treated

during the month of April was 13,291. and the average

cost for drugs and appliances was 8.9d. a patient. The
number of prescriptions disjieused was 26,515—that is,

about 2 per patient, the average cost per prescription being

4.4d. The number of insured persons in the area is

somewdiere about 90,000. It is fully expected, now that

the arrangement for debiting the doctors with the cost of

their own prescriptions has been ended, that thecluirge on
the drug fund will rise cousiderablj' as compared with

1914, as there will be no further likelihood of nuilicines

being given bj' the doctors out of their own stocks. At
the same time, with the experience that the panel doctors

have now had in economical prescribing, and with the

monthly scrutiuy of scripts, which will avoid the long

delay that occurred in 1913, it is fully expected that

extravagant prescribing will be reduced to a minimum.

.^fotlantr.

To-\VN Planning.
Ix Jiis annual report Dr. A. J. Macgregor, M.O.H.
l)uufermline, discusses the town planning scheme at

Rosytb, which is a short distance outside the burgh
boundaries, and to which the works connected with the
Forth naval base are attracting a large population.

Jh'. Macgregor says: " .V town planning scheme is at the

root a sanitary measure, its main object being to improve
the conditions of living along health-giving lines, and not

merely to improve the amenity of a district. It seeks to

establish a standard of housing, and so comprehensive is

the Act in its application that it not only defines the units

for present and future housing, but also takes under its

control all building operations within the prescribed area

undertaken during the preparation of the scheme. Tliis

power of retrospective control has in the case of Dunferm-
line exerciised an inhibitory and most jn-ejudicial influcuco
on building operations, and the house famine that has pre-

vailed throughout the burgh for the last three years has
been more acute than ever. Our hope of relief lies eitbev
in the acceptance of our town-planning scheme by tho
Local Government Board, or, failing such acceptance, by
the abandonment of the principle of retrospective control
until our scheme can bo .so modified as to enable it to
receive the necessary official sanction. The sanitary
authorities are prohibited from making use of their

statutory powers iu regard to housing accommodation so
long as the condemning of property only means turning
out families in the street. In the altered conditions pre-

vailing since the war broke out it is hopeless meantime to

look to a municipal housing scheme, and our future
welfai-e, bo far as housing is concerned, must centre round
the fate of our town-planning scheme."

Hkalth of Leith.
In his fourteenth annual report Dr. William Robertson,

M.O.H. Leith, states that the death -rale of the burgh in

1914 was 15.4 per 1,000 of the p..! nii;.,,. The total

nundier of deaths was 1,234. Otthi- . •
i ::.-,, pneu-

monia, bronchitis, and other pulnioiiji , d: ;>•' ountcd
for 282, whilst other forms of tuiM , -;., ( xcUiding
phthisis, caused 60. Tuberculosis iu all its forms was to

be blamed for 144 deaths, and cancer claimed 96 victims.

By slow degrees the contest against tuberculosis of the
lungs was being successfully carried on; but all the
sanatoriums and dispensaries were like whitewash
applied to a disease which could only be arrested by
having houses well ventilated and well lighted. Fresli

air in dwellings would save the local authorities much
expense everywhere. An open-air school was much
needed in Leith. Heart disease had caused 131 deaths,

and from non-defined causes there had been as many as
305. There had been no fewer than 700 cases of scarlet

fever, and of these 569 were removed into hospital ; but
the disea.se had fortunately been of a mild type, and the
average stay in hospital had been only thirty days ; and
131 cases had been treated at home bj' the Milne method.
Through the shorter stay in hosijital and the Milne
method of treatment Dr. Hobertson calculated that £1,848
had been saved to the rates. There had been only three
cases of tj-phoid fever (all imported) ; there had, however,
been seven cases of typhus fever, but the outbreak had
been promptly and successfully dealt with. The medical
officers of health throughout the country, although they
had all been eager and willing to assist or advise during
the war, had so far been very little utilized.

Iitlantr.

Red Cross Hospital at Bray.
It is stated that Her Royal Highness Princess Patricia

of Connaught has graciously consented to allow the
auxiliary hospital for wounded soldiers at Bray to bo
called " The Princess Patricia Hospital." This hospital is

being organized and financed by the joint committee of

tho County Dublin Branch of the British Red Cross
Society and the St. John Ambulance Association, and will

contain over 200 beds. It is estimated that a sum of £8
will be sufficient to equip a bed. The superintendent of

the Queen Victoria Jubilee Institute for Nurses iu Ireland,

wdio has been granted special leave for the period of the
war, has been appointed matron of the hospital, and the
work of preparation is being pushed forward with all

speed. At l!.e present time the e;,paeity of the large

for a •. _- .

. _ ,..:_ ,.. .. ,1, Li-i,ie.:...T,,

though stiil i I ,.1.1 .;i! Lrcatmcnt aud nursing, have
so far reci>\ '

i i i i require the special treatment
that can oul'i li- uim u i, .i large surgical hospital. It is

intended thereune to re:uove the convalescent and .slightly

wounded cases from the general hospitals so as to provide
accommodation for the more seriously wounded cases.
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Enforcing thk Vaccination Acts.
Dr. Breuilau JlcCartliy, Local Govcrumcnt Boar;!

MeiHcal liis()Cctor, iippeaioil before tho Forinoy Board
of Guariliaus, who l)!>ve for souio yoars alloweil com-
pulsory vacciuatioii to lapse. Dr. McCiutliy oxplaincil tlio

dangers to the public that might rosiiU fi.uu the actiou

of the giiardiiins, auil the great toiult iiov ili. ic was iu

times past foUowiug groat wars to cpiltiiiiL-; .'I smallpox.

The guardiaus, after some discusaiou, ikciJod hy a
uiajoriiy to enforce the Vacciualiou Acts iu tho di.>iUii.t.

TVRONK CoCNTY HOSPITAL.
Dr. Edward Thoiupsou, F.IJ.C.S.L, presented to tho

members of the .Toiiit Comuiittee of Mauageuicnt the

medical and surgical report of the Tyrone County Hospital

for the year 1914. The expenditure for the year amounted
to £2,979. The average number of beds occupied was
52.5, aud tho cost of each occupied bed came to £51 16s.

and of each patient discharged £3 16s. 3id. During the

year 779 i)aticnts from aTl parts of tho county were
admitted. Dr. Tliompsou stated in his report that wlieu

be was appointed, forty years ago, as surgeon to the hospital

the number of opirations was about 60 each year. For
the year 1914 the number of operations amountied to 307,

which showed how much the work had increased during
this period and how necessary aud what a boon such an
institution was to the well being of the county Tyrone.
During the latter part of the past year and up to the
present time a large number of wounded soldiers from the

British Expeditionary Force had received medical and sur-

gical treatment in the wards of the hospital; they were
admitted without charge and had been treated, as they
well deserved to be, as honoured guests.

During the year there were performed, among other
operations, 10 appendectomies, 45 excisions of adenoids
and tonsils, 20 radical cures tor hernia, 4 ovariotomies,

5 extractions of bullets, 30 gynaecological cases.

The staff consists of Di'. I'liompson, who is empowered
lo summon extern assistance in major surgical operations

to be performed by him. In addition to the 307 major
operations performed during tho year, there were 597
minor ojierations.

The development in recent years of provincial hospitals,

like the County Tyrone Hospital, is a marked feature of

medical practice in Ireland.

€otns\\mi^mte.

REMOVAL OF BULLETS FROM AVOUNDS.
Siii,—I have found the following plan of much service

to me in dealing with the removal of bullets and foreign

bodies in the hospitals heiie. The bullet is very often

distant from the supposed site. Mark on the skin with
ink or aniline pencil where the torci^^n h ' i\ ) ^ iiprnsed to

be, and on that mark place a very sin
i

: i- iil foil,

and over both a bit of strapping. I
1.'

j
ir will

show the relative positions of the tl::u iiiiaL and tlic

bullet. I then place the " pilot lead " over the position of

the metal aud have another exposure made, and have not

failed by this means to locate the exact position of the
bullet. The only question is that of depth, .\lthough

I have thought this out, I do not suppose there is any
oi'iginality about the idea, but it may serve to be useful to

some surgeons who are trying to be of service to their

wounded brethren.—I am, etc.,

C. L. Eraser, F.R.C.S.Edin., etc.,

Lieutenaut-Colonel. U.A.M.C.d'.). Medical Officer iu Charge
_ Improvised Hcspitals.

Berwick-upon-Tweed, July 4tb.

NERVE SUTURE FOR BULLET WOUNDS.
Sir,—Permit me to point out a serious error in a paper

appearing in your issue of July 3rd, p. 10, entitled " Nerve
suture for bullet wounds." In this paper Messrs. Stoney
and Meade report (see Case i) that within two mouths
of the operation of suture of the ulnar nerve, at about 2 in.

below the elbow, "there was good voluntary power of

contraction of the flexor carpi ulnaris."

Recovery of muscular power iu a muscle whose nervo
has been divided two months previously being an impos-
sibility, some explanation of this reported xDhenomenou

must be sought for, and it is easily found in Cunningham's
Amttomi/, second edition, 1906, p. 629, where you will sco
this sentence:

' foi-eann)

Tho severance of the ulnar nervo in this case evidently
took place below the point at which tho branch lo tho
lloxor carpi ulnaris is given off; llioro was paresis of tho
mnscio dr..' In ,11,1 ., ,M I, >..,„,., i,,,,,>r ii^ II, 'i-vo branch,
which .]. nil,;

.: !n
. .: ', means. Tho

reeOVCT} li:.n ,: ,1 i,; ' .
• '

, ., i, ;

'

, ^^

It is of "in ' : ii'i^ .

I ,i'h r III I ; ,. Ll) ir,i_li Ivjiowledgc of
these cases he grasned by operating surgeons, otherwise
disasters and disappointment will result. I say disasters,
because a surgeon who believed a peripheral nerve could
regenerate in two months would often be willing to excise
a nerve scar where another, surgeon would wisely stay his
hand.
Perhaps I may also bo permitted to point out that

Messrs. Stoney aud Meade's third conclusion, at the end
of their paper, may have a misleading effect. They say ;

The sooner an operation for its suture is performed, the easier
it is, and the greater the liltelilioorl of an carlv riire. In cases,
liowever, where tlie woiuul is soplic, ii mni/ i',-' ,i,lri..-ablc to allow
time for the woniul to heal. (Tlic itali. -, i,,,;. inme.i

It is not merely advisable; it is cssentiiil.

I beg to refer Messrs. Stoney and Meade, aud others of

your readers who may be interested, to my short note on
this subject in the Journal of the Boijul Army Medical
Cojys for March of this year.—I am, etc.,

Paul Bernard Roth,
Captain K.A.M.C. (S.n.).

Military Hospital, Ilaiupstead, July 5th.

LOC.VLIZATION OF FOREIGN BODIES BY
X R.WS.

Sir,—Commenting on the method of finding the position
of a foreign body by .c rays, where two exposures with
movement of .r ray tube have to be made, Professor C.

Niven, of .\berdecn University, in a, letter to mo suggests
that it is possible for a no,,,

I i^lass 1,1,.\\ m (,. make an j-ray
tube with two centres ol , imi-^i, ,11. s,, ,,.. 1,, niy,, (,^0 images
on the screen at tho sam, iii,i,. , l,:w ,,l,\ laiiug all move-
ment of the .r ray tube, and bunpiil^iug the procedure.^
I am, etc.,

Birmingham, July Sth. JoHN W. DuNCAN, M.B., Ch.B.

BRITISH AND FRENCH SALVARSAN PRODUCTS.
Sir,—In the annotation in the Journal of June 26th,

concerning British and I''i-piich salvarsau products, it is

stated that the niil,,. Imiai,- ivsiiUs and deaths following
tho use of the iM.iiiniii |ir,i,aiation were not fully ex-
plained, the clii, 1 1 ,|ilaii:iii,iiis being iniiiurity of the
water used and idiosyncrasy of the patient. Other
explanations put forward were the liberation of endo-
toxins caused by tho destructiou of spirochaetes and
the use of too acid or too alkaline solutions. It is

now known that none of these explanations, with
the possible exception of idiosyncrasy, holds good.
The endotoxin theory was disproved by the fact
that similar unfortunate results followed the use of

salvarsan in nou-sy))hilitic cases ; the acid or alkaline
theory was disproved by their occurrence when a neutral
solution was used ; the theory of chemical or bacterial

impurities in the distilled water or saline solution was
disproved by the fact that water containing such impurities
did not produce such results when used alone, but did
when salvarsau was added. In fact, all these excuses for

salvarsan were made by the Germans, and mask the real
explanation, which, in most of the severe and fatal cases,
more especially those of haemorrhagic encephalitis, is

simply arsenical intoxication. Indeed, Ehrlich himself,
after the excu-sos for salvarsau rea^ched tho point of

absurdity, admitted that the formation of an oxidation
product of salvarsan was a factor iu tho causation of

haemorrhagic encephalitis.

Whether English salvarsan is more or less toxic than
the German product is immaterial, considering that this

drug is not essential iu the treatment of syphilis. Tho
labour and ingenuity expended on its manufacture would
be better applied in the production of high explosives or
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IJoIsonoiis gases, or aiij' other means to rid us of German
•culture," whicli lias for so long hypnotized and con-

taminated the civilized world.—I am, etc..

L,oBciou, W., June 30th. C. Marshall.

TREATMENT OF THE SYMPTOMS ARISING FROM
INHALATION OF IRRITANT GASES ANIJ

VAPOURS.
Sir,—I have road with great interest the article by ^Ir.

Sj'mes on the above subject in the Journal of July 3rd.

As I carried out soine experiments on the same subject

myself a short time ago {Laircet. May 29th, 1915) with

qiiitc different results, it would be at least interesting to

compare the different results and if possible suggest some
cause to account for the discrepancy.

My expcriiueiit-; wcic roufincd to the use of atropineas
:, !

:" \::i\ ;i ; ii . I'.)!. ll\, I
'• ^'asscd " a Series of rabbits,

I I; .1 ,! ;i ,1 M,,^tlietized, somewith bromine
'.;., ,. , : , ,

ii > ii -lit;.,; after exposure to these

jiiiLu.iL \.ii,;j;uh LliL .iiuiiiul,. were treated with atropine

by intravenous and .subcutaneous injection. " In every

case the animals treated with atropine showed distinct

and marked improvemont as compared with controls

which received no atroiiiii. .
S\ -. •\ H:. <.*:.i. 1

ii-l.

states that "atropine sni]' ii -i,
,

n,-

iiomO.Smg. tolOmg. 1. 1
i

It has been demoti-iin 'i 1., Hi ii ' '"

(Joinnal of Fhyslolnr/,/, 1912, xlv, 5, 413i that ..Ux-piiic

by intravenous injection dilates the bronchioles, and
further, that so long as an animal remains under the

influence of this drug so long will the bronchioles remain
in a state of maximal dilatation.

In order to account for his negative results after intra-

venous injections of atropine, Symes suggests that " tlie

bronchial circulation was largely, if not coiujiletely,

arrested by the bromine vapour." If the bronchial circd-

lation is thus occluded I fail to understand the mechanism
whereby the brouchorrhoea is produced. "SVljeUici- the

bronchorrhoea be of the nature of an infl.uiM;iatory

exudate or a secretion from bronchial luiu oiw ;;lauds,

surely the presence of an active circulaticiii is ip .
--

1 \

.

However this may be. the treating 1
il

"

patients, both at home and abroad, by ' 1 as

a rule subcutaccouslj', has produced I. ; iu

many cases. It maybe that in the v- ' of

the worst cases the bronchial circulatiuu i^ a>j.nully

occluded, and that in such cases atropine injected into the

circulation is tmavailing. In such a state the inhalation

of stramonium fumes might well produce an effect which
intravenous injection fails to produce. On the otlier hand,
when bronchorrhoea is established (and the bronchial cir-

culation presumably acting), intravenous or subcutaneous
injections of atropine do without doubt produce a dilata-

tion of the bronciiioles, which dilatation is both maximal
and lasting.

It is, of course, for those in charge of the "gassed"
patients to decide which method of administration to adopt
in any given case; when all is said the chief active prin-

ciple of stramonium is atropine. One point in particular,

however, seems worthy of comment. Is it desirable to

give the patient the benefit of the central stimulant action

of atropine or not ? If such central stimulant action is

desirable, presumably it will be more pronounced if the
drug is given by injection.—I am, etc.,

rharmacological Laboratory, DoUGLAS Cow.
Cambridse, July Stli.

Sin,—Dr. Cow has kindly given me the opportunity of
replying to his letter.

Dr. Cow's animals (rabbits) were " gassed " via nares,
my own via tracheal cannula. My bronchial (and brou-
chiolar) effects were therefore the more severe. My drugs
were tested immediately on cessation of the '• gassing,"
and at intervals for one to three hours afterwards.
We agree that atropine gives relief. With Dr. Cow

injections were successful, but whether from their central
nervous or bronchial effects is not in evidence.

In ray hands (encephalon destroyed) injections failed,

whilst inhalations succeeded. Here the effects could not
have been central nervous—must therefore have been
bronchial.

Tlie source of the bronchorrhoea was, presumably, in

great part, the pulmonary alveoli.

I would add that our knowledge of the broncho-dilator
effects of atropine is to be dated manv years anterior

to 1912.—I am, etc.,

TeddiDgton, July 5th. W. I;. Si.Mi;s.

THE BOARDOF TRADE AND I>I;. KDRITk; F, (JRFEN.
SiB,-In the British Mf.di. u. .Icnr.vL of .Inly 3rd, in

the Medical Notes in ParliaiinjiL, Captain I'relyinan is

reported to have stated, on behalf of the Board of Trade,
in reply to a question by Dr. A. Lynch :

Dr. Eilrulge-Green was at no time requested Ijv the Boar;! of
Trade to sulimit a test for colour-blindness.

As a matter of fact, the original of the lantern which is

now the official test of the navy for colour-blindness was
constructed at the request of and for the Board of Trade.
Owing to the intervention of the Royal Society, the wool
test was adopted, and my connexion with the Board of
Trade ceased.
The following is a copy of the minute appointing mc a

member of the International Code of Signals Committee,
dated May 14th, 1889, and signed by Sir Michael E. Hicks-
Beach:

Tl 1' ,ird of Trade are also pleased to appoint V. W.
I

: ' ;if en, Esq., M.B., to be a member of the Committee
1 1 reference to the consideration of the subject of

i ii I inilnessandevesight.

— I am, etc.,
'

liOndoa, N.W., July 3i F. W. Edbidge-Geeen.

EMERGENCY BILL FOR MENTAL TREATMENT.
Sir,—In your issue of June 19th, p. 1069, Earl Russell

states that the treatment contemplated in the hill which
he introduced on July 22nd, 1914, is "voluntary in every
respect." This authoritative statement is very valuable,
and njay be taken in conjunction with another noteworthy
pronouncement, namely, that made by ilr. C. Harmswortii
in the House of Commons on May 13th last, to the effect

that his bill for mental treatment "did not involve com-
pulsory detention." Dr. G. M. Robertson, on the other
hand, admits that compulsory detention is provid.il by
Section 13 of the Seottisli Act, 1866. I must consoiincntly,

with apologies to Earl Russell and Mr. Harmswortii,
rearrange tlie measures in the order of compulsory merit,
giving the palm to the Scottish Act. It is notdenieil, how-
ever, that the English bills include reception of the patient
into an institution for lunatics.

What strikes one as curiou.s is why bills which aro
voluntary in every respect should be worth bringing in at
all, since hospital treatment is admittedly not prohibited
by the Lunacy Act, and the " patient," as long as he is

" uuccrtifiable, ' is a free agent and competent to give his
con.sont to hospital treatment without being assisted
thereto by a bill.

Mr. R. V.-- -^ -Irnftrv -/ ^ -! V- HI', bill) complains
that Sect! M ,1, a penalty on a
personv, il I

: lunatic " without
being awai. i I

', [ikm. v I ,1 i i. There is, how-
ever, another point of vicv.' nl even gioater importance
than that from which Mr. Burrows regards the question

—

namely, that of the per.son who is about to be taken in

charge. Where lunacy has been alleged, it is a vital

matter that the allegation should be sifted before the
person is taken in charge, because he may not be insane.

He has his rights, and ought to be confronted with the
alley.' i' II I It is too much the custom to take it for

gr.'ii >

I individual is already affected to sueh an
ext .: I..his statements unreliable, whereas that
is til '.' I

;

|i.. n:_ at issue, and it ought not to be accepted
as a furcgouo conclusion that he is incapable of self-

defence. It is in order to guard against unscrupulous
dealings on the part of those who may wish to take
charge of the "patient" for profit that Section 315 was
framed, and it has often proved of u.se in this respect,

since numbers of persons take charge of such cases for

profit.

If Earl Russell desires to free his bill from ambiguity,
he would do well to insert in it a proviso making it obli-

gatory at the outset to obtain the consent of the patient in

writing, and that a notice should be also given to him iu

writing to the effect that he cannot subsequently bo
detained against his will.
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In the letter to which Dr. G. M. Robertson replied in your

issue ot Juue 12th, I did not moan to infer that Dr.

Robertson docs not apply excellent medical treatment to

those eases whom he detains eompulsorily ; and 1 ijuite agree

with hiui that nursing homes are chiefly run for the recep-

tion of the well-to-do, and also for profit. The alternatives

which I meant to contrast, in dealing with " uucertifiablo "

cases, were

:

1. Treatment bj- compulsory detention in Scotland

under Section 13.

2. Treatment on a voluntary footing at a stage

•when the patient is capable of entering a hospital of

nwn his accord, aud of recognizing that it is for his

good to do so.

What I have been trying throughout to emphasize is

the great gain to be derived from providing hospitals

dissociated from luuacy aud from compulsion—that is,

places where recent and uncertifiable cases (more especially

among the less well-to-dol will not be afraid to come for

early treatment, so that the beginnings of insanity may bo
checked. This is a great need. Such cases have a not

unnatural dread of entering any place connected with
luuacy, lest, having entered, they may not get out again.

It is encouraging to hear that Scotland has now three

hospitals which receive uncertifiable mental cases. When
last in Edinburgh I was told that there was in the Royal
Infirmary a small department intended for such cases. I

asked: "How many beds?" and was told "Three," my
informant addiug :

" But you know, that is quite enough
for Edinburgh."

English law insists that where a man's freedom is taken
away, he has a right to appeal to judicial intervention. I

was not aware till now that Scotland did not recognize
any right of the kind in this case, and must confess, all

things considered, to a feeling of thankfulness at being
domiciled on this side of the border.

Dr. Robertson cites as a proof of how well the ends of

justice are secured without auy need of this " privilege" in

Scotland, that out of 150,000 persons certified as insane
only one action for illegal detention was brought into

court. Does Dr. Robertson seriously thiuk that this proves
bis contention that there have never beeu any instances of

unjust or unnecessary commitment? He who is so alive

to the brand associated with the suspicion of having once
been placed on the luuac}' register cannot but be aware of

the dread of publicity which deters action, as well as the
expense, the reluctance to involve relatives, aud the doubt-
tulncss of the issue with the weight of lunacy authority
and organization thrown into the scale against the plaintiff.

It must also be taken into consideration that up to the
moment of a fortunate release no " patient " is allowed an
inkling of the allegations made against him, and that what
he states is often regarded as delusional ; so the ground is

cut from beneath his feet and he is powerless to make use
of any means of effecting his own rescue.
No doubt the Scottish board is desirous of exercising its

unlimited prerogatives with loyalty aud gives ear to the
representations made to it, but those under certificate are
not in a position to put forward their own case effectively.

Reforms in this direction are far more imperatively neces-
sary than is the introduction of Sectiou 13 of the Scottish
Act into the statute book which guarantees our English
liberty.— I am, etc.,

London, W., June 26th. S. E. White, M.B.Lond.

ON THE CURVE OF THE EPIDEMIC.
Sir,—On seeing Mr. H. L. Trachtenberg's letter in your

last issue I at once wrote the following letter to him :

17, Claremont Place, Newcastle-ou-Tyno,
July 3rd, 1915.

Dear Sir,—I shall be interested to hear what you
consider wrong with my solution of Dr. Brownlee's
equation, and what slip I have made in the work of

reduction in my letter of June 12th.

As stated in iuy expression,

2m cot mt = log CD - log t --^ sin 2int I

is true when certain conditions are satisfied, thoso
conditions being that when i = 0, y = 0, and conse-
quently then y= a sin^ mt.—Yours truly,

A, S. Peeoival.

As he has not replied as yet to me privately, I must
ask him to substantiate his statements iu the Jodbkal.

It is necessary for him to show that

-2m tan {mt - o)= lO(/ CD- log^'^[^i^'" mt .cosmt-i

is not an identity when y=a cos- (mt—a) ; and, furth^

w hat slip I have made " in the work of reduction " when
the conditions are sttch, that when i=0, there are no cases
of the epidemic, or !/=0. Under these conditions, of course,

y=a ain^ mt, as a= -^.

It will be noticed that Mr. Trachtenberg confines him-
self to accusing me of inaccuracy; he does not venture to

givo a solution himself, or even to correct the alleged
inaccuracy.
To an epidemiologist I might point out that when

observations are takeu from the time before the onset of

the epidemic, the simple

2m cot mt = log CD - logl {sin 2mt
2N

I

2m
true, and, if preferred, it may be written in the form :

am, V y

-I am, etc.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, July 7th. A. S. PerCIVAI,.

V¥ 1 = log CD - log

]
on

^Iiituarg.

RICHARD CLEMENT LUCAS, M.B., B.S.Lond.,

F.E.C.S.,
CONStrLTIKQ SUEGEON, GUT'B HOSPITAL AND EVELINA HOSPITAL FOU

SICK CHILDREN.

By the death of Richard Clement Lucas the profession
has lost an eminent surgeon and a remarkable man. His
was a distinct personality which cannot be ignored when
the surgery of the late Victorian era is under review, and
his name will be always associated with the early develop-
ment of renal surgery, a subject in which ho took a con-
tinued interest. The son of the late Mr. William Lucas of

Oaklands, Midhurst, Sussex, ho was born on April 16th,

1846, and was thus in his 70th year. Educated at

Queenwood College, Stockbridge, Hants, he afterwards
entered as a student at Guy's Hospital in 1863, and had
a distinguished academic career at the Uuivcrsity of

London, taking the M.H. gold medal in 1871. Ho qualified

as M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.'iu 1868, aud became a Fellow of

the College of Surgeons in 1871.

Lucas served Guy's Hospital for nearly half a century,
distinguishing himself in all the appointments which he
held. In 1872 he became assistant demonstrator of

anatomy, the senior demonstratorship being awarded to

him in 1874. In 1877 ho was wade demonstrator of

practical surgery. In 1875, while ho was holding these
appointments in the medical school, he was elected
assistant surgeon to the hospital, and thirteen years later,

iu 1888, he attained the rank of surgeon, retiring in

1906. From 1888 to 1900 he was lecturer on anatomy,
aud in later years he became lecturer on surgery to the
hospital, holding the latter lectureship from 1900 till his

retirement. Lucas devoted an enormous amount of time
and energy not only to his hospital duties but also to the
education of the students, in every one of whom he took
a great personal interest. Quite a number of his col-

leagues owe their success in life to the stimulus which he
applied to them by his interest aud advice in the early
stages of their careers. He used to ask the first year's
men to meet him in order that he might discuss with
them collectively and individually the best course for

each to pursue iu his work, and few who were present at
one of thoso talks will forget the strong impression that
ho made upon tho young student. Full of ambition liiin-

self, and indefatigable in work, he certainly posses.^cd a
wonderful power of inducing energy in others.

In his prime he was a masterly operator, bold, rapid, and
certain. Nothing pleased him more than a deep and
extensive dissection in the neck, in which his dexterity
and anatomical knowledge had full play. In his work ho
was always teaching the student, and tha interest of his
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lectures was notably enbanced by the excellent lightning

sketches with which he illustrated them.
L\icas wrote a large number of papers on anatomical

and surgical subjects, in many of which he displayed

remarkable originality. Needless to say, a man of this

calibre does not go through life without encountering

much opposition. An interesting exauiijle of this is worth
recording because of its surgical interest. Early in 1880,

when the relations between the governors and staff of

Guy's Hospital were at a considerable tension, Lucas,
then an assistant surgeon, had as a patient a man who
was very ill with a tuberculous kidney and a discharging

sinus in the loin. Lucas proposed to remove the kidney

—

an operation which at that time had rarely been attempted,

and never, so far as wo know, successfully. The governors
refused to sanction the operation, but Lucas denied tlieir

right to interfere between his patient and himself, and in

the presence of the superintendent, whom the governors

had deputed to represent them, ho operated with a most
successful result, as the patient was shown more than
twenty years afterwards.
Among the .students as a whole Lucas was always to

the fore as a patron of sport. For many years he was
president of the Students' Athletic Club, and he founded
the '-tug-of-war," which became such a popular institution

at Guy's. His love of sport also made him a prominent
figure in the hunting field, where he was a well-known
follower of Lord Leconlield's hounds, rarely missing a
Saturday meet.
In 1901 Clement Lucas was elected a member of

Council of the Eoyal College of Surgeons, retaining his

seat till 1914. He was vice president of the College
from 1909 to 1911, and, in the latter year, Bradshaw
Lecturer.

ill: Lucas married Miss Kathleen Emma Pellv, daughter
of Surgeon-General Saville Marriott Pelly, C.B. There
were two sons of the marriage, one of whom is now
serving as a second lieutenant in the Hovn.1 Field
ArtiUery. ^\'. A. L.

On December 9th, 1911, Clement Lucas delivered the
Bradshaw Lecture before the Royal College of Surgeons.
The subject was " Some Points in Heredity." He noted
how the word "diathesis" was falling into disuse as the
true microbic cau=c of <lisrPi=e after disease was becoming
iiiii i',>!!i.l. T''^ !,i'il il i;i.i"..i.is to continue to speak of

.1:11 .
•. :' mi^ arthritic diathesis witli a

i: i
:i '.!

' IS the description given of

tli;-' u-'m; it: :i i'_. li if ':! Ijaycock as recently as in

1862. Fiillacies cuuceining tuberculosis, syi)hiii.s, leprosy,

malaria, and cancer were expofii'd. He reviewed the
Mcudelian and Galtouian schools, and turned to those
undoubted evidences of heredity where physical deformi-
ties, not constitutional diseases, were transmitted. Clement
Lucas declared on the ground of personal observation, that
deformities tend to increase in succeeding generations.

The crooked little-fiuger, which the Mendelians treated

as a matter of small account, could easily bo shown
to be persistently hereditary, and the lecturer reported
an instance in which he observed its development in

three generations. An ill-developed lateral incisor tooth
forctolcl hare-lip and cleft jJalato in the offspring. The
tei::.rity I'f the development of deformity, as Clement
'

i
'

.

'". :1 ii, w;is illustrated by cases of this kind
- .if his own experience. ^Ir.eli was

: 1 I tlie lecturer made out that llio one-
,

ji twins," were not necessarily def;enci-ates.

One ui tile jjair may undergo prejudicial changes in uterine
life, and both may fuse and bcccme double mou.sters; but
on the other hand, both ma j' grow up strong in body, and in

some instances strong and "identical" in mind. Lucas
quoted the marks gained by twin brothers v,'ho passed at
the same date the examinations at the Eoyal Colleges and
Loudon University.

Dr. Thomas Smailes, of Honley, Huddersfield, who died
on June 24th after a brief illness, was the oldest doctor
in active practice in the Huddersfield district. He was
born at Higham Ferrers, Northants, in 1849, the eldest

son of a Wesleyan Methodist minister, and after an early
training as a chemi.st he took up medical studies at the
Leeds School of Medicine and the General Infirmary,

qualifying as M.B.C.S.Eng. in 1875. He subsequently
Lee-ame L.II.C.P. andL.M.Edin. (1876),L.S.Sc.Durh. (1891j.

and M.D.St. Andrews in 1892. After acting for a shorj
time as assistant, he settled at Honley. where he acquired
a high reputation as a skilful practitioner. Ho also
became well known by his public work as member of tho
local board and urban district council for about tweuty-
nine years, and as its chairman for ten years. He acted
for over thirty years as medical officer of health for South
Crosland, and for three years as medical superintendent of

tho Colnet Holncs Fever Hospital, a scheme in which ho
was greatly iuleiTstf.t from its foundation. He was a
valued men,!, r :in I either" of the West Hiding Local
Medical ainl I'-m' 1

i '.: mittees, the local treasurer for the
War Belief ami Ui l;;i:iii Kofugee Funds, and the President
on two occasions of the Huddersfield Medical Society.
Whilst taking an active interest in local government, he
also found time for church work. Having released his son
for military duties, he took on the full burden of a heavy
practice in January last, and the strain brought on au
attack of acute pneumonia, which proved too much for

him. His loss is widely mourned by a large circle of

friends and patients, amongst whom he had practised for a
period of forty years.

Deaths ix the Profession Abroad.— Among the
members of the medical profession in foreign countries

who have recently died are Dr. Micliael F. Gavin, formerly

professor of clinical surgery at Boston Polyclinic, aged 72

;

Dr. Bernard G. !Macrck!eiu, formerly professor of oral

surgery in the Milwaukee Medical College, of which he
was one of the founders, and later professor of the same
subject in the Marquette University School of Medicine,

aged 67 ; Dr. Leon Maire, surgeon to the Hotel-Dicu of

Vichy; Dr. John Hildrcth McCollom. professor of con-

tagious diseases at Harvard and author of numerous
writings on diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, smallpox,

and other contagious affections, and for many years

medical superintendent and director of the Boston City

Hospital, aged 72 ; Dr. Alfred Mitchell, emeritus professor

of internal medicine in the Medical School of Maine,

Portland, and for many years Dean of the school, aged 78

;

Dr. Gabriel Pichardo, Alcalde of Santa Clara, and a
prominent figure in the medical profession of Havana ; and
Dr. Samuel "Baldwin Ward, Dean of the Albany Medical

College and professor of the theory and practice of

medicine since 1884, aged 73.

The l.ate Professor Howard Maesh. —We have been
infonne.i l.\ t)ie Ser.-etui-v <jf t'le TTespilal f..i- Pk-Ic Cliiklreu,

Gri-.: f~ ' ' "
.

•
•'-'•- <, 'r- - " -M-.I Marsh

Enib^rsitws mt& Colleges.

UXIVERSITT OF CAMBRIDGE.

M.D.—A. (

Third M.l

Smith.
Ingle. 1

..7D'>;!;e-.0.—The
jn, K. II. Brico
Uosldn. L. M.
isball. W. New,

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
3IEKTING OF THE SENATE.

A MEETING of the Senate was held on June 16tli.

Election of Vice-Clmncellor.

Sir Alfred Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O., M.S., was elected Vice-
Chancellor for the year 1915-16 In succession to Su- Wilmot
Herringham, C.B., M.D., to whom the thanks of the Senate
were accorded for the services rendered during his tenure of

office.
r„r„,n>ition nf Teachers.

The I

''''
'

'
i

ii: I
I 11^ teachers of the university

in t! iudlcaled

:

,
.T. Smith (Hygiene).
Dr. H. A. Yc tClinical

forLondon {B.F.H.) Scliool of Medi
Foulerton (Hygiene).

Appoinlmcnls

.

Dr. Frederick Taylor has been elected Chairman of tho
Committee of Medical Members of the Senate.
Dr. T. Ci. Brodie, F.B.S., %va3 appointed one of the repre-

the • ' ••seutative of tho university hundredth anniversaxy
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Broun Jiiiiniil SiiiiiWoi-;/ Instiltil>v».

The amuial report of tlie Suueriuteuaent of the Browu lusti-

tiitioii for 1914 was preseutea. It showed that 5,865 auiinals
liail l)«cu taken to the iustitutioii, of which 508 were iu-patieuts

at the hospital. The commouest diseases bad been niauge and
Kcabies in dofs, and lameness iu horses. Treatment of a
jiuniber of animals had been refused ou the srouud that the
owners could afford to pay the proper fees of veieriuaiy
Burf;eons. Of the 508 in-patients 478 were cured or relieved,

10 died, and 20 were destroyed as incurable. The live lectures

re<iuired imder the will of the late Mr. Brown were delivered

during November by the Superintendent, the subject selected
I'ein^ the biolO(,'y of acid-fast bacilli. The report also contained
particulars of investigations carried out iu the laboratory by
different workers.

TXTVERSITY OF DURHAM.
The following candidates have been approved ni tlie examina-
tions indicated:

I :-.sT M.B.-'O. Hurrell. *P. C. ArnoUl. C. N. Aiu.^liou,;, F. J.

Vriiislroug. O. CoIviUe, C. C. Cerr. 1., . M K I'lK^on.
: Da>isou..I. M.deLacey, S.Poskett.w 1

(.ass,

> S. Jirabaui, .\. Hansou, G. Hall, J. 1:.
1 , ii:tl,

1 N. V. rolts, R. F. Pratt. S. J. C. Sui

;

'

- . si>.M.K.(jHa<o«i!/.imiP;iysio(off!/>. --iv .. i i, :
^^ K. M.

Wordill. \V. A. Fieedman. A. T. Harrison, U. i:. H.aiu. Mary
K. Hece«aii, W. A. .laqiies. \V. I. F Powell.

Tbird M.B. Ifotcria Mediea. PharmaLOloov and Ph<
Piihlii Hrallh, ircilual Jiirispriidi'ncf. Paihologv ai

iiieiitnyij J]actcrioloo]tK— *}i. M. Leete, *E. C. UunlOD,
I. A. Ben y.N.Braithwaite, W.Duncan, Stephanie P. L. H. T.
li»nicl. M. J. ICrdberg, R. Hunter, J. D. Johnson,
loynt. Freda Newman, R. R. Scott. T.
Sbaluby.

* Passed with second-class honour:

ul Etc-

Shaw,

VICTORIA rXIVEESITY OF MANCHESTER.
The following candidates have been approved at the exaniiua
tions indicated:

Willan. {.MedKine)
Xoxicoloav) : J. H.
K. Colley. E. W. Fis
B. L. Lloyd, R. ],

Dorothy Potts, C. li

: \v. Halliwell.

B. Wild.

Third W.B.rH.B.iP'..
F. H. .\nderson, I

Frances G. Bullu :.

Kuth E. Conway.
Martland. K. S. 1 ,

.T. Schlosberi!. D. .M. s; tnciiiiti

tHmieiie' : J. C. T. Fiades.
FmsT M.B. AND Ch.B. ^Pnrt III.

iV,tiiiistiiO.-ti!Lry E. Boullen. G. H. Buckley. T. H. S. Bullousli.
T. 1;. <.oope, G. Cumuiing. Kathleen Doyle. Georsiana M.
nitlirif.. Olive M. Giuison, A. Hajris, F. C. Jones, S. Kelly, J. N.
].n:u;;. P. MoCoruiick, J. A. Marriott, W. E. Jlasou, P. B.
.•;:iiil.i.;. J. G. Nolan, E. R. Ormerod, 0!ga yi. Payne.
H. I' Preston, Efime Ratner, W. Reikan, A. H. Sadek,
H. Ml, fro,-,], Dorris JI. R. Tonjpkin, Ruth A. Wilson.

Chcmistfj avd BU

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
Thk following candidates have been approved ai the exRUiiiui-

lion indicated :

First M.B.. Ch.B. -Hil.Ja Mary Brown. J. R. DuerJeu, A. J. Kcevil.
T. H. .\. Pinniger. Mai'jorie Smith Neville.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
The following candidates have been approved at the e.xaniiua-

lioiis nidicated :

FiNAi. il.H . ChB. -Margaret A. .\lexauder, .\gues W. .\ndrow,
M.A.. .Mohan Lab. Bery, .\. C. Cassells. D. Dempstey, M.A.,
.Margaret Fairlfe. G. -M. Grant. C. B. McDonald. .M A.. W. J.

McDonald. M.A.. Mohan Chand. Madhok, D. H. Murray, .M.A.

D.P.H. t.Seooiitl 3-:xaminaiion}.~3 . C. Robertson.

RUV.AL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
The CoixtiL OF THE College of Surgeons.

TiiK annual election of Fellows into the Council toolc place on
Thursday, .July 1st. Sir Frc'Icric Eve, Vice-President, in the
cliair. in'llie absence of siir Watson Cheyne. Bt. Mr. Wilmot
Evans and >Ir. H. .L Price acted as scrutineers ; 767 Fellmv-s
voted, 758 sending their ballot papers through the post and 9
voting in person.
The result was declared by the Vice-President as follows :

.Mr. RVALL ... ... ... 449 votes.
Mr. -J. Charters Sv.monds ... ... 443 „
Mr. H. ]•. Wateruocsb ... ... 317 .,

Mr. F. F. BL-Rr.H.iRD ... ... 301 „
Mr. Walter G. Spencer ... ... 300 „

Mr. .1. B. Law/ord ... ... 264 „
Mr. T. H. Openshaw ... ... 249 „
Mr. H.B.Robinson ... ... 196 ,,

Mr. P. M. Yearsiey ... ... 80 ,.

Mr. Burghard, being fourth on the poll, becomes substitute-

member of Council for Sir Eickmau Oodlee until 1921 ami
Mr. Walter Spencer, being fifth, becomes substitute-member
for the late ATr. Lockwood until 1918.

Mr. Rvall nud Mr. Svmouds were declared duly re-elected
and Mr. Waterhouse, Mr. Burghard, and Mr. Walter Spencer
duly elected members of Council.

ROYAL COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,
IRELAND.

7?.^.'"'>- U ;. V, I-.-.,; Pn.c.
The Reuben Har\.- M, i.n ,,! r, ,. !.. the year 1915 has been
awarded to Mr. 1 li' 1

:
\ '' ~

. 1 Kiuf^stowu, co. Dublin,
for a thesis entit!..<i 1 i,. .,',,, unp.''

itebkal l^dus.

left!Dr. .John Shearwood Roberts, of Sheffield,
estate valiiea at £78,164.

The next; meeting of the Society for the Study of
Inebriety vrill be held in the rooms of tlie Medical Society
o£ London, Chaudos Street. Cavendish Square, W., oil

Tuesday, July 13th, at 4 p.m.. when Major Leonard
Darwin, President of the Eugenics Education Society, will

open a discussion on alcoliolism and eugenics.
The follo^yiug is a list of recently elected Honorary

Fellows of tlie Royal Society of Medicine :

—

British : Sir
R. Douglas Powell, Lord Moulton, Sir -John McFadyean,
Sir Francis Darwin, Robert Bridges, Lieutenant-Colonel
Sir David Prain, T. Pridgiu Teale, Sir John Williams,
Professor E. G. Browne, Professor S. G. Shattoclc.
Foreign: Professors J. Babinski, A. Chauffard, Jules
Dejerine, M. T. Tnffier (Paris), and Paul Heger (Belgium).
The seventy-fourth annual meeting of the Medico-

Psychological Association of Great Britain and Ireland
will be held at 11, Chaudos Street, Cavendish Square, W.,
under the presidency of Dr. David (i. Thomson, at 3 p.m.,
on Thursday, July 22ud. The business will include the
election of offlocrs, council, and stuiuliug committees, the
reception of reports of committees, and the consideration
of a resolution empowering tlic council, should it think fit,

to make grants in aid of original research on the recom-
mendation of the research committee.

C)N' Juno 251 h the annual meeting of subscribers to the
i'ii[i-li ll"~|ii':il for Mothers and Babes and Training

i I -uict Midwives was held at the residence of
< I i~siy in Park Lane. The Countess of

~ .<M;h.iil 11' -idcd in the absence, owing to indisposition,
lit Uie riiuccis Louise Ducliess of .Argyll. The report of

tlie Committee of Management stated that the home at
Woolwich had been amalgamated with the British
Lying-in Hospital. Tlie sum of £25,000 wis luint; raised
for a new liospital. and about lialf tin :.., . n' li:i.| in tii

subscribed, incUuling £1.500 by King I u
:

l! -[Oial

Fund. Lord Sydenbnui referred to tin -
.;:„!' in

1.1. v.. l;.,;'..i I

,
.: , .| i. M .

! ,, , .iihaud. Sir
l.i,jnjis I .,11-; 11,1 ,

. I

•.,
, -,,,] Miiluives

Ijoard. -i.tMi ;
!,•

I .

•, • .1 ...
.

I..' ,...
.

I'. IN.' li\- w hicli

the traiiiir_ 1. I
I

'
.1:11 uiii ilii-ee

to six lliiur I.-. , M. 1,11 1,..- 1 ,..,.isi: illJi.liCSS

of .4.rg\ll i.,v,e i..jiistiji.jt,

liospitai, and rriucess Chri;

president.
On July 3rd the Mothercraft and Child W^elfare Exhibi-

tion at the Passinore Edwards Settlement in Tavistoelc
Place was opened by Muriel Viscountess Helmsley, Chair-
man of 'the National Society of Day Nurseries. The
object of the exhibition is to spread knowledge whereby
the mothers of this country shall be helped to rear healthy
children. It will be open daily from 2.30 to 8.30 p.m. till

July lOth. Health talks, lectures, and demonstrations
arc to be given every day by Dr. Ei-ic Pritchard, Miss
Florence Petty, Dr. .Alice Benliam, Dr. Halford Ross, Dr.
H. C. Cameron, Dr. Louis Saiiihoii, and Dr. Langmead,
and it is hopetl that the exhibition may be of iiractical

assistance to health visiiors and social workers iu different
parts of the country iu their task of endeavouring to im-
l)rove the health of the community. It is intended thati

this exhibition shall be a permanent one, moving from
place to place, and requests for the exJiilMiion lo visit

particular centres will be received ' .ly,

Mothercraff3 and Child Welfare Exld er
Square, London, W. The exliibits o£

rooms, an artificial feeding exhibit, uh.; ,
'lei

of a day nursery, a dental exhibit. Iiotisi w li. i-
.
ard cook-

ing, and a fly exhibit, illustrating how flies carry disease
and how they may be kept away from houses.
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MtiUxs, ^oUs, aub ^nslu^rs.

tS" Queries, nnswers, and communications relating to snhjeels

to witich special cleparlmenls of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOUUNAL
arc devoted will be found under tlieir respective headings.

QUERIES.

Colonel G. F. Ro-wcroft I'Barton-on-Seai writes: Willi refer-

ence to Mr. W. H. Martimlale's caution (May 29th, ]i. 956i

against inlialiug (volatile) oil of mustard, as recommeu<Uil iu

your previous issue of May 8tli, lie is unclonbtedly
How is it to be done? Is the process recommended ii

or is there something fiu'ther in " " '
'

explained?

11 I :^- from
i;ii! ,

,.
, 1

,. A niimin in

tlie urine, i sliould like to know if inimx ^luli ruses have
been recorded, and how such an occurrence can be explained.

" ,' The stumijs of the Fallopian tubes do occasionally

manage to get rid of their ligatures, so that the canals

become pervious and capable of transmitting ova. Morris of

Boston, U.S.A., amputated botli ovaries and tubes for in-

flammatory disease quite close tn the i-f'-vT; in Tiily. 1898.

As in our correspondent'- i
:

'

'

^

then the patient became ]•

child in September, 1899.

The ligature probably ul;^

heals behind it without any slnctnre of (lie rmejl. Tir. al-u

accounts for the failure of many attempts to sterilize iiatieuts

with contracted pelvis by division and ligature of the tulies.

As for small inflamed ovaries when removed with the tubes,

since the pedicle is always very short, a piece of ovarian

tissue is almost necessarily left behind on ,the ovarian liga-

ment, just belo.v the -t'unpof the tuhe. Thi- explains how
conceptiije !i;y after

Removal Alban

Dorau, 7 ,
with an

instructi\e .i.-,.,; w. .... : . l: .,. ,,ttun. Pro-

fessor Herbert bpeiicer, i)r. iUnaud Itoutli, and otiitr authori-

ties relateil their experiences. An .abstract of the paper and
discussion will be found iu the JouRX.\L, vol. i, 1902. p. 1476,

and further notes on "Pregnancy with Deficient Tubes and
Ovaries " appeared in vol. i, 1904, p. 743, and on "Pregnancy
after Removal of the Fallopian Tubes" in vol. ii, 1910,

pp. 1648 and 1891.

ANSWERS.
Treatment of Cheiropompholyx.

riR. G. Lewin writes, in reply to "Skin," that he has found a
solution of picric acid useful in some cases, and suggests that
there would be no harm (beyond the staining) iu trying it.

Serum Test v.v,.. |-'.i,v<.T!i:unr- ,t T\Frnrr.\-.

"E. R." will iind a .\ .
.

.. ,, in-hoeain
the following: (ii JleXeil,
American Journ. M : ',,v„e-
rhoen and il» C. ,, - . h . liv

D. Watson, M.B., (.:>!. London: 11. Kiinpton. 1914. Price
15s. net. Siipjtilolo'ii/ and Viucrcal Diseases, Bv C. F. i\Iar-

sliall, M.I).", M.Sc.,' F.K.C.S. Third edition. Loudon:
BaiUiere, Tiudall, and Cox. 1914. Price lOs. 6d. net.

LETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

The "NAUHEI5I" T!;i:.erM;::^T tn Li:

Cy.\notio writes: As it is

from cardiac and circulat

treatment at the presen
yonv readpi-"^ to liax'e ni v e-

yspnoea increased, and I was abgo-
1 of a day's work. About five
eilematous, and for four niontba
1 -ed on account of the dyspnoea,
' an easvohnir. Then T sought

rest
.ut I
ding

Afterbaths in London.
down to sleep. Before the
dilated, the art

at the nip)ile
'

I had great
(oedemai. T

After four ,

measured 3 i

;

as able to lio

was greatly
7 in. across
"r.iem.Hg.

nesa
kedl-

w measured
day or two
thiiiglhave
me now is

e ii,.|,.remy

141 in. Ifei i

ago I walk-
not done .su: I

90 to 180mm. H-. 1 feel that 1

fellow medical men the mar, ''
•

" Nauheiin " baths in London, a i

' the fact

tliat this treatment can be ^e,.M n I e. ni • nnaiently
known. I would end with a warning iiiut uie ircatraent
should always be taken under careful medical supervision,
and notat a bathing "institution."

" Life, it-^ (

>

'.Jadroo" \m I

to the notier

in the Brii i
-

1

Your re-\ i.

the one is t:

slower rate i

'

contractiout a i

bustive natuii- e

stituent moltLiilu-o.

direct course thron
the cerebrospinal
the muscle to be

Regard i

contractic
changes,
cxpre I

Y Mechanism."
I to make a brief reply
good enough to insert

huie26th?
I.e against my theory

—

'.els at an enormously
> other that " muscular
u-al cliauges of a com-
IV element of the con-
'.' 1

1 f)ir-.ve were a
.-:,i- 's. from

M. ales, to
i ' er en-

111 fact -there
iiipulse has in
a 11 muscles or

I
, considerable

ges
electricitj

that muscular
1 or fill lowed by chemical
Id have lieen made to it. As
think that any evidence can
. I have carefully sought for
been able to hud any in any

; biology, or elsewhere,
vaited to see what the chief

lid advance against my iheor\ , and am
is so little.

Epsom College ELErrioN-.
Mjis. Dorothy Milw.ard (5, Glossop Ih a t

i ai.in writes:
May I, through the medium of the !ii;nk all

those who have done so much in oh; : n -hip at
Epsom College for m>- S'.n Wilniet .' I thank
the Association and h n have
been so largely insti proud
position of head of th mssof
the support given i- i.ah my
husband was held hy memhei-- ci ins ijiuie:-,-,,,!,, and, as

such, I would very gratefully acknowledge il. I trust that
my son may prove himself worthy of the support which has
been given "him.

Germ.vxiz.ation of Dickens.
M.D. suggests that the next step will be to cliange the name of

Mr. Wemmick's employer, " Mr. Jaggers," to " Mr. Jiiger."

acs .and u
ditioual 1

columa

irered, addressed to the Manager,
lie tirst post on Wednesdas' mornins
paid for at the tiitle. should bo
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lUIlTlSIt HEALTH EESORTS IN
PEACE AN1> A^'A1^

Bkino the Thirp Chxpwick Lecture, deliveued at the
RovAL SociETV OF Medicike, Jcse IOtu, 1915.

By R. FORTESCCE FOX. 31 .D., M.R.C.P.,
F.R.Met. Soc.

The rciueJial use of water may be said to rest upon the
two bases of history and experiment. In my first lecture

I recalled the long history and tradition connected with
this branch of treatment, and showed that ^vhilst it has
fiurvived all chauses of medical doctrine, it has flouribljed

most when men's minds were turned from vain specula-
tions and occultism to the observation and study of natural
processes. lu the second lecture I examined the exjieri-

mental basis of the .subject, and endeavoured to show- that
the use of baths in particular was agreeable to ascertained
physiological law, and that their proved effect upon the
body was such as to make them remedies of no mean
value.

I propose now to consider the British healtli resorts in

which waters and baths of various kinds are employed.
Some of them have beeu in popular or medical use for

many centuries, others only for a few }"ears. Some are
large towns, others small villages. Some are warm places
in the plain or valleys, others cool, on the moorland or
hillside. Their medical value consists in the means of

treatment they affor;!. In this respect some resorts, in

virtue of their natural endowment, enjoy a wider apTilica-

tion than otliers. These have, perhaps, a stronger in-

dividuality and their application is more hmited, but by
00 means less valuable.

Formerly the chief consideration in the choice of a spa
was that one possessed larger establishments than another,
or was more modei'n or amusing, the presumption being that
the same treatment could be obtained everywhere. This
idea has found support from the practice at some resorts
of introducing all the methods of treatment belonging
to other places. In the endeavour to create a universal
provider there is, however, a danger lest the original

vu'tue of the place, perhaps the waters, by which its repu-
tation was first established, should be in "the new develop-
ment neglected and forgotten.

The serious study of medical hydrology in recent jears
Las shed new light upon the true value of waters. Aud
not only has the hydrologist to consider what are the
particular properties and actions of the waters and baths,
but what is the influence of the place as a whole, including,
above all, the influence of the climate upon the sensitive
organization of invalids. In the best type of health resorts
the specific action of the waters and baths is promoted aud
reinforced by the general action of the place.

Nafwual HcaUh Besorfs.

The health resorts of a country are a national asset.

Their utilization and development may be a matter of

national concern. It was so under the Roman Empire,
when baths were more widely aud scientifically employed
than at any period in history. It is so now in France,
Italy, Germany, and other Continental countries. In those
countries the Governments have for many years made

|

themselves responsible in one way or another for the
|

national spas. Medicinal waters, like other mineral
resources, are considei-ed of sufficient importance to warrant
their conservation by law, aud their development is

assisted by Government oversight and legal iirovision.

They are thereby protected against the risks that other-
wise attach to private ownership, both in the wa}" of

neglect on the one hand and unwise exploitation on the
other.

Owing to the European war British invalids are almost
entirely precluded from availing themselves of the Conti-
nental spas, which have enjoyed hitherto perhaps an
undue share of British favour. This favourable notice
was, no doubt, chiefly due to the high state of develoj)-

ment they have reached under the encouragement and
supervision of their Governments. If one nation be com-
pared w ith another, the Frenchman goes to the i'rench
resorts, the Italians to those of Italy, the Germans to

those of Germany. But the British have in great numbers

gone far afield, and many of the spas of other countries
owe mrch of their prosperity to this fact.

Another reason for seriously examining the resources
of our own country is that large numbers of war invalids
are now leaving the hospitals who arc not fit to return to
the front nor yet to go to tlieir own homes. We know
from long experience in civil life that the maladies and
disabilities from which these men suffer can bo greatly
relieved and often cured by the ministration of the health
resort.

The General Cliaraciers of British Health Besorfs.
An island climate on the north- west of Europe has given

to the British health resorts a certain character wdiich
differs widely from the Continental type. They are
situated five to ten degrees nearer to the polar circle than
the great spas of France aud Germany. The moro
northerly summer is cool and fresh, with frequent changes
of temperature. The Nortli Atlantic current may be 6° or
8 F. cooler than the sea at Dover, and nearly 20" cooler
than the Mediterranean. No such tempering influcncea
mitigate the heat of the Continental summer. Since the
action of baths is different in different climates, and
especially varies with altitude and with temperature, tho
choice of a bathing station is sometimes a matter of
climate. Thermal treatment may be well borne by a
delicate subject in a cool or dry air, but might be intoler-
able and even dangerous in a hot and humid valley.

SCAIE OF ThERMALITY OF BATHING EeSORTS.
(Mean Temperature of Juli/ in deffrees Fahr.)

78. Castellammare, Bay of Naples.
77.

76. Salsomaggiore (altitude 520 ft.).

75.

Levicoa,700ft.\

72. Bex, Switzerland (1,400 ft.).

Nauheim, Hombtu-g, and the rjiiue Spaa.

Aix-les-Bains (860 ft.).

Vic-.r (736 ft.l.

Luchon, Pyrenees (2,030 ft.).

Evians-Ies-Eains (1,240 ft.)

Spa, Belgium (1,000 ft.).

Contrexeville (1,150 ft.).

Plombieres (1,300 ft.).

Bath (100 ft.). Droitwich (200 ft.). Leaminstov (200 ft

)

L'HELTE.NHAMllSOft.J.
Buxton il.OOOft.j. Llaxdklndod (700ft.). Roodhall
SFA(37ft.l.

Harrogate (500 ft.). Bormio, Italv (4,500 ft.).

Cauterets, Pyrenees (3,200 ft.).

Strathpf.ffer f200ft.).

57. Leukerbad, Switzerland (4,600 ft.'

56.

55. St. Moritz, Switzerland (5,800 ft.'

52. Bath, iu the spring montlis.

There are certain disorders and constitutions for which
health resorts high on the scale of thermality are helpful
and appropriate. At the hot end of the scale are most bnt
not all of the Continental spas. Most of tho British spas
will be found in the cooler part of the scale. The coolest
spas are those of high altitude and of northern latitude.
Some invalids require treatment in the warmth and
shelter of valleys, or in warm summer climates, such as
can be obtained in England at Bath, Leamington, or
Woodhall Spa. Others do better ou the moorland or hill-
side, as at Buxton or Harrogate ; others again at mountain
resorts, such as the great French spas in the Auvergue; and
others at northern stations, as in Scotland.
The difference in summer heat between the cooler British

spas and those of the Continental plains is quite enough to
affect the result of treatment. Buxton is 8' F. cooler ^han
Nauheim and the Rhine, and Strathpeffer as much as 12' F.
cooler. In weakness of the heart and circulation cool
treatments are preferable, or at most a carefully limited
and guarded thermal influence.

Thermal BclUllii.
It follows that the British spas are less liable than their

rivals to the chief danger that attends upon the use of hot

[2846]
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baths—namely, the condition that has been described as
' thermal debility." Many persons to avoid this undesir-

able result of treatment are very properly advised to take

an '• after-cure " in bracing air. If this is neglected, and
sometimes in spite of all precautions, an insidious weakness
may be expericiicuil, which is in proportion to the heat to

which the patient lias been subjected, both in the bath and
in the climate. In the cooler British stations this danger
is minimized.

Noiihrm British Hcsoi-Is.

Many of the stimulating effects belonging to high
altitudes may be obtained at the northern British resorts,

at or near llie level of the sea. The cool summers ul the

north, like those of high altitudes, make a greater call upon
the activity of the tissues than warm summers, but do not
make the same demand upon the heart aud breathing.

Couseijiiently, the northern cold is better borne tliau the
same degree of cold in the mountains, especially by elderly

persons and those in whom the breathing and circulation

are embarrassed. Tlie long summer days give a character
of their own to northern stations, and the extreme trans-

lucence of the air, as in the mountains, is evidenced not
only by the feeling of warmth, but by the power of the
actinic rays. It is also remarkably free from dust. The
atmosphere has more humidity than in the .'Vlps, aud is

therefore more sedative.

It will be observed that many varieties of stimulant aud
sedative influence are blended in the health resorts of the
north. For example, in the north-east of Scotland a marine
air is often rniiiljiin.l w lUi that of the moorland, and at an
elevation oi :i i>-\\ hnu^lnd feet the atmosphere has a fresh
and invigor;ii iul; i|iialily \\ ith which a sodativc influonco is

subtly mingled. 'J'lic baths and climates of iimi'Ik in In ;Mh
resorts are especially liclpfu! in nervous ami 1 1 ,
in circulatory disturbaiicr. insomnia, and | c
'I'lie Norwegian spas Ijarvik and SandjiiiM I. .mt Im
famous Swedish baths of -Modum, should be plu'-cd iu

this category.

British Thermal ami Suhthcrmal Waters.
Bath stands highest in the scale of thermality of all

the British spas, and the warm climate accentuates and
reinforces the sedative effect of the baths. Tlio climate
of Buxton, like the waters, is of lower temperature and
more tonic. The two places represent two widely difl'er-

iug types of treatment, both of great value iu their proper
application. Bath is a health resort of very large applica-

tion, since tlio ti-iatmeut can be given throughotit the year.
It is tli( ivluiv a spa uf two thermalities. For some consti-

tutions ami laalailies tlie baths are most efJicnc-ioiis ill

suuiuii.-r, \\ hilst others require the cooler regimen of winter
and spring. No better example could be adduced of the
fact that the climate for the lime being powerfully aH'cets

the results of bath treatment. The baths of Bnxfon have
a stimulant 1. fir ,1 in tlmse rheumatic and gouty disorders
lor which waiirai tr.atments may be injurious ; but ovei-

aud above till .il(( Is .,1 tomperature Buxtou waters exert
a definite aiium lu uiauy cases of rheumatism. The less

fre(|uented watuis of JIatlock Bath in Derbyshire, of
Clifton, aud of Mallow in county Cork, belong to the
same valuable class of naturally warm waters.

Sulphur Waters.
Sulphur waters are well represented in the British

Islands. In what form is this element ijreseuted in
natural waters'? For tlie most part as a volatile gas,
antiseptic, absorbed by the skin, rapidly diffused through-
out the body. In its effect upon some chronic disorders it

approaches to a true specific. Its exhibition in such cases
often aggravates symptoms before relieving them. The
hydric and alkaline sulphides exist nearly alone or com-
bined with lime salts in what have been called "pure"
sulphur walcis. liKo those of Strathpeffer in Scotland,
Llanwrtyd in Wall,, ami Lisdoonvarna in Ireland. In
another gron]! (In ,ul|ilihlas are combined with chlorides,
forming a • mLiria.tcu sulphur " water, as at Harrogate,
Lilandrindod, aud Moffat. The lime salts and chlorides are
respectively diuretic aud aperient, but modify also in
other ways the actions and uses of sulphur waters. For
example, one of the sources at Llaudrindod is nearly
isotonic with the blood, and, following the French hydro-
logists, might be called a " natural serum."
Hot sulpliur springs, which are associated with volcanic

action, are not found in Great Britain. But there are

within the empire many remarkable waters of this class,
notably in the Pimjab and other parts of India, and in
New Zealand, not to mention Hehvan in Egypt.

Salt Waters.
Droitwich, the premier British salt spa, has a saturated

brine, radio-active, containing about ten times as mucli
salt as sea water. It is well adapted for stimulating
surface treatments at different temperatures (see infra,
rheumatism and cardiovascular affections). The other
salt or muriated waters of Britain can be used both for
drinking and bathing. Here again the secondary and
modifying elements iu the water alter its whole effect.
For this reason the salt spas are possessed of strong
individuality, and are widely different in their actions and
uses. Tlie group includes Woodhall Spa, Bridge of Allan,
Leamington, Cheltenham, and Llangammarch in Wales.

Treatment of Bheumatism and Gout.
In some cases the high thermality of the Continental

spas (Aix-les- Bains, Vichy) is to be preferred to the cooler
range of island resorts. But it should be remembered that
rheumatic persons, and still more sufferers from gout, are
sensitive to heat, and therefore prone to suffer from
thermal debility after bath treatments. For this reason
the hydrologist will often prefer the cooler treatments of
the British spas, particularly in atonic states of the cardio-
vascular system. A cure is dearly bought at the expense
of the heart.

It has sometimes been argued with a show of reason
that since all the spas claim to benefit rheumatism, there-
fore no particular water is better, than another. The
truth is that at all well appointed spas a similar kind of
bath treatment is employed, namely, heat in various
degrees and forms, with douching and massage. These
external appl cations are sometimes described as " thermal
treatment," aud can be, within limits, given anywhere.
For rheumatism and gout, as for other maladies, the spas
therefore offer a twofold provision—the remedy of heat
and thermal treatment, in which they agi-ee ; and the
remedy of waters, in which they differ. Undoubtedly
rheumatism is treated with success at most well appointed
spas, for the reason that it receives at all of them a similar
thermal treatment.
But altogether apart from baths and other surface treat-

ment, there arc certain waters which have a curative value
in rheumatism aud gout, and after a rather long experi-
ence I am not disposed to say whether the baths or the
waters are the more valuable.
England offers for these maladies the thermal water of

Bath and the subthermal water of Buxton. Both of these,
witliin their own class, are unsutpassed and of the first
value. Then there are the brines of Droitwich and
Nantwich, affording one of the most effectual forms of
external treatment. Lastly, there is the important group
of sulphur waters, for drinking and bathing, which in their
effect upon the body ai^proach to a specific action in these
maladies.

Treatment of Nervous Affections.
As regards nervous affections, the loss of the Continent

will be difficult to make good. The physician often relies
upon a complete change of scene and atmosphere, of
habits and people, even of country aud language, in order
to recreate wearied and irritated nerve centres, or to
overcome old habits of invalidism.
With reference to bath treatment, it may be noted that

in nervous disorders for which healtli resorts are appro-
priate: (1) Both irritation and depression are usually
present, and therefore a sedative as well as a stimulant
action arc required; (2) that cool and "subthermal"
treatments combine a sedative with a stimulant action,
and that, on the whole, hot or thermal bath treatments are
injurious in nervous maladies

; (3) that rest is often an urgent
requisite, aud that tliereforo many small and tranquil
spas in a rather sedative climate may be in some ca.sas

preferable to other resorts that are recommended as having
" every treatment, the finest hotels and the best music "

;

(4) that in the summer and autumn seasons moorland and
especially northern air, with or without tonic bath treat-
ments, are especially helpful for these subjects.

Treatment of Circiilatort/ Disorders.
An acknowledgement is due to the foreign physicians

who liave called attention to the good effect of cooling
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batbs in heart affections. For many years the fact liad

been occaHionally noted at the spas, both iu tbo British

Ishiuils anil in Itiily and Fiance, but tlioso observations

were neglected or forgotten nntil the claim was rcceutlj-

jnit forward iu connexion with a particular Continental

liealth resort. In trnth, equally good i-esults have been
obtained at many places from baths of a certain tciiipora-

tnre with or without effervescence. There is nothing
specific iu what has been loosely called the " Kauhoim
bath.-
The Biitish health resorts, in consequence of the island

climate, are well adapted to the bath treatment of cardio-

vascnlar cases. No j>ersons are so liable to thermal
debility as those who suffer from circulatory troubles. In

their case during the summer season both hot baths and
hot climates are best avoided. Moreover, for the greater

number of such pei-sons the fatigues of foreign travel, as

well as the abrupt change of habits, may be prejudicial.

There is in the Biitish Islands a wide choice of localities

where baths of this description are given with sufficient

precision. It must be confessed that no bath requires

•greater rare, and Accuracy of observation of its effects

from day to day ; and in no other kind of disorder is tbo

reaction to baths so curiously variable.

During the summer season cardio-vascular patients may
be treated in the relative warmth of Droitwich or Wood-
hall Spa; or, in an atmosphere of ascending tonieit}-, at

Llangammarch, Llandrindod, Harrogate, Buxton, Stiath-

peffer. All of these places, althongh verj- different, may
be described as resorts for circulatory disorders. In
winter time baths of the same kind may often be taken
with advantage at coast resorts like Sidmouth or Torquay,
or in adetjuate bath establishments in the town.

Undeveloped British Spas.

Besides certain spas already mentioned, there are two
lUitish waters, once much resorted to, and still of great

potential value. Tlieso are the chalybeate water of Tim-
bridge Wells and the St. Anne's Well at 3IaIvorn.

Although possessing a minimum of "mineral" consti-

tuents, Malvern is a true " medicinal " water, with an
action best described as eliminant. It takes rank ^\ith

Evians on the Lake of Geneva, and there is, in my
opinion, no reason why Malvern in time to come should
not occupy as important a position among the health
resorts of England.

TT'ar Serriee of the British Spas.
U is well known that for many years the Coutiuental

spas have been widely and successfully used for the after-

treatment of soldiers in connexion with European wars.
After the South African war many military cases were
treated with advantage at the British spas, but, unfor-

tunately, no systematic records were kept. The matter
was discussed by the Section of Balneology in the Royal
Society of Medicine, with the conclusion that, from the
evidence available in this cotmtry, supported bj- the much
more extensive evidence of other countries, valuable
results might be anticipated from similar treatnieut at

the present time if efBciently and systematically carried

out. That is to say, that a great many injured"and dis-

abled men, for whom all that is possible had been done by
surgical skill and ordinary hospital treatment, would
obtain relief or cure from suitable treatment by baths and
watei-s, which would bo otherwise unattainable. In short.

that there is iii war time a great scope for after-treatment
at bathing health resorts.

In view of these facts, and of the great numbers of men
invalided from the field, the Section determined to draw
the attention of the authorities to the matter. Early in

the year a committee was formed, upon which the War
Of&cc and the Royal Society of Medicine were represented.
Local committees and representatives were forthwith
appointed at the British health resorts and the facilities

for tieatment inquired into and organized. A widespread
absence of information was encountered, and a pamphlet
prepared setting forth the various conditions, surgical and
noedical, which could be submitted to bath treatment with
advantage, with a schedule of the health resorts and the
treatment which they offered. This was circulated by the
War Office among the military hospitals, and also supplied
to the Admiralty. A full statement of the available accom-
modation, both for officers and men, at the i>rincipal resorts
was also preiJarcd.

The health resorts without exception showed every
willingness to co-operate in this war service. Already
very large numbers of free baths have been given, free
accommodation has been often availed of, and spa prac-
titioners have given their services iu all necessitous cases.
Private bath establishments and " hydropathics " in
healtliful situations have for the emergency of the war
jilaced their facihties for bath treatment freely at tbo
disposal of the local medical men for military cases.
The Committee were anxious to ijromote not only a

sufficient but an efficient after-treatment. A system of
case record cards was organized. These have been
officially approved, and will form part of the Goverament
statistics iu the medical history of the war. About 7,000
cards have been already issued.
Perhaps the most serious difficulty is the proper selection

of cases for the different localities. On the one hand aro
the men, hundreds or thousands, ready to leave the hos-
pitals or homes, but not yet cured. On the other hand,
there is offered for their relief or cure a wide and various
provision of waters, baths, and climates all over the
country. The problem is how to bridge this gap, so as to
secure for each man the best choice of locality and treat-
ment. Only by careful selection iu the hospitals, or in
some kind of clearing station, and by expert distribution
of cases can favourable results be obtained. The same
care and pains that are taken in advising ordinary invalids
ought to be applied to the distribution of military cases.

Medical Baths in Towns.
A largo number of these men could be treated at a good

medical bath establishment in town or country, as well as
or better than at a spa. Medical baths have been for
many years in use in Continental cities, with similar
installations in the civil and military hospitals. Tho
hydrotherapy thus provided is found adequate for a
certain proportion of cases, and much expense avoided.
In time of war many of the most useful treatments can bo
thus applied, under skilled medical direction, in tho
vicinity of the great hospitals, and large numbers of
patients can bo easily handled with a modest installation
of baths.

In the British Islands baths have been hitherto but
little used in connexion with the hospitals, but good
medical baths have been erected of late years in London,
Bradford, and other towns, where treatment is adequately
given. New needs have now to be met. The Committee
has included in its recommendations that approved estab-
lishments should be made available for military use, and
that bath treatment should be attached to some of the
military hospitals.

Future of British Ilijdrolorji/.

No one who has followed the growth of medical
hydrology in this and other countries diu-iug the last
few years can fail to realize that it has taken a place
among the medical sciences, and that at the present day
the art or practice of hydrology afl'ects the welfare of
many thousands of persons. How important in the public
interest that this branch of treatment should bo well-
informed and scientific, and that a wise, and not unwise,
use should be made of the British waters and baths I

What better means could be taken to these ends than to
set up systematic instruction in hydrology ? And what
better place than London to possess an institute of
hydrology? At such an institute, under right auspices,
not only could teaching be given, but a clinic established,
and, most vital of all, investigation and research carried
on, that English physicians should no longer subsist on
knowledge borrowed from other countries, but that we
should substantiate our practice upon our own soil. Only
so in any country can any art permanently flourish.

If our view be extended a little further—from London to
the outlying parts of the empire, to South Africa, India,
New Zealand, Canada—the British hydrologist has work
to do. India alone is richly endowed with medicinal
waters of every description. No scientific report has ever,

admittedly, been made upon them. There and else^vhero
much remains to be done to investigate, make known, and
utilize these natural resources of the empire.

[The lecture concluded with an account of the arrange-
ments for soldiers at the British spas, illustrated bj
lantern slides.]
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THE
DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT OF

NERVE AND MUSCLE INJURIES RESULT-
ING FROM GUNSHOT WOUNDS

;

'^VITH Especial, Reference to the Use of the
Lewis Jones Condenser Appabatus.

By FRANCIS HERNAMAN-JOHNSON, M.D.,

Captain (TEMPonAny) B.A.M.C. : Senior Medical Officeh to the
X-Uay and Electbical Department, and LECTniiEB on
MiEiTART Radiology, Camdridge Hospital, Aldehshot ;

Consulting Radiologist to Military Hospitals
in Aldebshoi Command.

Important as is the ,)--ray work of a laige military Ijase

hospital iu war time, it is necessarily somewhat one sided.

Diagnosis bulks large ; Roentgen treatment is called for

only to a very HiuiLed extent. But the activities of the

eleclii. Ill (1. pail iiieiit are not—or, at any rate, should not

be- ' oiiluii <l sillily to radiography. Provided that iu-

tclli.u.iit l.iy ;i--i-Uuts are available, much of the actual

taking; of plates may safely be left in their hands. Tlie

medical othcer iu charge should see every plate and eveiy

patient, and should hiiuself write all reports ; but tljc tune
which would be ocmpipd in routine work may be more
jirofltably employe! in 1 '1 1 lii-ld.

As a result of in n ! on active service—for

example, bullet \\ neighbourhood of nerve
trunks—the nuaibi 1

'• e,i i.ilysis of limbs is great.

To decide upon the cxael lesion present in each case, and
to sort out tho.se which, if curable at all, are curable only
by operation, from those in which treatment by non-
surgical measures ought to be tried, is a task calhug for

all the diagnostic skill which can be brought to bear upon
it. When the most severe cases have been handed over

to the surgeon, there remains a large number whose only

hope of a restoration to usefulness must lie in tliose

means of treatment which are at the disposal of the
electro-therapeutist.

Diagnosis and Proi/uosis.

The introduction by the late Dr. Lewis .Tones of an
apparatus known as a " condenser testing set " has proved
of the utmost value.' In the early days of the war I

applied for, aud obtained, one of these sets, and all nerve
and muscle testing has been done by its aid. AVitii it

electrical impulses varying in length from nj^nj, up to :,'„ of

a second in length can be thrown into a muscle. A clioice

of twelve is given by the existing instrument.' Duly
absolutely
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nuacsthesia following the distribution of no cutaneous

nerve or nerves is a coiumon accoiupauiincnt, and aids iu

tlie diagnosis. The majority of such patients recover in a
week or two under appropriate treatment, but a favourable

prognosis cannot be given with certainty at first, as cases

w ith a neurotic taint may prove most obstinate.

In the types of paralysis above discussed there is no
injury to nerve trunks. NVhere such injury has occurred,

but without the abolition of all faradic response, condenser

studs ranging from No. 4 to No. 8 will be required to

provoke reaction. The prognosis iu such cases cannot be

given even approximately as the result of a single test.

They must be appropriatelj' treated, and examiued elec-

trically from time to time. Some will improve rapidly in

a week or so ; in them a speedy restoration may be loukcd

for. On the other hand, others will show no chauaf- fnv

tlie better even iu two months. In a few instances paicsis

gradually passes into paralysis, in spite of treatment ; this

is due, iu most cases, to a gradually contracting fibrous

band. Tlie latter class should be operated on as soon as it

is certain that they are retrogressing. In the "no change"
type it is also probalily bt;>t to operate, although some
patients undoubtedly l)i l;lii to improve even after two
mouths, and in otheis ilu ksiou may not be such as can

be benefited by surgery. In cases of fibrous stricture,

however, the chances of surgical success are so much
lessened by delay that a reasonable probability of its

pi-esenee justifies exploration. Provided that the operation

is skilfully done, practically the only risk which the patient

rims is that inseparable from the administration of au
anaesthetic.

The same remarks apply to cases just beyond the

faradic range, but the prognosis becomes progressively

more unfavourable as the higher condenser numbers are

approached. Strictly speaking, all cases in which it is

decided to wait should be given the benefit of treatment iu

the interval, but in practice it is not usually possible to

Bnd time for this when the probability is very strong that

aperation will ultimately be required.

Down to the end of February, 13 cases were recom-

mended for operation, constituting about one-fifth of the

total number examined. Of those explored, the nerve w as

found to be severed in one, almost severed iu a second, and
constricted in the remaining eleven. It may, of course.

be objected that some of the latter would have recovered

without operation, but the surgeon was not of this opinion.

On the other hand, the cases in which a favourable pio-

gnosis was given have for the most part done well. The
kind of exception which is most likely to occur is that iu

an apparently severe case nothing definite is discovered at

operation, and complete recovery subsequeutU' occurs.

So long, however, as it is found possible to prophesy
correctly in two out of every three cases, the value of the

condenser test will not be seriously impaired.

The foregoing remarks are intended to refer chiefly to

gunshot injuries of nerve trunks. The principles of treat-

ment immediately to be laid down apply, however, equally

well to lower segment pals}', however caused. Injury to

the circumflex nerve as a result of dislocation, paralysis

following a toxic neuritis, and disabilities due to anterior

poliomyelitis, arc cases in point.

Treatment.
The cases treated in the electrical department may have

been operated on or not. In the former instance a divided

nerve may have been found or merely a strangulation. Again,

the condenser test may show the muscular reaction to be

within the limits of the normal ; or, while still capable of

faradic response, the muscles may require abnormall}' long

condenser discharges to excite them; or, again, the injurj'

to the nerve-muscle combination may be so serious as to

require the longest possible impulses. In some instances

there will be no voluntary power; in others, it will remain
considerable. Finally, passive movement may be free or

greatly restricted either by adhesions or contractures.

Kach of the above calls for some special modifications in

tlie treatment applied, but certain general rules may be
laid down which are more or less applicable to all cases.

1. Necessify for Fren Passive Movement.
On first seeing a case we should determine whether any

adhesions are present. The mere fact that a joint cannot
be moved freely does not, of course, prove that it is limited

by fibrous tissue. Limitation may also bo due to (a) tendon
shortening, (ft) contracture of muscles, (r) simple muscular
spasm. The joint and as much of the limb as possible
should be iumiersed in hot water—as hot as the patient
can bear. After a few nnnutes it will often be found that
a much greater range of passive movement can be obtained.
In simple spasm tlie muscle does not tend to recontract
while under the hot water. In contracture the limb can
generally be more or loss straightened by gradual nressnre,
but tends to resume its old position immediately. In
tendon shortening and fibrous adhesions it cannot be
straightened at all. The former condition can be recog-
nized by feeling the tendons stand out when the limb is

moved in opposition to them. The diagnosis of fibrous
adhesion is arrived at by a process of exclusion. It is

assumed that an a; ray examination has shown that no
bony ankylosis is present.

Massage can do .something to alleviate all the foregoing
conditions, but its maximum of effect is often very quickly
reached, and further dependence upon it alone becomes a
mistake. As soon as definite improvement week by week
ceases to occur under massage, other therapeutic measures
must be used. Fibrous adhesions can often be overcome
by the use of the continuous current ; or, it the expression
is preferred, by chlorine ionization. Tendon shortening is

the result of a faulty position during the healing of a
wound, and may, in bad cases, have to be dealt with
surgically.

Coutractiue of nuiscles is due to paralysis or paresis of
their oppontiits. and. it recognized early and combated by
suitable splints, med never become serious. If already
preseut in marked degree, a splint must be applied of sucii

a shape as to relax the paretic muscle or muscles. Where
the contracted muscles are otherwise normal, the matter
is simple, but where they are themselves only less damaged
than their opponents the exact amount of extension and
the time during which the splint should be worn are
matters calling for the exercise of careful judgement. We
must also beware of trusting to relaxation alone to cure a
damaged muscle. In many cases it will ; but, even so, if

electrical stimulation be added, the time required is

shortened by one-half to two-thirds, And there are
instances in which nothing other than the electrical

stimulus has power to set the damaged neuromuscular
machinery again in motion.
The point of the foregoing remarks is that direct

stimulation of muscles and motor nerves is useless unless
proper mechanical conditions have first been established.

2. Importance of Jl'armtJi.

The preliminary treatment just discussed may occupy
days or weeks, but there is a further preparation, whicli
it may be necessary to attend to at the commencement of

each individual sitting. To attempt the electrical stimula-
tion of cold and clammy limbs is futile. The affected parts

should be immersed in hot water for some minutes, and if

diathermy is available, it is desirable to apply it also.

3. Direct AjyjMcation of Electrlcit;/ to Nerves.

The transverse passage of large galvanic currents through
the site of iujury of a nerve trunk is often advantageous.
Large pads are placed opposite to one another, so that the
limb is almost encircled. The absorption of blood-clot and
fibrous tissue is promoted, and local healing generally
accelerated. It is also useful, when the limb is in the
before-mentioned hot bath, to pass a mild sinusoidal

current; it shoitld not be heavy enough to cause any
visible muscular contraction. If definite movements are
produced the healthy muscles are apt to benefit more than
the injured, and the tendency to unbalanced action is thus
increased. SIucli discredit has been brought upon electro-

therapy by the indiscriminate use of baths by ignorant

I)ersons.

4. Stimulation of Tmliridital Muscles h/ Internqyteil

Currents or Conclciiscr Discharges.

This is the sheet anchor in the treatment of nerve-

muscle injuries. It needs much skill and practice, and
cannot be successfully accomplished merely hy propping

up in front of one a diagram showing motor points. A
skilful operator learns to play upon a limb as on an instru-

ment, and is able to produce any desired movement or

combination of movements at will.
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Upon tho first occasion the movemeuts of the paretic

muscles should be provoked at intervals of a few seconds
until detiuite fatigue appears—that is, until the response is

obviously weaker. The object of this is to obtain neces-

Kary data. Upon the next occasion only half the previous

amount of stimulation ruust be given, so as to avoid all

possibility of overtiring the muscles. The amount of

stimulation at each sitting should not be increased until it

is reasonably certain that more can be tolerated without
fatigue. In order that t)ie information obtained at one
sitting may be usefully applied at the next, it is necessary

to be able to repeat or modify all the conditions as

desired. "With a faradio coil this cannot be done with any
approach to nicety, though practice and experience will

enable one to obtain very fair results. The most accurate

instrument for the purpose is a modification of the con-

denser testing apparatus, in which a mercury break takes

the place of the metronome, and any selected length of

condenser impulse may be thrown into a muscle a given

number of times per second. A speedometer should be
attached to the motor of the break, and the patient's

circuit should be interrupted by some mechanical device

which can be set for any given speed. If a metronciuK; is

used, the mercury in the cups may be so adjusted as to

cause each tetanization to last any desired space of time.

>Yith a little adaptation, the same metronome may
be used either for charging and discharging condensf i s in

nerve testing, or to interrupt rhythmically any form of

current which is being passed into the patient. Generally

speaking, the individual contraction should only be of brief

duration.

The instrument has the additional ad-v-^r'-'r- 'i-i*

muscles injured beyond the faradic r:i

rhythmically tetanized if desired, and tli ^

of a case in either direction may be -.im^. i

special tests, owing to the muscles requiriuy a higlic i nr

a lower stud to excite them.*

5. Exercises.

The value of exercises when any voltmtary power is

present is well known, but the method of resistance to

graduated pressure (or weight) does not seem to have been
as widely used as it deserves. Such control often returns

long before ordinary movements can be performed, and
gives great confldouco to the patient. The movement of

otherwise helpless limbs is often possible in a full bath.

Great care should be taken not to ask patients to perform
any given movement luiless there is a good prospect of

their being able to do so ; faOure often causes great

depression.

It will be objected to this that many apparently fruitless

efforts may be necessary before success can be obtained.

This is true, but the well-known good effects of utilizing

the will may be obtained without risk of mental npset.

Patients should be told to make a mental cffoit :it the

same time as a contraction of the musele is about to be

provoked electrically. The- metronome is a great aid to

this, as the patient "soon learns to know exactly when the
stimulus is coming. A sliding resistance is also an
advantage, as the operator can by its aid make fine

adjustments in the strength of the current according to

the amount of voluntary effort put forth by the patient.

Even if at first no appreciable lessening of the required
electrical stimulus is produced by the patient's voluntary
efforts, these should be persisted in ; as a result of such
persistence, cases which are curable will be cured the
more quicklj'.

Cases into which the psychical element enters need
especially tactful handling. They are of two kinds. The
mental trauma maybe wholly responsible for the disability.

But it is a r.v. .u Tu'ishit-p (n tell such patients that there is

really ncitliin 'li- '• •] with them. They should be
shown tli;ii i

'

- ro all capable of vigorous move-
ment un(l(r r <, ' Miiilus, and informed that all they
need is proper tvealmi ut to put them right in a week
or two. The judicious holding out of the prospect of

furlough " as soon as the power returns " also has a good
effect. Harshness may easily render an otherwise readily

curable disability lengthy or even permanent.

• The electrical stimulation of uuiscles just described must not bo
regarded merely as a means of lieepiug them in order while their
norves are spontaneously recoveriufi. By conduction and retiex
action tho whole of the lower segment neuron is favourably affected.
and not merely its terminations in the muscle.

Again, we may have to deal with a definite organic
injury in itself curable, but accompanied by an emotional
instability due to shock. Patients affected thus are apt
to weep, and declare then- hopelessness of cure in tho face
of obvious local improvement. It is no use dealing sternly
with them in these circumstances. If they have good
homes, they are best sent to them for a week or two with
a clear intimation that they are to nse the respite to "piiU
themselves together." On their return it is time enough
to lecture them upon their foolishness. Some patients of
this type, although able to get about and apnarently well
in body, cannot be satisfactorily treated as out-patients.
The discipline of a hospital is essential to their cure.

Electrical Treatment after Oj'eration on Nerve Trunls.
When a nerve has been merely freed from a constricting

band, electrical treatment should be begun after a reason-
able period—say a fortnight. It should be vevy gentle at
first, but should in other respects follow the same lines as
if no operation had been done. When a nerve has been
sutured the matter is not so simple. I have not personally
treated any cases of this kind for more than a few weeks
before losing sight of them ; but Bailey of Brighton, who
made elaborate experiments on himself extending over a
year, is of opinion that electricity is of great assistance.

Cases of ascending degeneration, fortunately rare, appear
to be very hopeless. Care must be taken not to diagnose
ascending degeneration when the paralysis is due in
reality to cut tendons. Tl e distinction is not easily made
in all cases. The wound may produce some sensory dis-

turbance in its neighbourhood, and it is not always possible
to be sure that a particular muscle responds normally to
electricity; one is deprived of the most useful guid&

—

namely, the tautening of the tendon beneath one's finger.

In giving a prognosis in a case of nerve injury, one
should he sure that one is dealing with a pure lower
segment lesion. A shell wound in the neck at close
quarters may produce a mixed lesion, slightly damaging
lower neuron cells controlling the arms, and at the same
time (by the force of the explosion) causing haemorrhage
in the motor area of one or both sides. Slight facial palsy
of upper neuron type, not noticeable unless looked for, will

sometimes furnish the key to a lack of progress beyond a
certain point. I am far from suggesting that electrical

treatment is useless in brain lesions, but the brilliant

results which are often obtained in lower segment
paralysis cannot be looked for. Cerebral galvanization,

as recommended by Professor Leduc, may be given a trial

in addition to stimulation of muscles, but it is a procedure
calling for great perfection of apparatus and skill on the
part of the physician. In unpractised hands it has
dangerous and even fatal possibilities.

The sum total of suffering which can be relieved by
electro-therapy is not less than that which can be deait
witli by surgery itself. But the right use of the elaborate
electrical paraphernalia which modern science has pro-

vided calls for skill, experience, wide medical knowledge,
and a well-balanced judgement. To leave such work
wholly or chiefly in tlie hands of lay assi.stants, however
intelligent, is no more rational than it would be to permit
operating-room attendants to perform abdominal section

or excise tumouis from the brain.
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be used; these biological tests are being carried out in
the pathological laboratories of the university and in the
Toronto General Hospital. The price of the compound
has been fixed by the Commissioner of Patents ; it includes
a royalty to the German patentees, and is only slightly in

advance of the wholesale price current before last August.
The Synthetic Drug Company of Toronto will undertake to

place neo-salvarsan on the market as soon as it has been
able to manufacture a supply of diarsenol sufficient to

meet the present demand.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THOSE IXTERESTKD IX

WAR DKPOTS AT UOME.

Ev JAMES ItOSSACK, F.H.C.S.Eu.,

AT ST. JOHN'S

The expeiiences of a surgeon wlio has sewed for nearly

eight mouths in a St. .loha's Hosjiital in St. Male may be

of considerable use, especially to those of us who may be

asked to assist in tlie raauagcnieut of what are called

dep6ts in England. To Ipswich depOt—I believe the first

of such organizations- I am infinitely indebted for the

magniticent way they kept nie supplied with all sorts of

surgical and other necessities. It is admirably managed
and organized, and is under a trained nurse, as all such
dep6ts shonld be.

As the wounded in this war do not fall into line

according to modern books on surgery, neither do the

supplies sent from the dtpots in general quite fulfil the

requirements. Economy is essential, and I am convinced
that if some sort of standardization were adopted by all

depots, much money might be saved. It is with this view
that I propose to otter certain criticisms that I ho]ie may
be of use, and certain suggestions that may be, I hope, of

greater use.

Swahs.
Swabs, I believe, can be improved from an economical

point of view without losing efficiency. I received many
beautifully done up and sterilized. Ideal—but yet not
economic. Practically every case admitted to hospital

was septic, and most of them very septic indeed. The
swabs were made by cutting up squares of gauze, a small
liandful of cotton-wool was put in the middle of the gauze,
and the four corners tied : 500 were then enclosed in a
jaconet bag and sterilized. Tliis is theoretically admirable,
but practically I may point out defects. First of all, these
swabs, about the size of a pigeon's egg, were far too small,

especially when wet and squeezed drj-. I like a swab to

be about the size of a heu's egg. and so do most surgeons.
The jaconet bag was beautifully made, with a tape run
round the mouth, but to a certain extent this was a waste
of labour. A packet of 30 swabs tied up in a muslin bag,
and 20 such muslin bags enclosed in a wrapping of jaconet
fastened with a pin is all that is required. The jaconet
WTapping with pin attached come in very handy for fomen-
tations. Thirty swabs is usually enough for most opera-
tions. The remaining 19 packets can remain in their

covering till wanted, almost certainly during the day. In
big cavities the smallness of the swabs became an absolute
danger—there was always present to the surgeon's mind the
possibility of losing one. In an emergency with secondary
haemorrhage (a not infrequent occurrence), one packed in 6
or 8 or 10 of these swabs, and one was constantly harassed
with the idea that perhaps one was left behind. The
known number of 30 saves counting when rushed. r>r.

Griffith, discussing this question with me, made the
admirable suggestion that squares of Turkish towelliug,
double or treble thickness, 6 to 8 in. square, should be
sewn along their edges and a tag of tape, about 6 in. long.

sewn to each at the corner ; thej* cannot be lost because of

the tape, and after use can be washed, boiled, and kept in

1 in 40 carbolic solution in glass jars in the theatre, and
could be used over and over again, whereas a swab once
used is done for. Sponges are old-fashioned, no doubt, but.
if properly looked after, are by no means to be despised

;

they must be good and their care and storage understood.

Sfc)ili-atlo-n.

Sterilization is certainly admirable, but is not necessary
in nine-tenths of the cases from a surgical point of view,
but there is one important point that must never be lost

sight of. Scattered over England today there are various
centres where scarlet fever, measles, and diphtheria are
known to exist. JIany of the bandages sent out are made
in schools by school children, other articles are made in
homes, others in depots by lady workers. The sources,
then, of infection are numerous. For this reason, to pre-
vent any infectious disease being sent out, all dressings,
bandages, and I would say everything possible, should be
sterilized. It would never do to have an outbreak of
either measles or scarlet fever in a base or any hospital
owing to neglect of this. If it could be brought home to

I
goods sent out by dep6ts, it would, I fear, be a serious
blow to them. Hence one necessity of a trained nurse at
the head of affairs to keep an eye on these details. I am
a firm believer in carbolic acid. "and, without exception, all

my cases were treated autisepticall\ as against aseptically.

All swabs, sterilized or not, were wrung in 1 in 40. Wu
had only one theatre and antiseptics were de r'ujucar, so
that it is essential to have plenty of carbolic acid.

Liy,i and C.,,rjr.

Boric lint is a necessity, and it can never be wrong to

send it out in quantities.

Small packets of gauze about 2 yards are best : larger
packets are liable to become soiled. I would suggest!
that the gauze be cut up into squares of about 6 to 8 in.

Packets of a dozen such squares should be wrapped up
in waxed paper before being sent out. Long strips of
gauze about 2 in. to 5 in. wide, rolled up like a bandage,
are extremely useful, and can be packed in the same way.

SpUnh.
Splints were sent to me whicii were absolute works oE

art in the way of padding and so forth, but, to ray mind,
extravagant again. The wood was covered with corrosive
wool padding, and this was held in position by cotton sewn,
across and across the back. In twenty-four hours tho
padding was saturated, the wood itself soaked with pus

—

and alas for the work of art

!

I suggest that the wood shonld be painted first with
creosote, and when dry enamelled. This will prevent pus
and fluids soaking into the wood. The splint can be used
time and again by sponging it over with au antiseptic,
instead of getting a new cjne ond bnruius the old. My
advice is not to pad. No limli 1- p.-t- iK Hat; each has
its own curves and ben. l-..:i 11 K;. 1 li-iiUl bepadded
to fit its own limb. Ifuun!).,, ' . u, with ordinary
cheap wool to fit the coutoui ...l ilit luuli. ilien to slip oil

a piece of jaconet to cover the whole splint, tying it in
position by strips of bandage, saved time and money and
fitted the patient best. Tho cheap wool was burul, the
splint spnii.^eJ, tlj.- i:u;,nrl 1h,!I,.,1 ;n,n ,lrir,l, iind sn practi-

cally til. IV v^.i. 110 v,,iM... \i ^pImi' \,i ill\p,lt,d will
ever inrri , \. 1 x , n~, . >)>, ),.._,,, h. ,. ,-, .11 jkiW.I.'.I. -^lany

will not a; ly
I"-

il cxpoiicuce.
I found that a piece of board from a packing case, a saw,
a few French nails to fasten on a footpiece, and a tin of
enamel made the most satisfactory splint. For leg cases
I always allowed the T-pieco at the bottom to be suffi-

ciently high to act as a support for the foot to be bandaged
and to take off the weight of tlie bed-clotlies : the under half
of the T was left about 4 in. long to elevate the limb and
make an inclined plane. Almost all fractures are com-
pound, comminuted, and pouring with pus, so that soiled

padding is inevitable. Lengths and breadths of splints
must be assorted ; 4i in. is a good average width for leg
splints.

For arms I can recommend a Waterproof paper splint
resembling gooch, sold in rolls by Cuxon, Garrard, and
Co., Birmingham. It can be cut as I'cquired by any
pocket knife, or a strong pair of scissors. It can bo
sponged or burnt.

TT'oo?.

For sopping up discharges tliere is nothing to equal
wood-wool, and for dressing wounds outside the gauze,
both in the theatre and wards, it is ideal.

I do not like cellulose wadding. It clings to the skiu
and is difficult to remove, does not absorb pus well, and
easily disintegrates and clogs up syringes. In peace times
ordinary corrosive absorbent wool is best, but wood-wool is

better and cheaper for wounds discharging ranch foul pus.
In the theatre there must always be white absorbent wool.

Pine Sairdi(sf Drcaaing.
This is in many ways admirable, cheap, and to a certain

degree efficient, but uncomfortable. When sodden with
pus it gets heavy, and acts like an old-fashioned linseed-
meal poultice. I have doubts, too, of its antiseptic
properties

; sterile they may be, but not satisfactory on the
whole.

Drainage Tubes.
I know of no substitute to equal drainage tubes, bnt they

should be big ; the index finger or thumb is not a bad guide
for size. Let the walls be thick and fairlj stiff, ao that
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vlien the tube is luu through a limb and round tlie bone

it will not kink and be useless, but remain, round ;ind a

tube. The tubing should not be cut up into lengths; this

Bliould be left to the surgoou.

Baitdagei,

The varieties of sizes and material were legion. Cheap

cotton ones are extravagant because the material of which

they are made is ruined in the fir.st washing. They do not

iron out, and cannot be fitted on to lie flat after wasliing.

Usually their first use was the last. liCt the cotton the

bandages are made of be good ; it is cheapest. Far and

away tlie best bandage is made of flannelette ; care should

be taken to see that it is not inflammable. For mauy-

tailed bandages it is admirable, as good as domette and

cheaper. These bandages can be washed, ironed, and are

as good as new, and can be used time and again. It is

astouishiua, too, how often one uses many-tailed bandages

made of flannelette for arms, legs, chest, abdomen, etc.

Slip the bandage under the limb and the rest is easy-
much quicker for the surgeon and easier for the patient,

when every movement causes pain, than putting on a

roller.

For chest cases the many-tailed bandage has a tendency

to slip down, not up. To prevent this I had sewn ou to

the back top part of each chest many-tailed bandage two
strips that came over the shoulders, crossed on the chest,

aud were pinned to the bandage in front, braces in fact,

and found them very useful. Many-tailed bandage-; shuuld

be rolled in the following way: Take two long pieces of

stiff paper, 6 inches longer than the depth of the bandage,

and commence at each end rolling the many tails towards

the centre. The result is two sausages as it were of

bandage rolled ou paper, meeting at the middle. This

can be slipped on under anything, and when unwound and
the paper removed everything is finished with, the tails

all flat and no rucks.

Three sizes of bandages are sufficieut

—

2},, Zh, and 6 in.

are all that are required. With a sharp table knife the

6 in. can be cut if desired to any breadth, 1 in. upward to

5 in. ; it must be cut squarely to avoid scalloped edges.

Most bandages are far too long. Bits are torn off aud
thrown away ; 4 to 5 yards is enough, instead of 6 yards.

All kinds" of arm slings were sent us—patent leather

lookiug things, Idiaki coloured with buckles and what not.

There is nothing to equal the triangular sling, and a colour

other than white wotdd be welcome—black or slaty-blue

to match the unifonn, or khaki. A safety pin (black)

should be put in each sling. The standard St. John shng
is correct for size.

For irrigating wounds there is nothing to equal a
Higgiuson syringe, with a glass nozzle, but a piece of

gauze should be tied on to the other end to prevent bits

of wool getting in and blocking the valves. The whole
thing can be boiled, and lasts for weeks, or even months.

I prefer them as handier than an irrigator with long

rubber tubing. Glass syringes, whether hypodermic,
exploring, or what not, are always being broken, either

in boiling, by accident, or carelessness ; all metal is best

in the long run. Ordinary 6-iuch probes are almost use-

less. I had made for me probes varying from 1 ft. to

18 in. long. I have seen cases in which bullets have
entered at the buttock, aud been removed from the back
of the neck. Stout copper wire silvered, with a bkmt
point at one end and an eye at the other, I found admirable

;

they can be bent to any curve, and are cheap aud ever-

lasting.

Drugs.
The tablet form is best, and a great variety is not

needed. Calomel, aspirin, morphine, and salol are in

constant demand.
Antitetanus serum is essential, but, alas ! not always to

be relied ou. A reliable mark should be got from a
ropirtable firm, and I strongly urge that samples should be
submitted to a bacteriological test before sending out.

This is most important; certain samples proved to be
inert. I found a most practical way of putting up these

was a method used by Parke, Davis, and Co. It consists

of a round glass container, made with glass tips at each
end. Inside tliis container was the serum, with a plunger
at one end. Enclosed in each packet was a sterile needle

and a rod. By breaking off one end the needle fitted on,

aud by doing the same to the other end, and screwing the

rod ou to the plunger inside, the syringe was complete.
I gave many of these away to yonng officers going to the
front, confident the risk of contamination in such an
appliance was reduced to nil, even in the bauds of an
amateur.

Clothing,
All sorts of strange garments were sent to us by kind

souls, who enclosed no name and no address. We never
knew what some were—whether socks, mitt<;ns, or night-

caps. Bed jackets of splendid flannel and exquisite work-
manship made so narrow across the back that no
ordinary man could get into them. All these had to be
altered, and three jackets were frequently used to make
two good ones. Shirts, again, have arrived with neck bands
so tight as would have throttled anybody who tried

to fasten them ; the bands had to be taken off and bits

let in, aud so on. All this means want of some central

supervision. They had not been examined at any dep6t,

and were sent out by well-uieaning people, who had
probably never made shirts or bed jackets in their lives

before. Standardization is required, and would mean
economy. Then there were strange and wonderful
gai-ments with tapes up the backs, down the sides, down
the front, up the arms, the result of patient work—all very
admirable, but in nine cases out of ten not needed, except
in paralysed cases the result of injury to the spine. It is

uot comfortable to be on a string of knots, and patients

complained of cold backs. The simpler the garment the
better : it should be big enough, but not too big ; the
wrist bands should let a man's fist through, aud the neck
be big enough to button. Pyjamas are not much used in

hospital wards, but ward suits for patients to walk about
the wards and grounds are a necessity. Each hospital

should, if possible, have the same pattern in colours and
arrangements, or at least each ward or floor.

Various sizes of coats and trousers are necessary for big

men and little men. The jackets should have three

pockets—two at the sides, and one for the handkerchief.

Those known as patch pockets are best and easiest to

make. Pockets in the trousers do not much matter. The
material of which these suits are made should be washable
and not liable to shrink.

Buttons are a great nviisance, and were frequently

missing. Au excellent button can be got consisting of a
metal disc with a central hole, and a separate shank
shaped like a collar stud. A .small slit was made where
the missing button came off, the head of the stud passed
through and the disc snipped on. It is easy to do, aud
makes an admirable job.

French soldiers had no slippers ; their hobnailed boots

in the wards ruined the floors, and the clip-clop they made
was irritating. Slippers of felt are essential, should be
big enough to put on a bandaged foot if necessary, and of

all sizes. Any ingenious woman can make them cheaply.

Tobacco.
A tremendous amount of money is frittered away in

tobacco and cigarettes that could be infinitely better used
in other ways. When I left St. Malo at the beginning of

June I should think I left behind a couple of hundred-
weight of tobacco and cigarettes, sent to us by all sorts

and conditions of people and societies. This was due to

overlapping from want of organization.

French soldiers are careless with their matches and
cigarette ends. They finish the cigarette, and drop it with
the spent match by the bedside. Tin ash trays to stand

by the bedside are a necessity, yet, except in our hospital,

I never saw any.

Ward Appliancet.
The best basins for the wards for washing patients

I came across were papier-mache ones sent from Ipswich.
They were enamelled inside and out. They tumbled
about, and had no end of rough usage, but they never
broke, never chipped, or, if they did, a 6d. tin of enamel
was all they wanted to look aud be like new. Earthen-
ware or tin basins very soon got broken, or bashed, or

dented. For dressing wounds enamelled ware basins,

bowls, and big kidney dishes are a necessity. Kidney
dishes cau be got in papier-mache, are cheaper than the

enamel ware, aud do not chip.

Tlie most expensive item we had to deal with was
mackintosh. In regard tO this, the cheapest is the
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clearest: give a good price for a good article. No snb-

etitiue that I know of equals good mackintosh. It is an
absoUite necessity. We liad uianj' different things to try,

but always returned to niackintosli.

Sucli things as razors and shaving brushes we were
always bard up for. I'sually the men arrived with
nothing but what they lay in. As for trouser braces,

nobody ever thought of sending us these useful articles

till tliey were asked for.

There is no need to send crutches. All these are sup-

plied locally, and made by any carpenter. Ordinary
unsccutcd antiseptic soap is a godsend for washing the
men. who arrive in a filthy condition.

.\11 parcels should be sent out in cases: 3 ft. by lA ft. by
li ft. is one haudy size. The lid should be hinged at the side,

.screwed down, and a partition should divide the case into

two. When stood on end it makes a capital bedside table.

Olieap, efficient, very necessary, and far better than an
orange box. The screws are an advantage for opening
and come in handy for fastening foot pieces on to splints,

and in many other ways. These boxes are useful, too, for

storing j-ray negatives, and when placed side by side one
tier above another become haudy lockers for boots, caps,

belts, and so on.

Bigger boxes should be about the height of a table when
on their ends. Tliree or four placed together and covered
with a sheet of .\merican cloth make an excellent ward
table. If the partitions are put in and the lids hinged
they act as cupboards as well, to keep the thousand and
one things necessarj- in a ward. Placed in the linen room
they make excellent cupboards for sheets, towels, pillow

cases, etc.

It is desirable to have the wood planed, for then it comes
in also very handy for manj- splints. They must have the

lied Cross label iiasted on, and I like a list of contents
tacked on to each box, both in French and English.

It saves bother with the Customs. Much worry can be
saved by getting the signature of Sir Wm. Garstin at the

lied Cross offices, Pall Mall, also to tack on. It. acts like

a charm on Customs officers. The an-angements may now
be different, but the St. John Ambulance Association or

the Red Cross will always advise in this matter.

Need for Oreianization.

It is a great pity that there is not some central organiza-

tion to deal with overlapping. I would suggest that a
central depot or committee be authorized to deal with
these matters, and that model garments, model bandages,

.splints, etc., be given to the depots throughout the land

where charitable people who want to make things and do
things in this terrible crisis can see what is required, and
have pointed out to them certain faults they must avoid.

The money and the will is here, but much is wasted
through isolated but well meant unorganized effort. I

understand the Marblon depot is attempting such co-

ordination. I heartily endorse such action, and wish it

success.

In this article I am discussing matters as they appeared
to me at St. Malo. I cannot speak of what hajipeued

further up near the firing line.

FURTHER INTESTIGATIOXS INTO LATENT
DYSENTERY AND INTESTINAL
PARASITISM IN SARAWAK,

BORNEO.
By W. LEDINGHAM CHRISTIE, M.D.,

F.R.C.S.Exe.,
SURGEON TO THE BORNEO COSIPAST, LIMITED.

In a previous paper I stated : (1) That many people,

European and native, were found to carry what we
believed to be Amoeba Jii^tolytica, without complaining
of acute or chronic dysentery, but that they were mostly
pale and weak, while many, indeed most, of the sauie

persons had also ankylostomiasis. (2) That in the cleared

portions of this country malaria was not common, yet the

tradition that every feeling of languor or heat was con-

sidered to be " a touch of fever " was so common that

quinine was used extensively. After calomel and .saline

were substituted, great improvement resulted, because the I

septic state of the alimentary canal, associated with con-
stipation, was so usual, that "constipation fever" would
have been a truer description. (3) I gave a list of 100 un-
selected cases of all kinds, among Tamils, Javanese,
Chinese, Dyaks, Malays, and Europeans, who came into
hospital, and I stated that amoebae were found in 34 per
cent., ankylostomiasis in 40 per cent., whip-worm in 44
per cent., round-worm in 24 per cent., and monads in
13 per cent. These patients, however, had occasionally
been treated for these conditions, and as 1 wished to find
the main reservoir of intestinal parasitism, I set to work
to test 100 Malays living on the banks of the Sarawak
Kiver in their usual fashion, in palm leaf houses on high
piles on the edge of the river.

None were selected or pressed, and few had been treated.
These patients often try to get santonin, but the hospital
is distant, and we may consider their ailments as practi-
cally untreated, the native remedies being of little use.
Most people are probably now aware that "Malays let .all

their sewage rim into their river. They squat for
defaecation in it, and drink from near the same spot,
trusting to the current and tide for cleansing. They love
their river, are always bathing, swimmiug, boating,
drinking, or fishing in it. To the casual observer they
appear as a hajiiiy, clean family sporting beneath their
cocoanut palms and fruit trees. They are fond of gong-
beating and dances on every possible occasion. They
dislike any work, save boating and gathering jungle
produce in the forest. Yet in reality the average Malay
seems sad and seedy when not en fete or excited. Careful
examination will show that debility must result from the
very great amount of parasitism from which they suffer.
One of our Malays manages to struggle through his
work as boatman and carpenter with filaria in his" blood,
amoebae, ankylostoma, round-worm and whip-worm in
his alimentary canal, having already bcL-oiiie immune to
malaria, which is found luoro iV^j ii\ in the young.
He was, on the other hand, i:ii - n r_

, K.nate of beta
naphthol and santonin amoni,' li, . • ;

i .
i Mi-, and it was

he who went and explained the it,i>,'ia ^^hy their stools
should be examined. With no small effort, and by sending
this man and a laboratory assistant up and down the
river, we managed to get good specimens of faeces in
Petri dishes, carefully labelled, from 100 Malays—men,
women, aud children—in the order in which they offered,
without any reference to present or past illnesses. The
women were somewhat shy, and are therefore in the
minority. Four slides were examined, and amoebae were
chiefly searched for. Only moving specimens, or those
well stained bj' neutral i-ed, were counted. They had the
eccentric nucleus, blunt pseudopodia, aud otlier characters
of Amoeba histnli/iica. The differences of size, amount
of activity, and tendency to be quiescent we considered
to be due to the warmth or coldness, liquidity or other-
wise of the stools, and the time intervening between
voidings and examination. The work was done by myself,
or assistants under my supervision, in a well-equipped
laboratory.

The result was as follows : Amoeba histolytica was
found in 59 per cent, of the samples ; Ankylostoma
cluodenale (or amerieanum) in 59 per cent. ; monads
(Trichomonas, 63 per cent., CerciiM' ;i,i , i. ^ cent.), 66 per
cent.; round-worru (Ascaris /j . . ' 79 per cent.;
whip-worm (Trichocephalus ih^i^n . ;:i

;
,- cent. Each

jierson had several sorts at ouc_ iu I.-j, m 17 per cent.
five were observed on the same slide, nauicly, ankylostoma,
amoeba, monads, round -worm and whip -worm. The
figures are well under the mark, for in twenty cases which
were previousl\ n -:i!i'.i'. \v!!; re we got a second specimen,
we found anuM 1 .7 1.

, . ),t.

Those Mai.! \ .::.. : i Sejijak Hospital afterwards
for medicine dill x"' •• [':.iiu of any symptoms, but some
looked piale and thin, while othei's, who appeared normal,
were not up to a fighting or athletic standard of vigour.
On inquiry among 83 whom we were able to meet, we
found that of tliofie in whom amoeba had been found,
34 could remendier having had dysentery, 26 could not,

while of the negative cases, 10 had had dysentery and 13
had not. It luuy he artjucd that much of the languor dc-

scribcii l..i:,i 1."
i 1 ,,j,i( ,J miaeinia after aukjdostomiasis or

malaii.'. ii n
i -ii ' nihh iu this, but none said

auytlii '.
i

I .hi.h they know well ; and the
follov.i:;'; i ,i ":;i h •.', tliat thosc who bad amoebae
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apparently nonpathogenic, bad later on acute dysentery
with an amoeba to all appearance the very sauje.

Typical Cases.
There are few records at present of Malay cases, but

the following from our case-book may show that other
nationalities suggest that the same amoeba may be
pathogenic at one time and apparently non-pathogenic
at another.

1 S "\Iala\ hoy aged 16 years, Sejijak Admittetl Tuh 7th,
1914 foi po •lOiita wound on le„' Amoebae found Tul> 12th
1914 Nos-^mptomsot d\seutei) Hi'^toiy shov ed tint lie liad
hid iCMte ihseuteiy when xbout 6 -sears, old He tlicii liad
lilodd in st< Is md bccime ssa-sted IIis mother had d\scntcLy
thict mniitiis )_,)

2 N K I in
1

III i1iHin)\ IIS \ liiiittedrebinaiv27th,
191^ 1'' I \ ' '

111 11. ih I ,, Inothci who liad
aciitcdNvii I 1 I, , I, I ,11 h I I ,1 diamhoca no colic,
""' M I '

I
I

I III iimiiids, and imotba
^ ' '1 • \nioebfe weic found
" on foitv se^eu ocoasioi s
'I

I emetine were g)\ en and

till mil I 111, she hill a li t dill. 1 li m Ui^l lit. In
acuteh ittacked

3 M Tamil woman, about 20 Admitted Decemln
1912 DiijiliOLT lil.ioil 111 stools aii.l i. u . h

10th 1914
4 \ limil-noman about 25 Admitted Januaiy31st 1913

with bionchitis but stools found to rnntnin aninfhic tiid
actne rotifeis >iodiaiihoea nor bio 1 m ,t is i i

j

>,o\embei 6th 1913 with ai ute d\ i ,1

pam Amoeba found as befne a
woim Aftei tieitnitnt with em
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It expands auil contracts in an appftvently novmal manner.

The vosiciiliii- luui-nuu- ciui bo plaiuly lioiud in it, and poi--

cussiou gives the sauio note as obtained fioin fresh lungs.

The process will be seen to be a mollification of the old

glyceiiue-carbolie inetliod, well known and often used to

pi-eseive anatomical specimens in an elastic condition.

The modifications are important, however ; and the resiiUs

far better than any obtained in the old way. The idea of

the method is, tiist, to fix the tissnes by the chromic and
acetic acid solution, then to introduce the glyceriuo-carbolic

solution, and, finally, to get rid of this, and practically to

make an 'oil-tinned' lung."

The composition of the three solutions and the mode of

using them are then given. It does not appear that, at

that time, he had prepared any specimen of both lungs, or

that be subsequently exhibited, or published any descrip-

tion of, any such. Tliat which he prepared (by his new
method) to present to me at New York in the spring of

1892 may perhaps have been the first. These lungs were
slightly pathological. They did not remain in efficient

working much more than a year : partly, perhaps, owing
to uisutficieut e.xercising. Meanwhile, in the early summer
of 1892, 1 prepared, according to his latest directions, a

perfectly normal and complete specimen of both lungs

witli trachea. This was a complete success. It was long

used for demonstration at St. George's Hospital ; and it

still preserves its elasticity alter the lapse of nearly

twenty-three years. Unhappily, through a preveutablo

accident, it has quite recently developed a bad " puncture
"

which now disables it, though it is still inflatable, for auj'

complete and lasting inflation. That long record, and the

fear lest, owing to his uutiraely death, the value of his

late.st method might otherwise be lost to science, make
me anxious to irablish those simple directions which
enabled me to secure that success, without the help of

any actual demonstration of his technique, or of any know-
ledge of the published details of his earlier method.

" Improi^ed Method for Preparing Lungs in order fo

Presenv their Elaslicifij and Gross Anatomical Appear-
ance—'She lungs must be removed intact, and the pul-

monary blood vessels cut as close to the heart as possible.

If it is intended to prepare both lungs the trachea should

be cnt as high as possible. If only one is prepared, cut tlie

bronchus at its junction with the trachea. Insert and tie

as large a cannula as possible in the bronchus or trachea,

and in the pulmonary artery."
" 1. Take of Miillers fluid 1,000 and of acetic acid 75.

Fill the lungs through the air passages, and suspend them
in solution for twenty-four or forty-eight hours; height of

funnel not more than 3 ft. 2. Inject through the artery

a mixture of glycerine 4, carbolic acid 1. 3. Dry as well

as possible by suction applied to the air passages, then
inject through the artery, under pressure of 5 or 6 ft. of

water, cotton-seed oil 100, oil of origanum 10. Dry as well

as possible, and keep in a crock."

II. Its Physiology.
The "Roosevelt elastic lung" is therefore remai'kablo

for its durability as a whole ; but much more so for that of

its elastic fibre and of the elastic function in it. A striking

contra.st is displayed between the pathological history of

the fibre in life and its artificial history under preservation
in death. As shown by emphysema and by obesity, it is

more prone than most living tissues to mechanical destruc-

tion by overuse or disuse. As shown by arterial degenera-
tion, and by vascular syphilis, it is also exceedingly liable

to destruction by microbes and bj- phagocj'tosis. This is

doubtless correlated with an extremely low coefficient of

nutritional activity and requirement ; which is fully demon-
strated by its endurance, when it is adequately protected
against the .scavengers of death.
We know little about it. But we do know that it is the

last to die; aud that it is also our ulfiniiDn movens, when,
by a final vital re;oil, the all-pervading " elastic skeleton of

configuration " restores our normal lineaments after their

muscular rigidity. That enigma, the last we have
approached, might well hold our solution for another
problem, not the least important of those yet to be solved—" the mechanics of our biomorphology." If, as it appears,
the elastic fibre has in its mechanical keeping our indi-

vidual polyorganic architecture, might it not conceivably
be itself the builder ; and, if so, the missing link between
onr physics and our vital energy? Adami's striking con-
ception of " fibrogeiiesis " as a linear intraplasmatic

crystallization along each line of movement and of stress

is suggestive of a great mechanical antithesis. Our " rigid
"

skeleton of support is mineralized through " rest " ; our
"pulsatile" elastic skeleton of organic architecture and
nutrition would be the direct mechanical product from the
individual. In vital " work," too, might possibly lie the

true explanation for our chief clinical puzzle. The extreme
diversity in our " normal " individual " sphygniopiesis "

might bo but an expression of the diversity in onv
"physical" or elastic coefficient, as the inviolable or

irreducible individual factor in our vital '• dynamic
equation " between the nervo-muscular heart and the
neuromyo-elastic artery.

ON

TEYPANOSOMES CAUSING DISEASE IN MAN
AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS IN CENTRAL

AEIUCA.

DEtn'EKED BEFORE THE PiOYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS

OF London,

By sir DAVID BRUCE, C.B., F.R.C.P.. F.R.S..
Jinr.cTon or the Rotal

LECTURE IV.
In this concluding lecture I intend to sketch briefly the
outstanding features of the trypanosomes belonging to

Groups B and C. As far as we are aware, none of the
trypanosomes attack man. They are, therefore, of less

interest to us than the two species already described.

GROUP B.—THE TRYPANOSOMA PECOEUM GROUP.
1. TryPANOSOM.4. PEC0EU5I.

The first of this small group, which only consists of two
species, is Trypanosoma i^ecorum. It is probably the most
important trypanosome disease of domestic animals iu

Central Africa.

Morphology.
Fig. 1 shows its general appearance. It is the smallest

of all the African pathogenic trypanosomes, varying from
9 to 18 microns in leugtli, with an average of 14 microns.

<^^^
Fig. 1.—Trypanosoma pecorutn.

Its breadth averages 1.96. This species is monomorphic,
and short and stout in form. The contents of the coll are
generally homogeneous. The nucleus is oval in shape,
and situated about the middle of the body. The micro-
nucleus is small and round, and situated near to, but not
at the posterior extremity, and often appears to project
beyond tlie edge of the trypanosome. The undulating
membrane is simple, but fairly well developed, aud there
is no free flagellum.

There ought to be no difficulty in recognizing this

species from mm il,, 1. ^\ ,i:,,ii,-. If one or two hundred are
drawn and mr, 1 1 1

n
;

,
.
la ge length would separate it

from its neiglil- '
,

'<>iia simiae. Another small
trypanosome, 7'.,/ - - i- /u/orme, difl'ers in shape and
in having a free flagellum.

Animals Susceptihle fo Trypanosoma pecornm.
Next in regard to the animals attacked by this trypano-

some. This is essentiall3' a disease of the herds. Horses,
donkeys, oxen, goats, sheep, and pigs all fall victims.

One peculiarity about Trypanosoma pecornm is that it

readily loses its virulence for certain animals by passage
through certain other animals. For example, if this

species—which is usually more or less infective to the
monkey, dog, and rat—lives for some time in the blood of
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tlie goat, it loses its power of infecting the former animals.
This has given rise to the erroneous idea that a species,

Trypanosoma namtm, existn. Trij])anosoma nanuiii is in

truth nothing but a strain of Try2ianosoma perorum
whicli has lost its virulence for the other animals by its

passage through the goat or allied species.

Table I.

Average Duration of Life, in Days, of ',

by Trypanosoma pecorian.

Doukev ...

Cattle" ...

Goat ...

Pig
Slonkey...
Dog
Guinea-pig
Bat

Fercentage oj F.eo

Donkey...
Cattle ...

Goat
Pig
Monker...
Doa

Infec

Trypa

ro of Aniiua
Employed.

5
17
70
]

11
1 ... 63

Gninea-pig ... ... ... ... 5
Eat ... ... ... ... ... 10

This ti-ypauosome docs not seem to he very fatal to

horses, males, or donkeys. In Nyasaland there was no
opportunity of testing it on horses, but out of five donlic ys
four recovei-ed. Two-thirds of the cattle, and seven-eightii.^

of the goats, succumbed.

The Carrier of Trypanosnma pecori',,,.

The chief carrier '.:' '!

inorsltana. Iamuol:r
been found in Xal ; i

where we made maii\ 1. > , ,_, ; ___

Glosaina palpalis, in not a siuylc instance did a Tnjpu.M-
soma j)ecorum infection take place. In Nyasaland, on the
other hand, this parasite was the commonest of the
trypanosomes with which Glossina morsilans-W3.s infected,
as tlie following table will show.

Table
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is seen to contain clusters of large ribbou-like trypano-
somes, the hypopharyux is swarming with tlio small
infective forms. From these drawings the ease and
facility with which a tsetse fly can infect an animal will
be readily understood.
Another way of showing bow easy it is for a fly to

infect an animal is to induce an infected fly to salivate on
a cover-glass. If a hungry fly is placed on a large cover-
glass, which covers a man's linger, the fly will attempt to
bite through the glass, and in so doing will smear it with
its saliva. If this is then stained and examined under a
microscope, thousands of trypanosomes will be seen.

The Bcservoir of Trypanosoma pecorum.
Table VI represents the nurtiber of times Tryprcnosoma

r- "'" ^VR« fonn,! n.nn,,,:; t),p IRQ y,\u nninink rx,iin:ned
"' ";• ''^""i '"! ii" M'"''- -i ',

• ii.' I. ;.,i.iioui..dit.

-:' r,oi,a,
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Table Yllt.-
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The Carrier of Trypanosoma cajiriie.

rhe cairier of Trypanoaoma caprae in Nyasaland is

Clossina morsitans.
Table X shows tlie proportion of tsetse flies Datiirally

infected with this parasite in Nyasaland. In 56 experi-
ments, in wliicli 10,081 tsetse flies were used, Trypanosoma
capraa was found thirty-live times (62.5 per cent.) Since

Table
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Thi Ti/pe of Trijpanoscmea found in the Infected

Flies.

No attcjnpt was made by the Commission to study the

clevelopnieut of Tn/panosoma capraeia Glossina morsilaiis

in the earliest stages. This can only be done if a large

utiinbcr ot labonitory-hred flies are available, and this was
not tlie case iu Nyasaland.

In Figs. 8 and 9 are represent<>d some of the develop-

mental forms found in the labial cavity and liypopharyux
I be seen that most of the fla<;el-

to the labrum aro ciithidial

r^*^

of infected flies. It wi
lates found attached

ivith
ined

nuclei, micro-

nnclei, and free

flagclla. Some
are ribbon
shaped, others
have elongated
posterior ex-
tremities, and
again others
are torpcdo-
sbaned.
The last three

rovfs are from the
hypophary nx,
and have been
obtained, as a
rule, by causing
the fly to salivate

on the cover-

glass. They
represent the
flnal stage in the
cycle of develop-

ment, the rever-

sion to the in-

fective or blood
form. They are
rather smaller
than those found
in the blood of

the vertebrate
host, but resemble

TJic Beseri-oir of Trypanosoma caprai:

Among the 180 ^vild animals examined in Nyasaland
20 harboured Trypanosoma caprae (11.1 per cent.)

;

61 per cent, of the waterbuck and 47 per cent, of the

recdbnck acted as reservoirs.

Conclusion.
This concludes the Croonian Lectures on the trypauo-

Bomes causing disease in man and animals in Central

Africa. These lectures deal with but a small part of the
subject, which has in the course of the last twenty years ,

grown to huge proportions. Nothing has been said about
medicinal treatment, and even measures of prevention

i

have been left a good deal to the imagination. Taking a !

look back over the whole tiekl, the outstanding features '

Fig. S.—Trypanosoma caprae from proboscis,

them closely in every other way. !

may bo said to be, first, that some order is beginning to

reign in what was lately chaos in regard to the classilioa-

tiou of the pathogenic trypauosomes. They may all now
be referred to three groups, and nine species.

In regard to the transference oE the virus from sick to

healthy animals by the fly, this has been made clearer and
easier of comprehension by the discovery of the part the
salivary glands and liypopharyux play in the various
modes of development which the trypanosomes undergo
in the fly. It results that it would almost appear im-
possible for an infective fly to pievoo even momentarily

the skin of a
healthy suscep-
tible animal with-
out causing in-

fection.

Another im-
portant feature

is the proof
brought forward
that Trypano-
soma brucci and
T rypanosoma,
rhodesiense are
the same.

Finally, in re-

gard to tlie pre.

veution of these
trypanosome dis-

eases of man
and domestic
animals. We
have seen that
the wild game
in the fly country
is heavily in-

fected. It is

imp ossible to

doubt that they
are the reservoir

and source of

many of these
diseases. There
can be little

doubt that if the wild game were driven out of the fly

country, trypanosome diseases such as those caused by
Trypanosoma hracci and Trypanosoma pecorum would
disappear.
In regard to the measures of prevention against the

most important of all the trypanosome diseases—Congo
sleeping sickness—it has been shown by experience that
the removal of the natives from the fly area is a simple
and efficacious way of stopping an epidemic.

iu these sparsely inhabited couutrics where spare land
and food are easily obtained, there is as a rule no difficulty

iu effecting tljis migration.
If it is desired to go a step farther and render the sleep-

iug sickness area inhabitable, then clearing and cultiva-
tion must be resorted to. By these means in all probability
(Slossina palpalis will be driven awa}-, and with it the
disease.

Fig. 9.

Labium. Hipopharyn*
-Truvanosoma caprae: Develop-

meut in proboscis.

iHinncrantra

:

MEDICAL. SUKGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.
TREATMENT OF RIGID OS UTERI.

I HAVi; read with interest Dr. John A. Irvine's communica-
tion on this subject in the Journal of June 12th, p. 1002.

The administration of tartar emetic successfully rectified

the uterine comijlication. The effects of antimony, how-
ever, are far from pleasant to the patient, and liable to

cause dangerous depression. There is, in my opinion, a
better way by which the relaxation of the rigid os uteri

may be effected cito, tulo, ct jucnnde.
As I have pointed out in my book Clinical Memoranda

(Bailliere and Co.), the application of a tampon of Hnt or

absorbent cotton-wool, soaked in a solution of cocaine, or

/3 eucaine (10 grains to the ounce of boric acid solution),

to, or into, the os and cervix, acts like a charm.
The irritated nerves and muscular fibres are anaes-

thetized, and the spasm relaxes directly—even within five

minutes—the os dilating widely. On many occasions I

liave had cause to bless this precious drug which has never
failed me.
Not only does the cocaine relieve the spasm of the os,

but, as the solution spreads all over the vagina, it also

anaesthetizes the mucous membrane, j)ermitting the head
to pass through the outlet with a minimum of discomfort.

DriffloM, E. Yorks. A. T. Beand, M.D,

RECURRENT VESICULAR RASH.
I HAVE at present a young married woman under my care
who has a blister which appeared spontaneously over the
lower end of the ulna. About niue months ago a some-
what smaller blister arose over the big toe. I then
thought a shoe must li.ur >,.

,
i i: lui- foot. She had a

patch of zoster over tlic .!' ^ '.if winter, and when
the ulna bl'sterappeardi 1 i

I
,i !icsh patch of zoster.

All these manifestations \\ . ) - > it ihc left side. She is

quite healthy otherwise except for slight grating in some
joints and slight occasional asthma. I regard the whole
as a manifestation of fibrositis.

Eournemoutli. GliOEGB MahoMCD.
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE.
Section of Obstetrics and Gynaecology.

At a meeting on July 1st, Dr. W. S. A. Griffith in the

chair, Mr. ,J. D. Malcolm showed (1) Papuliferous car-

cinoma of the ovary associated with adenomyoma of the

uterus, i'Z) Fihromyoma free from attachments in a pelvic

abscess. Mr. E. A. Barton read a paper on the Condition

of the larynx and trachea in stillborn infants. As a
result of a uumher of post-mortem examinations on still-

born infants that had never made any attempt to breathe,

it was shown that in all cases the glottis was closcil, and
in a majority the lower half of the trachea was also

occluded, the posterior muscular wall being folded into the

lumen aud tlie cartilage rings sharply flattened and
incurviil, s,i ili.ii ihc trachea presented on section a very
llatlciii'l 'n;il. A deep sulcus formed by the interval

betwc 1 11 ;li. -Ill-, of the incurved cartilages ran vertically

down ilic pijtilciiof surface of the trachea. It was also

suggested that an outward elastic tension of the ribs

might further aid the initial inspiration. The bearing of

these observations on artificial respiration of the stillborn

Haccid infant went to show that, until the glottis was
opened mechanically and the trachea was made pateut, it

was useless to attempt any postural or other means to

inflate the lungs, aud that this first separation of closed

surfaces was best attained by mouth to mouth aspiration.

Remarks were made by the President, Dr. Amaxd Kouth,
Dr. F.\i:nLFY Holland, Dr. Kussell Andrews, Dr.
Haxmum. .1. I,, and Dr. Herbert Spencer. Mr.
T. li, ^ii

I :nl a paper on Adcnomijoma of the

rci-'o r. He described six cases, the lirst of

whi. 1 -, . i- .- liwd before tlie Section in 1909. The other
live ciise^ all came under his care in the last six months.
In two cases the growth v,-;is aceidentiilly discovered in

patients who complained of stci ility : in the other three
the growth was discovered duriiii^ the performance of

hysterectomy. In all the cases the growth was in the
loose tissue just behind the posterior fornix, and except in

the first cases was attached to the back of the cervix uteri.

In four cases the growth had involved the rectal muscle,
and in one of these had penetrated to the submucous tissue

of the rectum. In these four cases the peritoneum was
closely fixed to the gi-owth. In none of the cases could the
symptoms complaiiii.<l "f lie imiTJbed to the growth ; they
were due to some niti inu lent uterine lesion. The
histology of the growtlis in every I'use was that of a diffuse

adenomyoma as commonly seen in the bodj- of the uterus.

The diagnosis, prognosis, and operative technique were
discussed. The origin of the growths might be from:

(1) The endometrium ; (2) Miillerian remnants; i3) Wolflian

remnants ; (4) the peritoneal endothelium. The first was
proved to be the source of origin of most adenomyomata,
but in the case of tumours at a distance from the endo-
metrium any connexion between the two was difficult to

demonstrate. The other three possibilities were based on
theoretical considerations only, and were incapable of proof.

Dr. Walter S. A. Guiffith delivered his presidential

address, taking for his subject. The causes wliirJt Jeter-

mine the "lie" of the fetus in jitero. Reference was
made to the views of some early writers as to the position

and presentation of the fetus, and as to the causes which
they considered efficient, showing the gradual develop-
ment of the gravity theory, which, however, owing to

insufficient aud often incorrect data, had not yet been
actually iJroved. He had therefore d.f' 1

m:i;i 1 m iuves-

tigate the subject '/> »i.ro, aud pi.-!: 1 Lander
the following headin.us : <„) Tlie ]<- IL i- -. nhich
was a body of varying and not unii'.iini '. 11 uy, was
immersed in fluid in a closed cavity of more ur less cor-'

responding shape, and was for a time freely movable in it.

Later, as its size more nearly approximated that of the
uterine cavity, its mobility was more and 111. ur n ),' ;,,i.

Investigations had been directed to the foil- -:

ll) The specific gravity of the fetus at ditfer. 1 1

development, and of its mo.st important p; r- . I:,.

specific gravity of hydrocephalic and anencephalic fetuses,

and especially of the head, in these cases
; (3) the centre

of gravity of the fetus, (b) The liquor amnii. This was
a fluid o£ uniform density in each specimen. (4) The
varying sijecific gravity of different specimens; ;5) the

relative specific gravity of the fetus and the liquor amuii

;

(6) the metaceutre, or centre of buoyancy. This was the
centre of gravity of the fluid displaced by the fetus

—

that was, the centre of gravity of a substance of

uniform density exactly corresponding in shape and
size with the fetus. This was the centre through
which the resistance to the descent of the fetus, what-
ever its position in uicro, must act in a vertical direction.

i7) The relative positions of the centre of gravity of the
fetus and the metacentre. (c) Movements disturbing the

fetus at rest. 18) Fetal movements ; (9) uterine move-
ments—that is, contractions ; (10) maternal movements.
The specific gravity of the fetus was illustrated by tables
giving the details of forty-six fetuses from the second
month onwards, aud from these were drawn the follow-

ing conclusions: That in no instance did the specific

gravity of the head exceed that of the remainder of the
body before the end of the sixth month. It was generally
lower, aud in only one case of the sixth month was it equal
to that of the body. In three only out of nine normal
fetuses of the seventh month was the specific gravity of the
head higher than that of the body. In two of the eiglith

mouth, the only ones of this month Dr. Griffith had examined,
the specific gravity of the head was lower than that of the
rest of the body. In sixteen full-term fetuses the specific

gravity of the liead was considerably higher in thirteen tliau

the body, equal in two, lower in one. It was also demon-
strated that up to the end of the sixth month of pregnancy
the difference of specific gravity of the three great divisions

of the fetus—namely, its head, thorax with the arms,
abdomen with the legs, was very slight. During the
seventh aud eighth months the thoracic portion was the
highest, and it was only in the last month that tlie head was
constantly higher than the rest of the body. It was also

seen that the relative specific gravity of the head to

the body had no necessary relation to the lie of the
fetus, whether when quite fresh or in various degrees of

maceration in utero; maceration hardly affected the
specific gravity of the fetus. Two matters of interest

were demonsaated in these tables, matters which were of

much importance in the rival contentions of Matthews
Duncan aud Sir J. Y. Simpson. The examination of

hjdrecephalie and anencephalic fetuses showed that the
theoretical opinions and arguments of Matthews Duncan
were correct. The specific gravity of the two hydro-
cephalic fetal heads was very low, as low as in normal
fetuses of the fifth month—namely, (1) 1.037, (2) 1.039.

The head of the anencephalous fetus of the seventh month
was very high for the period of development—namely,
1.061. It consisted chiefly of bone. The specific gravity

of full term normal male "fetuses varied between 1.049 and
1.060. of female between 1.049 aud 1.056; the average in

9 males 1.055. in 7 females 1.053. The specific gravity of

the umbilical cord was 1.020, considerably liigher than
that of the liquor amuii, and it therefore sank when lying

free in it. The specific gravity of the liquor amnii. The
tables illustrating this comprised 112 specimens varying
from 1.002 to 1.016, with an average of 1.007, and
showed that the specific gravity of the liquor amnii
varied but little during pregnancy, and was independent
of the sex, weight and length of the fetus, of the

age of the mother, and the number of her pregnancies.

They also showed that the fetus had a higher specific

gravity which increased throughout pregnancy, and that

the fetus must always sink to the most dependent part of

the uterus. The forces which disturbed the fetus at rest

were then discussed, and the conclusion was drawn that

the cumulative effects of the natural forces acted by assist-

ing, while the fetus was freely movable, the only dominant
and always present force, gravitj', to act efficiently, until

the position of the fetus became stable. The centre of

gravity "£ the fcuis was illustrated by tables of fourteen

fetu-i - 11 th month onwards, leading to the

follo'. Ihe centre of gravity was found at

all pci :
Hu the pericardium close to the right

auricle, iiiiT i,v '//' 'I'ii'.reinent of the distance from the centre

of gravity from the vertex and breech respectively it

appeared gradually to move nearer to the breech than the

vertex. It was nearer the vertex than the breech in the

specimen of the fourth month only ; in the five specimens

of the fifth and sixth months it was practically midway,
and in the seven specimens of the eighth and ninth months
it was nearer the breech end. This' apparent but important

displacement of the centre of gravity was considered to bo
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due to a greater deTelopment of the body below tho

diaphragm than above it. The principle involved, and the

methods of detcrniiuin<; the position of the centre of

gravity and the nietacentre. were then described, and two
wax liioilols nsed in this, the most difficult part of the

investigation, were exhibited, and it was shown that the

metaceutre being situated on the breech side of the centre

of gravity the effect of gravity was to continually piill the

cephalic cud down and pusli the breech end up. Dr.

Griffith hoped to be able to bring before the Section at a

less strenuous time a report on the examination o£ tho

relative position of the two centres in fetuses of the earlier

and middle mouths. He had avoided criticism of tho views

and writings of otliers, being of the opinion that an accurate

examination of tlie factoi-s would be of more value in the

avoidance of eiTors in the future than criticism of tlieories

and statements founded for the most part on crude and
often erroneous data.

[-^;^1 99

Kfbklus.

DISORDERS OF THE HEART.
Dr. Lewis has recently published, under the title Lecfnrcs

on the Heart, ^ some lectures he delivered last autumn in

America—one in New York and three at Baltimore, and an
address to the Faculty of Medicine at McGill Tniversity,

Montreal. The book merits perusal by all who are in-

terested in modern cardiology, as it presents, in readable

and easily accessible form, the results of certain investiga-

tions made by the author and other workers in his

laboratory.

The first lecture deals with the excitation wave in the

heart. It is shown that if the electrical condition of the

surface of the auricles is examined during natural con-

traction the part over the sino-auricular node is with each
contraction primarilj- negative to every other part, so that

we m^ assume that the coutractiou starts from this point.

The same conclusion is reached by t xciting different spots

on the surface of the auricle artificially when it is found

that the nearer the spot excited is to the sino-auricular

node tlie more closely does the electrocardiogram of the

resulting contraction approach the normal type. By taking

electrocardiograms simultaneously from a standard load

and two points on the surface of the auricle, it is possible

to measure the time tho wave of negativit}". and therefore

of excitation, takes to pass from one point of the auricular

surface to another, and hence to trace its course. The
conclusion reached is that the excitation wave has its

origin in the sine auricular node, and spreads at rates

ranging about a metre a second along the chief muscular
tracts, which radiate from its neighbourhood, coui-ses

through the whole auricular tissue up to its ending on
the chief veins and down the septum to the auricular

ventricular node.
By a similar method of investigation Dr. Lewis reaches

the conclusion that the wave of excitation having passed
through the auricular ventricular bundle and the Purkinje

system, spreads through the ventricular muscle from
-within outwards, from the endocardial to the epicardial

surface, and that the rate at which it appears at any point

on the surface depends mainly on the thickness of muscle
it has to traverse, as the rate of conduction thiough
Pnrkinje substance is approximately at least five times

as fast as through ventricular muscle.
The second lecture deals with matters familiar to most

of those interested in electrocardiography. The third

lecture—on the relation of the auricular systole to heart

sonnds—after describing the method of recording heart
sounds and murmurs graphically by the string galvano-

meter, describes and discusses various phonograms. It

is suggested that the auricular sound heard in some cases

of complete heart-block consists of two factors—one due
to the contraction of the auricular muscle, the other
attributable to the cessation of flow from auricle to

ventricle, and consequent closure of the auricular ven-

tricular valves. Canter rhythm is of two kinds: in the
commoner type the additional sound occurs immediately
before the natural first sound, in the second in early or

ilecdires oi the ntnrt. By T. Lewis. M.D.. F.R.C.P., D.Sc.
Londoo ; Shaw and Sons. Xow York: F. B. Hoeber. 1915. CDemj 8vo,

pp. 124 ; 85 figures. 85. 6d. net.)

mid-diastole. The first variety is held to be due to a
double closure of the auricular ventricular valves, tho
first closure resulting from the wake of the amicular
systole blood. The secoutl sort of canter rhythm is

thought to be produced by a vibration of the valves from
cjuick filling of the ventricle and llieir consequent closure,

just as Tha3'er and Hirschfelder have suggested in de-

scribing the third sound of the normal heart. The periodic

accentuation of the first sound and reduplication of tho
first and second in complete heart-block and the various

murmurs of mitral stenosis are then dealt with.

The fomth lecture gives an aecoimt of the work of the
author %vith Mr. Barcroft and others on cases of dyspnoea
iu which there is little or no cyanosis. The suggestion is

thrown out that dyspnoea resulting from the presence of

uou-volatile acids iu the blood is a far commoner pheno-
menon than is usually supposed.

Iu the address on cardiac syncope delivered in Canada,
the autlior treats of syncope from general slowing of the
whole heart as the result of vagal stimuLition, from slow-

ing of the ventricles in heart-block of various grades, from
fibrillation of the ventricle, and from accelerated heart

action causing lessened cardiac output, with consequent
fall of arterial pressure and hence cerebral anaemia.

INFANT MORTALITY.
Thf. study of the causes and means of controlling infant

uiortahtvis of such intcrost to sauitiirians that the editors

of the Cambridge Public Health Series did well to include

among their uuinuals ;i v.uilv cU'M.ted to it. Dr. Hugh
Xinax's Infant M 1 - '.

< uliius ;i oreat deal of useful

information basi
'

i

,

n ''[« lieuce, and its perusal

will be of valur 1
l

' i. . n-i-ed iu the ta.sk of

attempting to (.!•'>. i'k- IjlILi.! riiiulitiiMis fur tlip fiiilrli-en

of the poor. Tlie ciiaiiters which deal w 1- ! I- Jn |. -; ;uid

qualifications of li(alth visitors, the oil;- . n -
' ii!!;int

cousultation^ and iliiincrs for mothers, imi liic i.nf ;iud

preparation of fooil ,i\c particularly worthy ol couimenda-
tion. >Vhi!o s.. luooli is good, it may seem a little

ungracious to ( all ;ittoution to shortcomings, but we are

bound to say tlud l>r. Ashby's book does not entirely

fulfil tlie rather ambitious programme outlined in the

editors' preface. The editors assert that the volumes in

the series "include the latest scientific and practical

information, offevrd in a runnuoi- viiirh is not too

technical. The biol:o^i:iiili'-~ e..iit;iiii 1 , i. reuces to the

literature of each r-ulij. ^ I. w hicli ;, ill .n tu, iheir utility

to the speciahst." It is, imhajis, sulti- i, 1.1 eoramentary
upon the latter statement to rciuaik that Dr. Ashby
nowhere cites the work of such investigators as Wester-

gaard, Morabert. Ganzen-Miiller, and Yerriju Stuart, uor

does he seem to be acquainted with tlio iiii|Hiitnnt uiono-

graphs of Saltet and Falkenlnug an,l of ( IroU. .md Hahn.
The author's waut of huuiliarity \vitli tlu lilei^iiuie is

indeed amusingly illustrated liy the uai\ , leiouik that 'the

fact came to light from vital statistics in lielaud and iu

the different couuties of England tliat a hij^li birth-rate is

generally associated with a liigh rale of iufaut mortality"

ip. 16). It must also be said tliat tlie attribution to Dr.

Newsholme of a demonstration that ' it is by no means
true that it is the weaklings who die off," hardly corre-

sponds to the facts of the case. In our. opinion the ques-

tion whether infant mortality is or is not "selective" is

not one with which the sanitarian, qua sanitarian, need
concern himself. If a writer wishes to discuss the pro-

blem, he would do well to malvC himself acquainted with
the numerous papers, such as those published by Professor

Karl Pearson and his fellow-workei >. which at least make
it plain that the statistical difficulties involved are not to

be overcome without the aid of delicate and precise instru-

ments of research. Dr. Ashby would have done better to

confine himself to the discussion of actual administrative

measures, since the sketchy and inadequate treatment of

the general problems of infant mortality which occupies

the first quarter of his book is not a good introduction to

the pai-t really based upon wide experience, and therefore

of scientific value. We hope that when a second edition

is called for Dr. Ashby wiU subject the earlier chapters of

his book to a drastic revision.

-hiiani Mortality. By H. T. Ashby. B.A.. M.D.. B.C.Camb.,
JI.R.C.P.Lond. Cambridge Public Health Series, nnder the editor-

shipof G. S. Graham-Smitb. M.D., and J. E. Purvis. M.A. Cambridge:
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CANCER.
I)H. DrxcAX BuLKLEY -wiU meet with the assent of many of

)ii^ leflJers when he observes that, from the enoi'mous work
wliich has been done on cancer with the microscope and
tt St tube, it would seeni sometimes that researcli workers
liiivo berome somewliat myopic, and are still not sufiiciently

Jar siolited to recognize the true value of statistical studies

and rlinical uliseivalious. The thesis of his book. Cancer,

Jl- i
, ' 7 / .' , ,./," is that the earlier the morbid

pio. - , h . : I
,1.1, \,.lopraent of the neoplasm is met

by.' I
, ni. M

I I iiedicinal measures, the greater

111' |ii.jnii'-j ;iip( ._ 1- i:.lion of permanent success. Dr.

Bulkley boldly deelaies that for the proper treatment of

cancer, and for the prevention of its occurrence and
recurrence, a vegetarian diet is necessary. He would
PTfii exclude eggs and milk

; yet he admits that

tile yolk of eggs may sometimes be taken with advan-
tage, and also milk alone, at the body temperature,
about an hour before eating. The vegetable diet Kliould

be so arranged as to give the requisite iiniinlity of

calories, from a jiroper proportion of vegi! 'M' ii-itiin,

carbohydrates, and fats. He has a great beli.l lu I'.jI ,. and
allows a quarter of a pound of butter daily. Ih. iiulklcy,

.speaking of treoimcut, lays much stress on moderate pur-
gation. Sir Arbutliuot Lane, he reminds the reader, has
eniiihasized the fact that cancer may be one of the terminal
results of intestinal stasis. Dr. Eulklcy has observed that
imperfect intestinal excretion is frequently recorded iu the
history of persons subject to cancer, and believes tliat this

stasis plays an important part iu the autointoxication
which, he considers, precedes malignant disease. A hor-
mone therapy of cancer is at ijresent in its infancy, though
thyroid secretion has been shown, by clinical experience,

to exercise sometimes a definitely benefit i. ' , IT. '. ou
cancer. Like all other writers ou the tre;i 1 1 n . . i-,

Dr. Bulkley tinds that certain special local il.
1 in

a satisfactory manner, even after the onset nt mi. .
1 ,. 1 i.,u.

Dr. Bulkley condemns not only meat and alenhol. but like-

wise tea and coffee. He quotes from a report to the House
of Commons the information that Holland, known to be
the largest rnusiiuiev ;;/')• capita of coffee of any country
in Imu..]!. . ti.id in 190'3 a cancer death-rate among the
hi^liisi. wliile Jliin-iiiy. the smallest consumer of that
p!ei-:iiit lieverai;!'. JkwI a cancer mortality in 1903 of only
J9 per 100,000, or a little over one-third that of Holland.
He (juotes from anotlier writer the statement that the
ponnle of the United States consume one-third of the total
eotVee pii»lnee,l, ,.r more than Germany, Austria-Hungary,
j^'rae-e mmI!., Iiiited Kingdom combined. On the other
han.', I .

:.! aii'l her colonies consume one half of the
M..;.! •

. .. - .i.nndtheUnitedStatesbntone-fifthofit.
Di. I'

!

'

!
,. - 1 .nvmanyof the working class cou-

.sn:, . .. ..
,

. I of tea which is kept brewing
al! '

!

i

. ; .
mis are an important qualification

o! i"
' vi!- .11 i.:i 'Iim/iihl; long recognized by our readers.

lir. Lliilkley admits that he cannot show precisely how
nufavonrable hj'gienic and dietetic causes set up cancer,
and admits that no single cause of malignant disease has
yet been demonstrated. While the bio-chemistry of

cancer throws little light upon its true nature, enough is

known, Dr. Bulkley considers, to prove that the morbid
changes in the cells are largely associated with deranged
metabolism, and, as above indicated, his teachings on
treatment are based ou that fact. Unfortunately, wide
though the association with derauged metabolism may be,
scien.-e lins not yet readied the truth, and the author con-
cha'. ':a- •!

.
'.;..,' continuation of many baneful causes

ha- I
i . ' ha, degeneration of tissue in the human

rai •
'.'•.. \

.
II Ian the reformed dietary has been estab-

lish'. t, II ill Ilia a. generation or more of proper living
to 111, I

I ,!. h. 11. I', ial impression on the general incidence
of eaii. . ,,];i. !. :- -.) ardently desired by humanity.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Tin; Ai-dtivcs of the Middlesex Hosjjital (Clinical Series,
.v.j. XIT),' edited by Mr. W. Sampson Handley and Dr.
VICTOR BOXNEY, includes two cases of bronchiectasis fol-

lowing operation for the removal of tonsils and adenoids,
by Dr. Cockayne ; three cases of acute Intraocular

'('.;/;.''); lis 1'aNi.e u^:d Treatment. By L. Duncan Bulkley, A.M
M.D. -t , a '

i.
1 1915. (Cr. 8vo. pp. 230. $1,50 net.)

J_I, ,'1 I tluspital (Clinical Sei-i^s No. XIV).
Be;. :

!•• ot the Archives. Edited by W. 8.
Haa 1 . -. .011; MacmUlaa and Co., Ltd. 1914.

inflammation treated with sensitized vaccines, by Mr. B. T.
Lang ; a paper on the after-history of patients in whom
the operation of gastro-jejunostomy has been performed
for malignant disease, by Mr. C. H. S. Webb ; and an
inquiry into the radiographic appearances of the stomach
after gastro-jejunostomy, by the same author and Mr.
W. N. Kingsbury. There are also papers on the investi-
gation of cardiac irregularity by means ot the polygraph,
by Dr. George Ward ; and on lactic acid in Baciilus coU
infections, by Mr. I. H. Lloyd-Wilhams.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
The Salmon-Ody Truss.

The ball-and- socket joint was first adopted in the manu-
facture of trusses by the firm of Salmon, Ody and Co. over
a century ago, and the apparatus which bears its name is

still much favoured by sui-geons. The latest improvement,
which has proved to be of high service, is the addition of
a small spring, secreted within the ball of the joint, which
presses the ball against its socket. This contrivance
prevents the cn-p and ball from worldng loosely and renders
the truss less lialile to displacement, more convenient for
adjustment, and efficient and enduring when in wear.
The truss is supplied by Messrs. Salmon, Ody and Co.,
of New Oxford Street.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL AMENITIES.
A Norwegian- pliysician. Dr. Monrad-Krohn, has written to

us about the remarks on international medical amenities
published in the Journal for March 6th, 27th, and
April 3rd. In his opinion Mr. JIurray is right in saying
that the Scandinavians have a leaning to the German in

preference to the English language, and, as far as medical
backs are concerned. Dr. Monrad-Krohn gives the follow-
ing explanation for this preference : When a Norwegian
student begins his medical career he starts reading
anatomy and physiology. Now, the booksellers all have
a large stock of German textbooks on these subjects,
whereas it often takes two or three weeks to get a cor-

responding English book. This is very often enough to

make the young student decide upon the book which he
can get at once. He starts reading it, and, once having
become more familiar with the German language than
with the English, he also buys German books on patho-
logy, surgery, etc. Meanwhile he gradually forgets much
of the English he learnt at school. Dr. Monrad-Krohn
accordingly suggests that, to bring English and Scandi-
navians into closer touch ou medical subjects, English
publishers should see that the Norwegian booksellers have
a large supply of medical textbooks in stock, particularly

on the subjects of anatomy and physiology. This object
would be promoted by the early reviews of new editions of

English textbooks in the Norwegian medical press.

Dr. Monrad-Krohn pays a generous tribute to the
courtesy with which he has been met by his colleagues
in England, where, he says, excellent opportunities have
been given him for the clinical study of medicine. Ho
suggests that a medical guide to London would make
things easier for the foreign visitors, and would "add
considerably to the organization of London as a medical
educational centre, whose unequalled clinical material
ought to place it far above Paris, Vienna, and Berlin."

The committee of Queen Mary's Convalescent Auxiliary
Hospitals wishes it to be known that an exhibition of
artificial limbs will be opened at Queen Mary's Convales-
cent Auxiliary Hospitals, Eoehampton House, Roehamp-
ton Lane, S.Vv'., on July 20th, and will remain open until
July 25rd inclusive. Full particulars may be obtained on
application to the honorary secretary, Mr. C. H. Kender-
dine, at St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.W. A con-
ference in connexion with the exhibition will be held
at Roehamptou House ou Thursday, July 22nd, at
3 o'clock p.m. to enable a committee of orthopaedic
surgeons and the Directors- General of the Xavy and Army
Medical Services to confer with the artificial limb makers
as to the best way of dealing with the problem of the
supply of artificial limbs to sailors and soldiers who have
lost limbs in the war. Any members of the medical pro-
fession who wish to attend will be welcome. With the
approval of the Directors-General of the Navy and Army
Medical Services gold and silver medals will be given as
well as diplomas for the best exhibits, which will be
judged by a committee of English, Scottish, and Irish

orthopaedic surgeons.
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LECaSLATIOX FOR THE EXPECTANT
.MOTHER AND HER UNBORN

INFANT.
UsDETEEEED by Cicei'o's well-kncwn adage, Silent

luim legcK inter arma, a deputation from tlie Women's
Co-operative Guild—an association whicli has already

done yeoman service in the cause of the expectant

mother and her expected baby—waited on the Presi-

dent of the Local Government Bo.ird last month to

urge the amendment of the law so as to give power
to local authorities to develop their work on behalf of

maternity and infancy. Tlie opinion was e-pressed

on behalf of the Guild that tlie country would heartily

endorse such an amendment of the law as was neces-

sary to make this valuable department of the public

health service more effective.

The ^Vomen's Co-operative Guild has a right to

speak on this matter, for it is a self-governing or-

ganization of 32,000 married non-wage-earning women,
and it has concerned itself with the national care of

maternity ever since the introduction of the Insurance
Act. Its members also have had personal experience

of the need for improved conditions, and have been
cognizant of the sufferings which have arisen from
l^overty, out of work, short time, and the lack of

opportunity for obtaining the knowledge, treatment,

and conditions considered essential at these times by
all women of the middle class. The Guild slated in

a memorandum it presented that among the most
urgent needs is the provision of skilled advice and
treatment before, at, and after childbirth, such as is

supplied by health visitors, maternity centres, mater-
nity homes, and hospitals ; it was also pointed out
that, while the 700,000 insured women receive free

doctor, pregnancy sickness benefit, double maternity
benefit, and sickness benefit in the event of prolonged
illness after childbirth, the six million non-wage-
eaming married women receive nothing but single

maternity benefit, and are therefore justified in

looking to the nation for the provision now recom-
mended by the Local Government Board in the
interest of the country. Before the outbreak of the

war the Guild had largely devoted itself to rousing

public health committees and relief committees to the

urgency of providing for the care of mothers and
infants ; and the results of that campaign, in which
many other women's and labour organizations co-

operated, had been striking ; conferences and deputa-
tions to local authorities had been held in numerous
towns, and as a consequence of the' Local Govern-
ment Board circular of July, 19 14 (making the care of

:_ maternity a national responsibility) and the activity

of the Guild, more than 140 public healtii committees

j^
-were considering the matter or had begun or had

r increased their work since August. The Guild main-
tained, however, that the present state of the law
hindered the carrying out of the whole service of

health for expectant and nursing mothers, and
children up to school age. Public health autho-
rities have had to rely upon certain clauses in the
Public Health .\ct of is-5, which did not fully meet

the case, and an excuse for inaction was thus given
to unprogressiva councils. Again, the lack of power
on the part of county councils, because technically

they were not public health authorities, hindered
action in rural and small urban districts, where there
was great need for advice to mothers, and for the
early supervision of the health of infants.

The following facts were submitted with regard
to specific spheres of action : First, w-ith regard
to the employment of health visitors for ante-
natal and infant visiting, the Local Government;
Board held that health visitors might be appointed

tff enable the local authority to make use of the
information obtained through the _ Kotification of
Births Act, w4iich, though not of universal appli-
cation, it was open to any county councils or public
health authority to adopt. Tlie Board, however,
found it difficult to hold that local authorities,

whether county councils or public health authorities,

had an implied power to employ health visitors for

antenatal visiting. Secondly, as to maternity and
infant welfare centres for medical advice and treat-

ment for expectant and nursing mothers and children
under five years, the county councils had no powers ;

and although the public health authorities had power
to provide hospitals for the reception of the sick
under Section 131 of the Public Health Act, 1875,
it could not be said that all the women and all the
children whom it was desirable to get to the centre for

advice were " sick." Thirdly, as to hospital provision
for complicated cases of pregnancy (the preniaternity
work in which this Journal has always interested
itself), for the confinement of sick women, and for

complications after parturition in mother and infant,

the county councils once more had no powers ; and
whilst the public health authorities again had power
to provide hospitals for the reception of the sick
under Section 131 of the Public Health Act, 1875, they
might not provide hospital accommodation for ordinary
maternity cases. Fourthly, with respect to the pro-
vision of a doctor or midwife in the home when the
person was too poor to pay for these services, the
county councils had no powers : the public health
authorities might, with the Board's consent, provide
" a temporary supply of medical assistance for the
poorer inhabitants of their district " under Section 13";

of the Public Health Act, 1S75, and the Board had
taken this to include the pro\ision in necessitous

cases of a midwife and doctor when called in by a
midwife. It was urged that it would be economical
to empower county councils to act, and that it was
the only way by which much-needed cave in rural

districts could be secured, and, finallv, that the public
health authorities needed legal power to provide ante-

natal advice and treatment and to carry on preventi\'a

health work among children.

Mr. Long's reply to the deputation was sympathetic
and encouraging, and he has already carried out his

promise to introduce legislation to make the Notifica-

tion of Births x\ct compulsory all over the country.
The bill was read a third time in the House of

Commons on July 13th, and its second clause, as it

now stands, authorizes any local authority, whether a
sanitary authority or not, to exercise for the purposes
of the care of expectant mothers, nursing mothers,
and young children any powers which a sanitary
authority has under the Public Health Acts, 1875-
1907, or the Public Health (London) Act, as the

case requires. By Clause 3 the application of the

Act is extended to Scotland and Ireland. Mr.
Long said that his predecessor (Mr. Samuel) had
been successful in obtaining a grant in respect of.

the expenditure from the Treasury, and that the
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balance that \YOuld fall on local authoi-ities and on

the i-ates \YOuld be small. The Local Government
Board and the Board of Education have issued a

joint memorandum defining the conditions under

which grants in aid of maternity centres and schools

for mothers, will be made, and the Board of Educa-

tion has published a memorandum on class instruc-

tion at schools for mothers, prepared by Dr. Janet

M. Campbell, one of the Board's senior medical

officers, designed to assist those engaged in the v.ork

of such schools in organizing class instruction in the

way most suitable to the needs and circumstances of

ihe school.

CORONERS' LA.W.

FROjr reports published in the Wcsfeni Moyniu'j Xmcs
on dates July 5th and July 9th of an inquest held by
^Iy. Hacker, H.M. Coroner for the Totues District of

Devonshire, on the body of one William Lancey, it

would appear that he holds opinions as to his powers

s\hich the Coroners Act does not authorize nor

permit. The case was quite simple, and the evidence

as reported does not make apparent the necessity for

an inquest licing held at all. An insured person was
under treatment by his panel practitioner for some
months, and the diagnosis was not easy. Several

medical men had been consulted, both locally and at

the hospital at Exeter. A diagnosis of gastritis and

cardiac insufficiency had been made and due and

proper treatment prescribed. Dr. Patterson, the

panel practitioner, treated the patient up to the day

before he died, and when death took place suggested

to the relatives that, in order to verify the diagnosis,

it woidd be advisable to make a post-mortem examina-

tion. No objection was made ; the examination con-

firmed the diagnosis and the usual death certificate

was given by Dr. Patterson, accepted by the Ee<,ns-

trar, and the burial order made out. Before the burial

could take place the coroner was informed of the death

and issued an order for a second j^ost-mortem examina-

tion and an inquest.

At the first inquiry the coroner is reported to have

made the following statement :
" It is illegal to give a

certificate of a case of sudden death when the cause is

unknown. It must be reported to the coroner. . . .

I go further," he added, " and say the fact of making
a 2>ost-7nortem esammation without reporting to the

coroner and without obtaining at an inquest a proper

order for such an examination is going very near

committing an indictable misdemeanour in interfering

witli the pi'oper course of justice and exposing the

body in such a way as to prevent an inquest." Tliis

i-uling of the coroner was at once challenged by
Mr. Dell, the solicitor who attended the inquest on
behalf of the two doctors concerned, and after taking

some formal evidence the inquiry was adjourned.

.\t the adjournment Dr. Patterson and Dr. Morton
Palmer, the practitioners whose procedure tlie coroner

had attacked, were represented by Mr. Hempson,
solicitor for the Medical Defence Union, and the

coroner then stated that it was quite clear by the Act

of Parliament and also by common law that this

being a case of sudden death, of which the cause

was unknown, an inquest became necessary. Dr.

Patterson sliould liave known that; all doctors knew it.

His duty on finding that death had taken place was to

tell Lancey's friends to report the ease to the coroner.

. . . When a medical man cotdd not give a cer-

tificate, the ordinary practice was to at once report

the case. Dr. Patterson esposttdated, and explained

that he knew that death was due to natural causes,

and tbat there was nothing to conceal. Mr. Hempson

disputed the coroner's ruling, and protested firmly

against the branding by the coroner of the medical
practitioners with conspiracy, and his statement that
they were practically guilty of an indictable offence.

Mr. Hempson was about to make furtiier protests,

but the coroner directed him to resume his seat. The
coroner, in his summing up, said that after Dr.

Patterson's explanation and candid statement, the

jury would probably think that there was not much
ground for complaint ; after a few minutes' dehbera-
tion, the jury retiu-ned a verdict of death from natural

causes, thereby justifying to the ftiU both the

treatment and diagnosis of Dr. Patterson.

It is difficult to imagine wliy the cumbersome
machinery of the coroner's law was set in motion
in this case and whj' the county was put to the un-
necessary exi^ense of an inquest. Tlie procedure
adopted by Dr. Patterson in asking for, and, after

gaining permission, making a post-mortem examina-
tion in order to verify bis diagnosis and enable him
to give a correct death certificate, was, we have no
hesitation in affirming, quite legal, right, and proper.

A similar course is adopted in every hospital every
week, and is quite common in general practice. To
affirm that where an absolute diagnosis cannot be
made in cases involving no suspicious circumstances

a post-viortevi examination cannot be made withottt

an order from a coroner is absurd. A coroner has no
power to order a post-mortem examination without
bolding an inquest, and to hold that the law insists

upon an inquest whenever the coroner desires, is 8.n

illegal assumption of authority.

It is true that if a ease be reported to him it is his

duty to make inquiries, but if such inquiries satisfy a

reasonable mind that the death arose from illness it

would be quite iiregular for him to hold an inquest.

Lord Selborne laid down the authority of the coroner

as follows : A coroner has not an absolute right to

hold an inquest in every case in which lie choose so to

do, nor is it in general the duty of coroners voluntarily

to obtmde themselves into private houses. Such
officious interference would be in many cases a

censurable excess of duty. If notice of the death

is accompanied, or followed, by information that

it was probably due to such cause as apoplexy or

other visitation of God, so as to show that an
inquest is not necessary, the coroner may reasonably

exercise his discretion by not holding an inquest.

In this case not only was there no suspicion of

foul play, but a certificate of death had been issued

in accordance with statute law, signed by a registered

medical practitioner, and the actual cause of death

as previously diagnosed confirmed by a post-inortem

examination. As a matter of law it is not the duty
of any one to make a report to the coroner or to

inform him of anything relating to a death, however
sudden. We are aware, of course, that some coroners,

though tliey know or ought to know this, try to

invent a duty under the common law ; but as a matter
of fact there is no legal authority to enforce this. If

there were such a common law duty-, indictment

could follow a breach of it, but this is not the case

here. It must also be remembered that the coroner

has no jurisdiction over the body of a deceased person
until he issue his precept for an inquest ; the pro-

perty of a dead body rests with the family of the

deceased or his executors. It is quite legal, there-

fore, for the relatives to give consent to a medical

practitioner to make a post-mortein examination,

and when this is done by a properly quahfied man
and death is confirmed as being due to disease no
inquest shotild be held, especially when the death has

occurred in a private house. Even where, under
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special enactments, deaths have to be reported to tlie

coroner, such as in the case of hinatics in asylums, it

is not illegal for a post-vuvii'm examination to be
made before receiving the coroner's permission, and
no action could be taken to prevent the authorities

from making such an examination. It would be quite

unreasonable to require the coroner's permission when
the examination is made to confirm the diagnosis of

death from a known natural cause, when there were
no grounds for supposing that an inquest would be
held.

It has been asserted by an eminent coroner that

when a jurj' returns a verdict of death from natural
causes that is in itself a proof that the inquest was
unnecessary. Whilst not going so far as this

authority, we cannot but feel that in the case to

\vhich we refer there was no occasion whatever for

the coroucr to have set iu motion the machinery of the

law, and still less for his animadversions upon the

procedure adopted bv the medical practitioners con-
cerned. Their conduct was quite in accordance with
the law and with the custom of the medical
profession, and the attack made upon them by
the coroner was entirely beyond the mark and
unjustifiable.

ODONTOMES.
At the annual meeting of the British Dental Asso-
ciation held in London in 1906 the most complete
collection of odontomes e\er assembled was shown.
It was sought to give permanence to the laViour thus
entailed by the appointment of a subcommittee, con-
sisting of Messrs D. P. Gabell, W. W. James, and
J. L. Payne, charged with the task of drawing up a
report on the classification of odontomes.
In drawing up its report," which has been issued

recently, the committee took as a, basis Bland-Sutton's
classiBcatiou, but after consideration of " several

factors, among them the recognition of the wider
function of the enamel organ, the discovery of the
epithehal lining in certain cysts, and the investigation

of a larger number of specimens," they have altered

it in detail. As a classification they propose

:

(i) Epithelial odontomes, in which the abnormal
development takes place in the dental epithelium
alone. 2. Composite odontomes, in whicli the ab-

noi-mal development takes place primarily in the

dental epithelium, and secondarily in the dental
papilla, and may occur in the follicle also. (3) Con-
nective tissue odontomes, in which tiie abnormal
development takes place in the dental tissues of

mesoblastic origin alone.

The first class includes multilocnlar cysts, denti-

gerous cysts, and dental cysts. Tlie difficulty of

classification at once obtrudes itself. Of the three

forms of tumour, only one, " dentigerous cyst,"

definitel}' conforms with the reporters' definition of
" odontome " as a tumour derived from the special

cells concerned in tooth development, and is of un-
known etiology. As they admit, there is strong
evidence that multilocnlar cysts may arise from
ingrowth of the gum epithehum, as held by Eve

;

and in the case of dental cysts, J. G. Turner has
shown clearly their dependence on chronic bacterial

infection. It is permissible to believe, with the
reporters, that the epithelial ingrowth demonstrated
in tlie multilocnlar cysts arose from some portion
of the tooth band, though demonstration appears
impossible.

' The Beport oti OdontoTnes. By the Committee appointed by the
BrilUh Denial .4ssocia,tion. JXembeis of the Committee— D. P. Gabell,
Ij.U.C.I'.. M.U.C.8., L.D.S., W.' W. James. L.n.t P.. F.R.C.S.. L.D.S..
" " ' "

I^ondou: The British Dental.R.C.P. MR.C.<
1914. (Demy 8v ds. 73.63. netj

The second class includes (a) complex composita
odontomes, compound composite odontomes; (Z^) gemi-
nated composite odontomes, gestant composite odon-
tomes, enamel nodules; and (c) dilated composite
odontomes. Tiie report seeks to extend the use of
the term "composite odontome " till it includes "all
odontomes dependent on aberrations of the enamel
organ with other dental tissues." It would thus
include almost all calcified odontomes, and the three
subdivisions are dependent on the general effect the
irregular development of the dental epithelium has
upon the dentine papilla.

The term " complex composite odontome " is used
to include tooth tumours that are formless and whoso
tissues are irregularly mixed ; "compound composite
odontome " is the name given to Bland- Sutton's class
"compound follicular odontome." These are tumours
in which are found more or less numerous denticles or
calcified masses together with cyst formations which
may attain a large size. Bland-Sutton explains them
as due to sporadic calcification of the cyst wall, but
this explanation is obviously incomplete, and the report
recognizes six different methods of origin. The first

two, non-eruption of several supernumerary teeth and
deformity of several of the ordinary tooth-germs,
might well be classed as "compound foUicular odon-
tomes," and the sixth, sporadic calcification of a
thickened capsule about a tooth germ or germs, is a
restatement of Bland-Sutton's explanation (such
calcification would give rise to bone and the tumour
would be a cementoma). It may be questioned,
however, whether the dental follicle is a distinct

enough structure to be worth charging with tumour
formation. Bland-Sutton falls back on it to account
both for cystic tumoui-s derived from the dental
epithelium, where the foUicle may be supposed to be
the indefinite fibrous capsule lined with epithelium
surrounding the crown of the tooth, and for cemento-
iiiata which arise in parts (around the roots) where no
follicle or capsule can possibly be found. We are
glad the autliors have tried to rectify this difficulty,

but it may be doubted wlol'iei- rystio tumours formed
by the non-ei-uption of ^i'M:i;il \.-x ili, supernumerary or
normal, should be inchi<l' 1 in I lie ,^:iiiie class as almost
solid tooth tumours c(jni,:i,iuiiig ii-regularly calcified
tooth masses—they lie so far apart in the harmonic
scale. We doubt, too, whether tlie terms " complex
composite odontome ' and " compound composite
odontome" are sufficiently distinct and self-

explanatory.

Of the further subdivisions of composite odontomes
•suggested, " geminated composite odontomes " may he
found a useful class in connecting supernumerarv
teeth or geminated teeth with more obvious
odontomes. " Gestant odontome " is tlie dens in
dcnie oi Continental writers ;

" enamel nodule " is self-

explanatory and rightly included as odontomatous

;

" dilated composite odontome " does not seem to us
a well-chosen term, since it is made to include both
solid and iiollow tumours, and refers only to form.
The third class made in the report includes fibrous

odontomes and cementomes, and it is correctly stated
that fibrous odontomes are probably a result of rickets.
An important point is made when attention is drawn
to the microscopic diagnosis of cementomes. They
are rare tumours, composed mostly of non-laminated
cementum with plentiful irregular vascular canals,
while root-exostoeis, with which they are liable to

be confounded, is common, laminated, and little

^•ascular.

The report denies the existence of malignant
odontomes, with the exception of the composite
einbryoplastic odontome of Eve, and it seems to be
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implied that a careful consideration of recorded cases

o[ " burrowing epithelioma," etc., shows that these

tumours are not malignant. This opinion will un-
donbtedl-y be disputed; burrowing epitheliomata are

very malignant, and the origin of some of these

growths from dental epithelium seems unquestion-
able.

The reporters appear to have felt that their effort

is not final, but in publishing the results of eight years'

2)atient labour, freely given, they have placed the
whole dental profession under a debt of gi-atitude

which can best be repaid by study and discussion of

their work.

ORGANIZATION TO MEET THE WAR EMERGENCY.
The "War Emergency Committeo of the Metropolitan
Counties Branch has fonnnlated a proposal for dealing

with the supply of medical men to the army upon very
similar lines to those ah-eady adopted bj' the Scottish

Medical Service Emergency Committee. It is argued that

as the demands made upon the medical profession are

certain to increase, it is wise to be prepared beforehand
witli some definite organized plan for satisfying the wants
of the army with as little disturbance of civil practice as
the grave nature of the circumstances permits. Therefore
it is proposed that every medical man of military age

—

that is, 40 or under—should enrol himself as v.illing to

take a commission within a few days after a certain date, if

called upon to do so. The details of the arrangements for

enrolment and calling up would be in the hands of a special

committee of men well known in the medical profession,

not necessarily members of the British Medical Association.

The Committee ^rould work through the organization of

the British Medical Association, which has available the
speediest means for approaching the medical profession.

AVlien any urgent demand arises for a fresh quota of

medical officers, the Coniniittcr would select the necessary
number o£ names ikmu thu ii.ll, with due consideration for

the position of injiviiliial iiiLii. niid the needs of the com-
munity which thuy serve. Thu selected names would be
forwariled to the War Office, where the authorities would
accept such men as they approve. It is thought also that

the Committee might render useful service iu advising

and assisting men in their preijaration for leaving prac-

tice, in establishing classes for elementary instruction in

military medical matteis. and in endeavouring to provide

against serious loss when the men called up retiun to civil

practice.

CONGENITAL SYPHILIS IN THE EAST END.
Dr. Paul Tildes, assistant bacteriologist to the London
Hospital, has made an extensive research into the preva-

lence of cougeuitcil syphilis among the newly born of the
East End of London, and has set forth his results iu an
extremely interesting report.' The investigation was
carried out on the assumption that an infant infected with
syphilis, even if it shows no clinical signs of the disease,

will give a positive Wasscrmann reaction either at birth

or witiiiu two months, wliich according to observations on
the adult is the longest possible incubation jjeriod for

the reaction. The infants were cho.seu from the
respectable labouring classes, and were all the
offspring of married women who were on the books
of the Blaternity Charity of the London Hospital.

In spite of the prevalent belief that a higher
standard of morality prevails among Jews, who form
so large a proportion of the poiiulaliciu nt ihc J,oudon
Hospital district, the incidence of sypliilis ; ,ol; them

lib, LW., 29, lirca

did not differ appreciably from that of the Christians.
This interesting ethnological point is, we understand, to bo
further considered in a subsequent jniblication ; but it i.s

hold that the presence of the large alien element does not
interfere with the apiilication of deductions drawn from
this population to groups of similar social status in

different parts of London. Two series of examinations
were made, the first at birth and the second two and a
half to four months later, when the mother's blood was
also examined. By this means it was held that all tho
subjects of congenital syphilis could be detected. In the
first examination the blood was taken from the placental

end of the cut umbilical cord, and at the subsequent exami-
nation from the thumb or great too. The technique
employed in testing the blood was that recently described
by Fildes and Mcintosh.^ Of 1,015 infants examined at

birth 14 (1.3 per cent.) gave a positive reaction, but were
all apparently healthy, excejit one who presented obvious
signs of congenital syphilis, and died in twelve days, iu

spite of treatment. Of the remaining 13, 7 examined two
months later gave a negative reaction, though the reaction

in their mothers was positive, and 6 did not return for

examination. These results prove that a positive reaction

at birth does not necessarily imply syphilis of the
child, but merely the passage of the reacting substance
from the blood of the syphilitic mother. At the second
examination, when only 660 of the 1,015 infants were
available, 3 (0.45 per cent.) gave a positive reaction. These
three infants were healthy at birth, wlien the reaction was
entirely negative, and two remained healthy, but one de-

veloped undoubted signs of congenital syphilis. Further
inquiries made it unlikely that an undue proportion of

syphilis existed among those infants who were not brought
up for a second examination. Of 677 mothers examined, 27

(3.9 per cent.) gave positive reactions, but only 4 of these

had sj'philitic offsi^ring. So far from every woman with a

positive reaction having caused a positive reaction in tho

umbilical cord blood, in the majority (16) of the positive

cases the umbilical cord blood had been negative. The
placental blood is therefore no index of the prevalence of

syphilis in women. The general conclusion arrived at by
Dr. Fildes is that the ravages caused by congenital syphilis

in infants are sometimes exaggerated. It is to be hoped
that the example set will be followed by investigations of

this kind, tho importance of which from a medical and
sociological standpoint it is difficult to overestimate.

MEDICAL TERMS IN THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.

The quarterly instalment of A New linrjUsli Dictionary on
Historical Principles,'* which appeared on July lat, covers

the portion of the alphabetic rubrics from Trinli to Turn-

down, and includes a largo number of medical terms.

Sir James Murray had hoped, by slightly enlarging this

issue, to reach the end of T, but, in words which excite

the sympathy of all his readers, be is forced to add to his

prefatory note : " My long and serious illness, which
lasted from ilay to Xovember, robbed us of that satisfac-

tion." All reviewers will unite in wishing the editor long

life and strength to carry his monumental work to a

successful end, and will congratulate him on the words
with which he closes his preface :

'• The next issue will

take us well into Z'.' A great many medical terms,

especially those in the department of chemistry, begin

with Tri-, Trio- and Trocho-. Thus there is triolein

(one of the glycerides of oleic acid), frional (the trade

name of the synthetic drug diethj'lsulphonemethylethyl-

methane), trioxide, trio.nj-, trijyalmilin (a crystalline sub-

stance occurring in palm oil and other fats and oils),

tripeptide (a compound containing the residues of three

2Brai7i,1913, xxxvi, 193.

» A Nexo EnaJisli Dictionary on Bistoriral Principles. EcUted by
Sir James A. H. Murray. Tiink-Turn-down. VoUime i. Oxford : .^t

the Clarendon Press ; London. Edinburgh. New York, Toronto. Mel-
bourne, and Bombay: Oxford Vaiversity X'ress, Humphrey Milford.
July l3t, 1915. (5s.; l.Mdol.)
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Binino-acids), iripheniii (a synthetic drug with antipyretic

and antinenralgic properties), triphenyhnethane, tri-

pheniilaininf, t-risacclmride, trisilioiile, trisiilphiiie, iri-

siiljihoii;-, friticin ya, carboliydrate), trochoccphalic (having

a round form of skull due to premature union of the parietal

and frontal, bones), etc. More distinctly medical terms are

hijitiijiit (hemiplegia with a paraplegia of spinal origin

added to it), liismus (& modern Latin word adapted from
the Greek rpiir/ios rpiyiios, a scream, also a grinding,

rasping, and meaning tonic spasm of the muscles of the

neck and lower jaw), trochanter, trochlear,turl/i)ial, turbiii-

otoinij, etc. Under triipanosoma, which is derived from
the Greek rpviravov—a borer, and aS>fia—a body, there is

•piite a family of words, including tnjpanosomacide (a sub-

stance having the property of destroj'ing trypanosomes),

trypanosomiasis (a disease produced by infection with
trypanosomes), and tnipanosonial (pertaining to or caused
by trypanosomes'l. All these derived words are of modern
origin, but Iryjianosonie itself was introduced in 1843 by
Gruby, who, in describing some living parasites in the blood
of animals, wrote ''je propose de nommercet hematozoaire
Trypanosome." In the near neighbourhood of trypano-

soma is found trinian, wliich is a contraction for it, and is

used in such a combination as trypan red, the drug
xvhicii is employed in cases of trypanosomiasis ; but
llie ordinary reader of the Dictionary will hardly thank
the editor for transcribing the statement that the

correct name for trypan red is sodium-ortho-bcnzidinc-

mouosulphoacid-diazo-b-2 • naphylamine -3-6- sulphoacid,

which will seem as illuminating as the remark that the
•• snark was a boojum." To many even well-educated

readers the derivation of trypsin will come as a surprise

;

it is from the Greek Tpi\jrts—rubbing, because it was first

obtained by rubbing down the pancreas with glycerin.

Grouped round trypsin is the small family of derived

words, trypsinogen, trypsogen, trypiic, tryptone, aiaH trypto-

phan. A large number of terms cluster round tubercle,

and most of them took on a new shade of meaning when Koch
inl882discovered the bacillus of that name; there are tuher-

riilar, iiiherciilide,iaberculin,tuberctdi.~at ion, the oomponud
liibercnlo-, tuberculome, and tuberculosis. All these are

defined with Sir James Murray's usual exactitude, and
illustrated by a profusion o£ quotations, most of which
convey really useful information as well, so that after

running them over the reader has an actual knowledge of

the subject. No space remains to refer to the other

medical terms dotted up and down in this section of the

Dictionary; but it must be added to what has already

been said, that the work is as complete and informative

on the medical uses of such ordinary words as trouble,

truss, and fit));, whilst under iupelo the convenient tent is

named.

SOLDIERS HEART.
DiEiNG the first months of the war the German medical

press devoted itself mainly to wounds and their treatment,

infectious diseases, and the hygienic measures necessary

for their suppression. Early in 1915 many writers pub-

lished their observations on the effects of the war on the

soldier's heart, and it would appear that the constant

strain of active service has provided an unexpectedly large

number of cardiac casualties. Magnus-Levy' was struck

by the frequency with which healthy-looking, well-built

young men among the wounded complained of palpitation

of the heart, a sense of pressure in the cardiac region, and

slight dyspnoea on exertion. The pulse was 80 to 100, the

apex beat was in the fifth space, in or to the left of the

nipple hne, and the cardiac dullness was increased. The
cardiac sounds were muffled, and systolic or presystolic

murmurs were audible, particularly after exertion. The
second sound was loud, notably after exertion, which
quickly increased the pulse-rate to as much as 120. Only

in a few cases could it be proved that the patients had

> £erl. Uin. IFocJj.. Jaauftiy lltb, 1915.

already suffered from slight cardiac symptoms before the
outbreak of the war, and in the majority of cases the
strenuous life of the soldier was apparently alone responsiblo
for the faulty at;tiou of the heart. Rheumatic endocarditis
could be excluded in most cases in the absence of articular

disease. In the overwhelming majority of cases the
dilatation of the heart and the rapid pulse were traced to
overexertion and fatigue ; and the slight rises of tempera-
ture sometimes observed among unwounded soldiers

suffering from cardiac symptoms w^ere regarded, not as
a sign of infectious endocarditis, but as a result of

instability of the body temperature due to fatigue.

Fischer = was also struck by the frequency with which the
wounded complained of cardiac symptoms. Among 131
wounded he found cardiac anomalies in 51, or nearly 39
per cent. In most cases there were adventitious sounds
over the apex or base of the heart, which, in 13 cases, was
dilated. Discussing the prognosis in these cases, Miinter^
considered the outlook bright, provided over- exertion
could be avoided in the future. He found treatment with
digitalis of no use, and he admitted that rest in bed was
unsatisfactory, as the patients became restless and were
subject to attacks of palpitation at night. Mirtl's' pro-

gnosis was more cautious, and he pointed out that, though
the symptoms might disappear with rest, a complete
recovery could not, as the x rays have jiroved, be antici-

pated. His experience of the Balkan wars of 1912 and
1913 had shown liim that the soldier's heart was asso-

ciated with persistent hypertrophy, which, though of a
moderate degree, was often the cause of discomfort.

When such cases were neglected, arterio- sclerosis was apt
to supervcue.

BUYO CHEEK CANCER.
Cancer of the cheek is excoediugly common in the
Philippine Islands, in women as well as in men, and
the cause is well known. In those islands " buyo " or

betel leaf (Piper betle) is almost universally chewed by
adults, and often by children of tender years ; 90 per cent,

of the elderly natives indulge in the habit, and Dr. George
Davis, of the University of the Philippines, when received

by the Sultan of Sulu, noticed that His Majesty frequently

made use of a beautiful coloured glass spitoon, being
himself an inveterate buyo chewer. It is important to

remember that the buyo leaf is seldom chewed alone.

Lime is carried in one of the compartments of the buyo
box, and corrodes the brass in a very suggestive manner.
The lime is spread over the buyo leaf, which is then folded

and wrapped around a betel nut (Areca catechu). Since

the American occupation, the buyo is flavoured

with an accompanying "plug cut" of American or

native tobacco. The lime is obtained from sea shells

:

it gives a pleasant sweet flavour to the betel nut
and buyo leaf, and by a chemical action produces
a red colour, dyeing the oral mucosa red and the teeth

black. Old men and women, the latter the more in-

veterate chewers, use a paste when they have lost their

teeth. Dr. Davis, who has written both on the etiology °

and on the surgery^ of buj'O cheek cancer, considers that

without doubt the lime is the essential canse of the
malignant degeneration ; but from clinical observations
in a case in which, after resection of the left superior

maxilla, lime was discarded, he feels certain that the
essential oil of the buyo leaf, and the tannic and gallic

acid in the betel nut, are predisposing factors. The ravages
of buyo cheek cancer, as Dr. Davis's photographs show,
are very extensive. This disease is evidently a definite

lesion like Roentgen-ray epithelioma, chimney-sweepers',
paraffin workers', and Indian kaagri skin cancer, and the

' MuencTi. med. Woch.. January 26th, 1915.
» Med. Klin.. March 7lh, 1915.
* Uumch. «ie(J. Woch., March IGth, 1915.
•Buyo Cheek Cancer, Journ. Ainer. iied. Assoc, February 27th, 1915;
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malignant changes in the brands on cattle in the AVeatem

United States. For the extirpation o£ this formidable new
growth Dr. Davis practises extensive plastic operations.

STATISTICS OF NOTIFIABLE DISEASES.

Thb statistical return of the incidence of notifiable

infectious disease upon the sanitary districts of England

and Wales in 1914, which was recently issued by the Local

Government Board,' is the fourth in this valuable series.

The tables are prefaced by a useful summary of the

principal facts. Perhaps the most interesting figm-cs are

those relating to scarlet fever, diphtheria, and enteric

fever. The prevalence of the two former diseases has

increased in the last few years. In the case of scarlet

fever the total for 1914 was 165,045; for 1913, 130,707;

for 1912, 107,508; and for 1911, 104,651. The correspond-

ing figures in the case of diphtheria are 59,357, 50,903,

44,754, and 47,802. Enteric fever shows an increase a.s

compared with 1913^8,778 cases in 1914, 8,263 in 1913—
but has not regained the level of 1911—namely, 13,852

;

315 cases of cerebro-spinal fever ware notitied in 1914, the

figure for 1913 being 305. It is to be remarked that the

duty of notifying infectious diseases to the medical officer

of health does not apply in respect of persons liviug in any
building belonging to H.M. the King, but that, owing to the

imprecedented conditions prevailing in the later lumilhs

of 1914, many notifications of mihtary and naval cases

were actually sent to medical officers of licalth.

These have been included in the totals for England
and Wales, but not in the returns for sanitary areas.

The number of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis notified

exhibits a marked decline—81,159 in 1914, 96,841 in 1913,

110,706 in 1912—but it is pointed out that a cousidciable

number of duplications occur, so that the published figures

do not admit of satisfactory comparison. It is hoped that

this difficulty may be partially surmounted in the next

annual report. Dr. R. Bruce Low contributes a prelimi-

nary statement as to the occurrence of small-pox abroad
during 1914, and it is a matter of special interest to remark
that small-pox appears to have been prevalent in Asiatic

Turkey during 1914, and was epidemic in Smyrna. Beirut

and Damascus also suffered greatly. More than 68,500

deaths from smallpox were recorded in India during the

first nine months of the year. The whole report will,

like its predecessors, be indispensable to epidemiologists.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

Sir Charles Tuppbr, who lives in retirement at Bexley
Heath in Kent, celebrated his 94th birthday on -July 2nd.

He was born in 1821, and educated partly in Canada and
partly at the University of Edinburgh, -where he took the

degree of Doctor of Medicine. He is best known, how-
ever, as a statesman, and at one time or another he has
held nearly every great office of State in the Canadian
(lovemmeut. How highly his services are appreciated by
the people of Canada is well shown by a telegram sent to

him on the occasion of his birthday by Mr. White, Acting
Prime Minister of Canada, who said that " Canada, a
united people in the crisis of this great war, faithful to

the empire, and cherishing its great traditions, looks back
to-day with pride, veneration, and affection to the Fathers
of Confederation, whose dreams have been so amply
fulfilled." We join heartily in Mr. White's wish that
Sir Charles Tupper may long be spared to enjoy the
esteem and regard of the Canadian people. The magnifi-

cent loyalty of Canada in the most critical time of our
history and the splendid courage shown by her sons in the

defence of the empire have drawn more close than ever

the bonds which unite us to the great Dominion oversea,

^ SlatifiticR of ihelncideure of Koiifiahle Infectious Diseases in each
Sanitiiru District in Enalalid find Wales and Freliminarij Statement
as to Uninll-jm.r Abroad darinj tlieTear inu. Reports to the Local
Crovernment Board on Pablio Uealth and Medical SaBjects, New

and it is natural that we should be particularly proud aX

this time to recall the fact that one of Canada's greatest

sous is a member of the medical profession.

Jltfbtcd JioUs in |3arUiiiiunt.

The Naval and Military War Pensions Bill.

This bill is described as a bill to " malco better pro-

vision as to the pensions, grants, and allowances made
in respect of the present war to ofjicera and men in

the naval and military service of His Majesty and
their dependants and the care of officers and men
disabled in consequence of the present war." It seta

up a Statutory Committee of the Koyal Patriotic Fund
Corporation, but continues the existence of the corporation

in accordance with the provisions of the Patriotic Fund
(lleorgaui/.ationi Act. 1903. The Statutory Committee is

to consist of 29 members, but will have power to co-opt

not more than 13 persons having special experience in

work of the character to be performed by the corporation.

Of the 29 members, 12 will be appointed by the Crown,
among them a chairman and vice-chairman, who may
both receive salaries ; 1 member will be appointed by the
Treasury, 1 each by the Admiralty and Army Council, 1 by
the N.-iti.:ri-il 111 ii'. UK'r .Tr.iiit C-.iniii-tlrr, 1 each by tho
Locali ' .

;;
;
!

1
•! 1 1,1.^ .

' .ml.andlreland,

6 by :
I.I' '.

' Ml ;: I' 1' i; .1 I'ntriotic Fund
Corpovjt; I., ' !i;, 1 lir \:, In m,, ! l;-!h : liii,.!, and 2 by tho
Soldiers' ami Saiioi-^' Families Association. To assist the

Statutory Committee, local committees are to be estab-

lished in every county and county borough, and the
county council of any county may divide the county into

districts and appoint a subcommittee for each. The chief

duties of the Statutory Committee will be to decide any
question of fact as to the amount of a pension or grant

payable out of public funds to a dependant other than a

widow or child; to make reyulatiiins for supplementary
grants where in exceptional c-ijcuiiistances the jiension 01;

grant, or separation allowance payable out of public funds,

is inadequate ; to supplement pensions and grants and
separation allowances payable out of public funds; to

make grants or allowances out of funds at its disposal in

cases ill .•
' ii '1 "•

-'
I'uiNi liiiu iillnwnmis or pensions ajre

payabli • • " I'iii'i-; hii-I in ii,;iK<' provision for the^

care of -
.

. 1 -Ml- .i-mnl imn ;i[t. r tli-y have left the'

servicv, im' 'niini-j [•iMN'isjnii fur tlii-ir lualtli. training, and
employnifut. Tlie Statutory Committee may refer ques-

tions to the local committee and request it to coUect and
supply information. The local committees may solicit

and receive from the public contributions towards any of

the purposes of the bill, which purposes are included

among those for which the Royal Patriotic Fund Corpora-

tion may solicit and receive contributions from the public

and donations of property. The Committee stage of the

bill was completed in the House of Commons last week.
The report stage was taken on, July 14th. Mr. Price

(Edinburgh Central) complained that no notice had been
taken of the recommendations of Sir George Murray's
committee, which had recommended the setting up of'

technical schools to train disabled soldiers. How were
the local committees going to train them '? He suggested
that a fresh bill sliould be introduced to deal specifically

with disabled soldiers, and with finding employment for men
not disabled on their return to civil life. Mr. Goldstone
(Sunderland, Lab.) agreed that the Government seemed
to have failed to recognize how great the problem of

demobilization would be when tho able-bodied soldier

would return to civil life and be in competition with
disabled men. Mr. Anderson (Attercliffe, Lab.) asked the

House to declare that it was not satisfied with the bill.

He maintained that the question of the training and
employment of disabled soldiers was one for the nation

and not for private charity. After BIr. Hogge had said

that tho Statutory Committee had the power to set up
such a subcommittee as was desired, Mr. Hayes Fisher
contended that the suggestions of Sir George Murray's
committee had not been ignored in the bill. Tltongh
there v.ere only three lines in the bill dealing with dis-

abled officers and men they covered tho ground, and there
was nothing in the bill to prevent statutory bodies setting

up .special subcommittees. If the provision eventually
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proved inadequate new legislation could be proposed. Mr.

C. Duncan (Barrow-in-Furness, Lab.1 objected that the

Bcope of the bill was insufficient. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer, in reply ou tho debate, said that

under tlie bill the GoTernuient looked primarily for

support from Tolantary funds, but, so far as they

proved insuflicieut, was prepared to supplement them out

of public funds. More might bo done if the funds ex-

pended were partly subscribed voluntarily, for the moment
the charge was placed upon public funds private sub-

scriptions dried up. The country was doing for its soldiers

and sailors what no other nation had done, and he con-

tended that the Ooverumeut had acted on sound and
I'easonable lines in introducing the bill in its present

form. Tlie State did not intend to depart by one

iota from its responsibility, and those who were anxious I

to benefit wounded soldiers and sailors should assist the

Government to obtain as much by voluntary subscription

as was possible, ilr. Hodge (Gorton, Lab.) contended
j

that it was the duty of the State, and the State alone, to
j

look after those w'ho had been broken. There was not i

only tlio question of pensions, but the duty to men who
came bade from the front with nerves shattered ; they

1

ought not to be left to charity. It was the duty of the
|

State to do everything possible to bring them back to their
[

former couditiou. The report stage was concluded, and
I

the third reading of the bill put down for next Monday.

Notification of Births Act.

A bill to extend tlie Notification of Births Act (1907) to

areas in which it has not been adopted, and to make
further provision in connexion therewith for the care of

mothers and young children, was read a second time, on
the motion of the President of the Local Government
Board, on July 8th. JMr. Long said that the .\ct of 1907

had been adojited to so large an extent by local authorities

that about 80 per cent, of the population came under its

powers. The bill proposed to make the Act universal, and
to deal also with the health of the children and mothers.

The Act required the notification of births of children

alive or stillborn after the expiration of twenty-eight weeks
of pregnancy. Ml experience of the areas in which the

Act had bceii in force went to show that where notification

was followed by wise action on the part of local authorities

or voluntary agencies most satisfactory consequences in

regard to the health both of mothers and children ensued.

He added that Clause 2 as originally drafted would be

modified to meet the views of the Board of Education.

The bill was supported from all sides of the House.

Mr. J. .\. Pease, who was, until the recoustitution of the

Govei-nment, President of the Board of Education, said

that statistics showed how much could be done to prevent

infantile mortality. During the last few years the rate

had decreased from an average of 130 to 108. He asked

for an assurance that the work of the Board of Education

in connexion with the schools for mothers, nursery schools,

creches, and other arrangements for dealing with children

under the age of 5 should not be handed over to the

sanitary authorities. The Board of Education had been

entrusted by Parliament with power to see that the

children found on inspection to need medical treatment

were so treated, and that grants should be made not

merely for inspection but for treatment through the local

education authorities. The substantial experience gained

by the Board of Education in connexiDn with the feeding of

infants between 3, 4, and 5 years of age had shown that to

avoid waste of public money it was essential that they
should be attended to before they went into the schools

and not afterwards only. He would go further, and say

that children, even at the age of 10, 11, or 12 months old,

should be included in the scheme. If any attempt were
made to poach upon the province of the Board of Edu-
cation, wliich was developing to the advantage of the

community, overlapping and extravagance would occur.

Mr. Percy Harris (Paddington) said that in some dis-

tricts the adoption of the Act had not been followed by
effective action owing to doubts as to the powers of local

authorities, and as to the results which would flow from
such action. Tlie bill removed any doubt as to the powers,

and what had already been done by public and private

a^^cncies made clear the extraordinarily t'ruittul field which
was open.

Mr. King (Somerset.'N.) advised members to read the

recent reports of the chief medical officer of the Board of

Education. The whole outlook for education and the
problem of the well-being of the people liad been given a
new meaning and a new promise, through what Sir
George Newman had written and done. The argument
was that the problem of the child's education depended
u]»n its health, and more upon the state of health in

which the child was when it entered school than any other
point. Its health at that time depended upon tlie up-
bringing and teaching of the mother, and therefore tho
problem of education, in the first instance, was the
teaching of the mother and the assistance given to her in

the earliest j'ears of the child's life, even the earliest

months and weeks of its life, in regard to health and
nutrition. In Fulham the mothers of 600 infants had
received advice ; in Leeds 2,000 children under 5 had been
the subject of consultation during the year ; in Manchester
the number was 1,600, and in Bristol" 1,200. It was quite
clear that the Board of Education had been doing
magnificent work.

Mr. Dickinson (St. Pancras) and Sir .Tohn Spear
(Tavistock) expressed the hope that funds would be pro-

vided from the Imperial exchequer for carrying the bill

into effect.

Mr. Currie (Leitli) said that Scotland suffered because a
grant had not been made as in England and Wales. Mr.
Long, in his reply, said that under the bill the distribution
of grants-in-aid would follow the invariable practice, and
would be made in due proportion to the three countries.

An additional grant from the Treasury had been procured,
and it was proposed to make grants-in-aid to local authori-

ties to carry out expenditure approved by the Local
(Tovernment Board. Clause 2, in its amended form, had
been discussed with the President of the Board of Educa-
tion, and would meet the wishes of that Board.
The Committee stage of the bill was taken on July 13th,

when Clause 1 was adopted without amendment. Mr.
Walter Long brought up the new Clause 2, which was
amended and adopted. Clause 3, applying the Act to

Scotland and Ireland, was amended and adopted. Tho
bill was then read a third time and passed. The bill was
read a first time in the House of Lords on July 14th.

The text of the bill as amended is not available at the

time we go to press, but it will be published at an early

date.

Hospitals and Duty-free Alcohol.— Sir Philip ilaguns asked
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, on July 13th, if, having
regard to the disappointment that would be caused if no
relief from spirit duty was provided for hospitals in the

course of this financial year, it was his intention to intro-

duce a clause into this or the next Finance Bill to give

such relief in the form of a grant which would be based
on the duty paid on spirits by hospitals last year,

subject to investigation of an advisory committee working
in connexion w itli llie Board of Customs and Excise ?

^Ir. McKcnna said that he agreed in principle to a grant

from public funds of the kind referred to. He understood
that this proposal met with general approval, and regretted

that time would not allow him to deal with the matter
now. He proposed, however, to do so on the first suitable

opportunity.

Treatment of Wounded.—Mr. Walter Roch asked the

t'nder Secretary for War, on July 7tli, if he would obtain

from the hospitals in this country returns showing (1) the

number of cases of compound fractures and the number of

such cases which had resulted in amputation being neces-

sary; (2) what proportion of the patients treated had
arrived there with septic wounds ; and (3) the number of

cases of abdominal wounds, and the number of cases of

such abdominal wounds which had proved fatal. Mr.
Tennant said that the information desired would lay upon
the medical authorities a vast amount of work, and, inas-

much as they were now heavily taxed, ho would be obliged

it Mr. Boch would not press him to ask them to undertake
tho additional work involved. 'Sir. Roch asked if there

was not a register in the hospitals of each individual case,

and was it not merely a question of tabulating them in

order to get the information asked for. Mr. Tennant
replied that he had no doubt there was a register in each

hospital, but what was asked for was a return from each

hospital, and tliat would involve much labour. In reply to

a subsequent question by :\Ir. King, Mr. Tennant said he
conld not say w bother that was so or not, b.it he should
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»ot think anj' register would contain the iufoiraatiou as to

how many of the patients treated arrived there with septic

wounds.

Hospital Service in Egypt.—Sir A. :M;uldiam aslced tlie

Under Secretary fur War, on July 8th, whetlier the Secre-

tary of State for "War refused to give liis consent to private

l)ersons BOULliiif,' out to I'^KyP*' private hospitals at tlieir

own cxpciisr: ^'inl wlirthfr, as a consequence, when the

wounded from tin 1 1,1 nli iiclles arrived at Alexandria they

were sent to tlie (i( iiu;iu liospital to be nursed by Oeruiau

nurses. Mr. Teimaut s;iid that private hospitals were

not, and were not now, required in Egypt. Tlie anauge-

ments for the reception of the wounded at Alexandria

were adequate in all resiifL:ts. The General Officer Com-
manding in I'.L'Art ' ' ii

1 'd a wise judgement in making
use of tlie (ii 1 M I 'I i

' 111- Intact, he would no doubt

have been cm ; .
I

•':.•< -cly if he had failed to make use

of all the fauiUibl^ a^Lummodation which was at his

disposal. ^
Dentistry and the ftrmy.—Mr. Tennant staled, on .July

7th, in vf'ply to Sir .T, 1). Tiers, who inquired with regard

to till' ;;i i.Mi'i^ciijriit ^ i;i:i<|i fwr di r.tistry for the troops, that

in si'inc |ii:ir;-; til. ii> wfV'j. siHcially appointed dental

surgc.iiis, \\ li.i clcvnti.l tli.ir wiinletime to the troops; in

others the work was done by selected civilian dental

surgeons on terms arranged between tlicra and the local

military authorities, subject to a limit laid down by tlie

"War Office. A number of whole-time dental surgeons had
received commissions. ImiI tliere was no Army Dental

Corps, and no need i-'i nn. . 'I'lie Government had no
laboratory for suppl>in- il(iitin>-;. but in certain places,

including France, tiicre were dou: '
:

'
:

' shops

for making and repairing deutui. jilaces

dentures were supplied by civili r • terms

arranged locally, subject to a iim 1 i mi the

advice of exp' ii .li nu ;-. Tlie Goveruiueul was getting

deutifl'es at 1. > .:. ' - 1 / s. and the taxpayer was care-

fully prote(li.i, I
1 I'l \ to a subsequent question by

Mr. Raffan, .\li. TemKiuu said he was afraid the War Office

must adhere to its decision not to recognize the work of

unregistered dentists.

Army Medical Advisory Board.—Mr. Walter Roeli asked the

ruder Secretary of State for War, on July 7tli, if the Army
Medical Council appointed by Lord Hald;ine still existed;

if so, who were now the members of it, aud how many
times it had met since the commencement of the war?
Mr. Tennant said the question probably referred to the

Army Medical Advisory Board instituted by Lord Midloton,

aud referred Mr. Roch to the Arwu Liit. column 2494,

where tho names of the members were given. The
Director-General of the Army Medical Services was in

close touch with these gentlemen continually and they
with him. The Board had no regular meetings, but the
members vv-erc in constant touch one with the other.

Royal Army Medical Corps.— Sir J. D. Rees, on July 8th,

asked the Under Secretary for War whether the pay of a
junior temporary lieutenant in the Royal Army Medical
Coi'ps was ilOO per year more than the pay of a captain in

the Royal Army Medical Corps of the Territorial Forces,

although the former might be and usually was absolutely

new to military duties, aud the latter might be and often

was of ten years' standing as a commissioned officer in the
Territorial" l!n\;d Ai imv M{ dicid Coriis; nud, if so, when
would this iii.-pi^ilii V li- ivi-tiiiedv Ml. II. Forster said

the pay of a undi-id ..IVn^.i si'iAiu- uikIit special contract,

with thotempoiuiy rauU ul lieuteuaut, was greater than the
pay and allowances drawn by a captain in the Royal Army
Medical Corps, whether Regular or Territorial, though not

to the amount stated. Proposals were under consideration

which might affect the comparison.

Compulsory Transfer of Men from the R.A.M.C—Mr. Rcndall
asked the Under Secretary tor War, ou July 13th, whether
Form 624, dealing with the compulsory transfer of men
from one battalion to another, has been or will be with-

drawn ; and whether he will now take steps to remove the
injustice which has been done to many men by the com-
pulsory transfer from the Royal Army Medical Corps to

fighting units, in view of tho fact that many men joined

the Royal Army Medical Corps for the sole purpose of

helping sick and' wounded men at the front. Mr. Tennant

said that instructions had been issued that it would be no
longer necessary for members of tho Territorial Force
undertaking Imperial service obligation to also agree to

liability to bo transferred to another corps. The transfers

referred to in the latter part of the question were appa-
rently those of Regular soldiers. It was not proposed to

reconsider them. In reply to Sir John Dewar, on July
11th, Mr. Tennant said tlrat in the special case in which
82 Scotsmen had been transferred from the R.A.M.C. to

an English corps, although they desired to be sent to a
Scottish regiment, the men would have permission to

transfer to Scottish regiments if they wished.

Astigmatic Recruits. — Mr. Tennant informed Colonel
White, on July lltli, that astigmatic men had always
been accepted as recruits provided they possessed a quarter

of the normal vision without glasses.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT II03IE AND
ABROAD.

Irish Branch of the Belgiax Medical Relief Fund.
The committee appointed to collect funds for the distressed

medical practitioners and pharmacists in Belgium met at

the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland on July 8th.

Mr. R. Dancer Pnrefoy, ex-President of the Royal College

of Surgeons, was in the chair, and Dr. C. M. Benson
(secretary to Council, Royal College of Surgeons in Ire-

land) and Dr. T. P. C. Kirkpatrick (registrar, Royal College

of Physicians of Ireland), the honorary secretaries, re-

ported that a sum of £999 had been collected from among
the medical practitioners and pharmacists of Ireland,

which, with £10 13s. 7d. interest allowed by the bank,

brought tho total of the fund to £1.009 13s. 7d. Tho
expenses incurred in the collection amounted to £26 10s.,

leaving £983 3s. 7d. for distribution.

On the motion of Dr. J. M. Finny, seconded by Sir John
W. Moore, the report was unanimously adopted, and it

was decided to pay off the expenses and to hand over the

balance to the Executive Committee in London, whoso
agents are distributing the funds in Belgium. A vote of

thanks to the honorarj' secretaries having been adopted,

the business concluded.
The following subscriptions have been recently received

:

5 5

The Central Fcxd.
The following subscriptions have been received by tho

Treasurer of the Central Fund during the week ending
July 13th

:

Thirttj-thinl List.

The Belfast Drug Aaso-
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THE TV^ATJ

3ii;i)iCAL AIMtAXGKMENTS OF THI-; HKlllSIl

EXPEDITIONARY FOUCE.

[From a S^ccUtl CoiicsjiOii'.lent in >lortliera France]

A New Disease.

\Vi; bave iliscovercd a gooil many things duiiug this war,

;iiul oue of thoiii is a uow disease. Tlie last verb in that

sjuicuco is Jclibeiately cboseu and bids detiauce to all

li'ei-ai-y suipeis.

Possibly it may be benighted to believe that in this tired

o d world anything can originate Je novo, and doubtless

souic superior person will presently prove that this new
disease is an old aciiuaintauce in a disguise so thin that it

should not liave deceived for a moment cither the youngest

temporary lieutenant or tbe most aged dug-out. But there

are certain things that must be taken into consideration.

If, after three mouths' study, some of the best patho-

logists and sanitarians of tbe day fail to explain to their

satisfaction a certain collection of morbid phenomena, and
if ihat collection be oue to which experienced clinicians

hesitate to assign any of tbe existing morbidity labels, then

it may be fairly regarded as a new disease in a.d. 1915,

even though historical study reveal that the same xjbeno-

mena habitually vexed the souls of the life insurance

agents of ancient Nineveh. Moreover, it must be takeu

into account that never can tbe genesis of a new disease

bo more conceivable and its existence be less likely to pass

uuperceived than at a moment when thousands of men
from all four quarters of the globe are massed together as

never before in an environment foreign to all of them, and
when their health is being studied iu the light of more
precise knowledge than ever previously existed.

As for the symptom-complex to which these remarks
relate.it was first observed, I believe, about three months ago,

and under the direction of the chief sanitary officer of the

army in the field ^Colonel Beveridge) it has been carefully

studied from all points of view ever since. Its outstanding

phenomena are those commonly resulting from subacute

nephritis, including general dropsy, and the presence of

albumin and renal casts in the urine. In most cases the

onset of these phenomena seems to be rather suddeu, but

a history of a few days precedent sore throat or bronchial

catarrh can commonly be obtained. A consideiable

j)roportiou of the patients are men who have recently

returned from periods of duty iu the trenches, but it is to

b3 noted that this is by no means always the case, and
that it was when the "weather began to get warm, not

wlien trench life was at its worst, that the symptom-
complex first begau to be observed. After the condition

has fully developed it persists unchanged for a fortnight

or less and then subsides with some rapidity. In a
low days the albuminuria disappears entiiely. Hitherto

there have been no deaths among the cases that

have been observed, and so far as can be judged the

recoveries are complete. In regard to the etiology and
epidemiology no very illuminating feature has as yet been
discovered. In a few cases there is room for believing

that the patients may be old albuminurics, but this is quite

exceptional. As mauy as possible of the more recent cases

Lave been sent Lome to be kept under observation at

St. Bartholomews Hospital, and in a high proportion of

these streptococcic infection of the tonsils has, it is said,

been observed. But after all, streptococci are not rare

inhabitants of the tonsillar crj-pts, and in the distribution

of the cases there has been nothing, I understand, to

support a belief that the condition is due to a virus passing
from individual to individual.

The cases have been discrete, and no instance of the

condition has been observed among the Indian troops.

The latter point is noted because one of the first concep-
tions appears to have been that the condition might be of

Oriental origin, and possibly a form of beriberi. Other
suggestions which I understand to have been considered are

that the condition is a sequence of unrecognized scarlatina

—cases of scarlatina among the troops have been fairly

common; that it is a form of influenza; that it is duo to

an intestinal autotoxaemia in men who become consti-

pated owing to the conditions of life in the trenches, and
at a time when they are' taking large quantities of animal

food ; and, finally, that it is due to some form of metallic
poisoning.

Very great pains have been taken to test the foundation
of the latter suggestion, but after examination of very
numerous specimens of urine, no real support for it has
becu obtaiuable. ()n tlie whole oue therefore seems
thrown back upon the bolift that the underlj'ing cause
of this curious but relatively innocuous symptom-complex
must be some at present unrecognizable localized infec-

tion giving rise to a toxin which has a selective action on
the renal epithelium.

Pathological WoiiK and Specialist Pay,
Additional pay of 2s. 6d. per diem has been granted

from the beginning of the war to all officers classed as
surgical specialists in the various hospitals, and by a
retrospective order a like daily amount has recently
become payable to those iu charge of the clinical and
other laboratories. The decision is just, for the patho-
logist is very distinctly a specialist; and though he does
not share the tense moments of his surgical colleagues, his

work is in some ways more trying. Constant in the calls

it makes upon his energies, it is never quite at an end, and
leaves him little time for recreation.

It is true, however, that the average pathologist does
not seem to rue these facts ; no man is more prone to talk

shop whenever opportunity presents, and none exhibits a
more infective enthusiasm. There is no doubt, of course,

that his work out here is peculiarly interesting. Some of

the problems with which he is dealing are new, and even
though the majority must be described as old, the form in

which they present themselves is novel, and the amount
of material at his disposition is such as few pathologists
have ever had opportunity to handle.

All these factors make for bacteriological happiness, and
in addition questions of the diagnosis of typhoid fever and
its congeners seem to offer constant opportunities for

animated discussions. The most active of these recently,

perhaps, has been as to whether by adhering too constantly
to the MacConkey medium a good many typhoid carriers

may not have been overlooked. Clinically, there would
appear to be nothing to support this view, but bacterio-
logically there appears to be strong evidence that this

medium is notsufficiently delicate for existing needs; in any
case the use of Eudo's fuchsin medium, as also of Conradi-
Drigalski, is spreading. I am under the impression, too,

that there is in progress a dctiuite test of the truth of
Dreyer's views as to the superior capacity of £. typhosus
for withstanding ultra-violet rays as compared with B. coli

and as to the diagnostic use to which this alleged power
may be put.

Exactly how many pathologists the^fe are at work I do
not know. There seems to be a laboratory at nearly
every hospital, and at some of these several workers are
engaged. Among the latter are a considerable proportion
of men whose repute has spread outside bacteriological

circles, so it may be safely assumed that the work as a
whole is of a high order.

Not in all the laboratories is the work mainly clinical

and bacteriological. In one at least a great deal of

chemical analysis goes on (the hygiene laboratory, con-
ducted by Major Tyudale, sanitary specialist at Boulogne),
while at others there is a good deal of general, as distinct

from bacteriological, pathology.
To most men, perhaps, the work being done at labora-

tories of the latter order—which includes the conduct of

necropsies—is of more interest than that of the rest. I
have myself seen so many highly instructive morbid
anatomy specimens at one time and another in the course
of the war that it is clear that the museums at home are
likely to be immensely enriched by many practically

unique specimens, if proper steps are being taken to pre-

serve all postiiwrlon material of an unusually instructive
character. As to this I have no information.
The natural course would seem to be to send them to

the Army Medical School at Millbank, but possibly it

would be better still to send them to some institution of

wider scope, such as the museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons in Lincoln's Inn Fields. In the strain of

existing circumstances it must be difficult, if not impos-

sible, for the army medical authorities to take upon them-
selves the laborious task of dealing with large numbers of

specimens of morbid anatomy on really moder , lines. It

is also hardly fair to expect them to do so, for the interest
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of the specimens themselves is rarely limitecl to the field

of military surgery, aud many of them call for correlated

histological study.

It is not only on the British side that bacteriology is

playmg so large a part in the war. The French appear to

be almost equally active, but are dealing with matters on

somewhat different lines. They appear to prefer to

centralize the work as far as possible by establishing a

single large laboratory at each hospital base, instead of an

independent laboratory at each individual hospital. The
mobility of those which are established at no grt'at distance

from the fighting line they secure by pruviduig each

laboratory with wooden fittings, which serve as rests for

the various appliances when work is in progress, but serve

equally well as packing cases when the seat of the work
has to be transferred. In this way it becomes cona-

paratively easy to pack up a laboratory rapidly, place it on

a lorry and send it wherever required. They also contrive to

get rid of a considerable proportion of the general impedi-

menta of a laboratory by having all the media required by
the workers jirepared in Paris and sent out as demanded.

It is maintained, I understand, that this plan is ad-

vantageous not merely from the point of view of keeping

the laboratories fairly mobile and of lessening the amount
of labour of a more or less mechanical order that they

must undertake. It is regarded also as being a more
economical plan than that of leaving each laboratory to

prepare its own media, and as being more likely to lead to

comparable scientific results, since it eliminates the sources

of error due to differences in the media employed by the

individual workers.
Theses laboratories are provided with motor cars, which

are sent out to bring in the fluids and other matter which
require examination. In addition, most of the French
field hospitals appear also to be provided with a small

outfit suitable for the elementary kind of bacteriological

work required to determine the presence or absence of

organisms such as B. tetani, B. iierfrmgens, and B. tuhcr-

culoais in various discharges.

GERMAX EXPP:RIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
On April 7th the Deutsche Gesellschaft fih Chirargie held

its annual meeting in Brussels, where over 1.000 (ierman
army surgeons met and discussed the surgery of the war.

The opening address was given by Professor v. Schjeruing,

Geueralstabsarzt aud Feldsanitiitschef.' After dilating

with smug complacency on " the holy and great task " of

the German army, which had resulted in a German
congress, from which every stranger was excluded, being
lield for the first time in a foreign country, he came down
to the more practical discussion of the surgical experiences
of the war. He admitted that the present war had
brought many surprises to the army surgeon, and that
with regard to the nature of wounds, their course and
treatment, many preconceived views liad rcjuircd re-

adjustment. The re-sults of opuiaiii-'iis and ui after-

treatment could not yet be sati,--f;ul< iiily
i
kIl^iiI, but

enough experience had already bLcn ylcam .1 to supply

material for an instructive discussion at the present time.

OpEE.wn'E Tre.\tjiext of Won.NDS.
Professor Garre dealt with the indications for operations

at the front. He said the arrest of haemorrhage was best
effected by the use of tampons, or by seizing the blood
vessel with forceps, which were included in the bandage. The
permanent ligature of the vessel could then be efl'ected in a
field hospital. The u.se of elastic bandages should be avoided
as much as possible, as their timely removal was often
not feasible. Increasing the coagulabilitj- of the blood by
the intravenous injection of a 7.5 per cent, solution of

sodium chloride (put up in ampullae of 3 to 5 cm. cajiacity)

was to be recomnundcd. Auto-transfusion, combined
with stimulants, was the most effective procedure for

combating loss of blood. After saline infusion, the blood
pressure sank again too quickly as a rule, and the much
exhausted patients not infrequently died. Tangential
wounds of the skull always required operative treatment
at the earliest possible date, but large trephine op( niiigs

.should be avoided. Intracranial haematomata shouiil also

be operated on as soon as possible, and a small trei>liiuo

opening was usually sufficient for provisional relief of

pressure. Ligature of the middle meningeal artery was
1 Berlin. Uin. WocU.. May 24th, 1915.

not always essential in this connexion. Tracheotomy was
seldom necessary in wounds of the neck, lungs, and
mediastinum, accompanied by severe emphysema. A
large dose of morphine was usually sufficient to tide tho
patient over the critical stage, and when the emphysema
could not be checked at its source, it could be relieved by
multiple incisions and aspiration. Of wounds of the
chest, only those complicated by prolapse of the lung or an
open pneumothorax called for operative treatment. Severe
pulmonary haemorrhage was best treated by absolute rest

and morphine, alarming pressure sym))tonis being relieved

by puncture. Bullet wounds of the abdomen fell into two
categories: (1) Cases in which there was severe internal

haemorrhage, and (2) cases in which the stomach aud
intestine were wounded. Only in cases falling within ono
or other of these two groups was immediate operation

indicated, and then only it there were proper facilities for

operating aud the wound had not been inflicted more than
twelve hours ea^rlier. When tho intestine was wounded,
a median la))arotomy should be performed, the perforation

of the intestine should be closed, or resection performed,
and the whole intestinal tract should be carefully explored.

The earlier the operation the better the prrgnosis. Injuries

to the urinary tract and perineum required simple puncture
of the bladder with a cannula 10 cm. long, of the circum-
ference of a knitting needle, which could, if neces.sary, be
left in place. By this contrivance, external urethrotomy
and seclio mediana, which were difficult to perform, could

be avoided. Free incisions were necessary for infiltration

of urine.

.Shell Wounds.
Professor Garre proceeded to say that radical operative

treatment was particularly necessary for wounds inflicted

by shells, the fragments of which were usually contami-
nated with earth, and carried particles of clothing and
leather into the wounds. In addition to the chemical
injury thus inflicted on the tissues by the introduction of

these foreign bodies, the wounds were further aggravated
by the retraction of the severed muscles, which auto-

matically aspirated dirt and other foreign bodies into the
wound. In this manner cavities and pockets were formed,
in which damaged tissues constituted a fertile culture

medium for germs. The results were suppuration,
phlegmon, sepsis, the much-dreaded gas plilegmon,

gangrene, and tetanus. Every shell wound ought, there-

fore, at once to be exposed freely in the field hospital, all

pockets ought to be opened, damaged tissues and foreign

bodies removed, aud the cavity of the wound lightly

plugaed or drained. To carry out this method properly, it

was necessary carefully to explore every pocket with a
gloved finger. Professor Garre admitted that his teaching
was heretical, but he insisted that he had seen only
beneficial results follow his heroic measures ; on the
other hand, he was opposed to early amputation of limbs
which had been shatt-ered by shells. However tempting
it might be at first sight to amputate at a dressing

station, to trim the wound, aud to enable the patient to bo
transported further without pain, he was convinced that
this course was unwise. At such an early stage the shock of

an amputation was dangerous ; it was impossible to decide

on the most suitable site for operating, and when amputa-
tion was performed the stump usually became gangrenous.
Summarizing his experiences. Professor Garre insisted

that, at the front, only the most urgent operations should
be performed. In the field hospitals the chief operations

were the opening and cleansing of shell wounds. Opera-
tions on the skull and abdomen should be performed only

by the fuUy trained surgeon.

First Aid at the Two Fronts.
Dr. Friedrich pointed out that the choice of treatment of

wounds deijended largely on the transport, and in this

respect there were great differences between the west and
east fronts. At the east front the transport was often very
unsatisfactory, and at the dressing stations treatment had
to be confined to the application of first dressings and of

si^lints for fractures. The arrest of arterial haemorrhage
was satisfactotily effected by the use of artery forceps, and
the examination of the dead showed that a considerable
number of fatal casualties was due to haemorrhage from
large arteries. Every aid to the wounded was often ren-

dered impossible by the enemy's file. At the chief dress-

ing station the most important work was tho immobiliza-
tion of the limbs by splints. Here, too, incisions for
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plilcginon, incliuling gas pblegmon, and infiltfation of

iiiiiio, should be uudei'takeu. In the field liospital the

ligatiue of blood vessels, amputations, auil oxarticulations

should be porfoinied. In the couise of the war he had
leaiiit to amputate more radically for shell wounds
afior seeing in the base hospitals how many of these

eases, treated on conservative lines, terminated fatally

from sepsis, or had to be treated later by amputation.

At the west front there were greater faciht-ios for con-

servativo ti-catment. When amputation w,i- <• 1
inn J ,1

phlegmon, the simple, circular incision, w.: i 1!
,

the best. During the amputation digital c- mm . j
'1

more satisfactory tliau ligature of the liuil'. \\ in ii m^ i\. ,1

the operation. Only a few grams of chl i-iim a.n'

necessary for each' case. Dressings whi. h ImJ 1. id

applied at the front should be removed as -.1m ;is )n]s:.il.ii'

in order that gaseous infection iiiii;hi li ili (.ilfil at :iii

early stage. As there was a free ili^ 'li;ii •_. Ii.'iii most of

the wounds, the use of mastisol auil otli.i pasii ,s was un-

satisfactory. Small dressings, secured by sticking plasUn-.

were apt to favour infection with the Bacillus jii/oci/iiiiriis.

Severe Hae5iori!HACtE feom Wounds.
Herr L. Helm had collected the expericm ; -^ •>' 17P. !-

goons with regard to haemorrhage from \>
i . 1

, :i

reports loft the general impression that sevoi. I iLj-
was not common. Artillerymen and sapptis ulij m ^i

exposed to this danger, and fragments of shell ditl more
damage than shrapnel and rifle tire. Out of a total of

421 severe haemorrhages only 201 had been treated by
ligature. The brachial artery had been wounded in 47

cases, and the wounded arteries next in order of frequency
were the femoral and radial. In the field hospitals the

arteries had been ligatured in 72 out of 188 chscs of

haemorrhage, the operation 'ooinv o 1 i. >i m. I ii ih. ~ii. -ii

election in 22 cases. Ela^t i 1
.

i

i
- I - : M > . 1

: :
1

1
1 j .

1

.
J ;

'
1

590 cases, but their use li'i !,. . i;i iti. I ,.ir\ m 1 )

cases. Much harm had lii 1
< '".

.
i

:: 1,1. i^ ;ti !.

Ijcgiuniug of the wa,r, by i;- 1 m > 1 1
-i 11

.

belts, etc., by soldiers for th. t. 1 ;,:,..
1 :.

indications for and the iniili I
•: v, '..f- :!m .In ih-

l)andage were still iusufficieutly uiil.>-i -ii. .md it was
advisable for the wearer of such a liiii.i.o^.' lo ln' giveu a
liistingnishing marlc. so that when lio u:.-, iiMiisinred to a
liospital in the rear, the readjustment of the bunihigo would
not be neglected.

Infectiom of Wounds : Tetanus.
Professor Kiimmell drew attention to the frequency of

tetanus, which occurred in 0.6 to 0.65 per cout. of the

wounded. The region of the Aisne appeared to be saturated

with the germ of tetanus. Tin; mortality aniono 350cas.s
was as high as 70 per cent., anl ih; , fiL-n' .,•, 1,.. pond, d
with V. Madeluug's statistii .

!
1

n
.

i
m

i m II. im-

burg, wdiere 125 cases of tet.Mo- \, .' '
.' l.i... m. nL.i lii \-

was only 25 per cent. This .iiil. 1. n. - - Im. I < iho

fact that the most severe cases, v. li li a sii..i! m ai.ii.Mi

period, were treated at the front, while lio^no li, la ilie

rear received the lighter cases. In .\iil;msI ae.i >r la. :,,:,

tetanus was frequent and sev 1 1\ .1 •
I a 1 j, .ih .: aia

|

.
:

.!

was short. In this period tl,. .
: -: n ; )

per cent., and later it fe!l , .
1

.
i ... <

\

end of October the disease --a io.nl , .ia ,( j-ar ,0 . 1, ,, nl 1 a ai

November to the beginning of .Jaunavy tliere wore luudly
any cases. After the battle of Soissous, the disease flared

up again, a great number of cases occurring in a
.small section of the army. The incubation period was
short and the mortality at first was 100 per cent. ; after

seven days it fell to 90 per cent., after fourteen days to

50 per cent., and after twenty days to 30 pnr cent. An
important early .symptom was difficulty in swallowing.
The results of prophylactic treatment were good. It was
.advisable to give serum for every wound, and, when
iiossiblc, the injection should be given in the trmijlics.

\ iirophylactic injection of 20 units was sufficient. AVhen,
'vever, tetanus had developed, serum was of lilt'e use.

aly with large doses—uamely, 100 to 200 units were
.ye'iuficial results somotimes obtained. In Hamburg goad
results had been obtained with large doses of serum com-
bined with old salvarsan. In the symptomatic treatment
of the disease magnesium sulphate relieved the painful

rpasms. Hot baths, chloral, morphine, and scopolamine in

large doses were also to be recommended.
(To be continued.)

AUSTRIAN EXPERIENCES.
In the Wiener meili::lnisclie Wochenschrift, Nos. 12, 13, 14,
and 15, 1915, Dr. F. Demmer has given a long and graphic
account of his experiences with the Austrian armies
opposed to the Russians. He was sent as a surgeon from
Professor Hoohenegg's hospital in Vienna, and, as he was
constantly being shifted from one place to another, he had
exceptional opportunities for observing the working of the
medical service at the front and the base hospitals. At
the front he soon came to the conclusion that operative
interference should be reduced to a minimum, and every
effort concentrated on prexjaring the wounded for

transport.

a/.; a/ fj:r Front and in Vienna.
I he 1

1
e,i

( aiiait of wounds was in
he .ailv ilays of the war, the
va:e ,ia_;h(, and the wounded

a in -laie of having taken, on au
, ;o re.ali \'ie'uua from the front.

iae- lai'l not been changed since
yet serious complications were

Contrast hchi-'-'^v Wo;
His first CXjv ri. lae f

Vienna, where, .luiana
majority of the won a.

were in excellent hi a I

average, four to five ila

In many cases the die

they were first aj^pliue

rare. After he had treated about 700 wounded in Vienna
ho was sent to Tarnow, where there was a very different

state of aftairs. He found 284 wounded, the majority of

the wounds being serious. Both the patients' general
condition and the state of their wounds wei'e de-
plorable. In many cases the wounds had been en-
tirely neglected for over a week, and even the
wounded who had secured dressings were, in a piti-

able state. On his arrival Demmer found two civil

surgeons unable to make ranch headway for lack of

inatorial. For some days this state of affairs continued,
iiesh niinihi isof wounded pcmriug in, while great difficulty

N\as i\|ieiiene.ed in evacaiating the older casualties.

i;at,ween Sei,teiub<;r 6th and October 12th 4,300 casualties
w 01-0 treated : they included 1,500 wounds, 1,200 cases of

dysentery and haemorrhagic intestinal catarrh, and 1,600
casualties from other illnesses. JIany of the wounds were
ipiite recent, and it was observed that shrapnel wounds
discharged freely and presented a dirty surface very soon
after they were inflicted. Indeed, they looked no worse
twelve hours after their infliction than they did six days
later, and the author points out that the criticism of the
treatment of such week-old wounds at the base hospitals

was not justified. In other words, a dirty, suppurating
shrapnel wound, a "'^esk old. does not necessarily imply
mismanagement of me case. It was noticed that a free

discharge was a more favourable sign than a dry wound,
behind which there was often retention and inflammation.
The wounded were spared nineli pain and the dressers
nuich trouble by the surgeon, w ho w.is .|aiek to distinguish
1 letween fever and simple cxh .1 ion. aial hetween starva-
tion and mental depression, rioniment among the wounds
wore the very numerous fractures which had been abso-
lutely neglected or imperfectly treated, and were usually
associated with high fever. It was impossible to perform
a ' clean " operation, and Demmer never had the time or
means to extract a bullet or perform a herniotomy or
ajipendicectomy under ordinary aseptic conditions. On the
other hand, free use had to be made of incisions for pus in
febrile cases, and several amputations had to be performed
for suppuration and gangrene.

F-anlts of First Dressings.
On October 12th Demmer proceeded to Sandomierz,

where he hoped to treat wounds at an earlier stage. Here
he was slru-:-]; by llie frequency with which the arms had
been inia'. 1 h, 1. e.lea ,

.vliiahi had been applied too
tightl\- a h . i' e, either by a comrade
in the I

.
'

,

,a
, I

.: , aia station. The hand
was naael\ h', a'.oal laa'ih, aal 1

' le a lan was Very painful
at the site of the bandage. WIkmi this was removed the
wound bled a little again, but when slight compression
was exerted, and the arm was secured to the body, the
bleeding soon ceased. In this conuexiou he says that
gunshot wounds seldom cause dangerous haemorrhage,
even when arteries are involved. Though he worked at

the front on three occasions, he never had to ligature a
vessel for haemorrhage nor apply an Esraarch's bandage.
Only once did he see a patient almost die of arterial

haemorrhage. This was after a journey of five days in
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a cart, the jolting of which kept on forcing a splinter of

the tibia into the tibialis anterior artery.

Chloroform the only Anaesthetic.

The severely wounded patients were usually still

Bnfferino from shock when they came under Deinraor's

observation and they complained chiefly of thirst and
cold. Tlie patients suffering from fractures were the most
restless; the fractures were set while the patients were still

under tiio influence of shock. This lightened the work
and often rendered the use of a general anaesthetic

superfluous. Sometimes only 1 to 3 grams of chloroform

were necessary, owing to the partial anaesthesia induced

by shock. Had it even been advisable, tliere would often

have been uo time to defer an operation till the shock had
passed off. Only chloroform was used for general

anaesthesia, and no ill effects followed its use. Not more
than 5 to 7 grams were used for each case, and the

patients rapidly recovered from its effects without

vomiting or other complications. In almost every case

the patient was ravenously hungrj' two to three hours
after the operation ; he was allowed to eat and smoke, and
this unconventional procedure was followed by uo ill

effects.

Failure of Plasler-of-Paris for Sj)Unls.

In the treatment of fractures and other wounds plaster-

ol-Paris was found to be very unsatisfactory material for

splints. It was heavy to transport ; it took long to dry,

even when it was stored in tin boxes ; and it had to be

applied to the bandages at the last moment, as it escaiped

from the meshes of the bandages if applied earlier, owing

to the jolting of transport. A further disadvantage was
the frequency with which the plaster-of-Paris splints

became softened by contact with the damp floors on which
the patients lay, and by profuse discharge from the

wounds, the result being that these splints often broke

during the transport of the wounded. Altliough the

author had previously thought highly of this kind of

splint, these drawbacks convinced him of its unsuitubility

in warfare. He found wooden splints far more useful;

they were light and easy to clean, and they could easily

be altered to meet the needs of the individual case. His
opinion of tin splints was less favourable.

Ovcrcroirdinq of the Wou'ndc<^ --^r /'/'• F.-.;;,'.

In the middle of November Dcin
:

i ;-
;
msferred

to Olcusz, where he was close U< :: 1 / iie. and
where the wounded streamed in Im iir-t lin^iiit^s. A
stampede occurred at the railway station, nnd the trains

were overfilled by the lightly wounded, while the severely

ivounded were left in the lurch. For nine days he
worked with only half an hour's rest in the middle of the

day, and there was such lack of accommodation and
material that the severely wounded had to do without

beds or even straw. In this period 3,300 wounded passed

through his bauds. Subsequently matters improved some-

what, and owing to the short distance the wounded had to

travel they received early treatment. But the author's

general impression was that, near the front, the surgeon's

chief duty was to apply first dressings and prepare the
wounded for further transport. Extensive operative

treatment was out of place.

Conservaiivc Treatment of Woinids of the S7;uU and
Abdomen.

Injuries to the skull and brain were, he found, best

treated on conservative lines, and he operated on only 7

out of 62 cases of shot wounds of the skull. As many of

the patients passed out of his hands early he was unable

to learn their ultimate fate. His treatment of abdominal

wounds was also conservative. Among 73 such cases

there were 18 deaths uuder conservative trcatujcut and
one death after an operation. In 59 cases be v.as able to

(Uscharge his patients much improved, after they had been

treated four to five days near the front with absoUite rest,

starvation, and morphine. Iodine was found to have done

much harm in cases of frost-bite; it often destroyed

previously .intact skin and provoked a weeping eczema,

which was followed by an ascending thrombo-phlebitis and

phlegmon—the only indications for operative treatment of

frostbite in the field. In Demmer's opinion iodine should
not be applied in frost-bite of more than the first degree.

THE WORK OF THE R.A.M.C. AT YPRES.

A DISPATCH from Sir John French, dated June 15tli,

covering the military operations between that date and
April 5th, was made public this week. In that dispatch a
high tribute of praise is again given by the Field Marshal
commanding our Expeditionary Force to the efficiency

and devotion of the K.A.BI.C. Sir John French says

:

I have mitch pleasure in again expressing my warm
appreciation of the admirable manner in which all

branches of the medical services now in the field, under
the direction of Surgeon-General Sir Arthur Sloggett, have
met and dealt with the many difficult situations resulting
from the operations duiing the last two months.
The medical units :ii lin ii.i.' n 1 !. Miiently exposed

to the enemy's tire. ;i in I 1 m ' 'iirred amongst
the offlccrs' of the ii •ih;i

I
- i; '

. ivice. At all

times the officers, noiir..ii, m i~ ,ir.:i, ,| . .1
: ,

> - iuid men, and
nurses carried out their duties wit h I , - ;., iniyand
great devotion to the welfare of the SI' : iilid.

The evacuation of casualties from il i: n: n. 1 he base
and to England was expeditiously h.. - mMli-lic li hy the
administrative medical staffs at the front and on the lines

of communication. All ranks employed in units of

evacuation and in base hospitals liave shown the highest
skill and untiring zeal and energy in alleviating the condi-
tion of those who passed through their hands. The wliole
organization of the medical services reflects the highest
credit on all concerned.

Mr. .John Buchan, in a long account on the second battle

of Ypres, published in the Times of July 13th, in de-

scribing the third gas attack made on Sunday, May 2nd,

by the Germans, wrote :

By this time our men had respirators—not yet of the best
pattern—and thev managed to let the gas blow past with little

loss. I'w.j hiatiiii.jiis, 1,-wcver, h:i,l v, ^ive way a little. The
2ad Si I

"

''"
- I kal officer. Lieutenant

Jam' I v.ith the re^jlmeut in
SoutI: M coura.ue, for, tliouf,'h

badl' I- r tw.i days at his post.

The I
.1,.. i.ruully charged

thruH ' oil a German
treiii . I'm, assisted by
the 1 I'juud. Many
deel^

. .
;

I il- the following

In speaking of tlie shortening of the line on May 3rd, he
wrote

:

The left did
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CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Armv.

EiUed in Aclion.

Captain- John FnzGEK.u.D Gwysne, E.A.M.C. ^Flanacis).

Died of Woumh.
Lieutenant- Colouel Williaiu Biidgett Piit.chav.1, R.A.IM.C.

(T.F.), is reported as bavins died of wounds received

in tli6 fighting in the Dardanelles. He was ediicaled

at Owens College, Manchester, and took the M.K.C.S.

and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1890. After acting as assistant

medical officer and house-surgeon at the >Ianchcstcr

lloyal Infirmary, ho went into practice at Manchester,

where he was medical officer and public vaccinator

of No. 4 District, Chorlton Union, and honorary anaes-

thetist to the Cancer Pavilion and to the Victoria Dental

Hospitd. He was in command of the 2ud East Lanca-

shire Field Ambulance, his commission as lieutenant

colonel being dated November 18th, 1911. Two of his

brothers are serving in the same field ambulance—Major

H. W. Pritchard and Quartermaster and Captain S.

Pritchard.

Wounded.

Captain W. T. Harrison, R.A.M.C.(T.F.).

Lieutenant H. J. M. Cursetjce, I.M.S. (Dardanelles).

Lieutenant D. Blair, L.D.S., 4th Battalion Black Watch
(Flanders).

Lieutenant H. Pierce, E.A.M.C. (temporary) (Flanders).

(This name was last week erroneously given as Pcarco.)

Lieutenant F. C. Beutz, R.A.M.C. (T.F.), (Dardanelles).

Lieutenant (temporary) C. P. V. McCormack, R.A.M.C.
(Flanders),

Deaths .oiosg Soxs op Medical Men.
The following deaths at tbe front have been recorded amonf!

sons of the profession, all, except two, wtiich date from the
very beginning of the war and from April respectively, during
the past ten days

:

Kalfour, Isaac liavlev, T.ieuten.int 14th Roval Scots, attached
1st King's Own Scdtti;i- t^1r,!r^- „.,,,-,..,,, ,f ,.,.„),„:,,„. ,,.,..,.

Bayley Balfonr, F.l' -
!

'
1

,
,
„,

University, killed in 1
1

i

He was educated at 1.

Magdalen College, O.xl.i : ^ Innn.
14th, 1915.
JJanks, Percv D'Aguilar, Captain, the Guides, son of Colonel

S. O'B. Banks," I.M.S. (retired), killed at Ypres on April 26tli.

He was born on Mav 9th, 1885, entered the Wilts Eesjiment on
October 10th, 1903, joined the Indian army on June 28th, 1905,

and became Captain on December 10th, 1912.

Bramwell, Charles Guy, Captain Cameronians (Scottish
Ritles), only son of Dr. 'J. W. Bramwell, of the Old House,
Kenton, Devonshire, late of Cheltenham, killed in the
Dardanelles on June 28th, aged 35. He was educated at
Cheltenham, and joined the army in December, 1899. He
served in South Africa. 1899-1902. and took part in the relief of

Ladj'smith, the actions ot Vaal Krantz and Tii^eia llei^'hts, and
in operations in Natal, /["i ii:n:l. iui.l I'm- rr;in ,\:i:i 1. j^iiininj;

the Queen's medal wuli - :,i >

.
; imI ,

i:r
1

n; ' iiir.l:il with
two clasps. Hesubsc^'' . 1

i.^ I 1
\'i;:i' n \i ,ri;i, and

was lately Adjutant..

I

,. -
-. > i; ;, i.nirs.

De Lautoui, !"^ jid Australian
Light Horse, r I

i I. A. De Lautonr,
New Zealan.i >i .'., killed in action
in the Dardtu..
Gibbons, Cliai-lcoL... .,..,. j,,^;.ic!i.u.L iloyal Irish, elder

sou of Lieotenant Loluuel J. ii. Gibhous, I.M.S. (retired), killed

in the retreat from Mens, in August, 1914.

Govan, Douglas Moncriefif, JIajor 5th Gurkhas, younger son
of the late Snrgeon-Major G. M. Govan, I.M.S. , killed in the
Dardanelles. He was born on October 5th, 1875, entered the
Royal Sussex Regiment on December 9th, 1896, joined the
Indian army on February 22nd, 1899, became Captain in 1905,

and Major on December 9th, 1914. He had served in the Tirah
campaign in the North-West Frontier of India in 1897-98, medal
with clasp ; and in Somaliland, East Africa, in 1932-4, including
the action at Jidballi, medal with clasp.
Hamilton, Archibald Charteris, Captain 9th fattached 1st)

King's Own Scottish Borderers, elder son of Dr. John R.
Hamilton of Hawick, killed in the Dardanelles on June 28th,

aged 33. He was in the employ of the Arakan Company, in
Burma, where he served in the Rangoon Volunteers, in which
he attained the rank of Captain, and came to Europe early in

the year in command of the contingent of volunteers from
Burma.
McCormick, Edward, son of tlie late Dr. J. J. McCormick of

Liverpool, killed in the Dardanelles.
Russell, James Forteatb, Lieutenant 2/10 Gurkhas, only son

of Colonel A. F. Rnssell, C.M.Ci., R.A.M.C. (retired), A.D.M.S.
Salisbury Plain, and nephew of Sir James Russell, Inspector of

Anatomy for Scotland, killed at the Dardanelles on July 2nd,

a^jed 27. He was educated at Edinburgh .\caderay and Bedford
School, and joined the Seaforth Highlanders in 1908, serving
with that regiment in the Mohmund expedition ou the North-
Wost Frontier of India, and receiving the medal. In the follow-
iiifj year he joined the Indian -Vrmy, and was posted to the
2 10 Gurkhas. When war broke out last yeiir he was on furlough
at home, and at once rejoined his w : m I mlia, and came
with it, iu charge of the machine .1 i;.^vpt, where
ho took part iu the repulse of ih

1
1

:: riuez Canal,
subsequently accompanying it to liir 1

in
i im. ii, ..

Thomson,' Alexander Guthrie, bi.T-c:ini-.\iajor 2nd King
Edward's Horse, sou of the late Dr. Alexander Guthrie
Thomson, of Natal, killed in France, June 20th, aged 36.

Warde, G. B., Corporal Canadian Contingent, eldest son of
Dr. W. B. Wai-de, of Tunbridge ^^'ells.

NOTES.
Canada.

The Canadian Government has appointed a Hospital
Commission under the presidency of Senator Lougheed,
Acting Minister of Militia. The Commission is authorized
to incur all necessary expense.? for the care of soldiers and
for returning the sick and wounded.

Serbia.
Dr. V. H. Rutherford, the prospective Liberal candidate for

the Bishop Auckland Division, has left this country to inspect
the Wounded Allies Relief Committee's hospitals in Serbia and
Montenegro. The Committee has lately received from its

Serbian hospital, stationed at Kragujevatz, the information
that the typhoid epidemic is practically at an end. The
strictest measures are beiug enforced to prevent any outbreak
of cholera.

First Aid fob
As a highly practical contribution to the needs of our soldier*

Kt the front the four-iia^'e lean^t ot Iii>:lnirf!oiii, for IJciulerind
/ .-Jh'r r.'. pvopnvt:] l.v M:i;.r ir;.|nrr inn; P-ininqtoh

laiuLiiij^, aim unieLtiiici;.;.'':' '

'

'
. .iidiiu

]Ki^e illustrates tlie point-. ' . .: ; n'
:

!. mn-
lr..llu.l. Over 120.000 ...!!' .

.
• : 1 .

<• 'ii.i.l-.ed

Mii;!ou-[v ;- ,-. -111. ,,,
.

i..M,;k Treves
'

: I :
i

. i ' : 1 >ed thereby
'•''..

' ill at 5s. per
I

.
', aihi ciLi :. ,- i I." i.'i .'

'
. i.-.e of Indian

U....J1.S. A auiniie c.jluan.ii ..ui.iiiaiii ii;.^- iil^u i.nil prepared for
the use of those who may be lusorucliiig soldiers iu first aid,
and this is issued at 2s. 6d. Those who may wish to help in a
useful work may conununicate with Jlajnr Machire.

The Wellcojie Bueeau 01

At the beginning of the w.ar ;

Bureau of Scientific Research w.
the Government. The Director ;

t'.M.G., has now received a com
R.A.M.C, and has been appoiiil
abroad in connexion with qnosi
epidemic diseases, and tropical di.^ iiy.

Medical Officers Wanted.
Soutli-Eastern Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.

Two young medical officers are required to complete this
unit, which is connected purely with the cavalry. Applications
to Major Treves, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), County Cricket Ground,
Canterbury.

H/Srd East Anglian Field Ambulance.
Medical officers willing to undertake service abroad are

required to complete establishment. Applications to the
A.D.M.S., 2/lst East Anglian Division, Thetford.

211st Highland Mounted Bri.i . / / , /.' :.J,i,fance.

Three medical officers are reqin.. - .irn>lete estab-
lishment of uuit, and two for ih.' 1 n nu-ss. Parti-
culars to be obtained ou apph. :' i.n 1. i,i|,tain Mowat,
O.C. 2/lst H.M.B.F.A., Highland .Uouuicd Urigade Camp,
Thetford, Norfolk.

1st South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.
Three medical officers are required for im]>erial service to

complete 2nd line. Applications to Major D. U. Spring,
13, Albert Street, King's Lynn.

Hospital f.,r FrrnrJ: S,.!,li,i-i.

A surgeon is wanted f. i ; 1
;,. '

, ,f;ich
soldiers, provided by Mi .

. i of
the French Government. lay
until the end of Septeml).;, ,.\ as
pay. Until recently the l,..^,,.;.,.. „,_-, ,.;, .>.,..^. ....l ., now
moved to safer quarters. Tlie m.i,ti.>.;u ami nurses arc British,
and the chief surgeon is French. Applications may be made
to Dr. Henry Davy, Southernhay House, Exeter.
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CeNTKAL ColNlIL I'OI! DiSTlUCT NCKSIXG IN LOXDON.

A MEETING of the C'onti-al Council for District Nursing

in London will be held, by kind permission of tbe President

of the Local Government Board, in the coutereiico hall

at the Local Governuicut Board offices, Whit-li <11. L.ui.lcm

at 11 a.m. on Tuesday next, July 20th, win n ,' i^tn.pfd

that the President ol; "the Local GoverniiH n' 1: imI. .\[r.

Walter Long, and the Parliamentary Secrclnij ,
Mr- II;. yes

Fisher will be present

1 he movement \s huh has led to the foiraation of the

council -was initi it d b^ lopiesentatnes of the chief

ouanizatious foi .1, lu t 1 lu iiu i>i T nl 1 Mi Burns,

thui Picsidtnt ut il 1 1 ( \ ,.i 1
t I I ucoided

T s\nipvthetic an il 1 .1 t in p 1 n iis made

to him on the s il
I

t ml uliu 14tl, ni ucned a

cnnteitnce it tht uttiLC ct the LcK il Go\ciiuiunt Boaid.

Ihe Loaid ui puisnince of the policj approved bv the

inn on tlie Pool Laws continued its support

t object the systematic en opera-

h lal agencies and ou Tuue 12th,

^\as assembled by Mi Heibert

UdMi Bums asPiesidcnt Ihe
ud liiiK tnins of the Cential Council \\ere

..^tmed a committet \\as empoweied to mvite icpiesenta-

tives of the vaiious inteiestb concerned to seive on it and

thr tu t iii(ftiii_ if tin new council was opened by Mr.

Si n 1 m til I wr hall of the Local Covciument

i ,1 ,1 D ) 1
I 1st 1914 &11 \\ilhuii Collins,

]x \ (

I

I
1 ( liauunn -ind Di Cliustopher

\
I

u r ti. 1, ii

1 I
\ luntary

1
I X

I II \ of the

I I I n I 1 I 11 1 Jiied and

t , L 1,1 111 It IS n >t mil 11 led that

tl , 1 li il 1 I iii\ inliitiienee \\ith the sepuate

I t 11 I 11 mil 1 11 nu lit of anj of tlie issocia-

1, ,1 I
,11 Ml" 11 thr r IS, of the Homeless

It 1 1 \ imituileo opeiation

I
I 'M iicxs ot woil of

I
I

1 ml the li' will be
1 I 11^ I in I nn i'

1
1 I e Tiie

ji
I

I Tide iiidieates til {i vision

,11 1, I u. t nuists IS i meet the

111 1 I ,1 II 11 Ifritlie nuisiii„ I u I 1 1 in their

( \\u hemes 1 lie Centixl Couueil iio\ Utei U i means for

the leeeitiuii aid distubution of eheutible uid other

lunds intended toi the liume nuism^, ot the si, k It is

licped also that the council ma-^ be enabled h\ means of

giants to assist those pooici paiishes whieh cannot aftord

the whole cost of a tiaincd uuise It will be a foiemost

obieet of the council to maintain the volunt 13 spmtby
which the distuet nulling of London has been so well

built up mil to pieseive and develop the viluable

ui lehmeu xttoided b} the existm^ associations Care
would also be tal en to safeguard an) ie(|Uiiem£nts which
nnv aiise on aceount of cieed

\ diatt lepoit oil elistiict nuisiu^ in iclation to measles,

( eiinm nil I li ml wli,io| in^ eeiigli and the need of

II II I I I i 111 III
)

101 homes will be

]
'II I lid it w ill be pro-

j I 1 1 11 t( e to confer with
Ltii J U (

\ ilii 1 vuw to pre-

paiing a scheui 1 m le, I tli e diseases

anel to piomote 1 h 1 |
1 ut u s of local

authoiities the n 1
|

1 I -, 1 ti li^tii l inu m^ asso-

tiatle.i& and otliei bedies oi peisons luteiestcd with a
view to putting such a scheme into opeiation

Duties of Medical Officers under the Mental
Deficiency Act.

Several matters relating to the duties of medical officers

nudci- the Mental Dclicieucv Act (1913) were touched upon
III .Ir .. i,;i:> ;';. n i-.i! n: ]]u- \:-.;,1iiim> luid ?il.aital Detioi-

,',, i .. • ,; ,
:. ^1 •,

' !'
.

• i,;-il III ihe London
(,,'i,,., i.,i,:i.

,
.

1;';, i.'S, 'ill. ,-..i,ii'4l liiivo recently

;i]n,, >,,'r:i 11 ,11'iiiiH I
i.f il.rie iiHiii-.il (.111, 'els as mcdical

pi.tctiLioucrb tui the purpose of signing certificates in

connexion w ith any proceedings taken untler Section 3 (1)

of the Act by the parents or guardians of defectives. For

the purpose of this section, which enables the parent or

guardian of a defective of certain classes to deal privately

with him, two such certificates have to be given by two
duly fxualified medical practitioners, one of wdioni must
have been approved for the purpose by the local authority

or the Boarcl of Control. The Asylums Committee have
been considering the question of fee to be charged for these

certificates, anel have decided not to fix a uniform fee for

the present, but to determine the fee to be charged on the

merits of each particular case.

The duties of the medical officer under this Act are

evidently capable of more than one interpretation. A case

was cited in which a lad had been transferred from an
industrial school to the guardianship of his parent by an
order of the Secretary of State. The local authority had
nothing to do with the making of this order, but its

medical officer apparently has the duty of making a

medical statement and also an initial entry in the medical

journal which the guardian has to keep. The wording of

the regulation is such as to imply the need for periodical

visits by the medical officer of the local authority, although

the committee have been of opinion that visits by the

medical officer subsequent to the initial visit arc only

necessary when the detective is wholly or partially main-
tained by the council. The Board of Control, however,

state that in this particular case the lad must be visited

by the medical officer of the local authority at tucli times

as are satisfactory to the board, and this although the

local authority lias no responsibility for the maintenance

of the lad. The council's medical officer finds himself

unable to certify that the lad is defective within the mean-
ing of the Act, and in view of this circumstance, and also

of the fact that the guardian has not provided a medical

journal as lie is well able to do, the committee have
decided that the book shall not be furnished by the

council, and, furthermore, that in view of the officer's

inabilitv to find that the case is actually one of defect, no
fnii'i .

:.
: ii.M'i.i.i.

A Ill ill ii^^iiiu affects the medical

otVu It 'ill! 11 li:iii|r!iis that certificates are

rcijii, I' I i: Mint;, IS (it I'll iitied institutions to which
it is pLuposud to send defectives, the purpose of these

certificates being to enable the managers to decide as to

the fitness of the case in view of the accommodation at

their dispeisal. In cases where the defectives have been in

prison, the necessary certificate has had to be given by the

prison medical officer, and the Home Office has given its

decision that fees for the certificates are not to be charged

by the ijrison officers.

Between April 1st and June 30th of this year, informa-

tion was received from various sources of 14'7 alleged cases

of mental defect. During the same period 240 cases have
been placed under supervision.

Medical Inspection and Treatment of School
Children.

The Board of Education arc to make their approval of

the appointment of the school medical officer of the
Loudon County Council perraaueut instead of annual as

hithirli.. I'hc ;u langements for attending to the health

and |ili, li il I oiiilitiuu of the children are still, however,
subj< ' I I'i iiiiiiiil approval. The Board has also approved
the aticUiyuiueuLs for the medical and dental treatment of

the elementary school children provisionally for the current

year ; but they .state that with regard to the experiment of

employing au increased number of part-time assistant

medical officers for the period of two years, the general

expression of official satisfaction must not be regarded as

approval of this partial reversion to a part-time system of

medical inspection in London. In due course the working
of this experiment is to be carefully inspected by the

medical officers of the Board of Education. The Education
Committee of the council reported the approval of appoint-

ments during the last three months of 56 doctors, 31

dentists, and 26 anaesthetists in connexion with the work
carried on by the committees of various school treatment
centres. Payment has been authorized to be made to the
Woolwich School Treatment Centre for the treatment of

aural cases at the rate of 880 a year during a recent

eight-months' period.

Manchester and Salford Sanitary Association.

At a meeting of the Manchester anel Salford Sanitary

Association, held on Juljy 6th at the Town Hall, Man-
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Chester, under the chairmanship of the Lord Mayor, an
ftddixss was given by Sir James Barr on " The advautajies,

from a national standpoint, o£ compulsory physical trainin<;

for the voiUh of the country." Sir James IJarr said that

the adviuitage of physical training in iniprovius tlio

physique and health of recruits must be apparent to

every one, and he believed that if suitable physical train-

in;; weio made compulsory for the youth of both sexes

there would soon be a great improvement in the British

race, as there was plenty of good stock which only

required development. The Boy Scouts were receiving the

best primary education in discipline and high moral

character, and the appointment of Baden Towell as

Minister of Education would bo a great forward move-
ment. The present system of education was not conducive

to the higher development of the race. He had gicat

faith in the women of England who, except in the lowest

strata, did not show so much deterioration as men. The
mothers and chiklien needed better looking after, so as to

lessen the fearful mortality that occurred in early life.

There should be systematic training in the laws of health.

Boys should have drill and military training, so that, if

needs be, every one should be able to take part in the

defence of the couutrj', and they should be encouraged to

uike part in games and sports, instead of merely watching
professional players. Every individual should have oppor-

tunity for the education of latent faculties, but it was no

use trying to draw out intelligence where there was none.

At present the lower they went in the scale of intelligence

the more money was wasted on so-called education,

whereas a Government anxious to cultivate the best assets

of tiie nation ought to devote more attention to the liighest

education of the best intellects than to the education of

the mentally defective. The attempt to educate chiklren

above their mental capacity was an utter failure. On the

other hand, if their health received proper attention, if

their bodies were developed by physical drill and their

senses properly cultivated by technical education, they

would acquire a store of practical knowledge which would
last a lifetime, while the drill and discipline would make
them good citizens. The idea of many sickly senti-

mentalists that physical training would tend to Prussianize

tlie country had nothing in it, because the British nation

wa-s in an advanced state of civilization, and was not a
nation of cultured brutes. The Englishman, though often

stupid and ignorant, was naturally honest, and could not

be spoiled by physical and moral culture. This country
might well take a lesson from Germany in organization.

I In the course of the same meeting Mr. ^Villiam Thompson,
by means of diagrams and lantern views, gave an
interesting account of the smoke pollution of Manchester.)

Manchester UxnTESiTY .ind the Officers' Training
Corps.

Since the war began, commissions have been taken

by no fewer than 490 members of the Officers' Training

c;orps of .Manchester, and of this number 307 were students

of the Manchester University. The contingent is under
the command of Sir Thomas Holland, Professor of Geology
in the University, who has devoted all his time to the task,

and there has never been any lack of recruits. Their

work at the university was cancelled on Wednesdays and
Saturdays, and these days were used chiefly for field

operations, wliile, on other days during term time, classes

were held at the university in signalling, with drills in the

afternoons and lectures in the evenings. At different

times several small camps were arranged, and from
80 to 100 men attended at each. Now that the vacation

lias come round, a course of lectures and instruction has

been arranged that takes up practically the whole time
every day. The number of men that can be in training is

limited to 360 at any one time, and the applications for

admission are so numerous that the contingent can be

kept up to the full strength while carefully choosing tli(;

men ; it is understood that only those men are accepted

who give some assurance that they will take a com-
mission at the end of the course.

The annual meeting of the American Society of Tropical
Medicine was held at San Francisco on June 15tli. Pr.
Milton J. Kosenau of Boston was elected president for the
ensuing year.

^totlaitft.

MeXT\L DEnciENTY AXO LCNACY (ScOTLAN-d) .\cT.

On- July 2nd the first annual report of the General Board
of Control for .Scotland under the Mental Deficiency and
Lunacy (Scotland) Act (1913) was issued. From its study
it appears that the tot.ii number of mental defectives on
the register of the board on January 1st, 1915, was 295.

There were six institutions certified, with accommodation
for 1,210 defectives. At the end of 1914 there were 19,557
insane persons in Scotland of whom the board had official

cognizance, including tlic inmates of training schools for

imbecile children. Of that number, 16,870were maintained
by the parochial rates, 2,621 from private sources, and 66
at the expense of the Stats. There was an increase in the
total of 211 as compared with the previous year. During
the year the voluntary patients numbered 181, and thero
were 98 such resident on January 1st, 1915. During the
year 1,183 pauper patients were discharged as recovered,

being 50 more than the live-year average ; the number for

the private patients was 222, or 9 above the Jive-year

average. The number of escajies during the year was 141,

of whom only 27 v,-ere still absent at the expiry of 28 days.
The expenditure for the maintenance of lunatics in Scot-

land for the year ending May 15, 1914, was ,i;445.957, and
the total average cost per patient was i;26 18s. lid.

Edinburgh Hospital iVccoMMooATioN for Soldiers
SUFFERING FRO.AI MeNTAL ShOCK.

Some time ago' it was announced that an arrangement
had been come to between the Edinburgh Town Council
and the Red Cross Society whereby the latter took over

the whole of the Roj'al Victoria Hospital for the treatment
of wounded soldiers. A further development in the
facilities for treating these patients has to be recorded in

the establishment first of one ward of twenty-five beds,

and later of a second war of twenty beds for soldiers

suffering from mental shock and nervous exhaustion.

These two wards are under the management of Drs. John
Jlacpherson, Hamilton Marr, and John Carswell (Com-
missioners of the General Board of Control for Scotland),

who have invited Drs. Ninian Bruce and Graham Brown
to act with them as neurologists, and they have readily

agreed; trained mental nurses have also been added to

the staff ; and now the beds are all occupied by soldiers

sent from various parts of Scotland. The Red Cross

Society has placed all patients admitted to this neuro-

logical hospital ou the same basis as ordinary wounded
soldiers for whom they make provision, and the Army
Council has indicated that the cases will be treated at tho

usual rate paid by the War Office for wounded soldiers in

established civil hospitals. A considerable number of

cases have now been dealt with ; most of the soldiers have
been found after about six weeks' treatment to be fit for

duty, and have returned to their units ; others have re-

covered from thieir nervous troubles, but have been pre-

vented by their wounds from undertaking further military

service, whilst a few have developed permanent mental
disturbance, and have been transferred to ordinary asy-

lums. The need for this development of the care of the

soldier in war time illustrates the extraordinary strain

which modern military operations place upon those

engaged in them, and also shows that the profession is not

behindhand in dealing effectively with the need.

'^xthnh.

Belfast Medical Men and W.tR Work.
Recently some thirty-five medical men from Belfast and
adjoining districts offered their services to the War Office.

Many of these medical men are connected with the chief:

hospitals and with the local university, as professor of

surgery, clinical lecturers on surgery, medicine, and on

other professional subjects. The offer was that groups of

twelve to fifteen should work together for a period of about

six months, and that this group would be kept constantly

up to the full strength and changed about every six months,

so that the services of a stipulated proportion of them
should be available for the duration of the war. Many

» See Bbiiibh Medical, Journal. May 8th, p. 825.
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Ill- iiifoiioa from Dr. >[eioiei's rciiiarl<s, iiileiulod to he

uxliaustivo. We would add tluit ill uo eases are expert

witnesses expi-essiug divergent opinions called cue after

another. Thei-e is alwavs an interval—sometimes a coii-

Biderablo interval—between the experts supporting one

view and those supporting the contrary.

Dr. Mercier concludes by refei-ence to " reported cases."

This is an ambiguous expression, but, if we rightly under-

stand it, such cases are of a class wliere the least risk of

injustice occurs. Would Dr. Jfercier care to sustain the

Iheoi-y that no criticism could be passed, say, npon the

trial "and conviction of men charged before justices for

summary offences of indecency under the Vagrancy

Acts :•

We desire to thank both Sir Bryan Donkin and
Dr. Mercier for their kind references to ourselves.—

We are, etc.,

•Tames Scott.
Roland Bukrows.tonaoD. Ju!y 1st.

TITE EMERGENXY BILL FOR MENTAL
TREATMENT.

Sir,—I really must protest against the way in which
l>r. G. JI. Robertson and Lord Russell have treated

Dr. S. E. White. This lady, without help or countenance

from any one, entirely by her own unassisted efforts, had
discovered two delightful and beautiful grievances, and
paraded them with "all the pride of a mother, and then

these two unfeeling men, without a word of sympathy or

apology, tore them from her maternal arras and dashed
tlieir heads against the stones. But is she downhearted ?

No! She comes np couragcxjus and smiling, and does her

best to find substitutes, and very fair substitutes they are.

.She still sees in Lord Russell's bill a furtive attempt to

deprive the sane of their liberty, and to guard against this

ilanger she advises him to insert a proviso making it

obligatory to obtain the consent of the patient in writing

and to give him a written notice that he cannot be

detained against his will. A.s an enthusiast for the liberty

of the subject, I rejoice to welcome this suggestion, but it

does not go far enough. It should be applied not only to

persons who seek entrance into hospitals and nursing

homes, but to every case in which a person sleeps under a

roof not his own. Such documents should be exchanged
whenever a traveller puts up at an hotel, whenever a guest

13 invited to a week-end visit. Then, at last, we might
have some hope that the liberty of the subject would be
i-espected, but the hope would not become assurance until

all visits exceeding the duration of a morning call are

prohibited by law.
Dr. Robertson's 150,000 cases certified as insane, in only

one of which was an action brought for wrongful detention,

are well criticized by Dr. W'hito and shown to be of no
value as evidence that the detention was not wrongful

;

but it is clear that the criticism might have been far more
damaging. No candid person can deny that, in order to

bring an action at law, funds are necessary. Nor can any
one deny that every one of Dr. Robertson's 150,000 cases

was placed under control in order that they might be
stripped of their possessions and reduced to penury. How
is it possible for a pauper to bring an action for wrongful
detention ? This is the crowning villainy of the whole
scheme. It is notorious that all medical practitioners,

with the possible exception of Dr. White, are in league

with the relatives of the so-called insane, and share in the

division of the plunder. I see no remedy for this horrible

abuse except in a law that shall make it penal (1) to allege

that any person is a lunatic and (2) for any person to

become insane. I shall be pleased to give Dr. White every
assistance in my power in drafting a bill to this effect, and
I have little doubt that Mr. Wedgwood or Mr. Outhwaite
would introduce it into the House of Commons.—
I am, etc.,

rarkstone, July lOtb. Chas. A. MerCIER.

THE SUPPLY OF MEDICAL MEN.
Sir,—The question of organizing the sei-vices of the

cmpiro cannot leave untouched the important problem
relating to medical men.
At present the burden is very unequally borne. A large

number of men have given up their practices, which they
will never recover. A large number are married men who

have passed their youth, so that when the war is over the
work of beginning life over again will be very hard. On
the other hand, a large number of men remain behind
who are young and who are even in partnerships, so
that their services could be dispensed with without great
hardship.

In the one case men are daily losing by their patriotism,
and in the other case they are gaining through the
patriotism of others.

The first duty of organization should be to consider
methods by which the gains of those remaining behind
might be equalized against the losses of those volun-
teering for service.

It would be a further incentive to men to volunteer for

service if steps were taken now to pass resolutions by all

authorities who have in their hands the tilling of medical
posts, that in all future appointments priority will be given
to doctors who have served in the great war.

It would be beneficial also if you would state in one
short Ittcid article, in a tabulated form, complete particulars

as to pay, allowances, length of service, rules as to pension
and compensation on injury, and rules as to promotion—
with regard to (1^ R.A.M.C.(T.) temporary commission in a
field ambulance; i2i R..'V.M.C.(T.l commission as a I'egi-

mental medical officer; (3) R.A.M.C. temporary com-
mission.
The following problem, for example, has not to my

knowledge been answered : What are the advantages and
disadvantages of taking (1) an R..-V..M.C.(T.) commission at

14s. a day and signing for general foreign service, or
(2) taking an R.A.M.C. temporary commission at 24s.

-I 1a day?—1 am, etc.

Temple, E.C , Jime 21st. JOSIAH OlDFIELD.

Sir,—We are informed thai the War Office proposes to
employ about 6,000 medical officers to look after our armies.
The taking away of so many men from civil practice entails

a very considerable addition to the burdens of those who
are left and a corresponding difficulty in maintaining
efficiency. This will be more apparent when the winter
months draw near. From the national point of view it

is therefore very important that the War Office should
be quite sure that this number is essential. What makes
one a little doubtful are the following facts

:

1. A large number of medical officers are doing purelv
administrative work which one would imagine could be left
quite well to laymen.

2. An immense amount of time is spent in clerical work ; for
example, a wounded man will have at least tliree sets of notes
made about his case—A, at a station <l(jse to the firing line;
B, at Boulogne : ('.at llie hase lios|.ilal in F,ii},'laiid. The first
diagnosis, however orr. .neons it max pmvc to Ije, olini;s to the
patient wherever be goes : liis n- ti i-' i

" 1. limd to be sent
direct to the War Office. A]!:" '

' visdom of this
arrangement such reduplication- .

.
i !i::iiid for a large

supply of medical officers, of wiioM ! ,; , never have an
opportunity for the exercise of ilic.i i,:liIi ::il capabilities.

3. A certain number are, or were until rcently, employed in
qnite useless occupations from a medical poirit of view ; for
example, a rule was made that every convoy of wounded must
be accompanied by a medical officer, Tliis applied even to
short distances of a few miles, where the time taken in unload-
ing the ambulance would be almost equal to that required for
completing the journey to a point where something effective

I do not know if the War Office has obtained already
the full number of men asked for, but I do urge most
strongly that the authorities, by the elimination of
unnecessary clerical work, by modifications in administra-
tion, and by judicious redistribution, should use to the
fullest possible advantage the trained minds which have
been placed so imreservedly and often at so great a
sacrifice at the country's service.—I am, etc.,

July 13th.

"

G. P.

TEMPORARY RANK IN THE R.A.M.C.
Sir,—-AH other temporary branches of the army and

navy get rank in proportion to their ability and expe-
rience (engineers, navigators, paymasters, etc.). The
medical department is the exception. A medical man
must start at the bottom and remain there till the end.
Unless he is a consultant his ability and experience have
no value. There are many like myself who are in general
practice and have surgical appointments who have done
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tenants bceaiisc we do not know tin in :>! m mI i

ivounds. Wliei-e did the young capiiim, ll. y . \l.( . 1

little wore than twelve months .[Uahlied in luaii;

<;et their special knowledge of military surgery

grievances of the profession arise from the one
want of unity. For my part I will either be a pr

major (H.A.M.C), I do not mind which, but certa

a lieutenant. Let us bo loyal to our country an
jirofcssion at the same time.—I am, etc.,

Jul-, 6ili. A Forty- VKAn-OLD La
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lo have
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profes-
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Srp.,—T greatly regret that so little j)rotest has been
made ou the question of temporary rank in the J^A.-^l.C.

1 trust this very important question will be vigorously
taken up. especially by the British Medical Association at
the iu\t annual meeting, and then not allowed to drop.
Mauy think this body ought to have considered this
matter months ago and insisted on adequate rank being
given.

1 particularly refer to medical men over 40 years of age.
Almost all of such have joined out of simple patriotism, and
at great inconvenience and financial loss, to quickly realize
wliiil Um l;i':iM\ in!Vii ! rank accorded to tlicra means in
li.'i\iiij I" i

I
I' to majors and captains mostly

till ii piiii
I ,1 I f .pericnce; to most this is galling

ami ('li.'iH) ii|< .1 l.ii .

The lowest rank that should be offered men of such age
is that of captain, and ought in simple fairness to be that
of major.
For obvious reasons this is a matter of great importance,

and hif^her rank than that of a subaltern should b3 insisted
on and obtained; if not, I am afraid after the first year's
covenanted .service many men over 40 years of ago. and a
large number of those younger also, will refuse further
service.—I am, etc.,

July 10th. Tempor.uiy Subaltern agim) 49.

THE MORTALITY OF APPENDICITIS.
Sir,—1 observe tint ^Jr. (^W-ey Turner finds fault with

my estimate of till _ i;. .

,'i,i,,,' ility in casesof apjiendicitis
Avhen I place it ;i i 'i i

'

. [i- i cent, in certain types of
the disease. But ;>•',.„ h,r i

.
Iii, own figures, as oivcu in

Tnl.l.. lU.CnUl- ] :,M.l 8, I l,-:.i :- • M . : ;, h 1 V , .
I ,. ,, ,,,„!.

My. llM.^1. I.rll. ni ill, I..: ., ,. W. :,: , , . :, , ,™
m..-,i viiliuii.i.' iii.l.'. il. 1 111!'

, .
- :

.
.

. - I'ins

to Ui.' liLcrature of Ihis subj, i I. l.i 1.:-. Iu-ul. j-.,,,. ,. pub-
lished in 1905, the mortality of ap))cudiciti.s with general
peritonitis stood at the appalling figure of 76.5 per cent.
Ten years later, over a like number of similar cases, the
mortality had been reduced to 20 percent.
But both these figures and Mr. Grey Turner's under-

estimate the general mortality which attends tliis par-
ticular type of the di-ease. in tiiat thev leave out of aeeoinit
altogether the Unl, umom ^iilcraMc liiunl.rr nt ra . , .liah
are moribund wla II

' -
'

li
'

!

• i>i ! i i ,• mh : ..i .,i,,,

so before operate ; i; i - |m,.|m:-.m. -^,,l : • u m
lar^e consulting |Mai-lie.s Liil me Llial, Llie^ ai.- cnnstanilj-
being broufjht to see such cases. It may of course bo
urged that if these eases are allowed to become moribund
it is for want of li, aliiieut. This is so, but they must
none the less be ;,! n-,. i| i.,i in reckouint; up the total
death-rate duo I- >i.. li; .lisease. I 'do not think,
tbeiefore, that 1 e • l

, , ase wl.cu 1 wrote that
m certain types uiuit i iiunlcia conditions we still had a
mortality running up to 25 per cent. This ought not so to
be. And the main object of my paper was to brine under
the notice of practitioners a type of the disease which,
while mor-l -:.. fi-m il,. |..lni of view of prognosis, had
not yet rill i. i

I n, .li ii ileserved. It is a type,
moreover, ,. i '

,

> i e symptom-complex and
with a marj;i!i ol :ili I \ el, ii.iiug usually to twenty-four
liours. The cases may show no elevation either of pulse
or temperature, and yet delay in operating means the
deluging of an abdominal cavity free from protective

adhesions with a large quantity of foul infective material.
Let us warn the practitioner of this type of case and the
explanation of it and we shall have fewer cases of general
peritonitis of appendicular origin to deal with.

If I differ from Mr. Orey Turner ou one small point
I admire the excellence of his results, and cordially agree
with him in his general conclusion -namely, that acci-

dents aside, with ''early operation mortality from this

disease might nearly vanish.—^I am, etc.,

Beltast, June 21st. S.*T. Irwin'.

THE PREVENTION OF GAS POISONING.
Sir,—A note by Mr. Rusliton Parker which appeared in

the Journal, on the question of using alcohol as an anti-

dote to chlorine gas in warfare, induced me to try a few
experiments.

I find that an inhaler composed of a double fold of lint,

or three or four folds of thick muslin, saturated in diluto

alcohol, placed over the mouth and nose, enables one to
breathe chlorine gas in air without any discomfort from
the chlorine, which seems to become eflfeotively absorbed
by the alcohol.

A certain amount of the alcohol is, liowever, volatilized

and inhaled, and after a time becomes somewhat irritating.

In course of time there appears to bo a S3'nthesi8 of chloro-

form, and the vapour of the new compound has a soporific

effect.

The ordinary solution of sodium bicarbonate—about
10 per cent.—tried under similar conditions, appears to be
cooler and pleasanter to use.

The physical difficulty of dragging air through a
respirator sufficiently closely webbed to cause the filtering

out of the chlorine and its absorption by some fiuid

appears to be the chief drawback with most respirators.

—

I am, etc.,

Dublin, Jnly9th. J- (-' MuWalter, M.D., LL.D., D.P.II.

THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS.
Sir,—Di'. ( I'liiniilj; Hin.w- li^ht on some very dark

places, and 111 i
i.l. , \.d its purpose in calling

forth so ai)!i .. i
i

|
i\

.

The faetil: I i^M |i.i|eiaial aiidity of oatmeal is 12 per
cent.. I 1 I eousiderably higher than that of other
fooili 111 II ive mentions, will, I think, partly explain

its iiij I I • in I i~ iu many cases 1 have observed.

Sueli eaieiiil suidy of food constituents a,s that set forth

by Dr. Canimidge would, of course, have a far wider appli-

cation than in the mere treatment of diabetes, as the
following cases will show.
A lady who had acquired an uncontrollable passion for

claret and potatoes, both of which she took freely at every
meal four times a day, began to suffer from rheumatoid
arthritis, and ultimately had to take to her bed, as almost
all her joints were steadily approaching ankylosis. It

appeared that her regular medical attendant was of opinion
that two such articles of diet could prove of no harm, even in

excess, I suppose on the ground that rheumatoid arthritis

is alone due to bacterial infei tion. However, on being
advised as to a rational diet she partially recovered, and
has remained comparatively well ever since.

\ •_•. ill !i Mini wliom I saw some time ago, whose joints
'>' ill

1
I I]. (ions were hopelessly ankylosed, related a

siiiiiiii ,y li;i\ing had a similar liking for the same
artieli ,

.1 .Ihi

.

A I
i

I

;
' \lio had lived a most careful and ab-

steniioii liii
,
.mmI iiad known scarcely a day's illness, was

indiiei.l 1,1 a,
I I (I lipped potatoes to her diet; of these she

became veij' foud. and partook of them freely every day.
After a few weeks in which her health steadily declined,
she was struck down by an attack of herpes zoster, the
pain of which and the restlessness brought on extreme
exhaustion, so that her life was despaired of. She ulti-

mately recovered, and is now as well and active as ever,
and adhering rigidly to her former diet. It is, however'
unpleasant to think what might have been the termination
of this malady, so fatal in old age. had her medical advLser
been of opinion that potatoes in her case were harmless,
or have thought it of no consequence to inquire into any
sudden change of diet, which in one so old, and who bad
enjoyed such uninterrupted good health, seems certain to
have been the cause of her trouble.
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Ihousli far fioin going the whole length with Dr.
llaililoii, oue cannot help but atlmiro the pci-sistency ot his

teafliiu^. iiuO fcH?l tlio truth of his assertion that the study
of the ^jliysiological or pathological activity of foods has
too long been neglect<'(l in tlio regular curriculum, and
such welcome uptodato knowledge as that set forth in

Dr. Camniidgo's letter very clearly shows the lines on
which such study should be pursued.—I am, etc.,

Liverpool. June 21st. Wm. Bkam\YELL, M D.

ON THE CURVE OF THE EPIDEMIC.
Sra,—As the address that Mr. Trachtenberg gave wi?

insufficient my letter to him was returned today by tlie

U.P.O.
Incidentally I may point out that the phrase " in my

letter of June 12th '" was placed by the printer at the end
ot the first paragraph instead of in the second paragraph,
which should begin :

As statctl in my letter of June 12th, my expression ...

I had expected Mr. Trachtenberg to send a con-ection

of his error when he stated that I gave ;/=(i cos- (mt — a)

as the solution ot Dr. Brownlee's equation. AVith an
amazing simplicity he seems to regard a perfectly legiti

mate transformation, made in order to facilitate the \\oik

of integration, as my solution !- I am, etc.,

Newcastle-on-Tjne, July loth. A. S. Percivvl
'^./' Mr. Peit?ival's letter was printed in accordance with

the typewritten "copy."

INDEMNITY DEFENCE POLICIES.
Sir,—In the annual report of the London and Counties

Medical Protection Society, which has jnst been brought
before my notice, appears a statement to the effect that
the indemnity policy which that society has entered mto
is superior to that of other similar societies in that the
costs and damages are paid when an action is lost bj the

member either as a plaintiff or defendant. This condition

of insurance is exactly similar to that which obtains m
the Medical Defence Union indemnity policj', as a defensive

action covered by the policj' entered into by their membeis
with the Yorkshire Insurance Company is interpreted to

refer to the member either as plaintiff or defendant
It often happens that a member, being libelled or slan

derod, a duty involves upon the Medical Defence Union
to defend his professional repute by raising an action on
liis behalf, and it the member is insured in the Yorkbhiie
Insurance Company the policy covers costs ot the othci

side should a verdict adverse to him result. Frequently
the best method of defence is the institution of proceod
ings, and it is well recognized both by the Union and the
Yorkshire Insurance Company that such i^roceedings con
Btiiute ' defensive actions."

I ask you to allow me to communicate with the pio
fession through yonr columns, as being the quickest and
best means of correcting any misunderstanding which may
have arisen from the misleading statement in the annual
report referred to above.—I am, etc.,

, w.c. July I2tb. A. G. Bateman.

f ublic frahlj

POOR LAW MKDICAL SERVICES.

rOOR LAW 3IEDICAL OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION OP
ENGLAND AJiD WALES.

Council Meeting.
A couxcrL meeting was held in the Council Chamber of the
British Medical Association, 429, Strand, on July 6th, Dr. D. B.
Balding being in the chair.

Burnley Viiion.

The council agreed to a proposition made by Dr. Agnew of
Bnrnley, in a letter dealing with the dispute in'that union, that
Dr. Bird should be consulted as to whether any further
asaistauce could be given by the association.

Poor Law Medical njieers ami Military Ditliea.

The Honorarj- Secretary read the following letter which he
had Ior\yarded to the Local Government Board

:

Bight Hon. Herbert I/. Samnel. M.P.
Sir.—Owinfi to complaints ihat hsvo reached us from various

quarters, the subject of the treatment of Poor Law medical officers

undertaking military duties was considered at the meeting of our

Ihatm all ce-'ei Trheie militaiv dutiei aie dischaiged bj Poor
law medi al ofljcti the salaries paid to whole tune offlccis
should be ou a ^oale not less than paid by the War Ofln-o 10
iiiembsis of the B A M C dibchaiging similar duties

1 U it where the duties aie pait time only an addition shoi Id he
made to the medical oflicei s salaiv m mopoition to the eMi*

ot bedb I
1 1 u

obcditntlj,
'Major Grnn-jwoon Honoiaiy Secietaij.

On "Mav 22nd he iecei\ ed the following leplv •

L 4 BnODir \ssistant Secietaij

\ memoiandum wa= enclosed which indicated the conditions
1 11 iiun^ the ( m)il iiii iitof Poor Law me li il itl s 1 \ t)ie

ni I 'I I t.,ieed to by tlir W 1
ix

1 the
I I I I 11 e terms i 1

,

had
1 Ihus It was 111 1 il le

1 n I

1 ^nen to Pool J i 1 i ih rs
Linpl ^ed toi the w Imln ot then time ^etanllmlLl of then
loniiLil in charge ot a militar\ llosplt^l of o\er 900 beds had
letLued a major's commission whilst the medicil suoeiinten
1 nt of a 'imallei hispif 1 if rim nt n lul liti_ii o'^-U the

h p
the HonoiA
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liad developed other questions considerably affecting th®
interests of Poor Law medical officers. He specially drew
attention to the urgent necessity of all Poor J,aw medical
officers giving their utmost assistance to the work of the
association.
The balance sheet was next subuaitted to the meeting, and,

after some discussion, was unanimously approved.

n accept
luler the
le better

Election of Officers.
Surgeon-General Evatt was uuanimouslv re-elected President,

and Dr. D. B. Balding Chairmau of Council, for Uie ensuing

The Honorary Secretary drew attention to the long service of
Dr. Balding, and Dr. Balding thanked the members for their
recognition of his efforts to promote their welfare, and hoped
that he might still be able to attend their cmnicil for a time.
Dr. Major Greenwood was unanimously re-elected Honorary
Secretary.
Dr. Napper stated Ihnf i* -v.nr rr,' i

^ '

re-election to his i^lti. ! ..! i' ,1-,

business arrangenici 11 iln i-r.-.-

uncil for
- Fvfield),

'-i .-:• 1' '
-•. .1

• riX,,Dr.C.
ii.l , 1)1. UiinL-i- ..ie.,„ i,,..„ilon). Dr.
)r. Tliackray I'arsuuo iLouUoii;, Dr. A. P.
Geo. Jackson (Plymouth).

iCnibin'sitifs aittr Collfgrs.

Cameron
Brunton, I;

in pharma.

,

in his Al 1).

Sir Lauder
iiiiljle researches

ded a gold medal

rshi
in 1.- .. •'.

• -
,

,m: \i .

,

,..|,
, ( „

, ,,,,,
. M.i;.. ch.B.

Janir - • - - . I, 'I !.:., ;!; \|: |., ,1. . W,M,,,i t;f.orL.o
Hewal Hiddeli. M.l!., Ch.B. Dorothy (lillillau ;\remorial Prize
(to the most distinguished woman student) : Marjory
Macnaughton, B.Sc, M.B., Gh.B. Wellcome Medals in thej
History of Medicine: Gold Medal—Robert Edward Burns-
Silver Medal—Charles Simpson. Cunningham Memorial
Medal m Anatomy: Henry .Tames Parish. Whiteside Bruce
Bursary: Duncan Pergusou Yuille.

E. Binnle. H. Dittmav. G. R. Falcon,
. R. OvBtit., A. C. T.ornie. .T Tj. Timothy.
^f>i,i. .I.-.-ir If. l;,-u,,-. VA,^«h(.lh K.

lie haul
iversitv

the old

G. Wilkes.
U.on, .J. H.
-F,i:/obeth

l;. T. yolouK.ii, «S. H. St.«:in, r. JI. St»«a
"Walker. J. "U . \Vatthew3. L. n. Werden. W. G
Whitfield, M. E. WiUcock, SJ. M. Wishart,

[C.C.Barclay,
vadwood, R. M.
. .1. A. L. Cool<.
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Parisli. H. S. Percival. 11. i: i

Dorolliy .^• Robertson. .M.u I'
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r. Simi«on. F. W. Siuison. i> « Si :,,i,

Mair, M. Stelvio,
D. J.T.Oswald,
nancb, J. Reid,

;. Uoss, M, Sasb,
I'. W. simson,

iliug. EnseneB.
Vilsli.C.Woode.

I....I. Anileison,
- 1 \ l;r,-kles.

: Oswald, H. J.

1. O. B. Reekie,
orJ. IM Sasb.
Marsuerite li.

.1. C. Burns Bft Than Ciiai.i. D. Obaiii.. l:. liia

B. B Gasdil .\. Hi.'.' \ i
•

N. K. Heudei-son. \ '

«ai-et M MGarrii> ' ''•

.\. R. Matbeson. K ^

Susan .\. Robertson. \ ' 1:. 1
^

G. I,. M. Siuitb. .laiioi Smilb. R. B. Siimb. A.

H. Sypkcns. D. R. Tbapar. .1. M. Tyrrell. A
Walker. \V. A. AVeatberbead, J. \^ olfsou, A. T.

UXIVERSITY OF ABEEDEEN.
The following degrees have beeu conferred :

M.D.—'A. M. Brown. \. F. A. Fairweatber.
M.B..CH.B.— 'R. S. Cnmrniiia. ('. .\li = oa. A. M. l;ai:i

:F. W.C.Brown. :G. G V.. 1; 1 < ) 1

I

J.K. Dastoor. ;g. Dewar ;i - 1'

Gray, J. W. M'Keggie A 1
i

iviu.

:j. G.S. Mennie. T. Men 1
^i i Lliell.

F. W.Noble. .J. T. Scrogi.- 1 -rl, i.~ 1 - pben.

:Esther Stepben.H. F. Stepluu, .1. li. iitrbles, w.i.. ii. wiison.

The .lobu Murrav Medal aud Scholarship, awarded to the

most distiuguished" graduate (M.B.) of 1915, has been bestowed
upon B. S. Ctimming.
The following candidates have heeu approved at the esamina-

tious indicated

:

Virst Professional.—Aaaie Anderson. R. ir. Anderso - - —
Bisset. N. C. Bodenstein. F.uiu Calder, MarKaiet 5

H. B. Cook. 5H. C. Cnnnin;;lr.-» i V iw-o,.
Duflon. Dorothy M.J. Emshf N> > ! .: .'i,, \ 1

§C.O. Goi-don, R G.Grant. 1 ' , ., 1

man. W. Lawie. Mary V. 1.

MRobert. J. I. Milne. F. H. M
Portcous. G. A. Shepherd. ,1 ^

Stuart. H. Third. A. 1

I!, Brown.
: bank.

.. Lietb

'bapman

Turner. V. M. M
n„d Professional.—A. M. Du:;.'

M. y. Garden. R. D. Lockbar! •

son, C. Heid, Margaret .A. r.t.u. >..

Annie Simpson. F. Wilson. W. L. Yc

iomory, T. W.

. .A. C. Fowler.
It, A. C. Pater-
les L. Seinple,

The following have been approved in the subjects indicated :

Systematic Chemistry: W. J. Adam, H. D Low Plm^irs only:

C. A. Allan, Lyla C. Forbes. Botaitv''' ''
' *' "^ '^

?ray. C. Joic W. J. Middleton
S. M. W. Bodie. Maud G. Mackinto-
G. Brown, A. R. Wood. Botany and
W. S. Cochar. A. V. E. Don. D. B.

Gunn. K. A. Hay. (

E. N. D. Repper. D.
Systematic Chernisti

JI. M.
Morgan,

M. Watt. Hiai). 1 .
«€(.. rii'isicsana

J. Hutcbeon. Zooloijy anil Physics :

Maclean. Botany and Practical Chemistry: Bethia M.
Vewlands. Ethel V. G. Smith.
inn Pkofessional. -Ncit'iieaiiiafioiis.-G. S. Davidson, J. S. B.

Forbes, W. C. Mackinnou. A. H. Mitchell, A. K. Robb. T. O.

liobson. Old Regntntions : C. C. Hargreaves. B. S. Kanga, G. S.

Lawrence, J. W. M'Keggie. C. Tighe. W. D. Whamoud,
' Commendation for thesis.

1 Second-class honours.
: Passed fourth professional (

i Passed with distinction.

ith ai.->tincti(

UXIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
Graduation Ceremony.

A GRArjiATiox ceremony took place at St. Andrews University

on .July 8th. Owing to so many students having enlisted, there

were only a few men students in the back benches, and the

proceedings were unusually quiet. The following is a list of

graduates

:

M.B.. Ch.B.—Margaret A. .Mexander. Agnes W. Andrew. M. L. Bevy.

A. C. Cassells, D. Dempster. Margaret Fairlie. G. M. Grant. C. B.

Macdonald, W.J. Macdonald, M. C. Madbok, D. H. Murray.

Lecturer in Bacterioloijy.

Dr. W. J. TuUoch has been appointed Lecturer in Bac-

teriology and Assistant to the Professor of Pathology in the

Medical School, Dundee, for the nest academical year.

TjNIYEESITY of MANCHESTER.
Tut following candidates have been approved at the examina-

tion indicated

:

D.P.H.-H. F. Hutchinson. E. M. de Jong, 0. M. de Jong,

UXIVERSITY OF LONDON.
ElSG'S COI.LIiGE HOSPIT.U. JlEDUAL SCHOOL.

Bnr'iieij Vco HchoUirships,

The first election of scholars under the Burney Y'eo bequest
has been made as follows : Mr. Meredith Blake Robson Swann,
B.A., of G'onville aud Caius College, Cambridge; Mr. Edwurd
ffolliolt Creed, B.A., of Trinity College, Oxford.

UXIVERSITY OF BUISTOL.
The following candidate has beeu apj)roved at the examina-
tion indicated

:

Secoxd M.B., CH.B.—D. G. Cossham.

UXIVERSITY OF DUBLIN.
Trinity College School of Physic.

The following candidates have beeu approved at the examina
tions indicated :

COX.TOINT BOARD IX IRELAND.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tion indicated

:

fIj£ ^n-Mres.

T1:RRIT0RIAL FORrE.

Lieutenant A > '
- St.

Albans), l;2ud I
its to

be transferred :
'}°''-

could undertake l -_ 1
• field

ambulance. The unn i-, oidtrt.l to U.e Daul:u:elles. 'I be pay
is 14s. a day, together with 3s. field allowance, and Is. 9d. a day
in lieu of rations.

:unfc

I'ousists of

..s. During
ChUdi-en'a

sccut Home
s ; and the
d the asso-

The tenth annual report 1/

Association states that the ;<

three hospitals and twenty c -

the year 1914 three more hoi;.

Convalescent Home, Beacon^tRli! ;
;l;c ( '.in

for Children, Hawkosbury, TunbridKO AV

Suffolk Convalescent Home, Feli>;bto\vc—

j

elation, while the Beau Site Home. Hastings, resigned ita

membership. A list of convalescent homes aud sana-

toriums receiving London patients, which was propared

by the late Mr. Hayes and issued under the auspices ol

the association, gives particulars of som
tions, and also contains a genera'

350 reference^..

.^ institn-

ndex v.ith nesrlj^
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©bititarg.

BRUCE GOFF, M.D., F.R.F.P.S.Glaso.

3Jv llic death of Tn: Bruce Goff of Bothwell the profession

iu the West of Scotland lias lost one of its most distin-

guished members and the British Medical Association one
of its most loyal and devoted adherents.

He was born at Hammersmith in 1832, when it was a
country district surrounded by green fields. His father

died two or three years later. He was educated privately

and became a medical student of Glasgow University in

1849, where lie graduated M.D. in 1853, having in the
interval passed part of his studentship at the University of

Edinburgh. After graduation he became house-surgeon in

tiie Glasgow Royal Infirmary to Professor Lawrie, and
later was for some time his private assistant. Next he
proceeded to Paris, wliore he worked under such distin-

guished masters as Niilaton and Duboi,s. At this time
I)r. Gofi was elected a member of the Paris Medical
Society. On his return to this country he settled in

private practice at Bothwell, then a pleasant village on the
Clyde with something of a reputation as a health resort.

Here his sterh'ng qualities wore readily recognized and he
speedily built up a very extensive connexion, which
iuci'eased considerably with the development of the
Lanarkshire coalfield and became probably one of the
largest mining practices in Scotlanil. This practice he
conducted witli great acceptance for over forty-five years.

When he was able to allow himself a little leisure from
his purely professional duties he took an active part in

medico-political work. He was the champion of the

general practitioner—particularly of the country practi-

tioner—whose status and position it was his constant
endeavour to improve. Early in his career he became a

member of the British Medical Association. About 1880
he was elected president of the Glasgow and West of

Scotland Branch in succession to the late Sir William
Gairdner, and from that time onwards he took a large

shai-e in its work. Ho was a regular attender at the

meetings, where his opinions and advice were always
liighly valued. In 1884 a wider sphere of usetuhicss was
opened up to him by liis appointment as representative of

tlie Braueh on tlio Central Council in succession to Dr.

—

now Sirliavid C. -McVail. Dr. Goff applied himself to

his ii. \v .liiii.^ v.ith characteristic energy, and from that
time lii.: iouiiiiaiiiliug figure and his agreeable personality

well u ell known at all the important meetings. He con
tiuued to represent the Branch on the Central Council till

1908, when the by-law limiting the period of service came
into operation. On his retirement in that year he was
invited to be the guest of the evening at a largely attended
dinner at St. Enoch Hotel, Glasgow, when he was pre-

sented with a handsome service of plate as a mark of the

esteem in which he was personally held and as a slight

acknowledgement of his long and valuable services.

Practically every medical man in the area of the Branch
subscribed to the fund for the presentation.

Dr. Goff's activities on behalf of the Association did not
cease at this period. Till two years ago he remained
ohainiiau of his Division and was its Representative at
Representative Meetings. He was a member of the Central
Ethical Comiiiittce ami of the State Sickness Insurance
Committee—the first committee set up to deal with the
National Health Insurance Act.

In local medical circles Di\ Bruce Goff was held in the
highest respect. He became a Fellow of the Faculty of

Pli>sicians and Surgeons of Glasgow by examination in

1855. Rising through the various grades of office, he was
elected President in 1895 for three years, he being one of

the very few country practitioners to hold that important
position. For a long period he was one of the managers of

the Glasgow Royal Infirmary, and later, for a considerable
number of years, he was on the Board of Management of

the Western Infirmarj-, Glasgow, a position which he
continued to hold till the end of his life. In politics

Dr. Goff was an enthusiastic Conservative. At the time
of his death he was the oldest member of the Scottish

Eijiscopal Church of St. Mary, Hamilton.
He was a strong supporter of the Volunteer movement,

which he joined in 1859 ; he retired a few years ago,

having received the V.D., and having been given the rank
of honorary colonel R.A.M.C. (T.F.)

He gave up active general practice sixteen years ago,
tliereafter devoting himself to consulting work and to
his various public duties.

He was always a courteous, cultured gentleman. He
formed his opinions with care and deliberation, and was
always prepared to uphold them. At the same time he
was tolerant of the views of others.
During the last twelve months his strength had been

gradually failing, although his mental faculties remained
clear; and vigorous to the last. He passed peacefully away
at Bishopton, near Glasgow—the residence of one of his
sons—on Sundaj', July 4th, and was laid to rest in
Hamilton Cemetery on the following Wednesday, deeply
mourned by all who knew him. He is survived by four
sons, two of whom arc in the profession—Dr. John GofT
of Bothwell, who succeeded him in practice, and Dr. Bruce
Goff of London.

Professor Saundby (formerly President of the Council
and of the Association) writes: I should like to be allowed
to contribute a few words of appreciation of the late Dr.
Bruce Goff, of his character as a man, and a valuable
member of the Council of the Association. I cannot trust
my memory to be accurate, but it seems to me that Dr.
Goff was a member of the Coimcil when I first joined it

somewhere about 1885, and he certainly was still a member
when I left it twenty years later, and again when I
rejoined it as President-elect five years ago. The West of
Scotland Branch could not have had a better representa-
tive than he proved himself to be for so many years. Few
members of the Council exercised greater personal influence,
for his calm and judicial speech made his colleagues recng-
uize that there was much to be said for the side taken by
him in any discussion. He was a graceful speaker, and
was constantly called upon and readily performed the
ceremonial duty of proposing or seconding votes of thanks
to those who had been officially more prominent, though
perhaps less generally useful. I do not know why he was
never elected to serve either as t'hairman of Council or
Treasurer of the Association, but I think it must have
been because he lived so far from London that he was
unable to make the sacrifice of time which would have
been involved had he accepted either of these ofiices.

There are few past or present members of Council who do
not remember with pleasure his genial presence, or recall
him with other feelings than tliose of affection and respect.
It has sometimes been said that the Council was formerly
dominated by consultants ; but Bruce Goff was a general
practitioner, and shared with many others of tho best
type, of whom I need only name Husband, Clayton,
Carpenter, Wheelhouse, Holman, Parsons, and Bridgw'ater,
the influence exerted by general practitioners in the days
when the Council was an unreformed body.

The i..\te Lieutenant T. S. Lukis.—A correspondent
in India sends us a note on the social work carried on in
London by the late Lieutenant T. S. Lukis, M.D.Loud., of
the 13th Battalion, Loudon Regiment, who died of wound.s
on JIarch 15th. A short memoir has already appeared,
dealing chiefly with his medical career, in the Journal of
March 27th. He was one of the pioneers of the Boy Scout
movement in East London. .Starting his operations iu
Whitechapel, with Toynbec Hall as his head quarters, he
founded the first Hoxton troop on May 27th, 1908. At first

fortnightly excursions were made to Epping Forest, but
his object was to show that scout work could be success-
fully carried out in the heart of London. With that object
in view he spent Saturday afternoons, week after week, in
playing scout games in an area of which Finsbury Circus
was the centre. At firat the movement excited a good
deal of ridicule, being new to the neighbourhood, but
perseverance won success in the end, and his work found
imitators, several other troops being founded in that part
of London, and meeting with equal success. Dr. Lukis
was in camp with his scouts near Chelmsford last August
when war was declared. He took the lead in forming a
scouts company in the 13th London Regiment, and,
following his example, over eighty of his scouts joined the
army.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. IlExny Algernon
HoDSON, a well-known and highly-esteemed practitioner
of Hove. The sudden end of a valuable life was the
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resnU of an accident dne to tlie darkening of the front at

Brighton. Dv. llodsou, who was 63 years of age, received

his professional education at Uuiversity College, Loudou,
andbecauio M.H.C.S.Eug. in 1875 and L.R.C.P.andL.M.
Edin. iu 1876. After qualifying he held the offices of

senior housesurgeou at the Koyal Free Hospital in London
and clinical assistant at the Hospital for Women, Soho
Square, and at the Central Loudon Ear and Throat Hos-
pital. He had been iu practice for many years at Brighton
and was surgeon to the Itove Hospital and Dispensary and
to the Brighton and Hove Surgical Homes. He was
surgeon to the 1st Battalion Sussex Volunteer Training
Cox-ps (^Brightonl. He was a member of the British
Medical Association, and took an active part iu its work.
Dr. Hotlson leaves a widow, a daughter, and three sous all

of whom have been engaged in the fighting in British East
Africa since the beginning of the war.

Dr. James McArthir of London, Ontario, died of heart
failure on May 23rd, in his sixty-first year. He was boru
at Ailsa Craig, near London (Ontario), and after receiving
his early education entered Queen's University, Kingston,
where he obtained the degrees of B.A. and M.D. He had
practised in London for the past thirty-five years with a
rare devotion to duty. Dr. McArthur was one of the
founders of the Loudon Medical Association, and for

fifteen years a member of the Ontario Medical Council.
Last year he was elected President of the Council, and it

was due largely to his efforts that reciprocal relations were
established between the province of Ontario and Great
Britain. He leaves two sons and three daughters.

MEDICAL NEWS.

CoLOSEL JoHX Gassox Harwood, Army
(ret.), died at Southsea on July 8th, aged 58. He was boru
on August 27th, 1856, educated at Bart's, and took the
diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.S.A. in 1879, as well as the
F.R.C.S.Edin. in 1888. He entered the army as surgeon
on March 6th, 1880, became surgeon-major on JIarch 6th,

1892, lientenant-colouel on March 6th, 1900, and colonel on
June 29th, 1906, retiring on March 15tli, 1909. The
Armtj List assigns him no war service.

LlECTEXAXT-CoLOXEL ThOMAS C.WIPBELE McCuLLOCH,
R.A.M.C, died suddenly of heart disease at the Alexandra
Hospital, Cosham. Hants, on June 25th. He was born on
May 4th, 1861, educated at Glasgow, where he took the
M.B. and CM. with commendation iu 1884, and entered
the army as surgeon on February 5tli, 1887, becoming
major on February 5lh, 1899, and lieutenant colonel on
July 29th, 1911. tie served in the third China war iu

1900, when he was mentioned in dispatches in the London
Ga:ette of September 13tli, 1901, and received the medal.
From May 1st, 1902, to April 25th, 1906, he was Deputy
Assistant Director-General of the Army Medical Service,

and in 1906 he served as a member of the committee for

the investigation of Mediterranean fever.

Charles Edward Woodrcff, lieutenant-colonel in the

Medical Corps of the United States Army, who died on
June 13th, was born in Philadelphia in 1860. After

graduating in arts in the University of Pennsylvania, he
spent three years at the Naval Academy, Annapolis.

Abandoning his intention of becoming a naval oflicer, how-
ever, he turned to the study of medicine and graduated
M.D. at Jefferson Medical College in 1886. After serving

as an assistant surgeon in the United States Navy for a
year, he was transferred to the Army Medical Corps, from
which he was compelled to retire owing to ill health iu

1913. Two periods of service in the Philippines convinced
him that the tropics were unsuitable for white men. His
views on this subject, which were strongly held, were set

forth in books entitled respectively the Effect of Tropical
Light on Whiie Men, Expansion of Races, and Medical
Ethnolofjy. Even those who do not agree with his con-
clusions must admit the wealth of practical experience on
which they are founded and the ingenious argumentation
by which they are supported. After his retirement from
the army Colonel Woodrufi travelled extensively and
embodied his observations in a number of pamphlets. .'\t

the time of his death he was associate editor of American
Medicine.

We regi'et to announce the death of Professor Koeberlk,
the distinguished surgeon, of Strassburg. Born on January
4th, 1828, he was in his 88th year. He had a great in-
fluence on the progress of surgery in France. He was iu
a special manner the pioneer of ovariotomy in that
country, and his early efforts to gain a recognized footing
for the operation were encouraged by the award of a prize
of £80 by the Academy of Medicine. In 1868 he had
already performed the operation iu 69 cases with a suc-
cessful result in two-thirds of the number; at tlie end of
the following year he was able to report to the Paris
Societe de Chirurgie that he had done 123 ovariotomies.
In 1870 he published a treatise, entitled Manuel opera-
loire dc Vorariotoniir, His name was also well known in
connexion with hysterectomy, the inorccUement of tumours,
and other surgical procedures. There was a great con-
troversy as to priority between him aud Piian in regard to
the invention aud use of haemostatic forceps. Koeberlo
remained at Strassburg after 1870, but he held himself
aloof from the Germans, and refused the honours which
they pressed upon him.

Jt^Mral JIdus.

Mn. Edml-xd Owen, Surgeon-iu-Chiet to (he St. -Tohu
Ambulance Association, and Consulting Surgeon to St.
Mary's Hospital, was, we regret to learn, taken suddenly ill

on July 13th, and is unable to attend to the business of the
Toint Committee of the British Red Cross Society aud the
St. John Ambulance Association, in which he has taken so
large a part.

Dr. Frederick Wir.LiAJi Price has been elected a
I'ellow o£ the Koyal Society ol Edinburgh.

At a meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, held on
July 1st, the Makdougall-Brisbane prize was awarded to
Professor C. R. Marshall for his studies " on the pharma-
cological action of tetra-alkyi ammonium compounds."

Mrs. Scharoeb, M.P
pupils and parents at t!iu di

exhibitions won by pu|iils .>i

for Girls at the Free Trade I

next at 3 p.m.

:\r.^!.

i^ rind

iliool
isday

The Secretary of the Chelsea Uospital for Women has
loceived a further sum of £1,000 from the executors of
I he T. S. Wliltaker Estate towards its rebuilding fund.
Tlie hospital is giving special facilities for the admission
uf the wives and near relatives of soldiers at the front
and also to Belgian refugees.

Dr. J. W. AXD Mrs. Mulligan recently left Abersj-chan,
Monmouthshire, where they have lived for nearly half a
ceutiu'y, to take up their abode in Ireland. Dr. Mulligan
has been a Justice of the Peace, an alderman of the
county coimcil, and a member of Abersychan Urban
District Council for many years, whilst Mrs. Mulligan
was an active member of the Poutypool Board of
Guardians for twelve years. In recognition of their
public services they were presented with a handsome
set of candelabra, silver candlesticks, salvers, hot-water
jug, flower vases, and an illuminated address.

Dr. Shipley, Master of Christ's College, whose papers
on insects and war in the British Medical Journal
have been read v.ith so mucli interest, has prepared for the
National Health Society a leaflet on mosquitos, in which
he describes the places iu which they breed, the way in
which the larvae and pupae can be destroyed, giving pre-
ference to crude mineral oil, 10 c.cm. to the square metre
(a tablespoonful to the square >arcl', or, friilinf; that,
heavy mineral oil. He discusser- :n.,,. umi ||,i,1s ,,i dostroy-
ing the adult mosquito. He jiich' :<.m, . \.. 1 munis made
by himself and Professor Nuttall. m wln.li ili. \ l.)iiira tliat

the mosquitos avoided a box liuLd witli kliuki cloth, aud
collected in that lined w ith dark navy blue. After stating
that many essential oils, cedar wood, lemon grass,
eucalyptus, or citrouella, applied to the neck, wrists, and
ankles are said to keep mosquito- n^Y.^r, lie .ndds tliat (he
wearing of two pair of socl;s olii u |.i ;. ( ; , i In ,( ni.Ir^, as
the proboscis of the mosipiit.) i^ ^.-i -li'ni 10 |n innate
through the double thickness. WC !m,(\ ,oI,i ,Mai

1
...l.iy

it is not so much the thickness, for Miey will suug lliruiiyh

thick woollen stockings, as the doubling of the close
material, which makes it difllcult for the insect to pass its

proboscis through two thicknesses.
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Wdtn*s, Jloffs, anti ^nsiuiu's.

I are requested to loolc at the Notices to

Mu-^.is wbo wish notice to be taken of their rommunioa-
ould authenticate them with their oamos—ol course not
ily for publication.

Ip^iviTin ronrints of their articles publisberi in Ibe British
I lire retuiested to commuuicate W-th tbe OlHce,

:i receipt of proof.

Presses of the Beittsh Medical Association

IS" Queries, answers, a7ul communications relating to subjects
10 uhich special departments of the BRITISH aiiCDicAi. .loURNAL
are devoted will he found tinder their respective Iteadinr/s.

QUERIES.

H. E. would like to be recommendea a good carbon snow
apparatus. He has used several, but finds the cuudensing
apparatus is not satisfactory.

Dr. R. R. Rentoul (78, Hartington Road. Liverpool' will be
much obliged to any one who will kindly send him ins results
of the treatment ol urethral stricture by fibrolysin.

Income T.ix.
'^ wpwv.n lias licpu hi the Imbitof calculating his firni"s income
III i 'I If- basis of gross receipts. For tlie current

rot taxes refuses to accept this, and claims
it-i at the beginning and end of tbe rear must

I . • I'l.unt.-

Tliroretically the surveyor is no doubt right, but the
notorious difHculty existing with regard to "bad debts" in
all general medical pi'actices has given rise to a longstanding
arrangeniont liy which the practitioner's return is based on
casli receipts only. This avoids the "bad debts ^' difficulty

.'iltogether. ami. inasmuch, as in the great majority of cases
tlie book debts at the beginning and end of the year are of
approximately the same value no loss would appear to be
incurred by the Revenue. I'uless there are very exceptional
circumstances in the case our correspondent might point out
to the surveyor that his action is a distinct departure from
a long-standing practice, and if he persists might communi-
cate with the Board ol Inland Revenue on the subject.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.

Dr. .Tames Hamilton (Chelseaj writes: During the past month
I liave liail a seiies <( casts ail presenting exactly similar
-

!
' er ijractitioners liave had

i 'ley will agree with me as
I' .: suddenly ill wifli "cold,"
I- !

1
,- .

-
i>l liver and umliilics, and

tlieii .niH,-,i.cii uai, u.in,--rct.ni>li yellow ofV'iv-,- i,,'i,„is
101 .104

about a fortnight. The only other signs win,, ,„,

were congestion of fauces, tenderness oxei h,. , •lud
Kjiiiial nciiialL'ia. Tn two cases vomiting of a ;.,in;j. ii.alLer
v.a II .111 ail m all nausea. The ages rangcil from a
si

i

1
ill -e temperature was still—after ten davs—

ox
I

,
i;

1
laiiy of 78. The ages of the others are" 48,

i:;i'i I :' s.iiiH minor cases 1 do not record. My
iii'i'i

' ' ' '• ..i:li ci'ld east or north-
<'fi-

i i duodenum which
i"'

'

' was there any
t|iii,:ii.t,.

- 1, ,,.i ,
! ,,i, -1,1 ak of bilious fever.

1 tiea,Leil ail ..,^.„ ,wLu calomei ni repeated doses and an
alkaline and bismutli mixture, and some with resorcin and
naphthalin, but medication did not seem to cut short the
attack—although it might have been more serious if not
treated.

Tim I >, I- ill I.' TiocTOCS.
Mn. Artiiue D.u KM 1 utlii writes: In view of the

frerpient compliniii ii'hnf doctors," may I sug-

rocjuired. The seniors m;g!it iiia.l.c

many ways—for example, in coii\

people •.vbo outwardly riisplay unpat:

and in persuading those who are the victims of

seem m niiiieiiie tliat our missioiiarirs. by their indilTcrent
quusi-iieutial attitude, will lose much intiuence and respect if
they coldly and apathetically remain in the mission field
instead of coming to the aid of their country in its present
time of trouble.

" The Poisox Wae."
Mr. a. a. Roberts writes: By your review of tbe above book,
contained m the British Medical Journ.al of July 3rd, I am
pleased to nntp that there arc some points of interest to the
|i,.,,f....i..,> ,,,,i,i.-,i.,.,i ... M,,. ,,,,.jp.. nf articles under the title of
'

' '
' ' 111 the preface that this

'-" ii the lay mind. Conipli-
<'' ;e.|iieiice, deleted as far as
T" '

'
'

'. "I
,

Ue rigidity of censorship must
be la I, en ml,, uceoiiid, aUo tbe alterations in the text, to
meet its reiiiiirenients. I take it that your critic thinks
there must be an error in either the description or drawing
of the naval iioisoii Has machine

i p. 35). Will you allow me
to sa • Miat ii.ii li 111'

I Ii.j ' an- r , i? It is rei)re.sented in the
de- '

I I. :',!, :!.
.

;., -..eigiited, and the weight
b^"' "' i'

I

I i- connexions to the first

less ; luble
to me would be an abKinilit\, in view nf my practical ex-
perience with these gases. Moreover, I distinctly sav that,
in the event of generation of sulphur dioxide, 'the "nozzle
would of necessity have to be " at or in close proximity to the
surface," and I am of opinion that the solubilitv of the gas
would to some extent be impaired by the particular method

ition.

T\-^i

We were t

TIER FOE Lice.
' an army medical officer as to a

particular
i

leiided to keep lice out of the
clothes. :-i nation showed that it consisted
priiicii'all insect flowers {Chri/sanliiemiim
f"' ier, however, contained an undue
(1"

' loliabiy derived from the presence
ol .'

1
lit stalk. A careful examination

fo' ! -uited in the detection of a small
fji: .'mate, whicii is, 1,11 .'..III,;, |.i i mt as an
1111 .. cliemical is a i

, mi! ii-aut of
ill-'

' I'tlier substance I
'

:. i.i
! and tho

p" . i'iiuars to be a low , .. . i |io\vder,
col'..;,. ...v: chromate. KeaUci ., 111,4.11 Uu v.ell to
consult the articles by Dr. A. E. Shipley, T.li.S., regarding
lice, published in the British Medical .Jo0KN.«, of
September 19tb, 1914, p. 497, and February 27th, 1915, p. 395.

District Mei' I' '
: :

i

marking b;. a 1

thedistingur-ii,". I'ai^'i

would be much more ti

enforced. For obvious
whether lor civil or milit

Mrs

.' -ii-gestionfortbe
'"': 111 ly be useful ; but

1, a I! Ii'.'i'^li long a<lvocated,
int. if lion- established and
it woulit' identify doctors,

sea. widow of

her I I''!! :',::r;, : :., Kindly gave their
voir,-. I.J .'1 an,

I
.;nipali,: I', "1 -"II llaunoud Neville in

the .Iiine eleition. 1915. for foundation scholarships for Epsom
College, in which he was third among the successful
candidates.

The Medical Directory.
Messrs. J. and A. Churchill write : The annual circular for
the Medical Directory will be posted to the profession on
July 19th. We sincerely hope that all practitioners will
make their returns to us as quickly as possible, so that the
issue for 1916 may be accurate and'full of the latest informa-
tion. The list of practitioners resident abroad will be
reinstated.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

£ s. d
Beven lines and under ... ... ... ... b o"
Kach additional line ... ... ... !!! 8
A whole column ... ..'.

...

'," [" 3 10
A pase ... ... ... ... ... ... 10

An average line contains sii words.
ill ;, ,1 "jiices by Post Office OrderB must be made payable ta. I'l ^l"'iicalAs.sociatiou at the General Post Office. London.

.
ilily will be accepted for any such remittance not so

' al5 should be delivered, addressed to the Manager.

'"
I I ilii-ation. and. if not paid tor at the time, should b»
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Tin: THErvAPEUTIC SUBCOMMITTEE.

1.—THE CO)[POS1TION AND PHARMACO-
LOGICAL ACTION OF SPIIUTUS

AETHEKIS NITROSI.
BT

C. B. MARSHALL, M.D.,

rsorEssoB or matekia medica;

ASD

ELIZABETH GILCHRIST, M.A., B.Sc,

SwKEt spirit of nitre is defined by tbe British Pharma-
copoeia (1914) as " an alcoholic solution containing not

less than 1.52 or more than 2.66 per cent, by weight of

eth\-l nitrite, together nith aldehyde and other allied

substances." In the 1898 edition it is more simply defined

as "an alcoholic solution containing ethyl nitrite, alde-

hyde, and other substances," but, as shown by tlie

quantitative test given, it must contain not less than 1.75

nor more than 2.5 per cent, of ethyl nitiite. Tiie detiuition

and Quantitative test of the 1885 l'h,inii^ici.i,ocia are

simila'r. In the previous (1867) Brili^li rjiannacopona

the definition given is "a spirituous solution contaiuiuj^

nitrous ether," and the quantitative test—the sepavatiou

of 2 per cent, of its volume on the addition of twice its

volume of saturated solution of calcium chloride—indi-

cates that it was intended to contain at least 2 per cent, of

ethyl nitrite. The mode of preparation has not been

materially changed during these years. In the short-

lived Fharmacopoeia of 1864 the spirit was prepared by

distilling sodium nitrite, sulphuric acid, and rectified

spirit. The sweet spirit of nitre of the Loudon, Edin-

burgh, and Dublin Pharmacopoeias was obtained by
distilling certain proportions of alcohol and nitric acid.

It is evident from the mode of preparation and the tests

given that ethyl nitrite has been regarded as the active

ingredient of sweet spirit of nitre since the estabhshment

of the British Pharmacopoeia, although, as far as we
know, this view did not receive experimental support

until the investigations of Professor Leech. It does not

appear, however, to have found universal acceptance,

and the British Pharmaceutical Conference asked the

co-operation of the Therapeutic Subcommittee of the

Association in further work on the nature of the active

ingredient or ingredients. The following statement was
submitted to the Subcommittee by the secretaries of the

Conference

:

It is desirable that we should know if the important con-

stitnent in spirit of nitrous ether be the aeetaldeliyde, tlie

ethvl nitrite, or the alcohol. If the first, then a pliarmacopoeial

test" could be devised which would insist on its presence. If the

ethyl nitrite be the only constituent of importance then suit-

able processes of jireparation and testing could be defined.

Since the liquor ethvl nitntis li.P. 1898, which is a solution of

ethvl nitrite, has practically not come into use, whereas the

old "sweet spirit of nitre of the London Pharmacopoeia, contain-

ing aldehyde but little or no nitrite, is still in use, the question

is of practical importance.

The matter was referred to one of us for report. For
the purposes of the investigation Mr. Finnemore, one of

the secretaries of the British Pharmaceutical Conference,

kindly prepared and sent to us samples made according to

the old London Pharmacopoeia and the British Phnrma-
copocia (1898) and a solution of ethyl nitrite in alcohol.

AVe have also prepared sweet spirit of nitre according to the

British Pharmacopoeias 1898 and 1914, and the German
Pharmacopoeia 1900; and a solution of ethyl nitrite.

These and sijecimens bought from a retail pharmacist have
been used in the invesfigation.

C

Methods of Preparation.

The methods of making the preparations other than
those of the British Pharmacopoeia were as follows

:

London Pli'arnwcopoeia.

Nitric acid 3^ fluid ounces, alcoliol 40 fluid ounces

;

distil 28 fluid ounces. (Prepared by Mr. Finnemore.)
Mr. Finnemore noticed that tliis product .contaiuecl

practically no ethyl nitrite, and he therefore decided to

prepare a spirit by coutinuiug tlie distillation as long as
practicable. The distillate was then diluted with alcohol

to the B.P. (1898) standard for ethyl nitrite. Tliis prepara-

tion is labelled in Table I—L.P., mod. I (London Pharma-
copoeia, modified 1).

A third spirit was made in the same way, except that

the nitric acid and alcohol were allowed to stand twenty
hours before distilling, and the distillation was continued
until red fumes were evolved from the liquid in the
distilling flask. This preparation is labelled in Tabic I—

'

L.P., mod. II.

German Pharmacopoeia.
Nitric acid (25 per cent.) 3 parts, alcohol 5 parts : allow

to stand two days; distil on a water bath into 5 parts

alcohol until yellow fumes commence to be evolved from
the mixture in the flask; neutralize the distillate with
magnesia; after twenty-four hours redistil on a water
bath into 2 parts of alcohol untU 8 parts of product aro

obtained.

Ethyl Nitrite.

Ethyl nitrite was prepared by the interaction of sodium
nitrite, sulphuric acid, and alcoliol iu a flask surrouuded
by ice. The ethyl nitrite formed was distilled by gently

heating the flask with warm water, and after neutralization

with sodium bicarbonate was dissolved in absolute alcohol.

The strength was subsequently adjusted to meet the

requirements of the Pharmacopoeia for spiritus aetheris

nitrosi.

Chemical Composition'.

Our analyses of the various sweet spirits of nitre showed
that they contained not only etliyl nitrite and aldehyde
but also ethyl nitrate and paraldehyde. If not acid or if

neutralized they relatively quickly become acid on keeping
owing to the formation of small quantities of nitrous,

nitric, and acetic acids. The amounts of nitrite, aldehyde,

and paraldehyde and the total acidity were determined
for each specimen. The nitrite was estimated by the

oflicial method with potassium iodide and dilute sulphuric

acid, using a mercury-charged nitrometer in place of tlie

brine-charged one recommended. The aldehyde was
determined colorimetrically bj" means of Schiff's reagent,

a known concentration of pure aldehyde with sodium
nitrite added being used as a control. The paraldehyde

was converted into aldehj'ue by distilliug the preparation

with dilute acid, collecting the distillate in an ice-cooled

receiver, determining the aldiliyde I>y moans of Schiff's

reagent, and estimating by dili< ivnic 'Hie acidity was
determined in the usual wa\ . n in.: i-ln injlphthalcin as

indicator. As there .seemed liuie ilaibi Iimui the mode of

making some of these preparations that etliyl nitrate must
be formed and must be present in the final product, it was
decided to endeavour to determine the quantity, if any,

present. Evidence was obtained of its presence in some
of the preparations, but although we tried several methods
we were unable to devise one for the quantitative estima-

tion of this substance in an alcoholic solution containing

also ethyl nitrite and aldehyde. Aa it seems improbable
that the combined nitrogen in the preparations can bo
present in any other form than as nitrates or nitrites, it

was resolved to determiue the total uitro,<ieu by Dumas's
method and calculate the nitrate by difference. This
method of estimation, however, provided some unforeseen

difiiculties, and the various preparations, with the excep-

tion of one specimen of spiritus aetheris nitrosi B.P.,

were not examined until some time after they were made.
One of the chief difiiculties was the high figure for

nitrogen. A preliminary combustion of ethyl nitrate

yielded the theoretical quantity of nitrogen gas, but with

ethyl nitrite in alcoholic solution the yield of gas was
consistently high, although a longer furnace and a longer

copper spiral than usual were emploj-ed. This high yield

was probably due to the formation of some nitric oxide;

it was proved not to be due to uudecomposed ethyl nitrite.

An allowance has been made for this abnormal yield in

L2847I
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Table I, and Uie figures foi' ethyl nitiate must UioreEore

be regarded as only approximately accurate. The figures

refer to grams in 100 grams oi: spirit.

TAiSLE l.--Coiiiposition of Differciit Sivect Spirils of Xilrc.
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tbo changes in concentration of this substance \\hen the
— hit is subjected to certain conditions commonlj- occuii-ing

i'lactico.

Chiingcs on Athlilipn of Waf,)-.

AVhen spiiitus aetheiis nitvosi is added to -vvator. bubbles
of gas immediately commence to bo given off. These aie
bubbles of ethyl uitiite, which boils at 17' C, and is

insoluble in water. All the otlier ingredients, in tbo
amounts present, are soluble in the diluted alcohol pro-

duced by the ailditiou o£ sufficient water for the purposes
of administration. Of these ingredients ethyl nitrate is

the least soluble in water (1 in 64 at 18- C.^ and by the
cautious addition of water to certain preparations a small
quantity of this subscauce cau be thrown out.

The (jiiautity of ethyl nitrite further decreases when
the mixture is left standing, and in about au hour, if left

in an open vessel, the ethyl nitrite has practically dis-

appeared. If the mixture is constautlj- stirred the loss is

more rapid. Equal volumes of sweet spirit of nitre and
water stirred to ensure thorough mixing and left to staud
for five minutes contained 71 per cent, of tlio ethyl nitrite

previously present. A similar mixture constantly stirred

for five minutes contained only 34 per cent, of the nitrite

present in the spirit before mixing.
The following tables and graphs of experiments made

show the loss of ethyl nitrite under varying conditions.

The spiritns aetheris nitrosi used was made according to

the directions of the Pharmacopoeia (1898). and 5 c.cm.
gave 35 c.cm. XO, indicating 2.6 per cent, of etliyl nitrite.

The loss of nitrite when the spirit is mixed with an
equal volume of water and exposed to the air is shown in

Table II. The mixture was made in the cnp of the
nitrometer, and after tlie lapse of definite intervals of time
was run into the nitrometer and the amount of nitrite

estimated.
T.iBLE II.

.;0.. 2 mins.
... 5 mins.
... 10 mius.

C.cm.
ol ISO.

35 c.cm.
28 o.cm.
25 c.cm.
19 c.cm.
12 c.cm.

„ ,, ...30 mius. ... 5.6 c.cm.
,, ,. ... 60 mius. ... 0.6 c.cm.

The loss of ethyl nitrite duciug this time is shown in the
graph (Fig. 2), where the ordinate represents percentage of

ethyl nitrite and the abscissa the time the mixture was
allowed to stand. A similar curve was obtained when
brine was used in place of water. As will be shown subse-
quently, the spirit itself, when exposed, docs not lose

nitrite anything like so rapidly. That the loss is due to

Ethyl
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partially full. Thus a bottle nearly full lost 8 per cent.

ot its (Jtljvl iiitiilc in lilllc ii}ni-o than a month when kept
iu)i.prii,Ml 'ill ihcHJil ; ilh' -;iiiir bottle nearly empty kept
tiivli'L- ill.' ^..inr ,r,i.,liiioi,:, l,i„L oO per cent, of its nitrite iu

uiiiu lUi.\s. Wlicu ii lioUK; is occasionally opened the loss

of nitrite is also much more rapid. A specimen kept in

an amber- coloured bottle which was being frequently

opened lost 25 per cent, of its nitrite in five weeks.
When somewhat more than halt full it was left un-

opened for four months, and only lost 27 per cent, of

its nitrite. The loss of ethyl nitrite in preparations kept
iu colourless bottles, and used at intervals, is illustrated in

Fig. 4. This graph suggests that the ethyl nitrate present

in sweet spirit of nitre tends to diminish the loss of ethyl

nitrite.

These observations led to some experiments on the
effect of free exposure of spiritus aetheris nitrosi. When
exposed in an open vessel, ethyl nitrite is lost rnpidly.

The spirit naturally evaporates, aud the volume decreases,

but to a much less iMihI. 'I'Ih- i II. .i, .-u ili. volume of

the spirit and the an ii ..I' nihil.' ni .M.!.. .1 liv.xposure

of 50 c.cm. in a meiismin- , ;. Iiii.l.i' 1. r 1 hr. . .li \ - is shown
in the acoompanyiug yrapii 1 tig. 5i. TUu aldcli^dc jiresent

Fig. 5.—Grapli slio-n-iug decrease in volume of spirit (Ijrolien

line) aii.-l diminution iu concentration of etbyl nitrite Icontiuuoiis

line) wlien sweet spirit of nitre is exposed in a narrow measuring

in the spirit also diminishes, but to a relatively slight

extent. In four days it fell 23 per cent.—from 0.52 to

0.4 per cent.

The acetaldehyde may be a factor in causing ]o.?s of

ethyl nitrite, but as wo found no aldehyde in freshly pre-

pared sweet spirit of nitic \ ' ;!/> in. lined to regard the

presence of tiiis substaner ;. ''
1 (|Uent secondary

reactions, aud some of 0111
i

;;i i;
. •-(.em to indicate

that an equilibrium is cvini n: ily . -d. I.ii^lied between the

amounts of etliyl nitrite and of aldehyde present. The
addition of 0.6 per cent, of pure aldehyde to a 1.85 per

cent, solution of ethyl nitrite in absolute alcohol caused
an initial and relatively rapid diminution in the quantity

of ethyl nitrite as compared with the original solution,

but eventually the loss in the two solutions became
uniform.
The changes which the spirit undergoes ou keeping are

diificult to foil.™-, but tliov are probably due iu the first

instance to hyJr.jlysis of some of the etliyl nitrite aud the

I'ormatiou of a small amount of nitrous acid. The increase

of acidity was followed by conductivity experiments
carried over sevou days. They showed that the change
during this period was practically uniform, a graph of the
change iu electrical conductivity forming practically a
straight line.

Our examination of this preparation seems to show that

the commonly accejited view that ethyl nitrite is the

active iugri ill. 11!
,
.m:;!. Although the other ingredients

play a part ii. :
! !iis is a subordinate one, and is of

little pracli.. ! 1; * ., .'. The rapid loss of ethyl nitrite

which follows liic addiiiou of water strongly suggests that

to obtain the best effects it is necessary to prescribe

Bwcct spirit of nitre as such and dilute it just before

administration.

II.—FLUID EXTRACTS OF SENXA.

E.VLPII STOCKMAX, M.D.,

I DECEIVED from Mr. C. A. Hill three specimens of liquid

extracts made from Alexandrian senna. Ho informed
mo that all three were prepared in the same way—by
maceration in water, concentration, and the addition of
25 per cent, of 90 per cent, alcohol to preserve them.
Sixteen fluid ounces of the liquid extract represent 1 lb. of

the crude drug. The preparations were made respectively

(1) from the whole fruits (the preparation commonly
known as ext. sennae Icgumiuum liquidum, liquid extract
of senna pods, or merely liquid extract of senna), (2) from
the pcricarpi freed from the seeds, (,3) from the uncrushed
seeds.

I used these preparations as ordinary aperients in my
infirmary wards for some months, the usual dose being
1 fluid drachm.

(2) I have no doubt that (2) is the best preparation. It

usually acted as a satisfactory purgative, aud caused less

pain and griping than the others. Sometimes, however,
there was a good deal of griping and pain.

(1) With this preparation the purging was more violent

;

there was often complaint of severe griping, sometimes
with sickness and faintness.

(3) With this there were frequent complaints of pain and
griping, and it was decidedly less effective as a purgative
than (1) and (2). Possibly this iniglit be due to the purgative
principles not being fully extracted.

III.—COPAIBA OIL AND RESIN.

RALPH STOCKMAN, M.D.,

I RECEIVED from 3Ir. J. C. Vrancy specimens of pure oil

of copaiba aud of tl.
'

.
iba. He iutormed mo

that they were obtai inple of copaiba.

The object of the
'

to ascertain whether

the oil or resin, or b. lie active constituents

in the oleo-resiu of copaiba.

I gave the oil of copaiba in doses of 15 minims thrice

daily and 15 minims six times daily and the resin of

copyil \ . f 15 gvaius and 30 grains thrice daily

as 111 ill mucilage only). Their action was
fiiht . .' cases of gonorrhoea. In. each case

the r. ' 11 lirst—in 15 to 30 grain doses thrice

daily. J lie p.uiculs were in hospital aud subjected to

careful daily observation. The resiu was quite well

tolerated bv'tlie stomach, but had apparently no effect ou
then '''"' 'i .'Mge. It caused no urethral irritation.

Suli nt iu each case with oil of copaiba was
foil...' t improvement, especially when the

dose 1 niiniius six times dailj'.

1 1.:,, ,.ijiL- of observations to test whether
the .1: '

1
- , - .1 the antiseptic powers of tlio

uriu-;-. i
i

. lo excreted in the urine. It is

unncc. --..uv .u .icutil ilie experiments, but the result

obtained w'a-, that the resiu of copaiba is either inert or

nearly so, while the oil of copaiba exerted a distinct effect

in delayiu'T putrefaction and in hindering the growth of

certain organisms artificially added to the sterilized urine.

My conclusion is that the resin of copaiba is practically

inert as a genito-urinary antiseptic.

The Caucer Committee of the Danish iMedical Associa-

tion has, it is announced, decided to postpone till further

notice the fourth international conference on cancer,

which was to have been held at Copenhagen in 1916.

According to the .v

lamine-mor])!;inc aiiaesi

continued in :

has been in
given for n

proved to be ..

ew Yotic judical .Journal, scopo-

liesia in childbirth has been dis-

I I. '-l.i-^pitai. Tlie treatment
1

. oinarv, and the reason
liiit the method has not
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WILLIAM CAMPBELL, M.B.. B.Sc. Lieut. E.A.M.C,
DEMON STUAIOr. OF PATHOLOGT.

(I'loai the Depavtmeat of ratUologj-, Uuiveisity of Edinburgh.)

TitK primary object of the following iuvestigation was to

find an antiseptic which could be applied as a tiist dressing

in the field to prevent sepsis.

Tiie ideal antiseptic for the type of infection which
jocurs in wouuds received in the field must possess tlio

power of rapidly destroying spores as well as ordinary

jacterial forms. There are two chief laboratory methods
A investigating the action of antiseptics

:

1. By testing their action in liilling cr preventing the
growth of organisms on artificial culture media.

2. By testing their action iu sterihzing infected organic
matter.

In our investigation we employed both methods, but
especially the latter, as the conditions here resemble move
closely those occurring in infected wounds containiug

much necrotic tissue or other organic matter.
The result of preliminary observations was to direct

attention to the hypochlorites. It has been accepted, espe-

cially by those working at disinfectants for public health
purposes, that the hypochlorites are among the most
potent germicides. Rideal,'using carbolic acid as a standard,
expresses the germicidal power of hypochlorites as follows

:

Carbolic acid, 100 ; hypochlorites, 14,600 to 22,000.

The hypochlorites, used mainly in the form of bleaching
powder, have been largely employed for sterilizing water
supplies, but their use iu general surgery as antiseptics

has been very limited. It is an interesting fact that as far

back as 1846 Semmelweis stamped out an epidemic of

puerperal fever in Vienna by the use of bleaching powder.
Solutions of alkali hypochlorites, for example " Eau de

.Tavelle," have been used with success in surgical practice.

The fundamental practical difficulty iu the use of hypo-
chlorites is that in solution they rapidly lose their

strength by decomposition. In the case of Eau de Javelle

this difficulty has been overcome by making a strongly

alkaUne solution ; but this constitutes a new clifficulty, iu

that such a highly alkaline solution cannot be applied to

the tissues unless greatlj' diluted.

In onr observations on the hypochlorites we found that

hypochlorous acid is a more potent germicide than its salts,

and we have accordingly devised a method in which the

free acid is employed as the antiseptic agent. The acid
may be used as a gas or as a. solution in water.

Hypochlorous Acid.
For use as an antiseptic the gas is most conveniently

prepared by the action of boric acid on bleaching powder
in the presence of a small quantity of water. Tlie solution

is obtained when the same action occurs in the presence of

a large quantity of water.
For convenience we have given the name "Eupad" to

a powder consisting of equal weiglits of finely ground
bleaching powder and powdered boric acid intimately
mixed ; while the solution of free hypochlorous acid

inepared in this way we have named " Eusol."

Methods of Peeparatiox an'd Chemical Notes.
To prepare Eupad, ordinary commercial bleaching

powder or chloride of lime is ground iu a mortar to a fine

powder, and then intimately mixed with an equal weight
of boric acid powder. The mixture should be kept in

closely stoppered bottles, and not exposed to light more
than necessary.

Eusol may be prepared by two methods :

1. Tweuty-flve grams of Eupad are shaken up with 1 litre

of water, allowed to stand for a few hours, then filtered

through cloth or filter paper.

2. To 1 litre of water add 12.5 grams bleaching powder,
shake vigorously, then add 12.5 grams boric acid powder
and shake again. Allow to stand for some hours, preferably
overnight, then filter off, and the clear solution is ready
for use.

This solution contains

:

Hypochlorous acid
Calcium biborate
Calcium chloride

0.54 per cent.

Total... 1.99

The hypochlorous acid is estimated by titration with
N/10 arsenious acid solution ; this method is best, as the
presence of chlorates does not affect the result.

The chemical reaction involved in the preparation o£

hypochlorous acid by the method described may be
represented by the following equation:

2CaOC1.2 + 2H3BO,, = 2HC10 + CaBoOj -f CaCIa + 2H2O.

If the reaction takes place in the presence of a large

quantity of water, a solution of hypochlorous acid 13

formed ; if little water is used, gaseous hypochlorous acid

is given off.

'J"he hypochlorous acid in the form of a gas is mora
mobile, and will be absorbed by the tissue more rapidly

and in larger quantity than from the solution ; this will

explain its greater eflBciencj- as an antiseptic.

As the ultimate decomposition product in the tissue is

hydrochloric acid or sodium chloride, there is no reason to

fear toxic absorption from this autiseptic.

A concentration of 0.5 per cent, hjpochlorous acid has
been found the most satisfactory. Stronger solutions

may be prepared by this method, but no advantage is

gained, as they rapidly lose strength, coming down to

about 0.5 per cent, free acid, after -which they decompose
more slowly ; for practical purposes a solution of 0.5 per

cent, remains effective for from three weeks to a mouth.
The rate of decomposition may be seen from the following

experiments

:

Solutions made up—
(1) March 25th, 1915

,. 26th,

April 15th, ,,

(2) Mi-.rch 25th, 1915 0.42 per cent.

0.85 per cent.
0.76
0.33

April 15th,

2.02 per cent.

0.78 "

From these results it appears that a solution originally

0.83 per cent, decomposes to 0.3 per cent, iu the same
period as a 0.4 per cent, solutiou. A solution of even 0.25

per cent. HCIO has been found effective as au antiseptic

both by experiment and in surgical practice.

Andrewes and Orton- carried out an important elaborate

investigation on the value of hypochlorous acid as a dis-

infectant.' They found that very dilute solutions of hypo-
chlorous acid have intense autiseptic properties. They
showed thata suspension of Sta^jhijlococcnspyorjencs aureus
in pure distilled water was sterilized in one minute by the
presence of 1 part of IICIO iu 100,000. Iu a suspension in

broth 1 in 5,000 did not, but 1 in 3.000 did, kill the staphylo-

coccus in 30 minutes. From this they concluded that the
potency of the pure acid was so much diminished by the

presence of organic matter that it was unsuited to ordinary

use.

We ca.rried out various tests on the decomposition of

much stronger solutions iu the presence of organic matter.

Decomposition in the Presence of Organic Matter,
1. To 100 c.cm. of 0.4 per cent. HCI6 there was added 1 gram

of intestine; this was kept at room temperature and the
solution tested at intervals :

Original solution = 0.4 per cent.

After 30 minutes - 0.34

After 105 minutes =- 0.30 „

2. A similar experiment:
Original solutiou = 1-G pei' cent.

After 30 minutes ... ... = 1-5

3. To 5 c.cm. of broth were added 5 c.cm. 0.5 per cent. HC.'IO :

.Solution, giving 0.25 per cent.
,

After 30 minutes ... •. ••• 0-18 „
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4. Experiment similar to (3)

:

Original solution
Atter 5 minutes
After 30

:

AsAS a solution of 0.5 per cent. HCIO may be safely

Rl)])lied to open wounds, the objection wliicli Andrewes and

Ortou have based on experiments with very dihite

solutions docs not apply.

Experimental Tests,

1. Preliminary.

In the first series of observations relatively small

amounts—15 to 30 c.cm.—of the antiseptic to be tested

were used. Eijual portions of large intestine, or other

infected tissue obtained in the -post-morlcm

exposed for 'I' IW

.action of II i- di

several cliim

broth. Tlie IV ,,

ei"lit hours. It

s at room temperature to the

The tissue was then washed in

water and incubated in peptone
read in twenty-four and forty-

cessary to detail these. The
foHowing antiseptics were tested :

Salicylic acid (1 per cent.

alcoholic solution)
Sod. salicylate (10 per cent.

Phenol
Acrosyl
Kyniol
Chinosol (1 in 3.000)

Hydrogen peroxide
Mercury biniodide i.l in 1,000

aqueous)
Tinct. iodimit.
Potass

jueous)
lali

it)

aqueous)
Methyl salicylate (10 per cent.

Glycerine
Bleaching powder (10 per cent.)

urn permanganate Bleaching powder and hydro-
(4 per cent.) gen peroxide

Metli'rJated spirit Boric acid (saturated aqueous
Xurpeutpe solution).

In the above experiments the infected tissue was
sterilized on one occasion only—namely, where 1 in 20

phenol had acted for thirty minutes. In all the others

growth occurred within twenty-four hours.

These results were probably due in jjart to the fact that

so small an amount of anti-' plic \\;t- iKed. The amount
of antiseptic used has been -Ii-umi 1. i Ikivc a very impor-

tant influence on the result ii liirl.. ,.ii4 .'.l.irtin').

In tlic second series of cxperiincuts larger amounts of

antiseptic were used; as a rule 200 c.cm. The details of

tljese are' shown in the following table.

^D).—The tissue used in this series was child's intestine.

Consequently there was less thickness of tissue to

penetrate.
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Tbe conclusion from tbese series of experiineuts was
tliat where tlio gaseous acid alone \yas nctiug a marked
sterilizing result followed. ^Yl^ere tlie exposure was for

only ono hour sterilization was produced in one case out of

the three.

In all these experiments the large intestine was used

;

the pieces selected were of the sauie weigiit. and relatively

of the same tliickness. In some cases the iutestinc was
incubated overnight. In all cases tliere was a strong
fetor. Tlie bacteriology was not investigated in each
case, but in several instances an exaniiuatiou revealed
the presence of iuuuiuerablo organisms, both spore
bearers and ordinary forms.

Imniediatolj' on the application of the gas the odour
disappeared. After the action had proceeded for some
time a distinct bleaching effect was produced.

3. Kxperiixcnts tvifh (he Solitlioti Eitsol.

,
lu tbe following experiments the strength of tlie hypo-

chlorous acid is given in each case ; in several instances
stronger solutions than the standard 0.5 per cent, were
employed. These experiments were similar to those
already described for the other antiseptics. Phenol 1 iu 20
was used as a control in most instances.

r-.

G.G.
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tlie presence or absence of spore-bearing organisms. As
will be seen below, phenol has little action on spores.

4. Ex2>erimenls wilh Cultures of Organisms on Artificial

Media.

O. The organisms used were B.

pyogenes aureus, B. anthracia (spoi'

chlorous acid 0.5 jjer cent, was a|

perinieuls were done .with 1 in li'

antiseptic were added to 10

li, !^lap7r.iIococcus

I

" Hypo-
..il ex-

I irn. of

i.^ or to

an af^ar slope culture. Jlost of the cxperimeuts were

carried out at 37° C. The results are shown in tabular

form

;
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no obvious change in eitliei- red coi-pnsdes, leucocytes, or

platelets; at the end of a quavtei' of an hour a finely

m-anulai- precipitate appeared in the tthn, -which became

slightly opaque ; the colour of the haemoglobin was not

discharged.

Ci.iNK'Ai, Observations.

Through Ihc IviiiduL-ss o£ our surgical colleagues wo
have had tli. -Pi-ii nity of observing the results of

treatment \m: - 1
1

I 1 mis acid in a number of cases.^

The I'ollov. Hi I'l gives the conclusions which

have been jiiHi.lii.1 !>.. :in' application of the niethod in

practice. As will be seen, tliis part of the investigation is

still in au early sta,t;e, and fiuthcr clinical observations

will show how tar the prouiise of the laboratory results

can be realized in ))racticc. It is only necessary here to

deal with the cases in groups, reference to individual cases

will be made where some special point is illustrated.

Coii«idfr:ililv oT(.'r 100 cases of all kinds have been

tio i(' I
"ill !" iiiiliseptic in one form or another.

'II ,
,i|i .>E cases is that from the. surgical out-

pati, ; L .1.
]

lit of the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh.

It cuiuinihcs liic usual list of injuries, wounds chiefly of

the head and hands, lacerated, contused, or incised, many
septic.

.

Eusol (0.5 per cent, hypochlorous acid) was employed m
this seiies as a lotion, a soak covered with waterproof, or a

dry dressing—that is, gauze wrung out of the solution and

then applied with the usual covering of wool and bandage.

For comparison, similar injuries were treated with tincture

of iodine or with boric soaks.

Over 50 cases have been treated, and it was noted that

the majority i.'f sijitic cases were clean in one to three

days aiid Im'iK 1 m -\>n to fourteen days. In control

septii

iisu;
'

Ii

illy

this

Eus.il -..,.t.

weak applicatio

In some cases:

ric soaks four to six days were
1 I lic wound.

liLLk: difference was to be observed

il-trcated cases and the iodine-treated

ss smarting was produced by the Eusol

;

noticed in the case of children.

Ih ir the wound appeared to be clean

ly Eusol dry dressinr-s had been
I moved by one application of a

.111' ir.tuce is to be ascribed to a too

iuviiiy bf.'en put on in the first instance.

>atcd with tincture of iodine sepsis also

appeared, and this was easily removed by a Eusol soak,

one application for twenty-four hours usually being

sufficient.

The second series consisted of fourteen cases, mostly in

children, occurring in the out-patient department of the

Deaconess Hospit;il, l.i,.:i jii. It comprised cut heads,

whitlows, septic ul.^ :

Both Eusol and 1.
1

I'sed in this series. The
Eusol was used as m i!ic li:.,: series. The Eupad was
employed dusted on moistened gauze, and applied as

a soak for five to thirty minutes; if pain occurred

the soak was removed ; in two cases—a cut head
and a whitlow—the soak remained on for twenty-four

hours with no bad results. After the Eupad dressing was
removed, a Eusol soak or dry dressing was applied as the

circumstances indicated. In these cases with Eupad the

gas was the chief agent.

No pain was caused by the Eupad on the cut heads, and
in twenty-four hours, when the dressing was removed, the

outs were clean and dry, and healing occurred uneventfully

in three to six days.
The whitlows also rapidly cleaned under the Eupad dress-

ings followed by Eusol soaks, and no pain was complained
of. A large boil on the leg was opened, and a drain of

gauze powdered with Eupad was inserted ; on the second
day the wound was dry, and no pus could be expressed

;

the drain was repeated for another day, and afterwards
only dry sterile gauze put on ; it had completely healed by
the ninth day.

In one case of septic sores on the arm of a child a Eupad
dressing caused pain and slight vesication. This was
one of the early cases where the amount of Eupad used
was in excess of what was required. Also the wound was
on the flexor aspect of the arm whore the skin is much
more easily irritated than that of the scalp.

A series similar to the last, except that the patients were
•dults, was obtained from the Victoria Hospital, Edin-
burgh, at present used as an auxiliary Red Cross hospital.

Tlic cases were mostly superficial wounds due to slu'apnel.

Eupad Avas chiefly used and it was applied either dusted

on directly as a powder, or dusted on gauze and moistened

;

some cases had it applied as a fomentation. The Eusol

was used at first chiefly as a lotion to wash the wounds,
and later fomentations of it wero applied. The results

were very satisfactory in whatever way used ; septic

wounds rapidly cleaned and only in a few cases was pain

complained of. It was noticed that where pain occurred

it was the skin around the wound that showed signs oi

slight irritation and not the wound itself ; by smearing

vaseline on the skin around this effect was obviated. In

one case only was actual vesication produced and onlyof

very sliglit degree ; this was a case in which the moist

gauze containing Eupad had been too long and had been
folded double at one end—this caused a too great concen-

tration of the gas from the powder and consequent irrita-

tion. One case of a discharging sinus due to a bullet

wound was drained by a wick of wool dusted with Eupad ;

within two days the discharge became serous.

In order to see if the powder could be applied in a
practical form as a first field dressing, another series of

cases was done at the Royal Infii-mary surgical out-patient

department. Sterile gauze pads, of the same size and
folded in the same way as the regular first field dressing

supplied to soldiers, were made, and in the centre was
placed a definite amount of Eupad ; at first 1 gram was
inserted, but as that was found to be completely exhausted

in use, 2 grams were used later. These pads were applied

to injuries such as cut heads and hands when the cases

were admitted to the out-patient department; if the wound
were bleeding, the blood was allowed to damp the gauze

;

if bleeding had ceased, the pad was moistened with a little

water. The pads were allowed to remain on the wound
for twenty-four hours, and then further treatment was
employed as indicated. Seven cases were treated with
pads, and the wounds were clean on the patients' return ;

no pain or discomfort was complained of.

^Vhcre only 1 gram of powder was placed in the pad,

no trace of hypochlorous acid could be smelt after twenty-

four hours' application, but with 2 grams a slight odour
was still present in the damp powder.

Recently in the same department a number of cases of

chrouic ulcers of the leg have been treated with Eupad,
either dusted on directly or applied on damp gauze. The
results have been very striking : several ulcers which had
been treated with the usual methods for weeks with no
apparent improvement cleaned up in a few days under

Eupad.
The antiseptic has also been applied in large wounds.

lu the Dalmeny House Hospital (Red Cross) a number of

severe shrapnel wounds have been treated with Eusol ; it

will be sufficient for the present purpose to refer to two of

the worst cases.
Case i.

The first was that of a soldier who had a compound
comminuted fracture of the left femur. He was admitted
to Dalmeuy House Hospital about one mouth after the
wound was' received. Tliere was much imin and copious
foul-smelling discharge from two sinuses on the front and
back of the thigh, and there was pus around the fragments
of bone seen by the x rays ; the temperature was raised.

The wound was ti'eated for some weeks with hydrogen
peroxide syringed through ; then weak tincture of iodine

was similarly employed. Progress was very slow. Eusol
(0.5 HCIO) was then used in the same manner, and within
three days the odour had disappeared and the discharge
and paiu were much loss ; within ten days the temperature
had fallen to normal and the patient felt much easier.

The discharge gradually became less and serous in

character and the fetor did not return. The eusol treat-

ment was kept up, and improvement was steady and
marked. -Y-ray photographs showed callus forming
around the splintered ends, and now the bone has united

and the sinuses are practically closed. From the pus a
Gram-negative bacillus of the colt group was isolated.

In this case there seems no reason to doubt that deflnita

Improvement followed the application of Eusol.

Cash n.
The second case was that of a soldier who had a severo

shrapnel wound of the right arm, received on May 5th at

Hill 60. He had been treated with borio soaks until

admitted to Dalmony House Hospital on >Xay 15th. On
admission there was extensive laceration of the extensot

muscles and the radius waa shattered ; a musing, racced
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wound was prcseut, bathed in foul-siuoUinf; pus; there
was great paiu ami tlie touiiu raluro was su iiigiug. A soak
of Eusol (0.5 per com. lUlOi liihUeil 1 in 4 with sterile

water was applicil, l)ul had to ho rcnioved as so much paiu
was couiplaiueil of. .\ diossiut! of hypevisotouic saliue was
then applied : this was also painful. Eusol was then made
up iu normal saline iu 1 in 10 strength, and this was borne
without undue paiu as an anu-bath for one hour. This
was repeated daily. The odour disappeared after one or

two applications, the wound rapidly cleaned up, and paiu
disappeared. The temi^erature dropped iu a few days to

normal. By May 31st thei-e was marked improvement and
the wound was clean aud granulating iu spite of the fact

tliat there were fragments of bone and shrapnel still to

come away. On June 7th healing was well advanced, and
only a little serous discharge was present. Skin grafting

was performed on the 19th and took, aud the wound was
practically completely healed on June 30th.

In the ear aud throat department of tlie Royal Infirmary

cases of cerebellar abscess have been washed out with

Eusol with good results; immediate removal of the marked
fetor present occurred. It has also been employed in

mastoid operations with similar encouraging results.

In tlie maternity hospital Eusol has been used, full

strength, as a douche, aud caused rapid diminution of

discharge.

Both Eusol and Eupad have been used in several of the

wards of the intirmary and by some of our surgical

colleagues in their private practice ; cases such as the

following Lave been treated : Periappendicular abscess,

perineal abscess, cj-stitis, gangrene of feet, pyorrhoea
alveolaris, follicular tonsillitis.

The general conclusion from the clinical observations is

that bypochlorous acid, both iu solution and as a gas, has
a highantiseutic value in surgical practice.

Since there is no danger of absorption of the antiseptic

or its decomposition products the rule may be safely

followed of applying the antiseptic in the strongest form
consistent with the comfort of the patient.

Any bad effects that might arise are purely local iu

incidence, and therefore easily controlled.

Eusol (0.5 per cent. HCIO) has so far given no indication

of deleterious action even on devitalized tissues, and may
be used, therefore, with impunity in full strength. Eupad,
which acts in virtue of the gas given off, is much more
powerful iu its antiseptic action and causes more irritation.

The irritation, liowever, chiefly affects the surrounding
skin and can easily be obviated. Pain is a useful warning
that the application should be diluted.

The strongest effect observed in a wound was a super-

ficial bleaching of the tissue and slight blistering of the
suiTOunding skin; this was only produced by a thick

layer of moistened powder. We have never seen any sign

of necrosis in the form of slough formation. When the

powder amounts to one or two grams enclosed iu a gauze
pad no harmful effect is to be anticipated.

Fui-ther investigation is required to define the nature of

the reaction which bypochlorous acid causes iu the tissues.

Although it kills organisms so rapidly, no disintegration

occurs ; and there is no apparent breaking down of

tissue cells.

It causes congestion and oedema, and there is a flow of

lymph from the surface of the wound. Two factors are at

work here: a direct action by tlie acid on the blood vessels,

and the hyperisotonic effect of the salts iu solution ; when
the solution is diluted the hyperisotonic effect is corre-

spondingly reduced, and the antiseptic action alone

remains. It is unquestionably of the greatest value that

this solution combines the hyperisotonic effect with intense

antiseptic power, small risk of damage to the tissues, and
entire absence of toxic absorption.

It is a matter for further investigation to inquire liow far

benefit may be derived from the addition of sodium chloride

to the solution to increase its hyperisotonicity.

AVhen tlie antiseptic is applied to a wound the discharge
in the first place loses any fetor which may have been
present, and from being purulent rapidly becomes serous.

The antiseptic is easily exhausted, and therefore requires

frequent renewal. It should be clearl5- understood that

the function of this antiseptic is the elimination of sepsis

;

once sepsis is removed from the wound it may be discon-

tinued and replaced by any bland dressing. It is in the

treatment of septic wounds that the special power of this

antiseptic is made manifest.

It is to be noted that bypochlorous acid tarnishes metals,
and therefore instruments should be kept in a separate
cupboard, aud not left iu the solution longer than neces-
sary. It bleaches and destroys cloth fabrics if left in
contact w-ith them for a prolonged period.

An important point iu connexion witli this antiseptic ia

that the ingredients are easily obtained, aud at a very
small outlay. Tlie cost of making one gallon of Eusol is

approximately one penny.

Methods of T.'^e.

It is convenient to group these under an independent
heading. 'While we indicate tliose methods we have
observed In use, there are no doubt others which further
experience will suggest.

{a) FaisoI.—Standard strength, approximately 0.5 per
cent, bypochlorous acid.

1. As a lotion : diluted, if necessary, with water or
normal saliiio.

2. .-^s a foiiiciii;ni.in : covered w^ith waterproof.
3. On gauzr uiiihl; out of the solution and applied

without a walerprool covering.
4. As a bath ; full strength, or diluted as indicated.

(h) Etqiad.—W'liere it is desired to apply a more con-
centrated antiseptic Eupad may be employed as follows :

1. Eupad enclosed between layers of gauze or lint
charged with water sufficient to moisten the
Ijowder ; this is applied to the wound and covered
with wonl :Mnl ,1 l-.iiJaye.

2. ApplieJ ' iiiit covered with waterproof.
Thissli ,i 'J only for a short period—ten
to tw(_!,i \ III - :is a rule. Occasionally this
strong applii ,1: ;, ,: ... ,-. - i-iiu, aud, should this
occur, a weak. . 1

.
. l^ indicated.

3. On strands of un . 1 unpreguated with the
powder and aso.l i.n lii ;. 1 1 ;.i,o.

4. As a dusting powder—for example, on open septic
sores.

The general principle of the antiseptic application is

that it should secure the inaximura antiseptic effect with
the minimum of local irritation.

Where it is found desirable to increase the antiseptic

effect of the solution, a little of the powder may be added
to it just before it is applied, or a small amount of powder
may be dusted on to the wet gauze. In these waj'S the
action of the solution may be reinforced.

In conclusion we have to express our indebtedness to
members of the surgical staff's of the hospitals to which
we have referred for their kind cooperation and help in

this investigation.

CONCLUSIOXS.
1. Comparative tests confirm the conclusion already

arrived at by various investigators that bypochlorous
acid is the most powerful antiseptic known.

2. Practical methods of using this antiseptic have been
devised.

3. It can be used either as a gas or as a solution. The
advantage of using the gas is that it will penetrate and
will act at a distance.

4. Both the gas and the solution, while extremely potent
against organisms and their spores, cause little or no iKirni

to the tissues.

5. The eff'ect of this antiseptic is purely local ; the
decomposition i^roducts are devoid of toxicitj', and there
is therefore no danger to be apprehended from absorption.

6. A flow of Ij'mpli is induced from the wound as part o£

the reaction of the tissues.

7. Fetor is rapidly eliminated.
8. If pain and irritation occur they can be easily con-

trolled by reducing the concentration of the antiseptic.

9. The practical advantages of this antiseptic for field

use are

:

(a) It can be u.sed as a dry powder and therefore

obviates the difficulty of procuring water.

(6) It can be introduced into the gauze pad of the first

field dressing.

(c) Where water is available the same powder can be
made up as a lotion for general use.

10. The constituents of the powder are inexpensive and
easily procured ; aud the preparation of the antiseptic ia

extremely simple.
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11. For convenicneo tbe powder lias been called

"Eupad " aud the solutiou o£ liypoclilorous acid " Eusol."

Tliis investigation was undertaken at tbe request of tbe

Medical Research Cominittee.

Repebences.
' S. Rideal. Thorpe's Dictionary of ApvUed Chemisln), vol. ii,

London, 1912. " F. \V. Anilrewes and K. J. P. Orton, Cent. f. Bukt., J5,

1905-4. .M)t. 1. Dp. 645 ftiid 811. " Chick and Martin, Journ. oj Hvuiene,
vol. viii, 1908, p. 654.

HINTS ON WAR SURGERY.

CoioNEi, A. W. MAYOROBSON, C.V.O,, F.E.C.S.,

CONSULTING bchgeon easteb.n sieditebbanean.

This unpretentious paper, made up of bints derived from

practical experience, has been written at the suggestion

of some of my young friends who have been called to

serve almost immediately after receiving their qualification

to practise, and of others who have been engaged in general

practice for years but have felt it their duty to offer their

services to tbe State in this time of great national need.

Practically all the injuries requiring attention are gun-

shot wounds due to i-ifle bullets, pieces of shell or shrapnel

bullets—tbe first being pointed, the second irregular in

shape and size, and the third round.

Tbe wounds from rifle bullets are frequently small and
aseptic, but if tbe missile has turned on its axis, has been

diverted in its course, or has first struck tbe ground, it may
make a very largo wound, and in tbe last case may be

septic.

The velocity of a rifle bullet in tbe first thousand yards

bciug very great, a bard bone if it 'Ibe struck ^s\[\ be

shattered, and the separate fragments of bone. may have

so much force transmitted to them that each becomes a

mischievous projectile.

Tincture of iodine seems to be the best antiseptic for use

in the fighting line. Every soldier should therefore have

a small quantity with him, so that he can apply a little

to the wounds and to the skin for half an inch around

them before applying the protective gauze pads.

Tbe first dressing should not, as a rule, be disturbed

until a hospital is reached unless there be baemorrbage,

in which case it will be advisable to change it at the first

dressing station in order to arrest tbe bleeding ; if tlie

haemorrhage is only slight, compression over the lii-st

dressing may suffice until a hospital is reached.

If, on reaching a hospital, the first dressing is dry and
sticking to the wound, and there is neither pain nor

bleeding, the dressing need not be disturbed.

Unless absolutely necessary, as for baemorrbage or other

emercencv, it is undesirable to perform set operations on

the field or in transit, whether on a hospital ship or train.

Although bullet wounds are frequently aseptic and do
not require a change of dressing, yet, if the wound be

extensive or septic, they should be treated like shell

wounds.
Shell and shrapnel wounds are, as a rule, septic, and

should be freely irrigated and drained, the irrigation being

subsequently repeated twice or thrice daily if possible.

The best fluid for irrigation is normal saline solution, but

sea water drawn from the hot-water service taps on board

tbe hospital ships or taken up from tbe sea two miles from
shore, or plain boiled water, or weak iodine water, or a
light pink solution of potassium permanganate may be
eijually well used. Alter irrigation and free drainage tbe

wound may be filled with a 10 per cent, saliue solution or

with hydrogen peroxide solution 5 to 10 per cent., but it is

senseless waste to use an expensive antiseptic solution to

irrigate wounds.
If the drainage is not free the wound must be enlarged

or a counter opening made. The dressings must be
applied iu such a way as not to occlude tbe drainage tubes.

The removal of bullets and pieces of shell is not neces-

sary unless tbe foreign bodies are causing pain, keeping ux)

suppuration, or lying in positions dangerous to vessels,

nerves, or joints.

The greater number of nervo injuries recover spon-

taneously, therefore early operations on nerves are to be
deprecated.

In primary or recurrent baemonbage on the field

pressure should, as a rule, be adopted, and only in excep-
tional cases is it necessary or desirable to ligature vessel,?,

but if the pressure has not effected its purpose the bleeding
vessel or vessels must be ligatured at tlio first dressing
station.

In secondary haemorrhage it is not well to wait for

repeated bleedings but to ligature the bleeding vessel

without delay, as the next haemorrhage may be fatal or

may so far reduce tbe strength of tbe patient that amputa-
tion may be necessary, or possibly further treatment may
even be impossible.

If, owing to unavoidable delay or to deficient drainage,
gas gangrene threatens or has actually developed, a 10 per
cent, solution of hydrogen peroxide should be injected

dcei)ly into the tissues at various points beyond the
infected area and free incision made into tbe gangrenous
tissues and thorough irrigation and drainage carried out.

In gas gangrene of the extremities subsequent to the
treatment just mentioned tlie arm or leg bath can be
advantageously employed, but where that is impracticable
boric or iodized water poultices can be used aud changed
every four hours.

The apphcation of sutures to lacerated or infected
wounds should be avoided.
In abdominal injuries a morphine injection should be

given or a tabloid of moipbine administered by tbe
mouth immediately tbe patient is discovered. It is

desirable to avoid giving food, and, as far as possible,

even fluid, by tbe moutli. Thirst may be quenched by
rectal injections of normal saline flnid. These cases
nearly always die if transported far in an early stage,

therefore lot them remain as long as possible near the
front.

If peritonitis supervenes, the patient should be propped
up in the Fowler position, and drained above tbe pubes.
The operation can be carried out under local anaesthesia,

in a few minutes. The abdomen should not be washed,
and any long operation should be avoided until the base
hospital is reached, when, should anything be called for,

it can be done under the most favourable conditions.

Serious head injuries bear transport badly, and must be
operated on as soon as possible for the removal of blood
clot and depi-cssed bone causing pressure on the brain.

Fracture of the long bones and injuries to joints should
be immobilized by splints or some temporary apparatus,
obtained on the spot before removal from the field.

Conservatism is the rule of treatment for fractures, and
amputation should be avoided or rarely adopted as the
only possible alternative. Immediate amputation is

only called for in case of complete suiashing or almost
total tearing off of a limb.

Later, amputation may be required for traumatic gan-
grene or for rapid extension of gas gangrene, and, rarely,

for extensive diffused aneui'ysm, or for serious wound
complications attended with osteomyelitis and extensive
suppuration.

In all shell wounds or septic bullet wounds a dose of

antitetauic serum should be administered as a prophy-
lactic as early as possible after the injury.

In erysipelas or any streptococcic infection tbe use o£

antistreptococcic serum should not be omitted.

The late Surgeon-General Arthur .Tames Payne left

unsettled property to the value of £49,983.
The sovoruors of the Tower Hamlets Dispensary, an

institution founded in 1792, and carried on until recently in

Stepney, resolved a few months ago to close it. This
resolve" was due partly to the difHculty of collecting funds,
and partly to the diminution in the number of patients
attributed to the Insurance Act, and to the establishment
of tuberculosis dispensaries, and of nu'dicnl treatment
centres for school children. At a mei • n

1
-' li the

governors received a deputation fm I'oard

of Guardians, who desired that the il Id be
continued, and pmmiupd an increasuii ...:.;..,... .11 from
the board, i'l. > -1 . r - i-i that medicil piactitioucrs in

the district 1 . , 1
• <

1 ;
.

.

. ing of the dispensary, but the
chairman IkM ..j\ C. •,. luaiier could not be reopened, the
only question lo bu ULtciiiiined being the best method of

disposing of the sum of £450, the net cash balance in the
hands of the governors, who, however, also own the
building, valued at £650. The meeting appears to have
sei^arated without coming to any definite decision.
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THE DIAGNOSIS OF TYPHOID FEVER IN

IXOCLLATED SUBJECTS.

Bv GEOUGK D. DAWSON, M.D., D.P.H.Makch.,
tixrvEnsm of maschesier.

(A preliminary aecomit of a research carried out, muhr the

ilireclicni of Proj'etsor Delenine, at the Puhlic Health Lalwrntorii.

ilmicliester Vnirertitii. The cvpeiises in connexion nilh this

rettarch nrere defrayed by a grant made by the Medical liesearch

Committee.

)

SouE observations made whilst working with a certain

strain of the Bacillus mferitidis (7160)'" suggested that

this baciUus iniglit be of use in the diagnosis of typhoia
fever in inoculated persons. In such cases the usual

Widal test affortis little or uo help to a rapiil diagnosis.

During the period JiUiuary to June, 1915, quantitative

agglutination tests, more than 1,000 in all. were made with

tlie B. cniiritidis 7160 and with tlie B. iifjihosui with
blood obtained from the following classes of persons

:

Class 1.

—

Persons who had been inoculated tcith

typhoid " vaccine," and who, as far as could be ascer-

tained, were not suffering and had not suffered from an>-

illness resembling typhoid fever—50 cases. In noue did
the blood give a positive reaction with the B. cnfcritidia

7160. The blood of nearly all these cases caused
agglutination of a typical B. Iijphosus : the reaction was
very marked in most cases. In a small percentage the
result of the test was negative.

Class 2.

—

Persons ivho had not been inoculated with a

typhoid " vacci7ic," and who were suffering from typhoid
fever—50 cases. The blood of all these persons caused
agglutination of a typical U. typhosus. In 44 a positive

result with the li. enteritidis' 7160 was obtamed at the
first test. In 6 a negative reaction with this bacillus was
found on a first examination, but on testing a second
sample of blood in 5 of these 6 cases, each gave a positive

reaction. From the sixth ^ase a second specimen of

blood has not yet bceij obtamed. •

These results showed beyond doubt that active typhoid
infection confers ouvthe blood a power of clumping the

B. entcritidis 7160, which is not^produced by injection of

dead typhoid bacilli. They afforded strong presumptive
evidence that an inoculated patient whose blood gives a
positive reaction with the B. entcritidis 7160 is infected

with the B. typhosus or a near ally. "^

Class 3.—To test these conrlnsions, li c.isc's of sus-

vcctcd typhoid fivcr in :^ ' '
, , ::4i(ialcd.

Each case gave a povii - lu 7 the
clinical evidence decidi ''; jiiosis of

typhoid fever, and in (; -
'• \' is found

to give a positive reaction -witii tin /•'.
. ,:! niuiis 7160.

From 4 of these cases the U. tiipltosus \Yas isolated.

In 3 from the stools, and in 1 from the blood. From
none of these cases was the is. enteritidis or a B.jia?-a-

typhosus isolated. The other 7 cases, clinically, were
much more doubtful. In none was a positive reaction
with the B. entcritidis obtained. Careful bacteriological
examinations of the blood and excreta faUed to discover
theB. typhosus, the JJ.paratypihosus, 01 theB. enteritidis.

Conclusions.
1. A positive reaction with the B. enteritidis 7160 is due

to something more than previous antitj-phoid inoculation,

and hesitation in diagnosing typhoid (or paratyphoid)
infection should be occasioned only by the necessity of

excluding infection with the B. enieriiidis itself. The
symptoms associated with B. enteritidis infection are,

however, generally clear enough to make the distinction

easy.
2. A single negative test with the B. enteritidis 7160

does not exclude a diagnosis of tj-phoid fever, though,
if obtained late in the cour.sc of an illness, it would
constitute good evidence against typhoid infection.

Ilepeated negative tests are much more conclusive, and
shotild be of value in deciding the natiue of doubtful

cases. The time required, however, is a hindrance to

rapid diagnosis, which is absent in the case of a positive

reaction.

A full account of this research is in course of preparation,
and will be pubhshed later.

CHEAP ABSORBENT DRESSINGS FOR
THE WOUNDED.

By CHARLES -W. CATHCAET, F,R.C,S„
SENIOR SUKGEON, ROTAL IXFOtMAKT, EDlXBCrtGH.

1. Pineirood Satrdust.
In the British Medical .TonRXAL for October 17th, 1914,
I published a short note on the value of piuewood sawdust
as a cheap material from which very efficient absorbent
dressings for surgical work can be easily made. In the
following number of the Journal favourable opinions of
this material were expressed by Professor Eushton Parker
and by Mr. F. D. Bennett, and on May 26th of this year
an instructive paper on " Pinewood Sawdust as a Surgical

by Professor Kushton Parker, was published in
the Clinical Journal. To these recent papers and letters
your readers may be referred for information as to the
value of pinewood sawdust.
My present reference to the subject will be limited to

an indication of some recent improvements in the method
of preparation.

Instead of a fairly open muslin we now use one with a
close mesh, which has 70 by 50 threads to the square
inch. This retains the tiuer particles of wood in the bags
and renders the use of a No. 40 sieve unnecessary. It costs

2id. a yard of 40 in. wide. A No. 8 riddle or sieve is

used as before to exclude the larger fragments of wood,
and all that passes through it is employed for the
dressings.

The bags are now made of three sizes—namely, 12 by
8 in., 10 by 6 in., and 7 by 5 in. The same sizes are used
for the otbeij two materials recommended in this paper.
The method of tearing the muslia and sewing the bags
is described in one of the leaflets to be afterwards
referred to.

Besides sawdust, however, there are two other sub-
stances— both also home products— which are better
absorbents than cotton-wool, and are available under
present circumstances at a very low cost. These are
fresh sphagnum vioss, and moss becoming peat, which for

short we may call^Jcai moss or moss peat,

2. Sphayjium Moss.
The following particulars are taken from an article con-

tributed to the Scotsman on November 17th, 1914, by
Professor I.. Bayley Balfour and the present writer:

Bog moss or sphaf^num is the only moss which in
nature has a far-reachiu,q inlluence upon the surface of
the earth as a soil-forming ai^ont, and it is the only
moss which has proved itself as yet to be of economic
value to civilized nations. Its formative influence and
its economic value respectively depcud upon the
peculiar construction of the plaiit. Its smooth stem
is densely beset with leaves, and emits a branch at
every fourth leaf ; often these branches are turned
downwards, and apply themselves more or less closely
to the stem. At the peripliery of the stem are one or
more layers of fine colourless chambers, known as
capillary cells, whose thin walls have big perforations,
and are strengthened against collaiise by a thickening
band running spirally or in rings avoimd the inside. The
leaf is formed of a'single layer of chambers or cells.

Some of them, narrow and green, form a network of
feeding cells, in the meshes of which are larger, broader,
colourless cells, perforated ' and thickened after the
fashion of those of the peripheral layers of the stem.
The whole construction results iu a system of delicate
capillary tubes, having the cttoit of a verv fine sponge.
The perfoi-ated cells readily tal;e iu water and hold it

firmly. The water can be squeezed out of them but
they do not collapse, and are ready to take in water
again.
In life the plant takes all its water from the atmo-

sphere. It is not dependent on soil water, and from top
to bottom is laden with the water retained in its delicate
chambers. By its mode of brandling the plant forms
compact cushions. These have a bul-iiiLj ( iiii iv. and as
the older parts die off below and p;' litiou

of peat, the tops constantly ana ^ i " and
branch so long as the precipitation I "i Ihc
atmosphere stifJices. While thccIJ' ;

thus
gi-owing new cushions are being formed by laicral exten-
sion, and thus there is formed wbat is Imown as " High
Moor." By gradual extension at the periphery the.
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plant may in time cover miles of country, sineatliug
over, and in the end exterminating, adjacent vegetation,
even forest. Ou all our mountains and moors sjibaguum
is found in patches of varying extent, small or large.
The presence of these capillary cells makes sphagnum

economically useful. Horticulturists have long made
use of it as an agent for holding moisture around sucli
plants as orchids ; moreover, by chopping it and mixing
it with soil in pots, they secure that moisture does not
pass too quickly through the soil. In recent years the
upper layers of the sphagnum dejiosit have come largely
into use for stable litter instead of straw on account of
its great power of absorbing and retaining fluids. There
is, however, a further economic use which has been
found for it—the importance of which at this critical
time cannot be over-estimated—that of a substitute for
cottonwool in the dressing of wounds. For this ])urposo
its resilient perforated cells fit it admirablv, and, indeed,
suggest its superiority to cotton-wool "in absorptive
capacity. We owe the introduction of sphagnum moss
:": a surgical dressing to Germany, where it lias been
I tablislicd for this purpose for many years. Fus est it
,10 ]! >ir ./.<,//.f-lu tlie early eighties of last century a
^vo!i:lll.^u at-tTUe of the outlying peat moors in NoVth
(iitiiiiiiuy accidentally sustained a severe lacerated
Avouud of the forearm. In the absence of anything
better to apply to the wound, his fellow-workmen
wrapped it up with fragments of peat which weje lying
near, and after an interval of ten days he arrived at the
surgical clinic at Kiel with the original dressing undis-
turbed. It was feared that the wound when u\posed
to view would be found in a very unsatisfactory
state, but, on the contrary, when "the peat dress-
ing was removed tlie wound was found to have
healed in a most satisfactory manner. The unex-
pectedly good result obtained with a dressing material
^Aliieli at tirbt siglit seemed so unpromising led lo a
1 nil till inquirx ijilo its nature and jiroiierties. An in-
^c<!il;;l(ioll was iiiaa<- li-om the pUysieal. cliciiiicai, and
bocti rioloyieal puiiits of view of the growing plant on
I lie --inface of the moor, downwards through its various
stages of decay to the brown amorphous deposits of fully-
formed peat at a varying distance below. The inaetical
outcome of tliis inquiry was that the value of splia'^nuni
moss as a surgical dressing was found to be due to its
mar\ellous power of absorbing fluids. The growing
plain, collected and dried, has this power at its
maxiiiium, but the light brown layers of semi-decayed
:iioss w hich lie above the peat proper retain great ab-
sorptive powers, and constitute the valuable material
I;nown as "moss litter.'' It was probablv from this
layer that the extemporized drc'^'^iii':

wastaken. After its value had Im u ,|;. .,

papers dealing with sphagnum m. -- ,( - .1 -
: ,1,

ing were published in German m>,-,.^,,[ ,,n

Xeuberi and ot'-'^i- v., t.-.,.,. ],.v,y ii,,„,^
,

splia;^iuim mo-- '^ -epted as the ;-

lid other similar

erred to
I. many
.1 dress-
,a!s by
iiat is,

laudard
leciuirc-

iiieuts inmedua;
1

- me of tlie largest German
hospitals and in luiwuc jjiaetice. Thirty years' e.x-
perieiiee has not lessened the favourable opinion at first
formed of it in Germany, but we have been slow in this
country to recognize its value. British surgeons use
mostly Iheprepared product known as "absorbent cotton-
Avool.'' It is much less efficient than sphagnum moss,
and is considerably dearer than moss woiUd be if we
used the moss which grows plentifully in our own
country instead of importing it prepared from abroad.
The methods of preparation employed are not designed to
improve the absorbent powers of sphagnum moss- they
.-ould not do that. They only furnish the surgeon with
tlie moss in more compact and more conveniently
handled forms. For practical .purposes, however,
siihaKiium moss, which can be gathered on our moors
and damp places, can be tttilized without any prepara-
non worthy of the name in a technical sense. The
growing plant and its underlying lavers of withered
stems and leaves should be collected, picked free of
other plants, and dried. It has afterwards only to be
lightly packed in bags of -'butter muslin," which are
I hen sewn up and handed to the surgeon, to steriUze
and place on the wound. Such pads are soft, elastic,and very comfortable for the patient. They are easily
paclicd, convenient to handle, and extraordinarily
absorbuni. *

Xo doubt many proprietors in districts where moss
gi'owg p]. iitifully would allow school children Boy
Scouts, and others to collect the moss, and members of
the Bed Cross Society with time to spare might bo
found wilhng to carry out the simple preparation which

the surgeon requires. An organization for the purpose
would have to be formed, but this should present no
great difficulty.

It would be well if moss destined to be sent by train to
any centre or centres were dried in the district in which
It was collected, as by far the greater part of the weight
of the fresh plant is due to the water it contains. This
will be evident from the following simple experiment
recently performed in the Royal Inflrmaiy : 5 lb. of
the fresh moss were weighed out, then pressed, and
slowly di-ied by heat. It was found that the diied
plant, which had retained 41b. 6 oz. weight of water,
itself only weighed 10 oz.

Until the British firms can put on the market the moss
from our own moors at a moderate price, much may be
done by voluntary workers to make use of this at
present neglected but most valuable surgical dressing
for our wounded men.

Since this article was written several letters on the
subject, from the Marquess of Breadalbane and others,
have appeared in the Scotsman and other Scottish news-
paper.s, and tlio luoss is being collected and sent into the
War Dressings Supply, Edinburgh, by voluntary workers
from all parts of the country. The same might, no doubt,
be done in many parts of England, Wales, and Ireland.
As an inducement—it such be required—lo proprietors

to allow this moss to be collected and removed from the
moors it may be mentioned that sphagnum moss harbours
the beetle which is responsible for grouse disease. This
was pointed otit recently in the Scotsman (.Tune 19th)

:

For this well-known jilant an unusual demand has recently
spi-UHg up in hospitals, as it is believed to be an excellent sab-
Btitnte for cottonwool for dressing purjioses. In numerous
parts of the Ilii^ljiamls it is being gathered by mauv willing
hail ih I t J the receiving depiits. .. . Proprietors
anil ' oulcl hail with pleasure the total cxtir-
pat! Ii is within its narrow, simple leaves that
the 1. . , beetle lays its clutch of eggs. A widely
ftckii 'Oil the economy of moors—ilr. Percy
H. I

'

en it as his definite opinion that prac-
t'C'ill ijised heather are due to the ravages of
thi- • hat similar statement was made iu Ibe
repel

:

( ommittee issued seven or eight vears
ago. Owiuy te It- perennial dampness, it is difficidt or impos-
sible to destroy sphagnum by burning, and the picking of it by
hand will operate potently to the benefit of game preserving.

Peat J/088.
This name lias been given to the semi-decayed sphagnum

moss which forms the upper layers of certain deposits of
peat. Other deposits have been formed from heather. As
a material for surgical dressings tlje less decayed and
therefore more fibrous upper layers are preferable. These
are selected at Messrs. Richardson's " moss litter " works
by the instructions of Mr. Richardson, who has kindly
interested himself in this matter. The selected " bricks "

after being torn up by machinery are compressed into
bales and sent out like tliose of ordinary moss litter. After
the removal of the binding wires the bales are easily
broken down into a loose material which can be further
reduced by rubbing between the hands. In this process a
good deal of fine dust is produced, but, like the tine wood
dust, it is retained by the close mesh of tlie muslin em-
ployed for the bags and is a valuable absorbent. These
peat moss dressings are extremely absorbent and very
light.

As absorbents all three of the above-mentioned materials
— sawdust, dried sphagnum moss, and peat moss—are
superior to cotton-wool in one important particular : they
diffuse the discharges in the bags and retain them much
better. While a mass of absorbent cotton-wool laid over
a freely discharging wound will allow the discharge to
pass through to the bedclothes before the greater part
of the cotton-wool has been used, bags of these materials
suck up the discharges and become tilled with them.
They are all very valuable also where there is an outflow
of urine.

As regards price, the chief expense is the muslin for the
bags. Sawdust and peat cost a fraction of a penny per
pound. '\'oluntary workers in the country collect and dry
the moss, and in most cases send it to the War Dressings
Supply Organization in Edinburgh carriage paid. What
the price would be were all the workers paid is another
matter, but in present circumstances the cost is very
little.

The following appreciation of the value of pinewood
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... .Just as a dressing for septic wounds is very valuable.

lu is the translatiou of a letter from Dr. Stauffer, McJdecin

en Chef. Hopital Puuierloqiic, Dinavd. to JFrs. Bionilcy-

P:ivouport, of tlie ^Yar Hospital Supply Depot at Hove.
has kindly given me permission to publish it:

iainc,—Miss du C Save me, from you. a few days afjo,

liaj<s of piue sawdust to try as a woiiiul (hessing. 'I liavc
' lie buiis m my treatiiicnt for ten days. I found them very
ictory, aud it is w iih pleasure I commuuicate to you the

1 rom the point of view of absorption the hags are more
'iitageons than the best cotton, ono Imii al.nu- of 45 grams
- the pUice of 250 of cotton. Iln

'

s place
illy slowly, and, tlianks to the lar iwiiiist,

niiltratiouismuch more general in is than
I-. in that of the cottou-wool. Tin wetted

. .,i.t through in one place alone hefoic >,..- ..,.u,^ ... llio saw-
dust has become absorbed. The opposite takes place in a
wound dressing of cotton. One spot is wetted through quickly,
and spoils the bandages, the body linen, aud the sheets, whilst
the surrounding dressing remains drw

2. Its power of deodorizatiou i.- \- 1. -ii. ;i
. The smell of the

pine is so penetrating tliat it : ;
- . Ways that of the

wounds; and the baudages 1 :, uiled with this
smell, and can therefore be n . 1 a lu \v:i. ii. for a military
hospital, meausa consiilerabK' cc uiomy m bandages.

3. From the two precoliii-: ciuisiUi-rations there necessarily
follows a very appreciable < i iMiuy in bed linen.

I shall be pleased ai!il ii.iinitelviiiateful if, Madame, you would
send me a considerable liuautity.

Cotwhisions.

To sum up, there are several advantages in usiug
absorbent dressings made of the materials mentioned

:

they are thoroughly satisfactory as dressings, are very
cheap, and can be prepared by voluntary workers -without

technical training. None of them is injured by
sterilizing.

The War Dressings Supply Organization in Edinburgh
prepares all three forms of dressing, and sends them out
to hospitals for the wounded, where necessary, free of

charge, in other cases at a minimum cost to cover working
expenses.

As some of the leaflets drawn up to help workers to

collect sphagnum moss and to prepare the dressings from
it as well as from sawdust and peat may be useful to

others wishing to organize similar work, I shall be glad
to see that they are supplied if requests are addressed to

inc at the IJoyal Infirmary, Edinburgh.

Ef.feren-ce.
1 F.rfabrungen fiber lodolorm uud Torf-Verbaude, Arcli. f. Min.

< '(..Bd. 27.1882. 8. 757.

MEDICAL. SUllGICAL, OBSTETRICAL.

WOUND DRESSING.
I ii.wE found the following method useful in the treat-

ment of many of the wounded arriving from the front

:

Take an ordinary patty tin and puncli a hole about

the size of a shilling through the middle. These tins

may bo bought, of various sizes, at a cost of 2d. or 3d.

a dozen. They are saucer-shaped, with rolled-over edges.

Place the patty tin over the wound, resting by its rounded
border on the healthy skin beyond the wound ; fix it to

the skin by one or two narrow pieces of rubber strapping,

and cover it with sufficient antiseptic gauze and wool (or

oakum) to absorb any escaping discharges, and apply a

bandage over all in the usual way. The patty tin should

be bent, if the part be rounded, to fit comfortably. This
is easily effected by hand.
The advantages of this method o£ treatment arc

many

:

1. There is no pressure on the wound, as the dome o£ the

tin stands half an inch above it. Any drainage tube

projecting from the wound is likewise shielded from
pressure.

2. If there be much discharge, it can easily escape into

the hollow of the tin, instead of being blocked in the
wound by the dressings.

3. When a dressing is changed there is nothing adhering
to the wound, since nothing touches it. There is conse-

quently no bleeding or pain and no damage to granulation
tissue or young skin when the dressing is removed.

4. The patty tins may bo boiled and used over and over
again, thus making for econom}'.

5. The state of the wound can bo judged by looking
through the hole in the tin, which may often be left an
extra day in position.

6. Should a wet dressing be desired, an unperforated tin
may be used to cover it, instead of oilsilk.

E-wter. I>. W. Samways, M.D., D.Sc, M.R.C.P.

ECLAMPSIA OF PREGNANCY.
I \yAS recently called in by a colleague to sec a woman
suffering from acute eclampsia in the seventh mouth of her
eighth pregnancy. She was unconscious, aud fits were
occurring every few minutes; the tongue protruded for
about 4 inches from the mouth ; the urine was loaded with
albumin, aud there was no sign of commencing labour.

Injections of niorpliiue had proved unavailing. Ilyoscina
and morphine was injected, and the patient was put under
chloroform aud a lumbar puncture made till the canal was
drained; it was under pressure (120 drops to the minute).
She was next bled to 1 pint, aud was then given 2 pints of
Rogers's hypertonic solution intravenously. Two phials o£
pituitary extract were afterwards injected. The tongue
was well slit f10m tip to base at each side.

After sLs hours I found her sitting up in bed, quite sen-
sible. There had been no further fits, aud large quantities
of uriue had been excreted. I then t^nve 40 Lrvaius of
calcium chloride, and injected two more pliial< of pituitary
extract, and twelve hours later spontaneous delivery
occurred without any one being present. The child was
dead. There have been no unpleasant symptoms since,

but her urine still contains some albumin.

Nairobi. R. W. BuuKiTT,.r.R.C.S.Irel.

CLINICAL AND SCIENTIFIC PllOCEEDINGS.

DORSET AND WEST HANTS BRANCH.
At a meeting held at Sherboi'ne on July 7th, Dr. C. D.
MuspEATT, President, in the chair. Dr. Uxwin of Yeovil
read a paper on The thyroid gland, which dealt with the
development, anatomy, physiology of and pathological
changes in, the gland. Under the latter heading was
given a description of Graves's disease, which was looked
upon as a disease arising from a derangement of the perfect
balance normally existing between the actions of all the
internal secretory organs, more especially the thyroid,
suprarenals, and pituitary gland, the cause of the derange-
ment being, more often than not, a sexual one. An allied

condition, though not true Graves's disease, occurred in
young married women after the birth of the first child,

and the underlying cause here was ccrtuinlj' a sexual one.
This condition was characterized by a loss of flesh and
colour, and a placid uaturc became an easily worried
one. These women always felt better when pregnant.
Cases coming under the heading of thyroid inadequacy were
next dealt with, aud lastly the treatment of the various
conditions was described and illustrated by the treatment
of actual cases. The paper was discussed by the Presi-
dent, Dr. Edwap.ds, Dr. Mideltox, Dr. Haylock, and Dr.
Simmons. Dr. Whittingd.lle showed a case of Complete
ophthabno2>legia in a woman, aged 68. She was married,
and bad one child ; there had been no miscarriages ; no
history of syphilis. She first noticed drooping of the left

eyelid about Easter, 1915, and at the same time had pains
behind the left ear ruuning up to the vertex, sickness and
slight vertigo occasionally. Later complete ptosis super-
vened, with a fixed pupil and loss of all power of movement
in the eye. The other eye aud both I'l ,.( 1 noiinal.

The knee-jerks were not very active. SI, !
;' i;,il.;ing

antispecific remedies, but without any 1
I lotho

headaches. Dr. McCarthy sho^\ed a ra <i '',,,.. (.'/Ha

of six mouths' standing in a healthy dmnestie servant,

22 years old, immediately following a severe scald of the
foot. The affection was symmetrical in character, covering

the face and neck, and in the former situation having the

distribution of lupus erythematosus. The general opinion

expressed was that it was an artificial eruption,'the agent
employed being probably lysol.
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and operating with that " speed wliich should be the
achievement not the aim of the operator."
We cannot praise this work more highly than to say

that it is well worthy tlie reputation of its author, and that
it should be the cherished possession of every active-
minded surgeon.

OSTEOLOGY AND ARTIiriOT.oriY.
Ix the first part of the fourth voluiuo ,,!' o»<'//('s Analoimj^
Professor Bhyce deals with tlic I,mu. s ,ir,l joints, subject?
which, in our opinion, had not i,, , oilier editions been
treated with t'^ :,',,-;, n f,, .1 I:mI wliicli characterized,
for example, ;

I ' ' ii- u.uscular and nervous
systems,an:.:

,

:':,.• .-,. liad a right to expect
lua book th.ii i' 111,1,1

,

,:n |, list has been regarded
I- ii '

I

! " ' (, . )

'.!i,, ',,(-: all the more glaring
"'

'

I

' '
i' " I' 1' )-iically English a text-

'"'|'>
' '

;"" ii .' I:.' w .i I ways set great store on
•- '-^ ''-'Ir^^ 'i ...,,LL.l.j<,y a.i 'Jic basis for a knowledge of
anatomy generally.

In the present edition the defect is more than made
good; in fact the subjects are more fully treated than in
any other textbook in our language, and only the absence
of the outline markings on tlie bones for muscular attach-
ments remains to remind us of the former shortcoming.
The editor lias incorporated in the volume all the recent
work wliioli has been done on the subjects in Britain, on
the fniiUnoit, and in America, and he rightly takes the
opporlnuity presented by the preface to acknowledge par-
ticularly his debt to Le Double and Fick. We are, further,
glad to liud Pfitzner's work on the accessory elements in
the carpus and tarsus so well represented, but regret that
greater prominence has not been given to Schwalbe's
description of the markings on the endocra.nial surfaces of
the temporal bone. The attention paid to the morphologi-
cal side of the subjects is an old feature, and is well main-
tained in the present edition, while the fullness with
which the embryological side is considered te an innovation
rendered necessary by the great advance in embryology.
The form and arrangement of the book are the same as

those to which we have become accustomed from past
editions, wliile the changes in nomenclature are .so few
and are made with such judgement and discretion as to
disarm all criticism.

A large number of new ilhistvations have been added,
andare in every way worthy of tlie place they occupy.

AVe have no hesitation in stating that the volume
furnishes us with the most interesting and readable
account of the parts of anatomy of which it treats with
which we are acquainted.

GUIDES TO DIAGNOSIS
We are pleased to see that Dr. IjUftw

heahlr.- -MjM i> , :' ,,,!;.; ,,! Or li n-, ;

3 Index of
itiou. U is a distinctlyh 11-. !, r should be in
'"''

.

'"' oian just start,
•
'"'''

: ,ily be named
''<' ! ' surer way of

'•- li
: li.m the estab-

1 • , case of doubt
:' li."il. iliat can be read

title suggests, an index
is such its completeness
.mst have entailed a vast

In his preface to the
points out that in doubtful cases

ly reached by process of exclusion.

orpei|M. ix. 1- ;., on;. ,,i •:•„
m the .jriliuary way, but, as the
and purely a work of reference,
is admirable, and its compilation
amount o'' .i:o-;rjl,' mid researc:
first 0,1:- r I

a dia-i;

The pi;\si ,111. I;,i\iug seized upon a few prominent
featnres, is at once able to say that the disease is one of
perhaps a dozen. Further investigation mav narrow down
the possibilities to one ailment. But if, on the contrary
he find himself .nt f.ioH and proceeds to a hunt through
his library, la- i

:
- 1. :, utticulty that in most medical

works disease- ,., ,, i-^.. form the headings. In the
present worl; )]. ;:,. :,, ,, ^, ,, follow the same order as
that which is talang place m his own brain. By turning

-Quainsl-lcmciitsof Anatomy
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up oue after the other the symptoms of which ho seeks the

Bource, he is guided to the diseases in -which thoy coucar,

and, as tlie author truly i-emai-ks, '• a mere glance will often

f'.iruish the missing clue." In the present edition a largo
•• ••;bor of new symptoms and many new clinical tests

been added, and the intcrlineary notes have been con-

; :ibly amplified. This increase iu matter will doubt-

- luhauce the value of the book, which, although of

liaudy size, is no longer adapted for carrying iu the pocket.

In a work of so comprehensive an aim perfection is not

reasonably to be expected, but the author comes as near

it as may be. We are surprised to miss phthisis from the

list of "diseases causing i-efles or irritative vomiting,

although enlarged bronchial glands and fibroid lung are

included.

The book now published by Dr. E. C. C.\bot, on

Differential Diagnosis.^ is tlie third edition so far as

i-egards the first volume of a work we noticed some four

years ago (August 26th, 1911, p. 447) ; but the second
volume is entirely now, being an extension of the original

plan on the same lines, but including a number of other

headings. The plan of the book is to take a subject, such
as pain, distinguished as to its situation, or fever, cough,

or haematoria, and after somewhat brief general remarks
on the bearing of these " presenting symptoms," the sub-

ject is illustrated and amplified by descriptions of cases,

which are discussed, and a diagnosis arrived at on the

facts so far as they are available. The first volume dealt

with pain in various situations and with eleven common
symptoms. In the second volume nineteen other symptoms
are discussed, including abdominal and other tumours,
ascites and abdominal enlargement, vertigo, haematemesis,
haemoptysis, dyspepsia, melaena, pallor, and polyuria.

The major pai-t of the book is taken up by the reports

of cases ; there are 383 in the first, and 317 in the

second volume. Iu noticing the first edition we ven-

tured to express a doubt as to the utility of these

discussions, as iu the majority of cases the correctness of

the diagnosis is, after all, left in doubt. In very few of

the cases was there either a necropsy or such a biopsy as

places the condition beyond dispute. For example, there

are 12 cases of haemoptysis, with two deaths, but only one
post-mortem examination. In oue other the existence of

tuberculosis is affirmed on the basis of the inoculation of

a guinea-pig. In all the other cases the diagnosis is

doubtful ; the author comes to a conclusion in many
cases, and gives his reasons for doing so ; but such dis-

quisitions are scarcely convincing, and, although the

reader is in no position to dispute the conclusions, he
may feel himself unable to derive much benefit from the
exercise. Leaving aside the cases and passing to the
general introductory remarks, we find these are marked
by extreme dogmatism ; it is surprising to be told that it

is questionable whether vertigo bears any relation to

stomach derangement, or that diarrhoea is rarely caused
by errors of diet, or that the " truly gastric causes of

indigestion may be reduced almost entirely to two—cancer
and ulcer." It is quite true that vertigo is rarely seen in

grave cases of stoiuach disorder, but it is none the less

very frequent in cases of slight stomach derangement, the

greater number of which are too transient to call for medical
assistance. Similar considerations apply to those most
numerous cases of diarrhoea which are caused by indis-

cretion of diet ; further, we are unable to follow the ruiiug

that excludes from among the common causes of dyspepsia
gastritis, either acute or chronic, and atonic dilatation of

the stomach. The time devoted to the studj' of such a
book as this might be better given to the observation and
recording of cases in the wards.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
"rral Surgery^ is part of an annual series, and is

led with forty-five excellent half-tone jilates repre-
ijg advances "in operative surgery and technique.

Vols, i and ii. By R. C. Cabot. !M.D.
I and Ijondon: W. B. Sauuders Company. 1915. {Roy. 8vo.

in>. 754; 195 figures; 24a. net. Vol. ii, pp. 708; 254 figures;

< ,ie Practical Medicine Series. Under the general editorial cliavge
C. L. Mix. -A.M . M.D.. and R. T. Vavishan. Ph.B.. M.D. Vol. ii:

eiieral Surgerv- Edited by John B. Murphy. A.M.. M.D., LL.D.,
R.C.S.Eng.lHon.). F.A.C.S. Series JS15. Chicaeo: The Year Book
jblishers. 1915. iCr. «vo, pp. 602; 49 plates, 180 figures.)

Dr. Mi;rphy has evidently spared no pains in order to
keep the work up to date. The summaries on anaesthesia
and analgesia are ot special importance, because in the
iutroduction tljc editor lays stress on the fact that the
number of deaths from anaesthetics reported in the public
press of Great Britain from 1910 to 1913 was 700. In the
text he analyses a review, by A. L. Flemming, of inquests
in England' on cases of death duriuj; anaesthesia, which
was the subject of an editorial iu au "Aiuerican contempo-
rary. Chloroform comes out very badly, but the per-
centage of fatalities with other less frequently used
anaesthetics cannot be accurately compared with the
]iercentage ot chloroform deaths. In Flemming's opinion
a large number of these fatalities would not have occurred
if ether had been used during the induction, or at any
rate during the struggling stage. The volume contains
abstracts of recent work on the gall bladder ; infections ot
tliat reservoir independent of calculus are not so rare as ia

generally believed. Bacteriological examination of the
tUiid contents ot the gall bladder gives trustworthy results
only in the acute stage. The editor himself insists that a
diagnosis of the presence or absence of infection iu the
gall bladder can ouly be made with certainty by excising
portions of its wall tor ciUtural and microscopic purposes.

The ninth volume of the American Society of Tropical
Medicine ^ contains the papers read before the society and
imblished under its auspices in 1914. The papers show
tliat a considerable amount of work has been devoted to
aiiidiliic dysentery, a branch of tropical medicine to
^\llnll Americans have paid special attention. Tho
vuliune also contains papers on plague, beri-beri, leprosy,
malaria, and other tropical diseases, and is well worth
careful study by those interested in tropical medicine.

The American Society of Tropical Medicine. Vol. is. 1914. New
leans : Tulane University Press. 1915. (Roy. 8vo, pp. 248 ; illus-

tcd.)

IMPERIAL CANCER RESEARCH FUND.
TuE annual meeting of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund was held on July 20th; Sir 'William Church, iu tho
unavoidable absence of the President, the Duke of Bedford,

occupied the chair. The Committee re-elected Professor

Ci. Sims Woodhead and Dr. Bulloch, F.Pi.S., as their repre-

sentatives on the Executive Committee, whilst Sir Thomas
Barlow, Bt., K.C.Y.O., was nominated for election by the

lioyal Colleges as an additional member of the Executive

Committee. Sir Rickman Godlee, Bt., K.C.Y.O., was
elected a member of the General Committee.

Eepoet of Execdth'e CoiiaiTTEE.

The report of tho Executive Committee stated that

owing to the serious depletion of the staff caused by tho

fact that most of its members had obeyed the call of tho

War Ofiice for trained investigators and were on activo

service, the work of investigation had been greatly inter-

fered with. Fortunately Dr. Tsurumi, formerly assistant

to Professor Kitasato and Dr. Takahashi, recommended by
Professor Honda, Director of the Imperial Naval Medical

College, Tokio, came to this country from Germany on the

outbreak of the war, and had oft'ere"d their services. They
had been selected as suitable worker.?, and had carried out

valuable researches and materially assisted the Director in

the routine work. Of the seven laboratory attendants of ser-

viceable age, four joined the army, with the result that the

work had been further limited for waut of trained assistants.

Iu December Dr. Bashford, owing to failure of health,

resigned his appointment of General Superintendent of tho

Fund and Director of the Laboratories. The Committee, in

accepting his resignation, fully recognized that to him tho

successful organization of the Imperial Cancer Research

Fund was mainly due. He ably represented the Fund both

at home and abroad at various congresses and other

meetings, and his acknowledged position as the head of

cancer research in this country was largely due to the

judicious manner in which he assisted and encouraged

iuvestigators in other laboratories, whilst always taking

care to emphasize the value of the support he received

from the Executive Committee aud from the Royal

Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons. It was to his fore-

sight that the Fund was indebted for the firm opposition

taken in regard to the German Cancer Committee,

which, with its head quraters at Berlin, endeavoured

to gather aU cancer research under ita control. Great
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Britain alone, tlivougli the action of the Executive Com-
mittee, remained outside the German net, and it was
gratifying to know that tliis attitude was endorsed by the
Bubsequent vrithdrawal of France and the- United States

of America. Dr. James Alexander Murray was appointed
to succeed Dr. Bashford as General Superintendent of the
Fund and Director of the Laboratories.

Eeport of General Sdperistendext of Research.

The investigations of the past year -which called for

notice dealt with the factors determining metastasis

Iformation and immunity.

Metastasis Formation,
The process of metastasis formation consisted of two

phases. The initial phase was comprised in the passage
of the tumour cells through the endothelial layer of the

lymphatic or blood vessels in the primary focus, whether
tliis were a spontaneous or a transplanted tumour. Tliis

might take place early or only after a long delay, this

feature being characteristic of the new growths of many
organs and determining largely the prognosis and surgical

treatment of the disease in man. The second phase was
Bcparated from the first by the mechanical transport and
arrest of the intravascular emboli in sites remote from the

primary focus. It comprised the processes which ensued at

the place of arrest, ending with the new vascularization and
establishment of the secondary or metastatic growth. By
intravenous inoculation of tumour emulsions the factors

concerned in the first phase were eliminated, and success
or failure of growth were determined entirely by the pro-

cesses at the site of arrest. This was carried out with
a number of carcinoma and sarcoma strains by Dr. Taka-
hashi, and on comparing the frequency of growths resulting

in the lungs with the other characters of the tumours, it was
found that the results corresponded closely with the occur-
rence of metastasis when the strains used were transplanted
subcutaneously. Those which naturally metastasized
grew in the lungs with ease, while those which had never
done so were uniformly negative on intravenous implanta-
tion. On the other hand, the percentage of success on
subcutaneous transplantation fui-nished no indication of

the probable fate of intravascular emboli. The investiga-

tion had shown that, in the transplanted tumour strains
examined, the occurrence of pulmonary metastases de-

pended on the ability of the tumour cells to survive and
proliferate after arrest in the lungs. Tlie property of the
cells which especially favoured metastasis was a capacity
for rapid growth leading to organic union with the vessel
wall before destructive vacuolation occurred.

Immjuiitij,

As had frequently been pointed out in communications
from the laboratory, immunity to cancer had only been de-

Jjionstrated against cancer grafts and the tumours arising
from them. The procedures which were effective under these
conditions were without effect on spontaneous tumours or
autologous grafts of spontaneous tumours. So long as
a passive transference of the resistant condition from
actively immunized animals to fresh individuals, and
particularly to spontaneously affected animals, remained
an unattaiued ideal, no application could be made of the
knowledge acquired of cancer immunity to the treatment
of cancer. AVhile in the past resistance to grafted
carcinoma had been clearly demonstrated, technical
difficulties had militated against an equally satisfactory
study of sarcoma immunity. The frequency of spon-
taneous absorption of transplanted sarcomata and the
high resistance to a subsequent inoculation of carcinoma
and sarcoma of such cured animals seemed to contrast
strongly with the apparent indifference of most sarcoma
strains to immunity induced by preliminary treatment
with normal tissues. Dr. Tsurumi had succeeded, by
using a suitable sarcoma strain and careful attention to
dosage, in dei/ionstrating a complete parallel between
carcinoma and sarcoma iumiuuity. The time of develop-
ment after the pr. liminary treatment, the acme of
resistance, and tli' ' in:, docline had been shown to
be the same as tl, / ^tablishod for carcinoma.
In addition. Dr. J , ,;,i 1.1 1 carried out an elaborate
serological study of ilic liiMiicaics of cancer cells by using
them as antigens to immunize animals of strange species.
The haemolytic, cytolytic, precipitating, and agglutinating

characters of the immune serums obtained in this way
had been tested in a variety of combinations. The results
were unsuitcd for a short summary, and a full account was
in preparation and would be published as soon as

j

Statistics.

It had frequently been noted that in the progressive
recorded increase of cancer mortality the death-rate
from uterine cancer had remained stationary. Cancer
of the breast, on the other hand, participated in tho
general recorded increase. In past years relative ease of

diagnosis and success of operative treatment had been put
forward tentatively to account for this difference. In the
Registrar-General's Report for 1913 the deaths from cancer
of the female generative system had been distributed
according to the marital condition of the victims, and
from the proportions of single and married (including
widowed and divorced) in the population, the death-rates
in the two classes had been calcidated. The results con-
firmed the generally accepted view that cancer of the
uterus was more common in tho married than in the
single. The excessive mortality of the married commenced
at once, and was well marked throughout the child-bearing
period. Towards the end of life the mortality of tho
single rose steadily till it equalled that of the married. It

was usual to attribute this increased mortality to the
greater exposure of the uterus in those who had borne
children to damage and infection with the accompanying
chronic irritation. Cancer of tho ovary showed the oppo-
site condition. The mortality was greater in the single

throughout life, and it was only in the highest age-periods,
where a slight terminal docline could bo seen, that the
curves approached each other. In cancer of the breast
the curves ruu closely together for the greater part of the
active sexual period. As the' menopause was approached,
the mortality of the single began to exceed that of the
married, and continued in excess to the end of life. Dr.
Stevenson correlated the contrasted behaviour of uterus
and mamma with the decline in fertility, which was so

marked a feature of recent vital statistics, and the results

might be summarized by saying that while child-bearing

increased the liability to cancer of the uterus, normal
activity of the mamma acted as an insurance against

cancer of that organ. The protection was even greater in

the case of cancer of the ovary. These data were practi-

cally incompatible with the parasitic hypothesis of the
etiology of cancer, for the argument which might be
supported by the figures for cancer of the uterus was re-

futed by the data relating to the breast and ovary. .4gain,

the excess of mortality in the unmarried from cancer of

the breast would appear to be at variance with the
generally observed association of chronic irritation with
the induction of cancer. The hypertrophy and liability to

inflammatory and other injury associated with pregnancy
and lactation would seem to be of subsidiary etiological

significance. The extent to which the recorded mortality

from cancer coincided with the absolute incidence of the
disease had a topical interest from the effect which the
present abnormal conditions might have on the registration

of the causes of death. The profound dislocation of tho
civil medical service might be expected to enhance the dis-

crepancy, due to errors of diagnosis, between the absolute

incidence and the recorded frequency of cancer. The
point would have to be borne in mind when the data for

these years came under review, and the results should

supply a valuable indication of the magnitude and distri-

bution of the errors of diagnosis of cancer in the country

generally.

The report was adopted.

Report of Hoxoraey Tr.rASURER.

Sir W. "Watson Cheyne stated that during the past year

the list of subscriptions and donations, as compared with
the year 1913-14, showed a reduction of £600, which was
to some extent compensated for by a slight increase of

legacies, amounting to £378. The expenses of the Researcli

had exceeded the fixed income of the Fund from invest-

ments by the .sum of £1,444 16s. 7d. It had in hand at

the present time on deposit and on current account a sum
of £2,877; in view of possible loss of income, it was
thought advisable to retain a substantial balance on

current account, but it was intended to invest at once tho

sum of £2,000 in the War Loan.
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THE RISK OF MALARIA IN THE
SUMMER AND AUTUMN

CAMPAIGN.
It lias been suggested, and not -without good reason,

that there is a danger of malaria becoming prevalent
in Flanders this autumn. Though this disease has
practically completely disappeared from England,
it still occurs in Holland, and ihere is no reason,
given the proper conditions, win" it should not appear
now in Flanders.

To appreciate the extent of the danger, certain

conditions must be kept in mind. In the first place
a malaria-carrying mosquito must be present : in the
second, human beings carrying gametoc3"tes (that is,

the sexual forms of the malarial parasite) in their

blood must be there to infect the mosquito ; and in

the third place, a suitable temperature must exist in

order that the development of the parasite may take
place in the insect host.

As regards the first of these conditions, a suitable

mosquito, the Anopheles maculipennus, Nvbich is the
chief malaria carrier of Italy, Greece, and the southern
parts of Europe, is present, not only in Flanders and
France, but, as a matter of fact, in England itself.

Malaria carriers—namely, people harbouring gameto-
cytes in their blood—are probably present, because
Indian troops are employed in Flanders at the
present moment. Such being the case, the question
arises whether malaria may be expected to break
out. Practically the answer will entirely depend on
the weather. If the season is sufficiently hot malaria
may be expected.

To those not conversant with the somewhat intri-

cate epidemiology of malaria the truth of this may
be explained by turning for a moment to the con-
ditions which prevail in Ital}'. The malarial season
there commences about the middle of June, and the
incidence goes on increasing through July, August,
and September ; it then falls as the weather becomes
cooler, and disappears entirely during the winter and
spring months. Throughout the year people who
have suffered from malaria and who have not been
properly treated are subject to relapses from time to
time, and in the agricultural areas, where the disease
chiefly prevails, there must be many such persons.
They are not specially dangerous in the cold montlis,
but when the temperature becomes sufficiently high
the mosquitos begin to bite, and if they bite such
individuals they will take up the parasites, which will

undergo development in them, and thereby render
tliem infectious. It is on this account that fresh
attacks of malaria in climates with a cold season are
limited to certain months of the year—namely, those
months with a high temperature. Experimental
work on filariasis and malaria has demonstrated how
important a suitable temperature is to the life-historv
of parasites. The development of the embryo, Filaria
hancrofti, and of the gametocytes of malaria, in the
mosquito is dependent upon the temperature of the
air being high, 80° F. or over; if the temperature
falls below this the development is at once checked,
or does not take place at all.

_
In the tropics, where high temperatures are prac-

tically always present, there is no definite malarial
season, and people may acquire malaria at any
lime. Such conditions are very rarely present in
England, and that is one of the chief reasons why
indigenous malaria is so rare in this countrj-. It
must be remembered, however, that it may occur,
because in certain summers spells of suitable weather
are met with (in tlie Coronation year, 191 1, for
example),

_
Lately there have been three or perhaps

four cases in which people have contracted malaria in
Jhigland ; all have occurred during the late summer-
that is, during the warmest time of the year. As a
rule, however, the English summer is so variable
and cold that the Anopheles macnlipennis does not
condescend to bite, and so never runs the chance of
becoming infected.

The temperature of Flanders and the North of
France may be a little hotter than that of England,
but does not differ very much : a cold summer in one
usually means the same condition in the other. So far
the weather in England lias been this year quite unsuit-
able for the development of the malarial parasite in
the mosquito, and unless a very much warmer spell
occurs in August and September, there will be little

or no chance of a malarial epidemic or outbreak in
the North of France. Another point of interest
aliout the indigenous malarial cases in temperate
climates, such as those mentioned, is that they aro
generally of the benign tertian type, a funn of mahiria
that is not specially dangerous or associated with a
liigh death-rate. The North of France and Flanders,
like England, are too cold for the development of ths
malignant types of the disease.

Apart, however, from the danger of malaria, mos-
quitos are likely to be very troublesome in Flanders
this summer owing to the large amount of flooded
country that now exists. In some places where the
sea-water gains an entrance, it may be too salt to suit
the larva of the mosquito, Isut further inland where
the influence of tlie sea is n^t felt th"i- v-;ll l-o vast
breeding sroiiiul^. S'uric'.ie- siidi ;i-: i' '

itx,

Grahhailltil <lnl-A,lll.:, 'J'hr^Jm ;,l ',, ,,•:
,

. '
' i^rles

maculipcnnis, and .1. bijarcatii:; iiia\ Lo ixpL'cLcd
;

but here again the amount of annoyance tliese will
cause will depend largely upon the temperature. If tho
weather becomes hot they may quite easily become an
intolerable nuisance, whereas if it keeps cold and wet
they will not bite much. Cfrahhatuia dorscclis is

very common in the marshy ground north of tho
Royal Albert Docks in London and bites persistently
in hot weather. This is the real explanation of stories
of the yearly invasion of the East End of London by
hordes of mosquitos imported in steamers coming
from the East. It can hardly be necessary to say
that any mosquitos taken on board such steamers
die before they reach England, probal.ily long before.

In certain favourable localities oiling the pools and
collections of water where the mosquitos breed will
help to keep down their numbers, and this metliod
would seem to be the only one to adopt in Flanders
and France, because mosquito nets for the troops aro
impossible, although those out of the firing line living
in houses may find that a portable mosquito net will
save annoyance and trouble.

In the Dardanelles the conditions as regards
climate and temperature are similar to those found
in Italy, Greece, and Cyprus. In all these places tho
weather is now getting very hot and the malarial

season beginning. What will happen in tlie Gallipoli

peninsula will depend on wliethcr or not there are

suitable collections of water—streams and swamps—
for the Anopheles to breed in. The scarcity' of water
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is, however, one of tbe difficulties with which the

Frencli- and British forces have to contend, and the

accounts which have hitherto reached this country

seem to show that there is Httle or no malaria there

and few mosquitos. Fhes, however, are jiresent in

enormous numbers and are causing much trouble,

and tlie part they may play in the spread of disease

deserves further consideration.

IIOSriTALS AXD DUTY-FREE
ALCOHOL.

As some misapprehension appears to exist with
reference to the action of the British Medical Associa-

tion with regard to the matter of the exemption of

liospitals from duty on alcohol used for medicinal

pui-poses, it may be well to give a brief statement
of tl:e facts. In the first place, it should be said that

in the action it lias taken the Association has been in

co-operation with the Pharmaceutical Societv. Wlien
the Finance (No. 2) Bill came up for second reading

it was found that the Government had introduced

into it a new clause extending the provisions of

2 Edw. VII, c. 7 (autliorizing the use of duty-free

alcohol) to hospitals, and in a special section a defini-

tion of hospitals was given. No warning had been
given that such a clause would appear in the bill, and
when its terms became known the representative

organizations of medicine and pharmacy, which were
both concerned in tlie matter, called the attention of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to certain objections to

the clauses as drafted. The clauses after some debate
were v>itbdrawn, and thereupon Mr. Bridgeman, one of

the junior Lords of the Treasury, asked representatives

of the two associations to meet him with a view to

devising some form of words which would obviate the

difficulties anticipated. Mr. Bridgeman fully under-
stood that the opposition of the British Medical Asso-
ciation and the Pharmaceutical Society was not to

the principle of making a concession to hospitals, but
to the method by wliicli tliis concession was proposed
to be made. At the interview the defects in the
official clause were pointed out, and an alternative

method of procediu-e suggested. This alternative

commended itself to Mr. Bridgeman, and he has since

written stating that the suggestions have been
accepted by the Government, but that seeing that
tlie new clause desired would necessitate a recom-
mittal of the bill, the Government had decided to

incorporate the suggestions in the next Finance Bill.

Stated briefly, the criticisms of the British Medical
Association and of the Pharmaceirtical Society were
directed to two points : The first was that the" clause

as originally drafted, and now withdrawn, would have
based the amount of tlie grant to a hospital on the
amount of alcohol which it had contrived to consume

;

the second v.-as that the whole question of duty-free
alcoliol v.-as one which liad exercised both medical
and pharmaceutical opinion for a long time, and
could not properly be dealt with in the summary
fashion proposed. It was pointed out that the official

definition of a hospital opened the door to widespread
abuse in the formation of one-man " hospitals," and
that a later addition to the official clause limiting the
benefit to institutions not run for gain was insufficient

to shut out the possibility of abuse.

The constructive suggestions put forward by the
British Medical Association and the Pharmaceutical
Society were, first, that a full and proper inquiry
should be held into the best way of dealing with the
subject of duty-free alcohol in medicine ; secondly,
that in the meantime there should be made to duly

recognized hospitals a fixed grant equal to the tax on
all the alcohol used for medicinal purposes in the
}-ear 1914; and, thirdly, -that an advisory committee
should be appointed to assist the Commissioners of

Customs and Excise in determining whether applica-
tions from hospitals claiming the benefit of the Act
should be approved.
The whole profession, hospitals included, have to

thank the British Medical Association, acting in co-
operation with the Pharmaceutical Society, for en-
suring that medicine shall be exempt from the new
eighteenpenny tax on raw alcohol. It cannot be
doubted that the action of the Association on the
further and larger matter will be as fruitful of good.

INCOME TAX.

We Lave on inore than one occasion called attention to

the unfairness which arises in cases in which the Income
Tax authorities insist on a strict apjilication of the rules

under which expenses are deductible from assessments

made under Schedule E on fees or other emoluments of

" offices." In the issue of July 2ud, 1910, we dealt with

the question at some length, and the Board of Inland

Revenue not very long afterwards apparently waived tlie

technical right—which still exists—of separately assessing

such fees under Schedule E, and, so far as can be ascer-

tained, the method of assessment now usually adopted

is to create one assessment under Schedule D, into which
is gathered the professional receipts from all sources,

whether private or "public." Generally speaking, this

tacit concession fairly meets the case, although from time

to time correspondents have informed us that in particular

cases surveyors of taxes appear to be reluctant to recog-

nize that this method of assessment is really in opera-

tion. Moreover, this concession seems to be subject to

certain limitations. For instance, at present a con-

siderable number of doctors hold commissions in the

E.A.M.C.(T.) as medical officers attached to local military

hospitals, and carry on their civil practice and appoint-

ments concurrently. In these cases the army pay is taxed

by the Paymaster-General through the pay agents, with

apparently no deduction for the expenses incurred for the use

o£ the telephone, private instruments, motor car, etc., of the

practitioner. In the case of an appointment to a civil hospital

tbe difficulty would be avoided by returning the remunera-

tion as part of the general profits, and deducting therefrom

tbe whole of the expenses of the practice. In equity there

is no reason why a similar course should not be adopted

where a military hospital is concerned, but in law there

appears to be this difficulty, that the department of the

Paymaster- General is a separately constituted assessing

authority, and therefore the whole income of the practi-

tioner does not fall within the purview of the local officials.

In the result be is in some cases deprived of an adequate

allowance for the expenses incurred by him in carrying

out his military work. The whole matter shows the impossi-

bility of applying equitably tbe venerable rules of assess-

ment contained in the Income Tax Act of 1842 to an

income earned in modern conditions. In these days of

high rates of duty the taxpayer is entitled to expect careful

consideration and strictly just treatment, not by a tacit or

avowed concession but by right of statutory provisions

open to judicial interpretation. The income tax machine

which was set up by the Act of 1842 has certainly been

subjected to many additions and improvements, but, if we
may judge from the public statements of loading politicians,

all parties are agreed that it is now high time that the old

machine was laid aside and replaced by one embodying all

tbe improvements made in the old, but fully adapted to

deal with the more complicated professional and industrial

conditions of the twentieth century. We trust that when

that work has been done the medical practitioner will find
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it easier to obtain those allowances to wbicb be is entitled,

but which the archaic redivision of his income into

"schedules " loo ofteu denies him.

THE HISTORY OF SPECTACLES.
So many myths sui-ronnd Hie history of the iuvoution of

Bpoetaclcs that the task of sifting truth from fiction is

almost heroic. Wc are indebted to Dr. K. K. K. Luuds-

gaai-d,' of Copenhasen, for a critical view of the numerous .

and couflictiug accounts of this invention, which, though

about six centuries old, has been of general value for the

past century only. The popular notion that spectacles

wei-c used by the Chinese has been dismissed as erroneous

by Professor F. Hirth, of Columbia University. Some
historians have attempted to credit the Romans with the

nse of spectacles on the rather flimsy assumption that

Nero was in the habit of holding an emerald to one eye to

Bee the better. It is highly improbable that he was short-

sighted, for this would have disqualified him as a charioteer,

in which capacity he seems to have given, to himself at

least, perfect satisfactiion. His eyes, it is true, were weak,

and it is conceivable that the emerald was used to relieve

photophobia. Emerald-gazing has from time to time been

regarded as a valuable remedy for weak eyes, and it i^;.

therefore, also possible that Xero followed the dictates of

his ocnlist while enjoying the pleasures of the areua.

Again, he may have flaunted his emerald to point his

political sympathies with the so-called Green Partj-. It

is not even stated that the emerald was polished;

and the view that it was used as an aid to vision seems
to depend for its correctness solely on Pliny's words

:

Nero 2>>'ince2>s gladiaforum pugnas sjyectahat in xmaragilo.

Coming to a much later date, Dr. Lundsgaard does not

Rive Roger Bacon much credit for the actual invention of

Bpectacles ; he thinks it is even doubtful whether Bacon's

Bpecnlations on vision and his optical theories were
original. The magnifying properties of glass spheres were,

at any rate, recognized before this time. Yet, the inven-

tion of spectacles was made in his lifetime, and it is iuipos-

fiible altogether to dissociate him therefrom. It is very

probable that the invention was made independently by
different workers towards the close of the thirteentli

century, for the use of spectacles was apparently intro-

duced simultaneously in widely separate localities. Impor-
tant among these is Florence. Here the church of St. Maria
Maggiore contained the grave of one Salvino Armati, with

an inscription to the effect :
" Here rests Salvino Armato

Armati of Florence who invented spectacles. May God
forgive him his sin. In the year of Our Lord 1317.

"

Francesco Redi of Pisa discovered a manuscript of the

year 1299 in wliich the writer refeii-cd to the benefit lie

had derived from the nse of the newlj' invented spec-

tacles. In a sermon preached in Florence in 1305

Giordano da Rivalto said :
" It is not twent3' years since

the invention was made of eyeglasses, which improve
Tision, and are one of the most useful inventions known to

the world." For some centuries only convex glasses wcro
used, and it was not till the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury that the value of concave glasses was appreciated.

The earliest evidence we have of their nse is probably tlie

painting of Pope Leo X by Rafael, who represents tbc

Pope as holding what is evidently a concave glass in his

hand. In a painting of the same period by Lucas Muller,

of Christ and His companions, a man is portrayed with
concave glasses—an anachronism of which the painter

was doubtless blissfully unconscious. In 1760 Benjamin
Franklin, who was shortsighted, bad spectacles made
with the upper halves concave and the lower convex ; but
it was not till 1828 that McAllister of Philadelphia suc-

ceeded in grinding glasses so as to correct astigmatism.
Spectacles were usually made of glass, the best specimens
o£ which came from Murano, where the secrets of its

manufacture were successfully preserved from the thir-

teenth to the sixteenth century. Towards the close of

the seventeenth century Christian Porschincn of Konigs-
berg made spectacles of amber, which he boiled in oil to

get rid of the yellow colour. The Scandinavian and
German name for spectacles is hrille, which is probably
derived from the word " beryl," although Stilling has
traced it to the word parilium, a pair.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION
OF CONSUMPTION.

The annual meeting of the Xalioual Association for the
Prevention of Consumption and other Forms of Tuber-
culosis was held on .July 15th at 20, Hanover Square,

London. In reviewing the year's work, Lord B.ilfour of

Burleigh, who was in the chair, said that new ground had
been broken by the association in connexion with the

National Insurance Act; it had got into touch with a
number of the approved societies. Unfortunately, much
of this work had been arrested, only temporarily it was
hoped, by the war. The war, itself, however, had fur-

nished practical evidence of the value of the principles

which the association inculcated, for the advantage of

open-air life and physical drill to those members of the
new armies who had been accustomed to sedentary occupa-
tions was very quickly made manifest. It was also

gratifying to know that in Leeds alone forty-seven men
who had been successfully treated in the sana-
torium were serving with the colours. The annual
report was adopted on the motion of the chair-

man, seconded formally by Sir William Osier, and to

the vacancies on the Council caused by the death
of Lord Justice Kennedy and the resignation of Sir James
Kingston Fowler, the meeting elected the Right Hon.
Charles Hobhouse, M.P., and Dr. F. X. K. Menzies. Pro-
fessor Joseph Deuys, the director of the Bacteriological

Institute of Louvain, who was greeted with special warmth
on account of the misfortunes which have befallen his
university, then delivered an address on the eradication
and prevention of tuberculosis. So far as the human
som'ces of tuberculosis were concerned, the mediums
through which the disease was spread might be restiicted

for practical purposes to the sputum and to suppurating
discharges. In the latter the germs were comparatively
few, and to destroy them it was only necessary to take the
ordinary precautions of disinfection. 'U'ith the sputum it

was a different matter ; in the first place, because of

its more easy dispersal, and in the second, because
of its enormous germ-content : 1 c.cm. of sputum might
contain a million million germs, and taking the moderate
estimate of 20 c.cm. as representing one daj''s ex-

pectoration of a single patient, and supposing only
1 per cent, of the germs to be living, this would
mean the setting free of germs to the number of

two hundred thousand millions a day. The sputum
was the real enemy against which unceasing war must
be waged. It should never be allowed to adhere to

linen or any surface, for, once dried, it would scatter into
the air as dust, a certain proportion of which would find

a lodgement in the respiratory or digestive tracts. It was
necessary that the patient should use a spitting vessel or
flask, and that the contents be destroyed several times a
day. The value of the spitting flask was proved beyond
doubt by experiments which had been carried out under
his direction, when a large number of samples of dust
were collected from hospital walls and elsewhere, and
injected into some hundreds of guinea-pigs. The results

proved (1) that it was easy to find germs in the immediate
surroundings of a consumptive who did not nse a spitting

flask; (2) that outside the immediate surroundings of a
consumptive such germs %vere not to be louud, owing to

the efiect of light, desiccation, etc. ; and (3) that

germs were not found in the surroundings of consump-
tives using spitting flasks. The careful consumptive,
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ilierefore, was not a clanger to the community. The
perspiration of consumptives, he thought, could lianlly

be an infective agent, nor could the breath during

jvjrmal quiet breathing, though it was otherwise during

the paroxysms of a cough. Infection from cattle might

come through meat or through milk. Infection through

meat was less likely, because the bacilli were not usually

in those parts of the animals used for food ; animals known
to be diseased were segregated and destroyed, and, more-

over, cooking was a sterilizing process. In the case of

milk, however, bacilli were very liable to be absorbed alive

by the mucous mombraue of the digestive tissues, and

the obvious preventive was sterilization by boiling. He
thought that something might be done in the human
subject while the tuberculosis was still in the closed stage,

before the bacillus had communication with tlie exterior.

The object was to prevent the foci of the disease from

becoming open, and he was among those who considered

that by means of tuberculin treatment it was possible to

destroy the germs in the persons in whom they v,-ere

interned. Evei-y measure of diagnosis and early identifi-

cation should be taken, and it would be useful if some

information were printed on the rules of all dispensaries

as to the symptoms of early tuberculosis. The medical

man should also bear in mind the fact that consumption

generally existed in nests, and the most stringent inquiry

should be made into the family history. Another desirable

thing would be to send to a sanatorium for a brief period

cases with regard to which there was even the slightest

amount of suspicion, so that the patients would have a

discipline in personal hygiene which would stand them
in good stead on returning to ordinary life. No extreme

measures were required ; it was a matter of goodwill,

knowledge, and understanding. The first of these could

generally be depended upon, but if it were not forthcoming,

then recourse must be had to the public opinion of the

culprit's neighbours, who were the first to suffer for his

refractoriness. The thanks of the meeting to Professor

Denys were expressed by Lord Balfour.

PITUITARY EXTRACT AS A GALACTAGOGUE.
As is well known, the administration of extract of the

posterior lobe of the pituitary gland to a laotating animal

is followed by an increased secretion of milk from the

mammary gland. It is indifferent whether the extract is

given by subcutaneous, intramuscular, or intravenous

injectiriri • '! ^ »'<• * nppears within half a minute or less.

Two I this occurrence have been offered.

One vi' ii liu is a powerful stimulant for non-

stripeJ 1-..- .- _ „ - LjMy, and that its action as a galacta-

gogue is couliued to expulsion of the milk already secreted

in the gland, by causiug contraction of the involuntary

muscle with which the gland tissue and its ducts are

freely supplied. The other view asserts that the
pituitary extract stimulates the secretory mechanism of

the gland. Evidence in favour of each of these views
has been brought forward by different physiological ex-

perimenters. Quite recently Simpson and Hill' have
shown experimentally that the injection of barium salts

has no such galactagoguc action. Now it is generally

recognized that involuntary muscle fibre, like that of

the mammary gin mis. is very sensitive to the influence of

barium salts, ^^li!! ' •,-r '] 1
,t.: ;i;-ri-v tl-r';i •.^^^ r :-tate

of tonic couii, ,'^ue

action of pitn. ,
; ium

salts would nccL ^. - , . , ,. . _ „,;1,il..;^_- ij... --i.ipson

and Hill, thereiotu, couclude lliat jjituitary extract acts on
the secretory mechanism of the mammary gland when
it produces a quickened flow of milk. Physiologists,

however, will perhaps be slow to accept so positive an

assertion as this while it is based on what may be called

merely negative evidence. There is nothing to show that

barium salts actually do cause contraction of the involun-

tary muscle fibre in the mammary glands, as they do in

other parts of the body. Again, pituitrin, though generally

a powerful tonic stimulant of non-striped muscle, acta

inhibitorily on it in some organs—in the arteries of the

kidney, for example. To Sir Edward Schiiter- it appears

impossible to accept the view that jjituiLrin stimulates the

secretory mechanism of the mammary gland. If it did,

the extract would be able to produce a flow of milk from
the gland after it h.ad been emptied of milk ; experiment

shows that it cannot do this. He offers two alternative

explanations. One, already mentioned, is that the extract

causes the involuntary muscle of the lactating gland to

contract and squeeze out the milk it already contains. The
other, suggested by Milroy, is that injection of the extract

causes relaxation of the tonically contracted muscle fibres

round the ducts, allowing the milk retained in the gland

to escape ; this hypothesis would fit in with the result of

the experiment with barium salts described by Simpson

and Hill. Sir Edward reasserts the presence of unstriped

muscle fibres in the reticulum supporting the mammary
alveoli, and pins his faith to the first of the alternative

explanations mentioned above. He points out that the

vis a tevfjo of the secreting cells in forwarding their secre-

tion could hardly empty the mammary alveoli to the

extent to which pituitary extract empties them.

SPANISH "INTELLECTUALS' ON THE WAR.

The manifesto of the ninety-three German "intellectuals,"

which was so startling a revelation to the world of the

true nature of Teutonic " Kultur," called forth vigorous

replies from leaders of thought in this country, in France,

Russia, Portugal, Roumania, the United States, and Brazil.

Quite recently the " intellectuals " of Spain have joined in

the denunciation of the German manifesto. In a declara-

tion sigiif -1 1'. ti.' f"iomo.st representatives of science,

medicini literature, and art, they wai-mly

profess ti,' I ,, i.hy with the cause of the Allies as

represeniiiig Hio ulctils of justice. " Our conscience,"

thsy go on to say, '• condemns, wherever they occur, these

deeds which degrade human dignity, and the respect

which men owe each other even in the fiercest excitement

of war." They hope that the triumph of the cause,

which they hold to be just will "establish the

essential qualities by means of which each people,

great or small, weak or strong, has brought human
culture into being, will destroy the ferments of egoism,

domination, and shameless violence which are the causes

of catastrophe, and will firmly cement a new international

fraternity in which force will fulfil its object, which is to

safeguard right, reason, and justice." The signatories

state that they have been moved to break silence because,

owing to the pusillanimity of her politicians, Spain has

been made to appear as if she held herself aloof and

feared to express any opinion on the great issues now being

decided in this supreme moment of the world's history.

This declaration will be welcomed by the countries which

are fighting for the cause of civilization and the libera-

tion of the world from an attempt to crush it under

the heel of Prussian militarism. Hitherto Spain has,

owing to a particularly active German jiropaganda, poli-

tical and commercial, and to other causes which need

not bo discussed here, appeared to bo pro-German in

her sympathies. The manifesto from which we have

quoted will serve to redeem her from the reproach of

being on the side of barbarism. To us it is a matter

of special satisfaction to see the names of many distin-

guished representatives of Spanish medicine in the list

of signatories.
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MODERN ARMOUR.
TnK w:\i- ha3 biul many snrpviscs in tlio way o£ the re-

iutioiluction of appliances which were supposed to bo
cntiioly out of ilato, such as hand grenades, but perhaps

the most curious is the revival of armour for the person.

Tlie French War Office has issued a number of metal

Bkull caps to be worn under the kepi, and Le Deutn a'ld

Devraiguo liave icceutly presented a report to the Paris

Academy of Medicine which affords evidence that this

metallic cap may be of considerable value. Owing, appa-

rently, to the nature of trench warfare, the number of

wounds of the head seems to bo unusually large; thus,

among 105 soldiers killed or wounded during a single week
the wounds were of the head in 14 cases—that is to say,

iu nearly one-eighth. Devraigne has collected some farther

Btatisties, from which it appears that of 55 cases of wounds
or blows of the head from projectiles 42 occurred in men
wlio liad not worn the metal cap, and of them 23 suf-

fered fracture of the cranium, while 19 had scalp wounds
onl}'. On the other hand, of 13 who were wearing
the metal cap, 8 suffered from concussion only, and 5

escaped with abrasions. Lo Dentu concludes that tlie

metal skull cap is a real protection, but states that it is

not popular with the men, owing, probably, chiefly to

defects in its construction : it is too hemispherical to fit the

cranium well, and it keeps iu the perspiration, and for this

reason and on account of its weight is apt to produce

headache. The main reason why the use of metal armour
has been abandoned iu modern warfare is the belief that

the thin sheet of metal would not turn a bullet and that

fragments from the armour might make the wounds
worse. There can be no doubt as to the possibihty ex-

pressed in the second objection, but as to the first the facts

are not conclusive. Le Dentu quotes two cases in which
a bullet perforated a metal skull cap in the temporal

region, circled round between it and the scalp, and escaped
through the cap on the other side in the same region.

One of these men suffered no wound, the other had an
abrasion of the scalp. From the metal cap to armour for

the chest is so small a transition that it is not surprising

to find that the use of such a protection for the chest has
been suggested. So far as we are aware, however, there is

no evidence at present forthcoming as to its efficacy.

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF MEDICINE FOR
WOMEN.

A LETTER signed by the Prime Minister, Lord Curzon of

Kedleston, and Mr. Arthur Balfour, dated July 15th, has

been published in the following terms :
" The war has

constituted a turning-point in the position of medical

women, and there are new openings and new opportunities

for them in many directions. Increasing numbers of

women are desirous of entering the profession, and to pro-

vide for their adequate educational needs the London
(Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for AVomeu is

now practically doubling its laboratory accommodation.
The council of the school has already received £15,000 of

the £'30,000 required for the additional buildings and their

equipment. Vi'e would direct your attention to the effort

started by a number of representative men and women to

help to raise the balance of j615,000 by means of subscrip-

tions of £1 each." The school was founded in 1874 by
Dr. Sophia Jex-Blake in a small private house in Hunter
Street, Brunswick Square ; larger premises were built on

the original site in 1900, but the school has now outgrown
these bviildings also. In 1874 there were 14 students,

to-day 220, and a further entry of over 60 is expected

next term. Tlie Royal Free Hospital has not only thrown
open its wards to women students, but has made qualified

women eligible for resident and visiting appointments.

The school is a school of the University of London in the

Faculty of Medicine, and of the thousand women on the

Medical Register, over 600, it is stated, have received their

training at it. They are doing good work in public health
departments, in sanatoriums, iu Poor Law institutions, in
medical missions, and in hospitals both in Great Britain
and India, as well as in private practice. Slany of them
aro working among the sick and wounded both iu this
country ami in France and Serbia, and a military hospital
in Endell Street for 550 wounded soldiers is in charge of

former students of the school. The Queen recently
allotted £250 from a fund placed at her disposal by the
wives of Freemasons to pay for the training and expenses
of a woman student. The council of the school has
secured from the Foundling Hospital a piece of land
adjoining the present premises, and the building of an
extension, comprising enlargements of the present labora-

tories, new research rooms and new lecture rooms, from
the designs of Mr. H. V. Ashley, F.R.I.B.A., has already
been begun. Subscriptions may be sent to Her Grace the
Duchess of Marlborough, the Honorary Treasurer of the
Extension Fund, London (Royal Free Hospital) School of

Medicine for AVomeu, 8, Hunter Street, Brunswick Square,
AV.C.

THE WAR REGISTER.
It is hoped that those members of tlic profession who
have not yet returned the AVar Register form, sent to

them by the British Medical Association, \\\\\ do so with-

out delay, in order that the Register may be completed as
soon as possible. The forms have been issued by the
British Medical Association in order to find out if there
are any members of the profession still available for

whole-time service with the Royal Army Medical Corps.

The Marine Department of the Board of Trade has
issued a notice with regard to sight tests in the mercantile

marine and fishing service announcing that the Board
has decided to discontinue the use of wool tests in the

examination of candidates in the sight tests after January
1st, 1916.

Jitcbical $,qUs m ^•^xlmwtnX.

R.A.M.C. and Territorial Force : Promotion of Lieutenants.—
A'iscouut Midleton asked the Government in the House of

Lords, on July 21st, whether it was intended to make any
increase iu the pay of medical officers of the Territorial

Force, who had been obliged to give up their home practice
on volunteering for foreign service. Lord Newton stated
in his reply that, in view of the admitted grievance oi:

the junior officers, it had been decided to promote to

the rank of captain all lieutenants iu the R.A.M.O. and
the Territorial Force who had given six months' mobilized
service. This would be done immediately, and would
date as from April 1st last. The further consideration
of this question was not entirely precluded.

in the R.A.M.C.—Sir Joseph AValton asked, on
July 19th, whether, in consequence of tlio war, a large

number of R.A.M.C. lieutenant-colonels had been promoted
to colonels, and similarly a large number of majors had
been made lieutenant-colonels ; whether all lieutenants

had been made captains, and why no captains had also

received accelerated promotion. Mr. Tennant said that
a number of captains had received accelerated promotion,
and further promotions would be made when the necessity

arose. The names of several had been recently submitted
for gazette.

Officers and War Office Services.—Mr. Charles

Duncan asked the Financial Secretary to the AVar Office,

on July 15th, whether the medical officers of Rochester,

Chatham, and Gillingham were performing any services

for the AVar Office, and, if so, would he state the amount of

remuneration being paid to them, Mr. Forstor said that
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the answer to the iirst part of the question was in the

nflirmative. In the case of Chatham the lemuueration

was 24s. a day and iu the others 15s.

Asylum Medical Officers.—Sir Philip Magnus asked tho

Under Secretary of State for AVar, on July 20th, wbetlier a

retired medical officer of the asylum service who aecfptcd

medical duties under the military authorities was depiivcd

of his pension under Clause 7 of the Asjdum Ofliceii'

Superannuation Act to the extent that no such officer

might receive more of the superannuation allowance than,

together with the pay from the military authorities, was
equal to the remuneration of the office or euiploymeut iu

respect of which the superannuation allowance was
awarded ; that, consequentlj', in some cases the officer

employed worked for less than half the salary paid to

other men ; and that no such disability applied to military

and naval pensioners ; and whether, in view of the scarcity

of medical men at the present time both for the army and
for civil practice, he would take steps to ensure the
restrictions under Clause 7 of the Asylum Officers' Sujier-

annuation Act being waived. Mr. Tenuant said that the
provision in question was not peculiar to asylum officers,

but was applicable generally to persons drawing civil

superannuation ailowances. It was not proposed to alter

the law, so far as he was aware, but the matter was one
for the Treasury rather than the Y>'ar Office.

Retransfer to Royal Army Medical Corps.—Mr. Tennant
stated, on July 15th, in reply to Mr. Jowett, that under
instructions already issued men might be retrausferred to

the Royal Army Medical Corps provided it was clearly
established that they had conscientious scruples as regards
taking life. In replying to Mr. Snowden, on July 19th,
Mr. Tennant repeated his previous statement that men iu
the K.A.M.C. who had conscientious objections to taking
life would be specially dealt with, and added that he
hoped that the great bulk of those members of the
K.A.M.C. who had been transferred to other regiments
would be reinstated in their original corps.

Treatment of Nerve Strain.—Dr. Macnamara, in reply to
INIr. Itendall, who asked a question on July 14th regarding
the treatment of sailors iu the Iloyal Xavy disabled by
nerve strain, said that suitable accommodation and treat-
ment were provided in the base naval hospitals for all

cases of nerve strain and neurasthenia. All such cases
were naturally most carefully diagnosed before any de-
cision was come to as to whether they were certiliat)Ie or
not. Certification of all naval cases was carried out by
naval medical officers and not by an asylum doctor. No
man so certified could, however, be sent to any asylum
until his discharge had been approved by two Lords of the
Admiralty. AU cases of insanity attributable to the
service, and all men who had length of service to their
credit, were treated in the naval asylum, and not iu a
general asylum. Mr. Tennant, in replying to Mr.
Ginnell on July 20th, referred to the answers already
given in the Ilouse of Commons, stating that every
endeavour was being made to treat soldiers suffering from
traumatic neurasthenia and mental strain in such a
manner as to avoid sending those not certifiable into
asylums, and for this pui-pose arrangements had been
made to treat such cases in certain private and civil
hospitals in the United Kingdom ; a Red Cross mihtary
hospital had been opened in Lancashire for their recep-
tion. The question of the boarding-out of such persons
had been considered, but the practical difficulties in the
way were considered insuperable.

Naval and Military War pensions Bill.—On tho motion for
the third readiuu i „ly 20th, the Chancellor
of the Exchcqui

, -imit the bill in order to
omit from the si,. ,. ,.. tiie representatives of
the National lieli.-t 1 un'l o.ii.i tlie Soldiers' and Sailors'
Families Association. He did this on the ground that
members of the National Relief Fund did not think tliat
they v/ould be justified in handing over the fuuds en-
trusted to them by the public to ho administered by any
other body. The omission of the representatives of those
bodies fi-om the statutory committee would not preclude

representatives from sitting on the local committees. After
some discussion the amendment was accepted, and the bill

read a third time.

Dardanelles Operations: Casualties to End of June.—In
reply to Mr. Joynson-Hicks the Prime Minister stated that
the total casualties sustained by both naval and military
forces in the Dardanelles up to June 30th are as follows:

OiBcei
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Convalescent Accommodation for Scottish Soldiers.—Mr.

Toimaut state<l, on .)uly 15tli, in reply to Sii- A. Williamson,

that oniloavonis wero being niado to (iuj a suitable place

in he north of Scotlaml for the establishment of a

liospital for convalescent soldiers belonging to that part of

tho country.

Hospital Ship " Oxfordshire."— Mr. Tennant stated in

reply to Mr. Watt, on .luly 19tli, that there was no truth in
j

the allegation that on the hospital ship 0.r/o)i?s/i))r, fioiu

Havre to Southampton, on March 19th, sixty wounded
British soldiers wore t.akeu out of their cots to make room
for sixty (iermans. He was glad to have tho opportunity

of correcting a rumour as unpleasant as it was ill founded.

Asphyxiating Gas.—Mr. Tennant informed Sir Henry
Dalziel, ou .July 15tli, that the communique issued by the

War Office to the press on July 11th, stating that the

allies had not resorted to the use of gas, referred to the

operations in the Gallipoli Peninsula, and was a denial of

Ktatemeuts made by the Turks that gas had been used by

the liritish forces. There was no change of the policy

announced by the Secretary of State for War in the House
of Lords.

Civilian Dispensers.—Mr. Glyn-Jones on July 14th asked

whether the War Office had during the past few weeks
engaged as civilian dispensers in military hospitals quali-

tied pharmacists on the condition that they receive 40s. a

week with free rations and free accommodation ; and
whether the War Office would permit the pharmacists so

engaged to enlist for the purpose of performing the same
duties and receiving therefor the SMme emoluments as

tliey now received from the War Office as civilians. Mr.

Tennant said that if the men in qneslson \\i-i nl' inilijn ,

age and were otherwise fit to enlist, they '
'•

they would be required to come en the .-
,

K

Army Medical Corps rates of pay. Mr. (ilyn 1. 1: -
: i

the War Office is not prepared to pay them tlic same r^itc

oC pay inside the army as they are prepared to pay for

exactly the same skilled work to civilians. Mr. Tennant
said that he did not know v/hether that was an accurate

statement of the comparison between the two rates. Local

commanders, he understood, had encouraged the service of

these men ou a temporary basis, and they ^vc^c paid—as

were all people engaged temporarily—ata lii r^ i ! 1 Ii n

if they came on the permanent rate. In an i 1

question Mr. Tennant added that he wouM 1
'

1

' ' "

make use of the assistance of the Pharmai_^ i.i._.:l i^jl.lIv

witli a view to meeting any further need lor the use of

pliarniacists in the army or navy.

The Milk and Dairies (Consolidation) Bill passed through
Committee of tlie House of Commons ou July 19th without

any amendment, and was road a third time. The bill,

which was introduced in i'uliilmeut of a promise umiIc

during the discussion of the bill of ! 11

Holidat:js without any amendment tlio n

tlie law relating to milk and dairies. Ii

to be a complete code of the law rclatiii.L; I
- n

but in the fifth .schedule an attempt liiis been made to

collect, for the information of dairymen, tlie chief pro-

visions affecting them outside the scope of tho present bill.

This schedule enumerates the provisions of the Public

Health Acts, and the Public Health (London) Act, 1891,

with respect to nuisances and the spJc of food so far

as they relate to milk and dairies, the Sale of Food aud
Drugs Acts, 1875 to 1907, the Public Health (London) Acts,

sections 69 and 71, the Public Health Acts Amendment
Act, 1907, sections 53 aud 54, aud tho Infectious Disease
Prevention Act, 1890, section 4.

Payment of Vaccination Officials.—Mr. Hayes Fisher, in

replying to a question by Mr. Peto ou .luly 14th legarding
arrears of pay of vaccination officials, said that the Presi-

dent of the Local Government Board agreed that a case

had been made out for the change of payment from a
system of fees to a system of salaries, but felt that the
present was not an opportune time for a general change in

the method of remuneration of vaccination officials.

Supply.
Tiriitmeiii of Taherculosis.—In Supply on June 15th a

vote of £235,000 for the year ending March 31st, 1916, for

the piayment of grants towards the cost of sanatorium
benefit to the dependants of insured persons under the

Insurance Act, 1911, aud of the treatment of tuberculosis
generally, was agreed to. In reply to questions Mr.
Montagu said that it did not necessarily follow that the
raonev voted would be spent; as a matter of fact, there wag
adecr.M-. tlii^ v-,., ,1 , ,VM|,,nr;l u illi last v,;u- ...f t95,000.

Mr. flu/. 1: -. '

' , 01 ,,r tl,.. .Iniiu (',,i„niitteeof

lusuiMi! I '''' :!!(.! I h.- st,'ioiin!ii ihatan
arrai)u> . - i 1 ; n iN.lr wh.icby soldiers suffering

from 111' I li:ii\L;cd from military hospitals should
imiuoil I

'

1 h rred to sauatoriums or other resi-

dents 1 ; ,
I

'
. ;iiid said that tho grant was being

applied wall ,-i' ; . ri.uomy.and tho scheme for the benefit
of tuberculous ^ iMins was for the moment holding tho
field. The cxisiiiiL; sannlniiums were taking over tho
soldiers as Ihmi-'. 1.. ... ;n ;, ,l:,l,le.

P.r/7„.'.'^. •
/ ,,...,

. ;. 0,, i]„. ^..•: ;..r r--.030 to

assist iii ::! '!, ' ;,' I. ..
.

•! ;
.

- view
to the .'I. •, .. •-: .!•-:.,,.;

: •• .
. o. Mr.

Pringlo ask.o l,>. . .o!:.;i,il;n,is. \.,; ..u]-j ih- slatfoi:

ordinary praclitionois, he said, but also the staff of

specialists had been largely depleted and many pathologists
had been drafted into the ranks of the Royal Army Medical
Corps, so that thnrn was jirartif'ally nnhoily left in this

country to rini ;li. lal.oi ,1.11 i, <. Ali. \l.aila'_;u'said that the
scheme had bii 11 ^'

, ;i,,l lao \ 1 ai. l.iri i la- money voted had
not been spent. Iji-aiisc i( \va-,ii.i! loun.i |.o^-alile to set the
machinery going. Lo:-al lutholo-n al illv.'vli^ati<'ns would
be of the utmost value ill air.siin- ihe N|ir,:al of disease,

and it was desirable thai ilny slioiiM l.o -iai'. 1 \\ith the
least possible delay. 'i'liu siuii ori'..;iiially granted was
£50,000, but it was' felt that for the reason suggested so
large a sum could not bo utilized. At the same it was
desirable to make a start, and the need had been increased
oi . .ai^raii' la o oi' oi,. a-.:' . i o-.iil' ii,- from the war. If the

-0 e: .i:-;:i a' I

. -• .iinvlcdgo for carrying
'

: !i - 1,1 111. . >: a '1,1 i-, , ;
,1 . ,;!,

, I I he money would not
' -aiaat, Ali'r ^ I iiiiiii.'i ill -,;aission the vote was
withdrawn.
Highlands and Islands Medical Service.—On the vote

for the expenses of the Highlands and Islands Medical
Service Board and for a c;,-a,i>-in aM nf tl:- Hi-hl-nds and
Islands :\i.ii.a! '-' r.'- ;;!'";. "!.. '! -i,',,, a illoss

aud Ceiiii.o ,
.,

: |
'

, :, ,_,,, |i ;,,,;;, ,,, ,, nurses
inthe lu-!i!aVi,i-. aial i-!,iii.|-, .,i s ai,,,al l','l

i :, tor tho
front, and he a^);i-d lor <an assiu'ame' that the wild parishes
in those districts would not be deprived both of doctors
aud nurses. He hoped that a ceitaiii amount of money
would be used to jirovl.le a .om!,,! : ihle house, weil
situated in the midst ", 'h, ]>'. ''

\
' i-ior in ca-h of

the districts. Eeferrin , ' -
, , , a' lajiismuptiou

iu tlie island of T.- ,

!,
, a ,

: ,1 ,, h ipe that the
Medieal :^,'. , •• • '

• i:,i 1 , ,

-• a- i i./nu into

operai , ,
.i, - ' ,•.

'• -I, a
, . After

some I

''
• .

'I,
• - a ,,,-•,•, •.,! (Mr.

McKinn,.!, W ,
,', ia„l.

; ei ,,i-,nnsol:

tho Insnvanee .\,l, aial now Iho v, ,r. had laado it verv
.titticult to obtain doctors for pi, .a. a wiieio Iho pra-'lai

was not very lucrative aud whew iho \\-ork was olo 11 •, lae

arduous. The country owed a .ooif drlitol' oi:tiiiii I- to

the Highlands aud Islands Hoard, (lio na luii 1 1 1 ",lii
'

were unpaid. Mr. Morton iSn, la 1 land 1 .ana a, i :
,

Board on the ground that certain srhoim.s ii hadiiio i

had not been a.pproved by the Treasury aud the Secretary
for Scotland. Mr. Montagu said that the schemes were
now in course of being approved, aud there was no desire

to block them. The vote was agreed to.

Friendly Societies' Drjirirnci/.— ,\ sum of £14,712 was
voted for the year ending Jlarcli 31sb, 1916, to make good
the deficiency on the income account of the fund for

friendly societies.

Unlcersilics and CuUei/cs.—On tho votes for universities

aud colleges, including special grants, the whole ananintiiii,'

together to £356,200, Mr. IMonlaeii said that anaaiL; lie;

first institutions to feel the la nn! oi ih,' a,ii .,. 1 r,_rtaiu

universities, colleges, and na 1 I ', 1, !i wero
depleted to a very largo ed- a-. •' m, us, and
which had suffered a serious diiMiiiuLaai m Iheii income
from sources other than fees. Special grants would^ bo
paid only to those universities, colleges, and medical

schools which were already in re aeipt of parliamentary

grants. The special grants \, :
' them over a

period of difficulty, aud no inve was con-

templated. The votes wen also a vote oE

£64,000 for universities aud 1 - " In laud. In reply
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to I\Ir. Kiug, Mr. Biirell said tliat Ireland would not benefit

by the special grants.

Scientific Invesiigaiion.—K vote of £48,582 and a supple-

mentary grant of i25,000 for scientific investigations, etc.,

were passed.

Kaim and Army.—Token grants for the navy and army
expenditure for the year 1915-1916, including the medical

establishments and services, were passed under the

10 o'clock rule.

The National Registration Act, 1915, which received the

Royal assent on July 15tli, directs a register to be formed
1)1 all V. I

-ii -.
' 'I-' ! iinle, between the ages of 15 and

55, i: : 1 I

I the Naval Forces, oi' of tlie

Ke.^.il 1.1 i "i-ces. It applies to all other

peis. I
- . .

, 111 a prison, certified lunatics or

defectives or tliu iiiiiuites of any Poor Law institution,

hospital, or any other prescribed institution, prisoners of

war, or ppvsoiis iutprned. The central registration authority

js {]m, i.\,.,i..i ,.!..( ;-"•>-'! •./Im>" under the directions of

tlic I

' '

I the local re^isti'aiion

anil I of tlie City of London,
and i .

'

. ud municipal buroii^lis,

and of urban and nu-al (lir,tiic-ts. It is the duty of the

local registration authority to compile and maintain a

register, to tabulate the contents thereof, and to make
them available for any purpose that may be prescribed in

accordance with the instructions issued by the Local
Government Board. Tlie central registration authority

will prepare and issue forms to local registration authori-

ties which will cause them to be distributed to every
dwelling house. It will be the duty of every person to fill

in the forms and to give the following particulars

:

^ployed is work for or

Aii. I J, to fill up the form, or

iij;.i.. . ,
,

I ,, ' uiljle, on conviction under
the Summary Jurisdictiuu Acts, to a fine not exceeding £5,

and, in the case of a continuing offence, to a further fine

of £1 for each day during which the offence continues.

AVheu the form has been filled up, completed, and cor-

rected, the i^erson to whom it refers is to be supplied with
a certificate of registration, which must be signed and
preserved by him. No jierson is to be registered in more
than one area, and employers are required to furnish in-

formation and to render such assistance as may be pre-

scribed in respect of all persons in their employment
required to be registered. The Act applies, with necessary

modifications in administration, to Scotland and Ireland,

and will continue in force during the continuance of the

present war, and no longer. The expenses, both of the
central and local registration authorities, are to be met
out of moneys voted by Parliament, but if a local regis-

tration authority exceeds the amount sanctioned by the
Treasury the excess must be paid out of the rates.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AJS^D

ABROAD.
TuK Ci:xTRAL Committee.

A MEETIKG of the Central Committee was held on July
15th, when the following brief statement of the receipts

was submitted by Dr. Des Voeux, the honorary treasurer

:

Total Contributions liccciicd.

iber 24th April
Jlay

July (to date) .^

2.308 19 5

Detailed Source of Contrihiitions,

£ E, a.
(

Australia 1.869 | From Scotland ...

Uanada 1.450 4 5 ,, Ireland ...

Sew Zealaud ..•. 1,095 19 „ Englaud ...

£15,455 4 2

1.181 9 3
129 17 10

9,739 13 8

The statement does not include the money which has been
collected by the Irish Branch Fund, the receipt of which is

acknowledged in the list of the week's subscriptions below.
The greater portion of the money received is still on
deposit at the bank and bearing interest, but, as already
announced, arrangements are now in force for sending
regularly large sums to the Aide et Protection aux
Medecins et Pharmacieus Beiges Sinistres, sitting at
Brussels.

The Week's Subsceiptioxs.
The week's subscriptions include £983 received from

Dr. C. M. Benson, Secretarj' to the Council of the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland, and Dr. T. C. P. Kirkpatrick,

Registrar of the Royal College of Physicians in Ireland,

the joint secretaries and treasurers of the Irish Branch
Fund. A previous sum, amounting to nearly £130, received

from Ireland was largely made up by sub.scriptious received

through Dr. Macuaughton-Jones and mainly from Cork.
The subscriptions received from a group of medical men

in Cheltenham represent the balance of a fund raised

among themselves to provide a furnished house for two
Belgian doctors, who resided in it for nearly three months
before returning to Belgium.

Thirty-third List.

Lieut.-Col. O. T. Biid-
wood, I.M.S. ...

Mr. n. li. Barwick
Uoyal College of Ph^•-
siciaus of Ireland and
Royal Collef^e of Sur-
eeoas of Ireland ...

<

Cheltenbam Medical
Men, balance of fund
raised by tliem to
give hospitality to
two Belgian doctors

BelKium (per Drs.
Cardew and Mey-
rick-Jones)—

Drs. Affleck. Eeresford-
.loues.BIaUeuey,Bower,

Collected by Dr. Fair- Braiue-Hai-tnell, Eve-
fax— lyu Cargill, Arthu

" Fairfax ... 110 Cardew, Cavtcr.ColIi]
Dr. V. C. McRobert... 1 1 Lloyd-Davies. Bichard
Dr. C. B. Oiinn ... ' " " - '

Dr. L. B. H. P. Mar-
shall

Dr. G. H. Wilson ...

Leeds and We-st Riding
Medico - Chiruvgieal
Society (per Dr.
Barrs)—

Dr. Bates
Dr. Wale.s
Dr. Edgecombe
Dr. PuU-r MacGregor...
Dr. Crawford Watson
Dr. Moore
Dr. Pearson ...

Dr. Scott
Dr. Hart
Dr. Archbold Smith ...

Dr. Loaan
Dr. Dobson
Dr. Scatchard
Dr. Bedford Pierce ...

Dr. Scholefield
Dr. Kershaw
Dr. Pye-Siiiith
Dr. Beattio
Dr. Bailey
Dr. W. Handcock
Dr. Bertram Watson ...

Dr. Priestley Leech ...

Dr. Craig
Mr. Ernest Gaunt
Dr. Bawson ... ...

Dr. Allan
Dr. .Tason Wood
Dr. Geo. Handcock ...

thwaite. Holmes,
Howell, Hiitton,.Johns,
Kirkland. Lidderdale.
iJongbridge.IilacMahon,
Meyrick-Jones, Pike,
Allmau Powell, Wil-
liam Powell, Hugh
Powell, Alice Sander-
son, Grace Stewarfc-
Billings. Clay Shaw,
Tatham. BansallTodd,
Edward T. Wilson ...

Belfast Local Medical
(per Dr.

H. L. JIcl ck)-

ray

Dr. Ha

ef Fund (sub-

Dr. W. E. Hadden
Dr. J. Campbell Hall...
Dr. S. T. Irsvin
Dr. J. B.Johnson
Dr. R. J. Johnstone ...

Linds.i y Golf CIub(pro-
ceeds of)

Dr. W. Lyle
Dr. R. C. McCuUagh ...

Dr. H. L. McKiaack
(2nd donation)

Dr. J. H. Milroy
Dr. A. B. Mitchell ...

Dr. J. S. Morrow (2ua
donation) ...

Dr. Johnson Syming-
ton (2nd donation) ...

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,
Buckingham Gate, London, S."S^"., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

_
The Appeai, for Sdrcical Instf.uments.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of the
Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,
E.G.
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THE AVAH.
Tin: WORK OF A HOSPITAL 8H1P.

In the July uumber of the Jviinm! of the Eoijiil Xutul
Mfiiical Heriicc, Fleet Siugeou Tievoi' Col lingwood,
JI.V.O., Souioi- Medical Officei- of H.M. Hospita Slii

!ioH<l<i>t. gives an aocoiiut of her woi'k in tlio Danlai
The Soiidiiii is a i-ouveitetl transport of 6,696 toiiuaxt\

with bed accommoJation for 202 cases ami anaiij,'c)iieuts

for 100 more beds in au emergeucy. From tlie first opera-

tions, which consisted of the destruction of the forts at

the entrance. 137 naval casualties were received between
February 25th and March 19th. After this there was a
lull for a time, only 4 wounded being sent on board. The
next operations consisted in a lauding of the army, sup-
ported by tlie uavy, under a very heavy tire from both
sides of the Strait's. From April 25th to May 1st, 429
wonuded were received, 352 military and 30 naval ratings
being admitted on the same day.
On February 25th, about noon, the Soudan arrived at

Tenedos : in the evening 7 cases of shell wounds were
received from the .l!/<im<-"i»(i;i. Four of these were very
severe ; in one, a case of extensive deep wound of the
right thigh with splintering of the femur and wounds of

both legs, signs of tetanus showed themselves on the sixth
day ; antitetanus serum was used, but death occurred two
days later. Xo definite cause was discovered ; but Fleet
Surgeon L'oUingwood says, ' It is of interest to note that
the guns on board were protected by bags of sand, which
I believe were not obtained locally, but brought from
England, and that some of the bags were struck by the
shell tire near this boy." There wvir n i

- ;i-.. , .1' j^augreue.

Two cases of compound commiua. i : t tlie leg

were treated with pure carbolic :ifi i i i ;iu anaes-
thetic, and antisejisis serum was aWn im-ii i. I ,it the time.
In one of these, in which both legs were injured, the
wounds of the right limb, when the man was taken on
board six days after,.were foul and septic, and were again
treated with pure carbolic under au anaesthetic. The
wounds of the left leg were fairly healthy, and were not
again treated with carbolic, yet after a few days both
wounds seemed to be going on satisfactorily. " This,"
says Fleet Surgeon Collingwood, " may be of some interest
in connexion with the present discussion about early
treatment of wounds with pure carbolic. The second
application, though not quite orthodox, v7as apparently
beneficial."

In addition to the wounded 83 cases of disease and
injury were treated on board the Soudan. Special mention
is made of two cases of paraplegia, one the result of au
injury to the spine by a coal hoist, the other due to caisson
paralysis from diving.

On March 22ud the Soudan left for Malta, where 113
cases, including 76 wounded, were landed at the Royal
Naval Hospital. On April 25th the Soudan was again at
the entrance to the Dardanelles then the scene of great
uaval and military activity. By the evening 10 military
officers and 342 soldiers had been received. In 230 of the
more serious cases the following regions were injured :

Shell wounds—head, 8 : chest and back, 3 ; upper limbs,
13; lower limbs, 22. "In many cases it was difficult to say
whether the wounds had been inflicted by shell fragments
or bullets, for many of the latter were very severe ; one
bullet extracted was about 1 in. in diameter, of cast
iron with ring of casting marked ; another was about
g in., and made of lead ; from one wounded officer were
extracted seven fragments of an electric flash lamp, four
pieces of metal, a small piece of glass, two pieces of the
composition, and a small piece of the splintered feuuir."
By 8 p.m. 382 had been received, making, with 48 already
on board, a total of 430 cases. Permission was therefore
given by the Vice-Admiral Counuaudiug for the Soudan to
draw off in order that the staff might be able to attend
more carefully to their patients. During the period from
February 25th to May 2nd the number of cases treated on
board the Soudan was 733, of whom 570 were wounded
and 163 ordinary medical and surgical cases. By mid-
night most of tlie men were asleep and as comfortable as
could be expected in the circumstances, except about a
liundrcd who required special attention. The profound
shock in several of the abdominal cases made operation

impossible. Five amputations were performed, with two
deaths.
On 3fay 2ud, the army having established a footing

ashore, the Soudan was ordered to withdraw to a safer
anchorage a little way off. On May 17th, at noon, .she
was again placed at the disposal o'f the military, and
proceeded to Gaba Tope to receive wounded from tho
-Vustralian and New Zealand contingents. On that day 34,
on May 18th 90, and on May 19Lh 190 were admitted, but
later in the day 104 of the less severely wounded and sick
were transferred to tho Galeha, an army hospital carrier, as
it had been arranged that as far as possible the Soudan
was to receive only seriously wounded that required
prompt and expert surgical treatment. On May 20th 67
were received, and on May 21st 30, making in all 411 cases
in the five days, only a few being medical; included
amongst the wounded were 9 Indian soldiers. Nino
wounded prisoners were also received, including au
Albanian lieutenant and Turkish warrant officer. There
were three deaths, but no cases of tetanus. During this
period some sixty anaesthetics were given for major
operations (six laparotoniies with five deaths, and six
amputations with one death), and for examination and
dressing of some severely wounded. The Soudan left the
Dardanelles an May 21st, and arrived at Malta on May
24th, when all the army wounded were transferred to the
old military hospital at Valetta, and were accommodated
in the large ward, over 500 ft. in length, used in the past
by the Knights of Malta.

FLIES IN FRANCE.
Fuoji many letters—some published in the newspapers
and some private—it is clear that flies are causing a good
deal of annoyance to the British forces in the field,

especially to men iu certain parts of the actual front in
Northern France, and in the Dardanelles. In France the
extent of the nuisance does not seem to be nearly so great
as might have been expected. The weather conditions
this summer have not so far been highly favourable to
non-parasitic insect life, and the medical authorities of
the army, we learn, have paid great attention to the
extermination of flies in camps and billets and hospitals.
The general character of the steps that have been and

are being taken is indicated by the following paragraphs
which we derive from a memorandum on the subject
addressed by the Director-General of Medical Services,
Sir Arthur Sloggett, early iu tlie spiing, to the principal
medical officers of all army corps, divisituis, and areas, as
also to the commanding ofiiceis of all medical units and
the medical officers iu charge of leginieuts.

In a preliminary note the Director- ticuoral pointed out
the reasous why great numbers of flies might be ex-
pected in default of the adoption *£ adequate measures
for their prevention, and then directed that the carrying
out of those recommended by him should be ensured by
constant expert sui^ervision. Continual search was en-
joined fi r breeding places ; the appearance of house-flies
in excessive numbers was at once reported through the
usual channels, and attention be paid to the whole subject
by all officers responsible for the sanitary supervision of
troops and areas.

Flij Dcvelopme7i(.
The memorandum itself, after the allusion to the

evidence that flies, especially house-flies, are capable ol

transmitting disease, stated that tho eggs of house-flies,
when deposited in suitable media in the presence of heat
and moisture, hatched into larvae in from six to twenty-
four hours.

Tlie larvae become pupae or chrysaliils in from four to six
days, and the adult flies emerge aboiit iive days later. Complete
development thus takes from ten to twelve days, but in very
hot weather may be accomplished in seven days.

Their usual breeding place was horse manure, but house-
flies would also breed in human excreta, garbage, and other
organic refuse.

Ninety per cent, of all house-flies lay their eggs in stable
manure. Uncovered accumulations of all such substances con-
stitute a risk of infection, and should, therefore, be sought out
and put iu a state of defence against deposition and develop-
ment of eggs, or btu'nt, buried, or removed at least once in every
se\ en days.
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Destruction of Breectinr; Places.

The treatment of maiiiir. n, ro, Mcrcd nndei' three

Leadings: (1) ExiHtiiif^ iu,;,i.i; 1. :- in farmyards; (2)

fresh accumidatious of hmm 1 > 1. - ioi; to inhabitauts;

(ol inamire aud scraiiings fi^ m i.iMil; 1 \ lnu-se-Hiics.

(1) Flies, it was pointed out, do not breed readily in

stale or fermented mauiire,so old manure is less dangerous

than fresh ; nevertheless old manure heaps in farmyards

should always receive special treatment.

as iiossible, ayaiu bu pruicuLuU atniubcribeil abo\e.

(2) Fresh accumulations of. stable manure belonging to

civilian inhabitauts should if possible be carted to a general

dumping ground, several hundred yards from the nearest

farm or village ; and should there be either concentrated

and sprayed with cresol once a week, or be spread out

to dry.

Although somewhat resistant to drying and sunlight, fly larvae

usually seek cover and moisture. On the other hand, the eggs

are susceptible to desiccation, which prevents hatching, and
thus in dry weather the spreading of manure on suitable

dumping grounds may give good results.

(3) Manure from military horse-lines should, together

with horse-line scrapings, be incinerated whenever possible.

If this be impracticable it should be either—

(a) Eemoved in carts or hy uu-aiib of a tram-line, wlicie one
exists or can be iu;i'l". i I r ;'. "I'-i.ti'i : -' lue

c.imp or billetiufi aici .1
\

'
> '

,>i
1

ji
: .

:

Here it sliould be liiiK 1-
, 1 : 1 m

top aud sides of the 1 >;
:

' i.'l

burned when dry. i 14

removal, the maun: i. ;.
it

used to carrv it av.:i it

should be tightly r;u,i;... .

'•

-
:i-.

and supervision are iiLxc.=..ai:. il:uIa:^ u,id .;1L_- i-:.. ....

(b) Made into heaps, wiiich may be dealt with by eitUtr of the

following methods

:

(i) Limed over and covered with an even layer of earth
12 inches deep.

(ii) Sprayed with kerosene or cresol, or with boras solu-

tion (i lb. to the gallon).

(iii) Sprayed with kerosene and the top layer burned.

The trcniiii-!!; -1 ";! 1 be applied particularly round the
niai-L'iu "f :' ':'

'
'
'"the walls enclosing it if such exist,

aii.i ,.a'-i; t, :
;, - ->! manure must be treated imme-

diate! v it 1- t!ii< iW 11 CM. Crude borax, in the proportion of lib.

to 15 cubic ft. of manure, is said to have been tried with con-

siderable success. Though destructive to the ova and larvae of

Hies, it is non-poisonous, aud does not lessen the value of the

manure.

The memorandum also pointed out that horses should

not be stabled or picketed close to billets or dwelling huts,

or near to kitchens or dining rooms of standing camps.

In regard to other possible breeding places than manure,
it was pointed out that all human excreta should either be
incinerated or covered with earth. Trench latrines should

be shallow whenever possible, and constantly supervised

to ensure that tlie excreta were kept covered witli earth.

Less than 1 ft. of dry earth over excreta would not

infallibly prevent flics from emerging if eggs had been
deposited before the faeces were covered. When latrine

buckets were used, sufficient cresol solution should be

added to cover the excreta completely. If the contents

were to be incinerated, kerosene or crude tar oil might bo

used instead.

All garbage, kitchen, aud other refuse, including empty
meat and jam tins, should be placed in covered water-

tight receptacles, and burnt as soon as possible. The

receptacles should be regularly cleaned with cresol solu-

tion, or, after washing, smeared with crude tar oil. Liquid
kitclien garbage should be kept separate from dry. All

camp refuse should be burnt where practicable ; otherwise

it should be buried at a suflicicnt depth. Fresh additions

to refuse pits should be covered over at once with a layer

of earth, not less than 1 foot in depth. Chloride of lime,

if used, should be renewed periodically.

Old collections of garbage, if their incineration or

removal or burial is not practicable, should be treated

in the same fashion as manure and scrapings from horse-

lines.

General Precautions.

The keeping of pigs in close proximity to standing

cam|)s shoiihl I.l- iirohibited. and the carcasses of animals
..!;'i"i' i !• ( ,!i :

1 V buried.

i i
I

, .
.: ;ii!ig-rooms and kitchens should be kept

IV.' ;i ... .;.' and organic matter, and tables, meat
blociv.,, aud l^i;,chcu utensils cleaned immediately after

The men should be warned of the necessity of cleanlines.9

in the handling of food of all kiuds, and all available pre-

cautions should be taken to prevent the access of flies

thereto. "Whenever po.ssible all kitchens, meat stores, and
dining-rooms should be fly proofed by wire mesbing. Food
in hospitals should be kept covered with gauze.

When any pollution of the ground had occurred, especially

around kitchens and latrines, chloride of lime should bo
freely used. Living larvae present in the soil were likely

to be destroyed if the earth were impregnated with lime

or chloride of lime.

Fbj Destruction.

Various fashions of destroying fly eggs and living files

were mentioned. In stables a trap for fly eggs could bo

made by putting some fresh manure on a tray. Flies

would lay tli' i* ill- tl < icin, and each evening the tray

could be "rein I.
:

i) i;unated. In hospitals. Icitchens,

aud billets, " ' '
' !. made of wire gauze and baited

with jam 01 . ;;^ai .vllu useful as traps, as also were
"tangle foot" tapes, and other like contrivances, coated

with a sticky gum. A fashion was also described and
illustrated of adapting a galvanized iron refuse bin to form
a fly trap while still serving as a receptacle for refuse.

Two fly poisons were also recommended for use.

Aflypoison, whichis harmless toman, ran be madebymixing
one teaspoonful of formalin with eight t... f.ii^ '.f milk (or

condensed milk diluted 1 to 1 with watn .• should
be placed in open saucersaud exposed ;; -i! other
places, care being taken that no other i,. ". The

not 111, '
I

I • ;

then III ,• . .1 ;
II i

,

tributi..! 1,1.1.1. ,'iiL'. I

or si.ray-piuiip over
roundnig vegetation ;

tion and hung up, on
the poison i,s sprayed

inure heaps aud the sur-
- are dipped in the solu-
Tcr latrines, etc. Where
iinu-e heaps, or elsewhere

the open, it need onl-, be applied very lightly, and must, of

course, be renewed after rain. When thoroughly carried out
aud combined with the measm-es detailed above for the cover-

ing over or destruction of breeding places, this method ha3
given excellent results.

Since the date of the issue of this memorandum the

importance of attention being paid to the subject has, we
hear, been further emphasized by the Director-General in

sundry other ways. In particular, the principal medical

oflicefs of all divisions have been directed to draw up
pcrioiliinl viijiiirls on the measures adopted in their areas

for (la ,1. iiii ij.iii iif flies, manure, and food refuse, and
tn:iil'i: I

' I,
I

I iimghtheusitalchannelsto the Direotor-

GciiciMi ii! I nl, lli.it'the most effective system may bo
brouglu into general use.

There has also been included in orders a statement to

the effect that in the opinion of an advisory committee of

entomological experts established some time ago, sodium
arsenite is to be regarded as the most cfiiective of all

possible fly poisons.
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GERMAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
('Coii(iiiH>-<7/io>ii jj. 111.)

The following notes on the proceedings of the Deutsche
ilesellscliaft fiir Chiruvgio which met in Brussels on
April 7th are published in continuation of those -which

appeared last week

:

Gas Gan'CtBexe.

Friinkers bacillus was the cause of the gas gangrene,

which occurred chiefly among the wounded who had been
neglected in the field for a long time. It was of the

greatest importance to detect the disease in its first stage,

for only by early treatment could the patient's life be

saved. The condition was not difficult to diagnose, for the

skin acquired the colour of copper, -was puffy, and gave a
hollow note on percussion or stroking, and emphysematous
crackling on palpation. The discharge also contained

bubbles of gas. By energetic operative treatment it was
possible, not only to save the patient's life, but also the

limb involved. Professor Kummell was surprised to find

llic results of this treatment in war time better than in

times of peace, when the mortality was 80 to 85 per cent.

It was necessary to decide whether gangrene was already
present or not. In the latter case extensive incisions

were often sufficient to arrest the further spread of the

disease, particularly when hydrogen peroxide was applied

to the widely opened wound. "When, however, gangrene
liad supervened, it was necessary to amputate at once, to

cut no flaps and use no sutures. It was not essential to

amputate much above the level of the healthy skin, but
deep incisions had to be made as far as the emphysema
extended. It was improbable that tetanus and gas
gangrene could be completely avoided, even if it were
possible to excise the wounded tissues early in every case.

Early radical treatment was, indeed, apt to interfere with
the uncomplicated recovery of many wounds, and the

sfieaker had learnt to open and excise the channel of the
wound, and remove the bullet, only when fever developed.
Herr Franz had not observed a single case of tetanus

among 2,000 wounded soldiers who had received pro-

phylactic injections of serum. Gaseous infection was
observed in 2 per cent., and the mortality from this com-
plication was 53.4 per cent. The disease usually develo]ied

^ within four days of the infliction of the wound. The dis-

coloration of the skin was not pathognomonic, for the
same discoloration might be observed over an infected
haematoma. When the gaseous infection was deep-
seated, crackling of the skin, drying up of the wound,
and the characteristic odour might not be present. In
these cases the development of .severe, inexplicable pain,

of oedema, of a boxy note on stroking the skin with a
razor, the increase of the pulse-rate to 140 or 150, and
striking pallor of the face, were of diagnostic importance.
The moist tongue distinguished the case from one of

sepsis, and there was neither enlargement of the spleen
nor albuminuria. Gaseous infection was five times more
common in the lower than in the upper limbs, probably
because the former were more exposed to contamination
with the soil. Bacteriological examination showed the
blood to be infected with toxins, but not with bacteria.
It was, however, pointed out by Professor Kiimmell that,

in ca.ses terminating fatally from gas gangrene, Simmouds
had invariably found Friinkcl's bacillus in the blood of the
heart.

WOUXDS OF THE ChEST.
Professor Sauerbruch said the proportion of wounds

of the chest to other wounds was as 836 to 22,145. lu
this estimate the wounds terminating fatally on the field,

and representing about 30 per cent, of all the chest wounds,
were not included. Pressure symptoms caused by haemor-
rhage into the pleural cavity were seldom so great as to

necessitate puncture of the chest. On the other hand,
secondai-y haemorrhage occurring two to three weeks after
the infliction of a wound, often at first sight trivial, fre-

quently proved fatal. A closed pneumothorax, produced
by a bullet leaving small wounds of entry and exit, was
not of itself a serious condition. Extrapleural bullet
wounds of the chest usually did well without active
treatment, whereas shell wounds of the chest, even
when the pleura was intact, invariably required im-
niediatc radical treatment, consisting of removal of

the shell, free opening of the wound and application
ol tampons. The results of this treatment were

satisfactory. Still more active measures were re-
quired -when shell wounds extended to the lungs; and
Professor Sauerbruch said that he had recently succeeded
in saving several cases by operating under a negative
atmospheric pressure. He had operated on only two cases
of wounds of the heart and mediastinum, and both patients
had died.

Professor Borst considered the prognosis of bullet
wounds of the chest was good, provided complete rest
were ensured, and the patients were kept under morphine.
The mortality was 24 per ceut., but when those cases were
excluded in which fragments of rib or foreign bodies had
been carried into the wound, the mortality was only 12 per
cent. The temperature in these cases was often raised at
first, then it fell to normal, and rose again on the sixth or
seventh day, and remained high for some time. This fever
was due to acute inflammation of the lung, and not simply
to absorption of exudate, as mauy surgeons believed. The
treatment of such cases of infected haematothorax should
be limited to frequent aspiration, which had a beneficial
effect on the temperature. • Kesection of ribs was super-
fluous. In shell wounds, on the other hand, recovery
could be ensured only by radical treatment ; among 83 such
casualties he bad seen, 74 terminated fatally in a field

hospital, and others probably proved fatal at a later date.
When the chest was penetrated in the axilla, at the level
of the seventh to the ninth ribs, the abdominal cavity was
usually involved. Of -82 such cases 71 terminated fatally.

He made a rule of operating on all such cases, whether
I the wound were inflicted by a bullet or a shell, and he had
lost only four out of fourteen such cases.

Professor Borchard insisted that effused blood should be
withdrawn from the chest as soon as compression of the
lung was no longer necessary for the arrest of haemor-
rhage. He had never caused a haemorrhage by the early
aspiration of effused blood from the chest, and he was
conviucod tli:it suoli a secondary haemorrhage could not
be proToliel l\v tlic changes in the intrathoracic pressure
caused by aspiration. Only 5 per ceut. of the deaths from
wounds of the chest were due to haemorrhage, whereas
more than 60 per cent, were due to infection. A wound of
the lung might become septic more than a fortnight after
it was inflicted, and he was, therefore, in favour of deferring
the transport of such cases till the third or fourth week.

{To be continued.)

ROCKEFELLER WAR RELIEF C0M3IISSI0N.
The report of the Rockefeller Foundation, dated June 27th,
which is published in the July number of the Military
Surgeon, the organ of the Association of Military Surgeons
of the United States, gives an account of the work of the
Foundation's War Relief Commission. It was decided in
October, 1914, to send a War Relief Commission to Europe
for the purpose of obtaining expert advice based upon a
first hand study of conditions as to the time, place, and
means of rendering aid most effectively. The Chairman
of the Commission was Mr. Wickiiffe Rose, Director-
General of the International Health Commission, the
other two original members being Mr. Ernest P. Bicknell,
Secretary of the .American Red Cross Society, and Mr.
Henry James, jun.. Manager of the Rockefeller Institute.
The Commission, which sailed for Europe early in
November, soon came to the conclusion that the most
urgent problem of the moment was to provide relief for
starving and, in .some cases, disease-swept nations. The
following is a summary of the work done in various
countries i

Belgium.
As immecliate action was called for, the Foundation, without

waitingfor the report of the Commission, devoted itself to the
relief of the Belgians, oo-operatint; for this purpose with the
Belgian Relief Committee of New York and tlie Commission for
Eelief in Belgium. The expeuditui-e m providing the greater
part of five full cargoes of supplies atiiouutcd to a little more
than a million dollars i£200,000i. The War Kelief Commission
went to Belgium in November and made a thorough inspection
of the agencies for relief in that country. It then organized an
office in Rotterdam for receiving, sorting, and shipping the
large quantities of clothing sent to the Commission for Relief
in Belgium from different parts of the world. Later, the
Foundation organized several thousand Belgian women

—

refugees in Holland—into sewing camps, for which raw
materials and sewing machines were provided, in order that
useful employment for the idle, and the need of refugees for
underclothing, might be supplied. In this relief work m
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).000 dollars
nn.ls at the
cif stipftiulg

Fritnce.

As a result of a tour of inspection tlirough Northern France

surgical condition- ^, iilh:

About 125,000 dollars (£25,0001 has been expended for the
equipment and maintenance of this Commission, of whicli the
Kocliefeller i'oumlation lias furnished about 85,000 dollars

(£17,000), the rest having been supplied by other con tri On tors
to the Ked Cross.

Poland.
As the result of an inspection of that pai't of Russian Poland

controlled by the Austrian and German armies, the l^'oundation
autliorized tlie War Helief Commission to assist intlie esl^aOlish-

mcnt of a neutral ('nMimission tor Relief in Polan.l, and
guaranteed its adniinistr.xti-vc expenses up to £2,000 a month.

careful
lall the
;is been

OUTFITS, R.A.M.C.
' Af ;;[!! ,1 Ics for advice as to the outfit wliicli a lieu-

li , ,. i' i: \ M ('. .should take 5\'itli liim wlien ordered over-

s' i ,,; !, : I > France or to the Dardanelles, and whether
ciiip!u_\vd i.L .1 base or sent on more active service; he
asks also whether swords and revolvers are now taken by
medical men.
The official informotion on this snhiect is contained in

7^ G1C7 /-'/ v^ , ;, -.- ,. .,,/,tlic offill.
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LiiaUihd.
I.icutcuautColoucI Petei- JfiUTay Kpn\ couiniaujiug the

1 5th Battaliou of the Kings Own Scottish Borderers, now
iu tlie DardauoUes, has been invalided home for dysenterj-.

Colonel Kerr, who took the JI.B. and CM. at E'dinburgh
iu 1887, is, in civil life, snrgeou to the Dumfries and
Galloway lutiriuary at Dumfries.

Deaths amoxg Sons of Medical JIkn.
Only three cases of the sous of doctors having been killed iu

nctioii appear, to have been reported during the past week.
Two others fram the earlier mouths of the war are added.
Ingram-Johnson, Reginald James Theodore, Second Lieu-

tenant 3rd Diu-lmm Light Infantry, elder son of Dr. U. E.
Ingram-Johnson, of South Moor, Stanley. County Durham,
tilled in action iu France, aged 20. He joined the special
i-eservo of Iiis logimcnt on November 7th, 1914.

Mariin. (Veil Tavlor, R.X., .Assistant Clerk, H.M.S. Mon-
vioKih. ekkr s..n of Dr. George Martin, of 4, Park Terrace,
Silloth, Cumbei hind, killed in action off the coast of Chile, on
November 1st. 1914. aged 17.

Prain. Thomas, Lieutenant Leicestershire Regiment, onlv
son of Lieutenant-Colonel Sir David Prain, CLE., I.M.S.(ret.i,

Director. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, killed in action in

l-'landers. October 21st, 1914. Lieutenant Prain got his com-
mission on October 9th, 1912, and qualified as interpreter iu

French in 1913.
Ranking. James Gabriel Lancaster, Captain Indian army,

elder surviving son of Lieutenant-Colonel 6. S. A. Ranking,
I.M.S. 'ret. I. killed in action in the Persian Gulf onJulyl2tli.
Captain Ranking was born on October 14th, 1883, entered the
armv on Jaiui.irv 21st, 1903, joined the Indian arrav on April
23rdl 1904, oiul" became Captain oti .Tanuarv 21st, 1912. He
enterr.l li.e l'.ih;ii:il Departnieat on December 8th. 1907. and
at ti- : i"- . > ,:,-^.h ..rh V,:,- l;,i;.,r \ ,, .( ,„,Milat Ak«-;iz, ami
A-~

NOTES.
Brassakd for Civilian Doctors.

A War Office notification, No. BJI 2306,1915 [(T.F.31,

dated June 30th, states: " Medical practitioners specifically

engaged for continuous duty in military hospitals (volun-

tary or otherwise), or in medical charge of troops, or in

recruiting duties, may be allowed to wear the Bed Cross
brassard."

Admiraltj- and of representatives of the Allied Powers .shortly

after the outbreak of war. It? earliest act was the escorting to

England of the first- batch of Belgian wounded, for 1,600 of

whom it fouud hospital accommodation. A register of the
men's names, addresses, and regimental details was compiled ;

an inquiry bureau established to assist the reunion of scattered
families; "and a military post office, working in connexion with
the Bureau de Correspondance Beige at Havre, was set up. The
register, which records over 100,000 names, has been continued
at the request of the British Registrar-General, is partly sub-

sidized by the Local Government Board, and is consulted by
the Belgian Government for all military purposes, such as the
tracing of soldiers destined to return to the front, the granting
of pensions, etc. For those Belgian soldiers who are per-

manently disabled the Committee has provided three homes,
which, being rent free, are run with a minimum of expense. To
numerous crippled soldiers it has supplied artilicial limbs and
surgical appliances. It has in process of equipment a home for

men who, through exposure in the trenches, have contracted
tuberculosis. In Belgium itself the Committee supports a
fleet of motor ambulniu-pontid n miiiibrT nf mrn-,'!'!-!, equipped
with hot baths, souii •'"' " :'!;' ' -u'ri.-- !m I-'ranee it

maintains and raaiiML 1,,;, ,1 i Limoges
—which have a to.;: 1 i 1

11 and 300
beds. At a time v.iieii ---..inM \:. 11 i--- -: :i, ..ition was
in great straits the Committee dispatched i500 by telegraph,
and later, at the request of the Serbian Government, equipiied
and sent out a typhoid hospital, with the result that at the eud
of March doctors, nurses, a hundred beds, and full equipment
left for Kragujevatz, the head quarters of the Serbian army.
Owing to the disappearance of the epidemic, the unit is now
adapted for the reception of the wounded. The Committee
dispatched a Sanitarv Commission to Montenegro, and, on its

ad\ice, two units of 100 beds each were sent on June 2nd to

combat typhus in Podgoritza and Nikshich. These units,

which, owmg to the state of Montenegro, had to be accom-
panied by over £2,500 worth of stores and food.
The Committee has received from Dr. Isobel Ormiston,

head of its Sanitary Commission to Montenegro, a letter in

which she states that owing to the decrease of the epidemic
these units will probably shortly be adapted for the reception
of wounded. The epidemic appeared during the later part of

Haroh in the new provinces on the Serbian side. It was

brought from Serbia h\- soldiers who were brought in for
artillery purposes. Very tew civilians have been attacked up
to the present, and general opinion inclines to the view that
tvphus fever or any infectious disease will not, owing to the
configuration of the country, tend to spread from the new
provinces and Serbia into Montenegro proper save by the
passage of infected individuals. A mild type of enteric "fever
with a low mortality is endemic iu various "parts of Montenegro.
Dr. Druetti, who was sent to Montenegro iu April bv the
Italian Government, has been responsible for all the isolation
and disinfection arrangements, and has also prepared an isola-
tion hospital for imported cases of tjphus discovered in
Cettinje. He has likewise inaugurated a scheme for the
medical examination of traveller-; . Ill iij I \<! M, 1 ;-ii range
of mountains which separates till I'l. M

I 1,. 1
. winces.

There is great distress ami.UH tl t, ,,- ,;,.: . , ,, impula-
tion owing to the iiiipossibilit\ ..| .. ;

; m . 1 m.. i i,. 1 .luntry.
The useful and patriotic work ilcuc ii.i U;c Uoun.ua Allies
Relief Committee is constantly expanding. The honorary
treasurer is Mr. T. O. Roberts (Manager), Loudon County and
Westminster Bank, 217, Strand, W.C.

The Special Corresp
says that there are m.
Serbia. They have (
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There is evevv probability of successful cauditlates being sent to

tile front at an early .late. Apply personally or bv letter to

Captain Caley. R.A.M.C-CL'.i, 2n(l London Sanitary Loiupany,

Dulie of York's Head Quarters, Chelsea, S.W.

. -:',,,-,. 11!, Iral otlicers

f,„!' ,

,
,, .

' \
I

;
.

I

-. I'l l.iriiifnant-

(V,l.,i ,
i

, „ , (1.1 .
.' ,,A N.iiili M ;.ii:i ml Iiehl Ambulance,

St. Albans.

S!Siid East Lancashire Field Amhiilanee.

Three medical officers are required to replace three ofTicers

proceeding overseas. Must be under W years of age and willing

for foreign service. Pay and allowances as in regular army.

Applications to Lieutenant-Colonel A. Callum, O.C., Heathfield,

Sussex.

(Bnglantr antr tWinlts,

District Nirsin'g or Me.^slf.s .\nd Whoopixg-cough in

London.
The meeting of the Central Council for District Nursing

in London at the offices of the Local Government Board

on July 20th was well attended. Sii- 'SVilliam Collins -was

in the chair, and the principal business was to consider a

report of the Executive Committee on the subject of district

nursing in relation to measles, German measles, and
"whooping-cough.

3L-. Walter Long, the President of the Local Government
Board, welcomed the members, and referred to the fact

that it was under the aegis of the department that the

•n-ork of the Council was started two years ago, when his

predecessor (Mr. John Burns) opened a conference in that

same hall on the subject of district nursing in Loudon.'

lUr. Long ;;aid that it had been suggested to him recently

thill ill, r 1, ' 11 more reasons than one, by no means all of

til. Ml I,; i : . liy the word "German"" should not be

ini r i
.

'
.

I J
, soription of one of the affections they had

t,.,.i, ,: ,. i! \v;t^ assui'cd that German measles might
jvii;i !.i, 1 ; :_ li i-jni. J ,1, a form of measles proper,

fiuii 1.
, i, ,

, . i I ,110. Measles had proved

it.,,
I:

;i
- I iievalence, its treatment,

and n., [M, . I
'

.
; , r -i- the most serious con-

sideration. - - ''
' oncstionof the position of

nurtiug oi- 1 ,, . 1
- - I that one of the practical

difficultii s til I IIP ; 111 I L.I 1 "Utend with was an almost

inevitable temkuoy towards jealousy (for want of a better

word) as between different bodies which were formed for

similar purposes. It should be remembered that they all

had a common object, and in their special concern at the

moment—that of saving the lives of the children—there

was no room for antagonisms. That work, always impor-

tant, was probably lum.' important to-day than it had ever

111 , I I
. II ,

li'.e from his own experience as a

p,: irses of his childhood with those

,,! tlie change within the space of

litL, I -. marvellous. Without the nurse

till' I ii.iL,, :.iiil hkUl of the greatest of doctors would be
tliiM-,vn.av,iv.

.All-. J liiyoN I'isliGr, Parliamentary Secretary to the Local
Govcinuicut board, who i)aid a tribute, as Mr. Long had
also done, to the public work of Sir William Collins, said

that a danger in front of a body such as the Central

Council was that, being fed with money from oflicial

sources, the local sources would tend to dry up. He
trusted that the Council would do something to stimulate

local rivalries and arouse local interest.

The report of the Executive Conimittop 0,1 the subject

of measles and whooping-cough, -^vli'. ! v. .- 1 1 -eutcd to

the meeting by Sir William ColHn .
'k

i ImI, while
cowJnrVmu a Im-.^.i in.|iairv, the Cim 'r ;;..

1 M tound its

lOOn iiiLd-'..- ;.::!.. ..;ii;-..l 'J '^^'l ,l.:.llis iu Loudon,
almost eutirely among little children. The mortality

increased in proportion to overcrowding and poverty, and
diminished with every improvement in the social status.

Much of the mortality w\as due to the common impression

that the disease might safely be treated by the mother

' BitiTisH Medicai, JounsAL. June 21st, 1913, p. 1345.

alone. It was estimated in the evidence taken by tlia

Committee that in 50 or 60 per cent, of the cases no
medical man was called in. This, indeed, was one cause

of the failure of compulsory notification in the towns
which liad tried it. A system of notification through the

school teachers and attendance officers was in process of

organization by the London County Council authorities,

and there was reason to believe that the machinery
already at work might be linked up with arrangements
whereby the early .services of a train'ed nurse might
generally be made available.

After quoting the advice of Dr. Foord Caiger, of the
South-Western Fever Hospital, Dr. Bundle, of the Liver-

pool Hospital at Fazakerley, and Dr. Biernacki, of the
Plaistow Hospital, as to the desirability of district nurses

dealing with cases of measles or whooping-cough in the

course of their duties, the Committee advised that, given
suitable training and special instruction, district nurses,

acting as they did under rule and supervision, might safely

be trusted to undertake the nursing of these diseases iu

the course of their ordinary work. The question of the
nursing of infectious and "obstetric cases by the same
persons was also considered, and the Committee was of

opinion tliat, provided due care was taken to comply
strictly with the rules laid down, a district nur.se need
not be debarred from attending to simple cases of measles
or whooping-cough and also to maternity cases; but in

the event of any complication she should seek medical
aid. With regai-d to the lelation of the district nurse to

the medical ])ractitioner in the nursing of measles or

whooping-cough, the Committee suggested that possibly

the special circumstances might bo met if an arrange-

ment could be made, following the precedent of tho

Midwives Act, for the payment of a medical man called'

in to attend a child of poor parents on tho recommenda-
tion of a recognized district nurse. If this could be done,

under suitable safeguards, it would provide a systematic

means of bringing medical assistance to bear on the eases

most in need of it, and at an early stage instead of too

late. Possibly the public authorities and district nursing

organizations concerned could confer with representatives

of the medical profession in each borough, with a view
to settling the methods of procedure which should ba
reciprocally acceptable.

Sir Arthur Downes formally moved the recommendation
of the Committee that the report be approved, printed, and
placed on sale, and further

—

That the Executive Committee be instructed to confer with
the Associations for District !Nursing iu London and other
bodies or persons interested, with a view to preparing a
scheme for the nursing of cases of measles, German measles,
and whooping-cough ; and

That the Executive Committee be authorized to promote con-
ferences with representatives of local authorities, the
medical profession, district uursiiig associations, and other
bodies or persons interested, witli a view to putting in opera-
tion a scheme tor the nursing of measles, German measles,
and whooping-cough.

There was no discussion, and the recommendations were
carried nai/tinc contradicente. The remaining business

before the meeting, which included a grateful acknow-
ledgement to the trustees of the London Parochial Charities

and to tho Worshipful Company of Salters for grants, tho
appointment of a Finance Committee, and the approval of

draft standing orders, was carried through with equal

expeditiousuess, and the gathering broke up after a vote of

thanks, moved by the Bishop of Southwark, and seconded

by Sir William Church, had been accorded to the President

and Parliamentary Secretary of the Local Government
Board, and acknowledged by 3Ir. Hayes Fisher.

Medical Inspection of School Children lif

Manchester.
The number of children in the public schools in j\ran-

chester in 1914 was about 123,000, and the report of the
school medical officer states that in the year the total

number of examinations at medical inspections on school

premises was 34,836. Tho average time occupied by the
examination of each case—excluding the special cases of

epilepsy, mental defect, etc., which attended at the offices

for more extended examination—was about 7J minutes,

but, partly owing to interference by the war, tho speed of

examination had to be considerably accelerated. Parents

had been notified tliat treatment was required in about

12,600 cases, and the report gives full details of the facts
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ilisclosed by the inspection. In the reports of the last

thi-ec yeai-s it was noted that there hnil boon a small but
ilefinite increase in the average height and -neight of the
rhildieu, but in 1914 it appears that there -was a small
deoreaso all round, all the figures for both boys and girls

being below the anthropometric standard of 1883. The
standard of cleanliness in the schools, it is stated, has
undoubtedly risen, and though vermin and nits arc still

very common, gross cases arc now comparatively rare.

During the year 293 cases were cleansed at the cleansing

station, and in 57 cases parents were prosecuted for

carelessness. In order to deal more effectively with
verminous and dirty children four nur.ses were added
to the staff, and raids arc made from tiiuo to time.

without notice, on the schools for the inn . .

"
.} :,,

tion. Something like 800 children haM n iiin

at the oflice of the school medical !! !
> Il-

eal supervision, the cases being mainly >( i^iiihi-is.

rickets, debility, anaemia, ringworm, chronic skin or eye

disease, epileptics, mental defectives, and miscellaneous

cases which have been referred by the assistant medical
officers. Of this number no fewer than 406 were eases of

phthisis or suspected phthisis. TJjere were 2,585 children

excluded from school under the official authority of the

school medical olficer, 1,730 of these being on account of

ringworm. Arrangements have now been made for the

treatment of chosen eases of ringworm by x rays, and the

total eases treated in this way were 185. It is also noted

that the x rays have been used in the diagnosis of certain

diseases, especially diseases of the chest. Special atten-

tion has been paid to phthisical children; 64 have been
admitted to the Summcrseat Home, 125 sent to sanatoriums,

and 409 sent into the country for a holiday in 1914. Alto-

gether 951 children were reported as physically m- imiiuilly

defective, including mental defectives, epiliptics, crippli.s,

pretuberculous children, blind, deaf, and diiml). t)f tliis

number, 440 were mental defectives, and during the year
124 mental defectives were admitted to special schools.

But it is noted that tljere are now a large number of

mentally defective children attending the ordinary ele-

mentary schools, for whom there is no suitable provision,

while the policy is continued of excluding from the special

Bchools that grade of child which is uueducable. At the

S0S8 Moss School for Epileptics there are now 100 children

in residence, 26 having been admitted during the year, and
21 discharged. Of 122 cases treated at this school, 12 arc

said to be probably cured, 66 improved, 36 stationary, and
8 worse. At the Kesidontial Schools for Cripples 44 cases

were admitted during the year, the total number under
treatment at the schools being 157, of whom 96 were suffer-

ing from tuberculous disease of bones or joints, and 53 from
rickets. Operations, mostly for deformities due to rickets,

were done in 34 cases sent to the Royal Infirmary from the
schools.

Towards the end of 1913 the school medical officer, in

a report on the question of the provision of school clinics,

stated that for a full provision six centres would be needed,
each centre having a doctor, a half-time dentist and one
nurse, and that treatment should be provided for skin dis-

ease (including ringworm), defective eyesight, dental caries,

and diseases of eyes and ears, with provision later for the

operative treatment of tonsils and adenoids. During 1914
the committee endeavoured to secure premises for three

centres. One of these was ready in January, 1915, and
a smaller but useful clinic was later acquired in a second
district.

Medicai, Inspection of School CniLnr.EN in Salfoed.
It is evident from the annual report of the Education

Committee for Salford that treatment is becoming an
increasingly large part of the work of the school medical
staff. The staff consists of the M.O.H. of Salford, two
whole-time medical officers, a whole-time dentist, and five

nurses. During the year 1914 treatment was advised in

the cases of 1,019 children. The parents were notified

that treatment was necessary, but they ai-o said never to

be advised to take their children to the hospital unless they
state definitely that they cannot afford private treatment.
Inquiries by school attendance officers later showed that
443 had actually received treatment, 322 other parents
promised to obtain it, but in 254 cases the parents refused
to obtain treatment. The conditions for which treatment
is provided by the authority at the school clinic are as
follows

;

1. \isnal defects: In addition to the routine eyesight
examination, 348 children were specially examined by retiuo-
scopy, and spectacles were prescribed for 212.

2. liin-worm : Oiu of 497 cnses of scalp rinfworm, 117 were
treat. !! li\ ;li.' ^y.'- .:'., |i:i,,!,i^ ]i;i\in; ; linal cliarge of
2s. bii

1
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I
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I i 11^, it was found
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, :i., soon as epilation was
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;.- rliarge, chronic nasal dis-
clmi;,. .

.: 1; .
.1 ,: I

,,.
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, .:. ,ii,, ,- .> I ina, impeti{«o, and septic
couiliU.ii; vi tiiL :.:;i . i.'L.i.nt; ilic \ car 505 new cases were
treated under tliiis head, requiriuy 7,354 attendances. Treat-
ment is carried out by the school nurses under tlie direction of
the M.O., who devotes one half-day per week to the supervision
of tliese cases.

4. Tuberculosis : Tlie routine inspec|i..ii i. \. -K -: ;,.. fact that
1 per cent, of the uliil.lrrn were siiiii .inal and
2.9 per cent, from susjx-cted imliiioiKi i > ^, 1.4 per
cent, from glandular tuberculosis, anil u. 1

|r
,

., n. !i,,m other
forms of the disease.

5. Dental disease :The actual treatment of dental disease was
only commenced last August, but from then to the end of the
year 472 children received treatment.

In addition t.) the treatment given at the school clinic,

17 new cases have been sent to special institutions for the
blind, deaf, and .lumb, aii.l a total of 69 children are now
being maintained in institutions at the part cost of the
town council.

Uitlantr.

LuN.iCY IN Ireland: Annual Report of Lnspectors
OF Lunacy.

Insanity, as far as it comes officially under the notice of
the Inspectors of Lunacy in Ireland, is still on the increase.
The annual report of the inspectors states that the total
of insane persons in establislnncnts in Ireland at the end
of last year was 25,180—an increase of 171 on the previous
year. This increase, however, was 50 less than the
average increase for the preceding ten years—a fact from
which some little comfort may be derived. The opinion
has often been expressed that the increase of lunacy in
Ireland is more apparent than real. Constant improve-
ments in the treatment of lunatics in public asylums has
led a great many persons to place their insane or mentally
afflicted relatives in these institutions. Thus, in the years
from 1880 to 1914 the number of inmates of district and
auxiliary asylums increased by 12,860; the criminal
lunatics in Duiidium Central Asylum decreased by 9; the
patients in private institutions increased by 283; while
the pauper lunatics in workhouses decreased by 1,073. In
the same period the proportion of insane under care to the
total population was more than doubled, but the rate of
increase appears to be lessening. Another reason why the
number of lunatics in Ireland appears to be increasing is

that the immigration authorities in foreign countries are
becoming stricter, and none but persons of perfectly sound
mind are now allowed to enter the United States or other
countries. Thus, the insane, as well as the aged and
infirm, are left with us, while only the sane and healthy
are able to emigrate.
The report discusses the question of the effect of the

war on persons of unstable brain, and finds that there is
no evidence, so far, that the horrors of war had any in-

fluence in increasing insanity in Ireland, but it is noticed
that there was an increase last year in the number of
cases admitted in whii-li alcohol is assigned as the prin-
cipal cause, and this is considered an indirect effect of war
conditions.

Collection for the Irish Hospital in France.
In Dublin, as in London and many other towns,

July 14th was celebrated as " France's Day." In Dublin
the collection in the streets was for the benefit of the Irish
Hospital in France, a hospital which is one of the nearest,
if not the nearest, to the fighting line in Flanders. In
addition to the large number of voluntary lady collectors,

valuable aid was given by the City of Dublin Voluntary Aid
Detachments and the Boys' Brigade, the total number of

collectors being about 1,500. The day's programme was
carried out under the auspices of " La Croix Rougo
Francaise." The directress of the Irish Hospital iu

France travelled specially to Dublin to help in carrying
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out the day's programme, and was one of the busiest

workers tliroughout the day. The Honorary Secretary

and Committee were well pleased with the reports of the

workers, and anticipate a very substantial measure of

assistance for the Irish Hospital.

Vaccination in Ireland.
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result no action was taken, and the guardians were then

notified that legal proceedings woukl be taken to compel

them to enfovce the Acts. Under these circumstances the

pres( lit iippli. iiliun was brought. Mr. Justice Ross granted

the <,.:„!, h.,ii;'l ,ii,ior.

At ili^ I:: I iii..liugof the North Dublin Union a letter
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, 1 ho proposal contain<(l in

tlu uoliii' <ir iniii ion. 'I'lir opinion of the legal adviser to

the guardians was read, and was to the effect that the

magistrates were the authority to decide whether there

was valid reason for exemption in any case, and tliat if

the resolution were passed it would be a direct breach

with the Local Government Board, and would, it adopted,

be illegal. The Chairman said, in view of tlie Local

Government Board's letter and their adviser's opinion, it

was his duty to refuse the motion.

Public Health of Belfast.

At the meeting of the City Council on July 1st the

medical officers of health reported the notification of

177 cases of scarlatina during the last month. The Public
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(lf.;il , ;,ii ,:,! ., !. .
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liad uijtiii' i< c Committee that they would
refuse in Mio Insurance Committee were
paying tli .' nicer £600 a year ; the Corpora-

tion were in.;,i,- li,. ,. uUJcer the same sum ; amalgama-
tion would save"i:600 a year. The dispute between the

Ijocal Government Board, the Insurance Commissioners,

the Insurance Committee, and the Hospitals and Dis-

pensaries Committee of tln' rb „ rnin. ;i had been going

OQ ever since; there wcio ' i
i its in the sana-

torium now than when tin ' '
it over. A new

responsible head of the sainiLn mni 'J": Gillilaud; had

been appointed, but the Council could not get rid of their
obligation to the guardians' officers, Dr. Hall and Dr.
Kankin. Dr. Hall was now appointed a visiting physician
at a salary of £175 a year, although his relations with Dr.
Gilliland are not set forth.

The ratepayers sincerely hope that tlie recent exhorta-
tion of the Chaucellor of the Exchequer as to economy will

be taken to heart by all these bodies.

€ovus^onUntt.

LEGAL BESPONSIBILITY FOR CRIME.
Sin,—Kindly allow me to thank my friend Dr. James

.Scott, and ;\Ir. Roland Ihirrows, for their very courteous
reference to me in their letter to the .Iodknal la.st week;
and also to add a few exjiUniatorj' words to what I said ia

my letter which was published in the Jouknal of June 5tl).

What I said, or at least intended to say, was that the
subcommittee's proposal was in effect a combination of

Sir James Stephen's and Dr. Mercier's. I certainly did
not insinuate that the subcommittee had not thought
the whole question out for themselves, both individually

and collectively. I recognized explicitly that the omission
of Dr. .Alcrcier's name was unintentional, but deemed it

fitting to call attention to this omission in view both of

what I hope will be the signal and enduring importance
of the subcommittee's recommendation, and also of Dr.

Mercier's undoubtedly original piiblication of the new
proposal embodied therein.—I am, etc.,

Louaon, w., Jiih 181U. H. Bryan Donkix.

Sip,,—I am grieved that Drs. Scott and Burrows should
think me hypercritical. I had no intention of pointing
out any errors except those that seemed to me material.

I think no eases would come under A (c) that woidd not
already have been covered by A {a} or A (h). Drs. Scott
and Burrows virtually admit that this is so, but they say
it may be of the greatest service to have an alternative
formula. It may be so, but I do not think it is hyper-
critical to doubt it. I should fear that an alternative
formula, which is not an alternative formula, but, as Drs.
Scott and Ihirrows admit, au additional formula, may
confuse the issue.

When I express my difficulty in discovering what eases
are included under "such" and what are included under
'• other," I am told that I lay too great stress upon classifi-

cation. It is true that I used the word '• class," but I am not
wedded to it, and it is not necessary to my argument.
When the report speaks of "such ca.ses," it refers, I
suppose, to some kind, sort, variety, aggregate, group,
batch, lot, or bunch of eases; and wdien it speaks of
" othi r 11 1 .1 -iinie that it refers to a different kind,
sort, '. '_;ate, group, batch, lot, or bunch of

cases: n' ! I 'M not on reading the report, nor can
I novv, :

' ' i III t difference is made between the two
kinds, sort.s, varieties, aggregates, groups, batches, lots, or
bunches.

It was my mistake, no doubt ; but I had no idea that
what the reporters objected to was the system of calling

medical witnesses cii bloc as witnesses of the court. The
objections to this course certainly do seem to me real,

great, and manifest. Structuial alterations would bo
lequiii'i 111 I III-. I'jibii iIm witness-box must be
enlai'j' '

i li "im' ..lui- :. "s must be provided.
The 111 . I : .. . - 11 , .. I. I cross-examination of

several '>i iUk.^.^l.-^ iui;.-,l i.j, \ .t,aiji ;, n^ufuse the court, jury,

counsel, and each other. 1 cannot doubt that the plan of

calling the witnesses one after the other is much to bo
preferred, and this is the plan that I have alwaj'S seen
followed in court ; but it seems that the practice 7uust

have been altered since last I gave evidence, for Drs. Scott

and Burrows assert that " in no cases are expert witnes.ses

expressing divergent opinions called one after another."

It must be bad enough to call simultaneously witnesses
who express similar opinions, but to have several experts
simultaneously expressing divergent opinions must turn
the court into a bear-garden, and 1 am surprised that the

judges allow it.

I abhor ambiguous expressions and cannot but feel

humiliated at being charged with using one. If I had
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bccu chargcil with using ambiguously such expressions as

"en bloc" or''oue after another," 1 do not kuow how I

coiiUl have survived the exposure; but when I am told

that the expression, reported cases," is ambiguous, I

may, perliaps, be permitted to clear up the ambiguity by
subslitutiug the expression, "cases reported iu tho Times
newspaper."

Lastly, the reporters piu me down with a definite ques-

tion, and ask me if I should '-care to sustain the theory

that no criticism could be passed, say, upon the trial and
conriction of men charged before justices for summary
offences of indecency under the Vagrancy Acts." Well,

Sir, I must admit, as the charwoman admitted when she

was asked for a character, " There you 'ave me." The
difficulties are so numerous and stupendous that I give it

up at once. The question planks mc down iu a new and
unknown world, and leaves me completely at fault. To
begin with, I do not know what a summary offence is.

Summary jurisdiction I kuow, and summary conviction

I know, but how am I to know whether or not au
offence was committed summarily unless I was there to

see ? Again, that passing criticism or not passing criti-

cism can be a theory gravels me ; and I hasten to

say that it would gravel me just as much to fiud

a theory in passing hypercriticism. The only way
that I "know of to sustain a theory is by adduc-

ing evidence in its favour, and where and how am I

to find evidence that no criticism can be passed upon this

trial? It was a trial and conviction of unspecified men,
charged at an unspecified time and place, before un-

specified justices, and they were charged for offences, aud
summary offences into the bargain. I am not told even

how much they were charged for their offences—their

summary offences. The whole system of criminal juris-

prudence seems to have been revolutionized since I

frequented the courts, and it seems that we have gone

back to the Saxon system of wcy-r/cld, and charge the

offenders so much for their offences. No, Sir, I do not care

to sustain the theory. There is no need for Drs. Scott

and Burrows to shoot, 1 will come down.—I am, etc.,

rarkstone, July nth. <-'has. A. Mercier.

THE SUPPLY OP MEDICAL MEN.
Sir,— "A. M. E.'s" letter in the British Medical

JocRNAL of July 3rd should not be allowed to pass
without a protest. He evidently is well satisfied with tho

position in which he finds himself owing to the war, aud
this has led him to think he possesses the faculty of

summarizing the positions of many different classes of

medical men of whose private matters he must be abso-

lutely ignorant. His classification of ' mankind " (which
includes only the Englisli) is extremely narrow, and
necessarily most unjust to many. He seems to forget that

of the many medical men " who had given up lucrative

practices " some, at least, have done so— (n) because they
had to as officers of certain units

; (6) because they fore-

saw the effect of the war on their practices, and the war
enabled them to tide over the time ; (<•) because, having
made their bit, they could well afford to go. If " love

of the country "is to transcend "all else," then surely,

indeed, the war would leave many widows and orphans,
and increase the liabilities of the State. It is quite easy
for young unmarried men and very young married men to

accept the generous rates given for a temporary lieutenancy
with tho E.A.M C. ; but it is rather hard that married men
who could not afford to accept those rates without loss

and incurring bankruptcy should be regarded as un-
patriotic because they wish to be clear of debt, and thereby
help their country. If " A. M. E." still holds the opinion
he does, he should publicly state he is willing to pay
all expenses above the war rates of those of his classes

whose expenses exceed the pay offered by the War Office.

—

I am, etc.,

July mil. Cojniox-SENSE,

Sir,—Our experience in West Sussex makes us wonder
whether the shortage of medical officers in the army is a
fact. Some weeks ago a meeting of practitioners in West
Sussex was addressed by the Director of Medical Services
of this district, and they were asked to help by giving whole
pr part time service as far as they possibly could. As a
result of several further meetings 9, certaia number of

medical men were enabled to offer their services for a
stated period.

Koceutly about 1,000 troops were quartered in this town
and were placed under tho medical care of a local doctor.
.\fter a short time he was superseded by an oflieer of the
1\..V.M.C. It such an officer can be spared to do such work
iu a town where there are upwards of twenty practising

doctors, it would seem that the " shortage " has been
exaggerated.
Are we to be guided by the spoken words or by the action

of the Director of Medical Services?—I am, etc.,

Frank Hinds,

Worthiug. July ISlli.

TEMPORAEY RANK TX TTTK Tt.A.Jl.r.

Sir,—In support of your idii v,|i,iikI, ni, -A I 'uiiy-Year-
Old Lagger," may I say tlKit (In n hiIi.m iiu s li;:\emade
a great mistake iu giviug us t'jiiiiM.naiy it. A..\I.C officers

any substantive rank whatever— it is most misleading?
Juniors of the rank and file aud other corps believe that
being subalterns we are mere makeshifts of no profes-

sional standing, aud, what is \\\<\ -i-. .lui iKtiruts think the
same. In the Boer war, tliiMiij!i n. hih I served as
captain (two medals, seven cl,i|im ; n u regular corps,

temporary officers were eithurriMl 01 rou-uUant surgeons
—that is, general or special practilioiieis, as in civil life.

" Way-back " practitioners, of no military training what-
ever, are being enrolled from obscure practices in far-

away colonies, aud arrive here as captains. I, with
almost twenty years of comraissioued life iu a colonial

militia, though also from such au obscure practice as
I suggest above, haviug gained promolion by examination
and trained on R.A.M.O. lines, tLii\ill.(l at my own
expense for two months across the wui 11. ^nul iuio been
rewarded with a lieuteuaucy. The I; \Ma\ has not
adopted the jiresent jjlau because it assumL j iLai. we have
no professional standing—are, in fact, mt-rc embryonic
practitioners—but because we have no especial military
training, and are, most of us, incapable of successfully

taking command of ambulances, hospitals, boats, and
companies. Therefore we should have no substantive
rank. But as we have, in the name of sense let us bo
graded sensibly—say, as honorary or brevet captains—so
that we shall assume no superiority over those who
though junior in rank, are trained lieutenants and
recently promoted captains.

Then, too, let me speak of that absurd age limit which
as yet prevents the vigorous hard-ridiug athletic man of

46 from going to the front and doing the work he is

physically adapted for, whilst the studious, artistic idealist

of 40 is sent instead, whose pluck leads him into dangers
from which his physi(|ue provides no meaus of escape.

Also, why are we iu base hospitals ou the northern side

of the Channel not to receive the "honours of war"

—

medals which will be given to those who arc just as snug
at bases on the southern side or on hospital boats? It is

through increase of well-earned public esteem that we
alone can expect to balance our losses—aud we have lost

heavily, and will lose more. Any man who loyally and
voluntarily leaves his work, whatever it may be, and
devotes his whole time to purely military work, be he
surgeon, cook, or clerk, should receive his medal. As we
now have rank, wo surgeons, let us be at least captains.

I am an old M.D., aud answer to the name of "3Iister"
now, and in selecting us for duty at base or front let the
personal equation be considered. One man working with
me has been kept back because his vision does not meet
a stereotyped and archaic test long known to be useless.

I have seen him operate without glasses aud count cattio

at over two miles.—I am, etc.,

JulylTtb. Over Fifty.

Sir,—"Temporary Subaltern," iu his letter of July 10th,

strikes the right note, only not quite strong enough. I
sympathize with him, also with myself. This is my case:
li August last I resigned a good permancut appointment
to offer my services at the earliest moment. I was kept

waiting for weeks, and at last obtained a lieutenancy,

R.A.M.C.(T.), with the assurance that I would be pro-

moted to captain's rank in a month's time, but no promo-
tion yet. 1 have served overseas, and am uow engaged at

deflot work, not looking for or caring much for promotioa
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any longer, but intending to "pull out" when my year

is up, as the position is infra dig. and humiliating. If

only j'oung enough, I would nuicli rather serve us a

private. I see Colonials and otliers wlio have started with

rank of captain—good men, no doubt, but not better ilian

many senior and eilicieut men who have to masquerade

as lieutenants and subs, with a paltry star or two.

I have the Queen's medal with four clasps for service in

South Africa, where, I will say in justice to myself, I made
good. Although gazetted in October last, 1 have not

received my ordinary allowances up to date ; it w as nearly

six niontlis bi'Torc I could extract my pay throu<;h tho

'].i, ,1. :

,' apparently because I had moved
al'. ii willing to go anywhere or do auytliing

ii, ,
. It is all very well for tlie War Office

lu .ijj^ .;.! [Attriotism of the profession, but I fear

we have made ourselves too cheap, and are treated

accordingly. This is my first grumble, but not necessarily

my last.—I am, etc.,

Julj-etla. Growler.

A SCALE OF FEES FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
FOR LIFE INSURANCE.

Sir,—lu the report of tho Council to the Representative

Meeting the attention of the latter is drawn to the ques-

tion of fixing a scale of fees for medical examination for

life insurance, and emphasis is laid upon the fact that this

matter has been more or less under consideration since

1904. I think that this statement is a proof of the diffi-

culties tliat militate against any satisfactory settleiuout of

the question, and hope that the meeting will consider very

closely the possible result of any decision it arrives at.

AVe have a recent example of an attempt to l" I unani-

mous action throughout the profession m l;

of a resolution by the Representative >i ;i

fixed the fee for referee W'Ork under tin li > t,

at 10s. 6d., and many of us are aware (ji uk- ( iniral

questions that were created by that resolution, and by the

attempt of those who loyally obej'ed it, to bring to book
those who failed to do so. A far worse state of things will

arise if an attempt is made at present to enforce a certain

scale of fees for life insurance work, and until those

affected are agreed upon unanimous action,while a resolution

of the Representative Meeting which is to be only a pioi:s

opinion, to be generally disregarded by those concerned,

will, I fear, be very little helpful. When we realize that

in every town each of the large insurance companies douig
both "ordinary " and " industrial " work employs one or

more local practitioners, who are often men in good class

practice, to examine their cases at feesvarying from £1 Is. to

2s. 6d., and tlu't fieMnently the larger fees so far outnumber
the smaller ^

: : ' t !: examiners express no discontent

with these;! I , ! i lie w-ork they do, then I think we
must first I. i :i.i -1 "II die co-operation of those interested

before passing any resolution in either the Ijivisional or

Representative Meetings, which will oblige loyal members
of the Association to either resign the appointments they
hold from the insurance companies, with the knowledge
that other men will be found who are less scrupulous, or

alternatively resign their membership.—I am, etc.,

July 12ih. S.

RRITISH AND FRENCH SALVARSAN PRODUCTS.
Sir,—In tile riiuTisii Medical Jodrn.\l of July 10th

Dr. C. V. 'I iiiionting on the occasional toxic

results ol ions and the manufacture of the
British j-i -Whether English salvatsan is

mc»v i.r If :.,..; lIju German product is immaterial,
(111 liiis drug js not essential in the treat-

)iii The labour and ingenuity expended on
ils I: I . .. iLilil bo better applied in the production
of in^n cNploMues, ' etc. Salvarsan is not essential in the
sense that it is the only drug with which we cau treat

syphilis, but it is essential in that it is by far the most
powerful antidote to syphilis which we jjossess, and that a
proper course of treatment consisting of salvarsan and
mercury not only gives better results but takes up far less

time than one of mercury alone.

Tho dui"'' f '' eiurse of treatment is of extreme
importaue ,

,ii the present time. The number
of soldicii . philis is considerable. It is not
cnlydesiiM.L iil that^tbeir course of treatment

should be short as well as efficient, so that no unnecessary
delay may take place and prevent them from joining theic

units abroad. Salvarsan and mercury can do more for them
in nine weeks than mercury alone can do iu two years.

From this point of view alone, therefore, salvarsan must
be looked upon as a most essential drug, and the labour
and ingenuity expended on its manufacture and control as
fulfilling a national necessity and worth}' of every en-
couragement. I have now given 123 intravenous injec-

tions of the British preparation, kharsivau. The two
batches used, 49 and 54, have given rise to no toxic effects,

and have proved every bit as good as the original Gorman
preparation. I hope members of the medical profession
who deal with these injections will comply with the
request of the National Research Committee, published in
the British Medical Journal of June 26th, and forward to
them accurate records of their results, paying particular

attention to the points mentioned in the communication.^
I am, etc.,

H. C. LucEY, Lieutenant, R.A.M.C.,
Specialist in Venereal Diseases. Royal Herbert

Woolwlcb. July ISlli. Hosiiital, Woolwich.

Sir,—Great as is Dr. C. F. Marshall's reputation as a
syphUologist, it is not well that he should make a statement
" that this drug (salvarsan) is not essential in the treatment
of syphilis " without being invited to produce at tho same
time the evidence on which he bases his remark.
His letter is an open invitation to us to discard the use

of salvarsan ; but the mere weight of Dr. Marshall's opinion,

unsupported by data from his own experience in the use
and administration of this di'ug, will not be sufficient to

convince those of us whose favourable opinion of salvarsan

is founded upon first-hand observations of its value. The
advice of Arctaeus the Cappadocian should be remembered

:

aya&r) 8e SiSiicTKaXof i; veiprj. XPV Sf kol alrov rrfipijv. evXa^lij

yap dneipir) (which Adams translated for US, " For experi-

ence is a good teacher; one ought, then, to try experiments,
for too much caution is ignorance.")—I am, etc.,

CliftoB. Bristol, July 12th. J- A. NiSOX.

THE SO-CALLED " NE'W DISEASE " (STREPTO-
COCCAL NEPHRITIS).

Sir,—I do not know who is responsible for labelling a
streptococcal nephritis " a new disease," but it seems to

me strange to do so. It has been well known to me—and
I imagine to most other clinicists—for many years that

nephritis may follow non-specific sore throats. Before the

days when it was customary to look for the particular

micro-organism this was surely well known, but in recent

years I have oCten ordered vaccines to be prepared for the
treatment of such cases of nephritis dependent upon
various infections of the throat. Moreover, it is a familiar

fact that streptococcal infection anywhere may give rise

to nephritis, meningitis, endocarditis, osteomyelitis, and
so forth, so that there is not only nothing new in this

particular disease, but it is merely an illustration of a quite

well known pathological process. In these circumstances
your correspondent's references to ancient history are out
of place ; instead of referring to the records of ancient

Nineveh, he might have looked into some modern text-

books.—I am, etc.,

Birmingham. July 19th. Robert Saundbt.

NERVE SUTURE AND BULLET "WOUNDS.
Sir,—In his letter of July 5th, wliich appeared in the

Journal of July 10th, Captain Both has accused us of

serious error in stating in our paper on nerve suture for

bullet wounds that " within two months of the operation
there was good voluntary power of contraction of the
flexor carpi uluaris." This is not a serious error, but a
serious fact. Knowing that it is generally considered that
a three months' interval, at least, is necessary for tho
recovery of function in muscles whose nerve supply has
been cut, we nowhere stated that this return of power was
due to the suture of the nerve, though it may be hard to

explain it otherwise. Certainly Captain Roth's simple
anatomical explanation cannot be correct; we mentioned
that " the proximal end of the nerve was freed up to the
internal condyles," and if there had been branches passing

from this part of the nerve into the flexor carpi ulnaris we
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would have mentionecl it; tliero were no such branches.

It is possible that the supply oaine from the ulnar nerve iu

its course iu the upper arm, but if so, it is difficult to ox-

plaiu the paralysis of the muscle—it could scarcely !i avc
becu the '• paresis of disuse or concussiou" which lastetl

for four and a half mouths, during the last mouth of which
the case received daily massage and electrical treatment.
With rcgaixl to the ijuestiou whether or not an operation

for suture should be performed where there is a septic

wound, we did not wish to dogmatize, merely stating our
preference, to await healing as a rule. In individual cases
much must depend on the degree of sepsis and the other
complications which may be present.—I am, etc.,

Dublin. July l6ih. -K- ATKINSON Stoney, F.R.C.S.I.

THE TOURXIQUET IN WAR.
Sir,—Your issue of July 17th seems to me to raise,

incidentally, a very importaut question, and one of which
the importance is not quite as generally recognized as
some would think desirable.

Brieflj-, the point is the utility or otherwis-j of the
tourniquet in war and of teaching the soldier the use of

this means of arresting haemorrhage.
May I contrast the following sta'tements from your last

issue:

1. This is from a review of a pamphlet entitled

Itislructioiis for Sendning Immediate Aid, by Major
Maolure, and reads as follows

:

Over 120,000 copies ot the leaflet have heen supplied
gratuitously to regiments ou service, and Sir Frederick Treves
has stated that 15 per cent, of casualties had been save4 thereby
from bleeding to death.

2. These two quotations are from your account of the
annual meeting at Brussels of the Deutsche Gesellschaft

fUr Chirurgie, and are as follows :

Professor Garre : The use of elastic bandages ffor the arrest
of haemorrhage) should be avoided as imioh as possible, as
Iheir timely removal was often not feasible.

Herr L. Kehu: Much harm bad been done, partioxilarly in
the beginning of the war, by the improvised use of straps, belts,

etc., by soldiers for the arrest of haemorrhage.

3. This is from your precis of the experience of Dr. F.

Demmer with the Austrian armies

:

Here he was struck by the frequency with which the arms
liad been injured by bandages, which had been applied too
tightly on account of haemorrhage, either by a comrade iu the
trenches or at a first dressing station.

Dr. Demmer is also reported as saying that, although he
worked at tlie frciit ou three occasions, he never once had
to apply an Esmarch"s bandage or to ligature a vessel for

haemorrhage.
The experience of British surgeons in this matter has

not, so far as I am aware, formed the subject of discussion
in the medical press. I can only quote my own to the
following clfcct. I never put on a tourniquet (even at

amputations, wlien I preferred to iiud the artery and tie it

at tlie point ot amputation rather than do anything to risk

the vitality of the leg above). I invariably took off imme-
diately every tourniquet which had been applied, and
never had any occasion to regret this practice. I often

thought, and still think, that these constricting bandages
liad been of no use and very often of active harm to the
wounded. This harm occurs for three reasons or in three
sets of circumstances—namely

:

(a) If not tightly enough applied, they prevent venous
return, althougli allowing arterial supply to con-

tinue. I have known this to be the apparent
cause of death on more than one occasion.

(b) If properly applied, they often stay on too long

—

iu some cases being covered witli a neatly-applied
bandage, which gives no hint of their presence.
I cannot see how this is to be prevented when
there is a rush of wounded, saj', 300 in the day.

(c) The onset of sepsis, which is very rapid and
accompanied by swelling, accentuates the evils

referred to.

Consequently, I have always in lectures to soldiers
emphasized the point that they are on no account to use
tourniquets, but rather to apply pressure to the bleeding
point if this be particularly necessary, as is very seldom
the case. This advice I had long ago from my former
teacher, Mr. W. G. Sjjencer, of the Westminster Hospital,

and experience in France has convinced me anew of its
wisdom.
One woi>ld very much like to know on what grounds

Sir Frederick Treves formed the opinion attributed to him
and also the views of others ou what is really a very vital
matter. This is not a question of whether the tourniquet
is a good thing, but whether it is useful and often required
iu ^jai' time.—I am, etc.,

Military Hospilnl,

THE PREVENTION OF GAS POISONING.
Sib,—I have read many suggestions as to the treatment

for soldiers poisoned by German gases. I have vainly
searched for suggestions as to the prevention ot sucii
poisoning by the use of other gases.
Would not a liberal supply of oxygen to the treuches,

to be used in the event of a gas attack, overcome the
horrors of their chlorine and cyanide poisons and so annul
tbeir effect?

I have sometimes wondered whether it would be possible
to drive the gases back by water hoses as in case of lire, but
the water might not be a"ttainable. The oxygen could bo
maci* so.—I am, etc.,

Bewdley, July 8lh. Jaxet G. IIorwooD.

THS IRISH APOTHECARIES' HALL AND THE
GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

Sir,—Adverting to certain comments made at the
General Medical Council which suggested leniency on tho
part of the examiners in medicine of the Apothecaries'
Hall, ma^ I be permitted to point out that, according to

the returns for 1914, just published by the General Medical
Council, the perceutage of candidates who pass our
oxamiuatious is smaller than at any other examiuation iu

Ireland

:

Apotlnecaries' Hall, Dublin...

University of Dublin

Irish Conjoint Board

University of Belfast

National University of Ireland

Passed.
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THE KOYAL COLLEGE OF P1I1SICIAX3 OF
LONDON.

A COMITIA ^vas held ou Thiusday, July 15tli, Dr. Frederick

Taylor, the President, being in the chair.

Dciy OF Medical Puactitioners ik Cases of Criminal
Abortion.

A report was received from the Censors Board on the

duties of medical practitioners in cases of criminal

abortion. After discussion the report was finally adopted

as follows

:

The College is of opinion :

1. That a moral obligation rests upon every medical

}iractitiouer to respect the confidence of his patient ;
and

tliat without her consent he is not justified in disclosing

information obtained in the course of his x'^ofessional

attendance on her.
2. That every medical practitioner v.li ' 1

that criminal abortion has been practise i i

fihould urge bar, especially when she is I

make a statement which may be taken as ' i- :

the person who has performed the operation, jirinuled

always that her chances of recovery are not thereby

IH'ejudiced.
3. That in the event of her refusal to make such a state-

ment, he is under no le^^.il .ilili^.ii I'.n co the College is

advised) to talie further

attend the patient to the
,at bL-fore takim;

lie will 1.:

5. Thai ,.

give a L^i....

communicate

lould continue 1

ilh the

Examination in Practical Phap.jiacy.

A report was received and adopted from the Committee
appointed to report upon the examination in practical

pliarmacy. It contained the following general recom-

the til

preseii

' iMination be viva vqcc, as at present, but tbat
for c-:u h cauditlate be extended from ten minutes (the

ime) to a quarter of an hour.

t candidates be not oxomined upon the experiments
by which the actions ^i .li n I'-, l l>een determined.
'4. That all quesii- I ' .

t irs lie excluded.
5. That the exam of the second examination

(that is, of the exm 'ly and physiology). [The
uhiect of this reconni- - l-t-ep the subsequent period
free for the study ui iui;un.i... . ,,...oUi-y, and midwifery.]

6. That no change be made in the status of the examiners nor
in the method of selecting them.

UNIVERSITY OF OSFOED.
Decrees.

The following degrees have been conferred

;

B.M.. B.Ch.—C. M. Burrell, R. .T. Inman. B. C. Fsiibaini, O. H.
Gotch, .7 M. Guilfoj le. H. A. B. Whitelocke, K. W. J. A. Cushing,
J. B. CavenagU, A. H. Southam.

E.caminations.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-

tion 11 ted

Ml!. ic Chemistry).—TS.. H. Cluver. F. B. Dutton,
r. TTodge. J. G. Johnstone. W. N. Robinson,
i'',i.-Pi:j and Umnan rti<jii"i'-:iii.~K. A. I.

Traill. S. c.yxrh-y. \<. M
Surgery, and Midwi/cn
C'avenagh. K. W. J. A.

J. M. Ouilfoyle. R. J. luu

rXIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina*
tions indicated

:

TIXIVERSITY OF EDISBURGH.
The following candidates have been approved at the examinar
tions indicated

:

Third M.B. '/• 'I:en, .Tanet C. P. Alison. L. G. Allan,
liu. C. G. Booker, C. C. Boudoii, J. S.
luunton, J. C. Bnrns, Gladys Cai-le-

• i^riis, A. O. f. r-iMi;!, W. C. Craig,

J. Bennet, K. P.

. Cleland,

1
. . Duff!

> . G. Thomson,
1!. A. Warters.
sou, D. \Vilsou.

rXIVERSITY OP GLASGOW.
Special GE.iDrAxioN.

A special graduation ceremony was held ou .Inly 14th at
Glasgow University for the "capping" oi medical students
most of whom had accepted commissions in the Royal Army
liledical Corps.
Principal Sir Donald MacAIister. who presided, said that th«

casualties and the distinctions of the Royal Army Medical
Corps which were already recorded in the roll of honour
testified to the jieril and glory of that service. By the applica-
tion of medical science to prevention as well as to cure it had
doubled the el'liciency of the fighting forces. In no previous
campaign had the losses from disease borne so small a pi-opor-

tion, and the recoveries from wounds so large a proportion to
the total casualties.
The following degrees were conferred 1

M.B., Ch.B.—*.T. M. Macfie. *.J. D. MiUigan, Ij. C. Knox, tR. S.
Gibson, I.M. W. Cantor. +J. K. Rennie. fW. F. Shanks, 1 W. Cnn-
ninsham. +R. M. Lang, D. S. Campbell. W. Campbell, J. Gil-
christ, C. C. B. Gilmour, .Janet F. Henderson. Helen I. W. Kei-r,

J. A. Leiper. K. Lyon, D. M'Failane. A.F. M'intosb. G. Maclean,
P. D. MacLean. M. B. Maclcod. D. M'Neill. F. M . Worrisou,
Mary A. Nolile. A. Scott, J. T. Smith. Isabel K. Thomson,
A. J. van der Spuy, J. D. Watson, K. J. Wilson, ilaiy F. ^\ood,
A. Young.

B.Sc. Un Pure Science).—T. Rogers.
* With honours. I With commeudatioQ.

QUEEK'S UXIYERSITY OF BELFAST.
At the graduation ceremony on July 8th twenty-four candidates
rr.cci\ ed the do^tice of 'M.T,. Some'ot these are in the reserve

•
'---'

,
'

' - - 1 !1 - Officers' Training Corps,
til the temporary sers ice

: Irave as a combatant foi

, , ,
: ;

:.i Iront as a luedical officer.

.ill. 1.. .. jj. ' .;-.-_.. '
I _^---„ .:..-.; cUiss lionours, and Mr. R. L.

Rea and ili^i l\. S. WalKi r each secoud-class honours. Mr.
Calvert gained a scholarship of £20 for being first studeut and
another of £30 for being first in medicine. Mr. Eae gained a
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oholai-sliipof JE50(orl>€ing first in surgery, and Miss Walker
a scholarship of £30 for beiug first in Obstetric meiliciiic.

Dr. Harokl Ulack Rutl Ur. John Gibson received tiie ileyree uf

M.U.. the former with couiniendation, and the latter with 11

gold medal for his thesis ou heart-block. Tiie degree of D.Sc.
was awarded to Major McCarrison, I.M.S., M.D., FiR.t '.P.Lon.l..
nn old Queen's man, for his original work on the etiology ol

endemic goitre.

COXJOIXT BOARD IX ENGLAND.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tions indicated:

FiitST CoLLKGE 'Part rr, Fmclieal PharmanJ).—.!. H. Allan.

E. B. .Audveae. W. G . Bavnai-d, W. E. Barnes. K. L. Bates, "

•

Billlnetaam, L. G. Blackmore, G. .J.

"
. J. Brooks

Butcher. A. J. Chianiw. W. J. Colborue, A. I. Cox, W. Dav
T. H. D.iln-aobinii. F S. Drewe. \V. F. Eheili, B. Grave". T. C
Harris yi I.. H.it.h. S. Ha/clrtiur. T. R. V.. Hillier. A. 1!. !-a.

W. W • :,',,.-, I !

U. L. l!ol,in-..!i .1. \. M Ki..-^. M. M. Shi.lH.

N. H, Siuitl!. E. A. Sparks. I. H. Hyed, K U. H.
head. Gladys -M. T. Williams. H. W. 31.

Williams, W. R. Wilson, R. Wolff, P. V.
C. A'oiiDg.

Becosu College i.J). '

K. A. Aukl«s.->ii.. !
Breese. R. Cah .1 I -

Crawford, L. P
M. Gourevitcli. I ' H - .

.Tones. D. I. H. .lon,<. Lillyau I-uv,.

McLeod, H. 1. Uaiiiuer, F. li.

Milaoiiis. H. Palmer, C. S. Parker \

Rayner. C. O. Rowland. R- J. ^.

Singh. F. H. Srattaford, C. H, Waiiiii
,

S. To Wong.

COX.JOIXT BOARD IX SCOTLAXD.
The following candidates have been approved at the e.^amiua-

tions indicated

:

FinST COLLF.GE.-J. H. Scott. R. E. Hoptou, J. K. Steel, D. Mackay.
lilt P)i«stcs).—T. n. OKeefe, W. Gibb. D. Gilmoiir, B. J. Allan,

J. B. Singh. (7)1 Biology).—W. Gibb. D Gilraour, E. ,J. .\llan.

A. S. Irving, W. S. Moir. Hit Chemislr!j).—'£. K. OKeefe and
W. H. Kerr.

Becond College.—L. L. Rupesiugbe. E. E. Bronstorub, Mahmoud
Aba el Kader Motreh, L. llacDuff. (.In Physioloa'j).—!). A.
Walpola. J. R. Weli'by, A. F. Briglmeu, A. S. Hughes. {In
Amilnmifi.-(i. P. dcBilva.

TmuD I ..I !'' I'.ii. ' >i. ii.i,^- -; II. \i,n:i, w
,
^li-Elroy, I.

Bovri.i:. . -: II l.r.'.M .i.-,,.
I M.liiriue. an

Craig, H. A. L- G.ilV.ric. P- <-lii

Hiddleston, A. M. Huvite. The loll

(JfeidVuio and TlicmDeutics^.—E
Bobcnsou, J. H. Dickson, C. K. Cai

Anatomu'.-F.. A. Ncilson, .J. Ro-s.
ami Gui>''e.coUn,ul.-'li.lJ. HaUer. E
i:ili-ida H. B. (oKhill. D. C. M Pat
J,irisprit(leiiLe:—T. D. Remvi. 1:. (:

^I)^ 3tx\3ms,

IXDIAX MEDICAL SERVICE.
The result of the July examination was announced ou July 16th.

There were twelve candidates, the first seven being admitted as

lieutenants on probation, with effect from July 16th, 1915. The
names of the snccessful candidates, with the marks obtained
by each out of a possible total of 5,100, are given below, together
with their degrees and medical schools.

Marks.
H. G. Alexander, F.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Middlesex
Hospital 3,363

O. Wilson, M.B., B.Ch.Belfast, Queen's Uni-
versity. Belfast 3,246

3. J. Liston, M.B., B.Ch.Cork, University Col-

lege. Cork ... ... 2,961

K. K. Batra, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. Government
College, Lahore, University College Medical
School, London ... ... 2,679

B.H. Singh, M.R.C.S.,L.R.C.P.. Lahore Medical
College, Middlesex HosiJital

.'

... 2,631

P. D. Chopra, M.ii.. B.S.Punjab, Lahore Medical
College. University College, London, Middlesex
Hospital ... ... 2,627

O. R. Unger. M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., University
College Medical School, London ... ... 2,599

0)bituarii,

CoLOXr.L WiLi-iAM Geof.oe Hume Hk.sdekson-, Bombay
Medical Service iretiredi. aiod at Kensington on July 15th,

aged 64. He was born on Jlay 16th, 1851, the eldest sou
of the late General Hume Henderson. He received his

medical education at the school of the Royal College of
Surgeons, Dublin, and took the diplomas of L.li.O.S.L and
L.R.C.P. iu 1875, and in 1889 tliat of F.R.C.S.I. Ho
entered the I.iLS. as surgeon ou March 31st, 1876, becauio
surgeon-major on March 31st, 1888, surgeon-lieutenant-
colouel on March 31st, 1896. and colouel ou November 11th,

1905, retiring ou November 14th, 1908. He served in the
Burma campaign of 1887-88, and received the. medal.

JltcMcal Jidus.

The late Dr. Ernest Wilsou Stoker left estate valued at

£18,240.

.\MONG the Justices of the Peace aiipoiuted by the Lord
Chancellor for the County of Loudou is Dr. T. A. Ives
Howell, of Upper Richmond Road, Putney.

SCRGEOS-Gexeral Rupert Blue, of the Public Health
Service, was elected President of the American Medical
Association at the annual meeting recently held at San
Francisco.

The eightieth aunual report of the Royal Medical Bene-
volent Fund for the year 1914, jjresented to the annual
general meeting held on February 9th, has recently been
issued. The chief event of the year was the incorporation
of the fund : this was rendered necessary by the magnitude
and importance of the charity. During the year to

which the report refers the total sum distributed was
£5,392 10s. 8d.. an increase of £182 5s. 8d. as compared
with tlie previous year. To this amount must be added
£540 8s. 7d. distributed by rheCuild. brinoing the graud
total expended in relief in 1914 1,1 £5.842 19s. 3d. The
working expenses are as ueiu i' ;i ii,.^^.hi. 6.3 per cent, of

the income. Full accounts '( ; .1,1..
1 iimlworkot the

Fnud and Guild are giveu. iw.A :n: , - i .iiipeal is made
for support in view of the rapulij ^Luwiu^ demands mado
by the war.

The usual monthly meeting of the Medical Sickness and
Accident Society was held at the oJlices of the society ou
July 16th. Dr. Major Greenwood was in the chair. It

was reported that the society had been allotted £5,000 iu

the new War Loan, which, together with the amount
secured in the previous War Loan, makes a total of

£15,000. The new business slx.iwcd a falling away iu com-
parison with last year, but flie :ui)il)inod tables issued by
the society are still mucli iu demand, and constitute a
.^ood proportion of the total. The claims were less than
i]i the previous month, and the first half of the year has
luen average in this respect. It was reported that
ihiee of the society's candidates were successful at the
I'.psom College t lortion ; one wid.iw of a late member was
elected to a 1^1;- ..t;, 1 .lip 1 1 > ,

.
-,hi.- ,if late members

to foundation -.
; .

,
i . i ;, :, .

~ 1 'ii' yreat benefit

the member^ - r- '. ;i" -
.

^ annual sub-
scription to till- i.v'IIl,,' . 1

iiilh* nil ;Uion and par-

ticulars of the sDciuly can hr .jlilnijiLd i.'U application to

Mr. Bertram Sntton. Socretarv. :Medical Sickness aud
Accident Society. 300. Tlit^b Jlollxjin, W.C.

Ix a -r.iil.ii- li ;i. .i.lili. -,.1 In, ihe Treasurer of the
Eoy;il 1,1'-

:
! '

• ti ^ iipportcrs it is pointed
out til, .,:: _i ' I 1 -.1 to abandon for this

year .t -v::\t i\~>- li' ^ -i-M.ny festival dinner, the
maiuteuanco of this large establishment is more costly
than ever, and conseriuently the loss of the £2,000, or
thereabouts, usually resulting from the festival will be
seriously felt. An earnest plea for increased support from
subscribers and others is therefore made. and. by way of

strengthening the aijpeal, an admirably illustrated yjam-

X)hlet has been issued, under the title of •• \Vliat is being
done at Earlswood.'' This lias a siriliiiig frontispiece
representing a Mongolian imbecile snuatting iu charac-
teristic fashion, with an Oriiiilal screen as background

;

and there are ijictures of cniin and other patients at;

various stages of progress v. hich hav.- lucdii-al as well as
general interest. Having but icoeni;;, ii-ni.rl lii.' Earls-

wood annual report and set forth tip i I; done
(which during its nearly seventy >- 1

-
,

n<- has
supplied care and traiiiiii!.; for ii|i\\ji.i < miu ,'.m icutsi,

we need only express ..m - ni :i -

-
', u |m.' '

,
.1 h 1 m. nlije.^i

of the appeal for this ; , 1 , ,
. i,

1
i
hmm al >!'

fectives. Medical I'e.m im, ;.' :--' li,\ 1 1'l-

mendlug paying pa.li. ni-, i^^ .. h. vi iloie Is sj,i.,-.al

accommodation at Earls^vood ;
ibe excess of payments

beyond the cost of maintenance of those more well-to-do

is applied to that of the p jorer cases, which form the.

majority of the 500 now resident.
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litters, Jlotes, antJ ^mimxs,

CoiiRESPOHPrak'Ts not answered arc reauested to look at the Kotices lo

CoiTcsiionaetrti of the foUowini,' week.

CoiiuKsi'ONDF.NTs wlio wisli noHco to be taken of their communica-
tious should authenticate them with theii- names—of course not
necessarily for piiblicatiou.

/.t-Tii'T t ,i«.,i. iiM' rr-nrints of their articles Dublished in the BiiiTiSH

Ml I
.: ! .

. ,i."nra remiestea to communicate with the Office,

•i„ 1, \ I , I'll receipt of proof.

an; .11 i.iiosses of the British Medical .\ssociation
,. : (11 EDITOH of the liiuuli IMlDICAL

S" Queries, ajisu'ers, and covimU7itcatiom relating to subject)

> u-hicli special ilepartmenis of the Bkitish Medical JoursAL
re devoted Kill be found under their respective headings.

Suffolk desires to yet into communication with some member
of the profession who servetl, shortly before the war began,

as ship surgeon in the Atlantic Transport Line.

E. (Transvaal I asl;^ for ailvice in the treatment of a patient

who tor ll.
'

' iirs has, about every two mouths,
suffereil •

' upper lip. Arsenic has jwovecl a
failure. iv susceptible to fugitive erythema,
anil di|is < ii on one occasion caused very
troublei.^iiK- mi.. ,i. ,.i. E. wishes to know if a vaccine
would be of auy uoc.

Keloid.
J. W. W. has under liis care a woman, aged about 50. who some
years ago was severely scalded on the left breast by hot
ioments applied during a heart attack. The whole of the
breast aud surrouudiug skin is now a mass of keloid, which
causes great pain aud inconvenience. He asks for advice in

treatmeut.
Cold Feet.

D. a.sks for ad\ ice in the following case : A man, between 48 and
50. of si.are liuliit, about 5tt. 8in., and under 10 st. in weight
:pi.1 Ml'., riui". 'tic, suffers, and has sufferL-.l t.)r ' l-li.ls, from

:
.inte man m every sen-;';. iM.utmg,
. rnt. He keeps a horse an.l rides.

1^ been paid to his shoes and stock-

1, ill is well looked after, and is very
gi...il. Tiio LiUiluuj. ei.nditions are quite satisfactory and he
sleeps well. All sorts of remedies have been tried—tonics,
salines, and mild purgation with pil. hydrarg.—but without
anvgood effect.

-,- 7,.,.,-j.^„j.g,_

E.K. writes: Te-1 ' a case with clay-coloured
stools, I found 11'

.

. i sugar. The urine did not
look bilious. On. ttic acid to the boiled urine
a clierrv colour rL... ! .;.>.i the test several times with
iliileitiit samples of acetic acid. What did the reaction

L'riuc may contain various chromogens derived from

food, drugs, or decomposition in the intestines, and the

adilition of acids brings out the colour. It is not possible to

say which of these was the source of the pigment in this case

;

a fine red colour has been noticed on the acidulation of the

urine of patients who have been taking copaiba, but this is

only one of many examples which might he given.

UUENixG AXD Pais is the Plantar Eegxox:
Glycosuria.

L. F. R. has a lady patient, aged 60, who has suffered for three

vears with buruiug pains in the feet. There were corns on
the plantar aspect of the first and second metatarso-
phalangeal joints, which were cured, but the buruiug had
continued. In the left leg an induration, without swelling,

could be felt which the patient had noticed for years
; she

was sent into a hospital aud treated by massage, which

I.. I. I
.1,, :is, lull the buruiug pains are as bad ao ever.

'j ii. |.:i: . ,' :, ' , l^.st half a stone in weight in twelve months,
Ij.,; „.., [:...! _, .1.. within the last two months. There are no
gi :.._;.il ci;,ii 1 uf diabetes, and the symptoms, though dis-

tressing, remain strictly localized. Our correspondent would
like some suggestion as to a remedy for this condition, and
any opinion about prognosis.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.

A Wabnikg.
We have now on quite a number of occasions been asked to
warn medical men to be cautious in dealing with travelloOB
who call with the object of selling sparking plugs. We ode
iuformed that such a person is now touring the Midlands.

Foreign Bodies in the Rectum.
Me. G. Ralph Cox. M.R.C.S., L.R.C. P. (Winchcombe) writes:

A man, aged 33, was admitted to the Winchcombe Cottage
Hospital complaining of irritation round the anus and a
constant foul faecal discharge. There was no skin eruption
but some bulging of the anus. On digital examination the
rectum was found to be tightly packed with small sticks,

jagged and sharp, about 1 in. to 2 in. in length and iji in. thick.

They -were remo\'ed and amounted to two handfuls. Slight
haemorrhage ensued, and an enormous evacuation of faeces

—

the accumulation of fourteen days—followed a dose of castor
oil. The man returned to work in three days and no after-

effects appeared. No history of how or why these sticks were
inserted could be obtained," but the patient was a dull stupid

fellow.

Beri-beri.
Dr. T. a. K. Aiyar (Sidiaman, Lower Perak, F.M.S.) writes
that the theory that absence of \itamine in white bread
or rice is probably the essential cause of beri-beri in

people who live chiefly on them is certainly not borue out
in his experience. There are, he says, thousands of certain
classes of people in Southern India whose staple food is white
rice, and in whom heri beri is a rare disease. If parboiled
rice or brown bread 1 - - t >'i • t In in tii(> etiology of the
disease, it must be i I'lll proportion of

the people sustaini 1

:

1 nved of vitamine
should suffer from not actually the
case. Itoccursinr. ..., i. .,, seasons, among
people of all description, and it is therefore most likely

that the disease is of microbic origin and infectious in its

nature.

Cuvrvr AND B.VNANAS.
Merely as a matter of possible
rrespondents who have written
larch I3th, etc.), may I mention
its neighbourhood, a" very usual
.^i

I I ..I tea? Both Europeans
1 ly,sometimesveryweak.

I 1- to see you, coffee and
:i i^lit refreshments. I have

ilier on people generajl

An Old l\ri~

interest t

about coll.

that coffe.

drinkatall
andTaniilr,:
When you 1

bananas ai ii.;

observed no evii e _ ^-.. _ „_
Bananas (or plantaiusj are of so many kinds that possibly

some one kind—perhaps the more highly flavoured—may
contain some special toxin; but wherever they gi-ow, they
seem to be looked on as wholesome. It might also be
remembered that the Boers, Belgians, and Swiss—all sturdy
races—use coflee freely.

Thk " ritTGHTFTLNESS" OF THF, PTERILTZER.

til,

•J (lutiiiilty of defeating
,<i time most irritating

1 camp

:

•>irr of the camp is the

'-ir any-

Sub.," gi.

one of tli.

enemies tl;

"Theonl
sterilizer, w u.. a in, ....un .-. ..um..;.^

thing of that kind-only blankets,
giifiii; at its door carrying their befi'i

.

. When
blankets are passed from regiment ;..:.

,

. .iithson

end. in a camp where opportimitie.s f"r aljlutidns are not
lavish these little things will happen,)
" You put the blankets in at one end of the sterilizer, turn

the iicee .,ai> liiinclks, ami wait. In due course the blankets
enui....

'

1 :i: 1 til. .roughly purged. At least,

tli.it ! 10 Privates dgg and Hogg, in one
of ti. :

aiii..l.i«uea:

Seven lines and under 5
Each additional Une 8

A whole column 3 10

A page 10

An average lino contains six words.

All remittances by Post Office Ordera must be made payable ti

the British Medical Association at the CfCneral Post Office. London,
Ko respousibility will be accepted for auy such vemittanoo not so

Artvirtisenicnt.i should be deliTered. addressed to the Manager,
429, Strand . I .ondon .not later than the (irst post on Wednesday morning
preceding publication, and, it not paid for at the time, should be
accompanied by a reference.
Note.—It is against the rules of the Post Oflttce to receive DOJt-

r«(afi(« letters addressed either m initials or number*.
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OBSERVATIONS ON 685 CASES OF
rOISONIXG BY NOXIOUS GASES

USED BY THE ENEMY.
BY

J. ELLIOT BLACK, ELLIOT T. GLENNY,
AND

J. W. McNEE,
LIE1.-TENAST3 R.A.M.C., BRITISH EXPEDITIONABT FORCE, FRANCE.

With a Note by

Colonel SIR WILMOT HERRINGHAM,
Consulting Thtsiclan to the Forces Overseas.

The following notes are founded on observations on 685

cases of gas poisoning which came under treatment iu a

casualtj' clearing station between May 2ud and May 7th,

1915. The patients were brought iu by motor ambulance
convoys from the held ambulances—a journey of about
ten miles. Some arrived only six hours after being
" gassed," while in other cases a much longer period had
elapsed before they were brought iu. They were detained

in the casualty clearing station only until they were
deemed fit to evacuate to the base. The slighter cases

were sent down at the earliest possible moment, the

majority were evacuated within forty-eight hours, while
a number of severe cases were kept for several days while
their condition remained critical. The total number of

cases admitted during this period was 685. They were
suffering from all degrees of asphyxia, but no good reason
could be given why some cases were much worse than
others from the same trench. It was, however, observed
that the older men were ahiiost all severe cases.

Extreme pressui-e of work made it impossible to make
notes on each case, but the following general features have
been observed with caie, and it is hoped may be of interest

and assistance to others.

The whole series could be roughly divided into two
groups:

(a) Those who seemed in imminent danger of death
from asphyxiation—about 120 iu number.

(4) The remainder who, although suffering from the
effect of the gas, did not appear in immediate
danger.

Of the first group 33 died, giving a death-rate in the
total number of cases observed of just uuder 5 per cent.
It must be added here that many other cases died cither
on the field or at the field ambulances.
Of the 33 deaths :

16 died on the day of admission.
13 died on the day following admission.
2 died on tlie second day following admission.
1 died on the third day following admission.
1 died on the fourth day after admission.

It will be seen that 29 of the 33 deaths took place
within thirtj'-six hours after admission, only 4 dying at a
later period.

CoNDiTioy OF Cases on Admission.
The first intimation that the urgent problem of asphyxia

would have to be faced on a large scale was the arrival of

the convoy, and it is difficult to convey the mental im-
pression produced when the first batch were unloaded.
It was 1.3b a.m. when they reached the casualty clearing
station, the gas having been used against them about
7.30 p.m. on tlie previous evening. One man was dead
before lie could be removed from the ambulance. Most of

the others were in a choking condition, making agonizing
efforts to breathe, clutching at their throats, and tearing
open their clothes. At one moment they propped them-
selves up to gasp, at another they fell back exhausted by
their struggles. There was marked cyanosis, especially of
the lip.s and ears, and in a few cases a light yellowish
frothy discharge was escaping from the mouth and nose.
Some, especially the okler men, were in a condition of
collapse ; their faces and hands were of a leaden hue,
their heads fallen forward on their chest. The majority
of these cases did not rally. In addition to the asphyxia-
ting effects of the gas, moat of the men, although young

and robust, were greatly exhausted by continuous fighting

against the poison.

All, except those moribund or collapsed, were fully

conscious, and fighting desperately for life.

Fourteen men died out of the first batch of seventeen
admitted.
Among the hundreds of cases subsequently observed, all

degrees of asphyxia were evident, and it is difficult to

convey a composite clinical picture of all of those. Certain
common features, however, stood out so prominently that
our purpose will be served by calling attention to them.
Certain of these have been alluded to already.

The typical case was on admission cold, with a sub-
normal temperature, conscious but restless, the pulse slow
and full (except in the collapsed cases). The face was
cyanosed, intensely so iu many cases, and the expression
was strained and anxious. The posture varied. In some
cases the patient sat propped up, with head thrown back,
gasping for breath ; in others he lay on his side with his
head over the edge of the stretcher in an attempt to aid
expectoration. The respirations were jerky and hurried,
often numbering forty a minute, and were associated with
a choking cough, accompanied by a varying amount of

frothy expectoration.

With each inspiration the chest was expanded to its

fullest, all the auxiliary muscles being brought into play
ju.st as in an asthmatical paroxysm.
The percussion note over the chest was somewhat

impaired without being actually dull. Auscultation re-

vealed the presence of moist sounds of different qualities

all over the chest.

Progress of the Cases.
It was noticed that the patients who lived tended to pass

tlu-ough three more or less definite stages while under our
obscivatiou

:

1. The asphyxial stage.

2. The quiescent or intermediate stage.

3. The bronchitic stage.

Nearly all the cases ou admission were in the first or
asphyxial stage, which has just been described. This con-

dition demanded immediate and energetic l^reatment, anr"

was that wliicli cliiefij' occuiiied us at tiie casualty cleariu

station. Grave syuiptoms appeared with startling sudder
uess, but if patiuuts could be safely brought through this

stage, recovery was the rule.

The first stage graduall}^ passed off after some thirty-six

hours, and the patient fell into a sleep from which he woke
fueling much better. He continued iu this state for perhaps
half a day, and during this period every effort was made
to evacuate him safely to the base.

After these few hours of comparative quiet, symptoms
of bronchitis began to manifest themselves. In the
majority of cases, as far as our experience went, these
were not severe. In the cases, however, which had been
kept alive with difficulty there was a very short quiescent

stage, followed by intense bronchitis. Four of the most
severe cases died in this bronchitic stage. Their sym-
ptoms, as compared with the first stage, were as follows :

The frothing secretion gave way to thick greenish muco-
purulent expectoration, consciousness was replaced by de-

lirium, temperature rose from subnormal up to 104^ F.,

and the inilse became of small volume, white its rate

increased to perhaps 160. Respirations were less choking,

but more shallow, and numbered up to 70 per minute
before death.

Treatment.
As post-mortem examination showed that the patients

died of acute congestion and oedema of the lungs, the aim
of our treatment was :

.

1. To expel the excessive secretion from the lungs by
emetics and stimulating expectorants.

2. To diminish the secretion.

3. To support the failing heart and reoxygenate tho

blood.

General Treatment.
On arrival the patients were placed in the open air, and,

as they were very cold, extra blankets, hot- water bottles,

and hot drinks were provided.

A little later on, as the weather was unsettled and to

facilitate nursing, the worst cases were placed in a large,

lofty room with open windows on opposite sides, giving a

[2848I
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through draught. Here about 120 out of the 685 cases

wero treated, the maximum number in the ward at one

time being 30.

Special Treatment
1. Emetics.—As a routine measure, the first 80 cases

admitted were treated with emetics. Later on their use

was confined to those cases which were obviously choked
with secretion, and had not already been sick. The most
successful emetic was salt and water, administered in

10 oz. doses, followed by large draughts of lukewarm water

;

vomiting was immediately induced by tickling the back of

the throat with a soft brush, or by the patient using his

own finger. In all cases marked relief was experienced,

the patients bringing up quantities of yellowisli frothy

fluid. In fact, so pronounced was the relief, that many
tried to make themselves sick again. Vinum ipecacuanhae

and apomorphine hydrochloride were also tried, but were
discarded, neither being so certain iu their action as salt

and wall 1-. 'I'ln ir was no difficulty in getting the men to

take the Uiit. 1 1. iiM ily. even in the most acute cases.

2. Aitiiu-ittl li' -I'inition. — The action of the emetics

was furthered lu selected cases by the application of

Schafer's method of artificial respiration. The results at

times were strikingly successful, notably iu the case of

one man, almost moribund, who was treated in this

way on four successive occasions, and who ultimately

recovered.

3. Stimulating Ejcpectorarits. — Every case was given

ammonium carbonate gr. x every three hours, as a

stimulant and expectorant. Later this dose was increased

to gr. XV and vinum ipecacuanhae m xv added. This
mixture, although containing a somewhat large dose of

ammonium carbonate, frequently giveu, gave very good
results, producing copious expectoratiou followed fay

improvement in colour and general relief. Iu the 80 cases

treated with emetics the expectorant followed.

4. Posture.—The action of emetics and expectorants was
sometimes aided by altering the position oi the patient,

from sitting up to "lying on- the side, with the head low
down to aid expectoration.

To Diminish Secretion.

In the hope of being able to check the excessive

^ secretion in the lungs, atropine was administered to

[-'several severe cases, in doses of gr. /„-. We cannot say
we found any beneficial result from this treatment ; doubt-

less its administration was too late, but it might have
been of use if given earlier—that is, in the field ambulance.

To Support (he Failing Heart.

Venesection.—In view of the cyanosis and marked
dyspnoea, venesection was attempted, 10 to 15 oz. being

removed on each occasion. This proved very difficult to

carry out satisfactorily as the blood clotted rapidly, and
the relief given was very transient. It occurred to us that

a more gradual and protracted depletion of the right heart

would give better results. Accordingly leeches were pro-

cured. Sufficient suitable cases did not then remain,

however, to enable an opinion to be formed as to their

value.

Pituitary Extract.—Whenever the pulse showed signs

of weakening—which was rarely seen except iu cases

approaching a fatal termination—1 c.cm. of pituitary

extract was given, with marked benefit, the pulse becoming
fuller and slower.

Oxygen.—As most cases presented marked cyanosis and
dyspnoea, oxygen was given freely by inhalation ; there

was no doubt that temporary benefit resulted, the restless-

ness decreasing and the colour improving. Continuous
inhalations appeared to give no more benefit than inter-

mittent ones. In one or two cases oxygen was given by
subcutaneous iujeotion in the pectoral region, the amount
being sufficient to cause a lump in each side of the chest
about the size of a small football. This was absorbed very
slowly, and no relief was apparent.

Ben::oin lyihaladons.—In milder cases, when the alveolar

and bronchial secretion was not so marked as the irritation

of the larynx and tracliea, inhalations of steam impregnated
with compound tincture of benzoin, in a closed tent, were
tried with some relief.

Opium.—There was a type of case in which the mental
strain was a more marked symptom than the pulmonary
distress. This type was characterized by extreme rest-

lessness rather than by dyspnoea, and in these cases
tincture of opium, vy v administered every half-hour untd
rtl XV had been given, gave certain relief, the patients
quietening down and falling into a peaceful sleep.

Other licmedies.—Other remedies, such as inhalation of

chloroform and amyl nitrite, were tried, but without

Routine Treatment Evolved from Experience.
The routine treatment evolved from the experience

gained was

:

1. .\bundant supply of air and warmth.
2. An emetic of salt and water if the patient was

very cyanosed and had not already vomited,
followed by the

3. Administration of ammonium carbonate gr. xv and
vinum ipecacuanhae m xv three-hourly.

4. Oxygen inhalation in cases of marked cyanosis and
dyspnoea.

5. Opium m V to 111 XV in restless cases to allay the
mental strain.

6. Pituitary extract (1 c.cm.) and brandy when the
heart threatened to fail.

P.WHOLOGicAL Changes found in Cases Dving from
THE Effects of the Gas.

Post-mortem examinations (10 in all) have been made in

cases dying at periods varying from less than a day to five

days after inhalation of the gas. Only relative differences

were found, even in cases dying at different periods after

the gas attacks, so that a general description is sufficient.

The most important changes were found in the lungs,

but some changes of note were present in the heart and
stomach.

licspiratory System.

In the larynx there was in several of the acute cases a
distinct but not marked degree of oadema glottidis. The
internal surface of the larynx was congested, even the

epiglottis being involved, but not nearly to the same
extent as the trachea.

The mucosa of the trachea showed in nearly all the cases

intense congestion and oedema, and this could be traced

down into the larger bronchi. In almost every case j'ost

mortem the trachea and bronchi wore filled with a thin,

light yellow frothy secretion, which was found escaping

from the nose and mouth of the cases when they were laid

on the post-mortem table. This secretion was highly

albuminous and solidified like white of egg when heated.

The large bronchi only could be traced, the smaller being

lost in a condition of intense congestion and oedema,
which affected the lungs as a whole. The lungs in situ

were iu most cases voluminous, and bulged forward .so as

partly to cover up the area of pericardium normally left

bare. The most notable characteristic of the lungs, when
removed, was their increased weight, which was several

times greater than the normal. The pleural surfaces of

the lungs could be mapped out into patches of lighter grey

and dark greyish-brown, and the pathology of their

appearance will be returned to in a moment.
There were subpleural haemorrhages in all but one

case. These haemorrhages were small, but in some cases

extremely numerous; the lung tissue when incised was
found to be of deep maroon-red colour, and fluid secretion

flowed in great abundance from the cut surfaces. The
structure of the lung could scarcely be made out on the cut

surface, the small bronchi being hidden amid the intense

congestion. In one case considerable haemorrhage had
occurred into one lobe, giving rise to an area about the

size of an orange, resembling microscopically a large

haemorrhagic infarction. A slice of lung cut from this

area sunk in water.

To return now to the light grey patches on the surface

of the lungs. These were most numeroiis along the

margins of the lungs and on the diaphragmatic surfaces,

but were present up to the very apices. They were found

to be areas of actual acute emphysema, and air could

readily be made to pass from one side of such an area to

the other. In one case bullae of about the size of a small

marble were present along the interior margins of the

lungs. The emphysematous process did not extend in any

area for more than a depth of half an inch into the tissuo

of the lung from the pleural surface. The margins o
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these patclics were clearly, but not quite sharply, demar-
cated from the luus tissue beyond, as the congestion was
not at all marked in these emphysematous areas. In

several instances the lymphatic channels below the

pleural surface of the lungs stood out as prominent lines

tilled with opaque fluid, there being evidently considerable

obstruction to the lymphatic flow.

The Heart.

The heart was in all cases seen to be distended even before

the pericardial sac was opened. The dilatation affected all

four chambers of the heart, but especially the right auricle

and right ventricle. On opening the heart all the cavities

were found filled with recent clot, no ante-mortem thrombus
being found.

xibdotnen.

None of the abdominal organs showed more than a
condition of venous congestion, except the stomach. The
liver in the case of one man who died five days after

inhalation of the gas appeared fatty, but this observation

has not so far been controlled by microscopic examination.

The Stomaeh.
The stomach when opened was in all cases found to be

in a condition of marked catarrh. The mucosa was
covered with a thick yellowish mucus, and submucous
liaemorrhagcs were present in nine cases out of ten
examined. In one case the amount of submucous
liaemorrhage present was extreme, and covered almost
half of the inner surface of the organ.

The Head.
The head was examined in the majority of the cases, but

nothing beyond marked congestion of all the vessels, both
of meninges and in the cerebral tissue, could be found.

Histology is pursued here under great difiiculties, and
in consequence microscopic sectious have only been pre-

pared so far from the lungs. The specimens are in-

teresting, however, as they bear out all microscopic
observations with regard to the areas of emphysema.
The chief microscopic appearances were briefly these

:

The parts of lung tissue not affected by the emphysema
showed marked congestion of the capillaries, and many
alveoli, but not by any means all, were seen to be filled

with an albuminous amorphous substance taking up the
eosin stain. In this substance fibrin could be here and
theie detected, along with red corpuscles and a few
leucocytes. A few alveoli were observed filled with
preserved red blood corpuscles.

In the portions of lung affected by emphysema the
microscopic changes were very difl'erent. Many of the
alveoli were broken down, so that perhaps a group of five

or six had run into one. The broken free ends of the
alveolar walls appeared in the sections more or less bulbar
shaped, with a darkly stained cap of amorphous appear-
ance on the top. The alveoli not broken down were
obviously much distended, being almost twice the size of
the normal lung alveoli uuder the same magnification.
This condition of distension had quite obliterated any
tendency to congestion of the alveoli capillaries, the walls
of the alveoli being found thin and practically free from
blood corpuscles.

These facts account for the light grey colour of the
emphysematous patches as compared with the rest of the
lungs. The bronchi in the areas of emphysema were empty
of contents, in contrast to the congested and oedematous
lung tissue in other parts, where the alveoli were found
filled with the amorphous eosin- staining material already
referred to.

Summary.
From the foregoing account, it seems desirable to

emphasize certain points again. None of the cases
remained in the casualty clearing station for more than
five days after the inhalation of the gas. It is thus the
acute stages only which are described in this paper.
On admission the cases were of two chief classes :

1. The acute asphyxial.
'^. The subacute.

Of the first class almost one-quarter died. This class
•was characterized by orthopnoea and marked cyanosis.
The subacute cases, on the other hand, showed dyspnoea
never amounting to orthopnoea, and were cyanosed to a
lesser degree.

It must be admitted that treatment of the acute
asphyxial cases was unsatisfactory, which is not to be
wondered at when considered along with the changes
found in the lungs ;)os< mortem. The subacute type, how--
ever, responded well to treatment, and the cases, although
distressed by constant coughing, all admitted the relief

gained. The treatment found most satisfactory in such
cases was the frequent administration of ammonium
carbonate in full doses.

Now that respirators of an efiicient type have been
issued to the troops it is hoped that many cases requiring
to be dealt with will conform to the subacute type, when
treatment is of avail.

Note by Colonel Sir Wilmot Herri.vgham,
Consulting PhyBioian.

I saw a large number of these cases myself and can
confirm the report in every particular. Subsequent ex-
perience has shown that the milder cases, which are the
large majority, recover fairly well. A medical oificer of
one battalion, who stayed with the battalion in the
trenches through a fairly severe " gassing," is now back
again in good health after about a month's convalescence.
The problem is how to prevent the severe cases.

I have not the least doubt that projier respirators
properly used will almost entirely stop their occurrence.
This was proved iu the last attack. One battalion with a
fairly good pattern of respirator, well used under the in-

telligent direction of its oflicers, stayed in its trenches and
suffered hardly at all.

Accidental cases will now and then occur, however.
In experiments on animals, atropine given in the

earliest stages undoubtedly prevents oedema. I have,
however, been surprised to find that no field ambulance
reports very favourably upon it. In fact, of the five

or si.\ field ambulances which have treated these cases
aud have told me their experience, no tw^o recommend tho
same drug or the same method. This difference of opinion
shows at least that no other drug appears to be of great
value. I hope that if more gas attacks occur we shall be
able to try the effect of atropine at an even earlier stage
tljan the field ambulance, and to try it rather more
systcmaii;ally.

When the oedema has once set in there is nothing to be
done but to aid the patient to expel the fluid and main-
tain his strength. The opinion at the casualty clearing

stations is almost unanimous in favour of ammonium
carbonate.
Only a few cases have remained in the stations, and

therefore under my observation, to the stage of bronchitis

and bronchopneumonia. These patients, who are danger-
ously ill, seem to do better with soothing than with
stimulant remedies.
The later stages will, however, I hope, be described by

medical oficers of the base hospitals, who have seen far

more of them than I.

It seems certain that the drift gas whose effects are here
described is either entirely or almost entirely chlorine.

The shells contain other poisonous gases.

Mr. Heath Harrison, shipowner of Liverpool, has
presented a sum of £10,000 to the university of that city
for the cudowiiKiit of the chair o( organic chemistry
recently estabhsljuil by tlic council, and filled by the
appointment of Professor 1-t. Kobinsou, of the University
of Sydney.
We learn from Nature that Mr. C. W. Mally has pub-

lished an account of the use of sodium arsenite in South
Africa as a poison for flies. The bait used is made by
dissolving one pound of sodium arsenite and ten pounds of

sugar in ten gallons of water. The liquid is applied with
a syringe to non-absorbent surfaces, to pieces of canvas,
to manure heaps, aud rubbish tips. Bunches of twigs, of

trees the leaves of which, when plucked, do not crinkle
and drop oft, are dipped in the solution and hung up where
the flies congregate ; the flies drink the poison, and die, it

is said, hterally in heaps. In military camps the method
has been applied with success, and, iu the absence of

suitable trees, pieces of canvas have been sprayed and
hung up, and the bait has been sprinkled near manure
heaps and other places where flies gather ;

tho bait is, of

course, a human poison, but in military camps there is no

risk in its use. The method has proved extremely effec-

tive for the house-fly out of doors, and its use for fruit-

flies has shown that an apparently reckless use of arseuito

Is not attended with risk to human beings.
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PHLEBOTOMUS FEVER
(SANDFLY FEVER):-

PHLEBOTOMUS OR SANDFLY FEVER,

Colonel C. BIRT, A.M.S.,
Officiating A.D.M.S., 6th (Poona) Division.

Sandfly fever is of scientific interest because its causation
Las been established by means of experiments on volun-
teers, experiments -wliioh were justified by the fact that
the disease does not endanger life.

Newcomers to tropical or .subtropical places where the
phlebotomus abounds are attacked during their first summer
of residence with a fever which incapacitates them com-
pletely for several days. After an incubation period of
four to seven days the onset of sandfly fever is usually
sudden, although sometimes the pyrexia may be preceded
by lassitude for a few days. Chilliness may be complained
of, but the severe rigor of the ague fit is never observed.
The writer, who had suffered from both ailments, recognized
at once that the shivering and chattering of his teeth, so
violent that he was constrained to hold his jaw with his
hands, which were the include of his first ague seizure,
distinguished the attack from the sandfly infection which
he had experienced previously. Giddiness, severe head-
ache, most often limited to the forehead and the back of
the eyes, which is aggravated by the least movement of
the head, pains in the back and "in the legs, and general
stiffuess of the muscles of the body, induce the patient to
take to his bed. He is drowsy and resents being disturbed,
but sleep is broken or absent. His face is deeply flushed,
and his features are tumid. His eyelids are swollen and
partially closed ; the conjunctivae are injected, but there is

no lacrymation; his eyeballs are sensitive to movementand
gentle pressure. He has complete loss of appetite, with pain
or discomfort in the epigastrium ; vomiting and diarrhoea
occur in about one-quarter of the cases, but consti-
pation is the rule. The tongue is coated with a thin white
fur, except at the tip and edges. There is often congestion
of the fauces and palate on which vesicles may be seen.
Epistaxis is observed in a fifth of the attacks, mostly
towards the end of the illness. The skin is generally dry,
but may be moist ; beyond flushing of the face, neck, and
upper part of the chest, no rashes are present except the
effects of blood-sucking insects. Tlie temperature rises
rapidly until it attains 101= to 103^ F. on the evening of the
first day ; it is not quite so high on the second evening,
and falls gradually on tlie third or fourth day—hence the
termination of the attack is very different from that of
ague, in which the pyrexia abates suddenly amidst profuse
sweating. The pulse does not rise in frequency with the
fever and generally becomes slow. Leucopenia with relative
decrease in the polynuclears is an almost constant sign
which persists throughout the illness and the early days
of convalescence. The eo.sinophiles are decreased during
the fever, but are increased afterwards as in dengue.

Depression, lethargy, and dyspepsia often continue for a
fortnight after an attack, but epidemics vary in this respect.
Sometimes vigour is restored rapidly.
In Malta the duration of 20 per cent, of 243 cases of

sandfly fever was two days or less, of 30 per cent, three
days, of 23 per cent, four days, of 12 per cent, five days, of
9 per cent, six days, and of 5 per cent, seven or eight days.
Wymberley's figures of his observations on 160 cases of
sandfly fever at Nashera, India, are—three days' pyrexia
in 22 per cent. ; four days' in 27 per cent. ; five days' in
24 per cent. ; six days' in 20 per cent. ; and seven or eight
days in 6 per cent.

The susceptibility of British troops is very high. Some-
times more than half a regiment has been attacked during
its first hot weather. Ninety-five per cent, of all the cases
occur in people who have resided two years or less in the
endemic area. A high degree of immunity is afforded by
the fever. Second attacks occur in only 5 to 10 per cent,
of the cases. Relapses are sometimes caused by excessive
exercise during convalescence.

Papers read in the Section of Tropical Medicine at the annual
meeting of the BrUith Medical Association. 1914. Publication of these
papers has been delayed owing to exigencies of space due to the out-

Inoculation of non-immune persons with J to 3 c.cm. of
the blood or serum withdrawn from sandfly fever patients
during the first twenty-four hours of the illness excites
the fever without fail (nineteen experiments). Blood taken
after the first day is harmless (five experiments). On
fourteen out of sixteen occasions inoculation with infective
seruui which had been ijassed through a bacteria-proof
filler induced the malady. In twenty-one cxijcriments the
bites of sandflies which had been fed seven to twelve days
previously on sandfly fever patients daring the first day of
their illness gave rise to the disease. A single phlebotomus
is suflicient to infect.

The disease is often called "summer influenza," but
brouchitic symptoms are uncommon, and the influenza
bacillus is not present. Atypical cases of the mosquito-
borne dengue closely resemble sandfly fever; a dengue
outbreak, however, is usually more explosive in character
than a phlebotomus fever epidemic; rashes also are
pieseut in 70 per cent, of dengue patients.

Abortive attacks of enteric, paratyphoid, and Malta
fevers may be mistaken for the sandfly infection.

In malarious climates it was formerly confounded with
ague, and at the present time this still occurs. Bellile,
writing in 1913 of the outbreaks of .sandfly fever in Crete,
states that the Cretans name it ague. In Malta, where
endemic ague may be neglected, sandfly fever, which has
caused much sickness among our soldiers and sailors
quartered there, has been recognized during the last
hundred years as a malady distinct from malaria.

In India, until ten years ago, sandfly fever was for the
most part diagnosed " ague." Without doubt many of the
cures attributed to quinine have been in times past
nothing but the natural terminations of cases of sandfly
fever. Since five or six thousand attacks of sandfly fever
occur annually among the European and Indian troops,
the amount of quinine whicli has been uselessly expended
has been enormous. Great progress has now been made
in the identification and classification of fevers in India.
In a memorandum issued in 1913 by the Director of
Medical Services of India instructions are given that the
blood of every case of pyrexia is to be examined before
the administration of quinine, by the thick film method, by
whi.h parasites can be detected in 94 per cent, of malarial
pr>ticnts. Leucocyte counts are to be made, inchidinc
differential estimations. Serum reactions are to be under-
taken every two days in order to trace the agglutination
curve of the serum with the suspected microbe. Cultures
of 5 to 10 c.cm. of the patient's blood are to be made in
bile or taurocholate media. The dejecta are to be investi-

gated bactcriologically. Given a short fever in which the
results of these examinations are negative, except the
leucocyte estimation which shows leucopenia, in a locality
where sandflies are numerous and culices and stegomyiae
are few, then the diagnosis of sandfly fever is correct. In
another memor.indum it is suggested that experiments on
volunteers with the above-named mosquitos should be
carried out if these insects are abundant, as they are the
suspected carriers of dengue-like fevers which may be
prevalent in the station.

The advance which has taken place in the recognition
of sandfly fever in India appears in the following figures

:

In the year 1910 among the 71,000 European troops there
were recorded 512 admissions for sandflv fever; in 1911,
1,393 ; and in 1912, 2,163. The laboratory facilities for

diagnosis are not so great in hospitals for Indian troops as
in those for British; 508, 114, 1,316, are the numbers of

the admissions on account of sandfly fever among the
131,000 ludian troops for the above-named years. Many
sandfly infections are recorded under the headings of

"influenza" and "pyrexia of uncertain origin" tables of

the seasonal prevalence of which are given, from which it

is estimated that five or six thousand cases of sandfly fever

occur annually in the European and Indian armies of

India.

It is to be regretted that the heading " sandfly fever
"

does not appear in the annual statistical reports of the
health of the navy. In the report for the year 1912
326 cases are registered " pyrexia" ; it is stated that many
of these were instances of the sandfly infection.

Quinine is without effect prophylactically or thera-

peutically in sandfly fever. Aspirin and pyramidon ars
of some use for the relief of pain. An antitoxin is present

in the blood of persons Immunized by an attack of thia
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fever, for Doerr found that 1 ccm. of virulent blood mixed
witli 1 c.cui. of the serum of a man who had suffered from
phlcbotomus fever two years before, was innocuous when
inoculated into a susceptible individual. McCarrison,

moreover, injected four immune men with doses of 2 ccm.
of virulent blood without exciting the disease. It seems
probable, therefore, that the infection might be aborted by
iDJections of the serum of convalescents.

•Sandflies are widely scattered throughout the tropical

and subtropical world. There is a close correlation be-

tween the number of sandflies and the fever. In Poena
they are scarce and the admissions for sandfly fever are

few. In the northwest of India these flies are abundant
and the fever is very prevalent. The phlebotomus is so

small and elusive that it often escapes notice at night.

Daring the day careful search may find it resting in dark
corners, behind clothes, etc.

In the Transactions of the Society of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene (1913, vol. vi, No. 7) a survey of our know-
ledge of the distribution of the phlebotomus and of the

fever was made. We learn from the Army Medical Report
for 1912, which has appeared since the date of this paper,

that there were 104 attacks of sandfly fever registered

among the British troops at Malta, 144 in Egypt, and 108

in North China.
The bionomics of the sandflj' are being investigated by

Hewlett, the Imperial Pathological Entomologist of India,

and by Marett in Malta. It breeds in caves and in the

interior of rabble walls, and in collections of damp
material, such as fragments of bricks and stones.

Phlebotomus vii7iuliis lecAs on the blood of the common
wall lizard. King discovered the larvae of phlebotomus
in cracks of the alluvial soil near Trinkitat on the Red
Sea. Wenyon succeeded in keeping a sandfly alive in

captivity for forty-six days. Doerr's observations tend to

show that the summer epidemics of sandfly fever are

bridged over by the virus being carried in the larvae, which
hibernate in the winter.

The knowledge which has been acquired has been instru-

mental in reducing the incidence of sandfi}' fever among
the British troops stationed in Malta from more than 300
attacks in 1908 to 104 only in 1912.

SANDFLY FEVER IX CHITRAL (N. INDIA).
BY

C.\PTAix G. F. GRAHAM, M.D., I.M S.

During the three years 1911-13 I have had the opportunity
of studying between 700 and 800 cases of this fever in its

epidemic form iu Chitral—a British outpost beyond the
north-western frontier of India. Attention was first

drawn to this fever in these parts in 1906 by Captain
McCarrison of the Indian Medical Service, who called it

the '• three days fever of Chitral." It is now fully recog-

nized as identical with sandfly fever, which occurs iu

many parts of India, especially in the north of India,
Punjab, and Himalayan stations, and also in many other
parts of the tropics and subtropics. As far as India is

concerned, I shall have occasion to point oat that probably
this fever is by no means of recent appearance, but has
previously passed under various names, as Peshawar fever,

or pyrexia of uncertain origin.

Distribution of the Fever.
Sandfly fever appears to be a rare disease actually in

the tropical zone, being much more frequently found in

subtropical regions, and especially in stations at the foot
of the Western Himalayas. Chitral itself, where this fever
would appear to be most constantly and persistently
prevalent, is a narrow valley in the Hindu Kush i-ange o"f

mountains to the east of Afghanistan beyond the Himalayan
range. I may mention in passing that Chitral is about the
same degree of latitvido as the south of Spain. The disease
is present throughout the whole of the Peshawar- Chitral
Valley at all levels below 7,000 ft. It would appear that
the sandfly cannot live and breed at any level over 7,000 ft.

The highest level at which I have found it was 6,500 ft.

Climatolofjij.
The disease is strictly limited to the summer months

between May and September, more especially June, July,

and .\ugust. During these months alone are the sandflies

prevalent in their active winged stage of development. In
my experience of three successive annual epidemics a very
dry season was most favourable to the spread and severity

of the epidemic. During the months of June-August
there is practically no rainfall at all iu Chitral, which
becomes exceedingly dry iu parts. I found it very diflicult

to reconcile the necessity for moisture being essential for

the life-history of the sandfly in its early development.
The only water flowing through the Chitral fort iu which
the garrison were all quartered was a tiny brick-lined

drain about one foot wide, with a very rapid flow of only
a small quantity of water down the steep incline on which
the fort is built. This drain was repeatedly searched for

larvae or pupae, but invariably with negative results. No
other open drains or tanks exist in the fort, in which and
in similar buildings alone these pests were found. Heavy
rainfall—which did occur on one occasion—appeared even
to reduce the fever incidence somewhat, possibly by killing

off some of the infecting sandflies. High temperatures up
to 110° to 115° F. of the Punjab hot weather are favour-

able, but the cold season of the Himalayas stops breeding
and development entirely. Apparently the temperature
which is necessary for the imago to hatch out from the
pupa is between 70° to 80° F. This temperature is reached
as a shade maximum iu Chitral about the end of May.
It is almost certainly in the egg stage that the sandfly

tides over the cold winter months, when the temperature
frequently drops to 10° to 15° below freezing point.

Etioloatj.

It is now, I think, established beyond all possible question
or dispute that this fever is spread by the agency of the
sandfly, though the nature of the infecting virus is not
quite certain. The sandflies, or Phlebotominae, belong to

the family Psychodidae. The two special species which
are known to convey the virus are the Phlcbofo^nus

papatasii and P. minutiis, both of which species I have
been able to identify in Chitral. These sandflies are of

a light straw colour, with wings carried divergent and
pointing backwards and upwards. The sexes are easily

distinguished by the large and complex claspings apparatus
of the male genitalia on the hinder end of the abdomen.
The whole process of life-history from egg to adult fly

lasts about one month, this period, however, varying with
the surrounding conditions. The methods I adopted in

examining specimens were as follows :

The sandflies, young and adult, were caught alive in

small glass-covered entomological boxes. In this small

cell they could bo easily examined with a hand leus and
the general characters of the specimen made out. If

necessary it was transferred to a small glass cell and
examined on the stage of a microscope with a low-power
lens. Mounted specimens were also made by the following

process :

1. Kill by inverting the small glass bottle in which they were
caught over some cotton-wool or blotting paper soaked in a
little chloroform, or, better still, over a board with some
chloroform soaked iuto it.

2. Transfer the killed specimen to 60 per cent, alcohol.
3. Clear in oil of cloves.
4. Mount in Canada balsam, arranging the legs and wings

carefully with a fine needle and cover over with a coverslip.

Large numbers of sandflies could easily be caught daily

in the barracks of the Chitral forts during the summer
months. Owing to their small size, they can easily pass

through the meshes of an ordinary mosquito curtain used
everywhere in India. This necessitates the use of one of

much finer mesh to ensure their being unable to bite the

individual while asleep at night. This, I need hardly

poijt out, adds very considerably to one's discomfort, as

circulation of fresh air through the curtain is greatly

impeded by the fineness of the mesh. The flies exist iu

largo numbers in all buildings, especially on the walls and

near the ceilings or the roof of the building during the day-

time. Towards evening they commence their search for

food. The females alone are blood-suckers; they fre-

quently feed by day, and are capable of easily biting

through thin socks or cotton summer clothing. The males

probably live on vegetables, juices, and other similar

materials. The virus which exists in the blood of patients

is only infective during the early stages of the fever, and

the blood of patients, after being passed through a

Berkefcld-Reichel filter, js still infective if injected mto
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the veins of another. No parasite or germ of any descrip-
tion has ever hecn identified in couuexion vpith tliis fever,
and if sucli should ever he shown to exist it will probably
be ultra microscopic. The iucubatiou period has been
shown to be from two to four days; this was found to be
more or less constant in many of my cases in which this
point could be made out.

liacial Incidence.

This is peculiar. In Chilral it is remarlsable that
Europeans and Gurkha sajroys suffer to the extent of
60 per cent, to 80 per cent., while other details of the
parrison who liavc lived previously for the most part in
the plains of the Punjab have been practically free from
the fever. The Chitrali people themselves do not appear
to suffer from the disease except in early infancy. Doubt-
less they acquire a high degree of immunity in early child-
hood which protects them throughout later life. The
existence of the disease in the Punjab will also explain the
fact that while a hospital maybe crowded out with Gurkha
sepoys, who go down like flies before the epidemic, hardly
a single Punjabi will be attacked. The Gurkhas have
always previously lived in hill stations where the fever has
not existed, while the Punjabi has come up to Chitral for
his year's duty from the plains of the Punjab where he has
acquired a high degree of inininuity from previous attacks.
The percentage of Euro] i. ,111,-. :itt;i.'k. ,1 is even greater than
among the Gurkhas of tin -n 1

i^oi,. As a rule one attack
confers immunity against licsli :itl:i(l;s, though this is by
no means constant. I have seen fresh attacks to the
extent of 5 per cent, of all cases, and have myself con-
tracted the fever in each of two successive years. Even
cases of third attack have been noted in the same epidemic,
though tliese are rare.

Some epidemics are much more severe than others, and
the circumstances which influence the type of the severity
of an epidemic are difficult to uiakr out. In the first of
my three epidemics (iii 1911) Mun, tiling over 200 cases
occurred, bciug about 40 per ecu I. of all wdio had been
exposed ; while in 1912 exactly 400 cases occurred, that is,

about 70 per cent, of total exposed, though the conditions
in the two years were almost identical and the tvpe of the
actual cases of the two epidemics showed no marked
difference.

Sijinptoms.

.\fter an incubation period of from two to four days,
during which there are usually no prodromal symptoms
beyond slight headache and general malaise in some cases,
the disease usually begins wiUi a rigor. The temperature
rises rapidly in a few hours, reaching a maximum varying
from 103= to 105° or 106"^ F. by the cud of the first twenty
four hours. The fever usually lasts two to three days,
generally with a slight remission on the second dav. The
action of the virus manifests itself by general symptoms:
Acute aching pains and stiffness all over the body,
especially in the muscles of the back and limbs, severe
frontal headache, and pain in the back of the eyes.
Injection of the conjunctival vessels is also present, pro-
ducing the "pink eye" described by some observers in
Crete. Nasal and pharyngeal catarrli are occasional
symptoms, but this catarrh never extends to the bronchi
or lungs. Disturbances of the digestive system are
invariably noticed; anorexia is a pronounced symptom,
vomiting is not common, constipation is the rule. The
spleen is generally unchanged.
Among the circulatory signs most noticeable is brady-

cardia. Many cases, even with a temperature of 104° or
105° F., will show a pulse-rate of less than 80, or even less
than 70, and rarely over 100, and during convalescence
this bradycardia is still more pronounced.
Blood changes are very slight. Leucopenia, with a

relative large mononuclear increase, was found in some
cases. No jirotozoal or other micro-organisms were ever
found in any cases, though tlie blood of all cases was care-
fully examined microscopically with a high power. Epi-
staxis was a very common symptom, being noticed in over
20 per cent, of my cases. In some cases this epistaxis was
a troublesome symptom and hard to control, possibly indi-
cating a diminished degree of coagulability of the blood.
No cases showed any sign of a rash, which has occasionally
been noticed by other observers.

Treatment.
Treatment on the ordinary lines for pyrexia was adopted

as a routine. Quinine has absolutely no effect on the
fever. Aspirin I found of use; if given in fairly large
doses the aching pains in the muscles and the severe
frontal headache were considerably relieved. Given shortly
before the usual hour for sleep, the use of this drug made
all the difference in tlie night's comfort in many cases.
Tincture of opium and salicylates were also used in many
cases with gratifying results, at least from the former.

Diatjnosis.
The diagnosis seldom presented any difficulty during

the epidemic season. The sudden onset, with rapidly
rising temperature and slow pulse, are characteristic.

Prof/nosis.
The prognosis is never serious. No cases terminato

fatally, and complications or troublesome sequelae are
exceptional, except the very marked degree of prostration,
which lasts from ten days" to a fortnight at least, and is
very constantly present in almost all cases. It would
appear that the virus has a marked depressing effect on
the central nervous system, producing this severe prostra-
tion. Occasionally the temperature chart will show a
sharp rise of temperature about three or four days after
its return to normal. Such relapses, however, arc not

my figures only show 1 per cent, of such cases.

Prophylaxis.
Evacuation of localities where the disease is known to

be present should be carried out where practicable. It is
not always possible, however, to do this, especially in a
frontier station where a fort has to be kept occupied.
Experience in Chitral has proved that if the troops of the

garrison can spend the three or four special fever months
of the hot weather under canvas at an elevation of any-
thing over 7,000 ft. not a single case of sandfly fever will
occur amongst such troops, while any troops remaining in
the fort, which is situated at an elevation of just under
5,000 ft., will contract the fever to the extent of nearly
80 per cent, during the epidemic season.
Very early isolation of cases should be strictly carried

out, inasmuch as inoculation experiments have shown that
it is only during the early stage of the disease that the
case can be considered infectious. All cases should be
kept under a (fine mesh) sandfly-proof curtain erected
over each bed. A similar curtain should, of course, be
used by all persons living in an infected area. The
demolition of all unnecessary buildings and old walls-
ideal haunts for the sandfly—is desirable. Various drugs
have been recommended for external use as repellepts,
but they have not proved of much value. Fumigation of
rooms of barracks has been tried, with temporary good
results in some cases by killing off numbers of sandflies.
Destruction of sandflies by spraying the walls of buildings
with some insecticide, such as formalin solution, has been
recommended, but I have not given this method a trial in
Chitral, as I do not consider that it could be conveniently
carried out. Indeed, it must be admitted that very little

reliance can be placed on any methods hitherto employed
with a view to reducing the fever incidence by dimiuishiug
the number of sandflies.

In conclusion I should like to emphasize the fact that
although sandfly fever is a very distressing type of fever,
I do not think that of the 700 cases or more which came
under my notice during the years 1911 to 1913 any one
patient is now any the worse for his attack. The fever
is not a serious one when compared with other t^-opical
fevers, such as malaria. Recovery from sandfly fever may
be considered to be absolute in all oases, and a consider-
able degree of immunity from fresh attacks usually rasults.
But as a severe cause for temporarily rendering a large
percentage of a unit inefficient it requires to be dealt with
carefully.

SANDFLY FEVER IN PESHAWAR.

Captain J. W. HOUSTON, M.B., R.A.M.C.

As long ago as 1899 Colonel Fooks saw an epidemic ot
short fever cases at Landi Kotal, in which he considered
the sandfly to be the infecting agent, and later ho described
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an epiiU'inic which he saw amongst tlic 15tli Lancets at
|

Sialkote in 1907. anil was again of opinion that it was

convevod bv sandflies. He considered this epideiuic to be

one of deu^nc. of a tbreedav and a seven-day fever type,

but writiuy hitcr, in 1911. he said that the disease would

be known as sandflv fever ; but although medical officers

were cognisant of this fever, it was not until 1910 that the

evidence was sufficiently strong to warrant its being

officially recognized. In that year, under the heading of

sandfly fever, we find that there were 103 admissions to

hospital amongst the British troops in the division. In

1911 it is evident that the diagnosis was more readily

made, as there was a sharp rise in the number of admis-

sions to 782, and this was maintained in 1912 and 1913,

when the admissions were 823 and 746 respectively. In

tlie vears previous to 1910 sandfly fever was doubtless

recortled under various headings, the principal one bemg
malaria, but influenza and pyrexia of uncertain origin also

took a share.

With regard to susceptibility and incidence it would

seem that all ages and both sexes are prone to be infected,

but the disease "has not been observed much here amongst

women and children as they all depart to the hills at the

commencement of the hot weather. Fresh arrivals from

stations where the disease is not prevalent appear to be

particularly susceptible, whilst the stay of a battalion or

other unit 'in an infected station such as this is marked by

a gradual rise in immunity. An example of this may be

given.
The 72ud Battery E.G.A. arrived from Xowgong last

cold weather. A perusal of their medical history sheets

showed that none of their men had suffered from sandfly

fever. They were quartered beside, and practically in the

same barracks with, the 75tl) Battery li.F.A., who had

been in Peshawar and district for over four years, and

whose medical records show that 37 per cent, of their men
have been infected at one time or another. During a

period of one month after the appearance of sandfly fever

in April, 1914, 19 cases occurred in the fresh battery, an

incidence of 112 per 1,000. Amongst the old battery

8 cases occuiTed, an incidence of 61 per 1.000, or just about

half. All these men were living side by side under prac-

tically identical conditions, so that it would seem that in

the 75tli Battery a certain degree of immunity has been

established.

A perusal of the figures for the two British infantry

battalions in the station gives a similar, though less

marked, finding.

The incidence among the men of the 2ud King's (Liver-

pool) Regiment, a new arrival here, was, up to April 28th,

6 per 1,000, and during the month following that date

41 per 1,000 ; April 28th was the date on which half of

each battalion left Peshawar for the hills. In the 1st

Eoyal Sussex Regiment, who are old inhabitants, the rates

of incidence before and after April 28th were respectively

only 2 and 12 per 1,000, so that here again it seems pro-

bable tl»at some immunity has been attained.

The incidence in the two batteries was considerably

greater than in the two infantry battalions, and, so far as

can be observed, this coincides with the relative numbers
of phlebotomi present in the various barracks. They are

distinctly more numerous, and certainly occasion more
complaints, amongst those inhabiting the gunner lines

than amongst the residents in the infantrj- barracks. An
interesting feature, too, is that the infection appears to

cling more particularly to certain bungalows, and with tlie

appearance of sandflies in April, cases of the fever begin

to occnr in these, which then form foci from which it

bpreads in all directions.

Tlie varieties of phlebotomi commonly seen in this

district are P. papatnaii and P. minutus. P. papafasti

is, however, by far the most prevalent and widely dis-

tributed, and, so far as can be judged, outnumbers all tho

others by at least 20 to 1.

The disease makes its appearance with considerable

suddenness about the middle of April annually, and as

this coincides with the yearly advent of numbers of

phlebotomi, also as the usual type of fever seems identical

with that described in other parts of the world as sandfly

or pappataci fever, it is reasonable to suppose that they
are identical in every respect, and that the F. papatasii is

the vehicle of infection from person to person.

As well as the sandfly, the north-west frontier is the

D

home of several of tho other blood-sucking diptera. but i^

does not seem likely that any of them will be found to bo
implicated in the spread of this particular fever.

The disease reaches its maximum incidence annually in

Maj- and June, though iu 1913 this did not occur until

August; the tendency for it then is to show a decided
fall until October is reached, after which month practically

no cases occur. The clinical manifestations of sandfly

fever may be described as follows : The onset is sudden

—

a man goes to bed feeling either absolutely well or

ho may notice some chilliness or shivering in the evening.

Tliere is no rigor. lie waives up in the morning '• with
tho fever on him," as he expresses it. Frequently it is

ushered in with nausea and vomiting. Severe headache
is almost always complained of, the main seat of pain

being at the back of the eyes. Joint pains and aching
pains and cramps, cliiefly iu the lower limbs, are usually

present, and the patient feels ill and depressed. The face

is flushed and the eyes suffused. A rash has not been
noted. The temperature runs up rapidlj', reaching 102^ F.

or 103° F., or even higher during the first day. It tends to

fall gradually until the second day, when it is usually

about 100= F. or 101" F. The thud day it may be still

falling and quickly reach normal, or show a slight exacer-

bation to 100.8" F. or 101" F., this being foUowed by a
rapid, sometimes almost critical, fall to normal. It is

unusual to find any fever at all after the third or fourth

day. The pulse is full and compressible. The rate is not

markedly increased, seldom being beyond 88, oven when
the fever is high.

The tongue is coated with a whitish fur, and a constant

complaint of the patient is " a bad taste iu the moutli."

The bowels are, as a rule, constipated. No abdominal
distension has been noted ; the heart sounds do not change,

aud the lungs remain clear. There is no enlargement of

the liver or spleen.

The blood picture is characterized by a leucopenia, the

total leucocyte count averaging about 5,500 jjer c.mm.
Differential counts show that the polymorphs are usually

below 60 per cent., while the mononuclears show an in-

ciease up to 15 per cent, or over. Au increase in eosinophiles

up to 5 or 6 per cent, has also been noted in a few cases,

but it cannot yet be said whether this feature is at all

constant or not. There is no diminution in the number of

red cells, nor does there appear to be any blood destruction

as evidenced by an examination of the urine. In other

respects also the urine is normal. As soon as the tempera-

ture becomes normal the patient usually states that ho
feels perfectly well, but in many instances he finds that it

is a considerable time before he fully recovers his strength.

One attack does not appear to confer absolute immunity
against the disease, as a second or even a third in con-

secutive years have been noted iu a few cases. In a very

small percentage two attacks in one year have been
recorded.

There is another type of fever seen in this part of the

country during the summer mouths which some observers

also attribute to the presence of sandflies and designate

sandfly fever. In it the duration of the pyrexia is longer

and runs a course of seven days so consistently as to be

known as the seven-day fever type, as opposed to the

three-day fever type described above. Tho general

symptoms resemble those of the three-day variety, but aro

much less marked, and in a considerable proportion of tho

cases there are practically no subjective symptoms, the

only marked objective one being the pyrexia. A rash is

also sometimes seeu. In other words, these cases resemble

the "seven-day fever " described as occurring in the large

coast towns of India, but also seen in Poena, Bangalore,

B-lgaum, and various other places. They are well

nuuked off from the classical dengue by their more
sporadic appearance aud much less epidemic character,

combined with their general mildness of symptoms. Nor
does the evidence in favour of their being a variety of

sandfly fever appear to be strong, the main argumeuts

against that assumption being again their rather sporadic

appearance during the later warm months when phlebotomi

are disappearing, whilst if we are to regard sandfly fever

here as being identical with that occurring in Malta, Crete,

and other places, there is the fact that when the disease

has been produced experimentally it has never undergone

any marked modification iu the person artificially infected

but has been of tho original three-day type. As StegomyiM
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are found hero it is at least as likely that they may be a
factor in the causation of this seven-day type of fever, as
they appear to be now generally regarded! as being the
active agents in its prox^agation in other parts of the
country.

THE BIONOMICS OF THE MALTESE
PlILEBOTOMI.

By Captain P. J. MARETT, R.A.M.C.,
BEIT aiEUOniAL ItKSEARCH FELLOW.

It is places which are dark, damp, and usually inaccessible,
and with a requisite temperature and a suitable food
sujjply, that the phlebotomus flies select for their breeding
grounds.
That darkness is the natural condition is to be deduced

from an examination of the larvae, wliich are devoid of
eyes, their place tn-iim tiiki'ii in tlio adult larvae by two
patches of pigDiciit. A ccrtuiii amount of moisture is

necessary, fni- twL, rcasnus^-tlie imi', that, if placed in dry
surroundings, the larva will shrivel up, and the other that
tlie food of the larva being excretal matter, cannot be
eaten when in a dry condition. Excess of moisture is

equally haruitiil. as lias been experienced in breeding
exijerinient-: >, li. 1. ,,-,ssive spraying of a breeding dish
resulted in il

; , ^
:ii| the larvae.

(^iiict is I -•,. iinJ. lis the larval stage is somewhat
len^lliy. an'( it cxjh.s d to iuclj.ueut weather during this
period a fatal result i-; a foregor.e conclusion. The proper
food supply of the larva has been found to be the
excreta of the various insects and animals found in walls.
Special attention has been paid to the excrement of wood-
lice, lizards and bats, and undoubtedly, in experimental
breeding, the first—that of woodlice—gives the best
results. The requisite temperature for active breeding is

above 70° F.; below 60' F. larvae appear to roll them-
selves up in detritus, whilst the higher the temperature is

above 70' F. and up to 86 F. the more rapid is the life

cycle.

All the above physical conditions are to be found in the
interior of rubber walls, in crevices of caves, artificial

embankments, and, in Malta especially, in the interior of
the old bastions, many of which contain long disused
chambers. In searching these places, of which only the
interiors of the first three have been examined, the
number of specimens of larvae and pupae found has not
been in proportion to the quantities of flies prevalent, but
this has been found to be due to the fact that the larvae
bury themselves, and that of the pupae, in nature, only
those adhering to stones have been found. In experi-
mental breeding only about 5 per cent, of pupae so attach
themselves, the remaining 95 per cent, lie free on or under
the detritus.

Newstead, in his article on the Papatasii flies (Phle-
botomus) of the Maltese Islands, describes three varieties :

P.jiapaiasii Scop. P. jycrniciosus Newstead, and /'. minutus
Bond; of these P. papatasii is the largest, P. minutus the
smallest, whilst P. jierniciosus, as regards the size of its

body, resembles P. papatasii, but its legs are not nearly so
long. P. papatasii breeds out in caves and in embankments,
whWat P. pi'rniciosus and P. minutus breed chiefly in the
rubble walls and in bastions, the result being that the
two latter species are seen more often in dwellings, unless
caves and embankments are in close proximity.

Flies appear about the middle of May, in small numbers
;

they gradually increase, and by the end of June they are
numerous; during .July, when the breeding grounds are
somewhat dry, tlieir numbers decrease, and only on the
onset of the damp sirocco, about the middle of August or
beginning of Scptcnibrr. do their numbers rise one more,
when they ;ii--i.c;,,- in l\ir -rcatcr iiiiinhci -; I l,;o, . ,.

, li.r in

about the nil'
I I!' '.;'.... n! ., r. I'I).\-c,mi .ii'lin

their breediiiL; liiinn;- in Mn;ill iiiiiulicrs .liiiiML; he, - liiliri-.

The latest tlati; on wliich a tly was seen was .January
14th; this was in a breeding ground where the tempera-
ture kept uji to 70"^ F. till .January; on the temperature
falling to 60° F. no flies were seen. There is thus an
interval of about four months during which the adult fly

is not to be found ; that is to say, the fly does not hibernate,
but the winter is passed in the larval stage.

The causes for the fluctuations noted in nature have
been worked out experimentally

; it is found that dryness
of surrouudmgs prolongs the leugtli of the various stages,
and on the other hand, that with suitable moisture and
heat the various stages are passed through rapidly ; in the
former the complete cycle takes up to four to five months;
in the latter, the shortest time has been found to be thirty-
four days.
A summary of the length of life of the different stages,

for wild flies and for tame flies, is best given in tabulated
form.

Summanj of the Length of Life of the Different Stages, for Wild
Flies and Tame Flies.
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r ovipositing, the cgffs ave usually fertile ; wlioro flies

not lay theii- eijgs all at the same time, they do not
I limb till some days later aud the chances of their eggs

mauuing is much lesseued.

T'> the third generation of laboratory-bred *'' " ">" <"'•-

lied on .lanuary 18th. 1914, and died on the 25

:h. having completed oviposition, a lengtli

; from her eggs 40 larvae batched on Felun
.lilt is, all eggs were fertile. Another fly of ti: 1

lion, hatched on January 19th, 1914, laid eggs from the' llStli of

the same month for some days ; the first lot of eggs produced
2 larvae on February 3rd, and the fly died on February 5th.
Here out of all the eggs only 2 were fertile.

The longest lite of a fly in" these experiments was 25 days, and
all her eggs were unfertile.
The average length of life of female tame flies is 12.5 days, of

males 4 days.
The average longevity of both sexes of wild flies in captivity

has been worked out at 4.2 days, aud is inferred to be one half
the viability. In this experiinent, which was continued for a
mouth, the true viability works out at 8.4 days.

On -svarm sirocco nights the flies appear just before
sunset ; leaving their haunts, they are attracted to inhabited
dwellings, where they cause annoyance by their per.sisteut

biting. Flies bite both warm and cold blooded animals.
At sunrise they disappear, either to their breeding haunts,
which they can be seen to enter, or they retire to dark
corners of rooms, where they are to be found seeking
shelter behind hangings ; on windy nights they do not
leave their haunts. The flies dislike sunlight, but are
attracted by artificial light, and are to be found in

considerable numbers on aud around paraflin lamps.
The only way in which the distance of their flight has

been worked out has been from a knowledge of the habitats
of the different species—that is, knowing that P. papatasii
bred out in a certain cave, it was found that this fly was
present in dwellings witliin fifty yards of the cave, but
only rarely beyond this limit. They do not fly high, aud
the top rooms of houses which are not shut iu by high
walls are comparatively free from flies.

In the course of breeding experiments it has been found
that abnormalities occur, the most noticeable being
varying degrees of malformation of the male claspers, up
to complete transposition of superior and inferior claspers.

At present the males are identified by their claspers and
. by the number and arrangement of hairs thereon ; these
minute details being inconspicuous characters are stated to

be uninfluenced by adaptation ; however, the fact of these
abnormalities occurring is rather against such a classi-

fication. Among the females there is a gradual loss of

fertility, due probably to inbreediug; the eggs of such
flies assume abnormal shapes, but the pattern of the
reticnlations does not appear to be altered.

The fly possesses one fairly common ectoparasite, a
mite, which hatches out in the woodlouse excreta, and is

to be found hanging on to the thorax of the fly ; apparently
it is not a true parasite, as it lives in dishes in wliich no
flies have been present and it does not injure the larval

stage. On the other hand there is a minute pseudo-
scorpion which does injure the larval stage.
Work is being done on the bacteriology of the various

stages. Mention will here be made of a fungus only.
This fungus is pathogenic to the fly and is provisionally
called Empusa papatasii. A fly so infected is recognized
by the fact that ingested blood appears to remain in the
thorax, causing it to appear nearly as red as the abdomen.
On dissection of such a fly the salivary glands show motile
forms, " swarm spores," whilst the mycelial form is seen in
the intestines. When such an infected fly is dipped iu
absolute alcohol and flamed till the wiugs and legs are
burnt off and is then emulsified in 10 per cent, citrate, a
flocculent growth is obtained, consisting of mycelium and
spores. Subcultures from the citrate on to Sabouraud's
medium and on to glycerinated egg medium give rise to
a white fungus

; in this stage spore formation is by inter-
calary formation. When the growth in citrate is sub-
cultured into N.X.X. highly motile forms are seen, corre-
sponding to those seen in the salivary glands. Experi-
mental inoculations with the motile forms into rabbits and
guinea-pigs give rise to symptoms. The wliito fungus
under certain conditions gives rise to yellow bodies
(ascospores)

; here apparently spore formation is by
acrogenous segmentation, which would allow of its being

included in the Entomophtoreae, to which family the
Empnsac belong.

In conclusion, it is thought advisable to make a note of
the effects of inoculation, as this Emjmsa appears to have
pathogenic properties, aud involuutarily the thought arises
that it is quite possible that the Empiisa muscae domesticae
may bo the cause of infantile diarrhoea.

NOTES ON THE TRANSPORT OF CASES OP
FRACTURED THIGH.

By C. max page, M.S., F.R.C.S.,
Captain, E.A.M.C.IS.B.).

The provision of satisfactory methods of fixation for cases
of fractm-ed femur has proved most difficult in the present
war.

It is not surprising that adequate results have not
always been secured in these cases, for all the appliances
iu common use for fractures of the femur have been
developed in order to deal with cases under stationary
conditions and, in general, for simple fractures.

It is true that reasonable comfort of the patient is

usually secured by the administration of morphine. On
the other hand, in the later course of these cases a good
many amputations have been necessary, and the mortality
has proved surprisingly high. It seems probable that the
complications of severe infection and haemorrhage—both
reactionary and secondary—should be attributed in somo
degree to the unsatisfactory fixation of the injured limb
during the necessary period of transport. Laceration of
muscles aud ves^^els is bound to occur under such con-
ditions, and, unless efficient extension is exerted ou the
limb, any wound, unless very large, becomes plugged by
ruptured muscle. This obstruction to free drainage iu the
early days of the injury obviously assists the development
aud spread of any infection present in the wound track.

It is noticeable that the patients themselves seldom
complain of great discomfort during the journey. This is

undoubtedly due to regular and proper use of morphiue.
Yet the position of the limbs in such cases by the time
they reach the base generally leaves much to be desired.
The foot is usually rotated inwards, and the thigh ia

commonly telescoped owing to the lack of proper
extension.

I propose to show that the method in common use of
fixing these cases in somo form of long outside splint is not
satisfactory, and that in tho majority of instances a
modified form of Thomas's knee splint gives much better
results.

Bequiremenis to he FalfiUcd.
If one defines the ideal requirements of a method of

fixation suitable for use in the transport of these cases
from the field ambulances to the base and thence to
Eugland,one would set down the following requirements

—

the first four apply to the present conditions in relation to
tho rapid handling aud transport of large numbers of
wounded; the last two are more purely surgical

:

1. The sp'int should not be cumbersome, aud should
be standardizable.

2. The standard pattern should be easily adapted to
all varieties of individual cases. . .

3. The application of the splint should be simple,
aud effected with the least possible disturbance of the
patient.

4. After application of the spliut, movement of the
patient and Ids transfer from stretcher to bed should
not displace the splint.

5. The apparatus should secure steady extension iu
the long axis of the limb; the fulfilment of this
requirement presupposes fixation in the natural
position, and secures the comfort of the patient.

6. When the splint is in position, access to any part
of the limb for the purpose of changing dressings
should be possible. Nursing duties should be rendered
simple.

At the present time, for the transport of cases from the
front to the base, an interrupted or bracketted long outside
splint with an adjustable foot-piece is generally used. If

one compares the features of this apparatus with tho
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aiidat-d ab.jvc set out, it may be said to conform to the

L-.sfc reijiiirein.'iit, and very imperfectly to the second.

As to tho third, in order to apply the splint, considerable

lovcnient of the patient's body is involved, and to fix it

i-(>]u.]ly an anaesthetic is necessary.

It VLiy frequently fails to comi^ly -with the fourth

-The skeleton

splintrequirement in practice, as the upper end of the

tends to rotate forward on the trunk.

The fifth important r. .,niiT'HMnt- of r ;^ n^ion of the

] I uib, is seldom attaiucil with tlu li
: !

T.^tically it

is effected by the use o[ ;i, j" i-n: I l- il this ap-

X)Hance is usually very uncoiuf.ii ;:il.ii ml -. ' luiii efficient

in its action; moreover, the tixalion of the thigh is not

in the natural ijosition—any outside splint is bound to

lateralize the fragments. The splint is

firmly attached to the foot and leg, and
so to the lower fragment, but as its hold

of the upper fragment and trunk is at

the best approximate, and is often un-

satisfactory, such an arrangement often

fails to prevent rotation of tlie foot and
lower y:ection of the leg.

As to the sixth reqi:irement, of acces-

sibility, the fixed interruption by no
means gives free access to all wounds,
M-hile the splint is in position. The use of the bedpan is

an awkward problem.

Method Recommended.
I will now detail the features of the modified Thomas's

knee splint which I described in the British Medical
Journal (May 15th, 1915). This splint is made from the

standard aluminium material supplied in the regulation

Fracture Box, -with which all the units concerned are

equipped. One of two standard sizes of the splint can be

adapted to fit any case. A certain stock can be made and
padded ready for use in times of pressure.

2. The malleability of the material and the system of

staples by which the pieces forming the splint are joined

together make it possible to fit any case accurately.

3. For the application of the splint the only

movement of the patient called for is a slight

raising of the injured leg from the stretcher. The
application is completed in two or three minutes
as follows : An extension stirrup is fixed to the

injured leg ; long axis traction is then made on the

limb, and it is steadily raised through about 30
degrees. The sp iiit, with slings in their approxi-

mate ijlace, is then laid below tho leg, the crutch

of the splint is bent open, and made to abut against tho

ischial tuberosity. The limb is then lowered on to the

slings. Tlio crutcli is moulded round the hip and the

lateral limbs of the splint are bent in so as to support tho

leg evenly. A webbing strap is applied round the bottom

notch of the splint and the extension stirrup. The slings

are then adjusted so that the limb lies comfortably in

Fig. 2.—The splint paMed and gs in position for application.

field fracture box. It has, with slight modifications, been
in use for the majority of the cases of fractured femur
admitted to this hospital since January last, both for

their treatment here, and for their transfer to England.

Reports of the medical officers of hospital ships, and
from the hospitals at homo, support the value of the

method.
The form of the splint is shown in the figures (Figs. 1,

2, and 3). As before described, it is made by joining

together two standard lengths of splinting suitably

bent. The only material addition is that of a
•wide based prop, attached as shown in figure.

This prop is bent, when necessary, so as to pro-

ject inwards and downwards, so that, in spite

of the sagging of the canvas of the stretcher, no
rotation of the splint takes place.

Jaconet covering of the to%v padding on the

crutch has not proved durable. If, instead, a
length of Paul's indiarubber intestinal tubing is

lollcd on like a cricket bat handle, the result will

'I in the first article, for application

.: " • -<; i' ill stirrup, a plaster-of-Paris bandage
l; .

i
I,' -11 \' results, but if that or an ordinary

:r ,. ' . I
Mill ;in: not available, a simple

s!i, I I' I, hold for a few days.

Iiii- ;:i,; i\ i,l i. 1 1 iiuid suitable for use in any case of

fnuauied i.niiir lu iliu lower f.jur-lifths of the thigh.

One can enumerate its claims to comply with the above

requirements as follows:
1. The splint is made and its application can be com-

plo'.yd from the materials supplied in the Standard Field

about the midplane of the splint. Two webbing straps are

carried across the front of the limb, one between the
extremities of the crutch and the other just below the
knee. These two straps need only be tight when the

patient is being moved about or rolled on his side

for dressing ; the extension strap should always be

kept taut.

4. The splint does not become readily displaced when
once applied if the above directions are carried out—the

continuous fixed extension, acting between the notch
of the splint and the stirrup and countering against

the ischium, makes a single manageable unit of the
limb and splint.

5. As above described, steady fixed extension in

the natural line of the limb is provided. Tho
amount of tension necessary to secure the limb for

transport is not very great, but sufficient pull to pre-

vent any shortening of the leg during treatment is

easily obtained. The position of the leg in the splint

is the natural one, and so lateral displacement of the

fragments cannot occur. The question of flexion of the

fragments is alluded to below.
6. Dressing of wounds in any part of the leg is easily

accomplished owing to the detachability of the slings and
the ease with which the patient can be rolled on his side.

The side members of the splint can be bent so as to avoid

anklet

Fig. 4.—The splint applied and held io flexed po^

any lateral wound. Use of the bedpan is simple owing to

the mobility of the trunk.

As before stated, this splint is suitable for fractures in

the lower four-fifths of the femur. For injuries near the

hip-joint it can be used if there is no wound where the

crutch would lie. The latter, so long as it bears centrally on

the tuberosity of the ischium, can be bent downward or

arched forward in order to avoid wounds in its vicinity.
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1 11 some cases of high fracture, flexion of the upper
fr.igment of Uie femur may be present, though this is^ not

as comuiou iu gunshot injuries as iu those due ta iudircct

violence. For purposes o£ transport this will not affect the

satisfactory action of the splint. In such cases, when the

patient is stationary, the fragments can be brought into

line by bending the" splint at the level of the knee as iu

a Hodgen's splint. The leg should thereafter be suspended,

as iu fact it usually is during hospital treatment iu

straightforward cases.

REJIARKS OX THE MOVEMENT OF THE
DIAPHRAGM IN EARLY PULMONARY

PHTHISIS.
BY

IIX'GH WALSHAM, M.A., M.D.Cantab., F.R.C.P.Lond.,
atEJDICAL OFFICER IX CHARGE OF THE X-RAT DEPARTjrENT AT

EX. BARTHOLOMEWS HOSPITAL; PHl'SICIAN TO THE
CITY OF LOKDON- HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES

OF THE CHEST :

AXD

WALKER OYEREXD, M.A., M.D.Oxon.,

HOSPITAL ; LATE PHYSICIAN TO THE PRINCE OF
WALES'S HOSPITAL, LOXDOX, N.

A DiMiNrTioN in the extent of the inspiratory depression
of the diaphragm accompanies many diseases of the lungs
and pleura, including pulmonary phthisis. This loss of

movement in tubercle occurs at an early stage ou the
affected side, and is known as Williams's sign. It is by
no means universal.

1. The origin has been attributed to several causes, and
it will be profitable, iu the first place, to subject each of

these to a brief examination, (a) It is assumed that there
is a diminished power of retraction or loss of contractility

in the tissues of the implicated lung. (6) The diaphragm
may be intimately connected with pleuritic adhesions,
which hinder its excursions, (c) The terminal branches
of the vagus are involved, being unduly exposed to the
effects of pressure or strain. A reflex follows which
inhibits inspiratory movements or stimulates broncho-
constrictor fibres. (d) The phrenic nerve becomes in-

vested in pleuritic thickenings at the apex of the lung.
This idea was more acceptable some years ago, when
liihim phthisis was little regarded, (e) Toxaemia con-
ditions arise as the result of the disease.

2. Areraije Fosition of Diaphragm.—In the erect
posture the highest point of the arch in front lies near
the upper border of the fifth right and lower border of the 1

fifth left rib. In recumbency the position is slightly

higher—namely, the lower border of the fourth right and
upper border of the fifth left rib. Behind on standing, the
level is about the lower border of the ninth right and lower
border of the tenth left rib ; iu the horizontal position the
lower border of the eighth right and lower border of the
ninth left rib. In quiet normal breathing the amount of

movement is practically half an inch ; in deep inspiration
about two inches, being rather more on the left side in both
conditions.

_
3. A reduction iu the amount of shortening, after exten-

sion of the elastic fibre, or a condition of atony in the
unstripcd muscle will be followed by an increased volume
of the Inng, since the force of contraction of the diaphragm
during the act of inspiration, which opposes the stretching
of the elastic tissue, will be less restrained. On relaxa-
tion, moreover, the vigour of the elasticity which appar-
ently assists in the preservation of the convex outline of
the diaplu-agm being lowered, the height ot the latter is

diminished. The neutral position will be depressed, and
daring quiet brea.thing the excursions will be deficient.
But there is no such general downward displacement of
the diaphragm ; on the contrary, it may be somewhat
higher during the pause than in the normal. A jerky or
stamrnei-ing movement is occasionally observed. In some
endothoracic growths—lymphosarcomata, etc.— at times
an expiratory fluttering also is noticed, and some of these
cases appear to exhibit a diminished elasticity.

4. Diaphragmatic pleurisy manifests itself either as a
marked prominence in the curve during inspiration, or as
a series of small irregularities in the contour. But in

cases where Williams's sign is obvious the shadow of tha
diaphragm is often quite smooth and regular.

5. The vagus is a nerve endowed with great possibilities.

The area of its distribution is extensive, and it is tho
motor (cranial autonomic) as well as the sensory nerve of

tho lung and pleura. It transmits from afferent end organs
—tlio nature of which is still unknown—inspiratory and
expiratory impressions to the medullary respiratory centre.
It is possible that the inspiratory inhibiting impulses differ

from the purely expiratory. When the central stump of

the vagus is excited with weak stimuli inspiratory move-
ments are inhibited, partially or completely, producing
either small movements or—iu a condition of narcosis—
complete cessation of respiration with the thorax iu a state
of passive expiration.' It has also bceu suggested that the
nerve-endings of the vagus may become hyperaesthetic iu
inflammatory conditions like pneumonia,- aud produce rapid
breathing by affecting both halves of tho respiratory centre.

Where small unilateral lesions exist a similar condition of

hyperaesthesia of the terminal fibres may arise, producing
a greater reaction duriug the inspiratory dilatation of

apical alveoli ; or vagal branches caught iu diseased ixnd

enlarged glands within the hilum aud along the extra-

pulmonary bronchi may be subjected to increased pressure
or tension during the same phase of respiration. The
vagus also contains broncho-constricting fibres. Afferent
impulses from the nasal mucosa produce reflexly broucho-
coustricting eiiects. In the same manner irritation may
be transmitted from sensory areas of the lung and pleura.

On the other hand, efferent vagal branches, situated in the
immediate vicinity of enlarged glands, may be affected

directly by pressure. Irritation of the sympathetic (dorso-

lumbar autonomic) is followed by bronchial dilatation. It is

also conceivable that excitation of afferent vagal branches
during inspiration, either by piessure of glands or on
account of pleuritic adhesions at the apex, might induce a
reciprocal expiratory reflex with cessation of tho inspiratory

act before its full completion is reached.
6. Paralysis of the phrenic on the same side has been

mentioned. But the effect of division of the nerve results

iu a unilateral paradoxical movement of the diaphragm ;

moreover, it is difficult to see why the nerve should be
implicated at all. Conditions of toxaemia would influence

both sides equally and indiscriminately.
7. The elasticity of the lung appears to play a passive

part only in the act of expiration." During this phase a
hardening of the upper part of the rectus may bo felt."

When a healthy individual is breathing quietly aud deeply,

the extent of movement of the diaphragm can be estimated
by means of tho fluorescent screen. If now, after a long
pause following expiration, both mouth and nostrils are

closed, and an attempt be made to inspire, the halves of

the diaphragm move scarcely at all, or move in the reverse
direction (paradoxical movement). There is an inhibition

of the diaphragm, due, it has been asserted, to the produc-
tion of a negative pressure within the pleural cavity. As
a matter of tact, this negative pressure is produced by tho
contraction of the inspiratory muscles themselves, and is

the effect, not the cause. Ou further investigation it will

be found, first, that the sterno-mastoids, scaleni, aud inter-

costals harden, aud the muscles closing the glottis also

come into play ; secondly, that the auxiliary muscles of

expiration commence to contract, and, so far as can be
ascertained by the fiugers, at the same period of time.

These are the recti, obliqui, and inner intercostals. More-
over, both sets of muscles continue to contract with the
perseverance of inspiratory effort, so that there is here no
question of reciprocal reflex action. The result must be
ar inhibition of the diaphragm.

It is an error to suppose that the auxiliary expiratory
muscles are easily exhausted, siuce in reality the recti and
obliqui, at least, pass into a state of tonic activity when-
ever tho erect posture is assumed and maintained. In
cases of unilateral extensive pleuritic adhesions, hyper-
trophy of the abdominal muscles on the same side is

sometimes observi d. These facts may assist in the

explanation of certain signs of early phthisis, and of tha

behaviour of the diaphragm iu the various types of

pneumothorax.
8. In the hilum and peribronchial phthisis of chddren

there is occasionally noticed towards the end of a deep

inspiration an apparent retraction—really an incomplete

expansion—of the lung on the diseased side. This ia
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most apparent iu the two upper interspaces near the
Kternum, and lias been termed the dimpling o£ the liilum.''

-Attliesame time tlie snaleni and sterno-mastoid of tlie

siime side—incidentally of both sides—may be seen to

contract. Simultaneously, with care, a unilateral hardening
of the rectus and obliqiii may be felt. Tliis sign may be
suggested as a test for the determination of the presence
of incomplete expansion of the lung. X sudden riaidily

of the iutercostals may also occur (Potteuger's si','ii of

early phthisis). In conditions- of insufficient pu!iiion;iry

dilatation there appears to be a struggle between opposing
muscular groups — the sterno-mastoid, scalene, external

intcrcostals and diaphragm on the one hand, and the
rectus, obliqui, and internal iutercostals on the other.

9. In hilum phthisis some impairment of expansion
exists at least iu the tcr.iiiual areas supplied by the thiea
chief upper bronclji. These should correspond to the
inner and outer ends of the superior interspaces anteriorly

and to the apex of the lower lobe behiud at the fourth rib,

Jiear the spine of the scapula. In ordinary and iu stereo-

scopic radiograms we have been able to trace conspicuous
linear shadows to these three areas.'^ In addition to

venous and lymphatic stasis induced by the pressure of

enlarged glands 1 often Jie right tracheo-broncliial group)
on vessels at the root of the lung, there may be a coudition
of ixirlifl n.t/lectasis in these situations produced by
pressure un the biom-ljiiil wall. Before the absolute ter-

mination of a d.ueii iusjiiatory movement, when the limit

of expansion is preuialurely reached, the auxiliary in-

spiratory muscles are called into activity, but their

contraction will be readily overcome by the auxiliary

expiratory muscles, since the inspiratory impulse is now
on the wane and rapidly approaching its normal con-
clusion. In other words, if mechanical couditioiis forbid
I'urther dilatation, the expiratory muscles contract
forcibly. The resistance of the chest to further expansion
jjrobably excites end organs within the tendons of the
inspiratory muscles, the effect of which leads to the reflex

contraction of the recti, obliqui, and other's. ^lorcover, in

a similar manner, a very small rl'*'' -
- f inessure

within and without the lungs rcnH inipo,s-

sible.'^ Dr. Steuart, late chief . t-ray

department at St. Bartholomew's II '

I in some
cases, which exhibit the sign, if the liiu.'-tli b'_ held for a
few seconds after a deep expiration, the movement of the
diaphragm in the succeeding inspiration is apparently
uormal.' The explanation appears to be that during the
longer pause the blood within the centre itself becomes
increasingly loaded with carbon dioxide, so that the next
inspiratory discharge beco'.'xs exccs-^ivc. neiuliircod by
the inspiratory reflex froi!! ' '

i :
•

- 'i!s

is able, under suitable <
, ;iy

expiratory muscles which ; .^s

in curtailing the diaphracii; ,
,. ,, . Ii ;!,. . j.jii-

ment fails, a real mechanical hindrance to full dilatation is

present.
10. It has been stated that when the locus of disease is

situated posteriori}-, the diminished excursion is more
evident in the dorsal half of the arch." In otiiei- words,
the spinal part is affected more than the steruo-costal.
The muscles which oppose the crural fibres may la the
deeper muscles of the back and jiossibly the qnadratus.
In any case, the effect of this reflex must be a reduction in
duration and amplitude of the ordinary inspiratory wave,
and its object the attainment of a definite measure of rest
and protection for the diseased area of the lung.

Note,—In this communication the occurrence of an early
expiratory reflex iproceediug from nerve-endings of the
vagus in alveoli or in unstriped muscle in the manner
described) is not sufficiently emphasized. The necessary
condition is the presence of tliseased and hypersensitive
areas within the lung. Actual proof might be afforded by
the determination of the time relations of the antagonistic
uniscles by means of tambours and a revolving drum.
\Yhcn the loci become quiescent, the second and later
expiratory reflex, under suitable conditions, would still

persist.

Refebesces.
>H(n<elI- Trxilcnl- of 7'/, .,.:"..-.,.;. 'Ah .-I.. „. 670. = r.iubr.-.y :.nrl

BETA-NAPHTIIOL POISONING OCCURRING
DURING THE TREAT?/ENT OF

ANKYLOSTOMIASIS.
By WILLIAM BRYCE ORME, D.T.M. and H.Cantab.,

PRINCIPAL ilEDICAI. OPFICEIl, EltlTiSn NOItTH BORNEO.

.'\x obvious instance of this complication has recently been
the subject of inquiry at Sandakan, British North Borneo.
As it is only one of a series coming under the writer's
notice, the time is apparently ripe for a word of warning,

Beta-naphthol was introduced at a much later date than
thymol and eucalyptus, Nicol probably being one of the
first to use it on a large scale in Natal {Transvaal Medical
Journnl, June, 1910). Beta-naphthol was particularly
welcomed as by reputation it was safe, and in 1911 it was
common to see it exhibited in the Federated Malay States
in three doses of 20 grains each, preceded and followed by
Epsom salts. Among thousands of cases treated with
these doses, in the writer's memory only ooe fatal case
occurred. Of late, however, it has become the fashion to
use it in enhanced doses, three portions of 30 grains each
being quite usual, and even larger being exhibited by
some. We arc inclined to deprecate such large doses as a
routine administered by dressers in native hospitals. In
the fatal case about to be recorded the medical officer,

had he been at hand and able to see the patient two or
three times daily, would have reduced the do.se. I may
add that tv>o other fatal cases liave come under my notice,
though, unfortunately, notes were not recorded ; both
resembled the present case very closely.

L. T., a Chinaman, 23 years of age, was admitted on
August 26th, 1914, into the Gaol Hosintal, Sandakan, for a
trivial abscess on the knee, and being somewhat anaemic
his faeces were examined for ova, the result being recorded
as follows : Ova of AnJ.-ylostoma, of Clonorchis, and of

Trichuris Irichiura. On the same evening 5 grains of

calomel were given. Half an ounce of Epsom salts was
administered two days later', and on August 29th 30 grains
of beta-naphthol were taken at 7 a.m. and at 9 a.m., and
again at 11 a.m. At 1 p.m. the patient took Epsom salts,

and the resulting stool contained seven ankylostomata.
The treatment was repeated on August 30th. When

the dresser visited the hospital at 7 a.m. on August 31st
the patient was given his first dose of the beta-naphthol
mixture, but as he began to vomit shortly afterwards the
second and third doses were not administered. Whenever
the gaol dresser has finished his morning duty he leaves,

in order to take up the non-working hours at the Sandakan
Civil Hospital—namely, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to

7 p.m. This being the case, second and third doses are
left in charge of an attendant, who in this instance did
quite correctly in not giving the second and third doses,

but unhappily did not mention this fact to the medical
officer nor call his attention in any way to the patient.

At 6 p.m. another dresser was at the Gaol Hospital and
recorded the patient's temperature as 102.8"' F. On the
morning of September 1st the fever had fallen to 99' F.
Vomiting continued, the urine became extremely dark in

colour, and slight jaundice showed itself. In the morning
the medical officer found the patient in so collajised a
condition that ^^ grain of strychnine was ordered at

11 a.m., 4 p.m., and 9 p.m. The temijerature in the

evening, however, again rose to 101= F., and in the early

hours on September 2nd the patient died.

On the bed head ticket being examined, it was found
that, as usual, before such treatment the urine had been
tested, the record being : Specific gravity 1010, acid, cloud
of albumin.

It is felt that the presence of albumin is of paramount
significance, as it was also found in the other fatal cases
mentioned above.
At the post-moriem examination it was found that the

liver weighed 3 lb. 5 oz., was deep yellow in colour, and
contained numerous Clonorchis sinensis. The right and
left kidneys weighed respectively 4 and 5 oz. The capsule

peeled off without tearing the tissue beneath. The most
characteristic feature was the colour of the cortex on
section. It had much of the a.spect of the liver itself,

though it was less deeply stained and was rather narrow.

The cut surface v>as quite dry, and appeared somewhat
fatty. A sample of urine which was removed after death
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lii;>lily albuiiiiuous, very diiik, partly owing to bilo pig-

~. but partly uo doubt to tbo beta-naphthol. Micro-

1 oxamiiiiition showed a quantity of debris and a few
lod rod blood cells. No sijectroscopic examination
..lulc.

Conclusion.

Those cases t«ach us that in individuals suffering from
diseases of the kidneys beta-naphthol should be used with
the utmost caution, if at all. Probably it would also be
wise to go back to the old Egyptian rule of leaving an
interval of a full week between any two treatments.

Dr. J. E. A. Ferguson of British Guiana administers to

patieuts with ankylostomiasis 10 grains of thymol in a
cachet every night for many weeks, and tiuds that it cures
the disease completely without anj' ill effects on the
kidneys. Perhaps other physicians who have had ex-

perience in this thymol treatment may publish their

results in the Journal, especially noting its effect on
kidneys.
One' more observation, which may be interesting to

those in charge of liospitals in the tropics, is that, in the
writer's experience, whereas in Necator infection one
treatment is usuaUj' sufficient to dislodge all the worms,
in infection with -!. duodenale three are generally neces-

sary. Can it be that the more formidable ruouth parts
of the latter are responsible for this difieronce '}

A FURTHER COXTRIBUTIOX TO THE
DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT.

By J. B. BERKART, M.D.,

LATE PHYSICIAN TO THE CITY OF LOXDOX HOSPITAL. ETC,

A PAINTCL inflammatory swelling of the big toe, apparently
of constitutioaal origin, or pain only, which soon after the
consumption of a glass of generous wine is felt ia a small
bone of the hand or the foot, is commonly regarded as
pathognomonic of gout. If that term is meant to denote
a specific pathological process, of which a deposition of

urates is supposed to be the exciting cause of its clinical

manifestation, then its indefinite ai)plication to all cases
presenting such symptoms is not only misleading, but, for

more reasons than one, mischievous also in its conse-
qnences. For there arc numerous cases called gout in
which, when they happen to come to posl-mortem exami-
nation, not a trace of a uratic deposit can be found. If,

nevertheless, the clinical diagnosis of them is upheld, as
is frequently done, it is on the alleged ground that the
urates have been absorbed. This explanation would have
some validity it it were conclusively established that the
crates had been previously deposited. As it is, there is

nothing to support it but the tacit yet unfounded assump-
tion that the region above referred to has a singular
immunity from otlier pathological processes except the one
connected with uric acid. Tliere is proof, however, of its

inadequacy ; for whether a deposit of urates acts as a
mechanical irritant or as a toxic agent, invariably it leaves
behind it indelible changes in the articular cartilage in
which it has taken place ; whereas, in the unanimous
opinion of those who advanced it, there are numerous
instances in which the articular cartilage appears on
j)ost-mortem examination to be perfectly normal.

Tiie fact is that there is a pathological process of

frequent occurrence which gives rise to clinical pheno-
mena closely similar to those commonly called a gouty
paroxysm, but which is not due to uric acid. The habit
of looking for the cause of the painful swelling to the
surface of the joint has diverted attention from its other
constituents. Yet if the corresponding bone be carefully
examined, it will be foimd that very often take place
within it, silently and almost imperceptibly, changes
which in their last stages fully account for those sym-
ptoms. Such examination discloses in the first meta-
tarsals, and occasionally also in the phalanges, a cystoid
degeneration, which starts in the epiphysis, extends to the
articular cartilage, and after perforating it allows the dis-
charge of the cystic contents into the joint, thus producing
an acute "perforative synovitis." The resulting fistulous
openings are generally minute (Figs. 1, « ; 3, a), and readily
escape detection, as do the cysts themselves so long as

they are of small size and concealed by the fat marrow;
but when the bono is fully prepared for microscopic
examination they .-u-o easily recognized, and are found
to be cither isolated in their earlier stiigos (Fig. 1, hj or

Fig. 1.—Section tbinuch tho Giibchnndiftl roition of •> fi t
metatarsal bone a Fistulous opening tbioush tbe iiln,iilai
cartilage; b, 6, softening ot conni-ctno tissue and foiinaticm ot
cysts: e,c,c, aieas of Iibioid tissue, <2, tian^veise sectiou of d.a
artery.

multiple (Fig. 2, a), and gradually coalesce so as to form
a macroscopic excavation (Fig. 3, 6).

Of the contents of those cysts little is definitely known,
as they rarely, except in accidents or surgical operations,
come under anatomical observation. They appear to con-
sist, when of comparatively recent origin, of a coagulable
substance (Fig. 2, b), which later on softens and becomes
serous or haemorrhagic. So long as the canal thus formed
remains pervious, or when its calibre becomes enlarged, the
necrotic matter pei-iodieally passes into the joint and gives
rise to periodic attacks of synovitis; only in the case.f

which are not here under consideration, where tlso cysts
are situated near or within the diapliysis without roiuhhig
to and perforating the cartilage, it accumulates witliin the
bone, which then is gradually expanded by its pressure.

Fig 2.—Section tb
licb tb
3lated substani

From the histological details of the affected epiphyses it

may with safety be inferred that this cystoid degeneration
originates from an anomaly of the vascular and osseous
systems. Conspicuous amongst them is the abundance of

dilated and thin-walled veins which are here and tlicio

studded with emigrated blood corpuscles.
There is consequently evidence of a state of chronic

congestion under the influence of which the trabeculae are

decalcified and the adjoining fat marrow becomes fibrous.

From both these sources are formed patches of fibrous
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Fig. 3.— Section through the epi-

physis and adjoining part of the dia-
physis of a first metatarsal bone.
a. Fistulous opening throush which
a glass rod has been passed into a
cyst h, which has formed in the area
of fibrous tissue, c.

tissue (Figs. 1, c, 2, c, and 3, c) which owing to thrombosis of

the neighbouriug vessels soften and are conveited into

cysts. To this abnormal vascularity also must be attri-

buted the paiu which some individuals feel in the smaller

bones of the hands or

feet after the con-

sumption of even one
glass of a generous

wine. This paiu is

commonlj' regarded as

a sign of gout and
attributed to uric acid,

whereas in reality it

jjroceeds from au un-

due relaxation and
consequent overdis-

tension of the vessels

which are deprived of

their normal support

by the osseous tra-

beculae.
When once this pro-

cess has reached the
articular cartilage and
has perforated it at

several spots, the sur-

face of the bone is apt

to be worn off and
laid bare, iu conse-

quence of which it

becomes inflamed and
rarefied. The first

phalanx may then be

deflected outward. A frequent complication of this

condition is a lymphangitis, and the whole leg may
thus become the seat of a leucophlegmatio oedema.

It is easily intelligible what mischief may be done if

an obscure affection of some internal organ be sup-

posed to be due to " misplaced gout," and if on the

advice of some authorities the alleged materia pcccans is

then directed by mustard poultices to its supposed normal
place of exit by the big toe. Such naive practice presumes
that the redness duo to the irritation by mustard is

equivalent to an attack of gout and serves to relieve the

blood of its contained impurity.

This cystoid degeneration is readily distinguished from
gout by the absence of swelling of the regional lymphatic

glands. It may, however, become gouty if from a con-

comitant disease of the kidneys uric acid is retained and
accumulates in the blood. The tissues, especially those of

an inflammatory or a metaplastic nature, then undergo
hyaline degeneration, and favour the deposition of uratic

crystals.

Such change in the typo of the disease is then shown by
the accession of the diagnostic element of gout—namely,

the enlargement, as just mentioned, of the regional

lymphatic glands, which have also become hyaline, as

1 have already pointed out.' My observations of the in-

volvement of the lymphatic system in these circumstances

have been confirmed by Minkowsky, who apparently was
unaware of my statement to that effect, which had been
published ten years before the appearance of his v.ork on
gout.

Eeferexce.
1 Vide Lancet, December 16th, 1893, Fig. 3.

We learn that work has been begun on the hospital

which is to form part of the School of Tropical Medicine
in Calcutta, and that it is hoped that the building of the

hospital will be completed next year, the necessary funds
having been collected.

The United States Public Health Service has recently

set on foot an active campaign of education for the pre-

vention of typhoid fever. The proportion of tyjihoid cases

in the United States is said by the Bulletin of the Service

to be from two to five times that iu many European
countries where systematic preventive measures are

enforced. The number of deaths from the disease iu the

United States last year is stated to have lieen 30,000,

while 400,000 persons were incapacitated. Durii];^ tlie last

forty years, although there has been a considerable reduc-

tion in the prevalence of the disease in some cities, the

United States as a whole are a generation behind the

time in respect to the reduction of the typhoid rate.

THE CARE OF THE ILLEGITIMATE BABY.

A. DINGWALL FORDYCE, M.D., F.R.C.P.Edi^.,

I A5I unaware of any reports of investigations into the

welfare of poor illegitimate babies throughout the early

years of life, and consequently the results of an investiga-

tion undertaken in Edinburgh in the early part of 1914

may be of interest.

The object of the investigation was to trace the history

of illegitimate babies iu the city for three years after

birth in order to gain an idea of the care bestowed upon
them as compared with legitimate babies of their own
class. Several ladies very experienced in social work
most kindly assisted me in the work, and their aid proved

invaluable, as is evident from the very considerable

number of cases in which a thoroughly satisfactory and

firsthand history was obtained.

Conditions in Edinhnrgh.
Illegitimate infants born in the Royal Maternity Hos-

pital, Edinburgh , January 1st to .June 30th, 1911, and

their history for three years—that is, till June 30th, 1914

:

(n) Dead-born or died practically at birth... 14

(/)) No trace of mother or child ... ... 38

(c) " Reports " about ... ... ... 7

(rf) Satisfactorily traced ... ... ... 82

Total 141

Of 82 cases traced for three years : '

Child known to be alive and cared for ... 54

Child presumably cared for ... ... 9

Cases in which child died and mother
known to have heen good ... ... 6

So that iu 69 out of 82 cases the babies had fan- attention.

Cases in which baby died iu questionable
circumstances ... ... ... ... 5

Cases in which the conditions prior to death
were uncertain ... ... ... ... 8

13

What do these statistics show?

1. It was possible to trace 82 cases for three years after

the birth of the child out of 127 cases in which the child

survived birth.

2. Of these 82 cases, the mother afterwards married iu

36 cases.

3. In 69 out of these 82 cases the baby had fair

attention.

4. Forty-five cases could not be traced satisfactorily, or

at all.

It would seem that of cases under lieading 4 a certain

number could not be traced because of shame on the part

of a good mother, but in many cases it was certainly

because au undesirable mother wished to leave no tracks.

It may be taken that in 75 per cent, of cases the ille-

gitimate baby received fair attention, and that in 40 per

cent, of cases the unmarried mother later married.

It seems reasonable to conclude that an illegitimate

baby in 1 out of 4 cases does not receive the ordinary

attention given to his legitimate brother. This does not
mean that 3 out of 4 are properly attended to. At best it

means that 3 out of 4 receive the ordinary treatment of

legitimate children of that class. In the out-patient de-

partment of any sick children's hospital in a large city the

time of the physician is to a very large extent occupied by
attending to children under 3 years of age who suffer from
preventable diseases. Their mothers are well-meaiiing

and kindly, but, either from ignorance on their part or the

effect of an unwholesome environment, or both combined,
the children become unhealthy. But, distinct from these
well-meaning though ignorant mothers are most of the
unmarried mothers. In some cases they are as unselfishly

devoted to their child as any mother could be. More com-
monly they are fond of their child, but the times of stress

they have been through have left their indelible mark

:

they are laden, overborne, oppressed by the difficulties of

their situation, they recognize the claims of the child on
them and would respond if they could ; but they cannot,

and though they sincerely regret it, there seems little hope
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for the future except by the death of tlie child. Other
ille^itimato babies there are who are brought to the hos-

pital when practically moribund, iu whose cases death is

obviously wished for, and the doctor is looked upon not as
a curer of disease, but as a necessary uieaus of securing a
death certificate

!

Let us not salve our conscience with the unction that
three out of four illegitimate babies are properly attended
to. They are not. liut all 1 have beeu able to show is

that one out of four is improperly attended to.

In Hungary since 1903 every homeless child— every
child for whom there was no obvious means of suitable

support—has had a right to support by the State, and has
been so supported.
The result has beeu that during the years 1904 to 1908

the number of births iu the country increased by over
2 per cent., while the number of illegitimate births

decreased by over 4 per cent.

!

In Edinbui'gh an iuEauts' home was opened in 1912. Un-
married girls with their first illegitimate baby are admitted
to it on quitting the maternity hospital, and on signing a
promise to remain in the home for at least two months,
and to suckle their babies. Each girl pays 5s. weekly for

the first two weeks, and thereafter 2s. 6d. weekly. Girls
who spend three months in the home may leave their

babies there at a charge of 5s. weekly until they are a year
old. The mothers of babies who have beeu left in the
home visit them almost invariably twice a week, and stay
to bath, feed, and put them to bed.
The home saves many girls from finding themselves in

a hopelessly difficult position on leaving the maternity
hospital at the exi)iry of ten days. Some have no home,
and others are forbidden by their relations to return with
their babies to the home they have disgraced. The only
course open to them is to board out their young babies
with the first person who offers, and to seek work, how-
ever unfit physically they may be. In the home they
have a refuge. A ceitain amount of the money in pay-
ment is sometimes obtained at first from the father of the
child, and otherwise the amount is usually obtainable from
relatives, or, if necessary, from charitable sources.
The babies are cared for and nursed by their own

mothers. They usually thrive well and become strong
and healthy. When the baby cannot later go with his
mother or to her relatives, the mother has time and the
assistance of the matron to find a good home, where he
maybe boarded out or adopted. This "good home" is,

however, extremely difficult to find.

As regards the mother, the first object of the home is

to strengthen and develop her character generally, so that
when she leaves she may be able to lead a better life.

illnnnrantia

:

-MEDICAL. SUltCaCAL. OBSTETRICAL.

PLUMBISM IN A BRANCH OF THE HOSIERY
INDUSTRY.

The following brief report may lead, in other places where
the making of military pants is carried on, to the detection
of further cases of plumbism.

A. K., a man aged 28, came to see me on May 31st, 1915,
complaining of abdominal pains, so severe at times that he
could not sleep at nights. On the night of May 30th he
was "up all night " in pain. He had been very costive for
some weeks. There had been no vomiting, but his appetite
was poor and he had lost flesh lately. He referred the
pain to the umbilical region. The abdomen was flaccid,
not tender to touch ; in fact, the pain was somewhat
relieved by pressure. He had also " rheumaticky " pains
in the left arm and leg during this period of poor health,
of some weeks' duration. There was a typical blue lino
on the gnms, but no ankle or wrist drop.
The condition at once suggested plumbism, but his

employment, which he described as that of cotton spinuer
in the hosiery trade, seemed at first to negative this
possible source of the poison. On closer inquiry, however,
he explained tliat, in passing the cotton through a rolling
machine, it was impregnated with a dry ochre pigment,
which gave the pantF; the regulation tint.

In visiting the " blowing room " where he worked, it

was seen that a cloud of this pigment pervaded the room
in the neighbourhood of the machine, and even at some
considerable distance from it, covering the walls and roof.

The workers stated that they were frequently .spitting up
tho pigment " from their lungs." The stroug air draught
from below upwards is necessary in order to drive tho
cotton into tho machine. Since a new machine, had beeu
introduced some weeks previously the dust had beeu much
more dense. There had also been a much heavier pressure
of work owing to large Government orders. ' ^
Two other rooms in the same factory have similar

machines, and many of tho operatives within the duit
radius, including some women, are reported to have had
poor health lately.

A sample oE the ochre revealed the fact that it cousisled
of " almost pure basic chromate of lead." This iuduccd
me to make further iuquiry.

A. K. rapidly recovered from his acute symptoms under
treatment, while absenting himself itoiu v.urk, and him
now returned to the blowing room.
Another worker, G. S., a luan aged 40. was seen by mo

at his home on June 20th. Ho had been under another
medical man's care for some weeks for symptoms similar
to those of A. K., .Tccorapauicd by marked loss of weight
and weakness. When I examined him I found a well-
marked blue lino on his gums.
As no other source of pluuiblsni could be discovered (tho

water supply of Nottingham being now above suspicion >

both cases were notified to the Home Office.

Subsequent inquiry was made by the Medical Inspector
of Factories, and I learn from A. K. that precautions aro
beiug taken by using another pigment.
Nottingham. A. CHRISTIE ReiD, M.D.

Hrporfs 0f ^0rktks.

OXFORD OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CONGRESS.
T}iK annual meeting of the Oxford Ophthalmological Con-
gress was held on July 15th aud 16th in the Department
of Human Anatomy of tho University of Oxford, by tho
kind perniissiou of Professor Arthur Thomson. Notwith-
standing the inevitable absence of some of the regular
attendants owing to military duties aud other reasons
connected with the war, a good uumbcr were present
during the proceedings, which were opened at 9 a.m. ou
July 15th by a hearty welcome from the Master, Mr.
Sydney Stephenson. The morning of this, the first day,
was devoted to addresses by Sir StCl.^ir Thomson, Sir
Mackenzie Davidson, Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Elliot,
Messrs. W. H. H. Jessop, Harhison Butler, and Stephen
Mayou. The subjects chosen were of considerable in-

terest, and each address w:is l-.r ,., i 1.x- discussion.
Lieutenant-Colonel Elliot \<ii.' I i. .marks witli
woi'ds of congratulatory welcoi 1 11 1,.

i ,
-. Iney Stephen-

son on his first appearance as A: 1 , : Congress iu
place of Mr. Robert W. Doyne, i;..,, ' Master. Tho
afternoon was spent at the OxI. ... i;. 1

i -nital, where
interesting cases were shown I.. i. ,-,... I'.'h. Adams,
William Robinson, N. C. Ridlev, !•.. H. Imjw ai;ds Stack,
and B. Cridland. Messrs. Ridley, Stack, and Maddox
also gave demonstrations. The whole of the second day
(July 16th) was occupied by a discussion, opened by Dr.
Frank Shufelebotham, on Industrial diseases and acci-
dents. The subjects dealt with comprised coal-miner's
nystagmus, eye injuries caused by occupation with their
prevention and first aid treatment, industrial cataract,
plumbism as it affects the eye, siderosis, and the rarer
industrial diseases and injuries of the eye, aud wcro
introduced by Messrs. Peroival J. Hay, Edgar Collis,
William Robinson, S. McMurray, J. Gray Clegg, and
Sydney Stephenson respectively. The papers were ex-
tremely interesting and evoked considerable discussion,
in which many members took part. During the two days
demonstrations were given by Mr. Sydney Stephenso.v,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Elliot, Messrs. J. Bukdon-
CooPER, R. J. Coulter, W. H. H. Jessop, P. H. Adasis,

N. C. Ridley, J. Gray Cleog, C. T. Rees Wood, and
S. E. Whitnall, comprising pathological specimens,
apparatus, and instruments of much interest. An ex-

hibition of ophthalmological instruments and apparatus
was open daily. The official dinner of the Congress took
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place on the evening of July 15th in the hall of Keble

College, and was well attended. The chair was occupied

by Ml-. Robert W. Doyke, and amongst the guests present

were Sir StClair Thomson, Sir Mackenzie Davidson,

Surgoon-General Sir Frederick Bradshaw, K.C'.B., the

Rector of Exeter College, the Bursar of Keble College,

ind others.

MEDICO-PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

The seventy-fourth annual meeting was held on July 22nd
at the room's of the Medical Society of London under the

presidency of Dr. David G. Thomson of Norwich. The
annual meeting is usually held in London or in one of the

large provincial centres, and two days are devoted to the

business of the association and to the reading and discussion

of scientific papers. In this abnormal year, however, it

was decided that the annual meeting should be of a purely

business character, and it was bereft of the festivities

which are its usual accompaniments. Following the lead of

other societies, no change was made in the personnel of

the officers, council, or special committees. The annual
report of the council shows that the membership is 731,

and in it sympathetic reference was made to the passing

away of Sir Thomas Clouston after a membership of fifty-

three years. Satisfaction was expressed at the knighthood
coufei'ied on Sir Frederick Needham, a former president

and an honorary member. The President was heartily

thanked for the manner in which he entertained members
and conducted the meeting at Norwich last year. Refer-

ence was also made in the report to the fact that many
members of the association had joined the forces of the
Crown for the duration of the war and to the valuable
work done by members in arranging for the reception of

wounded soldiers Ln various asylums. Prizes for papers
read at divisional meetings were awarded to Dr. Dunlop
Robertson and Dr. Maxwell Ross.

Eibkltrs.

MEDICAL SERVICE IN CATALONIA.
Catalonia consists of the eastern strip of Spain, from
Lerida in the north to Alicante in the south, and includes

the Balearic Islands, the old kingdom of Majorca. The
Catalan language, an offshoot of the Romance tongue of

Southern France, is a Spanish dialect quite distinct from
the Castilian and Portuguese dialects spoken in the
remaining portions of the Iberian peninsula, and it has
had a distinguished literary past in the Middle Ages.
After that epoch, Catalan became obsolescent, remaining
in eclipse until about a hundred years ago, when it

experienced a renaissance ; and this renaissance is still

vigorously in evidence, as is witnessed by the publication

of a scientific yearbook," detailing the work of the
Biological Society of Barcelona.

This yearbook consists of thirty-one papers read before
the members of the society, with brief notes of the dis-

cussions to which they gave rise. The papers are mainly
on medical and physiological subjects ; six deal with the
electro-cardiograph, three with various aspects of Basedow's
disease, two with pneumothorax, and others with such
subjects as the diagnosis of taeniasis in dogs by fixation of

the complement, McDonagh's views on the leucocytozoon
of syphilis, anaphylaxis, the morphology of tubercle
bacilli in sputum, and the fixation of complement in
experimental tuberculosis. A paper on the presence of

Dryopithecus in the upper miocene of the Catalan
Pyrenees, at the end of the volume, will, no doubt, be of

interest to palaeontologists.

A new theory of Basedow's disease, advanced by
J. Marim6n, endeavours to explain the fact that certain

patients exhibit signs of myxoedema, or hypothyroidism
as it is called, at the same time as they show evidences of

Basedow's disease, which is commonly believed to be an
example of hyperthyroidism. Marimon argues that

' Tn-balls rleJa Societal fie Biologia. Any Primer. 1913. Publicats
Botalndirecciode A. Pi Sillier. Vol. I. Publicacions ile Tlnstitut de
Cienciea. Barcelona : luetitut d'Estudis Catalans. 1914. (Med. 8vo.

PB. 265. illastratefl : 10 plates.)

myxoedema is an expression of the organism's failui-e to
elaborate or utilize iodine, wliile Basedow's disease illus-

trates the harmful action in the body of iodine-containing
compounds that have not been elaborated by the thyroid
gland.
As a language Catalan is not difficult to read for any-

one with a knowledge of Spanish, helped out with Latin
and French. Such Catalan dictionaries as are available in

Loudon appear to be old-fashioned, and they arc not very
helpful for the reason that the spelling of Catalan appears
to be in a stage of transition ; the result is that many of

the words looked up cannot be found in their modern
forms.
The Biological Society of Barcelona is to be congratulated

upon its varied medical and physiological activities, and we
wish it a prosperous career in the future. The world
nowadays is thought to look unkindly on the smaller
nationalities of Europe, threatening them either with
economic absorption on the one hand, or on the other with
active suppression, at any I'ate so far as Central Europe is

concerned. The cultivation of a distinct national speech
is always taken as evidence in favour of the existence of a
distinct nationality ; witness the courage with which Irish

and Welsh are being pushed in various parts of Great
Britain, and the lamentations still raised over the dis-

appearance of the Cornish tongue at the death of Dolly
Pentreath. Catalan, to judge by tlie promise of the year-

book now before us, should have a future not unworthy of

its past.

AMOEBIASIS AND THE DYSENTERIES.
Amoebiaais and the Dysenteries * is the title of an up-to-

date and useful little work by Dr. Llewellyn Powell
Phillips, Professor of Medicine in the Egyptian Government
School of Medicine, Cairo. Various books on the subject have
appeared from time to time, the most recent being those

by the late Dr. Carnegie Brown and by Sir Leonard
Rogers. The work done on dysentery has, however,
advanced considerably since the date of these works, so

that there is plenty of room for another manual on
the subject. Dr. Phillips classifies the different forms
of the disease as follows: (i) Protozoal dysenteries

and those caused by other animal parasites

—

{I) Amoebic
(amoebiasis) ; (2) ciliate (balantidiasis); (3) flagellate

(lamblia, tetramitus, etc.) ; (^4) bilharzial dysentery.

(6) Bacillary dysentery. In addition he mentions that

dysenteric symptoms are sometimes recorded in connexion
with kala-azar and with malaria, and that a spirochaete

has been held responsible by some. The book contains

twelve chapters, a bibliography, and an index ; six of the
chapters are devoted to amoebiasis, one to ciliate dysentery,

one to flagellate dysentery, one to bilharzial dysentery,

and three to the bacillary form of the disease.

The book is well written and the information it con-

tains is accurate. For example, the manner in which the
somewhat intricate subject of the protozoal organisms
is dealt with is specially good. Dr. Phillips has, of course,

had unique opportunities of seeing cases of bUharzial
dysentery. Finally, the chapters on bacillary dysentery
give an up-to-date account of what is known of this

variety. Tlie only real fault of the book is the absence
of illustrations, but the author explains in his preface that

there would have been considerable difficulty in providing

these under the pre.sent conditions of the wai-, and he has
therefore reluctantly omitted them. As he states also, his

account of the subject is rather condensed, but in some
;3 this is an advantage, especially as the main points

all given. This will largely conduce to giving to those

who have not first-hand knowledge of the disease a clear

conception of it. The bibliography is sufficiently full.

One rather curious mistake, especially coming from the
pen of Dr. Phillips, has occmred in the spelling of Looss's

name ; at pp. 90 and 134 it appears as " Loos." Looking
at the book as a whole, it may be said that it is excellent,

and that the author has shown great skill in presenting

his points so clearly in such a short compas.s. It can
therefore confidently be recommended to all interested in

the subject of dysentery, and even those who know the

subject might do worse than study its pages carefulh',

while to students it should prove invaluable.

^- AmnrhiaHs mul the Dysenteries. By Llewellyn P. Pbillips, M.A.,

M.D.. U.C.Cantab., F.R.C.P.r.ouci., F.U.C.S.Ent'. Jjoudou: U. K.
Lewis. 1915. (Demy 8vo, pp. 158. fis. 6d. net.)
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BUCCO FACIAL PROSTHESIS.
Ix publisliiug at this moment tlicir ticatise on buccofacial
prostliesis' Jlessi's. SlMn'iNiiiK and Lejierlb have lentleieii

oppoituue scivice. No surgeon or dentist can read their

book without being inspired with a new and reasonable
hojic for those distressing cases of deformity following
ilestructive wounds of the face which war makes so
IK ijuent. They will find, also, on reading the experieuces
of Michaels, liope for at least some of the cases of

sli:itiered limbs—those in which tliough the bone is

shattered the circulation is still efficient.

Apart from this, the book will be of permanent value.

Mith perhaps the exception of Case's latest form oE cleft-

palate obturator, which we think the authors do not autli-

ciently appreciate, every serious contribution to the subject
is described and dispa.ssionately criticized. Some of these
methods, especially such as refer to artificial noses, ears,

etc.. have, as "the authors allow, become of historical value
only since the introduction of Henniug's plastic restorative

material and special fixing substance. Tiie authors, how-
ever, have been right not to exclude the description of

those methods. They are associated with the name of

Claude Martin, of Lyons, whose every word i.s for the
authors, and indeed for all who have studied surgical

prosthesis, an inspiration. Deserved and generous homage
is paid to his name, and his works are freely quoted.
The book is well planned and clearly written, but the

authors admit a certain amount of repetition, pleadiug
that their gi-eat object, which was the delimitation of the
different procedures and their proper classification, could
not otherwise be attained.

The properties of cicatricial tissue, the prevention and
reduction of cicatricial deformity, the materials best
tolerated by the tissues, the form most suited to per-
manent retention, are carefully considered, aud it is

interesting to note that Martin could find no evidence of

recurrence of malignant growth due to the presence of

the artificial apparatus. The details given as to the
apparatus for replacing upper or lower jaws, noses, the
bones of the extremities, for use in cleft palate, for dilating

cicatricial nasopharyngeal obstruction, foiartiHi iul l:u\ n>;

for fractured jaws, are short and clear. Tiie (liileKiices

between immediate and permanent restorative piccdurr s

on the one hand, and temporary followed by late permanent
restorative apparatus on the other arc well set out. The
lower jaw is little suited to immediate permanent restora-
tion, and the temporary appliance must he mechanically
fixed to the bone remaining till the whole wound is covered
^ itli epithelium, a period of perhaps six or eight mouths,
during which suppuration is more or less profuse. A
removable permanent apparatus is then made, the useful-
ness of which depends on the fact that cicatricial con-
traction has been avoided.
The general remarks on cleft palate are worth the

attention of all interested iu this subject.

of names of parts concerned iu the surgical anatomy of
the temporal bone, and demonstrated by the specimens,
the corresponding numbers being indicated. Thus wo
find "Diploe, apical replaced by dense bone, 629, 1
{R. and L.)," aud "Occipital bulla, 634, 1 (1^.1." The
value of tills guide may perhaps best be imdcrstood by the
reader when we add that, for instance, under " Sulcus
jugnlaris " the heading is carefully subdivided under "left
larger than light," " marked discrepancy in size," " rela-
tion to facial nerve," " to the posterior semicircular
canal," and so on. Such an index guide greatly adds to
the value of a catalogue, aud reflects high credit on the
distinguished authority who has taken so much trouble to
prepare it. We uuderstaud that other siinilav guides to
theCollcgo Mus, mil arc in invpa ratio,,. (lio„o|i M„til peace
returns liUle ca„ he ,lo„,. u, I,:. (,„ ,l,e„' |n,l,l„.-,lio,i. The
public nli-e:i.ly kiiow (1;,. :,,lvaiita.^r, ol siii.iv at the
.\atural Ilisi.oi V \hi,..ii;i, wliciv special aiiah Ui;al guides,
compiled b\ . ' l hand aud on sale.' A complete
series of siim.i

i
i - > I'lis would make the museum of

the Royal t'oin:,. u .-ss! -,uus oven more useful than it is
at the present linic, th.-uiks to the exertions of Owen,
Quekett, Flower, Stewart, and Keith.

The compiler, Dr. Maude Abbott, of the Descriptive
Catalogue of the Medical Museum of the McGiU
T'liiversifij,^ states that the volume now issued is the
first portion ready for publication, nltho;igh the fourth in

TWO MUSEUM GUIDES.
Thf, Council of the College of Surgeons, acting on the
advice of the Conservator, Professor Keith, has arranged
the issue of catalogue guides to the collections which make
up the famous museum. A guide to the obstetrical and
gynaecological specimens appeared iu 1912. Mr. Arthur
H. C'heatle is the author of the second publication of this
series. It is, as professed by its title, a r:.n,i- i,. „,,!

' "talogtte of Sjiecimens ninstratinff the S •

'
' /

f the Temporal Bone in the Museum of i',: '

f Surgeona of England.* It is a compl. i
:{ -<".,].,, \.

catalogue. Most of the bones have been sectioned in a
vertical manner behind the meatus through the antrum.
mastoid process, and some part of the labyrinth ; and
where it is of special interest, horizontal section has
been made as well. The guide portion of this
manual is written after a convenient though .some-
what unfamihar plan. It is an alphabetical list

the order of i]\r ,
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the later portion of the paniplili), il( ;il-: ^vith tbe questions
of responsibility, treatmciii , uii< I imia.uUou. Mr. Giles Is

a member of tlio White (. icss I,. Mt^uo Council, and his
pamphlet is well adapted to its puipuso.

Mnfer's Analytical Chemistry,'' which has now reached
Jts tenth edition, is probably as well known to pharma-
ceutical students as any textbook of the subject. lu in-

ortjanic analysis it covers the usual ground of such a book,
the arrangement of a great deal of the matter in tables
)uaterially increasing its usefulness in the laboratory.
Hpecial attention is given throughout the book to pharma-
copoeial chemicals and tests ; both volumetric and gravi-
metric analysis of metallic salts are included. A short
section is devoted to ultimate organic analysis and many
of the principal processes of the analysis of water, food
and urine are described in a useful manner, though some-
what briefly. Tlie present edition follows the lines laid
down by tlie late Dr. Muter with the necessary alterations
and expansions to bring the matter up to date.

It is in times like the present, when the world is fidl of
wars and rumours of wars, and the nations of Europe
are fighting for existence, that a book such as Put-I'durri
Mixed hi/ Twoo fulfils its true purpose by distracting its
readers for a little while from the grim realities of evcry-
liav life. 'I'lio i)ot-|)ourri so skilfully mixed hv Mis. ('. W.
Iv'.i;-
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iiniHiiy \\liiili is none the less soothlns; li t mv
tii-iiii,, sti;iiij,;ely unfamiliar and remote. ll« iiMji.ls
will welcome this further proof of her iiicvlutiisiible
activity, and tlieir gratitude should be extended to the
gifted lady whose clever collaboration has done much to
ensure the success of a very pleasant volume.

"Mufer's Short Manual of Analytical Chemistry. Qualilaliir and
Quantitative—Inoraaiiic and Organic. Edited by J.Tliomas. B.Sc.Lond.
Tenth edition. London: BaiUiere, Tiudall. and Cox. 1915. (Eoy.
8vo, pp. 251 : 56 figures. 6s. net.)

» Put-Pourri Mixed by Two. By Mrs. C. W. Earle and Miss E. Case.
Tjoiidon: Smith, Elder and Co. 1914. (Demy 8vo, pp. 468; IwoiUus-
' 7a. 6d. net.)

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
At the last meeting of the Committee, held July 13th,
twenty-sis cases were considered, and £261 was granted
to twenty three o£ the applicants. The following is a
Bummary of some of the cases relieved

:

Widow, aged 39, of L.R.C.P.and S.Edin. who practised in
Ireland, and died in 1912. Applicant recently been suffering
from prolapsed uterus, and operated upon. Prior to operation
jtibt managed to make a living in a small sweet shop. Has
three children, ages 11 to 14, all at school. Voted £10.
Widow, aged 40, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised in the West

Indies, and died in 1909. Applicant manages to earn a living
by nursing, and requires assistance for the education of her only
son, aged 10 years, whom she hopes to get into Ep,som next
year. Voted £5, and referred to the Guild.
Widow, aged 70, of M.D.St. Andrews who practised iu London

and died this year, and who has been in receipt of a pension
from the Fund. Applicant left entirely unprovided for, and
only income a few shillings a week from son. Too old to obtain
work. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.
Daughters, aged 57 and 49, of M.D.Aberd. who practised at

Luddenden. Joint income £40. The eldest sntfering from in-
curable deafness, and the younger from chronic bad health, and
neither able to work. Eelieved twice, £20. Voted £18 in twelve
instalments jointlv.
Daughters, agea'42 and 44, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at

loplar. Endeavour to earn a living by keeping a boarding
house in Cornwall, but owing to the war last season was un-
successful, and they liud it difficult to get along. Relieved
twice, £20. Voted £10.
Widow, aged 63, of L.R.C.P.Ediu. who practised at Burnley

and Caistor. For some years kept house for brother-in-law,
v.dio died last year, and was left without any means, and is too
old to undertake work. Has recently been appointed to an
iilmsliouse and £12 per annum. Relieved once, £10. Voted £12m twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 68, of M.D.GIasg. who practised at Dennistoun.

Endeavours to make a living by taking in lodgers, but not
successfully. Her son, who is a medical man, p.T,ys rent and
rates, and applicant has £12 a year from another charity.
Relieved seven times, £66. Voted £12 iu twelve instalmeuta.

Daughter, aged 59, of L.R.C.P.Ediu. who practised at Hollo-
way. Suffering from chronic bad health and quite unable to
work. Only Income a pension from another charity of £40 per
annum. Relieved eleven times, £9L Voted £12 in twelve
instalments.
li.R.C.F.andS.Edin., aged59, who practised at Leith and ig

suffering from locomotor ataxia. Only income his wife's
dividends, £48 per annum. Relieved once, £18. Voted £18 iu
twelve instalments.
Daughter, aged 58, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Lay-

cock. Only certain income £24 per annum from dividends, and
applicant makes a little by taking an occasional boarder, but,
owing to the war and the high price of food, is unable to
manage. Relieved twice some years ago, £20. Voted £10.
Daughters, aged 53 and 50, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at

Kingscliffe. Only certain income £20 each from dividends. A
little extra made by acting as companions when they can obtain
posts, hut have not succeeded recently. Eelieved once, £5 each.
Voted £9 iu twelve instalments each.
Daughter, aged 52, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised in East

London. Health thoroughly undennined as a result of nursing
her mother through a long and serious illness. Total income,
£46 per annum. Requires a little help towards a short holiday.
Relieved once, £5. Voted £5.
Daughter, aged 34, of M.D.Dubl. who practised at Hillingdon

and British Guiana. Applicant is suffering from tuberculous
glands and quite unable to work. Lives with her stepmother,
whose income is ouly £50 per annum. Eelieved ten times, £80.
Voted £10.
Daughters, ages 51 and 43, of L.S.A.Lond. who practised at

Sydenham. Joint income £45. The younger suffers from
epileptic fits, and the elder is a confirmed invalid. Believed
seven times, £77. Voted £18 in twelve instalments.
Daughter, aged 44, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Redcar.

Is suffering from tuberculosis, and sleeps in the garden in a
shelter kiiullv provided for her. Has a pension from another
charity of £20. Her mother, with whom she lives, has very
limited means and suffers from heart trouble. Relieved four
times, £42. Voted £10 in four instalments.
Widow, aged 65, of M.D.St. .Andrews who practised atStepuey.

Since death of her husbaud in 1903 has endeavoured to earn a
living by letting rooms, but never with great success, and now
age and indifferent healtli make it much more diflicult. Has
four daughters, all married and unable to assist. Eelieved
twelve times, £144. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 47, of L.S.A.Lond. who practised at Leyton, and

died in 1914. Applicant left totally unprovided for with five

daughters ages 9-17. Requires a little help towards their educa-
tion. Relieved twice, £15. Voted £10.
M.R.C.S.Eng., aged 81, who practised at Kensington. Is

practically blind. Only income a pension from another charity
and the old age pension. Lives with son, who is also almost
blind. Is already a recipient of help from the Fund, and asks
for a little additional assistance iu consequence of the high
price of food. Relieved twice, £19. Voted £3.

Widow, aged 57, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Welling-
borough. Was left totally unprovided for at iiusband's death
in 1911. Suffers from acute rheumatism, which prevents her
taking regular work. Relieved four times, £44. Voted £12 in

twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 49, of L.R.C.P.Ediu. who practised at Stamford

Hill. Applicant suffering from cancer and had breast removed,
and too ill to undertake any work. Partly supported by son,

who has now joined the army. Eelieved three times, £56.

Voted £18 in twelve instalments.

The claims of the Fund are steadily increasing, largely

in consequence of the war, and, though the ordinary sub-

scriptions remain at much the same level, there is a con-

stantly-increasing adverse balance. At the last meeting
the committee was faced with an overdrawn account of

£92, which was increased to £292 in July, which, with
the amount of £261 spent in grants at that meeting, left a
total deficiency of £533 upon the current account. To
meet this tbc Committee has had to draw upon its limited

reserves, and, unless increased support be rapidly forth-

coming, its work will have to be seriously curtailed.

Subscriptions may be sent to the Honorary Treasurer,
Dr. Samuel West, 11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,
London, W.
The lloyal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild appeals for

gifts of secondhand clothing, boots, and shoes in good
condition, also household linen. The gifts should be sent

to the Secretary, Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild,

43, Bolsover Street, W.

The Local Government Board in England has issued
a circular (W.E. 7) to Local Refugee Committees dealing
with the finding of employment for Belgian refugees, and
strongly recommending that refugees should be encouraged
to take advantage of the openings for industrial employ-
ment available for them in this country, and assisted in

adjusting themselves to the conditions of such employ-
ment. Copies of the circular can be obtained thiough
the Local Betugee Committee.
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THE ASSOCIATION AND THE WAR
EMERGENCY.

Members of the Association, when reading the report

of the two days' session of the Annual Eepresentative

Meeting, published in the Supplement this week, will

probably look first to see what was done with regard

to the war emergency. We believe that the action

taken will be generally approved. A mixed committee,

with a very wide reference, was appointed to take up the

matter at the point to which it has been brought by
the work of the Council and the Committee of Chair-

men of Standing Committees. The war Ijegan a few
days after the last Annual Meeting ended, and at that

time, of course, the Association had not set on foot

any organization for dealing with the unforeseen call

upon the resources of the profession.

The full magnitude of the call could only be appre-

ciated gradually as the general demands made upon all

classes of the community for the new armies grew.
The drain upon the resources of the profession due to

the immediate mobilization of tlie Territorial Forces
was, however, felt in some districts at once. This
was especially the case in Scotland, where are many
districts in which even in jieace the number of

resident doctors is barely sutiicient for the needs
of the population. The Scottish Committee of the
Association, at the instigation of its Chairman (Dr.

Hamilton of Hawick), took the matter up at an early

date, and eventually a Joint Committee for Scotland
was formed comprising representatives of the uni-

versities and medical corporations, as well as of the
Association, with Dr. Norman Walker as convener.
This Scottish Medical Emergency Committee, as our
readers are aware, has done most valuable work in

organizing the profession in Scotland to meet the
demands of the military services of the Crown by
setting free fit men from their civil engagements, and
by making arrangements to obviate, as far as possible,

loss to them and inconvenience to the public.

Tlie considerations which led the profession in

Scotland to appoint a joint committee were mainly
that the emergency affected all branches of the
profession, from the professor to the newly-capped
graduate, and that it was necessary therefore that
any steps taken should command general approval,
including that of the medical teaching institutions
and examining bodies. The same considerations have
influenced the Eepresentative Body in setting up a
joint committee similarly constituted for England
and Wales and Ireland. " The work of the Scottish
Committee will not be disturbed, but what it has done
for Scotland the new Committee will seek to do for
the other three countries. We say for the countries
advisedly, for this organization of the medical profes-
sion to meet the great emergency concerns not only
members of the profession, but even- member of the
public and all local administrative bodies.
The new \Yar Emergency Committee for England,

Wales, and Ireland will comprise, when complete,
twenty-two members. It will consist of the President,
Treasurer, Chairman of Council, and Chairman of

Eepresentative Meetings of the British Medical Asso-
ciation; of four members specially elected by the
Eepresentative Meeting—namely. Sir Clifford Allbutt,
Eeguis Pi-ofessor of Medicine in the University of
Cambridge and President-elect of the British Medical
Association ; Sir William Osier, Eegius Professor of
Physic in the University of Oxford ; Dr. A. E. Shipley,
the Master of Christ's College, Cambridge, w^ho has
done so much to organize the work of that universitv
to meet tlie strain on its resources both in men and
nmney ; and Dr. T. Jenner Vorrall, who has just
resigned the Chairmanship of the Eepresentative
Body after holding office for three years—of four
members (Dr. Buttar, Major Eussell Coombe, Captain
W. J. Greer, and Major Albert Lucas) elected from
among itself by the Eepresentative Body ; and of tho
following four members appointed by tlie Council of
tho Association (Major James Galloway, Lieutenant-
Colonel E. A. Bolam, Mr. N. Bishop "Harman, and
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir James Barr). The sixteen
members of the Committee thus chosen will meet this
week, and are empowered to co-opt not more than six
other members representing universities, colleges, and
other medical bodies.

The reference to the Committee is wide. It will
be its duty to organize the medical profession in
England, Wales, and Ireland in such a way as will
enable the Government to use every medical practi-
tioner fit to serve the eoiintr\ in such a manner as
to turn his qualities to the best possible use, and to
deal with all matters affecting the medical profession
arising in connexion with the war. It would appear
that the work of the Committee will fall under two
general heads—the organization of the civil profes-
sion so that it may yield as many men as possible to
the military medical services, and the safeguarding of
the interests of those who join the army or navy, both
in respect of the practices they leave and of their
position and prospects in the service tliey join. Under
the latter bead the Association has already made
representations to tlie Army Council, and it has ijeen

announced within the last few days that the War
Office has decided to promote all lieutenants of the
Special Eeserve and of the Territorial branch of tha
Eo>al Army Medical Corps with six months' mobilized
service to be captains. There is reason also to
hope that the case of junior medical officers with
temporary commissions who have done good service
will be favourably considered. It will be remem-
bered that all lieutenants of the regular E.A.M.C.
were promoted captains a few months ago; the
difference in pay is very small, but in the army
rank affects an officer's position and his power of
doing efficient work in many ways not obvious to tlie

civilian. A number of other matters of this nature
remain over and will, we have no doubt, receive the
careful consideration of the new War Emergency
Committee at an early date. Under the other head
the work will be difficult and complicated. The
medical war register now being formed by the
Association, which it is expected will, within a
few weeks, embrace three-fourths of the profession,
will place mucii valuable information necessary for its

task in the hands of the Committee, and will enable
it to take a comprehensive view of the situation. In
addition to laying down some f.,eneral princiiales, it

will, perhaps, find occasion to indicate districts where
more may be done to set free doctors of military age.

The adjustment of details must, of course, be carried

out by local action, and already in some districts

plans for carrying on the practice of absent colleagues,

so tiiat they and the public may suffer as little as

possible, have been completed, while in others good
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progress has been made ; in some others it is believed

that much remains to be done, and it will doubtless be

one of the first cares of the War Emergency Committee
to stinmlate activity in such areas.

When all is done that can be done in both these

directions there will remain the unfortunate certainty

tiiat many of those who have left their civil practices

to meet the country's call must suffer financially in

the future as well as in the present. The Chairman
had to tell the meeting that it must not entertain any
idea tliat pecuniary help for such men was to be

expected from the State, because the Government held

that it could not discriminate between meml)ers of the

medical profession and other professions which had
been affected by the war. This view, wliicli naturally

commends itself to the Treasury, raises arguable

points, because, for one thing, the call upon members
of the medical profession to give their professional

services to the military has been more extensive and
insistent than that upon any other profession. There
does not seem to be any very sanguine hope that the

Treasury will yield to arguments that can he n.dduced

for anything of the nature of a fost-bcllum annuity,

or even for a gratuity wliich would afford any adequate
compensation for loss of capital. The meeting asked
the Council to consider whether it would he feasible

to establish by voluntary subscription a fund which
could be used to assist cases of special hardship. The
amount required would be large, and it has to be
remembered that many of those who were accustomed
to respond most generously to appeals to give money
to help their brethren who had met with ill fortune,

are themselves suffering serious loss of income.

FLIES IN FRANCE AND GALLIPOLI.
In temperate climates weather conditions largely

decide whether the year is to be " a fly year " or not.

In cold, damp summers flies are few and far Ijetween,

and do not seem to hve long, whereas in liot, dry
weather they multiply enormously and become a pest.

As far as the present summer has gone there has been
no excessively hot weather, and as a result there have
not been many flies. If these cool conditions persist

this will not be a fly year in England, Flanders, and
the north of France. In subtropical regions, like the

south of Italy, Greece, and the Dardanelles, the neces-

sary conditions of temperature are always present- in

the summer and early autumn, and as a result flies

are now becoming numerous in such places. From
many private communications we have received, and
from letters of newspaper correspondents, it is clear

that flies are the great pest of existence in the
Gallipoli peninsula; their numbers are described as
amazing ; food is black with them the instant it is

set on the table ; they fill the tents and shelters,

settle on the refuse of the camp, on the unburied dead,
and by their annoyance multiply the sufferings of the
woundcu, and spoil the tempers of the hale. There
is no exaggeration in this, for similar conditions may
bo seen in parts of Italy at any time of the summer.
Hordes of flies are an annoyance and constant

source of irritation, but worse may follow, for the
pests may disseminate disease. Three of the great
epidemic diseases—cholera, typhoid, and bacillary

dysentery—can be and very often are spread by the
agency of flies, and this happens especially when
large numbers of people are herded togetlier in masses,
and where the disposal of their excreta presents difli-

cultics. In the South Afi'ican war flies were mainly
held responsible for the large number of cases of

enteric and bacillary dysentery that occurred there,

and it is quite possible that they will act in a similar
way in Gallipoli now ; moreover, the danger of the
other great epidemic disease—cholera—has to bo
guarded against. It existed in Turkey, Southern
Eussia, and Austria last autumn. There appears to
have been a serious recrudescence in the Austrian
Empire this spring, affecting especially Bosnia-Herze-
govina, Croatia, and HungaLy, with a considerable
number of cases in Austria proper, and last week
Vienna was oflioially declared infected.

The transference of these three diseases by flies

forms one of the simplest examples of the part insects
play in the spi-ead of disease. The general belief,

until quite lately, has been that tlie fly settled on
infected excreta and carried the specific germ of the
disease on its legs to the food of man. More recently,
however, evidence has lieen oljtained that the con-
taminated matter is really sucked up by the fly aud
then regurgitated on to food, or wherever else the
insect alights. The essential is, then, that the fly

should have access to infective material, and unless
the latrine arrangements for the disposal of faeces are
perfect, this is easy. However good these arrange-
ments may be on our own side, they are certainly not
likely to be very excellent on tliat of the Turks ; and
the trenches are not far apart. Whether any of the
diseases mentioned will be transmitted wili depend
upon whether carriers of such are present in the
troops on either side to supply the infected faeces.

So far very few cases of tj'phoid have occurred
amongst the British troops in France. This fortunate
state of things is attributed in large part to the
protective effect of antityphoid inoculation and to the
efficiency of the sanitary arrangements in the field.

The task of the Army Medical Service in the
Dardanelles is more difficult, but it is certain that
its magnitude is fully appreciated by the medical
officers there. Cholera, as just stated, is certainly

to be feared ; recent reports state that it has broken
out seriously in Galicia, and it is very likely to spread
thence to Austria generally. In the last Turkish war
the disease was met with both amongst the Bulgarians
and the Turks, and was very bad at the Tchataldcha
lines, from which troops are said to have been moved
to Gallipoli. There is one consoling factor, however
—namely, that this disease is more generally water-
borne than fly-borne, so that careful attention to all

water supplies may prevent its appearance, or at any
rate curtail its spread. Bacillary dysentery is a
serious disease and may cause as large an amount of

invaliding, though it is not so deadly, of course, as
cholera, nor does it last so long as typhoid fever.

Amongst other maladies attributed to flies are various

types of diarrhoea, different forms of conjunctivitis,

often purulent, while unprotected wounds may quite

easily be contaminated by them.
In considering what can be done to prevent the

plague of flies, or diminish their numbers, the first

consideration is that their breeding grounds are

manure, especially horse manm'e, and other forms of

refuse. The best way to deal with manure and refuse

is to incinerate it, or to see that it is properly buried;

if this be not possible, then to soak or cover the refuse

with chlorinated lime, borax (which is said to be very
efficacious), cresol, or other strong disinfectant. The
careful removal of all suitable breeding places will

quickly cause a great diminution of the flies.

Latrines must, of course, be carefully attended to,

sanitary buckets or other arrangements with lids

being used to prevent the ingress of flies. This has
no doubt been already seen to, and is in as efficient a

state in the Dardanelles as it is in France. If flies

irritate the healthy, active man, they must be a still
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greater torment to the severely wounded man, often

unable to move a limb or in any way to look aftor

himself. The only way in which this trouble can bo

dealt with is tb make all places in which wounded
are detained fly-proof. By proper screening and a

system of double doors this is quite easy, and mos-

quitos and all other noxious biting insects are kept

out as well. Transports conveying wounded from

the Dardanelles to Egypt, Malta, and other places

should also have fly-proof accommodation for the

wounded. Of minor means of warfare on flies, sprays

of different kinds, formalin vapour, and traps of

various makes may be used. They all have their

uses, but are all subservient to the major method of

screening. Wherever a permanent building is estab-

lished, proper screening, in the manner adopted with

such success in the campaigns against flies in the

United States, should be employed.
In addition to the non-biting flies

—

Musca domcstica,

etc.—to which the foregoing remarks apply, there are

the biting flies

—

Stoinoxys calcitrans, Haematopota
pluvialis, aud other Tahanidae. The first of these, very

like an ordinary house-fly in appearance, is found in

the vicinity of stables aud horses. If numerous, this

fly is a great nuisance, for it gives a severe bite. So
far, though suspected, it has not been, we believe,

certainly proved to spread any disease. Ilacmatopota

are generallj' found in wet, damp areas, and very

likely will be very troublesome in parts of Flanders

and Northern France. These flies inflict a severe bite,

and if numerous are not easy to avoid. Tabanidac

are very common in woods, and in some instances

occur in such numbers that transit through such

places is almost impossible. Another lly, the

PJdehoiomus papatasii, a sandfly, is pretty certain

to occur in the Gallipoli peninsula, and if it does,

then cases of three-day fever are pretty sure to occur.

Fortunately, three-day fever, or sandfly fever, is a

minor malady, which only lasts for the period stated,

and is attended with no mortality.

In some of the Britisli trenches in France blue-

bottles and other flies of a similar natm-e occur in

great numbers. They are attracted by the many
decaying corpses, on which they lay tliair eggs,

maggots quickly developing from them when the

weather is hot. These flies are unpleasant and
must be carefully kept off meat, as otherwise they

will lay their eggs upon it and so contaminate it.

Apart from this they are not specially dangerous

to man.
4

CHAIRMANSHIP AND DEPUTY CHAIRMANSHIP OF
REPRESENTATIVE MEETINGS.

The decision of Dr. Jermer Verrall not to permit himself

to be nomuiated again for election to the office of Chair-

man of Representative ileetiags was received with uni-

versal regret, but was understood to be final. Dr. Verrall

has been Chairman during three strenuous years, aud
discharged the duties of the office with ability aud

dcNotion bej-ond all praise. It would, indeed, be diffi-

cult to add anylbiog to the eloquent tribute made
to his services by the Chairman of Council, wlio trul}'

expiessed the opinion held by all those who have been
associated with Ur. Verrall in the business of the Asso-

ciation, or to those uttered by Dr. Douglas, wlio has been
a member of the Representative Body since its initiation,

and Mr. Tui-ner, Dr. Verrall's successor in the chair. AVe

may, however, add this much, namelj', that the duties

of tlie Chairman are by no means confined to the

actual sessions o£ tbe Representative Body. We may,
indeed, accept Dr. Verrall's own statement that he has

thoroughly enjoyed these meetings ; Napoleon once,

when be was starting from Paris for tiie seat of war, said

to Bourrieune, pinching his ear, as was tlie great man's
embarrassing habit when ho was pleased, "Now for a
holiday," the real work having been done during the many
mouths of preparation. Something of the same is true of

the Chairman of Representative Meetings; he is an
ex officio member of all connuittccs of the Association,

and it is important that he should attend most of the
meetings of many of them. Dr. Verrall has not only been
assiduous in this respect, but has served for various

periods as chairman of some of the most important,

including the Insurance Act Committee and the Com-
mittee of Chairmen of Standing Committees, to which,
since the outbreak of the war, the Council committed the

study of many military questions by which the medical
profession is affected. All those who know Dr. Verrall

will be glad to see the terms in which the Representative

Body embodied tlie feelings of respect and affection in

which he is held by every one who has worked with him.
Mr. E. B. Turner, the Representative of the Kensington
Division, who has been Deputy Chairman for the last

three years, was elected Chairman without a contest.

Mr. T. W. H. Garstang was elected Deputy Chairman.
Mr. Garstang, who is a graduate in arts of the University

of Oxford, is medical officer of health for several districts

in Cheshire, Chairman of the Local Medical and Panel
Committees for that county, and has been for some time
Chairman of the Medico-Political Committee of the British

Medical Association. This committee is one of the most
important and hardest worked o£ the standing committees
of the Association, and Mr. Garstang as a member, and
afterwards as its Chairman, has shown qualities which
ensure his success in the new and distinguished office to

which he has been elected.

THE COMMOTIONAL SYNDROME IN WAR.
NuMEEOus cases of cerebral traumatism comparable in

many ways to " commotio cerebri " have occurred during
the war. In these there is no external injury to the brain,

but the cerebral functions are very seriously upset in

various manners. Quite recently ' forty-eight patients ex-

hibiting the " commotioual syndrome " have been studied

at Montpellier by Mairet, Pieron, and Bouzansky. These
authors divide its nervous signs and symptoms into six

groups, as folIo«-s: First, sensation is most commonly
affected, usually in the direction of diminution or abolition

of function—blindness, deafness, loss of taste and smell,

partial or complete anaesthesia, have all been noted;

usually the distribution of the disturbance is asym-
metrical. Various degrees of hypoaestbesia, hypo-
algesia, loss of sensitiveness to pressure, heat, or

cold, limited to zones or areas of the body, or

affecting (as is most common) only one side of the
body, perhaps with the loss of the superficial reflexes, are

all more frequently seen than the hyperaesthesias, which
involve as a rule the existence of areas painful on pressure.

Secondly, these authors describe on the motor side

increased reflex excitability of the tendons and muscles,

oftenest unilateral, in rare cases going on to the produc-

tion of hysterical or epileptiform attacks; less often

paresis or paralysis of groups of muscles, with or without
contracture, has been recorded. Thirdlj', vasomotor dis-

turbances have been very general in these patients;

chilliness and cyanosis that may be unilateral, dermato-
gi-aphy, and cardiac irregularity are mentioned under this

heading, and it is added that headache is almost con-

stantly present, perhaps with nausea or vertigo. Fourthly

come perturbations of the affective functions; altruism

and family affection are lost, egoism comes boldly to the

fore in the shape of causeless irritability or rage, causeless

fear, or even terror. Fifthly are placed associative

troubles or disturbances of the intellectual faculties ; retro-

grade amnesia, or loss of memory for the events preceding

' B-ult. de VAcad. de Midcciiie. Paris, 1915, 3 8.. Ixiiii. 654.
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the shock, is very common—the patient may forget his

own name, his home, the faces of his friends—speech

may be lost or halting, intellectual inertia to the

point of stui^or may be found. Alternatively, indeed

more usually, the jiatient's imagination is unduly active,

making him the victim of dreams, nightmares, hallucina-

tions, slcep-Tialkiug, even delirium, in which bygone

battle scenes are re-enacted. Sixthly and lastly, the

authors describe disturbances of the perceptive functions :

the patient retains no recollection of the shock itself or of

the events following it for a shorter or longer pci iod, and

is left with a permanent lacuna in his memories. In

addition, he is often unable to concentrate his mind on any

subject, such as reading, or is very readily fatigued tlieieby.

From this analysis of the possible symptoms it is clear

that the phenomena presented by the victims of the com-

motional syndrome can be very various, so that the patients

may readily be classified under the heading of some pre-

dominant trouble, such as blindness, aphemia, or the like.

But the large number of cases studied by the authors of

this paper seems to justify their projjosal to group all

instances of nervous shock together under a single heading,

and their term " the commotional syndrome " appears to

be as suitable as another.

MEDICAL FAME.
At the present time, when so much is heard of the work

of the medical profession among the sick and wounded,

and the praise of the doctor is deservedly in all men's

moutbs, it may be well for us to remember that the public

memory is short, and that the unparalleled part played by

medical science in the greatest war tlie world has ever

witnessed will soon be forgotten when the silence of peace

has fallen over the battlefields. It is a chastening tliought

tliat the healer whose high mission it is to save life and

limb has an infinitely lower place in the opinion even of

those to whose sufferings he ministers than the profes-

sional slayer of men who, with his drums and trampliugs,

as Sir Tliomas ISrowne would say, is regarded as the very

symbol of glory. In our American contemporary Science,

IMr. Edward C. Pickering gives some interesting particulars

as to the relative jilace held by leading men in various

spheres of intellectual activity in the opinion of the

people of the United States. That opinion is, according

to him, most accurately reflected in the elections to the

Hall of Fame, the ,A.merican Valhalla. Three elections

have already been held—in 1900, 1905, and 1910. Mr.

Pickering tabulates the votes recorded on each of these

occasions. Politicians head the list. Next come authors.

It is significant of the value of popular judgement that

whilo of eleven writers of fiction nine were elected, of ten

authors who dealt with serious subjects, only three gained

the aihitrinm pcqmlKris aurai. Next come soldiers and
.sailors. Doctors hold a low position, but tliis is not sur-

prising, as medicine is not a profession which leads to

popular fame aujong Anglo-Saxon peoples. What is sur-

prising is that iu a country like America which swarms
with inventors, and where the cult of the ' alujighty

dollar " is generally believed to be so prevalent, engineers

and business men are nearly at the bottom of the list.

" Philanthropists stand lowest of all. The list suggests

some curious reflections as to the mentality of the

American people, but it would be rash to draw any
definite conclusion from the figures. The system of

voting is probably accountable for the strangeness of

the results, for till now the judges have been literary

men who may be assumed to have been more familiar

with the work of authors than with that of men whose
activity was displayed iu other fields. Even allowing for

this, it is remarkable that among so jn-actical a people

fiction should hold the pilace of honour iu literature; and
it is hard, as Mr. Pickering says, " to believe that there

are . . . twelve authors more famous than any American
missionary, physician, engineer, or business man."

DEATH BY LIGHTNING.
On July 23rd a party of men belonging to the 2 '2nd London
Field Ambulance, K.A.M.C., comprising 77 of all ranks,

with four wagons, were practising stretcher drill on
Martle.sham Heath, when a thunderstorm took place.

Some of the men took shelter, but others remained in

the open, and one man was killed and eight injured.

According to the evidence of Captain Hubert Charles
Phillips, E.A.M.C, at the inquest held in Ipswich on
July 24th, as recorded in the East Avglian Daily Tiim-ii,

the following were the appearances presented by the body
of the man who was killed. There was a severe jagged
scalp wound on the left side. The chest and right side

of the thorax and abdomen were much burnt. There
were several incised wounds on the front of the right

thigh, leg, and between the big toe and the second toe.

The skin was burnt off the left thigh, and adhered to the

clothing. On his che.st the identity disc had made a red

mark, as also had the string by which it was suspendi;d.

His glasses were shattered and his belt torn to pieces.

None of the metal was fused. The watch on his wrist

was not stopped. Death was undoubtedly due to light-

ning. The corporal in charge of the party said that the

men were returning to camp as quickly as possible when
a fla.sh of lightning struck him on the right forearm ; ho
was unable to move for a few minutes, and when he
recovered himself saw several men lying on the ground.

One of these was a lance-corporal, who had been riding

a horse which was killed. The witness said that his

right arm still gave him great pain when moved. He was
about twenty yards from the deceased when he was
struck.

INDUSTRIAL AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
A MEMOKANDUM lias been issued by the President of the

Board of Education stating that in consequence of a strong

consensus of opinion among persons engaged both in science

and in industry that a special need exists at the present

time for new machinery and additional State assistance to

promote and organize scientific research with a view

especially to its application to trade and industry, the

Board had prepared a scheme to establish a permanent
organization. It was well known that many industries

have since the outbreak of war suffered through inability

to produce at home certain articles and materials required

in trade processes the manufacture of which had become
localized abroad, and particularly in Germany. This

had occurred because science had there been more
thoroughly and effectively applied to the solution of

scientific problems bearing on trade and industry, and
to the elaboration of economical and improved processes

of manufacture. The scheme now promulgated pro-

vides for the establishment of a committee of the

Privy Council responsible for the expenditure of aiiy

new money provided by Parliament for scientific and
industrial research, and of a small Advi.sory Council

composed mainly of scientific men and others actually

engaged in industries dependent upon scientific research.

The Privy Council Committee will consist of the Lord
President, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Secretary

of State for .Scotland, the President of the Board of Trade,

the President of the Board of Education, and the Chief

Secretary for Ireland, together with other members, the

first of such being Lord Haldane, the Eight Hon. Arthur

H. D. Aclaud, and the Bight Hon. Joseph A. Pease, M.P.

The President of the Board of Education, who will be the

Vice-President of the Committee of Council, will be

resironsible to the House of Commons for the expenditure

The Advisory Council will consist of Lord Bayleigh,

O.M., Mr. G. T. Beilby, LL.D., Mr. W. Duddell, Pro-

fessor B. Hopkinson, Professor J. A. McClelland, Pro-

fessor K. Meldola and Mr. E. Threlfall, with Sir William

S. McCormick, LL.D., as administrative chairman. All the

members of the Advisory Council with the exception of
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tho ailmiuistrativo cbairman are members of tlie Royal
Society, and it is recognized that it is essential that the

Council should act in intimate co-oporatiou with that society,

and with other scientific or professional associations, as well

as with the univci-sities, technical institutions, and other

institutions in which research is, or can be, efficiently

conducted. The Royal and other scientific societies will

be asked to mitiate proposals for the consideration of the

Advisory Council, and the duties of that Council will be to

advise the Privy Couucil Committee on proposals for

instituting specific researches for establishing or develop-

ing special institutions, or departments of existing institu-

tions, for tho scientific study of problems affecting par-

ticular industries and trades, and for the establishment

and award of research studentships and fellowships. One
of its chief functions will be to prevent overlapping

between institutions or iudividuals engaged in researcli,

and it will bo at liberty to initiate proposals and to insti-

tute inquiries preliminary to preparing or eliciting pro-

posals for research. In this way it is hoped that the

Council will be able to concentrate the interests of all

persons concerned in the dcveloi^ment of all branches of

scientific industry on problems requiring solution.

We are asked to state that as the General Medical Council

has to vacate its present building (299, Oxford Street)

towards the end of November, 1915, and as the new
premises in Hallam Street will not be completely prepared

for the occupation of the Council by that date, it has been
arranged that the autumn session shall begin on

November 2ud iu the old building. The Executive

Committee will meet on Monday, November 1st. It is

expected that the business of the Registration Office will

be transferred to 44, 46, and 48, Hallam Street, by
November 25th.

^tctiicixl llofrs in ^Sarltanwnt.

Lieutenants R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve and Territorial).— Sir

Clement Kinloch- Cooke asked the Under Secretary for

War whether he could now say if the War Office had
arrived at any decision regarding the question of pay and
promotion of special lieutenants iu the Reserve and
Territorial Force Royal Army Medical Corps. ^Ir.

Forster said that it had been decided to promote to tho
rank of captain all lieutenants of the Special Reserve and
Territorial Force Royal Army Medical Corps who had
given six months' mobilized service, with effect from
April 1st last, and steps were now being taken to carry
out this decision. Sir C. Kinloch- Cooke asked whether
the same privileges would be extended to qualified dentists
now holding the rank of lieutenant. Mr. Forster replied

that ho thought the dentists were serving under a special

engagement. He did not think they were included iu tho
officers to whom the question referred.

Total Casualties, Navy and Army.—The following are the
figures supplied by the Prime Minister as to the casualties
amongst the British Forces in all fields of operations,
excluding German South-West Africa, up to the latest

available date

:

Na
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to Uio cases of soklici's wliose nerves had given way nncler

tlie sti'ain of active service contlitions, and that the Field-

Marshal-inChief with the Exiioditionavy Foko was
sending hack men who, iu his opinion, were unable to

stand the strain of active service.

Health of the Troops in the Dardanelles. Mi. T.unant
stated on July 27tli, in reply to Mr. .loynscu- Hicks, that

there was a certain amount of enteric and dysentery among
t!ie troops iu the Dardanelles.

Health of Troops in Mesopotamia.—Mr. Chamberlain, in

)eplying to Sir (1. Sr.itt Eubertson on .July 26th, said that

the liealth of the tn.ojjs in Mesopotamia was good. During
.June, 27 cases and 9 deaths from enteric fever had
occurred, but there had been no special prevalence of the

disease at anv tiiuo. I'lvcvv effort had been iiiiide to

hiiysw'hcrc possible. It had been
i\c some of the men a change in

althy season. There was ample
1 and a good supply of comforts for

Niipses in Gasualtj Clearing Stations.—Mr. Tennaut in-

I ' i ' I- Koch, on July 22nd, that seven nurses

in each of the twenty- seven casualty

in France.

Wounded Soldiers and Hospital Location.—Colonel Yate
asked, on .July 21st. -whether arrangements could be made
tor wounded' suldicrs who desired it being transferred

ti. l!;i-iiil:il> or I im\ak;sceut hospitals as near as pos-

.--ililr 1(1 ilnii li'im ^ :ii; soou as they wcrc fit to travel,

and il llii\ coii'd w>l be sent there direct on arrival.

Mr. Xeiiuanl s:iid tliat as far as was possible every

endeavour had been made to send to hospitals iu the

neighbourhood of their homes all sick and wounded
on arrival in this country. It was, of course, easy to

appreciate that in many errors tl;i^ w j ; ([nite impos-

sible, and often for the si! • ol li,' |:,'ii iiu iliemselves,

who might he so scv< . 1 1 \ w )iii.i I
.'- s.i necessitate

their admission into the nuurcsl hobjaUil in which accom-
modation was available. In the case of those men sent

to hospitals remote from their liomes the War Office

endeavoured to arrange for the transfer, to hospitals in the
neighbourhood nf linir hiMns, of all cases which were
likely to be UDlit i

;. 1 any period over six weeks,
and which were, i '

-
'. ' 11 ''1,< ly tu be able to proceed

to their homes on : .!. ,1 hiii tiiat period. Cases that
wciv r..f,aa.'d lo tin W -i ( Mli. r were .li'.'ilt with strictly on
ill. -( !iii, ^. Snii^iih .,-,. v.hirli uvie likely to be fit

ioi' diitv wiiliiii s:-, \:.>iv- wul- u.atcd in convalescent
hospiluis, so far as liccuiiiiiiiidaiion in them was available.

At present all these hospitals were in the South of

England, hut as others were opened in other parts of the
Ciiitud Kiiij;doiii it would be arranged, as far as possible,

in m.ikI ,:i--r^ In nnii\ainsmit liospitals iu that part of the
ml. Ill,- ,11 ^lli^h lli'ir hn were situated. In reply to

:i -
. Il > r,- 1,1 (|n( -:;..): ]>\ ('nlniinl Vato, Mr. Tcunant Said

Im .1 '
'

'•: 1 |.,laal oliicers in chavc ..1 lif.cii-iitals

ail'' "'n lim i.n, to hospitals or r-iM' ' ,,1^ hn;;-

].;
- ;- n :

-

I

--ible to the paliiln r
I lies

«i;l,-.: 1 V, iiMi,, , m liie War Office. IMi. !- / iind,

on ,luly 2blh. m reply to Sir Arcliihaln W iii
i mwon,

that every endeavour was made to scnn n
i i

, ! i. nts,

arriving from overseas, to hospitals in thn i Mninlinod
of their liomes, but, owing to the fact lliai mnn were
sent from the port of disembarkation iu ambulance trains,

each carrying 100 or more patients, it was not always
possible to do so. In many instances it was not to the
advantage of the patients themselves that they should be
sent on a long railway jouiuey on arrival iu this country.
There was great dithculty of sorting out all crises aiid

putting the right man in tlie right place. Stuch depended
upon the nature and condition of the wound.

g.—In reply to Mr. Anderson, who on July 22nd
asked a question as to badges for dental mechanics. Mr.
Forster said that the whole question of the issue of badges

was under consideration between the War Office and the
Ministry of Munitions. Mr. Tenuant on July 26th stated,

in reply to Mr. Bowerman, that the question was under
consideration for supplying a distinctive badge to soldier.H

invalided out of the service, who might have returned to
civil employment.

Motor Operating Theatre.—Mr. Tennant stal<>d, in reply
to Mr. Lynch on July 26th, that, .so far as he was aware,
no offer of a motor operating theatre had been made to

the War Office, but the question of sending motor operating
theatres to the front had been brought to notice, and had
been carefully considered in communication with the
expert advisers overseas, with the result that it liad been
decided not to send any motor operating theatres to the
front, as the opinion of" the expert advisers on the spot
was that their provision would not diminish the rate of

mortality of abdominal wounds.

Sick Leave and Inoculation.—Mr. Tennant informed Mr.
Wing, on July 26th, that preference as regards leave was
given to men who had been inoculated, but there were, ho
understood, about 300 inoculated men who had had no
leave.

Rest for the Troops.—Mr. Joynson-Hicks asked the
Under Secretary of State for War. on July 21st, whether
having regard to the number of new troops ready and
anxious to go to the front, ho would consider the advantage
to the army of sending back the remainder of the original

Expeditionary Force for a compulsory rest of, say, two or
three months. Mr. Tennant said that the Secretary of

State for War would consider the proposal.

living to
in its had

1
1 >,'eneral

.1 r Office

- though
re they

Schools for use of Troops. "I 7 i, i i

Mr. King on July 21st, san

been furnished upon the sfiir

conditions of schools ])U)cni! i

for hospitals, liousiiiL ni i:

the suitabiHty of tin i n

were taken over. 'Jim ,. i ,
, inenti

the case of a buildiu;; iu cniunjiums nn iipaunii wore
the same as in the case of one occupied for a few ho
daily.

Retired Civil Medical Officers. Sir 1 I

July 26th, why a difference was m
amount of remuneration gvnnted tn

and others iTcr-irin^- r-i'-^l
..o-.,,

liad accej-i' '' ' '

. ;

and the anm nn . -i i

allowance, nr.-mn a •

.
'.

•

who had siiiiilarly ai i, :,,.l

(Mr. Kunciman^ sai" il. ii

allowances to retired cuil aar-i.a;! -.sl.n

I - a I ashed, on
I -I lie total

:
n ;. I officers

. -as who
iiorities

aiiuation

officers

, Ji-ofthe
l: n

!
,iL Trade

- I" aiiuuation

,, Lin icappoiuted

to any civil office was governed by the provisions of

Section 20 of the Superannuation Act, 1834. The differ-

ences in the regulations applicable to naval or military

service, on the one hand, and the civil service, on the other,

were due largely to historical reasons, and the conditions

of the services were too dissimilar to enable any useful

comparison to be drawn in this respect. Colonel Yate
asked if the qurstiou of giving an officer who was to be
employed his full pension without question, and make his

pay equal to the difference between that and the amount
he was drawing when last employed, had been con-

sidered. Mr. McKenna said that he would have to have
notice of that question.

Unregistered Dental Surgeons.—In reply to IMr. Hogge, on
July 26th, Mr. Tennant said that registered dentists only

were employed by the V."ar Office, because to be registered

a denti.st nin 1 im,. i implied with conditions which
implied a jiini .

i
!!eal,and slvilled training, tested

astoitsrcMin : iinution. In the interests of tho

troops it was n .in.il In know that the dentists who
treated them had been properly trained. It was not pro-

posed to alter the present practice. In reply to a subse-

quent question by Mr. Watt, Mr. Tennant intimated that

tliere was a sufficient supply of registered dentists to meet
the War Office demands.
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The Naval and Military War Pensions Bill was introduced I

into iho House of Lords on July 23rd, and met with a good
deal of opposition, partlj' ou the ground that sufficient

time had not been given to consider the cliauges in its

structure made in the House of Commons, and partly

because it had not sutJicient regard to voluntary effort.

The debate was adjourned, and resumed ou July 26th.

when the Manjness of Crewe said that the Government
fully appreciated the value of the work done by the

Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association, and that if it

was desired that the representation originally given to that

body on the proposed Statutory Committee should be

restored, no objection would be raised. The Government
was also willing to place two representatives of the

Soldiers' and Sailors' Help Society on the Statutory

Committee. With regard to local committees, the Goveiu-

meut was prepared to insert an amendment in some such
terms as these : " That in constituting the local com-
mittcea regard should bo had to the representations

of the society or association which has hitherto un-

dertaken the duties prescribed by this Act. " He resisted

the proposal to postpone the final discussion of the

bill until after the recess. Lord Balfour of Burleigh

objected that the bOl did not distinguish sufficiently

between the provisions which were to have a permanent
effect and those which were temporary in character. After

some further discussion, during which divergent opinions

were expressed, the Marquess of Lansdowne asked the

House to pass the bill before adjourning ; if it did not, there

would be a delay of at least six weeks, and during that

time there would be no provision for supplementing
pensions for widows, orphans, and disabled men, and the

flat rate which they would receive, although liberally con-

ceived, would be inadequate in many cases to meet their

wants. Unless the bill was passed there would be no
means of giving effect to the policy laid down in the
report of the Committee presided over by Sir G. Murray
on the provision of employment for soldiers aud sailors

disabled in the war, so that they might be enabled to earn

a liveUhood. On a division the motion for the adjoiun-

meut of the debate was carried by 44 to 31.

Scottish Universities Emergency Powers.—A bill was intro-

duced into the House of Lords on July 15th authorizing

the University Courts of the four Scottish universities to

submit to the King in Council a joint representation to the

effect that it is expedient to modify or suspend ordinances
in their application to graduates, students, or intending
students, who are, or have been, engaged in naval,

military, or other pubUc service connected with the present

war. The bill, which was read a second time on July 20th,

provides that any such application shall be referred to the

Scottish Universities Committee of the Privy Council.

Old Age Pensions in Scotland.—3Ir. Montagu stated on
July 21st, in reply to Colonel Yate, that the number of old

ago pensions payable in Scotland on the last Friday in

M-uch, 1914, and 1915, respectively were 97,294 and
96,895.

Optical Glass.—Dr. Addison, the Parliamentary Secretary
to the ilunitions Department, stated, on July 26th, in

reply to Sir Philip Magnus, that important steps had been,

and were being, taken to increase the supply of optical

glass and optical munitions generally. As, however, nego-
tiations w^ere now in progress with this end in view, any
statement as to the measures which it was proposed to

adopt would be premature and inexpedient.

Rhodes Scholarships.—Mr. King asked the Prime ^liuistcr,

on .Inly 26th, whether he had consulted with the authori-
ties of Oxford University with a view of some arrange-
ment being made whereby funds for the Rhodes scholar-
ships held at Oxford by German subjects nominated by
the German Kaiser might be diverted during the war ; and
whctlier any action would be taken in this direction. Jlr.

Asquith said that the scholarships were in abeyance, and
nothing had been or could be paid in respect of them
during the war. It would require special legislation to

divert these scholarships to other purposes, which in

present circomstances he was not prepared to initiate.

Mr, Hancock asked the Chair-
man of the Joint Committee of Insurance Commissioners,
on July 27th, to state the reasons justifying the deduc-
tions insisted upon bj' the National Health Insurance Com-
missioners (England), in circular I.C.L. 124, of one-third
of the quarterly accounts of panel practitioners, chemists,
and institutions, after services had been rendered and au
agreement had been entered into by each party. Mr. C.
Roberts said that there was no question of any deduction
from or abatement of the remuneration payable imder tlio

agreements alluded to. The circular in question had
reference only to the subject of advances ou account of

that remuneration, aud indicated the extent to which such
advances might safely be made without risk of exceedmg
the sums which would ultimately prove to be due under
those agreements. Mr. Hancock also asked why there
had been no advance on account nor adjustment of tha
deductions of 10 per cent, made in the accounts of doctors,

chemists, and institutions for the year 1914 ; and whether
the Government would instruct the Commissioners to deal
with the deductions owing to enlistments upon a less

arbitrary and more generous basis by a temporary increase
of the Treasury Grant, if necessary, considering that the
medical profession had undertaken the free treatment of

soldiers' wives and families aud other dependants, and had
lost the most healthy portion of their panel. Mr. Roberts
said that the final settlement for 1914 had been unavoid-
ably delayed by certain difficulties arising out of tha
present state of war. The balance due (which was con-
siderably overestimated in the question) would be ascer-

tained and paid as soon as practicable. In the case of tha
chemists, who might otherwise have su&'ered hardship,
steps were taken in April last to effect an emergency
settlement which was now in progress. In reply to tha
second part of the question, he "could not admit tha
implications of the hon. member's epithets, or his sugges-
tion that a further sum should bo provided by the
Exchequer.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT H031E AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Subscriptioxs.
The following subscriptions to the Fund have been
received by the Treasurer, Dr. Des Voeux

:

Thirlii-fourth List.

Dr. A. B. Olsen
C. A. S
Dr. McCrea
Jlr. N. Howard Scliollai-
Auonyuious (B. C. C.) ...

North of England Brauch
of Fund (per Dr. Jas.
Don and Mr. A. S.

Perciva!, Hon. Sees.)
(seventeenth tlona-
tion.totali-770 17s.9<.l.)

Dr. G. W. -cott
Dr. G. Hickes...
Dr. J. M. Gray
Dr. A. Mcintosh
Dr. A. Eodgers
Dr. T.B. Martin
Dr. J. Wells ...

Dr. J. B. Waters
Dr. A. E. Morison

Bai-r^t (second dona-
tion, total £7612s.6d.)

Dr- M. T Stewart
Dr. K. H. Hall
Dr. Way
Dr. Watson
Dr. B. A. Veale
Dr. Green
Dr. Irving
Dr. H. T. Mackenzie ...

Dr. Mewer
Dr. Hargreaves
Dr. Holdsworth
Dr. Dodd

Southern Branch, B.M. A

.

(per Dr. Janie? (ivceii.

Hon. Sec. I (9th iJnn.n-

tion, total £63 16s. 6d.,l

Dr. A. A. Maekeith ...

Dr. BuruonCox ... 4
Dr. H.K. Wallace ,. U

In the list published ou June 19th an anonymous sub-
scription of i;168 was acknowledged from Christchurch,
New Zealand, which had been paid through the Bank of
New Zealand. A letter has now been received from
Dr. L. S. Manning, of Christchurch, saying that the money
had been cabled by him as treasurer of the fund instituted
by the North Canterbury Division of the British Medical
Association.

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to tha
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The APPE.4L fok SrRr.icvt Ixsxp.ujrEXTS.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of

the Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Black-

friars, E.C.



AKTIFIOIAIi lilMBS FOR DISABLED. SEEVICB MEN. (July 31, 1913

COSFEREXCE ON ARTIFICIAL LI3IBS FOR
DISABLED SERVICE MEN.

Ax international exhibition of artificial limbs was lield at

Koeharupton House, near Barnes, from Tuesdaj- to Friday
of last week. Koehampton House, tbrough the kindness
of Mr. Kenneth Wilson, its owner, is being utilized as one
of Queen IMary's Convalescent Auxiliary Hospitals for

soldiers and sailors who have lost their limbs in the war.

About twenty-four firms, many of them American, and
one or two otliers Scandinavian, exhibited. It was
announced that the Directors-General of the Navy and
Army Medical Services, together with the President of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England, and a committee
of English, Scottish, and Irish surgeons, would judge the

exhibits with a view to deciding what appliances should
be adopted as standard patterns. The actual judging took

place iu private, but subsequently a conference was held,

at which the awards were announced.
Sir W. Watson Cheyne. wlio presided, pointed out that

long delay in fitting artificial limbs after amputation often

led to wasting of the muscles and loss of strengtli. On
this account sucli an institution as Roehampton House
was doing an iuvaluabie service by ensuring that a man
M-as fitted with a proper limb as soon as the stump was
ready for it, and that in the meantime his muscular tone

was maintained. The fitting of artificial limbs was,
naturally, more difficult in military than in civil practice,

for in the latter the operation could usually be designed so

as to preserve the best possible stump. Aiuputations in

war, on the other hand, very often could not be made
on set lines if as much of the limb as possible was to be
saved, with the result that the scars and flaps which
covered the stump were sometimes much more tender
and much less tit to bear weight than after the ordinary
amputations. The fitting of a limb was thus a more
troublesome business, and any uncomfortable pressure
quickly wore down a man's spirit and energy.

Sir Arthur May, Medical Director- General, R.X., said
that in ordinary peace conditions the number of men
who lost their limbs in the navy was much greater than
iu the army. In war, however, this relation had been
reversed, and there were twenty or thirty times as many
cases of loss of limbs in the army as iu the navy. Still,

the cases in the navy were much larger in number than
before the war. The number was so large that delay in

provision was inovitable, yet the longer a man went with-
out hi- :n liii. I, limb, when once he was ready for it, so
mi^-li : h' .'•. -1

• ••v him.
Si „ '<- I i M. W.Russell, Deputy Director-General

A-il..^., .ulli i.j.rcssing the regret of Sir Alfred Keogh
at his inability to be present, said that the aim of the
conference was to focus the present position of the
artificial limb iudustrj-. The supply of artificial limbs in
war time was quite a different matter from the supply in
peace ; the question for consideration was how the expan-
sion in demand might be met by a corresponding expansion
iu supply.

A resolution was carried asking the orthopaedic surgeons
who had been called into consultation to draw up a report
advising as to the most suitable artificial limbs for various
amputations.

l\Ir. T. H. Openshaw made an interim report on the
judging,andannouucedtheawardsof medals which had been
oflcred by Mrs. Gwyuue Holford and Mr: C. H. Keuderdine.
The gold medal for the greatest advance in mechanism
was given to an exhibit by the Carnes Artificial Limb
CouqKiny, of Kansas City, U.S.A. This took the form of

an arm which, iu the case exhibited, was attached to the
stump at the middle of the humerus, and enabled the man
who wore it to command such movements as are involved
in lighting a cigarette or even, it was stated, " pulling out
a hair." The silver medal in the same sic' 'n . , jiMii
to Messrs. Mayev and Meltzer, of London, i u-

iug laterally, of simple mechanism, and rc:i' 1
1

, ili;

by the wearer. Another gold medal for .lil
: .1 l.,-,t

general excellence was awarded to the J. F. lioivi* y Com-
pany, of Chicago, the chief feature of their exhibit being
a leg which was so adaptable that its wearer could run
upstairs and downstairs, and oven dance and jump. The

silver medal in the same class was awarded to Mr. W. R.
Grossmith of London. It was proposed to award a
further gold and a further silver medal for the exhibits
of mechanisms which best fulfilled the requirements of

the soldier, the question of expense being taken into

account. The decision on this point, Mr. Openshaw
said, would be deferred for further consultation.

GERMAN EXPERIENCES OP WAR SURGERY.
(C'07itinned frtytn v- l^^J

The following notes on the proceedings of the Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur Chirurgie which met in Brussels 011

April 7th are published in continuation of those whicli
appeared last week

:

Wounds of thr Skcll.
Professor Tilmann admitted that recent wars had not

taught military surgeons to treat wounds of the skull on
any generally accepted principles. In tlie present war hi>

had learnt to operate on a straight bullet wound of thu
skull only when aseptic treatment of the wound could bo
guaranteed. Bullet wounds of the skull infhoted at close
range were usually fatal on the field or during transport,
and almost ail the cases of penetrating bullet wounds of
the skull which came under his observation were inflicted

by bullets with low velocity. When the wounds of entry
and exit were small, it was sufficient to apply a simplo
aseptic dressing. When the wound of exit was large, it

was advisable to remove splinters of bone, to sponge the
surface of the brain, and to apply a tampon. He had seen
eighteen severe penetrating wounds of the skull heal under
this simple treatment. In other cases, terminating fatally,

the necropsy showed infection of the track of the wound,
where surgical treatment could not be employed. Opera-
tive treatment was admissible only for haemorrhage,
which was a rare complication. Secondary haeraatoma
was also rare, and the symptoms were usually due to
encephalitis. An attempt should be made to remove a
bullet only when its position could be located by tho
X rays. It was, however, necessary at some time or
another to remove the bullet or any other foreign body from
the brain, as encephalitis otherwise usually ensued. Tan-
gential bullet wounds of the skull were frequently inflicted

in close-range fighting, and were the most common of all

bullet wounds of the skull requiring treatment. Operative
treatment was necessary in all such cases, for splinters of
bone were driven inwards and caused suppuration,
encephalitis, paralyses, pressure symptoms, etc. Tho
groove made by the bullet must be exposed, and .splinterK

of bone removed from the substance of the brain. Even
when the injuries to the brain were extensive it was
advisable to dispense with plugging of the wound, and
merely to apply gauze to the surface of the wound. In
wounds inflicted by ricochetting bullets, the fracture ot
the skull was uncomplicated, as a rule, by injury to tho
dura. A furrow was ploughed in the bone or a dent
formed iu the outer tabic. But slight as these wounds
appeared, they were often associated with alarming
general symptoms, and even paralyses. The pressure
exerted on the brain by this indentation of the bone
actually caused almost a more alarming reaction than a
direct wound of the brain substance. It was, therefore,
necessary iu the case of ricochetting wounds of the skull

to expose the bone and the dura as soon as cerebral
symptoms developed. Every operation could be performed
under local anaesthesia, and no narcotic was necessary
when the patient was already unconscious. Sometimes
paralyses following penetrating wounds of the skull, from
which the bullet had escaped, disappeared of themselves.
Hemianopsia had also been found to disappear after frag-

ments of bone had been removed from the occipital lobe.

Meningitis, when it occurred, usually developed within tho
first few days. Lumbar puncture was useful both for

diagnosis and treatment, and should be repeated whenever
headache became severe. Only in the serous and haemor-
rhagic forms of meningitis was there any prospect of

recovery. Encephalitis played an important part, and was
either reactive or purulent. In the purulent form, there
was stupor, a slow pulse, and progressive paralysis. In
the reactive form, and also in softening of the brain, there
was, as a rule, no fever. Abscess of the brain was
difficult to diagnose; it was usually accompanied by
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prolap^so of tlio brain, which coast d when the abscess

was draineil. Heactive encepi:aHtis was freiiueutly fol-

lowed by the formation of cysts and large scars, and the

ultimate fate of the patient was often disappointing.

Professor Euderlen had observed 311 bullet wounds
of the skull since Xoveuiber. Of these, 149, or 44.7 per

font., had terminated fatally. Many of the patients died

m a few days, and encephalitis and nicuingitis were fre-

ipient. Post-traumatic softening was more rare. Every
wound of the skull should be examined, and by the help

of iiu early operation it was possible to avoid secondary

infection. "iSullots should be removed at once only wlieu

they wore supeilicial, and ojuUl be accurately localized,

with or without the x rays. Migration of the bullet had
to be taken into account when its removal was attempted
at a later stage. The oxieration should be undertaken
only when the further transport of the patient could be

deferred for three or four weeks. The operation should be

thorough but simple; plastic operations of the skull and
ihira should be discouraged, and when the wound was
simple, drainage and suture of the dura were alone

sufficient.

Herr Uest had found ocular symptoms in more than
two-thirds of the 92 cases of skull wounds under his

observation. Papillitis was very common, hemianopsia
was observed in every sixth case, and mind-blindness iu

every seventh case. When the bone was not shattered,

and the symptoms were due to bruising or a haenlatoma,
papillitis was seldom seen, whereas it was observed iu

about four-fifths of all the cases of penetrating wounds.
Professor Bier insisted that it was most difiicult to

remove a bullet from the interior of the brain, but that if

the head were placed with the wound of entry lowest, and
wore then knocked, " the bullet walked out by itself "

I

Wounds of the Abdomen.
Professor Korte had found the length of the interval

lx2tweeu the infliction of an abdominal wound and an
operation the most important factor. If this interval were
more than twelve hours the jirognosis was bad, particu-

larly if the patient meanwhile had been transported over

rough roads. Of 312 wounds of the abdominal cavity, the

majority had been inflicted by bullets, and only two by
the bayonet. Thirty eight of these patients died at the
first dressing station, and 274 reached hospital alive. Of
these, 121, or 46 per cent.j recovered ; 146, or 53 per cent.,

died; while the fate of the remainder was unknown. Of
the 17 cases in which an operation was performed for

prolapse of the intestine or omentum, recovery was
effected only in two cases. Expectant treatment was
adopted iu 257 cases. These patients were, as a rule,

admitted to a field hospital from the sixth to the eighth
tlay, and were passed on about a fortuight later. The
mortality was 51.4 per cent., wbilc the percentage of

recoveries was 47. Of the 10 patients wdio had subse-

quently to bo submitted to operations for prolapse of the
omentum or abscess, including liver abscess, four recovered
and six died. Taking the 312 abdominal casualties as a
whole, the proportion of recoveries to deaths was 40 to 60.

Necropsies often showed that perforations of abdominal
organs had been overlooked at the operation. In many
cases a bullet wound of the bladder had been sutured, but
a wound of the rectum had been overlooked. A recovery
had been effected in fifteen out of twenty-three bullet

wounds of the liver. Two out of three bullet wounds of

the spleen and three out of seven bullet wounds of the

bladder had terminated fatally.

Comparative Merits of Operative and. Conservative

Treatment of Abdominal Wounds.
Professor Kiirte said that at a recent meeting in Lille,

the si)cakers, with the exception of Enderlen, were opposed
to operations for bullet wounds of the abdomen. The
same was also the case at a meeting in Lodz. F>ecently,

liowever, there had been a movement in the opposite

ilirection ; and Hotter, whose results had previously been
nnfavourable, had lately recorded six consecutive ab-

dominal operations, all of which were successful. Under
favourable conditions, Professor Kiirte said, a simple per-

foration of the intestine might heal of itself, but it was not
known how often this occurred. It was difficult to ascertain

whether the intestine had been wounded or not ; if it were,
an operation should be performed within the first twelve
liuurs, provided that the patient had not, in the meantime,

been transported a great distance, and that his general
condition was not very bad, and provided also that there
was sufficient time, and that it could be done under aseptic
conditions.

Professor Schmieden said that his experiences concerned
trench warfare almost exclusively. He had expected that
50 per cent, of the penetrating abdominal bullet wounds
would heal of themselves, but he had been grievously dis-

appointed ; spontaneous recovery was exceedingly rare.

The prognosis was far worie than for wounds of the chest
and skull. The old 1, mIm.,,- !!::! il , lai.stiual mucosa
formed a plug whicli ,! '; >

'.
i 1 jierforation of

the intestine was ciimi . I' I' :ii:ill .Taiiauese
rifle bullet caused lis-, \.i: il v. 1

1. i' ;i
1
i,t;r-- • f the intestine

than those observed in ilie present war, and he believed
that when abdominal wounds healed under conservative
treatment the intestine and stomach had in most cases
escaped injury. The principles of conservative treatment
could not be carried out, and iu no case could the transport
of the wounded be avoided. In his opinion laparotomy
should be performed when the wound had been inflicted

not more than twelve hours earlier, when the general
condition was not hopeless, and when there were adequate
facilities for operating. Appliances for irrigating tho
abdominal cavity were essential. Among 198 abdominal
casualties, the gastro-intestiual tract had been perforated
in 157 cases, .^u operation was performed in 58 cases,
37 of which terminated fatally ; recovery occurred in
16 cases; the fate of the remaining 5 patients is not
recorded. Among 94 cases in wliieh no operation
was performed, there were ouly 4 recoveries. In the
absence of perforatiou of the gastro-iutestinal tract, the
mortality from abdominal wouuds was about 50 per cent.
Of late he had been able to advance his operating theatre
to within about four kilometres of the treuches, and was
thus in a position to perform a laparotomy half an hour after

the infliction of a wound. Bullet wounds of the liver

should not be closed when the wounds of entry and exit
were fairly large. The damaged liver substance was thus
enabled to escape, and the I'.; -i ii-n ..!l'i.lo retention
abscesses was prevented. I 1 m which the
thorax and abdomen were sii 1 \\"unded, the
spleen was prolapsed, and it \, .- ii; m -

!
!. to replace it

on account of the adhesions which had iuriued. It was
cauterized every fortuight, aud the patient ultimately
recovered.

The Mortalifl/ from Ahdominal Woxmda at Various
Distayices from the Front.

Herr Friedrich had compared tho results of abdominal
wounds treated at a first dressiug station, a field hospital,
and a home hospital. At the first dressiug station, among
33 patients, there was a moitality of 44 per cent, within
twenty-four hours aud of 85 per cent, withiu two days of

the infliction of the wounds. Ouly 5 patients survived.
.\mong 34 cases treated in a field hospital on absolutely
conservative lines, there were 11 deaths, or a mortality of
32 per cent. Among 48 patients treated in a home hospi-
tal, many of the wounds being recent, the mortality was
38 per cent. Under conservative treatment the prognosis
was worse for wounds of the colon, and it improved the
higher the wounds were inflicted. Thus, the prognosis was
best when a wound of the gastro-intestiual tract affected
the stomach. The prognosis for wounds of the liver was
also relatively good.

Operations for Ahdominal Wounds.
Herr Enderlen reported 89 cases in which operations had

been done for bullet, shrapnel, and shell wounds of the
intestine, .\bout 30 per cent, recovered. As many as 12
perforations of the intestiue were found in a single case ;

in some instances it was necessary to resect part of the
intestine, and in 3 such cases the patient's life was saved.
In 5 cases, in which the wounds of entry and exit clearly
indicated perforation of the abdomen, im wound of the
intestine could be fouud, and all 5 patients recovered.
Since November the transport of the wounded from the

trenches had been accelerated, so that an operation could

be performed withiu the first four to ten hours. Early in

the war he had operated eighteen to twenty hours after

infliction of a wound, but he had invariably found purulent

peritonitis, without adhesion of the abdominal organs, or

any sign of a mucous lihig in tho perforations. All his

cases of prolapse of tho abdominal organs had terminated
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. falally. Experience bad ianglit him to operate, time and
other factors permitting. Professor Sauerbnicli also

endorsed the policy of operation in abdominal wounds, and
by this means he had saved 23 out of 54 oases.

WODNDS OF THE LiMBS.
In dealing -nith -wouuds of the limbs complicated by frac-

tures, Profess 1
i'.i ,1 .-,.11 i I.I10 wound healed most satisfac-

torily when tl lirojierly set, audtbefateof the

fracture was ; ., i-, m'
|

undent on the favourable course

of the wound. .-nii.iiui.iiKju was common even in simple
penetrating wounds iutiicted by bullets ; in shell wounds
he was inclined to advocate immediate incisions and
exposure of the track of the wound as a matter of routine.

The treatment of fractures due to bullets by primary
dissection and exposure gave more satisfactory results

than deferring the operation tOl severe sepsis bad super-

vened. When subfascial gas-phlegmon had developed,

very deep incisions were necessary, and when this treat-

meut failed to give definite relief after twelve hours,

amputation was inevitable. He was opposed to the prac-

tice of phiggiiig ^vound.s with tampons, and he preferred to

keep theui open with lightly rolled gauze. It was advis-

able not to iul'Mfcio wiUi traumatic o.^tEOiuyelitis ti.l the
necrosis was cfunpklc. Permanent m-igation was too

elaborate to be satisfactory and, as a rule, there were not
adequate facilities for a permanent bath, excellent though
this treatment was. When a joint was wounded, and
infection or an increase of the effusion into the joint were
detected, it was advisable to puncture, to irrig;i,to with a
solution of carbolic acid or collargol, and to imujobilize the
joint. Extension of the .hmb in such cases was not
advisable, and an attempt should be made to extract a
bullet only when the functions of the joint were impaired.
He had found it necessary to do this only in 8 out of 220
wounds of the knee-joint. The course of infection of a
wounded joint was usually insidious ; it was often latent

for as long as ten days.

Tlw Faults of Plaster of-Paris Splints.

Herr Goldammer most emphatically disapproved of

plaster-of-Paris splints for first aid in the field. Their
use implied far too much stationary treatment and waste
of time. They should be used only when the jiatient

could be kept under observation for at least twentj'-four
liour.?. Treatment by extension was, no doubt, the best,

as it alone prevented shortening ; but owing to the diffi-

culties of transport, the surgeon bad to be satisfied with
simple immobilization. But as soon as the wounded
were admitted to hospitals, whence they were not likely
to be further transported, treatment by extension should
be instituted.

Surgery of the Blood Vessels.
Professor Bin' •<:ua tl.at lie Liid uvionilca on 102 cases of

aneurysm. Jvnl) in I lie w.n- arif 1 i.il iincinyMi) - lia.d been
most comuinii ; i. r,!,;;-,- Jay li nl 1>; ,.11 lis, fr.'|iiint than
arterio-veuou-' a.]i:_uiyKius, w iiiuli liadbcunubservcjiu 28out
of 33 cases of aueuiysm of the femoral artery. Varicose
aneurysms were most lare. The length of time the aneurysms
liad existed ranged from eight days to five months. In most
cases the diagnosis of aneurysms was easy, and they were
rarely confused with ab.scessos. The aneurysms usually
developed soon after the infliction of a wound, but iu many
cases not until the patient bad returned to active service.
.tie considered it necessary in every case to dissect out the
artery before attempting any suture. If this precaution
were neglected and the operator attempted to excise the
whole sac of the aneurysm, so much of the artery \\as
removed that it was usually impossible to suture the "blood
vessels satisfactorily. He much regretted that this pro-
cedure was still generally followed, for it was apt to
destroy the most imja,! ta ni c. .Ilaie'ral vessels. Among his
102 cases, suture was

1 1 i a >1 in 74 cases, in 38 of which
the more simple, latn.il au.i-a.iiai^is was effected. When,
however, a considerable i"ii liau of the artery had to be re-

moved, a transverse resection was inevitable, and ordinary
suture had to bo performed. It was more difficult to operate
on arterio-venous aneurysms ; in t\\c«.c cases also it was
necessary always to uudeili' ''

' ny dissection of
the vessels before attemptia nture. Venous
transplantation was alwa

, 'I'hc operations
ou aneurysms were mucli f, a, .burg's method
of inducing anaemia of the Jimb, «Luch never suffered

from this treatment. Sepsis was the only contraindication

to suture of the blood vessels ; even lateral auastomosia
should not bo attempted in an infected wound for fear of

secondary haemorrhage. Suture was superfluous for

aneurysm of minor arteries, which were best treated by
simple ligature. Among his 102 cases, ligature was i)er-

formed in 28 cases, in which small arteries had bceu
wounded. Eight of his patients had died, and 4 of theso
deaths had been iu connexion witli aneurysm of the
subclavian artery, of which there had been 9 cases.

OPERATIOXS IN THE PERSIAN GULF.
Dispatches.

The Ga-jcllc of India of June 26th publishes the official

reports of the operations in Mesopotamia up to March 31st
iu dispatches from Lieutenant-Geueral Sir A. A. Barrett,

KC.B., commanding Indian Expeditionary Force D, dated
December 29th and March 31st. The following medical
officers are specially mentioned in these dispatches. The
dispatch of December 29th contains the following :

Captain D. Arthur, I.M.S., was particularly conspicuous
in attending Captains Daunt and Otter when exposed to
heavy tire and tliroughout the action.

Sul>-Assistant Siivi;con Pundit, I.S.M.D. During the
attack OH .Mil/.; iraali on December 7th, 1914, Hiflcmau
Ghos JI( 1 lia iMiiaa! w as shot by an Arab wlio was liiding iu
one of lliu liut.^. Sub-Assistant Surgeon Pundit called on
a Seiioy of another I'cgiment to enter the hut and clear it.

The Sepoy seemed reluctant to do so, and the sub-
assistant surgeon took his rifle and bayonet, entered the
house, and closed with the Arab. The Sepoy followed,
and befr^veen them they killed him. He has also shown
exceptional bravery in attending woundetl under lire.

The field ambulances under Major E. Bennett, E.A.M.C,
worked with great devotion on the 7th, and were under
shell flre for a short time that night.

The dispatch of March 31st contains the following

:

Colonel P. Hehir, M.D. As 'oni,.,- i„^fi,>oi officer he has
done much to promote the geia 1

1
' '

i - la \ nf the force

by his unceasing care for tli Hare of tho
troops and followers and for 111. ,: ,,, tlje sick and
wouufleil. ITr y,r,;:;,--^sos great udiniiiisniiux e ability, and
is an <.' .' a .

'
. \ .il adile ofttcer.

,
-! IT and regimental officers are also

all a.imendation :

in 1\ 31. iI.M.S.i.

Th

Arthur, Captai
Earlier, Captain ('. H. (I..\f.S.i.

Collins, Major D.J. 1 1;..\ .M.C.).

Donegan, Lieiitcnant-Lolonel J. F. (R.A. M.C.J.
HortoD, Major .J. H., D.b.O. (I.M.S.i.

Irvine, Lieutenant-Colonel C B. ff.M.H.i.

McCreerv, Captain A. T. J. (R.A.M.C.;.
O'Keeffe; Major D. S. A. (I.M.S.).

The following officers are especially brought to notice,

for gal!auti\ in the field :

Captain 11. E. Pliortt, I.M.S. In the operations from
Muzaira'ali on the left bank of the Tigris, on January 30th,

this medical officer displayed great devotion aud courago
in attending wounded in the open in lace of rifle flre ab
comparatively close quarters.
Doctor Arthur Bennett, of the American Mission Hos-

pital, has helped us greatly by undertaking the treatment
of wounded Ttu-kish and Arab officers and men.

MILITARY HONOURS.
The supplement to the London Ga:;Mc of July 24th records

the award of a number of decorations to officers and men
serving in Flanders and in tho Dardanelles; four V.C'.s,

twelve D.S.O.s, and thirty-three Military Crosses. Two
medical officers are among the recipients of the last.

Lieutenant WiUiam Kelsey Fry, E.A.M.C. For con-

spicuous gallantry and devotion to duty at Festubert,

between ^lay 16th and 18th, 1915, while carrying out his

work under heavy tire. He was himself wotmded while
attending to others.

Lieutenant David James Sheires Stephen, M.D., E.A.M.C.
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in attending

to the wounded under hc-avy shell fire on several occasions,

notably on the night of April 23rd, and on 3Iay 8th, 1915.

He has usually performed his gallant work single-handed,

aud by his cheerfulness aud pluck has encouraged all

around him.
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CASUALTIES IX THE 3IEniCAL SEUVICKS.
Army.

Killed in Action.
Captain Michaei. Foster Keaney, of the Indian Jledical
Service, was killed in action at the Dai-danelles on Jnly
2nd. He was born on April IStli, 1878, educated at tlio

London Hospital, and took the M.K.C.S. and L.K.C.P.
Lond. in 1900, tlic M.B.Lond. in 1901, and the 3I.D. in

1914. In 1904 he gained the Carmichael prize for an essay
on The .Valieal Profession. After filling tho posts of
house-physician and of clinical assistant for medical out-
patients and iu the skin and aural departments at the
London Hospital, he entered the I.M.S. as lieutenant on
February 1st, 1905, becoming captain on February 1st,

1906. Previous to the \var he was serving in civil em-
ployment iu the Central Provinces, but was recalled to
military duty, and on October 16th, 1914, was posted
to the 5tli Gurkhas, with which regiment he was
serving when he was killed. He is deeply lamented by
many former students of the London Hospital, where he
was clinical assistant to several special departments aud
also house-physician. Dr. Arthur Keith, then a teacher at
the hospital, considered that he was an able anatomist of
high promise. Captain Keaney was 38 years of age, and
leaves a widow to lament his loss.

Major David Kobert Taylor, K..\.M.C.(T.F.), was killed

in action in the Dardanelles on July 14th. He was
educated at Edinburgh University aud at the Royal
College of Surgeons school in that city, taking the Scottish
triple qu.alitication in 1893. After qualifying, he settled
in practice at Ayton, in Berwickshire, where he was
medical ofiicer of the post office and visitiug physician to

the Millerton Hospital for Infectious Diseases since its

foundation. He was also a member of the British Medical
Association. He was for five j'ears an oificer in tlie

2nd Volunteer Eattaliou of the King's Own Scottish
Borderers, and on August 8th, 1906, became lieutenant
and medical officer iu the 4th (Territorial) Eattaliou of

the K.O.S.B., becomiug captain on April 1st, 1908, and
major on December 18th, 1914. Major Taylor was twice
married, and leaves a widow and five children.

Captain Andrew Wallace, of tlje 4th (Border) Battalion
of the King's Own .Scottisli Borderers, was killed in the
recent fighting in the Dardanelles on .July 12th. He was
the eldest son of Mr. .James Wallace, head master of

Prestonpaus school, and was educated in Edinburgh, at
George Heriol's school and at the University, where he
took the M.B. and CM. iu 1896. After acting as an assis-

tant in Leicestershire he served for some years as a
surgeon on the Glen line of steamers, aud was surgeon of

the Glen Avon when she was wrecked off Hong Koug. He
.settled in practice some fifteen years ago at Coldstream iu
Berwicksliiie. He took a combatant commission in the
4th K.O.S.B. about twelve j'ears ago, and attained the
i-ank of captain on April 11th, 1906.

WomtelecJ.

Captain A. .J. McC. Morrison, E.A.M.C. (tcmporaiy^
(Dardanelles).

Captain J. D. LiUigow, R.A.M.C. (temporary), (Darda-
nelles).

Lieutenant C. S. Black, M.B.Glas., 6th H.L.L (Darda-
nelles).

This is the second time that Captain Morrison has been
reported as wounded ; his name appeared in the casualty
list of June 29th, and again in that of July 22nd.

Deaths aiioxi; Roxs of Medical Mem.
Five cases of sons cf medical men killed in action have been

reported in the past week, to which are added three others of
an earlier date.

Bull, G. .1. O., Lieutenant 2nd Field Company, East Ijanca-
Bhire Ii.E.(T.F.), son of Colonel W. H. Bull, K.H.S., A.D.M.S.
(f.F.), of Stony Stratford, killed in the Dardaiielleson Jnlv 8th.
He was educated at Wellington, and at Magdalene College,
Cambridge, where lie took a degree in the first class. He got a
commission as lieutenant on June 10th, 1913, went to Egypt in
bcptember, 1914, and to the Dardanelles in May, 1915. "

Evatt, G. B. K., Captain Middlesex Regiment, who was
hilled in France on November 13th, 1914, was the sou of
Surgeon-General G. J. H. Evatt, C.B.
Henderson, .\ndrew Hubert Millin, 2nd TJcutenan t l/4th King's

Own Scottish Borderers, eldest son of Dr. Percy J. Henderson,
9, Church Street, Galashiels. He was killed in action at the

,

Dardanelles on July 12th, 1915. He completed the first year of

his medical career at the University of Edinburgh just before
tho war broke out. He was a lieviteuant in the Roval Scots
Cadet Corps, and rc<;ii.'ned this on s,'ettiii" his oniiniissi'.iii in the
4lh Kiii"V l)\v„ s:,..,M.^>, p,„-,|...... .,, ,i.,. ,.,

,
,

,
rin]

',

ictioii I

ii-eil

iiUi.l'JOl, modal

March 31st. 1897, andl.r.;,,)., mk:,,,,

served on the North-Wthl I- r. -m i, r ,i|

of the First Brigade in ili.^ Mn':ikau.l
1897-8, and took'pad i" !! l< iv,

,

,.

Chakdara, the n-"*-' in :ii l,-,,',i, .;
;,

the operations in I
i

clasps; also in ( i ,

actions of Pcit -,; im ! i :
,' ,,),,

the dispatches lu .!;c ;,..,:.. j :.,„i
with clasp.
Porter, Alw.vn, Ijieutenant Lancashire Fusiliers, son of Dr.

J. F. Porter, of Helmsley, Yorlishire, killed in the landing on
Gallipoli Ijcach in tlio DanLinelles, eiuiy in Mav, 1915. He got
his con V. ";i ,.-

.
. „: l,.n<.,: 1 July "18th, 1911, be-

coraiii.L; ii' ,'.
,

rii4.

Ross, I; . . I I
-' -, --. ,i 1 , Mi.-iiant 3rd (Reserve)

Battah,.., ,,, ;„, K ,.^_ , -, ,, k,,-,,, j.:,,ucaster Regiment,
son of Ujtl.U.t.- Dr. Iv.ioLf, Ji.jss, ui l.o, i, Ion, killed at Ziliebeke,
near Ypres, on February 20i;h. lie got his commission on
August 15th, 1914.
Sparrow, Eric Walter, Private 7th Battalion Rifle Brigade,

second son of Dr, \V. P.. Sparrow, of Burton-ou-Trent, killed
in action in Fn'ii. i . : J m .

:,i'-i li. aged 36.
Stewart, J. s., ~.

:
i

i
. :, ,,aiu 5th Battalion Argyll aud

Siitlierland Hit;^i i lir. W. Stewart, of Gourock,
killed in the l):;r.', . . il. -, .,,., I 20. He was a medical student,
and got his commission on ^oyember 6th, 1914.

NOTES.
The Health of the Fleet.

The Archbishop of York, in au article ou his ten days'
visit to the Grand Fleet contributed to the Times, speaks
of the cheerfulness of the mcu in spite of their mouotonous
life, and in spite of the str.iiii uf being always ready for
any emergency. '-Thanks," ho says, "to excellent iood,
fresh air, exercise, and tho absence of shore temi)tatious
the health of the fleet is admirable. AVhen I was with tho
largest section, the rate of sickness (including accidentsi
was just under 1 per cent. The men at work on board
ship are a vision of smartness and alacrity. They arc all

splendidly 'tit ' in body and spirit."

Gekmax Red Cross.
In a recent issue of the American Red Cross moiiihly

magazine. Dr. Kimmle, Secretary of the German Rett
Cross, gives an account of the work of that organization
during the present war. From an abstract which appears
in the Boston Medical and Sitrgicd -lounial of July 15th,
we learn that it was mobilized at the same time as the
army, and has now some 5,000 unvscs iu the field. The
nurses are divided into three .!,,--.,-. ',, :',-^i being the
Red Cross sisters, who for y '^ ' - i iud oii the
profession of nursing. The" -

' i <onsists of
volunteer auxiliary sisters, v.li'i 'ii' !' i;,o . m.; half year's
training, pass an exaniination, and are cilled out from
time to time for further instruction and practical service
in military hospitals. The third class comprises the
volunteer helpers of the Red Cross. They are employed
only in the home military hospitals under the super-
vision of experienced nurses. More than 60 per cent,
of the Red Cross nurses— about 5,500 in all — are
HOW in the field, war, aud base hospitals. The remainder
are at home, nursing not only sick and wounded soldiers,
but also men, women, and children of the civil population.
Besides the female personnel, thru' is a, ma I,- staff of
stretcher bearers aud sick atteixlMi, . I

li. i > < -ined
in the First Aid Detachment ni

.
" • i;od

Cross Association of Voluutai-, \ > ,j - d ~, i i iho
Samaritan Societies of the Red Cross. At ihe ii.\uinnint;

of the war these organizations numbered from 70,000 to
80,000 men, aud this number has since been materially
increased. They are, says Dr. Kimmle, uniformed and
equipped according to regulations, and form an army of
" Caritas." About 20,0C0 men have been sent to the front

or base, where they do service in array hospitals and iu

the dep6ts, while a still larger number do service iu army
hospitals and Red Cross trains aud the home military

hospitals. They have army. Red Cross, and auxiliary

hospital trains and ambulances, these last being completo
ambulatory field hospitals, with all the comforts afforded
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by a stationary field liospiial. The War Department lioa-

j/ital trains, classified by numbers, and tlie Ked Cross

trains, classijiod by letters of the alphabet, are about the

same. They sonsist of fourth-class vestibule cars that

allow the physicians and nursing corps to get quickly and
easily from one end of t)ie moving train to the other. The
wounded lie on stretchers, on which, in the Ked Cross

trains, are mattresses, and are protected from cold by
blankets enclosed in vrashable linen cases. The central

committee of the Eed Cross had completed ton such
hospital trains shortly after mobilization, and there are

now several dozen in the entire organization of the

Eed Crosa.

Tnr r'\N\ni\\' Hospital at Le Touquet.
.T. P r. viitpsttnt hplnf Ri itetul memories of the good work

of theCaniilnu H.i^iuiil i\n 2 Htatioiiarj ). Le Touquet, Noith
Fiante. 'hi i t lie sa\<!, " tlie battahou v.aa

encamped] I i4foi theluint? luie The-neatlier
was about 11 1 I l>e imagined, and I, as medical
ofticti "f U oeiul batches of men to hospital

e\i 1
I I n^ as 40 a day on the fcicK list,

Ru tonsillitis, influenza eozema,
bi -es of soie feet At length my
o lams m bark and ln-nh=. irln-ed

?sh,:

. » ill, v\ith a bla/mg coal tire m one i uncr,
I II ill'- 111 lestoung the chilled ciiculitu.ii.

1-, lound t I be 1113 , and I lelt so shak\ I did
1 \ I M I li but had a hot footbath

I
t^ aspuin (lOgiauibi and—
1 h fiost bitten, piincipally

I I n-.scr defiiee, the condition
itt,, t iu-,1. I ij\ btdudmg for horns or dars m
medical oiUceis, nmses and attendants are

M^ t. iiipci itia.

not ciie to \ II

instead, hot di m'
lest. I sa\\ ^Li 11

HI the feet and i

Known as ' watei
liquid mud. llii

all Canadian ; Colonel Sliillington, the able and iropul.ii chief

of staff, IS weU seconded bj Captain Young, and kindness
and efticiency seems to be their motto. The lequ.iemeutb of

religion are not forgotten, there being Church of England
and Catholic chaplains on the staff. When I essayed a walk
al)road I discovered that this immense building, which before
the war was the Golf Hotel, was only ten minutes' walk
from the sea, right in front through the golf links ; on the
right sand-dunes principally ; left and at the rear a dense
forest of primaeval pines ; it is an ideal situation, a lovely
land, beautiful even in winter."

Medical Officers "Wanted.

S!3ni West RiiVnici Field Amhidance.
Five medical officers are required to complete the establish-

ment of this unit at the war station. Apj^lications to the
Officer Commanding, Race Course, Beverley.

iulanit.

Belfast Medical School axd a Hospital in Feance.
De. Thomas Houston, in charge of the vaccine therapy
department in the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast;

Dr. J. E. Macllwaine, assistant physician ; and Mr. P. T.
Crymble, F.R.C.S.Eng., surgical registrar to the same in-

stitution ; and Dr. McCloy, assistant tuberculosis officer

under the Belfast Corporation, have left to take charge,
with other doctors, of the St. John Ambulance Brigade
Hospital at Etaples, a few miles south-west of Boulogne.
The former three will rank as captains and Dr. McCloy as
lieutenant. Blr. Crymblc's brother, Mr. C. R. Crymble,
D.Sc, also a distinguished scholar and graduate of Queen's
University, Belfast, was killed in the earlier phases of the
war while serving as lieutenant in the 3rd Battalion Royal
Irish Fusiliers. The hospital contains 520 beds; the
bacteriological laboratory is under the direction of Dr.
Houston ; Dr. Macllwaine is taking an electrocardiograph
with him ; Mr. Carson, of Messrs. Lizars, who helped to

put up one in the Royal Hospital, has gone with Dr.
Macllwaine to aid in its installation in France.

War Work for Women Students in the Queen's
University, Belfast.

At a special meeting of the Senate of the Queen's
University of Belfast on July 20tli a committee was
appointed, on the motion of Dr. Calwell, seconded by
Dr. Leslie, to consider whether and in what way provision

should be made for the training of women students in

ambulance work, sick nursing, and other similar subjects.

By a previous resolution of the Senate the men students
are all required to attend a course of physical and military
training, and these subjects are to be added to the various
faculties that are already in existence. The time to be
devoted will not in either case unduly interfere with
their ordinary studies.

Proposed Amalgamation op North and South
Dublin Unions.

Last week a deputation organized by the Dublin Citizena*
Association was received by Sir Henry Robinson and the
members of the Local Government Board for Ireland.
The deputation, which represented practically all the
industrial, mercantile, and trading interests in Dublin,
stated that all were handicapped by the weight of general
taxes and the appalling local rates. To get some relief

from the latter was the object of this appeal to the Local
Government Board to use its powers in giving practical

effect to the proposed amalgamation of the Dublin unions.
Tbe administrative fusion of the Dublin unions was a
definite matter of practical local reform, which, it was
confidently believed, would, without any hiudiancc to a
general reform hereafter, secure bctti-r tnatmoiit for the
destitute and infirm, and at once lighlru the Dublin rate-

payers' burden. He was glad the Local (lovcrnnient
Board had the power to amalgamate tlie unions without
the consent of the guardians concerned, though, of course
if the guardians could be brought to see their real duty in

the matter, it would be more satisfactory.

The memorial stated that shortly before the operation of

the Old Ago Pensions Act the cost of the North and South
Dublin unions for the entire areas of both institutions

was £164,054, whereas the total demands for the cun-ent
financial year (1915-16) were £167,595, and this notwith-
standing (1) a recent statement at a meeting of the North
Dublin Union Board that the number of inmates then in
the union was the lowest for thirty years

; (2) the fact

that old age pensions had benefited the poor of Dublin to

the extent of £131,000; and (3) that the National Health
Insurance Act in sickness, disablement, maternity, and
sanatorium benefits had returned to Dublin as a whole
practically £65,000 a year for the last two years, and that
of the latter cimount it was computed that a third, or,

say, £20,000 a year, had gone to persons who would other-
wise be chargeable on the poor rates. These facts and
considerations had convinced the association tbe deputa-
tion represented that the practical reform needed in

order to obtain adequate local advantage from the legis-

lative benefits set out was to amalgamate the North and
South Dublin unions. Unity of government and manage-
ment and an efficient classification of inmates would
effect a large reduction in the cost of administration, even
after due provision had been made for compensation to

disemployed officials. The merging of the two unions
would also facilitate such treatment of pauper children

as would allow of their being removed at the proper time
from an environment calculated to mar their status as
citizeus to surroundings in which they could be fitted

mentally, physically, and morally to face the battle of

life successfully and avoid a dependent existence. It was
mentioned that in Belfast, which has a, larger popula-
tion than Dublin, but only one union, the poor rate

had fallen from Is. 2d. to lid. in the £ since the
coming into operation of the Old Age Pensions and
Insurance Acts.

Sir Henry Robinson (Chairman of the Local Government
Board), in reply, admitted that his Board had full power
without special legislation to amalgamate unions, and that,

as a matter of fact, several such amalgamations had been
carried out in Ireland. At the same time, it would facili-

tate the Board's action if both the Dublin unions were
consenting parties to the proposal. He asked the deputa-
tion to help the Board by indicating in detail the plan out-

lined in the memorial. He rather favoured the idea of one
large establishment for Dublin. The Viceregal Commis-
sion of 1906 had suggested one union for Dublin city as it

now exists, but he believed that a grouping of the unions

of Dunshaughlin, Celbridge, and Balrothery, thus broaden-
ing the contributory area, would be preferable. He assured

the deputation that the Board would give very careful

attention to the matter.
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The Belfast Tcberculosis Scheme.
We Lrto received the following letter

:

Tuberculosis Institute,

91, Kiug Street, Belfast,
26th July, 1915.

Sir,—I should be much obliged if you -would give lue a
few lines of your valuable space to correct some errors

into which your Irish correspondent has fallen in your
issue of 24th July in his news of the public health of

Belfast.
Dealing with the tuberculosis scheme, he says it " does

not appear to prosper." That, of course, may be a matter
either of opiuiou or of fact. On the 2na June the scheme
had been in operation for a little over a year, and during
that time upwards of 2,000 new patients had been ex-

amined, whilst upwards of 7,000 visits of old patients had
been paid to the institutes. During the same period the
nurses connected witli the institutes paid upwards of

13,000 visits to the homes of patients. In addition to the
above, 232 patients have been examined in the union
intirmary since the Isi October, 1914. Taking all this into

consideration, with the attendant work involved in keeping
records and in carrying out the administrative work of a
new department, I think your correspondent's criticism is

hardly justified.

Again, he states '• £10,000 a year has, for the time, been
lost, apparently owing to failure to come to an agreement
with the Insurance Committee." Does he realize that the
worii which it would have been necessary to do for this

amount %vould, in all probability, have cost a great deal
more than £10,000 a year ? If he had regretted the loss to

the patients through want of centralization I should have
rcadUy agreed with him.
He goes on to say that '^onio ' £13,000 a year was to

have been obtained I'l'om tli'' i ;. i\
, j-iim, m fn, ili, .nl;! i

.;.-

mem of the 'Whiteablii .
-:

; . il :i ;

been held uj), and now it n, .
'

- i i i r i ii

no Government will expodil ilr
:

:., •;
' ii ;i -imm.

'

Apart from the slight mistalie tli;:' '
<

:
i \ /^ f<n- tlic

enlargement of Whitcabbey Saiii' • i. i'
i

•. interest

him to know that—so far from tl i -iil; "held
up," or the Government failing tu <

i

i ii. i Ik -iviug of

such a sum "—the Government aio ns |/M'|j:iif d as ever to

grant the money for building opeiatious in connexion witli

the tuberculosis scheme, and tlie corporation will shortly
avail themselves of the opportunity of spending it.

He then says: "A Large number of medical appoint-
ments have been made representing payments of over
£2,000 a year." I am not sure whether ho intends the
emphasis'to fall on the number of the appointments or on
the size of the aggregate salaries, but considering that the
appointments number seven, and the average salary
therefore something like £300 a year, I think that in the
present state of medical employment he will hardly say
that the staff are overpaid ; and considering that the dis-

pensary staff numbers thi-ee—working in a population of

400,000—he can scarcely say that the staff is too large.

Finally, he makes the comment that " the council
cannot get rid of their obligation to the guardians' officers.

Dr. Hall and Dr. Rankin." So far as I know, the
council have never sought to rid themselves of any obliga-
tion under the agreement with the guardians by which
they have undertaken, " as far as practicable and con-
venient to themselves, to take over the services of all

officers, attendants, nurses, and servants employed in the
.\bbey Sanatorium." Nor is he correct in saying that
Dr. Hall's relations with Dr. Gilliland have not been set
forth, since they have both mutually agreed as to their
respective duties.
Should your correspondent at any time visit this corner

of the kingdom, or should he desire any information
regarding the scheme for the prevention and treatment of

tuberculosis In Belfast, I shall at all times be at his
service.—I am, yours faithfully,

Andrew Trimble,
Chief Tuberculosis Officer.

in the home. He has taken the census standard of over-
crowding—namely, more than two persons to one room, and
had applied this to tl;e liouses (299 iu number) from which
the applicants for sanatorium benefit had come (there were
309 in all, but 10 cases from common lodging houses wero
excluded). By far the majority of these were of the two-
roomed typo, and whilst 157 of them had through ventila-
tion, 142 had not. The result, as regarded overcrowding,
given in tabular form, is as follows :

Accommodation.
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vote o£ £33,620 foi- resiilential and dispensary tieatment

of tuberculosis there should be a reduction of i'7,000.

This was agreed to by the Council, as -was also a recom-

mendation from the Asylums and Mental Deficiency Com-
mittee to the effect that the maintenance vote of £86,320

should be reduced by £12,032, the purpose in respect of

which the reduction is to be made being that of asylum
buildings for pauper lunatics.

The Need for Women Doctors.
At the annual prize distribution of the Manchester High

School for Girls on July 22nd, at which Professor Tout
presided, an address was given by Mrs. Scharlieb, M.D.,

M.S.London, on the field that exists for women doctors.

Miss Burstall, the head mistress, in her report described

the many ways in which the girls had been working in

connexion with the war. Four of the staff were absent
on leave for special war work, and many of the girls had
entered banks and public offices to fill the places of men
on military service. Three of the sixth form science girls

were working in luboratories on Government work, and
many of the old pupils were serving as nurses and helpers

in military hospitals. In introducing Mrs. Scharlieb, the

Chairman said that one result of the war had been a wider
recognition of the work done by women in the profession

of medicine. Mrs. Scharlieb said that it was pleasing to

find that many of the prejudices and difficulties that liad

stood in the way of schoolgirls in taking up their life

work, especially if it happened to be the profession of

medicine, were now melting away, and that the women
medical students were now cordially welcomed and kindly

judged. For some time past there had been great

need for women doctors in India, and she strongly

commended the scheme of the late Lady Hardiuge for

sending out more medical women, and even for training

some in India. She was confident, too, that there

was a great field opening out in this country for more
medical women. They were wanted everywhere, and she
could not hear of a single unemployed woman doctor. She
urged girls to choose the medical profession for their hfe

•work. Even from a selfish monetary point of vicvi- it was
a good choice. Within a few years of qualiticatiou a young
woman doctor could earn four or five hundred a year, and
by the time she was a woman of any standing she could
earn a thousand a year. Many of them were earning even
more than that. Those of them who had a more scientific

turn of mind, and despised this world's profits, would find

that plenty of research work was languishing for v,aut of

workers, while those who were humanitarians would find

in the work of the woman doctor unlimited scope for their

sympathies. At the close of her address, Mrs. Scharlieb
distributed the certificates and prizes to the successful

pupils.

iniiia.

The St. John Ambulance Association.
At the half-yearly meeting of the Indian Council of St.

John Ambulance Association at Simla, the Commander-
in-Chief presided, and Surgeon- General Sir Pardey
Lukis, in presenting a report on Red Cross work,
said that the Begum of Bhopal had generously sub-
scribed Rs. 14,000 towards motor boats for the Persian
Gulf in response to an ur;^eut appeal from the A.D.M.S.
He also alluded to the Indian Council's fleet of motor
ambulances, three of which had been supplied from
Assam, thanks to the eff'orts of Lady Earle. Sir Arthur
Ker presented the accoimts of the St. John Ambulance
Red Cross War Fund, which gave details of the financial
position. The Indian Council had Rs. 35,000 at fixed
deposit, as a reserve, and a substantial working balance

;

when it was remembered that about five years ago the
total assets of the Indian branch were only Rs. 300, this
progress could be described as absolutely amazing. On
the motion of the Commander-in-Chief, Sir George
Eoos Keppel, Raja Bahadur Singh of Raghogarh, Sir
Sassoon David, Lieutenant-Colonel Jennings, I.M.S., and
Rai Bahadur Karam Chand were elected honorary coun-
cillors. The Commander-in-Chief presented a preliminary
statement with reference to the offer of the St. John
Ambulance War Hospital in connexion with the a-rav
institution at Dehra Dun, showing that the hospital will

be organized, maintained, and equipped by the Indian
Council. It has been offered to the Government of India for

the reception and treatment of special cases of v.-ounded
officers and soldiers from overseas. The Council has
been fortunate in securing Major Walter, I. M.S., an
expert in medical electricity, as commandant of the hos-
pital. The hospital will provide 2 beds for British officers,

2 for Indian officers, and 20 for rank and file. The esti-

mated cost per bed is Rs. 2,000 per annum. The estimated
total cost per annum is half a lakh. At the hospital the
following apparatus will be available : (a) Rapid exposure
and single-flash radiographic apparatus, (h) special methods
of localization of foreign bodies, (c) full-length electric

baths and Sclmee's four-celled bath for the administration
of galvanic, faradic, sinusoidal, and rhytlmiically interrupted
currents, {d) Bergonie's treatment ; ionization for the treat-

ment of sinuses, stiff joints, etc., (e) vibratory massage,

(/) treatment by radiant heat and light, {g) high frequency
and diathermic treatment.

Bengal Ambulance Corps.
The members of the Bengal Ambulance Corps, who have

been in training during a short time only, have made them-
selves highly efficient, and are to leave Calcutta very
shortly. The commandant is Colonel Nott, I.M.S., and
the corps, it is believed, will be employed on field service
connected with a hospital on the lines of communication
in Mesopotamia. The amount originally promised for the
scheme of one hospital flat is being satisfactorily realized,

and the honorary secretary of the movement, Dr. S. P.

Sarbadikhary, frequently receives offers of additional

donations if they are found necessary.

CorrBsponlienw.

STUDENT DRESSERS IN TOLCNTARY
HOSPITALS.

Sir,—I am directed to forward to you the enclosed
copies of correspondence, with a request that you will be
pleased to publish them in your columns. The first letter

is one addressed to the three examining boards in London;
the replies to that letter follow.

The request made by the West London Hospital appears
to be reasonable and of urgent necessity in these days of

war emergency. One examining board recognizes this

emergency and grants the request. Ihc other two refuse

it, and, perhaps wisely, state no reason for their refusal.

Emergency has cut much red tape of late ; even trado
union rules have gone. But our examining boards stUl
'• bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay

them on men's shoulders, but they themselves wUl not
move them with one of theu- fingers."—I am, etc.,

N. Bishop Harman,
The Post-Graduate College, Vice-Dean.

West London Hospital. Hammersmith,
July 20th.

Dear Sir,—Owing to the necessity for releasing medical men
of military age, there is increasing difficulty in obtaining the
necessary skilled assistance for the satis-factory working of
general hospitals. The difficulty has been acutely felt at the
West Loudon Hospital. At the present time we are able in

some degree to meet it by obtaining the assistance of senior
students who are as yet unqualified, who work under the direc-

tion of the resident medical officers as dressers for surgical

cases. These men are paid for the work, and found in board
and lodging. To make this work really suitable for them with-
out delaying the date at which they would ordinarily be able to

proceed "to their final examinations, I am authorized to rdake
application to vou for the official recognition of this hospital as-

a place of clini'cal study for men who have passed their inter-

mediate examination. 'The hospital is at present recognized as

a place of study for post-gradutes and for men reading for

higher professional qualifications. There is ample clinical

material of all kinds, and full facility for personal teaching by
the staff, both resident and visiting'. We have at the moment
two men acting as dressers in the siu-gical wards, and I shall be
glad if vour council will be pleased to grant the request made
in this 'letter, that you will make it retrospective, so as to apply
to these two men. The application for this recognition is for

the duration of the war only.—I am, yours faithfully,

N. Bishop Harman,

Society of Apothecaries of London,
Blackfriars, London, E.G., 24th June, 1915.

Sir,-1 am requested to inform you that the Court of

Examiners are willing to recognize work done at the West
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I.oiiilon Hospital for clinical teaching during the war " for

stutlents who have passed their exumiuatiou iu anatomy aiul

WonliKvon be good enough to send me the names of tlie two
students who are acting as dressers?—Yours faithfully,

FiiANK Haydon-,
N. Bishop Harman, Esq., M.B., F.U.C.S., Secretary.

^\ est London Hospital, W.

Examination Hall,
8-11, Queen Square, Bloomsburv, London, W.C,

24th June, 1915".

Sir,—I have snbmitted your letter of the 19th inst. to the
Committee of Management of this Board, and I am desired to

inform \ou that they do not see their way to comply with your
request."—I ara, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

F. G. Hallett,
N. Bishop Harman, Esq., F.R.C.S. Secretary.

University of London,
South Kensington, London, S.'W.,

15th .Inly, 1915.

Dear Sir,—I regi-et to inform von that, niter consideration of

your letter of June 19th last ni;ikiim apiiliration for the tempo-
rary recognition of tiie West l^i.tihii lio,|.it;il for clinical study
for "the purposes of the M.B.. U.S. i:\aiiiiiKition, and of reports
thereon from the relevant committees of the Senate, it v.as
resolved by the Senate, at their meeting on 14th July, 1915,

that the application be not acceded to.—I am, dear Sir, yours
faithfully, P. J. Hartog,

Academic Eegistrr.r.

The Vice-Dean, Post-Graduate College,
^Yest London Hospital, Hammersmith, W.

ARE C.iSES OF CONGENITAL SYPHILIS
BECOMING RARER?

Sir,—The annotation in the Jocrn.il of July 17th on
the exceedingly interesting report to the Local Govern-
ment Board by Dr. Paul Fildes from the bacteriological

laboratory of the London Hospital is worthy of wide
attention. This report seems to give striking corroboration

to the impression that many experienced clinicians have
of the lessened frequency of congenital syphilis in London,
as evidenced by observation in the wards and out-patient

departments of hospitals set apart for children and babies.

I had occasion some time ago to inquire whether any
notable diminution of this disease had been observed by
my colleagues on the staff of the East London Hospital for

Children where, during the twenty-four years from 1874 to

1898, .such ca.ses of unquestionable character may have
been said almost to swarm both in the wards and among
the out-patients. There was no limit of age for treatment
or admission, and there were often many cases among the
newborn iu both departments. I was, last year, informed
by Dr. Gossage, in answer to my inquiry, that the number
of cases of congenital syphilis had diminished vei-y remark-
ably ; and that it was by no means easy to find marked
cases for the purpose of illustration. Similar replies were
given me by other observers elsewhere.

Dr. Paul Fildes suggests, as a general conclusion from
liis extensive observations, that the ravages caused by
this disease among infants are sometimes exaggerated.

It is surely to be hoped, as you. Sir, have remarked,
that further investigations on the lines of Dr. Fildes's

work, and further clinical inquiries, may throw more light

on the question of whether the frequency of congenital
syphilis is actually diminishing.
For the purpose of duly comparing the present fre-

quency with the past—for instance, with the period of

twenty-four years that I have just mentioned—it must be
remembered that neither the Wassermaun test nor the
specific spirochaete was known at the earlier time ; and
that the observed diminution of frequency to which I refer

concerns especially such cases as are easily detectihle
without any test. It seems that the solution of this

question will not be materially affected by any change or
modification of treatment that may possibly have pre-
vailed during the last seventeen years.—I am, etc.,

London. W.. July 24th. H. Beyan Donki.N.

TARTAR EMETIC IN KALA-AZAR.
Sir,—The translation of the article of Dr. «. Di Cristana

and G. Caronia in the May 15th number of the Journal of
Tropical Medicine, reporting the successful treatment of
the Mediterranean form of kala-azar by means of tartar

emetic intravenously, has just reached India. I therefore
write to place on record the fact that I had previously
commenced precisely similar treatment of the India form
of kala-azar with most promising results. As a matter of
fact, I had arranged to try tliis plan of treatment as far
back as October last (1914), quite independently of any
other worker, and even before 1 was awiiie of the success
of Gaspar Vianna iu the case of cutaiK.m, 1, i-liniauiasis
iu Brazil, basing my hopes that it w. :

1 .
, u^sibly

prove to be a cure for kala-azar on tli. -
i - a .1 m niioiiy

treatment in some cases of the clns. :y a!la a sleeping
sickness. Unfortunately at that time I was unable to
obtain any .suitable opportunity of trying it, and for over
six months I actually carried about sterile solutions of
tartar emetic put up in glass capsules ready for intra-
venous injection before I was able to use it.

I have, however, already treated ten cases, verified by
spleen puncture, and have noted in several of them very
marked and rapid decline of the temperature, together
with some gain in weight, diminution iu the size of tho
spleen, increase in tho number of the leucocytes, and
decrease iu the number of the parasites found on spieeu
puncture—all most promising signs, although it is still too
early to speak of any cure having been effected.

I may therefore claim to have originated the intravenous
use of tartar emetic in kala-azar quite independently of
any other worker, and to have obtained a considerable
degree of success with it before any others' results camo
to my knowledge.—I am, etc.,

Lkonaed Rogers,
Calcutta, June 28tli. Lieutenant-Colouel, I.M.S

THE SULPHUR MINES OF SICILY AND THE
PHARMACOLOGY OF SULPHUR.

Sir,—I was much interested in your reviewer's excelleuo
notice of Dr. Alfonso Giordano's work on the physio-patho-
logy and hygiene of (sulphur) miners in Sicily, particularly
as your reviewer has himself visited the mines in Sicily.

I had heard a good deal about the mines from an aged
military patient who visited them in the old brigandage
days, and for a considerable time I have wished further
information with respect to what has been alleged about
the multifarious properties of sulphur in therapeutics and
which might be cleared up by studying the case of the
sulphur miners.
Recently the discussion as to the effects of sulphur in

rheumatism, etc., has cropped up again, and Sir Lauder
Bruuton ' cited the case of a lady patient with rheumatism
who achieved a " cure " by wearing sulphur in her stockings
in bed.

Your reviewer might kindly say if Sicilian sulphur
miners suffer from "rheumatism" iu any or all of its
forms.

It will be noticed that he states that the mine water
frequently contains SH.,—Harrogate and Strathpeffer on a
large scale—and that the air inhaled contains discrete
sulphur particles, while, further, there must be abundance
of SO2 from oxidation. Another noticeable point is the
presence of malaria, tubercle, and ankylostomiasis, iu spite
of the powerful parasiticide in the shape of the sulphur
fumes and solution of sulphides present in the mines.
Such a method of studying therapeutics on the big scale

may be fallacious from the possibility of a given disease
being developed from or in spite of more than one cause or
condition present, but may at times be useful. Thus, a
number of years ago. Dr. Murrell of the Westminster
Hospital, if I am not mistaken, pointed out that the
creosote workers at Silvertowu were wonderfully free
or immune in respect of bronchial affections; while
a couple of years ago, when lime water for rheumatoid
arthritis was under discussion, 1 asked if it were jjossible
for persons habitually using hard water to contract the
malady, or whether, if so contracted under that or other
conditions, they would not be cured if lime were a " cure "

I

Last year I saw a case of an elderly lady wheeled iu a
chair from effects of rheumatoid arthritis, living in a low
damp neighbourhood, but where the water was extremely
" hard." I merely cite this to show that one must take a
number of factors into account in such questions. Still

I think your reviewer and Dr. Giordauo may be able to

l-6tll, 1915. I). 208.
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enlighten us on the mucli discussed question of rheumatism
and sulphur on the vast scale.— I am, etc.,

James Cameron, M.D.Lond.andEdin., etc.

Ediubiirgb, July loth.

-
.

." Wo liave referred this letter to our reviewer, who
writes : During my stay in Sicily I did not observe any
case of rheumatism among the sulphur miners. Giordano
gives in his monograph a long list of diseases from which
miners died ; rheumatism, in any of its forms, is not men-
tioned. It is an interesting fact that notwithstanding
the bactericidal and other properties of sulphur, ankylo-

stomiasis a few years ago was extremely prevalent among
the sulphur miners of Sicily. Although rheumatism is

seldom met with, such phj'sical defects as stunted growth
and spinal curvatures are common owing to the boys
carrying heavy loads of ore on one shoulder. I wrote to

the Italian lady who translated Dr. Giordano's book for

me. She is a sulphur mine owner, and her reply, which
is as follows, confiniis my opinion.

No, it lias never come to my notice that sulplim- miners,
whether men or boys, suffer from rheumatism ; you never hear
about it nor see any one suffering from it. And yet, they often
work with their feet in damp soil.

HEMERALOPIA OR NYCTALOPIA?
Sir,—In the annotation in the Journal of July 10th

headed " Hemeralopia amongst soldiers " I notice that the

term is employ*^;'.' as a synonym for "night-blindness," which
I venture to tliink is inaccurate. Hemeralopia is, of course,

a coined word invented in contrast to nyctalopia, which, it

the accepted derivation be correct, namely, Ni'KTos-dXawTror

{aXaiii, blind; oixlr, the eye) can only mean "night-

blindness," and therefore hemeralopia ('H^EpHr-dXnwTros)

must signify " day-blindness." Yet by some confusion of

ideas hemeralopia has come to be used in the sense of

"day-vision" instead of "day-blindness," and the " night-

blind " is called " hemeralope " because he can only see by
day, which, were he really " hemeralopic " he could not
possibly do. Apparently the force of the root " a:\a6s

"

which occurs in each word, is no longer observed. Such
confusion has become so prevalent that certain distinguished

ophtli il l.iii-S have suggested that both " nj-ctalopia

"

and in:: I i;i
" should be left out of the Noniniclature

of !
• Ifi to avoid ambiguity. Although I am

liot ;>. |,i'
. I 1 , ;igreetothis proposal, at least so far as

" nyctalopia " is concerned, it must be admitted that there

is ample excuse for an ambiguity which dates from the
days of Hippoci-ates and Galen. It was partly Galen's

fault, and partly that of a careless transcriber of Hippo-
crates.

Hippocrates originally defined NuKraXmi/r as o t^s vvktos

oi)( bfiiav, but the copyist left out the " ovx" Now, Galen
must have been acquainted with the correct version, for in

Lis " Glossary " of Hippocratic terms he defines XiKTdXmires

as 01 T-iJr vvKTos dXooi. Nevertheless, in his own works,
Galen describes two precisely opposite conditions under the
beading " "Sv ktoKui-^ ."

In Book XIV, p. 776 (Kiihn), he says :
" They call them

nyctalopes when they see dimly by day, more clearly when
the sun goes down, and still better by night. Or, con-
versely, when they see little by day, but not at all in the
evening or by night." Obviously he is describing licmera-
lopes in the first and nyctalopes in his second definition.

In Book XIV, p. 435, he says :
" NuktoXwi^ is a complaint

or condition of the eyes, the cause of which is not plain.

It happens to those so constituted, that they cannot see
by day, but can do so by night." Here again, he describes
hemeralopes as nyctalojies, and practically contradicts the
Hippocratic definition of NvKT-aXmirfr, which he himself
gives in the Glossary. One can only conclude that owing
to the discrepancj- in the ilSS. he was divided in mind as
to what Hippocrates really meant by Ni'KT-dXwTTfr. As a
Greek, he must have known that it could not possibly
imply " night-vision," yet out of respect for Hippocrates
'almost the only authority for whom he had any respect),

he endorsed the spurious version (d ttjs vvktos opaiv) until

he carne upon the genuine text.

Aristotle gave rise to further complication in the ques-
tion. In his De AninniUam Genera tiovr. Lib. V, p. 1137B,
he does not use the term SvktoKoji^ at all, but NvKToXwTrTjl
(pi. NvKTaXcljTTfKfr). This literally means "night-fox," but
is rendered Lusciiiosus by the translator of the 1629

edition. Luscitiosus, according to Lewis and Short (Latin
Dictionary, 1886), is " one that cannot see in the dusk, or
by lamplight," and according to Isidorus Hispalensis,
" Qui fcsperi nihil videl" (Elymologinc, Book X, p. 52).

Hence it appears that NuxrdXwi//' and NuKTaXmn-i)^ wcro
regarded as synonymous, each meaning "night-blindness."
Yet .-Aristotle does not define 'SvKToKoinr)^.

He only says that it occurs in " black-eyed persons, and
is caused by excess of moisture, and therefore chiefly

affects the young." Now it is difficult to see how words
of such different derivation as NucTdXmx/^ and 'SvKToKuntT)^

could be regarded as synonyms. May it be that Aristotle

gave the name of " night-fox " to those who, like foxes and
other beasts of prey, see best at night ? If so, it is possible
that Galen's ambiguity was partly due to his including the
"night-sighted" of Aristotle (NuxraXiiTn)^) with the "niglit-

blind " (Nv'KrdXw\/r). The confusion thus created still

exists, but the preponderance of opinion amongst early
writers such as Palladius and Aetius is in favour of the
view that nyctalopia means " night-blindness," which is

totally different from hemeralopia or " day-blindness."
Indeed, there does not seem to be any necessity for re-

taining the term " hemeralopia." Such a condition as
" day blindness "does not exist, as far as I know, except
in cases of photophobia induced by some kind of inflam-
matoi-y affection, and these were probably the cases which
Galen described as "seeing more clearly after the snn
goes down," and Aristotle as KvKToKwneKes or "night-
fo.xes." If it is necessary to provide a word which implies
vision by day but blindness by night, it should bo
" hemeropia," but certainly not " hemeralopia."—I am,
etc.,

Leonard Gctheie,
Honorary Secretary. Nomenclature of Disensss

London. July llth. Committee, R.C.P.

THE SUPPLY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Temporary Bank in the B.A.M.C.

Sir,—I desire to enter an earnest protest against the
letters appearing under this heading in your issue of

July 17th. Whilst multitudes of men over 40 would
gladly give up great prospects to serve in any humble
way in the forces of the Crown, but find the door closed to
them in ordinary cases, we of the medical profession have
the inestimable privilege of serving our country under
what I consider to be generous conditions. Let us consider
separately the two questions of pay and rank.
As regards pay, we receive an allowance which is much

higher than that which, under normal circumstances,
would be granted to a lieutenant; and, though it will

mean financial loss to some, yet that is not worthy to be
compared with the loss of professional men in other
callings, whose only avenue to service for their country
may be through the ranks, or by becoming a second
lieutenant at a comparatively small salary.

But the main question before us is that of rank. I con-

sider it a high honour to sign myself " Lieutenant,
R.A.M.C.,' and, although I am 50 years of age and have
only had three months' service, I have not found that my
rank has hindered me from using any powers which
I possess in the best way. I am on the staff' of one of the
home hospitals, which, with two exceptions, is worked by
lieutenants, each of whom has a lai-ge measure of respon-
sibility, and, so far as 1 have seen, we have better pro-

fessional work than those of higher rank who are largely

concerned with administration.
The idoa that age should be the test for advance in rank

in sjiite of want of experience is most unreasonable. It

would hold in no walk of life. The man who wishes to

attach himself to any new undertaking when over 40 will

inevitably find that he must play second fiddle to juniors.

It is so even in our own profession.

Your correspondents write as if to serve in the army as
a medical officer was quite on all-fours with general or

any other kind of civilian practice. Obviously it is not,

and if there is any cause for complaint it would with
much more justice come from the regular officers of the
R.A.M.C. or of the Territorial Force, who have seen us
new recruits admitted to the service on a specially

favoured footing.

I hope we may soon see an end of these grumbles. I do
not think they are worthy of our great profession, which
is certainly not wanting in patriotism. No one is bound
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to serve his country in this special way if the conclitions

seem too difficult, but if wo do so, let us do it cheerfully.

—

1 am, etc.,

,Tuiy 2211J. A Tkmporauy Lieutenant of F

r.S.—Although this letter is only posted to-day, aud I

have since read the letters iu your issue of July 24tli, I do
not see reason to modify my comments. I will only add
that i see in the orders published yesterday that tem-

porary lieutenants, on receiving their agreement, will

become temporary captains if their record is satisfactory.

July 27tb.

",.;" In consequence of the appointment by the Repre'
scntative Meeting of a W.ar Emergency Committee to deal

with all matters affectiny the medical profession arising iu

connexion with the war, letters addressed to the Editor on
this subject will for the present be referred to that

Committee.

IXDEMNITY DEFENCE POLICIES.
Sir,—.attention has been called to the following state-

ment that was made in our annual report, to which
statement the Medical Defence Union have taken
objection

:

In comparing the indemnity provided by this society against
costs of the other side and damages awarded against members,
with the indemnity provided by other societies or insurance com-
panies, it is important to remember that this society indeni-
nifles against costs of the other side when actions are brouglit
by tlie society on behalf of members (as, for instance, when an
action for hbel is brought on behalf of a member), whereas
other societies or companies limit their indemnity to cases iu

which actions are brought against members as defendants, no
indemnity being provided for costs of the other side where the
member is the plaintiff.

The statement, so far as it refers to the Medical Defence
Union, was made upon a statement contained in their

annual report of 1914, p. 41, and was as follows:

The liability of the "Yorkshire Co." shall be confined to
damages which may be awarded and taxed costs of the other
side in losing defensive actions only, or to the agreed damages
and costs where the actions have been compromised.

We now for the first time understand from the Secre-
tary of the Medical Defence Union that the words
"defensive actions" "include cases where a member has
been libelled and slandered and be is a plaintiff, and iu

respect of which we take action for his defence against
uufounded allegations."

We therefore accept the explanation of the construction
of tlie words ''defensive action" as now given by the
Jledical Defence Union, and will, of course, give this

explanation in our next report.—I am, etc.,

Hugh Woods,
General Secretary of the Loudon and Counties Medical

on Society, Limited.
Londc W.C, July 21st.

WOMEN NURSES FOR MALE ASYLUMS.
Sir,—The male attendants of military age employed in

asylums have as a class not been backward iu their duty
to their country. Many of them enlisted at the beginning
of the war, being encouraged to do so by the loyal attitude
of asylum boards and committees as regards pay, etc., and
the vacancies created by these absentees have since been
largely filled by men who are ineligible for military service.
There are still, however, at the present time very many
able-bodied young men employed as attendants on the
insane. The presence of some of these is necessary, but
the number required can bo considerably reduced by the
substitution of female nurses, especially in place of those
attendants engaged in nursing the sick in the male
hospitals and male infirm wards of asylums.

Fifteen years have now elapsed since the experiment of
employing women on a large scale to nurse male patients
in an asylum was tried in Scotland. All that was then
said as to the advantages of female nursing for insane
men under certain limitations has since been proved true
by many observers, and the fears of the early opponents of
this system have been found to be negligible, for the
dangers that they prophesied have by forethought and
care been avoided. The system is now, from the prac-
tical experience they have gained of its benefits, very
strongly advocated by the Scottish Board of Control, and

their judgement can be accepted without reserve. It ha^
been all but univer.sally adopted by the Scottish asylums.
As there is every indication that all eligible males who

can be spared will soon be wanted for our military forces,

I take this opportunity of directing the attention of the
medical superintendents and the members of boards and
committees of asylums in England to this system, as it

has up till now scarcely been introduced into English
asylums. Not only will they he doing a patriotic duty by
introducing these female nurses to enable mora of their

male attendants to enlist, but they can bo assured that
they will at the same time be adding to the comfort and
well-being of the sick and infirm male jiatients under their

charge.—I am, etc.,

The Royal Asylum. GeouGE M. RobERTSON, M.D.,
Morningside. Edinburgh, I'hysiciau-Superiutendont.

July 21st.

THE ACTION OF DIGITALIS ON THE BLOOD
VESSELS.

Sir,—Will you permit me to state that by a lajisus

calami in the report of the Cameron Prize Committee, the
date of Sir Lauder Brunton's thesis on digitalis was stated
to be 1868 whereas it should have been 1866? As a ques-
tion of priority in the discovery of the action of digiialis

on the blood vessels is involved, you will oblige me by
publishing this note in the Journal.—I am, etc.,

Thomas R. Eraser,
Chairman of the Cameron Prize Committee.

Edinburgh, July 26th.

fitMir l^altlj

POOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.
THE NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS EXTENSION BILL.

Dr. K. R. Rentoul (Liverpool) writes : The above bill proposes
to make the Notilication of Births Act, 1907, apply to all areas
in the United Kingdiim. Some of its points require careful
attention. I'lifortuiiately, it neglects to provide for the pay-
ment of any fee to the person notifyiuL'. \\licn ne consider
that all vital statistics,' insuvaiioi- i>f life lalculations, and
many other national questions aie pl:\('e(l iinon doctors, and
that no fee is paid to them f^n- h^iiImil; ami certifying, we
can see that the limit of medical cIkuiIv lias been passed. A
fee of 3s. 6d. should Ije iiaid out of the puhlic funds. A most
important point is that the bill is most defective iu regard to
a practical deiiuition of • stillbirlli." Section 1 i5i of the
1907 Act states that only stillbirths of and over the age of

7 months' intrauterine life shall be notilied. The detect is

further emphasixed, when we see that the deiiuition given by
the Central IMidwives Board is, "a child is deemed to be still-

born after being completely born if it has not breathed or
shown any sign of life." Here no intrauterine ago is men-
tioned, and so the midwife may notify only fully developed
infants. I would suggest the folIowing"clause be added :

Every stillborn child in which the external sex organs—
that is,"from the fourth and a half month and u|iwards—of

intrauterine life shall be notilied by the medical practitioner,
or midwife, or person present at the birth. The age and sex
of the child shall be notilied and whether the child is born
out of wedlock. The fact shall also be notified as to whether
the child was alive during its birth, or showed symptoms of

death in the womb for some hours or days before birth.

Only one form of official notilication form shall be used, such
being supplied free by the Eegistrar-Ueneral's offices. Each
year a return showing the number of stillbirths notilied, with
their age, sex, legitimacv, and appearance of life or death,
shall be laid by the three Registrar-Generals of the United
Kingdom before Parliament.
The present war compels us to afford more protection to

the intrauterine child. It is quite easy to criminally prevent
an infant during its birth from breathing, and both criminal
abortion, feticide, and infanticide are on the increase.
I would almost prefer to have it made compulsory that every
conception must be notified, for this would give us an insight
into the real loss to England through children being still-

born.
In 1890 I found that at 71 burial board cemeteries in

England 6,321 stillbirths had been interred in one year alone.
The late Dr. Cameron, M. P., called attention in the Commons
to these statistics and then moved for a full return. It

showed that during 1890 the number of stillbirths interred iu

England and Wales was 17,335, and that 4,562 had been
interred without a doctor's certificate. It will be noted this

return did not include any cemeteries other than those

belonging to public burial boards, probably about 10,000. In

1893 a further return, "Stillbirths in England and other

Countries," was issued. It ia most unfortunate that the

larger the child and the later the marriage of parents the

more likely is the child to be stillborn, and further that mote
male than female children are stillborn. This imposes a great

loss to the country in future husbands and man.
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EDMUND OWEN, LL.D.(HoN.)ABBrvD., D.Sc.(Hon.)Shef.,

M.B.LoND., F.R.C.S., Chevalier de la Legion
D'HONNEUE,

CONSTILTING 80ROE0N TO BT. MARY'S HOSPITAL AND TO THE HOSrlTAI,

FOB SICK children; surgeon to thk frunch hospital;
BDRGEON-IN-OHIliF ST. JOHN AMBOLANCE BRIGADE.

(With Portrait on Sp cial Plate)

We regret to liave to record the death of this distinguished

Burgeon, for many years so well known to the profession

in London for his handsome presence, his hrilliant social

qualities, and his zeal for his profession. On July 13th,

when walking down St. James's Street, lie had a sudden

attack of right hemiplegia, and was taken to Charing
Cross Hospital. He never regained consciousness, and
died ou Friday afternoon, July 23rd.

About one hundred and thirty years ago Daniel Owen, on
leaving school in London, obtained an appointment with a
mercantile house at Halifax, Nova Scotia. He married
there, and had a large family, mostly sous. One of these

was William Buy Owen, who was sent to Edinburgh as a
young man to qualify as a surgeon. After serving the

apprenticeship then customary and passing the examina-
tions, he set up in practice at the exceedingly picturesque

village of Finchingfield, about ten miles from Braintree.

About 1840 he married in London Mary Blackett, by whom
lie had eight children. The third of these, born April 7th,

1847, was christened Edmund Blackett. His father, W. B.

Owen, remained at Finchingfield till 1860, building up,

thanks to his skill, integrity, and great personal popularity,

a very large country practice. Finchingfield was, how-
ever, in the wilds of Essex, and in the interests of his

young family, then consisting of five sons and two
daughters, he decided to go to London, and in the year
mentioned he bought a practice and took up his residence

at Cleveland Square, Hyde Park, where he continued to

practise for many years.

Edmund Owen, on leaving school in 1862, entered as a
student at St. Mary's Hospital in 1863, the intention being
that he should eventually assist in his father's practice.

From the beginning, however, anatomy and surgery
appealed strongly to him, and he decided to abandon the

idea of general practice in favour of pure surgery. He was
resident medical officer to St. Mary's Hospital iu 1863 and
studied for a time in Paris. He took the diplomas of

M.R.C.S. in 1868 and of F.R.C.S. in 1872. At the end of

the year 1868, as he had shown himself to be a good
anatomist and an able teacher, he was elected demon-
strator of anatomy, holding that office until 1875. He was
appointed lecturer on anatomy in 1876 and retained that
position until 1888, when he was made lecturer ou surgery.

In June, 1871, he was elected surgeon to outpatients,
becoming full surgeou in 1882. Twenty years later, in

1902, he retired and was made consulting surgeou ; he had
resigned the lectureship in surgery iu 1896.

Edmund Owen was on the staff of the Hospital for Sick
Children, Great Ormond Street, for many years, as assistant

surgeon in 1877, and full surgeon in 1883. On his retire-

ment in 1898 he was made consulting surgeon.
Edmund Owen was elected a member of the Council of

the College of Surgeons in 1897, holding his seat after a
re-election, until 1913, and was twice Vice-President
(1905-6 and 1906-7). As Bradshaw Lecturer iu 1903,
lie named his discourse "Cancer: Its Treatment by
Modern Methods." He expressed regret that it was out of

his power to call attention to any modern method of treat-
ment of cancer which could honestly and coulidently
promise a cure, but he believed that the results of experi-
mentation held out hopes for the future. The Hunterian
Oration, delivered by him in 1911, was the last in the first

centennial of these famed biennial discourses, for as the
lecturer announced, the century then lacked but two years
of completion since Dr. -Matthew Baillie and Sii- Everard
Home, John Hunter's executors, in their desire to show a
lasting respect to his memory, provided for the delivery of

an Oration on February 14th, his birthday. His audience
agreed that Edmund Owen really succeeded in making
his lecture a discourse worth listening to, for it was an
analytical sketch of Hunter's life and labours.
Owing to his reputation as a teacher, Edmund Owen

held many examinerahips in the course of his professional
career. In 1883 he was placed on the Board of Examiners
in Anatomy and Physiology at the Royal College o(

Surgeons, in 1884 on the Fellowship Board, and in 1899
on the Court of Examiners. In 1884 Edmund Owen wag
elected examiner iu anatomy fkr the second examination
of the Conjoint Board. He was also at various times
examiner in surgery to the Universities of Durham,
London, and Cambridge.
Owen was the author of several books on medical

subjects. He published A Manual of Anatomy for Senior
Students in 1890. In writing it, he was actuated by a
desire to leave some permanent record of his labours

during the twelve years that he hold the chair of anatomy
in the medical school of St. Mary's Hospital, such as
might be of interest and assistance to senior students.

The manual" was carefully prepared, and included not
merely that which is universally understood to be " surgical

anatomy," such as the course of big vessels and the
influence of muscles in displacing the ends of fractured

bones, but also much relating to malformations, like talipes,

and to visceral anatomy and other subjects previously
studied in the medical, rather than in the surgical, wards of

hospitals.

Edmund Owen's textbook on The Surgical Diseases of
Children appeared in 1885. It was a model of condensa-
tion. At the date of its publication intestinal surgery was
beginning to develop, and the bold procedures now so

often undertaken were opposed on the principle that ex-

pectant treatment was safer than resection. We noted at

the time how Owen made a very pertinent observation in

reference to spontaneous recovery. " The report of ono
instance would attract much attention, whilst very pos-

sibly fifty children might have died of unrelieved strangu-

lation without special record being made. Thus, Nature
became accredited with a power of working a cure iu

internal strangulation, which, if misapprehended, is likely

to involve great disappointment." This textbook went
through three editions, and Dr. Laurent translated it into

French, under the title, Traite pratique de chirurgie

infantile.

In Cleft Palate and Harelip: The Earlier Operation
on the Palate, published iu 1904, Edmund Owen expressed
his opinion that the most favourable time for operating on
a cleft palate was between the age of 2 weeks and
3 months. He commended and followed Brophy's prin-

ciple—that cleft palate should be operated on by the bold

thrusting of the maxillary and palate bones together in the
middle line. Owen urged that however wide a cleft of the

hard and soft palate might be, it was advisable to operate

on the entire cleft at once rather than to divide the

operation into two parts, one for the hard palate and the

other for tlie soft.

Edmund Owens last work was Appendicitis : A Pleafor
Iinmcdiiite Operation, issued in 1914. It was based on a
paper which he had read a year previously at a meeting of

the Medical Society, a memoir which led to much discus-

sion and correspondence. A leader ou that paper appeared
in our columns ou February 22ud, 1913, followed by no less

than twelve letters iu succeeding numbers of the Journal.
Owen, and most of the surgeons who discussed his

memoir, were in favour of immediate operation, and by
" immediate " they meant operation as soon as the dia-

gnosis was made, and within the first twelve hours of

illness if possible.

The article " Surgery " in the eleventh and current

edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica was written bj'

Edmund Owen. It included a good summary of the

history of surgical art and science, and the author wan
careful to award impartial credit to the ancients. He
showed how among the Hindus surgery underwent impor-

tant developments, though the relation of Indian to Greek
and Chinese surgery was hard to determine since the

antiquity of Sanskrit works on the subject was much
disputed. The Arabs, ou the other hand, did little more
than preserve the oequost of the ancient world in medical
lore, as in the arts and letters. It was not only the Arab
fear of blood and the dread of prying into the secrets of

anatomy that hindered the advance of surgery amongst tho

Spanish Moors : the main factor in the stagnation of

surgical art and practice was the fact that the patients,

acting on tho principles of their creed, whilst accepting

with equanimity the suffering that fell to them, declined

the means of alleviation.
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In November, 1898, Edmund Owen read apapr on " A
Distinct Vaiiety of Hip-joint Disease in Children and

Young Pereous " before the Koyal Medical and Chirurf^ical

Society; it is to bo found in the eighty-second voluniu

of the McdicoChinirgictil I'niiisactioiis. He related his

experience of a certain type of acute suppurative disease to

be distinguished from the well-known tuberculous affection

so common in the hip joint. It arose through the invasion

by the micro-organisms not of tuberculosis, but of septic

osteomyelitis, seated in the very active tissue at the upper

extremity of the diaphysis of the femur. The paper gave

rise to free discussion, especially as to treatment.

Besides the monographs that have been mentioned,

Edmund Owen was active in delivering addresses and in

reading papers before societies and joining in discussions.

In 1884 an Interu.-xtitinal Hcaltli Exhibition was held in

London, and the Icctuio^ (klivuied there were published

in book form. Anionic tluui was a discourse on the

rearing of hand-fed cluidren, by Edmund Owen, which led

to a friendly passage of arms with the chairman of the

meeting. Dr. Charles West, characteristic of both men.

Owen said that he felt uncertain as to the alleged increase

or diminution of wasting diseases, such as rickets, in the

present day, and referred the question to the experience of

tile chairman, who retorted that he was not Methuselah,

and that the desired evidence would require an experiuce

of hundreds of years, one long life being quite insufficient.

Both Owen and West dwelt on the really serious question

of feeding-bottles, agreeing that the " improved " modern
patterns then in vogue were faulty, and should be rejected.

In the autumn of 1892, Edmund Owen read at a meet-

ing of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society a memoir
on the radical treatment of severe talipes equino-varns in

children, published in the seventy-sixth volume of the

society's Transactions. He denounced subcutaneous
tenotomy as an anachronism, and insisted that the

tendo Achillis should first be divided before the plantar

fascia and the tendons of the tibials. He approved of

Phelps's operation in these severe eases ; after the tendo
Achillis had been divided every resisting structure which
was encountered was severed by a free vertical incisiou

passing from the dorsum of the foot into the depths of the
sole over the head of the astragalus. An improved posi-

tion of the foot was thus obtained by the lengthening of

its inner, rather than its outer, border. Some surgeons
of the older school, in discussing Owen's paper,

strongly opposed the setting aside of subcutaneous
tenotomy. It is instructive for the surgeon of today
to bear in mind how much active discussion on this

subject was current at the date to which we refer. In
the same year, 1892, Mr. Walsham read at the annual
meeting of the Association at Nottingham another im-
portant paper on the treatment of severe club-toot. It

was published in the .Jodrnal (vol. i, 1893, p. 339), and
gave rise to much discussion in our i)ages. Walsham
opposed operations such as Phelps and Owen practised,

and declared that division of the tibial tendons was rarely
necessary as, in his opinion, they had little influence in the
production of the deformity.

In 1904 Edmund Owen delivered at the Leeds Medical
School, at the beginning of the winter session, an address
on William Hey and medical education. He dwelt on
Hey's remarks on internal derangements of the knee-
joint, and rightly gave the great Leeds surgeon the credit of

having first described it. The lecturer, of course, referred
to Hey's " well-known saws," but did not dwell on them
specially, for he merely turned attention to the drawings
in Hey's Practical Observations in Surgery, and those who
care to look up that classic work will find that Hey himself
admits that the saw was designed by another surgeon,
named Cockell, and on reference to Scultetus and Pare,
it will be seen that this well-known instrument was
modified from an older type of skull saw.
Owen's Lettsomian Lectures, delivered before the Medical

Society of London in 1890. were published in a volume
entitled, Tli^ Surrjery of Infancy and Childhood. Among
the subjects dealt with in these lectures were heredity in
hare-lip, congenital cystic hygroma, coloboma of the eye-
lid, and stemo-mastoid tumour.
Edmund Owen became a member of the British Medical

Association at an early stage of his career, and, from the
time when, in 1883, he was secretary of the Section of
Surgery at the annual meeting in Liverpool, he took a

part in its affairs which grew steadily in importance. Ho
was vice-president of the Section of Surgery in 1885 at the
annual meeting in Cardiff, and president of the Section at

the annual meeting in Swansea in 1903. In 1899 he
was president of the Section of Diseases of Children at

the annual meeting in Portsmouth, and delivered au address
on " Ununited Fractures iu Childhood." At the annual
meeting held in Sheffield iu 1908 he delivered the Popular
Lecture on " Dust and Disease," in which he dwelt on
the value of Pasteur's and Lister's researches, trade
diseases, and the close relation of smoke to dust. It

was a brilliant address, very well received. Jiut un-
doubtedly his greatest service to the Association was
rendered during the controversies which attended its

reorganization iu 1900 and the following years. As
was inevitable, the proposals excited a good deal of

feeling, and it was with great satisfaction that all friends

of the Association heard that Edmund Owen had accepted
the office of Chairman of the Constitution Committee. It

was felt that he was a man whose impartial judgement
and genial temperament made him well suited to compose
differences, and in accepting the office he was doubtless
influenced by the strong patriotic principles with which he
was imbued, and his deep belief in the unity of the British

Empire. He completed this part of his work for the Asso-

ciation by presenting the report of the Constitution Com-
mittee at the annual meeting at Cheltenham in 1901, in a
speech full of wit and good humour, which many of

those who heard it declared to be a masterpiece of per-

suasive eloquence. There is no doubt that his work on the
Committee, and his presentation of its report, went far to

convince many members of the Association that the new
constitution should have a trial. The interest he was
known to take in the Overseas Branches led to Mr. Owen's
election to bo Chairman of the Colonial Committee
appointed by the Association in 1902, and in 1907 his popu-
larity and the high opinion held of his business capacity

and devotion to the interests of the Association led to his

election to be Chairman of Council, an office which he held
until 1910.

Edmund Owen was Honorary Associate and Knight of

Grace of the Order of St. .John of .Jerusalem ; President of

the North-West Loudon Boy Scouts' Association ; member
at one time of the IMedical Board, University of Wales

;

member of Council of Queen Victoria's Jubilee Nurses'

Institute ; and member of the Committee of the Cancer
Piesearch Fund. He was Orator of the Medical Society in

1897 and its President iu 1899, and also President of the
Harveian Society, corresponding member of the Imperial
Medical Military Academy (Petrograd), of the Canadian
Medical Association, and the Association of American
Orthopaedic Surgeons, consulting surgeon to the Padding-
ton Green Children's Hospital, the Royal Masonic
Institute for Girls, and honorary surgeon to the Royal
Society of Musicians.
Edmund Owen, as has been said, was imbued with a high

spirit of patriotism, and shortly after the outbreak of war
he found thoroughly congenial duties as surgeon-in-chief

to the St. John Ambulance Brigade. Here again he had an
opportunity of exercising his powers of conciliation, for the
relations between the St. John Ambulance Association and
the Red Cross Society had for some years been strained.

But difficulties were smoothed away, and last autumn a
joint committee was formed and joint offices opened in

Pall Mall, where Sir Frederick Treves on behalf of the
British Red Cross Society and Edmund Owen on behalf of

the .St. John Ambulance Association worked amicably
together in the selection of medical personnel and the
organization and training of orderlies. Edmund Owen
threw himself with all his old energy into this congenial
work, and in a letter published in the JonRX.\L of Novem-
ber 28th, he expressed the principle by which he was
guided " that nothing is too good for our sick and wounded
soldiers and sailors." This principle was illustrated by
the fact which was the occasion of his letter, namely, that

it had been made " as impossible for an untrained nurse to

obtain work under the British Red Cross Society as it

would be for an unqualified practitioner to get his name
upon the Medical Register." He added that a certain

number of women from the Voluntary Aid Detachments

of the two societies were being employed to help m the

work of the ward, the kitchen and storeroom, and that

they had been given the title not of nurse, nor oven of
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probationer, but of woman orderly. It was while leaving

liii3 work at the joint office of the British Ked Cross and the

St. John Ambulance Brigade that Edmund Owen suffered

the seizure which was so quickly to bring his useful and
distinguished career to an end.

Edmund Owen married in 1882 Annie Laura Clayton,

of Bryumally, near AVrexham. She died a decade ago.

A few years before her death he purchased a quaint old

house at Malham Tarn, a lovely spot near Settle, in the

Craven district, Yorkshire, which it was his delight to visit

whenever his busy life afforded him the opportunity.

Owen, as a student, took keen interest in cricket and foot-

ball, being captain of the hospital football team. At
JIalham he devoted himself to his garden, but he was also

an enthusiastic fisherman. He was a member of the

Marylebone Cricket Club (Lords), at which he loved to

spend a leisure hour watching his favourite game. He
leaves four daughters. For the home of his boyhood,

Finchingfield, he always preserved a great affection.

The funeral service was held at tlie Golder's Green
Crematorium at 10 a.m. on Thursday, July 29tli.

Mr. Herbert Page has favoured us with the following

appreciation of Mr. Edmund Owen:
It came as a severe blow to hear of the sudden, mortal

illness of Edmund Owen. If there ever were a man who
seemed to be alive both mentally and bodily it was surely

he, and it is hard to think of him save in the full posses-

sion of all his faculties. I met him for the first time in 1875,

at a garden party at Mr. T. B. Curling's place near Stoke
Poges, and even in our young days was attracted by his

striking personality. Shortly afterwards I became his

colleague, and from that time to this, at St. Mary's, at the

College of Surgeons, and, as a fellow examiner, have been
in constant touch with him and his work, and admiration

for his strength, manliness, and high character has grown
into real affection for him. I mourn the loss of a very
dear friend. And what of his surgery ? His works on the
f urgical diseases of children, on cleft palate and hare-lip,

and on club-foot are of course known to every one, and in

these departments he was a recognized authoritj'. Here,

as an operator, he was doubtless .seen at his best, while in

general surgery there was marked distinction in his

work. There was nothing which he feared to under-
take; and whatever arose was overcome by his courage
and resourcefulness, and by his knowledge of anatomy,
in which he had been a teacher for many years. If

onlookers might criticize, they would perhaps have
said that he gave too little thought to loss of blood,

and he of all men, honest to the backbone, would have
least liked that this should not be said if it were genuinely
believed. At first he took up an attitude of opposition to

Listerian antiseptic methods, and poured contempt, both
oral and written, on the ritual of the spray. He even
went further tlian this, and at one of the societies—

I

think the Jlcdical—when Lister brought forward his open
operation for fractiu-ed patella, Owen, with characteristic

temerit}', remarked, in parody of a famous saying, that it

might be magnificent but was not surgery. His papers
and addresses on innumerable subjects were always pointed
and suggestive, while his little book on Aiipendiciiis : a
Plea for Immediate Operation, published only last year,

was one of the best things he did. A lucid writer, gifted

with a singularly charming and effective style, this work
has, I do not doubt, had much influence for good, aud is of

lasting value. In the copy which he sent me this was
written—" With kindest possible greetings of a former
colleague and perpetual friend." Beautiful words, and
just like Owen to write them.
The record of his long service to St. Mary's, both as

surgeon and teacher, it is not easy to condense in words.
An incisive speaker, having a marvellous store of apt
illustration, he was a born teacher, as hundreds of students
would amply testify. There was nothing anywhere quite
like Owen's class in tlic theatre at the close of operations.

By informed questions, by encouragement and sympathy,
by veiled irony and gentle ridicule, by humorous invective,

by instructive anecdotes of professional experiences, he
seemed to draw all the boys unto him, and not even the
most stupid of "chronics" was afraid to go to the class

again. Then the transparent honesty of the man, shown
not least in an impulsiveness which led him to hasty con-
clusions, soon to be put aside, so that be would vote

tomorrow against that which he liad advocated to-day"
You forgave, you laughed, and loved him the more. And
now his life here is run, and we lay this garland on his

hearse. His memory will long abide, as that of a fine

Englisb.man, fearless, independent, straight, free from self-

seeking, held in respectful veneration by countless students,
trusted by his colleagues, and withal a'most lovable man.

Dr. Ward Cousins (Southsea), who was President of the
Association in 1899-1900, writes : I am greatly grieved to
hear of the sudden death of our very di.stinguished
colleague, Mr. Ednumd Owen, and the sad news will cause
great regret through the length and breadth of the British
Medical Association and the profession everywhere. His
kindness of heart and very genial manner made him a
great favourite with every one. As for myself I feel that
I have lost one of my best and oldest friends.

Mr. J. H. Morgan, C.V.O., writes

:

Following closely on the decease of his predecessor,
Howard Marsh, the death of Edmund Owen makes a
marked blank in the ranks of British surgeons. The day
before his fatal seizure he lunched with the writer at the
Athenaeum, and spoke cheerfully and enthusiastically of

his work in connexion with St. John Ambulance and the
Red Cross, of which, with Sir Frederick Treves, he was
the active and energetic organizer. Few would have
guessed who saw him stride out of the club with his fine

tall figure and handsome face that he would never enter it

again. He had been talking of his work and a prospective
holiday at his place in Yorkshire, where he spent many
happy hours with his daughters, and where he revelled in

the delights of his garden and an occasional day on the
neighbouring stream, where he loved to stroll with his rod
and creel.

Of his earlier career the writer is unable to speak from
personal knowledge, but he rose rapidly through all the
grades to the position of senior surgeon at St. Mary's
Hospital, where he was deeply beloved by students and
respected by his colleagues. At the Hospital for Sick
Children he was always energetic, attending punctually in

the wards and at the meetings of the committee. Kindly
and enthusiastic, he was ever ready to reconsider his

opinion, and would often after proposing a motion abandon
it and vote for an amendment which was the direct anti-

thesis of his own proposal. As a colleague he was always
sympathetic and kindly, warmly supporting any scheme or

suggestion which appealed to him. As an operator he was
bold and forcible, but he was particularlj' interested iu

such delicate operations as those for harelip and cleft

palate, on both of which he published articles. His hand-
loook on Surgical Diseases of Children had a large circu-

lation and was well received. As an examiner he was
always kindly and sympathetic. He served two periods on
the Council of the College of Surgeons, and became Senior
Vice-President, and felt keenly disappointed when he was
not elected to the ofiice of President.

As a young man he sang in the choir of his church,
and throughout life was enthusiastic on the subject of

church music, attending the service at St. Paul's on
Sunday afternoons. He was a prominent Mason, and held
office iu more than one Lodge. Although he professed

to dislike it, he was a pungent and witty after-dinner

speaker, and his appearance in that capacity at the annual
dinner of the Medical Society was always warmly greeted.

Besides his published works, he was a frequent contributor

to the medical papers as well as to Notes and Queries and
other jjeriodicals. Both within and outside his profession

he had many friends, who will mourn the loss of one who
was always sincere and constant in his goodwill to

others.

Mr. F. Richardson Cross, of Bristol, writes :

In the passing of Edmund Owen the profession of

surgery has lost one of its leaders, respected for his

uprightness and high sense of duty, and honoured for tho

active part he has taken in medical ethics, and in tho

progress and improvement of surgical practice and in its

teaching. He was endowed with good health and a fine

physique. His personality and ability as a student soon

attracted the attention of his seniors, and he made an
unusually early entry into important positions in the pro-

fession, for aim ' "
'

' ''^ -• ^'
'

-

before he had taken his F.E.C.S. ha
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was clecteil on the honorary staff of St. Mary's Hospital

and an examinor in anatomy at the College of Surgeons.

T'lis early recognition was not misplaced, for he rapidly

became one of the most popular teachers both in anatomy
and surgery. He was a well known figure in his earlier days
at several meetings of the British Medical Association.

1 went with him to America on the occasion of the Congress
at Washington in 1887, and ten years later to St. Petersburg,

when we represented the Royal College of Surgeons of

England at the celebration of the centenary of the founda-

tion of the Russian Army Medical Service, and at which
an enormous number of delegates from all parts of the

world were present. We had the especial honour of being

in a small party of European surgeons who were one by
one received iu conversation by H.I.M. the Czar and after-

wards took lunch with General Kuropatkin. Owen was
always in good spirits, courteous, and amusing, but not

at the expense of others. I never remember him
saying an unkind word of any colleague, and he
showed no unfair bias against opinions he did not

agree with. If he could not speak well or kindly

of men or matters he did not discuss them. He
was a hard worker. He wrote and spoke forcibly and
well. Perhaps by nature somewhat impulsive, he care-

fully considered his subject with ability, shrewdness, and
common sense, and, having formed his opinion, he was
tearless and honest in expressing his views, which were
usually sound and accurate. His work for the Royal
College of Surgeons as an examiner and on the council

was whole-hearted and of the highest value. He had been
an active member of all the subcommittees, and the
personal knowledge and long experience that he had of its

affairs made him one of its most trusted leaders. He has
been spared from old age, and has gone down at his post
and in his work.
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+K. M. Dyott, 'fN. Hoflmeister. 'tH. L. Hughes, 'tH. B,

Jeffries, tH. Morrison, 'tj, E. Rusby, +M. C. Stark.
MEDlciNE.-tJ. A. A. Boddy. *\K. M. Dyott, *tj. E. Rusby, tM. C,

Btark.
Forensic Medicine.—W. E. P. Briggs, W. Fox, H. S. Jeffries,

J. G. T. Thomas.
Midwifery.-G. T. Baker, J. Y. Dent, H. S. Jeffries, W. J. May,

A. Traill, G. C. N. Younger.
* Section I. t Section II.

The diploma of the Society has been granted to Messrs.
J. A. A. Boddy, F. W. Chamberlain, H. A. Cottiu, R. N.
Cuzier, K. M. Dyott, N. Hoffmeister, H. Morrison, J. E. Rusby,
and M. C. Stark.

Metrical Jlelus.

The medical publishing business founded in 1844 by
Mr. Henry King Lewis has been converted into a private
limited company under the name of H. K. Lewis and Co.,

Ltd. Mr. E. J. Sowerby, Mr. J. L. Jackson, Mr. J. E.
Simpson, and Mr. R. H. Smith, who have been responsible
tor th6 conduct of the business in the past, have been
appointed governing directors. There will thus be no
alteration in the proprietorship or management.

The premises of the Royal Society of Medicine will be
closed during the month of August. Owing to tlie war the
number of meetings of Sections had been reduced to
ninety-two, with an average attendance of about thirty-one.
Sir Wniiam Church, the senior honorary treasurer, an-
nounced that Mr. Lord, the accountant, estimated that the
society would be £1,100 within its income this year; this,

considering that subscriptions had diminished on account
of the war, was regarded as very satisfactory.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Central Midwives Board was
held on July 20th for hearing penal charges. Sir Francis
Cliampneys presided. Fourteen women had been cited,
and there were also six cases adjourned for reports from
local supervising authorities. Of the former, teu were
struck off the roll, of the latter four. Iu two cases no
action was taken, and the other women were cautioned,
and judgement postponed for reports from the local super-
vising authorities. The most frequent charges were, as
usual, inability to take temperatures and pulses, want of
scrupulous cleanliness, and failure to send tor medical aid
at times when according to the rules the}- should have
done so. Unfortunately, iu addition to these charges
there were a large number of pudrperal cases, some of
which ended fatally, and several cases of neglected
ophthalmia neonatorum. The Board held another meet-
ing to hear penal cases on July 21st. Sir Francis
Champneys again presided. Eight cases were heard.
Four women were struck off, judgement was adjourned in
three of the other cases tor reports in three to sis months.
One midwife was cautioned to obey the rules. At the
monthly meeting, on July 22nd, the Standing Committee
reported correspondence which included a letter from Dr.
A. Stookes, one of the Board's examiners at the Man-
chester Centre, commenting on the propriety of allowing
a midwife to undertake intrauterine maniijulatious as sug-

gested by one of the questions set at the examination ot

June 15th. A reply was .sent pointing out that such mani-
pulations were only permissible in great emergencies,

when there was dangerous haemorrhage and all other

means had failed. The names of seven women wero
removed from the roll on their own application on accotinll

of old age, ill health, and inability to obey the rules.
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13" Queries, answers, ami communications relaling to subjects

to which special departments of the British Medical Journal
are devoted will be found under their respective headings.

QUERIES.

Vaccine Treatment.
G. P. asks whether the vaccine treatment ot chronic gonor-

rlioea and subacute rheumatism is satisfactory. (1) Chronic
fc'onorrhoea was latent in a man, aged 50. He now has epi-

didymitis. (2) A girl, aged 14, has just recovered from a

second attack of rheumatic fever and now has subacute
recurrences.

Harelip.
K. writes: Two cases of harelip. Two years ago Mrs. K.

was attended by me iu her fifth labour. The child—a lusty,

healthy male—was born with a single bare-lip involving

the lip almost to the nasal septum. This month I attended
lier again, when she was again confined of a fine strong boy

;

this time a bad bare-lip was complicated with cleft palate.

The mother's four previous children (three boys and a girl)

are quite normal. The woman, a Jewess, is of a very nervous,

hvsterical temiierameut although strong and healthy. As
was to be expected, she was greatly upset by the birth of the
first malformed child, and was in a state of nervous excite-

ment during tlie period of subsequent operation and con-

valescence, and has looked forward with apprehension to the

birth of the last child. The questions which naturally arise

out of these cases are : (1) Has the neurotic temperament of

the mother anything to do with these developmental irregu-

larities? (2lluthe event of subsequent births, is this condi-

tion likelv to be perpetuated or increased by other abnormali-
ties in development? (3) Can anything be done or suggested
regarding future pregnancies?

\\ iii;, i'\ ;-i in.oL Oculist.
S. 0. asks for ^i . , an advanced textbook on the

diseases of tli' ni,:^ errors of refraction, which
would be useful ;.- ;i n i, r. ik l' book to a school oculist. He
would also be ^;rali,lui lur a suggestion for a convenieut
portable lamp foi retiuoscopy.

*, The most widely read advanced textbook of ophthal-

mology is that of Fiichs, the professor at Vienna, but formerly

of Lii5ge ; the translation by Duane of New York is now in

the fourth edition. Next to that, Swanzy's well-known book

may be recommended. There is no
,
textbook that deals

specially with eye work from the point of view of the school

doctor, but Bishop Harmau's little book.'lWs to Ophlhalmoloijtj

has a chapter on the subject, and the several chapters on

errors of refraction and their correction are written with par-

ticular reference to such work as this, and after a long experi-

ence in training post-graduates at the West London Post-

Graduate College.

The most satisfactory portable lamp for retinoscopy is an

ordinary acetylene lamp, a bicycle lamp minus the glass and
reflector acts perfectly ; the minute brilliant flame gives a

most perfect reflex, and with it the results can be worked
with a delicacy not to be equalled by the best focus electric

lamp. A plain retinoscopy mirror must be used.

ANSWERS.
Deaths from Hedonal as an Anaesthetic.

D. J. will find much useful information on this subject
in the thirty-sixth volume of the Transactions oi the Medical
Society of London (1912-13), beginning with Mr. C. M. Page's
paper on "Hedonal Anaesthesia, its Uses in General Surgery,"
p. 30. Mr. J. P. Dobson's " Objections to the Use of Hedonal,"
p. 46, will be of particular interest to our correspondent. An
abstract of these papers appeared in the Journal, vol. ii,

1912, p. 1310, and the same volume contains an article by
Dr. liawdon Veale on "Complications following the
Administration of Hedonal," p. 347.

Cold Feet.
Dr. Alastaik MacGhegor writes in reply to " D." : The appli-
cation of the diathermy current by what may be termed the
" sole-to-sole " method seems to be strongly indicated in the
case of "D.'s" patient. It i)roduces, if the appropriate
strength of current be used, an agi-eeable sensation of warmth,
which gradually creeps up the limbs; this sensation lasts for

a length of time, which increases after each sucressive appli-

cation. The treatment may be given for fifteou or twenty
minutes and repeated daily or thrice a week, according to the
nature and progress of the case.

LETTERS. NOTES, ETC.

Beriberi. _
Dr. G. Price (Kineton, Warwick) writes: At Christmas, 1908,
the directors of the Saigon (Cochin China) branch of the
Pasteur Institute very kindly demonstrated to me the results
of their investigations into beri-beri. Their idea was that a
micro-organism allied to a yeast found its way into the husk
of growing rice, especially when the plant touched the earth
as a result of heavy wind or rain. This germ multiplied in
husk, but was jji-evented from reaching the grain itself by the
lowermost layer of pericarp- (the thin pellicle immediately
surrounding the grain), which acts in a manner partly
mechanical, partly chemical.
When the rice is polished these germs find their way into

the grain and flourish, decomposing the starch and evolving
poisonous products. Boiling the rice may kill the germs, but
it does not neutralize the poisons produced by them.
The obvious prophylaxis against beri-beri is care in cultiva-

tion. The reaper should reject plants beaten to earth, and
those whose fruit is obviously diseased. The grain should be
stored dry, and preferably husked only as required. When
infected grain is husked and stored in a damp place there is

everv chance for the beri-beri germ. The directors distilled

this protective pellicle iu alcohol, and administered it to their
patients with good results.

Thev also showed me two fowls—one fed on beri-beri grain
and tlie other fed on the same grain with the addition of the
distillate of the protecting pellicle. The former was paralysed
iu both legs and one eye ; the latter was healthy.

E.vitLY Use of Tincture of Iodine in Gunshot
Wounds.

Dr. George Foy (Dublin) writes : As the value of iodine in the
treatment of gunshot wounds is still on trial, I send the
history of a case which is of more than historical interest.

On September 16th, 1862, General John H. (lordon held the
centre of General Lee's army at Sharpsburg. The first

volley from the Northern lines sent a ball through the calf of

Gordon's right leg, another soon after went through the
muscles of his thigh, a third pierced his left arm, tearing
asunder the tendons and mangling the flesh; a fourth went
through his shoulder, leaving its base and a wad of clothing

in the wound. Still no bones were broken, but whilst he
lingered in the fighting line, a fifth ball struck him square in

the face and passed through his neck, narrowly missing the
carotid and jugular veins. Dr. Weatherly of the 6th Alabama
Eegiment had the colonel, as he then was, removed to a base
hospital, and prescribed tincture of iodine to bs painted ou
the wounds three or four times a day. The case was un-
promising, for Gordon's eyelids were greatly swollen, one eye
completelv closed, the other almost so ; his jaw was im-
movably clenched, and, to make matters worse, erysipelas

set in on the left arm. Mrs. Gordon, his wife, as his nurse.
putting a liberal interpretation on her instructions, painted
the wounds very many times a day. Her care, her diligence,

liPi- l'i\t' w.-ro rewarded. The patient survived. He outlived
tiir ti I, .riinie Senator for the Commonwealth of Georgia.
I I

: II : II- r.S.A. veterans at Grant's funeral, wrote his

;, ..t tIa-Ciril War, 1903, and died in 1905. Mrs.
(,,,),i.,ii ;iil lives; she spends her declining years in visiting

her children and grandchildren, who, in the" words of Sir W.
Osier, recall " the noble deeds she did amid the desolation,

rescuing those who were ready to perish," and they lova

her.
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TO THE

BRANCHES OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

MEXr.OrOLITAX COUXTIES BRANCH.

SlDELlGHTiS OX TUE PRACTICE OF MEDICIXE
IX THE PAST FROM EARLY EXGLISH

LITERATURE.

By MAJOR GKEEXWOOD, M.D.Brcx.,
D.P.H., LL.B.

The origin of the medical profession in this country is a
disputed point. Xo literature throvrs much light on the

subject, and the earliest evidence of the practice of the
liealing art in England and Wales is the existence of

remains of medical instruments and appliances of the

Roman period that have been dug up iu various places. For
at least three centuries England and Wales was a settled

Roman province, containing many large and prosperous
cities, and enjoying a civilization equal to that of their sister

cities on the Continent. We know from Roman sources

that this civilization included all that was then kuown
of medical and surgical science. We learn, too, from the
Civil Law that there was a well recognized class or

profession ' of Medici. The gleanings from old Roman
remains in this country give ample evidence that these
Medici came over here and carried on their profession.

But in the fifth centurj' came the deluge of barbarous
tribes from the north of Europe, sweeping away the whole
of Roman civilization, and with it no doubt most of the
medical knowledge that up to that time had been enjoyed
by the old population.

After the Saxon invasion, then, it would seem that
medical and sm-gical science had to begin again, and it

might be that our profession was slowly evolved de novo,

possibly owing little or nothing to the Roman civiUzation
that had preceded it. Whether any of the Roman Medici
survived tlie invasion and were enabled to carry on their

art through the troublous times that followed and develop
a school at a more peaceful period is purely conjectural.

But I cannot help thinking that we, like our sister pro-

fession the law, may owe much to that great people, whose
influence in the civihzation of the world has been so
profound.

Sir Lawrence Gomme has shown that in the case of

London customs there are many old survivals from Roman
sources, and he suggests that the origin of our earliest

lawyers must be looked for there.

In The Village Community he says:

Now the Order of the Coif (Serjeants-at-law) is the oldest
association of lawyers in this country. There is no la%v for its

first institution, no charter from a sovereign, nothing to shew
from whence it springs, except its remarkable parallel to
Roman custom. I£ this custom could be regarded as evidence,
then our present K.C.'s can shew an unbroken descent from the
Juriiperiti of ancient Rome.

These Jurisperiti flourished, together with the Medici,
in the Roman cities of Britain, and if one class could
survive the Saxon conquest it is diflicult to see why the
other could not. If custom can be made to evidence the
descent of one from Roman sources, an analogous custom
might also prove our Roman ancestry. It is a well-known
rule of the Royal College of Physicians of London that
Fellows of the College cannot sue for their fees—a rule
recognized by law, and customary iu the case of all

members and licentiates before Gibbon v. Budd—and
there is a similar custom in the case of barristers. It was
a particular rule in the case of the Jurisjieriti of ancient
Rome that they should give aid to the poorest citizens
without pecuniary reward. The old Serjeant at-law also
was bound " truly to serve the King's people without fee
or charge."
The commonly received view is that general practi-

tioners of the present day are descendants of the old
barber-surgeons and apothecaries. In a sense, no doubt,
this is true, and the members of these guilds chiefly

C

administered to the medical and surgical needs of tho
people for a long period.

But this fact must not be overlooked. There is abua-
dance of evidence to show that there were always
recognized medical and surgical practitioners, altogether
distinct from barber-surgeons and apothecaries. So that
it may be our profession owes not a little to these other
practitioners, who were neither barbers nor apothecaries.
Who were these others ?

I think they can be distinctly traced down from the
Norman Conquest. Shortly after" tho Conquest William I

organized a sort of national lT7(o's ^\'ho known as the
Domesday Book. In it we find the following entry

:

" Medicus " coitld only mean a medical practitioner, and
in the gi-eat national register of the landowners of the
eleventh century a class known as Medici is shown to
have existed. He was certainly not a "barber," " apothe-
cary," or university graduate ; neither was he a religious
person. The writer of the Domesday Book would not
have styled either of these '" medicus."
The entry at least proves this, that at the end of the

eleventh century there were recognized medical practi-
tioners in thi^ country distinct from barbers, apothecaries,
or religious persons, and at a time anterior to medical
faculties in universities.

Mr. Sidney Young thinks that as early as the reign of

Edward II barbers were practitioners iu the art of surgery

;

that at all events they performed the minor operations of

the craft, such as bleeding, tooth drawing, and cauteriza-
tion. But he admits there were other practitioners, for he
records the admission of a surgeon, not a barber-surgeon,
to the freedom of the city under the date 1312. Again, he
recognizes that coeval with the Company of Barbers
there existed in the City of Loudon another fraternity or
guild— that of the " Surgeons," in no way connected with
the barbers, but hke them existing by prescription, and
unincorporated.

Mr. D'Arcy Power thinks these surgeons were military
surgeons and formed the aristocracy of surgery. No
doubt, in those days, when wars were so common and the
habits of om' ancestors so little peaceful, the work of all

surgical practitioners largely consisted of attending to
wounds and injuries the result of breaches of the peace.
But whence came these surgeons, who were not barbers,
and existed by prescription '?

I can see nothing that forbids the hypothesis that they
may have been lineal descendants of the old Roma,n
Medici, neither do I think they confined their work to

surgery pure and simple. In 1423 we learn of an attempt
being made in London to form a united guild of surgeons
aud physicians, to be governed by a rector of medicine,
two surveyors of tlie Faculty of Physik, and two masters
of the craft of surgerj' ; in short, a combined college of

physicians aud surgeons iu the fifteenth century.
The members of this guild do not seem to have been

numerous, but they were neither barbers nor apothecaries ;

and if the members who practised medicine did not also

practise surgery, they would appear to have been physicians
by prescription. In any case, I regard them as derived
from the same source as their colleagues of the guild of

surgeons. Some may have been doctors of physik and
university graduates ; but we learn from Chaucer that the
Doctom' of Physik practised both medicine and surgery, so
that he must have been a general practitioner. Speaking
of the latter in his prologue to the Canterbury Tales, he
says

:

In all the world ne was there non him lyk
To speke of Physik, or of Surgei'ye

It seems probable that in early times there was little

distinction between the practice of medicine and surgery.
It was left to a much later reiiresentative of surgery to
say, " That he thanked God he knew nothing of Medicine."
Our predecessors, like the old Medicus, probably practised
both.

If, as Mr. Sidney Young thinks, that up till the twelfth
century the practice of medicine and surgery was entirely

confined to the clergy, there is no evidence that among
religious persons any distinction was made. The mediaeval

monk was essentially a general practitioner; but when
the practice of the two sister crafts became the appanage

[2849]
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of rival trading guilds it was not unnatural tbat distinc-

tions sbould arise and that the barber-surgeon should be

jealous of the encroachment of the apothecary on his field

of practice, or vice versa.

From our early literature it would seom that the ol'd

medical practitioners were li'iili inj.mi- ;iiil pli 'li'ii-..

lu Langlaud's Vision < / ; , /

'
' in

wliich.as in the Ca«i!cri",' /
' i.i-

muuity are reviewed, tlu'iv i, i,:,i.ii.. i-. 'r'. 'H'^,"

hut none to " surgeons" as a special class. Tlii^ cuu only

be because the writer included them under the generic

term " physician." It is tlie same witli Chaucer. Both
law and medicine are represented among the pilgrims to

Canterbury, the former by the " Serjeant-atlaw " and the

latter by the '• Doctour of Physik."
Considering the importauce of surgery at this period, it

can only be explained by supposing that Chaucer regarded
Ijis "Doctour of Pliysik " as representative of both brandies
of the profession ; and we shall not be far wrong if we
assume that where early writers refer to physicians, they
include all practisers of the healing art.

It is from our early literature alone that we get any idea
of the social position of our predecessors in bygone ages.

The London of Langland and Chaucer was not the same
as tlie present metropolis, but as both of thein were
Londoners, the sidelights they throw on our profession

in the fourteenth century are mostly drawn from observa-
tions in the metropolitan area of that time.

If Chaucer's " Doctour of Physik " may be taken as the
type of the Plantagenet general practitioner, the character
of his dress would suggest that his income compared
favourably with that of his twentieth century successor:

This was a costly dress, and, at a time wlien dress
was regulated by station, shows that the wearer lield

an elevated social position. Langland, also, in Piers
FlowiiHin, draws attention to the rich dress of the
practitioners of medicine of his time, for he makes his
allegorical personation of " Hunger" say, in his condemna-
tion of gluttonous living to Piers, that if mankind would
be satisfied with a simple diet,

Langland was anterior to Chaucer, and the picture he
draws of society in the early years of Edward III is very
mournful and depressing. He was no friend to the doctors,
although he admits by inference that there might be good
physicians, for in the Vision of Lady Meed he says:

Harlots and whores, and false physicians,
They ask their hire money ere they have Jeserveil it.

By implication it would almost seem to be suggested
here that true physicians only took their fees after they
had cured their patients. If that were so, they must have
been gifted with rare integrity, and showed scruples not
conspicuous in their modern representatives. But there
could not have been many of these bright stars, for
Langland on the wliole severely condemns the whole
faculty. He is specially satirical on the examination of

Lipersona-the urine of patients ; for when the allegorical im;
tion "Liar" is being sought for by the king's ofiicers
tor immediate execution, he is offered shelter by the
doctors

:

Then the doctors heard of this, and wrote Liar letters
To come and stay with them, and study men's water

There is no doubt ]je had rather a poor opinion of our
bretluen of those days, for lie goes out of his way to
make the following general charge

:

For many doctors be murderers, (Gad mend them).
And men die through their driuks, ere destiny would
have it

AVhen we consider the nostrums of those days, some of
us may think that there may have been a grain of truth in
the latter accusation.

It is .some consolation, however, that if we come under
Langland's lash, the sister professions—the Law and the
Church—fare no better. ^\ hat he says against us pales
into insignificance compared with his charges against the
lawyers and clergy.

^^'ilIiam Langland on the whole is not a, lovable

ithal,

personage. Pie was a keen observer, and devoted sym-
pathizer with the poor and oppressed. Moreover, he was
a cleric, and when spealring of his own cloth, he may liavo
been nearer the truth than in his criticism of the lawyers
and doctors. But I cannot help feeling regret tbat the
great Chaucer, the fatlier of English poetry, shared in

Langland's disrespect for us. It is true he mostly poked
fun ; but none the less his salire was unmerciful, and
clever enough to give the reader the impression of truth.
His picture of tlic mediaeval physician is a masterly

portrait, in spite of his sneers. We have an epitome of the
medical practice of the day. We learn that the doctor
practised both snigery and medicine. The horoscope and
natural magic are depicted as part of his armamentarium,
and the old doctrine of "humours" shown to be in full

force. Medical practice, then as now, consisted largely in

drugging, and the " Doctour of Physik" had his coterie of

apotliecaries to supply the drugs" and electuaries. So it

would seem he did not supply his own drugs, and Chaucer
suggests there was a good understanding between the
doctor and the apothecaries to make as much profit out of

the public as they could.

He says

:

For each of hem made other for to wynne :

'I'heir friendschipe was not nevve to begynne

It has been asserted that such collaboration between
doctor and chemist at the present day is not unlmown.
If so, it indicates that abuses in practice we are all

acquainted with have a respectable antiquity. Con-
stantly Chaucer accuses our profession of being too

grasping over fees and of greed generally.

He says of the " Doctour of Physik "

:

This is only a touch of irony, but elsewhere in his works
Chaucer is almost as outspoken as Langland against us.

In the liomaunt of the Jiose he says of phys'

They sell their science but for gain,
And ply their craft but to obtain :

Their gains such sweetness have '

Tliar, if a man in sickness fall,

Thev ore full slad their jiurse to fill:

for truly, if they had their will.

Then all to sickness would be brought:
And if folk die they think it nought:
And when their golden fees they take,
Tlie patient's care they soon forsake

:

For in their work they take no pains,
Except for covetousness and gains

The poet then seems to think it is incumbent on him to

give some reason for this diatribe, and he has the bad
taste to put it in the form of a pun

:

For physic ginneth first with fy,"
Physician also equally

:

And since from "fy" to "sy'' it goes.

To trust in them great folly shews

:

For unto this they ne'er agree.
To practise but for charity.

If this is the only explanation to be given for the
rapacity of our predecessors, it would almost seem as though
tlie poet were trifling, and could not be in earnest. As an
admirer of Cliaucer, I have always felt a little sore about
his strictures on the medical profession. It is true that he
lashes the clergy even more severely th.an the doctors.

But they can forgive him after his beautiful description of

the "Poor Parish Parson," who stood out as a shining

example in the midst of the corruption of the mediaeval
Church. But he makes no mention of the poor parish

doctor. Possibly, the " parson " was the only representa-

tive of a Poor Law service in his time.

There are one or two other points of interest to be noted
in Chaucer's allusions to our profession.

He calls his type of the medical practitioner of the day,

a " Doctour of Physik." Was this doctor a university

graduate? According to Clenn the degree of M.D. cannot

be traced earlier than the year 1384. But John of

Gaddesden was a medical graduate of Merton College,

Oxford, before then; so it would appear, Oxford gave a

medical degree before (Jbauoer's time. It is also worthy
of note that the title " doctor of physik," not doctor of

medicine, was peculiar to this country.

Tlie readers of Boswell's Life of Johnson will remember
Dr. Johnson's hiauiries of Dr. Lawrence, President of the
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Koyal College of Physicians of Loudou, as to the rigkt of

a inedical giaduate "to style himself " physician," suid the
answer given

:

That Dr. of Physic luot Doctor ol Medicine) was the highest
title a practiser of Plivsic coulil have.

It may be, then.tliat Chaucer implied that his "Doctour
of l'h\'sik " Avas a university graduate ; although it is

diflicuit to imagine that the typical practitioner in those

days would have heen a university ruan. If not a graduate,

Cliaucer's appellation of " Doctour " may throw light on
the origin of the courtesy title of " doctor " given by the
public to all medical practitioners.

Another question of interest is, What pai-t did religious

persons take in the practice of medicine in the fourteenth
ceutu»-y •?

It is generally believed that most of the practice of

medicine in earlj- times was in the hands of the Church
;

tliat monks were the usual meilical practitioners, and
surgeons also, up to the date of the Council of Tours.
Snch practice maj' have largely ceased in this country

by the fourteenth ceutuvy, for neither in Langland nor in

Chaucer is any reference to medical practice by the clergy.

All the doctors referred to appear to have been laypersons.
Chaucer, speaking of the Doctour of Physik, says.

His studie was but litel on the Bible.

It is true that after the Doctor had told his tale, " ouie
host ' compliments him, aud says

:

So mote I thep. thou art a propre man,
Aud y-lik a prelat by St. Kuniau 1

This has been thought by some to imply that the Doctor
was in "Orders," and gave more point to the charge of

unbiblical studies. It seems to me, however, that it by no
means proves that Chaucer's " Doctour " was in " Orders."
Both doctors and lawyers who rose to any eminence were
often sought after by the Church, and " euro host " may
liave meant only that the doctor was such a good fellow
that the Church would possibly make a bishop of him.

Mr. D'Arcy Power, in his Harveian Lecture of last year,

says the phj'sician of this pei-iod was usually, but not
necessarily, a Churchman, and gives contemporary ex-

amples. But all of them were attached to the households
of great personages, and were hardly types of practitioners
among the people.

It is interesting to note that Chaucer, like Langland,
ridicules the examination of the urine.

In applauding the doctor, oure liost also says.

No doubt there was much quackery mixed up with
mediaeval urinary pathology, and at a later age the term
' wat«r doctors" was one of opprobrium. In spite of

popular contempt the practice had much vitality. It was
evidently thriving in Shakesi^eare's day, for in Hcnrtj IV,
Part 2, Sc. 2, Falstaff says to his page :

SiiTah, you giaut, what says the doctor to my water?

To which the page replies

:

He said. Sir, that tlie water itself was good healthy water,
but for the party that owed it, he might have more diseases
tlian he knew for.

It is curious to note that in pillorying a quack a urinal
was sometimes hung about his neck as a mark of

contumely.
In the Records of the City of London at the Guildhall,

under the date 1382, appears the case of Koger Clerk of
|

"Wandsworth, who was condemned for quackery, and
punished as follows

:

It was adjudged that the same Roger Clerk should be led
tlnougli the middle of the City, with trumpets and pipes, he
ridiuy on a horse without a saddle, a urinal being hung before
hiui, and auotber uriual upon his back.

None the less these mediaeval water doctors were not
always quacks. There was a germ of science in their

practice. As the old alchymi.sts, in spite of their frauds
and pretensions, laid the foundation of modern chemistry,
so the water doctors may have assisted in paving the way
for our later triumphs in renal pathology.

Before concluding, there is one other iwint of interest,
especially to onr sisters in the profession, which the records
of the past cast some light upon. What do they tell us
of the practice of medicine by women in early times ?

There can be no doubt that in the past there have been
women practitioners of repute, and even surgeons of
eminence.
Miss JJateson tells us that there was an Ordinance in

1390 which mentions the practice of surgery by women,
and it is tliere on record that Queen Philippa, wife of
Edward III, had in her service a female surgeon, Cecilia
of Oxford, a practitioner who derived her origin from no
less a place than the academic centre of the kingdom.
How did this lady obtain her professional training ? Was
it under the auspices of the Church ?

AVomeu were never greatly favoured by the hierarchy,
but possibly, v hen by the Council of Tours the practice of
surgery was forbidden to monks, the prohibition was not
.so stringently enforced in tlie case of nuns, aud these
women practitioners may liave been the last surviving
instances of the practice of medicine by religious persona
in this country.

It is not difficult to understand the exclusion of women
from medical and surgical practice, when these professions
became vested in guilds aud livery couipntiif«, <^ii.-li ns the
Barbers and the Apothecaries. We 1 ia\i 1 !

!
> ; 1 i rurv-

men with us still, but I do not tliiul; hi .
' . ; .. .; unv

instance of a liverywoman. After i'Liiii -^ m l i;:iiis we
hear of no more female practitioueis iu In.nh plaei s. It is
probable that medical practice by wuiueii was more or less
suppressed, althouuh there is reason to tliiuk that it con-
tinued to exist long after. There is extant the draft of an
Act of Parliament, 9 Henry V., iu 1422 (Petyt's MSS.,
V, 33), in which occurs the following

:

The sheriff shall inquire whether any one practises in hig
county contrary to the refjulations ; and if aiir one so practise
he shall forfeit £40, and be im])risoned. And'anv woman, who
shall practise physik shall suiter the same penalty.

This Act never had the force of law, but it shows that
women endeavoured to practise medicine iu the fifteenth
century aud came under the ban of the law-makers.

Again, in the next century, iu the preamble 14-15
Henry VIU, cap. 5, in 1521, wo read :

Forasmuch as the science and cunniut! of Phvsic and Surgery
is exercised by a great multitude of ignorant persons, of whom
the greater part have no manner of insiglit in the same, nor
any other kind of learning, so that common artiticers. such as
smiths, aud weavers, and MdiHfi;, boldly take upon them great
cures, and things of great difficulty.

These statutes cast a sidelight on the practice of our
profession in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and
make it probable that Cecilia of Oxford had other suc-
cessors, but that they steadily declined in social rank,
till they were more or less suppressed by man-made
legislation.

STAFFORDSHIRE BR.INCH.

THE PRINCIPLE OF ANOCI-ASSOCIATION
APPLIED TO MEDICAL PRACTICE.

F. M. ROWLAND, M.D., B.A.Cantab.

After a few introductory remarks the President pro-
ceeded :

Although the mental factor in medicine has long been
recognized as a valued asset to the successful treatment of
disease, it is only of late years that there has been any
serious attempt scientifically to marshal its forces and to
examine its possibilities as a legitimate adjunct to thera-
peusis, the field having been left open in the past—as it

now, indeed, largely is, and will probably remain tor some
time yet to come—to the illegitimate blandishments of
quackery and the quasi-spiritual enchantments of Christian
Science and similar allied systems of unreasoning thought.

It is not my intention to-day to discuss this subject
from the point of view of practical hypnotic suggestion as
it may be legitimately utilized in the treatment of ail-

ments. Rather do I want to call attention to a point of
view in dealing with our jiatients which hinges on their
mental outlook, and to which I believe I am riyht iu saying
that but little attention has been paid, at anj- rate iu an3'

scientifically defined way, or other than as that which is

recognized as individual personality often exercised almost
unconsciously by individual men.

I may, perhaps, the better explain my outlook if I take

a lesson from surgery, and draw an analoev from Professor
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Crile's principle of auooiassooiation, whereby is meant the

exclusion o£ all nocuous or harmful associations or stimuli

from the field ot operation, one of the primary factors of

which involves a careful preparation and education for

general anaesthesia in order to familiarize the patient

with the procedure, and so, by minimizing the dread and
apprehension, lessen the predisposition to shock. Further-

mote, by cutting off the field of operation, and protecting

the brain from impulses therefrom, by means of local

anaesthesia an ideal combiuation is formed for excluding

from the brain the stimuli of the special senses and the

stinuUi of common sensation. By thus avoiding the in-

fluences of emotion from the sight of the thcatic, the

spoken word of danger, the fear of the anaesthetic, and
the influences of trauma at the site of the operation, tlie

energy of the brain cells is conserved and shock reduced
to its minimum.

While scarcely wishing to sketch out so practical an
application of the principle involved as Crile intended for

the surgeon, I think we may glean for our everyday deal-

ing with the treatment of illness some very useful truths

from the theory of anoci-association as understood to mean
the excl\i';ion of all nocuous and harmful associations

;

ami tfi llii-; end 1 am desirous of pleading for the more
s', ,. :'i. !hly and consideration of our patients' indi-

\ ;
I
1.1, upon life, not so much when in their normal

h, , 111 ;i, wiicn they are lying on a bed of sickness. At
such times, I take it, the subconscious mind is more in the

ascendant, altered in its sensitiveness, and likely the more
easily to become the recipient of suggestions than in

health, the mental attitude of a patient being so affected

by an illness as to be altogether different from the mental
attitude of the same person when in normal health. Those
of us who have ever had the misfortune to lay aside the

cloak of the physician for the bedgown of the patient,

especially if our sufferings have resulted from some
general toxaemia, will, I am sure, be in agreement
as to the altogether disproportionate degree in which
infinitesimal trivialities which would pass unnoticed
in normal health become enormously exaggerated, and
slight annoyances magnified into states of considerable

mental anguish.

It seems to me, therefore, that it is all-important for us,

when treating a patient, to make ourselves acquainted as
nearly as we possibly can with that patient's view upon
life at such a time—not so much the view which he may
ex|)rcss in words as that view which I can perhaps best

indicate as the resultant of forces operating in his sub-

conscious mind, and it is only by a thorough knowledge
and study of our patients, both in health and sickness,

that we can hope to attain this end. In this connexion
I cannot refrain from a wail of lamentation that our pro-

fession shows signs of drifting into new ideas of ethics in

relation to our patients which are ousting the old-fashioned,

but in this respect I believe really helpful, relationship

between doctor and patient which is understood by the
mention of the " family physician."

It is only by an experience, not otherwise obtainable
than by years of intimate observation of the varying tem-
peraments and idiosyncrasies of our patients, that we can
judge even in the smallest degree of the lines of thought
they will adopt at any given juncture, and by our know-
ledge so gained that we shall be enabled to some extent
Ijossibly to assist in influencing the course of their disease
by the exclusion of all adverse subconscious tendencies,

and by the furtheiance of beneficial influences operating
towards a cure. Altliough this aspect of the subject has
been to a certain extent realized, as evidenced by the free

choice of doctor principle in the profession's policy, the
rapidly growing opinion among politicians in favour of a
State medical service totally ignores the importance
with which I consider it should be vested, and one has
only to read the Fabian Tract No. 160 to see to what
extent even a member of our own profession has lost sight

thereof.

Were so infinitely personal a relation as that which, for

the patient's psycho-therapeutical welfare, should exist

between him and his doctor to become n - ' '
. -!,

m

of service by whole-timo officials wi: > I

hours of work it would not conduce to 1

'

m
treatment of acute illness, whatever in/ !

'

1 ii-

merits on tiie ^n-cren/iu* side of modicinc, inIii ili hutcr,

I think, few would dcn# is essentially a matter for State

control under a properly constituted department guided by
a Minister of Public Health.

It always seems to me foolish in the extreme to attempt
to deal with complex human nature as if each individual
were a standardized part of some huge machine, a point of

view which a State medical .service would tend to evolve,
thereby entirely losing sight of the personal equation and
infinite human diversity in temperament, and consequently
I deplore very greatly this increasing tendency of the
present day to ignore the operations of the subconscious
mind in the treatment of disease.

Picture to yourselves the logical outcome of such a
system of State service, if universally adopted as its

advocates intend, in the case of a bad pneumonia requiring
to bo visited morning and night, with an eight-hours day
in operation, when it is obvious that it is in the . best
interests of the patient that the same physician who saw
him in the morning should see him again at night, since
no written or verbal report—always supposing there would
be one, which would be doubtful—could convey to the
evening visitant the all-essential though indefinable mental
picture which the morning visit gave. It is here that it

seems to me that this present tendency towards State
interference, which must eventually culminate, if un-
checked, in a State medical service, is objectionable and
inimical to the best interests of the patient as far as pro-

moting rapidity of cure is concerned, there being much to

be said for the former status of the family physician who
had attended the whole family for years and knew all the
little peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of each member, a
knowledge which often rendered him capable of fore-

seeing the various kinds of response to remedies, and the
probable sequence of events, which might be expected to

accrue under given conditions in each individual.

I am fully alive to the fact that in promulgating this

suggestion that we should cultivate, even more than some
of us may already be in the habit of doing, this principle

of anoci-association by the avoidance and exclusion of all

harmful associations in the everyday treatment of illness,

it is difficult if not well-nigh impossible from the very
nature of the conditions to lay down any definite line upon
which treatment should be conducted. I must content
myself, therefore, with merely pointing to some of the
more generalized indications upon which we can, each one
for himself, formulate a general process of action suited to

each case.

If we are careful in our endeavours to obtain some
understanding of the patient's mental outlook, trying to

get a glimpse of his naturally warped perspective and
general view of things, we shall then be able better to

appreciate the many little ways in which we may be
instrumental in warding off those harmful associations
which might otherwise act detrimentally through tlie

operations of his subconscious mind. Be it clearly under-
stood in this connexion that many of the associations may
be quite harmless in themselves, only becoming nocuous
when presented to a patient whose mental outlook is

altered by the very fact that he is ill. How often has it

not occurred to all of us to have wished that in some given
case we had altered our phraseology or left unsaid some
spoken word which has been seized upon in quite a
different meaning from that which either we intended or in

which a condition of health would have received it. It is

just this study of the mentality during an illness which
makes our experience of previous illnesses in the same
patient a valuable asset, and although an intimate associa-

tion during health may materially assist us in knowing
what attitude to adopt, it is during the illnesses themselves
that we mast elucidate a plan of campaign which will be
most on the defensive for our patient against harmful
influences and associations.

In our daily visits I feel confident that the cultivation
of punctuality will be fraught with a greater outcome of

good to the course of an illness than we are apt to credit,

and especially in acute and subacute cases do I consider it

injportant, whenever possible, to mention a probable time
for the next visit, and, when this is not possible, to let the
f:'i t that it is not possible be clearly understood, rather
i!. 11 I'

.
M ,.;ilinHt giving some idea to the patient when

i"- 'ii,i\ , p: . L US again. Of course, I am quite aware
tli:ii ill 'ritiiin circumstances surprise visits are of value,

\ri'v with iliat class of case I am not now dealing. It may
seem to some of you that this is advocating a couusul
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o£ perfection rendeied impossible of attainment by tlic

very uaturc of our work, with its urgent calls and uu-

certainty of deti-utiou oyer any giveu case, but I think

it will be found easier of appHcation in the vast majority

of instances, if }>iven a fair trial, thau many wouUl
iuia<jine. Exceptions, I am aware, must of necessity be
li-eijueut, but these sliould not militate against the aiui,

and lhouf;h possibly a little more exacting to ourselves. 1

feel certain that tlie i-esulting advantage to the patient

will prove a real value in the treatment and course of the

illness. Rightly or wrongly, we as a profession have
acquired a reputation for unpunctuality, aud I well

i-cmember the cliatfing astonishment with whicii I was
once received by the patient's friends at a night visit

because I arrived at the time I had said I should, it being
remarked :

'• Oh. yes, wo know you said nine, but then,

whoever expected a doctor to be punctual I

"

Now it is the common experience of everyouft that Uici-e

is little else more irritating or depressing than to be kept
waiting, and again I appeal to the memory of those who
Lave ever been ill how much more irritating it is to be
wondering when the doctor is coming than it would be in

ordinary health. This cultivation of punctuality is a very
potent means of influencing our patients' subconscious
mind for good, at the same time avoidiug those nocuous
associations which woidd inevitably result from im-
jinnctuahty.

Again, how frequently do we meet with cases in which
we have to weigh in our minds the advisability of an even-
ing visit for the sake of the physical needs, when we are
aware that the mere fact of a second visit may act harm-
fully by making a nervous patient think that ^ve regard
his case as more serious than it is. In such cases it is

all-important that we should as far as possible be in a
position, by understanding the patients' mental outlook, to

judge the probable subconscious effect, and so guard
against any nocuous influence by either eliminating the

. visit, or else affording some plausible reason calculated to

counteract any harmful effect. In this connexion the
reverse may obtain in a case where a second visit is not
needed merel}- on account of the phjsical complaint, but
in which our exijerience tells us that a second visit will

be a comfort and not in the least an alarm, and conse-
quently advisable as an assistance by autosuggestion to

the progress of the illness.

Individual cases will afford individual couditions, which
only a study of the patient's mental outlook in the present
aud previous illnesses can anticipate and provide for, and
innumerable opportunities for treatment by suggestiou,
unconscious to the patient, will present themselves which
it would be impossible to enumerate or legislate for in any
treatise or textbook. The much-derided " good bedside
manner " is an undoubted therapeutic asset, for a greater
success in the progi-ess of his cases often attends the path
of the cheerful optimist than accompanies the ministra-
tions of the dour pessimist.

Hiugeing on this subject is the difficult decision we are

often called upon to make as to how much in diagnosis
and prognosis we are justified in telling to any given
patient and how much to withhold, and even the very
phraseology in which we clothe our statement will be
aflfected by the intimate estimate we have been able to

form of his mental outlook.

C'onse<juently all this goes to show, in my opinion, that
the attributes of the family physician should be fostered
i-ather than discouraged, as is the tendency to day, since
it is for the patient's gooil that his doctor should know
}iim intimately both mentally aud physicallj', and over as
long a period of his life as circumstances will permit.
How often cannot we each one of us recall instances
where the fact that we have kuo^n-n patients for many
years and attended them through several illnesses has
been the greatest possible help in their later conditions;
and I Contend that in such instances we tlie better under-
stand our patient's outlook upon his state, and conse-
quently unconsciously to him and ourselves do we affect
his subconscious mind for his own good in battling with
his trouble.

Of equal therapeutical importance in this direction is

the proper selection of suitable attendants, and when
possible the choice of friends, and all of us can recall
instances where the patient's htany may -well have been
" Deliver me from my friends," whUe in certain grades of

life the one idea of condolence and sympathy appears to
take the form of an enumeration of gruesome experiences
akin to the patient's ailment, or the cheerful grectino,
•• How ill you are looking !

" More thau once have I known
the mental balance of a borderland case finally aud
directly upset by some such remark from a well-meaniuc
acquaintance.

°

Each one of us must realize and be intensely gratef id
for the sense of relief and assurance afforded by the
ministrations of a good nurse in attendance upon our
patients—a nurse in whom we know that the patient has
as much confidence as we have ourselves ; equally, too, wo
must occasionally have experienced the sense of "hopeless-
ness for effective treatment afforded by the presence of a
nurse to whom the patient has taken a dislike, or who
we know does not possess his confidence. I consider that
this aspect of the relation of nurse to patient as it affects
the subconscious mental therapcusis is too much neglected
by those responsible for the training of nurses, aud fwould
urge upon matrons of nursing institutions the necessitv
for inculcating as part of the curriculum a definite ethical
atmosphere aud tlie need for careful consideration and
study of the patient's mental outlook.
When in a serious case we telephone for the services of

a nurse we are always anxious to secure one of whom we
have had some previous knowledge, and failing this it must
be within the experience of all of us how much we regard
it as a lottery whether the stranger that may be sent ua
shall turn out a success.
So throughout the whole procc^<s of treatment and care

of our patients I think wc liiin-i ..\ rrcstimate the great
importance, as a meaus 1,

.

i,,ue, of studying the
mental outlook of tliosi' ic: 1

: ,,..

Before closiug this ;i ii, ,,,
I ,lioa!d like for a fe^v

moments to detain your iittL-utiou upon an entirely
differeut subject, and to ask your consideration of aii

aspect of eugenics which, while always an absorbing
subject of vital interest to the race, has become the more
evident of late owing to the serious depletion of our best
manhood at the front.

Recent legislation has shown signs that the State is
awakening to the necessity of taking some practical steps
to prevent a continuance of the altogether disproportionate
increase in the number of the unfit as compared with the
fit, a fact which cannot but give rise to anxiety when we
realize that the only section of the population which
prevents the birth-rate going lower, and which increases
in proportion to the decline in other parts of the com-
umnity, is that of the feeble-minded, so that, -n-hen to an
already decliniug birth-rate there is superadded a propor-
tional increase in the number of the unfit, the lasting
powers of our race become largely a matter for mathe-
matical calcidation on a basis of geometrical retro-
gression.

V\Tiile I intend just in passing merely to touch upon the
question of how to deal with the existing unfit, the feeble-
minded, and mentally deficient, my main object is to place
before you some views for the betterment of the race by
the exploitation of the existing fit, a point which has as
yet received but scant notice as a powerful means of
counteracting the declining birth-rate and a further con-
tinuance of the unfit. I shall not burden you with figures
in statistical proof of the accuracy of unquestionable facts,
but the problem must be faced, in order, if possible, to find
a remedy, without violation of the Christian and utilitarian
principles which underlie our whole social being.

It would appear that in such measures as the Blental
Deficiency Act, etc., the State is fully ahve to the need for
the proper care of those unfortunates, but it does not
seem to me that it is yet sufticieutly alive to the need for
adequate measiu-es which will eutirelj- prevent the possi-
bility of procreation and the continuance of their stigmata
among such members of the community as happen to be
their offspring.

For those whose future is hopeless, in so far as they are
ever likely to be able to talje care of themselves, or to enter
into ordinary relations with the world, complete segrega-
tion under care and supervision is obviously necessary;
but for those whose disability is partial, and who in a
limited sense might be allowed to control their own affairs

and take up the duties of life in mixing with their fellow-

beings, it appears to me that the costly process of segre-

gation is unnecessary, nor is cm-tailment of their liberty
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justifiable, as in many instances of this kind it would be
ciuel to curtail their liberty or to deny tbem the happiness

and companionship of home life; but it is of paramount
importance that some provision be insisted upon whereby
the procreation of their kind is rendered impossible.

Obviously any system of domiciliary inspection, boarding

out, etc.,"would be totally inadequate for such a purpose;

but the end in view could be best and fully accomplished

by the production of sterility, either by operative procedure

or the influence of c rays, aud a moment's consideration

will emphasize tlie hnmauity of such a procedure for such
individuals when compared with the alternative necessity

of compulsory segregation or of permitting the birth of

children whose only heritage is degeneracy, and who in

turn would continue the series.

Coming now to my main theme—the exploitation of the

existing fit—I have an indictment against our great

departments of State, iu that they do not appear to realize

that before they should be concerned with tlieir own in-

dividual specialities iu naval, military, colonial, and home
affairs, their departmental importance is an entirely

secondary cousideration to the primary importance of the

State, aud that their first solicitude should bo for the

%vclfarc of the Stale as a whole, and not, as at present, for

their individual departments.

It will be generally conceded that these departments of

State are officered and manned by Englishmen who have
been selected for their superlative mental and physical

efficiency, and yet so far from any attempt being made by
these departments to facilitate such men—the pick of the
race—procreating their kind, matrimony is officially only
half-heartedly recognized, and inwardly regarded as a
nuisance, with a consequence that the families in this class

are notoriously small.

Without interfering iu the least with their efficiency as

fighting units, without militatuig in the slightest against

discipline, I contend that more consideration could be
shown by the Adrjiralty aud War Office to married officers

aud men iu times of peace, whereby more shore leave

could be granted, and whereby they v.'ould not be so liable

as at present to bo arbitrarily moved from station to station

without any adequate compensation, aud on all too short

notice. Had such departments the good of the State
primarily at heart, there would be less grumbling in the
services, less shortage of officers, and the birth-rate would
have at least a better chance than at present of beinig

augmented hj' the fit, wliile, p:itting the matter on its

lowest footing, an in.
'

"iiure in grants to

married officers aud ni< i a iu meeting the
expenses of their fauih . iio country iu the
long run. The reutiiii; 'i:

1 ,i;o quarters are not
provided being a serious drain ou private resources, one
would expect some sympathetic departmental solicitude,

instead of the studied official indifference meted out to

those who are anxious to obtain some idea upon which to

base length of tenancies, ct-c.

Among soldiers a proportion of only 5 per cent, obtain

leave to marry " on the strength," and the frequency with
which, under the Local Government Board, boards of

guardians, town councils, etc., notices of vacancies for

joint married appointments openly state that preference
will be given to those ' without children, " not only shows
how utterly such departments fail to recognize their

greatest responsibilities as being primarily iu the interests

of the community and for tlie amelioration of the State in

the future, but also reveals the immorality of an attitude
which places, as it inevitably must, a premium upon
practices deserving the severest condemnation. I could
(luotc you instance upon instance of this short-sighted
attitude emanating from the Admiralty, War Office,

Colonial Office, etc., but I will only mention one example
typical of the whole position which occurred to my own
knowledge in the case of a Local Government lioard
official, a mau of .splendid physique and moral character,
aud eminently desirable as' a racial asset, who was
informed when his third child was born that he would be
dismissed if a fourth arrived, the threat being eventually
carried out solely for that reason. Here, then, is an
instance of a policy which, alas ! permeates our great
departmentsj and which, in my opinion, cannot bo too

forcibly condemned, no words being too strong for so

criminal an attitude —criminal, because operating towards
racial death.

I am fully alive to the fact that we cannot ensure
perfect stock as long as no health restrictions are enforced
upon two persons who get married, but as such re-

strictions are for the present, at least, out of the ques-
tion, aud can only come from a right sense of duty being
developed in each individual, we can at least utilize the
best material we possess to its best advantage, instead
of, as we now do, discouraging the best, while permitting
the degenerates unrestrictedly to do their worst.
The rebate on certain incomes allowed for children is a

.sign that the State is beginning to have a glimmering of

its responsibilities in this direction, but there are hosts of
other v.ays iu which assistance could be given to those
who are doing their best to improve the race, and I will

instance only one of many directions in which the
principle could be still further advantageously fostered.

Surely it is a strange anomaly that the State does not iu

any way recognize the very different responsibilities of

individuals, and claims from the man with a large family
to bring up the same tax upon income as is exacted from
the bachelor or married man without children, and hero
is a direction in which the financial burden could bo eased
for the former, thus directly affecting efficiency in the
upbringing of offspring. Obviously a man, whoso income
is, say, £1,000 a year, with a wife and .several children

dependent upon him has greater responsibilities and is not

so well oft" financially as a bachelor with the same income,
so that the children should be taken into account far more
than is done by the present rebate, ^vhich, by its very
meagreness, is as much an insult as a benefit. It has been
suggested, and it appears to me a sound proposition, that

families should be classified for taxation purposes so that

the man and his wife should count as one, aud any two
children should count as one adult for purposes of assess-

ment. By this means a man with a wife and six children

and an income of £800 a year^ instead of paying as now
full tax on the £800, would be assessed as four incomes of

£200 apiece, which would entitle him to the very sub-

stantial rebate on the four smaller incomes.
I am fully aware that the whole of this suggestion is

open to the objection that there is no guarantee that the

fittest and best of the race will bo the people having the
large families, but that probably it will be the reverse ; but
here comes in my original plea that more encouragement
should be given to those who are believed to be the fittest,

as far as mental and physical examinations can determine,

to procreate their kind, and I have but enumerated one or

two of *^be hosts of ways by which such encouragement
could come about and the future of the State as a State be

benefited.

An interesting report on the work done at the Coolgardie
Sanatorium in Western Australia by Dr. Henry A. Ellis,

now actiug as Tuberculosis Officer at Middlesbrough,
contains some suggestive points which, if not altogether
new, have, at any rate, been very fully investigated. The
use of nitrites for the lowering of blood pressure, especially
in haemorrlui.gic cases, the very free administration of

calcium chloride, and the local application of iodine spray,
have all been advocated in their turn, but few observers
have pushed them to the same extent or claimed to have
obtained such good results. A great believer in the value
of von I'irquet's method, he believes that he has been able
to gauge with some degree of accuracy the extent of lesions

from the relative dUution needed to produce reaction, and
sutjLii-sts that the test should be aijplied to all persons
aspiiiUfi to eutcr the public services. He points out, with
truth, llifit a liiberculuus person may not suffer from his
ti''" '

I. i''!- '.:• M.-ralheaUhbemaintained. Any accession
cjl .It the activity of the tubercle and the
I'.j. lis presence should enable the individual
tu _ ,,-k3 of infection by any other ailment
wbu-ii .uiyiiL i.jiiBU the tubercle to action. The von Pirquet
reaction, except in the case of children, has gradually
fallen into disregard in this country, owing to the large

proportion of contradictory results obtained by various

observers. The diagnostic importance of injections o£

tubercuUn has proportionally gained in general estimation.

It is to be feared that reaction to diagnostic injection would
be too freely interpreted as indicating consumption in the

present state of public knowledge or ignorance, and how-
ever useful it might be to the futm-e health of the indi-

vidual, it would not be likely to improve his present
prospects.
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So mnch has been vrritten in this anil other journals on
the technique of the operation of nitrogen compression for

pulmonary tuberculosis tliat I propose onlj' to touch upon
a few practical points of importance before proceeding to a
recitation of the illustrative cases.

With regard to the preparation of the patient for opera-
tion, when possible I prefer the patient to be at absolute
rest in bed for two days previously. On the second evening
an aperient is given," and if the bowels have not acted
satisfactorily, a simple enema is given early the following
morning. The chest is then carefully examined, and three
likely sites for puncture are chosen and painted with
tinctare of iodine to the size of half a crown. Three-
quarters of an hour before the time appointed for opera-
tion 0.5 c.cm. of omnopon-scopolaraiue is given hypo-
dermically. Half an hour later, if the patient is not well
under the influence of the drug, a further dose of 0.25 to
0.5 c.cm. is given. This procedure is found most beneficial
in diminishing reflex sensibility, whilst the rate and depth
of respiration is not materially affected. The proposed site

of operation is again painted with tincture of iodine and a
hypodermic syringe containing 15 minims of a solution
of novocaine and adrenalin is taken, and the needle
plunged through the skin at right angles into the
intercostal space. It is pushed onwards gently until
it is judged to have readied the parietal pleura (this

can often be felt by a sudden feeling of resistance
to the needle). Two or three minims of the anaes-
thetic are next injected, and the needle is gradually
withdrawn, injecting slowly the while. In this way
a track is anaesthetized along which the Saugmann's
pneumothorax needle is subsequently passed. It is a
practical point of some importance "that no excess of
anaesthetic fluid should be left immediately under the
skin, a.s if it is there is a probability that the Saugmann's
needle may be blocked and the manometric oscillations
consequently interfered with. For the same reason it is

of great importance that the Saugmann's needle should be
absolutely dry, and for this purpose it is my practice to
keep the needle in absolute alcohol until required for use.
When taken out of the alcohol it is thoroughly dried over
the flame of a spirit lamp, and hot air is bIo"wu through
the needle by mcan.s of a small air bellows attached to the
proximal end. At the first operation I prefer to use a
needle with an oi^ening at the end, but when a potential
space has been established between the parietal and !

visceral layers of pleura I use a needle with a solid point
and a lateral aperture at the end of the shank immediately
above the point.

AVith reference to the amount of nitrogen to be intro-
duced and the alteration of intrapleural pressure to be
brought about at the first sitting, some diversity of opinion
exists. The two principal factors governing this question
are—firstly, the presence or absence '[' |i'.°i;-I iilli. '-iii

,

and, secondly, the size of the chest. A
i

tliat one can proceed more rapidly w i ' i

than on the left side of the chest, as tl;i i; i
i

.
;

i

i
; ! !

the heart is less interfered with by iutrodueiug gas into the
right than the left pleural sac. The use of x rays is of
inestimable value in affording information as to the relative
position of the intrathoracic organs, as percussion of the
cardiac area becomes increasingly difficult and unreliable
as the introduction of nitrogen proceed.i. It has been my
practice, in cases free from adhesions, to aim at producing
a slight positive pressure (2 to 3 cm. of water) at" the third
of three successive sittings, which have taken place at
intervals o£ a day between each. I have found that in
chests of average capacity three separate injections of
about 500 c.cm. of nitrogen each will bring about this
result.

Selection of Casi;s.

As regards the selection of > ;i . i : diilniont, it is

desirable, though not essentiiil, '
:

<
i,

i :ii- should be
sound. In the event of both li n '•• ^ , iLcted, then^
must, of course, be sufficient LlaIlI], ;,ii1i .t.inco in the
" sound " lung to carry on the tuuctious of re.spiratiou. It
is quite astonishing how little apparently healthy lung is

iioccBsary for this purpose. l''i{,'. 1 well illiistratos this

day. and has just indulged in a \\ intoi's hinitiug.

it was formerly thought that by producing a pneumo.
thorax in a bilateral case with quiescent limited disease
on the "sound" side one ran a great risk c.f lighting
up the disease afresh by thro\vin'g additional work on
the '-sound" side. This has not proved to be the case-

in practice. Indeed, if the pathological state of attau-s
IS consul ill I , ( n that rathoi- than exciting the
disease t i

i \ one i-, in reality bringing about a
condition I n. h is conducive to arrest. When
one luug 1- . nM\ U involved and (lie ofli, r sliobdv c,o,

a consideiablc duiounl ot coinp< nsij )i \ , i m t iKrs
place in the '- sound " lung, 'lln il\.. i

i i md
the capillaries diloted: sabsoqii< ntl\ I li 1 cnio
thiombosed an^

sents a swollen jm I m . n i
i

aititicial pneuni 1 1 i i in I

lung IS subjected lo ]), ,ui( in I

is biought to bcai on tlir vessels a

the circulation in that luug is
i

pioiluces venous stasis, a conditio:

a much more maiked deKiei' m i

Thus there is produced m I In n

aimed at in Bier's tieddiM ii> n'

lixpciaomia, a condition ni (In i n

I I . 11 i I 1 Mh II i'M.ia\ on the
Icll Slide, shorts the cuuiptCbsiou tu \\hiLU the light lung
has been subjected.

The position taken up by the collapsed lung is naturally
dependent on the presence or absence of adhesions in tho
pleura. Figs. 5 and 6 well illustrate two common positions
taken up by the lung in the absence ot adhesions. Fig. 5
shows the lung collapsed in the shape of a ball round the
pulmonary root, whilst in Fig. 6 it is seen lying along the
bodies of the vertebrae.

The sudden drop of temperature claimed to be brought
about by the production of an artificial pneumothorax in
pyrexial cases has only occurred once in my practice
(Chart A). I have found in my cases that the tempera-
ture usually for two or three wrol:
remains on much the same levi '

'

a tendency to a lowering of ;
i

Aftiji- this period it gradually so'

temporary exacerbation, and !

so the temperature has « i

curve. In nearly all m;. i

diate and permanent di.,) ;,i i!, i,

poctoration, after an iuii-itii lini: ui I

diuation due to the squee^iiug out of

compressed lung.

le opi latioii

ni.tly

I other point hut b^

i ' i 11 an immo-
: int of ex-

Lci; or four days'
cretion from the

:ans the least in
!^. I'lvilirt liofore

.: 1m al.l./ to

uicthods" of investigation seemed to be eutircly free from
adhesions, I have likewise failed in cases in which
I regarded such a possibility as remote. The moral of
this is not to be too encouragiug to the patient as to the
results to be attained by this mclhod of tioatment, as if

one is too optimistic and fails in the juifonnance of the
operation on account of adhcions. the disappointment and
sense of depression joroduced by failure will icquire all the

tact and ingenuity at one's command to counteract tho

ill effects produced and prevent a detrimental influcuco

being brought to bear on the progress of tho disease.

I will now relate a few selected cases, each of which
presents some points of interest-
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1911.

ig 6 ft. 2 in., was
' of haemoi)tyei3
chest showed a,

ricfi of softeirint,'.

tations, L . ^ I .
ij i

.

t. . Di-.i.

in sputum.
1911-12, and i

continue treatmei 1 1 ,r!,!.r li .m. r.n.h :.i. ! ;!h m r i.nii" uri; began to rise steadily (Chart B), s\' . ,;i mu :it nulit

months. She returneii ill Octolier with a ipoinde&cence 111 the
1
comineiiced, and thepatient soon became acutely ill. An.tcnlta-

v'l'jht luna. There was also evidence of the disease having conij* j tiou ot the chest revealed evidence of increased activity in tlie

right upper lobe.
Tliis state o f

alifairs continued
without mucli
change for a fort-

night, when, on
March 13th, a
severe hafirtior-

rliage occurred,
which continued
at intervals for

Chaut A.—Case r. E = EOOc.cm. : r=600o.cTn. K; G = 750c.cm. H. the next two
days, in spite of

^A^ /
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attempt the ueeille euooanterec) a free space In the sixth iuter-
i-ostnl space iu the posterior axilliivy line. Tlie manometer
osoilUitious were small but ilefiuitel.v neyati^c -4. -2, accoril-
inyly 300 c.cm. of uitrogeu \vere introdiireil, which hacl the
effect of producing positive pressure of (3 -fl. It was there-
fore obvious that one had entered a pleural sac. However, hope
was entertained that oue might be able to gradually break down
pleural adhesions ami eventually produce an effective pueumo- I

thorax. Frequent refills of small amounts were subsequently
given until eventually a very satisfactory pneumothorax was
produced without any pain or untoward symptoms. A pressure
of +18 was reached and has been maintained. Figs. 2. 3. and 4
show three stages in the course of treatment. Fig. 3 shows
extremely well the effects of compression of the left Imig on the
emphysematous right lung. A careful scrutiny of Fig. 4 shows
that the left lung is partly bound down by adhesions to both the
anterior and posterior chest wall. The faint line of shadow
indicated by tiie arrow ^n) marks the line of attachment to the
anterior wall, whils; the arrow (b) shows the line of attachment
to the posterior wall. The lung is evidentlv coiiipressed inwards
towards the mediastiimm iu the shape of a t:nttiv between the
two lines of adhesion. This case is at prfser.t doing well. The
general condition is e.xccllent. and the patient is living an
ordinary life under home conditions, the compression being
kepi up by means of refills at varying intervals of approximately
a month. The case is interesting as illustrating how even
adhesions of long standing may be harmlessly broken down by
the exercise of caution and perseverance in the treatment.

Iu conclusion I sboiilcl like to express my indebtedness
to 3Ir. T. R. Watson, radiographer to this sanatorium, for
the production of the skiagrams illustrating this paper.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF
GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF THE S3IALL

INTESTINE.

By OWEN RICHARDS, M.Ch., F.K.C.S.,
Pr.oFESSor. of Clixical Surgery. Egyptian Government Schooi,

or Medicise; TKMroitAnY Captain li.A.M.C, Br.iiisH
liXTEDITIOSARY FoRCE, FrAXCE.

Four months' work in a casualty clearing station have
given me the opportunity of observing a number of these
cases, and though my experience is not wide enough to
warrant any final conclusions, yet some points have
struck me which may be of interest to others who have
to deal with cases of this class.

Pathology.
A\niercas in wounds of the colon and duodenum the

chief feature is the progressive escape of contents followed
by a more or less localized peritonitis, iu the small intes-

tine such an escape usually does not occur at all, and if

it does is so slight as not to be an essential feature in the
case. The cause of death in wounds of the small intestine

is more frequently intestinal obstruction due to paralysis
and distension spreading upwards from the injured coil.

To make this contrast clear, I have appended notes of

examples of cases of both classes.

In Case 1 there was a wound of the colon ; the chief
symptoms were general distension and localized pain. On
opening the abdomen a large collection of faeces was found
lo<-alized under pressure in a cavity formed bj- adherent
intestines. Faeces continued to be discharged from this
wound for live days.

Similarly, when the colon is wounded extraperitoneally,

faeces are expelled under pressure into the surrounding
connective tissue spaces to au almost unlimited extent.
I have seen a wound of the colon on the left side f-erified

j>ost mortem) cause faecal infiltration extending into the
right loin and discolouring the skin on the right side
of the abdomen before death.
In Cases n and iii similar localized collections of intes-

tinal contents under pressure followed wounds of the
second and third portions of the duodenum respectively.

In wounds of the jejunum and ileum this progressive
escape of contents has not occurred in those cases which
I have seen.

Of course, if a full coil of intestine is widely opened, it

stands to reason that the contents in it at the time roust
escape. Sonie undoubtedly escaped in Case ix. But
where the coil is empty or the perforations small there is

no escape even at the time ; in any case, there is no pro-
gressive escape later, such as is seen in wounds of the
duodenum or colon. Theneighbouring coils and the omentum

rapidlj' become adherent, the injured portion becomes
inliamed, immobilized, and shut off, and. although it

becomes full, it is only when it is lifted from its bed at
operation that the contents are discharged.
Case IV illustrates this point. The injured coil had

ritracted from the Avound area, and was missed at tlie

time of operation. At the autopsy, although it presented
four fairly large wounds, it was so securely wrapped in

omentum that no general coiling or inflammation of the
liiiitoneum had occurred, although the coil itself was then
(jiiite full.

In Case v, where there were three wounds due to a frag-

ment of shell, the condition was the same. In Case vi

there was no escape till the coil was lifted from its bed,
when the fluid contents spouted out freel}'.

In Case vii the injured coil was full of li.juid faeces
which had not escaped, and the same is true of Case viii.

In Case ix, where the intestine was nearly divided,
there was a limited escape, but no general fouling such as
would be present after the rupture of an ulcer. A week
later there was found a fairly widespread adhesive
peritonitis with no suppuration.

So that it seems that the usual course of gunshot
wounds of the small intestine, even when multiple and
fairly large, is that they are sealed off at once in such a
way that there is ouly a very small escape of contents, not
enough to produce a general peritonitis or even a localized
collection of faeces. All that is produced at the time is a
very limited local peritonitis.

After this has occurred the intestine at and behvecn the
wounds becomes inflamed, immobilized, ,niil |)^( i :;;\ • il ; it

slowly fills up and constitutes a fun.il.ii i/. riii.

bowel above it becomes progies'^ively ili-' 1 . -eil,

and poisoned, just as it does in auyoth' 1 1 m .-i miij-iiiial

obstruction. The patient after a tiin- ^Il\^ I.h-s ilisLcusiou

and bilious vomiting, and ultimately ^l.. -.

This point is illustrated by Cdr,..; \ii. \\]\. ,c the bowel
was resected two and a half days aiiee ilie mjury, -when
bilious vomiting had already set iu. The dilated intestine

above the injury was emptied at the time of operation, and
this gave temporary relief, but the symptoms recurred,
aiul the patient died. Post mortem the bowel above the
junction was found very much distended, that below it

oiupty and contracted, and this although there was no
physical obstruction whatever.

in Case iv, where the injured coil was not dealt with,
the same condition was foimd at the autopsy.
The clinical course of those cases is in agreement with

this view. iVIany of them—by no means all, bat a large
proportion—remain free from symptoms and apparently
well for two or three days on stnivation and morphine.
At the end of this time, wiiich often coincides with their
trausfer to a clearing hospital, they rapidly develop
distension and vomiting, and ultimately die.

If these symptoms were due to an immediate escape of

contents, one would expect immediate pain, rigidity, rising

pulse, and vomiting. But the course they actually follow

and the symptoms they present are rather those of an
obstruction of gradual onset than those of a prompt
general peritonitis.

The explanation of these differences in the behaviour of

wounds of the duodenum and colon on the one hand, and
of those of the mobile part of the small intestine on the
other, is probablj' twofold. In the first place, the small
intestine is so situated that it is very readily sealed oii

by omentum and adjacent coils. In the second place, it

seems to be the case that the movements of the small
intestine are more readily paralysed by injury aud in-

tlaniination than those of either the colon or the stomacli.

So that although a passive dilatation occurs, there is no
driving force behind it which could lead to escape of

contents under pressure. If such a force were jiresent

recent adhesions would not prevent leakage, though they
might limit its extent.

Treatment.
If the course of events is usaiillv sueli as is suggested

above, the bearing of it on treuti:; "
! • :. ! n^. For it is

clear that simple suture of wo,' : .lenum and
colon is both necessary and sutli- ,

I
iii ,, efficiently

done the contents will be driven .1'":, ''•' n pr,,per course

;

if it is not done, they will be cautinually forced either into

the peritoneum or into the extraperitoneal tissue. In
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neither case will there be stasis. The essential thing is to

close the leak—there is no danger of obstruction.

In the jejunum and ileum, on the other hand, simple

closure o£ the wound would bo both unnecessary and
inefficient. As regards the escape of oouleuts, it would
merely effect, with a certain amount of shock, disturbance,

aud fouling of the peritoneum, what Nature had alrea<ly

done. As regards paralytic obstruction, it would do much
to increase it.

The proper course in such a case would be to resect not

only the injured portion, but also as much bowel above

it as is likely to remain out of action and constitute a
functional obstruction. The point is uot a new one; it

was emphasized by Uarker in relation to strangulated

hernia, aud is eiiually sound whether the obstruction is

physical or functional. The louger the obstruction has

existed the more important it becomes.

The amount to be reuioved depends, first, on the number
and relative position of the wounds ; apart from this it

increases with delay, since the condition which makes
resection necessary is one which progresses gradually and
regularly upwards". In Case vii the resection of 12 in.

after two and a half days was not enough to prevent

stasis in the bowel above, as was evident 2">^i mortem.
The patient probably died for that reason.

In Case ix, operated on ten hours after injury, the

removal of 7 in. was sufficient to restore the function

of the intestine. In Case v, where 2i ft.* were removed
after thirty-six hours, the patient made a good recovery.

In Case vi, where 4.^ ft. were resected after eighteen
hours, the amount may have been unnecessarily great, bnt
it was a fault on the right side, and did not interfere witti

the patient's recovery.

A sound piiuciple can, of course, be made absurd easily

enough by carrying it to extremes, and the earlier the

operation the less the need for wide resection. But it is

doubtful if the difference in shock is very great ; aud
whereas the risk of an insufficient resection is death,

that of an excessive resection is more likely to be

Technique and AfterTrkatment.
In view of the fact that injured intestine may move

away from the wound aud so be missed (as in Case iv),

and that the course of the bullet is often unknown, it is

wise to place the incision near the midline and inspect
the whole of the small intestine. It is a disadvantage to

include the wound in the incision.

After operation the sooner the bowels move the better.

Enemas and divided doses of calomel are useful, and
pituitrin sometimes acts like a charm. Apart from these
points, the technique and after-treatment are those of a
similar operation in civil practice.

The recovery of one case (vi) was interrupted by an
acute dilatation of the stomach, and all three surviving
cases had a varying degree of diarrhoea, which in one (v)

amounted to a serious dysentery.

Sbxectiok of Cases.
The majority of cases reach us after a varying period of

rest in a field ambulance. The condition of some is so
bad that operation is out of the question ; in others the
presumed intestinal injury is accompanied by others
which render interference inadvisable.

In the rest the presence or occurrence of definite
symptoms of injury in the intestinal area is a sound
indication for operating at once. Some patients recover
^vitllout any such symptoms, and to open all wounded
abdomens as a routine measure would probably do
more harm than good. But once .symptoms become
manifest there is not much margin for delay. If these
cases are placed under observation in a clearing hospital
soon enough after the injury, it should be possible to seize
the opportunity when it occurs, provided always that the
surgeon has tlic uect-usaiy equipment and experience for
deaUng with any condition he may find.

The common practice of withholding water from such
patients causes much suffering. In cases of internal
haemorrhage and during transport it is probably necessary.
Once in hospital, if a man is definitely dying, no good
purpose is served by adding thirst to his other sufferings,
while if ho has an injury which requires operation, the
worst that water in reasonable quantities is likely to do is

to hasten the time at which he develops symptoms and is

radically dealt with. The sufferings these patients endiue
from thirst cannot be doubted by any one who has ever
seen them. The only consideration which could weigh
against them is proof that men who would ultimately have
lived liave actually died because they were given water in

hospital some time after the injury. As far as I know this

proof is lacking.

Water does not produce flatus ; it probably never reaches
the wounded area, and if it does it is unlikely, for reasons
already given, to cause any escape of contents.

Results.
Makins (Surgical Experievcen in South Africa, p. 460)

concludes as follows: "Perforating wounds of tlio small
intestine are very fatal injuries. Every jiatient in whom
this condition was certainly diagnosed died.' In dealing
with such an injury it is not so much a (juestion of how
many cases will be lost, but rather whether any cau bo
saved.

I have appended notes of the only cases, 5 in number, in

which I have opened the abdomen and resected intestine

in this hospital (Cases v, vi, vii, viii, and ix).

Of these cases viii died almost at once from recurrent
bleeding, and vii after thirty six hours with intestinal

stasis, due, I believe, to an insufficiently free resection.

Case IX recovered and lived for a week, during which
time he injproved in condition aud had his bowels open
freely and often. He died at the end of this period
from secondary haemorrhage from an artery outside the
abdomen.
Case v recovered and was transferred to the base three

weeks after operation.

Case \i recovered, was transferred to another hospital,

and seventeen days after operation was reported well aud
on ordinary diet, on his way to the base in a barge.
The results thus are that out of 5 cases, 2 died outright,

2 recovered completely, and 1 recovered from the operation
but died a week later from another cause.
The two who recovered completely happen to be those

in which the largest amounts of bowel were removed f2i ft.

and 4J ft. respectively).

Conclusions.
1. Death in uncomplicated cases of gunshot wounds of

the small intestine is uot usually due to escape of faeces
aud general peritonitis, but to a progressive intestinal

paralysis aud distension spreading upwards from the
injured coil.

2. Operation in such a case should include the resection
of the injured portion together with as much bowel above
it as would otherwise remain in a condition of paralysis.

3. If this be done sufficiently early there is a prospect of

saving a fair proportion of cases.

I wish to repeat that these conclusions are based on a
small number of cases, those of which notes are given.
Wider experience or the experience of other surgeons may
perhaps modify or contradict them ; meanwhile their

practical importance at this time seems to me to justify

their publication.

lu conclusion I wish to espi-ess my great obligation to

Captain H. T. M. Wilson, K.A.M.C, tor his help with
nearly all these cases, aud for many valuable practical

suggestions.

CxHKl.—Wound of Colon : T--:'' '

'

'"
Tiraimuie:

Dentil imni Secomlani :' f//-.

Private U., 2nd Scots Fu,,, 1 iiiee Oavs
ago. Entrv near navel; ;. .r pulse,
retention ,,f ni-iiie, acute lu.^.i....,^^ _ yaiu. Xo
voiiiit .'; J iii

. ^ li 15tli, operation uii.lertakuii cliielly to relieve
til''

I

I

: .11 near wound, splitting rectus. On opening
til': - ini-solid faeces came out under great pres-
siU'' 1^ 'n.i:j

1 1 ,111 a lilackeiieil cavity formed by adherent
intestine, int'i will. !, .. li-'-luirged Irom a wound of
the colon. Faece-^ '

1 ;h the wound for the next
five days. The pan 1 -.'iieral condition poor. On
March 20th an encii 1:1 ii.l solid faeces were passed
perrectum. Heconilin , luieiiHjii iiat>e then began, increased, and
proved fatal on tbe 2Ut. As lighting was then going on no
autopsy was made.

Case 11.—Wound of the Duodenum : Localized Escape of
Concents: Driiinoiic: Death.

Private H., East Lanca. Wonml in the right flank three days
ago. Bilious vomiting, very acute local pain, no signs of
general peritonitis. Operation March 7th : Incision vertical in
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npper part of right rectus, viscera adherent round a collection of

ilirty grey fluid and gas. which issued from a liole deep down in

the intlanied lining of the cavity. This hole could not be closed.
Drainage through Uie wound of entry; closure of the operation
wound. Vomiting and pain ceased at once : the next niomin^
the patient was reading the paper. Discharge free, reddciiiii},'

the surrounding skin ; no faecal smell. The tiatieut was tmiii;-

ferred to the base six days later. While there the disclnufie
diminished aud ceased to be irritating, but he gradually sank
and died.

Case m.—H'okikJ oJ DhoAciw [:
'

l]inum:
Loe(ili:edCvllectioiiofFli(i:l !' /i.ii/s.

Lieutenant C, 2nd l^eicestcr, ^ \ i i. it loin

two and a half days before. No ;
- Ik fore

admission, then \ii:ii;i-;v, pi;l i.'
i

-iim v
ferred to test.--, i<v • '.i:^

rectus. On oi.-. :

i

,i —
the o<lonr was •;.

. i ;;
|

formed by adl,.-; 1 '11 •. .-.rT;). '['\:,- \n<:,- ir i,::- im.-.! ni" -'oii' ,

not be demonstrated l)ut hiy apiiarently in the iluoilono-jfjun.al

flexure. A shrapnel bullet "was found lying in the mesentery of

the jejunum close to the bowel which was here intact. Closure
iu lavers with a lumbar drain.
May 25th. The discharge is pr;i. ;;,!;;, i«:;.rl.ile. This fluid,

later on, reddened and excoriai, i
i - i. rnding skin; the

patient vomited a good deal, tfn i
i i il'cd iVIay 29th.

;. ;. lUtracfed from
Upcnitiun : Death 'from

voinul

Case VI.—ICoHHifs 0/ Siiifl// Inicn .', ( i\ ft.

Dilatation tif SI..,:, . /, . :,.

LieutenantC.F. P., 6tli UuU, ni :'. n,, T^iitn

—ricochet bullet—right iliii. ':..- \ '
i'. -i h.. in-, onset

of local pain, rigidit\ .
|;ii. I'l ( i])era-

tionMay24th: Incisi.-.i, . , i :, i A coil

of ileum found wrappi 1
1

i ' '
:

i ;ii:u- tlic

mesenteric border in ti '. I I'l;. li:^'ieha(l

been no escape of faeci i
... ;i i.i us soon as it

was lifted from its bed n - ,, . ited out. fntes-
tine above much dilati-' I ^ hi

,
m cL-^a, that below

pi-actically empty. Apn.. ..i liiilu: - (-,.ii_ Iwii;; loose, liest
of intestine reviewed and found iut.ict; no fieneral peritonitis;
53 in. of bowel resected from just below the injury upwards; it

was all dilated and inflamed. Bowel above emptied. End-to-
end suture in healthv bowel. Inflamed omentum tied off.

uprapuh
May 25t

cdr
. 25th. Poor pulse. No vomiting.

May 26th. Enema—solid faeces. \Vhile this was acting halt
a pint of clear coagulahle serum was discharged from the drain.
and three measured pints of watery green fluid vomited. No
further vomiting.
May 27th. Epigastric pain and distension, stomach felt

swollen and tense, rest of abdomen lax. Stomach tube drew
off 3 pints green fluid. In the evening same condition, about
1* pints brov.i.i I, - -mrlling fluid drawn off.. Bowels
opened four till.. - ..: n tlie night ; no further distension.
Later there 'Vii diarrhoea.
Our hospital n. . . .i few davs later, and the patient

was left in the c^.. ol ; .ii,...ia I'rankau, R.A.M.C.iT.i. who tells

me that he sent him to the base in a barge on June 10th (seven-
teen days after operationj. He was then on ordioarv diet and
doing well.

Case Ta.—EMiion of 13 in. of Tiitcslinc : Death Thirty-six
Hours later.

Private H., 4th Liverpools. Shot from root otpenis to right
lower ribs two and a hailf days ago. Bullet ishrapnel) felt under
the skin. Bilious vomiting," rigiditv, pain^ Operation March
13th : Incision in right rectus. Small intestine wounded in two
places, lull of lic^uid faeces ol wbicli none had escaped.

Resected a foot and emptied the bowel above. The next
morning the patient was better, later bilious vomiting canio
on again and he sank and died.

I'oat morlciii : No other injury was found. No general peri-
tonitis; no haemorrhage. The bowel above the union verj
much distended, thnt below it empty and contracted.

Case viii.— ?,'.

Few y/..

Private D.B.,
from a point 2 in.

.fannary CS: :, .

outside tl:

was appii
smelt sli

Case JV.—Lijiir'j to a Coil n

the Jfouud ami was SL
Haemorrhaije.

Private M., 2ud Leicesters. Wound in left iliac fossa: pulse
120. Operation May 17th: Vertical incision on er tlic woinul,
large collections of clot inside and outside tin v i i!..ii, imi. i mm

inside smells slightly faecal. Colon inta.t i
i

in the adjacent small intestine closed \vi; i
'

i

ricochet bullet found loose. The paticn; >l i
>ir lui,.

Post mortem: Abdomi*n full of b!oo,l. \\,)i;u i ..i ouu luuni.
In the umbilical region, at SOI uf ilisiaurr hum t !ir \' ouud, lay
a coil of jejunum complit-l\ wiajiin'il lu oiufmum. uilh four
biggish holes. No escapi^ ot ci>iiU:ni-, no titiRial pui itonitis.

The injured coil and the bowel ubu\c n, iiiuth disuudcd, the
intestine below empty and shrunken.

Case x.—Iicsection of 2ift. of Small Intestine: Dyscnlern :

Corporal M.,K.T.R. Sl,cil v,..;,ii'ii ilio.n.:!, .\^],i ^i:,;,:, i1m,-i

six hours before in iln i

-i ,, ,' ,,,ii ..

distension; no pain on '
i

i i. :, im.

March 18th : Incision in i';. .;;: ; i,. i ,1 , I ,1. - ! - .-ni
1 i

'.;,:,

iuacoilof ileum; the con aduLifui ali iouiki. No (.sliii^u m
contents. The missile, a square piece of shell about .' in. across,
lay in the lumen of the gut. Two and a half feet of intestine
resected, end-to-end suture, suprapubic drain. Two days later
the bowels were moved with caloiucl. cueuias. and pituitriu. A
week after operation I- i. I. n. .1 iliarrlioea, which later
became a definite dysc 1 1

1

1 1 ., t- of blood and mucus.
Treated with mag. snhi ! I; >very. Transferred to
base April 9th, three wti,- all.

1
.\

•' ','. I'll •/';• . Death a

I ti.'
I i'J:i hiiii. Operation

peritoneal surface of this
liarye from the exit wound
of t!ie small intestine was

as a complete perforation,
I docked both entrv and exit.
About 2 in. of the injured

.^joined byend-to-eud suture.

i\j..t iiinflt':ii : The peritoneum was full of free blood, derived
either from the omentum, which was slightly injured, or from
the region of the exit wound.

evidenth
from the

II sound, but generally ad-
le abdomen. Bleeding had
in the buttock, presumably

"TRENCH BACK" TREATED BY SODIUJI

SALICYLATE IONIZATION.

By JOHN D. SANDE3. Captain LM.S.,
["ICER IN CHARGE OP KLEC TU0-TanK.\PF.t7TIC INSTITUTE, KITCHENEH

INDIAN HOSl'ITAI,, UlUGUTOX.

' Trench back " is the term applied to a variety of

conditions arising from injury to the back in the lumbar
or sacral regions. The iujmy is usually caused by the
impact of large and heavy masses of matter, such as
a quantity of earth or sandbags.
As the condition is of great importance on account of

its frequency and the prolonged disability it usually entails,

I venture to bring forward the following method of

treatment, although the number of cases so far treated
does not justify any dogmatic statement as to its utility or
allow any Jinaj conclusion to be drawn.
The cases almost invariably come from the trendies.

Thoy complain of pain and rigidity in the dorsal-lumbar
region. Various degrees of disability are represented—
some can get about, others have to be carried on stretchers.

Those who can walk do so with a pronounced stoop, and
use a stick. Tenderness is generally present. Some cases
show anaesthesia, and in these there is probably spinal
injury. In the milder cases the clinical picture is that of

marked lumbago, and would be indistinguishable except
for the history. All cases of this condition should bo
e-xamined by ,; rays before being treated in the manner
suggested, and all cases of injury to the spine and pelvis

excluded. Cases with anaesthesia of the lumbar and
sacral regions are unsuitable for ionization, as they are
very liable to be badly blistered during treatment. The
majority have no spinal lesion, the symptoms being due to

contusion or sprain of the muscles and fasciae alone. It

is for cases of this class that 1 advocate ionization. In a
certain proportion a pronounced psychical factor can bo
traced, and these cases present features similar in many
respects to the condition known as " railway spine," and
are always difficult to treat.

The cases that have come under my notice in tho
Kloctro-Therapeutic Tiis'.ilni.' ol <]., K;(ol,:,,:r f-Miau
Hospital, Brighton, ha-,o, . :, ;,: ],. ,: ,0 •: ': i ;,i^,,|

in the wards for soinc I'ii,'
I ! 'i -^ ns'o,

,
,i,ni

floated them by ionization \,oli '!: - ..'i,. \<.' . . and
obtained good results in a short time.

1 now apply tlie treatment to all cases of trench back
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coming to the department, and the i-esnits so far have
been satisfactory. It is aiiplied as follows : A 1 per cent.

solutiou of sodium salicylate is prepared. (This can be
conveniently done with i?urrouglis and Wellcome's soloidg

for ionic medication.) A large pad sufficient to stretch

rif^ht across the back, and 8 or 10 in. broad, is saturated

with the solution. The pad must be conipo;scd of at least

six layers of lint. The imtient is placed face downwards
on a couch, and the pad is laid over the paintu! area.

A mail chain electrode is placed on top of the pad, and the

whole firmly bound on with a bandage. 1'he mail chain
electrode is connected with the negative pole of a battery

or electric machine. The "multostat," if available, is very
convenient, as the current can be regulated to a nicety

and all fear of severe shoclis obviated. An indifferent

electrode is then placed upon some other region, say the

upper dorsal, moistened with sodium chloride solution, and
connected with the positive pole. The current is gradually

turned on and treatment continued for about lil'tecu

minutes. -Applications are carried out twice weekly, and
improvement often occurs after the first. Some cases are

cured in two or three applications.

Certain points in the practical application of the treat-

ment deserve notice. The indifferent electrode (the posi-

tive) should be at least as large as the active (the negative).

There should be at least half a dozen layers of lint between
the mail electrode and tlie skin; this will allow higher
doses to be given without blistering. A 1 per cent, solu-

tion of sodium salicylate is quite sufiicient, as the con-

centration of the solution has little or no effect on the

amount of the drug absorbed. The dosage is regulated

almost entirely by the amount of the current traversing

the circuit, hence a milliampercmeter is necessary

;

30 uiilliaiiijirres is the usual amount to be given at the
iniii,:! ; villi,, it. At subsequent applications this can be
iii, I .:!i:;i I he patient is taking 100 luilliamperes, or

1. --1 lie cases tend to blister readily oven with
I "1 allowances must be made for individual

- a general rule the higher the milliam-

[
1 be borne, the better and quiclcer will he

I

I

11 \-. ays remembering that the size of the
eli'itiiiiles must be proportionately increased. The current
should be introduced very gradually and also turned off

very gradually, as a rapid increment or rapid diminution
causes severe shock. I'ure distilled water should always
be used for making the solutions, as, if other salts are

present in the water they also will be ionized, and will

iiiturri'ic with the treatment.

1 G admitted t lucIi back
n e to electiical 2otb He
11 1 fetiflness in In |iam down

iiid was null I 'it or walk
w I li 11 11 -\ttpi ii\<_ Tpi Ik iti n^ )f sill lite ionization
lie %\ds w ill iiir. t-isil\ mil li 1 1 jKi pxin whate\ei

( \si II —H iliiiilttl^n liih with tieucli back came to
electiiLal leiaitineiit iiMi _ i \t cMi iiiin in lumbal
xud bicial le-tion 1 xti n Mi i„lit

oil a stietchei '>lulit i i fti i

-c\en ipnhcatious pitipi n st

\ LTiiiP u ith s( eie |iiin in himl ai
i„'hten back oi walk w thout a stick

t sodium =ahc%late ionization the

'. D. came with much pain and
to use a stick to get along. After
nred.

to the department using a stick. He
it, and complained of great pain in

' three applications of sodium sali-

ite well.

I

nendale clock were
liiers of the staff of

I 'r. J. S. Cameron,
1 of medical officer

I . tieiniison, chairman of

vd to the great sanitary
ilace

it ion
.ittier

the death-rate of the cil \

1,000 to the low rate di

aclcnowledging the in-esuni.

co-opcratlon of his staff, w
liave been impossible for these larger measures
reform to be carried out.

and
out which, he said, it would

sanitary

STOxMOXY.S, THE STABLE-FLY.
BY

A. E. .SHIPLEY, Sc.D., F.R.S.,

MASTER OF CHUISl'S COLLEGE, CAMBMDGE,

Fly! Thy brisk unmeaning buzz
Would have roused the man of TJz

}

Ami. l.o..i.les thv biiz/.ing, I
I : ' >-' -i,,i,ini.Hy.
I . '.

'
1

'
: I mil certain,

I. r curtain:

Cease, :.

Hour. 1 ..' tingle I

Flee ii ii of tbiiiet
To til. , li.kinc,
Uddei 111

, iii„l.

Or till- I 1
1 i |,ool,

Ktri\i' ti-
i : 'i i luiirous kin

(Vaiul' 1
I'll I

!

I I 'iiippled skin

!

Culverley :
" The I'oet and the Fly."

The common names for common insects in English are
confusing. Not only are the same insects frequently
known by different names on difi'erent sides of the
Atlantic, but in many cases quite different insects, iusectf

even belonging to different genera, are connoted by th«

Fi i-TIr 111 Lot that !< believed to transmit infantile
puil 1 (HI 111 1 diinin!! of the biting stable-fly (Sfomoxij.'!

caltjti ms r inn 1 b> Iguaz Matauscb. (From the Atnericun
Museum Journal

)

same common mmc. In this respect matters are different

m Geimain i i
i | 'nps because the Germans on the

whole ail i ily inclined than we are, but
paith I , IS the German language lends

itself moK i( in one word—however long

—

the elm 11 tciisti s of Tuj given insect.

riR 2 — stable flj,

Xatmal si/g- le^tina iio

Nnn hlooil wrl ijiff The
biiCie Unneisiti Piesb

lys calcitinns (x 5). Antenna,
tion (rrom Fltm i Relation to Disease

:

By G S Giahaui Smith, M.D. Cam-
1914)

The genus Stoinoxya is generally called in Great
Britain the " stable-iiy," but there are other " stable-

flies." One of the commonest species, Stomo.ri/s calcU

trans, is a two-winged muscid fly, not at all unlike

tlie common domestic fly, Musca domesiica, but there
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lire ono or two points which readily clLstingnish it from
the commouer insect. To begin with—it has a haitl,

firm, chitinous, piercing proboscis, which vvheu at rest

stretches forward in front of the liead, ami when in action

is pressed down at right angles to the longitudinal axis of

the body ; then, again, when resting its wings diverge,

those of the house-fly approximate. Like other flics, the

Stomoxys varies souiewhat in length, between 5.5-7 iiiui.

The thorax has on its back four longitudinal, dark stripes,

broken by a transvei-se suture ; and, as the accompanying
figure shows, the third of the great, long veins whicli

traverse the wing is much more slightly bent than is the

case in Mu^ai ilomeslUa. Further, whereas the hinder

edge of the eye in the house-fly is straight that of the

stable-fly is concave, and the antennae bear hairs on the

upper side only and not above and below as they do in

the domestic fly.

As a biting fly and a blood-sucking fly, the habits of

Fig. J.—Wind of the liouse-fiy IMiiscn domestiva) above, and ot
the st&h\e-tLy iStomoxiih- calcitrans) below. Kote the sharp elbow
in the third lonH wing vein of Miisca and the less bent vuin of
Stomoxtjs. Drawing by I^uuz Matausch. CFrom the Autcricaii'
Museum Journal.)

Stomoxys naturally differ from those of Musca domcsiica,

but, like the latter, its distribution is almost world-wide.
It is found in all tempei-ate and tropical countries, and
extends as far north as Lapland. But it is perhaps most
abundant, or shall we say it has been most observed, in

temperate climates and during the summer months "?

In any farm or couulry house large numbers of Stomo.ri/s

calcilyaxs are found in and
about the cowsheds and
stables, and iu w arm
weather the same is true
wherever cattle are grazing
in the field. Later in the
j'ear, at the beginning of

autumn, they arc fre(iueutly

found indoors, and iu some
' fly counts " they have fur-

nished quite 50 per cent, ot

the flies of a country hou.se,

the remaining 50 per cent,

being made up of many
other species and genera.
AVhen resting on a vertical

surface Stoiiioxys generally
has its head pointing up-
wards, whereas, as a rule,

the house-fly rests upside
down. The adult fly feeds

upon any decaying matter,
but whenever it can it

sacks the blood o£ verte-
brates, and at times is a real nuisance to animals as well
as human beings. So voracious are they that should a
well-fed one be injured, the others immediately atlaclc it

and suck up every drop of blood which it had secured for

its own food.

It has often been disputed whether a meal of blood is

essential to the female mosquito before oviposition, but it

seems perfectly clear that the female Stomoxtjs can
produce fertilized eggs without having had a meal of
blood.

The female lays a number of white, banana-shajred eggs
a few inches below the surface of any decaying organic
matter ; fermenting grass from the lawn, decaying garden

P

Fig. 4.—Side view of head of
Btable-fly. a. Proboscis in
resting position : b, pro-
boscis extended iFrom Flies
in lielalion to Disease : Kon~
blood-suclina Flies. By G. S.
Oraliam-Smith. M D. Cam-
bridtie University Press.)

stuflf, stable manure—each forms a favourable nidus.
The eggs are laid in a heap like those of the house-fly,

each heap containing from fifty to seventy. The egg ia

1 mm. in length and has a grooved side, through the
thicker end of wliich the larva escapes when the egg-shell
splits.

The issuing larva is almost transparent. It not only
has no head but the anterior end
dwindles almost to a point.

When fnlly grown it attains a
length of 11 mm., and the larval

stage usually lasts from two to

three weeks, but development
may be retarded by adverse
circumstances up to eleven or

twelve weeks, and in such cases

the full-grown larvae are often

stunted in size. In these circum-

stances the pupae they produce
are markedly smaller than those
which have followed a more
normal course of development.
As is true of the egg and of the
larva, the pupa resembles the
pupa of the house-fly, being
barrel-shaped aud of a chest-

nut-brown colour ; it is 5 to

5.5 mm. in length. The pni^a

stage lasts from nine to thirteen

days, but this period is prolonged

by 3old.

On emerging from the pupa
case the insect has to push its

way to the surface of the rotting

vegetation in which it has been
produced. This it does partly ' ^ i I

i
i s

by the alternate inflation ann
^_

deflation of the so-called "from j i

,

sac," and by actively pushii;.,

forward the body by means of iL,
, n uiiii..it

Ic.nn. Once on the surface the
insect begins to clean itself, pumps
air into its body, forces it along the
tracheae in the wings, which expand
aud ultimately harden ; in the pro-

cesses of unfolding they are aided
by the hind legs. For a time the
iiisi'ct is iuimobilc, gradually stitt'en-

iuL,', but when the integument has
hiudLiit'd it flies off to explore the
outer world. Under normal conditiuus
the whole life-cycle varies from
tv.'euty-sevcn to thirty-seven days.

. ,.,, tate The chief interest of Stomoxys to
iitnmoxvs the public rests upon the fact that it is

Kewstead). ffrom ^ ^^^T Potent carrier of disease. There
Flic.i in Belaiioii to are certain forms of Tryjitiiiosovia

fnefdiw ' Flils" °By
'^^''^^'' Under experimental conditions,

Edward Hindle.) are undoubtedly tran.sfcrred by this

species. But opinion is still unsettled

as to whether the transference of these protozoa occur in

nature. The Sni-ra diseases of horses and camels is,

according to some authorities, transferred by Stoino.ryi\
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and so is the Surra disease of cattle; and there are

others, all fully set forth in Mr. Hiudle's work on Flies

aeid Disease.

Oertain threadworms—for instance, Filaria lahiato-

papillosa—which occur in the peritoneal cavity and some-

times in the eyes of cattle and deer in India are

nndonbtedly conveyed by Stomoxijs calcitrans. The
Buperficial vessels of the cattle swarm with the larvae,of

these threadworms, which readily iiass through the pro-

boscis of the insect into its stomach. They then wriggle

through the walls of the stomach and make their way into

the thoracic muscles; here they undergo a "rest-cure," and
after a time they are readily transferred to a new and
uninfected host.

But by far the worst infection which is attributed to this

fly is acute epidemic poliomyelitis, or infantile paralysis.

Tliat this disease occurs in epidemics has been known,
especially in Scandauavia, for some time, and eight years

ago it attracted serious attention in North America and in

our country. In 1907 there were many local outbreaks in the

United States and Canada, and it is thought that the

infection was first introduced from Scandinavia along the

Atlantic coast, and later inland as far as the State of

Jlinnesota, by the numerous Scandinavian immigrants

that settle there.

The disease is one of those which are apparently due to

a protozoon too small to be visible under the highest power
of the microscope, and so small as to be able to pass

through a Berkefeld filter. It can readily be artificially

transmitted to monkeys. It is thought that the disease

is by no means transmitted only by means of the biting

Stomoirijs, and that it may be directly transmitted

from one person to another without the aid of any inter-

mediate host. But there seems little doubt that it can

be, and is, transmitted by Stomoxijs, and therefore it is

of Ihe highest importance to reduce the number of these

insects.

The most efficient way of controlling this pest is to

destroy or put out of action its breeding places. All

decaying vegetable matter should be either removed or

burnt or buried, or covered with some agent which will

prevent the larvae living. In fact, tbe methods that have
been advocated for the common house-fly are applicable to

Stomoxijs. If stable manure were carefully removed, from

May to October, at least every seven days, the number of

flies would be mnterially reduced. "Where this is imprac-

ticable, manure heaps should be covered with some in-

secticide, so as to destroy tlie eggs and larvae. Experi-

ments are still being made with the view of finding a

substance capable of killing the eggs, larvae, and pupae,

which will be at once cheap and unharmful to the fer-

tilizing value of the manure. The American experts

recommend borax or colemanite (crude calcium borate),

calcined, powdered, and applied by a flour-dredger. The
proportions which seem most effective are 0.62 lb. of borax

and 0.75 lb. of colemanite to 10 cubic ft. or 8 bushels of

manure. Two or three gallons of water should then be

Bprinkled over tbe manure heap.

Jlbmoraiitia

:

MEDICAL, SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

A CASE OF MYELOMA OF THE STERNUM
TREATED BY RADIUM.

A MALE, aged 32, suffering from a large myeloma of

the sternum, was recommended to me with a view to

radium treatment in the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, by
Professor Gulland, on March' 9th, 1915. The tumour had

first been noticed two years before after an attack of

pleurisy; it had since steadily increased in size, and now
consisted of a firm adherent growth about the size of a

largo cocoanut in front of the sternum. The circumference

of the chest over the growth measured 37^ in. An x-ray

examination suggested involvement of the mediastinum.

The patient suffered from increasing weakness, from con-

striction of i':c chest, and shortness of breath. A consulta-

tion was hei'l with Mr. Miles, who considered the case

inoperable. In view of the size of yie growth, and of the

limited amount of radium at the disposal of the Royal

Infirmarj', I did not think that much benefit would result

from radium applications, but I said that if he were
admitted to the wards, a vigorous course >f treatment
would be tried.

This consisted in the introduction by Mr. Miles of four
aluminium tubes containing 10 to 20 mg. each of pure
radium bromide into the right hemisphere of the growth,
while at the same time external applications through silver

shields, 0.5 mm. in thickness, were made. Thus the right

hemisphere of the tumour was subjected to an energetic
crossfire of rays. The plan of treatment was to transfer at
the end of a few days the internal tubes to the left hemi-
sphere, but owing to the rapid diminution in the size of

the growth it was not found practicable to introduce more
than two of the tubes. The total dose amounted to

13,200 mg. hours.
A month after the treatment the growth had entirely

disappeared. Professor Gulland remarked, in regard to

this case, " that he had watched the tumour growing during
the past eighteen months, that it was of very large size

—quite as big as two fists—that he had been rather a
sceptic as regards the value of radium in malignant disease,

but that he was now quite converted. The growth was a
myeloid sarcoma."
The patient has regained his health and strength, and is

back at his .work.

No tumour, in my experience, is so amenable to radium
as a myeloid sarcoma. When energetically treated they
melt away in an extraordinary fashion.

Dawson Turneh,
Officer in Charge of tbe Radium Treatuieat at

tlie Koyal Inflvinary, Edinburgh.

COMPLETE INVERSION OF UTERUS WITHOUT
COLLAPSE OR SHOCK: CONCEALED

DELIVERY.
I HAVE read two articles on cases of inversion, in the
Journal of April 17th, pp. 676, 677, in both of which there

was severe collapse. In the following instance collapse

was entirely absent.

I was asked one morning to attend a village woman in

labour. On arrival I found a young, healthy-looking

woman of about 25 years of age who would not allow
anjbody else to remain with me in her room. She was
lying on a couch, but there was no sign of recent or

impending delivery about her. She informed me, on
proujise of secrecy, that she had given birth to a dead
immature fetus during the early part of the previous

night and thrown it away, and that all I could do for

her was to keep my promise. But as soon as I came out

of the room I was shown the body with placenta attached
and entire. The household were very anxious to impress
upon me that there were no marks of violence on it.

I asked them to send for a midwife and left. Three hours
later I was called again to attend the same woman. The
midwife had arrived, and found something unusual outside

the vagina. I thought I should have told the household
that the patient had refused any medical aid from me at

mj' first visit. The swelling was the uterus, which had
undergone complete inversion. I reduced the organ quite

easily and put in a plug to keep it up. Recovery was
uneventful.
The outstanding feature in this case was the absence of

collapse or shock. There was no collapse, in part, no doubt,

because there had been no haemorrhage. Shock, according

to Crile, may be produced by exposure of abdominal
viscera. In Dr. Oag's case exposure for two hours caused
shock and death. In my case more than twelve hours'

exposure of the intei'ior of the uterus did not produce the

slightest constitutional disturbance. I think that the

difference in my patient's case can be explained by the

state of her mind. Soldiers in the heat of a struggle

and consequent mental excitement are said to receive

very severe wounds which off the battlefield w'ould

have produced instant collapse and shock. My patient

was greatly worried by the prospect of possible loss

of reputation. The extreme state of excitement of

thought centres may have had a reflex influence, and
prevented inhibition of vasomotor centres and consequent

shock.

Dambulla. C. G. KuRlEN, M.B.Ediu.
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meeting ou July 15tli, Dr. J. J. Pringle, President,
».is in the chair, showed a Turkish bath shaunraoer,
10, who presented au Erythematous, circinafc, ami
iriq'tion of venj large palttrn on the trnnli and

of more than six weeks' duration. The case was
>scd by Dr. H. G. .-Vdamson, Dr. Graham Little,

."Ml. .1, E, K. McDoNAGH, Dr. J. M. H. JIacLeod, and
Dr. ,1. H. Stowebs, and considerable differences of opinion
were expressed as to tlie diagnosis, but the s«*"fi'al

feeling seemed to be in favour of it.s being an instance
of the rare disease described by Darier as pityriasis rosea
gigantea. Dr. Graham Little exhibited : (1) A female
patient, aged 66, with extremely numerous small tumours
over the arms, neck, trunk, and thighs, of two aud a half
years' duration, accompanied by irritation and urticarial

attacks. Their contents consisted of sebaceous-like
matter, and the exhibitor regarded them as Traumatic
implantation or inclusion cysts. The President thought
the case was probably identical with a disease described
by Dubreuilh of Bordeaux in 1898 as "fat-containing
cysts of the sweat glands "or of the condition described
by BoseUini of Bologna and by himself in 1899 under the
name of '• steatoma multiplex." The case was discussed by
Mr. WiLLMOTT Evans, Dr. .\damson, Dr. MacLeod, and Mr.
McDonagh, who supported Dr. Little's views and confirmed
his microscopic observations. (2) A case of Pigmentation
around the mouth of a boy, aged 12, from Trinidad,
apparently resulting from the application of tincture of
iodine used for the treatment of a streptococcal infection
of the lips. Dr. MacLeod and Dr. Parkes AVeber dis-

cussed the case. (3) X middle-aged woman presenting
very extensive Angioma scrpiijinosum with haemorrhagic
pigmentation on the legs, thiglis, aud abdomen associated
with joint pains. The relationship to or identity with the
Condition known as "Schamberg's disease " were discussed
by Dr. Dudley Corbett, the President, and Dr. Parkes
AVeber, while Dr. G. Peknet suggested the possibility of a
syphilitic origin. Dr. G. F. Stebbing brought forward (1)

a case of Atrophic scleroder7nia arid sclerodactylia in a
woman, aged 70, with enormous masses of calcification
almost completely surroundiug the left shoulder-joint, as
demonstrated by skiagrams. Dr. Parkes AVeber remarked
upon the comparative immunity of the feet from sclero-
dcrmia. (2) A middle-aged woman with Congenital
multiple tumours on the extensor surface of the right arm.
The President, Mr. McDonagh, aud Dr." Parkes AVeber
commented upon the resemblance of the tumours to leio-

myomata, and advocated biopsy to settle the point. Dr.
Gk.uiam Little suggested a possible diagnosis of urticaria
pigmentosa. Dr. H. AA'. Barber brought forward a middle-
aged woman suffering from severe Lupus erythematosus
of the face and arms, apparently of about sixteen years'
duration. She also had mj'xoedema, and had been treated
with thyroids. Mr. H. C. Samuel showed two sisters, both
suffering simultaneously from severe Lichen planus of cir-

cinate type of the legs and trunk. Dr. Graham Little and
Dr. Stowers reported similar incidents of lichen planus in
sisters. Dr. S. E. Dore exhibited a young woman, aged 23,
fauffering from Graves's disease of two years' duration, the
most marked symptoms of which were enlarged thyroid,
tachycardia, and tine tremors. During the same period
she had had dystrophies of the nails with intermittent
chtiropompholyx. The feet were not affected. He com-
mented on the admitted occasional occurrence of nail
changes in Gravess disease, and thought cheiropompholyx
played no part in their production. Dr. Parkes AA'eber
did not associate the nail conditions with Graves's disease,
bnt Dr. Peknet and the President shared the exhibitor's
views. Dr. Dudley Corbett exhibited a case of Sclero-
dcrmia in an old woman with much telangiectatic change
over the clavicular regions somewhat resembling an
a!-ray bum.

Section of Electrotherapeutics.
A subcommittee of this Section, appointed to recommend
a Standard opaque meal for radiographic examination of
the alimentary canal, has presented the following report

:

1. The standard meal should consist of either bread and milk,
or poiTiilge (Note 1).

2. The total bulk of tlie meal should be about half a pint.
3. The meal should be mixed with 2oz. of barium sulpliate or

S oz. of bismuth oxycliloride.
4. The meal should be taken as uearlvas possible on au empty

stomach.
5. No aperient or other mediciiio should be taken within

tliiity-six hours of the first examination, and if the bowels are
not opened naturally, an enema should be given on the moruin"
of tlie examination.

^'"le i.-— (.1) Preparation of bread and milk: 2 oz. of white
lu-eiKl, without crust, cut into small cubes, are placed in the
l)o\vl from which the meal is to be taken. 8 oz. of ordinary or
malted milk are boiled iu a separate vessel with 2 oz. of bismuth
oxyeliloride or 2oz. of baniiin t,Ml|.l,a;c

: inis mixture is stirred
ami poured over tlie bre;iil. -,

i

I io taste.
I
/'! Preparation of poll i

J _;. 'i i J^-e made from tlie
finest oatmeal are mixed wiili ,. ... .ii i.i imitli iixvchloridc or
2 oz, of barium sulphate, and suilicieut niilk to make the total
hulk up to lOoz. The patient adds as much brown sugar as he
likes.

.V./c S.—{A) Bismuth carbonate neutralizes about 22 per cent,
of tlie free acids of the stomach, hut there is no evolution ct
gas, as the carbon dioxide is dissolved as rapidly as it is pro-
(hin-il (1{. Fimiemore and .\. E, Harclav), Tiie reduction iu tho
aridity of the gastric contents tends to reduce the motor
ai-ti\ ity of the stom.ach and to interfere with the normal action

/
1 Bisninth oxycbloride is slightly more opaque to the

.1 i.i\s than bismuth carbonate (K. Worton).
Ml. liisniutli oxychloride is about one and a half times as

opaipie to .1- rays as an equal weight, and twice as opaque as an
eijual bulk of barium suljihate lU, Mortoni.

A",,/,. ,j'.—Barium sulphate is in-eferable. at any rate for
hospital use, as it is very much cheaper than bismuth oxy-
chloride and equally good for radiographic examinations, liv
using barium sulphate, (liiy's Hospital has saved about £50 per
aunum.

(Signed) A. E, Barclay,
A. F. Hertz,
Reginald Morton,
S. Gilbert Scott.

ASSOCIATION OP REGISTERED MEDICAL
AVOMEN.

At a meeting on July 13tli, Dr. Jane AA'.\lker in the chair.
Dr. JIaiiy Scharlieb read notes of the following cases :

(1) An unmarried woman, aged 58, had complained of
backache aud slight loss five years after the menopause.
Diagnostic curettement was performed, the generative
organs appearing normal ou examination. In the scanty
euirttage a mass, the size of a very small pea, was fouud,
whitli on microscopical examination proved to be an Adcno-
cirrim.iiia. Panhysterectomy with removal of appendages
was pci'tormcd, aud the only abnormality proved to be a
.siu.ill cuiccrons patcli at the uterine opening of the left

FaUo]iian tube, where tho nodule had been scraped off.

The diagnosis was thus made solely ou the pathological
findings. (2) .A. woman, aged 66, twice married, but never
pregnant, complained of steady increase in the size of the
abiloiiii'U for tour years. The abdomen was the size of a
twin pregnancy at full term. On operation a large Multi-
luciihn- ci/st of each orary was found, both cysts burrowing
deeply into the broad ligament. They proved to be benign
papillomata. (3) This case .showed the stimulation of

matrimony on dermoid cysts. Tho woman was recently
married and very anxious to have a child. She com-
plained of uncomfortable coitus. Examination showed a
mass, the size of a small orange, in Douglas's pouch,
behind a normal uterus. Operation was postponed to givo
her a eliance of becoming pregnant, but six weeks later

the tumour filled the abdomen up to the umbilicus, and
Bdntiral multilocular dermoid cysts were removed, a
fragment of ovary being left. Dr. Jane AV'alker
had seen an identical case operated on by Mrs.
Boyd ; in this case also a fragment of ovary was left, and
the woman subsequently gave birth to premature twins.
Dr. Louisa .Aldrich Blake read notes of the following
cases: (1) A girl, aged 20. liaJ for three consecutive
winters suffered from a caliliing pain iu the bade, and
now complained of a swelling tlicre. This had tho
characters of a chronic abscess; there was no curvatiuo
and little pain, and a-ray examiuation showed au in-

doliuite tusifoi-m shadow. The ahscess was widely opcued,

emptied, and .sewn up three times at short intervals, and

after the third operation a skiagram showed Disease of the

ninth intervertebral disc and the head of the tenth rib.

The latter was removed, and much tubei-culoua pua
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exuded from the posterior mediastinum ; a further opera-

tion was necessary, after which the wound healed uy), and
after a year the patient liad a straiglit haclj, and there had

boon no recurrence. (2) An unmarried woman, aj^ed 46,

complained of loss of flesh, abdominal pain, swelling, and

nausea for two weeks. Examination showed fullness on

the left side of the abdomen, and a Hard lump in the

niijmoid. region, which did not disappear on evacuation of

the bowels; tlicio wine im symptouis of constriction.

Operali-M sliuv.iil ili. -\'_:tv.,.\.\ u, \,> uniHTeut to the

antevini' ;, I,. |. .imii'i i ;, '• '•> l-'iii '1
'••'' ^mall bowel,

and to :i
I

' I
. !. The whole

adherent lua.-.^ ^.l-l.--!^ 4, ;:i..l llir yr.r.u n\ made a good

recovery. A iistula was present between the mass of

glands and the sigmoid, through which brownish pus

exuded. There was no evidence of malignant disease, nor

of tuberculosis, nor of a foreign body. The cause of the

condition remained obscure. (3) A mariicd woman,
aged 49, complained of enlargement of the abdomen and
a profuse offensive discharge; menstruation was regular

and profuse. The abdomen measured 35 in. round the

undiilicus, and a Arm, rounded swelling could be felt a

Jiandbreadth below the xiplii-stcrnuni. Tlie pelvis was
blocked by the mass, and the uterus seemed Hatteued out

over it. The discharge was exceedingly profuse, and in-

creased by pressure on the abdomen. Ojh ration showed
the mass to be a \a.v^eDe(ienerated ccii:U-al jihtoid situated

below the peritoneum and opening into tlie uterus. After

its removal the patient made a rapid recoveiy. (4) A
married woman, aged 53, complained of continuous loss

for twelve weeks preceded by amenorrhoea for nine

months. A mass was felt in the right iliac fossa and was
diagnosed as a cervical fibroid. Hysterectomy was per-

formed and the patient made a good recovery. Pathological
1 -.ii iiii: I ;..ii li'A\, il ,1

I

'.1\['oid mass in the body of the
iiiii - \ '1,1 ,,i ' Ili a Fihroiiiijomaundergoinr/
/ -lurounding nuclei stained in-

i,n. :> ..'1 ma. Six months later the
patient i' i iiii'' ' <

i 'i ,'--
1 iv^cr than the original,

fixed ;ii: :.;<. I' . i.
:

I !ii Bolton read notes

of till.' ;.'i;",, i.j ' .. ' ; i \ ii,iiiii-d woman, aged 57,

who uum[iliiiiiua -.! ,1 'I lil ;" 'i'-il, ]' 'in in the hepatic area,

constant for eiglitecn iu"i.Lli . Tlicre was occasional

vomiting and uausia. m" i.niihlh.. The liver extended
nearly to the umbilim ,

/::^ -m . "ili. with a prominence
on the MM l,i'-.' .'nimcTi' .1 ', ; ii ! l" l-l: l 1.". Laparotomy
showed //i'. /'/';,/'//;. .!.'... (Ill- i

,

i

-, , I \ | .
; i 1

1 , 1 M the livcr and
trackiii'4 tli' nc in lliic' 'lii..ii"n^ i:;' nls under the
diaphra-m. Tin; i j-ts u m u Ji>>tLlL.i "ii .Mid the patient

made a good recovery. (2| A single woiuaii, aged 48, who
had always been well. AVliile ou liuliday she bathed and
dived nuich, and during one dive was seized with acute
abdominal pain and vomitmg, antl for twelve hours could
not pass water. The temperature was 100 and pulse 80,

and the abdomen very tender. She became worse and
laparotomy revealed 'I'oiaiun of n fibroid. .Supravaginal

liystereetoniy w;is pciforni'-d and a good recovery was
made. Hr. Kati-. I'latt slmwed plans of the jV«y Lady
Hardni.jr \V.u,„ ,/.s C./Jr./r „„d ll,.:,piUd at Delhi. Accom-
modation was arranged for 100 students— Indians, Anglo-
Indians and J'hu'opeans—and for 160 patients. The students
would take the M.l!., B.S. degree of f.aliore University.
About 20 hail eutei'ed for the first year. The Puesidext
read a eniiiniiinicalinn Irom Dr. Hosa IIaiJ'; on a case of

Hcart-hl...]; in :i woman aL;ed 57. In ,in alarming and
almost fatal attack, in wliieli the pnl-e i:ite was 20, and
there were violent spasms of L'heyne Stokes breathing,
the patient responded to 4-hourly doses of strychnine
given hypodermically and recovered completely after six
injections.

Hebklujs.
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DENTAL ANATOMY AND SURGERY.
In An Introduciion fo Denial Anatomij and PJii/fiivliiiji/^

Mr. HopewellSjuth has allowed his enthusiasm too loose

a rein, and has sometimes obscured his subject and even
his meaning by argument round about it. He has tried

to make dental anatomy a "live " subject, and to a largo

extent he has succeeded, especially in his chapter on tlio

teeth and their functions, in which the food habits ot

various peoples, phouation, and the " ornamental '' use-s

of teeth are described, together with what he groups as
the minor functions of teeth, though it may be doubted
whether "prehension" be a minor function. He fails,

how-ever, to infuse life into the discussion on the evolution

of the mammalian crown, and leaves the trituberculous

theory as difficult reading as ever. The -description of the
human teeth is not altogether satisfactory, perhaps from
a desire on the part of the author to vary his languat;e.

He wonders at the loss of the three tubercles on the
cutting edges of the incisors after a few years' use. I

There is no account of the common variations ; thus
the second upper permanent molar is described as four-

cusped, though a later figure of the base of the human
skull shows the common three cusped variation ; there is

no comment on this. The remarks on the sensitiveness

of teeth are of consiilerablo interest, both in themselves
and in view of Mr. Howard flummery's recent demonstra-
tion of nonmcdullated nerve fibrils in the dentine; it is

difficult, however, to agree with the author that the

ccmentum of the root is sensitive. The whole book
suffers from the author's delight in foreign words and
frour his tendency to overstate his points. Yet it is one
that will find a ready welcome. As with his other works,
with but one or two exceptions (radiographs) the illustra-

tions are excellent.

yiv-V'SDER-VfooD's Aids to DentalAnatomy a nd Phijsinloy ij'^

is an excellent summary, lacking little except illustrations.

It will assist the stmlent of dental sirrgery in acquiring a
-'I'll' ill' 1. 11"" ''1 t

I
' ei riality, and, as the author

i- ,; I '
' 'Liii. ' '

f ,' ,1 : ill.' subject, we may add that
till' pliNMi'ian Mini 'n-i..,ii 1

1

lay reatl it with profit. It is

far better in composition than most compilations entitled
' .\ids," which are too often assistants to cramming rather
than to knowledge. The chapter on the teeth of man is

excellent, and comparative anatomy is introduced with
judicious limitations. The author devotes a few para-
graphs to the missing teeth in ILnno and to the dentition

of ancient man, about which so much has been discovered
and described, even since the death of Barnard Davis,

Flower, and the great French and (!erman anthropologists
of the nineteenth century. Mr. Underwood states that
only one instance of a mandible with any truly simian
character has been ilisiuvered so far, and that is the
fragment lately foiiii'l nt I'iltdown. It is well that a dentist

of some antliority -lioiild n niiud us that it is a great
error to believe that Darwin discovered the " missing
link" and that others have unearthed ipiite a chain of

such links between man and the anthropoid apes. Wo
have not even turned up a set of human teeth with a
distinct diastema, constant in the quadrumana. Mr.
Underwood adds Mr. J. Howard Mummery's important
mouogr.aph on the process of calcification in enamel and
dentine. It appears in its original form, complete, as it

was only published last year in the Philosophical Transac-
tions, too late to be incorporated in the text.

HEALTH VISITORS IN MUNICIPAL SERVICE.
The employment of lay visitors in the service of tlie

mimicipal tuberculosis dispensaries that are springing up
throughout the country is not an uumixed blessing. I'aet

and sympathy in dealing with i riin>^ fellow-creatuies

are not granted to every one, and it' l;nuwlei]ge also is

",; to Dental Anntoni]/ and I'htjiiolnau. Ky A.
e K.C.P.Loncl.. M.R.C.S.Eng., L.D.S.Eiic, Lectin-ec
'!> aua Doiital Surseoii. Royal Doulal Hosiiitm.

i I
'

r. and A. Churcliill. 1913. (Sui). roy. 8vo, pp. 372 ;

'.ili. ('. Jt.nfal Anutomu and Phijuiolonv. By A. S. Undei-wooil.
M.B.C.S., L.D.S. Third edition. London : Bailliive, Tiuuall. raiJ
Cos. 1914. iFoaD. 8vo. on. ns. Clotti. 2s. 6d. net; paper. 2s. net.)
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lacking, the visit may cause mora uiitation than asaistauce

in tbo tuberculous home. To provide them with a little

knowledge of the subject. Dr. BcitTox, tuberculosis officer

for the borough of Dcptford, has writteu a small Tuber-
i-ii^ojfis H<nii?io(>A-' for health visitors and uurses, and for

la}' workers iu general, who may be called upon to deal
with sufferers from tuberculosis in any of its forms.

Tuberculosis of otlier organs than the limgs, however, is

but Uttle recognized by the average layman, and hence
cousimiptiuu and its treatment are chiefly considered.

The etiological and pathological aspects of the disease are
ouly lightly toudjcd ujiou. lufectivity is described by the
transcript 'in full of the manifesto issued by the Koyal
College of Physicians in April, 1914. The use of tuber-

culin for diagnostic purposes is shortly explained, but no
stress is laid upon it as a therapeutic agent. Tlie pneumo-
thorax treatment of the advanced disease is brietly men-
tioned and tlie apparatus used for it is figured, presumably
for the benefit of nurses who might possibly be called upon
to assist in the operation.

Sanatorium treatment and the worlring of the tuber-
culosis dispensary ai-e considered at greater length, many
useful details being insisted upon, especially with regard
to home visiting. A final chapter deals with legislation

as applied to tuberculosis. The small work, well printed
and illustrated, is worthy of the attention of the class of

readers for whom it has been prepaiHid, as enabling them
to taite a more intelligent interest in their work and to

avoid the common errors arising from simple ignorance.

LOUPIN'G-ILL OR TREMBLING IN SHEEP.
The Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agri-

culture is doing no small service to comparative pathology
and public health by its encouragement of such investiga-

tions as that into the mysterious malady in sheep known
as '• loupiugill," or " trembles," which has been conducted
by J. P. MtCiowAN, M.A., M.D., B.Sc, Assistant Superin-
tendent of the Royal College of Physicians' Laboratory,
Edinburgh. Dr. McGowan's researches upon " braxy " in

sheep were recently noticed in this Journal (June 12th,

1915, p. 1017), and from them the conclusion was drawn
that braxy was due primarily to the BaciUns hipoluris

se}>ticHS oriiuii, and he has new reached the opinion,

expressed in the pamphlet entitled Investigation info
'• Lou2'ing-iH" or ^' I'rcmblinff," * that the same micro-
organism is the cause of "louping-ill." He thus runs
counter to the view held by the late Professor Hamilton
of Aberdeen, who ascribed it to the Bacillus choreae
jyaralytica ovis. a microbe which McGowan groups with
the post-morlfiii putrefactive agents which appear in
sheep, no matter what be the cause of their death. The
difference in severity between braxy and louping-ill—the
former is always fatal, whilst recoveries from the latter

are not uncommon— is to be explained on the hypothesis
that louping-ill is the less fulminant and less fatal form of

the same malady.
"Louping-ill" simply means " leapingill," and, indeed,

it was at one time kno\vB under the latter name in

Scotland. It got its name from the characteristic

symptom, the leaping of the animal into the air when
startled, as by the sudden appearance of a dog. After
jamping up it falls down, kicks a little while, and then
dies, or it may lie kicking aud then rise up and walk away
staggering ; or. finally, it may continue to lie and exhibit
a more or less paralysed state, and may then ultimately
recover the use of its limbs in part or die. Other diseases,

liowever, have been confused with louping-ill, aud so
Dr. McGowan distinguishes a "true" from a "pseudo"
form. Under the latter he places the diseases of lambs
(lameness, abscesses, paralysis, and deformities) due to

ticks, navel-ill, joiut-ill, and woolball in the stomach ; each
of those must be prevented or treated according to its

cause, as by the extermination of the tick, the doing away
with fixed lambing pens, the application of tincture of

iodine and tar to the u.-ivel immediately after birth, aud
perhaps the opening of abscesses. True louping-ill, or true
'•trembling" (to give it another name often applied to it),

- ' T)te TuberculosiH Haudhonlc. By A. H. C>. Burton. M.D . etc.
I/Ondoii : The iicientific I'ress, Ltd. 1914. (Cr. 8vo. pv. 67: iUustrated.
2s.6d.net)

* Inrestioalioii into " Loiiirina-ai" or " Treinhling." By J. V.
McGowan, M.A.. M.D., M ItC.l'.B. KOinburgh ; William Blackwood
and Sons. July. 1915. (to.fl.)

includes " staggers," and may bo subdivided into several
varieties ; of these braxy is one, and grass sickness of
lambs is another, and both of these are very acute forms.
Tlio primary cause, both in braxy aud iu true louping-ill,
is the same, namely, the Bacillus bipolaris septicus oviiim,
but the secondary one differs, being the eating of frosted
succulent food in braxy and extreme variations of
outside temperature iu true loupiugill. Other differences
are that braxy attaclcs the most thrivinL; slurp iu tlie

dock, but true louping-ill does not necf--smly 1!.. .
,

; ilnit

braxy is most common iu autumn, but lonpin;; iH ni -ining;
and that while braxy is the result of a suild'u \ i,.!i nt iljiTl,

luupiug-ill is due to a less violent one. Loupiugill has lor
a long time and by many authorities been regarded as
associated with the presence of ticks, but there is much
evidence against this conclusion, whilst, as has been stated
above, pseudo-loupingill is most probably connected with
them, the grass ticks, by the irritation they cause at the
points bitten, setting up swelling of lymphatic glands and
consequent lameness, pyaemia and abscesses, aud joint
affections.

Dr. McGowan makes certain suggestions for the pre-
vention of true louping-ill; indeed, he is not hopeless about
the possibility of getting a vaccine for purposes of cure as
well. So far as prevention is concerned he would recom-
uiuud the provisiou on all hills of shelter-belts; the avoid-
ance of over-stocking ; the separation of the leaner and
ill-thriving ewes fi-om the others iu the early spring : the
wide burning of both heather and white land: the draining
of the land and the application of lime to it ; the careful
aud gentle perl'ormanceof udiler-lockiug, and the avoidance
of hounding with dogs. The actual treatment is largelv
symptomatic; the administration of a purgative, keeping
the animal quiet in a. sheltered place on young grass,

stimulants (whisky, digitalis, strophanthus) in cases of
heart failure, and potassium bromide aud chloral in cases
of actual fits aud violent nervous symptoms.

It is to be understood that Dr. JIcGowau's investigation
deals with louping-ill as it exists in Scotland ; it may be
ideutical with the diseases known in Euglaud as twitch,

trembles, moss-illuess, dizzy, and " turn in the head,"
with the chuchu of Patagonia, and with certain maladies
described in French and German textbooks, but he has uot
exteuded his inquiries to these matters. The whole sub-
ject invites further research in various directions, and it

may yet turn out that these maladies come into touch
with human maladies at one point or another : meanwhile
Dr. McGrowan and the East of Scotland CoUege of Agri-

culture are to be thanked for breaking comparatively new
ground.

PUBLIC HEALTH TEXTBOOKS.
The appearance of a sixth edition of Dr. Kenwood's
Fuhlic KcaUh Laboratory Worl- ' is good evidence that it

continues to ftdfil what is requiied of a practical handbook
of the subject. Not mauy changes have been made from
the fifth edition, the principal being the omission of the
section of bacteriology by Dr. Savage ; a few pages on the
bacteriological examination of water are introduced into

the chapter on " the opinion on water samples," but apart

from this bacteriological matters generally are omitted, in

view of the existence of several practical books suitable for

the public health student's needs in that subject. The
examiuation of water, sewage and sewage effluent, soil aud
air occupy about half the book, the remainder being

devoted to the examination of the principal kinds of food,

the detection and estimation of arsenic in various articles,

aud the testing of disinfectants. Medical men taking up
public health work will find Dr. Kenwood's manual an
excellent one for guiding aud assisting their practical

work.

A second edition of the Treatise on Hygiene and Public

Health," by Drs. B. N. Ghosh and J. L. Das, has reached

^FiMic Health Laioratonj Wnrlc. By Henry B. Kenwood. M.B..
F.B.S.Edin., D.P.H., F C.S. Sixth edition. London: H. K. Lewis.
1914. (Demy 8vo, pp. 430; 4 plates. 87 fiKtires. 10s.net.)

s A Treatise on Htiaimie and Public Heiillh ifitli Sv'cial Heference to

the Tropics. By Birendra NatU Cihosb, L.M.S. (Cal.Univ.), and Johar

Lul Das. L.M.S. (Cal. Univ.). with an introduction by Colonel K.

Macl.-o.l, M.D., LL.D., F.K.C.S.. I.M.S.Cret.). Second edition. Cal-

cutta: HiltouandCo. London: Simpkin. Marshall. Hamilton. Kent,

aud Co. Limited. 1314. (Cr. 8vo.. pp. 415 ; 48 figures. 6s. net.)
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us. The first edition -was received so recently (Journal,

October 4tli, 1913, p. 870) that there is little to acid to the

commenclatiou th-jn bestowed on the book. It makes no

claim to originaljiy, but, as the authors state, is founded

on the standard works on the subject, keeping in view its

special object, to adapt the principles of these works to

the conditions which prevail in India. The new edition

has been carefully revised, and iu some places extended,

to bring it up to date. :m <l n-, I I , i I ;

.
^;iine view the number

of illustrations has 1 i increased. We may
say that the book fill III -^ ' ,- -.itisfactorily. But the

fact that a second tdi: n ii r i„
. a called for less than

two years after the publication of tlie first is the best

evidence that the book has met a want.

SURFACE TENSION.
Although many of the phenomena included under the

term " capillarity," or '• capillary action," such as the ri.se

of a liquid iu'a narrow tube when one end of it is intro-

duced below the surface, or the absorption of a liquid by

a porous substance of which a small portion only is dipped

into the liquid, are familiar to most persons, probably very

few, except those who have made a special study of the

subject, would be able to explain such phenomena or to

give any account of the theoretical considerations deducible

from them. In a little book entitled Surface Tension and
Surface Enerrjij,'' Jlessrs. R. S. Willows and E. Hatschek
give a succinct account of the general subject of surface

energy of which capillary action is one manifestation.

The five chapters of the book represent a series of

articles which appeared originally in the Chemical

World, and are based on a course of lectures delivered at

the Sir John Cass Technical Institute by one of the

authors. Mr. Hatschek is the author of a work on
colloids which has been previously noticed in our columns,

and the present subject is very closely connected with

what may be termed colloidal chemistry. In a so-called

colloidal solution solid matter exists in a state of extreme
subdivision, and, therefore, with a great development of

surf.ace for a given mass; the particular properties of

-surfaces due to their being the boundaries between dis-

similar sub.stances therefore play a very large part in

determining the peculiar lu-operties of such quasi-solu-

tions. The phenomenon known as adsorption is also a
particular case of the results of surface energy, and a
general summary of the whole subject is, therefore, to be

welcomed. The book under notice, being 01 igiually designed

for the use of chemists, assumes a fair general knowledge
of chemistry and ^jhysics, and to a reader possessing such

knowledge "it is an excellent presentation of the subject,

but more general readers would i^robably find the treat-

ment too condensed to be easily followed. The use of

mathematical formulae and calculations is, of course,

inevitable, but the mathematical treatment is confined to

what is essential, and very few details are given of the

experimental work which is described. The book will be

found a useful summary, suitable for those who desire to

obtain correct general ideas on the subject, either for the

sake of its bearing on other subjects or as a preliminary to

a more detailed study of it.

' Surface Tention ami Surface Evergu and their
Chemical 3?heuomena. By B. S. WiUows, M.A., r
Hatschek. London: J. and A. ChurchiU. 1915. (Cr,

17 figures. 2s. 6d. net.)

Influence on

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.

A Tourniquet.
MR. T. M. Cap.vell, M.R.C.S. (W. -> i;. .„. w.),
writes: For some time past in count-: ^ Unlance
work the need has been felt for a n:' .^um of

tourniquet than those in general use, l:.,a j . :!;c india-

rubber or the pad and strap varieties ; lliu drawbacks
being, in the case of the former, that when appHed the
circulation of the limb is completely restricted, and that

the rubber soon perishes. In the case of the latter there

are three distinct weaknesses: (1) When the strain is

tightened the pad is pulled out of place, owing to pressure

being exerted on one side of the pad or block only; (2)

owing to the means to secure the appliance being a spiked

buckle, some relaxation of the band takes place, and it is

difficult to remove or adjust ; and (3) the strap being
pierced by the buckle spikes, is weakened, and soon wears

out. Messrs. Hatrlck and Co., of 70, St. John Street,
Clerkonwell, have made for me a tourniquet which over-
comes these drawbacks, and possesses otlier advantages
wliicli are absent in other tourniquets. It consists of a
pad or block of vulcanite {or other suitable material) which
is affixed to a metal plate, one end of which forms an eye
and the other an open hook. To the ej'e is permanently
attached a special form of spikeless buolde, and a similar
detachable buckle engages over the hook of the metal
plate when the instrument is in use. Through the two
runs the strap of the tourniquet, which consists of two
lengths of webbing placed one over the othe", and stitched
across at frequent inter-

vals, the ends of the
webbing being thickened
so that it cannot be de-
tached from the buckles.
To apply the tourniquet the
loose clip is I'emoved from
the hook, the block is

placed in position, the
strap is passed round the
limb, the loose clip re-

placed over the hook.
Pressure is then exerted on
both ends of the strap-
and the block is forced directly downwards, the strap auto
matically holding at the point of greatest; pressure. Tn
remove the tourniquet the release tongues (marked) are
pulled with an upward motion, when pressure is instan-
taneously relaxed. An additional lock is provided (for use
only in cases in which a patient may liave to be trans-
ported a considerable distance and possibly loaded and
unloaded en route). This in secured by inserting pencils,

or anything similar, through the loops formed by the two
lengtiis of webbing composing the .strap immediately out -

side the clips, when the tourniquet is in ijosition. Wli
this is done, the appliance is secured even if the reh :i

tongues should bo inadvertently pulled.

MOTOR CARS FOR 3IEDICAL 3IEX.

LIGHT CAR DEVELOPJ,'EXTS.
By H. Massac Buist.

The situation in regard to the supplies of British-buiit

motor cars that I outlined iu the JocnxAL of May 29tli is

emphasized by the appointment of Mr. Lloyd George
to the ministry of munitions and Dr. Addison as parlia-

mentary secretary. Further investigations at first hand
of the position in the Midlands reveals that in effect all our
best makers of cars of all powers, sizes, and prices are

now busy on Government work; therefore there is ni
time to be lost by the medical man who contemplat.^
placing an order for a new car. These remarks must li

taken as applj'ing not only to medium size, but also to lli^'

smaller sorts of vehicles, including light cars, with certain

developments in connexion with which I propose to deal in

these notes.

I cannot, perhaps, make a better beginning than by
drawing attention to a new craze, whereby a large section

of light car users are not content with the extraordinarily
rapid manner iu which the manufacturers are developing
these machines, but fancy that perchance they can also

improve their qualities by experimenting on them. Take,
for example, the practice not infrequently advocated for

owners of light machines to drill holes in the connecting
rods for lightness, or to lighten the pistons by drilling and
turning on the inside of them, or cutting the cams to increase

the valve lift, or taking metal off the bottoms of the cylinder

castings to increase the compression pressure. Some
amateurs with a turn for mechanics take a delight in this

sort of thing, with the result that tor a space their vehicles

become very showy in the matter of speed, and envy is

created in the bosoms of owners of non-mechanical mind
of similar light cars, who arc tempted to engage some
local mechanic to tittivate their machines on similar lines

for a few pounds.

Pkactices to bi; .\voidep.

The medical man, to whom reliability is essential and
the total cost of whose motoring is a material item, will

be well advised to have nothing to do with any such

practices. These who advise or .suggest them are falso
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eilucators of the luotoiinj; public, because tlicj' woukl
inculcate quite wrong piiuciples. It should be had iu

mind that the aroiagc hyht car of today is=, proportiou-

ntoly to iis \vfij;htrn powerfully eugiued vehicle. The
trausuiis.vion and otlior mechanical details are worked out

by the manufacturer in strict relation to the power the
motor develops as furnished by him. Increase that power
by ever so little and yon upset all the careful calculations

oil which the machine as a whole was designed. Apart
from this the product is a machine which has never
been tested by the maker as a unit because his

experiments, wliich u-sually extend over at least a
season before he presents a model, are all conducted
with that vehicle in the form iu which it is ultimately

evolved and standardized. In these days of keen competi-
tion, when the majority of buyers arc too much iufiueuced

iu their choice by the quality they call liveliness, the
medical man may rest assured that no maker markets a
car with more inaterial in it and with a less powerful
engine than his exhaustive tests have shown him to be
necessary.

The Alternatives.
It will be observed as a rule, moreover, that all these

seductive receipts for f-aking light cars are concerned with
paring away the material furnished by the maker in the
standard products. Thus, the engine itself is made to

produce more power with less material to stand the strains
of the greater impulses.

As many a medical man lives in billy districts the
temptation to succumb to what is almost becoming a
vogue may be considerable. If, however, in spite of the
extra cost in tyres involved, he wants to negotiate the
rises more speedily there are open to him two alternatives:

He may either spend his money in acquiring in the
original instance a larger and more powerful vehicle which
lie will run on strictly standardized conditions, or ferret

about and discover which maker or agent can give him one
or other of the light cars that have been produced for speed
and other competitions, and the more vital parts of which
are fashioned of special steels, tested to stand the
additional stresses. The latter alternative, however, is

not to be recommended unless the medical man chances to

make a hobby of the mechanism of his car, iu that the
more these vehider, depart from the strictly standard
product the'more liable are the details of them to get out
of adjustment: and the results souglit can be attained
only when eveiy detail is perfectlj' in tune %^ith the rest.

A Pocket-saving Lesson feom Abroad.
Nearly every private advocate of the practice of

"putting more ginger" into bis light car innocently
believes himself to have discovered things of which the
industry is in comxjlete ignorance, whereas the very prac-

tices he exploits have been indulged in since motors
were. Far better, because more profitable in every way,
is it to take thought as to the manner in whicli you
drive j-onr light car. There is a great contrast be-

tween motor drivers of all classes of vehicles iu

this Country and the French, Italians, and Ameri-
cans, for example. In these islands we have made
a fetish of the idea of doing as much of our journeying as
possible on the top speed. If the average owner had the
least realization of the manner in which he strains his
vehicle by doing this and the slower speed he really makes
by banging on to the top gear to the last gasp of the
engine, he would cease the practice. Every foreign
driver, whether i)rofessional or amateur, is taught that
engine revolutions represent horse-power; consequently
he always changes down to a lower speed when his engine
begins to slow and before it has lost any appreciable
number of revolutions.

Moreover, any one who had time and opportunity to
study the car testers round about Coventry and Birming-
ham would observe that, though the average of those
concerned with light cars certainly seem bent on de-
stroying the chassis before they have any chance of

being placed on the market, nevertheless, they are
never guilty of attempting to make an engine of
1,000 or 1,500 com. travel at -5 miles an hour on
top gear, or pick up on top at practically no miles
an Lour after rounding a corner. On the contrary, when-
ever they want the car to accelerate after it has been

slowed, they drop into a lower speed and open the throttla
fully for a few yards. That way the engine, transmission,
ninl all the rest of the mechanism is saved, and also the
s|)ir(l. at which it is desired to travel is attained much
iiioro quickly than by hanging on to the top gear.

The Kvervtiiing-atOnce Policy.
tine of the troubles of the light ear proposition today ia

llu: impatience not only of a large number of would-bo
owners, but also of a number of manufacturers. They
wiuit evorvthing at once. Tlius, before wo have had
y> iinMrtiii:o in wliiel. to rr„, ,,,!,. f,. (,,;(• f^, II ,,,-,. il,i!itios

I' '. >. '-,'
i il' •!' 111. f. .,,.,

, :, ;.
,

,'.
, ,: ,\,\,d

for not producing luxiu-iuusl\ cquippLMl limuu.siuc hudies
ivi these chassis, with miniature engines. There would
seem to be a mad race to put on the market a showy-
looking vehicle for two hundred odd poimds, cnibod3ing
all the features of a six-cylinder Rolls-Royce. Already the
light car owner has electric lighting and generating sets
st.iudardized complete, and there havo been introduced
this j-ear electric mechanical engine-starting sets for
light cars.

Though all those developments admittedly add to tho
wcij;ht and absorb horse-power, one has to admit a ease
for the dependable mechanical starter for the light car,
especially when employed for doctors' service. The
reason is that the little magnetos fitted are designed so
that at_ present they only give an efficient spark when
the engine is turning very much faster than is possible
"

y auy hand cranking. This present difficulty is common
rity of light cats. It could, of course, boto the majority

obviiilcd by eu.

lalMi rurreulfro.
ition, taking the accumu-
t the lighting sot. Speak-
Lvcr, I do not advise this

Mechanical Engine Starters for Light Cars.
The average medical man has occasion to stop his car

very frequently, consequently if anybody should get value
out of a mechanical starter, he is the one. I would there-
fore take as an illustration of tlie latest developments the
electrical light car starter now standardized by the firm of
C. A. Vandervell that made its mark iu connexion with
electric lighting sets for cars. Connected with the battery
and the starter motor is a plunger switch. When tho
switch is in its normal position, the circuit is open and
the starter is electrically disconnected from the battery.
\Vlieu the plunger switch is depressed or pushed down, the
starting circuit is closed and current jiasses from thc^

battery to the electric starter. 'Iln Iniii itself has
facilities for. fitting cars at slioi t n.,ii, :,\, ns London,.
Biriuiugham, and Manchester ]... mi ,( ^. s- ihat tliere

need be no uncertainty of the tliiug bLiug bungled by
inexpert installation.

In winter especially, and for night work, the mechanical
engine starter is an accessory much to be recommended to
the medical man, since few things arc more fatiguing thau
the strains of winding an engine rapidly.

The Focr-speed Light Car.
But with motors thus taxed to carry extra loads and to

generate tho electrical energy necessary for starting and
lighting purposes, and with increases of weight also iu
coach work, so that some light cars scale 14 cwt. ready
for the road, either larger motors or more gears must be
eiuploj-ed.

About the finest scheme of a light car that shall bo well
up to its work is the Coventry Premier 10.4-h.p. 4-cylinder
model, wherein we see a recognition of these points, for,

on the one hand, the engine is 65 mm. by 120, giving
a volume of 1,592 c.cm., and, on the other, the gear-box
provides four forward speeds, so that there is nothing
unilue in the chassis weighing 12 cwt. War is unfor-
tunately interfering with the output, and the car will not
be ready for the market just yet, but the product must
be noted as representing a notable line of development,
because, in addition, the rear suspension is on the true
cantilever principle, as distinct from quarter elliptic

sjirings, which, by some m3'sterious process, are generally

catalogued as cantilever ones when they are applied to
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liglit cars. Tliis design also reveals the possibility of

making a liglit car wherein the seats are well between the

axles, the wheelbase bein^ proportionately as long and the

centre of gravity as low as in a six-oyliuder largo car.

Longer AVheelbases this Year.
This brings us to another point in liglit car development

this year. In the beginning the centre of gravity of most
light cars was high and^he track narrow—as instance the

earlier Morris-Oxford models. By most makers this

tendency has been remedied by widening the axles with
a gain in lateral stability. But the average light car will

probably have the seating lino an inch or two lov/er in a

What is more important in the meantime is the observed
tendency to lengthen the wheelbase in the 1915 models.

In some this measures as muclj as 8 ft. 3 in. Tliese longer

wheelbases make for easier riding, and undoubledly enable

the machines to hold the road better. The standard wheel-

base last year averaged 7 ft. 6 in., though many veliicles

were made shorter, one well-known type being not more
than 6 ft. 9 in. Thus the increase to an average wheel-

base measurement of 8 ft. 3 in. represents au ajipreciable

advance this year, tliough that extra 9 to 18 in. of

course entails considcialiie addition of weiglit by reason
of the frame, propeller-sliaft, and kindred details having
to be elongated. Undoubtedly the increased comfort
and stability of the 1915 cars thoronghly justifies the
departure.

A New Make of Light Car.
A newcomer to the light car industry this year is one

long familiar by name to road users in the Kalei^li Cycle
Company of Lenton, Nottingham, which made a tentative

effort at motor manufacturing in the early days of the
industry in this country, but whose present 11 li.p. fonr-

cylinder vehicle really represents its start in the motor
industry. This machine scales 13 cwt. complete, and has
a block cast four-cylinder engine with a bore of 67 mm.
and a piston travel of 95 mm., giving a volume of

1,340 c.cm., so that again we have an example of pro-

viding something not so highly stressed as an 1,100 c.cm.

engine must be when used on vehicles so completely
equipped as the best sorts of light cars. The Raleigh is

standardized with Hotax dynamo and electric lighting

set, the generating plant being protected from dust and
wet by a shield. A Tliomson- Bennett British-made
magneto with fixed firing point is used, and the cooling is

by the natural circulation of the water, but the engine
oiling is by the big ends dipping into pump-fed troughs,
the pistons and cylinders being supplied by splash. The
gate-controlled gearbox gives three speeds forward, and
the drive is by an overliead worm above the back axle,

which is equipped with three-quarter elliptic springs.

The B-aby Peugeot Limousine.
A somewdiat quaint light-car novelty is the Baby

Peugeot miniature limousine-coupe, which has been
designed and built by one of the agents of the famous
firm of Peugeot (England) Limited, 10, Brompton Road,
London, S.AV., and is sold complete with accumulator
lighting set and lamps for iE250. The problem presented
to the coachbuilder, of course, has consisted in how to

give plenty of room to the passengers on so small a
chassis ; it has certainly been tackled with considerable
ingenuity. All the windows, including three oval ones,

are of plate glass, and the door is hinged in two halves,

the window portion opening independent of the lower
part. The interior can be lit up at night, the main colour
„ciieme of its decoration being light brown, while the
exterior of this limousinc-in-little is painted mustard
colour, with black wings and details.

Other light car developments will form the subject of a
future article.

According to the Medical liccord, a recently Issued
bulletin of the Census Bureau states that blindness is less

common in America than in most other countries, and is

apparently dccrcasiii'; iMMniiK (1h' young. Indians suffer

much iiiun- lli.iii oil,. )i ,•) 1 lie affliction, and blind-

ness is iiiucli iiioro |ii, I,..,, ,;hhiii^ negroes than among
whites, auU ii Midi);; nil ]i iiun w ,11. The bUnd popula-
tion o£ the liiilcd ^^lati's in 19iU numbered 57,272, or 62.3

to each 100,000 of popuUvtion. U'radcs taught in schools or
worksho)is lia\(_' iirepared 1,500 blind persons for total or
partial self-support.

BRITISH DENTAL ASSOCIATION.
Annual Meeting.

The thirty- fifth annual meeting was held on Jaly 24tb, in
the hall of the Medical Society of London,

Retiring President's Address,

In delivering his valedictory address, the retiriuff

President (Mr. W. Guy, F.R.C.S., L.D.S.Edin.) said the
war had given the dental profession the chance of ren-

dering splendid service to the country in the treatment of

recruits and soldiers, and an enormous amount of work
was done in that way. In the matter of army dental
treatment, however, the war found them unprovided with
a definite scheme, and emergency measures became
necessary. Commissions as temporary lieutenants were
conferred on about seventy dentists, who were now doing
duty either with the Expeditionary Forces or at homo
stations. The War Office circular of .January 22nd autho-
rised a scale of payment for civilian dentists in providing
treatment necessary to render a non-commissioned officer

or man fit for service in the field. He believed the work
of the army dentists was of the most arduous character,
and the authorities were fully aware of its value. But
what were seventy amongst so many ? The present
system might be improved by instituting effective control

and supervision by dental staff officers, but the only logical

and efficient method of coping with the great problem
of dental treatment for the men of our armies would
be found in the establishment of an army dental corps.

In conclusion, Mr. Guy paid a tribute to the memory of

five dentists and two dental students wdio had already
fallen at the front. Ho also mentioned that he had per-

sonally operated on more than 1,000 patients at the 1st

Scottish General Hospital, Craigleith, and considerably
more than double that number had passed through his

hands at the Edinburgh Dental Hospital.

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to the retiring

president, on the motion of Mr. Rees Price (formerly of

Glasgow), seconded by Mr. W. G. Campbell (of Dundee).

Installation of Neiv President,

Mr. W. H. DoLAMORE, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., L.D.S.Eng.,

was then inducted as president, and delivered an address, in

which he said that never, perhaps, had the disasters which
may follow the neglect of teeth been more apparent than
now. It needed but au inspection of the teeth of many
soldiers invalided home to prove what an important factor

neglected teetli were in producing or predisposing to the
development of general disease. It was no secret that
•the army authorities first refused men with bad teeth.

When the need of men and more men was felt, these were
admitted irrespective of the condition of their teeth. But,
having been admitted, it was found that either their teeth

must be treated or these men would not be available for

foreign service. It was the recognition of the lamentable
condition of the teeth which led dentists in the early days
of last August to offer voluntarily to do whnt they could

for our gallant men, both in our hospitals and in their own
consulting rooms. But the task was too great for efficiency

unless properly co-ordinated, and with greater financial

backing than they could give or procure. Tardily the

War Office undertook the work. But the delay, some four

or five months, caused, he was told, this serious position :

Troops, passed as tit some months earlier, were paraded
and inspected previous to foreign service. Then, and not
till then, it was discovered that many men needed dental

treatment. Now arose this difficulty : Either the work
had to be done in a hurry, and frequently dentures
inserted long before the mouth had healed sufficiently

for them to be serviceable even for a year, or the men
had to be kept back at home for some three or four

months. Further, the War Office having recog-

nized the obligation to provide dental treatment in

tlio interest of efficiency, it was a matter of regret that

it did not appoint a committee, on which dentists con-

versant with the matter had a seat, to advise, and to

supervise the carrying out of the arrangements.
He believed that if there were such a committee, two

points especially would have come early under discussion.

First, the need of effective supervision over the dental
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woi'k wbich was being ilane. Secondly, the need of dental

aid in tlie treatmentot injuries of the jaws. Tlie principle

ot' sniiervision was admitted, for all this work was sit;iiod

for and approved b\- ineiubers of the K.A.M.C. But tlicre

was no real supervision.

With i-egard to the second suggestion, the treatment of

fractures of tlie jaw, and especially tlie designing and
rixing of splints after extensive injury, was a very special

work, and experience was only gained after many years

with special opportunities. The men who had beeu
appointed dental heutenants were most excellent men,
but they were young, and, with perhaps some few excep-

tions, had not had this experience. From what they heard
many of these fractures and injuries were uot treated by
means of splints at all, and dental aid was sought only

when some permanent deformity, beyond treatment, had
resulted. That surely was wrong. Deformity, by imme-
diate and correct treatment, could be avoided, and althougli

many of these wounds were horribly septic, he would
urge that a proi^ei-ly made splint would not increase but

diminish septicity. The splint, by holding the parts im-

movably fixed, allowed the mouth to be opened freely and
painlessly, so that an antiseptic treatment could be

tlioroughly carried out. Further, the parts were kept in

a state of rest, saving pain and hastening the healiup of

the wounds. He thought a certain number of more seuior

men qualified to supervise, and, in the case of injuries of

the jaws, qualified to treat, should be appointed. He
believed it would be possible to find such men. A fcw
wcre already serving in the R..\.M.C., but not utilized for

dental work. But even if higher rank were given, men
could only accept such posts at much self-sacrifice. i\Iany

had responsibilities at home which would preclude their

volunteering, but there were others who could do so. The
example of those medical men, including many who prac-

tised dentistry, who bad sacrificed their positions at home
to carry on woi'k for the R.A.M.O. in various ways,

justified the beUef that they not only could, but would.

Business Meeting.

In the afternoon the annual meeting of the Benevolent
Fund was held, followed by the annual business meeting
of members. At the latter the rejiort and accounts were
adopted, and 5Ir. Frank J. Pearce was cordially re elected

honorary secretary.

SHORTAGE OF 3IEDICAL OFFICERS IN

VOLUNTARY HOSPITALS.
An informal conversation on the shortage of medical
officers in the voluntary hospitals took place at Charing
l^ross Hospital on July 30th. The gathering was con-

vened by the British Hospitals .Association, and Mr. H.
Wade De.\con, Chairman of thr T.ir. i jmr 1 ll-ivnl Infirmary.

presided. Mr. J. Couetnky I'.i .
.

-. ttary and
House Governor of the JletrupuliM :

''
'

\ I lo opened
the proceedings with a short papi 1. -

1 I ;h:ii ilie present

"race for residents '' was common to iiearl}' all the hos-

pitals. Inquiries addressed to fifty institutions revealed

the fact that the expenditure on residents was very greatly

in excess of that which was incurred in normal times.

For hospitals with medical schools a scheme (see infru)

bad been airanged with the War Ofiice for granting early

commissions to resident medical officers, and so far as

these institutions were concerned, the difficulty was prac-

tically at an end. Hospitals without medical schools,

however, were in difficulties, which would bo more serious

were it not for the loyalty of the visiting staff. It was not

strange if a young man did not desire to go on woikinr;; at

a hospital in civilian obscurity at a salary of £150 or £200
a year when his professional brethren in khaki uuifonu
were in receipt of a salary of approximatelj' iS500 a year.

What sort of attraction could a hospital hold out to pro-

spective residents which would be anything like so

effective as the honour of military service, accompanied as

it was by considerable material advantage? Tiien, again,

what substitutes were available? General practitioners in

the neighbourhood of hospitals might be inchicod to extend
their generosity still further, but as a rule they were very

closely engaged in their own practices. Graduates of

foreign universities might be engaged, subject to registra-

tion by the General Medical Council, but an imperfect
knowledge of English was frequently a fatal drawback.
So far as doctors from the United States were concerned,
the difficulty was one of registration, and there was no
reciprocity between England and America in this matter
of qualification. Civil hospitals had given up a great deal
of their in-patient accommodation for sick and wounded
soldiers, and in this and other ways had established some
sort of right to special consideration in the matter of
residents. It would be a thousand pities if anything
militated against their permanent interests.

Sir William Collins formulated two considerations
which ought to be kept before tliein— first, anything that
tliey did or said with regard to the War Office was not
intended to embarrass the Army medical department;
secondly, the voluntary hospitals of Ijondon had ground for
asking for just consideration in this matter of the shortage
of resident officers. Was it possible to increase the supply ?

It was easier to turn the civilian into a soWier tluantoturn
the layman into a doctor; There conid be no such thing
as honorary war degrees in the medical faculty. Something
might be done in the way of reducing fees and speeding up
examinations, but no great increase in supply could be
looked for. The lady graduate, again, had come into her
own, and he hoped would be increasingly utilized. Then
there were our Indian fellow-subjects. Only a few days
previously he had met a Parsee who had come to this
country anxious to obtain a house-surgeoncy, and had
found the colour bar against his services being utilized.

He hoped that the ancient prejudice against the '• black
doctor" would disappear. There remained the general
practitioner. He had had in his hands a list of medical
men in the neighbourhood of Harapstead who had offered
to serve the Hampstead General Hospital a certain number
of mornings or afternoons a week. Perhaps such arrange-
ments might be the means of breaking down the lines of

caste between the consulting otticer and the general prac-
titioner. When all these possible sources of supply had
been considered, however, they had to face the fact that it

was the War Office which had " spoilt the market " for

resident officers. In twenty-six London hospitals which in

July, 1914, had 104 resident officers, there were now only
81. In one hospital with which he was connected there
was no resident medical officer at all, and another had to

depend upon a gentleman of foreign birth who was not
quite familiar with the English language. It would be
well to discover, first, whether all the available supply was
being used, and then to endeavour to bring about co-opera-
tion between the military authorities and the voluntary
hospitals so as to ensure the most effective distribution.

Mr. E. W. MoKKis, Secretary of the London Hospital,
sent a letter in which he gave particulars of the arrange-
ments which had been made at that institution to cope
with the difficulty

:

X. The War Office has agreerl that all men newly qualified
shall apply direct to tlip \\':iv 1 titici-' f.i- ! ((...imicision if suitable,
but thev shall he r' i

I'l
!

t > ' ''• •'
1 - > ihil, if they have

qualified from the )i' 1-1 :
1 practical work

in house appointmem- .
. : . ,.,

2. All present hoMcrs i in- :i;
!

' n' i:,< mis -ihall be given a
commission at onc-e, but shall \n- lialile to be called up at forty-
eight hours' notice when required for training, but uot more
than five shall be called up at any one time.

3. When they so call np the residents they shall replace them
by lending R.A.M.C. qualified men to till the vacancy.

Mr. Morris added that at the London Hospital for the
last five weeks they had been served by seven Canadian
doctors, who had done splendid work, and when these
were suddenly called up the Bethnal Green military
hospital at once offered the services of four or five of their
doctors to tide over the difficulty until the arrival of the
reinforcements.
Mr. G. Acton Davis, Treasurer of St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, said that the arrangement which his hospital
had come to with the War Office was similar to the one
obtaining at the London, with the exception of the last

condition (that of the lent R.A.M.C. menj, which in their

case did not apply.
Sir Garrod Thomas said that at the T^oynl Gwcnt Hos-

pital at Newport they had got th.' .nlv,!!,,,! medical

students to help them, and the exp. imn -it li:i.l proved

very successful. In addition, two of tin cuii-nltiiig staff

—

he was one of them—were doing casualty work.

Dr. T. Jbnner Verrall said that although the policy of
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the \Var OflBce iu tapping the sources of newly qualified

graduates, wlio were the very men the hospitals wanted,

was quite justifiable from their p.?iut c£ view, it was in-

cumbent upon the miUtary authorities to see that as little

damage as possible Avas done to the hospitals. The plan

of temporary commissions was an excellent one. IIo

could speak for his Committee of the British Medical

Assoriyliun wlun he said that, iu their negotiations with

th( A\ I'll I , while necessarily the needs of the army
c.nij 1 ..uilddo their best to see that the needs

ol ;i M I ^pitals were a good second.
!>,. Ml 11 I. (..X, Medical Secretary of the British

Medical Association, was of opinion that the source of

supply represented by the local practitioners had not been

nsed as it might have been, either for the needs of the

AVar Office or for the civilian population. This fact had
been brought home to them iu the Association while com-

piling the war register. One speaker had suggested that

mauv of the medical men in the army were wasting their

time" This was a matter upon which strong and divergent

views were current. There were those who maintained

that there was no real wastage, and others also pointed

out the importance of the men being at hand, even if they

were not fully employed, so that the authorities could

reach them. At the same time, he thought it quite

possible for the War Office to allow some of these men
whose time was not fully occupied to do hospital work
luitil actually wanted.

IMajor James Gai.loway thought that the principle of

' seconding " might very well be extended to a greater

rleoree. He had come across numbers of medical officers

from the Dominions, some of whom jumped at the idea of

taking up work iu connexion with the London hospitals.

Mr^ Buchanan, after replying on the discussion, moved:

That it be referred to the Executive Committee (of the British

Hospitals Association) to rnllect information with a view

to securin<^ tliat all pnsKililc mpans ..1 supply of resident

medical officers are ma' 1. ; ;
1

;ijsi) tu ouileav(Jur

to bring about co-opera ^^al (iftireaml

Admiralty and the vol'; " eH.-.tui;; snrli

redistribution of meiii' i;iy Ijl- amtualiy
advantageous.

Sir- \ViLLiAM Collins seconded, and this was agreed to.

EEPOKT or THE MURRAY C03IMITTEE OX
DISABLEMEXT.

In a leading article in this issue we deal with the question

of providing for the disabled soldier, both in its general

aspects and in its relation to the Xayal and Military War
Pensions Bill, which has been hung up by the House of

Lords. As opposition was offered to the bill on account

of the machiuery which it proposes to "set up, it may be

useful to summarize the arguments and findings of the

Committee" appointed by the Local Government Board
in February last to report upon the provision of employ-

ment for sailors and soldiers disabled in the war ; the bill

placed before Parliament was framed to a greater or

smaller degree upon their recommendations. The Com-
mittee, of which Sir George Murray was chairman, pro-

ceeded with their inquiry from the premiss that the care

of the men who had been disal)!ed was an oblij^atiou

which should fall primarily upon the State, and that the

award of a pension did not extinguish the liability. At
the same time, .it was agreed that the best results of State

action could only be secured with the co-operation of

voluntary associations and individuals who take an interest

in the welfare of the men.
The first of the Committee's suggestions was that the

State should take a more liberal view of its duties on

discharging men from the navy or army. The discharge

is governed generally by the evidence of unfitness for any
future return to active service, and with it ceases the

responsibility of the naval and military authorities so far

as further medical or surgical treatment is concerned. In

the opinion of the Committee, the State should assume the

responsibility for further treatment when this is likely

to improve the condition of the case. Some of the men

1 Report of the Committee appointed by the Local Govevnmcnt
Board upou the Provision of Employment for Sailors and Soldiers

Disabled in the War. (Cd. 1915.) 14d.

are discharged from the hospital still suffering from such
conditions as heart disease or rheumatism, and these
should have the prolonged or special aftertveatment whicli
may be necessary when there is a reasonable prospect of

their restoration to health and resumption of a civil occu-

pation. Sufferers from tuberculous disease, if not eligible

for sanatorium benefit under the National Insurance Act,

should be dealt with in a residential institution. With
regard to those who are mentally affected, the extreme
measure of confinement in a lunatic asylum should be
taken only when it is clear that treatment in some other

institution less prejudicial to the man's industrial future is

unavailing or attended by circiunstances of danger. There"
remains that large class of cases in which, owing to loss

of limbs or other cause, surgical appliances are required

before civil employment can be entered upon. In a
list of 3.000 discharges for all forms of disablement
covering tlic first eight months of war, the proportion of

cases in ^^hith amputation of leg, arm, or hand was
necessary wms 13.6 per cent. The present practice by
which tlic disabled are supplied with surgical appliances

is, in the opinion of the committee, sufficiently liberal,

although they think that greater advantage might be
taken of recent advances in orthopaedic surger\^ Their
recommendation is that instead of the appliance being

prescribed by the doctor iu attendance on the patient,

any man requiring an artificial limb should be seen by an
orthop.nedic- surgeon, who would prescribe the appliance

best suited to the requirements of the individual and his

prospective occupation.

A proportion of the disabled will be permanently and
completely incapacitated, a further proportion will find

employment w ithout assistance. The number to be dealt

with from the point of view of employment, therefore, is

not so great as the casualty lists might lead one to suppose.

In many cases, however, the disabled man, from the nature

of his disability or other cause, will be unable to resume the

occupation he was following before the war. In that event

ho should be given the opportunity of learning a new
trade, his training to take place, if possible, in the neigh-

bourhood of his lioms. In the larger towns the training

might be undertaken through the existing polytechnics and
trade schools. Before being discharged all disabled men
should be registered at tlie labour exchange of the district

into which they are going. The work of dealing with
these men along' the threefold line of restoration to health,

provisiou of training facilities, and finding of employment,
should be uudi it:' laii !livou'_;h a committee system. The
report sug_" - u up of a central committee,

which wou! ! -entatives of various Govern-
ment depau:- .i>,of labour, trade unions, and
voluntary ng.iici'-r •. v.iiu branch committees for Scotland

and Ireland, and subsidiary local committees in areas

where. o^\ ing to the numbers of disabled, these appear to

be desirable. The committee would refer J:uberculous and
other cases needing medical treatment to the National

Health Insurance Joint Committee, and the mentally

affected to the Home Office or Local Government Board

;

in orthopaedic case: tl;-;- jirfiimt'-d committee would act in

conjunction with tl ^ i
'• nnd War Office, as it is

held to be desirable 1 ii : i
- should remain under

the charge of the 11 :\ ! in.l ni.Utaiy departments. Such
a machiuery might even be used more widely, and deal

generally v. ilh tiic resettlement of the soldier in civilian

life, but "the application to other than cases of disablement

does not come within the terms of reference. At the time

of the report (Jlay ) it was estimated that the discharges

for disablement by the present date (at the end of twelve

months of war) would be 7,000, and this makes it evident

that some organization should be set up with the least

possible delay.

Dk. H. Legeakd, of Alexandria, formerly interne of the
Paris hospitals, has been appointed x^hysician to the
Sultan of I'^gypt.

The death of Count de Sinety, Doctor of Medicine
and Member of the Paris Jockey Club, is announced iu

Le Journal.

The French Ministry of Commerce has established in

the Paris Ecole Superieure de Pharraacie a department for

the study of questions of chemical manufacture, with
special reference to the war. The director is Professor
Behal, of the Academy of Medicine.
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THE CAKE OF DISABLED SOLDIERS.
It is, 01 course, iiiipossiljle to say wliat proportion of

the woiunled in tlio present war will bo more or less

permanently disabled—40 per cent, has been men-
tioned in the Houso of Commons—but in any case
it is certain that the halt and maimed will bo
numerous. The number of w-ouuded in the South
.\fricau war has already been exceeded in the
Dardanelles alone. Every feeling of gratitude and
humanity will prompt a generous provision in

such cases, but even if these souliments could
be ruled out, there would still remain good
economic reasons why the men should be cared for

and industrially habilitated as far as possible. "Wo
cannot have the broken soldier of '-The Deserted
Village " again dependent on the casual bounty
of the parson or of anybody else ; and, save
when he is completely disabled, the man had far

better he in receipt of a w^hoUy or partially self-

supporting wage than of a pension, if only because
ilie effort to earn his living will in many cases be the
means of saving him from moral collapse.

Under existing arrangements, the rate of State
pension in the case of men discharged partially

disabled is from 3s. 6d. to 17s. 6d. a week, according
to the degree of disability and the domestic responsi-
bilities of the claimant, together with half a crown
(discretionary) for cacli child. In the case of a lost

limb the minimum is los. 6d. We anderstand that
by agreement between the National Belief Fund, the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association, and tlie

Incorporated Soldiers' and Sailors' Help Society, it

has been arranged for the last-named body to take
over the case immediately on discharge, and to make
up the income to 15s. in the case of single men
and 25s. in the case of a married man, wdth 2S. extra

for each child, until the recipient is fit for work.
These allowances are subject to a medical certificate

at any time, and cease at the end of three montlis
unless a very definite medical certificate is fortli-

coming aS to continued unfitness.

The care and employment of the discharged soldier

hitherto has been the object of a good deal of

voluntary effort, willingly assisted by Government
departments, such as the Post Office, and by large

employers of labour. TJiere are seven or eight societies

^vhose purpose it is to find work for him, whether he
be able-bodied or disabled. Some of them promote
emigration, and one other encourages land settlement
in this country. In addition to these, the British

Bed Cross Society has recently announced that the

care of the totally incapacitated soldier is work pro-

perly to be undertaken by the society so far as its

funds allow. Only one body, however, so far as we
can gather, provides actual industrial training on any
extensive scale for partially disabled service men, and
this body, the Soldiers' and Sailors' Help Society, is

now opening up large workshops in different districts

for teaching the men a trade, the scheme being a
memorial to Lord Eoberts. At the present time "the
society is looking after the needs of some 30,000 men
who are on sick furlough or have been discharged
disabled.

The critical period for the ex-soldier's industrial
future is that of convalescence, particularly its later
stage, when, if he has lost a limb, he is getting
accustomed to his artificial appliance. It should be
said that artificial limbs are supplied free, either
through Chelsea Hospital or the Admiralty, up to a
certain cost (we believe up to about £15). "There are
cases, however, in which it may be desirable to equip
a man with an artificial limb at a cost exceeding
the Government allowance, and in the.se voluntary
assistance is being given, and it is hoped to obtain
the State grant in part payment. Two or three
months may elapse after the operation before the
stump will permit of the limb being fitted, and even
when the case is ready there may still be a further
delay owing to the large number of waiting cases
with which the instrument maker has to deal. Sir
Arthur May recently stated tiiat 1,000 men at the
present time are waiting for their limbs ; from
inquiries we have made, we gather that the medical
Director-General of the navy was including both the
services. In many cases the man is discharged from
the naval or military hospital and sent homo, the
limb perhaps arriving some weeks later; in other
cases he is discharged already fitted with the limb,
but is faced with the task of getting accustomed to it

without skilled aid. In addition to this, it frequently
happens that he is the subject of neurastiienia. We
have been informed tliat a large proportion of the
men who ha,ve been taken in hand by the Soldiers'

and Sailors' Help Society show symptoms of this

trouble, which gradually disappears as confidence in
the future returns.

It is hoped to deal with all cases of amputation and
special orthopaedic cases ultimately through Queen
Mary's Convalescent xA-Uxiliary Hospitals. As a
beginning two houses, together capable of accommo-
dating 300 cases, have been acquired at Boehampton,
near London, and a movement is on foot to
establish similar hospitals in Scotland and Ireland,
where a number of cases are already under super-
vision. The necessary condition is tliat tiie liospitals

shall be established near to such cities as Edinburgli
or Dubhn, so that the orthopaedic surgeons on the
consulting staff may be frequently in attendance.
Their advice is to be placed at the service of the men,
so that they may not have to depend solely upon the
advice, no doubt higlily skilled, of the "instrument
makers. It is tlie purpose of these hospitals, working
in conjunction with the societies, to find employment;
for the men when they have sufficiently regained
their strength.

What is known as the educative convalescence
which has been instituted in the Princess Louiso
Military Wards at Chailey deserves a special notice
on account of certain features which, through lack of

opportunity, can hardly have been adopted else-

where. Here, in the heart of Sussex, there was
established some years ago the Heritage Schools of

Arts and Crafts for Crippled Children as a develop-
ment of the Guild of Brave Poor Things and the
Guild of Play. The association of a colony ot

handicrafts with an orthopaedic hospital in minia-

ture seemed to make this centre a peculiarly suit-

able one for the reception of wounded soldiers, and
accordingly the military authorities fixed upon this

place for convalescent quarters to which men from

the London Hospital could bo sent down, Tho
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experience has meant much more to the men than.

a mere stay in a pleasant guest chamber, with dis-

pensary and massage rooms attached, and it has

meant even more than instruction in experimental

craft classes—rug making, by the way, has proved

to be of great recuperative value for shattered nerves.

The main point is that the soldiers have been

helped on their way to independence by association

with the child cripples, whose motto is " Happy in

mv lot." To each limbless man an orderly has l>een

assigned in the shape of a boy similarly handi-

capped, and thus tlie sheer force of example has

assisted the soldier to wrestle successfully with

crutches, to rise above the swinging, empty sleeve,

and " to walk serene in the shadows case by his

depression."

The ideal to lie aimed at in all this work for the

soldier is that these men should not remain in special

workshops after they have liecome skilled, but should

take their individual places in the industrial life of

the country. To neutralize their physical handicap

so far as it afi'ects their industrial ability is not im-

possible in a very large proportion of cases, but it is,

nevertheless, a great task which wiU require all the

skill that State and voluntary organization can
brhig to bear upon it. The combination of State

and voluntary assistance is likely to be afl'ected

considerably "by the Naval and Military War Pen-

sions Bill, which was founded, more or less, on the

report of the committee appointed by the Local

Government Board last February to consider and
report upon the methods to be adopted for providing

employment for soldiers and sailors disabled in the

war. This committee advised that the care of soldiers

and sailors disabled in the war was a duty \\hich

should be assumed by the State. This care would
include the restoration of the man's health where
practicable, the provision of training facilities if he
desired to learn a new trade, and the finding of em-
ployment for him when he stood in need of such
assistance. The committee advised that a central

committee and local committees should be appointed,

and the bill proposes to set up a Statutory Committee
of the Eojal Patriotic Fund containing representatives

of the Crown, the Treasury, the Admiralty, the Army,
the Insurance Joint Committee, and the Local
Government Boards in England and Wales, Scotland
and Ireland, as well as the Fund itself. The bill as

originally drafted proposed to include also represen-

tatives of the governing body of the National Eelief

Fund (commonly called the Prince of Wales's Fund)
and the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association,

but as some members of the National Pielief Fund
did not think they were justified in handing over the
funds entrusted to them by the public to be adminis-
tered by anj' other body the representatives of the
Fund and of the Association were omitted from the
bill as it was passing through the House of Com-
mons. The biU proposes that the local commiitees
shall inquire into cases referred to them, distribute

grants made by the statutory committee, and collect

and distribute funds locally.

This arrangement has been strongly criticized, and,
indeed, the measure is regarded unfavom-ably by
many, if not all, of the voluntary organizations which
are concerned for the welfare of the soldier. The fact

that some such measure is advisable, even inevitable,

is admitted, but the misgiving on the part of the
voluntary organizations is due to the possibility that,

without a gieater leavening of voluntary representa-

tion, a system may bs set up having all the un-
yielding officialism of labour bui-eaux, whereas a
more personal interest and sympathetic treatment

may rightfully be claimed on behalf of those who
have suffered so grievously for their country. The
bill has now been hung up by the House of Lords,
partly on the ground that there had not been suffi-

cient time for its consideration, partly because it

escliuled the representatives of voluntary associatiens
from the central statutoi-y committee.

PLAGUE, CHOLERA, AND YELLOW
FEVER IN 1913.

The large number of readers who studied Dr. Bruce
Low's valuable reports on the dissemination of plague
and cholera tiiroughout the world, which have been
published by the Local Government Board during the
last sixteen years, will be glad to learn that Dr. Low's
retirement has not led to the discontinuance of the
practice of issuing such a return.
The report now issued, which is the work of Dr.

E. W. Johnstone,' differs from its predecessors in

being a separate publication, instead of an appendix
to the annual report of the Board's medical officer,

but the manner in which the information is presented
follows the genei'al lines of previous reports.

So far as plague is concerned, the state of affau-s

in 191 3 did not differ markedly from that recorded in

1912. In India, which has Jjorne the brunt of the
attacks which commenced in 1894 ^i^d huve spared
so few parts of the globe, there was a considerable
decUne in the number of recorded deaths—217,145 in

1913 as against 306,088 in 1912. Unfortunately 1914
has been less favourable, 227,149 deaths having been
returned for the first nine months of that year. The
work carried out under the auspices of the Advisory
Committee for Plague Investigations in India has
considerably increased our knowledge of the disease

both in its epidemiological and bacteriological aspects,

but the practical difficulties of sanitary administration

in such a country as India are enormous, and should
be borne in mind by armchair critics.

No case of plague in man occurred in England and
Wales during 1913. Seven plague-infected rats out of

4,359 examined in the Port of London, and i out of

4,218 in the Port of Liverpool, were the only mani-
festations of the disease in the great shipping centres.

On the other liand, the restricted area of East Suffolk,

which has been of so much interest to epidemiologists

since 191 1, had not reverted to its normal condition.

Two plague-infected rats were found on a fai-m in the

Samford raral district, while 3 out of 5 ferrets, which
had died after feeding on a rat in the Woodbridga
rural district, were shown to be infected.

In some places there was an imusnal mortality

among rats, while elsewhere there were complaints of

much illness and many deaths among ferrets. Some
keepers lost all their ferrets in this way. It appears
probable that the original source of the infection

was the landing of infected rats from grain ships in

the port of Ipswich, although strict proof is lacking.

The sequence of events illustrates the well known
epidemiological truth that a concurrence of several

favouring events is necessary for the development of

an epidemic. A still more striking illustration is the

failure of a widespread prevalence of plague among
the ground squirrels (Citellus bcechcyi) of California

to generate an epidemic.

Passing to the subject of cholera, there has again to

be recorded an absolutely heavy mortality in India,

' Reports to the Local Government Board on Public Health and
Medical Subjects. Now series. No. IM. Dr. U. W. Johnstone's Report
to the Local Government Board on The Proare^^ and Diffiisifm of
I Fhidue, II Cholera. Ill Yelloiv Fever, throughout the World durina
tkeuearmi. London. 1915. (Is.)
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296,000 deaths in the eleven provincea for whicli the

letuins were complete wlien Dr. Jolinstono's report

was heiiig prepareil. The rate is, liovvever, below
that of 1912 (1. 71 per milie in 1912, 1.21 in 1913).

Hi'iigal, Hihar antl Orissa, and the United Provinces

of Afira and Oudh, with 52 per cent, of the population

under notice, contributed 71 per cent, of the deaths

from cholera.

As Dr. Johnstone points out, all the circumstances

likely to favour the development of cholera are to be

found in India. Thus the congregation of multitudes

of pilgrims in places aifor3ing inadequate sanitary

accommodation, shelter and water supply must bo a

fruitful source of danger, while the ordinary level of

hygienic knowledge is still, notwithstanding the

efforts of tlie Central and Provincial Governments,
deplorably low.

Japan had little cholera in 1913—78 cases with

22 deaths, as compared with 2,728 cases, 1,678 fatal,

in 191 2. This is a repetition of the experience of

loio and igii, the latter being a year of slight and
tlie former of relatively heavy cholera mortality.

In Europe, apart from the Balkan war zone, there

was a widespread epidemic in Koumania, 5.680

attacks with 2,926 deaths coming under official

oliservation. This may have been, to some extent, an
aftermath of the Balkan war, a remark which also

applies to the recrudescence of the disease in Austria-

Hungary, since the earliest cases in that empire were

reported" from frontier districts abutting on Serljia

and Eoumania. Tlie cases in Austria proper

were scattered. About 1,200 seem to have
occurred in Hungary-. In European Eussia 469
cases with 228 deaths were notified, fewer than

in any of the six preceding years, except 19 12.

No cases of cholera were reported in England
during 1913, although some occurred in ships bound
for this country.

The most interesting section of the report relative

to yellow fever is that which touches on Nigeria.

During 1913 some 29 cases were notified in Lagos,

the first person attacked being a European who had

arrived two days before from Abeokuta, a town
fiftv miles to the north. At least two cases at Lagos
occurred on ships, and the exact total for the colony

cannot be stated. Dr. H. Seidelin was sent to assist

in the investigation of the disease, and he confirmed

the results of Drs. J. W. Scott Macfie and J. E. L.

Johnston as to the presence in the blood of patients

of certain bodies with which the name of Dr. Seidelin

is associated, and which he regards as the specilic

parasites of yellow fever. The workers at Lagos
found these bodies in practically every case; they

experimentally infected dogs, white rats, and guinea-

pigs, and found very similar bodies in the blood of

two stray native dogs. If these results are confirmed.

Sir Patrick Manson's suggestion that possibly dogs or

other animals might act as reservoirs of the yellow

fever virus will be verified. That human carriers may
he of importance is also suggested by Dr. Seidelin,

who has found the " yellow fever bodies " in the blood

of apparently healthy persons. The whole subject is

engaging the attention of a Colonial Office Commis-
sion, and the time has not yet come for a final

judgement. x\s usual, the incidence of yellow fever

in 1913 was practically confined to certain areas of

Central and South America and to that portion of

the West Coast of Africa which is between Senegal

and French Congo.
Among the minor calamities of the great war must

be reckoned the fact that the report for 1914 will

hardly be comparable with Dr. Johnstone's survey

for 1913.

HERBALISTS AND DEATH CERTIFICATES.
The action of the registrar of births and deatlis at Wost-
leigb in refusing to accept a " death certificate " signed by
an unqualified practitioner named Charles C. Abbott, styliii'q

himself a medical botanist, is much to be commendctC
Upon this refusal tlio death was reported as " uncertified

''

to the corouer, who very properly issued his order for an
inquest. From the report of the inquest iu the Leigh
Chronicle of .July 30th it appears that the deceased was
a child, a^ed 11 months, the daughter of a collier. The
child had been attended at various times by the herbalist,
and on .July 6th last, being ill, was seen by Abbott, who
diagnosed iuflaramation of the lungs and brain. Ho con-
tinued attending until July 21st, when tljc cliild died, and
a certificate was given and signed by him statiug that
death was due to bronchial pneumonia and meningitis, and
giving the duration of the illue-s as fifteen days. At the
inquest Dr. Pickup gave evidence tliat he had made a post-

mortem examination and that death was the result of

bronchial pneumonia and heart failure; he expressed
the opinion that had the child beeu attended by
a qualified practitiouer it would have had a better
chance of life. The coroner poiuted out to the jury
that "a herbalist had a smattering of knowledge which
might be dangerous and might do no end of harm
and lessen a child's chances of life. Medical men had
special knowledge. ... He wished some one would take
the case up." The jury returned a verdict of " Death from
natural causes.'' It is ijiiitc clear that in this case an
offence under the Apiitliocaries Act, 1815, has beeu com-
mitted; and if other cnscs could be brought forward in

which it could be proved that Abbott had prescribed

and dispensed for patients suffering from medical, as
opposed to surgical, diseases a proseeutiou by the

Master aud Wardens of the Society of Apothecaries should
be instituted. AVe note that the corouer stated in his sum-
ming up that the mother " might be morally liable for not

calling in a doctor, but she was not legally nor criminally

liable." AVo venture to differ from the learned corouer ou
this point ; under the Children Act, " failure to provide

adequate food, clothing, medical aid, or lodging, is deemed
to be neglect in a manner likely to cause injury tq health."

In this case it is clear that, according to the medical
evidence, the child's chance of recovery was imperilled by
the failure to provide adequate medical aid ; and a prosecu-

tion under the Act would follow this neglect. In 1909

Dr. Niven, the Medical Ofliccr of Health of Manche-jtor,

in a report upon the Act prepared for the Infant liite

Protection Committee of that city, pointed out the

importance of this section, aud took legal opinion as to

its bearing upon the question of umjualified attendance

and the carrying out of the advice giveu. Failure to

seovwe medical aid (and by this is meant qualified medical

attendance) is therefore a penal offence under the Act, and
its provisions should be enforced against parents where
such aid is procurable aud not afforded to the child whose
condition requires it. It may also be noted that the

unqualified practitiouer who attends children can himself

be jirosecuted for aiding aud abetting in the neglect. In

the British Medical JouRN.\L of July 3rd, 1909, we com-
mented upon the prosecution of a woman named Hannah
Forrest, who treated a child who had been seriously

burnt. The magistrate fined her 20s. aud costs. The
prosecution was carried out under the Accessories aud
Abettors Act, 1861, section 8, which enacts that any one

who sliali aid, abet, counsel, or procure the commission of

any misdemeanour either at common law or by virtue of

any Act passed or to be passed is liable to be tried,

indicted, and punished as a principal. This Act might

with advantage to the public weal be put in operation

more often against quacks and unqualified practitioners,

who, by their attendance, lull parents to a false souse of

security aud thus prevent qualified advice being sought in

time to save life.
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ANTITYPHOID INOCULATION IN FRANCE AND
ELSEWHERE.

Commenting on the fact tLat it is only quite recently that

the inhabitants of Paiis have ceased to entertain unneces-

sary fears about the alleged dangers of antityplioid inocu-

lation, Landouzy' describes a series of 600 antityphoid

injections administered to a hundred and fifty men,

women, and children (mostly adolescents) at the Lton

Bourgeois dispensary of the Laennec Hospital. Each

patient received four hypodermic injections at intervals of

a week, generally in the subcutaneous tissue between the

border of the left scapula and the spine, at 9 a.m. Two
cachets of aspirin were handed to the patient, to be taken

at noon and 6 p.m. if necessary ; they were, however, only

e.Kcoptionally required. Sometimes the effect of the in-

oculation was to make the shoulders feel bruised or the

arms heavy, but it rarely prevented the patient from

working; on one occasion a patient fainted for a short

time immediately after the injection, and in four instances

there was fever over 102' F. lasting from six to forty-eight

liours. In no case was there evidence of local inflamma-

tion ; the occurrence of menstruation is no contraindi-

cation to the inoculation. Chantemesse,'^ discussing

Landouzy's paper, added that at the hospital of the

I'olytechnic School he had inoculated 3,722 persons

between the ages of 2 and 55 against typhoid fever

since August, 1914. There had been no abscesses,

no septicaemias, no fainting fits, and no deaths as

a result of the inoculations. In most cases he

had vaccinated or rcvaccinated the patients to protect

them from small-pox, at the same time, inoculating one

arm and vaccinating the other. He warmly recommends

the practice, because the inconveniences of the inoculation,

if there are any inconveniences, manifest themselves within

a period of three to five hours, whereas the vaccination gives

rise to no discomfort before the fourth day. He continues

to employ the heated cultures for antityphoid inoculation,

similar to those first employed by himself and Widal in

1888. These cultures contain the typhoid bacilli intact, and

as they are intact the absorption by the patient of the toxic

substances they contain is necessarily a slow process, and

thus the danger of anaphylactic symptoms is minimized.

If the typhoid cultures are sterilized, not by heat but by

chloroform or some analogous substance, the bodies of the

bacteria may be broken up and their toxins set free in the

fluid used for injection, increasing to an undesirable

extent the rapidity with which they are absorbed by the

patient and the danger of unpleasant reactions. On this

point Chantemesse differs from Castellani,^ who employs

for immunizing inoculations phenolized emulsions of

bacteria grown on agar, rather than broth cultures

at ;rilized by heat, arguing that his emulsions give rise

to less painful local reactions than do the broth cultures.

For the last ten years Castellani has employed com-

bined bacterial vaccines for immunizing human beings

against infectious disorders. Chantemesse, as has been

stated above, has vaccinated many patients against

botli typhoid fever and small-pox at the same time.

Castellani goes very much further in the same direction.

His mixed typhoid + paratyphoid A + paratyphoid B
vaccine, introduced in 1905, and his typhoid + paratyphoid

A + paratyphoid B + cholera vaccine, are now being

employed, he says, in both Switzerland and Italy, and

give excellent i^ractical results. The second of these

vaccines contains per cubic centimetre 500 million typhoid

bacilli, 250 million each of paratj'phoid A and B, and 1,000

or 2,000 million cholera vibrios ; the first dose is 0.5 to

0.6 c.cm. ; the second and third injections, given subsequently

at intervals of a week, are twice as large. Another of his

compound vaccines contains the bacteria of cholera +
plague + typhoid + paratyphoid A and B + Malta fever

;

.79.
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a, fourth, even more complex, immnnizes simultaneously

against infection with typhoid + paratyphoid A and B -4-

Shiga- Kruse dysentery -|- Flexner dysentery -\- Hys Y
dysentery + Flexner-simile No. 1 dysentery + Flexner-

simile No. 2 dysentery. His animal experiments show
that rabbits, at any rate, cannot as a rule be satisfactorily

vaccinated with more than three varieties of bacteria at

once. In man, however, the above vacciue prescriptions,

and others like thorn, do give satisfactory results.

Castellani adds that the presence of 0.5 per cent. o£

phenol in his vaccines suffices to sterilize them, usually

in twenty four hours. Other writers, however, refer to

his antityphoid vaccine, prepared as is described above,

as a vacciue of living bacteria. Thus Carlo Fulle,'' in a

synthetic review of antityphoid inoculation in armies,

describes all Castellaui's vaccines as containing living

bacteria. Fulle gives the official statistics of the anti-

typhoid inoculations carried out in the armies of Kurope,

Japan, and the United States of America, during the last

few years.

ECONOMY IN FOOD.

We have received from the Board of Education a pamphle*

entitled Economy in Food,'' which gives information very

similar to that furnished in the Board's circular relating to

meals for school children, but is adapted to the needs oi

families. Examples of one and two course dinners are

given, the quantities being those deemed sufficient, with

J lb. bread, for a family consisting of father, mother, and
four or five children, and notes on cooking are added. The
information provided should be of value, but we are bound
to say that in some respects the pamphlet bears marks of

hasty preparation. Thus, as we have said, the quantities

are stated to be sufficient for " one meal for a family con-

sisting of father, mother, and four or five children." This

is surely a very loose statement. Again, in the preface,

signed by the Minister for Education, it is said that the

whole matter can be summed up in the precepts: (1) Buy
economically; {2) prepare carefully; (3) avoid all waste.

To some extent information is furnished which will be

useful in enabling the reader to conform to the two latter

precepts, but no suggestions of value are made as to

economical marketing, although it is notorious that one of

the great difficulties of the poor is that their ordinary

methods of purchasing food are extremely costly. The
Board has also issued a circular to local authorities on the

same subject, advocating, among other things, the organiza-

tion of further instruction, and, in addition, special regula-

tions for grants in aid of such instruction for housewives

in economical cookery are promulgated. The Board is

undoubtedly taking a step in the right direction ; whether
much progress will be made so long as the poor have
before their eyes the spectacle of waste on an enormous
scale to which we recently directed attention in the case

of the troops, is a question to which we are not prepared

to give a dogmatic answer.

QUACKERY IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
QcACKEiiY is as old as human credulity, and that is as old

as mankind itself. The methods of the pretenders who
profess to cure all diseases remain essentially the same,
because the mind of this foolish compounded clay man
accepts their promises with all the greater readiness the

more loudly and confidently they are made. Steele, in the

Spectator of July 30th, 1712, says: '-There is hardly a
man in the world, one would think, so ignorant as not to

know that the ordinary quack-doctors who publish their

great abilities in little brown billets distributed to all that

pass by are to a man impostors and murderers; yet such is

the credulity of the vulgar and the impudence of these

professors that the affair still goes on and new promises of

, p. 537.* liO Speritnentale, Florence, 1915. Ixix
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^vllnt was never done lefore are made every day. 'Wlmt

a£!i;ravat<'s the jest is that even this proiuiso lias bccu

lua lo as long as the memory of man can trace it, yot

nothing performed, and yet still prevails." He proceeds to

give examples which read very like the quack advertise-

ments of the present day, though the style is coarser and
there is a less siihtle display of pseudo-scientific know-

ledge. The eighteenth century quack states, without any

nourishes of language, that he ' cureth all diseases

incident to men, women or children " ; he specially

mentions " the yellow jaundice, green sickness, scurvy,

ilropsy, long sea voyages, campaigns, and women's mis-

carriages, lying-in, etc." Surely an odd enough medley of

atHictions without the strange ajipcal that follows: "as

some people that has (sic) been lame (!) these thirty years

can testify." Another grounds his pretensions to euro

cataract on the fact that he has lost an eye in the emperors
service ; while another claims the possession of special

skill in the cure of " bursten " children by declaring that

liis father and grandfather were both " bursten." Had he

.said that he had cured himself of rupture such a statement

might have seemed to have some show of reason, on the

principle that " who drives fat oxen should himself be

fat." A correspondent has sent us a copy of The Daily

Adviitisei- of September 7th, 1733, containing advertise-

ments which show the impudence of the eigliteenlh

century quack, and also the prevalence of venereal diseases.

IMingled with announcements of the publication of a Lift-

of Joseph Addison, Esq., and a Defence of the Most

Esscniial Articles of Chrislicni B.-r,,f against the Cavils

of Modern Atheists, we find a proclamation by one Dr.

Cam " a graduate pliysiciau " who auuouuecs himself as

the author and vendor of several treatises on venereal

diseases, of the efficacy of his ' short and easy method of

curing the Grand Pox, wii;liout salivating, vomiting, or any

other irksome operatioa by a true specilick lately dis-

cover'd, which performs the cure without any disorder,

sickness, confinement, or alteration of diet ; and is so

wonderfully easy in its operation that persons emaciated

and weaken'd by the distemper or other tedious or

unsuccessful courses are hereby miraculously relieved."

The difficulty about salvarsan and the substitutes sug-

gested for it under the stress of war might have been

avoided if Dr. Cam's specific had not been allowed to die

out of human memory. In another advertisement the

pensive jHiblic is solemnly warned against ' the woman
that imposes at the Royal Exchange her counterfeits of

the remedies belonging to Dr. Chamberleu's only right and

true famous anodyne necklace for children's teeth, fits,

fevers, convulsions, etc." " The cheat," it is stated, ' is

easily discover'd if you have not got the Familij Almanaeh,

the treatises on the gout and iJicuiiiatisiii and venereal

distemper and a gleet and all tlie author's other books

given you gratis along with your mediciues." "What, one

cannot help wondering, was the Fumilij Ahnanach ? Was
it given away to sell the treatises on gleet, as it was the

fashion a short time ago to tempt purchasers of a pound of

tea ? The advertiser, Mr. Bradshaw, who describes himself

as Dr. Chamberlen's servant, insists that his customers must

get the genuine article. '-When," he asks with withering

satire, " shops will take in and sell what the owners of

such shops positively know to be downright counterfeits

and take them into their shops to catch mistaking

customers, how are they to be depended on for the

Daffy's and Stoughton's Elixirs, Heart Burn Lozenges,

Hungary Water and other things they sell?" How
indeed '? Probably the people who doctored themselves

with Daffy's elixir and Hungary waiter did not suffer

much from taking " counterfeits." Where arc these

things now ? Oil sont les neiges d'antan ? But however

completely even the memory of such specifics may perish,

others will take their place. Laws and learning may die,

but quackery will thrive till it fades into nothingness

before the spread of the light of scientific truth.

PUBLIC HEALTH IN AUSTRALIA.
The evolution of hygiene and public health in Australia
was the subject of a lecture delivered a short time ago to

the Royal Sanitary Institute by Dr. W. Perrin Norris,

chief medical officer of the Jledical Bureau of the Common-
wealth. Hygiene, he said, had uses both for scavenger
and statesman, and in its name not only might the food
adulterator be indicted, but also the iiedagogue who in-

jured the people by inculcating a lie; while health, ho
insisted, was a positive quality, consisting largely in a
capacity of adjustment to circumstances, and was incom-
plete without that joy of life which he claimed as an
Australian characteristic. So joyous was the Australian
temperament, indeed, that one observer had pronounced
it Gallic; doubtless it was partly the result of the most
pacific and equable climate of all the continents. Dr,

Norris then surveyed the political and social history of Aus-
tralia from the first British settlement, previous to which,
he said, Australia was entirely free from the communicable
diseases of the Old World. The early settlers brought
with them certain results of their distinctly unhygienic
environment, and also, for both better and worse, their

national- and local traditions. British they were, how-
ever, and British Australia still was—97 per cent, of her.

The first definite evidence of any movement in the direc-

tion of preventive medicine was in 1803, when the
Governor of \ew Sottth Wales asked the Colonial Office

for a supply of vaccine. In 1828 the first ship known to

be infected was placed in quarantine. Since that time
small-pox had obtained a temporary foothold on twelve
occasions, and each time the disease had been stamped
out by preventive measures. LTp to the present it could

not be said that small-pox was endemic in Australia.

Coming to the legislation more particularly of the last

twenty years. Dr. Norris said that the public health policy

in Australia differed from that in tlreat Britain by reason
of the defiuite power and activity of the centralized

authorities in the daughterlaud. They had realized that

municipal boundaries might not coincide with public

health needs, and the tendency had been to take action

irrespective of such boundaries. The practice of amend-
ing and tinkering old Acts had been superseded by the

system of making new laws to meet special circum-

stances. The object had been formation rather

than reformation, as became a country which was
in the course of rapid self-construction. Dr. Xoriis

instanced the regulations as to food purity, which,

he said, were enforced not by inspectors, who
might earn distinction by the number of scalps they
carried in their belt, but by supervisors, whose care it was
to reduce adulteration by educatiuiuil measures among
others. Australia had the highest natural increase of

population of all countries in the world except one, and
the proportion of males to females—male preponderance
being at one time enormous—was being satisfactorily

adjusted ; it was now 107 ; 100. The death-rate for

1911-12 was 10.35, the lowest in the world except that of

the sister dominion of New Zealand, and the infant mor-
tality was now below 70, and in one State only 60. There
were still lions in the path to the kingdom of hygiene,

even in Australia, and of these he instanced an insufficient

quickness of the social conscience, and the danger of an
unmoralized commercialism. As furnishing the key to

still more important hygienic advances he looked to the

science of eugenics, now in the course of development.

THE RATION OF THE FRENCH SOLDIER.
In recent sessions of the Academy of Medicine the servioa

rations of the French army have been subjected to criticism

by several distinguished authorities. At the meeting of

July 6th, M. Armand Gauticr presented a paper entitled

' Dans la ration actuelle du soldat en campaj il faut

diminuer la viande et augmenter les legumes et le vin."

'

' Ballclin He VAcadimie dc Medeciiie. 1915, No. 27.
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M. Gauticr began by pointing out that ivhile analysis o£

the dietaries of laboiu-ers in Franco and Belgium had
established the fact that an energy equivalent of 3,900

calories in summer and 4,300 in winter should be furnished,

the official active service ration provided but 3,200. He
held that the official diet was already somewhat too rich

in animal protein and advocated the provision of mixtures
of cooked and preserved vegetables and meat on the lines

proposed by MJI. Basset, Pietre, and Goulut. One suitable

formula gives for each tin 300 grams chopped beef, 20
grams fat, 100 grams carrots, 12.5 grams onions, 40 grams
concentrated bouillon, 3 grams pepper and spices. The
calculation refers to the ingredients in the uncooked state.

In this way a daily addition of 400 to 500 calories could be
made. Of the remaining 500 to 600 calories required, a
certain quantity, some 200, could be provided by the
addition of sugar, preferably in the form of chocolate,
but this vpould be the maximum permissible addi-
tion without violating the rule that the daily con-
sumption of sugar ought not to exceed 80 grams.
The remaining calories needed should, in M. Gautier's
opinion, be furnished by the addition of 50 centilitres of
wine at 10° C, making the total daily issue' of wine
75 centilitres. M. Gautier is a strong advocate of the use
of natural wine in this way ; he emphasizes the advantage
of rapidity of absorption and the beneficially stimulating
effects upon the nervous system which he claims for it,

and points out that such advantages are not possessed by
an equivalent quantity of alcohol given in the form of
strong spirit. At the following session of the Academy =

Mil. Vidal and Landouzy energetically supported
M. Gautier's proposition, and argued that the most
efficient weapon in the campaign against alcoholism was
to be found in the judicious use of the natural wine of the
country. It was pointed out that, in general, the districts

in which alcoholism was rampant were not the vine-
raising areas, and the enormous evils of spirit drinkin"
were emphasized. M. Vidal and other members desired
to have these conclusions expressed in a formal resolu-

tion of the Academy, but, the perpetual secretary havin"
pointed out that to do so would infringe a rule of the
Academy, the proposals were remitted to a commission
charged with the preparation of a report. The two argu-
ments in favour of the use of wine— (1) the dietetic

argument, (2) the argument for its use as a prophy-
lactic against alcoholism—are logically quite distinct,

and it will probably be thought that, simply on the
evidence presented in these communications, the case in

favour of the second is the more cogent. On the dietetic

side, the ordinary physiological objections, namely, in-

creased heat loss due to cutaneous vasodilatation and the
hypnotic effect following the transitory stimulation, are
not dealt with, not to speak of the practical point raised

by Jlajor Lelean in the valuable lectures reported in our
columns and since published in book form,-' namely, the
danger tliat men will purchase the alcohol rations of

teetotal comrades, and consequently that some individuals

may obtain a grossly imhygienjc amount. The question
of wine rations is not, pei'haps, one which has mnoh direct

importance for our own service, but its indirect importance
is great and the findings of the commission will be awaited
with interest.

WAR EMERGENCY COMMITTEE.
The new special War Emergency Committee has already
met twice, and has appointed Dr. T. Jeuner Verrall as its

Chairman, Dr. A. E. ShiiJey, F.R.S. (Master of Christ's

College, Cambridge), and Mr. E. B. Turner as Vice-

Chairmen, and Mr. Bishop Harman and the Medical
Secretary as Secretaries of the Committee. Professor

Harvey Littlejohn, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine,
Edinburgh University, has been co-opted as a member,
and other prominent members of the profession have been

invited to accept membership. A conference has been
held with Sir Alfred Keogh, who has cordially welcomed
the proffered services of the new Committee, and has

promised it his active support and co-operation. The
Committee proposes at the earliest possible moment to

place the immediate necessities of the War Office for a
large supply of medical officers before all members of the

profession not at present giving whole-time military

service.

JItfiitral ilotes in f arlianmtt.

Territorial Medical Officers.—Lord Newton, in replying

to a question by Lord Harris in the House of Lords on
July 27th, explained that the po-sition as between the
Territorial Force medical officer and the civilian practi-

tioner who had been granted a temporary commission
since mobilization was as follows : The Territorial Force
officer was paid at the same rate as the Regular E.A.M.C.
officer, except that unembodied service did not count for

mcrease of i)ay in the same rank. Both Territorial and
Regular officers of junior rank were paid less than civilian

surgeons commissioned as lieutenants and serving on a
special war contract. The inequality liad existed since

the date of mobilization, and he was afraid it was inevi-

table in war. It was very difficult to see how the inequality

or injustice could be rectified, but ho would remind his

noble friend that a concession of some value had been
made to the Medical Corps in view of the admirable
service performed, Ueutenants of six months' service

having been promoted to the rank of captain. He believed

the question was still under the consideration of the
Treasury and the War Office.

Dental Surgeons.—Mr. Tennant, in replying to Sir Henry
Norman on .July 28th, said that there were no consultants

in dentistry to the forces abroad. There were forty-

eight qualified dental surgeons serving abroad and forty-

eight at home with the rank of lieutenant. There were
also ninety-three honorary consulting dental surgeons at

home. These numbers did not include the dental surgeons
employed by local military authorities at home nor those

doing duty with Colonial troops. Sir Henry Norman sub-

sequently asked if it was intended to add to the somewhat
meagre number of dentists with the forces abroad, and
Mr. Tennant said that he had heard no complaint that

there was any requirement to that effect.

Royal Assent.—The following were among the measures
which rtc. :

^ " ''
i! Assent prior to the adjournment

ot the II > ' 'U .July 29tli till September 14tli

:

Notificai: I. :tensioiii Act, 1915, Milk and
Dairies n Act, 1915, and the Scottish

Universities ^Eiutigency Powers) Act, 1915.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Sl'bscpjptioxs.

The following subscriptions to the Fund have been
received by the Treasurer, Dr. Des Voeux

:

Thirty-fifth List.

H.M.A.) 7 12 6
Pharmaceutical Society
of Kew Zealand (.pev

Ml-. C. M. Nielsen,
Iteijistrar) ICO

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to tho
Treasurer of the Fund. Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The Appeal for Slrgical Instruments.
Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master ot

the Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Black-
friars, E.C,
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THE AVAH.
3IKDICAL AURANGEMEXTS OF THE BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[From a S^^ecinl Correspondent in Nortlicrn France]

Treatment of Fractures.

KiPLixr. says there are many different -ways of con-

stiiictinn tribal lays, and cacli and every one of tbem is

riylit. A like statement would apjily witli almost equal

force to methods of dealing with fractures, and conse-

•jneutly references to this subject iu these notes have been
rare. Only when a newly-devised metliod meets a

desideratum not included in tlie aiiiis of alrcTly approved
methods or not secured 1j\

'

1

'
'

i

drawing attention to it.

limits of this stipulation ;i

one now iu use at a st^i!
,

: i

fr.-vctui-es of tiie thigh and upper anu, inuluiliiij^ tlio i-ll).j\v.

In the case of the thigh" the effect of applying the

method—.apart from securing absolute immobility of the

fractui-ed ends—is as follows : 1 1) The patient can move
hinrself about in bed qnitefreely, that is to say, he can let

himself down towards the bottom of the bed or pull him-
self np towards the top; he can move his pelvis riglit off

tlie bed to a height of 5 or 6 inches; or he can leave his

pelvis on the bed and assume a sitting posture. |2) If the

fracture is compound the wound can be efficiently dressed

without interfering witl) the splint, and the latter need not

be cli.anged even if the patient has to be sent on a journey.

Tlie mobility of the patient is secured by attaching the
splint by several wei'^htcd pulleys to a trolley which runs
tv) and fro. as the p:iii< i;i ; I- , . .ai a frame above the bed.

This part of the ;ii 1 , . in fact a reproduction in

miniature of the v< ;

'>
i it effective machinery by

which heavy weiyht-. -ii' li ;- -iiJers, are moved about in

engineering workshops.
On the other hand, the immobility of the fractured ends

of the bone is secured by a splint whose general character
will perhaps best be suggested by a series of comparisons.
It resembles a Thomas's knee-splint becauses it causes tlie

same force to operate iu two opposite directions

—

vis a

fronle in tlie case of the fractured bone, vis a ienjo in tlie

case of two rigid bars, which are thus driven firmly against

an immovable part of the patient's body. It rescuibles a
Wallace because the upward driven bars are parallel aud
the force is applied by mertns of a screw-pin cross bar.

Finally, it resembles a ilax Page because the portion of

the splint which impinges on the tuber ischii is not a loop

but a segment of a circle. But while it presents all these

resemblances to the splints named, there are so manj'
liifferences tiiat it is not to be regarded either as a modi-
fication of any of them, or even as a combination of

all three.

For instance, unlike any of them, the side bars are

placed at the level not of the middle but of the upper third

of the circumference of the limb. The screw-pin cross-

piece, through which the extending aud driving force is

applied, is operated, not as in the Wallace, by a one-sided

lever handle—everj- movement of which almost inevitably

tilts the limb one way or the other—but by a double-grip

lever which distributes the screwim; : .
;

1 ! y on both

rides. Unlike the Max Page, the - i> led by a

counterweight, and this counterv.. : , . s in the

'I'homas and Wallace, from a single puim. biiL i iistributed

so as to form four independent overhead counterpoises,

each of which is self-adjusting. Finally, the bed of the

splint is not a series of strips of flannel bandage, but a
continuous layer of perforated zinc. This is sufficientlj'

thin to be moulded by the hand, and, thanks to the high

level of the side bars to which it is attached, its general

form is that of a deep gutter, not a groove. The amount
of additional .support that it affords is therefore very

considerable, while, of course, zinc never sags.

Should it be necessary to evacuate the patient, the

suspension apparatus is detached aud the splint fixed for

the journey to a wooden support.
The general idea of the upper ai-m and elbow appliance

is of much the same order, but the principle of the sus-

pension apparatus is that of a quay-side crane instead of

an overhead trolley. The splmt itself, moreover, more

closely resembles au ordinary elbow-joint Thomas, except
that a zinc bed is substituted for flannel strips.

But the net ctl'ect is not less valuable. The injured part
is kept steady, the wound is accessible, and the patient is

not confined to one i)ositiou—he can sit up, lie back, or
turn on his side.

The use of perforated zinc is not, it should be noted,
peculiar to the splints hero described. X good many sur-

geons are iiov; replacing by it tie flannel strips otherwise
employed with splints of the Hodgett aud Thomas types.

It lias the advantage of never sagging, and, practically
speaking, it does not seem to soil. If desired an opening
can readily be cut in it for the passage of a drainage tube,

but in any case a metal surface is not congenial to
microbes.
The only splint of the general order in question to which

I have not yet seen it applied is the Max Page. Here, too,

a zinc instead of flannel strip bed would probably be a
useful modification when this splint is being u.scd, not only
at the beginning but throughout the treatment of the case.

This is another .splint which seems certain to outlive the
war. It meets the desiderata of prolonged treatment less

completely than the one just described, but is excellently

suited to country practice and the purposes to which it is at

present mainly being turned. It " caught on " very rapidly
at the casualt}' clearing stations, where it is indeed a
blessing to have a means of converting a broken thigh into

a painlessly movable limb witliin ;': ]-.,; of a very few
minutes. The upper aud ln\, ,. ',,'

, , 11 bo kept ready
and Clipped together ijuic1il\ . - length of the
limb to be treated has been :i- nun .i. iii.lthe material
of which it is built is so light and easily carried that it is

never likely to lose its place in the .splint bo.xes of military
formations.

I have heard it said that the iMax Page tends to slip

down the thigh during transport, but this can be the case
only when the extension has been carelessly adjusted in

the first instance and when the surgeon Las failed to take
advantage of the fact that the side "irons" can be sc[ueezed

in laterallj', so as to take the shape of the limb. Another
mistake sometimes made is placing the foot support close

to the heel, instead of at about the level of the junction of

the middle and lower thirds of the leg. In such case there
is just a possibility of the side irons bending slightly after

long use.

Riding Classes.

The equivalent of a riding school was established a
little time ago at one of the remount camps. It is at

some little distance from Boulogne, but a motor omnibus
has been told off to take out those authorized to attend
the classes. The latter are for the most part temporary
officers in the Royal Army ^Icdical Corps. All these are
liable to be detailed for duty at the front, and their

efiiciency when thus employed is enhanced by ability to ride.

Equitation is one of the subjects in which the regular
officers of the Royal Army Jledical Corps have to qualify

while still iu the probationary period of their career, but
not until they reach the rank of major do they become
entitled to the usual allowance for the upkeep of a horse.
Meantime, however, they may have to ride if attached to

a field ambulance unit which has been mobilized for the
jjurpose of taking part in training manoeuvres, or if they
are placed during such training in medical charge of a
cavalry or infautry unit. During actual war operations
it is only when employed iu like positions that
riding is required of medical officers of the rank
of captain or lieutenant, but the number of posts
which then have to be filled is relatively much greater.

Apart from the greater size of a fighting army
every large unit, including cavalry regiments, infantry
battalions, artillery brigades and analogous bodies of

troops, has allotted to it a medical officer. In fact, in

war time there is a partial return to the old regimental
system. ;\i ;!' inrsont time the phase through which
warliii

1
M

: 1.1 the circumstances of the mouienfc

aree:: :.',
;

.1 lu.;o—almost to abolish—any immcdiato
necc-.-jiiy lu^ li.l:!..^ on the part of oificeis of almost every

branch uf the army, but it is very important not to over-

look the fact that at auy moment there may be a return to

the normal. Iu that case the mobility of medical officera

in charge of figtiting troops will automatically again

become a matter vital to tho general organization for the
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prevention of disease in the army as also to the welfare

and rapid succour ot the wounded during actual battle

operations.

Besides tliis it is of personal advantage to a medical

officer to be able to ride even though wlien at tlie base

he may be able to do the wliolc o£ his work without ever

mounting a horse. Flanders is not an ideal country for

horso exercise—it is too closely cultivated—but iu slack

times, as tor instance, when the unit to whicli a medical

officer is attached is resting in billets, an afternoon ride

makes a pleasant break.

the Uarda
ill' was one

! ill the tour-

up pockets in

IS and slough-

CASES FROM THE DARDANELLES TREATED
OX A HOSPITAL SHIP.

Ma.ior W. A. Chapple, M.D., E.A.M.C., sends us the

following notes of VI out of 635 oases. All the cases, with

one exception of possible gastric ulcer, were due to wounds
or injuries inflicted during the ni*;

nelles. Tlie voyage took ten d ;

case of tetanus ; the first synipt."

tcontli day. Treatment cousistcil m
the wound and curetting away all gro

iug material, applying packs of hydrogen peroxide at first

every four, then every eight hours, the injection iutra-

thecally of 6,000 units of antitetanic serum within the

first twenty-four hours and intramuscular injections every

four hours, then every six, and latterly every eight, of

10 minims of a 1 in 40 solution of carbolic acid. Kelapse

occurred on thefourth day of trt iilim m!
.

ili- n i^iKismof the

jaw and neck returned, and 2,00o _ tin injected

iutrathecally. The manwas(|Mii, jion laud-

ing, and the temperature had bt-M n ! '1 'i f'lurdays.

(2) A violent secondary haemorrhage of tli^ u m nil .uiory

at 1 a.m. was met by ligature of this vr ^^ I m llmiiirs

canal. (3) An aneurysm of the femoral Im'I iI, \, 1
.|i, d live

weeks after a bullet wound iu the lowest one tliiiU ui tlie

thigh. The artery had beeu tied in Hunter's canal and
gangrene had supervened, owing, apparently, to injury done
by the bullet to the auastomotica and otiicr vessels upon
which collateral circulation would depend. The gangrene
extended nearly to the knee, leaving no area of healthy

tissue sufficient' to cover a stump at the site of election. A
Iiistcr's amputation was done at the lowest third, and an
uninterrupted recovcrj' followed.

In all, fifteen operations under a general anaesthetic

were necessary iu the 71 cases ; four were for the extrac-

tion of bullets revealed by a very eNcelleut .r-ray apparatus;

four were for cellulitis; three for the reinovnl ul necrosed
bone ; two for abscesses ; cue for secondnry haemorrhage

;

and one for resetting a simple fracture of the femur.

All the cases improved very markedly on the voyage.

which was made iu smooth seas. All were cot cases to

begin with, but fully half were able to be on deck during
the latter half of the journey. Tlie surgical equipment
was complete and as satisfactory as in any small modern
hospital.

Only two cases will require further surgical treatment
immediately—bullets lodged in the spinal column, pro-

ducing grave peripheral symptoms. If smooth seas could
be ensured, the conditions of surgical treatment would bo
as good as those of most base hospitals. Not more than
one-third will be tit for further war service, and these only
after periods of convalescence ranging from six weeks to

six mouths. In loyalty to the high example of the Kiug
and Lord Kitchener, no alcoholic beverage was given
during the voj-age, and no case arose suggesting its use to

which the resources of the dispensary were not equal.

FRENCH WOUNDED IN THE DARDANELLES.
In the Gai-eltc hchdomivhi'ire dc sr/t?ices mt'Jir.ils tie

iJo?'dca»;c of August 1st, I'l l.'i n. i.il.- yi\(>, :iii ,m .Munt

of his surgical experieii'

-

:
l-il 1:1 ^i' of

the French hospital sliip .-i Im- I
>,.

i i u. IIus.

From what he has seen 111 it 11:111 iuliulIis' (jxpiiieuci; the

wounds in the Dardanelles hgliliug differ from those seen

at the Western front. Whilst in France ihe majority of

wounds are inflicted by shells, iu the Dardanelles the
injuries are mostly caused by bullets. This he attributes

to the fact tlurt the Turks are not well supplied with
artillery. The wounded men. 500 in number, were all

French or French-Colonial troops, and were hurt in tho
fighting at Seddal-Bahr on May 8tli. As a rule, they were
seen from four to twelve hours after the infliction ot the
wounds. Tlic average duration of their stay in tlic

ship was five days. Owing to the shorthandcduess
of the surgical staff it was possible to make
notes of only 170. In 26 per cent, of that number
the first dressing was applied by a comrade on tho
field of battle, in 2.6 by an army medical officer, while tho
rest were dressed at the ambulances behind tho firing line.

All reached the ship with wounds relatively clean and in

good condition. Almost all had received an injection of

antitetanus serum. It lias been said that the majority of

the wounds were caused by bullets, the proportions bciug
approximately as follows: Bullet wounds, 77.8 jier cent.;

shell, 11.1 ; fragment of stone, 1 ; wounds caused by agents
impossible to recognize, 11.1. Blany of these wounds were
very serious and were much lacerated, especially at the
aperture of exit. Dr. Celles says that nearly all the
soldiers insisted that the wounds had been caused by
explosive bullets. He is convinced, however, that this

was seldom the case, although it was impossible to

deny that dum-dums wore not sometimes used. He
instances particularly a case of wound of the testicle,

where no hard body could have been struck iu the
passage of the projectile into the body. The gravity
of the wounds he attributes to the excellent shooting of

the Turks and to the .nearness of the combatants to each
other. A rough classification of the seats ot injury is

given as follows :—Wounds of limbs: {a) Not affectiug the
joints, 48 per cent. Among these was a considerable

number of compound fractures ; most frequently both
bones ot a limb were broken, sometimes all three. Beside
the fractured bones there were often large gaping wounds
at the bottom of which a large artery could be seen pulsat-

iug or bleeding, {h) Penetrating wounds of joints, 14.7 per

cent. ; most of these were of the knee. Wounds of thorax

:

(a) Nonpenetrating, 4.5 per cent.
;

(b) penetrating, 11.5

per cent. The organ most frequently injured was the

luug. Iu two cases the heart was wounded ; one patient

died tw-o hours after receiving the wound ; the other sur-

vived till the following day. In that case the bullet entered

at the level of the right seventh intercostal .space slightly

outside the nipple line ; after passing horizontally

through the thorax it came out at the level of the left

intercostal s))ace, also slii;htly outside the nipple line.

Through the latter orifice projected a considerable quantity

of pre-pericaidial fatty tissue. In 4 of 18 penetrating

wounds of the chest death occurred within twenty-four
hours. Wounds of the abdomen were less fre<ineut

(9.6 per cent.), but almost all were penetrating. Among
15 patients four deaths occurred iu twenty-four hours. In

3 casi-, li.'ili I'l.' tliniiix mill the abdomen ^vcre wounded by
the Miiiir )iini, , tile: (.uc liiid. Wounds of the skull were
less fiei|Mcui. Of these 2.1 per cent, were superficial ; they
were always accompanied b}- liaeuiatoma oiid oedema v.heu

the face was struck. Of penetrating wounds the pcrccutago

was 2.1; all these exposed the uuderlyiug brain, which
could be seen beating and bleeding. .Sometimes there was
a cerebral hernia. One man amused himself, till he was
restrained, by fingering about in his skull and extracting

a foul mixture ot blood and brain .substance. Three
secondary complicalie.u.s are particularly to be dreaded
in war surgery — hiiuinunhaee. gangrene and tetanus.

Although haemorrlevu'e i^ fiei|ueut, the prognosis is not

bad, provided proper treatmeut can be ajiplied ; the best

procedure is ligature of the main artery of the limb.

Gangrene is very rare. Among the 500 cases there were
only two cases. In one there was gas gangrene of the

hand and the forearm, coming on three days after a bullet

wound ; its course was very rapid, and amputation had to

be performed at once. Dr. Celles says the only instru-

ments he had at his disposal were a bad bistoury, a

dissecting forceps, and a ligature needle ; a saw had to be

•borrowed from the ship's carpenter. Nevertheless, the

patient recovered without any complication.

As regards tetanus, ot which he saw a great deal in the

early months of the war in Europe, there was not a single

case in the batch of 500. This he attributes largely to the

general use of antitetanus serum.
Speaking ot the arrangements for dealing v/ith the

wounded, Dr. Celles says the French had two regular

hospital ships, the Canada and the Ditguay-Trouin,
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specially aiul comfoi-tably fitted np. These rcceivoil tlic

woiiuiUhI in fiout of the Oallipoli peninsula and tool; tlicm

to Eiuopc, Algeria, and K{;yi>t. During the paRsa>jo iho
surgeons could apply all necessary treatment and perfiir}u

such o{ierations as were urgent. In addition to tlioso,

there were several accessory ships—the Bur<li;/iil,r, the
Lorraine, the Crylcm, and others—transports or trading
vessels requisitioned or mobilized, which took wounded cin

boanl it none of the regular hospital ships were available.

These accessory ships had no proper eijiiipmcnt and no
adecjuate staflf. When the 500 wouiuled had to be talccu

ou board on the night of May 8th, Dr. Celles had to deal
with them singlehauded, without even a nurse to help
him. The difficulties under which ho had to work, owing
to the lack of instruments, may be gatlicreil from his

account of the amputation for which he had to use a
carpenter's saw.

lie suggests that a base hospital should be established
at some place within a comparatively short distance of tlie

fighting line—for instance, at Leumos—which can he
i-eached in three hcurs. This should be properly equipped
and staffed, and the wounded would be more quickly
attended to, and would he saved long sea passages and
trans-shipments, which are very fatiguing and daugerous
for those wonnded in the abdomen or the chest. The hos-
pital ships would act as transports, and would not lose five

or six days in voyages to Europe.

(Dar-

CASDALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES

Wounded.
Staff Surgeon E. B. Kenny, H.N., Dardanelles.

Army.
Wotmdcd.

Captain P. B. Bharucha, I.M.S. (Persian Gulf).

Lieutenant (temporary) J. Cattauach, K.A.M.C,
danelles).

Lieutenant (temporary) C. D. Roberts, R.A..M.C.
(Flanders).

Lieutenant (temporary) J. S. Stewart, K.A.M.C.
(Flanders).

There are two temporary Lieutenants of the name of

J. S. Stewart in the R.A.JI.C, with commissions dated
August 10th and October 5th, 1914, respectively.

Deaths .\moxct Sons of Medical Men.
Five such eases have been reported recently, to which are

added three older cases.
Concanon, G. L. B., Captain, 2nd Battalion Australian

Infantry, killed in the Dardanelles ou March 25tli, was tlie

only son of Dr. William A. Concanon of Toowoomba, Queens-
land. He was educated at the Leys School and King's College,
Cambridge.

Uarley, John, Lieutenant 13th Battalion Worcester Regiment,
only son of .John Harlev, M.D., of Beediuys, PulborouKh, killed

at the Dardanelles on lune 4tli. He was boin in 1880. educated
at Charterhouse and ;r. riii:ii\ (,.i. . !. he took
the degree of M.A. 1,. ; <

, liUtnever
practiseil, devoting' '

i i

ij' Record
Oflice, and became ;i I ^ 1:. v, i-i ih- -. \ < laiies. He
enlisted in the Artinis Kuies at me oef.'iniiini; ..i uic war. got a
commission in the Worcester Keginieut uu i-ebruary 8tli, 1915,

and went to the Dardanelles on May 10th, attached to the
King's Own Scottish Borderers.

Irvine, Christopher Theodore Corrie, Lieutenant Indian
array, youngest son of the late Surgeon-Cieueral G. J. Irvine,
K.N., killed in the Dardanelles on June 28th, aged 26. He wa«
born on January 27th, 1889, got his first commission in the
Counanght Rangers on December 11th, 1909, became Lieutenant
on March llth, 1912, and joined the Indian army on August 15tli,

1914. He was in the 25th Punjabis, but when killed was
attached to the 69th Puujabis.

Jlacpherson, Dnnr

tlx

art Ross, Lieutenant In
il W. G. Macjiherson, C
n November 29th, 1914.

1 . and was in the 7th (i

. atch from August 25th.
n, Major Indian aiuiv,
Mactier, I.M.S. H' ; 1 - ,

Mactie.-, 1;

late Surgecn-.Majiji
Neave Chapelle on March 16th. He was hi: 1

1 i,

1866, joined the Roval Sussex Regiment on l)<i in I

i 'i,

and Uu: Indian nimv on July 2nd, 1891, ber,,,,, m- 1 miiIinu 1.1

ISO" ' -:
:

'
: r-^. : 2], t:, 1907. He sc-L-vud un the

r^-. the Burma and Lushaicam-
li! :i the Chin Hills in 1892-3,
c:. ,

i ,.,ii, lei-in the Tirah campaign of

18j. _. ...L ;.. ....,
i^.

... lie was second in command of

the 2,39111 Oarl, walls.
Oldham, Leslie William Series, Major Royal Engineers, only

son of the late Brigade Surgeon C. !•'. Oldham, I.M.S., killed in

'^V°"~,'^."'^,J?"'w
'***^°'" Oldham attained that rank on

July 27th, 1909. He commanded the 63rd Field Companv of
Royal Engineers. He serveil in the Chitral campaign of 1895
as commanding Royal Engineers of the relief force fi-om Gil-it
was present in the action of Chaltahvat and Nisa Gol was
mentioned in dispatches, and r(v..iv...l 1 h<. medal.

'

Pollard, Edward Branch, l.i. ni, 1.,,,. Ki _V Own Scottish
Borderers, attached to Roval 1 1 ^ , ,1 Ui- Poilard of
Moffa.t, wounded in the head ,.1

, [
- 1 ; , „ .July 7th, and

died m hospital in France on -lnl' Lum. M;, commission was
dated December 3rd, 1914.
Thomson, Duncan Turner, Private 9th Battalion Highlaud

Light Infantry (Glasgow Highlanders), second son of Dr.
Thomson of 8, Hamilton Park Terrace, Hillhead, Glasgow, died
on July 30th at the General Hospital, Northampton, of wounds
received in France on June 19th, aged 26.

Medical Students.
Boyd, R. M. Stewart, Lieiitfuaiit 6tli Battalion Highland

Light Infantrv
,
[Kill - !!

, .1 A[ I

. ;. l:,.\,;..i \ h. ,!c i i'u-deus
(^.lasgow, kill..:

. ,,
i

1
:,

.

'

.:ii',!entof
"i?i''C'ueat(il ;|. \|ay4th,
1914, and was :,: .,1 -; 1,., .,,,,

, .
.. ,

, ii,,;, ,, .,, ,, ,k,-..'iil'.

Erskine, TlK-ia.u^ I'.aiilic, .->LC.-i.,i J.ititU'aaiiL 4iii Ijattalion
Argyll and Sutherland High landers, attached to the Go'rdon
Highlanders, killed in Flanders, was a medical student at
Glasgow. His first commission was dated August 15th, 1914.
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two liospiials—one for South Wales, at Glan Ely, near

Cardiff, aud tlie other to form part of the North W.ales

Sanatorium, which is being erected on an admirable site,

given by Mr. D. S. Davies, on rising ground at Llan-

gwyfau, on the east side of the Vale of Clwyd,

a few miles from Denbigh. It was mentioned that

during the year the association had received two valu-

able gifts, which would greatly facilitate its work in

Monmoutlisliirc. Sir Garrod Thomas (Chairman of the

Medical Committee) and his family had given a house in

Newport, and Mr. J. C. Haubury seven acres of land near

Pontypool Junction, on which a" tuberculosis hospital with

100 beds would be erected.

PresidcnVs Address.

In the ab-sence of the President, Lieut. -Colonel David
Davies, M.P., on military duty, his annual address was
read to the meeting. After discussing the attitude of the

County Council of Pembrokeshire, and explaining the

general financial situation of the association, he said that

the number of persons who had received treatment
throuf'h it in an institution, either a sanatorium or a

hospital, had risen from 2,073 in 1913-14 to 3,003 in

1914-15. The capital expenditure down to March, 1915,

had amounted to il00,452. The Charity Commissioners
had recently approved the scheme for the administration

of the association, and in consequence the Treasury was
about to sanction the payment, through the Welsh In-

surance Commission, of the contribution authorized by
Section 64 of the Insurance Act, 1911.

The Sanatoriums.
The work the association had set out to do had pro-

gressed during the year in all deimrtments quite satis-

factorily, except that there had been unavoidable delay in

completing the biiibling contracts now in force. In March,
1914, there were 87 beds in hospitals owned by the asso-

ciation. On March 31st, 1915, the number was' 183. The
total ho.spital beds at the disposal of the association this

time last year were 332 ; on March 31st, 1915. there were
418. Since IMarch 31st the new hospital at Llangefni had
been opened, the alterations to the structure at Tregaron
were procoediiis apace, and the permanent annexe at Glan
Ely was approacliin^ completion.

in March, 1914. the association had 299 sanatorium
beds. Of that nuiuln-r 228 were in buildings owned or

leased by the associaliou, aud 71 in institutions over which
the association had no control. On March 31st. 1915, it

had 257 beds in buildings owned or leased by it, aud
128 beds in otlicr iustituticjus, making a total of 385. or an
increase of 86 beds. Having regard to the extraordinary
circuuistauces, the buildings of the North Wales sanatorium
at Ijlangwyfan. near Brecon, and of the South Wales
sanatoriuui' at Pontywal, near Brecon, were progressing
satisfactorilj'.

Niimher of Patients and EesnUs.

The association had started with the intention of raising

a capital sum of £300,000, aud up to date it had received,

in money and in kind, ^£220.000. At the institutes or visit-

ing stations, now numbering 101 in various districts, 8.868

persons had been examined by tlic tuberculosis physicians
during the -nnr: tlip^c persons included 3,121 men and
2.460 wn,,,. 11. til. I. iii;iinder being childreu. The number
of wouiiii -ipiilviii- lii'l sliown a slight increase, which was
satisfacliiry. iis tli( death-rate from tuberculosis among
men and women ^vas practicall}' the same. The percentage
of women applicants found to be tuberculous had fallen

from 72 to 52. The number of children examined had
increased, and might be expected to increase still further

when the scheme of the association became still more
closely connected with the medical inspection of school
children. The number of contacts examined had risen from
1,484 in 1913-14 to 1,803 in 1914-15, and tl;. w, „,].,. f .);i,,l

tuberculous from 360 to 416. Of the n -'
1

' I

from sanatoriums no less than 69 per c "'
1

|

cases and 80 per cent, of non-pulmonai \ r,i-, , \ . 1. <!,-

charged as fit for work. These were most gratifying hgurcs,

and the President hoped these cases would be followed up
from time to time to ascertain whether the improvement
manifest upon their being di.scharcr d from a sanatorium
liad been maintained. No fewer lli;m 250 patients were
discharged during the year from Imspitals ,-is bring lit for

work. Blore satisfactory still was the fact tliat 836 patients

attending from time to time at the tuberculosis institutes

aud visiting stations had been discharged from treatment
as being fit for work. Tliis was a valuable phase of treat-

ment of tuberculosis, and the results went to show tliat

residence in an institution was not absolut. I\ m' -i ' in

every ease of tuberculosis. With leferin' - ; . ,1-

tional campaign, no fewer,he said,tl)an 76 S Mid

teachers attended lectures delivered in cI'IjiuImj ;ind

secondary schools during the year.

Surgical Tiihercidosis.

At the invitation of the Chairman, Mr. Robert Jones
made some observations on the importance of providing
adequate treatment for adults suffering from surgical

tuberculosis. Tubercle of bones and joints in children, he
said, might almost be called benign, but in adults it was
malignant, and many pitiable cases occurred which it v/as

quite impossible to treat adequately in their own homes.
Nor were such cases suitable for treatment in general hos-

pitals, in fact he had refused to treat tuberculous cases iu

such l)cspitals. Continuous open-air treatment, the patient
sleeping out of doors, was essential, and the greatest benefit

occurred during the winter months. With adequate treat-

ment deformity after tuberculosis could be avoided. The
scheme for treating surgical tuberculosis in Wales should
not be parochial but national. Treatment should be begun
at central hospitals, and the patients retained in them
until they could safely be sent to convalescent annexes.

After transacting some further business, including a
resolution to pay the expenses of representative members
in attending meetings of the Board of Governors, the
Council, and the Committees, a hearty vote of thaukh to

the chairman was adopted, and the meeting came to an
end.

Tuberculosis Dispens.iries for London.
At its last meeting before the recess, -the London County

Council, through its Public Health Committee, approved
as part of the comprehensive scheme for the treatment of

tuberculosis in London, dispensary schemes prepared by
three of the metropolitan borough councils. The three
boroughs concerned are Bermondsey, Hackney, and Stoke
Newington, the total annual cost iu the case of Bermondsey
being £200 (iu respect of uninsured persons only), and iu

the other two cases estimated at £1,840 aud £420 respec-

tively. The maximum amount of the Council's contribu-

tion cannot be fixed until the date on which the scheme
comes into operation is known.

It has also been decided to continue, as far as possible,

the arrangements for reserving beds in residential institu-

tions for the reception of uninsured tuberculous persons
under the Council's scheme. It is not possible in all cases

to reserve a definite amount of accommodation owing to

the abnormal conditions prevailing, but the arrangements
for adults include 20 beds at the Eoyal Chest Hospital,

City-road, and 20 at Maltings Farm Sanatorium, as well

as 50 to be allotted, if available, by the authorities of the
Brompton Hospital, either in the hospital itself or in

Frimley Sanatorium. Some 170 beds are also to be kept
open tor children at various institutions, including 38 beds
at Queen Mary's Hospital at Carshalton, which have been
placed at the Coimcil's disposal by the Metropolitan
Asylums Board.

PiiGHT OF Old Age Pensioners to Medical
Assistance.

The Local Pension Committee of the London County
Council has had its attention drawn to the fact that many
old age pensioners who become ill do not seem to appre-

ciate that " medical or surgical a.ssistance (including food

or comforts) " supplied by or on the recommendation of a
Poor Law medical officer does not disqualify them for a

1- 1 i-ri, 'i'iir I .iii-r,|ii, nee is that pousiouers frequently

mi:, ,11,1 r - M'ly from applying to the Poor Law
: il'iii: '

,

i.Ji. il and surgical assistance. The
l;.iai;l "f I ; :-ii;, ni.l Excise has not .seen its way to

agree to the committee's suggestion that a short state-

ment of the law on the subject should be i)riuted on each
pension order book, and the committee is now suggesting

to the Local Government Board (tbe central pension
authority under the Actsi that it might with advantage
draw the attention of the various boards of guardians to

the law on the subject
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irslmtir.

lIovAi. National Hosmtal fok Coxslmption for
luKLANU.

The twenty-third annual geiienil meeting of the Eoyal
National Hospital for Consuuiplion for Ireland was IkUI

in Dublin on July 29th, Major E. H. C. WoUesley, J.P..

Chairman of the Board of Governors, in the chair.

The Chairman, in moving the adoi^tion of the report, said

that while they regretted that they must still wait for a de-

tailed statement of the medical work of the hospital duriuji

the year—w-hich, however, he Relieved was of au entirely

satisfactory and encouraging condition—he thought they
would all sympathize with, and be prond' of, the circum-

stances which occasioned the delay. Their two resident

medical oflScers, Dr. Hariau and Dr. Crosbie, had obeyed
their country's call and placed their services at the disposal

of, one the naval, and the other the military, medical
authorities, and were now serving in these branches of the

national service. Their places were efficiently filled at

present by Dr. Kennedj- and Dr. Gordon, but these gentle-

men, further embarrassed as they had been by the absence
of one laboratory assistant with the Reserves and the ill

ness of his successor, had not had time to deal with and
compile the .statistics with sufficient detail to admit of

the results being tabulated in time for the board's report

adopted on July 8th. The effects of the war had also

been felt in falling income and increased cost of food. Ou
the other hand, when they looked at the work carried ou
at the hospital, there was every reason for thankfulness
and satisfaction. They had during the period since the
last annual meeting "increased the number of beds to

125. He had offered to place at the clisp.isiil ..f ihe

Insurance Commissioners in connexion with iIh iiiili'ny

authorities twenty-five beds for soldiers di-> hm^cNl ii.ni

the army suffering from tuberculosis. Tliey were ^ull

receiving insured patients for treatment from lusurauce
Committees throughout Ireland, of whom several had
acquired a definite number of contract beds, and other
county authorities—these, of course, in addition to patients
recommended by subscribers and donors—and the board
had good reason to know that the high standard of effici-

ency existing at the hospital, both medical, nursing, and
administrative, was well appreciated by those who had

1

been brought into contact with it. The board desired to

express its thanks to Dr. Crofton, visiting physician.
Dr. Hanan and Dr. Crosbie, the late—and Dr. Kennedy and
Dr. Gordon, the present—resident medical officers, and to

Miss Taylor, lady superintendent, and the nursing staff

generally. Mr. Wellington Darley, J. P., seconded, and the
roj)ort was adopted.

Dr. Crofton, in returning thanks, said that although
they had not been able to laave ready a detailed medical
report on the results of the treatment of patients at
the Hoyal National Hospital for Consumption for Ireland
during the year 1914, he had, with the help of the assistant
resident medical officer. Dr. Crosbie, at present serving
in the Royal Army Medical Corps in Dublin, been able to

draw up a preliminary report giving the broad results. Of
the total number of patients discharged during 1914, ex-

clusive of those in whom no diagnosis of consuniptiou
could be made, 15.5 per cent, were "very much improved"
or "apparently cured," 20.7 per cent, were "much im-
proved," 21.2 per cent. " improved," 37.3 per cent. " in

alnln quo." 3.1 per cent, were worse, and 2.2 per cent. died.
In 1913 the figures vsere 12.8, 15.9. 23.4, 31.8. 12.5, 3.4

;

while in 1912 the figures were 6.6, 21.3, 24.9, 27.3, 19.2, and
0.60—a favourable comparison, he thought, in spite of

liaving only 10.8 per cent, of firoup I (early) cases to deal
with in 1914 as conjparcd with 43.1 per cent, in 1912.
Owing to the breaking up of the staff in consequeuce of
the war, for all practical purposes the method of treat-
ment for which he was responsible^namely, the chemio-
therapy of the disease by iodoform dissolved in ether given
intravenously, accompanied by immunization against the
catarrhal microbes and then immuilization against the
tubercle bacilli—had to be abandoned early in .\ugust. In
order, therefore, to get some idea of the results obtained
while the treatment was in full swing he had estimated
the results for the first six months of 1914. The figures
wire: 17.6, 23.7, 22.3, 32.4, 3.4, and 0.6. It would be

noted that those patients who entered the hospital in Jujie
could have had very little treatment, so that the figures
were not so good as they might have been. Of Group I,

10.9 per cent, were apparently curctl in 1912, 22.4 per
cent, in 1913, 35.7 per cent, in 1914. In Group II tho
figures were 6.6 per cent, in 1912, 4.2 per cent, iu

1913, 21.6 per cent, in 1914 ; iu Group III, per cent.

in 1912, 3.1 per cent, in 1913, 5.6 per cent, in 1914..
There could be no doubt whatever that the cases they had
apparently cured had been cases of consumption, and they
did not consider cases " very much improved " or " appa-
rently cured " unless they had lost all their physical
signs, and had been proved to have no tubercle bacilli iu

their sputum after several examinations. He called atten-

tion to the third-stage cases, in which the whole of oue
lung or a large area of both hmgs was infected; these, of

course, were most unfavouiab'e ei-(>^. many of them
absolutely uutreatable. Of (inii. Ill . -, ^. 40 percent,
of the whole that entered in I'J! \. ;ili,,;u 30 per cent,

were absolutely uutreatable, bo tiuiL i\\r\ were very proud
of having "apparently cured" 5.6 per emi. of tlii-^ group..

He did not consider a sanatorium a snitalilr phec- for the
treatment of these third-stage cases, eNi.e.iully .luriug the
winter, since they ought to be protreti I fi.mi extremes of

temperature, etc., uutil they wire ^uliieieiitly convalescent
to stand them. S])ecial hospitals n. ji' eities and large
towns were urgently needed for tin' treatment of such
cases ; these ho.spitals would also provide accommodation
for the incurable cases.

He had been advocating for many years the use of pre-

ventive inoculation against tuberculosis. That measure
not only had the advantage of increasing individual
resistance to the disease, but reaction after an injection
would show the nature of the disease and enable treat-

ment to be instiiiiied while the .m-,c was eniii|Kualively

easily curable. Ihe (lis,.:,sr :i , .-i \\le,l,. \n,,iiI.| not bo.

jn-operly couili.i l.il iiiii.il r\.rv il:-i'i'H-:ir\- il^lnr held a,

tuberculosis dispi usury uiie-' ur iw'.r,- a we. k, until each
province had a laboratorj' for clinical research attached
to a larger central hospital, and, lastly, until a properly
pqnipped tuberculosis research institute was established in

the country.

Professor McWecney said that in view of tlie large
number of advanced cases that had been sent in tlie

results achieved by Dr. Crofton and the resident medical
staff were in the highest degree satisfactory. His view
was that every effort should be made to diagnose cou-
sumption he/ore the bacilli appeared. This could bo
accomplished by refined clinical methods, including the
injection of tuberculin. These were the cases that
responded really well to sanatorium treatment, and it

was a great pity to see so many patients in the incurable
stage sent in by the Insurauc- (

' ,!:ii,: ii. . ... Dr. Crofton
had been entrusted by the K- i . ; nnittee of the
National Insurance witii iuip i

:

h work on the
chemiotherapy of tubercle, ami ii. \h ii.incy ventured
to express the hope that the trials w liicli w ere being made
ou animals of new antiseptic compounds would soon yield

results that might be applied to the treatment of the
disease as it occurred in human beings.

New Reserve of R.A.M.C.
Last week a public meeting, under the auspices of the

St. John Ambulance Associatiou (Territorial Branch) was
held in the Royal Dublin Society's lecture theatre, to
obtain volunteers for service in the Military Home Hos-
pitals Reserve, of whom there is at present urgent need.
Mr. Justice Ross, P.C., presided over a large attendance,
principally composed of members of local units of the
association. Dr. Lumsden made a statement ot the work
accomplished by the St. John Ambulance Association.
He said that when the war broke out they were able to

place 4,000 men at the disposal of tho R.A.M.C, and since
then 14,000 had been supplied. From Dublin they h.ad

sent 250, most of whom were serving with tho Expedi-
tionary Forces. Their St. John Ambulance Brigade had
been progressing most satisfactorily during the last few
months. They now had units all over the county and city

of Dublin, and several large industrial firms in the city

had their own unit. He read a letter he had received

from Sir Richard Temple asking for volunteers for the

Military Home Hospitals Reserve. He pointed out that

there was no age limit provided a man was over 19 years
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and fit for home service. For service abroad tlie age

limits were 19 to 40. Ouc of tbe most remarkable

features of Uie war so far, ho said, liad been the sjilendid

fiervioesof theK.A.M.C. He hoped witliin the next fe\T

\vecks they \yonld be able to send forward a long list of

jianies of men who were prepared to eonic forward when
required. Sir John William Moore, M.U., moved a

rf;«oliilion:

:!'liat the Alilitiu-v TTonic llosjiitals Beserve was deserving of

the snpport of';iU •• lU'st-aulcrs," wlio were now fj'ven an
oiH'M-t unity of servini; tlieir King anil country in the

militarv hospilaW, eitlier at home or abroad, thus settinji

free the existing men in the B.A.M.C. for the Expeditionary
Force.

DiSPEXSART MeWCAI, OFFICERS AT THE FrOKT.
At the last meeting of the Kdenderry Board of Guardians

the fjuestion of the terms of leave to medical officers volun-

teering for service at tbe front came up for discussion. At
present tliree of the imiou medical officers are with His
IMajesty's Forces on six montlis' leave, their salaries ajid

substitutes being paid in full for that tenn. One of the

guardians pointed out that in Mullingar not a single doctor

had gone, whereas in Edenden-y they were paying at the

rate of i;655 a year for substitutes for their doctors, and
that it was not fair that the ratepayers in one area should

get off scot free, while in another area they should bo

so severely taxed. A resolution was unanimously adopted

that in future leave bo given on the condition that the

doctors pay their own substitutes, their positions being

Icept open, and the substitutes to reside in the respective

districts. This order to apply to the three doctors who
liave already gone to the front when their term of six

months has expired. This question, wliich is undoubtedly

a difficult one, will have to be faced by many of the boards

of guardians in Ireland, though it is not likely that there

are manv unions who have lost as man}' as three of their

medical "l>!r-r!-. If it is fair to continue the payment
of full -' ' ' :

' ti'.n to the payment of a substitute —
and this !

1 I i by the Local Government Board—it

might 1' - LL- i tliat the additional burden should be
pooled and inrt out of a demand on all the unions in

Ireland according to valuation. These men. of coiusc. arc

being paid bv the Government for their services, and faiilv

well paiil- t.M.: in iMo^l iiiMM-rrs tlii, 1 .:a- .|...i,ld at least

make II' 1

-,,-1,
. \ :ac practice.

In sii.

:

" family, he
may < '. "ny or navy
pay for ins j 1 1 1

' hard,

therefore, on til' .1 . ! lioth

the absent dori... i
.r.:. n, - . ;. , ;,l, of

guardians in Ik!,!!'! I.:., ^i :
i..i;i - u/ n i. - in the

matter of salaries to their inrdical officers as tc make the

medical profession sympathize with their present trouble.

Pi0Y.\L Hospital foe Is-crR^BLEs.

The annual meeting of the supporters of the lioyal

Hospital for Incurables was held recently and the 17Ist
;iuuual ropoit of the govcfiiors (for the year ended
_\|:ii(l: :'.l^i. \'':l^J v.i- h-m^. Wr !jr,Ternors stated that
;i:,

, ^: 11 1 i'\ <': :n^ completion. The
, . .1 i ' , .

II' V 'a47 18s. 9d.. and the
j-cuLijiL . u, iiiULl ILi.-v Laitl.:', au.iii^ the past year totalled

£975 lis. Already investments to the amount of £12,050
had had to be sold (much below their original eosti, in

order to reduce the heavy debt due to the banlc. and the
income of the hospital \.:i- i" nn. '', -liii,''! li' d by
this reduction of canii '. 'm. 'i ' '

; ; were
213 patients in the "im .

^
. I

:-,.;
,

,
. I lor

admission daring the y. ,, : 1: i 1 :;;. o.'w: '• ud-
6 afflicted with cousuuiptiou, 10 v.ilh cancer, 9 «ith para-

lysis and nervous diseases, 4 with eardiae and. vascular

diseases, 2 with rheumatism and arthritis, and 4 with
other forms of disease. 'The ordinary income sho^ved a
tlecrease of £'334 16s. 6d. as compared with the previous
year, mainly due to a decreased revenue from invested

iunds and a reduced' subscription list, while the ordinary
expenditure had increased by over £200. The cost of

maintaining a bed for the year was £38 Is. 5.]d., which
was 17s. 2d. in excess of the cost in the previous year. It

was to be feared, however, that owing to the increased

cost of living, as the result of the war. there would be a
substantial increase under this head during tbe present
year.

^f0tlan5.

Additio.val Course in Clinical Medictne in Edinbukoh
iNFinjIARY.

Since there is no post-graduate teaching going on in tbo
wards of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary this autumn on
account of the war, a great deal of clinical material is

available. This is being utilized in providing instruction
in clinical medicine to senior students to enable them to

graduate a little earlier and also to give opportunities tor

work to undergraduates who have returned from the front.

The course is being given at the request and under the
auspices of the University and tbe Itoyal Colleges, and
will qualify both for tbe university degree and for the
triple qualification. The teachers who are actively
engaged are JJr. F. D. Boyd, Dr. R. A. Fleming, and Dr.
Harry Rainy (physicians), and Dr. Edwin Bramwell
(assistant physician). The course will eoant as a regular
one in every respect.

In5'm.

A.NNU.iL MliKTING OF THE St. JoHN AmBDL.VNCB
Association.

The annual general meeting of the St. John Ambulance
Association in India was held at the Viceregal Lodge,
Simla, on June 24th, His Excellency the Viceroy pre-

siding. Tbe Commander-in-Chief, chairman of tbe Indian
Council of the association, said the Indian Ambulance
Department of the association had ably maintained
tbe best traditions of tbe ancient Order of St. John,
the oldest military medical organization in the world, and
the army in India was fortunate in having this great

society ready to come to the assistance of its wounded on
the outbreak of this terrible war.

General Sir Pardey Lukis, in presenting tbe report to

till' 111 ' i ill J :i id he had much pleasure in announcing that
III- M .. ; I H iMaharaja of Scindia had intimated his

iui' I 1. ^eating them with a further gift of five

hnnili -' ii;ii- lor tbe use of British troops, thus bringing
the total amount of the generous donation up to one
thousand ten-bed units, of an estimated value of over two
lakhs. Three motor boats had now been sent to the
Persian Gulf, and, in addition to these three, they hoped
to be able to supply ten more of light draft and suitable for

river work, and they had already received from Her Highness
the liegum Saliiba of Bhopal a sum of Rs. 14,000 for the
purchase of two such boats. Thanks to Lady Earle, they
had now received an ofi'er of two inore motor ambulances
from the ladies of Assam, thus bringing the total for that

province up to four, three of which had been given by tlif!

ladies of Assam and one by Her Highness the Rani of

Bijni. The military authorities had accepted the associa-

tion's offer to equip and staff for a period of at least one
year a special war hospital to be worked in connexion with
the .T-ray institute at Dehra Dun. The estimated total

cost of the upkeep of the hospital for one year w-as half a

lakh of rnp;cs. .in, I the cost per bed was Ks. 2,000.

Sir All! '
.

i "ii..;o., i I ' -ii' ' "i tbe association, in

presentiiiL -1
,

ni- .d tbe general fund
ofthelii'i 'I ,

. ,n.- St. John Ambu-
lance I!' I mlia, said that the Indian
Council ; I war funds separate, and
that it II I serve fund, which would
ensure ii

: I
i, reserve fund was now

Rs. 45,000, Aiuih shiiivnl steady progress when they
recalled that some five years ago the total assets of the

Indian brancli were only Rs. 300. The annual Government
grant was Rs. 5,000, which, though helpful, was only a

traction of their annual expenditure, which was roughly

about a quarter of a lakh. A much larger endowment
reserve fund was required if the future of tbe association

was to be dofinitelj as iiired.

Colonel Blackham, general secretary, speaking of the

reorganization of the three provincial centres, said that in

order to make units of manageable size and to encourage

the development of local interest in the work it was sought

to form centres of the association in the various geographi-

cal subdivisions of India. These provincial centres were
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clesiguated to bo atlmiuistrative ratliov than execulivo

holies, and it was thoif Jnty to subdivitlo tenitory into

district ceutio-:. wliicli, umlci- local administration, caviioil

out the executive work, eiiucatioual, and Red Cross of tlio

association. More tliau 200 centres on those lines liad

been foi-nietl in eveiy coinei' of India and also in liui-nia.

Cei-taiu members having been elected couucillovs, the

Viceroy decorated Colonel H. Hendley, I.M.S., with the

badge of hoiiorary associate.

His Excellency then delivered an address in which he said

lie had now had the lionour of i^residing at three annual
meetings of the St. John Ambulance Association, and this

was probably the last occasion on which he would have
the pleasure of being present at a meeting of the Indian
branch. Few people in India realized that on the out-

break of the war this association, whose growth in India

bad just been dealt with by Sir Pardey Lnkis, would
promptly txake up the rule of a Red Cross Society and
discharge its functions with such resource and ability.

After briefly recapitulating the achievements of the

association, "he referred to the- great liberalities of the
ruling chiefs of India. They had heard from Sir Pardey
Liukis the latest example of the unparalleled generosity of

His Highness the ^Maharaja of Scindia, and he took this

opportunity of announcing that another friend. His Highness
the Maharaja of Jaipur, in sending a message asking to be
excused from attending this meeting, had most generously
forwarded a donation of Rs. 5,000 to the funds of the
association to be allocated in anyway he (the Viceroy I

might think tit. In accepting with gratitude this noble
contribution he had decided to hand it over to the Execu-
tive Committee with an instruction that it should be
devoted to the maintenance of beds at the Dehra Dun War
Hospital. He would like to mention the enormous output
of work by the ladies both European and Indian of a
AVostern presidency under distinguished and energetic
auspices, but he was reluctant to do so lest he should fail

to do ju.stice to the magnificent efforts that had been put
forth in another presidency under other high auspices and
indeed in every part of the Indian Empire. There in

Simla he spoke of his own knowledge, and he had been
tilled with admiration at the way in which various com-
mittees and numerous working parties had laboured and
slaved in the common cause. But all this self-sacrificing

labour would have been thrown away if it had not been
wisely organized and directed. Their thanks were
due not only to the General Secretary who had
worked so hard, biit also to the Chairman of the
Executive Committee under whose guidance ho had
worked, and that was to Sir Pardey Lnkis himself.
He could remember smiling at the enthusiasm of the
(xeneral Secretary when at the first meeting over which
lie presided that gentleman expressed the conviction that
in a few years there would hardly be' a hamlet from Tonk
to Trichinopoly and from Bombay to Bhamo where the
association was unknown. That day was not so far

distant as it seemed to them then, and the Indian Council
might reasonably claim that the association had taken
firm and healthy root in every corner of the Indian
Empire.

€ovuspQnhtnce,

HEMERALOPIA OR NYCTALOPIA.
Sir,—I read with pleasure Dr. Guthrie's letter in this

week's British Medical Journal on the meaning of

nyctalopia. I take the liberty of sending you a rcjjrint of

an article which I wrote about thirty-five years ago and
which was published in the Boyal Lojidon O-^htludiaic
Hospital Reports in 1882.

My attention was first specially directed to the matter
about forty years ago, when plans were prepared for the
first edition of Quain's Dictionary of Medicine, for whieh
I was asked to write some definitions, and among them
"Nyctalopia." After much thought I came to the con-
clusion that the true meaning of the word " nyctalopia "

was mght-blindness, though this opinion ran counter to

practically all existing literary authorities and that of

all the friends I consulted.

A few years later the late Dr. Greenhill and I published
two articles on tho subject ia the tenth volume of O^^/i-

thidmic Hospital licporls, of which I was then editor. A3
a result of our endeavours the articles relating to nyctalopia
in Liddell and Scott's Lcjicon were rewritten and tho word
t'}fifpa\co\jf was inserted for the first time. The College of
Physicians also accepted our view and altered the defini-
tion it had hitherto given of the words " hemeralopia" and
" nyctalopia" in the ensuing edition of its Nomcnclaturr.

Dr. Greenhill and I hoped we had settled the question
for ever, but since we wrote a new generation has sprung
up, to whom our labours seem to be unknown.—
I am, etc.,

London, W., Jiilj 31st. JoHS TwEEDY.

Sir,—Since the appearance of my letter in your issno of
July 31st, Sir John Tweedy has drawn my attention to
papers by himself and the late Dr. W. A. Greenhill (lioi/al

I.omlon Ojjhthalmic Hospital Reports, vol. x, part iii, 1882)
in which the whole question was fully discussed and
deoided in favour of the view that "hemeralopia" means
day-blindness and " nyctalopia " night-blindness. Had I
been aware of these important and learned treatises, and

[

of the fact that we owe to the labours of Sir John
Tweedy and Dr. Greenhill that correct definitions of tho
terms have been inserted in recent editions of Liddell and

I Scott's Lexiroii and in Quain's Dictionary of Medicine,
! 1882, 1 should not have ventured to trespass on your space.

]
1 do not, however, regret having done so, as it is evident
that heresy still exists on the subject, and I now have au
opportunity of enlightening others who, like myself, were
unaware that Sir John Tweedy and Dr. Greenhill had
settled the point in dispute for ever, more than thirty
years ago.

The fact that in Germany "hemeralopia" is still used
in the sense of night-blindness needs no comment.—
1 am, etc.,

London, \V.,Aai,M = t. Leoxard Gutheie.

TEMPORARY COM.MISSIONS FOR MEDICAL :MEN
UNDER 40.

An Irish Committee.
Sir,—^An appeal was recently made to the medical pro-

fession, through the British 5ledical Association, by Sir
Alfred Keogh, K.C.B., the Director-General of Army
Medical Services, for whole-time medical officers under 40
to serve with the troops wherever they might be sent
abroad, and for men over 40 for service in tho United
Kingdom.

Sir Alfred Kcogh said: "I would urge all those who
are under 40 years of age and who are tit for active service
to apply for temporary commissions in the R.A.M.C. if

their civil obligations will allow tbr-;^ 'r ^i • v Sncli
men would have an opportunity of set;, . on
the Continent or elsewhere where we I n'es.

We are especially in need of young 'J; mcrs
who are willing to go an5-where and do nnylliiug in the
way of duty with troops or with medical units." 'Xhere is

therefore an urgent need of young men for service with
the troops, and it will naturally be more easy for men who
have qualified in recent years to offer their services than
those who are established in practice.

The Director- General further stated that the civil

medical profession had already given the army so much
generous and self-sacriticing assistance since the outbreak
of the war that ho regretted to be compelled to mako
further demands on it. But it was necessary to mako
adequate provision to safeguard the health of the home
army when the Expeditionary Force was increased iu
strength to such an extent that every commissioned
medical officer tit for active service would be required for
service on the Continent.

In response to this urgent appeal tho British Medical
-Association, through its Iccal macliiuL-ry, is trying to mako
arrangements to facili; i.. ii: "

' iio are in a
position to do so to 1

" i in assisting
them to do so by inovi i

I ,;ble to them
for the conduct of thei'- 1 I

t ' i -absence.
With the latter objects in view a committee ha.s been

formed in Dublin consisting of

:

Dr. J. C. McWalter and Dr. H. Mason rApothecaries' Hall).

Dr. D. J. Coffey and the Right Hon. M. P. Cox (National
Universityi.

Dr. E. McDowel Cosgrave and Dr. J. O'Carroll (.Royal Colleiie

of Physicians^.
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Dr. Conway Dwyer aud Dr. W. Taylor (Itoyal Ck)llege of

Prufessor A. r. Dixon and Professor A. C. O'Snllivan ^Trinity

Colleyei.
Colonel Hearn, E.A.M.C.
Dr. T. Henuessy.
Dr. M. R. J. Hayes (Houoi'ary Secretary).

lu order that the existence of such a body may be

generally kuowu amongst the ijrofeasion, I am duected to

request you to publish this letter.

About 300 Irish doctors have ah-eady responded to tlie

call of duty since the outbreak of the war, aud it is satis-

factory to note that such a large proportion of the Irish

medical profession arc serving with the troops, but it is

believed that there are still a good many medical men
under 40 who. if they could see their way clear, would
accept temporary commissious for either home or foreign

.service, and Sir A. Keogh's words leave no room for doubt

that it is the duty of such men to volunteer and the duty"

of their colleagues to make it possible for them to do so.

Jly committee will therefore be glad

—

1. To receive the names of those who are willing to join

the li.A.M.C, stating if they require to be provided with
substitutes during their absence, aud

2. The names of qualified practitioners, including those

who have retired from jjractice who are willing to act as

locumtenents for those who volunteer.

As regards whole-timehome service in the United Kingdom
the physical examination of candidates is less searching

than that of an ordinary soldier. The work which home
service entails is not more strenuous than that undergone
by men in private practice.^I am, etc.,

35, l-piiev rUzniUiam Street. M. E. J. HaYES,
Dublin, Aug. 2ud. Honorary Secretary.

THE STERILIZATION OF THE SKIN WITH
TIN'CTT-HE OF IODINE.

SiE,—With I'eferenr'- ' " ' 'lir-ation in the Journal
of May22ud, I wish t

' tton has any grounds
for claiming to be tin iis method?

Early in 1909 I 1. 1 :
I'.t of an account of

Grcssieh's work in the KiTi'dMi;. It appealed to me so

strongly that I performed the last thirty operations I did

in the Colchester Military Hospital with iodine as the

fkin disinfectant, aud I wrote a paper which was
published in the Jouen.vi- of February 6th, 1909. I made
no claim to originalitj'. .Since then I have noticed that at

least two London surgeons have laid claim to having
originated this method.

Mr. Stretton's technique only differs from that of

Grossich in that he uses a weaker solution of iodine, but
most of us quickly discovered tliat 10 per cent, strength

was not necessary and was sometimes injurious.

"Give honour to whom honour is due"; but in this

instance it is, I think, due to Grossich. He has greatly

simplified the problem of skin disinfection, and laid all

operating surgeons under a deep debt of obligation to him.
—I am, etc.,

F. J. W. PoKTEE, Major E.A.M.C. (ret.).

H^ derabad. June 17th.

SCHOOL MEDICAL INSPECTION.
Sir,—In the Jodekal of July ord appeared a memo-

randum approved by the British Medical Association and
the National Union of Teachers concerning the method
of school medical inspection.

I do not expect that many school medical ofiScers will

pay much heed to this modus vivendi. This for at least

two reasons

:

1. The agreement should have been drawn up between the
IJational Union of Teachers aud the Society of Jledical Ofticers
of Health to whicli the wliole-tinie scliool medical officers
belong. Few practitioners are taliiu;,' part in this work, the
intricacies of which il may add with all respect) the British
Medical Association does not understand.

2. I already have much more done by the teachers than the
memorandum suggests, namely: Name, date of birth, age,
address, school, and parents' occupation ; also date of inspec-
tion, standard, regularity of attendance, clothing, footgear,
cleanliness of body aud clothing, aud intelligence.

The teacher is the only person who knows the usual
condition of the child attending school, as opposed to his

or her "polished" condition x'l'oduced for inspection day
only.—I am, etc.,

Aua^a-.Jrd. S.M.O.

ON THE CUEVE OF THE EPIDEMIC.
Sir,—I scut my full address with my criticism of Dr.

Percival's solution, but, in accordance with the convention
of your correspondence columns, this was not printed.
As a solution of a differential equation in ij and t must

necessarily consist of a relation between ;/ aud t, aud as

y ^ a cos'-imt — a) was the only relation between y and t

given by Dr. Percival in the letter of June 12th, in which
he presented his solution, I naturally took this to be his

solution. I am quite prepared, however, to examiuo
separately on its merits any solution he meant to put
forward, if he will only state what it is.

A relation between the variables y and t, like

y = a iiis'-(mi — a), i% not a transformation for the pur-
poses of facilitating integration, but a test solution. A
transformation ujust replace at least one of the old vari-

ables 7/ aud t by a new one. A test solution will be a
correct solution if substitution in the original equation
produces an identity. Dr. Percival cliallenges me to sub-

stantiate my statement that the result of substituting

y =^ a cos'imt — a), that is,

-2mta ii{mi-a) = log CD- Jog-^^'j t + ^^sin

is not an identity. Before doing so he would naturally
agree to my correcting the error in it due to the slij) in l-i;

work of reduction, to which I referred, and which ha
wishes me to indicate.

The amended form is

:

-2m tnn{mt-a)^log\cD-^^. (t^^ sin mt cosJiU^Ta)

and the slip in Dr. Percival's form is that he has taken the
logarithm of the difference of

CD and -5^ U + — sin mt cos mt — X'a

J

to be the difference between their logarithms.
To prove that the above is not an identity I proceed as

follows.

If it is au identity the constants can be so determined
that it is true for all values of t. Taking the exponential
of each side, making cei-tain transferences from one side of

the resulting equation to the other, and dividing each side by
a CD
UN

t = ~Jl-lsin mt cos {mt - 2u) - -J-^' - e
" '" *"" ('»' - ")

a 711, 'a CD
must therefore bo true for all values of I.

Give then to t the successive values

^1 ^ mi ^ ^ m > ^ ' m f * *

The right hand side remains the same, that is,

2N
a.CD

The left hand assumes the

™Tco.(mT-^«)--^, tanimj-a)

as these values are put
values

T,T+,^, T+t, . . . T.;;:, . .

.

Hence, subtracting the left hand and right hand sides of

any consecutive pair of equations, we get — =0, which

is not true for any choice of m having a finite value.—
I am, etc.,

London. N.W., July 22nd. H. L. TeacHTEXBEKG.

DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT.
Sir,—In the Bkitish Medic.u- Journal of July 31st, p. 177,

I have read with much interest Dr. J. B. Berkart's article

on gout. I consider it a very valuable contribution to our
knowledge. If I have read it correctly, he relies on a
deposit of urates in the joint for a coiTect diagnosis.
Personally, I firmly believe that gout is due to a specific

microorganism. Several observers have isolated one
resembling the anthrax bacillus, but proof is lacking.
Until the si)ecific germ is definitely isolated, I for one
shall not believe wo have any infallible means of

diagnosing gout. The changes described by Dr. Borkart
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fit in very closely with those produced by well known
niic'i-o-organisuis.

He apparently derides the use of counter- irritation in

treatment. He seems to believe tluit materia pcccans
may be directed to any given part by such means. If so.

surely it is better the big toe should suffer than the heart
or kidneys.

If, instead of mustard or heat, some irritant is employed
which produces blisters or pustules, a mode of exit is pro-

vided and there is less possibility of the materia peccaus
injuring the bone, etc.—I am, etc.,

Bournomouth. Aug. 1st. W. J. MiDELTON.

Enibiu'sitifs itniJ CoUetjfs.

M.D.—'G. G. Butler. H. S. C. Starkey.
M.B.. B C—E. D. Adrian, E. C. Uradfora, W. Hillbrooli,

Mansell. R. A. Peters. G. R. S. Thomas, J. K. A. D. Todhu
M.B.—U. C. Conte. H. F. Brice-Siuitb.
B.C.—"T. J. H. Hoskin. C. M. Ryley, H. S. C. Starkey.

'Admitted by pro.\y.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
Meetixg of the Senate.

A MEETING of the Senate was held on July 14th.

Becognition of Teachers.
The following were recognized as teachers of the university

in the subjects and at the institutions indicated

:

Westminster Hosjiilal Meilical School.—Mr. V. B. OrrCAnaestbeties).
Viiitersitv College Hospital Medical School.—Di. A. E. Boycott

(Pathology).

Universit!/ Chair of Physiolopy.
It was reported tliat Dr. F. A. Bitinbridye bad been ai)pointed

to the University Chair of Physiology tenable at St. Bartliolu-
mew's Hospital, and that he had been admitted to the Facul-
ties of Medicine and Science, and added to the Board of Studies
in rhysiology.

Ph>jsivlof/ical Lahoratory.
Dr. Waller was re-elected director and Dr. Russell Wells

treasurer of the Physiological Laboratory for the remainder of
the year 1915.

Pharmacology in .Second Examination for Medical Degrees.
The regulations for tlie second examination for medical

degrees. Part II, were amended by the addition of a note
relating to the syllabus in ijharmacology, of which copies can
be obtained on application to the Academic Registrar.

JJuirer-'ity of London French Clnh.
Permission to use the title of " University of London French

Club" was granted to the proposed club provided that the
regulations of the Senate were observed.

Council for External Students.
Dr. S. Russell Wells has been elected chairman of the Council

for External Students.

Appointment of Representntires.
Sir Alfred Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O., has been reappointed

representative of the university on the East London College
Council, and Dr. E.G. Perodeau has been elected a governor of
the Isleworth County School.

Katbl

Dav

FinsT JI.B.—F. P. .Idams, G. T. Allerton, A. T. Amer,
.^rdell, Marjorie Back, .A. E. Beitb. Dnrmliv Kcllnns.
Berridge, N. A. Best, C. G. Bowen, J. V ('. lii.. illi w ;, 1

Britten. W. M. BrowD,C. H. Bulcock. M. w . i;, i; ,ii,

Burlend, L. Burvill-Holmes, E. E. liHt r. i.iui K
Alix J. Churcbill, Kathleen M. Cn-,ai, II. ("Ii.
Cohen, M. Cohen. S. M. Cohen, ll.jifuuo K.
D. C. Cori-y, P. Couaeaud, E. W. P. Davies, C
Sarah H. Davies, A. H. G. Down, T. A. Eccles,
jng. J. O. Fletcher. R. E. Ford, E. C. H. Foreman,
Foss, P. J. Fieili.-h, E. G.Tllr.p. D. fl. CtlTrii, 'A, W (;

E. E. D n,-nv H u ,;,,.,,-.-,- ,; IJ ,; „,,.,., M...!. T If,
Edith M. H.. '

;
! i: 1

Harae. M > i:

Jones, L. A. J^ i.iii-..

M. Korn, H. I>. I 11. s.

Le Marquand, H i W. E.
I/loyd, .J. T. Lo':,' 1 \V. T.
Lynn, S. F. iMaiii, .1,'. Ebd
El Saved Jlansoi;:, ...._,..; mIl-lu H.
Matthews, G. O. :\r;nm..jni:rv. l;. JI, It. X.v.ijLiv, 1. S. Xorth,
C. W. Odam, T. C. Oliver, Sybil G. Overton, j. P. Padshah.
iDorothy Pantin. G. W. C. Parker, W. W. Payne, A. C. T.
Perkins, N. A. M. Petersen, R. E. I'leasance, O, G. Potter.
C. S. C. Prance, C. M. Probeit, Beatrice D. PulUnger, Eleanor M.
Ucece, E. L. Sees, W. Remington, R. W. RevelUW. A. Richards,
E. H. Roche, B. W. Eoffey, S. Roaenschcin, Joan M. Ross,

C. H. St. John. 9. Sandler. J. Sanyal, A. B. Saundera, Rnlb :\r.

Soutt, A. Seblia, E. L. Sergeant. O. B. Sharp, 'C. Shaw. G. D.
Shaw. K. .T. Shaw. A. A. Shiikiv, .T. V. A. Simpson. G M J
S'"|. '" ' "^''"1 " ^^ "':'\''

' ' i\^r'ii-i-tll,_D. ^imu-wayi

I^
'

'
:

' I ", .
I ,11 i,',',ii'jas. Annie g!

I ' .••II
. , I .nvualjen.l, Jean

^^'l•' -•.--,• \ U.K. Watkins,
E.L. w I.H.

• -, ,
, iiM.V\-jlkinson.

1 Award. •,! 11 II •!

Second M.B. (Part
Aronsohn, H.S.

W. M. Anthony, M.
M. Bevau, T. G. D.
Sarah A. F. Boyd-

Thefollowin,-
Price Seholai^- 1,

Scholarship in \

Mcllrov. Bu\: :
~

Wood." Cliiii.ni \h

^Honorarv C<.ri :

gery |f20 pri/.r Ml
prize) : Jlr. .\. 1 1 '>i

(£10): Mr. 1:. (1. -i-il:;.

Awarded 1913-14. l.iti

Mr. A. Sebba. Hutcli
1913-14. Anatomy anil

man; (nononiry ( Vrtl^
-Elcm^^;;; • ^ IT,,: ,;l -

Mr.A.i; ll.p • ';
Mr. ( ; . I • M -

.

•

: .
-•

I

•

Mr.Ji. w. : ;.• ,•! ,
^,^,

Practic:i; A;j.i:..,i;;\ ...l

Prizes [£5 prizes) ; Mi
Mr. M. C. Cooper, Mr.
Mr. C. H, Carroll.

London Ho»i>it.\l.
I e been awarded :

—

[. H. Zurtiiian. Price
f52 10s. i : Mr. H. D.

- 10s.) : Mr. T. E. W.
Mr. K. G. Sterling;
hnore. Clinical Sur-
mical Obstetrics (£20
;-lsou Price, Biennial,
I'nze. Biennial If26i;

11. 1'. B. Huddy,
u".\' Certiiicatej :

\. G. Harsant,
>. C. Thomson.
,.iky. Anderson
R. G. Simpson,

I. Bailey
;
(Honorary Certificate)

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
A COMITIA was held on July 29th, the President, Dr. Frederick
Taylor, being in the chair.

Admission of Members.
The following candidates havi'iig passed the required exami-

nation were admitted Members of the College :

la : Piniishottam Tnlsidas Patel,
I ( ..c.l Williams, M.B.Camb.

to 113 gentlemen

'

Licences to yn-.f •
'

•
\

'

•

.
1

had passed tli.> i;<
1 '.

Diplomas ill l'^. I' iird conjointlv with the
Royal College .1 - -i,- - ^i l.ii ..u. 1 to live gentlemen who
were recommeiukd 1... tin. 1 :.\iunuiiji,.

A diploma in Tropical Meiliciiie and Hygiene was granted
conjointly with the Royal College of Surgeons of England to
Sahib Singh Sokey, M.B.Edin., Lieutenant I.M.S.

Appointment of College Officers and E.raminers.
The following college officers aiiil examiners were appointed :

Censors: David Bridge Lees, M.D., George Newton Pitt,
M.D., William Pasteur, M.D., Sidney Harris Cox Martin, M.D.
Treasurer : Sir Dyce Duckworth, Bt., M.D. Emeritus

Registrar : Edward Liveing, M.D. Registrar : Joseph Arderne
Ormerod, M.D.
Harveian Librarian : Norman Moore, M.D.
Elected Members of the Library Committee : Cvril Ogle,

M.D., Herbert Morlev Fletcher, M.D., Thomas H. Arnold
Chaplin, M.D., Robert Oswald Moon, M.D.
Curators of the Museum : John Mitchell Bruce, M.D.,

Seymour John Sliarke\ .^l.D., I-

M.D., William Ilm,:. r 'm D
William Andre

•-i.liK-y Fill

Jvxaniine
:.lartiii 1.0

M.B.,Alii-e
Henry Jdi
Frederi.l;
Walter i;,

Arthn. •

Williiv

.M.d!','': :

M.D., Aih-
M.D., Kavr

Hoc
M.

C.V.O. M.D.,
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;.C.V.O., M.D., Altrea Milne Gossage, M.D., Sir John Erancia

Stevei
Benja
Bevel-
C'opeii

(Joimmimcattons.

The following communications were received : (1) From the

Iccretary of the Itoval Cnllenc of Siir^onns of England, dated
Jiv 17tl'. Iniio 1 Ith' :inil .Iiih' qth, vrpoi-t iiiL' l^l•o^eediu!'H of the

of Med
,0 Mure
ty to c;i

jointly with the College of Physicians, to one candidate found
qualified.

r>epnrt of Committee of Mnnapement.
The recommendations as given iii the report of the Comitia of

the Royal College of Physicians, were adopted.

Removal of a Member.
A memher whose name had been previously removed from

the ileilicul Ileijistcr, was removed from being a member of the
College.

Imperial Cancer Hcaearch Fund.
Sir John Bland-Suttou was elected a Member of the Executive

Committee of tlie Imperial Cancer Research Fund in the place
of Sir Rickman J. Godlee.

Id Batty
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iHterntfiiiaU Examination.— 'n. J. Ciowly iiasscd in ratholow
*J. H. McKauuu Bud IP. A. Sullivan in Prttholouy ami in Medical
Jurisprudence; auil J. T. MoDonuoll in Medical Jurisiiruilonce.

.'.Ill i'xnmiiiiidoii.— :j. R. Kllwood passed in Medicine; :r. A.
Sullivan in Medicine. Snrgery, Midwifery, and in Pliamiocx ;

: A. Hegarty iu Surgery ; and J. H. McKeuua iu Midwifery and in
I'lianiiftcy.

» oniiileted Primary Examination. t ConiDleted Intermediate
Examination. : Completed Final Examination.

(Dbituarn.

THE LATE MI!. En:\rr\D OWEX.
Thk cremation of the iciuains of ilr. Edmuiul Oweu took
place at Golder's Gieeu on Tiunsday, July 29th. Tlie

attemlauce at the cereniouy wa.s large, ami the service
wa.s couducted by the Revereud ^Yilliam Walker of St.

AngHstiue'.s, Leytonstone. Among those present were, iu

addition to Mr. Owen's brothers, Sir Douglas Owen and
Jlr. Oweu, the Earl of Plymouth, Lord Savile, SirRickmaa
Godlee, Sir David Ferrier, Sir Henry Morris, Colonel Sir
Herbert and Lady Perrott, and Sir John Hewett. The
College of Surgeons was represented by Sir W. Watson
Cheyue and Professor Artlmr Keith ; St. Mary's Hospital
Med'ical School by Sir John Broadbent; the French
Hospital by the Chairman, ilr. E. Kueffer, and the
Seci-etary, Jlr. Pondepeyre; the Hampstead General
Hospital by Jlr. Albert Langton ; the King George Y
Hospital by Dr. Hammond and Dr. Miles ; the St. John
Ambulance Brigade ito which Mr. Owen was surgeou-in-
cliief) by Colonel Tyrell, Commissioner, and Assistant
Commissioner Winny ; the British lied Cross Society by
the Hon. Arthur Stanley iChairuian), Sir Frederick Treves,
Sir Benjamin Franklin, and the Secretary, Mr. Frank
Hastings; the Medical Society by the President, Sir
J. Bland- Sutton; and the British Medical Association by
Mr. Guy Elliston.

Dr. Foster Palmer (London) writes: Twice only have
I come in contact with Oweu, and both times in relation
to his gift of speed), which I see referred to several
times in the obituary notice in the Journal. He is

spoken of as " an incisive speaker," with a " marvellous
store of apt illustration," as a ' pungent and witty after-
dinner speaker," and one of his speeches is described as
" full of wit and good humour " and a " masterpiece of per-
suasive elotjueuce." About seventeen years ago he came to
the first annual dinner of the Chelsea Clinical Society and
responded for the "Guests" in an eloquent speech. More
recently, only a few years ago, he wrote an auonymons
letter to the Jocrxal complaining of the distress ho
suffered from nervousness or stage-fright before making
a speech. Having given some attention to thi.s subject,
I wrote in reply stating that I believed it to be almost
universal with good speakers, that the excellence of a
speech is often in direct ratio to the degree of stage-fright,
and tliat I was sure that the writer, whoever he might be,
was an eloquent speaker. I received a letter from Owen
thanking me for my remarks and for the encouragement
they gave hiTn. There is presumably no longer any reason
for auonymitj'. That men of Celtic origin have frequently
the gift of eloquence is well known. What is, perhaps,
not so well known is that they also suffer severely from
stage-fright. Tlie same condition of the nerve centres
whicli results in fluency of speech also produces an almost
abnormal sensitiveness as to its possible reception. (The
most graphic description I have ever read of a case of
stage-fright and its cure is contained in a novel by I'.ider

Haggard called Mr. Meeson's Will.)

Dr. R. p. Sjullwood ('Chelmsford) writes: In the
notices of Edmund Owen's death in the Journal there
does not appear to be one by any one who acted as his
liouse-snrgeon, and it is for that reason that I scud these
few lines. Owen always treated his house-surgeons with
the greatest liberality and allowed them to do numerous
operations. He was always punctual and expected every
one else to be so, and any one who was late or appeared to
be slack in any way was very likely to hear of it, generally
in a witty and pleasantly sarcastic manner. On one
occasion a dresser, in cutting off a bandage from a head
on the operation table, made a small cut in the patient's
ear. •' And the servant's name was Malchus," was Owen's
comment when be saw it. On another occasion a

" chronic " on the well-known front bench surprised
Owen by answering a question, and he, forgetting that
silence is golden, said, '• You seem surprised, sir." " So was
Balaam," replied Owen. He hated abbreviations, such as
pot. iod., liq. hyd. perchlor., and his opinion of drugs
was not a liigh one, and one day, at a consultation, he
remarked to one of the physicians, '• Drugs are no use,
are they?" "Not unless you know how to use them,"
was the unexpected reply he got. Owen never minded
owning to a mistake, and I well remember telephoning to
him to come and trephine a case of what I thought was a
ruptured meningeal artery. From my account he thought
it was not, and so did not come. The man died, and the
ftost-mortcm examination proved I was right, and Owen
gave a lecture on his mistake in not operating, which was
much more than most men would have done. There must
be hundreds of men who learnt most of their surgery on
the front bench, and he spared no trouble with any one
who was willing to learn. He was a fine man physicall}',
a bold and rapid operator, a splendid teacher, and one who
will long be remembered gratefully by those who came iu
contact with him,

'We regret to have to record the death on July 15th,

after a short illness, of Dr. Edward X. Clarke, of Dukin-
lield, at the age of 51. After studying at Owens College,
.'\Iauchester, and the London Hospital, he took the diploma
of L.S.A. in 1887, aud was for a time house-surgeon to

the General Infirmary, Wrexham. In 1891 he took the
diploma of M.R.C.S.Eng., and settled in Dukinfield. He
had a large practice, and was also medical inspector of

schools in the borough. He was for several years repre-

sentative of the Ashton-under-Lyne Division at the Repre-
sentative Meetings of the British Medical Association, and
worked very hard during the Insurance hill controversy.
The Division presented liim with a clock as a mark of

recognition for his services. Dr. Clarke, who was .T.P. for

Cheshire, took a great interest in the St. John Ambulance
movement, and was for many years a lecturer on first aid.

He was a great personality at all the divisional meetings,

'larke leaves a widow and one

In the issue of the .Jouenal for July lOtli a review was
published of Dr. Giordano's book on the ph3-siology, patho-
logy, and hygiene of the sulphur miners of Sicily. Xews
has just been received of the death of Dr. Giordauo on
July 15th. A patient worker and a close ob.server of his
fellow men, no one was better acquainted with the habits,

the weaknesses, and the diseases of the sulphur miners, or
more fully cognizant of the faults iu their social surround-
ings, than the writer of the treatise referred to. .\n extern
professor of the LTniversity of Palermo, and lecturer on
the diseases of miners, Giordauo spent his life in Lercara,
an old, quiet, out-of-the-way town, some miles from a
railway station, aud in the heart of the sulphur-mining
industry of the island. His opinion ujion the health condi-

tions of the sulphur miners was frequently asked by the
Italian Government. In an unobtrusive manner Giordauo,
by voice and pen, did much to iuiprove the lot of the
people amongst whom he lived. To have met Giordauo,
and to have discussed with him problems of industrial

aud mining hygiene, remains one of the pleasant memories
iu the life of the writer of these lines. In addition to the
book referred to, Giordano published several papers on
ankylostomiasis aud other subjects. He was an honorary
member of several of the learned societies of his own and
other countries.

Deaths in the Profession Abro.^d.—Among the
members of the medical profession iu foreign countries
who have leceutly died are Dr. R. D. Coale, for many
years dean of the medical school of JIaryland, aged 57

;

Dr. Jacob Michaux, professor of materia medica and
therapeutics iu the University College of Medicine, Rich-

mond, Virginia, from its fonndatiou in 1893 till 1912,

aged 63; Dr. Redier, fur in;...-, \-:n |m..I' -h- of surgical

l)athology in the Cat'i. 1 i 1
>i "le at Lillo;

Professor Sonneubuig, _ I'lo Moabit

Hospital, Berlin, aged 6C , hu. --;:j'-. !' " \ '"''s. 01 ^ew
York, a well-known sijecialist in diseases of the eye, ear,

and throat, aged 48 ; and Dr. F. W. Weisae, for many years
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lirotessor of canatomy, surgical pathology and oral surgery

at t)ie New York College of Dentistry, and author of a

treatise, entitled Practical Human Anatomy, published in

1886, and of numy other contributions to the literature of

medical science, aged 72.
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Ix is announced that Professor Dr. B. Fischer, Director
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UN THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF THE

INHALATION OF CHLOEINE GAS.

[T\'iTH Special Plate.J

By sir EDWARD SCHaPER, F.R.8.,
PROFESSOR OF PHTSIOLOGT IN THE CNTVEESITY OF EDIXBUEOH,

The mode of action of cblorinc seems to be little known.
In textbooks of pharmacology it is dismissed in few
words. r>ut in viow of the illegitimate use which has been
made of it by our foes in the present war it is desirable, as
a preliminary to the adoption of measures for antagonizinc.
its effects, that its physiological action—as distinguished
from the pathological changes ultimately proiluced by in-

halation—should be investigated. The present research
deals with the immediate and fatal effects caused in cats,

rabbits, and dogs by its inhalation, the animals having
been in every case anaesthetized with chloroform or ether.
From -the chemical nature of chlorine it seems evident

that its immediate action must be local. For it is scarcely
possible to imagine that it can exist in the free state iii

such a fluid as blood, which contains many bodies with
which it would immediately combine, and which would—
unless it were introduced in immense quantities—at ouco
render it innocuous. But it is rarely safe to assume any-
thing in physiology. To put the matter to the test of
experiment I have injected into the veins of animals
Ringer's solution saturated with the gas. If only a small
quantity is thus introduced no effect is seen, and if a larger
quantity, spread over a certain interval of time so that the
fluid becomes well mixed with the blood, is injected the
only result (Fig. 5) is to produce a quite temporary diminu-
tion of blood pressure (preceded by a shght rise) and a
slight increase in the depth of the respirations. The fall

is probably due, as we shall see, to obstruction of the pul-
monary vessels ; the diminution in volume of the kidney
which is shown in the top tracing is doubtless passive.
These results were produced by the introduction into the
jugular vein of a rabbit of 10 c.cm. of Kiuger's fluid

saturated with chlorine, the injection being spread over
twenty seconds. On one occasion only—in which the
same amount was injected more rapidly and presumably
mixed imperfectly with the blood—a suddenly fatal result
similar to that obtained by inhalation of a strong mixture
of the gas with air was produced ; in this case probably
occlusion of the pulmonary vessels was produced.''
With inhalation the result is always serious. Even with

au- containing only 1 per cent, of chlorine—although at
this dilution no special effect upon either the blood pressure
or respu-ation may be visible for some minutes—a profound
change ultimately occurs, and this may show itself with
great suddenness (Fig. 6). In the case illustrated, the
respirations, which had been quite regular and apparently
of normal depth and rate for about four minutes, became
aoddenly very deep and in another minute convulsive,
prior to complete arrest ; whilst the blood pressure (which
in the first period rose gradually, although not to any
great extent, the rise being due probably to the irritation
of the sensory nerves of the pulmonary mucous membrane)
fell rapidly, and with the cessation of respiration, tumul-
tnonsly, whilst there was at the same time marked slowing
ol the pulse. On substituting air for the gaseous mixture,
respiration and blood pressure rapidly recovered, the blood
pressure rising temporarily to a much greater height than
before.

As soon as recovery seemed to be complete the 1 per
cent, mixture was again substituted for air, aud the animal
was aUowed to inhale the mixture for another seven
minutes, during all which time very little effect on the
Mood pressure or respiration was produced. But at the
end of that period there again ensued a sudden fall of
blood pressure and cessation of respiration, which this time
was not recovered from.

In Fig. 7 are shown the effects on a rabbit of inhalation
of a mixture containing 2 parts of chlorine gas to 100 of
air (the middle part of the tracing is omitted). As with
the 1 per cent, mixture there is at first a gradual but
slight rise of blood pressure, with but little change in the
respiration. After four minutes the respirations had become

•The Itinss show on microscopic examination (Fig. 4) the engorge-
ment of pulmonary vessels and oedema which are characteristic ol
the lunga ol animals which have inhaled chlorine.

C

slower and rather deeper, aud the heart was beating mora
slowly, although the blood pressure was well maintained.
At five aud a half minutes tho respirationsi became sud-
denly convulsive, and tho blood pressure showed corre-
sponding irregularities. At six and a half minutes the
respirations ceased abruptly, and the blood pressure failed
suddenly. Respiration was not resumed, but the heart
continued to beat for several minutes, the blood pressure
grailually approaching zero. Artificial respiration was
commenced two and a half minutes after the cessation of
natural respiration, and whilst the heart was still beating
well, but produced no effect upon the blood pressure, aud
there w as no sign of recover}'.

With a mixture of 1 part of chlorine gas to 20 of
air (Fig. 8), and with all in excess of this (Figs. 9, 10, 11)
a fatal result is rapidly aud inevitably produced.
The fall of blood pressure begins in less than half
a minute, and in most instances is so fast as to reach
zero within three or four minutes, whilst the respira-
tions — which at once become slower, but may not
bo deeper, or may even be shallower except for an
occasional gasp—cease in from one to three minutes.
After this there are sometimes a few intermittent respira-
tory movements, but they are entirely ineffectual, and do
not influence the blood pressure. Whilst the blood pres-
sure is falling the heart is beating slowly and regularly;
in the experiment on the dog illustrated in Fig. 11 the
regularity is very striking during part of the time. In
this case the effects on blood pressure aud respiration are
somewhat belated as compared with the experiments on
the cat. This was partly due to the greater capacity of
the dog's lungs, compared with those of the cat, relatively

to the reservoir which contained the gaseous mixture
inhaled, so that, although in this case a 10 per cent,

mixture was employed, less efi'ect was produced than with
a 20 per cent, mixture in the cat ; but it may also be con-
nected with the fact that, as Evans' has remarked, pul-

monary oedema is much more easily produced in the cat
than iu the dog.

In no case iu which a strong mixture (5 per cent, or
more) was employed was it i^ossiblo to produce any
recovery by artificial respiration.

As we have seen, these effects must be due to something
happening locally in the lung, since the chlorine which is

inhaled cannot be carried to the tissues in a free state.

There is, moreover, abundant evidence that the tissues
retain their vitality even after inhalation of the strongest
mixture; for when the body is opened after death, the
muscles contract briskly on excitation either directly or
through their nerves, aud tho heart is also responsive to
stimulation, and is, indeed, usually seen—especially the
auricles—beating spontaneously if somewhat weakly. The
only visible change is in the lungs, which even after the
shortest exposure to a fatal dose are intensely red and
congested, either all over or in innumerable patches.
They are less shrunken than usual, and have a more solid

feel, with but little crepitation; nevertheless, even small
pieces float in water.

In the photograph (Fig. 1) the intensely dark colour
presented by a cat's lungs after three minutes' inhalation
of a 20 per ceut. mixture of chlorine gas with air is manifest.
The appearance presented was no doubt extreme, although
the congestion may be quite as marked with weaker
mixtures. Sometimes it is less apparent on the surface,
although on cutting into the lung the section is always deep
red in colour, aud the tissue seems to be full of blood. There
is usually some froth in the trachea aud larger bronchi,
but not nearly as much as is seen in cases of drowning.
The effects which might be produced locally iu the lung

by an irritant gas like chlorine are various. It may directly
affect the bronchial musculature or the vascular muscula-
ture ; it may stimulate the mucus-secreting mechanism of

the air tubes; it may influence the coagulability or viscosity
of the blood within the pulmonary vessels ; or it may pro-

duce reflex effects by exciting the endings of aii'ereut

nerves within the lungs.

It is not possible in the space at my disposal fully to

discuss all these points. In the meantime it may be stated

that there is strong evidence for the opinion tliat the fatal

result is due to obstruction in the pulmonary vessels

rendering it impossible for the blood to pass freely to the

left auricle and ventricle.

It ajipears to be the common opinion that an irritant

eas like chlorine must necessarily produce constriction of

[2850I
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the bronchioles. I liavo attempted to test the cor

of this view in various ways—namely : (1) By alternately

driving air and a mixture ol! air with chloiu»e at a constant

pressure through " surviving " lungs the seilfaccs of which
have been pricked or incised to allow the air to perfuse

through the lung, the perfused air being collected and
measured ; the time being recorded for a given amount of air

to pass through the lung under these alternative circum-

Btances. The result of experiments carried out in this

manner has been to show that there is usually no diminu-

tion in the amount of air perfused when the perfused air

has chlorine gas mixed with it, but rather the reverse.

(2) Another method which suggested itself was to ijerfuso

warm Ringer's fluid through the " surviving " lung in

the same manner as was done with the air in the

last-mentioned experiment, and at a given moment to

inject into the perfusion tube a certain amount of Ringer's

fluid containing dissolved chlorine gas. In various ways
this method proved unsatisfactory, and the results were
discordant; in some experiments there appeared to be
contraction resulting from chlorine, in others no effect was
produced, in others again there was a marked increase in

flow. (3) The method which was finally adopted was
similar to (1), but instead of employing the " surviving "

lung, the experiment was

DESCRIPTIONS OF FIGS. 11 AND
SPECIAL PLATE.

Effect on bloodFig. 11.—Dog (about 10 kilos),

respiration of inhalation of aiv contan
gas during three and a half minutes. No
becomes very slow, continues to beat sc

tion of respiration. Artificial respirati

a few slow gasping natural respirationj
the blood pressure steadily falling to

Fig. 12.—Cat. Experii
not produce obstructioi
made in the thorax at

of the air
cted and

increased rate
lung after adu:
although contained
pump, and although
at the side tube, produced
death ensued in six minu
respiration of fresh air wai

performed ou the livmg
animal. The advantage
of this is that any reflex

effect which might be pro-

duced would be shown, as

well as the local result.

The experiments were
carried out by the employ-
ment of positive ventilation

with a Brodie pump, which
delivered a constant quan-
tity at each stroke through
a bottle of the capacity

of 100 c.cm. ; a perfectly

similar bottle containing a
mixture of air and chlorine

being so arranged that at

a given moment the stream
of air from the pump could

be sent through this bottle

into the lungs instead of

through the other. Most
of the pumped-in air
escaped as usual through
the side tube of the
tracheal cauul a. To gauge
the permeability of the

bronchial tubes an opening

was made in the thorax,

and one of the lungs was pricked in several places with

a needle so as to periuit the escape of a small amount
of the pumiied-in air. This was collected in an inverted

measuring glass- filled with Ringer, the body of the animal

being immersed in warm Ringer's solution.

Fig. 12 is a record of such an experiment. It shows that

the moment chlorine gas is mixed with the ventilation air

there is a marked increase in the amount of air which
passes out by the punctures in the lung; therefore the

bronchial tubes have become more permeable.

It remained to determine the effect of chlorine upon
the pulmonary vessels. This is comparatively simple, for

it is only necessary to tie a canula into the pulmonary
artery of an animal which has just been killed and to

perfuse the pulmonary vessels with warm Ringer, col-

lecting the outflow by means of a canula tied into the left

auricle. The lungs are in the meantime regularly inflated

in the usual way by a Brodie pump (positive ventilation).

The action of chlorine is determined by injecting, by means
of a hypodermic syringe, into the supply tube passing

from the Mariotte bottle of the perfusion apparatus

a small quantity of Ringer's fluid containing chlorine

in solution. It is found that even if so little as 1 c.cm.

of 1 in 10 chlorine Ringer is thus injected a profound

effect is produced upon the pulmonary circulation, the

flow through which becomes greatly slowed almost to

complete cessation.'''

on blood pressure and
ng 10 per cent chlorine
ice that the heart, which
era] minutes after cessa-
:i, although followed by
failed to effect recovery,

. Blood

As a variant on this experiment, the chlorine lias

been occasionally conveyed to the lungs through the
air used for ventilating them, a similar effect being
obtained.

We conclude, therefore, from the result of these experi-

ments that chlorine produces its fatal results by causing
obstruction of the pulmonary vessels, amounting in some
cases to complete stasis, and not by causing contraction of

the bronchioles.
Confirmation of this conclusion is obtained as the

result of microscopic examination of the lungs of the
" gassed " auimals. A section of such a lung is shown in

Fig. 2, which is a microphotograph magnified 200 diameters.

The gas in this case was applied by allowing the chlorine

to pass into the chloroform mask over the snout of the
animal, so that the percentage inhaled is not known, but
from the length of time—nine minutes—which elapsed

before a fatal result ensued, the mixture must have been
less than 1 per cent. The photograph reproduced in Fig. 3

is from a section of the lung shown in Fig. 1, in which
case death ensued after three minutes' inhalation of 1 in 5

mixture. It is magnified 500 diameters.

In both cases the pulmonary capillaries are gorged with
blood, and there is an extraordinary amount of oedema in

the" interstitial tissue of

the lung. In the second
case the oedema-fluid has
passed more freely into

the alveoli, many of which
are full of coagulated
lymph ; some contain
blood. Presumably t h o
oedema is secondary to

the vascular obstruction,

but even if this is so it

must set up a vicious

circle by increasing the
obstruction, and this again
will increase the oedema ;

so that iu cases of survival

the oedematous condition

must tend to increase,

at any rate for some
time.

Apart from the extreme
congestion of the vessels

and the oedema, the
tissues of the " gassed

"

lung are normal ; the epi-

thelium cells of the bron-
chial tubes are well pre-

served, and there is

usually little increase of

mucus within them. That
secretion of mucus does not play an important part iu
connexion with the fatal inhalation of chlorine is evident
from the fact that death results just as inevitably and
rapidly after a prior dose of atropine (Figs. 8 and 10) as
without it (Fig. 9).

So far as the other organs are concerned, we have
already noted that the heart retains its excitability for

some time after death, although its contractions are weak.
The right side, especially the auricle, is fuller than the
left, but not engorged with blood as in ordinary asphyxia.
The liver and abdominal organs have a normal appear-
ance ; they are not specially congested, indeed, the intes-

tines are usually bloodless, although the veins at the back
of the abdomen are full of blood. (The precaution was
always taken of tying the vena cava before removing the
heart and lungs, in order to prevent escape of blood from
the abdominal viscera.)

I have performed a few experiments with bromine
vapour which have served to show that, although much
more irritating to the conjunctival mucous membrane,
bromine is less deleterious to the respiratory organs than
chlorine, the fulminating effect of which appears to bo
absent iu the case of bromine. It has, however, not
hitherto been possible to complete these observations

on bromine, and publication of the results must bo
deferred.

In conducting the experiments recorded in this paper-
especially those on perfusion—I have received valuable

assistance from Dr. Harold Pringle.

abscissa of blood pressure ; d.

nent showing that chlorine inhalation does
1 in the bronchial tubes. An aperture was
d one of the lungs pricked with a needle,
vas maintained by pumping a definite
igular rhythm into the lungs, the excess
'e attached to the trachea tube. A small
scaped through the punctures in the lung,
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I the lowest
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•
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!•(. «9I3] RESULTS OF GERMAN GAS POISONINO.
L UbdIcaz. Jocrmai 247

Literalurc,

I havo not been able to find in the literature any rofer-

cnccB to tlie immediate physiological action of cliloiine.

Tlie most exact work on the effects of respiring mixtures
of chlorine and air is that of Lehmann,^ Tilio placed
aiiimais during one to six hours in atmospheres contaiii-

iny from 1 pjirl per 1,000,000 to 1 part per 1,000. 1 fe found
that prolonged expc^^ure to 1 part in 100,000 is suffiei.iit

to produce puhnonary liaeuiorrhage and oedema wliicli

he regards as inflammatory—wlnlst exposure to 1 part iu

10.000 causes iu addition a fibrinous (" croupous") exuda-
tion in all the air pa.ssages, even the finest, and appears
idtimately to produce asphyxiation. Numerous experi-
mental patliologists, including W'elch,^ S. Mayer,^ Sahli,''

and Liiwit ^ have endeavoured to elucidate the conditions
of production of pulmonary oedema. These conditions
liave also lately been studied in the "surviving" lung in

Mf^nus's laboratory at Utrecht by Modrakowski.' In these
last-mentioned papers the literature of the subject is given,

but most of the work referred to has but little bearing
upon the oedema produced by chlorine. Binz '* found iu

the frog that exposure to chlorine gas has no influence
on the heart (as against Falk), nor on miiscle and nerve,
nor on the spinal cord, but believes that it is carried to

the brain, iu which, he states, it can be detected by
the smell I I have not noticed any smell of chlorine
post mortem in the animals I have dealt with.
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TREATMENT OF GAS POISONING IN
TRANSVAAL MINES.

A.NDREW H. WATT, M.B., F.R.C.S.Edin.,

AND

LOUIS G. IRVINE, M.A., M.D.Edin.,
SIMMEn AND JACK HOSPrTAL, GERMISTON, TRAXSVAAIi.

Cases of poisoning by nitrous fumes are not uncommon in

tiie mines of the \\itwater8raud, and from publislied

descriptions of " gassing " in the trenches the symptoms
appear to be very similar.

•' Gassing " as it occurs here is due
(It To the inhalation of gases formed as the result of

burning blasting gelatine. These gases consist mostly of

the oxides of nitrogen.

(2| To the inhalation of gases formed by the more or less

comi)lete detonation or explosion of blasting gelatine.

These gases consist chiefly of carbon dioxide and some-
times carbon monoxide.
The inbalation of (1), even in small quantity, is frequently

followed by delayed symptoms, and, unless treated as
described below, may cause death within twenty-four
hours. This form of "gassing " is apparently very similar

to that caused by the inhalation of the asphyxiating gases
used by the enemy. The inhalation of (2) may cause no
serious symptoms beyond tlie immediate ones of asphyxia
and unconsciou.sness, and if the patient is rescued in time
he recovers without having develojjed any secondary
symptoms. The symptoms are due to the inhalation of

(JO and CO.i.

A man who has inhaled the fumes of burning gelatine

may present very few symptoms beyond a little headache,
cough and tightness of the chest, which soon pass off. In
from six to eight hours he begins to have difficulty iu

breathing and coughs up large quantities of bloody serous
fluid and dies of asphyxia and heart failure (delayed
nitrons fumes poisoning).

Pout mortem there is marked congestion and oedema of

the lungs. The mucous membrane of the trachea aud
larger bronchi is injected. The abdominal veins are
greatly enlarged and engorged with dark tarry blood. 'We
have had the blood examined, and have never found any
nitric compounds, nor has CO been found by spectroscopic
analy.sis. The cause of the symptoms is the inhalation of

nitrous fumes.

Treatment.
Every man who has been exposed to nitrous fumes must

bo kept under observation, iu hospital if possible, for at
least twenty-four hours. An emetic of copper sulphate
gr. 8, followed by a large quantity of water, is given, or a
hypodermic injection of apomorphine. It is imperative
that vomiting should bo freely induced. It an emetic is

given early, any other treatment except rest in bed for a
day is not usually required. The onset of dyspnoea and
(;yanosis is watched, aud should moist sounds develop at
the bases of the lungs bloodletting is employed, and as
much as a pint may be withdrawn from a veiu'iu the arm.
This is usually difficult, as the blood is tarry, and coagu-
lates very rapidly. We have transfused with saline to
replace some of the bloOd withdrawn. Atropine may bo
given h3'podermically. Inhalation of oxygen is also
useful.

Should symptoms of general oedema of the lungs develop,
the prognosis is extremely grave. Very few recover when
this stage has been reached.
To illustrate the efficacy of treatment, the following

case is quoted : Iu one of the mines under the care of one
of us a case of gelatine was accidentally set on fire. The
fumes spread through the workings, and fourteen men
were " gassed." Thirteen of them immediately had an
emetic, and the next day were all out of danger. One
man disobeyed orders, aud went home without receiving
an emetic. He was sent for, but ho had gone out for a
stroll after having partaken of a hearty luncheon. Ho
was found four hours after the accident, and came to hos-
pital under protest, stating that he felt quite well. In the
evening he developed general oedema and congestion o£
his lungs, and died before morning.
These notes are written in the hope that they may be

useful to those treating cases of "gassing" in the "trenches

SOME EESULTS OF GERMAN GAS POISONING.

WALTER BROADBENT, M.D., M.R.C.P.,
Major R..\.M.C.(T.).

Cases of gas poisoning rarely arrive in this country until
all the acute symptoms are over, but in the first days of
the use of gas two men came under my care who had
only been gassed a few days before. Their chests were
full of fine moist rales, and there was great dy.spnoea.
Oxygen they did not like, but compound tincture of
benzoin in a steam-kettle gave some relief. The thing,
however, which did far and away most good was a big
linseed poultice over the whole back. The men constantly
asked for the poultice to be repeated.
On admission neither of these men had any albumin in

the urine, but a few days later in one of them albumin
appeared and rapidly increased in quantity, the urine
becoming very scanty. Epithelial and granular casts
were present iu abundance. The legs became oedematous
and the face puffy. There was no rise of temperature.
All the moist sounds in the lungs had in the meantime
cleared up. The man was in the hospital for two months
with very little improvement in the renal condition, and
the oedema was still present. He then wished to be
transferred to a hospital near his home.

Since then I have seen three other cases of nephritis in
men who had been gassed. One had uraemic headaches
and early albuminuric retinitis. Obviously nephritis is

one of the deadly sequelae of this gas poisoning.
In my other early acute case all physical signs in the

lungs cleared up, and yet, when the man began to get ont
of bed, he was intensely short of breath. He was kept in
hosi>ital some time, being sent out in a bath-chair every
day, but he could never walk more than about two miles
an hour without getting out of breath. I have at present
another man in hospital with the same dyspnoea and no
abnormal physical signs, who was treated in France for gas
poisoning. The condition is very similar to that of a case
of South African miners' phthisis, which I saw some
years ago, and probably fibrosis of the lunRS has been
can.sed by the irritant gas. The outlook for these men
mu.st be very bad.
In neither of these cases suffering from dyspnoea was
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there any albuminuria. In three of the cases of albumin-

uria there was no dyspnoea on walking, and in the other,

the original very acute case, there was no way of telling,

as he was in bed. It looks as if in some cases the

chlorine or bromine damages the lun" epithelium so

severely that it does not allow absorption into the general

circulation, while in others the gas passes through the

lungs without affecting them permanently, but then sets

up an acute nephritis.

One other case under my care, the result of gas poisoning,

is difficult to explain. A well-built man of 24 was rendered

unconscious by gas in .\piil. He says that, when he came
to, he was lying doubled up with his head between liis

knees, but he does not think that he was knocked over by
shell concussion. Ever since he has suffered from severe

attacks of pain in the upper chest, radiating down the left

arm. These are relieved by amyl nitrite and trinitrin, and
are true angina pectoris. His pulse is 80, the vessel of

normal thickness and size, and tension is not high. On
listening at the aortic cartilage there is a loud rough
systolic murmur and a fair second sound—no diastolic

murmur. The systolic murmur is loud along the course of

the aorta to the left second space, and is heard in the

carotids. The apex beat is in the fifth space in tlie

vertical nipple hue, the impulse is fair. There is a good
fii-st sound, a slight systolic murmur not conducted out-

wards, and a second sound ; x rays show no enlargement
of the aorta. There is no history of rheumatism or of

syphilis, and the man was perfectly fit up to the clay

he was gassed. My impression is that he ruptured one of

the cusps of the aortic valve in his struggle for breath.

THE ISOLATION OF TYPHOID AND PARA-
TYPHOID BACILLI FKOM FAECES,

With Special Reference to the Use of Brilliant
Green and Telluric Acid.

BY

C. H. BROWNING, M.D., D.P.H.,

AND

L. H. D. THORNTON, B.A., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

(From the Blaud-Suttonlustituteof Pathology, the MiddleBex Hospital.)

The methods for the identification of the various organ-

isms belonging to tlie typhoid coli group which cause

epidemic disease by infection proceeding from the ali-

mentary canal have now been well established.-' .\s a
preliminary to identification, however, it is necessary to

isolate the suspicious organisms in pure culture from the

infected subject. lu the case of urine this is usually

simple, provided that the patient is excreting organisms

at the time of examination. When dealing with faeces it

may be a matter of considerable difliculty owing to various

coliform bacilli beiug present in great excess over the

specific causal organisms. Under ordinary conditions

these accompanying organisms tend to overgrow the

specific types in culture media. In the early stages of the

acute attack of such infections the method of blood culture

is, of course, the most important diagnostic procedure, but
in convalescent cases, or for the detection of carriers, the

faeces and urine must be examined. (The Widal reaction

is obviously of extremely limited value as an indication of

infection in cases which have recently been inoculated

with typhoid or paratyphoid cultures, singly or in

combination.)
Unfortunately the argument does not apply that if

the specific organisms are so scanty as to be readily

missed, then such a case is relatively of only slight

importance as a source of infection ; on the contrary, it is

now well known that the number of specific bacilli in the
faeces and urine of a carrier may suddenly undergo marked
fluctuations, and a case which is liable to be overlooked at

the time of examination on account of the scanty number
of organisms present may later on excrete the bacilli in

great abundance.
Individuals who excrete these organisms are, of course,

a very serious menace to a population unprotected by pro-

phylactic inoculation ; but their danger to an inoculated

*For a comprehensive summary of the differential characters of
these organisms sea Henderson Smith, BKixisa Medical Jouhnax,,
Jfaly 3rd, 1915.

community must not be underrated. It is to be remem-
bered that immunity is only a relative state, and although
the strongest proofs of the value of antityi^hoid immuniza-
tion have now been afforded, there can be little doubt that
a considerable proportion of individuals who have received

the customary two doses of vaccine will still be susceptible

to a sufficiently massive infection.

For these reasons it cannot be too strongly ui-ged that
every means should be adopted to ensure as tliorough an
examination as possible of the faeces of possible intestinal

carriers. Not merely should the faeces be repeatedly
examined,! but the most precise njctliods available for the
detection of the specific orgaiiiHins should be adopted. In
cases where the specific organisms arc scanty in proportion
to the coliform bacilli, the customary mctho3 of spreading
an emulsion of the faeces on the surface of a solid medium
in Petri plates is obviously a somewhat imperfect procedure.
In order to obtain a sufficient number of isolated colonies

so as to include one of the specific organisms a very large

area of medium may require to be inoculated. The media
commonly employed, Conradi and Drigalski's, Endo's, and
MaeConkey's, do not have any effect in reducing the pro-

portion of B. coli colonies ; the results of Dreyer, Ainlcy
Walker, and Gibson" indicate rather that MaeConkey's
medium tends to suppress B. typhosus, and they therefore

recommend the use of Endo's agar in preference.

A further detect of these media is that various coliform
bacilli yield "pale" colonies resembling more or less

closely those of the specific organisms, so that much time
may be taken up in testing " likely " colonies which are

scattered among others. Of course, in cases where typhoid
or paratyphoid bacilli are numerous in the faeces any of

such media will yield positive results. On the other hand,
where the specific organisms form a relatively scanty
proportion of the total number of viable bacilli present, the
most hopeful means of isolation depends on the use of

some agent which, while suppressing the others, will

permit the typhoid and paratyphoid bacilli to proliferate.

According to the results of Dreyer, Walker, and Gibson,*
Ultra-violet light produces this effect, and they have
recently described a most ingenious procedure whereby,
after a plate has been inoculated with the emulsion of

faeces, the contaminating organisms are killed off by
graduated exposure to ultra-violet ra5's, whereas the typhoid
bacilli survive and subsecjuentiy produce colonies when the
plate is incubated.
Browning, Gilmour, and Mackie,^ while investigating the

antiseptic properties of a series of benzol dj-es, found that
" brilliant green " jiossessed a very marked differential

action on organisms of the typlioid-coli group. Thus, in

confirmation of Conradi, strains of B. tyjihosiis were
shown to be in general much more resistant to the action

of this dye than were the common members of the coli

group; B. proieus is also less resistant thsM B. typihosus

as a rule; Gaertner's bacillus and paratyphoid bacilli are
even more resistant than B. typhosus to brilliant green. ^

The differential antiseptic power of brilliant green for

the typhoid-coli group surpasses that of malachite green,
and the former compound exhibits the property of per-

mitting the growth of the specific typhoid-paratyphoid
pathogenic organisms while inhibiting otber coliform
bacilli in a more marked degree than any other substance
so far investigated. Gram-positive cocci, of course, are
suppressed by it. Conradi and other workers had
already employed brilliant green for the isolation of

B. typhosus, but apparently without effecting any marked
improvement on previous methods. Thus a solid medium
was employed, and this is. always disadvantageous if the
specific organisms are scanty, since they will occur only
where the plate is richly inoculated. Now rich inoculation
tends to annul the antiseptic effect, and in consequence the
contaminating coliform organisms are enabled to grow
exactly where their presence will obscure the typhoid
bacilli. In consequence, wo recommended the use of

brilliant green in fluid medium, a series of tubes of peptone
water being employed, to which varying amounts of

brilliant green were added ; each was inoculated with an
emulsion of the faeces, and after twenty-four hours' incu-

bation at 37^ C. subcultures were made on a solid medium
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containing an indicator. It was foand that, in cases wliore

only scanty colonies of B. tijplioms developed on the plate

inoculated "directly from the faeces, practically pure gro\\ ths

of B. /i//)/iosiis resulted in the subcultures from the brilliant

green i)optonG water tubes; in a considerable number of

instances typhoid bacilli were recovered by means of the

fluid brilliant green medium, where thu direct plate

cultures failed altogether to show their presence. Although
the common types of B. coli are more susceptible to

brilliant green than are typhoid and paratyphoid bacilli,

it was found that a particular group of coliform organisms
was much more resistant ; so far most of those brilliant

green resisting types have been found to possess another
property in common—namely, that they ferment inosite

{B. lactis airoijcnes is an example of this type). The
inosite fermeuters when present tend to overgrow typhoid
bacilli in the brilliaot green peptone water tubes. The
striking fact was observed, however, that of all the coli-

typhoid group the inosite fermenting types are the most
susceptible to the antiseptic action of telluric acid

<Bi-owuing, Mackie, and Smith-); hence by combining
telluric acid with brilliant green it is possible to inhibit

these organisms in addition to the ordinary forms of

B. coli, while at the same time permitting tjphoid, para-

typhoid, and Gaertuer bacilli to proliferate.
' We arc indebted to several workers (Clarke, Smith,
Stokes, Wood) who have tested the brilliant green method
on an extensive scale ; the original estiujato of the utility

of the procedure has been .substantiated, and it has been
shown that the emijlo5'ment of this method, in addition to

direct plating, leads to a very material increase in the
number of positive results. In the light of the experience
so gained, several modifications have been suggested. As
regards specimens of faeces which are to be examined for

the specific typhoid-paratyphoid organisms by any method,
two points are of great practical importance : (1) Cultures
should be made from the motions as soon as possible after

evacuation, preferably within several hours; faeces which
have been allo%ved to stand for some time are unsuitable
for the isolation of typhoid bacilli. (2) In cases where the
faeces are normally solid—for example, in suspected
carriers, it is advisable to administer purgatives and then
examine the resulting fluid evacuations ; there is a con-

sensus of opinion that this procedure increases considerably
the chances of successful isolation of the specific

organisms.

Method for the Isolation of Typhoid, Paratyphoid,
and Gaertncr Bacilli from Faecrs.

A fre.sh specimen of faeces, preferably fluid, is employed
;

plates of solid medium containing an indicator, such as
Eudo's preferably, or MacConkey's, are inoculated in the
QSiial fashion, so as to secure a large number of isolated

colonies. At the same time fluid medium containing
brilliant groen is inoculated.

The fluid medium consists of 2 per cent, peptone and 0.5 per
cent. sodium chloride in distilled water, steameil in a Kocli's
sterilizer (for three-quarters of an hour) and then filtered
througf I ordinary lilter paper. The reaction sliould be corrected
if necessan.- till it is only very faintly alkaline to litmus pajier.
The medHiin is then sterilized by steaming or in the autoclave

;

when large numbers of specimens of faeces have to be
examined simultaneously time is saved by sterilizing the
medium in bulk, otherwise it should be distributed in amounts
of lOc.cm. in te.st tubes and tbensterilizetl. A stock 1 per cent.
wjlution of brilliant t'reen in distilled water is prepared; this
keeps for many weeks or even months. Immediately before
asen 1 in 10,000 dilution is freshly made up bv adding 6.1 com.
of the stock solution to 9.9 c.cm. of distilled" water, and then
this dilution is added to the peptone water.

It was originally recommended that varying amounts of

the dye should be added to the 10 c.cin. peptone water
tube«, for each specimen of faeces a series 6! five concen-
trations being employed—namely, 0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5,

0.7 ccm. of 1 in 10,000 brilliant green. We believe that
the employment of such a .series is an important feature of
the metliod since the conditions of growth of the specific
bacilli depend on factors such as their numbers, the
number and tyiie of accompanying organisms, and the
amount of organic matter present, none of which can be
standardized.

When the number of specimens to be examined is con-
siderable, however, the carrying out of the full procedure
i.s expensive both in time and materials, hence a simplifica-
tion consists in using for each specimen of faeces a single
tube of fluid medium containing 0.5 c.cm. of brilliant
green 1 in 10,0(D0 to 10 c.cm. of peptone water. According
to the experience of Clarke and Stokes, and also of Smith,
this represents the average optimum quantity for the
isolation of the specific organisms. When a large number
of examinations have to be carried out at one time the
mixture of brilliant green and peptone water may be
made up in bulk and then distributed in sterile plugged
test tubes (10 c.cm. need not then bo accurately measured
into each tube).

As regards the amount of faeces to be used, we originally
employed a single loopful in each tube, in the case of very
fluid faeces a large loop (up to ,1 in. diameter) being em-
ployed ; solid faeces were emulsified by rubbing up with
several volumes of sterile water. The tubes were then
incubated for twenty to twenty-four hours, and sub--
cultures were made on MacConkey's medium ; hut, in
view of the results of Dreyer, Ainley Walker, and Gibson,
Eudo's medium would seem to be preferable. Three
successive strokes are made from each tube; in this way
one 4 in. plate will accommodate the subcultuix s made
from three peptone water tubes. The plates arc then
incubated at 37 C. fur eighteen to twenty-four hours, and
the colonies examined, as in the case of direct plates.

Clarke and Stukes prefer the following procedure: The
faeces are emulsified with several volumes of sterile water;
the mixture is then allow. .1 {<> si (linnnt. ilialf au hour),
and then five or six larf;e l.'ni.lnls i.f the sniirnataut fluid,

free from grosser particles, .ne .id.leil 1,, the tube of fluid

medium. AVhen such a lieli iuoeiilalion is imployed, sub-
cultures are best made after nine Imms' ineiil.atioii at 37° C.
When the specific orgauisiiJS are f'Udi.l, tli. y usually occur
in abundance iu one or more uf (lie sulx iiltures, thus
saving much of the time which is taken up iu testing a
variety of "likely " colonics from the direct plates.

Tubes in which au abundant growth of organisms has
occurred, as shown by marked turbidity and replacement
of the original green colour of the medium by a yellowish
discoloration, are not likely to yield B. tijpjiosiis in sub-
culture. Where the scries of do.ses of brilliant green is

used the lower tubes may show this discoloration aud the
next higher ones are then the most likely to yield positive
results. Should all the tubes appear clear after twenty-
four hours aud fail to yield growths in subculture, a
positive result may yet be obtaiiieil afur tln' thiid cultures
have been incubated for a furtliei 1 ei i,nl. W In n the single

tube containing 0.5 c.cm. of brilliant uiv.n 1 in 10,000 is
!!•

. .1 llie occurrence of di.scoloration lu'aieates the following
1 il.ili:!.-,: ill That corresponding to the amount of

- .1-1 li (-1 inoculation the period of iiu-ubatioii ought
!" :i:ive bi . n sliorter—experience enables the amount of

innculation and the duration of ineubatiou to be adjusted
so as to secure the best results—or (2) that green resistiug

varieties of B. coU (usually inosite feraientcrs) are present.
When these occur they tend to overgrow B. ti/pJiosiis. The
presence of inosite fermeuters is probable when the sitb-

culture on solid medium shows a very abundant broad line

of growth (suggesting in appearance the half melted
creamy portion of the confection known as " chocolate
cream").
With a view to suppressing the inosite fermentera

telluric acid should be added to the brilliant green
medium. The cultures in the green telluric acid mixture
may be made along with the others, or, in order to
save time, this may be omitted on the first examina-
tion. The examination of the first specimen of faeces
from a ease will probably show whether brilliant
green resisting organisms are a disturbing factor; if

they occur, then a .subsequent examination of a fresh
specimen of faeces should be made, using in addition
medium containing 0.4 c.cm. of 1 in 1,000 telluric acid,

along with varying amounts of brilliant green per 10 c.cm.

of medium. Since the action of telluric acid when mixed
with green is not precisely of the nature of a summation,
it is advisable, in order to secure the optimum proportions

in any given case, always to use a scries of doses of

brilliant green (not fewer than two amounts—namely,
0.25 and 0.5 c.cm. brilliant green 1 in lO.OOOj, each along

with 0.4 c.cm. telluric acid 1 in 1,000: -» -r 10 c.cm. peptone
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water. • It was found by Browuiiig, Mackic aud Smith, in

a case of enteric fever which they examined, that

B. tyjjhosus could be recovered from the faeces by means

of teUuric acid aud brilHant green in combination, whereas

direct plates as well as brilliant green by itself gave

negative results.

The ijassage of typhoid and paratyphoid bacilli through

media containing brilliant green or telluric acid has not

been found to affect their fermentation or serological

reactions. So far only incomplete series of results are

available, but it appears that the employment of these

procedures, in addition to direct plating, will increase the

number of positive results by more than 25 per cent.

Summary.
1. Specimens of faeces should be cultured witliin several

hours after evacuation. In cases where faeces are normally

solid it is advisable to give purgatives and examine the

resulting fluid motions.

2. Blake the usual smear cultures on plates of solid

medium containing an indicator—for example, Endo's or

MacConkcy's. At the same time inoculate peptone water

containing brilliant green ; employ preferably a series of

tubes for each speciuien, but when time prevents this, use

a concentration of 0.5 c.cm. of 1 in 10,000 brilliant green

in 10 c.cm. of medium.
3. The direct plates and the brilliant green peptone

water cultures are then incubated; if typical colonies

are not found on the direct plates, or if "likely"

colonies are scanty, make subcultures (successive strokes)

from the green tubes on Endo's or MacCoukey'a

medium. These are then incubated for twenty- four hours

and examined in the usual way ; should typhoid or para-

typhoid bacilli be present in the subcultures from brilliant

green medium they usually occur as an abundant growth
of typical colonies, .and it is possible to proceed at once to

identify them by the usual fermentation and serum
reactions.

4. In certain cases (where green resisting organisms are

present) positive results maybe obtained only when telluric

acid is employed, in addition to green, in the medium.
The cultures in the green telluric acid mixture may be

made simultaneously with the others, or this medium may
be reserved until the other procedures have failed. Thus,

should direct plates fail to yield positive results, and the

green medium be overgrown (inosite fermeutcrs), then, in

further examinations of the case, employ, in addition,

peptone water medium containing a mixture of brilliant

green with telluric acid.
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niSTORICAL NOTE ON FARR S TUEORY OF
THE EPIDEMIC.

By JOHN BROWNLEE, M.D., D.Sc,
STATISTItlAN TO TUE 3IEDICAI. RESEAUCH COMMIITEE.

Whf.n modern statistical methods are being applied with

more or less success to the study of epidemics, it is,

I think, interesting to recall the chief early work on this

subject, especially since it has fallen into comi)lete

oblivion. The first attempt to describe epidemics quanti-

tatively is due to Dr. Farr. No other person, so far as

I can discover, had so early formed the idea that an
epidemic was subject to definite laws, but his ideas were
greatly in advance of his time, and his treatment of the

subject was so episodic, that his discovery—I think that is

the true description—has suffered almost complete neglect.

His first publication was in the year 1840.' In that year

he included in his report to the Registrar- General a short

note on the course of epidemics, witii special reference to

Ball. 45. Hop
.13 a 1 per cent.

the recent prevalence of small-pox. The numbers on
which he based his conclusions wore moderately large, more
than 30,000 persons having died during the outbreak. Ho
specially considered the decline of the epidemic, and fitted

the figures to a curve calculated by a method described.

Though he gives no equation of the form of the curve, it is

quite obviously the normal curve of error. He finishes the
article with a few remarks upon measles, typhus, etc., and
then adds :

" These exhibit the same regularity, but the
laws which govern their eour.se will be more conveniently
discussed when the abstract of the observations has been
extended over another year." He does not, however, in

spite of frequent promises,-' seem to have discussed the

subject again for twenty-six years.

The hypothesis suggested, however, did not pass out of

his mind. In fact, it seems rather to have become a part

of his belief, for in 1866 he wrote a letter to tlie Duilij

News,' a vivid and characteristic utterance in which ho
challenged the prevailing views regarding the progress of

the cattle plague. This cattle plague had invaded England
in the end of the year 1865, and caused very considerable

damage. With the growth of the new year, week by week
the number of cases steadily increased, till in the end of

February ilr. Lowe,* in a speech in the House of

Commons, anticipated, in the absence of very determined
measures, an epizootic of tremendous size. This state-

ment Farr takes as the text of his letter. He definitely

states his viev, s regarding the progress of epidemics. In
place, however, of assuming that the scoDud difference of

the logarithms is constant—a form which gives the normal
curve—he calculates, in addition, the third difference from
the observations, and uses this as well in his prediction.

The curve obtained by this means is the same as that

given in Case 2 of my note in the British Medical
Journal of May 8th, 1915, though in his case the co-

efficient of the third power of the time is negative. Using
this method, he prophesies an early maximum of the
epidemic, with a subsequent decline—a prophecy which
approximated with remarkable closeness to the actual

facts.

The reception of this letter was not encouraging.
The Daily N^'ws discussed the matter in a complimentary
leader next day, yet no member of Parliament—though
the cattle plague was being discussed nightly—seems to

have tliuught it worthy of mention. The Lancet ignored
the communication entirely. The British Medic.\l
Journal's reception was distinctly unkind.^ It remarked:

Dr. Fan- -will iint fiiul a single historical fact to back his
couclnsiciu tA'.ni in niiir or ten months the disease may quietly
[lie out ma) run tluough its natural curve. Dr. Farr says
again that tlie returns show that the weekly relative increase
in tlie number of cattle whioli now fall with the disease is less
than it was at first, aud lie attributes this to the view that the
disease is rimning the usual course of epidemics. He quite
forgets to take into accouut the fact that at the present time
every one is satisfied as to the virulently contagious natui-e of
the disease, and consequently takes measures to prevent it.

When the plague first appeared, thanks to the stupid aud
puHed-up ignorance of the Times, the disease was generally
set down as a local London cowshed nuisance, got, as" S. G. 0."
sagely suggested, by " Moonbeam " out of " Dungheap."

The letter was reprinted in the Journal 0/ Social
Science later in the same year (March 20th, 1866), as
follows

:

Dr. Farr on the Cattle Plague.
Uat-ch 20th, 1866.

My dear Sir,

I send you my letter to the Daily News. Tlie
epizootic lias apparently attained its maximum, and is

now going down, as the " law " led me to believe.
The thing was going up, and looked most alarming,

when I wrote. I do not like to alter what I then wrote,
lest it should be thought that the alteration is made to
suit the f.icts.

I took the s, li, ^ containing the "back cases," as it

was pulilr hcil m I lu second report of the Commissioners.
Before Hull, I li,i.| calculated a series from the weekly

returns >! eases '-ijioiicd in each lucelc.

This series follows nearly the same course, but the
numbers are about one-fourth less.

The Privy Council returns are all exceedingly imper-
fect ; but in assuming that they are almost equally
imperfect throughout, I do not think that I am very-

wrong.
Ever yours,

(Signed) W. Farr.
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To ihe Editor of the " Daily News."
Sir.

The following jiassago occnra in the report of

?fr. Lowe's last speech in the House of Commons

:

If we do not get the disease under by the middle of April.

firepare yoiu-self lor a calamity beyond all calculation. You
lave steii the thing in its infancy. AVait. and you will see
tlie averages, whicli have l)een thousands, grow to tens of

thousands, for there is no reason why the same terrible law of

increase which has prevailed hitherto should not prevail
henceforth.

No one can express a proposition more clearly than
Mr. I.owe ; Init the clearness of a proposition is "no evi-

dence of its truth. And in the present instance I hope
to be able to convince Mr. Lowe himself that the
})roposition which he has propounded is founded on a
misconception.

It admits of mathematical demonstration that the law
of increase which has hitherto prevailed, instead of

implying "that the averages which have been thousands
will grow to tens of thousands " implies the reverse ; and
leads us to expect that the subsidence will begin iu the
month of March.

I take the following figures from the second report of
the able Commissioners on the Cattle Plague, of whom
Mr. Lowe was one of the most efflcieut.

The number of reported cases from the commence-
ment was :

1865.
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These diseases decline because their matter, gener-

ated in unliealthy varieties of race, loses some of its

virnlenco by transmission, becar.se all are not sus-

ceptible, and becanse, in their progress, they destroy

the lives of animals livint» under such unnatural

conditions as the cows of London.
The cattle plague in Rome, which Lancisi has so well

described, lasted less time than our calculation fjives.

It began about August 10, 1713, and left no vestiges of

its existence in May, 1714. It killed 26.252 cattle,

according to the returns ; liow many it left alive Lancisi

docs not state; but,' as he is often referred to, let me
cite one clieerful passage, in which he asserts that no

one felt the scarcity of meat ; that lambs and wethers

were unusually abundant, that multitudes of cattle fed

on the fields and meadows in 1715 as of yore, and that

provisions were cheaper in the Ager Romanus than in

Picenns, where he was writing, which had suffered

nothing from the calamity.
It is but justice to our veterinary surgeons to say that

their poleaxe practice is sanctioned by Lancisi :
and

that, after laying down the strictest rules for the isola-

tion, for the stoppage of the movements of rustics and
dogs, as well as other measures equally easy of execu-

. tion, he concludes with the subjoined welllcnown

passage: "Quae cum omnia mecum reputo, eorumque
Bimul difflcultatem, expensas, pericula, laboresque cbn-

fero, nihil aut facilius, aut certius, expeditiusque

illatae jam pestis esse remedium video, qnam si statim

ab initio inlirmae animantes explosis globulis inter-

flciantur, altisque extemplo scrobibns inferantur."

—

Op., vol. ii, p. 17.

It has been assumed by Professor Playfair that this

advice was accepted by Clement XI. Bnt Lancisi dis-

tinctly states that he humbly proposed the policy in the

Sacred College : that it was supported by some eminent
cardinals ; but that it was rejected for a milder course

(Verum potior Patrum pars in mitioreni sententiara

discessit, et custodieudos boves*). The most minute
instructions of the Pope aud the College are given by
Lancisi ; but no authority to slaughter, and apparently

not a single head of cattle was slaughtered by authority

in the Papal dominions. Yet the cattle plague subsided

in nine months.

Feln-uai-yieth. (Signed) W. FaRR.

By the liuH- ill.' Ittter was published in the Journal of

Social Srini,,' tlic ac luacy of Farr's prophecies was quite

obvious, ail. I tlir , iitiir, "Dr. Edwin Laukester, enthu-

siastically !• ciivc'l the hypothesis as ou the footing of

a natural law, stating tliaf^ " the prediction of Dr. Farr

with regard to the cattle plague has been all but literally

fulfilled." These encomiums, however, do not seem to be

much more scientific than the derogatory remarks with

which the British Medical .Jouenal received the com-

munication. In the same issue (April, 1866, p. 306),

works on cattle plague, "J. J. R.' writes:

Dr. Farr has been working at the subject, ami he has given

it to the world that the cattle plague does diminish in

virulence as it increases in amount of animals attacked ; and it

has been stated that in the natural course of events the disease

would die out ; in fact, that nature lias adopted that wliioh Mr.
Gam".<ee recommends as the only cure, a "stamping uut." Of

course, to such doctrines we cannot expect Mr. Gamgee to agree

after his decided antagonism to tlie idea of spontaneous decline,

but there is strong ground for supposing that such is really the

existing state of affairs.

The Beitish Medical Jouusal remained unconvinced

of its error, commenting impenitently on the subject in

a few Hues in the issue of June, 1866.'

There was a further letter ia a subsequent number of

the Journal of Social Science^ by Dr. Markham,t which
takes a view hostile to Farr, but as the discussion ia

confined to the accuracy of Farr's treatment of Lancisii's

statistics (vide Farr's letter), and his treatment of these

statistics is wholly inadequate, further reference is un-

necessary. It contains nothing of the least importance

at the present day.

From this point no direct reference to Farr's letter

occurs in literature. Published in a daily paper it was
naturally difficult of access unless the date was known,
and the republication of the letter in the Journal of Social

Science occurred at a time when that journal, never of

great vitality, was moribund. Difficulty of reference

Par. 1, cap. 3. p. 5, Geneva edition of his works.
tTho editor adds a footnote to this, saying be does not intend to

comment on it, as Dr. Farr is quite able to take care of himself, but
I have found no farther note by Dr. Farr.

accounts in all probability in some measure for its future

neglect, but tlie fact that Farr never returned to the

subject, and does not seem to have taken much further

interest in it himself, certainly had its share.

Humphreys," editing the memorial volume entitled Farr's

Vilal Statistics, reprints the earlier paper of 1840, but

takes no notice of the letter, nor is any mention made of

it in the short biography given in the commencement of

the volume, nor in the biography of Farr given in the

Dictionary of National Bio/jraphy. Two subsequent
writers have considered the paper. Dr. Ransome,'" who
accepted the hypothesis to a certain extent, discussed it in

a paper published in the Ruitish Medical .Todrnal for

October 10th, 1868, but he a,ppears to be speaking without

direct knowledge, afid the reference lie gives to Farr's

paper {Social Science Review) is wrong. Dr. Evans," wlio

discussed and approved the method in a paper in the

Epidemiological Society's Transactions in 1872, states that

he received his knowledge secondhand from a member of

the society who had obtained it from Dr. Farr. His
description of the method is vei-y obscure, but on careful

examination it amounts to considering tlie second differ-

ence of the logarithms as constant. 'Xlie third difference

is not racntioned. He has, however, a curious statement

in connexion with the decline of the cattle jjlague. He
says

:

Now the largest number of reported cases appeared in the
sixth week of 1866, and the real decline of the epidemic was
more rapid than the calculated decline, a result very reasonably
attributed by Dr. Farr to the effects of slaughtering in the later

weeks of the epidemic.

What his authority for this statement is I do not know.

It is not true on Farr's own calculations, but only on those

of Dr. Evans. It may bo that he received the information

verbally with the description of Dr. Farr's metliod, or it

may be that Dr. Fan: wrote some additional note on the

subject, which I have not been able to trace. As Dr.

Evans has been dead for many years, this point must
remain unsettled.

Dr. Ransome,'- rediscussing the periodicity of epidemic

disease in the Transactions of the same society for the

year 1881, states quite definitely that he had never seen

the original. Neither of these writers refers to the earlier

paper of 1840, which was later reprmted in the volume

of Farr's Vital Statistics, nor does either appear to have

discussed the subject again.

The letter, I think, is one of the epidemiological classics.

At the time Farr produced it, though he quotes experi-

ments in its favour, the ideas lay outside the main stream

of knowledge. There are now a number of analogous facts,

and I am quit« convinced that a large part of the theory

of epidemics is to be explained by the means first clearly

expressed in the letter now reprinted.

Beff.rences.
' Second Annaal Beport.Registrar-General. 1838. Dr. Farr's Appendix.

p. 20 2Third Anniial Heport, Registrar-General, 1339, Dr. I-uri's

Appendix p 28- Fourth .Aniuml llKport, fiegistrar-General. 1841. Dr.
17th. 1866. HiiMsar.
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Some of Its Probable Causes. Trans, liiridem.. Hoc. nl LundrNi. X.S,.

vol, i. p. 96.

Dr. Bertram Herbert Ltne Stivens, who was for

many years engaged in general practice at Park Street,

Gro,svenor Square, left estate valued at £225,799 gross,

witli net i>ersoualty £199,113. He died on May 9th last,

aged 59.

The German Society of Apothecaries (pharmacists) has

combined with the " War Chemical Company " to control

the sale of glycerine and nitrates for pharmaceutical

purposes. The rules fix the maximum quantity of

glycerine obtainable by any pharmacist at three kilo-

grams a month, and the pharmacist must undertake tn

use it inily in dispensing |irescriptions and to make pre-

pa,.|.
"

in, 1, ;i,i ..I'lhiiil ill I li'- Genuan pharmacopoeia;
],',, ';

: I
i:,,i , I! !,

I

I M ' Mc-;, toilctte preparations,

oi ,1! '
I

I 1, ! Iiiive been made owing to

tl,i>iir,i; ,|, omimI- <4' ilir i.i. torii's for explosivcs, and the

falling off in the importation ot fats.
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Tl |{0 0\ AUIAX ABSCESS. INTESTINAL
OHSTIM'CTIOX, AND URETERIC

OBSTR rCTIOX

:

SIX ADDOMiyAL SECTIONS: liECOVEBY,

By JOHN D. JFALCOLM, F.R.C.S.Edin.,
BEXIOK SCBGCON TO THE 8AMARITAS FREE BOSPiriL.

A 1 ASE in which three operations—the first, second, and
lifth—were urgently ueetled to save life witliin two j'ears
seeujs worthy of record, and it is also of interest that.
apparently, the first operation was not the cause of the
peritoneal adhesions which brought about the intestinal
obstruction.

Fust Ojjeralion.
Double Salpingecloiiiy and Odphoreclomij by Another

Surgeon. September 16th. 191-^.-—Alter seventeen days'
illness the patient, who had in a marked degree the delicate
appearance frequently associated with tuberculous disease.
was operated upon by an experienced gynaecologist, who
has khidly informed me that he removed a tubo-ovarian
abscess from each side, that the vermiform appendix w.is
normal, and that an uninterrupted recovery followed.
Except for an attack of abdominal pain in May, 1913, the
patient continued in good health for nearly seventeen
months. On February 7th. 1914, at the ;i»e of 23. she
consulted Dr.P. A. Storey on accouni -f -. n, ,. ,o|icky pain
of three days' duration, accompauii li. > -

, mmj. A dose
of morphine was given, and the [..i , , nt to the
Samaritan Free Hospital. On atlmi- i-.n ,ill s\uiptoms
except a slight fullness of the abdomen were in abeyance,
but next morning an intense griping pain recurred every
few minutes accompanied by visible peristalsis. The
patient stated that for tifteeii years she had suffered off
and on from a pain in the right loin; its significance
became clear at a later date.

Second Operation.
Fistula Formation in the Small Intestine. Februari/

Sth. .'.92^.—The lower two to three feet of the small
intestine were empty and closely matted together over the
brim of the pelvis on the right side. The vermifurni
apjjendix and caecum were involved in the bowel adhesions.
but lay altogether to the right of them, and otherwise-
appeared healthy. The anterior abdominal wall was not
adherent, and where the ovaries had been removed the
broad ligaruents were smooth and rounded, there beiiiL;
only a few tilmy adhesions in the pelvis. The conditions
of the former operation did not explain the now trouble.
Neither did an appendicitis appear to he the centre of
mischief, but, in the absence of a better, this was accepted
as the cause of the adhesions. The ureter was not thought
of at that time as a source of infection.
The adherent coils were separated and many surfaces

had to be sewn over, the mucous membrane being exposed
at several places. The manipulation made these coils so
limp and inactive that an obstruction from paralysis
seemed certain to follow if this part of the bowel was
required to carry on its functions. An excision or a short-
circuiting operation was indicated, but the small intestine
generally showed a tendency to dilate and the patient
became so feeble that a rapid termination of the operation
was deemed necessary. A Paul's tube was therefore
mtroduced into the lowest coil of healthy small intestine
and the abdomen was closed around this tube, provision
being made for drainage of the raw surfaces left in the
peritoneal cavity. Removal of the vermiform appendix
was postponed in the hope that the patient would be
stronger at a later date. After this operation marked
depression of the circidation persisted for several hours.
The bowel above the fistula acted well from the first.

Considerable haemorrhage from the abdominal wall
began on the third day, and did not stop until a vessel
was ligatured under an anaesthetic on the sixth day. The
loss of blood and the disturbance of the parts were un-
favourable to a gain of strength, and when the Pauls tube
separated the irritation of the discharges threw a further
burden upon the patient.

Third Oj)eralion.
TIeo-cololomy, Caecoslomtj. Fcljrnary f>7th, 1911.—On

the nineteenth day, as no further progress seemed likely,

the intestine was divided above the fistula, its lower end
was closed and its upper part was joined to the ascending
colon by an end to-side anastomosis. Adhesions mado
this operation difficult, and again the circulation became
very weak. It was decided, therefore, to open the caecum
and put a Paul's tube in it, to ensure an absence of back-
ward pressure at the seat of the anastomosis. The re-
moval of the vermiform appendix was again postponed.
After this operation the bowels acted on the third day,
and there was never much discharge from the caecal
fistula. The patient quickly recovered and increased con-
siderably m strength.

Fourth Operation

w^^'"7o'7/''-^4^f'r''"l''''''/''".'""'
'ipP"^<i'<--^ciom,j. March

24th, 1914.—kiter twenty-hve days the caecal fistula was
closed and the vermiform appendix was removed. The
separation of firm adhesions of the inactive part of the
intestine prolonged this operation and the depression
following it was alarming, but, after two days, progress
was good until the patient was allowed out of bed three
weeks later. She then immediately suffered from severe
pain in the right loin and vomiting, with a rise of tempera-
t"i'e to 105= F. and of pulse to 120. These symptoms
abated after a few days, but returned at intervals. Later
the temperature fell to normal and the vomiting ceased,
but the loin pain became so severe and continuous that
restful sleep was impossible. The patient stated that this
pain was the same as that she had suffered from time to
time for fifteen years, only more intense. A well-defined
very tender immovable swelling j^.a.lnallv developed below
the right costal margin, the n si .,j' i;,,. :.'rul,„iicii being tree
from distension or tenderness. '\'-

\ ..: ;,ive no trouble,
and the only abnormal cousin

i urine was the
Protcns vulgaris. The swellin;; ,, i . .i;,^,i,jscd as a dis-
tended kidney and the conditions became so serious that
surgical interference was considered absolutely necessary
to prevent death from exhaustion.

Fifth Operation.
Bight Nephrectomy. May Vnii. l<.)H.~Oa again open-

ing the abdomen a slightly enlarged kidney, li°xed in an
unusually low position, was exposed. It was misshapen,
the pelvis being on its anterior fiat aspect instead of at the
inner edge, but there was no obstruction in the pelvis.
The ureter, where it lay on the pelvic brim, was thickened
and fixed, and it appeared that some obstruction at
this point was the cause of the kidney pain. It was
deemed essential that complete relief should be given
at once, and that if possible no further strain should be
made on the patient's mental and physical endurance
such as a renal fistula would involve. I'therefore rapidly
excised the right kidney after ascertaining that the left
was normal to palpation. This w.-is the shortest operation
of those performed by me on tliis patient, and although
the pulse became quick and feeble, she soon rallied. The
cut end of the ureter was fixed tu the skin between the
lips of the incision, and .seemed to be a source of infection,
union being delayed until some sutures came away. The
patient never had any of the old pain in her loin after this
operation, and her whole condition at once improved.

Si.vth Operation,
Closure of Fistula in Small Intestine. January Isf,

iWo.—The fistula made at the second operation. Feb-
ruary 8th, 1914, with the blind piece of small intestine
above it, was excised, and the bowel below was closed, the
abdominal wall being carefully repaired. The wound
healed by first intention, and at this time there was no

07fF"n°oi°i
''^"^ °^ *"° incisions. The latest report (Jnne

^/th, 1915) is that, except for an occasional pain in the
back, the patient's health is good, and her bowels give
little or no trouble.

It seems to me that in this case there was a very old
difiSculty in the p.issage of urine through the right ureter,
near the pdvic 1,. im. The abnormal shape and fixation of
the kidiK V conld tiot be a cause of the .symptoms, but they
suggest the pussibility that a congenital abnormality might
exist also in the ureter. Otherwise some infection withiu
the ureter, or in a gland close to it, was probably the cause
of obstruction. The tubo-ovi!J-;"n ai. -^e.s.ses were certainly
due to infection, poss __..''', and their removal
had no direct bearing i '<e history, unless
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tbe mere opening and manipulation of the peritoneum
could induce an extension of inflammation from tho ureter

to tbe serous membrane. Tliere seems to be no doubt
tliat snob an extension took place and caused tbe intes-

tinal adbesions, tbe vermiform appendix, being involved

secondarily.
It is obvious tbat at tbe second operation a sbort-

civcuiting of tbe bowel would bave rendered tbe third,

fourtli, and sixtli operations unnecessary, and possibly tbe

need for tbe nepbrectouiy would not bave arisen, but if

the adherent coils bad not been separated a pus focus

might bave been left, and when the absence of any such
condition was ascertained the patient, never strong, bad
become so feeble that tbe course adopted seemed tbe

safest. Kenioval of tbe kidney was essential for health

and comfort, so the development of tbe renal symptoms
was not regretted aft«r they had been successfully dealt

with.

INVERSION OF THE UTERUS IN A NULLIPARA
DUE TO A SUB3IUC0US FIBROMYOMA.

BY

ROBERT B. JOHXSTOX, F.E.C.S., M.R.C.P.E.,

The following case being of a somewhat unusual nature,

I bave thought that a short statement of it might be of

interest.

On February 5th I was called at midnight to sec a
farmer's daughter, a nullipara aged 45. All the appear-

ances of a recent severe haemorrhage were present. A
mass about 5 in. long, somewhat conical iu shape, with a
blunt apex and base towards the vagina, protruded from
tbe vulva. Its lov.er part was quite smooth and pale red
in colour, and its surface was shiny except in one or two
places where there were linear excoriations up to about
half an inch outside the vulva, where it abruptly became
rough and shaggy, and almost black in colour. It was
here covered with dark blood which slowly oozed from its

surface, and was tightly constricted at tbe vaginal orifice.

Tbe bed and tbe patient's clothes were saturated with
blood, as in au abortion. The pulse was 120, rather small,

but steady ; temperature 97^, respu'ations normal. Tbe
patient sweated, and was evidently suffering from shock.
Tbinkmg at first tbat it might be a cervical polypus pro-

truding from tbe vagina and commencing to slough, 1 was,
however, assured that nothing bad projected externally
until about one hour before I was summoned. On closer

examination I discovered that tbe protruding mass was
n sessile polj'pus attached to and occupying the whole
fundus uteri, and tbat it bad caused a complete inversion

of the uterus. The dark, rough, shaggy mass was the
fundus in a state of strangulation caused by the narrow
vulval orifice, and I could distinguish tbe dimities indi-

cating tbe uterine openings of the Fallopian tubes on each
side, just inside tbe vagina. I had received no information
as to the nature of the case I was called to see, so that
I bad no chloroform at hand ; but as, fortunately, I had
taken my surgical accident bag, I was provided witli anti-
septics. The patient's condition was very serious, so
I decided to try to reduce the mass without an anaesthetic.
I carefully cleansed the surrounding parts and the tumour,
and grasped the fundus, which was bard and firm, close up
to tbe vagina with my right band, and then kept up a
steady pressure, as in the reduction of a hernia, for about
ten minutes, when I became sensible of a softening in

its consistency. Maintaining this pressure, I now began
to push the mass steadily inwards and slightly upwards
until tbe whole fundus passed inside the vagina. Tbe
vulval orifice being so small, I could no longer keep up the
pressure on the uterus, so I pressed the fibroid. When the
apex of the tumour bad reached the orifice, tbe whole
mass suddenly reduced itself, and nothing could be felt in

tbe vagina but tbe cervix uteri, with an external os which
would just admit the tip of tbe index finger, and with
nothing protruding. The whole process of reduction took
only twenty minutes. The uterus could now be defined
enlarged, as in the third month of pregnancy, and retro-

verted. The fundus, normal in its rounded contour,
showed no signs of dimpling. I cleansed the vagina as
well as I could under the circumstances, and gave the

patient one-sixth of a grain of heroin bypodermically. As
no haemorrhage or pain ensued I was able to leave her ouo
hour later. The subsequent history was uneventful; tho
temperature rose to 99' next day, and then fell gradually
to normal ; the pulse also by the second day fell to 80. On
tbe third day au enema was given with a good result and
no untoward symptoms. There has since only been a
slight show daily, with no pain.

The history of the case is as follows : Until Christmas,
1914, the patient, who is a strong, healthy single woman,
inclined to stoutness, and engaged in farm work, had
noticed nothing unusual. After Christmas, however, she
suddenly began to have occasional rather severe losses

at tbe periods, with more or less metrorrhagia, but no pain.

These symptoms were ascribed to the coming of the meno-
pause. At 4 p.m. on February 5th, after a particularly
heavy day's work, pains in tbe back, with some bleeding,

set in, which gradually became more severe, and extended
all round, somewhat as in labour. At about 7 p.m. the
patient first felt tbat something occupied tbe vagina. She
did not like to say anything, however, but went to bed,

and fell asleep for nearly two hours, when tho pains
became most intense, and tbe mass suddenly issued from
the vagina, and then I was sent for, four miles from her
home.
The unusual feature of this case is the inversion of the

uterus in a nulliparous woman—a condition which is rarely

mentioued in textbooks, and was no doubt produced by
the efforts of the uterus to expel tbe polypus as a foreign

body. Owing to its close attachment to tbe fundus, tho
tumour gradually produced a dimpling, this process ex-

tending propicr hue et post hoc until the uterus was
completely inverted. I may add that I was rather sur-

prised at the fairly easy way in which it was reduced, and
at the quick and steady recovery from what must have
been a severe shock, not to speak of tbe risk of uterine

infection. I would also say tbat the patient, who dreads
operation, so far cannot make up her mind to submit to

the necessary surgical treatment for her cure.

ACUTE SEPTIC MENINGITIS DUE TO B. COLI

FOLLOWING SKULL WOUND.
By C. E. H. MILXEU, M.R.C.S., L.ll.C.P.,

LlEDTESANT K.A.M.C.(T.).

The following case has recently come under my care at

tbe 4tb London General Hospital, and iu view of one or

two unusual features in its etiology and progress I have
thought it worth while to place it on record.

Lieutenant K. W. was wounded iu the bead on May 5tb
by splinters of a high explosive shell, and sustained a
compound fracture of the right parietal bone. Three days
later he was trejihined in France. Fragments of broken
bone were elevated and removed, the original skull wound
was enlarged, and the dura opened and diained. He was
placed on the danger list and his friends telegraphed for,

and it is largely thanks to tbe accurate observations made
by his brother,"wbo went at once to Boulogne, that I have
been able to piece together a continuous history.

With a single relapse on May 21st, when he was very
drowsy all day and his temperature rose to 100° F., he
recovered gradually, until on June 1st he was well enough
to be brought to England. On admission to the 4tb London
General Hospital on .Tune 2nd be had a narrow, horizontal,

nearly healed wound 3iu. long, situated lin. above the

right ear, and overlying a larger trephine wound measur-
ing 3 in. by 1| in., from which a slight amount of cerebro-

spinal fluid was escaping. He complained of some head-
ache, which was attributed to tbe journey by sea and by
train. Except for slight weakness of tbe muscles of the

left side of the face 'a symptom which bad been present

from the outset) all the motor functions were normal ; the

deep reflexes normal to brisk, and both plantars flexion.

Tbe optic discs were normal and tbe temperature 99.8- F.

It fell at night to 98.6= F.

At 4 next morning he complained of violent headache,

and the temperature bad risen to 103° F. There was no
rigidity of neck or back muscles; Kernig's sign was
absent, and there was still a complete absence of localizing

neurological symptoms. Lumbar puncture was performed,
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Riul the cei-ebroppinal fluid found to be under slightlj-
i-reasod pressure. Cytological and bacteriological cxaii

The genealogical table is as follows

:

uanons were cam
There were 3,7'

70 jH r cent. uor.
of pure B. coll w
jueparod. Urotio
the outset in dost>
increased to 20 >'r;

following results

:

.'- y i > iibio millimetre, of whii-
icar leucocytes; coloiiit

;i<'iu which a Taceiuc wa
\i 111. ii l:;i I been administered froi

10 graius three times a day, was noi
i every four hours.

For three days tlie temperature remained high, ran"iu
from 101.2 to 103.2 F. But clinically the symptoi"'
more particularly the headaches
the himbar iiuucturo. The patient was never unconsciou
though cerebration was markedly slow : beyond some
venous engorgement there was no abnormality in the optic
discs.

Autogenous vaccine was given on June 5th and June 7th,
in doses of 12.; and 25 milhon. On Jiiue 8th the teiiii)ina-
ture fell in the morning to 98.2" F. for the first time. Sinrv
that date the improvement has been maintained witliout
interruption, and the patient is now in every respect
normal.

Grandmotlior.

were areatlv relieved bv
'^}^^ abnormality seems to affect the first two born in

: was never unconscious.
'"'°^ ^'''"''y- "'espective of the sex, and is present at birtli,

CONGENITAL HKREDITARY ABSENCE OF
S03IE OF THE DIGITAL PHALANGES.

D. S. CLARKE, B.A., M.K., Ch.B., R.U.I.,
ItESIDEKX HOUSE. SUKGEON, B.iGTHOKPE MILITARY HOSI>ITAI- ; LATESE.MOn RESIUKNT JIEDICAL OFFICER. EAGTHO»PE

IXFIBMAUY. NOTTINGHAM.

Thk following observations are taken from a patient whc
was confined some weeks ago with her third child at tht
fc.ifithorpe Infirmary.
The abnormality affects both hands. There is n

absence of the proximal and distal internh,,: ,-

oE the little and ring fingers, and of tie -I 'n 1 i.

phalangeal joints of the index and mid, lie liii-,is ,,

shown by the photograph taken of both hands The tiii.s
of the affected fingers are rounded oft\ without any
tiou of a nail, excepting a minute vestige on the lefi
linger. The tluimb of each hand is (mite iioi'iual „
pearance. The jiatient has no dil}ieuli\ in iiei f-,i iniie.
ordinarymovementsofthe hands, bet, ,,i,ii,l:liiis ,,f ieib,
to knit. The accompany in cr drnuiies Idih 1nH r ,

taken by myself illustrate tl7e con<liti,"u .IcscrUjcd
'

bci,The larger represents the mother's hands, the smaller tb,
of her third child. As is seen, the middle au,l teru.i
phalanges are absent in both the little and ring fin.'t

left inde

In the case of the above patient her third child (boy),
although not by the same father, was similarly affected,
as is shown in the _
accompanying drawing
(Fig. 3j. In addition to the
deformity of the hands
there is a peculiar mal-
formation of the child's
penis. I cannot a.scertain

whether any deformity of
the penis was present in
any of the other male
children. The prepuce is

unusually long, but the
frenum is imperfectly de-
veloped. The glaus is

ipiite normal, but the ter-
minal ojieuing of the
urethra is not (pnte cen-
tral, lying neaeer the
corona glandis than usual. On efforts of the child at
micturition the prepuce in its lower part becomes dis-

tended, almost exceeding in size a grape,
ami by compressing this distended portion
the urine could be expelled in a fine stream,
the ballooned portion thus acting as a
reservoir.

A fine catheter, if directed forwards,
could be made to enter the urethra, whilst
if directed downwards and forwards it

would be passed into the cul-de-sac above
described, thus indicating that the floor of
the urethra was incomplete in its terminal
portion (partial hypospadias), although to
all external appearances it looked quite

In order to stimulate the invention of
methods for
pui) osc,

sohcd ti

1 SCI us
i67 500

In the index and middle fingers, the middle phalanx is

seen to be absent, and not the terminal phalanx, as might
be expected from the appearance of the hand. The
patient states that her grandmother was similarly affected,
as were also her mother, brother, uncle, and two cousins.

n 11 I oi t 1 eommeioial
tnt has le-

1 om]ctition
Itogttbci to

I
1 (toui ranting

£2 000) \ ill be gntn for
e Tkohol foi internal com-
Otlici pri7ts rangin^ fiom

L \ ill be {s'^cn foi metliods of
usiUq alculi 1 loi lighting heating and in

the pitpaiation of vaiious mateiials useful
in industry.

At the annual meeting of the American Medical Asso-
ciation, held in June at Kocliester, Minnesota, it was
decided that the next session should be held in Washington
in 1916. Dr. Eobert G. Leconte, of Philadelphia, was
elected president.
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MEDICAL. SURGICAL, OBSTETRICAL.

TREATMENT OF LYMPHO-SARCOMA BY
SALVARSAN AND GALYL.

I SHOULD liko to point out tliat, besides their undoubted
value in the treatment of sypliilis, I have found these

drugs to be at least efficacious, if not wholly curative, in

two cases of lymphosarcoma. Both were of speedy
recurrence after a second excision of glands.

The first case, a young Norwegian sailor, after weekly
intravenous injections of neo-salvarsan, refused to submit
to further treatment, and left the hospital apparently
cured. He worked on board ships for at least eight

mouths afterwards, and was then lost sight of.

The second case is still under treatment with galyl.''

He shows no sign of further recurrence, and is very

markedly improved in general health.

These are the only cases of lympho- sarcoma I have met
with during my tenancy of the post of medical superin-

tendent of this hospital, but their temporary, if not i)er-

manently, successful treatment with salvarsan products
justifies me, I hope, in appealing to the members of the
profession to give these drugs a trial in similar cases.

John Haktigan,
Medical Superintendent, Royal Hamadrj'ad Seamen's

Hospital, Cardiff.

HERPES ZOSTER OPHTHALMICUS AFTER
SNAKE BITE.

On April 1st at 7.30 p.m. I was called to see a woman, aged
54, suffering from violent pains in the right eye. On
JIarch 15th she had been bitten in the left hand by a
snake, here called urtitii, and half an hour afterwards she
became giddy, though only for a short time, and within
three hours a hypodermic injection of autiophidic scrum
was administered. It was prepared in the Butatau
Institute of this country— S. Paulo State, Brazil. Probably
in consequence of this injection, tliere was no other
manifestation of the poisoning besides the giddiness
already referred to and some inflammation of the whole
left arm. She appeared to be convalescent until she
began to feel, on March 29th, a very strong pain in the
right eye, which spread to the forehead, the head, and the
upper gum of the same side. An eruption accompanied by
fever developed all over the parts just mentioned. She could
not sleep on account of the pain, and as the right eye
became greatly swollen she came up to this town for

advice from an oculist. This necessitated a ride from her
farm lasting three hours before she reached the nearest
railway station.

I found her lying down on her back, crying out and
complaining of violent pain in the right side of the head
and face. The right eye was very much swollen. I saw
that there was intense chemosis of the conjunctiva, but no
corneal lesion. Numerous vesicles, varying in size and
more or less confluent, covered the right side of the head,
the forehead, the temple, the integuments around the eye
and the cheek down to the corner of the mouth. I detected
a few vesicles on the upper gum, which was toothless, and
the right half of the palate. The preauricular gland was
swollen and painful, and all over the head, specially on its

right half, there was an almost continuous and profuse
perspiration. Temperature 38° C. As the pain was the
most conspicuous and troublesome symptom, I prescribed :

Phenacetin) -- ^ •
,

Saioplieu ) o '^

Cafteino ... ... ... gv. i

Make into a oapsulo ; one to be taken every two hom's.

As an external application I ordered

:

Lassar's paste ... ... ... Jj
Iclitbyol ... ... ... gr. xxv

On the following day the pains were less severe. Tlio

patient had been able to sleep for some hours, but com-
plained of general weakness. Appearances were unaltered

;

temperature 37^ I prescribed calomel with rhubarb, and
instead of tho capsules of phenacetin, salophen, and

caflfeine, I directed her to take tho following mixture as
a cholagogue and diuretic

:

Socliiira salicylate „. ... gr. xxxiij
Sodunn bicarbonate ... ... gr. Ixvj
roUisHium acetate ... ... gr. Ixvj
Potussium nitrate ... ... gr. xxsiii
.Synipus maydis stigm. ... ... Jj
Aq. dest. ... ... ... Jiv

Oue tablespoonful every two hours.

In the afternoon her temperature again reached 38" C,
but the pains abated so much that she slept well during
the day. Tho disease then ran tho ordinary course of
herpes zoster. The tciuperature fell to normal, the
vesicles burst and dried up, the perspiration on the head
gradually ceased, the chemosis of the conjunctiva subsided
and tho pains did not return.
This case is interesting :

1. On account of the intensity of the eruption and its

extension over the right side of the face and head, as
above described.

2. On account of the intense pain inside the mouth,
which, I must add, was accompanied by profuse salivation.

This pain prevented the patient from taking anything
but liquids.

3. On account of the abundant, yet quite local, perspira-

tion, .so profuse that it kept the pillows constantly wet,
specially at niglit.

4. On account of the fact that this attack of herpes
appeared fourteen days after the bite of a snake, treated
by an injection of antiophidic serum. This circumstance
is noteworthy, because the etiology of herpes zoster
ophthalmicus is not yet well established, and the case
favours tho theory that this disease depends on some
toxic agent. Physicians who practise in countries where
snake bites are common may be able to inform us if they
have observed the complication here reported.
The good effect of the combined anodynes in this case

is worthy of note, as is also the fact that the pains
subsided much sooner over the external parts where
Lassar's paste with ichthyol could be applied than in the
mouth,

Cassio de Eezende, M.D.
GuaratingiietA, S. Faulo, Brazil.

COMPLETE INVERSION OF THE UTERUS.
When in a large general practice in the country I had
one case of complete inversion. I found the woman on her
side completely exsanguinated, the uterus wholly outside

on the bed, and the placenta closely and wholly attached.
The nurse said she had pulled it " like that." I peeled off

the placenta, which was more adherent than usual, and
slowly pushed the uterus back into position, but its sub-

stance was so very flaccid that the dome of the fundus
kept falling on the supporting fingers. I now poured cold

water from jugs on the abdomen ; the uterine toue
returned, the uterus contracted, and the patient made a
slow but uncomplicated recovery.

London. N.W. EDMUND HOLLAND, M.D., F.R.C.S.

H^porfi

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTTCE IN
IIO.SPITALS AND ASVLUJIS.

B.D. I'ETIT PARSI GENERAL HOSPITAL,
BOMBAY.

SARCOMA OF THE PROSTATE.

(By B. p. S.4B.\WAi..4, F.R.C.S.Edin., Surgeon to the
Hospital.)

Sarcoma of the prostate is rare. Bland-Sutton has seen
only one such case, and says that only thirty-four more
arc on record.'

P. N. M., a Parsi lad, aged 17, was admitted on .July

24th, 1914, complaining of pain in the back and painful

and frequent micturition. Tho flow at times stopi)cd

suddenly, and pressure on the hypogastrium caused a
little more to be passed. The d.ay before I saw him the

passage of a catheter had been followed by haemorrhage

^ Tumours, Innoce7it and IfaUgnant. By Bir John Blaud-Sulton.
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lastiug for twentvfoar hoars. He said lie bad occasional

rises of temperature.
TUe hypoga-strium was filled with a tumour, firm, tender,

and dull on percn^siun. It extended to within an inch of

the umbilicus, projecting more in the left iUac fossa than
in the right (Fig. li. A lump was felt in the left inguinal

canal, but it could not be sepai-ated from the main
tumour.
On rectal examination a ronnded mass was felt in the

region of the prostate abou:
the size of a cricket ball.

firm, and extending towards
the left iliac fossa. On the
right side it could be sepa-

rated fi-om the pelvic bones.

Its upper boundary could uot
be reached by theesamining
finger. The kidneys could
not be palpated. There was
tenderness on deep pressure
in the left kiduey region.

On July 26th it was noted
that 40 oz. of arine were
passed daring twenty-four
hours. The maximnm qnan-
tity passed at one time was
5 oz. Usually about 2 oz.

came away.
My diagnosis was sarcoma either of the bladder or the

prostate. Various snggestions were made by my colleagues
•who saw the case. The von Pirquet reaction was negative.
The blood exami nation wais as follows :

Bed blood ceils ... ... ... 3,100.000
White blood cells ... 13,000
Polymorphonuclears ... ... 80 per cent.
Large mononaclears... ... ... 1 „
Small mononuclears... ... ... 19 „
Parasites ... .„ ... ... ifone.

Kg organisms were found in the urine, which was acid
in reaction, and no albimiin or sugar was detected.
Examination by x rays showed no sluidow. The pelvic
bones were normal.
On July 31st an exploratory laparotomy was done. An

incision was made to the right of the mid-line and was
finally extended to about 8 in. In the subcutaneous tissue
we came upon a bluish mass, about the size of a shilling,
which turned out to be an angioma. On opening the
peritoneum a tumour was seen arising from the pelvis,
which had pushed up the reflection of that membrane from
the bladder to the
anterior abdominal
wall (Fig. 2 1. The
omentum was ad-
herent to the top
of the mass, which
extended to a little

above the um-
bilicus. On the
left side the tumour
completely filled

the pelvic cavity.

Posteriorly there
was some space be-
tween it and the
sacrum. On the
right the fingei-s could be pushed to some distance down
the pelvis. The intestines were adherent everywhere,
except anteriorly. The bladder was found flattened and
stretched on the anterior surface of the tumour (Fig. 2).

The other abdominal viscera were palpated, but no
secondarj- deposits were fotmd. -An attempt to pass a
gnm-ela-stic catheter into the bladder failed. Urine, how-
ever, came away on pressing npon the anterior surface of
the tumour, which felt soft and fluctuating. The abdo-
minal wall was stitched ap with silk in layers.
On August 3rd the left parotid was 'greatly inflamed

and the temperature was 101.2'. On August 7th most of
the stitches were removed, the wound was healed, and the
parotitis much better. The patient complained of tingling
and numbness in the left foot and leg. He passed a round
worm. Calomel and santonin were given, but no more
worms came away. On August lOth the temperature was
101.6=, the parotitis had quite subsided ; lungs, heart, Uver,
spleen were normal, and all stitches were removed. The

wotmd was soundly healed. The tnmoor had enlarged
towards the left iliac fossa, and was firmer.

On August 2l3t pufliness of the eyelids and the cheeks
were noticed. The parotid regions were normal. There
was no pitting on pressure. On August 23rd the patient
vomited after food, the puffiness of the face had increased,
but was still hmited as before. There was oedema of the
loft foot and ankle. About 10 oz. of urine had been passed
in the last twenty-four hours ; it contained albumin. The
voice was husky. The temperature was 98.4 .

The patient was removed from the hospital by his
parents on August 24th. The tumour had much enlarged
since his admission so that it filled both iliac regions and
reached up to midway between the imibiUcas and the
cnsiform cartilage.

The snbsequent history I gathered as follows : He was
taken to another hospital, and the surgeon in charge also
diagnosed rapidly-growing sarcoma of prostate. The
patient died tiiree or four days later. Among Parsis post-
moTtan examination is not allowed.
In conclusion, I must thank my colleagues, especially

Dr. Baria, for the consultations and his valuable help at
the operation, as also my hooae-sorgeon. Dr. Engineer, for
his nnremitting care of the patient and the detailed notes
he kept of the case.

Hfbutos,

Pie. 2.—A. Bladder:
nrethra: c. anas

, periloneum.

SPRUE.
Spbub is a very interesting though obscure disea-se, and
the London School of Tropical Medicine, recognizing this,

sent out one of its pupils to Ceylon to investigate the
subject in detaU, A report on these studies is now
published by Dr. Bahb.' With its bibUography and
appendices, it contains much useful and carefully col-

lected information about the disease aa it occurs in

Ceylon. Anything that will throw light upon the etiology
of this disease is valuable. Of the many different theories
that have been advanced from time to time one is that of

Kohlbmgge, which suggests that the disease may be in

some way connected with certain yeasts ; of these Monilia
albicans is the most widely known, and the author of the
present report seems to lean towards the view that it

is important in the etiology of the disease. Other
observers point out that yeasts are very common in stools

generally, even in temperate climates, and that it is very
possible that their superabundance in sprue only means
that they have found a suitable site in which to multiply
and grow in profusion. However that may be. more work
based upon this suggestion vrill not be out of place.

The morbid anatomy of the disease is weU dealt with in

the report ; the belief that the changes in sprue are due to

a destruction of the viUi and a loss of surface epithelium
has lately been questioned by Faber and Justi, and the
author agrees with them that some of the changes are
due io post-mortem degeneration and decomposition, which
is specially rapid in a tropical cUmate. It is right
to point out, however, that pvst-mortem examinations
made of persons dying of sprue in England in cold weather
have shown an atrophic condition of the bowel with
patches of denudation of the epitheUum and mucosa. In
other cases examined in the same manner the intestines

have not shown such chamges as was to be expected if

they are really due to pcst-morfetn decomposition. In
Dr. Bahr's own diagram facing page 70 the atrophy and
disappearance of the vUli is very weU seen, as is also the
small-celled infiltration. The surface epithelium looks as
if it were denuded in places, and one can readily appre-
ciate that if the degeneration and inflammation of the
mucous membrane went further this layer would dis-

appear. The most important conclusions of the report are
that sprae is a specific disease of tropical and subtropical

countries, and that it is prevalent in Ceylon and also

occurs amongst the natives ; this fact, together with the

occurrence of the disease in people closely associated with
one another, suggests a communication of the specific

cause from man to man. The pathological findings

suggest an alimentary toxaemia, and rather point to an

' A Bencrt oil lU^firclws on Sprue in Cr-jimi, 1013-13U. By P. H.
liahr. iLA. il D D T il andH-Cantab., aad ILR-CP-Lond.. SI.R.C.S.

Cambridge : The Cni-rarsitr Fre^. 1315. aap. royal 8to. pp. 16i.

Ti. 6d. net)
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infection with the tlirush fungus. Apart f10111 the presence

of yeasts no parasites, protozoal or other, were discovered.

Though such have not been found at the present uioiueut

Bome now germ may eventually be discovered to be the

cause of the disease. Castellani, it will be reineinbered,

has described a chlaiuydozoonlike body from the tongue

epithelium of a case of sprue, and this interesting observa-

tion should be followed up. According to Dr. Bahr these

bodies had disappeared from the case some time later, but

this ouly points to the importance of examining the cases

at the beginning of the disease. Castellani has also de-

scribed a dysentery bacillus associated with sprue, and
here again "careful and extended observations into the

realms of bacteriology might help.

The report is well illustrated and has some coloured

Iilates, one, showing the different sprue tongues, being

specially worthy of notice. As already stated, the report

contains much useful information, and certainly shows
evidence of very careful and hard work. It should prove

useful, especially to those who in the future attempt to

unravel the mysteries of the etiology of the disease. The
London School of Tropical Medicine is to be congratulated

on the energy shown in having this important research

carried out.

RECTUM AND COLON.
It must be assumed that the author of Diseases of the

Kcctum and Pelvic Colon,'' Dr. Martin L. Bodkin, of New
York, desired either to place his views on the subject

before his professional brethren or to write a textbook for

the guidance of practitioners and students. He has suc-

ceeded, however, ouly in producing a book which is a

puzzle to the reader and an embarrassment to the

reviewer. It is not only that many stylistic errors

occur in its pages, but the author's meaning is often

obscure and sometimes unintelligible, his statements in-

accurate, and his accounts of treatment usually catalogues

of alternatives. After a chapter on anatomy the author
writes on " general examination." He refers to mistakes in

rectal therapeutics, and remarks, " this criticism is more
severe wlien the surgeon premeditately presumes to treat

these cases in an ignorant manner." He states that he not

infrequently receives a patient from some professional friend

who lias "carelessly summarized a rectal condition," and
proceeds, " this criticism does not apply to cases presenting

themselves for the treatment of a complicated fistula,

. . . but it should include- the knowledge that the patient

is suffering from a rectal disease." The meaning is just

intulli^ible, but obviously a criticism of the author's can
hardly include knowledge on the part of some one else.

Another example of the same kind of diction occurs later

in the same chapter. The writer is speaking on anaes-

tliesia, and says: "When we consider that laboratory

investigations have shown conclusively that chloroform
and ether impair phagocytosis and produce anaemia, rectal

operations, which certainly are more liable to infection,

require the best effort in this direction." The chapter
following is on the examination of the faeces. The second
paragraph is as follows :

" Microscopic examination of the
faeces ordinarily reveals the digestive residue germs and
other elements gathered as the mass travels through the
intestinal tract, or there may be present foreign bodies

which have been swallowed in the form of fruit pits {sic),

coins, buttons, etc." The microscopic button is unknown
to us. A little further on we read :

" Parasites are easily

recognized in the stool by the naked eye, as they are
common constituents of the intestinal canal," and later we
are told that on microscopic examination "fatty acids and
Boaps maybe seen in large amounts." As to the diagnostic
value of faecal examinatiuu, we are told "intussusception
of the sigmoid or complete prolapse of the rectum are
diagnosticated by local examination independently of the
discharges, which are due to traumatism rather than any
bacterial factor." Here we fail entirely to penetrate the
lueauiiig, and also when we are informed, in regard to

typhoid fever, that " the dauger of infection to the

examiner is unwarranted because of the simple methods
now in vogue." Further examples of the author's style

are as follows: "Pruritus ani may be confused with
marginal eczema (ringworm), and when suspected a
microscopic examination will affirm the diagnosis by

^ IHspnscs nf the Jieclumaml Pelvic Colo}i. By M. I,. Bodkin. .M.D.,
of New York. New York: E. B. Treat ft«d Co. 1913. (Demy 8yo,
»p. 116 ; 90 figure!. 3.60 dola.

J

finding the fungus (trichophyton)." In dyamio (sic)

nervous conditions " the relaxed and inactive sphincters
may allow the escape of the bowel contents, but by its

inactivity, associated with the loss of sensation in the
rectum, permit the faeces to mass themselves, causing an
impaction." In the practical chapters the writer shows
evidence of having read diffusely on the subject of rectal
disease, but the want of arrangement and classification and
his inconsequent methods of expression make it impossible
to I'ecommend the volume.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
The unadorned title, Molecular Association, will, in all

probability, frighten away the unscientific public from
Dr. Turnek's monograph ;

* but if the work should by any
chance fall into their hands, one can imagine what a
crucible of gentle mockery will be prepared for such a
term as amidobeuzophenoneoxime, or methoxybenzene-
azophenol ; or, most fearsome of all, a certain bromide
which runs almost twice through the alphabet before
reaching a conclusion. We own to the feeling that this
fretful terminology and its associated symbolism are mere
disguises or elaborate pieces of bluff, assumed to hinder
us from finding out how very much akin to the romantic
poets these iihysical chemists are. The alarming syllables

are only the barbed wire around an Aladdin's "palace.

Indeed, as we study this work with something of the
strenuous patience which is its due, the simile of archi-
tecture constantly recurs to us. The molecules are the
stones in the temple of matter, and this fundamental
investigation concerns the building and unbuilding which
proceeds among them according to the nature of their
constituent atoms, and to the forces acting upon them from
without. This is one of the places where chemistry and
physics, so sharply distinguished twenty years ago, now
become convergent, and chemical action has something to

teach the physicist who is concerned with molecular
association. The formation of molecules of so many sub-
stances into aggregates is very similar in some respects to

chemical combination ; intramolecular attraction takes
place in both iihenomena, but in the one case the attrac-

tion is between like molecules, and in the other between
unlike. The author suggests, without carrying the idea
any further, that the forces which cause molecules to

associate may be electrical as distinct from chemical in

origin. That is the speculative vista which he opens out
in his concluding sentence. Perhaps it is inevitable that
such a work as this should leave a ragged edge, and it

begins equally abruptly, taking for granted in the reader
more than a moderate degree of chemical knowledge. The
author discusses molecular association in gases and liquids,

and touches briefly upon solids, although very little is yet
known about the behaviour of the molecules in this third
state of aggregation. Another hiatus is the absence of any
adequate means of making quantitative determinations of

molecular sizes in the liquid state. It is easy enough to

detect the association of molecules, but, so far as methods
of measurement are concerned, some great reconciling
principle seems to be needed. A most valuable feature of

the book is a table containing a summary up to date of

the molecular complexity of over twenty groups of dis-

solved substances, with their concentrations in various
solvents. According to this table, the class of organic
compounds in which the highest degree of molecular
aggregation is reached is the alcohols; then follow
amides, carboxylic acids, oximes, and anilidcs. Strong
association has also been found in the case of all true salts.

The advanced student of chemLstry, whether reading for a
degree or proposing to undertake research, should find

this summarized account of recent progress most useful.

THER.iPEUTICS.
The second edition of Hoyt's Practical Therapeutics* ghca
a clear picture of current American practice in the ad-

ministration of drugs. It is concisely written ; the first

half consists of thirty chapters, in which the various

classes of drugs are considered in accordance with their

main or reputed actions. In the second half of the book

^Molendar Association. By W. E. 8. Turner. U.Sc.Lond.. M.Sc.
Binn. Moiiogiaphs on Inorganic and Physical Cbemisti-y. PMited by
Alexander Findlay. M..\.. D.Sc. London: Longmans. Green and
Co, 1915. (PostSvo, pp. 178; 6 diagrams. 5s.net.)

Hical Therapeutics. By D. M. Hoyt, M.D. Second edition,
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IS a long and useful list of the chief new and non-official

ivmeilies, an index of drugs presenting the matter of the

fii-st lialf of the hook in a coucentratcd form, and a
general index. The work offers a hrief sunnuary of the

physiological actions of drugs, with particular emphasis
on their clinical applications and on the limitations of

their cniploj-ment. It lays no claim to encyclopaedic
completeness, and it should appeal to the practitioner

rather than the str.dent of medicine.

The issue of a new edition of the British Pharmacopoeia
has rendered necessary the adaptation of Rakhaldas
Ghoshs well known Treatise on Materia Medica and
Therapeutics^ to the alterations ordained by the ofiicial

publication. The new edition—the sixth—has been pre-

pared by Lieutenant-Colonel B. H. Deare, of the Indian
Medical Service, with the assistance of the author's sou,

B. N. Ghosh, F.K.F.P.S.Glasg. The book has undergone a
thorough revision. 15y judicious omissions, mostly of non-

official preparations, its size has been reduced by forty-four

pages. Necessary additions have been made, and portions

liave been rewrilteu in order to bring the volume up to

date. The chapters on serum and vaccine therapy have
l)eeu revised by Major E. Greig, C.I.E., of the Indian
Medical Service. The chapter on organotherapy has been
amplified, and useful appendices have been added, indi-

cating " alternative preparations sanctioned for use in

tropical, subtropical, and other parts of the British

Empire," and "additions and omissions in the present

edition of the British Pharmacopoeia" as compared with
its predecessor, ^\hile the scheme and contents of the
volume, which have met with such warm acceptance, have
been presei-ved, an important change has been made by
arranging the articles of the materia medica under classes

founded on chemical, physiological, and therapeutical

characters. This is an important step towards a more
scientific classification than a mere alphabetical arrange-
ment. Difficulties arising from the same drug entering
into different classes as fulfilling various indications are

met by cross-references and a copious, carefully prepared
index. Another useful chauge consists in adding the
doses of drugs according to the metric system. lu addi-

tion to information regarding the physiological and thera-

peutic action of medicines, the poisonous effects of over-

doses, their symptoms and treatment, are clearly displaj'ed.

Synonyms in the Indian vernaculars are given, and the
more useful Indian and Colonial drugs included. This
edition fidly maintains the high position w hich the work
has attained in professional estimation, and is admirably
suited for use as a textbook by students and a book of

reference by practitioners. It is a marvel of orderlj'

arrangement, condensation, and scientific accuracy.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Books on flies have lately been much before the jjublic

eye. A little work by Mr. Hublstone Hardy, named
The Book of the Fli/,^ gives a considerable amount of useful
information. Perhaps the most interesting chapters are
those dealing v\ith the extermination or destruction of

flies. It is said that chloride of lime is now chiefly
replaced by a solution of iron sulphate—2 lb. In one gallon
of water—as a general fly insecticide. The advantage of

this substance is that it does not deteriorate the horti-
cultural value of stable manure. Perhaps, however, the
.simplest method of all is to spread out the manure in a
thin layer in fine weather, thus killing off the fly maggots
very quickly. All manure pits and other similar collec-
tions in towns should certainly be made fly-proof,
and il this were done the breeding grounds of
the insects, as far as towns themselves are con-
cerned, wonld be diminished. In the country, of
course, it is not so easy, and unless measures of this
sort are universally adopted they are of little use. A
greater cremation of refnse is certainly a desirable thing,
and this coidd be adopted with vei-j' little trouble. Some-
thing, perhaps, might also be done with regard to the
natural enemies of the flies, and Mr. Hardy has devoted a

'A Treatise on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, including
Pharmacy, Diapfnaing, Pharvwcologtj, and Administration of
Drugs. By R. Gbosh, L.M.b.. Cal. Univ. Edited by B. H. Deare.
Lieutenant-Colonel, I.M S.. with the assistance of B. N. Ghosh.
I'.R.F.P.S.Glasg. Sixth edition. Calcutta : Hilton and Co. London:
Himiikin. Mm-sball. Hamilton, Kent and Co., Ltd. 1915. ICr. 8vo.
PP. 710. 78. 6d.. or Us. 5 I

6 TJie Hook of the Fly. By G. Hurlstone Hardy. With

chapter to this subject. In an appendix Wingate's Fly
Chart is given, an alphabetical list of sixty families, and
an analytical table of families, etc. ; these will be found to
be of much use. The book can be thoroughly recom-
mended to laymen, and it should prove useful also to
sanitary Inspectors and others called upon to deal with the
fly pest. Though so much has recently been written about
flies, it is well to remember that the medical officers of
health have been dealing with this subject for many years
past, and much useful work has already been achieved.

In Typical Flics: a Fhotograpihic Atlas of Diptera, includ-
ing Apkaniptera," ^r. E. K. Pearce approaches the sub-
ject from a new point of view. As he says in his preface,
his work is chiefly a picture book—pictures, he believes,
appealing more to the eye than many pages of letterpress.
Alter his preC^n c ili, n, h. -ives Brauer's classification of
the diptera, iM ^ ties that are illustrated iu his
work by an a-i' I

li
i i;,-es direct to the photographic

representation- -1 1 helm, rout flies. Some of these are
excellent, while others are indifferent, lacking clearness
in definition. A short description is printed below each
figure, so that the reader is able to appreciate the habits
and breeding places of the insect. The work should prove
useful to naturalists and others interested in British
diptera.

Th4 House-fty, a Slayer 0/ Men," by F. W. FiTZSIMONS,
Director of the Port Elizabeth Museum, gives a very good
description of the life-history aud habits of Musca
domestica, the common house-fly. The dangers of flies

have been insisted upon for some j-ears, and the time has
come when something should be attempted to diminish
their numbers. A perttsal of Mr. Fitzsimons's book,
especially chapters viii and ix, will indicate to those not
conversant with the subject how this can be accomplished.
Many methods are dealt with, aud some ingenious traps
are also described. The little manual is veiy clearly
written, and it should do much to educate the public in
this elementary branch of sanitation.

Another book, Fighting the Fly Pcril,^ is well described
as a popular and practical handbook. It is written by
Mr. C. F. Plowman and Dr. W. F. Dearden, and has an
introduction by Dr. A. E. Shipley. After chapters on the
public health aspects, on the habits of the fly, and the
dangers it entails, preventive and remedial measures are
described, lu the last chapter is related a British ex-
periment which seems to promise well. There are some
excellent practical illustrations.

An interesting series of lectures for young men, by well
known members of the medical protessiou!^ has been pub-
lished in a small book eutitltd How to K,:, p Fit.^" Taken as
a whole the book is so good that it is strongly to he recom-
mended to the attention o( \oung uion of all classes. As
might be expected, coli^^iaerallie stress is laid on the
ethical aud religious aspecl of matters, but this does not
impair the vigour and iustruoliv<uess of the lectures.
Mr. Eccles leads off with a lecture on alcohol. The argu-
ments against it are sufficiently good (we should have
thought) to make unnecessary an appeal to its action on
plants, whose anabolic and catabolic processes differ so
materiaU}- from those of animals. Dr. Burnet deals well
with the subject of diet ; Sir Dyce Duckworth with clean-
mindedness ; Sir Douglas Powell with the value of disci-
pline. Perhaps the two best lectures are those of Sir
Geor^i' ^;'\:i_;.

,

• A - ii!!iii liiind in a sound body," wherein
he e.\l. - :

:
.

. |.|iilosoiihy of life, a's well as of
mediriii III I, '

i. \ii. James Cantlie, vhereiu he
breezil', . i ui..,/, , ,, n . >iti:'!M,n hal>its of dress and instructs
us how to clothe cliildren aud boys. Tlie book ends with
a lecture on " Chastity "—always difficult to treat—by
Sir F. Champneys. It is well done and the facts are
soundly presented, though the lecture has a more highly
religious flavour than would suit some readers. It must,
however, be admitted that it is unlikely that a sound
sexual ethic can prevail in commimities where religion is

at a discount.

' Typical Flies : a Photographic Atlas of Diptera, inchidina
Avlumiptera. By E. K. Peji'ce. Cambridge : The University Press.
1915. (Sup. roy. 8vo, pp. 59 ; 155 figures. 5s. net.)

» The House-fly, a Slayer of Men.. By F. W. Pitzsimons. F.Z.S.,
F.U.M.S., etc. London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1915. (Or. 8vo,
pp. 89; 21 figures. Is. net.)

^ Fighting the Fly Peril. A Popularand Practical Handhool;. By
C. P. Plowman and W. F. Dearden. M.R.C.S.Eng.. L.B.C.P.Lond.,
D.P.H., J.P. With an Introduction by A. E. Shipley. Sc.D., l-.R.B.

London: T. Fisher Uuwin, Ltd. 1915. (Cr. 8vo, pp.135; 11 illustra-

'» How to keep Fit. A Series of Special Lectures to Young Men
Delivered at the Central Y'.JI.C.A.. London. London: Jarrold and
Bona. 1914. (Cr. 8vo. pp. 131. Is. net.)
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THE INSl RAXCE ACTS COMMITTEE
AND ITS WORK.

The publication in the Supplement of the report of

the lirst meeting of the new Standing Insurance Acts

Committee affords an opportunity for reviewing the

evohition of what is probably the hardest working
Committee that even the British Medical Association

has ever possessed. The Committee began as the

Poor Law Eeform Committee, appointed in 1909 to

consider thereportof theBoyal Commission on the Poor
Law. It developed into the State Sickness Insurance

Committee in 191 1, when it commenced the discussion

of the principles underlying all systems of insurance

against sickness. It collected the views of the

profession as to the essentials which any system
must embody if a prima facie case was to be

made out for its acceptance by the medical profes-

sion. When the Insurance Act was under con-

sideration it became the Insurance Act Committee,
and to it was entrusted the arduous and thankless

ta^k of ascertaining the minimum requirements of

the profession. It went through a period, in 1913, of

laljorious, continuous, and anxious toil under a heavy
fire of criticism, which would Jiave broken the spirit

oi oiiy body less inured to that kind of thing. It got

imo its stride in 19:4 and settled down to steady

work for the protection of the interests of that very

large section of the profession which, for good or ill,

is now an essential part of the machinery of the

State Insurance system. Towards the end of that

year and at the beginning of this, it grappled with

the problem how to co - ordinate the efforts

of the Association centrally with the work
of the statutory committees set up for the local

medical administrative work of the Act, and estab-

lished itself as the central body to which these local

committees might properly look for that unifying

influence which is essential. All this time it had
been a special Committee elected by the Bepresenta-

tive Body from year to year and ufidergoing from

time to time changes in its constitution. Now it

emerges as a Standing Committee established

definitely under the By-laws of the Association

and with a constitution which differs from other

committees of the Association, inasmuch as it con-

sists, to quite a considerable extent, of members
nominated by bodies other than the Council and the

Eepresentative Body. This constitution has been

reached by a series of experiments, and is worth a

little study. The Committee comprises representatives

of three bodies all having a strong natural interest in

the working of National Sickness Insurance—the

Societies of Eegistered Medical Women, the Society

of Medical Officers of Health, and the Poor Law
Medical Officers' Association. It also includes six

representatives nominated by the Local Medical and

Panel Committees of the kingdom, and thus brings

into official and close touch with the Association

those committees on whose efforts and vigilance

panel practitioners must locally so much depend.

The personnel of the Committee is equally worthy
of attention. Some of its members have been on the

Committee since its inception, and their experience
is of the greatest assistance to their colleagues, as
a proper understanding of some of the newer develop-
ments can bo attained only through a knowledge of

their evolution. In addition to these veteran mem-
bers there are those with special experience of certain

aspects of the Acts and those who have won their

spurs by devoted work on local committees. It

must be admitted by any candid inquirer that the
Committee as now constituted is a very strong body
indeed.

Its attention In the immediate future will probably
be mainly devoted to strengthening the ties between
itself and the local committees and to consolidating
its position with the Commissioners as a body of

reasonable but, if necessary, determined and pug-
nacious persons. No body of this kind ever built up
a really useful position on pugnacity alone, but com-
posed as it is of persons of experience and judgement,
and given the support of the Local Medical and Panel
Committees and generally of panel practitioners, there

is no doubt that its position must be exceedingly
strong. Already the Commissioners have recognized
it as tlie central medium of exchange, so to speak,

between them and the local committees. It is

obviously convenient for all persons concerned that

there should be such a body. It remains to be
seen whether the local committees are prepared
to trust it to act as their central agent in such
a way as to save trouble all round, and at the
same time build up a strong central and peripheral

organization, or whether the committees will insist;

—as is undoubtedly within their right if they so

choose—on having all negotiations, both great and
small, conducted between themselves and the Com-
missioners direct instead of through the Insurance
Acts Committee. We believe that convenience as

well as wisdom will dictate the latter course. The
Committee will naturally be for some time on its

trial. Its composition, however, is a guarantee that

the interests of panel practitioners, as well as of the

profession in general, will be well safeguarded. Its

practical experience with the subject of its reference

is guaranteed by the fact that of its 25 members no
fewer than 17 are actually insurance practitioners

themselves, 20 are secretaries, chairmen, or members
of Local Medical and Panel Committees, while of

the 8 who are not themselves engaged in insurance

practice, all but 2 have experience of the administra-

tive work of the Act either as members of Advisory
Committees, or Local Medical, Panel, or Insurance
Committees.
The profession may at any rate be assured that such

a Committee is not likely to be guilty of the ignorance

or malice which has instigated a circular recently sent

out by a body professing specially to appeal to panel

practitioners. The circular repeatedly plays on the

fears of practitioners by suggesting that the Commis-
sioners intend to spring on them at short notice

fundamental alterations of the Eegulations, and that

the Treasiu'y grant of 2s. 6u. per insured person has

"well nigh run its appointed course." It need hardly

be said that the Insurance Act Committee has already

satisfied itself on these points. In a letter addressed

by Sir Eobert Morant to the Medical Secretary of

the British Medical Association in March last the

statement is specifically made that there is no intention

duri)]g the war of using the power taken to alter the

Eegulations at eight weeks' notice, except " in order

to meet any entirely unforeseen contingency that

might arise. . . . Nothing of tlie kind has arisen,

and consequently no changes of any kind have

been under consideration here for adoption during
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the covrency of the present year." As regards the
2s. 6d. having " ran its appointed course," it need only
be pointed out that the 2S. 6d. was voted in the

Estimates for 1915-16, and no alteration of the terms
of reuiuneration can take effect before March of next-

year at the earliest. Whether or not any attempt he
made at that time to revise tlie terms, it is quite

certain that the medical profession will have ample
warning through tiie British Medical Association.

As to this the Commissioners have pledged themselves.

Panel practitioners have many anxieties of an extra-

ordinary kind at the present time, and it is nothing
less than cruel that a body purporting to be founded
in their special interests should set afoot this false

alarm, in the hope, as it would seem, that a certain

number may be frightened into its ranks. We hope
tliat panel practitioners generally will treat this ill-

timed and mischievous etiusion with the contempt it

deserves.

Meantime the first great task of the Standing
Insurance Acts Committee of the British Medical
Association will be the consideration of the entirely

new conditions that will arise when the Departmental
Committee on the drug tariff produces, as is shortly

expected, a commercial tariff fundamentally different

from that now in operation. But Local Medical and
Panel Committees may rest assured that they will be

,
kept fully informed of the position, and will be con-

.
suited in good time on this as on all other points
which afl'ect them and their constituents.

FARE'S THEORY OF EPIDEMIC FORMS.
We thiuk that all epidemiologists will endorse
Dr. Brownlee's conclusion that the letter by Dr.
Farr, reproduced by him in the article which appears
at p. 250 of this issue of the Journal, is one of the

classics of epidemiological science. The thanks of

students are due to Dr. Brownl^e for the labour
he has undergone in tracking down the original

publication.

Like so many conclusions of great importance,
Farr's law seems simple enough when enunciated in

general terms, for it amounts to no more than the
assertion that in an epidemic there will always be
a period of rise, decline, and fall. So far as the
secular aspect of epidemic disease is concerned, the
application of this principle was made long enough
ago. The precept of ancient philosophy so well
phrased by Lucretius :

Sic igitur mondi naturam totius aetas
Mntat, et ex alio terram status excipit alter.

Quod i)otuit, nequeat : jjossit, quod non tulit ante,

finds its epidemiological application in Sydenham's
famous doctrine

:

Quocirca 'opinarl mihl fas sit, morbos certas habere
perlodos pro oocultis illia atque adlrnc incompertis
alterationibiis quae ipsius terrae accidanb visceribus,
pro varia scilicet ejusdeiu aetate ac duratione ; ijuodque,
sicuti alii morbi jam olim cxtitere qui vel jam ceciderunt
penitus, vel aetate saltern peue confecti exolevere, et

rarissime comparcnt (cujusmodl sunt lepra atquc alii

fortaasc nonnullii, ita qui nunc regnant morbi aliquaudo
demnm intercident, novis cedentes speciebus, de quibus
nos ne minimum quidem hariolari valemus.

We do not, however, recall any passages in the

classical writings of epidemiology which apply the

same reasoning to the immediate course of an epi-

demic, although it must have been evident that the

-vast majority of epidemics did in fact come to an end
before all the susceptible persons exposed to risk had
been attacked. Perhaps the natural tendency of man
to attribute importance to the results of his own

activities may have something to do with this, but of
more influence has undoubtedly been tlie recognition
of seasonal factors. In other words, those who did
not attribute the termination of an epidemic to their
own efforts were generally inchued to lay stress on
meteorological conditions, and consequently did not
think of applying the principle of secular "change to
account for possible inherent modifications of" the
materies morbi during the limited period of time
which forms the hfe-history of a single epidemic.
Had Farr merely taken this step, he would have

desarved credit, but it would only have been the
credit attaching to an ingenious ancl plausible specu-
lation. He was, however, endowed not merely with
scientific imagination but with the hardly less im-
portant gift of realizing the necessity of proofs as well
as analogies, and of discerning the lines along which
such proofs might be profitably sought. There have
been statisticians before and since Farr's time
whose mathematical knowledge was much greater
than his, there have been few or none with greater
abilitj- to apply mathematical methods to the
elucidation and testing of biological hypotheses.
Some few medical men have objected that Farr's

law, either in its original form or as modified by Dr.
Brownlee and others, amounts to a fatalistic con-
fession of impotence in the face of z)-motic disease.
This objection is based upon a very superficial under-
standing of the law. To state, as Farr does, that
" subsidence is a property of all zymotic diseases," is

not to say that sanitary measm-es are useless ; even if

we went further than Farr actually did and asserted
that the /orwj of the epidemic curve was invariable, ifc

would not follow that the scale of its ordinates could
not be reduced. To argue, as perhaps we might, that
the relative successes of the enem}- in August, 1915,
being less than those of August, 1914, therefore the
Teutonic epidemic curve must shortly descend, would
not be to dissuade any one from straining every nerve
in the combat. The only form of sanitary enthusiasm
which the work of Farr and his successors is calcu-
lated to depress is that which we are accustomed
to associate with the writings of Iilr. Bernard Shaw
and his friends in the antivaecination and antivivi-

section societies, which, unhampered by any real

knowledge of epidemiology, attributes all improve-
ments in the pubhc health to the action of some half

comprehended ritual termed " sanitation."

RESEARCH IX ANTISEPTICS.
At a very early stage of the war it was realized by all

surgeons who had to attend wounded abroad or at
home that a very large proportion of the wounds,
including almost all extensive wounds of the ex-

tremities, were infected from a very early stage, and
in many instances from the moment of their inflic-

tion. The aseptic methods by which surgery had
been dominated daring the previous decade were,
therefore, no longer applicable save in exceptional
instances, and the study of antiseptic drugs conse-
quently assumed a new importance. Eecogniziug
this, the Medical Research Committee established

under the National Insurance Act decided, in accord-

ance with its policy of assisting the military autho-
rities, to subsidize such investigations, and the results

are now beginning to be published.

It is an interesting fact that two distinct researches,

conducted by two teams of researchers working inde-

pendently, have both arrived at the conclusion that

one of tlie most effective and innocuous antiseptics is

hypochlorous acid, which, in contact with the tissuoa
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or disoharges, is decomposed, its antiseptic effect

being, tliere is little doubt, due ' to the chlorine

liberated in the nascent state.

Chloride of lime or chlorinated lime (bleacliing

powder)—a very old antiseptic and deodorizer familiar

for half a century at least—is a mixture of variable

composition but consists chiefly of calcium hypo-

clilorite. It occurs in a pure solution in the British

Pharmacopoeia as liquor calcis chlorinatae. There
is also a solution of sodium hypochlorite (liquor

sodae chlorinatae) in the British Pharmacopoeia; it

is practically identical with eau de Labarraque, which
is a common French preparation.

Eau de Javelle, which has long been a favourite

preparation in France, and has been largely used by
French surgeons during the present war, is made by
treating chlorinated lime with excess of sodium
carbonate solution. It therefore contains sodium
hypochlorite and calcium carbonate. Its reaction is

strongly alkaline, and, owing to its high alkalinity,

it cannot be applied to the tissues unless greatly

diluted.

Under the auspices of the Medical Eesearch Com-
mittee, Professor Lorrain Smith, with the assistance

of Professor Drcnuan of the University of Otago,
Dr. Rettie, a cliemical expert, and Lieutenant W.
Campbell, E.A.M.C, undertook, in the pathological

department of the University of Edinburgh, a research

to ascertain what antiseptic preparation would best

meet the special conditions which military surgeons
require to be fulfilled in the present war. In a paper
publislied in this Journal three weeks ago (July 24th,

p. 129) they stated that comparative tests had in their

hands confirmed the conclusion previously reached by
other investigators that hypochlorous acid was a most
powerful antiseptic, that its action was purely local,

its decomposition products being devoid of toxicity,

and that it met a condition insisted upon by Sir

Almroth Wright in that it induced a flow of lymph
from the tissues. The ideal antiseptic for the field,

they were advised, should be a dry powder which can
be applied direct, not only because such a powder is

more portable, but because water is often not pro-
curable. Tlie substance they prepared was made by
rubbing up chloride of lime (commercial bleaching
powder) to a fine powder, and mixing it with an equal
weight of boric acid in powder. When dissolved in

water, tliis yielded a solution containing hypochlorous
acid and calcium biborate and chloride. Clinical

tests in over 100 cases had, it was stated, yielded
very satisfactory results.

Last autumn Professor Cohen of the University of

Leeds, recognizing the importance of studying anti-

septics for surgical use, sketched out a plan of research,
and entered into communication with a former pupil,

Dr. Henry D. Dakin, Director of the Herter Labora-
tory, New York, who is acting as bacteriologist to
the hospital and laboratory established at Compiegne—with the approval of the French War Office—by the
Eockefeller Institute. The arrangement was that the
substances produced by Professor Cohen in Leeds
should be tested bactcriologically by Dr. Dakin in
his laboratory at Compiegne, and that the most
promising should bo tried clinically by Dr. A. Carrel
of the Eockefeller Institute, who is acting as a
surgeon to the hospital. The firstfruit of this com-
bined work was reported to the Academic des Sciences
in Paris by Dr. Dakin on August 2nd.' In this
paper he describes an antiseptic preparation, found
effective in practical application at Compiegne,
which seems to be practically the same as
that devised and tested, both bacteriologically and

' La Prease midicale, Auguat 5th, 1915.

clinically, by Professor Lorrain Smith and his co-

adjutors in Edinburgh. The solution used at Com-
piegne is made by adding 200 grams of chloride o(

lime to 10 litres of water in which 140 grams of

carbonate of soda have been dissolved. The mixture
is well sliaken and after half an hour the liquid is

siphoned off from the precipitate of carbonate of lime
and filtered through cotton. To the clear liquid tluis

obtained boric acid is added in quantity sufficient to

render the liquid acid or neutral. The titration is

made with an aqueous solution of phenolphthalein

;

the amount of boric acid required is generally 25 to

40 grams. A solution thus prepared having a hypo-
chlorite concentration of less than i in 500,000 was
found to kill staphylococci in two hours. The con-
centration of hypochlorite required to produce the

same result in the presence of blood serum was from
I in 1,000 to I in 2,500. Carrel reports that he has
found this solution very efficacious in the treatment
of infected wounds. They could be irrigated con-

tinuously for several days without marked irritation

of the skin being produced. Bacteriological exami-
nation of the discharges from the wound showed
that the solution possessed an energetic antiseptic

action, and that it had also the property of

dissolving necrosed tissues, and some haemostatic

power.
Meanwhile Professor Cohen at Leeds, according to

a scheme he had set before himself, had gone on to

study a large number of other substances which
might be expected to have antiseptic properties, and
was sending them to Compi(>gne to be tested by
Dakin and Carrel in the manner above explained,

The Medical Eesearch Committee gave its assistance

to Professor Cohen, whose researches have recently

been concerned with the cxaniination of a long series

of toluene derivatives. He has, we believe, already

studied between one and two hundred, and one of

these has given results in the laboratory and wards
at Compiegne as to which Dakin gave some interest-

ing details in his paper before the Academie des

Sciences. He expressed the view that tlie antiseptic

action of hypochlorites was probably due to the

chlorine they contain replacing atoms of hydrogen in

the protein molecules to form substances of the

chloramine group ; this, he pointed out, suggests the

desirability of a careful study of the action of this

group of substances. Most encouraging results, ho

says, have been obtained with sodium salts of the

aromatic sulphochloramides, and in particular with

derivatives of benzene and toluol.

These substances, he says, are active antiseptics of

low toxicity and they can be employed in the treat-

ment of wounds in stronger aqueous solutions than

the hypochlorites. They do not dissolve necrosed

tissue owing to the fact that their chlorine is already

combined with nitrogen. Para-toluen-sodium-sulpho-

chloramide in concentration below i in 10,000,000

kills B. pcrfringens suspended in water in two hours.

In the presence of horse serum the concentration

must be raised to from i in 2,500 to i in 5,000 to bring

about the same result. Staphylococci suspended in

w^ater arc killed by solutions of the strength of i in

1,000,000 and in "the presence of horse serum of i in

2,000. B. pyocijancus suspended in water is killed by

a solution of i in 100,000, and in the presence of

horse serum of i in 1,500. Sterilization is complete

in two hours. Experience has shown that a watery

solution of para-toluen-sodium-sulphochloramide of

the strength of 4 per cent, does not produce appre-

ciable irritation in a wound. It is added that as

these substances possess a marked haemolytic power

they are not suitable for intravenous injection.
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A COMBINED ATTACK AGAINST
TUBERCnLOSIS IN WALES.

The iuilepeiulent action taken by the foumlers auJ
supporteis of the Welsh National Memorial to King
Edward YII, to provide for tho treatment and pre-

vention of tuberculosis Nvithin tlio Principality, has
been steadily maintained during the past tlireo years,

and the president, who is also the founder, Lieutenant-
Colonel David Davies, XI. P., ^Yas able to give a most
encouraging account to the recent annual meeting at

Llandudno, a report of which appeared in our last

issue, p. 235. The third annual report, which
embodies the medical report of the Medical Director,

Dr. Marcus Paterson, and contributions from other
medical oflicers of the association, contains, apart
from statistics, many interesting features which call

for more than passing attention.

Foremost among these must be noted the very
harmonious combination of the various county, sani-

tary, and insurance authorities who have worked
together to estabhsh an organization which may well

claim to give the lead to other antituberculosis bodies
throughout the kingdom. With the single exception
of Pembrokeshire, all the counties, including Mon-
mouth, have loyally co-operated. The Pembrokeshire
County Council would apparently prefer to set up a
scheme of its own, but it does not seem to have
materialized. Large sums of money have been con-
tributed to tho National Memorial, and various plots

of land have been given by local landowners for the
erection of buildings in suitable districts. Four
tuberculosis hospitals have been opened up to the
present time and others are projected, but existing

and prospective difficulty in the matter of funds and
the letting of contracts has suspended any further
building ventures. In these, as in almost all hos-
pitals, the withdrawal of so many of the medical and
nursing staffs for military service has thrown an
additional burden upon those who have been able to

remain, but it does not appear that any curtailment
of the work has been thereby involved.

In order to cope with the widely-scattered popula-
tion in the mountainous districts a system of district

sanatorium areas has been established ; these areas
are served by a central institute in each, witli several
visiting stations affiliated to it. The staff in each
case consists of a tuberculosis physician, assisted by
a specially trained sister, and the institute is provided
with the necessary consulting and waiting rooms.
The visiting stations are established in outlying places
where they are most likely to be needed, and consist
of two rooms only. The cases are there investigated
in the first instance, and home conditions ascertained,
the more detailed examination of suspected cases
being carried out in the institute. By these means
it has been found that about i per cent, of the total

population of Wales has been examined, and of these
about 25 per cent, have been found to stand in need
of treatment or supervision.

Apart from the purely medical aspect of the cam-
paign, a great deal of attention has been paid to the
educational side of the question. The council of the
association has determined that " the men and
women of the future shall be freer from the scourge
of tuberculosis than their predecessors," and vigorous
action is being taken to instil the cardinal rules of

hygiene into the minds of the rising generation in
Wales. Much has been achieved, but it is obvious
that much more remains to be done if the compara-
tively high percentage of tuberculosis, especially in

the less accessible parts of the country, is to be dealt
with adeijuately. A pleasant feature of the whole

scheme is the cordial support given to it by the
general practitioners, both in town and country
districts. While aiding in the discovery and treat-
ment of tuberculous patients they have themselves
derived no little assistance from the special skill and
knowledge of the tuberculosis physicians.
The need for more appropriate accommodation for

dealing with surgical tuberculosis is fully recognized,
and is being provided at Glan Ely, near Cardiff, for tho
southern part of Wales, and at Llangwyfan, near
Denbigh, for the northern. The former is a separate
institution, while in the latter tlie surgical hospital
will form a separate block of a sanatorium now in
course of erection. Tlie general plan in view is

to utilize these two hospitals for surgical cases at
a stage which calls for active intervention or special
treatment of any kind. For instance, at Glan Ely
the value of exposing the patient with proper precau-
tions to sunlight has been recognized, and it is in-

tended to install a quartz lamp for treatment by ultra-
violet rays during the winter. When the patients
have so far advanced that they no longer require
active or special treatment, it is intended that they
should be drafted into surgical annexes at the various
sanatoriums for their convalescence.

Popular errors with regard to tuberculosis are very
hard to combat, and in spite of the fact that the sputuiii
is universally recognized as the infective element, still

the free spitter in public places is tolerated without
remonstrance, while the user of a pocket sputum
flask is looked upon, and shunned, as a leper. Hence
the difficulty of enforcing the obvious precaution,
except within the walls of a home or hospital. Tho
public are learning that promiscuous spitting is

generally objectionable, but they have yet to be
taught that the use of the sputum flask is a safeguard
and not a danger to the community.

WAR EMERGENCY COMMITTEE.
The second meeting of the War EmergeLcy Committee
was, as will be seen from the reijort in the Supplement,
mainly occupied in receiving and considering the report of

a deiiutation of its members which had had an interview
at the War Oifice with the Director-General Array
Medical Services. The Committee, it will be remembered,
contains representatives, not only of the British Medical
Association, but also of other medical bodies, including the
Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Edinburgh, and
the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons in London;
it has the power also to co-opt other renresentativcs of

universities, colleges, and medical bodies. Sir Alfred
Keogh expressed the pleasure with which he had learnt
that the Association had set up a special committee to deal
with the great and pressing medical emergency produced
by the war and the satisfaction he felt that the Committee
included members of bodies outside the Association itself.

He explained very fully to the deputation the military exi-

gencies determining the number of practitioners who during
the next six months will be required by the War Office for the
medical service of the new armies, and to replace casualties
and invaliding. It is not considered advisable in tho
national interest to publish figures, but the members of tho
Committee were fully convinced that the need was still

groat and urgent. In this connexion it may not bo out of

place to refer to a matter dealt with more fully elsewhere
—that is to say, the serious addition to the total numbec
of casualties attributable to tho operations in the

Dardanelles. Roughly speaking, it appears, from the

figures given to the House of Commons by the Prime

Minister on July 28th, that tho casualties in the Dar-

danelles, where operations wcro only begun last March,

had constituted down to the middle of July about one-
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seventh of the total of all the casualties in both the army

and the navy since the war began a year ago. Without

professing to have any special knowledge of the strategy

to be developed in Gallipoli, it is safe to say that if the

task before the Allies in the Gallipoli peninsula is to be

successfully achieved the number of casualties must be

expected very largely to increase. This expectation makes

it absolutely essential that the War Office should provide

a large medical i^ersonuel in the eastern Mediteraunean.

Tlie deputation from the War Emergency Committee

having asked that the Committee, iu calling upon medical

Ijractitioners to join the R.A.M.C, should have the autho-

rity of the War Office, Sir Alfred Keogh on August 9th

addressed a letter to the secretaries of the Committee

stating that he recognized iu it an excellent medium for

dealing with the great problem which now faced the

Xirofession, namely, how to supply medical officers for the

forces and at the same time to protect the needs of the

civil population. He has authorized the Committee to

make appeals to the profession to secure these ends ; iu

doing so he emphasized the importance of ensuring prompt

and increasing supplies of medical officers by saying tliat

the claims of the medical department of the army could

not be put too strougly before the profession. The War
Emergency Committee sitting iu London is concerned with

making the appeal to the medical profession in Euglaud

and Wales and Ireland. A similar appeal in Scotland is

made by the Scottish Medical Emergency Committee,

which has already done most valuable work iu organizing

the profession in that country to meet the demands of the

military medical sr^ervices by setting free men of fitting age

and physique, and making arrangements to provide as far

as possible against loss to them and inconvenience to the

public.

THE NEUROLOGY OF WAR.

Struck by the splendour of a suddeu thought, the Neuro-

logical Society of Paris has made a special study of the

lesions and affections of the nervous system that have

been so numerous and varied in the present war, and has

published the results of its labours in a special double

number of its monthly review.' This contains a number

of original articles, abstracts of which are published else-

where in this issue of the Journal. Besides these, the

review contains a hundred and sixty-four abstract* of the

most important communications on the subject recently

made to learned societies in France, and, iu a few instances,

in other countries. Members of the society have naturally

had a very extensive experience of the nervous lesions

caused by the war. As a result of this experience, tliey

presented a petition to the French Minister of War last

March, praying, first, that all patients suffering, or

apparently suffering, from organic or inorganic nervous

troubles should be referred as soon as possible to special

neurological services; and, secondly, that services or-

ganized particularly from the point of view of medical

supervision and discipline, should be created to look

after patients in whom an abnormal condition per-

sisted in spite of treatment, and those suspected

of exaggeration or simulation. The society laid great

stress on the importance of an early diagnosis and correct

treatment in the military cases of hysteria, hystero-

traumatism, traumatic neurosis, and nervous troubles due

to suggestion. In their early stages these are all readily

amenable to treatment by psychotherapy and counter-

suggestion. Late in the day they are difficult to cure, for

suggestion gets to work and the patient's moral is sapped

by the sympathy, solicitude, and commiseration that

have been showered upon him by his eutouri(f/e, medical

and otherwise; in addition, obstinate contractures and

partial ankyloses may have developed in the affected

limbs, and these conditions may even become in-

curable. The society estimated that, without exaggera-

'lievue Neuroloiiiaue. Paris, 1915. xxii, N03. 17-18.

tion, there actually were, in the French military

hospitals and ambulances, thousands of patients such

as these, who could have returned to their posts had
they been properly treated as the functional cases they
were at the outset. Perusal of the papers in this double
number of the Revue Nctirologique makes it apparent that

the nervous lesions of all sorts due to tlie war are protean

in their manifestations, and may demand the most
thorough and methodical examination before a correct

diagnosis can be reached. Disturbances of sensation, dis-

turbances of motility, the electrical reactions of the
different muscles apparently involved, vasomotor and
secretory troubles, and the distribution of the apparent
lesions, must all be mapped out by careful investigation,

demanding much time and the use of proper apparatus.

Cases iu which hysteria or, worse, simulation, is suspected

may require careful control and watching by trained ob-

servers before the diagnosis can be established ; it ia

satisfactory to note that a clinician of Dejerine's expe-

rience was able to say, after six months of war, that no

single military case of simulation had yet come under his

observation. The need for medical men specially trained

in the diagnosis and treatment of the nervous disorders ot

all sorts due to the bodily and mental injuries of war ia

undeniable; the French army is fortunate in having the

services of the Parisian Society de Neurologie bo freely at

its disposal.

THE PATHOLOGY OF SHELL CONCUSSION.
The present war has considerably added to our knowledge
of injuries caused, directly and indirectly, by high ex-

plosives, but there are some mysterious occurrences of

which no satisfactory explanation is as yet forthcoming.

Instances have been recorded on apparently good autho-

rity in which, without any outward and visible sign of

injury, death has occurred so suddenly that the victims

retain the attitude, and even the gesture, of the fatal

moment. It is said that the French have sometimes met
with instances in which such deaths have occurred in

groups, the men still lifelike, in the act of eating or

drinking or smoking—so much so that the assailants

hesitate to approach until the unnatural immobility shows
what has happened. One spectator compared such a group

to figures iu a waxwork exhibition. In other instances

death has not taken place at once ; a big shell explodes,

and the men near by are rolled over by the concussion

without being struck by any of the fragments. They get

up, feeling rather stunued, but iu the course of a few
hours, or a day or two, they collapse and die without pre-

senting any obvious injury. These are the sort of casea

that used to be attributed to the wind of the cannon ball,

which Larrey declared to be a bogey not only hypothetical

but absurd. Larrey's denial may apply to instances ot lace-

ration of viscera and damage to hard parts beneath an
uninjured integument because the lesions can be explained

on the assumption of the injury having been inflicted by a.

projectile at the eud of its trajectory, depressing the

yielding skin and exerting its momentum on the more
resisting parts within. But in cases of delayed death

after concussion, not associated with obvious injury, post-

mortem examina,tion reveals extensive damage to internal

organs, especially the hollow viscera, amply accounting

for the fatal result. A ijlausible h3'pothesis to account for

such cases is that the sudden and tremendous disturbance

of atmospheric pressure produced by the explosion of the

bigger shells acts in one of two ways : either the enormous

momentary pressure forces air iuto the cavities of the

bodj', or the temporary vacuum that follows violently

disturbs atmospheric conditions within the body, inflicting

extensive lesions. If this be so, it would be the strict

equivalent of the wind of the cannon ball which performed

such extraordinary feats in the annals of ancient military

lore. There are hundreds of instances of acute neur-

asthenia suddenly induced by the shock of exiilosion in pro-

vioualy normal men. aud in some there have been auditory
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or visual disturbances in the absence of demonstrable local

injury. Dr. Ravant has stated that hiuihar puncture in

some of these cases yielded a blood-stained fluid or ouo

cout-ainiug an unduly high proportion of albumin, so thai

it is diflicult to exclude the existence of actual physical,

though histological, injury to the nerve centres. Tlio

suddenness of onset and protracted nature of the psychical

disturbances, indeed, compel the idea of structural

damage, and pathological evidence, as far as it goes,

confirms that assumption.

MESS PRACTICES.
There are dozens of Territorial battalions still in England

and hundreds of units of the new armies still under

training for a task which will test their physical strength

to the full and strain their mental and moral fibre to the

utmost. In the circumstances it might be expected that

they were being prepared for the future that lies before

them in every way, but we have an unpleasaut doubt

whether proper influence is being exerted by the seniors in

respect of the young ofiicers. It has been alleged that the

messing expenses—in certain regiments, at any rate—are

imduly high, and there is no reason to suppose tliat this

statement is ill founded. For some part of its height bad
management may account in some cases, but in others the

real explanation is that the living standard is far more
extravagant than it need be, and more luxurious than it

should be, considering the very special circumstances in

which these units have been raised. The men who form

them are not the ordinary recruits of peace, but soldiers

already on the threshold of an enterprise which can

successfully be undertaken only by men who are initially

well suited to the task, and who, in addition, have

left no means neglected of developing their moral and
physical capacities to the utmost. In short, in the

mess huts of oiEcers who. have to set an example to

their men, who are daily expecting to enter into a pro-

longed and trying campaign either in Flanders or the

Dardanelles, and who have still to prove their mettle, the

tendency should be towards the simple life, even towards

a certain degree of asceticism in matters of food and drink.

In certain battalions no doubt this tendency does exist,

but there are others in which the reverse is the case. If

the only result were that messing expenses became unduly

high for the pockets of many of the young men who have

entered the army the matter might be considered to be of

relatively small importance, but this is not the case. We
have too good reason to believe that in very many
battalions the consumption of alcoholic liquors is a great

deal higher than it should be, and that in a certaiu

number, at any rate, the general atmosphere after the

morning work and until midnight may be described as

being one of drinks all round on any and every excuse.

The bad habit of treating, which is a legal offence iu the

proclaimed districts, ought to be discouraged. In this

matter officers should set an example not only to their men
but to the country. Some of the evil may be due to the

failure of commanding oificers of some of the new units

fully to realize their responsibility towards their subalterns,

many of whom are no more than lads who until the other

day were under the discipline of school or the restraining

influence of home. We are disposed to think that General

Officers Commanding ought without delay to call the

attention of officers commanding units in their commands
to the risks which are being run, and the serious obligation

wljich rests on them to guide the steps of their juniors

through the pitfalls that besot them.

THE ATTITUDE OF DUTCH SCIENTISTS TO
GERMAN KULTUR.

The Deutsche mcdizinische Wochensehrifl for .June 17th

to their German colleagues. Dr. Seydel writes that Dr.
G. van Eijnberk, editor of the leading Dutch medical
journal, Tijdschri/t, has drawn unkind comparisons
between the scientific achievements of many poorly
equipped Italian laboratories and the princely establish-

ments of many German "Bier-universities." Tliis con-

temptuous reference to the convivial tastes of the German
scientist is not, in the opinion of Dr. Seydel, worthy of the
serious attention of his countrymen, but he deduces from
other remarks by the Dutch editor the existence of a wide-
spread movement in the ranks of the Dutch medical pro-

fession against Germany. It appears that iu tlie past
much of the work of Dutch scientists has been pnblislie<l

iu German, where it has been submerged in the flood

of gigantic tomes and series which for several decades have
poured from the German press, so that its educative value
has been lost. Foreign professors in Holland are usually
Germans, and these imported teachers are in the habit of

lecturing in their own tongue. Dutch textbooks are
scarce, having been to a great extent supplanted by
German works. The Dutchman seeking post-graduate
teaching generally goes to Germany, which is also the
chief foreign source of instruments and medical appliances.

There is a powerful movement afoot in Holland to counter-
act these Germanic influences, to nationalize Dutch
science, and to cultivate greater self-reliance and inde-

pendence. Holland does not mean to rob herself of the
fruits of scientific research elsewhere, but it is her
ambition, in addition to fostering science at home, to

exchange the one-sided yoke of German TcuUiir for a wider
and more intei national scientific intercourse with all her
neighbours. Referring to the value of Germany's scien-

tific achievements as compared with those of her nei'di-

bours. Dr. van Rijuberk is said by Dr. Sej'del to

have written: "Still to-day, the great ideas in science
germinate repeatedly in France and England, and even iu

Italy and the Netherlands, whence they are transported
to German soil, where they bloom into the perfect plant
ready for export." Dr. J. Schwalbe, editor of the Denische
medi.zinische Wochensclirift, deplores tliis attitude of Dutch
scientists to Germany, and he interprets the Dutcli propa-
ganda not only as a nationalist movement, but also as a
movement prompted by actual hostility to Germany.
Dr. H. Treub, professor of gynaecology in Amsterdam, who
has protested against the appoiutmeut of Germans to

Dutch professorships, comes in for severe censure for

poking fun at Prussianism. It is, in the German editor's

opinion, deplorable that Professor Treub should symbolize
Prussia in 1813, 1870, 1914, 1915, aud 1920 by a "series of

casts of deformed fetal heads, the Prussia of 1920 being
represented as an anencephalic monster 1

devotes a good deal of space to a plaintive discussion of

the unsympathetic attitude adopted by Dutch medical men

DEMAND FOR A MIDWIVES BILL FOR
SCOTLAND.

A MOVEMENT, which is receiving influential backing, is

being made in Edinburgh to memorialize the Secretary of

State for Scotland (the Right Hon. T. McKiunon Wood)
for the introduction, as a Government measure, of a Mid-
wives Bill for Scotland. But for tlie war and a small
amount of opposition the private bills of 1914 would doubt-
less by this time have beeu an Act iu full operation, for all

tlie questions of any real difficulty had been overcome both
in the House of Lords and in the Commons. The reasons
which call for this piece of legislation, even iu war time,
have already been stated at the various conferences which
have recently been held iu Scotland in connexion with the
Maternity Hospitals and the Approved Societies under the
Insurance Act (see pp. 81 and 82 of the Supplemext for

August 7th) ; but another reason has come to the front

during the past few months to reinforce those which
have been named. Scotland has scut her full share

of medical men into active military service, and
when they have been drawn from country districts the
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pressure of work upon those left behind has been in-

creased to a degree which is likely in tlie winter to

threaten a complete breakdown ; if, however, the remain-

ing practitioners can be helped in their midwifery work

by the employment of trained maternity nurses, certified

as midwives and on tlie Koll of a Midwives Act for

Scotland, not a little of the congestion in country places

may be relieved. These nurses will, it is true, be in large

measure the same persons as the ones now practising in

Scotland or being trained in her institutions ; but, through

the passing of such a bill as has been indicated, they will

be no longer acting without control and supervision. As

*n instance of the pressing necessity for some such legisla-

tion may be named the application received a week or two

ago by the Edinburgh lioyal Maternity Hospital to supply

a trained midwifery nurse for one of the Shetland Islands,

in which several confinements were pending and in which

no medical practitioner was available. We understand

that the memorial to Mr. McKinnon Wood has tlie support

of the Presidents of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and

Surgeons of Edinburgh, of Sir Halliday Croom, Ur. Haig

Ferguson, and others.

ASSISTANCE FOR PREGNANCY CASES IN

FRANCE.
In a recent communication to the Academic de Medecine,

Professor G. Lepage,' Obstetrician to the Boucicaut Hos-

pital, Paris, argued that the beneficial action of the French

law of June IVtii, 1913, may be facilitated and increased

by the earlier examination of women who believe them-

selves to be pregnant. lie would add a footnote to the

regulations already puhlifslied as a guide to women for

whom the financial benefit both during the four weeks
which precede and the four weeks which follow confine-

ment is intended; and he would make the note read:

" Every woman who on account of the nonai^pcarauce of

her period believes herself to be pregnant and who desires

to profit by the advantages of the said law is advised, in

order that she may know the probable date of her confine-

ment, to consult a doctor during the fortnight which
follows the date of the disappearance of the period." It

may, however, be asked whether this early medical ex-

amination can be expected to yield information of any

real value, and to this question Dr. Lepage reijlies

strongly in the affirmative, always supposing that the right

method of examination be employed. He admits that the

woman's statements with regard to the last date of

menstruation, even when fortified by a careful physical

examination of her person, does not enable a categorical

answer to be given regarding the probable date of confine-

ment, and he also allows that some women have forgotten

entirely when they last menstruated; but he expects great

advantage from a bimanual examination of tlie pelvic

organs carried out in the first weeks of pregnancy. He
instructs the medical man to employ Puzos's method of

bimanual examination, which is done as follows : The
medical man should introduce his index finger, in the

case of a primipara, and both his index and middle

lingers, in a multipara, into the vagina ; ho should push
the whole uterus from behind forwards and from below
upwards, so as to bring it as near as he can to the upper
border of the symphysis pubis. Having accomplished this

he should next transfer his finger (or lingers) from the

posterior to the anterior vaginal fornix, and, fixing the

uterus between the finger or fingers of this internal hand
and the fingers of his other hand placed over the abdomen,
lie should recognize not only the somewhat .soft consistence

of the uterine walls, but also the changed form and size of

the organ, and should be able better to judge the exact age

of the pregnancy, and so more accurately foretell the date

of confinement. He cannot of course be absolutely certain

about the date, but his opinion is more likely to be

correct than when the examination is made at a later
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time in gestation ; and thus his patient is more likely

to receive the pecuniary assistance which is hei-s by
right in the four weeks which precede parturition.

This assistance will enable her to take the rest from
her work which she then needs so much both for

her own sake and for that of her child. Every
obstetrician may not agree with Dr. Lepage as to the ease

with which such a bimanual examination can be caii-ied

out or as to the prognostic value of the information to be
derived from it, save by such an expert as Professor

Lepage himself, but every one will welcome the result

which is likely to follow the bringing of such a notice as

ho advises before the attention of pregnant women. That
result will almost certainly be the earlier application of

expectant mothers to medical practitioners for advice, and
the advice, needless to say, may extend to other matters

than the prediction of the day of delivery. In Great
Britain, as well as in France, the earlier coming of

pregnant women to doctors would have great advantages

both as to the health of the women and their expected

infants and as to the prevention of the many causes which
lead to miscarriages and premature labours. In this

country the law in its relation to pregnancy is not so far

advanced as in France, but the Insurance Act has opened

up a vista along which the expectant mother may look

with real hopefulness to the time when she will be watched
over medically during the whole of her pregnancy, and be

relieved from financial embarrassment during, at any rate,

the later weeks of it.

THE SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES.
Alexander Pope said he would not have the stump of an

old tree pulled up which he remembered as a boy, and

there are many who share the feeling. Persons of this

temper of miud will tlierefore hear with regret that it has

been decided to pull down the old Mill House of the

Apothecaries' Hall in order to widen the thoroughfare in

Water Lane. To members of the medical profession that

corner of London, though not exactly picturesque, is full

of historical associations. The Company of Apothecaries

was first incorporated by a charter granted by James I in

1606 ; by this charter the Apothecaries were united with

the Grocers. According to Mr. C. U. B. Barrett, they

remained united till the end of 1617, when a new charter

was obtained which formed the Apothecaries into a

separate company under the designation of the Master,

Wardens, and Society of the Art and Mystery of the

Apothecaries of the City of London. There was a good

deal of opposition to the separation on the part of many
of the apothecaries, chiefiy, it would seem, on financial

grounds. The new society, in its early years, had
a hard struggle for exi.stence, and it was not till

1632 that it was able to purchase a house and
ground in Blackfriars to serve the purpose of a Hall.

The Hall was burnt in the Great Fire of London, though,

strangely enough, no record of its destruction is to be

found in the Minutes of the Society.' It was rebuilt soma
years later, and, as Mr. Barrett says, " the strenuous

efforts required to build their home had the effect of

spurring the Court of Assistants on to make greater

exertions than hitherto to extend the scope of the Society.

It became larger and more powerful in numbers, and
during the next half-century increased in wealth."

Although a committee was formed in 1667 " to treat about

the building of the Hall and consider for raising the

money and to compute the charge," the Society was too

poor to carry out the project in full at the time,

and it was not till ten years after the fire that

the buildings were completed. Among these was
the Mill House, where drugs were ground, weighed, and
preserved. The Court of Assistants of the Society decided
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some time befoio tbe outbrcRlt of tlie war that it -would bo
desirable to inci-ease the facilities for the wholesale iiiami-

faoture of dings which is carried on at the Apothecaiics'

Hall, by the coiistructiou of a new Mill House with
modern and improved machinery in order to cope more
efficiently with the large and inci-easiug business done by
the Society. This •' trade," as it is familiarly called in the

Society, has now been carried on for nearly 300 years. .\s

the result of the erection of the new Mill House, the old

Mill House is to be demolished, and new buildings erected

upon the site. It is a pity, but we suppose that this

removal of an ancient memorial of the past must be
regarded as a sacrifice to progress.

MILITARY LIFE AND PHYSICAL HEALTH.
The extraordinary improvement in the physical fitness of

men who joined the new armies in this country is a
commonplace observation, and most of us have had the

opportunity of watching the improvement from mouth to

month in personal friends or relations. Similar observa-

tions have been made in France, where hundreds of

thousands of men accustomed to sedentary lives were
mobilized at the beginning of the war, and have since led

the strenuous outdoor life which falls to the soldier

actually engaged in warlike operations. A correspondent
writing from that country tells us that of the French
territorials who have been at the front since the outbreak
of hostilities, many are being allowed home on short

furlough, and that their aspect on arrival is often, nay
usually, destructive of many illusions on the part of the
pining wife or anxious mother. People at home thought
sadly of the absent one, passing nights in half-drained

tieuches, a prey to numberless scares and anxieties,

frightened half out of his wits by exploding bombshells, fed

erratically, and exposed to drenching rain or the parching

rays of an implacable sun ; he would naturally return with
haggard and woebegone looks, the shadow of his former
self. But lo ! on the contrary, his face beams with smiles

and good health. The podgy shopkeeper has lost his

embonpoint and pasty complexion. He is smart, his eyes
are bright, his skin tanned, and his movements alert and
manly. The fond wife is on the verge of disai^poiutmeut,

for she was expecting to play the nurse to a worn-out,

debilitated husband, instead of which he has regained the

jollity of his early married days and, far from complaining,

he boisterously describes his strenuous days and disturbed

nights. Given a fair standard of physical stamina, it cannot
be questioned that the active adventurous life of the

soldier in the field makes for health and strength.

Confirmed alcoholics, now that their consumption is

necessarily kept within moderate limits, recover the

power of self-control and appreciate the gain in dignity

and self-esteem. Neurasthenics, under the influence of

war work, forget to worry about their inside, and, living

as they do from hand to mouth, look out instead of

looking in. Hard work and frugal living in the open air

raise the standard of vitality, and effect cures which had
defied the pharmacologist. The moral being undergoes
a salutary change pari passu with the physical. The
implacable pursuit of a common object, the sharing of a
common danger, and the perpetual emulation render
selfishness despicable and make the man conscious of his

individual insignificance ; his personality is sunk in the

common weal. The weaklings, of course, go to the wall,

the strain is more than they can bear, the feeble nervous

system breaks down, the damaged heart yields to the strain.

Given, however, an adequate margin of resilience, the fact

seems to be that, apart from the casualties of actual

fighting, the conditions of a soldier's life in war afford a

special case of the operation of the law of the survival of

the fittest. Those who possess the necessary resilience

survive, and are all the better for the experience.

DREAD OF INFECTION FROM PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS.

The ever-increasing amount of attention devoted to the
study and prevention of pulmonary tuberculosis, more
particularly tho endeavour to familiarize the public with
its dangers and its prevention, has, as our columns have
more than once borne witness, had one undesirable effect,

iuasmnch as it has given some of the less instructed an
exaggerated idea of the risk involved in attendance on
persons suffering from " consumption." A letter pub-
lished elsewhere in this issue shows that such fears may
make it a difficult problem to carry out the home treat-
ment of the disease owing to the dislike which servants
manifest to being brought into contact with sufferers.
What medical teaching really aimed at was to impress
upon those in attendance on phthisical patients the de-
sirability of observing certain elementary precautious in
order to prevent the spread of the disease, but the pro-
posals advocated in various countries to make pulmonary
tuberculosis a notifiable disease have had the effect of
making the public jump to the conclusion that pulmonary
tuberculosis is a highly contagious affection. This un-
warrantable scare may indirectly be of some advantage by
rendering people circumspect, but it entails extremely dis-

tressing consequences for the victims, who find it difficult

to obtain housing acconjmodatiou, and find themselves
treated as pariahs. Inasmuch as it is impossible to pro-
vide sanatorium facilities for all cases of phthisis, and as
there are numerous patients who neither desire nor require
to be segregated, it behoves us to complete the education
of the public by teaching them that the risk of contracting
the disease is almost non-existent when certain simple
precautions are observed.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Subscriptioxs.
The outstanding feature of the week's subscriptions is the
fine contribution from the Canadian Committee. The
generosity of the Dominions, which has been so marked a
feature in the growth of the Fund, is further shown in sub-
scriptions from Newfoundland and Cape Colony.

Thirlij-sleth List.

Canadian Comiuitteefper
Dr. J. Gibb Wishart,
Hon. Treas.) (6th dona-
tlon, total £2.227 3s. lld.)800

Dr. F.de Havillaud Hall
(5tb donation, total £10) 1 :

Col. CharlesRossPearse.

Cape Colony District Sur-
geons' Association (per
Dr. W. Darley Hartley) 20

Dr. Hill Aitlien ... ...

Newfoundland Jledical
Men (perDr.H Hendell.
Registrar, Newfound-
land Medical Board)—
Dr8. McKendrick.
Macphcrsou. Duncan,
Rendell, Fi-aser, R.
Forbes. C. Forbes,

Pritcbard. S c u 1 1 v.
Burden. Jones, A. U.
Anderson. O'ConnclI,
Brebm, Freebairn,
Hogan, MacKay, Cow-

Mitcbell.

nolm, Carnell,
Donahue, A. Mac-
Donald, W. Roberts,
M. C. Roberts, Jamie-
eon, S. S. Smith,
Fitzgerald,LeVisconte.
Parker. McLeod, G. N.
Murphy, Mr. J.
McFarlau

Mr. Allan Gray
Dr. A. D. Clark

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,
Buckingham Gate, Loudon, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Belief
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

Instkdments.
The Master of the Society of Apothecaries begs to

acknowledge the receipt of surgical instruments, etc., con-
tributed by the following donors since the publication of
the last list

:

SPECIAL courses of toxicology have been organized at
tho Military Medical School of Val-de-Gracc, near Paris.
They are intended for pliarmacists who will be employed
in tlie new laboratories recently established at the front.
Detachments of analytical chemists have been organized
in this country as units of the Eoyal Engineers.
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THE ^/STAJR.

MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
DARDANELLES.

The increase in the magnitude and scope of the operations

in the Dardanelles has entailed a corresponding increase

in the medical provision for the forces engaged. The
Prime Minister stated in the House of Commons on July

28th that the total number of killed and wounded among
the naval and military forces engaged in the Daidanellea

flown to July 18th was 37,982 ; of these, 8,099 were killed

(officers, 562; men, 7,537), while the wounded numbered
29,883 (officers, 1,375 ; men, 28,508).

Owing to the topographical peculiarities of the Gallipoli

peninsula and military exigencies, the problem presented

to the Army Medical Service has been one of extraordinary

difficulty, and one for which no parallel is to be found in

any previous experiences of the military services of any
country. The foothold obtained at the southern end of

the peninsula and a little further northeast at the point

now, we believe, called Anzac, where the Australian and
New Zealand Army Corps effected a landing, concerned

only a very limited extent of ground, almost everywhere
exposed to the fire of the enemy. It was, in fact, not

found possible to find a site for a hospital ashore.

One casualty clearing station was established near Sedd-
el-Bahr, which is at the eastern end of the promon-
tory, five miles in width, which forms Cape Helles. The
situation was so exposed that the clearing station was
on several occasions shelled out. The wounded brought
down from the field ambulances were put as quickly as
possible on board barges, which were towed out to the

hospital ships afloat. These hospital ships may almost be
said to have acted as the casualty clearing stations, as well

as the first line hospitals of the force ashore, the base
hospitals being at Lemnos, Alexandria, and Malta. The
number of hospital ships has been largely increased since

the landing at the end of April, as has also the hospital

accommodation for sick and wounded both in Malta and
Egypt. Malta has been found a particularly suitable

place for base hospitals, and a large number of beds are

now provided there ; but, as is well known, a number of

wounded have been brought home to England direct in

hospital ships.

The great increase in the accommodation for sick and
wounded in Egypt and Malta has called for a correspond-
ing increase in the medical and nursing personnel. As
has already been announced, the army has the advantage
of the services of a number of consulting physicians and
sui'geons of distinction who are for the most part stationed

at the base hospitals at Malta or in Egypt. The situation,

as far as the medical service is concerned, is now well in

hand, and steps have been taken to keep up the personnel
to full strength, and to increase it as may be required.

The full magnitude of the operations in the Dardanelles
has, perhaps, as yet hardly been appreciated in this

country, but, after what has been said, it will be easy to

understand that the number of medical officers required
to serve there in various capacities has contributed very
materially to increase the demand which the army is

making on the medical profession in this country and in

Australasia.

The British Red Cross in the Dardanelles.
The Joint Committee of the British Red Cross Society

and the St. John Ambulance Brigade recently received a
report from its Chief Commissioner in the Mediterivauean,
Sir Courtauld Thomson, describing the work whieli had
been done down to the middle of July to assist in the
treatment of the wounded from the operations in the
Dardanelles. A Red Cross store has been established
adjoining the casualty clearing station under Cape Helles,
the southern extremity of the Gallipoli peninsula; both
are open to shell fire, though it is not believed that they
are intentionally shelled. In spite of this, some motor
ambulances are working on the peninsula and arrange-
ments are being made to send out others. The
wounded, when removed from the casualty stations, are
placed on barges and towed out to hospital ships
or other Tessels, in which they are carried to base

hospitals at Mudros on the island of Lemnos, Alexandria,
or Malta. The removal of the wounded to the hos-

pital ships or transports is facilitated by motor
boats, but a larger number could bo utilized. A
Red Cross store has been established also at Mudros,
and has been able to supply the ships carrying the
wounded from there with additional comforts for the
wounded, including shirts, pyjamas, and pillows. A buffet

for light refreshments has been established on the beach.
More motor boats are also required at Mudros for the
conveyance of wounded and stores. These are being
supplied by the Joint Committee. From Alexandria the
wounded are taken dh-ect to hospitals in the city in motor
ambulances, or in ambulance trains to Cairo. At
Alexandria two additional convalescent hospitals for

officers have been opened. At Cairo the Red Cross
hospital has been extended; it is under the charge of

Major and Mrs. Phillips, who act as medical officer

and matron respectively. There is a hospital and Indian
convalescent camp at .Suez, where the Red Cross repre-

sentative (Dr. Arthur Hayes) is able also to supply
comforts to the hospital ships proceeding to India and
Australia. Red Cross stores have also been established in

connexion with provincial hospitals and convalescent
homes in various parts of Egypt where local committees
are at work. In all the work in Egypt great assistance

has been given by Dr. Ruffer, President of the Sanitary,

Maritime, and Quarantine Council of Egypt, and by Sir

John Rogers of Cairo.

Transport of the Wounded.
In the August number of the Sf. Bartholomew's Hoajpiial

Journal Captain L. B. Cane, R.A.M.C., gives an account of

the difficulties of transporting the wounded to the ships

and from them to the base hospital. Within three weeks,
he says, nearly twenty thousand wounded men were taken
to Alexandria and hundreds continued to arrive daily,

"Many of these were shot long before they reached the
Turkish shore ; some of the boats were sunk and others
turned back full of wounded, with scarcelj- an uninjured
man left on board to land. From the beginning the
hospital ships have been quite insufficient to deal with
such thousands of wounded, and have had to be supple-

mented by many of the transports in which the troops

went out. In some instances these refilled so soon with
urgent cases that they returned to the base even before

the last of their men and stores had been disembarked.
Several medical officers from the field ambulances or other
units were put on board each transport, with what orderlies

could be spared. These worked night and day dming the
return voyage, but, in spite of all exertions, found it often

quite impossible to render more than the most urgent first

aid treatment. Several transports returned with over 800
wounded, one with nearly l.lOO and one with 1,618, and in

each only three overworked medical officers, a few orderlies,

and no nurses, to do the entire work of an improvised
floating hospital, full of surgical cases, during its two and
a half days' voyage back to Alexandria."
By the middle of June more complete arrangements had

been made, and a number of transports were fitted out for

use as hospital ships, with staffs of four medical officers,

six nurses, and twenty orderlies on each. The trans-

ference of the wounded from the shore had frequently to

be carried out under tire. Often the men had dragged
thems Ives or been helped by less severely wounded
comrades for about two miles to a dressing station,

from which they were carried some distance to the shore.

Then they had to be conveyed through shallow water to

landing boats or lighters, which were rowed or towed out
to the transport or hospital ship. Those who could not
walk were slung over the ship's side by ropes; fortu-

nately the sea was smooth. Hundreds of wounded had to

be hurriedly dressed on board and then disj)osed about
the decks and in every available space in the ship. At
Alexandria notice of the probable date of arrival of each
ship and the approximate number carried was in most cases
received a short time before she was due, aud hospital

trains and motor ambulances were waiting on the ijLiay,

Four Red Cross trains were in use, each capable of taking
about 200, though generally not more than three were got
off in a day. A fleet of about fortj' motor ambulances dis-

posed of the rest, and the work was carried out for the

most part smoothly and expeditiously. Disembarkation,
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however, was not always free from danger. Captain Cane
gives a pictuie of au officer witli seven wounds and a
fi-acture being lowered over the side who, owing to the
slipping of the ropes, narrowly escaped being tilted out of

the stretcher. The woi-st catrcs were usually removed
first to the hospital in Alexandria, the others being seut
to Cairo or elsewhere by motor ambulances and trains.

On one day five ships full of wounded were alongside at

ouce. At one time, when there was au exceptional rush,

and after the worst cases had been taken otf the ships and
retained in Egypt, some 3.0C0 were seut on to Malta.
During the early operations the hospital ships lay some-
times for days close in to the shore between great battle-

ships tiring broadsides at the Turkish positions and iu full

view of tlio lighting. Occasionally aeroplanes dropped
shells on the Bed Cross ships, sometimes killing a few of

the wounded.

THE NEUROLOGY OF WAR.
The Neurological Society of Paris has devoted a special

double number of its Review ' to the organic and functional

cases of nervous disorders caused by the war. The
original papers on these subjects may be analysed in the
following five groups.

Lesions of the Nerves.

J. Babinski discusses the diagnosis of traumatic lesions

of the nerves, pointiug out how the paralyses here met
with may be simulated by divisions of tendons or muscles,
or complicated by hysterical paralyses. He notes that
when a nerve has been divided or injured, the patient has
often felt an extremely violent or fulgiiratint^ pain at the
moment of injury; possibly this synii'tiim is ilia;4nostic of

an organic lesion of a nerve, lujuiii s nf tln' biachial

plexus produce lesions of two main typrs : ili I'aialysis of

the circumflex, musculocutaneous, and radial nerves,
and (2) paralysis of . the ulnar and median nerves.
Lesions of the nerves commonly produce vasomotor
and secretory disturbances, and very often result in

libro-t«ndinous contractures, especially when the lesion

is painful. Surgical interference in lesions of the
nerves is often called for, particularly in cases where
mnch pain is felt ; the cut nerve should be sutured, the
injured nerve freed from adhesions. Sensation often
returns early after operation, and before movement.
P. Marie and Mme. Athanassio-Benisty have observed
that much pain and vasomotor disturbances (cold, cyanosis,
sweating) are common iu lesions of the median nerve, rare
in those of the radial or ulnar. Injuries of the sciatic and
internal popliteal nerve, as of the median, give rise to

intense burning pain aggravated by pressure. The claw-
band, appearing at once, is characteristic of ulnar lesions,

if the median nerve escapes injury. The special phenomena
observed in injuries of the radial, median, ulnar, and
sciatic nerves are tabulated very fully; the subject gave
rise to a general discu.ssion. .J. Dejerine and E. Schwartz
give a full description of the case of a soldier with an
irritative shell wound of the left median nerve which
caused articular deformations similar to those of chronic
rheumatism, trophic troubles, and hyperhidrosis, in the area
supplied by the nerve. Operation four and a half months
later showed no visible lesion of any of the nerve trunks
in the forearm ; treatment effected but little improvement.
M. and Mme. Long describe three somewhat similar cases
with marked trophic and neuralgic signs and symptoms.
M. and Mme. Dejerine and J. Mouzon give a summary of

the clinical symptoms of injuries of the large nerve trunks,
their complete interruption, their recovery, and the in-

dications for operation in these common cases. The
authors remark that the nerves are very fragile structures
and should be manipulated or exposed as little as possible
by the surgeon. A. Leri records his experience of 400
patients with wounds of peripheral nerves, treated by
operation in seveutytive instances. In only one case was
the crural nerve injured, as compared w'ith forty-three
lesions of the sciatic trunk. Operative interference is

atlvised after two months in cases with complete paralysis,

and is to be considered in cases where spontaneous im-
provement is doubtful or slow after three montlis. LiJri

recommends oiling of the nerves exposed at operation, to

prevent the further formation of adhesions ; and in ten

^ Sevue Neuroloiiiaue, faris, 1915. xiii. May-June.

cases has joined up the cut ends of shortened nerves by
enclosing them in tiie hardened excised arteries or veins
of calves, as Foramiti advised, with good results. J. Tinel
records a case of ischaemic paralysis of the right leg
following ligature of the popliteal artery for aneurysm,
with pain, cyanosis, and sweating, greatly improved by
treatment. The return of faradic excitability before the
power of movement, after lesions of the peripheral nerves,
is described as a sign of good prognostic import by P. Marie
and Mme. Athanassio-Benisty.

Les!o7is of the Sjiinal Cord.
Do Lapersonne and Wiard offered for diagnosis the case

of a soldier wounded in the neck by the explosion of a
shell. A skiagram showed that a fragment of bono was
pressing on tlio cad at the level of the seventh cervical
vertebra. Tlic man had paresis of the right leg and arm,
some ptosis and enophtluUmos, small pupils preserving their
reflexes, and marked oedema of the right optic disc, more
than two discs in diameter. There was "no history of
syphilis; the cerebro-spinal fluid was normal. The authors
contemplated operation. J. Mouzon and D. E. Paulian
give an account of a ease of Brown -Si'ipiard paralysis due
to a shrapnel bullet entering at the root of the nose and
lodging in the right-hand side of the body of the third
cervical vertebra. Four months later the right side of the
body was weak, and showed associated movements when
voluntary motions were made on the left side; there
was marked loss of sensation in the areas supplied
by the third and fourth cervical nerves on the
right, of the sacral and fifth lumbar nerves on the
left, and diminished sensibility to heat up to the
second thoracic nerve on the left. A. Leri de-
scribes functional cases of commotion of the medulla or
cord, with partial or complete paraplegia and sometimes
disturbances of micturition. The symptoms may not
come on until long after the shock that produced them

;

j-et they may last for mouths unless they receive the
proper psychotherapcutical treatment. E. Dupre, Le Fur,
and Raimbault communicate notes of a case of traumatic
haematorrhachis, with spasmodic paralysis of the four
limbs and sphincter troubles, due to the passage of a

" bullet through the upper part of the neck. The patient
made a fairly good recovery in five months. A. Souques
relates a case in which a bullet wound of the left heel,
leaving a condition of talipes equiuus behind it, gave rise
to definite ankle-clonus (spinal epilepsy) on examination.
This he referred to the state of muscular contraction of
the sural triceps. J. Tinel gives details of a case of con-
tinual functional nystagmus, ti-ansverse and verv rapid,
capable of arrest for a few seconds on fixing an object, and
replaced by a slower and more normal nystagmus on
application of the methods of producing artificial

nystagmus. It came on gradually in a young soldier
awakened by a shell explosion ; the patient was nervous
and had a pulse of 120 to 140. H. Meige, commentiug on
the case, remarked that the patient was a cinematograph
employee, and was inclined to believe the nystagmus'to be
a tic, voluntary, used more or less consciously by the
patient. G. Eoussy and Ichlonski describe the case of a
soldier with a bullet wound through the parietal region of
tlie head, who recovered with a left hemiplegia, left

astcreognosis, and marked syncinetic movements of the
left arm and (less so) leg when the right limbs were
moved.

Lesions of the Brain.
A. Polosson and F. J. Collet describe the case of a

young soldier who received a glancing bullet wound on
the right parietal region. Consciousness was not lost, but
rapid small movements of extension and flexion appeared
at once in the left wrist, four or five a second, with
paralysis of the thumb, inability to separate or flex the
fingers, and inability to move the wrist; the fingers were
semiflexed, the thumb adducted, the form of objects was
not recognized by the left hand. The movements per-

sisted during sleep. Eight days later the patient was
trephined over the wound, and a small extradural haem-
atoma was found ; the dura was not opened. Three days

later there was a left-sided tit of Jacksouian epilepsy

lasting five minutes; a few more fits occurred during the

next days. Three months after the injury the patient

returned to the front. The authors describe this as a case
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of " partial coutimious epilepsy," or Kojewniltow's syn-

tlroiuo (1894), couipaiable to pre- or postliemiplegio

tremors, and tlue iu this case to local irritation of a

small area of the cortex of the ascernliug froutal con-

volution. J. Dcjeriiio and J. Mouzon relate two cases

of Dejerinc's "syudronio of cortical sensibility." The
patients had bullet wounds in the left and right parietal

regions respectively ; their right and left hands respectively

preserved sensibility to touch, pain, and heat almost un-

altered, but had lost tactile discrimination, sense of

position, and deep or bony sensibility; so that astereo-

guosis was present, and "the hands were clumsy and
ataxic. The authors contrast with this picture thalamic

lesions, iu which all modes of sensation are altered.

G. Roussy and J. Bertrand give details and a discussion

of a somewhat similar case. E. Dupro and Le Fur
recount the case of a soldier struck bv a bullet on the

vrrtrx, witli fractuir of tl)0 exlcrual table of the skull.

This pioiliiccil .-ui inroni|il(.'tc s|i,istic paraplegia, which
111:1. 1.' ^^;llklll^, cv.n v, illi c-niLrli,'s, still difficult live

lUDiitlis hiu-r; two iiiniUhs allciwards lumbar puncture

sliijwed that the cnvbic sninal fluid was incieascd in

amount, thougli fvoc iu.m leucocytosis. The autliors con-

chilled that tlio two aseemling parietal convoiutiuus had
been injured, with meuingeal haemorrhage and inflam-

mation.

Hi/xleria.

G. Roussy describes how three Zouaves were knocked
out by the "violent explosion of a shell in their trench,

whieh' killed two men outright and buried a dozen more or

less completely in inrth. Two of the three bled from the

nose and ears

;

dumb also. T
in Paris, deaf,

,11 11, i<l they were deaf, and became
.1 they reached Roussy's clinic

iiiieating by signs only; one of

till 111, 11. rvi.ii-, mil I iited, feverishly wrote long accounts

of 1 1;,/ .leiiili 111. 'I'lM- three, presenting such uniform sym-
]ii, ,111s, \M 1 e |il,,,i il limit iu separation rooms, and Roussy
d. SI rilii .1 ill the 1 n 1 nee of each how they would recover

cumpletely in a d.iy or two. Two recovered hearing

partially and speeeli very eouipletcly next day, the third

the day after. Eaeli had perforation of the tj'mpanum and
otitis media, one bilaterally. Each had been for several

months at the front an<l each had been wounded already,

one twice, lioiissy has seen a fourth similar case, and
gives a careful analysis of 50 cases of hysteua, and 4

of simulation he has had under his care as a result of the

war. Nine of the 50 had hysterical fits and required

severity of treatment; 4 wcce temporaiily deaf-mutes;

4 resembled cerebral commotion ; 7 had functional hemi-

plegia or paraplegia ; 8 resembled cases of nruiitis ; 16 had
painful monoplegia of the arm or leg after shock, inpiry,

or operation, the paralysis being either logical iu type or

paradoxical. A. Souques described 2 cases of hystero-

traumatic crural monoplegia in soldiers, pointing out how
dillicult it may be to prove that such cases aic not cases

of simulation. He also illustrated the hystero traumatic

contractures or pseudo-contractui'es in the limbs of

wounded soldiers, which, he said, again might be indis-

tinguishable from simulated contractures. J. Dejerine

narrated fully 2 cases of functional paraplegia in emo-
tional young soldiers, due to bullet or shell wounds. In

each of these neuropaths there was a past history of

similar attacks iu years gone by brought on by excessive

emotions.

Simulation.
Naturally, "the border line between cases of hysterical

loss of function and cases of simulation or fraud is very
ill defined. J. Babiuski points out that there may be no
objective distinction between the two, and quotes a case

showing that an organic paralysis from disuse may
follow a hysterical jiaresis of the leg. He had had four

cases of hemiplegia or paraplegia due to the explosion of a

shell at a distance, iu whicli no evidence of organic disease

could be found ; recmery followed rapidly when military

penalties were tlne.iti mil. 1'. Marie notes the difficulty

of distinguishing tiand from hysteria, quoting three ca.ses

of simulation ; one patient, a hemiplegic, received as

punishment twenty-five days in prison, twelve in the cells.

He says the best punishment in these cases would be to state

on their papers that their disease is imaginary ; and he would
divide the apparently hysterical patients into two classes

—

namely, (1) unconscious simulators, including neuropaths,
cases of hysteria, and traumatic hysteria, requiring strict

treatment in military hospitals; and (2) exaggerators, who
have actually been wounded, but have added physiological

solecisms to their real troubles, and require treatment by
suggestion or reasoning, as well as treatment for their

surgical lesions. J. Dejerine states that he has not yet
seen a case of simulation or fraud among the many patients

with functional nervous disorders due to the war who had
passed through his hands. He quotes three functional

cases in which the plantar reflex had been lost, and ex-

presses the opinion that excessive emotion rather than
mechanical shock to the nervous system is the cause
producing functional cases. Among other speakers at a
discussion on tliis subject was J. Babinski, who dwelt on
tlio difficulty of detecting adroit simulators of nervous
lesions, and on the difficulty of being sure that an apparent
fraud, such as a dumbness cured by faradiziug the larynx,

was not really due to autosuggestion rather than fraud.

He coMchided that the object of examining and treating

tliese patients should be to cure them rather than to make
a differential diagnosis between hysteria and fraud.

Energetic and authoritative treatment would often work
marvels, even in the obstinate ca.ses of old standing. As a

record or diagnosis to be written on the papers of these

patients, he suggested some such formula as the following :

" Neuropathic troubles due to suggestion, not grave, and
curable by psychotherapy and counter-suggestion."

H. Meige emijhasized the importance of discrimi-

nating between these cases and those of real trauma
of the nervous sy.stoni. H. Roussy, commenting on his

four cases of simulation, was inclined to write the diagnosis

on the papers of the patient, and let him suffer the

consequent military penalties.

DISPATCHES.
D.\UD.\NKLLES.

A sPECi.iL supplement to the London Ga~.rtte, published on
August 5th, gives a dispatch dated June 12th from General
Sir Ian Hamilton, coinmaiiding the Mediterranean Expedi-

tiouaiy Force, iu which a l.uge nnuiber of officers and men
are speciallv mcutioufd toi yood seivice, including the

follow uigmJmbcis ot the Medical Services:

1, I M I ( I ii.l Al ] Yur.
1,1 1

' . Mi|H (. H. Lintlsay, M.D., 1st West
J.aii I liui I 11 I'i \iiil. Ill nice (T F.), 89tli Field Ambulance;
].Kut. 11 ml (. Ii.ui.lsoii, .M L)., Ibt Highland Field Ambulance
(T 1 o4th 1 1. 1,1 Vniljuliuice ; Corporal .1. W. Joues, 89th Field
Ainliul.ui, e, I'lnate A. Cook, 87th Field Ambulance.

7,',/H,i/ \innl Inn^wn, Howe Battalion.—Sargeon E. G.

Australian and New Zealand Forces.

.iu-tuiliai, .iimii Meiliral C/j)-..—Captain A. G. Buller.D.S.O.,
9tliiiii II 1,11 i I I till 11, 1 Miitani F T. Brennan, lltli West
\ii

'

, , 11 '11. L stV. Welch; Sergeant H.

iiu C. E. \\nsbell; Private G.

;s/ I ,
' • itiou -Liputenaut-Colouel

\\ 1 , ,
•

1 ii, \i I' I I 111.

1
1

•
. iiel W. W.

>
, , , i II I I I

\i 1 I 1 1
1

SI ill, Lauce-
Coiporal W. Singleton, I'lu.ite .1 1 oniuo, I'lnatc .J. Crawford-
Watson, Private W. Hea\er, I'm ate \\ . J. Henry.

France.

Some additional names recommended for gallant and

distinguished service in the field iu continuation of those

mentioned iu the dispatch from the Field Marshal

Cominanding-in-Chief dated May 31st, and published iu

the London (jazette of June 22nd, were printeil iu a

'supplement to the London (lar.etle issued on August 7th.

-The following names of members of the medical profession

appear in the lists :

Staff: Colonel E. G. Browne, A.M.S.
Milnro Amhidance Corps: Henry Jeilett, M.D., F.B.C.P.I.

late Master of the Itotuuda Hospital, Dublin.
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CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Navy.

Wounded.
Surgcou II. K. Sha-sv, R.N., Dardanollea.

Army.
Killed In Aclio?t.

Lieutenant George McCallnui, R.A.M.C., was vopoited in

tlie casualty list of August 8th as killed in Flauileis. Ho
was educated at Glasgow, wbero be took the M.li. and
Cli.B. in 1914. and took a temporary coumiission as
Lieutenant, K..V.M.C., on January 25tli, 1915. He was
attached to the 6th Duke of Cornwall's Tiight Infantry.

Lieutenant John Coruock Hawkes, R.A.M.C., attached
to the 8th Battalion, King's Roj'al Riile Corps, was also

reported in the casualty list published on August 8th as
killed in Flanders. He took the .Scottish triple qualification

in 1910, and received a temporary commission as Lieutenant
on December 16tb, 1914. The Medical Directory gives his

address as Castletown, Berehaven, co. Cork.

Died of Wounds.
Major S. J. Richards, 1st Australian Clearing Hospital,

Dardanelles.
Lieutenant John Cattanach, R..^.M.C., who was reported

as wounded in the Dardanelles in the casualty list pub-
lished on July 29th, has since died of his wouuds. He was
the son of Mr. William Cattanach, merclKiiit, Xtwiuiiniore,
and was educated at Newtonmore and KiiiL;iwsi. — .hools,

and at Edinburgh University, where he tnok tin' M.i;. and
B.Ch. in 1912. He took a temporary coiniuissiou as lieu-

tenant in the R.A.M.C. on October lOtb, 1914. During his
university career he was a not«d athlete ; he was con-
sidered the finest shinty player in Scotland. He repre-

sented Edinburgh in the intei-- university sports of 1909,
1910, and 1911, and receiTcd international caps for Scotland
both for athletics and for hockey.

Wounded.
Major T. Holt, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Dardanelles.
Captain J. Litbgow, K.A.M.C.(T.F.), Dardanelles.
Lieutenant (temporary) H. J. Burke, 11.A.JI.C., Flanders.
Lieutenant (temporary 1 J. N. Clark, H. A.JI.C, Dardanelles.
Both Major Holt and Captain Litbgow have been re-

ported as wounded before, the former on June 15th and
the latter on July 24th.

Deaths among Sons of Medical Men.
Andrews, Alan Charles Findlay, 2nd Lieuteuant 2nd Royal

Fusiliers, elder son of Mr. (,'. H. Andrews, St. Giles, Norwich,
killed in the Dardanelles on .June 28th. He was born on
November 2nd, 1894, and educated at Norwich Grammar School
and at Sedbergh, where he was in the O.T.C, gained his
sliootiug colours, and represented his school at Bisley. He
held a commission for two years in the 4th Norfolk Territorial

2nd Battalion, with whicli he went to the Dardanelles, where
he fell in the attack on Krithia on June 28th.

Carter, Gerald Francis, 2nd Lieuteuant 7th Battalion King's
Eoyal Rifle Corps, sen of Alfred H. Carter, F.R.C.P., of
Abingdon, late of Birmingham, killed in Flanders on .Julv 31st,

aged 18. He was educated at St. Ninians, Moffat, and at
Winchester, where he twice gained the gold medal for
gvmnastics. When the war began he was on the point of going
to St. .lohu's College, Oxford. He enlisted in the Public Schools
Battalion of the Middlesex Regiment, got his commission in the
K.R.K.C. on April 6tli. and went to the front on May 18th.
Colston, Harol.l Ixtlvaiy. Major 1st York and Lancaster

Regiment, only .-on r,t tlie late Deputy Surgeon-General C. K.
Colston, I.M.b., killed ;it Vjires on April 23rd. He was educated
at Clifton, joined the army lu November, 1891, became Captain
in September, 1901, and Major in Januarv, 1910. He served in

the South African war, in the operations" in the Orange River
Colony, gaining the Queen's medal with two clasps. He was
reported missing on April 23rd, and has since been reported as
then killed.

McAfee, Lewis Alexander, Lieutenant 8th Battalion Rifle
Brigade, son of William McAfee, M.D., J. P., of Cooleen, West
Kirby, killed recently in Flanders. Ho was educated at
Jfercliiston, where he was in the Rugby fifteen, .i!id as a
medical student at Pembroke Colle:;e. raniliridi,'e, .nnd at the
London Hospital. He was a noted ];ii^.'Sv foctliall |.la\M'. gaining
bis blue against Oxford iu 1910 and repiesenting his liM-pital for
three years. He got a commission as Second Identenant on
Bepteniber 9th, 1914, and as Lieutenant on December 7th.

Medical Students.
Dewes. Brvan Osmond, Second Lieutenant 1st Battalion

Middlesex Regiment, killed in Flanders on July 30th. He was

the elder son of Hugh Dewes, Escj., was educated at St.
.\ndrewsaud at Reptou, and had just entered St. Thomas's
Hospital as a medical student with a First Arts Scholarship.
He was a member of the Loudon Rowing Club, which he repre-
sented at Henley in 1914. He enlisted in the Artists Rifles in
August, 1914, got a commission as Second Lieuteuant on
February 2nd, 1915, and was serving as machine gun officer
wlieu he was killed.

NOTES.
Distinguished Conduct Medal,

On August 5th the 'V\ar Office issued a list of warrant
officers, non-commissioned officers, and privates to whom
the Distinguished Conduct Medal had been awarded for
acts of gallantry and devotion to duty. The list contained
405 names, besides six by whom the D.C.M. had already
been earned, who now gained clasps. Among them wera
the following members of the medical services

:

Lauce-Corporal V. Cawley, No. 2 Field Ambulance, 1st
Australian Division; Private M. D. Cowlan, 1st Australian
Casualty Cleariug Station ; I'livate \V. K. Fiteh, R.A.M.C,
attached 1st Honi|. I:,, i i:. •,•/. 1..] .,:• ,1 1:. :\(cNeill,
R..\.M.C., attach. 1 ! ;

'

i
: ,; Sergeant

J. Percy, R.A.M.( , ; I ,
v, -

, : ! ;
•, >,,(., attached

9th Laucers; Ser-eani ii \\ >:.iM,r, i;.\.ij.i ., ,,ttaclied 1st
Koval Irish Fusilieis; AeL.ng .sei-ea,iit R. M. Watcborn, 3rd
Welsh Field Ambulauce, R.A.M.C. ^i'.l•.^

.
British Hospital Unit fob Russia.

A special committee has been formed, under the
auspices of the Anglo-Russian Committee in Loudon, tor
the equipment of a complete hospital unit for service on
the Russian front. The President of the Committee is the
Earl of Cromer, and the members are Lord Chcyksmoie,
Lord Weardale, Sir Starr Jameson, and Sir' William
Mather. The details of the proposal will l,c published
shortly. The committee has issued an api)eal asking the
Britisli people to give practical proof of their sympathy
with the Russian people, whose soldiers are at present
bearing so heavy a part in the burden of the Allies. Sub-
scriptions should be sent to the Anglo-Russian Hospital
Fund, Messrs. Baring Brothers, 8, Bishopsgate, Loudon.
.\11 information can bo obtained from the Honorary
Secretary, Auglo-Russian Hospital, 116, Victoria Street,
Westminster, S.W.

The Youngest Recruit.
We' are informed that the youngest recruit iu the present

campaign is Thomas Warwick Newbiggiug, the son of Dr. T.
Duncan Newbigging of Abington, Lanarkshire. At the age
of 13 he was engaged at the recruiting office at Leith. and when
14 years old was permitted to join the Lanarkshire Yeoraanrv.
Before this he had been the youngest King's Scout, having
joined at 11 years of age.

Medical Officers Wanted.
list Wessex (S) Casualtij Clearing Station. Ii.A.M.C.{T.).

Medical officers are required to complete the establishment
of this unit. Two should he operating surgeons, preferably
holding F.R.C.S. All must he prejiared for both home and
foreign service. Those recently qualilied acceptable. Ambu-
lance workers specially v.elcome. Applications to Lieutenaut-
Colonel C. I. Ellis, Oflicer Commanding, 71, Holloway Street,
E-xeter.

We have received a circular containing an appeal from
the Presidents of King Albert's Civilian Hos])ital Fuud,
the Duchess of Buckingham and Chaudos. and the i:arl of
Halsbury. The aim of the fund is twofold : tlicre is not
only an overwhelming need to succour tlic disiressed
people still on Belgian soil, but it is also essennal iliai the
country through which the allied troops iiia\ ( m ntuall\ have
to pass shall be free from disease or dau.i^er tiom ml,n ion.
Thij condition of the civil populatiou of that, purtiuu of
Belgium still held by its heroic people is pitiful ; in-
valuable help has already been given by the hospitals
at Poperinghe, Ypres, Hazebrouck, Montreuil aud St.
Idcsbald, supported partly by voluntary coutributious and
partly by the Belgian Government. "An appeal is now
made for subscriptions to the fund, which may bo sent to
the London County and Westminster Bank, 62, Victoria
Street, S.W. The work of administering the relief will be
in charge of the Executive Committee, and a direct
representative of the fund in Flanders will attend to the
distribution of articles and cash. Contributions of

medical stores, articles of clothing, foodstufts, etc., and
all bales and cases containing such gifts will be gratefully

received and acknowledged by the Hon. Mrs. Olipbant
Murray or the Hon. Sybil Amherst at the hospital depot,
care of Harrod's Stores, 116, Brompton Road, S.W.
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lr£laub.

The t'^Ioxs and the Dublin Hospitals.

The guardians of the North DuhHn L'nion at their last

meeting discussed the lesohition of tlie Corporation of

June 7th, addressed to the Local Govcrniueiit Board,

pointing out the congested state of tlie city hospitals, and

suggesting that the amalgamation inquiry should take

into consideration the question of converting the hospital

buildings of the North and South Unions into a district

hospital. The following resolution was proposed :

We consider thai no such inquiry would be just to tlie citizens

that dill not take into account the enormous number of

provhicial patients receiving preferential treatment in the

citv hosiiitals, and whilst not askina for the rptnrn to the
state of affairs that existed u|. U, 1877 whpii <-it,iz.-iis had the

exclusive ri^ht to tin- iif. Iiosintnl-.. \:i- it-U. ''; ''Utih the

City Council, that th. 1 >m • - -nai -- ' '. Hos-
pital Boards, be re(]Ui-t'i ',> j.fAur, 1-1 .:,r ."iiijtion

of the Corporation, uni ini\ -ii'-li iih]iiii^ ^ '!'' as to

whether the objects for which they wore lonndcd are com-
plied witli. or tliat the wishes of all who endowed them
with large sums are carried out.

It was objected that such a resolution would do no good,

but ratlier infinite harm to the object they had in view in

the establishment of a district hospital for tlie people of

tlie city. It was poiuted out also that no resolution of the

gnardians would have any effect in interfering in any way
with bequests or grants made to any of the city hospitals.

After some discussion the motion was put to the meeting

and defeated.

Infantile Mortality in Dublin*.

Sir Charles Cameron, Medical Superintendent Officer of

Health for Dublin, has written to the press on the subject

of infantile mortality, which for some time past has been
a subject of much discussion; the mortality, he admits, is

high, bat he dcuies the statement, so frequently made,
that it i- ' mlI:^ -I in the towns of the fuited Iviugdom.

lu tlu 'I. I ,. 1913 the mean death-rate of children

iiuder I . . ]-. 1- 1,000 birtlis, was 149 iu Dublin

and 13b n. ^..l iai-L Eu-lish towns, an e\ce>,s in Dublin of

13. l!ut hi iiubliu. aud indeed in all the Irish towns, the

deathrrite at all ages is much above that of the large

English towns. Iu the five years ended 1913 the average
dead;- rati- iu the Iiisli towus w'as 18.9 perl.COO persons

liviug. whilst in the English towns it w-as 15.3. or 3.6 le.ss

than iu the Iri-h towns. In the English tow-us the deaths

of chiUhcu unilev 1 year formed, on the average of ten years,

23 per cent, of the total deaths, whilst in Dublin they
formed 19.8 of the total deaths. It is contended, there-

fore, that the higher death-rate of Dublin, and indeed of

other Irish towns, as compared with English towns, is due
in the main to the greater mortality of persons above the

ago of 1 year. In 1914 the proportion of total deaths
ascribed to infants under 1 year exceeded tliat in the

English towns ; this was, perhaps, chiefly due to unfavour-
able economic conditions arising out of the great and
continued strike.

South Dublin- Vxion .\nd Uns.\tisfactory Vaccination.

At the last meeting of the South Dublin L'nion a letter

was read from a man stating that his child had been
vaccinated three times and that the vaccine did not take
effect. The doctor now required the child to be vaccinated
a fourtli time. Tlie father said he did not object to the
law, but ho objected to have his child suffer unnecessary
pain. The doctor wrote that the lymph supplied b3' the
mstitute had been unsatisfactory; it caused much annoy-
n;irc til piuout;, wlir. liad to take their children to the
•

" '' had lodged a complaint about the
lid that the case was only one of

::iu said that the Board could not
I tiiat was purely medical. An order

^^u., iiiddc that uo pio>ecution be undertaken in regard to

it. The follo\ving notice of motion was handed in

:

That Ruiith Dii in Uni.

The Wap, and Insanity.

Dr. Graham, Resident Superintendent of the Belfast

As3'lnm, in his annual report states that there was a
remarkable decrease in the number of adniissiuns this

year as compared with the twelve mouths prccciling -

220 as against 276. " This contrast," he says, " would bo

worthy of notice at any time, but it becomes aluiost an
enigmatic paradox when we recall that the nation since

August, 1914, has been plunged, in common with nearly all

the great civilized Powers, in a sfcrngglo more terrible in

nature and more momentous in consequences than any of

which our earth has been the scene since the fall of the
Roman Empire. The very foundations—moral, social,

intellectual, and economic—of European society arc being

shaken, and in such a period of upheaval it is natural

to suppose that mental suffering, ending in collapse of

the brain, should be the order of the day, yet up to

the present this has not been the case. So far as figures

throw light on the matter, there has been a decrease,

not an increase, of insanity. And this fact raises

an interesting and important question as to the rela

tions of mental disease to the miseries and horrors of

war. Why is it that the shock of the world conflict has

not worked the mental disaster to be expected, either in

the case of the heroes who have survived or in that of the

relations of those who have died so magnificently? It is

here that attention must be called to a profound psycho-

logical law. It is not the great tragedies of life that sap

the forces of the brain and wreck the psychic organism.

On the contrary, it is the small worries, the deadly

monotony of a narrow and circumscribed existence, the

dull drab of a life without joy aud barren of an achieve-

ment, the self-contained anaemic consciousness—it is these

experiences that weaken and diminish personality, and so

leave it a prey to inherited predispositions or to the
' sliugs and arrows of outrageous fortune.' It is often said

that war brutalizes the soldier and so opens the door for

the iugress of all sorts of mental di.sorders. To this it

suffices to reply, not all war degrades, and whether a given

war degrades or not depends on the motives which sustain

the soldier."

Vaccin.^tion IX Enniscouthy Union.
At the last meeting of the Enniscorthy Board of

Guardians a report was read from Dr. T. J. Browne,
Medical Inspector of the Local Cioverument Board, calling

atteution to the fact that there were 5,340 defaulters under
the Vaccination Acts in the union area, and pointing out

that it was the duty of the guardians to enforce the law.

The clerk said that Dr. Browne wanted the guardians to

get the doctors in the several dispensary districts to submit

a list of the defaulters in their districts with a view to the

guardians instituting legal proceedings.

Declining Figures for Irish Emigrants.
The Registrar-General's return of the number of natives

of Ireland who emigrated during June, 1915, showed that

770 males and 353 females left Irish ports, as compared
with 769 males and 691 females in June, 1914. For the

first six months of the present year the total number of

Irish emigrants was 4,061 (2,590 males and 1,471 females),

compared with 12,907 (6,757 males and 6,150 females) in

the same period last year, a falling off of 8,848. The
returns from each of the provinces showed that during the

six months 1,168 persons left Leinster, a decrease of 461

as compared with the first half of 1914 : Munster 607,

compared with 3,548—a decrease of 2,941 : Ulster 1.216,

compared with 4,281—a decrease of 3,065 ; and (.'onnaught

1,070, compared with 3,451—a decrease of 2,381.

^ratlauft.

Health of Edinburgh in 1914.

Dr.. Maxwell Williamson, the medical officer of health

for the city of Edinburgh, has just issued his annual
report of the Public Health Dei)artment for the. year
1914. The public has become accustomed to expect more
from Dr. Williamson than dry details, and certainly the

present document contains much that is of real interest,

whilst even the statistics are made if not actually
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attractive, at least not repellent, by the shilfully employed
deyice of charts with many colours.

Populadon.
The popnl.ntion of the city (registration area) at the last

census was 320,769, and the present population, calculated
to the niiddlo of 1914, and mclndinj; the inmates of the
City Fever Hospital aud of Craiglockhait Pooihouse
(which are outside the city boundary), wtis 325,780 ;

the natural increase (excess of births over deaths) was
1,441 ; and so Ur. Williamson calculated that it would
take 173 years before the population (at the present
rate^ would double itself. The city covered an area of

11,416 acres, but if the public parks aud principal open
spaces were excluded, the ground covered was appioxi-
inately 6.267 acres. The densitj- of the population was
28.5 i)ersons per acre over the total area. There were
72.523 inhabited houses and 3,838 unoccupied habitable
houses; the number of inhabited houses showed an in-

crease of 902 as compared with the previous year (1913i.

What was of more importance, aud formed the source of
Bome gratification, was the decrease in the number of lower-
rented houses and the tendency of the citizens to remove
from the central congested districts to the less thickly
peopled portions of the city.

Marriages.
The marriages registered in Edinburgh in 1914 were

3,165, as compared witli 2,947 in 1913 and 2,857 in 1912 ; this
represented a marriage-rate of 9.7 per 1,000 persons living.

Glasgow, with 9.8 per 1,000, was the only large town in

Scotland With a higher rate. The medical officer of health
is careful to qualify his satisfaction with these figures by
the following remark: " .\u increased marriage-rate may
generally be taken as an indication of industrial prosperity,
but in view of the large number of ' irregular ' marriages
which take place in Edinburgh in the course of the year,
it is impossible to make any accurate deductions from
these figures." The third quarter of the year was the
favourite one for marriages, 964 taking place theu as
against 793 in the second, 776 in the fourth, and 632
in the first quarter.

Births.
The birth-rate for the year, whilst it showed a slight

improvement as compared with that of 1913 (20.2 per
1,000 as against 20.0), yielded no real cause for satis-
faction, for there had been a steady decline year after
year for the past thirty-four years. In 1871 it was 34.8
per 1,000, in 1881 it was 32.2, in 1891 it was 28.2, in 1901 it

was 24.9, and in 1911 it was 21.2. The drop each decade
bad been not much b.?Iow 4 per 1,000. The striking fact
emerged that in 1881, with a population of 228.346,
Edinburgh had a total of 7,360 births, in 1914, with a
population of 325,780, she had only 6,706 births ; in other
words, whilst the population had actually increased by
nearly 100,000 the number of births was actually less.

Even these numbers placed the births in a better position
than was really tlieirs, for when the country births (taking
place in Edinburgh) were deducted the city was left with
6,466, or a rate of only 19.8 per 1,000. Agaiu, there was
cause for discontent in the fact that when the various
wards of the city were examined the higher birth-rates
were foniid (as had been the case in previous years) in
the poorer districts, where also the infantile mortality
was Ijigh. Speaking generally, it would seem that more
children were born where the chances of their receiviug
care sufficient to keep them in life were lower. Dr.
W'illiamson, however, was of opinion that to some extent
the higher birth-rates in tiie parts of the town referred to
could be explained by early marriages among the working
class population. Leaving out of account (fer special
reasons! Brighton with its birth-rate of 17.6, tliere were
only three other large towns in Great Britain and Ireland
which had lower rates than Edinburgh, namely, Hudders-
field with 18.2, Perth with 19.7, and Bradford with 19.6;
of these Bradford, in point of population, came nearest
to Edinburgh. The only cities having birth-ratos above
30 per 1,000 were Greenock, Sunderland, and Liverpool

;

Glasgow had 28 and London 24.2.

Deaths.
The deaths in Edinburgh for 1914 numbered 5,319, but

after correction for country deaths, etc^ the number was

i-educed to 5,025, giving a death-rate of 15.4 per 1,000 of
the population, or 1.1 per 1,000 higher than the rate for
1913. Nevertheless, the city still occupied a good place
among the large towns in Scotland; Perth had a rate of
13.8, and Leitli one of 15.3. The death-rate for Scotland
was 15.5. Among English large towns London, Bir-
mingham, Leeds, Bristol, Hull, Nottingham, Leicester,
Portsmouth, Cardiff, Brighton, Derby, Southampton, and
Hudderstield had all smaller rates than Edinburgh.
Curiously enough, Bradford aud Edinburgh, whose. birth-
rates were 19.6 and 19.8, had death-rates of 15.5 and
15.4. The wards in the city, whsre the density of
population was greatest, aud where the housing and
general sanitary conditions left much to be desired,
had also the highest death-rates, a fact which allows
Dr. Williamson to reiterate his condemnation of inferior
housing conditions. He supports his contention with
the striking case of St. Giles Ward, which, with a
much greater number of one-roomed liouses than any
other ward, had a death-rate of 21.4 per 1,0(X), a phthisis
death-rate of 1.9 per 1,000, iiud an infantile mortality-rate
of 151 per 1,000 births (or 40 per cent, greater than tliat
recorded for the whole city). Statistics are given of the
mortality in connexion with various trades and occupa-
tions, both for meu and women ; but the medical officer
of health rightly advises that too much reliance should
not be placed upon such figures. In dealing with the
cau.ses of death, Dr. Williamson refers to the small number
of deaths from influenza—9 as against 18 in the previous
year; he notes a very slight increase in the mortality from
infectious diseases, aud he points out that there were 569
deaths from tuberculous diseases in the year (a rate of 1.7
per 1,000). Tlie death-rate from cancer was the highest
ever recorded for the city—namely, 1.37 per 1,000 persons
living; it was only 0.95 in 1900, but it rose to 1.07 iu 1905
and to 1.20 iu 1910. An interesting and striking table
shows the great and almost continuous fall in the mortality
from pulmonary phthisis since 1864 and the steady and
alarming rise in that from cancer during the same period.
The occurrence of cancer cases iu various streets is set
forth in the tables ; but the key to the understanding of
these local variations in frequency has not been found.
Whilst most streets did not record more than one or two
deaths from malignant disease, Montgomery Street with 6
and Panmure I'lace with 5 were exceptions for which it

would be difficult to assign a cause.

Infantile Mortality.
There were 709 deaths under the age of 1 year, giving a

rate of 9 per 1,000 births higher than in the preceding
year ; still this was a vast improvement on the alarming
rates which prevailed before the systematic supervision
now carried out was made possible by the passing of the
Notification of Births Act in 1907. It is a striking fact
that 128 infantile deaths, of which 110 occurred in the
first month, were ascribed to premature birth, wliilst 107
(of which 64 were in the first month) were put down to
atrophy, debility, and marasmus. These figures inspire
the hope that there is still a large sectiou of infantile
deaths which it may fairly be expected can be prevented.
With its infantile mortality-rate of 110 per 1,000 births,
Edinburgh came after Perth with 80, Lcith with 99, aud
Greenock with 108; Dundee had 135, Glasgow aud
Paisley 133, aud Aheivleeii 121. During the year the
number of births iutiiii:it((l was 6,415; but from this
figure 276 stillborn infants had to be dcdiieted, leaviu"
6.139 living births intimated out of 6,706 registered!
The number of cases attended in institutions, or
by students and nurses from one or other of
the various organizations in the city, was 2,020, while
130 were attended by midwives (who therefore did no
very large share of the obstetric work in Edinburgh). As
in previous years, the systematic visitation of infants
belonging to the poorer districts of the city had been
assiduously carried out by the voluntary health visitors

organized iu connexion with the public health depart-
ment. Further, over 300 homes had been visited, and
whilst few of them suggested the presence of poverty,
wiiilst open windows were frequently found, and whilst
the babies were almost invariably clean, yet there were
defects, particularly in tlie matter of food and of beds.

During the year 118 cradles (22 more than in the previous

year) had been sold by the visitors. Interesting health
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lectures had been given to the Tvorkers during the year.

Altogether, this branch of the ijreventive work m fc.din»

burgh can be regarded as in a flourishing state.

Infectious Diseases.

The infectious diseases which were notifiable were

pnln.onary plithisis, small-pox, typhus, enteric, relapsing

;ui(l tout'iniied fever, puerperal fever, diphtheria and

iiuiirbianniis croup, scarlet fever, erysipelas, cerebro-

siiiual tevcv. ophtlialmia ueonatorum, and "other forms of

tuberculous disease." which was added to the list in the

month of July. Those which were not notifiable were

measles, whooping-cough, and chicken-pox. The notifica-

tions numbered 4,450 cases, or an increase of 1,008 as

compared with 1913; but to obtain a fair comparison one

had to deduct the 105 cases of "other tuberculous

diseases " and of ophthalmia neonatorum, leaving 4,345,

as against 3,422 in 1913. The increase was due to the

increase in scarlet fever and diphtheria in the last

lour months of the year. A gratifying feature was the

increase in the number of cases treated at Cohuton

Mains in the City Hospital ; a table supjilicil by

Di: Williamsou showed that whilst in 1890 only

40 per cent, of the cases of scarlet fever and 29 per cent

of those of diphtheria were sent into the hospital, m 1914

the percentages of cases sent in were 97 and 95 respec-

tively. The number of cases in the City Hospital w-as

further increased by the admission of military patients

stationed in close proximity to the city bouudaiy, the

army authorities having found it most convemeut to have

t\\e\v patients treated there ; but, of course, those cases

were untifird to the public liealth authorities of the dis-

tii. t in w lii.h ihcy were discovered. The hospital accom-

,ii,„l,,iu.ii iinl bt'cu severely taxed, and, through the

ib-ri,(. .il hi Ker, Dr. MacLeod, two residents, and three

'„.„,( .i.,, ,- 1,.- ivMM-.u nf the wnv. the strain on tlir staff

1,.'„| 1,,..,, l,,-,i
'

n;il 1i:-h1 h,.n ^:uiK nicl l.\ I,, liking (l~c of

^,,„i,., -Iihl.iit-^. 'I'll,- Mia.lcii culi-t.iiciit -I Ihc lM„,i:,toi-y

nssislaut at lui cKccptioually busy time liail i.iide ii.;ilters

still mort! diilicult. Cue effect of the strain upon the

iiur^iuo staff had been the greater number who had con-

tracted infectious diseases. Dr. W. S. I. Robertson

reported on the hospital in place of Dr. C. B. Ker.

Phthisic, Tiiphoid Fever, Dijihtlieria, cic.

The deaths from "phthisis numbered 379, equivalent to

.nn annual death-rate of 1.1 per 1,000 of the iiopulation.

In Dundee the rate was 1.4, in Glasgow 1.3, in Aberdeen,

(ireenocli, and Perth it was 1.0, and in Leith it was the

same as in Edinburgh -namely, 1.1. '^N hen the different

wards of the city \\erc consideVed it was found that fully

52 per cent, of the uotiiications of this disease occurred in

live wards lout of the sixteen), that these five were all in

older parts of the city, and that they contained only 36 per

.-cut of the total population. The incidence rate fur these

live wards was 3.3 per 1,000, while for the remaining

eleven wards it was only 1.7 per 1,000. Enteric fever had

had 63 notifications, as compared with 45 in 1915;

the number of deaths was 11. The decrease in typhoid

was very marked when decades were looked at ;
thus, in

the years 1884-1893 the average number of notitications

« as" 375, in 1894-1903 it was 273, and in 1904-1913

only 90 per annum. There had been a marked

prcValeiice of diphtheria during the last quarter of 1914,

legarded by Dr. Williamson as an illustration of school

influence and as in part due to the congregating of

cousidernble bodies of troops in the city following upon

til, , ,1;, , 1 il \var,and in buildings where the sanitary

,
,, ,', ,re of an improvised character. The

',

1

- ,,.f diphtheria notified during the war was

'JOJ ciiiii u;l liuiiiberof deaths 97, figures which represented

an attack-rate of 2.76 per 1.000 of the population and a

deatli-rate of 0.29 per 1,000. To tlie hospital, however, no

fewer than 1,283 suspected cases were admitted, of which

oulv 857 were true diphtheria; the non-diphtheritic cases

were mostly iuflnenzas of the throat type (which were

very common in the autumn). The increased prevalence

of scarlet fever was brought out by the number of notifica-

tions 2,270 cases, as against 1,675 in 1913 and 893 in 1912 ;

the maximum for the year was reached in October, when

332 cases were reported. The deaths were 43, equal to

0.13 per 1,000 of the population. The cases of erysipelas

notified numbered 278, as against 223 in 1913 and 239 in

1912 ; and there were 12 deaths. In the hospital 151 cases

were treated, of which 116 were facial in origin. Previous

attacks had occurred in 30 cases, and one patient liad had

the disease no fewer than nine limes. Measles was very

common in the early part of the year, how common the

ab.sence of notification tended to conceal ; but 109 deaths

were due to this malady, and of these 104 were in children

under the age of 5 years ; 316 cases were admitted to the

liospital, of which 13 were found to bo suffering from

German measles. The city was practically free from

whooping-cough and chicken-pox was very rare, only

27 jiatients suffering from it being admitted to tlie

hospital.

Ice-cream Shops, Hairdressing Saloons, etc.

Ice-cream shops, which had been doing a steadily

dechning business for some years, increased in number

during 1914, when seventy-eight new shops were opened.

The increase was probably due to tlie reintroduction of the

so-called " gambling machines," which for some years had

been banished. Tlie cleanliness of these shops was rigidly

insisted on, 505 visits were paid during the year, and four

ofl'enders were summoned, and in each case a conviction

was secured. It was reported that in all the hairdressing

saloons (174) on the register antiseptics of some kind were

in use. The Shop Acts (1912 and 1913) worked smoothly,

only one prosecution being necessary.

(gughmit aitti Wiixits.

Sai.foed Health Rkport.

FiiOM the annual report' of the medical officer of health

for Salford for 1914 it appears that there has been a slight

decreas • in the birth-rate from 27.0 to 26.9 per 1,000 and

a slight increase in the death-rate from 16.3 to 17.1 per

1,000. The infant death-rate has markedly decreased

from 139 per 1,000 births, which was the average of the

previous five years, to 126, which is the lowest recorded

for the borough. The death-rates from cancer and heart

disease continue to increase, but the medical officer of

health considers this is dne to the larger number of

persons that live to the ages where these diseases become

more common. The borough has suffered from an ex-

tremely severe epidemic of scarlatina, 2,336 cases having

been notified in the year, of whom 84 per cent, were

removed to the Ladywell Sanatorium. The previous

highest record was in 1896, when 1,579 cases wore notified.

Fortunately the mortality-rate has been low, being only

3.3 per cent, of the cases. At the tuberculosis dispensary

2,256 new cases of tuberculosis came under treatment, the

total attendances at the dispensary being 17,300. The

treatment of selected cases by tuberculin has been con-

tinued with very satisfactory results, as after this treat-

ment 69 per cent, of the cases were enabled to resume their

ordinary employment. It Is stated that the trea,tment has

seemed" to be of more benefit in cases of chronic disease,

however extensive, than in cases presenting acute sym-

ptoms. There has been a marked reduction in the per-

centa^o of san.ples of milk which showed the presence of

tubercle bacilli. In 1913, 16.2 per cent, of the samples

contained tubercle, while in the past year the percentage

dropped to 6.6, the lowest on record.

The medical officer of health is also the medical adviser

to the Salford Insurance Committee, and in the section of

the report dealing with the work of the borough analyst

it is stated that in addition to regular examination of

foods, thirtv-uiue samples of drugs have been exammed,

inchulinc nineteen mixtures dispensed according to pre-

scriptioirs under the Insurance Act, and eleven samples,

or 28 per cent., were found to be adulterated, lliis large

percentage of adulteration is almost entirely due to the

carelessness shown in dealing with the solution of ferric

acetate. Of seven mixtures containing potassium iodide,

six were correctly dispensed, while the other one con-

tained an excess of 18 per cent, over the correct amount.

Samples of atropine sulphate, syrup of orange, ground

rhubarb, morphine lozenges, and bismuth lozenges were

found to be genuine. But of twelve mixtures containing

ferric acetate, seven were adulterated. Some of these
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coutainctl a large excess of iwD, oud bail probably been
dispensed Iroin tlio stroiigcv solutiou of fori-io acotrtto

official ill tlio 1885 Brilish rltaniHicopoeia. Others bad
evidently been dispensed from old solutions, as tboy con-

tained uo iron in solutiou and also a deficiency of total

iron, tbo iron present existing as a precipitate of ferric

hydroxide. All the vendors wero cautioned, and tbo local

Pbaruiaceutical Society warned each member as to the

care necessary in tbo dispensing of prescriptions.

Canatra»

The Ontario Meuical Association.

IfiK tliitty liftb meeting of tbe Ontario Medical Asso-

ciation was held at Peterborough on May 25th to 28tb in

conjunction with tbe fourth annual meeting of tbe

Medical Officers of Health of the Province of Ontario.

The session on May 25tb, and part of that of the following

day, were devoted to a meeting of the medical officers of

health, of whom 280 were in attendance. The presidential

address was given by Dr. W. R. Hall of Chatham. Tbe
question of salaries paid to medical officers of health was
discussed, and a schedule of rates adopted as follows :

Townships, 300 dols. per annum ; incorporated villages up
to 1,000 population, 150 dols. per annum, with addition of

50 dols. for each additional 1,000 population or majority

thereof; towns, 100 dols. for first 1,000 population, with
addition of 50 dols. for each subsequent 1,000 population

;

cities under 20,000 population, 1,000 dols. per annum
;

cities over 20,000, 1,200 dols. per annum. Dr. A. W.
McPherson of Peterborough, who is on active service, was
elected president for the year 1915-1916. At the evening

session on May 26th Dr. D. J. Gibb Wishart delivered the

presidential address, and a paper on tbe clinical manifesta-

tions of syphilis was read by Dr. J. G. Phillips of Cleveland.

The sections in medicine, surgery, obstetrics, and gynaeco-

logy! and eye, ear, nose and throat met on May 2'7th, and
in tbe afternoon Dr. F. .J. Shepherd, former dean of the

faculty of medicine at McGill University, delivered the

address in surgery. Dr. Shepherd's address was followed

by a paper on medical education and fee splitting by Dr.

A. H. Wright of Toronto, and one on the local medical
society by Dr. A. F. MoKenzie. A report of the Com-
mittee on tbe affiliation of tbe county medical societies was
then read by the Secretary, and Dr. H. J. Hamilton of

Toronto presented the report of the Committee on the

relations of the Ontario Medical Association and the

Canadian Medical Association, reporting progress. These
reports were adopted. A resolution was then adopted
expressing tbe opinion that active steps should be taken
immediately for the prevention of insanity by tbe estab-

lishment of separate neurological wards in general hos-

pitals, especially in those hospitals where clinical teaching
is given. It was resolved to express deep appreciation of

tbe loyalty and self-sacrifice of fellow-members of the pro-

fession who had offered themselves and were serving tbe

empire and its allies at the front in the various services.

In thus serving the cause of freedom, many would come
back under conditions which would practically mean
beginning their professional life over again, and the mem-
bers of the association as fellow-practitioners formally

assured them that, as far as lay in thoir power, they would
see that their old clientele awaited them on their return to

civil practice, and that their relations to former patients

were as far as possible I'estored.

A resolution was passed deploring tbe fact that such
inadequate provision has been made in the Workman's
Compensation Act for tbe payment of medical and hospital

fees incurred by workmen injured in industrial pursuits.

The hope was expressed that the Act would be so amended
that workmen who receive only half pay while incapaci-

tated woidd not be under the necessity, as at present, of

paying such charges out of their already too scanty receipts.

At tbe suggestion of the Section of Obstetrics and Gynae-
cology it was decided to appoint a committee to consider

and enforce adequate measures for a campaign amongst
the members of the medical profession and the public to

guard against tbe ravages of cancer by early diagnosis and
treatment, and to report to tbe next meeting of the Asso-

ciation. Next year tbe Association will meet at Toronto

under the presidency of Dr. H. B. Anderson.

Tbo forty -eighth annual meeting of the Oanadiau
Medical Association, whic^h was to have taken place iu

Vancouver on July 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th, has been jrost-

poued on account of the war. Tbo annual meeting of the
Saskatchewan Medical Association has also been post-

poned for the same reason.

Iniitii.

Madras Presidency Water Sltplies.

The Government of Madras has under investigation au
hydro-electric Bcbemo in connexion with what is known
as the Siruvani project iu the Coimbatore District.

Coimbatoro town is badly iu need of au improved water
supply, and it is hoped to get the supply at a reasonable
cost from the Siruvani River by combining the hydro-
electric power scheme with the water supply scheme. If

the power scheme now under investigation is proved to be
practicable, it is believed that the South Indian Railway
Company will build a new workshop at Podauur, obtaining
its power and water supply from the Siruvani project.

There is also considerable demand for power for mills iu

Coimbatore. Another hydro electric project is under in-

vestigation iu connexion with Pykara Falls. There are

minor schemes for the lighting of Ootacamund, one tor

getting its water power from Lovedale Lake and the other
from Kalbatty Falls, yet another power scheme is based
on Coonoor River, either alone, or iu conjunction with tbe

Karteri Stream.

Bengal Chemical Exajiixer's Report.
There is a pathetically tragic record of poison cases in

the report of the Chemical Examiner of Bengal, narratives

of mean crimes that have taken thoir toll of human life.

There is, for instance, an example of a phase of crime not
iufrequently met with iu this country, in which innocent
children are sacrificed to satisfy the grudge entertained

against their parents. A man had long had an enmity
with his cousin over some landed property. The cousin

threatened to exterminate his enemy's family. One day
he called the son, aged 12, to his house and gave him
sugar ; be also gave another quantity of sugar to a nephew
of his who was standing there to avert suspicion. Tho
deceased, not liking the taste of the sugar, wanted to

throw it away, but the accused made him swallow it by
giving him a draught of water ; the nephew showed no
signs of poisoning, but the boy died within a few hours.

Arsenic was detected. Then there was the tragedy of a
love philtre iu which it n]ipcarctl that a Mohammedau
made several unsuctf->^t'LiI iiUi mpls to take home his wife
from bis father-ill l.iw's Imusi. Another Mohammedau
who was believed to !" in riiniiual iuUigue with his wife,

gave the deceased some 'charmed" sugar to eat statiug

that it would make bis wife more loving and cause her
return to him. The man died within a few hours. White
arsenic was found in his case. There are also several cases

of death through using quack medicines, and on this is

based tbe opinion that more qualified medical practitioners

are needed. Serological laboratory which materially helps

the police in the analysing of blood-stains on garments,
weapons, etc., is to be retained in Calcutta experimentally
until February next.

1|ong Mong.

The annual report on the health of the colony of Hong
Kong for the year 1914 issued recently shows that the
estimated population exceeds half a million, of whom some
444,000 are Chinese.

Birth-rate.

The birth-rate for the year among tho Chinese popula-

tion was 9.3 per 1,000, and among the non-Chinese 16.8 per

1,000. The low Chinese birth-rate is attributable to the

fact that a large proportion of the native workmg-class

population are young male adults whose wives are domi-

ciled in China. The means of transport to and from the

mainland are varied .ind inexpensive, and as tho cost of

living in the native villages of South China is far less than
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in Hong Kong, many of the " coolie " class live, -wliile at

work in the colony, in common lodging-houses, or in sheds

upon the works, and pay frequent visits to their homes in

the intervals of their labour. This explains, to a large

extent, the fact that almost 4,000 Chinese passengers leave

Hong Kong daily for the mainland of China, and about

the same nuiuhor return. Incidentally, it may be noted

that this interchange of passengers must greatly increase

the difficulties of dealing with the importation of in-

fection.

Death-rate.

The death rate for the year auiong the Chinese popula-

tion was 23.88 per 1,000 and among the non-Chinese popu-

lation 12.99 per 1,000 ; among the resident civil community
(nou-Cbincsel—excluding, that is to say, the army, navy,

and mercantile marine—it was 17.85 per 1,000. The death-

rate auiong the Chinese population was high owing to

the inclusion of nearly 2,000 deaths from plague. Tuber-

culosis is very prevalent among the Chinese, for the death-

rates show that 11.3 per cent, of the total Chinese

deaths are attributable to this cause; this is, however,

a considerable reduction on the percentage for the

previous three years. The pulmonary form of the disease

alone accounts for 7.9 per cent, of the total Chinese deaths.

The sanitary department has for years past made con-

sider'able efforts to reduce the heavy mortality from this

disease by means of autispitting notices, literature, and
lectures, both in English and in Chinese, and it is hoped

that the spread of education among the masses will tend

still further to reduce the death-rate under this head.

The deaths from malaria, especially in the city, continue

to show a reduction, while the military figures for hospital

admissions- indicate a steady fall in the amount of malaria

infection in the colony. One rural district shows a fairly

large increase in deaths from this cause, owing to the fact

that several thousand workmen have been employed there

during the year on an extension of the city reservoirs.

Plague.

The most important occurrence of the year was a

heavy outbreak of plague which was attributed by the

medical officer of health (Dr. Francis Clark) to the serious

overcrowding resulting from the influx of many thousands

of Chiuese during 1913, occasioned by political disturb-

ances in Southern China. This overcrowding leads to a

great increase in the am. unt of waste food and refuse

generally, which is believed to result in an increase in the

rat population, while the crowding of the native houses

with the beds and baggage of the refugees is believed to

afford greater facilities for the access of rats to these

dwelliugs. Ou the outbreak of the European war some
60,000 Chinese left the (..Iniiy linni.dly, and thus the

overcrowding was to smiK 1 xti iit :ibiited, but too late

to stay the epidcnuL- wliuh vim-; usually from March
to July. The recorded mortiility from this disease

among the Chinese was 95 per ceut.. while among the non-

Cliiuese (chiefly Indian, Malays, and Japanese) it was 70.8

per ceut. Ten British cases were reported, and of these

two died. Considerably over 100,000 rats were caught or

found dead during the year, and 652 of these proved to be
plague-infected. The rat figures for the past few years

appear to suggest that a rat infection exceeding 5 per cent,

coincides wifh a severe human epidemic.

Typhoid Fever.

One hundred and forty cases of typhoid fever were re-

ported during the year, of which 38 were Europeans, 92

Chinese, and 10 otlier Asiatics, and it is recorded that

twenty-two of the Chinese cases and one British case

occurred in children under 5 years of age. Paratyphoid

was made notifiable during the year and 4 British cases,

3 Chinese cases, and 1 Indian case were reported ; one of

the Chinese cases died.

Other Infectious Diseases.

There were no locally acquired cases of cholera ; the

incidence of small-pox was light, only 110 cases being

reported, while there wore 78 cases of diphtheria, most of

which occurred in the cool and dry season of the year

—

December to February.
Rabies was introduced into the colony after many years

of freedom, and three human deaths were recorded—one
British, one Japanese, and one Chinese. Stringent

muzzling orders were at once enforced, and the importation

of dogs from infected countries prohibited. Seven infected

dogs were found as the result of the segregation and
examination of all suspects, and it is hoped that the disease

will be promptly stamped out by a continuance of these

measures.

Cnri'fsponJjfuct.

NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS.
Sir,—My attention has been drawn to an error in my

statement at the Representative Meeting (Supplement,
July 31st, p. 63) which is contained in my use of the word
or where the Act says and, and the consequences of tho
correction are interesting and peculiar.

By Sect. 1 (2) notification must be made " within thirty-

six hours after tho birth."

By Sect. 1 (1) it must bo made by the father (if

actually resident) and by " any person in attendance upon
the mother at the time of, or within six hours after, tho
birth. ..."
According to this, it might easily happen to be the

"duty" of several persons to notify the same birth, but
fortunately Sect. 1 (3), which imposes a penalty of 20s. for

default, adds tho following words: "... a person shall

not be liable ... if he satisfies the court that he h.ad

reasonable grounds to believe that notice had been duly
given by some other person."
Which, after all, is what I said.—^I am, etc.,

T. W. H. Garstang,
Altrincliam. Aug. 9th. Chairman, Medico-1'olitico.l Committee.

MISSIONARIES AND WAR SERVICE.
Sir,—In a recent number of the Journal (July 17th,

p. 124) a correspondent asks why missionaries have nob
come home to serve their country.
The fact has possibly not been made public that tho

members of the Medical Missionary Association of India,

some 200, of all denominations, on the outbreak of war at

once offered their services to the Government of India.

Some were accepted for civil duties, thus setting free

many I.M.S. men, many more of whom could in this way
be replaced by missionary and other civil practitioners if

necessary.
Other medical missionaries came home, and at the

present time, from the Church Missionary Society alone,

no fewer than sixteen doctors are serving in tho K.A.M.C.
This leaves many very important mission hospitals

very shorthanded. In some of these hospitals 150 beds
are kept occupied, a*jd from ten to twenty operations daily

performed. Is this work to be stopped ? We are told that

in many military hospitals there is a large staff with very
little work.
As regards clerical missionaries, these also were willing,

but they were toid that their presence among the natives,

fostering loyalty and maintaining confidence, is more
valuable than any work they could do at home.

—

I am, etc.,

Brighton, Aug. 4th. A. Neve, Major R.A.M.C.

CAPTAINS I.M.S.

Sir,—Might I draw attention to a concession that might
be made to those of the I.M.S. whom it affects ?

Accelerated promotion to major of six months is given

to those who are considered to have deserved it by passing

an examination on completing certain courses of study.

Now to do this leave is necessary, aud this has been
notoriously difficult for men in civil employ to obtain.

Personally, I have had one year's furlough, and that on
medical certificate, in nearly twelve years' service. I

think that this concession might be granted automatically

during the war to those who are affected, because
otherwise the man who went into civil employ early will

be very unfairly handicapped compared to his contempo-
rary who remained in military employ where leave is

much easier to obtain.

One cannot grumble at the fact that many of us have
lost by being reVertcd to military duty, or that the pro-

posed increase in our pay has been indefinitely postponed.

Every one must expect to make sacrifices at such a time.
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bnt Itkiuk we may faii'ly ask that a few of us shall not be
unjustly hftudicapped by the fact that we have beeu
unable to obtain the furlough necessary to qualify, and
shall bo unable to do so for a long time to come.—I am,
etc.,

Ji;ly 2Ut. C.tPT. I.M.S.

COMPULSORY MEDICAL SERVICE IN THE
PAST.

Sli?,—At the present time, when there is likely to be a
scarcity of surgeons for military service, it is interesting

to note what has beeu done in the past to meet military

and naval exigencies.
I think there can be no doubt that, from time im-

memorial in this couutry, the State has exercised the right

of eutorciug service on any of its subjects, when the
voluntary supply was insufficient for national needs. Old
records give fairly numerous instances of compulsory
medical service in ancient times. Wo fiud that in 1560
the following Order under the Great Seal was served on
the Company of Barber Surgeons by Queen Elizabeth :

We lett Tou wete tliat tor certeyne consiileraciona us
movinge we have by theise presents auctorisecl A lycensed our
Trustie and Wellbeloved Servauute Thomas Vicary Ser^eaut
of our Snrgions & the Wardens of the Fellowshipp of the
said Surgious within our Cytie of London tliat now be or here-
after shalbe, that they by themselves or their assigne bearer
hereof shal it may froni heuceforth talve & reteyue at our
wages as well within the Cytie of London as elsewhere
witliin any other Cytie Towne Boroughe or other place
within this our Reaime as well franchised and privileged
as not franchised nor privileged suche and as many Surgions
as they shall think mete and able from time to time
to doe unto us servyce in the scyence of Surgerie at
any season hereafter as well by sea as lande and further
that the Sergeant and Wardeus aforesaide shal or maye
take of such as be not able to serve such instruments
and other stuff of Surgerie as they thinke mete to sarve
agreinge and payinge therefor to all suche of whom any
Buche instruments or stuff shall be taken. Wherefore we woU
and coramaunde you & every of you that unto our saide Ser-
geant and the \\'ardeus aforesaid and their assigne bearer hereof
in the due execucion of this our auctoritie and lycence ye be
aidinge helpinge and assistiuge as oft as the case shall reVjuire
without any your denyall lett or contradycyon as ye and every
of you tender our i^leasure and woU avoide'the contrary at your
peril. In witness whereof We have caused theis our Lettres of
Commissyon to be sealed with our Great Seal. Witness ourself
at Westmynstre the day of Decembre the seconde yere of our
Keign.

It is to be noted that in this year there was no particular
national crisis. War was threatened with Spain, but the
period of the Armada was thirty years later. Again the
Order for impressment was general, and might have been
enforced at any time.

Passing on to December 7th, 1598, we read in the Annals
of the Barber Surgeons of London

:

This day commaundment came from the lordes of her
majesty's most houourable privy councell for to press a Surgion
for her majesty's ser\ice in Ireland under the conduct of
Captayne Wmsor.

On December 12th John Cumberland was pressed, and
four or five other surgeons were also pressed and handed
over nolens vblenf.

As might be expected, abuses arose under summary
methods of this character. One of these surgeons,
Dominick Lomalinc, is recorded on January 16th following,

as having voluntarily confessed before the Masters, " that
to be discharged of his presse for Ireland, it stood him in

Twenty Nobles, of which tho Captayne (Winsor) had in

moneye three pounds."
The provision of deputies was not always good for the

patient, for under date February 6th, 1599, it is recorded

approved to serve as a surgeon at sea in the Sheepe called the
Costcly of Loudon by whose unskylfulnes hee was dismembred
of his arme and is in greate dainger of liefe.

Half Rowley had been pressed for a surgeon and had
sent an unqualified deputy.

Again, in the time of Charles I, when the war broke out
with Scotland (1633-39), a large army being collected in

the north, the Barber Surgeons of London were directed

to "press and forward 23 surgeons to Newcastle. " In tho
Annals of the Company appears the following minute:

20th April, 1639—Upon reading the warrant sent to this house
from Torke signed by the Lord Generall

..

of Surgians in the -Vrniye it is concluded by the Governor and
Assistants here presente that Mr. Warden Dunn and Mr. Collins
shall goe on, & goe aboarde some Newcastle sliipp and agree
with a shipper for ye conveighauce of ye Surgians & their
Chests <S: provisions A their mates, & likewise give them
couduct money, i-t that for the present that charge to be borne
out of the stock of this house untiU it can be reobteyned from
Tluesurer of ye Armye.

The cost to the Company was ^44 14s., but of this only
£23 were subsequently repaid by the Government ; so that
the profession, as represented by the Barber Surgeons, not
only found the men, but also paid a portion of the cost.

lu the receipt given for the expenses, the name of Mr.
Sergeant Clowes appears. He received ^617 10s., but
probably had to share some of it with the other surgeons.
This was Wm. Clowes, jun., the son of Wm. Clowes,
Surgeon to Queen Elizabeth and James I, who accom-
pauied Sir Philip Sidney in tho English expedition to

Flanders. He was Sergeant Surgeon to Charles I, and
did military service during the parliamentary wars.
The above extracts from the Auuals of the Barber

Surgeons of London will, I think, throw sidelights on the
way in which our services were once requisitioned by tho
State, and history may repeat itself. In the preseut war
the Government has approached the British Medical
-Association to assist it in getting a voluntary medical
service. This is more in accordance with the present
principles of democracy, and if voluntary methods sufiticc,

there may be no necessity to follow the example of our
forefathers. If, however, a voluntary system prove in-

adequate, some form of compulsion will become necessary.

In that case, it should be clearly understood that compul-
sion, if unpleasant, is by no means a novelty ; that we are
only repeating a procedure that has been frequently

adopted in the past history of our country.—I am, etc.,

Loudon, N.E., Aug. 11th. MaJOK GREENWOOD.

IS URINARY CALCULUS RARE IN IREL.AND ?

Sir,—There seems to be a general opinion that urinary
calculus is rare in Ireland. This opiuion would seem to

be borne out by statistics given in a paper recently read
before the Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland by its

President, Dr. Walter Smith, physician to Sir Patrick

Dun's Hospital, a reprint of whicli has been sent to mo
by the author. Dr. Smith quotes the following physicians
and surgeons

:

Sir Thomas Myles (Dublin), who states that his expe-

rience confirms the view of the late Robert McDonnell,
that calculus is rare in Ireland compared to England;
Mr. Gunn (Dublin), who, haviug looked over his cases for

somo years, finds 19 patients sufi'eriug from urinary
calculus ; Mr. William Taylor (Dubliui, who supplies au
elaborate table of tho results of his practice siuce 1900
(his total number of cases is 25); Sir William Wiiitla

(Belfast), who sees only a very odd rase of calculus;

Mr. Mitchell (Belfast), who has i. . :. ,; !; ;
1^ it 15 cases

iu the last fifteen years; Profi-s- -
,

;. 1 .. ii'ast), who
has not during the last twenty ;.

i; <

[

••'• 1 more thau
thirty-six times for stone; Proli - •• i'. ,ii^ n (Cork), who
fiuds that urinary calculus is very ran; iu the South of

Ireland (he has had 15 cases in fifteen years) ; and Dr.

ilacDowel (Sligo), who reports 3 cases in twenty years.

Dr. Smith applied to me for statistics from my practice,

and I sent him a list of 82 cases, 41 of which were vesical

and 41 renal. Unfortunately, Dr. Smith mislaid my
memorandum, and the cases were consequently not re-

ferred to in his paper. The comparatively largo number
of 82, to which I have added several since, would indicate

that, at any rate in the North of Ireland, calculus is not

so rare as Dr. Smith's paper would lead one to suppose.

I hope at a future date to publish a short article on my
cases, giving, so far as I know, the district in which the

patient has been domiciled, and the chemical composition

of the stone. These cases have been collected for a period

of about ten years, and form about 8 per cent, of some-
thing approaching 1,100 cystoscopies in ho.spital and
private practice.—I am, etc.,

Andrew Fcllerton, M.Ch., F.R.C.S.Irek
Belfast. July 10th.

DREAD OF INFECTION FROM PULMON.A.RY
TUBERCULOSIS.

.

Sir,—My daughter has the misfortune to be sufteriug

from pulmonary tuberculosis, and is beins treated at
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homo, but I find it iuoroasingly clifBcuIt to keep niy
servants, such is theii- unreasoning dread of this di.sease.

It is not as if tliey were asked to nurse her, or, indeed, do
more than convoy lier meals to her, but, tlianks to the
campaign against tuberculosis and the proposal to make it

a notifiable disease, they have become imbued with a
belief in its infectiousness. It is high time we went astern
a bit lest the outcome of our efforts to educate the public
should be to convert the unhappy victims of consumption
into pariahs, and to deprive them of the care and sym-
pathy to which they are entitled, which, moreover, they
received until we recklessly disseminated what I am fain
to regard as exaggerated views of the risks entailed by
the presence of a consumptive person in the family circle.

It is generally agreed that by the adoption of a few
simple, comraonseuse precautions all danger of infection
virtually disappears, and this is a point—an all-important
point—which the public do not grasp.—I am, etc.,

A Medic.vl Fathek.

THE CAUSE OF H.VEE-LIP, CLEFT PALATE,
CRETINISM, Etc.

Sir,—At the annual meeting of the British Medical
Association in Carlisle in July, 1896, I gave a lantern
demonstration of cretinism, in which I suggested that the
sporadic form, due to lack of develo25ment of the thyroid
body, was analogous to any other embryological stunting,
such as absence or dwarfing of uterus, ovaries, or
testicles, acardia, acephalia, anencephalia, hare-lip, cleft
palate, spina bifida, etc.

In Bartletfs Wild Animals in Cajitivity it is stated that
lions, fed on the flesh only of large animals, instead of on
a larger proportion of the body of smaller animals (with
small bones, skin, intestine, blood, and all), rarely have
completely developed offspring, the most frequent and
almost constant imperfection showing itself in the form of
defective palate, and that the certainty of this has been
fully established by observations made on animals bred in
captivity.

It might be worth while in the case of any infant
showing any of the above or other signs of incomplete
development, to make inquiries as to any nutritive defects
of its parents.—I am, etc.,

Kendal. Aug. 11th. Wm. R. Parker, M.D.

DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT.
Sir,— Dr. W. J. Midelton's reply to Dr. Berkart is interest-

ing in two respects—first, in his remark that gout is due
to a specific micro-organism, and, secondly, in his apparent
opposition to Dr. Berkart 's derision of counter irritation in
the treatment of this supposed trouble. It seems remark-
able that auyoue believing iu the micro-organism theory
should sugi;cst treatment by counter irritation in a disease
wlicre there wouKl be reasons to believe that such pro-
cedure would be as futile and harmful as iu phthisis or
any other disease of micro-organic origin. The only
rational treatment would be the injection of a specific
antitoxin when the particular organism has been dis-
covered. But since sufferers from gout have been for ages
past bringing on their own trouble by errors in diet and
getting better by their correction, the discovery of such
organism seems neither likely nor necessary.
A patient of mine, usually in vigorous and robust health,

can bring on an attack of gout by drinking a few glasses of
champagne; and the effects of rich foods, strong ale,
porter, and port wine are too well known to need comment.
But I have never yet heard of any one inducing an attack
by drinking gin. Gin contains juniper, and juniper clears
the kidneys, and hence tliere is little possibility of an
accumulation or deposit of urates, which Dr. Midelton
seems to think Dr. Berkart relies upon for a correct
diagnosis.

I am of opinion that if any medical man who is a
sufferer from gout will go to the trouble to study the
specific gravities of his urine he will find that for a day or
two before an attack, or in some cases for a week or two,
his urine will fall in specific gravity—that is, a urine which,
in the ordinary health of one who is a free eater, varies
between a specific gravity of 1030 to 1015, will fall much
below the latter figure, reaching specific gravities some-
times so low as 1003 or 1002, and for some hours may even
equal that of pure water. But metabolism is going on and
the uneliminated products of katabolism or tissue waste are

steadily accumulating in the blood. The patient sooner or
later is ripe for his attack and is struck down in the agonies
of gout. But at the same time, or before long, the kidneys,
in spite of their previous sluggishness, now take on activity
as unaccountable as it is vigorous, the result being a copious
deposit of urea, uric acid, and its associates. This clears
the system and in a typical case tlie patient usuall^
recovers. But in the pathological picture which Dr.
Berkart draws such recovery would be impcssible.
That the theory of " perforative .synovitis " is inade-
quate to explain the symptoms of many cases which
have hitherto been attributed to the deposition of uric acid
or sodium biurato is plainly shown by Dr. Berkart's owa
statement, in which he points out that "this cystoid
degeneration "

. . .
" may, however, become gouty if from

a concomitant disease of the kidneys uric acid is retained
and accumulates in the blootl," which is no more than to
say that gout after all is due to a deposition of uric acid

;

and yet in the opening lines of his article he repudiates the
supposition of such deposition in the majority of cases as
misleading and mischievous, and states that uric acid
could act neither as a mechanical irritant nor as a toxic
agent without leaving invariably indelible changes in the
articular cartilage ; concluding the paragraph with the state-
ment that in " numerous instances "—diagnosed as gout

—

" the articular cartilage 3,^i)e&vson 2iost-mortem examination
to be perfectly normal "—showing plainly that whatever
the nature of the trouble, it could not have been due to
cystoid degeneration whicli must necessarily be a per-
manent pathological change. It is, however, difficult to
understand why uric acid, especially when merely acting
as a toxic agent, should not undergo absorption leaving
as little evidence of its injury upon the articular cartilage
when there has been no actual degeneration as that
certain skin troubles will frequently disappear, without
leaving the slightest evidence of their ever having been
present.

Dr. Berkart therefore adequately explains an articular
disease duo to cystoid degeneration with a superadded
gout, but leaves us completely iu the dark as to the nature
of those '• numerous cases diagnosed as gout," but showing
no structural alteration in the joints.—I am, etc.,

Liverpool, Aug. 8th. WiLLIAM Brauwell.

ON THE CURVE OF THE EPIDEMIC.
Sir,— I thank Mr. Traehtenbeig for his letter of

July 22nd. The separation of the two parts of the
logarithmic expression was of course a slip, and he is
quite right in pointing out that the substitution that I
made was illegitimate and does not lead to an identical
solution. I hastily overlooked the fact that we were u'li
provided with the functional relation between // ;!"(
/. On 3Iay 8th Dr. Brownlee gave us three sii--. '-; r

1'

~,

but no indication of what kind of function he inteij"l< •\ :

y to be. Under the circumstance it does not aiipeui to
be possible to integrate the equation, or to form any but
the vaguest idea of its meaning.—I am, etc.,

Newcabtle-on-Tyne, Aug. 10th. A. S. PeRCITAL.

THE STERILIZATION OF THE SION WITH
TINCTURE OF IODINE.

Sir,—If Surgeon-Major Porter will lead my original
paper, which appeared in the British Medic.vl Journal
of August 14th, 1909, he will find that I referred to the
work of Professor Grossich. I also referred to his paper
which was published in the Jouk.nal of February 6tb,
1909, and to a contribution by Mr. Goodwin the following
week. ?
They had all used a 10 per cent, solution of iodine.

which IS known in this country as liq. iodi fort, or lin!
lodi. Prior to my communication no one had ever
suggested using tinct. iodi, B.P.

If Surgeon-Major Porter " quickly discovered that the
10 per cent, solution was not necessary and was sometimes
injurious," he did not impart this knowledge to ns, nor did
he suggest an alternative method. I have never claimed
to be the originator of the liq. iodi fort, method. I was
the first to use and to advocate the tinct. iodi, B.P., and
this IS the solution which is now universally used.—
I am, etc.,

J. Lionel Stretton,
Kidaerminster. Seuior Surgeon. Kidderminster Infirmary and

•*-u«.9tn. Childrens Hospital.
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THE LATE MR. EDMUND OWEN.
Sir,—I Imve read with much interest the obituary

notice of Mr. Eilmund Owen which you pubhshed in your
issue o£ .luly 31st.

I should be glad, however, if you would kindly supplc-

iD«ut it in your next issue by mentioning the eminent
services which our lamented friend rendered to the French
Hospital, and for which he received the Cross of the

Lcuiou of Honour from the hand of M. Emile Loubet when,
as I'lesident of the French Republic, he visited the hospital

in 1903.

Mr. Edmund 0«-cn succeeded Sir 'William MacCovmac
as surgeon of the French Hospital in December, 1901, and
up to his death always manifested the liveliest interest in

the hospital ; many are the patients who have benefited b3'

his talent and devotion. On several occasious at our
annual banquets he has given expression to the sympathy
which he had for the French Hospital and the patients

whom he had imder his care.

But if he loved the hospital, everybody here loved him

;

bis death leaves a great void, and we shall ever regret the
loss of a man who combined with the highest professional
capacity a character of lofty jiersonality, straightforward-
ness, and affectionate devotion.—I am, etc.,

Arthur Baume,

©bxtuartj.

HENRY MACDOXALD CHURCH, B.Sc, M.D..

F.R.C.P.Edin.,
edinuurgh.

On" the evening of Tuesdaj% August 3rd, Dr. Heury
Macdonald Church, after forty years of devoted, sympa-
thetic, and conscientious ministration to the sick and
suffering in Edinburgh, passed peacefully to his reward,
and to that life of higher service toward which he Imd
been constantly pressing forward. On the afteruoou of

Thursday, -July 29th, on his return from a visit to a pro-

fessional friend, while stooping to take off his boots, he
was suddenly seized with right hemiplegia and aphasia.
He never recovered consciousness. Dr. Church was born
in Dalhousie, near Edinburglj, sixty-six years ago.

He studied at Edinburgh University. During Iiis

medical course he took the degree of B.Sc, and graduated
M.B., CM. in 1872. He assisted Dr. Shand of Kirk-
cudbright till November of that year, wheu he became
junior demonstrator of anatomy to Professor Turner. Six
months later he entered the Royal Infirmary as resi-

dent to Professor Annandale and later to Sir Thomas
Grainger Stewart. Having completed these periods of

valuable experience, he continued his medical education in

Vienna, Berlin, and London, and on his return to Scotland
he acted as assistant to Dr. Brotherston of Alloa. In 1875
he began practice in George Square, Edinburgh, where his
kindly, skilful treatment drew to him a large amount of

general practice. Four years later he was elected a Fellow
of the Royal College of Physicians.
During his undergraduate course Church became a

member of the Royal Medical Society, and he was after-

wards elected one of the presidents of that oldest of all

medical societies. He took an active part in the work of
the Mcdico-Chirurgical and of the Obstetrical Societies of
Edinburgh and made occasional communications to them.
Two of these deserve special mention. One of these was
the paper he read in 1903 before the Obstetrical Society on
"Overlapping of pregnancy and lactation," founded on
facts observed by himself in a series of 7 cases. He
pointed out the dangers to the mother, the suckling, and
the embryo. The other communication was on rheuma-
toid arthritis, and in it he discussed the etiology and also
advocated on chemico-physiological grounds a liberal diet
in treatment. On two different occasions the Obstetrical
Society asked him to occupy the presidential chair, a
position which he would have adorned, but on each
occasion he declined the honour on the ground of health,
but he retaliated (m a kindly fashion) by presenting to the
society a very handsome chair for the use of future
presidents.

Dr. Church was most highly appreciated by those who
knew him most intimately. He was a warmhearted,
staunch friend. Although he had a high standard of
morals, he was always ready to find an excuse for the
failings of others. He had a fine imagination, a poetic
mind, and was a groat lover of nature, especially of botany.
When in 1907 the Koyal College of Physicians was invited
to send two delegates to LTpsala to take part in the
bicentenary celebrations of the great Swedish botanist,
Linnaeus, Dr. Church was one of the two who were
chosen by the College. Linnaeus and Boerhaave were
two of his heroes; he loved to study their lives and
work.
The anxieties of medical practice press somewhat

seriously on those of highly sensitive and sympathetic
nature. Dr. Church found it advisable some years ago to
take a prolonged holiday, and later to limit the number of
his engagements. During his holiday he revelled in his
much-loved books. Although he had so great a love of
nature, science, literature, and golf, he never allowed any
of these to interfere with duty. He always gave his
patients of his best. A large circle of friends and patients
will greatly miss his kindly presence and his wise
counsel.

Deaths in the Profession Abroad. — Among the
members of the luedical profession in foreign countries
who have recently died are Dr. F. T. Bicknell, one of the
organizers of the medical department of the University of
California, and for many years professor of gynaecology
in that institution, aged 73; Dr. R. H. M. Dawbaru,
clinical professor of surgery in Fordham University
School of Medicine, New York, and emeritus professor of
siu-gery in the New York I'olyclinio Miilit'al School,
aged 55; Dr. Francis Delatiel'l. rinciiuis piofessor of

medicine in the New York (.'olli"_;i' of l'li\.--iciaus and
Surgeons, president of the As.iociatiuu uf .\merican
Pliysicians in 1886, author of well-kuowu textbooks on
morbid anatomy and physical diagnosis, aged 73; and
Dr. W. B. Dorsett, professor of pelvic surgery and gynae-
cology in the St. Louis University School of Medicine,
aged 63.

%\\t %tx\s\tt^.

ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS.
Promotion of Lieutenants, Special Reserve, and

Territorial Force.

The following Army Order has been issued

:

I.—Promotion of Lieutenants of Jtoyal Army Medical
Corps, Sx)ccial liescrve, and Territorial Force.

1. With reference to paragraph 102. TrrnlniKil Force
Regulations, it is notified that, thiriut; tin j^iimui luiiod
of embodiment. Lieutenants of the iioyal Aiiii\ .Mi dical
Corps, Territorial Force, will be eligible tor promotion to
the rank of Captain on the completion of si.x. months'
embodied service.

2. No promotion under this decision will, however, bear
a (late prior to the 1st April, 1915, even though the oflftcer

may have completed the qualifying minimum period of
si.x months' embodied service sometime prior to that date,
i-iubject to this proviso, embodied service rendered before
tlie 1st April, 1915, will be allowed to count as qualifying
service for the purpose of tliese promotions.

3. Itecomiuendatious for promotion should be put for-
ward immediately in accordance with the above decision.

4. The promotion of Lieutenants of the Royal Army
Medi:-.al Corps, Special Reserve, will be made on similar
linos. The necessary action in their case will be taken by
tlie Army Council direct.

By Command of the Army Council,
R. H. Bradb.

War OfBce,
5th August, 1915.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
ExcH.iNGE Desired.

Liei;tbnant A. G. S. Logie, R.A.M.C.iT.), 2 1st .Sonth-Kastern
Moinited Rrigade Field Ambulance, Mare.slield Tark, Sussex,

wishes to find a substitute so as to enable him to transfer to a
unit going on foreign service. He would exchange with an
officer in a unit (joiug abroad or alrea<ly abroad.
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^thitnl ildua.

The library of the Boyal College of Surgeons of England,

which, though the museum is closed, remains oijen, will

be closed as usual during the month of September, to be

reopened, according to custom, in October.

An international committee is being formed to assist

the University of Louvaiu to reform its library. Many of

tlio rarer works it will probably be impossible to replace,

but already, in response to an appeal made recently in the

Bulletin of the John Eylands Library, Mancbeslor, upwards

of three thousand volumes have been received or promised.

A COURSE of lectures for school teachers and others

entering for the examinations in school IiNftirne has been

arranged by the Royal Sanitary lustituir, Jiiu lnn<>liam

Palace Road. The first lecture will l.r t^ivm .m Monday,

October 4th, at 7 p.m., and the course; will couclnde on

Friday, November 26th. The fee for tlie course is £1 Is.

The sixtieth course of lectures and demonstrations for

sanitary officers will be held at tlie Institute from

September to November. Further particulars can be

obtained on application to the Secretary.

We are informed by the Secretary of the Board of

Education that, some eighteen months ago, Madame
Bergman Osterberg, the principal and founder of the

well-known Swedish Physical Training College at Dart-

ford, desired to relinquish the active direction of the work
of her college. In so doing, she wished in the national

interest to secure the continuation of the work Avhich had
been so successfully established and developed. With
this purpose ia view, she generously offered, with the full

approval and sympathy of her husband, Dr. Edwin
Osterberg of Stockholm, to transfer her college to the

Government. For reasons in no way connected with the

college, it was found impracticable to accept the offer,

and Madame Osterberg was advised to create a trust.

Almost her last act before her death was to sign the trust

deed, vesting her pro ;rty in a trust with the object of

carrying on the college in the national interest on its

existing lines, and maintaining the traditions already

established. The trustees appointed are : Dr. Christopher

Addison, M.P., Mr. Waldorf Astor, M.P., Sir George

Newman, M.D., the Marchioness of Salisbury, and the

Right Hon. Lord Shaw of Dunfermline. While the ulti-

mate control of the Institution rests with the trustees,

the general management and working of the institution

will be lilaced in tlie hands of an executive committee of

ten persons representative of various ol'tlcial and other

bodies concerned with the physical education of women.

The report on the public health of Adelaide for 1914

shows that the population has remained about stationary,

an increase of 305 only being recorded. Tlie birth-rate—

28.23—was considerably lower than that of 1913, which was
31.03; the death-rate was lower also—13.63 in 1914, as

against 14.42 in 1913. The infantile mortality rate was
considerably higher than 1913, being 87 per 1,000 births ;

it was 63 per 1,000 in the previous year. The medical

officer of health, Dr. Borthwick, however, states that

these rates, which are based on the data suiiplicd by the

Registrar-General's monthly icnu 11-, do lU't alford a cor-

rect view of the position. 'This 1- [..inly cuing to many
Ijersons who are resident outsid' t'lc 'it\ . fining for treat-

ment and dying in the various iusiitiiti-ns. The deaths

from phthisis represent the lowest inorlality-rate on

record ; tlie number of deaths from cancer was above the

average of the preceding six years. Froin the tables of

prevalence of various , li-^. •>'-. s «,. lin.i iliat the only

material increases wen pi ! -id fever and
whooping-cough. Tin, • urease in the

number of cases of dipi, 111. 1
,. aud measles.

Some progress was matle diUiu,-, .... w... 111 the crusade
against consumption. The met ropoUUiu hoards of health

contributed £350 a year towards the funds of the James
Brown Trust, which in return provided at least seven beds

for the treatment of poor patients in the early stage of the

disease. In ad(liti(.in, there are sanatoiiums fi.r jiatients

who are able to pay : and the Govenuiieut has provided for

the isolation and treatment ot poor patients in the advanced
stages of the disease. So far as the city is concerned, the

education and supervision of consumptive patients are

being carried on by the city-trained nurse, and every
house is disinfected "after removal or death of a patient.

The general sanitation of the city has improved, and the

staff o£ sanitary inspectors, under the medical officer of

health, made no fewer than 14,253 visits to various premises
iu order to abate nuisances.

fetUrs, ^Latt^r aitti ^nslners.

The leleBi-aplnc addresaes of tbe BnixisH Medical Absociatiok
and JouKNAi. are ; (1) ElJlTOlt ot Ibu Bi;ni8ii Medical
JounNAL. Aitioh.ijii. ir, •, .,, '. T. :

• • r
(21 FIKANCI.\L Sl.i ."

! \
..', . '. i

. Gei-rard.
;i{ (AUver-
ioae. 2630.

iBiietiok Street,

Gemu-d. (31 MI.I ,

Li,ndrm: telephon. . .

of the British Uedica
Dublin.

rS" Queries, anncers, and cormnunications relating to suhjeels

to u-hich apccial departments of the Bkitish Medicai. Journai,

arc devoted icill he found under their respective lieadiugs.

QUERIES.

Recireent Eeysipel.\s of Leg.
C. D. askg for advice in the preventive treatment ot recurrent

ervsi|.elas ot the leg. The attacks have occurred about twice

a .ve;ir tor the last ten years. He asks whether any serum is

available.
iNcosrE Tax.

H. B. has been asked by the surveyor ot taxes to supply state-

ments ot account for three years, and inquires as to what
expenses he can deduct.

% Speaking generally, the cost of maintaining, but not of

Improving, the professional equipment is deductible. Thus,

to take the items mentioned by H. B., the cost of upkeep, of

a car, including petrol, tyres, driver's wages, etc., but not

depreciation, can be deducted, nor the cost of the original

car, or the amount by which the cost of a new car exceeds

the net cost of the car displaced. The payments made to a

locumteneut are frequently allowed when incurred by reason

of the illness of the practitioner and refused when occasioned

by a holiday. The interest referred to will be allowed it paid

on an ordinary bank overdraft; otherwise H. B. should

deduct tax on payment of the interest, and no income-tax

allowance will then be due to him under that head. Instal-

ments paid off a loan cannot be deducted, being purely

capital payments. Expenses of house decorating and painting

would presumably be allowed in tiie same ratio as rent and

rates—that is, to a reasonable extent (not exceeding two-

thirds), having regard to the proportion of the premises used

as surgery, consulting and waiting rooms, and garage. Our

correspondent may find it useful to refer to an article on the

general question which appeared in our issue of April 18th,

1914.

ANSWERS.

D —We cannot ascertain that any brown aniline colours have

been used mediciualh . and we have been unable to find any
reference to such use'in the literature. With regard to brown
colours for colouring food inaterials. the number of these

appears to be somewhat limited. The brown known as

Chrysamin R is stated to be harmless, while Messrs. Read,

Iloliidav and Sons, Ltd., Huddersfleld, state that they are

able to supply Bismarck browns suitable for such purposes.

Low Specific Gravity of Urine.

Dp, ^-ETHUR George Hakvey i
Wirksworth, Derbyshire)

writes: A few davs ago a j^entleraau came to me to be

examined for life" insurance. Me v.as a healthy, vigorous

voung man, aged 28, en-ased in farming. I left him alone

to pass urine, and on returning to the room I was surprised

to iiiid the fluid was exactlv like spring water, and had a
specific gravitv of 1000. He was perfectly normal in every

other respect." The next morning he sent a sample of his

urine passed earlv in the morning. This sample was noi-mal in

colour, had a sp"ecific gravitv of 1024, acid, and free from
albumin and sugar. I have frequently had cases of low

specific gravitv of urine due to nervousness, but never one

approaching tiiis case. The peculiarity of this case is that

he^showed no sign of nervousness during examination, and

I am inclined to attribute it to his drinking large quautities

of tea, as he is a total abstainer. I should like to have the

experiences of other men on the subject.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAI. JOURNAL.

£ B. d.

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... 5

Each additional line ._ ... .- ... 8

Awhoteoolumu ~ - ,X ? S
Apaeo . ... . .- . - ^

-lO
An average line contains six words

All remittances by Post Office Orders must be made payable ti

the British Medical Association at the General Post Office. London.
Ko resijonsibility "will be accepted for any such remittance not so

safeguarded.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Manasor,

129, Strand, Ijondon.notlator than the first post on Wednesday mornini;

preceding publication, and, if not paid for at the time, should be

accompanied by a reference.
Note.—It is against the rules of the Tost Office to receive poa

rtiiatitc letters addressed either ia initials or numbers.
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THE

INFLFENCE OF INTEATENOUS INJECTIONS

01" NEO-SALVA?vSAN ON THE ARTERIAL

BLOOD rRESSl'EE,

Bv H. D. ROLLESTOX, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

SrnGF.OX-GENERAL (Tesipoe.vey), R.N.,

COSSl'LUXT pnTSICIAX TO THE BOTAI. NAVY. ROYAL XAVAI, HOSrllAL.
HA31.A11; srSIOB FHXSICIAX. ST. Gi:ORGi:":s HOSPITAI..

The blood pressure was investigated in a hundred con-

secutive cases in which neo-salvarsan was given intra-

venously for syphilis, in almost all in the secondary stage.

The patients were in the Royal Naval Hospital, Haslar,

under the cai-e of Staff Surgeon J. S. Dudding, R.N„ who
kindly gave me every facility for examining them. Their

avei-age age was 24 years, and except for twelve who were

30 years of age and over, and for six under 20, were all

between 20 and 30 years of age. The amount of neo-

salvarsan varied between 0.9 and 0.6 gram. The blood

pressure (systolic and diastolic) was taken (i) on one or

more days before the injection was given, (ii) about seven

hours after the injection, and (iiii on three or sometimes
four subsequent mornings. In 19 of these cases the blood

pressure was also taken during the intravenous injection of

neosalvarsan. Included in the 100 cases were 12 cases in

which the blood pressure was investigated in connexion

with both first and second injections of neosalvarsan

—

usually at a month's interval. Mercer's sphygmomano-
meter, with an arm-cuff of 14 cm., was used. The auscul-

tatory method was employed, the maximum systolic pres-

sure "being estimated as the mean between the points

where the auscultatory sound disappeared and reappera-ed,

and the diastolic pressure at the time of the so-called fourth

phase, where the intensity of the auscultatory sound
suddenly diminishes. I took all the blood pressure estima-

tions myself, so that errors from more than one personal

equation were avoided.

Comparison of the Blood Pressure lefore and after the

Intracenous Injection of Keo salcarsan.

In every case the average of the blood pressure cstima-

matious taken before injection was compared with the

average of the blood pressure estimations taken on the

days subsequent to the injection. The blood pressure

estimations taken seven hours after the injection were
not included here, and are dealt with below. In 77 out

of the 100 cases the intravenous injection was followed

by a fall in both the systolic and diastolic pressures. The
average fall of the systolic pressure was 16 mm. Hg, and
of the diastolic pressure 13 mm. Hg. Out of the 23

remaining cases there were 8 in which both the systolic and
diastolic pressures were higher after than they were before

the injection, the average increase in both the pressures

being 11 mm. Hg ; 8 cases in which the systolic pressure

was higher after than before injection (average increase

5.2 mm. H^, while the diastolic pressure was lower after

than before injection (average fall 6.5 mm. Hg) ; 6 cases in

which the diastolic pressure after was higher than before in-

jection (average increase 4.5 mm. Hg), while the systolic

pressure after was lower than before injection (average
fall 8 mm. Hg) ; and one case in which both the systolic

and diastolic pressures were the same before and after

injection. By arranging these figures rather differently it

ia seen that alter injection there ia

A fall in both the systolic and diastolic pres-
sures in ... " ... ... ... ... 77

A fall in the svstolic alone in ... ... ... 6
Making a fall in the systolic pressure in 83

A fall in the diastolic alone in ... ... ... 8
Making a fall in the diastolic pressure in 85

A rise in both tke svstolic and diastolic pres-
sures in ... ... ... „. ... 8

A rise in the systolic pressure alone in ... 8
Making a ris'e in the systolic pressure in 16

A rise in the diastolic pressure alone in ... 6
Making a rise in the diastolic pressure iu 14

Ko cliange in either the systolic or diastolic
pressure iu ... " ... ... ... 1

It is therefore clear that the average of the blood
pressure estimations taken after injection is u.sually lower
than that before injection. In the systolic blood pressure
there was a fall in 83 cases, as comp.ared with a rise in 16,

or in the proportion of 5 to 1, The average fall iu the

C

systolic pressure was 15.4 mm. Hg. In the diastolic blood
pressure there was a fall in 85 cases, as compared with a
rise in 14, or iu the proportion of 6 to 1. The average fall

iu the diastolic pressure was 12.4 mm. Hg. The fall was
therefore slightly less in the diastolic than iu the sjstolic
blood pressure. But before assuming that the fall ia
blood pressure is the direct result of the injection of neo-
salvarsan, two factors must be takcu into account

:

1. That the patients were kept in bed from the day
before the injection until some Jays after, and that tha
blood pressure estimations were nearly always taken early
iu the mornings of the days subseyuont to the injection
wlicn the patients were iu bed, even though they some-
times got up later in the day. In some cases the last

blood pressure was takcu when the patient was up, and in
these cases the pressure was usually higher than thoso
taken in bed. The fall of blood pressure" may, therefore,
have been partly due to rest in bed.

2. Mental excitement, although guarded against as far
as possible, may have raised the blood pressures before
injection; and hence the fall in the average of the blood
pressure estimations taken after injection may have bcea
more apparent than real.

In the light of these considerations, it does not appear
that the fall in blood pressure was necessarily due to the
intravenous injection of neosalvarsan. At any rate intra-

venous injection of neosalvarsan does not tend to raise the
blood pressure on the following days.

Comparison between the Blood Pressure taken heforc and
that taken Seven Hours after the Intravenous Injection

of Neo-salearsan.
In 55 out of 99 cases both the systolic and the diastolio

pressures were lower seven hours after the intravenous
injection of neosalvarsan than they were before ; tho
average fall of the systolic pressure was 16 and of tho
diastolic pressure 10 mm. Hg. In 16 of those 55 cases
tho temperature rose to 100' F. or higher, and in these
the average fall iu the systolic pressure was 19 and iu the
diastolic pressure 11 mm. Hg. Among these 16 febrilo

cases, 7 showed Hersheimer's reaction, and presented an
average fall in the systolic pressure of 19 and in tho
diastolic of 13 mm. " Hg. In the other 39 cases the

averages of the falls iu tho systolic and diastolic blood
pressures were 15 and 9 mm. Hg. The influence of fever

caused by excessive liberation of spirochaetal toxins was
not marked, as the average fall of the systolic and diastolic

blood pressures was 4 mm. Hg only. In tile remaining
44 cases the following results were obtained : In 19 cases

both the systolic and diastolic pressures wore higher after

than before injection. The average rise in the systolic

pressure was 8.4 and in tho diastolic pressure 9 mm. Hg.
In 4 of these 19 cases the temperature rose to 100 F. or

above, and the average rise iu the systolic pressure was 6

and in the diastolic pressure 9 mm. Ilg. In the other

15 cases the average rise in the systolic pressure was 9

and in the diastolio pressure 10.6 mm. Hg. In 7 cases thci

systolic pressiTre was higher (the diastolic being ou an
average 7 mm. Hg lower) after than before injection. Tho
average rise in the systolic pressure was 5 mm. Hg. Iu
1 of these 7 cases the temperature rose to 100' F., with
a rise of 2 mm. Hg in the systolic pressure and a fall of

14 mm. Hg in tho diastolic pressure. In 18 cases tho

diastolic pressure was higher (tho systolic pressure being
on an average 8 mm. Hg lower) after than before injec-

tion; the average rise in the diastolic pressure was
7 mm. Hg. In 9 of these 18 cases the temperature rose to

100' F. or above, and the average rise in the diastolic

pressure was 8 mm. Hg and the average fall in tho systolic

pressure 11 mm. Hg. In the other 9 cases the average rise

in the diastolic pressure was 6 mm. and tho average fall in

tho systolic pressure was 5.5 mm. Hg. By arranging these

figures rather differently it is seen that seven hours after

injection there is

A tall iu both the systolic and diastolic pres-

sures in ... ... ... ... ... 55
A fall ia the systolic pressure alone in... ... 18

Making a fall iu the systolic pressure iu 73

A fall in the diastolic alone in ... ... ... ^

Making a fall in the diastolic pressure in 62

A rise in both the systolic and diastolic pres-

sures in ... " ... ... .
••• •• 1=

A rise in the systolic pressure alone m... ... /

Making a rise in the systolic pressure m 26

A rise in the diastolic pressure alone m ... IS

Makina a rise in the diastolic pressure in 37

[2851]
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The blood pressure seven hours after the intravenous

injection of neo-salvarsan is therefore usually lower than

the blood pressure before injection. In the systolic blood

pressure there was a fall in 73 cases, as compared with a

rise in 26, or, approximately, in the proportion of 3 to 1.

The average fall in the systolic blood pressure was

14 mm. Hg. In the diastolic blood pressure there was a

fall in 62 cases, as compared with a rise in 37, or in the

proportion of 5 to 3. The average fall in the diastolic

pressure was 9.6 mm. Hg. The fall in the diastolic

pressure is therefore slightly less than in the systolic

pressure. The fall of blood pressure seven hours after

injection cannot be explained as due to fever, for a rise to

100" F. or more occurred in 30 cases only. Out of these

30 febrile cases the systolic pressure was lower m 25 and

higher in 5 cases seven hours after injection than it was

before injection. The average additional fall of the

systolic blood pressure in the 25 cases was 4.5 mm. Hg,

•while the diastolic was lower in 17 and higher in 13 of the

30 febrile cases; and the average additional fall in the

17 cases was 2.6 mm. Hg. The influence of fever so far

as it goes in depressing the blood pressure is even less

marked on the diastolic than on ihe systolic blood

pressure.

Coynparisoii of the Blood Pressure taTcen Seven Hours

after Intravenous Injection of Neo-salvarsan ivith the

Average of the Blood Pressure Estimations on Sub-

sequent Days.
Out of 98 cases there were 58 in which the averages of

both the systolic aud diastolic pressures on the days sub-

seciueut to injection were lower than those seven hours

after the injection. The average fall in the systolic pres-

sure was 7.3 mm. Hg and in the diastolic pressure

10.4 mm. Hg. Among these 58 cases there were 17 with

a temperature of 100' F. or more seven hours after in-

jection, showing an average fall of 10 mm. Hg in the

systolic aud 11 mm. Hg in the diastolic pressure ; whereas

iu the other 41 cases the corresponding average falls in

blood pressure were 8.7 and 10 mm. Hg. Out of the

i-omaiuing 40 cases there were 13 in which the averages

of both the systolic and diastolic estimations on the sub-

sequent days were higher than the blood pressure seven

hours after injection. The average difference in the

systolic pressure was 9.5 mm. Hg and iu the diastolic

8 mm. Hg. In 4 of these cases there was, seven hours

after injection, a rise of temperature to 100 F. or more with

corresponding differences of 13 mm. Hg aud 16 mm. Hg,
coutrastiug Avitli differences of 8 mm. Hg (systolic) and

5 mm. 11^ uliaslnlii-i in the remaining 9 cases. In 21 cases

theaVLi-d. e ..if llio systolic blood pressure estimations on

the subseiiueut days" was higlier aud the average of the

diastolic blood pressure Cofimations on the subsequent

davs lower than seven hours after injection. The average

difference in the systolic pressure was 5 mm. Hg, and in

ihe diastolic 6 mm. Hg. In 8 of these 21 cases there was
a teiijperatiue of 100" F. or more seven hours after the

iujectiun, and the corresponding differences were on an
average 3.5 mm. Hg (systolic rise) aud 6.5 mm. Hg (diastolic

fall) ; whereas in the remaining 13 cases the difference

ivas 6 mm. Hg in both cases. In 6 cases the systolic pres-

sure was higher aud the diastolic pressure lower seven

hours after injection than the average of the blood pres-

sure estimations on subsequent days, the average differences

being 4.3 mm. Hg and 3 mm. Hg respectively.

By arranging these figures rather differently it is seen

that, as compared with the blood pressure seven hours
after intravenous injection, there is on the subsequent
days:

A fall in both the STstolic and diastolic pres
58

iiressure alone iA fall in the
Jlaliing a tall in the systolic pressure in 64

A fall in the diastolic pressure alone in ... 21

Making a fall iu the diastolic pressure in 79

A rise iu both the systolic and diastolic pres-

sures in ... ... ... ... ... 13

A rise iu the systolic pressure alone in... ... 21

Makiny a rise in the systolic pressure in 3t

A rise iu the diastolic pressure alone iu ... 6

ilaking a rise in the diastolic pressure iu 19

This shows that the average of the blood pressure

estimations taken on the subsequent days is usually lower

than the blood pressure taken seven hours after the intra-

venous injection. The systolic blood pressure was lower
in 64 cases and higher in 34, or roughly in the proportion

of 2 to 1; while the diastolic pressure was lower in 79 and
raised in 19 cases, or in the proportion of 4 to 1. Tlie fall,

therefore, is more marked in the diastolic than in the.

systolic pressure. The modifications in the blood pressure
in the cases with fever seven hours after injection are not
sufficiently constant or definite to justify any conclusions

as to the influence of fever.

Blood Pressures lahen daring the Intravenous Injection

of Neo-salvarsan.
As already mentioned, this was done in 19 cases. In

15 cases both the systolic and diastolic pressures were
higher during the injection than they were on the previous

days or day. The average rise in the systolic pressure

was 22 mm. Hg, and the greatest 46 mm. Hg. The
average rise in the diastolic pressure was 14 mm. Hg. In

2 cases the systolic pressure was higher, but the diastolic

pressure lower, than on the days or day before the intra-

venous injection. In I case the systolic pressure was
lower, while the diastolic pressure was higher than before

injection. In 1 case both the systolic and diastolic

pressures during injection were slightly lower (systolic by
1 mm. Hg, diastolic by 3 mm. Hg) than before injection.

By taking the blood pressure throughout the process of

injection it was shown that the systolic pressure may
fluctuate considerably ; the maximum variation was
28 mm. Hg, and the average 15 mm. Hg. It may be
highest before the skin is punctured ; thus, in 1 case the

systolic blood pressure was 160 mm. Hg just before the

injection was actually given and fell while it was
going on to 140 mm. Hg. In most instances it

was lower at the end than at the beginning of

the seance. The diastolic pressure fluctuated less than
the systolic pressure during the performance of intra-

venous injection ; the maximum variation was 14 and the

average 6.5 mm. Hg. In 18 out of the 19 cases both the

systolic and diastolic pressures were higher during the

injection than they were seven hours later, the average

systolic difference being 23 mm. Hg, and the average
diastolic difference 12.8 mm. Hg. In the remaining case

the systolic pressure was higher, but the diastolic pressure

was lower during injection than seven hours later. In

18 out of the 19 ca.ses both the systolic aud diastolic

pressures during the injection were higher than the

average of these blood pressure estimations taken on the

subsequent days. In the remaining case the systolic

pressure during injection was 22 mm. Hg higher than

the average of the systolic estimations on subsequent
days, but the diastolic was 3 mm. lower than the average

of the diastolic pressures on subsequent days. It appears

that the rise of blood pressure during the intravenous

injection of neo-salvarsan is due to mental excitement.

Comparison between the Blood Pressure Estimations taken

in Connexion with (1) First and (2) Second Injections

of Neo-salcarsan.
In 12 cases the blood pressure estimations were carried

out in connexion with two intravenous injections of neo-

salvarsan given at an interval of about one month.
In 10 of these cases both the systolic and diastolic

blood pressures taken before the second injections were
lower than they had been before the first injection ; in one
case the systolic before the second injection was higher
than it had been before the first injection, aud in one case

the diastolic pressure before the second injection was
higher than it was before the first injection. The fall in

10 out of the 12 cases might be interpreted to mean that

the remote effect of treatment was to lower tlie arterial

blood pressure. But this must not be insisted upon, as the

pressor effect of excitement would be much more powerful

wheu the estimation was first done than on the occasion

before the second injection. In addition 12 cases is too

few to justify any far-reaching conclusion.

A comparison between («) the average of the blood

pressure estimations made on the days subsequent to the

first injection, and (i.l the blood pressure taken before tha

second injection, shows that in two-thirds of the 12 cases

the blood pressure was higher in (.6). But it must be

remembered that in (a) the patients had been iu bed for

some five days, which would tend to lower the blooii

pressure, whereas in (b) they had been up.
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CONCLUSIOXS.
1. The average of both the systolic and diastolic blood

pressiii-es ou the days after iujection is generally lower
than before injection' the fall in the systolic beius slightly

more marked than in the diastolic pressure. This fall,

however, is very probably not a direct result of the action

of neosalvarsan, and, in part at least, may be duo to rest

in bed.

2. The blood pressure seven hours after the intravenous
iujection of neosalvarsau is usually lower than it was
before. The fall iu the diastolic pressure is slightly less

than that of the systolic pressure. The fall cannot be
explained as due to fever.

.5. As compared with the blood pressure taken seven
hours after the intravenous injection of neo salvarsan, the
average of the blood pressure estimations on subsequent
days is usually lower. This is more marked in the
diastoUc than in the systolic blood pressure.

4. During the actual iutraveuous injection of neo-
salvarsau both the systolic and diastolic pressures are
nearly always higher than ou other occasions. This
appears to be due to excitement. During the operation
the pressures may vary considerably, the systolic blood
pressure being more affected than the diastolic.

5. The blood pressure before the first injection of neo-
salvarsan is nearly always higher than the blood' pressure
before the second injection of neo-salvarsan, but here
again mental excitement may be responsible.

6. Finally, the general effect of intravenous injections
of neosalvarsan is rather to lower, certainly not to

increase, the arterial blood pressure.

NOTES OX THE TYPHUS EPIDEMIC IX
SERBIA, 191.3.

Bv T. GWYN'XE MAITLAXD, M.A., B.Sc, M.D.,
D.Phil.,

; of the ttphcs coloxt. seoplie. serbia.

Fkom March 1st to the end of April, 1915, about 1,800 cases
of typhus passed through our hands. It is impossible to
form anything like a correct estimate of percentages with
regard to deaths and sequelae, for the hospital was seriously
handicapped by reason of the dearth both of nurses and
medical attendants. So far as hospitals were concerned,
the epidemic was almost entirely neglected during the first

three weeks. So great was the mortality among the native
doctors that the few who could be induced to take charge
of the General Fever Hospital had to leave the supervision
and treatment of patients almost entirely in the hands of
the orderUes.

Hospital Ohgamzation.
When the Sixth Reserve Hospital was taken over for

the purpose of isolation and treatment of these cases it

was considered unjustifiable to detach nurses from the
existing units, inasmuch as most of these nurses were
surgical nurses whose services were required elsewhere.
It tlius happened that during the earlier days at the Sixth
Keserve Hospital the nursing was left in the hands of
three volunteers from the surgical unit. Two oniv of these
were fully qualified nurses ; the third was a probationer.
These three nurses, together with one doctor, were left to
cope with the typhus outbreak.
With such a staff it was, of course, impossible to provide

a^lequate treatment, and so it was necessary to eulist in
the work some Serbian soldier orderlies and a number of
Austrian prisoners, and as a necessary precaution only
orderlies and prisoners who had had typhus were sekcted.
The wards one by one were emptied, scrubbed and washed
•with disinfectants, and the ceilings, walls, and floors were
afterwards brushed with petrol. This cleaning was done
twice weekly afterwards throughout the entire hospital
buildings. The Austrian and Serbian attendants were,
with a few exceptions, thoroughlv washed, bathed in dis-
infectant, and given clean clothes. They were then isolated
and not allowed to come into contact with anybody, save
those in authority or patients under supervision. It was
hoped in this way to avoid all contamination, and we
found that only one case during the first few weeks
became remfected by vermin. A certain number of the
orderlies were not disinfected, and these were given the

cluirge of the admission of patients to the wards. To
them was left the duty of unclothing the patients, shaving
their heads, and passing them tlirough the bath of disin-
fectant. From the bath of disinfectant the patients
passed directly to the clean orderlies, who wiped them
ilown and gave them clean night things. They were then
stilt to clean beds. We invariably carried out this method
of handling new arrivals. As soon as we had a sufficiency
of the requisite combination garment (to which reference
w ill be made later) to distribute throughout the hospital
staff, all the orderlies were disinfected, as they were
enabled to maintain their cleanliness by discardiug their
clothes after each admission.
In the early days the conditions under which all the

foregoing was performed were extremely primitive. The
patients were disrobed on the steps of the pavilion in the
open air, and passed into the hall—the antechamber to the
wards—where they were immersed in a disinfectant bath,
after which the " disinfected oideilies " took them at cnce
into the wards. Later on, when tlie colony included two
excellent cadet schools, we were able to take over the out-
side ofaces—kitchens, baths, and wash-houses—and here,
in these outbuildings, the patients received the same
treatment as above, but under much more favourable
conditions.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon all the difficulties that
we encountered iu this procedure, such as shortage of
water, and occasionally the inability of the Serbian
authorities to give anything like proper notice of arrivals.
Tlie staff in the eailier days was driven to distraction by
the difficulty of tryiug to uphold the ideal of scrupulous
cleanliness as regards patients admitted. Realizing all
these difficulties and huw gravely we were understaffed, it

is not surprising that during the first three weeks wo
could not perform any autopsies or bacteriological investi-
gations. It was only later, whm wv obtained the services
of Dr. Belliughaiii Smith aud Dr. Daylell, and an efficient;

staff, that we were able to undenako'this work. Witli ouc
full staff—two doctors and Dr. Daylell, the bacteriologist,
and twenty-six nurses—we were able to introduce order
and provide adequate treatment.
To prevent lice getting into underwear it was necessary

to improvise suitable garments—not such an easy matter,
since the necessary tailoring was not to be had. At first

we tried a jacket fitting high in tlie neck, long sleeves to
button securely over the wrist, trousers fasteuiug round
the waist with string, aud the legs tucked into high rubber-
boots. Finally I decided upon a sort of combination suit
which answered admirably to all requirements, and was
especially welcome in the hot weather. It was made in
one piece, fastening at the neck like a bathing suit—that
is, by two buttons on the shoulders, the trousers ended in
feet which were slipped into sandals. To protect the hands,
rubber gloves (previously boiled) came up well over the
wrists. We made it a rule that all the staff should wear
this outfit. Chaugiug-rooms were provided, the combination
suit being put on before going into the wards, and removed
when going off duty.

Symptoms and CorRsir.
As is always the case when one meets with diseases

with which one is unfamiliar, one is inclined to dogmatize
ou the first few cases, but in reviewing to-day all the cases
which passed under our notice, one finds it extremely
difficult to give anything Hke a clear-cut picture of this
fever. For instance, one hesitates now to conclude that
the gravity of the case was indicated by the severity of the
exanthem, or to presume that if the first fortnight passed
without incident the prognosis was good. Inferences such
as these were in course of time corrected. So far as
possible one ought to abstract from the many cases, and
give a typical example.
The incubation varies from five to fourteen days, but

usually it is a period of twelve days—an onset of two days
and a fever of sixteen days resolving in lysis. At the
onset the patient shows no more discomfort than he does
with an ordinary common cold. He may feel slight head-
ache, a little pain in the back ; he may lose his appetite,
but for two days he does not show anything very
suggestive. It is only on review that he remembers that
ho was somewhat out-of-sorts. On the third day these
symptoms become aggravated, and he may now begin to

suggest the typhus facies. He is not yet feeling sufficiently
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nnwell to take to liis becl, but he has no inclination what-

soever for work, and by the following day, probably,

definitely takes to his bed. Now the typhus faciea ia

almost universal. If asked to distinguish it from the

facies which goes witli a common cold, one might say that

it differs only in the respect that the secretions, instead

of being excessive, are suppressed, and that as a conse-

quence the nose and lips do not present the slightly

swollen appearance they have in the common cold ; other-

wise the face is flushed slightly and the eyes are un-

questionably congested, the vessels being decidedly

injected. It is, perhaps, this absence of swelling of

the nose and lips and the presence of the congestion

elsewhere that makes all those who come in contact

with typhus expert in distinguishing it by these features

alone. Tlie pulse is the only other feature which
is at all distinctive. Its rate is slightly increased, it

remains rhythmic and regular ; with a large amplitude to

the wave, its tension is low.

The skin looks slightly reddened all over, and frequently

shows a kind of watercourse appearance, red channels

running in every direction, confluent and often so diffused

as (when not closely examined) to give merely an appear-

ance of erythema. The urine is unchanged, there is no
great increase in urates, and no albumin at this period.

The bowels are slightly inactive and the appetite is poor.

The thirst is from the first excessive. There are no
physical signs to help one at this stage. The spleen is

not enlarged. On the fourth or fifth day there appear
for the first time some rose spots, widely separated and
located variors'y over the abdomen, the lower part of the

chest, and on the anterior surface of the shoulder. The
l)atient is now beginning to look seriously ill. He is

lethargic, his movements are sluggish, and he is almost
comatose. From this time onwards his mouth is the

greatest source of trouble. Sordes appear, and unless the

mouth is carefully washed its foul condition is the beginning

of various sequelae—parotitis, laryngitis, and otitis media.
At the very best there is always a certain hoarseness and
a certain amount of deafness. It is common at this stage

also to find the urine supjiressed for two or three days and
then afterwards to find the urine displaying albumin and
casts. For seven to ten days this condiiion goes on prac-

tically without change. The patient remains lethargic,

seems dull aud stupid, and almost comatose. He becomes
markedly constipated, frequently wets his bed, and his

mouth throughout the whole of this time requires constant
attention. After this the patient begins slowly to recover,

and at the end of the fourteenth day frequently shows a
crisis whicli tunis out to be a remission, the fever running
up again for two or tljree days to decline afterwards in

lysis. From this point onwards the patient again slowly
recovers, and may, at the end of another week, begin to

show a healthy and voracious appetite, a clear mind, and
a considerable contentment. He is, however, distressingly

weak ; all his muscles are flaccid and his heart is readily

upset.
Severe Types.

The two morbid types which we found to defeat all

treatment were, first, those we called fulminating, and
secondly, those exhibiting circulatory stasis.

Fulminating Cases.

Beginning in tho ordinary way, the great difference

between these and the normal cases took place about the
second or third day after a rise of temperature had set in.

It is from the observation of these cases that one is well
advised to take the deposition of all patients before they
lo.so consciousness, since these fulminating cases never
recover consciousness. The patient passes into a deep
coma. He displays very marked and exaggerated twitch-
ings—subsultus tendinura. He mutters, picks at tho bed-
clothes, his face is markedly congested, and his eyes are
frequently nystagmic with a squint. He has no control
whatever over his sphincters, and usually within three
days or so he dies.

Cases exliiiilinij Circulatory Stasis.

The next class of cases, in which the mortality is,

perhaps, as great, is infinitely more disappointing.

Patients in this class seem to pass through the whole
fever without incident, so that one is justified in pre-

suming that everything is well, when there begins,

about the twentieth day or so, typical circulatory stasis.

The feet frequently become blue, the pulse small and
thready ; sometimes gangrene sets in, and tho patient dies
as if from asthenia.
These two types are the two morbid types. If one

might venture to generalize, one might say the full

plethoric individual is the more liable to the fulminating
attack; the second is the type which affects and causes a
great mortality among the older men, and, curiously
enough, chiefly among the Austrians. It suggests inability

of tissue recuperation, through senility of tissue in tho
older men ; in the Austrian prisoner, devitalization of

tissue through exposure, want, and depression. Tho
impression that these cases leave with us is that the toxin
is overwhelmingly potent, aud affects all the tissues

equally. There does not seem to be usually a selection or

a nidus, except in the fulminating cases, where the toxin
undoubtedly appears chiefly to irritate the cerebral corte.'c

—in fact, the whole appearance of the patient makes one
feel that he is of essentially low vitality, that all his

tissues are depressed, particularly his musculature. As
evidence of this he betrays hardly a movement. The
tongue, for instance, which in health is constantly under-
going movement, lies in the mouth as if dead. It is no
wonder that in such a septic cavity as the mouth, when
the secretions are suppressed, there is such extensive
vegetable formation to account for the sordes which is

always present.

COMCCRRENT DISTURBANCES.
Now, as regards the variety of coincident troubles that

may develop in the course of this fever. In early days,
when we were unable to provide individual treatment, we
fouud that a large number—probably between 20 and
40 per cent. — displayed either parotitis, otitis, con-

junctivitis, or laryngitis. One, some, or all together. On
examining the ijatients tho absence of spots did not
permit us to exclude typhus—it was enough to find a
patient unable to speak, almost deaf, or with a swollen
gland or discharging ear, to make one suspicious that the
disease was due to typhus. These symptoms alone were
sufficient to justify us in placing the man under obser-

vation.
The Exanihem.

The spots usually described as typical of typhus
were not characteristic in the majority of our cases; a
minority of cases showed the typical form—that is, a
rose spot about 1 mm. in diameter with indefinite edges,

sometimes raised, sometimes impalpable. Tliis rose spot
occasionally became purplish, and was then definitely

haemorrhagic, no longer disappearing on pressure. A
careful look-out for the first appearance of the exanthema
will reveal the fact that it is first found on the upper
segment of the abdomen, just as in typhoid ; at a later

stage only is it found extending up the chest and on to the

shoulders. The majority of cases are protean. Very few
of the spots become petechial ; the majority vanish before

that stage. This is the rule. Then, again, the time of

persistence of the rash varies extraordinarily. Some spots

behave in the orthodox maunci-, but they may be so

evanescent as to elude observation altogether. It might
be only that the ease presented other distinctive symptoms
that one was able to decide on the diagnosis at all. Again,
the exanthem is by no means invariably a spotted rash ;

it presents occasionally a kind of watercourse appearance
(already described), or a general erythema. Only in about
two or three cases did we see a definite spotted rash

extending over the entire body, with the exception of the

face, the palms of the hands, and the soles of the feet.

These cases were, it is true, unusually severe—in fact,

fulminating cases ; but there were fulminating cases

without this extensive rash, so (hat one must not be led

to the conclusion tliat the extensiveness of the rash was
in proportion to the severity of the toxaemia. On the

contrary, we found that the toxaemia was equally pro-

found in evanescent rashes, so that it would be unwise to

lay down rules with regard to the prognostic value of the

rash.
One may say with regard to the concurrent disturbances

associated with typhus that these may be removed to a

great extent by careful nursing. One of the points whicli

we insisted on was that the mouth should be most
rigorously attended to. The mouth was washed out with
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some solution, swch as permanganate —the only disin-

fectant we had in anj- quantity iu the earlier days ; later,

when we had supplies, hydrogen peroxide was substituted,

and, as a result, parotitis, otitis, and other nasopharyngeal
disturbances disappeared. Constantly swabbing the back
of the throat considerably ameliorated the condition of

deafness. Patients who were able were taught to gargle

lieriodically throughout the day, and as a result the
laryngeal trouble was improved.

Circulaforij Dislnrba^iccs.

Another condition which caused us much anxiety, and
which occurred frequently in asthenic cases, was the
circulatory trouble. For a considerable time we were
unable to account for this. All that we noticed to begin
with was that the feet and hands became blue and cold,

and the pulse small and thready, indicating a general
cardiac failure. But, apart from this, we found that we
had to deal with local degenerative troubles. Patches of

redness usually appeared on the feet, active congestion
evidently occurring there, and later this was followed by
patches of gangrene. Sometimes the toes would be sym-
metrically affected, would disorganize and fall off. We
had two' cases in which the nose was affected. The
fingers, though frequentlj' showing the earlier signs, never,
in cases under my observation, went on to gangrene, but,

in fact, completely recovered.

The general plan adopted in these cases was that, when
the feet showed coldness and blueness, hot-water bottles

were at once applied, and a supporting treatment was
also adopted. Strychnine and digitalis were frequently
injected, brandy occasionally administered, and, when
possible, massage was given. If the condition of the
extremities did not improve under this treatment but pro-

ceeded to redness, then evaporating lotions were applied,

and these measures met with a fair amount of success.

If one were to form a surmise one might venture to say
that the extremities were the parts most likely to become
morbid, in view of the fact that they were the parts

exposed to the detrimental action of frost and cold in the
trenches, and that in all cases it might be said there was a
previous degenerative disturbance due to long exposure to

cold. It is well known, for instance, that a frost-bite, once
obtained, leads to a tendency to recurrence under con-
ditions which would not otherwise produce a frostbite,
and so iu this condition we have such a grave circulatory
disturbance that with the acute toxaemia of the disease
and the preceding history of frost-bite there was a suffi-

cient local disturbance to bring about a further depression
of the circulation and a condition of gangrene.

Temperature.
On the second or third day of the onset of malaise the

temperature gradually rises, until it reaches 103- on the
fourth or fifth day. This temperature is continuous,
occasionally rising to 104- , until it ends in lysis. In some
cases the temperature is remittent, and these, together
with the fulminating cases, are the types which give the
most anxiety. The cases with remittent temperatures
caused the greatest anxiety after the subsidence ; they
wore probably due to the associated cardiac disturbance

—

the failure of the cardiac muscle to respond to the toxins.

The fulminating cases usually displayed continuous
temperatures.

Pulse: Sespiratlon.
The pulse was never very rapid and was usually asso-

ciated with the temperature. The respiration was, how-
ever, frequently entirely disassociated with the tempera-
ture and pulse, and in some cases, mitil we gained larger
experience, this disassociation with the temperature and
pulse caused us grave anxiety. We felt it represented a
definite local toxaemia of the medulla and to be the
prelude to dissolution. Fortunately, however, with a wider
experience we found that this disassociation was not a
grave matter. A pulse of 98 and a temperature of 101"

was occasionally combined with a respiration of 45. There
never was the least sign of pulmonary stasis, and this is

one of the most remarkable features of the typhus epi-

demic, considering the amazing depression of all the
tissues together with the cardiac asthenia, that congestion
and oedema of the lungs was not more frequentlj" met with.
In very few cases indeed did we know of any lung trouble
at all, and these were only due, it was said, to secondary
invasion. Iu only one case under my observation did we

get a bronchopneumonia, which is usually considered a
frequent sequel, a result of the extension of the infection
of the organism from the mouth down the larynx into the
bronchi.

TkEATMEiNT.
Finally with regard to treatment. A supporting diet,

which usually included soups, Benger's food, Horlick's
milk, and so on, was administered for the first fortnight.
Occasionally brandy was giveu, but not often. There is a
great prejudice iu the Balkans against the use of brandy
for typhus. One must acknowledge the right of the local
opinion in this matter because of the considerable experi-
ence they have of the local form of typhus ; tliey declare,
and we think with good reason, that alcohol in any form
aggravates the cerebral symptoms, which are such grave
and important indications of brain toxaemia.

It must be remarked, tlierefoH-. l]i:it tlir iioKt point in
treatment which they ahviiy^ iii-i ; !i|iiin. nml which is a
corollary of the above, is tlu^ Mijiln jii^.n m| ic, lo the head.
Ice was placed on the head I'lmii the uii^ti.aivl maintained
there until the subsidence of fever, and, if one can
generalize at all, one may say with the greatest benefit.
As has been stated, the mouth was attended to every half-
hour throughout the day. In some cases sordes collected
almost as quickly as it was wiped away. The patient was
always moved very carefully, aud turned from side to side
to avoid bedsores, which occurred with amazing frequency
considering the short duration of the decubitus. The
extremities were kept warm. There was of course the
greatest insistence on fresh air, and the window frames in
the wards were removed. This appeared to the majority
of patients to be, of all things, their greatest hardship
when the icy winds of March went hlouiug through. In
fact, patients of all clas.ses iu the Balkaus always cover
their heads when going off to sleep, and it was the duty of
the nurse to see that their heads were uncovered, aud that
breathing was free and comfortable. At one time we
thought that if we were to insist sufficiently on the prin-
ciples of fresh air we should do much to "diminish the
virulence of the toxaemia, but we .ire unable to say that it

had that profound effect we autieipated. The tradition of
typhus is that it is associated w ith tilth, overcrowding,
aud the absence of fresh air, and of course it was believed
that if one could provide cleauline.ss, space, and fresh air,

one would do much to diminish the virulence of the fever.
But our experiences w-eut to show that here fresh air was
not apparently the potent factor that it is advertised to be,
tliough naturally fresh air in all disease is a sine qua non.

ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX IX THE TREAT-
MENT OF PULaiONARY TUBERCULOSIS,

A Clixical Study of Eighteen Cases.

BT

C. H. VROOMAN, BI.D,, CM.,
MEDICAL S^PEEINTE^'DE^'T, KING EDTTAED SAXATOBIUiSI. TEAXQCILLE.

KAMLOOPS, B.C.

The object of this paper is to give a brief account of our
clinical experience at TranquiUe in the treatment of

pulmonary tuberculosis by compression of the lung with
artificial pneumothorax in a series of 18 cases. Tlie
literature on this subject during the past two years has
been very extensive, and the selection of cases, results
obtained, and obstacles to be overcome in the use of
artificial pneumothorax are still too much in the formative
stage for any one to be too dogmatic. It is through
correlating the experience of many independent observers
in different circumstances that we can hope to ascertain
the true place of this procedure.

Artificial pneumothorax was first used by us at Tranquille
iu December, 1913, aud since that date we have tried to
give 18 patients this treatment. The apparatus used was a
modification of the l'loyd-l!obiusou.' We were forced to

make our own ajiparatus as a matter of economy, aud have
found it to -svork quite satisfactorily. At first we used
nitrogen gas obtained by abstracting the oxjgeu from the
air by pyrogallic acid and potash solution. After reading

the research work of Webb aud others- we came to the

conclusion that sterile air would he quite as good aud less

troublesome, and for some months past we have been using
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quite as good and we
ake refills any oftener.

stei-ile air. Our results have
liave not found that we had to mal
We unfortunately have no .-c-ray apparatus at the sana-

torium, so that we were not able to check our findings by
this means.

Tlie teohui<T[ue lias been that most commonly used—
namely

:

1. Sterilization of the skia with tincture of iodine.

2. Injecting 4 per cent, novocain as a local auaesthetic.

The important point here is to inject the novocain deeply,

so that the parietal layer of pleura is anaesthetized as well

as subcutaneous tissues.

3. Puncturing the skin with a sharp, thinbladed knife.

4. Inserting the blunt Floyd needle. With practice we
liave found that one could tell when the needle had
passed through the parietal pleura by the slight popping

sound heard, like sticking a needle through a tense piece

of cloth. The site of injection has been by preference

the fourth or fifth interspace in anterior or mid-axillary

line, though sometimes it has been found necessary to

go much further back.

5. After withdrawing the stylet of the needle to get a

proper fluctuation in the manometer. This is the crux of

the whole proceeding. Once a proper fluctuation is ob-

tained the rest is easy. In favourable cases, at the first

injection slight withdrawal of the needle, and with very

little manipulation, a goud fluctuation was obtained almost

at once. It has averaged from negative 2 cm. to negative

4 cm. (water). Unfavourable cases—that is, cases in which
there were many adhesions—often required prolonged

manipulation, and then only a very slight fluctua-

tion of to 0.5 cm. was obtained. Several times we
punctured the lungs during our manipulations. Beyond
the spitting of a little blood-streaked sputum it did no

harm. After getting a fluctuation the gas or air may be

allowed to flow in at the rate of about lOOc.cm. a minute,

manometric pressure being taken after every 100 com.

nefills.

The average amount injected at the first operation was
734c.cm. The highest quantity was 1,200 c.cm. and the

lowest 195 c.cm. In the earlier cases as much as

1,000 c.cm. to 1,200 c.cm. were injected at the first sitting,

and though the patient showed no subjective symptoms
at the time, yet we found symptoms sometimes developed

within an hour or two, and now I consider 500 com. to

600 c.cm. quite sufficient for the first injection. At subse-

(juent refills the sensations of the patient have been our

best guide. Severe pain, shortness of bi-eath, and sensa-

tion of tightness or coughing, are all signs showing that

enough had been injected. Even in the absence of sensa-

tions we have found that when pressure in the manometer
went to about 4 cm. or 6 cm. positive water pressure it was
time to stop, as we were liable to have subcutaneous
emphysema if more were injected. This, while not a
dangerous complication, is unpleasant. During the injec-

tion a number of our patients complained of pain in the

shoulder. Tliis was due to stretching of diapluagmatic

adhesions, and is an excellent example of refent-d pain as

pointed out by James Mackenzie.' In attempting to give

this treatment to cases in which there wtie many
adhesions and considerable fibrosis we have met with

great difficulty. In some cases in which we had been able

to get 500 c.cm. to 700 c.cm. of gas in the first time and
which showed on examination a partial pneumothorax, we
were greatly disappointed in that we had as much, if not

more, difficulty with the refills.

In a number of those classified below as Group 2 we
have secured a fair fluctuation, from zero to 0.5 cm. or

even 1 cm., and proceeded to allow the gas to flow in. On
testing it from time to time we found no change in the
fluctuation, and even as when in one case we allowed
3,000 c.cm. to flow in, the patient noticed no increasing
tightness or any symptoms whatever. The only explana-
tion, of course, is tliat the gas escaped into the parenchyma
of the lung, citlioi- tluough puncturing a cavity or small
bronchus. I have never seen any harm result from this,

in fact the patients often assert that they felt better

because of the large amount of gas they were able to

take.

We have given in all 202 injections, and in one case we
liad symptoms of pleuial reflex. The jiatient stopped

breathing and went into a state of collapse, lasting

one or two minutes; another patient vomited after

each iixjection, but the reason in both these cases was
putting in too much gas at one sitting. From my ex-

perience I would say that it is rarely advisable to give
more than 700 c.cm. to 1,000 c.cm. of gas at one sitting,

unless it is necessary to get a rapid collapse to stop
haemoptysis. Pleuritic e&'usiou has been diagno.sed iu

three of our cases. It has possibly been present in moio,
as in one ease it was discovered by x-ray examination
while the patient was away at the neighbouring town, and
had been entirely overlooked iu our physical examination.
The quantity was small, and possibly if all our cases had
been systematically screened we would have found more
effusions. It developed in each case after the patient had
been treated for some time.

Cases Treated.

The cases we have attempted to treat by pneumothorax
may be divided into three groups.
Group 1 {3 Cases).—Far advanced febrile cases with bad

prognosis, the disease being mostly confined to one side,

but some involvement of the other lung. We treated

three of this type. In all of them the prognosis was
absolutely bad. One had only one injection, and refused

to go on. He died two months afterwards. Of the other

two, in one a partial, and the other a good pneumothorax
was obtained. One died in two months, the other iu

eight months. Both claimed that their symptoms were
better after treatment, but I do not think the treatment
hastened or delayed the inevitable result.

Group :i (8 Cases).—These were far-advanced long-

standing chronic cases, mostly non-febrile. In this group
the cases were those iu which there was extensive involve-

ment of most of one lung with long-standing cavity. The
other was involved, but had undergone considerable fibrosis.

Tliey had all been under sanatorium treatment for a long

time, some of them for years. Their condition had in

each case been stationary for a long time under ordinary

.sanatorium life. The pneumothorax treatment was given

with the hope that the outlook of a life of chronic invalidism

might be changed into one of at least partial usefulness.

That this hope was not realized in these cases is one of

our great disappointments in this treatment. The average
time from onset of the disease to the time of doing
pneumothorax on these cases was forty-two months.
They were all diflicult to treat on account of adhesions
and tlie general fibroid condition of the lung. In 3 a good
pneumothorax was obtained, in 5 a partial one, and in 1

we could not find the pleural space. In 3 there was
partial benefit, symptoms of cough and sputum being

lessened, but no marked iiuprovement iu their general

condition. Of the 5 iu whom a partial pneumothorax was
obtained after six mouths' treatment, in none could signs

of a pueumothora.x be found. Their condition was prac-

tically the same as when the treatment had been started.

The air had escaped into the parenchyma of the lung

either tlirough rupture of adhesions or punctures made at

refills. I could not see that the treatment had done them
any harm, and they were all rather disappointed when the

treatment was discontinued. These old-standing cases

are not likely, unfortunately, to be benefited by this treat-

ment. Adhesions and general fibrosis hinder collapse of

the part of the lung we want collapsed, and should one
obtain a jjartial pneumothorax it is the remaining healthy

luug tissue which is collapsed rather than the diseased

area. However, I .still think it is worth trying to get a

collapse in those cases in which the disease is unilateral,

as occasionally a case in which a good collapse is obtained

will improve considerably, and a bad prognosis modified

if not absolutely changed." If, though, after two or three

refills, it is still difficult to find the pleural cavity and
signs of collapse are not marked, it is hardly worth while

persisting.

Group 3 (6 Crtses).—This is the most encouraging group
of the series. They were all, except one, far advanced
cases, but the onset had been recent. The average time

since onset of the disease to the time of doing a pneumo-
thorax was 7.8 months. The disease was more active

than in Group 2, as indicated by moist rales, rapid pulse,

and slight rise of temperature. It was not so extensive,

and, as far as I could tell, very little fibroid change. In all

this group a good pneumothorax was easily obtained, and
refills were made without any trouble whatever. Eveiv
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one of this gronp showed marked sj'raptotiiatic improve-
ment, and all but one improved in their general condition,

as denoted by gain in weigiit and ability to take exercise
without rise of toiiiperaturc. One has been under treat-

ment sixteen mouths, two oleven months, and they have
shown sueli marked iiuprovenieut that a bad propuosis has
been changed to a good one, and avc can be hopeful iu each
Ciise of a permanent arrest of the disease. The others
liave only been under treatment from four to six

months, but they are all showing marked improvement.
Tlieir improvement has been more rapid with pneumo-
thorax than it was under exactly the same conditions
without it.

Our experience iu this group may be illustrated by one
typical case

:

A. R. G.. male, aged 25, physician, had always bad good
health until ousel of present illuess. Onset of illness. December
1st, 1913, with rather severe haenioptvsis. "Admitted to the
sanatorium January 14tli. 1914. Weight, 120 lb. Average after-
noon temperature, 99.4-

; pulse, 90. Examination of chest
showed: Right, consolidation of upper lohe, and inliltration of
upper part of mid-lobe ; left, thickened pleura at the apex and
some fibrosis, probably due to an old lesion. There was also a
susiiicion of some laryngeal involvement. The patient did well
for a time under sanatorium treatment, but then had another
haemoptysis in April, developed an afternoon temperature
of 100^, and examination of chest showed extension of the
disease. In June, after five months' sanatorium treatment,
practically a bed patient all the time, the patient showed upper
two-thirds of right lung involved, with signs of cavity in upjier
lohe. There were a few flue crepitations at left base. He also
developed a fistula in ano, which was discharging quite freely.
June 26lh. 1915, artificial pneumothorax was done on the right
side. There was no difficulty in finding the pleural cavity, and
a fluctuation of negative 2 cm. to negative 4 cm. (water) was
obtained at once ; 850 c.cm. of gas was injecttil llio fust time.
Six days later he was given 1,100 c.iiii tv-i' Ihn-. later
1,250 c.cm., and in two weeks 1,500 c.cm. i: .,1 < v iilence
of a good collapse, and since theu he has 1 if from
600 c.cm. to 900 c.cra. at four to six \ 1

! . He
showed marked improvement from the 1 rature
l>ecame normal; he had no more liaen 11 two
occasions slightly streaked sputum. Ii , con-
dition was so far improved that he was

,

i cure
of the fistula in ano. He took the anai-

'

li stood
a rather extensive operation well. Since then hi-; inipiovement
has been rapid. At present date his general condition is good

;

temperature normal, pulse 90; weight, 1301b. (normal weight
for him). There is a good collapse of the right lung; a-rav
examination showed a slight amount of fluid present. Hi's

throat condition has cleared up. and the fistula in ano was
healed.

I have given a rather lengthy account of this patient as
I consider this the type of case in which we are likely to

to get good results from pneumothorax treatment. My
regret in this case is that we did not compress the hmg at

the beginning.

Conclusion.
To draw conclusions from so limited a number of cases

is somewhat dangerous, and it would be absolutely unfair
to judge the merits of the treatment from the results

obtained from these 18 cases. Of the first 12 of the
series 9 were failures and only 3 showed partial benefit.

This was because they were long-standing cases, in which
there was an absolutely bad prognosis any way. To obtain
good results we must, I am convinced, use this treatment
in those of recent origin.

The moderately advanced case of recent onset, with the
disease confined almost altogether to one side, is the type of
ca.sc m which wc should produce a iJneumothorax at once.
Many of these progress rapidly, and at the end of six
months must be classified as far advanced, so that by the
use of artificial pneumothorax we have a most valuable
adjunct to our treatment. Incipient cases, with severe
haemoptysis, should also be treated by pneumothorax at
once. In so many of these there is such a rapid extension
of the disease after haemoptysis that it is better to give
them the benefit of this treatment. I cannot go as far as
some and advocate that all incipient unilateral cases be
treated, as our results with ordinary sanatorium treatment
arc good. My great complaint is, like that of all men in
sanatorium work, that so few of these cases are sent for
treatment. On the other hand, my experience does not
encourage me to hope for much benefit from pneumo-
thorax in the far-advanced, longstanding cases. I would
distinguish here the far-advanced case which has recently
become so, and that in which the disease has been of some
years' standing.

A case of recent onset, which from physical signs we
must classify as far advanced, but which from general
condition is still moderately advanced, is eminently suited
for pneumothorax, provided, of course, the disease is
mostly unilateral.

Artificial pneumothorax is. then, a valuable addition to
our methods of treating tuberculosis, but unfortunately its
application is restricted to not more than 5 per cent, of
cases which have come under my observation.

OUR PRESENT POSITION T^'ITH REGARD TO
THE PRESCRIPTION OF PROPRIETARY

FOODS IN INFANT FEEDING.

HECTOR CHARLES CAMERON, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
iSSISTAST PHYSICIAN, AND PHYSICIAN IN CHARGE OF THE CHILDREN'S

DEPABTimNT, GUY'S HOSPITAL.

Ix the artificial feeding of infants we must recognize two
types of diet, and if we keep the distinction clearly in
mind we shall be saved from a good deal of the confusion
which at present hangs around the subject. In the first
place we must recognize that for the normal healthy
infant, who is unfortuuate enough to be deprived of his
mother's milk, there exists what we may call a standard
sub.-ititute diet.

1. Cow's Milk as the Slaiidanl SuhMtule Diet.
It is the experience of all those who are best

qualified to judge that in cow's milk wo have the
most suitable standard diet available in a form that is

cheap and easy to procure. It does not matter whether
wc use the cow's milk undiluted with the addition of a
little sodium citrate, and we shall then obtain both the
good effects and the bad effects of a diet of cow's milk in
the purest and most pronounced form, or whether we dilute
the milk by the admixture of water or barley, water and
add very small amounts of sugar. It does not even
matter very much, broadly speaking, whether we use
fresh milk or substitute for it a preparation of condensed
milk—so long as we choose an uusweetened variety with
all the cream retained—or one of the many preparations
of dried milk which have now been placed upon the
market. In every case the result which we shall attain
will be very much the same.
The inf.aut fed upon cow-'s milk in one form or another

will .show in his growth and development the marks of the
character of his diet. If he does not rival the child at the
breast in agility, iu rapidity of growth and in resistance to
infective catarrlis, at least there is much in his condition
with which we may be well satisfied. A critical eye may
note at times a laxity and flabbiness of the muscles ; the
skin may be a little pale, although this is often masked
by a fixed colour in the cheeks due to a slight eczematous
infiltration over the malar bones and at the point of the
chin ; the abdomen is sometimes too distended, and the um-
bilical cicatrix may bo unduly strctrlied : constipation is

common and the putrefactive cliauL'' ": in the hnwel are apt to
be more prominent than the fenn iit.itive rhauges, and to
make themselves evident by the chaiactciistic smell of the
evacuations; sweating is often excessive and micturition
profuse ; there may be some tendency to the appearance
of transitory urticarial and erythematous skin eruptions.
But these are small drawbacks to a diet which gives in
general good results, and which can claim that it possesses
one all-important advantage. Upon a diet of cow's milk
the digestive processes of the infant are comparatively
stable, and the infant runs little risk of .such violent, dan-
gerous, and even fatal attacks of diarrhoea and vomiting
as are common enough in children whose food contaius a
high percentage of starches and sugars. I am not here
speaking of the possibility that the contamination of the
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milk with virulent organisms of disease may produce in

the cliild a severe or even a fatal infection of the bovrel.

That is a possibility which must always be borne in mind,
although I would protest against the view, which appears
to be widely held at the present time, that the origin of

most severe cases of diarrhoea in infaucj' is to be found in

accidental infection of the bowel wall by organisms con-

veyed in the food. To me it seems proved without
doubt that the truth lies with those who contend that the

origin of the majority of alimentary distuibauccs in

infancy is to be found iu a bacterial fermentation of the

food, both within and without the alimentary canal, by
which not the bacteria themselves but the decomposition
products of the food constitute the dangerous factor.

Xoverthflc'ss, it is to be conceded that the chief draw-
back I ii <'.•'

I
• "f M'.-'s milk as the standard substitute

diet 1 in Uio reailiness with which it is

infci i( i
, ;

i'.:i' fioin tlie udder of the cow to the
child's aili. :iihl ; liii.t although the vast majority of con-

taniinaliug organisms are harmless to the child, there

exists always the possibility of an accidental infection

with virulent organisms capable of producing enteritis.

It is clearly the part of tliose who would attempt to reduce
the higlt infant mortality from diarrhoeal diseases in this

country to do all they can to safeguard the purity of the
standard diet. Such a society as the National Association

for the Prevention of Infant Mortality and the Welfare of

Infants rightly does all in its power to raise the standard
of the milk supply of this country, and it busies itself in

framing directions for the preservation of milk in the
homes of the people, and for its administration to infants.

In such an effort the assistance of the lay public and of all

those who are interested in the care of the hualth of the
nation is of the first importance.

2. Cnrboli i/ili-afc Foods as Therapeulic Bids.
The practising physician, however, must carry the

matter a stage further. He must not only be familiar with
the standard substitute diet and the effects produced by it,

he must be prepared to recognize certain diets which, for

want of a better term, I may porli.ir ^
> A\ lb' i^meutic

diets. The physician nmst be pr(];r. '
,

I \itli that
minority among children in which tin ,

^i ,1 cow's
milk diet are unusually prominent ;iii I • . il i-r 'iiection,

and he must be prepared to deal with infauts who are
suffering from intercurrent infective disorders aud illnesses

of all sorts during which cow's milk may not be well borne.
To achieve good results in such cases it is necessary to

know how to change the character of the diet in order to

modify aud control certain unfavourable symptoms. Half
a century ago aud more it was clearly recognized by the
physicians of the day that there were certain infants'who,
for the time being, refused to thrive except when their diet
contained a much larger carbohydrate component than is

contained in cow's ndlk. They therefore devised certain
foods with a generous admixture of malted or dextrinized
flour, and they gave to the world certain simple recipes for
making these prei;)arations iu the kitchen. Our grand-
mothers were taught to prepare, and no doubt often did
prepare, for our lathers and mothers a preparation of
dextrinized flour, known as " Baked Flour." Dr. Cheadle
constantly recommended a preparation of dextrinized flour
which is known by the name of " Cheadle's mixture."
Liebig showed the success which can often be obtained in
the treatment of wasted infants by the use of his celebrated
Mai :snppr~a, mixture of milk, malt, and flour. I might
multiply these examples, but these three must suffice to
make my point clear. Those who first recommended
them understood clearly that their use was only tempo-
rary

;
they had recourse to them to produce certain

effects and to control certain unfavourable symptoms in
the child, and recosnized that they were remedies
potent for good in suitable oases but capable of disastrous
results if used ignorantly or carelessly—in other- words,
they did not set them forth as substitutes for the standard
diet, but as therapeutic diets to be used iu certain
jontingenoies.

3. The Objections fo_ Vie Use of Carhohydmte
Proprietary Foods.

In more recent times these recipes have been utilized by
the manufacturers of innumerable proprietary foods. A
recent investigation by Dr. Coutts and 3Ir. Julian Baker

for the Local Government Board goes to show that, of
106 foods examined, over 70 per cent, consisted of
"baked flour." Liebig's malt soup has become the
progenitor of a number of preparations described as
malted milk or malted food. At least one largely
advertised food seems to be practically identical witii

Dr. Cheadle's mixture. The price of these foods is

very high, owing no doubt to the large sums spent
upon advertisement and the large profit to the proprietor.

A packet of baked flour which contains twopence worth
of baked flour may be sold at a shilling or even more.
The malted foods are still more expensive.

It is not only because of their high price that exception
is taken to the extensive use of these infant's foods at the
present time, but even more because of the misleading
character of the advertisements which extol their merits.

These advertisements commonly claim that the particular
food concerned eyxcels and should supersede the standard
milk diet. Their net must be spread as widely as possible

and the praise of their own merits must be coupled with
an attempt to bring the use of cow's milk into discredit.

In this attempt they are assisted to some extent by the
steadfastness with which medical opinion has adhered to

the view, of which Biedert was the foremost champion,
that the protein of cow's milk presents unusual difficulties

to the digestion of the infant. Although Biedert's views
were based upon faulty observations—as, for instance,

when he confused the common soap curds in infants'

stools with casein curds—and although his theories are not
supported either by the careful researches,from the chemical
side, of his successors in the German school, or by the

clinical observations of Budin and many others both in

France and in this country, nevertheless the belief that

the difliculties of infantile digestion revolve around the
question of the coagulability of the casein clot and around
this alone remains imprinted upon much of the writing and
teaching upon the subject in this country. The extreme
emphasis which has thus been laid upon a peculiarity of

the protein element of cow's milk has been utilized by the

vendors of proprietary foods to encourage the popular
distrust of the use of cow's milk.

As the permanent diet of the child the majority of these

foods arc quite unsuitable. An exception may possibly be

made iu the case of the foods composed of drier! milk and
malted flour. As compared with Liebig's original recipe,

the amount of added carbohydrate which they contain is

iu most cases small. Speaking in terms of pharmacology
they contain relatively little of the active principle

—

namely, the malted ilour. They are thus, relatively

speaking, much better adapted for use as a permanent
diet, although their therapeutic effects are correspond-

ingly less marked. Nevertheless, the practitioner who
understands the use of a malted flour in controlling the

occasional ill effects of a diet of cow's milk will probably

prefer himself to add the prescribed amount of malted
flour to the milk, and to keep the control of the dosage iu

his own hands.

4. The Beasons for the Occasional Success of
their Use,

No doubt even when the proprietary food is adopted by
the mother haphazard aud in complete ignorance of its

nature and composition, good results follow in not a few
eases. The foods achieve success by reason of the con-

trast which their composition presents to that of cow's

milk, to their low content of fat, and to their rich-

ness in carbohydrate of one form or another. For this

reason they not infrequently succeed when the use of

cow's milk has been something of a failure. Moreover,

they are often better digested during the course of

some intercurrent infective disorder. Upon such lucky

chances their reputation depends, and the grateful mother
henceforth attributes to them powers which she would
never claim for an identical mixture made in her

own kitchen, and is not slow to recommend her

favourite preparation as a panacea for all infantile

disturbances of digestion however produced. In prac-

tice one has often occasion to observe how faulty is the

reasoning which attributes recovery to the fortunate pre-

scription of a patent food. A mother brought her baby
to me with the story that some five weeks before

the breast had suddenly begun to disagree. Tlie child

had therefore been weaned, aud two different kinds of
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food bad been tried only to be discarded. Of tbese tbe

iBotlier professed tbe poorest opinion. 'Wben, bow-
ever, a tbirJ largely advertised food was begun im-

proveiucut bad been immediate, and of tbis ber praises

wei-e loud. An examination of tbe baby sbowed tbat its

illness bad been due to anterior poliomyelitis, wliicb bad
paralysed tbe extensor muscles of tbe ri<;bt leg. Because
of tbe obvious paralysis in tbis case it was easy to prove
tbo point tbat tbe alimentary disturbance bad been
secondary to tbe infective disorder and bad disappeared
wben the infection declined, and tbat, as many diets bad
been tried, tbe last was bound to bear ofif tbe credit. In
most cases, bowever, tbe infecticn wbicb underlies tbe
symptoms of digestive disturbance will subside leaving no
trace by wbicb we may confute such claims.

In observing tbe course of an alimentary disturbance
wbicb is secondary to infection of parts remote from the
bowel—wbicb is secondary, for example, to influenza,

naso-pbaryngitis, bronchitis, otitis media, pyelitis, and so

fortb—it is obviously a matter of great difficulty to estimate

tbe part played in improvement by changes in diet, and
tbe inherent tendency of the infant to recover from the

infection must not be taken as evidence of the success of

any dietetic modifications which may have been intro-

duced. The frequency of these obscure and often un-
detected infections in infants, and especially in artificially

fed infants, accounts for the apparently discordant results

obtained in the treatment of infantile diarrhoea and
vomiting by dietetic measures, and while it explains
many of the successes which have followed a haphazard
change to a proprietary food, it teaches us at the same
time bow little importance is to be attached to tbe
deductions of nurses and mothers which appear in the
testimonials and advertisements.

5. Tlie Dangers of flieir Prolonged Adminisfrafion.
The child which is permanently deprived of tbe standard

substitute diet, that is to say, cow's milk, and receives only

one or other of the proprietary foods which contain a high
percentage of starch and sugar, is in a condition of unstable
equilibrium. For a time the greater intake of carbohydrate
may appear to have achieved nothing but good. Tbe rate

of growth may become more rapid, and the agility and
vigour of the child may increase. 'SVben the tolerance for

carbohydrate is exceptionally good tbese benefits may even
be permanent. For the majority of infants, however, the
risk of fermentative dyspepsia is too great to be lightly

disregarded. Especially in times of great heat, when both
the need for carbohydrates and tbe tolerance of them
rapidly diminish, a very large proportion of infants fed in

this way will develop severe diarrhoea.

The dyspei^sia of infants fed upon cow's milk to which
no large proportion of carbohydrate has been added
resembles tbat of the breast-fed infant in its relatively

mild type. In the infant whose diet contains a relatively

high percentage of starch or sugar dyspepsia may become
a formidable disorder with intense diarrhoea, severe pro-

stration, and a great and rapid loss of weight. Although
tbe risk is not equally great with all proprietary foods,

nevertheless it remains true that their permanent use is

fraught with dangers which are too considerable to be
neglected. With tbe baser kinds of foods, which consist

chiefly of unaltered starch, their tendency to cause
diarrhoea becomes an important factor in the production
of our present high rate of infant mortality.
But the danger of a too high percentage of sugar or of

starch is not confined to tbo risk of severe and even
dangerous fermentative diarrhoea. It is, perhaps, of

even greater significance that the use of such a diet is

often accompanied by a profound lowering of the child's
resistance to infective processes of all sorts, and that the
infant fed in this way is not only more prone to nasal,
respiratory, or intestinal catarrhs, but during the attack
suffers more severely, and shows more constitutional
disturbance than the child whose diet is better adjusted.

6. Conclusions.
Tbe danger to tbe nation of the unrestricted sale of

carbohydrate foods or of foods containing a very high
percentage of carbohydrate is not lightly to be disregarded.
The great movement which is now afoot, and which has
as its object tbe lowering of our high infant mortality, is

checked on all sides, not only by tbe ignorance and apathy

of the poor and by tbe difficulty of securing a reasonablj
pure milk supply, but also by the blind, unquestioning
belief of the public in the misleading claims of the veudora
of proprietary foods. Although in appropriate cases their
temporary use under strict supervision may achieve e.xcel-

lent results, nevertheless, if it were possible wholly to do
away with them, only good would result, because they con-
tain nothing which cannot be adequately replaced by a
simple combination of milk, malt, and flour, and because
their advertisements deliberately encourage in the public
mind distrust of the standard substitute diet, cow's milk.

In France—a country forced by the stern necessity of a
fast declining birth-rate to interest herself in the welfare
of infancy—the Koussel law prohibits the administration
of any solid food to infants under the age of 12 months
without the express direction of a medical man. In
Australia a regulation is general which demands that
starch-containing foods shall bear upon a label tbe words,
" Not suitable for infants under the age of 6 months." In
this country no such safeguards exist, and no attempt is

made to curb the vast sale of foods unsuitable for young
infants, nor is it likely that legislation will shortly supply
the deficiency.

There is but one suggestion which it seems worth while
to make. The undoubted therapeutic effect of tlie use of
carbohydrate foods can be achieved equally well by pre-
parations of baked flour or malted flour made in the home;
and if among the poor the want of facilities for cooking
prove an obstacle to this, thou I do not sec why it should
not be possible to have something in the nature of a
pharmacopoeial preparation of dextrinized flour and a
pharmacopoeial preparation of malted flour, which, dis-

pensed in a plain wrapper, could bo prescribed without
fear of tbe effects of misleading advertisements.

CALCULI OF THE PROSTATE.

E. L. SPITTEL, F.E.C.S.Ekc,

In- the British Medical Journal of January 6th, 1912,
I reported a case in which two calculi of the prostatic
urethra were removed by the suprapubic route from a youth
of 20. I there called attention to their faceted arrange-
ment and the resemblance they bore to the scaphoid and
semilunar bones of the wrist.

I now report two other cases of calculi of the prostate,
from one of which twelve faceted calculi were removed,
and from the other forty-six seedling calculi.

Prostatic calculi usually occur in middle life and old
age. In the three cases that have so far come under
my notice, the largest stones occurred in youths of 19 and
20, and small seed calculi iu a man of 35.

As to tbe origin of prostatic calculi we know that,
though lodged in the region of the prostate, they may
have three modes of origin and formation

:

1. They may be formed iu the suhstance of the prostate
gland itself. They have then as their basis the corpora
amylacea with varying amounts of calcium phosphate
and carbonate deposited round them, giving rise to stones
varying in size from grains of sand to large calculi.

2. They may be formed inj'ouclics, congenital or acquired,
that communicate with the prostatic urethra, catching up
deposits from the urine, and eventuallj' forming stones
that are more or less the moulds of the pockets that
lodge them.

3. They may have their origin in the Iddney or bladder,
and become lodged in the juostatic urethra secondarily,
where successive pliosphatic deposits cause an increase in
their size and mould them to the shape of the passage or
diverticulum tbat gives them lodgement.

,7 T^rcJie Pro.-talic Calculi-
'I < J sequent
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absccsseSi
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Case ii.— F.>r^;-«i.r Stollinti Calculi of the Proslnle. Combined
ifitii l'rillni-Hei-liil niirf otiifr I'if'tiiliie. niiti Slrictiirea

fi'lhc I'cnile omi JBulboitf Vrethra.
S. A., J5. Cingalese, cultivstor, came into hospital on Jannarv

31st. 1914. ctim|ilaiuing of great difHonlty in micturition: ho
hiiil iilso two uriiinry listnlae. m-- ^"'••i '.i i>nc jwrinpnl, :'nil

a urethro-rectallistiila. Tlui> iiii.iiii ,

the extent of about eiylit tini. i ; i

times at night. Whenever \' i

inclination to (lefaecnto ; 1r- -^ t m-nu- i 1 1 1 1

through the amis. .Mi-'ii- - ,. m.isi rusiix ftceoni|ilislic.l

l>y resting ou one ,'
i ; i.. especially the left, aiul

coaxing the urine «'; i . skin at the peno-sciotal
junction. Evcnat tlu' i 111 ..: -in 11. 11 lie lie ver felt tliat lie liad
completely emptieil Ins Ilia i.ier. \S lieiic'. i-r II; ' i'l. !ii!:i; ii ;..

micturate was strong tiiere «as some iiuniti ;i

flowing out in drops at the fistulae and iiirains II 1!

(or the last three years he has not hadsciunial rn, lu _

coitus, au act which he is, however, capable uf jr ifuiuim- lie
is the father of a child aged 4 years, but has Lad uo childreu
since.
His present illness dates from twelve years ago. when he had

an attack of gonorrhoea, which lasted for about eighteen
months, and was complicated by a I. 1; .| : liliur -^. .ii , ii

terminated in a small focus of suppunu ; ; i

with disordered micturition, there b'-
onetime almost hourly—and consideraii< 1 nii m la 1 ;

wafer; be states there"were times wlieu eaeli aei lasieil almiii,

Iialf an hour. Some months ago there was a profuse dis-

charge of pus through the rectum.

the bulbous stricture was an impassable one; there was also a
penile stricture and a prostatic urethrorectal fistula. The
scrotal and perineal fistulous tracks were dis^ceteil down to the
urethra and removed. Onin-er: :; .i \\ 1 1 iiiun-. . Mi-.ibe into
the bladder a sensation of gr; I

• .I to the
hand; this led to the discov.i- , 1 . ' ,.| minute
stones—forty-six stones wei-r 1 t ,.,,;, ; n^ lariiest

were about tb. -:..[
•
•!!-•- . ;.: • :,. '

'

of cardamoiM .1 , !
.

1
. 1 :

external niea : .

,

...
1

::;:::!•—.
,

partially mi-ibi :i. ,.-:,•
. 1., ;;,,,, ,

tion of the lis* \ ';
. L.i .• .J, ...u^^it. ^.j aauinj-i ,,.1.-,

made to di--. - nn-e the recto-urethral fistula, as
manipulation ;. the position it occupied, namely,
in the prosta- , i : i- patient left hospital six weeks
later relieve. I >t 1

- .;.:^;jin3, but with the urethro-rectal
fistula still persisting.

Description of the Calculi.
Forty-six were removed in all, a few being probably left

behind'. Four or five of the biggest were about the
size of grape seeds ; the others averaged about half the
size. They were smooth aud of various shapes ; some were
rounded, most flattened; the nia.iority were more or less
faceted. They came away in clusters, cemented together by
a glutinous material. It was difficult to say wlietlier tliev
occupied separate pockets or were agglomerated together in a
single one.
Mr. C. T. 3ymons"s report on one of the largest of these was

as follows : It consisted mostly of calcium phosphate, with a
trace of another compound, probably oxalate. It contained no
urates.

Tlii.s was a case in wliicli antecedent gononli, a sr- in 1

to play an important ijart. Tliere ^vcrc s 1
i im , 1

tistulae ; tliere was undoubted evidence • 1

infection of the prostate, as shown by cpi'li I \ mi, I i 1

suppuration, aud the fact that a prostatic abscess biiist

j-ears later into the rectum establishing a recto-urethral
fistula. In the infected prostate and the recesses left b}'

foci of suppuration in it scedHng calculi, the so-called true
prostatic calcuh, formed.
As to the mode of formation of these calculi aud their

relation to the corpora aniylacea. it may not be out of place
to summarize some views. Corpora aniylacea are found in
(parlous organs of the body. Thompson says they are
,,,ways present in the prostate after the twentieth" year
,.,attered throughout the gland, chiefly in tlie ducts about

' verumontanum; in one prostate several thousands
I'- present. They are microscopic as a rule. Their

I ir is a light yellow growing darker with age. Althougli
•• small uric acid calculi, they are not of urinary origin.
L'ler says tliey are due to degeneration of epithehal aud
nective tissue cells, others say to stagnation of gland

; ', calcified glandular epithelium, etc. Posner classes
'> as calculi, and English shares Posner's view, and
- that a final cause of their formation is possibly a
obic invasion of the gland. The small bodies are

-tly organic and the larger chiefly inorganic. According
• Ihompson the corpora amylacea, having attained the

^ of their enclosing follicle, act as foreign bodies, and in
( nscguence of the general lawthat all mucous membranes

when sufficiently irritated throw out a deposit of calcium
phosphate and carbonate, ultimately form calculi ; the
earthy matter they contain being from 45 to 85 per cent.
They are associated with glandular hypertrophy and peri-
acinous round cell infiltration

; pressure atrophy may
cause entire disappearance of the gland with the exeeptioii
of the capsule. English points out that the paucity of
symptoms is in striking contrast to the wide extent of
disease in the gland, hence the great importance of phy-
sical examination. The complications apt to arise aro
abscess, fistula, incontinence or retention, and sexual
disorders.

To return to the present case. On surveying the condi-
tion of things, we see that in addition to the prostatic
calculi there were two strictures aud several fistulae
present; the symptoms, therefore, .should be warily inter-
preted, as those caused by the calculi are almost hopelessly
obscured by the other conditions. Most of the symptoms
recorded were no doubt due to the strictures and fistulae
lather than to the prostatic stones.
The absence of seminal emissions may have been

due to:

1. Occlusion of the common ejaculatory ducts by the
prostatic abscess, aud stenosis of the vas and ducts of the
epididymis on one side at least—the left;—where an
abscess is said to have formed. It is signiticaut that there
was no atonic impotence so often associated with chrouic
prostatitis.

2, The presence of urethral strictures and fistulae;
those are of themselves sufficient to prevent any seminal
fluid present from appearing at tlio meatus. The fact that
a son was born to him about eight 3-earrs after his initial
attack of gonorrhoea and epididymitis is proof that the
ducts from the testicle were not completely destroyed or
occluded before that time. The events that occurred after
this were [a) the prostatic abscess which burst into the
rectum, and {b) the gradual tighteuing of the urethral
strictures. It is therefore probable that the prostatic
abscess was responsible for the absence of seminal emis-
sions by destroying aud occluding the openings of the
ejaculatory ducts or by directing what little seminal fluid
there was down the fistula into the rectum, the impassable
bulbous stricture helping in this.

THE CAUSES AND TREAT3IEXT Or SEYERB
PRURITUS ANI.

By p. LOCKHART-MUMMERY, F.R.C.S.,
SENIOB SURGEON, ST. MARK'S HOSPITAL FOR CANCER, FISTULA, AND
OTHER DISEASK9 OF THE RECTUM, AND TO THE QUEEN'S HOSPITAL
FOR children: honorary SUllGEON, KING EDWARD "VIl's

HOSPITAL FOR OFFICERS: AND SPECIAL SUllGEON TO
FULHAai AND HOMERTON MILITARY HOSPITALS.

Pruritus ant is a peculiar complaint in that, with the
exception of pruritus vulvae, to w hich it is closely related,
it differs from all other forms of irritation of the skin.
Other forms of skin irritation, though common enough, are
uever so localized nor so persistent ; moreover, they are
generally due to some constitutional condition. Pruritus
aiii is seldom due to a constitutional condition, aud the
worst forms never are. Diabetes is always given a pro-
minent position in the textbooks as a cause of pruritus ani,
but I have never yet seen a case of bad pruritus ani due to
this cause.

In this paper I do not propose to deal with those cases
of pruritus ani in which the irritation is only of an inter-
mittent character and is relieved fairly easily, although
perhaps only temporarily, by some simple application, but;
witli the reaUy bad cases in which the irritation is aluiost
continuous and sufficiently severe to cause insomnia and
serious interference with the patient's general health. In
this category one must include all the cases of "paroxysmal
pruritus ani" in which itching of au intense character
comes on suddenly in violent paroxysms. It falls to my
lot to see a large number of such cases, aud the first thing
that strikes one is that they are very difficult to treat
successfidly. This is shown by the fact that a very large
proportion of such cases have been previously treated by
many other practitioners, and often for years without any
permanent success.
The causation of pruritus ani is a very difficult subject,

and one has only to read a few of the textbooks on rectal,
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Buvgevy to realize that w^e do not yet know vei-y much
about the pathology of the condition. A great number of

different causes are given by different authors, and there

is little agreement. Thus one writer states that he
believes the cause to be a small internal fistula beneath

the mucous membrane. Another is eqnally convinced that

the cause is hypertrophy of the anal papillae. Others put
the cause down as constitutional, and so on. I have always
believed that pruritus ani is a condition set up by a local

cause, and increased experience has only tended to confirm

ine in this view. The obvious deduction from this is that

the pruritus can be cured if the local cause is discovered

and removed. Unfortunately, hoivever, this is not the

case, and any one who has had a large experience in the
treatment of these cases must have been struck by the
fact that in quite a large number the removal of an obvioDS

local cause entirely fails permanently to relieve the iixita-

tion. What one "finds is that in cases in which the

l)ruritus has been in existence only a short time, say
a matter of months, the removal of the local cause, such as,

for instance, a fissure, polypus, pile, or submucous fistula,

will, if accompanied by suitable local treatment, lead to

a complete and permanent cure of the irritation. On the

other hand, where the pruritus has been severe and con-

tinuous for a long time, and is, in fact, a matter of years,

the removal of even a quite obvious local cause usually

fails to give any permanent relief. In the typical

paroxysmal type, in which frequently no local cause can
he discovered, treatment generally fails to give any
IJermanent relief.

Many patients have in the course of time discovei-ed

Home local application, often an ointment, which if applied

frequently gives temporary relief, but they are helpless

without this application, and there are times when it fails,

with the result that they have sleepless nights and get bad
attacks of eczema from the constant scratching. I have
often seen patients who had become so desperate from
constant irritation that they had seriously contemplated
suicide, and one often finds that they have applied such
things as pure carbolic, or almost boiling water, to the
parts in order to try and get some temporary cessation of

the itching. It is obvious, then, that we have to deal in

those cases of old-standing pruritus with a different condi-

tion from that which is present in slighter and more recent

cases, and that some change has taken place in the skin

as the result of prolonged irritation, which is interfering

with recovery. I believe that this change is of the nature
of a fibrosis in the terminations of the nerves, or possibly

the end plates supplying the affected area of skin. It seems
probable that this has been set up by the constant scratch-

ing, but in any case it certainly takes a long time to occur,

and is not present until the irritation has persisted over a
long period. It is obvious that such a condition ought to

be capable of proof by pathological evidence. There are,

however, practical difficulties in the way of obtaining such
evidence, and it is not at present forthcoming. It has for

a long time been recognized that some definite pathological

lesion of the affected skin is present in old-standing

cases of pruritus ani, and various tlieories have been pro-

pounded as to the nature of this change. Thus, Unna
suggested that it was duo to a difference in the osmotic
pressures of the different layers of the skin. It seems
much more probable, however, that it is in the nerve
extremities themselves that we have to look for the
lesion.

The earliest tr. .hi. h' -.-.ir.!: ,,.-;!);. -.1 ^.n this assump-
tion was caute'i/ .

'

1! i he affected
area, as somctm ,

: . h
:

.
1 ihams. The

operation origiu;i!iy (1l.,li iL^d by .'Mr lIjuiIl., Ball in the
British Medkal .Joiiin.-vl (.January 21st, 1905) was
designed on this assumption. I shall not go into the details

of the operation here, as a full description will be found in

my book on Diseases of the riectiun and Anus, and also in

Sir Charles Ball's original paper. The object of the opera-
tion is to divide all the nerves passing to the affected area
of skin just before they reach the skin. I have for the last

ten years frequently performed this operation, or some
modification of it, and the results obtained have convinced
me that the lesion lies in the nerve endings ; and I have
become so convinced from my own experience of the value
of this operation that I always advise its performance in

cases where I have reason to believe that this change in

the nerve endings has already occurred, and careful non-

operative treatment has been given a good and sufficient
trial.

There are several modifications of the original operation,
but all have the same object—namely, division of the
nerves before they reach the skin. One modification con-
sists in making radiating incisions from the anus, through
which the nerves can be cut. Other surgeons, again,
advise the .subcutaneous division with a tenotome. Per-
sonally I prefer the original incision described by Hir
Charles Ball, or a modification of it which I have recently
adopted, in which a narrow bridge of skin is left on eaeii

side to ])revent retraction of the flajis. Several surgeons
have, I Imovr, discarded this operation owing to frequent
failures to euro the patient. I believe, however, that the
cause of the failure has been that the nerves have not been
completely divided. It is obvious that if the operation is

to be a success all the nerves to the irritable area must bo
cut. As an immediate result there will be complete
anaesthesia of the whole of the affected area. The opera-
tion has not been successfully performed unless it is found
on examining the patient the day after that there is abso-
lute anaesthesia over the whole of this area. I am con-
vinced that the cause of non-success with this operation is

the failure to divide the nerves sufficiently. It is essential
for success that the anaesthesia should be total. Many of
the sensory ner-ves passing to the edge of the anus come
down from between the sphincters and pass parallel to the
bowel wall and just beneath the mucous membrane. The.se
nerves are easily missed unless the operation is performed
very carefully. The operation looks very easy and simple
on paper, but in practice it is far more difficult than it

appcai-s, for one has to be certain to divide all the nerves,
and at the same time to avoid buttonholing the skin or
seriously damaging the blood supply. In a largo ex-
perience with this operation I have never seen any serious
sloughing of the flaps, or any stricture or other serious

inconvenience result from it. The anaesthesia prevents
pain after the operation, and the relief from the irritation

is immediate. The anaesthesia is total for about ten to
fourteen days. After this slight sensation begins rapidly
to reappear in the skin, and sensation is generally normal
in the affected area of skin within three or four weeks.
The only failures I have had with this operation have

been cases in which the division of the nerves has not
been sufficient, or in which the irrita,tion has occurred in

some area the nerves to which were not cut. The skin
around the anus returns to a perfectly uoi-mal condition

in a very short time, even though it may have been
thickened and horny for years.

The explanation of this operation seems to be that new
nerve endings grow into the skin to take the place of tho
original ones which have degenerated as the result of tho
division. It is inconceivable that the nerves should be
able to find their original nerve endings, and one must
assume that new nerve endings are formed.

I have never seen a case in which sensation was not
normal at the end of a month or five weeks. This opera-

tion is the only method of treatment upon which one can
at all rely to give comjilete and ]:ermauent relief in old-

standing cases of pruritus ani and in severe cases of

paroxysmal pruritus. I feel convinced that failure to

achieve success by this operation is to be attributed to

incomplete division of the nerves to the affected area. If,

on the day after the operation, the affected area is found to

be comxiletely anaesthetic I do not think failure will

result.

This method of treatment may easily be adapted to

treatment of pruritus vulvae, and I have frequently used
it in such cases with success. As already stated, tho

operation is by no means as easy as it looks, and requires

to be carried out with great care. The after-treatment,

too, must be carefully sujiervi.sed in order to prevent sepsis

beneath the flaps.

]f properly performed, however, the operation gives

wonderful results. The pruritus is immediately cured,

and does not return. I have operated upon patients whoso
lives for ten or fifteen years have been rendered miserable

by irritation, and they have never had any return of the

trouble. One such patient went directly after the opera-

tion to reside in a tropical climate for two years, and never

had the slightest reminder of the pruritus which had pre-

viously been a constant torture to her. I am convinced

that division of the cutaneous nerves to tho affected area
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is the only treatment wliich affoi-ds auj- veal chance of a
pei-uiancnt ciuc to sufferers from this condition when it

has been in existence for more than a short time.

A cure has sometimes been effected by .c-ray applica-

tions in largo doses, but I have been very much dis-

appointed with .tray treatment in pruritus, most of my
cases in which it has been tried having been complete
failures. I have several times operated with success after

X rays had entirely failed.

IUbii?lus.

:\IEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

FOPvEIGX BODY IX THE STOMACH.
As idiot, M. E. J., was admitted on September 13th, 1906,

at the age of 6 years. It was expressly stated by his

parents that he had never suffered from epilepsy or
convulsions of any kind.
In August, 1907, however, he was sent to the institution

infirniary suffering from a succession of convulsions with
severe collapse. The ordinary treatment for collapse was
resorted to, and in addition the patient was ordered an
enema, which resulted in the evacuation of a large quan-
tity of such rubbish as hair, bits of bootlace, string, etc.

He continued to pass this stuff" for some days, but
eventually recovered completely.
He was never a strong boy. and const.antly suffered from

long trouble, colds, and diarrhoea, but there is no fuitlir i-

note of his havinj< had another fit until May 6th, 1915, while
in the infirmary w ith general debility and persistent diar-

rhoea. On this date he was very much collapsed, every-
thing having failed to relieve the very persistent and
offensive diarrhoea. Just before death he had an
ppileptic seizure, from which he never rallied.

On jiost-morioii examination, the stomach and beginning
of the dnodenum were distended and very hard. I re-

moved the lower part of the oesophagus, the whole of the
stomach, and the duodenum.
On opening these I found a hard, solid, and compact

tnass of hair, tape, bootlace, etc., as shown in the illustra-
tion, forming a complete cast of the stomach, and weighing
14! oz. The stomach was slightly dilated, but showed no
(sign of ulceration

; the remainder of the intestines were
noi-mal.

This case is of interest in two wavs

:

First, was the gastric irritation set np by the presence
Of this foreign body the cause of the boy's epilepsy ?

Secondly, so much controversy has been i-aised lately
regarding the shape of the stomach that I think the
accompanying photograph is interesting as showing the
Bhape, at least, of the contracted stomach.
The Koyal Eartsw&oa Institution, J. M, GagE,

E«dhill,Sun-ej,

It is reported tliat in Hungan- several doctors have
been anested on the charge of improperly giving medical
certificates to persons who sought to " avoid military

ARTERIAL DISEASE AND AXGINA PECTORIS.
Thk unstinted admiration of the profession will be accorded
to Sir Thomas Clhfokd Alli-.uxt for the imtiring energy
which he has displayed iu the devotion of the later years
of his busy life to the advancement of medical knowledge
and to the promulgation of ^e\v lines of thought on many
of the obscure phases of medical science.
Many as have been the subjects to which he has devoted

his remarkable powers of clinical investigation, there are
few to which he has given more earnest thought than to
the problems associated with arterial pressure and the
conditions under which it may l)c moaificd.
The depth and wide range of liis study of this subject

may be judged by the two weighty volumes on AitoUil
Disease and Angina Pectoris,'^ which have recently beeu
made public. Nearly a quarter of a century has passed
since he made his own views on these points known to the
profession, and on several occasions iu recent years he has
pressed some of them home in addresses and "lectures, but
the difficulties and intricacies of Uie research have been
made increasingly manifest as time has gone on, and the
literature of the subject has reached huge proportions.
In order to deal fairly with tiie observationa and con-
clusions of others. Professor Allbutt has expended a
vast amount of energy in the attempt to bring them into

some sort of line and order. His readers will readily
concede the claim, laid down in the introductory chajjter,

that such labour has been honest labomv undertaken with
•Ji- olo desire to unravel a very tangled skein. Although

(ilicd as the winter fruitage of an old tree, they will
' !i lid it to possess the soundness of maturity, delight-

X Ir, Ijleuded with the mellowness of age. The perusal of

a \\oik such as this is indeed a delight to the clinical

reatler.

Careful observation, checked by critical acumeu ; reason-
able deduction tempered by common sense and well-
balanced conclusions enunciated after judicial summary,
are the distinguishing features of the methods adopted
throughout this important work. No one, and least of all

tiie author himself, would claim that finality has been
reaulied. There is far more yet to learn than has hitherto
been achieved, but a definite classification is possible
which, if accepted, may go far towards a better under-
standing of the disease and its treatment in time to
oorae.

Arterio- Sclerosis (ind ' Hy2)erinesia."
Degeneration of arteries, localized or diffuse, producing

visible lesions, has been recognized since the earliest days
of medicine, but it was not until the middle period of the
last century that the microscopic changes in vascular walls
began to be noted and described. The condition known as
arterio-capillary fibrosis was gradually demonstrated aud
its close association with renal disease was generally
accepted. With it also was associated the condition of

increased tension within the pulsating vessels, and this
high tension was directly attributed to the altered con-
dition, with, loss of elasticity in the vascular wall, coupled
with the hypertrophy of the left ventricle of the heart,
which was, in itself, the consequence of the obstructed
circulation. About the year 1875 the late Dr. .Mahomed of

Guy's Hospital brought forward some striking evidence
to prove that the condition of high tension was not
always the consequence but might be the forerunner of

the renal and vascular changes of a later stage. Although
it was afterwards abundantly proved that such cases of

high vascular tension might continue for long periods
without producing the more obvious lesions either in the
renal or Other organs, still the work done by Mahomed
definitely established tlie fact that high tension might be
present without any recognizable cause for it.

It is to this form of high arterial tension unassociated
with renal disease that Sir Clifford Allbutt has devoted
his beat powers of study aud investigation diu-ing the last

twenty years ; the outcome is oiubodicd in the w ork under

review. AVhile others have been content to follow their

leaders in maintaining that high tension is produced by

1 Diseases nf the Arteries. hicUidinii Awjina Pectoris. By Sir T.

Clifford Allbutt. K.C.B,, M.A., F.K.C.r.. F.U.S., Hon. M.D.Dub.. r,L, D
D.Bc. In two volumes. London . Jlttcnullaii and Co. 1915. IMed.
g'-Q. vv. 546 aud 56i. 30i. net the;wo voluuics.)
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vascular fibrosis or other forms of obstructive clegeuera-

tion, be has steadfastly maiutained that the increased

tension is generally the cause, and not the consequence, of

arterio-sclerosis. In this he has been supported by a few
but by no means a majority of clinical observers.

To this condition of high tension of indeterminate origin

Le has given the name of "liyperpiesis," and the disease

itself he describes as " hyperpiesia." It may be defined as

persistent high blood pressure with cardiac hypertrophy,

but without clinical evidence of renal disease.

Arterio-sclerosis, when recognizably established, may be
regarded as due to mechanical and toxic influences of

innumerable variety ; but a definite form of the disease,

to -which he has given the name of " decrescent arterio-

sclerosis," is insisted upon by tlio author. This form is

characterized by an assumed frailty or toxic susceptibility

of the arterial structure, and ha^ been found to run in

families. It is not of nc'-i' >
!.il(-d with high

arterial tension. A long scri. : , which might
conduce to such arterial de;^' n- i

; - -cd in review.

The influence of a toxic poi'-i n .- \' >j iitlii ult to dcmon-
Btrate; avast field of recorded ob^jcrvation bus been clcsely

investigated, and has been found to present much conflict-

ing evidence. The results of his researches in these and
other stores of clinical and pathological archives are set

forth in the breezy argumentative tone of the critical

physician, which renders the whole work attractive to the

i-eader, even where a good deal of superfluous energy

appears to be expended in disposing of self condemning
assertions.

Although the main purpose of the book is to inquire into

the whole question of arterio-sclerosis as it occurs in prac-

tice, the phenomena of high tension, before and after the

occurrence of the obvious vascular changes, is constantly

kept in view, and, as a consequence, a good deal of repeti-

tion is unavoidable. Professor Allbutt has convinced him-
self of the soundness of his opinions, and he is well alive

to the fact that new ideas must be ramnjcd home if they
are to find an abiding place in the average brain.

Among the many important consideratious involved in

acceptance of his hyperpiesia as a definite morbid condi-

tion is the evidence that he quotes to prove that cerebral

haemorrhage is more often tL> i' - ''- ' );i'jh tension than
of arterial disease, of hyi> i

j
'

!
: "f decrescent

arterio-sclerosis. But tliecan-' . v ' -
. i liisia have still

to be assumed rather than d.i i. i -ii it. I. At best it can
only be said to be a proclivity to some ill-understood

poisoning, making for high pressures.

That it may occur at all periods of life and that it is

susceptible of modification or even cure by means of

inoderatiou and mercury i> clearly manifested. But the
intricate relation which it bears to renal, cardiac, and
other organic diseases is manifold, and its extent may be
to some degree ganged by the countless investigations

snade by observers in many lands, aided by the most
ingenious mechanical means of record, to which reference
is made in this comprehensive work. The end is yet to

seek, but Sir Clifford Allbutfs work has established a
platform upon which others may build, and has indicated
the lines for future research, while clearly demonstrating
the present position of a most diificult subject.

Angina Pccloris.

In the second volume the author has set forth his

Tiews as to the causes, diagnosis, and treatment of

angina pectoris. They have been submitted to the judge-
ment of the profession on more than one occasion, bat are
here revised and brought into relation with the latest

observations by the most modern investigators, due
acknowledgement being accorded to the work of the
younger ^eucratinn ci r-;pr riii:rj,t;ii ]i-itlM.1.,oists.

For many y. .: ',.
I ,

i, ,, :,; : . ', n-t a good deal
of important .ii.ii ji.jup of sym-
ptoms rightly cii:,pi:-.i| n ! r :!, I'jiliiig of angina
pectoris is a direct outcuiiio <jj' di-i-.i^c uf the aorta, more
especially of that part of it immediately above the sigmoid
valves, and that the disease and occlusion of the coronary
arteries so often found after death, although they may be
the cause of the final stoppage of the heart, are not the

true cause of the angina.
The whole subject of aortitis is first considered, and it

is made manifest that inflammatory affections of the
Tessel are much more common than is usually taught, and
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that they not infrequently follow some of the commoner
forms of infectious disease, especially in young persons.
The many clinical controversies that have ra<;{ed in past
times over the exact part played by syphilis in the produc-
tion of arteritis and aneurysm is recalled in a most
interesting section, wherein every aspect of the subject
is presented in the light of ijersonal experience or
j>ublished records.

Confusion has too often arisen from lack of precision in

nomenclature, and many thoracic pains have been called

angina which do not present the concomitant features of

the recognized disease. The position of the pain itself is

variously stated by different writers. Although its sub-
sternal position is almost universal, it has been described
as precordial or intercostal by many, and its area of dis-

tribution has been very loosely defined. Upon these
points the author lays down very definite instructions,

especially with respect to the lines of radiation which the
pain of true angina has been observed to follow. Inci-

dentally, the occurrence of herpetic eruptions along such
lines is noted.

Tlie theories that have been put forward to account for

the pain by changes in the coronary arteries or by over-
action of the muscular walls of the heart itself are some-
what severely handled, but not without fair and full

examiuatiou. Equally severe is the dissection of the
theory of intermittent claudication. The seat of the pain
is in the aorta, and the immediate cause of it is held to be
tension of the fibrous outer coat of the vessel, of which the
nerve supply is traced.

That pain may be of cardiac origin he does not deny, but
he maintains that it is of recognizably different character
and course from that of true angina. The sudden stoppage
of the heart which may attend an attack and which
cannot be accounted for by obvious cardiac lesion is held
to be due to the shock of the sudden pain exercising
inhibitory influence through the vagus. The interpreta-
tion of symptoms which are found to be due to varying
pathological conditions must always be the subject of
controversy, and Professor Allbutt admits that in many of
his contentions he is in a minority. The arguments by
which he uijholds his views, his cogent criticism of
opposing theories, and his apt illustrations by means of

recorded cases cannot fail to carry weight with those
who are open to conviction and are equally bound to
give pleasure to others who are not to be shaken from
former beliefs.

Thus the profession is the richer by a comprehensive
clinical treatise which will doubtless take its place among
the medical classics of its day as the magnum o])us of a
great clinical philosopher.

THE EMERGENCIES OF PRACTICE.
In the pi-eiacc to his Urgent Medical Symplomn'^ the
distinguished author. Professor Saundby of Birmingham,
tells us that it " is intended to be a handy work of refer-

ence for the busy practitioner or student who desires to
learn quickly, without the delay and labour of consulting
several volumes, the significance of a particular symptom,
the indications it affords, and the means whereby it may
be relieved, due regard being had to the importance of

attacking the true cause, and not merely the superficial

phenomena of disease." To those who may be disposed to
object that the treatment of symptoms is in all cases
uudesirable, the author justly rei^lies that " there are
many symptoms which are sources of distress, or at least

of discomfort," and that "attention to them need in no way
interfere with the measures required to control or cure the
njain disorder." All experienced practitioners will assuredly
agree that it is (in the bad sense) a " counsel of perfection"
to teach that symptoms as such are in all cases unworthy
of direct therapeutic attention. One of the paradox-
mongers of the late nineteenth century asserted that " the
only golden rule is that there are no golden rules," and the
saying is not without its application to medical practice.

Assuredly the house-physician or young practitioner who
wants to have ready to hand a book to serve as guide,

philosopher and friend in medical emergencies, may safely

be recommended to acquire Professor Saundby's well-

stored volume. The author's clinical and scientific repute

2 Urgent Siimptoms in lledical Fraclice. By R. Saundby, M.D.Edin.,
Ljeut.-Col. B.A.M.C.lT.). Loudon ; E. Arnold. 1915. IPost 8vo. dp. 437.

7s. 6d. net.j
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is ample guarantee tliat he will not be led astray, even if

we had not satisfied ourselves that the gividauco offered iu
respect of the numerous conditions touched upon is always
sound and physicianlj-. The book is ari-auged in alphabetical
form, and is obviously designed purely as a work of rcfer-

snce. As such it Iwars on every page evidence of wide
?xperience, keen obscn-ation and familiarity with all the
latest developments of diaguostic and therapeutic method.
It abonnds iu valuable hints as to the management
(hygienic, dietetic, and medicinal) of everyday ailments
such as asthma, quinsy, constipation, and epilepsy. Not
less useful are the clear aud concise definitious of many
rare and obscure symptoms and symptom-complexes, for
example, paramyoclonus multiplex, paragonimiasis, Korsa-
koff's psychosis, Gordon's reflex, Magnan's sign. Under
the heading "Flanders foot" the two conditions
Brroneouslj' termed "frostbite," which have been ob-
served as results of standing for many hours or even days
in the half-frozen mud of the trenches, are briefly de-
scribed, the one attended by desquamation, haemorrhages,
or oedema, the other only by pain or other perversions of
sensation. From what we have said it will be evident
that Dr. Saundby has produced a book which, inasmuch
as it renders easily accessible a great deal of valuable in-

formation, some of it not readily obtained elsewhere,
deserves and is likelj' to enjoy wide popularity.

The German original of Emergencies in General Prac-
tice,^ published early in 1913, was reviewed in the British
Mkdicu, JorRKAL of that date (British Medical Journal,
1913, i, III61, and we welcome Dr. Krohn's excellent
translation which now puts it within the reach of medical
practitioners in this country. The book is divided into
seven sections, dealing with sudden dangers to life that
may arise in connexion with diseases of the brain, the
lungs, the heart, the digestive tract, the urinogenital
apparatus, pregnancy, and poisoning. At the end there is

an excellent chapter on serum sickness, or the anaphylactic
troubles to which the use of antitoxic serums may give
rise, and there is a good general index. It is clear that
;he work is from the pen of an able general practitioner
nith actual experience of most of the acute morbid condi-
;ions with which he deals, and with a sound judgement in
:he matter of the lines of treatment he advocates or con-
:lemns. The pathology and diagnosis of the conditions
described are well expounded, and this is one of the most
valuable features of the book. The book is well printed

;

it may be noted that the German original is published at
two-thirds the price of its English translation.

^ Emergencies m Medical Practice. The Pathology ami Treatment
of Morbid Conditions that may Suddenly Endanger JAje. By Dr. B.
Lenzmann of Duisberg. Translated from the third German edition
by R. E. S. Kroha. M.D.Lond. London: John Bale, Sons and
Danielsson, Ltd. 1915. (Hoy. 8vo. pp. 592. 21s. net.)

SIR FELIX SE3I0N.
The Internationales Ccniralhlatt fiir Larynrjologie, Bhino-
logie, etc., which was founded by Sir Felix Semon, con-
tained in its issue for June (Jahrgang XXXI, Berlin, Juni,
1915, No. 6j a declaration, of which the following is an
accurate translation:

Iieclaration,
In the Times ot July 12th there is an open letter from

Su- Felix Semon as foUows

:

„. _ To the Editor of the "Times."
Sir,—For many years I believed in the possibility of a

better understandmg between this country and Germany, and
It was a most bitter disappointment to me when the great
crash came last year. Even then I hoped that it would
sDflice for a naturalized British citizen of German extrac-
tion loyally to do his dntv by his adopted country without
making any public expression of his faith. The inhuman
iiiethods of Gennan warfare, however, have often and of
late with ever increasing force, induced me to think that it
would be right for a German by birth to publicly express his
detestation of that policy. 'What has hitherto "deterred me
from doing so has been the fear that such a statement might be
misconsti-ned as a desire to personally court favour. But now
that bir Arthur Pinero in the letter published iu The Timei of
to-day has pointed out that an attitude of continued silence
might l>e interpreted as " sitting on the gate," I beg to sav that
i emphatically abhor the barbarous methods, one aud all,
employed by Germany.—Yours obediently,

T,- „ ^ . .,. Felix Semon.
Bignalls, Great Missendcn. May 11th.

When Sir Felix Semon, snrely misled by the lying
reports of the Press inimical to Germany, wrote this letter
in which he publicly takes a stand against the laud of his
birth, he must have known that he thereby caused sincere
pain and bitter disappointment to his German friends and
colleagues. Sensible and farsceing as he is, he surelv
coukl not be in doubt for a moment as to the effects which
were bound to result for his further relations with every-
thiug which connected him with the old Fatherland. Nor
could he doubt that the same conditions would apply
with regard to his relation with this Centralblatt, which
he has founded, edited for a quarter ol' a eenturv
and made successful, and which in im t:,.i\ 11^1 .f s;iil
hears his name. For, aUliou^li iln^ j. ^ . iVci--

national one, intended to transuiii iln 1, ;i ,
,

, , miiic
worlc iiifha whole domain ot our s|h ( ialu \ i,, i in m , m lists
of oU countries, and although it has always innsl Varel'iilly
kept this international character, yet the fact remains,
that It IS being imblished in the German language aud iu
the capital of the German Empire.

The F.ditor and Publisher, uho are pioud to he Germans, con-
sider it to be further in cconcilable uith, this fact, that at the head
of this journal the name of a man should apjKdi uho tn a public
dechiidtion has sided aijainst thui fathctlan 1

/ Uil
cdiiipelled todedaie, totliin lucii lennt, nii I ,;/,/

aekimnledying Semon'i, acliuitmcnls uitli 1
, ,i

that the name of i>emon m tlie title of tlit •

, al
heneeforth be omitted.

The Editor and Publisher of the InUmatwnaha
Centralblatt fur Laiyngologic,

Professor Dr. G. Finder,
August Hirschwald.

Sir Felix Semon, who has resided and practised in this
country for some forty years, is, even in the retirement
which he imposed upon himself a few years ago, still, wo
think, looked upon by British laryngologists as their
leader. His declaration of loyalty to his adopted country
has already led to his name being expunged from the list
ot honorary members of the laryngological societies of
Vienna and Berlin. This, in the present state of the mind
of even scientific men in Germany, was perhaps to bo
expected, but the action of the editor and publisher of the
international journal which Sir Felix Semon founded must
he looked at in a different light. Sir Felix Semon is a man
of world-wide reputation and the CcntraMatt is inter-
national ; the action taken by the editor and publisher
has been deeply resented by laryngologists in tliis country.
All the British editorial contributors to the Centralblatt who
have hitherto had an opportunity of seeing the declara-
tion printed above have withdrawn their namea
aud have resigned their editorial connexion with it.

Among these are Dr. Peter McBride, Dr. H. J. Davis,
Dr. Logan Turner, and Dr. "Watson -Williams. They have
taken this course as the only effective protest open to
them against the affront to a British colleague for
whom they entertain the highest respect involved in the
removal of his name from an international journal founded
by him. We have no doubt that similar resentment will
he felt by his colleagues in France, Italy, and Russia, and
in neutral countries also. Already, we understand, the
American collaborator. Dr. Erail Mayer, has withdrawn
his name and resigned his editorial connexion with the
Centralblatt as a protest against the high-handed action
of the editor and publisher.
We desire to add the expression of our own sympathy

with Sir Felix Semon, who has shown himself a loyal
citizen of this country not only by his own declaration but
also in the fact that all his three sons are now serving the
country in military capacities.

The Times states that the official reports give 629 cases
of Asiatic cholera in Austria on August 1st. The deaths
include the Austrian Army Corps commander, General von
Ziegler, who was the only officer on the staff who refused
to be inoculated against the disease, and the only soldier
iu the whole district who died of cholera.

The Hon. John Mildred Creed, M.D., member of the
Legislative Council of New South Wales, has been a promi-
nent figure in Australian politics for the last forty years.
It is announced that Mr. Herbert Jenkins will issue next
month a hook by him entitled .1/;/ Recollections of Australia
and Klscivhere. Dr. Creed's remiu'iscences include numerous
anecdotes of many distinguished personalities who have
visited Australia during that period.
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Design ran the Welsh National School of Medicine.

The part to Ihe spectator's right will form the Physiological Department. The building of Ihifs part and the central tower
will be proceeded with at once.

From a sketch by the architect, Colonel E. M. Bruce Yaughan, F.R.I.B..i,

THE WELSH NATIONAL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

THE foundation stone of the physiological depart-
[

luent of the buildings for the Welsh National School
of Medicine at Cardiff was laid by Lord Pontypridd

on Au<;nst 12th.

The School of Medicine of the University of South
Wales and Monmouthshire was established in 1893, when
a story was added to the main buildings of the college in

Newport Hoad. Dr. W. T. Edwards, physician to the

Cardiff luiirmary, had long cherished the desire for the

formation of a medical .school for Wales, and when
President of the British Medical Association, at its annual
meeting in Cardiff in 1885, he olfercd £1,000 for the

foundation of such a school. Dr. Edwards continued to

show his interest in the project, and when he died on
April 11th last, he left in his will the sum of £7,000 to the

University College. For the purpose of the alterations

and extensions made in 1893 the sum altogether of i£7,000

was raised.

The extended buildings were opened in 1894 by Sir

Ptichard Quain, then President of tl.o .m:,,,.! Ajwlical

Council, and for the last twenty-twu i,;ML has
been provided in the subjects of the !,i j,i -_ ..t.s of

medical study, including piiysiology, and .,,iuc io'jS post-

graduate instruction for the diploma in public health.

The first professor of anatomy was Dr. Alfred Hughes,
who died during the Boer war after serving in South
Africa. His memory is jierpetuated in the school by a
medal and by a line anatomical museum. He was suc-

ceeded by Professor Dixou, now of Dublin, and tlie present
occupant of the chair is Dr. Hepburn, now in command of

the 3rd AVestern General Ho.spital at Cardiff. During
this time Dr. Berry Haycraft has been continuou.sly pro-

fessor of physiology. During the twenty-two years 224
former students have obtained medical qualifications and
have won 32 gold medals and distinctions at the University
of Loudon. They have also won 45 entrance scholarships
into London hospitals.

The council of the college has worked in cordial relation

with the authorities of King Edward VII Hospital. The
professor of pathology and bacteriology of the college is

one of the honoraiy j
••i.^o'."- - <f tlie hospital, and is

now officer commaiil' ' iiicteriological labora-

tory of the Welsh .\i i ^11 the work of the
school iu pathology n' ..which has hitherto
necessarily been of a post ..graduate character, is done at

the hospital, where the necessary rooms and laboratories

have bten provided by the foresight of the hospital
authorities for that purpo.se. The department was opened
by Sir William .James Thomas on .June 1st, 1912.

Since 1909 the college has received a grant from the
Treasury for the purposes of the medical school. In 1906
the University of Wales obtained a supplemental charter

authorizing it to confer degrees in medicine and surgery,'

but, owing to the want of a complete medicaA school at
Cardiff, students have hitherto had to go to other schools
for the later subjects of the medical curriculum. In 1903
Professor Haycraft drew attention to the need for new
ph\ Biological laboratories, both for teaching and research,

and three years later, at the instance of Colonel Bruce
Vaughan, Chairman of the House Committee of the
Cardiff Infirmary, a committee of the council of the,

college was appointed to consider the needs of the
department of physiology and the comparative claims
of other departments. This committee recommended
that greatly improved accommodation for the medical
school was required. Eventually, in February, 1913, Sir

William .James Thomas offered a sum of over £10,000
towai-ds the cost of building the new department of

physiology, and in the end undertook to erect the whole
of the buildings required for physiology and to increase
his donation to i;30,000 so that the great hall and staircase

for the use of the complete school of medicine should ba
pruvi'lud at the same time. In .January, 1914, Sir William
.Juiiies Thomas announced that he was prepared to promise
a further sura of £60,000 to provide a public health depart-

ment and school of preventive medicine, together with the

necessary buildings for a complete school. One of the
conditions attached to the offer was that the Treasury, iu

addition to its present annual grant of £1,500, .should make
a grant adequate for the administration and maintenance
of a school worthy of Wales. In February, 1914, a depu-
tation consisting of members of the University of Wales
and its constituent colleges and of other bodies interested

in medical education in Wales, appealed to the then Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Lloyd George, for Govern-
ment assistance towards the maintenance of a complete
medical school for Wales at Cardiff. Mr. Lloyd George
promised a substantial contribution from the Government,
and a scheme has recently been submitted to the Treasury
by the Welsh Educational Conference for the formation
of a University of Wales Council of Medicine. The school
will thus become a national institution controlled by a
national body, while its administration will, subject to

certain conditions, remain in the hands of the Council
of the University College of South Wales and Monmouth-
shire.

The New Physiological Buildin-gs.

The new physiological buildings, with the great hall and
staircase now to be erected, fonu the first part of tho

larger scheme for the complete school of medicine. The
new building will face on to the Newport Road, one of tho

principal thoroughfares of the city, and will be within tiva

minutes' walk of the hospital. When completed it will

measure 368 ft. from east to west. The physiological
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depaitment will occupy 116 ft. of its frontage, and the

ball, which will bo coiuiuou to all ctopartments of tho now
Echool, 42 ii. The design by Colonel E. M. 15ruce

V;m!jlian, FJi.r.B.A., provides a basement, a ground floor,

upper floors, and a mezzanine between the first and
.1 floors. It will have a depth of 47 ft.

- eastci-n part of the basement and ground floor will

riipied by a large lecture theatre to scat 140 students

;

alj;ueut to it will bo preparation rooms and a museum.
The first floor, to be devoted to experimental physiology,

will contain large laboratories for forty-eight students, a

smaller laboratory for advanced students, tho professor's

private room and private laboratory, a dark room, a do-

partihentai library, and a workshop. Tho second floor for

chemical physiology will contain a students' laboratory

witii eight benches for five students each, a Icctiiro

room for small classes, a research laboratory, a private

rooili' alid a research laboratory for the lecturer in

chemical physiology, and store and ,preparation rooms.
Tho third floor will be entirely devoted to histology and
embryology. The laboratory with both top aiid' side light

will- provide accommodation- for eighty students, and there

will also be a letturo room, a demonstration theatre, a
room for the lecturer, a laboratory for advanced students,

a museum for embryological and histological specimens,
and preparation and store rooms. Above the third floor

there will be a photographic dark room and an optical

room.
In the design of the front the need for abundance of

light has been fully recognized, and the faoade shows
many windows. The centre and end blocks and the wide
bays between are stone. The main walls will be faced
with narrow red bricks joined with light mortar. The
general design is English Gothic of the fourteenth century,
modified by the influence of the French lienaissance
architecture of the following centur3'. Tho central block
rises to a height of 100 ft. with side turrets, between
which will be a pointed arch deeply recessed. The lower
portion of the central feature, forming the portico, will be
divided into three bays by columns surmounted by canopied
niches to contain the statues of Hipprocrates and .Escu-
lapius. The flanking panels will contain busts of Pasteur,
Lister, Hunter, and Jenner. Over the central block will

be a lautern with a vane rising to a height of 150 ft.

above tlie ground. The entrance hall will measure 65 ft,

by 30ft., and the ceilings will be panelled, sliowing the
arms of each county in the Principality with the arms of

Wales in tho centre.

The Foundation Ceremony.
In opening the proceedings at the ceremony of laying

the foundation stone Lord Aberdare, who presided as
president of the University College of South Wales and
Monmouthshire, said that the Welsh National School of

Medicine would be a memorial to many great men who
had worked in or been born in AVales and had attained
eminence in medicine. He was glad, particularly, that
Dr. W. T. Edwards had lived long enough to know that
the generous gift of Sir William James Thomas had
ensured the beginning of the erection of buildings suitable
for a national school. He paid a tribute to the work of

Colonel Bmcc Vaughan, expressing his belief that no one
had done so much for the medical school and for the King
Edward VII Hospital as he.
The stone was then laid with proper ceremonial by

Lord PoNTYPRTiin, who in the course of a short address
spoke of the pioneer work of Daniel Jones of Beaupre,
who would have rejoiced that they had returned to the
site cho.sen by him when he built the hospital, and were
now commencing tlie erection of .an institution of loftier
ideals than could have been conceived in his time.
Having traced the development of the King Edward VII
Hospital from the days when, twenty-five years ago, it

was a " glorified cottage hospital," with Mr. Lynn Tliomas
as tho only house surgeon. Lord Pontypridd said that
the great extension of the institution to its present
magnitude was largely due to the influence wielded
by the architect of the new buildings of the National
School of Medicine about to be erected. Colonel Brace
A'aughan and Mr. Lynn Thomas from their first associa-
tion with the hospital had bent all their eucrgies to the
attainment of tho loftiest ideal of a complete medical
school. The institution that was being set up would not
only be of the first order, but -would be the pioneer in

Great Britain in adopting the methods and system of the
most advanced schools on the Continent and America.
It was gratifying to bo assured that the project had
the cordial approval of such high medical authorities
as Sir Donald MacAlister and Sir William Osier. Tlioso
distinguished gentlemen, by their warm encouragement,
had inspired all concerned to make a supreme effort
for tho consummation of the object all had at heart.
There were many absent faces they might recall, espe-
cially that of the late Dr. W. T. Edwards, the father of
the present medical school. The success of the school
was immediate, under the able direction of Professor Berry
Haycraft and Professor /Vlfrcd Hughes, and had continued
unabated up to the present time. Professor Haycraft was,
still with them, and they trusted it might be liis good-
tortuuo long to enjuy the -r,;il tai-ilif i(< that his valued'
sii^';4rstions had dniw sd imu'li li> CI \ -;l:illi/..', 'I'he iKiuie

of tho late Profos^or .Mfivd llii^ho^' w,^ s,, well known
throughout Wiilos and his C.inlil'f fririiils s,, valued his
work and pcrsonalily that thcv had porDctuated his naujo
by calling the Musoniu of Anatomy the "Alfred Hughes'
Museum." As a Welshman, Lord Pontypridd continued,-
he wished to point out that the nationality of the candi-
dates for positions on the professorial staff of the school
did not count, but their clliciencj'. As an instance of

this he recalled that although the first holder of the
cliair of anatomj' was a brilliant Welshman, Dr. Alfred
Hughes, the second. Professor Dixon, was a dis-

tinguished Irishman, and the third was Professor
Hepburn, an eminent Scotsman. The number of gold
medals won by the students was one of the proudest
achievements of the University College. But however
high their attainments might have been in Cardiff,

they were compelled to go elsewhere to complete their

medical course. Very shortly Welsh medical students
would have the opportunity of completing their studies
in Wales under auspicious conditions. A beginning
was that day being made in the building of a com-
plete medical school, thanks to the means placed at
their disposal by the princely munificence of Sir William
James Thomas. It would be a national institution ; and,
as such, the Welsh nation, through its accredited repre-

sentatives, would be associated in its management. It

would be an institution that would fulfil Wales's highest
aspirations, and be a source of pride and gratification when
ranked with the great medical schools of the world. Ho
had once said that the great cai^tains of industry in Wales
had not done themselves justice in connexion with their
national institutions. That could be no longer said of

two of them, Sir William James Thomas and Colonel
])avid Davies, M.P. The inspiring work of those two
young sons of AVales was a landmark in the history of

their country, the one bein;; the cimiplemeut of the other,

and thus making a grand unitiialiou of design in the
endeavour to solve the problem of health.

The Luncheon.
The company present were afterwards entertained at

hmcheon at the City Hall by Sir William James Thomas.
.Vfter the usual loyal and patriotic toasts the Lord Mayor
gave the health of Sir W. J. Thomas, who, in reply, said
that it was a great and peculiar pleasure to him that Lord
Aberdare was able to preside at the ceremony, for it was
to his distinguished father, as much as to any other man,
tiiat the establishment of the Uuiversitj' College of South
^Vales and Monmouthshire was due. Moreover, it was
also to his great work as Chairman of a Departmental
Committee of Inquiry, appointed thirty-five years ago,
that Wales was indebted for what might be called, without
CKaggeratiou, the most important document ever pub-
lished in connexion with education in Wales; it was,
indeed, the Charter of Education of Modern Wales.
To Lord Pontypridd, also, warm thanks were due for

his valuable services in connexion with the college and
for laying the foundation stone of the first of the
new buildings of the Welsh National School of Medicine.

He thanked those representatives of physiology and of

medicine who were present, and expressed regret at tho

absence of Sir Isam'bard Owen, who had done so much
for the University of Wales not only by speech, but by

action, and whose ideals had inspired it on more than

one occasion to real purpose. He went on to bear testi-

mony to the great work which Colonel Vaughan had accom-

plished at the hospital and in the coUeae ; to his efforts, mora
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than to those of any other single individual, it -was due that

the ceremony of the day had taken place, ruarldng a stage

in progress towaids the establishment of a coniplcto school

of medicine for Wales. No one •who bad seen the great work

of healing the sick and suffering carried on within hospital

walls, and had realized the part hospitals took in the^ still

greater work of rescaich. could fail to be touclied with a

desire to have the privilege of taking some share in it.

For himself, he had wiUingly promised to perform a

humble share in setting up this school by providing

the necessary buildings, for he had been convinced

that unless the several departments of a modern
school were well housed and equipped, men suffi-

ciently highly qualified to make the school one of the

leading schools in the world could not be attracted. There

was much left for further private munificence to do and

for adequate co-operation by the State. There was a

great opportunity to retain the services and future dis-

tinctions of Welsh students for W'ales by endowing

research, thus enabling the greatest brains Wales produced

to spend all their days in research which did not bring

immediate results, but whose reward would come in the

improved health and happiness of future generations.

Another argument that had appealed to him as a reason

for the establishment in Wales of a full school of medicine

was that parents not in good circumstances, and who were

therefore not in a position to send their sons to London or

elsewhere for the latter half of their training, should be

able in the immediate future to send them to Cardiff for

their medical education. Mr. Lloyd George had expressed

the same desire when replying to the deputation on

February 18th, 1914. He said: "The cost of medical

education was almost prohibitive, except for people who
could spend large sums upon the education of their

children, and he hoped that the establishment of the

school at Cardifi would make it easier for children of

parents of small incomes to enter that noble profession."

Sir W. J. Thomas concluded by saying that he hoped that

what he had been able to do would be an inducement to

others not only to assist in the completion of the medical

school but in the many other activities for which the

college required money, such as the proper housing of

the applied sciences, and new laboratories for chemistry,

physics, and other departments. It would, he hoped, also

induce the wise and generous co operation by the State.

Sir William Osler, in proposing the toast of the Welsh
National School of Medicine, paid a tribute to the excel-

lent work done in the departments of physiology and
anatomy by Professors Haycraft and Hepburn. During the

past twenty-five years or so the first and most essential

element in a great medical school—namely, a great hos-

pital—had been established, and in connexion with it

a good pathological department in charge of a whole-

time professor. When the building, the foundation

stone of which had been laid that day, was com-

pleted, the medical school would have as good a

physiological department as there was anywhere in the

kingdom or anywhere in the world. The school would
have also an anatomical laboratory, a splendid public

health and pharmacological laboratory, and a central

library. Touching upon the relation between the medical

school and the hospital, he said that the autho-

rities would have to face the problem of organizing

the departments in the hospital on university lines.

It had to be recognized that the departments of medi-

cine, surgery, pathology, and obstetrics and gynaecology,

as well as the minor departments, must be units in the

university scheme. The university and the hospital must
work in co-operation, and all the departments in connexion

with the hospital must be equipped on exactly the same
Bcientifio haes as the physiological department. He was
aware that there were difficulties in adjusting the relations

of the laedical school with the University of Wales, but

-ivith (goodwill they could be overcome. It would be

unwise to attempt to have three universities, and equally

unwise to attempt more than one medical school. Turning

to the question of the selection and appointment of pro-

fessors, Sir William Osier expressed an emphatic opinion

that all appointments should be made by a small board

of electors, and the best men appointed irrespective of

nationality. He knew that a grant was expected from the

Treasury, but he might say without fear of contradiction

that the Government only helped those who helped them-

selves. Wales was helping itself nobly, but it must not

expect too much from the Government, although it was
known to be willing to help.

Dr. E. H. Griffiths, Principal of the University College
of South Wales and Monmouthshire, said that the object ia
view was that the school should be national in the true
sense. While all the higher educational interests in Wales
should have some voice in its management, it must remain
a collegiate institution in the sense that Cardiff could not
spare its medical students.
The toast of the Visitors, given by Sir G.\rrod Thomas

and Professor Berry HLwcraft, was acknowledged by
Mr. H. E. Davies, the secretary of the W^elsh department
of the Board of Education, by Professor Langle

y

(Cambridge), and Professor Starling (University College,

London).
Sir E. Vincent Evans, in proposing the toast of the

Lord Mayor and Corporation of Cardiff, said that Wales
owed a great debt of gratitude to Cardiff for what it

had done.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Central Committee.
At the last meeting of the Central Committee, which was
held on August 12tli, it was announced that the Aide et

Protection aux Medecins et Pharmaciens Beiges Sinistres

had acknowledged the receipt of the cheque sent by the

Comujittee on June 12th. The minutes of the meetings of

the Belgian society showed that its financial position

during June and up to July 8th was satisfactory. The
last report received, bringing the accounts up to the

beginning of June, showed the Belgian society to have
£750 in haucl. By Juno 10th this had dropped to under

,£500, but by June 24th the total in its hands had
risen to over £900, at about which figure it was
maintained till .July 8th, the date of the last minutes
received. The minutes showed that the receipts and
expenditure seemed to balance very well, as the sum
on July 8th was a little larger than the sum in hand
in the beginning of May, although credit had not

been taken for the last sum sent in June by the

British Central Committee. Subscriptions in Belgium,

though small, appeared to be regular, and the sums spent

in relief were only granted after close investigation. The
chairman said that, acting on the authority given by the

Committee on July 15th to himself, the secretary, and the

treasurer, a further sum had been dispatched to Belgium,

Mr. Hoover advising this course.

A letter was read from Dr. Des Voeux, the treasurer,

who is absent on a short holiday, reporting that

places had been secured now for most of the Belgian

refugee doctors, and that there was much less demand
for relief in money or kind. He brought before the

Committee the question of refunding to its donor, a

Belgian pharmacist, a sum of money which that gentle-

man had expended out of his own pocket on one of the

refugees who had already been helped by the Fund.

This was an exceptional case, as the lady in question

is alone in England. Her father is much respected by

both Belgian doctors and pharmacists, and she has worked
gratuitously amongst the Belgian refugees for a long time.

She now, however, has obtained work in the Censor's office.

In the meantime her benefactor has become penniless. The
Committee decided to pay a portion of the debt. Dr. Des
Voeux's financiiil statement showed that up to .August llth,

1915, ^617,892 had been received. From July 15th to

August 12th £2,417 2s. 3d. had come in, including

£22 6s. 6d. bank interest.

The Week's Subscriptions.

The following subscriptions to the Fund have been

received by Dr. Des Voeux

:

Thirty-seventh List.

£ a.

Dr. John Stewart (2ad
donation)

Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter...
Dr. C. G. Maclagan

2 2

110

South Australian Belgian
Doctors' Relief Fund
(per the Agent-General)
(3rd donation — total.

£500) 1

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to tho

Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.AV., and should be made

payable to tho Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.
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THE SALE OF SPIRITS IX FRANCE.
The Acad^mie de Medecine of Paris has been dis-

cussing alcoholism and alcoholic beverages on and off

since last autumn. The Academie has a way of its

own of discussing a subject of general interest. It

often happens that when a paper is read remarks by
one or two other members show that the question

raised is ripe for debate, if not for decision. The
custom then is to refer it to a commission which may
take several weeks or months to prepare its report.

This, however, does not prevent other members
or correspondents from reading papers on the subject

in which they express their individual opinions.

Wiien the report of the commission is presented it

may lead to a full dress debate, extending over
portions of three or four sessions, and contem-
poraneously a whole series of independent papers
may be read deahng with various parts of the
original subject, or opening up new considerations by
which the grounds of debate are enlarged. In this

way no doubt the subject comes to be looked at from
many points of view, but the Academie sometimes
finds it a little difficult to reach finality and the
foreign reader may be not a little embarrassed to

make certain what the opinion of the Academie really

is, if indeed he can be sure that it has gone so far as
to express any collective opinion.

The discussions of the last six montlis, however,
have gone a long way to define the attitude of the
.\cad4mie towards alcoholic beverages, or at least

towards spirituous liquors. On February 12th, during
the debate on the hill to regulate the sale of alcoholic

beverages, the French Chamber of Deputies passed a
clause prohibiting the manufacture and sale, whole-
sale or retail, of aljsintlie and " similar beverages "

; in

the measure, as it eventually became law, this term
was retained. Meanwhile, a report of a committee on
the measures to be taken against alcoholism had been
presented to the Academie on February 23rd by
M. Gilbert Ballet, Professor of Neuro-pathology in
tlie Faculty of Medicine, Paris. This report was dis-

cussed at a meeting of the Academie in the following
week, when a series of resolutions were adopted
recommending (i) that a surtax should be imposed
and regulations made in respect of the manufacture
and sale of all apetiiifs containing essences and of

those made from wines of alcoholic strength greater
than 23 degrees, (2) the diminution of the number of
wine and spirit shops and the prohibition of the sale
in such shops to women and to children less than
18 years of age, (3) that the right of private dis-
tillers should be abolished, and (4) that debts incurred
for the purchase on credit of alcohol by retail should
be rendered insusceptible of recovery by judicial pro-
cess. Later on the regulations proposed to be made
by the fiscal authorities under the Act were reported
to the Academie, and it appeared that the authorities
liad difficulty in defining the term " similar beverages."
The Acad6mie accordingly turned its attention to this
ibject, and on June 29th Professor Ballet presented
f.-.i^i

j^y j^j^^ committee. At its meetinga further

on July 13th the Academie unanimously adopted a
series of resolutions for the guidance of the fiscal
department and parliament. These resolutions
recommend: (i) The prohibition of the sale of
spirits exceeding 50 degrees in strength.- (2) Tlia
prohibition of the manufacture, distribution, and sale
of all liqueurs and all aromatic wines of strength
above 23 degrees, neither category of these beverages
being permitted to contain more than i gram of
essence to the litre. Sweet liqueurs, "containing
300 grams of sugar to the litre, may be permitted
of the strength of 30 degrees. (3) the prohibition
of the use for flavouring alcoholic beverages of
chemical products, plants, or essences containing
among their normal constituents thujone, benzoic
aldehyde, aldehyde, or salicylic ethers ; and (4) the
imposition of a high supertax on all beverages,
of whatever nature, in which the amount of alooliol
exceeds 15 degrees. The Academie also adopted two
supplementary resolutions. In the first it expressed
the hope that the public authorities will without
delay, and pending the adoption of legislation to
diminish the number of spirit shops, institute the
necessary measures of supervision and police to close
tlie very numerous clandestine spirit shops which
exist; in the other it recorded the pleasure with
which it had noted that the high command of tlie

army had forbidden the sale and distribution of
alcohol in the zone of the armies, and expressed tlie

desire that this protective measure should be main-
tained and extended.

In order to understand the action of the Academie,
it should be noted that wine is not among the
alcoholic beverages it condemns—that is to say, the
ordinary light wine, chiefly red, which is made in
nearly all districts in and south of the Loire Valley.
In the greater part of France it is the usual
beverage of all classes ; it is of low alcoholic strength,
and is taken very commonly diluted with water {eau,

rougie). The wine is not only light but acid, and does
not make any strong appeal to the untrained British
palate. Nor does the Acaderaie's condemnation
extend to beer—for the most part very light—nor to

the cider drunk in many parts of Northern France.
The recommendations no doubt in theory include
certain strong wines, but practically they affect

almost solely spirituous liquors, or strong wines in
which aromatic substances are dissolved—brandy,
apiritifs, and liqueurs. It must have struck many
travellers in France that the drinking of neat brandy
—or shall we say eau, de vie, for it is often a very
artificial product—is a rather common habit at odd
times of the day among porters and labourers, and
that it does not always follow a cup of coffee even
early in the morning. A similar habit, with whisky
instead of brandy, is not unknown in Scotland, but in
England it is rare to see a man drink neat spirit,

though the total quantity of spirit consumed by the
English toper may not be less than that taken by his

Scottish or French counterpart.
The third of the Academic's resolutions is directed

against absinthe, the typical aperitif. Thujon^^ an
isomer of camphor, occurs in the essential oils of

absinthe {Artemisia ahsinUuitin) and of sage (Salvia
officinalis) ; it has also been found in several other
plants of less common occurrence. Benzoic aldehyde
(C0H3CHO), or benzaldehyde, is a colourless liquid

having physical properties identical with those of

oil of bitter almonds which has been deprived of

hydrocyanic acid ; in fact, the oil so treated consists

* The worrl "degree" of alcoholic strength when used in Ihi:

connexion is eauivalent to per cent, of real alcohol by volume. /

Bpirit of 50 degrees therefore contains 50 per cent, by volume o
absolute alcohol.
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almost -wholly of benzaldehyde ; a mimite trace of

this substance also occurs in cherry-laurol water.

It is maJii synthetically on a large scale from benzyl

chloride. Aldehyde, by which is no doubt meant

acetaldehyde (CH^CHO), is a colourless liquid with a

characteristic odour, formed in the oxidation of ethyl

alcohol. A number of salicylic ethers are known, the

only one of interest in this connexion, however, is

methyl salicylate, which is the chief constituent of

oil oi winte'rgreen and oil of sweet birch. It is

prepared synthetically on a very large scale from

methyl alcohol and salicylic acid. It may be pointed

out that the liqueur known as noyau or creme de

noyau sometimes contains oil of bitter aimonds, while

crfme de menthe is stated to be prepared from in-

gredients which include sage. Such liqueurs might

he prohibited by a strict intei-pretation of the third

resolution, but they are probably intended to come
under the head of " sweet liqueurs," on the ground

that, like other pungent aromatic liqueurs, they are

generally taken after meals.

The Academic, as has been said, raised no objection

to the use of wine. In fact, what may be called

another discussion has already been raised by a series

of papers by Yidal, Armand Gautier, and Landouzj',

who urge that the wine ration should not only be

maintained but even increased. The suggestion has

been referred to the committee on alcoholism for

report.

THE TYPHUS EPIDEMIC IN SERBIA.
The great armies which are engaged in this tremendous
struggle have so far Ijeen remarkably free from serious

disease, at least when we recall the experiences of

other campaigns ; but the small kingdom of Serbia,

which has fought so splendidly for the cause of the

Allies, is an unfortunate exception, for she has in very
truth been stricken by pestilence.

We publish to-day the first detailed account, from
the clinical standpoint, of the epidemic of typhus
which has been raging in Serbia since the beginning
of .January, but which has now, thanks to the exertions

of various British and foreign doctors and the devoted
labours of many nurses, been brought to an end.

Though there were some sporadic cases of typhus
in Serbia prior to the great Austrian defeat last

December, there is good ground for supposing that the

epidemic originated among the Austrian prisoners, of

whom, early in the year, the Serbians had taken as
many as 67,000. The starting point seems to have
been Yaljevo, a small town in the north-west of

Serbia, not far from the frontier of Bosnia. When
evacuated by the Serbians it had been free from
disease, but on their return they found 3,000 wounded
iind sick Austrians, many of them suffering from
typhus fever. In one building 150 dead Austrians
were found in the cellars ; men and cattle were buried
indiscriminately.

From there the disease spread in a south-easterly
direction to Kragufevatz, and then to Nish, the tem"-

porary capital of Serbia, where a very large number
of troops were encamped, and after that further south
to Skoplje in new Serbia, and Monastir, close to the
borders of Greece, and, in fact, to wherever the army
might be quartered. There were, of course, plenty of

cases among the civil population, but the soldiers

were the main victims of the disease. The infection

was carried largely by soldiers returning home from
the army, by peasants wandering about at large, or
travelling in the crowded trains, clad in filthy clothes,

rags, and goatskins, there being at first no restrictions

placed on railway travelling or anj attempt made to

disinfect the carriages. Later on, when, early in March,
a detachment of the Royal Army Medical Corps arrived,

Colonel Hunter ajid Lieatonant-Colonel Stammers, in

conjunction with the parliamentary sanitary com-
mission at Nish, caused quarantine stations to be

established behind the various camp lines, notification

of disease w'as enforced, infectious patients were re-

moved from their homes to hospitals ; all railway
communication was stopped for a time, all soldiers on
leave were immediately recalled so that there migiit

be no danger of reinfecting the railway carriages after

the disinfection, which was carried out during the

stoppage.

It will be advisable to wait a little before attempting

to frame an estimate of the total number who suffered

in the epidemic. We know that early in March tliere

were 8,000 cases at Nisli. At Kragnjevatz, out of

a civil population of 20,000 inhal)itants, there were
1,400 eases of typhus. Dr. Maitland mentions
1,800 cases as having passed through his hands in

two months at the typhus hospital at Skoplje, and
there were doubtless as many cases in the two
months before the hospital was in full working
order. Probably in the six months during which
the disease was active, when the returns from all

the villages have come in, tlie number of cases will

be found to amount to something like 80,000.

Dr. Maitland describes in sonue detail the methods
of disinfection which he adopted for the wards and
the orderlies, hampered as he often was Ijy shortage

of water and the inability of the Serbian authorities

to give adequate notice of the arrival of new patients.

Certainly his policy seems to have been eminently
successful, and the disease was got under control at

Skoplje sooner than elsewhere. Colonel Soubotitch,

Vice-President of the Serbian Eed Cross Society, and
one of the leading medical authorities in Serbia, in-

spected this hospital and was deeply impressed by it,

saying that the isolation scheme there adopted was
the ouly effective plan, and that it would be copied

all over the country.

In tlie interesting account which Dr. Maitland
gives of the symptoms, stress is rightly laid on tiie

importance of the hygiene of the mouth, the neglect

of which so readily leads to such complications as

parotitis, laryngitis, and otitis media, which at Mrst

could hardly be avoided when the number of the

patients and the smallness of the staff prevented
adequate attention being given to individual cases.

In most instances the onset of the disease was ratlier

slow, which is contrary to what has been generally •

observed in previous epidemics, but to some extent

each epidemic is a law to itself. The great in-

frequency of pulmonary stasis, where there was often

much cardiac asthenia, is certainly a striking feature.

Tender toes, which are often described as a sequel

of enteric fever, are in reality extremely rare aftei

that disease, whereas after typhus fever they are very

common ; the condition lasts for ten days or a fort-

night, without any discoloration or swelling, hut

pei'haps giving the patient more pain and discomfort
than any other symptom of the disease ; it is pro-

bably due to a local peripheral neuritis. In spite of

careful nursing, bedsores occurred with astonishing

frequency, thus showing the devitahzing effect of the

toxin on the tissues. Patients who survive typhus
usually regain their former vigour, but for a consider-

able time there maj' be much iieuro-muscular weak-
ness, which often retards convalescence ; the usual

view that recovery from typhus is rapid, requires,

therefore, some modification. In many cases this

neuro-muscular weakness recalls post-iniiuenzal con-

ditions, but typhus, unlike influenza, does nob
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pernianentlj- damage the myocardium. The prejudice

in the Balkans against the use of brandy in cases of

lyphus, to which Dr. ^lailland alludes, is undoubtedly
well founded. The heroic doses of alcohol given by
3ur ancestors, such as the two bottles of Madeira daily

for several days ordereil by Dr. Carmichael Smyth to

a Spanisli prisoner in the Winchestei- gaol, or the two
bottles of port in twelve hours to another who re-

covered, were probably due to an excessive reaction

against the treatment l)y venesection.

It was generally expected in Serbia that cholera

would break out there in the early months of the

summer; happily, so far this expectation has been
falsified, and, in any case, preparations by inoculation

md attention to the water supply have been made to

meet this unwelcome guest.

With the knowledge gained from this epidemic of

;yphus fever it seems highly probable that there will

aot be another outbreak this winter, or that, if it

lomes, it will assume much less serious proportions.

The Serbians have already learnt much about sanita-

;ion and ventilation, and will doubtless daily learn

aiore from the large number of foreign doctors and
nurses still present in the country. In the month of

March there were as many as 300 foreign doctors,

nurses, and orderlies in Serbia. The whole ad-

ministration of the country will also have improved,
ind there will not be the same deficiency of food,

ivhich is so important a factor in the production of

typhus that at one time it was known as " famine
fever."

To many of our readers Skoplje, the scene of Dr.

Maitland's labours at the typhus colony, may be
better known as Uskiib, as which it appears in most
maps. The town is beautifully situated on the river

Vardar, surrounded by sno%y-clad mountains ; it is of

considerable antiquity, and by some authorities con-

sidered to be the birthplace of the Emperor -Justinian.

[t was the ancient capital of Serbia in tiie fourteenth

jenturj% when their empire, in the famous reign of

Stephen Dusan, included the greater part of the
Balkan peninsula. But on the fatal field of Kossovo
'1389), w'hen the Serbians, owing to treachery, were
iefeated by the Turks, Uskiib was lost to Serbia for

more than 500 years, and has been a Turkish town
mtil 1912, when the Balkan Alliance won its signal

yictory over the Turkish Empire, and Uskiib, or

Skoplje, passed once again under Serbian rule.

THE SHORTAGE OF GLASS.
It is unfortunately a fact that for many years Great
Britain and other countries have largely depended upon
Germany and Austria for their supplies of several varieties

ot glass used in the manufacture of louses and optical

apparatus. Thus, the Jena glass—a product with a high
" antidispersion " coefficient—was, before the war, im-
ported from Germany. Not only was it not produced
;omuiercially in England, but even now it is difficult to

3bt4uu the pure barium compounds which are necessary
for its manufacture. The history of the Jena glass is in-

teresting. Wo believe that we arc correct in .saying that
it was only discovered after years devoted to costly experi-
ments, and that success was not attained until the Govern-
ment stepped in and subsidized the firm eugagel in the
work when its financial resources were exhausted. The
iiiiount of this glass required in the optical trade of the
world being comparatively limited, it is not commercially
possible for an English firm to undertake its manufacture
anless it receive adequate guarantees, for any attempt to
louipete with Jena would bo successfully met by price
:nttiug. The absence of the necessary technical educa-
tion, the want of protection, and, it is said, the vexatious

interference of trade union officials, have made it impos-
sible for British firms to compete with Germany, and the
manufacture of bigh-cla.ss glass has' been driven out
of this country. The same circumstances killed the
home production of chemical glass apparatus, which,
before the war, was imported from Bohemia. Soon
after the outbreak of bostilities the British Science
Guild appointed strong committees to investigate the
questions of the manufacture of optical instruments and
scientific glass apparatus respectively. The reports pub-
lished in the spring of this year show that the Guild is

satisfied that the supply of optical glass for the manu-
facture of telescopes, binoculars, range finders, and other
service instruments is sufficient for the purpose. Messrs.
Chance Bros., of Birmingham, have quadrupled their plant
for the production of optical glass, and are fully prepared
to increase its capacity still further. With regard to the
special grades of glass used in the manufacture of photo-
graphic and microscopic lenses the outlook is not so promis-
ing. The Guild is of opinion that serious inconvenience
is to be expected, more especially because, as has been
stated above, it is very difficult to obtain in England the
necessary barium salts in a pure state. The variety of

English glasses offered is insufficient for the most recently
designed optical systems. Thus, while the leading English
firm listed only thirty types of glass, the chief German
firm offered and actually stocked seventy types. The Guild
pointed out the lack of facilities for research upon the manu-
facture of optical glass, and suggested as immediately neces-
sary an investigation to discover a refractory lining for the

melting "pot" which would resist at fusion temperatures
the action of the materials useil ia the glass mixtures, and
would leave the contents of the p it uncontaminated at the
end of the operation. It sug'4i',r,ed that this research
might be undertaken by the National Physical Laboratory.
The Guild regards the provisiou ot adequate facilities for

education in technical optics as a national want, aiid

states that at present they are quite inadequate. The
second committee— that which investigated the pro-

vision of glass apparatus for educational purpo.ses—
reported that the efforts made since the outbreak of

hostilities have been attended with satisfactory results as

regards the quality of the products. But, in the absence
of any promise of protection after peace has been signed,

British manufacturers are disinclined to expend the capital

necessary to establish a new industry, insomuch as there

is every likelihood that they will be undersold by dumped
goods in the British market when normal trade conditions

are reestablished. The Guild has been informed that this

fear has acted as a strong deterrent to British glass manu-
facturers contemplating the production of scientific glass

apparatus. The Guild has written to 860 educational
authorities, and about 70 per cent, have promised, as far

as possible, to buy only British-made glass apparatus
during the war and for a period of three years after its

conclusion. Finally, the .Joint Committee expressss its

strong conviction that every effort should be made to

encourage the manufacture of glass and porcelain apparatus
it the United Kingdom.

DEFECTIVE ADMINISTRATION OF THE SERVICE
FOR THE FRENCH WOUNDED.

Allegations against the military medical administration
have brought about, or have been used as an excuse for

bringing about, something approaching a political crisis

in France. A debate was raised on .August 13th during
which the arrangements for treating the wounded were
very severely criticized. M. Peyroux, ^vho led the attack,

said that the arrangements for tlie evacuation of the

wounded after the battle of the Marne were of the most

casual kind, and as an instance of mismanagement said

that over 1,300 men bad been sent to a place where there

was not a single bed. At that time there were no hospital

trains, and though an order had been given on November
10th for the equipment of such trains, cattle trucks were
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still being used -n-itbin tbo last tbree -weeks. He alleged

also tbat tlitre had been great waste o£ mouey in

rcmiisitioniug hotels quite unsuitable for use as hos-

pitals. He also alleged tbat men bad been employed
as hospital orderlies who had undergone no sort of train-

ing, while mobilized medical students might have been

employed in this capacity. Finally, be alleged that the

organization of the medical service at the Dardanelles

was extremely bad, and that at lludros there were no beds,

no bedding, no drinking water, and hardly any drugs,

M. Navarre, who followed, condemned the sjiirit of routine

which prevailed in the Medical Department of the War
Ministry and the opposition it showed to all voluntary

etl'ort, a statement which was received with loud applause.

Every difficulty, be said, had been put in the way of the

National Committee of Public Hygiene over which Dr.

Koux, Director of the Pasteur Institutes, presides, and he
made a strong attack upon M. Troussaint, Director of the

Army Medical Service, on the ground among others that

he had failed to appoint surgical specialists to places

where their services could have been of the greatest use.

The Chamber became very excited, but on the appeal of

the President the discussion was adjourned until August
20th, so tbat the reply of the Ministry has not yet been
heard. M. Andre Maginot, formerly Under Secretary

of State for War, has since published in Le Journal

a long article in which he analyses the defects he
has observed in the French medical service, but states

that certain improvements have been introduced, among
others a system under which surgeons at the front and at

the base exchange places from time to time. He asserts,

however, that many temporary military hospitals are

insufficiently equipped with linen and clothing, and tbat

the deficiency in instruments and surgical appliances leads

to men being detained in hospital awaiting operation for

weeks or even mouths. He alleges that no steps are being
taken to heat the temporary buildings during the comhig
autumn and winter. He traces all the defects of the
service to the fact that the authority of medical officers is

insufficient ; they have to get anything they want for their

hospitals through a circumlocution office where laymen
sit in judgement on medical demands. He quotes one
instance in which a lay official replied to the medical
officer in charge of a hospital, "Your demands are
justified in principle, but they are too numerous and will

end by tiring out the patience of the Minister." The
remedy, he asserts, is to give a greater degree of autonomy
to medical officers in charge of hospitals.

DIETETIC TREATMENT OF SICK INFANTS.
Last January some account was given in an editorial

article of two valuable reports issued last year by the
Local Government Board on the use of proprietary foods
for infant feeding, by Dr. F. J. H. Coutts, and on the
analysis and composition of some proprietary foods for

infants, by Mr. Julian Baker, F.I.C. Mr. Baker undertook
a systematic and comprehensive analysis of a large
number of proprietary foods, which showed that by far

the greater number consisted of cereal flours, the starch
of which was not appreciably altered. Dr. Coutts dis-

cussed the whole question in some detail, and brought
forward a mass of evidence to show how misleading were
the claims of the advertisements of many of the pro-

prietary foods, and how unquestioning was the belief

which they inspired in the mind of some sections of the
public. He described at length the regulations which had
been adopted in other countries to control or abate the
evil, and devoted a chapter to a discussion of the general
question of the suitability of foods containing starch and
high percentages of sugar for young infants. The
opinion of many authorities can bo quoted both for and
against thsrir use. Dr. Cameron returns to this question
in our present issue. He emphasizes the distinction

between the standard substitute diet of cow's milk and

certain special diets, -which, however unsuitable as the
permanent food of the child, are, nevertheless, useful in

the treatment of certain disorders, and in tlie control of

certain unfavourable symptoms in artificial feeding. To
the latter class by far the greater number of pro-

prietary foods belong, and he urges that under no
circumstances should we allow their claim that they
may serve as pei-maneut substitutes for the standard
diet of cow's milk. The subject is of importance ia
view of the keen interest which has always been shown
in the subject of artificial infant feeding by persons
who have not undergone any medical training, and of

the use which is now being made of the services of lay

workers and nurses in schools for mothers and centres for

infant welfare. Dr. Cameron is no doubt right in saying that

the artificial feeding of infants, so long as it is concerned
only with the use of cow's milk, is to a great extent a
matter of routine, rightly falling within the province of

an intelligent district worker or nurse. It ought not to

be difficult to frame general rules which would be almost
universally applicable, as to methods of cleanliness,

dosage, and dilution, in such terms as could be imderstood

bj' the general public. To recognize this is not, however,
to shut our eyes to the harm and needless sufiering and
loss of life which results from the failure of the medical
profession to keep completely in its own hands the con-

trol of the diet of sick infants. At the present time
foods containing very high percentages of carbohydrate,

whether in the form of cane sugar, unaltered starch, or

flour iiartially or completely malted, arc freely administered

by self- constituted and ignorant advisers. The sick baby,

without medical examination and without any attempt at

diagnosis of the cause or nature of the disorder, is too

often condemned to suffer a series of rapid and radical

changes of its diet in the hope that some one of many
much lauded foods will make good its claims and save

life. That the majority of infants survive the indigestion

so produced and ultimately begin to improve only bring:v

conviction to the mother that matters have after all been

managed for the best, and the sufferings of each infant in

turn achieve only the unfortunate effect of establishing in. i

one family circle at least the reputation of some one pro»

prietary food. It is to be hoped that the work of such:

societies as the National Association for the Prevention of

Infant Mortality and for the Welfare of Infancy will

succeed where we fear the medical profession has some-

what failed, and, whUe encouraging among mothers and
lay persons the study of a sound technique of artificial

feeding with cow's milk, will at the same time be successful

in putting a .stop to all ignorant and rash assumption of

knowledge and experience in that most difficult of subjects,

the dietetic treatment of the sick child.

THE DEATH-RATE IN BERLIN DURING THE FIRST
SIX MONTHS OF THE WAR.

A PAPEH by Stadtrat Dr. Gottstein ' on the death-rate in

Berlin and Charlottenburg brings out some curious facts.

He has drawn up a table showing the mortality from
various diseases and suicides in Berlin in the period August
to January, from the year 1910 to 1914 inclusive. Putting

the mortality from various causes during these years o£

peace at 100, he shows that the corresponding mortality

in the period August, 1914, to January, 1915, was in some
cases considerably affected by the war. This was particu-

larly the case with regard to suicides, which for men have
fallen since the war to 76.2 and for women to 80.9. Ho
admits that there may be sources of error in his calcula-

tions, and he points out that as the mortality from malig-

nant growths can scarcely be affected by the war, the fall

in the mortality from this cause to 96.5 is the measure

of the margin of error. The mo-tality from pulmonary

tuberculosis among men was raised to 102, and among
women was lowered to 97.6. Curiously enough the

KOeut. med Woch., June 17Ui, 1915.
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infantile mortality for children born out of wetllock lias

fallen to 94.7, and for children boiu in Tvedlock to 97,8.

Most striking of all was the increased mortality fioiu

diseases of the heart and blood vessels, -which rose to

107 among men and to 110.9 among women. A closer

scrntiny of these two figures showed that there was no

increase in the mortality from these causes among patients

under 50 years of age, whereas there was a rapid rise

among patients over 60. It would therefore appear that

the war has taken a heavy toll among elderly patients

Buffering from heart disease.

CAPTIVE MILITARY SURGEONS.
There have on all sides been complaints of the high-

handed action taken with military surgeons who have
fallen into the hands of the Germans. The French
medical papers have published from time to time lists of

military surgeons who have been illegally kept back in

Germany. Tlie French protests have drawn from Dr. J.

Schwalbe,' editor of the Deutsche )neiU::inisclte Woclte}i-

scJtrift, the following defence of Germany's action. In the
Geneva Convention of July 5th, 1906, there are, he says,

two important clauses, dealing with the retention by the

enemy of members of the Army Medical Service. lu
Article 1 it is agreed that the belligerent who is forced to

leave the sick and wounded in tho hands of the enemy
must also leave a certain proportion of medical attendants

and equipment. In Article 12 it is agreed that members of

the Army Medical Service who have fallen into the hands
of the enemy must continue their duties, but that as soon
as their services can be dispensed with, they must be scut

back. Dr. Schwalbe argues from these articles that it

is lawful for the enemy to retain the services of captive
military surgeons as long as their .services are required,

and that the decision whether their services are indis-

pensable or not must be made by the captor, not the

captive. Dr. Schwalbe goes on to enumerate the arguments
for retaining the services of captured military surgeons for

attendance on their fellow captives. It is, he says, of great

advantage for the Russian prisoner, who does not speak
German, to be attended by a Russian surgeon, in whom he
would naturally have greater confidence than in a German.
This arrangement also sets free German surgeons to attend

to their %Younded countrymen. It is further admitted
that this arrangement diminishes the risk of infection

for German surgeons. Infectious diseases, such as typhus,

are prevalent among the Russian prisoners, and are,

according to Dr. Schwalbe, more dangerous to the German
than to the Russian surgeon, whose immunity is greater.

Dr. Schwalbe admits that his arguments cut both ways,
and that captive German military surgeons are probably
kept back for the above reasons. According to the ofii'jial

lists, and these, he says, probably do not include all tho

tosses, the majority of the 166 missing German surgeons
are kept back by the enemy. He says that Russia has
Qot hitherto sent back a single German surgeon, and that
the majority of the missing German surgeons have been
japtured by the Russians. He is convinced that the supply
of military surgeons captured by the Germans is at present
inadequate for attendance on the more that 800,000 pri-

soners requiring treatment, and that these prisoners still

constitute a drain on the supply of German military
surgeons.

INFLUENCE OF REMOVAL OF THE ADRENALS.
Dr. G. A. Fr.iEDM.iN publishes in the (Boston) Journal of
Medical Bcsearch, May, 1915, a series of experiments
throwing light on the influence of removal of the adrenals
and one-sided thyroidectomy upon the gastric and duo-
denal mucosa, and demonstrating the experimental
production of lesions, erosions, and acute ulcers. The
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experiments recorded number forty-eight, and included'

extirpation of the adrenals in rabbits and dogs, extirpation

of the adrenal on one side, and removal of a thyroid

lobe on the same side or the opposite, in one sitting iu

rabbits, one-sided thyroidectomy in rabbits and dogs, and
repeated intravenous injections of commercial thyroid

gland. The result of these and earlier experiments,

already published, is summed up by Dr. Friedman thus :

Adrenal hypofunotion causes lesions in the stomach in

rabbits and dogs. An excess of thyroid gland, as produced
by repeated intravenous injections, was probably respon-

sible for the gastric lesions of four animals submitted to

experiment. Thyroid hypofunction caused the appearance
of duodenal lesions in five out of six. An excess of

adrenalin, produced by repeated injections of the drug, led

to the appearance of lesions iu the duodenum of dogs.

The simultaneous production of adrenal and thyroid hypo-

function did not lead to any lesions in the stomach or iu

the duodenum of rabbits. Lastly, when after removal of

one adrenal the other became hypertrophied, lesions were

seen in both viscera of three rabbits and in the duodenum
of one.

THE MERCURIAL TREATMENT OF
GONORRHOEA.

John Hunter treated gonorrhoea with mercury, but this

was because he confounded gonorrhoea with syphilis.

Mercury has, however, been advocated from time to time
iu the treatment of gonorrhoea since this disease was
shown to be distinct from syphilis. Morel-Lavallee, iu

1881, recommended iodide of mercury in the treatment of

gouorrhoeal rheumatism ; Thomas, in 1901, intramuscular
injections of calomel ; and Oro, iu 1903, intravenous
injections of mercuric chloride. J. W. Taylor, in 1899,

pointed out that gouorrhoeal salpingitis was often improved
or cured by prolonged treatment with mercury and iodides

provided it .stopped short of pyosalpiux. More recently

B. L. Wright ' has reported good results in cases of gonor-
rhoea! arthritis from intramuscular injections of succini-

mide of mercury. He began this form of treatment in

cases of tuberculosis and has since extended it to the
majority of bacterial infections, on the theory that mercury
is the chemical affinity for every vegetable parasite.

G. B. Lake " has applied this method to cases of gonorrhoeal
urethritis with apparent success. In the 20 cases reported

13 became clear of gouococci in an average time of six to

seven days, and remained so for periods of three weeks to

seven months. In other words, it is claimed that 65 per
cent, were cured iu less than a week. In most of the
cases local treatment of the urethra was used also. The
dose of succinimide given was 40 mg. in the earlier cases

and 65 to 78 mg. in the later. A second dose of 40 mg. is

recommended if the gonococci do not disappear iu six

days.

GOITRE IN FISHES.
It is interesting to learn that one order of vertebrates,

which lives largely in water where there is a good supply
of iodine, is not free from enlargement of the thyroid
gland. A. T. Cameron and Swale Vincent, working in the
Physiological Laboratory of the Uuiversity of Manitoba,
have recently published a note ^ on an enlarged thyroid
occurring in an elasmobranch fish ^SqiuiJus sncMii).

Among 217 specimens of this fish, a dog-fish from tho
North Pacific Ocean, they detected in one specimen
a thyroid about three times larger than usual. The gland,

instead of being flat and leaf-like, its normal form, was
pear-shaped and nodular. It contained large cysts with

proliferating growths, adenomata no doubt, but iu certain

regions there were infiltrations of the interstitial tissue,

> ilea. Record. July, 1914.

' Ibid., April, 1915.

' Journ. of MeH. Research (Boston. U.S.A.), Hay, 1915, p. 251.
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with appearances suggesting round-celled sarcoma. Scott

and Gaylord have already detected a so-called cancer in

the thyroid of teleostean fishes, where tho gland is un-

cucapsuled, a fact which influences the mode of growth
of the neoplasm. Tho elasmobranch thyroid is definitely

cucapsuled. T^vo other points deserve notice. First, these

changes were detected in wild fish, and as Gaylord has
pointed out, such occurrences are rare. Secondly, they
affected animals for which a constant amount of iodine is

readily accessible. Cameron and Vincent add that in

fresh water fishes iodine is a valuable curative agent,

whether given inorganically or in organic combination in

the American butter fish, which is not, it must be
remembered, the GuneUns, a marine fish so-called by
Enghsh naturalists, but the Stromateus triacanthus, allied

to the mackerel.

LIGHT ARMOUR.
TiiE possible advantage of light armour as a protection

against bullets and fragments of shell seems to have
appealed more to the French than to the other nations at

war, but even in France opinion is by no means unauimoua.
Dr. Caradec of Brest speaks well of plates of sheet steel

moulded to cover the head, the heart, and the lower nbdo-
men, If these three vital regions could be effictually

protected, he says, 60 per cent, of serious wounds w ould,

according to the estimate of Dr. Pouliquen, be prevented.
Tlie armour plates which have been designed by I\I. Boul-
vard, of the same seaport, weigh only 115 to 120 grams,
and have stood the test of experiment well. On the other
hand, an official communication, of which the following is

a translation, has been issued to the French press :
" The

attention of the Minister for War and the military
authorities has on several occasions been called to
tlie dangers attending the use of cuirasses and
other protective appliances invented and sold since
the outbreak of hostilities by certain tradesmen in

France. Experiments have been made which show that
these cuirasses and appliances are often not strong enough
to afford effective protection against bullets. Their only
effect is to deform or deflect the bidlcts, or sometimes to

give them a movement of rotation. In this way wounds
which might not have been dangerous acquire an ex-

tremely serious character. In consequence it is impor-
tant to call the attention of tho public to the dangers
attending the use of various tj-pes of cuirass on sale in

commerce."

VACCINATION IN AUSTRIA.
The steadily-spreading epidemic of small-pox in Austria
has led to an organized agitation for the introduction of

compulsory vaccination. Hitherto this agitation lias not
convinced the authorities that the populace would submit
to compulsory vaccination, but where legislative measures
might Iiave failed, the presence of small-pox has induced
great numbers to submit voluntarily to vaccination.
Dr. Ernst Mayerhofer states,' as the result of investiga-
tions on the frequency of vaccination among children in
Vienna, that in 1914 of the children in the second to the
fifth year inclusive 82.4 per cent, were uuvaccinated.
Between the sixth and seventh years there was a sudden
rise in the number of vaccinated children, and between
the seventh and fifteenth years as many as 86.3 per cent.
were vaccinated. Down to the end of 1914 it was as rare
to find an uuvaccinated adolescent among the working
classes as it was to find a vaccinated infant. Towards the
end of 1914 and early in 1915 the spread of small-
pox evoked a great demand for vaccination. The
public was urged by the medical and lay press not
to neglect vaccination, with the result that during
the first quarter of 1915 the proportion of vaccinated
children under school age was 56.7 per cent, as
compared with 17.6 per cent, for the same age in
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1914. Of tho children between the ages of 7 and 15 years,

96.2 per cent, were vaccinated as compared with 86.3 per

cent, for the same age in 1914. It has been estimated by
V. Jaksch that 96.2 per cent, of the adults in Prague were
vaccinated in the decade 1902 to 1912. Dr. IMaycrhofer

does not consider this percentage high enough, for the
remaining 3.8 per cent, of the adult population is quito

sufficient to feed the present epidemic indefinitely,

especially as the uuvaccinated belong to tlie lowest strata of

society. Again, the popular practice of deferring vaccina-

tion till children have reached the school age or later is,

he urges, a grave source of danger. In the absence o£

legislation, revaccination is commonly neglected, as tho

public is apt to overestimate the value of the first vaccina-

tion in early childhood. For these reasons Dr. Mayer-
hofer urges the necessity for compulsory vaccination, and
argues that such a measure, so far from curtailing the

liberty of the individual, would enable him to avoid the far

stricter measures, including compulsory isolation, to which
persons are subjected who have contracted small-pox, or

are merely suspected of having been in contact with tho

victims of this disease.

WAR GRADUATES IN FRANCE.
A THESIS for the doctor's degree has lately been presented

to the University of Paris by M. Perrin of Grenoble in

somewhat unusual circumstances. It was written in hos-

pital while the author was recovering from severe shell

wounds of the leg, and dealt with the! treatment of condi-

tions which lie had seen in the field and the trenches,

and of which he had had experience in liis own person.

His courage had won for him, besides a mention in

army orders, the Military Medal and Cross. Professor

Landouzj', Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, who was
present at the ceremony, recalled that on July IStli,

1815, some military surgeons had presented their theses

to a jury of which Larrey, Percy, I'inel, and Desgenettes

were members. Among them was Professor Landouzy's
grandfather. The dean said the medical officers of 1915

were more fortunate than those of a century ago, for

whereas their predecessors had to appear before their

examiners while the Allies were encamped in the

Champs Elysees, M. Perrin and his fellows had victory

before them. M. Landouzy took the opportunity of con-

gratulating not only the candidates, but all the French
doctors at the front and in the hospitals on the admirable

work they were doing. In the long line stretching from

the plains of the Yser to the ridges of the Vosges already

sixty auxiliary officers and nearly one thousand medecins-

majors had lost their lives. Professors Letulle, C'ouvelaire,

and Hartmann also congratulated M. Perrin, who was
wearing his decorations.

The President of the French Republic recently received

a deputation representative of the Association Gen^rale

des Jltdecius do France. M. Poincare consented to becomo
patron of a fund which the association is raising in aid of

doctors who are serving with the ai-my. The number is

estimated at 14,000. Blany of these must be rained by tho

loss of their practices. Among the members of the com-
mittee are Dr. Langlet, Mayor of Rheims ; Professor

Combemale. Dean of the Medical Faculty of Lille, and
the deans of all the other medical schools of France ; tho
presidents of the principal medical societies ; the doctors

who are members of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies,

and representatives of tiic medical press. Before any
public appeal was issued a sum of nearly £2,000 waa
contributed.

A MEETIKG of tho War Emergency Committtee for

England, Wales, and Ireland will be held at the offices

of the British Medical Association on Wednesday next,

August 25th.
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ri:ci:nt British experiences ix the
treatment: of injuries in war.

A Miiiioraiuhim on the Ticafiitcnt of Injuries in War
biisetl on Erjjerienec in the Present CamjJaign has been
added to the list of publications issued by the War Office.

In a short i)reparatory note Sir Arthur Sloggett, K.C.B.,

the Director-General in France, states that the handbook
Las been prepared witli a view to summarizing the experi-

ence gained in the military liospitals in France during the
last ten months, and of obtaining some uniformity of

methods of treatment based upon the definite observations
that have been made. The recommendations contained
in tlio volume are designed to meet tlie conditions under
which the medical service has been working, and therefore

have regard to the actual character of the wounds, including
the special features dependent on climatic conditions, en-

vironment, and new methods of warfare, and to the primary
transport of sick and wounded men from the field and the
rapid transference of patients to home hospitals, which
restricts the treatment of any individual case to a limited

part of its course. In the various sections a distinction is,

where possible, drawn between methods suitable for the
front and the base respectively. The conditions of the
campaign in France have caused the surgical treatment
of patients to be divided into three more or less distinct

stages: (1) At the field ambulances and casualty clearing
stations; i,2) at the various medical bases in France; and
l3) at the actual medical bases at home.

General Management of the Wounded.
The first part of the book deals in a general way with

wounds at field ambulances and casualty clearing stations.

The practical point is at once made that in every convoy
of wounded there are always some men in a serious state

of collapse due to bleeding, exposure and hunger, serious

visceral injury, extensive shell wounds, especially when
associated with fracture of the long bones, and particularly
of the femur, or to the infliction of multiple injuries by shells

and bombs. Such men- should bo allowed to rest quietly
for an hour or two before an attempt is made to dress their

wounds. If the collapse be severe, ancl especially if it be
due to haemorrhage, the injection of normal saline sub-
cutaneously, intravenously, or continuously by the rectum
is indicated, and pituitary extract has been found very
useful in many cases. Subject to this qualification, it is

pointed out that it is of the utmost importance that the
first field dressing should always be removed as soon as
possible; it may have been applied by the soldier himself
or his comrade ; it has been soiled by dirty clothes and
with dirty hands and often applied to a dirty skin, and it

has almost always been put on too tightly. Medical oificers

antl orderlies are instructed to wear clean aprons or gowns,
and to use sterile rubber gloves if wounds are explored
with the finger or opened up for drainage.

Antiseptics and Drainage,
In discnssing the methods of cleansing the wounds it is

pointed out that drainage tubes will often be required, and
the use of vei-y large tubes, f to ^ tubes with numerous
large lateral openings, is recommended. It is stated that
observation of a very large number of cases has shown
that the provision of adequate drainage suffices to prevent
any serious extension, general or local, of infection which
has already occurred, and in conjunction with proper
mechanical metliods of cleansing forms the essential
element in the primary treatment of gunshot wounds.

Experience has, it is said, been disappointing as to the
efficacy of any antiseptic medium to inhibit bacterial
Rrowth within the soiled wounds produced either by shell
fragments or shrapnel or by ritle bullets where the aper-
tures of entrance and exit depart from the simplest type

;

antiseptics enumerated as having been found useful in the
primary treatment of wounds are 2 per cent, solution of
iodine in spirit, solutions of carbolic acid in strength of

2J to 5 per cent., lysol solution (1 drachm to 1 pint),
biniodide or perchloride of mercury (1 in 1,000), and 1 per
cent, picric acid which is a useful anodyne for multiple
superficial wounds caused by small fragments of high
explosive shells or bombs and by dirt and stones which
they drive in. Hydrogen peroxide (5 to 10 volumes) has,

it 18 stated, been extensively employed in wounds soiled
with soil, and it has often been used as a preliminary to
the application of one or other forms of antiseptics or
mixed with them. The importance of sending down with
the men a proper account of what has been done is

insisted upon in a paragraph headed "on the fiUing up of
tallies," and directions are given for their completion.
Next the secondary cleansing of wounds and their later
treatment is discussed, and it is stated that the application
of powerful antiseptic media to the wound has been found
undesirable, 'riic advantages of the hypertonic solution
described by Sir Almroth Wright in our columns last
April are mentioned, but it is stated that its substitution
for all antiseptic media in mihtary hospitals cannot bo
considered safe or advisable; a hypertonic solution, it is

added, may form the basis, to which an addition of carbolic
acid, 2 per cent., may be made.

Gas Gangrene.
There is a short discussion on the etiology and pathology

of gas gangrene and gaseous cellulitis, and it is stated that
the general indication for treatment consists in the
removal of as much blood clot and devitalized tissue as
possible, provision of free access to the air and efficient
drainage.

Tetanus.
The next section of the book deals with tetanus. The

results of directing that a preventive dose of serum should
be given to every wounded man are stated to have been
excellent. A large number of cases occurred during the
first two months of the war, but in the last six months
there were only 36 cases of the disease among those who
received a preventive dose of serum within twenty-four
hours of being wounded. In the same period 34 cases of
severe tetanus wore reported among the very small
fraction of wounded men who, for one reason or another,
did not receive a preventive dose of the scrum within
twenty-four hours ; 32 of these men died, a case mortality
of 94.1 per cent., whereas among the 35 cases which
occurred among the enormously larger class of wounded
who received a preventive dose only 28 died, a case
mortality of 77.7 per cent. The preventive dose recom-
mended is 500 units given subcutaneously at the earliest
possible moment; it is added that though doses of
1,500 units have not infrequently been given there is no
evidence that the smaller dose is insufficient if promptly
administered.

Injuries of Bones and Joints.
After notes upon recurring and secondary haemorrhage,

upon amputations, upon wounds of the gi-eat vessels and
aneurysms, we come to an important section on the treat-
ment of fractures. Particular attention is given to the
treatment of fracture of the thigh, and in an appendix the
application of certain splints, including the modified
Thomas's splint recommended by Mr. Robert .Jones in our
columns last January, and the splint designed by Mr.
Page and described, also in our columns, last May, are
illustrated. The treatment of wouuds of joints is next
considered. In an introductory paragraph the common
types of injuries are summarized in four classes. First
mentioned are cases of effusion without lodgement of the
projectile in the joint, which are said to bo obvious subjects
for expectant treatment. The second class is constituted
by cases in which the projectile has lodged within the
synovial cavity or in one of the orticular ends; a rifle

bullet retained within a joint may in favourable circum-
stances, it is held, be left until firm union of the primary
track has occurred ; free fragments of shell or bombs or
distorted rifle bullets should be promptly removed. If
eucbedded in one of the articular ends, bullets may often
bo left, but fragments of shell, since practically all carry
in infective material, should be removed by the shortest
and safest route. The third class of cases enumerated are
those in which the synovial cavity has been more or less
widely opened; in such cases careful treatment of the
wounds and immobilization of the joint may lead to
sealing of the opening, though drainage of the joint is

often called for at a later period. The fourth class of

cases is constituted by those in which serious comminu-
tion of one or more of the constituent bones has occurred.

It is stated that, generally speaking, if the joint is

extensively shattered And soiled, especially if the main
vessels or nerves are torn, primary amputation may be
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necessary, but that comminution of the condyles oi' of the

liead of the tibia, for example, does not necessarily indicate

operation. Tlie importance of immobilization is insisted

upon, and it is stated that one of the best splints for the

less severe cases is the gutter '• fracture spliut " recom-

mended by Major Kobert Jones.

Injuries of the Head.
With regard to the treatment of head injuries, it is

pointed out that some of the symptoms of injury to the

brain—such as the effect of shock, local oedema, or con-

tusion—am ni.lv li^i'iporary, and that before undertaking

any opcr.it :
n :' I- -irable to have aclear idea as to what

its aim i-, 1
ii 1^ to be anticipated from it, and how

best thnt n -iili ., I iK.!y to be attained. The nbi^cts enu-

merated are tlic relict of symptoms of c m 'n.l n: ly.the

prevention of complications in the futur. . i
i

!
. :

n^iiig

of the wound and removal of bone Iiml' 'hw-

silfs. T.ossofconscionsuess, headache, slo- in- 4 ;'•
• ^-ilse,

:n' 1 l.iinn) if the optic discs which often occurs ijuite

,1 , I 1; 1 1 hcd by pathological increase of intracranial

|,i. -iM, I
. traumatic oedema and small haemorrhages

ii<,; ,11)11! I : i til' ; ri.vlibourliood of the injury, for the

A\li.i|i l",-;i 1
i i .'lid ocdematous. The picssure is

1 11 !•, '! ; ' ui icijuire relief by operation. The
,-..iii-^i' 1.1 < I

I - i' : I <icstraction of cerebral tissue cannot

bo iutiucnccd l)y immediate operation. The conclusion,

therefore, is that early operation is very rarely called for

on account of cerebral symptoms whether general or local,

in severe cases tlie essential point in ti-eatuient must
be the provision of adequate drainage for damaged brain

tissues. With regard to decompression it is stated that

in view of the facts that tlie early rise of intracranial

pressure is rarely of sufficient degree to reipiiro .1 ilecom-

piessive operatien, and that lumbar pur.etur.> will ciivc

at least temporary relief, that premessive liar ninn-liage

is in these cases a condition of great rarity, and that

when widespread infection exists the majority of cases

are liopeless (local abscesses exceptedi. it is clear that an
operation of decompression is rarely called for. When
such is required, however, it may be done locally or contra-

laterally, and the disadvantages of the local operation are

briefly indicated.

Injuries of the Chest.

The pathology and treatment of penetrating chest

wounds are next considered. The importance of absolute

rest at first in the recumbent or semirecumbc nt position is

insisted upon. A third of agraiui.l iiin;;)liiii. Ljiveu sub-

cutaneously as soon as possible h.'-. 1" , n i.-hihI to relieve

the pain and spasm, and to allow ihu n-ln 1 l:;iii,' to do its

work ; the morphine may be repeated in a oiiuila-r dose for

the first day or two. No movement should be permitted
tor several "days, but at the end of a week the patient may
be sent to the base. With regard to treatment it is stated

that "it has repeatedly been found by autopsies on those
Willi have died' with prr.Ljrensive dyspnoea and cyanosis

friiin the fomtli or litth day onwards" that the fatality was
not the result, as is generally supposed, of continued
bleeding, but that it was due to the rapid development of

an infection in the haemothoras."

Wonnds of the Abdomen.
In discussing wounds of the abdomen it is stated that

haemorrhage and perforation of the hollow viscera are the

two chief complications of all abdominal ^^ounds The
mi)oiity of the patients, it is stated, who aiiivt at the
clc umg stations aie too ill to peiuiit of any ojjtiation

hi ing dnnc 'W hen the question of making an e\ploiation
a li ^ 1*1 t be I- n Ir tlicr nlitionand sur-

I
'

I 1 1

I
Lifoimance.II It, «luch may

1 I \ 1 I 1 iii| I d and it is

St t 1 tl t \\1 (11 a liullt t tia%c i-fs the tbl innual cavity
the iii)UU( s it inflicts aie commoulj multiple Not only
lUL scveial coils of small bowel usuallj sliot tluough, but
the same bullet may wound also the laige bowel or

extensively lacerate the mesenteij 01 the vessels of the
omentum, and may injuie also the solid visoeia It

iKcessTulj follows that such patitnts bleed fiom many
11 1

1

1 1 1 \

'

1 I 1 1 I man with
las death

1 wounds of

the small intestine there is practically no escape of the
contents."

Injuries of the Ear and Eijr.

With regard to the treatment of injuries of the tympanic
membranes due to shell explosions, the dangers of

syringing or the introduction of lotions, especially hydrogen
peroxide, are insisted on, and it is stated that the best
treatment has been found to be a light application of 2 per
cent, iodine solution in spirit to the cartilaginous portions
of the external auditory meatus, and light plugging with
cotton-wool.

A short essay on the treatment of injuries of the eye is

followed by notes on trench foot or frost bite, in which
prophylactic measures are described.

Gas Poisoning.

The last section of the book deals with gas poisoning.

In tlie symptoms produced by "drift gas" three stages
are recognized: (1 1 That of direct poisoning, which may
cause death in a few hours; (2) that of oedema of the
lungs with general asphy.Kia, which may cause death at

any time from the first to the fourth or fifth day ; and
(3) the secondary infections of the bronchial passages and
lungs which, when they occur, cause puruleufbronchitis,
bronchopneuiaonia, pleurisy, or even empyema or gan-

grene of the lungs. Such cases may end fataliy in the
second or third week. Most men wlio have survived to

the third week have recovered, at any rate from the acute
illness. The sj'mptoms also are divided into three classes

:

(1) Those due to irritation of the respiratory tract

;

(2l those due to gastric irritation; and |3) general toxic

effects. To check bronchial spasm and lessen the
oedematous flooding of the lungs during the first twenty-
four hours atropine is given in doses of xJo grain every four

hour^, and it is stated that ammonium carbonate in

10 f^iaiu doses every six hours is also useful. Vomiting,
which relieves the stomach, and may help to empty the
lungs temporarilj-, appears to be advantageous and may
be provoked : oxygen inhalations have been found useful.

When, from the"second day onwards, the oedema of the
luii^- 1 .

- il 'ished and bronchial spasm has ceased.

oxy.. ! _ IS relief, but extreme cyanosis with a full

pui-. '
,

- . Mcsection to about 15 oz. Except when
seceiia.ry ui;._tion occurs the men who have escaped

death iu tlic first few days recover q.uickly, and, so far as

is known, completel}', but all cases should remain in

hospital until the fine rales have vanished from the

axillae and base of the lung.

The book has a good index and is of handy size for the

pocket. No more practical work could be imagined. It

is concise and seems to deal with everj- debated point

likely to cause perplexity to the surgeon first confronted
with" wounded men. It states briefly but fully the lines of

trcati .. r.t v.l- h those who have had experience in the

pi(.-' I

'

I
I..' found to be the best, and it contains

euoi; I I
-,11 of pathology to make plain the reasons

for ti ' :,!iii ndations made.'-'

MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[Fro?j! a Special Correspondent in Northern France.']

SCIENCK AND THE AeMV.

Mobile Laboratories.

At no time during the last ten j-ears and more has it been
jjossiblc to charge the Medical Department of the War
Office with failure to take advantage of the progress of

medical knowledge. Very numerous examples of its full

recognition of the value of science could be adduced, but
perhaps none lias been <(uite so concrete and striking as

the introduction iut I'l- 1 i . ;- > atinns of the mobile labora-

tories whose geia :; .
.

1 , ; 1 ai was the subject of a
recent note in the ]> : i: i. Jorr,:,\L.

In the early stage .-1 lla- wai lliero were only one or two
of them, but there is now quite a fleet. They differ to

.some extent in minor detail, but each is so constructed

that it can follow the section of the army to which it is

attached wherever this goes, so that it can do its work if

necessary even in a neighbourhood where buildings aro

on sole, but it is. we uuderatand,
; home aacl abroad.
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entirely la<;kiDg. The pi-actical mobility of the labora-

torits is still further increased by small vehicles, one of

which is attached for work with each laboratory and used
for the collection of speciiaens, or for visiting other locali-

ties at uuMiieuts when it is not considered desirable to

move the laboratory itself.

The common aim of the laboratories is to provide any
additional scientific data, which may from time to time be
rcijuired when the general principles of preventive medi-
cine are being applied at the real front. In other words,
they are part of the general machinery for maintaining the
lieulth of the troops, and for lessening the wastage due
to contagion, or to air-borne, food-borne, or -water-borne
disease.

Their precise work seems to vary from time to time, hut
I understand that while a few are habitually occupied with
questions relating to the maintenance of adequate supplies

of potable water, the rest are engaged in the bacterio-

logical diagnosis of suspected cases of zymotic disease,

and the discovery of the infection in recognized cases.

An idea of the work they do may perhaps best be con-

veyed by a few notes as to what the writer has himself
seen at more or less frequent visits to three of these
laboratories, which will be designated '• A," " B," '• C."
At "A" laboratory the principal work in progress seemed

ou different occasions t) be^
(n) The testing of the urine of every man of one

whole division who was known or suspected to have
previously suffered from enteric fever, with a view to
the discovery and removal of typhoid caiiiers.

(6) Testing the effect of the inoculaiion^ nt luin-
cultures of B. ^(//j/iosus in acute cases r.i n i i

1

1

The underlying idea was that if sui ii i
.

) 1; ,,

proved to be harmless (as might bc:iiii:i ti'ji.il immi
the results of the researches ou tlic ctT. irs of living
plague vaccines ns iniljlislicd on \ari^ius occasions iu

the Journal of Ilijni>',ir) it ivonld lie desiiable to try
them therapenticallyou a lar^e scale. Apart from the
possibility of the inoculations setting up natural
antigen factories in the subcutaneous tissues, there
were many reasons for believing that the antigen con-
tained in a living culture must be more normal and
therefore more potent than that in a killed culture.

(e) The diagnosis of cases of cerebro- spinal mening-
itis and the watching of contacts.

(rf) Supervising bacteriologically the treatment of
acute cases of this disease by various specific means,
including a living culture of the meningococcus, and
comparing the results.

At " B ' laboratory most of the time of my visit was
fi))ent in the study of a series of annotated maps relating
to work of two quite distinct classes. One set bore upon
the possible sources of potable water in the district behind
a considerable section of the Allied line, and showed that
at one place the outfall of a natural catchment area had
been raised; that at another an artesian well had been
sunk; that at a tliiid the equivalent of a sedimentation
reservoir and of a distribution reservoir had been created
in connexion with an existing water source.
The second set of maps, charts, and figures related to

work which had for some time been completed and was of
quite a different order. This was the task of dealing with
the epidemic of typhoid fever among the Flemish which
led to the opening of the hospital at Mallassise described
in the JouEXAL some months ago. I gathered that the
measures adopted included compulsory notification of

typhoid fever and that the position of a Belgian civilian
sanitary authority had been conferred upon those engaged
m the work,who were thus empowered to remove cases for
i.solation and to insist on antityphoid inoculation. In the
event it does not .seem to have been found necessary to use
compulsion of any kind ; the whole of the part of Belgium
concerned is Roman Catholic, and the village priests co-
operated heartily with the British authorities. The net
result, in addition to all actual cases being biouglit under
treatment and the homes of the patients "put into proper
sanitary condition, was that over 20,000 people sought the
protection of antityphoid inoculation, and that about
80 per cent, of these returned for the desirable second
dose.

At " C '' laboratory, which I found at a place behind the
fightmg line, the work was varied. Investigation of sus-
pected cases of typhoid formed the staple occupation, but
other forms of disease, such as diphtheria and cerebro-

spinal fever, had also been investigated, and, in additioii,
a good deal of work in general pathology was done.

It was, for instance, in this laboratory that I gatherecl
the information furnished in one of these notes a little

time ago as to the post-mortem appearances in cases of gag
poisoning that succumb within a few hours. It was also
in " C " laboratory that I heard of a case on which miohfc
perhaps be founded an interesting contribution to the
study of the so-called gas gangrene. In a patient who had
a gunshot wound of the arm gas gangrene occurred not
only in the wound itself, but at several distant spots where
there was no visible lesion. One of these was in the
sound arm at the spot where a dose of morphine had been
introduced at a casualty clearing station. It is clear that
the gas-forming organisms concerned iu this case must
have possessed an exalted capacity for nmltiplying them-
selye?; yet this did not seem to be accompanied by any
evidence of special viiuleuce. At all events, the patient
made a good recovery.

Some other facts mentioned to me by the ofBcer in
charge of this laboratory on the occasion of one of my
visits possibly explain why there has been .so much acuta
difference of opinion as to what is the organism to which
the occurrence of gas gangrene must be ascribed. Early
in the war, when working at a hospital at home, he had
found a class of organism to predominate in gas gangrene
cases which he had encountered comparatively rarely
after he had begun to work at the real front with quite
fresh wounds.
The day's work seemed to be fairly equally divided, as

a rule, between indoor and outdoor occupation. The early
hours were devoted to examining the previous day's
eiUtures, and assessing the results, to dispatching tele-

grams and other reports on completed investigations, and
tlien starting a new series of cultures and fresh investiga-
tions. In the afternoon a visit had generally to be paid
to some unit for the purpose either of obtaining material
for the investigation of a case, or of consulting with the
medical officer in direct charge of the men among whom
a suspected case of typhoid had occurred, or with the
.-V.D.M.S. of the division to which the detachment
belonged. In the evening a certain number of field

telegrams notifying cases requiring examination or bearing
on questions already under investigation generally arrived,

and replies stating the steps it was proposed to take had
to be sent.

The problems that arose were varied, but in most cases
the primary question was whether bacteriological evidence
supported a suspicion that a given patient was suffering
from typhoid fever and should therefore be sent to the
base, if the answer was in the affirmative the next ques-
tion was, "How did the patient become infected?" In
deciding the latter point the rule was to hunt not only for

some inanimate source of infection, but also for a carrier or
previous case of typhoid among the patient's companions
or among civilians with whom he might have been in con-

tact when in billets or elsewhere. The procedure in regard
to other zymotic disorders was of an analogous kind, and
it was clear that the co-operation between all persons
concerned—namely, the regimental medical officer, the
divisional A.D.M.S., the bacteriologist, the D.M.S..'Vrmy,
and the D.G.M.S. was very close.

I also learnt that spot maps arid rliarts relating to the
history of every unit in respi.-t nl' (yi'liMid and general
zymotic disease were kept b..th at Ilic headquarters of

divisions and at the principal sanitaiy base. As this had
been the rule from the beginning tlie amount of informa-
tion now acquired must be so large and complete as to put
the sanitary authorities of the army in a very good position

for controlling outbreaks of epidemic disease—so far as
th-'s task depends on knowledge of the probable sources of

any outbreak—despite the constant growth in the size of

the army and the numbers of its units. It is impossible, in

fact, not to feel much inipi( s^- I 1>\ iIh' '.lay in which the
whole business of deal in- w n ii

;

-i^ i-r is managed,
including in this stalonii III Ou ' ,1 \ .mrs made to

bring the percentage of lypliun!
I'!

:. ;<'! m^n up to 100 in

every unit.

The net result has been to keep the zymotic morbidity

curve, and especially the typhoid curve, down to a level

which has so far been satisfactorily low, and which will

probably be deemed quite remarkably low when mforma-

tion as to the corresponding figures for the armies of oui:
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allies and of the enemy becomes more complete and

general.

As for the part played in the matter by the mobile

laboratories, the account already given of tlieir work is

sufficient to indicate its importance.

Being an entirely new departure in the medical history

of war their introduction has given rise to a good deal of

interest and discussion, and I have heard it claimed that

the same scientific needs could have been met by less

original and less expensive means. This, of course, is an

arguable proposition, but the fact remains that these

mobile laboratories, besides being effective in themselves,

anticipate all the possibilities of a campaign more com-

pletely than could any laboratory which was dependent on

its environment for its ability to work, and that the

responsibility for their introduction rests upon shoulders

well able to bear it—namely, those of men who have

nothing to learn from any one as to possible ways_ of

bringing science to bear on the problems of active service,

and their respective advantages and disadvantages.

It may be noted, in conclusion, that to take charge of

one of these mobile laboratories cannot be regarded as any
man's job. To perform its duties successfully the holder

of such a post must be a good deal more than a mere
laboratory expert. He has to deal with problems which

have clinical and military as well as scientific aspects, and
he sometimes has to influence men—combatant officers

and others—who have no profound respect for science in

itself. He must also be a man who, whatever his

enthusiasm, is capable of refusing to allow his attention

and energies to be diverted from his direct duties by the

hundred and one interesting side issues that they open up.

Finally, if he be in charge of one of the more advanced
laboratories, he must not only be physically strong, but be

prepared to shrug his shoulders at the risk involved by
visiting areas which are at times, in soldier's parlance,

more or less " unhealthy."

KOTES ON SOME CASES UNDER TREAT3IENT

AT THE 2ND EASTERN GENERAL
HOSPITAL, BRIGHTON.

Brighton has become one of the chief centres in England
for the treatment of sick and wounded, and we have from
time to time publisLed notes of interesting cases treated
there. The following arc some further notes of cases

:

Bullet Wound of the Face: Facial Paralysis and
Total Deafness.

A man was shot in the face by a bullet which entered a
little to the outside of the external canthns and made its

exit behind the mastoid process. It caused complete
facial paralysis which has not improved during the time-
three months—which has elapsed since the man was shot.

Undoubtedly the facial nerve was severed. There is also

total deafness on the left side, due probably to an injury of

the eighth nerve during the passage of the bullet.

Cases of Compound Fracture of the Leg not due to

Bullet Woxmds.
Although the great majority of cases of compound

fracture admitted to the hospital have been caused by gun-
fire, there are a few instances which have been due to

other causes. The first case was that of a man who was
kicked by a horse on the shin ; both boues were broken,
and the fracture was compound. The fracture could not
be got into good position by the ordinary methods of re-

duction. The wound in the soft parts soon healed, and
the patient was operated on ; the broken ends of the bones
were .secured in position by means of a plate.

lu a second somewhat similar case no union occurred
after two months, and the bones were not in good position.
The fracture was accordingly cut down upon, and a piece of

bone, about 3 in. long, removed from the tibia was used as
a splint to keep the broken ends together. The result was
to increase considerably the callus formation, although
there was no improvement in the position of the broken
bones.

Many Womids of Hand In/ Hir/li Explosive Shell.
A man was shot in the hand, receiving a very large

number of small wounds. An .Tiay photograph showed

a number of tiny pieces of metal, some dozens in all.

A few which were causing trouble were removed. Only
a high explosive shell could have caused this wound, aa
shrapnel does not break up into such small fragments.

Fracture of the Neclcs of Four Metacarpal Bones.
A man was shot in the hand by a bullet which entered

on the dorsal surface of the neck of the fifth metacarpal
bone. It made its exit at the level of the second meta-
carpal, fracturing all four inner metacarpal bones at their

necks. Tlie wounds of entry and exit soon healed, and
the hand is now in good condition, with the exception of

slight swelling and stiffness, which probably massage will

soon correct.

Some Examples of Explosive Wounds.
By an explosive wound is meant a bullet wound in

which the destruction of tissue, especially on the exit

side, is very great. In practically all cases the bullets

have shattered the hones, though there are a few examples
recorded in which the bullet has only traversed soft parts.

In an explosive wound the exit wound is much larger than
the cuti}' wound, being repi'esented by a funnel-shaped
cavity wliich extends to the bone, which is pulverized and
comminuted, especially if a long bone, fragments being
driven in all directions, often for a considerable distance,

leaving a space between the ends of the shaft. The soft

parts—vessels, muscles, tendons, and nerves—are lacerated,

and project from the cavity of the wound, which is bounded
by jagged skin flaps. With this extensive injury on tho
exit side, the wound of entrance may be quite small.

Such extensive injuries were at one time supposed to bo
due to the employment of explosive bullets or small-arm
shells, contrary to the Geneva Convention, but this is now
proved to be, at least in the great majority of cases, in-

correct. Solid rifle bullets, provided they strike with
sufficient velocity, and encounter considerable resistance,

can, and do, produce explosive wounds.
All the various theories—the theory of hydraulic pres-

sure, of rotation of the bullet, of heating of the bullet, of

deformation of the bullet, of the structure of the bullet, of

compressed air, etc.—are, on careful testing, found to be
incorrect. The true explanation is that the explosive

wound is due to the high velocity of the bullet, and there-

fore the large amount of energy inherent in it at the

moment of impact. This energy is communicated to the

resistant bone, which is shattered, the pieces acting on tho

neighbouring parts as secondary missiles and causing
laceration of the soft tissues.

In one case of explosive wound of the lower jaw caused
by a rifle buUet there was a wound of the lower jaw on the
right side, showing a large lacerated cavity with several

pieces of comminuted bone. The jaw was kept in good
position by means of the ordinary jaw bandage, and the
wound healed with only slight deformity after the
separation of several pieces of bone.

In a case of explosive wound of the shoulder from a rifle

bullet the wound of entry in front of the shoulder was
quite small. The exit wound at the back of the shoulder
was of a typical explosive character—a cavity as large as

one's fist. The head of the humerus was blown right out

of the wound.
Explosive wounds of the wrist, of the metacarpus, and

of other parts of the body have also been met with. This
type of wound, although not uncommon, does not form a
very large percentage of the cases admitted. It is impos-
sible to ascertain at what range these injuries are re-

ceived, as under present conditions of fighting very few
men know where the weapons of their opponents are fired

from.
» Wind Contusion."

In former times severe cases of gunshot injuries were
mot with without anj' sign of wound or contusion of the
skin. These injuries were said to be due to " the wind of

tho shot." This explanation is denied by modern military

surgeons. Stevenson, in the latest edition of his book on
wounds in war, says: "But the question of the so-called
' wind contusion ' hardly requires discussion in theso

days. So many cases of shot passing as close as possible

to men without absolute contact iu which wind contusions

were not produced are now on record, that it is evident

that the wind theory does not explain the condition of

things referred to. These injuries are always the result
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of solid shot, iinexploded shell or grape, or of large

frayiuenls of shell."

The re,sults of the explosion of the latest very power-
ful high explosive shells make it almost certain that this

statoiiieut will rciiiiire revisiou, ami that this old theory of

" wind contusions " is, in some cases at least, accurate.

Men are knocked out by the concussion of these shells

withont being touched by ihem.
A high explosive shell from a gun of about 8 in. calibre

struck the ground and exploded, blowing to pieces a large

number of men. .\n officer standing quite close to the

spot where the shell struck the ground was knocked down
and lost consciousness. He was certain that he was not

struck by any part of the shell ; it was simply the force of

the concussion which knocked him over. He stated that

this was a quite common occurrence. He must have re-

gained consciousness rapidly, for the first thing that lie

remembers is that on recovering his senses he was
breathing asphyxiating gas. He pulled his smoke helmet
down at once. This saved his life, for thirteen of his men
died from the poisonous fumes given off by this shell.

CASUALTIES IX THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed.

CoLOSEL Neville M.\mders, Army Medical Staff, was
killed in the Dardanelles on August 8tli or 9th. He
was born at Marlborough on December 12th, 1859,

the youngest son of the late Major Thomas Mandcrs,
6th Dragoon Guards (Carabineers) and educated at

Marlborough. After qualifying as M.R.C.S. in 1883,

aud L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1884, he entered the army as

surgeon on August 2nd, 1884, becoming surgeon-major
on August 2ud, 1896, aud lieutenant-colonel on August
2iid, 1904, and being promoted to full colonel on
December 21st, 1913. He served in the Soudan in

1885, at Suakin, receiving the Egyptian medal with a
clasp aud the Khedive's bronze star ; aud in Burma in

1885-89, when he was severely woimded, and gained the

Indian Frontier medal with two clasps. On promotion to

colonel, lie was appointed Principal Medical Officer in

Egypt, and in January, 1915, went from Egypt to the
Gallipoli Peninsula as Assistant Director of Medical
Services witli the Australian and New Zealand Army
Corps. He is the first medical officer of the rank of full

colonel who has fallen in the war.
Major Samuel Jabez Richards, of the Australian Army

Medical Corps, the bare fact of whose death was announced
last week, died of wounds received in the Dardanelles, at

the age of 51. Ho was then in command of the first

Australian Cleaving Hospital. He attained the rank of

major on March 8tl). 1913.

Captain Arthur Kellas, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), is also reported
as having been killed in the Dardanelles on August 6th,

aged 31. He was the youngest son of the late James F.

Kellas, SuiJeriutendent of 3Iercantile Marine at Aberdeen,
and was educated at Aberdeen University, where he took
the M.B. and Ch.B. in 1906, the D.P.H. in 1907. After
qualifying, he filled the post of resident physician and
surgeon of the Royal Aberdeen Hospital for Sick Children,
and, when called up for active service, was senior assistant

physician of the Royal Asylum, Aberdeen. After serving
m the university troop of Scottish Horse, he joined the
Ist Highland Field Ambulance, in which he became
captain on August 2nd, 1912, and was serving as second
in command of this ambulance, with the 29th Division,
when he was killed.

Died of Disease.
We regret to have to record the death of Lieutenant-

( olonel G. A. Edsall, R.A.M.C.jT.F.), commanding officer

of the l;3rd Home Counties Field Ambulance. He had
been at the front for several months, and had contracted
pleurisy. He was invalided home, but died at his house
in Surbiton on August 15th.

Woniided.
Major D. S. Skelton, R.A.M.C, Dardanelles.
Lieutenant (temporary) E. W. Adcock, R.A.M.C, Dar-

danelles.

Lieutenant (temporary) M. J. Cronin, R.A.M.C, Flanders.
Lieutenant (temporary) C. M, Harris, R.A.M.C. Flanders.

,'d at Trinity

Lieutenant C. R. Dudgeon, R.A.M.C. (Tlanders).

Lieutenant R. P. Nash, R.A.M.C, attached 1st Battalion
Lincoln Itegiraent (.Flanders).

Deaths .«ioxg Sons of Medical Men.
Chisliolm, William Malcolm, who dieil at Ligay on August

27th, 1914, from wounds received on the previous day, was tlie

son of Dr. William Chisholm of .Sydney. He was educated at
Sydney Grammar School, entered Sandhurst in 1911, jiassed
oiit in 1912, and received his lieutenancy in the East Lan-
cashire Regiment in 1913.

Morgan, John Cecil, Captain 6tli Battalion Yorkshire Regi-
ment, only son of John H. Morgan, C.V.O., F.R.C.S., consulting
surgeon to Charing Crossir^^spihil. un^killia in the Dardanelles,
aged 39. He joined the 3r.l Yr.il. V-\>t:a 11, IVl.ir.aiv. 1899, and
served in the Soutli .Vfii.an wai-. licaim- caj.tim in 1906, and
resigned in 1909. He .ri-.m-l ih.' :i,;nv willi tlio rank o£
captain on Or-t-'liei- 4tii liu :i, -v,.

College, Oxforii, \:i' I i
< \' \

Paj1ie,Henr> r I'.attalionEssex
Regiment, son - i' 1 \, killed in the
Dardanelles on Auli-; h ii.a.a i ::. H, mm a tea planter in
Ceylon, aud came lu.nie and enlisted in the 5tli Battalion of the
Essex Regiment when the war began, receiving a commission
in the 3rd (lieserve) Battalion of the same regiment on March
6th, 1915.

Pirrie, R. Bowen, Lieutenant 1st King's Shropshire Light
Infantry, who was killed on August 10th, while leading his men
to the assault on the Hooge trenches, was the eldest son of

Lieutenant R. R. Pirrie, M.D., K A.M.C., of Rytou-on-Tyue.
He was 21 years of age.

Medical Student.
Sutherland. James Gilbert, Second Lieutenant 11th Battalion

Highland Light Infantry, son of Andrew Sutherland, of 7, Hope
Park Terrace, Edinburgh, died in France on August 11th of

wouuds received on the previous day. He was educated at
Edinburgh University, wliere lie was a corporal in the O.T.C.,
and, after taking the M.A. degree, was i)ursuing the medicpj
course with a view to qualifying as a dental surgeon. He got a
commission on August 30th, 1914, aud went to the front in jUay,
1915. His brother, also a dental student, is serving in the
artillery,

NOTES.
Mediterranean Dispatch.

On .\ngust 16th the Admiralty published a dispatch
from Vice-Admiral John M. de Robeck, dated July 1st,

reporting the landing of the army in the Gallipoli penin-

sula on April 25th and 26th. Among a large number of

officers specially mentioned in this dispatch are the

following medical officers : Surgeon P. B. Kelly, R.N.,

attached Royal Naval Air Service ; temporary Surgeon
W. D. Galloway, H.M.S. CornwaUis.

.\mong the honours conferred on officers mentioned in

this dispatch, the D.S.O. is bestowed upon Surgeon P. B.

Kelly, R.N. The following is the record of the services

for which he received the distinction

:

Surgeon P. B. Kelly, E.N., was wounded in the foot on the
morning of the 25th in River Clyde. He remained in Rieer
Clyde until morning of 27th, during which time he attended
750 wounded men, although in great paiu and unable to walk
during the last twenty-four hours.

Among those medical naval officers honoured for service

prior to April 25th and 26th—that is, during the first

attack on the Dardanelles by the navy alone—occur the

names of Surgeon Martyu Hfiiw Tamof. nri, R.N., who
receives the D.S.O., and of I'l' ^

»
' l-alward Henry

Meaden, R.N., and Surgeon .i^i 'i Haynes Martin,

R.N., who are commended fur ••
: , a uou.

The honour of D.S.O. received by Surfjcon Langford is

shared by three engineer officers of 11.M.S. Inflexible.

While the ship was steaming to Teuedos after having
struck a mine, the engine-room being in semi-darkness
and great heat, and the ship in possible danger of sinking

on passage. Surgeon Langford brought up the wounded
from the fore distributing station in the dark. Fumes
permeated the place, rendering five men unconscious.
Surgeon Langford, though partially overcome by the

fumes, continued his work.

Naval Losses.
During last week the loss was reported of three minor

units of the navy, all within two days : H.M.S. Ramsey,

I

pati-ol vessel, sunk by the German armed liner Meteor on

August 8th, the Meteor herself being blown up by her o\yn

crew to avoid capture a few hours later; H.M.S. India,

I armed liner, torpedoed by a submarine near the Lofodcu
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T.:ln,„1<;- and H M.S. I-1/n.r. destroyer, mined and sunk in

uSoi'th Sea both on August 9tb. In the first and tol

c.scs 11 c majority o£ tlio sl.ips' complements were saved,

Slin- three medical officers: temporary Surgeon F. \\

.

1 n son"a 1 Surgeou-piob.tionor J. T. Johnston on the

/, /,V, uil Sui-..eou-in-obatioiier It. P. Langford-Jones on the

7 The i,'7u,i.sr,/ docs n..t appear to have earned any

,n«ical officer Unfortuuatelv the loss of life on the

iX was larae. The list of casualties occurrmg m con-

vex on with tl!e sinking of the transport i^O-'/^^'r' "'«'''

iu Uie .ligean on August 14th has not yet been published.

AEiiivAL OF Hospital Ship in Dublin.

Ou \iiaust 7th the hospital troopship Oxfordshire ^g-m

ardved at Dublin from Havre with 611 wounded soldiers

A staff of officers and orderlies of the St. John Ambulance

Brf/ade umler the direction of Dr. Lumsden, Deputy

^T?^f''-;^;^i:n:i;^ru"'M:?p^trt^r::::;i":^and to t.jinst 1
t'3 '

.^„„.„, ;,,itingfor them. Of
motor au.lHil.u ^ ,> i

^^^ ,^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^_ non-commissioned
the 611 ^"''•';''"' '

, ^4 ^,,,,;. ,,„i,.,.,,. About fifty different
officers an.l. 1..' ' men were dispatched in

L'fGe1UCbeX:mbU;ce train to Belfast; of these

20 weve stretcher cases. The Great Southern and

WesTem ambulance train took 150 cases, leaving 50 at

the Cm-a<>h and taking 100 to Cork. The remammg

311 men about half of whom were stretcher cases were

distiibuted amou^ the various Dublin hospitals. The fact

ihat room could be made for these cases so soon after e

T,rHval of the previous hospital ship wjis largely due to the

ouern" of the I'rineess Patricia Hospital at Bray, which

cSns 200 beds, and is intended for -Miors who ai. no

in need of active surgical treatment, ihis hospital %sas

formally opened by His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant

and Lady ^Vlmborne on August 3rd Cp to the present

the Dublin hospitals have been considerably hampered in

t eir work by being overfilled with chronic cases, as the.^

were only a fe^v small convalescent homes to wluch such

cases could be sent.

Hostel fok Paralysed Soldiers.

To those who are familiar with " fair P.ichmond's green

vptrpnts " as the poet-physician, John Armstrong, called

them in his ^r/ of FrJscA:.,,, Health, there is something

to touch the imagination in the announcement that the

t"mous Star and Garter Hotel on the summit ot the famous

I'ill is t" I'l ' '" ' permanent home for paralysed and

/,,,,i|^ ,,, ,;; :
: /i, and sailors. The splendid build-

-";
^:|^ ,

,, , !kis lodged such persuuages as Louis

V.'l7,i;'
'.,' '\.,

, I,, ;„nuel when King of Sardinia, Napo-
iliUipp.

. Eu"^nie. the ill-fated Archduke
Icon III, tl'" I >'I1IIL:,S LjU

"twoorthreedaysata.time. The «'>Wf'^- ^^en fhcted

with incurable paralysis, is discharged from the aui y

on a small pension, and the public dismiss mm iiom

?heir minds^lnder the comfortable "nP™- ''^t

be is well tended by his friends. Lsually, hovv-

ever neither his own means nor the means ot ms

friends enable him to command the skilled and special

nursing, nor the particular type of bed and other appli-

ances desirable for his comfort. The result is that 1
c

becomes more or less a prisoner in a cot age bedroom and

any kind of outdoor life is an impossibility. The «ich-

mond hostel will be handed over to Her Majesty as soon

as the cmtracts are exchanged, a- d ^e annexe will be

opened for the reception of cases in about thee month,

a though the extensive alterations '^c';e«'^''y
'{^ X„"^

buildin" will take longer to complete, and p ans toi

reShiTg the interiSr are -tm under considei-ation

We understand that the hotel, which ongina y cost ovei

IsOOOo! is being purchased for £21,500 To assist in

faisina undsfor Hs acquisition, the president and council

of he Auctioneers- and Estate Agents' Inft"^,^;^

appealing for gifts ot real or personal property which

they will Provide machinery for collecting and selling by

meLs of Bed Cross auctions similar to tl-t l.eld recently

at Christie's. Any surplus will be handed ""^er to the

British Bed Cross Society for equipment Sir Ho^^aul

Frank, of 20. Hanover Square, W., is the chairman o the

joint executive committee which has the arrangements m
hand.

American Committee for War Eeltef in Florence.

Vvhen Italy decided to take part in the war a nieeting ot

Americans re.sident in Florence was held to organize help

foTtle Mian wounded. It was resolved to equip and

maintain a hospital for convalescent P"- -
^-{^j-ff,

from the military hospita s but not yet able o leP"^ t''^

colours «r return to their homes. lor this 1 U'ose a

committee was formed, and a its
^'P'O^^i. "'^/ '"^

della Sole di Camerata, with the sanction ot tlie Keel

Lgoss authorities, was V^^'^f^.^y ^^^^,^^''^':^'\^^
^Esiaii-M- It I'as accommodation for 100 patients, and
Mo(Tigiic.k -,,. ^ ^ garden. It is fatteci with
stands in a .ar^P.^

Cheating, lighting, and sanitation,
modern appliances ..r"ea. n- p °

j ^^^j^^i ^^^^
and IS admirably suited fei.a^osP ^ <-, .^.j^i^ t,,e

will be appointed by the -^fUan Kea
^^^^^^ ^^^

cooperation of the American \;° ^^
mittee will further undertake

^"^^^^^s. The initial

delegated to it by the mechcal aif" °
^^^j^^^^ed at ^800,

expense of equipment for 100 beds '^V.^^ equal amount,
and the monthly cost of maintenance ^\\, hospital will- ' '- ' '-'''- expenses of i;v -, ^, : ^_

Maximili;
Emperor,

and "the father of the present (iertnan

ill have a lease of new though more subdued

hotel estate is being purchased by the council
_ J 1 t:'^! ., + ^ A «f.,ifo' Tiicf ifiif.p nf t,li(

X'l estate IS OeiUg Jjuiunast-^i -jy ...i^ ^^..^^.^

rs' and Estate Agents' Institute of the L nited

rseutation to the Queen, and her Majesty

,\ ;, ,, ,
- 1. Ir.iid it over to the British Red Cross Society,

which has undertaken to equii: ,;i;.i iMh.laiu it. It is

intended to devote the buildin,
' :- i;"7°?,f,

°f
a home for paralytics who ar.. t. v. i 1 but that m
addition to these bedridden <.-. r r :'-d to assign

the first floor to disab!..! m, „ v, h . :,.v still able to walk

„p and down stairs. Tl,. ..-1>1. u..-nd floor containing

a number of large and loK, .u.aus v, ach will form excep-

tionally fine wards, is to aecomioodate about 135 beds tor

the absolutely helpless (and for these alone . Each

bed is to be provided with large wheels on ball-bearmg

ioints, so that at every suitable opportunity the sutterers

can be taken out on the beautiful terraces and grounds

which command a view stretching away to ^\mdsor

Forest and the Surrey hills. In addition it is intended

to provide accommodation for fifty further cases of

the same class by building in the garden which is on

the steep crest of Petersham Common, a little street of

cottaaes and bungalows, each with one good room capable

of accommodating four beds. These "garden city resi-

dences will be of a permanent kind, built for use m winter

as well as in summer. Thus, apart from the undetermined

number of men who are able to .valk. f- totally heli^ess

cases dealt with in the ho el ai ^ . -L - II be 185 fhe

npper Povtion^Jl- buddm,
,

;
.;

^

::l^°,r iSa:

UvTs of 'the men, who will be invited tu o.cupy them for

On this basis, therefore, the expenses ot ^V; -.V^'^i^j

be not less than £10.000 for one year. Tov,. ^^^^
t^^^;^^„,

more than £4.000 has been promised by Amen ^^^ ^^jj^ ^j
in Florence, and an appeal is made to the gene ^

-^

America for active support.

Medical Officers Wanted. ?.

Isl London (Citii of London) SanUanj CompanyA
j^ c,j

Medical men with sanitarv qualiflcat--""- "-'^ vo..n,rori..
ai men witu saiiiitii v 4U£inu,^«,tivjiia are requiren^Q^g ^^
es for commissions in this -company. Applicat^j^jjjfg^^^.

the Officer Commancliuj;, 1st London iCity of London)_Sithe Officer Commandiu;;, 1st ijoncion n iiy oi juomiuu) oi

Company, Duke of York's Head Quarters, Chelsea, S.W.

.r.3/Yi Sortlnnnhrlnn Field Amlmlance. B.A.M.C.(T./l.ir,(i ot

Medical officers are required for this unit. After a pei^up of

traiuiuH thev will be drafted to replace casualties 1st Li
. j_;^

^ \ ...i..,i.,". /„r^,^- i-,,-oi-GP«ci Vrnmntioii to Caotain aitfc .,i..»the Ambulance (now overseas). ProraotiO-

months' mobilized service. Pav and allow

];ecently qiialilie
oiitlis' mobilized service. Pay and allowances as m reg^-, to

mv. P.ecently qualilied men vill be accepted. Appln-.,au

ainv Will A. Thompson, (ommandinH 3rd >.orthumbr Jj,g

eld Ambulance, Koyal Army Medical Corps (T.j, 3rd Lr
hP Cnmii. South Dalton, near Beverley.The Camp, South Dalt

Mounted Brigade Field Amhulance. »keS'lst South-H est Momuea nngaue rictu ^mutuuni.^. y Ke
A medical officer is wanted to complete this unit. Must ta,

^gj

Imperial Service obligation. Apply Captain Mwards, Z,*
p^

South-West Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, Bowood Can*

Calne, Wilts.

Scottish Tf'omen

The Scottish Women's Hospita. »^. ,,„.v..s- —;--- "---^t
apolications from medical women for the post of pathologr^ ,_

and bacteriologist on the staC of the Wales and London Lni^ i

fni- Serbia. Honorarium at the rate of £200 per annum, togethei
•

./•i. ;f^..,^^ n.^^1 nil f ,-n\-nllin(t nvnpTlt-rs. >

Hospital I s
Hospital for Foreign Service^ invit^ t

uniform and tra\ell

the Secretary of the

Hospital, 2, St. Andr

er annum, togethe( •

11- qualified women akl

remuneration, but W
led. Application to W
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HKiiisTRARCiKNEBAL's Annual Rupokt tor Ikklaxp.
'I'hk following arc the outstaiuliug features of the llcgistiav-

Geueial's repoit of luan-iages, bii-ths, aud deaths registcietl

ill lielaud iu the yeai- 1914 : Tlie biith-iate ^22.6 poi- 1,000

of the population) was low, the marriage-iate (5.41 pei-

1,000 of the population) was the highest since 1867, tlio

ileatli rate (16.3) was the lowest recoided iu Ireland since

1868, and the emigration- rate (4.6) was much below that

for auj' year since emigration returns were first compiled
in 1851. The estimated population iu the middle of

1914 showed an increase of 2,386 on the estimate for the

middle of 1913.

The marri.ages registered during the year nurabcred
23,695, the births 99,806s and the deaths 71,345. The
marriage-rate showed an increase of 0.33 per 1,000 of tlie

estimated population as compared with 1913, and of 0.22

as compared with the average rate of the last teu years.

The birth-rate was 0.2 per 1,000 under that for the pre-

cediug year, and 0.7 under the average for the previous

ten years ; the death-rate was 0.8 per 1,000 below
the rate of 1913, and the same below the average
rate for the preceding ten years. The counties with tlie

lowest death-rate per 1,000 of the population were : Mayo
12.8, Kerry 12.8, Koscommou 13.2, and Clare the same.
The counties or couuty boroughs with the highest rates

were the following : Dublin County Borough 23.7, Belfast

County Borough 18.3, Limerick County and County
Borough 17.5, and Monaghan 17.5.

Deaths from tuberculosis in Ireland numbered 9,089, the

lowest number recorded for 51 years, begiuuing from 1864.

Tlie number of deaths from the disease in this country in

1914 was 298 under the number registered in 1913.

Evidence of the progress of eleuientary education in

Ireland is afforded l)y the signatures of the contracting

parties in the marriage registers or certificates. In the
year 1914 there were 22,405 or 94.6 per cent, of the hus-
bands, and 22,845 or 96.4 per cent, of the wives, who wrote
their names, and the remainder signed by "mark," as

against 20,584 or 89.6 per cent, of the husbands, and 21,122

or 92 per cent, of the wives, in 1904 ; and 17,912 or 82.9 per
cent, of the husbands, and 18,039 or 83.5 per cent, of the
wives, in the year 1894.

The Bklfast TnEERCULOsis Scheme.
We have received the following letter from our corre-

spondent in Belfast

:

Sir,—Dr. Andrew Trimble, Chief Tuberculosis OUacer of

Belfast, has replied in your issue of July 31st (p. 195) to

some remarks 1 had previously made on the Belfast
Tuberculosis Scheme. A short holiday and consequently
unopened JOURNALS are my excuse for delay in thanking
him for his correction.

I am afraid he has caught me napping, and I acknow-
ledge I have been guilty of a sitppresslo vcri, but inad-
vertently. It is common knowledge that Dr. Trimble
went to endless pains to qualify himself for the post he
now hokls with distinction, that he devotes endless energy
to the work, and is insistent in season and out of season iu

the advancement of the cause he has at heart, hiome time
ago I had the pleasure of seeing and admiring his methods
and his organization. I should have made this statement
preliminary to any stricture I felt called upon to advance
on the progress of the scheme in general ; the figures he
gives in his second paragraph are proof of what can be
done under difficulties.

But there are other responsible authorities besides
Dr. Trimble—there are boards, committees, and sub-
committees ; my censure—if such passing remarks should
be dignified with such a term—deals with the action and
inaction of these bodies; Dr. Trimble is not touched
personally in the slightest. Of the subject matter he has
neither disproved nor, indeed, contradicted one single
statement, nor disputed the accuracy of one single set of

Ugnrcs. Large sums of money have been held up, by
which apparently the town should have been benefiting ;

public boards have been wrangling ; new posts were
creat^Jd long before the City Council had any practical
experience of the working of the sanatorium ; the record
of this institution under its previous board and medical
oflicers was good; why rush into change and fresh
expense? There are fewer patients now in it than there
w ere when it was taken over from the Poor Law guardians.

Suvoly these facts form lo| uito subject for comment in
imblc makes a bad case it is

I'ards, committees, and sub-

11 s of great Interest; their
II detail to be satisfactory.

li^OOO

tlie start. 1 (_-;iii \mi i.

want of centrali:! ii.il). i'

deplored. Dr. 'I M. :ii

graiih; he quotrs mi :i~ ,i\ii;

have been obtainod," etc. My words were, "A sum of
£13,000 was to have," etc. Throughout I have quoted
from the public press, and I often compare two papers to
ensure accuracy and, iiulc)ii'nd(iice ; if I have mis-
understood or wron>,'tiill\ iiiiciincted my source of
iut'orniation I can only cNim --s my ii'f^ret.

To avoid the possiliilil > .il a wrong impression or of
tlif siigijcstion of siis|ii.inii. li is iMilinps better to say
.l.rniii..'l\ , Minmii-h il smiii.N lil.r ,iii imiiertineuce, that
11.11 In ! |iiilili.i \ I ml 111 pi i\ :ii.' .-.iiiN . rsatiou does one hear
;iii\ iliiii^ liiu . ii.-.'iiiiiims ul' I h.' iii.li\ 1(1 aal oflicers in their
dillicull and trjjiig, but most bcueliceut, work.

The Medical Profession and the War.
It has been anuouuccd that the University of Sydney is

prepared to allow sUuknts of medicine who have offered
their services at the front to take their final degree
examinations earlier, so that they may qualify within a
shorter period tlum the regulation five years. This
arrangement has practically aiiseu oat of the attitude of
the students towards the war. They liave been long
anxious to take a more active pa it, an.

offer in writing to the effect that ili.

the present fifth year would try I., .[m

they might be able to get away thi , \ . :

the present students of the fourth Near
more strenuous course of stuil\. s.) i

ready early next year. This .ilt. r v

meeting of the Faculty of Medicine.
mously agreed that nothing slumld b.

i-y presented an
1 aur number of

, I'.ulier so that
11.1 tlie whole of

il.l submit to a
ili.'V might be
Mibmittcd to a
d it was unani-
iiitted from the

regular teaching of any subject, but that the whole of the
work should be done by packing the courses of study into
a shorter time. To do this the students agreed to give up
every vacation bet\Teen Easter and Christmas, and the
teachers to sacrifice their personal convenience. The
Faculty, however, was determined that there should be no
lowering; .if tli.. siaialanl in any suljject, hut decided that
the final r\ iniiiiai mn should be divided into two parts.

This, it is bciicx,,!, will do much to reheve tlie strain of

work, and tend rather to raise the standard in the
individual subjects.

The Sydney Medical School is well represented in the
number of the profe.-ssion on active service abroad. Already
154 graduates in medicine are on active service. Out of

84 students in the present fifth year 54 have oft'ered to go
this year as soon as they can be got ready. Of 75 students
in the fourth year 3 are \Yoiiicn wlio Impp t" graduate early
ne.xt year so as to relieve nun win e..iilr| w,,; 65 students
have volunteered uuconiliti..iiail\' t..r s. rvi. . .at the front
next year. All the tliii.l year sin. lent, ar.' accelerating
their course, and under.a.in.j eai Ik r ( xammatiou iu order
to bridge the gap ln'tween the lliir.l aii.l f.uirtli years, and
to be in a pi)sili..ii t.i vulmit.'. r sli..iiM n.'casiou arise.

Some 30 uudcrgradiuites from the earli.r years in medi-
cine, impatient of delay, have already joined the forces.

As a result of this great demand for medi.al men for the
front there is a serious shortage of medical men fur resi-

dent posts at the hospitals. Several are now very short-
handed as regards both resident medical men and nurses.

New Qu.yRANTiNE Regdl.\tions.
Several new regulations under the Quarantine .\ct, 1908-

1912, have recently been published. One regulation

provides that every oversea vessel arriving at any jjort

in the Commonwealth must bring a bill of health from
the port of denarii re, which must contain information as

to the existence or non-existence of small-pox, cholera.
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plague, yellow fever, typlnis fever, or auy other pestilential

disease at or in tbe vicinity of the port concerned during

the fortnight preceding the visit of the vessel. The most

iujportant amendment is in relation to the notification of

cases of disease by the master of the vessel. The regula-

tion states :

The master of anv vessel in port shall give notice in writing

to the Chief Quaraiitine Officer of the State in whicli tlie said

port is situated of p\ ery case on his vessel of any of the follow-

ing diseasf^ si.,fHi.i,i,\ rliickeu-pox, plague, cholera, yellow

fever, tvpli nv. anterior poliomyelitis, cerebro-

spinal niti I 'I-, scarlet fever, measles, whooping-
cough, f:;i llioid fever, diphtheria, malarial

fever, goivn 1
- iliilis.

Gastroenteritis has been included in order that mild

cases of cholera should not be overlooked. The inclusion

of tlu- TciiGrfal diseases is an important step, and the

..| I

' .;:', regulation will be 'watched with interest.

I II itification of these diseases the regula-

1

!

v(;r to detain and isolate if necessary any
p:i;i ;. I ;, ;_; from any of these diseases.

Corwsjjondente.

MEDICAL STUDENTS AND THE WAR.
Sir,—On the strength of an answer given by Mr. Tennant

in the House of Commons the authorities in medical

schools have advised the students to remain there until

they are qualified, instead of joining the forces. Contrary

views have, however, been expressed, and on account of

this uncertainty I have been asked by several students to

obtain an authoritative statement from the War OflSce.

These students are quite willing to become recruits if their

services are needed, but they do not like the idea of being

forced to do so later if, and when, universal service is

adopted, while they have a chance now of joining the

forces voluntarily. I therefore wrote to the Secretary of

State for War and ventured to express my own opinion

that medical students, like munition workers, should not

be called upon to go the front, for medical men will be

rugently needed in the future for both the civil and
combatant population.

I append the reply I have received from Lord Kitchener's

secretary ; it will be seen that he views the matter less

widely than I do, but although I regret his decision, it is

only right that medical students should know exactly hov?

lb J War Office regards the question.—I am, Sir,

King's College, London W. D. H.U,LIBURTON.
August leth.

[COPT.]

Dear Sir,—Lord Eitcbener clesiies mo to sav in mnlv to

yoiu-letter of the 1st inst. that it 1 1 !
.al

students in their fourth and flftl; ir

studies, with a view to qua)if\ : !l-.

The War Office would be unwiUm„ .j . ..^„ ... ;..... .|...uiur

students should be discouraged from taking cuuibatant
commissions.—Yours very truly,

H. J. CA^'T)Y,

W. D. Haliibui-ton. Esa. Private Secretary.
11th August. 1915.

INDIAN DOCTORS AND VACANT APPOINTMENTS.
Sir,—I am glad that at a meeting convened by tbe

British Hospitals .\ssociation at Charing Cross Hospital
on July 30th. and reported in the Jouen.\l on August 7tb,

Sir William Collins called attention to the claims of Indian
medical men to a sbare in tilling medical appointments
in this countrj-. Seeing that tbe Indians are just now
liroving their mettle in the battlefield and fighting side by
side with tbe English, it is time the old prejudice against
them, like many other fallacies which the war has ex-
posed, should be adjusted and modified according to

present conditions and needs. Only two or three weeks
ago the appointment of an Indian to the post of house-
surgeon somewhere in Cornwall was cancelled at the very
last moment after it bad been duly made because of bis

nationality. A single case like this would do more harm
now to the English cause in India than a thousand Indian
sedition mongers. My long experience enables me to say
that Indian doctors in their various appointments, after

the first feeling of strangeness caused by the difference of

colour is over, not only give satisfaction to their autho-

rities, but endear themselves by their gentleness and
abstemious qualities.

One can quite understand and even justify tbe prefer-

ment of an Englishman when he is competing for a post

with an equally able and efficient Indian candidate, but
one feels prejudice has triumphed over justice when an
Indian is rejected even though he is proved superior in

talents and ability to bis English rival. Esjjecially now,
when all the world is praising the bravery of the Indian
troops, their wonderful patriotism iu rallying round tha

British flag, their devotion in giving freely their lives and
treasure, the least the hospital authorities and governors

can do is to give the Indian an opportunity to compete
on equal terms with others (he asks for no favour) without

prejudicing his candidature because of his colour and
nationality.—I am, etc.,

Wells. Aug. 16th. C. MCTHU.

LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR CRIME.
SiE,—In your issue of June 12th Dr. Mercier writes

:

My medical colleagues never venture to adopt any doctrine of

mine nutil it has been stolen by a German and sent back here
as having been made in Germany.

Now, I do not exactly know to whom he refers as his
" medical colleagues." If he means only those of light

and leading in mental science, I cannot at all answer for

them; but if he includes asylum men generally, theu
I can assure him it is far otherwise, and that there are

many of us who are proud to declare ourselves his

disciples, and gladly and gratefully to own that we owe all

we know to his teaching.

Speaking for myself, I simply floundered about in con-

fusion of ideas until bis writings made smooth the way for

me and cleared away my difficulties. That being so,

I need not try to express the respect and admiration iu

wbich I hold him.
We Britishers are apt to think ourselves very fine fellows,

and do not hesitate to say so, but it would be more seemly
if we generalized less in this way and tried to over-

come our peculiar shyness and give honour more freely

where it is justly due, and I think it would he difficult to

do too much honour to tbe author of Conduct and ita

Disorders, Cyiminal Hesponsihilitij, Sanity and Insanity,

and many other notable works.—I am, etc..

Fort Beaufort, South Africa, .July 10th. C. G. CasSIDY.

RESEARCH IN ANTISEPTICS.
Sir,—The statement which yon make of my part in the

discovery of the new antiseptics is entirely misleading.

Dr. Dakin is a chemist and physiologist, and not a
bacteriologist. The scheme of research was planned ex-

clusively by him, and my part has been to act as his

chemical assistant. I can claim no further share in his

researches. He was invited at the beginning of the year

by Dr. Carrel to join him at Compiegno, where the various

substances prepared by Dr. Dakin and myself have been
submitted to careful bacteriological tests by a specialist

attached to the hospital and then applied clinically.

—

I am, etc.,

The University, Leeds, Aug. 15th. J- B- CoHEM.

THE USE OF IODINE AS AN ANTISEPTIC
AND STERILIZER.

Sir,—So long ago as the year 1886, when I was dressing
for Mr. Henry Morris (now Sir Henry Morris, Bt.) at the
Middlesex Hospital, it was his practice to use a weak
solution of iodine for washing out cavities, such as tho
pleural cavitj', or sinuses of whatever description that
required thoroughly sterilizing. Sir Henry Morris dis-

tinctly impressed upon us the high value of iodine as an anti-

septic. This information I have always found useful, aud
have since been in the habit of using it often.

Combined with this knowledge I have associated the
teaching I received when a pupil at the Royal United Hos-
pital, Bath, 1883-4, when each case of ringworm and tine.i

kerion was subjected to a vigorous painting with tincture

of iodine, with absolutely certain result of quick cure.

For a long time past I have used tbe much stronger solu-

tion, liquor iodi fort., for first treatment of cuts, scratches.
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aud other iujuries which readily permit of such an applica-

tion. I would not use it for injuries in or about the eye,

mouth, or other mucous openings. The liquor iodi fort, is

xtill sure to cure hoiisemaid's-knee, aud other such en-

largements, if applied with sufficient regularity aud
perseverance. I cannot understand how it is that iodine

has only now been discovered as an antiseptic.—I am, etc.,

Jos. Wm. Gill, M.D., D.P.H.
RilU Mill, Cornwall, Aug. 16lli.

O^bituar^,

SIR PETER BADE, M.D., F.R.C.P.Lond.,

It is not often that we record in these obituary columns
the dcceaso of a member of our profession in the tenth
decade of life, yet it is our painful duty this week to place
on record the death of Sir Peter Eado at his residence in

Norwich on August 12th last, in his 91st year. If a man
reaches this advanced age he must be exceptionally well

preserved, and this was the case with Sir Peter Eade, who
was carrying on the ordinary activities of his life until a
few days before death claimed him. He was the last of

the generation of Norwich doctors which included Cadge,
Uatemau, aud T. W. Crosse.
Born at Acle, Norfolk, in 1825, Sir Peter was the only

sou of Mr. Peter Eade, a surgeon in that village, and
grandson of the Rev. Peter Eade, Rector of Cotton, Suffolk.

His early years were spent at Blofleld, about seven miles
from Norwich, to which village his father moved soon after

bis birth. In due course " indentures" binding him to his

father as pupil for five years were executed, though the
last year of this pupilage was passed at the Norfolk and
Norwich Hospital under the supervision of the eminent
surgeon, John Greene Crosse. During this year tlie boy
rode into Norwich from Blofield aud out again daily.

In 1844 he was entered as a medical student at King's
College and King's College Hospital, where he had a dis-

tinguished career, carrying off' many prizes. The eminent
physicians, Drs. Todd, G. Budd, Guy, and Boyle, were his

teachers at the hospital. Later, King's College elected
him as an Honorary Fellow. In 1847 he took the degree
of M.B.Lond., when ha was awarded the " University
Medical Scholarship " and three gold medals, and in

1850 he proceeded to the degree of M.D.Lond. In 1873 ho
was elected a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians.
Having proved his ability at the University of London,

Eade received the distinction of being offered an
assistant-surgeoncy in the Indian Medical Service, an
appointment made by nomination at that time, and not
by examination, as now ; he declined this complimentary
offer, however, and returned to Blofield to help his father
with his country practice. This work, however, did not
satisfy his ambition, and in 1856 he started to practise in

Norwich as a physician. Two years later he was
appointed to succeed Dr. Goodwin on the staff of the
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital. In 1888 he was pro-
moted to the consulting staff, which he held until his
death, so that for a continuous period of fifty-seven
years he was a member of the staff of that institution,

thus beating all previous records, includiug that of
Dr. Rigby, who for forty-three years was surgeon to
the hospital and physician for a further period of seven
years, namely, until 1821. It is impossible to record in
this short notice the many valuable services that Sir Peter
rendered to this hospital ; his interest in it never waned,
and up to within a few weeks of his death he was a
constant attendant at the staff meetings and at the
weekly Board. He will, perhaps, be best remembered by
bis history of the hospital.
There are few medical charities in Norwich with which

Sir Peter Eade was not in some way or other connected
during his long and distinguished career, and at the time
of his death he was on the consulting staff' of the .Teuuy
Lind Infirmary for Children and of the Norwich Dispen-
sary, and for very many years he was one of the trustees
aud for some time chainnan of St. Helen's Hospital, an
almshouse for the deserving poor of the city. Ho was
also one of those who started in 1883 the Children's
Convalescent Home at Yarmouth, an institution in which
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he took the greatest interest, and be was the first chairman
of its committee.
His enthusiasm for the writings and character of Sir

Thomas Browne was second only to that of Sir William
Osier, aud it was largely due to his initiative and untiring
ciTorts that the statue to this most distinguished citizen of
Norwich was erected and publicly presented to the city ou
October 19th, 1905.

In spite of his very busy professional life, Sir Peter was
able to find time to engage in public work. He was a
great advocate of temperance and of increased open spaces
and recreation grounds, and his efforts in the latter direc-
tion bore much fruit in Norwich, where a central public
garden was laid oat, and a people's park established on
jNIousehold Heath. As far back as 1863 he served on tlio

Norwich Board of Guardians. In 1869 he was first

returned as a member of the town council, upon which
body he Served until well into the eighties. In 1880-1 he was
Sheriff of Norwich, and on three occasions served the office

of mayor—namely, 1883-4, 1893-4, aud part of 1895.
It was during the last year of his mayoraltv that
he was presented with the freedom of the city, the
scroll being contained in a handsome silver-gilt casket,
subscribed for by the citizens. In 1885 he received the
honour of knighthood. For many years he was a director
of the Norwich Union Life Assurance Society and of the
Norwich and London Accident Insurance Society, both of
which appointments he held up to his death. Our readers
interested in the subject will remember Eade's " Remarks
on some medical aspects of life insurance," which appeared
in the Journal of April 1st, 1899. It is as a public-spirited
citizen that the memory of Sir Peter Eade will be handed
down to posterity, aud in this respect he has set an
example to medical men which it were good for others to
follow. He married, in 1868, Ellen, the daughter of Mr.
Robert Rump, surgeon of Wells, Norfolk, and widow of
Mr. Ling. Lady Eade survives her husband. He was
buried at Blofield on August 16th; the first part of the
fuueral service being held at St. Giles's Church, Norwich,
at which the Lord Mayor and Corporation attended in
state.

At the Norwich meeting of the Association (1874) Sir
Peter Eade was President of the Section of Medicine. It

was a peculiarly brilliant assembly, for, as was noted in the
pages of the Jourkal, Sir James Paget, like Eade a Norfolk
man, gracefully stepping down to a second place, delivered
au admirable address as President of the Section of
Surgery, in which he informed his audience that forty
years earlier, regularly every market day at Yarmouth,
where he was apprenticed to a surgeon, he used to bleed
patients till they fainted. Paget declared that not one of
those patients suffered harm, aud he believed that there
v;as at the time he spoke (in 1874) no remedy employed
fi'om which the immediate relief derived was so great or so
complete as it was from bleeding. At the same time Peter
Eade was addressing his Section, dwelling, like Paget, ou
old methods. Within a stone's throw of the spot where he
was delivering his address, Sir Thomas Browne had lived,

written his famous essays, and died. Many of those
" vulgar errors " which Browne exposed had ceased to
be believed, yet Peter Eade feared that many equally
important unrealities and misconceptions remained or
had grown up, and he trusted that it might hereafter
be said that in the city of Norwich, aud with Browne's
philosophic spirit, his Section had done something to cut
down some of the scientific weeds of our own age, and
to add something to the great store of knowledge which
it was one of the main objects of the Association to
accumulate. Sir Peter Eade was justified in his hopes,
as may be proved by reference to the second volume of
tlie Journal for 1874. Sir David Ferrier, Sir Rose
Cormack, Sir AV. R. Gowers, Dr. Sidney Ringer, Dr.
Ogle, and other eminent physicians, read and discussed
papers on questions of high importance ; M. Michel Peter of

Paris read a highly suggestive monograph ou accidents
that might happen to pregnant women suffering from
disease of the heart, and the President liiinself read notes
ou a disease of carpenters. Sir Peter Eade stated that its

special symptoms were shortness of breath, vague pains in

the chest, ascending to the neck, face, aud head, a peculiar

fidgetmess of manner, and, especially, a constant secretion

of salivary mucus.
Aa recently as in 1900, when the annual meeting was
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lieia at Ipswich, Sir Peter Eacle joined in the important

discussion on influenza as it affects the nervous system,

introduced by Dr. Judson Bi.vy in the Section of Medicine

under the presidency of Dr. Buzzard. Kade laid stress on

tlie fact that influenza was still being discussed by the

Association ten years after the latest invasion. He ex-

pressed his opinion that the coma, or sleeping sickness,

occasionally met with, was due to the slow or bradycardiac

condition, which added defective brain circulation to the

already impaired nutrition of the nerve matter.

In 1859, shortly after Eade had established himself in

practice in Norwich, lie recorded in the Lancet reports

of some cases of paralysis after diphtheria, which were

amongst the first distinctly noted examples of this sequela

of the disease in England. Eade's experience in the

treatment of diphtheria became very large, as Norfolk

was one of the first counties ravaged when that disease

first appeared in England in 1857. He wrote several

articles on the subject from time to time which he pub-

lished in a collected form as Medical Notes and Essays

j

Notes on DipJitlieria, and parLicularlij on this Disease as it

has occurred in Norfoll; in 1883. This little treatise, though
now of relatively small value from a thcrapcntir point of

view, will without doubt remain of pernini 1
' ir.

|
rtance

as the record of a distinguished physii 1 il ex-

perience of the appearance of one of tin ises

which developed in the last century. I". : ^ .
;

- liiuce

in collecting his own writings on diphtheria luuiu^ proved

satisfactory, he was induced some years later—namely,

in 1892—to collect some more medical notes and essays,

this time devoted to influenza in East Anglia, 1847, 1848,

and 1890 to 1896 ; these notes were so much appreciated

tliat a second edition was published in 1896. Among
Sir Peter Eade's contributions to this Joui;nal is a paper

on the treatment of boils and carbuncles, published in the

issue of July 1st, 1876. He advocated the application

of small quantities of strong solutions of carbolic acid in

oil or glycerine.

Sir Peter Eade's book, entitled. The Norfolk and
Norwich Hospital, 1770 to 1900, which appeared in

1900, is a complete history of that institution from the

anonymous letter published in 1744 in the Norivich (ia::rtie

advocating the establishment of a county hospital iu the

city of Norwich, and the establishment of the first Norfolk

aud Norwich hospital in 1771, with Jjishop Yonge's
sermon, down to the opening of the new hospital in

1883, and of the Fletcher Convalescent Home at Cromer
iu 1893, whilst all improvements and innovations from
that date till the last year of the nineteenth century were
included. This work is freely made use of to the present

day by the governing body. Eade previously, in 1886, had
written a large volume, Smnr Arcoiinf of the i'arish of
St. Giles, in which helivi i .ml ].r,M ii,, ,1. A second edition

was issued in 1896. 'flu- , 1
::: wuk was based on

a lecture on St. Giles'^ i r :

'1
- ,. d iu 1870. which

attracted so much attouUuu LL.ii, E;alc was induced to

compile a treatise of more enduring value on the subject.

Dr. Samuel J. Barton, Senior Physician to the Norfolk
aud Norwich Hospital, writes:

A dear old friend and colleague and a highly esteemed
citizen of Norwich has passed to his rest in the person of

Sir Peter Eade at the ripe age of 90. Others may detail

the works he accomplislied during his long life. I wish
merely to speak of him as a personal friend of thirty-six

years' standing. In June, 1888, Sir I'eter resigned his

jjosition n ; liniii,, ni v ]:]iy.sician to the Norfulk and Norwich
ilospitiil i'

'

i.'is of devoted work in the wards
ami in tlj'

'!'•
: Hie institution generally. He was

then aini"!!!:' I > ^u; nliing physician, and 1 succeeded him
on the acting linnmaiy staff. Sir Peter, however, retained
his position as chairman of the honorary staff at its weekly
consultations until recent years. Thus his colleagues were
in constant touch with him, and had the benefit of his vast
experience, which they appreciated. He kept up almost
to the last bis deep interest in his profession. He read
with regularity his Lancet and British Medical Journal,
and followed with deep attention the rapid strides in

scientific and practical medicine. I recollect a long talk

with him when "606" was introduced by Ehrlieh. He
maintained that it would save more lives than vaccination

against small-pox.

Sir Peter was vigorous in argument, taking a very strong

line on his personal conviction, but he never was known to
bear the slightest malice to his opponents five minutes after
the most heated controversy. He was a staunch friend to

many, but an enemy to none. Honourable to a degree iu

all transactions, he would go out of his way to do a kind
action for anybody requiring it. This I can testify to from
personal experience. His purse was ever open to the poor
of his parish, and they made free use of it. As a host ho
could not be excelled ; his luncheons to the profession of

the city and county, and his society dinners of twenty years
ago were widely known and much appreciated. Sir Peter
was genuinely loyal to all his colleagues, even at times
under trying circumstances, and I cannot recall having
ever heard him make an unkind remark about a member
of the profession. Bequieacat in pace.

Mr. Haynes S. Kobinson-, President of the Norwich
Union Life Insurance Society, of which Sir Peter Eado
was vice-president, writes:

The death of Sir Peter Eade has robbed the profession
of one of the most eminent physicians in the Eastern
Counties, and the city of Norwich has lost a very dis-

tinguished citizen. He has left us at the mature age of
90 years with all his faculties unimpaired, and able to

take a keen interest in the affairs of life to within a few
days of his decease.
Having been intimately connected with him for more

than fifty years professionally and otherwise, I could but
admire the energy he displaj'ed in all he undertook and
his patient attention to the smallest details. As a
physician he was well known as a consultant of the best
type, and when gradually withdrawing from his professional

duties at the age wiien most are glad to retire altogetlier,

he kept up his reading and took the greatest interest in all

modern modes of treatment aud e\ ei- interested himself in

the welfare of the Norfoll; ;iud Xiiiwiih Hospital, with
which he had been so long imkI lr.iiniii;;lily connected, and
also iu all the ijliilautliropic muveiueiitb iu the city and the
parish in wlii.li Ik livi ^1.

Of small M;itin. iii.l fi;',il physiipie he was ever quick
and active in lii-. iudm lueiits, with which the activity of

his mind seemed to correspond. Although holding strong
opinions on many subjects, he was most tolerant of those
who diS'eied from him, and generous and honourable iu all

his actions, with an extremely kindly disposition. He lived

his long life amongst us gaining not only the esteem and
admiration of all, but the affectionate regard of those wdio

best knew him and with whom he was almost iu daily

contact.

ALFBED MANN, M.D., CM., J.P.,

CHESIEE.

By the death of Dr. IMann, at the age of 56, Chester lost

one of her prominent citizens, and the medical profession
of the district an able and much valued colleague.

It was evident to those wdio knew him well that a
severe attack of pneumonia, which he contracted some
years ago, had left its mark upon his health, but he con-
tinued to discharge his duties, both civic and professional,

with apparently undiminished activity. An operation,

the issue of which gave rise to considerable anxiety, was
in the end completely successful, and he returned to his

hon:.e with every prospect, it was hoped, of a safe con-

valescence. Shortly afterwards he was seized with an
attack of heart failure, and died in the early morning of

August 3rd.

Dr. Mann was a native of Bridlington and received his

medical education at the University of Edinburgh, wdiero ho
graduated M.B., CM. in 1886, taking his doctor's degree iu

1889. After holding a resident surgical appointment iu

the Nottingham General Hospital, he went to Chester as
visiting surgeon to the Ccncral Infirmary, and afterwards
commenced practice iu the city, being associated for the
first ten years in partnership with the late Mr. James
Taylor. He earned the confidence aud affection of his

patients, whilst his counsel and advice were highly
esteemed by his colleagues in the deliberations of the
Chester Medical Society, of which he was past president.

During the closing year of his life he rendered valued
service in the treatment of wounded soldiers as a member
of the honorary medical staff of the Richmond House lied

Cross Hospital.
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Dr. Mann took a proiuinent part in the civic life of the

city, having been a tucuiber of the city council for twelve
years, chairman of the Public Health Committee for four

years, ami sheriff of the city in 1904-5. During his tenure

of the chairmanship of the Public Health Committee he
did much to further the efficiency and -norUiug of that

department, the housing of the poor being a question in

wliicli he had always taken a burning interest, and which
formed the theme of his first, and also of his last, speech
in the couucil. He was a good speaker, with a clear and
incisive style, marshalling his facts accurately, so that it

was always a pleasure to listen to him.
Pressure of professional work necessitated his retire-

ment from the council in 1912, at a time when his fellow

councillors would willingly have accorded him the highest
civic honours. The regret, freely expressed in the couucil,

at his retirement found its counterpart iu the opinion of

the citizens generally.

In 1913 he was appointed a magistrate for the city, an
appointment which gave universal satisfaction. He was a

member of the Chester Port Sanitary Authority, and
represented the council on the Chester Insurance
Committee.
He married Miss Lilian Skelton of Norwich, who

survives him with their family of two sons.

Captain- John' Charles Gillman, I.S.M.D., died in the
General Hospital, Calcutta, on July 2ud. He was born on
July 27th, 1862, and entered the service in 1881, rising to

commissioned rank as lieutenant on July 23rd, 1908, and
becoming captain on September 23rd, 1912. He served in

the Sikkim war of 1888, gaining the frontier medal with a
clasp, and also a special promotion to 1st class assistant

surgeon. Most of his service, however, was spent in civil

employ in Bengal, where he held the posts successively of

medical officer to the pilot brigs at the Sandheads; the
civil surgeoncies of Siuhbhum, Piuri, Diuajpur, Serampur,
and Sambalpur ; while since 1909 he had been medical
inspector and certifying surgeon of factories in Bengal.
Ho was also medical officer of the Cossipur Artillery

Volunteers. He qualified as L.S.A. in 1886.

M^hm-Ht^al
A GERMAX DRUG COMPANY AND THE PATENT

MEDICINES STAMP DUTY ACT.
U'e take the following report of xjroceecliDgs at the Mansion
House Police Coiu-t on August 16th from the ilorniiuj Advertiser
of the followiug day :

Knoll and Co., Ltd., of Harp Laue, and the secretary of the
company, Walter Braun, whose address was given as Stradella
lioaU, Heme Hill, were summoned before Alderiuau Sir Johu
Knill for uttering, sending, aud exposing for sale certain
medicines or medicaments lor the prevention, cure, and relief
of diseases and complaints incident to and affecting the human
bo<ly, without the stamp required by the Patent Medicines Act.
There were eleven summonses.
Mr. Frank Dart, solicitor to the Customs, in opening the case,

stated that since these proceedings the secretary of the com-
pany had been interned in the Isle of Man as an alien enemv,
and he proposed to withdraw the case as against him, and to go
on with the case agajnst the company only.

air. Kerby, K.C., defending, said the only person able to give
him proper instructions was this Mr. Braun. aud they had
ai>pUe(l for an adjomnmeut, but this had beeu refused.
Mr. Dart said the company, although registered as an EngHsh

company, was a German company pure aud simple. It was
run entirely by Germans, and all the directors, he was
instruct-cd, were Germans with addresses out of England. The
case was an extremely bad one. for the company never stamped
any of their articles, and iu this way competed unfairly with
firms who did properly stamp their articles. None of the
articles, he contended, came within the exemptions as being
an entire drug, but all were preparations and mixtures.
Mr. Chas. Simmonds, analyst to the Board of Customs, gave

evidence as to the admixtures. In cross-examination, he said
that the starch and sugar added to ovaraden might be for the
purpose of holding the drug together. Strictly speaking, the
coatmg of sugar on pills might be against the statute, but iu
practice the Commissioners of Customs did not so retlard it.

Mr. Kerby submitted that there was no evidence to support
the case as there had been no holding out of the preparations to
the public. The price list of the firm was addresse.l to chemists
and doctors, and as such was not a recommendation of tlie
preparations to the public, which was the essence of the whole
case. He also urged that the preparations were entire drugs,
as they were mixed by something which had no medical effect.

They were dealiiig at present only with summonses regarding
ovaraden. .and if thp ,l,..i«i.in was agaiust him he should ask
for a cii-. !>. I'. -i,!i, -I J- h. M 1 arded it as a test case.
Sjrl. K '

i n i';t, and imposed a fine of £5,
with T) Li: '

I I summons.
Mr. K.iii; :i-l..i ih. ;i!,|,

, n uu to state a case for the con-
sideration of the High Court.

Sir John Knill : Certainly.
Mr. Kerby said that in the circumstances he would agree to a

conviction on each of the ten remaining summonses, the
penalty to be the same in each case, without costs.

W\}t ^^rbias.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
War Conditions.

Retention on Active List after Retirement has
become Due.

The following is the text of the letter of the Government
of Indi; ly 1) 1915, con-

otticer of
live list,

becomes

lartment, dated A]ji
veyiug tin: (ttrisio,! t hat the period fcr >\iii.

the Indian :\Jiv.li,al Service is retained on
iu couseiju. ulo <if I ho war, after his retire
due, will he permitted to count for pension

:

No. H.-4098.
Government of India.
Army Department.

Simla, April 8th. 1915.
To the Director General, Indian Medical Service.

Sir,—I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of vour
letter No. 9a357-A, dated Februarv 10th, 1915, inquiring whether
officers of the Indian Medical Service, who would have been
compelled to retire under the operation of existing rules, but
who have been retaineil on the active list iu consequence of the
war, will be permitted to reckon for enhanced rates of pension
the service rendered by them after their retirement ordiuarilv
becomes due.

2. In reply I am to say that the period of retention of the
ofticers referred to will count towards pension—that is, their
pensions wiU be calculated with reference to their total service
at the time of retirement.

3. I am to add that the extra pensions of £100 each per annum
granted under Ai'my Regulations, India, Volume I, paragraph
734, should be allotted in the ordinary way to selected officers,
but payment should be held in abeyance till they actually
retire.—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

^Signed) B. Hollow.w, Brigadier-General,
Secretary to the Government of India.

Eevcrsion to MiUtarij Dntii.
The followiug is the text of Armv Department letter,

dated July 3rd, 1915, intimating that' it has been decided
that officers of the Indian Medical Service reverting to
military dirty from permanent civil employment, in con-
sequence of the war, whether they proceed on active
service or remain in India, are entitled to pay not less
than that of an officer of their standing in x'ermanent
medical charge of a regiment

:

No. H..6006.
Government of India.
Army Department.

Simla, July 3rd, 1915.
To the Director. Medical Servicer in India.

Sir,—I am directed to say that the Government of Indifi
have decided that officers of the Indian Medical Service revert-
ing from permanent civil employment iu consequence of tha
war, whether they proceed on active service or remain on
military duty iu In.lia, are entitled under paragraph 153-11,
Army Regulations, India, Volume I, to pay not less than that
of officers of their standing iu permanent medical charge of a
regiment.—I am. Sir, your most obedient servant,

(Signed) B. Holloway, Britadier-General,
Secretary to the Goverment of India.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
ExcH.-iNGE Desired.

LlEVTEXANT A. G. S. LoGlE, R. A.M.C.iT.l, 2 1st South-Eastern
Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, Mareslield Park, Sussex,
wislies to Hud a substitute so as to enable him to transfer to a
unit going on foreign service. He would exchange with au
officer in a unit going abroad or already abroad.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, DUNDEE.
At a meeting of the Council on August 11th it was announced
that a bursarv iu memory of Mr. Robert Hepburn had been
founded by his sister. It will be open to any male or female
student of medicine at the College, and will be tenable for threa

years.
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JIUtJtral ilflos.

THE Fi-ench War Miuistry has issued au official com-

tmmication iutimating that the statements to the effect

that the Trench troops haTe used poisonous gases 13

incorrect.

The Hygiene Committee of the Chamber of Deputies has

nominated a committee composed of MM. Pottevm, M6tm,

and Fouclier to proceed to the Dardanelles to study the

working of the French medical service there.

Messrs. Smith, Elder, and Co. -will publish a book

in which Mr: Ian Malcolm, M.P., who has been serving

with the British Red Cross, has embodied his experiences.

The text is illustrated from original documents.

The Swedish Academv has decided that the Nobel

prizes shall not be awarded this year. It is stated that

the funds which will thus be accumulated will not suffice

to cover the special Swedish tax for national defence.

The Revtm dc Laryvgologie, d'Otologie et de rjiinologie,

the editor of which "is Dr. E. J. Moure of Bordeaux, has

resumed publication, suspended since August last. Owing

to difficulties created bv the war it wiU for the present be

issued every two months. The present number (August

15th) will continue the series interrupted in August, 1914.

With the issue of the Afhcnaeum for July 3ra was
published the first instalment of a subject index to

periodicals undertaken at the reiiuest of a committee

appointed for the purpose by the Library Association.

The progress of science and technology in 1915, with

special reference to the war, is the first subject to be

indexed.

Sir Laurence Gomme contributes a preface to Mr.

Frederic Swann's Primer of Loudon CUi::e»s)iip, which
Messrs. King of Westminster will publisli shortly. The
work is intended to explain the system of local govem-
,, , i;i ill i.ivL in Loudon, to elucidate some of its intrica-

,
•

, ;. < : .111 some of its defects, and to examine those

1 1 :
,

i ^
i

,'

1 1 ,
1 1 liave been iiroposed for its simpUfication and

A SPECIAL convalescent home for the French aviation

services has been established in a country house with a
large park at Viry-Chatillon, near Juvisy, where is the

great aerodrome. The estate has been lent by Dr. Mougin,

who is the medical officer in charge of the home, which
has been recognized as an auxiliary military hospital.

It has been equipped by public subscription, among the

subscribers beinj,' the President of the Republic and the

Presidents of tlie tv>o Chambers. It provides forty beds,

and not on!v pilots aud observers but also mechanicians
mobilized for service in the army or navy aviation corps

are eligible for admission.

Ox Julv 28th a miner, named Coates, was buried in a
f;,ll (.1 KiMf in the South Pelaw Colliery, near Chester-le-
-

,_ :
. I '

:
' iiii. The accident happened some time after

-
; , .. ill I !i was found about 9a.m. It was impossible

1 . iiM ;i( iiini, and Dr. W. A. McKellar of Chester-le-

stri. I, wiiuluul been sent for, went down the pit about
11.30 a. 11!.. reached the man at the coal face by crawling
for -OHIO di^tiince, and, after several attempts, was able to

iiijrrl sli\ehuiue into his back. As the right arm was
tenibiv cVu^licd. Dr. ^IcKcllar advised that an attempt
should' be iiiailc to hew away some of the fall so that the
limb migiil h< auiinitated. " This was found impossible,
and Dr. 'iMcKLllar ^\as able with dillieulty to give another
injection ; wlicii eventually, about 6p.m., it was found
possible to relieve some of the pressure, the man died.

Dr. McKellar remained willi hiiu throujihout. The coroner,

in commenting ou the iueideut at tlic inquest, said that
Dr. McKeUar's conduct in doing all that was possible in

such difficult circumstances, and in remaining with the
man till t)ic cud, was iu the highest degree creditable.

The jury heartily concurred with the coroner's remarks,
and an official who ijreters to remain anonymous, in calling

oiu' attention to the incideut, expresses the opinion that
Dr. McKeUar's attempt to liberate the man under the
couditions which obtained was highly commendable.
This opinion, we are .sure, will be shared not only by the
miners, but also by the profession which Dr. McKellar has
honoured.
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IS" Queries, ansxccrs, and coiinminications relating to tuhjcctt

to which special departments of the BniTisn Medical Jouunal

are devoted ii;ill he found under their respecticc headings.

QUERIES.

Bumble Bees.
IXQUIRER writes: I recently noticed hundredg of "bumble
bees " (the one with the two yellow stripes, one on thorax, the

other on body) scattered on the ground dead xmdev a lime

tree in full flower, but the bodies (thorax) of nearly all had
been hollowed out and the contents removed. In some cases

their heads were oft, but the abdomen and contents seemed
untouched. Upon the brauches of this lime and also in

adjoining trees and on a tennis net near by were numerous
young fly-catcher birds {Musci-capa grisola), continually on
the wing and picking flies whilst in the air. Were these

hundreds of bumble bees the victims of inebriation from the

honey of the lime tree flowers or were they destroyed whilst

feeding by the birds ? Is this an observed phenomenon ?

ANSWEBS.

Should Surgeons with Infective Throat Lesions
Operate ?

COLON-EL John Smyth, I.M.S.—A surgeon with a primary r.i-

secondary syphilitic lesion in the mouth or pharynx is not

justified in operating or attending cases of confinement, even
if he wears a mask. A man with active tuberculous ulcers ou
his tonsils would doubtless feel absolutely incapable of

attempting such a task. The infective activity of tubercle iii

the air passages varies greatly in different cases. In cases of

lupus it is so slight as to be practically negligible. In the

case of miliary tuberculosis it is so active as to be dangerous.

Hare-lip.
Dr. J. E. MiDDLEMlss (Leeds) writes: The first of " R's

"

queries can be definitely answered in the negative. The types

of deformitv which are associated with neuropathic inheri-

tance and w'hich are recognized as stigmata of degeneration

rarelv include hare-lip or cleft palate, Tredgold, in discussing

the malformatious Of the palate associated with amentia,

savs :
" Cleft palate appears to be on quite a different footing,

and it is doubtful if this condition aud its common associate.

hare-Up, can be regarded as real stigmata of degeneracy. It

is but rarely met with in amentia, Langdon Down finding it

onlv iu 0.5 per cent., and Ireland in 1 per cent., of idiots;

whilst Talbot examined 1,977 feebleminded children without

meeting a single instance. These proportions do not differ

materially from the normal, for Grenzer (quoted by Talbot)

found 9 cases on examining 14,466 presumably normal
children. I have seen many instances of cleft palate and

hare-lip in children who presented no other mental or physical

imperfection whatever." Questions 2 and 3 are partly

answered bv the above. The probability of similar abnor-

malities in subsequent births would appear to depend on the

ordinary laws of chance. Even the double occurrence of

hare-lip, however, does not imply the probability of other

developmental anomalies. The type of malformation which

is likely to recur, and which depends on hereditary causes, in

that which is associated with some degree of mental defect,

of which in this case there is no question.

LEXTERS. NOTES. ETC.

Erratum.
In the paragraph headed " Plague," in the last issue of the.

Journal (p 276, col. 1, line 21 from foot of page,., for ' 5 per

cent." read "0.5 per cent."
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TREATMENT OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS
BY EXCISION AND TRIMARY

SUTURE.
Br COLONEL H. M. W. GRAY, A.M.S.(T.O.),

COXSULTINQ BCBOEON, BRITISU EXPEDITIONABT TOBCE.

The number of cases of gunshot wounds to 'wliich treat-

ment by excision and primary suturo is appllcablo affords

nmpio justification for attempting to make tlio method
more widely kuowu and popular.

I began this method of treatment of certain lacerated
'• furrow " wounds in November, 1914, and was soimproascd
by its utility that I have since then urged that it should bo
carried out whenever possible.

Tlie advantages claimed for its use are :

1. Healing by first intention is assured in the vast

majority of properly selected cases.

2. Much time is thereby saved. Some wounds, which
would otherwise require months to heal, are soundly
united in the course of ten to fourteen days. The soldier

is thus available for dut}' again at a much earlier date.

3. The amount of atteutiou required to bo given by
the medical officers and nursing sisters, etc., is greatly

reduced.
4. Much pain is avoided.
5. The amount of dressings required is reduced to a

minimum, and in this way expense is lessened.

6. Complications which may arise from the presence of

a septic wound are avoided.
7. A more sightly scar is obtained.
8. Because of the absence of contraction which would

accompany formation of a largo cicatrix, there is less

impairment of function in the part concerned.
9. In the case of head injuries, excision of the wound,

especially in some, apparently trivial, injuries, provides a
means of ascertaining, with greater certainty than by any
other method, wliether depressed fracture or injury to tho
brain coexists.

HeaUng by first intention may be procured in practically
all cases in which the surfaces of the new wound can bo
brought into accurate approximation without much tension.
lu rare cases, wlien the wound is deep, approximation in

the depth has to be dispensed with and drains are intro-

duced for a short period—until one is assured that aseptic
healing will occur. In some cases it is necessary to adjust
and fix tlie parts of the body adjacent to the sutured
wound so that the fullest relaxation is secured.
Tho mere length of a wouud is no bar to operation.

Sonoe very long wounds have been excised. A missile may
inflict what resembles an incised wound, but, by dividing
the tissues at right angles to the line of their greatest
tension, may, owiug to the contractility of these tissues,

cause a large gapiug wouud. In such cases there will be
little tension when sutures are inserted and tied, if too
great a mass has not to be excised. One can test roughly
•what the amount of such tension will be by attempting to
push the surfaces of tho wound together.

It ia not necessary to wait until the wound is surgically
clean—in fact, in most cases the sooner the excision is

made the better. The wound will probably be soundly
healed in a shorter time than it will take to clean. During
the "cleaning" process the adjacent parts become so
softened that sutures do not hold well. Only when a largo
''bank " of inflamed tissue surrounds the wound is imme-
diato excision inadvisable on account of the septic con-
dition of the wound. In such cases it is probable that
organisms have penetrated to a considerable depth, and
•wdl canse trouble when the tissues invaded by them are
subjected to tho pressure of sutures. By vigorous
"salting" (hypertonic trcatmeut) such wounds arc usually
rendered suitable for excision in twenty-four to forty-eight
hours.

Other contraindications aro the presence of marked
pocketing m the wound and the exposure of vascular or
nerve trunks in the depth or of bono which it is inadvisable
or impossible to remove.
In any case excision of the soiled edges of skin and of

tlie superficial connective tissue and muscle may be done
wUh advantage. The healmg process in tho wound aa a

whole is thereby accelerated. Certain bony prominences

—

such as a vertebral spine or the edge of tho acromion
process—may bo capable of removal with the other
infected tissues.

The presence of pocketing in a wound is very important.
If part of such a pocket, or, indeed, if any septic locus bo
left, the operation will probably prove a failure. The
teohnique is therefore very important. The operation can
usually be done under infiltration anaesthesia of the
neighbouring parts. It is well to add plenty of advenaliu
to the anaestlictic solution, so that haemorrhage during
tho operation is avoided. Accurate haomostasis is im-
portant for success. Tho parts around are shaved and
disinfected very thoroughly. The wouud is wiped out,
dried, and packed with gauze.
For disinfecting purposes in these cases I favour tho

use of very strong iodine solution (5 to 10 per cent, in spirit

or ether). This is painted thoroughly into every part of
the wound and over the surrouudin" skm for a considerable
area. It has the effect of drying tho surface of tho wound
in a remarkable manner. Tho strong iodine is wiped off

the skin with spirit or ether at the end of the operation.
The skin cloao to each extremity of tho wound is caught

up by tissue forceps or a loop of thread, and slight traction
is made in a direction away from tho centre of tho wound
at an angle of about 45 degrees with the sound skin. Tho
\vhole wound is then cut away en masse (skin, flesh, and,
if necessary, bone) at a distance of about one-third to half
an inch from the raw surface. Care must be taken that
pockets or general surfaces of the wound are not cut into

during this procedure. Bony prominences are removed
along with tho soft parts by dividing them with bone-
pliers, gouge-forceps, or chisel.

If the wound is deep, it is sometimes of advantage to

insert the finger into the wound as a guide to where tho
tissues must bo divided.

A very sharp scalpel is invaluable. Catting out tho
wound in pieces makes success precarious.
The new wound surfaces should now bo washed with

saline solution and packed with gauze, and the surrounding
bkiu wiped free of blood or discharge.
Fresh towels, fresh instruments, and, if the wound has

been handled, fresh gloves should now be used. The
wound should be closed by wide sutures which underrun
its floor so that no dead spaces aro left. It may be
necessary to suture in layers. If so, tho suture of each
layer should include some of the tissue of the deeper layer.

The skin should be accurately approximated by a few
flue sutures. Further relaxation sutures are not often
necessary.
The following dressing should then be applied. The

line of sutures and the adjacent skin for several inches
should be painted with a wound varnish, of which mastic,
dissolved in some rapidly evaporating solvent, forms tho
important part (40 to 50 jier cent.). When the varnish has
become "sticky" (after one and a half to two minutes), a
covering of gauze, at least two layers thick, should be
stretched tightly and smoothly over tlie sticky area, gently
patted down, and cotton-wool aud bandages applied fairly

firmly. If it is desired to inspect the wound at any time,
after removing the bandage and wool, the top layer, or

layers, of gauze should be peeled off by traction at right

angles to the surface, the layer next the skin and wouud
being at the same time retained by the other hand. Per-
fectly satisfactory inspection can be made through tho
single layer of gauze. The loose edges of the gauze should
be neatly trimmed.
In many cases no further dressing is required until the

stitches are to be removed. The final layer of gauze is

then peeled off.

If fine catgut sutures have been used for tho skin, it is

often found that the knots come away with the layer of

gauze, the deeper parts having been digested. A fresh
application of the mastic varnish and gauze should then
be made and left until the wound is firmly healed.
The varnish should on no accouut he paiuted over the

gauze after it has been applied, otherwise the gauze cannot
bo peeled off as described.
The varnish and gauze dressing is important for suc-

cess. It is the best I know. It gives wide support,

relieves tension, aud prevents any dragging on the

stitches. These factors aro of great value in preventing

stitch abscess.
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ON THE rSE OF CERTAIN ANTISEPTIC
SUBSTANCES IN THE TREATMENT

OF INFECTED WOUNDS.
By H. D. DAKIN, D.Sc, F.I.C,

the hebter labokatoby, kew toek.

In' Oilier to make a judicious choice of the antiseptic most
liJicly to give useful results in the ti-eatment of infected

wounds many different factors have to be considered in

addition to germicidal activity, including the irritating

properties of the substances, their toxicity, solubility,

ability to penetrate tissues and to bo absorbed, and
their chemical reactions v.ith proteins and other tissue

constituents.

The killing of bacteria by ordinary antiseptic substances

is essentially a chemical reaction between the antiseptic

on the one hand and the proteins and other cell constituents

of the micro-organism on the other. The destruction by
antiseptics of bacteria suspended in water is easily

effected, because no proteins are present in the mi.Kture

other than those derived from the micro-organism. The
dcsti-uction by antiseptics of bacteria mixed with blood

serum, pus, and other exudate is much more difficult

because the antiseptic acts not only on tlie micro-organisms
but on other protein substances as well. Therefore, in

judging of the antiseptic action of a substance suitable

for the treatment of wounds, it is essential that its germi-

cidal action be tested against microorganisms mixed with
blood serum or similar substances, and not simply tested

against bacteria suspended in water.
The germicidal activity of all known antiseptics is greatly

reduced by the presence of blood serum or similar sub-

stances, and in some cases this reduction is so great that
the compound loses all practical antiseptic value.

The following table contains results which illustrate

this enormous reduction in germicidal action by blood
serum in the case of several common antiseptics. I am
greatly indebted to my colleague, Dr. Maurice Daufreane,
ior all the bacteriological results referred to in this

communication.

Antiseptic.
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in-oporliou of two or more salts of the polybasic acid
prcseut in the solution.

Stai'tiu}» \vith this idea, and employing the feoble poly-

liasic acid, boiic acid, it luas been possible to prepare u
^<illlple liypochloiito mixture which maintains appro.xi-

)ii!»tc neutrality under all conditions, is practically non-
iiritatiny, and which, when properly applied, has given
luust encouraging results in tlie antiseptic treatment of

wounds. It must be lUHlei-stood that tlio insignificant

antiseptic action of boric acid has nothing to do with the
ouiploymcnt of tills acid ; nor is the boric acid employed
tor the purpose of libcratiug hypochlorous acid, as in

Liuwiere's or Lonain Smith's preparations.
Tlie principle of the preparation is as follows: Chloride

of lime (bleaching powderl is decomposed with a solution
of sodium carbonate and the lilteved solution containing
sodium hypochloiit i _, :'

: . ^vith a slight excess ot
allsali is mixed will 1 ... in sncTi quantity that the
solution is acid Ji,' pi :,/i ^ in suspended in water but
still alkali'^t to lituji -. 'I'l-r 1 -ultant solution contains a
b»>Sncecf mixture of hypochlorite and polyborates of sodium
with small amounts of free hypochlorous and boric acids.
Tlius the irritating action of free caustic alkali is avoided,
for even if momentarily formed it would be at once
neutralized by the boric acid or acid borates present in the
solution,

Preparation of SoluHons.
The preparation of a solution of suitable concentration

for direct application, containing 0.5 to 0.6 per cent, of

sodium hypochlorite, may be carried out very simply as
follows

:

One hnndred and forty grams of (7nj sodium carbonate
(Xa.^C02'), or 400 grams of the crystallized salt (washing
soda), is dissolved in 10 litres of tap" water, and 200 grams
of chloride of lime (chlorinated lime) of good quality is

added. The mixture is well shaken, and, after half an
hour, the clear liquid is siphoned off from the precipitate
of calcium carbonate and filtered through a plug of cotton ;

40 grams of boric acid are added to the clear filtrate, aud
the resulting solution is ready for use. A slight additional
precipitate of calcium salts may slowly occur, but it is of
no significance. The solution "siiould not be kept longer
than one week. T]ic horic acid must not be added to the
mixture before filtering, but afterwards.
A stronger solution may be prepared by decomposing

chloride of lime with sodium carbonate in the proportion
of 150 grams of the former to 105 grams of the latter
dissolved in a litre of water. The mixture is filtered aud
a measured portion of it (20 c.cm.) is rapidly titrated with
a boric acid solution of known strength (31 grams per litre),

using plienolphthaleiu suspended in w ater as indicator, in
order to determine the auiount of solid boric acid to be
added to the rest of the filtrate. An excess of boric acid
should be avoided, so that it is best to add slightly less
than the calculated amount. An ordinary alcoholic
solution of phenolphtlialein cannot be used as iudicator, as
the alcohol is at once attacked.
The concentrated solution thus prepared contains about

4 per cent, of sodinm hypochlorite, and should be mixed
with six parts of water before use. It can be kept for a
month without serious decomposition. Such a sdlutiou is

now prepared by Poulenc Freres, 122, Boulevard St. Ger-
main, Paris, but it can easily be made at a uegligiblo cost
by any competent chemist, aud I hope that it may be so
made generally.

Applicatiox Axn Results.
To obtain the host results it is essential to commence

the antiseptic treatment of the wound at the earliest
moment possible, and to bring fresh quantities of the
antiseptic solution in contact with all parts of the wouud
as frequently as possible for a considerable period of time.
Tins IS naturally a difficult problem, requiring different
methods for various types of wound. The methods of
spp'y'ng the solution which have been found useful at
Compicgne will be described by Dr. Carrel. J5ut to give
some idea of the quantities of solution emnlr,yed it may be
mentioned that 5 to 10 c.cm. may be intiotluccd every two
hours by means of rubber tubes "into small wnunda, using
a pipette or syringe, while tor the irrigation ol such wounds
as fractured femurs, accompanied by mucli destruction of
tissue, as much as 1, or even 2, "litres a day may be
employed. The dilute aolation, prepared as described, may I

be used iu large quantities for the continued irrigation or
instillation of wounds for more than a week without pro-
ducino visible irritation. It is extremely rare for slight
irritation of the skiu to occur, and this may bo guarded
against by tho application of vaseline to the skiu adjacent
to the wound. As a wet dressing tho solution maybe used
almost indefinitely. A few comparative tests 011 similar
surface wounds do not indicate that cicatrization is delayed,
oven by its contiuucd use.

Tho solution has tho valuable property of assisting in
tho rapid dissolution of necrosed tigsue, this beiu<r doubt-
loss due to the ability of hypocljjorites to attack tho (NH)
groups present in proteins with formation of soluble
products. It lias a certain haemostatic action as well
bn.t is actively hacmolytic, and should not be injected
mtravenonsly.

It is difficult in a printed eoinmnnication to produce
simple convincing evidence of the usefulness of an anti-
.septic. Records uf a ivw iudividaal cases treated with
brilliant results are, of course, of no great value, for many
infected wounds do well with a minimum amount of treat-
ment, but the clinical results obtained during six months'
use of the solution by a number of observers iu different
hospitals warrant the belief that the solution is of genuine
value. By far the most striking results are seen in ambu-
lances,, where treatment can be commenced a few hours
after the wound has been received. Among these cases
the proportion of cases which at no time shoiv a significant
rise in temperature and in which healing without suppura-
tion occurs is very large. In many cases it lias been
possible to make comparative tests, with and without
antiseptic, on similar wounds with striking results.
Records obtained by means of serial coloured photographs
of the gradual changes in wounds of the most varied kind
under different conditions show definite differences in
favour of the solution, and in no case has any objection-
able after-effect been traced to the action of the anti-
septic. It should be stated that most of the cases treated
v.ith the antiseptic were kept under observation for several
weeks until discharged as convalescent. This is, of
course, important for judging of the ultimate value of the
treatment.
An idea of the antiseptic properties of tho solution may

bo gathered from the following figures : Staphylococci
suspended in water are killed in two hours at a concentra-
tiou of h3'poohlorite between 1 : 500,000 aud 1 : 1,000,000,
while in the presence of serum the necessary concentration
is between 1 : 1,500 and 1 : 2,000. Streptococci are more
rcadily_ killed, while pyocijanens suspended in water is
killed in two hours at a concentration between 1 : 100,000
and 1 : 1,000,000, while in serum between 1 : 2,500 and
1 : 5,000 is necessary.
Hypochlorites are extremely aclivcsulislanecscliemically,

and they should not bo used in c.niiin.liou with t)theranti-'
septics nor with alcohol or ullin'. WuuikIs wiiich have
been previously treated with much iudine may take on a
(lark colour, due to the ro-liberatiou of iodine, but this is of
no importance.
Many other preparations of hvpochlorites have been

employed at various times by d"iffcreut workers. The
more commonly reeoinmcnded preparations are the ordi-
nary alkaline sohitious of tho hyiioehlorites of sodium,
potassium (cau de .lavelle), or calcium; while mixtures of
powdered chloride ot lime with boric acid have been cm-
ployed by Vincent, Lumiere, and by Ijorrain Smith and
others. It is believed that the solution previously de-
scribed, when properly applied to all parts of the wound,
gives better results than can possibly bo obtained from
powdered'preparations of partially sol'iiblo materials. The
local production of hypochlorites, hypoohlorons acid, or
chlorine in high concentration, suiOi as results from the
use of tho pondered mixture, is miirli ui..rc dangerous for
healthy tissue than is the continued ainilicj.tiou of a Aveak
neutral solution of sodium hypoclil: rite. Cieuorally spealc-
iug, onr experiments with powdered substances have given
much less good clinical results thau have aqueous solu-
tions. It is true, however, that aqueous solutions need
more care for their successful application, for it is essential
that they reach every part ot the infected area, aud that
the antiseptic should be renewed from time to time.

Mode op Action of HvpociiLoniTEs.
When a solutiotr of a hypochlorite or of free hypo-

tklorous acid acts upon organic substances containing tlie
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=NH group tlie fast loactiou almost always consists in tbo

replacement of hydiogon by chlorine with formation of

substances of the group known as chlorauiines. All pro-

tein substances contain an abuudauce of these groups,

and they readily react with hypochlorites:

HaO

The antiseptic action of hypochlorites ,1 .1 :, ;, i.
|
cuds

npon reactions of this type. It was U;' i-ing

to examine mauy different varieties of iIp i
i i up of

chloramines in order to study their autibcjino .leii-iii. In
this work I have eujoyed the co-operation of Professor

J. B. Cohen of the University of Leeds.
In the first place, it may be stated that all substances

containing the =NCI group were found to be strongly

antiseptic, and some of them will probably be found to

have practical value. Proteins, such as blood serum, egg
white, OLiscin. etc.. w lu.'ii treated with hypochlorites, give
produd I ' (jiiie value, and undoubtedly com-
pounds :

l.iiiiK d '!« si/it -when wounds are
treated \ lU s. lliis is doubtless an advan-
tage, as ill mis V. ;iy a cerluiu antiseptic action may be
expected to persist even after the free hypochlorite has
disappeared.

Substances such as acetanilidc -when treated with
bypochlorous acid under appropriate conditions, carefully

studied by Ciiattaway, give chloramines—for example,
acetylchloraminodichlorbenzeue — which are sparingly

soluble in water, but which may be dissolved in vaseline

or lauoliue. Although the germicidal power of these com-
pounds is very high indeed, the action on infected wounds
of strong solutions of them in vaseline or lanoline was not
markedly superior to that of plain vaseline. It appears

that, generally speaking, active germicidal action can
hardly be hoped tor from sparingly soluble auliseptics

mixed with fatty substances.,. Anaerobic organisms can
readily grow under the fatty film covering the surface of

the infected area.

On the other hand, certain aromatic chloramines which
form soluble sodium s;iUs have j^ivcn most encouraging
clinical results. The best of ihe^e compounds are the

benzene or paratolueue sudimn suliilKjchloramides, both
of which ha^e been described by CUattaway.

Q
CHs

SOiXaXCI
Paratolueue soclit

eiilphochloramid

These substances are extremely powerful antiseptics,

are practically non-irritating, and can be used in much
higher concentration than can the hypochlorites. A
2 to 4 per cent, solution may be conveniently employed.

In general, the action of these substances is similar

to that of the hyijochlorites, but more powerfully

antiseptic. They have, however, no special solvent

action on necrosed tissue, this being doubtless due to the

fact that the active chloriue in these compounds is already

attached to nitrogen. While the number of cases thus far

treated with these antiseptics is smaller than those treated

with the hypochlorite mixture, excellent results have been
obtained iu a number of bailly infected wounds, notably

compouud fractures of the lemur. It appears probable that

these chloramidcs, wliieli aie relatively easily prepared at

low cost, and v.hich have the advantage el liein- stable

solids, may be found useful lor other puipesi s tluiu t..r the

treatmentof infected wouuds. Their pesniijle appUeations
will be the subject of further study.

Benzene sodium sulphochloramide kills staphylococci

suspended in water in two hours at a concentration of

1 : 500,000, anil the toluene derivative kills at I : 1,000,000.

In the i.reseuec of s.-iuni the u.mt -.saiv .-one. iiti.itinus are

about 1 ; 1.500 -au-I 1 : 2,500 n ^i:,, liv ,>:v. 7;,.. ,//,, j.ijo-

e//.',;.w-.:, /;,/,//. //";.'e;,;uvl /;.,, ;. ai- NJillv na.l,' i: M.laut

li,,:,l ^i;,|.l,-l. r....-,. •,
:

• '.
'

,,,ld

chloramidc necessary to kill blapliy''"'"-'^' in the pivscuce

of serum is only about one-lifth of the correspondingly

active molecular concentration of sodium hypochlorite.

ON THE USE OP A SLEEVE OP VEIN IN
NERVE SUTURE.

By ANDREW FULLERTON, M.Ch., F.R.C.S.Irel.,
Colonel (TEMronARY) A.M.S. ; Consulting Sorgjcon to this
FoitCKS IN Fb.vuce; Scbgeon in Chakgr of Out-patients,

Royal 'VicToniA Hobpital; Surgeon, Ulsteu
Volunteeb Force Hospital.

During the present war many cases of nerve injury have
been recorded. The injuries are produced for the most
part by ritie bullets, fragments of shell, and shrapnel.
Primary suture Is frequently out of the question, and the
wounds are allowed to heal without any attempt being
made to suture the divided nerves. Later, .secondary

suture is required, and often the divided ends have to be

souglit for in a large amount of scar tissue. It is essential

in cases of this sort to protect the junction so as to avoid
ingrowing of scar tissue between the nerve ends, and
consequent failure of the operation. To prevent this

various substances have been used, including decalcified

bone tubes, gelatine tubes, animal's artery, paraffin wax,
Cargile membrane,''" and human vein. Sherren (Injuries of
Nerves} prefers chromicized Cargile membrane.
For some years I have been using portions of vein in

the manner here illustrated. The most suitable vein for

nerves of the upper extremity—as, for instance, the
musculo-spiral, the median, and the ulnar—is the basilic

vein at a spot between its commencement and the point at
whicli it pierces the deep fascia of the upper arm. A
segment of the vein about l.V in. or 2 in. in length is

excised and threaded on a sinus forceps as in Fig. 1. One
end of tlje nerve is then caught by the forceps, and the
sleeve iiullcd over as in Fig. 2. The ends of the nerve are
then frcslieueil with a sharp scalpel and sutured with fine

catgut. When the suture is complete the sleeve is pulled
over the junction, as iu Fig. 3, and fastened to the nerve
sheath by a few points of suture. The vein thus applied
is intended to form an aseptic sheath for the nerve, to keep
the ends in .secure apposition, to direct the growth of the
new axis cylinders, and to prevent the ingrowth of scar
tissue from the outside. Any vein of suitable size will, of

course, do, and in the lower extremity a jjortion of the
iuteinnl or external saphenous will probably be the most
.MM-. ..;. nt.

i If eve must be pulled over the fir.st nerve end before
UiMiiiKra^ .SO as to avoid damage to the freshly cut end.

Possibly this method has been in use by others, but I
have not seen it used or described up to the present.

" feriloneum of the oz.
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mi; TKEATMtKT OF GTXSnoT TRACTLRES
or THE LEG AVITH POtSTEKlOU

AYOUXDS.

By CHARLES A. MORTON,
t SCHGEOS

In the Bkitish JNIedical Journ.u. for July lOth there is

A description by Captain Barbei- of a splint foi- use iu cases
of coniponiid fiiicturo of the lejj with posterioi- wounds,
w liicli induces lue to place on record another form of splint
1 have been nsing for a case of this kind.
The difKculty, as Captain Barber says, is to fix the

fracture and yet not to block \Aounds on the
posterior aspect of the leg. Iu a case of
gunshot fracture, with perhaps great com-
minution and a flaU-likc limb, the splint
which Captain Barber describes would not,
I think, give adequate support to the leg.

The slings which he uses, lie says are supplo-
iiieutarv. and he relies mainly on extension.
Extension from around the 'low(?r part of
the leg, just above the ankle, is a very ^jj
painfal thing. I had a fractiue of uiy ow
leg with great displacement, and althouyli
I knew the value whidi such extension woukl
liave, I was not able to bear the pressure
over the malleoh. I doubt if the exteir ' -i

as used in Captain Barber's splint is rs :i

uontinuous extension; it seems to luc i

fixation. Unless the traction is made with ;

clastic band, or weight extension, it is net
continuous extension. Moreover, the exten-
sion at the upper part of tlie leg is not ve-

(juired ; the patients body, if the foot of the
bed is raised, is always sufBcieut counter-
extension. But the "extension" in Captain
Barbers splint does not seem to me to pro-
vide adeqaate support for the fracture. The
fractin-ed ends would tend to fall donu into the space
beneath the leg, and the support of the leg here with
slings seems to be the really essential thing. Another
objection to Captain Barber's splint seems to me to be the
piece of wood under the bed. Kai-ely w ill a heel stand any
pressure.

When, at the end of May, a patient was admitted to the
military hospital under "my care with a flail like leg,

pi-ofusely suppurating, the result of great commiuution of
both bones about their midd.e from gunshot wound, with
several wounds not only on the anterior but also on the

side, and from these rods the log is suspended as shown in
Fig, 2, the knee being lixed by a bandage. 1 find it a
great advantage to have small uielal loops along the bar
to fix the slings to and prevent their slipping up or down
the bar. The slings are, I thiulc, best made of battiste,
which js better than jaconet for the purpose, as it is water-
lu-oofonboth sides. In some parts of the \e^ the s'in<i
may be carried straight acres?, but when the leg is some"
what i-ound in form, as at the upper and lower parts of
the calf, they should lie obliqnelv. so as to fit tlio
convex surface. It injurious i>iv-;siue seems to be
exercised by auy sliug a pii li'ni,' |,:J ..y be
between it and tlic luiib, an
Barnes's bags, which ^vc.e a
for dilating the cervix. v[i\
jedema of the leg, the narrower sliuf

placed
I have found

1 obstetricians
there is great

11 sink into the
oedema, or rather, the_y prevent the oedema from forniin»
where they press, and it occurs above and below, and the
shng seems to bo cutting into the leg, but this is only
apparent. When treating ordinarv Potts fracture in civil
practice, in cases with great displacement oQhe foot back-

droppingwards, I have sometimes tried to preven
Kief

he

back of the heel by a sling arrangement supported bv an
attachment to the top of the foot-piece. In some eases I
have found this answer very well, but I have seen it cause
sloughing of the heel, just as pressure with a pad under id
IS apt to do. When I put up this gunshot fracture on the
.special splint. I tried a sling under"^the heel, but it caused
sloughing and had to be abandoned. Possibly a slin" with
a i^ueumatic pad on it might not cause anv injurious
pressure there. On this special form of splint the le"
IS quite firmly fixed, aud yet free drainage from the
posterior wounds can be secured. For continuous
irrigation such a splint would be particularlv useful,
as a shallow metal receptacle with an outlet pipo
could be so conveniently placed beneath the suspended
limb. In my case such continuous irrigation has not
been required, as by frequent syringing of lotion through
the wound, from front to back of the leg, free drainage
has been maintained. There has not been any serious
pyrexia. But the arrangement has been very convenient
for this process, as a shallow receptacle could so readily
be placed beneath the leg. In a case of compound fractaro
of the leg requiring continuous irrigation, even though this
form of splint may not be required because there are
posterior wounds, yet it may be found more convenient
than the usual arrangement of mackintoshes to carry
off the fluid.

'

Fig. 1.

posterior surface in the lower half of the leg, I planned
the splint for its support which I will now describe
(tig-l).

Jt consists of a back splint of wood covered witli some
waterjnoof material, with a foot-piece. At the two upper
corners of the back splint two pieces of wood are fixed, and
from these to the foot-piece a rod of metal passes on each

The American Medical Association will hold its sixty-
seventh annual session at Detroit, June 12th to 16tb, 1916.

The Mansion House Committee of the Captain Scot*
Memorial Fund is about to erect a bronze bas-relief in
St. Paul's Cathedral, bearing the following inscription,
written by Earl Cuizon of Kedlestou : "In memory of
Captain Kobert Falcon Scott. C.V.O.. E.N., Dr. Edward
Adrian Wilson, Captain Lawrence E. G. ".ifcs T ;i<'if.<nant
Henry E. Bowers, and Petty Officer 1 i - l ' ~ «lio
died on their return journey fj-om ili ! -i • in
February and March, 1912. Inflexible «.:,, ,

,
.

• i^lfast

in courage, resolute in endurance iu the lace u: uupaiuUeled
misfortune. Their bodies are lost in the Antarctic ice.

Bnt the memory of their deeds is an everlasting mono-
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ON THE EXTRACTION OF FOREIGN BODIES.
BY

J. R. CALDWELL, Captain R.A.M.C.

Since the comiuencemcnt of the present war the nuinbev

of so-called new methorls of localizing foreign bodies lodged

in the tissues of the human frame has been enormous.
Obviously such an expenditure of energy in the planning

of these was a I'esponse to some weakness in those systems
in existence previous to the present struggle. The localiza-

tion of piij. .
!ii-; ]'..:-i in these days been forced into a

position >'i
I

1 :ii' ' under the pressure of work entailed

iu the e-.'i 10, n i-n .1 l;ivge numbers of wounded men. Of
paramouiii iui^MH linn c in work of this nature is the ques-

tion of sped. Complex work entailing the taking of

several radiographs, or involving the use of complicated

measuring instruments, must go by the board. Simplicity

is an essential, as worlc may have to be done under the

most adverse conditions, and any ordinary apparatus
should be sufficient at a pinch with which to do good
work. Many methods have been evolved ; indeed, there

is scarcely a radiograplier of experience wlio has not
thought out for himself a method of localization, and
yet on the operating table vexing faihires may occur.

'it iii.iitois n.jl, vAr.n iiHtliiiil is employed, complex or
I 1 extraction of pro-

• uessible situations'
.1^ M

,
li a search.

i iu- lu' !i ijciiinin ])iiiu ipi.' oi inranzation is practically

llie same in all systems; the main difference lies in the
mode of application. Diagram I represents, say, a section

of a patient lying on a couch. The .r-ray tube is in
position under the table, while above is t!ie screeu. The
essential of localization resolves itself into a geometrical
calculation—we know the distance of the anticathodo of
tlie tube from the surface of the patient's body. We shift
ilie position of the tube a kuown distance, and we note the
apparent distance traversed by the foreign body on the
screen. Given these three measuremenis, it is obvious
lliat the extent of the movement of the shadow on the
screeu will depend absolutely on the depth of the foreign
body. The nearer tlic piojeclile is to tlic q^-rcrn tl.c less
will be its apparent iiiovemeut. A:, !, ".

, ' ;,,

modifications in the method of :i|.i"

Most of those of recent iutrcii'.

speed, but the fundamental prin ij!.
,

, . ,!.

same in all. The radiographer f.-au-iis liis iluty liuibhed
when he is able to state that below a certain mark on the
patient's skin, at a certain depth will be found the foreign

body in question. The value of such information has been
overrated. Undoubtedly when the surgeon has hunted
down a foreign body he may verify his radiographer's
findings to a millimetre, yet, before the commencement of

the operation, the information given could at the mest
give the slenderest help as to the auatomical situation of

the foreign body. The unknown variations in thickness
of tlie tissues overlying the muscles, and in the muscles
themselves, and moreover the variation bi'ought about by
the inflammatory reaction around the new body, render
the most accurate localization of but the slightest assist-

ance. It has been suggested that an atlas of frozen trans-

verse sections of the human trunk and limbs might provide
information on wliich to base the data supplied by the
radiographer, and .so to furnish us with the ideal and aua-
tomical localization, but tlie sources of error are most
obvious, and render this but of little help. Another
important source of erx'or in the extraction of pro-

jectiles is the difficulty of repeating exactly on tlie

operating table the conditions which obtained when
the localization was made. The surgeon is told that
vertically below a certain mark on the skin at a certain

depth he will find the foreign body in question. It is at
once obvious that the slightest change in position of tlie

patient may produce a deviation from the vertical path
and so lead astray. Open to criticism also is the custom
of marliiug the skin, as, after the preliminary toilet,

there may be little left of the guiding point. Moreover,
when tlie case is a multi))le one and the surgeon is faced
witli the removal of perhaps half a dozen pieces of' shell,

his difficulties are enormously magnified. An anatomical
localization, then, seems an almost unattainable ideal, as,

unfortunately, stereography, whicli is the nearest approach
we can have to this, is often erroneous and misioadim.;.

Mi'Kjiiv.r. tlie taking and developing of two plates tak'.;s

tini' , :uid the help of these should only be employi.'d as
acijc,-:-,'.! y in the extraction of projectiles from very difficult

ami ..l.uigerous situations.

To iiave speed in this class of work we must approach
the -inliject from a somewhat different point of view. Wliy
slioukl we still grope in the dark when we can so readily
work in the light? In war work the operating table and
the .(.-ray table should be combined. The operating
theatre and the a-ray room must be in one as the j>ro.y

theatre.

During the past few monthSras surgeon radiographer for

two Calais hospitals, one French and one Belgian, I have
been permitted to treat on the .r-ray operating table over
350 cases involving the removal of foreign bodies from the
tissues. Shell, shrapnel, bullet, and hand grenade have
been removed with a facility and speed whicli grew with
experience, but in no case from the very first in which an
atteujpt was made lias a failure been recorded. Moreover,
many 'jf these were multiple (as many as thirteen pieces
of shell have been removed from one patient), and many
were old and healed and showed the scars of previou.s

frnitloss SL-.uch. The beginning was necessarily small
and the tci-lmiq\ie now employed was evolved step by step,

difficulties being met as they arose, until ultimately practi-

cally all cases of foreign bodies became the property of the
xray theatre.

The apparatus employed is of the simplest description
and was supplied by Mr. A. Dean, of London. The table
is of the ordinary type with a large tube box underneath
giving transverse and longitudinal movements. The top
used for operations is of thin well-polishcd wood, and an
extension in the form of a flap is attached to one end to

accommodate the patient when dealing with the lower
limbs. The high tension wires approach tlie tube box
from the opposite end that operations may be performed
from both sides of the table.

A troublesoiiio question was the lighting of the theatre,

as the strong light necessary for dissections interferes
with that visual acuity so essential in .r-ray work. Tlio
difficulty has been met by using an old automobile head-
liclit abi.ve the table. With a powerful condenser this
'

•
I

:
,

I

. li^ht only on the field of operation, while
I : l]ij room is in comparative darkness. A

. I ! imp still further improves the light for

. ^ ; ,;. ^ ..linl does not strain or tire the eyes, while
still giNiug sufficient light for minute dissection.

It is rarely necessary for the anaesthetic to be ad-

ministered for any lengthj period i» the dark, but in tho
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event of such a necessity nrlslng the anaestlietisb is

oiiiipped with a small pocket lamp also giving a blue

light. This poi-mits him to examiuo his patient without

iut(ufciiu{» with the screening.

The protection of the suvoeon from the liarmtiil effects

of the X ray is of the utmost iinportiuice. The tube box is

entirely encased in lead 3 mm. thick with tUe exception of

the opening above for the pass.ige of the acting rays.

Additional protection is atforded by the use of a leaden

screen of ample dimensions, and of the same thickness as

that covering the tube box. This should be hung on to

the front of the table, between the box and tlie operator,

and should be freely movable along tlie length of the

table, and easily detachable to give ready access to the

tube. Operations are always performed with the smallest

diaphragm possible, and hence it becomes feasible, with

care, to keep the hands out of the direct line of fire, but to

afford still further protection lead plates 3 mm. in thickness

and with circular openings in the centre varj'ing in

diameter from 1 in. to 4 in. are used. These serve to cut

off stray rays, and being readily sterilizable can be laid in

the field of operation in a manner which will be described

l.tter. Long slightly curved Spencer Wells forceps are

used in extraction, the curve involving the handle only,

forceps which liave a rectangular bend being more difficult

of control. It is usual liere for two pairs of gloves to be
worn during an operation on the array table, an outer thick

pair such as are worn by housemaids, and an inner tliiu

pair of the ordinary type. The outer pair can be removed
on the completion of the actual extraction, or to permit of

delicate work.
Each case on admission is subjected to a preliminary

radioscopical examination, and if a foreign body is present
its position is determined roughly by parallax. Advantage
is taken of any neighbouring bony structure, the position

of which is fixed and known, and the relative rates of

apparent movement of the bone and the projectile on
shifting the source of illumination are studied with the
help of the screen. A brief glance at Fig. 2 will show

Fig. 2.—The diagram represents, say. a section of a thigh with
two Jorelgn bodies, one. a, in the same lateral plane as the hone,
the other, e, anterior to it. Two screens, for tlie sake of
Bimplicity, are shown. On moving the tulic from c to r> the
loreigD body a apparently moves the same distance as the bone
(x-x'=y-y') (screen 1). The foieian body B makes a smaller
apparent movement (x-x' <y-y'J (screen 2.)

that if a foreign body is in the same lateral plane as the
BJiaft of some long bone, its rate of apparent movement
upon shifting the source of illumination will be similar to
that of the bone. A foreign body anterior to the bone
will moveless, and when under the skin will scarcely move
at all. On the other hand, when the projectile is situated
in a plane posterior to that of the bone the conditions are
the opposite of those just described^ At this preliminary
examination one determines the site of the akin incision

and also tlie most suitable position for the patient at the
actual operation.^ When it is possible to cut vertically

down on the foreign body— that is to say, when it can be
approached by a route which is at right angles to the
screen—there is no difficulty as a rule, and the operation
is a matter of a few minutes, but such a method of
approach is not always feasible, for on the aM-ay operating
table you cannot put your patient into all the positions
permissible on the ordinary table. In operating, for

example, on the upper and outer aspect of the thigh,

the patient must lie on his back or face in order that
the opposite thigh may not come in the way iuid

interfere with the screen. If a bullet were situated in

such a position, the procedure of turning the patient on
his side is impossible, as the screen could not for obvious
reasons be employed In such a case the patient must be
placed on 1 s b cl an 1 tl c fo ce\ si st aj j oacl tl e

f gn boly n a la e pa all 1 to tl al^ ot tl e c eon
Ho v tl en e c to h 1 tl p

si tl t>[ t

of p 1 1 tl c 1 t t
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promotes liealing, for it is usually possible at the same

time to take a^^•ay fragments of cloth, which are such

.1 iiotent cause of prolonged suppuration. The adoption of

such a method as that described makes for such speed and

sucli certainty of success that the more routine removal of

all projectiles of any size should be the rule. Moreover,

the man in the trenches can never understand that a piece

lit hbell left in his leg is anything but an unmixed evil.

Thus he ponders, he worries, and ultimately its presence
becomes a source of irritation to him. It may cause liim

real pain, or it may be imaginary or assumed, but in any
case it interferes with the proper discharge of his duties.

Unless there are contraindicating factors present, the rule

should be to remove all foreign bodies of any size from
accessible situations, and as soon as possible after the
infliction of the wound.

OPEX-AIR TREATMENT FOR WOUNDS.
A Simple and IxEXPr.ssn-E Form of OPEN-Ain

Wabd, as used at the V.A.D. Hospital,

IIexleyin-Aedex.

W. ERNEST NELSON, M.A.Cantae., M.E.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

DxTr.iN'rt the present war open-air treatment has played a

large part in the cure of wounded soldiers, and any medical

mail who has had charge of wounded knows what excellent

results can be obtained by
this method, especially in

th3 more serious kinds of

suppurating wounds and in

cases of general infection.

I submit this short
account of an open air

ward because I think it

may be of interest to your

readers and also because

it has one or two featuies

which may specially com-

mend it.

The ward was built for

use at the V.A.D. Hos
pital, Henley-in-Aiden, of

which hospital I am Com-
mandant and Medical
Officer, and is specially

adapted for such hospitals,

as it has the merit of being cheap and at the same time

efficient.

Tliis particular ward has accommodation for eight beds,

tiiough I have had as many as nine beds in it at one time,

but buildings can

be constructed
on these lines to

take two or three

beds, or twenty
or thirty.

The chief fen

tures which I

claim for tin-
particular form '

building are .

follows:

1. It is open tn

;he air on both
^ides, the ends
inly being closed

in. Most open-

air wards that I

have seen are
closed in on three

sides. The pro-

tecting screens,
at the back of

the bed-Iieads,
seen on the right

liaud side of the

view of the in-

terior, are 4 ft.

high, and afford

ample protection from draught. II i?

open down to the ground, except ioi an o)ii u h ilusU idiug.

Thus there is a free current of an continually passmg
over the heads of the patients as they lie in bed, and
j'et they do not feel any draught.

2. The deep sloping eaves are set at such an angle that

the rain cannot drive in, even on the most windy and
rainy days. During the past mouth of July, in which we
have not" had a single day without rain and have had some
of the most severe thunderstorms I have ever seen, the
interior of this ward has always remained dry and the
patients have suffered no inconvenience from wind or

rain.

3. If it is desired to close in one side completely,

this is done by a system of spare screens, which either

fit into grooves provided or are hinged on to the
already existing screens at the back of the beds, and
are then thrown upwards and bolted to the wall plate

or roof. lu this way
either side of the ward,
or both, can be entirely

or partially shut in.

4. It is easily built,

the materials being wood
and asbestos sheeting, the

latter being cheaper than
wood, besides having the
additional merit of being

fireproof. The roof is

of match-boarding, covered

with rubberoid. The floor

is constructed of boards,

tougued and grooved, sa

that no draught can
come through. The whole
structure is raised somo
twelve inches from the

ground on small brick

pillars ; this allows a free current of air under the

building, and at the same time does not kill the

grass, should it be found necessary to erect such

a building on a lawn or in a field.

5. It is quickly
niideasilyerecteci.

riiis particular

- lilding was put
[1 complete iu
III' days — ten

; ys from the
ac of the order

I" ing given.

6. it is easily

connected with
the main build-

ing of the hos-

pital by a covered
way, so that
nurses and
patients can pass
to and fro in any
weather.

I shall be
)ileased to givo
further details

to anyone in-

U: rested in the
subject, or tlieso

can be ' obtained

direct from the

a rchitects,
Messrs. O.sborne,

Pembeiton and White, 40, Bennetts H ill, Birmingham.

The late Mi. \ithur Kich Sauudeis, M.B., of Victoria

Park, Dover, tormerly PiesiUent of the Jamaica Medical
Council and Board of Examination, left estate valued at

£15,117.
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TIIK PUBLIC HEALTH WORK OF THE
BUITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Being the rREsmKSTiAi. Address Dkliveked to thk
WOBCKSTEKSHIRE AND HEREFORDSHIRE BRANCH Of

THE British Medical Association.

BT

LiEUT.-CoL. HERBERT JOXES, D.P.H., R.A.M.C.(T.),

'isE Presideut of tlie WorcesteMbire and Herefordsliire

Branch may be justifiably proud of recalling that the

British Medical Association came into being at Worcester,

and that his pvesideutial address is delivered to the lineal

professional descendants of those who listened to tlie first

address of Sir Charles (then Dr.) Hastings, the outcome
of which was the formation, with a membership of 140, of

an .\ssociation whose members now number some 25,000,

and wields a power and possesses an influence that are

at once the envy and the admiration of many simiiar

organizations.
The honour of presiding over the deliberations of this

Branch is one which cannot fail to be gratifj-ing to any
cue who is chosen by j'ou to occupy the position. It is

pecnliarly so to me, because more than tweutj' of my
thirty years of professional life and activities have been
Bpent exclusively in the public health service. For thiis

reason my thanks are specially due to you, not alone from
myself, but also on behalf of medical officers of health

generally. 1 hope, indeed, that I shall not be thought
guilty of any personal ingratitude when I say that I felt,

and felt with pride and satisfaction, that your choice last

year of President was intended to be a testimony to tlic

confidence and good feeling which exists, and which I

have at all times striven to foster, between the general

practitioners of this country and medical oflicers of health.

I liUe to think also that, while honouring me, you desired

to pay tribute to the Society of Medical Officers of

Health, with which I have been closely associated

officially for many years, and the presidential badge
of which I have ' now the honour and gratification of

wearing.
Among the purposes and objects of the new Association

outUned by Charles Hastings at Worcester in 1832 was the
"investigation of endemic and epidemic disease." Tlie

transactions of the Association from that day to this give
ample evidence that there has been no neglect of this

object not only in its earlier days but in later years, when
public health became so specialized that other bodies for

the discussion and elucidation of sanitary problems were
established—the Epidemiolo'.^ical Society in 1855 and the
Society of Medical Officers of Health in 1856. While the
public health historian would naturally go to the records
of these two societies for reliable information, he would bo
unable to fulfil his task faithfully and completely it he
neglected to explore the pages of the British Medical
Journal ovfailed to make himself familiar with the papers
and discussions on public health matters that have been
included from time to time in the. proceedings of the great
annual meetings or of the Branch meetings of the
Association.

Quite apart, however, from the assistance that has been
rendered by the Association to the scientific side of public
health invaluable help has been given medico politically
to medical officers of health. Adequate remuneration,
security of tenure of office, and superannuation for medical
officers of health, have all long been planks in the policy of
the A.ssociation, and no one is more qualified than I am to
testify, as I do most heartily, to the untiring labours on
our behalf of the Association committees, of its officials
and editorial staff, in connexion with these three important
questions. A successful stand has been made against
inadequate salaries, while year after year bills have been
introdnccd into Parliament, at the instigation and at the
cost of the Association, having for their object the provision
of superannuation allowances for medical officers of health
and a reasonable security for these officials against
capricious dismissal at the hands of the electing authori-
ties. For years the Government of the day was deaf to
all appeals for what seemed to those who had closely
studied the question bare justice to an important body of
X)nblic officers, but the persistent efforts of the Association

and the Society of Medical Offi':'ers of Health, backed up
as they were by the BRrrisn Medic vt Journal, by the
Lancet, and by the MrJical Officer, have at last "borne
fruit, for the principle of suneranuuation has boeu admitted
and an order of the Local CI overnment Board is, I under-
stand, to be promulgated, which will ensure that all whole-
time medical officers appointed in the future in the English
and W'clsh provinces will hold office on the same terms as
their colleagues elsewhere in the British Isles—that is to
say, dismissal by a local authority will only be effective

after receiving the approval and sanction of the Local
Government Beard.
This success could not have been achieved had there

not been the most cordial and generous co-operation
between the Society of Medical Officers of Health repre-
senting the public health service, and the British Medical
Association representing the geueral practitioners of the
country. The attitude of the Association testifies to the
long views that are taken by those who guide its policy.

Medical officers of health constitute only about 6 per cent,
of the members of the Association, and it might well
have been thought that 01

importance to li^ >

to show, quite i

Although tie

are the frieudlk :. j ,. .

occasion there should be so

members of the two bodies.

interests were of too little

line, as I have endeavoured
- lieen the case.

! the society have been and
:,-. almost inevitable that ou

10 friction between individual
This usually arises not from

any mean or despicable motive, but rather bectiuse the
general practitioner, on the ouf lii;: 1. i- jin-.ious to safe-

guard the interests of his pat ieir. . \\.. ii.lical officer

of health is zealous, sometiui I: '
> .1 e zealous, for

the welfare of the community. .1 xion I will

refer to what is perhaps tli. : isj of mis-
undei'standiag between the p n'-r and tho
public officer. In the "iiu- > mleiaic antl

epidemic disease" it is alj.-.'!iin.i i,-ui.iial that the
investigator shoulel have prcjise auJ accuiate knowledge
of the existence of such dif,ease, auel as regards a largo
number of these diseases the general practitioner is re-

quired by law to senel certain iuformatiou to the medical
officer of health, who is thus euabled to carr}- out his

ect of those investigations
.f the disease in niuvstiou

;

<\: ^ ...r - ,.;-.;; ,; ;i,:it all

.. ^:,, > , ' I:.' i I. , Hired

investigations. The primary olj

is the prevention of the s]ii-c,i(l

and if the medical offiii i
•

!

due precautions are bei Ml' :

under the terms of fii-. .1 ; lv;; c, im ,. i ,-, 1 :
-. rum-

petcnt to act as to the reniCLiiai lueasuees tliat apjicar to

him desirable to take. There are still a few meelioal

officers of health who seem to consider that they cannot
make complete investigations without actually seeing the
patient—a course which in my view is not ouly quite

unnecessary but is reprehensible. The views of the Local
Government Board on this point are very precise, tor in

a memorandum issueel by tho Board iu 1910 it was stated
that

liealtli will bear in mind that the
in tlieir own homes can be made
'';

1. itient or of those in charge of
! litioner is in attendance his

A medical officer ot
examination of patients
only with the e n ,'

the patient. If ,

co-operation sill 11: ; ..i ~ - -myht.

My own praciiii' hi. alv, lys been never to see a patient
who is being attended by a doctor unless the latter is

present or his consent has been obtained. If this were
made a rule by all medical officers of health, the number
of cases of misunelerstanding anel irritation that now occa-

sionally arise would be considerably reduced. A still

further reduction would take place if the diagnosis of

the practitioner were al

oaly being made afti !
1

to the practitioner to r

If the relations bel'.v

medical officer of heal I

best results to the conmn

ally accepted, exceptions
Mil opportunity given

]iractitioner and tho
li as to produce tho

.ally, each must realize

that the other has difficulties of his own to contend with.

Due allowance must be made for those difficulties. Above
all we must beware of the mischief that is so often made
through the patient or his friends misinterpreting a casual

remark. It is a good working rule never to believe a

hearsay statement that is detrimental to a professional

colleague. If you are attending a scarlet fever patient,

and on your second visit are told that the medical officer

of health has been to the house and has said that the case

is not one of scarlet fever, do not believe it. The medical
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officer of health, on his part, shonlii uot believe a

repeated conversation attributing improper conduct to

liim. More harm is done by these tales than is generally

imagined.
It is now my privilege and pleasure to invite my suc-

cessor to take my place. My year of office has been in a
period in the history of onr nation unexampled. The
thoughts of all of us have been absorbed in the terrible

conflict in which we are engaged, and we have all done
otu- best to shorten it and to lessen its horrors. Dr.

\Villdnson is known to us all as a practitioner of high

repute, and we feel tliat in electing him to tin- presi-

dential chair we are conferring an honour that lias been
well earned. Among tlie members of the publii' health

service he occupies an honoured position, and it is a

special jjleasure to mo to introduce as my successor

another medical officer of health. I can wish nothing

better.

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.
VACCINE TREATMENT OF GONORRHOEA.

Any method of treatment which will sLorten the period

of detention in hospital of men suffering from gonor-

rhoea is worthy of full trial, and, if found beneficial, of

being recorded.
Of 33 cases admitted into hospital with acute gonorrhoea,

all were treated with gouococcus vaccine, and were dis-

cliarged cured after an average detention of 13.V days
each. No case was marked cured until there had been an
interval of sometimes four and in other cases of five

consecutive days since the appearance of the last sign of

discharge, including gleet. This gives an average of about
nine days during which alone there were manifestations of

active gonorrhoea.
The method of treatment I adoijted was the following

:

On tlie morninc; nft 1
,' Inv'- ion a dose of mistnra alba

was given, the j - , 1

'

; . n a milk diet, and rest in

bed enjoined. -\ i ii ) the buttock of 1 com. of

gonococcus vaeiii.' ); n ."j!:s, Wellcome, and Co.), 200
million strength. w>is given, and the man directeil to

wash out the urethra three or four times ilaiK- with a weak
solution of potassium permanganate. There wus -luerally
a slight rise of temperature in the evening luever higher
than 99.9") with slight headache. On the following morn-
ing the discharge was usually said to be heavier, les^iening,

day and being less again the next
ill hours after the fiist injection of

...IS given.this time >.f 1,000 million
ill' followed, and uuk.-s tlie')i>iharge

t iiuuked diminution iiud <..f approxi-
\vo or three days afterwards a thiid
illion was given, a fourth being rarely

nocessarx". When the discharge had become clear the
patient was allowed to be up in the ward; all exercise,
however, was forbidden.
Noteworthy poiuts about the washing out of the urethra

are that it was effected by gravity and through a No. 8
catheter, which was passed well down the urethra so that
the whole of the canal should be cleansed, this being done
under the supervision of an orderly, to ensure thorough-
ness. In some of the cases a valuable adjnir-t. «;i -uisted
by Colonel Butt, was used. The patient wns iil.i., ,1 and
kept for some time in a hot bath, aud whiM \li-i.i in a
recumbent position the urethra was thoroii-hly was-hed
out. These cases were uot selected, but in each the dis-

charge was purulent and had been present from one week
up to several mouths—ten montlis in one case which
had been treated by electric aud other methods to no
purpose. In the latter case, too, gonococcus vaccine had
been tried and had failed, but the maximum dose was^only
40 million. Gonococcus vaccine is not a very stable
preparation and failure in some cases may be due to this
cause; there is no doubt also that the strains vary in
potencj', but I cannot lielp thinking that failures are
mostly due to insufficient doses being employed, a too
extended interval between each injection, and the lack, in
addition, of thoroughly cleansing the urethra several times
daily. Except mistura alba, no medicine was given.

W. G. Bkett, Lieutenant E.A.M.O.

liowever,

morning. I', ni.

vaccine -j
' •

,'

streugtli. t )' -'!

showed -J J iitpio

luatiou to gleet,

injection of 1,000 1

TYPHOID FEVER WITH SUPPURATING OVARIAN
CYST.

The patient, a -woman aged 22 years, unmarried, was
admitted into hospital on May 12th, 1915, with a pre-
liminary diagnosis of typhoid fever.
' She had not liad any illness up to four mouths pre-

viously, when slie had a cough aud was ' feverish "
; since

then she had had amenorrhoea. In .lanuary, 1915, she
was inoculated once against typhoid fever. Shortly after-

Wards she was wounded in the left shoulder by shrapnel,
but the wound healed quickly.

The illness for which she was admitted had begun four
weeks previously with diarrhoea and abdominal pain.
.She was feverish and was bleeding from the nose, but had
no headache. Wlien she was admitted she was well
nourished, but looked flushed and feverish; the tem-
perature was 100.8° F. and the pulse 120. Her tongue wag
coated with a thick white fur, but was moist. The
abdomen looked f\ill, and was very tender and rigid,

especially so in the right iliac fossa. On palpation a
large, firm, smooth swelling was felt extending from above
the symphysis pubis to the umbilicus; it was almost
central, but was inclined slightly to the right. Tlie

swelling was dull upon percussion, and there was no
fluctuation. A catlieter was passed ; only two ounces of

highly-coloured urine were withdrawn, and the swelling
persisted.

Upon vaginal examination the cervix was found to be
pushed far over to the left side, and the uterus was behind
the tumour and to the left of it. The tumour appeared to

be distinctly to the right of the middle line, and was very

tense. There were no breast changes, and the other

organs appeared to be normal. A blood culture proved to

be negative.

The patient's condition remained much the same, with
fever and a lapid pulse, until May 16th, when she seemed
to get worse ; the temperature rose to 102.2^ F., aud she
started vomiting. It was decided to oiJerate, and on 3Iay
17th laparotomy was performed by Colonel S. Guise-

Moores under ether given by the open method. A large

unilocular ovarian cyst was found ; this originated from
the left ovary, and its pedicle formed a continuation of the

left broad ligament. There were some adhesions to the

pelvic wall. The cyst was removed, leaving the ovary
behind.
The cyst contained about two pints of a grumous semi-

purulent fluid, from which the BaciUuH fijjihosus of Eberth
was obtained in pure culture.

At 7 p.m. the patient was very feeble ; the pulse was
140, and the temperature 100.8' F. A pint of sahne solu-

tion was given by the rectum, and a hypodermic injection

of digitalin yj^ grain and strychnine j,V g''aiii /^as given

every four hours. She had a fair night, without much
pain, and on j\Iay 18tli was better, the temperature being
98.6- and the pulse 120. There was no vomiting. A slight

haemorrbagic vaginal discharge was noticed, aud persisted

for two days.

She made a rapid and uneventful recovery.

H. G. C. Mold, Lieutenant R.A.M.C.iS.R.).

H^jjorts

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN

HOSPITALS AND ASYLU3IS.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY.
AUITRIO-VENOCS ANEURYSM OF POPUTE.AL VESSELS.

(By Ernest Connell, L.R.C.P. and S.L)

Prav.iTE A. J., Belgian soldier, received a bullet wound on
October 28th, 1914. The point of entry was two inches above

the internal condyle of the left femur, and the exit over

the middle of the popliteal space. He was admitted

suffering from acute pneumonia and arteriovenous

aneurysm of the popliteal vessels.

One month later he was transferred to the surgical side

under Mr. Hartley's charge. He complained of pain and
swelling in the left knee and leg, aud of " music in his

leg." A pulsating swelling was felt in the popliteal .space,

and tlie limb below was bluish. A marked thrill was
felt, and a loud musical bruit could be heard over the
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swelling. No pulsation could be made out in the tibial

artciies. OunppI)iu<; preasure over the superficial feiuoial

artery the pulsation, thrill, and bruit disappeared.

C2'er(tl!07i.

On June 4tli. 1915, Mr. Hartley, after the application of

n tourniquet, opened the popliteal space by a mcdiau
incision. The popliteal nerves and their branches \vcro

carefully retracted and preseirved. The aneurysmal sac,

about the size of a small hen's egg, was then dissected out.

Next the artery was ligatured with silft, proximal to the

sac, which was then incised, dark clotted blood being

squeezed out. The four large openings of the vessels were
easily found in the sac. A closed pair of Speueer Wells

artery^ forceps was carefully inserted into the artery distal

to the sac, which was thus readilj' defined and ligatured.

The opening into the sac was closed by a continuous
suture of fine catgut, and the suture line invested by a

continuous Lembert suture of fine silk. On releasing the

tourniquet the vein became enormously distended, an.l

free oozing was seen, but in a few seconds the vein became
much smaller, and the oozing so slight that no points

needed ligature. A drainage tube was, however, inserted,

and retained for live days, the rest of the wound being
closed. A back-splint was applied, the limb raised, and
kept warm.
On the day after operation the patient complained of

severe pain in the leg, but otherwise recovery was un-

eventful. He was kept recumbent for three weeks and
then went home, very pleased that the " German band "

in his knee had ceased its music.
I am indebted to Mr. Hartley for kind permission to

pubhsh this case.

Hibkhis.

A HISTORY OF THE IIOHENZOLLERNS.
De. Cabanks, well known by his researches in the bypaths
of history, especially in its relations to medicine, has
written the history of the Hohenzollerns ' with the object

of throwing light' on the mentality of its present repic-

scntative. The name occurs for the first time in the

eleventh century, but the dynasty was really founded by
the Great Elector, Frederick William, who reigned from
1640 to 1688. In his proclamation to his people he called

himself Margrave of Brandenburg, Arch- Chancellor and
Elector of the Holy Roman Empire, Duke in Prussia.

I'rince of the Pomeranians and the Vandals, Burgrave
of Xuremberg, and so forth—a " silly stately style

"

recalhng the enumeration of the titles of Lord Talbot
by Sir William Lucy in the first part of Kimj
Henry VI. At the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,
the Grand Elector received some 10,000 French refugees,

who brought with them arts and manufactures into

a country which had previously been little more
than a barren waste inhabited by a half savage popula-
tion. Their intellectual activity as lawyers, physicians,
engineers, and architects greatly helped the future
development of Prussia. The Great Elector died at the
age of 67 at Potsdam, leaving a son by his first wife. This
was Frederick, who first assumed the title of King of

Prussia, putting the royal crown on his head with
bis own hand. Ceremonies were the chief occupa-
tion of his life. Such was his love of theatrical
display that it is recorded that his chief regret,
when he died in 1713, was that he could not sec
his own funeral. He was succeeded by Frederick
William I, who for English readers lives in unfading
colours in the pages of Carlyle and Macaulay. He ruled
his subjects and his family with the brutality of a Prussian
sergeant, and on one occasion he was with difficulty pre-
vented from putting his son to death with his own haiid'^.
Though his stinginess made him a byword throughout
Europe, he spent huge sums in kidnapping tall men wher-
ever they were to be found. These he enlisted in his
guards, and he tried, as Dr. Johnson says, to progagate
procerity by laying hands on all the big women he could
find, and marrying them by force to his gigantic soldiers.
The result, however, was disappointing. With age his

. 460 ; 65 illustrations. Fr. 3.50.)

Bavagc temper became over more irritable; he had attacks
of epilepsy and actual mania, though to the end there was
generally a method in his madness. After him camo
Frederick the Great, a man of high intelligence, but with-
out moral principle. He did much for the greatness of
Prussia, but it was by unscrupulous trickery and down-
right robbery. Ho had no regard for agreements, oaths,
treaties, or diplomatic " scraps of paper " of any kind.
His policy, cynically avowed, was that there was no
tribunal before which kings could be tried, and that they
had the right to take what they could. He was, in fact,
like the freebooter who lived by

The good old rule, tlie simple plan
That he should take who has the power
And he should keep who can.

His intellectual power preserved him from the worst
eccentricities of his father, but he had much in commr.n
with him, though he concealed his native brutality under
a veneer of culture. He was mean to the degree of
miserliness. His temper was imperious and irritable to
the point of ferocity ; he was fond of cruel practical jokes
and ingenious in devising means of annoying and wounding
the feelings of tliosc about him. Yet, like many persons
who are unkind or iudilferent to their fellow creatures, he
was fond of his dugs ; he always had the animals about
him and allowed them every liberty. Probably to .show
his contempt for mankind, he" directed in his will that ha
was to be buried among them. It is impossible, however,
to deny him some of the qualities of greatness. To the
very end he persisted in directing every department of his
Government. His devotion to work seems to have been
largely due to his desire to distract his mind from melan-
choly, and his incessant scribbling and verse, which
otherwise might bo regarded as a form of mania, may bo
ascribed to the saujo cause. He said that for him these
things took the place of drink.

Frederick was succeeded by his nephew, Frederick
William, a superstitious visionary, during whose reign
Germany was overrun by Iltuminafi, freemasons, and
mystics, who sought for the philosopher's stone and
plotted the overthrow of kings and priests. Cabanes
gives an account of the initiation of candidates, but a,

fuller description of these fantastic ceremonies will be
found in the Abbe Barnel's history of secret societies and
in George Sand's Comfcsse dc Rndohlstadt. The King is
said to have attended some of these initiations in disguise,
and the excitement caused in him by the calling up of the
spirits of the dead is said to have contributed to his death,
which took place in 1797. His successor, Frederick
William III, was a man of great simplicity but of weak
will, \yliose wife, Queen Louise, a very beautiful and
charming woman, tried in vain to conquer Napoleon after
the defeat of Prussia in 1806.

Frederick William III died of influenza in 1840 and was
succeeded by Frederick William IV, who is said to have
declared that he would never allow a " scrap of paper "—

•

that is to say, a constitution— to stand between him and
his people. His idea was to unite feudalism with absolute
monarchy. Tlic troubles of 1848 seem to have been too
much for his reason, and during the last ten years of his
life he was mad. He was succeeded by William I, who
was proclaimed German Emperor during tho war of
1870-71. He was an honest man, who had the wisdom to
leave the management of affairs to Bismarck and Moltke.
The chief business of his lite seems to have been to
change his uniform several times a daj'.

Frederick III, father of the reigning Kaiser, was a man
of simple tastes and straightforward character, who had
nothing in him of the mountebank or the swaggering
Prussian. Had his life been spared the development of
Germany would probably not have followed a course that
made her a constant menace to her neighbours, and tho
world would not now be struggling against her devastating
ambition.
Of the present Kaiser, Cabanes says he is an actor clad

in the Imperial purple, constantly striving to keep himself
in the limelight and posing for the admiration of tho
world. One can imagine him when the time comes for him
to leave the stage of life, sighing with Nero Qualis artifex
pereo !

Dr. Cabanas has traced the origin and rise of the
Hohenzollerus with a careful choice of detail which brings
out clearly the evolution of the race and the means by
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whiclj, boginniu^ as "wee bit German lairdies," to quote

a Jacobite soug, they have reached their present place

amoug the rulers of the earth. He is to be congratulated

ou having produced a book which is a contribution to

historical literature at once solid and readable. It is

illustrated by sixty portraits and other figures, and there

is au appendix by 31. Rougemont in which he analyses the

peculiarities of the Kaiser's handwriting.

ROSE AND CARLESS'S MANUAL OF SURGERY.
It i« a remarkable tribute to the vitality of a textbook

that with unfailing regularity since its first issue a new
edition has been called for every three yeai-s. We have

already, in noticing the previous edition of Rose and

Carless's Surgery, indicated our opinion that it ranks

<;asily amongst the best textbooks of surgery in the

language, and we see no reason to alter that opinion after

contemplating the newest issue. In the preface to the

eighth edition ^ Professor Carless lamented the loss of

his co-worker, Professor Rose ; in the preface to this,

even greater oppression of spirit and soreness of heart are

reflected when he considers the war and all its losses.

The changes in the book are only those necessary to

keep it quite up to date, bearing in mind its double

)5urposo to instruct students and to help practitioners.

< 'autious pronouncements on the achievements of salvarsan

and radium, a chapter on modern methods of treatment by
physical agencies like heat, light, and electricity, and some
illustrations are new featuies. The book is no bigger than
formerly. We hoi)e the publishers will always keep its

size within the limits of a single volume easy to handle

and convenient for reference. From the bibliographical

point of view the publishers have left nothing undone in

iilearness of type, aptness of illustration, and security of

binding, which permits the book to lie flat open at any
))age. Jlen who have found their familiarity for this book
grow into affection will gladly welcome their old friend

after its triennial rejuvenation ; while those who do not

yet know it will speedily learn to treasm-e it for its real

worth.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES.
The volume by Dr. J. A. Kolmer, of Philadeli)hia, entitled

,1 Practical Tcxlhooh of Infeciiov, Imminiitij, and Specific

Therapy,'^ is an amplification in permanent form of a
course of instruction given during the past few years to

students and postgraduates in the medical school of the
University of Pennsylvania.
The aim of the writer, as stated in the preface, has been

threefold : (1) To give to practitioners and students a
concise account of the manner in which the body may
become infected, and the method, in turn, by which it

serves to protect itself against infection, and to describe

the practical application of this knowledge to the diagnosis,

prevention, and treatment of disease; (2) to give phy-
sicians and others engaged in laboratory work a guide
to the various immunologic methods ; (3) to outl

laboratory course in experimental infection and immunity
for medical students and others.

The work is divided into five parts. In the first the
writer describes simple methods for preparing capillary

pipettes and similar laboratory apparatus, the various

methods for obtaining human and animal blood, the
tcohnir|ue of animal inoculation, the methods for effecting

active immunization of animals, and tho methods for

preseixation of serums.
In tho second part the principles of infection are dis-

cussed, and an account given of the production of disease
by the formation and action of exogenous and endogenous
toxins, bacterial proteins, mechanical blocking of vessels,

and formation of ptomaines.
The third part, which constitutes the largest and most

important portion of the work, deals with the principles of

iuMi.Mmity and special immunologic technique, and contains
a "1 ' ' '1

111 in their historical, theoretical, and prac-
tii ' opsonins, vaccines, antitoxins, ferments

and antiferments, agglutinins, precipitins, cytolysina, bac-
teriolysins, haemolysins, complement fixation reactions,

cytotoxius, the relation of colloids and lipoids to immunity,
and anaphylaxis. Three chapters, contaming more than
a hundred pages, are devoted to the important subject of

complement fixation reactions. Tho Wasscmiann reaction
and its modifications are described in detail, and an
account given of complement fixation in other diseases,

such as gonococcus infections, glanders, typhoid fever,

tuberculosis, cancer, and echinoeoccus disease.

In the fourth part, which deals with applied immunity
in the prophylaxis, diagnosis, and treatment of disease,

the writer first exposes the relation of anaphylaxis to

infection and immunity, and, describes the various ana-
phylactic or allergic reactions, such as the tuberculin
tests, the luetin reaction, the mallein reaction, and allergic

reactions in other diseases. In the following chapters of

the fourth part the prophylactic and therapeutic use of

vaccines and serums and chemotherapy are discussed.

The fifth part, which may be regarded as au appendix,
is a laboratory course consisting of sixty exercises, and is

based upon the course given by the author in the
Laboratory of Experimental Pathology at the University
of Pennsylvania, and in the laboratories of the Philadelphia
Polyclinic and College for Graduates in Medicine. In
many of the experiments the exact technique of a given

• test is described, thus rendering a separate book unneces-

sary. Each of the exercises is followed by a number of

questions, the answers to which are to be found in the
body of the work.

Dr. Kolmer is to be warmly congratulated on his

achievement. The work is well up to date, and maintains
a high standard throughout. The clearness of descrip-

tion, wealth of detail, and mastery of the literature make
the book a most valuable work of reference, which should
be consulted not only by the laboratory worker, but by all

who take au intelligent interest in the problems of modern
medicine.

GERMANY'S FOOD PROBLEM.
In his preface to the English version of Die deuische
Volkserymhrung unci der enr/lische Aushumjeraplan Dr.
Russell Wells, the translator, explains that it has been
issued because " it was thought that there was no better

way of bringing before the English public the facts of the
case as seen through German eyes." The original is the
work of Professor Paul Eltzbachee, assisted by a com-
mittee of fifteen Berlin professors and experts, and from
the eminence of its authors, as well as the fact that many
of the economic measures advocated in its pages have
already been enforced in Germany, it may safely bo
assumed that in this volume we have the ofiieial textbook
on which the German Government and people are acting

in their endeavour to defeat the so-called " English starva-

tion scheme." Gtrmany's Food: Can it Last.^* is the
title of the translated version, and those who read it with
care and attention will be in almost as good a position to

answer this vital question as any German could have been
at the time when the original was issued.

The writers assume the success of our endeavour to

prevent the importation of all foodstuffs or fodder into

Germany, and, by an elaborate estimate of the avail-

able resources and possibilities of increased production,

as well as of diminished and reformed consumption,
endeavour to demonstrate the ability of the German
nation to provide for itself under war conditions for an
indefinite time. The consumption of food in Germany
during the two years preceding the war is taken as tho

basis of comparison, but is held to have been considerably

in excess of physiological requirements, especially in

regard to its protein constituents, where the danger of

shortage is considered to be greatest. In 1912 and 1913
Germany is said to have consumed annually 2J million

tons (116 grams a man a daj') of protein food. The authors

believe that Germany can manage, if need be, with rather

more than IJ- million tons (80 grams a man a day), of

which the uureformed internal resourocs of the country
ill provide nearly all. But by adopting the suggestions

s, those resources can, they assert, bo soof the author

* Germany' s Food : Can it Last? fGci-m:
Plea to Stai-Te hov out). A Study by (.ii-

Professor Paul Eltzbachcr of Berlin. J,

S. Bussell Wells, M.D., B.So. -With a cr.t

Waller, M.D., LL.D.. F.R.S. Loudon: Uu
1915. UDemyavo, pp. 263. 2a. neU
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unproved as to provide rather more than two million tons

of protein food (102 grams a man n dav). In oolorimetrio

values tlio case appears moro favourable, tlia ante-bellum

consumption bciiij} 90.42 billion calories, the essential

minimum estimated at 56.75 billion, the uureformed pro-

duction 67.68, and the possible production 81.25 billion,

llouce—to quote Trofossor Waller's introduction—" iu

this account given by tho Berlin professors of the

measures by which tho so-called 'hunger war' of Groat
Britain against Germany can be defeated, the hypothetical

conclusion is drawn that if measures of economy are

adopted Germany cannot be starved out."

As a specimen of foiethought, zeal, and industry the

book is remarkable, but the impression left on most minds
will perhaps be that it amounts to an attempt to calculate

the incalculable.

NOTES OX BOOKS.
At a time like the present, when both the medical and tho
nursing professions are being strained to the utmost of

their powers, it is obvious that a considerable proportion
of tho younger workers must depend more upon books and
lectures for elementary teaching than upon personal
tuition. Hence such works as Dr. F. J. Smiths little

book on Doniesiic Hi/gicnc for Nurses,' of w hich a second
edition has recently appeared, may serve a useful purpose.
The writer has evidently formed a high opinion of tho
Intelligence of the average probationer, and to the moro
highly educated among them his chemical and physical
definitions may appeal, but the ordinary girl who " takes
up nursing " may find it ditficult to form a mental coneep- 1

lion of a molecule, and wUl perhaps be content to recognize
boiling water when she sees it cease to bubble without
troubling her head as to the nature of the physical pheno-
mena. Apart from a tendency to overburden his teaching
with explanation, the writer supplies a vast deal of useful
information, dividing liis work into two parts, dealing first

witli the chemical and physical properties of matter, heat,
light, air, and water, and afterwards with the practical
application of the knowledge thus imparted. The use of
clothing as a regulator of body heat, the management of
ventilation, and the fallacies which often lead to its mis-
management, the intelligent employment of light, and many
other such matters wbich a nurse should know, are passed
in review, and discussed in a pleasant coUotiuial style.

Aids to Tropical 3Ic(licive,':hy GILBERT E. BROOKE, M.A.,
L.K.C.P., lias now reached a second edition. New chapters
on three-day fever, verruga peruviana, snake bite, dis-
infectants, fleas, flies, mosquitos, and rats add to the
usefulness of the work. The articles are arranged alpha-
betically, as in the former edition. A number of mistakes
In spelling have crept into the test, which is especially
unfortunate in a manual primarily intended for students—
for example, histolytica is spelt " hystoUtica," Tedder's
name is spelt as "Kedder," and Sandwith as "Sandwich."
In other points the work is not perhaps quite up to date

—

lor example, Filaria loa gives rise to symptoms ('• calabar
Bwellings"'); the filaria embryo takes"longer than a week
to develop in the mosquito's muscle ; the old mistake
of considering Steyomyia fasciata the intermediate host
of I'ilaria bancrofii is perpetuated, though the error has
recently been pointed out. Again, Slegomyia pscttdo-
tcutcllaris is said to carry nothing, whereas it is the carrier
of Filaria hnncrofii in Fiji. Under the South American
form of Leishmania there is no description of forest yaws
or uta. On page 206, heading 3, " 2 grains '' are evidently
meant instead of 2 quarts, and solution Is wrongly spelt.
,Snch mistakes and omissions as those mentioned should
be corrected, as they diminish the value of an otherwise
useful little work.

(673, Commercial Road, London, E.), a sami^le of hydrous
wool fat of their own pi-eparation. This has the familiar
light yellow appearance; the sample contained 20 per
cent, of water, w hich is rather below tho proportion given
iu the British Pharmacopoeia, and had an acid value o£
7.9; the latter figure is well within the limits of the B.l>.
test, which represents an acid value of 14, although it
would not have passed the much more stringent require-
ments of the British Pharmacopoeia of 1898. While it
Mould be too much to say that the product is in all respects
equal to the German article which it is to replace, it
appears to be quite satisfactory for use.

SIEDICAL AND SURCflCAL APPLIANCES.
Needle for Muscle ayid Fascia.

Me. C. Hamilton Whiteford (Plymouth) writes : A few-
years ago Messrs. Allen and Hanburys made, at my request,
a needle for muscle and fascia, which I have found most
useful. The needle is 4i in., round-bodied, with a Patersoa
eye and a Moynihan g circle curve. There arc two sizes,
the stouter being the more suitable for geucval work. The
needle is used without a holder, and to anv one who hag
not actually used it gives a suggestion of clumsiness which
is apparent rather than real.

"Domcjlic HyoiCTie for Nurses, ait/i so much 0/ Cf,mdstrj and
Phyncf at are neceesaru to the Seasonable Unaerstandhig thereof.

""'li. M.Di, F.K.C.P. 8ecoud edition. London: J. and A.

figures. Paper 33.

MEDICINAL AND DIETETIC ARTICLES.
Hydrous Wool Fat,

AM'^^O the various drugs of which supplies were drawn
principally or entirely from Germany before tho war, one
was lanolin or wool fat : the result has been a shortage of
this valuable ointment base. British manufacturers have
tiumed their attention to supplying the deficiency, and we
have received from Messrs. Corbyn, Stacey, and Co., Ltd.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENETOLENT FUND.
At the last meeting of the Committee (on August 10th)
nineteen cases were considered, and £144 was granted to
seventeen of the applicants. The following is a summary
of the cases relieved

:

Daughter, aged 56, of M.E.C.S.Eng. who practised at London,
Halifax, and Manchester. Has earned a living as housekeeper
until recently. HeaUli broken dov.n, 30 requu-es a rest. Voted
JE5. and referred to the Guild.
Widow, aged 61, of M.E.C.S.Eng. who died in 1887. and had

practised at Ambleside. Until the war commenced had just
managed to earn a living by teaching and taking in boarders,
mainly from France who came to learn English. Since the
v.ai- has scarcely earned anything, and is in great difficidties.
Voted £10.
M.B.C.S.andP.Edin., aged 64, who practised in the Midlands.

Is suffering from phthisis and scarcely able to practise. Two
sous who assisted in the upkeep of the house joined the army,
and one has been killed and the other dangerouslv wounded.
The applicant badly wants a short holiday. Voted £5.
Widow, aged 57, of L.R.C.P. and S.Edin. who practised at

Walsall. Husband, who died in 1902. left no provision for his
widow and two daughters, both of whom are training tor the
teaching profession. Applicant's only income is about I20 from
literary work and £20 from a relative. Eelieved nine times,
£94. Voted £12 iu twelve instalments.
Daughter, aged 65, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Liver-

pool. Lost all her income iu consequence of an Australian
bank failure. Is a confirmed invalid and practically bedridden.
With the help given by the Fund and several friends applicant
just manages. Ilelievod twice, £24. Voted £12 in twehe
instalments.
Widow, aged 70. of M.E.C.S.Eng. who practised in E.^st

London. Lett totally unprovided tor at husband's death in 1913.
Has five children, three of whom are married, and with tho
other two unable to help. Has a small piension from another
society, and relatives help a little. Eelieved twice, £24. Voted
£12 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 56, of L.K.C.P. and S.Glas. who practised at

Heaton, and died in 1899. Was left totally r.nproyided tor at
husband's death, with sis children. The two eldest now
married and unable to assist. One son and one daughter worlc-
iiig, and earn 20s. per week between them. Applicant endea-
vours to increase her income by taking lodgers, but this is very
piecarions. Eelieved thirteen"times, £154. Voted £12 iu twelve
instalments.
Widow, aged 43, of L.E.C.P. and S.Glasg. who practised at

Ellesmere Port, and died iu 1910. Applicant was left ptacticallv
unprovided for with seven children, aged 5 to 19. Only certain
income £45 per year, and sister helps to pay the rent. The
eldest daughter hopes to obtain work soon as a teacher.
Eelieved three times, £36. Voted £12 iu twelve instalments.
Daughter, aged 58, of M.D., M.E.C.S.Eng. who practised at

Wymondham. Income was invested by a guardian who appro-
priated all the capital and Jeft the applicant destitute. Oulv
income £13 a year from a relative. Not strong enough to work.
Eelieved seven times, £35. Voted £5.
Daughter, aged 77. of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Bungay,

fjniy income a small annuity purchased by friend, and owing to
the increased cost of food, and ha\'ing recently to remove to
another lodging, requires a little help. Eelieved some years
ago, twice, £23. Voted £5.
Widow, aged 78, of L.E.C.P. and S.Glasg. who practised at

Leiston. Has five children, none at present able to help. Haa
a pension from another charitv. Eelieved three times, £18.
Voted £3.
Widow, aged 60, of L.S.A.Lorid. who practised at Eother-

hithe. and died in 1897, leaving the applicant with eight
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children, seven of whom are now married, and unable to assist.

One son ftt home does all lie can, but it is not sufficient to keep
both hij and his mother. Applicant just recovering from a
severe illness. Relieved eight times, £120, the last several

years ago. Voted £5.

Daughter, aged 65, of M.R.C.S.F.n^. -..],„
]

,- . ->A at Ford
and died in 1901. Applicant left ipiii: i-i- 1 > ,-i,.i, .y.vi.ig to

ill health and age, unable to woi Is. i',i, :. 'Jie amount
received from tlie Fund and the Gin:!. 1;^ -_ ,' 1 oi,'-!l)t times,

£99. Voted £12 in twelve iuslalmeuts.
Widow, o,ged 56, of L.ll.C.P.and S.Glasg. who practised at

Bilboa and Winchoombe, and v.'ho died in 1898. Was left with
two young boys, since dead, quite unprovided for. Has derived

her income from taking in boardevf:. l>nt. owmj to district in

which she had established herself li - !;i-i.| ilie

war, was unable to make the iiln -I the

cliaace of a good house in tlie r.. ^ :|. for

removal expenses. Granted by tin 1 1

i.i i.! ,£15,

and two other societies assisted to eii.iljlc the .Tpplicaut to

remove.
Daughter, aged 47, of M.D.St. Andrews. Has recently under-

gone an operation, and not yet strong enough to work. Earned
a living as a school teacher, but all her savings gone in conse-
quence of ill health during the last two years. Fatlier unable'

to help, as he can scarcely keep himself owing to old oge and
ill health. Relieved once, £5. Voted £3 with leave to apply
later in the year.
Daughter, aged 59, of M.E.C.S.Eng. who practised in Suffolk.

Applicant has continual ill health, and only income derived
from letting her furnished cottage and amount given by the
Tuud. Relieved ten times, £106. Voted £12 in twehe instal-

ments.

Subscriptions may be sent to tlie honorary treasurer,

Dr. Samuel West, 11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,
LiOndon, AV.

The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild appeals for

gifts of secondhand clothing, boots, and shoes in good
condition, also household linen. The gifts should be sent

to the Secretary, Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild,

43, Bolsover Street, W.

PROTECTIVE GOGGLES FOR W0RK3IEN.
Many -workmen, among them glass-blovrers, i^uddlers,

electric welders and forgers, are exposed during their

labours to excessive glare and heat ; others, including
photographic process block makers, work near a source of

light rich in violet and ultra-violet rays. Men in the first

category—glass-makers and puddlers—are liable to a
characteristic type of cataract ; those in the second to

a painful form of conjunctivitis—"ophthalmia electrica/'

—

which seems to be identical with snow blindness. Sir

William Crookes has shown by spectroscopic examination
that ultra-violet rays are not emitted from the surface of

molten glass, and also that x rays are absent. It is in

consequence generally held that bottle-maker's cataract is

caused by the infra-red rays, which are present in excess
in the light from the glass furnace. Ophthalmia electrica

and snow blindness are certainly caused by ultra-violet

rays. These do not penetrate beyond the lens, which
absorbs them, and fluoresces.

The mercury vapour lamp, and in higher degree the
quartz mercury lamp, furnish a light rich in violet and
ultra-violet rays, which is strongly actinic. In couse-
ijuence, these lamps are occasionally chosen for process
block making. This lamp is very economical in current,
and has the advantage of being a diffused source of light,

which in this respect approximates daylight and only
throws a slight shadow. For these reasons it is used for

factory lighting. The arc lamp, and especially the iron
arc, is only second to the mercury lamp as regards wealth
of nltra-violet radiation. In electric welding the iron
carbon arc exposes the welder to the evil effect of these
rays.

It is obvious that the choice of suitable goggles for a
workman presents a complicated problem which must be
solved by a scientific consideration of tlie physical charac-
teristics of the light to which he is exposed. For some
purposes we require a glass which will exclude heat and
glare; for others the elimination of ultra-violet radiation
is demanded. A great deal of work has been done in

investigating the matter, with the object of producing
glass which will effectively filter out any desired rays.
Mr. Lackeisch, the physicist to the Hela Re.search Labora-
tory of the National Lamp Works of the General Electric
Company at Cleveland, Ohio, published about a year ago*
an account of his researches in this field. He examined

1 Archives 0/ OsUtUalmology, July, 1914,

with the spectroscope various specimens of glass, using
a variety of sources of light, including the iron arc. In
many trades, such as electric welding, it is necessary
to exclude ultra-violet rays from the eye and simul-
taneously to reduce the glare to a safe degree. By
so doing the welder is shielded from conjunctivitis
and from glare blindness, which, typically in " eclipse
blindness," is characterized by a positive central
scotoma—scotoma helieclipticum. As a general solution
of this problem, Lackeisch proposes to combine a yellow-
green glass totally absorbing ultra - violet rays with
a shade of smoked neutral glass sufficiently dense to

reduce the brilliancy of the light to a safe degree. Euphos
glass has a great reputation as an ultra-violet filter, and
was used by Shackleton and Amundsen in their Antarctic
expeditions. Lackeisch found that euphos glass trans-
mitted a large amount of ultra-violet rays. Amber glass

is an effective filter of these radiations, but it modifies
colour perception to such an extent that men who have to

temper steel by quenching when it exhibits a certain hue
are deceived, and are therefore unable to wear this glass.

Lackeisch found that a glass called " Akopos " was the
most satisfactory specimen that he examined—a greenish-
yellow glass, it absorbs nltra-violet rays almost com-
pletely, and, combined with neutral glass, is eminently
suitable for welders and temperers. We have, however,
tried in vain to obtain a specimen of akopos for the use of

a cinema operator who suffered from glare conjunctivitis,

although application was made to the largest firm in

America. Akopos seems to be a scientific curiosity.

Fortunately the researches of Sir William Crookes have
given us a glass which is very satisfactory as a filter of

noxious light. He conducted a series of laborious experi-

ments primarily, we believe, to discover a glass which
would prevent bottle-makers' cataract, by absorbing the
infra-red rays. His work is published in The Pliilosophical

Transaciions, vol. 214, Series A, 1914. In order to

examine the question of heat absorption, he passed the
light through a plate of biolite and received the heat rays
upon a special thermometer and a radiometer balance.

The metals—cerium, chromium, cobalt, copper, iron, lead,

manganese, ueodymium, nickel, praseodymium, aud
uranium—were in turn incorporated with a soda flux,

and the resulting glass examined. Cerium was found
to be valuable, affording a colourless glass with a
high power of absorbing ultra violet rays. Ultimately
a series of glasses were obtained whose character-
istics were classified under the heads: Infra-red ab-

sorbing power, impermeability to ultra-violet rays, and
power of light transmission. From these specimens it

ought to be possible to choose a glass suitable for any foiui

of goggles. Science has solved the problem, but it

seems that hitherto, as has so often happened in other
instances, the product of science seems to have been
rendered of little practical utility by commercialism.
Only two types of the Crookes's glass are manufactured.
So far as we have been .able to ascertain practically the
whole output of an English firm which utilizes the formula
of a British scientist has been secured by an American
company, which controls tlie output, places it in the hands
of the wholesale optical trade, which in turn hands it to

the retailers.

However this may be, the actual position in this country
is to-day, or was very recently, that the final price of

Crookes's glass is so high that it is not used for goggles for

workmen. A second even more vital objection is that
neither variety is nearly dark enough for most of the
trades which demand goggles. A double glass would be
necessary—a neutral to exclude glare, and a Crookes's to

absorb the ultra-violet rays. The ordinary blue or neutral

glasses used in most factories are made in France, and
cost eighteenpence a pair. A goggle made of Crookes's

glass with a neutral glass mounted in the same frame would
cost about eight shillings. These spectacles do not last

long ; in electric welding they are rapidly covered with
metal particles, which appear on both sides of the glass-
in fact, they bombard a glass used behind them. It is

quite obvious that a satisfactory goggle can be produced,

but that it is not " a commercial proposition." The labours

of Sir William Crookes, which might have conferred benefit

upon thousands of workmen, have only produced a glass

which is useful for those like draughtsmen, who work long

hours by electrio light, and can afford to buy sjiectacles

which exclude iiltra-violet raya.
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THi: MENTALITY OF THE KAISER.
A (ji r.STiON much debated at the present time is the
luentality of the Kaiser. There are some who have
won the right to be regarded as authorities of the
tnind who have not hesitated to express the opinion
that he is definitely insane. This is not a novel view.
Long ago a German scholar discovered many points
of resemblance between him and Caligula ; and in the
Xi'rili American Bcciev for October, 1904, the well-

known psychologist, Pr. McLane Hamilton, wrote
that in the history of the Hohenzollems " it is not

•tlilficult to find a distinct insane trace which in times
more remote found expression in cruelty, oppression,
and unmistakable insanity of other kinds, or in recent
times by a mental degeneration which is strikingly
exemplified in the present German Sovereign." " His
childliood and youth," it is added, " were characterized
liy peculiaiities of conduct that may safely be said to be
psychopathic, while his early manhood was punctuated
with frequent instances of decidedly insane behaviour
"wliieh have become more conspicuous and con-
tinuous."' In a further article which appeared in
the same Eeview for June of the present j-ear Dr.
McLane Hamilton repeats the opinion expressed in
his previous paper, and declares the Kaiser to be
"a menace to the world, for the reason that he not
only has shown the exceedingly bad judgement that
belongs to those who are mentally inferior, but has
delusive ideas of grandeur and consequent power of
.pei-secution and conspiracy." His enmity towards
England is said to be especially unbounded and
morbid. Dr. Hamilton concludes with the following
prophecy :

' In these cirilized days theatrical display
and the warhke methods of Atti'la, ' the scourge of
God,' may for a time succeed, Isut when a madman
directs the conduct of war, it can only end in
defeat."

Another distinguished American psj'chologist, Dr.
Morton Prince, has devoted a book to a study of the
sentiments and obsessions of the Kaiser.^ He finds
the secret of his psychosis in a fear of democracy
because of the danger with which it threatens him-
self and his house. This, he says, is a subconscious
phobia that " induces a defence reaction of an in-
tensely emotional character, which aims to direct his
activities in a direction that will protect him against
the danger of democracy.' For this he relies upon
his soldiers, whom upon a famous occasion he called
upon to be prepared at his command to shoot down
their parents and brothers in the street.
Elsewhere in this issue of the British Medical

•JoiRN.vi. there appears a review of a history of the
HolienzoUerns by Dr. Cabanas, one of the subtitles of
which is " A Dynasty of Degenerates." In presenting
tins work to the Academic de Medeeine, Professor
Landouzj-, dean of the Paris Faculty, expressed a
strong conviction that the Kaiser is sutfering from
the mental degeneracy wiiich is tl-ie fate of men in-
vested with sovereign power, whose will no man
disputes and no law controls.

Xtai'lShix'^"^"
0/ "le KaiecT. Br Mortoa ITmcc. LL.D. 2s. 6cl.

For our own part we feel that we are not in a
position to express so positive an opinion on tho
mental state of the German Emperor. Although tlie

literature that has gitl ered about his name would
lium a considei-able library, we place little reliance on'
t lie gossip of courtiers, which is either flattery inspired
l'> flunkeyism or malicious misjudgement. Tlio facta
are too few to warrant a definite verdict on the
mentality of the Kaise J, and such information as we
luive comes from doubtful or tainted sources. But
there is enough in his megalomaniac proclamations
about his " destructive sword," and his alliance with
tho "old God" of the Prussians, to justify us in
pronouncing him a man of abnormal mind. History,
which has been described as piiilosophy teaching by
examples, shows the effects of the " degeneration o'f

tiie neurone" in the members of families of what
Othello calls " men of royal siege "

; this is illustrated
by the decadence of the Caesavs. We do not alto-
gether agree with Dr. Cabanes in regarding tlie

Hohenzollems as a "dynasty of degenerates."
Although there have been among them remarkable
instances of eccentricity and even distinct mental
abeiration, there have," on the other hand, been
examples, such as William I and Frederick III, of
perfect sanity, thougli neither exhibited any con-
spicuous intellectual power.
William II has a superficial briUiancy which was

entirely lacking in his two immediate predecessors,
but his pretensions to universal knowledge and
especially to artistic skill, have made him a laughing
stock among his own countrymen. A picture whicii
he called " The Yellow Peril," and which he sent to
the Czar at the beginning of the war in the Far East,
is said to be suggestive of insane art. He has excited
the indignation of the sculptors and architects of
Germany by tampering with their designs and plans.
But such eccentricities do not justify us in calling a
man insane. All that can be said is that in the Kaiser
are exhibited some of the evil consequences of un-
restrained power wielded by hands incapable of guard-
ing the forces which the doctrine of " the right divine
of kings to govern wrong " has by the accident of an
accident placed in them. Human nature at its best
cannot resist the demoralizing effect of absolute
power

; and a man of mediocre intellect necessarily
falls a prey to exaggerated ambition when his own
conceit and the intoxicating incense of a nation
which bows the knee before him makes him fancy
himself a demigod. Never before in the world's
history has the truth of the words of Horace, Quid-
quid delirant rer/es plechnitur Achivi received a more
terrible proof than in the present war. But it is one
of the miseries of our human lot that the madness of
kings which sends millions of men to death for the
gratification of their lust of dominion does not o.r^ma

within the category of certifiable insanity.

RESEARCH IX ANTISEPTICS.
In- an article published under this heading a fortnight
ago (p. 261) the results of the research into the
antiseptic action of hypochlorous acid and its appli-
cation to the treatment of wounds, conducted by
Professor Lorrain Smith and his colleagues in Edin-
burgh, were briefly reviewed, and some account was
gi\en of a similar research carried out by Dr. H. D.
Dakin of the Herter Laboratory, New York, wlio has
been working in the laboratories supported by the
Rockefeller Institute in connexion with tlio French
Mihtary Hospital at CompiSgne, to which Dr. Carrel

h im'geon. We are glad now to have the opportunity
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of publishing (afc p. 318) a paper written for this

Joi-RNAL by Dr. H. D. Dakiu on the use of certain

antiseptic substances in the treatment ot infected

wounds. It will be read with great interest, not only

because it contains a full account of the method of

preparation and use of the hypochlorite solution

described, hut also because it gives an indication of

the direction in which antiseptics still more efficient

and convenient may be sought.

When a solution of a hypochlorite, or free hypo-

chlorous acid, acts upon organic substances containing

the =NH group, the first reaction almost always

consists in the replacement of hydrogen by chlorine

with the formation of substances of the group known
as chloramines. Dr. Dakin considers that the anti-

septic action of hypochlorites depends upon reactions

of this kind. Proteins, such as blood serum, egg

white, and casein, wiien treated with hypochlorites

give products of high antiseptic value, and there

seems to be no doubt that compounds of this type are

formed in wounds treated with hypocldorites. In

this way a certain antiseptic action may lie expected

to persist even after the free hypochlorite has dis-

appeared.

Tlie general considerations indicated above led to

the conclusion tliat it would be well worth while to

examine different varieties of the large group of

chloramines, and in tliis work Dr. Dakin has had

the co-operation of Professor -J. B. Cohen, of the Uni-

versity of Leeds. Certain aromatic chloramines which

form soluble sodium salts have already given roost

encouraging clinical results. It has been ascertained

tliat both benzene-sodium -sulphochloiamide and

paratoluene-sodinni-sulp!iochlor;unicle are extremely

powerful antiseptics. Tliey are practically non-irri-

tating, and can be used in much higlier concentration

than the hypochlorites. Tliey are relatively easily

prepared at low cost and have the advuntrim' ot being

stable soHds. In general their :m : .
i 1

nuirto

that of hypochlorites, but more p'.- I'tic.

The molecular concentration of p:i Mium-

sulphochloramido necessary to kill stupiiviocoeei in

the presence of -;ernin is only about one-liftii of the

correspondingly active molecular concentration of

sodium hypoch'lorite. The number of ca^es thus far

treated with these chloramide antisejities is smaller

than those treated with the hypoclilonte mixture, but

excellent result- have, Dr. Pakin state,, been obtained

in a nui.il.er of l^i^llv inlV.-t, d v,,..unds.

Asa piaenunl pnint 11 iiia\ he interesting to add

that Dr. Canul is, we leaiu, u-ing a simple device for

introducing hypochlorite solution or other solutions

into the depth of a wound. It is n >t applicable to

suppurating wounds, but it has been found very

advantageous in wounds that have not become

infected or have been efficiently sterilized ; if sup-

puration occurs the use of the appliance must at

once be abandoned. It consists of a length of about

eight inches ot red rubber tubing of small calibre

(about one-eighth of an incii internal diametei') ;
one

end is closed by a thread, and in its neighbourhood for

about two or three inches small apertures are cut.

The tube is then surrounded by a single layer ot bath

towelling lour or live inches in length, which is firmly

attached to the lower end, and stitched around the tube

so as to form a sheatii. The tube with its covering is

inserted ;^nto the depth of the wound, and the solution

is introduced (every two hours l^y day and two or

three times during the night) into the wound through

a syringe inserted into the free end of the tube. A
considerable number of tubes may be used if neces-

sary. The results of this treatment have, we are

informed been very satisfactory in suital:)le cases.

PAUL EHRLICH.
By the death of Professor Ehrlich Germany loses her
most distinguished man of science, and the science of

chemiotherapy its founder and most able exponon.
Professor Ehrlich was trained, some forty years at,"',

to be a medical practitioner, hut, although he server I

for seven years as chief assistant at the Berlin

clinic of Professor Frerichs, it had been apparent

from the outset of liis career that his natural bent

was towards chemistry, and particularly towards the

chemistry of the processes of life, ratlier than towards

the practice of medicine. Even in bis schoolboy days

he appears to have been engaged in speculations as to

the importance of oxidation in the animal body. The
subject proposed for his leaving essay wlien he was in

the highest class at the Breslau Magdaleneum was
"Life considered as a dream." We are told that his

essay described life and mental activity as normal
processes of oxidation, and dreams as the results of a

peculiar oxidation causing phosphorescence of the

fjrain. Naturally such an essay was returned with

the mark " uon satis "'
; the idea that underlay it,

however, was sound, and found a fuller and more
reasonable expression in his book on the oxygen
requirement of the organism, published in 1885.

During his university days at Strassburg, where be

first took up the study of medicine, he investigated

tlie distribution of the metal lead in the various

organs of patients witli lead poisoning, employing

fuchsin as n staining reagent for the purpose.

Ehrlieii's admirers are apt to divide his life-

work into four epochs, in accordance with the main
prolilcms lie set himself to solve. According to this

sehenip. tlie first period was occupied with studies in

r .' , of dyeing animal tissues with aniline

< '

!
' H? second period, from 1890 to 1899, he

' .: iig toxins, antitoxins, and thechemistry

oi iiiiii]iiiiii\ to infectious diseases, making great use

of his well-known side-chain theory. The third period,

from 1899 to 1906, was occupied with the study of

liaemolysins and malignant disease in ratsand mice ;

in the former be developed the theory of amboceptors

with which the side-chain theory was completed. This

work, through Bordet and Gengou's previous study

of antibodies, led to the discovery of Wassermann's
reaction for the diagnosis of syphilitic infection.

From 1906 onwards Ehrlich was occupied with the

study of systematic chemiotiierapy, a science be mis-

named " chemotherapy." This, tlie fourth epoch of

his scientific activity, began with the investigation

of the action of trypan-red, a highly complex

polvazo-dyestutf, in the cure of trypanosomiasis

in the lower animals. This led him on to_ study

the organic compounds of phosphorus, antimony,

and arsenic, elements chemically related to the

nitrogen to v.hich he attributed much of the cura-

tive action of trypan-red. These investigations led,

as is well known, to the discovery of salvarsan, or

" 606," in 1910, neo-salvarsan, or " 914," in 1912, and

sodium-salvarsan, or " 1206A," in 1913.' The whole

of his work during the last five-and -twenty years may
be regarded as based on the leading idea that chemical

substances, such as foods, drugs or poisons, only act

as such after they have become fixed by cliemical

union to the cells or protoplasm upon wliicli their

specific action is to be exerted. This notion he

sententiously summed up in the thesis, Corpom non

aijnnt nisi fixuia, " Substances act only when com-

bined." Ills side-chain theory and theory of ambo-

ceptors really do nothing more than afford mechanical

illustrations or analogues whereby this thesis may ha

' UEITISH MEIJICAI, JOUIINAI.. 1915. 1. p. 979.
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brought home more rindly to the minil. His hope
was that these theories would lielp in the first steps
of the solution of the pi'oblem of the constitution of

protoplasm. They have left a profound impi-ess upon
the i-eceut literature of experimental pathology, using
the term in its widest sense.

Nature intended Professor Elirlicli to be a biological

chemist. He was always a hard worker, and, as a
list of his published works shows, his literary output
tvas enormous. An excellent example of liis style

will be found in the address in pathology he delivered
at the XYIIth International Congress' of Medicine,
held in London two years ago, printed in the Bkitish
Meditai. JouiiXAL, 1913. ii. 35J.

In this country he has often been reproached, jiar-

ticalarly by men of science of the older school, with
an trndue fondness for speculation and h3-pothesis.

His side-chain theorj, too, has been severely criticized

as a childish attempt to give mechanical representa-
tions of chemical relationships that are too complex for

any such method of depiction. Yet his speculations,
like his work, should be judged by their results in the
last instance, and not by a /Ji/or/" considerations as to
flieir value or rationality. "We believe it to be generally
admitted that his conceptions of the actions and
relationships of toxins and antitoxins, fanciful as they
may lia^e seemed at first, ha^e proved very useful,
and, more important still, have inspired and" directed
a, vast amount of experimental

. pathological and
clinical investigation during the last ten or fifteen
years. The great scope and value of the fundamental
researches resulting in the discovery of saharsan and
its successors, discoveries due to "design and not to
accident, are self-evident : the inception of the methods
of experimental chemiotherapy and their execution
have both been due to Ehrlieh. As a hard worker
constantly in touch with the realities of experiment
in the laboratory, he was able to cheek the indications
of liis many theories by the results of his own experi-
ments and those of his many collaborators. His was
aa original mind, and he had the common sense to
see that theory and practice should go hand in hand.
The loss which science has suffered by his death is

gi-eat. It is notorious that in Germany "the professors
are servants of the State, and therefore"political propa-
gandists at need. Ehrlieh was no exception to the
rule, and accordingly subscribed his name a few
niont_hs ago to a notorious declaration of faith made
by ninety-three German men of science. The fact
is an unfortunate illustration of the intellectual
prostitution to which a rigorous system of State
-f-n ice leads.

THE WAR EMERGENCY.
Ai the raeeting of the "War Emergency Committee on
August 25th it was reported that it Lad recently been
brought to the notice of the Scottish Emergency Com-
inittee that statements were in circulation which seriously
interfered with the success of the effort to provide the
nece-ssary medical men for the army. The Convener,
therefore, at the request of the Committee, wrote to the
Diiector-General detailing the statements which were
being ma<le, and asking an ofllcial reply which could be
used to controvert them. The statements were tliat the
needs of the Army Medical Department were exaggerated,
that the War Office had already as manv medical men as
were required, and that offers of service liad been de-
clined. The reply authorized by the Director-General
may be summarized as follow.s : To outfit the new armies
and to supply reinforcements for six months, it is esti-
mated that at least 2.500 more medical men of military
age (that is, under forty) will be required. Diuiug the last
Eilj. months temporary commissions have bccu ^.ranted iu

every case where the applicant was prepared to fulSI
all the conditious of the contract for service. la
some cases where the oflcr of service was accom-
panicd by restrictive conditions it was not jiossiblo to
accept it. No official in the medical branch of the Wai?
Office has ever told any one that more medical men aro
not required. Indeed, it has been found necessary to
make special provision to bring medical men from Canada,
Australia, and Now Zealand. It is specially incumbent on
every young doctor who is physically lit to offer liimselE
for military service. All will be needed, and practically
all will have an opportunity of serving with the troops
overseas. The duty of the older men is to set free tho
younger men by arranging to carry on their practices for
them in their absence, or by engaging for home service.
Any medical man preventing or dissuading his colleagues
from assisting the medical service of the army during tha
war is doing a serious disservice to the empire. These
being the facts, the Committee feels confident that now
tJiat all doubts as to the needs are cleared away, the
response from every part of the country will be such as
tlie country expects. The question of the representation
of Ireland was considered, and it was resolved to recom-
mend that a War Emergency Committee should be formed in
Ireland on the same lines as the Scottish War Emergency
Committee, and that it should nominate a member to bo
co-opted on the Central War Emergency Cominittoc. Tho
Committee resolved to ask theDirector-Cii'mTal to instruct
the Deputy and Assistant Directors of IWonk.iI Scivicca
not to accept or retain for work iu military hospitals at
home medical practitioners of military age who are phy
sically fit, but to encourage them to accept coramis-
sious iu the R.A.M.C. The Committee also resolved to
call the attention of the governing bodies of civil hospitaW
to the importance of relieving from their hospital duties
tliose junior members of their resident and consulting
staffs eligible for commissions in the E.A.M.C, and to
communicate with the British Hospitals Association to
the same effect.

ENDOWMENT OF A LECTURESHIP IN PATHOLOGY
AT GUYS HOSPITAL.

TiiE_ trustees and executors of the \\ill of tho late Sir
William Dunn, Bt., an Alderman of the City of London,
have handed to the Governors for, and on behalf of, Guy's
Hospital Medical School ^25,000 new A\'ar Loan 4i per
cent, fully-paid stock for the purpo.se of endowing a
lectureship in pathology iu the medical .school, to be called
the Sir William Dunn Lectureship in Pathology. Bather
more than two years ago Mr. A. J. Balfour opened the new
buildings of the Medical School of Guy's Hospital. The
new buildings consist of three main blocks. In tho first

accommodation is provided for the departments of phy-
siology, chemistry, and physics, and include the AVills
Library, the Gordon Museum, and administrative offices.
The second block—a building of five stories—is occupied
by the departments of pathology and pharmacology. The
w hole of this building is devoted to teaching and research,
the routine pathological work of the hospital being carried
on by other workers in a separate laboratory at the
expense of the hospital. The third part of the new build-
ings affords accommodation for the dental school. Iu ad-
dition, the old department of anatomy was rebuilt and
extended to provide for the teaching of operative surgery,
and the department of biology was enlarged and refitted.
Tbe whole work of rebuilding and extension occupied
many years, and has cost approximately .£100,000. Of
this sum, a great part bad already been subscribed by tho
generosity of the Governors and otlier friends of the
school at the time of Mr. Balfour's visit. In appealing for

further subscriptions in order to extinguisli the debt upon
the school buildings and to provide endowment for the
school, Mr. Balfour expressed his conviction that a sum
of £200,000, which was needed to complete all the im-
pi'>vcments desired, would ultimately be obtained. We
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learn from the report o£ tbe Dean for 1914-15 that Mr.

Balfour's appeal has so far met with an encouraging

response, and the result has convinced the school that it

has been wise in boldly undertaking the heavy expenditure

now necessary to support an efficient school of medicine.

Last year subscriptions to the amount of Jel6,800 were

received and devoted to the extinction of the debt upon

the buildings, and during the present year a further sum
of £5,600 has been received for the same purpose.

The bequests made to the school during the year include

a legacy by the late Mr. Targett, at the time of his death

lecturer on midwifery and diseases of women, the income

from which fund is to be devoted to the expenses of up-

keep in the pathological department ; and an anonymous
donation of £500 to the Medical School Kesearch Fund.

The Medical School of Guy's Hospital believes that tlie

separation of its finances from those of the hospital, as

demanded by the King Edward's Hospital Fund for

Loudon, has been a distinct advantage. It has removed
from the minds of generous donors any confusion that

may have existed as to the respective parts played by the

hospital and by the Medical School, and has thus assisted

tliem to recognize the paramount importance of providing

buildings, equipment and staff, for the teaching of medicine

and for the progress of research.

THE WHITE MAN IN THE TROPICS.
Although there are many who still deny that the white
man can ever establish himself permanently in the troijics,

Sir Patrick Manson believes that successful colonization

in hot climates is a matter of acquisition of knowledge as

to the conditions of healthy life and of the practical

application of that knowledge. The problem is largely

one of the discovery of efficient means of protection

against the many microscopic enemies which almost seem
to resent the invasion of the tropics by the white man.
The poisons injected by these organisms vary in their

faature and composition, but to all of them in general may
be applied almost literally the description of the " leperous

distilment" poured into the ears of Hamlet's father:
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recall at this point that three new Undei- Secietaiios of

State for War have recently boon aijpohited ; oiio of

those—M. Godart—is Uud.or Secrotaiy for Health, that
is to saj-, for medical administration, and .M. JMillc-

rand took credit for having, at the suggestion of tho
now Under Secretary, displaced the medical director,

who has been placed in charge of medical stores.

M. Godart did not consider that both an under secretary
and a director were needed. While we do not presume to

say whether in the i)articular circumstances this was or
was not a wise course, we are confident that the principle
is wrong. The true principle is the autouon)y of tho
medical service within its own sphere. The less non-
medical Ministers responsible to Parliament meddle with
jirofessional details the better will it be for the health of
the army, for the wounded man, and for the efficiency of
the medical service. The debate was not concluded, and
it wa.s arranged that, for the first time for forty-four years,
the Chamber should meet in camcni. So far as the whole
incident is a political attack upon M. Millerand and the
-Afinistry of War it is not a subject for comment
here, but, as we have indicated, there is a principle
involved for which we had to tight hard in this country.
The result of according proper recognition and proper
authority to medical officers has been, as this war has
shown, most happy, and we venture to think that the
example of this country may be worthy of the study of our
neighbours at this time.

A PUFF IN A PENCIL.
It is a characteristic of that common type of humanity
which Eenan called Vhoinme sensitcl ynoi/en that he finds
a subtle pleasure in getting something for nothing. To
this instinct the commercial tout directs his dainty devices
with a success which encourages him to fresh efforts of
invention. Doctors are favourite objects of this variety of
the piscatorial art, and, till experience makes them wary,
their innocence is often apt to be led astray. Could any-
thing be less free from any appearance of "guile than the
hannless necessary pencil which nearly air of us keep
in constant use ? And as there is no article more easily
lost or mislaid, is it not pleasant that so indispens-
able an instrument should come to us, as it were,
from the skies? especially when it is "unique," and
sent to us by benevolent persons who say "it has
been specially produced to our design by the first

makers in the country." And when we are further
assured that " the stones of the seals are particu-
larly beautiful by reason of their deep faceting, bril-

hancy, and rich colouring, but the durability °of the
pencil is its chief pomt," who in the first glory of pos-
session of such a gem of art but must feel a glow of
satisfaction that his profession, which brings him so little

remnneration in the ordinary way, should be the means of
procuring him such gifts ? But alas

!

Medio de fonte leporum
Sur^it araari aliquid.

On reatling the letter accompanying the offer we iiud that
the gift is not a token of gratitude for services rendered or
a recognition of our general social merits, but a shrewd
anticipation of favours to come. The " unique " pencil is,

in fact, intended as a lure to induce the practitioner to
order a " delicate leaf edge - tea," which is declared to
be free from the evil effects on the digestion of other
teas. It is almost needless to add that a .sample of
the tea is offered, and, to make things easy for the
busiest doctor — if it be assumed to be possible that
there is any such unacquainted with its virtues — a
" request form" is enclosed. We had occasion some years
ago (BiiiTisH Medical Journal, .July 13th, 1907, page 106)
to refer to another form of putfiug its wares adopted by
the firm which offers the "unique" pencil now dangled
before the eyes of the profession. We said then that

commercial enterprise might, when not dishonest, be allowed
the use of methods of advertising which are forbidden to
members of a profession. Tho vendors of any special
brand of tea which they may believe to bo superior to
others have a right to say so. But we do not think they
are wise to try to induce doctors by the bait of gifts to
help them in pushing their goods. Wo say, further, that
any doctor who allows himself by the gift of a pencil case,
however " unique," to be made to figure as a tout for a tea
company will have only himself to thank should suspicion
be aroused in the mind of an uncharitable public.

CHOLERA IN CENTRAL EUROPE.
A QUAR.iNTiNE notice issued from Lloyds on August 24th
quotes a Foreign Office statement that cholera is reported
to be prevalent at numerous districts in Germany, and
also in Riga and Petrograd. In Germany, Keuter reports
that the disease is most severe in Silesia, but has also
occurred in the districts of Wiesbaden, Berlin, Brealau,
and Frankfort. The statistics published in the monthly
BullcHn for July of the Office Internationale d'Hygiene
Publique indicates that the disease has been in existence
both in Austria and in Hungary for the last year at least.
The returns for the period from September 23rd to Decem-
ber 26th, 1914, showed 3,633 cases and 932 deaths in Austria.
During the period from December 27th, 1914. to June 12th,
1915, there were in Galicia 389 cases and 104 deaths, in
Silesia 366 cases and 58 deaths, in Croatia 774 cases and
263 deaths, and in Bosnia-Herzegovina 360 cases with
145 deaths. In Hungary, from January 11th to June 13th,
782 cases with 282 deaths were recorded ; but Router's
representative, telegraphing from Zurich on August 23rd,
states that 565 cases with 310 deaths occurred between
August 2nd and 8th.

Advertisemexts, which seemed to convey the sanction
and approval of the St. John Ambulance Association, of a
secret remedy named Phosferine, appeared last week in
several newspapers. The attention of the St. John
Ambulance Association was called to the matter. Action
was immediately taken, and the St. John Ambulance
Association has, we are informed, received an assuranoa
that the advertisement will be withdrawn.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Subscriptions.
The following additional subscriptions to the Fund havo
been received by Dr. Des Voeux

:
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THE AVAl^
•^VAR HOSPITALS IX DE?ON.

VoLUNiARV Aid Organization-.

Tsir.rMvnoN which has veached us clurins the last few

Veais as to the ^vovk o£ the VoUiutavy Aid Oiganization in

iJevoushirc. and during the last few months as to its^ work

U the present emergency, produced the impression that it

••vas being very well

done, and it there-

I'ovo seemed de-

Rirable to get some
first hand informa-

tion on the spot.
;' We may say at

once that the results

are very remark-

able, and that if

1 hey are ectHa,llod or

app'roachetl in ex-

..Hence elsewhere,

it cau only have
iieeu through a

bimilar tombinatiou

.of foresight and
-executive ability.

The story is all

"the more interesting

because it is a_u

example of women's
work and is an
aohievemcnt of

rvhicli all women
inay well be proud.

'riie county director

is Mr. J. S. C. Davis,

J)ut he has wisely

left by far the
orcater 'part of the work to the deputy county director,

Ui-.- liuUer, daughter of the late Sir Redvers BuUer, and

lifT staff officer. Miss D;n v. daughter of Dr. Henry Davy of

TUe Ei.iscopal Modern School for Gijls.tn wliicla No. U MiUtavy Hospital ^\

Exeter, is esteblisliea.

E\et

Til.

They !

,
Miss Dalzell

the organization

by many willing

Luts of the head

Cs lie^iaiiiiuul 1111,1 Accommo'Jaiton of

,
Miss Tenrpletou, Miss Wallis.

, Walsh.
Hospitid Personnel

,ii,(t liesen-c : Miss
Jephson.

• Hos-pitaU Heghtry,
yiirloniihi. etc. : Miss
^{ewlyri. Miss de la

Pasture.
Cnm-alescenls^ Cen-

'tral liofiistrii : Miss
Kirk, Miss ThreUall.

Stiilislieal Vcparl-
,,„„nl : Mr. "W. F.
Kobiuson, Miss
Bailey. . .

Iiiquin/ Department:
Bliss Ca.'uiplielil, Miss
j;<.„ilan.

The co-ordination of all these departments is in the

hands of the deputy county director and her staff officer.

Briefly stated, the result of the work in Devon is that

1.394 beds have been provided for wounded and sick in. the

county. In Exeter itself there are five temporary hospitals

and at Torquay a hospital with 100 beds in the town' hall

and 25 for slighter cases in a private house. In sixteen

other centres in the connty hospitals w 1th varying numbers

of beds liave been provi led. In addition there are many
eouvMlesceut homes; the number in use is governed by tho

demand, tho arrangements being such that any of tho

homes can be opened to meet a demand and closed when
it has ceased.

Tho provision of some 1,400 beds fully equipped and

officered and their maintenance in a constant state of

efficiency is a very striking result to be achieved wholly by

voluntary effort, and its remarkable character is not,

diminished when it

is reniembcied that

the conuty has
within itsbouudaries

the 4tli Southern
(ieiicral Hospitid

( Territorial 1 at Ply-

month, and has con-

tributed from among
its civilian medical
practitioners its

share, and perhaps
more than its share,

in response to tht-

<:all of the army for

medical officers.

The success has
been in large
measure due to the
foresight which led

Devonshire women
to organize in peace.

As became a county
which, since tl:e

days of Elizabeth,

has always been
among the foremost

in the defence of

these realms, Deyou
responded to an

appeal of Queen Alexandra to women in 1905 by estab-

lishing a branch of the British Red Cross Society. This

was formed in 1907; precision was given to the movement

by the promulgation, two years later, of the "War Office

scheme for Voluntary Aid Associations, whose primary

duty it was to supp"lement the medical service of the

Territorial Force in case of invasion. The scheme pro-

posed separate detachments for men and for women, and

circumstances, at any rate in Devon, have caused most
of the work to be

done by women,
althoagh a neces-

sary and important
element in the

scheme is the pro-

vision by the men's
detachments of an
efficient transport
fiection for stretcher

bearing, escort duty,

etc.

One secret of tli<-

success attained is

that it was recog-

nized some years

ago that a central

staff was necessary

to co-ordinate tho

work of the Volun-

tary Aid Detach-
ments in the county.

A head quarters
staff was accord-
iii.^ly established iu

l.cter, and when
!lic war broke out
tho machinery was

ready and aU that -was necessary so far as head

quarters work was concerned, was to enlist more

women workers. One conspicuous advantage of this

county centralization of Voluntary Aid Organization is

that "it greatly simplifies adiiiinistrative work, since all

ooinraun'ications with the army medical authorities go

thruu-h the Yohmtary Aid Organization head quarters at
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ENcter. Each Voluntary Aid liospital in the county is
.cspousiblctoVoluutai'yAidbcacl quaiters in Exeter, which
in turn is rospousible to tho A.D.M.S. Plymouth. The
Voliintaiy Aid head quartei-s also lias cbargo of tho alhit-
mcnt of men leaving hospital to convalescent homes when
necos-Siii-y. and is i-espousiblc, undei- this heading, for the
phicing of some i ighty convalescents a \\ eek.
The Volnntaij Vid Oigani/ation suico the oiihieiK of

wai- has been coneciued with the cue of \\oundcd iii.l

sick men from the
front, who are S( nt
direct from the jKnt
o f diseiubarKation
to a hospital m
Exeter or elsew heu)
in Devon. Tho
Vohiutary Aid lu ul

qnarters recci\es m
formation dailj is

to the nnmbei ot

beds vacant in each
hospital ; it sem-
therefore, as a cle 11

ing office both m
and out. Heie le
cords are kept tho
nnrsing and ^ ohm
tary Aid per&onm 1

maintained, an 1

through it all ston s

and appliances .u

supplied. The\vhn
machinery is ^\oll^

ing smoothly an 1

efficiently. It a

p

pears that the suc-
cess with which
the scheme is working is in large measure due to the
untiring zeal and enisrgy of the head quarters staff, and
more particularly to the very unusual organizina ability

Xo. T 11,

No. I Military Ho-;|,ii:,l. l-:-

West of England Kvr Iniln
October 4th, and rei^cn, 1 a , i.

Since then, down to ilie

!l,i1.

•^ '
. is established in tho

'!i'i\
: i6 was mobilized on

liisi patients on October 7th.

,,„ , , ... ,
-Idle of August, 998 patients

have been admitted, nearly aM direct from overseas. Tlie
cises have been fo, tlio most pait su.g.cal, and 2U major

inoi hue boon peitoimed. Tho
opuatious an 1 80
medical ct-

No. II MihJarj Hospital (\ i )

I instances of gas
poisoning. Thero
hi\o been 6 deaths
-2 tioni tetanus,
2 fioni L,as gan-
gione, 1 tiom em-
bolus following gun-
shot wound of
fcmui, and 1 from
pneumoni.i.
The building

having been de-
signed toi hospital
)iui [loses, and being
I inil\ pi ovidecl

I '1 ill the ap-
1 iiKi-, and faci-

I 11 s oi J modern
s| it il, including
\\i 11 ippoiuted

I
c I itmg theatre,

.ailed lot lelativoly
few and 111 i n o r

alteiations to lit it

in ,,i,htuv work.

1 which
Exeter One of the main

large wards, a number of smaller rooms with ono
to three beds, which have been found very couvenicufc

possessed bvtlip"c:tnff .,(«.,
'•' 0——0 -:, i

foi' special cases and for officers. A certain number of

Tl^ magnitude ifHi u ;,,.,, °*^°^''^ ^""^ ™<^'^ '>^^<^ ^'^^^'^^'^ '"^ssage and electrical

thtt\^f^^^yfj\n^^^'r''^
be gauged by tho fact treatment as out-patients. The total number of beds pro-mat in txeter alone 570 beds—more than the establish-

|
vided is 110.

^

ment ot a military seneral liosnit.al—bnrB K»»r, „.„„;,^„.^
, jhe medical officer in charge is Mr. A. L. Candler1 -i ,

""''^•'y general hospital—have been providedm hospitals well equipped and officered without distuibiu"
tlie work of the civilian county hospital further than that
It has been asked, and has consented, to set aside a certain
number of beds for ophthalmic cases, so that the Kvo
Inhrmary in Exeter may be
free to devote all its space to •

military cases.
There are five military

hospitals in Exeter, as
follows

:

No. I The West of Euglaml
Eye iDfirmarv.
,,No. II lu'the Episcopal
Moderu Scliool for Girls.

Sao. ni. lu the Chil.lien s
Mome, lent by the E\etPi
Oiiaribans.
Xo. IV. A small hospital 32

be<ls) at Topsliani Barracks f.n
troops quartereil there.
Ko. V. lu the Women's Hosttl

and Congregational Chuicli
Bcliools near the Castle.

.
Nos. I, ir, III, and V aie

mdeiiendent units as fai as
the medical and nuisiu"
arrangements are conceinecF,
but m administrative respects
are practically sections of one hospital.

F.R.C.S., and medical officers attached are Dr. Williii.,.
^orclo|i-^F;R-C.P. (physician), Mr. G. T. Clapp, M.B., and
T->.. :ii-i..i ^. _i

, j^ addition to doing generalDr. Mabel Gates,

central office administration
beds, having
quarters.

mobili'li^^f
October when the first hospitals were

3500 bn' *K
'^° '"'^^'^''^ °f -^"g^st, in round numbersW ho f" *''^^^*°'^ '" "'«'"• 1''>° f<^eat majority

Frince o^. 'i?'' "L ^T'"'^"'^
^'•"'" ^^'^ l^^itish forces in

adm tte,l .1,v V%
^^"l''''«"'^s, and nearly all have been

SoX^ .ff r' rl"","'^ P'^'='^ °f disembarkation, usually

numW '??,"• f^° ''ffP''?'^ »^^^« •'^'«'' ^•°'=<^ived k certain

re" iriL in .

"'" ''"^ ^°'"'=^'* ^' '''"O' iucluding cases

-tbesnr .IS. 'T'f'•"?"«''
^^^l"^^^ ''-"^l^^ '^ Exeter andlue sm loundius districts over a lar.'e area.

-Vo. 77 Hospital.
Xo. II Military Hospital,

I' ''tor, established in the.
I lisiopal Modern School

< III Is, was mobilized on
1)01 5tli, 1914. The first

I
iiLUts were received ou

Outohci 16th. The building,
a ph itograph of which is

lepioduced, was well adapted
foi conversion into a hos-
pital, as it contained several
laige looms which make good
waids, another room with a
noith light, designed for art
classes, has been converted
into an operating theatre
winch meets all the essential
lequuements of modern snr-
goij. One ot the subjects
taught in the schools was
oookciy, and the hospital
IS therefore fortunate in

aving excellent kitchens. In addition two marquees, ono
containing sixteen and the other twentv-four beds, have
bsen erected in the grounds, and have proved popular
both with the medical sLaff-the up-to-date open-air
treatment being remarlcably successful—and with tho men
themselves. Photographs of the marquees are repro-
duced. The sanitary arrangements of the building were
ample, and special latrines have been established for
the use of the patients in tho marquees. The
medical officer in charge is Mr. R. A. Worthinoton,
M.B.Cantab., F.R.C.S. ; the other members of the staff arc
Dr. Henry Andrews, Dr. Solly, and Dr. Lovely (resident
medical officer). Altogether 124 bi'ds are iirovided.

of one of
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No. Ill Hospital.

Ko. Ill Military Hospital. Exeter, is in tlie Children's

Home, Heavifcioe Road, leut by the guavtlians. It was
j,i,,l,ii;/r.i| on Ortolif-v .^1'<f t It jiiovidfs 100 beds, reserved
:!,,! iM- Ir-i' I'.' ,ii;.ll' i"'!^! I'lv. vision is made for

j1, ;,>M II.'! iMi.i' '•
'

-
1
K-li as measles. In

jKJiiii ;mii. ,1 . < ;i;i .. li.i n; ! '
. .

''^
. N ,. ,.'!, in tlio grounds for

111,' , ,;,! II ;i ii h . .ii nil 111 'i ' ! I'l' 'I '
-

.
-''III:.' liave bccn

; iMiii'.ii'iii il ill ! III.' I' '" " 1 i '
.1 ..;.' :, .1

I lic front, and

formerly used for the oiiea-air treatment of phthisis at

Lome.
This hospital was mobilized primarily to meet the needs

of the largely incim , ,1 r.nrrit;fin in Exeter and the district,

and during the \. im 1 .m I 1 iiig the accommodation was
used to its utini. I . .|'.ii :; ii.r this service. Among the

diseases treatcl \m n- I'lniuiionia and cerebro-spinal

meningitis. Baring the summer it has been possible to

place the greater
number of tlie beds r - ----- - -- - - — -_,

at the disposal of '^

the Expeditionary
Force.

. The medical officer

in charge is Dr. S. E.
Atkins, the medical
officers attached are

Dr. Henry Davy and
Pr. Bingley Pullen.

iVo. V Hospital.

No. Y Military
Hospital, established

in the College Hostel U . '-m .. ' > . ->ii' ^"
for Women and Con- . , 1. .! > •

. n 1

gregational Church
Schools nee.r the Castle, was opened in May, in response to

a request from the War Office for a further increase in the

accommodation at Exeter. The buildings reiiuiied more
alterations to suit them for their present purpose than

in the case of the other hospitals mentioned. These have
been ably carried out under the supervision of the medical

officer in charge, Mr. Brennan Djball, M.B.. F.R.C.S.. and
the architect, W. J. Jerman. The other medical officers

are : Mr. Marmaduke Sheild, Dr. Samways, Dr. Wilton,

Colonel J. Kaglau Thomas, M.D., A.M.S. (T.F.), and
Dr. Robin, who is resident medical officer. Tliis hospital

puts up over 200 beds, of which 177 are contained in .'even

wards of from 20 to 40 beds each. Of these beds, 100

were riad\ fur u>.c and were filled on May 14th; the

remaiuil.T 'well' ;i\aihible on June 1st. The number of

patients inliiiiu.'l In .Inly 31st was 342. There has been
one deatli liioiii gn'- ^augrene) ; the number of operations

performed down to July 31st was 71—major 28, minor 43.

No. IV Hospital.

The Military Hospital No. IV was organized in Feb-

ruary, 1915, by the Voluntary Aid Organization, at the

request of the Officer Commanding K.F.A., for troops

quartered at Topsham Barracks, where there was an
epidemic of influenza and pneumonia. The building was
originally used as a storehouse. It has been converted

into a hospital of five wards, containing 30 beds.

Special Departments.
In addition to tlie medical staff of each hospital, certain

speciaHstb assist at all the hospitals—for oiihthalmic cases

Mr. A. C. Roper, for dfutiil ( a 1 'Mr. .1. Ackland, for ra<lio-

logy Dr. J. 1). Harris, i 1
I- ;i ud bacteriology Dr.

B.V.Solly. The last 111 -
i '

<
i' ^n oik in tlie labora-

tories of the Devon an.i i: ..11 lln pilal. In all the hos-

pitals provision for .•••ray work has been made or is being

installed.
Aih)iinistration.

At each hospital there is a medical officer in cliarge, who
has supreme control, subject to the head quarters officer,

to whom he is directly responsible. Oreat importance is

attached to this point in administration.

Each liospital has a matron and a staff of fully

trained nurses in the proportion of .seven or eight to

each Imndred beds. In addition, each hospital has Volun-

tary Aid assistants, some of whom Lave had a short

training in the county hospital and act n^ [i ilmi i.n. ih

in the wards; the quartermi.ster's and ^t 1 ,,.

ments (that is, equipment, linen, conn' 1 hi

clerical work, and the cooking are also lijuili. lut'i!

on by Voluntary Aid workers. Cleaning and liousemaid's
work is mainly done by charwomen, and there arc in addi-
tion orderlies for certain classes of work for wliich men are
considered to be 111 Ml ,

.,'iii I tlm 11 women.
The duties of tli ' \iil nurses are similar to

those of the ordinn ~-
1 . nljationer. The liours of

those on day and niti ; .iii, h •itctively are from 7.30 a.m.
to 9.30 p.m., and from 9.30 p^m. to 8.45 a.m. Many of

them have now been working in these hospitals since tlu;

date of mobilization, nearly a year ago, and very few
indeed have been found unequal to the strain of the work.
The trained nurses who supervise them give a moat satis-

factory account of these probationers and of the standard
of efficiency to which they have attained.

Experience has undoubtedly proved that Voluntary Aid
muses are capable ol

,p_ _- _ really valuable ser-
;-[" \ice." and that i\v

organization ol

Voluntary Aid has,

in fact, provided re

sourcch without
which the enormons
demands made npoii

the uui'-iug pro-
ie'-^if.n at this time
ciMild not have been
Diet.

Since, in /peace
time, thet Sohmtary
Aid nui^c has often

been the object of

criticism it is only
just to realize that, within her limitations, she i" per-

forming a service ot vital importance to the cou',ntry.

Of the surgical and medical work dune in the'.temporary
military hospitals in Exeter it will suffice r;ow, as wo
hope to be able to publish fuller particulars shortly, to say
that down to the middle of August 3,500 men =.-had been
treated in Exeter alone, and that 484 major aud's366 minor
operations had been performed.
As lias been said, practically the whole Voluntary Aid

Organization in I'evou is adiniuistered by- women, cloubli-

less for the good icason that the men of Devon are mostly
occupied elsewhere. It is a striking illu.s'fcration of tlif-

fact that many of the duties one lias been accustomed t<i

associate exclusivelj' with men can be as effectually

performed, in emergency, by the other .sex.

A NOTE ON "WIND CONTUSIONS" IN WAR.
Sdrgeon-Geneeal W. F. Stevenson writes: In the notes
on cases seen at the 2nd Eastern General Hospital,
Brighton, published in the Journal of August 21st, the
writer refers to a class of injur}" which, in former times,
was considered to be due to '• the wind of the shot."
and points out that, in view ot the experiences met with
in tiie present war, n:iy statements with regard to them
in the last edition of Wounds in War will almost certainly
require revision, because men are knocked out by the
concussion of the modern high explosive shells without
being actually touched by them or their fragments. But
really no revision of the conclusions arrived at with regard
to the former class of cases need be made ; the okl
" wind contusion " cases are a class quite apart from tlioso

now beiug observed as the results of the bursting of
high explosive shells. The former were rases in which the
long bones of the limbs were shattered and the solid ahtl

hollow viscera of the cavities of the boely were ruptured,
while, at the same time, no injury—not even an abrasion
of the skin—was made to show where any missile had
been in contact with it. The re ^vas nothing new in the
conclusions regarding thc^e ca'-e s which I put forward in

Wonnds in War. Baron .Laric^ 's experiences led him to

hold similar ones.

The conditions produced on men by the bursting of high
explosive shells in their immediate neighbourhood are
quite different ; they are all due to interference with tho
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brain and the nerve centres controlHu" tlie special senses—
concussion of tlie bvaiu, blinduosg, deafuoss, dumbness,
and occasionally paralysis, and these symptoms are

fre([Hentlyaccoii)pauied by goneraUremors of the voluntary
uiu-icles.

The victims of these explosions are often blown nipny
yartls away from their positions, and, if not killed outright
at the moment, mostly make good recoveries after a more
or less prolonged interval of rest. I have never seen or

i-ead of cases of fractured long bones or of rupture of

intei-nal viscera due to these explosions, but wc all can
read in the medical journals of their effects as seen in tliis

war, and some of us can observe them for ourselves in the
hospitals at home, and get detailed accounts of the cases
from the men suffering from them.
On the other baud, I am glad to see that the writer of

the notes agrees with what was published in the Jouen-al
(October 24th, 1914, p. 701) by me regarding the so-called

"explosive wounds," that they are not the results of ex-

plosion within the body, but that solid and unbroken
bullets may produce these extensive injuries—given high
velocity in" the missiles, combined with considerable re-

Bistiug power in the tissues met in the bullet track

;

these are the two and only essentials necessary for their

pi-oduction.

GERMAX EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
Vagaries of the Gekmax Rifle Bdllet.

As was noted in ihe JornNAL a couple of months ago, a
vigorous compaign has been conducted agniust the English
ritle bullet in the Germau press. JIany German surgeons
liave bolstered up the charge that the English bullet is of

dumdum type and has an explosive action by numerous
illustrations, including skiagrams, of bones and other
structures freely peppered with fragments of lead, nickel,

and aluminium. The Germau lay press has not been slow
to follow this lead, and the reproduction of the skiagrams
seems to have had a positively hypnotic effect on the
German mind. We may add in passing that, in such
circumstances, the effects of a skiagram on the minds of

laymen seems to be as overwhelming as that of the blessed
word "Mesopotamia" on the mind of the pious old

woman. One result of this libellous campaign has been the
fomentation in the Germau mind of auger as great, though
not as just, as that which is felt in this country with
regard to poisonous gases. It is most regi-ettable thst
even the medical press of a neutral country has found it

consonant with its dignity to reproduce some of these
libels against the British bullet. Fortunately a reaction
Las now set in, and statements have lately appeared iu

the German medical press to the effect that, not ouly is

the use of dumdum bullets by the British " a pi-oduct of

the fantasy,"' but also that the regular German infantry
bullet, which consists of a lead core in a nickel case,
may, under certain conditions, have an explosive action
indistinguishable from that of a dumdum bullet.

Flaics in the Casing.
Medizinalrat Dr. August Fischer* has lately recorded

the case of a German noncommissioned officer who, with
a patrol, had to pass at night through a line of German
Jaegers^ stationed near Klieims. The patrol notified the
JaegerH that they must not fire on it on its return. In
Bpite of this injunction, the Jaegers fired on the returning
patrol at a range of about 3 metres. The non-commissioned
ofiBcer was wounded in the left shoulder, the wound of
entry being in the neighbourhood of the coracoid process,
and the wound of exit in the back of the upper arm. Both
wounds were a little smaller than a mark piece. When the
patient was admitted to hospital on September 23rd, eight
days after he was wounded, the wound was explored
under a general anaesthetic, as there were fever and dis-
charge. The bones forming the shoulder-joint were much
shattered, and the Roentgen rays showed a transverse
fracture of the humerus, running through the surgical
neck. The head of the humeras was broken up into
fragments, one of which was in the neighbourhood
of the glenoid cavity, while two fragments lay beside
the shaft of the bono.. A fracture passed obliquely
through the glenoid cavity, the normal outline of

which was lost. There was also a fracture of the
clavicle iu its outer half. Thero were numerous small
fragments of bone scattered throughout tlio wound, as
well as particles of lead. A largo piece of lead appeared
to have penetrated the humerus. At the wound of entrj',

aud (juite near the surface, the outer case of the bullet was
found iu its entirety, though much torn aud distorted.
Dr. Fischer points out that in this case the bullet had pro-
duced an explosive effect, which would have been attributed
to the use of a dum-dum bullet had not the history of tlie

case aud the discovery of the nickel casing belonging to
a German bullet given the lie to such an assumption. Ho
also argues that the non-commissioned officer's account
excludes the possibility of the wound being inflicted by a
bullet previously deformed by ricochetting. Evidently the
bullet must have broken up on contact with bone, and
while the outer casing was left behind iu the wound of
entry, the scattering fragments of lead must have inflicted
further injuries to the bone aud soft tissues, and also have
made the wound of exit. This kind of wound must not,
according to Dr. Fischer, be confused with the woimd in-

flicted at point blank range, when the core and outer
casing do not part company. He suggests that au explo-
sion of the bullet, as iu his case, can ouly occur wheu
there is a flaw in Die outer casing. But it was obvious
iu his case that there was no flaw in the point of the
bullet. He quotes the observations made in the Balkan
wars by VoUbrecht and Wietiug Pacha, who found that
complete laceration of the outer casing and scattering of

the lead core could only occur when the union between tlio

core and the outer casing was imperfect, or the lead core
was overheated by its passage through the barrel of a
machine gun.

Dr. Karl Kolb' has reported a somewhat similar case.
Tlie patient was a Frenchman, wounded in the left leg.

Both the wound of entry aud of exit were as large as a
hand, the muscles of the calf of the leg were completely
ploughed up, and the fibula was shattered. It was though't
that the wound of entry was on the outer side of the leg,

altliough it was difiicult to distinguish with certainty
between the wounds of entry and exit. The bullet was
found in the muscles of the calf, and was easily removed.
It proved to be a German rifle bullet, the outer casing of

which had been torn open and the leaden core flattened.
The casing and core had not, however, parted company.
On further S3rutiny a flaw was found iu the outer casing,

about 2 mm. from the poiut. Traced towards the base
of the bullet this flaw became wider and wider. About
5 mm. from the point of the bullet the outer casing
was completely torn open, revealing the leaden core.

Dr. Kolb suggests that the explosive effect of this bullet

must have beeu due to the flaw iu the outer casiug, which
may very likely have been caused by a psAticle of sand
in the barrel of the rifle from which the bullet was
discharged.
A case similar to Dr. Fisohei's is also recorded by

M. Nippe.*

Exflosi
At a meeting of military surgeons in Strassburg' Dr

Effect.

Chiari demonstrated the calvaria of a young man the
muzzle of whose rifle was iu contact with his left temple
when the cartridge, containing a German infantry bullet,

was discharged. The bullet perforated the temporal por-

tion of the parietal bone, traversed the left central convo-
lution, and emerged through the left parietal hone. Death
occurred three aud a half hours later from haemorrhage
iulo the ventricles. The most striking feature of this case
was, according to Dr. Chiari, the explosive effect of the
bullet on the calvaria, which was broken up into numerous
fragments.

WOUSDS OF THE LcNGS TREATED BY ArTIFICIAI,

Pnedmothorax.
At a meeting of the Mediziuisch-naturwissenschaftliche

Gesellschaft in Jena'' Dr. Reichmauu gave au account
of his experiences with artificial pneumothorax in the

treatment of wounds of the lungs and pleur.nc. In one

case there was an effusion of cloudy haemorrhagio fluid,

« Ben. kliii. Wocli.. No. 2<. 191-5.

» Muench. med. Wocli.. No. 41, 1914.

« Dcut. mal. Woch., June lOtli.

•Usttt. vud. Woch., June 2U)x.
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containing staphylococci, into the pleural cavity. Accord-

ingly 1,000 c.cm. of this fluid were aspirated, and an equal

quantity of nitrogen was injected into the pleural cavity.

Previous to this operation there had been fever of a

remittent type, and the temperature vras still 38.5° on

the following day, but after this it fell and the patient

jnado a rapid recovery. In a second case there was an
interlobar effusion of cloudy fluid in the left side of the

chest. Puncture of the chest yielded 50 c.cm. of fluid,

which were replaced by an equal quantity of nitrogen. At
a second operation the exploring needle encountered much
resistance, showing that extensive thickening of the pleura

had already taken place. This process was progressive,

and was apparently accompanied by the development of

a tumour of the lung ; and though the patient remained
afebrile he did not make a satisfactory recovery. In a

third case the patient's general vitality was much reduced

by septic fever, complicating a wound of the luug. He
also suffered from an extensive bedsore. About 800 c.cm.

of purulent fluid, containing streptococci, were aspirated

from the pleural cavity, and were replaced by nitrogen.

Ten days later there was a reaccumulation of the fluid to

the previous level in the chest. The operation was accord-

ingly repeated, and all the fluid was withdrawn. It slowly

began to roaccumulate, but in spite of this the patient's

general health improved, the bedsore healed, his appetite

improved, and there was a gain in weight.

CANADA.
The Hospital CoMJnssioN and C'oyvALEscENT

Soldiers.

A Hospital Commission was recently appointed by the

Canadian Government to make necessary arrangements
for the care of convalescent soldiers on their arrival in

this country. The Commission met for the first time on
July 20th at the militia head quarters, Ottawa. The
Hon. Senator Lougheed presided. The members in

attendance were Colonel Sir H. M. Pellatt, Toronto; Mr.

Smeaton White, Montreal ; Mr. John S. BIcLeunan,
Sydney; Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas AValker, St. John,
New Brunswick; Mr. P. W. Avery, Ottawa; Mr. C. B.

Smith, Montreal ; and Major Potter, Acting Director-

General of Medical Services. The Deputy Minister of

Militia, Surgeon-General Fiset, Lieutenant-Colonel Maun-
eell, of Ottawa, and Lieutenant - Colonel Delaney, of

Quebec, were also present. A large number of private

houses and other buildings have been offered for con-

valescent homes, but the uncertainty as to the number of

invalided soldiers who will require such accommodation
makes it impossible for the Commission to accept all the

offers at present. Arrangements are being made to utilize

part of the immigration building at Quebec as a distributing

hospital. This building, whicli was recently erected by
the Government, lends itself admirably to the purpose.

The head quarters of the Commission are at 22, ^'ictoria

Street, Ottawa. The office in England of the Director

of Medical Service, Canadian Contingent, is in Cecil

Chambers, 86, Strand, Loudon, W.C.

No. 5 Geneeal Militap.y Hospital.

This hospital was mobilized at Victoria on July 31st. and
is now in camp at Macaulay Plains. Esquimalt, British

Columbia. The unit was offered to the Government last

April, the offer being made through Major (now Lienteuaut-

Colouel) Hart, of Victoria ; it was accepted early in June,

and mobihzation w:is at once commenced. The corps is

now up to full strength : it numbers about 176, including

73 nursing sisters. The officers are: Commanding tltficer:

Lieutenant - Colonel E. C. Hart, P.A.D.M.S., Victoria.

Staff: Lieutenant-Colonel F. C. McTavish, Vancouver;
Lieutenant- Colonel Herman Robertson, Victoria; Lieu-
tenant-Colonel Panton, who is now in France, and will

join the hospital overseas; Blajor H. L. Burris, Kam-
ioops ; Blajor H. S. Blonro, Vancouver ; Majors F. P.

Patterson and A. P. Proctor, Vancouver : and Major Gillies,

who is also at the front at the present time. Captains
J. A. E. Campbell, W. A. Clarke, 11. C. L. Lindsay, H. H.
BIcIntosh, W. B. McKeehuie, C. S. BIcKoe, F. J. Nicholson,

A. B. Schinbein, of Vancouver; Captains K. L. Bliller, W.
P. Walker, H. A. Whillans, W. A. Wilson, of Victoria;

Captain D. A. Dunbar, of Burnaby ; Captain A. C.

frost, of Ladysmith; Captain T. B. Greem of Now

Westminster; Captain D. P. Hanington, of Wilmeri
Captain D. J. Millard, of North Battleford ; Oaptair.

L. J. O'Brien, of Namaimo ; Captain J. T. Wall, ol

Prince Kupert; and Captain Taylor, who is now a(

the front. The Quartermasters are Captains R. F. Winch,
of Vancouver ; J. Lewin, of Victoria ; L. Jartman, oi

Victoria, dentist ; and the Warrant Officers are Sergeant-
Major H. Glass, C.A.M.C, of Victoria, and Sergeant-Majoi
A. Blorrison, of Vancouver. Bliss F. Wilson, formerly
Lady Superintendent of the Winnipeg General Hospital
Training School, is acting matron, with Miss Tripp and
Miss Campbell, of Victoria, as assistants. Each member
of the unit has been inoculated against typhoid, and the
rank and file have received careful training in first-aid

and stretcher-bearer work in addition to the military

course. The corps was inspected on August 2nd by
General Lessard, of Winnipeg, who is Inspector-General
of the Western Forces.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed.

Captain K. Levi, Australian Army Medical Corps, Isfc

Australian Field Ambulance, killed in Dardanelles, reported

in casualty list of August 20th.

Lieutenant P. T. Warren, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), 3rd Welsh
Field Ambulance, killed in the Dardanelles, reported iu

casualty list of August 19th.

Died.

Major Thomas Copeland Savage, of the New Ze-iland

Army Medical Corps, died at the New Zealand Blilitary

Hospital, Pont Koubba, Egypt, on August 14th, aged 41.

He was the second son of the late Warwick Savage, of

Burslem, and was educated at University College, London,
where he had a distinguished career, gaining the gold

medal and exhibition in anatomy in 1898. and the Atkin-

son Morley scholarship in surgery in 1901. also acting as

assistant demonstrator of anatomy. He took the M.R.C.S.
and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1900, the BI.B.Lond. in 1900, the

B.S. (gold medal) in 1901, and the F.R.C.S. in 1901. After

qualifying he acted as clinical assistairt for out-patients at

University College Hospital, and as clinical assistant at

the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital. He then went
to New Zealand and settled at Auckland, where he was
honorary surgeon to Auckland General Hospital, consult-

ing surgeon to North Auckland Hospital, and examiner in

sm-gery for the University of New Zealand. When the

contingent from New Zealand was raised last year for

service in the war, he joined the medical department with
the rank of major, and accompanied the force to Egypt.

Wounded.
Lieutenant-Colonel E. V. Gostling, R.A.M.C.(T.F.),

1st East Anglian Field Ambulance, Dardanelles.

Blajor H. N. Butler, Australian Army Bledical Corps,

Dardanelles.
Major li. W. Dunlop, 1st Field Ambulance, Australian

Army Bledical Corps, Dardanelles.

Captain T. R. Ritchie, New Zealand Army Medical
Corps, Dardanelles.
Lieutenant J. C. Selmes, Australian Army Medical

Corps, Dardanelles.
Lieutenant (temporary) G. Fleming, R.A.BI.C, Dar-

danelles.

Lieutenant (temporary) A. J. O. Wigmore, R.A.BI.C,

Dardanelles.
Lieutenant (temporary) N. H. Haskins, R.A.BI.C, Dar-

danelles.

n.M.S. Royal Edward.
The transport Boynl Edward, 11,117 tons, formerly one of

the Canadian Grand Trunk liners, running from Avonmouth,
Bristol, to Quebec, was torpedoed by a German submarine
in the Aegean Sea on August 14th, and sank with great loss

of life. She had on board 32 military officers, 1,350 troops,

and a ship's complement of 220 officers and crew ; total

1,602. The troops consisted of reinforcements for the

29th Division in the Dardanelles and details of the

R.A.BI.C!. Great and regrettable as is the loss of life—

about a thousand—this is tlie first instance of successful

attack upon a transport during a war of now over a year'a
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dnvatioD, iluring which an anuy larger than Britain had
ever before pat in the liold has been transported oversea.
Acconhusi; to tlie published Jist tJiere appear to have beeii
ten medical officoi-s on boaid, of whom two—Lieutenant-
Colonel Banber and Major Mowat— are reported as niissiua,
the other eight as saved. The names arc as follows :

"'

Uth CasitaJty Cleayintj /S7<t<ioH.—Lieutonaut-Oolonel
J. II. Dauber, Major J. Jlowat, C.'aptj,ius W. Kednath and
F. -W. I^wis, Lieutenants K. C. S. Smith, W. J. Deiehau,
J. CTreen, and Lieutenant and Quartermastcj.- J. W. Price.

Isf Bast Lancashire Field .Imfiu/ancc—Lieutenants
\\ . L. C'ockcroft and J. Cowan.
,^,',':"'^°'"*'-<-'o'<5"icl John Homy Dauber was educated

at -Middlesex Hospital, where he took an open entrance
scholarship, at University College, London, at King's
Colege, London, and at Oxford. He qualified as
M.H.C.b. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1890, also taldntr the
M.A.Oxon. iu 1892, the M.B. and B.Ch. in 1892! the
jVI.R.C.P.Lond. hi 1895, and the F.E.C.S. in 1899. He
had filled the posts, successively, of surgeon to the
Chelsea, Bromptou, and Belgrave Dispensary, regi!ii,rar to
the Hospital for Women, anaesthetist to the Koyal Hospital
for Women and ChUdren, and surgeon to the Hospital for
« omen, Soho. He was an ex-president of the Westminster
Division of the British Medical Associatiou, an F.H.G S a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine, and a member 'of
the Societe Internationale de Chirurgie. He entered
the R,A.M.C.(T.F.) as Lieutenant in the Sussex Yeomanry
onJaunaiy 7th, 1903, becoming Captain on January 16th,
1908. The June Army List shows him as Major in the
Last Anolian Casualty Clearing Station, head quarters
Ipswich, from February 25th, 1915.

JIajor J, Mowat is sho^vu iu the same placo as Maiorm the same unit from April 29th, 1915. There are three
medical men of this name in the Medical Begister.

Deaths amosg Sons of Medicu, Men.
Alexander, Jack A. E., Lieutenant 12th Battalion Highland

\v? I, ^°ff"i"^' >i?"°g""
sou of the late Dr. Alex. Alexander ofWick, killed in France on August 15th, aged 21. He was born

1.Col lege, Edinburgh,
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'
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.1 nieraberof the
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' ip for general elilici-
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-. iMiig's Own Scottish

• .i.i Ji.j.umated by the univer-
^gular army, being the first
t which the university had

^III^SIt^-' '--^ - «!• siH
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'j'"^^ ''' "'« Uardanelle" onAugust lutu, atfed l^. uo waci p/in.i.ifo,i .,4- i3,.,.-,i„ii, .. . .He was educated at Biundell's School,a medical student at University Colleeecaptain ot the Rugby fifteen both at his school

versity.

at Wick, and educated at George Watson
where lie was in the O.T.C., and at Edinburgh Di... ..„..,where he was a student in the Forestry course. He received acommission as Second Lieutenant on September 16th 1914 andwas promoted to Lieutenant last February.

'

Delepine, H. G. S., Second Lieutenant Duke of Cornwall'sLight Infantry, who died on AprilHth of wounds received inNorthern France on the previous day, was the son of Professor
Sheruian Delepine. Professor of PnlilicHealtli and Bacteriology
and Director of the Puhlic Health Laboratory of the University
of Manchester. Born iu 1888, he entered the University ofManchester ml«)7, and after gaining experience in Canadaand the United States, he returned to the Manchester Uni-
versity in 1913 to take up the appointment of Junior Instructor
in Uramng, and Demonstrator in ilie Engineering Denartment
?,'P^?

^°i^"efsity. In August, 1914, he was in camp with theU.I.C., and at the outbreak of war immediately volunteered for
active service, and suhscquenUy received his commission as
fcecond Lieutenant in the Duke of Cornwall's Light Iiifantrv
After undergoing training at Falmouth he was sent to Northerni ranee in January.
Evansou-Jonea, T. A. E., Second Lieutenant Uth Battalion

Manchester Regiment, only son of Dr. Evanson-Joues ofAshcon Old Road, Manchester, killed iu the Dardanelles
between August 7th and llth, aged 19. He got his commission
on September 1st, 1914.
Fowler, Theodore Humphrey, Corporal Honourable Artillerv

An^.^'^Yv'f.,"'^'' ?''^J^
''^ ..*'' Loudon County Hospital onAugust 17th, aged 36, was the youngest son of the late Dr. HFowler, of Cirencester.

Marten, Henry Humphrey, Lieutenant 2nd Battalion iMan-chcster Regiment, younger son of Robert Humphrey Marten,
A.; ,

.' °/7.f*'*'^'?°„\ ^**""^ Australia, killed in Flanders on
tellP"';",?^^F-.^'''"'"'''^"<=^*«<l ^^ St. Peter's College"Adelaide, at Cheltenham, and at Caius College, CamhridSe

Tth miLtv^.TlJ"..*'?? ^'^i^-
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nJ»^!r,V
Hai-old J. Lieutenant 5th Battalion Manchester

«,P^»n,f!^f'-f^?°'^.,''^'''
occurred in hos|,ital at Alexandria, wasthe son of Dr. Thomas Porter, of St. Annes. He received tii<.

med'carstuden^'
^"""^ "'"^ Manchester UnWersily, and was a

„J'^j"«'f,' ^'9™f° Douglas, Captain 6th East Torkshire Regi-
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igust 10th, aged 23.
riverton, and as
Hospital,
aiidlospital.^ He "served in the Balkan war as^a'dresTel- m theBritish Red Cross unit with the Greek forces at Salonika and
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li^'kction faI landers on August 9tli. He was in the 23>d year of his a«eWills, .-Vrthur George, Lieutenant 9th Sherwood Forest'rr.

r u if l°Z"^^^^-S°" °' '''^ '^*« Lieutenant-Colonel C. S. Wills'

v;r ;'wi;'^:^i „•
^e was educated at Charney Hall and at Marl-

CoC4 (Sxfoit' •''rp i"-^
^o^Pleted his second year at Oriel"-oiiege, Jxfmd He was a keen oarsman, and rowed iu his

u^ffh^T^.^'
""

r^i^^f'"'
'?.l'*' '^"'' "«« in theOrieTboatthafc

v^ on the Thames Challenge Cup at Henley in 1914.

Chen of Ealing, and wasboni in 1889.'"i^thrt!m''eo^•ob ain ig

Pn^dingtom
'°" ''' ""^^ ^ ''"'^""^ ""^ ^^- ^^"^'^^ HospUa]^

'^"ll'r/iHiwPT''T.^'f"*^';',""*.^"> Battalion Eoval Irish
lers, killed m the Dardanelles, in Angust.aeed 22 He wa.'i

stSl"enrofTHn1?r,^'f,'^
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??'Vl"^^"
^°"'^'' ""^ wal a ^fedfca!Btmlent ol Innity College, Dublin, and a well-known cricketerHe got his commission on September 29th, 1914.
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NOTES.
Red Cross Work in the Dardanelles.

A FOETKiGHr ago, in giving some particulars of the BritishLed Cross woA m the Dardanelles, it was stated tliaiiSu Courtauld Thomson, the Chief Commissioner of the
.Tomt Committee of the British Red Cross Society and theJoM^ Ambulance Brigade in the Jlediterranean, had
reported that more motor boats were needed to tow baraeg
containing wounded to the hospital ships or traiispoi-ts,
and generally for keeping up communication with tbo
.ihore and to facilitate the Red Cross work in supplvina
stores to those vessels. • The Joint Committee in this

n^?.°nl L f^f^o r^*?^; ""^r
^?'''' *° P^°="'° '^ twin-screw

fonli,! a^ / ^
-P-

^f' y;^ ^'"^"^ ^"'J '^^° °^°to'- launches
(20 and 45 h.p.) and to dispatch them. Mr. John Mase-
bcld, the poet and novelist, whose name will be Imown tomany readers, has provided the money for the picket boot
and a so for a barge 45 ft. by 12,; "ft., which has been
specially fitted for the transjiort of wounded. Mr. Jlasc-
he.d has already left for Mudros, where he will take
take charge of the picket and barge as soon as thev
arrive. The Joint Committee have also been able to
provide two motor launches to serve the Persian Gulf
expedition.

fr,'i^tlt^"n"
'''''

^^i?™°^ ^^ ^'"''"'^ '^ appealing for help
for the soldiers of the Expeditionary Force in the Dar-
dauGlles. Its efforts are directed to tho supply of necea-
saiucs and medical comforts for the sick and wounded iu
tho temporary hospitals; to the development of tho
organization and working resources and to the increase iu
the number of the hospitals of tho Union iu Egypt.
Already ten hospitals with a total of 1,074 beds have been
estab ished in Alexandria. Hospitals have also been
est.-ibhshed at Cairo, Port Said, and Ismaiha, but the
Union IS anxious to enlarge the scope of its work in
the East.

Motor Ar.iBtrLAycEs for Italy.
The British Red Cross Society has presented a fleet

of twenty motor ambulances to Italy for the use of the
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bounded, and has undertaken to provide for tbeir main-

tcnaucc. The i)ersonuol consists of fiity-five oflioevs,

iutorpieters, medical men, drivers, mechanics and coolrs.

Nearly all are volunteers, many of them being English

University men. The unit, which is under the com-

mand of Mr. G. BI. Trevelyan, left England on

August 20th. The medical staff includes Dr. G. S.

Brock, physician to the British Embassy in Korae, and
Dr. Dakin, until recently gynaecologist ut St. George's

Hospital ; Mr. Tonks, liead of the Slade School of \rt, who
was formerly a member of the medical profession, will

assist the medical oEBcera as assistant surgeon. The funds

are being furnished by the British Committee in Aid of

the Italian Wounded, of which the British Ambassador in

Home, Sir Ronnell Eodd, is president and is acting as

Italian agent. The treasurer is Sir Laurence Gomme,
whose office is at 38, Conduit Street. The gift has been

gratefully accepted by the Italian military authorities.

The Work of the American Red Cross.

In the British Medical Journal of May 29th there

appeared a list of the donations sent by the American
Red Cross to Europe for the use of the various belligerents.

This information is supplemented in a statement recently

issued by Miss Mabel T. Boardman, chairman of the

American Red Cross Relief Committee, showing the exact

amount and kind of relief sent to the various countries,

which was published in the Boston Medical and Surgical

Journal of August 5th.

The Red Cross sent to the warring countries 367 persons
engaged in humanitarian enterprises. Of that number 71 were
surgeons and 253 nurses, wiiilc 13 were members of the Serbian
Sanitiir^- r,,v,;,-i--- !..•;, Fr, !,",', I'-nn-e. Kus^ia, Germany,
Austrfi U I ! - '

'
!,.;., :,. c-icli received ons or

more mil. ,
, Mjilete hospitals, witli

doctor.-. 1 ,: :':. \ :i!i<l\vith all necessary
8uii[iliijs II II I
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, 'i ;

. 11 ,
ii,:, iiative expenses '"-

hujieiindcrtnk.nt! aiijouiitt-d to '

'
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tliiK lias been paid by the Red C:

the fund contributed for relief.

The report sliows that the Cross has sent into the war
zone almost 1,000,010 lb. of cotton for the hospitals, 832,000 yards

10,267 blankets, and other supplies in proportion, and 19 motor
ambulances for the Red Cross personnel. There were also

4 army field hospital outfits, 50 army hospital tents, and 30 field

medical tents.
Following is a summary of services rendered each belligerent

Government:
Austria, 11 shipments, value 97,683 dels. ; Ee'i^iura, 12 ship-

ments, 96,708 dols.; England, 13 shipineuts. 87.843 dots.;

France, 24 shipments, 216,155 dols.; Gennanv, 8 shipments,
value 182,795 dols.: Italy, 2 shipments. i4.'151 dols. ; Monte-
ne^jro, 3 shipments, 15,325dols.; Poland, 1 shipment, 7.2'X dols.;

Russia, 9 shipments, 89,613 dols.; .Serbia. 8 shipments,
130,867 dols. ; TnrKev, 2 shipments, 12,536 dols.

The financial statement shows e>:i>enditr.i-cs of l,450„306dols.

(about £290.6011. leaving' a \.^<',nro m; i74 sm,|-! about £34,965)

on hand, for which the li' 11 "1 ' V. I I
1

\-.

The Neu- York Mc:''-rr / . ., uile in all

l^robabilitv the Amen 11 i

: 1
;i u and nurses

will be withdrawn from I.m: -i.,!-
'

, i !.:. i,mi I
-.„, October 1st,

American Red Cross funds v.ill still be used in sendini,' medical
and surgical supplies to Europe and in aiding the Red Cross
societies of the nations at war. The sanitary work in Serbia
will be continued.

Military Honours.
A special GazcUe issued on August 25th announces the

bestowal of decorations for gallantry and distinguished

service in the field. Thirteen officers receive the Com-
panionship of the Distinguished Service Order, and nine-

teen officers and two warrant officers receive the Military

Cross. Auioiif! the recipients of the D.S.O. is

yu Smith, No. 3 Field Ambulance.
Corps. For conspicuous aalliintry and
,'ubert on the night ol Ma; 20th,' 1915.

arty of eight men, went out voluntarily
1 from an orchard whilst under heavy

ire, and eventually Bucceeded in bringing all iuto safety. Four
of the eight men of the rescue iiarty were wounded, and two of
these have since died.

Major H. Stedman, R.A.M.C.(T.F.)R., has been nomi-
nated a Chevalier of the Belgian Order of Leopold, in

recognition of his services to the British Red Cross Ambu-
lance at Calais placed at the disposal of the Belgian army.

•Serbia.

According to the Medical Becord, the American Red
that Dr. E. P. Strong chief of the Inter-

Capla
Canadi:
devoti.
Captaii,
to

^ross announces

national Health Board at Nish, recently cabled that with
£4,000 additional at his disposal h.o can finally free Serbia

from typhus and put the country on a thoroughly sanitary

basis. The money has been sent to him, £3,000 of tho
amount having been given by the Rockefeller Institute and
the rest by tho Red Cross. Tho Boston Medical and
Hur/jical Journal of August 12th publishes some extracts

from letters written by Dr. Strong to his sister, which give

an idea of his work in Serbia and Montenegro. He arrived

at Nish on April 22nd. A general health board to supervise

and unify work throughout the country was organized with
the Crown Prince Alexander as president, .Sir Ralph Paget
as vice-president, the chiel'sof the French, British, Russian,
and American commissions, the chiefs of the Serbian
Military and Civil Departments, and a representative of the
Serbian Parliament as members, and Dr. .Strong as medical
director. It began its work at once. Serbia was divided iuto

fourteen sanitary districts. Seven of these were allotted

to the English, French, and Russian commissions; the
other seven, comprising the southern half of new Serbia,

being assigned to America. No accurate information being
available as to the distribution of typhus among the civil

population, a liouseto-house inspection was instituted.

Dr. Strong, writing of the Paget Hospital, which he visited

on May 1st, notes

:

A feature, of which no mention is made in our textbooks of

medicine regarding typhus, is the occurrence of gangrene of

tho toes and sometimes about the nose and mouth. Another
striking feature is the condition of the pharynx, a swollen
appearance of the mucous membrane being observed in many
instances in the early stages of the disease. In fact, the moutli
requires frerjueut cleansing with disinfectants. This is another
fact which seems to suggest that the virus may sometimes be
thrown out into the air into the immediate vicinity of tho
patient. The nurses working in the hospital are carefully
protected by their uniforms, and they all wear rubber gloves,
i understand they have one-piece garments, made together with
the stockings, and over tiiese they wear liigh boots. It is diffi-

cult to see how some of them could become infected with these
uniforms, f.ady Paget wore such a uniform whenever she
went near cases, yet she became infected, as did others of the
stalT of the hospital.

Dr. Strong states that at the beginning of the war
Serbia had 400,000 men in the army. Wheu he wrote ou
May 12th there were 200,000; over 100,000 had died of

typhus. At the beginning of the war there were 360
doctors in all Serbia, of whom 121 had died, leaving 239
Serbian doctors for a total population of some 5,000,000.

At Kragujevatz on May 14th he went to see Mrs. .Stobart'a

field hospital.

This is in tents and is situated on the outskirts of the town.
As it had been reining for thrf /li.'^ -..nd most of the tents had
no floors, only a thick pierf n ^; as a floor in some
of them, you can imagm - in a very muddy
condition. Mrs. 8totjart 1 rubber boots and
trousers. She apologized f; 1 . "".'.her skirt. All lier

assistants are women doctors and nurses.

The rest of the day was spent in insijecting Serbian
hospitals. One of these had 1,000 beds for typhus cases.

The Gramijian Engineering and Motor Company, Ltd.,

Stirling, has sent us an illustration showing a train load
of thirty-five large portable steam disinfectors intended for

Serbia. In the covering letter it is stated that this

"represents part of a contract placed with us by the
British War Office and illustrates very forcibly the prompt
and drastic measures which the authorities have taken to
suppress the spread of infectious disease which has uu-
happilj' been so rampant in Serbia."
We are informed by the Wounded Allies Relief Com-

mittee that tho doctor in charge of the Committee's unit
at Kragujevatz states that, by reasons of v.ar and pesti-
lence, Serbia has lost half he'r doctors, while the remain-
ing half is mobilized with the army. In Kragujevatz
which has a population of 50,000, there is only one Serbian
civil practitioner. Tho Wounded Allies Union has opened a
dispensary in the town. Originally consisting of 100 beds,
the unit has been given two extra buildings by the Serbian
Government, and now constitutes tho 3rd Base Hospital
v.dth 600 beds. The last typhus cases were discharged at
the end of July, and the entire capacity of the hospital is

adapted for the many surgical and medical cases which
any new movement of the army must inevitably bring.
Contributions will be welcomed by the Honorary Treasurer
of the Committee, T. 0. Roberts, Manager London County
and Westminster Bank. 217. Strand. W.C.
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Medical Officers Wanted.
? 7.-/ Xoith MiJUviii FiM Amlwl.iiice, R.A.M.CaT F)

«ante.l urgently for sen ice ovei-seos three medical men for
coiuuiiss.ous; also two otiiers for thii-d line unit. Apply Lieu-

WaUoivl
!>»«*-'". 2.1SI NJortli Midland Field AniUlance,

-Ifnd Howf Co-inties Field Ambulance.

nJ.!^^'^-*'*.?
few vacancies for medical officers in the 5 2uaHome (ouuties Field Ambulance, E.A.M.C.(T.). \pnlv toCommanding Officer, Smiths Lawi Camp, Winder.

Auxiliary IIosfital in CARmrp.
AvEHY suooessful fete for the benefit of Division No. 1Ulamorgau Branch of tl,e British Red Cross Society, wasopened at Roath Park, CardiJJ, on August 14tli by TheCountess of Plyiuoutli, who said that%he funds were
i-oq.iiretl to equip tlie old JIansion House as an auxiliary
hospital to the No. 3 M'esteru General Hospital. LadyPlymouth praised highly the work done by the British RedCross Sc>c.etym the war, and, in reply to a vote of thanksmoved by tlie Loixl .^layor of C^ardiff, thanked theGlamoigan branch ot the society for the great help it had

^rCr rl '-^?"<^'^-"0" ?^''e made for SeTbia. Mr. Lynnlaoma-s C.B., in proposmg a vote of thanks to the ParksCommittee and to Mr. A. W. Pettigiew for the greatassistance he had given to the committee in making thearraDgements for the fete, said that, thanks to the hardwork of the Countess of Plymouth, the county oOlamorgan had as strong a voluntary aid orgaSionas almost any county in the British Isles. The work done

e^^ctat o,:i 'f
''*=**:=^-'"'^ ^ "- --r had exceeded t"expectations of even their most sanguine supporters. Theprognimme of the fete included ambulance and nursin^

competitions, gymnastic displays, and concerts. MusiSwas rendered by the band of the 3rd Battalion of t e

^,? nli^^'^Jf''"'-
^'^ ambulance competition, canedout under the supervision of Dr. Sparrow, Commanding

Jvo. 1, \ .A.D., Lieutenant H. Davies, 5th Welsh, Dr. HowpfiiJees, d.P.. and Dr. F. E. Smith ,Lord Mayo -el.c" waswon by Glamorgan Vo. 1, V.A.D. ^Red^Cross? wiS

l^.^l^lsep l^SSfSrZcrmal^S
Mrs. Ljnu Ihomas ;s chairman and Miss Perry the

amo^Triier"'^"-'^"-
'''' '^^"'^^^^^ ^--''•^-^ "-«'«

The British AscoriATro>r Meetixg in- Mavche-ter

Ai^ciat7on°nf w^"'V°'-;^'''= '^°°^'"S '^'=^"'^8 °f the'^British

H^oTZ ?n.^"f,"^\^''
"'"^ "°^^ ^^*^'y complete, and in

war thp, P ;c
^^'^ Sloom cast over the meetmg by the

on/il. ' '^7'^7 i;'-^«Pect of a successful meeting Inone re>.pect mdeed the war may add to the interest as in

^Sr^^hriL"wn'
'J- -ar sc/ntiiio problemshafe' to b^

Foi^hebpn^ff f .i""'^°"^^'^^y
""''''^° "^"'^'^ attention.

Lo7 hah"lt!
°^ I « me.ubers of the association a Hand-S and MP
P"^''''*^'^ •'y *^^ ^^anchester University

use fo. v^- ifir ni ;
-^^^^echnie, which, while of chief

MauchestPr citizens ''rf
^''°^'' "^ Permanent interest to

sketch 01 V^nf" ^* '=°'n'nences with a brief historical

an account of "^.^' f"'^
'^^'^""^ ^^ Professor Tait, and

Mills f -1
7^,^"'^''e^.'ci; of To-day" by Mr. W. H.

E D Simon oJtl'
^'^•^."""^ i^ ^^-- given, by Counc llo

book also contains some excellent illustrations inclndin-

' M!fi^^a.?a^'^n t "^si^-? r^ ^^'?night by Lieut^ant DelS:^:::'^.^ "^Z^SZ t
lJ,hu^\ll "•fr"^''f "f''^H"^ °^ *''^ association will beJiold in the Manchester Free 'i'i-i,lo l-r.,M ^ t i

September 7tli, when the juesi lo leS Prisf T
Schusteis F.R.S will deliv^er h!:" nS^diuafSd est'Ihe various sec lonal meetings will commence on Wed."uesday, September 8th, and will cud on Friday Sentember 10th. On the evening of the A\ ",1 „ ^ '

the «wil be a reception by the Lord Mayor utth.. , „ich,alSchool of Technology, and arrangements Ikuc b;^ madefor a number of poi)ul;u- rvnr,,.. I,.,.in,. 1 , f

Manchester, but in S.l,-„
; I ! "r ,w

' "°LT,'/
'°

For the conveni.uc;,' :.
, , ',H,^^t ;%t"'^

^'''^^™-

rooms will be s.t apart , . n
" "„ K-p!"°f''''P

l^^^lnx^s and foj^riting and ';:.i!^\:^:::^t^,iUe secietanes who have charge of all local arranaemcutshave their offices at 38, Barton Arcade, Manchester':

Provision in Salford for Panel Practitignees -

AWAY ON Active Service.
The difficulties that have occurred in numerous towns

IZt ,f °^!. .P'-^^-t'V°"^'-s I'ave agreed to make to theirfellow practitioners who are away on active service have

b'v u" t-.::'r?l"u ITr
'*'"^""' "-^lanchester anrSallo^d

ofuane' . ;
'?

^"oney available for the payment

au3 sum Ulm ide.t uu for the absentees. The system adoptedas regards insurance practices is, with some diiJerenews indetail, the same in Manchester and Salfonl In Salfo daccount is first taken of the amount received durint hoprevious year by each man now away with the forcesIhis IS, of course, definitely known and dnrim 1,;= „V
.^itli the forces each practftioner ^m^:^:%^'lS''!^:of his previous year's receipts, this payment bein" madea tirst charge on the panel pool. Account will, of'couribe taken of he ta.t that the panel fund is no^ consider'ably reduced owing to the large number of insured pe~^ho have enlisted, and the 60 per cent will cMff
lection iyhis way i„.st as Srtrpan^I'd'^t s'^mh.ive to suffer on this account. The total panel fiid

o" ar'the^'^tr^"'-"* *° P'-^y "* *^« fuliS'a etoi all the attendances actually rendered and inorder to legalize the deduction to pay theabsentees anything, the written consent of'^Jach panel"practitioner has had to be sought beforehand. Wtlfve'!

IZh^r^ T' *"?T-^""* ''^^ ''^«^" obtained and themethod, on the whole, has M-orked Avell. In Manchcstei^as It happens, the majority of the doctors who lave oineithe forces have not been among those with thriar"es
'

insurance practices, and the clHiraB on tl,p r!r. ^
f^S'^*'

them the ftfll amount of thefr in'^fc^is^ea s^4°ett°s l^h

P, t ^f /,
° ^ '*'^- '''°'' '"su'-a^ce practices and 60 per

urn T,
'" Pf?°"? ^""^'"S^ ^'^o»"ts to a very la 'e

16^;,. If f°el fund m 1915 is estimated to bo fully

fiom£29 387 to about £24,750 as nearly as can be esti-mated. Ihis means a great reduction in the income of 111the panel practitioners." In addition, to pay t^ a 1 tho^e

ImX °"
Ti^"^

'''-'''"' 60 per cent, of their p ev ous

^p^^^^^L^^-^-rb^fi"^-^^^A meeting of the Salford pan, 1
, :,,„:!: ,,,,; was accordinglyheld last week, and it v, a - I, , . M : InTo c^^eshould more than a total ot 10 ,„ h, ,Zl boallowed for the payment of the ah., ,., , .. u t ^ L'°nount

no'lo^c^^^'''TV^'
^°^'='^''^'' ''"'' - '' -=« felt Tat onno account should any obstacle be placed in the way ol:any other panel i^ractitioner joining the forces, it was

uf^^ r
** "'" maximum allowance to any one should

be i300 for a whole year. With this proviso the 10 per cent,
deduction from the pool will, it is believed, suffice to payW per cent, of their previous takings to as manv doctors
as can be spared consistently with leavina a sufficient
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number at home to look after the >?;^'-«a p£"ty^^^
^

'

KnA^factorv way. From the unamuiity o£ the geneiai

fnt*::!! with. If the patients of tbeabsenee doctors

distributed tliemselves evenly a.i.ong ,^» ^"^ ^
oe^rsje

mainiug at home the matter would be plain. ?"t natuially

e^:^rX'^^c«r of -^^ iS a^ts all the paneh

The meeting was accordingly adjourned for a ^vee i°

order that sSme scheme to remedy tins
"J-^q^f

^'y
^^\ght

be considered. At the adjoruned meetmg '*

^'^f
°°

.

J" °^

possible to remove this difficulty eutuely, but in oule to

particular doctor during his absence.

^rotlatttJ.

The Demakd foe a Midlives Bill for Scotland.

It was stated a fortnight ago that a memorial ^as being

si^rned in Scotland asking for the introduction as a (govern.

Bient measure of a Midwives BiU for Scotland. Ihe

memorial, which is dated August 19fch, has now been pre-

sented, and copies have been sent tS,^Tu''''-l^fthe
ment for Scottish constituencies. The toUowmg is the

text of the memorial

:

Memorial to the RinU Honourable H.-V. Sj"Tfr,r,//or S.otiand,

and to the Riyht Honourable the Lord Prevalent ot

H.U. Privit Council.

We, the un<1ersignea, representing the Medical Facult.es of

the Universities, tl.e Boyal Mea.cal
^^^JP^f,''''" Hanri deske

Medical OtKcers of the Maternity Hospitals >nScot'am1, desire

^vnnolv to ui-ce the importance of the passing without delay
strongly
of a Mid

It will

measuro
voir ierr.l|.ct!on that the need for such a

'"
. -- - -

I by the medical and
.[

' -p-ar; that the private
"^'^'j"

' -ed through the House

S'l'o'm, ,>,-. c-m'," ; Commons mainly for

"^tiin^ tli^u rTsi^i^Uou 'ol'Very grave urgency has arisen out

°"'lai^e'number of medical practitioners throughout Scotland

remain to overtake all the attendance on i - """^

is necessary. ., .,

A laige amo nt of n Iwiferv practii

nee ss tj fall to tl

idwitery that

1 therefore of

hanls of n dw es aid unqualified

nv of then absolutely untrained,

e heal i J
>io as is provided in

oui 01 nion a national emer-

tc e ne 1 1 ch we believe is

t ent of a M dwives BiU for

al eal great idependently of

Ihe war has however, made this

ai d it w 11 CO 1 1 le to exist for

V to the leplet on of medical

tr
we wo Id further urge

t at on of Births Act
1 t tl e whole country

f,
out of the war

f 11 leieflcial effect in

t d 1 the M dwives Act, for

are

Tl
gen

the lece t i el I

was b-\ s) ec al leg si

in ler to i eet

conf tons 11 sn
be tlaul less t ul
wh cl ve des le to ileal

John A. Kt.noch. M.B., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.C.S E.. Pi-ofessov of

Midwifel•^ and Dean of the Faculty of Meaicine. University

of St. Andrews; Obstetric Physician. Dund

THOM™' hI'brtce. M.A., M.D,, F.RF.P.S.Gla.s ,

Dean of tlu raoiU;- of Mprt.c.nn. I.-n.vevs.^;- o I,

Muarn, .,,.-•-• ^Ml
,

K.L.nis 1 volessol .11 ..

Royal

F.R.S.E..

f[kX!&. 2S, i^vi

nean ot the Facult*

'i.C.fi.E.. Emeritus

J.'^Hl^i.n.AT CaooM, Kt.. MD F.R.C.PE. FR^aB^.
F R.S.E., Professor of Midwifery. University of Edmburah.
Physician lloyal Malcroity Hospital, Edinburgh ;

Presi-

dent ot the Ediubiuah Obstetrical Society.

A. H. Fbeeland Baubocu, MA.. B.Sc.. M-J • .^}iV"k"
F.BSE., President of the Royal College of Ph>siciaQs.

Edinburgh.

T I' F.R.C.S., President of the Royal

, ;
. ij.; and Surgeons. Glasgow.

,. , p .
F.li.F.P.S.GlasK.. F.R.S.E.Pro-

'
^t M lingo's College, Glasgow, and

',

,

lie Physician, Glasgow Koyal

.
I

,
1 M.S.. Dean of the School of

M ,.-s. kdinburgh. . .

, , II K.O.l'.E.. F.R.S.E.. PhyBlcian.

k''''o1 MiU-Vnitv' HVi-.i.ital Edinburgh; Lecturer and

Examiner on Midwifery. School of Medicine of the Royal

Colleges. Edinburgh.
R. C. BcisT, M.A.. M.D.,

A. K. CHALirEBS. :>!

Jledical Officer u' :'

James Hatg Fr.u'

ibotetric Physic Dundee P.oyal

I! f.r.S.GlasS..

.K.C.S.E.,

1 of Medii

F.E.C.P.E.. Physic

Assistant Physician,

R.C.P.E., Assistant

Military Appoimtment for Edisbuegh Scrgeon.

It is announced that Mr. Alexis Tliomson, Professor of

Suroery in the University of Edinburgh, who recently

went to France with the rank of Major to take charge ot

the surgical side of a base hospital, has been appointed a,

consulting surgeon with the British Expeditionary I'orca

and has been promoted to the rank of Colonel temporary..

The Dublin Hospitals.

DuRixG the last year the Dublin hospitals have passed

through a time of considerable stress, many members ot

the medic U and nursing staffs having left to work with

the medical branches of the King's forces, ^otwlthstand-

iu" the strain whicli the loss of their colleagues has put

v^von those who remained behind to carry on the routine

work, the city hosuitals have enlarged their obligations by

receivina large numbers of wounded soldiers, ihe Board

of Supenntendencc, m its report to Parliament on those

institutions which are in receipt of grants, is generous in

its praise. Despite the universal anxiety caused to tUe

managing bodies by the large increases in the cost ot

material of all kinds-food supphes, for example, as well

as drugs and appliances-a high standard of efficiency is

reported in every case. Only in one instance is there any

nualilicatiou-tliat of the Hardwicke Hospital, which is

old and unsuitable in many ways. Even there good work

is done in difficult circumstances. TUe accommodation

and equipment, as well as the personal services ol

managers, staff, and friends, in all the other cases receive
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high jiraise. The Boaul espi-esses interest iu the open-air

trejvliuent \vhi<;li is iu pi-actico at Stccvcus's Hospital.

The patients, " happy, coutentcci, and doing well," are iu

the oi)en air uiglit ami day, with no protection from tlic

weather except wliat is giveu by plentiful bedclothes and a
leau-to shelter.

Poor Law Mcpical OrTTCF.RS who have Joiked rni-:

KoY.u, Army Medicai. Corps and theik Substitutes.

Some of the Irish Poor Law medical oflRcers who have
joined the Army Medical Service hare recently found con-

siderable difficulty iu arraugiuH with boards of guardians
for their subst4tut€3. ilany boards have given every
facility to their Poor Law medical officers to joiu the

Ariuy Jledical Service, undertaking to pay them half, and
in some cases their full, official salaries and that of their

substitutes during their ab^euce. It is to be regretted,

however, that a-Kerry board of guardians recently refused,

not only to pay during his absence tlie salary, or any
portion of it, 01 one of their medical officers who Jiad

received a commission in the R.A.M.C., but refused to

appoint the doctor he nominated to discharge his official

iluties and take charge of his private practice during his

absence; the guardians iustead appointed, by a majority,

a medical certifier under the Insurance Acts. It is under-
stood that, rather than accept the unsuitable arrangemeut
made by the board of guardians, tlie doctor in question

feels that he Ijas no choice but to resign his commission in

the It..-V.M.C. It has beeu agreed upon as an ethical rule

in the Poor Law medical service in Ireland that no doctor
.should undertake to discharge the official duties of

another except on llic invitation of the doctor going on
leave, and this custom has been approved of by the Irish

Local Government Board, which recommends boards of

gnardians to appoint the doctor nominated by the Poor
Law medical officer seeking leave, so liDug as the conveni-
ence and interests of tlie sick poor are safeguarded. In
the present national crii^is the necessity for observing such
a rule both by doctors and boards of guardians is all the
more uigentj as it means that the doctor appointed will

be available to discharge the official duties and attend to
the private practice of the doctor joining the R.A.M.C.

In ]>lea.sing contrast to this may be mentioned tlie

proceedings of a board of guardians in the west of

Ireland, where a guardian, when proposing that one of

their medical officers should receive his annual holiday,
said that they conld not do too much for their medical
officers, as all three of them had sons lighting at the
front, and in one instance an only sou.

iVlIMTARr .\PP0IXT3rEXT FOE A BELFAST SnEGEOX.

^ The many friends of Mr. Andrew Fullerton, M.D.,3I.Ch.,
r .H.CS.I., will be glad to hear of his appointment to the
ixist of cousulting surgeon to the army in France, with tlie

rank of colonel in the B.A.M.C. Mr. Fullerton has beeu
one of the workers iu the Belfast iMedical School, and has
been distiuguisluKl more especially perhaps iu his urological

work, but also in general and children's surgery. He is

at present surgeon to tlie lioyal Victoria Hospital, surgeon
to the Queen Street Hospital for Sick Children and to the
Ulster \'oIuuteor Force Hospital, and has been examiner
in surgery in the Koyal College of Surgeons of Ireland.
The profe.ssiou in rister will thoroughly and uuanimously
ondor.se the suitability of the appointment, and will with
confidence look to .Ur. Fullerton to uphold the high
traditions of Irish surgery.

LorAL (.OVERXMENT BoARD ISQUIRY.
Arising out of a recent Local (iovemment Board inquiry

as to an allfiration of neglect of duty preferred against
Dr. Haity, medical officer of the Killougliey Dispensary
Distriit. and medical certifier under the Insurance Act iu
Ireland for the Killoughey and iuljoiniug districts, the
following letter was read from the Local Government
Board at the last meeting of the TuUamore Board of
Guardians:

The r.oo.il Government Hoard for Ireland have had before
tliem minutes of the procecdiiii,'s of the board of guardians at
their special meeting held on the 13th inst. (.Julyj to consider
the Hoard's letter of the ird inst., communicating the result
of the recent sworn inquiry into charges prefened against
Dr. Han.v. medical oacer of the Killoughey Dispensary
District, iu the case of the late ilrs. Gorman, a dispeu-iury

'• The Local Government Board, on cnnsidcratii
evidence, are of opinion that the chMr-j" •>( .InniKp'

toi-ward iu this case has fallen tluiuLh >'. :n.

Dr. Harty was sericusly wantiii- m i

patient in abandoning her at a cri: i:( I in 1 , :

have remained in attendance and ;i' I

reipiisitioned the assistance of ii. , 1 1
>

iucceeded in reviving the woman i.
:

, ;

Ttir

he glad
opinion •

to deal >

considfi

late Mr-
tlicy rL>i

on him j

rhieh he discharges generally his

Kilkenny Board of Guabdians and the iNsuR.iNCB
Act.

As the result of the unsatisfactory state of medical
certification for sickness benefits under the Insurance Act
iu Ireland, the Kilkenny Boaid of Guardians passed a
resolution calling on the Insurance Commissioners " to

dissolve themselves."

Workhouse Medical Officers and their Holidays.
.\s the result of an order made by the Cork Board of

Guardians, their workhouse medical officers addressed tha
following letter to the guardians

:

Cork District Hospital,
July 23rd, 1915.

S^e sr-e by a report of the proceedings of a meeting of the
board 01 ,-n;ii,l,aiis Ii, Id (]U last Thiirsdiiy that the aiuirdiaus
liavo derlii . !

: :i||>,.;iit. a suhstitutc for a member ol the
mi-dical Kill >iiii iiij li'- vacatiou, and Ii.ave yivoii iimi vacation
provide. i 1;,, ,1 - ih )rrrf.,niicd bv <.ther members of the
medical skill. W .

•.::•!'.
1
r:.|! (i,r nMf n'i.ui of the board to the

fact that theyli;!'.. 1 1 1 i 1
- -i. n n' i.n cuu- annual holidays

for nearly twent

,

. > *o do so for the dis-
pensary medical .:' ;. .

:!:.
, I a thousand patients

under our care, :ii,ii ,1 :

'.. i-r ^li'i;, i^r the wljule twt-iity-
four hours, we regriit we are unable l(i act fni' , ;(rh . ii n,. r m the
manner suggested, and we ask the board t.. l.in.ii'. r, 1 in idor
this resolution refusing to provide a subsliuii. i\,: , u 1, ,4 \is

during vacation.
iSigued) W. Ashley Cumjiins, .\J,D.

T. GlUSANI, M.U.
D. :\t0RKISSY.
James T. O'Connor.

After a good deal of discussion the guardiaus, by a
majority of 13, passed a resolution declining to pay
their contribution towards the expenses of medical sul»-

stitutcs for their workli.-n'jc ine.lie-d ,,mee,s \\],<-» o.i

holidays, and requiriii' ''; ;r ,!ii!< !, ,,;.
1 u.jpd,

without extra remuuei .n ;. m. i,:, n ,> Uio
medical staff. At the >au,< Meeme, •» im ;j;;,:i >li,iiis :.

member Imi-I. .1 ii u.iiee of motion ealnug uu the Local
<;ovoniii'. i

• I;
,

I
I . .Iissolve theCoi'kBoard of Guardians

and ap))<
- 1 i eiiardiaus in the interest of the sick

poor au'.l ih' "
i 'J

' 's.

Dublin Public HE.tLTn.

At the last fortnightly meeting of the Public Health Com-
mittee of the Dublin corporation. Sir Charles Cameron,
C.i;., reported that the death-rate from all causes in the
city during the two weeks ended August 14tli was 14.8 pe<'

1,000 persons living, and that this was 3.9 belc.w the uiear^

rate for the correspondiiie im ;
.1 m ili. 1 . 1

> ,iis.

The deaths from the pun '
i

ivo

of tubercidosis, were iu 1
10

0.5 below the average, iu lI l jii--- ;
•

'

' . <
ui,

year there was a very high death-rate buili iu tliu city and
in the township and in many English towns. In tliis!

period the death-rate in the city was 31.4 per 1,0C0, and in

the township 23.2 per 1,000. In the second quarter, ended
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June, 1915, the rate in tlie city was only 20.8 and in tbe

to^nsbip 19.0. or only 1-8 le«s than in the city. In the c.tv

ihe rate from infectious diseases was unusuallj low, 1.%

whilst in the township it was 1.7. Ti>e committee ex-

m-essed a strong opiuion that during the warm weather it

wasof the utmost importance that there should be a daily

removal of the contents of a.shbins, specially those of the

tenement houses. As this is the season m which tlie fly

peril is most pronounced, it is most desirable that all refuse

in which they breed should be promptly removed.

Vaccination.

At the last meeting of the South Dublin Union the

vaccination question was again discussed; it came up on a

notice of motion protesting against the carrying out of

vaccination, and asking that the board should take no

further action in enforciug the vaccination laws m the

union The chairman said that the Local Government

Board bad already obtained a mandamus against some

boards of guardians in the High Courts and compelled them

to carry out the Vaccination Acts. The same course would

he adopted in regard to the South Dublin I^nion if the

Acts were not enforced, and while he was chairman he

would not have that done. One guardian said there were

three children in the new Kilmainham ward in " an awful

state
" due to vaccination. On the motion of the chairman

a resolution was unanimously adopted requesting the

medical officers in the case of two unsuccessful vaccinations

to report direct to the board of guardiams.

The Wexford Board of Guardians has decided by 19 votes

to 6 to prosecute a number of vaccination defaulters, ot

whom there are 2,500 in the district.

bad article. The defendant firm was fined £10, with 63.

'^°The DiroctorGencral of Pablic Health ot New Sonth

Wales has directed attention to a notice appearing m tlie

Government Ga:ietle prohibiting the advertisement or sale

of the drugs and appliances used in connexion with the

treatment of the " Katura Health Company "—namely,

Natura capsuled suppositories, the Natura cerate massage,

and the Natura herbal tea. According to Section 17 ot

the Pure Food Act, 1908:

No person sball advertise or sell any food or drug or appliance

in contravention of any notification as aforesaid, and no pro-

prietor or manager of a newspaper or other public print sua.

publish any advertisement prohibited under this section, ana

no person shall print any such advertisement.

Coi*rc^jjanben«.

^nteti.

Secret Remedies.

The Board of Health has recently been active in proae-

cutina some firms for selling a patent medicine known as

"Vitadatio." Messrs. Elliott Brothers were prosecuted

under the provisions of the Pure Food Act for distributing

this preparation, as it was claimed by the prosecution that

the information set out in a pamphlet descriptive of this

preparation was false. The pamphlet stated that

datio is a great herbal remedy for Bright's disease

;

cured Bright's disease, hydatids, stricture

sumption, and ringworm, and it

Au analysis uamcu \^uu i-.^ j.'*.. -.-^.^^1.0^^, , iuiym±^>^.^^^ .-— r--- , . c ,. j

analyst, showed that the preparation I lUL-dical practitioners to reveal information gained

1 1 per cent, by weight (=2.5 per cent. acting in a confidential capacity. The attitude se

icylic acid, 0.5 grain "to the pint ; tannin strange one on the part of the Chairman of the A

V
t has

cancer, con-

^ _ ,
ill cure the most severe

oThydatidsT tumorous growths, lung trouble, and

heart trouble." An analysis carried^
°';^*^,V^'

^-''^- C'ooksey,

the Government
contained alcohol

proof spirit); salicy ,

and vegetable extractives, including gentian, sarsaparilia,

and a t°ace of senna or rhubarb. Evidence was given by

Dr J. Burton Cleland, principal Government micro-

hiologist, by Dr. W. Palmer, the Medical Super-

intendent of the Waterfall Sanatorium, and Dr.

Arthur A. Palmer, the Government Medical Of&cer,

that any preparation compounded in accordance

with the analyst's report could not cure Bright's dis-

ease, cancer, or hydatids. In defence, the proprietor

stated that, as far as he knew, the claims tliat the prepara-

tion hnl ''! ti'f' 'Ureases named were true. He main-

tain, i -'s put forward was incorrect; that

the 1
niued some spirit and salicylic acid

but 11 I.;, lilla, rhubarb, or senna. In addition

to the t\vo piLScr^-atives named there were only two

intrrediouts : one was a herb known to witness and the

other he had purchased in Tasmania. The iagredients

cost him 3d. a bottle, and he estimated that the cost of

compounding, etc., brought the amount up to lOd. He
sold the mixture at 4s. a bottle, and had sold about £6,000

worth last year. The magistrate held that the case

against the defendants had been proved and imijosed a

fine of £10, with 6s. costs.

During the hearing of a case brought against Messrs.

Washington H. Soull Pattinson and Co., Ltd., by the

Board of Health it was stated that the manufacturer made

the preparation at a cost of less than Is. per b.,ttlc, that

the defendants obtained it at 4s. and retailed it at 5s. 6d.,

thereby making a profit of 37i per cent, on the sale of a

A-NOCLASSGCIATION.
SiR,_Liko most people, I supposed this ungainly name,

or phrase, was but an extempore use, and was soon to bo

superseded by some more appropriate and better knit

word. But it goes on, and seems to be edging itself

into general acceptance. It is holding its ground, 1

presume, because its author does not take the trouble to

improve it. Meanwhile, however, let us not use without

modification a term which carries illiteracy on the face of

it. The negative of " noci " is, of course, not anoei but

in-noci; this everybody should know. It would be

pedantic to say that, in making names, a blend of two

lanouages should never be permitted—for example, certain

affixes, such as " itis," having a specific meaning, must be

taken into general service. But it is another matter when

composing a new term to compose it awry without

reason.— I am, etc.,

. 1-7,1,
Inxocuds.

August 17th.

NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS.
Sir,—Dr. T. W. H. Garstang. in your issue of Augnst

14tli puts himself right in reference to the actual words

of Section 1 (1) of the Notification of Births Act, and I agree

that he did tell the Representative Meeting that "a pereon

shall not be liable if he satisfies the court that he had

reasonable ground to believe that the notice had been duly

given by some other person." Indeed he emphasized this

qualification. Further, he insisted that the term "medu:.!

practitioner " is not mentioned in the Act ; and he urt^ii!

these considerations apparently for the purpose ..1

minimizing the contention that the Act compelled
" " gained while

tude seems a

le Medico-

Political Committee of an Association which conducted an

active agitation against the measure when it was originally

before Parliament, and, however dexterous a verbal defence

may be constructed for the argument, there remains^ the

hard fact that practitioners have been summoned and fined

for failing to effect notification. It is quite true that the

Act does' not mention the medical practitioner m so

many words, but it puts under a possible penalty " auy

person in attendance upon the mother, at the time of, or

within sis hours after, the birth," and in view of this

phrase the comment that the term " medical practitioner
"

is not snecificallv recited can hardly be regarded, wliatt \ •
>

be its forensic "worth, as a serious contribution to i

discussion.—I am, etc.,

Loudon. W, Aug. 23ia.
C. O. mwTHOKNn.

DE MULTIS REBUS.
Sir Peter Eade.

Sir,—Sir Peter Eade was a fine specimen of the general

physician interested in every department of medicine, and

keeping himself abreast of the vanguard of knowledge to

the end of a very loug life. Though he had not the fine

presence of the typical East Anglian, he h?,d tnc mental

characters of the race, and preserved to the last the

pleasant East Anglian pronunciation of English, the most

grateful to the ear of all varieties of English speech, and

with the exception of Welsh-English, which is spoken

with the syllabic separation of a foreign tongue, the most
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distinctly pronouuced. The moat notable oveut of Sir
Pcli'i-'s life lias uot been meutioueil by any of youi- coutii-
liiii.-is. He was in tlic terrible railway accident at Thorpe
ill 1874, and^ was ouo of the few passengers who escaped
niiaiimed. There was but a single line between Norwich
iimi Viirnionth, and owing to the mistake of a telegrajili
(loik, who was SHbse(|ueutly convicted of manslaughter,
two trains were started from the opposite ends at about the
same time. As soon as they wore started, and were beyond
lecall—for there were no intermediate signals -it was known
that a collision was inevitable, and doctors and appliances
wew collected in Norwich and sent in a following train.
Sir Peter Eadc's experience, as be related it to
liio tln-ee or four years afterwards, was that he was
sitting in the train reading the newspaper, when he
suddenly found himself lying in a meadow by the side of
the rails gazing at the wreck of two trains. How he got
tliore he never knew, but supposed he must have been
shot out of the window ; and, of course, he could only
gue-ss how long ho had lain there uucouscious. Ho was
attended to by that fine surgeon, his friend Mr. Cadoe
who, like Limself, received all the civic honours that the
City of Norwich, once the third city in the kingdom, could
bestow.

Pruritus art!.

Xesutor, etc., is a good rule, and it mav seem a violation
of It If 1 comment upon Mr. LockhartSlunimervs p-Mier
oil pruritus ani,' but it is not really a violation of'tlie rule
because one of the matters I hammer on my last is the
assignment of causes, on which I have just written a book.
-Mr. LockhartJIummery tells us that some writers putdown the cause of pruritus ani as coustitulioual, others
think it IS due to enlarged anal papillae, and so forth
I wonder what the writers who call the cause consti-
tutional have in their minds. I should suppose thev
njoan that the cause is not local; that is, that it is uot
a local lesion or the local application of an irritant. If
tins is_ all they mean, surely it would be far better to
say so in those words than to use a term like •• consti-
tutional

; that may mean anything, from hereditary
transniis.sion to a general microbic invasion. The other
causes, except that assigned by Mr. Lockhart-Mummery
liiniself, appear to have been assigned, as so many "causes"
of disease are; without rhyme or reason, merely as va^ue
speculations, based on no evidence, and of no value except
as hypotheses for testing. And from what Jlr. Lockhart-
Mninmery says it appears that they have not been tested,and m that case they ought not to be adhered to. Mr
Lockhart-Mummery does test his own hypothesis, and
It stands the test. The result of operations is nuite
consistent with his hypothesis, and he is entitled to hold
It e.xclusively until another hypothesis is proposed that

There is good evidence
until
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also is consistent with the facts.
in favour of his view, but this evidence is nol; proof unti

Pnri »i*"™ J°,
•'e inconsistent with any other hypothesis!

Lntil then at least it holds the field. May I ask MrLockhart-Mummery—and here I
last— if he has considered diet

May
am wandering from my

nr,.,.;» • « T ,
as a possible cause of

pruiitus am? I have satisfactorily proved, by validmethods of assigning causes, that some cases of this
tioublesome complaint are due to a diet of cheese. In
cases that 1 liave observed the consumption of cheese isalways followed in a few hours by an attack of pruritus;

P^H„ .

ever occurs in these persons except after
eating cheese; and the severity and duration of the attackare ronghlv proportional to the amount of cheese con-

no dnnKf T^''f^,°'''®''^^*'°°''• " ""^y "'^ '^'"'•cct, leaveno doubt that the consumption of cheese is a cause of

wrong they are revolutionary. They propose a completo
revolution m our notion of insanity, in our wav of -nn
templating its causes, in our mode of studying it, and iuthe law applK-ablc to it; and therefore I cont^cnd that theyare worth notice. They are worth attention. They areworth discussion. At any rate, books which pretend togive a complete account of the present knowledge andcoctrme about insanity ought to mention them. BiTfc theydo not They Ignore them, and treat them as if they hadnever been published; and they emphasise the omfs ionby glorifying m exaggerated terms every trumpery i-unovation that is suggested by a German, even if it is only asmast German inuovations in insanity are, a change of name!

of ttir^^hfT 1 T^^ I'audsome acknowledgements
of the value ol my doctriues from lawyers of eminence
both in this country and in the United States, torn
psycholog.sts,_from doctors who are not members of my
speciality, ana from members, interested in insanity, of thegeneral public; but, with the exception now of Dr. C^ssidyhere is scarcely one member of my own speciality who lismade a sign to indicate that he has ever heard of these
doctrines of D-,mo. th„n^h tbcy have been issued at pretty

no^nT,"-'" '

'

'i^'«-a°d-tl>irty year.s. I do
"

I

'

" I persistent ignoring of my
uZJu" .

'"" °" *''® I^'"^''"^ °^ «y fi-ieudaiiiealicm-,..
, ,

, ,^ i^i^g fjj^|. j,j3_^ ^^^

drawn frcm the —" ;..i..ii.,-.i--i -. .^'

mental eonstitntio
such doctrines as those of deme .„.
analysis are natura,lly unable tn :,:„,..:
as mine, founded as it is upnn i' ..,

hard facts. I do not complain li) n
views; but I think I have a ri^li! ;., ,

studiously ignore them and treat them :

' --^ .. IL, Lh(

auic intellectual class. Men whose
IS such that they can adopt holus-bolus

and psycho-
iicli teaching
'Motion from
"'-' adopt my
in that they
.-existent.

Indian Doctors and Vacant Appoijtfmcnts.
Finally, I wish to endorse Dr. Muthu's plea for theemployment of our Indian colleagues in this country It

a^lut'^l^^^'"^!!'""
*° ^"r *'"^ ^'^^'stanceiu my pra;ticean Indian gent eman, and a more able, assiduous, loyal,and courteous colleague no one could wish to have. Ho'ha not remind me, though he might have done so, that

1.'^ anc.;stor,^ were cultured gentlemen, possessing a great

w3 if;
'' ™'"®

^^'i''
"""^'"'^ savages, painted with

, Ij r ?°.'" '^^^^^ '^"'' wattled cabins, and makingwith flmt knives, human sacrifices to savage gods. Ou"r

^Pn,l K
^^P'^^stors were, I am afraid, an "uncultured

people, but in one respect, at any rate, they were superior
totaeirdesceudants--they did not idolize German teach-

*T *^«^' tlieir native teachers with contemptuous
neglect.—I am, etc..

CuAs. A. Meeciee.

SlR,-

Eng.
tied <

EARLY MEDICAL HISTORY.
-Overlooking bivadth or laxity over medical hist

pruiitus.

Tnscinilij.

ledgement of Dr. Cassidy's extremely handsome apprec.a-

«„H ^,- 'Vy
/°^k' ,/« I read his letter I rubbed n/y eyes

own ^Zl "^'f ' f°'-,J,t''0"Sht I must be reading nyown obituary notice. When I say that mv medical

wlo'^."l' '^"r '^y .''-brines, I nfean those^rthem
nuWicatlonr *^°" r''"'^^- ^° "« g''^=^t .nmtitude of

or hfwlir "" ""^"'^'^ any doctrine of mine is mentioned,

^r,nl>v V ^ "ame appears in the index or the biblio-graphy. .Now, my doctrines may be wrona from too to
^!!!!^_^°djf';^""_^eginmn^ but, wl';^tl,erri8ht or
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ory
ails

are apt to

mtless un-
ces under
ich is^ the

I tracings,

this older
In fact,

wl.,t ,n.,,y

examination, but thereby l.ioadfr
be misapprehended, if not hiddVn, l)v th,
related and tabulated facts fidm \M,|r
tireless tied examination, an ixuuplc .

equally popular and colourless ^ii-h.n.,,
There should be some recast cjr , h'.i ..

prescribed overbearing recital ami uv,i
I would rather rely u)),, II a |ii,)|i-i ,. ,,,

here be called IJ:~' ,

,
,

,

when I was att i

there was a cli:.

history. It was .;„ .i.„„ l ,,,,; „. .^ -i

tliey were studying :,ome oUlie Vl-'ench ',

sides biographically. But the lectures \.

enhanced by this equal concordance or s.
a running historical sequence and not the
procession of details.
Dr Major Greenwood in his late address, after lightlysketching in the rise of tlip IMC, i;,-,l ,i,. , t.f i '^ •'

,i,.-.V,oKi„
""c use oi tilt, mcinivil liM'titioiier, but moro

probably a poetic confusi,-,, ,,i >!;,,, ,,< tM, . from the
appearance of some our. ,m , I

.
,

i
, , ,,:,., „'t,a in tho

poetry of Langland and Cl..;'i., ,.,u,;m. . -Mp|,.,sr,i hecould
trace them in direct linea"^. tu Ukj .UckIici ot Rome iu a

'le tabulated

hereditai y sense, much after the fa.shion of churcL digni-
,
the latter must be regarded differently,

tor they stand apart, with fair claim to definite lineage.

taries; howev
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i
lifted , not
l.oll .jot, I

iiilicatfs a
ilfKCOUt of

not liavo

Doubtless

IE this priucipleoE historical sr.|'

,icccvti..g any looser literary pn -mi
^

think, a justness ot view. As ii-
_

British or Saxon law, and not on.;,

law so those different types ot docUn . t'.J

M,.clui t,i.uc .n I

^ „;„,, tijcnearlvfonr hundred years

"";: '•'""
r'

',':„>,. Ill England, i5ut iCnglish Mcdioino

: ,, ,,i. ,1, ,.nd from Rome. The nu;d,cal

,

',.
,,,,, ,1 1 ,, member rightly, begat Mcihei m

" '

,
,

,

'

,,;.e or custom. Many new Medici arose

',
'

; ., ,„,;,onticeship of slaves, who ^yhen d.s-

;'
, urnae. freed. But did the Atncanns or

\',',';
'm'

1 '.'n Aimleius become Roman because ot his training?

|. , .nras and then Hippocrates e<iually certainly in-

!, :!;;:r;r medi::lne, but lliie topogniphic.U>;^alono_^^

^.opariitply dcvelo)! d tli. u...,i <"'\;,. ,,.,„.„p(, ae-
hygienic sideof Up h" " ,,,,.ydidnot
vcloped many sli:i

, ,1 lirVs (ialen
descend from r."J'.'<

,
,; ,/,,,,,», ic ot tho

:i:nd Celsus or the iiu, .<-
.

-i -. 1
;

'

,,., r in Rncland,
Salernitan school (or univei.^iU . . |."^;\' ',

f„,.n„ilatcd

as elsewhere, the '"cal exercises pved.catc-d and toiK da c^^^

the special types ot 'YToTottir^TXZ sources ot

.enius^ or the ordinary personne^. 01 olie^ai .a, .
l^c.

^^^..^

occurrmg in tl... 1 -
.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ .g^,, ^ its

question of Kn. <

-^^^.j^. f^^^j^^.^^ f o^. baths
wuleriss^te A.;'

; \„ u,uaeand"elsewhere,thebath-
prevalent u Cn n

.
.

^ ^ ^ ^^^ tended to spread

ri^S'^d^l^^^-lU^rsotthepracticeotn.caciae

,,a surgery^ Wl o^^;^- ^ff^ ^::i- ^
ff""" 'Lh^ I tivc seen une.arthed\t Bath, Loudon, and

'lu'S:^ first volume ot Medical Befor,n A/--'-. ^OS;

^vhcu dcalin" with the two mam channels ot English

nedLi^e i gave tire concise annals from early to later

dS of the 'Royal Colleges ot Physicians and bu^ons

and I there laid down, tor the fusi t,.,.^;, «"- do ji.nooi

the differential status 1. 1 -n:
,

or barber-surgeons, so <
'

1

^^1

other writers. Otconi .hm
^

,,,, „,i.<.

iuiiction with an equally c:.iV.,ui '
I,,!),,!.,,,.,, of

iiMt T cl-uiu it was dictated by the cuniuiuuu., i".iu._i

flar-'e coiuuH.rcial union, not by the communily sense of

h^al^l^ng, and tlu.t a.,,c.t .lu.uld b--cogn..ed. J^-
Mn,or

Greenwood inl-i' 'n v'v-! " "; ^'
'

',

^
'

\ few years
one type or of 1:. ^ : '';,"!„,;: ,'

i' -huwod in my
afterwards U I- i

'

'-,, „,,.,. ,„,,,of of the full
hook, acknowhd-, -1 '',.,','

, ^- ,„„ .,,,,1 n Master

s;s'.U" £=1.S.™«Si :.^»p?.*g
„„„t.li„., ol my e.,lie. coucteloa,.-!» rf=-j^„^^

Beer, Devon, Aug. 17tti.

already said

Kno Ho-^nitalapplication, but wliat the result was h.

iu his speech. On applying at ti,,- I

.

;,. n,,,

I was informed the post had bnn ' " . .

^ ^
original advevtispintnt winch I itn •, - •

'
"

,

''^
,

I.?,,,', 1
. l;,rminghamand Midland l-.ye Hospital ;

i,,', ,V .n ,1 i.ement is still appearing; bub 1 iiavo

„otM -. .1 H.v Hplvto my application. It is a matter

of conn on know ledge that many ot my Indian medical

f lends who expressed their readiness to si^ly t^^ --
^^

of the War Oftice by their services lave I'^e" told ti.ac

?heir words "British subject '

'^^"""''"'''"f,'^,.^" ^ "^f,
because lie is not ot a " pure European descent. I do nobS whether a Spanish or a Swiss natui^h/ed as -

British subject could ^>- V^^f^^'^- '^^!^hiiZ
Indian after all an equal citizen ol the British i^mpiic/

_I am, etc., ^ jj p,__ jj.S.
Londou.K.C. .\uE. 19tb.

INDIAN DOCTORS AND VACANT APPOINTMENTS.
\

Sip. -Concerning remarks of Sir William Collins at the

British Hospitals Association ^ regarding the P'-e^ludice

aglinst the employment of Indian and other coloured

medical practitioners, my experience is typical of the

treatment Indian qualified practitioners get in this country

at the bands ot responsible people.
.

T firat annlied for a liousesurgeonship at the ^^ est

minster Op^i'thalmL Hospital; then" I applied at the Royal

Eye Hospital; Sir William Collins himself supported^

^i bkitish Medical JonnNAL. August 7th, p. 225.

THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF THE INHALATION
OF CHLORINE GAS.

SiK.-Sir Edward Schilfer's conclusion «'at a^';.''"^^^-^^

tion of chlorine causes no obstruction of the auway la

'^°Th:i^rrii:'^nts out, Uttk or no previous evidence

°V>r Vothas, however, recently (Lancet, May 29th, 1915)

dcsci'ibed symptoms from inhalation of chlorine which

su-esTcd b?o"icliiolar spasm. Hence it seemed of interest

to ivpe
'

with chlorine observations recently made in this

aboTatoi'v with the vapour of bromine ,Bnn;isH M .mc.u.

JouKNAL,"July 3rd, 1915, and Proc. Phy-s.oL &oc., July 3ul,

^^TlLe have been carried out. with «f'^i^^/'^^PJ;;^^^";';

by our aspiratory method (P.oc-. P;<;/«^o^ ^oc., J^u.c 7

1913, and /o„r». Fhannacol. awl
^^'^^-^J^^^^^

have shown obvious obstruction of t\'^. ^" ^\^y ''„•,;

when "gassing^' was not too heavy, yielded *» ^'t^^^^fo"""

fnmrs, and which was therefore in part attributable to

spasm of the bronchioles.—^^ e are, etc,
^^^^^ ^ ^

AV. L. SvMics.
Physiological Laboratory,

Umveraity of London,
Aug. 24th.

^
.

FATIGUE DYSPEPSIA.

SiR,-In reference to Dr. Rankin's a'-ticle on '• 1- at.guo

Dyspepsia" (British Medical Jovexai., June 19tli, 1915,

fSd like to state that these cases can be e^.s.!y

cured by the treatment advocated by 6 uelpa Haxldo .

,

lu^t n Fletcher, and many other so-called food faddists

-til.at" i. starvation and purging until appetite returns,

.uKlihou'tlK- toediug on what tast« demands, and ceasing

, mi.etii- nynl taste are appeased. The diet recoin-

"
' Vliv l>r Riiikin reminds me forcibly of tlie diet

/ . 1 „; L c ISO of enteric fever 1 took over from a civil

I
oLacULiuucr during the Boer war. The case was m about

the eluventh day of disease. The diet ordered was roast

1 d'ctn, with Extras of beef steak,
^-f^^^^'^t^^

champagne, and several other things. } '"I""/' '^^ V'"

patient ate all he was ordered, and was '^f"^'^^^^
"fJ^'^

appetite was poor, but it was hoped he would fancy

something from amongst the things ordered.

Most 0? Dr. Rankin's patients appear to ^^ Pcople o

sedentary habits. The diet.ordered
^^^^^^^^f^^^^T^,

than enou"h for people in hard physical tiainin.!, u

ordinary cJrbohydr^es' were substituted for
;
Euergen

and otiier nropvietary foods. Another thing 1 do not

mK..;;tandrnDr.RanWsdiet is ->0' Au^s are -dered

six times a day, as many of the cases are stated to have a

more or less pronounced dilatation of
''-^l^^^^ji^^'X

who eats when hungry and chews his food noimally raic.y

has any desire to drink more than, once or twice daily,

^^^^^'i^lirdtseiplinary treatment is v^ue, c^ecially

the exercises. Clearlv in these cases the abdominal

muscle; are at fault;" why, then, are not the exercises

directed specially towards them ?

No mention is made of the correct a^t'"^, °f " ^ ^^^^

phragm. Any one can throw back the f^onHeis anU

expand the chest, but few people^can make the diaphragm

massage the intestines during ordinary respiration.
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dn VU^, "'7 caiiying to Simla anything betwcou
40 and 1201b. of gi-ass on theii- backs. The arass is
cut about l.COOft. ilown tbo hillside aud cairicd 7 to
lOniilcs. These meu cat oiico daily about 1'. lb. whole
wheat Hour, 2oz. uurclincd sugar, a little suit, chillies
and 1 or 2 oz. clarilied butter. They eat meat wheii
they can, but as they support themselves aud their
families aud save money on under Rs.l5 a mouth, it is
diffioult for them to buy it except rarely. Military history
shows that all the hardest marches and fighting have been
done on half or quarter rations. Even beasts know what
the medical profession appears not to know—that is, when
appetite is appeased, stop eating ; when sick-, lie down aud
starve.—I am, etc.,

^, .. „ F. W. Cotton, Major R.A.M.C.
station Hospital, J;itogb, July 23rd.

THE ST.^NDARD OPAQUE MEAL FOR
RADIOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION.

,,'''!^~I S'^c by the reports o£ the Royal Society of
Medicine, Section of Electro-Therapeutics, in the Journal
of August 7th, page 219, that a standard meal for radio-
graphic purposes has been recommended.

Tlie recommendatious so definitely stated and sup-
ported by such eminent signatories should bo welcomed,
for the instructions will form a good basis for workiug
upon. Persoually, I am pleased to note them, for they
confirm me in opiuious formed during investigations which
* <i*>"'''«'l out and embodied in a thesis sent in March,
1914, to Edinburgh University for the degree of M.D., and
which I liope to have published in the Pnictitloner in the
near future.

The following are extracts from that thesis

:

iilge or bread audThat a semi-solid, such as por
most satisfactory medium.
That barium sulpliate is the best opaque substance to use.

«fi. L ^'""®- ^^^ jesting meals not earlier tl;au four hours
after the previous feed, allowing what I thought an average

i?t
stomach to become empty.

That the food was given warm so as to obviate anv retardin"

f^,,'^,?il.''
* quantity of cold material miglit haxe wheu iutro"

tnu
"" ^'-o^iach usuallv accustomed to a wnini 1

That although bismuth gives a deeper -lii low tlr
If equal weights are used, vet if one and a half to tvbarium for one part of bismuth are given then Ushadow IS quite as iutense as that produced by bismut.,

I hat 4 level teaspoonfuls of barium sulphate (that 'is, fuUv
6\ Jim a fa oz. feed (for children) produce a satisfactory shadow.
—I am, etc.,

Leonard Willox, M.D., CL.B.Edin.,
D.P.H.Camb.

Gillingham, Kent, Aug. 16th.

the

a I.

I barium
parts of
barium

PROFESSOR PAUL EHRLICH,
DmrcTon or the royal institdth for expebisientai, tbehaptAXD or THE GEORG-Sl'EYEK-HOUSE FOB EXPKRIlIENIil,

CHESlIOTHEKApy, FBAXKFOIiT.
O.s August 21st it was reported from Amsterdam that
Professor Paul Ehrlich, of Fraukfort-on-Main, had died
suddenly the day before in his laboratory. Of Jewish
parentage he was born on March 14th, 1854, in the small
l*^™.,"*. Strehlea twenty odd miles south of Breslau,m Silesia. He received his schooling at Strehlen and
Breslau; his uuiver.sity studies were begun at Breslau,and continued under Waldeyer at Strassburg. Cohnheimami Ueidenham were also his teachers ; among his fellow-

«;t»TR I.-'"''
^'°^^^^^ ^Velch, of Johns Hopkins Hos-ptal. Baltimore, and Professor Salomousen, of Copenh;

^ai^^,^^'^ ^'', '^ Pi-aotitioner of medicine at Breslamil. Ihrouahout his st.ndioa !,<» c.„„.,,„,i *„ 1

terriipted, aud
, „ , ,

- ^Sypt and other

f , ^ - ^
SG!i.}:c\\ of health, aud, thanks to a course

of treatment with Koch's newly-discovered tuberculin,

1890, he was made
university, aud took

:hout his studies he

hageu.
Breslau in

attracted mainly by the chimTcaUs^^c^t'^of mediclue^and

?Lt?!''"^; "r^"'*" ''^'^ •". l^^S ^« "^8 appointed chief
ass^s ant to Pro essor Frerichs' medical clinic at Berlin,reraaming there for seven years. Practical medicine wasnotElirhchs forte and he was lucky in having a junior

posS "" °^ *^^ /esponsibiliUes of his

thftl«ll"?
lie was working at the staining reactions of

,- nilK." ^ ""^
H""'^'

*'""g t^e «"•«* to employ the
x.p.dly-increasmg number of aniline dyes for this purposeon a large scale. These researches incidentally led to the

discovery and characterization of the so-called "masfc
cells the b ood. In 1885 ho published his first impor-
tant book, on the oxygen requirement of the organism! inwhich great use was made of the staining reactions ofho various eons itueuts of protoplasm in the interpreta-
t.on of Its constitution and properties

; the book also con-tamed a first outline of his sidc-diain theory. In 1884
Khi-l.ch became titular professor, aud iu 1887 Decent
(lecturer) at Berlin I luversity. Iu 1888 ho developed
signs of phthisis the result of his experimental work w'iththe tubercle bacillus. His studies were
for eighteen month.s he travelled
countries
of treat

found it,

Returning to work at Berlin
extraordinary professor at the
up the experimental study of toxins and antitoxins. Iu18* he was given the Serum Institute at Stealitz, nearLcrhn to work in, but it proved too small for his
activities. In 1899 he removed to the larger Royal
Institute at Fraukfort-ou-Main, having been appointed
Medical Pnvy Councillor iu 1897. At l.,aal;fort he tookup the study of haemolysis with ;\l,)i.-,. ninth publishiug
his important volume coutaiuino his ojlloctod stiiilies inimmuuity in 1904. In the srnne year he was madeordmary honorary professor at Guttingen. Following
Jensen of Copcuhagcu, he set to wuik on the malignant
tumours of mice iu 1902, and this Hue of iuvestigatiou
was pushed on the large scale for several years. In 1906
he moved into the extensive laboratories of the uewlvbm t Georg-Speyer-Haus at Frankfort, and here he was
still working when he died. From 1906 ouwards his
attention was given maiuly to the newly fouuded science
ot chemiotherapy, aud to practical appliealious of syuthetic
cliemistry and bis own side-chaiu theory to therapeutics.He devoted himself maiuly to the study of the organic
compounds of arseuic; he and his fellow-workers dis-
covered (aud permitted to be patented) "606," or salvar^^au
IU 1910; neo-salvarsan for 914) in 1912; aud sodium-
salvaisau (or 1206a) in 1913. In 1912-1913 he founded
the Zeiisclu-ift far Chcmoiherapic, iu conjunction with
Kraas and Wassermanu

; this periodical is devoted to the
literature of salvarsan aud allied subjects on the one hand
aud on the otlier affords a contiunatiou of I'appeuheim's
I'oha Serologira. In 1907 ho became Chief IMe.lical Privv
Couucillor; in 1911 Actual Privy Councillor, witli the title
Excellency; m 1908 he received a Xobel Prize; aud iu
1909 a substantial grant from the Rockefeller Institute
In Eugland and America, too, he was not witliout honour
uiving been appointed Croonian lecturer and also Harbeu
ccturer; he also delivered a series of Herfcer lectures at
Baltimore. He received honorary degrees and distinc-

D°C L OxM ""'TIq
'"''* ^^^ °^«'' Europe, and was made

Ehrlich was a man of unceasing intellectual activity.
In the concentration ot his faculties on the problems of his
researches he was absent-minded to a <legreo rare evenamong men of science from the days of -\iiliinipiles
ouward.s. Between 1877 and 1914 he cond ihntodas iiuuiv
as two hundred and twelve paper.s aud bool.s to the litcra
ture_ of science. During the same peiio.l he diiectiv
inspired the composition of over four hundred iHiblieatious
by subordinates and workers iu his own laboratories
Inirther, he must be reckoned to have been inlirectly
responsible for the priutiug of uncounted thousands of
original articles by chemists, clinicians, and experimental
pathologists all the world over, whose contributions to the
licriodicals of science owed their birth to the fruitful
conceptions of bis brain.

In 1883 he married Hedwig Pinkus, a Silesian ladv,
who, with her two married daughters, survives him For
several yeai^s he lived in his eponymic Paul Ehrlichstrassa
at V rankfort-on-Main.

of the Blaud-Sutton
r..s,,ital, writes:

Dr. C. H. Browning, Director
lustitute of Pathology, Middlesex
The death of Ehrlich has dcp.iv..! ih,- w,„l,l of oue of

the greatest mindswhich have ill. niiiii.i,, I nr.li.al science.
It IS seldom given to oue man iiy his .liseoveHos to
revolutionize the -outlook on five or" six dilfereut depart-
ments of knowledge and to open up as many unknown
paths along which multitudes of others may make rich
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ioiunevs ot discovciy. Thus, his InTestigatlona on the

ItSgoT the leucocytes laid
^'i-

fo-^^*'-
.^^^ -°^,tuo

haematology; 1"^ observation that ^«^th) 'one blue

possesses an elective affinity oi- nerve emhngs has been

the starting point of a ^vhole «<=l^°''l ° .
}"S '^ du

ful neurological research; it "nas Ehrlich ^\ 1 o cl a^

covered the acid-fast property of the tubercle bac Ins

and who devised the method of staining this organism

which is practically that now in everyday use, and

vilhout which, as Koch himself admitted the demon-

stration of the organism would have remained an academic

accomplishment instead ot becoming one of the most valu-

able diagnostic procedures in medicine. Similarly by his

work on the standardizing of diphtheria antitoxin hlirlicli

placed the dosage of antiserum on a scientihc basis,

without which von Behring's great discovery would

probably have failed in its wonderful achievement. It 13

well to recall the earlier work of Ehrhch, because it

shows the extraordinary versatility of his nimd and the

remarkably long period during which 1^^ continued to pr^

duce results of first-class importance ; thus the discovery

of the acid-fast character of the tubercle bacillus was pub-

lished when he was 29 years of age and tl'e."0^ygen «e.

quirements ot the Organism," which contained the gei-m

of his cheiuiotherapy, when he was 31, and before he had

attracted the multitude of workers who latterly sougUt

his laboratories. In his later days, when he was the

director of the busy Institute of Experimental Therapy

and the Speyor-Haus at Frankfurt, with their numerous

assistants, it was occasionally forgotten what the man

achieved by himself. Ot course, it was true that mdi-

vidual workers unearthed treasures whose existence

Ehrlich had not suspected or of whose sterling value he

had occasionally to be convinced, but all who were capable

of taking an honest and a generous view, knew well that

'^ven if Ehrlich did not always foresee the actual nature of

the treasure, it was almost invariab5,j- be who had discovered

the trove. , . ,, . .

The writer worked at Frankfurt during the period

(1905-7) whiiJi ioiinediately preceded the discovery of

salvarsau, and being engaged in the biological investiga-

tion of a large series of the arsenical preparations which

in'eceded the famous " 606, it was his great privilege to be

intimately associated with Ehrlich in those themes which

were then of all absorbing mterest to him. Ehrhch was in

those days, even as earlier, an indefatigable worker ^r.d

his mind was the sharp sword which ever tei^ied to

wear through the scabbard. Had it not^bf^en for the

solicitous care of his wife there is little 'noubt that we
should have had to regret his io.ss still earlier.

His knowledge of chemistry, es'Vecially in its bearings

on biology, was immense ; at t>ie same time he possessed

a power of concentration w^ich appeared almost uncanny,

and which in its c£tfio,city for eliminating trifles would

quite unfit the ayetag'e man for the ordinary affairs of life.

Ehrlich's wijti'ngs exhibit a singular felicity of expression;

he had a genius for the creation of descriptive phrases,

such af/liis famous Corpora iion aguni nisi fi.iata,s.nA tjis

s-urie quality made personal association with him a never-

failing inspi"ration and stimulation to fresh effort. He was

extremely fond of expressing his ideas symbolically, and

tiie diagrams illustrating his theories on iinmumty are an

example of this; these have probably been taken much too

literally, and have produced crude conceptions of the nature

of the highly complex class of bodies to which toxins and

antitoxins belong, which Ehrlich himself never entertamed.

Latterly the theories of immunity did not actively interest

him. although he was at all tiuies ready to uphold the

accuracy of the enormous mass ot experimental data on

which they were based. It is significant that he did not

regard cancer investigation with a very sanguine outiook.

Were I to attempt to characterize in brief the genius of

Ehrlich, I should say that it consisted in two striking

characteristics—his faculty for escaping the trammels of

error in past work, and his capacity for bringing into

association as the basis for experiment ideas which

purely critical minds would tend to dismiss as fantastic.

Having effected a synthesis, he was then pre-eminently

able to grasp the essential elements. Erhlich's power

to evade the pitfalls of old error was clearly seen

in his researches which led to the elucidation of

the constitution of atoxyl ; a belief in the accepted

view of its composition as au amhde would liavo

effectually prevented all the further developments

which culminated in salvarsan. His synthetic faculty is

exhibited by the numerous reactions in pure cheriiistry

with which his name is associated, and his keen gift for

analysis is exemplified by his fundamental discoveries ou

the relationship subsisting between chemical constitution

and biological action. This is a time at which it la

difficult to see clearly, but one feels sure that the per-

spective lent by the future will bring into still greater

prominence the influence of Paul Ehrlich on the advance-

ment of medicine. It is singular that this man, whoso

practical contributions to medicine have been so numerous,

probably never approached any problem in a utilitarian

spirit; pure sciences frequently stand in need of apologists,

and Ehrlich's whole career is a striking vindication of the

pursuit ot knowledge for its own sake. He who seeks

finds, and Elu-lich was an inspired seeker.

EDWARD LAWRIE, M.B.Edik.,

LiEriESANT-CoLOXEi,, I.M.S.(bei:.).

Lieutenant-Colonel Edward L.wkie, Bengal Medical

Service (reth-ed), died at Hove, after a lingering illness oI

over three months, on August 22nd. He was born on May

17th 1846 and educated at Edinburgh tniversity, where

he took tlie degrees of il.B. and CM. in 1867, and at Pans.

He also took the diploma of M.R.C.S. in 1867. After acting

as house surgeon to Professor Syme in the Royal Infir-

mary, Edinburgh, ho entered the Indian Medical Service

as assistant surgeon on March 30th, 1872, became surgeon

on July 1st, 1873, surgeon-major on March 30th, 1884, and

surgeon lieutenant-colonel on March 30th, 1892. Uq
retired on Jlay 17th. 1901. The Arm>i List assigns o^ai

no war service. From 1874 to 1879 he waj rc-sident

surgeon of the Medical College Hospital, C;jvl'ratta, acting

for some time as Professor of Physiolgp^ in the Medical

College, in addition to his other du^ip', ; from 1879 to 1885

he was professor of surgery in i,r;i Lahore Medical College,

and from 1885 till his i>>rrement Residency surgeon at

Hyderabad, the prenjipf Indian native state, a post which

is one of the mfr°A important medical appointments in

India.

When tue hospitals for sick and wounded Indian troops

wej'd opened in Brighton in December last, he was

appointed anaesthetist, and carried out his duties in the

Pavilion and York Place hospitals till the beginning of his

fatal illue.ss last May. He was best known, however, for

his views on anaesthesia, being an ardent advocate or

the claims of chloroform to be the best and safest

anaesthetic for general use. His views on the subject

were published in a book entitled Chloroform : A Manual

for Students and Fractitioncrs (1901). It was at his

sucaestion that the Indian Chloroform Commission of

1889-90, of which H.H. the Nizam of Hyderabad paid

the expenses, was appointed; Sir Lauder Brunton went

out from England to act as president, and Lieutenant-

Colonel Lawrie and the late Surgeon-General Sir Gerald

Bomford (then Surgeon-Major) were the members.

Sir Laudee Bruxtok. Bt., F.R.S., writes :

The death ot Colonel Edward Lawrie was to me a great

shock, and must have been so likewise to all his fiieuds,

for he retuiuLd his appearance of youth and his energy to

a nmch j^ie;itir txtcut than most of his contemporaries,

so thot it sfcnis almost impossible to believe that more

than fifty years have passed smce he and I used to walk

in the early mornings to the botanical class in Edinburgh

University.
. . , , ji i

The great characteristic of Lawrie s cljaraclcr was thau

ho was " valiant for the truth." If his zeal for truth

sometimes led him to see but one aspect of it, and to be

impatient or angry with those who could not see exactly

as he did, this was only the result ot the excessive truth-

fulness of his character, a characteristic that led so many

of the early Christians to become saints and martyi-

While ho was a student and house surgeon lu F '

burtjh, Lawrie became thoroughly- convinced

the view of his old teacher, Professor Syme was

correct and that chlorofoira only killed through tho

respiration and not through the heart. As many people,

especially in this country, upheld the opposite view,

Lawrie prevailed upon the Nizam to have a series ol

experunents inatituted on monkeys to prove this point.

Edin-
that
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TiVitliout exception tlieso monkeys all died from failure of
tlio respuatiou. Aa tlie result of those experiments didnot meet with universal acceptation, Lawrie persuaded the
iSizaiu to liavo a second Commission to iuvestigate the
action of clilorofoini, and to this, in addition to several
nieu from Hyderabad, he invited the late SurgoouGenerilMr tierald JJomfoitt and myself. The amount of experi-
iiiental work that wo did in three months was so ereat
that It would i-eally have taken a man Iii.s whole time
for three years to work out all that was shownby tlie tracmgs. Even yet tlio causation of deaths
during chloroform anaesthesia has not, I think, been
completely ascertained, and I am still disposed to think
tnat shock plays a much greater part than is usually
believed, and that most of the deaths occurring durin.^ the
administration of chloroform occur in it but not from -it

thin

the
, ^^^ ^_ , ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^do not think the'ro is one 'who can help'saying raTcar

of his death, •• ihere is another good man gone'

35V

August loth. lie was educated at Glasgow LTn,>ersitvwhere he took the degree of M.D. in 1863. Ho 1,11 „,;^'
the diplomas
F.lJ.C.S.Ediu

r «,.OT.,.^^"- Holield also
L.R.C.S.Edin. (1863) and theiMt.L.b.tc(m ,1867). Entering the army as assistant

^T^.'^^'^ ^^'' 1.864,"he bccam^e 'sl^Tu

...^..,.iaiiuu ui euioroiorm occur in tt but not from -it
ivrie s uprightness of character, and freedom from anv-
Dg mean or petty, gaiuod him the respect not only of
-Nizam of Hyderabad, but of all who knew him, and I

Br. .J. Cotter. Sidney Place, Cork, died unexpectedly at
lis country residence, Bushmount, Clonakilty, co. Cork, iu
Uis 60th year. He received his medical education at Queen's
College, C ork, and took the degrees of M.D. and M.Ch in 1880

if^^^^
professional career he was appointed lecturer

in pathology in Queen s College, Cork, v> here he was verypopular with the students who attended his lectures and
practical demonstrations. In 1894 he became a Fellow, by

t?fb!.T°"%°!.*'l^'°?''.^'°"*=g'^ °^ Surgeons in Ireland^At the time of the foundation of the National University in
Ireland, the Queen's College, Cork, became one of the
conatitoent colleges of this university under the name ofthe University College, Cork; of Its governing body
IJr Cotter was made a member. Dr. Cotter was a member
of the British and Irish .Medical Associations, and Presi-dent of the latter in 1911. He took an active part in thoInsurance Act agitation, and was chairman of the Cork
iJorough .Medical Committee for some years. The attend-ance at the luneral ceremony was very large, and repre-
sentative of all classes, particularly of his own profession,amongst whom he was deservedly very popular.

1890 R. IfJ 1
snrgcon-lioutenant-colonel on March 31st,1890. Ho served in the Ashanti war of 1873-4, medal; inarot 1878-80 with the Kuram fleld

Northern A fghauistau field force,... ^"° Soudan in 1885, at Suakin in,T in tlJ
icUon of Tofrek, when he was mentioned in topatches^the London Gazette of August 25th. 1885, and received tl aEgyptian medal with two clasps and theKhedive's bronze

the second Afgha
force and with the
medal; and

star.

T,.,. f
^OtlETY OF APOTHECARIES OF t.ONnOX

.udlcatidT"^
candidates Lave been approved in the subjects'

Iton.'la.w. Hassan, ME.Ii.Ivens nw F
"T?am.'

"^' ^' ^- *^'^««'"- I i'- Simpson

;

,;'''A'G-j-.Batej;."'R-N.Cra!g, 'IL. S. Goss.
,,,,',;; ,". ,,

" S. Jeffnes, iF. Simpson, 'I B. R. H. o!

''^"1x1' il'i"

'^•"
'

' " l^- HuBbcs. P. Simpson, R. R. H. O. The,

''"SEl^n;S: l^'^^t:^. 'riT^^Ll ^- ^^-^«'--^'- A- 1-

' Section I. i Keclion IT.

ted to Messrs. 6. W.

.\IEP1.

Tlie diploma of the Society has b^
na«.all,\ L Hughes, h!'^S\ JelMesTw.' p'.'MaUhlw:Kobmson, F. Simpson, R. R. H. O. Tha, and A. Trail!

A. L.

Pa, noMefrairum. Mr. TnoM.ts Basil Etherington-
S.JITH, Sub-Du'ector-General of Accounts on the Egyptian
-Ministry of Finance, died at Gezireh, Cairo, on -Uigusi 20th
of diphtheria On April 19th, 1913, his brother, Raymond
Broadley Etherington- Smith, F.R.C.S. and -M.B.Cantab,
a.ssistant surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital and

ZZ^''^ Vi^ S?"!?"'
'^''^^ ^^""^ "'° '*='^""« °f ^ Poiso-^ed

Tvouud. Both brothers were but thirty-six years old at
t!ie time of their death. Both were famous oarsmen, as
well as men of high intellectual capacity, and they were
alike indefatigabe m the discharge of their duties.Raymond stiidied at Trinity College, Cambridge, and•1 B." at Onel, Oxford. In 1900 " T. B." rowed in the
Oxford boat when his brother happened to be one of the

which gained tho victory, and in the sue-
_ year •''T. B.'' was in the Oxford boat, which on

this occasion triumphed by a spirited effort towards thoend of the race.

Mthical ildus.

rival crew,
cecd:

I.IECTENAXT-COLOXEL JoHN LeES HaLL, R.A.M.C. uet.K
died suddenly in London on August 15tlr. He was born
°,° -V^^l^t''- 1855, educated at St. Thomas's, and took

MHrSi'n'?ft7Q^^\'iV^
L.R.C.P.Edin. in 1878, and the

rTfttu . J- -y^S' ^"'"R "'6 P°st of house-surgeon
of tho Hants County Hospital, he entered the army as«nrgeonoa.March 6th, 1880. becoming surgeon-„ia"o? onMarch 6th, 1892, lieutenant-colonel on March 6th 1900

tlL'"^'"'"^ T August 3rd, 1907, and rejoined the armj;when war broke out from August 12th, 1914. He servedm the South -African war in 1901-2 as principal medical
officer of a general hospital in the Transvaal, and received

of rri.r"^'^^
'''""'.""•''' '^'^^P^- Kowas a Knight

of Jerusalem
^^"'"'''"^ Associate of the Order of St. John

BniGADE SCRGEOS - LIEUTENANT - CoLONET, .JOSEPH
rtEMixG. R.A.M.C. (ret.), died at Castleauartcr, Inch, on

-vT^?'^ ''"i*?.
I'l'ofessor Frederick Howard Marsh, F.E.C SMaster of Downing College and Professor of Surgery at tlieLmversity of Cambridge since 1903, who died on June

24Ui, aged 76 left unsettled prop.Uy valued at £6.903
gross, with net personalty £6,581.
The Institution of Miiiiui- Eiinjuo, vs v, ill i( is announce.!

present the institution medal^o. 191<,-15 at Us °went>!
sixth annual general meeting, to be held at Leeds inSeptember to Dr. John Scott Haldane, P.K.S., of Oxford
ill recognition of his investigations on miue air.

P \"v T?^tf ""f
^ conferred on Surgeon W. J. Gerrard,

h.N.\.E., thedeooro,tionof the Order of St. -\niie. Third
Class,^ m recoguition of war services. Surgeon Gerrard,WHO IS assisTOut school medical officer in Aberdeen,
graduated M.B. at the TJuiversity of t),o,t city in 1909, andhas been serving on board if.^i.s. I.mrrii'use
O.v Augiist 18th the fu-.:]., , I'.'tn-boroughwas con-ferredonDr. Thomas .Li,n,_s Walii. 1, l.p., - iu recognition

of his long and distinguished service to his natlve^city
"

J lie ceremony took place m the presence of a large and
ri'luT'seiiiative gathering. Dr. Walker was born in Peter-
iKii.Migii and has been in practice there for fifty-Jive
> .ars. His fame is not conflned to his native city. He isone 01 the pioneers of laryngology in this country, and as far
baclias 1863 contributed to the British Medical .Journai,
" series of papers on the laryu:
application. D
a growth from il

educated at the 1

M.D. at the Univ.
time medirnl mi, >
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i
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i
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1860, and retired twenty years ago
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of the British Medical Association

Dublin.

IS- Queries, answers, and communications relating to tnhjecit

to uhich special deparlments of the BRlTlsn MEDICAL JOUESAl

aredeioted jcill hefound ^mdcr their respective hcadmss.

QUERIES.

U L. asks: Wa3 the rise of the deatl.-rato, reported in the

aimrterlv return iuat published, due to the increase in the

2ost of living caused by the war, and did it occur jnamly m
any particular section of the community

;

Tachycardia. .

«'<3iif>T " nslit; for anr suflKestious in the following case. A.

Imafe paUent'Tg'd 5l, ha! been troubled ^orJ^^<^^J^
years with persistent tachycardia. Eest, bromides, tl.'gital'^,

Ind strophanthus have all been tried «eP=^™tf'j.'^'«>
'°e heTd

binatiou without result. I' or the last year noises 111 the hea<l

and sensation of the blood circulating at the top of the h«wl

and throbbing and pulsation of the earotuls have been

speciallvdistrlssiug. Vhe patient menstruat^es every th^ee

weeks The pulse tension is low, and there is no alOU-

mlmuia. At present belladonna is being tried. Is adrenalm

of any value in such a case ?

ANSWERS.

RECURnEST ERTSIPF.LAS OF LEC,

rsr firoPFREY Price (Kineton, Warwick; writes: My experi-

ence of senim and vaccine treatment of erysipelas has been

bannv On the other hand, I have never heard of any serum

bei&ed prophylactically, since the effect., of a serum pasa

off I a few^days."^ I also doubt if a ^'^ccme ^v.n.U berropliy-

lactic for more than a month or so
''ff

'"^
J .

'-'J''^-':„ J.^^^^
a case of mild recurrence seven niont lis a tei ^^^^^^l^e attack

nf pvvsiiielas I suggest that ''C. D. " should conect Hiesms

o oils ion and coiS^ission of his patient-as ^eaards c eanli^

npv. exercise, diet, and evacuations, etc.—and inject a

vlccinlo^ Parke Davis's "phylacogen," at the commence-

ment of the attack.

The Hypodermic Dose or Codeia.

^artii )i<miL
• , - , . , .,r,',i,lr;a for hvpodermic use

:

''-IV
,

;, [ ; l].ful. "Some few years

„
/', ,11 -this dniginan 8 per

^°
. , . ,, .,.1^ salt; the subcutaneous

Art IS - .iiii". 1 oci.i ' 0..1; Luu.^ centimetre. The clinical

use of" ii, and a coirespouding drug-apocodeine-was, how-

ever discontinued on account of the severe collapse producea

bv their administration. The purgative action of both these

d?ugs being due to their profound depressant effect c>„ tie
"* ° ., ,-_ ^ .i:„ 4-1,^:,- o.imit-iifijtvfl-tinn. in a natholosical
svTmntliptic ganglia, their administration, in a patnoiogicai

SuSn, is lot rmaicompanied with danger ; that objection-

able feature now appears to ..^overcome b, the e- hypo-
aoieieaiuie uun •n^--"'- .^ .._ -''ercome

• rL , .' , ^Tt.h
dermically — of eserine sulphate. «hicii, combined with

strychnine, while acting on

uieduUarv disturbances. The

are central, its elimination 1-;

pharmacological or clinical i..

cares to communicate with loc i -^.-

experiences.

r' j.voduce such
ccts of codeia

: c-i-efore of no
( orpus Yile"

.icd to compare

LETTERS. NOTES. ETC.

Ec^i I

!
i.i-rics.

: In vour interesting
" (British Medical

, vou state that liquor

, : 'if.Ui-, identical with eau de
: ri,armacenti-nl Code.,: (p. 583)

•ution is one-fourth the strength

ilso state that eau de Javelle is

made bv tit..L.- l,.,., nod lime with sodium carbonate,

but the iw£«;< I'hanuaccutical Codex states that it is a solu-

t on of chlorinated potash. Both the BriTiSH Medical

Journal and the iriii.-h Pharmaceutical Codex are such

common stan,liu-ds ivx r.loL-ence, and hypochlor. es are being

Eola?gelvu- that I feel sure that many o

rmu reader io vou if you would kindly tell

them whicl ' mtish Medical JoriiN.u. or the

Brid^hPha" '

The statement tl

DR. W. Hale W_-
article, " Eesearc
Journal, August,

Bodae chlcT :

Labarraqu'
states th;it 1

of the B.V.
made by tit.'L.i

but the Biitiih I

Codex Medicamenlariui, for which liqueur de Labarraque la

given as a synonym, is between four and five times as strong

as the B.P. preparation. Although eau de Javelle is a

preparation in very common use in France, there seems to be

Bome confusion as to whether it is made with sodium or

potassium carbonate. It is not an official preparation, but

we understand that when it is prescribed the sodium salt

is intended; the potassium salt is unsuitable for application

either to wounds or mucous surfaces. We are told that the

confusion is probably to be attributed to a trade custom in

France by which the solution of caustic soda (Icsstvc de soudc)

used by house-painters is called " potassium." The mode of

preparation of the sodium hypochlorite and bone acid

eolution used at Compiegne is given by Dr. H.D.Dakinin

a paper published elsewhere in this issue (page 31Sj. The

formula for the similar preparation devised by Professor

Lorrain Smith and his colleagues was contained in their

paper published in the Jouenal of July 24th.

Sidelights ox the Practice or Medicine from English
LiTER.WURE.

.

DR. Wm. Brajiwell (Liverpool) writes: In Jiew o£ the

inteipstin" paper on the above subject by^Dr. Major

Greenwood, thl following extract from Lord Bacon s A.«>

Atlantis wi 1 be interesting as indicating wnat seems to Lave

been a mediaeval title for the medical "^^.r 9^ health, and

will also show that Bacon was not unacquainted with pro-

phylaxis against infection, and also with the necessity for

quarantine. . .

,

My lord would have you know that it is not of pride

or greatness that he cometh not aboard your ship; but

?or thatin your answer you declare that you have mauv

B^ck amon-b^t you, he was warned by the conservator of

health of the citv that he should keep at a distance
..

.

and a while attir came the notary to us aboard our ship

ho di^ig in his hand a fruit of that country like an orange

which casts a most excellent odour ; he used it, a.s 1

1

Boemeth, for a preservative against i°fe=",°°i • • • ,^?'^

after told us, that the next day ... we should be sent to,

and brought to the Strangers'-House.

Whether the designation "conservator of health was in

n<,-P at a time when such office must have been comparatively

ra?c or whether it is another of Bacon's numerous or.g.na-

tfons wo^ld be interesting to know. Some phi ologists, how-

i rSisr^?4.^''"f°o^r^?nr^^^

SSr^g:^i^^^at»|^SSH£^
^I'Ss^t^is^^i^!^- i^^^HS i

House.

piTPTosiov of a Mixture costaiking Sugar.

K. ^KUO^^^ntlTLlekaresmiskapets «-<!»''?-,.^^
Virpscribed the following mixture on April 2nA

.
i^ y^oaem.

^^m a nm4 founcfthe bottle in a thousand fragments, and

'shralsonotfceda curious sour smell. The |ame
^^-*^"J^ ^"^

A C0EPJ5CTI0N.
, . ,

THE Signature to the letter go- .^^ord Kitchener s private

^^I^&^^^^T^^ 2Ist. p. 312,. Should

have been printed H. J. Crecdj-.

^T^nSi^GESrO^DVERTISEl^^^ IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOOBNAL.

Seven lines and nnder •-

A whole column ... — •• •••^

| 10
A page •;

average lino'nontain'ii six words.
»^,,,,„ .,

» • The statf-mcnl tii.T, eau de Labarraque is practically

identical with liquor sodac chlorinatac IB.Pa was intended to

have reference only to its chemical constitution. The

" solution officinale d'hypochlorite de soude " of the French

500s
3 10

11 remittanceB oy i-ost uuieo ;"""• "":.y,oBt Office. London.

^^l^^^'i^Z't^^'i^'t^^rt^^^^^'^ uo. so

^t/v^^tents Should be de,;vei.oa addressed toJ.e»^na^^^^^^ >

;fefer.^SlrtioS"an'l^?rt'^?iid Vo^rt^e^^
BhouM ..

'
Nrr-^lfi'''aga?ns't'"T/'rnle. of the Post Office to receive vosU

rtHanU lettws addressed either In mitlals r -
—
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THE PROFESSION OF MEDICIXE.
The main object of this issue of the Bkitish Medical
Joi-BNAL is to meet the needs o£ two classes—those
who require information as to the course -n-liich must
be followed in order to become a legall}- qualified
practitioner of medicine, and tiiose -who, having
already obtained this position, are doubtful as to
what particular part in medicine thoy should choose
as a career.

In this country the conditions \Yith which those
who desire to enter the medical profession must
co.'uply are 'regulated by a statutory body known as
the General Medical Council, and a statement of its

requirements will be found on page 355. The task of
examining candidates as to their fitness to practise
medicine is left to the imiversities and to certain cor-
porations in England, Scotland, and Ireland. But the
Council takes steps to ensure that the tests imposed
do not fall below a certain standard, and that none of
these bodies admit to their examinations persons who
have not undergone certain definite courses of instruc-
tion at one or other of the many recognized medical

I

schools.
"

j

Successful candidates at sucli examinations even-
tually receive from the body holding them either

j

degrees, in tiie case of the universities, or diplomas I

or licences, in the case of the corporations, entitling
'

them to claim that their names shall be inserted in the
Mfdical Bcjhter kept by the Cleneral Medical Council.

|The difference in the result is, however, no criterion of
,

the comparative difficulty of the examinations under-
gone, nor yet of the expenditure in time and money
demanded by the education necessary to pass them.
At one time the holders of diplomas and licences
formed the great majority of all medical men,

'

especially m England and Wales, but of recent '

years universities have greatlv multiplied. Conse-
jqnently so many medical men now hold degrees that,
'

save m exceptional circumstances, the wisest course
'

for a medical student is to aim at a degree, thou<^h it
may be desirable to take also a diploma or licence. '

Apart from the degrees and diplomas and licences,
[on the strength of which the General Medical Council

admits to the Medical Fugiskr, most of the bodiesm question bestow on candidates who have passed

further examinations higher titles, such as " Fellow "

and - Doctor of Medicine." It may be said that a>; a
rule they are worth obtaining, though tlie difficulty oF
doing so, and the added professional status tho\-
confer, vary considerably. There are also a cortaiii
number of diplomas in special biimehes of work, such
as public health and tropical medicine, which aiti

superfluous in the case of the great majority of
medical men, but either useful or absolutely necessary
in the case of tliose M'ho wisli to .specialize in (he
work covered by them.

The expenditure involved in successfully completing
a medical curriculum varies so much tliat no sin-le
precise statement on the subject can well be made.
Apart from differences in the charges made bv dil-

^trur thereferent medical schools fo

differences also in the foe-; ir.r r nmiuation. as well
as in those charged for Iho nclu.l c-m 1 ilicatcs' "iven to
successful students, wb(!l^i- [••-.

'..];, I,- (,, ac.Mv .
licences, or diplomas. I'- . ^ : :, ,,,,| .iH .,,,,,) ,,.^i

students, however iu'lu -. 1 i- ii- . _,•[ i,iir,iu,,ii ilt^-ir

examinations witli equal l:icilif\-. Since in anv caso
their professional educalion I'mist continue for at
least five years—a period exceeded by the vas(;
majority—and since the cost of living "in dilTereiit;

parts of the kingdom varies considerably, and per-
sonal expenditure varies still more, it can only he said
that no one should think of entering the professit.n of
medicine who is unprepared to spend on his medieal
education a sum of about £1,000.
When once a medical graduate, diplomate, or licen-

tiate has obtained the insertion of his name on the
Medical Berjister there are many courses open to him.
He can aim at becoming a general practiLioner : or ai;

entering one of the Government sei\ ices at home or
abroad; or at specializing in irablic health orasxlum
work, or in pure science, or in one or oilier of llm
many modern subdivisions of medicine and surge, \

.

Most of these different paths in medicine are con-
sidered in some detail elsewhere, but a few observa-
tions may here be made as to the first and last

of them.

-A man becomes a general practitioner either by
taking a liouse and waiting for patients to seek liis

services, or by entering into partnership with soma
r28;?i
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already established practitioner. Tho successful

conduct of a private practice entails, however, the

possession of a great deal of knowledge other than that

acquired at the medical schools, and consequently no

man is likely to be accepted as a partner, or to prove

successful as an independent practitioner, unless he has

first gained experience in private practice as an assis-

tant. The pay of assistants was at one time very

small, but of late years has risen to what is quite a

respectable figure, when consideration is paid to the

fact that most assistants are still more or less

in statu pupillari. Their average pay before the

war was probably between £150 and £250 a year.

The path of those whose ambitions lie iu the

direction of becoming consultants or specialists is

rugged. Their eventual success will depend not only

upon their mental attainments and capacity for hard

work, but on their possession of tlie various qualities

which help to win for a man the confidence botb of

bis colleagues and of the general public. Moreover,

since it is certain that, however well equipped they

may h&, they will not for many years make as

specialists enough to pay their outgoings, this

particular path is open only to those who are in

possession of sufficient means to maintain themselves

for an indeterminable number of years, or who are

able, by teaching or in other ways, to make sufficient

to defray their expenses.

It is not the purpose of this number to put foi-ward

any opinion as to what paths in medicine offer the

greatest attractions, whether financial or scientific.

Whatever the branch of medical or surgical practice

chosen, it must be remembered that the large majority

of medical men make Ijut a moderate income. The
financial returns of even the most successful practi-

tioners compare but iU with those obtained by

persons of equal ability in other vvalks of life. The

insurance Acts stand for a movement that has done

much to convert the general practitioner who is on

tlie panel into a part of a piece of official mechanism,

but nothing to m-aintain or improve the status of the

medical profession, unless it he hy the increased

opportunities for scientific work afforded by the

Medical Ecseareb Committee established under tlie

Act of 191 1. The full effects of the National Insur-

ance scheme on the profession cannot yet be esti-

mated, for, in spite of modification by many hundreds

of successive orders, circulars, and regulations, it is

still far from having reached any stable form. In

consequence, the prospects of members of the medical

profession must still be regarded as uncertain so far

as they are influenced by the Act.

Of even greater importance may be the influence of

the present war upon the medical profession. Its

immediate effect is obvious. Three months ago

Mr. Teuuant stated in the House of Commons that

nearly six thousand medical men had been taken out

of civil practice l)y the army alone ; it is estimated

tliat the naval and military services of the Crown wiU

withdraw several thousand more medical practitionei"S

from their employment in Great Britain and Ireland.

The consequent scarcity of doctors already makes
itself felt throughout the country, at a time of year

when tho demands upon their services are normally

at their lowest. When autumn passes into winter and

sickness is naturally more prevalent among the civil

population, no doubt this scarcity will be much moro
severely felt. What of tlie more distant future ? Tiio

war has naturally reduced the number of medical
students very considerably. Without going into

detail, it is possible to sum up this aspect of the .

matter by quoting Sir Donald MacAlister's estimate,

given at the opening of the summer session of the

General Medical Council three montlis ago, that

during the nest few years the diminution in the

numl)er of those qualifying for medical practice will

be at the rate of aliout two hundred and fifty a yea'-.

In addition, it is necessary to take into consideration

the number of medical men—no small number, alas !

—who lay down their lives in the service of their

King and country, and will never return home when
the war is over. Our reserves of professional men
are at no time large, and have been depleted long ago.

It requires no great gift of propiiecy, therefore, to say
with some assurance that, though peace will liberate

many medical practitioners from military duty, a

distinct numerical shortage of medical men some
years after the war has been brougiit to a successful

conclusion may be expected. Will tliere be patients for

them to treat ? We believe there will. After the South
African war there was more than the average amount
of sickness. If histoiy ]-epeats itself, the same thiiiir

will occur again at the end of the present war. 1

1

justifiable to cleave to the sunnier side of doubt, :

to believe, ^jffcs Mr. Harold Cox, that this exceptii 1

war will not ))e followed by a long period of nati>

exhaustion and poverty. It would appear, therci

that those whose minds turn towards medicine a^ v.

profession should not be deterred by the, conditions

prevailing at the moment from embarking now upon
their chosen career. The attractions it wiU offer after

peace has lieen restored may well be greater and do
not seem likely to be less than they were before t!;o

outbreak of war.

Finally, it should be noted that a quality ev.

medical man should possess is a strong sense -

esprit dc corps. Medicine, like the Church, is a pro-

fession which the general public—as also public

authorities—persistently regards as being of a semi-

philanthropic character. Furthermore, it is a pro-

fession whose aims and requirements are very ill

understood by persons who have not undergone a

medical education, including in that term not onlv a

certain number of years at a medical school, but also

a certain number of years passed in the actual

practice of medicine. Consequently the interests of

the medical profession, both on its financial and
scientific sides, are continually being attacked, some-
times openly, sometimes insidiously. For this reason

it is absolutely essential that medical men should

band themselves together for tlie common protection

of themselves and the profession that they represent,

and to this end join tho British Medical Association'

as soon as they have entered their names on tho

Medical Register. For the objects of this body are to

promote tho progress of medical science and tlie

interests of the medical profession, and its past

history shows that it has well fulfilled them.

^ The ortliDary subscription of mcnil.'./.- ;i :;• .iii:in tho Uniteil

Kingdom is£2 2s., butas from Janu:<i . ! linittod niUiiu
two years from tho date of their re^'i. . :

m. ,' :^53. untii the
expiration of four years from such l^:;.^•,r , n, n. ^i. libera resident!

outaido the United Kiugdoni pay 253. to the parent Association.
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THE GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
TiiK Cieiicral Meilical C'oiiucil is a body which was called

iuto cxistpuio by the first Medical Act of 1858. A certain

number ef its lueuibors are elected by the medical pro-

fcssiin\, and the rest—who £orin the great majority—are

uoiuiiiated by Ciovcrument itself and by the universities

and such medical corporations of the United Kingdom as

Lave a statutory ri-jht to issue diplomas. Its head quarters

are at 299, Oxford Street, and it has branch offices at

54, George Street, Edinburgh, and 35, Dawson Street,

Dublin. Its duties are to control the medical and dental

professions in the interests of the general public, and to

that end to maintain a register of legally qualified practi-

tioners. It is admission to this lier/ister, and not the pos-

session of a medical degree or diploma, that constitutes a
person a legally (jiKiliHed practitioner. The Council is

bound to aihuitto Llie iu;/''-'^''' those who hold the degrees
1.1 ili|]Ionuvs granted by the bodies represented among its

Inrs. biit it can prescribe the terms on which those
- shall grant such diplomas or degrees, and it can

. from the iiVjis/t'c the name of any medical man or

ui-iuist who has been convicted before a court of law of an
ordinary crime or of a serious offence against public

morality, or who is proved before the Council itself to

have been guilty of certain actions which the Council
regards as professionally infamous. Its disciplinary

powers are strictly limited to legally qualified practi-

tioners, and it has no control whatever over irr-egular

practitioners of any kind.

An account of the regulations that the Council has
drawn up in respect of the education of medical students
here follows and should be carefully studied. The
primarily important things to note about them are that
they entail (1) the production of proof of a certain degree
of proficiency in subjects of preliminary or general educa-
tion; (2) application for registration as a medical student
either at the Lead-quarter office in London or at one of

the branch offices in Edinburgh and Dublin, although this

latter requirement is not invariably enforced.

Preliminary Education.
The subjects of which proof of efficient knowledge must

h inoduced by applicants for registration as medical
uts are as follows:

I ii/llitli : Grammar; paraphrasing; composition; ques-
II Enghsli history and geography.

_ 7.(1(111 : Grammar; translation iuto English from unpre-
siiU)eil Latin boolis ; trniisiatiou into Latin of a continuous
English passage, and of short idiomatic Englisli sentence.';. In
the case of natives of India or other Oriental countries, whose
vernacular is other than English, a classical Oriental language
mav be accepted as equivalent to Latin.

(i) Mntlieiiintics : Arithmetic; algebra, including easy quad-
ratic equations; geometry, including the suliject matter of
Euclid, Books I, ii, aiui iii, and simple deductions.

(4) One of the following subjects :

(ri) Greek : Grammar ; translation into English from unpre-
Bcribed Greek books ; translation into Greek of short idiomatic
English sentences ; or

lb} A modern Utniiiiaiic : Grammar; translation into English
from unprescribcd books ; translation of a continuous English
passage, and of short idiomatic English sentences.

The Council does not hold an examination itself in these
subjects, but expects a candidate to prove his knowledge
of them by the production of evidence either that he holds
a degree in arts or tliat he has passed one or other of the
tests imposed by various educational bodies wdiich it recog-
nizes for this purpose. Such tests include the matricula-
tions of universities at home and abroad, and the " local
examinations" held by the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge, the " leaving " and other examinations held
by the Education Departments in Scotland, Ireland, and
\Valcs, as also the examinations of the College of Pre-
ceptors and the Educational Institute of Scotland. In
regard, liowever, to nearly all these tests the Council
qualifies its acceptance of them by some condition, and
these vary so considerably and are so numerous that the
leaflet issued by the Council should itself be studied.

Registration- of Medical Students.
In addition to showing that he Las passed ouo of ihc&o

examinations, any person applying for registration as a
medical student must (li produce satisfactory evidence
that Le Las attained the age of 16 years ; (2j show that he

has commenced medical study at a university or school of
medicine, or at a teaching institution recognized by one of
the licensing bodies and approved by the Council. The
commencement of professional study will not be reckoned
as dating earlier than fifteen days before the date of
registration.

Application for registration should be addressed to the
Registrar for the division of tLe United Kingdom in wLicli
the applicant is residing—England and Wales, or Scotland,
or Ireland. It must be made on a special forni, which can
be obtained on application at the offices either of the
General Medical Council itself or of one of the various
licensing bodies and medical schools, and when forwarded
it should be accompanied by the certificates as to age and
general education.
The regulations with regard to registr.nti. .n ni.i'lv • Mu^illy

to medical and dental students, with tin . lit iii

the case of the latter pupilage with :i 1
i

i ^ iit;il

practitioner may be regarded as a lo n,.i,i. iit of
professional study, and that applications for rtgislration
should be addressed to the London office only.

PR0FESSI0N.4L EdCCATION.
The rule is that it is only from the date which appears

against his name in the Studcnis' Itegislcr that the medical
student's career officially begins ; thereafter live years
must pass before he can present himself for the final

examination for any diploma which entitles its lawful
possessor to registration as a qualified medical practitioner
under the Medical Acts.
There are, however, certain important exceptions to this

rule : thus (1) to meet the circumstances brought about by
the dates at which sessions of the medical schools com-

liuve spent a year iu the study of |-li\.u-, ,!:,:i,; ;i\. ;iud
biology, and have passed an exaiiiiu,iiiiiii in iln ^^ .'.lincts

for the degrees in question, ma\ l-. In Kl lu lnvc com-
pleted the first of the requisite five years. (3i Tlie Council
will accept as six months of that year six mouths passed,
subsequent to obtainina a certificate in general education,
as a student of chemistry, physics, or biology at any
teaching institution recognized by a licensing body and
approved by itself. In any case, the period of five years
must be one of bona tide study, and during its course
education in the following subjects must be pursued and
examinations passed :

(ii Physics, including the Elementary Mechanics of Solids
ami i 'hulls, and the rudiments of Heat, Light, and Electricity.

i\ ill riiaiuiacologyand Therapeutics.
ii-v. -M.idiciue, including Medical Anatomv and Clinical

Medicine.
(X) Surgery, including Surgical Anatomy and Clinical

Surgery.
(xii Midwifery, including Diseases peculiar to Women and to

Newborn Children.
(Mil Theory and Practice of Vaccination.
ixiiit Forensic Medicine.
Ixivi Hygiene.
(XV) Mental Disease.
(xvii Anaesthetics.

The practical study of Subject (xi) shall not commence until
the student has held the olVices of C'liuical Clcilc mid Suiiiical
Dresser, and the \v,.;l.. ,l,.i;,. i- r^-r-,.^ .,• .Mili .' i;,,i~! i.^low
prestihed lines. 'II:' ( .' - tiie
Subjects (viii to l\'.i i,

: ,
,

1

,. ,.
,

, ., (our
nin'itbssubseqneni !• •

1
,

,
,

;,•, , . .: .-iivl

Wherever the first of the five years is spent, the next
thiee must be passed at one of the schools of medicine
recognized by any of the licensing bodies enumerated in

the schedule to the Medical Act of 1858. The final or
fifth year the Council recommends should be devoted to

clinical work at any public hospital or dispensary at Lome
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or abroad -svliich is recognized by any of tbe licensing

bodies.

Special Considerations.

The reriuirements of the General Medical Council in

respect of the education of those who desire to enter the

medical profession have now been given in sulficieut

detail, bat befoie leaving this part of the Kubjcct the steps

which the aspirant should take may finally be rehearsed

in their due order

:

(1) Pass an examination in arts

;

(2) Enter himself at a medical school or other scientific

institution recognized by the Council

;

(3) Get himself registered aa a medical student

;

(4) Study for a minimum of five ycais certain prescribed

subjects

;

(5) Meanwhile pass sundry intermediate exammations

;

and, finally, at the end of the fifth year, one which will

entitle him to receive at the hands of a licensing body a
legal authority to practise.

Tlia Arts Certificate.—There are, however, other im-

portant considerations; thus, it is not a matter of

indifference what certificate of proficiency in general

education, or arts, the student obtains. The General

Medical Council, it is true, will accept any of the large

number of tests to which refcrenco has been made, and
this, too, is the case with practically all the college cor-

porations in England, Scotland, and Ireland. But all the

licensing bodies are not Ci)nally accommodating; some of

the universities require that their own ordinary matricu-

lation should bo passed, others have special matriculation

examinations for those wishing to join their medical

faculty, and a third and larger number will accept any
arts degree and certain matriculation examinations, as

•well as several other of the tests entered in the Council's

list.

The first thing, therefore, tbe future medical student

should, if ]possible, decide is at what degrees or diplomas

he intends to aim, and then find out what arts certificate

will be required. If he cannot decide the question in

advance, the best course probably would be to matriculate

at London University, choosing as two of his optional

subjects Latin and one other lauguago, so as to meet the

requirements of the General Medical Council with respect

to general education. It is a troublesome examination in

many respects, but gives a wide choice of subjects, and
Las the advantage of being accepted as sufficient testimony

to general education by a larger number of bodies than is

any other analogous examination.
I'he Minimum Period.—Another point to remember is

that the period of five years mentioned is a minimum;
a good deal more will almost certainly be required even by
the man of good abilities and reasonable industry. Besidas

these qualities, a student to obtain a registrable qualifica-

tion in the minimum period of five years, or fifty-seven

months, must have a considerable amount of good luck ; in

other words, he must keep in good health through evei'y

term, and never fail at a single examination. Otherwise
it is almost inevitable that his career as a student should

be prolonged for a greater or smaller number of months
beyond the possible minimum. Thus, for instance, a
student before presenting himself for any examination has
to get what is called " signed up " for the subjects covered
by tliat examination ; this means that his teachers have
to certify that he has attended the required number of

lectures or classes in the subjects in question. If, however,
the student happens to be ill during tlie term when such
lectures or classes are taking place, he may miss a
Hufficient number of them to make it impossible for him to

be " signed up." Then, again, should a student fail to
satisfy the examiners at some c.\.aniination, he cannot
present himself again for rc-examiuation for at least three
months. This fact generally entails further conseijuences,
because, apart from tlie student's success at the next stage
in his career being imperilled by his having to give up
some time to restudying the subjects in which he baa
failed, the Examining Boards in the majority of instances
insist upon a definite interval elapsing between a student
passing one examination and his presenting himself for

that wliich should follow it. Then, again, many Boards
refuse to recognize lectures and classes which have been
attended at a date anterior to that at which the student
has passed tlie requisite examination in earlier subjects.

Faiiuro at an examination may thus not only mean

deferment of the date of examinations, but deferment .>[

the commencement of the student's study of certain
subjects. It is thug exceedingly easy for a student to
fail to qualify in five years, and, as a matter of fact, the
vast majority of students take very much longer than that
period.

Furthermore, in speaking of the minimum period, it is y

to be remembered that that time is only suf&cient to
'

gain a registrable qualification, such as a Bachelorship
of Medicine or Surgery or a diploma of one of the l{o\al

Colleges. These are quite sufficient for tlie purposes" of

general practice, or for entering the Services, etc., but
those who wish to take a hi},h2r qualification—for in-

stance, the F.R.C.S.Eug.—must prolong their work for

another year or more. So, too, must in some cases they
who desire to convert their Bachelorship into an M.l3.

This may entail further formal examination, but at somo
universities the M.D. is obtainable on presentation of a
thesis when the Bachelor has attained a certain age, ami
has practised his profession for a certain number of years.
However, a student's career proper may be considered,
perhaps, to have ended at the time he obtains his firsu

registrable qualification, for while preparing himself for

any further tests he can, and usually does, hold some junior
appointment which more or less covers his expenses.

The Normal Cours/?.

In conclusion, it may be convenient to sketch the general
fashion in which the student will pass his five years or
more, but discussion of this need not be prolonged, because
once a student has entered at a school, and chosen the
degrees or diplomas at which he wishes to aim, the dean of

the school will guide his steps in every particular.

Whatever the precise final goal, the path thereto is iu

all cases identical in broad outline. Practically it is

divided into throe stages, the conclusion of each being
marked by an appropriate examination. In the first

stage the student acquires a more or less extensive
knowledge of the preliminary sciences — chemistry,
physics, and biology ; in the second ho studies anatomy
and physiology; and the third he devotes to the real

work of his future life—medicine and surgery and their
branches. During each of these stages the student must
attend not less than the prescribed number of lectures
and classes to ensure getting "signed up" in the subjects
of the stage, and also do a very considerable amount of

practical work. As for tbe examinations at the end of the
stages, these are known by different titles by different ex-
auiiniug bodies, but " preliminary science," " intermediate,"
and " final " are in common use. Some bodies demand
that the student should pass in all the subjects of one stago
at one time ; others allow the candidate to present himself
in each of the subjects separately, thus multiplying the
actual number of examinations, but limiting their scope.
There are also differences in the requirements of tho
different licensing bodies as to the length of each stage,

but practically all demand that the second shall be longer
than the first, and the third not shorter than the second.
By the length of the allotted stage the candidate may gaugo
the comparative importance the licensing body attaches to
the subjects within the stago and the difficulty of the
tests it will impose, and he may feel certain that the time
allotted is none too much.

In any ease it should be the aim of tbe student to get
through his first two stages as quickly as his abilities and
the regulations will allow ; and, as a rule, he should havo
completed the first stage by the end of his first year, and
may hope to complete the second stage not later thaiu

tho end of his third year. Ho will then have two years in
which to prepare for his final examination, and it will prove
a very crowded period, for he has to get into it not only
medicine, surgery, and midwifery proper, but many other
allied subjects, such as pathology and bacteriology, forensic

medicine, gynaecology, and therapeutics. In the first of

the final two years he may be able to complete his formal
lectures, and thus have the fifth year for entirely practical

work and private study ; during those two years, too, ho
will take part in the work of his hospital by holdiug
clerkships and dresserships in the wards and out-patient

department for the periods laid down by the licensing

bodies. Then, at length, after perhaps a few weeks of.

special coaching, he will be ready to present himself for

his final examination, which the regulations of most bodies
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will allow liim to tlividc into two ov more parts. Tlic final

«<xaiiiiuation passed in its entirety, lie will be able to claim
registration as a qualified medical practitioner at the hands
of the Cleneral Medical Council. and become an independent
personage. There is still room for him to coutinuc a

student's career if he will, for, apart from the higher quali-

iicatious to which reference has been inadt. it luay seem
t<i him worth while to devote time li :

,
:.i - -eater

knowledge of some particular branch 1 i ucli as

ophthalmologj" or laryngologj", or to I '.: ;^fSof

study necessary to obtain a diploma ci •[• l ! I'l !u ii ncy
in <)iiestions of public health (page 385;, or in tropical

inedicinc (page 383). Toints such as these, however, the

student will be tally capable of deciding for himself when
he has reached the stage to which our account has now
brought hira.

The next matters to be considered, therefore, arc the
requirements in detail of the different licensing bodies,

and what they have to offer in the way of degrees and
diplomas.

The War.
The Executive Committee of the Council reports that

its i-ecommeudatious respecting the courses of medical
study represent, in general terms, the minimum curri-

culum that sboiUd be required by the various licensing

bodies. But it recognizes that during the present national

emergency it may be advisable for them to modify or even
suspend their regulations. It feels sure, however, that the

licensing bodies concerned will recognize the importance,

in the public interest, of maintaining unimpaired the
present standard of knowledge and skill required of all

who seek to be admitted to the status and privilege of

registered practitioners. It will therefore be desu-able to

secure in every instance that the requirements of the
minimum curriculum are to be substantially fulfilled.

.The standard of the qualifj-ing examinations, in other

Avords, is to be maintained.

There arc eleven universities in England and Wales, aud
Kome account of each of them follows. With one excep-

tion they all have fully developed medical faculties. The
exception is the Vniversity of Wales, whose con.stitnent

colleges are those of Aberystwith. Bangor, and Cardiff. It

is in a position, however, to grant degrees, and has laid

down a six years' cuvriculum for candidater; for the M.B.
degree, and it already provides, at the School of Medicine at

Cardiff—of which an account will he found at page 376

—

thorough training in the work of the fust three or four
years.

VNIVEESITY OF OXFORD.
The professional degrees conferred by this university arc
those of Bachelor of Medicine (B.M.), Bachelor of Surgery
(B.C'h.), Doctor of Medicine (D.M.\ and Master of Surgery
(M.Ch.i. It also grants a diploma in State Medicine and
a diploma in Ophthalmology. On receiving the B.M. the
candidate is entitled to registration by the General IMedical

Council. In favourable circumstances this degree and the
ll.Gh. may be obtained in sis or seven years from matricula-
tion. Before receiving cither, however, the candidate must
have taken a degree in Arts (B.A.), for v.hich three years'
residence within the university is necessary. This, how-
ever, docs not ncccs-sarily mean deferment of professional
study for that period ; for some of the subjects chosen for
the final stage of the arts course may be the same as
those in which examinations would in any ca'sc have to be
liassed for the medical degrees.

Thf B.A. Dfokee.
A candidate may obtain the B.A. degree iu cither of the

following ways:
la) By passing Responsions (or one of the examinations

which are accepted as equivalent), Moderations, a Scrip-
ture examination, or, in the event of a candidate objecting,
an examination in some substituted book ; and the Final
Pass School in three subjects, two of which maj be tho

£

same as two in the preliminary examinations in natural
science.'

(b) By passing Responsions. an additional subject in
Responsions, the Scripture examination, some of tho
preliminary examinations in the Natural Soieuco School.'
or the ProHminary Examination and the School of .Juris-

prudence, or the Honour School of Mathematics iu tho
iirst public examination ; and one of tho final honour
examinations.

Responsions and tho additional subject may be passed
before a candidate is a member of the universitv;-'
Moderations and Scripture can be passed in or after tlio

second terra; the final pass school may be taken any tiuio
after Moderations ; a final honour scIk.oI may be taken at
the end of the third or within tin I. m ;!; ;!r:;'ilriincal year
—that is, twelve or sixteen It 1 1 , I\ ; the pre-
liminary examinations of the .\a! .

-
. Siliool may

be taken as soon as Responsious ha m I .;
. n | i ,srd.

PnoFESsioNAL Degrees.
To obtain the B.M., B.Ch. degrees the candidate must

first pass in four of tlio subjects of the Preliminary
Examination of the Natural Scieunc School—namely,
physics, chemistry, zoology, and bot.-iny.

ile then has two further exiiuiuuitlous to pass—the
First M.B. and the Second M.B. Tlicse take place twico
a year, the fir.st ou the Tliursday, the second on tho
Wednesday, of the eighth week of Michaelmas and Trinity
terms. Every candidate at tlic First M.B. is examined iii

human anatomy and also in physiology and iu organic
chemistry, unless he has previously taken a iirst or second
class in the two latter subjects lu tlic Natural Science
School. Oiice he hiis pas-,, -I i'li , ..altiatiou he cau. on
ino'luctiou of certain c.a;;': i , , miiued as soou as
lie jileases in patholoL;y, t m iciue. and hygiene,
materia niedica, and [ili:,;', '. ,. I'.subjce-ls "of tho
sceond exaiiiinatiooi, |,iit ,aii:i,/, ].., . iit himself for tho

until the'lw, nty-f.i.u-tl, term u.^i.. i],^ .I'atc of his matiiou-
latiou, aud uut uutil a petiuu. of at least twenty-two
months have elapsed from the date of his passing tho
first cxauiination, and he must take all the three subjects
at cue aud the same time.

D.M. AND M.Ch. Deoeees,
A Bachelor of Medicine who wishes to proceed to tho

M.D. must have entered his thirty-niuth term and must
present a dis.sertatIon for appioval by the appointed
examiners. If a candidate for the M.Ch., ho must have
entered his twenty-seventh tena and must pass au
examination which is held in June.

Te.^chinx.
The several colleges provide their undergraduate mem-

bers with tutors for all examinations up to the B.A. degree.
Tn addition, the university provides certain courses of
instruction, including lectures, demonstrations, and prac-
tical work, which cover all the subjects of the Pri'limiuary
Examination and First M.I5., and In part those of tho
Final Examination. For the diploma in State Mediciuo
aud the diploma in Ophthalmology certain of the courses
cau be taken in O.'iford.

ScHOLjiESHIPS.
The several colleges grant scliolaieihii>p of £S0 a yenr. tenable

for lour years, iu natural scicare, ihririisirv, til.v-jiea, and
biology. Exhibitions of varyinp .ii';,, ;,.,. .' ,,:!, ,.,!,,

( iu
these subjects. Particulars can !- e, n to
the college tutors. A EadcIifYe Ti:'- n

1 ;

,
.

' lO a
^eal^ teuable for three vcars, is coi.f, :

' :. :

^ ..laics
., . ! i.i- taki II the ij.M. degree. .\ r- i W i . • : I nt-

'.
' :! I'a!l!-I..:4y of £200 a year. Unae:, ' ., ...,. ;. m-, is
'.11 .' !. .riiailv for the cnctne-r . ,

;
.,,! i, iu

I

i.. ' ;.';.,:^-al-iarctheKollG-stonyi< in.a.'::i I
-.-. a.,- , ,, vai-oh

ja I, . itiual seieaee (including palholiiay, ;,ial ilie e'. iiieuciuro
^Vllllams ticholarships iu Anatomy aud i'hvsiologv, and iu
I'Lilhology, of the value of £50 each, tenable for two' years. A
BuL-uey Yeo King's College Hospital Scholarship of £SQ ia

avrtirded annually.

' The (our subjects of tla^

four of the subjects in the i

commenctd directly alter |i:i

'•* Membership is conslitutt.,.! 1 ..

either a member of a college or hull.
5 A canaidate who passed iu iiiateri

the old regulations in the First Exana
ia exempt from the examination in in::

in the second esaminatioa
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Fees.

An annual fee of S2 10s. is paid to the university for the

fii'st four years, bciug reduced to £1 when the B.A. has

beeu taken. For the degree the fees are—the B.A., £7 10s.

;

the B.M. and BX'h., £14; the D.M., £25; the M.Ch., £12.

College fees, varying in amount, are paid for the first four

vears" if meuibeisliip and in taking degrees. Tuition fees

vary froai £21 to £30. The minimum anuual cost of hving

during tlie tliree university terms may be regarded as not

less than £120.

UNIVERSITY OP CAMBRIDGE.
The professional degrees given by this university are those

of Baclielor of Medicine AfBi and Baf-li<^loi' of Surgery

(B.C.), which ni'iilr Mm •• • :- ' 1 '-inn to the

lleqhUr by the <i
.

'Hie higher

degrees of Doct. ! I
- "gery. It

aiso grants (lipl mili I Tropical

Mediciue to pers- ns -..i
' !i:ieti-

tiouers, but not necc^^ i
,

i
:'>'•'

A candidate for the .'>!.
I ;

i -,ess

a ilegree in arts; it is .i .iLjili:. .. i.s :-.
;

^'1 the

Previous examination or soiuc other cxamiuauou accepted

by the university as its equivalent.

>• must pass three
i ::!' -

• take place twice a
i; i I'.i . r I' mis; those who are
the B.C. degree without further

To obt.iiii til.
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•wislies, may pass also ia another biancli at a siibscrnicut

c-xnijiinittio'u.

The iKiiod tliat must elapse between aciiniring the M.T!.

and sittin<» for the M.D. iu any branch vavics with the

uatiiTO of the candidate's previous work between one year

and two ycai-s. and iu all cases evidence must be afforded

of specia"! study of the bubject chosen, wliatever the

branch; both written and practical examinations must be

Iiassod, thoiigli exemptions can be obtained from the foviiKr

in exceptional circumstances. In each branch the scheme
of examiuatiou is tlic same: two papers on its special sub-

ject, a paper on an allied subject for example, medicine in

the case of branch (4^ pathology in branch (1 - an essay

on one of two suggested topics connected with the special

subject, and a chnical or other practical test. In any
brancli of tlie 3I.D. Examination a gohl medal of the value

of £20 may be awarded.
.V.S.—The regulations with regard to the Mastership in

.'Surgery arc of a corresponding kind, but there are only

two branches in which it may be obtained—General
Suvgorj- and Dental Sm'gcry.

Fees.
For Matriculation : £2 for each entry. First Examina-

tion: £5 for each entry to the whole examination. For
i-e-examination in one subject the fee is £2. Second
Examination, Tart I : £2 for the first and each subsequent
entry. Second Examination, Part II : £8 for each entry
to the whole examination. For re-examination in one
subject the fee is £<i. M.B.. B.S. Examination: ilO for

each entry to tlic whole examination, and £5 for examina-
tion or reexamination in either group. M.D. and M.S.
Examinations ; £20, and £10 on re-examinatiou.

The Wap.
The University of London h.TS made some alterations

and additions to the regulations for internal and external
students in respect of the war ; thus a temporary com-
mission iu eitlier the Koyal Army Medical Corps or the
IJoyal Naval Medical Service, hekl daring the continuance
of the war. will bo considered eriuivalcnt to an approved
appointment.

Clinical service during the continuance of the war for a
jieriod of not more than twelve months will similarly be
accfptrd by the University.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
To its own graduates, who may be of either sex, this

nnivci-sity grants the degrees of Bachelor and Doctor
i.f Medicine (M.B. and M.D.i and Bachelor and Master
of Surgery (B.S. and M.S.) ; it also grants special degrees
and diplomas in State Medicine, Psychiatry, and Dental
Surgery." To become a graduate, however, at the uni-

versity it is not necessary to pass the major portion of

tlie five years' curriculum witliin its precincts, or even to

coiumence that period by matriculation. It is sufBcicut if,

before he presents himself for his final examination, the
candidate has passed at least one yeav in study at tlic

University of Durham College of Medicine, including the
practice of the Koyal Victoria Infirmary in the same citj'.

Tlie earlier examinations may be passed while the student
works elsewhere, but not less than a year must elapse
between the time that the student satisfies the require-
ments of the universitj' as regards matriculation and his

presenting himself for^he Final M.B., B.S. Examination.

Matbicclation".
The university has its own matriculation examination.

but accepts the tests of a considerable number of other
educational bodies as a full or partial cqiiivalent. A list

may be obtained on application.

Pkofessioxai, Esamixatioss.
There are four professional examinations for the M.B.,

B.S. degrees. They arc held twice a year—in March
and June. The first deals with olementarj' anatomy and
biology, chemistry, and physics ; the second with anatomy
and physiology; the third with pathology, elementary
bacteriology, medical jurisprudence, public liealth, materia
luedica, and pharmacy. At the final M.B., B.S., the
candidate is examined in medicine and clinical and psycho-

' Sec pp. 382 and 388.

logical medicine; surgery and clinical surgery: midwiferv
and diseases of women and childn u : fliuii .rand practical
gynaecology: therapeutics; disi;! 1 - .>[ tin llii..ut, iiosc uiul
ear: diseases of the skin : and di^.a-i 4 d tli. 1 vo.

M.D.—A Bachelor of Medieiur «lio w i'-lu-s to proceed
to this higher degree must be of at least two years' stand-
iug, and satisfy the university that he knows either Greek
or German. He thcu submits a typewritten es.say dealing
with original work or observations of his own, and in

examined in its subject. If the candidate is not an M.B.
oi the university, he must be a practitioner of fifteen
years' standing and submit to special tests.-

B.S.~A candidate for this degree must have passed
the examination for the M.B. of the university, and
have attended courses on operative surgery and regional
anatomy. He must then perform operations ou the dead
body before the examiners.
M.S.—Candidates for this degree must, like those for

the M.D., satisfy the authorities as to their knowledge of
Greek or German, and must have been engaged in practico
for at least two years subsequent to becoming B.S.Durham.
They are submitted to an examiuatiou which covers tho
whole range of surgical knowledge.

Feks.
The following fees arc paj-ablc: Matriculatiou or its

equivalent, ^1 10s. ; First, Second, and Third M.B.
Examinations, each £5 ; Final M.B., £10; M.D., B.S., and
jM.S., £5 for each examination and £G 6s. for each degree.
Further information respecting the examinations and
degrees may bo obtained from Professor Howden, at tho
University of Durham College of IMedicine, Newcastlc-on-
'-I'ync.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.
Tins university grants the four ordinary degrees in
medicine and surgery, JI.B. and Ch.P.. aiid M.D. and
Ch.M.; a diploma and' a degrcr i]'.^'^,\ Ir. i nMic health ; a
certificate in factory and ins,!.. : 1 y_:, : adiploma in

psychological medicine; and n . 1, ' tliploma iu

dental surgery. Candidates fii' .li-r. 1 i-mst pass tho
special Matriculation Examiuaticu piescribcd by tho
I'aculty of Medicine (or some e((uivalent examination
accepted iu lieu tliercof: see the prospectus of tho Joint
Matriculation Board), niv' ^in.i>- -.i n.- i...^-...--ity itself for

at least two years of c 'i in. one such
year being subsequeni r<'irst M.B.
Examination. The V.^ u comprises
(1) Latin, (2i iu'>[]i' . 1

-
i Mi.^uage, its

literature and lii i. : 1
,\.i subjects

at choice, one ''. ..; ,

- ' 1
1

r

.
;i!i[unvcdby

the Joint Boar.l, [li-- .'!,. : li m^, .!.:., i;'.:m^ .ai-.J;anios, of
physics, chemistry, geography, natural history, or botany.
It is held in July and September.

Peofessioxal ExA:>nxATioNS.

I

M.B., CJi. B.—There arc four [xaminatious for this degree.

They must be passed in proper order, and before admission
to them the candidate must bo duly certified as having
attended iu the subjects involved. At all examinations tlio

subjects, or groups of subjects, prescribed can be taken
separately or together, as the candidate pleases. The First

M.B. is divided into Part 1, inorganic chemistry and physics;
Part 2, biology (including animal and vegetable morpho-
logy, physiology, and laboratory work) ; Part 3, elementary
organic chemistrj' and bio-chemistry. The parts may bo
taken separately or together. Afc'tlio Second M.B. tho
candidate is f-.araiDed in atistnmy an.l ] hy-iology; at tho
'J'hird iu pathiilogy, I'.ygitue. ar.'l pliaiii'.acr,l,,gy and tlicra-

pcutics (includiug inatiria i.'icdica and practical pharmacy).
The Final Examination iucludcs medicine, systematic and
clinical (separate papers being given ou mental diseases),

and diseases of children, surgery (systematic, clinical, and
practical, v\'ith a separate paper on ophthalmology),
obstetrics and gynaecology, and forensic medicine and
toxicolog3\

M.D.—A candidate for this degree must bo an M.B. of

at least one year's standing. He has a choice between
presenting an original dissertation or undergoing a written

(practical and clinical) examination in mediciuc, and a

written and practical examination iu pathology, and ono

other subject to be selected by the candidate. ^^^^
a Sec I-. 382.
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CUM.—A caudidalo nnist Lave held, since becoming

C'li.H., and for not less than six mouths, an appointment in

a )nihlio institution aft'oijing opportunity foi- the study of

practical surgei-y, and produoe cci'tificatcs of having

attended certain courses of study. The exaini nation

iioiijprises the general field of surgery, including

ophthalmology and bacteriology.

FkKS for Exa 'ii . ; ' -.

Tlie following fees are payahl. : M,
1

1 m. £2; on

)edd mission, £1 10s. Kach M.)i. .
- -1 t5 ;

ou re-

:uhiiission, after failure, £2. :\l.l> 1

' '
"' ;Ih <-.n>-

ferring of the degree, £10. t li.M.. ' -lo-

examination and degree. Appli<aU'iii ;
'i

lion should be addre~.-,ed lo Uic 1 1.- ^..il 1

I'aculty.

UNIVERSITY OF BIKllIXGMAM.
T'liis university confers llie onliiuuv inedu^al and snrgi(

degrees—M.B., li..l;.- \l.li. ni • i
. \l., ;.m,| ;ilso diolom

iind degrees in Siii. 1,1 1 . ) 1
mi^iiy. It has

))Ian, too, by \vlii>ii. . ._ -'v !• --i^ iiiste

of five years, tlie .M.I; , . !- ' •: 1v.,.,,„k.

:iKicheIur in S'jionce as \\. .:. •
• :

ihi

ihe first four must h.- -i- :

^-1

ilsclf, tlic t'lftli b..in<4 ji.!^ I
'

' 'i

th. pel

All students 1

matriculate in n
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m. Ou couferiuent of tbo degree of Ch.JI. £5
the same itSmark apptj'iug to the M.D. degree.

UXIVEIiSITY OF LIVERPOOL.
This nuivci-sity, besides granting degrees in niediciuo
(Jl.r.. aud :M.D".I and in surgery (Cli.B. and Cli.M.), gives
a dt gric in dental siirgerj; (B.D.S.), a degree in hygiene
(M.ll.l, and degrees in veterinary science (B.V.Sc.. and
M.V.Sc.). Diplomas are awarded in dental surgerj- (L.D.S.l,

tropical medicine (D.T.M.i, public health (D.r!ll.). veter-
inary science (D.N'.H.), and in several single subjects.

Matriculation.
Matriculation Examination is governed by the Joint

> datiou Board, 24, Dover Street, Manchester, which
- under certain conditions the tests of several other

- CIS its equivalent. These include the Matriculation
lulon University, the Senior Local Examination of

I and Cambridge, the Higher Certificate of the Joint
I I and Cambridge Board. Kesponsions of the Univer-
t Oxford, the Previous Examination of the Univer-

• i Cambridge, the Leaving Certificate of the Scottish
I

;
:r;aion Department, and the Senior Certificate of the

Central Welsh Board. Of the five years" curriculum, not
less than two must be passed in the university itself,

one such year being subsequent to the date of passing the
First M.B. Examination.

Peofessio.nal Examinations.
Candidates for the M.B., Ch.B. degrees have three

examinations to pass, the first including (1) chemistry,
inorganic, organic, and physical; (2) biology, including
zoology and botany: (3) physics. Section 2 may be taken
alone or in conjunction with Sections 1 and 3.

Secojid M.B.—Tlih test covers («) (1) anatomy. (2) phy-
siology, including physiological chemistry and hiijtology;
and i6) (3i materia medica and pharmacy, (4i pharma-
cology. Candidates may present themselves in (a) and [b)

separately.

Final M.B.—This examination deals with six subjects,
v>Iiieh may be taken altogether or divided into three

: il) General pathology, morbid anatomy, and bac-
_'y; (2) therapeutics; (3^ forensic medicine, toxi-
. and public health; (4) obstetrics and diseases of

-u; (5) surgery, systematic and clinical, including
nitutal diseases and diseases of children.
M.D. a?itl C/(..\/.—Candidates for these degrees must

have received the M.B. and Ch.B. at least a vear pre-
viously. The M.D. candidate submits for approval a
dissertation coveiing original work, the M.Ch. candidate
undergoing an examination in all subjects of surgery,
including ophthalmology. Other information concerning
the diplomas of this university and its medical school will
be found on page 375.

Fellowships, Scholarships, and Exhibitioks.
The university awards Fellowships annually to students

of distinguished naerit, as follows

:

Ih Alexander Fellowship in Pathology and Bacteriologv,
value £100 and tenable for one vear. (2i Ktljel Bovce i'cllow-
ship in Gynaecology, value £100 and tenable U.r out- \c-:iv open
to fully (jualilied medical students of either sex. (3" .[olni W.
fc-arratt International Fellowship in BacterinloHv, value £100
and tenable for one vear. (4i Kobert Gee Fellowship in Human
Auatoniy. value £100 and tenable for one year. (5) Holt
lellowships in Physiolofry and Pathology, two in number,
value £100 each and tenable for one year (6i Johnstone
1 jlouial Fellowship in Bio-Chemistry, value £100 and tenable
for one year (7) Thelwall Thomas Fellow.ship in Surgical
Pathology, value £100 and tenable for one year.

There are, in addition, scholarships and exhibitions
open to medica! students.

UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
Thi: degrees of this university (M.B., Ch.B., and M.D. and
Cli.JI.i and the diploma in public health arc open to
candidates of either sex. Candidates for a degree must
have matriculated in the university or have passed such
other examination as may be recognized lor this purpose.

Pkofessional Ex.aminations.
A candidate for the degrbes of M.B., Ch.D. must produce

certificates that he will have altaiucd the age of 21 years
by the day of graduation ; that he has pursued the courses
of study required by the university regulations during a
period of not less than five years subsequently to the date
of his matricniation, three of such years at least having
been passed in the university, one at least being subsequent
to the ))assing of the first examination. He or she has
eveutuiilly to pass the following examinations in duo
Older

:

First Examinalion.—lho subjects arc chemistry,
physics, and biology. The intermediate examination in
science—chemistry, physics, and biology—will, on pay-
ment of the requiretl additional fee, be accepted instead of
this examination. Candidates on presenting themselves
for this examination are required to furnish certificates of
having attended for not less than one year apprcvcd
courses of instruction, after matrieuh'.tion. in (ii chemistry,
inoryanic and organic; (ii) physic-: i

:

S.roud F.rnminalion.—The .^iil. .;,,inv and
physiology. The candidate tin:

. ( letcd ilio
third winter session of professioiiai .-,!.. mm, ujust have
passed the First Examination, and must have attended
(1) lectures on anatomy, and dissections during five terms;
(2| lectures on physiology during four terms

; practical^
experimental, and chemical physiology during four terms,
and histology during one term.

Third Fj:aminatto».—T!he subjects arc pathology and
pharmacology. Candidates must have completed the
fourth year of medical study and completed the requisite
courses in these subjects, including posl-moricm clerkship
for tliixe mouths.
Fuial I-: r ::;;•:., if; r

. The subjects are mediciuc (includ-
ing foieii. i;, m:,

I

ii.lic health, mental diseases, .aid
diseases..!

.
i. U. i-ei-y, obstetrics and gynaecoio.yy.

Canelidairs iiiis. ,,,:i-i\ the examiners iu all subjects"at
the same examination. Candidates must have completed
the fifth year of study.

A'-i'-— Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
must have passed the examination for the degrees of M.B.,
Ch.B. at least one year previously, iiui.st present a thesis
embodying observations in some subject approved by the
Professor of Medi.-ine, and must pass an examination iu
the principles and practice of medicine.

Cii.M.—Candidates for the degree of Jlaster of Surgery
must have passed the examination for the degrees of M.B.,
Ch.B. at least one year previously, and must, since taking
the degrees of M.B., Ch.B., have held for not less than six
months a surgical appointment in a public hospitaler other
public institution affording full opportunitv for the study
of practical surgery. The subjects of examination are
systematic, clinical, and operative surgery, surgical
anatomy, surgical pathology, and bacteriology.
Other inl'ormation concerning this university will bo

found iu the section devoted to Proviuciar Medical
Schools.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The university grants the following degrees : In medicine
and surgery, M.B. and Ch.B., M.D., Cli.M. (the M.D. may
be taken in State mcdieii;< - : in .leulal sin.^.iv. H.U.S.,
M.D.S. Diplomas in pulilie he.ilth ili.l'.ll." ajid licmai
surgery (L.D.S.) are also orante.l. Cm;. ii, I, n- - I'l, , I, Lives
must pass the Matriculation ICxaminaliMU luf tome eijuiva-
lent examination accepted in lieu thereof ; sec tlio
Regulations for Matriculation), and study at the university
itself for at least three years of the five and a half years'
curriculum, two such years beiuj,' sabse(|ucut to tlio
passing of the Second M.B. Exainiuativu. The Matricu-
lation Examination comprises (li Latin, (2 mathematies,
f3^ English grammar and composition, il, 5. two subjects
at choice, one of which must be a foreign language. It is
held in July and September. The winter session opens ou
October 1st, 1915.

Professional Examinations.
M.B., Ch.B.—There are three examinations for this

degree. They must be passed in proper order, and before
admission to them the candidate must be duly certified as
having attended in the subjects involved. The First M.B.
comprises chemistry, physics, botany, and zoology. The
Second M.B. comprises organic chemistry, elementary
anatomy (Part I), advanced anatomy, physiology (Part IU.
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The two groups may be taken separately or togctbor.

The Final Examination includes materia niedica and
pharmaoy, pharmacology and therapeutics, general patho-

logy, morbid anatomy and bacteriology (Part I), special

pathology, forensic medicine, toxicology and public

health, obstetrics (including diseases of women), surgery

(systematic, clinical, practical, and operative), medicine

(systematic, clinical, and practical), including mental

diseases (Part II). The two groups may bo taken sepa-

rately or together. At the option of the candidate, forensic

medicine and toxicology may be taken either with

Group I or Group II, First or second class honours.may
be obtained by a candidate whose work is deemed of

sufficient merit, but cannot be awarded to one who has
recorded against him a failure at any examination after

the First M.B.
M.IJ.~A candidate fr >'

.is degree must be an M.B. and
Ch.B. of at least two years' standing. He has a choice

between presenting an original dissertation, undergoing

a general examination in medicine (including medical
anatomy, medical pathology and bacteiiology, systematic

and clinical medicine), or passing an examination in State

medicine.
Ch.M.—A candidate must have attended, since becoming

M.B., Ch.B., and for not lesj than two years, a public

institution affording opportunity for the study of practical

surgery, and produce certificates to that effect; the candi-

date shall be required to pass a general examination in

surgery (including surgical anatomy, surgical pathology

and bacteriology, operative and clinical surgery), and to

present a dissertation in some department of surgery. He
must be of two j'ears' standing as an M.B., Ch.B.

Applications for other iuformatiou should be addressed
to the Dean of the Medical Faculty.

Dental Department.
The university grants the degrees of Bachelor and

Master in Dental Surgery (B.D.S., M.D.S., and a Diploma
in Dental Surgery entitling to the letters L.D.S.). The
courses of the University are available equally for these

qualifications and for those of other licensing bodies. Both
courses are open to men and women alike.

UNIVERSITY OF WALES.
The statutes of the University of Wales provide for a
Faculty of Medicine and for the granting by it of the

following degrees: Bachelor in Medicine (M.B.), Bachelor

in Surgery (B.Ch.), Master in Surgery (M.Ch.), and
Doctor in Medicine (M.D.).

A candidate for the M.B., Ch.B. cannot be admitted to

examination until the completion of not less than six

academic yeai'S subsequent to matriculation in the uni-

versity, and of these years at least three must have been
pass d as a student in one of the constituent colleges of

the university. He must also hold an Arts or Science

degree of the University of Wales, or of some other uni-

versity approved for this purpose. Some of the courses of

study pursued for a B.Sc. or B.A. degree may be counted
as part of the courses required for the degrees in the

Medical Faculty.

The courses for the M.B., Ch.B. are divided into two
sections, of which the first include the preliminary

subjects—physics, chemistry, botany, zoology ; and the
ancillary subjects—organic chemistry, human anatomy,
and physiology. Study of the preliminary subjects must
extend over at least one academic year, study of the
ancillary subjects must extend over at least two academic
years, and, excepting organic chemistry, cannot be com-
menced until all the preliminary courses have been
completed; hence the first section of the course must
occupy not less than three years. The second section

includes courses in pathology, bacteriology, pharmacology,
medicine, surgery, and obstetrics, aud cannot bo com-
muueed until the examinations relating to the preliminary
aud ancillary courses have been passed. Examinations iu

the earlier subjects are held at tin

year, and in the subjects of tli"

During the continuance of ; ;

medical unit of the forces, -n

be recognized as hospital pr.i i

for the purpose of the M.B. dean

of eachj6,cademic
"rh'ott.each July.

( c-al service at a
M:d liospital, will

Lirtain conditions,

dnglislj ^fbical Corporations.

Thep.e are three medical corporations in England—the
Royal College of Physicians, the Royal College of Sur-
geons, and the Society of Apothecaries of London. '1 he
first two combine for certain purposes to form what is

known as the " Conjoint Board." Details concerning this

body, its component colleges, and the third licensing body
here follow.

THE CON.JOINT BOARD.
This body deals with the qualifications of all candidates
for the Licence of the Royal College of Physicians of

London and for the Membership of the Royal College of

Surgeons of England. It prescribes for them certain

periods of study, and recommends those who satisfy it

for the licence and diploma of Membership' respectively.

The successful candidate is then entitled to admission to

the Medical Register as an M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C'.P.Lond.
It performs the same task in connexion with diplomas iu

State medicine and tropical diseases jointly issued by the
two colleges in question. It obliges all candidates to pass
one of a large number of examinations which it considers
satisfactory tests of general education, and thereafter to

pass five years in professional study at a recognized medical
school, allowing, however, six months to be spent at any
institution which may be recognized by th% Board as
giving efficient education in chemistry and physics. A list

of such institutions, as also of the tests accepted in regard
to general education, can be obtained from the Secretary
of the Board at Examination Hall, Queen Square,

Bloomsbury, W.C.

Profkssional Examinations.
There are three examinations for the Conjoint diploma,

or M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., which are commonly known as
First Conjoint, Second Conjoint, and Final.

First Conjoint.— This examination is in four parts:

(1) Chemistry, (2) physics, (3) elementary biology) (4)

practical pharmacy.
A candidate must present himself for examination in

Parts I and II together until he has reached the require;!

standard to pass in both, or in one of these ijarts, but ho
will not be allowed to pass in one part unless he obtains at

the same time half the number of marks required to pass

in the other part. A candidate may take Parts III and
IV separately, or ho may present himself for the whole
examination at one time.

Before admission to either part the candidate must show
that he has undergone certain courses of theoretical and
practical instruction, but these courses need not be com-
pleted within one year, nor need they run concurrently,

and they may be commenced or attended before the

candidate passes the required preliminary e.xamiuation in'

general education. A candidate referred in any part or

parts will not be admitted to re-examination for three

months. If referred in chemistry, physics, or biology, he
must produce evidence of further instruction. Those who
arc already graduates in medicine, or who have passed an

! ! I

'.' - ',;';. before a university

nljtiiin exemption from
ills examination.

iiii , ,l;:!;,^ inn dcals witli auatouiy
anil ijliy-;io]ogy, and both subjects umst be passed at tlio

same' time. A candidate must have attended at a recog-

nized medical school lectures on anatomy, physiology and
a course of practical physiology aud histology, and ^•l^"

dissected for twelve months during the ordinary sc '

The study of anatomy aud physiology before i)as'^iii

two of the first three parts of the first examination i-

recognized. If rejected, a candidate, before being adn:

to re-examination, must continue his studies at a reco^i i

medical school for not less than three months.
Final Conjoint.—This examination consists of i

parts : Part I, medicine, including medical an;ii

pathology, practical pharmacy,' therapeutics, for.

medicine, and public health; Part II, surgery, inc'n

pathology, surgical anatomy, and the use of sm
appliances; Part III, midwifery and gynaecology. 1

examination may be passed at one time or in eacli
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st-par&tely. £yideuce of attoudaucc at courses of iustruc-

tiou in tlio subjects of the three parts junst be pvoducod,
anil also ot haviug couducteil twenty labours. A canditinto

will bo ailiuissible to I'arts I, II, and III of the Third or

Final Exauiiuatiou at the expiration of two years (twenty-

four months) from the date of passing the Second Exami-
iiatiou, and ou production of the required certificates of

study, provided that tho examination is not completed
before the expiration of five years (five winter and five

summer sessions) from the date of passing tho Preliniinary

Examination. A rejected candidate must produce evidenco
of lurther instruction during three months.

Note.—A person holding a Colonial, Indian, or foreign cjiiali-

ficntiou which entitles him to practise in the country where
snch qualification has been obtained is. after a course o( study
and examination equivalent to thove itqi'i'fi I ^ t'lr- Regula-
tions of the two Royal Colleges, adniis- i>' :- 'i- s. r.nul anil

Third or Final Examinations without :i: '
< Mcnibtn-a

of an English, Scottish, or Irish un, , i . ertaiu
conditions eligible for admission to tin I : i i I mmI Kxami-
nation two rears after passing at their uuiViisit} the snbjects
included in the First and Second Examinations of the Board.

I A member of an Indian, Colonial, or foreign university recog-
' nized for the purpose, who shall have passed examinations nt

I liis university for the degree of Doctor or Bachelor of Medicine
or Surgery iii the subjects of the First and Second Examinations

;
of the Conjoint Board, will beeligible for admission to the Third
or Final Examination two years after passing in tho said
subjects.

No special conditions relating to the war have been laid

down, beyond allowing candidates to take midwiferj' before

the completion of the fifth year of study. The committee
of management, however, arc willing to consider special

cases where it has been difficult to fulfil certain details

of the curriculum, so long as the two main regulations of

the requirements are fulfilled—namely, the full curriculum
ot five years, and an interval of two years between tho
Second and Final Examinations.

Fees,
First examination, £10 10s. Picexaminations, Parts I

and II, £3 3s.; Parts III and IV, each £2 2s. Second
oxamination, £10 10s. Re-examination, £6 6s. Third
examination, £21. Kc-examinaticm, Part I, mediciiie.

£5 5s.; practical pharmacy, £2 2s. Part II, surgery, £5 5s.

Part III, midwifery and diseases lA women, £3 3s.

Members of an English, Scottish, or Irish university, £5 5s.

For the diplomas, £36 15s.

PvOYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIAXS OF LONDON.
This College has three grades—its Licentiates, its Mem-
bers, and its Fellows. The Licence is only issued through
the Conjoint Board, as already stated, unless the candidate
uommeuced professional studies before October, 1884. Its

Membership is only granted to those who have passed the
final examinations for the Licence ; or those who are
registered practitioners and graduates of a lecognized
university ; in any case they must bt ) I! 1, - , 1 15 years
of age, who do not practise in pail 1.. >

1 : i medi-
cines, or engage in trade. C'luiiliiLi 1^ "liuod in

pathology and the practice of pliy-'r. 1 ' I l.v iii writing
and partly viva voce. Those under 40 arc also examined
in Latin, and either Greek, French, or German. Tho
examination fee is £6 6s., the Membership fee being £42,
or the difference between that sum and what the candidate
lias already paid if a Licentiate. The body of Fellows is

maintained by election from among the Members.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
This College has two grades—Members and Fellows. The
Members are acfiiiittcd as stated in tho section dealing
with the Conjoint Board. The Fellowship is granted
after examination to persons at least 25 years of age who
have been engaged in professional studies for six years,
Tbcie are two examinations—the first in anatomy and
physiology, which may be passed after the third winter
session; the second, chiefly directed to surgery, which
may be passed after six years of professional study.
Candidates must pass the Final Examination of the
Examining Board in England and be admitted Members
of the College before admission to the Second Examination
for the Fellowship, except in the case ot graduates in
medicine and surgery of not less than four year.s' standing
of universities recognized by the College for the purpose,
who are required to attend for one year the surgical

inactico of a general hospital rec*Dgnized by tho Collega
afh'r obtaining tlieir degrees. The College also issues
a diploma in dentistry.

Ft OS.— .'Vt first examination : £5 5s. At second exami-
nation : £12 12s. Diploma fee : Meinbers, £Z Sa. ; nou-
wcmbers, i;l3 13s.

SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES OF LONDON.
This body confers a registrable diploma in medicine,
surgery, and midwiter}', now known as the L.M.S.S.A.,
ou those successful at the following examinations:
Primary Examination.—This is divided into two parts,

oi which Part I includes elementary biology, chemistry,
chemical physics, practical chemistry, pharmacy. Part 11
includes anatomy, physiology, and histology, and cannot
be passed before the coniplctiou of twelve months' practical
anatomy with demoustratious. The sid)jects cannot be
taken separately, except in the event of the candidate
having previously passed iu one. Canditlates will be ex-
cused any or all the subjects of the primary examination
on producing evidence that they have passed equivalent
examinations before an examining body recognized by tho
Society. Candidates referred iu anatomy will be required
to produce evideiieo of further work iu the dissecting room
before being admitted to ic-exaiiiiuatiou.

Finn! I'.miiiiiinifii.—Thifi is divided into two sections,
the first of which is subdivided into three parts. Part I
iuelueles the principles and ju-actice of surgery, surgical
pathology, operative mauiptdatiou, surgical " auatouiy,
instruments and appliances. Part II includes: (tO Tho
principles and practice of mediciuo (includiu;;- thera-
peutics, pharmacology, and prescriptions), pathology, and
morbid histology; (M forensic medicine, hygiene, theory
and practice of vaccination, and mental diseases. I'art III
includes midwifery, gynaecology, nnd diseases oi newborn
children, obstetric instruments and appliances, A candi-
date for any

|
art of Section 1 must have passed not less

than three winter sessions and two sumuier sessions .at

one or more ot the medical schools lecogni/ed by tho
Society. Section 2 consists of clinical surgciy and cfiuical

medicine and medical anatomy, and a candidate before
appearing at it must have completed five years of medical
study.

Fees.
Primary examinations, £5 5s. : fiual, J15 15s. Further

inforiiiation may be obtained from the Secretary, Court of
Examiners, Apothecaries" Hall, Blackfriars, E.C'.

fte .^rottisli Mnibn-sities.

Tiiicr.E are iu Scotland four universities, each of them
possessing a faculty of medicine, and having the right to
confer degrees wliich admit the holder to tho Medical
Ecr/ister. In e.ssential points tho regulations in their
medical faculties for undergraduates are on all-fours with
one another, so that an account can be given of all ot them
together.

The universities in question are those of Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews, and in point of
standing and repute it is not easy to differentiate betweeu
them. What provision each of the cities in which tlieso

universities are situated makes for the education of

medical students will bo found in the section on Medical
Schools in Scotland; here it need merely be said that
degrees in medicine from Scotland as a whole have always
enjoyed an excellent repute.
The degrees granted in medicine and surgery to candi-

dates of either sex are four in number—Bachelor of
Medicine (M.H.), Bachelor of Surgery (Ch.B.), Doctor of
Medicine (M.D.), Master of Surgery (Ch.M.). The two
former are not obtainable one apart from the other.
Besides these degrees a diploma in tropical medicine and
hygiene is obtainable from tho University of Edinburgh,
as also a diploma in psychiatrj-. As for public health,

registrable degrees in this subject are granted both by tho

UnivMsitjr of Edinbui-gh and that of Glasgow, while

diplomaa- in public health may be obtained from tho

universities of St. Andrews and Aberdeen. Information

as to these will bo found in tho appropriate sections
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dealing respectively with preventive medicine and tiojiical

medicine.

Matbiculation.
There is a special matriculation examination for medical

students, the subjects being Englisb, Latin, elemcutaiy
mathematics, and either Greek or French or German.
Candidates are required to pass in all these subjects either

at one or at not more than two examinations, but they

can present themselves as often as they please. A large

number of corresponding tests held by other bodies arc

accepted as the equivalent of this examination.

Professional Education.
The regulations comply in all respects with the require-

ments and recommendations of the General Medical
Council, and in addition necessitate definite study for

stated periods of diseases of children, of the larynx, eat

and nose, of the skin, of ophthalmology, and of mental
diseases. In respect of the various courses certilicates

luust be obtained showing that the student has not only
attended the courses regularly, but has duly peil'onucd

the work of the class. Out of the necessary five years of

medical study, not less than two must be spent at the
university whose degrees the student hopes to obtain, and
the balance at any place officially recognized for such
purpose. In each academic year there are two sessions

—

one lasting from the beginning of October to the middle of

3Iarch, and the other from the middle of April to the end
of June.

Peofessional Ex.uiinations.
The distinctive feature of the Scottish curriculum ia

that, though nominally there are only four examinations,
each of these may be, and habitually is, split up by the
student into sections. Hence, a student may complete
some stage of his career during the course of nearly every
session. Thus, by the end of the first winter session the
student may get rid of physics and chemistry. At the end
of the first summer session he can finish with botany and
zoology, and with anatomy and physiology at the end of
the second. Practical materia medica may be taken at
any period of examination after the necessary course of

instruction has been attended. Pathology and materia
medica he will pass at the end of the third year, and so on,
until the final examination in midwifery, surgery and
medicine, and the corresponding clinical subjects at the
end of the fifth year of study. At each examination the
candidate may pass "with distinction," and a record is

kept of the merit displayed, so that, when the time comes
for the candidate ' to graduate, one who has done well
throughout can be declared as graduating with first or
second class honours. A further point in tlie system is

that the student's own teachers commonly take some part
in his examination.
Of the four examinations, the first deals with physics,

botany, zoology, and chemistry ; the second with anatomy
and physiology ; the third with materia medica and
pathology ; the fourth with medicine aud surgery (clinical
and systematic), midwifery, forensic medicine and public
health, and clinical gynaecology. The first three examina-
tions are held three times a year ; the final twice a year.

E.Kemption from the first professional examination can
be obtained by candidates who have passed a degree
examinatign in its subjects at any recognized university.
When a candidate presents himself foi' an examination in
several of its parts, but is not successful in all of them, ho
is credited at the next examination with those subjects in
which he has previously been approved.

The Higher Degrees.
It is open to those who are already M.B., Ch.B., to pro-

ceed either to the M.D. or the Ch.M. A candidate for the
former must have been engaged for not less than one year
at work in the medical wards of a hospital, or in scientific
research in a recognized laboratory, or in the Naval or
Military Medical .Services, or have been at least two years
in general practice, and he must be 24 years of age. He
Las to write a thesis ou any subject not exclusively sur-
gical, and is examined in clinical medicine and in some
one or other of its special departments. The regulations
for candidates for the Ch.M. are of a corresponding
character, a period of surgical work in a hospital or else-

where being substituted for medical work, and his thesis
being ou a surgical rather than a medical subject. Ho is

examined in surgical anatomy, clinical surgery, -operative
surgery, aud in stmo of the special departments of surgery.

Fees.
It is estimated that the class, examination and other

fees for the M.B., Ch.B. come altogether to JB150, the
separate examination fees included in this calculation
being as follows:

£ 8. d.
Preliminary Examination ... ... 10 6
First ProfKssional ... ... ... 6. 6
Second Professional ... ... ... 5 5
Third Professional ... ... ... 440
Finals ... ... ... ... 7 7

Ee-entry in any subject in which the candidate has
failed entails a fresh payment of £1 Is. Candidates for

the M.D. and Ch.M. pay £15 15s., and on reentry £5 Ss.

More detailed information with regard to the Cniversity

of Edinburgh can be obtained from the Medical Pro-
i/ranrme, price 2d., which is published by Mr. Tliiu,

55, South Bridge, Edinburgh, or on application to the

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine. Similar information

about Glasgow should be sought from the Assistant Clerk,

Matriculation Office, Glasgow. With regard to Aberdeen,
application may be made to the Secretary of the Medical
Faculty, Marischal College. In respect of St. Andrews
information can be obtained either from the Secretary of

the University or, alternatively, the Secretary of the

United College, St. Andrews, or the Secretary of Uni
versity College, Dundee, these being the two constitueul

colleges of the University of .St. Andrews.
Finally, it should be mentioned that, in connexion with

all the Scottish universities, including St. Andrews, there

are valuable bur.saries and scholarships, some informa-

tion as to which will be found in the article on Medical

Schools.
Owing to the war, special final examinations may bo

held for such students as have fulfilled the requiremeuts

of the curriculum of the General Medical Council,

®l)e .^rattiab Corporations,

There are three medical corporations in Scotland— tho

Eoyal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and the Koyal.Faculty
of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. Their licences

can be separately obtained only by persons who are already

in possession of a recognized qualification—in surgery in

the case of the College of Physicians, and in medicine in

the case of the College of Surgeons and the Faculty of

Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. All others must
submit to the examinations held by the Conjoint Board
which the three corporations have combined to form.

Details concerning this Board and its component colleges

follow. The conditions on which their higher qualifica-

tions are granted will be found set forth separately in

connexion with each corporation.

THE CONJOINT BOARD IN SCOTLAND.
This body has charge of all questions connected with
candidates for the Conjoint Licences of the Royal College

of Physicians of Edinburgh, the Royal College of Surgeons
of Edinburgh, aud tho Royal Faculty of Physicians and
Surgeons of Glasgow. Those finally approved by it are

entitled to registration and to the initials denoting the
Licences of the three bodies concerned—namely, L.R.C.P.
Edm., L.R.C.S.Edin., and L.R.F.P.S.Glasg. The Board
requires all candidates to comply with the regulations of

the General Medical Council as set forth on page 355.

It has an arts examination of its own, but is prepared to

accept in its place any of the other educational tests

approved by the General Medical Council.

Professional CoERicnLUM.
Subsequent to registration as a medical student, the

candidate must pass not less than five years in medical
study, each comprising a winter and a summer session.

The Board does not exact that candidates shall pursue
their study at any particular place, and is prepared
accept certificates of having attended the
cour.ses from any recognized medical school.
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Its examinations are four in number, each of them being

held six times every year—four times in Edinburgh and
twice in (ilasgow ; and it is open to candidates to present

themselves for examination at either place. The first

examination deals with physics, chemistry, and elementary

biology; the second with anatomy and physiology, in-

cluding histology ; the third with pathology and materia

medica, including pharmacy; and the final with (I)

medicine, including tlierapeutics, medical anatomy, and
chnical medicine ; (2) surgery, including surgical anatomy,
clinical surgery, and diseases and injuries of the eyes;

(3l midwifery "and diseases of women and of newborn
children; (4» medical jurisprudence and hygiene. Can-
didates may also be examined on diseases of cliildren,

diseases of the ear and throat, insanity, vaccination, etc.

Tliese examinations must be passed in due order, and
before admission to any of them the candidate must supply
certificates showing that he has completed the due periods

of study of their subjects. He can present himself in any
single subject of the first three examinations. As regards

the final examination, a candidate can present himself in

medical jurisprudence and hygiene at any time after com-
pletion of the tliird examination and of his study of these

subjects; but in medicine, surgery, and midwifery he can-

not present himself until the completion of five years'

study, and he must take them all simultaneously. A
candidate who takes up several subjects of an examina-
tion or the whole of the subjects at one time, but fails

iu some of them, is credited at the next examination with
those subjects in which he has been approved.

Part or entire exemption from the three first examina-
tions may be granted to those who have already passed
before other bodies examinations deemed by the Board
equivalent to its own ; but all candidates for the conjoint

licence must sit for the final examination, and at no
examination can a candidate present himself within three
months of his rejection by some other licensing body.

Fees.
It is estimated that the total cost of lectures and fees for

the conjoint licence is about £152. The separate exami-
nation fees are as follows : First, Second, and Third Pro-
fessional, £5 each ; Final. £15. On re-entry for any of the
lii-st three examinations £3, and on re entry for the Final,

£5. If the re-entry is onh" in one or two subjects, the fees
are smaller.

Information concerning this Board should be sought
either from Mr. D. L. Eadie, 50, George Square, Edinburgh,
or from Mr. Walter Hurst, Faculty Hall, 242, St. Vincent
Street, Glasgow.

KOYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF
EDINBURGH.

Tins College has two grades—its Licence and its Fellow-
ship. Licentiates may be of either sex, but for the
Fellowsliip women arc not eligible. As an original qualifi-

cation the Licence is onlj' granted after fulfilment of the
regulations of the Conjoint Board, but as an additional
qualification can be obtained by those already possessed
of a registrable qualification iu medicine. In this case
the candidate has to pass a written, oral, and clinical

examination in surgery and surgical anatomy, and may be
asked to operate on the dead body. The fee is £15 15s., of

which £10 10s. is returned to "unsuccessful candidates.
On due cause being shown, a special examination may be
granted, the fee being £20, of which £10 is returned to a
candidate it he is not approved.
Candidates for the Fellowship must bo not less than

25 years of age, and have been in practice subsequent to

registration for at least two years, and must hold either
a surgical degree from a university recognized for that
purpose by the College, or an approved diploma obtained
as the result of an examination which includes surgery as
well as medicine. Candidates are examined in surgery,
including clinical and operative surgery, surgical anatomy,
and one other subject which they may choose from among
the following : Ophthalmology, laryngology including
aural and nasal surgery, dental surgery, advanced mid-
wifery with obstetric surgery, gynaecology, surgical patho-
logy and operative surgery, and advanced anatomy. The
examination is written, oral, and clinical or practical.

A candidate who desires to be examined must give one
r^r.r,^^.'c r,r^Hna I.Jo o v,v,l iVo t.'n., *„.. „ ,1 .,, I =„;«„ l,„,-„r, o,V,^_

ported by two Fellows of the College, one of whom must
be resident in Edinburgh, or, in default, by testimonials
obtained specially for the purpose.

Licentiates of the College pay £35, and others £45. For
further information application should be made to the
Clerk of the College, Mr. D. L. Eadie, 50, George Square,
Edinburgh.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF
EDINBURGH.

This College has three grades—Licentiateship, Member-
ship, and Fellowship ; to the two latter women are not ad-

missible. The regulations applying to candidates for the
Ijicentiateship have already been generally indicated. If

desirous of receiving it apart from those of the other two
corporations, they must be holders of a surgical qualifica-

tion recognized by the College, and must pass an examina-
tion corresponding to the medical part of the Final
Examination of the Conjoint Board, and conditioned in the
same way, and also an examination in materia medica.
The fee for examination is 15 guineas, a special examina-
tion being obtainable on due cause being shown, and on
payment of 5 guineas extra. Ordinary examinations take
place monthly on the first Wednesdaj', except in September
and October. A candidate for the Membership must bo
either a Licentiate of a Royal College of Physicians or a
graduate in medicine of a British or Irish university, and
in either case not less than 24 years of age. He is

examined in medicine and therapeutics, and iu one further

subject at his choice. This may be either (a) one of tlio

departments of medicine specially professed ; (6) psycho-
logy ; (c) general pathology and morbid anatomy ;

{J) medical jurisprudence; (e) public health; (/) mid-
wifery; (g) gynaecology; (/;) diseases of children; or

(0 tropical medicine. Licentiates of the College pay £21,

others £36 15s. The examination is held quarterly, and
application for admission to it must be made a mouth
previous to its date. For the Fellowship, the candidate

luust have been a member of the College for at least

three years, and, if accepted, pays fees amounting
altogether to a little less than £65. Any further details

rc(iuired can be obtained on application to the Secretary

of the College.

ROYAL FACULTY OF PHYSICIANS AND
SURGEONS OF GLASGOW.

This body possesses two classes—Licentiates and Fellows.

The regulations applying to the former correspond with
those respecting candidates for the Licence of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. Candidates for the

single Licence are examined in surgery (including clinical

surgery and surgical anatomy). The fee is £15 15s., and
examinations are held quarterly. Candidates for the

Fellowship must be qualified medical men of not less than
two years' standing and 24 years of age. Candidates
approved at this examination are then eligible for election as

Fellows. The Faculty can also elect two Fellows annually
without previously submitting them to examination, pro-

vided they "have highly distinguished themselves in

medical science or practice." They must be of not less

than ten years' standing and 40 years of age. Further
information can be obtained from Mr. A. Duncan, B.A.,

LL.D., Faculty Hall, St. Vincent Street, Cilasgow.

Theee are three universities in Ireland, and each of them
has a medical faculty. These are the University of

Dublin, usually known as Trinity College, Dublin, the
Queen's University of Belfast, and the National University
of Ireland. The two former teach students, examine
them, and grant or withhold degrees accordingly ;

while

the third is by way of being an academic body only,

inasmuch as its practical work is divided up among three

constituent colleges, situated, one at Cork, another at

Galway, and the third in Dublin. The regulations of all

these universities in respect of medical degrees are given

iu the following sections ; while specific information as to

the arrangements for the education of medical students

made at each of them will be found iu the section relatrng

irt Ti'iaVi M^rlir-iil Kplinols,
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UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN.
This nuiversity, better known, perhaps, as Trinity College,

IJublin, grants two degrcris in medicine (M.B. a,ufl M.D.),

two in surgery (B.C'h. and M.Ch.), two in midwifery (U.A.O.

and M.A.O.), and diplomas in the same subjects and in

public health. It also confers two degrees in dentistry.

Its degrees it grants only to those wlio, besides having

passed the Professional Examination, have graduated in

arts.

Professional Examinations.

A candidate for the Final Examination for the M.B.,

B.Ch., and B.A.O. degrees must be a matriculated student

of at least five years' standing, and though he need not

have taken his degree in arts before admission to the Pro-

fessional Examination, he cannot take his medical degrees

until he has been admitted a B.A. At least three years of

the five vears' medical curriculum must be pursued at the

School of Physic of the university. The examinations

which students must pass axe the Preliminary Scientific,

the Intermediate Medical, and the Final, and of course

before admission to any of them he must be duly signed

up as regards study in the subjects involved.

Preliminarij ScicntHic—This, covers (a) cliemistry and

physics, (b) botany and zoology ; the two divisions may be

taken together or at different times.

Interitmdiatc Medical.—This is divided into two parts:

(a) .\natomy, physiology, and histology; (fe) applied

anatomy and applied physiology. The two parts may be

taken separately, but in each part all subjects must be

passed at one time.

Final Examination.—Part I : Hygiene and medical

jurisprudence, pathology, materia medica, and thera-

peutics. Part II: (a) Midwifery, gynaecology (clinical,

paper', and viva voc-c) ; (')) medicine, clinical medicine, and

mental diseases; {c) surgery in all branches, including

clinical ophthalmology. The three sections of Part II may
be taken separately or together. In either case the full

curriculum must have been completed, aud the final cannot

be taken before the end ^ if tl, ll'li) \. a.

Af.Z).—The candidate ,
-

> -~:d all tlie qualifying

examinations in mediciii. .
• , I midwifery, aud have

taken, or have been qn.ilili' I \-< i.tl.i . tlio degree of B.A.

three years previously. He must read a thesis before the

Regius Professor of Physic.

M.Ch.—The candidate must be a B.Ch. of not less than

three years' standing, and have been engaged in practice

for two years. Graduates of ten years' standing may be

given a special examination.
M.A.O.—The candidate must have passed the qualifying

examination iu medicine, surgery, aud midwifery. The
examination is specially directed to obstetrics and practical

gynaecology.
For the university diplomas mentioned the candidate

must have completed two years in arts and five in medical

studies. The examination and courses required are the

same as for the degrees.
Fees.

Matriculation, 5s.; M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O., £17; 3I.D., £13;

M.Ch.. £11; M.A.O., £5; L.M., L.Ch., L.A.O., £11.

Further information maybe obtained from the Registrar oiE

the School of Physic, Trinity College, Dublin.

botany aud zoology fonn one. The Second Examination
covers anatomy and physiology, and may bo taken at tho
end of the second year of the student's career. The Third
Examination includes: (1) Pathology, (2) materia medioa,
pharmacology and therapeutics, (3) medical jurisprn-

deu(!e, and (4) hygiene. To be valid a certificate in regard
to the sLudy of tlie subjects of this examination must show
that the work has been done after the First Examination
has been passed.

Tho Final Examination includes : (1) Medicine, (2) sur-

gery, (3) midwifery, (4) ophthalmology, and otology. The
student may pass in all subjects at once at the end of his

fifth year, or he may divide the examination into two
parts—namely, (1) systematic, (2) clinical, practical, and
oral. Tho first part may be taken at the end of tho
fourth year, but for the st^cond part tlie candidate may
not present himself until the end of his fifth year. No
certificate in regard to tlie study of the subjects of this

examination will be valid unless tho work was done
subsiMjuent to passing in all the subjects of the Second
Examination.

The Higher Degrees.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine must

be !^i iliiil— in medicine of at least three years' standing,
unii ' " i ' I'l also a degree of the university in

an . In that case a standing of two
aciMbii:;. y '.[< will suffice. Moreover, candidates must
be ahlo to sliow that the interval has been passed in the
pursuit of such courses of study or practical work as may
be prescribed. The degree may be conferred either

(a) after a formal examination, or (b) in recognition of tho
merits of a thesis or of some piece of original study or
research carried out by the candidate, followed by an oral

or other examination iu its subject. When an ordinary
examination is imposed it will include (1) a written papt 1

on the principles and practice of medicine, (2) a com-
mentary on a selected clinical case, (3) a clinical and viva

voce exauiination, aud (4) a written pajier and clinical or

practical and viva voce examination on a subject chosen
from the following list : (1) Human iinatomy, including
embryology, (2) physiology, (3) pathology, (4) pharmaco-
logy and therai" 11' i' ,

"1 -initary science and public
health, (6) foreii-i iid toxicology, (7) mental
diseases. The i' _ 1

i ., ilie degrees of Bl.Ch. aud
M.A.O. are of the iiii' 'j ii<Mal nature.

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, BELFAST.
The degrees granted by the Medical Faculty of this

university are as follows : Bachelor of Medicine (M.B.),

Bachelor of Surgery (B.Ch.), Bachelor of Obstetrics

(B.A.O.), Doctor of Medicine (M D.), Master of Surgery
(M.Ch.), Master of Obstetrics (M.A.O.). The unis'efsity

also confers a diploma in public health. The first three

degrees mentioned serve as a qualificat: in fnr : lini^sion

to the Medical Beijister, and are not .ji n !
;

i noIy.

In addition to matriculating and passm-,, i, 1 - mial
examinations a candidate for these '-{•..••• have
passed three of the regulation five J•eav^i as a stmicut at

the Belfast School of Medicine.

PkOFESSIONAL ESAJIIXATIOXS.

The examinations for the M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O. are four

in number. The first deals with : (1) Inorganic, organic,

and practical chemistry, (2) experimental and piaclical

physics, (3) botany and practical botany, (4) zoology and
practical zoology. It is divided into two parts, of which

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND.
The National University of Ireland carn'es on most of

its educational w.ork through three constituent colleges

—

one in Dublin, one in Cork, and one in Galway. Each of

these provides a full medical curriculum, and all candi-
dates for the medical degrees of the university must pass
three of tlieir five years of study at one or other of them.
These years do not count except after matriculation or
recognition as a student of the Medical Faculty obtained
in some other fashion. The candidates at each constituent
college are examined thereat by the university, and a
common standard of education is secured by all courses of

instruction and the regulations concerning them having
to be aupioved by the Senate, after considering repoi-t

thciYon fr.im the Board of Studies of the University. In
ail'ii'-! "i - !;. < Kliii.iiv ,1.^1, ,,s ill medicine and surgerj",
tli' . . ji :i - 111. 1.1 JJachelor and Master of
(111 '

. hir in,
I

|i,.;r.r of Science iu Public
11' '

':. ."1 ll.hliiKri auil Master in Dental Surgery,
as well as diplomas in Public Health aud in Mental
Diseases.

PnOFESSIOKAL EXAMINATIOXS.
There are four examinations. The first, which should

be passed at the end of the first year, includes Part A
(chcniisUy and physics) aud Part B (botany and
zoulo'^'v), which parts candidates may take separately or

together. .Vt the cud of the second year they should pass
in anatomy .and physioloKy; and at the end of the third
year in pathology, materia medica aud therapeutics,
hygiene aud publie health, forensic medicine, and •

toxicology. The final exannnation is divided into tin.

parts, oacii of which may bo taken separately

—

naiur!\.
(rt) Medicine, including mental diseases; (6) sargei
including ophthalmology and otology; (r) midwifery umu
gynaecology.
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The higher degrees are obtainable either by examination
or on jn-esentatiou 01" an approved work, but in each case
not less than tluec years must have elapsed since the can-
(liilato acquired tho corresponding degree of Bachelor,
l-'mtlier iut'oriiiatioa as to the constituent colleges will be
found iu the section relating to Irish Medical Schools.

^ht Irislj Corporati0ns.

Thrhe are three licensing bodies other than the Medical
Vacuities of Universities, and, just as in London, there
are two Roj'al Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and
an Aiwthccaries' Hall. The similarity is still more com-
plete, for in Ireland also the two colleges' have formed a
Conjoint Board, as iu London, which is responsible for the
recommendation of candidates to the two bodies for their
i-espective licences. The Apothecaries' Hall gives its

Licence separatelj-.

THE CONJOINT BOARD IN IRELAND.
This body requires of candidates the passage either of its
own preliminary examination in the subjects of general
eilucation or proof that the candidate has passed one of
the tests accepted by the General Medical Council.

Profession.u, Esamixatioxs.
There are four professional examinations, the first of

which cannot be passed earlier than the end of the first
winter session, nor the fourth before the conclusion of full
live years of medical study, and before being admitted to
any of them the candidate must show that he has studied
the different subjects in practice and theory for the requisite
periods, certificates to this effect being accepted from the
authorities of most of the recognized medical schools at
home and abroad. The first and second examinations
deal respectively with (a) chemistry and physics, and
(61 biology; and (a) anatom3', and (6) physiology and
histologj-. All parts of these examinations, as also of the
following one, which deals with (a) pathology, (b) materia
niedica, pharmacy, and therapeutics, (c) public health and
forensic medicine, may be taken separately.
Final Examinalion.—This is divided into three divi-

sions, which cannot be completed until at least four years
have passed in medical studies other than those for tho
first examination, and five years, at least, since the begiu-
nmg of the curriculum. The divisions arc (a) medicme,
including fevers, mental diseases, and diseases of children;
(6) surgery, including ophthalmic and operative surgery

;

(c) midwilery, including diseases of women and newborn
children, and the theory and practice of vaccination.
Candidates are recommended to present themselves in
all the subjects of the Final Examination at one time, but
a candidate at or after the end of the fourth year may
pi-esent himself in any one of the divisions (a), (b), or (c),
provided he has completed his curriculum as' far as
concerns the division in which he presents himself.
JVcs.—Preliminary Examination, £2 2s.; re-examination,

7.}J^^'
^'"' Professional Examination, il5 15s. ; Second,

£10 10s.; Third, £9 9s.; Final, .£6 6s. ; reexamination fee
18 £2 2i3. for each division.
Further information can be obtained from Mr. Alfred

Mi er, Secretary of the Committee of Management, Roval
CoUege of burgeons, 123, St. Stephen's Green, Dublin.

Fees.—For the Licence in Medicine, 15 guineas; for the
Licence in Midwifery, 5 guineas ; or 16 guineas for both if
they are taken within an interval of a month. Special
examinations cost iu each case 5 guineas extra. For the
Membership, 20 guineas to a Licentiate of the College;
55 guineas to others; a .special examination costing
10 guineas extra. The Fellowship £35, iu addition to
stamp duty, £25. Information as to special examinations
aud other points can be obtained from the Registrar, the
Royal College of Physicians, Kildarc Street, Dublin.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF IRELAND.
IHOSE Whose names already appear on the Medical
Jic'lister can obtain the separate Licence iu Medicine of
th:s College, and its Licence in Midwifery. In either case
an examination has to be passed in the subjects indicated,
questions on midwifery, hygiene, and jurisprudence being
included in the examination for the Licence in Medicne.
J- or the Licence in Midwifery practitioners of over five
y<;us standing are exempted from examination by printed
qucstious. The other grades of the College are Members
ana iellows. The former are admitted after an examina-
tion which IS open to all university graduates in medicine
and Licentiates in medicine of Royal Colleges of Physi-
cians, and deals with the general subjects of medicine,
iellows are selected, by vote, from among the Members.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN IRELAND.
This body, besides granting a Licence in Surgery, admits
those possessed of registrable surgical qualifica.tions to its
Fellowship under certain conditions. Its Licence is
usually granted conjointly with that of the College of
Physicians, but it is given separately to holders of a
registrable qualification in medicine, provided that the
College is satisfied that adequate eoiuses of study have
been pursued, and provided its own provisional examina-
tion is passed. This examination is held on its behalf
by the Conjoint Board, and is identical with the ordinary
surgical portion of the examinations imposed by that
body.

T/tt Fellowship.—Ca.nilida.teH for the Fellowship must

I

pass two examinations, of which the first is in anatomy
i including dissections), physiology, and histology; and
the K.jcoud in surgery (iucludiug surgical anatomy) and
pathology. Both exanunatioiis are partly written, partly
piactical, aud partly viva voce; while the final examina-
titm iucludes the perforuiauce of operations. All subjects
o( either examination must be i)assed at one time, and to
neither can a candidate be admitted who has been rejected
iu any of its subjects by any other licensing body within
three months. Candidates are not admitted to the
Primary Examination except on evidence that they have
already passed an examination iu anatomy, physiology,
and histology, held by some university or other body
whose degress or licences entitle the ho'lder to admission
to the liegister; if, however, the candidate is a person
whose name is on the Colonial or foreign medical Register,
at the discretion of the Council. Candidates for the Final
Exaiuiuation must be over 25 years of age, produce a
certificate of general good conduct signed by two or more
Fellows of the College, aud, if successful, must make a
declaration before admission to the effect that they do not
conduct dispensing practices, and will not do so as long
as they are Fellows.

Fcis.—Candidates for the Licence pay 5 guineas for
examination, which sum, if they pass, is counted as part
of the fee payable on admission to the Licence, this being
25 guineas. Candidates for the Fellowship pay 5 guineas
for each examination, the total of 10 guineas being
rcckoued as part of the fee payable on admission to the
Fellowship. That fee is 25 guineas in the case of those
who are already Licentiates, and 40 guineas iu the case of
others.

APOTHECARIES' HALL OF IRELAND.
A i-iPLOMA is granted by this Hall which entitles the holder
to be registered as a practitioner of medicine, sur"cry, and
midwifery, and couters al^o the piiviKg. s of an apothecary.
Two periods of ili- -

< ;

I, :,,. .
, ,1, ,, ,; |, _ 1 1,,, u ,,ix months,

must be inchi.l. .
i :,1 : ,,.,, „, ,i: of hospital

.attendance, or r • ,1: ;: - li ,,:, i.,nal exami-
nations have f<i

I

I

^ 11 three times a
year. The Pini

, I' ,,,;,,' Mil, biology,
physics, and el.u

, , . , ,, ; 1,,, ....tical; the
Intermediate I-) ..mm,;.,

, i, i- ,, | ;iii:'t.>iiiv aud
physiology, and liisioln^\ and ic .

:
:

, \ ' .mdi-
date who has passed tests in air, : 1 lieso
examinations before another lir I

'.•.'<
<

: ; !i,,m
further examination in such suh] . . ,. Ih, Imm:,,. liate
Examination, Part II, consists of palhoiogy. nudica.l juris-
prudence^ and hygiene. The Final Examination deals
with medicine, surgery, midwifery, and pharmacy. The
Hall's own examination iu all tlie.se .subjects must be
passed. Women candidates are eligi'olc.

Fees.—Primary Examination, ^4 4s.; Intermediate
Examination, £8 8s. ; Fi.ial Examination, £12 12s. ; Final
alone, when the others have been passed elsewhere, £15.
Application for other iut'ormalion should be made to tba
Registrar, 40, Mary Street, Dublin.
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MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
LONDON.

Ai'AUT from pobtgiatluate and oLlier special schools, llio

iiiedioal scliools ol Lontlou uniubcr an mauj' as fouHcen,
inckidiug in the count tuo iustitiitious which provide

cdiicatiou only iu the picliiuinary and intennediatc
subjects, iiudci- the title of •' uuivcrsity centres."

Little guidance cau be given in these columns as to

choice of one school rathei' tlian aiiotlier, for such choice
must depend largely on personal factors. In a general

way, however, it may be said tliat while to the student of

today it may, perhaps, be almost a matter of indifference

to what scliool he belongs, there is often in after-life a
certain advantage iu having been an alumnus at one of

the more celebrated schools. On the other hand, at the
smaller schools more opportunities, perhaiis, present
themselves to the aTorai:c man for obtaining student
,Tiipo:i!; "! 11'

, ! i
'!',• the coveted posts of house-

pi,y i .:

lull '; :it the different schools, and
the >rli ,1,1! I

. 1 nil, I junior appointments which
they ijifer, \\ iii h: tMund iu tlic following pages, and Bhonld
be carefully studied by those who have no personal reason
for prefeiMiiig 0111^ to the other. The courses which they
provi'-^ v- '"" ' "icntally the same, and in all of thorn
tlic made are such as to meet the require-
)!]' I 1 every class—of those who are aiming
at i' lio Conjoint Board or the Apothecaries'
Society Hut lus^ than of those who have London or other
university degrees in view. At all, too, as has been said,

special facilities arc ofiered to men who have commenced
their professional education at the older universities,

Oxford and Cambridge. Apart from these facts, the only
point to which attention cau usefully be directed is that
on personal inquiry and investigation reason may perhaps
be found for regarding the teaching accommodation and
general arrangements for students at some schools as
Bupcrior to those at others.

Sr. Bartholomew's.
This institution fills one side of Smithfield and Giltspur
Street, sharing with the Post Office buildings a large island
of ground separated practically from all other buildings;
it is ou the edge of the City, and easily reached from all

parts of London. The hospital contains 750 beds. Exten-
sive new buildings, opened iu July, 1907, occupy part of

tJio ground acquired from the old Blueeoat School, and
those materially enhance the attractions of the hospital as
a place of incdieiil stud}'. The medical school buildings,
iuclii.i:..: ^1;. MI,:,!!-. -Ml :!h,li. isiral, physical, biological,

and [,'' .: n .,-.,,-.[
( iiuatoiuical department

ha\u t •'
' ''liililing, wliii'li includes

club 1 ' i'
I -h' "--i I' •.','

I ui.jii, a writiug room,
luuchoou aud dining hails, new quarters fur the resident
staff, and an out-patieut department and accommodation
for special departments of sucli large size as to be unsur-
passed by auy hospital in the kingdom. During the year
1909 a sccoud block of new buildings was completed.
These form the pathological departmout, and include, iu

addition to a uev,- and e\ti;nfiive j'ost-morlem voom,\avgo
and well equipped laboratories for clinical pathology,
pathological histology, bacteriology, and chemical patho-
logy, altogether forming tlie most complete pathological
department in the country. Within the precincts of the
hospital also there is a residential college for a large
number of students. The Students' Union owns, more-
over, grounds of some 10 acres iu extent for recreative
purposes at Wijichmore Hill, which is easily accessible
from the hospital.

Special classes are held for students preparing for the
Preliminary Scientific and other (examinations for the
M.B., 3I.D. of the In .

: , f London, Oxford, and
Cambridge, and for :!, I .;;.. ;r^ical degrees at the
same universities, in. : i. 1;; ;li, .\;.< h.Oxou., M.C.Cantab.,
M.S.Lond., and F.R.t .:^.i:ug. Special laboratory instruc-
tion for the D.P.H. of Cambridge, Oxford, Durham, and
London is also given.

Appointnicnis.—Clinical clerks to the physicians and to

the physician-accoucheur, and drtssers to the surgeons
and in the casualty department, arc chosen from the
students; clerks and dressers are also selected from the
students to attend iu the out-patieut rooms, iu the special

departments (Ophthalmic, Orthopaedic, Gynaecological,
Laryngological, Aural, Dermatological, Electrical, and-
Dental), and in iho 2)ostmorlem room. Chief assistants
and clinical assistants are selected from qualilied men
appointed yearly to help in the general medical, surgical,
and in the special departments. Ten house physicians
and tcu house-surgeons are appointed annually. During
their first six mouths of offico they act as " Junior "

house-physicians and house-surgeons, and receive a
salary of ^625 a year. During their second six

months they become " Senior " house-physicians and
house-surgeons, and are jjrovided with rooms by the
hospital authorities, and receive a salary of JE80 a
year. A resident midwifery assistant, an ophthalmic
house-surgeon, and a house-surgeon for diseases of the
throat, nose, and ear are appointed every six months, and
arc provided with rooms and receive a salary of A'80 a
year. Two assistant anaesthetists are appointed annually,
and receive salaries of £120 and £100 a year respectively.
An extern midwifery assistant is appointed every three
mouths, and receives a salary of i'SO a year.

Sriiolnrships.- I'i'.c enirniice ticjiiolarsluiis are annually
awarded after an :i n -' |ii. ml ;. Thesubjects
of examination : .. ' :iiese scholar^
ships are: (li 'I 1

,
1 :, in not fewer

tliau two iiov > mjj; subjects—
Chemii-tr--. T! ,

' _,, and Ana-
tomy, i'nv -I i,, ill.,

, .
, iio have not

eutc?i-en '
. , : .any Xondori

med!c:i' '. .11 I in "not fewer
ics.

Botany, Zoology, aii'l I

21 years of age wlio lia\ •
i -ical

practice of auy Londi n ;;iiice

scholarship in Arts, of Hi '
,

n.*, ., Latin
and mathematics, witli one 'itln-r !a>i;,ninHc -Grc-:-l;, I'rcnch,
or German. M) The Jeattreson Exhibition in Mathematics,
Latin, and one other language-Greek, French, or German

—

and of the vahie of £50. The value of the scholarships and
prizes is over £1,000 annually.

Further information and a handbook can be obtained ou
application to the Dean of the iledical School, St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital.

Charing Cross.
Tins school, with its hospital, is situated in the very
centre of London, and courses of instruction are specially

designed to meet the i-equirements for the Cniversity of

London degrees, the diplomas of the Royal Colleges, and
the final studies of other universities. The hospital, with
its convalescent home at Limpsfield, contains 300 beds.

Between 2,500 and 3,000 cases pass through its wards
each year, and some 24,000 out patients and casualties

are treated. There are special departments for v/ork of

all classes.

The school has an an-angement whereby its students
cau carry out their work in the primary and intermediate
portions of their studies iu the laboratories of the Uni-
versity of London (King's College), which are situated
within a few minutes' walk of the hospital. This enables
its students to get the best university education from a

large professional and teaching staff in their eaili' i

studies, while still allowing them to take advantage e!

their own school for social and collegiate pui'iMses.

A large laboratory, capable of accommodating up to 100
studeuts, is available for general pathological work,
demonstrations, and research, and systematic demonstra-
tions covering the whole range of pathology are arraii;- '

daily throughout each session between 10 a.m. and 5
Good departments are also available for other final

jects of bacteriology, chemical pathology, materia mt.^

toxicology, public health, and operative surgery, and
for research work by post-graduates. Some of tlieso

King's College as its "University Laboratories of 1'-

i

Health and Bacteriology."
The museum contains over 4,000 .specimens, and '

received a notable collection of over 800 gynaecoln
specimens, '• The Cuthbert Lockycr Colloctioii," hom
of the members of its ho.spital asi 1 'i - ' .' ''''.

Tho library contains the la!' <
';

textbooks and tho chief ii- - i

Students' Club Union includes i; I'liny iivi i l.i'^,

cloak-room, refreshment room, aud adds greatly io 1
1

'

social comfort of the students.
Ajypointmcnis.—Demonstratorships and assistant dciiaoi-

stratorships arc open to students of the school. Medical,
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surgical, and obstetric registrars to tlie Lospital are
appointed annually. Six liinisepliysiciiius, six lioi:se-

snrf»eous, and two resident obstfti ic drtitirs arc appointed
eacli year after competitive ocixniiiKitioii. They are pro-

vided" with board and residence in the hospital. Clinical

clerks and dressers are appointed in the general and
si>ecial departments of the hospital, and every student
holds in tnrn the post of pathological assistant and assists

at the autopsies, and on the completion of his clinical

appointments taUcs up the duty tor three months of

}>atbalogical clerk in the clinical laboratory. Special
facilities ai-o ottered for students and postgraduates
desiring to take up particular classes or ivork in the nards
and si)ecial departments oi the hospital for longer or
shorter periods.

Fees.—Sessional payments of 17 gniueas for the winter
.session and 8 guineas" for the summer session for Loudon
I'uiversity and other university students, and 15 gninr as

and 7 guineas respectively for" Conjoint 11- nl '<:•'' ni
.

with an entrance fee of 10 guineas : or a t' ; !

fee for five and a half yeais' tuition of 120 . it ; -

rase of London University students, and ci JOO 1^: ;•;- ,1-1

for five years' tuition for the Conjoint Board btiidcuts.

The above fees are inclusive, with the exception of
vaccination, dispensing, and fever hospital attendance,
which have to be taken outside the school.

All information desired may be iiad of the .iVcting Dean
(Dr. W. J. Fenton). the Bledical School, Charing Cross
Hospital, London, W'.C.

St. George "s

This school is at Hyde P.-.rlc Corner, and is carried on in

connexion with St. Ovf^i'^ Tli'-i iLiil. -ui iii-luiiii,jii liaviug

a service of 436 beds, r.: wii, ^ ]'T < ;1. < < ', ,-:ilesccnt

Lospital founded by A;Klii-. a y\' '.
^ :r. \>. iml 1( don. It

provides for the iusti 11,1 i.m .1 it^ : imiI- in the pre-
liminary and intermediate subject- 1

'' :'
. . : ;. ilum at

the teaching centres of London Tr

:

, hshedat
King's College and University Culr _. . I in ~, Ijool at
Hyde Park Corner is devoted emiic;;, lu iliL' uacliing of
clinical subjects, great attention being paid by the members
of the staff to individual teaching. .\ number of special
courses are give , in which the requirements of university
and all other examinations receive careful attention.
The St. George's Hospital Club consists of an amal-

gamation club, with smoking and luncheon rooms on the
liospital premises, and other students' clubs, with an
athletic ground at Wimbledon. Students have the ad-
vantage of a well-filled library of medical and scientific
books. A register of accredited apartments, and a list of
medical men and others wilHng to receive St. George's
men as boarders, may be seen on application to the
Dean.
Appoinlmenls. — Dresserships to the surgeons and

clinical clerkships to the physicians are open without foe
to all stndents of the hospital. There is a laige number of
resident appointments, which may be held for six, twelve,
or eighteen months, and are open without fee to every
perijetual student of the hospital, and are made strictly in
accordance with the merits of the candidates. Besides
this, after the student has held a house appointment, the
following are, among others, open to him : Medical
registrar.sliip at £200 per annum : surgical registrarship
at £200 per annum ; assistant curatorship of the uuiscum
at £100 per annum; obstetric assistautship, resident, at
X50 per annum ; the post of resident anaesthetist at £100
per annum; the post of senior anaesthetist at £50 ))cr

annum; the posts (2j of junior anaesthetists, each at £30
per annum.

Sclwlanhiiit.— TvfO nniversUv entrance scholarships in
anatomy and physiology (70 guineas and £50^ are awarded at
the commencement of eacli winter session. The William
Brown Exhibition of the value of £112 per annum (tenable tor

No entrance fee is payable by St. Cieorge's students who
have studied at King's and Umversity Colleges.

Further information may be obtained from the Dean of
the Medical School.

< ; L-v's.

TiiK hospital contains 641 brd-, in , .,ii-l;,ii; o.-eupation, an
additional 27 beds ha-. '.

'
,

'

n.d. Thirty-
three beds are set ap:i 1

, ,.,ua 40 .foi-

the most urgent and 1

1

^ \vhicli form
the subjects of the v . .

: There is a
special ward of 32 beds fur'tli, rcceptiou o£ eases of diseases
ot women and for cases of difficult labour. Beds are also
allotted to the throat and car depnrtinents, to the ortho-
paedic department, and to tlir- fi ,,.4. -,.,.

f,^. j]jp ti-eat-

ment of diseases of the genit'' 1

The medical college fronts i
i

; |,r hospital,
providing accoiununlatiou ft'i I i

, h-lcuts. Thin
contains adiniii' 1:,':,

, .
lii-_ . lil-iary of general

literature, ami .. - ,.e of the residents
and of the UK 11 -. - - . . ruiou. The athletic,
ground at Hjuul L'aL i_,:l. i- .....I-lJ from the hospital
in twenty minutes. The tlordou iUusrum of Pathology,
the Wills Library, the ucwlv built Departments "of
Chemistry, Physics. Pathology, nud riiavmacMliwy, and
the school buildings in .

' '

'

,
,'1-

i - ippor-
tunities for a liberal (

' -locial
classes are held for tl:> 1

•
• ^^ for

Medical Degrees of 11: ! ud i\;i- the
first F.R,C,S.Eug. Spr(i:i !.,.;,

,
idcd to meet

the requiremcuts of the uiii\. 1,1 - ••<
i laddu, Oxford,

and Cambridge iu general ji.Tlhi! ^ :•,'. .1 ;ii macolotiy,

with.iiii !., i:.. .

•

' '•
: ,1 . .

, ! , ,
,

•
_, ,,f tho

candid. ii' -. .-
i 1 , n. : .; :,,. ,|ieal

staff, .'-I (..II ,,i.T. pill, nr .itti. <! -. ;-j
!

:. ..
, ii!.<. 20

assistant house surgeons, 8 honso snr i!uuo
house-surgeons, and 9 resident obst. aro
appointed annually. The housepli; i.-iiisc-

surgeons, obstetric residents, ami 1 ,.:,. ii.jusc-

surgeons I11.I.I ..i;i,..
1

,r .;• -, :.; ;! 1 receive freo
board ami l,,o.,in m ;!, ,,|'.

. I ,, , ..idcnt is pro-
vided will, r.i in : . . ,

: .
. ::,! dnrins tho

period of his -!!.
-

'
I 1 :; ,11 i.; the

clerkships an. I iii> :!! i" ', ! :
1 i.^ical

wards, student- i
;

, iuical
assistant, dre-.

. 1 : , , ut.^ of
ophthal l.,'j\. !.M-. 'r .!.

.
I

,
• -, :-, -: of

children .1 -
,

, ''losy,

otoloy\
.

I

; !

' ! u -
;

, . \l..rtt

thau'l'/" .' -Il ! ; ,.;•.. :•,.
,

I !,. i •
.

;
:,.l,'l, I M tl).)

list of (!.. :. I ;. .
-. .! : •- !

,

I
,-, .1. tho

majorit; !
i

i •! I. ; . -,.• .- .,,:.;

Srhrh'^ r I
:

:• -.iiinq

two ol

Genen
genera
£5; J

Schola
Memo.

tioii of £42 (tenable for three yeai-s rded bv examination

Fees.—First year (preliminary science or first conjoint)

J;26 5s„ or £21, according to course. Second and third
years. £63 in two equal instalments. For the course of

clinical study, in the fourth and subsequent years,

entrance fee. £10 10a. ; annua! composition fee, £31 10s.

thcauin
withoui
these sn

£100 is

FrcH.—kn annual composition fee is paid by all students
until a registi-able qualification is obtained. Further in-

formation may bo obtained from the Dean of the Medical

School.

Ki.vo's CoLLKia: Ifosrrr.tL.

Tin: medical school carried on in eouuexion with this

institution, at Denmark Hill, deals, as do the si.ster insti-

tutions at Westrninstrv and University Collcac Hospitals.
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•m'Mi tho advauccJ oi- final subjects ot Ibo medical curn-

cnluiii. The arraugemcnts foi- educatiou in these subjects

ail! vciy complete. The new aud up-to-date hospital con-

tains over 600 beds, many of which arc given up to tho

4lh London General Hospital (T.F.). Theic aie special

departments for diseases of women and children, norvoua

diseases, ophthalmology, otology, lai-yugology, dermatology,

dental hnr'_;ory, etc.; pathological and vaccine departments.

Aj'/'uinfiii'iits.-Si's.teon resident medical aud surgical

officers are appointed yearly, as well as dressers aud clerks

in tho wards, out-patient departments, post-mortem room,

and special departments. Each of the special departments

lias several clinical assistants, and thore are six registrars,

most of whom receive salaries. There is also a Union

Olub, which combines athletics, music, and other societies

conucctcd with the school, and provides also a common
room.

Fees.—The composition fee is 70 guineas if paid m one

sum, or 72 goiueas in two instalmcuts (one of 40 guineas

at entrance and the other of 32 guineas at the commcnce-
lucnt of llic second year).

The presjiectus of"the school can be obtained on applica-

tiiin to its Secretary, S. C. Rauner, M.A.Cautab., King's

College Hu.piiul, Denmark Hill, S.B,

The London.
This hospital (which contains 922 beds) and its medical

college and dental school are iu the Mile End Road,

Whitecliapel. All the departments are modern, and
adapted for the teaching of all subjects in the curriculum.

Special classes for the lirst and second M.B.Lond., tho

primary and final Fellowships, and otlicr examinations

are held. A residential hostel on hospital ground has

been opened for the convenience of students who wish to

live near tho wards aud casualty dcpartmeuts. The
athletic ground is at Higliams Park, and is open to all

members of the Clubs Union.
Appolnlmcnis.—The salaried appointments open to

stndeuts arc those of medical registrar (6), surgical

registrar (3), obstetric registrar, registrar in the car,

nose, and throat department i2\ medical, surgical, and
obstetric tutors ; senior dressers to out-patients ; clinical

assistants in the medical, surgical, ophthalmic, aural,

light aud skin, ortliopaedic, aud electrical departments.

There are 2 resident accoucheurs, 6 resident house-

physicians, and 9 resident Iiouse-surgeons, 7 receiving-

room officers, 2 emergency officers, 1 assistant director of

Pathological Institute, and 3 pathological assistants, also

paid and unpaid clinical assistants in the various special

Separtments. In addition there are numerous assistant-

ships, clerkships, and dresserships in the various depart-

ments.

Baxter Irize, i i
. i

. . "-ery,
£5 5s.; Prize in P i I

, ,, I! ,-),ital

Meaical Collcy. , . '.' ,j M i- . i l-\vLaich
Funds amount Uj -j---. .^-i,^..

Fees.—Full course, entrance fee, 15 or 20 guineas,

according to examinations passed ; annual fee 30 guineas.

Full information may be obtained from the Dean at the
London Hospital Medical College, Mile End, E.

St. Mipy'
This school .and its I'.o-)

in the neighbourhood *

diugton, Bayswater, ai '

especially convenient I /

the immediate vicinity.

i-d in Praod Street,
il districts of Pad-
I'.gton, and are thus
1 wisli to reside in

approved lodgings

kept in tho office of tho Medical School

Tlio athletic ground at Park Royal, Acton, is easily

accessible from the Medical School. It i s seven acres in

area, and provides ample accommodation for the various

athletic clubs; the pavilion is large and well equipped.

Tho hospital contains 305 beds, of which 31 are devoted
to treatment by therapeutic inoculation.

Tho Medi' ,1 ".]• 1 jjiovides complete courses in tho
preliminai V 1

: ) liate subjects of the curriculum
which are i. _ ! ; y the University of London as
approved eo m .,1 -liiurual students. Students may
join in Octobef, January, or April.

Tho departments of biology, chemistry, anatomy,
physiology, aud pathology are under the direction of full-

time lecturers, and special courses arc provided twico
yearly for tho Primary F.R.C.S. In addition, special

tuition is provided for the Intermediate and Final Exami-
nations of tlie universities of Oxford, Cambridge, aud
London, and for the Final F.R.C.S.

All clinical appointments in the hospital are free to
students of the school, the term of office in eacli case being
of four months' duration, and the resident medical officers

are chosen by competitive examination. Six housc-
lihj'sicians, six house-surgeons, four obstetric officers, and
two resident medical officers to the inoculation wards are
apjiointed each year, and receive board and residence in

the hospital. A lai'ge number of salaried appointments
are open annually to qualified students, including those of

medical registrar, surgical registrar, casualty physician,
casualty house-surgeon, resident assistant anaesthetist,

assistant curator, together with several demonstratorships.
In the inoculation department there are nine assistant-

ships, the salaries of which amount to £1,600 per annum.
Schohinhipf-Thtixe are Entrance Scholarships in Natural

Science ; oiic of f100, one of £50, one of £25, aud two Dni-
versity Seliolai'ships of £52 10s. awarded annually by competi-
tive examiuatiou in September.

Fft's.—The composition fee for students is £140 if paid
iu one sum, or £145 if paid in four instalments. University
students wiio have completed their examinations in anatotuy
and physiology are admitted on payment of a coinpositi' lU

fee of 65 guineas (i'GS 5s.) paid in one sum, or 70 guineas
(£73 10s.) if paid in two annual instalments. A system of

annual tees is also in operation for students who prefer it.

Separate courses of lectures, laboratory work, or hospital
practice may be taken.
The School Calendar and full information can bo

obtained from the Secretary, St. JIary's Hospital Medical
School, Paddington, W.

The Middlesex,
The school and hospital arc in Mortimer Street, W., close

to Oxford Circus, Goodge Street, and Portland Road
sta*'>- .

"'' is a residential college for a limited-
ui ! i:t3 overlooking the hospital garden, a
gv! in the precincts of the hospital, and an
at!::' iihin easy distance at Park Royal. Tho

440 beds, including a wing containing
for patients suffering from cancer, and special

hospital

90 beds
cancer investigation laboratories, which offer unrivalled
opportunities lor the study of this disease, both in its

e!i!!J: '! :ind pathological aspects. In connexion with tho
i,.\.^ :_ iieu laboratories there are several valuable
;_ |]ni;iv,i,ipL; awarded.
There arc special wards for maternity and gynaeco-

logical cases, and for diseases of children and of the skin
aud eye.

The Bland- Sutton Institute of Pathology is under tho
charge of a director. The institute includes a pathological
and anatomical museum, a lecture theatre, large patho-
logical and pnblic hralth laboratories, and smaller rooms
for ei!,',i;il 'I'l. ,.. 1'

, i
( liological, chemical, and

uiiei I

! 1 . material from the wards.
op :• '

. , j departments are carried

out ill I'li 'Il ! ^11 students are eligible for

clerkships iu tho I iboi'atoiies of the institute, and every
facility is given for original investigation.
In the electro-therapeutical department special attention

is given to the treatment of lupus and cancer by the x ray,

and opportunities are afforded to students wishing to

become acquainted with the use of the apparatus omploy.d
in this method of treatment. An cleotro-cardiogiaphic

department has also been established.
AppoinlmcnU.—Twenty two resident appointments aro

open annually for competition among students of the
hospital. The officers reside and board in the residential

college free of expense. Two casualty medical and tw.i

casualty surgical officers, aud two resident officers to tho

special departments, are appointed annually. Eight
housc-surgcous aro acDointcd every year at intervals of
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two months, after esaniinatiou ; six hou=eplij'siciaiis aio
also appointed annually at similar intervals. An obstetric
and t;yuaccological lioiise-surgeou is appointed every six
uuMiths. In tho outpatient doirartmcuts the appoiut-
luents arc: clerk and dresser to the physicians and sur-
Kcous to out-patients; clerk in the departments for dis-
eases of the skin and nervous diseases; dresser to tho
department for diseases of women, to tho ophthalmic
snrgeon, to tho throat and car dopartmout, and to tho
dental surgeon. Extern midwifery clerks and posi-moykm
clerks are also appointed. Tho appointments are so
arranged that every student may, during his course, hold
all the out-patient and inpatient clerkships and drcsser-
Bliips. Students must have held an outpatient clcrksliip
and dresseiship before being eligible to hold inpatient
clerkships or dressci-ships. No student can bo appointed
to any of these offices until he has passed the second
examination of the Examining Board in England m
il-s ecjuivalcut. Xon-i-esident qualified clinical assistants
are appointed in the iledioal. Surgical, Skin, Neurological,
Ophthalmic, Throat and Ear, Odoutological, Children's,
and Electro- therapeutical Outpatient departments.

"^l-liolarsliips.—Three Entrance Scholarships, ^aUie £100, £50
»nil £25 respectively, are open to students coranienriniJ Hmir
medical stiiJies in April or October, 1915. \n
Scholarship, of the value of £50, is - '

universities of Oxford and Cambndi,"-
curriculum for, or passed the exain 1

physiology. The examination for th
))lace on September 20th, 21s(, and L'l^i .

Biou must be made on or !

joining the school in the pr<
liUcas Scholarship, value £l:::i

nation of the head master in
Ijassed the first examination i : inrai.-ai .1,-1

bcientific Examinatioui. There is also a s-

i50, awarded aunuallv to students from New /
tiou to the Entrance S.liolarsliips, thoro arr ;i

valuable scholarships. 1; 1. ,;, ;ind pviiii.ii inn-;

Jintranco
Is of the
• hAea the

Freeman Scholarsb;'
Scholarship, value i- : \l

Ijcopold Hudson Prize, valuo
lishibitiou, value 10 yuiueas.

; ami tiie Sci

\:ilue X60
' £55 5s.;
Mrdal and
:ilac £25;
oud Year's

Fees.—The composition fee for students taking the
University of Loudon degree is 145 guineas, or by five equal
annual instalments of £32 lis. For those who have passed
the first examination for medical degrees the fee is £'120
guineas, or by four equal annual instalments of £34 2s. 6d.
Students taking the Conjoint Board diplomas pay 135
guineas, or by five equal annual instalments of ^30 9s.
Students who have passed the First Professional Examina-
tion pay 115 guineas, or by four equal annual instalments
of £-32 16s. 3d. For members of universities and others
who have completed their anatomical and physiolooical
studies the fee is 70 guineas, or by three equal annual
instalments of £26 5s.

Further information may bo obtained ou applicatiou to
the Dean,

St. Thojias's.
This school, and the hospital in couucxiou with which
it works, is situated in Lambeth, the joint buildings on
tho Thames facing the Houses of Parliament," and
terming one of tho well-known architectural features
of London.
The school buildings, which arc separated from tho

liospital by a quadrangle, comprise lecture theatres,
laboratories, and class-rooms well adapted for the modern
tcaclnng of large bodies of students in tho subjects of the
medical curriculum. A splendid library and reading-room
and a complete muscnm arc open to all students from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., on Saturdays to 2 p.m. The Students'
Club premises contain a dining room and smoking and
reading room supplied with daily and illustrated weekly
papers, and a gymnasium. Good meals are obtainable at
a moderate tariff. Tho Terrace affords facilities for
exercise and recreation. A cloak-room with lockers, and

lavatory with bath-rooms, are in tho main school
ing. Students are thus able to spend tho wholebuild

day at the school. The sports ground of more than nine
acres in extent is at Chiswick. It can bo reached in forty
minutes from the hospital; it is admirably adapted for
football, cricket, lawn tennis, and athletic sports-

.staff. There
lud connectecl
ii'tment gives
10 is a clinical

itato tho illustra

The hospital proper cunaius 604 beds, and temporary
huts erected n. the quadrauglcs afford accommodation tor
336 additional patients. In aduiliou to the oidinarv
provisions of a great hospital there are connected with
the out-patient department physicians' and surgeons'
rooms provided with ample sitting accommodation, so that
large numbers of students are ciiablcd to follow clos
the practice and teaching of til ,,

,

is a full complement of special ! 1

with the hospital a special tn!i
: :i

opportunity for instruction 01 : 1 1
:.|( ni ,.

theatre, centrally situated, so as to i'a(

tiou of lectures by patients from tlie wards and out-patient
room; it is arrauged al.^o for lantern demonstrations.

JY,° F^^^'y^l
'^^'''' containing 20 beds, gives students

full faci ities tor maternity training, under supervision,
within the precincts of the hospital. This obviates any
necessity for supplementary instruction elsewhere and
fully prepares the student for the extern maternity
practice of tho hospital district. The revised regulations
of tho examining bodies can thus be fully complied

A2jpoin{ments.—An hospital appointments are open to
students without charge. A resident assistant physician
and a resident assistant surgeon are appointed annually
at a salary of £150 each, with board and lodging. Two
hospital registrars, at an annual salary of £150 each arc
appointed yearly. The tenure of these offices may be
renewed for a term not exceeding two years. An obstetric
tutor and registrar is appointed each year at an annual
salary of £50. Eight resident casualty officers and auaes'
thetists are appointed every six months. Four house-
physicians, four house-surgeons, two obstetric house-
pliysicians, two ophthalmic house-surgeons, and ei^ht
chuical assistants in the special denartmeuts are appointed
every three months, and hold office for six months if
recommended for ro-elcctiou. Two research assistants
(bacteriological and chemical) are paid £.?00 per annum
each. Clinical clerkships aud drosscrships to the in-
patient and out-patient departments are available to the
number of 400 each year.

Scholarflups.—There are five entrance scholarships- Two in
Arts, giving one year's free tuition ; one ,.>r ,f150 and one of £60,m Chemistry, Physics, an^ ri,il<- -. t, ,, - ,;,i,.„n who hivp nnf
received instruction ill \::,,.:

[ ,
- o ,?. nfj^tn f,

any two of the follo.Vi;:, I .
• . l'l,\4ilo<t,- ,,,'

universities of the United Kint.l.i.ii, and liave not eni.M cdaq
students in any London medical solinol. \aluahle s,;liolarshii)>!
prizes, and medals are open for competition tluon-hout thowhole c^areer of a student, including a Fellowship of £100 givenby the Salters' Company for research in Pharmacology, and theLouis Jenner Research Scholarship of the annual value of £60
lor Pathological research.

Fees.—The entrance fee for second year's students is
20 guineas

; for third year's students 10 guineas. The
annual composition fee is 30 guineas. For Prelirainarv
Science students the fee is 15 guineas. The fees cover ail
tutorial classes given by the school teachers, and there arc
no extra charges made for materials required in practical
courses. Special courses of instruction are given for
various examinations, and a register of lodgings is keiib
at the school. A list of medical practitioners, cleraymen
and others who receive students is also available. Further
information may be obtained from the Secretary of tho
School, St. Thomas's Hospital, Albert Embankment, S E

Univeesity Cohege HoSPITAt.
The school, which forms part of the Corporation of Uni-
versity College Haspital, is in immediate proximity to tho
hospital m University Street and opposite University
College. It comprises departments of medicine and
clinical medicine, surgery and clinical surgery, midwifery
and_ gynaecology, pathology including morbid anatomy,
clinical pathology and bacteriology, car.liosrapliy, forensic
medicine, mental physiology and mental diseases, dental
surgery, practical pharmacy, an.l other departments for
the study of special diseases, such as those of the eye,
skin, ear, and throat, and for instruction in anaesthetics,
electro-therapeutics, and skiagraphy. The Hospital and
School have acquired the National Dental Hospital and
College as their Dental Departments, thus providing every
facility for tho study of dental subjects.

°
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The school thus provides the final course of study for
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/ -i-*.—Univoi-sity of London and diplomas o£ Tioyal

I'ollfSes of England course for tlio fiist medical exaiiiina-

tion, .f25 : couiso for second and tJiird, £135 ; course after

tlic second nictUoal examination. £90. Composition fee for

course of studj' for other qualifications, i£140. Furihcr
iuformaliou can be obtained fi-om tho Secretary,

King's Coli.kgf.

Since the incorporation of King's College in the University
of London, the instruction given to medical students is

carried out there in the classes of the Faculty of Science
(Medical Division), and deals only with the subjects of the
preliuiinavy and intermediate parts of the curriculum.
Kinjj's College Hospital (see p. 369) is now a separate
institution, and the studies for the flnal examinations only
arc carried out there.

A special class for tho Jlatriculation Examinatio]i is

also Iiold.

There is a large athletic ground at Wormwood Scruhbs,
managed by the Student's' Union Society.

.Si)ioJ.irs7ii/M.- The entrance scholarships are: 1. Two to Com-
WarneforJ Scl'.olai"ship.-5, oai-h £25 tov l-uir .\ea,i's; siil)ie. is

matliematii-s, rlnssics, ili\ii;: .1' .! T-
of £25 for two vears. open
inrt.t:.?<>. elemem'avy iiliv^i.

-

bio!oj;y. The holders of tl..' \' : >
, ,

Kin-j's College Hospital. 3. ];»;.. .c, o. ,„_..i.isi,it,, >.,ii„. ,c^.j, ,a
Jnly, for the best student of the tu-sl, i\;ar. 4. Second \ tar's
scholarship, value £20, for the best student of tho secoud
year.

Fcc-s.—Liformation as to fees can be obtained from the
Dean of the Medical Division of the Faculty of Science at
the College (Professor W. D. Halliburton, M.D., F.K.C.P.,
LL.D., F.H.S.).

Information as to scholarships and subjects of examina-
tions can be obtained from the Secretary of the College.

. University College.
This institution, one of the principal component parts of

the University of Lonaon. possf sses a Faculty of Medical

Sciences whose v, 'il '.ii- ,)ii •,!!• ii!iji-i. i,M V,l, ,1 l^

the group commuMl 1 'J !;: ;;•
: .

.sciences—namely. 1

'

'

1 i .

and also the int>.'i,i. -.'i..- M.'.li.vl ^rvU'-'-i ii;^,.i. :;..

anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology. The De[,ait

lucnt of Hygiene and Public Health prepares for the

diplomas in public health of the Royal Colleges and of the

various universities. Kesearch work is undertaken iu a!!

the above-named departments, as well as in pathological

cheniisCry, the work of which is entirely post-graduate.

It midertakes the education of students in all tho subjects

mentioned, leaving them free to complete their education

in the strictly professional subjects—medicine, surgery.

and tho like—at any one of the recognized schools of

advanced medical studies. The work is somewhat
differently arranged, accordingly as whether the student

has in view the degrees of the University of London or

the diplomas of the Royal Colleges. In either case the

whole work to be done is divided into courses devised

to meet the rcijuirements of different examinations, and
students can join the College for any of them. Tlie

general arrangements for the benefit of students include

membership of the Union Society, with its gymnasium
and atldetic ground. There is also a collegiate residence

for about forty students at Ealing.

Scholarships.—The scholarships and exhibitions obtainable
inclade the Buchnill Scholarship, value 135 guineas, in

cliemistry, physics, botany, and zoology fthe successful student
must complete his work at University College Hospital Medical
Kchooll, aud two entrauce exhibitions on the same subject,
each of the value of 55 gumeas.

Frrg.—The fees for the oom-ses covering the work of the

Fii-st Examination for medical degrees of the University
of London, aud in both parts of the Second Examination,
amount to 84 guineas. The fees for the courses covering

the corresponding examinations held by the Conjoint
Board iu England come together to 79 guineas. These
fees may be divided into payments for the different courses

which it may be desired to take out, but do not cover

tuition for more than a stated period.

A handbook specially relating to this faculty may bo
obtained on application to tho Provost of University

College. -

THE PROVINCES.
TnEBE are iu r, 'm 1 ,1,1 Wales, not counting London,
ten medical ^ '

', x\ iih one exception, supplying
instruction in •-'•'

i> al curriculum. Accoimts ol:

them here folli'. , i: - i- iii;^ placed more or less roughly
iu the order of theii- fouudation. In several cases there is

appended information concerning otiier hospitals than
those directly connected with the school iu question;
such hospitals, officially and unofficially, play a part iu

the education which the students of the school receive,

and iu any case serve as places of additional or post-

graduate study. ^
Oxford and Cambeidge.

Both at Oxford and Cambridge there are medical schools
which I'lunihh ii!i--uipasscd opportunities for obtaining a
goodl:' I

.liiii!:.i V 'nccs and of anatomy,
phy^iii' •

. I I liboratorics are excel-

lent!}
, ,

ills most distinguished.

Both bi..i.i..i.-< (....,.[_ a. Hill i.u.lu.il rurricidum, and there

is uo essentia] teiisou why the student should not complete
his career at either of tbeui, but this is not commonly
done. The local Ii.>piials an- ...mparali^ely small, so tho
authorities I'M. 11! ,: On ,1. 1 ~ . n as they have
completed tin -

..' i:ri ...
, M -oino Loudon

school, and il ,
'

.
, [ocparation for

the liual exa ! 1 1
:

i

' - .
. : r: ., J...: .^[iijrtuiiitics for

gaining clinic ! In .. !. '
, .. -. 1 . .

;. r aud more vaiicd.

UN"n'EC.~l i . "• |)ri;ili\( ('.'II.lMr. ill' "^nTTrrNF,

Tiirs, 11:. }.]. .;..: ~:]i,-„il ,,,£ die Facidi;, :' "1. ::. :
- ..[ the

Univ.:r '.
,

.

'

' :. 11), is in tho uei'.d'i . . New-
castle. 'n t ... .

I classes and leci.;;- ' ccd to

meet tl.." ri'.jiiii i! iits of the uuivf r-r .
•

.'';;.. .icgrees

which the latter giar.ls. and .d- . i!,..- .-[ the other
examining bodies. TIil - .! n;.. .'.. dn ir crk in the pre-

liminary sciences at Aim lic;!.^ I i.dc:;.
, a!>,o part of tho

imiversity, and their cHuic.d \iuik lu tho new Boijal

Vicloria Infirwnri/, an iostitutiou with over 400 beds and
special accommodation for the benefit of students. In a
new wing of the school it.self there are the departments
of bacteriology aud physiology. There' are also in this

wing a gymnasiam and a set ot rooms for the use of the
Students' Union.

Afijuinlmcnfs.—Assistant demonstrators of anatomy
aud prosectors for the professor of anatomy, assistant;

physiologists, pathological assistants, assistants to tho
dental surgeon, and assistants in the eye department,
throat and ear department, and department for skin

diseases, arc elected annually. Four times in the year
clinical clerks and dressers aro appointed for three
months.

£l(Xi.

,shi]

igof

' end of
rest of

' -sioE.
1 Wood

The
i.iccts:

. i.istrong
i s-a.y in soran
^cott Seholar-
The Heath

d every other

Charlton Alenaiiial S.-iiolai-.diii-

to full studeuU entered for the .

their foin-th or I'll'di wintev. Tl -

£500 anenal!-. e .- ,,a .
i .. .le.. -

Gibson r, ...', •Ml .,. .., .''..

Prize, t,. ..I

Gov.i...- .|.-...

Cliuieal )e.
i

. ...

Memorial ^ie-h-l. - '

subject in caiii
ship in Suio.
Scholarship m -e •

'

year. First auaia in li>yo.

Fees.—The composition fee for lectures at the college js

80 guineas. Composition fee for hospital practice .35

guineas, 2>"tus £2 2s. yearly for three years payable to

Committee of Royal Victoria Infirmary. Other informa-

tion should be sought from the Secretary of the School at

Newcastle.
Other Hos2HlaU.~The Hospital for Sick Children and

the Infirmary for Diseases of the Eye throw onon thciv

various departments to students.

Bir.MiNi'.HAjr.

The school in this city is carried on by the Medical

Faculty of the University of Birmingham, its students
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having an adequate number of good laboratories, class-

rooms, and othci' necessaries devoted to their use by the

university. Tlie clinicol work is done at tlio General and
IJueeu's "Hosiiitals, which are amalgamated for tliis pur-

pose. Together they have upwards of 500 beds for

medical, surgical, and special cases, and with an array
of special departments of all kinds, including one for

lying-iu women. Clinical instruction is given in the
wards and out-patient and special departments daily, and
formal clinical lectures delivered weekly throughout the
w inter and summer sessions. Special tutorial classes are
also held alike for the degrees of Birmingham and some
otlier universities and for tlie diplomas of Corporations.

Appoini)ncitts.—Tlie large number of appointments open
to past or other students include tlie following:—At the
General Hospital: 1 resident medical officer, salary
£100 a year ; 1 resident surgical officer, salary JEIOO a
year ; 1 resident pathologist, salary £50 a year ; 2 non-
resident casualty assistant physicians, salary £50 a
year ; 3 nonresident surgical casualty officers, salary

£50 a year; 2 non-resident anaesthetists, salary £50 a
year ; 4 house-surgeons, office tenable for nine months,
iCSO a year; 1 house-surgeon to the gynaecological and
1 to the ophthalmic and aural departments, each tenable
for six montiis, £50 a year; 3 house-physicians, post
tenable for six months, £50 a year ; 1 resident medical
r.ffir, r n' H r Jiffray Branch Hospital, salary £150 a year;
1 i. I

1 '-Uiut at the Jaffray Branch Hospital,
tin:! I'

I I'.r months. At the Queen's Hospital:
5 li<i:i I il,-. "Mti;, and 3 house-surgeons (post vacant
in .Tanuary and April); 1 obstetric and ophthalmic house-
surgeon (post vacant in April and October). These
appointments are tenable for six mouths. Salaries at the
rate of £80 per annum, with board, lodging, nud washing.
One resident dresser, tenable for three mouths; caiididatcs
must previously have attended their lectiu. ~. rlc, and
need not be qualified. At the Mattniily Hosi-ital:

1 liouse-surgoon, salary £50 a year. At the City A\'ork-

house and Worl-house Infiruuiry: 5 resident "medical
officers. At the Birmingham General and Brancli Dis-
pensaries: 12 resident surgeons. At the Birmingham
Lunatic Asylums : 5 assistant medical officers. At the
City Fever Hospitals : 3 assistant medical officers. At
the Children's Hospital : 1 resident surgical officer,

1 resident medical officer. At the Birmingham and
Midland Eye Hospital: 4 resident surgeons. At the
Orthopaedic and Spinal Hospital: 2 clinical assistants
(nou-resident). At the Ear and Throat Hospital : 1 house-
surgeon, £70 a year; 4 clinical assistants (non- resident).
There are also 4 non-resident Poor Law appointments in
the gift of the Board of Guardians.

fiu h.

.1
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Diseases of ChilJren ; offered bienuially; next awai-J, 1916.
Siiliioy Henslmw Exiiibitiou iu I'liysiolojly : One, offered
aiimmllv. Tlio details aud regulations o£ tlio Dickinson
ticli.ilai-sliips— ;1) for Anatomy, (2) for Pathology, 1 3) Reseanli
Siliolarship in Surgery, and (4) Travelling Scholarship in
Me:licine^-\vill be announced later.

i'ees.—The composition fee for the university course in

medicine is 70 guineas, payable in three instahnents o£

30, 20, and 20 guineas, but this sum does not include the
fee to cover the work required for the First M.B.
Examination. This is £25, payable in one sum. A pro-
spectus and further information about the school and
scholarships may bo obtained on applicatipn to the
EegLstrar.

Clinical Worl:—The Royal Eye Hospital, the 3Iau-
chestcr Northern Hospital for 'Wonien and Children, the
woll-knoA\-n Hospital for Children at Pendlebury, and St.

Mary's Hospital for Diseases of Women and Children all

make arrangements for the instruction of students.

Liverpool.
The Medical School of this city is part of the univer.sity,

and, owing to the enlightened liberality of several men of
wealth, is exceptionally well provided with special labora-
tories, as well as with ordinary spacious and well-equipped
class-rooms and laboratories for the instruction of students
liroceeding to medical degrees and diplomas in special aud
ordinary subjects. All the laboratories and other rooms
ai'e situated close to one another and intercommunicate,
together forming large blocks of buildings. The work oi

students throughout all stages of their career is arranged
upon very satisfactory lines, and the teaching hospitals, of

which an account is given below, have amalgamated to
form the clinical school of the universitj'.

A/jpointmtnts.—The nature of the appointments open to
past aud other students at this school will be gathered
from the account which follows of the hospitals forming
its clinical department.

for Research in Pathology aud i'.i

Colonial Fellowship in PatholoL;^ I

Chemistry; a John W. Ga.r. 1

Bacteriology ; aJohnston d i

an Kthel Boyce Fellowshii.
Thomas Fellowship in Snr'.i.'
£100; a University Scholarsliii "I t- :r..ai i-- -!• ;i. .. -

of the Second M.IJ. Examinatiuu- : a >cImjI:ii's1ii|. in .\J,-fli:iii;,;.

Dentistry of £20; two Lyon .J.jiir;, orlMilai-liji-^. ..1 tlif aiinn.
value of £21 each for two years, one f. .r iIp> i^iii' i- ,,11.1 1! -

1 ,
.

for senior students; the Derb\ Exhiliit lull ^1! * 1
"1 ii. (<.<.•

SchoolExhibitionof £15; theTorr (. I
i U

the George Holt Merlal in Physiolog\ : : I

Pathology; the Robert Gee' Prize '
Diseases; two Robert Gee Entrance s< -: ij, i, 1 . ,

,

value of £25 per annum for two years; Orl,bi..aontia J'li/ts,
Senior £3 3s., Junior £1 Is.; Dental' Operating Prizes, Senior
£4 4s., Junior £2 2s.; Ash's Prize in Dental Surgery, value
£2 2s. ; and other Entrance Scholarships.

.

Fees.—Information as to the fees paid for the courses of
instruction provided by the schools should be sought from
the Dean of the Medical Faculty.

The Clinical School.
As many as 9 hospitals have combined to form the

clinical school of the university, these being: The Koyal
Infirmary, the David Lewis Northern Hospital, the Koyal
Southern Hospital, the Stanley Hospital, the Infirmary tor
Children, the Hospital for Women, the Eye and I'^ar

Infirmary, St. Paul's Eye Hospital, and St. George -;

Hospital for Diseases of the Skin. Between them tlicv
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to anatomy. The comfort of the students is secin-od bvcommon rooms and refectory in which they can taiia
meals. It is estimated by the authorities that the
approximate cost of medical education to a student in this
university is £195, plus, of course, the expenses of livin«
during the five years covered by the curriculum. The
General Infirmary has over 420 beds in const nj! n,

, 1

includes gynaecological and ophthalmic warl , ;

out-patient department. The Ida and Rob, 1

:

1

Semi-convalescent Ho.spitals, Cookridge, atl.n In 1 mi he
infirmafy, has over 80'beds. The West Riding Lunatic
Asylum at Wakefield is also open for the study of mental
diseases. Students can, iu addition, attend the practice
of the Leeds Public Dispensary (where the practical in-
struction in dental subjects is also given), the City Fever
Ho.spitals (100 bods), the Hospital for Women and
Children, and the Leeds Maternity Hospital.
A2>pointmeiits.—Oue senior anaesthetist, £50; 7 assis-

tants, i'25 each; medical and surgical tutor, at i*125 each
per annum

; 1 resident medical and 1 surgical officer, each
at £150 per annum

; 1 casualty officer, at £125 per annum
;

1 resident ophthalmic officer, at £100 per annum; 1 resi-
dent aural officer, at £100 per annum ; 1 resident obstetric
officer, at £50 (attached to the gynaecological ward and
an extensive external maternity department) ; 1 ophthalmic
house-surgeon, at £50 per annum ; 3 house-physicians,
each holding office for six months, and 4 house-surgeons,
holding office for six months. Surgical dressers aro
appointed every six months

; physicians' clerks, ophthalmic
and aural dressers, gynaecological ward clerks, gynaeco-
logical_ outpatient clerks, maternity clerks, assistant
physicians' clerks, dermatological clerks, and assistant
surgeons' dressers, dressers in the casualty room, post-
mortem clerks, and laboratory assistants every three
months. A clinical pathologist (^300 per annum), together
with an assistant clinical pathologist (£150). has charge of
the pathological laboratory. A resident medical officer
(honorarium, £30) is also appointed every six months for
the Ida Semi^convalescent Hospital. Appointments are
.ilso open to students at the Leeds Public Dispensary
il senior and 4 junior resident medical officers, with
salaries commencing at £80), at the Hospital for Women
|2 house-surgeons, at iSO per annum, and 2 anaesthetists,
£20), and at the West Riding Asylums.

the resul
university awarils annually a scholarship
i July Matriculation Examination in the

I' -rill Ota trccarlmission to the lectures one -I.. --.-,. .11 in the
e'evei-sitv, wl.iel, :,ie covered by the , e,

. jbe
n.'iniiarx als'' :ev,n-.is a scholarship en t.

; 1 lie first
. .aaiiiuuion. m1 Hi.- value of 40 f,'uinea-, e- 1 .,,;, .,1 a free
:eMiii-,3nin te tijc elmical teaching of the iiii.iUi.ii \

.

/
', es.—The fee for a complete course for the First M.B.

I s i-27 lis.
;
the composition feo for the course for the second

and third examinations is £73 2s. 6d. (for students who
have passed the second examination, £48 16s. 6d.), and for
the clinical work at the infirmary, £42.

Further information can be obtained from the Dean aud
Clinical Subdcau, School of Medicine, Leeds.

l)rovide over 1,200 beds.

Leeds,
The School of Medicine—which is open to both male and
female students—in this city forms the teaching centre of
the Medical Faculty of the University of Leeds, aud is

situated in immediate proximity to the General Infirmary,
where stodents sufficiently advanced receive their clinical
instruction. The buildings were opened in 1894, and
<:x)ntain excellent dissecting rooms, several well-arranged
laboratories for physiolog3', pathology, and bacteriology,
three lecture theatres, and several similar class-rooms.
In addition there aro a library and reading room aud two
museums, one being devoted to pathology and the other

SHEFFIEtD.
In this city the Medical School is one of the dopartmeuta
of the university, being conducted and controlled by its
Medical Faculty, aud occupying practically the entire
north wmg of the quailrangle of the uuiversity buildinog
overlooking Weston Park. The laboratories and lectuie
rooms connected with the subjects of the first and second
examinations — namely, chemistry, ijhysics, biology,
anatomy, and physiology—are, both as regards struc-
tural arrangements aud scientific equipment, on the most
modern aud comjilote Hues. No expense has been spared
in the matter ot a|ipaia!.iis fur tcaeliiug or research work,
and the fa.eilities le,- p,;ieUeal sin.ly ill tlieso subjects aro
as exer i' ilie school.

'^"''
:\- tliere are

labor.'
> lor the most

advam el , .„.^. ^.. ,.,_,.„ e.^uni, which is

open daily. Iu aJtliLiuu, tlieio ii a museum devoted to
materia medica specimens, and a large library and reading
room. There are a number of recreation, athletic, aud
other societies, all under the management of an annually
elected students' representative council, and large and
comfortable common rooms both for men and women
students. In the university buildings there is a refectory
open to all students of the school, and a university journal,
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edited by a joint committee of the staff and
published each term. The ordinary cHnical

e school is done at the Koyal Infirmary and
ii;il, which have amalgamated for the purpose

inictiou, and provide over 500 beds for the
iM liical, surgical, aud special cases, iucludinf;

yt'-

In aUdiliou, Che Koyal Infirmary has special departments
for the treatment of diseases of the skin aud ear, with
Vjcds assigned to them; wliilst at tlic Pioyal Hospital there

are special oul-i)i' i' 'i !
'i. ii.i t ; m-r! , l'-^, 1! -1 ,i-cs of the

throat, ear, skill. -' '<, ' ,mi 1 m ' I't ''1 ims. The
medical and sci

•

': and give

clinical instruction !ii \\r w-w^- .ml ..n; ,1 :ti. at rooms.

Clinical lectures in medicine aud surgery are given

wcekh'. Instruction in the practical administration of

anaesthetics is given at either institution by the anaes-

thetists, and the"/f '
••>' •>:• r>-;aminations at both institu-

tions arc in clin ' rnifessor of Pathology, aud
afford ample uuii. uf this subject. Students
also have the aih iiii^' "i In mga.bleto attend the practice

of the Jessop Hospital for Diseases of AVomen, while

special courses on fever are given at the City Fever
Hospital, aud on mental diseases at the South Yorkshire

'

.

/
' .—The following appointments are open to

'

' 111 have passed their examinations in anatomy
::

I
1, . > : (1) Casualty dresserships, (2| surgical

.1 i 11 'li medical clerkships, (4) pathological olerk-

! iliahuic clerkships, (6) clerk to the skin
o

^
E-Kcept in the case of casualty dressers,

<'.' ,0 ;; I iH.Tits arc made for three months, com-
)ui ucii'.u ' ' 'o -; il.ivof ( ). '.oIh'I'. .lanuarj', April, and
.Inly. 'IL' > . :: . o .

- -. - ini - I 1 two months, begin-

ning on tin.' Iii-i ol .Mi\- looiiili. .\l! --Ludents are required

to hold tlieni, and to liave at/lendcd Llie tutorial classes for

casualty dressers, before being eligible for any other of the
above appointments.

^v;*, ./,,,,/.;„, -Kntrnncp -Vrrilirril t-.-liol,ir>l,in. valiir- from

I 1' lis tees'

rs of age,
otherwise.

, ... ^, . ... .-•A Li- ;-:.:.:. ,IJC also
av, Ardcd lor pr-; -ubjt-cls.

Pees.—The < of £&0, payable in three
instalments, cos. 1 on all the courses of lec-

tures and practical classc.'^. except pharmacy, required for

a degree course in the university, or for the ordinary
({ualiticatious in medicine aud surgery of the Examining
Hoards. It does not include hospital practice, tlic fee for

which is £49 17s. 6d., payable in three instalments.

Bristol.

TuE school is carried on by the Faculty of Medicine of the
imiversity. and provides full instructiou for all its degrees

and diplomas. The allied hospitals (Bristol Koyal Infirm-

ary and Bristol (If noiil !roc|iit:,l,i have between them 470
beds and extcn-:\ '

•
i

n ni i!cpartmcnts. special clinics

for diseases of '\ n i
' ' i'Mreu, and tho.sc f>f the eye,

throat, and caf. m ."Mu n to arrangements for dental

work and large outdoor maternity departments. At each
of these institutions there arc well-arranged jiathological

departments, comprising large pathological museums,
post-mortem rooms, and laboratories for morbid anatomy.
There are also laboratories for work in clinical pathology,

bacteriology, and cytology, in which special iustrnction is

given in these subjects. Departments arc provided and
well equipped for array work, both for diagnosis and treat-

ment, the various forms of electrical treatment, including

high-frequency currents, electric baths, Finsen light

treatment, and massage.
The students of the school have also the advantage of

1 (tending tlie practice of the Koj'al Hospital for Sick
I hildren and Women, containing 108 beds, and that of the

Bristol Eye Hospital, with 40 beds. The total number of

beds available for clinical instruction is therefore upwards

of 600. Excellent facilities are thus afforded to students
for obtaining a wide and thorough acquaintance with all

branches of medical and surgical work. Each student
has the opportunity of personally studying a large number
of cases and acquiring practical skill in diagnosis and
treatment. All clas.ses are open to women.

Appointments.— (1) Undergraduate: Clinical clerkships,
dresserships, also ophthalmic, obstetric, and pathological
clerkships, are teuable at the Bristol Koyal Infirmary and
the Bristol Gcueral Hospital. In these institutions the
dressers reside in rotation free of charge. (2) Post-graduate:
—At the Bristol Koyal Infirmary: Four house-surgeons,
£100 each per annum; 2 house-physicians, jEIOO; resi-

dent obstetric and ophthalmic house-surgeon, iTOO; throat,

nose, aud ear house-surgeon, £100; dental house-surgeon,
£100. All these appointments are made for twelve mouths.
From tlie resident officers a senior resident officer is

appointed at an additional salary of £30. At the Bristol

General Hospital : Senior house-surgeon, £150 per annum ;

casualty house-surgeon, £100 per annum, if another resi-

dent appointment has- been previously held; two house-
physicians, £80 per annum; house-surgeon, £80 per annum,
obstetric house-surgeon, £80 per annum ; dental house-
surgeon, £200 per annum. All these appointments are for

six months, except those of senior house-surgeon and
dental house-surgeon, which are for two years.

Memorial Patholopi.nl v.):..',-,,- Lips, nt ,£10 each; thcTihIiit.s

Memorial Prize, mill, o o, ;. f-r )ii-olicif-nr,y in lu-acti.-al

surgery; theCornm ': 1 --.hcu .Al.j.l.'iis for tiftli-> tar
students for aeneiii I

1 '

. .VLi>jii,-,tiu I'nchard l'ri/;c,

Pri/.i' 11 L .

'

1 111 proficiency; the Crosby
].i . , ;

i
:

1

I inoflciency in surgery; the
Hiii'i -'' .0 I 1 i;.l and 7 guineas; the Suple
lUfili'iii r, ,.. ' L-i.i MM 1:1

1
iumI '1 juineas; the Henry Marshall

Prize, \alue £12, for dressers; tlie H. M. Clarke Scholarship,
value f15, for proficiency in surgery ; the Sanders Scholarshii
value £22 10s., for general proficiency.

Fees.—The fee for all the courses required for thf

medical curriculum, including hospital practice, is 135

Cardiff.
The school in this city is carried on by the University
College of .South Wales and Monmouthshire, and devotes
itself at present principally to training students during the

first three or four years of the medical curriculum, all

classes being open to women students. The courses of

instruction given are recognized by all licensing bodies in

Great Britain, and after passing the tests corresponding to

the first three years of the curriculum, the student can com-
plete his course, for whatever degree he is aiming at, ia

London or elsewhere. Besides this, there is an arrange-

ment with the Management Committee of the infirmary by
which students at the school can take advantage of the

opportunities for acquiring experience afforded in the
wards of this large, well-ordered hospital. Hence many
students, especially from Wales and Monmouthshire, find

it convenient to avail themselves of the advantages of

being able to pursue the earlier part of their medical
curriculum near home. They can also obtain instruction

in vaccination and in the administration of anaesthetics

and with a little additional work can qualify for the B.Se.

degree of the University of Wales. This degree include-

the subjcct.s which comprise the first three years of a

medical student's curriculum, and it (or the B.A.) is a
compulsory degree for those students who propose to sit

for the M".B., Ch.B. of the University of Wales. There is

also a deijartment of public health, in which all the work
for diplomas in State medicine, whether for the Univer.sity

of Wales or other Examining Boards, can be done. A
Chair of Pathology and Bacteriology has been established.

It is hoped that before long a complete Welsh National
School of Medicine will be established at Cardiff, owing
to the munificent offer of Sir William James Thomas to

erect and present to the college a school of preventive
medicine aud medical school buildings, in addition to thi

Physiological L,aboratory he has already provided.
Postgraduate vacation courses are carried on in

association with the Cai'diff Infirmary.

Scliolorxliips.—There is a considerable number of scholar
sliip,g connected with the college, aud open to students of tlu

School of Medicine, information as to which can be obtained on
application.
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F^es.—The composition fee foi" the thveo years' courses

reii'.ui-oil for students proceeding to tlio M.B.Loncl. is

£63 ; tliat for the two years' courses for students pro-

ceeding to a diplouja of the licensing corporations being

i-41 10s. 'Iho composition feo for D.l'.H. classes is £30.

Further information may be obtained on a))plicatiou to

the Ucau of the Faculty of Medicine.

SCOTLAND.
As will be gathered from the following paragraphs, the

facilities for acquiring a medical education in Scotland

are very ample, whether the student bo proceeding to a

university degree or to a diploma. To the descriptions

of its different medical centres is in some cases added an
account of hospitals which either play an official part in

the education given to students as yet unqualified or offer

valuable opportunities for post-graduation work.

is £6 6s. Physics, practical chemistry, advanced jnaotical

physiology, practical pathology, practical anatomy (wiutei\

operative surgerj^ obstetric operations, practical niateriii

medica, including pharmacy, pathological bacteriology,

experimental pharmacology, vertebrate morphology aiid

comparative embryology, are £i 3s. Clinical surgerj',

£2 2s. per term. Clinical medicine, first term, £3 13s. 6d.

;

subsequent terms, £2 2s. No perpetual ticket in tlieso

subjects. Practical botany di

elementary practical zoology,

perimental), practical physiol.i

botany (advaucccll, practical zi

anatomy (suniiii"i 1. :!;,ilir;'| .I-,

larynx, ear, au'! 1- '^

instruction on >
i

phj'siological i

chemistry, m. i!

(medical and .- ;

fee of
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Clinical Worlc.
.

A lav"e uumber of institutions take paifc in tVje clinical

instL-uctiou o£ studeuts attending '!'« Edinburgh schools

the moi-e important of them being the Ed.ubu.gh Koya

Iniiimary; the Royal Victoria Hosp.ta foiCousumption

,

the Royal Edinburgh Hospital for Sick Children
;

the

Edinburgh Eye, Ear, and Throat Infirmary; the Edm-

burs Roval Maternity and Simpson Memorial Hospital,

the Edinburgh City "Hospital for Infectious Diseases at

Colintou Maius ; the Royal Mental Hospital, Morningside ;

and the District Asylum at Bangour Village. iaken

together these institutions furnish some 3,000 beds.

Glasgow.

There arc five medical schools in this city
:
the two

schools of the university, oue of which (Queen Margaret

College) is for women students; St. Mungo's Co lege (the

school of the Royal Infirmary), Anderson s College, and

the Western Medical School.

The Univeesity School fou Men.—The whole course of

study required for graduation (M.B., Ch.B.) at the Uni-

versity of Glasgow can be taken here. Besides ample

provision for lectures there is practical and clinical work

at the hospitals, and practical courses are conducted m
the laboratories of the following departments: Surgery,

Public Health, Pharmacology, Physiology,

Physics, and Botany

for matriculation, class attendance, hospital attendance,

and professional examinations amount to J150.

For further information apply to the Registrar, Glasgow

University.

iJiirsnric;.—Tho followitig

gi-aduates of both sexes: The
tenaljlo for four years. Thi
are |ii-epariii(< for scrvii'eas

cauilidate \\Ih' ''.j : 1
i

^
! i

Fir.st Prof..- .". ' .
' .•

value £16, 1'! .1''
'

'
'

'

The Macliii.!- i -

valup r,t £31 .- : ' '"
attcii'lin.u' ti ^ '< <

tion ill tli:ii I

,' '
'

Anatomy, Chemistry, ^uuiug.y, ^^,,c.^-^, __._-^ ,

" Garden and the Hunterian Museum (Zoology

Pathology.
' Zoology,

the Botanic Garden and the Hi ,.,,.--
and Pathology) are also open to students. New buildings

and equipments have been provided for botany, for practical

.-inatomy, for operative surgery, as well as for pathology;

the very largo additions made a few years ago to the

Chemiciil Laboratory rendered it one of the most extensive

in Scotland. The class-rooms and laboratories for the

departments of Physics, Physiology, Pharmacology and

Materia Medica, and Medical -Jurisprudence and Public

Health, are also of recent erection, and are elaborately

equipped. Four additional chairs of Medicine. Sui-g«i-y.

Obstetrics, and Pathology have been recently established

the Professors being specially attached to the Royal

Infirmary; and a number of University Lectureships in

Clinical Medicine, Clinical Surgery, Venereal Diseases,

Laryngology, Dermatology, Otology, and Psychological

Medicino havo been founded there. The university, m
short, has made great and successful efforts to extend

and improve the "accommodation of the medical depart-

ments to strengthen the teaching staff, and to encourage

post-"raduate and research work. Three very extensive

c-eneral hospitals in the city afford exceptional opportunities

for clinical instruction—namely, the Western Infirmary

(600 beds), near the university, to which the Regius

Professors are attached; the Royal Infirmary (630 beds)

;

and the Victoria Infirmary (260 beds) ;
while the Royal

Asylum (460 beds), the Royal Hospital for Sick Children

(200 beds), the Maternitv Hospital (34 beds), the Glasgow

Eye Infirmary (100 beds), the Ophthalmic Institution

(35 beds), the fever hospitals at Bclviderc (680 beds) and

Ruchill (540 beds), and other institutions afford facilities

for the practical study of special branches. Daring the

present vear (1915) special qualifying exau.mations m
Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery have been held, m order

that candidates who had completed their full curriculuui

ini"ht be enabled to graduate without delay. Nearly all

the successful candidates havo received commissions in

the R.A.M.C.

Bursaries.—Bursaries confiuetl li' ii 'i
^

,
ulty amount

in annual value to about £1,000, \vl.:: '

,
:uiy faculty,

amounting to about the same .an 11 nn in,,, ,:,, he held by

students of medicine, a number ul b^lh .cu ucing open to

wumen. Several valuable scholarships may be held by medical

students who have graduated in Arts. Some of the bm-saries

are described below.

Fees.—The matriculation fee for each year is £1 Is. In

most cases the fee for each university class is i;4 4s., but

in some cases it is £i 3s. For hospital attendance students

pay an entrance fee of ilO 10s. at the Western Infirmary,

with an additional fee of ^3 3s. for each winter and £2 2s.

for each summer clinical course; at the Royal Infirmary

the fees are somewhat similar. The university fee for the

four professional examinations is £23 2s. (£6 6s. oa.ch for

the first and second examinations, and £5 5s. each for

bursaries are open to under-

Gihson Bursary, annual value £36,

3 is open to medical studeuts who
medical missionaries in counexiuii

and vvill be awarded to the eligible

ic highest number of marks in the

•i,>n. One Logan Bursary, annual
cars ;

appointment by the Senate.

i,<e Bursary in medicine, of tlia

,,iMliv t-. the student (of either sex)

I , \',ho stands lirst iu an examina-
1 ,:ir to n.ntinue the practical study
,, i„jn nl tlic Faculty of Medicine.

,;,! valii" EM, trnable for two years,

,,i,i,, ,, ,,!,..,,,,,,,': , xaniination to
'.-.. :-

, <.nd Pro-
,

'
,

,

.,..1 . m that

1. I li.. h.iii.v, lh^' .u.- l.ii.a.lc in any
I,. ,

i , -, leaoh £20 and temU.lo for four

!. r-nnes (each £10. tenable for toui

I l;,i ,1 -^..-wart Bursaries |50 each, tenable

i„li,i;i,u , niu,5t have taken the M.A. degree

is u special examination. Nine Glasgow

Bursaries, for students of Highland descent,

of £25. and tenable for five years; two vacani

the candidate, wht
fessional Examin!
subject and in (hi

Exa,n,iiMi-'i. :
I

facui- r :

yeai -
- 1

I

years'. .Xm'Ii, .,

for lluee >ciu,-.;

of Glasgow. The
Highland Society
of the annual valut ui «,»..,, ..,» „^wu,.,.., .-> ...- . --7—. ,,„,.j

each year. The Carnegie Trust for the Univereities of Scotland

is empowered to pay the whole or part of the university ordinal^

class fees of students of Scottish birth or extraction, under

conditions given in the VnivcrHty Calendar. The Dobbie Smith

Gol Mida" is av.ardcd lor the best essay on a prescribed
r,, ,,,, ,,f botanv. The Brunton Memorial

' inniiallv to the most distinguished
I M vear. The University Commis-

' ,. 1'. make regulations for the ad-

, ,11, in l.nisaiies. scliolarships, and
,,,

; I
!:,, .1,,,, arc offered by the

, , ,
,

.
. 1 .r post-i!radiiatc

,1 , ,, ,
-,1,1

I
;, 'search Scholar-

,,, i,,. ,,,,-:,,;,•. 1,1 medicine of the

sulij

ships ,>

Scottisl; unnci-sitics.

Queen M.\kc;aiiet College.-Iu this, the Women's

Medical School of the University o£ Glasgow, the cour.ses

of study, d..:.. . i.^^alations, ices, etc., arc the same as

for men )) - 1 - i c.l , have their own buildings, with

class-iwin. M,. ,. library etc Thoy are taught

in some cla . - apan, from male students, m otheis

together with them, but m cither case have all the rig'ics

and privileges of university students. Theu- clinical

studies are taken in the Royal Infirmary, where wards

containing 460 beds are available for their use, and m its

dispensary; ,also in the Roval Hospital for Sick Children,

the Glasgow Ear Hospital, the Royal Asylum, Gartnavcl

;

the Ophthalmic Institution, the City of Glasgow iever

Hospitals, Bclvidere and Ruchill, and the Glasgow Royal

Maternity and Women's Hospital.

Scholarship The Arthur Scholarship, annual value £20

tenable fur 1 1
,

, l, - Open to competition by medical

students., I in , . I

,' First Professional Examination in

Octoherciira ' M. , la.larship is the gift of Mrs. Arthur,

of Barshaw, ai.-i 1 >
- -

1 a ical to women medical studeuts.

Board for Sliulcnts.—\ house of residence for women

students. Queen Margaret Hall, is situated near the college.

The cost of board and residence is from 17s. 6d. to 25s. fad.

per week, according to accommodation. Full information

can be obtained from the Mistress, Queen Margaret

College, or from the Warden, Queen Margaret Hall, buto

Gardens, Glasgow.

St. Mungo's College.—This is the Medical School of

the Royal Infirmary, which is the largest in Glasgow.

The Infirmary is situated in Cathedral Square, C'astlo

Street, and has car communication with every part of tlio

city. St. Mungo's College is in the infirmary grounds.

The infirmary has (including the ophthalmic tlepart^

ment) over 660 bods, the average number occupied in 191,5

beino over 600. There are special beds and wards ior

diseases of women, of the throat, nose, and ear, venereal

diseases, burns, aial scpti.- cas_cs. In the ont-patieut

department the at,l. cl,, n. ,
-, ,1: T '!.. mn.

In addition to the 1.' > 1, ,
i> '

'

there are dcpartin. ,1 ,,

eases of -women, of tin ilic, ,il .'.nd n .-

nvo. of the skin, and of the teeth. Tin

180,000.

)f the

the thkd '^^d fouith). For the whok coiriculum the fees equipped electrical paviUon, and yeav by year the latest
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and most approved apparatus for diagnosis and treatment
is aJdetl.

Appointmenls.—Five house-physicians and ton house-

surgeons, who must be fully ciualitied, are appointed every

six mouths, and board iu the hospital free of charge.

Clerks and dressers are appointed by the physicians and
sui-geons. As a large number of cases of acuto diseases

and accidents of a varied character are received, these
appointments are very valuable.

Fees.—The average class fee is £2 2s. The fees for all

the lectures, practical classes, and hospital attendance
necessary for candidates for the diplomas of the English
or Scottish Colleges o£ Physicians and Surgeons amount to

about i70. The classes are open to male and female
students.

The Akdeeson College of Medicine.—This school pro-

vidr«; '~ iucation in all subjects o£ the curriculum both for

III ^''.al and dental students. The school buildings are

^. jated iu Duuibarton Koad, immediately to the T\x-t of

tue entrance of the Western Infirmary, -within two
minutes' walk of that institution and four minutes' walk
of the university. The hospital practice and clinicul

lectures are provided iu the Western or Koyal Infirmary
;

pathology in the Western or Royal Infirmary; vaccination

and dispensary practice in the Western or Royal Infiiniary

Dispensary. These classes are recognized by all tho
licensing corporations in the United Kingdom, and also by
the Universities of London, Durham, Glasgow, and Edin-
burgh (the latter two under certain conditions which are

stated in the school Calendar). The courses (lectures and
laboratory) in public health are also recognized by tlie

Scottish Licensing Board, Queen's University of Belfast,

the Irish Colleges, and the University of Cambridge.
Fees,—The fees for the lectures and practical work

required by ordinary students range between 1 and
5 guineas a session. In the Public Health Department the
fee for a six months' course is £12 12s. The Carnegie
Trust pays the fees of students at Anderson's College on
conditions regarding which particulars may be obtained
from the Secretary, Carnegie Trust Offices, Edinburgh.
A Calendar will be sent on receipt of a post-card by the

Secretary to the Medical Faculty, the Anderson College

of Medicine, Glasgow W., who will forward any further

information which may be desired.

Glasgow Western Medical School.—This school,

which is situated in University Avenue, faces the prin-

cipal entrance to the university, and is not far from the
Western Infirmary. The subjects in which it aftbrds

instruction by means of lectures and demonstrations are

anatomy, medicine, surgery, ophthalmology, dermatology,
midwifery, gynaecology, and diseases of the car, the tlirmit,

and the nose. Some of the classes qualifj' for tlie mcdieal
degrees of the university, and also for the diplomas of the

Scottish Conjoint Board. The fee for most of the subjects

is £2 2s. There is no matriculation fee. Further par-

ticulars relating to the school.can be obtained from its

Secretary, Mr. J. N. Morton, 58, Bath Street, Glasgow.

Clinical WorJc.
The opportunities for obtaining clinical instruction and

experience are ample, the following institutions all making
arrangements for the benefit of ordinary and post-gnuli'.ate

students: The Royal Infirmary, tho Glasgow ^^'cstlJrn

Infirmary, the Glasgow Eye Infirmary, the Roy,Tl II. s; ital

for Sick Children, and the Glasgow Hospital for Dis. ases
of the Kar, Nose, and Throat.

St. Andrews and Dundee.
The medical departments iu these two teaching centres
(»ter sixjcially for .students proceeding to the degrees of

the University of St. .\udrcws, but admit other students
as well. In the former city the United College provides
education in all subjects of the first two years. In
Dundee, University College provides for tho needs of

students from the beginning to the end of tho five years'

curriculum. Its buildings are modern, and contain labora-

tories and work-rooms for anatomy, jihysiology, materia
medica, pathology, ophthaimolog}', public health, medicine,
surgery, and gynaecology. The clinical work of tho school
is facilitated by various in.stitutions. The class fees aro
4 guineas for systematic classes, and 3 guineas for practical

classes. The hosi)ital ticket is £1 Is. for thrco months.

£3 3s. a year, or perpetual jCIO in one sum or £10 10s. in

instalments. Added up, the fees for the curriculum,
exclusive of the examination fees, amount to il36 10s.
In connexion with both institutions there are bursaries and
scholarships of considerable value, which are awarded
after competitive examination. Information as to theso
can be obtained from the Secretary of the University of

St. .\ndrews. Information regarding the clinical facilities

may be obtained from Professor Kynoch, Dean of tho
Medical Faculty, Medical School, Dundee.
A special Final Examination will be held in October,

1915, in order to facilitate early graduation.

Clinical Worl:
Good opportunities for clinical work are afforded by tho

Dundee Royal Infirmary, the instruction given thereat being
recognized for purposes of graduation by all the Scottish
universities, tho University of London, the University of

Cambridge, the National University of Ireland, and by tho
Royal Colleges of England and Scotland.

IRELAND.
There is a choice of six schools for those prosecuting
their medical studies in Ireland, .and for clinical instruc-

tion the choice is equally satisfactory and varied, though
the hospitals themselves are comparatively small. Some
accoimt of the schools follows

:

DUBLIM.
The School of Physie.

This school is in Trinity College, Dublin, and is carried

on under the joint auspices of the University of Dublin
and of the Koyal College of Physicians in Ireland ; the
King's professors of institutes of medicine (physiology),

practice of medicine, materia medica, and midwifery
being appointed bj' the latter. Clinical instruction is

given at Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital, and some twelve
other metropolitan hospitals ond asylums are recognized

by the Board. A three weeks' post-graduate course is

given each autumn, and covers all departments of

medicine and surgery. Information concerning the post-

graduate course can be obtained from Dr. Alfred Parsons,

27, Lower Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin.

A special Final Examination will be held on September
13th, 1915, for students who have at least five years' credit

for attendance in the school and w ho are volunteering for

active service in connexion with the war.

The Schools of Surgery.

These are schools carried on in Dublin under the super-

vision and control of the Council of the Royal College of

Surgeons. They are formed of the college's own school,

combined with two famous old medical schools—Carmichael
and Ledwich ; they are attached to the college by charter.

The buildings contain spacious dissecting rooms, one set

apart for lady students, and special pathological, bacterio-

logical, public health, chemical, and pharmaceutical labora-

tories. Advantage can be taken of the lectures and
instruction afforded by students otherwise unconnected
with the college.

Pri:^'. \nvwj. tlio in-i.-es r.ninuillv awaiHea .ire: The Barkei
Ana; .1 : . .

; , li-jlarship (£15i

;

the ^' '' Surgery, and
the >, class prizes o£

£2 and : . :. > "-Iso be given
in each subj'.'Ct.

The next session begins October 15th. A prospectus can
be obtained post free on application to Mr. Alfred Miller,

Registrar, Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin.

University College.

This is one of the constituent colleges of the National

University of Iceland, and at present conducts its work
at bitildings on St. Stephen's Green, at those formerly

occupied by the Cecilia Street School of Medicine, and
at tho University Buildings iu Earlsfort Terrace. Its

permanent home is not yet ready. It possesses a good

library, and the arrangements for the teaching o£ medical

students from beginning to end of the curriculum are

adequate. The teaching staff is numerous, and through it

the college is connected with niany of the hospitals of tho

city. Students, however, are allowed to pursue their

studies at any of the hospitals recognized for the purpose

by the university.
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CUnlcal Worl:
There arc numerous \m11-tirranged liosp'tals iu and

around the citj-, and almost all of these are rccogoized for

teaching purposes by the Conjoint Board of Ireland, the

University of Dublin, the National Uuiversity of Ireland,

and by like bodies elsc^vhcic in the United Kingdom.
Aujong them are the Mater Miscricordiae Hnsi>ital, with

345 beds; Dr. Steeveus's Hospital at Kin- li "
';:-

.
iih

200; Meath Hospital and County Dublin I' i

-

:'li

160; Mercer's Hospital, close to Trinity ( <
'

o
;

the Koyal City of Dublin Hospital, with I'J.-] ; ipl \.I< ' .i.l.t

Hospital, witli 140 ; the Royal Victoria Eye and Ear Hos-
pital, with 100 beds; Sir Patrick Dun's, which has a

direct connexion with tlie School of Physic, and the com-
bined iustiiutions fuiuied bv the HardwicUo Fever Hos-
pital, tlic Kiclimnnd Sui-irai If-i-pilal. and the Whitworth
Midi.al Ho pil:il, '.vitli an a^i-ivi^ate of 230 beds. As for

tliat lau.wii as tlif liotunda Hospital, this practically con-

sists of two distinct hospitals, and is believed to be the

largest combined maternity and gynaecological hospital in

the United Kingdom. It receives nearly 3,000 patients

every year, and. apart from ordinary out-patient work of a
gynaecological order, annually attends approximately 2,000

women at their own homes during their confinement. It

possesses residential quarters for students, and, taken as a
wliole, offers exceptional opportunities for study both to

ordinary students and to post graduates of any nationality.

Belfast.
The Medical School is part of the Faculty of Medicine

of Queen's University, Belfast, and provides a complete
medical curriculum for all purposes. The laboratories in

connexion with ti '
, i Ls of biology, chemistry,

pliysiology, paili i\, physics, and materia
medica are all c !iere is a Students' Union
which gives stuo. .

, lutage of dining rooms,
reading rooms, a library, and various recreation rooms.
"Women are eligible as students. Clinical instruction is

given at the Koyal Victoria Hospital, which was rebuilt a
few years ago and has 300 beds, and the Mater Infirmorum
Hospital, which has 150 beds. Other hospitals open to

the students of the university are: Tlic Maternity Hospital,
the Ulster Hospital for Women and Children, the Hospital
for Sick Children, the Ophthalmic Hcspital : the Benn
Ulster Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital ; the Union Infirmary
and Fever Hospital ; the Fever Hospital, Purdysburn ; the
.District I,iiiiri<ic -\svhnn. the Samaritan Hospital, Forster
Green Ho-,..'-' '>-

I
>'

. a<es of the Chest, and the Belfast
Hospital h. ^ ! 1 ': • -I ,-.

Srl!,.J.i,-^h ,. valucof «Ofnrli, avensosnc^las

Fees.—The cost of the curriculum intended for students
proceeding to the degrees of the Queen's t'uivcisiiy o£
Belfast is, approximately, X'105. U'hi- iuciudt -^ t :La:,;ii;r.-

tion fees and a perpetual ticket foi' alUudanca a; the
Koj'al Victoria Hospitaler the Mater lufinuoiuui Hospital,
but not fees for the special hospitals. The course for the
Conjoint Board costs about the same amount. A pamphlet
containing full information can be obtained on ap>plication

to the Secretary, Queen's University, Belfast.

UXIVEBSITY CotLEGE, CoRK.
This institution, formerly known as Queen's College,

Cork, is one of the constituent colleges of the new National
University. It holds -examinations for all the faculties
of that university, in addition to continuing the work
which it has hitherto performed—namely, that of providing
education adapted to the needs of medical students at all

stages of their career. Its first aim is to fit students for
the degrees of the new university, but students proceeding
for the examinations of the Conjoint Boards of England.
Scotland, or Ireland, the Society of Apothecaries of
London, or the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland, or Loudon
l-hiiver-sity, can arrange the courses of lectures which
they attend, and the order iu which they attend them, to

meet the requirements of those bodies. Certificates ol

attendance at the college cour.se.s are also accepted by
the University of Cambridge. Clinical instruction is giveii

at the North and South Infirmaries (each 100 beds) and at
the Cork Union Hospital (1,200 beds). Students can also

attend the Mercy Hospital (60 beds), the County and City
of Cork Lying-in Hospital, the Maternity, the Hospital for

Diseases of Women and Children, the Fever Hospital, tiie

Ophthahnic and Aural Hospital, and the Eglington Lunatic
Asylum. The session extends from October to .Tuno

inclusive. The college contains laboratories iu t.lia

departments of biology, chemistry, physiology, patlio-

logy, and materia medica and pharmacy, and there are
a botanic garden and plant-houses iu the grounds.

Scholarsliips.—Over £4,000 is available annually for scliolar-
sliips in the college. Particulars a.s to each of them can be
oTjtained on apijlicatiou to the Registrar.

Fees.—The fees for the lectures and hospital attendances
required by the National University of Ireland cour.se,

including examination fees, come to about j£120. Furtlier

information can be found in the college regulations, or

obtained on application to the Registrar.

UxiVERSiTY College, Galwav.
This institution is one of the constituent colleges of tiie

National University of Ireland, and includes Faculties
of Arts, Science, Law, Engineering, Commerce, and
Medicine. Candidates for degrees in medicine must
reside for three jears. For the remaining two years
certificates from any recognized medical school are

accepted. The college buildings are well lighted and well
ventilated, and contain dissecting rooms, an anatomical
theatre, and laboratories for the study of physiology,
chemistry, physics, and other departments of medical
science. For pathology and chemistry new laboratories

are now provided. It has good grounds surrounding it,

and there are many arrangements, such as a library and
an athletic union, for the benefit of those belonging to the
Medical Faculty, as well as for students in other depart-
ments of the college. The clinical teaching, whicii is

recognized as qualifying not only for the degrees of the
National University, but for those of London University
and the diplomas of the various colleges in the three
kingdoms, is carried ou at the XSalway County Hospital,

the Galway Union Hospital, and the Galway Fever
Hospital. The former is a general hospital, and at the
two latter students liave ample opportunities of studying
zymotic nii^l < liKriii.- diseases. The Union Hospital has a
special waul tor di.stasr.s of children. The college entrance
scholarshii's nuuibcr twelve, and range in value from i;30

to i'25 each. They are open to all students, including

those of the Facultj' of Medicine. For students in their

second, third, and fourth j'ears, two scholarslups are in

each year reserved for those belonging to the Faculty of

Medicine. Further information can be obtained on
application to the Registrar.

CLINICAL HOSPITALS IN ENGL.VND.
There are a great many hospitals in the United Kingdom
which, thou;_;li II' t roun. rtcd with any medical school,

open their do. I .
; !h . i . those who have yet to become

qualified, to ih - ii > doing post-graduation work, or

to both. TLm lai ili!ii - they offer for gaining practical

clinical experience are \ ery great, and should not be over-

looked. Their honorary staffs commonly make a point oi

giving what instruction opportunit}' offers, and at those
which arc situated in the larger towns there arc often

appointments as clinical assistants to be obtained. Ju
addition, thej' all have to offer, at shorter or longer

intervals, appointments iu the way of resident medical
officersliips, house-phj'sicianships, and hoiise-surgeoucies.

These are usually paid offices, which may be held for

periods varying from six months to a year. Some of those

situated in the great medical centres iu the provinces, and
in Scotland and Ireland, have already been mentioned in

speaking of the medical schools in these localities, but it

should he added that there are many other provincial

hos}iifa; ' !a; ;i hiLirablc work is done, and at which
much ': o,: , ii.aienco can be gained both by senior

and ji .
••'•,

. and by those already admitted to the

Mi:d:r I. J . Cases in jjoint arc the Royal Infirmary,

Bradford; the Royal Sussex Coimty Hcspital, Brighton

;
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tlic Koyal United Hospital, Batli ; the Keut aud C;iutov

bury Hospital ; Deibyshiro Royal lutinnai-y ; tlio Koyal
Albert Hospital aud Eyo lulinuary, Dovoiiporl ; {lie

Koyal Devon and Exeter Hospital ; "the West of Euy-
laud Eye lufuaiary, Exeter ; the Gloucestersliiro

Koyal liitiruiary and Eye Insiitutiou ; the Royal lu-

lirniary, Leicester; the County Hospital, Lincoln; tlic

ticucral Hospital, Xorlhaniptou ; the Nuifolk aud Norwiuli

Hospital; the General Jl.jspital, Nottingham; the Koyal
Tortsujouth Hospital ; tlie Koval South Hants and SouUi-

nniptou Hospital; the Stalluiclshirc General luliniiaiv,

Sti'lTord; the North Scaftoixlshirc Inlinuavy at HaiLshiU;
Uie Royal Hants County Hospital, \Yinchester ; the

\Vol\-er4iaiupton and Staffordshire General Hospital, aud
llic County Hospital, York. As for hospitals in the

metropolis, so many of these play the part of clinical

.schools that it is worth while to classify them.
Ofiiernl JIusjntiih.—These include the Dreadnought

Hospital at Greenwich, and its annexe at the .\lbcrt DojIj,

which form the head quarters of the Loudon School of

('liuical Medicine and the Loudon School of Tropical

^Medicine; the West London Hospital and the Prince of

Wales's Goueral Hospital, Tottenham, both of these being
described in the article on postgraduate work; the Great
Xorthern Central Hospital, HoHoway Koad, an institutiou

coutainicg 185 beds ; and the Temperance Hospital in

Hauipstead Road.
Children's Hospirah.—There are at least five of those,

the leader among them being the Hospital for Sick
(..'liildron. Great Oi-mond Street, which has 240 beds.

There are also the East London Hospital for Children,

Shadwell, with 124 cots ; the Queen's Hospital for

Childreu, Bethual Green, with 154 ; the Victoria Hospital
for Children, Chelsea, with 104 : Mr H< 'Mnv. llwpitr-.l for

Children, which has a con ;
n I. pLut-

ment, but in-patient accomiu iiihcii;

the Paddiugtou Green Chil.l ii .iinli'jn

of about the same size; auil 'J 1 : ,
i

1
i i !f Sick

Children, SouthwarkBridg. 1; 1 1

Hos2>itals for Wcincn.^'i:\i,^ : : .
^i

1 ilottc's,

which specializes in the Ic.iLKiiiL i. ^ ' ' ,v : tli-

Samaritan Hospital for Women, .\1 :
I:

.
;

Hospital for Women, Soho Square ;
'

'
I

lor Women, Fulham Koad; and llir \. 1: :«;

Women in Euston Road, the latter be in l; hi the natnro ot

a general hospital so far as concerns the class of case
treated.

Eye Hospitals.— Tha largest of these is the Jlooifieids

Eye Hospital, City Road, with 138 beds an! •: v, ;
: ,

out-patient depai'tment; others are the Koyal \V> ::' ;

Ophthalmic Hospital, near Chariug Cross, .',.
i ', i

Eye Hospital, Southwark, each with about -10 "utMis;

aud the Central Loudon Ophthalmic Hospital, Jiidd
Street, W.C, with 28.

Fever Hospiluh.— Tho Metioiio'itan A ;\ hiras Board has
nuder its control a good iii:n, , , lor the treat-

ment of the more serious ;
: s, and makes

special arrangemeuts for tl; t students iu

this subject, and grants ccit,,, , ,.„ tlic cud of the
courses. Detailed information should be sought from the
Clerk to the Board, Victoria Embankment.

Chest Hospiials.—The largest of these is the Brompton
Hospital for Consumption, which has 333 beds and a largo

sanatorium at Fiimlc.y with 150 beds. There is also tlic

City of Loudon Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, Victoria
Park, with 175 beds, and the Royal Hospital for Diseases
of the Chest, City Koad, which has recently reorganized
its various deparinicnts with the object of better fitting
itself to act as a tuberculosis school.

Nose, Throat, and Ear Hospiials.—The institutions
which confine their work to disorders ot the throat, nose,
and ear all make special arrangemeuts for the benefit of
senior and post-graduate students. They arc the Metro-
politan Ear, Nose, and Throat Hospital, Fitzroy Square

;

the Royal Ear Hospital, Dean Street; the Central Loudon
Throat and Ear Hospital, Gray's Inn Koad ; and tlio

1 lospital for Diseases of the Throat, Golden Scxuarc—the
l.itlcr, which possesses 75 bods, being the largest of the
four institutions.

Misccllancoua Special Hoipiitah.—Among these are the
Bethlem Royal Hospital, Southwark, which conflaes its

work to the treatment of mental diseases; St. Peters
Hospital for Stone and Urinary Diseases, Henrietta Street,

Covcut Garden; St. Mark's Hospital, City Koad, wliijii

devo.tes itself to the trr.^; ui.nt .,1 .ii-,i;is, s of 11, ,, ,. •,;iii),

including cancer au.l ii I.; ^:. .I,lin-, II. ,1 loi

Diseases of the Skiu, ii; I., 1 ; ... 1
^ j! n

, ; ii,, .: piial

for Diseases of the Sl^iu, .Staiuluid Siicct, JJia.ktiiais;

and the National Hospital for tho i'aralysed aud Epileptic,
Queen Square, W.C, an institution possessing 200 beds
and a world-wide reputation. :

Detailed information as to tho teaohiug arraugomonts of
all these institutions may be obtained on application to
their secretaries.

MEDICAL EDUCATION OF WO^kHA.
Women are admitted to the medical examinations cf the
following qualifying bodies : All tin.'. uuivcrsiti(s o( liieat
Britaiu, with the exception of Oxfoi.l iin.l l',ini!i, idgc;
the Koyal College of Pliysi,jia!is, Lou. Ion, and tli. IJuyal

College of Surgeons, Englaud; the Society ot Apotiie-
caries of London ; the Coujoiut Colleges of Scotland aud
of Ireland.

The regulations of each differ considerably, so that it is

necessary for a student to decide, before begiuuiug her
course, which degree or diploma she will aim at obtaining.
Tlie ordinary regulations of the General iledical Council
(see page 355) must be observed, and women can pursue
their education either at certain schools only open to
women, or at ordinary schools where they do their work
more or less in coinmou with men students.
The schools which admit women only are the Loudon

(Royal Free Hospital) School of Mciliciuc for Womcu,
which is one of the constituent schools of the Medical
Facullv of iiic liiivrisilv of Lomlou ; the Edinbiivgh
Scho'jl mF .M.-lic;!-. ;.., \\,.,:;,.;i iscc i)agc377i, aud Qacch
Maigrii' ._. I -I c page 578;. A\'omeu arc
also a.l..: ._:... s .it „icdici„P cnuducted in

couuc\i,.ii \>i,h .i|.
I

, ,, -;!':. .f |):il,liii, Dundee,
]->Luliaiji, i.,i\.ii ', '1

.
': liam, Leeds,

Sheffield, Ihav..]. ;.,;' \ , .; ^ -I ,,:,;,,« College,
( ilasgow, the Sclh ...i -: ,11 Si!L"i\ I 'Ii.' i,'..\,il College of
S,i,u....ns ill Ireland an. I of the \,,Xhn:-A University of

|..l..nl ill Dublin, Cork, and Oahvay. Women can also
iii. 11.1 .liisscs for the lir.st three years ot the medical
cLuncLiluui .It University College. Cardiff.

Year by year tiie openings for women who adopt a
medical career have increased, and the field open to their
energies is now wide. Wnni.-^n ln.1.1 iiiaiiy appointments

id iu pii health
and school inspection work.
As regards the London School of Medicine for Women,

particulars will be found at p. 372 in the article on London
Jledical Schools.

DEGREES FOR PRACTITIONERS.
.\t one time it was almost the universal custom for medical
students educated iu London not to seek a university
degree, and as that custom still jiievails to a considerable
extent, a very large pi-.)|.... ..11 .1 imilical men in actual
practice iu Euglaud pos-- - ,1 i.i practise but uou
degrees in medicine. Tli; , . j. „,, inch they sometimes
find reason to regret, aud t.j -^ujli pracLitioucrs the following
paragraphs may be of interest. It should be noted that;

the M.D. degree of the University of Brussels is noli

registrable when it has been obtained subsequently to

June, 1886, but this fact does not lessen its value to tho-^o

who see any utility in possessing a degree as well as a,

registrable diploma.

Uxivi:K~i: ..:- r, .• !.,:.y.

Registered medical pi.i !

First Examination for :.

Examination for mcli. .: 1 I. m.-iv proceed to

the Second Ex an .
. ! ci II. .nd

M.B., B.S. E>:a' '
I

. i'.als

prescribed by n; i . .

..,:;, ..ir.s

that they have gone iiu.aiL^ir ; uc iiiinnei uiu^e ui ,Linly

at a school of tho university; subject to the proviso that

no degree of the university can iu any circumstances

.J have passed tho
s and the Second
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be ^L-aiik<l by cxainiiiaUiji, 1... ;ii,.. oui iu loss tlian tlivec

yoius aftoi' passing the Matiiculatiou Examination or after

;uliiiis;sion by the university of tbe candidate's right to

cxemptiou therefrom.

University or Di'rhaji.

The degree of M.D. is granted by the University of

I)Luhara to registered practitioners of not less than fifteen

years' standing, viho have been quahticd and in practice

i'or that period, upon the following coudilious without

residence: The candidate must be 40 years of age, and
imist produce a certificate of moral character from three

icgistcred medical practitioners. Should he not have
passed au examination in arts previously to the professional

oxamiaation in virtue of which his name was placed on the
y,'. ';(.:/• c. ho is exaiuioed in classics and mathematics;
if cithorwisc, he is ie(|uired to translate into English
(jassagfs from any one of tlie following Latin authors:

faesar, T>,' I'.dh. Il<i,'!.r,. (tiist three booUs). Tirgil, .'Encid

(first three buel;^ '• ' '

' 'I'l-t three books).

Professional I The candidate must pass

an examination .. i i li > iug subjects: (ii Principles

and practice of imdicinc-. uiclutliug psychological medicine,

liygiene, and therapeutics ; (ii) principles and practice of

surgery ; (iii) midwifery and diseases of women and
children; (iv)patliology, medical and sui-gical; (v) anatomy,
inedical and surgical ;

(vi) medical jurisprudence and
toxicology. The examination is conducted by means of

printed papers, clinically, and viva voce, at the College of

Medicine, Northumberland Koad, Newcastle, and iu the
Jtoyal Victoria lutirmary, Newcastle. The classical por-

tion of the examination may be taken separately from the

professional on payment of a portion (£10 10s.) of the
full fee.

Forciriv and Colonial Practitioners.—Natives of India
or the British Colonies are placed on the same footing as
natives of Great Britain. Natives of India must produce
evidence from an Indian university that they have passed
within one j'ear au examination in Latin.

Fees.—^The inclusive fee is 50 guineas ; if a candidate
fail to pass, 20 guineas are retained, but if he present
himself again, 40 guineas only are required.

Dates, etc.—The examinations are held twice a year,

towards the end of March and of .Tniie. Nntice, accom-
}i.:i'/. il, r! ft and certificate < b, Professor
II -

: !iry of the Uni\' : College of
\|i i:> il: . N' ._astle-on-Tj'ne. .il tight days
Ij::'.u^^. lUu ^.uiiiLuencement of the >.-...... .„.iv.._i..

Unxveesity of Br.rssELS.

This university grants its M.D. to such foreign candi-
dates as are already duU' qualified in medicine and
surgery iu their own countries, provided they pass the
three examinations imposed. These must be passed in

duo order, but if desired may be passed without auy formal
interlude, the time covered in the latter case being ten
or tw-elve days. They arc viva voce e:;aminatioiis, the
language used being French. There is, ho\vc\. i. au official

interpreter present, whose services are at the disposition of

candidates; besides this, the examiners comninnly speak
the English language. At their desire caudiilates may
also nndcvi^n written tests on payment of an extra fee of
'.:' '

'

t, but such written examination does not
' in the viva voce examination. There are
iKlred medical men holding this degree in

i ' Im colonies.
/: 'uiii!!:ifi>nKi.— Of the three examinations, the first

Doctorate covers general medicine, materia nicdica and
phavmacologv. trpneral surgery, and the tlieovv of mid-
wiferv. 'CI'" " ^ '- <''rr-^! f! .,. ...:'..

,-Ttlio-

losy ai.'
'

ial

and gfi" ,y,
and men; .'

i , ,
,

,

, , ;|tii,

medical jiin.,i)riiiliaicf. (lii-icil incchrinc, an.l surgery,
operative surgery (including the performance of soine of
the commoner operations on the dead subject), ophthalmo-
logy, midwifery (including obstetric operations ou a model),
regional anatomy (with dissection), and bacteriology. The
examinations couimcnce ou tin: first Tuesday in November,
IJeccmbor, March, and May, and the second Tuesday in
June.

Pecs.—The fees aggregate to .£'22 : they arc paid in

advance, but those for any examinations to which a
candidate has not been admitted arc returned to him.

A rejected candidate may be examined three months later
ou repayment of the examination fee, provided his second
appearance takes place iu the course of the same academic
year ; otherwise the matriculation fee (£8 12k.) must bo
paid again. Any fee paid includes the right to attend any
lectures delivered in connexion with the subjects of the
cxauiination to which it relates. Other information can
be obtained either from the Secretary of the University,
14, Hue des Sols, Brussels, or from Dr. Arthur Haydon,
Honorary Secretary of the Brussels Medical Graduates'
Association, 11, Welbecl; Street, Cavendish Square.

POST-GRADUATION STUDY.
The value, and iu some circumstances even the necessity,

of post- graduation study is now .so generally recognized
that there is no occasion to dilate upon it here. The need
for some means of acquiring direct knowledge of the tech-

nique of the new branches which are constantly springing
up is indeed so generally felt among otherwise experienced
practitioners, that several institutions designed solely for

their benefit have been at work now for some years. Of
these institutions some account follows. Beyond this it

need merely be said that in most medical centres it is now
exceptional for one or more courses for qualified men not
to be hold once or more often during the year ; that most
of the institutions mentioned in the section on Clinical

Hospital-: make special arrangements for the benefit of

quM i ' ^ i

'' tudying work of the kind under-
tal .

: and that valuable adjuncts to
po I

I in the shape of the Library of

tlif r I elation—one specially rich iu

reccuL ^<, L'llc- -of the libraries of the several universities,

and in those of the Royal College of Surgeons of England
and of the Koyal Colleges of Physicians in London and iu

Edinburgh.

West Loxdox Post-Gbaduate College.
The work of this institution is carried on at the West

London Hospital, the first in London to devote its

clinical material solely to the instruction of qualified

medical men. Tlie college started in 1895, and tlio

present building was opened in 1901 ; it is provided with
lecture, reading, writing, and class rooms, and aecomuio-
dation of all sorts for the convenience of post-graduate
students. In the last five years the yearly entrj' has
averaged over 220.

As for ward work, the students accompany the senior

staff on their visits to the wards at 2.30 p.m. daily, and
also go round with the resident medical officers iu tho
morning. Outpatient work begins at 2.15 p.m. This
department is large, and affords ample facilities for post-

graduates to sec and examine patients. There are tlie

usual s[!-- cial departments dealing with diseases of the eye,

ea. . skin, orthopaedics, .r-ray work, electro-

til :- cology, and mental diseases of chiklreu.
1': I'j appointed to act as clinical assistants

fui ;...._ , . .... .^.uuths. There is no charge to members
of Liu: ceiUegfc. Practical classes are held in meeioine,
general practical surgery, gastro-intestinal surgery, sur-

gical diseases of children, analysis of blood and urine,

eystf'scr.py, veucieal disease, tropical diseases, retinosc<i))y,

ophtlialiuic C'pcrative surgcrj", and, when material is avail-

able, iu operative surgery. The size of the classes is

limited so as to rusiu-o that each student shall have full

opportunities of gaining experience in methods of exami-
nation and treatment.

Operations take place at 2 p.m. daily, the surgeons
often availing themselves of the assistance of the post-

graduates, and in any case making aiTangements so

that they can readily see what is- going on. The
anaesthetists give instruction iu the administration of

different anaesthetics, including spinal analgesia, on the
operating days, students being allowed to administer the ui

under supervision, while special classes arc held in each
session.

The pathological laboratory is in charge of a pathologist
who attendsevery da3'. In bacteriology and microscojiy
special instniction is given ou three mornings a week, the
slu'l' ii - 1 .

I ; I:, ;:ii e'ther times under the general guidauco
of t i- ' , I, .:

:
:

.

1

1

i: ': arc given every day in the morning by
the a i-',ii!;

I
il y-iciaus, assistant surgeons, and by tho
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nieilical and surgical logistiai-s iu pi-actical mediciuc and
suigoi-y. Lectures of a practical kind are giveu daily

(except Saturday aud Sunday) at 5 p.m.

Tlio arraugemeuts of tlio college may be said to be
0:pially suit«d to tlioso who are preparing themselves for

oxaiiiinatiou for the liiglier degrees and diplomas, to the
needs of officers in the different services on study leave,

who attend iu large numbers, and to those medical men iu

nrditiary practice who desire to get themselves up to date
in general medicine and surgery, or to make a special

study of some particular branch of work. The college, it

may be noted, is in a residential quarter, and there are
plenty of good lodgings iu its neighbourhood.
The fees are as follows: Hospital practice, including

all <irdinarj' demonstrations aud leetures, j61 Is. for one
week, £3 3s. for one month, £4 4s. for six weeks, i;6 6s. lor

three months, £10 10s. for six months, JflS 15s. for one
year, and £30 for a life ticket. Every year in .Vugust there
is a special vacation class lasting four weeks, for which tlio

fee is £3 3s. Three months' instructiou iu the admiuistia-
tiou of anaesthetics costs £3 3s. Subscri))cious for any
eourse can be Uiken out from any date. The certificates

of the school are rccoguizcd by the Admiralty, the War
t)ffice, the Colonial Office, the India Office, aud the
l,"uivcrsity of Loudon (for higher degrees).

A prospectus conceruiug tlie school cau be obtained on
application to the Dean.

London School of Clixic.\l Medicine (PosT-Gn.\DUATE),
Dread.nought HosiPiTAL, Greenwich, S.E.

The school buildings, lecture rooms, operative surgery
class-rooms, pathological laboratories, museum, library,

i>tc., are iu the Seamen's Hospital at Greenwich. The
whole hospital of 250 beds, with its out-patient depart-
ment, is open to students from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.

^ledical, surgical, and special department in-patient
clinics are held every afternoon except Saturday by the
senior members of the staff, whilst out-patients are
demonstrated daily in the forenoou in the medical, sur-
gical, and special departments by the assistant physicians
and assistant surgeons. Operations are performed daily
in both the in-patient and out-patient theatres. A series
of lectures are delivered each session in the afternoon by
specially invited lecturers. Emeritus lecturers, members of

the staff of the Dreadnought Hospital, and by members of
tlie staff of the hospitals affiliated to the school. Practical
classes are arranged each session in the following sub-
jects : The practice of medicine, diseases of the nervous
sj'stem, medical diseases of women, medical diseases of
children, diseases of the skin, practice of surgery, operative
surgery, diseases of the eye ; diseases of throat, nose, and
ear; surgical diseases of women, midwifery and gynaeco-
logy, surgical diseases of children, pathology, clinical
pathology, bacteriology, surgical and medical pathology,
liygiene and public health ; the administration of anaes-
thetics, skiagraphy, mental diseases.
Two sessions, of five months (October-February) and

four months (April-.July), are held in each year. The
session's work is arranged so as to enable" individual
Ktudonts to join the demonstrations, etc., at any time
da.ing the session.

.Affiliated to the Loudon School of Clinical .Medicine for
the purposes of extension of the variety of clinical material
aud teaching are the Royal 'Waterloo Hospital for Children

|

aud Women, the Miller General Hospital^ Greenwich, and 1

the Bethlem Royal Hospital for Mental Diseases. These
j

hospitals are directly linked to the Dreadnought both by i

rail and by tram. The supply of material affords ex-
ceptional facilities for practical instruction in operative

|

suigery and in pathology. There is also a wide field for I

the study of venereal diseases, on which special clinics I

are given, aud there is a department with open-air wards
|

for the treatment of tuberculosis. Every variety of disease I

may be studied in the wards and out-patient rooms of
tlic Dreadnought Hospital and at the affiliated hospitals.

I

Tho certificates of the school are recognized by the i

'""fversity of London (forthe higherdegree), the Admiralty
the War Office, the India Office, and the Colonial

poinbnents.— There are a medical superintendent,
_ cal and medical registrars, two house-physicians, aud
. house-surgeons at the Dreadnought Hospital, Gneu-

. The pay of these officers varies from JcSQ to £150.
! ull prospectuses, lists of special lectures, and other

particulars can be obtained on application to the Dean at
the School.

North-East London Post-Guaduate College.
The head quarters of this postgraduate school are

situated at the Prince of Wales's General Hosnital, which
is in the midst of a densely populated North London
ncighbourliood containing about a quarter of a million
inhabit n-;-. I;' > Miliins 125 beds, an.l 11 > ju. < :,, -; nation
is South I -\'., where it is \Mi

: imites'
walk ol - M' I ,' iiliam Station on i:- \' J,

I Kail-
way, SiMiM Si-i.

1 station on the Greul l^aiiLiii JLuhvay,
and Tottenham Hale on the Great Eastern main line. It
is also readily accessible from Fiusbury Park and Hackney
by electric tram passing the hospital door, and by corre-
S])onding means may be reached easily from Dalston,
Kilmonton, Hackney, and other parts of North Loudon.
The college is recognized by the Admiralty and the

India Office for the purposes of study leave, aud by the
University of Loudon as a place for advanced study for
the M.D. and M.S. degrees; the course of practical teach-
ing of bacteriology is approved by the University of
Cambridge for its D.P.H. diploma, and thero avp amjile
arrangements for the convenience of n;. n \sImi ;n thus
working, .or who are general practiu.1,1. i-; .1, -iimiis of
getting themselves into touch with iiio.lcni in-lhods.
'i'lieie is provided for their use a reailiug and writing
room, and they can obtain afternoon tea and receive tele-

phonic messages; similarly there is a reference and lend-
ing library for their benefit, and a museum .ind patho-
logical laboratoryinwlii.il tli.v ,;)ii work. The hospital
as a whole certainly alf.'oN . \. ! !l, jil facilities to qualified
medical practitioners who \vi-,li to take jiart for a time in
the work of an active general liospital, or to obtain special
instruction in the several braucln s of medicine ami
surgery, since it is open to them to study diseases of the
eye, ear, throat, nose, skin, fevers, childicu's diseases,
psychological medicine, dental surgery, skiagraph}-, and
the ajiplication of electricity iu disease, and the adminis-
tration of anaesthetics. Throughout the sessions into
which the year's work is divided, clinics, lectures, aud
demon.strations are given by members of the teaching
staff' in the lecture room, in the wards, in the various out-
patient deijartments, and m certain affiliated institutions.
Operations are performed every afternoon of the week
except Saturday. Special classes are arranged in modern
methods of the investigation and treatment of diseases
of the lungs and heart, gynaecoloL^y, diseases of children;
diseases of the throat, uo.se, ami o;ii' ; i|i;i<_;ii,)sis of diseases
of the nervous system, ophtliahno „ ,i|iy and refraction,
diseases of the skin, abdominal -ii'^ iv, Mn.jl.'al anatomy,
surgery of the urogenital tra<;. -! i.'o !.-,. anaesthetics,
bicteriology, clinical patholoL;\. : . i.ipy, patho-
logical chemistry, and mediu;i! . .. Ju all these
classes the numbers are carcfuMi 1 111:11. -I, sj as to give
every member full opportunity for work.
As for fees, these arc as follows : One guinea for a three

months' course of study in any one department, which
may be begun at any time ; a fee of 3 guineas admits to
the whole practice of the hospital for a similar term (one
month, 2 guineas), aud a perpetual ticket for the practice
of the hospital may be obtained on payment of a fee of
10 guineas.

Additional information about the college and its work
can be obtained on application to the Dean of the Posfc-

Graduate College, at the hospital, or at 19a, Cavendish
Square, London, W.

TROPICAL MEDICINE.
There are Schools of Tropical Medicine in London and
Liverpool, and several examining bodies have instituted
diplomas or degrees in the subject. Thr !

' !.-.:o';.l Office
now expects all nominees for the Coloiii :; 'i l -, ivice
to pass through one or other of the tw.) i

i : i.ined

before their appoiiituionts are cuufini.-' . .i..ial

firms cii.j;!-:- ,1 ill ;i.,|iir:il ...n. -,
. -.'and

from iij. o ,. 1

1
I

]

.
:

,
•

I
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•
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evideiii'.
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i
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to these -..;!;.._.!•_ ;_^_: _:,^.!,,,:^,,, ... 1.1 .(-„..

Diplomas and Degrees.
London University.—Tropical medicine is one of tlia

six branches iu which the M.D. degree may be obtained.
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the i-egnlations relating to the cnrricnlnm anci examination

Lon-esponaing to those applying to the other branches.

London- Conjoint Hoaup.—This body grants a diploma

in tropical medicine to candidates after an examination

usually held in the months of April and July. Ordinary

candidates must present evidence of having attended,

subsequently to obtaining a registrable qualification in

medicine, surgery, and midwifery, (1) practical instrue-

tJon in bacteriology, parasitology, medical zoology, and

liaematology, in a laboratory recognized for this purpose

during not less than six months ; (2) instruction m hygiene

apphcable to tropical countries; (3) the clinical practice

of a hospital recognized for the study of tropical diseases

,liiii,,,j ,1.1 V ^=i than six months. Tliesc conditions may
1.

"
li': ,1 Ml the case of candidates who have had

J,,:
,; , .1.

,
ii^iice in tropical countries deemed likely to

),',
V. nil i,i-.li' '! thmu with the same kind of training. The

ice fur admission to the examination is £9 9s.

UNn'ERStTY OF EDiNBfRGH.—This university grants a

diploma in tropical medicine and hygiene after an exami-

nation which is usually held twice a year. It is open to

those who arc graduates of the university in medicine and
Mugcry, and to registered practitioners who have had
r-i'^iiii-r r,' tropical diseases in a tropical country, who
,, I ,

t

• 0(1 by the Senatus on the recommendation

,,f 1
,1: Medicine. In addition to this the candi-

ili-, .
, I

.1 -1 ii\v that they have attended approved courses

.if uiHtniction iu practical bacteriology (.including tlie

pathogenic micro-organisms of tropical diseases), in

diseases of tropical climates (including the zoological

characters and life-histoiy of disease- carrying insects), in

tropical hygiene, and in clinical study of tropical diseases.

They must possess, too, certificates of efficiency in the

conduct of yos/-morff»! examinations. The examination is

in the four subjects indicated, the fee being £4 4s.

UxrvERSiTT OF LiTERPOOL.

—

A. diploma in tropical

iiiidiilnc i- -iveu by this university to students who have
),, . 1 _: :'. ., r-e^ provided by the Liverpool .ScViool

. and have passed the examination
I the university examiners. Tlic

L ,.,.,._ :; 1 ti i.c days, and consists (1) of three

X^apcrs dealing with tropical medicine, tropical pathology,

and tropical sanitation and entomology respectively;

(2) of a clinical examination ; and (3) of an oral ex-

amination. The results are declared as soon as possible

afterwards. Further information can be obtained from
the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, University of

Liveriiool.

rNrvEusiTY OF CAMBRIDGE.—This University gi-ants a
diploma in tropical medicine and hygiene to any person

whose name has been on the Mcrliral li'-q' ' ;• f.r ii.,t 1, ,,s

than a vear, prf.vidfd that he parses tin ^ .:••. h, fin ,.;

the university in this h^ubJLct. Prtvum . ,1 ,
1 ,,, [,,

the examination he uiu.'-t produce approvni 1
. iii 11. - tluit

lie has studied pathology (including parasitology and
bacteriology in relation to tropical diseases), clinical

medicine, and surgery, at a hospital for tropical disease.s,

and hygiene and methods of sanitation applicable to

tropical climates.

The examination deals with the following subjects : ,

1 n-i ., ^.,.i\.r.<w- r~t ,,nti."i.^o--p' and bacteriological investi-
I I Mood. The characters, dia-

il and vegetable parasites.
I microscopic, of poisonous or

pOi.-.UUOUS
i.]>0.

asous and

Examinations arc held in January and August each
year, and last four days. The tec for the er.amination and
diploma is 9 guineas on admission or leadmission. Appli-

catioi. for further information should be made to Dr. G. S.

Graham- Smith, Pathological Laboratory, Cambridge.

Schools.

London School of Tkopicai, Medicine.—This school ia

under the auspices of the Seamen's Hospital Society. Its

buildings, laboratories, museum, library, etc.. arc within
the grounds of the Branch Hospital, Royal Victoria an<i

Albert Dock (Station. Connaught Head, Great Eastern
Itailwayi. and excellent opportunities are afforded to

students and others who may be desirous of studying
diseases Incidental to tropical climates before entering
the services or going abroad. In the hospitals of the
society are to be found cases of tropical disease such as
may be met with in actual practice in the tropics. There
are three courses in the year, each lasting three mouths,
beginning October 1st, January 15th, and May 1st respec-

tively. The course is so arranged as to equip men for the
Cambridge and English Conjoint Board diplomas in

tropical medicine. A prospectus and otlier information

can be obtained on application to the Secretary, Seamen's
Hospital, Greenwich.

LivEp.rooL School of Tropical Medicine.—This school
is affiliated with the University of Lirerpnol nnd the Royal
Intii-mary and Royal Southern'Hi:-);' ' ' I,' . 1 i».ril. Two
full courses of instruction arc giv( 1 mencing
on January 6th and September I'lL' ilif term
of about tliirteen weeks, and foUuv, > 1 _ i unuation
for the diploma of tropical medicine giveu by the Univer-
sity of Liverpool. Each course consists:

'I'lcal \vi- liL- prok-sSL

The instruction given occupies six hours a day for fivo

days a week during tlie term. Teaching under headings
(2) and (3i above is delivered in the laboratory of the
school at the university, which contains accommodation
for thirty students, with all necessary appurtenances,
inchuliiiij; ;> vvxH ti.'i ; •^ ii > -1 iiui, a class librarj-, and
access to the <;i i' '

'

;
' ntal library. Teaching

nnd.!- hf-i'liuE i-l 1
_ [

I
1 tropical ward and tlie

att: !;. ' cliuica! hil" int i;. i tlic Royal Infirmary and
til. 1; ,

il Soutiiern Hospitals on two or three afternoons

In , ! liuion to the full courses, an advanced course of
piiiLtiL;tl instruction' in tropica! pathology and medical
eutuuiulogy, lasting one month, is given every year in June

;

it is of such a kind as to be very useful to medical men
returning from the tropics on short leave. A special course
of iust ruction in entomology, etc.. is also given three times
a year io officers of the East and West African Colonial

Students of the school who do not care to undertake the
examination held by the university at the end of each term
for its diplomas in tropical mediciiio are given a certificate
for attuudaucfc if the latter has been satisfactory.

It is projiasod to institute at an early date a course of

instruction iu tropical sanitation.' FuU'particulars will be
issued as soon as possible.

The new laboratories of the school adjoining the
university, wliich are now completed, have been taken
over temporarily by the "VN'ar Office authorities as a
hospital.

Since it was instituted the school has dispatched to the
trollies thirty-tvTo scientific expeditions, many of the
workers having been taken from among its students. The
work done by them has been publislicd in twenty-one
special memoirs, with many plates and figures, besides
textbooks aud numerous articles in the scientific press.

Fees.—The fee for the full course of instruction is

£13 13s., with an extra charge of 10s. 6d. for the use of a
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niicioscopc if i-equu-ed. Thofcefor tbo Diploma Exami-
iiatiou is X5 5s., and that for the Advauccd Courso is

a.'-1 4s. Fiirtlier information about the school may bo
obuiiiicd oil application to tbo Secretary, 10b, Exchange
Buildings, Liverpool.

PSYCUOLOGICAL MEDICINE.
Tin; study of mental diseases has long been a necessary
part of tho ordinary medical curriculum, and moutal
psycliology is ono of the branches of medicine which
candidates for tho M.D. degree of the University of

liOiidou can tjiko up. In addition diplomas in psychiatry
can be obtained from the universities of Edinburgh. Leeds,
and Cambridge. Tlie Medico- Psychological Association of

iJreat Britain and Ireland also grants certificates of pro-

ficiency after examination and encourage study of psycho-
logy and connected subjects by tho offer of prizes for

competition.
Those v\lio take up psychological medicine as a career

work as medical officers either of private mental hospitals,

or of county or otlier public institutions of the same order.

In all cases they are resident officoi-s, those in the lower
ranks alwaj'S receiving board and lodging in addition to

their salary. As a whole, they fall into three ranks

—

junior assistant medical officers, senior assistant medical
Dtlicers, and medical superintendents. The salaries of

tliose belonging to the junior rank have hitherto bccu in tho
neighbourhood of £150 a year, and those of senior assis-

tants about £300 a year, but have recently shown some
tendency to rise. Medical superintendents, whose pay
commonly ranges between £500 and i;l,500 a year, are
always provided with a house in tlio grounds of their
asylum, and usually draw- various allowances.

However, asylum work as a career is by no means
glowing in favour, and is unhkely to do so until all the
public asylums throughout the country have been linked
up in such fashion that their officers can bo regarded as
members of ono common service. At present it is quite
possible for a man who does excellent work to remain in

the lower rank all his life, and this fact, coupled witli the
desirability of miuimizing as far as possible other existing
drawbacks to asylum lii'e, lias recently led to the starting
of a movement for reform ; and in this the British Medical
Association is co-operating.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES.
The Public Health Service, to use the term in a strict

sense, consists of medical officers of health appointed by
local public health authorities and holding office under
varying conditions of tenure. In addition, there are county
medical officers appointed by the county councils. Tlie
latter are not, strictly speaking, public health authorities ;

the duties of their medical officers are somewhat similar
to those of other medical officers of health, but include
few executive functions. In many of the county boroughs
and counties, assistant medical officers of health or
assistant county medical officers are appointed, and such
appointments may afford stepping stones for promotion
to higher offices. The service is, however, not miitied
throughout the country, and there is no regular system
of promotion ; appointments are to be obtained only by
application to some particular local authority which has
advertised a vacancy.

.\Iso ungraded are two other services which have been
brought into existence by recent legislation, and whose
members are charged with duties which bring tliem into
more or less direct relation with public health authorities
or county councils and their officers. The members of
the one are called school medical officers, and those of
tho other tuberculosis officers. Appointments as school
medical officer aro made by education authorities, while
appointments as tuberculosis officer are made in fulfilment
of the duties imposed directly on the county councils and
the county borougli councils, and indirectly on tho Insur-
ouco Committees by the scheme for tho treatment and
prevention of tuberculosis which was worked out by
the Local Government Board for England in consultation
with the Insuranco Commissioners.

The Local Government Board for England, it may bo
noted, employs a staff of medical inspectors in connexion
with tho perforraanco of its* duty as tho controlling depart-
ment of the Government in matters of public health, and
the saiuo is true of the corresponding boards in Scotland
and Ireland. Tho medical men forming tliese staffs are,
however, appointed to their position directly by tho head
of tho Local Government Board in each country, and the
posts are not open to public competition.

Medical Gificers of IlEAtTir.

The office of medical officer of health in a county
borough—a designation which now includes nearly all the
larger towns—is in practice a permanent appointment so
long as the incumbent desires to retain it, and ia the
same by law in administrative counties and metropolitan
boroughs. The position of a medical officer of health to
an urban or a rural district, or to a combination of districts
which have joined together to obtain tho services of a
whole-time medical officer of health, is much less sati.s-

factory, for his appointment is terminable at tho wOl of
the public health authority served by him. This fact
tends to militate against tlie efficiency of the service, and
consequently the British Medical Association, in co-opera-
tion with some other bodies, has long been endeavouring
to induce Parliament to establish security of tenure of
office and superannuation for medical officers of health.
In view of statements recently made by tho Government,
security of tenure, at any rate, seems likely soon to bo
granted. A medical officer of health to a district or com-
bination of districts having 50,000 inhabitants must hold
a diploma in public health. The first step which must bo
taken by any medical man who desires to follow the career
of medical officer of health must be therefore to obtain
such a diploma.

School Mldical Officers.
School medical officers arc appointed by local education

authorities under schemes of medical inspection of school
children which must be approved by the Board of Educa-
tion. Primarily their duty is to detect among the children
attending the public elementary schools any phy.sical or
mental defect wdiich may retard the education of such
children, and to inform their parents of its existence.
But practically their duties vary considerably in different
areas. This is because most approved schemes of inspec-
tion include systems of w-ork which aim at facilitating the
task of parents in obtaining for their children tho neces-
sary treatment, at checking the results of the latter, and
at keepiug each defective child under skilled observation
both at homo and at school until it has passed altogether
out of the education autliorities" hands. The general
object of all schemes alike is to make th.e inspection
imposed by law of benefit not merely to tho individual
child, but to the community at large, by preventing
conditions which lead to the existence of a large propor-
tion of inefficient citizens among the adult population.
In short, the work is so far related to that of a medical
officer of health that in most areas the senior school
medical officer fills both appointments, his work, when
necessary, being supplemented by that of vi liole- or part-
time assistants. ^Vl!ole-timo assistants are commonly
paid salaries ranging between £250 and £300 a year, the
chief attraction of the posts being that they may lead
on to appointment as medical officer of health of some
large area whore the combined salary of medical officer of
health and school medical officer will represent a fair
income. In view of this consideration, if for no other
reason, it is desuablo for a prospective whole-time school
medical officer to obtain a diploma in public health.

TUBEECULOSIS OFriCERS,
Tho prescribed duties of tuberculosis officers aro to act

as advisers to Insuranco Committees in connexion with tho
operation of tho sanatorium clauses of tho National
Insuranco Act and to take charge of the work of tho
tuberculosis dispensary, which is the main unit of tho
Departmental Committee's scheme. A tuberculosis officer

is a W'hole-timo officer ; he should have special training

in tuberculosis work, and bo of suitable age and attain-

ments to command general confidence. At present tho

number of appointments is small, and the salaiy generally

attached to them is in the neighbourhood of £500 a ycai-.
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Sanitaky Scien'ce.

In June, 1915, the Uuivevsitj- of Cambiidge issued regu-

lations tor the Examinations in Sanitavv Science, con-

tluctea by tl.r Stale Muilleiil Syndicate of 'tlic University.

'i\u. . .;in:iMv;..ii- ;; 1. ; ].i'r,t^r,u- 11,, >,.ii i^iG ...,o

^^! '
' .

-'
•

' I'i^M'liH in; l:;l- .u- I

CIV '
' -11 iu the regulations. Tlie ex-

aii' t two parts, the first liaving

i-fli ' . ' ' 1. 1 inciplcs of sanitary science, the

SBconU 10 .>iaie iiicdicme :iinl t\:c ,,iv|-,!i. iti'i, nf ii;ithology

and sanitary science. All :,!,,,: :!,;< n uiatiou

respecting these examinati' n .
.
d to Mr.

J. E. Purvis, M.A., The CI- ;>: I ,n.. i .1 u -ly, I'rmbroke

Street, Cambridge.

Diplomas in Public Health.

]\Iost of the univeisitii- mill lii.ensing corporations now
grant diplomas iu piiblii' liiMitli to candidates who pass
the examinations iniii"-! 1 1 i'\ tliMu. Since all such tests

nuist conform to the 11 qiiiLrinrnts of the General Medical
Council, there is considerable similarity in tlicir nature,

though they differ not a little iu their 'reputed difliculty.

All of them aim at excluding any candidate who dm s not

appear to hare a tliorough linowledge of his work in

theory and iu practice, for the regulations of the General
IMedical Council demand that the granting of a diploma
in Sanitary Science, State Medicine, or Public Health
shall be pi oof of the "iiossession of a distinctively high
pioficienc^ scientific and practical in all the blanches of

study \\liieh conc( in the public health The tests in

slioit aic supposed to constitute an honoui and not i meic
p is^ examin itiou Vs legaids the special tuition leejuued

it IS iio\\ eas\ to obtain tins m piacticall\ evei\ centie of

medieal edue ition and at ilim^t eyei\ iiiedie il ^ li J ot

iiupu

tint the ehci ical and 1 i i i

mmy of the health dii 1 i i

i

i il

time allo\ ed so hon th ii ui- l i i m u I ii ^ l i

thouji fimihu -nith the duties ot M U H - h is a con
f-ideiible imoun' of tue manipulative dc'^teiity only to be
aciiuiul 1)^ iiiitile woik in a laboiatory he \\oukl not be

tb

(i.uei il "Miu!

:.se lueut ti el

Coll

l»

I leejuue

^istiable

fin liii I II I 1 1 (Uiiue and sui„ii\i shall hue parsed
tluou^h 1 si led euiiieulum in the sub]eets ot sinitiiy

sciouee Ibi-. must list not less tb n mm e ili nd u
months and meUide fi in m nth^ stul\ in a 1 ibiu it i\

in ^^hleh eheuustM 1 ' . I t' . itl '
^

(list ises of inim i'

lu luths piaetiee i i
i

i

he iltb administi ui , n I , i. i i , U
toi thiee inontlis cu tin p utieei t i lu spnl h,i ml , li, ,is

diseases at whieh instuietion is given in methods of

adtiunistntiou Tliosi inles do not appU to piactitioneis

ic^i I I If < I'ltl It Ik legistcied betoie Jduuai> 1st

IS'lo '
' u '^ix months piaetieal study of

pill I
1

1 m IS waived in the case of a
cm I I

I 't been in chaigo of a sinitiiy
disi I

I
III ill u of not less than 15 000 foi a
111 thiee •^eais Ihe stud\ iii ijuestion

1 the peisonil supei vision ot a medical
odi ,

I „ 1 nil d.hnito f iLihtit. foi itliidiii it

til, II. I
I II il I 1h I 11, tli i._iilil. I, II ,

p, 11 I
I

III I til 1 nil, 11. tl, I ,

can.lio I'l s .1 I Ml, u „ ,1 I I. , sp 1 |i„^ |, II 1 , t

stud\ in tlie piiolie lie iltli deputiueut of a iCLOgni/ed
medical school oi who has been resident medical olhcei

at a hospital foi infectious diseases with accommodation
toi 100 1 itmil f. 1 u t Uss tlMU thie. mouths Ihc
1,1 I I il ) I, , 1 il

111
I

II h iiiing bodies tal e to ascertain the
can 11 I 11 I I liiilomx aie in all cases much the
same tliju^U Uu uidei m which the bubjcctb aie taken is

not always identical. Every candidate, therefore, should,
when he has settled what diploma or degree in State
medieiuc he wishes to obtain, seek the schedule relating
to it from the authority concerned. A certain number of
the universities grant elcgrecs in the subject as well as
diplomas, but only the latter constitute a legal qualification
in St.ate medicine.

THE PUBLIC SERVICES.

THE ROYAL NAYY, THE AKMY, AND THE
INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

The medical departments of the Royal Navy, the Army,
ancl the Indian Governmisnt normally employ between
them some three tliousand medical men, and fill vacancies
in the ranks of the services thus formed by offering com-
missions for eomjietitiou once or more often each year.

All candidates must be between the ages of 21 and 28
years, and besides possessing registrable (jualiticatious to

practise medicine and surgery in Great Britain and
Ireland, must be adjudged by the Medical Boards
appointed for the purpose to be physically tit for service
before permission is accorded them to compete at the
entrance examinations. Special attention is given to a
canelidates power of vision ; a moderate eiegree of mj'ojiia

is not consielered a disqualification, provided that it can bo
coriected by glasses so as to secuie adequate vision foi the
peifoimance of opeiations, and that no oiganic disease of

the eye cxi->ts lestimony has also to be furnished, oi is

sought b^ the authouty concerned with legaid to the
caudidUe s m i il md „< ni i i' elm ictei anelthe Seoictary
of St it 10 eiili sciMf, u e Ms the right to refuse
peimis 1 11 I c 111) te to in\ i ludidate he pleases

In 1 1 imidate toi the Indian Medical Sci vice,

1 ii I ,,itued must include one showing that
1 I

I 11 ophthalmic depaitment tor not less

tl in 111, 1 the woik including icfiaction and
candidates t lu etiiei two sei\ i^es \^ ho have qualified

m the O&etis 1 i uuin^ C o\ ps or who have been employed
in active s,

, n, u, nllr-s^ mre ot maiks In all

thiee I

,

111 il oflicei attaining

to til I de|)ends to a large

e\t It 1 ^ ud to compulsory
letueiii III

'

1 I \ a ccitain giade at

that i^Li s 1 tlieiG lb a dist net ael\antage in entering tlum
at the eaihcst possible age

In peace anel apart from climatic conditions the
lives ot otbceis m these thi n r ti nf a less

tiying natuie than those i I i
i

i

i , is and
in the Royal Aimy Medic il i i i i , i in the
Inelian Medical Service the eii n i i i i

I
ti ssional

woik of the highest kind aic exeeptu ualh gieat In
legaid to emoluments the pay in no lauk is high but in

all it IS SLiflicicutlj good to make the possession of piivate

means not absolutely necessaiy \n officei in the Indian
Medical Seiviee foi instance, can letire aftei seventeen
yeais seiviee on £300 a year, and after thiitv on £700 a
jeai with 1 i„c additions should he lia\e bieui mplojcd iu

certain pi sitions In the othei two s i \ i i m v >ears
IS the lowest pension ibic length ol nimum
is £365 a yeai the maximum £1 IJ . i I'lieiof

them ail oflieei whose lecoid is goed i m i mli still

undei 30 yeais of age with a „i rtuity ot XI 000 In
the Indian Medie U Seiviee attei woiking foi thiee -s errs

in a mihtaiy capicity ofhceis aie allowed as i rule

to tl 111 1 I if tlie\ pleasi to the eivil depiitmeut.
Theuiii til \ il not essimnl!> disMuiiHi fiom
that [I I II I ^ I niinu piietit iiei m otliei warm
chmitis 1 t nil a till 11 luililii titles md aie pioinoted

fiom one ^,1 ide to anothei as then seivice lengthens It

should be added that duung the last few yeais competi-
tion for admission to tlie Navy has been veiy slight while
til it foi idmission to the Indian M( 1 d '^ vue has
_^ii il\ I nil u ihe reason is that tl t both
ii\ I I I till th ibove are to some I iliuced

li\ i( nil \ ilile causes of discontent ii i n n i u nibers.

J ho nrtiiif of these can be leaint tiom leeent issues of

the British MiniCiL Toirxvl
Candid ites foi all thiee seiv ces have to fill in printed

forms betoie the (question of peimitting them to compete
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is consulcioil, ami copies of these, together with (.letailcd

infonuatiou as to what each sei-vico has to offcv. can be
obtained on application to tlio DiroctorGeueral of the
IJoj-al Navy, the Seci-etary of the War Office, and the
Military Secretary of the India Office, respectively.

PRISON MEDICAL SERYICE.
Caxdidates for tbo medical staff are approved by iho
•S. cr jtary of Si ate for the Home Office on the recommenda-
tion of the Prison Commissioners. The Chairman of tbc
Board is Sir Evelyn lliigglos-Brise, K.C.B. Application
f r employment may be made to the Board on a special
tir.a, wliich can b3 obtained from the Secretary, Prison
to iim! s on, Home Office, Loudiu, S.AV.

In tbo smaller prisons the medical officer is usually a
local practitioner, but in the larger tbo members of the
medical staff are required to give their whole time to the
service.

In the case of those required to give their wliolc time to
tlie service the appointment in the first instance is to the
jjost of deputy medical officer, and from the seniors of
this rank the medical officers are selected as vacancies
occnr. The deputy medical officers arc paid £225 yculv
r:sijg to £400, with uufninisliea qr., '.' i-. 'I'l.r o.lmi . ;,;,e

m -dical officers ore paid €450, vi,;;: •
, t"'iO ;; i;

i n-
uisbed quarters. Xbcieaic twentv • ;

. .,: li ;il.r
: ~^,,

a iJ ninewhole-iimeauclfoi-ty-sixii:-, !:,)_ m. - i .i-i, , :

<'

'Xhj number of vacancies is "never lari-e.

APPOINTMEXTS UXDER THE COLONIAL
OFEICE.

Medical appointments arc from time to time filled up by
tbo Colonial Office in various Crown and other Colonies,
and vacancies in the "West African Medical Staff arc of
fairly frc^ient occurrence. As a rule officers are required
on appointment to undergo a three months' course of
instruction at the Lojulon or Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, and to obtain a certificate of proficiency before
taking up their appointment. In addition to the ordinary
medical appointments, vacancies also occasionally occur
for which specialists arc required—for example, to take
charge of a lunatic asylum.
The nominal value of the appointments varies very

considerably; but, as a general rule, it will be found on
close examination that the rates of pay correspond in real
value pretty closely when questions of climate, oppor-
tnuities for private practice, the cost of living, aud the
actual work demanded are taken into consideration. The
posts to which the lower salaries are attached commonly
involve work which can bo regarded as merely an adjunct
to ordinary private practice, while high pay means cither
lew opportunities for in-actice, an undesirable climate, or
work of a special character demanding high administrative
.•ibility. Taken as a whole, all these appointments mav
be put down as offering their occupant the opportunity of
gaining bis livelihood, and possibly savin« a little money.m a fashion which will test his abilities to the full.

1 amphlets relating to the various appointments in its gilt
are published by the Colonial Office, and copies can bo
obtained on application by letter to the Assistant Private
Secretary, the Colonial Office, Downing Street, S.W.

lb may Ic added tliat, apart from the Government
appointments mentioned, a large number of men find
employment as medical officers of mining and other com-
panies carrymg on their operations in various parts of the
tropics. Much caution should be exercised in accepting
these appointments, and tiiose to whom they are offered
would fand it worth while to read what was said on the
subject in our issues for May 25th and August 24th, 1912.

In a pamphlet issued under the authority of the Colonial
Secretary in September, 1914, it is pointed out that con-
siderable increases have been made in the salaries and
allowances attaching to posts in the different grades of
the West African Medical Servicn. \s a rc=;nl': of the
war, tbc Colonial Office has found i' i:;r :' I. ii

the services of medical men for thi .
; : ,r

possess responsible Governments an - r, / ,i

The imDrovcmcnts iu salaries au 1
- *j

effect at the bcginuing of the present year, and will, it is
hoped, render these posts more attractive to the young aud
well-qualified medical men for whom they are iuteudeU.

MEDICAL JIISSIONARIES.
To medical men suitably endowed the mission field seeing
to offer mcreasing opportunities for interesting work. Wo
find that at the beginning of last year over 450 medical
practitioners holding British degrees or diplomas wero
employed in different parts of tbe world by missionary
societies, and the laf)

,
, -i '

; l;,,,,! in constant need of
men and women to H;! . .

, .s they occur, and also
to enable them to i ,' i ,.. ,_,. ,.f fresh openin"s. U
IS not usually cxpr, !- l .., ;,.,|,., ,| considered desirable,
that a medical missionniy should tal.;. :i |,,,,iii,.,, sneli as
would otherwise be occupied by an ml M ;

'

, •, M'au or
minister, but it is essential tliat In - : i„ ,iliu<T to
take ]!i- -l.-i-o ' .i.-tnr^. ,ri-im:;:. ,

• ^: :

. ;,,, hos-
pital ;:: v^' i.

.
.^,-1,. ,,,.,,. ,

. ,,,
,

adciji!'. I
^^ • ;,,,;.•- V, •.

,

other M'-'Mi;,',, i..''., ;.,, li„/.. :.-l, ;, ;,.,, r,.

apart fL-oiii l.cmi,' i^liysically .-Hp;.!)!.. ,.( misI,, iinn.< wiint
may prove to be a trying life. shmiM bo a th.^rouobly
well trained physician and surgeon. It is vrvy desii'-
able that he should have li.l.V n. i.-:-! Pii-! .ipnoint-
ment at a general hospitul ani 1; i., i know-
ledge more ijarticularly of iiavtl- ! ,_ , tropical
medicine, and tbo troatmon- > f > ,

- '^oiietias
from whom 11

M '
)! ;;!',ii ,;.m i

- , . ,.,,j |,,.

obtained an' :''
• \ .

•

\',
,

' \: ,
'

.

iatio->

49, Higbbui-y

'

• w , ,;,, ,, ;, \i,Vj„.;;i

Missionary A^ nr\<<[ \. ii'., ;; ,i.^,. >,-;>_, ivlmburyli
;

and the Society for Promoting 'christian' ivuowlcdgc',
Nortliumberland Avenue, S.W.

Id bo
o aud

31EDICAL PRACTICE IN BRITISH COLONIES
AND FOREIGN COUNTRIPS.

MEDt.'ir. >' ' ', - •
, ,1

foriiiir. _ ,.

regiso ,

the L'nited Kingdom
; 1,1 w. isiblc

1 places
is, and
.piontly

:it.,;d iu

on pay-
ment of a fee, provided they produce evidence that they
are of good repute and eligible for registration in tbo
United Kingdom. The only exception to this statement
that need be made relates to the J>ominion of Canada.
Until quite recently each of its provinces acted in
medical connexions as au indeijcudent State, but iu 1913
a Medical Act which eslablished a State exaiuinatiou and
a common register for tlie whole country caine paitlv iiio.
operation. It could not como into complete^, oprratiuu
until each provioeo had ;iiiii-!i<l,.,l Its .-xl^fn',..- m, i.,.;,i Act
so as to coiDii ill! -

'

!

understood i - i

is notcle.av I'l
,

'

dorapiv.:-;..- '

West' li'
j

medii ;i;

COmuiil!:,. ;;

Canada, 180, '

or diplomas li ,

has undergone. , ;

steps he must uU.i^ i.

Dominion Register.
Italy, Egypt, aud the Principality of Monaco are the

only foreign States which accord a right to practise iu
virtue of British degrees and diplomas, though the
authorities iu Spain occasionally issue a temporary
permit in favour of British practitioners, and those of
Holland aud Greece sometimes exempt British prac-
titioners from portions of the examinations imposed on
ordinary candidates for registration. In all otlier Con-

'

tinental countries a British medical man desiring to
exercise his profession therein must pass practically the
same examinations as tliose imposed on natives oil the
country. The samo observation applies to all foreign
States iu tlie South American continent, while each of
the United States of Xorth America has its own laws and
regulations; some of them admit any holder of a degree
or diploma to their Ifcgister, but the majority require a
candidate for registration to submit lo an cxaminatiou.

Irp I

but i

Kinci

llivj

!
i li.i.tioa as to the precise

I'j obtain admission to the
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Dental ^urgtrg.
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i \ I ; otTor even less pn
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OBSKUVATIONS UPON ACIDOSIS IN
DIABETES MELLITL.S.*

A. r. BEDD.VRIi, M.D., M. S. PEMBREY, M.D.,
AND

E. I. SPRICiGS, M.D.
(From the Phj-siological Laboratory and 'SVards of Guy's Hosiillal.l

During the last twelve years investigations upon tlie

tiuestion of acidosis iu diabetes have been in progress at
Guys Hospital. The chief practical result of the work has
been the demonstration tliat analyses of the carbon dioxide
in the alveolar air of the lungs afford an index of the
degre* of acidosis, and a guide in treatment and prognosis.
When the work began there was current the theory that

in diabetes the blood is unable, owing to its diminished
alkaliuitj', to take up the normal amount of carbon
dioxide. The pressure of the gas, therefore, rises in the
tissues, and the respiratory centre is stimulated to the
great activity .seen iu the typical " air-hunger " of coma.
The accumulation of carbon dioxide leads to a cessation of
its production, and, according to I'avy, " death takes place
when the non removal has attained a sufficient height to
reduce the occurrence of activity to a point which is no
longer consistent with the continuance of life." According
to this theory, diabetic coma is a condition of narcosis due
to carbon dioxide.
Our first series of observations' was concerned with the

amount of carbon dioxide in the venous blood and the
alkalinity of the serum, as estimated by Wright's method.
The blood required for the determination of the gases by
the mercurial pump was drawn from a vein in the arm by
means of an antitoxin syringe which contained a ftw
cubic centimetres of a solutiou of potassium oxalate. The
following tables (I, I a, I b) give the results :

Table 1.—Diabetes xcithout Coma.

Case.
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diabetes without acidosis appeared to liave a tension

between 5 and 7 per cent. o£ an atiuosplieie ; whereas

venous blood from a case of coma with acidosis and an
alveolar pressure of carbon dioxide of 2.29 per cent,

absorbed carbon dioxide from an atmosphere containing

4.7 volumes per cent.

It is now necessary to consider the errors wliich may
accompany such determinations as those already given.

The serum is not the blood; it is not even a normal con-

stituent of the blood. Tlje alkalinity of the serum is not

necessarily the same as that of the blood or the plasma.

Blood is both alkaline and acid in the sense that it can
combine with acids and alkalis. Physico-chemical inves-

tigations upon the relative concentrations of acid and
basic ions in blood show that in health its reaction is

alkaline to such a slight degree that it may be said to be

neutral. The blood is a living tissue, and undergoes

changes when it is removed from the body ; the gases in

the blood are affected, carbon dioxide increases, and
oxygen decreases. If the bandage upon the arm delays

tlic flow of the venous blood too much before the sample is

withdrawn, more carbon dioxide is taken up by the blood

fi-om the tissues, and more oxygen is lost by the blood to

the tissues. These sources of error will raise the per-

centage of carbon dioxide, and tend to make the values

too high. The argument, however, based upon the

low values will not bo minimized by these sources

of error, which are further discounted by the ob-

servaiious on the blood in other diseases taken

for the purpose of control. The figures given in

Table II show that the venous blood from patients

in diabetic coma will absorb 200 to 300 volumes per

cent, of carbon dioxide at the temperature of the room

when pure carbon dioxide is passed through it. Although

it is probable from this experiment that the blood circu-

hxting in the body of the patient has a great capacity for

taking up carbou dioxide, it is necessary to prove it by
actual observaliou. This was done in the following way

;

by means of a tight bandage upon the arm the flow of the

venous blood was stopped for a minute or two before the

sample of blood was withdrawn into the syringe. This

retardation of the flow caused the blood in the small

vessels to be exposed for a longer time to the action of the

tissues in which the carbon dioxide is produced. The
results, as shown in the following table iXo. Ill) prove

tliat the blood in the body of a diabetic patient has a great

capacity for absorption.

Table III.

c
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liiiiwrks o» TiMe II'.

Case ?s\—B., male, aged 25. Ouset of illness about ten weeks
before admission to hos|)ital on May 27tli, 1904. On .Inly 8th
lie was given diabetic diet and 90 grams of starch; on the 11th
dial)etic diet and 50 grams of laevulose. Diabetic diet was also
given on .luly 14th, 19th, and 20th, on the latter date 90 grams
of starch being also given. The patient was discharged on
July 26th, 1904, in improved condition, and with a gain of 6 lb.

in body weight. See also Table V.
Case 31.30.—K., female; mi.Keddiet.
Case E.IJ.—Female ; mi.ted diet.
Case 311.30.-1,.. female.
Case A.4r.—C., male. (For details of urinary examination see

reference -.) Over 100 grams of sodium bicarbonate were given
on July 19th, 1913, and also on Jnly 20th ; from July 22nd to
August 6th 23 grams were administered daily ; and frura
August 9th to 19th, 46 grams daily.

Table JX B.—Passinri into Coma.
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air bieatbcd by a patient was determined by means of a

mask provided with inspiratory and expiratory valves and
connected with a meter of low resistance. The following

table (VI) shows that the volume of air breathed was
greatest when the pressure of the alveolar carbon dioxide

was least.

Table VI.
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Tliey ailil, " lu four diabetics who were not comatose tbey
(Beddard, Peuibroy, and Spriggs) obtained in opposition to
our findings, ab.so!i>tely normal CO2 pressures." A true
examination of Beddard, Pembrey, and Spriggs's published
figures, summarized just above, shows that this statement
is absolutely incorrect. These authors established all the
facts concerning the behaviour of the alveolar CO, in
diabetics, and published them before the Viennese authors
started working at the subject at all."

Straub" and Fridcricia,'' and Kennaway, Pembrej', and
Poulton," using the Haldaue-Priestley method, quite
recently published results which confirm the original
obsei-vations of Beddard, Pembrey, and Spriggs.
A brief examination of all these results makes it quite

obvious that the method of measuring the alveolar COo
should become of the greatest importance in estiraatiug
the acidosis in the severer types of diabetes, and it has
been regularly employed for this purpose during the last
year and a half at Guy's Hospital.

In all the results so far published the alveolar air has
been analysed by means of some type of gas analysis
apparatus. Such an apparatus is only suitable for the
laboratory; for clinical work it is essential to have some
simple method of analysis. Collingwood andBuswelH
have described a simple apparatus which has given satis-
factory results in the hands of students.

Fridericia* has introduced a modification for clinical
work which makes the operation even simpler, and possesses
the additional advantage that after the CO., has been
absorbed the percentage amount can be read off, without
any calculation at all being necessary.
This method of Fridericia's aeem-ed at first sight to be

the most satisfactory means of obtaining and analysing
the alveolar air for clinical purposes. Experience has
borne this out fully. It is an extremely simple instrument
to use. The results obtained are surprisingly accurate,
considering that it is purely a clinical instrument.
The object of this paper is to describe Fridericia's

instrument in some detail and to bring forward observa-
tions on several diabetics which will indicate the impor-
tance of alveolar CO^ determinations as a guide to
prognosis and treatment, and to show at the same time
that the instrument gives trustworthy results. The actual
dimensions of the instruments used in these investigations
have been chosen by the writer with a view to combining
accuracy and practicability.

Fridericia's Carbon Dioxide Tensimeter.
This instrument is shown in the figure, m is the mouth-

dinarypiece throngh which the patient blows ; A is an
two-way tap of wide bore;
B is a three-way tap so
arranged that (1) x and v
can be put into communica-
tion with one another
through a channel of wide
bore, c being shut off

(Position I), (2) by turning
the tap through 90 degrees
V is made to communicate
with c, X being shut oft'

(Position IIj, or (3) by turn-
ing the tap through another
180 degrees, x communicates
witli c, Y being shut off

(Position III). The volume
of X between the
taps A and b, in-

cluding the wide '

bore of B, is

l(X)c.cm., and
percentages of
this volume up to
7 per cent, are
marked on the
narrow stem of x.

The subject
whose alveolarair b" hows
is to be analy.sed

ibiLv,.... ... .v.- ...ju i'
'" °

must sit quietly
in a chair and breathe naturally, holding the apparatii
in front of him with the tap a open and B i

Position I. After taking a normal inspiration he puts the
mouthpiece into his mouth and blows as hard and a3
quickly as possible through the apparatus, thus washing
out the whole apparatus and leaving it filled with alveolar
air; the tap a is at once closed, and the whole apparatus
IS placed in a pail of water for five minutes. By this
means the alveolar air in x and y is cooled to a tempera-
ture which remains constant throughout the experiment,
and the contraction in volume will cause the alveolar air
in the lower part of Y to be drawn back into x, and any
diffusion with the outside air at the top of y will not reach
down to the bottom of the tube owing to its length. At
the end of five minutes the tap b is turned inlo Posi-
tion II. By this means we have in x 100 c.cm. of alveolar
air at atmospheric pressure, and at the temperature of the
water in the pail, which remains constant throughout the
experiment.
The apparatus is now removed from the water, a rubber

ball is fitted over the end of y, and the tube c is placed
beneath some 10 per cent, caustic soda in a porcelaui dish,
and, by squeezing and releasing tilie rubber ball, soda is
sucked up into y ; b is then turned into Position I, and the
soda forced into x by squeezing the ball. During this
operation the instrument is held with y rather depressed,
so as to prevent any small bubbles of aii- from escaping
from B along the tube y; Bis at once turned back into
Position II, and the remainder of the potash in y forced
out again at c. The vessel is turned up and down several
times, and all the CO., is absorbed; half a minute is
sufficient for this.

The instrument is then put back into the pail of water,
which rises through c into y ; b is then turned through
180 degrees into Position III. The apparatus is left in the
\vater for five minutes to equalize the temperature. It is
then raised rapidly until the level of the water in the pail
is the same as that in the narrow tube x. The gas in x
will now be at the same pressure and temperature as
before. The reading of the bottom of the meniscus of the
fluid in X is taken, and this represents without any
further calculation or correction the percentage of CO2 in
the alveolar air.

Before the apparatus is put away it should be completely
freed from alkali by washing out with water and dilute
acid.

It has been pointed out that when any one breathes out
forcibly through a tube, the expired air travels along the
axis of the tube and tends to leave the air at the sides
unmixed. Obviously this fact will not produce any per-
ceptible error in this clinical instrument, as the volume of
the instrument is only 100 c.cm. and the volume of a forced
expiration is 2 litres, which is sufficient to wash out the
whole apparatus several times over. This fact can also
be observed experimentally by filling the instrument with
tobacco smoke and noticiug how long it takes for the
smoke to be expelled on forcibly breathing out through the
tube. The smoke disappears almost instantaneously.
The accuracy of the instrument has been tested on

several occasions by performing duplicate determinations
with the apparatus and with the Haldane-Priestley method,
or the modification of this method described by Hassel-
balch and'Lindhard ;*> the latter is an excellent method
for use with patients.
The following results have bceu obtained. The Haldane-

Priestley method is so well known that it requires uo
description here.

Subject.
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The results obtained by the clinical method agree quite

well among themselves ; but with these two subjects the

mean result is slightly higher than the results obtained by

the H.-P. method after a normal inspiration. They seem
|

to approximate towards the ntean alveolar CO.. pressure,

which is calculated by Haldane by taking the mean of

eud inspiration and cud-expiration samples. This is

probably due to the fact that it takes a little longer time

to breathe out through the instrument owing to the slight

resistance of the taps. Hence the CC^ has a little longer

time in which to accumulate in the lung alveoli.

Ou many occasions the clinical method has been com-

pared with the HasselbalchLindhard modification, which

is carried out aa follows : The patient is told to breathe

absolutely quietly into a closely-fitting mask, having

inspiratory and expiratory valves attached to it. Towards
the end of each expiratiou a minute quantity of air is

withdrawn from just in front of the lips and nose of

the patient. The small samples are collected together

over mercury, and analyzed by a Haldane's gas analysis

apparatus.
It is of course necessary to be certain that the patient is

breathing sufficiently deeply to wash out all the dead space

completely at each breath.

The very close agreement of the results obtained by this

method can be seen from Hasselbalch's own figures." It is

particularly suited to cases of diabetes, as the tidal air is

larger in volume than usual in serious cases, and the results

are usually very concordant. Unfortunately, the use of

some form of gas analysis apparatus is essential, which
at ouce limits its use to the laboratory.

It is the great advantage of Fridericia's instrument that

Uie whole analysis is made as simple as the ordinary urea

determination in urine. However, tlje iustrument cannot

be used when the patients are actually comatose. Under
these circumstances it is best to use the Hasselbalch-

Lindhard method.
Diagram I shows the effect of a rigid diabetic diet on

the alveolar CO., of a perfectly healthy individual. It also

affords a comparison between the results obtained by the

/ALVEOLAR Ca

Diet
StaXtulioa OUcm TlolTnai.

3Z hu>. 5b

APR. zi

-Dr. G. G.Diagram

ytote's on Diagrams.-O denotes alveolar 002 aetermination by the

]as6t.Ib.Tl.li-Linaiuu-d method. • denotes alveolar CO2 determina-
;, r '1^ ^ ': riinical inctbod. C denotes the onset of comft.

, |. I Ml Diauvnui VII lease P. S.), and in Diagram VIII

ilic avLolaiCOjdeterminations were made by the

I
. tliod. the actual samples in coma being taken by

clinical and the H.-L. methods respectively. They agree

very closely. It will be noticed that the acidosis produces

a perceptible lowering of the CO.^ after thirty-two hours.

This reaches a maximum in the next twenty- four hours

and diminishes again towards the end of the next two

days. Straub has pointed out that the alveolar CO2 in

mild diabetes behaves in a similar manner if the patient is

put on a rigid carbohydrate-free diet.

On many other occasions in diabetic subjects the clinical

method and the H.-L. method have been compared (see

Diagram IX especially). The r< m-;: i u .1 -Hv (juite satis-

factory. On the whole there is :

I

: .
;

;lio clmical

apparatus to give the lower vul - ii ..ximating

towards the incan alveolar CO, i-i- ">'. ,is a has been

pointed out by Hasselbalch that his nutluja gives results

identical with end-expiration samples of the Haldane-

Pricstlcy method.
However, there are two errors in the Fridericia method

that must be guarded against. In the first i^lace there is a

tendency to take a deep inspiration before making the

forced expiration. This is the natural thing to do, and it

requires some patience to get the subject to take only a

normal inspiration before blowing out. The result of tlas

error is to dilute the air in the lungs abnormally, just

before the sample is obtained, and so the values are too

low. In the second place the subject, after correcting the

first error, is apt to hold his breath before making the

forced expiration. This makes the results too high. Of

course, these errors may also be present in the Haldane-

Priestley method, especially when the subject lias had but

little practice. The magnitude of these two errors is

shown by the following figures:

Subject E.P.P. (Clinical Method Used.)

PeroentaKe of COa.

Normal alveolar s

Ah-eolar COn Pressures in Diabetes.

Before considering the values of the alveolar CO2 pres-

sure in diabetes it is necessary to state what variations

occur in normal individuals. The following figures were

obtained by Fitzgerald and Haldane,^ using the Haldane-

Priestley method, and they will serve as a standard for

comparison in pathological cases.
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iilosis'- was mild and the alvooKu- COj pressures
, • M ., „ , , , ,^ - F. R., a boy aged 11 years, wag a marked example ofwore uoraial

:
m the other the a yeolar CO, pressures were this kind. For about a montli the alveolar CO., eonsistentlv^immished and these cases usually termmatcd fatally. f gave normal values of about 5 per cent. On March 23rd a
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Diagrams VII and YIII show the results obtained from

analyses on patients who all died in coma.

P. S., a man o£ 22, is a particularly instructive case. It

was one of the earliest of the series to be investigated.

On admission he was not looked upon as one of the

My. CO,

19^ 181 imu

33 C

S. S.. female, agea 22. P. S., male, a«ea 22.'

Diagram VII,

gravest cases. Only 0.8 oz. (23 grams) of sugar was being

passed, though the aceto-acetic reaction was marked. He
was feeling perfectly fit. His alveolar CO.i, however, gave

a value of 3.8 per cent., which is considerably below the

minimal value for a healthy adult. The carbohydrate in

his diet was reduced to 80 grams per diem ; it was further

reduced to 23 grams eight days later, and he began to get

up and walk about, still feeling quite well. Three days

later the alveolar CO, began to diminish. On July 7th

ALVCa

N

aged 35.

Diagram "VIII,

M. N.,
female,
agc-a 47.

the pressure was 2.5 per cent., and coma started shortly

afterwards. .

The other 6 cases do not require separate description,

but it is noteworthy that in most of them abnormally low

values were obtained several days before the onset of coma.

Thus with S. S., E. S. M., and R. H. values of about 3 or

4 per cent, were obtained two days before the onset of coma,

while the values just before coma were under 2 per cent.

;

at this stage typical air hunger was present.

The case of J. O. (Diagram IX) merits a rather fuller

Diagram IX.—J. O., male, aged 47.

description. His was a different type of case in several

particulars. He was lipaemic, the blood containing fat in

a finely divided state, and he retained consciousness to

the end, although the breathing was obviously somewhat

increased. The most noticeable tiling about the CO.j chart

is its extreme irregularity ; on one occasion the pressure

varied from 5 to 2.5 per cent, in tlie course of two days.

To make sure that these variations were real, and not

simply due to errors of experiment, the Hasselbalch-

Lindhard modification was also used on January 22nd

to 30th. The values obtained by these two methods
correspond well together, the II. -L. values being usually

somewhat higher for the reason already explained. The
patient v.'as given large doses of sodium bicarbonate every

day, and at one time there was some temporary oedema.

Discussion of BesuUs.

The object of alveolar CO.j determinations is to measure

severity of acidosis. Hence it is useless to apply the

method when the urine, in a case of diabetes, gives a

negative result with the uitro-prusside test. Under these

circumstances the alveolar CO., pressure will always fall

within normal limits. However, when the urine contains

acetone bodies, it is usually impossible, from the nitro-

prusside or ferric-chloride tests alone, to say how severe

the acidosis is. In any of these cases the alveolar CO.^

pressure is a sure guide.

By its means cases can readily be divided into two
categories: (1) The mild cases, where the alveolar CO.2

pressure falls within normal limits ; in these cases the

prognosis with regard to coma is relatively good. (2) The

severe cases, where the alveolar CO.2 is definitely lower than

normal ; here the utmost care must be taken to prevent

the onset of coma. All the time the CO., is below normal

the patient is, as it were, on tlie edge of a precipice, and

any disturbance, such as sudden excitement or worry, or

the administration of too rigid a diet, may push
him over the edge.

In these cases the actual CO, pressure ob-

served will give the measure of the danger. X
value of 2 per cent, means that coma may super-

vene within tweuty-fonr hours. A value of 3 per

cent, or 4 per cent, is less dangerous ; in the worst

event, coma will not come on for at least two or

three days.
A sudden drop in the alveolar CO., is also of sig-

nificance; it means that acidosis is increasing,

] and, though the immediate danger may not be

great, there is always the possibility of a further

I

increase until coma sets in. The oases E. S. M.,

I L. W., and P, S., all of whom died in coma,

illustrate this point. This sudden drop in the CO.j

pressure may be unaccompanied by symptoms,

nale, such as drowsiness, abdominal pain, or airhuuger

;

^- for these ouly appear when the CO2 reaches a

very low value—that is, about 2 per cent. Hence
the alveolar CO.2 gives by far the earliest warning

of approaching danger.
Again, it is possible to be misled if reliance is placed

on svmptoms alone, without determining the alveolar COo,

because it not infi-equently happens that the rapid onset of

coma may be suspected from symptoms, even when the

alveolar COj still remains relatively high. Case B. R.

illustrates this i^oint. On two occasions—namely, Decem-
ber 8th and February 26th—coma was suspected from her

symptoms, but the alveolar CO., was too high for her

drowsiness, etc., to be really due to oncoming coma, and

the patient improved.
Of course, it does not necessarily follow that the chance

of averting coma is hopeless because a very low CO., pres-

sure is obtained. It may be kept off for a considerablo

time by judicious treatment. In the case of J. O. death

did not occur for a month, in spite of several very low CO.^

results. Beddard, Pembrey, and Spriggs have published

similar cases.

There are various other methods commonly employed

for measuring acidosis iu diabetes, such as estimating the

amount of ammonia or total acetone in the day's urine.

The disadvantages of these methods are the labour

involved in the determinations and the fact that it is

necessary to .get the patient to collect his urine for a

period of twenty-four hours. However, the greatest dis-

advantage of all is that it is impossible to obtain the

result at once. This is especially the case if the patient

is being seen for the first time.

A device for overcoming this difficulty is to determine

the ratio of the ammonia nitrogen to the total nitrogen in

a specimen of urine. This ratio, the so-called aminonia

index, is usually about 3 per cent, or 4 per cent, in hcaUli
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in severe acidosis values of about 12 per cent, to 30 per
cent, are obtained. These analyses, of course, tako some
little time to perform, and they are essentially methods for

the laboratory; but even so, the results arc apt to bo
imcertain, because the total amount of protein consumed
by the patient is unknown.

It would be possible to draw quite incorrect conclusions
from this ratio in some cases. For instance, in the case of

B. K., on February 26th, when she had a sharp attack of

vomiting accompanied by drowsiness, the ratio was 13 per
cent. This might suggest coma, but it has been pointed
out from the alveolar CO.j results that coma was not
imminent. Again, in the case of R. H., on March 12th,

while the ratio was only 6.4 per cent., the alveolar CO.j on
the next day was 2.7 per cent., and coma came on the day
after ; and even when the patient was actually comatose
the ratio had only risen to 10 per cent.

The great advantage of the alveolar CO^ pressure is that
it affords a measure of the actual acidosis of the blood at

the time of the observation. Its sensitiveness as an indi-

cator depends on the sensitiveness of the respiratory
centre to changes in hydrogen ion concentration of the
arterial blood. This sensitiveness is very high.

On the other hand, an increase of substances excreted in

the urine does not necessarily mean an increased produc-
tion of these substances in the organism ; it may mean
increased excretion alone. The two processes, production
and excretion, do not necessarily run parallel to one
another. Suppose sodium bicarbonate is given to a
diabetic in a state of acidosis, the excretion of acetone
bodies may be increased, their production in the body
remaining the same; hence the actual acidosis of the blood
will be diminished, whereas, from an analysis of the urine

. alone, the erroneous conclusion would be drawn that the
acidosis had increased.
Apart from this theoretical advantage, alveolar COo

determinations by the tensimeter method present many
I>ractical advantages. The apparatus is easj' to use. It

can be readily carried about from case to case. The
method requires but little practice. The results arc of a
high degree of accuracy, and they are of the greatest
significance in the treatment and prognosis of diabetes ; in

fact, to any one who has once used the method it would
appear absolutely impossible to treat satisfactorily a severe
case of diabetes without it.

The writer's thanks are due to his colleagues on the
medical and surgical staff of Guy's Hospital tor allowing
him to investigate the cases under their care, and to
Mr. J. H. Ryffel for letting him quote extensively the urine
analyses made by him, and to Mr. J. F. Venables, who
kindly undertook some of the observations when he was
away.

Clinical Notes on Cases.
H. S., a porter aged 44, was admitted .Januarv Z3rd, 1914, and

discharged March 18th. He had been in Guv's Hospital live
years previouslv with diabetes. He subsequentlv had jaundice
and was operated on for gallstones. Chronic pancreatitis was
diagnosed. Two months previous to admission he noticed
wasting, and also that he imssed large quantities of urine.
He had some bronchitis. A test meal showed hvperchlor-
hvdria. While in hospital carbohydrate was restricted to
120 grams per diem. He was given i oz. olive oil per diemm addition to his diet. He passed about Hb. (227gramsi of
sugar daily, but put on 4 lb. in weight during his stav. Most
of the time small amounts of aceto-acetic acid were present in
the nrine. The alveolar CO, remained between 5 and 6 per cent.
E. E., a postman aged 45, was admitted Februarv 12tli, 1914,

and discharged March 3rd. He had a gonorrhoea! orchitis. He
had Iiad rheumatism. He became ill five weeks i)Levious to
admission, and had since lost 32 lb. in weiglit. Treatment
while in hospital—carbohydrates 142 grams, sodium bicarbonate
6 grams per diem. His weight remained about che same-
that IS, 11 St. He passed about 3 oz. (85 grams) of sugar at
tirst; this gradually diminished, and finallv only traces were
passed. Aceto-acetic acid disappeared after teii davs. The
ammonia index was 7.7 per cent, on admission, this was
associated with an alveolar CO2 of 4.2 per cent. The alveolar
CO2 sabseqnently rose and remained about 5 per cent.

C. G. M., a boy aged 19 years, was admitted March 12th. He
was given a strict diabetic diet with occasional starvation davs.
He had sodium bicarbonate 6 grams per diem. Aceto-acetic acid
present. Sugar about 1 oz. (28 grams) per diem. Alveolar CO2
about 5 per cent.

,..* ?^' * "'*" ^"'^'^ ^' admitted March 11th, 1913. discharged
Way 22nd. He had peripheral neuritis and an enlarged liver.
IJiet, strict diabetic. Aceto-acetic acid present. Sugar about
1 oz. (28 gramsi per diem. Alveolar CO, 5 per cent.
A. .J. T.. a man aged 64, admitted Januarv 6th. 1913. dis-

charged February 6th. He had peripheral neuritis. Diet, etc.:
tarbohvdrate 57 grams., olive oil 2 oz. per diem. Traces of

aceto-acetic acid present Sugai evcieted about 4 oz (113
grams) per diem. Ah eolai COS pel cent
F. E., a schoolboy aged 11 veus was admitted Februarv 2nd.

1914, and died March 20th 1914 lljcic « v, a m nth s liistorv
of hunger, thirst, and freiju h, ission
apart from his diabetes he \ nere
restricted to 102 grams Total

i imm
bicarbonate 21 grams | ei dui 1 1 about
110 grams, but rose to 230 gi mis r u I ti It 1 thinarv.
.\ceto-acetic reaction marked \iuni m \ 1 1 im pei diem!
Alveolar COa about 5 pel cent On "Miuh 2n 1 the cxibo-
hydrate in the diet was mtiea'-el ti 173 „i uii iiKln lni„ a small
quantity of cane sugai Subsequc nth tic inicuut of sngai in
the urine increased to about 300 .,1 un-, tht aeeto acetic re-
action increased and the ammonn niti 3„tii utput incieised to
3.2 grams. The alveolai CO icmunul ianU constant at 3.8
per cent, from March 5th to 14th it then sink m thiee da-\s to
2.2 per cent., and the patient subscjnLnth died m coma Post
mortem : Pancreas small |2S ^i mis
B. E., a woman aged 42 vcais alnutted Decembei 6th,

1913; discharged Maich 18th 1914 Mie bad neuritis m the
legs. On admission she was dij\\s\ and h id headache Her
limbs were painful and wasted, the iceto acetic leaction was
marked. The ammonia index 14 pei cent aheolai CO 4 8 per
cent. Diet: Carhobjdiates 68 ^'rams pintpin 106 grims olive
oil3oz.; total calorievalue 2 259 Oil li ni 4th 1 peuod
of restricted protein mtike w I 111 46 3 j,rims,
carbohydrates 40 grims pel 1 a 2 502 On
February 23rd the diet wis 1 n\ 26th the
patient became very sick \oni 1 1 slie had
abdominal pain. Acetone was

| urine
contained albumin an 1 mn 1 noma
nitrogen 1.2 grams; 111 le\ Ij

| 7 per
cent. Next day she w xs beti I i ea of
albumin; amm'ouia iiitiOoCn 19 , 1 1 t \ 10 •* j i cent,
aceto-acetic reaction conspicuous ihcjlai (_0 4 7 pei cent.
Two days later the acidosis wis still less aniimnix nitiogen
0.5 gram; index 3.4 pei cent Ihcie t of hci sti\ in hospital
was uneventful.

S. S., a woman in domestic \ Imitted Feb-
ruary 28th, 1914; died Maicl tDius of the
disease were tirst notice 1 bel Ij On admis-
sion: Diet, light, full noie&ti lutes Sodium
bicarbonate 9 grams pel diem On Uii h ii 1 su.,11 excietion
was 15.6 oz. (443 grams), subsequentlj tailing Maiked aceto-
acetic reaction.

!"—
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J. 0., ft painter aged 47 ; aamitted January 5tli, 1914 ,

Januarv 29th, 1914. He had had diabetes smce JIarch, 1913.

Since tlien lie had been on a strict diet,

he had complainci! of areat lassitude,

^r^^^S'^S'^:^'i:' :;^::f-i.!ahei- ..row.y ;
Ids breath

±!s:':s^z.e ^!;u^ut,r Ti:iti^:;^ci;S reLl^^^^
strong V positive. A diet containing 113 grams farbohydrate

«?.-'...̂ ...., .„,i; i.-nrbonate in large doses by the mouth
111 January 7th). On Jamiary 9th

grams, index 15.6 jier cent. He passed

about 8 oz. (227 grams) sugar daily. On .Tanuary lltli the urme

was faintly alkaline. On January 13th ammonia N was

2 6 grams. "He was now walking about the ward. The large

dos?s of sodium bicarbonate were still continued. On Tamiary

22ud the patient's legs began to be oedematous. Ihesodiim

bicarbonate was diminished to 51 grams for three days, and it

wis then increased again to the previous amount. The oedema

disappeared in twenty-four hours. On January 26th a normal

full diet was given, with porridge and milk ad iir

January 29th, 2 a.m., the patient --'-'—'" '—i °" ="

and sodium bic

and 'rectum (78 grams
ammonia N

abdomi , pam.
uddenly hatl an attack of

„,j become delirious. He regained conscious-

ness, and remained conscious right till his death, the next

morning at 4 o'clock. While in hospital the alveolar COj showed

large variations-that is, between 2 and 5 per cent.
,

Post jKorJcm.—Lipaeraia, due to a finely divided suspension of

fat. General wasting. Atrophied pancreas.

AfFTHODs OF Analysis Employed.
,S',,,. ,, l;.,,,, ,hrfK method.

I

I, I, ii-niol titration.

1, / , ,tliat is, the ratio between the ammonia
nil.,, . 1 I- i ,al lutrogenj.—The total nitrogen was calculated

from'tlie iimouiit of urea, determined by Dupres's method,

assuming that the urea nitrogen was always 95 per cent, of the

total nitrogen. This is approximately the case mi.ler ordinary

conditions of diet, and the results are accurate enough lor

clinical purposes The Diipres method is much simpler than

Kjedlahl s, and takes less time to peifoim
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PAROXYSMAL HAEMOGLOBIXURIA.

E. EMRYS-ROBERTS, M.D.,

Peofessob of Pathology and Bacikuiologt. Ukiveesitt op

Waives; Captain (Tempobaky),K..^.M.C. : Baciebiqi-ogisi.
' Welsh Army Corps.

As the condition known as paroxysmal liaemoglobinuria is

of extreme rarity, and recorded observations may assist

in its elucidation, I venture to set out some of the results

obtained in an investigation of a case that has recently

come under my notice.

The man, an ex-soldier, 42 years of age, who had

re-enlisted for home service during the period of the war,

was sent to me by the medical officer of his battalion on

July 8th, in order to have his blood and urine examined,

with a view to ascertaining if he was suffering from

secondary anaemia and, if so, to what cause it could be

assigned.
Well built and of keen intellectual capacity, he was,

when I saw pa. and bloodless, and his sclerotics

wel^e tiuf^ed yelloAv." He stated that he joined the army at

the age "of 19 years, and after six months' home service

and six mouths at iMalt.n, was drafted to India, whore he

served eight years, lie left India at the age of 28, and

was then "transferred to the army reserve. Whilst in India,

at the age of 25 years, he contracted malaria—benign

tertian—and also syphilis ; for the latter ho received oral

mercurial treatment for a period of three months. After

leaving the army he started work as a coal miner, and

became successively a mine official and an inspector of

mines. At the age of 33 he married, and six years later a

girl was born, whom I have seen. She is now over 3 years

of age, and appears perfectly healthy.

His general health has been excellent. Eight years ago,

at the age of 34, he had an attack of what was diagnosed

as influenza, with symptoms of pain in calves and thighs,

and headache, but no rigors or " port-wine " urine.

In October, 1913, he formed one of an exploration party

after the Senghenydd explosion. At one time, whilst

returning to the base of operations, a distance of 1,000 yards,

he and his companions were exposed for over two hours

to smoke and gases. He himself felt great difficulty in

breathing, and was unable to travel more than ten yards

at a time. A fellow explorer suffered chiefly from pams in

the head, calves, and thighs, with weakness of the logs-

symptoms cliaracteristic of CO poisoning.

Whether the effect of this exposure has played any part

in my patient's subsequent illness it is difficult to estimate,

but it is of interest to note that thereafter lie complained

of frequent tingling of the cars, only relieved by the

application of warmth. His present illness, he told me,

started eight weeks before with loss of appetite, constipa-

tion, frontal headache, lassitude, pains in the thighs and

calves, some fcverishness, and also some pain in the epi-

gastrium. A fortnight later he experienced a slight

" shiver," but no vomiting occurred at any time. During

the last two weeks definite rigors developed, followed by

profuse sweating. These rigors usually started about mid-

day every day, and would last from two to five Iiours ;

they were not controlled by quinine. He noticed that the

first appearance of " port-wine " coloration of his uriue

synchronized with the first rigor. From then to the time

that I first saw him he had become steadily worse. About

the time that the rigors started ho first noticed that an

irritating rash appeared on exposing his arms and legs

when getting out of bed. The rash and its attendant

irritation would last from twenty to thirty minutes, and

on returning to bed and keeping closely covered the skin

would assume its normal condition.

The specimen of urine he brought with him (.July btli)

presented the follo'iving characters :
" Port-wine " colour,

acid, gave strong positive reaction with tincture of

guaiacum and ozouic ether; high albumin content. On

centrifugiug, a heavy deposit containing very many
<Tranular casts, a few granular-leucocytic casts, and

much detritus, all tinged a brownish colour. A few

isolated leucocytes and urinary epitheUal cells were

seen. Some calcium oxalate crystals were present, but

there were no rad blood corpuscles.

I now proceeded to obtain some blood from the tip of the

ri^ht ear. This procedure was immediately followed by a

riSor. It will be noted that the blood taken on this

ocliasion represented a sample of his circulating blood

during the period of his haemoglobiuuria. As subsequent

events proved, this was the only sample I was able to

obtain while he was in this condition, as, when I next saw

him, he Iiad improved so much that his immediate sym-

ptoms had ceased. -

The blood withdrawn clotted quickly, and the resultant

serum was large in amount. The serum was tinged a

smoky-brown colour, with the very merest trace of a

reddish tint. The Wassermann reaction was positive.

A differential count of 300 leucocytes, performed at the

same time, gave the following result : Polymorphonuclears,

70 per cent. ? large mononuclears and transitionals, 7 per

cent. ; lymphocytes, 9.6 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 10 per

cent. ; mast cells, 3.3 per cent. The leucocytes appeared

oreatly iu excess of the normal ratio to the rod cor-

puscles. There were a few deatl leucocytes, chiefly

polymorphs, eosinophiles, and mast cells. Blood platelets

were present in slight excess. The rod corpuscles stained

lightly, rouleaux formation was fair; luacrocytes, micrq-

cytes, poikilocytes, and many phantom cells present ;
poly-

chromatosis abundant. No nucleated red corpuscles and

no malarial parasites seen.

Four days later (.July 12th), after his removal to

the local military hospital, I was enabled to make con-

tinuous estimations of his urine over a period of eight

days. Each time he micturated the total ainouut was

measured, and a sample submitted to cxraiiinatioii, in order

to ascertain the question of acidity, specific gravity, general

appearance and colour, and the presence or absence of

haemoglobin, bilirubin, albumin and crystalline deposits.

In this way it was possible to estimate the total for each

successive twenty-four hours, and any changes that might

occur.
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The total ilaily amounts varied from 1,123 c.cm. to
1,746 o.ciu.; the specific gravity from 1008 to 1028—evcu
ou the same day—but this variation was uuusual, tlie

average being 1016. The colour and appearance varied
between a clear light amber and a cloudy deep brown ; ou
no occasion did it show the slightest trace of a "port-wine"
tint. Sometimes there would be a heavy deposit of urates,
but there was never any haemoglobin present, whilst the
shghtest traces of bilirubin and albumin were only rarely
encountered. It was surprising to find how extremely
quickly the urine had approximated to the normal
standard.
On July 12th I withdrew some of his blood. It anain

clotted quickly and produced a largo resultant seruiu,
which was. however, tinged a strong red colour. I'siug
this serum in a fresh state I added it in varying dilutions
to a 5 per cent, suspension of my owii washed red cor-
puscles, with a suitable control, and incubated at 37 (".

for one hour. No haemolysis took place in any of the
preparations. Tlie Wassermann reaction was positive.
Ou this day also I took 1 volume of the serum obtained

on .Inly 8th (immediately preceding a rigor), inactivated it

at 60= C. for half an hour, to it added 1 volume of my
own washed red corpuscles, 1 volume of my own fresh
serum (complementi, and 3 volumes of normal saline,
incubating at 37= C. for one hour. As a result I obtained
slight haemolysis of my own red corpuscles. I also, ou the
same occasion, took one volume of tire serum obtained ou
July 12th (during the quiescent convalescent period), and
proceeded in a precisely similar fashion, but I did not
thereby obtain any haemolysis of luv own corpuscles.
Ou July 15th I estimated his total icucocytea at 9,200

and total red corpuscles at 2,944.000 per cubic millimetre.
On July 26th I again withdrew some of his blood, the

serum, as before, was strongly tinged. The "Wassermann
reaction was again positive.
On the same day I performed a differential count of 400

leucocytes with the following result: Polymorphs, 57.25
per cent.; large mononuclears and transitionals, 15 per
cent.; lymphocytes, 20 per cent.; eosinophiles, 7.5 per
cent.

; mast cells, 0.25 per cent. The red corpuscles were
much more uniform in size and shape, but there were still
some macrooytes. microcytes, and poikilocytes, also some
rosettes. The colour was better, but there was still some
polychromatosis. though not so pronounced. A few shadow
cells were present. Rouleaux formation was fair. There
were fewer blood platelets, but many dead leucocytes,
chiefly large mononuclears. There were no nucleated red
corpuscles, and no malarial parasites were seen.
On July 30th I estimated his total leucocytes at 5,400

and total red corpuscles at 3,952,000 per cubic millimetre.
On this day also I made a preparation of his washed

red corpuscles. To one volume of these I added one
volume of his own fresh serum and on© volume of
normal saline, incubating at 37" C. for one hour. I further
added to another volume of his own washed red corpuscles
one volume of my own fresh serum and one volume of
nonnal saline, also incubating at 37=' C. for one hour. In
neither preparation did haemolysis occur.

In order to ascertain if the haemolyzed state of his
serum was due to free haemoglobin in the blood plasma
(which seemed improbable, as his urine contained none)
or to fragUity of his red corpuscles, whereby the hacnio-
globin was expressed during the act of clotting, I with-
drew on August 3rd one portion of blood, and allowed it
to clot. The serum was definitely tinged with haemo-
globin. Another portion of blood was received into a
tube hned with paraffin wax and immediately centrifuged,
thereby quickly separating the corpuscles from the plasma.
Ihe latter wa.s seen to be entirely free from the slightest
trace of tinting. In point of fact, it was perfectly normal
in appearance.
A curious phenomenon was noted in the ridit ear. On

the day following the first needle puncture thl; site of the
puncture in the lobe, together with the upper portion of
the ear, which had not been punctured, became tense and
swollen with extravasated blood and tender to the touch.
1 hereafter the left ear was used, happily with no untoward
result, rhc right ear assumed its normal state in the
course of two to three weeks, the normal condition beiu"
hastened by keeping the ear protected and warm.

During the course of the investigation he was at first
kept strictly in bed, ou a milk diet. Then, wheu it was
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found that his urine remained free from albumin, e°ea
were allowed ; later, fish and a full diet.

"

Throughout he was extremely susceptible to cold.
.Mthough to the ordinary mind the temperature was
distinctly warm (75- F. in the shade), he would be found
with as many as nine blaukets and woollen coveriu»s
including his great coat

!

°

r,.,^]!;'^°° ^Hl *'"'" '"** temperature fluctuated between
97.4" F. and 99 F. When he began to sit up he complained
of considerable pain in the thighs and calves, though this
in time, passed off. Eventually he improved sufticiently
to allow his return to his billet, and his convalescence is
proceeding satisfactorily. Iron and arsenic are beiu"
given to combat the anaemia. It would be inadvisable to
administer neo-salvarsan intiavenously uutil his corpuscles
liave regained their normal state.

In reviewmg the facts disclosed, one is first of all struck
with the malarial and specific history, a combination of
frequent recorded occurrence in the etiology of paroxysmal
hacmoglobmuria, though the disease has been described
when neither the one nor the other has been antecedent
The next point is that the first symptoms should have
started in midsummer, as it is generally held that exposure
to cold IS a predisposing factor. In this case there was
not even the possible exposure to the rigours of camp
life, since he was billeted au.l his work was actuarial.
I did not go the length of deliberately exposing him to
cold m order to test this eoutention, but 1 understand from
the medical officer of his battalion that on arrival at his
billet, after a twelve-miie drive iu the ambulance, he
experienced a slight rigor. The vasomotor disturbances,
as seen in the right ear aud in the exposure rash, are of
mterest in connexion with the previous history of tingling
in the ears, relieved by warmth, subsequent to exnosu"e to
CO fumes.
The blood counts are of interest chiefly as supporting

the condition of secondary anaemia following the loss 0I
blood indicated by the liaemoglobinuria. For some reason
the eosinophile count was high. The process of aijproxi-
mation to normal in the case of the uriue was remarkably
rapid and very difficult to understand.
As far as the blood serum is concerned, the suggestion is

offered that the marked haemolysis present, after the period
of the rigors aud haemoglobin uria had passed, is evidence
of the fragility of the red corpuscles, the haemoglobin
being discharged from them during the act of clotting,
since the plasma prepared coiucidvutally was normal in
apiiearance. However, this does not quite explain why
the serum of the blood taken immediately prior to a rigor,
aud during the period of the haemoglobiuuria, should have
been but barely tinged with haemoglobin; its siuoky-
brown colour strongly suggests reduced haemoglobin.
The presence of a haeiuolytic body iu the serum just

prior to a rigor, and coincidiug with the period of haemo
globinuria, and its absence later, coincident with the
cessation of haemoglobiuuria, are points of some im-
portance.

In a short note on " Psychological Medicine," published
in the Edupational Number last week, p. 385, it should
have been stated that the Univei-sity of Manchester grants
a diploma in psychological medicine. We regret the
oversight the more because the University of Manchester
was, we believe, the first to give such diplomas.
In a paper on the experimental treatment of linman

beri-beri with constituents of rice )..,ii.,i,in"^ (/'ln!,,,,„ne
Journal of Science, March, 1915i \\ill;,i m. ainl Sideebv
ccme to the conclusion tliat nllantoin Ims ;, iMinticial
effect in certain cases of lieii ]« 1,. ,iiii

never proiliiee-, coniiiletc cnrr, HMii,,l\
polishing-, lias lircii r.iiiiia (., h, n. in ;iil

disease iiiii.u v, Inch h lia.^ li.-.n uuil ;

extract o£ uec peU.,hiui,s i>, they state, a safe aud
valuable remedy for infantile beriberi, but of little use
for older cases. The vitamine ot rice polishings was
proved to possess specific and prompt curative properties
far beyond those ot any other known substance, but un-
fortunately its cost at present prohibits its general use
amongst the poorer class. As a wliole the observaticms
on the 27 cases recorded in this paper are, as regards their
bearing on the etiology of beriberi, in accord with the
broad proposition that' the disease, in a practical sense at
least, results primarily from a poor diet, deficient more
particularly in specific substances ot the nature of Funk's
vitamincs.

I j.ii.lialdy

lael of rice
pes (,t the
lydn.ly/cd
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CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF RIGHT FOOT

WITH ALMOST COMPLETE ABSENCE

OF RIGHT FIBULA.

Bv E. HANSEL SYMPSON, M.D., B.G.Cantab.,

M.R.C.S.ENft.,

Majob n. A.M.C (T.F.). 4th NoRTHEns GExmAL Hobpital:

Honorary Surgeos, Lincoln Cocmy Hospital.

George B., a lad aged 13, was admitted to the Lincoln

County Hospital on May 29tb, 1915.

History.

Tlie malformation of foot and leg was noticed at

birth. The ijatient walked at the usual age, resting the

right foot on the right great toe ; he ran well, played foot-

ball, etc., became a scout when 11, and did all drills and

marches without difficulty.
,, ,

A year ago he began to suffer from backache after long i

walks, dneto the tilting of the pelvis from the shortness

of the right leg. Last March this deformity was noticed

by the medical inspector at school, and found to be very

marked.

CondiUon.

The right foot seemed as though it had been rotated

outwards°fov nearly a quarter of a circle, and then turned

over so that its dorsal surface looked almost directly

forwards and its plantar surface backwards. The power

to move the foot on the ankle existed, hut backwards and

forwards insteal of up and down Ihe boy walked on

Ampntation.

On June 5th, 1915, a flap was formed from the dorsum

of the foot, the tendons and ligaments were divided, the

incision carried upwards and downwards over the

OS calcis, the tendo Achillis cut, the flap tui-ned upwards

and outward, making the wound like an inverted U. This

healed by first intention, and the sear is well out of the

way of any vertical pressure^

the cnl f 11 o tib i which was enKiged an! made t „ood

"stump Iheie'nas2 m shortening ot the i ht tibia

(mcasuuug tiom mttlla to iimei malko i ml of couise

owing to the absence of the foot buicath tie tibii theie

was much moie difterenco m the totxl length of each

.\ radiograph was taken on March 11th by Captain A. L.

Yates, now on active service " somewhere in France or

Flanders." As will be seen from the sketch of the radio-

graph here reproduced the hinge of the jomt was between

the upper and posterior portion of the articular surface of

the astragalus with the outer edge of the lower end of the

tibia. This bone is also seen to be much enlarged and

curved, with the convexity inwards. The inner malleolus

is large and turned outwards. A small piece of the lower

end of the shaft of the libula appears in the plate between

MEDICAL. SURGiCAi;. OBSTETRICAL.

SOAMIN TREATMENT OF CEREBROSPINAL
MENINGITIS.

Case i (under the care of A. M. B.).—E. G. C, aged 29,

had an attack of influenza iu February. On March 10th,

1915, had acute symptoms of influenza, with vomiting and

symptoms of meningitis. On March 12th the head was

very retracted, pulse 48, and temperature 99 =
; the legs

were drawn up and slightly rigid ; the patient was very

iii-itable but quite conscious and had no rash; Kernig s

sign was well marked. He was given 5 grains of soamm

by injection into the gluteus maximus muscle, together

with an iujection of morphine h grain and atropin j.U gram.

On March 13th he had well marked taehe cerebrate;

Kernig's sign was less marked than the day before. A
peculiar patch of hei-pes was notice<l on the right ankle,

which was like a burn from a hot water bottle. This,

however, did not prove to be the case, for it happened lu

a similar way to several other patients, and was clea,rly

due to conglomeration of hei-pes;" this patch, like similar

ones, took six weeks to heal. Anothei- injection of soamiu

^5 arains) was given ; the pulse was 56 and temperature

about 100'. His irritability rei]uired injections of morphine

twice a day until March 17th. He required frequent

catheterization. On March 16th a lumbar puncture was

performed for headache and pressure signs and an injec-

tion of meningococcic serum given. On March 14tu

there were papules on the chest; the temperature was

then 102= and pulse 108. From March 16th Kemig's sign

became less marked, headaches ceased, and he made au

uneventful recovery, and was discharged on March 20th

quite cured and without any symptoms whatever.

Ckse II (under the care of J. F. R.).—R. Y., aged 14, was

quite well on March 31st, and workiug tUl 4 or 5 p.m. He
felt sliohtly ill towards evening, and at 11 p.ru. I was

called to see him. His temperature was then 105.4', the

pulse 140, the face was flushed, and he was drowsy, but

complained of pain in the left side of the chest in the

axillary line. The blood count showed 23,700 leucocytes

per cubic centimetre ; 72 per cent, multinuclear ;
Kemig s

sif'u was present, and also tachc cirebratc, and stiffness

and ri"i(lity of the neck muscles; the pupils were dilated.

Thero'\vas a peculiar patch on the left ankle, looking like

a recent buf-bite, 3 to 4 cm. in extent. Meningococci

were cultivated from the posterior nares. An injection of

3 "rains of soamiu had a somewhat marked effect.^ liis

te'uiperature came down shortly afterwards to 100', and

the pulse to 80, while Kernig's sign wa-s less pronounced.

After one day's interval, as the temperature again i;eaclietl

103', another 3 gi-ains were injected, and again on the hftli

day 2 more grains were injected in the gluteal region;

drowsiness decreased, headaches became less, and the

pulse much better. Apart from a sudden rise ot tempera-

ture to 104.2' on the sixteenth day, he made steady and

uneventful progress. On the fourth day there was a

petechial rash on the left hip, and herpes of two squm-

inches over the left eye, nose, and auus, and one or t .

rose spots on the trunk. The patch noticed on the ai..

within twenty-four hours became bullous, and looked 1..

a scald; then the scab dropped off, and left an ulcer halt

an inch in diameter, which took over six weeks to lieal.

At the end of three weeks he appeared fully recovered,

and swabs Uken were negative. In the fifth week, alter

resuming uonxial life, he had a sudden rise of temperature

to 104', pulse 130, coupled with violent headache and

pains down spine. Bromides relieved this, and ajiart

from .another attack a week later, he has been quite we.

i

in every way.
^^^ ^j p ppjj., M.O.H..

Chicliester.

J. F. Rev, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond .
etc^,^^
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SURGICAL TUBERCULOSIS.
AVk are glad to draw the attention of the profession to a
new book dealing with the disease which, above all others,

is the source of worry to hospital surgeon and general

practitioner alike. l>r. John Fkaser has been well known
for some years as the author of papers recounting the

results of original investigation in tuberculosis. He has
collected these papers on pathologj' and etiology, added
clinical studies, and, finally, has built up the whole into a

most excellent treatise oii Tuberculosis of the Bones and
Joints in Children} The work has been carried out in

the Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh, and
the author makes acknowledgement of his indebtedness to

that distinguished surgeon Mr. H. J. Stiles, an inspiiiiig

and encouraging guide. The book falls naturally intu tw o

divisions—-general and special ; in the latter tuberculous

disease of each individual joint and of many bones is con-

sidered in detail. This method is apt to lead to repetition,

but the tendency is kept well in cheek, and the story of

each joint unfolds itself complete and self-contained.

The first part of the volume is devoted to the general

discussion of the subject ; the pathological developiueut
and minute structure of the lesion, from the earliest

deposit of a bacilli- laden embolus and endarteritis

3bliterans to the formation of abscess and sequestrum,
ire very fully set forth. The illustrations of this portion

are all exceedingly beautiful original photomicrographs ;

the}' form quite the most perfect series of the kind known
to us. If they have a fault, it is that the description

attached to each is too meagre ; the practitioner who is

not accustomed to inspecting microscopic sections would
appreciate them more if the various details of the picture

were pointed out by lettered lines or arrows.
The growth of bone on the external surface of hones

infected with tubercle is quite frankly credited to the
osteogenetic function of the periosteum. It seems to us

that Macewen's theory as to the periosteum being merely
a limiting membrane is too airily dismissed in a two- line

footnote. The theory has gained very wide acceptance,
and, so far as we know, the accuracj' of the experiments
proving it has not been contested. In this connexion it is

of interest to note that Dr. Eraser cannot explain the fact

that " in tuberculosis of the vertebrae the periosteum
rarely forms any degree of new bone."
There is only one other minor criticism which we desire

to make : it is in connexion with the clinical evidences of

the .second stage of hip disease. In this work the attitude
of the limb is said to be flexion, abduction, and eversiou.
In most books the limb in the second stage is said to be in

a state of flexion, adduction, and inversion, with apparent
shortening. Of course, it is obvious that in such a disease
stages are arbitrary divisions with indefinite limits, but
for teaching purposes it is convenient to regard the stages
of the disease as three, and uniformity of description of

each stage is desirable.
We do not think that any more useful or practical work

on the subject of tuberculosis of bones and joints in

children has been placed in the hands of the profession.
It is admirably arranged, most fully and beautifully illus-

trated throughout, and written in free, graceful style. A
most commendable feature is the oft-repeated insistence on
conservatism in treatment. Young practitioners and sur-
geons will find here that even tuberculous abscesses may
diminish in size and their contents become dry and cal-

careous if left alone, provided recumbency and general
treatment be carried out, and that the treatment of joint
tubercidosis is a matter of infinite patience lasting some-
times for years. There is no department of these diseases,
etiology, pathology, clinical manifestations or treatment, in

which the anxious family doctor or the enterprising sur-

geon to a children's hospital will not find the information
he seeks, and generally he will find far more than ever he
thought of.

Bibliographically the volume is handsome, its vhole

' Tiilerculosi) of the Bottes and Joiiitt in Chadren. By J. Frascr.
JI.D.. F.lt.C.S.E.. Ch.&i. The Eainburfih Medical .Series. London;
A. «nd C. Black. 1914. (6uD. roy. Sto, pp. 368 : 51 plates; 164 Btjures.

arrangement reflecting credit on the publishers. We have
found only one proof-reading slip ; on page 80 " Michael's "

should be "jyiichel's."

ANTITYPHOID INOCULATION.
Dif. H. Mki!V of Paris has written a brief and admirable
account of the history, principles, and practice of inocula-
tion or vaccination again.st typhoid fever." It was first

employed in France by Chanteiuosse and Widal in 1888,
experimentally and on mice; it was not employed to
protect man by Chantemesse till 1899, three years after
Wright in England and others in Germany had used it for
that purpose. Besredka employed his sensitized vaccine
in 1902. At the present time antityphoid vaccines fall into
three main classes, according as the cultures are injected
dead, alive, or in the form of autoly.sates (extracts). Tho
chief vaccines of the first class" are those of Wriglit,
Wright and Lcishmau. Chantemesse, I'leilTer and IvoUe,
and Russel, in which the typhoid bafilii had been killed
by heat; in other instances they are killed by antiseptic
drugs, as is the case with Vincent's polyvalent antityphoid
vaccine now being employed extensively in the French
army. The second class is represented by Castellani's
vaccine, Besredka's living sensitized vaccine, and others

;

all are used much less freely than the vaccines containing
only dead typhoid bacilli. The same is true of the
autolysate antityphoid vaccines of Wassermann, Conradi,
Mncent, Rowland, and others, which contain only extracts
of the bacterial bodies.

Practical considerations lead to the use of antityphoid
vaccines containing killed bacteria for choice. The vaccine
should be injected, according to Vincent, in the region of
the left shoulder, behind the border of the deltoid muscle
and two or three fingerbreadths below the spine of the
scapula. Intravenous injections are not free from danger.
Antityphoid inoculation should not be practised on
phthisical persons or patients with disease of the heart
or kidneys.

Discussing the vaccine treatment of patients with enteric
fever. Mory notes that it was first tried in 1893 by
Frankel ; Netter in 1913 collected 1,318 cases of its use,
with a mortality of 5 per cent. ; and Gauchery 2,256 cases,
with a mortality of 5.7 per cent. The vaccines employed
here are the same as those described above for pro-
phylactic use ; the doses are much smaller, from 5 to 30 or
60 million of the dead microbes being injected and from
two to four injections being given, as a rule. The treat-

ment is not free from dangers—high fever, cardiac failure,

aggi-avation of the disease, even rupture of the spleen
;

Rlery notes the fact, and is unaible to give any definite
rules or indications whereby the practitioner may foretell

the cases in which the vaccine treatment is contra-
indicated. This is an excellent little book, well and
tcmperatelj' written. It should be in the hands of all

medical men who have to deal ^vith the prophylaxis and
treatment of enteric fever.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Year Books.

The Charits' Organisation Society has recently issued
the twenty-fourth edition of its Annual Register and
Digest.^ This gives a classified register of all the more
important charities in or available for the metropolis,
together with a digest of iutoniuitiou rcspoctiuf:! Icfial and
voluntary means for the prevention and relief ot distress,
and the improvement ot the condition of tlie poor. It

begins with an introduction of nearly 400 pages, in which
the modes in which the benefits of these charities ought to
be turned to account is given. In other words, this
supplies the reader with an outline ot the principles of

charitable work. The bulk of tlic Nolnuif i.'^ occuijied by
details of the societies, instituti'.ii-. :.( n. i, -. iwid li ;it,'ues

actively concerned in the relit l i

i
> rty.

There is an excellent index, t ; i
. .uler

will naturally turn first when ik.iI ai,; u^i li Hi miual.
The book has grown vastly since it was first Ijiouglit into

2i« ycu:cination Aiitihn'hoidmue. Vaccination preventive et Vac-

cino-th*i-apie. Les Actiialitts Medicales. far le Dr. H. Mery._ Pans:
.1. B. Bailli^re et Fils. 1915. (C'r. 8\ 0. \H>. Vi

: 6 fii;

» r/ie Annual Charities Ttrin^lrr aitd luiii-st.

on How to Help Cases of Distics.s. l'-> < s.

edition. London: Loufiinan;^. (..reen, aud Co 1

tlon Sotietv. Loudon. 1915. (Dciuj 8vo. L)1>. lOi

with an inti'odnction
Loch. Twenty-fourth
['or Charily Organisa-
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existence in 1879. It is not too mucli to say that it is

quite indispensable to all who are concerned in charitable

work in London and most useful to those so concerned

elsewhere in this country.

The new edition, that for 1915, of Low's Handbook to the

Charities of London' is the eightieth ; it gives particulars

of the objects, funds, and offices of over 1,200 charitable

institutions. The classified table of contents not only

facilitates reference but shows the j^reat variety of objects

with which such institutions in, or for, the metropolis

exist. The editor makes a special appeal for the support

of the benevolent public at this time. It is recot;nized

that this will be a very critical year for all institutions

dependent for maintenance on incomes from subscriptions,

and there is a real danger that their resources may be

crippled unless those whose generosity has rendered it

possible to build up the magnificent fabric of the voluntary

system continue the help so ungrudgingly given m the

The Girls' School Year Book,^ which is the ofHcial book of

reference of the Association of Head Mistresses, has

reached its tenth year of publication. Its object is to

provide a record of all matters of interest to parents,

school-mistresses, and girls in connexion with secondary

education, so far as concerns public secondary schools for

girls with governing bodies, and to the exclusion of jirivate

schools. In addition, it contains information about uni-

versities and colleges for women. The last 200 pages are

given to information and advice about professions and
employments for educated women—teaching, the civil

service, secretarial, clerical, and librarian work, journalism,

medicine, nursing, social work, music, art, agriculture,

horticulture, the drapery trade, and other such things.

The book should be of great service to those for whom it

has been compiled, and seems well up to date.

There are over eighty universities and university colleges

in the British Empire, ranging from Aberdeen and Acadia

to Western Australia. The Year Book of the Vnieersiiics

of the Etnpire^ gives in summary form the information

contained in their respective calendars, so far as it may
be of service to those responsible for university organiza-

tion and to advanced students who are looking out for

opportunities of study and research. Ten appendices on
kindred institutions are added and sixty-flve pages of war
rolls ; forty pages at the end give a list of the names of

those teaching at the various universities and colleges

included in the volume. This year-book is now in its

second year; it appeals to only a small audience, bat

should be of great utility to those for whom it caters.

For those who are taking holidays this year, Jhe
Holidays,'' issued by six of the large railway comiianies

in England and Scotland, contains a vast amount of useful

information. It gives lists of hotels, boarding houses,

apartments, and all the other information required by
holiday seekers in Great Britain and Ireland.

*ioio'« Bandbooy to the Charities of London. Eightieth year of
publication. 1915. London: Sampson Low, Marstou and Co.. Ltd.
ICr. 8vo. pp. 254. Is. net.)

1^ The Girls' Sclwol Year Booh (Pttblic Schools). The Official Book of

Reference of the Association of Head Mistresses. Tenth year of

publication. Loudon ; The Year Book Press, 1915. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 698.

39.6d.net.)
6 The Year Book of the Universities of the Empire. 1915. Published

for the Universities Bureau of the British Em]>irc. London

;

H. Jenkins. Ltd. 1915. (Demy 8vo, pp. 729. 7s. 6d. net.)
' The Eoliduys. 1915 : W'here to Stay and What to See. London :

Waiter Hill. Twentieth edition. 1915. (Demy 8vo. pp. 2000;
illustrated. Is.; post free, la. 6d.)

The Phili])pinc Journal of Science (vol. X, Sec. B, No. 1)

contains papers on cholera, the treatment of infantile

beri beri, new compounds of emetine, the preparation of

tetanus antitoxin, and tlie development of the eggs of

Ascaris luinhricoides. Of these, perhaps the most in-

teresting to tropical medicine is the paper on the new
compounds of emetine by Du Mez, who has produced an
emetine mercuric iodide and an emetine bismuthous
iodide. He hopes that these new compounds will simplify
the emetine treatment and increase its efficiency ; he
thinks that he has obtained a remedy which can bo
administered frequently in fairly large doses, with a
minimum amount of trouble, and that it brings emetine
into contact with the entamoeljae for a longer time than
the form in which it is administered at present. Clinical
tests alone will show whether this hope is warranted
or not.

HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS MEDICAL
SERVICE BOARD.

(From our Correspondent in Edinburgh.)

In July, 1912, a Committee was appointed by tlie Treasury,

under tlie chairmanship of Sir John Dewar, Bt., M.P.,
" to consider at an early date how far the provision of

medical attendance in districts situated in the Higlilands

and Islands of Scotland is adequate, and to advise as to

tlie best method of securing a satisfactory medical service

therein, regard being had to tlie duties and responsibilities

of the several public authorities operating in such districts."

This Committee, under the guidance of its secretary, Mr.
(now Captain) Malcolm Beaton, was able to visit the High-
lands and Islands (including the Outer Hebrides, the

Orkneys and Shetlands, and the Fair Isle), to examine a
large number of witnesses, and, speaking generally, to look

into local requirements and difficulties in a conspicuously
thorough manner.
The result was a report presented in the end of December

of the same year, out of which grew the Highlands and
Islands Medical Service Act of 1913, with its annual grant
of £42,000 for the improvement of medical service, in-

cluding nursing. The next step was the coming into

being of the Highlands and Islands Medical Service Board,
which, according to the first report of the Highlands
and Islands Medical Service Board for the period ended
December 31st, 1914, is constituted as follows:

Sir .John \ I' 'HI. i;i,, .M. P., Chairman ;

TheLa.lN -> ,i
;

'
• .I'l'.ir ;

Sir Doiiii. I; :, K.C.B., Principal and Vice-Chan-
cellor I

i.ii ;... rniversity, and President of the
General .\i..M|Hii I (oiiiicil ;

Dr. W. Leslie .MacUeiizie, Medical Member of the Local
Goveninieiit Boiud for Scotland

;

Dr. .John Macphersoii, Senior Medical Commissioner in
Liinac> for Scotland ;

Dr. John C. McV'ail, Deputy Chairman of the Scottish
Insurance Commission

;

Dr. J. Jj. Kobertson, Senior Chief Inspector of Schools in
iScotlaiid ;

Dr. Xdrnian Walker, Direct Representative for Scotland on
the General Medical Council ; with

Mr. Lewis M'Quibban, of the Scotch Education Depart.
meut, as secretary.

This Board, which is appointed for four years, com-
menced its work in November, 1913, but did not report
until May 31st of the present j'ear, and then only concerning
preliminary and emergency matters ; now, however, it has
issued, after approval by the Secretary for Scotland and
the Treasury, a very far-reaching series of schemes for

the improvement of the medical service (including nursing)

in these outlying regions of Great Britain.

It cannot be doubted that the fact of the British
Empire's participation in the greatest war of history was
known to the Board, along with the additional facts that
the former Committee's secretary (Captain Beaton) was at

the front, and that many of the medical practitioners

vitally affected by these schemes were serving in Flanders
or at the Dardanelles, having left their work in the High-
lands antl Islands at their country's insistent call. No
hint of these is contained in the schemes put before the
doctors of the north andXvest of Scotland and less directly

of the medical profession in general ; one is tempted to ask
if, after all, there is not a perfect peace and an ovei-flowing

supply of medical men available in the Highlands, or,

alternatively, if the Board has not succeeded in demonstrat-
ing that the Government Departments exist and do their

work in absolutely water-tight and non-communicating com-
partments. Such suppositions are certainly strengthened
by the instructions given to the medical men in the north
to whom the Board lias addressed a letter, dated August
16th, transmitting a copy oi-Scheme A providing for the
general conditions under which medical jsractitioners will

be eligible to participate in grants from the Board, jjub-

lished in the Supplement to the British Medic.\l Journ.al
of August 21st (pp. 93-98). The Board enclosed a draft
form of agreement between the Board and medical prac-

titioners, and a "form to be filled up by all medical prac-

titioners who desire to make a claim for a grant from the
fund " (see Appendix).
The papers were sent out on August 16th, and the

medical practitioners who received them were informed
that their claims must be completed and submitted to the

Board before August 31st. It is probable that some of the
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nieilical uieu who liave gone to tho front may bo receivinf;

the i>ai>ers by tLe latter date. One is inclined to agree
ttitb l>r. Eueivii K. Mackenzie of Tain when he says (iu a
letter to the Scotsman of August 23rd), " the scheme out-

lined is revolutionary, and it seeujs extraordinary that it

should be issued at this time, when the national crisis is

iiliperniost in the minds of tho profession and the public,

and when the majority, of medical men in the Highlands
and Islands are either fully occupied performing civil and
military duties at homo or are actually serving with His
Majesty's forces abroad."
Not only is the date chosen for the issue of the scliemes

inopportune and the time given for consideration of and
compliance with them far too short, but the proposals con-

tained in them are radical, sweeping, and subversive, and
are marred by many of tho same faults as made tho
insurance Act so unwelcome to many of the medical
profession two or three years ago.

Yet it will be generally agreed that the objects aimed at

in the schemes are admirable, and likely, if attained with
smoothness and ease, to be most beneficial. The financial

aid to be given to district nursing associations, and tho
linking up of metlical and nursing work in private practice,

in connexion with schools, with infectious disease, with
tuberculosis, and with maternity cases, and in the general
medical and surgical work, and in the care of tho sick

poor and old age pensioners, are both steps in the right

direction. The district nursing associations will, we do not
doubt, scan most carefully the conditions they are asked
to fulfil before they can participate in any grants-in-aid.

Admiration may also be freely expressed for the scheme
which deals with hospitals and ambulance services, for

any means which can bring serious cases requiring
specialist skill quickly and safely into hospitals where
such skill is available must be good both for the patients
affected and for the hard-worked doctors who have to
travel many miles to look after them ; but, again, the
managers of hospitals will be well advised to look closely
at the responsibilities they are asked to accept in order to
receive the proffered aid. The grants towards the pro-
vision or improvement of houses for doctors and nurses,
admirable in their object, are again seemingly overburdened
with irritating restrictions and minute details providing
against almost unimaginable contingencies.
One would tike to see one-half of the many desirable

things accomplished which are placed before the profession
in the scheme which is occupied with grants towards
sjjecialized services. There are three directions in which
such grants are intended to exert their beneficial effects.

The first is to bring medical consultations, assistance at
operations, and the supply of surgical appliances within
the reach of all patients everywhere within the areas
included in the Highlands and Islands. Obviously, this is

a great thing to accomplish, but it is hedged around with
many difficulties, and the wording of the scheme itself

suggests obstacles when it says, " The remuneration of a
specialist for services rendered is a matter that will
oall for very careful consideration "

; the reference
to retaining fees, modified charges, and supplementary
fees from the Board does not sound too hopeful,
although tho goodwill of the specialists and their
desire to " do their bit " may possibly facilitate and
simplify matters.. Specialized services in connexion with
dentistry, the medical treatment of school children, and
Bchool clinics foi-m the second group under this heading,
and at first sight at least do not seem so beset with
difficulties as some of the others ; tho provision of
laboratory facilities, which is the third direction in which
grants can flow, may seem as yet almost visionary, but such
facilities are very essential, for it can hardly be expected
that doctors working under this Board and undertaking
the extra clerical labour which that work will involve will
be able " to maintain small pathological laboratories and
provide vaccines of various kinds." Nothing respecting
the grants towards the extension of telegraph and
telephone facilities need be said, save that great good may be
expected to flow therefrom unless all tho money is
expended before they :ae reached.
Something, however, must be said regarding the regula-

tions which are laid down, and which must be complied
with before medical practitioners can begin to receive
grants from the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service)
I'uud, or can contmue to participate in them. It is this

scheme—and it is indeed the leading and most vital one,
for upon it the success of all else depends—which seema-
to have produced a feeling; almost bordering upon dismay
in some parts at least of the Highlands and Isla,nds;
Dr. Mackenzie's letter makes this feeling vocal, and his
views have been adopted as their own, in lai-ge measure,
by a number of medical men engaged in practice in the
Highland district of Perthshire, who held a meeting on
August 23rd to consider the scheme. These practitioners,
after pointing out how inopportune the launching of tho
scheme is, say, " We cannot see how a Board which have
taken two years to draw up their scheiuc c:iu expect us to
make up our minds in as many weeks to accept or reject
their proposals." They continue, in words which indicate
some irritation, not very surprising in the circumstances
and with the clauses of the schedules before them, " We are
told in the agreement which we are supposed to accept
that we are to keep motor cars or motor cycles, and
motor boats if necessary, to get expeditiously to see our
patients, but there is not a word about what we are to
receive in return for all this. Wo are apparently to sign
the agreement, and trust everything in the way of fees to
the generosity of the Board. According to the scheme
the doctor is to be a sort of machine under the Board ; he
is to go to certain places on certain days ; he is not to
think for himself ; he is to keep a different set of books
and registers ; and he is to be regularly visited by an
official of the Board, who is to see that he is doing his
duty, who is to examme his books and registers, and
generally to pry as much as possible into his private
affairs."

At a meeting of the members of the Inverness Division
of the British Medical Association held in Inverness on
August 28th, a resolution was unanimously passed to the
effect that, owing to the anxiety felt amongst medical
practitioners on the mainland of the county of Inverness
as to the working of the proposals of the Highlands and
Islands Medical Service Board and their bearing upon
future medical practice, and the numerous difficulties in
the way of clearly understanding the proposals which
arose during the discussion, the Board be respectfully
asked to send a representative to a meeting of medical
men in Inverness at a date to be arranged by the Board,
and that in the meantime the medical men of the county
of Inverness should delay completing their form. The
attendance at the meeting, the Scotsman reports, was not
large on account of so many Highland doctors being away
on military duty.
A clause which can hardly be -regarded as helpful to a

medical man anxious to work under the Board is that in
which it is stated that " for the current year no payments
will be made by the Insurance Committees in respect of
mileage for attendance on insured persons, but the subsidy
payable to the doctor will be arranged on a footing that
will cover the travelling expenses involved in attendance
on insured persons, as well as on all others entitled to
receive medical attention under any arrangement between
the doctor and the Board." Why, the year is two-thirda
over, and, moreover, what, it may be asked, do the words-
mean, and how can the Board step in between the medical
men and the Insurance Committees in respect of work
already done ? Dr. Eneas Mackenzie points out that for a
grant of uncertain amount and duration the medical man
is to act as medical officer of health, as parish doctor, and
as medical officer of schools ; he is to treat school children,
to attend patients at fixed fees no matter how far they are
away or what difficulties are to be met with in getting to
them ; he is to give personal attention to midwifery cases,
attend at fixed hours and days at different parts of his
district, and to provide his own locomotion. Even the
Board will, perhaps, excuse Dr. Mackenzie's caustic inquiry
whether he has not also " to bath the children and assist

at the weekly washing."
Six cardinal objections to the scheme are stated by

Dr. Mackenzie, and may be giveu here as summarizing
the criticism which has thus far emerged. He trusts it

will be opposed

:

1. Becauseithas been aevigecl bv the Board without taking
the medical men into their cound'ence as a whole, but deals

with them in their individual capacity.
2. Because no time is given to the medical men, many of

whom are away from home serving their coimtry, to consider
the scheme properly.

3. Because remuneration la not based upon work done, and
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because mediocrity and inefficiency are to be encouraged at tbe

pvnpimp of ability and attention to duties,

4 Ikcause clerical work is made of greater importance than

"^'r['
'i:' ,

;." "i',',,, i^ no discrimination made between Highland

'"I 1
- r i-: intolerable interference with the liberties

and i',:;lii' .1 iMdivi.liial medical men and scrutiny of their

privatiTariairs by public officials.

Dr A. C. Miller, of Fort William, who was a member

of the Treasury Committee of 1912, Ims eudeavouved in

the Scotsman for August 28tli to meet some of the objec-

tions tabled by Dr. Mackenzie and the medical men of

Inverness and the Highlands of Perthshire, and it is only

just to consider carefully what he has to say, for he has

knowledge. For instance, in respect of the objection that

the Board has not taken the medical men into their con-

fidence as a whole. Dr. Miller says that the Treasury

Committee, which preceded the Board, invited (with fe^

exceptions) all medical men practising in the Highlands

and Islands to assist them in their investigations either

thiouoh written information or by oral evidence; and adds

that of 102 query schedules issued to practitioners, no

fewer than 87 were replied to, while altogether 93 medical

men belonging to the area proffered their views. It is,

however, a different thing to give opinions regarding facts

and to be allowed to criticize the proposed measures to be

adopted to correct the defects revealed by the facts, and

it scarcely appears that the medical men have had any

opportunity of pursuing this latter line of comment or

criticism. Dr. Miller is on surer ground when he points

out that the Committee presented a unanimous report in

January, 1913, and that three of the members were medical

men ; and he is also right in claiming that their investiga-

tions' made them to some extent acquainted with the

hardships and perils which doctors in the north and

west have to face in the prosecution of their calling. It

may be added that surely with this experience in mind

the Board will view sympathetically any protests these

same doctors may now be making, and see whether, after

all, there may not be cause for some complaint ;
for, as

Dr. Miller himself writes, there are "complicated and

delicate problems " to be dealt with by the Board.

It is a little difficult to follow Dr. Miller's arguments in

connexion with the mileage grant when he maintains that

it will not, in effect, be diminished under the scheme of

the Board. Possibly he is iij;ht, subject to considerations

such as the fact that tin ^.l;,,,,, v. ill throw the whole

£42,000 into hotch-pot.)-. .
I as the Board may

think fit after taking m' l.e private and con-

fidential information in I'^im "'- Hi- ind below. One must

not forget tiiat £10,000 was voted by Parliament for

mileage in the Highlands and Islands for the financial

year 1913-14. and £42,000 for the purposes of improving

medical service in the Highlands and Islands, "and for

other purposes connected therewith," but nothing for

mileage specifically. Dr. Miller thinks evohUion is a

better term for the Board's schemes than revolniion, the

word which the critics have applied to them ; but he is

hardly happy when he passes the objections to clerical

worries, officious interference, and official supervision

liohtly by with the reflection that apprehensions regarding

these things under the Insurance Act have turned out to

be to a great extent unfounded. Many will say " Question"

to that. The suggestion that "the profession is strong

enough to get an objectionable official disposed of at any

time" is not, jjerhaps, very helpful, and seems to fore-

shadow troublous times. Further, Dr. Miller's letter

cannot be said to answer the .second, third, fifth, and sixth

objections lodged by Dr. Mackenzie and the others at all

;

but at the same time all will unite with him in hoping

that measures .ind arr,-\ugenicuts may yet bo evolved

which will prove :i rli,i,> i
. f emiiiK ip.ationforpractitioners

resident in the H 1 ' m i^.
, , ,

Even an entile , !! ' ,, .ey and study of the

schemes, and e-iie. i;, lly .i 'I,, lust (that concerning

grants to medical piactitioiiersi, reveals many regulations

which are sure to be irksome if no worse, as well as

matters of principle, which it is essential should be fully

considered by a full gathering of tlie medical men involved.

Such a gathering is impossible until the war is over. It

seems not unreasonable to ask for delay until that desir-

able termination has been reached, unless the Board is

prepared to struggle with the same sort of difficulties as

the Insurance Commissioners had to meet, and to overcome

them by means which will leave a bitterness in the hearts

of the medical men who sometimes at the risk of tlicir

lives, and often with great personal inconvenience, try

their hardest to supply the comforts and assuagements of

modern medical and surgical means to the dwellers in tiie

outlying districts of our land known as the " Highlands

and Islands."

LETTER TO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.

Highlands and Islands Medical Service Board,
4a, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,

August 16th, 1915.

HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS (MEDICAL SERVICE) FUND.

Sir,—1. I beg to inform you that the general consent of

the Secretary for Scotland and Treasury has no^ been
obtained to the proposals submitted by the Board for the

administration of the Highlands and Islands (Medical

Service) Fund, and the Board now propose to proceed
forthwith to make arrangements with practitioners in

regard to the terms and conditions under which grants

may be payable to them.
2. I am directed to enclose for your information a copy

of a Scheme (A) setting forth the general conditions on
which grants may be made to medical practitioners.

3. If, on consideration, you desire to enter into an agree-

ment witli the Board, I am to ask you to be good enough
to submit to the Board at your earliest convenience, and
?io( later than August 31st, the statement of information

asked for on the accompanying form. The information
supplii ,1 in the form filled up by you will be regarded as
St.n'-^ - '/.

4. 1
,: ,;.|>. I that the Board's grantsshallbe payable

hall .11 !\ iiiiuely, about 45 per cent, of the approved
claim at the end of June and the balance at the end of

December in each year, or as soon thereafter as may be

found to be practicable.

5. I also enclose draft form of agreement with i)racti-

tioners which the Board propose to adopt, subject to ad-

justment according to the circumstances i7i each individual

case.

6. I also enclose for your information copies of the

following documents

:

Scheme (B), in regard to the general conditions under
which district nursing associations will be eligible tc

participate in grants from the fund.

Scheme (C), in regard to grants to central hospitals and

in regard to ambulance services in connexiou there-

with.
Sclieme (D), in regard to the provision and improvement

of houses for doctors and for nurses.

Preliminary scheme lE), as to the general conditions under
which grants will be made towards speciahzed services.

Scheme (Fl, in regard to telegraph and telephone extension

in connexion with the medical and nursing services.

I am. Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
L. McQuiBB.w,

ToDr

BniTisH Medical Jouiinal, April 17th, 1915, p. 682.

Form 2 (Claim).

Private and Confidential.

Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Fund.

Form to be filled up by all Medical Practitioners \vho

desire to make a claim for a grant from the fund.

The particulars asked fur in • . .l.iin -(etionsot the form

may be omitted by praeie n' ' 1 " • net professional

income is over £300 a yea I t, i -; on page 405).

N.B.—By "net ,.rofesM^ -i: :
i. .:: i, meant the gross

income Ii'mi :tli pi"h. lon.i: .>,! linlin^^ a.ii|juiut-

ments, ]m i\ .
: . - i

i

,

• ' - :• ml medi-

cines supi'' '
' |. '

.' !:
.

'.' -
!

I
I

. I

:,''
,
li.'ii-ie^ in-

curred 111 LiUenii;n,_; [i:: t i.m -, (Iim;_s
I

III i Ii:( -ed, and

payment for rent of liousc and rates aud (axes lliereon.

1. Two copies of this form are supplied. Onp coii\'

should be filled up aud retuined to the Board, the other

should bi; l;e
I

il le. ; li,- d. .ei
. n i

. n- m I . i i nee.

;). It i:, " . ' / ^ '
' :i.u-mation given m

this form . / '
' Ihat it is'supiilh

aolely for ih. ,,./., ,,/,>/ .•,- -/ n,r /;,,., ,,/ ,ind such oj thr

•'i/ "i" d'to deal irith
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3. The purpose of this form Is to bring out the informa-
tiou renuireil by the Boaiil to enable them to determine
whether, and "to what extent, individual practitioners
have a claim for assistance from the fund, and the issue
of the form to any practitioner does not in itself commit
the Boanl to the \ iew that that practitioner has necessarily
any claim on the fund.

4. Before the form is filled up Scheme (A) of general
conditions nnder which medical practitioners shall be
eligible to participate in grants from the Highlands and
Islands (Medical Service) Fond should be carefully con-
sidei-ed.

SCHEDFLE of INFORMATION supplied by Dr..

residing in the Parish of .., County of ....

I. Area of Practice.

'.. Please state the extent and
area of yoor practice, giving the
names of the iiarishes in which
itlies and outline its bonndaries
on the accoiupanying map.

II. Statement of Licomefor 19H.

iA) From Appointments ;—

.

From the Pariah Council of..

'o!2 5£>c :5gjci-<i

2. From Public Health Authobiit of..

J. From ScHooi/ Boabd of for

4. From the Issceasce
Committee for the
CocNTy of

Other
Special
Charges

.V .K<-^^'f'^Qi°df,
''"^ *" Insurance Committees in

Itio^Bhnnw 1 r*™ ?°' ''*' '«='"> "jade in full, refer-

as t^ the anJ^Ti'^^i''
'° "'^ respective Committeesis w> ine approxmiatc amount outstanding.

m OxHEB Appointments (specify) ...

From „
Arrange- KI"^

.. From Pbivate '^.^h^I^i-
1

Ch«ged
Pbactice. (See "•*"»? <"•

, vuft
Note ' below) :

Fauiilies. ^ '"t.

Namely

:

From I Any
Medical other
Club. Source,

nat^^o'll'™^'
^"^ Appliances supplied

patients and separately charaed for

Total gross income

m. E.rpcndtturc. (See Note • below.)

rrivately/
owned \

.Motor car pnr-

OtdinaiT bicycle

Qther means oi

boat or ordinary
boat

2. Hires:
Train and steamer far
Motor boats and ordin

i7^Z.\^^^^-

boats. ±'
I

otbei- meaus^of conveyance, 1,;:::::;::.:)

3. Other expenses of conveyance (specify)

4. House Bent, Rates, and Taxes:
What^charges are paid by you under this liaad^
(a) For rent of hot
(6) For rates and taxes on house

property ? If so—2. Is the
la) State annual rental yalue
ih) Rates and taxes

5. Drugs Pcbchased...

Total expenditure

SCOME = Difference between totals

charges are made for uiedicinej

.w^o Q-it. LUiicutea. Also please
nfery cases aad what separate

V. Eecised Tariff of Fees.
(To whatextent do you consider it nece^'jarv fh^f fi,« -.i ,. , .

iiij^Safs^'y^ji ^i$^''2!^^?^ai^^''i:i«ti;2i-r??S
toCirants')""

^"""^
' ^^ ^^"'^'^ <^^ <>' General C^Sd^UoL as

VI, Effect of lievised Tariff oa Doctor's Income.
(Please give in some detail as careful an estimate as possible of how

"°?Jl?f.5*'f;^'*^-*'.?^°?,"^'.'5" by the substitution of the scaled
\ bearinf;

creased

suggested above for that ^
lossibility of fixed visits for various disti
ewer bad debts as the result of low fees
xpenses, etc. See Scheme (A) of General Conditions" as'

VII. General.

1. Please give the names of other Doctors practisinginyonrarea
2,tlt the house is not your ow

and address of the owner.
Is it in good repair-?

3.'Do you keep^ books recording fees collected and expenses

4. Do you agree generally with the Scheme (A) in re»ard tothe general conditions under which Medical Practitioners winbe el.gLble to participate in grants from the fund ? If Totbriefly indicate your objections. ' " ''°''

^'
'^."„,!'''-*L''^'*k' Hi'

^'°"'' '?™'^"'^o been affected, so far as voucan judge, by the exceptional circumstances of the mesent—.lor example absence of sporting tenants, summer- visitoretemporarj' removal of insured patients.

I certify that the foregoing is a fall and correct statement of
luforiimtiou to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Date.. .1915.

' Practitioners whose net professional income is over i-300 a year
may, if they so desire, omit the particulars asked for in §H(B) land 2.
and the whole of § III.

( The information asked for in 2 and 3 may be omitted by Prac-
titioners whose net professional income is over £Ml a. j ear. if 'they so
desire.
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Draft Agreement,

HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS (MEDICAL SERVICE)
GRANT ACT, 1913.

Deaft Form op Agreement between the Highlands
AND Islands Medical Service Board and Medical
Practitioners.

N.B.—This Draft Form of Agreement is sent as a general
Indication of the undertaking which the Board propose to

ask practitioners to enter into as a condition of the pay-
ment to them of any subsidy. The Agreement -will be
subject to adjustment according to the circumstances in

each individual case.

AGREEMENT between the Highlands and Islands
Medical Service Board (hereinafter called " the Board";
of the one part and Dr of (herein-

after called" the practitioner") of the other part, whereby
it is agreed as follows

:

1. The practitioner shall, as from the date on which this

Agreement shall be deemed to have commeuced, visit system-
atically and when asked to do so, all persons within the area
of his ordinary practice in need of medical attention.

2. For the purposes of this Agreement the area of the practi-

tioner's ordinary practice shall be

—

CSreeify the parishes or parts of parishes.]

3. Subject to the provisions of Article 13 hereof, the fees

chargeable by the ijractitioner for medical attendance and
treatment provided under this Agreement shall not exceed
those speoitied in the following Table, and no addition shall

be made to such fees in respect of the distance from the practi-

tioner's residence to the place of residence of the patient

attended.
'

'

[Specify tees as
visit, per c

In the event of any dispute as to whether any patient resident
within the aforesaid area as specitied in Article 2 hereof comes
within the scope of the arrangements for medical attendance
and treatment at the foregoing rates, the matter shall be
decided by the Board, and the ijractitioner shall give attend-
ance in accordance with the decision of the Board. But nothing
herein contained shall infer any liability on the Board for said

fees.

4. The ijractitioner undertakes that he shall not do anything
to terminate or to involve the termination during the currency
of this Agreement, of any Agreement or arrangement entered
into by him with any Parish Council or Parish Councils and
Insurance Committee or Insurance Committees and Public
Health Authorities with reference to providing medical
attendance and treatment or medicines, drugs, and appliances
to paupers, old age pensioners, insured persons, and others
respectively within the area of his ordinary practice.

5. The practitioner shall make regular and systematic visits

to the outlying districts within his practice, and for that pur-
pose shall attend for the purpose of providing medical attend-
ance and treatment under this agreement at the places and at
the times following.

[For example, at A on each Monday between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.]

6. The practitioner shall, where requested, and so far as
practicable, give personal attendance in midwifery cases.

7. The practitioner shall give regular atttendance at schools
or elsewhere within the area of his ordinary practice on such
terms as, with the approval of the Board, may be agreed upon
between him and any School Board or School Boards or
Secondary Education Committee or Committees concerned for
the treatment of diseases of school children, including attend-
iug to the defects disclosed by the medical inspection of school
children.

8. The practitioner shall, so far as not already done, provide
himself with suitable means of conveyance to enable him to
attend patients at their place of residence as expeditiously as
possible, having regard to the circumstances of his area, and, in
))articular, but without prejudice, to the said generality he
shall provide himself with^

[Specify motor car, cycle, etc., as may be agreed upon.)

9. The practitioner shall keep a classified Register, to be sup-
plied by the Board, of all persons attended by him under this
Agreement, including paupers, old age peusioners, and insured
persons, showing in each case the number of visits paid, the
distance of the patient from the practitioner's residence, and
the fees collected in respect of attendance, which Register shall
be open to the inspection of any accredited Officer of the
Board.

10. Subject to the provisions of Article 13 hereof, the prac-
titioner, where the circumstances so require, shall supply to all

persons attended by him under this Agreement such medicines,
dressings, and appliances as may he necessary and that at
strictly moderate prices, being as nearly as possible .such as to
recoup him for his outlays in respect of such medicines, dress-
ings, and appliances; but nothing herein contained shall infer

(^Vhcre the fees Bpecifled in Article 3 of this .\greemeut
cover mcdiciues, dvessinge, and applianceH, this article will
have to provide that these are to bo Bupplied to the patient
free of any additional charge.]

11. Notwithstanding the date hereof this Agreement shall
be deemed to have commenced as on the first day of January,
1915, and shall continue in force until the thirty-first day of
December, 1915, and from year to year thereafter, provided
always that either party may at any time terminate this Agree-
ment on giving three months' previous notice in writing to
the other party.

Note.—In the event of the practitioner ceasing to practise
within the area, the Board may accept less than three
months' notice, but in that case the practitioner shall
provide during the unexpired period of the three months
tt duly qualiflod medical practitioner approved by the
Board as a substitute.

12. The Board shall, provided the practitioner has imple-
mented his part of this Agreement to their satisfaction, pay to
the practitioner a sum at the rate of pounds per
annum, which sum shall be payable in each year by two
instalments, the first, amounting to 45 per cent, of the sum for
the year, being iiayable as at the thirtieth day of June, and the
second, representing the balance of 55 per cent., being payable
at thirty-first December, or as soon after said respective dates
as is practicable ; and in the event of this Agreement being
terminated prior to 31st December in any year, tlie payment for
that year so far as then remaining due "shall be made as soon
after such termination as is practicable. In the event of the
practitioner not having implemented his part of this Agreement
to the satisfaction of the Board, the Board may withhold and
cancel the right to such portion, or even the whole of the sum
payable to the practitioner, as they think proper.

13. Nothing herein contained shall prejudice or affect any
Agreement or Agreements or other arrangements made between
the practitioner and any Parish Council or Parish Councils or
Insurance Committee or Insurance Committees or Public
Health Authorities with reference to providing medical attend-
ance and treatment, or medicines, drugs, or appliances to

paupers, old age pensioners, or insured persons, or others, and
nothing herein contained shall entitle the practitioner to anv
payment from such paupers, old age pensioners, aud insured
persons in respect of medical attendance and treatment, medi-
cines, drugs, or appliances provided by him under such Agree-
ments or arrangements ; hut except in so far as such medical
attendance and treatment, medicines, drugs, and "appliances
are provided under such agreements or arrangements these
presents shall apply to paupers, old age pensioners, and insured
persons.

14. Auv notice to be given by, or on behalf of, the Board
shall be sufficient if signed by any member of the Board, or the
Secretary thereof, and a certificate or letter signed by any
member of the Board, or the Secretary thereof, shall be final

and conclusive evidence as to the decision of the Board as to

any sura due under this Agreement or as to the satisfaction or

non-satisfaction of the Board and the extent to which' the
Board have resolved to withhold or cancel the right to any
payment under this Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed
this Agreement as follows :

Signed for and on behalf of the Highlands and Islands

lUedical Service Board at

on the day of One

Thousand Nine Hundred and in the presence of

—

^"'"^
\Address

Designation
|

Name (

Address 1

Designation 1

Signed by the above-named at

on the day of ....One

Thousand Nine Hundred and in the presence of—

.Meniher.

..Member.

.Secretary.

Name
Address ..

Designatii

Name
Address ...

Designatii

] r^r\

MiLEAQB.
Paragraph 4 of the Memorandum A on grants to medical

practitioners (Supplement, Au-ttst 2l9t) is so unfortunately
worded that its meaning is very far from clear. Some light
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IS thrown on the matter by a paragraph dealint; with the
snbjcct in the flr«t report of tho Meilical Service Board
is^nod last June.

(I) Miletiflc Scheme.
Tho annual graut-in-aid voted by Parliament is £42,000. The

Ki-aiit of £10,000 previously voted iu aid of mileage and other
special ehartjes connected with attendance ou insured persons
in the Highlands and Islands is, however, included in the
annual grant-in-aid, and the additional grant provided bv the
.\ct of 1913 is therefore £32,000.

^

The "mileage" grant of £10,000 in respect of tlie year 1913
w;ks distributed amongst the practitioners entitled to a share
thereof by the various Insurance Committees under a scheme
prepared by the Scottish Insurance Commissioners and
approved by the Treasury. . . . The organisation of the work
of the Board was not sufticiently advanced in the early part of
1914 to enable them to undertake tlie distribution of the
corresponding grants in that year. Accordingly they sought
and obtained the consent of the Secretary for Scotland
and Treasury to a temporary sclierae iu respect of the vear
1914, whei^eby grants from the Fund equivalent to those
allocated m the previous year to the various Insurance Com-
mittees under the Commissioners' Scheme would be payable to
the various Committees for distribution amongst the practi-
tioners under the same terras and conditions as in 1913. The
lirst two instalments of the grant have been paid to the various
Committees, and the third and final instalment will be imid on
the certificate of the Scottish Insurance Commissioners tijat
they are satisfied that the principles laid down in their Scheme
of 1313 have been duly observed by the Committees concerned
durmg the current year.
For 1915 no payments will be made bv the Insurance Com-

mittees in respect of mileage for attendance on insured persons
but the sum formerly set aside for that purpose will be iucludedm the subsidies payable to the practitioners bv the Board in
respect of travelling expenses involved in attendance on all
pei-sons entitled to receive medical attention under any arrange-
ment between the practitioners and the Board.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
Anxcal Meeting at Manxhester.

This week Manchester Las been giving a liearty welcome
to the eighty-fifth annnal meeting of tlie British Associa-
tion. Since Sir David Brewster, in 1831, called to.^ether
at \ork a preliminary meeting of men who were willincr
to join with bim in a scheme for the assistance of scientific
discovery and the public diffusion of the result of research,
the association has never abandoned its primary object—
" the advancement of science." The chief bu.siuess of theprehmmary meeting at York was to draw up a constitution
for the society and to outline a list of subjects on which
reports were tol)e prepared for the first actual meetina of
•the association at Oxford in 1832. Since that timelho
conception of what is included in the term " science " has
been gradually widened, and, in spite of some opposition,
educational matters and a wide range of economical
•luestions have been included within the purview of the
associatiop while some of the original sections have had
to be divided up into two or more, notably physiology,
Which became a section apart from anthropology in 1894.A very substantial part of the income of the association is
devoted to the assistance of scientific research where
extended observations have to be made or particular
apparatu.s purchased, and at the close of each annual
meeting the town to be visited two years later is fixed in
advance, and a president-elect is named.
The present occasion is the fourth on which the associa-

tion has met in Manchester, tlie first being in 1842, when
«?"'w-n*°'^'^r. ."f*°" ^'^s pi-esident, the next in 1861, with
»ir wiiiiam Fairbairn as president, and the last occasion

!r^nt tL T' ^f''-
'''^'^" S'"" "*=°'y «<'S'=o° ^as presi-

Wf off 1
^^^°<=hester meeting iu 1887 was one of tho

best attended of the whole series, no fewer than 3,838persons being present, including an unusual number ofeminent foreign scientists. On the present occasion, owing

^P»t T^ "
'^'*'

^^'f'y ^ ^ expected that the attend

as nor." ^^^1 "?''y ®1°^' *^^* °f previous meetings,

nLvnid K? ""f* ^ ^t'^^
°"'°''*^'' °^ ^o'-eign scientists bo

^ipl? ff ^i^^f?'•Y ^"° ™^°y °^ the leading BritishW b 1 r*""
^'^^ "'^ ^'""^'^ '"^'•c''' i° ">e meetings,have had to announce that Government duties in con-

™^'?f„.r i"'^
war will prevent their attendance. At

wWb^ ;.
^^

l"'*'
question was seriously considered

tT fi
tl'e ««=t'ng should not be altogether abandoned

?n /^""V J'
" '^^' ^^" "'^* "'^'^ ^ere so many connect-ing links between the advance of science and the conduct

of modern warfare that the meeting might prove of evenunusual value; practically the only deviation from the
usual programme has been that most of the social functionshave been abandoned and the meeting has been more thanever for what may be called business science.

President's Address.
The inaugural meeting was held in the Manchester FrerTrade Ha 1 ou Tuesday evening. September 7th, when

Professor Arthur Schuster took over the presidency from
Professor ^\lllam Batesou, and delivered his presidential
address ou " Ihe common aims of science and humanity "
Iherc were not wantmg many members who would have
preferred that Professor Schuster should liave dealt withsome of the more strictly scientific questions on which he
IS the highest living authority, but the reception he
received was m uo way lessened on that account; In the
course of his address, he said: Under the influence of the
diversity of pursuits imposed upon us by the conditions ofmodern life, different groups of the community- men of
business, men of science, philosophers, or artists-liavo
acquired detached and sometimes opposing interests. Each
group impressed by the importance of its own domain in
the life of the nation, and focussing its vision on small
diflerences and temporary rivalries, was in danaer of
losing the sense of mutual dependence. But in the shadow
of a great catastrophe it has been brought home to us that
the clash of interests is superficial. As we eliminate the
superficial, and regard only the deep-seated emotions
which control our thoughts and actions, the differences
vanish, and the unity of purpose and sentiment emerges
more .and more strongly. ^Vere it otherwise, the British
Association could not perform one of its most important
functions. Our records show that while not avoiding contro-
versial and even inflammatory subjects, we have been able
to exercise a powerful influence on the progress of science.
Nevertheless, it may be admitted that our efforts have
been spasmodic, and the time has arrived to consider
whether it may be possible to secure not only a Greater
continuity in our work but also its better co-ord?nation
with that ot other scientific organizations. Dealiu» with
the qualities of intellect and temperament characteristic
ot different occupations or pursuits, Professor Schuster
showed how Pomcare concluded that the characteristic of
the mathematician is a peculiar type of memory. It is
not a better memory, for some matliematicians are very
forgetful, and many of them cannot add a column of
figures correctly; but it is a memory which fixes the order
in which the successive steps of reasoning follow each
other without necessarily retaining the details of the in-
dividual steps. Applying the same reasoning to other
occupations, the same conclusion is inevitable The com
mercial man, the politician, and the artist must all possess
the type of memory best suited to concentrate in the field
of mental vision their own experiences as well as what
they have learnt from the experience of others ; and
further, they must have the power of selecting out of a
multitude of possible lines of action the one that leads
to success; it is this power which Poiucar6 calls the
inventive faculty. The most fatal distinction that can
be made is the one which brings men of theory into
opposition to men of practice, without regard to tlic
obvious truth that nothing of value is ever done which
does not involve both theory and practice. In his

?oQQ o°*'-f,'-
,'i^'3''ess, delivered to the association iu

luyy, bir Michael Foster arrives at the same result which
I have tried to place before you: that there are no special
peculiarities inherent in the scientific mind. But if we
muse avoid assuming special intellectual qualities when
we speak of groups of men within one country, we oueht
to be doubly careful not to do so without good reason in
comparmg different nations. So-called national charac-
terisiiics are in many cases matters of education and
training; and, if I select one as an example, it is because
it figures so largely in public discussions at the present
™o™<-nt- I refer to that expedient for combining indi-
vidual efforts which goes by the name of " organization."
The cry for organization, justifiable as it no doubt often is,

resolves itself into a cry for increased discipline. This
discipline is not an inborn quality which belongs more to
one nation than- to another ; it is acquired by education
and training. In an emergency it is essential to success,
but if it be made the guiding principle of a nation's
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activity, it carries dangers with it -wliich are greater than

the benefits conferred by tlie increased facility for advance

in some dii-ections. Wliy does a scientific man find

satisfaction in studying Nature? Let me once more
quote Poincare :

The student does not study Nature hecauae tbat study is

useful bat because it gives him pleasure, and it gives him
pleasure because Nature is beautiful ; if it were not beautiful it

would not be worth knowing aud life would not be worth
liviug. I am not speaking, be it understood, of the beauty of

its outward appearance—not that I despise it, far from it—but
it has nothing to do with science. I mean that more intimate
beauty which depends on the harmony in the order of the

component parts of Nature.

It might easily be shown that wliat has been said of

science equally applies to other studies, such as history or

literature. We may even go further, and say that any
occupation whatever from which we can derive an intel-

lectual pleasure must possess to a greater or smaller degree

the elements of combining the useful with the beautiful.

There is only one feature in the operation of the intelli-

gence by means of which a sharp division may possibly be
drawn between brain workers showing special capabilities

in different subjects. In some persons thought attaches

itself mainly to language, in others to vizuaiized images,

aud herein lies, perhaps, the distinction between the literary

and scientific gift. Those who, owing to external circum-

stances, have resided in different countries, are sometimes
asked in what language they think. Speaking for myself,

I have always been obliged to answer that, so far as I can
tell, thought is not connected with any language at alL

The planning of an experiment, or even the critical exami-
nation of a theory, is to me entirely a matter of mental
imagery, and hence the experience, which I think many
scientific men must have shared, that the conversion

of thought into language, which is necessary when
we w^ish to communicate its results to others, presents

not only the ordinary difficulties of translation, but
reveals faults in the perfection or sequence of the

images. Only when the logic of words finally coincides

with the logic of images do we attain that feeling

of confidence which makes us certain that our results are

correct. According to Poincare, the pleasure which the

study of science confers consists in its power of uniting

the beautiful with the useful ; but it would be wrong to

adopt this formula as a definition of the object of science,

because it applies with equal force to all human studies.

I go further, and say that the combination of the search
for the beautiful with the achievement of the useful is the

common interest of science and humanity. Some of us
may tend more in one direction, some in another, but there

must always remain a feeling of imperfection and only

partial satisfaction unless we can unite the two funda-
mental desires of human nature. I have warned you at

the beginning of this discourse not to beat the utilitarian

drum too loudly, and I have laid stress throughout on the
idealistic side, though the most compelling events of the
moment seem to drive us in the other direction. Should
I not have found a surer ground for the claims of science
in its daily increasing necessity for the success of our
manufactures and commerce? I have said nothing to

indicate that I do not put the highest value on this impor-
tant fimction of science, which finds its noblest task
in surrendering the richness of its achievements to the
use of humanity. But I must ask you to reflect whether
the achievement of wealth and power, to the exclusion of

higher aims, can lead to more than a superficial prosperity
which passes away, because it carries the virus of its own
doom within it. i)o we not find in the worship of material
success the seed of the pernicious ambition which has
maddened a nation, and plunged Em-ope Into war ? Is

this contempt for all idealistic purposes not responsible

for the mischievous doctrine that the power to possess
confers the right to possess, and that possession is desirable

in itself without regard to the use which is made of it '?

I must therefore insist that if we delight in enlisting the

wealth accumulated in the earth, and all the power
stored in the orbs of heaven, or iu the orbits of atomic
structure, it should not be because we place material
wealth above intellectual enjoyment, but rather because
we experience a double pleasure if the efforts of

the mind contribute to the welfare of the nation.

Happy were the times when it could be said with truth

that the strife of politics counted as nothing before the
silent display of the heavens. Mightier issues are at stake
to-day: in the struggle which convulses the world all

intellectual pursuits are vitally affected, and Science gladly
gives all the power she wields to the service of the State.

Sorrowfully she covers her face because that power,
accumulated thiongh the peaceful efforts of the sous of all

nations, was never meant for death and destruction

;

gladly she helps, because a war wantonly provoked
threatens civilization, and only through victory shall wo
achieve a peace in which once more Science can hold up
her head, proud of her strength to preserve the intellectual

freedom which is worth more than material prosperity, to
defeat the spirit of evU that destroyed the sense of brother-
hood among nations, and to spread the love of truth.

The Sections began their meetings on Wednesday, mostly
at the university, and continued to meet for the reading of

papers and discussion on Thursday and Friday. It is pro-

posed to give some account next week of subjects that
arose of medical interest.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Subscriptions.

The subscriptions to the Belgian Doctors' and Phar-
macists' Kehef Fund received during the past fortnight
have been as follows

;

Mr. C. E. S. Watson
Capo of Good Hope

Branch (Western
Division), B.M.A.—

Dr. E. B. Fuller
Dr. McGowaa Kitching
Dr. Chas. Anderson ...

Dr. G. W. K. Daniell ...

Dr. Veils

2 2 Mr. A.

Dr. Fred Hazcll
Dr. liolger
Dr. Reynolds ...

Dr. GniUemard
Dr. S. F. Silberbauer...

Guernsey and Alderney
Division. B.M.A.dier
Dr. H.D.Bishop(Hon.
Sec.)—

Dr. Carrnthors
Dr. Bi-shop
Dr. Wallace
Dr. Bulteel
Dr. Gibson
Dr. Bisaon
Dr. Bostock ...

Dr. R. W. Winstanley ...

Leicester Pharmaceutical
Association iperilr. C. J.
Av

Bi: C. C. Elliott
Dr. WerduiuUer
Dr. Darley Hartley
Dr. W. A. Garden
Dr. €. .J. Hill Aitkin
Dr. E. F. \\ . Jloon
Dr. W. Thomas
Dr. Gerecke...
Dr. J. Conroy...
Dr. F. Waldron
Dr. S. B. Syfret
Dr. H.Kramer ... 2 2 | Anonymous _ ...10
Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the

Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Behef
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The Appeal for Sdrgic.u. Isstruments.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of the
Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,

B.C.

We have received from Copenhagen a leaflet stating that
a society has been formed to study the " social conse-
quences of the war." The head quarters of this society

—

'.; Selskabet for Social Forsken af Krigens Folger "—are at
Osterbrogade 56 C, Copenhagen, and its aims are : (1) The
foundation of a collection of the whole war literature
appearing in all European languages. (2) The classifica-

tion of the materials to facilitate a scientific elaboration
of the same. (3) The elaboration of the materials.
Apparently the society ahcady possesses " a special
library of social war literature. ... A special room is

placed at the disposal of anybody who wishes to work on
a scientific basis. It purposes to publish bulletins about
the coUections and progress of work of the society." We
are not given any details as to the origin of this society ;

the names of the members of its executive committee—if

such exists—are not supplied us, and the only name that
appears is that of D. Lewin. Over his signature we are
told that the aims of this society are purely scientific, and
that it remains absolutely neuti-al in all political questions.

It is to be hoped that the society's self-appointed task of

"preparing bcientiflcally the new social formation to come
by elucidating the scientific, financial, social, and political

consequences of the war " will be successfully carried

out. It wiU not be easy.
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THE WAR EMERGENCY.
The campaign for the recruiting of commissioned
officers for the E.A.M.C. is in full swing. Medical
men of suitable age and physical condition in England
and Wales are urged by the War Emergency Com-
mittee, which is sitting at 429, Strand, London,
W.C., to take immediate service where possilile.

or to undertake to do so at some specified

date. The scheme of enrolment is now worked out.
All men of military age are earnestly requested to
enroll themselves with the Committee as willing to
take service in case of special emergency. Forms
have been prepared which can be had on application.
These forms provide spaces in which the doctor can
enter the particular difficulty which prevents his
volunteering forthwith. These difficulties will be
taken into consideration hy the Committee; men on
this roll will only he called upon in case of special
necessity, and each case will be considered on its

merits according to the statements made by
the signatory of the form. It is particularly
requested that medical officers of municipal
authorities who have medical men of mihtary
age on their staff will encourage these members
of their staff to fill up these enrolment forms.
By so doing they will render considerable service,
enabling the Committee to have knowledge of all the
available material; tiie statements made on the form
of enrolment indicating the particular difficulty which
prevents immediate volunteering will ensure that they
do not lose these members of their staff, except in
case of special necessity.

The Committee has this week received a com-
munication from the War Office concerning the age
limits for medical ofilicers ; it shows that the some-
what varied statements of the several command.s have
now taken definite and identical form. Medical
officers for home service only will not be commis-
sioned over the age of 55 years. Medical men
for foreign service will now be accepted up to the age
of 45 provided they are in every way fit. One
important point arises out of the limitation of the
age for commissions for home service to 55 years.
It means that men over this age who are fit for
additional work or for some form of medical practice
differing from that which they are doing at present
can best serve their country by doing the work of
some younger man and releasing him for foreign
sen'ice.

As has previously been reported, the Committee
resolved to represent to the Director-General A. M.S.
that it was not desirable that medical men of age for
foreign service should fill home military posts. It
has now been informed by the Medical "Department
of the War Office " that the question of men of
military age doing military work at home is under
our serious consideration, and steps have already
been taken to prevent men who are under 40 Iseing
continuously employed in regular military hospitalsm this country. The question is also being taken up
with regard to Territorial Force General Hospital.s
and Voluntaiy Aid Hospitals, and it is hoped that
a satisfactory arrangement will be arrived at. We

are in every way discouraging younger men who are
physically fit for active service from engaging for
home service only."

Medical men desiring information on any of the
points here mentioned should, if resident in Encrhn id
or Wales, apply to the Secretaries of the "War
Emergency Committee, 429, Strand; if resident in
Scotland, to the Convener of the Scottish War
Emergency Committee at the Eoyal College ut
Physicians, Edinburgh; if resident in Ireland appli-
cation may for the present be made to the Medical
Secretary in Ireland of the British Medical Associn-
tion. Dr. Hennessy, 16, South I^'ederick Street
Dubhn.

"'

THE HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS
MEDICAL SERVICE.

The schemes of the Highlands and Islands Medical
Service Board for the amelioratinn of conditions in
respect of medical attendance and trentment in those
remoter parts of Scotland wei-e published in the
Supplement to tlie .Iourn'.a.l of August 21st, and this
week we are enabled by the courtesy of the Board lo
publish (p. 404) for the information'of the profession
generally the documents it sent on .\ugust i6tli to
the medical practitioners resident in the areas
concerned.

It will be worth while in the first place to traco
the brief history of the Board. Ptepresentations as
to the difficulty of securing a satisfactory medical
service for the Highlands and Islands were made to
the Treasury by the Scottish Insurance Commission
soon after it was formed, and in .luly, 1912, a Com-
mittee was appointed, with Sir .John Dewar, M.P. for
Inverness, as Chairman, to consider "how far 'the
provision of medical attendance in districts situated
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland is inadequate,
and to advise as to the best nietliod of securing a
satisfactory medical service therein, regard being had
to the duties and responsibilities of the several public
authorities operating in such districts." The members
of the Committee made a tour of the Highlands,
encountering discomforts by laud and sea which musC
have impressed on them the perils of practice in these
districts

; they heard many witnesses as reported in
our columns at the time, and after they got home
drew up a report which was made the basis of the
Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Grant Act
of 1913. This Act provided that for the four years
ending December, 1917, on which date the Act 'itself
will expire, there shall be paid to the Board set up
by the Act the sum of £42,000 a year " for the pur-
pose of improving medical service, including nursing,
in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, and other-
wise providing and improving means for the pre-
vention, treatment, and alleviation of illness and
suffering therein."
The Board got to work in November, 1913, but

Ijeyond issuing its first annual report in June last
gave no overt signs of life until, on August i6th, it
launched upon the practitioners in the Highlands and
Islands a series of documents of a voluminous an.l
complicated character, and demanded much informa-
tion and the acceptance of a draft agreement on or
before August 31st. Whenitis remembered that at
the best of times the post to not a few of the places
takes several days, and moreoyer that at this par-
ticular time fully a third of the medical practitioners

concerned are serving in the Ai-my and Navy, many of

thein in Flanders or the Dardanelles, it is difficult to
understand how the blunder of allowing so short a
time for consideration could have been inado. That
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it was no more than a blunder we have no doubt,

but it would not have needed very much miagma-

tion to picture the perplexity such an avalauclie of

documents must produce in the mind of an isolated

man not perhaps very well acquainted with legal

terminology, and the suspicion which the short time

allo\Yed for their consideration, a time so short as to

render consultation among the men affected practically-

impossible, would naturally arouse.

We must credit a Board appointed for a purpose so

benevolent and containing so large a proportion of

medical members with tlie best intentions, and it will

be proper first of all to attempt to reahze the objects

the Board mav be supposed to liave had in view.

"We take it that thev were somewhat as follows

:

The grant is intended to benefit the population of the

Highlands by making available for them medical

attendance and nursing on reasonable terms. The

money is not to be devoted wliolly to doctors and

nurses ; it is to include the cost of such facilities as

improved telegraph and telephone communication and

aid in the provision of hospitals and of suitable houses

for doctors and nurses ; but increased income and

increased travelling facilities for doctors and nurses

are important features of the proposals. Before the

Insurance Act reheved tlie situation the plight of

many doctors was lamentable, and there is still much

room for improvement, especially in remote 9,nd

thinly-populated areas, where many of the people

have very little command of money.

The medical problem is divided pretty sharply infco

two parts, though they overlap each other—namely,

single practice areas and multiple practice areas. In

the''former the doctor has no competitor. The local

sources of income are very small, and the legislature

intended in every such case to make life at least

tolerable for the doctor. The Committee's idea, as

suggested in questions to medical witnesses, would

seem to have been an income of £300 a year after

paying travelling outlays, and house rent and rates

and taxes, excepting income tax. The Board appears

to have adopted the principle that every local source

of medical income should be utilized to provide a

living for the doctor of the single practice area. If

there is to be any treatment of school children,

the doctor is to be prepared to undertake it and

the salary wiU be taken into account. If there is a

lighthouse the Lighthouse Commissioners' payment

fo'r medical attendance should, it is considered, go to

the same man and not to some one from a distance.

The parish council appointment is commonly the

most important ; next comes the income under the

Insurance Acts ; and all these also should, it is held,

be in the hands of the same man. The request that

the amount received from appointments under the

Poor Law and Lunacy and PubHc Health and Educa-

tion and Insurance Acts, as well as from private

practice and from medicines, should be set out in the

statement of income (Form 2) is doubtless due to con-

siderations oi this order. As we understand the matter,

the idea of the Board is that when it is in possession

of these details, and also the details of expenditure, it

will be in a position to confer with the doctor as to

the amount of subsidy appropriate to the case. With

regard to private practice, it would appear tliat the

Board desires, not merely that a doctor should be ob-

tainable throughout the whole area of the practice, but

that he should be obtainable at moderate terms—that

is to say, that there should be for people of the crofter

and cottar classes a fixed uniform fee, independent

of distance, so that a crofter twenty miles away would

p.ay the same oharge for a visit as a ci-ofter next door.

Any reduction dae to this cause in the income from

existing private practice will have to be estimated in

fixing the amount of tlie subsidy.
.

'

.
.

In multiple practice areas the position is in some

respects different. A small town or populous villa^':

is usually the centre of a multiple practice area, an'

from the centre doctors go out in various directions t<.

attend -the strictly rural population. SonictliiK

-

manv miles have to be travelled. It is equally iin

portant that in these areas also poor people should h<

assured of medical attendance at a rate within the'

means, but we gatlier tliat the Board does liot propo^'

to attain this end by making arrangements with tin'

doctors in such a centre to secure for them amininmn,

net income. Their net income may already lie in

excess of anything that the lioard would be able tc

ofler, but the Board would appear to desire that the

town or village doctors should receive under the grant

such remuneration as will enable them to attend

distant crofters and cottars at a fee commensurate

with the means of the crofter or cottar. It is for

this reason no doubt that Form 2 does not require

from such doctors any information as to the inccme,

from private practice or the expenditure on travelling^

or on house rent, etc., and that the Board does not

seek to know the net professional income. ,.

Having, as we hope, done full justice to the inten'-,

tions of the Board, we feel at hberty to say that tjie

manner of their presentation has been most unfor-

tunate. No attempt whatever was made by way of

a memorandum to e.xplain the objects the Board had

in view or its, no doubt, excellent intentions. Tlie .

covering letter issued on August i6th was of the

driest official sort, and it certainly seemed to require

the immediate signature of an agreement to cover the

whole of 1915, including the eight months already

expired, " and from year to year thereafter." The

covering letter said that it was a draft form of agree-

ment with practitioners which the Board proposed to

adopt, " subject to adjustments according to the cir-

cumstances in each individual case," but not a word was

said about how these adjustments were to be made. ()u

the contrary, it appeared on the face of it that the form

was to be duly witnessed and signed by the doctor over

a 5d. stamp; jeddart justice, in fact : hang bim first and

try him afterwards. The provision that the agreement

may be terminated bv three months' notice does not

really relieve the situation and no appeal seems to have

been provided in respect either to the amount of re-

muneration or the terms of service. At the hastily

summoned meetings so far held in the Highlands it

has been asked that any agreements now signed shall

be considered provisional, and we have been given to

understand that this is the Board's intention, but, if

so, it has failed in the most singular manner to make

it plain, and the further request made at these meetings

for explanation is fully justified.

The reference in Scheme A, paragraph 4, to the

matter of mileage has excited much apprehension ;.

this is, we beheve, really due to the unfortunate

turbidity of the paragraph in question. The matter

is made" rather more clear in the paragraph quoted ,i

p. 407 liom the annual report of the Board. Belu

the Medical Service Act was passed a grant
>

£10,000 a vear was voted by Parliament for mileuLi"

under the" Insurance Act; later. Parliament votr,,

£42,000 a year for all the purposes of the Boa.il,

among whicli was to be the making of arrangements

for the payment of mileage for attendance not only on

the insured under the Insurance Act, but also on the

uninsured of the crofter and cottar class. It is, "<^

think, clear that there is no intention to diminish th

mileage grant, but there is equally no assurance th

it will be maintained, or, as it ought to be, increased.
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There are many other points whicli need to be
cleared up. How, for instance, is a doctor to visit
" systematically and when asked to do so " all persons
in need of medical attention (all persons, let it he
observed, from the shooting tenant to the cottar)

;

how is he also to give personal attendance in mid-
wifery cases, and to do these things while undertaking
to make regular and systematic visits to certain
Iccilities on fixed days? How, again, is he to obtain
and maintain his motor car or cycle, or motor boat ?

Is the capital expenditure to fall upon him, and when
the motor cycle is smashed or the motor boat wrecked,
is he to bear the cost of replacing it ?

In this state of obscurity we are glad to know that
the Scottish Committee of the British Medical Asso-
ciation has been summoned to meet at Perth on
September loth to discuss the whole matter in all its

aspects.

THE UNIVERSITIES OF LANCASHIRE AND
YORKSHIRE.

The ViceChanceilors of the Universities of Mancbe.ster,
Liverpool, Leeds, aud Sheffield addressed a letter ou
August 26th to the Committee on Public Retrenchment,
expressiug the desire of the authorities of these universi-
ties to do wLatever is wise and possible to secure such
economies in the expenditure of public and private moneys
as will be found consistent with the needs of the country
in the present national emergency. The letter expresses
the opinion that it will be found on inquiry expedient in
the economic interests of the nation somewhat to increase
the public grants to the uuiversities, even at the present
time of financial difficulty. The four uuiver=ities con-
cerned have the intention of reducing their exjienditure
during the period of the war to the lowest point consistent
with efficiency ; they have already effected drastic econo-
mies and have others in view. The income of the uni-
versities is derived from the annual grant made l)y the
Treasury to university institutions which, being without
ancient endowment, need public subsidy in the discharge
of their national work; from grants from the Board of
Education for the encouragement of technological and
professional training; from grants from the Board of
Agriculture for the training of men and women as agri-
culturalists, horticulturists, and dairy farmers, aud grants
from the Development Commission for scientific experi-
ments on a commercial scale for the resuscitation of the
Uax industry, aud for the improvement of cereals aud other
crops. Their other source of income—students' fees

—

amounts in some instances to a quarter, and in others to
two-fifths, of the total. The universities by their charters
are open equally to women and men, and it is admitted
that the number of women students may be maintained,
possibly increased, especially in the faculties of arts and
medicine. It is, however, submitted that the most impor-
tant part of the work of these universities lies in the
tield of pure and applied science, in the training of
chemists, physicists, doctors, dentists, public health
jfficers, steel experts, civil, mechanical, and electrical
engineers; architects, farmers, colliery managers, textile
managers, metallurgists, gas engineers, dyers, and leather
irade experts. The uuiversities concerned have in con-
•equence beea able to render very important service,
in some respects vital, to the State during the war, aud
they have further in a specifically military sense rendered
important service, especially in the training of officers.
-The various departments of a university," the letter
:ontinues, "are interdependent. The intellectual life of
one department gains from intimate association with the
intellectual life of another. For example, you could not
curtail or close down the departments of inorganic and
organic chemistry without paralysing the departments of
chemistry applied to dye-stuffs, leather, or fuel consump-
tion. Again, some of the researches in the physics de-

partment have a close bearing on the work of the depart-
ment of textile industries, which at first sight seems
remote. And the departments of applied science gain
stimulus and range of vision from association with
scholars who are engaged in economic, historical, aud
other studies. A university which is actively con-
tributing to the life of the nation is a unity, aud would
be lamed by partial closure. Moreover, it takes years to
form a staff of researchers and teachers imbued with the
spirit of scientific co-operation. Such a staff is a delicate
organization, and, if ' scrapped,' could not be started again
at pleasure." The universities receive about one-fifth of
their income from local authorities out of rates, but this
support is to some extent measured by the Government
grants; if the Government subsidy were cut down the
local grant would probably be reduced, aud the result to
the universities would be very serious. The Vice-Chau-
cellors insist upon the need of looking to the future; the
uuiversities, they say, were created to supply the educa-
tional needs of the great industrial populations of the
north. They are slowly, and not without a struggle,
winning the confidence and resjiect of the communities in
which they are set, and are inculcating upon the
business world the advantages of scientific education.
If, they conclude, it be true "that one of the most
obvious lessons to be drawn from the war is the need
of an increased application of scientific method to industry,
we feel that the northern universities have a great part
to play in the direction of such a movement, and that
it would be unwise and unthrifty to starve those of their
energies which are devoted to that end." The force aud
truth of the appeal put forward by these four universities,
which are bound together by a statute for the purpose of
conducting a joint matriculation, and still more by the
similarity of the duties which fall upon them in the great
industrial communities which have called them into
existence, will appeal to all those who appreciate the
perilous position of British industries in competition with
the enterprise of Germany and the United States, in both
of which countries the leaders of industry seem to have a
better understanding of the need for scientific investigation
aud scientific methods. From the point of view of the
medical faculties, which, perhaps, more particularly con-
cern us, it has now become a truism to say that they cannot
be efficiently carried on without adequate endowments, or,

failing them, adequate subsidies from the State and from
municipalities ; the time has long passed when students'
fees, eked out by the utmost self-sacrifice of the teachers,
could suffice. Medical education has become costly, aud
is certain to become yet more costly in the future.

FLIES AT THE FRONT.
It was foreseen that a plague of flies was to be expected
both in Flanders and Gallipoli, owing to the conditions
inevitably associated with military operations, especially,
perhaps, when the forces engaged are more or less
stationary. Apart from the discomfort which the troops
would suffer by the presence of flies of various kinds in
large numbers, the danger of the dissemination of disease
was, of course, recognized, and the need of instituting
effective practical methods of keeping down the plague to
the smallest dimensions possible fully understood. In
Flanders the precautions taken have been of an elaborate
kind, and date back to April last—that is, before the com-
mencement of the house-fly season, when a circular memo-
randum on The AboUdon of Flics in Camps, Billets, and
Hospitals was issued by the Director-General of Medical
Services, British Forces in the Field. Sir Arthur Sloggett
pointed out that within the area occupied by the British

forces in the field there were concentrated enormous
numbers of men and horses, with the result that abnormal
quantities of stable manure and other waste organic
matter were produced, and he added that in places along
the line of the actual front there were many unburied
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bodies. He anticipated that in consefiuence flies in

unparalleled numbeis would make their appearance m
the course of the summer and autumn unless adequate

measures were taken to prevent the insects from

breeding. The memorandum, which was widely circu-

lated to medical officers, contained full practical in-

structions for the prevention of the fly plague, and

among other fly poisons enumerated was the solution

of sodium arscnitc, which, ns was noted in the Journal a

short time ago, has recently been employed with success

and, under proper precautions, without risk in South

Africa. Very shortly after the issue of this circular,

a special entomological commission for service in the

held was appointed; it consisted of three well-known

entomologists—Mr. Kobert Newstead, F.R.S., Professor

of Medical Entomology, Liverpool University ; Mr. R. W.

Jack, Government Entomologist, Southern Rhodesia ;
and

Captain E. E. Austen (Artists Rifles), British Museum

(Natural History). The commiasion was instructed to

study the question on the spot and to inquire into the

eflicacy of the measures for the suppression of flies

already adopted or riojected. After a preliminary in-

vestigation of the conditions in a part of the front

area, visits were paid to tho lines of communication

and the various bases. An extensive series of experiments

were made with a view to ascertaining the best method

of dealing with fly-breeding places which it might be im-

possible to destroy by fire. As a result of this work, further

recommendations were issued by the commission in an

interim report. Since then the commission has been con-

tinuously engaged in visiting all parts of the front in turn

with a view to giving advice to sanitary ofiicers and others

on tho spot. In this way visits have been paid to a large

number of casualty cleaving stations, field ambulances, and

advanced dressing stations, to the town of Ypres. to the

trenches, and to farms and other billets withm range of

the I ly s guns. Hies to be dealt with have been

house-flies, blue-bottle flies and green-bottle flies, and the

places where the insects were fouud to be breeding, and

the best practical means for checking them were indicated.

In the trenches themselves house flies have been less

numerous than blue-bottle and greca-bottle flics; although

in certain places in the war zone in France and Belgium

house-flies have been more numerous than could be wished,

yet a great deal has been done, and but for the preventive

measures adopted and the attention paid to the subject by

those respon-sible the plague would undoubtedly have been

much worse than it is. The blow-flies, blue and green, have

presented greater difficulties. Dr. Shipley, in the account

he published last year of the habits and life-history of both

the blue-bottle flyaud the green-bottle fly,' pointed out that

two species of bluebottle or blow-flies had to be considered,

Calliplwra erytlirocephala and C. vomitoria. He spoke of

them as outdoor flies which entered houses in search of a

suitable place to deposit their eggs, by preference on fresh or

decaying meat, but even on wounds. The habits of the

green-bottle flv, Lvcilia cacsar, are very similar, but it is

said to prefer fish when it ean find it. The eggs of the blue-

bottle liatch out iu from ten to twenty hoars in normal

British temperatures ; the larval life in its three stages

lasts from seven to eight and a half days ; the pupa state

lasts a fortnight, bo that the total development extends a

day or two over three weeks. Though no practical means

for destroying these flies in the trenches on a wholesale

scale have been devised, it has been fouud possible to

drive them away by periodic spraying with a suitable

fluid. Fortunately, though perhaps more annoying than

house-flies, the blow-flics are far less dangerous to man as

disseminators of disease.

THE ALCOHOL QUESTION IN FRANCE.

M. RiBOT, the French Minister of Finance, lias drafted

a bill to regulate the manufacture and sale of alcoholic

beverages in France, which embodies many of thc^recom-
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mendations of the Academie de Medecine enumerated in

the JocRNAt. of August 2l8t, p. 299, and those of the

Academic des Sciences, which were almost identical.

The discussion on the question of permitting wine as part of

the regular ration issued to Frtnch soldiers was concluded

by the .\cademie de Medecine on August 24th, but not before

the views expressed by M. Gautier and others,' who

advised a litre of wine a day to replace part of

the meat, had been severely criticized by Professor

Chauffard and Professor Richet. The former disputed

the assertion that the food ration was insufficient, and

denied that wine should be considered an aliment, holding

that the Academic would come much nearer the truth if it

described wine as an agreeable condiment. The issue of

wine had been suggested as a means of fighting alcoholism,

but he expressed the opinion that unless the soldier could

be prevented from going to wine shops to supplement the

ration the remedy would be worse than the disease. Pro-

fessor Richet's criticism was directed mainly against the

pedantic use of the doctrine of calories. A poisonous

substance might be burnt up in the body and yield a certain

number of calories, but it remained a poison, and it was

not a contradiction in terms to say that alcohol both yielded

calories and was a poison. He held that the use of wine,

even in a small quantity, was an evil, that it slowed

gastric digestion, and that if it produced some pas.sing

stimulation this was paid for by depression later on. At

the same time, he thought that the habit of drinking wine

was too deeply rooted to be eradicated, and tliat it would

be better to issue wine iu strictly limited quantities rather

than to leave the soldier to obtain it clandestinely.

Finally, the Academie determined to define a moderate

quantity of wine as half a litre, the quantity issued daily

m the French navy. After adopting the following

aphorism: ''Aperitifs never, wine with food aud in

moderate quantity, a liqueur occasionally, but only after

a meal," it passed a resolution in these terms: "That

naturally wine in moderate quantity—namely, in the

same amount as in the navy—be included in the official

ration of the soldier, and that precautions be taken to

ensure that if the administration supplies wine to the

soldiers they shall not be allowed to consume it else-

where."

Early
complete

A LONG SHOT.

B86 Dr. Byrom Bramwell saw a man of 45 with

loss of peripheral vision and very marked

.eduction of macular vision, the result ot an attack of what

appeared to be uraemic convulsions twenty months pre-

viously. Dr. Bramwell diagnosed the condition as pro-

bably due to a simultaneous bilateral lesion of the two

occipital lobes of the brain, in the region of the half-vision

centre. In October, 1910, the patient died of croupous

pneumonia, and his brain was sent to Dr. J. S. Bolton,

who completed his elaborate examination in May, 1915

;

it entirely confirmed the brilliant diagnosis made by

Dr. Bramwell twenty-four aud a half years before the

patient's death; during that period the condition had

remained practically unaltered, while sensory and motor

paralyses were absent. Without going iuto detail, the

following points from Dr. Bramwell's preliminary report^

on the case may bo noted. Originally the patient had

an attack of acute general dropsy, probably due to

acute nephritis, with epileptiform convulsions, per-

manent loss of peripheral vision, normal fundi,

aud no mind - blindue-ss or word - blindi««s. During

the next quarter of a century the patient remained

in fair health, speaking generally, able to get about by

himself and to read large type and to write; his mental

condition was not abnormal; the pupils reacted nor!n:illy

to li"l.t and to accommodation. In 1905 the optic discs

were'^described as having a somewhat leaden-grey atropliK!

friuiTi^m^^ririiKAi. Joi-BSAr,. Angiiat 7th, i\ 231.

3 lidinburuli Medical Journal. July, 1915.
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appearance, with extensive shallow cupping, nnil a well

developed sclei-al ring ronml each. The retinal arteries

had a hard "silvcrwiie " apiicarance. After examining

the bi-ain, which coutaiuod a large lesion in each occipital

lobe. Dr. Bolton makes the preliuiiuary report that " the

hLstological investigation of this case may thus claim not

only to have explained the clinical features present during

life, bnt to have added to our knowledge of the part played

by the visno-seusory area in macular and in uou-macular or

panoramic vision. It may, in fact, be stated that the

anatomical basis of the former is the cortex of the calcariue

core of the pear-shaped visuo-sensory area, and that the

anatomical basis of the latter lies in the surrounding and
remaining visuo-sensory cortex." Questions as to the

cortical localization of the centres for the special senses

in man can only be determined, as Dr. Bramwell points

out, by the eombiuod observations of the clinician and the

pathologist in man, for the results obtained by experiments

upon the lower animals cannot be transferred directly to

hnm.an beings. In the present instance Dr. Bramwcll's
sliill and his success in following up the patient have
added materially to our knowledge of the functions of the

visuo-sensory cortex.

GERMAN ORGANIZATION.
For a generation at least before the war the Germans
made bold, if not always very skilful, use of bluff to

establish a belief in their pre-eminence in various spheres

of activity—as for instance, in science. They are pursuing
the same policy in the war to day. A year ago they
were proclaiming Ipudly that the number, high training,

and bravery of their soldiers, and the strategical genius of

their generals would bring them early victory. Now,
when these boasts would sound hollow, they proclaim that

their confidence in ultimate success rests on the efficiency

of their organization, civil as well as military. " The
Germanic race," says Professor Ostwald, " has discovered

the factor of organization." That its organization is very
carefully thought out, and that when subjected to the

maximum strain for which it is calculated it works very
efficiently, no one doubts. When the strain on an organiza-

tion is much greater than that calculated defects are

bound to be disclosed, and a breakdown can only be
avoided if there are skilled experts possessed of initiative

in positions of sufficient authority to enable them to make
good defects as they are detected. A year ago the

cmcltics to which British wounded were subjected

by their captors • were partly excused on account of

the sudden stress produced, by the rapid advance into

France, which ought, of course, to have been foreseen,

and partly explained by the ostentatious hatred with
which fear of this couutry had inspired the German
licople. But the very interestiug article by an " Exchanged
Officer " in Blaclnvrntd for this month shows that even four

months later, in .January, 1915, the machiue liad not been
repaired. At that late date a large number of wounded
men, Germans and piisoucrs, were crowded into third-

class carriages for the long journey from Flanders to

sonthem Germany. No distinction was maintained—
among the wounded prisoners, at any rate—between
sitting-np and lying-down cases, the forwarding of the
trains by the railway officers was about as bad as could
be, the arrangements for feeding and supplies generally
totally broke down, and the policing of the stations seems
in many places to have been left to chance. A fact mcu-
tioncd incidentally, and quoted as an example of good
oiganization, is that dressing rooms and pharmacies had
been established at railway stations in Belgium. This
looks well until wo learn that wounds were not dressed
during the long journey, and that, in fact, there were no
trained orderlies or nurses to make any attempt in that
direction. The whole story of muddle and callousness

takes us back to pre-Crimean days, with some added
horrors, due to mere spite and cowardice, thrown in.

A SCHOLARLY PARANOIAC.
Among the minor benefits conferred upon us by the war is

immunity from medical conversation at the mixed dinner
table. Those ladies who were accustomed to dogmatize
on diet and drugs now talk tactics and strategy. However,
the attention given in various lay publications to a case
which we will refer to as that of Dr. X., warns us that the
interest in medical topics is only in abeyance, and is

ready to become active again as soon as the interest in

temporarily more absorbing mattei-s has subsided. Dr. X.,

apart from his scholarship, which was not ordinary, was
an ordinaiy paranoiac, with the ordinary proclivity of the
paranoiac to take the life of his imaginary persecutor
whenever opportunity presents and exasperation reaches the
boiling point, from which it is never far distant. The double
event occurred in the early hours of a winter's morning in

1872, and the unfortunate paranoiac, who ought not to

have been allowed at large, shot and killed in the street an
unoffending passer-by. It is not mentioned in the reports

now published, bnt the fact was that on waking in the
night Dr. X. had seen at the foot of his bed an imaginary
figure which he took to he that of his persecutor. He
bounded out of bed, seized his revolver, and followed the
figure downstairs and into the street, where he saw a real

man, whom he identified with the imaginary man that ho
was pursuing, and shot him dead. At the trial he was
found " Not guilty, on the ground of insanity," and was
detained at Broadmoor for many years. He was a man
of education and literary tastes, and was, of course, allowed
every alleviation possible, which in his case took the form
of an abundant supply of books. The single rooms at

Broadmoor are not spacious, nor elastic, and Dr. X.'s room
was crammed with piles of books as high as a man,
which left but the narrowest of passages between them

;

and here for many years he worked for Dr. Murray in Iho
production of the wonderful Oxford Dli-lioimnj. The
public gapes with wonder at the conjunction of madness
with scholarship and uuusually high intellectual attain-

ments, but to those who are familiar with insanity there

is nothing unusual in the combination, and to those
who understand what insanity is there is nothing
to wonder at in the combination. A highly intel-

lectual and learned man is no more immune from
insanity than a yokel or a boor, and in paranoia, as in

many other mental disorders, the disorder affects but a
small region, though unluckily a very important region, of

mind, and leaves the remainder completely normal. Piice

Mr. Pope, a little knowledge is not necessarily a dangerous
tiling. It is not dangerous if it is a .sound knowledge of a true

principle, and this resurrection of the case of the unfortu-

nate Dr. X. would be of great value if it were used, not as
an occasion for stupid wonderment, but as an opportunity
of inculcating the maxim, whieh is generally true, that

every pai'anoiac is a potential homicide, and that no
paranoiac ought to be allowed at large. Unfortunately
there are many paranoiacs at large. There are many wlio
are so clever that their relatives and acquaintances cannot
believe that they are mad, although they are well known
to cherish delusions of persecution. Such persons arc a
grave danger to the community in which they live.

Some years ago one of them, at Kamsgate, shot down
seven unott'ending wayfarers in the street, three of them
fatally; and scarcely an assize goes by without one or
more paranoiacs in some county or other being indicted

for murder or some crime of violence.

The Governor of Hong Kong announces that in the (m-o

weeks ending September 6th four cases of plague occurred
;

all died.

Dr. James Donelan desires to btate that, having re-

signed his appointment as medical referee to the Loudon
Committee of the French Red Cross, lie has no furllier

responsibility in regard to appointments in French
auxiliary military hospitals.
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THE PKOrORTION OF RBCOVKRIES AMONG
THE WOUNDED.

rqesTtrift for Lneger, the journal of the Danisli Medical

Society, published in its issue for July 29th the followmj!

table, fnmished to it by Louis Fi-aenkel, showing the

relative number of deaths, recoveries and partial recoveries

aiuonc all the German soldiers treated in the imhtary

hospitals in Germany during the first nine months of the

war. The results, he states, are in reality better than \vouia

appear from the table, as a number of the rejected re-

covered sufficiently to again offer their services for military

work at a later date.

licsnlts of Trcalment in Germmi Military Ho»pitnU.
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luateiial of all kinds hare been receivecl. Mauy williu"
xvorlcoi-s in outlying districts tollcct and fovward siiliaguum
moss and pine sawdust, of wJjioh largo supplies have to bo
stored befoi-e the approach of winter niiikes the work of
collection impossible. Other gifts include empty cases for
packiug, hcssian, rope, wood for splints, sacks, ticking,
fcathtfi-s, etc. ; while much help has been received in the
form of work done by joiners and others in makin"
splints, putting up shelving, sifting sawdust, closing
packmg cases, mending machines, and in various othet-
ways.

GERMAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
The Treatment of Bullet and Shell Wounds.

Dr. W. Israel, Oberarzt of the 11th Field Hospital of the
Guards, in summarizing his experiences in the treatment of
wounds, states' that at the outbreak of the war con-
servative treatment of bullet wounds, including shrapnel
wounds, was generally adopted, and subsequent experience
confii-med the wisdom of this course. It was found
that the fate of men thus wounded depended on the first
aseptic dressing, and that from a clinical, though not a
bacteriological point of view, the wound inflicted by a
bullet was primarily aseptic. On this account it was
advisable not to probe such a wound nor to attempt to
remove the bullet.

Conservative treatment of shell wounds was frequently
'" " and they were often left to

MUDICAl JOOIISAI. 4^5

lom changed. A
iiore active treatment,
ions, would, he thinks,
s. Every shell wound
1 the majority of cases
producing an offensive

practised early in the
themselves, the drc^'i'iv:'

frequent change of . 1

,

7-

1

including free incisi III 11.
undoubtedly have sa\i.( mj/iy I

was septic from the outset, aud
anaerobic gas-forming organisms
smell, were present. Among these anaerobic organisms
only the Bacillus emphtjsematosus of Fraenkel was really
pathogenic. As it was impossible to detect the nature of
the infection of a recent shell wound it was not possible to
anticipate the couree of the infection. It might bo strictly
Umited, and give rise to a necrotic or purulent inflammation
with circumscribed gas phlegmoji, or it might develop into
a rapidly progiessive galloping gas phlegmon or gas «an-
giene, terminating fatally within forty eight hours, "on
account of this uncertainty of the course of the infection,
aijd in order to save not only the patient's limb but his
life. It was imperative to operate as early and as radically
as possible. It wa^ necessary to remove all the dirt orass
straw, and particles of clothmg which fragments of"shell
had carvied into a wound, as well as metallic fragments
and clotted blood. The small scab or crust which" whencovcrmg a bullet wound, was interpreted as a si"n of
Healing without mfection, was, in the case of shell wounds,
a treacherous mask, the removal of which disclosed abrown, stinking, gaseous discharge. Tliis was the case
even with quite small shell wounds, and it was therefore
necessary to remove all such crusts.
•While dry dressings were excellent for bullet wounds,and were necessaiy for all wounds during transport, the

Ideal dressings for shell wounds were wet. After thewoHuda had become relatively clean, tlic wet dressin-s
were replaced by omtments; by this treatment change of
dressings was painless, and there was no haemorrha"!. Inthe early stages of the wound, and when there was a

?hVn°rf, "i
"^ '''"''^':=''"f!^' ' ^'^^ ^""^"fl advisable to

sr,.tn°f "f.'f\^.'"g ^t 'east once a day in order that any

r^«^H, f'"?''''r.""«'li' ^ detected early. In many
^r fL "'^'' °* '^ !f-^g?^ent of shell was overlooked, and

Z?, % fPe'-fi^'al ^ound was detected. In suclicases the persistence of suppuration led to a more careful

th.Vk'?^n'?°^ l^^
womid,-and to its exploration with a

Si.? Pn*^' ^ P^°°?d»'-e barmless in the case of

H fl.?t ^ ^" .T°°??''=
'' ""^"^ '^ t" tl^e discovery of a

rn^f nf rn°''"'^^''T''-'^* ^^^ '^"'1 °f which a frag-ment of she 1 was found. Such a channel was always

iTil T^f• ^1'^ *^^ fragment of shell removed at all
costs. Dr. Israel never regretted freely openin- all shellwounds at the earliest possible opportunity, and he oft^n

orTi h^'^*""; n '^^'y^l^'^"
fragments of s^hell and other

foreign bodies followed by the disappearance of suppura-
tion and offensive smell, by a fall in the temperature' and

nnfiniX°^''".f'
'O the patient's general well-being,

^oticeablejwithin a few hours of the operation. AVhcn

tho presence of large vessels, and nerves in the
neighbourhood of a shell wound prevented free
incisions, small incisions and a liberal use of drainage
tubes were indicated. Early incision and duiinagc were
so essentia in the case of si,ell wounds that tliey should
be undertaken by surseous i„ the lir.t lin,. ( Sanitaet^
kompagnie

) am not dofcrrod until the man was admitted
to a hospital. This course, however, was practicable onlywhen the number wounded at ^ given tim, was limUedand the fighting of a stationary character, as in trend,
warfare. Daily change of the dressings of shell woundsand the careful examination for signs of extension of
lutection were too often neglected; mauy a limb had been
lost because a free incision of a localized gas plegmon wasmade too late However clean and well applied the
dressings of a shell wound might be when the patient wasadmitted to hospital, they should at once be taken off and
the wound thoroughly examined, in order that the develop-ment of a pocket of pus might be detected early. While
the farst dressmg usually determined the course of a bulletwound, the course of a shell wound was princinally deter-mined by the degree of care devoted to t)io case throuah-
out Its course and by tho timely intcrvcutiou of the surgeonwhen complications arose. When wouuds of tho limbs
were comphcated by fractures, even early surgical inter-

as often attended by failure.ference >

r mil Che Wochenschrifl, May 31st.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Royal Navy.

Killed.
buRGEON Predeuick James Humphrys, R.N., died of wouudsm the pardanelles. He was educated at St. Thomas'sand took the diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond., and
also the degrees of JI.B. and B.S.Lond. in 1912. After
qualifying he filled the posts of house-physician, casualty
oflicer, resident anaesthetist, and obstetric house-physiciaii
at St. Thomas s. He joined the navy as a temporary
surgeon on August 4th, 1914, and was attached to the
Armoured Car Division when killed.

Army.
Killed.

Lieutenant Peyton Tollemache Warren, R ^. M (T F )who, as already noted was reported on August ^Otli as
killed in the Dardanelles, was educated at Dublin, where
nAo^^^r

^^^ J'plomas of L.R.C.P.I. aud L.R.C.S.L in

V v.; ^"f^^fuf'^^',''*'
°®'''''" ^"^^ public vaccinator att.i3u ioit lalbot, Glamorgau, where he was a prominentmember of the Bryn golf aud rifle clubs. He received

a commission as lieutenant in tho third Welsh FieldAmbulance on June 9th, 1913.
Captain James Noble Armstroug, R.A.M.C, killed in

Inance on August 22nd, was the only son of 3Ir J M
Armstroug, J P., of Dundalk. He was educated at Ipswi'diand at Trinity College, Dublin, where he gained a senior
moderatorship in science, with gold medal. He took the
M.B., B.Ch., and B.A.O. at Trinity College in 1914, aot atemporary commission as lieutenant R.A.M.C. on ASgust
15th, 1914, became captain in April, 1915, and was
attached to the 2nd Battalion Durham Light Infantrvwhen he was killed at the age of 25.

Lieutenant- Colonel Charles Ernest Thomas, V.D., of theNew Zealand Arrny Medical Corps, was killed in action in
the Galhpoh peninsula on August 28th, 1915. He was the
son of Mr. H. S. Thomas, formerly of the Madras Medical
Service, a member of the Madras Council, now of Parkside
.'":1 °°-;,^??,

""'-''^ educated at Cheltenham College aud
at the Middlesex Hospital. He took the diplomas of
L.S.A. and L.R.C.S.Edin. in 1888, aud after actino as
house-surgeon and house-physiciau at Middlesex Hospitalwent out to New Zealand. There he JiUed the post of
resident surgeon of the Timaru Hospital, and aft«-wards
settled m practice at Timaru, where ho was port health
oflicer and public vaccinator. He was surgeon-captain in
tlic i)th New Zealand Regiment, the South Canterbury
Intantry, and served with the New Zealand contingent in
South Africa in 1900-1, receiving the Queen's medal with
three clasps. When the New Zealand force was raised for
the present war, he was appointed to the Medical Corps,
with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

Died of Wounds.
Lieutenant T. A. Peel, R.A.M.C, was wounded on

August 19th in the Dardanelles, and succumbed to wouuds
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on August 24tli. He was tbe youngest sou of Mr. J. E.

Peel, solicitor, Armagh, a very -wellknown name in the

North o£ Ireland. He received his education at the

Armagh Royal School and then entered the medical

schoofof the Koyal College of Surgeons on Ireland, after

about a year there ho went to Newcastlc-on-'L'yno, and

finally graduated M.B., B.S., 1911, in the University of

Durham. He had a very successful and distinguished

career in the University and earned for himself the good

opinion and affection of his seniors and fellow students.

T. A. P., as he was known to his intimates, was an all-round

man and had very distinct literary tastes ; his strongest

inclinations in this respect wei« towards poetry, and on his

own account could jingle a string of verses which were

both tuneful and pleasing. He had an affection for the

works of Francis Thompson, and the writer treasures a

copy of The Honnd of Heaven given to him by his dead

friend. Peel's literary tastes had some outlet when as a

student he was on the staff on the Stndnits Journal aX

Newcastle, and he was particularly gratified that during

his term of office he was instrumental in issuing a

print of Henry Gray, the anatomist. After leaving the

university he became a house-surgeon at tlie Royal

Oweut Hospital, Newport, and he is well remembered
there as a courteous and efficient officer. .4fter leaving

Newport he went to the Stafford General Infirmary, where

he remained for some months, and then passed on to the

larger institution—the North Stafford Infirmary at Stoke;

he was a very popular- officer there, and gaiucd the very

good will of the staff. He was gazetted temporary lieu-

tenant R.A.M.C. on October 10th, 1914. and was for a con-

siderable time in training with the 5tli Dorset Regiment

;

he went out with the 11th Division Jlediterranean Force.

Peel was not untravelled : he was particularly interested in

the clinics of Lambotte at Antwerp, and Tuffier in Paris.

There is no doubt that he would have rajiidly attained

eminence in his own profession, andnnii'it In^ charming

temperament and conspicuous ability aii' n -^i^l lusstnour

much stricken profession. Peel is survived by his father,

two sisters, and two brothers, one of whom, a solicitor, is

serving in the forces. He would say, in the words of his

beloved Francis Thompson

:

My mangled youth lies dead beneath the heap.

My days have cracked and gone up in smoke.

Lost in Transport " Boyal Edward."
The list of officers lost in the transport Boijal Edirard,

torpedoed and sunk in the Aegean Sea on August 14tb,

with the loss of about a thousand lives, was published on

September 7th. Out of thirty-two officers on board, thirteen

were lost, including four medical officers—Lieutenant-

Colonel J. H. Dauber, Major J. Mowat, Captain C. B.

Mar.shall, and Lieutenant T. Hayhurst. Obituary notices

of the first two have already been published in the

Journal.
Major James Mowat, E.A.M.C, who was lost in the

lioyal Edward transport when she was torpedoed in the

Aegean Sea, with great loss of life, on August 14th, was
an ex-naval officer. He was educated at Gordon's College,

Aberdeen, and at the university in that city, where he took

the degrees of M.B. and CM. in 1891. Entering the navy
as surgeon, he attained the rank of fleet surgeon on May
10th, 1910, and retired at twenty years' service. He re-

joined at the beginning of the war, and was medical officer

on board H.'NI.S. Hcriucs when she was torpedoed and
sunk near Dover last autumn. He then had to take sick

leave, and was subsequently discharged on account of ill

health, receiving the thanks of the Admiralty for his

services. Having recovered, ha applied for employment
in the R.A.M.C, and was appointed major in the 54th

Casualty Clearing Station from April 29th, 1915. "An
Old Shipmate " writes :

" When H.M.S. Hermes was
torpedoed Mowat rendered gallant service. Owing to the

force of the explosion the ship's carpenter had both his

logs broken. Mowat rendered first aid, and gave up his

own lifebelt and placed it around this man. Having
attended tliose he could, he helped the wounded to reach

the destroyers around, and by lucky chance survived him-

self. Some mouths later he retired a second time and took

up private practice, but later, when there was a shortage

of R.A.M.C. officers, he volunteered, and joined as a major
(T.F.I, and met his fate in H.M.S. lioyal Edward. A most
r-apable officer, beloved by all who knew him."

Captain Charles Bertram Marshall, R.A.M.C. (T.F.), was
educated at Manchester, where he took the M.B. and

Ch.B.Yict. in 1909, the D.P.H. in 1911, and the M.D. in

1913. After acting as resident medical officer to the

Manchester Children's Hospital and resident surgical

officer to the Ancoats Hospital, Manchester, he went into

practice at Bramhall Park, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. Ho
joined the 3rd East Lancashire Field Ambulance (head

quarters, Manchester) as lieutenant on September 5th,

1914, and became captain on February 27tli, 1915.

Lieutenant Thomas Hayhurst, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), took the

M.B. and Ch.B. at Edinburgh in 1911. He filled the posts

of junior and senior house-surgeon to the Victoria Hospital,

Burnley, in 1911 and 1912, and then went into practice at

Fulwood, Preston. He joined the 1st East Lancashire

Field Ambulance (head quarters, Manchester) as lieu-

tenant on September 5th, 1914.

Died.

Major J. L. Duval, of the Canadian Army Medical Corpa

was reported in the casualty list of September 1st as

liaving died in Flanders. He was an officer of the 1st

Canadian Field Ambulance, to which he was appointed as

captain on September 22nd, 1914, becoming major on

April 17th, 1915.

Wounded.

Dardanelles,

Lieutenant- Colonel A. R. Wilson, R.A.M.C.(T.F.)

Major L. P. Brassey, I.M.S.

Captain C. V. Baigent, M.B., Otago Infantry.

Lieutenant T. C. Clarke. R.A.M.C.fT.F.).

Lieutenant C. H. K. SniitlK K. V.AIC.fT.F.).

Lieutenant R. G.M. U. ! '
i: v -1

< '.iT.F.).

Lieutenant J. C. Vouiiu '; !' fecial Reserve).

Lieutenant J. D. Jon. .
I: \ li -.-itiporary).

Lieuti 1, !i: '>V, AIj-jii. •. !;, \.MA'. itemporary).

Licnt-' ' il. II i iliott. K. \.JI.C. (temporary).

Lieut' I 11. I
' \\":i II. n. A. ?iI.C. (temporary).

Lieutcu.iiii A. .Ai.itiliLWs, 1;..\.:M.C. (temporary).

Lieutenant (Quartermaster J. F. E. Godman, R.A.M.C.

Flanders.

Lieutenant K. J. Batty, R.A.M.C.

Missing.

Captain A. P. Smith, R.A.M.C, Dardanelles.

Deaths .«iong Soxs of Medical Men.
Tbe following cases have beeu reported during the past two

weeks, chietlv from the GalhpoU peninsula: ,„,,,.
Campbell, (3eorge Edward Forman, Lieutenant 2nd Battalion

10th Gurkhas, youngest and last surviving son of Colonel Kobert

Keil Campbell, C.B., I.M.S. (retired). Senior Medical Ofiicer,

Pavilion and York Place Indian Hospitals, Brighton, killed in

tbe Dardanelles, between August 6th and 10th, aged 21. He
was born on August 27th, 1893, educated at Edinburgh
Academv wliere he was iu the school eleven and fifteen, was

a Kiug's'Cadetat Sandhurst, and entered the army on August

Chapman, Philip E., Private 8th Battalion Hampshire
Re"iment, eldest son of Dr. Paul Chapman, of Carfax, Here-

ford, died at Malta, September 4th, of wounds received in the

Dardanelles. , -,, i ^

Harries, Eric Guy, Captain 7th (Merioneth and Montgomery)
Battalion Eoval Welsh Fusiliers, younger son of Dr. Harries,

of Grosvenor House, Abervstwith, died on August 16th from
wounds received in action in the Dardanelles on August 10th,

aged 22. He was an engineer by profession, and was employed

in tbe Cambrian railwav works at Oswestry, till he got a com-

TOisaion as Lieutenant" on Sei^tember 2ud, 1914, becoming
aptain on March 6th, 1915.Cai>i

H,offi: ster

fantrv, second son of Mr. John Hoffmeister, of Cowes,

Wigli't. He reached the rank of Captain on December 31st,

Hnmphrevs, K. M., Second Lieutenant 7th (Merioneth and
Montgomerv) Battalion Roval Welsh Fusiliers, eldest son of

Major C. E. Huniphrevs, R.A.M.C.(T.r.), District Sanitarv

Officer, 68th (Welsh) Division, and County Medical Ofiicer of

Merionethshire, killed in the Dardanelles. His commission is

dated September 2nd, 1914. „ , ,.

Hunt, C. H., Second Lieutenant 5th Battalion Lancashire

Fusiliers, son of Dr. T. Hunt, of Heywood, Manchester. He
received his commission on March 1st, 1912.

Kev, Douglas, Second Lieutenant 78th Field Company R.E.,

elder son of the late Dr. James M. Key, of South Africa, died of

wounds in France. He was educated at Montrose Academy
and Dulwich College, and received his commission on July

O'Duffy, Kevin Emmanuel, Second Lieutenant 7th Battalion

Royal Munster Fusiliers, second son of Mr. Kevin O Duffy,

L.D.S., Surgeon Dentist to Hia Excellency the Lord Lieutenant
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o( IielaiiJ, killed iu tlie Danlanetlcg on AuLnist 15th aon.! mHe ^v»s educated at Belvedere College, DubHn and at Stnnv"hmst, aud got his commission on Jamia.v 28th 1915
^

1 roctor, Charles Edgcumbe, Lieutenant 7th Battalion No.fnik

Fi'r^A/'g"^̂ amf.;'at^on "i^-^f tY°^^^''f' '

^"'' '-d' pLse°l'l^e

ScotTkirW,?/T'"w''°;? *^''''*^'' ^"g"^' 23rd. 1913.
"

raonwcalth loices. and became Captain on December 2,Ki

sof.°o''f'u.™v ^^''c''^
Camerou Lieutenant 53rd Sikhs, second

B^li^ie'l" aa Bath 'dTed f^'' ^^
^Z
Jhompsotof SoutToeUl

College. Dabim, and a member o£ the O.T.C when the vlal

Inii;
*"^^-^??'^-<^<i his commission on March 6th 1915

'"''

enZ?oS^°f?^h:^^'^V^ 53.1^ Sikhs, youngest '^^J'of Lieu-

wounded and missing, believed kilTed in tho n 1 1, „
was

^J,.

profession a ^ilieit^;r1n%Vi:;e 'at ^e^;'^^^^^^

... . . „ Medic.vx Students.

diKt^i^^'^t ^lll^l^^t^l!;^!;™ ^ff-#^«'-T^.son of Mr. H. MacAdam, of Mo<.m-s-^H "|.„•„ , 'i J" ""''?
J^e

publishers, London, aud wa^ fMii, iipj'if , ,
1

'^oi's. Ltd.,

School and at St. Bartholonicw-
• ll,,s',

..,1'^
ir

'^ ,°; ^"«"''o"

mission as Second Lieutenant ni 19l" h
','.'

n,,,., riff '^ T""August 5th, 1914, and went to tl.rf,- in 1^ '''''1'''".',°"

brother holds a commission in the same battalion!^ *
^"°"'""

-''"". ueuurev. i.aptain bird

t^"l^.rJ'^. ?{-"-^" thSan"^^^.o^n^6'S'r ^Sli'1906, and was posted to the 53rd Sikhs With'that r»oi„?:„* V '

"onlf ^Vs^l/"^'^'' ^,'^V
?!^'^ JIohmand'campa[|S "r'thi

M.^^s'jh^sii^^,f^--,r"^ --^'^^^^ --^

'
T„7n;i'^,';"i^" °* "^^ ^''i'll^ Temple ^ "^ ^' '™'

Ti.i.,i„e ,•„„„. „„; « „,", "3;;;,; , r.'t
'„'";"—!

V"" •

September *th 1914 whl a commission in the R.G.A. on
Fortress, of Februarv 9 h be t

""^^
K°l'""^

'° Plymouth
tionary Force In FlaSe!s wheri^hr -„''' J°'".tl^e Ex,,edi-

portion of our trenches was nndPrl-^""',
^'*"'' ^9", when a

from several of the enemv^of^lf.'"'^ ^?'' '''^'" """^e hours

Wr^tr.,^-SSi s"l^>te^^

NOTES.
_ -, Honours.
O.v September 6th the War Office published a list of

and Ihirt^^m*r'"^,?
*° "'« »isti„gt,ished Service Ovdei-and thirty Mihtary Crosses, bestowed for gallantry in theheld. One medical officer, Captain K. W. Jones, Za.M C

L eutenantTT' ^''^^''^I'l ^r^''-
'''"' °-' temporary

Capt^^Si^'JlJr^Sr'^- suJ^eS^^fif'-^;S^
to

S|^Sei^^S[l!:::yiS^S^^?^- --f- at A^^^!

at -.T.'ri'TsY ^uT,',?'''"''.,
'^''°1'^^ Lewis I„j,.ram; E.A.M.C,

c^l^.Vltm. wo .f'^"*^-'
,;''"' energy at llooge. He was

ces.u^on the entire n,gl?i^ of' Augu^^gn^uud^fl^^^^ ^i;,!?^

t'eu^i^^t &;iSS^t^s:^h;°^'^- ^'^^-^^ "'^ '-

o^;f^f^^^i^tteSf°^« ^° "'^ '^^^ ^'-'--*
At the same time the Distinguished Condnct Medal wasbestowed upon 144 non-commissioned officeiVand nTeuincluding the fo owing nine men of the medical e" vic^s

'

FieldSiifncI-
^'•^^^^' ^-^-^^•^- ^«' ^-' -^-^g"-

caStD^;iI;n:^^'"^^°"' ^°- ^ ^^^^'^^ -^-''"^--. 1^'

Private J. Connie, New Zealand F A

Im^p'crial
&'' '' ^^ ^^'^'^^'^'"' ^^'^^ F-^- '^-'-li-

Private W. .J. Hendy, New Zealand F.A.
Private E. P. Hitchcock, Australian A.M.C.

ImVeri^^^ForcI:
''• ^-^^-^^-g-gor, 1st F.A., Australian

Private A. A. Morath, Australian A.M C
Private L. Crawford- Watson, New Zealand A.3I.C.

Russian Decoratioxs.

nf rT"^ f ®'^^i?'®°*''°*
honours conferred by the Emperor

on ATusr2SH
'"°"'''''''

fr''"'
'" *''^ field.'^asanuon'liced

Down^f Af I X 'T^r^''"
.'"= "'"'^ °^ Lieutenant .JohnW fi A Ar ;-: .M^^i^"'"?
Mounted Brigade Field Ambu-

Fourihcn^
^^-^ \>'^^'? """''''^^ "^'^ ^"ler of St. Anne,Fouith Class, inscribed " For Valour iu War." The list alsocontained the names of the following non-comm s onedofficers and men of the medical services :

''°'^™'«^'°°e^

Fo,:h,^'-~^f'^^^''^-^''i°'-- T. Crawley.
"^

W f'Toif a- }yj^?:^'^^' Priv.ites M. Johns, A. kester,«. A. Last, H. C. Sell, aud D. Wolfe.

V!,.. ^, r,
J'ledal of St. George.

tint Cfass.—Sergeant C. Ingram.
/^eeoud CVass.—Sub-Assistant Surgeon Gopiuath Agarwall

rl^.L.^fT\°r' J- Lamkin, Sergeant J. U. Pavelly, and
/.P

al r . M. Hams.
T ^;"^;' ^'«»s-—C'orporal A. Burns, Private P. Turner, Driver
J. V . Gibba.

l''oiirth fiflss.—Privates W. Hanson, W. Malone, T. Jfarkeq

";,i A 'p^w".'„u;
^^- '^^^^heua, C. li. Tomkius, H. WiLkiusou,'
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AKGLO-EnssiAN Red Ceoss Hospital.

A con.n.iUee has been fo^ed m
J^^lKdftoTe

puvpose of organizing a
|^°fP^*f\ ""l^^j-^fK„ssia. It ismMmmt

has the approval of the British Ambassador m Pe '°g'^^'

secretary From Professor Pares, who Las been workmg

^itU the Kussian Red Cross for nearly a year the

rommit!^eha"reeeivedthe assurance tba^ the help thus

m-offered ^ill be highly appreciated, particu avly at the

fnesent time. The offices of the Anglo-Russian Hospital

Committee are at 116, Victoria Street.

Scottish Amt-xlance Train foe France.

The ambulance tram which has been constructed by tl e

Calpdonian Railway Cnipauy for service in France, at the

cost of £20 000, is 'of the kind known as the permanent

hospital tran^ and consists of sixteen long carnages some

ofTwch are ambulance coaches fitted with tiers of cos,

others arc coaches for the medical officers, nursing s sters,

and remaining personnel, whilst yet others cons itut« he

tiTatment roSin, operating theatre, kitchen, and he d .
s-

pensary. Sir Charles Bine Renshaw, the chairman of t e

Lledonian Railway Company, in
^o^^^Xred to the

onenine ceremony on September 2ud, refeiied to tue

Saslna means of deahng death in modern warfare, and

^id that" iTe was thankful to think that the surgical

^^^siicai ^^^j^ gr^iktftir^id'^

-^^^x^^S' i^rL^ra^^r^
helped by the devoted labours of the medical pro ession

the value of whose efforts during the present war it would

be impossible to exaggerate. The wliole empire owed

them a great debt of gratitude. The Duchess of Mont^

rosr in performing the opening ceremony, made use of

r appropriate exl^ression" "veritable t-- cle W' for

the work of the Caledonian company s yards, fie tram

IIL on show during the remainder of "'^ jyeek at Glasgow

t.ie proceeds from the visitors gomg to the funds of the

Scottish branch of the Red Cross Society ;
it was then

viewed in Edinburgh on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-

day (September 6th to 8th), and was afterwards taken to

Dundee, Aberdeen, and other centres.

The French Red Cross.

In a paragraph published in the Journal of April 24th,

p tV Ftwas stated that a system had been s arted m
E^n unction with the London Coinm.ttee o the Cro x

Rou"e Fran.aisc for supplying voluntary service X ^ '«sh

surgeons for' short periods. We are disposed to thmk that

hi existiu" circumstances British surgeons wishing to give

ihcir services for limited periods would be well advised to

^nn«idei in the first place the claims of their own country

Td'the needs of tl?e British Red Ci;oss and the St John

Ambulance Association. Tlie call on the professuon in tins

country is very ur..,niL, and the War Kiuergcucy Committee
..,„...-... .,%,..- lionvcHontativc Meeting of the British

-Stt^-S^=^:S^t^;r^t^S

tte French o^rganization for dealing with pounded from

the French army has been, during the last few months,

very greatly improved.

The Star and Garter Hostel.

The acouisi ion of the Star and Garter Hotel a

under consideration a fortnight ago, a"-!
.t^.^", '^f^GXr

K'pr^«i^:''lt^™»su^r..I

:

S trui. .mr bulldins, but to Ibis oompiiiiitively lo .•

for remodelling aave oeeu ^^J , tpntntive stage at

The garden village scheme
f

s" i^ in t
^^ the b" colonnade

prese-nt, and the question o^^^^^-^fJ.^l^^.j^^.-^t medical
is still under discussion. / „,

".V o hospital. The
officer, but the institutioil

-T^f "^-^^'^ij^.a men who have
cases received will be those a\ Pff,^f" r^ble. Should

=n discharged from the servi^r.^^
,j ^^ ^^^^ ^t

an inmate show signs °^ '>?P^r=ft^stitution when com-
ouce to a hospital proper, ine .

expression o£

pleted will, it IS hoped, be not on.T
^o peculiarly

national gratitude te tl'ose who haVe ^^ee^ P^^
^^ ^^^

stricken, but also an important national . ^
work of the British Red Cross Society \^ ^""^

the great war.
Montenegro. ,_ written by

The following is an extract from a lette.
j^

Dr. Strong to Miss Mabel T.Boardman, chai,.>«a^° ^

American Red Cross Relief Committee. It u'^s

visit to a hospital to Pech in Montenegro

:

.

^^^^^^^^^^

On entering the hospital I saw fJ:^'^.^^i^.l°°l^ had belu
whicli we had to pass many piles of

<='°"'^8„"/\'ef,floor, au.t

rfinov.il i.uiii t'l. r.iilius cases. These la} on tne V

\ur' •
• re. I had never seen so manv °e.'o

Aen n - n > I i. in.spital had about 250 cases of V^ I

Thpv were -ul ba.il > ue-lected. The wards themselves is^^^^
„^,

Tpres, October, 1914. i.^.g,-

Mrs Pumphrev (Stockstield-on-Tyue) has inserted a" S-A -in

tisement in this issue of the .TOUHNAL, in the hope of bdy^

broiW u o CO nmun.cation with a medical officer of the

oriavv who on October 24th, was working at a hospital

YpresltlV/oirthe building had appnxeutly been a convent,

may have been a French or Belgian hospital.

Medic.\l Officers Wanted

2'2s( nUildand Mounted Brigade Field A,< '"'.

Two medical oflicers are m-gently reqnii .

establishment of the 2 1st Highland M-m
Ambulance, now sending drafts of othcev.-, :n

Full particulars of pay and duties from Laplai'i^" .-."..

-

Commanding 2/lst'H.M.B.F.A R.A.M.C, Highiaud M
Brigade Camp, Thetford, Norfolk.

Hccndts for fianilary Section Tf^nnled.

Captain C. H. Moss-Blundell R.A.M.C., Officer Comma.

Sanitary Section, IIiHsl)orough Barracks, bheftiekl, is .ui

to oMan recruits for the section. The duties perforn..

men of a sanitary section are analogous to those i.eifoii .

civil sanitary inspectors iu time of peace, an'l™?,.',!
.',^

already had experience in sanitary work would be pieleiu



igis] SCOTLAND.

S'ith Cameron Highlanders.
A nie.lioal officer is wanted for the 2;4tli Battalion the

Queen's Own Camerou Hiyhlaudei'S. Pay as iu regular army.
Vronioiion to captain after six months' service. Apply tlio

tj.il. O., 191st lufautry Brigade, The Camp, Blair Atholl.

3 Ut II.C.F.A.. li.A.M.C.(T).
Wanted for the 3 1st II.C. Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C, one

medical ofiioer to complete establishment; he must undertalvo
the foreign service obligation. Applications should be made to
the CO., Smiths Lawn Camp, Wiudsor.

hul Line l]\Mi Bor.ler Mounted Brigade.
Two medical officers. Wlllm^i to undertake the Imperial

Service obligation, are urj^'.-iitly n.-.iuired for service with the
2iid Line Shropshire Uon.iI' Horse Artillery and Cheshire
Yeomanry. Pay and allowances as in the regular army, also
ontlit and oAmp kit grants. Full particulars on application to
Lientenant-folonel D. C. Leyland Orton, Senior Medical Officer,
2ud Line Welsh Border Jlouuted Brigade, The Camp, Morpeth,
Korthcmberlaud.

Cl^nglanli an& Walts.

Tjik Edoau Allen Institcte for Medico-mech.^nical
Tkeat.mejjt at Sheffield.

Mn. Edoar Alle.\, who died in tlie early part of tbo
present year, was one of SheiBeld's industrial princes, who,
observing the number of casualties sustained by SheiSeld
woKlimcu in the ordinary course of their employment,
eijuipped, maintained, and to some extent endowed au
institute where, under medical direction, they could be
helped to regain muscular movement and nervous equi-
librium. On the outbreak of war, the institute, then three
years old, rose to the new occasion, and down to the date
of a report recently issued had dealt with some 600
invalided soldiers. The treatment is founded on the
Swedish system of physical exercises applied to apparatus
for rcmobilizing injured joints and groups of muscles

;

capable massem-s assist by early passive movements. A
scheme of enlargement is now going forward, the result of
which will be to double the accommodation for the
disabled men, and the public is being asked to support
what is now a national and no longer a strictly local
project. The report, which can be obtained (price 3d.)
from_ the Secretary of the institute, at Gell Street,
Sheffield, contains numerous photographs which give an
excellent idea of the machinery employed, as well as of
the nature of the exercises, and the manner in which, by
an elaborate system of measured resistances for meeting
the requirements of the injured part, any given case can
bo dealt with progressively, and the gradual improvement
recorded.

Reckuitixg for the R.A.M.C. in Manchester.
It is a matter for regret that the recruiting for the

Manchester "City" Battalions has recently fallen oft'

very considerably, only 400 men having enlisted in Man-
chester in the week ending September 4th. The two
brigades of the '-City" battalions, forming part of the
30th Division, representing about 10,000 men, will cer-
tainly be disappointed if the County Palatine Brigade,
which were at first so rapidly recruited, should be unable
to develop into a County Palatine Division without the
addition of outside units. At least 1,500 men are needed
as early as possible. At the same time there is urgent
need for more rapid recruiting for the medical units of
the li.A.M.C. and the Royal Naval Division, and Lord
Derby has been authorized to state that unless more men
come forward for the R.A.M.C. very soon they will not
be able to receive sufficient training in time for them
to go out with the City Battalions of the 30th Division.
I'or home service men are required to be between the
aoes of 17 and 50, and for service abroad between 17 and
TO. Prefercnoe is given to those holding the certificates
of the St. John Ambulance Association, the British Red
Cross Society, or other bodies recognized by the War
Office. During the last week a fair number of recruits
presented themselves, and batches Jiave been, or will
shortly be, sent to Aldershot or Blandford or one or moro
of the London hospitals.

Presentation of Motor Ambulance for
Ancoats Hospital.

At the close of a performance last week at the Gaiety
Theatre, Manchester, the proprietor of the theatre, Mi^'^

Horniman, formally handed over to tlie Aucoats Hospital
a motor ambulance which had been provided by the Gaiety
Theatre Motor Ambulance Fund. The fund was started
by the staff of the theatre, and was assisted by the staff of
Lloyds Sank, Manchester ; much of its success is due to
iliss Horniman herself. Trustees of the fund were appointed
and a trust deed was drawn up, by which the ambulance
was handed over to the trustees of the hospital to be used
by them for tlie duration of the war. The trustees have
further promised money for the erection of a garage in
the hospital grounds and to provide for upkeep so long as
the war lasts.

Manchester Royal Eye Hospital.
It is reported that the number of new cases treated at

the out-patient department of the Royal Eye Hospital
during the eight months ending August was 27,533, which
is nearly 1,500 in excess of the number treated in the same
period last year. Bluch of the increase is undoubtedly due
to the war, as treatment has been given to a large number
of soldiers from neighbouring military hospitals, to men
referred to the hospital by recruiting officers, or men iu
training at the camps. About 40 beds iu the hospital
have also been allocated to the military authorities for
wounds or diseases affecting the eye, and during the same
eight months 241 soldiers have been treated as in-patieuts.
In recognition of the treatment given by the hospital to
wounded soldiers several special donations have been
received from various war relief funds.

^rotlanti.

Annual Congress of the Incorporated Sanitary
Association of Scotland at Glasgow.

At the forty-first annual Congress of the Incorporated
Sanitary Association of Scotland, held in Glasgow on th«
first three days of September, several of the addresses and
discussions had a direct bearing on medical matters.
The annual general meeting was held on the evening of
September 1st, when the retiriutr president, Mr. Francis
Braid (Kirkcaldy), was succeeded' by Mr. Robert Lambie,
Convener of the Public Health Committee, Lanarkshire
County Council, and when Dr. Alex. Kobb (County Medical
Officer, Midlothian, Linlithgow, and Peebles), aud Mr.
F. G. Holmes, C.E. (Office of Public Works, Govan), were
elected vice-presidents. Dr. Robb was also najniuated
president-elect. The president (Mi-. Lambie) took for the
subject of his address (which was delivered on September
2nd) "Twenty-five years of Local Government," beginning
his survey with the Local Government (Scotlaudj Act of
1889, which opened the way to a more progressive aud
comprehensive policy aud set up a machinery which had
proved wonderfully successful. The death-rate had fallen,
aud infantile mortality had also gone down ; deaths from
phthisis had decreased, whilst comfort and convenience
had been added to the everyday lite of the community.
There had been and there still were anomalies iu rating

;

but the Legislature should not permit a system to exist
which was capable of allowing a local authority to neglect
in any way its public health and sanitary duties because
of the fear of high rating. He made a plea for a broader
basis of rating all round, with an adequate recognition
from the imperial funds.

Insects and Disease.
On the evening of September 1st Dr. R. M. Buchanan,

bacteriologist to the Corporation of Glasgow, gave the
customary popular lecture, taking as his subject insects iu
relation to disease. It was, he said, a remarkable fact
that the sinister influence of a relatively small number of
insects m spreading some of the most deadly diseases had
only come to light in the past ten or fifteen years. It wag
now known that a few species (for example, mosquitos,
tsetse flies) had controlled the destinies of nations and
made parts of the world wellnigli uninhabitable. By
spreading both malaria and yellow fever, mosquitos had
for a time held up that stupendous engineering scheme,
the Panama Canal. The common house-fly, too, was /
credited with a share in the transmission of the intestinal
diseases, typhoid fever, infantile diarrhoea, dysentery, and
cholera. It had a prodigious progeny, but fortunately it

had also many powerful enemies, including man^ '
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common £owl, and a parasitic fungus {Empusa muscae).

The last-named enemy caused tlie only serious disease to

which the fly was subject, and attempts had been made to

use it for the extermination of the insect. A crusade

against flies must aim at prevention rather than at de-

struction, and must be applied against them at the earliest

stages of their existence. The iujuuction "kill that fly"

implied a confession of failure in sanitation. Intelligent

scavenging could be counted on to do much, along with

the timely collection and destruction of domestic refuse

and garbage and the stringent enforcement of measures
dealing with stable manure. Since the shortest period

necessary for the development of the fly from the egg was
ten days, the removal of all temporary collections of fer-

menting matter should be undertalien at intervals of not

more than seven days.

TJie Care of the Health of the Child.

One of the most important matters dealt with at the

Congress was that of the care of the health of the child,

the discussion upon which took place on September 2nd.

Dr. A. Campbell Munro, County Medical Officer, Renfrew-

sliire, divided his address into four parts—the prenatal

care of the child, care iu infancy, in the period between
infancy and school age, and during school age. He hoped
that in the coming years there would be a compensatory

increase in the birtlirate to make up for the wastage of

the most virile manhood of the nation in the war. It was
satisfactory that notification of birtlis was now com-
pulsory, and lie should like to see a roll—not of honour

—

of the local authorities in Scotland who had not adopted

the system voluntarily. But even this compulsory
notification did not lead far. and it was essential that

official health visitors should be appointed, and provision

for this was contained in the Is'otification of Births

(Extension) Act. It ought to be made penal to sell or

buy Jong-tube feediug bottles. There was also a wide
sphere of usefulness for voluntary infant health visitors'

associations, and between these and the local authority

and its officials there should be the most intimate touch.

There should be infant consultations and consultations for

expectant and nursing mothers, prematernity homes, and
post-natal homes. Child welfare committees would be a
better name than infant health associations. There was
great need for the passing of a Midwives (Scotland) BUI,

aud when the Act was in existeuce the Medical Officer of

Health should be the "supervising medical officer'' over

the practising midwives. Maternity benefit, under the

National Insurance Act, required revision; the money
should be payable only on the certificate of the medical

adviser to the Insurance Committee that the mother had
received proper attention in connexion with her confine-

ment. Dr. Campbell Munro moved that the Congress
should resolve that measles aud whooping-cough be made
compulsorily notifiable ; but the motion was lost on a vote

being taken.
Dr. J. W. Ballantyne, of Edinburgh, spoke specially on

the prenatal care of the infant. He said he would not go
back beyond the marriage of the parents, being content to

leave to the eugenists the directiug and perfecting of

matrimony amoug the " fit." He recommended, however,
that newly married couples should make an immediate
choice of their medical attendant, and not wait till the

emergency conditions of a threatened miscarriage sent

them to the nearest practitioner. He recommended, also,

that the wife should put herself under medical supervision
.•ml ( ii. ;t ,.in as she suspected her.self to bo with child;

t '
i! Ill the pains of labour were upon her was

(ifii' i' \ ( ry reverse of prenatal prevision. Medical
liic 11 :iii'l w'lnien should likewise be ready to accept the
responsibility for the care and supervision of the expectant
mother during the whole time of her expectancy, and be
ready to treat any of the complications of pregnancy which
might arise, aud so save many infantile lives. In all

large towns prematernity homes for unmarried girls and
vest-homes for married women should be provided where
pregnancies could be watched over medically and where tired

women could rest in tlie later weeks of their term of

expectancy. Financial aid should be forthcoming in the

four weeks preceding labour as well as in the mouth
following it, as was being done in France. If this aid

were given, it would send women earlier to their doctors.

and it might, along with the discovery of a reliable blood

within reach. Prematernity wards, prenatal nurses (to

visit and advise expectant mothers among the poor), and
antenatal clinics and consultations at maternity hospitals,

were other most desirable things, and should not be out-

side the range of authorities in large cities. He instanced
a case of a woman who gave way to drink in the last

month of her pregnancies who had recently been under
his care in the prematernity ward of the Edinburgh Royal
Maternity Hospital, and had been preserved from temp-
tation during her critical month, had been safely delivered

of a healthy child, and had been sent safely home again.

Dr. Ballantyne concluded by seconding a motion made by
Dr. Campbell Munro, " That in the opinion of this Congress
it is important that the Midwives (Scotland) Bill should
be passed into law without further delay." The motion
was put to the meeting and carried unanimously.

Milk, Town Planning, Dietary, and other Subjects.

Another interesting discussion took place on the
essentials of a pure milk supply and suggestions for

regulations under the new Act; this was introduced by
Mr. John Frew, County Sanitary Inspector, Linlithgow-
shire, and in it Dr. Fred Dittmar, Edinburgh, Mr. John
Finlay, and others took part. Other subjects dealt with
were methods of treating vermin in buildings, refu.sa

bings on fire, sanitary provisions in Scottish town-planniug
schemes, economic dietary in time of war (opened by Dr.
A. K. Chalmers), the effect of the war on the duties and
responsibilities of local authorities in Scotland, and the
training of nurses in local authority and Poor Law hos-

pitals and their relation to the general supply of nurses
(introduced by Dr. AValter F. Brown of Ayr).

MiLiTAEV Appointment of Edikburgh Physician".

Dr. G. Lovell Gulland, Professor of Practice of Medicine
in the University of Edinburgh, has been appointed a
Consulting Physician to the Forces in the Mediterranean,
with the temporarj- rank of Colonel.

ialanb.

DoBLiN Hospitals: Cost of Feeding 'VN'ocnded

SOLDIEP.S.

The Board of Superintendence of the City of Dublin
Hospitals announces in its fifty-seventh annual report,

covering the year ended March 31st last, that it bad
visited all the hospitals and found everything most satis-

factorj'. Reference is made in tlie report to the ho.spitals

opened for the reception of wounded soldiers, and it is

stated that the officer in charge of King George V Hospital,

who had these institutions under his supervision, informed
the board that the way in which the wounded and sick

were treated in them was, without exception, highly satis-

factory. The board points out that the financial aspect

of the treatment of wounded soldiers in hospitals set apart

for the use of the poor is a subject that demands its

special consideration, for its chief duty is to see that the
^

hospitals under its control "fulfil in an economical and
^

thorough way the objects for which they- were instituted."

The report attempts to arrive at an estimate of the pay-

ments that would reimburse the out-of-pocket expenses of

the general hospitals under its supervision. The calcula-

tions are exclusive of the cost of buildings and the furnish-

ing and equipping of such buildings. For the last year the

daily cost of each bed in the several hospitals was as

follows

:

Eicbmond. Steevens's. Moath.
An occupied bed ... 3s. 5id. 4s. 2Sd. 4s. ISd.

ipied bed... 23. 5Jd. 2s. lOJd. 2s. 7|d.

From these figures, and bearing in mind that the maiu-
tenance of wounded soldiers is more costly than that of

fever patients and of children—classes of cases proving a

considerable part of the hospital patients—it is held that

the amount paid by the Treasurj-—3s. for occupied bed up
to December 13th, 1914, and on and after that date 4s. per

occupied bed, and nothing at all for unoccupied beds— is

too small, so that all hospitals working on these terms are

incurring a loss each day that passes. In November, 1914,
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authoi-ities, pointing out tlio insufficiencies of tlie pay-
ments. .As a result the payment for occupied beds was
raised to 4s., but payment of any kind for unoccupied beds
was not granted.

St. John AMBrt-ANCE Association.
Sir Joliu Moore, who presided at the distribution of

certificates gained by the hidy members of the staff of the
Insurance Commission at the St. John Ambulance Society's
examination in first aid and home nursiug, paid a tribute
to the excellent work done by Mrs. Dickie in connexion
with the classes.

On the motion of Dr. Lumsden, a vote of thanks was
passed to Lady Glynn, who attended the meetiug aud
distributed the certificates. Dr. Lumsden said some men
might be accused of slacking, but that could not bo said
of the women, as the work done by them was one of the
outstanding features of the war.

The late Dr. Jeremiah Cotter op Cork.
Many former students of the old Queen's College, Cork,

will lament the death of Dr. Jeremiah Cotter, F.R.C.S.L
An obituary notice appeared in the Journal of August 28th
p. 351. That Dr. Cotter was held in high esteem not alone
by the members of his own profession in the South of
Ireland, but also by various public bodies, is manifested by
the many votes of condolence wliich, within the last few
weeks, have been convej'ed to his wife and family in their
bereavement. The North Infirmary, the South Infirmary
the County Council, the Cork Corporation, the Cork Union,
the Cork Borough Insurance Committtee, the Eolinton
Asylum Committee, and last, but by no means lea"st, the
members of the Cork Medical and Surgical Society, of
which he had been the honoured President, have all
recorded their sorrow. The following resolution was
passed at a special meeting of the profession

:

We, the members of the Cork medical profession, desire toexpress om- deepest regret at the lamented death of our
President, Dr. Jeremiah Cotter, F.R.C.S.L, and to recordour uimnimous opinion that bis loss to the professionand to the public cannot be adequately estimated.
As a member of the medical profession Dr. Cotteroccupied a leading position, which, through his sound

des^eried^^'
'^"'"^"' ability, skill aud judgement, he richly

As a friend and colleague he at all times proved himself
true and honourable, while his invariable amiability

®°H^w» f"" *? "n
'hose

^V"','^i'°,™ ''« '='^'"6 iu contact.
'

His love for the Cork Medical School led him to devote a

J^nJ^l^^ S'?°l"K°^,
his time, energy, aud ability toteaching, while he took a deep and permanent interest inthe snccess of its graduates. We desire to convey ourexpression of heartfelt condolence and deepest sympathv

mourn ir'"T"''°®
^''^°'" ^'"^ children, and all those who

they would gain an insight into the medical and admini-

toThem LTffe°Hfe.lY'2; S!:'
"°"" ''^ '^°'' '^''"''''^^

R. King Brown,
Msdlcal Offlcei- of Health. Heimondsev Lectl.,,^, n„

London.-S.E.. Sept. lst''"'^"<=
«^'"'^- '""^'^ HospTtkf

-^^'"'^ °"

THE SUPPLY OF MEDICAL OFFICERS
Sir —The recent appeal made to the medical professionmust have caused many of us to consider whether we are

doing the whole of our duty. To men working country
practices, much of the work with troops would not come
strangely. Most of us can ride, we have been accustomed
to do the greater part of our own surgery, and to treat
accidents on the spot, with extemporized appliances andwithout aid from hospitals. Yet, anxious as wo are to doour duty, there are many difficulties in the way. When aman s nearest medical neighbour is eight miles or more
away, It IS not possible tliat his neighbour .should carry
on the two practices if the oue leaves. Locumteneuts
are hard to get, their fees are high, and it does not seem
right that a country doctor should pay a man youuger
than himself to look after patients to whom ho must be
a stranger.

Yet there must be many men who, while their health
IS not good enough for active service, are still able to dowork at home. There must, too, be many men whose
health or whose nerves have suffered from the strain ofwork abroad, and who might recover health aud strength
while working a country practice. We in the country luave
no means of getting in touch with such men. I suggest,
then, that the British Medical Association should take steps
to furnish a list of such men who would be williu" to do
country work at a fee that we could pay, and who,"thcin.
selves incapacitated for further foreign service, could do
work at home, and so free men who, anxious to do their
duty, have so far been unable to leave home.—I am, etc.,

Chas. W. Smebton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.'
Hovingham, Malton, Aug. 23ra.

tlavusponhma.

MEDICAL STUDENTS AND COMBATANT
COMMISSIONS.

T /''l^l.
}^^^^ ^^'^^ ^'''' '""'^'1 interest the answer of

i-ora Kitchener-s private secretary to Professor Halli-
burton s letter of August 16th, 1915, and while the wishes

fourth n^ffif?."'''
'^°"'=^i"'^d in «^o reply with regard tofourth and fifth year students, are quite unambiguous, I

Ihw fl
^™ "^•'''''® .*° ^^y "^'^ ^^'"e ^s to their statementabout the position of the junior students. I know manywho were most anxious at the beginning of the war to

thpfr
^,7,^'*^^°' conimissions, but reluctantly continued

™!fff, *'*''?, ^"?Sestion of the War Office and the

wT! f
1"? a-^ ''oi'-t'es of the hospitals to which theywere attachcci, and now we have a statement which, if itmeans any tiling, appears to favour the view that theyought to take combatant commissions.

theirZr^nr^?''"""" } ^'^^^ ^""^ ^'t^ "'« students andtheir parents, it seems to mo that both would much prefer

»,nS .
^^^P^^^S'"" °f "l"-^;"" one way or other,^ince

desire to wait un il they are forced to join the army.
There 13 another way out of the difficulty, and that

tTie P aM"r"" ''^^'
^P^*? ^ ^°'-'" ^ «P«"'^' ^°n« under

r.X.f f" '" ''''"°'' J'^"'°'" Students could .serve as
privates and noncommissioned officers. In this way tlieir
services would not be lost to the medical profession and

A NOTE ON THE TESTING OF DISINFECTANTS
SiR,-In view of the fact that the International Com-

mittee on the Standardization of Disinfectants, appointed
at the last meetmg of the International Congress of
Applied Chemistry, cannot meet this year owing to the
war, and that this may entail a further delay of three
years, we desire to call attention to one or two points
which have arisen since the publication of our paper on
•-\pproved technique of the Rideal- Walker test,"' aud to

r"f IT d t'^

foll««''"g suggestions as addenda to the paper

First, in view of the difficulty experienced by some
workers not familiar with the technique of the chemical
laboratory we suggest that a burette, such as that
dcsonbed by Hermann W. Mahr, of the Board of Estimate
and Appointment, New York,^ can be adopted in place of
the dropping pipette. On the other hand, we know many
workers who have a decided preference for the droppin.'
pipette originally used by ourselves, and who do not seS
the necessity for changing this detail of the technique.
Ihe second suggestion deals with the well known

variations in resistance offered by the standard broth
ciilture of B. tyjihosiia. To obtain the desired result iu
the phenol column—life in two and a half minutes aud in
fare minutes, and no life thereafter—dilutions rau'/iu"
anywhere between 1 in 80 and 1 iu 140 may be i-cquhed"
\\e feel that this range is too great, and suggest therefore
that the culture be rejected if it calls for a pheuol dilution
higher than 1 in 110 or lower than 1 iu 90. Where the
culture becomes so attenuated as to call for dilutions
higher than 1 in 110, it can be strengthened by passage
through any suitable animal. By restricting this range m
dilution the only rational objection to the Rideal- Walker
test IS at once removed.
A new difficulty has boon introduced through the war :

it IS impossible now to obtain supplies of Witte's standard
peptone. We understand this matter has been taken uji

by an American committee, representing four prominent
laboratories' with Dr. Conn as umpire, and that this com-
mittee is about to report in favour of a brand which is
said to be equal to Witte's in every respect. I3 the meau-
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time it would be interesting to have the views of other

workers. We tlieiefore invite discussion on this point.—

"We are, etc.,
^.

, '

Samuel Rideal,
London, Aug. lOlh.

J. T. AiNSLiB Walker,
New York, Aug. 23i-a.

USE OF A SLEEVE OF VEIN IN NERVE
SUTURE.

•

SiR-Under the above heading Mr. Fullarton of Bekast

de.scribef* a method of treating nerve unions which 1 can

cordialh- recommend, as I iiave used the same method tor

many veafS. I deradhstiated the "method at a meeting of

the Glasgow Medico-Chirurgical Society on Apnl 18th,

1913; thi method was again illustrated m the Chnu-al

Journal for November, 1913, in an article entitled A Few

Examples of Grafting."—I am, etc.,

Glasgow, Aug. 3l8t.
Alex. MacLennan,

ANOCI-ASSOCIATION.
Sir,—It ought to be unnecessary to remind your readers

that the adjectival stem from the root of vocrre is not

noci- but «o'cu- ; indeed, " Innocuus " by his pseudonym

(p. 346) adiuits this, though he does not follow it to its

logical conclusion. . „ .

The proper form of the word m dispute is innocu-

association," and as this is also the most obvious and

most euphonious form, it is strange that any other should

have found acceptance.
. .„ , .

Can we venture to hope that the profession will adopt

the right word? The clumsy words "chcmo-taxis " arid

"ijtomaine" (for " chemio-taxis " and " ptomme"") persist

in spite of protests.—I am, etc.,

Cambridge, Aug. X)th.
F. J. Allen.

Cl^ljituarg.

DAVID BRIDGE LEES, M.D.Cantab, and Durh.,

F.R.C.P.,

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO ST. LI.-VKT'S HOSPITM., THE HOSPlTAI. FOB

SICK CHILDKEN. AND ST. JOHN S HOSPIT.\I.. T\\ R KI.MI.\M.

Not one month had elapsed after the tragically sudden

death of one distinguished member of the consulting staft

of St. Mary's Hospital—Mr. Edmund Owen—when another

member, on this occasion a distinguished physician, Dr,

D. B. Lees, also expired suddenly. Both, like Xicauor and

Siward the Strong, died in harness—in fact, Dr. Lees had

a fatal seizure when actually at work in his consulting-

room on August 16th.
.

David Bridge Lees was born in 1846 ; after leaving the

Owens College in Manchester, his native town, he studied

at Trinity College, Cambridge. He distinguished himself

both in classics and mathematics. He was Cams prize-

man, and took the B,A. in 1869, coming out, fifth in the

Natural Science Tripos, received the degree of M.B. in

1874. and as he had gone through the usual currieitlnm at

Guy's Hospital, he was able to qualify as M.R.C.S: in the

same year. Dr. Lees had also studied for a time in the'

medical schools at Vienna, After qualification he returned

to the Owens College, of which he was an Associate. He
took the dc"icc of M.D. at Cambridge in 1875, and in the

same year" became M.R.C.P.(Loiid.)2 in 1881 he was

elected F.r..C.P. In 1879 Dr. Lees was elected

assistant piiyf to the Hospital for Sick Children,

Great Ormond Street, becoming full physician^ in

1890. He was placed on the consultmg staft m 1305.

In 1880 Dr. Lees became associated with a London

medical school, being elected assistant physician to St,

Mary's Hospital. In 1887 he ^as appointed full physician

holding that post until ho retired and wa
suiting physician in 1907. Thus Dr. Lees ^

member on the staff of a general hospital with a medical

school for no less than twenty- seven years, and was

attached for nearly as long a period to one of the most

celebrated of all hospitals devoted to the treatment of

children's diseases.
, , ••

David Bridge Lees, settling down to work as physician

to a general hospital, soon proved himself 'to be an excellent

clinical observe!-. His writings, which must be well

knosn ..to„«,«iucy,-^Tng-tlie uotiticali°9tr"ctive. Ihirty

made con-

; an active

of bronchopneumonia treated with bleeding and ice." He
considered that the true indication for bleeding in pneu-

monia was the approach of failure of the right heart to

overcome the greatly increased pressure in the pulmonary

artery, due either to extensive consolidation of hnig or to

overwhelming engorgement. Failure was imminent in

both the cases, which he reported at full length, but ho

insisted that the relief which followed the abstraction of

blood would have been but temporary but for tlie beneficial

influence of cold applications. A'enesection, tepid sponging,

and the ice-bag were made use of for the first patient, a

maidservant aged 15 ; and tepid bathing, leeching, and the

ice-bag for the second, a female infant 6 months old. Both

cases recovered, although very severe, indeed the second

was complicated by internal otitis resulting in posterior

basic meningitis.
_ ,. , ,

Dr. D, B, Lees contributed other important articles to our

paces. Our readers may remember his paper on " The

effective -treatment of acute and subacute rheumatism,"

read at a meeting of the Therapeutical Section of the

Royal Society of Medicine, and published in the Joupjial,

January 16th, 1909. The profession, noting the subject of

this contribution, may profitably pause and reflect how

well it is that a leading doctor should in his teachings

dwell for a time not on "rare and interesting" maladies,

blood counts, and bacteriology, but rather on very common

diseases most interesting to the general public yet, though

known to the ancients, not so easy to overcome even by

the newest resources of medical and therapeutic science.

The author was not above supporting an already popular

remedy—sodium salicylate—and pointing out that some

of the or"anic compounds of salicylic acid were liardly, if

at all, preferable to the alkaline salt, and he specially

expressed, on the strength of personal experience, his

distrust of aspirm. He in fact lay great trust in

.sodium salicylate, especially on its alkalinil-,y, recommend-

ing that a large proportion of sodium bicarbonate be pre-

scribed and administered with it. This teaching, including

certain precautions which Dr. Lees published along with

his advocacy of the salicylate, was valuable reading for

many, especially the younger of us who may think too

much of cerebral and abdominal surgery. Dr. Lees foi|ncl

that the strontr doses of two salts, combined with the

application of ice to the heart, was most satisfactory m
the treatment of cardiac rheumatism, endocarditis as well

as pericarditis. The photographs of rheumatic nodules

accompanying this useful and excellent paper were, pur

readers must admit, highly instructive. Dr. Lees favoured

us in the same year with an important contribution on

the physical signs of incipient pulmonary tuberculosis and

its treatment by continuous antiseptic inhalations, pub-

lished on December 11th, 1909. He advocated the con-

tinuous use of an oronasal respirator charged with a

solution composed of carbolic acid, creasote, tincture ot

iodine and spirits of chloroform. He had employed that

therapeutic measure m about thirty cases with good

results and in order to convince his readers he published

the abstracts of all of them in our pages. Dr. Lees s

reputation as a physician skilled in the clinical as well

as the pathological features of phthisis doubtless caused

him to be selected as Bradshaw Lecturer at the Royal

College ot Physicians in 1912, where lie discoursed on

incipient phthisis. Much other work of interest aweared

in other publications, the Laiwef publishing in 1893 an

article entitled, " Is there a dextero-cardiac respiratory

reflex?" whilst Dr. Lees's views and eXperionc(5 on

rheumatism, above referred to. were conyeiiiently slhti-

marized in Sir W. Allchin's Ma,u,al 0/ Med.cn,r,^^hlch

included a special article by the d,x^f-.ns(xl phy-.ician On

acute and i;uba;cute rheumatism a-< a whole.

Dr. David Bridge Lees was a man of a very retiring

disposition. He mixed but little witli his coljeagues, who,

on the other hand, from first to last recognized him as a

deeply conscientious and religions man, the soul of honour

in professional matters as well as in everyday lile.

Dr, Lees was elected senior Censor of the Loyal College

ot Physicians of London last July. At the funeral at

Finchley the College was represented by the President

(Dr. Frederick Taylor^ Dr, Newton Pitt fCeUSor), and Dr.

Ormerod (Registrar", ; the Hospital for S.ck Uu dren by

Sir James Goodl.art and I).'. W. S. Col.nan ,
and ^t Mary s

Hospital by Dr, Luff, Dr. William Hill, and Jlr. Kennc h

Lees, Dr, Lees's son, who is at present surgical rcgistiai to
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Or. R. H. Stkkn (Medical Superintendent, City of
I.OU1I011 Mental Hospital, Dartfoid) writes: The news ol;

tlie siiddou passing of l)v. Lees will come as a great shook
and soii-ow 10 all his old pupils. Dr. Lees was luost careful
in all his work, and spared neither time nor trouble to do
liis best for his patients. He was keenly alive to all
progress, and was ever willing to impart bis knowledge to
those who worked under him. His tour through the wards
of St. Mary's was always popular with the students, and
•mou'i the circle of those listening to his remarks by the
betlside were frequently to be found some of his old houso-
physiciaus who had returned to brush up their work. In
Die days when I was his house-physician he was
especially enthusiastic upon the use of the ice-bag for
pneumonia. At the beginning of our six mouths'
residence few of his house-physicians were so sanguine in
this direction as our master, but when our time of office
had expired most of us were converted to his views. He
used to insist that the first thing to be done was to place
hot-water bottles to the feet of the patient, and then to
apply ice-bags, not only to the dull area but to the entire
hiug afifected. There is no doubt that under this treat-
ment the area of dullness receded sometimes in a remark-
able manner, and if one could not state with certainty that
it aborted the disease (though at times it appeared to do
so), it gave great relief to the patient. Br. Lees was
IJerhaps best seen in his systematic lectures, which always
gave evidence of careful preparation and attracted large
attcndauces. His sterling and upright character wTll
always remain as a bright example to those who were
associated with him.

. JorBNit 423

GEORGE ALFRED EDSELL, M.D.,
LlEUTEyANT-CoLOXEL, R.A.M.C.(T.F.).

LlECTENANT-CoLONEL GeORGE ALFRED EdSELL, R. \.M C
(T.F.), commanding the 3rd Home Counties Field Ambu-
lance, died on August 16th, aged 56, at his residence,
Cedar House, Surbiton, of pleurisy, contracted at the
front, from which he had recently been invalided. Boru
at Aberdovey on January 18th, 1859, Lieutenant-Colonel
Edsell was educated at St. Bartholomew's Hospital and
at Lmversity College, and took took the M.R.C.S the
L.R.C.P.Lond., and the L.S.A., in 1886, the M.D.Durh in
1902, and the D.P.H. of Cambridge and also that of the
London Colleges in 1905. After qualifying, he acted as
resident obstetric assistant and as clinical assistant in some
special departments at St. Bartholomew's and as clinical
assistant in the Royal Eye Hospital, Southwark. Subse-
quently he became clinical assistant to the Samaritan
Hospital for Women, and honorary suroeon to the
Cripples' Home, Surbiton. In 1904 he contributed to
the JocRN-AL (vol. i, 1904, p. 131) a case in which a severed
linger was successfully rei)!aced ; the patient was a man
aged 60; when killing a pig, the animal bit off his rioht
index linger through the middle phalanx. It was replaced
after the patient had walked six miles, and a few years
later, though the distal joint was stiff, the linger was useful
for work. Dr. Edsell was examiner and honorary life
member to the St. John Ambulance Association, surveyor
to the medical department of the Admiralty, and a member
of the British Medical Association.

Dr. Fraxk B. Xorris of Surbiton writes : When the history
of the present war comes to be written Edsell's name
will deseivedly be entitled to a place in the list of heroeswho have sacrificed their lives in the cause of their couutry,
lor the illness which has terminated fatally was contracted
at tlie front in the course of the arduous work of attendiu"
to sick and wounded soldiers, on which he had beeS
engaged for some months. He removed from Thame, near
Oxfoi-d, to Surbiton about twelve years ago. He quicklywon great esteem, not only for jiis piotessional attain-
ments, but also because he was a thorough sportsman in
the held with gun, and likewise at tennis, at cricket, and
at hockey. Many a day have I spent with him and badly
shall I miss him. For a few years he was on the Surbiton
District Council, but resigned his seat soon after becomin«
a member of the Surrey County Territorial Force Associa"^
tion. He always manifested keen interest in military
work, especially in its medical branch. In 1889 he joined
the Oxfordshire Light Infantry as surgeon. Subsequently,
after settling m Surbiton, be joined the 3id Home Counties

I'leld Ambulance, R.A.AI.C, as captain, was rapidlv pro-moted to tlie rank of major, and eventually assumedcommand of the unit, his promotion to the rank of lieu-
tenant-colonel haviug taken place on October 22ud 1911
Largely owing to his enthusiasm, recruits were obtained
to bring the unit up to its full establishment. When the
Territorial Force was mobilized the 3id Home Counties Field
Ambulance was called out, and after undergoing a period of
training at Surbiton, Sittingbourne, and Winchester it pro-
ceeded to France, where since last December it has been
doing yeoman service in the tiring line. It has worked
mainly in the neighbourhood of Ypres, Hill 60, and St Eloi"A Private" who has served under him abroad writes
to emphasize Colonel Edsell's sterling qualities as a
gentleman and a commander. He was, he says, loved
by all who served under him, both at home and in
Flanders. The men speak in high appreciation of his
thought at all times for their comfort and safety. " We
all loved and admired him."
The funeral took place on August 18th with the full

military honours of his rank. The arrangements were in
the hands of the War Office, and a large body of trooiis
attended under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel H P
Treeby, D.S.O. The coffin was draped with a Union Jack
upon which were placed the deceased's sword and helmet

'

ARCHIBALD ROBERTSON DOUGLAS,
L.R.C.P. AND S.E., L.P.P.S.Glasg.

We regret to record the death on August 26th, after a few
days' illness, of Dr. A. R. Douglas, the esteemed medical
superintendent of the Royal Albert Institution for Mental
Detectives at Lancaster.
Born iu 1868 at Newcastle-ou-Tyne, he was educated

successively at Madras College, St. Audrews,the Newcastle
College of Medicine, and in Edinburgh, where he took the
triple qualification. His first appointment was that of
resident surgical assistant at the Royal Infirmary
Newcastle, and he was subsequently registrar and clinical
assistant at the Throat and Ear Hospital iu that city
Later he took up the practical study of psychological
medicine, and after serving as clinical assistaut at Duuston
Lodge Asylum. Catoshead, he became assistant medinal
officer to the Last Hiding Asylum, Beverley. He had al'-o
some years' experience in the prison service, actin-
temporarily as medical officer to H.M. Prison, Durhaur
and subsequently as deputy medical officer to H.M. Prison
Portland.

He was appointed assistant medical officer to the Royal
Albert Institution in 1893, and succeeded Dr. Tehord-
Smith as chief medical officer in 1899. As medical
superintendent he displayed conspicuous ability in the
administration of the large institution under his charoo
during a difficult period of transition consequent upon the
passmg of the Mental Deficiency Act. He was most
eager to extend in various directions its utility as a
training institution, quite regardless of the increased
responsibilities such extension would entail upon himself.
The Central Committee lose by his death the services of
an energetic and devoted officer, and his colleagues a
considerate and symijathetic chief. His fellow workers in
Ins special department of psychiatry have leasoH to
lament the premature loss of oue whose help had been
invaluable in unravelling the intricate problems of legisla-
tion for the feeble-minded, as evidenced by his practical
statements before the Royal Commission and his various
conti-ibutions to medical literature. His labours at Lan-
caster have enhanced the high reputation enjoyed by the
Royal Albert amongst similar institutions ; and the esteem
in which he was universally held was shown by the lar-o
attendance at his obsequies at Scotforth Cemetery, not
only of the committee, officers, and inmates of the Institu-
tion, but of numerous members of the local medical
profession, of the Masouic lodges, and of the Mayor and
Corporation of Lancaster. He leaves a widow and two
sons to lament his loss.

We are permitted to subjoin the following extract from
a letter written to Mrs. Douglas by Sir James Crichton-
Browne : " I am shocked and grieved by the announcement
of your good husband's death. He seemed so full of life,

andhealth and energy, and had so much useful work before
him, that it is inscrutably sad to see him thus cut down
iu the very heyday of his care fir. t li-po •^aree.
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flje ^erijices.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Exchange desired.

CAPTAIN, K.A.M.C.(T.), at present with Field Ambulance (T.)

in France, wislies to exclianf^e to Terntonal Geneial or

... ,,tU,. CI,,.,,.;,,,, Hosnital either at home or in I'rance.

l';''^!, ,,; :'nTl aUowanoes.-B. W., c.o. Editor, Bbitish

I I

. .;, :« ,
,• \ 1;. Huxtable, 2/3rd London Field Ambulance

(T.l'-.i, iksires to exchange with a Territorial medical officer

levvii." in, or anywhere south of, London. Ordinary pay with

lull biUeting and ration allowances. Hia present address is

7, Brunswick Road, Norwich.

JIteMcal JIjjIus.

The Scottish Committee o£ the British Medical Associa-

tion has been summoned to meet at Perth on September

10th to consider questions arising in connexion with the

schemes and form ot agreement issued by the Highlands

and Islands Medical Service Board.

Dr Lockhaet Stephens, of the White House,

Euisworth, has been appointed a Deputy Lieutenant

for the county of Hampshire.

In the li-t .^1 iinmf.< which have recently been inserted

intlieCi.i M r Hie Peace for the County Palatine

of Lam;, i
|. , hatof JohnKendaU.L.R.C.P. and S.,

of OakUiiin ,
< ..

of

tieatmeut
the hous.-

Street, '\\ ..

Theapimi;

WITH till- coiiciivifnce of the Dircctor-C:cncral of the

AiiiivMcaical Service, an cxhibitiou ot the vaiiuus forms

nmialu'; that have been found most useful m the
pjiaialu,. tn.u^^i^a

,nct ^^ith in the war wUl be held in

Koyal Society of Mcdioinv. 1, Wimpole
),i,.ini- 7th to 11th, botli il.tys included.

1 he shown bvofftcersot the K.V.M.C.

f^crynf lii I
! ;i- ucH as by those attached to the base

\„~~.,.,]~.\~.
i

l;.iMie. The buUc ot the apparatus will be

i- , , i.M i lie purpose from Boulogne. In addition,

,, ,,,
I
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buigeun f'oi. ilie eeiuiu.uid in which they are serving.

The Royal Sanitary Institute held its annual meeting at

Brighton on September 3id and 4th. It assembled in the

Pemanent Fine Ait CiaUeiy, where it was welcomed by

the Mayor and the chairman of the Brighton Health

Committee. Tlie first paper read
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Dublin.

QUERIES.

^T'"Th'e'a38rs'ment3 made in the past have year by year

cov'ered the full profits of the practice, and liabilty to income

tax ceased as fi^om the date the practice was re inqmshed

If asisdonUlessthe case, " Retired Practitioner's returns

in the past have been computed on the basis ot
^^f'^^-^^ l^f

only, this statement still holds good. That basis of re . .
is

accepted by the authorities only on the ground 1. a

practice of some years' standing the year's cash rece „, aie

equivalent to the value of the year s bookings, anl t u

cessation of liability immediately on retirement is a .uiHa

corollarv ot that proposition. We understand from on.

correspondent that his s"<;=f^"Vofl 'T\ ,^ Wiri"''tl
'•

of the period from November, 1914, to Apu 191o,
^^^

tL

local authorities. This is m acooidauce uitli Ir '".
^

'

applying to the first and second case, of
^.^'';;; ;;. ^j^;„, ,.

^'

,

tax collected from the retiring pr.ict.t.oi.ei

^^f''^^ ;

restricted to the proportion applying to the pe lod tioiu

ApU to November, 1914. If it is clear that tnis has not

been done our correspondent should communicate « ith the

• ' The expenses in question are certainly deductme tor

tax purposes' The expenses quoted "^'^e article shordcl be

regarded as the usual, but not necessardy the onlj, foims of

professional expense.^

Major S. P.

e san'ita.\ problems
and, gave a descrip-

in Brighton. After-

, staff otVicer of the

la-watcr drains, and

fiolcssor 11. 11. Kenwood urged the importance ot estab-

lishing, wherever practicable, a complete water carriage

system for the semi-permanent hutted camps of which

tiiere are now so many in this country. Afterwards

visits were paid to the Kitchener and to the Royal

Pavilion Hospitals. On the s..o,ul di.y of the meeting

a discussion on maternity and ehiM ueli.ue and lutant

mortality was opened by Dr. l;,..!!..,. r, M.d.H. Notting-

ham, and Dr. Duncan Forbi -. M.n.l! rTii;lil<.n. ihe

latter said that wlien the iMi.mi n, il-. i;"ui all

causes in the first week ot lii. v,,; i.i i
id \eiy

little difference was found la tun n ui. i
' '

•"•1 JJie

poorer classes. It this were proved f,em ll.ll.^ lu be the

case, it seemed an argument against the vic'w tliat the

better feeding and housing of the mother, and freeing her

from manual labour and anxiety, had an effect upon the

health ot the child at birth. A discussion also took place

on the final report ot the Royal Commission on Sewage
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THE TREATMENT OF CHOLERA BY
HYPERTONIC SALINE SOLUTIONS

IHUI.Wl AX F.I'IDKMIC AT SJVATOW, .StHTH CIUXA.

Ci. DUNCAN iynTTB,M.D.ED.,D.T.M.&H.CAXTAB.,
8WAT0W.

The ideal metliocl of treating a bacterial disease is to

destroy the causal bacillus in situ. Attempts have been
made to achieve this end in cholera by the use of such
antiseptics as calomel,' carbolic acid,- chlorine," creosote.'

mercury cyanide,' izal," salol,' and more recently, creolin ;"

but all these methods are passing into disuse (save perhaps
the use of calomel) since the good results reported iu one
epidemic are rarely obtained—even by the same doctor

—

in subsequent epidemics.
At the Bombay Medical Congress in 1909 Pant " men-

tioned that he used solutions of potassium permanganate
in the treatment of cholera, and Kogers,'° having satisfied

himself—both by laboratory experiments aud at the bed-
side—of the value of permanganates in destroying the
toxins formed by the bacilli, has regularly used tliom since

either in the form of a solution of the calcium salt, or as
pills of potassium permanganate. Unfortunately this line

of treatment did not prove acceptable to the Chinese
patients; the unpleasant astringent taste, ^vhen given iu

solution, frequently brought on exhausting vomiting, aud
the same result followed the administration of perman-
ganate pills. Rogers does not m^ke any reference to the
use of these salts in his account of "The treatment of

cholera at Palermo,"" and it may be that this perman-
ganate treatment is unsuitable for those -Rith more
sensitive stomachs than his Indian patients.

According to Liebermeister,'- the patient's vitality is

diminished by (1) " the loss of water from the blood aud
tissues," (2) "the absorption of . . . poisons," and (3) "the
severe disease of the intestinal membrane may cause . . .

heart failure." Presumiug that the above poisons exert
their most serious action on the heart, these three factors
may be resolved into two, namely, the degree of concentra-
tion ot the blood, and the failure of the heart. Treatment
by the intravenous injection of saline solution exactly
meets these conditions, for on the one hand large quantities
of fluid are supplied to diminish the concentration ot the
blood (and incidentally to dilute the toxins), and on the
other hand the lieart is ijowerfully stimulated. The value
of intravenous infusion iu combating shock due to surgicul
causes is too well known to require further reference, but
it is only rarely employed to overcome collapse in mcilical
cases. A case described by Bradley and Smith" shows
the great value of intravenous infusion in overcoming very
severe prostration following a sudden fall of temperature.

It is interesting to note that this method of treatment
•was introduced (in the pandemic of 1831-2) by two
British physicians, one of whom confesses that his " first

idea was to return into the sj'stem the alvine dejections b}'

injecting them into the venous system . . . but as the
dejections are seldom preserved, it occurred to me to make
an artificial serum." >'

The extraordinary effect of intravenous infusion in the
collapse stage of cholera must be seen in order to be
realized. Unfortunately, however, the improvement that
follows infusion with normal saline is generally transient,
the diarrhoea and vomiting recommence, or become more
.severe, and in a few hours the patients again collapse, and
often fail to rally.

h'o the practice of intravenous infusion fell largely into
disuse till Leonard Piogers overcame the fundamental
difficulty—the rapid passage of the saline from the circu-
latory system into the alimentary canal, and its subsequent
loss by vomiting and diarrhoea—by the use of saline solu-
tion double the normal strength, and so established intra-
venous saline infusion as the most successful as well as the
most scientific method of treating cholera. It may be said
that no real advance had been made in the treatment of
cholera from the time of Latta (1832j "= till Eogers made
this discovery.
Mild cases of cholera occur during an epidemic which it

would be absurd—and might even be dangerous—to treat
with intravenous infusion, while iu other cases the

progress ot the disease is so rapid that only immediate
intravenous iujoction can save the patient's life. The lino

of treatment to be carried out in each particular case can
only be determined by the accurate measurement of the
degree of concentration of the blood and ot the amount of

cardiac failure.

The greater the degi'ce of concentration of the blood the
higher will be its specific gravity, and O'Meara, in reporting
the treatment of a cholera epidemic in 1908, recommended
that the specific gravity of the blood should be taken at
the bedside;" this important advance was a feature ot the
line of treatment carried out iu .Swatow.
The most rapid method of taking the specific gravity of

the blood at the bedside is by means of solutions of definite

specific gravity, with which the blood can be readily com-
pared. The most convenient standard solutions are com-
posed of oils in which the blood does not diffuse itself (as

in a mixture of glycerine and water), but retains a definite

globular outline. If a blood drop is placed in such a
solution it will rise to the top and float on the surface if

the blood is lighter than the oils, and will sink to the
bottom if it is heavier. Mixtures of oil of wintergreen
with either castor oil or olive oil were used throughout the
epidemic.
Rogers has shown that two specific gravity figures stand

out as of special importance iu cholera—namely, 1.062 and
1.066 ; if the specific gravity of the blood is below 1.062,

the injection of saline is not required, whereas, if it is

over 1.066, 120 oz. must be administered at once ; between
these two figures 80 oz. of saline should prove a sufficient

amount. In treating this cholera epidemic I found these
two figures of incalculable value, for, in place of measur-
ing the specific gravity of the blood exactly, it is

only necessary to determine its relation to these two
standards.
But the proper line of treatment I0 be adopted cannot

be learnt from a study of the specific gravity of the
blood alone ; the condition of the heart must also be
examined. The sphygmomanometer enables the , degree
of cardiac failure to be measured accurately, so that,

instead of depending upon one's estimation of the strength
of the pulse, as made out by digital pressure, one obtains
an exact figure representing the number of millimetres of

mercury required to obliterate the pulse. Here, again,

Kogers has established a standard figure for the guidance
of those engaged in the treatment of cholera. Ho
writes :

As a result of prolonged experience. I have come to regaivl a
blood pressure below 70 mm. of mercury as au indication ot tbe
presence of a dangerous degree of collapse necessitating an in-

travenous saline injection. ... I liave several times had occa-
sion to regret having postponed transfusion iu cases with a
pressure a little below 70 mm.!"

After treating the Italians at Palermo, he advised that
the standard for Europeans sliould be 100 mm."

Although in healthy Indians "the blood pressure is

often .on a much lower scale than is the case in Euro-
peans,"'^ yet this does not apply to Chinese,™ and in

treating cholera amongst Chinese intravenous injection is

often required while the blood pressure is between 70 mm.
and 100 mm. of mercury. It sometimes happens that iu

a patient with quite a good blood pressure (for example,
over 100 mm. of mercury) the blood is so concentrated as
to demand the administration of saline solution. In such
a case the injection should not be given intravenously,
but may be administered under the skin or by the
rectum.
The sphygmomanometric estimation of the blood pres-

sure yields more reliable information as to the strength of

the heart than any other method, but if only the sj'stolic

pressure is estimated one will occasionally he led to wrong
conclusions iu patients iu whom there" is an abnormal
difference between the diastolic aud systolic blood
pressures.

Although it may be more difficult to determine exactly

the diastolic pressure—that is, the sustained pressure

between the beats—yet it is upon this, rather than upon
the systolic pressure, that the carrying on of vital functions

depends. As a rule, the dilicreuce between the systolic

and diastolic pressures is about 30 mm., but in various

abnormal conditions it may be eitlier greater or less. The
difference is, for instance, much greater in aortic incom-

petence ; and iu the case of a cholera patient aged 35, who

[2855]
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was also suffering fi'om aortic incompetence, his bigh

systolic pressure led to the postponement imtil too late of

the intravenous infusion tliat might have saved his life.

On the other hand, when the difference between the

systolic and diastolic pressures is less than usual, the

patient may make a good recovery without intravenous

infusion, although the low systolic pressure may have
suggested that this was necessary. This was exemplified

in the case of woman, aged 27, :ui '
;

'

^^
'

'
1 who was

menstruating.'-' She \v;is admit u i jiressure

of 70 mm. of mercury. The pi< I between
this figure and 90 mm. I'or tin li i

.,
.as under

observation, althon.jli :Mi. r i!m fust twenty fuar hours the

blood was not iinlnl, r, nr , i.tiated and a reasonable

amount of urinu m is ',1. hil; secreted each day. It is

important that one shouitl be on the watch for these cases

in which the cause of the misleading systolic pressure can
only be discovered by a thorough and careful examination

of the patient's general condition.

Those who have treated epidemics of cholera in the past,

without the guidance afforded by the accurate determina-

tion of the concentration of the blood and the degree of

cardiac failure, will remember the anxiety with which
they often had to consider the question of the necessity

or otherwise of saline infusion—an anxiety which is now
done away with.

The solution (sodii chloridi 1 oz., potassii ohloridi

24 grains, calcii chloridi 16 grains, acjnam destill. ad
80 oz.) was filtered into glass flasks holding 20 to 30 oz.

each, and these were plugged with sterile wool antl boiled

for ten minutes. The infusion was administered by means
of Horrock's apparatus, which consists of a simple glass

funnel into which the saline is iDOured, and a rubber tube

through which it makes its way to a cannula inserted into

the vein. It was foiuid advisable to interrupt this tube

a few inches from the vein by the insertion of a simple

piece of apparatus v\lii.h nut only acted as a tra,p for air

bubbles, but also • iii;. I ;ln 1. mperature of the saline to

be measiu-ed as it .. .i
. ,

. . iiter the patient's body.

T)ic apparatus 1 > .. 1
;. i 1 ;:mj body of a common glass

F^vrii-sv ;,,!,: wl,i,i, liie i.^s.nn l,a,l been removed : to the
n... '. ./i;.. \ringc was attached au iudia-iubljoruibc

le ,
.. ;,. lassfuuuei. Tlic etlier end e£ the syiinge

W; ' -. . enlk witll t^vn boI.S. lu 0110 lloie WaS
a -:

I
:!, -', I:- -;,!i, ii .-e, I. iiiiiieated witll the interior

nil' -
,

I
' le -. ui I

.
.
V

. .
, ; Im' uiliri- end was attached

aa ,:. ., .''.: ; .- . „ ;. Ks-atiii^ witli the eaumda to

be aisLiled iijtu tlie \eiu. Ji.eugh the Oilier liole in the

cork passed the tube and bulb of a common domestic
thermometer, bearing on its stem two marks to indicate

the position of the mercury at temperatuies of 95 and
100^ respectively. It is desirable d) tliai le. - .;m_i b.

about four-fifths filled with saline bef"i' s

commenced— it is not easy to estimaij • 'lii

syringe is quite full; and i2i that the -'inli. ,. ,_)„{ lie

elevated, so that if by any misclianco an air bubble should
find its way into the apparatus it will not enter the vein,

.\part from the use of saline solution very little was
done in the way of routine treatment. If the blooel

pressure was low and the blood was not unduly concen-
trated, vasoconstrictors were given, either infundibular

extract or adrenalin chloride hypodermically, or, when all

vomiting and nausea had ceased, the fluid extract of

apocynum cannabinum by the mouth. The use of the
sphygmomanometer showed that the nse of these drugs
was almost always followed by a rise in blood pressure
and an increase in the flow of urine.

After the acute stage of the illness has passed, some
patients are troubled with persistence of the vomiting or

of the diarrhoea. For the former, cocaine.' lui nth.!. ' and
iodine-- have been recommended; but m .

: -i.d
with large saline infusions the vomiting i- pf-
sistent as to require such special treatment, llu .a-iiuut

this epidemic no patient was troubled with long-continued
nausea and vomiting—a result that may be attributed, in

part at least, to the almost routine use of calomel in do.ses

of one-sixth of a grain every hour. In the few patients

who were troubled with frequent small stools so late as

the third or fourth day after the onset, immediate relief

followed the use of a small starch enema containing one

or two drachms of bismuth subnitrate and half a drachm
of tincture of opium.
A difficult problem in the treatment of cholera is the

question of how to sustain the patient's strength. The
persistent vomiting and diarrhoea prevent the giving of
nourishment either by the mouth or in the form of nutrient
enemata, and even after the vomiting is relieved the
patient has but little appetite and only feeble digestive
powei. Tl • :m1 ini,:-; I,.; ion of dcxtrose dissolved in the
.salin. ;

:.e, ;,i)lo in very severe cases, for,

altla
;

: ,, I. , ,
. dio tendency to hyperpyrexia, it

ceeta i:
. ; J.i lIio patient's strength while iie

is ill
1 condition. The most important points

I I qi.ju was that the patients must remain
|."sition. The attendants soon learnt

I

! ' lueut of this rule was likely to be followed

tha

that.-: ,

by fa:, I,.

Jt .! i . -i. lines that the Swatow epidemic was
treat.. I ..ml ili. n suits varied according to the age, se.x,

and habits of the patients.

Tabic showing the Inflnence of Age in Determining the
Result of Treatment.

.Ige Period.
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i-esuUs of treatmeut carried out with liypertonic—that is,

"double strennth "—saline solution; but cotupaiison may
faivly bo luado with the results obtained in epidemics

tieatcd since that date.

Causes of Death : Precautions.
In tlic course of the Swatow epidemic 58 patients died

;

the main causes of these deaths were collapse, hyper-
pyrexia, uraemia, and asthenia.

I'abU shouing the Causes of Death in the Siiatotf Epiihmic
compared icith the Causes of Death in other Epidemics.

Ait:z. \

^oi^-^o-
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from the intestines.'' Repeated sterilization of tlie saline

solution by boiling may render it so concentrated a'^ to be
dangerous; sterilized distilled water should, thei-t-foro, be
added after each boiling in order to restore the saline

Bolution to its original volume.

a>/S£/IS£. / st
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pyrexia; lie has passed urine, the vomiting and diarrhoea
have practically stopped, and no anxiety is felt either by
the friends or the physician, but the patient has little

desire for food and his friends do not insist on his taking
it; and so day by day less nourishment is taken. The
patient does not complain of any discomfort, and he still

gives a prompt and cheery response to inquiries for his
welfare. After a few days a certain delay is noticed in

the response ; the patient is far from being comatose, he
is only a little lethargic. Once the doctor's attention is

aroused, inquiry reveals the fact that only little fluid

is being ingested and that still less, if any, is being
excreted. Prompt treatment will probably save the
patient, but if this earliest symptom—the delayed
response—is neglected, the results may be fatal. Treat-
ment must be directed to the cupping of the kidneys and
to getting plenty of fluid into body ; fluid foods at frequent
intervals and enemata must be insisted upou.

I cannot close without expressing my indebtedness both
to my senior colleague. Dr. Alexander Lyall, and to Dr.
Chalmers of Swabue—to Dr. Lyall for his invaluable
help and. advice in the treatment of the more serious cases
and for his kindness in setting me free from the routine
work of the hospital throughout the epidemic, and to Dr.
Chalmers for carrying on the treatment during my
temporary absence from Swatow.
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THE AD3IIXISTRAT1VE CONTROL OP MEASLES.

RALPH SI, F. PICKEN, M.B., Ch.B., B.Sc.Glas.,
D.H.P.Cajib.,

assistant to the medical officeb of health, glasgow.

Discussion at a recent meeting of the Central Council for
District NmsiBg in London, and the circular letter of the
Local Oovernraent Board issued on March 31st, 1915, are
signs that measles as a potent cause of death in the youn"
IS agam the subject of official and unofficial concern. Itmay be interesting to review briefly some past experiences
in the effort to control its ravages. For many years public
health officials have been fully alive to the problem, as
oflicial reports and the proceedings of various medical and
sanitary societies testify. No doubt these records will be
carefully consideretl in the formulation of new schemes for
dealing with measles.
Perhaps the earfiest systematic effort to compile and sift

tlie methods of control adopted by various local authoritieswas made by Thomson in 1894-5. The practice in 33
districts where measles had been notifiable was made the
subject of minute inquiry, which resulted in the advocacy
of notification. But he admitted the futility of notification
unless It was supported by an adequate epidemic staff,
rigorous search for unnotified cases, hospital treatment,
judicious employment of school closure and other
machinery for bringing the health department into the
closest touch with measles at every point. The result of a

C

somewhat similar collation of evidence is embodied in an
annual report by the Medical Ofticer of Aberdeen. In
reply to his inquiries none of tho medical officers of dis-
tricts where measles was notifiable were able to adduce
convincing evidence of gain, but in some instances the
feeling was nevertheless strongly in its favour.
Experiments in the notification of measles have probably

been carried out on a larger scale in Scotland than else-
where. For Aberdeen the records are more than usually
detailed. Measles was notifiable in Edinburgh also from
1880-1902, at the end of which period the medical officer
was reluctantly compelled to admit practical failure. The
more elaborate investigations of Aberdeen, carried out by
Hay and Wilson, ended in the same conclusion.

Notification of measles has been in force since 1892 in
Renfrewshire. All the conditions of success laid down by
Hiomson, except hospital treatment, have been rigorously
observed. There has been no evidence that more cases o(
measles than of other infectious diseases have been missed.
The information thus acquired has been for some time the
subject of study (the results of which are as yet unpub-
lished) by the writer. It may be appropriate here to
mention briefly some of the points which have emerged in
relation to the value of notification.
At the outset it is obvious that the absence of notifica-

tion in other comparable areas deprives us of the very
information required as a control to the Renfrowshira
figures. Moreover, siuce the iutroductiou of notification
was practically synchrouous with the commencement of
county public health administration in Scotland, statistics
for comparison with the past are not available. We are
confined to a comparison of death returns in Renfrewshire
and adjacent counties where measles is not notifiable. The
mean annual death-rates from measles per 100,000 of the
population in the Western Lowland Counties of Scotland.
1893-1912, are as follows:

Renfrew
Stirling
Dumbarton
Ayr

30.56
30.50

25.M

-A. chart of the biennial death-rates from measles in
these counties siuce 1891 demonstrates that a decline has
occurred in every case. The rate for Renfrewshire in
1891-2 was by far the highest, and that for Ayrshire least.

In Renfrewshire a very sudden drop occurred iu 1893-4, and
continued in 1895-6, since when the curve has run at a
lower level than the others. In Stirliugshireaud Diimbavton-
sbire a sharp rise took place in 1893-4, followed by a steep
fall in 1895-6. Since that time the curves have been mora
or less parallel with that of Renfrewshire, but always at a
higher level. The curve for Ayrshire runs a course more
nearly horizontal.

Of the uniformly notifiable diseases, scarlet fever is less
different from measles in its characteristics than any of
the others. The proportions of deaths from measles per
100 deaths from scarlet fever in the four counties,
1893-1912, are as follows

:

Kenfrew . 176

Port Glasgow is an industrial town in Renfrewshire.
IMeasles had been compulsorily notifiable there since
October, 1898, and the campaign has been conducted on
the same energetic lines as in the county. Port Glasgow
is continuous with one end of the larger town of
Greenock, where compulsory notification is not in force.
A chart of the mean biennial death-rates from measles in
these towns from 1891-2 to 1909-10 reveals a great and
practically continuous decline of the measles death-rate in
Port Glasgow since 1893-4, and .a similar descent for
Greenock since 1897-8. The trend of the curve is some-
what steeper in Port Glasgow, and, from being almost
uniformly higher in the first three biennia, it has run
consistently at a lower level in the last three. It will

bo noted that the fall commenced in Port Glasgow before
measles became notifiable. In Port Glasgow tho mean of

the annual death-rates in the second decennium is 60.9

per cent, lower than that for the first. The corresponding
percentage for Greenock is 49.2.

None of these sets of figures afford fit basis for conclu-
sive arguments, but, taken altogether, they show soma
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evidence in favour of the notification of measles botli in a

county area and in an industrial town.

It has been strongly urged by Campbell Munro that one

of the great advautagcs of notification is the early

information it affords on which to base school closure. He
has adduced numerous instances from his experience in

Kenfrewshire, Port Glasgow, and .Jarrowon-Tyne, of the

efficacy of notification and school closure, both in Lis

annual reports and elsewhere. Korosy, Kingsford, and

others have discussed the influence of the normal holiday

closure, the former regarding the effect as important,

Kingsford rather inclining to scepticism. According to

Gilmour, the value of school closure depends largely on

the better social class of the scholars. The statistical

investigations of Brownlee on the inherent tendency of

epidemics to end themselves, and on rhythmic variability

in the power of the virus to infect, require to be considered

in drawing conclusions from all suoh experiments on the

controlling of epidemics. He emphasizes the importance

of these two factors, the former having been indicated

originally by Farr and discussed, along with influences of

season and susceptible population, by Ransome.
Considered over a number of years effectual school

closure should reduce the case-rate; delay the age of

attack, and so reduce the case mortality ; and diminish the

volume of biennial epidemics. As a matter of fact, com-

paring the decennia 1893-1902 and 1903-1912 in Renfrew-

shire, one finds a fall in the mean annual case-rate of

only 7.6 per cent., whereas the case-mortality has dropped

by 32.0 per cent. That the lower case-mortality is not due

to protection of young children from infection is shown by

the fact that the mean annual caseryte under 3 years of

age has fallen only 5.6 per cent., while the case-mortality

at these ages has declined by 30.3 per cent. The mean age

of ali cases under 20 years of age has actually fallen from

5.56 years to 5.41 years. No doubt part of the dispropor-

tion is the result of imperfect notification in the early

years. Again, if the years considered are periods of twelve

months from .September to August, the biennial fluctuation

of cases is more pronounced in the six years 1907-1912

than ever previously. It would appear that some factor

has come into play which has tended to reduce the fatality

more than the incidence of the disease. Whether it has

been the educative campaign associated with notification,

or improved social conditions, or increasing immunity by

selection, or a natural variation of the disease, it is not

possible to decide in the absence of mortality statistics

elsewhere.
In order to delay the age of attack Sykes made a strong

plea for raising the age of school entrance. This might

save a certain number of children, but it is difficult to see

how it would materially affect the children at ages when
measles is most fatal—that is, under 3 years.

Hospital treatment has been advocated in many quarters,

notably in Glasgow and Kensington, and by Thomson.

The difficulty of treating in hospital any serious propor-

tiou of cases of a disease like measles, which flares out in

epidemics, has been generally recognized. In Glasgow

liospital treatment has been adopted on a large scale for

many years. And yet the curves of death rates from 1893

to 1912 in Glasgow and in Lanarkshire, which encircles

the city and has never offered hospital treatment to any

extent, are remarkably similar in their trend. The in-

fluence of hospital treatment on chronic sequelae can

hardly be measured, but it is probably important. On the

other hand, the risk of infectious bronchopneumonia is

increased.

Home visitation by trained nurses is now receiving

official countenance. The educative effect and the preven-

tion of sequelae may be valuable. It cannot have much
influence on the spread of infection, and probably little

upon the immediate fatality of the disease. Indeed, it is

highly improbable that any measure short of the pro-

duction of artificial immunity will have much influence on

measles. The work of .\uderson and Goldberger holds out

hope that the discovery of the organism may yet lead to

its administration in some attenuated form. Meanwhile,

any advance in the administrative me.asui'cs for dealing

with measles is a move in the right direction, and must

be based on accurate information, such as compulsory

notification affords.
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UNIVERSAL SUSPENSION APPARATUS FOR

ARM AND LEG.

By M. SINCLAIR, M.B., Ch.B.Edin.,

Captain R.A.M.C.

This is composed of a movable wooden top and a fixed

wooden perpendicular (Figs. 1 and 2).
_ oi • \

The lower perpendicular pole, LP (2 in. by 2^ m.),

5 ft. in length, is fastened to the top of the bed by

means of a flat bit of timber, F (4 in. by 1 in.) 2 ft. 4 in.

long, bolted with two bolts to the pole, with bed bead rail

between them, on the extreme right or left of bed.

Fig. 1 (from a photograph).—Showing arm suspension applied.

This pole LP, has two sets of hinges, anterior and

posterior, to enable it to be used for right or left arm-
anterior for left, and posterior for right. These hinges

arc set at 15 in. apart, the upper hinge being 4 m. from

the top of pole LP. Tbey also allow the top to

swing 180 degrees.
, ,t- t^ i^

The hinnes are composed of two parts (Fig. 3), thus

allowino the top to be easily moved wheu the suspension

is required for right or left arm, as the case may be.

Bv this method two male parts are fixed to the upper

perp'endicular, U P, and four female parts to the lower

perpendicular, LP. In alternate suspensions male and

female parts are reversed. - x „

The top has a perpendicular part, U P, and carries two
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fixed horizontals, L H and U H, and a movable arm, M A,

which is hinged to the upper perpendicular, V P.

Fig. 2 (fro lOtogi-apli).—Arm suspension, showing details.

This top can be completely removed from the pole by
pushing the top upwards and thus separating the male
from the female hinges. This renders it applicable to

right or left arm. The upper perpendicular, U P, is made
of the same material as the lower fixed perpendicular, L P
(namely, 2h in. by 2 in.V and is 3 ft. 2 in. in length. The
two fixed horizontals L H and U H are set at right angles

one above the other. Tliey are 2 ft. 8 in. in length, the
material is 3 in. by 1 in. They extend 2 ft. in one directiou

and 8 in. in the other.

The upper, V H, rests on the horizontal L H, which in

turn rests on a block of wood X, all three being screwed to

the upper perpendicular, U P. From the end of the shorter
pieces of these two horizontals two stays, S S (2 in. by
1 in.), are fixed to the top of the upper perpendicular to

counteract the weight that has to be applied to the longer
ends. Xo dovetailing is done so as to avoid any weakening
of the superstructure.

"

The ends of the longer pieces of the two horizontals
are joined by a piece of wood, T S (3 in. by 1 in.), and, in

order to keep this level, it is let in at the end which is in

contact with the higher of the two horizontals, and rests
on the top of the other horizontal. At each end of this
transverse stay T S is a flat iron upright (4i in. by 1 in.

by J in.) projecting upwards to act as a check, K, to the
movable arm, and at the same time give more strength to
these joints.

The movable arm, M A (3 ft. by 1 in.), is hinged to the upper
perpendicular, and the upper
edge 4 in. from the top of U P
moves through an angle o£

90 degrees. It is for the

^^ attachment of a block when
the arm is extended, as in

an arm Thomas splint. When
the arm is extended (as in

Fig. 1) in an arm Thomas
splint, there are three eyes
of wire fixed to the splint,

two at the ring (one on each side of the iron bars of the
splintj, and the third at the middle of the transverse bar
at the hand end.
Three cords, C 1, 2, 3, are attached to these eyes—watch-

ph.im hooks are very convenient—and each passes through
Its respective two blocks, and a suitable weight is attached
to the other end.

For the right arm the cord C 1 from the hand end passes

tluough block B4 which is attached to the end of the

JI A, then passes to block B 1, which is fixed to horizontal

L lli and a weight (sandbag) of about 2 lb. is attached at

the other end.

The cord C 2 is attached to the outer eye at the ring end
of the splint, passes through block B 5, which is fixed at

the junction of T S and U H, then through block B 2 on
L H, and carries a weight of about 4 lb.

Cord C 3 passes from the inner ej-o of the splint through
the other block, B6, fixed at the junction of T S and U H,
thence to block B 3 on L H, and carries a weight of about
6 1b.

The blocks B 1, 2, 3, should be so placed on L H as to

allow free play of the weights without touching.
In the accompanying drawings from photographs tho

irrigator rubber tube and two cords supporting the tubing
which is leading to a wound that is being treated by con*

tiuuous irrigation, are not lettered, to avoid confusion.

.\ gutter of perforated zinc is fixed to the sides of the
Thomas splint, and holes are burned in the zinc opposite

any drainage tubes. To prevent tissues herniating through
these exits, the holes should not be too large. The whole
is sterilized by flaming, and the arm with wounds is laid

directly on this bed of zinc.

%^
^_*

Fig. 4.—In (i) throo cords with suitaljle weights are arranged as
follows : Fix a block with about 4 in. of cord to a hook at (a). Fix
covds at (b) (c) id). Thread cord (li) through block (a), and suspend
i!'i (c) (d) to three blocks about 2 in. apart at the extremity of U H.
.\rrange blocks, cords, and weights so that they do not fouL
.\pproximate weights: (M51b.. (d 4 lb., (,Z) 3 lb. Ui) Approximate
weights : (a) and (c) 3 lb., 16) and W) 2 lb.

This form of suspension of the .splint conforms to all

permissible movements of the limb, and is a great comfort

to the patient, who is free to move at his will, or to sit up

by his bedside if he wishes. Wounds so treated, drained

freely, are readily dressed, and are open to inspection at all

times.

By redistribution of the weights and blocks, this sus-

pension can be adapted to a rectangular wire splint or a
square wire frame, both of which are filled in with per-

forated zinc, for use with the flexed elbow.

Leg.
The suspension consists of a fixed frame carrying a

travelling cradle, from which the limb in its splint is

suspended by a system of weights and pulleys.

Fig. 5.—Diagram of suspension.

Frame.—The material is 3 in. by 2 in. A length of

Tsection iron rail is screwed to the upper surface of

an 8ft. wooden bar for a distance 5 ft. 6 m. from the foot
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end. Two snch bars are supported at their extremities by
6-ft. uprights placed so that the rails arc 3 ft. 3 in. apart

and parallel to each other. The uprights are firmly fixed

rig. 6 (fro P Z, Perforated

to the floor by suitable stays, and the pair at the head end

is joined by a transverse bar.

Cradle.—The material is 3 in. by 1 in. fall dimensions

are outside measurements'). The travelling cradle is

rectangular with sides (F 1 and F 3) 4 ft. in length,

carrying two windowsash pulleys, cacli let in 4 in. from
the extremity R 1, 2, 3, 4. The ends F 2 and 4 are

3 ft. 4 in. in lengtli. This rectangle is divided by a

transverse stay, T, at 1 ft. 5 in., and the two smaller

rectangles thus formed have diagonal stays, D 1 and 2,

to prevent racking and give rigidity. On F 2 and T iron

checks, X 2 and 1 (6 in. by 1 in. by j in.), project vertically

downwards, just clearing the horizontals B H 1 and 2.

Strong 2-in. screws are fixed half in into the
of B H 1 and 2 to engage with these checks,

best adjusted experimentally. Sixteen

T four screws at tlie 2nd and 11th inch from each side.

On F 4 eight screws at the 4th, 9th, 14th, 19th, 2lBt, 26th,
3l8t, and 36th inch.

There are now sufficient for a right and left leg, and
are for the attachment of the single blocks of the
Hodgen's splint (IJ in. block is the best size).

In slinging a right fractured femur in a Wallace's
splint, blocks are attached to screw S 1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 14,

15, 16.

There are four eyes of wire fixed to the splint, two
on the ring (one on each side below the bars of the
splint), and the other two to the transverse bar carry-

ing the foot-piece.

Fours cords—C 1, 2, 3, 4—are attached to these
eyes; watch-chain hooks are very convenient, and each
passes through its respective two blocks, while a suit-

able weight is attached to the other end.
Cord C 1 from outer foot attachment passes through

block B 1, which is attached to screw S 5 on T, then
through block B 5, which is attached to screw S 13,

and carries a weight of about 7 lb.

Cord C 2, from inner foot attachment, passes through
B 2, which is attached to screw S 6 on T, then through
block B 6, which is attached to screw S 14, and carries

a weight of about 7 lb.

Cord C3 from outer ring attachment, passes through
block B 3, which is attached to screw S 1, then
through block B 7, which is attached to screw S 15,

and carries a weight of about 14 lb.

Cord C 4, from inner ring attachment, passes

through block B 4, which is attached to screw S 2,

then through block B 8, which is attached to S 16, and
carries a weight of about 14 lb.

This suspension allows the patient very free move-
ment, is a great comfort to him, and nursing is made com-
paratively simple. Fig. 7 (from a photogi'aph) shows the
patient, who has a fractured femur and ulna, raising his

pelvis unaided four days after injury.

2-in. screws are fixed half in into the upper edges of

F 2, T and F 4 in the following way (Fig. 5) : On F 2 four
at the 6th and 15th inch from each side. On

AN OPERATION FOR THE OBLITERATION OF
THE CAVITY IN THE TIBIA REMAINING

AFTER SEQUESTROTOMY.
By WILLIAM GEMMILL, F.R.C.S.,

EILUARNOCK.

The operation described is after the osteoplastic method
recommended by M. W. af Schulten.' The patient was a

man aged 61 whose left leg had been crushed nine-

teen years previously. At tliat time he was for four

months in hospital; according to his own statement
some dead bone came away from the lower part of

the leg, and the wound healed. About a year afterwai'ds

the upper part of the leg, which had remained swollen,

became very painful, was laid open, and part of the
bone was removed. The wound pi-oduced at this

operation had never healed, but the patient for sixteen

years pursued his occupation with frequent intervals

of incapacity due to the discharge becoming more
profuse and foul. During this period he had four

operations, which, he said, consisted in " scraping the

bone," and one in which an unsuccessful attempt had
been made to obliterate the cavity by filling it with
wax.
The condition of the limb before operation was as

follows : The whole of the shaft of the left tibia

was much thickened and rounded, and scars of old

sinuses were present over the lower part. The upper
third of the shaft presented a cavity with overhanging
edges about an inch apart at the outlet. The deptli

was one inch and a quarter, and the length three

inches and three-quarters. The upper limit of tho

cavity reached to within one inch and a quarter of

the knee-joint. The epithelium had grown well down
into the cavity, leaving the posterior wall, however,
covered with weak exuberant granulation tissue. There
was some sero-purulent discharge.

Under a general anaesthetic, the limb having been
rendered bloodless by means of a tourniquet, the cavity

was thoroughly swabbed with pure carbolic acid. An
incision down to the bone was made round the opening

of the cavity just outside the margin. The cpitheliuui
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Vfithin tlic incision and the granulation tissue in the cavity

xvere tlioroUf;lily removed with a sharp spoon till healthy
hard bone was reached all round. From the upper and
lower extroujitics of tlie wound vertical incisions were
ntado, terminating at the levels of the roof and floor of

the cavity, a"id what remained of the bony part of the

anterior wal i of the cavity was removed. .\ transverse

incision was now made at the upper, and a corresponding

one at the lower, enl of the wound reaching down to the

bone, care being taken at the same time to avoid injury

to the tibialis anticus muscle. Each incision was 3i- in.

in length, and reached on either side to the junction of

the lateral with the posterior wall of the cavity. Through
these incisions the attachments of the lateral walls to the

roof and floor were now severed by means of a small saw.

The lateral walls, consisting of skin, subcutaneous tissue

and bone, now remained attached only to the posterior

wall, and the next step consisted in severing the bony
attachments. This was done by means of a chisel and
mallet, working from the inside of the cavity, the last part

of the separation being completed by using the chisel as a
lever and breaking through the outer shell, in order to

preserve the periosteum intact. The lateral walls could
thus be turned outwards as two flaps. Suflicient bone had
BOW to be chiselled away from them and from the pos-

terior wall to allow the flaps to lie against the posterior

wall and their edges to be brought together. Unfortu-
nateK-, before this step was quite finished the condition of

thepaii ut,who had all along
been taking the anaesthetic
badly, became so unsatis-

factory that the operation
had to be completed rapidly.

The flaps were stitched

together with silkworm gut
through skin and peri-

osteum, but the edges re-

mained separated by about
a quarter of an inch. The
transverse incisions also
could only be closed in

part. Dressings and a back
splint were applied and the
tourniquet removed. The
leg was dressed ne.xt morn-
ing as blood had appeared
through the dressing, and

was again dressed on the seventh day, when the stitches
were removed.
The wound healed partly by first but mainly by second

intention, and with the exception of two small sinuses,
one at either end, which admitted a probe and led down
to small points of bare bone, had entirely healed by the
seventh week. Three weeks later the sinuses had dis-
appeared, the bony flaps had joined solidly to the shaft,
and the patient was walking about. The resulting scar
consisted of a vertical part with a transverse piece at
either end.
Two points worthy ef note arose during the operation.

The first was that the amount of bone which had to be
removed before the flaps could be brought into apposition
was much greater than I had anticipated, and the other
that before the edges of the transverse incisions could be
brought together it was necessary to bevel down the
edges of the overhanging bone at the roof and floor of the
obliterated cavity.
Had the condition of the patient under the anaesthetic

permitted of sufBcient bone being removed to bring the
flaps accurately together recovery should have been more
rapid.

Refekence.
' Archiuf. Win, Chir., lii, 145.

Diagram of transverse section
through cavity in tibia. Shaded
part represents bone removed
to allow flaps a and i to come
together; c = periosteum, d =

THE Prefect ol Police in Berlin has notified the German
medical profession that the authorities are disquieted by
the great fall m the number of pathological specimens
ft . ?u

laboratories tor investigation. He points out
that this slackness on the part of medical men greatly
increases the chances of epidemics. However much the
ranks of the medical men may be depleted by the demands
of the army, the authorities, he declares, cannot allow
practitioners to neglect one of the most important measures
for the early detection and localization of Infectious
diseases.

THE TREATBIENT OF SEPTIC WOUNDS BY
THE ELECTRORYTIC BATH.

FRANK FOWLER, M.D.,

TnEiiE has lately been much discussion of the possibility
of sterilizing wounds by antiseptic lotions. A weak solu-
tion will not kill the septic organisms, and a strong
solution will kill those it can reach, but produces a slough,
which provides excellent cuUme material foi- those deeperm the tissues. The question asked was : " How can wa
attack those germs which remain in the tissues?"
B.acteriologists have had some success in this direction
with vaccines and serums, utilizing and fortifying the
natural resistance of the body to the infection.

It did not occur to any one to ask. How can these germs
be induced to leave the deep parts? The idea that a
Picd Piper should arise to call them from their fastnesses
to be destroyed seems fantastic

; yet it appears that this is
not -only possible but in many cases easy. The credit for
the discovery belongs to Dr. Charles Russ,' who found
tliat nearly all germs are carried towards the positive pole
of an electric current passing through a solution of sodium
cliloride. and that the small current required is lethal to
the bacteria withmit the need for any aid from the ioniza-
tion of various drugs, such as the salts of zinc and copper,
whicli have been much used for the pur£X)se of introducing
au antiseptic into the eel's.

The practical results of treatment seem to support
Dr. Ituss's observations. I have been much impressed by
tlic success obtained in every case that I have treated. I
will only describe one, a perforating gunshot wound of the
foot, with a crater on the dorsum leading to a tunnel
through which the little finger could be passed and which
opened on the sole of the foot. The whole wound was
welling with pus and it seemed doubtful whether the man's
leg could be saved ; five days later granulation tissue was
level with the skin at both wounds, which were surrounded
by a healthy looking ring of new skin.

Tlie action of the current is not confined to carrying
bacteria from the wound, but also stimulates the formation
of granulation tissue and epithelial growth.
The treatment opens up a wide field for further research

in the treatment of many intractable conditions. Dr. Russ
reports some cases of chronic cystitis in which it has
pro-luced very satisfactory results.

Apparalus.
The only apparatus i-equired is a battery of 20 to 30 dry

culls with a current collector and a good milliamptremeter
reading to 25 m.a. with a shunt to 250 m.a.

Baths.—A Schnee four-celled bath is very convenient,
but any vessel will do if it is long enough to immerse the
forearm and hand, or deep enough to cover a wound of the
fu .t or leg, wounds of the tt'ier parts can have a local
bath applied, such as a glass cylinder made water-tight
with plasticine, as suggested by Dr. Russ, and filled with a
\vuriu saline solution.

Jilcctrodes.—'Vwo electrodes are neoes.sary—the carbon
of a Leclanche cell serves admirably, or they can be cut
from sheet zinc. One is immersed in the bath with
t c wounded limb, and this must be connected with the
positive pole of the battery, marked +. The negative pole
has to be connected to some (indifferent) part of the body,
either in another bath, or the electrode may bo placed
under the back of the patient, separated from the skin by
sixteen thicknesses of lint well soaked in warm salt
solution—this pad should be 12 in. square, and must be
well washed after use to remove any trace of caustic soda
produced by the current.

MetJiod of Treatment.
The wounded limb being placed in the bath and coveret!

with warm normal saline solution, the negative pole con-
nected to some other part of the body, the current should
be slowly turned on from zero until the meter registers

20 to 30 milliamperes. This current, which the patient

will barely feel, is suflicient for an average bullet wound ;

for larger wounds the current must be increased propor-
tionately. The patient must be warned not to take the
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limb out of the bath until the current is quite turned off,

or he will get a shock; for the same reason the turning off

of the current at the close of the treatment must be

gradual.
Treatment should be given daily, for half an hour on

each occasion.

My experience of the method leads me to recommend it

as giving excellent results in all septic wounds and ulcers

;

it needs no expensive outfit and is painless.

Reference.
^ Proceecliiifjs of tbe Royal Society of Medi(

Section, vol. viii. No. 5. p. 45.

0, Electi-o-tberapeutic

A CASE OF HYSTERICAL AMBLYOPIA.

KENNETH CAMPBELL, M.B., F.R.C.S.,

SUBGEON TO KSTERS OPHTHALMIC

An acquaintance with a few elementary principles of

psychology is necessary for the proper understanding of

the modern views concerning hysteria. Up to tlie time of

Locke (1632-1704) the belief was generally held that all

ideas are innate—that is, that the mind has the power of

spontaneously drawing.from its own depths conceptions

and ideas which are quite independent oi all experience.

It was this philosopher who first taught the now generally

accepted doctrine that impressions received from without

must precede any ideas in the mind, that no ideas exist

antecedently to experience. Locke likened the mind at

birth to a sheet of white paper upon which the environ-

ment prints its messages.
There are reasons for thinking that each of us possesses

a dual mental life

—

{a) the ordinary life of normal con-

scious thought, and (I) a subconscious mental life (the

"subliminal consciousness"). This in effect means that

there are two main planes of consciousness—a higher and
a lower—and that impulses flowing into the lower plane

are not of such degree of intensity as to excite immediate
attention, but, being stored up in the mind as memory
images, can, under the influence of certain stimuli, enter

the higher plane of conscious thought, and thus be pre-

sented to the ego. According to Freud, there is no such
thing as chance in the determination of a thought, for he
postulates that for every psychic phenomenon there has
been an antecedent experience in the life-history of the

individual. He illustrates this thesis by the following

history of a case : A certain young woman complained of

the constant presence of the odour of burnt pudding, con-

cerning which she herself could offer no explanation. By
applying his method of psycho-analysis Freud eventually

was able to trace the hallucination to its source; at a time
of great emotional crisis in her life (a repressed love affair)

she had been occupied with a burnt pudding.
Alice K., aged 21, exhibits all the classical .symptoms of

hysteria. She is highly emotional, self-conscious, of defec-

tive will power, keenly desirous of sympathy, and speaks
in a whisper (hysterical aphonia). Her life has no
satisfyin aims.

Visual acuity varies within wide limits. Sometimes
it is as low as ^n I

at other times, particularly when her
attention is distracted, it is as high as §. Retinoscopy
shows -(-2D. of correction. That there is no element of

malingering is proved by the fact that she will unintention-
ally hurt herself by stumbling over a chair or knocking
against a post. Just as visual acuity varies, so does the
visual field vary, at times being reduced to a small area
around the fixing point. On ophthalmoscopic examination
the media are found to be transparent and the fundus
normal. There are no signs of disease in any of the
viscera. The blood pressure is not raised and the urine is

free from albumin. The condition of the kidneys is very
Important, inasmuch as many cases of amblyopia are
uraemic in origin.

Following Freud's method of endeavouring to trace
every particular symptom to its source—.some antecedent
experience in the life-history of the individual—it was
revealed that a short time prior to the onset of the visual
defect the eyesight of the patient's father had begun to
fail. This preyed considerably on her mind, and from
then dates the beginning of the amblyopia. Having now
traced the condition to its source, the next thing was to

get the patient frankly to acknowledge its nature, to face it

bravely, and to bring the entire circumstances of it under
the criticism of the mind. This line of treatment, com-
bined with measures adopted to improve the general
health, effected a cure by the end of nine months.

iitinitcranba

:

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

HYPOCHLORITE SOLUTIONS IN THE TREATMENT
OF WOUNDS.

Since reading the experimental observations of Professor

Lorrain Smith and others on the use of liypochlorous acid

as an antiseptic I have used a solution of hypochlorous
acid, made by diluting the liquor sodae chlorinatae B.P.

with water (one to four of water), extensively in the treat-

ment of industrial injuries in the casualty department of

the Bradford Royal Infirmary (at present under my
charge). It has exceeded my expectations in every way,
although, like many others, I have used it for many years

in septic throat conditions with great advantage.

The liquor sodae chlorinatae has the advantage over
" eupad " in that it is much more stable, and does not lose

its gaseous contents so readily. It is also much more
convenient—in civil hospitals, at all events—than the

solid " eupad," and its solution is less troublesome to pre-

pare than " eusol " ; also its hypochlorous acid content as

demonstrated by its power of liberating iodine from a

solution of potassium iodide, is greater than that of "eusol."

After over twenty years' experience of various antiseptics,

I liave no hesitation in saying that it is better tlian any
othsr I know. It is cheaper even than mercury per-

chloride ; it is non-poisonous, is non-irritating to the deep

tissues and skin, being almost a neutral solution or only

slightly alkaline; it does not either discolour or irritate

the surgeon's hands, or destroy his instruments. I have
done a number of amputations in badly laceratel hands,

where there was every chance of sepsis arising, and even

when the full strength of the liquor sodae chlorinatae was
used primary union of the flaps was obtained. I have not

worked out the lowest effective strength of dilution, but in

all probability it can be used effectively in much weaker
solution than I have employed. In several cases of pre-

viously septic wounds I have used the full strength with

most gratifying results. My apology for writing this is

that probably many medical men do not realize that they

have at hand an old preparation which gives them the

benefits of the most recent researches on the antiseptic

treatment of wounds when the conditions arc such that

aseptic methods cannot be applied.

Bradford. William Mitchell.

LOCALIZATION OF FOREIGN BODIES.

I H.WB been asked if my " ladder " localizer, described in

the British Medical Journ-al of July 3rd, could not bo

adapted for the localization of foreign bodies by tho

fluorescent screen. The following method is quite simple

and accurate: With the usual arrangement, the screen

above the patient and the tube below, the latter is first set

so that the vertical ray is in the plane of the ladder. 'The

shadows of the wire rungs are thus superposed, forming

one black line on the screen. This line is marked con-

veniently by placing over it on the lead glass of the screen

a thin knitting needle, with a small piece of adhesive

strapping at each end. The shadow of the chosen point of

the foreign body is also marked by the point of an ordinary

pin, similarly furnished with a bit of strapping. The tube

is then moved so that the vertical ray passes through the

chosen point of the foreign body. The ladder shadow is

now, of cour.se, spread out, the rungs appearing separately.

The dividers are next brought into play, one point set on

the former shadow of the'foreign body (the pin point) and

tlie other on the present shadow. The dividers are then

moved to the ladder shadow (the line joining their pomts

being kept parallel to its original direction) and moved

along with one point kept lightly pressed agamst the

knitting needle until the second point of the compasses

I falls on the shadow of a rung, let us say a quarter of the
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way along the fourth rung. The foreign body 13 at the
depth thus indicated—that is, 3.25 cm. below the screen.
The tip of a second knitting needle pressed lightly on the
skin, so that its shadow coincides with that of the foreign

body in the second position of the tube, can, if necessary,
be localized similarly, to allow for the distance of the plate

above the skin of the patient. In any case, the knitting

needle should be set in place and the position of its tip

marked on the skin, recording the spot which is vertically

over the foreign body.

Srt West«m Geoeral Hcspital. Cardiff. JoHN H. Shaxby.

Hfporfa

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS.

M.-INCHESTER CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL.
A CASE OF STUPOROUS INSANITY CURED BY THYROID EXTRACT.

(By G. H. HicKLiNG, M.D., D.P.H., B.Sc.)

M. B., aged 12, was brought to the dispensary in March
last. She was assisted to a chair, being apparently unable
to walk alone. She did not speak nor take the slightest

notice of what was said to her, but remained during the
entire consultation in a condition of complete apathy,
staring blankly before her.

History of Onset.

During the past six month^from being a pleasant, good
natured girl she became increasingly bad tempered and
BDlky. Then dirty habits developed. Incontinence of

nrine and faeces occurred by day and by night. She lost

all interest iu her surroundings and became more and
more morose. The only thing which roused her was the
Bight of food. She was ravenous and greedy, eating all

that was placed before her, even stealing the portion of
the younger children. She would sit iu one position for
hours, never uttering a word. Occasionally, however, if

disturbed she would give vent to lend inarticulate cries.

There was no history of shock before the onset, nor had
the child suffered from any previous ailments other than
the minor maladies of childhood. She was the third child
of a family of seven, and all the others were healthy.

Condition ivlien First Examined.
She was a pale, thin child, small for her age ; her face

was devoid of expression. The tongue was furred, the
bowels constipated ; the hands and feet were cold, the
pulse slow and feeble ; no heart lesion was detected

;

respiration was shallow, but the lungs appeared normal;
the urine was not examined owing to difficulty iu obtaining
a specimen ; there was no indication of the approach of
puberty; the knee-jerks were present but response was
slow. During the examination the child remained pas-
sive, offering neither resistance nor assistance. She
never turned her head when spoken to, but continued to
gaze stolidly before her. At the conclusion of the inter-
view she had to be dragged from the seat and more or les.s

carried out of the room.

Treatment.
The case was duly labelled "mental" and a poor pro-

gnosis given. An aperient mixture together with bro-
mides were prescribed. A fortnight later the bowels were
acting freely but the mental condition was unchanged.
Treatment with thyroid extract, 1 gr. daily, was then
started. Two weeks later there was a slight but distinct
improvement, with an attempt at speech, and after another
fortnight she replied intelligibly when questioned. From
that time on she progressed rapidly. After two months of
thyroid treatment she had regained control over bladder
and rectum, and her appetite was normal. A month later
her demeanour suggested no mental abnormality; she
looked bright and amiable though somewhat frail. She
has now been sent into the country for a month, and
given a tonic of iron, arsenic, and strychnine. It is pro-
posed to keep her under observation for some time longer
until puberty is established.

Hibielus.

DELORMES "WAR SURGERY."
Very large numbers of surgeons have been discovering
during the past eventful months that the surgery of war
was not quite the same thing as the surgery of peace.
The lessons learnt by the surgeons of a generation or mora
ago had to be relearut by the men of to-day. Very early
in the war Inspector-General Delorme, of the French
Army Medical Service, published a volume of advice to
surgeons, with the object of preserving " unity of doc-
trine" and uniformity of practice. That volume has now
been supplemented by War Surgery,^ a translation of
which has been made by Dr. H. de Meric. The work is a
small, compact volume, not overburdened with detail,

' rather synoptical in its form. Reference to any subject is

easy, and the reader finds quickly the information on the
matter in hand. The author confines himself strictly to
the point of view of injuries and their direct results as
they are produced in war.
The preliminary chapters on weapons and projectiles

are interesting for the authors remarks on the so-called
"humanitarian " bullets. " It is truly pushing the love of
paradox very far to call humanitarian a bullet that goes
through several men when fired from a short distance, and
that is capable of causing great slaughter in a zone of more
tliau 3,000 metres." Bullets which on meeting the slightest
obstacle turn on their axis, strike obliquely or transversely,
and so give rise to wounds of large size, are, he considers,
outside the borders of " h'umanitarian." The mortality in
short-distance rifle firing is, he says, very great, and he
does not accept the idea that men are simply placed hora
dc combat for a short time and not killed. With equal
fearlessness he dismisses the notion of the employment of
explosive bullets so often alleged against the Germans. In
these terrible injuries the " explosive shots are due to
projectiles of very high velocity becoming more or less
broken up in their course through the tissues." The
ricochet accounts for very many of these explosive effects.

Iticochet occurs in about one-third of all rifle bullets fii-ed.

The so-called explosive bullet does not ricochet.
In the treatment of wounds of arteries Delorme's ex-

perience suggests the adoption of this formula, which we
quote in full :

" In wounds of large vessels, ligature after
compression should remain an operation of emergency for
cases in which the haemoErhage continues ; if it stops, the
patient should be immobilized on the spot and closely
watched. Supervision would be better carried out in the
first line than in halting places on the road or on the rail-

way. Wlien the surgeou considers the proper time has
arrived he will send the wounded man on to the nearest
hospital."

Iu dealing with metallic foreign bodies he maintains
tliat the asepticity or otherwise of the wound is of more
importance than the tolerance of these bodies in the
tissues, or their nature, size, aud form. But if a foreign
body iu an aseptic wound gives rise to no pain or uneasi-
ness by coming into contact with vessels and nerves, it

should be left. No attempts have hitherto been made, so
far as we know, to classify the effects on bone of rifle-

bullet fire in relation to velocity—that is, distance from
which the shot has been fired. M. Delorme states that as
a general rule the higher the velocity of the projectile the
more limited in length is the fracture, but the greater is

the comminution ; and he makes a classification, fully
illustrated with diagrams, which we commend to surgeons
dealing with these injuries in any of their stages.
Conservatism is the leading note of the chapter on

abdominal injuries. The treatment of such is summed up
iu two sentences: First, narrow wounds made by bullets
filed point blank should be left aloue, the patient kept at
rest and starved ; secondly, extensive wounds of both skin
and bowel made by bullets which have turned, or by
shrapnel, certain to be accompanied by peritoneal infec-

tion, should be treated by absolute rest, starving, Murpliy's
small incision in the lower abdomen to drain the jielvis,

rectal salines, and Fowler position.
This little book is very systematically arranged and

reference is facilitated by a good index, aud the translator

' War Huraery. By E. Delorme. Translated by H. de Merie.
Loudon : H. K. Lewis and Co.. Ltd. 1915. (Cr. 8vo. pp. 256; 14 figures
53. uetj
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Las done Lis work well. The volume, as has been said, is

small, and might -svell be added to the kit of every young
surgeon attached to our forces. On the way out to the

Dardanelles or in the preparatory months at home, time

would be well spent in mastering the concentrated ex-

pression of M. Delorme's experience.

TEXTBOOKS OF MIDWIFERY.
The appearance of a fourth edition of Dr. Eden's Manual
0/ Midtvifery -iorms abundant evidence that the popularity

into which it immediately sprang on its first publication

less than a decade ago was well founded. As a student's

textbook particularly it has in these years held one of the
foremost places. The present edition differs from its

predecessors in one important point only—namely, its

increased size. The author explains that he has had to

include descriptions of the advances in the science and art

of obstetrics which have taken place during the last three

j'ears, and certainly everj' justice has been done to these

matters. Several of them, however, involve (juostions

upon which the final judgement has yet to bo pronounced,

and it is a moot-point whether in a book which presumably
is pi'imarily designed for students, they deserve an increase

of close upon seventy pages. If this process continues, we
venture to think that the whole character of the book will

change. Amongst the new subjects introduced, a promi-
nent place is given to the rare form of obstruction in

labour due to the formation in the uterus of a contraction

ring, and the author has made an interesting classifica-

tion of the various forms of .spasm of the uterine muscle
met with during labour. The condition is lucidly

explained, and the classification will be distinctly helpful

to the student. The whole question of the serum re-

actions in pregnancy is touched upon, and a description

given of Abderhalden's reaction. The question of its

ultimate value is judiciously left open. The section upon
the physiology of pregnancy has been rewritten and
expanded in other directions also, and reference made to

the functions and correlation of the endocrinous glands.

The treatment of placenta praevia has been revised, and
due consideration has been given to Caesarean section as
an operation suitable for certain cases. Recent work on
the etiology of eclampsia has received ample recognition,

but in regard to its treatment mention might have been
made of veratrone, as distinct from other pi-eparations o^

veratrum viride, in view of the encouraging results that
have followed its use in the hands of several authorities.

The new edition unquestionably maintains the book at a
high level of excellence. Its general production is first-

rate, and the addition of four good coloured plates adds to

its attractiveness.

The work on obstetrics ' by Professor Leopold Meter, of

Copenhagen, possesses many of the characteristics of the
ideal textbook. Each volume is light and handy, the print

is large, and the convenient device of using small print for

the discussion of matters of secondary importance is of

inestimable value to the student, who thus gets a book
combining the advantage of an epitome with that of a
detailed review. There are many signs that the author is

indebted to the German schools, and a certain number of

the illustrations are taken from Bumm's book, but many
of the best illustrations are original, and the author's style
is in marked contrast to the ponderous and tedious com-
position of many German scientific publications. Professor
Meyer's book reads aS easily as a novel, but is not verbose,
and it would be impossible to condense his book appreciably
without serious loss of valuable matter. This combination
of brevity with style and lucidity is so rare a feature of

textbooks that the restriction of this work to the readers
of Danish, which is little read outside the Scandinavian
countries, is all the more regrettable. Probably much of

the charm of Professor Meyer's style would be lost in

translation. His many years of teaching have no doubt
impressed on Professor Meyer the importance of avoid-
ing side - issues and qualifications of general state-
ments, and he is blameless of Gladstone's pet pursuit

^A Manual of MiSu'ifcrv. By Thomas Watts Eden. SI.D.. CM.
Edin., F.U.C.P.Lonrl , F.B.C S.Edin. Fourth edition. London:
J. and A. ChmcbiU. 1915. (Med. 8vo, pp. 787; with 5 plates and
J54 illustrations. 16s, net.)

3 Laerf^mg i l-'udficlshjaelpeii. By L. Mes'er. in two volumes. Kjoben-
havn og Kristiania: Gyldendalske Boghandel-Nordisk Forlag. 1915.
(Sup. roy. 8vo, pp. 459 and 380 ; 122 figures.)

of successive digressions. But the virtue of keeping
to the main point and to generalities exposes the
author to the critic armed with the exceptional case

;

and when the author gives catheterization of the bladder
as the only cause of cystitis after labour he is probably
overlooking other factors. Thus, on page 310, he says:
"Cystitis may occur during pregnancy, but it is rare; it is

more common in the puerperium, when it is due to
catheterization-iufectiou during labour or the puerperium.
It occurs readily when frequent catheterization is neces-
sary at this stage, but it can be avoided, as under other
conditions, with practical certainty, by the use of pro-
phylactic irrigation with 1 in 200 silver nitrate." In the
matter of anaesthesia Professor Meyer does not run after
strange gods, but cleaves to the time-honoured use of

chloroform under certain conditions and in small quan-
tities. The Freiburg method of inducing " twilight sleep

"

with small, frequent injections of scopolamine and
morphine is damned with the faint praise implied by
the use of small print. The author says :

" But the method
appears to be far from safe, at any rate for the child ; its

technique is very complicated, and necessitates, among
other things, the constant presence of the physician ; and
it has been adopted but little outside the place of its

birth." Hypnotism as an analgesic during labour is dis-

cussed by the author with even less respect, and in the
two lines he devotes to this topic he dismisses it as a
failux'e.

POST-MORTEM METHODS.
Dr. J. M. Be,\ttie has written an account of the Post-

Mortem Methods ' he has found to bo of practical service,

and his book is meant to be used in conjunction with text-

books of pathology and bacteriology by students or medical
practitioners called upon to perform obductions. Dr.

Beattie laj'S great stress on the employment of a regular

routine in the making oi 2'ost-mortem examinations, if

important points are not to be missed. Still more
important is it that the pathologist should know as much
as possible about the case before he examines it, in order
that he may know what special points to look for and not
overlooli details that may turn out later to be of cardinal

importance.
Dr. Beattie gives few details of morbid anatomy or

morbid histology. After describing the general examina-
tion of the body and the modes of removing the separate
viscera, he gives accounts of their examination in greater
detail organ by organ. The second half of the book is

devoted to medico-legal consideratious, an outline of the
bacteriological and histological examinations most generally

useful, and a long chapter on the investigation of special

cases, in which the reader is told the special points to be
looked for at autopsies on cases of the commoner diseases.

Dr. Beattie makes a number of quotations from Dr.

Sheunan's recent textbook for pathologists. He writes

clearly and to the point; though he has succeeded in

compressing a large amount of information into the
volume, one may question whether it would not gain

by expansion. The text contains a number of mi.spriuts;

thus on p. 52, par. 2, line 1, " auricular " should be
" ventricular "

;
" carnae," on p. 54, should be " carneae "

;

on p. 58 " diphtheria " should be " diphtheriae"; on p. 82
"pubis" should be "pubes"; "influenza," on p. 175,

should be "influenzae"; on p. 195 " Bilhar?Aa haema-
tobium " represents an unhappy hybrid doubtless obtained

by crossing Bilharzia. haematobia with its homonym
" Schistosomtim haematobium." Throughout the text the

word " aneurysm " is spelt " aneurism." The book should

be of service to those for whom it has been written.

THE SEAMY SIDE.
Nowadays there is a great boom in what may bo called

biographical novels, in which the material and .spiritual

progress of the hero is traced from his infancy to his final

marriage or grave, as the case may be. We say " final

marriage " because so many of these heroes have pre-

liminary experience of brief and irregular unions, or of

the divorce court, or of both, before their creator, the

author, thinks fit to draw his novel to an end. In

' Post-Mortem Methods. By J. Martin Beattie. M.A.. M.D. Cam-
bridge Public Health Series, under the editorship of G. S. Graham-
Smith, M.D.. and J. E. PurFis.M.A. Cambridge: The University Press.

1915. (Demy 8vo. pp. 239; S plates, 3 figures. 10s. 6d. net.)
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addition, novels of Uiis type tun to great length. Their

most notable exemplar, Jean CUrhtophc, wvitten by that

brilliant French musical critic and mau of letters, Komiiiu

Kollaml. extends to ten volumes ; yet the reader's interest

is maintained to the end, for the hero has a character full

of interest that goes on developing to the last, and the

anthor's literary skill enables him to hold the reader's

attention throughout. The ten volumes are not too many
for their theme. The well-known playwright, Dr. W.
Somerset Macohaji, has recently published a novel =

composed on these lines, in which ho traces the school-

davs and early career of Philip Carey, crippled with a

clubfoot, who first fails in life aa an artist and finally

qnalifies for medical practice. Dr. Slaugham is to be

congratulated on the skill with which he has reproduced

the squalid gloom and tedium in which Philip and his

friends seem habitually to have lived. His purple patches,

such as they were, consisted in brief passages of passion

with various women, presented by Dr. Maugham ' in

nnattractive lights to the reader. Other strong and
abiding interests than these Philip did not apparently

possess ; his friends, when not actually vicious, were
amoral, and with one or two exceptions were selfish

friends who failed him in moments of emergency. Philip

himself did no less to those dependent on him, it is only

fair to say. A most unpleasing description is given of the

anxiety with which he waited to step into the shoes of his

dying uncle, an anxiety which drove him to the under-

taker before his uncle had died ; and even when 30 years

of age he was so lacking in self-control and in respect for

others as to abuse the eonfidenco of the young' girl he
himself intended to marn,'. The gloom lightens at the end
of the book, for Philip is left on the hands of this sensible

and competent young woman, who seems to be capable of

making him marry her and keeping him straight after-

wards; whether he is a valuable acquisition to the medical
profession is a matter for the reader to decide. Many of

the characters in the book Jeave cue, as does Philip him-
self, with a slight feeling t.f nausea. No doubt such people

exist, but was it necessary tu bring them all together in the

pages of a single volume to the exclusion of honest folk ?

An author has a right to choose his own atmosphere and
setting for his tale, but does life consist of nothing but
Hastiness, envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness,
to the exclusion of such simple and common virtues as
tnith, honour, and natural affection '.' Dr. Maugham gives

a vast amount of biographical detail in his closely- written
account of the unfortunate Philip Carey. But the unwhole-
some Philip remains an uninteresting and unattractive
figure that vividly recalls a stanza by a recent Cambiidge
writer of verso

:

For your dull Uttle vices we don't care a flgj
It is this that we deeply deplore,

Tou were cast for the common or usual pig,

But you play the invincible bore.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Books tor the Latmax.

The public Is always interested in its nerves. This
interest exliibits itself in the large number of books on the
mind and its disorders written for cousuuiptiou b,\ the lay
pubhc. These books have many characti list ics in common.
They deal largely in generalities and optinii^iii ; they often
have some system of mental or physical therapeutics to
l>oost ; not a few of them are written by medical men.
Tames Alexander's book on the Cure of Self-Conscwus}iess o

has been written to meet the requirements of blushing
fifteen. It contains an account of the origin and treatment
of basbfnlness, blushing, nervousness, shyness, stam-
mering, stuttering, timidity, and adolescent fears. The
line of treatment may be fairly summed up in the single
word, " Don't."

In his boolc. Nerve Controls on the cure of nervousness
and stage-fright, written for artists and performers, H. E.
Hunt develops the method in which sn^estion, itself the
cause of nervousness, may also be used as its cure; man,

»0/ Human Smirlage. By W. Somerset Maugham.
W. HcinemaoD. 1915. (Post 8vo. pp. 648. 6s.).

»r/if Cure of 8clf-Cmisciousiwss. By .T. Alexander. Newcastle-oi
Tyiie : A. Keid and Co.. Ltd. London : Sirapkin. Marsball. Hamiltoi
Kent and Co. Ltd. 1915. (Med. 8to. pp. 164, 3s. 6d. net.l

"< Nerve Control. The Care of Kerrousness and Btage-frieht. I
H. E.Hnnt. London : W. Eider and Bon, Ltd. 1915. CCv.Svo.pi
Is. net.)
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as he says, is the master of his fate. Accordingly, if any
one determines not to be friglitened on the stage, platform,
or pulpit, he will not be frightened when he finds himself
there. The book is full of general advice and suggestions
which should prove harmful to nobody.

A small manual on ilAiA/n;/ the Most of Life o has been
published by Messrs. O'Sh'ea and I^rr.LOGf'.. It is au
American work, meant for the iustrucli^ii ..rili. piii.Iic at
large. It sets out in popular lan.mij r ; lUs of
exercise, the importance of a proper die ^ inLiers
of unhealthy modes of life. 11 is lii I I o, Mri.,

, and
contains enough popuUi r ,( i, i;r, il _iii\ i.. confuse and
impress the mind of lii

i , m I r ^inci. It is well
illustrated, and at fh'

, I < -; ^ iiiploi- contains a
number of questions w'r.- '., ih.' i: : l, i shoiild be able to
answer if he has mastered wliat he- has read.

Dr. Charles EeinHjUIDT's volume on Mejital Tliera-
2>euties^ is an attempt to offer rational explanations of
faith healing, hypnotism, somnambulism, telepathy, auto-
suggestion, and the workings of the mind in general.
Half the book is occupied by auto-biographical reminis-
ctuces of Dr. Keinhardt's experiences in these various
phenomena. The second half of tin- houk contains
generalities on what Dr. Reinhardt call-. I ho soiontiflc
aspect of his subject. The whole boolc i^- wriltcn for the
general reader; it contains an unciiti(:il sur-ity of the
statements taken to establish the truth of occultism,
clair^^oyance, telepathy, and faith healing. Sir Oliver
Lodge has furnished aa introduction to the volume.

In his racy volume on T-

IlAYDN Brown, writing
<jZi(s, gives us his thon-I
In the world in which li'

give him pain. The cdii ;itioii ni rhililioii. the rising
s ciroh , in di-i aso—these and

many other sul)jocts f^ive him i aiise for sad reflection.
He hopes, however, tliat the tiiitli will survive; with
Tennyson, he holds that

Self reverence, self knowledge, self control.
These three alone lead life to sovereign power J

or so, at any rate, we interpret his volume after perusing It.

» Matcing the Most of Life. The Health Series of Physiology and
Hvyiene. By Professor M. V. O Shea and J. H. Kellogg. New York

:

The Macmillan Co. 1915. (Pott 4to, pp. 306 ; illustrated. 3s. 6d.)
^Mental Tlierapeuiics ; or. Faith Merlicine and the Mind. By

Charles Keinhardt, M.D. : with au Introduction hy Sir Oliver Lodge,
F.K.S. IhiiA edition. London: The Loudon Publicity Co.. Ltd.

. 8vo, 287.)

MILITARY PENSIONS AND GRANTS.

REPORT OF SELECT COMMITTEE.
The Select Committee on Naval and Military Services
(Pensions and Grants) appointed by the House of Commons
on November 18th, 1914, issued its third report oa
September lOth.'-

'This report, which deals with pensions and grants to
disabled officers, and officers' widows, orphans, and de-

pendants, makes the following recommendations ; they,
however, apply primarily to combatant officers only.

Under existing regulations, the pensions paid to widows
and children of naval and military ofheers are on tlireo

scales, which differ according to the ciixunistauces under
which an officer meets his death. In cases in Class I
(killed in action) a gratuity is paid in addition to pension.
The Committee considers that the regulations should be
more elastic, and recommends the following classification

for cases arising out of the present war

:

Navy. Army.
Class I.—Killed in action or Killed in action or died from

died from wounds received in wounds received in action or
action, whether aifoat or Irora other violent death duo
ashore, or by destruction of directly and wholly to war
ship, drowning, or other vio- service.
lent death due directly and
wholly to war s

• The price of the report is Id. (net and not post-free!. It may ba
purchased, either directly or through a '

''" " *

EjTe and Spottiswoode, East Hai-Jiu^ SLrt

and Sons, Limited, 29, Breams r.n iM: n'
.St. Mary Street, Cardiff; or Ili.^ M ,

;
:

Branch). 23, Forth Street. K. In: 1.11.- 11.

Grafton Street, Dublin ; or fi-.'iu tl,.

and Dei>endencies. the United 8u,t'. •

'

Euroiie, and abroad, of I. I'lsh'.r Ijuv.iu,
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Clas$ 77.—Deatli ti-oni disc

due to exposure or exertion

service or frcim injuries

ceived in ami by rervica so

as uot covered by Class 1.

ise Died from disense due to

on active operations in tlic lield or

re- otlierwise directly attributable

far to military service, or from
injuries received in luid by ser-

vice so far as not covered by
Class I.

Died from disease, injury, or
ug under

Class 777.—Died from d is(

injury, or accident not coming accident not
under Class I or II. Class I or II.

The Committee recommencis that the rates for lieu-

tenants and sub-lieutenants intlienavy nihl lif ntrnmitsand

second lieutenants in the army be h' i -
Km . .istiug

rates for the widows of captains in ili. ri.iiiicly,

Class I, £100 a year ; Class II, £75 a }-:n . ( i,,-s 111, £50

a year ; the additional gratuity in Chiss I being paid at

existing rates.

Ill an officer's widow is not, under existing

. riilit'c'l to pension unless he has served for a
u.,\. ill tin;- army ten years. The Committee
I-, ill, 1. Ill- the present war, this restriction

.liMil. ,iii'l that, whore a deceased officer has
loni; < n'Mij^h to ()ualil'y his widow for a pension,

I.' t" tluc'O years' pay should be given,

In Cla
regulation?. '

certain prii

recouiiiK ml-.

shouUl 111' \' .1

not served lo

a gratuity ol

either in a lump sum oi- m mstaimenis.
It is recommended that rales for children of all officers,

lip to and including captain in the navy and colonel in the

army, be fixed at the rates now given to children of a
colonel in the army, namely. Class I, £24 ; Class II, ^£20;

Class III, £16.

Paragraph 5 of the report recommends that in cases of

jjecuniary need the Admiralty or Army Council should

have power to i^ivc a further education allowance of £35 a

year for a bov, i:2C fi.r a ^iil. Iroiu tlje ages of 13 to 18,

with pocsible r.-.u n-iun up t., the a;je of 2L The present

regulations I'ur graiit.s ul pensi.-iis to officers' relatives

(other than widows ami uiphaust the Committee considers

are too rigid and should be revised.

The paragraph dealing with disablement is of great im-

portance. Under existing rcgul.itinus an eiriL;cr, disabled

b^' injuries received on sci\." '
, i ;,, ;i v^ound

pension in addition to the ! 1 . The
regulations in navy and aiiu, .; :.ii are
complicated. '

a miuiniiiiii '•''

navy, 'lln' • :

degree .'I .!:-.'i

in-esiiii 1

I

should 1' 1 .

should, 1
:

thede-iL. -I .!

The scales u;

at length, for
)

rately. The i.

mauent couimi

rii" nu... v:n V ,;,.. .,: f200 to
i

;
: I in the army and £46 in the
•[') not vary according to the

ill lummittee is of opinion that
iljility pensions for junior officers

I nd that tlie amount of pension given
the case of junior officers, vary with

1 nsions recommended are giVfen

111 for temporary officers sepa-
II lUiied for officers holding per-

,ary with rank, length of service,

and amount of disability, the lowest rate recommended,
in cases of serious disablement, being £100 a year, the
highest £350.
As regards ullli'i liuMinL; eoramissions in the Special

Reserve and 'I'l 1
i ,i; I, .. and those holding temporary

commissions, it . . .. ii,.id that few, if any, can have
sufficient length mi ,,eivi,^e to qualify for service addition
to pension. In the case of such officers, therefore, the
following recommendations are made

:

i Sub-Lieut.
Navt. Midshimuaii

Cadet.

.\BHT.

Totally destroyed..

Seriously affected..

Impaired

Slightly impaired..

£150

flOO

Captain

£150

£128

£1C0

Commander.

Lieut.-Col.

£200

£173

£125

£225

£201

In all c.^ses a gratuity i

The Committee recommends that pensions and gratuities
for wounds and injuries should be at the rate given under
present regulations to army captains—for example, for

each limb or eye lost by wounds, gratuity of £250 for the
first year, with a pension of £100 in following years. Such
pensions to be in addition to any other pension to which
an officer may be entitled under existing regulations, but

not in addition to the new disability rates recommended
in the report. No officer who, as the result of injuric*^

received in action, loses the sight of both eyes, should
receive less than i:300 a year in all. The children ol

disabled officers should be eligible for the education allow-
ances proposed in paragraph 5.

In concluding its report the Committee states that " tho
above proposals relate primarily to officers holding com-
batant commissions in the navy and army. The cases of

other officers (including quartermasters and commissioned
warrant officers in the navy), should be reviewed depart-
mentally where necessary on similar lines," and paragraph 11
states tliat the new scales and conditions recommended
should be applicable toi cases arising out of the present war
only. Cases which have already so arisen should be rc-

as.se.ssed as from March 1st last.

Medical Services.
As it is distinctly stated, in the paragraph quoted, that

the proposals relate primarily to officers holding combatant
commissions, it would appear that the recommendations of

the Committee do not directly affect the medical pro-

fession, except in the comparatively few cases in which
doctors have taken combatant commissions, and the much
larger number in which medical men are concerned
through their sons serving as combatants.
These proposals, however, though not immediately

applicable, concern by analogy the very large number
of medical men who arc now serving as officers of the
Special Reserve, of the Territorial Force, and as holders of

temporary commissions in the R.A.M.C.
Presumably the rates of dit^ablement pension, widows'

pension,etc., given to medical officers serving in this war will

be not less than those recommended by the Committee for

combatant officers of the same rank. But it is to be hoped
that definite rates will be sanctioned for medical officers,

and that orders to this effect will b(

The number of medical eflicos v.i,\

large; at the end of May ilv. Te
7,000, of whom less than 3,iJ00 w. le i

remembered that a largo 11
i

ii. n-

the Territorial Force aiiM -, ,
i,

those holding temporary <

older, than men of equivaiint ;
.i

i

services. This conisideratiou al-- ;

degree, to combatant officers. -\mi

R.A.M.C. and I.M.S. the great )..;,.

and a large number of the captaii

married. But while many of

temporary medical officers

tore long be published.
• serving must be very
inaut gave it as over
Ljulars; and it must be
the medical officers of

rve and not a few of

; 1 older, marf^' much
!i ' r.".'i\lnr medical

'' i!;h to a less

Ml iliccrs of tho
I 'i the lieutenants

s arc, as a rule, un-
the Territorial and
Uig are young newly-

qualified men, probably unmarried, there are also a ver

large number of men of middle age, or thereabouts, who
have left their usual work and responded to their country's

call from patriotic motives. Many—probably most of

them—arc already heavy losers by tlieir patriotism.

Phar-
have

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD,

The Week's Subscriptions.

The subscriptions to the Belgian Doctors' and
macists' Relief Fund received during the week
been as follows:

Nortli of England Branch
of Fund (per Dr. Jas.
Don and Mr. A. S.
Perceval, Hon, Sees.)
(twentieth donation,
total £773 7s. 6d.)—

Dr. .\ruison
Dr. Bki-s, collected by—
Dr. Telling

Subscriptions to t

£18 103 7d.)—
Dr. Westrup ...

Mr. R. IJ. Betty
i Mr. J. W. Catlord 5

io the
at 14,

made
Relief

the Fund should be sent i

Treasurer' of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux,
Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be

payable to the Belgian Doctors' and J.'harmacists'

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The .\ppe.^l for Surgic.\i. Instruments.
: Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of tho

Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,

E.C. The Master acknowledges gifts from—
Dr. G. T. Schofleld, Widnes. The Canadian Red Cross Society,

Dr. MajorGreenwood. London. per Licut.-Cnlouel Hodgetts,
Lady Uorue Drurmnond. per Canadian Red Cross Commis-
Di: Dods Brown, Perth. sioner.
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AxMAL Meeting ix M.\stnESTEE.

TiiK lii»t act of Piofessoi- A. ScHuswiR. befoie dcliTciing

Ills presidential acWiess to the Bdtisb Assocaation (reported

in our issue ot last week), was to propose a loval address

to the King assuring His Majesty tliat the association as a

whole and every iudividiial member thereof arc whole-

Leaitcdly anxious to devote all their energies to assisting

His Majesty's Government in the task of bringing the

war to a victorious conclusion. In reply to this, a tele-

gi-am was received from the King, gratefully accepting the

resolution and " recognizing with deep appreciation the

valuable services which are being rendered by men of

science to bring the war to a final victory.

"

The effect of the war on the meetings last week in

Manchester is shown by the fact that, while the number
of tickets issued to members and associates in 1887, when
last the association met in Manchester, \vas 3,833, this

year the number did not reach 1.500, and the attendance
at many of the more technical sections dwindled down
after the first day very considei-ably. though the Sections

of Economics and Educational Science, dealing with more
general questions of immediate social interest, continued
to be well attended to the end. Though most of tivc usual
social functions were abandoned, the members had
numerous opportunities during the week, of which large

numbers took advantage, of visiting many of the works
and public institutions in the district. The Section of

Education organized a visit to the Sandlebridge Home for

the Care ot the Feebleminded, and the Section of Anthro-
pology visited the Roman Camp at Ribchester, where a
meeting was held to open the newly built " Roman
Museum." On "Wednesday evening tliere was a reception

by the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress at the Municipal
School ot Technology. It may be noted that in previous
yeai-s it had been the custom for the president "s banner to

show the coat ot aims of the town in which the meeting
was held, with the name of the president, but on the
present occasion the banner, hanging with its predecessors
in the Reception Hall at the University, depicted a ^^ oman
standing with one hand covering her eyes and the other
stretcliiug upwards. Surrounding her were cannon with
a serpent writhing between, and in the baekgi-ound
cypress trees, symbolic of mourning and death, the whole
representing Science as weeping because of the war.
During the week a series of "citizens' lectures" v.ere

delivered at various places in and about Manchester.
They were evidently highly appreciated and, on the whole,
well attended, especially those which were more or less

connected with the war. The subjects dealt with were

:

Evolution and war, by Professor F. W. Gamble: The
strategic geography of the war, by Dr. Vanghan Cornish :

The making of a big gun. by Dr. 'W. Eoseuhain ; Daily uses
ot astronomy, by Mr. A. RHinks; Health conditions in

the modern worshop, by Professor B. Moore : Formation
of the sun and stars, by the Rev. A. L. Cortie ; Some lessons
from astronomy, by Professor H. H. Turner: and on
Curiosities and defects of sight, by Dr. W. Stirling, Pro-
fessor ot Physiology in the Universit5- ot Manchester.
Professor

_
Stirling's lecture, whicli was illustrated by

lantern slides of experiments projected on the screen and
by cinematograph films, dealt first with the structure of

the organs of sight in the lower animals, then with the
evolution of the eye, and next with the structure of the
eyeball in man and the higher animals. After describing
tlie mechanism ot vision and defects of refraction. Professor
Stirling dwelt on the importance of the care of eyesight
during infancy and school life, and went on to consider
the natnre of colour vision and the importance of colour
blindness in relation to railway signalling and at sea.

Sections of Ecoxoiucs a^d Educational Science.
It is impossible in the short space at our di.sposal to give

more than a brief survey of comparatively few of the
numerous papers and discussions in the sectional meetings.
As might almost have been expected under the circum-
stances of the war. the Sections of Economics, presided
over by Professor W. R. Scott, and the Section of Educa-
tional Science, presidc-d over by Mis, Henry Sidgwick,

were perhaps the best attended. lu the former section
special interest was taken in the discussion ou the pro-
motion of industrial harmony, where two employers and
two representatives of the Triules Union Congress and
two economist-s addressed the section. It was significant
that the meeting was totally unable to arrive at anything
like agreement as to the nieans to be adopted to promote
the desired harmony. There was also a large attendance
at the discussion on the efiects of the war on credit, cur-
rency, and finance, which arose ou the consideration of a
report prepaicd by a conference ; the chief interest centred
round the questions as to the ability of the country to meet
the cost of the war, the methods of raising the money for
the war, especially tlie proportion between the amount of
mouey to be borrowed and the amount to he raised by
taxation, and the question of jKiper currency. Professor
ScoiT made the remarkable statement that if the cost of
the war did not exceed a thousand million pounds a year,
this country would be able to tiuanco the war indefinitely
if it put its back into it. lu tin- (•Mucatiou Section a"u

animated discussion arose on the ^uliji it of military train-
ing in schools, in wliich Professor iJnU) Iiawkins and the
Rev. A. A. David, of Rugb}-, strongly- dissented from the
attitude taken by Mr. Paton, head master of the Manchester-
Grammar School, who thought that military training in
schools would tend to produce in this countr\' that very
militarism which we are now liylitiui; a^ain^t in Prussia.
Perhaps the most numerously atUuiktl of all the meetings
of the week was the Fridaj' Uicctiug of tlii* section. The
audience consisted largely of women, and the subject of
interest was the education of girls with reference to their
future careers, the discussion being opened by Miss Haldane,
sister of Lord HaldaJie.

Enoineeking Section.
In his opening address the Pre.sideut of the Engineering

Section. Dr. Hi£I.k-Shaw, dealt at length with the organi-
zation of labour and the relations of employers and work-
men, and various papers were read dealing with the diain-
age, gas, electricity, and water undertakiugs of Manchester,
as well as numerous technical eiij^iiiecriug iiuestions. In
the course of some notes on the Mancln'-ti i Gas Works,
Mr. Newbigging said tliat coal-tar had hitlurto been the
chief source of toluene, but the gieat demand for the
purpose of making the high explosive trinitrotoluene,
T.X.T., had drawn attention to the fact that most of the
toluene produced in the carbonization of coal to make gas
remained in the gaseous foi-m. Simple niefhod;, had now
been devised for washing toluene out of the gas without
unduly reducing the calorific value, and JiaiiLliostti- was
now doing its share in producing this iminjitaut munition
of war.

Section of Agkiculture.
In this section the President, Mr. R. H. Rew. gave an

address on farming and food supplies as affected by the
war. In the course of his remarks he said that though a
few cargoes of foodstuffs had been sunk by the eueinj-,

the effect of the war on our food supply from' abroad had,
thanks to our navy, been practically" negligible. At the
same time British farmers had quietly added 25 per cent,

to the acreage of wheat, 7 per cent, to the acreage of oats,

had maintained the large ai-ea of potatoes of the previou.'

year, and had largely increased the stock of cattle and
sheep.

Section of Geography.
In the Section of Geography several papers were read on

geographical questions arising out of the visit of the
association to Australia last year, and, in conjunction with
the -Section of Anthroxx)Iogy, there was an interesting dis-

cussion on the distribution of races in the Balkans. It

was opened by Profe.s!5or G. Elliot Smith, who, after giving
a detailed account of the successive intrusions of peoples
and tiie grouping and regi-ouping of the various races in

the Balkan peninsula, concluded that the most desirable

solution of the difficult problems now presenting them-
selves would be the i-econstitntion of the Balkan League,

and a confedei-ation of Balkan States, so that peoples who
had a common oi-igin, but were separated in develojuucnt

and religion, could unite for their common interests. At the

same time he recognized that though organization on ethno-

graphical linas might be pos.sible, it might not be advisable

politically, and that a racial blending might be best,
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Section of Astronomy and Physics.

In this section Sir F. W. Dyson, Astronomer Eoyal,

wlio presided, gave an account o£ the manner in which, by
tlie aid of the telescope and siiectroscope, conclusions had
been reached as to the construction of the heavens.

Accurate measures of the light of the stars had been
made by the application of the photometer to the tele-

scope, and within the last few years photography had
been used to determine stellar magnitudes, while the

velocities of stars in the line of sight and their physical

characteristics had been determined by the spectro-

scope. Now that the direction and the amouut of the

sun's motion were known, and more proper motions
became known, it was reasonable to hope that better

knowledge would be obtained of the streaming and dis-

tances of stars. At present little was known of the

more distant portions of the stellar depths; for example,
little more than guesses could be made at the distance of

the Milky Way or its movements. At the same time the

methods employed in the last few years seemed competent
to produce a fairly good model, showing the co-ordinates,

velocities, and effective temperatures of the stars, and the

amount of light they radiated ; with industry in the

collection of accurate data, the material for the dynamical
and physical study of the history and evolution of the
stellar system would be greatly improved.

Professor A. Fowler opened a discussion on the spectral

classification of stars and the order of stellar evolution.

The first classification made by Secchi, fifty years ago,

divided the stars into four groups distinguished by their

colour, the white being the youngest and the red the
oldest ; in this way the great majority of the stars could
he classified. This classification, together with the later

Draper system, was regarded as representing the actual
stages of temperature and evolution, the temperature
varying from about 10,000° C. for the earliest and hottest
down to about 3,000° C. for the latest. Sir Norman
Lockyer and others maintained, however, that the history
of a star began with an actual nebulous mass which con-
densed into a red star, and for a time there was a rise of

temperature with the condensation, so that there must be
stars that w^ere getting hotter as well as stars that were
getting cooler. Thus the order of evolution might be very
different from that suggested by the Draper classification.

In conjunction with the Chemistry section, a valuable
but highly technical discussion was opened by Professor
Soddy on radio-active elements and the periodic law, at
which numerous experiments were described tending very
largely to modify some of the current theories as to the
constitution of the elements.

Section of Chemistry.
In this section the President, Professor W. A. Bone, was

in the difficult position of having to take the place at the
last moment of Professor Baker, who was unable to attend.
Professor Bone dealt at some length with the importance
of a more adequate scientific control of coal supply and
coal consumption. The United Kingdom, he said, con-
sumed on an average each year about four tons of coal per
head of population, but strangely little was done by
scientists to impress on the Government and the public
the need for some systematic control. He believed that
with proper public supervision it would be possible to save
many millions of pounds in the annual coal bill—a saving
that would redeem a large amount of the war loan. He
suggested that a memorial should be addressed to the
Government asking it to establish a central organization
lor the supervision of fuel consumption, to include a
systematic chemical survey of the British coal-fields and
experimental trial of new inventions for fuel economy.
A large number of papers were read dealing with the

smoke nuisance, Manchester and Salford receiving especial
attention.

Mr. E. D. Simon (chairman of the Manchester Smoke
AVjatement League) said that a reasonable estimate of
the damage done in Manchester and Salford by smoke
was that it amounted to nearly jei,000,000 a year.
Something had been done by the pressure of public
authorities to reduce the smoke from factories, but a
large field remained for research with regard to domestic
smoke. The most hopeful line was in securing that
bituminous coal should not be burnt as such, but that it

^illould be converted into products which could bo burnt

smokelessly, and he suggested that the British AssociatioB
should form a central committee to act in co-operation
with town councils to deal with the problem.

Professor F. Ranwez (University of Louvain) spoke of

the damage done to vegetation by smoke and vapours,
especially sulphur dioxide, given out by factories, and he
suggested methods by which the damage thus done could
be discriminated from the damage that arose from faulty
cultivation and sour or poor soil. Professor Knecht
exhibited and described some constituents of Manchester
soot, and Mr. A. G. Boston showed by means of a series

of lantern slides the effects of smoke on flowers, plants,

and trees.

An address with a number of somewhat startling

experiments, given by Professor Dixon on explosions of

gases, attracted a large audience. Papers were also read
by Dr. H. F. Coward on the dilution elements of inflamma-
bility of mixed inflammable gases with air ; and by Pro-
fessor Bone on gaseous combustion at high pressures.
Experimental demonstrations were given of a new
cadmium vapour electric arc lamp by Dr. H. J. Sand and
by Dr. J. W. Pope on liquid crystals.

Section of Geology.
The presidential address of Professor Cole dealt mainly

with problems of the earth's crust and its movements. Ho
said that in spite of the tragedy of Jlessina about seven
years ago, there was a feeling that Europe was a settled

continent, but the vast interior of the earth was unseen
and but little known, and in spite of the present super-
ficial quiet, the inconceivable might happen any time.

The more that was learnt of the causes now in action on
the earth, the greater the mystery seemed. For example,
the greatest change that ever came upon the globe, the
moment when living matter first appeared on its surface,

could not be realized. Matter was either dead or living

—

there w-as no intermediate state—but, he asked, was this

life a surface concentration, a specialization of something
that had previously permeated all matter, but bad re-

mained powerless because it was infinitely diffuse ? In
all such questions the geologist had to confess that he was
very much beyond his depth.

The Age of the Earth.
One of the most important discussions in the section

took place on Friday on radio-active problems in geology,

with special reference to the age of the earth. The dis-

cussion was opened by Professor Sir E. Rutherford, who
mentioned some of the earlier methods put forward to

determine the age of the earth, the estimates varying from
twenty million years upwards, but he said that no geologist

would think of accepting less than from forty to sixty

million years. Kelvin's method was quite uncertain,

while estimates from the rate of deposit of sedimentary
rocks or the amount of sodium in the ocean could only

give unreliable results. The most recent method followed

on the discovery of the radio-active bodies, such as radium
and thorium, and Sir E. Rutherford explained how from
the presence of these bodies in the oldest rocks the age of

the earth might be calculated. In the other direction, ho
said it would be safe to predict that the sun would con-

tinue to shine for more than nine million years, and
possibly even for several hundred million years. In a
paper on the same subject Mr. A. Holmes said that time
periods had been calculated on the assumption that the

radio-active constants of uranium and its daughter-
elements had not varied, and on this assumption it might
be said that some period like fifteen hundred million years

had elapsed since the crystallization of the oldest plutouio

rocks in the earth's crust. The actual age of the earth

would be much greater than this, for the oldest jjlutouic

roclis were found to bo intrusive into the pre-existing

sedimentary or volcanic series. The most important
problem for the geologist was now to determine the

possible dependanco of the rate of decay of uranium on
time, pressure, and temperature. It is necessary to add
that some of the members present, especially Professor

Joly of Dublin, expressed their disagreement with some
of the theories founded on the consideration of the radio-

active bodies.

Antiquity of Man in Britain.

In the same section Professor Boyd Dawkius dealt with

the geological evidence as to the autiquity of man in
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ISiilaiu. The only proof offered of tlie Pleioccne age of

man iu East Auglia was, be said, the rouglily chijipeit

flints found in the basnl Pliocene strata, but he thought it

had been proved that similar flints coiiUl he made, without
the intervention of man. by the action of ice or torrents or

livers or the waves of the sea. Tlie presence of luau in

East Auglia during tho ghicial period rested on even
woi-se evidence. Tlie evidence of the discovery on Pilt-

down of Koanthi-oj>i<s ilnirsoni. ^^hicll iiiioht bo called

the niissin,'; link between man and the higher apes, was.
he believed, more reliable, and after examining the whole
group of the remains he agreed that the find belonged to

the early Pleistocene period. Thus man appeared in

Britain at a period when he might have been expected to

appear from the study of the evolution of tiie tertiary

uiammaUa—namely, at the beginning of the Pleistocene
age. In older strata he could only be represented by an
ancestry of intermediate forms.
The geologj' of Manchester and district furnished

material for an interesting address by Dr. G. Hickling,
who also read a paper on the micro-structure of coal.

There was a well sustained discussion in conjunction with
the Section of Geography on the classification of land
forms.

Section of Physiology.
The Pliijsiolofjical Iniporttincc of Phase Bouiidurifs.
On Wednesday, .September 8th. Professor W. JI. Bavliss,

in an opening address on this subject, said that a considera-
tion of the arrangements present iu living cells showeil that
the physical and chemical systems concerned operated under
conditions very different from those reactions takiug place
between substances in true solution. The cell system, iu

other words, was one of many phases. Whilst parts of this

system appeared homogeneous, yet they might be hetero-
geneous, and were in what was known as the colloidal

state. Considering one phase oul}', the molecules at a
surface were exposed at one side to the influence of similar
molecules, but on another to the influence of molecules
of a nature chemically unlike their own, and such phase
boundaries wer? the seats of various forms of energy.
Surfacfi tension was the most obvious form. In relation
to the contractile force of muscle it was found that surface
tension decreased with rise of temperature—a fact which
•was not surprising when they remembered that the inter-

face between a liyiud and its vapour disappeared when the
temperature rose to the critical point. It whs siguificaut to
note this close association between suilac- te]i-.i. in and the
contractile stress, for it was fouutl that ilii- pi <i|ici ty alone
of muscle had a similar negative teinjinaiiur ( ,ii-thciont

;

and within the limits of temperature Ijulweeu which the
muscle could he regarded as normal, the contractile stress
was gi-eater the lower the temijerature ; and the same
held good for the heat developed during the contractile
stage. It was familiar, too, that tonus of smooth muscle
increased with fall of temperature. Other facts probably
explainable by the.se facts about surface tension had
relation to the heart muscle, for all the pheuomeua con-
nected with the output of blood by the heart coidd be
satisfactorily explained by the hypothesis that the energy
of the contraction was regulated by the length of the
Teutricular fibres diu-ing the period of development of the
contractile stress. Surface tension, or phase boundaries,
must necessarily be intimately related to the cell sub-
stances aad molecular constitutiuu. The phciiuinena of
adsorption, electrolytic and cli <^'i^:i! . I,,h,^i -, ,,, it- also
touched upon in this address. ( ,

, 1 , ;,zynje
action, too, were, it was said, -I..

1 .
1 . 1 l.v tiirsi-

views. On the whole, it ini;^iii 1.^ ,m,i,:ii 1,1 iI,:il inoie
study of the phenomena at phase houuduries woidd throw
light on many problems still obscure. It would probably
not be going too far to say tliat the peculiarities of the
phenomena called vital were due to the fact that they were
manifestations of interchange of energy between the
pliases of beterogeneous systems. Life was incessant
change or transfer of energy, and a system in statical
equilibrium was dead.

Tlie Motor Area.
Dr. Geah.\m Bnowh- (MancLesteri illustrated by the

lantern the effects ob,served in a chimpanzee after operative
remoTal of first the right, then the left post-central gyrus,
and lastly, the right motor area. Paral\ sis lasted for six
days, but within fourteen days the animal'.^ actions had

become apparently again normal, and it could with mutli
ingenuity execute even the fine movements associated with
the opening of a door with a key. Sucli operations, there-
fore, had not caused loss of power for liuc movements.

Thyroid and Adremih.
Professor P. T. Herking (St. Andrews) recorded the

effects of thyroidectomy and thyroid feeding on the
adrenin content of the suprarenals. The thyroidectomized
cat gave suprarenal content which had little action ; in the
thyroid-fed, however, the content was relatively-active.
Much significance attached to the manner of collecting the
gland substance, as also to the emotional state of the
animal, since operative procedure itself altered the
i|uantity, and excitement of any kind acted similarly.
For testing the effect of the adrenin the glands were rapidly
removed, minced, Einger's solution added, and filtered
whilst stdl hot ; 2 c.cui. of this fluid were injected into
the circulation of an animal and the effect on the bloott
pressure noted. Folin's method also was used as a test.
Testing by gland weight relative to body weight showed
little change in the cat. Rabbits were tried in a similar
way. In this annual no effect followed thyroidectomy.
This operation seemed to have little effect on the adrenin
content, but in the thyroid-fed animal there was a more
noticeable increase iu the gland content. In these geueial
results the possible influence of the posterior lobe of the
pituitary gland must be borne in mind.

The Electro-cardiograph and Auricular Fibrillalioii.

Dr. C. E. Lea (Manchester), after illustrating with the
lantern various curves gained by electrical metliods,
recorded their value as a means of diagnosis in a imrticidai-
ease, one of ordinary auricular fibrillation iu a woman who
had been under observation for over two years. All this
time the pulse had been chaiacteiistically irregular, but
could be readily coutrolle^l iii rat^.' l>y digitalis. Electrical
curves verified the dia^;unsi- priM.insly made. On one
occasion, however, thoui;h the pulse «as just as irregular
as ever, the electrical curved shoNved that the auricles had
resumed activity, and were for the time not iu fibrillation,

though the rhythm was still markedly irregular. The
patient was taking pilocarpine at the time. On no other
occasion, before or since this observation, was a similai
resumption of auricular activity shown. This case illus-

trated the fact that even though the pulse-rate ami
rhythm might si h.,v lai aiipiront change, yet the auricles
might resume tl]i

.

- lion, and possibly fibrillation

was not so pen.,, 1
. 1

1,' iinsistont as was commonly
believed. Great \,iiia.LjuUi lu \agal touc could be demon-
strated in these cases, and the question of vagotonia offered
a fruitful field for investigation.

Thr /',,',,' „ ,

,,;-7-),-,:/ ,,-, f-,,,,,,,.

Dr. E. B. Pmi
,

,,, I, ,a ^-ii . ,.',,i,,,i ,.'m., mm ;,iiis l,c

shovvthat the can . ,, n ,1, II),. w ,: -, ia,i ,
- -< ,111 i,i ! ! \ due

to an acid qualily f) ila IiIuihI— w ,m uni.iii I'acL. a! Liue
acidosis. The bloud iu uraemia, for example, was more acid
than was that of diabetes, as was also the blood during
moderate exercise. Tho active poison in coma was uoL
known. In this condition, however, there was a definite
lowering in value of the alveolar COj. and this condition
itself could induce symptoms similar to those of coma.
The estimation of the alveolar CO.; formed a reliable guitle

to the onset of coma, and the latter could, with some
dcfiuiteness, be predicted iu this way.

The Physics of Phaffoci/losis.

Dr. J. Tait (Edinburgh) observed that when the he
haviour of invertebrate blood cells removed from the vessel

I and placed on a slide was studied, it was noted that many

I

of them flowed outwards upon tl c -la-.-. infMO so as to he

I
reduced to a very thin ami .^i-.i ', •

i i. I, I slieet. The

I

fact that the movenn.nl was in., i m inl ii reversible.

I

and the further fact that. 'Li a ,-. I
i

i
,

,- i la same colls

underwent no dcformati I J i

'•<'' 'I' '
I'.msive

force was a capillary |,i,ii i, n i- '1^ ,iMm-(
spreading in the same \i,

I

'

:

'

'.
"" "

' clean surface of stone oi -u.-.., I" '; 1 ,

i u -;a:ac on

a non-greasy surface of foreign material the author sug-

I gcsted the name " thigmocytes." Simple phj-sical reasoning

I

showed (1) that if a fluid were unstable on a slab of a given

substance it would flow around or ingest a small particle
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of that substance ; (2) if it refused to iugeat a particle of

any given substance it would be stable on a slab of that

pnbstance. Experiments on tbigmocytes showed that they

conformed to both these results. The phenomenon of

phagocytosis in the case of these cells at least appeared to

be physical. Thigmocytes were non-amoeboid ; conse-

quently, power of amoeboid movement was not essential

for phagocytosis. Many phagocytic cells—for example,

uiammalianpolymorphonuclears—werestable on non-greasy

foreign bodies and yet ingested nougreasy particles. It

was shown, however, that on physical grounds s'tability of

the cell on a slab of a given material was quite consistent

with ingestion of a particle of that material. In other

•words, there was no a priori evidence against the exten-

sion to stable (amoeboid) leucocytes of the physical hypo-

thesis regarding phagocytosis. Following out similar

principles to these, new light might be thrown on a number
of problems, such as the mechanism of amoeboid movement,
the relation between opsonins and agglutinins, emigration

of leucocytes, amitotic cell tlivision, and blood coagulation.

Some Lairs of Fat Ahsorptioii.

Dr. F. W. Lamb (Manchester) illustrated facts ascer-

tainable by suitable staining methods, which showed that

different fats varied in their reactions, and could, indeed, be
recognized just by their particular staining qualities. It

was shown that there was considerable fat absorption

from the stomach, especially its cardiac end. In any
given animal it was generally found that where there

was evidence of fat absorption in the stomacli. there was
little similar evidence in the intestine, and vice veisa;

this was probably due to time factors.

Copper 'in. Tissues.

Dr. Powell White (Manchester) stated that he found
considerable quantities of copper in most tissues, the

amount varying within rather wide limits in different

tissues and in different animals, or such objects as seeds

and oysters. Much interest was shown in the delicate

test for copper. It was curious that this colour test, of

extreme delicacy for this metal, was gained by an exactly

similar manner for morphine (Oliver's test). Such a test,

however, did not lend itself to quantitative methods, and
for this purpose, in these estimations, the ferrocyanide

method was used.

Subsection of Psychology.

Some interesting papers were read in this subsection

;

recent legislation in connexion with feeble-mindedness

had evidently stimulated observation in this direction.

From the family histories of fifty mentally defective

children studied by Miss Agnes Kelley it appeared that

the greater number of the fathers were casuals and
hawkers. In only about half a dozen could the home
conditions be described as good. Insanity was present in

the family histories of 15 of the children. Other cases

of mental deficiency were found in 30 of the histories,

and epilepsy in 9. In a large proportion of cases the

parents were such heavy drinkers that the mental defect

was probably intensified. Throughout the whole of the

pedigrees it was noticeable that, both physically and
mentally, the general standard was below par. A visit

was paid by many members to the Homes for Feeble-

minded at Sandlebridge, organized by the Incorporated
Lancashire and Cheshire Society for the Permanent Care
of the Feeble-minded. The home had its origin in 1898,

the outcome of a scheme formulated by Miss Bendy and
the late Dr. Henry Ashby. Children under and over 16
are admitted, and there are now 267 inmates of both sexes.

Under 16, day school work is the chief occupation

;

over 16, the boys work on the farms, and the girls help in

the laundiy, etc. The practical lessons learnt at this in-

stitution certainly facilitated tlic jjassiug of the Mental
Deficiency Act of 1913. Closely bound up with this work
is that directed to the study of the child mind. Dr.

Kimmins, who has examined the special interests of

children in the war at different ages, found a distinct

bellicose attitude in the girls of 10, depression at 11, and
normal interests at 12. Boys were more warlike at 11,

and showed less of the depression noted in girls. It was
remarked how mature the ideas on such a subject as the

war were at the age of 13, especially in girls, who in this

respect were at least a jear ahead of the boysi

Section of Anthropology.
In the Section of Anthropology the presidential address

by Professor C. G. Seligman dealt with the early ethno-
logical history of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, tracing, from
a close examination of materials recently discovered and
the beliefs and customs of the peoples, the various in-

fluences that have been at work in the past in Equatoria.

Egyptian Civilization and World Culture.
One of the most important discussions was that on the

influence of ancient Egyptian civilization on the world's
culture, opened by Professor G. Elliot Smith, who gave
numerous reasons for believing that the essential elements
of the ancient civilization of India, Further Asia, Oceania
and America were taken to these places by mariners
trading from the Eastern Mediterranean from 800 B.C. and
for several centuries afterwards. The highly complex and
artificial culture thus spread abroad was largely froi/i

Egypt, with many accretions and modifications from the
Phoenicians, East .\fi-ica, Arabia, and Babylonia; the final

stream, with many :uld>tio)is fioiii China, Japan, and else-

where, continued Lt inmiv c inlmies to play on the Pacific

littoral of America. As picidK of these ideas were men-
tioned a large nuuibtL- vi extraordinary practices and
beliefs, such as mummification, the building of megalithio
monuments, sun worship, making of idols, tattooing,

wearing of linen, special metallurgical methods, intensive

agriculture, phallic ideas and practices, the use of the
boomerang, the use of precious stones and metals, and
curiously arbitrary features in boat-building. The know-
ledge and practice of all these had evidently been spread
by the ancient mariners along a well-defined route from
the Eastern Mediterranean to America, where in this

way had been planted the germs of the remarkable pre-

Columbian civilization.

Environment and Chest Disease.

A paper was contributed by Dr. G. W. Hambleton on
the influence of environment and occupation on diseases of

the chest ; he claimed to have shown at a previous meeting
that chest types were not inherited as a rule but acquired
owing to post-natal conditions. A large part of the male
population was living, he said, under conditions that

tended to retard chest development, and many otherwise
good recruits for the army had been rejected through
deficient chest measurements. Such persons could, by the
application of proper scientific methods, without inter-

fering with military training, be brought up to standard.

Dr. Hambleton then went on to give his remarks about
the chest a more general application ; lie expressed the

belief that it should be possible to ascertain the conditions

that brought changes in types of men, and a knowledge of

these once placed on a scientific basis might make it

possible to produce such types of men as were best fitted

for various occupations, and thereby prevent the great loss

of life that occurs from want of adjustment between
constitution and occupation or environment.
Other papers were read on the origin of the alphabet,

by Sir A. J. Evans; on hereditary syndactylism and poly-

dactylism, by Dr. J. Manson (with skiagraph exhibit),

and by Professor Flinders Petrie, who gave a specially

interesting account of ancient Egyptian jewellery, illustrated

with coloured lantern slides. Among the reports presented

were those of committees on Roman sites in Britain, tha
age of stone circles, the lake villages near Glastonbury,

and the physical characteristics of the ancient Egyptians.

Section of Botany.
In the Section of Botany the President, Professor W. H.

Lang, gave an address on some aspects in the study of

the form, structure, and development of the plant. The
development of most plant individuals, ho said, started iu

a single cell, but it had always been diflicult to apply to

plants the biogenetic law, originally founded on animal
development, that " the ontogeny is a concise and com-
pressed recapitulation of the phylogeny," and the characters

of the embryos of plants had given little if any help

on doubtful questions of phylogony. Ho dwelt at some
length ou the initial development and morphology of the

shoot and the problem of alternation of generations as

seen specially in the fern. Taking the prothallus and tho

fern-plant as in a sense two individuals, it seemed almost

aecessarj to assume that the specific substance of fern
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could exist in two allotropic niodificationg. After dig-

fussing problems of the seed aud its embryo, Professor
Laug concluded :

" Wo have to thiuk of the plant as at
onco a physicocbemical mechanism and as a living being

;

to avoid either treating it as something essentially different

from non-living matter or forcibly explaining it by tho
physics and chemistry of to-day. It is an advantagp of

the study of causal morphology that it requires us to

keep tho line between these two crudities—a lino that
may some day lead us to a causal explanation of tho
developing plant and the beginnings of a single science
of botany."
A contribution which was regarded as of special interest

to Manchester was a paper on the application of science to

the cotton industry, by Mr. W. Lawrence Balls, who has
held the post of Botanist to the Agricultural Department
of Egj'pt, aud experimented largely in cotton-growiug.
He showed that before cotton-gi-owing could be placed ou
a scientific basis it was necessary that the cotton spinner
should be able to express in scieutifio terms the properties
he desired in cotton, and that the grower should then
know how to alter cotton in any desired direction. With
tho progress and application of research different cottons
could be grown for different purposes and pure straius
could be produced, and in this way cotton-growiug might
be made into an exact science. He suggested that the
Manchester University should form a special department
in order to link together scientists, growers, and spiuuers.
The Vice-Chancellor, Professor Weiss, said he had no
doubt the university would do everything it could if tho
growers and others in the cotton industry would find the
necessary money, which he thought could be easily
raised.

A valuable paper was read by Professor Bottojiley on
the formation of auximones. He said that for the complete
nourishment of plants there must be in the soil organic
matter known as humus, and the substances in humus
which really promoted growth had been named auximones.
Experiments had been going ou for the last six years, and
as a result of treating peat with certain bacteria a manure
fifty times more valuable than two-year-old farmyard
manure had been produced. Four potato sets, weighing
altogether a few oimces, placed in a small box of moss-
litter, and -n-atered once a week with the extract from
bacterized peat, produced 3 lb. of potatoes in eight
•week-s; and eighteen cucumber plants grown in nine
parts ordinary soil with one part baoterized peat gave
5 cwt. 3 qrs. of fi'uit, while eighteen plants treated with
well-rotted dung and bone meal ony yielded 4 cwt. 1 qr.
of fruit. The bacterized peat would soon be placed
on the market, aud could be produced for a few pounds
a ton.

On Thursday afternoon an interesting series of demon-
strations of various botanical specimens was given by a
number of the members in the Botanical Laboratories
of the university.

Section of Zoology.
In the Section of Zoology, the President, Professor

E. A. MiNCHiN, took as the subject of his address the
evolation of the cell, and put forward some original ideas
which will be of the greatest interest to biologists.
Hitherto, he said, the evolution of the cell had received
slight attention, and study had been directed mainly
to the most perfect form of cell as it occurs iu
the metazoa and higher plants. But the study of
the protista revealed the fact that the cell, as soon
in the higher animals aud plants, with its complicated
nucleus and cytoplasm, and its extraorditoary changes as
seen in the process of karyokinesis, could no longer be re-
gai-ded as the starting-point for organic evolution. Ho
believed that the evolution of the cell could best be
studied in the protista, which showed much simpler forms
of cells. He then explained at length the terms iu
ordinary use applied to the complete cell as seen
in the higher animals, and proceeded to show that
among the protista cells of gi-adually decreasing
complexity were found, until bodies were reached
which hardly deserved the name of cell. These living
bodies consisted apparently of nothing but a minute
particle of chromatin. The staining properties of
chromatin, useful though they might be, could not be
depended on as a criterion as to what was and what was

not chromatin, and no chemical tests were sufficient ; the
only test was the behaviour of tho particle iu the' life-
history of the organism. Careful study of tho life-history
of the lowest forms of protista had led Professor Minchiu
to a view diametrically opposed to that of Haeckel and
others who held that the earhest forms of life were
composed of a substance of the nature of cytoplasm, and
that the nuclear substance or chromatin arrived later iu
evolution as a product of the cytoplasm. Ou the con-
trary, Professor Minchin gave many reasons for believiug
that the chromatin substance was the primitive constituent
of the earliest living organism, the cytoplasm being a
later structural complication. Ou this theory the earliest
living body might be only an ultramicroscopic particle of
chromatin. After alluding to tho ingenious speculations
of Mereschkowsky, who assumed a double origin for living
beings from two sorts of protoplasm. Professor Miuchiu
said that he regarded the chromatin as of primary impor-
tance, though in usiug the term "chromatin" he postulated
no fixity of chemical nature for it. For the hypothetical
primitive organism, consisting solely of a free-living par-
ticle of the nature of chromatin, he suggested the name
" biococcus." The first step up from this would be possibly
the acquirement of an envelope such as was seen in the
simple forms of micrococcus, though the advance might
equally take the form of an enveloping matrix of periplasm
surrounding one or perhaps a colony of biococci. The
next step might be the organization of the chromatin
grains (biococci) into a definite nucleus giving for tho
first time a true cell for wliich the term "protocyte"
was proposed. This became the starting-point for
an infinite number of "further complications iu structure,
together with a gradual dovelopuiGut of the complicated
piocesses of karyokinesis, until at last the typical cell as
described in the books was reached. Professor Minchin
agreed with those who derive bacteria—as primitive truly
non-cellular organisms—directly from the biococci througli
ancestral forms, and not at all with those who regarded
bacteria as degenerate cells, aud claimed that his scheme
co-ordinated a large number of isolated phenomena into
an orderly sequence.

Several other papers dealt with special points in the lifa
of tlie cell. Professor McBride opened an interesting dis-
cussion on chromosomes and heredity, and was followed
by Professor Marcus Hogg on chromosomes and micro-
kinetism. Reports were presented from various zoological
stations, and a number of papers dealt with special points
of interest to zoologists, a demonstration of specimens
being given in the zoological laboratories.

Concluding Meetings.
The concluding general meeting of the association was

held in the Free Trade Hall on Friday, September 10th, when
Professor K. A. Sampson, Astronomer Royal for Scotland,
delivered an address on the census of the sky, illustratiug
his remarks with many remarkable photographs of star
groups, mainly from negatives taken by the late Mr.
Franklin Evans. The lecturer showed that it was quite
impossible to_ state the number of the stars except within
the widest limits, but the calculation up to the present
was between one aud two millions. On the motion of
Sir J. Larmor, M.P., the thanks of the meeting were
given to Professor Sampson.
The meeting closed by votes of thanks being proposed

by the President, Professor Schuster, to the Lord Mayor,
the authorities of tho university and other institutions,
aud the officials who had made the various arrangements
for the meetings.
At the meetings of the general committee held duriug

the^ week sums amounting to £968 were granted to tho
various sections for the purpose of research in selected
subjects. It was officially stated that the number of
members attending this year's meeting was 1,438, which
under the special circumstances was considered very good.
It was decided that the next meeting of the association
should be held at Newcastle-on-Tyne on a date to be fixed

later, and that Sir Arthur Evans should be the president.

The president-elect is a Fellow of Brazenose College,

Oxford, and has been Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum
for many years ; he is well kuown for his ethnological and
archaeological researches. In response to a deputation
ivom Bournemouth it was decided that the meeting of

1917 should be held at Bouiuemouth.
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THE RUSSIAN VODKA MONOPOLY.
The suppression o£ the bule of vodka in Eussia was

an eveut the dramatic quality of which appealed to

the popular imagination, and the press was Hooded

with articles and letters more conspicuous for en-

thusiasm than accuracy. In our issue of January 23rd

(p. 171) we drew attention to the clear account of the

facts published in aEussiau Supplement by the Times.

That account should liave lieljjed to remove prevalent

misconceptions, but since its appearance there has

Vieen no lack of proof that erroneous ideas are still

entertained in many quarters, and the Temperance

Legislation League has now caused to be published a

pamphlet by Mr. Arthur Sherwell, M.P.,' which seems

well calculated to enable a reader to grasp the

essentials of the situation.

Mr. Sherwell begins by showing that although the

ultimate responsibility for the re-establis!iment of a

State monopoly of the sale of vodka rested on the

late Tsar Alexander III, Hie execution of the project

was the work of the late Count Witte, who carried it

out when Minister of Finance in 1894. The motives

actuating Count Witte were no doubt various. WTule

a predilection for State or centralized control of

industry and a desire to regularize if not increase the

revenue accruing to the State can hardly have been

absent from his mind, that he was also moved by

an impulse to combat the social evil of alcoholism is

proved not only by the purport of circulars issued to

Treasury officials, but also by the coincident esta-

Ijlishment of an elalx>rate system of State-aided

" kuratoria " or temperance "guardianships," the

function of wbicb was to wean the people from habits

of intemperance by the provision of counter-attrac-

tions. Some of these institutions, in particular the

"People's Palace Tsar Nicholas II" established at

Petrograd, were generously financed. The institution

just named, boused in a building provided by a special

grant of £100,000 made by the Finance Minister,

offered varied attractions, among which dramatic

entertainments at popular prices formed a large part,

and in Petrograd an appreciable decline in the per

capita consumption of vodka has been observed. Else-

where the system has been hampered by lack of funds,

and perhaps, as Mr. Sherwell thinks, by the too

exclusively official complexion of the managing
committees.

It is to be noted that, although the Government
possessed a complete or virtually complete monopoly
of the supply of vodka, it had no monopoly of its

retail distribution. Indeed, in the last year for which

statistics are available, less than haU of the spirit

shops were Government establishments. It is true

that since 1894 there has been a very considerable

reduction in the total number of spirit shops, but,

since 1904, while the number of State shops has

fallen by 2,000, that of private establishments selling

on commission increased bj- more than 7,000.

"With respect to the supposed consequences of the

monopoly, tlie following results emerge : There has

been a small increase in the per capita consumption

of vodka, chiefly within the last few years, but there

is no reason to suppose that tliis change stands to the

monopoly m the rehitiou of effect to cause, in view of

the exceptional social conditions which have prevailed

since the war with Jap^u. lu the second place, the

increase of visible drunkenness is not evidence that

the real prevalence of a'coholisiu has become wider,

because, unlike their predecessors, the State shops

sold vodka exclusively for consumption off the

premises, and this must have tended to increase the

amount of street drunkenness, men being no longer

able to sleep off the effects of their drink in the shelter

of the ' kabak." Lastly, with respect to the revenue

accruing to the State, it seems very doubtful whether,

apart from some substantial increases of the selling

price, the monopoly has yielded any actual net profit

over and above that which would have been received

under an ordinary excise system.

In any case, it is a pateut fa 1 icy to argue that an

intemperate community will necessarily alford the

State a higiier income even with respect to the sale

of alcoholic beverages. Students of Enghsh litera-

ture will be reminded of Berkeley's ingenious retort

to the argument of Mandeville's "Fable of the Bees
"

contained in Akiphrm, where the advocate of Mande-

ville's view, having incautiously admitted that " a

sober, healthy man, therefore, in a long life, may
circulate more money by eating and drinking, than a

glutton or drunkard in a short one," finds a "difficulty

in meeting the retort, " Why, then, it should seem

that he may be more beneficial to the public, even in

this wav of eating and drinking."

Turning to the effects of the recent prohibition,

Mr. Sherwell points out that the drink problem has

not been solved. In the first place, there has been a

disquieting increase of illicit distillation and resort

to the use of methylated spirit as a beverage. Dr.

Novoselsky has given reasons for thinking that the

mortality "from drunkenness in Petrograd has de-

veloped m inverse proportion to the intensity of pro-

hibitive measures. The table of deaths from delirium

tremens in I'etrograd, reproduced in the Times Russian

Supplement for June 28th, seems to be the basis of

Dr. Novoselsky's conclusion ; but, even if deaths from

delirium tremens wore a fair criterion, which they are

not, the table as published seems to us de\"oid of any

statistical significance whatever. Nevertheless, the

opinions of competent local observers must be had in

mind.
A further obstacle is the unwillingness of local

authorities to use their powers to prohibit the sale of

other alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine,

a circumstance which may have gone some way to

neutralize the advantages of the imperial edict

relatmg to the sale of vodka. Thus in Km-sk, whore,

according to the Noioye Vrenuja of June 6th (19th),

a. new outbreak of disorder and intemperance has

occurred; although the State vodka shops and the

" third class " restaurants are closed, the authorities

of the city, apparently for revenue purposes, have

allowed "first class " restaurants, clubs, and wine

cellars to remain open, and these have done an

enormously increased trade ; one " first class " estab-

lishment having become so democratic that its doors

are open to all classes, including cabmen. It is con-

cluded that simple prohibition cannot solve the

problem, and that the provision of counter-attractions

to alcohol on the lines followed in Petrograd is

required.

It will be within the knowledge of most of our

readers that such a system has been introduced on

a modest scale in this country, as testified to by Ihti

small but growing number of licensed houses owned
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by trusts, and worked on the Hues that the manager

has no pecuuiaiy interest in the sale of alcoholic

drink. We have visited several of these houses, and

invariably found them comparo favourably with the

average countiy inn. No obstacle is placed iu the

wav of the traveller who desires to partake of

fermented drinks, but he has not constantly before

his eyes as the sole form of decoration the advertise-

ments of So-and-so's whisky or somebody else's

champagne. It would appear that the principal

advantage of some form of public monopoly is the

consequent extinction of private commercial interests,

and that the establishment of such system is, at the

most, a first step in the direction of reform which
must ultimately be achieved by indirect persuasion

under the form of carefuUv devised counter-attractions.

PRE-TRAUMATIC OBLIVION.
Sir Petkr Eade's experience, as quoted by Dr.

Mercier the other day in the Journal, in finding

bimseK lying in a meadow immediately after, as far

as bis remembrance served, he was reading in the

train, is an instance of what may be called pre-

traumatic oblivion, an occurrence that is common
enough. After a blow on the head severe enough to

produce unconsciousness it is very frequent, it may
almost be said to be the rule, for the injured person
to find that he is oblivious not only of what happened
during the time that he was unconscious, which is of

course, but also that he has no memory whatever of

anything that happened for a certain time previous to

the blow on the head. In Sir Peter Eade's case it is

very unlikely that he was first struck on the head and
stunned and then shot out of the train. The probability

is that his unconsciousness was produced by the fall on
bis head into the meadow ; and yet he was oblivious

not only of the fall, but of all that preceded it sub-

sequent to a time when the train was travelling

smoothly. This is, as has been said, the rule when
unconsciousness is produced by a blow on the head.
Not only is the blow forgotten, but all the experiences
for a certain time before the blow was inflicted are

wiped out of the mind and lost. The extent of this

pre-traumatic oblivion varies much. It may be but a

fraction of a second ; ordinarily it is a few minutes
;

but it may extend to days, and even weeks. The late

Professor Bain, after a fall which produced temporary
unconsciousness, found that he had lost all recol-

lection of everything he had experienced for a week or

a fortnight before the fall. The memory of these pre-

traumatic experiences sometimes returns, in more or
less fragmentary manner, but more often it is

permanently lost.

It is not difficult to frame a plausible hypothesis
to account for these losses. It is generally admitted
or assumed that every experience of which we are
conscious produces a modification in the finer elements
of structure in the cerebrum, though whether this
structural change is to be thought of in
terms of molecules, or in terms of dendrites, or
of neurons, or other structural elements we do
not know; but that the conscious memory of

an experience answers to a structural modifica-
tion of some kind all are agreed. Whatever the
structural change may be, it is certain that it is

produced by forces so immeasurably fine, so elusive,

as only to have become appreciable t)y recent advances
in science. The impact of light waves on the retina
is altogether imponderal)le, but we recognize by their
effect upon a pliotographic plate that it is appreciable,
and ponderous enough to stir material molecules and

shift them from their places. Some such stirring,

some such shifting of tlie structure of the brain,

takes place when sense impressions are conveyed
to it by eye and ear. Since the structure of the
brain is a physical structure, there is nothing incon-
sistent or extravagant .'n supposing it to possess the
very common physical quality of elasticity^that is to

say, in supposing that its structural elements not only
oppose resistance to disturbance, but, when dis-

turbed, tend in certain circumstances to resume their

original positions. There is no doubt that when,
under the action of sense impressions or otherwise,

the structural elements of the brain are shifted into

new positions, a considerable proportion of them—it

may be the whole, or almost the whole of them

—

resume their original positions after a longer or

shorter interval. To say this is only to say tliat we
never remember all we see, or hear, or otherwise

experience ; that of much we experience we retain

only a remnant, and that the process of forgetting

begins as soon as the experience is over, and thereafter

continues at a varying rate.

Many factors influence the fixing or obliteration of

memories of experiences ; many factors influence the

rate at which the fixing or obliteration takes place.

Vividness, repetition, vital importance of the experi-

ences, the emotional state at tlie time, the degree of

attention paid to it, and other factors, all have an
important efl'ect on tlie permanence or transience of

a memory, and are well known to have tliis efl'ect :

but what is not usually recognized is the efl'ect of

sleep. Sleep has a twofold efl'ect on memories. Some
it fixes ; some it wipes out. Every student knows
that after a night's sleep he remembers better some
things that he had a difficulty in committing to

memory the day before. Every one of middle ago
will admit, when his attention is called to it, that

though he can easily remember what he had for

breakfast this morning, he cannot remember without

a great effort what he had for breakfast j-es-

terday, and cannot remember with any effort

what he had for breakfast a week ago. We
may conjecture that the efl'ect of the superior

anabolism during sleep is to fix in their new
places those structm-al elements that have been widely

moved, and to restore to their original places those

that have been moved but slightly. However this

may be, it is indisputable that sleep does have the

efl'ect of obliterating from our minds certain recently

acquired memories ; and it is difficult to think of this

effect in terms of cerebral structure except by sup-

posing that the shifted elements, not fixed in their

new positions, but still retaining a tie with the old,

still hankering conservatively to return whence they

came, have their return facilitated l)y the conservative

influence of sleep. In such a conjecture there is

nothing extravagant, nothing inconsistent with the

little we know of nervous and mental action. All

tha*i is assumed is that the effect on the brain of an

experience is to shift certain structural elements to

new positions, without, however, severing the ties

that held them in the old ; and that these ties, strong

and elastic, tend day by day and month by month to

drag the elements back into their old positions, and

so obliterate the memories of experiences. And we
know that in fact the memories of all experiences

weaken and fade, and some disappear altogether;

while those that have been longest formed and have

survived longest are the least likely to he obliterated.

Now imagine a brain, in course of experiencing

new impressions and of registering these impressions

in its structure, to be violently shaken by a blow ou

the skull. The whole delicate structure will be
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Ihrown out of gear, tempoi'arily or pennanontly as

tlie case may be, and the immediate result is the t^tal

abolition of consciousuess. Soon, however, it the

blow be not too se\ ere, the shaken elements return to

their places, and become capa,ble of taiinj; on theii-

proper functions; and consciousness returns. But

in the general shake-up some arrangements may be

so badly shaken that they are altogether obhterated.

Which are these most likely to be? Surely those

that are the most recently formetl, or that are only in

process of formation; that are not fully organized;

those whose new positions aie, from novelty and

recentness of formation, the most insecure. This is

a plausible explanation of pre-traumatic oblivion.

The shake-up eatches the structural elements before

they are secui^ ;' '

<.il witli t-emporary security,

in their new :

' 'ks up the incipient new
organization. ^ the physical basis of the

memory of iiirr,^- ler.i.L experiences; but it leaves

unaffected those of longer standing, which have had

time CO settle down and become inured to their new
positions.

THE WAR EMERGENCY COMMITTEE.
The War Emergency Committee, which meets at the

house of the Britisli Medical Association in Loudon,

transacted some important business at its meeting on

Sei:)tember 15th, as will be seen from the report

published in the Supplement. Tlie policy of the

Committee is to urge' all medical practitioners of

mihtary age and physically fit to enrol themselves

wdth it, undertaking to come up for whole-time

service when called upon to do so. The importance

of the business done lies largely in the means which
have been taken to help medical men to taJve tliis

course with the least inconvenience to the public and
loss to themselves, aaid to the greatest benefit of the

military medical services. For England, Wales, and
Ireland it is estimated that out of every three men
under 40, fit or unfit for military ser\ice, at least one

is required to serve in the army as a whole-time

commissioned medical officer ; this estimate has been

reached after very fuU consideration of tlie needs of

the army as stated to the Committee b_y the War
Office, and the needs of the civil population.

Among the points to which attention has been

directed are the position of the resident staff's of civil

hospitals and that of men of military age doing war
work at home. A letter has been addressed to the

governing bodies of hospitals pointing out the

urgency of relieving from their hospital duties those

junior members of their resident and visiting straffs

i,'lii,'ible for commissions in the E.A.M.C. The British

iln-,pit,;i.l-. Association, to which this letter has been
(•iiiiiiiiunieated, has discussed the matter with tlie

lJ>u-ector-General A.M.S., and as a result a scheme
has been prepared, which is printed at page 453.
Under it the members of the resident staff's of the

hospitals connected with recognized teaching schools

may be granted honorary commissions in the

E.A.M.C. They will be called up to take general

service with the R.A.M.C, after tliree months' resi-

dence, and may be so called up before the expiration

of that period, if re^quired, on fort^y-eight liours' notice.

The War Office undertakes, on the otiier hand, that

not more than one-third of the number of residents

shall be called up on forty-eiglit hours' notice at any
one time.

With regard to military work at home, the Com-
mittee has asked the Director-Cleneral not to retain

or accept for work in military hospitals at home
medical practitioners of military age physically fit

for military service, hut to encourage such practi-

tioners to accept commissions in the E.A.M.C. The
Committee has been informed that the War Office is

discomaging younger men who ai-e physically fit for

active service from engaging for home service only,

and that the whole question of men of military age
doing military work at home is under serious con-
sideration. The question raised is, we understand,
held to include not only medical officers, but also non-
commissioned officers and men of the E.A.M.C, the
hope being that much of the woi-k done j^y male
orderhes may in futm-e be carried out by women.

Another matter which has been cleared up is tiiat

of the age of medical officers accepting temporary
commissions. In future no medical man under 45
years of age will be em)>loyed unless he undertakes
general service obligations for a year, and is found
physically tit for duty at home and abroad, nor will

any man under this age be re-engaged after the ex-

piration of liis first contract unless he offers for

general service. The eii'ect of this is that the age for

general service has teen advanced by five years ; at

the same time it has been decided not to accept for

lioiiie service any man over 55 years of age, and this

me;ins a reduction of the age by fi\e years.

The War Emergency Committee has made an
appeal for the establishment throughout the country
of local War Emergency Committees, and already 87
such committees, covering approximately 83 Divisions

of the Association, have been established. This, how-
ever, leaves 87 Divisions in which, so fai- as is loiown,

no such committee has been appointed.

It will be seen that the aim of the Committee is

that the name of every medical man of military age
and fit for service in every locality shordd be regis-

tered, and that each should be imdted to enrol himself

as ready to accept a commission for whole-time
service at home and abroad when advised that

it is his duty to do so. Each local Committee
is advised of the number it should fiunish on the

basis of equal distribution through all - districts.

Opportunity is afforded to each individual to state

whether he would prefer that when the need arises

for men to be called up for sen-ice from his

locality the selection should te made by the centi-al

or the local War Emergency Committee. In
the advice that is given as to the arrangements
whicli should be made for the carrying on by the

local profession of the practices of practitioners

who accept commissions, the precedent set by the

Scottish War Emergency Committee, which meets
at the Eoyal CoUege of Physicians of Edinbm-gh, has
been followed. Three classes of practices are distin-

guished—namely, town practices, combined town ajid

country practices, and country practices—and the

suggestion' is that tlie remuneration should be divided,

in proportions varying with the natvu'e of the

practice. At the same time it is strongly advised

that Insurance Committees in every district shordd

be asked to discourage, as far as possible, the transfer

of patients from a doctor .absent on military duty, and
that Panel Committees should arrange that no
practitioner should take over as a panel patient any
insured ijerson on the list of a doctor absent on
militarj' ser\'ice until twelve months after the latter'a

return.

The Secretaries of the Scottisli and Irish War
Emergency Committees are supplied with copies of

all documents issued by the War Emergency Com-
mittee for England and Wales, but, at the request of

tlie Irish Medical Secretaiy and Dr. Hayes, the

circular issued to individual practitioners last month
has been sent to all practitioners in Ireland.
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SANITATION IN THE ANTILLES.

Ix the tropical AVest Iiuliau islaiuls, as elsewhere, the

pvoiior disposal of liuiiian excreta is a problem of tlie

hij;liest iiuportaiico to medical meu engaged in local

sanitary admiuistration. In Grenada, one of tlio Wind-

ward Islands lying off the coast of Venezuela bct-svccn tlio

Caribbean Sea and tlie Atlantic, tins question bas recently

been examined by Dr. Angus Maedoiiald, medical officer

in charge of the International Health Commission of tliat

island, who read a paper on the subject at a meeting of

the local members of the British Medical Association, held

at the invitation of the Colonial Surgeon, Dr. E. F.

Hatton. According to Dr. Macdonald, ankylostomiasis,

or hook-worm disease, is the great danger to be appre-

hended here. It is a disease of soil infection, and is

spread by man. The spread is due to the rustic habit of

defaecation in any corner of tlie plantation, grass patch,

cane field, or bush ; this infects the soil for a longer or

shorter period, and the barefoot individual of any age,

race, or sex may easily be infected therefrom. In discuss-

ing the sanitary measures required for the prevention of

this soil infection, Dr. Macdonald is careful to keep theo-

retical iierfectiou apart from what is practically attain-

able. In nrban districts the excreta should, he says, be

disposed of by water carriiigp, at Grenada through drains

into the sea. In rural districts this is not possible, and
three other methods must be considered. Tiie first of

these, human carriage, requires the use of latrines with

movable receptacles emptied by hand as required. Their

contents are habituallj- employed to enrich the soil, and
so infection of the soil is perpetuated. The second

method, that of natural deposit in loco already alhided

to, ensures the maxiiunm pollution of surface soil and
water, and must be discouraged firmly. The third method,
that of original penuanent disposal in the deep-pit privy,

is Dr. Macdonald's method of choice. Destruction by burn-

ing or by chemical disinfection, theoretically admirable, is

not a practical proposition outside public institutions for

reasons of trouble and expense. The deep-pit closet,

on the other hand, once it is constructed, needs no atten-

tion imtil in the course of years it becomes tilled up, aud
then it maybe either emptied, or covered up with soil and
abandoned. Dug in gravel or sand, or at Grenada in tuff,

cinder, or clay, the pit may be 10 ft. deep or more, aud
measure 6 ft. by 4, if rectangular. Its sides may be lined

with brick or stone dry set; the bottom is left uuliued,

tlic top should have a storm-water wall a foot above
ground, and this will sujjport the suitable wooden hut above
the pit. Instead of the dry earth or ashes usually recom-

mended. Dr. Macdonald advises tlie use of equal parts of

salt and sand to throw over the deposits in these closets.

The salt keeps flies away, and tends to destroy the hook-
worm ova. If for any reason it is necessary to instal

bucket privies, or privies with shallow pits or trenches,

employment of the salt aud sand mixture is still recom-
mended; the occurrence of soil infection through wash-
outs by storm water, so common in the tropics, will be

very hard to avoid. Dr. Macdonald has made out an
txcclleut case for the deep-pit system for disposing of

excreta, aud writes with the authority of extensive

practical experience.

SMALL POX VACCINE FREE FROM BACTERIAL
CONTAMINATION.

RtM.\RKlNG that in spite of much effort no method has
been perfected, up to the present time, for propagating the

vaccine virus of small-pux or cow-pox in a pure state,

Noguchi gives an account' of his own successful experi-

ments in this direction. The method of propagating this

virus universally practised to-day consists in transmitting

the virus from the skin of one calf to that of another. In

spite of all antiseptic aud aseptic precautions, the fresh
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product yielded by the vaccine vesicles contains a not

inconsiderable number of different bacteria. The product

is alwaj-s ripened, or partially sterilized, by exposure to

strong glycerine solution in a refrigerating chamber for

from one to three months. But this process of ripeniug,

though it tends to reduce the activity of the vacciuo

virus itself, does not destroy all the contamiuatiug

bacteria, although those that remain alive are not

pathogenic organisms. Noguchi gives a full account

of his experiments, and illustrates them with a largo

number of excellent photographs and microphotographs.

He shows that a vaccine virus freed from all associated

bacteria by means of suitable disinfecting agents can bo

propagated thenceforward in a pure state in the testicles

of rabbits and bulls. The virus thus cultivated appears

capable of iiideftnite transfer from one animal to another

v,uthout loss of efficacy ; sixty passages of a pure strain

have been made in rabbits in thirteen months. Once the

vaccine strain has grown accustomed to its environment

in the testis, its activity equals that of a strain obtained in

the usual way by growth ou the skin. The multiplicatioii

of the vaccine virus within the testicle reaches its maxi-

mum on the fourth or fifth day after inoculation. Human
beings, whether on vaccination or revaccination, react to

the pure testicular strain of vaccine virus in an entirely

typical manner, and just as they do to the ordinary skin

strain of virus. Noguchi states that the ordinary virus

used for vaccination against small-jiox, although it may be

contaminated with bacteria, is for all practical purposes

to be re<_'nvilrd n« piiii^ : the contaminating luicroorganiBms

arepvaii', :'' i:- ^ililc. But he points out with justice

that a 1 I . irus is preferable; and his experi-

mental w il. ,< II, :.> show that he has found a method
of preparing it that is satisfactory from the commercial as

well as from the scientific point of view.

THE MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.
While London is still waiting for the materialization of

the combined efforts of the Loml ( i,>y,.i iii'ir-nt V..>;iri1, the

County Council, the Insnraii' ('
i

. ; i.
,

i.l tho

borough councils to set up tuliL

!

:
i

.
, , : in tho

metropohs, the more coherent ..,/ r,. ^ 11 i! :1p \aiiou3

bodies couccrued iu the city of IJimiiijoliam bas btcn able

to present a complete report of its work iu tho year 1914.

The information embodied iu this report will enable a fair

estimate to be formed of [the probable auiouut of work
which will fall to future municipal undertakings and as

to the relative amount of succe.s^s which may be exiiectcd.

Iu one respect the report is perhaps disappointing, in that

it gives no indicatiou as to the cost of the undertaking,

nor is any mention made of the arrangements which are

presumably in force with regaa'd to tho paymout for in-

sured cases. Upon both tliesc points tho l.oml.ai lioiongh

authorities have not as yet como to any uniCoim dr.isiou.

It would seem that very few oases of tubunukni ; escape

notification in Birmingham. During the year 1914 there

were 3,317 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis reported and
1,059 deaths, representing a case mortality of 32 per cent.,

but among the population as a whole the mortality did not

exceed 1.20 per cent. Thus it may safely be affirmed

that by far the larger number of notified eases recover.

Both the pulmonary and non-pulmonary forms of tho

disease were found to bo most prevalent iu the poorer

districts. Reports made on special forms by qualified

nurse-visitors are submitted to tho chief tuberculosis

officer, working with his assistants at an antituberculosis

centre, on receipt of notification from the medical officer of

health. These rcporl s h-^v- r. voaL .1 ibn rvtrnt to which

overcrowding hastobr- ^l. '
,

:i ';. a . I
!n l.^^ - m 1> I wccu

case incidence and del' i ,

i I ir ,

': i tihca-

tion of these evils it is,. > ' It ,
r,_. , -i- -, to tho

assistance of cliarito.blc agoncii.s. Isojatiou or segrega-

tion, the improvement of ventilation, (he adjustment of

labour conditions, aud the provision of adequate food aud
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clothing can all be met to a limited extent, but the demand

far exceeds the supply. It has been found that tlie intro-

duction of hygienic "methods into the home makes but

little headway until some of the inmates have had per-

sonal experience of sauatoriam life. Hence as many as

possible are recommended for admission into one of the

three available institutions if only for educational purposes.

Of the 377 beds in these sanatoriums, 68 are reserved for

early cases, while another hospital with 45 beds is used

for acute cases only. To facilitate the examination of

contacts, who show no great wiUiugness to tmdergo the

process, attendance is given in the evenings, and the

whole-time staff of doctors is assisted by a part-time staff,

and by them most of the evening work is done. Of 727

persons so examined, no fewer than 282 were found to be

tuberculous. Cases are followed up, after undergoing the

period of treatment that may be prescribed for them, by

trained tuberculosis visitors, and it is through their agency

that the household reforms which constitute the main

feature of domiciliary treatment can be effected and

maintained. The report is very full and comprehensive,

and touches upon many points, such as the milk supply

and other matters relating to the origin and spread of the

disease. Some illustrations are appended showing the

arrangements for open-air treatment as at present devised,

from which it appears that its value is recognized for

other conditions than those of tuberculosis, and that

physicians and surgeons alike are treating cases on open

verandahs and balconies in the different hospitals in the

city-
.

OCCUPATION AND SYPHILITIC NERVOUS
DISEASE.

Dr. G. E. Kennie reports ' two interesting cases of nei-vons

lesions in patients with positive Wassermann reactions, in

whom the distribution of the lesions appeared to be con-

nected with the occupational overuse of certain groups of

muscles. The first patient had been a tram driver for

several years, and was left-handed. At work on three

successive days he nearly ran over a child, upset a water-

cart, and nearly killed a second child, each time suddenly

pulling up sharp. In the next few days he felt nervous,

and had numbness in the left hand, and intense headache

with vomiting and clonic convulsions on the left side of

the face and° the left arm. The symptoms cleared up

rapidly under the iuflueuce of mercury and iodide; Dr.

Ecunie suggests that they were due to a syphilitic

cortical lesion, and that the localization of the lesion

was determined by the man's left-handedness and

sudden occupational overstrain. The second patient was

a miner workmg with hammer and drill. The hammer

was used in the right hand, the drill was steadied, and

rotated between the hammer blows, by the left. He

had lightning pains and a girdle pain, but came to

hospital on account of weakness and wasting in the

bands and wrists, particularly the left. There was

wristdrop on the left side, and wasting of the muscles of

the hand and the extensors of the wrist on both sides.

Both hands were uumb ; no reaction of degeneration was

found. Dr. Eeanic argues that it was the occupational

overuse of the hands, and particularly of the left hand,

that determined the incidence of the syphilitic nerve

lesion for which the patient came under observation.

Both these patients appear to be instances of Edinger's

Anfbrauch-lranlhciten, or exhaustion diseases, of the

peripheral or central nervous system. Edinger was at

work on this theory iu 1894, and published a full account

-

of it ten years later. This exhaustion theory points out

that nervous lesions are likely to declare themselves for

choice in any part of the nervous system that is over-

worked. Thus an alcoholic tapster, no doubt from often

going up and down the cellar steps, was attacked by

alcoholic neuritis in the legs; recovering from this, and

becoming an alcoholic waiter carrying heavy piles of

plates, he got an aleohoUc neuritis affecting the arms, and

particularly the shoulder muscles. A publican, after am-

putation of one arm, suffered from alcoholic peripheral

neuritis m the other ; no doubt bccau.se, having but one

elbow to lift, he worked it double tides. In the case

of tabes dorsalis, Edinger argued that the incidence of

the main symptoms was often determined by occupa-

tional overuse. If the tabetic patient is a postman,

he will complain first of ataxia in the legs ; if a tailor, of

ataxia in the hands and arms. It was found that a tailor

with tabes, complaining of ataxia in the legs, lived on tho

fourth floor and went up and down stairs several times a

day. Tabetics with optic atrophy and blmdness perforco

lead quiet sedentary lives, and so, it is argued, are spared

many of the other common tabetic symptoms. The Argyll

Robertson pupil is habitually an early sign of tabes,

because the pupillary light reflex is so constantly active

and at work in daily life : one may presume that the loss

of this light reflex would be a sign of late onset in tabetic

troglodytes. Be this as it may, there has been recorded

the°case of a tabetic patient whose occupation was to hold

up frames containing eggs to the light, and to judge of

their goodness or badness by their translucency, working

thi-ough so many thousand eggs a day. In this patient

the tabes declared itself ia the form of optic atrophy and

blindness.

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH OF MUNITION
WORKERS.

The Minister of Munitions of War, with the concurrence of

the Home Secretary, has appointed a Committee " to con-

sider and advise on questions of industrial fatigue, hours of

labour, and other matters affecting the personal health

and physical efficiency of workers m munition factories

and workshops." The members of the Committee are:

Sir George Xewman. M.D. (chairman) ; Sir Thomas Barlow,

Bt., K.C.V.O., F.K.S. ; Mr. G. Bellhouse, Factory Depart-

ment, Home Office; Professor A. E. Boycott, M.D., F.R.S.;

Mr. J. 1;. Clynes, M.P. ; Mr. E. L. CoUis, M.B., Factory

Department, Home Office; Dr. W. M. Fletcher, F.R.S.,

Secretary of Medical Research Committee; Professor

Leonard E. Hill, M.B., F.R.S. : Mr. Samuel Osborn, J.P.,

Sheffield ; Jliss R. E. Squire, Factory Department, Home

Office; and Mrs. H. J. Tennant, with Mr. E. H. Pelham

as secretary. The Committee will hold its meetings at

the offices of the Board of Education, and all communica-

tions should be addi-es.sed to Mr. Pelham there.

THE NATURAL ENEMY OF THE FLY.

To many there is a particular mental gratilication in

achieving an end by taking advantage of one of the pro-

cesses of Nature rather than by reaching it through their

arrest by some method which may be termed artificial.

To such "we commend an observation communicated to tha

last meeting of the Academic des Scisnces by the Director

of the Pasteur Institute in Paris. The search for tho

natural enemy of the domestic fly has not hitherto been

very successful. The mould Empusa kills the flies it

attacks, but no practical method of infecting the pestilent

insects has been devised. The fly, as is well known, lays

its eggs in manure, particularly horse manure, and M. Roux

saysTt prefers the fresh droppings. The natural enemy

of the fly, he says, is fermenting horse-dung. The eggs

cannot withstand a temperature of 60' C, but fresh

horse-dung, if kept well covered up from tho cold,

quickly ferments, and during fermentation the tempera-

ture rises to between 60 and 70= C. Therefore, M. Roux

advises that horse-droppings should not be thrown on

top of the manure heap, but that a hole should be made

in it and the fresh dung shovelled in and covered

over. It is a simple plan, and so little troublesome that

the average stableman might probably be induced to

follow it without much persuasion. The idea of tho
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manure " working " and killing tbe flics' eggs would pro-

bably appeal to him, and the farmer could not object that

the fertilizing value of the manure was diminished.

THE WASTE OF ABILITY.

PnorBssoR Rui«ERi--ORD paid a striking tribute in Nnhirc

last week to Henry Gwyn Jeft'erys Moseley, who was
killed in the Dardanelles on August 10th. He was the sou

of the late H. X. Moseley, Professor of Zoology at Oxford,

and daring the last four 3-ears of his life had done work of

fundamental importance in tbe study of radiation and of

the structure of the atom ; he made the discovery, of great

and far-reaching importance, both ou the technical and
experimental side, that the properties of the element are

defined by its atomic number. Sir Ernest Rutherford
concludes his tribute with the following sentence, which
will find an echo in many minds :

" It is a national tragedy
tliat our military organization at the start was so inelastic

as to be unable, with few exceptions, to utilize the offers

of services of our scientific men except as combatants in

tlie firing line. Our regret for the untimely end of

Moseley is all the more poignant that we cannot but
recognize that his services would have been far more
useful to his country in one of the numerous fields of

scientific inquiry rendered necessary by the war than by
exposure to tlie chances of a Turkish bullet."

Mr. H. G. Plijimer, M.R.C.S., F.R.S., Pathologist to the
Zoological Society, has been appointed Professor of

Comparative Pathology in the Koyal College of Science.

The arrangements for the exhibition of various forms of

apparatus which have been found most useful in the treat-

ment of fractures met with in the war, which is to be held
at the house of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1, Wimpole
Street, W., from October 8th to llth, are proceeding
satisfactorily. They are under the management of a
committee consisting of Mr. Charles H. Fagge, M.S.,
Lieutenant-Colonel F. F. Burghard, M.S., Major Robert
Jones, F.R.C.S., and Mr. J. Y. W. MacAlister, who is also
acting as Honorary Secretary for the committee. Exhibits
are only accepted through tlie consulting surgeons of
district commands, and those desiring to send in any
apparatus should first submit it to the consulting surgeons
of the command, who, if they consider them of sufficient
importance, will recommend them to the committee.

i^Ictitcal Unt^s in farliaiimtt.

Compulsory National Service.—On the reassembling of
Parliament, on September 14th, the greater part of tlie time
of a session which only occupied about an hour and a half
was taken up by an inconclusive discussion on compulsory
national service, raised on the motion for the adjournment.
In reply to a suggestion that the House should meet in
secret session, in order that facts with regard to the con-
duct of the war which it was not expedient to make public
to the country at large should be known to members of
the House, the Prime Minister said tliat he had received
no mdication of any general desire for such a session, and
expressed the opinion that, under the conditions in which
parliamentary life in the.se days is conducted, it was
certain that imperfect, incomplete, inaccurate, and dis-
torted accounts of what had taken place would be given,
and that no commensurate object in compensation for that
great evil would be gained. With regard to the principle
of compulsory service, he said that when the Government
without undue delay, but with as much deliberation as the
gravity of the subject demanded, had arrived at its con-
clusions, they would be presented to the House and would
become the subject of parliamentary discussion. On the
second day of the session, after the Prime Minister had
made Ins statement on war expenditure, which, he said,
now amounted to rather over three and a half millions

sterling a day net, discussion turned mainly on compulsory
suivice, except when Mr. Balfour was giving an account of
ai lial defence. Mr. Asquith said that, adding to those
sui \iug in the navy and army or called up to serve at the
outbreak of war, the numbers who had since enlisted, "an
;ij;i;iegate of not far short of three millions of men, first

and last," had offered themselves to the country. Recruit-
ing during the thirteen months had kept at a fairly steady
fi^juro, but there had been signs of falling off during the
last few weeks. Though the total casualties already
amounted to over 380,000, the rate of recovery from
wounds was happily such that the net wastage was
very considerably less. The response of the country
in respect both to recruits and munition workers had
vastly exceeded any standard dreamed of before the
war, but the war, as it proceeded, constantly raised the
standard, making new requirements, and deinanding new
sacrifices in men, in munitions, and in finance. Mr.
Aiiiery alleged that drafts recently sent to the front
included a large proportion of ineffectives unable to march,
or to see well enough to shoot ; and Sir R. Cooper said that
within the last six weeks one battalion alone had recruited
ten men previously discharged as permanently unfit for
service. Mr. Amery, in view of the failure to break
through in the West and the check in the Dardanelles,
urged that the time had come to devise moans for finding
more fit men, and that it was the duty of the Government
to make up its mind about national service. Sir L.
Chiozza Money maintained that Germany was stronger
now than when the war began nearly fourteen months
ago, and urged that the opposition to compulsory
service was due largely to prejudice. Mr. S. Walsh, a
Laljour member, while maiulaiuiug that if the voluntary
system was abandoned the House must be completely
sati.srtcd that the existing situation rendered that course
uoLCSsary, added that if it were shown that compulsion
was necessary for the preservation of the State, con-
scription must be accepted. Under the voluntary
system nearly a quarter of a million men a mouth
had been enlisted, and the evidence that com-
pulsion was necessary must bo unassailable. In the
House of Lords, on the same day. Lord Kitchener said
that as the new armies became trained and ready to
take the field, considerable reinforcements had been sent
out, and Sir John French had reported that the units
were well officered and commanded, and had efficient

equipment in good order. Other armies would quickly
follow for service abroad. There had recently been a
falling off in the numbers coming forward to enlist, and
this had accentuated the anxiety felt with regard to the
provision of men to keep the armies up to their strength
during 1916. The returns under the Registration Act
would afford a basis for calculating the numbers that
would be available for the army after providing, for the
iiccossary services of the country as well as for munition
woiks. The decision, which would, he hoped, soon be
1 uaclied, as to how an adequate supply of men was to be
maintained, would be founded on the military require-
ments for the prosecution of the war and the protection
of our shores.

Total Army Casualties.—In reply to Mr. Hogge, who
a^ked for the total number of casualties for the fiist com-
plete year of the war, and wliether means had been taken
to announce further casualties at regular intervals, Mr.
Tennant said : The practice which has been indicated as
desirable in regard to statements of total casualties has
been to give them from time to time when the exigencies
of the military situation permit, and not at regular inter-
vals. There are still objections to making periodical
announcements of the aggregate casualties ; and my noble
friend considers it desirable that discretion should bo
reserved to the Government as to wlien such statements
may be made. Subject to the above remark, I may inform
tlie House that the total casualties for the first year of

the war—that is, up to August 21st—are as follows

:
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THE AVAH.
NOTE ON THE CAUSE OP DEATH DUE

TO HIGH-EXPLOSIVE SHELLS IN
UNWOUNDBD MEN.

SoRGEON General W. F. Stevenson, C.B., writes

:

M. Arnoux, a French civil engineer, has suggested

recently (Le Journal, July 6th, 1915) an interesting theory

aa to the immediate cause of death in certain cases

reported from tlie front in this war of men who were

killed by the bursting of high-explosive shells in their

immediate neighbourhood, without having been actually

struck by any fragments of the missiles. These men
were found fixed in the positions occupied by them at the

moment of death—"in the lifelike attitudes they were

in at the last instant of life."

M. Arnoux bases his theory on what was seen to have

happened to a pocket aneroid barometer carried by an

oflBcer who had been exposed to an explosion of the kind

referred to, and was put out of working order by the force

of the concussion. M. Arnoux had the aneroid repaired

and placed it under the reservoir of an air pump in order

to ascertain by experiment what atmospheric pressure

would be required to cause the index to register the same
as that produced by the explosion. It is unnecessary

to enter into the details of his calculations on this matter,

but, presuming them to be correct, he found that the

dynamic pressure e3*erted by the surrounding air on bodies

within a few yards of the exploding shell had amounted to

over ' 10,000 kilos to the square metre. . . . ^Men standing

close to the exploding shell would be blown into the air or

dashed against the ground with great violence, but in the

case of men supported by leaning against a tree, the

side of a trench, a wall, etc., only the static decompres-

sion (depression staliquc) of the surrounding air could

affect them. "What," asks M. Arnoux, "would be

tie effect on the human organism of so powerful

and so sudden a decompression? It would," he an-

swers, " be similar to that which causes the deaths

of aeronauts who make too rapid an ascent or of workers

in compressed air caissons who leave their caissons

too quickly and without taking proper precautions for

their slow decompression," namely, the sudden escape

from the blood in the form of bubbles of the air and
carbonic acid gas which it had absorbed while subject to

the high atmospheric pressure in the caissons. Post-mortem
examinations and experience have proved this to be the

cause of sudden deaths in caisson workers. If, after some
hours' work in a caisson, a man is suddenly exposed to the

ordinary atmospheric pressure by his removal without

sufficient care to ensure gradual " decompression " by
passing him through a series of compartments of less and
less air pressure, the air and carbonic acid which have
been absorbed by the blood during the time of his work
under the high pressure of the caisson are suddenly dis-

charged into the blood stream as bubbles—the blood, in

fact, developing a condition of effervescence—which block
all capillary circulation throughout the body and produce
immediate death.

M. Arnoux's theory—and a theory only, for he has
brought forward no evidence whatever to prove it— is, then,

that the same thing happens to victims of the high-explosive

shell as happens to the caisson worker ; that the sudden
and enormous increase of atmospheric pressure produced
on a man's body by the explosion is capable of producing
such an absorption of air and carbonic acid by the blood

as would produce death by their rapid discharge into the

blood stream—in fact, air embolism. But the conditions
of the two cases are quite different; the high pressure pro-

duced by the explosion is only of a moment's duration,

that of the caisson has lasted for some hours. The
absorption of the gases by the blood in the latter case is

not sudden ; it does not occur immediately the pressure is

applied, but increases directly as the time of exposure to

it is prolonged. Is it possible that a sudden increase of

atmospheric pressure lasting only for a fraction of a second,

no matter how great it might be, could so charge the
blood with gases that their discharge into the blood stream
when the pressure ceases would cause death in the same
manner as a too rapid return to ordinary atmospheric
ijressure does in caisson workers ?

Indeed, one may go further and ask, Is it likely that any
absorption at all of gas by the blood occurs in the case of

the shell explosion ?

Perhaps some expert scientist will answer these ques-
tions. To me, judging by the little evidence we have, it

would seem that the effects of high explosive shells on
men who are not wounded by them or their fragments are
to be seen, not in causing sudden death as met with in

caisson workers, but by producing concussion of the brain
and interference with the functions of nerve centres which
are essential to life, and the interruption of which means
instant death. I have seen many men home from the
front who have been exposed to these explosions; all their

symptoms and all their accounts of their experiences tend
to confirm this belief, for it is to the less severe injuries to

these centres that the symptoms of men who recover and
come homo all point. M. Arnoux sets out to explain
some cases of the lifelike attitudes of dead men which
have been reported from this war, and considers that it is

to the suddenness of the occurrence of death that their

fixed positions are due. But most people will have read
accounts of cases of this kind, and possibly may have seen
pictures of them in illustrated papers before " high
explosives " were used in war.

ARMY MEDICAL PROCEDURE.
The temporary enrolment of civilian practitioners in the
ranks of the Royal Army Medical Corps is not, as some
suppose, an emergency procedure consequent on the sudden
outbreak of the existing war, but a fully pre-arranged plan
which included the granting, as on the present occasion, of

military titles to these " special enlistments." For a good
many years past an Expeditionary Force has had a paper
existence, and the authorized establishment of all medical
units which would form part of such force the instant it

was mobilized has always included a certain proportion of

civilian medical men.
The idea of course was to provide for the needs of this

force without disturbing too much the medical arrange-

ment made for the benefit of troops not directly concerned
with its movements, and it is made feasible by the fact

that a great deal of the knowledge required for work in

the army is common both to civilian and military practi-

tioners.

The plan has the advantage of allowing the strength of

the Royal Army Medical Corps to be kept down to a
minimum during peace, and such disadvantages aa it

presents are likely to become obvious only when it is

extended beyond its originally intended limits.

So long as the proportion of civilian medical men to the
total strength of the corps in officers is small, and so lor>g

as it is possible to retain a civilian medical practitioner at

the unit to which he was originally appointed, any dis-

advantages naturally inherent in the plan are readily over-

come. The medical and surgical knowledge of the civilian

practitioner fits him from the beginning to undertake with
ease all tlie strictly professional work of the unit to which
he is attached, and with a little tactful assistance from its

regular officers—including the quartermaster, .sergeant-

major, and senior sister, if any—he is likely soon to acquire

sufficient knowledge of its special routine to make him, in

respect of all bedside and allied duties, an efficient

executive officer.

The case alters, however, if the number of units that

have to be staffed is very large, and where, as in present

circumstances, the field operations endure so long that it

may become necessary to shift men not infrequently from
one unit to another. Then not only must the men who
are thoroughly trained and experienced in all branches of

military administrative medical work be scattered over a
very wide area, but the body of civilian practitioners,

however high a degree of professional talent it may collec-

tively represent, loses a certain measure of its utility in

respect of the special duties that it has undertaken. For
an individual medical man who has been sufficiently long

with a given unit to become a thoroughly efficient member
of its staff by acquiring sound practical knowledge of its

routine, temporarily loses a part of his efficiency on
transference to a unit of a different kind.

Though the medical authorities of the army endeavour
to employ all civilian practitioners on the kind of work tor

which they are best fitted by their previous experience,

and though the latter are permitted to express a preference
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for one kind of work rather than another, they are liable

to bo employetJ either at home or abroad in any position

that can properly be filled by a medical man. Conse-

quently, a civilian medical practitioner ^vho desires to

become a thoroughly efficient member of the corps that he
has joined must extend his knowledge beyond that with

which he was fully equipped when lie entered the army.

Military medical formations aie numerous— general

liospitals, stationary hospitals, casualty clearing stations,

field ambulances, hospital ships, ambulance trains, motor
ambulance convoys, and sanitary and regimental appoint-

ments ; but even without entering them a medical man
can learn a good deal of the routine and organization of all

of them. It is well worth his -ohile to do so, not only

because of the liability which has been mentioned, but
also because some knowledge of the general organization of

the medical department of the army, and of its inter-

relations with other departments and divisions of an
expeditionary force, greatly increases the interest of the

time passed by him in the capacity of a soldier. For
that matter, too, knowledge of this kind may often enable
a man better to understand the bearing of the regulations

to which lie is subjected, and jiievent him feeling ill-used

by any orders he may receive.

To acquire this knowledge or a fair amount of it has
never been difficult since the various textbooks relating

to the work of the Royal Army Medical Corps, as also

regarding field operations as a whole, are very clearly

written and easily read. But it has beou particularly easy
during the past few months, since, in view of some of the
considerations which have been set forth above, and in

anticipation of existing circumsta-nces, the Director-General
of the British Army in the Field issued iu the spring an order
to the effect that all Commanding Officers of medical units
should take every possible opportunity of instructing the
officers under their command not only in the general
organization and functions of the unit in which they were
serving, but also in regard to the formations to which they
were liable to be transferred.

The memorandum in which this order was conveyed
recognized that the conditions of active service imposed
heavy restrictions on theoretical teaching, but pointed out
that in every unit ample opportunities for the imparting of
general instruction were likely to occur from time to time.
This has in fact proved to be the case, and in many units
short courses of lectures and demonstrations have been
provided. Moreover, as far as can be gathered, the
suggestion made in the memorandum in regard to the
instructional work has usually been adopted, this being to
the effect tliat the list of subjects which follows should be
taken as a guide to the kind of knowledge to be imparted.

[a] The general organization of the army in the field

and the working of its administrative services.
(h) The general organization of the medical service of

field formations and its modifications under
various tactical conditions.

(0) The system of evacuation and the general organiza-
tion of the medical service on the lines of
communication.

((?)'The sanitary problems of field formations and of
the lines of communication,

(e) Map-reading and field sketching.

(/J The organization, interior economy, and equip-
ment of medical units. The various sources
(medical, ordnance, and A.S.C.) from which
equipment is supplied, and the methods of
replenishment.

(3) Discipline, pay, personal documents, records and
returns.

THE PER.SIAN GULP EXPEDITION.
Dispatches.

Dispatches have been published in India on the opera-
tions in Turkish Arabia, in April last, by Major-Gencral
C. I. Fry on the action of Shaiba on April 12th ; a second
by Major-General Melliss, who took over command on the
night of April 12th from General Fry, and a covering
dispatch from General Sir John Nixon, in command of
the whole force. Among the officers specially mentioned
in these dispatches are the following medical officers

:

Major-General Fry's Dispatch.
Medical—I cannot speak too highly of the behaviour

of the Medical Department in all its ranks. There was

no flinching during the bombardment, and perfect steadi
ness, and their work was done in a most efficient mannet
under the able direction of Lieutenant-Colonel J. Hen-
nessey, R.A.M.O. As I have already noted during this

campaign, the Army Bearer Corps and Hospital Corps
behaved excellently, I would particularly bring to notice
the good work done by Major J. G. Foster, R.A.M.C.,
and Captain R. E. Wright, I.M.S., No. 3 Field Ambu-
lance, who were working in the fort section of the defence,
and were most exposed to fire.

Major- Ocneral Melliss's Dispatch.
Lieutenant-Colonel H. O. B. Browne-Mason, R.A.M.C.,

acted as my Assistant Director of Medical Services during
the operations of 13th and at the battle of 14th. His
arrangements for evacuating the large number of our
wounded during the battle of Barjisiyah showed marked
ability and organizing power. I feel greatly indebted to
him.
Und Norfolk Ecgiinenf. — Lieutenant M. Burnett,'''

R.A.M.C, for conspicuous courage, attending to the
wounded in the open in the firing line under very heavy fire,

wliere his work necessitated his being very exposed. He
lost his life in the firing line doing so, and his work was
bevond praise. Third Class Assistant Surgeon J. V.
Fernandez, LS.M.D.
UOth Mahratta Light Infantry.—Captain R. Knowles,

LM.S.
117th' MahraUas.—L,\enima.nt N. K. Bal, LM.S., for

conspicuous bravery in attending wounded men under a
heavy fire in the open. He attended the wounded of the
22nd Company 3rd Sappers and Miners, as well as those
of his own regiment.
119th Infantry.—Ca,^ia,\n 3. J. Harper Nelson, LM.S.
Mr. Ileal SeryiofS.—Captain R. E. Wright, LM.S., dis-

jilaycd exceptional ability in handling his subdivision of

No. 3 Field Ambulance throughout the day. He displayed
particular initiative in proceeding to the tiring line of the
18th Brigade under a heavy tire, and by ascertaining
personally the position of the groups of wounded, was able
to conduct a detachment of Jaipur transport carts direct

to the place where they were most required when speedy
evacuation was most essential. He afterwards super-
intended the main advanced dressing station at Soutli

Mound in a most efficient manner.
Captain F. C. Eraser, LM.S., displayed great coolness in

bringing his subdivision forward under heavy shell and
rifle fire, and was in close touch with the ISth Brigade
throughout the day. I was particularly struck with the
steadfast behaviour of the Army Bearer Corps men of this

subdivision, and attribute it in great part to his excellent
example and leading.

li.A.M.C.—Lieutenant- Colonel J. Hennessey, Major J. G.
Foster, Major F. C. Lambert.

I.M.S.—Major L. Cook, Captain H. E. Stanger-Leathes,
Lieutenant L. A. P. Anderson.
LS.M.D.—Assistant Surgeon A. E.Phaure, Sub Assistant

Surgeon Sunder Singh, Sub-Assistant Surgeon Sheikh
Mahomed Dada Sahib.
Army Bearer Corps.—Bearers Samedin, Subhan Singh,

Gariba, Dhonde, Ram Charan, and Ratawa.
Army Hospital Corps. — Ward servants Abba Pira,

Gangaram Gainu; sweepers Mohan, Nathu Singh ; water-
carriers Bhardn, Gainu Balu, Raja Piussal, Sheikh Amur.

General Sir John Nixon's Dis2>atch.

Colonel P. Hehir, LM.S., Acting Deputy Director of

Jledical Services, materially assisted the operations by the
ability and untiring energy which he displayed in the
working of the important department over which he at

the time was presiding.
Major H. A. Bransbury, R.A.M.C, commanded the

sections of No. 19 Combined Clearing Hospital that carried

out the evacuation of the wounded after Shaiba, attending
himself to all cases (over 1,100 wounded, including those
of the enemy) as they arrived, displaying much initiative

and resource.

Fourth Class Assistant Surgeon H. N. Murphy, LS.M.D.,

was attached to No. 19 Combined Clearing Hospital, during

the evacuation of wounded from Shaiba, worked with

untiring energy and marked intelligence, proving himself

to be very capable and reliable.

Others of the medical services I consider worthy of

* Lieutenant Burnett -was gazetted Captain from March JOtli,
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commendation are Lieutenant-Colonel H. M. Anderson,
R.A.M.C, commanding No. 3a British General Hospital up
to April 21st; Lieutenant- Colonel G. B. Irvine, I.M.S.,

commanding No. 9 Indian General Hospital ; Lieutenant-

Colonel D. G. Collins, R.A.M.C, commanding No. 3a British

General Hospital after April 21st; Lieutenant-Colonel F. J.

Palmer, R.A.M.C, surgical specialist. No. 3a British General
Hospital; Major H. R. Brown. I.M.S., commanding No. 19
Combined Clearing Hospital ; CaptainC C C. Shaw, I.M.S.,

No. 19 Combined Clearing Hospital; First Class Assistant

Surgeon W. H. Brown, I.S.M.D., Medical Store Depot.

HONOURS.
Royal Navy.

On September 13th the Admiralty published a list of

honours conferred upon officers and men of the Royal
Navy, including ten appointments to the Distinguished
Service Order and eighteen grants of the Distinguished

Service Cross, also a large number of the Conspicuous
Gallantry Medal and Distinguished Service Medal. Among
those decorated with the Military Cross are two French
naval officers. One medical officer's name appears in the
list, that of Surgeon B. A. Playne, R.N., who receives the
D.S.O. for the following services:

Surgeon Basil Alfred Playne, R.N., R.N.D. For gallantry
antl good service during operations near Gaba Tepe from April
28th to May 1st, 1915. On several occasions he rushed across
the open (the communication trench being incomplete) into the
fire trenches and attended the seriously wounded, regardless of

munication trench under heavy fire. His conspicuous bravery
not only inspired the stretcher-bearers to perform fine work,
but gave confidence and spirit to all ranks. He was again
several times brought to notice for gallant deeds when attending
wounded on May 3rd and 4th.

.\rmy.

On September 15th the War Office issued a further list

of awards to officers and men, which included the following
members of the medical service

:

Captain Hugh G. Monteith, R.A.M.C, attached to the
2nd Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry, receives the
D.S.O. for conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in

picking up and attending to the wounded under heavy
fire in the actions near St. .Jean and Wieltje, east of Ypres,
between April 23rd and 27th, 1915, when the casualties in

the battalion to which he was attached were very heavy.
Lieutenant 'William B. Keith, M.B., R.A.M.C.(T.F.),

1st Home Counties Field Ambulance, is awarded the
Military Cross, for conspicuous gallantry at Hooge on the
night of April 23rd-24th, 1915. When a shell killed two
stretcher-bearers who were bringing in a wounded officer

he went out to assist, and under a heavy fire brought the
wounded officer into the dressing station. He has per-

formed many acts of a like nature, and has consistently

shown coolness and resource under fire.

Teeeitorial Foeces.
The London Gazette of September 10th notifies that the

Territorial Decoration has been conferred upon twenty-two
officers, including the three following medical officers

:

Surgeon-Major John F. Gordon-Dill, M.D., Norfolk
Yeomanry.

Surgeon-Major George Mackie, M.B., Shropshire Royal
Horse Artillery.

Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur Gary, R.A.M.C, 2nd South-
'V\^estern Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Royal Navy.

Died.
ScEGEON David Revell Bedell Sn'EiGHT, R.N., is reported
to have died in the Dardanelles on September 5th. He
was educated at Fettes College, Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and Edinburgh University, and took tlie B.A.
Cambridge in 1902 and the M.B. and Ch.B. at Edinburgh
in 1910. After qualifying he served as house-surgeon
successively in the eye wards and in the out-patient
department of Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and then went
into practice at Murrayfield, Edinburgh. Ho joined the
navy as a temporary Surgeon on .January 25th, 1915, and
was attached to the Royal Naval Division Field Ambu-
lance. His death adds one more to the list of famous
Rugby international football players who have fallen in

the service of the country. He played for four years,

1899 to 1902, in the Cambridge football fifteen, being
captain in the last two years, and in that of Edinburgh
University for four years more, 1905 to 1909, captaining
that team also for two years. He represented Scotland in
twenty international matches, including tho.se against the
"All Black" New Zealand fifteen and the South African
fifteen, and captained the English Rugby team which
went to Australia in 1904. In 1909 he was also amateur
heavy-weight boxing champion of Scotland.

Army.
Died 0/ Wounds.

Lieutenant C M. Harris, R.A.M.C, is reported to have
died of wounds in Flanders, in the casualty list published
on September 10th. He was attached to the 7th Battalion
Royal Scots Fusiliers, and was reported as wounded in the
casualty list published on August 15th. (We cannot trace
this officer in the Army List or Medical Register ; possibly
the initials are incorrect.)

Wounded.
Major R. Kelsall, LM.S., Flanders.
Captain J. H. Magoveny, R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve),

Dardanelles.
Captain O. Teichmann, R.A.M.CfT.F.), Dardanelles.
Lieutenant J. Brown, R.A.M.C. (tei'-iorary), Dardanelles.
Lieutenant G. B. Pearson, R.A.M.C. ^i'.F.), Dardanelles.
Lieutenant L. H. Skene, R.A.M.C. (temporary), Dar-

danelles.

Deaths amokg Sons of Medical Men.
Jephson, John Noble, Major 6th Battalion Eoyal Munstei

Fusiliers, second eon of the late Deputy Inspector-General
William Holmes Jephson, Army Medical Department, formerly
of the King's Dragoon Guards, "died at Mudros on August 29th,
of wounds received at the Dardanelles on August 16th. He was
born at Bangalore on October 8th, 1864, educated at Kelly College,
Tavistock, and entered the Manchester Regiment as Second
Lieutenant on February 7th, 1885. He joined the Indian Army
in 1889, being posted to the 5th Bengal Light Infantry, became
Major en February 7th, 1903, and retired on December 2nd, 1905.

He then joined the Devon Territorials, as Commandant of the
4th Wessex Brigade, R.F.A., resigning this command shortly
before the war. Returning to duty when the war broke out,
he was appointed Major and second in command of the 6tli

Royal Munsters, landed with his regiment at Suvia Bay, and
took part in the fighting there from August 6th to the 16th,
when he was shot in the head while leading a charge. He
leaves a wife and two sous.
Kearnev, James John, Royal Gloucester Hussars, son of the

late J. V. Kearnev, M.R.C.S., killed in the Dardanelles,
August 21st.

King, S. W. Thacker, Second Lieutenant 4th Battalion
Cheshire Regiment, son of Dr. R. Thacker King, of W^st Kirby,
Cheshire, killed in the Dardanelles in August. He got his com-
mission on February 12th.

A Correction.—We are glad to learn that the announcement
of the death, from wounds received iu Flanders, of Lieutenant
E. Roberts, 7th East Yorkshire Regiment, the sou of Dr. E.
Roberts of Leeds, is incorrect. Lieutenant Roberts was
wounded, but he is now rajjidly convalescing.

Medical Students.
Dobbin, George F., Second Lieutenant 6th Battalion Royal

Irish Fusiliers, killed at the Dardanelles on August 10th,

aged 20. He was the second son of Mr. J-. L. T. Dobbin, of

115, Morehampton Road, Dublin, was educated at Strangeways
School, Dublin, and entered Trinity College, Dublin, as'

a

medical student in 1912. He was in the O.T.C. at college, and
got his commission on September 29th, 1914.

Duggan, John Rowswell, Lieutenant 5th Battalion Royal
Irish Regiment, fifth and youngest son of George Duggau,
of 5, College Street, Dublin, killed in action in the Dardanelles
on August 16th, aged 20. He was educated at Dublin High
School, and entered Trinity College, Dublin, as a medical
student in 1912. He got his commission on January 28th, 1915.

His elder brother—Captain G. G. Duggan, of the "Royal Irish
Fusiliers—fell at the same time, dying of wounds on
August 17tb.

NOTES.
Rest Hospitals.

The National Advisory Committee on War Output
announces that by arrangement with the War Office and
the Ministry of Munitions a series of parties representing

workmen employed in the various munition areas will pay
visits to the front ; eight such parties, consisting of seven

representative wcfkmen, have been arranged, aud one

Labour member of the Parliamentary Munitions Com-
mittee will be attached to each party. The first party,

consisting of members of the National Advisory Committee
and three members appointed by the Parliamentary Com-
mittee, reached general head quarters in France on
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Aagnst 27tli, auil issued a report of tlioir observatious on
September 13th. The main part of the report is conrerned
with the re<|uireineuts of the army iu the field, which, it

is stated, are " enormously in excess of all previous calcu-

lations," aud an appeal is made to munition workers on
behalf of their fellow-workmen in the trenches, who, to

preserve our homes and our liberties, have to endure hard-
ehips and privations. The report contains a striking

tribute to what has been done for the safety and comfort
of the troops. After mentioning the good feeling which
existed between officers of all degrees and their men, the
report states

:

Members of the party were much Impressed with the care
knd attention which is evidently devoted to the safety and com-
fort of the troops both iu the trenches and behind the front.
In the trenches every ingenious device, in the way of dug-outs
knd shelters, has been contrived to protect our men against the
enemy's fire and make their days and nights as comfortable as
possible. Hchind the firing line we visited an an open-air rest
Loepital, where men were given a fortnight's treatment. There
are about 1,200 patients in the hospital, and a very high per-
centage are able to return to the colours after their course of
treatment. The hospital is splendidly organized and has
formed a model on which similar institutions have been founded
from time to time ; the cooking arrangements would do credit
to a first-class hotel, and dental and ophthalmic departments
•re attached and are kept exceedingly busy. Football and

patients, elaborate arrangement
clothing and accoutrements exist,

<ep(
cricket are provided for the patients, elaborate arrangements

riirinj
the men are generally returned to their

for cleaning and

regiments sound in mind and body. This humanitarian side
of the war is doing noble work in relieving the strain of
campaigning.

Hospital Residents.
As the result of an iuterview with Sir Alfred Keogh,

Director- General A. M.S., the British Hospitals Association
has received the following details of the scheme under
which the resident staffs of hospitals are granted honorary
commissions in the Royal Army Medical Corps

:

1. This scheme is only applicable to hospitals connected with
recognized teaching schools (not post-graduate s'Jiools).

2. All candidates for commissions must be reg stsred medical
practitioners.

3. They must be physically fit for general service.
4. They shall be called upon to take general service with the

Koyal Army Medical Corps after three months' residence, and
•hall be liable to be called up for service before the expiration
of that period, if required, on forty-eight hours' notice.

5. Sofar as practicable, not more than oue-third of the number
of residents will be called up on forty-eight hours' notice at one
time.

6. Each, candidate shall, on being approved for a temporary
honorary commission, receive a grant of £20 as an allowance
for the purchase of uniform. This is part of the grant of £30
issuable on taking general service.

7. No undertaking can be entered into that any residents
called up for service will be replaced by the War Oflice.

.v*i'^P''l''^*''°°^
for temporary commissions should be made to

the \Var OHice by the hospital authorities concerned, who will
vouch for the candidates whose nsfmes they submit.

9. The authorities of any hospital who wish to avail them-
selves of this scheme should inform the War Office of the
number of beds maintained in the institution, and the number
of residents employed.

Scotland.
Extended Hospital Accommodation for the Wounded.
Fonab Castle, Pitlochry, has been given by the pro-

prietor (Mr. Alister C. Sandeman) as a convalescent home
for wounded soldiers for the duration of the war, and work
will be begun in it on the expiry of the six months'
tenure of Ijonskeid Hou.se in the same district. Fonab
Castle will be managed by the Pitlochry Women's Red
Cross and Voluntary Aid Detachment, under Miss
Fcrgusson, commandant.

Keir House, Dunblane, which during last winter was
occupied as a hospital for wounded Belgian officers and
men, has now been reopened as a Voluntary Aid Detach-
ment auxiliary liospital iu connexion with the Red Cross
organization The hospital is under the charge of
Dr. Hcsack Fraser of the Bridge of Allan, and there are
some twenty-four patients in it, most of whom are
convalescents from the Dardanelles. Colonel and the
Won. Mrs Stirling have placed the house at the disposal
of the authorities.

One-half (100 beds) of the accommodation of the new
Clnldren's Hospital at Yorkhill, Glasgow, has been allo-
cated by the War Office for the reception and treatment
of wounded officers, and constitutes the first hospital in
bcocland set apart for this special purpose. It is to bo
called the Yorkhill War Hospital for Officers, and the
buildings, no less than the grounds, arc admirably suited

for the object in view. The other half (with 100 beds) of
the hospital is occupied by children under 12 years of age.
An ambulance train with 100 wounded soldiers arrived

iu Aberdeen on September 4th. The patients, who were
all from the Dardanelles, were placed in the base hospitals
at Oldmill and in the Central Higher Grade School.
Another contingent of 100 wounded soldiers arrived at
Springburn Hospital, Glasgow, from France. Most of the
men, both at Aberdeen and Glasgow, belonged to English
regiments.
The Provost and magistrates of Moffat have granted the

use of the Proudfoot' Institute as an auxiliary Red Cross
hospital, and the openiug ceremony was performed on
September 7th by Lady Cross, Marchbankwood, Provost
Huskie presiding. There are two wards, one for twenty-
five and the otner for fifteen patients ; there is a large
library and a 6illiard-room, and (as Lady Cross added),
there are the famous MofJat mineral waters available for
those to whom they may be useful. There are also fifteen
wounded soldiers at the Ivybank Voluntary Aid Detach-
ment Hospital at Nairn.

Scotland, therefore, is doing her share in the provision
of hospital accommodation for the wounded in this crisis
iu the United Kingdom's history.
The ambulance train, to which reference was made in

the .Journal of September lltli, p. 418, was visited by over
40,000 persons in Glasgow aud by 25,000 iu Edinburgh.
The funds of the Red Cross Society (Scottish Branch) will
therefore benefit to a considerable amount, for the charge
for viewing the train was Is.

New Red Ceoss Hospital at Englefield Gp.een.
A pavilion hospital for wounded sailors and soldiers has

been erected on Crown property at Englefield Green, a
mile or so from Egham, and almost on the south-eastern
border of Windsor Great Park. On September 11th, in
the presence of the Princess Christian, who has greatly
interested herself in the project, the hospital was in-
formally opened and handed over to the War Office. Sit
Alfred Keogh represented that department on the occasion,
and the British Red Cross Society, which has contributed
£'10,000 towards the undertaking, was represented by the
Hon. Arthur Stanley. The 120 beds which the hospital
comprises are arranged in si.x pavilions, which have
been built in a semicircle facing southwards; each
pavilion has a canvas-covered verandah projecting
some 8 ft. from the floor of the ward, so that the
patients can be wheeled into the open to enjoy a
view which embraces some of the finest prospects in
Surrey. In addition to these pavilions, there are twenty-
seven other buildings in the camp. These comprise mess-
rooms, kitchen, stores, dispensary, and private apartments
for the resident medical officers, matron, and nurses. One
covered octagonal building, like a bandstand in appearance,
is for use as a recreation and dining room during summer.
The buildings are all constructed of well-seasoned pitch
pine, and their yellowish brown hue with decorative green
gives a feeling of warmth and cheerfulness to the camp.
In one building is an operating theatre, and attached to it

an exceptionally well equipped x-ray room, with every
required unit of installation, including the most precise
localizing apparatus. The interiors of all the buildings
are lined with asbestos ; they are heated by gas radiators
aud slow combustion stoves, lighted by electricity, and
connected up by telephone. A plentiful supply of baths
has also been provided, and the drainage has received
special attention. The commandant of the hospital is Sir
William Taylor, K.C.B., formerly Director-General of the
Army Medical Service, and the assistant commander is

Major Buckley, R.A.M.C. These two officers, who will
reside in the camp, will be assisted by five local practi-
tioners. Save for the male orderlies, who are members of
the St. John Ambulance Brigade, the remainder of the
staff, including the quartermaster and the superintendent
of the K-ray department, are ladies. It says much for tlie

eucrgy of all concerued that the building, which is to be
known as the Princess Christian British lied Cross Hos-
pital, has only been twelve weeks in erection.

Casualties among German Army Doctors.
From an investigation by a medical journal iu Berlin of

the first 200 casualty lists it appeared that of 603 medical
men then lost, temporarily at any rate, to the Geruiau
army the causes were as "follows ; Slightly wounded 220,
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severely wounded 66, dead 167. Of the deaths, 1 was

due to gas poisoning, 46 were due to disease, and 120 were

due to casualties in the field. Further, 1 medical man
was ill, 55 were prisoners, and 119 were missing. Two of

the prisoners and 23 of the missing had returned ; and, by

the subtraction of these 25 from tlie grand total of 628, the

total loss, as above stated, was estimated at 603. The loss

of the well-known authority on tuberculosis. Comet,

whose death was due to typhus contracted from Russian

prisoners, has been followed by that of Professor Liithje,

whose name is associated with the disorders of meta-

bolism. Ho was only 44 years old when he died on

June 9th. In his case also death was due to typhus

contracted while he was attending Russian prisoners.

Ur/eskrift for Laeger for August 5th gives the following

particulars, published in the Berliner Acratelxorrespondenz,

showing the casualties in the German medical profession.

Killed 227 (including 72 deaths from disease), severely

wounded 82, slightly wounded 261, prisoners 70, and
missing 93 ; total, 733.

Mkdical Officees Waxted.
59th DivUional Casualty Clearing Station.

The 59th Divisional Casualty Clearing Station, now stationed

at Derby, requires three medical officers. Those desiring to

serve with a unit of this nature should apply to the Officer

Commanding, 59th Divisional Casualty Clearing Station, 91,

Siddals Eoad, Derby.

If'essex Field Ambulances.
Officers are called for to fill establishments of the six Wessex

field ambulances—namely, 21st and 3 1st, head quarters
Exeter ; 2, 2nd and 3,2nd, iiead quarters Plymouth ; 2 3rd and
3/3rd, head quarters Southampton. Applicants, who should be
registered ijractitioners, physically lit, and under 45, will

receive commission as lieutenants, and promotion after six

months' service to captain. These units are at present
encamped on Dartmoor and in the New Forest. Apply to

A.D.M.S., Wessex Division, Exeter.

Bfalantr.

Dispensary Doctors and the War.
At the New Ross guardians' meeting last week one of

their medical officers, Dr. Shorten (Duncannon) applied for

twelve months' leave of absence, as he had received a
commission in the R.A.M.C, and also asked the guardians

to allow him half his fixed salary whilst away. The
guardians granted the leave, refused the salary, and
appointed Dr. Sheridan (insurance doctor, New Ross) as

substitute, subject to the sanction of the Local Governmen
Board, at the salary Dr. Shorten had been receiving.

Dr. F. Creighton Fitzgerald, medical officer of Newtown
butler (co. Fermanagh) Dispensary District, in Clones
Union, aged 70, late High Sheriff of co. Fermanagh, has
asked the guardians for a year's leave and half-pay,

provided he could get another doctor to act for him at

his present salary, in order that he might volunteer for

military service. The members ijresent expressed. high
approval of the doctor's decision, and it was decided to

summon a special meeting to deal with his application.

Medical Certifiers as SuBSTirnTES for Poor Law
Medical Officers.

The Local Government Board (Ireland) has written to

the Kilmacthomas (co. Waterford) Board of Guardians
acknowledging the receipt of replies to questions re-

specting the proposed appointment of Dr. Bryan Foley as
substitute for Dr. O'Byrne, Medical Officer of the work-
house, and of the Kilmacthomas Dispensary District,

during his absence on vacation. The Board points out
that Dr. Foley is Medical Officer of the Bonmahon Dis-
pensary District, and, in addition, acts as certifier under
the National Insurance Acts for the Bonmahon, Kil-

macthomas, Kilmeadon, Tramore, Waterford Rural, and
Woodstown Di.spensary Districts, with a total area of

132,532 acres, and a population of 17,982. In view of all

the duties that devolve upon him, the Board is not pre-

pared to approve of the employment of Dr. Foley as tem-
porary medical officer of the workhouse and Kilmacthomas
Dispensary District, and desires that the medical officer

should be requested to nominate a practitioner who would
be prepared to reside in Kilmacthomas while acting as
temporary medical officer. His attention should at the
same time be drawn to Article 28 of the Dispensary Rules,
and he should be cautioned not to relinquish the dis-

charge of his duties until the Local Government Board
has approved of the arrangements made in regard to his
substitute.

The Local Government Board, in a letter to the Thomas-
town Guardians (co. Kilkenny), also refused to sanction the
appointment of Dr. R. E. Griffin, Kilkenny, as substitute
at Knocktopher district in the absence of Dr. T. G.
O'Brien, on the grounds that he held the office of medical
certifier under the Insurance Acts for nine dispensary
districts, with a population of 36,640. The guardians
decided to advertise for a doctor, preference to be given
to a lady doctor.

CBnglanb an5 Wiahs.
Visit of the King and Qcebn to West of England

Hospitals.
The King and Queen, last week, made a short tour in the
West of England to visit the principal military hospitals.

\ visit was first paid, on September 7th, to Bristol, when
tl'c Royal party went to the hospital at Southmead, where
part of the 2nd Southern General Hospital (T.F.) is

established. Between four and five years ago the building
of a detached surgical wing to the Bristol Royal Infirmary
was begun as a memorial to King Edward; it was opened
by their Majesties in June, 1912, and when the present
war broke out it was at once set aside for military
purposes. The Bristol Board of Guardians offered the
use of their new workhouse infirmary at Southmead, then
approaching completion, and it was taken over ; since then
temporary wards have been erected to make up a double
strength military general hospital. At Bishop's Knoll,

in the private house of Mr. R. E. Bush, who has defrayed
all expenses, there is an annexe containing 100 beds, and
100 more beds have been maintained by Miss Mawe and
her friends at the Royal West of England Sanatorium,
Weston-super-Mare. At Charlton Park the Count-ess ot

Suffolk has provided 30 beds, and at Merthyr Guest
Hospital. Templecombe, Lady Theodora Guest, 15. The
2nd Southern General Hospital is connected with many
other hosxutals, mainly voluntary aid institutions, in the
counties of Gloucester, Somerset, and Wilts, providing
altogetiier 2,150 beds. The total number of patients

treated in the hospital itself since the beginning of the

war is 13,725. The rate of mortality has been 0.54 per
cent. Their Majesties were received at Southmead by
Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Bush, F.R.C.S., C.M.G., Officer

Commanding the 2nd .Southern General Hospital; Lieu-

tenant-Colonel J. Michell Clarke ; and the matron. Miss
Harvey. Members of the Territorial Nursing Service and
of the Women's Voluntary Aid Detachments were present.

The King and Queen visited ten wards, and then pro-

ceeded to the Infirmary, where Lieutenant-Colonel Prowse,
F.R.C.S., and Miss Baillie, the principal matron, were in

attendance. After going over the hospital, their Majesties

visited the open-air ward, and then, accompanied by the

Lord Mayor, went to Beaufort Military Hospital at Fish-

jionds, where they were received by Lieutenant-Colonel

Blackford. The hospital, which contains 400 beds, was
inspected and its situation much admired. The Royal
party afterwards went to Temple Mead Station, where the

King awarded certain decorations to wounded soldiers.

Their Majesties reached Exeter on September 8th, and
first visited No. 1 Hospital, established, as is described in

the Journal of August 28th, in the West of England Eye
Infirmary, where they were received by Miss Buller,

Deputy County Director, V.A.D., and the medical officer

in charge, Mr. A. L. Candler, F.R.C.S. Their Majesties

next went to No. 5 Hospital, in the College Hostel for

Women and Congregational Church Schools, near the

Castle, where they were received by the medical officer in

charge, Mr. Brennan Dyball, F.R.C.S., and the other

medical members of the staff.

On the same day the King and Queen went to Plymouth,

and after the inspection of troops by the King theii

Majesties visited Keppel Place Hospital, where they were

received by Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Kay, R.A.M.C.

(A.D.M.S. Plymouth), commandant. Major Steele,

R.A.M.C, and the Military Hospital commandant, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Weston, R.A.M.C. On the following daj

their Majesties inspected the Royal Naval Hospital,

where they were received by Surgeon -General W. H
Norman and Surgeon-General Johnson ; from there thej
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went to the Salisbury Road Hospital, where they were

i-eccivcti bv Lieutenant-Colonel Webber, R.A.M.C., (officer

in charge of tlie 4th Southern General Hospital), ami the

commandant. Major Wilson, R.A.M.C. From there they

went to the Hyde I'ark Hospital, of which Major Whitmore,

R.A M.C., is commandant, and the Ford Hospital, of which

Major G. C. Sandford, R.A.M.C, is commandant.

On September 10th their Majesties ended their tour by

a visit to the Red Cross Hospitals at Torquay. They first

wont to the Town Hall,\\hcie, in pait of thenew Muiii( ipil

Building's, includiuc; the lar<^o Assembly Hall, 125 bed-.

b\ thehave been piovidcd

director Olr .T S C
Davis), the a>-sistan'

county directoi (I)i

Quick), Dr sjhn
Payne, the ofbcci in

charge, .md Di*-

WhitewicU, Wintu
Crowdy, Cummin<,'
and tlie mation
Men from the con
valesccnt hospitil

atRocknood as well

as from the Toibaj
and the ^\estclIi
Hospital's, paits of

both of nhich have
been set aside foi

wounded rnen weit

present. The Ko\< 1

party then went on

to Stoodley Know li

which is ustd ti 1

wounded othcei s , 1

is the lioubO ot

Colonel C R Bum
M.P., and the Hon
Mrs. Burn, and has
accommodation foi

twenty patients
Mr. A.H Waid, the

officer in cliaige. Mi
J. L. Payne, \ isitin^'

surgeon. Mi L
Bennett, ladio
grapher. Mi 1 d
Fenton, otologist,

Mr. P. Rhodes
dental surgeon, and
others were prt

sentcd to then
Majesties, wh
afterwaids Msitdl
the wards. Betoi

leaving Xoiquaj tin

King, in thankiii,

the Mayoi.said th i:

he had visited some
tiling like one hun
dred liospitals, and
therefore regarded
himself somewhat
as an expert, and he could say that he had never seen
a hospital better managed or one quite like that in the
Town Hall.

Presentation to Professor Rutherford Morison,
An interesting ceremony took place in No. 1 Theatre of

the Newcastlc-upon-Tyne'Royal Infirmary, on August 18tli.

On that occasion as many as possible of Professor Morison's
house-surgeons met together for the purpose of asking the
professor to accept a life-size medallion in bronze which
had been erected in the theatre where he worked.

Dr. G. W. Harbottle, who was Professor Morison's first

house-surgeon, presided, and explained that it was the
unanimous wish of every one of his house surgeons that
some permanent memorial should adorn the hospital for

which their teacher had done so much, and be an incentive
for those who followed him to carry on the traditions of

the School of Surgery which he had founded.
Mr. G. Grey Turner in making the presentation said :

AVe apologize. Sir, for the delay in the holding of this

ceremony, due not only to the war emergency, but to

other circumstances over which we also have had no
control. That there are so few present is due to

the exigencies of the times, and to the fact that since

the memorial was mooted death has robbed us of

two ot our number. Dr. James Smith and Mr. Howard
Hunter,* while many are serving in the forces in various

parts of the world or on the sea. .\11 are present in spirit

to do homage to their teacher and friend. W« are all

proud of your world-wide influence on surgery, and yield

to no one in our adiiiiiation of your work for our school,

bit today wc aie concerned with that closer relationship

which as house suii'i mis w(^ li ive been privileged to enjoy.

The lessons we
have learnt from
you are proving in-

valuable. Many of

us first learnt the
salutary value of

liaid work and how
it might be lightened
by enthusiasm and
its usefulness in-

creased by a cheery
optimism. Your
example of system
a 11 d thoroughness
we can never over-

estimate, while your
insistence on the
importance of prin-

ciples has been the
foundation of much
of any success that

wo have enjoyed.

Your devotion to

hospital work has
set a standard
which, though some-
times a little hard
to follow, we all

recognize as ideal.

.\s part of the pro-

fession we feel the
value of the work
you have done for

our calling, and we
are constantly re-

minded of that
li.appy relationship

of the surgeon with
the practitioner
which you incul-

cated, and which
has been a useful

example for us all.

As beginners we
liave one and all

felt the untold value

of your help, and
- ',vo all know that

,., your generosity was
never appealed to in

vain. There are few
of us that have not had recourse to your professional skill,

if not for our persons, at least for our families and relatives,

and our indebtedness will always remain. You, Sir, might be

disappointed if I did not say that we have all felt the value

of your chastening, but "your honesty of purpose and

absolute fairness always supplied the balm with the sting,

and wo gratefully acknowledge the lessons impressed 111

this way. All these considerations make us look back to

the time of our association with you as the most valuable

and happiest periods of our lives. It is, therefore, with the

very greatest pleasure that we ask you to accept this

medallion as a token of our admiration and gratitude for

your valuable teaching, esteem for your worth, and

affection for those quaUties which have endeared you to

'

In replying. Professor Morison said it was impossible for

him to express all that he felt. There was not one ot

his house-surgeons of whom he could not say that

he had been on terms of intimate friendship. He felt

that if his house-surgeons had learnt as much from him
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as he had learnt from them, it might, after all, be worth
while commemorating their association. He thanked

them most deeply for their handsome gift, of which he
should always feel proud.
On the same occasion Dr. Alfred Parkin asked the

Professor to accept a group photograph of all his house-

surgeons as a personal memento which he could always
have before him. He emphasized the great value of a
house-surgeoncy under such a teacher, and endorsed the
feelings of regard and affection which had been expressed
by the previous speakers.

Professor Morison replied, after which the company took

tea together iu the staff-room.

The medallion is the work of Mr. Ernest G. Gillick, of

Chelsea, and is a most successful piece of portraiture.

BI.4TERNITY WaKDS AT CARDIFF HoSPITAL.
An anonymous donor has presented ^65,000 to the King

Edward VII Hospital, Cardiff, for the establishment of a
maternity flat to be built over the Bute wards. The donor,

in a letter transmitting the money, said that he was
pleased to do something for Sir William .lames Thomas's
great scheme for a complete national school of medicine
for Wales. Apart from what the wards might do to save
many valuable lives, such an establishment was necessary
to meet the requirements of a teaching ho.spital, which,
the writer ended, " I fervently hope yours will be, in a
real and complete sense, in the very near future." The
chairman, Colonel Bruce Vaughan, in announcing the
gift, said that it would enable the hospital to fulfil a
promise made to the Marchioness of Bute so far back as
1911, and to carry out the resolution of the board of

management on July 14th last—a resolution based on the
report of a subcommittee which had met the chairman
(Dr. Piobinson) and representatives of the Health Com-
mittee of the Cardiff City Corporation to discuss the report
of Dr. Walford, the medical officer of health, on the estab-

lishment of a maternity centre or centres for Cardiff'. By
the re.solution of July 14th the hospital was committed to

liiovide twelve beds. It would now be able to inform the
Health Committee that through the generosity of an
anonymous donor it could promise to devote, when the
wards were built, eighteen beds to this purpose.
In moving a vote of thanks to the donor, Dr. Ewan

Maclean (Major R.A.M.C.T.) said that the need for beds
to be aevoted to this purpose had been felt to be urgent for

years.

CaiT^spnutsena.

MEDICAL SERVICE IN THE HIGHLANDS AND
ISLANDS.

b>iR,—I do not complain of the general tone of your
Edinburgh correspondent in taking notice of my letter of

August 25th written in reply to Dr. Mackenzie's criticism

of the procedure and proposals of the Medical Service
Board as published iu the Scotsman of August 23rd. On
the whole, it seems to be admitted that the purposes
entrusted to the new Board are of a benevolent nature,

that at the least they offer the prospect of improving the
conditions and status of general practice in the area de-

fined, and your correspondent . even contemplates the
possibility of "measures and arrangements" being
" evolved which will prove a charter of emancipation for

practitioners resident in the Highlands and Islands." All

this is much. Tlie only difference between us is that I

consider the charter is already secured.
For nearly seventy years the profession has beeu agitat-

ing without ceasing for the attainment of security of

tenure for parochial medical officers. Governments have
come in and gone out, private members have endeavoured
to pass the required bill into an Act, but never was the
measure accomplished until this modest little medical
service statute of 1913 conferred the boon on medical
officers to parish councils in the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland. Let the chronicles of oppression, of duress, of

strain and trial endured by many Highland practitioners

for generation after generation be examined, and who can
deny that security of tenure signifies professional emanci-
pation ?

ft is notorious that, coupled with the uncertainty ot

appointments, insecurity of livelihood—of the " living

wage "—was a pressing anxiety iu many a struggling
doctor's home. To quote a well known Gaelic phrase

:

" The very stones of the forest tell the tale." The second
volume of the Minutes of Evidence ot the Dewar Com-
mittee record pathetic instances enough.
What is now the actual result ? A net mcome ot

JE300 per annum (after payment ot rent and other
details) is guaranteed to every practitioner entering into
arrangement with the Board. His iucome is not
limited to that amount. Herein lies economic emancipa-
tion.

Tenure and income are both secured. Starting from
this basis, I willingly proceed to meet your correspondent's
desire for information regarding Dr. Slackcnzie's cardinal
objection.

No. (2). The scheme is to be opposed or postponed
because the time given for consideration is too short, and
many medical men are serving with the forces. The
main outlines of the scheme have been before the profes-

sion and the public since the recommendations of the
Dewar Committee were published iu January, 1913.

Medical associations, as well as individuals, have had
abundant time in the interval to place their views before
the Board. The interests of men absent with the forces

will in the meantime be in nowise prejudiced, and it is

difficult to divine any objection to Governmental subsidies
for their substitutes while the principals are honourably
employed in the service of their country.

3. As far as I can discern, remuneration will bo assessed
upon work actually performed ; ability and attention to

duties will naturally be rewarded, and " mediocrity and
inefficiency " will be guarded against by the much-opposed
system of inspection.

4. Clerical work is simply not made of greater
importance than medical service. It is a cheap and
absurd assertion to hold the contrary.

5. There is no Lowland area in the Highlands. It is a
self-evident contradiction in terms. Discrimination would
lead to very curious conundrums. Geographically, how
discriminate ? Ethnologically, how discriminate ? Are
we to have Celt and Saxon differently classified for

medical service? Pict, Scandinavian, Celt of the blonde
type, Celt of the melanotic type ? Or is it to be a tribal

distinction in which tlie various clans will advance their

claims in time-honoured fashion? Or is it to bo a religious

preference in which the "Wee Frees" will fight their

battles over again against a host of worldly sects ? Or,

finally, is language to be the test and the Sassenach bo

despoiled ? Will your Edinburgh correspondent bo
inclined to come in and lend a hand in deciding ?

6. There will be no "interference with the liberties and
rights of individual medical men." They are entitled to

guard their own freedom, and the so-called " scrutiny " is

only such as income-tax officials are privileged to exercise
for purposes of business accouating.
To me, Sir, it appears—and I am speaking entirely on

my own responsibility—to be no validity in the objection.-i

set forth.

The Board are charged with a legal duty under the Act.

The members are persons of irreproachable character and
standing. They have acquainted themselves with the
" complicated and delicate problems " to which reference

has been made, and they are required by their office to

allocate the funds at their dispo.sal without any further

delay. The war, in fact, renders their performance more
urgent than in peace time. Suspension would probably

lead to a great boon being diverted into other channels,

and for my part I would warn my brethren against that

risk. To your Edinburgh correspondent I would respect-

fully offer these observations with a motto which, doubt-

less, he will understand

:

'A SheanShain co theireaSb e I

—I am, etc..

Fort wniian.. Sept. Uth. A. C. MiLLER, M.D., F.R.S.E.

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—Dr. Charles Cameron's address, published m your

issue of August 21st, with reference to the position of the

proprietary foods in the feeding of infants, cannot but call

forth approval from all those interested in infant welfaio.

There was, however, one remark of his that I would beg
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leave to criticize. The remark in question is as follows

:

" It iloes not matter whether wc use the cow's milk luuli-

hitctl with tho aitclition of a little soJium citrate, ami we
shall then obtaiu both the gootl effects and the bad effects

of a diet of cow's milk iu the pui-est and most pronounced
form, or whether we dilute the milk by the admixture of

water or barley wat-er aud add very small amounts of

sugar. ... Jn every case the result which we shall

attain will be very much the same."
To my mind the results are absolutely different. I con-

tend that the use of diluted milk during the first nine
months of life is one of the chief causes of coustitutioual

ill health of infants, and Dr. Cameron's picture of the
baby with the flabby muscles, pale face, distended abdo-
men, offensive motions, excessive sweating, aud profuse
micturition is typically that of tlie "diluted milk 2'li's

sugar " baby.
I have never yet—and I am inclined to think many will

agree with me—seen a child who has been fed from birth

with a good quality whole citrated milk appear at the end
of nine months as Dr. Cameron suggests it might. While
I'ealiziug that the mere negation of his statement is of 110

value in proving my point, yet the experience of many
goes to show that in whole citrated milk we have a
method of feeding that has satisfied iu tho fullest sense
the hopes of those of us who have looked for a feeding
process which shall as nearly as possible approach the ideal.

The whole question of milk dilution needs revision. The
profession originally advised dilution in order to overcome
the caseiuogen difficulty, and with it they advised tho
addition of ci-eam and sugar. From that has been evolved
the now almost universal method of adding water or

barley water, with no subsequent addition of cream
but frequently with the addition of a large amount
of cheap sugar. Such a method ends, in nine cases
out of ten, iu constitutional disaster. Seeing that in

sodium citrate wo have a substance which makes
whole milk feeding a possibility, the necessity for
diluting passes away, and one can coniideutly assert, in
appealing for the more extended use of whole milk, that
the results fall very little short of those attained when the
natural food has been available.—I am, etc.,

Leeds, Aug. 27th. C. W. VlNIXG, M.D.

SHOCK DURIXG OPERATIONS UNDER
CIILgROFOR.M.

.SiB,—Sir Lauder Brunton's suggestion that shock plays
an important part in deaths under chloroform recalls "to

uie some experiences I had in a Tokyo hospital in the
Seventies. Many eyes had to be enucleated through pre-
vious neglect by the old school of Japanese doctors. AVe
never had a death from chloroform, but when the optic
nerve was being cut it was quite usual to see sudden pallor
come into the face of the unconscious patient. I began to
give chloroform more freely just before severing the nerve,
and found the effect was very satisfactory, no signs of
shock being perceptible.—I am, etc.,

Uauley. Staffor<lsl)iie, Heney r.iULDS, L.R.F.P. and S.
Sept. 1st.

A-NOCr-ASSOCIATION.
SiE,—It was careless of me, as Dr. Allen remarks, not

to have carried my criticism forward to the no less
defective third syllable of this clumsy name. Well, I did
not think the term worth much critical attention. It is
neither etymological, nor elegant, nor descriptive; it is ill

begotten and deformed—for example, the false caesura
" u-ass." Let us discard it, and produce something neater
aud better.—I am, etc.,

September 13th. InnocUDS.

Sir,—Your coiTcspondents desire, with good reason, to
change the word "auoci-association," and suggest " inuoci-
association " or " innocu-association " as less objectionable.
But as what Dr. C'rile has succeeded in doing is not iu
associating the brain cells with innocent or innocuous
impulses, but in dissociating them from noxious impulses,
would not "noci- dissociation" or " nocudissociation " be
more expressive?
But I can suggest a better term still. Dr. Crile in his

[book on the emotions says that anoci-associatiou differs
from anaesthesia in that it signifies a process which

protects the brain cells not from some noxious impulses
but from all. I suggest, therefore, that the word "pan-
anaesthesia " would be at once expressive, euphonic, and
etymologically unobjectionable.—1 am, etc.,

Ediubuvgh, Sept. 13th. W. B. DrumMOND,

THE TOURNIQUET IN WAR.
Sir,—In the Jolhnal of July 24th Captain Ward has a

very useful letter on the use of tourniquets in war. When
on duty in Japan in 1907, I talked to the military surgeons
there on this very subject. They fully appreciated tlia
uses as well as the dangers of tourniquets. To each
tourniquet was attached a piece of very cheap thin red
cotton cloth about 3 ft. by 1 ft. This blew about iu the
wind, or was, anyhow, very easily seen, so that tourniquet
cases were under constant observation, and were examined
very frequently. I have referred to this in my report,
' Sanitation in Japan" (Mysore Government Press).—lam,
etc.,

JouN S31YTH, M.D., Colonel, I.M.S.

MEDICAL STUDENTS AND COMBATANT
COMMISSIONS.

Sir,—We must all sympathize very much with junior
or intending medical students who are in doubt as to
whether their duty lies iu remaining at their work or in
offering themselves for combatant service.

It would no doubt lessen their difficulty if the War
Ofiice could say definitely that it is iu the national interest
that no medical student should relinquish his studies.
The War Office is unwilling to do this, aud one can easily
imagine that there are many medical students well fitted
by temperament and physique to make good combatant
officers who should in the national interest not be dis-
couraged from accepting commissions.
But this fact throws upon those of us who are responsible

for medical education, and can foresee the serious dearth
of doctors with which the country will be faced after the
war, the duty of encouraging the entry into our medical
schools of as many young men as possible who, while
fit for service as medical practitioners, are not specially
qualified for militai-y duty.

It may become necessary, if the war is greatly prolonged
aud the ranks of the profession are still further depleted,
to devise some means of opening wider the somewhat
narrow door into medicine. Tho; proposal set forth iu
your columns by my colleague, Dr. King Biown, might be
helpful to those students who have already started their
medical course. In any case the members of our pro-
fession throughout the country will be doing a national
service by pointing out to well-educated young men who
for any reason are unable to enter the army, that tho
country has great need of additional doctors, and that the
medical session commences in October.—I am, etc.,

London.W., Sept. mil. Lauriston E. ShaW.

d^bituarij.

Dr. Levi Faexdon, late of Maidenhead and London, died
at his residence in Ardlui Road, West Norwood, on
August 27th. Dr. Farndou was born in June, 1846. He
tookthe diplomas of L.S.A.Lond. iu 1879, and Ij.R.C.P.lrel.
in 1892. In the earlier part of his medical career he
practised in Loudon, but iu consequence of ill health
removed to Maidenhead, where he carried on a general
practice for seveutecu years. His kindness and generosity
will scarcely be forgotten by the poor aud needy with
whom he came into contact.

Deputy SuRGEON-GENEn.u. Arderx Hulme Beamsn,
Madras Medical Service (retired), one of the rapidly
diminishing number of Mutiny veterans, died at The Kirs,

Barnstaple, on August 24th, aged 86. He was born on

December 10th, 1828, aud entered the Indian Medical

Service as assistant surgeon on June 10th, 1854, becoming
surgeon on June 10th, 1866, surgeon-major on July 1st,

1873, brigade-surgeon, on the institution of that rank, on

November 27tli, 1879, and retired on August 1st, 1882.
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Except for a biief spell in his early years as civil surgeon

of Rajamundri, his whole service was spent in military

employ. He was medical officer successively of the 28tli,

.27th, 59th, 4th, and 37th Madras Native Infantry. He
served in the Mopla insurrection of 1855, and was present

in the action against the insurgents at Marur, and as

medical officer of the 28th Madras Native Infantry

throughout the Mutiny, in the United and Central

Provinces. Although his regiment did not take part in

any of the principal actions or campaigns of the Mutiny,

they .shared in several minor affairs; among others he was

at Hishingabad in the Central Provinces when the

European refugees from the States of Gwalior and Indore

came into that station.

Brigade Surgeon Henry Black Phrves, Bengal Medical

Service (retired), died suddenly at Malvern on August 14th,

aged 72. He was born on July 2nd, 1843, educated at

Edinburgh University, and took the L.Ti.C.S. and
L.K.C.P.Edin. in 1864, also subsequently the F.R.C.S.Edin.

in 1884. Entering the Indian Medical Service as assistant

surgeon on October 1st, 1865, he became surgeon on

July 1st, 1873, surgeon-major on October 1st, 1877, and

brigade surgeon on June 16th, 1889, retiring on December
4th, 1895, with one of the extra compensation pensions

for that year. The Army List assigns him no war service.

Most of his service was spent in civil employ in Bengal,

where he filled many important appointments, being civil

surgeon successively of Darjiling, Bardwan, Dakka, Patna,

and Howrah, as well as superintendent of the vernacular

medical schools at Dakka and Patna.

f Ije ^n-bkes.

Colonel Ferdinand Campion Batchelor, of the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force, died at Duncdin, New Zea-

land, on September 4th. He was educated at Guy's

Hospital, and tack the diplomas of M.ll.C.S., L.S.A.. and

L.R.C.P.Ed. in 1871. He graduated M.D.Durham in 1885.

He went to New Zealand and settled at Dunedin, where
he was honorary surgeon and gynaecologist to the Dunedin
Hospital and lecturer on midwifery and gynaecology in

the Otago School at Medicine. He filled the post of

Xjresident at the Intercolonial Medical Congress of 1896,

and was the author of many papers on surgery and
gynaecology.

Colonel Jdiix IMatrkw Jones, Army Medical Staff

(retired), diud at I'.iyu Tyiion, Church Walks, Llan-

dudno, on Au'_;u^t 30th. lie was born on January 2nd,

1853, educated at University College, London, at Liver-

pool, and at Ediubur<ili University, and took the diploma
of L.R.C.P.Ed. in 1876, and tliat of L.R.C.S.Ed. in 1878.

Entering tlie army as surgeon on March 6th, 1880, he
became surgeon-major on March 6th, 1892, lieutenant-

colonel on March 6th, 1900, and attained the rank of full

colonel on September 18tli, 1907, retiring on January 2nd,

1910. Before entering the army he served as a civil

surgeon in South Africa, in the Zulu campaign of 1879,

receiving the medal and clasp, but he appears to have seen
no war service during his thirty years in the armj'. When
the war broke out he rejoined for duty, and was employed
as A.D.M.S. at Plymouth till invalided on account of ill

health.

Lieutenant-Colonel John Joseph Lamphey, R.A.M.C.
(ret.), died at Putney on September 6th, aged 65. He took

the diplomas L.R.C.P.I. and L.R.C.S.Edin. in 1874, and
that of L.S.A. in 1876: He entered the army as surgeon
on August 4th, 1877, retiring as surgeon-lieutenant-colonel

on February 24th, 1897. Most of his service was spent in

West Afiic:i. \vli( ro lin served with the Ashanti expedition
to the (i-'l ' '

'
: .1! 1881, was senior medical officer in the

West Ail ^ tiiiuts in 1883-4, and as a member of

the Am !<i
I 1 : 1,1 li Kouudary Commission for delimiting

the frontiers oi Merra Leone, in 1891-2. He was a Fellow
of the Royal Geographical Society, and had written many
articles and papers on West Africa.

A EEVISED copy of the notice on incendiary bombs, as to

which an illustrated article was published iii the Journal
of May 29th, may be obtained in the form of a placard
Irom the British Fire Prevention Committee, 8, Waterloo
Place, London, S.W.

THE EXAMINATION OF RECRUITS.
Ix the lioi/nl Pay Warrant (1914), paragraph 364, tlie fee

for examining recruits of the regular forces is stated to be
2s. 6d. On June 26th, 1915, the Command Paymaster of

the Southern Command issued a notification to the
A.D.M.S., who transmitted it to recruiting medical officers.

Similar notifications have, it is understood, been issued in

other commands. The notification stated as follows

:

In view of tlie fact that very few claims for fees for examina-
tion of recruits are received in this office in order, will you
kindly note as follows

:

1. The claims should be rendered at the end of the recog-

nized quarters in all cases where the doctor's employment
is continuous.

2. llecniits of the Territorial Force should not be included
in Army Form 0.1661, the fees for the Territorial Force
being i)aval>Ie l>y the County Associations.

3. Tlie dates o"f examinations should be entered in rotation

on Army Form 0.1661.

4. The scale of payment is as follows:
Before and up to September 16th, 1914, 2s. Sd. per man

(Art. 364 Pav Warrant).
From September 16th, 1914, to March 12th, 1915, 28. 6d. per
man, but not exceeding 24s. per diem (C.E.S.C. 2'10580j.

From March 13th, 1915:

Men.
1-4 ... ... ... ... 2a. each.

20-29 ... ... 30s.

30 - 40 Maximum 408.

(S.C.O. 507,1915.'>

It will be distinctly to the advantage of all concerned if the

above points are attended to, as useless correspondence which
takes up tlie doctors', the recruiting oiBcers', your own, and my
time, will be obviated, and the doctors will receive their fees

Ftes tor tlie medical examination of recruits for the Terri-

torial i'oice are pavable by the County Association under para.

747 Territorial Force Regulations. If in any case expenditure
for the Regular Army cannot be separated from that for the
Territorial Force, the' whole will be charged against the Asso-

ciation funds.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Exchange Desieed.

Captain, R.A.M.C.(T.), at present with Field Ambulance (T.)

in France, wishes to exchange to Territorial General or

Casualty Clearing Hospital, either at home or in France.
Captain's pay and allowances.—B. W., c.o. Editor, British
MeDIO.AI. Joi'RNAL.

gitUcal jadus.

Db. W. H. Willcox, physician to St. Mary's Hospital,

and senior scientific analyst to the Home Office, has been
appointed consulting physician and toxicologist to the

Mcditcrrancnn Expeditionary Force, with the rank of

lieutcuaut-coloucl. Dr. Willcox began his duties some

i
weeks ago.

A MEMORIAL to the late Dr. Hugh Dewar was unveiled

in the Abercoru Public Gardens, Portobello, Edinburgh,
on September 5th. It bears the following inscription:
" This fountain has been erected in remembrance of Dr.

Hugh Dcwar, Portobello, by his grateful jiatients and
numerous friends, who deplore the loss in the prime of

manhood of a kind friend and skilful and beloved physician.

His quiet charity was known to the needy. 1866-1914."

A BED was dedicated recently at the Worcester Infirmary

bearing over it the following inscription : "In memory of

George Edwin Hyde, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Hon. Surgeon

to this infirmary 1876-1898, and Hon. Consulting

Surgeon 1898-1914. This bed was endowed by his son.s

and daughters, April, 1915." The ceremony was per-

formed by the Chairman, after Mr. T. Bates, consulting

siu-geon to the hospital, had paid a warm tribute to Mr.

Hyde's qualities as a surgeon and a man.

According to the Dentschc iv^'J'-inisrh,- irnrhenschrift

the war is responsible for lli' J i- un„ .
t nice of two

medical papers. The first is th. '
' iiimermedi-

zinischr. Zeitung, established si.i, \..u. :i;;o, and the

second is the Prayer medi~.iiu.Mh. \:,,.!,.„..,l:rift, estab-

lished forty years' ago. Both papers were in financial
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difllculties before the war, aud the fall in the number of
subscril>oi-s ami of adTertisenieiits duo to tlio war Icli
these papers no alternative but. extinction, i'ho sccoud
pa|>er was the o/lluial journal of the Gcrmano-liohciuiau
Medical Society in Praxue.

The attack on the French niilitary medical arrango-
luents for dealing with the wounded, so far as it was a
political luanteuvre, was stopped by a very eloquent
speech by the Premier, in the course of which he said
that all the facts had been fully placed before and fully
discussed by the proper Committee of the Chamber, and
efrective measures taken to repair the defects revealed.
So far as the attack was a real expression of public appre-
hension, anxiety was quieted by the statement of
M. Charles Bernard, who, witli others, had been sent by
the Committee on Hyt;ioue to make detailed inquiries.
He said that the service was found to be iu good working
order and in possession of well-appointed hospitals.

The French Foreign Minister has formally intimated to
the Acad^mie des Sciences that considerable deposits of
camotite, a mineral j'ielding radium, have been discovered
in Colorado, and that the experts who have examined the
ore consider that the yield will be so large that the price
of radium will fall to less than a quarter. The radium
market has been rather a puzzle for some years ; as is well
known, the chief deposits worked in early days were in
Austria and the price was more or less setUed by the
Austrian Government and financiers in that country.
Latterly the American yield has steadily increased, and
the price has tended to decline, but the market before the
war was understood to be more or less controlled by an
international syndicate..

Sfr Peter Eade, who died on August 12th, aged 89, left
unsettled property of the gross value of £22,132, including
PPrswialty of the net value of £17,092. He bequeathed
£1,000 to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, and the same
amount to the Childrcn-s Convalescent Home, Great
iarmouth, and directed that the residue of his property,
after the deduction of certain legacies, was to be divided
equally between these two institutions. Among the
other legacies were included £100 to the Norwich Jenny
Liud Infirmary for Sick Children, also £200 to the Great
Hospital, St. Helens, Norwich, with a request to the
trustees, without any trust being imposed upon them for
such purpose, to consider whether such a sum could not
be best applied for the medical department of that
hosintal; £100 were bequeathed for the providing of a
Lord Mayor's Chair for Norwich ; £500 to the vicar and
churchwardens of St. Giles, Norwich, towards the cost of
erecting the ijaiish hall, etc., and £200 to the Church
House. Sir Peter Eade left to the Norwich Castle Museum
an Egyptian mummy cast, a bronze figure of Osiris and
an oil painting by Ladbrooke.

M. AND Mme. Victor Henri have studied the varia-
tions in micro-organisms, chiefly in the Bacillus cuifJiracis
brought about by ultra-violet radiation. They exposed
an a<iueous suspension of sporing anthrax to ultra-violet
rays for varjmg periods (some minutes), and afterwards
to subculture. The majority of the organisms were kUled,
but those which survived developed certain modifications
in form. Ihey state (A n-li i ly-s ri-r'rr*ri^-iir nuUlicale, June
1915) that they have obtain., 1 ; , ,,, , i.,rms of the
anthrax bacillus, one a cor,,,i,|

, , , :i ,n^ the Gram
stam.and the other a thin fiiaiM,m mw ,.,1,,, uot taking
the (,ram stain. Both the uormui antlnax organism and
the new coccoid form failed to develop in media oou-
taiuing either ammouiacal salts or acid amines; they
developed m media containing peptone. The filamentous
roiui, ou the other hand, developed also iu the presence
of anmionium lactate or acid amines. Tlic normal anthraxorganism developed less strongly in media containingsugar than m the same media without carbohydiatesT
llie coccoid form showed no appreciable difference, andthe filainentons form developed mnch better with carbo-
hydrates, i torn these and other experiments the authorsventui* uiion a theory to explain the more or less profoundb ochemical and biological modifications brought about bv
nltra-violet rays. I'hey had previously discovered that ifsuch an organism as the B. coli were irradiated for a short
iin'c li to 5 second.s) a modification was inodnnd nfi-
sistiug at least for two hours, and on n ,.. ,i,n lii/ljiiof
irradiation every two hours the orgai.i

; „ ih
Killed; the total duration of the i-i ,

-
, nouswas equal to that of a single Iongirn.,1 ,, i^, :, ,vas

immediately bactericidal. They suppose tliat, u.Kl.rUie
influence of a brief irradiation, the microbe of anthrax
ioses Its power of secreting proteohtic ferments while
retaining its power of producing amylolytic ferments.

f ffti»rs, J^0tu5, aitir ^nshtijrs.
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tS- Queries, answers, and coimnunications relatin/j to snhjerts
to which special departments of the British Mkdical Journai,
are devoted will be foaiid under their respective headings.

QUERIES.
Dr J. NuMA Rat (Stonehaven, St. Eitts, B.W.I.1 asks for
ailvice m the treatment of persistent hiccough with which a,
middle-aged professional man has been afflicted for three
years

; he suffers from dyspepsia and dilated stomach.

Dr. T. Luson (Wilton Lodge, Norbitonl is anxious to hear of a
farm on gravel or sandy soil, with bracing air, where a voun"man who is a draufihtsmau, but would like to work on the
farm, would be received as a paying guest at about £1 a

DirHTUERIA Cartiiees.
Devoniensis M.n, Vo.H

, ,.;,, fo, a reliable method of
curing diphtlieivi ,1 .

i
I v. rvtlnuf,' possible in the wav

of local antisei.'.
^
-!-,.„ and trie^I, and also artdi'-

tioual injections .
, ,:, i„,t without avail. Reference

to any literature .,.:i in.. ,-i;,,lci uould he welcomed.

The Nomenclature of Disease.
S. :\r. O. (Narford Hall Camp, Swatfham. Norfolkl writes • Tlie
regulations of the K..V.Ji.C'. reciuire tliat all illnessfts sliall

Royal c ,.
,

..
,

.1
1

., ., . ,, ,.,.•..;,,,, ' '

1

'

'm.-,.!^
the re|.l. : •

,
. ,., . / ,;.. ',

,

,'.
.,, :, .

,' ,''1^

if any of your readers can let) me have a copy of the
ycimcnclatiire for which they have no use.

',' The Xomendatiirc is now under revisiou.

' 'lii
i

' :
-I r IT, Habit."

"Monk" asks f.i- us to tlie treatment of a
severe case 01 ii.it." The patient is aged
39 years, and si,;. -I. 1, !uenty-five to thirtv cigarettes
daily. He realizes that tlie habit is doing "him great
harm, and has attempted at various times to cure
himself. The effect of abstention is, however great
mental depression—so much so that the ]ilivsical effects
have seemed the lesser evil, and he hasulx-.i r,-,,. ,,i in^
hahitafter a shorter or longer interval. 'I' . ,d'
a pipe for the cigarettes only aggravates I, ;.; . - .'he
is a "wet" smoker, and iuhales wheuo\ii an.i \, l;;i;t ici be
smokes.

Income Tax.
M.R.C.S., L.D.S. writes : Having taken a partner, I sent to the
surveyor of taxes a return of the net profits of the practice for
the first year, deducting the expenses from the fees actuallv
received. He refuses the return, demanding one based upon
the total bookings less the expenses incurred. Is there

that the new fir

ces carried ou by tlie former pro-

1 three years'

',* The legal pes

to the practice nr

prietors, and the assessment for 1915-16 should be calculated
by reference to the a\ erage profits of the three previous years.
Tlie basis of " cash takings " is theoretically incorrect, but is

accepted where the practice has been in existence some years,
so that the year's cash receipts approximate to the value of
the year's total bookings. Onr corresponikn;' ^t;,i,]ii, h; as
to the effect of taking the cash receipts asti,. ;.i ~

.
: ;,- .ss-

ment ipso facto shows that it is iuadmissii.i. :

, ,, ; ..^e

uiulerstaud, there has been a "succession ij j;i e^^iiUiiL;

practice, it might be possible to take the previ
cash receipts and expenses of that practice.

J. P. C. has in the past three veais derived an increasing in-
come entirely from puhli.- ai.i. ,1 ^i,., .,1 ;, ;iii,l has paid tax ou
the yearly income. He i,.: < i ,• lie can obtain anv
repayment in view of the 1 1 i .

:
. inn.nints of "yearly

income" have exceeded llic ,. .
-

, .il. ..1 \>i<-\ lous .vears.
*,' SalariesTeceived from public authorities are assessable

on the amounts accruing for the year of assessment, and our
correspondent accordingly does not appear to be entitled to

any repayment of mcome tax. Where the araonntof the income
caunot be stated beforehand—for example, as in the case of

vaccination fees—the authorities would jiroliahly admit a
claim to assessment on the average under Schedule E, Rule 4,

and as a matter of practice they appear to acquiesce iu a
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request for the inclusion of public fees or salaries
_

geueral return of a local practitioner, but .1. 1". L-

seems to stand outside both these classes.

ANSWERS.

3M B -From £60 to £80 a vear would be a fair salary for a Poor

i.aw district such as described by our correspondent i£ he is

allowed extra fees, and the details of work subniitted fa,rly

represent the whole of the duties of the medical of&cer.

Pftft' XTTON OF PEPSrN
M.-iisD.—In t

and 1.'

tive il
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carm i

etf
afte
of il

n a 1
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Collar ol

J S —Colla ol cons st of I lack colo e i s

1913, Znntz

made at the present time, aa it has been replaced by the

cheaper soda compound, which has now mostly usurped its

name.' The next paragraph is headed "Hypochlorite of

soila l-'.au de Labarraque, usually called Eau de Javel)."

Examination- of Recruits.

Dr H de Carle Woodcock (I^eeds) writes to express the hope

that as the need for men in the forces is becoming more

ni-piit greater discrimination is being exercised as to causes

of^reiecUoii. "I have," he writes, "in mind one O.i.C.

c-iii'liiiiite who tailed to obtain a commission on account 01

heart disease, which he had not got, and another who was

refused because of a cervical rib; the number is great o£

tlirisr who have been rejected because of unimportant varicose

Atiiis or even varicocele." He concludes his letter by

siiMj^osting that really serious conditions — for example,

puTnionary disease—are sometimes overlooked.
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With regard to eau de .TaAelle, the matter seems to be mainly

of archaeological interest. According to Thorpe's Dicliuiiary

of Applied Clifvii.ttrii, vol. ii a912i, p. 26, "the first to suggest

the industrial application of chlorine to bleaching was

BerthoUet, in 1785, and in 1789 was produced the liquor called

' Eau de Javel,' manufactured by iiassing chlorine into a

solution of potash." At p. 31 we read: "Hypochlorite of

potash (chloride of potash or Eau de Javel). This liquor was

first made in 1789 at the Javel Works, near Paris, and was

the first bleaching compound known. It was then made by

passing chlorine into a solution of potashes (cruile potassium

carbonate) in eight parts of water. This liquor is rarely

tho e case th the d t est ton
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ST lUiKRY ON THE GALUPOLT
PKMXSILA.

Bv JOIIX 3I0RLEY, Ch.M., F.R.C.S.,
Captain- E.A.M.C^T.F.) ; Mediterkaneax Expeditioxary

Force
;

ho.n-orant srnceok. ancoats hospital. manchfster avdMANCHESTrR CHILDnES'S HOSPITAL ; LF.CrUREn IN *

CUSICAL AXATOJIT, MANCHESTER UNIVEKSIir.

It would be liai-d to find a more striking contrast than
that between the administrative problems involved in the
treatment and evacuation of wounded from our front in
glanders on the one hand, and from tlie Gallipoli
Peninsula on the otlier. In Flanders good roads and
abundant motor transport to the railhead have permitted
evacuation to be on the whole so rapid that all cases
requiring operative treatment can be removed, if not to a
base hospital, at least to some stationary hospital or
casualty clearing station out of the zone of artillery fire
without any such delay as would be prejudicial to their
prospects. On the southern end of the Gallipoli Peninsula
during the three and a half months that the present
writer lias been stationed here, and up to the date of
writmg (August 21st), the situation has been as follows •

The front line of our trenches extends across the peninsulam an approximately straight line. The field ambulances
working with the British forces at the southern end of
the peninsula collect their wounded from the re«iinental
aid posts, and evacuate them, first by hand and°for the
iatter part of the journey by horse or motor ambulance, to
the casualty clearing stations. The more important of
the c earing stations, and the one with which our field
ambulance has had to deal, is situated near Lancashire
Landing. A very serious drawback from the surgical
poin of view lies in the fact that the dust inevitable in a
great base camp during these long months of dry weather
is blown up in great clouds by the prevailing breeze, and
often makes operative work during the daytime almost
impossible.
From the clearing station the wounded are embarked on

fhi^nt V '}""" ''^?''. "'^' '" perforce used also for

Tltc r
T;'"" ammunition and supplies for the army.These lighters are towed by steam pinnaces to the hospital

s np that les a mile or two off the shore, and, withouchanging stretchers, are .slung on to the ship by cranesExcept during and shortly after an action, the wounded

hours. The hospital ships fill up in " peace times," as the^eeks of siege warfare by artillery and sniping in thentervals between assault are called, in a week or leu davs

Favnf of v° r.'?-"'' T"^ rapidly), and then leave for

fefJ^K fT 1
'^'

'^.r'"^
three or four days respectively to

It^ !l ^'^ .
Minor cases are not taken to the hospital

li *"• ?"' are either detained in the field ambu-

boTpHalL':
"'=''' '"'^'"^'^ ^°''^^ to be treated in stationa^

This brief account of the general position is given toshow how circumstances have forced a good"S ofSv • ''^JN"^*^*!''
fi"'*^ ambulance, fo whfch the

^ilf^i.l''"''"^'^- .^^," ^™y "^^^^i°a' authorities asa
tII fZoS.^'Y^'''''\''''^^'P"''' '" fi^^^ ambulances
.t,!!!^

^ •^°'i1 °! ''P'"''^y evacuation of wounded is ever

tTe fi^M ^'"hf
^' before their minds, and they prLfe • thathe field ambulance should devote its energies nrimarilv to

burtheT T^ ""'^ secondarily to treatmint iud tliat^ all

until tbP. "'°,f' °P'^'''^"^«
measures should be deferre

hn«„;* 1 •
*"'' 'y, *=^^^"°8 station, or even the base

able as regards absence of shell fire and dust and timt Hipmounded should be brought down from he fii in-line soquickly as not to prejudice the results of opera ion% The

«,<- me Clearing station as often to reduce onerativp wmlf fn

ttZTZ7- ^-''^
'r^'''^' «^'P'^' no mS how wellstaffed and equipped, cannot entirely solve the problem,

because there must usmlly be some delay at the clearing
station, and It is often twelve hours orVore fi"m helun.ct.on of their wounds before patients can beZt on

rnrly enough, the experience of this war lias taught ua

to wait
^ '"'^'^^ ^'°"''^ '« ^'"' too long

When the field ambulance came ashore at the beginning
of May, within a fortnight of the historic landina of ouf

sho^e'rJr^''''"""^'' '?
securing a site on re°Aegeanshore, less than a mile from the Lancashire Landin"Here a series of little gulleys, dry during the summer fatlsteeply away from the plateau to end on the cHff below

hese\urvfr'frf°"- ^°"'<' «^«- The deepest "l

Vm, nfl! f„'^ •^'i^"'',
°^ '""'='' excavating and leVellingMth picks and sliovels. was so altered iu two days thatcould house 40 stretcher ca.ses. A deep littleTavoffthe mam gu ley, with walls worn smooth by the torrentLl

t'p.'pp, °i r'""'''U
^°™"^^ '^^ °l'"-^t'"S tLat°e Veadlyscreened from the patients (see photograph), and thewhole place, when roofed over with tentin| and wa'on

thrTf;,.f-fH "f «",rf"^'^°'J fi-^'^l l^ospital, invisible" to

geUo work
° °"' ^''°"°'' tent subdivision to

wJ/fi Tf ^'°°.! ^^'''^- °"'' ^^''^ ambulance evacuatedwounded from the regimental aid posts through theadvanced dressing stations to the casualty clearing station

mile ''in'l^nT ^^V^''
'^"^

''"T'^''
^''' ''""« ^ quaftei o amile inland. From the dressing station only thosewounded who need operation or rest and observation for !

cliTJ:j'V''Z'%^ '"'''' '^'^- '^''^^^'-^'^ stream o"cases passes straight down to the clearing station. In thecomparatively quiet weeks of trench warfare our tent subdivision can deal with all the cases passing through our

are .^"^ n"! l^^ff/^^'i
"^l"''"^

f^'i'^
ope^'ation- Such casesme sent on via the clearing station in one, two, or three

tiL IT' ''I
'°''"' advisable. When a considerable

flOnoJf^ 'iP''''!,'^°,''^"'*°tl'e extent of our capacity
(40 cases), relieve the clearing station of some of the urgent
oases, which are apt to be crowded down on them iu suchnumbers as to make some delay in giving them appropriate
treatment almost inevitable.

it-
1

nta

So much has been written on the treatment of woundsfrom the western theatre of war, that one ' can hardly
pretend to say anything fresh on the problems that con-
fiout US. In a general .sense, however, it may be of value
to describe the principles on which various classes ofwounds have been dealt with in our " dug-out " hospital.

Lacekated Wounds.
Ihe considerable experience of soiled and laceratedwounds tliat one gets m an industrial town such as Man-

chester has long convinced me that for such eases no

H^^nFw?f°''°''
'=*'* possibly, by its mere application to

the soiled tissues, ensure healing without suppuration. In
a contused and lacerated wound, such as we get from
bombs, high explosive shells, and often from shrapnel,
nothing short of complete excision of the soiled and
devitalized tissues can be relied on to secure the healing
^^1./" T?•^°,''°°, "''' ?^'°"''^ ^'"'^ys be regarded as ou?
Ideal. This local excisiOn of soiled tissues is of no availwhen once enough time has elapsed to permit the muHi-
pUcation of organisms in the wound, and then invasion of
the lymphatics; to put it in another way, the prospect of
securing primary healing of these wounds varies inversely
with the time that elapses between the iufliction of thewound and operation. Another factor of no less impor-
tance is the completeness with which excision of thewound IS possible. If no vital partis involved the opera-
tion can be complete; and, given early operation (saywithin two to four hours) and sound technique, results
will be uniformly satisfactory. But if the presence ofsome important vessel, nerve, or other organ in the wound
prevents complete excision, results become less satisfactory
at once. -^

The conditions to be dealt with vary so widely with
tlie locality and nature of the wounds that one can hardly
describe a uniform technique. Local infiltration with
eucaine and adrenalin is preferred to a general anaesthetic
whenever possible. The surrounding skin is cleaned and
dried with spirit and painted with tincture of iodine.
Iodine is swabbed into the wound and a clean excision
made of the contused tissues, every care being taken to
avoid contact of the new clean surface of the wound with

[2856]
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Iho parts excised. The ^vollna is then swabbed out

LIioroii"lilv with a solution of hydrogen peroxide, closed

as far as the local conditions permit, and drained. In a

-ase where our ideals have been achieved (as regards early

operation and thoroughness), there will be no fear of

siwpuration, and, of course, none of gas gangrene or

tetanus. The drainage tube or tubes cau be rcuiovea in

forty-eiaht hours, and the wound will heal by first inten-

tion But since we can only hope for an approximation

to the ideal in most cases antitetanus serum is always

Riven and where a complete excision has not been possible

tho wound is not closed, but lightly packed with gauze

Boakcd in hydrogen peroxide, which is changed once or

twice in the tweuty-four hours.

By these means not only are such tragedies as gas

gangrene and tetanus avoided, but in cases where no limb

IS lo°st or permanently put out of action, the shortening of

convalescence by avoidance of suppuration is of tJhe

si-eatest value from the poiut of view of the army. By

dissectino out superficial lacerated shell and shrapnel

wounds and converting them into linear sutured incisions,

I have frequently sent back to duty in ten days, -with

ttieir wounds soundly healed, men who would otherwise

have been condemned to a convalescence of at least four

or six weeks, while the slow process of suppuration and

granulation went on. I am convinced that the importance

of very early oiieration as a time saving factor in these

cases is not sufficiently realized. A recent official

pamphlet, entitled Hints on War Surrjrn,/, issued to

medical officers, contains the statement: "Shell wounds

are septic, and should be treated by free irrigation and

drainage." Our experience in tliis field ambulance shows

definitely that such teaching as this, though undoubtedly

true of many and perhaps most shell wounds, loses Sight

of an often attainable ideal, and is only true of all cases

when operation is unfortunately delayed.

Amputations.

The same principles guide us in cases of shattered

limbs, where the need for amputation is not in doubt.

Amputation is performed as early as possible, and, as a

rule, through healthy uninjured tissues. A great_ deal

depends on securing primary union, and that it is an

attainable ideal in most cases our expoiienco here shows.

It is my custom to keep all aininitations (and as far as

possible most other major c^sosl uudci- observation for

two or three days after operatiou, so that before losing

siaht of them we can see the course the wound is taking,

and it is usually found to be healing by primary union at

the end of this period.

In cases of very severe injuries to the limb, as where

a shell has blown off one leg, and perhaps lacerated the

other, shock is profound, and it is often a difficult matter

to judge whether the patient will stand operation or not.

It is my custom, with a badly shocked patient, to give

morphine on arrival, if not already administered, and

copious saline infusions into the axillae. About an honr

after the saline infusion is usnally the most favourable

time for amputation, and by this means one avoids waiting

an indefinite time for reaction from shock. But in spite

of all precautions many patients with these terrible

injuries succumb to shock, often without operation being

feasible.
Head Injuries.

The extent of injury to the skull by a penetrating bullet

varies lemarkably. In some cases the bullet drills a

clean hole of entrance and exit. More often there is con-

siderable splintering and Assuring of the skull. But these

bullets at short range appear to have a disintegrating

effect on the semifluid brain matter that is altogether out

of proportion to the injury to the bone, if one may judge

by the large quantity of brain matter that frecjuently

escapes.
In clean penetrating rifle bullet wounds involving the

brain, unless there is some urgent indication, such as signs

of compression, I do not as a rule trephine, but merely

shave the scalp locally and sterilize the wounds of exit

and entrance with iodine. The majority of these cases die

within the first forty-eight hours, and those with a large

escape of disintegrated brain matter are the most rapidly

fatal. But occasionally one is surprised by a rapid revival

in some case that one had regarded as almost moribund.

The head is almost the only part of the body where
shell and shrapnel often offer a better prognosis than rifle

or machine gun wounds, by reason of their leaser tendency

to penetrate the skull. Shrapnel bullets fiom a shell that

bursts rather high have no great velocity, and will often

cause a local depressed fracture without penetratiug the

brain, and fragments of high explosive sliell, if they have

travelled some distance from the burst, are often partially

resisted by the scalp and skull. It is in those compouiitl

depressed fractures, without laceration of the dura, that

I have obtained the most satisfactory results. Tho
essential points are early oijeration, complete excision

of the contused edges of the scalp wound, removal of all

depressed and soiled fi-agnieuts of bone by trephining

where necessary, and the rounding off of the gap in the

skull with gouge forceps. Tho wound is drained as a

precautionary measure, but suppuration is rare if operation

has been early, and one can easily remove the tube in

forty-eight hours. Concerning the late results of these

cases, one has, of course, no opportunity of forming a

judgement here.

Penetrating Abdomujal Wounds.
These wounds fall into t-wo fairly distinct categories

:

1. Rifle or machine gun wounds, with an equally

small wound of entrance and exit.

2. Penetrating shrapnel or shell wounds, or rifle

bullet wounds with wound of entrance only, or with

large wound of exit.

1. It can generally be assumed, whore the wound of e^i

like that of entrance, is tho typical small puncture of the

modern rifle bullet, that the bullet will have drilled througii

the intervening viscera, causing holes no greater than thos^

in the skin, and that the redundant mucosa of the stomach

or intestines will plug up the holes, and prevent the escaiie

of their contents until plastic adhesions have completed the

healing process. If the stomach is distended at the time,

or if the patient drinks freely, or is roughly handled, tliere

may be enough escape of stomach or intestinal contents to

set up general peritonitis. But given morphine and rest,

with nothing by mouth for the first twenty-four hours,

the great majority of these cases make an uninterrupted

recovery. The chief exceptions are cases of death fiom

I

internal haemorrhage, where the bullet has caught a

large blood vessel. The question has been a good deal

discussed whether these cases of " clean " riflie wounds of

tho abdomen should be kept at rest under morphine in

some advanced dressing station close to the trenches or

brought down to the main dressing station where the

operative work of the field ambulance is performed. My
own feeling is decidedly in favour of the latter course.

The chief difficulties in cari-ying the patients will be en-

countered in the twists and turns round the traverses of

the narrow trenches through which they must in any ease

be brought before they reach the advanced dressing

station ; and I do not think that (after a dose of morphine)

an extra hour's journey on a carefully carried stretcher

down an open road will add perceptibly to the risk, though

I hold it of importance that ihese patients should be hand
carried all tlie way, aud not put into a jolting ambulance

van on uueven and shell-pitted roads. The advantage of

bringing them at once to the main dressing station, or

field hospital, where the best trained nursing orderlies arc

concentrated, and where, should indications arise, opera-

tion can be performed without dela.y, is sufficiently obvious.

The routine treatment that we adopt for tli<-=o cases con-

sists in moi-phine, the Fowler pi - " '

: by mouth
for twenty-four hours, and sal in ry. Tho
saline is usually given by subc: ' i into tho

axillae, as rectal sahnes might ;u ^ -_ u£ leaknic

from a perforation in the colon. The paticut is allowed ' .

rinse his mouth out frequently with water, and is wavii

of the danger of drinking any. One injection of saline

the end of twelve hours will generally tide him_ over wiJ

out gi-eat thirst to the end of the first twenty-four hou

when fluids are first given by the mouth. Given t!-.;

precautions general peritonitis will i-arely supervene, ^i

for this class of case rapid recovei-y without any need i"i

operative interference may be expected as a rule.

2. Penetratiug shell and shrapnel wounds of il"

abdomen, on the other hand, involve an infinitely gra'. <

prognosis. The jagged sharp fragments of metal tlim-

off by a high explosive shell have often great penctrai

powoi-, and cut terrible rent^ in the hollow viscera wl,i'

no plastic adhesions could possibly heal. Indeed, I ha- o
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The chief interest in the first of the cases here reported

in the i-ray photographs or in the subsequent careful

2)c>st-morlnn examination. Wliilc small fragments of metal

might easily have been overlooked, notwithstanding such

examination, large pieces could not be. Probably, there-

fore, the condition of the lung was one of rupture and

consequent haemorrhage and collapse. Such rupture

might be caused by the patient receiving a violent blow on

the chest from a large piece of shrapnel after the shell had

exploded, and this theory would al.so explain the great

bruisiug and infiltration of the chest wall with blood. Had
the lung collapsed entirely at the time of the injury the

patient would probably have died immediately, but the

presence of clot of varying age and of liquid blood in the

..^„ .„ the fact that it is possible for a perforating wound
pigu^^l cavity make it tolerably certain that there were

of the aorta, albeit small, to be inflicted without death
repeated haemorrliages, accompanied by increasing corn-

resulting. This man, who had his aorta shot througli,
pression of the lung

lived for three weeks after the wound, and died from

concurrent injury to the lung.

Case I —Perforation of the Aorta, about an inch ahove the Aortic

Valve h'ti a Fraqmmt of Shrajmd : Traumatic Aneurysm.

Sergeant 6., aged 33, wai wounded on October 27th, 1914 by

shrapnel, and was admitted to No. 4 Scottish General Hospital,

under my care, on November 4th.
, 1

On admission he was pale and anxious-looking, obviously

very ill and rather short of breath. There were several small

wounds over the left shoulder and chest, the most conspicuona

being situated below the clavicle. The whole eft chest was

much swollen, the tissues being infiltrated with blo9d, and the

Bldn discoloured by ecchyraosis. Owing to the great mhltratiou

of the chest wall repeated physical examination was entirely

iicative. Skiagrams revealed no foreign l)ody, but there was

always a marked want of definition, involving even the ribs.

Cantain Riddell, who personally soperinteuded the taking of

the plates, suggested pleurisy with effusion as a possible cause

of the want of definition. . , . , ,

The external wounds improved rapidly, the effusion of blood

in the chest wall slowly diminished, the temperature was

generally about 99' F., and tlie pulse little above normal; the

natient took his food fairly well.
.u -„

eathlessness became rather pro-

wdiild then develop, but on the
until November 17th,

patient took h
On one or two occasions

nounc^d, and slijilit cyaiio:

whole the patient progress, ----- .

when impelled probably bv breathltssness, he crawled to the

bottom of his bed, was given a dressing-gown by another

patient, and tried to walk to a chair close at hand. J. he

nurses' attention was immediately attracted, but the patient

collapsed before they could reach him, became deeply cyanosed,

and had to be lifted back to his bed. Restoratives were applied,

and tracheotomv was considered by the orderly officer, who,

finding no evide'iice of tracheal olistructioii, did not perform it.

The pulse remained good, but the struggle tor breath and

cyanosis remained pronounced, and the patient died shortly

afterwards.

Necropsy.

On post-mortem examination the left pleural cavity was found

filled with l)lood, much of which was liquid. At the apex there

w.is a small detached portion of lung adherent to the pleura,

•m.l ot the base a larger detached portion adherent to the

'iileura and diaphragm, but the rest of the lung was torn away

from these portions, much damaged, and compressed by the^

blood Death would appear to have been due to a fresh haemor-

rhage, caused by further tearing of the lung from the portion

attached to the base.
^ , • , ,„u^^„

Attention was neAt turned to the heart, which was slightly

enlarged and fatty, but otherwise normal, and then to the

aorta. Distinct from the mouths of several small vessels

which were conspicuous on the inner surface of the aorta

when it was opened up for inspection, there was an obvious

small perforation of the aorta on either side. On the inner

surface of the vessel the little holes were quite distinct, patent,

and irre"ular in outline, while on the outer surface the track of

the punctures could not be traced. On the outer snrface, how-

ever, opposite one of the points of puncture on the inner

surface, there was a small aneurysm, about the size of a cherry

stone, filled with minute laminated clot. Careful search did

not reveal any fragments of shell.

So far as one could sec, the man might have lived

indefinitely in spite of the aortal wound. The point is one

to be noted by the medical jurist, who is prone to assert

dogmatically that certain injuries cannot have been

inflicted because the victim is still alive. While little or

no attempt at healing appeared to have been made by the

inner coats, the outer seemed to be quite capable of

Xjreventing escape of blood into the surrounding tissues.

The little aneurysm was situated in the coats of the

aorta, which formed its walls, and to that extent might

be regarded as being of the dissecting type. There was,

however, no evidence of lateral extension.

It is not easy to explain the extensive damage to the

lung. Had the chest been penetrated by several large

pieces of shell the lung would doubtless have been torn by

One other point illustrated by this case and the next

is the remarkable penetiative power possessed by small

fragments of shell. It is difficult to realize that such

fragments may possess sufficient momentum to penetrate

the^chest wall and bury themselves deeply in the tissues.

Case IJ.— Traumatic Arterio-Venoiis Aneurysm ofCfimmon Carotid

Artery andJnternalJuyular lein.

Sergeant R., aged 32, was wounded on May 3rd, 1915, at Ypres,

bv a small splinter of shrapnel which struck him on the right

side of the neck about the level of the cricoid cartilage. Im-

mediately a thin jet of bk)od spurted out, which drenched his

clothes. A comrade at once caught the puncture between his

finger and thumb and pinched it, thereby arresting the bleeding,

and then applied a field dressing. The neck, however, began

to swell, aud this swelling increased as the patient was con-

veyed to a field dressing station, aud thence to a field hospital,

until finally it had extended up over the right side of the face,

the eye becoming closed. The patient was transferred to hos-

pital at Boulogne, and remained there for eleven days. While

there skiagraphs were taken of the neck, but no metal was

detected. V.y this time the swelling had begun to decrease;

the face and neck were markedly discoloured. As the general

swelliiv'subsided, a tumour became apparent in the neck, and

pulsation was observed. The patient was transferred to Stob-

liill on May 15th, when he came under my care. On admission

he had a luilsating swelling over the line of the carotid whic?i

was most prominent about the level of the cricoid. There was

no evident scar, but the skin over the most prominent portion

was slightly stretched.
. . ^, .,, ,,,

In addition to the marked pulsation a distinct thrill could be

detecterl, particularly to the outer and posterior aspect of the

swelliuo The patient stated that he had been suffering from

headache due to the transmission of the beating to his head,

but that this headache was now much less intense, and that

he was sure the swelling was steadily decreasing in size. He
was therefore kept under observation for three weeks but,

while his general health improved, the swelling not only did

not decrease, but became larger and more pointed, the skm 9ver

the most prominent portion being now glazed. A diagnosis ot

rapidly enlarging arterio-venous traumatic aneurysm was

made, and operation was decided upon.

Operation.

On June 5th an incision was made below theswelling inthe line

of the carotid arterv, and ligatures were placed on the carotid

artery and internal jugular vein. A second obhque, incision was

then made above, just below the tip of the mastoid process

and the origin of the sterno-mastoid muscle cut through, ihe

internal iugular vein was then ligatured close to its point of

emei-ence from the skull, and the branches of the carotid

arterv were also ligatured. The upper and lower incisions

were" then united by an elliptical incision surrounding the

portion of glazed skin, and the involved area was exposed

The arterv and vein were now found to be much damaged, and

adherent to one another and communicating, while there w^s

Iar"e aneurysmal sac partly in the substance of the sterno-

mVstoid muscle All the structures were much matted

together The sterno-mastoid muscle was next divided for

the second time, but low down in the neck, and the separated

portion of muscle, containing part of the aneurysm, was re-

moved with the mass. It was hoped that removal would now

be easy, as all the main trunks had been ligatured, but such

was not the case. The vagus i-ve had also been damaged,
: separating it, the
v «„.-.-nn-.-"l. The
,.,: --;,r. ni'l the

refuliy detached aud the mass remu

After-History. '
, , •, . j

slow but steady recovery ; he exhibited

nJ^^i^b^S'l^J^Xrnordirh^-^uirarappi-eciably^from
shock. He now (August) feels very well, is beginning to

a wTsh to express my thanks to Major Pringle for his kind

them, but, aa a matter of fact, no metal was found, either advice and assistance in this case.J
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Descrij^tion of Specimen.
The specimen removed shows a large sac—even now, after

shrinkage in preservative, fully 1* in. in diameter—which pro-
jects into and distends the steriio-mastoid muscle ou tlie one
band, and on the other conui t \ . Ijin ;\ imuter of an incli
from the skin surface. The \' ' mourysm in the
muscle presents a distinct sa<- \ : 1 1 of the dilated
coats of the vessels, while thu v. iii, ir-ii'-ts toward the
skin surface has no true wall, and is occupied by a dark red
thrombus.

In tliis case, as in the last, while there is a perfectly
distinct history of wountliug. no metal wag found, either
by array exaniiuatiou or at the operation. The presump-
tion is, therefore, that the penetrating fragment was a
very small one, and so was overlooked. It is possible,
however, that it penetrated quite beyond the area
examined. The complex nature of the aneurysm will
be noted, that part which projected into the sterno-
mastoid muscle having a true s,ac wall derived from the
coata of the damaged and distended vessels, while the
portion which projected toward the skin was of the purely
traumatic type, there being no true sac wall.

It is remarkable that this man should have suffered
such grave injury to his carotid artery, internal jugular
vein, and vagus nerve, and yet have complained onty of
headache due to the throbbing of the aneurysm. So far
as he is aware, he never lost consciousness.

It is significant of the changes in methods of warfare
that while the two cases reported above were caused by
shrapnel, the patient in Case in was wounded by a rifle
bullet.

Case m.— Traumatic Femoral Aneurysm.
T. B., a Boer, was shot on p^ehruary 8th, 190O, the bullet, pre-

Buraably a Lee Metford, entering the thigh at the junctioii of
the middle and lower thirds of the femur, in the line of the
femoral artery, and coming out about 6 in. higher up on the
outside of the thigh. The wounds of entrance and exit were
alike in appearance. The patient was brought to the Military
Stationary Hospital, Orange River, where I was stationed as k
civil surgeon, on April 8th, 1900, and placed under mv care The
history given was that he had been supposed to be su£term»
irom fracture of the femur, with great throwing out of callus"and that he had been treated bv massage without effectOn examination the whole limb was found to be oedematous
Th^ih iJ.^^'^f- ^"'f

"'°g ,«^is'fd on the front and inside of the
thigh, extending from above the wound of entrance to about theapex of Scarpa's triangle in front, and to 3in. below the groinonthe inside, where the swelling was most prominent. The swell-ing was very tense and hard in front, but it presented slight
rtuctaation on the inside. Pulsation of the femoral artery could

„L 1 Ji,* i".'

i'.'stinctly made out below Pouparfs ligament,and a slight thrill was also occasionally detected over the swell-

lllt-t?^ K f""},"
^^^ popliteal or tibial arteries could not bedetected, but the oedema was quite sufficient to account for

this, even had pulsation been present. The patient complained
of pain and discomfort over the whole limb.

Operation.
ahe operation was performed on April 12th. An incision

IJ^M- i""',^™^ •?*?*, °''^'^ "^® ™°st prominent part of theswelling. Immediately the skin had been incised dark blood

eLi ^if?r'^'^'
'"'^"^ 'lark-colo.n-ed blood flowed from thenpperend of the incision. The clot was removed in large massesboth fresh and old, some portions having become m-Zizel'

= wt;i]^^LtdS^hr^g.T-j';.L-„-'i^
wTh^lot?ort'iklzt'

^''^ "'"'^' °"' -'^ the'cav^tf^acl^^^

™ .. After-History.

tvS"in° whkT n
""'

'"'^f
7^'' °^ *''^ ^'^g"'^"- t'-aumatictype, n which, the vessel hav ng been Wounded—andextensively wounded-the blood is" poured in?o the surrounding tissues, which are stretched and compressedthereby. There was, therefore, no true sac wall theblood being confined by the compressed surToundn^tissues and by blood clot. The diagnosis of frac[urewi?C

^of ,: lTJhTi;'sef'"'d""^'' 'V^T"^^^- 1-«S s'h-ldDOC oe lightly set aside as ridiculous, since tliA ),a,-r)nature of the swelhng, its slow increase in sfze and tbfentnre absence of pulsation might easily mislear'

^£'BF^-^''^^^^'^'^^^^^.

THE TREATMENT OF W®UNDS IN WAR.

E. G. KENNEDY, M.B., B.Ch., Captain I.M.S.,
SnuOlCAi SPECIALIST, LAHORE INDIAN QENEKAL HOSPITAL, EUANCB.

-V YEAR after the beginning of the present European war
all surgeons who have had experience of recent military
surgery agree that our preconceived notions on the subject
require considerable modification. Since the war began
I have worked in an Indian General Hospital, seeing and
treating every variety of injury produced in modern war-
faro. The purpose of this paper is to call attention to the
importance of certain methods of treatment and to
describe some modifications of practice which, in my
hands, have given very gratifying results after unusually
short convalescence.
With the exception of some perforatina wounds of soft

parts, practically all wouuds met witli ' are septic, the
ma.ionty suppurating freely. The kind of wound to
winch I particularly wish to draw attention is the lar^e
lacerated wound of soft parts with considerable loss of
skill, often aocomijanied by compound comminuted fracture
of the long bones—for example, the so-called explosive exit
type. This is the type of injury which causes the most
permanent disability, the subsequent usefulness of the
limb depending very largely on the nature of the treatment
adopted.

.A.11 surgeons are agreed on the desirability of procuring
free drainage at the earliest pcssible opportunity. To
attain this end the entrance wound is enlarged if necessary,
and a rubber drainage tube passed along the track of the
wouud. Free drainage is then taken for granted, although
the object of the tube is only too often defeated by placing
a thick pad of dressing, such as gauze or cotton-wool, over
the wound. What happens is that at first the discharge
Hows freely into the dressing, but the discharge is of a
viscid character, and capillary attraction soon fails to
make the fluid permeate into the dressing as fast as it is
exuded from the wound. In a short time, varying accord-
ing to the amount of the discharge, drainage comes to a
standstill. Pus accumulates iu the wound behind the
tube, dammed back by a .sodden, practically impermeable,
mass of dressing, and the surgeon, on removing the latter,
IS greeted with a flood of pus, a most disappointing and
disconcerting end to an honest effort to secure free
drainage.

11 further proof be required, take a dressing partially
soaked in pus and run a gentle stream of water over it.
It will be seen that where the dressing is covered with
pus the water runs over it as over the back of a duck, and
with an equal amount of penetration in either case. If
water behaves like this, what of viscid pus? Of course, in
time a certain amount of pressure will ari.se behind the
pus, but let us hope, for the sake of the patient, that this
seMom amounts to anything appreciable. To get over this
difliculty, I have for some time treated these cases without
anything m the way of dressings in contact with the
wound

;
the method adopted is as follows

:

A piece of perforated zinc sheeting is bent, so as to form
an arch of suitable size over the wound. Some wool is
ai ranged to absorb any discharge after it has left the
wouud. The zinc sheeting arch is fixed in position by a
bandage at its extremities only, and covered with two
thicknesses of gauze. The wound is now inside a little
chamber open freely to the air; there is nothing to hinder
the exit of discharge, and it is protected from flies or dust
by the gauze, which acts as an efficient filter. The free
access of oxygen seems to be of distinct benefit, and of
greater value than the occasional application of hydrogen
peroxide, though there is no reason why this should not be
used as well. In the case of a limb it is at times of great
help to shng the limb by flannel strips to a Balkan splint,
the discharge dripping into a mass of cotton-wool placed
ou a mackintosh sheet on the bed beneath.
As to the results obtained, at the end of forty-eight hours

the discharge diminishes to an extraordinary extent. At
tlie end of a week or ten days there is only a scanty, thin,
sero-purulent discharge, which continues until the wound
heals completely. From the commencement the wound
should be irrigated from time to time with saline—either
normal or hypertonic, or some weak antiseptic lotion. In
severe cases continuous irrigation may be called for.
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The position of the drainage tube is, of course, very im-

portant. The tube and patient must be so arranged that

tlie uttermost recesses of the wound are reached ami that

full advantage of gravity is taken to assist the flow ct

discharge towards the mouth of the wound. Sometimes

this ideal state cannot be reached, but much can be done

by care and experiment. A mistake frequently made is to

drain a wound with a tube, and although the tube is not

carrvine off all discharge by the action of gravity alone,

to imagine that free drainage has been attained by the

insertion of such a tube. If the drainage is not perfect it

is soon manifest; if a wound so treated continues to dis-

charge freely after three or four days, then there is only

one cause for it-namely, a foreign body ;
for example, a

large slough, dead bone, pieces of shell or portions of

clothing, etc. The wound should be explored and the

cause removed. „ .

As to the lotion employed. Sir A. Wrights arguments

seem convincing; it really makes no material difterence

whether a sterile or a weak antiseptic solution be em.

ployed; the imgation depends for its good effects entirely

on the mechanical action of lavage of the surfaces, and

its antiseptic action only affects those micro-organisms

present in the pus, leaving those in the walls of the wound

unaffected.

Secondary Suliire of Septic Woxinch.

Until recently it was thought that nothing could be more

fatal than to sew up a wound in the sliglitest degree

septic. Practical experience has shown that this is tar

from being so. Once wound has been brought by the

namely, about the tenth to the fifteenth day. No drainage

is employed. The deep sutures are absorbed.

Shin- Grafting.

When the skin edges cannot bo brought together by

undercutting, without undue tension, skiu-grafting should

conclude the operation. By the following method a wound,

however large, can be completely covered in and healed

after eight days. The subsequent scar is soft and flexible,

leaves scarcely any deformity, and is freely movable on

the subjacent tissues. Healing by granulation, on the

other hand, often means (1) very slow healing—perhaps

two to four months ; (2) a deep, puckered, unsightly scar

;

(3) adhesions of the cicatrix to the underlying muscles and

tendons, causing deformity and disability of the limb. The

technique is as follows: The surface from which the grafts

are to be taken is prepared the previous day. The front of

the thigh is a suitable spot. It is first washed with soap

and water and shaved. It is then thoroughly rubbed over

with ether followed by rectified spirit. A sterile dressing

is then put on.

The operation is commenced by thoroughly cleansing

the wound by sponging with ether followed by rectified

spirit, special attention being paid to the edges of tho

skin, all sodden epithelium being removed. The sur-

rounding skin is painted with tincture of iodine, care being

taken that this does not reach the wound. The graft site

is then exposed and once more cleaned with ether and

alcohol. The grafts are then cut from the dry skin with

an ordinary sharp razor, the size varying somewhat with

the extent of the surface to be covered, an average graft

Fig. l.-Wo«na of thigh. Leg slung to Balkan BpUnt. ;j^oana.

without dressing, allowed to dram into dressing in bed. A-«|a™

of Balkan splint B, flannel strips slinging leg: c. perforated^c

,

1. ?ubber drainage tube: E. one layer of gauze over perforated

zinc ; r, cotton-wool to receive discharges from wound.

treatment above described to a suitable condWon,

secondary suture will give almost the same union as that

of an aseptic incision. .

For secondary suture of septic wounds, the following

conditions are necessary

:

, , ^r x, u rv,

1. Absence of any foreign body. If there be a com-

pound fracture, the discharge must be almost purely

serous, which will not obtain as long as any dead bone is

^'^2!'^'rhe wound should be of such a nature that healing

by granulation would be a lengthy process.

These conditions are generally present, m a wound

treated in the method above described, in from five to ten

days, according to the nature of the wound. The opera_

tion is performed under an anaesthetic. The lacerated

muscle is united by deep sutures of strong catgut inserted

mattress fashion. If the loss of skin is great, free under-

cutting must be resorted to, and the edges brought together

by coarse silkworm-gut mattress sutures. It is important

to use mattress sutures of coarse gut, as they often have

to be left in for ten days or more. Fine gut insertedia

the ordinary way will cut out at the end of eight or nine

days. Before the sutures are applied, the wound must be

thoroughly cleansed by gentle swabbing out with ether,

followed by rectified spirit. Any tendon or fascia seen

lying loose in the wound should be clipped away, as it is

a most frequent source of long-continued suppuration.

The skin sutures are removed as soon as union is certain,

Fig 2.-Wound ol forearm. Perforated zinc shield in Position

for skin-grafting, z. Shield alone showing shape adaiited to aim

n, ulcer; g. one layer of gauze: b, bandage, fixing ends ot

perforated zinc,

beiutr about 1 sq. in. The graft should be about the thick-

ness of stout brown paper. The surface from which the

graft has been removed should appear dead white witu

numerous freely bleeding points all over it. The graft is

immediately placed on the raw surface of the wound and

spread out w-ith a couple of probes This » /ePfJi\ed

until the whole area has been covered in. Finally, gentle

pressure is exerted with a dry swab to get nd of any air

bubbles or blood between the grafts and the wound and to

ensure accurate contact in all places. No dressing is

i.liced ou the "rafts, but the site is protected, as is also

tha^ from whidi the grafts have been taken, by a piece of

perforated zinc sheeuug, just as above described for the

tL-catinent of septic wounds. There is no need to sc ape

the granulations or to cause bleeding by rough handhng.

Provided that there is no active inflammation, slight

suppuration is no contraindication, the pus escaping

between the grafts. „„„„„,
On the second day the grafts are unchanged in appear-

ance, except that a little pus or serum may ^PP^'^^ between

them and they are a little swollen. To the to"f "
f?

ran be felt nuite firmly in position and adherent to the

underfying granulations' By the eighth day the wound is

completeir»>ealed up, all the grafts having >nv^"^b^

"taken," and each graft being united to its neighbouis

and to contiguous margins of the wound.
. 1 „ -

As to the%ourco fi^m which the grafts were taken a

scab forms under which the epithelium is regeneiated

This scab falls off about the twentieth to the t^enty-tittn
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day. A general anaesthetic is usually required to graft

any area larger than a five-shilling piece, but for smaller
areas I have used local anaesthesia with success.

To sum up, I am of opinion that the above described

treatment for septic cases has the following advantages

:

1. Simplicity.

2. A saving of expense by cutting dovfn dressings to

3. Better results than those obtained by other methods.
4. Ununited fractures tend to unite rapidly when once

the superficial wound is healed.

5. A very much shorter convalescence for the patient.

In conclusion I may say that the substance of this paper
is based on the treatment of many cases which have
remained from start to finish under my owu personal care.

OX THE RECRUDESCENCE OF LOCAL SEPSIS

IN COMPLETELY HEALED WOUNDS
AS THE LESVLT OF SOME SURGICAL INTERFEHEXCE

OR PASSIVE ilOVEilENT.

By C. J. BOND, F.R.C.S.,

HoK. Colonel R.A.M.C.(T.) ; Hon. Conbclting Stjrgeok to
MiLiTABT Hospitals in TffE Northkbn Command ;

Hon. Consulting Surgeon and VicK-PnEsiDENT.
Leicester Royal Infirmakt ;

Member of the National Medical Research Committee.

There are reasons for thinking that cases are occurring
in the military hospitals in the country in which
some slight surgical interference—for instance, an incision
for the removal of a piece of shiapnel under strict anti-

septic conditions—lias relighted a violent local reaction
in the neighbourhood of a recently healed wound.
Further, I have records of several cases under different
Burgeons in which, after all incisions and sinuses round a
compound fracture involving the elbow or hip or other
joint had completely healed, even such a simple pro-
cedure as passive movement of the joint uuder an anaes-
thetic has lighted up quite a violent reaction, the reappear-
ance of the old sepsis, and the formation of local abscesses,
although no incision was made nor any solution of skin
surface produced.

Struck by the frequent absence in many cases of guiding
signs, either local in the condition of the tissues, or general
in the condition of the patient, which can bo relied on as
accanate indications that the original septic process has
quite died down, and tliat all pathogenic organisms in the
neighbourhood of the fracture and along the track of
the wound have been completely killed off in any given
case, we have lately tested this point in some cases by
dropping the piece of shrapnel or the fragment of bone
removed at the time of oiieration directly into a culture
tube, and I hope to record these results on a subsequent
occasion. I wish now, however, to express the opinion
that if observations on these lines were carried out by
surgeons on an extended scale as a routine procedure,
valuable information would probably bo obtained on some
points in the life-histories of pathogenic organisms in their
relation to the body tissues which are now obscure. For 1

instance, we want to know more about the conditions
'

under which pyogenic organisms can dig themselves into the
tissues and remain quiescent in sheltered situations with-
out causing any local or general symptoms and without
losing their virulence, just as the malaria organism is
supposed to bury itself in the bone marrow or the tubercle
bacillus to become encapsuled in a lymph gland.
To what extent is the capacity "of such organisms to

remam alive and virulent the result of the formation of
the barrier of fibrous or granulation tissue which sur-
rounds them, or is it aided by the concomitant presence of
a foreign body or some devitalized piece of tissue—for
example, a fragment of bone—within the uneven surfaces
of which the cocci can more readily defend themselves
against phagocytic action ?

Is the time interval of essential importance, and, if so,
liow long after the complete healing of a wound uuder
ordinary conditions may we suppose that the cocci or

bacteria which caused the original sepsis can retain their
virulence and their capacity for renewed activity ?

How does the surgical interference, the incision, or the
passive movement under an anaesthetic bring about tho
renewed activity of the organisms and tlie reappearance
of the local sepsis ? For it is quite clear that this result
is due to the lighting up of the activity of organisms
already present in the tissues, and not to the introdnctioii
of a fresh infection. The fact that passive movemenii
without skin incision can bring about the result is con-
clusive evidence on this point.

Does the fresh mechanical injury operate by breaking
tlirough encapsulating barriers of tissue cells or by lace-
rating capillaries or lymphatics plugged with the cocci 01
their spores? Such suggestions seem only partially
adequate to explain what happens. For, although the
injury may set free the organisms, it also causes a rciiush-
ing of the local area with blood serum, and this might be
expected to inhibit the growth of any organisms liberated
amongst tissues which have themselves recently experi-
enced and recently recovered from infection, and which
should therefore have acquired some degree of immunity
against subsequent attack.
The routine examination of the cultural characters of

the reactivated organisms and a comparison between
these and the characters of the original infection would
probably throw light on this problem.
Meanwhile, some highly practical questions also arise.

It would, for instance, seem desirable to allow a longer
interval of time to elapse after the sound healing of a
wound before undertaking any renewed surgical inter-
fcience in some cases than in others, and at present we do
not know how to distinguish the cases in which the longer
interval is necessary. Some guidance can be derived from
a previous bacteriological examination of the serous fluid
withdrawn by a needle from a joint or cavity in tho
neighbourhood of which the foreign body lies embedded.
Xluis, in the case of a piece of slnapnel embedded in the
cartilage of the outer condyle of the femur and removed
from the knee-joint of a soldier at the Leicester Royal
Infirmary two months after the healing of the wound,
a few cubic centimetres of the serous effusion aspirated
from the joint some days before operation proved to ba
sterile. In this case the piece of metal removed from the
cavity in the bone and dropped direct into a cultural tubo
failed to give any growth of organisms.

In this case also previous attempts to use the joint had
brought on considerable effusions on repeated occasions,
but these were evidently due to the mechanical effect of
the foreign body, which projected slightly iuto the joint
cavity, and not to infection.

Some indication that danger of renewed sepsis does
exist may also, I think, be gained at the time of operation
from a close scrutiny of the condition of the tissues imme-
diately surrounding the foreign body. If, on cutting down,
the piece of metal is found in a distinct cavity, which also
perhaps contains some grumous fluid, then it is probably
wise to take steps to sterilize the cavity and to drain,
instead of completely closing the possibly reinfected
wouud.
In conclusion, I should like to add that the renewed

septic process which lam here describing is no mere slight
reaction, or swelling or effusion which subsides with rest
and time. It represents a violent reaction on the part of
the tissues against a renewed virulent infection. It ends
in local suppuration, and in some cases has been sufficiently
serious to threaten the limb or even the life of the patient.

From statistics published by our Italian contemporary,
the Avvenire Sanitario, it appears that in the whole o£
France there were before the war some twenty thousand
jn-actitioners. Paris alone had more than three thousand ;

next came Lyons, Nice, Dijon, Marseilles, and Montpellier.
Of the Parisian doctors, five or six earned from £8,000 to
£12,000 a year; ten or fifteen from £4,000 lo £5,000, while
eight hundred earned £400 to £600, and twelve hundred
about £320. The rest averaged £160. Of tlie practi-
tioners in the rest of France, only seven thousand earned
professional incomes of more than £280. The others
eked out a living by other means, including politics.

As French parliamentarians are paid £600 a year, it is

not surprising that so many doctors in France take to
politics. The present Chamber of Deputies has about
eighty medical membera.
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TRENCH NEPHRITIS: A RECORD OF FIVE

CASES.

By NATHAN RAW, M.D., M.R.C.P.Lond.,

llkutenant-coi-onel, u.a.m.c. ;

With the British Expkditionaby Force.

In the British Medical Journal of July 17tb, 1915, there

appeared a short description of wliat was called a new

disease occurring amongst soldiers who had been for a

considerable time in the trenches.

Certainly from my own clinical hospital experience 1

had not met with such a symptom-complex, and as the

etiology of this condition has up to the present remained

uncertain, a careful record of cases is desirable.

Case i.

A soldier, aged 33, was sent clown from the front suffering

from acute nephritis. He bad been in the trenches for seven

weeks, and had often been up to his waist in water. He stated

that the onset was sudden, and that he first noticed a feehng of

cbiUiness and swelling of face and feet. The urinary changes

were characteristic; tliere was suppression of urine for the

first twentv-four hours, and, afterwards, very small quantities

(not measured) accompanied by great pain in the back and

constant vomiting.
,.

• 1 i- 1

On admission to hospital he presented a typical clinical

picture of acute nephritis. Analysis of the urine gave the

following results: Specific gravity 1025, smoky, albumin

present in large quantitv. Microscopically, blood corpuscles,

hyaline, and blood casts were seen. No specific micro-

organisms could be isolated. Under careful treatment the

albuminrapidly disappeared, the symptoms passed off, and he

made a complete recoverv, the attack only lasting twelve days.

He had not prevously bad any kidney trouble.

Case ii.

A soldier, aged 33, was a much more severe case. He bad

been in the trenches for several weeks, and bad been exposed to

very bad weather. On admission he had almost complete sup-

pression of urine, and it was with great difficulty that urinary

secretion could be induced. Only after hot pack and hot mus-

tard and Unseed poultices had been applied to bis loins was

there any secretion of urine. It was loaded with albumin,

with nuriierous hyaline casts, but no blood. No distinctive

organisms could be isolated.

He remained in a state of eclampsia for three days, with

strong convulsions, but these subsided, and he made an excel-

lent recoverv. His blood jiressure on admission was systolic

230, diastolic" 190, soon considerably reduced.

Case hi.

A soldier, aged 27, admitted in a serious condition; continuous

vomiting and semi-unconsciousness; urine very deficient, specific

gravity 1028, granular casts, albumin, no blood. Headache
severe", with general anasarca.
Hot packs and injections of pilocarpine had an excellent effect,

the urme increased in quantity, and the albumin was reduced

to 1.1 grains per ounce. In sixteen days the albumin bad dis-

appeared, and he was well enough to be sent home.

Case iv.

A soldier, aged 24 ; *ad been in the trenches for some weeks,

and had been frequently very wet. His condition was much
the same as Case III. The urine secreted was only 18 oz. in

twenty-four hours, and it was loaded with albumin and granular

casts.
The attack, although very acute, passed off rapidly, and the

albumin quite disappeared.

Case v.

A soldier, aged 42. No previous renal trouble. Had been in

trenches for several weeks.
On admission he was only passing 10 oz. of urine in twenty-

four hours, highly concentrated, and containing a large quan-
tity of albumin and casts ; no blood and no special organisms.
Treatment with hot packs and diuretics bad the desired

effect, and be soon made a quick recovery.

Conclusions.
1. There seems to he some association between life and

conditions in the trenches and the disease.

2. None of these patients had any previous kidney

trouble, and they all made a good recovery from what
seemed to be a serious lesion of the kidney structure.

3. Bacteriological examinations were negative, and one

is inclined to think that some infective process—giving
rise to a toxin with a selective action on the renal

cpitlielium—is the cause of this unusual symptom-

ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX:
MANOME TRIG ADKRRA TIONS.

By FREDERIC C. COLEY, M.D.,

iple

Hafpv is the operator who, on first entering; the ncedio iu

a primary case, sees the manometer registering —14 to

— 16 c. in inspiration and —6 or —8 in expiration, and

then going on with steady and ample oscillations in time

with the patient's regular breathing, the pressure rising

very gradually as nitrogen enters the pleural cavity. But
things do not always go on in this encouraging way, and

the operator who has well impressed upon his mind a whole-

some fear of gas embolism will often find the aberrations

of the manometer providing him with anxious problems.
_

A slight minus pressure inspiration, becoming less in

expiration, may be produced by the point of the needle not

actually entering the pleural cavity at all, but pushing the

parietal pleura before it. It would obviously be dangerous

to force in gas in such circumstances. But anything

between the 'normal ample oscillations and the abortive

manometric readings last described may be produced when
the point of the needle is in a very small " pocket " in the

pleura surrounded by adhesions. A pocket of very moderate

size may give fairly normal manometric readings at the

outset, but the pressure rises very rapidly with the

entrance of gas in comparatively small quantity. We may
hope for adhesions to give way, yielding either suddenly

or gradually to gag pressure, but the smaller the space

into which gas enters the less chance there will be of this

taking place. For a given pressure to the square inch the

pull upon the surrounding adhesions must be small when
the space containing gas is small, increasing as the

l^ressure is exerted over a larger area. It follows that

when the " pocket" is very small the prospect of benefit is

small ; and the risks are increased. The indication is to

abandon the attempt to induce a pneumothorax at that

point ;
puncture somewhere else may bo more successful.

In a primary operation, where the pleura is fairly free

from adhesions, 300 c.cm. of nitrogen will not produce a

plus pressure, even in expiration. And it is not, as a

general rule, advisable to exceed this quantity at first. The

exception is in haemorrhage from a cavity. It is then

imperative to induce a complete pneumothorax at once, if

possible, because to do so is the most effectual means of

restraining haemorrhages. The risk from haemorrhage is

greater than that from rapidly filling the pleura with

gas.
.

On first inserting the needle in a primary case a pins

pressure in expiration is proof that the needle has gone

through into the lung.

The reading found at the commencement of a secondary

operation (or°" refill") will be the pressure left at the

conclusion of the previous operation, modified by what

has since taken place. Usually the pressure will have

fallen, owing to absorption of gas. But the occurrence of

pleural effusion (which takes place in a considerable pro-

portion of these cases) may actually raise the intrapleural

pressure. The rule, therefore, that a plus pressure in

expiration implies that the needle has gone through into

the lung, only applies to a primary operation before any

gas has been injected, but it is then a rule absolutely

without exception.
i n -e

There will be no movement of the manometer at all lE

the opening of the needle is in consolidated lung. But

what may be called the typical pulmonary oscillations will

be likely to occur when it is in a bronchial tube, or a

cavity either tuberculous or bronchiectatic, or the space

formed by the fusion of emphysematous vesicles. In the

circumstances, the oscillations will approximate to an

atmospheric mean—that is, the minus pressure in inspira-

tion will be equal to the plus pressuio in exjiii-ation, or

nearly so. The amplitude of the oscillations will uepend

partly upon the nature of the space entered by the needle

and partly upon the character of the respirations, wlietlier

tranquil or laboured. But when the patient speaks the

expiratory effort with a closed glottis produces, while it

continues, a greatly increased pressure. And
_

this is

greater still in coughing. I may remark m passing that

the same thing happens also when the needle is m the

pleural cavity after gas has been iniccted. So that it is
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wise always to keep a watch for tlie approach of a cough,
and to pinch the tube leading to the manometer when that
is observed. Otherwise it is quite possible for some at

least of the water in the manometer to be violently forced

out. 'Which is a somewhat annoying accident, because the
lumen of the manometer is sufficiently narrow to make the
recharging it with liquid and getting rid of air-bubbles a
s0mewh.1t troublesome business. Of course, the nitrogen
should also be cut off immediately when a cough is immi-
nent, because the act of coughing is very apt to displace
the needle. When the patient has done coughing for the
present, commvmication with the manometer should be
reopened; but, until its readings are found to be satis-

factory, no more gas should be admitted.
In doing a " refill " it is, of course, quite possible to meet

with an atmospheric mean pressure in the pleural cavity
if the final pressure at flie previous operation was higher.
But an atmospheric pressure should always bo rega»ded
with some suspicion, and special care must be talien to be
sui-e that the point of the needle is in the right place.

For this purpose, keeping a record of the depth reached
by the needle, for use at subsequent operations, may be
useful ; but it is not wholly free from possible fallacies.

When it is found that the admission of a large quantity
of gas does not raise the pressure, it is evident that this
can only be because the gas is escaping as fast as it enters.
This, of course, indicates that the opening of the needle is

not in the pleural cavity, but in the lung. It has been
suggested to scent the gas with peppermint or the like, in
the expectation that the patient would recognize the odour
in his own breath if the gas should be escaping in that
way. In my experience this suggestion has not proved to
be of any practical value.
On first inserting the needle, whether in a primary

operation or a refill, we may find no movement of the
manometer. This may be due simply to our having under-
estimated the thickness of the chest wall. In that case
a little further insertion of the needle might produce
normal oscillations. But it is far more often due to the
opposite—namely, to going right through into lung. This
is certain to happen if the puncture chances to be made
at the site of an adhesion. And it may very easily happen
anywhere near an adhesion, unless the needle is entered
very slowly and cautiously, with the eye on the mano-
meter all the time. On this account (as well as for other
reasons) I am opposed to the practice of dispensing with
local anaesthesia in refills, and entering the needle with a
sudden stab. It by no means follows that the point
•which was free from adhesions at the first operation will
be necessarily clear on the next occasion. This remark
applies with especial emphasis when the puncture is made
posteriorly, for there the lung may come into contact with
the parietal pleura in spite of the presence of a very con-
siderable quantity of gas, especially when tho patient is
lying on his back. The slight traumatism of the first
operation would be very favourable to the production of an
adhesion in such conditions. It is often difiicult, if not
impossible, to recognize the existence of such adhesions
by auscultation.

It sometimes happens, when the needle is being entered
for the first time, that the manometer leaps up to a normal
mtnus pressure of 14 or 16, and there remains stationary.
Ihis IS so far satisfactory, that it is a clear indication of
tbe absence of adhesion at the point of puncture. Tho
openmg of the needle has been, at least momentarily,
between two free pleural surfaces, in what may bo called
the potential pleural cavity. But it would be extremely
nnsafe to send in gas while the manometer is motionless.
tor though the minus pressure shows that the open end of
the needle has been where we wish it to be, through the
costal pleura, and pushing the visceral pleura before it,
the ahsence of oscillations suggests that it may not be
tJiere stiU It may be that some movement of the patieni;
has caused the needle to be slightly withdrawn, so that its
opening is now in the chest wall. It is more likely that it
has gone through into the lung. It is therefore safer first
to withdraw It until we are quite sure that its point is in
the intercostal space. Then it may be very cautiously and
slowly advanwd again, the eye being fixed on the
manometer. If still no oscillations occur it is probable
tha. the lumen of the needle is blocked with blood. It is.
Of course, quite possible that this obstruction might be
cleared away by injecting nitrogen. But the attempt
would be very risky. In the absence of oscillations there

can be no proof that the open end of the needle is between
, the parietal and visceral pleura; and while this is uncertain,
to inject nitrogen is to rislc the possibility of gas embolism.
In such circumstances it is recommended to clear the
needle by passing in the stylet. But to do this with the
ordinary Saugman needle is by no means free from danger.
For with that instrument it is impossible to make way for
the passage of the stylet without opening communication
with the external air, which is, for more reasons than
one, more dangerous than admitting nitrogen. To
obviate this I have devised a needle with a stylet
working through an airtight stufBug-box, as in Totain's
aspirator. Only in Potain's instrument the stuffing-box
simply plugs into the mount of the needle, which rarely pro-
duces an airtight joint. And besides, it is somewhat apt
to tumble out at inopportune moments. In my instru-
ment, therefore, the stuffing-box screws into the mount of
tho needle, with a leather washer to make a perfect joint.
As supplied by the manuf.actnrer, the stuffing-boxes in
sucli instruments are provided with a packing made of
leather or india-rubber. Leather is damaged by boiling,
anil india-rubber deteriorates by time, so that neither is
reliable. I prefer a packing made of cotton-wool soaked
in sterilized vaseline. This is perfectly airtight, and can
e.asily be renewed wlienever necessary. The leather
washer for the joint should not be boiled. It may be
soaked in B.P. glj'cerine of carbolic acid, not carbolic oil,

which sterilizes nothing, not even itself. This special
needle is made by Messrs. Allen and Hanbury of London,
and by Jlessrs. Brady and Martin of Newcastle.

Ill using this needle, it is convenient to insert it without
having the stuffing-box attached, because it is only occa-
sionally that the stylet is required. It can easily be
attached, with the needle in Mu, if the occasion to use it

arises.

In the absence of such a speci.al needle, rather than use
a stylet without a stuffing-box, it is far safer, in the cir-

cumstances just described, to withdraw the needle and
reinsert it after clearing it thoroughly; or, better still, use
a fresh needle. The slight additional traumatism of a
second insertion is far less objectionable than the risks
involved in making an open communication with the
external air.

An abnormality which is at first somewhat puzzling is

this : lu the course of induction of a pneumothorax tho
pressure rises on the admission of a very small quantity of

gas. But on shutting off the nitrogen and watching the
manometer, we find that in the course of a minute or two
it falls again. On repeating the process several times, we
see that the pressure falls less after each admission of gas,
so that eventually there is a permanent rise of pressure.
I have seen this in three or four cases. In one the fall of
pressure only took place when the patient took very deep
breaths. No doubt this is due to gas being admitted into

a small "pocket" surrounded and limited by adhesions,
except for a narrow communication leading to a large
intrapleural space. At the next operation it will be wise
to attempt to enter tliis larger space directly. If ausculta-
tion and percussion do not help us to locate this larger
space with sufficient clearness x rays may be found very
useful. Some little care may be needed to distinguish
between the phenomena just described and the manometric
signs presented when the needle is in the lung. But in

the lung there can never be a minus pressure during
expiration ; and the admission of gas will never produce a
jiermanent rise of pressure.

A CASE OF ROTATORY NYSTAGMUS WITH
RECOVERY UNDER OPTICAL TREATMENT.

T. STEWART BARRIE. M.B., F.R.F.P.S.G.,
EXTRA nsPENSAllY I

In June, 1914, a girl, aged 7 years, was brought to me on
account of defective vision. There was a slight con-

vergent strabismus of the left eye, but the most strilcing

objective sign was the presence of concomitant rotatory

nystagmus, involving both eyes equally, and alleged to

have existed from birth. The child was very fair and
somewhat deaf, the latter being a sequel to otitis media
acuta two years before. Tho visual acuity of each eye

was /s.
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After the use of a mya.iatic for cigl.t days, rclinoscopy

gave the following results

:

B. E. I
+

1

I- 1=-

Glasses were prescribed for constant use, namely:

Right eye + I. 50 D.C. ax. 80

Left eye + O. 75 D.S. + I. 50 D.C. ax. 90.

On August 17th, 1915. the child was brought again, when

it was found that the rotatory nystagmus had apparently

completely disappeared. Conlirmatory evidence was

sought in an ophthalmoscopic exammation by the direct

method; this showed complete absence of oscillation m
the right eye, with slight lateral movements in the left.

The visual acuity of the right eye had risen ^yith the

correction to A and partly ,\, while in the left eye it

remained as betore. The fundus of each eye showed, as

mi^ht be expected, well-marked choroidal vessels.

The interest of this case is the disappearance of the

nvstaamus under optical treatment. It is true that bym

(Diseases and Injuries of the Eye) foreshadows such an

improvement by the correction of any errors of refraction;

according to May and Worth, however " infantile cases

(of nvstaomus) are not amenable to treatment, though the

condition^sometimes becomes less marked with advancing

years; the correction of high errors of refraction seldom

improves vision."

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

' CALCIUM HYPOCHLORITE SOLUTION AS
A WOUND DRESSING.

1 HAVE read with interest the article in the Journal of

Jnlv 24th on the antiseptic action of hypochlorous acid,

by Professor J. Lorrain Smith, M.D., Frlt.S., and others,

and think it may interest some of your readers to know

that for several years I have used a preparation of

bleaching powder for dressing dirty wounds. As far as

I can recollect, it is some fifteen or sixteen years since

I read in the BraxisH Medical Journal an article con-

tributed, I believe, by a Welsh doctor, saying that he

found a 1 per cent, solution of calcium hypochlorite of the

greatest value in the treatment of varicose ulcers of the

leg Havino some difficulty in obtaining this, I prepared a

solution of the salt from 3 drachms of bleaching powder, as

sold in penny packets for domestic use. to which 20 oz. ot

water were added, making a solution of about 2 per cent.

This is thoroughly dissolved, and after allowing the

bleach to settle the clear supernatant fluid is poured off

and is ready for use.
, . iv,

I have found it invaluable in the treatment of ottensive

sores, especially of tertiary syphilitic ulcers. For these,

small pieces of 'lint soaked in the lotion are cut exactly

the size of the sore, which is filled up level with the

surrounding skin. A thin layer of cotton-wool is then

applied to equalize pressure under a thin firm bandage.

While the wound is dirty, the dressing must be changed

three or four times daily, or oftener if required, but when the

wound is clean it is sufficient if it be kept constantly moist,

but on no account must an impermeable covering be

applied. In the cases in which Dr. Louise Mcllroy and

I Jiave had opportunity of trying it we have found it

entirelv satisfactory.

Hopitll Ben^vole 301, Chanteloup, L. SlEWART SaNDEMAN.

Xroyes (Aube), France.

The patient is placed in the supine position, the

shoulders parallel with the end of the stretcher or

couch (or rolled up knapsack), the head hanging vertically

down, the neck muscles being relaxed to allow of this, so

that the plane of the anterior nares is parallel witli the

ground, somewhat in the position in which some surgeons

operate for post-nasal growths. The patient is uuw told

to open the mouth, and to continue breathing through the

mouth for the rest of the operation.

The solution to be used (say, for example, sanitas one

part to five parts ot warm normal saline solution, or

potassium permanganate 1 in 1,000 in warm normal

saliue solution) is now poured into each nostril from

some vessel with a lip, or from a douche-can with a

rubber tube connexion, till the nose and naso pharynx

are filled with the solution, which will then overflow.

Breathing comfortably through the mouth, the solution

can now be retained from five to twenty minutes with

The patient, when finished with, is told to turn quickly

on his side, and the solution flowing out from the nose, is

received into a vessel containing antiseptic solution.

Only two points need to be remembered : (1) Keep the

head hanging as vertically as possible, else the solutions

will flow "down on to the base of the tongue and epiglottis

and cause coughing; (2) the same result will happen if

there be any atteunit at nasal inspiration.

There is an obvious superiority iu this method over that

of spraying. As a .spray falls on a vertical surface, those

drops fallinn on the highest portion begin to roll down at

once under t°he influence of gravity, their contact with that

part being only momentary ; also, a spray cannot penetrate

and cover every part of the nose cavity and naso-pharynx,

whereas by tilling up the nose the whole interior is in

contact with the solution almo.st at once, and as long as

the head is kept in the correct position. Again, the

necessity for the use of a spray

get out ot order, is done away with,

H.

hich is liable soon to

F. Shorney, M.D., F.R.C.S.

Adelaide, South Australia

CEREBROSPINAL CONTACTS.
The urgency of adopting some simple method in the

treatment of contacts and others liable to infection by

the germ of cerebrospinal meningitis impels me to

write suggesting an easy and, I hope, efficacious met.iod

of dealing with the problem—namely, inversion douching

ot the nose and na.so-pharynx, as used by rhinologists, m
lieu of spraying. The method is as follows :

COMPLETE AVULSION OF TESTIS.

On August 26th, 1915, whilst acting as locumteuent for

Dr. John Kirkwood, Kensal Rise, N.W., I was called to see

a bov G C aged 10 years, who had met with an accident,

through falling from the branch ot a tree on to an iron

railing I found an elliptical wound in the right scrotum,

extending from the level of the spine ot the pubcs to nearly

theba.seof the scrotum, and also some laceration of the

inner side of the right thigh. _
After thorough cleansing of

the scrotal wound, examination showed that the rigUt

testis was absent, and there was no trace of the spermatic

cord on that side ; the wound was thoroughly cleaned, the

ed-es trimmed and brought together, and dressmgs apphed.

The following dav the mother produced the missing testicle,

which she ha°d found in the boy's trousers (removed before

I saw him). Attached to it was two inches of spermatic

cord and some cotton lining from the inside of his trousers

The scrotal wound is gradually healing, and so far the

boy does not seem much the worse for his involuntary

castration. There was a small amount of haemorrhage

only, and very little shock. t tj r. r, r .a^ Norman Macdonald, M.R.C.S.Eug.. L.R.C.P.Lond.,
Lieutenaut B.A.M.C.

Lonflon.

PUTTING THE TONGUE BEHIND THE
SOFT PALATE.

Some weeks ago a patient came to see me complaming of a

muco-purulent discharge from his nose, which he said he

thought was due to nasal polypi. I examined his nose and

throat, and could find nothing more than a post-nasal

catarrii- however, he was not satisfied, and said he was

certain that he had polypi because he could ^eel them. Un

my asking how he could do so, ho at once put his tongue

right up behind his soft palate into the naso-pharynx he

said hi could then feel a ridge in "^e middle and a soft

mass on each side (no doubt the posterior ends of the

turbinates), which he thought were polypi. The appeai-

ance on looking into his mouth during this
-^'•^•^"f"^^^.^,^^

most peculiar; the soft palate was bulged forwards, and tlo

tongue pushed up so far behind it that the uvula was m
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contact with the fraennm hnguae. I showed the case to

four of my colleagues here, and as none of them had ever

seen or heard of anyone who could perform this feat,

I thought it might he of interest to put it on record.

Hons ivong. F. O. Stedman, M.D.Lond.

Hfpnrts

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN

UOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS.

BRISTOL KOYAL INFIEMARY.
A CASE OF TETANUS : RECOVERY.

(By A. Colby Tin-gey, Lieut. E.A.M.C, M.R.C.S., etc.,

lats Houso-Surgeon.)

On January 5th, 1915, the patient, a carrier aged 39, had
his right foot crushed by a heavy log falliug on it.

On admission to the infirmary he was found to have a

deep wound on the dorsum of the foot, beginning at the

cleft between the big and second toes, and extending
upwards about 4 in. There was a comminuted fracture

of the first metatarsal aud proximal phalanx of the big

toe, the bones being broken into small fragments. The
second metatarsal was also fractured in one place. A
general anaesthetic was administered. All loose pieces

of bone were removed and the wound swabbed with
1 in 20 carbolic. The skin wound was closed in part
and a rubber tube put in for drainage.
On January 9tli the wound was very septic, and the foot

was kept for several hours in a lysol bath daily until

January 19th. On January 12th the big and second toes
were found to be becomiug gangrenous, aud were ampu-
tated under a general anaesthetic.

At 6.30 a.m. on January 19th the patient found that his

jaw was stiff, and he was unable to eat any breakfast. On
examination marked trismus was found ; the teeth could
only be separated half an inch ; risus sardonicus was
present. No pain was complained of. At 10.30 a.m.
3,000 units of antitetanic serum were given intravenously.
The serum was not repeated. Subsequently the patient
was given 15 minims of a 3 per cent, solution of carbolic
acid every four hours. He was nourished on f uids only. On
January 23rd the trismus was worse, aud the patient could
only separate his teeth a quarter of an inch. Marked rigidity
of the muscles of the back and abdomen was present. The
patient became very depressed about his condition. On
January 24th the carbolic injections were increased to
20 minims every four hours.
On January 27th the nurse reported that the patient

bad a severe spasm at 8.40 a.m.; it lasted about five
minutes, and in the course of it he became very cyanosed.
He had another marked spasm in the evening of the same
day, but it only lasted a few seconds. The carbolic injec-
tions were increased to 30 minims every four hours. At
night 40 grains of chloretone in 4 oz. of olive oil were
given per rectum. The patient passed a comfortable
night. The same dose of chloretone was repeated on
January 28th and 29th. The patient had no more severe
spasms. On January 31st the jaw muscles began to relax
aud he was able to feed himself. On February 3rd he
was able to protrude his tongue and was generally better.
On February 5th the carbolic injections were stopped.
The treatment did not at any time cause carboluiia or
other signs of poisoning. The temperature remained
subnormal throughout. On February 16th the patient
was discharged. The wound on the foot was then in a
healing condition.

Although it would certainly bo rash to attribute recovery
in a case of tetanus to the method of treatment adopted,
yet one may perhaps be allowed to infer that the injections
of carbohc acid cut short the duration of the disease,
seeing that the patient was free from all discomfort four-
teen days after the onset. The chloretone was very useful
as a sedative when the symptoms were most severe.
The case illustrates the uselessness, where tetanus

organisms are concerned, of employing 1 in 20 carbolic for
the purpose of cleansing wounds.

I am much indebted to Mr. Rendle Short for permission
to publish the detaus of this case,

B

liibkius.

INJURIES TO JOINTS.
The publication of a series of Oxford "\N'ar Primers hag
been commenced by the issue of five volumes—three on
surgery, one on medicine, and one on the training of
stretcher-bearers. The general object of the series has
been well expressed by Major Robert Jones with par-
ticular appUcation to his own subject iu the preface to his
book on Injuries to Joints.^ "The object of this littlo

book," he says, " is to attempt to give some help iu the
diagnosis and treatment of injuries of joints in a form
which will be useful to the hundreds of practitioners who
have left the quiet paths of private practice for the more
eventful career of military surgery."
Major Robert Jones's volume is one of the most valuable

contributions to surgery so far produced by the war. It
will be of the highest value to the military surgeon but of
almost equal value to the civil practitioner, for, as a
practical surgeon of long experience has observed to us, if

the volume were to be thoroughly studied by every house-
surgeon, not a Httle disability, temporary and permanent,
would be prevented among the industrial population.
The book falls into two i^arts—the first five chapters in

which general principles are discussed, and the remaining
six in which they are applied to particular joints and parti-

cular varieties of injury. It is to the first five that we would
particularly direct attention, because if their significance is

fully grasped the rest becomes easy to any man trained in
the practice of modern surgery. No doubt a great many
readers will search the book for practical "tips," and they
will find them in plenty. But if they adopt them without
understanding the why and the wherefore they will, we
are sure, disappoint the author, who is always careful to
explain the aim and object of everything he recommends to

be done. Bloreover, no two cases are quite alike, aud
unless the reason is understood the application may fail.

The author is always asking the young surgeon to use his

kuov.-ledge of anatomy, physiology, and pathology, aud his

common sense. T)ie science without common sense is no
good, neither is common sense without science. Their
combination make up the whole art and mystery of the
management of joint injuries, from a common sprain or
tenuis elbow to a severe gunshot wound.
In the first chapter, which contains an outline of general

principles, it is said tliat the practitioner's two chief difli-

culties are to decide what is the most appropL-iate imme-
diate treatment, aud when and how to couuueuce moving
the injured joint, especially after the more serious injuries.

The solution of the first, we are told, is found in accurate
diagnosis of the injury, and iu forming a clear idea of the
mechanical and physiological factors which enter into the
processes of repair. As an illustration, an ordinary sprain

of the ankle, caused by jumping on to tlic edge of a clod of

earth and violently twisting the foot inward:^, is talvcn.

The surgeon finds that, though the ankle is very paiutid,

it will bear gentle but firm handling. The history points

to an injury about the external malleolus, and the in-

ference is that there is a rupture of one of the three slips

of the external lateral ligament of the ankle, or perhaps
an avulsion of a scale of bone from the tip of the malleolus,

which, though technically a fracture, is for all practical

purposes a sprain. Pressure with the finger over each
division of the ligament in turn will find a point of

extreme tenderness, and so the exact nature of the injury

is located. The treatment carried out should be with the

definite object of getting the torn ends of the ruptured

ligament to unite by first intention—that is to say, by
immediate rather than by delayed union. By appropriate

simple treatment it must bo made impossible for the

patient to put tension on the torn ligament when walking,

but the foot must not be kept fixed, for ' the physiological

exercise of the foot will prove a better stimulus to the

normal processes of circulation and repair than even the

best massage."
Movement, he says, is always bad for an actively in-

flamed tissue, using the term " inflamed " to mean tissue

actively hyporaemic as the result of a lesion, such active

,
F.B.C.S.E.andl.,

I Imiiries to Joints. By Robert .Tone

. 189 ; 29 figures. 5s. 6d. net.j
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hypeiaemia being part of the process of healthy repair.

Speaking on tlie starting pains of injured bones and joints,

he says tliat wlicn a patient is awake aud tlio injured part

is not completely fixed, he unconsciously keeps it at rest

bv means of his' nmsoles-a nerve-rauscio ctloit whicU is

m itself exhausting. When the patient falls asleep his

nei-re-musclc system sleeps also; the injured p.nt deprived

of the muscular guard moves, a spasm ot pnni ensues, then

a reflex contraction of the muscles, which again causes

pain, and the patieut is awake. Such starting pains,

therefore, aic pi'oof to the surgeon that he has failed to

attain erii'-:i'iii ir ;i :i)ii.
.

\\i{]i , Ml'! I
>

I

i iiiiitting voluntary movement, Major

Jones 1,1 I" • 1' ' ' -lucral principle that pain is the index.

Pain is .\.;uiic :
ui.lliocl of controlling voluntary movement

which may bo harmful, so that early active movement

which causes no pain can seldom be harmful, and is often

beneficial. Therefore, fix a joint so that tho one particular

harmful movement cannot be performed. The harmless

Movements will make for good nutrition and rapid repair.

Passive movement performed by a second person, regard-

less of warnings by pain, should never be resorted to unless

the surgeon knows exactly what he wants to do and why.

It should be limited to forcing a free path for movements

obfstructcd by adhesions. When these are broken down

under nil p-n.-t'i'-tie the process should be thorough and

cavricil - i' liiin movement; afterwards the joint

slioulil - , i:;li its full range of movement once

a dny. lu ! "n .)ilv, until tho patient can perform the

movement voluntarily. "I would again emphasize the

fact that repeated to-and-fio movements are liable to

cause unnecessary damage, increased reaction and eltusion,

and an increase of pain."

The author then goes on to consider pain and stiffness

in relation to diagnosis and treatment, and lays down

two general rules, which are: "(1) Pain on movement

in every direction suggests a lesion in the joint or

in parts intimately connected with it; (2) Freedom

of movement in one or more directions, but not in all,

suggests a lesion of some groups of structures outside

the^joint proper." Agaiu aud again he insists on the

necessity of gentle handling both in diagnosis and

treatment. He points out the dangers of too early

or too rough passve movement iu connexion with

fibrous cicatrices iu soft parts, and says that the same

doctrine applies even move strongly where the process

of repair includes o-isifijatim. In a case of fracture into a

joint or of a ImM. i Iiimi liix- . . I tlie joint aud ploughed

untheosseoi: ,
, , ,

< i
,

of treatment must be

directed tow. I'.'i i :'i, ,, h , i!:.. .f the breach tf surface

on each bono s.( .1 aiely au.l ail.j.\iug the union from one

to the other to be as slight as possible. When sufficient

time has elapsed for repair to have commeuced slight

movement should be allowed. "Pait of th.' tv.:atnient of

ununited fracture of a long bone is to i- i
', .1 ' ^.^ -:[

of fracture roughly, so as to produce i i .
>'• ': .-':

vascular activity aud to excite osteoj'

r

.
.

';

is therefore obvious that violent in--.' m i.'-^ .r ,- y.ml.

instead of securing non-union between opposing surfaces,

may have the opposite effect."

The last chapter of this part ot the book deals with

contraction ot scrr tissue .and compound injuries about

joints; and here again the autlior iusists that the surgeon

must take a Ion;; view aud not be satisfied in securing an

early healing of the wound if that is attended by the

serious disadvantage ot leaving the limb in an awkward
position. In the remainder of the book injuries of the joints

of the upper limb, of the spinal column, of the joints of the

lower limb, and of the ankle-joint and foot, are separately

discussed, and the treatment of various conditions fully

explained.
The book, .as Ins been said, is tall ot tips. Ouoisthe

use ot a pad ia <
- .. .\t • ,,\,{\[\ -in. :\-\ fi,r n; lini .. iu dis-

location of lli> '

I .1 ' .i n; 'I !,!, COn-

sistingotmam .:' " ,. l.:n:; iM, Ml, - -Lie out.

Such a pad avllicic. -j liic .!,a:. d.as u-t .:!:i';, and acts

as a local splint. Auotlier tip is the "contrast bath,

depending on the same principle as the rJteruate hot and

cold douche so useful in many chronic conditions of muscles

and joints. -Ul that is required arc two buckets, one with tlio

hottest water the patieut can bear, and the other with the

coldest that can bo procured. The toot or wrist is pluuged

first into the one and then into tho other as f.ast as tlio

patient can change them, for five or ten minutes. " TliQ

effect is to cause the small vessels to dilate and contract

rapidly. The treatment thus acts as a species ot

gymuaatics for the nius<;les in the vascular walls. Besides

relieving the pain the result is an improvement in tho

physiological efficiency ot the tissues at fault. This is not

achieved to anything like the same extent by hot air aud

the various electric treatments."

But the book is also full of aphorisms, though the author

is too modest to set them out in that form. Such a one is,

speaking of treatment after adhesions have been broken

down, "The passive movements should be carefully regu-

lated, the active should be unlimited." Others are : " So

long as callus is tender on pressure or manipulation, it is

sate to say it is not too hard to be twisted or forced by

manipulation so as to adjust an erroneous or imperfect

reduetiou." " Fully matured fibrous tissue has no moro

tenilcncy to contract thau any other tissue, and as a scar

takes a long time to become composed ot fully matured

tissue, extension of the scar must be prolonged." " The

bandage in the hands of the surgeon is an important part ot

the apparatus for retaining the joint in the required

position. The bandage is not a mere means ot keeping a

dressing in position, but should be regarded as a modified

splint."

The volume is well ijrinted on a small octavo page with

rounded corners and bound in a serviceable khaki limp

cloth. The only quarrel -n'c have with the publishers is

that they have used heavy glazed p.aper fatiguing to the

eyes, aud so thick that tho volume is twice as bulky as it

need have b'^en. The answer will probably be that the

thick, glazed paper has been used for the sake of the

illustrations— reproductions of photographs which are

quite well done. But a thin paper would have been mueli

more fitted to meet service conditions, and this ought to

have been the primary consideration. Its use would have

necessitated drawings instead ot photographs, .and good

drawings are, of course, more expensive than photographs,

but it i-Ja pity to spoil the ship for the sake of a ha'portli o'

tar. A senior officer ot the Army Medical Service rccciuiy

asked us why publishers used heavy, glossy paper, nu.l

quoted uncomplimentary remarks of railway men who had

to handle his baggage. The reason is, we have no doubt,

that "ivcn above, but why should not the Oxford Press set

an c\"amplc by using Oxford India paper, moro especia ly

in an enterprise -which must have appealed to the

patriotism ot the distinguished authors who have written

these primers for it '?

NOTES ON BOOKS.
ill iTv, ('>.- Inst 200 years Russia has learned much from

. 1
' ,v. :. .luuich. Peter the Great's ambitious

I

:. ration of Russia and the reorganiza-

It, at t!io begiuuiug of the eighteenth

. aii.^ 'u. ivic tlie Russian people were ready for

\c -oulingly when he needed men of education

Vilitv to carry out his will unhampered by any con-

., ,u with the order of things he wished to destroy,

i e:.r fell back on the German liarons o£ the recently con-

quered provinces of Esthouia ana lavonia. In this wa,y

the German ruling class got a f.-Mi - n.
'"'r^'^'

^^^'^
^^^^'i

p.Aver and activity have spread Ju re . \ c, siYice. How far

n ; , 1, . 1. ,11 ro the detriment oi Il'a^sui is made plain in

,, ,.' '-„-, 's iiauiiihlii en I'jixni'i and DiiinocraC!/,''3.

, ,r' sli.'iikl lie read by all who are interested

i„ ,,, |,i-- :ind future di'x ('l.)|iini'nt, of our great ally.

German iiriucos and Gcr iii;ni si:'i-^ arc iv-v.-^ s

used Russia indifferently '
' '

'--

and milch cow for moiv i" • ,

,

retarding her progress. 11 ,'.<<.. i ,ni. ,
• n .

her into war and rebelaou, l),\ auw.i.iioif.;^-

policy. The author gives good historical reasons foi

helievine that the complete de-Germamz.atiou o£ Russia is

the only safeguard for her future independence and

progress.

The seventh edition" of Hutchison and Colltee's well

known //; .7' > o;' Troitmcnt has recently appeared, and

'-i
ooy,

;aiitiy

.Uijing

iry
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further witness to tlie merits of tUe book need be required.
The new improved and enlarged edition appears witliout
the name of Mr. Collier on its title page ; Mr. Collier's

place as editor has now been taken by Mr. Sherre.»j. AU
the articles have been thoughtfully revised, and in many
cases they have been rewritten ; several new articles have
becu added, including an account of radium-therapy bj-

l>r. Hayward Pinch, and an essay on tlie treatment of the
lisycho-neuvoses by Dr. Crichton Miller. Except in the
lieadlineSi a new fount of type has been used throughout
the volume, which gains considerably in clearness and
ease of reference as a result. Comparison with the sixth
edition, published four years ago, shows that a cousider-
ablo amount of judicious priming has lx:eu cairied on
throughout the bool;, which has none the less increased by
a hundred pages. We cannot do more than recommend it ill

terms of high laudation ; it is a volume that should bo in
the hands of every practitioner of medicine.

• Tlie title, ilediral Annual Synoptical Index to Remedies
and Diseases, 1905 to 1914,« explains both itself and the
want that it supplies. A list of drugs has been added,
giving the doses in impeiial and metric measure, in accord-
ance with the British Pliamiacopocia, 1914, and indicating
the alterations which have been made. There is also au
article comparing the measures of the British Pharma-
copoeia and the Apothecaries' Scale. The editor defends
the older method, and is not afraid of declaring that the
metric system is ill-adapted for dispensing the small quan-
tities of which the medicinal doses consist. The metric
system is universally used on the Continent for scientific
calcnlations, but the editor maintains that it should not
be argued that medical prescriptions should follow the
same lines. That argument is based on the false hj-po-
thesis that a medical prescription involves calculation.
We are further reminded that the Americans, both a
scientific and a practical people, use the decimal sjstem for
commercial purposes, %vhile, on the other baud, apothe-
caries' weight is employed for prescribing because it is
more simple and admits of greater accuracy.

CIYIL PRACTICE TO-DAY IN FRANCE.
EXPEELEKCES OF AS AnGLO-FrESCH PB-VCTITIONER

The declaration of war found our season in full swing, but
from one day to the next two out of three of my fellow
practitioners under 42 had disappeared without any leave-

. taking formalities. Of the remainder, five out of eight
were elderly, not to say aged, men, not addicted to general
practice. Of the outlying villages within a radius of
fifteen miles many were, and still are, wholly deprived of
medical assistance except such as is obtained from this
centre. AVhen it is borne in mind that many of these
villages lie high up on the flanks of the mountains at an
altitude which may be as much as 2,000 ft., the difficulty
of providing any sort of medical aid in emergencies can be
imagined, especially as telephonic communication between
private persons was forthwith prohibited outside urbau
areas. This difficulty, however, was overcome in some
measure by turning to account the privilege accorded to
iiiayors of communes of communicating with each other.
Within the last month or two this restriction has in groat
measure been removed, subscribers being allowed to
telephone within the department. On the other hand, the
proclamation of the state of siege rendered it incumbeut
on every one to obtain a police permit to wander outside
the district by road or i-ail ; but this restriction was soon
found to be impracticable, and a number of permanent
permits were conceded, especially to officials and medical
men.
So much for civil medical practice, but a farther

hindrance presented itself in that the services of every
valid, though elderly, medical man were enlisted to provide
staffs for the numerous "formations sanitaires," or
auxiliary hospitals for the wounded, who began to arrive
early m September. There was a great shortage of
skilled surgical assistance at first, and had it not been for
the abnegation of an English surgeon, who happened to
be in the town and consented to remain, the situation
would have been unenviable both for the wounded and
for the medical men, few of whom liad much expeiienco
.of practical surgery. The work entailed by these hospitals

*Tlie Medical Annual SmapH-al Index to Remedies and Disea'n'sfor llie ten years 19:5 to 1914. BrisUjl: John Wright and Hons. Ltd.;

was heavy, and left the few remaining practitioners little
leisure to attend to ordinary practice.
These auxiliary hospitals were installed in schools, hos-

pitals, asylums, and in such of the hotels as were available
fur the purpose. These hospitals comprised from 25
to 100 beds, and the cost was met in part by a Goveru-
mout allocation of 2s. a head a day, and in part from
private donations and funds belonging to various Kcd
Cross societies. Of this allocation, four-fifths went for
the maintenance charges, and tho remaining fifth was
reserved for pharmaceutical requirements, dressings, aud
so on, mcluding x rays. The allowance was sufficient in
respect of hospitals established by Red Cross societies,
since any shortcomings could be met from their funds,
but it was a tight fit when no other financial assistance
was forthcoming, especially when winter brought extra
expense in the matter of heating. The operating theatres
had to be organized as best might be, the medical officers
having to provide all instruments and fittings; this they
were able to do, thanks only to the generosity of their
wealthy patients. In certaiu centres military hospitals
were organized by tho authorities in addition to the
"formations benevoles," or voluntary institutions. Where
it was found impossible to provide a civil medical staff,
doctors from other tow ns who had been mobilized—that is
to say, who had been called to tho colours—were re-
quisitioned for the purpose; but all hospitals, civil or
military, were placed under the surveillance of a military
medical officer appointed for the district, whose duty it
was to ensm-e that the patients were properly attended
to, ' and to see that records of cases were properly kept
and the returns duly made.

Considerable hardship was caused by the requisitioning
of the municipal hospitals, since this meant the exclusion
of civil cases, both surgical aud medical, and considerable
pressure had to be brought to bear to secure accommoda-
tion for m'gent cases.
The mayor of this town, a medical practitioner, was one

of the first to go to the front, aud he gladly availed himself
of my offer, though a foreigner, to act as his locumtenent.
This was no small undertaking, for, in addition to a large
general practice, he is public vaccinator for all the sur-
rounding districts, inspector of epidemics (roughly speaking,
a sort of medical officer of health with very limited powers),
inspector of nurslings, and insurance referee. His practice
extended ten or twelve miles round in a very mountainous
district, where roads are few and bad. Early in tho war
all valid horses were requisitioned, and soon afterwards all
private and public motor cars, which, for that matter,
would not have been of much assistance, seeing that all
the chauffeurs had been sent to the front. One's only
resource, therefore, was the cycle or motor cycle ; and inci-
dentally I should like to bear witness to the inestimable
services rendered me by my 4-h.p. motor cycle with side-
car. It climbs anything in reason, costs little to keep up,
is very robust, and almost as stable as a motor car.
To one whose professional experience has been limited

to what I may call seasonal practice—weak chest, rheu-
matism, gout, and the like—general practice of the class
with which I was now called upon to deal is apt to be
rather trying. One gets au urgent call to some isolated,
picturesquely situated, but inaccessible spot, as likely as
not late in the evening or earlj' in the morning, «ith scant
information as to what is wrong, so that one has to be pre-
pared for everything. It may be a labour that has baffled
the resom-ces of the local mid'wife, or a dislocated hip or a
perforated gastric ulcer or meniugitis. Even when the
patieut has been visited it takes hours to fetch the medi-
cine or appliances, and the only assistance is such as can
be rendered by willing but unskilled, and possibly weeping,
relatives. One difficulty for a foreigner Uke myself is that
outside the towns the peasants mostly speak patois, aud
many are quite unable to express themselves in classic
French. If, however, they persist in talking patois, I reply
in English, so we get along somehow.
Not the least of my troubles is prescribing. Under

ordinary conditions there are several English chemists,
that is to say, pharmacies provided with British assistants
who are familiar with British pharmacy, but when the

Anglo-American visitors fled the country the British

* By Ministerial order no mobilized medical man is allowed to be
aprointed to a post in his own district, but the order is one which baa
been evaded on a large scale.
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assistants followed suit, so that it was no longer possible

to pi-esciibe British fashion or to order British pharma-

copocial preparations. Sijl^ce French rreparataons do not

correspond to ours, and as the French Codex contains no

titrated solutions of alkaloids nor any dilute acids or com-

pound products, inasmuch, moreover, as liquids are dis-

pensed by weight and not by volume as with us, pre-

scribing becomes a delicate and complicated process. If

we want to order a compound syrup of the glycerophos-

phates we must order it in detail, and how many of us are

equal to the task? If wo order an infusion we must

specify the strength, and the same with tinctures. The

difficulty is enhanced by the fact that drugs are described

under their French and not their Latin names, so that

senega becomes xiobjgale, buchu hiicco, cinchona quinquina,

and so on. Last but not least, drachms and scruples have

to be abandoned in favour of grams and centigrams,

and however theoretically perfect the metric system may
be, it is rather tricky in inexperienced hands.

To give a concrete idea of what my work is like, let me
describe it. It happens to be the epoch for compulsory

vaccination and revaccination (paid at the rate of 1 franc

a head— or, rather, per arm—irrespective of distance). On
receiving an intimation that I propose vaccinating on a

given date, the mayors of the various communes issue

printed notices to that effect. The vaccinations are done

at the school buildings or Mairie, usually in the same

block of buildings, and the schoolmaster (who is usually

the mayor's secretary) takes down the names. The
vaccine "is furnished to the order of the prefecture by a

central institute. Careful antiseptic precautions are taken

to avoid infection, and I may note en passant that even

the peasants are alive to their importance, and would

promptly criticize any carelessness in this respect. In

about a dozen districts I did between eight and nine hundred

vaccinations. There does not appear to be any prejudice

ai'ainst vaccination in France ; on the contrary, there

seems to be an impression that the process is protective in

the widest sense of the term.

Advantage is taken of the presence of the doctor in

these outlying districts to obtain advice, by all and sundry,

lor an average fee of half a crown, or five shillings if a visit

be necessary. One woman, living in an isolated farm half

an hour's walk from the main road, had been in bed two
days, having "ricked" her side when digging potatoes.

The abdomen was greatly distended and hard and did not

move on respiration; she had high fever, and was plainly

very ill. The tenderness made exploration of the viscera

impossible, and she gave no history pointing to the nature

of the mischief. I had her brought down to the municipal

hospital, where an exploratory operation was done, and
she was found to have a huge perforated gastric ulcer.

She was so deeply poisoned that she died on the table. As
it happeue:!, I, who was to have administered the anaes-

thetic, arrived rather behiud time, so the patient was
already under ether. When the mask was removed for

me to apply my Junker's inhaler (chloroform), I saw that

she was dying. Now, French surgeons have a dread of

chloroform, and had I got there in time to administer it,

the death would assuredly have been attributed to the

chloroform. = The next day I was asked to see a woman
who had been bitten by a dog. The teeth had penetrated

the back of the hand and had torn out the tendon of the

extensor indicis in its entirety, together with a fragment
of the muscle. On my way back I was summoned to an
old woman who had been knocked down by a reckless

cyclist, fracturing the surgical neck of the humerus—

a

diagnosis which I verified next day by the x rays in town.
The next day I was called 17 kilometres into the moun-
tains to a youth, 17 years of age, presenting symptoms of

meningitis. .As I had been warned what to expect, I was
provided with the means of practising lumbar puncture,
and the cerebro- spinal fluid proved to contain the M. intra-

cellidaris. The father was dispatched to the county town,
25 kilometres distant, for some serum, which was duly
injected on several occasions, but the patient succumbed
ten days later in spite of temporary improvement. I

reported the circumstances to the prefecture, expecting
that special inquiries would be set on foot as to the source
of the infection, but disinfection of the premises was all

that was thought necessary, no doubt because war con-

ditions rendered it impracticable to do more.

Once a mouth there is an insiiection of nurslings in ;1

various hamlets. No woman is allowed to take a uurslii.

unless she can produce a medical certificate of health an

a certificate of moral character from the mayor. She i-

then provided with a book with counterfoils on which an
noted details of the infant's progress when seen by tlio

medical inspector, and details of any illness and its treat-

ment. The annexed certificate is torn out, filled in by the

medical inspector and forwarded to the prefecture. The
women assemble in the Mairie (having been duly notified

of the date and hour), where the babies are undressed and
weighed and the increase of weight inscribed on a chart.

They are invited to ask for medical advice if required, and
any mother inscribed on the list of the Assistance Publiquo

is entitled to a consultation f/ratis. A sheet of tissue paper

is provided for each baby in order to avoid contact with

the scales and possible contagion.

Indigent patients apply at the Mairie for a ticket

entitling them to one visit or consultation by_ a local

practitioner, and the chemist supplies the medicines at

the cost of the commune—much the same process as

applving to the relieving officer at home. The visits

within the town limits are paid—Fr. 1.50 (Is. 3d.)—with an

allowance per kilometre outside the borough of 4d. on the

level and 7!d. in the mountains. In the latter case the

patient has" to provide the carriage. Country visits to the

peasantry are paid at the rate of about Is. 3d. per kilometre,

carriage fare in addition.

The privilege accorded by law to wine growers to distil

a certain (but apparently uncontrolled) quantity of

alcohol without payment of duty (known as " eau de vie

de marc," from the fact that it is made from the " marc "

(residues) of the grape), independently of the fact that it

deprives the Stite of millions a year of revenue, is the

cause of much chronic inebriety, consequently one meets

with many enlarge* or cirrhotic livers. Pulmonary
tuberculosis is also very common, and occupies a large

space in the mortality returns. At this altitude (nearly

1,000 ft.) the grape does not ripen, and the wine is there-

fore horribly tart. This, however, does not affect the

taste for it, and among the working classes the average

consumption per (male) head must be between two and
three quarts a day—quite enough in the long run to deter-^

mine symptoms "of chronic alcoholism, since the wine*

contains from 6 to 7 per cent, spirit. Drunkenness is

uncommon, but inebriety, even among the women, is rife.

The peasants are an intelligent, robustly independent set

of men, many, probably most, of them owning their farms.

They work very hard and their women folk share in their

labour. One consequence of this addiction to outdoor

work is that they have neither time nor energy to keep

their houses in order. The latter are simply filthy-

unwashed floors, blackened walls, and dust everywhere.

As they have a superstitious horror of fresh air, the

windows are few and small, and are kept rigorously closed.

Manure heaps fester at the very door, so that flies are a

terrible nuisance. This is forbidden by law, but as it lies

with them to apply the law to each other it is a dead

letter.

» One can understand the feelings of French surgeons in respect of
nliloroform, seeing that anaesthetics in French hospitals are given by
the sisters or by any first year's student who happens to be there.
Obviously in such hands ether is vastly preferable to chloroform.

THE DESTRUCTION OF FLY LARVAE IN
HORSE MANURE.

In the Journal of May 1st last (p. 768) an account was
given of a scries of valuable scientific investigations

undertaken by the United States Department of Agri-

culture with the object of ascertaining the most suitable

means for destroying fly larvae in horse manure without

injury to its fertilizing properties. They had been
reported in an official bulletin of the department (No. 118),

and we are now indebted to Dr. P. C. Cook, who has

charge of thi;; work, for a further bulletin (No. 245), which
deals with a continuation of these experiments during last

year. The results of the first series showed that the only

chemical which fulfilled the necessary requirements of

being efficient, non-poisonous, economical, non-injurious to

vegetable life, universally procurable, and easy of applica-

tion, was ordinary commercial borax. Whilst the Com-
mission was fully convinced of tho efficacy of this

chemical, if properly used, it is admitted that the recom-

mendation to limit the dosage of borax to 0.62 lb. per
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10 cubic feet of manure, and. to apply such treated manure
to the land at the rate of 15 tons to the acre, in order to

make certain of no injurious effect on vegetation, might
not be universally carried out through carelessness. It

was therefore thought advisable to try and discover some
material which would not have this disadvantage. The
bacteriological, chemical, and entomological investigations

were carried out as before, except that, in addition, some
concrete pits were utilized, and cages for collecting flies

were provided for some of the open pile experiments. The
substances tested were both inorganic and organic, the

latter including volatile and non-volatile agents as well as

some plant materials. Under the first heading arsenical

dip, chloride of lime, lime sulphur and sulphuric acid were
used, but the only effective substance coming within the
reqnu-ements was arsenical dip, and this was condemned
on aecoant of its poisonous properties. The objections to

chloride of lime are stated to be the large quantity
required, its action in drawing off ammonia, its probable
toxic effect on bacteria, the irritating action of liberated

chlorine, and its high cost. The investigators, therefore,

turned their serious attention to organic substances, their
hopes of success being apparently founded on the very
reasonable argument that, as inorganic applications arc
likely to prove toxic to plants when excess is established
in the soil, organic substances, on the other hand, if

volatile, will disappear, or, if non-volatile, will decompose
and probably assist in forming useful instead of harmful
compounds. Aniline, in dilutions extendiug to 1 to 500.
nitrobenzene, particularlj- when emulsified with fish oil

soap, in the ratio of \ lb. to 1 lb., and added to 10 gallons of

water, and pyridine, 1 to 500, are shown to be effective

larvicides and apparently harmless to manure, but
their toxic nature makes them difficult to handle and
the cost is said to be prohibitive. Bcta-uaphthol,
cresylio acid, para-dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde and
oxalic acid proved very unsatisfactory as larvicides.
The researches with plant material were found to be the
most satisfactory. Corn cockle (Agrostemma githago),
which is abundant in wheat screenings, and agave {Agave
lecheguilla), which is very plentiful in Texas and Florida,
\vere tried on account of their saponin content, and met
with moderate success, as was also the case with larkspur
(Delphinuim) and stramonium. " Blackleaf 40," a strong
extract of tobacco, ox-eye daisy, and pyrethrum -were
ineffectual. The Commission, however, appears to think
that the desired success was attained as a result of the
experiments made with hellebore. The varieties used
were the white (Vcrairum album) &ndi the green (V. viride),
the former being an importation from the neighbourhood
of the Pyrenees, and the latter being indigenous to swampy
lands in America. Both are used as insecticides against
root pests. An average of twelve experiments showed a
larvicidal action of 95.5 per cent. ; no ill effects were
produced on plants or on chickens scratching and picking
amongst manure so treated, and the substance was found
to be completely decomposed within thirty days. It
must be powdered, mixed with water (J lb. to 10 gallons),
thoroughly stirred, and then allowed to stand for several
hours before applying it with a watering-can to the
manure on removal from the stable. This proportion is

sufficient for 8 bushels, a liberal estimate of the manure
yielded daily by a horse being 2 bushels. It is stated
that the comparative cost works out at 5 or 6 cents
per lb. for borax, and at 11 cents per lb. for hellebore
(powdered roots). Such a favourable comparison, how-
ever, could scarcely bo expected to obtain in this
country, the white variety of root being listed at
lid. a lb. for 28 lb. lota, to which must be added the cost
of grmdmg, whilst there is practically no difference
in the cost of borax. There would probably also be con-
siderable difficulty as regards supply, so that hellebore
does not seem likely to come into use over here. It
is recommended that borax should be universally used for

'11 f-*"^^^*™®"*
of outhouses, public dumps, refuse piles of

all kmds, cracks and crevices, floors of stables, and' any
accumulation of organic material which offers a favourable
place for the deposition of eggs," but that, in view of care-
less handUng, it " seems best " to use hellebore for treatiu"
manure. The report contams two excellent photographs"
showing the economy of larvicidal treatment in reference
to bulk, an untreated pile being absolutely collapsed and
disintegrated, through maggot infestation, and a treated
one being quite unaffected in this respect.
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The Commission is to be congratulated on the excel"
kut work so far accomplished; the results attained,
clearly show the value of true scientific research into the
means available for solving the problem of how to deal
successfully with the fly pest. Whatever the ultimate
ag.-nt may prove to be, larvicidal treatment has now been
sliown to bo both sound and practical.

MEDICAL DEFENCE UNION.
The annual general meeting of the Medical Defence
Viiion was held at the County Hospital, Bedford, by
the kind pcrmissiou of the Board of Management, on
September 16th, at 4.15 p.m.
The chair was taken by Sir John Tweedy, LL.D.,

I'.IJ.C.S., the President, and he was supported by members
of the Council and members drawn from the town and
couuty. The attendance was fair, considering the
numerous professional engagements with which m'edical
practitioners are overburdened in consequence of the war
and the absence of so many on active military service.
Tlie minutes of the last annual meeting were read,
approved, and signed. The usual statutory resolutions
wcve passed nemina contradicente, and Su- John
Tweedy, Dr. Eigdeu, and Dr. Gunton Alderton, who
retired under Article 28, but who offered themselves for
re-election, were re-elected, no other nominations bein"
made. °

The report of the Council was approved, and a vote of
thanks to the President and Council was passed unani-
mously. The value of the work of the Council is again
fully proved by the report just issued, and it is satisfactory
to find that due and important progress has been made.
The -war has increased the duties devolving upon the
Council, as numerous matters arising out of it have
required to be dealt with. The adjustment of partnership
disputes has again been a feature in the work of the
Union, and several arbitrations have been conducted. The
Union does not litigate in actions between medical practi-
tioners apart from exceptional circumstances, the work of
medical defence being sufficiently onerous in resnect of
protection from the public.
The report of the Solicitor is interesting and should be

read by every registered practitioner, who will then realize
tlic perils and dangers of medical practice which should
be guarded against. Tlie total number of eases placed by
the Union in the hands of Mr. Hempson during 1914 was
110, and of these 35 were directed to the support of
members in actions for libel and slander, either defended
or instituted on their behalf under circumstances affecting
their professional honour and reputation. Twenty-two
concerned actions in which questions of malpractice were
raised ; 5 related to the prosecution of unqualified prac-
titioners and the suppression of unqualified practice, and
47 referred to matters falling within the heading of per-
sonal and miscellaneous. Of these 47 cases, 21 referred to
matters arising out of the National Insurance Acts, in
which legal intervention was necessitated ; 9 to the sup-
port given to members in connexion with appointments
which they held and where their interests were imperilled;
12 to the adjustment of partnenship dispute, and 5 were
cases arising out of inquests, etc. Mr. Hempson gives
excellent tabular statements in his report showing the
number of cases placed in his hands since his appomtment
and the actual legal costs involved. It is interesting to
note that the legal expenditure for fifteen years, during
which he has held an official position as solicitor,
amounted to nearly iC16,000, the average cost per case
being £174.
We congratulate Sir John Tweedy, the President, and

the Council of the Medical Defence Union upon the
valuable work which they have accomplished and for the
e.Kcelleuce of the results obtained. Without the assistance
of societies such as the Union many members of the pro-
fession would have been very hardly hit in the past ; and
it behoves every registered practitioner to reap the ad-
vantages of a skilled and efficient organization -n'hich will

protect him in matters affecting his professional life. The
fact that Sir John Tweedy is the President is a testimony
in itself to the high status and reputation of the Medical
Defence Union, and the support which a man of his

position in the profession affords it is a proof of its worth
and excellence.
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THE REPORT OF THE DRU(! TARIFF
COMMITTEE.

Ax outline of tlie long-expected repoi't of the Depart-

mental Committee on the Drug Tariff is published in

the Supplement for this week ; its recommendations
were puljlished in full in the Supplement for last

week, p. 131. The Committee consisted of Sir Eow-
land Bailey, Chairman ; Dr. John Adams, Member of

the Council, and Dr. Alfred Cox, Medical Secretary,

British Medical Association ; Mr. James P. Gilmour,

Member, and Mr. W. J. Ilglow Woolcock, Secretary,

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain ; Dr. J. F.

Tocher, Aberdeen ; Mr. S. V. Yexnon of the Treasury

;

and Mr. S. P. Vivian, Assistant Secretary of the

Insurance Commission, England. Broadly speaking,

its report is a complete justification of the attitude

which the British Medical Association has taken up on
behalf of the profession in respect of the drug tariff.

After reading the memorandum of evidence put in by
the witnesses for the British Medical Association and
llie conclusions of the Committee, one is bound to

infer that the evidence of tlie Association has had a very
marked effect on tlie mind of the Committee. The Asso-
ciation pointed out that the present tariff was so com-
plex aud so full of anomalies and inconsistencies, that

it seemed quite impossible to deduce any definite prin-

ciples on which it might be supposed to have been
based. Even the ostensible guiding principles set forth

in the preface to the tariff were so freely departed from
on every page that they proved unworthy of the name
of basic principles. This charge against the tariff

is fully borne out ))y the Committee, which admits
that " the effect of the system may almost be said to

show a different rate of charge on every particular

quantity of every particular drug. It has rendered
the tariff' incapable of proper adaptation to meet the

needs of changing circumstances. Assuming that the
ultimate yield of the tariff', when originally con-

structed, was fair, the fact remains that the yield,

being the net resultant on balance of a large number
of varying circumstances, could only continue to be
fair so long as the circumstances were unchanged.
The oiitrinal balance, being based not upon any con-
stant !;i\, 1'! • solely upon the circumstances of

presri i ! !i\
1 I :i.:titioners at some particular time,

woulil ii" n ;:.,yc(l as soon as those circumstances
altered. Tiiis, we believe, has, in fact, happened

; and
we are satisfied that the habits of practitioners in

prescribing have been modified and are likely still to
be modified to such an e;:tent as to render inaccurate
any calculations based upon the nature of those habits
at any given time." The Association also pointed
out that the system was so chaotic that on a single

prescription it was possible that the 6hemist might
gain a profit at seven points : (i) The discount he got
from the wholesale chemist. (2) The percentage profit

on the primary price in tlie tariff. (3) The additional
percentage profit on smaller quantities than the ounce.

(4) The profit obtained by levelling up fractions to the
nest halfpenny. (5) Profit derived from the fact that
one halfpenny was tlie minimum charge per ingre-
dient. (6) Dispensing fee. (7) Emulsifying fee.

The Association's plea was not so much that the
profit gained by the chemist was exorbitant as that
tlie system was too complex aud illogical for the real
state of affairs to be revealed except by an elaborate
actuarial calculation. It was pointed out that the
medical profession was asked to economize so as to
keep the drug bills down to a reasonable level, but
that owing to the anomalies of the tariff a practi-
tioner who was an economical prescriber in his own
surgery might appear to be very extravagant with his
insurance patients on the same prescriptions ; that
economy depended not only on the items ordered but
on a detailed knowledge of a whole series of com-
plicated and arbitrary details of the official tavifi'.

The Association's plea for a sharp and clear demarca-
tion between the cost price of drugs to the chemist
and his reasonable and adequate trade profit and pro-
fessional dispensing fee has been conceded in its

entirety. The Committee proposes to sweep away the
whole of these complexities and inconsistencies and
to reduce the pricing of a prescription to two items :

(a) The bare cost of the drugs calculated to tvvO

places of decimals of a penny. The Association had
asked for the substitution of the nearest single place
of decimals instead of a gradation to the nearest
halfpenny.

(h) The dispensing fee, which is calculated on the
time and skill required in dispensing the various types
of prescriptions, 7J?«.s a fixed allowance per prescription
of o.8d. for establishment charges.
The establishment charges must cover the rent, rates,

taxes, non-professional assistance (professional assist]-

ance is paid for in the dispensing fee proper), lighting,

heating, corks, labels, wastage, packing expenses, etc.-,

as far as they are properly chargeable to the insurance
dispensing part of the business. The Association
witnesses took the line that they could not judge whal;

percentage of trade profit the chemist might reason
ably expect to make, not having the necessary ni

in their possession. The Committee, ba3ing i;

on the results of an investigation made by a j;.

of chartered accountants, has determined what it

considers a proper estajjlishment charge on the
basis of the profits obtained for this class of work
before the commencement of medical benefit. This
investigation led to the figure of o.Sd. per prescription,

which figure allows a very slight increase on the
trade profit formerly obtained without taking into

consideration the increased turnover. It is interest-

ing to note that the three members of the Committee
with pharmaceutical interests dissent from the
amount allowed for the establishment charges,

without, however, giving any indication as to what
the figure should be. It is to be regretted that tlie

members of the Committee should not have been
united on this matter as on nearly all others, seeing

that the point in question is one which could only he

settled by an investigation such as tliat promoted by
the Committee and carried out by Messrs. Peat, a

firm of standing in business circles. In Appendix VII
of tiie report is a table of calculations made by Messrs.

Peat, showing how the chemists' remuneration would
have ])een ail'ected had the tariff' charges now recom-
mended by the Committee been in force since the

inception of medical benefit. Examination sliows

that the total drug bills may be expected to be re-

duced by 18 per cent, if the habits of doctors as

regards prescribing remain as they were in 1913-14.
The Committee's scale of dispensing fees seems to

be more rational than the present scale. Tliose pro-

cesses which take up a great deal of time are paid for

generously, while others are reduced in price. Tlie

most important point of all is that every act "f
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ili^peusins! is paid I'oi", wliereas on the piesenfc

system pills, capsules, confections, lozenges, oint-

ments, blisters, tablets, suppositories, etc., included in

the list cai'iy no dispensing fee. . All drugs of any sort

will, at any rate, carry a dispensing fee of id. ex-

clnsivo of tlie establishment charge, while stock

mixtures or other liquids stocked in bulk will cany
ijd. Extemporaneously prepared mixtures and otlier

liquid preparations will take a dispensing fee of 2d.

independent of quantity. The extra dispensing fee

for large botiles is thus abolished. On the whole it

may be said that the cliemisfc will exchange a some-
what iiigb account whicli must be always delayed in

payment and may never be paid in full, for a

moderate bill which can be paid directly and which
be is absolutely certain of receiving in full. He will

also save an innnense amount of difficult clerical

labour in tiic pricing of bis prescriptions, since this is

to be done by the expert staff of tiie Insurance Com-
mittee. One" further advantage gained by the chemist

will be that he will no longer be tinancially interested

in the method of prescribing, and therefore will no
longer have tlie odium and trouble of initiating pro-

ceedings against practitioners under the obnoxious
Eegulation 40.

Tlie whole report reflects great credit on tlie

members of the Committee, who have successfully

attacked a financial and administrative problem of

great complexity, and have extracted order out of

cliaos, witli an obvious desire to bring forth a settle-

ment which shall be just and equitable to all parties

concerned.

TREATMENT OF CEREBROSPINAL
SYPHILIS BY MERCURIALIZED

. SERUM.
The resistance of tabes, tabo-paralysis, and general

paralysis to autisyphilitic treatment lias long been
the despair of the syphilologist and the neurologist.

It is true that in cases wliich are not too far advanced
some improvement occasionally occua's after intense

mercurial treatment, but the great majority of cases

are not amenable to autisyphilitic drugs when
administered by any of the ordinary routes; indeed,

some authorities have stated that these conditions are

made worse by such treatment. Tabes, tabo-paralysis,

and general paralysis were therefore regarded as

parasyphilicic affections, and, although syphilitic in

origin, beyond the scope of autisyphilitic treatment.

The discovery, by Noguchi and others, of the

Spirochdfla jidlUda, in its typical form, in the brain

of general paralytics and in the spinal cord of

tabetics threw a new light on the pathology of these

affections and gave cause for hope for further success
in treatment. It appears that they must now be
regarded as cases of true cerebro-spinal syphilis and
not parasyphilis. Mott introduced the term
"parenchymatous syphilis" to distinguish them
from cerebro-spinal syphilis of vascular origin. To
explain the faihu-e of mercury and arsenic to influence

parenchymatous syphilis, when introduced by tlie

ueual_ routes, it has been suggested tliat the cells

covering the choroid plexus exercise a selective action
and do not allow these drugs to pass from the general
circulation to the cerebro-spinal fluid. The method
of direct intraspinal treatment introduced by
Mai'inesco was foimded on this hypothesis. Both
a dilute solution of neo-salvarsan and serum taken
from a patient after intravenous injection of salvarsan
or neo-salvarsan have been used. The latter method
is assumed to depend on the presence of antibodies in

the serum, produced by the preliminary intravenous

injection of salvarsan, since the amount of original
or altered salvarsan present in the quantity used for
intraspinal injection must be inlinitesimal. Owing to
the irritation caused by direct injection of the arsenical
preparations treatment by " salvarsanized serum

"

lias obtained most support. Swift and Ellis of New
York, in 191 2, tried this method in cases of tabes, ajid
in the following year Eobertson of Edinburgh used it

in general paralysis. Since then intracranial injections
have been tried in general paralysis.

The results of treatment by salvarsanized senim in
parenchymatous syphilis are doubtful, although
temporary improvement has been reported by several
observei's. The question naturally arises whether
better results could not be obtained from the use of
intraspinal injections of mercurialized serum or some
preparation of mercury. This question has recently
been studied by C. M. Byrnes, of the .Johns Hopkins
University, who, after a year's unsatisfactory experi-
ence with salvarsanized serum, has devised a method
of treatment by what he terms " mercurialized
serum." In the preparation of his serum Byrnes
employs albuminate of mercury, for the reason that
this is the form in which mercury is supposed to exist

in the blood after ordinary mercurial treatment. When
an inorganic salt of mercury comes into contact with
albumin coagulation occurs with the formation of

albuminate of mercury. This is soluble in excess of

albumin, so that the addition of more serum forms a
clear solution. It was found that approximately
0.02 gram of mercuric chloride solution added to 2 c.cui.

of serum caused complete precipitation, and that

4 com. of serum was required to dissolve the pre-

cipitate. Thus 6 com. of serum will hold 0.02

(J-
grain) of mercuric chloride converted to albu-

minate in solution, a larger quantity than is

required for therapeutic purposes. After experi-

menting with very smaJl doses, Byrnes found that

0.0013 gram (3L grain) or even 0.0026 gram
(Jj grain) could be given safely. The technique

is as follows : (i) Sufficient blood is withdrav>-n

to yield from 12 to 30 c.cm. of serum ; this is

centrifuged and the serum removed
; (2) i c.cm. of

a solution of mercuric chloride in distilled water,

made to contain 0.0013 gi'S'Wi to i c.cm., is added to

12 c.cm. of serum ; (3) to the serum thus prepared

is added salt solution up to 30 c.cm., if diluted serum
is to be used ; if a concentrated solution is required

this is omitted
; (4) the mercurialised serum is heated

to ^&^ C. for half an hour
; (5) lumbar puncture is

performed v,'ith the patient in bed
;
pressure readings

are taken and the spinal fluid wit}hdrawn till tlie

pressure falls to 30 mm. The serum is then adminis-

tered by gravity at body temperature, and the foot of

the bed raised.

Byrnes has used this method in 32 cases, comprising

13 of tabes, 14 of general paralysis, 2 of tabo-paralysis,

and 3 of cerebro-spinal syphilitic meningitis. In tabes

there was improvement in the gait and also in the

gastric and bladder symptoms. Some cases of

general paralysis were also improved, and in one case

of tabo-paralysis the grandiose ideas are said to have
disappeared, and the mental state of the patient to

have become apparently normal. Favourable results

were obtained in the cases of meningitis. The dimi-

nution in cell elements of the cerebro-spinal fluid was
more rapid than after treatment by salvarsanized

serum.
It will be noted tliat BjTnes's method by " mercurial-

ized serum" differs from that by "salvarsanized

serum" in that it consists of direct treatment by-

means of a preparation of mercujy dissolved in serum,

instead of indirect treatment by serum containing
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hypothetical antibodies. In this respect it would

appear to be the more rational form of treatment,

for the quantity' of mercury present in serum with-

drawn from a patient after intense mercurial treat-

ment has been found to be quite insignificant, and

the amount of antibodies present in such serum must

be problematical. It also has the advantage of Ijeing

a simpler procedure, since it avoids the preliminary

intravenous injection required for salvarsanized serum.

The introduction of mercury into the subdural

space had been previously tried by Eavaut, who used

the perchloride and the cyanide in two cases, but tbe

results were disappointing. This led Byrnes to seek

for a non-irritating preparation similar to that in

which mercury circulates in the blood (all)uminate).

In the usual doses this form of mercury was found to

be quite as powerful as the inorganic preparations,

and it has since been used for intravenous injection

in ordinary cases of syphihs by L. Thompson, who
regards it as a useful method when rapid results are

required. The initial dose given in his cases corre-

Eponded to Jj grain of mercuric chloride, and this

was increased to
-J-

grain. Further results of this

form of mercurial treatment will be awaited with

interest.

THE MEDICAL WAR EMERGENCY ABROAD
AND AT HOME.

The account which a correspondent gives at p. 473 o£ the

work of a civil practitioner in Freuice to-day will be read

with interest, and may give rise to some salutary re-

flections. The area to which it refers is far removed from
the actual fighting line, but we get a vivid impression of

the working of universal military service as it affects the

raedical profession. Upon the man who stays at home

—

the elder man—fall heavy duties : He must help in the

treatment of the wounded in an auxiliary hospital ; he
must attend to another medical man's widely scattered

practice, and must undertake oiBcial obligations as to vac-

cination, and so on, thronghout a big district. All this work
has somehow to be crowded into the week, and the sub-

stitute has to cover long distances on a motor cycle over

roads with bad surfaces and difficult gi-adients. The
cheerful sphit of the -.vriter is admirable, and that he has
rather understated his tribulations we know from several

Ijrivate letters received during last winter and spring,

Avhcn the hard work, and the broken weather, and the

consequent exceeding badness of tbe mountain roads,

occasionally drew from him a complaint of his hard lot.

AVith such an example before us it would not seem that

too much is being a.sked of the medical profession in this

countrj'. Though many practitioners maj' have been
hardly worked, there has not been any evidence of a really

serious shortage in the attendance on the civilian popula-

tion. In view of the discomforts from the medical point

of view which civilians in France appear to be putting up
with, it can hardly be too much to ask the British public

to endure cheerfully the slighter inconveniences they are

likely to suffer, so that medical practitioners in this

country who are of military age may hold themselves
prepared to take service if called upon to do so. The
reflections which a study of the facts with regard to

France may arouse will be strengthened in their application

to this country by a perusal of the stirring address given
by Colonel Littlewood of Leeds at a meeting held recently

at Wakefield, and reported in the Supplement fot this

week. Colonel Littlewood will be known to most of our
readers as the distinguished civil surgeon who, a couple

oJ years ago, retired from the staff of the Leeds General
Infirmary. He remained d la suite of the 2nd Northern
General Hospital, and, owing to the illness of Colonel

Dobson, he is now administrator of that hospital. Colonel

Littlewood does not mince his words. He sets out in

most uncompromising terms the nature of .this great

emergency, and what he conceives to be the duty of tbe

medical profession. We doubt not that his winged words
will have great influence in the North of England, where
lie is so well known. Their influence will bo rein-

forced by the results of the meeting at Leeds on Septem-

ber 16th, which was addressed by Sir Clifford AUbutt,

a member of the War Emergency Committee which
meets at the house of the British Medical Association

in London. He told the meeting that the district should
furnish twentj'-six more men for the army, and though no
definite decision was made there and then, and was not,

indeed, to be expected, the meeting unanimously resolved

that a list should be drawn up of men retired or partly

retired, or senior partners, who would be prepared to take

charge of practices, or help in conducting practices during

the absence of men on service. Sir CUfford Allbutt depre-

cated anything like a disposition on the part of senior men
to stand on their dignity as to what kind of practice they
would imdertake. Thereafter a committee was formed
consisting of representatives from each several district of

the Division to advise with doctors offering themselves foe

service, and to arrange for a written guarantee that

their practices would be carried on for them, and restored

to them intact at the end of the war. This also was
carried unanimously. A discussion followed on the ques-

tion of the keeping of records under the Insurance Act,

and on a division it appeared that the opinion of tbe

majority of tbe meeting W8,s that, though the keeping of

these records was tiresome, it was not in fact a serious

difficulty. The scheme of enrolment and the form of

agreement between the practitioner going on service and
his local colleagues (Supplement, September 18tb, p. 130)

proposed by the War Emergency Committee seem to have
met with general acceptance among the medical pro-

fession, and every fit man of snitable age should sign

the form issued by that Committee.

THE PRACTICES OF MEN WHO DIE ON
SERVICE.

At a meeting of the Executive Subcommittee of the War
Emergency Committee, held at the offices of the British

Medical Association on September 20th, it received

information as to a plan evolved in Nottingham for safe-

guarding tbe interests of the families of local practitioners

who may lose their lives while serving the country as

mUitary medical officers. In the Nottingham area, count-

ing those who have aheady gone and the quota which that

area has just been aslccd to furnish, there will soon be a
considerable number of medical men on active service

;

and the secretary of the Nottingham Committee, Mr. A. M.
Webber, F.R.C.S., who has himself applied for a com-
mission, urged on his Committee the desirability of some
special aiTangement being made in the event of a medical

man dying on service. Mr. AVebber expressed the

opinion, which was shared by the Committee, that all

the men who had gone would be more easy in their minds

if they knew that some definite plan was in force for

looking after the interests of their famihes in the event

of their decease. The plan which commended itself to

the Nottingham Committee was that the local War
Emergency Committee should appoint a small subcom-

mittee, consisting of a few men of high standing in the

local profcssion, who should undertake to act as professional

advisers to and collaborators with the legal executor of any

man who died on service. In such an event then- duty

would bo either to soU the practice on the best terms

available to the men who were already doing the work, or

to see that the practice was carried on until some period

after the war when practices again become easily saleable.

The responsibility would undoubtedly be very great, but

the Nottingham medical men felt that anything that could

be done to relieve the minds of those of their number who
had gone, or vs-orc going, on active service should be done,

and small committees were accordingly appointed for both

the city and the county. The plan was strongly approved
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by the Executive Subcommittee in Loudon, and is ouo
which secius well worthy of consideration by every local

War Emergency Committee, with a view to its extcnsiou
to every ai'ca in the countrj'.

TREATMENT OF TYPHUS WITH TYPHOID
VACCINE.

Ix the Wiener mcdi::inischc Wochcnschrift for June 5tli

lir. W. MoUow, senior physician to the Alexander II0spit.1l

iu Sofia, has given an account of his experience of typhus
aud typhoid fever, aud of the results of vacciuafcion with
Bcsredka's sensitized typhoid vaccine iu both diseases.

Early in 1915, many Buljjariau JMacedoniaus, who had
served in the Serbiau army, aud had been taken prisoners

by the Austriaus, were sent back to Bulgaria. Amoug
these 140 cases of typhus occurred, but it did not, however,
break out as a rule before the patients had reached
Bulgaria. The first batch of patients admitted to hospital
were chiefly suffering from typhoid fever, some were also

suffering from relajisiug fever, and only a few from typhus.
But towards the end of January there were no new cases
of typhoid fever, whereas there was an increase in the
incidence of tj'jihus. Several cases at first diagnosed aud
treated as typhoid fever ultimately turned out to be
typhus. In the meantime these cases had been treated
with Besredka's sensitized typhoid vaccine, with strikingly

beneficial results. This observation led to the prescription

of typhoid vaccine in cases of typhus, recognized as such
from the outset, and again the results were very good.
Dr. Hollow gives details of several cases illustrated by
temperature charts, which show how intravenous injec-

tions of the vaccine caused a fall of temperature by crisis

or lysis. The improvement in the general condition

following these injections was also striking, but it was not
clear why a typhoid vaccine should be so potent in cases
of typhus in which the agglutination test for typhoid fever

was negative. Though there may at present be no
rational explanation for this phenomenon. Dr. Ivlollow

points out that it is not unique, and that diphtheria anti-

toxin has been found to have a beneficial effect on
erysipelas, and a sensitized coli vaccine has strikingly

; of typhoid fever and sepsis.benefited

AN ANCIENT AUSTRALIAN.
Whek the British Association met in Australia last year
Professor J. T. Wilson, of the University of Sydney, was in

a position to show to the members of the Anthropological
ijectiou a fossilized human skull found in the bed of a
creek. Darling Dowus, Queensland. The condition of

fossilization was exactly the same as that of the remains
of certain extinct marsupial animals found in the same
locality-— remains which belong to a deposit which
geologists regard as having been laid down during the
rieistocene period. There seems to be no ground for

doubting the genuine antiquity of the human skull thus
brought to the notice of anthropologists; it is the skull of a
youth who lived in Queensland when Europe was passiug
through a period of glaciation. For the first time definite

evidence of the existence of man in Australia during the
Pleistocene period has been obtained. The manner in which
the discovery was made is both interesting aud instructive.
It was found fully thirty years ago by a stockman; it

ultimately found its way to Sydney, where it was dis-

covered a very short time before the visit of the British

Association. The anatomists and geologists of Australia,

stimiUated by the success which had attended the efforts

of their colleagues in Europe, North America, South
.\merica, and South Africa, began a systematic search for

human remains, with any claim to antiquity, in the private

collections throughout the country, with the result that
public sympathy was enlisted and a document of first rate

importance—the " Talgai skull " it has been named—has
been rescued from oblivion. We learn from Nature
(September 9th, 1915; that the Talgai skull has been

purchased by tho Hon. Joynton Smith aud presented by
him to the museum of the University of Sydney. When
shown to the members of the British Association, the skull
was encased iu a mass of uuvtrix, which hid its chief
features; only the palate and teeth could be clearly seen.
The dentition was incomplete ; the stage of eruption was
that which we expect in a youth of 14 or 15 years of age.
The palate and teeth, however, exceeded all modern
dimensions. The caniue teeth, although large, had none
of the simian features which characterize the dentition
attached to the skull found at Piltdown by Mr. Dawson;
the teeth aud palate appeared to represent such a form as
we may expect to find in tho more primitive type of
Australian native. Professor Wilson being unable, on
account of military duties, to undertake a systematic
examination of the skull, handed it over to Dr. Arthur
Smith (brother of Professor Elliot Smith), who at present
is filling Professor Wilson's chair. Dr. Smith has suc-
ceeded in removing the matrix from the skull, and we
may expect his full report at no distant date. In the
meantime he claims for the Talgai skull an importance
equal to that which anthropologists attach to the human
remains found at Piltdown aud Heidelberg. At the
present time every one is necessarily more interested iu
problems connected with the present aud future of our
race than in those which pertain to our history in the
distant past. Nevertheless, the discovery of the Talgai
skull is worthy of note even at the present time, for it is

more likely than any discovery yet made to throw light
on the time and manner in which modern races of
men became differentiated into their present forms and
varieties.

SLEEPING SICKNESS AND WILD GAME.
An interesting experiment as regards the prevention of
sleeping sickness is about to be carried out in Nyasalaud.
It is proposed to throw open a large area of territory for

free shooting, aud a thorough endeavour is to be made to
clear this of tsetse flies by driving out or killing oft' the
game. Natives are to be encouraged to hunt in every way.
Several years ago a smaller area in the Ngara subdistrict
was thrown open, but after a considerable period of time
was clo.sed again because the natives were not disposed to
avail themselves of tho privileges offered except in a very
irregular way. The present area, however, is much
larger, aud the fact that the shooting is free is to be
widely advertised. Time alone will show to what extent
the game will be reduced by such measures. The result

will be influenced cousiderably by the nature of the
country and the number of people who take advantage of

the privilege. It is to be hoped, however, that the experi-
ment will succeed, and if it does the knowledge acquired
will be of the greatest value for other places.

"A PUFF IN A PENCIL."
In reply to a paragraph under this heading which appeared
in the Bmtish Medicvl Jooenal of August 28th (p. 335),
we have received a letter from the firm on whose way of

calliug the attention of the medical profession to the
virtues of a special brand of tea which they sell we felt it

our duty to comment. The writer, after saying that it is

not his i)urpose to enter a defence of the general publicity

methods of his firm, goes on to state that " the iustauco
under discussion has been, in effect, endorsed as acceptable
by more than 33 per cent, of those to whom the offer of tho
pencil has been made, for in this proportion they have
availed themselves of it to the extent of mauy thousands,
and as there has followed a daily stream of acknowledge-
ments, often very kindly expressed, I assume the recipients

consider that, in this instance at any rate, they have
not been ' led astray.' " We can almost fancy we hear

the voice of Autolycus declaring Trust to be " a very

simple gentleman." We had no idea there was such wide-

spread ignorance of the ways of the world among the
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members of a profession which is in closer contact ^ith

tlie facts of life and human character than any other.

The -svriter insists tliat "the essence of commerce is

service," and this end he believes his firm attams through

tlic peneiLwhicli is merely a reminder "never . . .
accom-

panied by any hint of obligation expressed or implied.

It is obvious" that the pencU or any otlier gift is a

" reminder," and in that very fact lies the objection, from

the professional point of view, to this form of advertising.

•I'he' tradesman has his own code of commercial etlncs,

and as lon^ as he does not use dishonest methods or make

false statements he has a perfect right to proclaim his

belief in the superior value of his wares. What we fand

fault with is the attempt by such concrete "reminders"

to induce unsuspicious doctors to help the sale of those

EXHIBITION OF FRACTURE APPARATUS.

Thk exhibition of various forms of apparatus that have

been found useful in the treatment of fractures met with

in the war will be opened at the Royal Society of Medi-

cine, 1, Wimpole Street, by Sir Alfred Keogh, K.C.B.,

I)irector-(icneral Army Medical Services, at 3 p.m. on

Friday, October 8th. The principal exhibits will be

brought from Boulogne by of&cers of the E.A.M.C. Sur-

geons in the various commands are invited to send

exhibits, and those desiring to contribute should communi-

cate with the consulting surgeon for their command. The

exhibition will remain open until the evening of Monday,

October 11th. On Sunday visitors will be admitted on

presentation of their visiting cards. On other days the

exhibition will be open from 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. On

Friday, Saturday, and Monday, Colonel Sir Almroth

AVright will give demonstrations of his most recent

researches" into the drainage of wounds.

THE CASUALTY RETURNS FOR THE FIRST YEAR.

The statistics of the total casualties, for the first year of

the war, of the Britisli forces engaged, given by Mr.

Tennant in the House of Commons on September 14th,

and those for the Dardanelles, which he gave on Sep-

tember 16th, enable a rough calculation to be made as to

the proportion of those hilled or who died of wounds to

the wounded. Tiie general proportion appears to be about

1 to 3i, but when the two areas of operations are con-

sidered separately, it would appear that the ratio was _a

httle higher in the Dardanelles than for the force in

France. ^The German losses in the war with France in

1870 showed a ratio of killed to wounded of 1 to 3.1
;
in

the British forces in the Boer war the ratio was 1 to 3.9,

and in the KussoJapanese war it was 1 to 3.6 for the

Japanese, and 1 to 5.5 for the Russians. There seems to be

an impression -that the ratio of officers to men killed in the

Dardanelles is unusually- high. The figures do not appear

to bear this out. The ratio on the total figures is about

1 to 14, and on those for the Dardanelles about 1 to 15.

JHeuical 0Mt5 in |3arliam£nt.

The Budget.

The chief interest of the session so far has centred in

the Budget introduced on September 21st, the third since

the outbreak of -svar. Mr. McKenna said that in 1913-14,

the last year of peace, the revenue and expenditure nearly

balanced at about £198,000,000. On the existing basis of

taxation the revenue might be put at £272,000,000, and the

expenditure at £1,590,000,000; it was obvious that the

deficit could not be met by taxation alone. The country

had responded magnificently to the call to subscribe to the

recent war loan, and ou some future occasion it would be

necessary to borrow again. The dead weight of the

national debt at the close of the year might be estimated

at je2,200,000,000 ; four and a half months ago, in his

speech on the Budget he then introduced, Mr. Lloyd

Gcor"e had said that the triple task this couatrj had

assumed in the war was—to keep the command of the sea,

to maintain an army, and to assist our Allies by furnishing

them with supplies and aiding them in financing their

purchases in countries other than our own. The expendi-

ture ou all these heads had since then increased, and the

country had now to contemplate a navy costing £190,000,000,

an army costing ±'715,000,000, and external advances to

the amount of £425,000,000. Taking the whole period

until March 31st (1916) the best estimate which could be

formed of the total daily rate of expenditure ou all services

from now onwards was upwards of £4,500,000, and in the

later weeks of the financial year it might rise to more than

i:5,000,000.

After referring to the greater burden every new tax

imposed upon the Board of Inland Revenue and on the

Office of Customs and Excise, he said that the new taxes

to be proposed were of such a nature that the depart-

ments would be able to give efiect to them promptly and

efficiently. The principal head of the new taxation was

under income tax ; he proposed to add 40 per cent, to the

existing rates, but to give special relief to an income which

had fallen more than 10 per cent. As the 40 per cent, rate

of increase would be for a full year, in the remaining six

months of the current year only 20 per cent, increase

would become due. It was proposed to reduce the ex-

emption limit from £160 to £130, and to reduce the abate-

ment from £160 to £120. "SVliile the exemption limit

would become £130, the abatement would be £120 where it

was previously £160, and £100 where it was previously

£150 or £120. Hitherto income tax for the full year had

been payable in January, but in future, in the case of

persons "liable to direct assessment in respect of trade,

profession, or husbandry, it would be payable in half-

yearly instalments on January 1st and July 1st. This

would be a postponrment of payment, and not a device

for getting tax paid at an earlier date. For employees of

all descriptions both assessment and collection would be

quarterly, but this change would not take full effect until

next year. Relief was proposed from the additional

income tax in the case of any individual proving that his

actual income from all sources for the year was less by

one-fifth than the income on which he had paid the tax.

This was an endeavour to redress the hardship upon tlie

individual who, this year, having a very small income, was

nevertheless assessed on the average of the three pre-

ceding years, when he had a large income, and found that

he was called upon to pay 3s. 6d. iu the £ income tax

in respect of income which he once enjoyed, but now no

longer possessed. Where the income was less by one-fifth

it was proposed that he should be relieved of the whole of

the 40 per cent, increase, and where the deficiency did not

amount to one-fifth, but was more than 10 per cent., repay-

ment of a proportionate part of the additional duty would

be allowed. The total effect of these changes in 1915-16

would be to increase the revenue by £11,274,000, and m
a full effective year by £44,400,000. It was proposed also

to revise the super-tax scale applicable to incomes in excess

of ^8,000. At present any excess over that amount was

charaeabie at tlie rate of 2s. Sd. ; henceforth Uie charge

would be 2s. lOd. between £8,000 and £9,000, 3s. 2d.

between £9,000 and £10,000, and 33. 6d. ou the surplu.s of

all incomes above £10,000. This would yield £2,150,000

this year, and £2,685,000 iu a full effective year. Mr.

McKenna then quoted some examples of the effect of the

proposed changes. A man with no children earning

£2 15s. a week would be directly assessed, and would pay

12s. Id. quarterly ; a man with no children earning £3 a

week would pay 18s. lid. quarterly; a man with no

chUdreu earning £4 a week would pay £2 6s. 2d. quarterly.

Any such man showing that he did not earn such a sum as

to make him chargeable uuder that tax in a whole year

would be entitled to repayment. At the other euu of

the scale a man with £5,000 a year would pay £1,029,

which, combining super-tax and income tax, was a virtual

rate iu the £ of 4s. lid. A man with £10,000 a year

would pay with income tax and super-tax £2,529, a virtual

rate of 5s. Id. iu the £. A man with an income of over

£10,000 would pay £2,529 on the first £10,000, and 7h. in

the £ on all excess over £10,000. Thus a mau v.ith

£20,000 a year would pay £S,029 iu tax, a virtual rate ot

6s. in the £, and a man with £100,000 a year would pay

£34,029, a virtual rate of 6s. lOd. in the £.

The next source of additional revenue was the taxing

of excess profits; the tax would be 50 percent, without
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clednction of income tax and just oyer 60 per cent, with
such (JecUiction.

The duty on sugar would bo increased fvow I3. XOd. a
hundredweight to 9s. 4d., but cont<>iupov:iu«c'i3ly tlio Eoyal
(.'ouiinission on Sugar Supply, which now supplies the
wliole of the sugar to the oousumei's of the couutry, would
loduoe its price to the letiucrs and dealers by amounts
ranging from 2s. 6d. to 3s. a huudredwoight. The effect
of the double action would be to raise the cost of sugar
about 5s. a hundredweight, or Ul. in the pouud, in the case
of granulated sugar. The price of lump sugar would rise
a great deal, not ou account of the tax, but on account of
the shortage of supply- The duties ou tea, tobacco, cocoa,
coffee, chicory, and dried fruits would bo increased by 50
per cent., and there would be an increase on motor spirits
of 3d. a gallon, raising the existing rates of 3d. and lid.
to 6d. and 45d. Mr. McKenua .said that he proposed' to
double the patent medicine duty, at ureseut lid. in the
shilling

; he expected an addition to the revenue from this
source in a full year of £250,000.

In view of the need to maintain our foreign exchanges
and cut down expenditure on imported luxury, he proposed
to impose an ad valorem duty of 33^ per cent, on motor
i-urs, motor cycles, and parts thereof, kinema films, cloclts,
wjitches, musical instruments, plate glass, and hats. The
estimated total additional revenue for this year from these
various sources was £11,500,000, and in a full year
£25,070,000. Adding the estimated yield of the now inland
revenue taxes, £77,085,000, the estimated total yield from
new taxation was £102.155,000. In addition, changes iu
postal, telegraph, and telephone rates wore estimated to
yield an increase of revenue of £4,975,000. The postal
changes had been recommended by the Retrenchment
Committee, and all its recommendations had boon adopted
with the exception of that advising an addition of id. to
the penny postal rate for inland letters. The halfpenny
IMscage, mcluding post cards, would be entirely abolished.
The mland letter rate of Id. would in future carry a letter
not exceeding 1 oz. ; under 2 oz. the stamp must be
2d., and ^d. for everv additional 2 oz. Sixpenny
telegrams would be abolished; the new charge would
be 9d. for twelve words, and id. for each addi-
tional word. For inland parcels an addition of Id. a
parcel would be made. In respect to telephones,
flat rates would be increased from £17 to £20 a year iu
London and from £10 to £12 in the provinces. The sub-
scribers' penny call would not be changed, but the trunk
service charges and those made in call oiliccs would be
increased. In addition, the rates for press telegrams
would be largely increased.
A brief discussion ensued, during which certain free

traders expressed disapproval of the import duties; the
resolutions imposing the new duties and for altering the
rates of income tax antl increasing the postal and^'teie-
gr.-iph rates were agrfed to before the House adjourned.
The following, extracted from tlie official statt-meut

issued on the evening of September 22nd, shows the ratr s
on incomes of the amounts specified wholly earned, under
the old tax 1915-16, the new tax 1915-16, and the
proposed tax, 1916-17:
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Incon TTJiollij Earned.

Old 1915-16

New 1915-16 ...

rroposed 1916-17

26 5 '

55

42

157 10

183 15

200

240

These figures do not take into account allowances in
respect of life insurance premiums and children whi -h
in many cases will substantially reduce the tax payable
and the virtual rate.

Military Mental and Nervous Cases.— In reply to Mr
.Anderson and other merebcra, the Under Secretary of
State for Mar stated, on September 16th, that uncertitiablc
soldiers sent to buildings attached to county asylums wclc
not in any way dealt with under the Lunacy Acts, but
remained under the control of tlie Secretary of State for
\\ ar. Bach case was the subject of special consideration

by general physicians and neurologists, and was placed
under the care of the most appropriate specialist iu the
a^ppropriate institution. The continuation of the system iu
ii^e future must depend upon the accommodation and the
nuiuber of specialists available. In reply to Sir Henrv
Craik, lie said that the medical profession was most
anxious that none of the practices of inspection which
otherwise applied to asylums should apply to these cases.

Naval and Military War Pensions Bill.—The disoussion of
this bill, adjourned in the House of Lords on .luly 23rd,
was resumed ou September 16th, when the bill was read
a second time, the Government undertaking to introduco
ameudmeuts providing for the reinstatement of repre-
sentatives of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Associa-
tion, for the inclusion ou local committees of persons who
have been engaged on similar work, and the appointment
by the Statutory Committee of a special subcommittee
comprising representatives of employers aud labour to
provide for the care of disabled officers and men.

Nursing of Insane Male Patients.—In reply to Mr. Poto, ou
September 16th, Mr. Brace, Under Secretary for the Home
Office, said that for many years women had" been employed
in some asylums in nursing male patients who were noi
dangerous or otherwise unfitted for female care, aud, pro-
vided precautions were taken, the practice was approved
by the Board of Control, wliieli had fouud its results
.satisfactory. Since the outbreak of war, iu cinisoqueuco
of the difficulty of obtaiuinij suitabio male subsliuites to
replace attendants who had joined the forces, tliere had
been some extension of the practice, but iu every case
within proper limits and without any harmful results.
Careful consideration had beeu given to the representa-
tions of the National Asylum AVorkers' Union, but the
Secretary of State regretted that he was unable to comply
with the request that he should ask asylum authorities to
discontinue the practice.

Swine Fever.—Mr. Acland stated, on September 16th. iu
replying to Sir .John Spear aud Sir Walter Essex, that the
recommendations contained in the final report of the
Departmental Committee ou Swine Fever had in the main
been adopted and brought into operation in respect to the
revocation of certain restrictions on the movement locally
of swine. The procedure to bo adopted as to serum treat-
lueut in swine fever outbreaks would be published almost
immediately, and would be operative from September 26th.
Any further action must be based upon experience acquired.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT H03IE AND
ABROAD.

The Week's Subscriptions.
The subscriptions to the Belgian Doctors' and Phar-
•lacists' Relief Fund received during the week havo
been as folio

S.Essex Division, B..M. A.
(l>er Dr. J.B.Maxwell,
Joint Hon. Sec,)—

Dr. Perkins
Dr. Floyd
Dr. Walker
Dr. Hinks
Drs. Watson and
Wacher

Dr. Preutis ...

Dr. Adams
Dr. Brice Poole
Dr. Forsyth and Dr.
Norman

Dr. Wiagi!

10
5
5
10 6

Dr. Lloyd
Dr. Stovin
Dr. Killard-Leavey ...

Dr. G. D. H. Cariicntcr
(sixth donation, total
£6)

South Anatralian F.eluiHa
Doctors' Relief Fund
(fourth donation, total
£527)

Mr. Alfred Freer

and Co.

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voenx, at 14,
Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' aud Pharmacists' Relief
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of the
Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,
E.G.
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THE ^iVAH,
OPERATIONS IN THE DARDANELLES.
The DiFfifULTiES of the Medical Service.

Sir Ian Hamilion's New Disjiatch.

Every one -will have read the ncvr dispatch of Sir Ian
Hamilton describing tlie operations in the Dardanelles, but

there are a few points to which it seems well to call

Attention liere. His first dispatch left off at the point

where, on May 5th, our troops had forced their way for-

ward for some 5,000 j'ards from the lauding places at the

point of the peninsula. There followed three days of

severe fighting, which resulted in a gain of 600 yards on
the right of the British line, and 400 yards on the left and
centre. The gain, though small, was important, and for

the next two days the enemy made obstinate counter-

attacks which were all repulsed, while in the northern
zone the Australian and Now Zealand Army Corps
strengthened their grip. On May 11th, for the first time

for eighteen days and nights, it was found possible to with-

draw the 29th Division from the actual firing line and to

replace it by the 29th Indian Infantry Brigade and
by the 42nd Division, which had completed its dis-

embarkation two days previously. " The withdrawal
gave no respite from shells, but at least the men
were, most nights, enabled to sleep." What this

condition of affairs must have meant for the medical
service can easily be imagined. The nature of the figfiting

inevitably involved heavy casualties, and as the total

advance brought the front line less than 6,000 yards from
the landing places at the point of the peninsula, there can
have been few, if any, places where casualty clearing

stations, to say nothing of field ambulances, could have
been estabhshed in situations secure from long-range
artillery.

On May 20th, at 5 p.m., the appearance of white flags

and red crescents from the enemy's line was followed by
an interview, half way between the trenches, between a
Turkish staff officer, two medical officers, and a company
commander of the enemy and Major-General H. B. Walker,
commanding the Australian Division. The staff officer

proposed a suspension of arms for the removal of dead and
wounded. As the officer had no written credentials he
was informed that neither he nor the General Officer

Commanding Australian Division had power to arrange
a suspension of arms, but that at 8 p.m. an oppor-
tunity would be given of exchanging letters on the
subject; meanwhile hostilities would recommence after

ten minutes' grace. At this time some stretcher -parties

on both sides were collecting wounded, and in front of

other sections men with white flags came out to coUcct
wounded. It was observed that the Turkish trenches'

opposite ours were packed with men standing shoulder to

shoulder two deep, and that columns were on the march
in the valley up which the Turks wore accustomed
to bring their reinforcements. Towards evening the
enemy's concentration continued, and everything pointed
to their intention of making use of the last of the day-
light to get their troops into position without being
shelled by our artillery.

" A message was therefore sent across to say that no
clearing of dead or wounded could be allowed during the
night, and that any negotiations for such a purpose should
be opened through the proper channel and initiated before
noon on the following day. Stretcher and other p.arties

fell back, and immediately fire broke out. In front of our
riglit section masses of men advanced behind lines of

unarmed men holding up their hands. Firing became
general all along the line, accompanied bj' a heavy bom-
bardment of tiie whole position, so that evidently this

attack must have been prearranged. Musketry and
machine-gun fire continued without interruption till after
dark, and from then up to about 4 a.m. ne.xt day."
At ^bout 4.30 a.m. on May 21st musketry fire had died

down to normal dimensions, and as the Turks seemed
anxious to bury their dead, and human sentiment and
medical science were both of one accord in favour of such
a course, a suspension of arms was arranged from 7.30 a.m.
to 4.30 p.m. on May 24th, and the procedure laid down was
coircctly observed on both sides. After that the fighting

continued from day to day. On June 4th the gallaut

Manchester Brigade of the 42ud Division suffered very
heavily, and in the evening that division had to be
extricated with loss from the second line of Turkish
trenches.

" From the date of this battle," says Sir Ian Hamilton,
" to the end of the mouth of June, the incessant attacks
and counterattacks, which have so grievously swelled our
lists of casualties have been caused by the determination
of the Turks to regain ground they had lost, a determina-
tion clashing against our firm rcsolvo to continue to
increase our holding." On June 28th the Border Regi-
ment rushed a small redoubt known as the Boomerang,
and the 87th Brigade captured three lines of Turldsh
trenches. The 4th and 7th Royal Scots captured the two
Turkish trenches allotted to them, but further to the east,

near the pivotal point, the remainder of the I56th Brigade
was unable to get on. Later the 86th Brigade, dashing
over the trenches captured by the 87th, pushed on with
great steadiness and took two lines of trenches, while the
Indian Brigade managed to secure, and place into a state

of defence, a spur running from the west of the farthest
captured Turkish trench to the sea. " Our casualties," the
dispatch says, "were small—1,750 in all."

In a general summing up Sir Ian Hamilton says :

" During the whole period under review the efforts and
expedients whereby a great army has had its wants
supplied upon a wilderness have, I believe, been breaking
world records.

" The country is broken, mountainous, arid, and void of

supplies ; the water found in the areas occupied by our
forces is quite inadequate for their needs ; the only prac-

ticable beaches are snuill, cramped breaks in impracticable
lines of cliffs; with the wind in certain quarters no sort

of landing is possible ; the wastage, by bombardment and
wreckage, of lighters and small craft, has led to crisis after

crisis in our carrying capacity, whilst over every single

beach plays fitfully throughout eaxh day a devastating
shell fire at medium ranges.

" Upon such a situation appeared quite suddenly the
enemy submarines. On May 22nd all transports had to be
dispatched to Mudros for safety. Thenceforth men, stores,

guns, horses, etc., had to be brought from Mudros—a dis-

tance of forty miles—in fleet sweepers and other small and
shallow craft less vulnerable to submarine attack. Every
danger and everj' difficulty was doubled."

Sir Ian Hamilton records his " admiration for the cool

courage and unfailing efficiency with which the Royal
Navy, the beach personnel, the engineers, and the adminis-
trative services have carried out these arduous duties."

The casualties, he says, among the Royal Engineers
engaged in the working of the telegraphs, telephones, and
repair of lines, have been unusually high, and as an
instance he mentions that the central telegraph office at

Cape Holies (a dug-out) was recently struck by a high ex-

plosive shell ; the officer on duty and twelve other ranks
were killed or wounded and the office entirely demolished.
The best photograph we have seen of a dug-out, showing
what can be done with it, is thai produced this week to

illustrate a paper by Captain John Mcrley of Manchester,
which shows such a place in use as an operating theatre.

It is quite evident that during the time covered by Sir

Ian HaMiilton's dispatch the Army Medical Service had
to carry out its duties under very serious disadvantages

;

not only was the number of wounded large in relation to

the confined area, but it must have always been very
difficult, and sometimes practically impossible, to find

any place where the wounded could be safely treated on
shore. On these difficulties Sir Ian Hamilton makes the

following comment:
"The Royal Army Medical Service have had to face

unusual and very trying conditions. There are no roads,

and the wounded who are unable to walk must be carried

from the firing line to the shore. They and their

attendants may be shelled on their way to the beaches, a1

tho beaches, on the jetties, and again, though I believe by
inadvertence, on their way out in lighters to the hospital

ships. Under shell fire it is not as easy as some of the

critically disposed seem to imagine to keep all arrange-

ments in apple-pie order. Here I can only express my
own opinion that efficiency, method, and even a certain

quiet hcroi.sm have characterized tho evacuations of the

many thousands of our wounded."
His praise will be read with keen satisfaction by the

profession at home, more especially as it knows that
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luauy of the ucdical officers employed ou the.se daugeroiis
duties were a year ago or less engaged iu civil practice.

That the difficulties encountered by the medical service

at previous landings recurred during the lauding at Suvla
Bay is clear from the correspondence from Mv. E.
Ashniead-Bartlett, published fully iu the Daili/ Tclcijraph
of September 20tli. lie mentions the difficulty of water,
of which the medical service, it may be observed, requires
more than others, not only for the wounded to drink, but
also for the proper treatment of wounds. Immediately
after the troops had lauded, the iufantry ammunition and
water had to be taken asho:> I 't t!i niomy's shrapnel
was bursting on all sides; Ik 'i it an 8 in. high-
explosive shell close to the li -, <:. ring rocks and
earth aud fragments of steel m ^iil ila, in. us. ".Streams
of wounded arrive from the firing Hue. tliose who are able
to walk hobbling down to the beaches, and others being
carried on stretchers." The day was as hot as a furnace,
but in the cool of the evening thousands were searching for
a drop of water, thousands of wounded were wending their
weary, suffering way to the beaches, waiting their turn to
be conveyed to the hospital ships outside the bay. The
picket boats, ho ^:ty-, :it every beach in Gallipoli, and at
all the islands, f -ua tli. ultimate means of communication
between the s^a iii 1 ili.' -hoie. "The lot of their crews is

not to be euvio 1. fn- they work under continuous shell
fire. At Anzac, Helles, aud Suvla Bay the enemy con-
stantly shells the landing-stages, and day and night these
picket boats are exposed to shrapnel and common shell.
But the work never stops. There is a still more arduous
time coming for the destroyers, trawlers, and picket boats
this autumn and winter, when the gales come rolling
up from the south-west, but I fancy that these hardy
sailors from the North Sea aud our seamen in the de-
stroyers will take a ship through any sea, provided they can
lay her up alongside of something in order to discharge
her cargo."
The following table, constructed from the replies given

by Mr. Tennant in the House of Commons at various
dates, shows the total number of casualties, and from it

can be calculated the rate of increase in the number of
wounded to be treated :

Cnstiallii-s in tlic VnnhnieUe!!.
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sinuses played an important part, and were most frequently

due to influenza and coryza.

According to Dr. A. Schmidt of Halle, great mental

strain was often responsible for severe gastrointestinal

disturbances, the most common of which were atony,

Bubacidity, motor insufficiency, and acute intestinal

catarrh. Vegetables rich in cellulose, whole potatoes and
coarse bread should be avoided ; and papaverin, atropin,

and charcoal should be prescribed. According to Dr.

Richter of Berlin, wouuds and excitement were a,pt to

provoke or increase diabetes ; and early in the war it was
noticed that progress of the disease occurred in almost

every case of diabetes. In the case of nervous glycosuria,

antiueurasthenic treatment, not a rigorous diabetic diet,

was indicated. True traumatic diabetes was seldom ob-

served, but traumatic gout was exceedingly common.
Chills, nervous excitement and exhaustion, and tiring

marches frequently provoked acute attacks of gout, the

subjects of which were no longer fit for service. Exoph-
thalmic goitre was also found to develop as a sequel to

great mental strain. Chills and infections were largely

responsible for acute nephritis, which was also often a

sequel to sore throats. In this connexion the amount of

albumin in the urine was of no certain value as a guide to

the progress of the case.

Dr. Weintraud of Wiesbaden considered that acute

articular rheumatism and the allied diseases of the joints

were not common, and that septic infections and sore

throats ran an exceptionally mild course. According to

Dr. Brugscb of Berlin, the demands of modern warfare

constituted an unexpectedly severe strain on the vascular

and nervous systems, and provoked mental instability and
insufficiency of the whole vasomotor system, with a fall

of blood pressure and dilatati,ou of the heart. Recovery
was exceedingly slow.

TYPHOID INOCULATION IX THE GERMAN
ARMY.

In the Deutsche inedi.tinische Wochenschrift for July 8th a
correspondent has given the following account of inocula-

tion against typhoid fever and cholera in Flanders. Only
in a few cases did any severe local or general reaction

follow typhoid inoculation, and tlien only as a sequel to

the second injection. The reactions cuhuinated on the

day of the injection, and had disappeared three days later,

except for slight tenderness at the site of injection.

Among more than 40,000 persons tlius treated only a few
were incapacitated from work. In about 25 cases the

inoculation was followed by diarrhoea, which did not last

long. Persons subject to bronchitis aud puluionary tuber-

culosis suffered more than others from the reactiou, which
was accompanied by increased expectoratinn. Since the

introduction of typhoid inoculation in Flanders t!ie disease

had disappeared, but the epidemic had already begun to

die out before wholesale inoculation was introduced. The
exact value of this measure could not, therefore, be gauged.

It was found that the inoculated had no reason to dread
the "negative phase," aud in spite of the insanitary con-

ditions and abundant opportunities of infection, there were
no extensive outbreaks of typhoid among the inoculated.

There were, however, several cases of diarrhoea, fever, and
enlargement of the spleen among the inoculated. The
symptoms were clinically indistinguishable from those of

typical typhoid fever, but in most of these cases bacterio-

logical examination revealed the paratyphoid B bacillus.

The reactiou to inoculation for cholera was, as a rule, less

Bevere, but in many cases the local and general reaction

was accompanied by diarrhoea. The correspondent con-

cludes by asserting that in other respects the health of the
German troops in Flanders was as good as ever.

Dr. B. Johan, of the Pathological Institute of Budapest,
reported in the same issue of the samo journal that, in

conjunction with Dr. M. K. John, he had prepared and
tested a typhoid vaccine which, he claimed, caused a less

severe reaction than the Pfeiffer-Kolle vacciue. Though
this was the vaccine most commonly used it often pro-

voked a most severe reaction—rigors, a temperature of

more than 104° F., vomiting, diarrhoea, and headache, all

developed within a few hours of the injection. As these

symptoms appeared so early. Dr. Johan attributed them to

soluble poisons in the vaccine and not to poisons still

contained in the dead bacteria. He assumed that the

soluble poisons must either have been thrown oft by the
bacteria during their growth (exotoxins), or had been set
free from the bacteria during the preparation of the
vaccine (endotoxins). He argued that, as recent investiga-
tions had shown, immunity is not an antitoxic but a
bacteriolytic process ; a satisfactory vaccine could be
made out of bacteria without their toxins. Accordingly,
Dr. Johan prepared a vaccine without soluble poisons in

the following manner: Bacteria killed by heat were
washed by centrifugalization, repeated three times. In
addition to the dead bacteria, the vaccine contained only
physiological saline solution and 0.25 per cent, carbolic

acid. This vaccine, which contained 1,500 million bacilli

to the cubic centimetre, was tested on more than 2,000
persons, including children, and was found invariably to

provoke a slighter reaction than Kolle's vaccine. As this

contained the same number of bacilli, and was made from
the same original growth of typhoid bacilli, the compara-
tive reactions of the two vaccines were all the more
instructive.

In a supplementary note on the vaccine prepared by
Dr. B. Johan, Dr. M. K. John emphasized the diJference

in the reactions provoked by this and the Pfeiffer-Kolle

vaccine. The general disturbances caused by the former
were very slight indeed, and whichever vaccine was used
the agglutination test was found to be invariably positive

within twelve to fifteen days of the second injection. In
most cases the agglutination was a little more complete in

the case of the Pfeiffer-Kolle vaccine, and on this account
it was considered advisable to give three injections of

Johan's vaccine. Dr. John insisted that there was ho
relation between the violence of a reaction and the degree
of immunity conferred ; and that the weakness or absence
of reaction was not, therefore, to be interpreted as a fault,

but rather as a virtue, of a vaccine.

GERMAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
Injuries to the Spinal Coed.

At a meeting of the Verein fiir wissenschaftliche Heil-

knnde of Konigsberg,' Dr. Miohaelis reported the case of

a patient wounded by a bullet, which inflicted a small

wound of entry in the back of the neck, somewhat to the

left of the middle line, and at the level of the fourth

cervical vertebra. There was no wound of exit, though
the lower jaw on the left side was badly shattered. A day
after the infliction of the wound both arms and legs were
paralysed, but there was no paralysis of the bladder. The
paralysis of the right arm and leg soon began to disappear,

leaving only slight weakness of the right arm. A skiagram
showed slight injury to the fourth cervical vertebra at

the junction of its body with its arch. Viewed from in

front, the bullet could be seen lying behind the much
shattered horizontal ramus of the left lower jaw. No
active treatmeut was attempted during the first fortnight,

as it was hoped that the paralysis of the left arm and leg

would disappear spontaneously. Treatment of the frac-

tured vertebra by Glisson's extension apparatus was im-

practicable owing to the fracture of the jaw. The frag-

ments were united by bronze wires, and the bullet was
removed. As there was no improvement in the

paralysis of the left side after a month, laminectomy

was performed, on the assumption that the paralysis

was due to pressure on the cord by a fragment of

bone, or to peripachymeningitis, with local oedema of

the cord. The arches of the third, fourth, and fifth

cervical vertebrae were removed, but no loose fragment of

bone could be found. There were, however, signs of pe.\-

pachymeningitis. To the left of the middle line the dura

was adherent to the fourth cervical vertebra over a small

area. This adhesion was severed. After the dura had
beeu opened, and a considerable quantity of cerebro-spinal

fluid had escaped, a narrow groove was seen passing across

the cord from behind aud to the left, forwards and out-

wards. This wound of the cord, which had been gouged

by the bullet, was closed by catgut ligatures, passing

upwards aud downwards, so as to unite the upper and

lower margins of the groove. The wound in the dura was
then closed and the operation completed. Three days

later the movements of the left big toe were regained, and

during the following days the paralysis of the left leg

^Deut.mcJ.. H'och.. July 8tb.
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gradually receded upwai-ds. Eleven days after the opera-

tion tlicre were active movemcuts about tlio auUle, and
tlueo days lat»;r the patient could also move liis logs

slightly about the knee. JMoveineuts of tho left arm did
i>ot begin to return till about four weeks after the opera
tion, when first tho thumb, then the fingers, aud finally

t;ie rest of the arm began to regain the power of move-
ment, the paralysis gradually receding upwards. Though
the use of the left leg was almost completely restored,

that of the arm remained much impaired. Dr. Michaelis,
while insisting that the operation was very successful,

admitted that the reason for this success was not perfectly
clear. It might have been due to relief of pressure on the
coi-d, which, in it=i turn, might be traced to the drainage of

cerebro-spinal fluid. The improvement might also have
been largely due to the closing of the groove in the cord.

At a meeting of the military surgeons in Strassburg, Dr.
Leva - said that he had often seen paralysis of the bladder
and intestine, as well as sensory disturbances, disappear
spontaneously, and marked improvement in other symptoms
occur, even in cases in which there was evidence of com-
plete transverse section of the cord (voUstiindige Quer-
schnittlaesion). It was, therefore, unwise early in the case
to diagnose total division of the cord, aud to give an un-
favourable prognosis. Brown- Sequard's unilateral lesion
did not run such a favourable course as the total trans-
verse lesion (Qiierlacsion). In some cases of injury to the
cord there were only a few isolated symptoms. Thus, in
one case, in which certain nuclei of the medulla were
involved, the symptoms were paralysis of the recurrent
nerve, and unilateral atrophy of the tongue. In another
case the symptoms consisted of difficulty iu swallowing,
loss of the patellar reflexes, and static-atactic manifesta-
tions. In a third case, weakness of the lege, diminution of
the tendon reflexes, and diffuse sensory disturbances were
observed.

Dr. Guleke said that he had come to the conclusion that
it was often extremely diBicult to learn the extent to
Tpbich the cord bad been injured, aud that he was there-
fore in favour of early operation as a rule, for though this
principle led to superfluous operations, it also saved the
lives of many who would otherwise have died. He bad
performed 20 laminectomies, and iu none had any
harm been done. He did not advise this operation in
cases complicated by severe pneumonia, meningitis, open
and much infected wounds or " urosepsis." Haemothorax,
on the other liand, was no contraindication, but when it

was present the operation should be performed under
local anaesthesia. In ten of his cases the cord was com-
pletely crushed, and they all terminated fatallv. In five
other cases death was due to sepsis. There were, there-
fore, only five recoveries among his 20 cases ; but he was
certain that three of the patients who recovered would
have died had not the operation been performed. In these
3 cases splinters of bone or bullets were found iu the cord,
which they had much injured.

Diagnosis of Gas Phlegmon by X Rays.
Karly in WIS^ Dr. Payr called attention to the impor-

tance of distinguishing between superficial aud deep gas
phlegnion.

_
When it was subcutaneous, multiple super-

ficial incisions were often sufiioient, whereas when the
gas phlegmon was deep-seated, extensive incisions were
usually inadequate, and bad, as a rule, to be followed by
amputation. This view has recently* been endorsed by
Professor M. Martens, who added that tho relatively
benign, superficial gas phlegmon was far less common
than the malignant, deep-seated type. As far less radical
treatment was necessary for the one than for the other, it
•was of the greatest importance to distinguish between the
two; to amputate for superficial gas phlegmon on the
supposition that the disease was deep seated was bad
practice. In most cases tho differential diagnosis could
be made clinically or during an operation, but in doubtful
cases the x rays were of the greatest value in detecting
and localizing gas. Though this method of diagnosing
gas phlegmon had but recently been employed. Professor
Krause of Bonn had several years ago shown that sub-
cutaneous emphysema was demonstrable by the x rays.
The first patient to bo examined in this connexion by
Professor Martens was a dentist, who had been wounded

' Deut.med. V/och., JulyBfch.
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below the knee by a fragment of shell. Tho x rays
showed an extensive layer of gas under the skin, covering
the tibia, and bubbles of gas wore also demonstrable
between the various layers of muscles. The boundaries of
the gaseous infection could be clearly seen. In spite of high
fever and great swelling of the limb, the patient refused
amputation, and insisted on the operation being hmited to
deep incisions. Tho further progress of the gas phlegmon
was arrested, and the temperature fell; but, as so often
happens. Professor Martens says, in such cases, gangrene set
in, and the leg had to be amputated at the knee. Professor
Martens had found the .r rays useful in revealing the extent
aud depth to which gaseous infection had spread, and in
indicating the best sito for iucisions and the most suitable
level for amputations. In addition to their prognostic,
diagnostic, and therapeutic advantages iu gas phlegmon
the .T rays had, he said, a medico-legal value. A wounded
soldier, who bad been sent home, brought charges against
the medical authorities for having amputated his riglit arm
against bis wishes and for insufficient reasons. He stated
that he had been only slightly wounded, that he had been
given a general 'anaeslhotic, and that he had awakened
without his arm. He had been operated on by a foreigner,
against whom he brought a charge of malpractice, as well
as .against the senior surgeon in charge of the hospital in
which the amputation had been performed. A skiagram
wliich had been taken of the wounded limb clearly showed
a fragment of shell and a fracture of the lower end of tho
humerus, separating the epii^hysis from the diaphysis,
which was displaced forward. The fracture involved tlio
joint and was probably compound. In front of the
fracture a dark shadow was cast by infiltration of tho
tissues M'itli blood. The skiagram also showed lighter
points, which were attributed by Professor Martens and
several other a-ray experts to the presence of gas
phlegmon. Consequently it was agreed by medical
experts that amputation of the limb was the only means
of saving the patient's life, more especially as it was
proved that gangrene of the skin had already set in.

The Treatment of the Wounded in the Field.
Professor Korte of Berlin, who has been attached as

consulting surgeon to the army in the West and later to
the army in the East, has lately published in pamphlet
form a lecture on the care of the wounded, which he gave
ou April 11th. Owing to the host of publications by
military surgeons at the various fronts now appearing, he
advises his colleagues always to state the locality where,
aii<l tho conditions under which, their experiences were
<j:.<;iir,\. \V'itliout such 4)articulars, generalizations were
apt to be misleading. He had found the organization of
the medical service satisfactory, and he warmly recom-
mouded the policy of not attempting to make use of every
medical officer in the field as a surgeon. In the treatment
of wounds, including those inflicted under the dirty con-
ditions of trench warfare, swabbing tho skin aiouud tho
wound with alcohol or tincture of iodine was found to
effect satisfactory disinfection. In the case of bullet
wounds, infection was usually so slight that immobiliza-
tiou and the early application of dressings were sufficient
to ensure the patient's uneventful recovery. On the other
hand, wounds inflicted by artillery were always to be re-

garded as infected. In his opinion, phlegmon, gas
phlegmon, and tetanus were due to primary wound infec-
tion ; secondary wound infections were rare under proper
treatment. The modern infantry bullet, provided it did
nut strike sideways or inflict a wound at point-blank
range, was more humane than the old infantry bullet.
Like many other surgeons, he had not once seen a definite
dumdum wound.

PiKSECTION OF THE INTESTINE FOP. Mf.TASTATIC AbsCESS
OF THE Mesentery.

At a meeting of military surgeons in Berlin '^ Dr. Ulrichs
recorded the case of a soldier, aged 22, who was wounded
on September 24th by a French infantry bullet, which
entered his right shoulder. After his discharge, which
occurred before the wound of exit, just below the riglit

scapula, had completely healed, he developed osteomyelitis

of the left fibula. Accordingly, on December 24tli,

osteotomy was performed, and on January 6th a gluteal

abscess on the right side was opened. Towards the end of

' Veul. iiied. Woch.. Aiuil 8tU.
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January occasional attaclts of severe abdominal pain were
accompanied by acceleration of the pulse and slight fever.

There was no vomiting, and aperients were followed by
normal evacuations. On February 4tli the abdominal wall

was rigid, and next day there was marked resistance in

the right, lower abdomen. Laparotomy was therefore

performed, though a definite diagnosit, had not been made.
A much inflamed coil of small intestine was found, with a

thickened, phlegmonous mesentery. Thirty-eight cm. of

the small intestine, which was neither twisted nor kinked,

were resected. While the corresponding portion of

mesentery was also being resected as near its attachment
to the posterior abdominal wall as possible, an abscess in

its substance was opened. The abscess was closed, the

ends of the intestine were reunited, and the wound in the

abdominal wall was sutured. Dr. Ulrichs suggested that in

this case, in which recovery ultimately took place, the

bullet wound of the shoulder must have been infected,

and have been responsible for the metastatic, septic

thrombophlebitis, the osteomyelitis, and the abscesses of

the gluteal region and of the mesentery.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed.

Captain Hugh Cochrane Stohrib, R.A.M.C, killed in

France on September 12th. He was the second son of

Mr. Storrie of Paisley, where he was born twenty-eight
years ago. Ho entered Glasgow University in 1903, and
after a brilliant career as a student, graduated M.B., Ch.B.

in 1908. Soou after graduation he became house-surgeon

to Sir George Tliomas Bcatson at the Western Infirmary,

Glasgow. In the followiiit; year he was house surgeon
with Mr. Peter Patersnii. iMiiisr-iiliYsician with Dr. John
Cowan, and later residom ,i-.-i'-;,!ii! 111 tiie Special Diseases
Section at the Royal lulnni.uy. i.insj^ow. Later he held

indoor and outdoor appoiutuieuts iit the Royal Glasgow
Maternity Hospital. Soon afterwards he entered the fever

service of the Metropolitan Asylums Board, and during his

period of work in London studied at University College,

and in 1913 graduated M.D. .-.t Glasomv. He joined the

Special Reserve R.A.M.C. on Se pteinlier 16tli, 1914, and
went to France with the 2nd Quucu's ilioyal West t>uirey).

A. H. G. writes: It is hard to Ihiuk that Storrie is

gone; the medical profession has lost a worthy man. He
devoted himself to his work with great ardour and
enthusiasm; unswerving in his devotion to a lofty ideal of

duty, he forsook the comforts of life at hnme to help
sufl'ering humanity ou the field of battle. He was most
painstaking and conscientious in the disrhaij^e of all his

professional work. In the Royal liitinuary, ainontjst the

residents, he was often the consultant. If st(aiio said,

"Better take the case in," it came in. Xiiw tliat our
friendship has been broken by death, ulw (liifi. s niuain,
in the remembrance of his self-sacrilice, his fearlessness,

and his iufiuonoc for j^ood. Ktorrie was a st.aunch friend

and a wise physician; wo can ill afford to lose such men.
01 him it n )t il^ be sail ">uni[uam non p nat is
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Aftei acting as lesideut physician of tie Mvtei M sen
coidiae Hospital Dublin as clinical assistant at the R jal

London Ophthalmic Hospital and at the ihioat Hospital
Golden Sciuaie, he became medical mspectoi of schools

and assistant medical officer of health at Merthyr Tydfil
;

later he was appointed school medical officer at Gilling-

liam, Kent. He took a commission as temporary Lieutenant
in the R.A.M.C. on November 1st, 1914.

Captain Arthur Verge, of the Australian Army Medical
Corps, died at Alexandria, on September 4th, of dysentery
contracted at the Dardanelles. He was the second son of

Austral Verge, of Macleay River, Now South Wales, and
was educated at Sydney University, where he took the
M.B. and Ch.M, in 1905. He was afterwards house-surgeon
and house-physician of the Sydney Hospital. Later ou he
became house-physician in the Skin Department of the
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and took the F.R.C.S.Edin. in

1908. On his return to Australia he became assistant

dermatologist to tlie Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney.
He accompanied tlie Australian contingent to Europe as
medical officer of the 6th Regiment, Australian Light
Horse.
Major John O'Leary, I.M.S., reportcel to have died in

Egypt, was born on May 16th, 1878, educated at Queen's
College, Cork, and took the M.B., B.Ch., and B.A.O. of the
Royal University, Ireland, in 1901. He entered the I.M.S.

as Lieutenant on September 1st, 1902, became Captain on
September 1st, 1905, and Major on September 1st, 1914.

He served in the Tibet war of 1903-04, receiving the
medal. Since November 18th, 1907, he liad been medical
officer of the 8th Bengal Cavalry, but was serving in

Egypt as Commandant of No. 124 Indian Field
Ambulance.

Lieutenant Joseph McGowan, R.A.M.C, is reported to

have ilieel of dysentery at Malta. He was a native of

Kirkintilloch, and was educated at Glasgow, where he took
the M.B. and CM. in 1895, and the M.D. in 1905. He
settled in practice about seventeen years ago at Grange-
mouth, where he was medical officer of the North District,

Grangemouth Parish Council, and also to the Shipping
Federation. He took a great interest in public affairs, was
for many years a member of the School Board, of which
he was thrice Chairman, and was also Chairman of the

local Liberal Association. He was a member and elder of

the West United Free Church. He joined the R.A.M.C.
with a commission as temporary Lieutenant on April 14th,

1915. He leaves a widow and three children.

Wounded.
Captain C T. Edmunds, R.A.M.C, Dardanelles.

Captain G. S. Pirie, R.A.IM.C (Special Reserve), Dar-
danelles.

Captain J. R. R. Trist, R.A.M.C (Special Reserve),

Flanders.
Captain A. G. W. Compton, R..A..M.C. (Special Reserve),

Flanelcrs.

Lieutenant T. A. Flyun, R.A.M.C.(T.F.'), Dardanelles.
Lieutenant F. S. Bedalo, R.A.M.C(T.F.), Dardanelles.
The name of Captain Edmunds, R..\.M.C., has appeared

in the casualty lists at least twice before. He was
reported as missing, in the retreat from Mons, in the
list published on September 5th, 1914, and as wouuJed
in that of September 30th.

McrictL Stident
1 nr ( I leuteinnt IlthBittihon H^hlantl

1 1 nf Ml T'oialir Ca nemn IDS of I ang
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Scrlven, John Barclay, Lieutenant-Colonel oommanding 2l8t

(Empressof India'sl Lancers, was a son of the late Surgeon-Major
John Karclav t^criven, I.M.S., killed in action on the Indian
frontier. Colonel Scriven was born on April 3rd, 1869, entered
the annv as Second Lieutenant In the 5th Lancers on October
5rd, 1888", became Lieutenant on March 26th, 1890, Captain on
Mav 4th, 1899, and Brevet Major on August 22nd, 1902. He was
appointed Major in the 2l8t Lancers on October 17th, 19C6, and
6uccee<led to the coinniaud as Lieutenant-Colonel on September
7th, 1914. He served in the Soutli African war, iu Natal, the
Orange River Colony, and the Transvaal, took part iu the
actions of Elandslaag'te, Lombard's Kop, and Rietfoutein, and in

the defence of Ladysmith, when he was wounded; was men-
tioned in dispatches, and received tlie Queen's medal with four
clasps, the King's medal with two clasps, and a Brevet-Majority.
After the war he served in the South .African Constabulary from
March 22ud, 1901, to March 21st, 19C6.

NOTES.
HONODRS.

In addition to the officers mentioned last week upon
whom awards for distingnisbed service bad been conferred,

tho Distinguisbed Conduct Medal was conferred upon 138
Boncommissioncd officers and men, including sis belonging-

to the medical services :

Corporal G. Gallagher, R.A.M.C., and Sergeant J. H. Heap,
R.A.M.C., of the 16th Field Ambulance ; Private W. Hughes,
R.A.M.C.(T.F.>, 1 1st East Lanes F.A.; Private A. P. Inglis,
R.A.M.C.iT.F.i, 13rd Lowland F.A. ; Private H. Weakins,
K.A.M.C, attached 2nd York and Lancaster Piegimeut; Privato
H. Price, R.A.lI.C.tl.F.), 1,2nd East Lanes F.A.

Medical Officers Wanted.
211st North Midland Field Ambulance.

Two or three medical men are wanted to take commissions in
this unit, new under canvas at Watford. For foreign service
only. Apply, Lieutenant-Colonel Dawson, Officer Commanding,
Watford.

Howe Service Field Amhulance (T.F. }.

Medical officers under 55 years of age are wanted for this
smbalance. Full outfit allowance provided. Applications to
Ko. 4805, British Medical Journal Offices, 429, Strand, W.C.

Sl2nd East Anglian Field Amhulance.
There are vacancies for four medical officers in this unit to

replace officers proceeding overseas. Pay and allowances as in
the regular army, with promotion to the rank of captain after
six mouths' service. Apply to Lieutenant-Colonel G. Blake-
Masson, O.C. 2/2nd East Anglian Field Ambulance, 44, Crown
Street, Bury St. Edmunds.

(gnrjlauti aitii ulaks.

A Workmen's Hospital at Elaina.
The Blaina and District Cottage Hospital at Nautyglo,
Monmouthshire, was built iu 1910 at a cost of about
j£5,6O0, provided by the colliery workmen through vokm-
tary deductions from their wages. It soon became evident
that more accommodation was required, and three years
ago the representatives of the workmen on the committee
determined on an extension at a cost of ^-6,500. The
colliery men have been joined by tliose of the urban
council and gasv.'orks, the Co-operative Society, and
nienabers of the N.U.T., and it has been decided to allow
outsiders to participate in the privileges on payment of
£1 a year. The extensions and the rearrangements of the
original buildings have raised the number of beds from 11
to 25, and in addition a new operating theatre, with
stenlizmg, anaesthetic, and x ray rooms, has been pro-
vided. The operating theatre lias a northern light,
the walls arc lined with Sicilian marble, and the
floor 13 of white terrazzo. The two new wards
have bath, lavatory, and kitchen accommodation,
and an out-patient department has been provided,
as also additional accommodation for the staff. De-
tached from the general building is an engine-house,
battery-room, and mortuary. The building is lighted
electrically throughout, and is heated with low-pressure
hot water, with the exception of the operating theatre.
which has special steam radiators. Tlie consultiuCT staff
consists of Major W. J. Greer, R.A.M.C.(T.), Mr." J. A.
Lee, F.R.CVS. (laryngologist), and Dr. Coulter (ophthalmo-
logist), ot Newport. Dr. W. T. Bevan, of Blaina, attends
daily, and all the local medical men give their assistance.
The nursing staff consists of the matron, two nurses, and

three probationers. On an average, about 100 operations
aro performed annually.

.\t the opening ceremony of tho enlarged building, Mr.
John Wyke, chairman of tho Hospital Committee, who
presided, said that of tho £6,500 required £3,200 had
already been paid, owing to tho workmen having agreed to
a double poundage for a year. He asked them to realize
that the upkeep of the establishment would need a larger
revenue than formerly.

Major W.J. Greer, iu declaring the hospital open, praised
its construction, and said that, in particular, the x ray
installation was one ef the most complete that could bo
got in any hospital. Mr. E. W. G. Richards, the architect,

presented Major Greer with a gold key with which to
open the door leading into the new portion of the hospital.
Mr. Manning then presented a silver inkstand and pen on
behalf of the Hospital Committee, bearing the following
inscription :

" Presented to W.Jones Greer, Esq., F.R.C.S.I.,
Ij.R.C.P., by the Blaina and District Hospital Committee,
as a token of respect and esteem, and to commemorate the
occasion of the opening of two new wards and theatre,

September 15th, 1915." Major Greer returned thanks,
and the company then inspected the new wards and other
rooms.

Health of Liverpool.
Owing to the war the annual report for 1914, by Dr.

Hope, the Medical Officer of Health and President of the
Liverpool Medical Institution, was later in appearing than
usual. It affords, however, interesting reading, and sets

forth steady progress in all that concerns tlie hygienic
condition of the city. The birth-rate, which it is to be
hoped will show a steady increase in the future, was
30 per 1,000 of the population, against 30.4, the average of

the past five years." The death-rate was 19.5 per 1,000,

which is lower than the average 21.8 for the pas'-, ten
years. -

It is interesting to note that in July a whole family was
infected with plague, and there were three deaths. The
source of infection could only bo surmised. The number
of rats destroyed was 24,938. There were only two cases
of small-pox, and both patients recovered.
Enteric fever claimed 177 individuals, of whom 44 died,

and 79 per cent, were treated in the city hospitals. Shell-

fish were considered to be the source of infection in soma
of the cases." The ravages of alcohol are striking.

Coroners' juries returned a verdict of excessive drinking
in 125 cases, and 52 were females ; and the statement that
alcohol is responsible, directly and indirectly, for more
deaths than any other poison or microbic cause cannot be
gainsaid.

Diarrhoea was the cause of death in more than one-half
of those infants that died under 12 months old.

.\mong those who died within three mouths of life the
mortality of children artificially fed was fifteen times as
great as that of children breast-fed. Every medical prac-
titiiiiier should impress upon the mother the importance of

suckling her offspring, and point out forcibly to her the
rislc to the life of her child if she shirks her responsibility

in this respect. Liverpool for some years has had
sterilized milk depots, and by this valuable agency, there
is no doubt, much infant life has been preserved. But it

should never be forgotten that human milk is " living
"

milk, and no artificial substitute, no matter with what
care it may be elaborated, can take its place without risk

to the infant's health and power of resistance to infantile
disorders. Infantile mortality was 139 per 1,000 in 1914
and 132 per 1,000 in 1913. Measles accounted for 517
deaths, and whenever possible hospital accommodation
was provided, although it would appear that the mothers
frequently refused it when offered. The female sanitary
service supplies a most important link between the school
medical inspection and the homes of the children, and
much benefit has accrued to the health and well-being of

the rising generation.
The question of the removal of the central abattoir—

a

perennial subject which has agitated medical men in

Livci-pool for many years—to a more suitable position is

still in abeyance. But no one who has given the subject

even the slightest consideration can approve of the con-

tinuance in its present situation of a slaughter establish-

ment inseparably associated, as all such establishments

must be, with offensive trades that may easily endanger

tho health of the community.
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Medical Appointments to the ViCEnEGAL Household.

Hia Excellency tlie Lord Lieutenant of Ireland has

made the following medical appointments to the Viceregal

household :

I'Injsiciaiis in OrfJinari/ : E. MacDowel Cosgrave, M.D.Univ.
Dulil., President Royal College of Physicians of Ireland ;

James Oraif!, M.D.Uiiiv.Dubl., F.E.C.P.I., King'a Professor

of Practice of Medicine, School of Physic, Trinity College,

Dublin.
Surr/eons in Ordinarv : E. Conway Dwyer, M.D.Univ.Dubl.,

President Eoval College of Surgeons in Ireland ;
Edward H.

Taylor, M.D.niiiv.lUibl., F.R.C.S.I., University Professor of

SurgeiN , -r 1 .1 II n sic. Trinity College, Dublin.
,S'»i.f. ,,' Ifdd: W. I. de C. Wheeler, M.D.Univ.

Dubl., I i ' ^ L
Sur'L.'n i'.:,h:r ,,: itnUnani: H. C. Mooney, M.B., B.Ch.,

R.U.I., i-.lv.(..S.l.

Siinirnn Ihnitist in Ordinary: G. J. Goldie, L.D.S.,

li.R.C.P.audS.Ed.

South Dudlin Union and Child Mortality.

At the last meeting of the South Dublin Union a lady

guardian called attention to the system yyhich, she said,

was growing up among the women who had children at

nurse. The children \yere neglected, and when they were
dying they were brought into the workhouse so that they
might be buried at the expense of the guardians. She
thought the relieving officers or the lady inspectors ought
to visit these women and see that the children were not

neglected. She had seen at the creche a crowd of children

actually dyiug. The chairman said he was glad the
matter liad been mentioned. The guardians had fre-

quently been condemned for the high death-rate among
children. Her statement showed that it was not the

fault of the guardians, but of the parents who sent the

children out to die. A lady guardian suggested that those

women who neglected the children should not bo allowed
to take any more children. In the master's journal it was
stated that since last report fifteen children were admitted
to the workhouse for medical treatment.

Corr^spontiettce.

SURGEOX PROBATIONERS, ROYAL NAVY.
Sir,—Many inquiries have reached me concerning the

position of senior medical students, now serving in the
navy as surgeon probationers, who desire to complete
their professional course with a view to speedy qualifica-

tion. By the kindness of the Medical Director-General,
I am enabled to state that the following instructions have
been issued from the Admiralty

:

(a) Snrgeon probationers are to be granted reasonable
leave of absence to attend their final examinations (Order of
January 1st, 1915).

(b) If the period of leave granted (which has been fixed at
three weeks) is not sufficient, the request of a probationer to be
demobilized for any period he likes is never refused.

In the present emergency it is desirable that the fifth-

year students now on duty with the fleet should without
delay become qualified for commissioned service. Their
places might be taken by less advanced students who
have passed the second professional examination, and have
received special instruction in " dressing " and in other
" fir.st-aid " methods of dealing with the wounded. Many
of these men are eager to leave their studies and do service
in the war. Some might find their opportunity by offering
to take six months' duty as surgeon probationers in the
navy. They would thus liberate senior men who have
already served for that period or more ; and they might
expect to be liberated in turn by their juniors, in time for
the summer .session.

I am assured that the Admiralty desires to co-operate
with the medical authorities in minimizing the difficulties

attaching to the '• probationer " service. One of these
difficulties—the undue interrupti'iu of the studies of men
whose early qualification is a pressing need—would become
less serious under the system of short service and frequent
rotation which I here suggest.—I am, etc.,

Donald MacAlister,
President of tlie Geueral Medical Council.

University of Glasgow, SoiH. 21st

MEDICAL STUDENTS AS MILITARY SURGICAL
ASSISTANTS.

Sir,—Surely the proper and most effective method ol

making use of medical students of eighteen montlis'

standing or upwards (excepting perhaps fifth-yeat

.students) is to utilize them as military surgical assistauts.

Let them have a short course of surgery (say three
mouths) with special reference to military requirements,
and then give those that are fit commissions in the
R.A.M.C. as temporary second lieutenants with at least the
pay and allowances of those of this rank in the combatant
branches. They would form a grade very similar to that
of the military assistant surgeons in the army in India.

Students of under eighteen months shijuld at once con-
centrate on anatomy and military surgery (the iireliminary
sciences and physiology can well wait until the star of

peace returns), and as soon as possible be given cam-
missions also.

I believe that such men would in practice be far more
useful than many of the older men who are now being
appointed to commissions in the R.A.M.C. By adopting
this method a large addition would be made to the com-
missioned ranks of the R..\.M.C. at an earlj' date.

I totally disagree with Dr. King Brown's suggestion
that medical students should become privates in a special

corps uuder the R.A.M.C. This would be simply wasting
good material ; and why should they be privates when
their education and attainments fit them for commissioned
rank ?— I am, etc.,

J. E. Robinson, M.B., B.S.Lond., D.P.H.
Weymoutb.Sept. 11th.

MEDICAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
Sir,—As the number of women studying medicine is

increasing every year, and is likely to increa.se rapidly

now, it is right that women who are thinking of beginniug
should liuow, before they decide to study in Edinburgh,
that it is only the " Edinburgh degree " that is given to

women, not the " Edinburgh training."

In a paragraph in the Journal of September 4th, p. 377,

it is said, " The Edinburgh School of Medicine for Women
provides all the classes required for a complete curriculum."
That is true enough, but it is very disappointing for a
woman after she has begun the course and it has become
almost impossible to change, to find that there are many
classes held in the University, and many clinics given in

the Royal Infirmary, to which she has no access, and for

which she lias no equivalent. Then again, it is only
through obliging male students that she can find out what
the professors who are to be her examiners are teaching.

Last, and not least, she has no choice of clinic in the
Royal Infirmary. She may, it is true, take out her classes

at any of the other Scottish universities, or, indeed, " in

any University of the United Kingdom, or in any Indian,

Colonial, or Foreign university recognized for the purpose
by the University Court, or in such Medical Schools or

under such teachers as may be recognized for the purpose
by the University Court." ' If she chooses not to study in

Edinburgh, she may get a more thorough training and
better opportunities of seeing and doing, but then it is still

not the " Edinburgh training."

A medical missionary said to me that women who were
thinking of going to the mission field should study at one
or other of the new English universities, because there

they got the best opportunities of doing surgical work. I

understand that women have very good opportunities in

Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews (with Dundee).

—

I am, etc.,

R. Mary Barclay, M.A., M.B.Edin.,
EJinbiugh, Cambridse Teachers' Diploma.

September 5th.

GAS POISONING.
Sir,—Is chlorine gas poisonous? Although it may be

classed among the irritant poisonous gases, still it is not so

poisonous as people think. Over forty years ago Tynesido

was a great centre for the manufacture of soda ash and
bleaching powder, and perhaps there was more bleaching

powder made on Tyneside than any other part in England.

It is still made, but to a much smaller extent. In

the manufacture of bleaching jiowder, although it was
customary to regulate the amount of chlorine gas so as

' Edinburgh University Calendar. 1914-15.
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to wasto as little as possible wlieii the chamber doors were
takou down to pack the bleaching powder, still occasionally

souietliini; wont wrong, and the maker found that he was
going to get a weak powder under market strength, and
crammeil the gas into the chamber until it was full and
overflowing. At the present time bleaching powder is

mado principally by large works, aud I should think that

tbey will take all duo precaution to pass as little chlorine

into the air as possible. In the smaller works a bleaching

powder chamber may be about 30 ft. long by about
20 ft. broad, and about 6 ft. high, but in the larger

works the usual size is about 60 ft. by 30 ft. by 5 ft.

Does it do harm to the people? No ; notliing of the kind.

It soon mixes with the air, aud the direction of the wind
always comes to the rescue, and an effort is made to keep
it off the dwellings as much as possible. Both sulphurous
acid and chlorine gas do harm to vegetable life, especially

if much gas gets into the atmosphere. They do not appear
to do any harm to human life if in moderation.
How many men has Tyneside killed with chlorine gas ?

I only know of one death. It arose out of a drunken freak.

A man boasted with his companions, when he and they
were drinking, that he could stand more gas than any
other man. lie was taken to a chamber full of gas and
the door was taken down, and consequently he was
immersed in chlorine; perhaps they were too drunk to pull

him out of the gas.

There is no doubt that persons not accustomed to
chlorine may have a choking and a .spasm of the glottis if

exposed to a double dose. I have seen it often, but in
ten or fifteen minutes or more they were all right. Give
them air. Give them a stimulant. Bly brother. Dr. J.

Aitchison, Newcastle-ou-Tyne, when a young medical
stndent, was called in haste to attend a man who was
unconscious, and dying from suffocation. This man was
convalescent from typhoid fever ; he was getting his supper
at the time, with a shovelful or more of bleaching powder
under the table brought to disinfect the house. My
brother, using his own expression, found him black iu the
face, aud unconscious. He thrust his penknife iuto his
windpipe, aud in a few seconds the man rallied. He then
sent for my father to bring a tracheotomy tube. This man
got better, or was well the next day—laughing aud joking

;

be wished the tube to be taken out. To use a coroner's
expression, he died a natural death many years after-
wards.

In A Treatise on Poisons, by the late Sir Robert
Christison, Professor of Materia Medica in the University
of Edinburgh, the following passage occurs :

Although this gas is very irritating to an unaccustomed
person, yet by tlie force of liabit one may breatlie witli impunity
an atmospliere mucli loaded with it. I lia\e been told by ii

chemical manufacturer at Belfast tbat his men can work in an
atmosphere of chlorine, where he himself could not remain
above a few minutes. It is not probable, however, that tlie
trade is an unhealthy one ; for several of this gentleman's work-
men have lived to ttii advanced age; one man, who died not
long ago at the age of 80 rears, liad been fortv years in the
manufactory. !iih1 I h-iv.- =;, ,11 in Mr. Tenuant's manufactorv
at Glasgow -.i : man who iia-l been also about
forty years :i It is an iuterestu)g fact, that
durmgthee|.: li raged over Ireland from 1816
to 1819, the

I'.. .

I

..iiactory at Belfast were exempt
Irom it.

'

My father often advised men who were threatened with
phthisis to work at bleaching powder chambers, and as
far as I am aware they all got well. Among the most
poisonous gases in chemical works are nitrous fumes (nitric I

peroxide, NoO;), used in the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. Christison says that nitrous acid vapour is a very
violent and dangerous poison when inhaled. He mentions
that a chemical manufacturer in endeavouring to remove
from his store-room a hamper in which some bottles of
nitrous acid gas had burst, breathed the fumes some time,
and was seized in four hours with inflammation of the
throat and stomach. At niglit the urine w^as suppressed,
the skin then became blue; at last he was seized with'
hiccough; acute pain in the diaphragm, convulsions and
delirium, and he died twenty-seven hours after the acci-
dent. Another case he mentions proved fatal in two days,
and the symptoms were those of violent pneumonia.
My father had an experience of a batch yf men dying in

agony in a few days and at different times. They were
sent in to clean the bottom of a sulphuric acid chamber

which required repairing. After running off the acid and
clearing the gas out of the chamber for some days, they
went into the chamber to remove the load sulphate which
is always lying at the bottom of a sulphuric chamber,
and this stirred up nitrous fumes. Every man died
gasping for breath.— I am, etc.,

Thomas Aitchison, M.B.Edin.
Willinetoa Quay-on-Tyne. Aug. 18th.

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—1 think that Dr. Viniug and I regard the subject

of the artificial feeding of infants from very differeut points
of view. Dr. Vining is one of those who looks for, and even
hopes tkat he has found, an artificial diet which is uni-
versally and invariably successful. By refraining from
adding a proportion of water to the milk and by omitting
the usual addition of sugar, he claims to have passed at a
bound from disaster to success. I wish I could share in
this faith, but to me everyday experience proves it false.
Cow's milk without excessive addition of sugar should
certainly be the diet of choice for all normal and healthy
children—a diet which I should lilce to call the standard
diet, and which should never be abandoned except on the
advice of a medical man. Moreover, the use of whole
citrated cow's milk has a powerful action in controlling
the increased fermentation in the intestine which is setup
by a diet too rich iu starch or sugar. Nevertheless, it

seems to me beyond question that whole milk is often
ill digested by young infants suffering from infective
disorders of all sorts, and that in a considerable minority
of children its habitual use is accompanied, not indeed
by excessive fermentation, but by increased intestinal
putrefaction, the symptoms of which I endeavoured to
describe.

Iu all cases I would urge the importance of the close
study by medical men of the nature and origin of digestive
disturbances iu infancy, in the hope that we may learn
more and more efl'ectively to control them by the thera-
peutic modification of the diet in the direction indicated
by the symptoms. To adopt the position that any oue
form of diet always "suits" aud never gives rise to ill

symptoms is to deny the necessity for the existence of any
study of the digestive disturbances of infants at all. If the
routine use of whole citrated milk is always successful,
the doctor may well leave the whole business to any
intelligent nurse or mother who can be trusted to measure
accurately and to enforce scrupulous cleanliuess.—I am,
etc.,

London, W., Sept. 19th. H- Cu.\RLES CaiierON.

DIAGNOSIS OF GOUT.
Sir,—In the British Medical Journal of August 14th,

p. 278, Dr. Bramwell criticizes my letter which appeared
the previous week. As an earnest advocate of the revival
of counter-in-itation in its more powerful forms, I should
like to know on what evidence he bases his sweeping
assertion that it is futile and harmful in diseases in which
micro-organisms play a prominent part. My experience,
extending over more than sixteen years, is quite the
contrary. I do not even except pulmonary tuberculosis.
Sldlfully used in suitable cases, continuous counter-irrita-
tiou is of great value and perfectly safe.

I make thousands of minute punctures in the skin with
needles and paint over them a mixture of croton oil,

cautiiarides, and almond oil. A crop of pustules appears
within from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. I have
benefited patients wlieu vaccines have failed.

In my opinion this treatiucut heightens the power of
the system to form antibodies. Moreover, it is now well
known that the leucocytes have the power to carry poisons
of all kinds from all over the system to hyperaemic areas
produced by heat or irritants, aud also to pustules aud
abscess cavities. The principle of the treatment is prac-
tically identical with that of the seton, the blister followed
by savin ointment and the fixation abscess. An instructive
article on the latter ai>peared in the Medical Press and
Circular of May 5th.

Dr. P. W. Latham and I have iiublished several articles

on continuous counter-irritation [Lancet, April, 1901

;

Practitioner, January, 1912, etc.).—I am, etc..

Bournemouth. Aug. 15th. AV. J. MiDELTON.
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JOHN HENRY DAUBER, M.B.Oxon., F.R.C.S.I.,

SuiiOEON, Hospital Fon Women. Soho. London; Liedtenant-
COLONEL, U.A.M.C.iT.).

Lieutenant-Colonel John Hi:xKYDArBER,M.B.,F.E.C.S.I.,

R.A.M.C, East Anglian Casualty Clearing Station, to

whose death on the transport Koyal Edward we liave

already made brief reference, was the eldest son of the

late Mr. John Stockdale Dauber, of King's Lynn, Norfolk.

For some twelve years he had been attached to the Sussex

Yeomanry, and when war broke out was mobilized. It

was then found that the Susses Yeomanry had two
surgeons, whereas the War Office only iiermittcd of one.

Dauber and his colleague tossed a coiu as to who should

remain, and Dauber lost. He had nothing permanently to

do for some time, but after au interval became attached to

the Eastern Command. Early this year, as second in

command under Colonel Gibb, he formed the East Anglian

Clearing Hospital. Owing to the somewhat sudden death

of his colonel from pneumonia. Dauber took command.
Dr. Dauber received his medical education at the

Middlesex Hospital and at the King's and University

Colleges. He took the diplomas of L.R.C.P. and M.R.C.S.

in 1890, graduated M.A.Oxon. in 1892, and M.B., B.Ch. in

1894. He became a Fellow of the Royal College of

Surgeons of Ireland in 1899. He was associated with the

Soho Hospital for Women for many years. He had a long

period in the out-patient department, but some ten days

before he left England on his ill-fated voyage to Gallipoli

he was appointed surgeon to in-patients. He worked
harmoniously with his senior, Mr. Manscll Moullin,

who of late years allowed him many beds in the

hospital. He took an active interest in the rebuilding of

the hospital seven years ago, and was also a member of the

committee of the hospital concerning the new bylaws and
regulations, under which the appointment of gj-naecological

surgeons, with modern surgical equipment, was created to

supersede the old position of obstetric physicians. He
gave much time to the general work of the hospital, which
was to him a labour of love, and did not hesitate to visit

a severe ca.se several times a day. His loss will be keenly

felt in the hospital. He was also President of the Chelsea
Clinical Society. Whatever Dauber undertook to do he
did with all the energy and enthusiasm of his nature.

He was one of the original members of the Executive
Committee of the Westminster Division of the British

Medical Association when the .Association was reconstituted

in 1902, and by his outspoken criticisms, especially during

the period when the Insurance Bill was under discussion,

held the attention of the meetings. His year of office as

Chairman of the Division was successful, and on more
than one occasion he acted as the Representative of the

Division in Representative Meetings.
Colonel Dauber was a pleasant and agreeable companion,

alike amusing and entertaining, with a high code of

honour. He married, in 1895, Margaret, third daughter of

the late Colonel Addison Potter, C.B., of Heaton Hall,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and leaves one son, aged 14. He was
a devoted husband and father, and in his passing away on
the Boyal Edward those who knew him have lost a
faithful friend.

Dr. Dauber held strong views as to the need for this

country to put all its energies into the war. In a letter

published in the Times not many months ago ho wrote

:

" A grim struggle is before this country. All who know
Germany are well aware of it. There is but one thought,
one aim, one hope for every one of us—ultimate victory.

Nothing else on earth counts for us. Let it not elude us
through our thoughtless dissipation of strength." He
showed the faith that was in him by offering himself at an
age (56) when he might well have been held excused.

W. JOSEPH SMITH, J.P., M.R.C.S., L.M., L.S.A.,

D.P.H.Cajib.

Mu. Joseph Smith, a vigorous advocate of the rights of the

members of the Royal College of Surgeons of England,
died, aged 77, on Saturday, September 18th, at his

residence, 18, Wellesley Road, Gunnersbury, after a long
illness. Ho became a Member of the College of Surgeons

in 1861, and he joined the ranks of the Licentiates of Mid-
wifery of the College, now slowly disappearing, as the
Board of Examiners for that diploma was abolished in

1888. Mr. Joseph Smith became an L.M. in the year after

he passed the Membei-ship examination, so that he held the

diploma for no less than fifty-three years. According to

the Calendar for 1915 of the College of Surgeons, 250
Licentiates are still living.

Joseph Smith was a link with a past generation of

family doctors. He was best known among his profes-

sional brethren for his efforts to obtain reform at the
Royal College of Surgeons. Both with the Association of

Members and its successor, the Society of Members, he
was a leading spirit ; his interest in the movement was
the outcome of his intense and honest desire to secure for

all Members what he claimed to be their ancient rights

and privileges. When, in furtherance of the cause for

which Joseph Smith was so zealous, tlie Society of

Members was founded in 1894, he was elected President,

and retained that, office until the burden of years
and ill health compelled him, in October, 1913, to resign.

The original '-.Association of Members" of the Royal
College of Surgeons was founded in 1884. when a meeting
of members was held on April 30th at 3, New Inn. Its

pui-pose was to obtain for the Members certain rights and
privileges, in reference to the management of the College,

which they did not possess. At a subsequent meeting,

three months later, Dr. Robert Collum was elected chair-

man of the committee of the association and Mr. Joseph
Smith vice-chairman, and in January, 1885, they headed
a deputation to lay before the Council of the College the
views of their association with respect to the alteration

or proposed change in the new charter about to be applied

for. The deputation was received by the Pre.sident, Mr.
Cooper Foster, and the Vice-Presidents of the College.

Mr. Joseph Smith on this occasion spoke with much force

and eloquence. He argued that the official head of the

College was really President of the Council only, and that

his post could be made far more distinguished in future

should he become the representative of the sixteen hundred
members. The annual meeting of Fellows and Members
became an institution, although attempts were made,
especially by Sir Spencer Wells at the end of 1838, to

abolish it. The agitation reached its height in February,

1887, when, a meeting of Fellows and Members having

been convened without the authority of the President and
Council, the gates of the College were closed so as to exclude

the deputation, and the case of Steele v. Savory foUov/ed,

in which the verdict was given for the defendants. The
legal expenses proved ruinous, and the association had
afterwards to be reconstituted, reappearing in 1894 as the

Society of Members, of which, as already stated, Joseph

Smith was elected the fir.st president.

Joseph Smith retired to Gunnersbury after years of

general practice, many of which were spent at Guildford,

where he was M.O.H. ; he was J.P. for the County of

Middlesex, and at one time honorary surgeon to the Royal

Surrey Hospital, Guildford.

Mr. Smith was married twice, and leaves a widow and

two sons, who are not members of the profession, but who
appoaicd in uniform as members of the R.A.M.C. and the

T. \;il Xi\;ii Air Service, respectively, at the funeral on

Si i" l,t. when their father was laid to rest in

1 ;: , ,. . ;
- rchyard. A nephew in the Civil Service

lliii. ,, ; iiiuander Stewart of the Royal Naval Air

Service, and Dr. Brindley-James, President, and Dr.Sidney

C. Lawrence, Honorary Secretary of the Society of

Members, were also in attendance.

Sir Charles Ehgene Boucher db Boucherville,

K.C.M.G., the oldest Canadian Senator, recently died at

Ottawa, at the age of 93. He was a member of a French-

Canadian family whose ancestor, General Pierre Boucher,

was Grand Seneschal of Nouvelle, France, in the seven-

teenth century. He was a native of Montreal, and studied

medicine in Paris, where he took the M.D. degree in 1843.

Like other distinguished Canadians, he turned his attention

to politics, and soon became a conspicuous figure among
the statesmen of the Dominion. He was Speaker of the

Legislative Council of Quebec from 1867 to 1873, and was

Premier of the Province from 1874 to 1876, and agam from

1891 to 1892. He wag called to the Senate in 1879.
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M. Jules Sottky, dii«ctor of studies in the Paris Ecolo
Prati.iuo cles Hautes Btntles, was not a member of the

nudical in'ofession, bnt the importauco of his -work in

n. nn>]of;y was ackuowleJged by all physiologists ami
bioloi^ists. In bis lectures ou the fnuctions o£ tho brain

ho synthetized all the rasearches m»deoncerebrallocali/a-
tinis, and in his great work, Le sijsteme nerveux cmlnrl,
ttriicture et fonctions, he gave a critical I'eview of theories

aud doctrines on the nervous system, remarkable alike foi-

erudition and cleai-ness of exposition. M. Sonry was tho
author of numerous otlier works on philosophy, rehgious
psychology, aud literary criticism. Ho was 74 yeai-s of

Deaths is the Profession Abroad.—Among the mem-
bers of the medical profession in foreign countries who
have recently died ai-e: Dr. Giuseppe Cattaneo, surgeon to

the S. Matteo Hospital, Pavia, and founder of an out-

patient department for tuberculous cases, and of other
chaiitable institutions, aged 83; Dr. Goareux, a well-

kuown Paris laryugologist ; Dr. P. Brynberg Porter,
recording secretary of the Medical Association of the
•"Jreater City of New York, for some time editor of the
Transactions of the American Tlierajjentical Society, ami
a prominent member of the staff of tho Nciv York Medic, il

Jcurnal, aged 70; Dr. David Strett, dean of the Baltimore
College of Physicians and Surgeons, aud professor of the
principles and practice of medicine at the University of

Maryland Medical School, and president of the Baltimore
Medical and Surgical Society, aged 61 ; and Dr. St. Clair
Sprnill, clinical professor of surgery in the University of

Maryland Medical School, and surgeon to the Mai-ylaud
General Hospital, Baltimore, aged 49.

KOTAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN lEELAKD.
Election of Professor.

At a special meeting of the President, Vice-Presiclent. and
founcil, held on September 16th, Mr. P. Conway Dw^er,
President, in the chair, Mr. Wilham Caldwell, M.A., R.U.I.

,

F.C.S., etc., was elected Professor of Chemi'jtry and Professor
of Physics in the SL-hr.,Ts of Sm-<^erT. The election of a
Professor of Patheir. y '; ,^^1. Professor Caldwell had
a very distingai-' ' ' undergraduate. He was
edncatedat CampI' and subsequentlv pursued
his studies at Quec. ,. ,: Trinity College", Dublin

;

and in Wnrzburg ' :.,.l. .i; , jiavaria. He obtai!ied the
Andrew Studentship in Ciicnii^lrv and Plivsics, and sniwe-
qnently the 1851 Exhibition Kesea'rch Scholarship in Orgsnio
Chemistry. After his appointment to Trinitv College, DuMiii,
he graduated as Senior Moderator in the University of Dublin.
lu Trinity College, Dublin, lie has been teaching for the last

ten years the subjects of phyeifilogical chemistry to" the medical
stadents, and inorgauie, organic, aud physical chemistry to the
Btadents in the Indian Civil Service School, as well as lecturing
in other institutions, and has found opportunity to carry out
and publish researches m mauy chemical subjects.

W\}t ^nbius.

EXCHANGES DESIRED.
RoYAi. Army Medicai, Coeps.

LlEVTEVAXT E.A.M.C. iTEMrOKART), at present x-rav specialist
at general hospital in France, wishes to exchange with i-rav
BpcciaUst anywhere in Eastern Command. Address No. 4,799,
British Medical Jouhsal, 429, Strand, W.C.
Tempokaby LxEUTENAilT, attached to military hospital in

>redit€rranean, wishes exchange with officer serriug at home—
Newcastle aud neighbourhood preferred. Address No. 4,800,
British Medical Journal Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

Terrptorial Force.
Major S.A.M.C.iT.F.i, at present serviog with a field arabn-

laucs T.F.i in Frauce, desires to exchange with au oflicer of
similar rank at home. O. L., co. Editor, British Medical
Journal.

Several arrests made recently in Paris show that, in
spite of the increased activity of the police during the last
three or four years, the illicit traffic in cocaine at ceitain
night cafes and beerhouses continues. It is cai-ried on by
male and female hawkers, who buy the drug from
complaisant chemists, one ol whom is among the persons
arrested.

Jlt^bical H^Ius.

The winter ses,siou at tlie Middlesex Hospital will com-
mence ou October 1st. There will be no address, but tha
prizes are to be distributed by Sir James Kingston Fowler,

The next election to Beit Memoi-ial Fellowships for
Medical Research will take place on January 1st, 1916.
Applications must be received by the honorary secretary
of the fund by October 15th. Further particulars will be
fotmd in otu- advertisement columns.
The list of past and present students of King's College,

Lcndon, on active service is being revised, and the Secre-
tary would be glad to receive, either from the men them-
selves or from their friends, the latest details of rank aud
regiment of all former students on service.

A COURSE of four lectures on typhus fever and cerebro-
spinal ineningitis will be given on October 5th, 6th, 7th,
and 8th, by the G resham Professor of Physic, Dr. F. M.
Sandwith. The lectures, which will be delivered at 6 p.m.
on each day at Gresham College, BasinghaU Street, E.C.,
are free to the public.

The Local Government F-rr " r
""

' na has revised
the list of sauatorinms aiul J institutious
approved under the lusnraji. .

,
i lie treatment

of persons suffering from l . , .1 resident in
England (excluding Moriuioutii-iuie). ibe list has been
revised to September lllh, and copies, price Id., can be
obtained through any bookseller.

Mies Fanny Cre.ssweld P.-veis, of Yarmouth, Isle of
Wight, who recently celebrated her 101st birthday, is a
daughter of Dr. John Ayrtoun Paris, a former President
of the Royal College of Phy.^icians, and one of the phy-
sicians to George III. He was the author of a learned
treatise, entitled Pharmacolo(;ia, the introduction to which
is full of historical matter that gives it enduring vitality.

A COURSE of lectures for teachers, voluntary health
workers, and mothers has been arra'i.i'^d In thp 'vTational

Association for the Prevention of InlVt>^ Mn !• • nnd the
Welfare of Infancy. It will be h.l.i ii i ;

i, -'];i\s, at
6 p.m., at the London Day Training i .lli :,i

,
- ..inl,,unpton

Pu3w, W.C. The first lecture, which was uii iuiie-natal
hygiene, was delivered by Dr. Amand Routh ou September
16th. The course wiU conclude on November 25th.

Messrs. Eland Bros., of Exeter, have piii.lislioa, under
the title Voluntarij Aid iti Deuon, n,> 'ind by
Mr. W. FothergiU Robinson, M.A., . i<,n of
voluntary aid work in the county. \ ri|itiou

of the hospitals in Exeter in our i- - \ -l 28th.
The pamphlet, which is published at 1 lie price of Is. uet,
post free Is. 3d., for the benefit of the V.A.D. Devonshire,
is well illustrated, and contains information as to the hos-
pitaLs, not only in Excte;
down to the h< l ijuiiiiv

ANintere>ii '

Disease has j-

(Natural Histci;, ). ii-,

assistant in tho Depar

but in other parts ol the coimty,

;i The Louse aiul its Relation to

iiied by the British Museum
lior is Mr. Bruce Cummings,
ut of Entomology. The life-

history and habits of lice are dealt with, and the measures
which can be adopted for their extermination arc dis-

cussed. It is now kno^^^l that typhus and relapsing fevers
are spread by lice, aud there are grounds for suspicion in
tubercle, leprosy, and probably other diseases. As the
little pamphlet is published at Id., it should he within the
reach of aU, and its general distribution wiU do much to
show how the troubles caused by these annoying and dirty
parasites may be alleviated.

From the annual education nr
American Medical J--. .

'.' .
\

we learn that duriiiL; '
.

1915, there were 14.8'j!

United States. Th.. . ,,- >'
<.

in the non-sectarian coil, j;- s, 73(

241 in the eclectic college

of the Journal of the
h, r. oi, August 21st,

'i .i.a June 30th,
Heine in tho

' - inllows: 13,914
le homoeopathic, and

There are 7 fewer colleges
than in 1914, the total now being 95, consisting of 83 non-
sectarian, 8 homoeopathic, and 4 eclectic colleges. Since
1904 92 medical schools have been closed, 52 of which were
merged into other medical schools, and 40 became extinct.
During the same time 25 new colleges were organized,
making a net reduction of 67 colleges. Women students
constituted 4 per cent, of all students, and of all gradu-
ates 3.7 per cent, were women. Of the 95 existing col-

leges 83, or over 87 per cent., now require one or more
years of work in a college of liberal arts for admission.

There is nov/ 1 doctor to from 600 to 650 people in tho

States as compared with 1 to from 1,500 to 2,500 in the

leading nations of Europe.
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fftt^rs, ^oUs, mh ^nstovs.

Tnr tclc!;io.t)lii

ot the I uu^h WlJiciI \s

Dubhu
SoiUb rieituck Stieet.

KS" Qiifrif', insuer^, and comiminications relalmq to sub/ecti

to nhnli tpnial depaitiitmU of the BRiriSH Mldiovl Jouknal
au chioted mil be Juund iindii then leipectue headings.

QUERIES.

O. A. D. aslis for advice in tho following case: A patieufc,

Aged 63*, wishes to have an operation for the removal
of piles.' Some years ago, however, wlieu under au aiiaes-

tlietic (A.C.E.) for their removal he had a most severe and
jn-olonged spasm of tho throat, and trafl^fni.Tiv \v:i-i j-er-

formed. He will not consent to this f"i 1
m.., iiM^ia

again. Would a local anaesthetic be i^'-
''<•'!

The patient himself wishes to have spinal ;i;i,i .. \\ i,at

are the dangers, if any, to C<(j life, (/'jparnlj ^f ,;.i;in.icr,

etc.?
Income Tax.

H. A. N. asks whether the surveyor of taxes has the right to

demand that policies of life insurance should be forwarded to

him. If so, under what section or sections of the Acts

?

* , * If the claim is for repayment of tax the authorities to be

satisfied are the Commissionerg for Special Purposes, and
otherwise apparently the Commissioners by whom the

assessment is made (Section 54 Income Tax Act, 1853). The
surveyor of taxes, as such, seems to have no right to require

any evidence, even the premium receipt. On the other hand,

the Commissioners concerned would no doubt refuse the

allowance if the taxpayer had withheld evidence necessary

for the proper establishing of the claim. The surveyor's

request may have reference to Section 17 ot the Finance Act,

1915, which limits the allowance to 7 per cent, of the actual

sum assured. The policy forms the best evidence on this

point, and on the maxim that the best evidence available is

the only proper evidence, the surveyor's request may be held
jiistiiied in reason, even though it may not be immediately
enforceable by him.

ANSWERS.
Hiccough.

Dr. p. de Havilland Hall (Londonl writes) : Has Dr. J.
Numa Eat tried chloretone? If not, I would advise his doing
so. I have found this drug in 5-grain capsules every four
hours most useful in persistent hiccough.

W'i:ssEX suggests that the hypodermic injection of hyoscyamine
sulphate, combined with massage of the stomach, "will'relieve
the hiccough if not due to au organic cause.

I>i;. WiLi.iAsi Cramwet.l (Liverpool) writes: In a case of per-
si&tent liiccough—a woman of ahout 35 years, who it appeared
hart suffered almost incessantly for nearly twelve months^
I accidentally discovered that on pressure over the ensiforra
cartilage with the stethoscope the hiccough instantly ceased,
but commenced again the moment the pressure was removed.
Judging that the beneficial effect of the pressure was due to
relaxation of some undue tension in the central tendon of the
diaphragm, I made a pad of lint and bound it tightlv ou so as
to exert firm pressure on the cartilage. The hiccough com-
pletely ceased so long as the pad remained in position, but
returned whenever it was displaced. The patient wore the
pad for two or three months with great benefit, but the
Jiiccough finally returned so that not even pressure over tlie

cartilage would relieve it, and I lost sight of the case. I have
had no opportunity of testing the efficacy ot this method in
other cases, but it is perhaps worth a trial in Dr. Rat's case
if no osseous or otiier impediment exists in the cartilage.

Humble Bees.
Ik reply to the question of" Inquirer " in the Jourxal of August

7th last, lyir. William Cole, the well-lcnowu Secretarv of the
Essex Field Club, sends to Dr. Armstrong-.Jones, ot Claybury, a
reply of which the following is a summary : The phenomenon
of dead humble bees under lime trees with the contents of
the thorax eviscerated has been described in the third volume
ot Proceedings of the Essex Field Club and in the XaturaliKt
1910, p. 426. IMr. W. Cole, Mr. Argent, Professor Meldola,
F.E.S., Mr. J. W. Carter (Bradford), and Mr. E. Saunders,
F.L.S., give several theories. First, that tlie abundant honev
of the lime blossoms attracted linmhus tcrreslrif after sun.set,
and the cold nights nnmbcd and killed them ; but against this
view is the fact that the nectar of the lime is an excellent
honey-making material, yet it is known that the honey of
certain flowers—dahlia, crown imperial, oleander, and passion
flower—acts on bees as a "narcotic." Secondly, that the
humbla baas were killed by birds, possibly the butcher-bird,

the honey of the lime rendering them an easy prey and
attracting" them in large numbers. Other birds are said to

kill tlie bees, and the spotted fly-catcher, woodpeckers,
wagtails, the great tit, and even the nightingale. have been
observed to do this. Thirdly, that the wasp has actually been
discovered in the act of attacking liumble bees, and after
mutilating them clearing out the contents of the thorax
(E. Saunders, Wasps and Ants, 1901 ; Sladen, Tin- liumble JSee,

p. 81j. Mr. Wood, gardener to Mr. Firth, ot Saltaire; Mr.
J. S. Wood, of Nvborg, Denmark; Mr. W. D. f^oebuck, of
Leeds; Mr. R. M. Christy, Mr. F. W. Pirn, Monktown,
CO. Dublin ; and the Natural Hintori/ Jouninl conducted by
societies in Friends' schools, vol. iv, York, 1880, have all

commented upon this phenomenon which Mr. W. Cole and
Mr. H. Whitehead have so kindly i-einvestigated and replied to.

liETTERS, NOTES, ETC.

The writer of the obituary notice ot Lieutenant T. A. Peel,
E.A.M.C., published in' the Journal of September lltli

(p. '415), regrets that there was au error in the transcription
of the lines quoted from Francis Thompson. The word
printed " cracked " should have been " crackled."

We have received The Investor's Simplified Account Book
(Mortimer, Harley and Co., Ltd., 2s. 6d.). It is a con-
venient and portable indexed account book containing pages
for the entering of "particulars of securities held," "divi-
dends," "revaluations," "securities sold," "particulars ot
bonds and debentures," and " particulars of certificates." It

enables the investor to keep an eye on his dividends, and to

see how" far his investments have proved judicious.

Prevention of Tvphus.
A letter has been received from Dr. Howard G. Barrie, who
when it was written was serving in Serbia, in which ha
makes the following observations : (Ij As to route of infec-

tion, body-lice are undoubtedly the specific carriers. The
bed-bug and flea are to be looked' upon as probably innocent.
The disease appears to be due to a species of direct inocula-
tion. We have observed no clinical evidence which suggests
that the route is via the nasal passages, but, on the other
hand, it would appear that an occasional infection takes
place through the mouth and tonsils. Nose breathing we
have found to be a valuable precaution in itself. (2) In
ordinary kerosene, such as is employed for fighting, we
possess' an evfftcient prophylactic again'st the disease, for it

unquestionably kills the vermin which harbours about tho
body. W'orkiiig under difficult conditions, such as existed in

Serbia, it has proved an efficient and economical insecticide.
It may be used " neat," the entire body being anointed with
it once daily. Where the oil irritates the skin unduly, it is

useful to dilute it with ordinary vaseline. Equal parts of

kerosene and vaseline form an admirable mixture for delicate
skins. .The hair oT the scalp, beard, axillae, and pubes
should be shaved as a preliminary. The oil is then applied
by immersing the hands in it and smearing it over the body
from crown to soles of feet. Friction is to be avoided, as it

tends to irritate. In the grim conditions associated with
typhus it would be trifling to suggest that the disagreeable
odour or the greasy nature of the remedy are serious argu-
ments against its use. The question of bathing and sub-
jecting the undergarments to dry or moist beat are obvious
additional measures.

Hypochlorite Solutions.
Dr. Rawdon Wood (Hove), in a note on this subject, writes

:

The old practitioner always chortles when one of his old
drug friends comes to the fore and wins. For over twenty
years I have loudly iDroclaimed that liquor sodae chlorinatae
iB.f.) suitably diluted was the best, cheapest, and most
satisfactory of all antiseptics. I never use it stronger than
1 in 4, and rarely weaker than 1 in 40 ; 1 in 10 is the usual
strength. Why use 1 in 4 when 1 in 10 is strong enough for

any ordinary "case, and much less annoying to the nasal
organ ? The neutral solution advocated bv Dr. Dakiu
(British Medical Journal, August 28th, p. 319) is, however,
a great improvement. It is just as efficient as my old friend,
very nearly as cheap, absolutely unirritating, and not nearly
so pungent.

Dr. T. Fredk. J. Blaker (Brighton) writes : I see some firms
are charging 33. for half a gallon of hypochlorite solution
(Dakin's formula). I found no difficulty whatever in making
the same quantity for 2.'.d. according to the formula in the
Journal of Augus't 28th, page 318.
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Symptoms of Injury of the Longitudinal Sixos.
ExpERiKNCES in tlie present war have made us acquainted
with manj' conditions which are rarely seen in civil

practice, and have especially presented to us groups of
uncommon neurological symptoms or clinical pictures;
these are also often less complicated and more sharply
defined than those due
to the ordinary patho-
logical lesions with
which we were pre-

viously familiar.

The vascular lesions

of the brain met with
in civil life, for instance,

are most commonly
due to arterial disease,

to thrombosis, haemor-
rhage or embolism,
while priiiiarv affec-

tions of the cerebral

veins are uncommon

;

on the other hand, in

gunshot injuries of the
head, especially when
tangential or super-
ficial, disturbance of

the cerebral venous
circulation by depres-
sion of fragments of

the skull is frequent,

owing to the super-
ficial course of the
cerebral veins and the
fact that their thinner
walls and the lower
pressure of the blood
that flows through
them make them more
liable to be blocked by
pressure than the
arteries.

The most striking
clinical effects are,

however, produced
when the cranial sinuses into which these cerebral
veins flow are affected, and in our experience much the
most common of these to be involved is the superior
longitudinal sinus. This receives on either side the veins
which drain the mesial aspect, as well as those which carry
blood from the superior half of the lateral surface of each
hemisphere, while the veins from the lower part of each
lateral surface pass through the Sylvian system which
opens directly, or through the sinus spheno parietalis, into
the cavernous sinus. There is often, however, a fairly free
anastomosis between these two sets of lateral cerebral
veins, and, consequently, complete occlusion of the one set
may not necessarily produce permanent blocking of the
venous outflow from the area naturally drained by it. A
sudden blockage may, however, lead to circulatory disturb-
ance sufficient to abolish, temporarily at least, tho func-
tions of a part of the area normally drained by the venous
system affected.

The manner in which the superior cerebral veins open
into the longitudinal sinus is important in relation to the
symptoms produced by lesions in its neighbourhood. This
arrangement has been fully described by one of us (P. S.).

Although there is no strict constancy, the superior lateral

veins usually unite into four principal trunks—a frontal,

Fig. l.—a. Superi.
b, A lateral lacima
tuft projecting into
vein, d, Dura mate:
rods showing the ch.
(From a drawing by D. C.

a preceutral, a post-central, and an occipital ; of these,
tho post-central is usually the largest, and, as it drains tho
central gyri, the most important. As a rule these veins do
not open directly into the sinus, but into thin-walled
lacunae that project from it over the lateral as well as
over the mesial surface of the hemisphere. A small frontal
lacuna receives the frontal vein, a large parietal lacuna the
pro- and post-central veins, and an occipital lacuna tho
occipital vein. Sometimes these lacunae are more or less
continuous. The larger veins either open directly into the
floor of the lacuna, from which the blood finds its way into
the sinus by several small openings (Fig. 1), or they may
pass beneath the lacuna and open directly into the longi-
tudinal sinus (Fig. 2). The parietal lacunae are often moro
extensive than is generally supposed, and may spread at
least 2J cm. on to the convexity of tho hemisphere ;

consequently any depressed bone or direct injury in their
neighbourhood within this distance of the middle sagittal
line may block the venous circulation of the upper parts
of the central gyri, and, owing to the thinness of their
walls, this is more easily produced by pressure on the

lacuuae than on the
rigid sinus.

Different groups of

symptoms are pro-
duced by lesions of the
different lacunae, but
we intend to limit our
description to those due
to disturbance of tho
circulation through tho
parietal lacunae, wheu
they are predomiuantly
those of disturbance of

motion and sensation.

We have up to the
present seen over 70
cases in which tho
longitudinal sinus was
injured or the circula-

tion in its venous tribu-

taries disturbed in its

immediate neighbour-
hood, that is, in tho
lateral lacunae, or
where the veins enter it.

In many of these
cases there was no
direct damage to tho
brain, either by tho
projectile or by de-
pressed fragments of

bone, but in others tho
disturbance of the
venous circulation was
associated with gross
cerebral lesions.

The symptoms iu

these cases have natu-
to the severity of the

r longitudinal sinus laid open by cutting away its roof,
laid open in a similar manner, showing a Pacchionian
is floor, and at c the \alve-like oijening of a large cortical
turned back to show the cerebral convolutions, e. Glass
nels by which blood reaches tile sinus from the lacuna.

rally varied very much accordii
injury and the region in which ...^ o.^..., .. <vo «o,ui»yc..,
but the chief features of the condition can be best con-
veyed by describing a typical case ; other types and other
symptoms which occur will be considered later.

Case i.

Private J. H. was wounded by a bullet on December
12th, 1914. He became unconscious at once, and was
unable, on admission to the base hospital two days later,
to give any accurate information about himself. He was
dull and apathetic, but answered questions quite readilv.
There were two separate penctr^iting wounds, 4 cm.

apart, and equidistant from the mid-line, and about
17 cm. behind the nasion—that is, slightly behind the
mid-point. The entrance was on the left and the exit
on the right, slightly larger and slightly anterior to it

;

the skuU between them was comminuted.
His speech and the functions of all his cranial nerves

were imafCected, but the retinal veins were swollen and
the inner margins of the optic discs were blurred and
indistinct.

His arms lay adductcd to his side, flexed and pronatod
at the elbows, and were very rigid at tho shoulders
and elbows, but only slightly so at the wrist and in

the fingers. He was unable to perform any voluntary

[2857]
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movcmeut with the right, but could flex nud uxtcud the

,

Jcft fingers feebly. The abdominal muscles were rigidly

contracted and respiration was mainly thoracic.

Both lower limbs were very rigid and fully extended

at hips, Imces, and anMes, and rotated inward and
ailductcd at the hips, so that the patellae came in con-

tact with one another ; owing to their position and their

extreme rigidity they resembled strongly the lower limbs

of a severe case of Little's disease. This extensor

rigidity was not constant, as occasionally the limbs

were found rigid in flexion, but as a nile it was so great

that the limbs could not be passively flexed or separated'

from one another by any reasonable force. The knee

and ankle Jerks were much exaggerated and llio ham-
string-jerks were present and brisk ; the flexor-jerks in

the arms were also exaggerated, but the tricops-jerka

wcie feeble; both plantar responses were extensor and.

the abdominal reflexes were absent. When admitted

his mental state was too dull to permit a proper

examination of sensation.
Three days later he had a prolonged left-sided Jack-

Ronian fit which commenced in the face. Ten days
after receiving the wound he showed definite signs ot

improvement ; his lower limbs were still completely

XJaralysed and extremely rigid, fully extended, adducted
and rotated inwards, but he was now al)le to move his

fingers freely, and perform feeble movements at the

elbows; the shoulders were, however, still rigid and
their movements paralysed.
Twelve days later all movements ot the upper limbs

were possible, but the proximal muscles, especially of

the right, were very feeble and all efforts he made were
very ataxic ; both arms were still rigid at the shoulders,

and the right at the elbow, and constantly lay closely

addncted to the sides and flexed.

The legs, too, remained extremely rigid, extended,
adducted, and rotated inwards, but he occasionally had
.strong flexor spasms in them, especially when turned on
his side. No definite voluntary movement of either was
possible, and any effort only resulted in a general con-

iTaction of all their muscles, and a slow vigorous exten-

sion if any segment of the limbs were flexed. Stimula-
tion of either sole produced a vigorous withdrawal
movement of the limb without any contralateral effect.

All the tendon jerks were greatly exaggerated, the
plantar responses were of the Babinski type, and the
abdominal reflexes were abolished.
The examination of sensation revealed, especially on

the right side, the disturbances found in piire cortical

lesionswhen the stage of shock or diaschiasis has passed;
the lightest touches could be appreciated normally, but
a certain percentage of purely tactile contacts failed to

evoke a response, and this failure bore no detluite rela-

tion to the intensity of the stimulus. Localization of

touch stimuli was, however, not seriously disturbed.
There was no diminution to painful stimuli, and no
definite subjective difference in pinpricks between
normal and possibly affected parts. The appreciation of

position and of passive movement was almost com-
pletely lost in both lower limbs and in the right arm,
but was little affected in the left arm ; and corresponding
thereto the discrimination of Weber's compass points
was much disturbed in the legs and in the right arm

;

the two points could be distinguished 1 cm. apart on the
left palm, while on the right they could not be recog-
nized at double this distance, or on the soles when
separated to 10 cm.
During the time ho rema'ued In the base hospital he

had slight difficulty in passing mine, and occasionally
incontinence ; this he explamed as due to the fact that
ho could "only hold his water for five minutes or so,"
and that it then passed involuntarily if he did not receive
a urinal.
He was evacuated to England five weeks after receiving

the wound, and had gradually improved during this time.
His subsequent history is not at present known.

In other cases we have been able to keep the patients
longer under observation and in some instances learn of
their subsequent course. Krom our own observation we
are of opinion that when the brain itself has not been at
the same time damaged by the missile the symptoms due
to obstrnction of the venous circulation diminish gradu-
ally, and will eventually disappear, almost or entirely;
and this impression is borne out by the later histories we
Iiavo received of patients transferred to England. The
degree and rate of improvement may depend as much on
the inconstant anatomical arrangement of the veins and
the amount of anastomosis between the two lateral venous
systems as on the severity of the lesion.

Such relatively rapid improvement in a severe case may
be illustrated by

Case ii.

Lanco-Oorporal S. was wounded by a bullet at short
range on December 21st, 1914. He was unconscious for

a short time and was afterwards unable to move ejthec
leg or his right arm. Speech was, however, imaffected,
and he had only slight headache.
There was a sagittal gutter wound of the scalp 6 cm.

long, its anterior end slightly to the left of the mid-line
and vertically above the tip of the mastoid, and its

posterior end on the mid line, with fracture of the outer
table and probably depression of the inner table."

When he entered the base hospital, two daj^s after

receiving the wound, his face and tongue were unaffected,
but the right arm was completely paralysed. The
power of his left arm was unaffected, but there was
considerable sensory ataxia in its movements. The
lower limbs were also powerless and the right esiiecially

was rigid.

All the deep reflexes were exaggerated, stimulation of

the soles gave extensor responses, and the abdominal
reflexes were absent.
The sense of position and the discrimination of com-

pass points were lost in the right arm and in both lower
limbs, but tactile and painful stimuli were normally
appreciated everywhere.
He was occasionally incontinent, which ho attributed

to the fact that often he did not feel when he should
pass urine.
Five days after the wound there was some return of

power in the right fingers, wrist and elbow, but the
movements he could execute were weak. His legs were,
still rigid and motionless. A week later all movements,
ot the right arm were possible and those of the distal

s^ments almost quite strong, but the limb was very
ataxic owing to severe disturbance of sensation in it.

His legs were less rigid and he was now able to flex and
extend both hips, but no movement of the knees,
ankles, or toes was possible. The sense of position, the
appreciation of passive movement, the discrimination of
compass points, and the localization of tactile stimuli
were seriously disturbed in his right arm and In both
lower limbs, but light touches, painful stimuli and
vibration were normally appreciated. The recognition
of form (stereognosis) was also defective, but not quite
lost, in the right hand.
Five weeks after being wounded his right arm was

slightly weak only at the shoidder, but was still ataxic,

and he could now execute all movements at the hips and
knees, but they were weaker than normal ; the anklo
and toe movements were still completely paralysed.
The deep reflexes were still much exaggerated, and
ankle clonus was present on both sides, as well as the
Babinski sign.

The rapid improvement of his symptoms continued till

he was evacuated to England two months after being
wounded. His right arm was then quite strong and all

movements of both lower limbs were possible, though
the distal segments were still slightly weaker than
normal. His legs could now bear his weight, but he
needed assistance in walking, owing to the marked
ataxia of these limbs due to the sensory disturbances,

which, though less pronounced, were still considerable.

We have learned from Dr. H. Head, under whose care

he came in England, that five and a half months after the

infliction of the wound he could perform all movements
of both lower limbs, but he could not yet walk alone

owing to the pronounced sensory ata.xia of his legs.

Pathological Changes to which Sysiptoms are Doe.
Before we discuss the symptoms in this large group

of cases it will be advisable to consider the pathological

changes to which they are due. We have been able to

study these ijathological lesions in a certain number of

cases by post-mortem examination and have obtained

microscopical preparations of the affected areas in a
few, but the opportunity for a complete histological

examination has not yet occmied.
We have already stated that in many of the cases ia

which the chief sym))toms wore due to injury of the

longitudinal sinus or its tributary veins, associated lesions

of the brain existed, and in describmg the essential patho-

logical changes it will be obviously necessary to separate

such cases from those in which the venous system only

has been directly damaged.
The most common type of injury is a gutter or tangential

wound at the middle line of the head, which maybe cithei'
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S4>gittal, coroual, or oblique. lu many cases the skull,

though exposed, ehowcd no evidence o£ fracture of the
oilier table, cither to inspection ov on xray examiuation,
but the latter generally revealed a depression of the iuuer

table at or near the I'liiddle line. In other patients both
outer and inner tables were depressed, and if the damaged
Iwne was I'eiuoved it was seen to present a spoon-shaped
depression in the skull, the iuuer table being more
depresse<l than would be expected from a superficial

exauiinatiou. Such depressions as a rule merely com-
pi'essed the sinus or its lacunae and rarely injured their

walls. Freciueutly, however, the injury was a perforating

wound or an in-and-out wound of the skull, the entrance
and exit being on opposite sides of the middle line and
close to it. with considerable comminution of the bouo
between them ; here the sinus was generally lacerated,

and in certain iustances it was completely cut through
by the missile, but it was occasionally only compressed by
iudriven fragments of bone.
On removing the skull-cap

post iiiorte/ii, or on opera-

tion, a thrombus was usually
found in the longitudinal

sinus, its character depend-
ing on the duration of the
case, but as the sinus is

divided up by irregular trans-

verse trabeculae and held
open by its rigid walls and
the support it receives from
the dura mater, it is probable
that in many cases the
thrombus did not occupy its

whole lumen. When the
injury lies to one side of the
middle line the thrombosis
may be limited to the lateral

lacuna beneath it.

When the dura mater was
removed the most striking
feature was the condition of

those superficial cortical

veius which enter the sinus
at the position of the wound

;

these were swollen, firm to

touch, and could not be
emptied by pressure, and
there frequently seemed to

be congestion of the neigh-
bouring veius which were
lot actually thrombosed
Figs. 3 and 4 in special

;ilato). The superior parts
of the hemispheres which
are drained by these
veins were usually swollen
and their convolutions flat-

tened by pressure against
the inner surface of the
skull, and generally
firm to touch. On section there was obviously much
oedema of the cortex and subcortical white matter, and
minute haemorrhages, which were grouped more closely
in the neighbourhood of the wound, were found (Fig. 5
in special plate). In a few instances there was an actual
softening near the mesial fissure, the disintegrated brain
matter being blood-stained, and punctiform haemorrhages
were found in the cerebral tissue around it.

In a few of the cases which came to posi-7>wrtem exami-
nation, and in others in which the condition could be
observed during operation, there were widespread sub-
dural haemorrhages, which usually formed a thin layer of
blood over the convexity, and sometimes extended to the
base of the same hemisphere ; in other cases cerebro-
spinal fluid removed by lumbar puncture was either
blood - stained or straw - coloured. These superficial
haemorrhages undoubtedly produced some rise of intra-
cranial pressure and contributed to the severe headache
with which many of these patients suffered, but they
seemed to play a subordinate part in the production of
the other symptoms. Thin layers of haemorrhage into
the soft membranes and even subpial haemorrhages
are common.

auuna simuai'ly openeti. c.

- large cortical vein, e, wlm-
loor. a. Glass rods Ebowii
inua. (From a specimou ii

Under the microscope the most striking change is the
oedema of the affected areas, which is more prominent in
the white than in the grey matter. Many of the super-
ficial veins may be thrombosed and the rest are much
congested. Minute haemorrhages occur in both the grey
and white matter, but chiefly in the proximity of the
wound ; many are mere perivascular extravasations.
Occasionally slight perivascular round cell infiltrations are
met with, especially in the neighbourhood of softenings.
The walls of the latter consist of disintegrated tissue and
large numbers of granule cells.

The nerve cells in the affected areas show pronounced
changes; they are generally swollen and in advanced
chromatol5'sis, the Nissl bodies having disappeared, or
being represented merely by irregular clumps at the
periphery of the cell. Many cells, however, appear almost
honuogeneous and hyaline, and, in relation to the age of the
patient, often contain an excess of pigment when death

did not occur soon after the
infliction of the wound.

DlSTRIBCTIOK OF MoTOR
Symptoms.

When we look at the
clinical symptoms we are at
first most struck by the un-
usual distribution and the
type of the motor paralysis.
The extent of the palsy

naturally varies according to
the site, severity, and extent
of the lesiou ; we at present
have notes of 20 cases in

which all limbs were
affected ; in 31 both legs and
one arm were weak ; in 16
only the lower limbs were
affected ; in 6 the symptoms
were mainly hemiplegic, and
in 5 one leg alone presented
auy palsy.

The distribution of the
IJaralysis and its relative
severity in different seg-
ments of the limbs is, how-
ever, peculiar, and differs
from that of the cerebral
palsies most commonly seen
in civil practice. As in
Case r, when the upper
limbs are affected, the finger
movements either escape, or
are weak for only a short
time after the injury, and
rapidly recover and regain
their normal power. The
hand movements have never
remained long weak except
when the sinus condition
has been complicated by an

independent injury of the brain. The wrist movements,
and especially those of the elbows, are affected more
severely and recover less rapidly, while those of the
shoulder often suffer when tlie more distal segments of
the limbs escape, and recover much less quickly when
the whole limb has been involved.

It is consequently the more proximal segments of the
upper limbs which are most seriously paralysed, and the
weakness diminishes distalwards. In this respect the
paralysis contrasts strongly with that seen in the ordinary
hemiplegia due to vascular lesions, in which the distal
segments of the upper limbs are almost invariablj' more
severely affected than the proximal, and recover less
rapidly. Further, a definite paresis of the face or tongue
is extremely uncommon, and is at the most transient,
while speech is never affected in the pure sinus injuries.

The trunk muscles may be, however, afl'ected, especially

those of the back; the patient is then unable to sit up
and often cannot roll over in bed.

The distribution of the palsy in the legs is the converse

of that of the arms; here it is always the distal move-
ments that suffer more severely, and in slight cases and
during the recovery of more severe ones we have
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repeatedly seen complete pcu'alysis of the toes auil ankle

only, with the knee movements only relatively weak and

those of the hips strong.

This disti'ibution of the paralysis and its relative severity

in the different segments of the limbs obviously depends

upon the arrangement of the cortical motor centres and on

that of tho cortical veins. The motor centres for the losver

limbs are arranged from above downwards on the apex
and lateral surface of the hemisphere in the following

order : movements of the toes, ankle, knee, hip ; then the

small motor centres for the trunk movements intervene,

and below them come in succession the motor centres for

the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and fingers. On tho other

hand, the superior cerebral veins which open into the

Jongitudinal sinus drain the central gyri, as a rule, to just

below the inferior genu of tlie fissure of Rolando, which
corresponds approximately to the centre for tho wrist

movements, and if tho area tliey drain be put out of func-

tion a complete paralysis of the voluntary movements of

the opposite lov.er limb, shoulder and elbow, with weak-
ness of tho wrist movements, and little disturbance of

those of the fingers, might be expected.

The distribution of the lateral cerebral veins and tho

amount and the freedom of the anastomosis between the

superior and the inferior systems apparently vary gi-caUy,

and this will naturally influence the extent of t))' para-

lysis, even though there bo complete occlusion of the

superior system ; but if the
lesion is slight and the
occlusion is incomplete,

the circulation through the
smaller and more slender

veins that drain the apex
of the hemisphere and its

mesial aspect would be
more liable to become
blocked than that of the

larger and more tliick-

walled vessels ; in this case
only the motor centres for

the more distal segments
of the lower limb may
suffer.

Further, while a mesial
lesion is liable to produce
bilateral symptoms, a one-

sided paralysis of the
same typo may result

from an injury to the one

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL PLATE.

Fig. 3.—PhotoKrapli of the left side of a brain, with the dura
mater thrown bac-k over to tho right to show its inferior surface
and the lateral surface of tho left hemisphere. The frontal and
parietal lacunae are surrounded by broken lines; the entry of
the largereerebrol veius into their ardor surfacea is clearly seen.
TUiise entering the frontaf lacuna, as well as the smaller vein
which passes from the rreccntral sulcus into the parietal lacuna,
are thrombosed, but the main post-cential veina escape. The
dura mater was not torn, but the slnns was compressed between
the points \ and B by a depressed fracture of the vault. For
the sake of clearness the smaller '

'

or lacunae have not been preserveo
from which Fig. 4 is taken.

Fig. 4.—Photograph taken as in Fig. 3. In this case the frontal
and parietal lacunae were not definitely 8eparafe-=d, and are both
enclosed by a bro en line. The lon^tixdinal sinus and the lacunae
were compressed by a depressed fracture between a and b. and tho
veins which enter it at this region ars completely thrombueed.
The swollen oedematous condition of the brain in theregiouof the

jsed veins is obvious.

side of the middle Ime,

which blocks the circula-

tion through a lateral
lacuna or in the veins as
they enter the sinus.

Wlion these symptoms which we attribute to venous
lesions, and especially weakness of both the lower limbs,

result from an injury of the vertex of the skull in tho
neighbourhood of the upper ends of the fissures of Rolando,

they might bo attributed to direct damage or to compres-
sion of the motor centres wliich lie under the wound.
But, in the first place, the type of the paralysis, and
especially the rigidity associated with it, is unlike that
which occurs when other parts of the motor cortex are
injured or compressed, and in the second, as in Case i,

tho paralysis is often too extensive in relation to the
severity of the wound to permit the assumption of a direct

injury. Thirdly, as the lateral parietal lacunae overlie the
more mesially situated motor centres they must obviously

be involved by any injury that would directly damage or

compress the cortex.

RiGIDITT.
Even more striking than the unusual distribution of the

paralysis is the rigidity which is almost always associated
with it. It is generally coextensive with the paralysis,

and closely related to it in its degree. Thus it is always
most pronounced in the lower limbs, and, when the upper
are also involved, it is greater at the shoulder than at
tho elbow, and is rarely present and never pronounced in

tho wrist or fingers.

The early onset of this rigidity is another striking point

;

wc have seen it well marked within twenty-four hours of

the infliction of the wound, and in some instances at least

it has been noticed by the patient almost at once. It has

Fig. 5.—A sagittal section of a brain to show the multiple small
haemorrhages i ito the affected region, a subarachnoid haemor-
rhage on its surface, and oedema of both grey and white matter ,

extending backwards behind the lisBure of Rolando.
|

shovu BO tendency to increase after the patients have
reached the base hospitals, that is usually within forty-

eight hours, but on the other hand it gradually diminishes
jiari passti, with any return of power that may occur.

The rigid limbs generally assume very characteristic

attitudes ; when the arms are affected they he closely

adducted to the sides and rotiited inwards, with tho

elbows flexed and pronated, and in severe cases the wrists

and fingers in moderate flexion. Even the trunk muscles
may bo involved, and then the abdominal waU is un-

naturally rigid and respiration is mainly thoracic ; in a few
cases, indeed, there has been slight difficulty in coughing,
and phonation has been monotonous and toneless owing to

the poor inspiratory intake.

As a rule tho lower extremities lie fully extended at

all joints, firmly adducted and rotated inwards, with tho
feet occasionally crossed ; in fact, tho attitude is practically

identical with that which is so characteristic of a severe

cerebral diplegia. In certain cases, however, the knees are

pa,rtially flexed, but they are always adducted and rotated

inwards.
Tlie rigidity is often so great that tho resistance to

passive movement is extreme; it may, for instance, bo
quite impo.ssible for a man of moderate strength to

separate the knees. If passive movement is possible, it is

found that the rigidity involves all groups of muscles and
is more or less equal whether the limb is passively flexed

or extended. It is also

continuous throughout the
whole range of any passive
movement that is made,
and it has never shown
any tendency to the
" clasp-knife type."
We have also observed

that peripheral stimulation,

as pricking the sole or
palm, increases the rigidity,

and the legs may become
more rigid when the
patient coughs or attempts
any strong voluntary move-
ment with his arms.

It is interesting and
important that, despite tho
great rigidity, there seems
to be very little tendency
for contractures— that is,

organic shortening of tho
muscles— to develop ; in

one severe case, of which,
through the kindness of

Dr. Head, wo have heard

_ _
six months after tho

infliction of the wound, no contractures have occurred,
although there was for a considerable time great rigidity

of the legs.

Reflex spasms of the lower limbs h.ave been associated
with the rigidity in a certain number of cases ; they have
been of the flexor type, and in one case at least occurred
from the day of the infliction of the wound. They may be
so severe as to cause- considerable discomfort to the
patient, but gradually diminish in frequency and severity

as improvement sets in. Reflex withdi-awal of the legs

can be easily evolved by peripheral stimulation, especially

of the soles, but in only one case have we a definite record
of an associated contralateral extension of the opposite
limb.

In the rigid cases the tendon-jerks have been much
exaggerated from the earliest moment at which they have
come under observation, a striking feature, as in ordinary
hemiplegia and in cerebral palsies directly due to gunshot
injuries of the head those reflexes are frequently absent
for some time; but when the limbs are in rigid extension
the extensor reflexes—that is, the knee and ankle jerks—
are much brisker than the hamstring-jerks, while if in

flexion the latter jerk has been the moro exaggerated.
Similarly, in a case in which the elbows were rigid in

flexion, the flexor reflex—that is, the biceps-jerk—was
much increased, but the extensor reflex—the triceps-jerk
— could not be obtained.
The great toes are usually permanently extended, and a

typical extensor resDonse is usually obtained on stimula-
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tion of the soles, but in a few cases there has been a

•definite flexor response, although there -was unquestion-

ably motor paralysis of the distal segments of the lower

limbs. Naturally this is also obtained in another type, to

which we shall later refer, in which the inability to move
the limbs is due to sensory disturbance OBily.

Perhaps the most interesting physiological problem
presented by a study of these cases is this extreme
muscular hypertonus which appears very early after the

injury and is closely related to the paralysis of voluntary
movement. It is obviously impossible to enter here into

tbe complex problem of the pathogenesis of rigidity, but it

is now generally assumed that, as Hughlings Jackson
•originally taught, the increase of tone is due to removal of

the inhibition which higher centres, and in this case the
cerebral cortex, normally exert on the lower nervous
mechanisms which maintain tone in the muscles. In an
ordinary hemiplegia due to a cortical or internal capsular

lesion the atJected limbs are, apart from some transient

early rigiditj", flaccid for ten days at least, and lose

their tendon reflexes for a shorter period, and we have
-. uind the same condition in severe traumatic cerebral

• lis. There must be consequently some essential

n-nce in either the site or the nature of the patho-
_ii al condition which produces paralysis in these cases,

wiuch we may group together under the title of the
*• Longitudinal sinus syndrome." It appears improbable
that the level of the injury—that is, the portion of the
upper motor neurone that is involved—is the essential

lactor, as it is only the cell bodies and the upper portions
•of their axis cylinders which suffer with thrombosis of one
of the cortical arteries, and we assume that it is only the
<;ell itself that is temporarily put out of function by a
prolonged local epileptic attack, in both of which con-
<litions the palsy is flaccid. This temporary flaccidity,

which is later followed by an exaggeration of muscle tone,

is attributed to tlie effect of shock, which depresses for a
time the activity of the lower centres that reflexly

maintain tone.

If we look for any possible peculiarity in the nature of

the cerebral lesion in these sinus cases we are at once
struck by the remarkable absence of evidence of such
shock. This is especially seen on investigating the
•disturbances of sensation which they present; while in

the early stage of an ordinary case of cortical hemiplegia
the sensory loss is partly due to functional disturbance
produced by shock in the subcortical sensory mechanisms,
in the cases we are considering here the sensory loss, even
in the earliest stage, is almost invariably such as can be
attributed wholly to a pure cortical lesion. It must be
remembered, too, that the damage to the cortical cells

•associated with this sinus thrombosis is not complete or
irrecoverable; the nature of the histological changes, and
the fact that a remarkable degree of recovery of function
may occur is evidence of this, but it is improbable that the
type of cell change produced by the oedema and ischaemia
•of the brain can be the explanation of this early persistent
rigidity. On the other hand, we are probably correct in
assuming that the venous thrombosis produces a pure
•cortical paralysis unaccompanied by any shock effect on
the subcortical centres which subserve muscle tone.

Disturbances of Sensation.
The sensory disturbances in these cases are especially

interesting, as they are almost always those of a pure
cortical lesion unaccompanied by any shock effect. The
appreciation of pain and temperature is unaffected, and
there is no definite diminution of tactile sensibility, but a
-certain number of light contacts are not recognized ; there
IS, however, no threshold alteration, and the proportion of
those missed is not directly related to the intensity of the
stimulus. On the other hand, the localization of tactile
stimuli, the recognition of the position and of passive
movements of the limbs, and of form, shape, and size, as
well as the discrimination of the compass points, may be
•seriously disturbed. The slightness of the affection of
cutaneous sensibility has been frequently astonishing, as
many patients have complained spontaneously of numb-
ness or of having " no feeling " in their legs.
When the wound has been some distance behind the

apper ends of the fissures of Rolando, sensory symptoms
have been the most prominent feature. One man, in
whom there was a superficial coronal wound of the skull

6 cm. behind the midpoint, had no demonstrable weak-
ness of his legs or change in their reflexes, but he com-
plained that both legs were numb, and on e.xamiuation
profound loss of the sense of position and in the dis-

crimination of compass points was found. Owing to this

sensory loss he was unable to walk, and on trying to do
so only staggered and fell about the room ; Romberg's sign
was also well marked.

It is, of course, known that when the sense of position
and the appreciation of movement are suddenly and com-
pletely abolished in a limb, aimless involuntary move-
nieuts of it may occur spontaneously. This was well
illustrated by oue case in which an oblique tangential
wound crossed the mid-line 7 cm. behind the mid-point.
It is possible that the brain was directly damaged by
iiulriven fragments of bone, but more probable that the
symptoms were due to venous thrombosis. There was
no weakness or rigidity of his legs, though both were very
ataxic, and the reflexes were normal, but in both there was
pronounced sensory loss of the cortical type. When his
legs were uncovered both were jerked about at irregular
intervals in a curious aimless and irregular manner.
Sometimes the one was raised from the bed and either
thrown across or separated from the other ; at other times
it was quickly drawn up and extended again, or the foot
was dorsiflexed or the toes moved about. The patient
became conscious of the movements only when oue leg
t&uched the other or when it fell to the bed. In their
impulsive, aimless, and inoo-ordinate character these
movements were very similar to those of chorea.

Discussion of other Symptoms.
In a certain number of cases the functions of the bladder

were affected. In the majority of these there was at first

some difficulty in passing urine, or even retention necessi-
tating the use of a catheter in one case for as long as five

days, but this symptom always disappeared rapidly. Less
frequently incontinence occurred, owing to deficient
cerebral control, and in a few patients persisted for a
considerable time ; the bladder apparently emptied itself

reflexly when it had filled to a certain poiut, aud some
patients, as Case i, explained that they were able to hold
their water for a few moments only after the desire to
micturate had come.
As a rule the functions of the cranial nerves were un-

affected, but in several patients the ocular movements
were disturbed. In one group there was either temporary
weakness or paralysis of the associated conjugate move-
ments of the eyes without ptosis or affection of the pupils

;

oue patient, in whom all four limbs were affected, was
unable to move his eyes to order in any direction except
slightly downwards, but he could follow, though uot fully,

a finger which was moved to either side or upwards. The
visual axes always remained parallel. Within a fortnight,
however, all movements had returned, and only upward
deviation was at all defective. There was a similar
inability to perform all conjugate ocular movements in
another patient in whom all four limbs, excepting the
fingers, were paralysed, and this persisted till his death on
the fifth day after the infliction of the wound. More com-
monly, however, there was only weakness of the lateral
conjugate movements of the eyes to one or both sides, or
much effort was needed on the part of the patient to
perform them.
We have not yet been able to make the histological

examinations necessary to determine the cause of this
palsy of the conjugate movements, but it seems probable
that it is due to a temporary paralysis of the centres for
ocular movements in the posterior part of the second
frontal convolutions. We have occasionally observed a
similar defect in local lesions of this region.

In other cases—8 in all—we found an isolated palsy of
oue or other oculo-motor nerves, generally of the third, or
of the third and fourth cranial nerves. This proportion is

very striking when we consider the comparative rarity of
ocular palsies in other types of gunshot wounds of the
head; it seems probable, therefore, it is related to the
lesion we are considering. On the other hand, it might be
due to a fracture of tlie base of the skull, to basal

meningitis or haemorrhage, or to the effect of the con-
siderable rise of intracranial jn'ossure which is so often

present in these cases. In some cases, however, in which
a l)ost-mortem examination was made, we could exclude
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basal lesions, and in only 2 of the 8 cases was the sixth

uervo affected, although it is, of course, known that this

nerve is much the most liable to suffer from a pathological

increase of intracranial pressure.

Fits were observed in ten of the patients; in two both

sides of the body were involved, but they were limited to

one side in the otiiers. From the descriptions we received,

as Well ;i ii' III "in- personal observations, the unilateral

seizin. 1
I , , commenced in the face or hand when

there '., > I, ,
. palsy of the convulsed side, or in the

lower Innb ,\Iilh tlie paralysis was limited to its distal

segments ; that is, the excitation started either in motor
centres which were only partially damaged, or in their

immediate proximity.
Other complications are relativrlv '-r,

,
"\I, ninf»itis

occurred in some in which the d- i been

lacerated and the brain damaged di ' "ue a

general pyaemia, from which, li'., i-itient

recovered, developed secondarily to a septic wound of the

sinus. It is surprising that we have encountered only this

one case of general infection considering how commonly
pyaemia occurs in connexion with septic bone related to

the lateral sinus. A secondary hemiplegia occurred in two
cases ; in one after an operation in which the longitudinal

sinus bled freely and had been plugged with gauze, and

in a second thirteen days after the infliction of the wound
and ten days after an area of depressed bone compressing

the sinus had been removed.
The general symptoms of intracranial pressure have

been as a rule pronounced. Most of the patients have

suffered considerably from headache, and in some it has

been particularly severe. In five cases there was also

definite optic neuritis with considerable swelling of the

discs, and not merely such congestion and blurring of their

edges as is seen in a large proportion of all gunshot

wounds of the head. In four of these cases at least we
could exclude meningitis and secondary cerebral abscesses,

and must consequently attribute the ophthalmoscopic

changes to the oedema and swelling of the brain.

Tre.\tmen-t.

The treatment of injuries of the longitudinal sinus

presents considerable difficulties. ^Tien there is a defect

in ths skull to one side of the middle line, and the brain

is lacerated by indriven fragments of bone, the wound
should be dealt with as if it lay in other regions of the

head, but special care is necessary to avoid and control the

serious haemorrhage that is apt to occur from the sinus or

its lacunae.

If the symptoms are due, however, only to compression

of the sinus or its lacunae the immediate removal of the

compressing bone would at first sight appear to be the

rational treatment ; but experience has shown that the

results of surgical interference have been extremely un-

satisfactory. Among 39 cases we observed which were

operated upon either by ourselves or others, 15 deaths

occurred in the base hospitals, while only one among
the 37 unoperated upon cases died before transference

to England. These figures have not, of course, an abso-

lute value, as it was naturally the most serious cases

which were on the whole selected for operation, and in 7

of the fatal ones there was, in addition, some direct injury

of the brain. They are, however, suflicient to emphasize
the danger of operation.

On the other hand, it must be remembered that the

uncomplicated cases show a remarkable tendency to

inaprove, probably owing to the free venous anastomosis

pernoitting a re-establishment of the circulation.

If operation is necessary, it is advisable to remove bone
all round the depressed portion, and only then elevate

this ; for if haemorrhage occurs the surgeon is then in a

more favourable position to control it. As a rule, some
bleeding from either the sinus or its lacunae occurs when
the fragments of bone are removed, but it can generally

be arrested by placing a piece of pericranial tissue or

muscle on the laceration, keeping it in position for a

short time by moderate pressure, and then carefully

replacing the scalp flap over it. The method is certainly

preferable to arresting the haemorrhage by a gauze plug,

as it is not so liable to produce further thrombosis. \\Tien

the sinus is completely divided or much lacerated a plug

may be, however, necessary.

When there are serious symptoms of intracranial

pressure a subtemporal decompression may be necessary

;

it was performed in a few of our patients. It is, of 1

a safer operation than a large opening in the neighbour-
hood of the wound, as the latter exposes the patient to the
risk of intracranial infection from the septic scalp.

We have, however, found lumbar puncture, repeated
frequently if necessary, sufficient to relieve the pressure
symptoms in several cases.

It might naturally be expected that an injury which
damages the sinus, or the lacunae and their tributary veins,

might be complicated by the occurrence of a subdural
haemorrhage, especially as the somewhat similar injuries in
the newly bom which produce cerebral diplegia have beea
shown by Harvey Gushing ' to be frequently associated
with such haemorrhage ; and one would on these grounds
be tempted to perform a subtemporal decompression in

cases which show evidence of a high degree of intracranial

pressure, especially when prolonged or increasing. Both
operative experience and j^ost-mortem examinations, how-
ever, have made it clear that such haemorrhage is rare.

When it does occur it takes the form of a thin film of
blood spreading over the cortex down to the base of

the brain—a condition in which surgical interference is

unnecessary and undesirable. In only one case in our
series was there a haemorrhage of such magnitude as to
need operative relief, and in this case the progress of the
symptoms gave definite information before the operatioa
was undertaken.

Befebesce.
^Amer. Journ. 0/ tlie Med. Sciences. October, 1905.

THE TREATMENT OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF
THE HEAD, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO APPARENTLY MINOR INJURIES.

J. E. H. ROBERTS, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S.,
Tempobabt Captain. R.A.M.C, Stteqicax. Specxalist.

The number of patients who arrive at the base hospitals

with gunshot wounds of the scalp is large. As their

injuries are apparently superficial and their symptoms few
or none, they frequently come down as " sitting " cases,

and on arrival there is a tendency to overlook the fact that

among them there is a fairly high percentage of cases with
definite injury to the skull or to the skull and brain.

The following analysis of the lesions found at operatioa

in 140 cases demonstrates that any scalp vound should be

viewed with grave suspicion and the necessary measures

to determine the presence or absence of a fracture of tlie

skull taken.

Scalp wounds only ... ... ... .-. 82

Fracture of outer table only ... ... 19

Fracture of inner table only ... ... 1

Fracture of both tables, dura uninjured ... 18

Fracture of both tables, dura lacerated ... 1

Fracture with laceration of dm-a and brain.. 19

140

A careful examination of the patient should be made,

and any disturbance of cerebral function or lesion of

cranial nerves observed. The optic discs should be ex-

amined. The anamnesis is important. If unconsciousness

is caused at the time of injury by the force transmitted by
the bullet or piece of shell which is concentrated on a very

small area of the skull, the chances are considerable that

at least fracture, and possibly injury of the brain, has been

caused. The latter is more probable if the unconsciousness-

has been deep or prolonged. Transient local paralysis, or

the occurrence of local spasm or epilepsy does not neces-

sarily indicate gross trauma of the brain, but in such

cases at least depressed fracture or localized haemorrhage

may have occurred. Persistent headache should be viewed

with suspicion.

Owing to the difference in velocity of the missile, and

therefore to the difference in the momentum imparted to

the tissues displaced when the skull is struck, an injury to

the skull or brain is usually far less severe when caused

by a non-penetrating shrapnel bullet or piece of shell than

when caused by a non-penetrating rifle bullet which

strikes the skull tangentially. The injury is the same

in kind in both cases.
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1. There may be propulsion of fragments of bone into

the bniiu substance.
2. Though no fragments of bone are forced into the

brain, yet tho Jura may be lacerated by the displaced bone,
which may spring back again, and the momentum im-
parted to the superticial pulped area of brain substance
may force that inwards, or the commotion above may be
transmitted onwards, so that a track indistinguishable

from that caused by the passage of a foreign body is

formed. The pieces of bone removed at the operation
should therefore be carefully examined to see that none
are missing ; and if this examination is impossible or
unsatisfactory, the track should be explored by the
linger.

3. Even though the dura is not lacerated, this pulping
of the brain may be quite marked. The disintegrated
brain substance is of no use ; it acts as a foreign body,
causing further destructive changes in the brain substance
around and should be allowed to escape through a small
crucial incision in the dura. On the other hand, cerebral
symptoms may be due to concussiou or other cerebral
injury which cannot be relieved by operation. At the
same time a severe lesion may be present in the absence
of severe symptoms, as the following cases show.

Case i.

Sergeant-Major B. Admitted four days after injury with a
small circular wound \ in. in diameter above inner end of left
eyebrow. The wound was covered with a dry scab. The
patient complained of a slight frontal headache, otherwise
nothing abnormal was discovered. A skiagram showed a
shrapnel ball just inside the skull. At operation the wound
was excised and a flap turned down. The ball was lying
between the skull and dura and a piece of bone, consisting of
outer table the size of the ball with a larger piece of inner table,
was removed from a depth of 2 in. in the frontal lobe. The
brain was drained for a few days through the original wound
and three months later the patient returned to the front.

Case ii.

Private G. R. Admitted five days after injury with a similar
wound in the same situation. A piece of shell had been removed
at a clearing station. There were no symptoms, not even head-
ache. On picking off the scab, the serous fluid in the wound
pulsated. At operation several pieces of bone were found in the
frontal lobe at a depth of li in.

Case hi.
Private W. C. Admitted to a general hospital with a small

wound of forehead. Slight headache for the first two davs.
Kemained in hospital for eight davs and then discharged to base,
where he stayed a week. At the end of the week a swelling
appeared under the wound which up to then had been painless
and covered with a small dry scab.
On admission to No. 5 General Hospital, a small circular

wound, § in. in diameter and 1 in. above the outer end of right
eyebrow, was discovered. The tissues around were swollen and
©edematous, the swelling extending down the right cheek. The
scab was removed, and an ounce or so of pus evacuated. Under
treatment with hypertonic salt solution, the swelling and
oedema rapidly disappeared. A skiagram showed several small
fragments of bone in the brain, but no obvious hiatus or
fracture.

(j]ii ration.—The. wound was excised and enlarged. A small
hole in the bone was discovered. After trephining, a lacerated
track in the brain was found filled with deliquescent brain
matter and pus. Several frag.ments of bone were removed
from a depth of 2 in. .\ tube was inserted into the brain and
the inner part of the wound sutured.
A culture from the brain abscess yielded Staphylococcus

He was sent to England with a clean granulating area at the
outer end of the wound. The sutured portion united by first
intention. Throughout his stay in hospital he had no headache
or other cerebral symptoms.

Examination.
A skiagram should be taken, preferably at right angles

to the wound. Too much reliance should not be placed on
the results, as in several instances a depressed fracture
has been found, which was not shown in the plate, and in
two cases, where the plates apparently showed depressed
fractures of the inner table, no such lesion was found. At
the same time much valuable information is usually "ained,
especially as to the presence and situation of metallic
foreign bodies.

The wound should on no account be jirohed, as in this
way superficial infection is canied into the depths of the
wound. If the wound is very septic and the scalp around
is oedematous, it is preferable, if there is no urgent indica-
tion for operation, to apply hypertonic saline treatment for

a day or two before operating. Urotropiue, 20 grains,
three times a day, should he given to all head cases fioui
the time of admission. The scalp should be completely
shaved and painted with iodine.

Operation.
Tlie first step of the operation should be excision of the

scalp wound. Unless the edges are uudemiiued, a narrow
margin suffices. The scalp is steadied with the tiuf^ers

and two incisions surrounding the wound are made passing
down to and including the pericranium, the islaud of

tissue so isolated is then picked up with forceps, stripped
off the bone from one end to the other and removed. The
instruments used are then rejected. By this procedure in

most cases the whole of the infected tissues are removed
and an uninfected wound remains to be dealt with.

Tliis incision should always be the first step and should
not be postponed to a later stage in the operation. The
wound should never be enlarged by incision through its

septic edges without preliminary excision, as by this pro-

cedure primary union is rendered very improbable. The
boue is now examined by the eye and finger, the peri-

cranium being further stripped up if necessary and if no
bouy injury is found, the wound is sutured without
drainage. If a fracture is discovered, it is necessary to

obtain more room, and, as pointed out by Colonel H. M. W.
Gray, this in the majority of cases is best done by en-
larging the wound and not by turning down a scalp flap,

unless when the lesion is extensive or multiple, in
ordinary head operations the value of a flap is evident, but
in these cases a wound is already present directly over
the lesion in the brain, and its extension does not add to

the disabilities already present. In actual practice it is

found that sufficient room is readily obtained.
. If there is bony injury it is dealt with on the same lines,

a \ in. trephine crown being raised and the possibly
infected bone cut away with craniectomy forceps, all loose
fragments of bone being removed.

If the dura is uninjured the wound is then closed
without drainage and mastic wound varnish and gauze
applied. For twenty-four hours a firm compress of gauze
is bandaged on.

When a laceration of the brain is found, the track is

very gently explored by the index finger and any frag-

ments of bone or metal removed if readily accessible,

a drain is placed into the brain, and the wound sutured as
before.

Besulis.

Of the 118 cases in which primary suture without
drainage was practised, 114 healed by primary union. Of
the remaining 4, 3 which came early in the series showed
sliglit superficial sepsis for a few days, and 1, where a too
early attempt to suture a wound caused by opening an
abscess in the scalp was made, broke down altogether. In
a number of these cases two or more wounds were
excised, so that the percentage of primary union is really

higher than is shown by the figures. The size of the
wound sometimes renders suture difficult, but by freeing

the scalp for some distance around the wound by lifting

the cranial aponeurosis with an elevator approximation of

the edges was obtained in all but the two following oases.

Till/so results should correct the opinion which has sprung
U|) ill some quarters that it is difficult and undesirable to

obtum primary union in excised scalp wounds.

Case rv.
Corpotal D. was admitted in an irritable condition. No

paralysis, no changes in optic discs. A very foul lacerated
wound, 6 in. by 3 in., was present in the occipito-parietal
region. After three days' treatment with hypertonic saline
the wound was excised and a Assured fracture 4 in. long with
no depression was found. On trephining comminution of the
inner table for an inch on either side of the fissure was dis-
covered, the fragments lying loose in blood clot. The fragments
were removed ami the wound sutured, deep teusion sutures
l^assing through rubber tube being used. For an inch in the
centre of the wound the edges were J in. apart. The wound
healed by first intention, and at the end of a week the edges of
the central part were freshened and the wound completely
closed.

Case v.
Sergeant H. Large septic lacerated wound left temporal

region. Wound excised and enlarged. Depressed gutter frac-

ture. Trephined, bone removed with craniectomy forceps.
Dura bruised, but tension and pulse normal. Wound sutured
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after making another incision parallel to the first, and 3 in.

away. This wound was left open. Both wounds remained
aseptic, and the second was closed seventeen days later with-

out dilSculty.

Although it is inadvisable to open the dura in the pre-

sence of a septic wound, yet where the septic ti.ssues have
been excised by a surgeon who can rely on his technique
the results of allowing exit to the pulped brain tissue are

excellent. In over 30 cases treated in the Rouen area the

dura has been opened with no deaths, while in 3 cases

where this was not done cerebral abscess followed by
death has occurred. The following case illustrates this

point.

C.\SE VI.

Private R. E. B. Admitted nine days lifter injury, having
been transferred from :i n . :

r wound
in left parietal region \. - ^is of

intrinsic and extrinsie > 1
nts of

wrist, elbow, and shouM I I

ilowed

immediately on the wounii. wi.M ,
uncon-

scious for a'few minutes. The -
I with

a 5 in. margin, and the septie i' ,
iiill em-

bedded removed. Aflapwasf'iii : i - '
' in the

bone discovered. Trephined, and .leiucje! liamneiii,, uf inner
taljle removed. The dura was intact, but a small area of

softening could be felt. The dura was opened by a * in. crucial
incision, and about a teaspoonful of liquid brain was extruded.
A drain was inserted through one end of the original wound and
the rest sutured. After a fortnight power was completely
regained in the extrinsic muscles, and at the end of three weeks
some return of power was noticed in the interossei and in the
opponens pollicis. A month later the patient reported still

further improvement.

Advantages of Bemoving Depressed Fragments.
Since we kuow that depressed fragments of bone, even

though tlic iliira be uninjured, may give rise to symptoms
after :in inti r\ :il nf time which may be longer or shorter,

and thiit ihoii-li the spicules of bone which are driven into

the braiu may be aseptic at first and yet give rise to

cerebral abscess through infection tracking down from the
surface, it seems reasonable to i^erform an operation which
has little risk, and to perform it early in the expectation of

avoiding these serious sequelae.

The following cases illustrate the benefit of removing
depressed fragments.

shoxveu . ...... :..

of the inner table 2 in.

union ; no further fits.

:i small healing wound
ihii- parietal region. No
leiaiizedflts. A skiagram
itiun showed a deijression
Dura uninjured

; primary

Case viri.

Sergeant A. W. W. Admitted with two small nearly healed
wounds, left temporal fossa. No symptoms. Was very ener-
getic in helpmg witli work of the ward for four days when he
had a general epileptic fit, followed during the night by others.
Wounds excised and sutured. A lai-ge Hap was then turned
down. An area of bone li in. by IJin. was then found to be
depressed. The temporal muscle was still attached to the
depressed area, so that examination through the original
wounds by finger or probe would not have revealed the depres-
sion. Trephined, depressed area removed. Much splintering
of inner table ; spicule of bone had penetrated the dura mater,
and clear cerebro-spinal fluid was flowing from a J-in. slit in it.

An attempt was made to suture, but the fluid came through
the stitched holes. Bleeding from a dural vessel stopped by a
piece of muscle, and from bone with bone-wax ; flap sutured.
Next day a collection of fluid released by inserting probe. Ko
further collection ; no more fits.

Case ix.
Lance-Corporal A. M. Admitted with gutter wound in

occipital region above inion. Complained of defective vision
since being wounded. On examination, found to be suffering
from transverse hemianopia, the lower halves of both fields of
vision being absent. A skiagram showed a depressed fracture.
Wound excised; flap turned down ; depressed gutter fracture;
trephined. Depressed inner table 2^ in. in diameter found
pressing on both occipital lobes; dura not injured. Bleeding
from superior longitudinal sinus controlled by piece of muscle.
Flap and wound sutured. Vision became normal two days
later.

The same Miilli'.'l^ lii-e boon applied in the treatment
of the most se\ 1, iii|i;;.c

. iiK-luding several involving the
frontal sinus. I'l ( i

- ,1 ,, there have been 5 deaths, a
percentage of 7. r;. In time of these cases pieces of shell

easing had traver.scd both hemispheres of tlio brain; in

one a gas-containing abscess was present in the brain on
admission; and in the last the jjatient was admitted
with spreading meningitis commencing, and though

improvement occurred after drainage, lumbar puncture,
and contralateral subtemporal decompression, he ulti-

mately died. The following cases are examples of these.

more severe injuries.

Case x.
Private C. A. K. Admitted with two septic wounds of fore-

head, 5 in. apart, caused by the entry and exit of a rifle bullet.
The patient, while not unconscious, was very drowsy, and, wheii
roused, extremely irritable. No paralyses' were observed. A
skiagram showed fractures of the skull." The two wounds were
excised and united across the forehead
Much comminution of bone at bnth 1

laceration of both f,-..!ii;l I .m. |: m,
margin of 4 in. > if . n
brain and falx \n . .

found. The wouiel \.:i . ^iim. i .m 1 n ;i

end of track in brani. I'atient returned
soundly healed, mentally normal.

Case xi.

Sergeant H. Admitted with tinv .

in left cheek. Large ragged seit.
eye, with cerebral matter protrin in

and collapsed. Very irritable and sn

paralyses. The right eye

nd extended laterally,
ints was found, with
was removed until a
. The track through
No fragments were

libber drain into each
I England with wound

iin.l of rifle bullet
.it over right

- bull lacerated
..ill e.dusions. No
Ciilouel Lister's

inethod. The wound of right eyebrow was excised. Fragments
of orbital roof and about li in. of vertical plate of frontal bone,.

including the frontal sinus, removed. Frontal lobe much.
lacerated, the finger enteriim 3.1 in. Liquefied brain matter
came awav in iiiinni it -

. Wound sutured with rubber drain
into brain'. W.nu! i

:A^n excised and sutured. For
three or four da i

; i d inained. Patient continually-
dragging dressni;-'s ..it mil.-, constantly watched. Brain
matter ceased to come away about the fifth day. Gradually
mental changes improved, and patient returned to England at
the end of a month with wounds soundly healed and apparently

mentally.

Case xii.
Private J. J. Admitted with two septic wounds due to a rifle

bullet traversing the frontal region. Entry wound over left

eyebrow, exit through upper eyelid on right. Brain matter
]>rotruding from both wounds. Severe wounds of both feet and
below one knee were also present. Patient was deeply uncon-
scious with incontinence of urine and absent reflexes in lower
limbs. Tlie gl.ibe .if the right eye was destroyed and thai

fundus . f '
' lated by blood in the vitreous. Right

eye exr '

.xeised and enlarged. Both orbital
plates.)! .1 frontal bone and ethmoid, were com-
minute!. Ills were removed and several deeply-
placed [..t,. , .w.i...,,., irom braiu. The wound of entry was
sutured aud .lra,maguu!'tected through wound of exit, which was
partly sutured. The patieut eventually recovered completely,
returning to England apparently normal mentally. Vision
began to return in the left eye after four or five days, and finally
became xi-

Another case practically identical in its details with the
last one as regards the cranial injuries had the same
result; the wound of entry in this ease was over the left

malar bone and exit through the right eyebrow.

Conclusions.

To sum up, the methods adopted in this hospital are

:

1. Careful preliminary examination.
2. Early operation on evei'y scalp wound, however

slight.

3. Complete excision of septic tissues at the com-
mencement of the operation.

4. Removal of all accessible foreign bodies from the
brain.

5. Primary suture of wounds.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Colonel H. M. W. Gray
for much help and many kindnesses both in my work and
in the preparation of this paper, and my colleagues in the
hospital for their cordial co-operation in the clinical work,
many of the cases having been operated on by them.

The returns of vital statistics relating to non-native
officials in West Africa during 1914 (Cd. 7871) are affected
by the war. since of 53 deaths in all 18 were of persons
killed in action, while 3 more were directly connected with
military operations. Excluding all these, the rate of mor-
tality per 1,000 is 11.6, as compared with 11.8 in 1913 and
20.6 in 1903. The invaliding-rate is also .satisfactorily

low. Five of the deaths were due to blackwatcr fever,

2 to yellow fever, and 2 to malaria. The population at risk

is, of course, too small to permit of very reliable deduc-
tions being drawn, but the facts are consistent with the
belief that the conditions of life on the west coast are

being steadily improved.
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Tin: TRtATMKXT OF GUN6>H0T WOUNDS OF
TUE UKAD, BASED ON A SERIES OF

NINETY-FIVE CASES.

Bv CAPTAIN GEO. G. TABUTEAU,
BOTAL AEilT llEDICAI. COIirS.

In the consideration of cases of gunshot svonnds of tLo

head, one is struck with the extraordinar}- discrepancy
wliich fi-cquentlj' occurs in the araoiiut of damage done to

the soft tissues as compared with that to the bony .skull.

In some a small wound is seen on the Bijrface which
on investigation is found to have caused most extensive
fracture of the bony parts and injury to brain substance.
In others an apparently severe superficial wound is found
only to have caused a slight local depression of bono with
CO intracranial damage. Owing to the importance of

correct treatment of these head injuries, a brief review of

some of the points met with in a series of ninety-five head
injuries treated in a stationary hospital with a mortality of

9 (10.6 per cent.), and the conclusions derived from them,
may be of interest.

The cases occurred during tho period from September,
1914, to July, 1915, and many of us I am sure will agree
that during this period we have had to modify consider-
ably our line of treatment in these cases as in other
injuries. Preconceived ideas that severe injury inflicted

on the skull or brain was bound to be accompanied by
definite symptoms have been shown to be wrong. Fre-
quently one sees men with severe damage to the skull and
brain walking into ho.spital. This in itself should make
one very careful in the examination of even appaiently
trivial injuries. It appears almost impossible to be able
to diagnose the degree of severity of the injury w ithout
carefully watching the patient for some time. I am
alluding here mainly to the cases which at first sight
appear of very little importance. The percentage mor-
tality in the very severe cranial injuries must of necessity
be high, and although from the surgeon's point of
view it may be interesting to point to some wretched
individual whoso life has been prolonged by surgical
interference, yet in those that recover there is often
.some permanent damage left either in the shape of

complete or partial paralysis or some interference with
the mental perceptions, so that the individual spends tho
remainder of his life a care to his friends or a burden to
the State. It is not for a moment meant that our efforts

to save even the very worst of head injuries which come
under our care should be lessened by even the smallest
fraction; I only wish to put forward a plea for the most
thorough examination of every case of head injury, no
matter how apparently trivial it may be at first s"ight.

These, to my mind, are the cases that from the wider
State outlook are really the most important. It is surely
better to make a permanent complete cure of these less

obvious cranial injuries, which if overlooked might later
on develop Jacksonian epilepsy, etc., than to save the life

of some less fortunate creature who will at the best have
6ome more or less permanent defects left.

In several cases of this series it was only after some
time in hospital that the man showed any signs of cerebral
trouble. In many cases which have shown no critical
syiuptoras—such as localized paresis, headache, optic
neuritis, convulsions, etc.—very extensive damage has
been found on laying back a flap.
One case I should like to quote in this connexion :

Private W., wounded some three days previously, walked
Into hospital. He had a email healed scab over the left
temporal bone, apparently a graze. He was kept in bed tor ten
days. He did not complain of anything till the tenth dav and
was going to be " marked ont"; the temperature and pulse
were normal : he complained of some slight headache. There
were no eye symptoms.
On the twelfth day he had two fits not localized to any par-

ticular group ol muscles. Operation was performed o'u the
following day. A flap was turned back and a depressed
fracture of the temporal bone found. On removing a circular
area the dura was found non-pulsating and discoloured.
W hen incised crucially about 1 drachm of disintegrated puliJed
brain welled out and was carefully wiped away. The wound
was stitched and a drainage tube left in for fortv-eight hours.
Primary union occurred, and he had no further sjmptoms.
He was discharged to England perfectly normal in every way.

It has now become the rule in this hospital that every
case of head injury, no matter of what degree, is put to

bed, a purgative administered on the day of admission, and
the entire scalp shaved. The history of the case is care-
fully gone into with special reference to tho characters of
the injury which point to the probability of a depressed
fracture being present—for example, whether tho blow was
of sufficient intensity to stun tho patient. When tho
entrance and exit wounds arc separated by a bridge of
scalp overlying a convexity of bono it is almost certain
that a fracture has been produced. Practically all these
injuries are inflicted by a local force and must therefore bo
examined with the mechanical possibilities in view rather
than that the decision for treatment should be entirely
dependent on a neurological examination.

In two instances where there were several wounds on
the head, to one of which the patient directed attention, it

was only when the scalp had been shaved that a second
wound was found which was really the serious one. Tho
difficulty in saying how much bony damage has been done
by the appearance of the wound or by the use of the probe
leads me to advocate a more thorough examination in
almost every case. By this I mean excising the wound
and making absolutely certain of the condition of the
underlying structures.

This examination by excision should be done early,
usuaUy within a day or two of admission to hospital. If
no damage to bone is found and a more extensive operation
be not needed, tho wound can be sutured and, provided
that the technique has been good, primary aseptic union
should be obtained. Having completed the excision of the
wound, a fresh set of instruments must be employed for
any further operative measures. If it is found necessary
to ti-ephine, the necessity of turning down a flap may bo
avoided. Sufficient room can usually be got through the
original incision.

Indications for Trephining.
1. Although there may be no obvious depression to be seen,

yet if the bone shows bruising or laceration of the peri-
osteum, it is more than likely that some definite damage
to the inner table will be found. In these cases a small
trephine opening should be made and the inner table
examined.

2. In cases in which such external signs are absent, but
in which there has been loss of function, even if only
temporary, persistent headache, giddiness, vomiting, or
other signs of cerebral irritation, trephining should always
be done. By so doing serious sequelae are avoided.

After having removed all depressed fragments and extra-
dural blood clot, the condition of the dura mater should bo
carefully examined. In several oases in which it had been
found to be discoloured, non pulsating, and doughy, I havo
opened it by a crucial incision and a varying amount of
disintegrated brain matter has been extruded, and was
carefully wiped away. This brain matter is practically
useless, and although some people consider that it may
become absorbed in time, I think it is nuich better that it

should be removed, otherwise it may act as a foreign body
and give rise to after-symptoms. Tho risk of the braiu
becoming infected is considered by some to be sufficientlv
serious to bar the opening of non-lacerated dura, but if all

due precautions are taken, infection should not occur, and
certainly in those cases in which an opening was mado
there was no after-trouble.

One of the most difficult points to decide is the amount
of bone that should be removed. Personally I am of
opinion that when trephining has to be done, it is quite
sufficient that an area of bone should be removed around
the injured part until it is quite certain that all tho
depressed fragments have been removed. In cases in
which the dura has been opened it is necessary to remove
bone until an area of healthy dura at least

:J
in. to i in.

broad has been exposed all round the laceration.

Transport after Operation.
I feel rather strongly on the subject of tho transport of

cases after operation. Unless urgently indicated, it would
seem better that serious head case=; should not be movwl
for at least three weeks after operation ; by this time
all fear of danger arising from travelling should have
disappeared.

Removal of Foreign Bodies.

The removal of foreign bodies from the brain opens up a
very wide field of discussion. Experience in tho cases
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under review teuJs to impress on me the advisability of a

digital exploration of the track in the brain being made at

the primary operation in every instance in which the duia

has been torn and the brain apparently pierced by a foreign

"in some cases it was found that the brain had been

pulped quite deejily along a "track" without penetration

of a foreign body or piece of bone. A lesser degree of this

was seen in those cases in which the bram was pulped

without the dura having been open. I can only account

for this occurring by its being duo to the skull having been

struck by a missile which in the first instance had a much

oreater " strikius,- force" than that which caused the

second ; whether it be due to vibration set up in the

particles of brain substance or not I cannot say.

These head wounds, like those of other parts of the body,

almost invariably become septic if not dealt with at an

early staoe, and it is difficult to follow the arguments tor

leaving foreign bodies alone. If not removed they are

almost certain to give rise to after-symptoms, cerebral

abscess, hernia, epilepsy, etc. It frequently happens that

ill, .;,-,-
1

: musing the injury docs not lodge, but the

), , I liij inner table may be deeply driven into the

1,1 ;,, ,:, ,M,.. These may often be found by digital

c.\,ui.;u...i"ii uilh comparative ease. A finger passed along

an aheady existing track, if due care be taken, is very

unlikely to cause any additional brain damage. If these

foreinn bodies are left alone and secondary symptoms

deveFop, the trouble and risk of brain injury are increased

tenfold. The use of forceps or a probe for searching for

foreign bodies is strongly to be deprecated. In a soft sub-

stance, such as brain matter, especially when operation

has been delayed, one is only too likely to open up fresh

tracks, and to lose that leading to the fragments.

The question arises as to the advisability of making a

prolonged search for missiles seen by the x rays in the

brain, "but causing no symptoms. Here one has to be

guided by many considerations. If at the time of opera-

tion no definite track can be found, and one has to fear

damaging a portion of the motor area or some important

centre in continuing the search, it would seem better not

to risk doing more harm than good. I hope it is suffi-

ciently clear that I consider it is always essential, where

tliere is lacerated dura mater, that a digital examination

should be made, and any driven-in particles, be they

portions of bone or missile, should be carefully removed as

early as possible.

As regards the technique employed in these cases, every

case in whom there is the least suspicion of fracture of the

skull is given urotropine, grains 10 to 20, four-hourly. A
purgative is administered. The scalp is shaved, washed

with soap and water, then with ether, and painted with

tincture of iodine. Instead of shaving, a depilatory paste

may be used, consisting of barium sulphide 2 parts,

starch 5 parts, and pulv. orr. rad. 1 part. A thin paste is

made, smeared over the scalp, and after ten minutes

the hair may bo scraped off with the back of a scalpel.

The hair should previously be cut short with a

"horse clipper." The paste must be thoroughly re-

moved, else a crop of pustules may result. This is a

very simple method of removing the hair, and avoids

any barbers' cuts. When the patient is on the table a

fresh coat of tincture of iodine is applied and a circular

area corresponding approximately to the proposed opera-

tion area thoroughly infiltrated with a 1 per cent, solution

of novocain, to which is added adrenalin chloride. The
patient is given a hypodermic injection of morphine,

:J
grain, and , J j,

grain atropine an hour previously. By
this means the amount of shock is reduced to a minimum
and very little anaesthetic is requi-ed. The addition of

the adrenalin rcuders the operation practically bloodless—

in fact, several of these cases have been operated on with

complete success and with no discomfort to the patient

•without any anaesthetic beyond the local injection of

novocain. If the extent of damage is greater than was

thou"ht before exploring the wound, a general anaesthetic

mayliave to be given owing to the injury present neccsai-

tatiiig a much larger operation than was at first antici-

pated. Attached are a few brief notes on some of the

more striking cases.

In conclusion, I should like to express my thanks to

Colonel Gray, A.IM.S., Consulting Surgeon, for all his

valuable advice to me in the treatment of these injuries.

Case i.

Sergeant A., completely unconscions on admission. A deeply

farrowed wound of the parietal bone. Operated ou, and many
fragments of bone found to be driven into the brain. These
were removed and injured bone chipped away. The patient

regained partial conBciousness the following evening, and
answered questiona slowly in monosyllables, but relapsed again

and died in seventy-two hours.

Case ii.

Private K., bullet wound centre of forehead, exit parietal and

occipital suture. Admitted with complete right hemiplegia.

Operation : Flap turned back, exposing both entry and exit

wounds; circular area of bone removed. A dtlinite hnck

found connecting the two wounds. On passing' il.'- iln;' r uli.n:;

this tra.k ficveial pieces of loose bone were f'-lt :iii'! ..ini^.-ri

along with blood clot. Wounds closed, and a rlnun;iKe tul.. left

in eacli. After-history: Slowly recovered muscle power v, lien

discharged to England. Has almost complete power of ami
muscles, leg recovering well, but with a certain amount of

spasm of the hamstrings.

Case hi.

Private B., admitted unconscious; right hemiplegia, incon-

tinence of bladder and rectum. He was able to articulate, but

was riuite unintelligible. There was a small punctured wound
over the left i.arictal, apparentiv caused by a ritte bullet. At

the time no .1 rays being available, it was impossible to attempt

to localize the missile. A flap was turned down over the

injured area and a circle of bone removed. The dura was found

to have been penetrated. Several spicules of driven m bone

were removed and a quantity of blood clot extruded. No pro-

longed search for the bullet was made. After-histoiy: blow

convalescence, when discharged from hospital to England.

The patient was able to speak quite rationally ;
full recovery oJ

bladder and rectum, right arm almost normal, right leg only

showing signs of partial recovery with well-marked spasm.

Case iv.

Private V., admitted with severe injury to occipital region.

Semiconscious and completely blind. Operation : Large flap

turned down and entire occipital bone found comminuted and

the dura mater severely lacerated. Many fragments driven lu

to the brain substance. Loose portions of bone removed. 101 u

dura cut awav. Brain substances badly damaged and septic.

Verv little improvement after operation. Lumbar puncture

done twice; cerebrospinal fluid cloudy, and escaped under

increased tension. Died fifth day.

Case v.

Private E admitted with a furrowed wound of the scalp

slightly to the left of the course of the longitudinal siiuis.

Wound explored the day following admission. No apparent

bouv injury. Wound excised and edges brought together, bonie

davs later 'the patient began to show signs of right hemiplegia.

Wound quite liealthy and healing rapidly. Sixth day
:
Hemi;

ple-iapra.'t. rally.

Un lulii"m^ the disc of bone, and enlarging the opening an

irrt' ui'tr -h^rpi d fragment about the sizeof a shilling was found

detacli'jd Iroiu the inner table and lying over the motor area.

This was removed, also some blood clot. The dura was slightly

discoloured, but pulsated normally. Wound closed with silk-

worm gut sutures, and a drain left in. The patient rapidly re-

gained motor-power. The use of his arm returned m the first

week. When discharged to England, eighteen days aler, he had

almost full use of his limbs and was able to walk with assistance.

The various points of interest in this case that strike one are :

(li The apparent absence of bony injury found at the hrst

operation. (2) The slow onset of paresis. t3j The rapid

recovery after removal of the cause of pressm-e.

Case vi.

Sergeant Tj., gunshot wound right frontal bone. Injury must

have been caused bv a glancing blow, as the damage was con-

fined to an area corresponding to the frontal sinus. Hap turned

back, and depressed bone removed. Frontal sinus thoroughly

onencd up and blood clot cleared away ; wound sutured and a

drain left in for three days. Convalescence normal in every

way.
Case vir.

Sergeant A., gunshot wound right frontal bone. On admis-

sion nnconscious and vomiting. Brain matter protruding from

wound over right frontal bone. Flap turned back and the

entire bone found detached and a fracture extending into the

temporal. Dura torn and brain substance pulped. All loose

fra-ments removed and bone chipped away clear of injured

dura After-history : Convalescence slow, but when discharged

to England had completely healed, and cerebral condition was

quite normal.

It is reported from America that an association to

oppose the '• twilight sleep " movement is being organized

by a ladv named Olson. She proposes to endeavour to

excite the sympathetic interest of wealthy women in the

campaign against that method of mitigating the pains

of labour, and to raise money for the circulation of

literature.
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TREATMEXT OF SEPTIC WOUNDS BY CON-
TINUOUS OXYGENATION OR IRRIGATION,

BY

W. ATKINSON WOOD. M.D., M.S.(Melb.),

I HAVE recently treated a severely lacerated and septic
woiiud about the knee in a child by continuous oxy-
genation under pressure. I liad a rubber bag constructed
open at both ends and provided with sleeves at the ends
and with a valve through which the oxygen can be
introduced.
The bag was slipped over the leg like a stocking and

the two ends were rendered gas-tight by firm ban<iagiug
or the application of a Martin's rubber bandage. Mead's
plaster, or rubber tape. Oxygen was introduced from
a cylinder up to the pressure of 3 to 4 lb. which the rubber
easily stands ; with ordinary bandages the bag will remain
inflated with oxygen for about twelve hours, with rubber
bandages for longer.

The wound rapidly cleaned and the granulation tissue
assumed a most healthy appearance in a shorter time than

one would have expected.
The child always asked for
the "football" in preference
to the dressing, as it was
more comfortable.
The discharge collects at

the bottom of the bag and
can be either drawn off by
a drain tube, or the bag can
easily be removed, boiled,

replaced, and refilled within
a short time and without

bimple rubber eleeve j

eeve wilh section of air
c. entrance tube ; d. exit

'Sel under bed.

This method, apart from
keeping the wound in an
atmosphere of oxygen,

keeps the woimd protected and saves the patient the
pain of removing aud replacing the dressings, to say
nothing of the saving in dressings themselves, which,
when soaked in discharge and in close contact with a hmb,
mu-st bo most uncomfortable.
The wound must, of course, be opened np to its utter-

most recesses, sloughs and dead tissues cut away, and
large perforated drain tubes mserted so that the oxygen
can get to the growing layer of anaerobes. On a large
scale oxygen under pressure could be supplied to each bed
by small pipes.

This bag, with slight additions, can also be used for
continuous or intermittent saline or antiseptic irrigation

;by adding a fairly large sized rubber exit tube at the
bnttom of the bag, connexion can be made to a vessel
nnder the bed, and when it is in position on the hmb
sahne may be run in Irom a largo elevated vessel, the
rate of entrance and exit being regulated by nipping tho
tubes more or less with clips.

_
This is the simplest form of rubber bag, but the following

mjprovements, although not necessary, may be added :

1. Make the sleeves large enough to slip easily over the
wound, and place inside the sleeves a distensible air rin"
with an air valve.

\- ^°^^'" '^c bag with a linen, canvas, or string net.
.J. Make a wound inspection s'it in the upper part of

the bag which can be made watertight with a clip.
^. Or the bag itself could be made of a waterproof

canvas with air-pad sleeves.
Bags of different sizes and shapes are made for different

parts of the body.

Advantages.
1. V-e apply the correct percentage of saline solution to

the wound, which can easily be flushed and cleansed at
any time, thus removing the dead and toxic lymph aud
leucocytes without removing the bag.

2. The pain of repeated dressings is obviated.
3. The saving in dressings is enormous.
4. There is no pressure on the hmb or soilin" of sheets

as in the ordinary saline bath.
°

5 There is no " pus poultice," and the patient is com-
toi table in all positions: lie can move the limb with ba-^
aud bath attached, °

6. It can bo used under an interrupted splint in a com-
pound fracture of a limb.
Continuous irrigation is now the accepted treatment for

septic wounds, and the bag treatment allows this to be
carried out in the simplest manner and without annoyauce
to the patient or nurse.

Lieutenant-Colonel Norris, at tho offices of the Common-
wealth of Australia, 68, Victoria Street, Loudon, S.W.,

ver any communications as to the supply of
will

the bag.

SANDFLY FEVER AND BACTERIOLOGY 1

VACCINE TREATMENT.
BT

C. J. STOCKER, M.B.. B.C.Oamb., D.T.M.axdH..
Captain I. M.S.

With regard to tho articles in the JocE.y.u, of Julv 31st
concerning sandfly fever, peihap the following observa-
tions which X had the opportunity of making last vear in
hangoon may be of interest. Unfortunately, beina on
active service, I have not access to the notes I made on tho
cases at the time, but the interest of tho cases to me was
sach that J can speak fairly accurately from memory.

In March, last year, I was in charge of the 79th Carnatio
Infantry during their transfer from Bombay to Rangoon,
ihe outbreak began on board ship and continued with
increasing severity for some eight weeks, after which it
gradually subsided

; altogether some 180 cases occurred.
the first case was observed when tho ship had left

bombay two days, and as no cases had occurred previouslym Bombay, the incubation period, for this particular case,
cau reasonably be fixed at two days, or less.
The chuical picture presented by the cases was of tho

usual type, some conforming to the description of " sand-
fly fever," as given in Colonel Sir Leonard Rogers's book,
and some to the description of dengue. The majority of
the cases, however, were intermediate in type, and such I
cannot pretend to differentiate.

In 35 cases I undertook blood cultures, and in 5 of
tliose a bacillus was obtained identical in every particular
\vith that described by Colonel Rogers in his book.
I believe he succeeded in isolating it in 6 out of 110
cases (I speak from memory). Tho clinical picture in
these cases was of the intermediate type.
The bacillus was a difficult one to work with owing to

its tendency to auto-agglutination
; nevertheless, a goat

was immunized by repeated injections with the bacillua

""V, i'^.
^^^^^ agglutinated in 1 in 800 approximately.

With this a sensitized vaccine was prepared and tried in
some 20 cases. The results were interesting, but no con-
clusions can, of course, be drawn from so small a number.
In several cases the temperature came down by crisis
immediately after tho vaccme; in one case it came down
in two " steps," each hamediately following an injection,
lu some cases the vaccine had apparently no effect; these
were mostly the earlier cases in which smaller doses were-
given. In no case were there any untoward effects, and
in several tlie patients asked for another dose, as they said
it relieved the symptoms. The dose finally decided upon
wiis one of 2,500 xlO», repeated the next day if necessary.
ihe complement deviation test was tried in 4 cases with

serum taken from patients suffering from the disease at
different stages. The goat's serum was used as a known
serum, and a watery extract of the bacillus as antigen ;the result was a definite negative in each case. I do not,
however, consider that this absolutely negatives the possi-
bility of the bacihus bemg » causative agent in one type
ot the fever, as the duration of the fever was so short that
one would not expect a patient to raise a high degree of
immunity to the bacillus.

Injection of the bacillus into rabbits and a monkey were
also without result. Here again these animals were old
inhabitants of Rangoon, and may well have become
immune, whereas the sepoys were all new arrivals.

I do not believe the bacillus to have been a contamina-
tion, partly because I have faith in my own technique,
and partly because no growth appeared "in those cultures
which were positive until tho second or m one case the
third day of incubation.

I also undertook a series of differential blood counts, in
some of these cases, from blood smears taken daily during
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llness and convalescence. The results -were of no par-

ticular importance ; (luring the fever there vpas usually a

leucopeuia with a relative decrease of polymorphs and
increase of lymphocytes and mononuclears ; during con-

valescence there was in some cases, but by no means in

all, an eosinophilia. One patient in particular I remember,
who had only two days' fever, and whose eosinophilia rose

from normal on the first day to 22 per cent, on the fifth.

I should mention that in every case malaria was excluded,

aud in every case of eosinophilia the faeces were examined
EQicroscopically.

With regard to the transmission of the disease, I noticed

that Culex fatigans was the most obvious biting insect

about the barracks at the beginning of the epidemic, but

that later on Stegomyia predominated. Sandflies were
present throughout the period, but wore never obvious.

Another interesting point about the epidemic was the

fact that the first two British officers to be attacked were
the only two who did not use mosquito nets, they were
both attacked within four days of landing in Rangoon.
All the other British officers were attacked later, and one
when examined on the first day of illness, showed no less

than 42 mosquito bites on the knees, the result of working
in " shorts " in the office the night before.

This suggested the possibility of examining mosquitoa
fed on patients at different stages of the disease ; accordingly

cultures were taken from the contents of the stomachs of

mosquitos (all Culex fatigans) fed in this way. I would
not have believed it possible to obtain pure cultures in this

way, nevertheless in 18 out of 23 cases a pure culture of a
bacillus was obtained giving nearly all the reactions of

Colonel Rogers's bacillus, but differing from it in its greater

motility aud smaller tendency to filamentous forms. It

was not agglutinated by the serum of the goat mentioned
above. I mention this bacillus only as a point of interest.

With regard to the nature of the epidemic itself I am
not in a position to judge, as I had not previously seen
either dengue or sandfly fever ; I take it that the epidemic
was a mixed one.

AN ADAPTABLE EYE SHADE FOR MICRO-
SCOPIC USE.

By Professor S. G. SHATTOCK, F.R.C.S.

Wv excuse for drawing attention to this device is the
advantage (with which I have long been impressed) to be
derived from cutting off the access of direct light to the
eye above the ocular.

In working in a darkened room with a hooded lamp, the
drawback mentioned does
not, of course, arise. But
when daylight is used the
admission of light to the
eye above the ocular is a
distinct hindrance to the
study of fine detail. The
dift'erence can be at once
brought home by tempo-
rarily shading the eye
with the hand so as to

improvise a dark chamber
above the ocular. The
ability to see more minute
details with an eje shade,
and a consciousness of

diminished strain, will

become so apparent that,

once used, I feel sure the
device will be afterwards
invariably resorted to for

any prolonged microscopic
study.

Mr. Swift, who makes
it to my design, tells

me that binocular micro-

Bcopes were occasionally fitted with shades, but these

(as in the case of field glasses) were fixed adjuncts.

As the use of binoculars for histological purposes became
obsolete, the advantage of the shade appears to have been

lost sight of. In some form it seems to bo well worth

Fig.l.-A diagrammatic section
(natural size) siio-wing tbe shade
ill situ, as liept in position be-
tween the flat upper edge of tbo
draw-tubo A, aud the rim of tbo
top of the ocular. Tlie form of
the upper opening of the shade is

indicated by the dotted lino.

made of a standard inside diameter, known as No. 1

—

namely, 23.3 mm. ; and this is the size adopted for the
aperture in the floor of the shade through which the
ocular drops; but the aperture is made also of a larger

size to correspond with standard No. 2—namely, 26 mm.

—

and it can, of course, be cut so as to take an ocular
of any other dimension.

It is hardly necessary to add that the shade can be used
for either eye by rotating it so that the higher part corre-

sponds with the outer, receding margin of the orbit. Its

cost in black matt brass is 3s. 6d.

MEDICAL. SUEGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.
THE ANTITOXIC POWER OF HYPOCHLOROUS

ACID.
For some time past experiments have been carried out
with a strongly antiseptic liquid consisting of hypochlorous
acid and calcium biborate, in order to determine its anti-

toxic power. The best proportions to use are not yet

definitely fixed, but will be given in a fuller account to

be published later.

The harmlessncss of the liquid in question for guinea-

pigs and rabbits is shown in the following table

:

Table I.

ruinean-.; Quantityof Liquid Injected
uuinea-p.„.. . Bubcutaneously.
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As far as can be scou, the antitosic liquid lias equally
aU'oug eiU'ccl ou tetauiis toxiu as on dipLtberia toxin.

lX\iL Floi;us Cokdova, M.D,. D.SJc.Lima
(tiom tilt' Liitcr lustitute).

TREATMENT OF ABDOMINAL WOUNDS.
Wrrn reference to Captain Owen Eicbards's aitiilo
(British MEDicxt JoriiNAL, August 7th, p. 213) ou
abdominal wounds and tlie administration of drinks, might
I venture to su<;gest that in every abdominal case where it

is not considered wise to give drinks by the month a large
hypodermic saline should be given ? If a quart be giveu
every twelve hours in this way, much sufferiug, aud
l>erbaps some deaths, might be avoided. The necessary
simple apparatus is in every liold ambulance.

V. T. CAnEUTHEKS, Captain II.AJI.C.

lUbkius.

SURGERY IN THE BALKAN WAR.
Multitudjkous as v%ilJ be the books written ou the surgery
of the present war, interest in the wars in the Balkans is
uot dead. It is highly probable that if the surgical lessons
learned then had been taken more to heart, some of the
misapprehensions aud difficulties of surgeons iu this war
would have been less. Professor Laceent, of Brussels,
records his experiences, general and surgical, of eleven
months of campaign during the war in Bulgaria aud
Turkey.' He v.ould have preferred to devote a whole
year to elaboration of the work, but it is perhaps more
fortunate that he published it hot aud sharp from his
recollections. The book falls naturally into two divisions
—the fii-st dealing with general notes and impressions, the
second with the wounded. The whole work is copiously
illnsti-ated with photographs, those in the first part
comprising pictures such as we sec daily iu our illus-
trated newspapers—the military traiu, groups of nurses,
soldiers guai-ding a village, transport v.agons, men iu
trenches, the fight with vermin, and so on. Professor
r^urent has a good word for the Bulgarian soldier. In
spite of everything, good humour prevailed ; the most
shocking losses were powerless to suppress it. In quiet
hours they amused themselves. The favourite recreations
were dancing the "chore," a dance similar to the '-farau-
ilole" of Provence, aud singing national songs round camp
ures. This amusement is by no means confined to
Bulgarians

; our present allies, the Serbian soldiers, dance
[>ften witli their officers, aud many a gladsome reel is
(lanced within the British lines by Highlanders. The
Bulgarian ambulance arrangements were at first very
faulty, but the sanitary organization was improved with
astonishmg celerity. In the section dealing with the
general effects of projectiles and the treatment of injuries
found in war, Professor Laurent says that war surgery is
a very different business from ordinary everyday hospital
surgery, and that, most important of all, it demands some
previous training of the surgeon—" the war surgeon cannot
be improvised." " The Balkans are at the present moment
peopled With cripples and invalids which a medical educa-
tion appropriate to war woidd have spared." The sum of
h!3 e.\.perience is contained in these seven propositions:
!1) Sjevere wounds of the abdomen and laparotomy pcr-
lormed m hospital were excessively rare ; (2) aneurysms
and nerve lesions wore relatively frequent

; (3j comminuted
ri-acturcs of the long bones and of the baud were extremely
frequent; (4) rifle bullet wounds were greatly morb
tianiorous tiian wounds by shrapnel

; (5) injuries of the
tijcc were very i-are

; (6) amputations were rare but tro-
plunmg frequent

; (7) a second operation under oli'.orcform
in an mlcctcd wouud was a serious matter. In attemptiuc
to answer the question. Which was the most deadly arm?'
he made many calculations and comparisons, concludina
that on the battlefield the majority of deaths was due to
shrapnel, but that the bullet made five times more wounds
Ihan shrapnel. " It is the rifle bullet which places mostmen /J0J-.3 de comhaf ; the rifle bullet is the queen of many
battles. Another interesting question discussed by Pro-
fcssor Laurent concerns the proportion of wounded to
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killed. Since 1886, wheu the small calibre rifle bullot
was introduced, the proportion of killed to wounded on the
ba tlehcld has gouo up. In 1870 it was 5.7 wounded to
1 killed, in the luisso Japauesc war it was among the
Russians 4.3 to 1, aud among the Japanese 3.7 to 1, aud in
tho Bulgarian war 3 to 1. The same prouortion, 3 to 1
seems to hold in this war for the tii iii.-ii i'..tces. Professor
Laurent supplies a number oL i,: '.:, M,i,.,rstiiig tables
deahng with relative figures > .. j.ns wounded,
t!ie number of wound.s from rii'.s I

, ;
,. ....„-. li„in artillorv

aud the number of fractures iu v.cl,, uuiiu- the last sixty
years. ' ^

The second division of the book deals with the wounds oS
Avar, and is fully illustrated by pictures and short sketches
oi cases. Each region is considered iu detail. The wealth
of material is enormous, and it is comDiied with con-
.sciontiousness and industry untiring. The author's advicem regard to operating in injuries of tiie abdomen is that tho
following cases demand urgent operation : serious haemor-
rhage, wound of bladder with escape of urine, wound of
spleen, transverse wound of abdomen in the umbilical
region with evidence of intestinal perforation, ^^ounds of
the hands constituted 23 to 25 per cent, of tho \vholc
number, and wounds of the left hand seemed curiouslv
common, probably because that laand is well forward
holding the rifle. A group photograph shows sixteen men
all wounded in the left hand.
This most mterestiug work is a worthy record of an

arduous year of Professor Laurent's life, and probably will
enduro as tho most satisfactory contribuHou to siimical
war literature of that time. The closiii" ]);i.>c-/aro in
form of an epilogue, "What of Wai--?' War "has for its
object arrogant domination, brutal ;;!atitication of passions,
or it is a necessary factor in sclecliou, iu rcuovation of the
race. It is a vice, an indelible stain on humanity, or it
IS a natural consequence of the struggle of all elements ii>
nature and in life, and will cease only with hfe itself. In
ironic commentary, on the same page, is iustrted a photo-
graph of a Bulgarian soldier blinded and deprived of both
hands by a bomb explosion. One wonders what Professor
Laurent's thoughts on war are to-day.

PHYSIOLOGY.
The first edition of Professor Staemn-g's Pt-lncipJes ofHuman Pliysiology appeared three years ago. The second
edition 2 contains much new matter in the sections dealiu"
with voluntary muscle, the circulation, tho nutrition of tho
brain, and the innervation of the bronchi. The volume is
divided into four parts. Tho first is given to tho prin-
ciples of general physiology, as exhibited in tho structural,
material, and euergefcic bases of the body. The second,
4-10 pages iu length, describes the mechanisms of move-
ment and sensation iu all its forms. The third part is the
longest, aud contains a full account of tho mechanisms of
nutrition, using tho term in its widest sense. Tho fourth
part,_ of 46 pages, is devoted to the physiology of repro-
duction and lactation. Tho book ends with an excellent
index by Mr. L. Evans. In writing this volume, Professor
Starling has kept iu mind the rti(uiremeuts of medical
students and practitioners whose previous acquahitanco
vath the subject is of a very shallow variety, or even nil.
Throughout he has endeavoured to show that the ouiy
foundation for rational therapeutics is a proper uudcrstaud-
mg of tho way iu which the healthy body -works. As he vcr\'
justly says

:
" Until wo know more about tho physiology cic

nutrition quacks will thrive aud food faddists abound.
Ignorance of physiology tends to make a medical man as
credulous as his patients, and almost as easilv beguiled
by the specious pufiings of the advciti;=iu<,' "dnigoist."
Hence the book has a special value for the modieal practi-
tioner, as well as for the student who has to face cxamiua-
tiona in physiology. The different chapters and subsec-
tions are written rather in tho form of essays on the topics
with which they treat, categorically and with abundant
use_ of subheadings to indicate the various aspects from
which the subject may be regarded. Professor Starling
writes clearly, aud has made an excellent choice of
illustrations aud tracings to illuminate his text. There is

nothing of tho cut-aud-dried formalism so common in

-Frincipt^^s of Human Phtif.iologv. By E. H. Starling, M.D.I.oik1.,
F.E.C.P., F.K.S., Hon. M.l). Brtslaii. Hon. So.D. Cauil>, and Dubl.
becoud edition. (Eoy. 8vo, pp. 1285: 566 fistires, 2l3. net.)
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scientific textbooks about his volume, which is charac-

terized bj' a broad outlook on the problems of ph3^siology,

and an unusual readiness to fall back on other kindred
sciences in the endeavour to bring these problems towards
a satisfactory solution. The author is to be congratulated
upon the production of a sound and stimulating summary
ot modern physiology as viewed by a chemically minded
mechanist with great experience in successful original

investigation. The book should be widely read by those
for whom it is written, and wo wish it all-success.

Professor IlALLiBrRTON is to be congratulated on the
appearance of the twelfth edition of his Handhoolc of
Physiology,' representing the twenty lifth edition of Kirke's

time-honoured textbook. Two years ago the book was
thoroughly revised and brought up to date by Professor

Halliburton; the present edition exhibits alterations of a
minor character only, such as were necessary to biiug it

abreast of the times. The book is vn ''
; '.!; i as a

standard work on i^hysiology for ii: - L- and
physiologists, constructed on sound ;i' !' iiues,

illustrated as one would expect a hia^-Uid v, vii^lo be,

confining its scope to a workmanlike cxposiciou of the
science with which it deals. The success this book has
met in past decades is a guarantee of its educational
value ; the medical student will find in it all he requires
lor the passage of his examinations iu physiology, and we
lecommcud the volume to him with all confldcuce.

Dr. Cr.oier has brought out a second edition of his

Directions for a PraclicaL Co.nrsc in Chcinical Physiology*
within a year of the first. The wise choice of subjects

and clearness of diction justify the quick popularity of

this little practical book. The author lets the student
start with the potato, and prepare starch from that

—

a much wiser plan than giving him preparod starch to

test. So, too, he directs him to examine the phenomena
of coagulation of the blood from the start, in place of

handing the class plasma, serum, etc., separated by the
laboratory attendant or demonstrator. In testing urine
for aceto-aceticacid, or acetone, he uses Bothera's modifica-
tion of the nitro-prusside test :

" Take 10 c.cm. of urine in

a test tube and saturate it with ammonium sulphate by
.shaking it with an excess of the solid salt. Then add
two -or three drops of a freshly prepared 5 per cent,

solution of sodium nitro-prusside. Add 2 or 3 c.cm. of

strong ammonia. Mix by inverting the test tube once
or twice. Allow to stand undisturbed for twenty minutes.
A deep permanganate colour is the positive reaction, and
the depth of colour roughly indicates the amount
present."

TEXTBOOKS OF ANATOMY.
Morris's Anctomy,'^ which has now reached its fifth

edition, is sufficiently well known to permit of its being
referred to by comparison. The work has always had a
strong practical bias, as was to be expected, since the
fust edition was written by London surgeons. "While we
think it would not be correct to say that this bias has
been weakened, it has, we think, in later editions

been obscured by the introduction and expansion of

the anatomy ot the laboratory as distinct from the
anatomy of the dissecting-room. Another striking feature

ot the book has been the wealth and excellence of

the illustrations. The publishers seem to have liael the
privilege of selecting blocks freely and widely from
American and Continental publishers, with the result that
the book from the student's point of view is probably the
best illustrated textbook in our language. In the present
edition large and small type have been largely employed
for the purpose of discriminating between the more
im))ortant and less important facts, a device which makes
the book adaptable for a much larger circle of readers
than would have otherwise been the case. The cuibryo-
logical part of the subject is still poorly represented, the

<'-H.,r
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\viili in war, and is haacH on experience gained in the
• present campaign. Tlironghotit it is very clearly written.
and tlic diagrams arc excellent in their simplicity. Great
btress is laid on the need of caroful and rapid diagnosis,
and the importance of obtaining an accurate history of
-the injury is explained. In the Hoer war statistics showed
•that thon"h 40 per cent, of cases shot in the abdomen and
brought alive to hospital recovered, the death-rate follow-
ing on operations for abdominal injuries was appalling.
In the present war, from the altered conditions of climate,
^nil, projectiles, etc.. together with (lie v..s ,i!.:iii\ of (lie

10 rapid removal of patients to s ' ; :
'

,

'id that early operation may t

CSS. The various forms of ab I

•issed, as arc wounds of tin '

- ill ui: i

.u-ating wounds of the abdouacu. ludicatious aic
11 as to when and when not to spend time in searching
bullets. Surgical technique as applicable to the
led conditions of active service is fully considered.
various operations for the arrest of haemorrhage,

:ue of perforations, excision of intestine, etc., are
ily described stop by step. It is interesting to note

;
in intestinal .nuastomosis the authors give a prominent

.- to Murphy's button. There is a most excellent
ion on the atter-treatiaeut of abdominal cases and the

le common complications likely to arise. In conclusion.
It may be said that the book should prove of the greatest
use to those among us who are at present or who may in
the near future be called upon, if not to deal with, at
least to help in the treatment of these most serious cases.
Further, the book should be helpful to those in civil
practice, for nowadays, with rapid traffic and in some
places darkened streets, abdominal injuries are by no
means infrequent.

FATIGUE.
The issue of a cheap reprint of the English edition of the
late Professor A. Mossos book on Faticjue* appears at an
opportune moment. Tlic book is written in an enter-
taining if somewhat discursive style; thus, iu the early
chapler.s, there are given interesting facts conoerning the
flight of quails and other migratory birds, also details of
the hfe-history of Borelli and of Steno, while iu the later
chapters reference is made to the manner of work of manv
intellectuals. In the main the book is an exposition o"f

the author's pioneer researches into the subject.^ His well
known ergograph is described, together with its manner of
working. Excellent traces are given to show the results
obtained under varying conditions. Mosso held that there
is only one kind of fatigue—nervous fatigue; muscular
fatigue, at the bottom, being an exhaustion of the nervous
system.

Various examples are given of the effect upon the
organism of cerebral activity, such as lecturing or
examining students. The effect vaiies with the indi-
vidual; thus in one, an hour's lecturing produced at first
increased mu.scular power; in another, this effect was but
transitory, and at the end of the hour there was a marked
falling off in the power to do muscular work.
The section dealing with the question of fatigue in

muscle suffers somewhat from the date at which tlie book
was originally written; the more recent contributions to
this part of the subject are cohsequentiv missing. Indeed
throuohout it is somewhat disconcerting to find work done
in 1883-1890 referred to as "recent." The subject of
cerebral fatigue is dealt with largely from the psycho-
logical as well as from the physiological side, and should
prove of value to educationists. It will serve to emphasize
the fact that the young mind should not be unduly fatigued
eitiier by work or exercise.

°

It is somewhat difficult to say how far Mosso's methodmay bo profitably employed in the elucidation of the pro-
blem of fatigue in manual workers. His chapter on the
law of exhaustion indicates that best results are to be
obtained by short intervals of work alternated by short
periods of rest. This is undoubtedly true for all forms of
manual labour. It cannot be doubted that the fatigue
which leads to inattention and accidents is largely of
cerebral origin. But in the case of the manual worker
j"- roi ming a reflex act many thousand times a day, often

!'«'•• By A. M08S0. Translated by Margarct~Driimn-ona

during its performance chattering gailv about last Satur-
days football match, or some sueii subject, it is probable
that the fatigue from his labour supervenes in the lower
racher than m the higher centres. In such a case the
ei'gograph' may not truly indicate the centres actually
involved. To elucidate this problem the method of exnori-
iiientationupon the workers themselves, as carried out
recently m America, appears the more valuable. In such
experiments the amount and accuracy of the output of tho
ludiial work are used as a measure of the fatigue develoued.
Ill (loalmg with the question ot fatigue, it is necessary to

'
:

• in mind that it may not be .solely due to the actual
<r..\l or physical effort, but to concomitant factors, such

I ventilation, bad lighting, or the din of the surrounding
..;.i hiuery. °

The book is one to be studied bv all interested in the
subject, auci may be particularly recommended to thosewho are concerned witii the psvchological point of view
It reads well—a sufficient tribute to the excellent work
ol the translators.

• r r
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Dr. Mills's book, Nursivrf and Care of the Nervous and
tiir Insane,'^ now in its third edition, is founded on a course
of lerturcs aelivcred to nurses at Pliiladelpliia. It contains

Doilarul.

" am-sino and Care of the-Ncrvnns ami the Insane. By C. K. Mills,
M.D. Tbii-d edition, revi-ed by the author, assisted by N. S. YawRer,
M.D. Philadelphia and London: J. B.Lippiucott Co. 1915. (PostSvo.
PP.142; 12 figures. 53.1
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" C0NSL3IPTI0N QUACKERY."
Untjer this title Truth of September 22nd published an
article on a nostrnm called " Kasco Tubacyllus," vended
by a Nottingham firm named Cassell and Co. The article

states that the sale of the nostrnm is pushed in the cus-

tomary manner, " first there is the newspaper advertise-

luent announcing that consumption is positively cured by
Kasco Tubacyllus, which is described as 'the consump-
tive's only hope o£ life.' " Sufferers who write for further

particulars receive a pamphlet, which after some generali-

ties passes on to the announcement that "Cassell and Co.
)iave placed on the market a germicide which ' has been
proved—absolutely and conclusively proved '—to bo ' a
genuine and efficient cure for this terrible dif-ease.' The
discovery of the specific is ascribed to a man who was
liimself in the second stage of consumption of the lungs,

and who had entered a Leeds sanatorium in the early part
of 1914. This unnamed person had the great fortune to

.stumble across a certain cure which has, within a few
months, positively driven away the disease, completely
destroying the tubercular germ, and restoring him once
again to perfect health. To obtain a similar result the
l^)atient is told that he must have the utmost faith in the
cure and take it conscientiously. Though somewhat
expensive to manufactare, the price has been fixed as low
iis possible, and a bottle containing 16 ounces is supplied
lor 4s. 6d., post free. AVith the pamphlet are sent out
copies of some correspondence which has passed between
Oassell and Co. and the Secretary of the Brompton Hos-
I^ital for Consumption. In the first of these letters, signed
V. W. Cassell, it is statcil

:

" So confident are we as to the genuine curative powers of our
cure that my son, Mr. H. Cassell. is quite willing to allow him-
Kelf to be inoculated with tlie bacilli of tuberculosis under tbe
observation of any member or members of your committee, and
no action shall be taken until every indication proves that he ia

thoroughly in the grip of the disease. He will then undertake
to prove how all trace of the bacilli of tuberculosis can be
BuccessfuUy removed from his system.

" The reply from the secretary of the hospital was to the
effect that the medical officers were prepared to give the
' cure ' a trial on condition that the nature, the mode of

preparing, and of using the proposed remedy were un-
reservedly communicated to them in writing. Needless
to say, Cassell and Co. refused to comply with this
condition."

Further on our contemporary states that :
" In another

document the Mr. H. Cassell whose corpus vile is offered
for the experiment is described as ' our medical expert,'
who takes the cases under his personal observation, and
will report upon them after studying the charts which
])atients are requested to fill up at the commencement
and during the progress of the treatment."
The editor of Truth had obtained through a prospective

patient three bottles of Kasco Tubacyllus, and asked the
oditor of the British Medical Journal "to submit them
to the analysts whose researches into the constituents of
ipiack nostrums have been made public in the well-known
book, ' Secret Hemcdies.' The result is shown in the
following report, though it should be mentioned that
«7assell and Co. aver in their letter to the Brompton
Hospital authorities that the active ingredient of their
cure is not ascertainable by analysis

:

Snlphnrous acid I'H.-SOj) 0.053 part
iEquivalent to 0.82 part of sulphurous

aHd. B.P.;
Sulphuric acid (HcSi\}... _ ... 0.012 part
Citric acid ... ... ,„ ... 0.19 part
t;ane sugar ... ... 1.03 part
Invert sugar ... ... ... ... 4.63 parts
iliueral matter , ash) ... ... ... 0.008' part

" Slight indicationn were obtained of the presence of traces of
alcohol and formaldehyde, but the quantities of these, if

present at all, were so minute as to be impossible of perfect
ideutificn.tioTi. Thn ^--'i^hm-h- prUl found has no doubt been
jirodni'f 1 1- -'^ " '

'••
:i 1 part of the sulphurous

»ci(! ;

~ dently been produced
by tl -i'Sar, which is rpadily
inveii.. J. acid. Substaulially,

" Very careful search was made for a large number of otlicr
substances which might be employed in a mixture intended aa
a germicide, but in every case with negative results. If any
other substance were present at all it must have been in mos"t
extreme dilution, so that the quantity obtained by taking the
mixtuiQ would be practically infinitesimal, but. except for the
doubtful indications of traces of formaldehyde and alcohol men-
tioned above, there was no appearance of any other constituent.
The trace of mineral matter may have been partly from the
constituents added and partly from the use of ordinary tap
water. The formula given above in percentages represents tiio
following quantities in a bottlefnl and in a dose respectively ;

InoDo
In one boltlo. adult doso.

Citric acid ... ... 13 grains. „. 0.2 grain
Sulphurous acid, B.P. 82 minima ... 1.3 minims
Sugar ... ... 385 grains ... 6.0 grains

" Taking the prices of these ingredients quoted in a wholesale
drug list, the cost (tor ingredients alone, without bottle, cork,
etc.) would be a little under id. for the quantity in one Is. 6d.
bottle."

In commenting on tliis, after remarking on the contrast
between the cost of the ingredients and the price at which
the bottle is sold to the public, the editor of Truth
continues

:

Sulphurous acid has, I believe, germicidal properties, but the
claim that when a weak solution of this substance is swallowed
it enters into tbe blood stream, and thns is carried into every
tiny blood-vessel of the lungs to attack the germs of tbe disease
on their own ground, ia preposterous on the face of it and
demonstrably false. In fact, any solution of stilphurous acid
strong enough to destroy bacilli in situ would, like many other
bactericides, do as much damage to the tissues as the" bacilli
themselves. Its use as a'quack nostrum is not even novel. Ten
years ago a similar preparation was widely advertised in this
country under the name of " Liquozone." In that instance it

was ofiored to the public as a cure for all germ diseases.
Cassell and Co., "the great specialists," are, I understand, a
father and son who are vendors of a number of quack remedies.
They rent a couple of rooms in a provincial town which they
call their " laboratories," and where they carry on their corre-
spondence and pack up the bottles of stuff dispensed for them
by a local firm. Thence they start an advertising campaign,
the sole end and aim of v.hich is to get sufferers from an
insidious and too often fatal disease to waste their money on a
worthless nostrum.

Truth concludes its article by calling attention to the
fact that one of the recommendations of the Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons on Patent Medicines
was that advertisements of medicines purporting to

cure consumption, cancer, and some other diseases should
be absolutely forbidden. The foregoing facts clearly

demonstrate, our contemporary considers, that such a,

prohibition is urgently needed. This, however, does
not seem to be the opinion of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, who hopes to raise a quarter of a million

a year by doubling the patent medicine stamp duty. It

may well be asked whether it is statesmanlike to palter in

this way with an evil which must cost the country in loss

of health and life tens of millions a year. The British

Bledical Association, through its .Jouknal, through the

two volumes Secret Remedies and More Secret Bemcdies,^

published in 1909 and 1912, and by the evidence
given on its behalf before the Select Committee, has
thoroughly exposed the true nature of these businesses.

The House of Commons knows the truth through
the report of its own Committee, yet it greets

with laughing applause the pi-oposal to make a little

more money for the State out of this trade. The
Government preaches economy, but it does not even go so

far as to adopt the recommendation that the nature of the

ingredients should be stated on the wrapper of a nostrum.
Then the economically minded members of the public

woulil at least know that they were paying 4s. 6d. for

a ha'porth of sulphurous acid, or 23. 6d. for, say, a
penn'orth of phosphoric acid, or still more for a few
penn'orth of tincture of cinchona bark.

• .Secret ReineHics ; What they Cost and What theu Contain :

More Secret Remedies: WTuit theu Cost and Wliat they Con
London British Medical Association, 429, Strand, W.C. (Pric

each ; postage. 3d. each.)

Citric aod
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HOSPITAL STAFFS AND THE WAR
EMERGENCY.

The War Emergency Committee, at its meeting at the

liuuse of the British Medical Association on September
2 7t.h, had a very interesting conference with reprc-

Bfutatives of hospitals in Manchester and Salford.

As many of the points raised are exercising the minds
of those, both lay and medical, who are responsible for

the conduct of the great civilian hospitals in other

centres, it will be useful to give some account of the

ditliculties as they were stated by Sir William Cobbett,

Chairman of the Board of Management of the Man-
chester Eoj'al Infirmary, and his colleagues wlio

represented other hospitals in that great centre of

population.

It may, perhaps, be convenient in the first place to

state that Major "Wilson, chairman of the Medical
Board of the Eoyal Infinnary, said that the and
Western General Hospital (Territorial), the head
quarters of which are in Manchester, has 3,000 beds
in tweaty-two different buildings iu that town, and
that in various other places within the area there

were 7,000 more beds in auxiliary hospitals to which
patients from the 2nd Western could be drafted, or

which could in other ways be used to relieve any
congestion there.

In stating the position in which the Manchester
Royal Infirmary was. Sir William Cobbett said that
it had altogether 974 beds, of which number 248 were
now devoted to militaiy purposes. The number of

patients treated in 1914 was 13,000, the number of

operations was 7,560, and the number of accident
cases over 22,000. During tlic first nine months of this

year 6,035 operations had been performed. In normal
times the honorary staff numbered 33, including
specialists in various departments, and the resident
Btatf 23—namely, ig at the infirmary, 2 at the central
branch, and 2 at the relief hospital. At the present
time 27 members cf the honoraiy staff were doing
military duty of some kind, and certain among them
could not give any time to the infirmary. The resident
staff now numbered 8—namely, 6 atthe infirmaiy,
I at the central branch, and 1 at the relief

hospital. They were assisted by senior medical
students vaning in number from 16 to 20 at
different times, who did very usefiU work, but had,
of course, to be under constant supervision. The
infirmary dealt with a lai-ge number of emergency
cases, and for the treatment of such cases had to rely
largely on three officer.s—tho resident medical officer,

the resident surgical officer, and the accident house-
surgeon. These officers were all desirous of enrolling,
and he looked forward with apprehension to their
leaving at forty-eight hours' notice ; in fact, if they
did it would be impossible to cany on the infirmary.
They desired to do their duty to tho country, and
if they were told they were semng their countiy by
staying at the infirmary tliey would be v,-iiling to
remain. There seemed to bo three courses open :

0!ie v.'as to leave the iulirmary these officers ; another
was to extend tho period of notice from forty-eisht

hours to two or three months; and the third was that
students newly qualified should be sent to tlie infir-

mary to gain exporieuca before being commissioned.
It was not business to waterlog the civil hospitals if

an arrangement of one of the kinds he had indicated
could be made. The threo resident officers of tho
Eoyal Infirmary who had been mentioned— the
resident medical and surgical officers, and the accident
house-surgeon—had to bo constantly available to meeb
emergercies, and now moro than ever when so many
of the honorary staff' were engaged in military duties

;

they were doing work which could not be delegated
to general practitioners. Mr. Armitage, who spoko
for the Ancoats Hospital, said that it had 150 beds
and was situated in the middle of tho workshop
district of Manchester. In normal times it treated

some 20,000 accidents a year and had a resident staff

of threo, or sometimes i'our; at present it had two
residents, a resident medical and a resident siu-gical

officer ; of its visiting staff' of three physicians and threo
surgeons it now had the services of onlj' one physician
and two surgeons, and this physician and one of tho
surgeons were attending also at a military hospital.

Dr. Hopkinson, treasurer of the Salford Hospital, said

toat it now contained 240 beds, moro than half of

them occupied by soldiers. Every member of tho
visiting staff was engaged on military duties more or

less completely, and all the residents were locum-
tenents who held office for short periods. Ho sug-

gested that no resident should ba called away from
his hospital until he had served for three or fouL*

months. Captain Donald, speaking for St. Mary's
Hospital—which really consists of two hospitals, a
maternity which admits as many as 115 cases in a
month, and a gynaecological hospital—said that of

its visiting staff of eight, four were now serving in

a military capacity, and whereas in normal times it

had seven residents, it now had only two—one in

each hospital. It drew its patients from a wide
district surrounding Manchester, and most of tho

maternity cases admitted were difficult. He esti-

mated that tho civil hospitals of Manchester, taken
together, required, in order to ensure reasonable

efficiency, from ten to twelve competent young men
as residents.

In the discussion which ensued, Dr. Verrall observed

that in some of the smaller provincial towns tho hos-

pitals were unable to obtain any residents, and Mr.
Bishop Harman expressed the opinion that the civil

hospitals had now to face the possibility that in tho

not distant future every doctor of military age would
bo required for military service ; tho way to meet this

position would be that, as in ordinary m i'tary hos-

pitals, some member of the visiting staff' should

undertake to act as orderly officer for a day at a time

and spend tho whole tv/enty-four hours within tho

hospital. This had already been done at the West
London Hospital, which in normal times had twelve

residents, and now had only one. Major Galloway
stated that at Charing Gross Hospital, to which he is

senior physician, the resident medical officer was a
man above military age who had been in general

practice. As, in order to deal with surgical emer-
gencies, a hospital must have an operating surgeon
in constant attendance, he agreed that it might-

bo necessary for members of the visiting staff' to

undertake to be on duty for twenty-four hours in

rotation. The object of the War Emergency Com-
mittee in asking medical men of militaiy age to enrol

was that it might be able to advise as to those who
could with the least difficulty be spared from e:vil

duties. The War Office had agreed that m hospital-j

with medical schools a newly qualified man might bo
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given an honovavy commission in the B.A.M.G. and

seconded for service for three months as house-

yhvsician or house-surgeon. After Mr. li. B. Tamer
had pointed out tliat a man who signed tlie enrohiient

form was invited to state the date after wliicli he

M'OLild he ready to go, Dr. Buttar, .who was in the

( iiMii-, Ihankcd Sir William Cobbett and his colleagues

I, , ' ,
;

I (I'll dance, and expressed the hope that a

W i ', ,-i,iy Committee would shortly be formed in

3! « ., j., -,' :•, mid would be able to deal with some of

ihe points raised. Ha\ing regard to the call upon
the yomiger members of the profession, it seemedvery
<lc.sirable that the Manchester hospitals should,^ if

possible, liberate some of their residents by obtaining

the services of general practitioners, especially for the

treatment of out-patients.

In reply to the question whether the military hos-

pitals in Manchester were overstaffed. Major Wilson

said that they w-ere not if the hospitals were full,

and Professor Donald added that he believed that

the average number of military beds under the care

of each man doing such work was over 200. This

last point, we know, is one that has caused concern

to many practitioners, both those who have and
those who have not been called on to do duty at

the mihtary hospitals in this country. But it is

obvious that the state of the hospitals in respect

of numbers of wounded under treatment must
echo what is happening at the front. For months
past there has been, as the saying is, " little doing

"

in Flanders, but the successes of the last few days

have had to be paid for, 'and already a good many
convoys have reached tliis country and have been
distributed, some of them as far as Scotland. One
convoy of one hundred, one-third of whom were
lying-down cases, were admitted from France into

the Edinburgh ^^'ar Hospital at Bangour on the

e-v'cning of Soptcndjor 21st, and on the follov.'ing day
>,'' !-:'];. I

(
• ]>,!'

;
/I the Springburn Hospital

1
! • iiielles. Many other and

1, ..:,!, , . . i -and will he arriving for

s"iiie liiiie U> cLiiiiL-—iu G real- Britain. No one will

dispute the claim of these men to immediate surgical

attention.

Sir James Barr has written a pungent letter to tlie

W^est Derby Board of Guardians, Liverpool, in which,

after admitting that the guardians mu-;t have difliculty

in carrying on their medical work, lie s;i-,i< (hat "this

is really not the quei'i'-'" \:^': •'•!' .- •'.>':•]•
, -,\v. Everj"-

tliing bhould he view H 1

-
. , - ut of view,

and the medical care o' ;i >,. r .';[ i,. ,,;,'; ;,;ii must be
placed a long way behind that of our ligliting men.
I hold that all the medical work in the counlry can
be carried on by medical men over military age, and
that the young medical men should be set free for

foreign service. We must get medical men for tlie

armies that are going abroad ; 2,500 are at present

required, and only yo!!n;_ '
: r ' m umd the fatigues of

a long campaign." 'Jiii
1

i lie urges, ought to

get men over military:-^ i ' •
i-i I'nit-time or whole-

time service to do the wurk oi the younger men until

the war is over, and thus " give them an opportunity
of rendering such service to their country as they will

never have the clianeo of doing again." Ho con-
cludes his letter in the following words :

'• The War
Office has got a large number of medical men from
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, and if this

country cannot now produce the men necessary there
will be no course open but to apply to the U.S.A. to

fill up the necessary complement."
We have received several letters raising various

other points, with which we hope to deal in an early

issue.

GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF THE HEAD.
The surgery of v,-ar is, alas ! receiving ample. illumina-
tion from experience at the present time, as is

illustrated by the three surgical articles with which
this number of the Bkitish Medical Jouen.\l opens.

Our surgeons have been quick to take advantage of

the opportunities for study thus offered to them, and
the result has been manifest for many months past
in the steady flow of valuable original articles

published in our columns and in those of some of our
contemporaries. Dr. Gordon Holmes and Mr. Percy
Sargent, in a paper pnblishcd this week (p. 493), draw
attention to a n«w type of vascular lesion in the
brain, a type brought into prominence by the largo

number of glancing or shallowly penetrating wounds
about the vertex of the skull that have to be dealt

with. These injarios result in thrombosis of tlio

superior longitudinal sinus and of its associated lateral

venous lacunae and the superior cerebral veins

connected with them ; in addition, there may be
gross injuries of the adjoining cerebral tissue.

Naturally the symptoms and signs vary much with
the location and severity of the injury received. Their
outstanding features, however, consist in the unusual
distribution and type of the palsy induced, in tlio

muscular rigidity always associated with it, in the
curious disturbances of sensation observed, and in the
relatively slight extent to which the sphincters are
involved. As regards the paralyses noted, it was
found that out of 78 patients 20 had all four limbs
involved, 31 had both legs and one arm affected, i6
had only the legs paralysed ; in 6 the signs wero
mainly hemiplegic, and in 5 one leg alone was
touched. The hands were less severely affected than
the arms, while the feet were more paralysed than the
legs—a most unusual feature when comparison is

made with the cerebral palsies commonly met with in

civil practice. As the authors point out, this curious
distribution finds its natural explanation in the ana-
tomical disposal of the motor centres for these distant

parts of the body, in the cortex of the brain. The
muscular rigidity of the paretic limbs is described as

very striking ; it occurs early, is generally co-

extensive with the paralysis, and usnalh^ diminishes
in proportion as the pov.-er of spontaneous movement
reiun;-^. Even, tlie muscles of the trunk may be
inMil'.r.l. so that the abdomen is rigid and the
re I inents become feeble. In certain

ii; [iasms have been associated with the
ri-'

: ffu patients fits were observed, uni-
lateral in eight instances ; the retlexes are increased,

and Babinski's sign is present. The sensory changes
found are said to be those of pure cortical lesions

unaccompanied bv any shock effect, as, indeed, is the
case with tlie motor symptoms.
The clinical picture is so novel that the authors

ha';! 11 1 . (I'li^ien it with the title of the " Longi-
tuii!ii J iiii' :-.\ iidrome." It is satisfactory to learn
th.ii II..' I >.; I. irir patients recovered. It is too early

yet to !;i\c iigures that can be regarded as final ; only
one patient died out of thirty-seven that were not
operated upon, while out of thirty-nine on w'hom
operative procedures wero taken fifteen died, seven of

the fifteen having also some direct injury of the brain.

The authors remark on the difliculty of deciding upon
the line of treatment that should be adopted in these

cases of injury to the superior longitudinal sinus

;

they characterize the results of surgical interference as

extremely unsatisfactory, and empliasize the tendency
of cases uncomplicated by laceration of the brain to

improve spontaneously. Yet in many cases operation

is indicated for fear of septic infection and other
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complications, as is set out by Captain Eoberts

(p. 49S), who gives figures proving tlio remark-
ablo success attcndiug tbo treatmeut of soiled

ami septic scalp vrouncis on tbe liues indicated by
common sense and tbo requirements of aseptic

surgery. Captain Roberts urges once more, as so many
bave lioue before him, that gunshot -n'ounds of the

scalp should not be probed. Tbe probe is a deadly
weapon here, as it may readily convey a superficial

infection into the depths of tbo wound. He recom-
mends excision of the scalp wound, and of the injured
bone beneath it if need be : if the dura mater is un-
injured the operation wound is sutured and closed

without drainage. He reports that out of 1 18 cases
in which this primary suture without drainage was
practised, 114 healed by primary union, and only one
broke down altogether. Like Captain Tabuteau
(p. 501) be recommends that all foreign bodies within
reach of the exploring finger should be removed from
tbe brain when that has been penetrated. Captain
Tabuteau, on tbe strength of an experience based upon
95 cases, puts forward a plea for the most thorough
surgical examination of every case of gunshot wound
of the head, no matter how trivial the injury may
be at first sight. The wound should be escised, and
tlie underlying tissues stibmitted to the most careful

scrutiny. A comparatively small wound in the scalp

may overlie extensive fractures of the skull and severe
lacerations of the brain, a condition of affairs that
calls for immediate and thorough surgical investiga-

tion. In other instances the contrary is the case, and
an apparently severe scalp wound may be associated
with no intracranial damage whatever. When it is

found that the dura mater has been torn, a digital

exploration of the lesion or track in the substance of

tbe brain should be made. Naturally, much help
may be gained here by use of the x rays, when pene-
trating fragments of metal or bone .will be brought
into- view. Like Captain Eoberts, be recommends
the administration of urotropin (i or 2 drachms a day)
to patients in whom a fracture of the skull is even
suspected. It would be interesting to know how far

such internal medication is actually capable of pre-
venting or cutting short intracranial sepsis. Tlio

amount of the drug or of its products of decomposi-
tion that reaches the cerebro-spinal fluid must be
almost infinitesimal.

THE MEDICAL M.V^ AND THE BUDGET.
A SUMIIAP.Y of Mr. McKenna's Budget speech and
some specimen income-tax rates on tbe new scale

were published in our issue of last week (p. 480), but
in view of its importance wo make no apology for

retui-ning to the subject in order to discuss the pro-
posals fron; tbe point of view of tbe profession
generallj'.

Modern tbeoi-y accepts as 11 le chief canon of taxa-
tion " equality of sacrifice," and tlie Budget appears
to constitute a successful attempt to achie\e that
equality ; but the sacrifice demanded is no light one.
Earned incomes between £700 and £1,000 will under
the full operation of tbe new rates yield to iiio

Exchequer over 10 per cent, as against less than

4 per cent, before the war, and in tlie case of smaller
incomes the rise is relatively even greater, the effect

of tbe all-round increase in tbe nominal rate of tax
being accentuated by the redaction of the abate-
ments of £120 and £150 to £100. These high rates

of taxation are accepted by tbe nation almost without
demur, primarily for the simple but sufficient reason
that the State urgently requires the money, but also

because in various and rather intricate ways the ulti-
mate elTect of those rates is modified with a view to
rendering the incidence of the tax more equitable.
The claiming of those modifications is, speaking
generalh-, left to tho initiative of the taxpayer, and
it becomes more than ever desirable that ho should
understand in what circumstances and to what
extent relief is to be obtained.
With the more ordinary forms of relief—namely, in

respect of "earned " income, life assurance premiums,
and children—our readers are doubtless already
familiar, but recent and proposed legislation provides
two additional modes of adjustment which are
deserving of careful examination.
The dislocation in the professional and industrial

world caused by tbe war has in individual cases
rendered the method of assessment by the "three
years' average " distinctly harsh. One attempt has
already been made, in " the Finance Act, 1914
(Session 2), to provide the taxpayers concerned with
an equitable remedy, and the" Chancellor of the
Excbeqtier has now announced that further pro-
visions will be enacted for the same purpose.

In order to make the proposals clear, it is advisable
to explain the effect of tlie provision already in
existence, the more so as the question involved is

of special interest to tbe large and increasing number
of practitioners who have accepted commissions in
the Eoyal Army Medical Corps. The hardship in-

flicted by tbe three years' average assessment in such
cases needs little explanation. If a practitioner, on
receiving his commission, can obtain the services of a
suitable loeumtenent, the receipts of the practice may
be maintained, but the expenses will of necessity in-

crease very considerably, and on the other htjad,

if bis partner carry on the practice single-handed,
the expenses may conceivably be reduced, but
tbe receipts will almost certainly be reduced still

more ; in either case the net income of the prac-
tice will in all probability fall below the average
of the three previous years, and income tax will be
assessed not only on tbe army pay vvliich the officer

does receive, but also on civil proiits wliich be does
not receive, the extent of tho ileticit varying accord-
ing to circumstances such as those indicated above.
This hardship was felt the more keenly because
officers of the medical service of the Territorial Force
now mobilized and serving receive less pay than
during an ordinary camp training, and less also than
the junior medical oflioers holding temporary com-
missions for the duration of the war. The effect of

Section 13 of tlie Finance Act, 1914 (Session 2), is to

give an officer the right to claim an adjustment—by
way of repayment or otherwise—of bis liability from
the average to tbe actual profit of the year of assess-

ment, or, in the case of a firm, to bis share thereof.

This provision may be invoked by any person serving
in tbe forces of the Crown, or in the British Eed Cross
or St. John Ambulance service abroad. So far as
can be ascertained at present, these lean years will

still be availalile to supply the average basis of assess-

ment in tbe future when the military service has
expired, so that this statutory concession will ulti-

mately bring substantial relief to those in a position

to take advantage of it.

Tbe Chancellor has now intimated that the Finance
Act, in which the Budget proposals will find their

legal force, will provide a special means of relief to

all persons whose incomes bave heen sufficiently

reduced to bring them within the scope of the relief.

He said: " The whole of tbe additional duty will be

repayable in the event of any individual proving that

his actual income from all sources for tho year is less
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bv one-fifth tban tlie income ou which he has paid

income tax. ... It is proposed . . . that where

tlie deficiency does not amount to one-fiith, but is

)nore than lo per cent., repayment of a proportionate

amount of the additional duty will be allowed." An

example will perhaps make the effect of these

.li-oiiosida cleuror. A. is a medical practitioner

!. xt—cd to the tax at £800 on the average of the

ilirce previous years, and his actual profits for the

-o;u- oi assessment have fallen to £625. If ho has

MO other income, it is clear that his income is loss by

< no fitlh than tlie income on which tax has been

paid; ho is therefore within the scope of the relief,

and can claim repayment of the additional tax

imposed bv the present Budget. On the oLiier

liaud, if he has other income—lor example, dividends

or army pay—the percentage reduction will be less,

and he may be entitled to repayment of a pro-

portionate amount only, or possibly to no repayment

ill all. It is fairlv clear that though this provision

vrdl bo of substantial benefit to taxpayers in trades

and professions which are suffering acutely from the

war, the medical profession as a whole is not likely

to be in a position to derive much relief from it, and

that it will certainly not supersede the already

existing mode of adjustment under the Fiuauce Act,

1914 (Kession 2).

An interesting feature of Mr. McKeuna's speech

was his explanation of the new system of payment of

income tax by instalments. The half-yearly system

will apply " to individuals and firms who are liable to

direct assessment in respect of trade, profession, or

husbandry." Public companies are apparently to be

excluded, and the system is to apply to tax assessed

under Schedule D only. The medical practitioner will

clearly be witliin the arrangement, and as a pro-

fessional nian certainly has a good claim to any ad-

\antage which a system of half-yearly payments may
cnriT with it. For the current financial year the tax

payable in January is to be calculated on the existing

rales, leading the additional taxes to be collected in

July of next year, this temporary arrangement con-

stitiiting an instalment of tlie half-yearly system. In

this connexion it appears to us to be a matter for

regret that, as in the case of the proposed relief for

diminished total incomes, adjustments are frequently

required to bo made by way of repayment. Inasmuch
as the additional taxes will not be collected till July,

it is obvious that by that timo applicants for relief

will, as a rule, Ije in "a position to substantiate their

(•l;u_ms. It socras strange that in such cases they

ovabl;,

;ie riri?

lay ha>

red to pay duties wliich are then

to tliCiQ. Possibly by the time

!ves the royal assent this anomaly

Mr. ?.(i !- :
-

I rilier announced that for "em-
ployees ol JA a„.:L..ii^ilions both assessment and collec-

tioir will be quarterly." Such a system is clearly

desirable in the case of workmen on daily or v;eekly

rates of pay, but " employees of all descriptions " is a

phrase capable of a very wide interpretation and may
bo held to cover medical men holding various appoint-

ments. '.-Doubtless the precise scope of the proposed

quarterly system v.-ill soon be made clearer, but in tho

meantime we may remark that its application to

persons holding professional appointments will pro-

bably bo regarded by them as a doubtful benefit.

In the otiier chief sources of direct taxation, as, for

instance, in the war profits tax, a medical man as

such is not interested, but tho proposals for a.dditional

indirect taxation will not leave him unaffected. The
increaseof the pelrol duty by 3d. per gallon will bo

felt by a very large number of taxpayers, and the

more so as the increase in the duty may be expected

to aft'ord an occasion for a more than equivalent rise

in tho retail price. Taken in conjunction with the

33J per cent, udcalorcm duty on "importpd motor

cars, motor cycles, and parts thereof," the increased

petrol tax must substantially add to the cost of

motoring. Where the car is rmi for pleasure no

reasonable complaint can bo made, but tho case of a

country practitioner with a scattered practice is an

unfortunate one. At the same time, we may perhaps

point out that the motor car undoubtedly filU a very

much larger place in the commercial world than when
the petrol tax was first imposed, so that if ih.e medical

man be iu this respect imforlunate, he may extract

some consolation from the reflection that on tliis

occasion he has more com))anions iu distress, and

that the >ield of the lax from which he suffers is

correspondingly increased to the advantage of tho

Exchequer. We assume tha'o the rebate " of half tho

amount of duty paid" now allowed in accordance

with Section 85 (i) of the Finance fiqog-io) Act,

1910, will be extended to the furtiier duties to bb

imposed; this will give the general practitioner an

increased interest in preferring such claims.

In closing his speech, Mr. INIcKenna wisely empha-

sized the importance of mdividual economy, saying

that " wo accept the burdens of taxation partly

because they limit our power to consume." In the

medical profession, at least, the Umitation of indi-

vidual consumption will be a necessary cousequeuco

of the enactment of the now proposals. Heavy as

the burdens to be imposed undoubtedly are they will

be shouldered in no complaining spirit, but with a

cheerful recognition of the necessity for individual

self-denial and sacrifice.

WORKSHOP FATIGUE.

Peoixssor Stanley Kent's coutributiou to tho study of

fatigue iu factories, just issued by tlie Homo Office as

a white papcr.^ has aroused consitierablc iutovest. Tbc

importance of the subject is at all times very groat;

it is now o£ supreme importance. That the Minister

of Munitious has realized this is shown by his appoint-

ment of the Committee on the Health o£ Blunition

Workers. Mr. Sargeant l-'lorence presented at tho

Manchester meeting a valuable report on^ fatigue to

the spcciid committee appointed by the British Associa-

tion. In it ho dealt very fully with the relation of tho

incidence of accidents to fatigue ; accidents were found to

increase in the later hours of the shifts, and ho suggested

that fatigue was the cause, the worker being then less wide

awake to danger. Professor Kent has examined various

methods of testing fatigue. Ho has used the crgograpli,

first exhausting the subject for the particular movement

recorded, and then finding what recovery takes place after

five minutes' rest. The recovery may be less at the end of

tbc day than it is at the start. Another method used was

the reaction time in a complicated form; one or other

colour was momentarily exposed, the subject was required

immediately to make a signal corresponding to the colour

seen, and tho time interval was measured. The methods

ou which ho chiefly based his conclusions were a test of

visual acuity by Snellen's types, and one of auditory

acuity by tlie watch, lie measured also the blood pressure.

Usiug these methods, ho brings forward some cvidenco

which tends to show that the workers become fatigued

toward the end of the week and recover again by Monday.

Tho number o£ tests ai-e too few to be decisive, and wo

are not convinced of their value as a proof of diminution

of the worker's efficiency owing to fatigue. Tho real
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test of that la output of work. A man's auditory
ncnity may and is fatigued by the noise and clang
of the machinery, his visual acuity may be lesseneil
by artificial lighting of the shop, and yet hia out-
put may bo unaffected. There may be a fatigue of
higher cerebral centres, and yet lower centres may cany
on the reflex habitual acts of a man"s trade. So, too, in
the matter of accidents. The increase of accidents in the
later hours of the shift may be due to diminished alert-
ness of mind, and yet the reflex work may continue to bo
perfectly performed. The real test for the munition
workers is their output, and here wo come upon great
difficulties, for output in the past has been restricted by
trade union customs. A man did as much piece work as
he was willing to do for the money offered. The employer
cut the price partly for the reason that the worker would
not work six days a week if he could earn in three days
all the money he found opportunity to spend. The induce-
ments to the worker to spend in ways which will increase
liis pleasure, happiness, and health need to be enlarged

;

to secure a larger output, desires must be given him,
opix)rtunitie3 for amusement, homes and gardens which
he will crave to adorn, holidays he can work for; his wife
and children must stimulate him to aim at improving then-
lot. These, and ambition, are the aims with which most
men in the professional classes work. In the munition
works the new hands are out to make mouey while the
war lasts, and will not be bound by the old conventions

;

the old hands are pushed into doing more. The result isj

that on a twelve hours shift, and one Sunday off a fort-
night, more work is done than on an eight hours shift.
The evidence seems to show that the longer a man works
the more he will turn out, but manifestly this is absurd.
What we want to know is how much will be turned out
on the old eight hours shift by men who do their utmost.
The evidence derived from scientific management in
America goes to show that output is improved by the
shorter hours; the high rate of war pay instituted by the
Government is, we believe, in some cases limiting output,
because the workers have not the opportunity to spend
and therefore have no sufficient stimulus to earn more than
a. certain amount. Give a man a great object of desire to
hve and work for and his output will go up by bounds. If
the chief desire of many at present is to slack and take it
easy, we may appeal to their patriotism and manhood,
but it is useless to indulge in denunciation, for we have to
remember that the housing conditions and confined city
life imprison the spirit, and debilitate the energy of
millions. War brings the inevitable retiibution of the
neglect of the governing classes to develop manufacturing
England on hygienic lines. The slum and its gin palact°
and the scramble to get rich must now be -paid for in life
and treasure.

the battlefield or in the hospitals. Tho sources of
recrmtmg having been dried up, it was recognized
by the wiser minds among the revolutionaries that
new mstitutions for tho teaching of medicine must ba
established to replace tho suppressed faculties. Accord-
ingly, in 1794, schools for the training of doctors for tha
army were created in Paris, Montpellier, and Strassbur^.
In the meantime medical students were compelled to serve
with the forces on land and sea, and in this way many
of the men who rose to celebrity in the first half of the
nineteenth century spent a part of their student career
on active service. Larrey, when scarcely twenty, was
surgeon-major on board a frigate; Broussais was a
surgeon of the second class in a sloop; Recamier, whose
name is associated with the vaginal speculum, was taken
from his studies when he was barely twenty and sent to
sea as assistant surgeon. These and many others received
commissions as officiers do santi and took theh- de<Tees on
the completion of their term of military or naval service.
Their training does not seem to have suffered from the
interruption of their studies. On the contrary, one may
gather that the position of responsibility thrust upon them
at an early age bred a quality of hard-bitten self-reliance
and a resourcefulness which greatly helped to make them
successful practitioners when they returned to civU life.

MEDICAL STUDENTS IN THE WARS OF THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION.

I>J connexion with the suggestion put forward by Dr. .J. E.
Robinson, in a letter published in the British .AIedk iL
Journal of September 25ih (p. 488), that medical studeuts
of eighteen months' standing and upwards should be
utilized as military surgical assistants, it may be in-
teresting to recall how students were enrolled by the first
French Kepnblic for military and naval service in the wars
of the Revolution. In its eagerness to destroy every
foundation forming a link with the ancien regime, the
Legislative Assembly dissolved the old faculty of mediciue
of I'arism 1792

;
in the following year the Convention swept

away the Society of Mediciue and the Academy of Surgery,
together with the seventeen provincial faculties and fifteen
colleges of surgery. It was not long before the fruits
of this blind fury of destruction became manifest.
The Republic, at war with the whole of Em-ope, soon
found itself in pressing need of surgeons. In eighteen
months six hundred medical oflScers had died on

THE GERMAN CAMPAIGN AGAINST LICE.
In spite of many precautions, the Germans appear to
have lost many men from typhus. Among its victims
are Jochmann and v. Prowozek, whose claims to distinc-
tion, curiously enough, were largely based on their investi-
gations on typhus. The measures adopted to stamp out
the disease include the conversion of large factories, notably
sugar factories, into stations for disinfecting soldiers and
their clothing. Some of these are large enouoh to
cope with 12,000 to 15,000 men with their clothing
every day. The men are thoroughly washed with soap in
baths, while their clothing is disinfected by steam, and
leather articles by dry heat. In many prisoners' campa
experiments have been carried out with a view to ascer-
taining the cheapest and most effective way of destroyin<T
lice, and Professor Galewsky has given' the follow"
ing account of his experiments in a prisoners' camp
in Konigsbruck. A building, used by Russian prisoners,
nearly all of whom were infested with lice, was selected
for the first experiment. All cracks, crannies, and corners
were washed with a 3 per ceut. solution of kresol soap,
and were then filled up. The clothing was hung up
loosely, with the exception of a parcel of shirts, which
were tied into a firm bundle. In this building, the floor of
which measured 450 square metres, 25 kilos of sulphur
were burnt in 16 sulphur stoves. The burning proceeded
rapidly, and reached its maximum in 45 minutes. After
three hours the doors and windows were again opened,
and two hours later the buildmg was occupied by the
prisoners, who had meanwhile been washed. The lice
and their eggs were found to have been completely
destroyed, except in the tightly-packed parcel of shirts.
The sulphur stoves used were made on the principle of
a Buusen burner, and the sixteen cost only 300 marks.
Experiments carried out by Oberapotheker L. Schlesinger
showed that lice and their eggs were killed in two hours
by sulphur dioxide vapour, but only in two hours and a half
or more by formaldehyde, which was also inferior on
account of its irritating smell. Dry heat was sufficient to
kill the lice and their eggs in one hour, provided the
clothiug was hung up loosely. But the dry heat sterilizer
used could only accommodate the clothing of fifteen men
at a time, and it also had a deleterious eft'ect on leather.
The conclusions to which most German investigators
appear to have come are that sulphur vapour is the simplest
and cheapest as well as the most reliable agent for tho
destruction of lice and their eggs in clothing and buildings.

, Woch.. May 27th, 1915.
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HIBERNATION AND THE PITUITARY BODY.

The prolongeJ sleep cliaracteristic of hibernation in winter

latitudes, and of aestivation in ti'opical and arid regions,

has never been satisfactorily explained. Hibernation lias

been very generally attributed to two extracorporeal

factors—^namaly, a low external temperature and a

(limiuisUed food supply. But there is good reason for

believing that certain other factors of intracor[30real

origin, best summed up in the intentionally vague term

"pluiiglandular insutiicieucy," are even more important

in the causation of seasonal sleep. A recent paper' by

Professor Gushing and Dr. Goetsch draws attention to the

part played here by the activity or quiescence of the

pituitary gland. It has often been noted that the ex-

perimental removal of the pituitary body leads to a state

of profound lethargy and coma that soon ends in death,

producing a cachexia somewhat ponderously termed
" cachexia hypopliyseopriva." It was observed that injec-

tions of pituitary extract would ward off the onset of this

cachexia in certain cases. In animals in which the ex-

perimental removal of the gland had been incomplete,

survival was characterized by adiposity and loss of sexual

activity, imitating the syndrome described by Frohlich in

human beings as "dystrophia adiposogenitalis." Drowsi-

ness and even lethargy are seen in both these experimental

animals and the human beings exhibiting Frohlich's

syndrome. * ushing himself has recorded several cases

in which extreme torpor was associated with clinical

hypopituitarism, and was relieved by the administra-

tion of pituitary extracts. It is therefore argued that

hibernation may well be due to a wave of seasonal

pituitary inactivity, no doubt with similar mactivity

of others of the ductless glands as well. Gushing and
Goetsch bring forward experimental evidence to show
that the North American marmot or woodchuck (Arctomys

inonax), examined in the dormant state, bears out this

contention. During hibernation many of the ductless

glands exhibit histological changes of a regressive

character, as was pointed out in 1906 by Gemelli, and the

most notable of these changes are seen in the pituitary

body. The gland diminishes in size, the cells of the

anterior lobe lose their characteristic staining reactions

with acid and basic dyes in certain animals. When
hibernation ceases the gland returns to the waking normal,

and karyokinetic figures may appear in its cells, which
once more appear well differentiated in stained sections—

a

point made plain in the microphotographs published by
these authors. They conclude that hibernation may be

ascribed to a seasonal physiological wave of pluriglandular

inactivity, and attribute the essential part here to the

pituitary body. Not only do the most striking histological

changes appear in this structure, but also deprivation of

the secretion of this gland alone of the entire series of

ductless glands produces a group of symptoms comparable

to hibernation.

NEED FOR DENTAL AID TO THE POOR.
On September 13th the City Coroner held an inquest on

the body of a hansom cab driver who had been choked by
a large piece of uiimasticated beef while eating at a cocoa
bar. The man was edentulous except for two stumps on
opposite sides of his mouth. In addressing the jury the

coroner (Dr. Waldo) drew attention to the dangers of

septic teeth, and to the diflBculty necessitous people must
have in obtaining artificial substitutes. He recalled that

two years ago a sum of £5,C00 had been given in trust to

St. Bartholomew's Hospital to meet this difficulty in the

work of the institution, and expressed a hope that an
endowment for the same purpose might some day be made
to Guy's Hospital. Ho had, he said, reason to believe that

the gift to St. Bartholomew's Hospital was in great

measure due to the report of a somewhat similar inquest

he had held, and he would like to see the other general
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hospital within his jurisdiction similarly benefited. That

the City Coroner should use his office publicly tc

make such an appeal is sufficient evidence of the

merits of the case, and it is an appeal which every

medical man will endorse. It is often extremely

difficult, or oven impossible, to induce a patient tc

part with his own teeth, however foul and poisonous,

without the promise of replacement, and many need no

other treatment to restore them to health and usefulness.

The gift to St. Bartholomew's Hospital has been a great

boon, and the extra work entailed has been cheerlujly

undertaken by the dental staff. We have no doubt that

Guy's Hospital would welcome a similar endowment.

CURIOSITIES AND DEFECTS OF SIGHT.
In a lecture delivered to working men and working women
at the Manchester meeting of the British Association last

month, Professor Stirling gave a most interesting accouni

of the eye as an optical instrument. Illustrating his

remarks with lantern slides of experiments and by cine-

matograph films, he described the developmental evolution

of the eye, and the pitch of perfection to which it has

attained in man. For the purposes of our daily life it is

indeed a product of singular perfection, and it has been

recognized as such from very early days in the history of

literature. Professor Stirling described the human eye as

a tenfold instrument, and catalogued its separate functions

as follows: (1) Microscope, (2) telescope, (3) camera, (4)

range tinder, (5) photometer, (61 self-adjusting lens, (7)

automatic diaphragm, (8) autochrome camera, (9) cinemato-

graph, (10) stereoscope. Little reflection is needed to show
that here we have one of Nature's most successful inultam

in parvo instruments. Nearly fifty years ago Helmholtz
waxed positively dithyrambic in describing its perfections.

" Of all our members," he wrote, " the eye has always
been held the choicest gift of Nature, the most marvellous

product of her plastic force. Poets and orators have
celebrated its praises

;
philosophers have extolled it as a

crowning instance of perfection in an organism ; opticians

have tried to imitate it as an unsurpassed model. And,

indeed, the most enthusiastic admii-ation of this wonderful

organ is only natural when we consider what functions it

performs." Such eulogy is well deserved; yet there is

another side to the shield, and if it is considered coldly as

an optical instrument, the eye has visual defects that

cannot be passed over in silence. Here again Helmholtz
may be quoted, for he speaks in no uncertain tones: " The ,

eye has every possible defect that can bo found in an

optical instrument, and even some that are peculiar to

itself ... it is not too much to say that if an optician

wanted to sell me an instrument which had all these

defects, I should think myself quite justified in blaming

his carelessness in the strongest terms and giving him
back his instrument." But we livo in an imperfect

world, and have to put up with compromise when
perfection is unattainable. It is in compromise that

Helmholtz saw the chief virtues of the human eye con-

sidered as an optical instrument ; and so he qualifies hig

severe strictm-es, quoted above, by continuing as follows

:

" Of course, I shall not do this with my eyes, and shall be

only too glad to keep them as long as I can, defects and
all. . . . The eye in itself is not by any means so com-
plete an optical instrument as it at first appears ; its extra-

ordinary value depends upon the way in which wo use it.

Its perfection is practical, not absolute, consisting not in

the avoidance of every error, but in the fact that all its

defects do not prevent it from rendering us the most

important and varied services." In his lecture Professor

Stirling described the importance of the care of the eye-

sight during infancy and school life, the use of spectacles

for correcting errors of vision, the nature of colour vision,

and the importance of tests for colour-blindness in the

selection of those who have to recognize colour signals at

night on laud ajid sea. To emphasize the many points he
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wisbcxl to make lie lias published a pamphlet containiug

BOiue hunilreOs of quotations and soiiio seoies of illustra-

tious bearing on the eyes and theii' uses. Here the reader

will find the strncture of the eye explained in popular

terms, and may see portraits of the chief men of science

who have explored tho mysteries of its functions, from

E)escart«s to Argyll Robertson. The quotations are drawn
from the writing of all ages and many countries, and form

a highly instructive series.

DIAGNOSIS OF TYPHOID AND PARATYPHOID
INFECTIONS.

Ix order to ensure uniformity of observation and co-ordina-

tion of the results obtained by pathologists and bacterio-

logists at different military hospitals the Medical Research

Committee has arranged lor the preparation and supply of

sterilized standard agglutinable cultui'es and standard

agglutinating serums for the diagnosis of typhoid and
pai'atyphoid infections by means of macroscopic agglu-

tination tests. The standards arc prepared under the

direction of Professor Dreyer, and can be obtained free

of charge by pathologists working in connexion with
military hospitals from the Standard Laboratory, the

Department of Pathology, University of Oxford (tele-

graphic address :
" Pathology, Oxford "). To facili-

tate the preparations of agglutination tests imder
service conditions or otherwise, a special outfit has

been prepared ; it can be obtained free by pathologists

working for military hospitals from the Medical Research
Committee, St. Stephen's House, 'Westminster, S.W., or

may be purchased from Messrs. Baird and Tatlock, 14,

Cross Street, Hatton Garden, E.G., price 4s. 6d. The
methods proposed and the standardized cultures and
serums are already in use at the chief military hospitals

engaged in work upon enteric fever cases and carriers

with the Expeditionary Force and at home.

EXHIBITION OF FRACTURE APPARATUS AT THE
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE.

Thk exhibition of fracture appai-atus will be opened at the

liouse of the Royal Society of Medicine, 1, Wimpole
Street, on Friday, October 8th, at 3 p.m., by Sir Alfred

Keogh, K.C.B., when Colonel Sir Almroth Wright will

deliver an address on his recent work dealing with wound
infections. He will give demonstrations on that day and
on Saturday, October 9th, and Monday, October lltli.

Various forms of apparatus found most useful in this war
will be exhibited and demonstrated by officers of the

R.A.M.C. serving iu France and by those attached to base
hospitals in England. Officers iu London who desire to

contribute to the exhibition should communicate with
Colonel Fagge, 3, Devonshire Place, W., and others with the

consulting surgeons for their command. The exhibition is

being arranged by a committee consisting of Lieutenant-
Colonel Charles H. Fagge, M.S., Lieutenant-Colonel F. F.

Burgliard, M.S., Major Robert .Jones, F.R.C.S., and
Mr. J. Y. W. MacAlistei', who is acting as honorary
secretary for the committee. The exhibition will be open
from 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. ou Saturday and Monday,
October 9th and 11th. Medical men who are not Fellows
of the society will be admitted, and representatives of

tii-ms of surgical instrument makers will be admitted to

the exhibition, but not to the lectures, by special tickets

issued by the secretary. Visitors will be admitted ou
Sunday, October 10th, from 10.30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and from
2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. on presentation of their visiting cards,

but no demonstrations will be given.

A NUMBER of sailors on tlie interned German steam-
ships at Hoboken liave suffered from diarrhoea, and
for a time it was suspected that some of the German
refugees fi-oin China who had been cared for on these
ships might have carried with them the cholera bacillus,
but a bacteriological examination proved that the patients
were suffering from dian-hoea only.

^fbical ^oUs in |1adtamxnt.

Income Tax and Medical Practitioners' Book Debts.~Sir
Hildred Carhle asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer, ou
September 22nd, whether surveyors of taxes were directed,
when making an assessment for income tax, to add to the
proved incomes of tho medical profession one-third, or
indeed any part, of the value of any book debts which
might be standing iu their books, and which they might
never succeed iu recovering ; and, if so, on what grounds
such additions were allowed to he made. Mr. McKeuna
said that no instructions of the nature suggested
had been issued. In the case of medical meu, as in
other cases, any sum for book debts which had been
included for income tax purposes in the profits of any year
was, of course, excluded from the profits of the year iu

which the debts were paid. Should the debts prove to bo
irrecoverable, thoy would be allowed as a deduction from
the profits of the year in which they were subsequently
written off.

Wounded Discharged from Hospital.—On September 23rd,
in answer to Mr. Peto, Mr. H. W. Forster, Financial
Secretary, War Office, said that with reference to soldiers
discharged from hospital he did not thiuk the proposal
of appointing county boards to look after them was
necessary. On diacha.rge from hospital a soldier, if

still requiring medical care, was sent to an auxiliary
hospital, which was in the nature of a convalescent home,
where he was carefully looked after and his full pay
continued. If discharged on furlough to proceed to his
home, he received a free travelling warrant and an advance
of £1, together with his full pay and also allowances,
varying from Is. to 23. a day, in addition to any separa-
tion allowance previously payable. If he was discharged
as permanently unfit, it was the duty of the Chelsea
Commissioners to assess and award a pension which
varied with the degree of disability in accordance with
the scale recommended by the Select Committee aud
adopted by the House. In the case of an unmarried man,
in which no separation allowance was issued, he drew a
special allowance of 23. a day, in addition to his pay.
In the course of a reply to another question by .Mr. Peto
ou the same day, Mr. Tennaut said that it was desirable,

in the interests of the army, that soldiers who had been
discharged from hospital as ' fit for light duty " should be
brought as early as possible up to the standard of " fit for

dutv," which was the sole object of the recent Army
Order.

Military Mental and Nervous Cases.—Mr. Teunant stated,

in reply to Mr. Touche, on September 21st, that military

mental aud nervous cases were treated h^ tl:o iir.iir.ii.i^tical

sections of twenty- three military hosiiiii ,' in H;. I nitod

Kingdom. Accommodation for tlic^- also

afforded by the Springfield House Hos;mi;(1. Womi- worth,

and the Red Cross Military Hospital. -Magijull, near
Liverpool. Mr. Tennant informed Mr. Rendall on Sep-
tember 22nd that the subject of the disposal of tlie more
serious mental cases had been recciviug consideration, and
had caused the authorities considerable auxicty. Owing
to the increasing numbers of incurable ca-'cs, it would not
be possible to continue indefinitely the system of retaining,

imder the control of the Secretary of .State, cases of

general paralysis, chronic epilepsy, aud chronic insanity

wliich had had previous asylum treatmeut. Such cases
would iu future be dealt with in the manner laid down in

paragraphs 403, 404, and 408, King's Regulations. This
now system would apply to the cases now under the

Secretary of State's control in so far as they come within

the three categories named.

Casualties in the Dardanelles.—Mr. Tennant informed

Captain Amery, on September 28th, that the 87,630

casualties in the Dardanelles up to August 21st iucluded

those among the Au.straliau, Xew Zealand, and Indian

Forces.
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THE AVAR.
MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[From a Special Correspondent in Northern France.]

Scientific Meetings.
The Australian Commonwealth is well roprosented in

France. Au Australian hospital was one of the first

voluntary medical units raised and equipped for work with

the British Army in France, and to this hospital fate has
assigned as officers' quarters the premises of a former golf

club. This building, unlike any other turned to a like pur-

pose in the area, possesses a very large room, and this fact

has assisted the officers of this unit to play a very useful

part in the medical life of the hospital base, and,

incidentally, to satisfy their hospitable instincts.

Practically all the institutions forming the group are

dealing with precisely the same problems, but the natural

tendency among them is to do their work in watertight

compartments. The fact that the D.D.M.S. and the con-

sultants visit all of them -n turn serves, in some measure,

to link up their professional work, while individual mem-
bers of their staffs may be old friends or now acquaintances,

and dine with one another occasionally at their respective

messes or billets. But, otherwise, and on the whole, there

is very little communication between them. The hospitals

are, for the most part, situated in hotels scattered over a
very wide area, and there is no common resort at which
tin ir officers can meet when off duty. In addition, these
officers arc, as a rule, all busy at much the same hours, so

that they cannot visit one another's hospitals at the only

time when methods of treatment can be observed without
disturbance of patients and nurses—namely, when the
surgical work for the day is normally in progress.

To counteract the effect of these conditions the autho-

rities do what they can to encourage the holding of

meetings for the discussion of professional topics, but, on
account of the lack of accommodation, it very rarely

liappens that any hospital except the Australian is able to

make the necessai'y arrangements. As already indicated,

the Australian Hospital has advantages in this respect, and
it has turned them to excellent use. At fairly regular

intervals throughout the last eight months—usually about
every fourth Sunday—its officers have invited all other
hospitals within easy reach to send two representatives,

first, to take tea, then to contribute to a symposium on
some given subject, and, finally, to discuss all tlaings and
sundry at an informal supper.

The subject of the symposium has always been some
topic known to be specially occupying men's minds at the
time, and the aim of the arrangements has been to secure
not a debate but an exchange of experiences in respect of

the endeavours made to solve the problem that the topic

represents.

As a small contribution to the history of the war the
titles of these topics and the order in which they have
risen to the surface are perhaps worth putting upon record.

The first subject was the treatment of compound fractures

of the femur; the second, penetrating wounds of the
chest ; the third, cerebral injuries ; the fourth, wounds of

the abdomen; the fifth, gunshot wounds affecting the
knee or other joint ; the sixth, the treatment of cases of

gas poisoning ; the seventh, gunshot wounds of the head

;

and the eighth, the ideal treatment of infected wounds—

a

subject n'liich had, incidentally, received attention at
several previous meetings.
On one or two occasions the reading of a formal paper

has formed part of the proceedings, but such contributions
have been exceptional. As a rule, the outstanding points
of the problem have been briefly outlined by one of the
consultants, or by a representative of the hosts, and then
each hospital in turn, in the order of its seniority in

respect of the date of its establishment in the area, has
been called upon to state what its experience in the matter
lias been and what measures have seemed to it most
effective.

At the latest meeting the proceedings were of a different

kind. The medical position at the moment allowed of tho
two ground-floor wards of the hospital being cleared of

beds, and oi tho space thus provided, togetliei' with two

I

marquees, being set aside for tho day for the exhibition
and demonstration of surgical appliances and devices
deemed by the staff of any hospital in the area worth
bringiug to the notice of their colleagues. The greater
accommodation available on this occasion rendered it

unnecessary to limit invitations to two rcpresentativca
from each hospital, and the result was a very largo
gathering and the transaction of a most useful afternoon's
work.
The demonstrations were quite informal, each exhibit

having its own little section of floor space allotted to it,

and those who had devised or were using it standing by to
explain the aims in view and the way in which they were
doomed to be met by the appliance shown.
The exhibits numbered, in all, as many as 71, and were

fairly equally divided between a fracture-apparatus class
and a miscellaneous class.

The latter included a series of photographs and casts,

as also one or two patients, shown to illustrate possible
methods of dealing with gunshot wounds of the face when
accompanied by comminuted fracture of the upper or
lower jaw, or by more or less extensive loss of teeth and
alveolar structure. There were also shown a table
specially designed to facilitate the application of plastcr-
ofParis splints and some ways of securing effective and
continuous irrigation of wounds. The latter object
presents a problem which, in the last few months, h.aa

received a good deal of attention, and one point that has
to be borne in mind in connexion with it is the desirability

of preventing the patient's clothing and bedding being
wetted. Two methods of attaining this aim were in view ;

both depended mainlj' on building a coffer dam around
the wound, the material employed being, in the one case,

gauze moulded in formalin, and in the other putty and
cotton-wool.

The class fonned by apparatus for dealing with com-
pound fractures of the extremities was very large. It

furnished ample evidence of the amount of thought and
mechanical ingenuity that has been brought to bear on
this subject, and as a whole perhaps suggested that it is

injuries of the shoulder or involving the femur above tho
intertrochanteric line that are now proving most puzzling
to splint experts.

But splints for the shaft of the femur predominated.
All those described in the British Medical Journal
during the past ten months, or to which passing reference
has been made, seemed to be on view, together with a
good many others. The number of thigh splints shown
was, in fact, a little surprising, for it might have been
anticipated that by this time one or two models would
have crept into use to the practical exclusion of all others.

At all events, in ordmary circumstances the probability

would be that appliances which met fewer of the
desiderata of a splint than did their rivals, or whose
limited degree of utility could be obtained only by the
exercise of extreme care, would drop out of use altogether.

The fact that they do not do so, or do so very slowly,

may be attributed to several causes or even sets of causes.

Into these it is not now proposed to enter, but they will

form an interesting subject for some surgical war historian

of the future. Meanwhile, however, it may be pointed

out that the demands imposed upon splint inventors during
tho past ten months have gone through several phases
which were all more or less well illustrated at the
exhibition in question.

The first tendency was to regard immobilization of the
fractured bone as tho point of primary importance ; tho
second was to set this aim entirely aside in favour of

wound accessibility. In the third phase a desire for

wound accessibility still predominated, but it was agreed
that, quite apart from any consideration of late results, a
certain degree of immobilization, whether obtained by
extension or otherwise, was desirable in the interests of

the wound cleansing itself.

The fourth phase was represented by a persistence of

the preceding phase coupled with the claim that, besides

allowing the most ample facilities for the treatment oC any
wound, and a means of applying extension to the fractured

bone, a splint ought also to allow of a patient being sent

upon long journeys without any disturbance of parts, even
when suffering from a compound comminuted fracture of

the femur.
The fifth phase was duo to looking at the problem from
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a somewhat different point of view. It was admitted thatme sphnts of the preceding phase might be regarded as
meeting all the positive needs of the situation very fairly
bnt it was considered that, from the point of view of
nurses and patients, matters might, perhaps, be still further
imnroved Thn fool.- ^f fi,„ ° .„_.,i,i ul r^ ,, . -. :

"^ 517

improved. The task of the nurse woujd be facilitated, and
the comfort of the patient greatly increased, if the move-ment of the latter in bed were but very slightly hindered
by the fact that he was wearing a splint. This phasebecame visible only comparatively recently, and despite the
exactmg character of the programme involved, it has led
to the devismg of at least one splint which goes a lon^way towards meeting the full specification. Moreover, the
like effort has led. incidentally, to the improvement ofsplmts belonging to the fourth phase, by showing how
direct support may be obtained for the whole limb withoutmterfermg with their other aims.
As has already been indicated, it is not solely at the

1,^1^ tT
Hospital that scientific meetings have been

held. The oificers of the Meerut Stationary succeeded inorganizmg, in the late spring, a very useful discussion onthe nature and extent of the assistance that surgeons
ehonld expect from radiographers; and, quite recentl^, the

wi ,f V ^^J?.!^°°" °° ^"^^ ^"*'i«^* °f paratyphoid

tZZ ,^0; 1^ ^'^t'°nfy Hospital were described at a

thfse present
^°^P"^'' ^^d subsequently discussed by

In addition meetings for the discussion of scientific
subjects have been a fairly regular feature of the medical
life of Rouen during the last seven mouths, and there isreason to anticipate the holding of one or two of the sameKind at one of the newer hospital bases.

aftorded by inoculation. The Medical Journal of SouthAfrica makes he interesting statement that amonc the
first to be inoculated were General Botha and his family

THE SOUTH-WEST AFRICAN CAMPAIGN.
CoLOKEL P. G. Stock, Director of Medical Services in
South Africa, has issued a summary of the medical
statistics of the Lnion Defence Forces for the period ex-
tending from the beginning to the cessation of hostilities

^llT-m ''^ -^f"'=a (August 18th, 1914, to July 9th,

t^ Vr i ?
summary is published in the .July number othe Med.calJourna of South Afrzca. The number ofcases admitted to hospital from all causes was 28 882

Tlie number remaming in hospital at the date of 'the
report was 1,202; the number of officers and men trans
lerred from ports in German South-West Africa to the
V°'°° ^^^ ** Capetown in the hospital ship Ebani was
3,754. The admissions mcluded 595 men wounded inaction-namely, 277 during the rebellion and 318 nGerman houth-West Africa: the number of cases ofenteric fever admitted to hospital was 230, but of theseonly fa9 are reported as having occurred in the area of
hostilities

;
of the remainder, 48 occurred in the S A JI RTraining Depot, Pretoria, and can in no way be attributedto active service conditions. The average sick-rate durin..the German South.^\ est Africa campaign was 3.21 pe?cent The highest percentage reached during any period

cent ^'h hr'fi
^-^^ P"' "''''' ^""^ '^^ ^°"«^* 2.59 per

Snr^K ^,'f
'^'^ fi.g"'^** are not yet available as to the

of The'reh rr^'
'" '^''- ^''^^ '^"""^ ^"^ particular per od

bl i^ven Th°°; r,'' ^"'K'^^^f
f«r this period cannot yetbe given The total number of deaths from all causes tothe cessation of hostilities was 415. This fiaure ?s made

Fn.L'T' "L'^^^^^ *^°°^ disease were a.s follows

.;iirican war the proportion was 10 to 17. Over I^Rnnndoses of ant typhoid vaccine were issued. The sreater

DfCatkins Pilchf^l "-^M'-Pf-^ -der the direcTi:fo

AtI'^ 1 J.
^ ^{"^"f^ '" ^^''' Soutli African Institute for

oy ur. Pratt Johnson from the South African ClinicalResearch Laboratory. While complete statistics are no

Lto"the'vir;'^°'°f'
^'""^"^ thinks'therecan beno doubas to the very great measure of protection against infection

GERMAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
WoONDS OF THE SkcLL.

i) l,f r''^^'""
°^

.,*^f
Hamburg Medical Society- Dr.Oehlecker discussed the treatment of wounds of the skullIn almost every case in which recovery ensued the

... tients had been taken straight by train to Germany

Hw ?nfl f®^ ""fZ
°P^'"=^t<^d °° ^'itliin a few days ofthe infliction of the wounds. After the relief of com-

nnflTf" r^
* f

removal of fragments of bone, the
patients did well. It was astonishing to find how often
extensive unilateral wounds of the cerebrum and cere-bellum were unaccompanied by functional disturbances,
injuries to the motor centres were usually followed bvrapid and great improvement in the symptoms, and evenby complete recovery. Dr. Oehlecker had often found the
evidence of the Roentgen rays misleading in gauajna theextent and severity of lesions of the skull and biain Itfrequently happened that lesions, which appeared to be
trifling on exammation of the skull by the Roentgen ravsproved far more serious when an operation was under-
taken Not only did the Roentgen rays fail to indicate theextent to which severe wounds had involved the brain, but
in the case of slight wounds, with only trifling injury tothe inner table of the skull, they often gave So mfo4a
t.on at all In cases in which the symptoms were notexplained by the Roentgen rays, it was\lways advisaWe
to trephine. Experience had shown how, in most such
cases, the w'ound was far more extensive than had been
supposed before the operation was undertaken. Head-
ache and other symptoms, following apparently sliaht,
glancing bullet wounds, .should not be treated lightly, and
It was often necessary to trephine and search for the cause
ot these symptoms. The extensive lesions found at these
operations were frequently the cause of great astonishment
to the operator. Dr. Oehlecker favoured radical operative
treatment for apparently slight skull wounds, with a view
to iireventing late symptoms ; and he had never seen any
ill ettects from this course.
He had frequently found the large occipital nerve divided

or injured in wounds of the back of the head, and this
lesion was apt to cause the most severe neuralgia. In
such cases, when conservative treatment was of n^o avail
he recommended the extirpation of the second spinal
ganglion

;
and he showed a volunteer, who had received a

severe wound of the back of the head penetrating to the
cerebellum The wound had healed completely, and the
patient had left his bed, when he suddenly complained
of excruciating pain in the back of the head. At firet this
pain was attributed to the wound of the cerebellum,
but It was subsequently traced to the injured nei-ves
ot the back of the head. As the pain increased, the
remains of the nerves and the second spinal ganglion
were excised. The patient was discharged eleven days
later with the pain completely relieved. Though the
operation had been radical, there was little interference
witli the movements of the head and neck.
Dr Boettiger recorded the case of a soldier, wounded on

October 5th by a bullet which had entered the skull a
hiigerbreadth behind the left mastoid process, and had
escaped to the left of the middle line, close to the upper
border of the tabular portion of the occipital bone. At
first he was speechless, and there was slight paresis of the
nglit arm. Both these conditions soon passed ofl:', and onNovember 19th there were no focal symptoms, although
the wound was still suppurating; but next day ri<.?it
liemianopsia and total alexia were observed. His capacity
for spontaneous writing was limited to signing his name,
wlnle he could write fairly long words from dictation. He
^i"k

?°*'.1^0'^ever, read these words. He also experienced
difficulty in deciphering high figures. On December 3rd
the wounds in the skull were opened, and loose fragments
of bone, some of which had pentrated to the brain, were
removed. As the wound still did not heal, as the focal
symptoms showed little improvement, and as the Roentgen
rays showed the vault of the skull to be splintered
between the wounds of entry and exit, a large flap of
skin and periosteum was made, and a large piece of

' Dcut. med. Woch.. July 15th.
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the skull between the two bullet wounds removed.

Six sequestra, some fairly large, were abstracted. This

operation was rapidly followed by improvement in the

alexia, so that the patient could read fairly easily, but

not perfectly, owing to the persistence of the hemianopsia.

He could also write spontaneously, but be still grew tired

on slight exertion. Dr. Boettiger suggested that in this

case the bullet had directly injured the optic tract. The

alexia, however, was, in his opinion, due to the pressure

exerted on the angular gyrus by the wounded vault of the

skull.

Nerve Injuries.

At a meeting of the Medical Society in Hamburg* Dr.

Saenger gave an account of his experiences of wounds of

the peripheral nerves. The left radial and ulnar nerves

were most often wounded, and, after them, the median

nerve. The distribution of sensory disturbances, following

wounds of these nerves, often did not correspond with that

usually described in textbooks. Injuries to the median

nerve were often accompanied by trophic and vasomotor

disturbances. Wounds of the plexus gave rise to the most

varied forms of motor and sensory disturbances. Of the

cranial nerves, the facial was the most frequently wounded.

He advised that operations on wounded peripheral nerves

should not be undertaken till the wound had completely

healed; when other methods failed to relieve severe pain,

neurolysis—by which we understand him to mean the

freeing of adhesions—should always be tried. Good
results could often be obtained by the use of warm or cold

compresses, by bromides and phenacetin, but injections of

sodium chloride with eucaine were of little use. As a rule,

the treatment of wounds of the nerves had not hitherto

been sufficiently energetic ; and in many cases a recovery

was not effected till neurolysis was performed, and splinters

of bone, foreign bodies, and aneurysms, compressing the

nerves, were removed.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed.

Captain Bhrroughes Maurice Hughes, of the 4th Bat-

talion Norfolk Regiment, was killed in action on the

Gallipoli peninsula on September 15th, aged 43. Though

serving as a combatant he was a medical man. He was

educated at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and took the

diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1895. He
resided at Wymondham, Norfolk. He served in the South

African war iu 1^9-1901, gaining the Queen's medal with

four clasps. He attained the rank of Captain on Novem-

ber 25th, 1914, and also held the rank of Honorary Lieu-

tenant in the army from June 17th, 1901.

Captain Walter Rowland Southall Roberts, R.A.M.C.

(T.F.), killed in the Dardanelles, was educated at Bir-

mi'noham, where he was Ingleby scholar, and in 1906

Queen's scholar, and also at the London Hospital. He
took the degrees of M.B. and Ch.B.Birm. in 1906, and

the diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1912.

After holding appointments as clinical assistant at the

Bromptou Hospital and at the City of London Hospital,

and as medical officer of the West Ham Town Council

industrial school, and medical officer of health at Ongar,

he became tuberculosis officer to the Essex County Council,

and settled at Braintree. He was an officer of the 3rd East

Anglian Field Ambulance (head quarters Walthamstow), in

whTch he attained the rank of Captain on May 1st, 1914.

Lieutenant Patrick Joseph Walsh, Indian Medical

Service, was reported as killed in France in the casualty

list published on September 27th. He was born on March

17th, 1889, educated at the Medical School of University

College, Cork, and took the M.B., B.Ch., and B.A.O. of the

National University, Ireland, iu 1912. He entered the

I.M.S. as Lieutenant on January 25th, 1913, and was

medical officer of the 59tli Scinde Rifles.

Lieutenant Jeffery Wimperis Parker, R..\.M.C., is now
reported as killed in the Dardanelles in August. He was

32 years of age, and the youngest sou of the late Professor

T. Jeffery Parker, F.R.S., of Otago, New Zealand. He
was educated at Dunedin, New Zealand; University

CoHe<"'. Cardiff: and University College, London ; subse-

quoiiriy !ii: studied at Berlin. He took the diploma of

M.R.CiS. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1906, and later the

1 Deut. med. Woch., June lOtb.

D.P.H.Camb. After qualifying he filled the posts of

house-surgeon to the Shadwell Children's Hospital and

also to the Addenbrooke Hospital, Cambridge, and was in

practice at Penydarren, Merthyr Tydfil, when he took a

temporary commission as Lieutenant in the R.A.M.C. on

October 7th, 1914.

jVotf.—In the JOT-RNAL of September 18th, when noting the

death frn;n vt,,,,!-!-^ in Flanders of temporary Lieutenant

C M Han;- I \ W ' "'• stated that we could not trace his

name in i-i;: -
:

i; ,,, ,ii Reqister or Army List. We are

informed h :il- was educated at Sydney Grammar
School aiiil III. I rsity, where he took his degree in

1915, and was one of a liundred Australian medical men who
came over in May last to take temporary commissions in the

R.A.M.C.
Died of Wounds.

Lieutenant Francis Joseph Wisely, R.A.M.C, is reported

to have died of wounds in the Dardanelles in the casualty

list published on September 27th. He was educated at

Belfast and took the B.A. of the Royal University, Ireland,

in 1909, gaining a scholarship of the first class, and the

M.B., B.Ch., and B.A.O.Belfast in 1911. After qualifying

he acted as house-physician and house-surgeon of the

Mater Infirmorum Hospital, Belfast, and was assistant

medical officer at the City and County Asylum, Powick,

Worcestershire, when he took a temporary commission as

Lieutenant in the R.A.M.C. on October 10th, 1914.

Died on Service.

Lieutenant Edward Daniell Parsons, R.A.M.C, died

at the 3rd London General Hospital, Wandsworth, of

illness contracted on active service, on September 2l8t,

aged 37. He was the elder and only surviving son of the

late Dr. T. E. Parsons, of Paddock House, Wimbledon, and

was educated at St. Thomas's Hospital, taking the

M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1903, and the D.P.H. of

the London Colleges in 1907. After qualifying he served

as house-physician to the Evelina Hospital for Children,

as clinical assistant to the Royal Waterloo Hospital for

Women and Children, and as assistant medical officer of

health and bacteriologist to the Borough of Croydon.

When the war began he was tuberculosis officer and deputy

medical officer of health to the Borough of Northampton.

He took a temporary commission as Lieutenant in the

R.A.M.C. on November 2nd, 1914, was sent to Alexandria

in June, and was invalided from that station.

Lieutenant Thomas Bond Paul, I.M.S., attached to the

Persian Gulf Expeditionary Force, died there on service

on September 19th, aged 25. He was the eldest son of

Dr Re"inald Paul, of Loughborough, was born on June

30th, 1890, took the L.M.S.S.A. iu 1913, and entered the

I.M.S. on August 1st, 1914, in the last batch admitted to

that service before the war began. Previous to being sent

upon active service he was stationed at Poona.

Wounded.

Captain T. W. S. HiUs, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Flanders.

Lieutenant (temporary) L. L. Cassidy, R.A.M.C,

Dardanelles.

Deaths among Sons of Medical Men.
McDowel, B. G., Lieutenant 1st Connaugbt Kangers, son of

Dr. ilcDowel of Sligo, killed in Flanders, aged 21. He got his

eommission on November 15th, 1914.
, ^ ,

O'Neill, S.dnev John, Sergeant 6th Light Horse, Australian

Imperial Force, eldest son of John O'lseill, M.U., i.K.L.b.i..,

of Armadale. Melbourne, killed in the Dardanelles, August 'Tth.

Stewart Vlan Dundas, Second Lieutenant 9th Battalion

Eoval Sussex Regiment, and Bombing Oflicer, youngest son of

Dr.' Stewart of Redcliffe Gardens, London, b.W., killed in

France, September 19th, aged 21. His commission was dated

November 11th, 1914.

Medical Students.
Gillespie, Charles, Second Lieutenant 4th Battalion (attached

2ud Battalion), Highland Light Infantry, son of the late Major

Gillespie, V.D., of St. Andrews, died on September 20th in

No 1 Casualty Clearing Station, France, of a wound of the

chest received on August 24th, aged 22. He was a medical

student in his tliird vear at St. Andrews University, where ha

had already taken the B.Sc. degree, and was a well-known

athlete He ran secoud iu the hurdle race at the last Scottish

amateur athletic championship sports at Edinburgh was cap-

tain of the St. Andrews Universii^- athletic and hockey clubs,

and was the best billiard player in the university. He got his

commission on August 15th, 1914. „
, „ ,^ ,. , ,, „„,

Munro, Hugh A., Lieutenant 8th Battalion Argyll ana

Sutherland Highlanders, killed in France by a bomb e-xplosioo,

aged 22. He was the elder son of the well-known novelist, ur.

Neil Wunro, and was in his final year as a medical stmlent at

Glasgow when he got his commission on November ^4th, lan.
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NOTES.
Canada.

The offer of the Canadian Government to provide a
hospital for the treatment of French wounded has been
accepted by President Poincare. The arrangements were
conchided during the recent visit to France of Sir Robert
Borden. The hospital will be established near Paris ; the
unit, which left llontreal last May as No. 4 Stationary
Hospital (French-Canadian), under tile command of Colonel
.\rthur iliguault, is now in England. It has been enlarged
both in numbers and equipment.
Major W. W. Nasmyth, of Youngstown, Alberta, who was

wounded at the battle of Ypres, has now so far recovered
that he hopes to return to the front at an early date. He
has been promoted colonel and is now at Calgary engaged
in recruiting and training men for overseas service.

Major C. E. Doherty, of New Westminster, British
Columbia, .\ssistant Director of Medical Supplies for the
Canadian Overseas Forces, has returned to Canada. He
will be attached to militia head quarters at Ottawa and
will direct the arrangements for the care of soldiers
invalided from the front, a number of whom have already
i-eached Canada.
A fourth universities' company for overseas service is in

process of organization at Montreal. It is in command of
Captain A. S. Eve, of the McGill Canadian Officers'

Training Corps. The third universities' company, under
Lieutenant F. L. Turnbull, has arrived in England. The
first and second companies are already with the Princess
Patricia's Light Infantry. These companies are composed
entirely of university men and have been formed to re-

enforce the Princess Patricia's.

Anglo-Russian Red Ceoss Hospital.
The following have been appointed to the staff of the

hospital raised in this country to work with the Russian
Red Cross

:

Commandant and Chief Sanitary Officer : A. M. Fleming,
C.M.G., M.B., F.E.C.S., D.P.H.Camb.
burgeon-in-Chief : H. F. Waterhouse. F.R.C.S.
Physician: Thomas Horder, M.I;., F.R.C.P.
Assistant Medical and .Suruieai Staff : Gould May, M.A.,

M.D.Cantab.; A. B. Kosher, M U.C.S.. L.R.C.P. ; G.A.Jones,
J-..A.Oxon., L.S.A.; Mark Gardeuer, M.D.Melb., and H. F. Q.
Xhompson. F.K.C.S., L.R.C.P.
Dispenser : Mr. Graham Bott.
Norses : Miss S. S. Irvine Robertson (matron) and a staff of

twenty-two qualified nurses and eight V.A.D. workers.

Crippled Sailors' and Soldiers' Artificial Limbs.
In the Journal of August 7th, p. 227, some account was given

of Queen Mary's Convalescent Auxiliary Hospitals at Roe-
hampton, to which sailors and soldiers who have lost a limb
are admitted for the purpose of being fitted with suitable
apparatus. The hospitals are ofBcially recognized bv the
uirectors-General of Xavy and Army Medical Services and the
Commissioners of the Koyal Hospital, Chelsea. Although some
300 beds have been provided in two houses at Roehampfon, over
800 patients are now awaiting admission, and the number
increases daily. To meet this a large outlay has been incurred
at Roehampton in the erection and equipment of new wards,
which will shortly be opened. In addition a movement is on
foot to establish similar hospitals in Scotland and Ireland,
in the immediate neighbourhood of such cities as Edinburgh
and Dublin, so that the services of the surgeons on the
consulting staff may easily be available. At Roehampton,
with a view to the future employment of the men, and
also to provide useful occupation for them while in hospital
workshops fitted, with model motor chassis, electrical
apphances, lathes, etc., are being organized, with competent
instructors. A man who has lost his right hand will be taught
to write with his left, and classes for other industries will be
arranged. An Employment Bureau, working in conjunction
with existing societies and employers of labour, has also been
established, and already a number of men have been placed in
good situations. From the number of offers received, it is
hoped through this medium to find suitable employment for
every man on his leaving the hospital.
An appeal for additional funds to carry on the work has

been made by Major-General Sir Francis Lloyd, K.C.B., the
General Officer Commanding the London District. Xl\ con-
tributions may be sent to the Honorary Secretary and
Ireasurer, Mr. C. H. Kenderdine, St. Stephen's House," West-
minster, S. W. It may be added that the patronesses of Queen
Mary s Convalescent Hospitals are the Queen and Queen
Alexandra, and the presidents the First Lord of the Admiralty
and the Minister for War.

Kit foe Malta.
Temporary Lieutenant J. C. Walker (Malta) writes: Perhaps

one or two hints to officers ordered to Malta may be of service.
Full camp kit should be brought from home. Most of the
articles required can be purchased here, but the cost is fiftv to

sixty per cent, more, and choice is restricted. It is still hot
enough through the day to make drill clothing desirable. This
cim be bought here more economically than at home, and is

quite well made up by local tailors. Probably one coulil save
a little by buying the badges and buttons m i:ii.:hnhl living
is fairly cheap, though this depends ]mi\\ - i: .ility

where one is stationed. Broadly siieakin , '
and

tobacco are cheap ; all personal effects, iMii,i i .
,|iii,i!i-., tic,

are dear.

Italian Rtver Ambulances.
Since July the river ambulances of the Italian Red Cross

have been transporting wounded from the front to the hospitals
of Cremona, Mantua, and Piacenza. Six of these floating

ambulances, which are fitted up with every modern require-

ment tor the comfort of sick or wounded men, are at work
on the Po and the Miucio. The service is not free from danger,
as enemy aeroplanes are iu the habit of dropping bombs on the
ambulances. Fortunately so far no damage has been done.

Medical Officers Wanted.
2!lst Wessex Casualty Clearwij Station. 1!. A.M. CAT.).

Four or five medical officers are reqiiiii I i > < n;; i- ii- the

establishment of this unit; must be pi i
i

i
:

i I'i^in

sen-ice, if required. Applications to the tn i
i

i i i n.liiig,

2'lst Wessex Casualty Clearing Stalhin, I.. \- iM .iT.),

71, HoUoway Street, Exeter.

There are vacancies for medical officers in this unit. Pay
and allowances as iu the regular army, with promotion to the
rank of captain after six months' service. Apply to Lieutenant-
Colonel F. J. Knowles, T.U.. R.A.M.C.(T.). R.A.M.C., Head
Quarters, Croppers Hill, St. Heleus, Lanes.

Holkham

nee (T.F.).

ervice with
c. Applica-
The Camp,

2nd Line Welsh Border Mounted Brigade,
Two medical officers, willing to undertake the imperial

service olili.t;atioii, are urgently required for service with the
2ud Lini' MnLpviini. Royal Horse Artillery and Cheshire-
Yeomanr\ . la) :iiiil allowances as in the regular army, also
outfit an. i raiii|i kit Liants. Full particulars on application to

Lieutenant i olian 1 1 1. ('. Leyland Orton, Senior Medical Ofticer,

2nd Line Welsh Border Mounted Brigade, The Camp, Morpeth,
Northumberland.

2l2nd West Ilidinp Field Amhulance R.A.M.C.(T.F.).
There are vacancies for officers tor this unit for service over-

seas. Applications to the Officer Commanding, 2/2nd West
Riding Field Ambulance, Thoresby Camp, Worksop.

.'? Ut X.nih Midland Field Amhnlunre.
Four 111, .1- ;J ..:i,, . I , aie urKently needed for this ambulance.

Appliciiti I
t 11 Holmes, K.A.M.(;.(T.), Officer Com-

mandiUL, i >ii.lland Field Ambulance, Belton Park
Camp, (.laiitlMtii.

C!EngUtn& anD Maka.

The King's Visit to Yorkshire.
During his tour in Yorkshire the King was chiefly
occupied in visiting munition works, but he found time
while at Leeds to go to the university and to visit the
2nd Northern General Hospital in Beckett's Park. Plis
Majesty was received by Surgeon-General W. Kenny,
D.D.M.S. Northern Command, and Lieutenant-Colonel
PI. Littlewood, R.A.M.C.(T.), administrator of the hos-
pital. The King decorated Sergeant A. E. Pendie, 4LIi
Suffolk, and acting Sergeant J. Hogg, 1st Roval Scots,
with the Distinguished Conduct Medal, and" Corporal
Evan Davies, 1st Welsh Regiment, with the Cross of
St. George, Fourth Class, conferred upon him by the
Emperor of Russia. The King then spent about an hour
iu the large assembly hall, where some sixty or seventy of
the more serious cases were; afterwards he conversed witli
some wounded men who were in reclining chairs outdoors,
and having been photographed among them said : "Iain
very glad to be with you here today. I wish to say lio\v
proud I am of the way iu wliich you have done your duty
both in France and at the Dardanelles. I trust you win
soon be restored to health, and go back to your friends and
your homes."
The organization of the 2nd Northern General Hospital

was sketched in 1908, when Dr. E. F. Trevelyan became
administrator, and the officers appointed were chiefly
drawn from the staff of the Leods Infirmary. On Colonel
Trevelyan's death in 1912 he .vas succeeded as aduiinis-
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trator by Mr. J. F. Dobson, who took a large part in the
further development of the hospital, which gave it control

of the fine new building of the Leeds Education Committee
at Beckett's Park. When Colonel Dobson was seized last

April with the illness from which we are glad to learn he is

•now nearly recovered, lie was succeeded as administrator
by Lieutenant-Colonel H. Littlewood, who had left bis
ret.rement to do duty with the hospital. This hospital con-
tains 540 beds, and smce May the Kast Leeds War Hospital,
wilh 520 beds, has been organized : in addition there are
under the hospital administration iu auxiliary hospitals
and convalescent homes 1,837 bods, making a total of 2,897.
The following summary of the work of the hospital was
presented to His Majesty

:

Cases. Deaths.
Expeditionary Force ( West)—

British ... ... ... ... 6,625 50
Canadian ... ... ... ... 172 2
Belgian ... ... ... ... 402 2

Expeditionary Force (Mediterranean)... 220
Home Force" ... 5,173 22

12,592 76

The Kill',' tln^ii went to ShefiBeld, where he was received
by the l.i.rl .M/xii-; he visited the university and went
over til'' -\|iiiliiil Science Department, where he saw the
students ill tiaiiuii:; in the workshops.

University of London Officers' Tr.\ining Corps.
The University of London Officers' Training Corps, under

the command of Lieutenant-Colonel D. S. Capper, will
begin its eighth year of training under exceptional condi-
tions, as the colleges of the university are largely depleted
of students. In the infantry unit—the largest in the
contingent—the training, since the outbreak of the war,
has been mainly of a continuous character, cadets being
accommodated in premises in London. As a rule a few
months of training under these conditions have been
sufficient to qualify cadets for commissions. The artillery
and engineer units of the contingent are also in active
training. Their work is especially important at the
present time, as facilities for the training of technical
officers are few. The artillery unit has been per-
mitted to keep its guns and equipment for training
purposes. In the medical schools of the university a con-
siderable number of students are completing their medical
training with a view to taking commissions as soon as
qualified. The strength and training of the Medical Unit
of the University O.T.C. have therefore not been much
affected by the war, and the cadets attended camp as
usual.

Since the outbreak of war the number of commissions
obtained by cadets and ex-cadets of the contingent down
to the end of August, 1915, amounted to 1.521, and 189
commissions were obtained before the war, giving a
total of 1,710. In addition, 245 commissions have
been obtained down to the same date, upon the
recommendation of the university, by graduates
and students who were not cadets or ex-cadets of the
University Officers' Training Corps. Before the end of
September the university will liave supplied well over
2,000 officers to the army through the Officers' Training

direct 1 iMiniiiiieudation, and many other
obtained commissions through
obtained by ex-cadets of the

< 'orps include : Military Cross
jued iu dispatches 14.

membership of the Uni-

ips

l!-l

Under War Office .

versity of London Officers' Training Corps is not restricted
to members of the university, and other men of suitable
education desirous of qualifying for commissions are
accepted. Candidates for enrolment should apply per-
sonally to the adjutant at the head quarters, 46, Kussell
Square, W.C.

The Proposed Commercial T.\riff in M.\nchester.
Throughout Manchester and Salford many strong ex-

pressions have been heard of objection to any proposal
that the cost for drugs should be a first charge on the
niedical benefit fund. .\il tlie panel iiraotitioners seem to
be agreed that the tariff stands in urgent need of revision,

and the tariff suggested iu the reiiort of the Departmental
Committee, if it stood alone, would have been welcomed at
removing many anomalies, though perliaps in a way that
might injure the chemists unnecessarily. But the feeling

is very decided that if the adoption of the commercial
tariff is dependent on the doctors agreeing to guarantee
the chemists payment of all their bills in full, it ought to

be rejected. It is felt that the chance of a deduction from
the practitioners' fund in order to pay the chemists is not
at all remote, and no one seems able to understand why
the doctors should be in any way called on to bear the
liability, because they may not be able to treat patients
efficiently with a sum of money which is now only barely
suflicieut for the country as a whole, and which in the
hard times that will follow the war may be altogether
iiiadc-iiuatc. To agree to accept such liability is held as
ei|uivaleut to agreeing that the doctors are being paid too
much at present, and if the scheme is forced on the pro-
fession it is practically certain that there will be trouble.
The Salford Panel Committee has decided strongly to

oppose any scheme put forward which would make the
practitioners' fund liable to be called on to make up any
deficiency in the drug fund. Inquiries have been made,
too, as to the opinions of a number of the panel chemists,
and without exception—though, of course, they would like

the discounting of bills to be prevented—they consider the
proposed taritf an utter subversion of all their trade
principles and a desperate attempt to eke out an insuffi-

cient fund in the first place at the expense of the chemists
though ultimately to the detriment of the insured patients.
During the last year the working of the medical part of

the Insurance Act has been gradually but certainly im-
proving in the district, but if an attempt is made to force
on the doctors and chemists the proposals of the Depart-
mental Committee in their entirety, many who have been
doing their best to make the Act a success will be forced
into an attitude of active opposition.

ir^lanti.

Trinity College, Dublin, and the War.
Address by the Vice-Chancellor.

Speaking at a meeting of the Senate of Dublin University
on September 24th, the Yice-Chancellor, Mr. Justice
Gladden, said that a year ago an extraordinary meeting
was held to enable some students in the medical school
who were fully qualified for the medical degree to proceed
at once to active service without waiting for the ordinary
examination, and now when the Senate met again with
the same object in view it seemed to be an occasion on
which some detailed information as to the part taken by
their students in the service of their King and country
might be given. .\s to the medical school, 650 past and
present members of the school were serving in various
]iarts of the world in which the war was waged, in the
K..\.M.C., the Indian Medical Service, in Red Cross Hos-
pitals, or otherwise. Of these, they deplored the loss of

24 who had laid down their lives, 26 were among the
wounded, 3 were missing, and 10 had been made prisoners
of war.

It was pleasing to be able to record that many dis-

tinctions had been obtained by medical men of Trinity
College, and the splendid work done by them had been
mentioned in dispatches on no less than twenty-eight
occasions. Several medical officers had been commended
for gallant and distinguished conduct in the field, 5 had
been granted military crosses, 3 had received the Dis-

tinguished .Service Order, 2 the Order of St. Michael and
St. George, and 3 the Order of the Bath (C.B.). That the

Army Medical Service was found adequate to the extra-

ordinary demands made upon it was largely due to the
arrangements made by that distinguished Irishman, Sir A.

Keogh, on whom the university recently conferred the
honorary degree of M.D. In the present war the British

troops had enjoyed almost complete immunity from disease,

which caused such terrible mortality in South Africa.

This has been due to the system of preventive inoculation

introduced by a former student of their medical school

—

Sir A. Wright.
The Vice-Chancellor also referred in eulogistic terms to

the work being done by their women students in the

present crisis. Many were now engaged .-it w.nl; in vhich
men were formerly employed, and sevemi liii nil, icl tlirir

services for munitions work. As to the ( :rti, ,1 , rrainiug

i Corps, he said the number of Trinity C'lilr^i- stu.duuts
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serving with tbo coloiua was 1,500. Of tbeso 707 had
obtaintHl comuiissions. Tho total who had joined from
rrimty College since the war broke out was 970. Of
tbeso 74 bad been killed, 67 wounded, and niilitaiy crosses
bad bccu conferred ou four, two of whom ho would
nicntion-Licuteuant Stubbs. sou of a former Senior
Jcllow of Iriaity, and Captaiu Mooro, son of Sir John
Mooro.
The response of the modicul graduates of tho University

of Dabbu m the national crisis has been a splendid record
and It IS only true to state that an equally good record is
Biipplied by the medical graduates and licentiates of tho

,u\T^l A:°'T*"y (Vi^laufi). tlie Queen's University
(Belfast), the Royal Colleges of Surgeons and Physician*
•nd the Apothecaries' Hall, Ireland.

COMPLIMEN-TAKY DlNNBR TO Dr. DeXIS WaLSIIE,
CO. Kilkenny.

Dr. Denis Walshe, Graigne, co. Kilkenny, who has
received the degree of M.D. (Honoris Causa) of the
Kational V niversity, Ireland, was entertained at a
TOniplimentary dinner by his colleagues of the South
Eastern of Ireland Branch of the British Medical Asso-
ciation at the Club House, Kilkenny. Tho dinner was
very largely attended by Dr. Walshe's colleagues, who
travelled long distances from the adjoining counties to be
present to do him a well deserved honour.

EsK River PcniricATioN-.
boJiE ycai-s ago the purification of the water of Leith,which IS, strictly speaking, Edinburgh's only river, was
carried to a successful issue at very considerable cost butwith the greatest benefit, espociaUy to the large district of
Muirayheld. Now another large piece of work aimiu" atthe pur.facation of another river, the Esk, which runi to
the^south of Edinburgh by Dalkeith and reaches the sea
at Musselburgh, has^ter sixteen months and at a cost

^ a httle over £9 000, been brought to a conclusion byMessrs. Gilbert lliomson and Ferguson, civil engineers,Glasgow for the town councU of Dalkeith. On Sep-
teinber 22nd the Dalkeith Sewage Purification Works atNewmiUs were opened by Provost Brown. As a result ofthese works the sewage of Dalkeith will be diverted from
the Benbught burn; they will take also that which reachestLe South Esk by other channels, and a considerable part

nn f^ r v'''' °°,f
''° "'^ ^""'^^ Esk. Two main sewersnnitc at Newmills, and the sewage then passes through

grit chambers and screens into the main sedimentation
tenk, which are in duplicate, and have special provision
for storm water. Irom the tanks the liquid is collected^to twolong troughs, which deliver it to distributors, fourin number, acting independently, travelling back and

ira?i,Tff^]f'' fn «''"'. ^-^d driven by the w-eight of dieK lfl\ •V*,''"
P'^'^'^g ^^'°^Sh the filter the liquid istaken to the '•humus tanks," after being collected by

Tnt^vcpnl'T'^?
"'^.^ ?''°..'^°'' suspended matter maybe

,.^m "^^ fif^°":
'* ,'^ ^I'scharged into the river. The

^J'}^. *^»ffi' »ot
°l'y

to Dalkeith and its residential
Eskbank, but also to Musselburgh and other

Jburb,

places lower down the Esk, cannot fail to be considerabir

TV.o,y'^"^''1
S^?«,°^' 'IT Edinburgh Untversity.

EdinburarrJ?^
''".'*' '''?,"''' *'^^' "^"^ '"S'^i'^al classes in

i^dc^d thnFH T"'?^'",''^ '"'^^'^ '^«P'<^^d this winter;

Wn nublkhp, kJ°-'J-^'"'^^"*^;
Hu"'if>ool; which has just

I'mlicak.n o l.i^^^ ', ':-'^'''=^'^n
'^""^ g'^^« unmistakable

Jl::tteee-^-noJ-=^^-i5H^^
J^ceived commissions during the past twelve months It

HkZ'^A^^ "°'^ "'^' ^^°°* thirty former pTes"dents o

anH n,"f.K' ffP-^f
e°tative Council are on active servLe

Un o,^ »nH .
,^'''^'' ^,'"""' P'-'^sidents of the University

Wes^fii „
;^°'''"- ^°™°'' "cabcB of the Students^Kepiesentatiye Council aro with the forces; medicalsform a considerable croportion of these numbei^ The

Ldinbm-gh University CaZenAtr has also made its appear-aiico for the session 1915-16. It contains, as usuaralinformation regarding university matters a id shows thnV
about fifty students," taken from the , oHt list^f last
session had taken advantage of tho prrvi-l4rgivenla

udicate that 4,009 members of tho university were in July

W 'fiTr/^-T *°"" °y ^"°""='- ^^'"' "'<^ '•o'°"r«. andthat 64 had died pro patna ; it is calculated that thonumber now on service has increased to 4,500, or there-
about. Details are also given of two new scholarships-
tho James Cropper and the Waldie Griffith-both of whichare for the benefit of women students of medicine ' The
session opens on Tuesday, October 5tli, in the University!n the Edmburgh School of Medicine for Women (whose
ecturers are the only ones recognized by the University
Court for students preparing for the university examina-tious\and m tlie Extra-mural School of Medicine of thoRoyal Colleges.

THE WAPv EMERGENCY.
Poo7- Law Medical Officers and the Cosl of DniQS.

™
'^"'iT^'"^'''' "^l"**

tie many senior practitioners likemjselt who are also Poor Law medical oflicers and whowfien the appeal came from the War Office throu'di thoWar Emergency Committee of the Association, willinoly
agreed to take up again tho work of their younger days
to release their junior partners and allow them to take
commissions for the war.
The tax on us, both physically and financially, will boHeavy It we have to do our own dispensing with dru«s atwar prices.

10 o^ >"

By the National Insurance Act the Government estab-
lished the prmcipleof writing prescriptions to be dispensed
by chemists and paid for by tho Insurance Committees,
and 1 suggest that representation be made to the Local
(loycrnmeut Board pointing out what a great help it would
be H1 the Poor Law Medical Service if a general order wasmade that Poor Law medical officers should be relieved of
t lilt part of their contracts which requires them to do
their own dispensing and provide tho drugs. This request
should be made through the medical press and by a
deputation to tho Local Government Board if need be

1 he profession has responded to tho demands made
upon it m a way which has met with the approval of all
classes, and I feel confident that my suggestion has only
to be made to the authorities for them to recoonize that
It IS reasonable, practicable, and in the interests both of
the sick poor and of the Poor Law medical officers.

-

Emsworth, Sept. 27th. LOCKHAET StePHEXS.

MEDICAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
, ,,^'^''T^'^^fr.

*^^ ^^°^® heading you have published a
letter froni Miss R. Mary Barclay, M.A., M.B.Edin. It
could not be expected that you should know your cor-
respondent as we know her here. The authorities of t!>is
school and others aro familiar with her epistolary
activities. On these I do not propose to enlarge, but in
her letter to you there are statements and innuendoes
with regard to this school which cannot be allowed to pass
without correction and contradiction. This school is con-
ducted by a body of lecturers who have had long expe-
rience m teaching, and whose names come before the
L niyersity Court annually for reconsideration; while the
teaching arrangements and the teaching premises are in-
spccted annually by members of the court. Clinical
teaching is conducted in the Royal Infirmary by members
of the stafi of the mfirmary in the wards set apart by tho
infirmary for that purpose, and to which men students aro
not admitted; instruction is also given in the Royal Hos-
pital for Sick Children from the whole staff of that
hospital

;
at the City Hospital for Infectious Diseases;

ail'
I
at the City Asylum. The statement by Miss Barclay

that women do not get " Edinburgh training " is absurd.
The whole secret of the Edinburgh system is that
tho individual teachers devote themselves loyally and

' See the JOVUSAI.. May 1st, 1915. p. 782.
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diligently to their teaching duties, not allowing other

duties to interfere with their performance, and that the

lecturers both inside and outside the university are trained

and experienced teachers before they seek recognition aa

lecturers. Tlie lecturers in this school are tlie Extra-

Academical Lecturers in Edinburgh, and nothing but

praise is due to them for the high spirit and etficiency

with which for years they have carried on the medical

education of women in Edinburgh. That the tcacliing

has been efficient is shown by the number of passes, our

list of graduates, aud the good work the qualified women
who have studied at this school are doing all over the

world. Miss Barclay's attempts to decry the training in

her own school are not taken seriously by those who know
and understand all the circumstances. Here, as in London,

the problem ot how to deal with increasing numbers is

Bmerging, but in due time that will be solved.—1 am, etc.,

AViLLIAM RUSSKI.L, M.D.,

EdinlnuKh School of Medicine Dean ol the School,

for Womeo, Eept. 27lh.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL OF MEASLES.
Sir,— I have read with interest Dr. Ralph M. !'. Picken's

article in the .Touknal of September 18th, aud agree with

him that notification is essential in any direct effort to

control measles, and, further, that when followed by active

measures, experience justifies it.

Dr. Picken is apparently not aware that measles is com-

pulsorily notifiable in tTreenock, aud on this basis he com-

pares with Greenock the adjoining town of Port Glasgow,

where measles has been notifiable since 1898. Greenock

has had compulsory notification of measles by householders

since 1885 under local Acts, and for thirty years the

provision has been vigorously enforced. There arc good

reasons for believing that notification in the case of

measles is as complete imder this system as under

the Notification Act, for there is no divided responsibility

to notifj', and the householder does not rely on the doctor

attending to send iu the notification; moreover, a very

large proportion ot cases are at the time of notification

without medical attendance. In the five years 1910 to

1914 there were 7,192 cases of measles notified by house-

holders in Greenock, and of these no fewer tlian 3,602

were without medical attention. I question if all these

would have been notified under any other system tlian

that which places the duty upon the householder alone to

notify.

Dr. Picken refers to a chart showing the me.iu biennial

death-rates from measles iu Greenock and Port Glasgow
for tlie period 1891-2 to 1909-10. That Greenock had
compulsory notification ot measles for a considerable

number of" years earlier than Port Glasgow probably ex-

plains why the curve in Port Glasgow is steeper from
1893-4 onwards. It also supplies a reason for the larger

drop in Port Glasgow of 60.9 per cent, in the mean of the

annual death-rates from measles in the second deceunium
compared with the first, as contrasted with 49.2 per cent,

iu Greenock.—1 am, etc.,

Wm. S. Cook, B.Sc, M.B., D.P.H.Camb.,
Greeaock, Seut. 22nd. liedical Officer o£ Health.

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—I do not think it would be found that the views

held by Dr. Cameron and myself upon the subject of

infant feeding arc essentially different ; at any rate, our

aims are directed towards the same object—the improve-
ment of the methods of artificial feeding and the reduc-

tion of the present rate of infantile mortality. On one
point we certainly appear to differ, although I hope that
even in this the difference is more in words than in reality.

In Dr. Cameron's opinion, the results of feeding with
whole citrated milk and with diluted milk plus sugar are

very much the same, while, in my opinion, they are quite

different, my contention being that the cause of a good
deal of infant ill health is the almost univer.sal use of

diluted milk by the poorer mothers of this country.

In one particular Dr. Cameron is not quite fair to me.
He accuses me ot having found a diet that is universally

and invariably successful. Such is not the case. My
suggestion is that whole citrated milk can be used with

benefit as a routine measure instead of diluted milk, but

[Oct.

that it, or any other form of feeding, could be always

universally aud iuvariably successful is no claim of mine.

—I am, etc.,

Leeds, Se„t. 26lh. C- W. ViNING.

©bituari!.

SIR LIONEL SPENCER, K.C.B., M.D.,

Sukgeon-Genekai, I.M.S. (beiibed).

Sdrgeon-Geneeal Sib Lionkl Dixon Spkncbk, K.C.B.,

one of the most distinguished officers on the retired list of

the Bengal Medical Service, died at his residence in London,

after a long illness, on September 22nd, aged 73. He was
born at Gateshead on June 16th, 1842, educated at the

Newcastle Medical School, aud took the degree of M.D.

St. Andrews in 1862, and the diplomas of M.R.C.S. and

L.S.A. in 1864 and 1865 respectively. When the I.M.S.

was again thrown open to competition, after admission to

that service had been closed for four and a half yeara

(1860 to 18651, he entered as assistant surgeon on April 1st,

1865, along with Surgeon-Generals Cleghorn and Harvey.

aud Colonel Kenneth McLeod. He became surgeon on

July 1st, 1873, surgeon-major on April 1st, 1877, brigade-

surgeon on January 27th, 1889, surgeon-colonel on October

24th, 1892, and surgeon-general on October 25th, 1898;

he retired on attainiug the age of 60, on June 16th,

1902. Most of his service was spent in political em-

ployment under the Foreign Department of the Govern-

ment of India. After a few years as medical officer of the

Central India Horse he served successively in many of the

Indian native states as Residency Surgeon, Eastern Raj-

putaua States 1871, Kasauli 1877, Bhartpur 1878, Jodhpur

and Jaisalmir 1879, and from March, 1881, as Agency

Surgeon and Superintendent-General of Vaccination and

Dispensaries in Rajputaua. On attaining to admini-

strative rank in October, 1892, he was appointed Principal

Iiledical Officer of the Punjab Frontier Force, and held

that post for five years, during which he served as P.M.O.

in the Waziristau campaign of 1894-5, on the north-

west frontier of India, was mentioned in dispatches

(G.G.O., No. 473 of 1895), received the frontier medal with

two clasps and the C.B. on August 27th, 1895. In

October, 1898, he was appointed surgeon-general ot the

Puujab Command, and in 1901 he officiated for some
months as director-general of the I.M.S. On March 29th,

1895, he received a good service pension ; on January 27tb,

1906, was appointed honorary surgeon to the Kiug ;
aud on

Juue 25th, 1909, he was promoted to K.C.B. His funeral

took place, after cremation, at Brookwood Cemetery on

September 27th.

Sir Lionel Spencer was a most popular officer, both with

those of his own age and standing and with the juniors

who served under him, who always found him just, kindly,

and considerate. He married the daughter of Professor

Alexander Harvey, M.D., of Aberdeen, a sister of the late

Surgeon-General Harvey, I.M.S., and her death cast

a shadow over the closing years of his life.

GILBERT CAMPBELL, M.B.,

PAKTiCK, GLASGOW.

It is with regret that we announce the death of Dr.

Gilbert Campbell, which took place at Bishopton,

Renfrewshire, on September 13th. Dr. Campbell was
in his 75th year, and for the past twelve months at

least had been laid aside from active practice. He
was born and educated in Ayrshire, and his earlier pro-

fessional years were spent in the teaching profession.

Ambition directed his energies towards medicine, and he
became a student in Anderson's College, Glasgow, in

those days and still a well known medical school, and
later graduated in the University of Glasgow. His first

practice was established in the east end of Glasgow, iu

the Bridgeton district, where his professional ability,

coupled with a genial, kindly manner, soon gained for him
wide popularity. He then moved to Partick, in the western

end of the city of Glasgow, aud again proved his

acceptance as a practitioner. He held the post of local

Poor Law medical officer, and was one of the founders and

chairman for fourteen years of the Scottish Poor Law
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Medical Officci-s' Association. To Liiu ami to the labours

of tlio sccretai-y of that association, Dt. \V. L. Muii-, tlio

Scottish parochial doctors arc iudebted for many benefits.

Dr. Campbell represented a type of practitioner seldom
met with in present days, lie was a staunch member and
elder in the Church of Scotland, a trusted family adri<!er

in many affairs other than medical, and a keen follower

and critic of progress in medicine. In the east end of

Glasgow his somewhat burly figure, unconventional dress,

and happy free style earned for him the affectionate nick-

name '• the farmer." The writer's father practised in the

same district, and used often to speak of Dr. Campbell's
stories told to enliven the night toilings of midwifery,
and of the good heartening of liis genial imperturbability.

He is survived by his wife and two sous and two daughters.
His elder son tills his place, and is au equally popular
medical practitioner.

Sir James M. Moody, medical superintendent of the

London County Asylum, Cane Hill, died suddenly ou
.September 20th at the age of 62. He was the son of the

late Fleet Surgeon John Moody, R.N., and was born in

county Tyrone in 1853. He studied medicine at St.

Thomas's Hospital, and obtained the diplomas of M.R.C.S.
Eng. in 1874, and L.K.C.P. and L.M.Edin. in 1878. For
some time he acted as clinical assistant at St. Lukes
Hospital, and was afterwards assistant medical officer at

Brookwood Asylum for six years. In 1882, at the early

age of 29, he was appointed medical superintendent of the
Cane Hill .\sylum ou the opening of that institution, and
this position he occupied until his death. On two occa-

sions he was offered, but did not accept, a commissioner-
ship in lunacy. A few years ago he was selected by the
Newfoundland Government to report on the administration
of lunacy in that colony. He was au excellent admini-
strator, and introduced many improvements in the care

and treatment of the insaue. No fewer than fifteen of his

jnedical staff became superintendents of other asylums,
and one was subsequently appointed a member of the
Board of Control. He received the honour of knight-
liood in 1909. Ho was a member of the Caravan Club
and the Japan Society, au enthusiastic collector of

antiques, aud an authority on bees. Sir James Moody
married in March, 1885, Alice Harriet, daughter of the
late Mr. Freud of Worplesdon, Guildford, who survives
him.

The laTB Mr. Joseph Sjiith.—A correspondent has
kindly furnished us with the following additional informa-
tion about Mr. Joseph Smith, an obituary notice of whom
appeared in the Jouen.vl of September 25th. He was the
son of Mr. John Smith, solicitor, of York, and was educated
at Sedgley Park, Boulogne, and King's College, London.
He practised successively in Netting Hill, Guildford, aud
Bedford Park. He was one of the first to obtain the

diploma of Public Health at Cambridge. He was presi-

dent not only of the Society of Members, but also of the
now dissolved Incorporated Medical Practitioners' Associa-

tion. In 1903 he was chairman of the Chiawick tJrbau

District Council. Mr. Joseph Smith, until three yeais
ago, was present at every annual meeting of the College

o( Surgeons, and advocated to the last the cause of the
Members.

Euibn-sitks aub Colkgfs.

UNTVEESITY OF LONDON.
E.NTRANCE SCHOLAESKirS.

St. Thomas's IlnspUal.—'Xhe entrance science scholarships !ov

1915-1916 at the medical school have been awarded to A. S. J. M.
Huggett (£150) and H. S. Le Marquand (£60).

.St. M'l nfs Uimmlal.—The fo) lowing awards have been made :
—

nniversity Scholarship of 50 Guineas (Open) : Mr. H. T.
Hrvs .Jones. Open Scholarships in Natural Science : (£1001 Mr.
A-"S. Wright, (£30) Mr. K. M. H. Newbery. Frederic .Joliu

Palmer Scholarship, £25: Mr. B. W. Roffey. The Epsom
(,'ollefie Scholarship of 50 guineas was, on the nomination of

the Head Master, awarded to Mr. T. S. North.
St. ISiirtholomew's Hospital.—The competitions for entrance

acholarshiiis at the medical school have resulted iu the toUowiii^,'

awards: Senior in Science (value £75 each} to Mr. L. P. L.

Fjrman-Edwardg, Whitgift School aud Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, and Ml'. I. G. Williams, University College, Bangor;
tlio Junior iu Science (value £150) to Mr. Campbell Shaw,
Monmouth Grammar School.

University College.
Studeutsot the Faculty of Medical Sciences other than first

year students will be received by the Provost and Dean ou the
afternoon of Monday, October 4th. On October 8th Professor
W. M. Baylisa will give a public introductory lecture at 5 p.m.
on the physiological action of light.

UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN.
At special commencements held in Trinity College, on Septem-
ber 24th, the following degrees iu medicine, surgery, and mid-
wifery were conferred ;

A. G. Fisber, R. H Graham. W. Hunt. M. B. King. E.J. Ma
H. Mitchell, Geraldine Murphy, J. M. Evan, C. G. Sberowit;:,
X. W. Sweetnam, J. H. C. Walker. W. 13. Walker. C. ML. West,
W. P. Wilson.

UNIVERSITY OP GLASGOW.
The number of candidates at the preliminary examinations
held this week was in arts and science 255 as compared with
362 last September, and in medicine 127 as compared with 97
last year. The number of candidates at these examinations
does not represent the total number of students intending to
enter, as others are admitted by school-leaving certificates or
after passing certain examinations held by other bodies.

^etiical Jlelus.

By a recent decree of the Government antlcholera
vaccination has been made compulsory in the Italian
army.

Professor J. A. Lindsay will give an address on
eugenics and the doctrine of the superman before the
Eugenics Education Society at the Grafton Galleries,

Grafton Street, W., on Thursday next, at 5.15 p.m.

The seventy-fourth session of the School of Pharmacy
of tho Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain will bo
opened on Wednesday, October 6th, at 3 p.m., by au
address by Sir Rickman J. Godlee, Bt.

The sixth Norman Kerr memorial lecture of the Society
for the Study of Inebriety will be delivered in the hall of

tho MedicarSociety of London on October 12th, at 4 p.m.,

by Sir William J. Collins, M.D., M.S. The subject is the
ethics and law of drug and alcohol addiction.

Lieutenant Henry Wyndham Gooden, M.d., R.A.M.C,
sometime house-surgeon and resident medical officer at

the Bristol Royal Infirmary, who was killed iu action

while attached to the 2nd Royal Irish Regiment., on
May 9th last, left unsettled property valued at £14,621.

The Governor of the State of Indiana has issued a
proclamation declaring October 1st disease prevention

day throughout the State. Exercises were to be held ih

the public schools ou that day, aud municipal, civic, aud
other organizations were co-operating to make tho effort

a success.

THE Journal of tho .Imerican Medical Association states

on German authority that salvarsan is being manufactured
at Dairen where the Southern Manchurian Railway has a
laboratory. The chemical research preliminary to its

production was completed, it appears, in Japan.

Among the leaflets issued recently by tho Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries is an appeal to country people

on economy in food. It urges them, among other things,

to store their crops properly, to bake their own bread, and
to cook vegetables by steaming. This leaflet aud various

others bearing on the subject can be obtained gratis and
post free from the Secretary, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, Whitehall Place, Londou, S.W.

Following the example of England, France, aud

Germany, Italy is makiug provision tor the special treat-

ment of soldiers suffering from nervous disorder caused

by the shocks of warfare , department for thii

purpose was opened iu connexion with tho Ospedalo

Maggiore at Milan. It is uuder the direction of Professor

G. Medea, director of the iicuropatholjuiical section of that)

institution, who has the rank of cap.aiu.
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The British Fire Prevention Committee, 8, Waterloo

Place, London, S.W., asks us to state that it has various

fue warning posters adapted to different kinds of insti-

tutions, including military and auxiliary military hospitals,

convalescent homes, and hospitals, and m IrtncU,

Flemish, Panjabi, and Urdu for hospitals admitting

Belgian and Indian wounded. It also has special posters

as "to air raids for schools and householders. In most

instances the posters will be sent free on application from

a duly authorized official of an institution, accompanied

by a large stamped envelope.

The usual monthly meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Medical Sickness and Accident Society was held on

September 17th, when Dr. F. J. Allan was in the chair.

The accounts presented showed that the sickness claims

experienced were under the expectation, in spite of the

sums paid to members wounded on active service, whicn

might be classed as an additional risk. The new business

had been well up to the average, the combined tables lor

sickness and endowment assurance still being popular.

The rise in the fees of locumtenents had caused many
members to increase their sickness benefit in the society

as a precaution in case of Ulness. Prospectus and all in-

formation can be obtained from Mr. Bertram button,

Secretary, Medical Sickness and Accident Society, 300,

High Hoiborn, W.C.

Dr. Sanguinetti of Genoa declares that there is a

strong reaction against German "Kultur" m Italy. He
notes in the Annales de gynicolocjie et d'obstetrique for

July- August, 1915, that Professor Bossi of Genoa had

recently spoken about the victims of Teutonic gynaeco-

looy He began with the case of Semmelweis, the

piSueer of antiseptic surgery, persecuted because he was

a Hungarian, fie showed how Kronig's |iia,ctiee o[ sub-

cutaneous and spinal anaesthesia had ^
— 'vo

abuses, and how the trade in tuber. 1 '
d

professors as well as pharmacists. I If

taught and practised conservative f'l'
1 1'-e

uterus, accepted by British, French, aiul r.r.sM.ui (il.-tet-

ricians, yet the Germans still insisted on castration and

Caesarcan section under the same conditions. Lastly,

the Germans have been guilty of the grossest plagiarism.

Soipione, Mercuric, and Melli, writing in 1605, La Torre

in later years, and Gigli as well as Bossi, still living,

have alike been victims, their innovations being ascribed

in Germany to Walcher, Momburg, Doderlciu, and

Dilhrssen.

Messrs. Ernest Grether and Comp.\nt, of 5, Black-

friars Street, Manchester, ask us to state that the

"Manchester electrolyzer " of their manufacture is an

apparatus which produces a solution of a salt of hypo-

chlorous acid from common brine. It has, tbcy claim,

proved to be of considerable value for <^fm-r^.] sterilizing

and disinfecting purposes. The whole |.i- . --
.

-1 - ts in

the electrolyzing of the brine, thereby c:! '.
1

lauc-

tion of sodium hypochlorite. One tyj.i . i ^in . nrivo-

lyzer works with a direct current of 110 \ ui; - au.; 1. .luiies

8 to 10 amperes ; it passes 4 per cent, brine solutu.u thiough

at the rate of 13 gallons an hour, giving about 4 lb. active

clilorinc in ten hours. One of these instiumeut-, has, we are

informed, been installed at the London County Asylum,
Bexley, and Dr. E. Faulks, assistant medical suneriu-

teudent of that institution, read a paper on the sulijf et: of

this electrolytic chlorine bleach at ameetingof tlie jMedico-

Psychological Association in 1913. This was brietly not iced

in 'the BRITISH Medical .JOURNAL at the time (December

27th, 1913, p. 1629), and the complete paper was published

in the Journal or' Mental Science for January, 1914. In it

some interesting descriptions are given of tests carried out

upon the bactericidal properties of this bleach, and its

capacity tor removing blood, faecal and menstrual stains

from clothing. The use of chlorine in bleaching is. of

course, very old, and the sodium hypochlorite contained in

disinfectants depending upon chlorine actiou is icj^iuded

with a good deal of suspicion on account of its li.ibility to

rot certain common fabrics. It is claimed by llie makers
in this instance, however, that their hypochlorite, being

neither alkaline nor acid, acts very rapidly and without

detriment to clothes, and this seems to be the experience

at Bexley, so far as it has gone. Wc arc mformed that the

liquor is used for flushing drains, ridding reservoirs of

green weed, disinfecting slaughterhouses, and for similar

purposes. In this connexion readers may lilce to be

lefe'rred to the account given in the British Medical
JOURN.AL of July 3rd last, p. 38, of the electrolytic dis-

infectant made, under the superintendence of the M.O.H.,
Dr. F. W. Alexander, by the Metropolitan Borough of

(2) I''ina:

letters, ^otes, anb ^nsluers.

r toU-'ial'iJi' ;vl.in-8cn of llio Tliansn M;,I.IC1L AsSOCIATIOIt

ad Juui.. .:.;|M,: ,,. ,,.. 1:1,1,^:. Mkdicai,
nnT.NAr.. ,1
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: I /.. , t-|r-,l,.iae. 2630,
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„ 26J4.0tnarfi. The atiflrcss ot the Irish ofllco

of the British Medical Association Is 16, South Fredericlt Street,
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^

IS- ucTiet, aneivert, and eommunicatioM relating to iubjeet§

U which special departments of the British JIiinicAL JoURNAI.

are devoted leill be found under their respective headings.

ANSWERS.

Spinal or Local Anaesthesia for Removal of Piles.

In reply to " G. A. D." (British Medical Jourhal, September
25tti, p. 492), Mr. J. D. Mortimer (London, N.W.) writes

:

The danger of a fatality or permanent after-effect, 8uch as

paralysis of the sphincter am, is inconsiderable, provided Uia

injection is done with proper ijrecautions as customary with

experts. Spinal aualgesia alone is not, however, to be recom-

mended for " nervous- patients; they are likely to interfere

with the operation and to be at its close and long afterwards

in a very unsatisfactorv condition, p'or the removal of piles

a combination ot spinal analgesia with light general anaes-

thesia is excellent in most cases.

The Cigarette H.4^bit.

Dr. Willi.oi Bramwell (Liverpool) writes: Recent corre-

spondence in the British Medical Journal has made it

sufficientlv clear that sudden cessation of alcohol in con-

firmed inebriiUes will in some cases either induce or intensify

delirium tremens and " Monk," who asks for suggestions for
'

the cure of the cigarette liabit, has probably made the mis-

take of sudden withdrawal of tobacco in the case which he

tells us suffers from great mental depression on attempts at

complete cessation from smoking. I learnt years a!.!o the

follv of this method of dealing with the tobacco victi.n, and

I have generallv got; over tlie difficulty in extreme cases of

a<lvisinn the patient to graduallv diminish the number of

cigarettes smoked bv at least "one less every day. One
natient an English l.-idv, wiio had been taught to smoke i"

Russia, and
a day, m:
to four a
nothing .

The hab
bolder-

smoked ;

from tliirtv to forty cigarettes

,l tr, tif.r .,v/ii •n-iat astouisliment, to get down
,; ^. but declared that

I this small luxury,
end, either by a

i laiiger which should
-.- nyiifiit, the heat uruing the nicotine in

loa to tlie end of the cigar or cigarette, and
• nsifying its toxic effect with each inhala-

!
,. 3 of smoking, therefore, would be greatly

V three-fourths of the cigar or cigarette were

e last quarter fclirowu away. The long ehurcn-

„„rdeu pipe has gone out of use, but its absorption of nicotine

was its great advantage, and its modern substiUite—the pipe

with a well—should be suggested to the tobacco lover as the

most harmless method of smoking.

Dr. L. E. H. p. M.iRSHALL (Peebles) writes: Many of the

soldiers coming under one's observation, whether invalided

home from active service or requiring medical treat-

ment while undergoing their course of training at home,

show obvious sicns of " tobacco poisoning." I have found

that the popular remedy, " soda mint " in tablet form,

allowed to dissolve stjv.ly in the mouth, dispels the immediate

and u-.'eiit .Icsire for a smoke more eniciently than anything

else I have tried. Men are so conscious tliemselves of the

aid it is to tlK'ir endeavours to control tlie habit ttiat tliey

comp aiifl nsl-. fur the tablets. Tliis in no way interferes

iiient being used at the same tnne.

;•. simple expedient that I tlunk it

>i I would go fm-ther and suggest

ir-raedy being included with each

i^tt.s sent bv liberal donors for the use

.,. front. Perhaps it might save many a

the day came for him to leap out of his

usually ^

Sousefu
is wortli

trench and charge.
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THE TALUE OF HYPOCHLOEOUS ACID K
THE TEKATME^'T OF CASES OF

GAS GANGEENE.

«v JOUX IKASER, M.D., Ch.M., F.R.C.S.Edlx.,

Captain B.A.M.C,
BRITISH ESPKDITIOXAllT FORCE.

(licjwrl lu the Medical Research Committee:-)

Ix .Tune of tbis year I was iutei-ested to learn that the

professor of pathology and the staff in the Department o£

rathology at Edinburgh University vere investigating the

value of hypochlorous acid as an antiseptic. This infor-

mation caiue to my notice before any publication had been
made. I was anxious to test the value of the application

in the treatment of recent and infected wounds, and Pro-

fessor Drenuan was good enough to place a quantity of the

material at my disposal ; and, further, he gave me very

useful directions as regards its preparation and properties.

Since that date I have given the treatment a very
thorough trial, and its value in the special class of case

herein noted has so impressed me that I have decided to

publish a brief account of the results.

Tliis paper, therefore, deals only with the value of

Lypoclilorous acid as an application in cases of gas
gangrene. And it is well at the outset to uiake clear

what is meant by the term. It is applied to cases in

which the wound has become infected with a gas-pro-

ducing organism ; the further jjrogress of the infection is

associated with local tissue necrosis, and ultimately with
general collapse and death. The affection has been attri-

buted to various organisms. According to Fleming,' it

would appear that the most common occurrence is a com-
bined infection by the Bacillus aerogencs capsulaius with
the streptococcus.

Granting that infection with these or other organisms is

the chief etiological factor, there are also certain important
accessory conditions. The situation of the wound is im-
portant ; I have never seen a gas infection follow a wound
of the scalp or face, and only on one occasion have I seen
it follow a wound of the trunk. The lower extremity is a
more common site than the upfjer, and in the lower limb
the seat of election for an infection is certainly below the
knee.

The nature of the wound is the second consideration.
The infection pre-eminently occurs in a punctured wound,
and more especially in a wound which has been associated
with extensive extravasation of blood into the tissues.

There are other subsidiary etiological factors, but those
mentioned are of outstanding importance.

It is possible in this paper to refer to the pathology of the
condition only in the briefest terms. From the wound open-
ing a scanty, foul-smelling discharge appears ; it is largely
composed of broken down blood clot; it is of a browuisn
colour, and mixed with it there are bubbles of gas. The skiu
around the wound becomes of a faint purplish colour. In
the subcutaneous tissues there is an accumulation of

lymph-like fluid. There is a similar infiltration throughout
the intermuscular septa and connective tissue planes.
Muscular tissue rapidly loses its healthy red appearance

;

it becomes pallid and avascular, and disintegrates into a
foul-smelling necrotic mass ; it is always extensively iu-

liltrated with gas ; if the muscle is exposed to the air its

surface becomes dry, brown, and leather-like. In conse-
quence of the muscle changes bands of fascia stand out
prominently, and they undergo early necrosis. Throughout
the precincts of the wound there is an infiltration of gas,
and it extends to further limits along certain lines—the
subcutaneous tissues, the perivascular tissues, and the
planes of intermuscular connective tissue. In addition to
these local changes there have been found alterations in
the brain, the suprarenals, and the liver: the cortical cells

of the brain disintegrate ; chromaffin substance disappears
from the cells of the suprarenal ; and in the liver there is

actual destruction of the cells.

I shall refer to particular clinical features in describing
individual cases. Locally there are the changes which

• The report was illustrated by coloured diawinss. not here repro-
duced, showing the underlying sloughing tissue exposed in two cases
l>y incisions made on the patients' admission, and the healthy granu-
lating tiBs.io after applications of euBol.or eusol and eupad, for five
and ten days respectively.

have been mentioned above. The general effects are tha
phenomena of fever, rapid pulse, increased respirations,

restlessness, sweating, delirium, unconsciousness, and
death. Ultimate death would appear to depend upon the
structural changes which arc fotmd in the brain, the
suprarenals, and the liver.

These elementary facts have been stated as an introduc-
tion to the account of the method which I have employed
in the treatment of these cases. The method has been
the application of the 0.5 per cent, solution of hypochloroua
acid known as eusol, occasionally intermitted with one
of two other procedures—the application of the powder
known as eupad (bleaching powder and boric acid) and the
use of baths of hypertonic salt solution. For details
regarding the composition and experimental value of eusol
and eupad the reader is referred to the paper by Professor
Lorrain Smith and others in the British Medical Journal
of July 24th. Briefly the method of preparation was a3
follows

:

Into a Winchester quart bottle 27 grams of dry bleaching
powder were placed, and to this 1 litre of water was" added, the
mixture was shaken, and 27 grsinis of boric acid were added

;

the bottle was now tilled with water, tlie sokition was
thoroughly shaken, allowed to stand for a few hours, and then
IJltered through cotton-wool. The clear solution is eusol: it is

slightly alkaline to litmus and contains aiiiiroximately 0.5 per
cent. by|)ochlorous acid. Eupad v,as made by finelygrinding
the dry bleaching powder and adding an equal' weiglit of boric
acid powder. Both eusol and eupad were stocked in airtighli
black bottles.

Whenever a case of gas gangrene was recognized as
such the eusol treatment was immediately begun. Tho
local wound from which the infection had apparently com-
menced was opened up thoroughly, and as far as possible
all free blood clot was removed. Whenever an emphy-
sematous sensation could be detected an incision about
2 in. long was made, but such an incision was never
carried deeper than the subcutaneous tissues. Each wound
was now thoroughly irrigated with eusol, and if the wound
was of any depth irrigation was carried out under con-
siderable pressure by means of a Higginson's syringe

;

frequently the nozzle of the syringe was forcibly inserted
through a superficial wound and a small quantity of the
eusol injected into the subcutaneous tissues all around the
wound. From the last procedure was seen no ill residt,

but, on the other hand, considerable benefit has repeatedly
accrued.

Grossly infected muscle or skin was cut away. Gauze
soaked in eusol (0.5 per cent.) was lightly packed into the
wound and as far as possible into all the crevices. If the
wound was of considerable depth, it was found advan-
tageous to insert a medium-sized drainage tube provided
with numerous large lateral openings; around the tubo
gauze wrung out of eusol was lightly packed. This pro-
cedure had the advantage that the gauze packing could
be easily rcsoaked by iujectiug a quantity of fluid along
the rtibber tube from which it escaped by the lateral

openings into the dressing. Over the surface of the wound
and covering a large area of the surrounding skin gauzo
wrung out of eusol was laid; this was covered with a
layer of dry gauze, wool, and bandage. The end aimed at
was to make the dressing as light and airy as possible.

In only two instances could it be said that the dressing
had produced anj' irritation of the surrounding skin. lu
both cases the slight irritation which appeared occurred
around the edge of the dressing ; it was easily counter-
acted and speedily alleviated by the application of a thick
layer of zinc ointment. During the first fortj-cight hours
an attempt was made, where possible, to change the
dressing every four hours ; after that period it was found
suflScient to change the dressing every eight hours. On
the fourth day of treatment experieuce taught one that
granulation tissue was improved and tho separation of tho
slough stimulated by the application of eupad to tho
wound ; this was dusted on from a dredger in a thin
layer, and the dressing with gauze eusol continued as
before. This modification was followed throughout tho
fourth, fifth, and sixth days; it was not adopted earlier

because observations seemed to show that in the earlier

stages of treatment the application of a solid tended to

retard the wound secretion.' On the seventh and subse-

quent days, until granulation was complete, the treatmsut

was further modified by immersing tho part for four hours

each day in a bath of hypertonic salt solution ; a double

[2858]
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pui-pose -was answei-ed—the granulations weie fui-ther

stiuuilatcd and any remaining slough separated, and the

Burronnding skin, which had become very dirty after

repeated eusol dres^iug, was. thoroughly and efficiently

cleaned.
Observations of the wound from day to day show some

interesting features. During the first twenty-four hours

the foul smell of the wound entirely disappears ;
the

discharge as such also disappears, but is replaced by a

lymph like secretion, which soaks the dressings with a

glairy, gelatinous looking fluid. After the third day this

lymph-like discharge tends to cease, granulation tissue

begins to make its appearance, and slightly bloodstained

serum escapes from the wound. Sloughs separate with

extraordinary rapidity, and the healthy granulation tissue

which remains completes the process of healing at a more
rapid rate than I have previously observed.

At no time was any complaint made of pain or irritation

being produced by the eusol. This could not be said of

the eupad; its application was always followed by a

stinging, burning sensation, which lasted usually for about

thirty minutes.
Details are added of nine cases of undoubted infection

with a gas-producing organism, ending in tissue necrosis,

which were treated successfully with eusol. Many of the

cases were of intense severity. These cases have not been

selected, but form a consecutive series coming under my
care. It was interesting to note that the general condition

of the patient responded and improved synchronously with

the improvement in the local condition.

Hi d Operation.

Ag a result of a shell explosion the right foot was blown off,

au(l there was a deep laeeniteil woimrt of the left thigh. In
regard to the wound of the right foot, the edges were trimmed
and converted into Hans, the surfaces were washed with eusol,

aud the stump was partiallv closed with interrupted silkworm
gut sutures. The wo:ind of the left thigh was dressed with &
warm solution of hydrogen peroxide.

Progress.
The amputation did well, and proceeded to heal without

further complication ; the wound of the left thigh developed
the clinical features which are associated with a moderate gas
infection—that is to say, the general condition altered by a rise

in temperature, pulse 'aud respiratiou-rate. The patient com-
plained ofgeneral
debility and rest-
lessness, and had
the facial appear-
a n c e of un-
doubted illness.

Locally the
wound had
altered: the sur-
face apjiearcd to
be covered with
coagulated albu-

stauce ; the ex-
posed muscle had
a brown leathery
appearance ; the
surrounding skin
was beginning to
be discoloured

D.-i-j.
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100°
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Case hi.
Private, admitted August lOfcli, 1915.

Hhton/.
This man had been wonnded tliree days previously by a viile

bullet tlirough tlie right thigh. Military exigencies had prc-

veutcd his transfer to tlio clearing hospital until this date.

Conilition on Admhsion.
His condition wns such as to give rise to considerable anxiety.

Ite wj\s restless and, to some degree, collapsed ; there was pro-
f u s o p e r-

TUnr.
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v.ait, as any immediate amputation would certainly result in

inlectiou of the stump surfaces. The wound was carefully

cleaned up, syringed, and afterwards lightly packed with
{,'auze wrung out of eiisol ; tlie dressing was changed at six-

hourly intervals. For ihre2 daj's rci'catcil ilrcs-ing with eusol

solution was persisted iii. Duri;) '
• gangrenous

pi'ocess was entirely mastered, t!. ll'-ared fi-ora

Llie subcutaneous tissues; tli^ . cracliliiig

rrmaincd in the necrotic musci. ^^ paratod aa

•'1 dav the continue:.! exp^jsurc of the femoral
. I V led to a coagulation of the blood stream, and

, cd in the tissues of the foot. It was therefore
n.. . _ i Lilorm amputation in the upper part of the thigh.

In i)erforniii)g this amputation one had a.n opporluuity of

observing in the tissues of tbc stumjj liow completely the

original necrotic process had been localized. It bad not

extended into the posterior tbigh muscles, and it bad not

infected the tissues of the tbigh above tlie wound. It

was our opinion that the remarkable localization of the

infection was tbo result of the action of tbo eusol

application.

History and Condition on Admission.
There was a bullet wound of the right thigh. The injury had

been sustained some forty-eight hours before, and there had
been a cont,ider
able

Tim».
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On the moniin^' iitter admissiou the general condition was
less reassuring: the temperature remainea high—100^; the
J>ulse-rate hail increaseJ ; there was a complaint of pain in tlie

Tl7r<f.
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opposing trenches lie close together. We met with them
chiefly at Auzac. Bayonet wounds are very uacommon.
The Turk does not seem to love the bayonet.

Head Injuries.

Let me commence my account by referring to cerebral
injuries. Penetrating bullet wounds inflicted at short
range are generally quickly fatal, and are rarely seen on
a hospital ship. Injuries by partially spent bullets, on the
other hand, are common, the bullet usually remaining
lodged within the cranium.
When seen such patients frequently prosent signs of

compression. When such cases are met with the scalp
and wound should be thoroughly cleaned and the edges of

the latter excised. The wound is then enlarged, or a flap

of scalp is turned down. The opening in tlie skull is in-

creased with the aid of nibbling forceps, and any loose

fragments of bone are removed. This is followed by a
rush of blood and disorganized cerebral matter. Patients
thus treated often improve markedly, and life is un-
doubtedly prolonged. Unfortunately, I understand that
the majority of them succumb later to septic compli-
cations.

Tangential wounds of the skull are much more amenable
to ti-eatment. The skull when exposed may present an
appearance of bruising only ; a slight groove may be
apparent, or a linear portion of the skull may have been
carried away. Cases in which the entry and exit wounds
of a bullet Jie close together in the skull may be included
in the same category.
Even in the first cases trephining almost invariably

reveals a depressed fracture of the inner table, while in

the remainder the dura is torn, and pieces of bone may be
found driven into the cerebral substance. In some cases

the dura must be opened, even if it has not been torn,

owing to the presence of a large liaematoma beneath it.

As long as the cases remain aseptic their prognosis is

favourable. They usually present signs of cerebral irrita-

tion and are very troublesome to nurse in a crowded
ward. The same principles govern the treatment of

injuries due to pieces of shell or bomb.

S/iinal Injuries.

In cases of spinal injury one can rarely hope to do any
good by surgical interference.

Wounds of the Fare.
AV'ounds of the face often present a terrible appearance,

but if thoroughly cleansed and carefully stitched up, with
provision for adequate drainage, they do well. I have
seen nothing of the ultimate results. These are almost
the only wounds into which one dare insert sutures.

Shattered jaws are frequently met with. Here again I

am unable to speak of final results. In the early days the
whole mouth becomes very foul. The only treatment
consists in frequent irrigation. Such patieuts are difficult

to feed, but cau almost all swallow fluids ^iven to them in

a feeder to which a rubber tube has been attached. This
tube must be passed well to the back o5 the tongue.
Wounds of the neck when septic are liable to be

followed by oedema of the lai-yux. This sometimes
manifests itself with alarining suddenness, and may
necessitate the performance of a hurried laryngotomy.

Wotinds of the Thorax.
Bullet wounds of the chest are common. When the

heart or big vessels have been injured the patient rarely
reaches the ship alive. Patients with wounds of the lungs
who have lived long enough to reach the ship usually do
well. Haemothorax and haemoptysis are of frequent
occurrence, but all the symptoms subside quickly, save in

rare instances, if the patient is kept sitting up in a restful

position. jMorphiue is invaluable in these cases. Operative
interference is rarely justifiable. Occasionally a large
haemo- or pneumo-thorax may require to be tapped in order
to relieve dyspnoea.

Abdominal Injuries.

On the subject of the treatment of abdominal injuries

I cannot pretend to speak with authority. Few patients
have reached us who were not already moribund, either
from internal haemorrhage or general peritonitis. A few
have, however, arrived in a rather better plight. They

have almost all been treated by starvation, opium, and!
rectal saline infusion, and have been kept propped up ia
Fowler's position. Of the.se a fair proportion have made a.

complete recovery. In a very few cases of recent injury
operation has been deemed advisable, but the results hav&
pi-oved very discouraging. Unfortunately, I can give no
statistics in the case of either operative or expectant
treatment. I am, however, strongly of o)>inion that the
latter holds out a better prospect of success in all but
exceptional cases.

Injuries to the Limbs.
Clean bullet wounds of fleshy parts, uncomplicated by

other injuries, give little trouble. The skin round about
should be painted with iodine and a simple dressing
applied. They almost invariably heal by first intention.

Shraimel wounds frequently become septic. Should auy
signs of inflammation develop they must be opened up,
irrigated, and freely drained. Shell wounds are almost,
invariably infected, and must be freely drained and
washed out from the first.

When nerves are injured early interference is not indi-

cated. Many cases recover completely without operation.
Nerve suture cannot safely be performed till the wound,
has completely healed. Occasionally a bullet presses ou.

a nerve, causing intense pain, and may require early
removal.
Large vessels are frequently wounded. Many such

cases bleed to death on the field. Those which reach the
ship may present signs of a large haematoma, or maj' be
bleeding freely from an external wound. Eveu if the
bleeding has temporarily ceased it is apt to recur later^

Finally, if the vessel has not been tied, aneurysm, or

arteriovenous aneurysm, frequently develops. Early
operative interference gives excellent results. As the
wound lias been well flushed with blood it may almost
always be closed, and usually heals by first intention.

Bleeding is commonly found to proceed from one of the
main arteries which has been button-holed. A free in-

cision, good light, and good retraction greatly facilitate

the operation. Many patients are collapsed from loss of
blood, so that speed in operating is essential, while intra-

venous infusion may be required.

One of the most frequent and troublesome complications,

of penetrating wounds of the limbs is a compound fracture.

When the wounds of entry and exit are small and aseptia
the fracture may be regarded as of the simple variety and
may be treated as such.

Unfortunately such cases are rare. When the bone has
been hit its fragments, together with the bullet, usually
act like au explosive and tear a large hole in the soft parts.

Any such extensive wound tends to become .septic, and is.

generally markedly so by the time the patient arrives ou
board. Such cases should be given an anaesthetic and
treated in the theatre at once. The wound must be
opened up freely and thoroughly irrigated. Any com-
pletely detached fragments of bone are removed. My
endeavour always is to convert such wounds as far as
possible into craters, in which every part is freely

accessible and pocketing of pus an impossibility. To-

secure this end muscle maybe freely divided—transversely

if necessary—and any bruised or lacerated portions cut
away-

I "shall not speak of the various ways of putting up-

compound fractures, as so much has already been writtea
upon this subject. There are only three things to consider
—^the comfort of the patient, ready accessibility of the-

wound, and immobilization of the fractured bone. Correct
apposition of the broken ends is of little importance in.

the early days, as no union can take place till much
later.

Sepsis in a badly drained compound fracture is a most
deadly complication. It is in such cases that one sees so-'

much spreading gangrene. Particularly in septic com-
pound fractures of the femur the mortality has been very
liigh. Undoubtedly this is due to the difliculty iu securing

free drainage. There must be no hesitation about

sacrificing a large amount of muscular tissue in order

to secure this end.

This leads me to speak of spreading gangrene, though I

am afraid I can add little of interest to what has already

been written upon this subject. Whether accompanied bv

gas formation or not it lias proved, in my experience. ?
-
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Tje a most Lopeless coiulitioii. By the time tlie jiaticnt has
developed an anaemic toxic appearance 1 believe he always
dies, whatever suifjical treatment is adopted. Gangrene is

usually either present when the patient reaches tlie sliip,
or makes its appearance within the first twenty-four hours.
In gangrene of the upper limb, vvhicli has not spread
much above the elbow, a few lives are saved when circular
amputation is performed through the shoulder-joint. Tlie
wound is left absolutely open without a single stitch. lu
the ease of the lower hmb our results have been bad. A
thoroughly toxaemic and exhausted patient, such as a
gangrene patient generally is, seldom seems to survive
the shock of a high amputation through the thigh. I am
inclined to think that in these cases free incision, followed
by frequent deep injections of hydrogen peroxide, is a more
hopeful line of treatment. So far spreading gangrene has
never occurred in the case of a patient who has reached
the ship within eight hours of the receipt of his injury.
One cannot fail to be deeply impressed with the way in

which the wliole clinical aspect of the wounded varies
with the length of time they have taken to reach the ship.
When they come late they are absolutely exhausted on
•arrival, and withstand the shock of operation very badly.
Almost all the wounds are extensively infected, and sur-
gical treatment consists almost entirely in incisions and
amputations. The mortality from septic infection and
Irom shock is high. When they come early, the mortality
from sepsis is low. and the cases, as a whole, run a much
more benign course. The difference in the general con-
dition of the patients in the two cases must be seen to be
believed.

Before I close I must make some reference to the use of
"antiseptic paste." I approached the question with an
open mind, having met and talked with Sir Watson
Cheyne. I used it freely on our first two trips, and I have
come to the following conclusions : If a wound is freely
drained, it does not require paste. It will do all right
without it. When a wound is once obviously .septic, paste
IS powerless to clear up the infection. I have met with no
«vidence that it can prevent septic infection occurring,
while, once it has developed, there is pleuty of evidence
that the use of paste is unjustifiable.

In conclusion, I wish to pay a tribute to tlie energy and
organizing power of Fleet Surgeon Dalton. He alone has
made it possible for the work on board to be carried
through, even in the busiest times, without a hitch.
I must also express my personal gratitude to him for
much valuable advice and assistance.

ACUTE RENAL DISEASE AMOxNGST THE
TKOOPS IX FRANCE.

-! CLISICAL NOTE BASED 0.\ XIXETY-FIVE CASES.

By R. G. ABERCROMBIE, M.D.Camb.,
I'EMPOBAHY Lieutenant U.A.M.C.

The health of our troops serving in France is at present
fortunately exceUent; there have, however, occurred a
number of cases of acute renal disease, the causation of
which IS not at present fully understood. The whole
subject IS undergoing thorough investigation

; pending the
results of this inquiry, it may be of interest to give a brief
clinical account of 95 cases which have come under the
writer s personal care.

(ientral Characters.
I he disease exhibits the features of an acute nephritis;

It presents oedema, the passage of albuminous urine
containing granular casts, febrile reaction, and uraemic
symptoms.
The majority of the cases occurred in previously healtliy

young or middle-aged men, in whom no evidence of pre
e.xi8tmg renal disease could be found. In a small minority
of cases the previous history or the presence of cardio-
vascular changes led one to suppose that the condition was
superimposed upon previously damaged kidneys.

Symploms.
Onset.—la some cases the onset was sudden ; in others

the symptoms were little marked during the first few days
bat became progressively worse. Swelling of the face.

especially of the eyelids, was one of the earliest symptoms;
it was usually accompanied by headache and pain in the
hack and limbs; sometimes febrile symptoms preceded the
swelling of the face by several dnys. Bronchitis with
irritative cough occurred in many cases ; in others
abdominal pain, diarrhoea, and vomiting. Of the initial
symptoms headache was the most constant; shortness
of breath was also frequent. In only very few cases was
tonsillitis present.
Oedema was constantly present; it was absent in only

one doubtful ease. The face was always markedly
affected; the trunk and limbs frequently so. Pleural
effusion was present iu two cases ; ascites in four. The
usual duration of the oedema was one or two weeks ; in
only three cases was it obstinate, rendering it necessary
to transfer the patients to England in an oedematous con-
dition. The last relics of the disappearing oedema were
usually to be found in the parotid and lumbar regions.
The cases with ascites ran a severe course, probably
owing to the injurious pressure of the fluid on the renal
vessels.

Vroemic Symptoms.—He&A&che, often severe, was a
constant gymptom. Convulsions occurred in three cases;
amaurosis in one. Vomiting and paroxysmal nocturnal
ilyspnoea occasionally occurred. The tongue was usually
furred, sometimes dry and brown.

Fftirlle Refwtioii.—Many of the cases exhibited a tem-
perature of 100° or 101° for oue or two days after their
admission to hospital; in others tlie history suggested that
fever had been present at the onset. Two cases relapsed
while m hospital; in each the temperature rose to
about 101°. One case ran a febrile course for about a
fortnight. Shivering was sometimes complained of, but
an actual rigor was not witnessed. Since the cases were
not generally admitted to hospital until several days after
the onset, it was not possible to sav whether fever was
invariably present at the commencement.

Uruie.—The volume passed was much diminished in the
bad cases; complete suppression was present in several
instances. The amount of albumin varied from a light
cloud to a quantity sufficient to render the urine nearly
solid on boiling. The amount diminished under treatment,
but only in a very few cases did it clear up altogether
prior to the patients' transfer to England. Granular casts
were constantly present during the acute phase ; hyaline
and blood casts were also found. Red blood cells were
present microscopically in the large majority of cases;
obvious haematuria was frequent, and sometimes persisted
when the patient was approaching convalescence.

IJlood pressure was usually high during the acute phase,
as evidenced by an accentuated aortic second sound.
Means were not at hand for obtaining an exact record of
the arterial tension.

Other Symptoms.—The bronchitis occasionally proved
persistent and troublesome. Severe epistaxis occurred
in several cases. Rarely did nephritic anaemia show
itself.

D iaifnosis.—Vnrioas forms of albuminuria were distin-
guished by the absence of oedema and uraemic symptoms
and by the characters of the urine. In several cases not
included in this series the symptoms were due to an infec-
tion of the lower urinary tract by the B. coli communis or
a related organism. So far as the writer's observations
go, only in a very few cases could the condition be regarded
as an exacerbation of a chronic nephritis.

Prognosis.
None of the patients died. After a stay iu hospital of

from one to three weeks, 92 of the patients were trans-
ferred to England free from oedema. In a few of these
cases the albumin had also disappeared, in several others it
was reduced to a trace, but the majority were still passing
a fair amount of albumin. Three cases assumed a chronic
aspect, and were transferred to England with persistent
oedema. Only time will show how far the condition will
lead to chronic renal disease.

Treatment.
The patients were nursed betweeu blankets and were

warmly covered up. They were given milk, barley water,
and lemonade; these were administered warm every two
or three hours, a total of 7 or 8 pints being given in the
twenty-four hours. A daily morning purge of half an
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ounce of ma'^nesium sulphate was given, and repeated

during tlie day, if necessary.

Tlic ctlect of tliis treatment was immediately seen in

tlio rcoHtablishment of the urinary flow, the rapid sub-

sidence of the oedema, the clearing of tlio tongue and the

return of the appetite. The progressive increase in the
volume of urine, as shown by daily measurement, afforded

an index of the patient's improvement. In cases with much
gastric disturbance it was necessary largely to substitute

barley water for the milk for a few days. Solid food, with the
exception of fruit, was, as a rule, withheld until after com-
plete disappearance of the dropsy ; a little bread-and-butter

and milk pudding were then given. In cases tending to

chronicity, salt-free diet was tried, but not for a period

long enough for its value to be ascertained. Suppression
was treated by sinapisms to the loins and hot packs, the

jiationt being plied with warm lemonade wldle in the pack.

Packs were also employed for uraemic symptoms and for

obstinate dropsy; they were not repeated too often, as
they were found debilitating. Diuretics and diaphoretics

were not as a rule employed, except when the dropsy was
obstinate; in such cases caffeine and salines were tried

without much apparent benefit. Urinary antiseptics, in the

form of boric acid and urotropine, were given in a few
cases ; it was difficult to estimate their value ; they were
not given as a routine, in the absence of direct evidence of

infection of the urinary tract, and from fear of irritating the

kidneys. Bromides were given for severe headache and for

convulsions, and a sedative cough mixture ordered when

When the urinary flow was fully re-established, the

oedema completely absent for several days, and all

uraemic syuiploras relieved, the patients were warmly
wrapped up and transferred as cot cases to England.

Causation.

Most of the cases came from the front, but some had
been in comfortable quarters at the base. The disease

appears sometimes to occur in small localized outbreaks ;

thus three cases occurred amongst the orderlies of one
hospital. Exposure to cold in itself cannot be the
causative factor, for the writer saw no cases at a general

hospital during the severe weather of January and
February, whereas in the warm months they have been
frequent. The diverse conditions under which the men
had been living makes it difficult to incriminate any
liarticular food or drink. Most of the patients had drunk
Flemish beer, some had drunk French wine, and some had
been practically teetotalers.

From tlie motley symptoms of the onset and the
irregular incidence, the writer at first judged the cases to

be an anomalon<4 form of influenza; but though organisms
resembling BuriVnx uiflnryizae were found in the spntnm
of the broncliitiij ruses, tliey could not be recovered from
the urine. Cuhnrcs of the urine proved sterile, except in

a few cases in wliicli staphylococci were grown, probably

due to contamination. Blood cultures also proved sterile.

Eeviewing all the circumstances, the writer is inclined

to the belief t!'-*^ '! <litf';i<<e is an infection by a definite

organism, tl irli is at present undiscovered.
The wrili thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel

J. H. Campli lou to publish the cases treated

at No. 11 Ginoiiil ilos[iLtal; to Colonel Sir John Rose
Bradford, for his ever-ready help and advice in difficult

cases ; and to Temporary Captain S. W. McLellan, for a
large amount of pathological investigations.

TUE IMPORTATION OF BACILLARY
DYSENTfiliy.

By a. E. carver, M.D.Cantab., M.K.C.P.Lond.,
hos-oraky rilysician, western adxiuary military hospital,

The immunity from epidemic disease enjoyed by our
troops during almost twelve months of trench warfare
is a striking testimony to the efficiency of our Army
Medical Services ; but it is now evident that cases of

dysentery are to be expected from the front, and it is open
to question whether the necessity for the adoption of

stringent methods of precaution and prevention, in the

interests of the population at home, has been fully''

appreciated.

The grounds for fearing that dysentery amongst our
soldiers is likely to bo followed l)y similar epidemics
amongst the civil population are not purely theoretical.

Such a sequence, with disastrous results, occurred in

North London in 1902, an account ' of which was real
before the London Medical Society. Dr. Cautley ^ also
described an outbreak amongst women and children which
occurred at a London barracks in June, 1900—that is, nine
mouths after the opening of the Hocr war—and during
the autumn of the same year other outbreaks occuiicl
in the Home Counties. Although in none of the.se c;!-

I believe, was the Bacillus dysentoiiie (Shiga) isol;i

it is probable that this was only because search was
made for it, and there can be hardly a doubt that t\y. j

cases wei'e in fact acute bacillary dysentery, from which
disease the symptoms, course, and pathological findings
were indistinguishable ; and in some at least of the cases
the infection was traceable to soldiers recently home from
South Africa.

Confirmatory evidence of the view expressed in a thesis '

iu 1903 that the supposed varieties of acute and ulcerative

colitis, as occurring in this country, are identical with the
disease known as dysentery when occurring abiroad, has
been adduced independently by Dr. Eyre* and by Professor
Robert Saundby,"^ the latter in an illuminating address
delivered in 1906 ; and it would be interesting to learn .

whether sporadic cases of ulcerative colitis have of latfr

years appeared in the v.'ards of our large hospitals with a&
great frequency as during the years immediately following,

the late South African war.
Until quite recently there seems to have been no repe-

tition in this country of dysenteric diseases occurring ia

epidemic form, but at the present time circumstances
appear to be assuming a more threatening attitude.

During the autumn of last year a virulent epidemic,
exactly resembling that of 1902 in North London, broke
out in an institution in the 'West of England. At first two
nurses were attacked, children under their charge be-

coming subsequently affected, and from the stools of these
patients the B. dysenteriae was isolated in almost pure
culture. After diligent search it was found that a child

admitted about a fortnight previously had suffered from
stomach-ache and diarrhoea, and was at that time passing
visible pus and mucus in his stools. He was, in fact, con-

valescent from dysentery, and upon questioning him it

transpired that his father had lately returned home from
India and was still suffering from the disease. The child

recovered, but others succumbed, and the epidemic
threatened to assume very serious proportions.

At the present time I have under my care a soldier who
was sent home convalescent from enteric fever. Five days
after his admission to the 'Western Auxiliary Military

Hospital he developed acute dysentery, a bacillus indis-

tinguishable from the B. dysenteriae being present in the

stuols. The onset of the dysentery occurred eighteen days
after he loft the military hospital abroad, and the inference

is that the disease was contracted on the ship in which he
spent thirteen days on the voyage home, in company with
scores of men who were suffering from dysentery.

Notwithstanding that it is accepted upou all sides that

bacillary dy.sentery is an acute infection, the disease is not
notifiable, and there seems to be but little general recog-

nition of the established fact that it is capable of assuming
epidemic aggressiveness even in this country.

Moreover, experience would seem to indicate that when
the disease does gain a foothold it proves to be of a
virulent type, the rate of fatality, amougst children

especially, being extremely high.

Bbpf.rences.
' London Medical Society's Tranauctions. 1905. ^ Lancet. 1901.

5 Thesis forru.D -ir.'rra in the University of Cambridge. * Lancet.
1904. •):!.

I I .louBNAL. 1906.

Has !,es in the New 'York Public Bealth
Hepor: -

, 1:, 1915, two cases of paralysis during
autirabic ttcati.ieut in addition to two others which he
made public in 1913. In one of the patients facial palsy
developed on the twenty-first day but it passed off. The
second case died on the eleventh day of treatment, six

days after the development of ascending paralysis. It is

not clear that this complication was really an abortive

rabies.
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A CASi: OF MOLLUSCUM FIBROSUM
'VOX ItECJaASGHAUSEN'S DISEASE).

BY

A. WILSON GILL, M.D.Eum.,
Il.UJI.ET, STAFFS.

The case tlcsoiiboil below illustrates the usual features
o£ molluscuui tibiosuni, and little is to be added to the
oiigiual desciiption of the disease published by von
Reckliughauscu in 1882. Several ca.ses have been de-
scribed aud investigated since that date, and have all
corroborated his discovery that the multiple growths
occurring iu the skin are of the nature of libroiuata growiu<'
from the conuective tissue of the terminal filament's of the
cutaneous nerves. The standard work on the subject
iu this country is the exhaustive monograph by Alexis
Thomsou.i On Neuroma and Neurofihroinafosis, published
in 1900. Therein will be found a full descriptiou of the
two cases recorded by von Recklinghausen, a complete
account of syuiptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, etc., aud a list

of all the recorded cases of neurofibromatosis up to that
date. Rolleston aud Jlacnaughton ^ in 1912, in their paper
on hereditary and familial types of the disease, give a
further list of familial and hereditary cases published
after 1900.

^

The patient here described is a man aged 60, a potter's
slip-maker by occupation, who confesses to no previous
illnesses, but who for the last few years has suffered more
or less from chronic bronchitis. He is somswhat poorly
nourished, but active both physically aud mentally. He
exhibits none of the moutal dullness often associated with
cases of von Recklinghausen's disease. There is no
history of bilious attacks which have been described by
some observers, nor can I find any evidence of pulmonary
tuberculosis.

History.
He states that he first noticed small lumps on the skin

of the chest about thirty years ago. These lumps ap-
peared painlessly, and steadily increased in size, while
fresh growths continued to appear. Some appeared to
collapse after a time, but none of them have ever
completely disappeared.
On several occasions he has pricked them, thinkiiio they

were little bladders with fluid contents. One continued to
grow from the region of the lower costal margin on the
right side until it reached almost to Pouparfs ligament.
This tumour was removed at tho North Staffordshire
Infirmary twenty-two years ago. It weighed 5? lb.
Following on the operation, he states that the tumours
increased rapidly in size and number, especially on the
chest.

Although the disease was painless at the onset, he now
states that he can tell for several days beforehand where
fresh gi-owths will occur, by a sensation of intense
prickling suggesting " the bite of a gnat " which causes him
to rub the part. There then appears a small violet-blue spot
under the skin, which gradually becomes a small growth
about the size of a small pin's head ; it steadily increases
in size or may remain stationary. On the scalp there is

a large oval soft swelling measuring 5 in. by 3.l in. covered
with a few hair.s, and suggesting a bald patch in the
accompanying photograph. This tumour, he has been
informed, was present at the time of birth. Apart from
bronchitis, his only complaint is cramp in the right leg
after walking.

DislrihnHon of the Grovihs.
The greater number of tlie growths are found on the

trunlc itself and especially on the back and chest. On the
top of the head is the large soft tumour already mentioued.
The face and forehead are dotted over with numerous
small growths aud there are innumerable small pin-point
growths on the neck. There is one on the chin the size of
a hazel nut, pedunculated, but hidden by the beard. The
arms, thighs, and legs are comparatively free from growths.
There are none on the palms of the hands, but on the sole
of the left foot there are two small ones along the inner
bordi r. aud several small ones on the sole of the right foot.
Over the coccyx there is a tail-like appendage" The
majority are sessile, but a few have a tendency to be
pedunculated.

D

There is no pam ou pressmg over any of the tumours.
They are generally of soft consistence, some giviuo the
sensation of empty bags of skiu, but over the site o1 tho
operation scar they tend to be firmer and give a feelin" of
containing a con- °

voluted plexus. In
most of the larger
tumours this plesi-

form arrangement is

distinctly palpable.
Areas of pigmenta-

tion are usually
found associated with
the tumour growth
In Alexis Thomson's
series of 76 ca.ses,

pigmentation was
present in 19—a pro-
portion of 25 p e r
cent. Harbitz^ found
pigmentation present
iu all the >cases ex-
amined by him. In
many cases, as in
this, the skin .surface

generally is dark
with a d i ff u s e
brownish pigmenta-
tion. In addition to
this general dis-
coloration, more
definite areas of pig-
mentation are to be
found. Three dis-
tinct varieties of pig-
mentatiou occur and
are present in this
case similar to
those described
by Rollestou and
liacnaughtou

:

1. Punctifoi-m pig-
ment spots, re-
sembling freckles.

2. Va/e-au-lait
patches.

3. VioIet-blue spots
—the first stage
of the molluscona
tumours.

Iu this man the cafe au lait pitchch
back and especially over the scapuHc
over the right scapula. Small, i pit, lies occuroli the back
generally and over the buttock. 'I he aims and legs are
comparatively free fiom pir,,ncutntR . and theie are no
p.7tches ou the buccal mucous mcmbiano
The actual diagnosis of von Rockhnghansen's disease

must, of course, rest on the histologic il examination of the
tumours, ah.shasnot been agi, ed to m this cise, andowing to the rapid incicisc ^^huh t .ok pHce after the
operation twenty-two .c;is n^ I l,„c not pus ed him
very hard to submit tu u^ rpr.it, i, h.w.,c.\h ht.

I have been quite uniblc tu ti uc -iny Ik i |i ,vv or
family tendency in this paticut but it i 111 n'that
such cases are not infiequcnt and -i ImH Ii-,1 in
the literature. As Femdel has said ( i, i h f I nom-o
fibi-omatcsis is always congc-mt il, often hci.dit uy,' and
.sometimes familial." ''

The treatment for the condition is purely surgical, but
sliou.d oiily be adopted in the ca.se of verv large tumours,
u tliere is pam, or where ulceration has oocnrrcd over the
tiunour. It has repeatedly been observed that operation
lias been tollowed by an increase in the size and number ofthe tumours.'
Death may occur from exhaustion, loss of weioht, and

anaemia, u the disease is progressive, and the occurrence
ot sarcoma is not uncommon.

!l'''e special points of interest in this case arc :

1. The inten.se itching preceding the appearance of the
tumours. This symptom is not a common one. but w.-rs
noted by Malcolm IMorris and Wilfred Fox^ in a case
described by them.

2. The congenital nature of the disease, as shown by tlie
presence of the tumour on the scalp at the time of birth.

found oulvon the
Ihe lart^est is seen
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3. Tlie presence of tumours on the soles of the feet—an

Tin::oinmon situation.

4. The piesence of the three types of pigmentation.

5. The rapid increase in the size and number of tumours
after operation.

Eefebksces.
1 Alexis Thomson : On Neiironui and Xeti.rofibro7)ialosis. 1900. "J. D,

KollestonandN.S.Macnaughton. BemewofNeuroloayandPsyclnatrv,
1912. vol. X. 8F. Harbitz. Archives of Iiitental, JJcdirine, 1909. in.

'C. C. Choyce ana J. M. Heattio: A Nystcmof Hnracry, vol.iii. " M.
Morris and W. Fox, Britiih Journal of DeruMtoloaij, 1907, vol. six.

ACUTE ACTINOMYCOSIS OF THE PAROTID
GLAND.

By e. d. telfoud, f.r.c.s.,

MASCHUBTEB IIOTAL ISFIBMAllY.

The course of events after infection by the ray faugus is

usually slow ; the swelling and induration are of gradual

development without acute local or general reaction, and
the subsequent softening and discharge are long drawn out

and tedious.

'JHiere occur, however, rarer cases in which the disease

assumes a much more acute form. Two such cases have
come uuder my notice within the last ten years, and they

seem worthy of mention since tbere are but few reports of

the acute forms of actinomycosis. In view of the fact that

the ordinary chronic variety is still frequently missed, and

a diagnosis, often of tuberculosis, sometimes of sarcoma,

is wrongly made, the acuter cases of actinomycosis are,

owing to their greater rarity, still more likely to be a

source of error in diagnosis.

The two cases on which this note is based presented a

remarkable similarity in onset and symptoms. In each

case the route of infection was by the parotid duct, and
from this point of entry the disease rapidly infiltrated the

gland itself. The infection ^vas, in the one case, derived,

no doubt, from the habit of chewing corn whilst engaged
in feeding poultry; in the other case the patient had, a

neek before the onset, played with some children in a
field of ripe corn, but no more exact source of infection

could be discovered. In both cases the outline of the

gland, including the very distinct socia parotidis, was
plainly marked, but within seven days of onset the barrier

of the glandular capsule was broken down, and a most
acute diffuse cellulitis of the face resulted. The nature of

the infection was determined in each case by the exami-
nation of portions of the infiltrated subcutaneous tissue

in the Pathological Department of the University of

ilanchester.
The features of this acute form of actinomycosis would

appear to be as follows. The fungus enters by the parotid

duct and, within a few days of entry, gives rise to an acute

parotitis; the socia parotidis is seen to be enlarged and
tender. The disease then bursts through the limits of the

gland, whereupon a very acute cellulitis develops which
may extend far over the scalp and well down the neck.

There is great constitutional disturbance and marked
evidence of septic absorption. At this stage the swollen

l^arts are likely to be incised, when the incisions will be
found to yield no pus, but merely a sanious debris. The
cut tissue wiU be seen to be diffusely infiltrated, of a dirty

grey colour, flecked with points of yellow. The fluid and
debris obtained may be extremely foul, indicating a mixed
infection of organisms from the mouth. The incisions,

although they may ameliorate the acute condition, will

probably fail to arrest the disease and the further spread
of the lesion with fresh points of softening will be seen.

These, when in turn incised, will tend to assume a chronic
course until, ultimately, the diagnosis is thrust upon the
observer by the yellow granules of the fungus.
The practical lesson is that any acute cellulitis of the

face of obscure origin, or of unwonted appearance on in-

cision, should excite suspicion of actinomycotic infection.

The discharge from such lesions, or, better, a small portion

of tissue, should be examined, and, since the fungus is not
always easy of identification, a single negative result should
by no means be accepted as final.

Once the diagnosis is established, appropriate treatment
in addition to the incisions should be given. Iodine has
appeared to yield good results in the more common chronic

forms of the disease, and should certainly be used freely

in these more acute cases. It has often been given in too
small a dose ; it should bs pushed very freely in all forms
of actinomycosi-s. One of my acute cases took no less

than 240 grains of potassium iodide each day for several
weeks with distinct benefit and no ill effect. In addition,
iodine should be given locally. A 10 per cent, solution of

iodipin may be injected into the infiltrated area at several
points to the daily amount of 10 c.cm. The incisions and
sinuses should be irrigated freely with a weak mixture of

tincture of iodine .and w ater.

In my second case a dose of 0.3 gram neo-salvarsau
was given as soon as the di-agnosis was established on the
twelfth day of the illness. Although this case was a very
acute one, with extremely foul discharge, there was within
tweuty-four hours of the administration a very marked
increase in the amount of discharge and a rapid improve-
ment in the local and general condition. This improve-
ment was so well maintained that a further injection which
was contemplated was not given. An isolated observation
of this kind is of small value, but from my experience of

its effect in this instance I would certainly be disposed to

use saharsau in cases of actinomycosis.
The problem of securing good drainage by incision of

the face without leaving very obvious disfigurement is not
easy. In my second case I attempted it by making a free

incision above the hair line of the temple, and by bhmt
subcutaneous di.s.section I made a large tunnel, out of which
a tube was drawn through a small vertical incision iu

front of the ear. Another incision, concealed behind the
angle of the jaw, enabled a similar subcutaneous tunnel to

reach the first one aud provided good dependent drauiagc
by a second tube. In this patient all the parts were
soundly healed within two mouths and the cosmetic result

was particularly fortunate.
In these more acute instances of facial actinomycosis

early diagnosis is much to be desired. Unless the true
nature of the di.sease is recognized, the condition is likely,

after nuuieious incisions, to drift into tlie ordinary chronic
form with multiple aud tedious points of softening causing
gross disfigurement. It would seem that much may be
done to obviate this unfortunate result by energetic treat-

ment early in the disease.

Jly first case had been treated as " mumps " and had
been in existence for three weeks when brought to my
notice. This case, in spite of energetic treatment, took
five months to heal, and resulted in very marked disfigure-

ment. The second case, which had a history of only

seven days, was, by the help of free drainage, of much
iodine, and probably of salvarsan, well healed within eight

weeks, and the subsequent facial appearance of the patient

was not the least satisfactory feature of the case.

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

A CASE OF ACETYL SALICYLIC ACID
POISONING.

Acetyl salicylic acid being so extensively prescribed at the
present time leads me to publish the following as pos-

sessing some features of interest in that the patient

showed a marked idiosyncrasy to the drag on a number
of occasions.

A gentleman, aged 34, waa suffering from a slight attack of

iuflueuza. I ailvised him to take 10 grains of acetyl salicylic

acid every six hours. The lirst dose was taken about half an
hour after a light hincli, and by mistake he took only 5 grains.
Within an liour his throat comraenced to swell, and the mucous
membrane of the tongue shortly afterwards became involved to

a marked degree. Severe pain, situated over the middle of the
sternum, ensued. The oedema spread to the neck, which
became much enlarged equally on the two sides, and the
swelling quickly extended upwards over the face. The eyelids

participated in the general oedema, but the involvement was not
sufficient to close the palpebral fissures. A dull red urticarial

rash now appeared over the chin and both cheeks. The root of

the mouth was dry and the speech thick. The oedema of the
tongue was sufficient to embarrass somewhat respiration by
the mouth, but the act was unimpeded by the nasal route.
Sliglit deafness and tinnitus and a scnsiition of fullness in the
head were present. There was no jmlpitation, and the urine
was normal in appearance. Gastrointestinal symptoms, with
the exception of the sternal pain mentioned, were absent. Two
hours alter the onset the symptoms commenced to abate, and
an hour later had all disappeared. Although the discomfort
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nttendant on the infiltration of the connective tissues was
marked, the severe sternal pain, which lasted two hours un-
abated, was the greatest cause ofalarm to the patient. Alcohol,
asthma, rheumatism, and gout have no place in liis past history,
liut there is a tendencv to the last-mentioued disease in the
family. There is uo trace of augioneux-osis iu the family
history.
When I saw him later he informed me that he had had a

number of similar attacks in the past. The first occasion was
two years previously, wheu he was given 5 grains of acetyl
salicylic acid foraciiill. Toxic symptoms commenced within
half au hour, and lasted in all about eight hours. The sternal
pain on this occasion was not so severe, but otherwise the
phenomena were exactly comparable to those enumerated
above.
About twelve months later a doctor gave him acetyl salicylic

acid in cachets, one to be taken every night immediately before
retiring to bed ; the dose is not known. Twelve doses in all

were taken, and on each occasion exactly the same symptoms
commenced within a period of half an hour to an hour, and
lasted from two to three hours. He continued takiug the
acetyl salicylic acid every night, as he thought the symptoms
" were part of the disease and the treatment."

The toxicity of the drug has been attributed to the
impurities existing in sahcj'Hc acid, and tlic phenomena
of salicj-hsra are very like those in-oduced by quinine, but
inquiry elicited the fact that the patient has always beeu
able to tolerate full doses of quinine.
The marked idiosyncrasy of this patient for acetyl

salicylic acid is well shown. In all, the drug has been
taken on fourteen occasions, and each time has been
attended by the same toxic phenomena, the individual
Bymptoms following each other in similar order. The
degree of severity has gradually increased, particularly as
relates to the lingual oedema and the sternal pain.

Victor C. Vesselovsky, M.R.C.S.Eng.,
L.E.C.P.Lond.

TEPPEE IX THE PROPHYLAXIS AND TREATMENT
OF FILARIASIS.

After several months of observation and experiment I have
discovered that pepper is an excellent prophylactic against
tilaria.

A study of the diets peculiar to the various races in this
colony reveals the important fact that where much pepper
is used in the food lilaria is less evident in direct propor-
tion. For example, (a) the aboriginal Carib Indians use
an enormous amount of pepper in their food and drink,
and filariasis is almost unknown amongst them; (h) the
East Indian immigrant and those '• Creole " East Indians
who adhere strictly to their national dishes, in which pepper
enters largely, seldom, if ever, suffer from filariasis. On
the other hand, filariasis is most common in those races,
like Portuguese, negroes, and other inhabitants, who make
u.se of very little pepper in their food.
From the above observations I concluded that pepper, or

piperine, its active constituent, was uo doubt the prophy-
lactic against filaria.

Probably the knowledge of the prophylactic properties
of pepper, like most other things in primitive peoples, was
lost in the centuries, and what was once based on scientific
principles was handed down and followed blindly as a
habit or custom.
To prove my theory that pepper has something to do

with the prevention of the manifestation of filariasis, I
experimented with tinctura capsici in cases of acute
filarial fever and lymphangitis, and found that the fever
and lymphangitis yielded promptly to the administration
of the drug. Probably piperine would act in the identical
manner.
The discovery promises to have very far-reaching results;

therefore I hasten to record my observations, and hope to
prove their value and accuracy later.

J. A. Robertson, L.R.C.P. and S.E.,
Medical Officer, Alms House,

Georgetown, Demerara.

The authorities iu the capital of Pennsylvania, which
has been troubled recently with rainy weather, have acted
with great vigour in preventing the multiplication o£
mosiiuitos. A .special mosquito brigade has treated more
than 353,000 sq. ft. of standing water with oil, filled up
approximately 300 pools, and dug 50 miles of ditches to
drain marshes where the pests breed. All weeds on vacant
lots have been cut down. It is propo.sed that the marsh
lands shall be cleared arid trenched in January when thcv
are frozen.

Erporfi

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN
HOSPITALS AND ASYLU3IS.

PERTH HOSPITAL, WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
GEANUL0M.\ PUDENDI : CAESAREAN SECTION.

(.By Arthur J. Nyul.vsy, M.R.C.S.Eng., Gynaecologist to
the Hospital.)

Mrs. X., aged 20 years, white, but born in a district in
Western Australia in which infective granuloma occurs
among the aborigines, was admitted to the Perth Hospital
about seven months pregnant with her first child on
.\ugust 3rd, 1913. About six months earlier small nodules
appeared on the perineum, and soon broke down into
ulcers. The labia majora were found much enlarged,
firm, and rough on tlie surface, and about 21 in. in
diameter. The labia did not pit on pressure. Ulceration,
with irregularly heaped-up granulation tissue on the
surface, was seen to extend from a little behind the anus
about 1^ in. on each side of it and involving it, and passed
along the outer and inner sides of tlie labia majora; also
from the clitoris up the anterior vaginal wall. The edge
of the ulcerated surface was clean cut, not markedly
raised, and rather serpiginous. The vaginal introitus was
narrowed by dense scar tissue occupying its posterior
margin. Outside the local condition described uo lesions
could be discovered in any other part of the body, but the
patient was decidedly anaemic. The Wassermann reac-
tion was negative, and salvarsan, mercury, and iodine
without evident effect.

On October 15th, 1913, the patient, being in labour, was
transferred to me for Caesarean section. She was intensely
anaemic, the blood from incisions giving a remarkably
pale stain. The placenta was found immediately under
the uterine incision and completely separated, there being
uo adhesions, polypoid decidual endometritis, or other
evidence of syphilis. The abdominal incision was only a
little over 6 in. long, and the child was extracted without
withdrawing the uterus from the abdominal cavity. The
child could not be revived, but the mother progressed
satisfactorily up to a week after operation. The skiu
clirs were then removed, and a few hours later the whole
abdominal wound was found to have completely opened up
into the peritoneal cavity, exposing the intestines. The
vitality of the patient had been so low that there had not
becu the slightest attempt at repair of the abdominal
wound. In spite of this, however, the uterine wound had
united quite satisfactorily, supplying excellent evidence of
the heahng capacity of the highly vascularized pregnant
uterus. The abdominal incision was resutured, and the
patient placed in the open air and given iron and ammonia.
Tlience onwards the progress to recovery from the operation
was uninterrupted.
The granulomatous condition remained little if at all

influenced by iodides, mercury, arsenic, and iron internally,
and antiseptic local treatment. On December 21st the
whole ulcerated area was scraped, the licaped-up granula-
tion tissue coming away with great ease, as if it were an
overlying moss. The surface was then brushed over with
carbolic acid. The cervix uteri was felt on this and on a
subsequent occasion (.January 7th, 1914) to be very friable,
breaking down readily with the gloved finger-nail. A
vaginal speculum could not be used on account of the con-
tiaot3d condition of the introitus, so that one had to depend
entirely on the sense of touch. The cervix was curetted,
and carbolic applied. X ray treatment was given twice a
week, and after a few months the patient left the hospital.
Mr. Hancock, the radiographer to the hospital, who carried
out this treatment, informs me that the ulceration had
almost healed, and the labia were almost their normal size
when the patient went home.

Dr. Shearman, Government Bacteriologist to Western
Australia, who examined specimens from this case, states
that they consisted of granulomatous tissue, but that he
could discover none of the spirochaetes referred to by some
writers on infective granuloma. Dr. C'leland, of Sydney,
has contributed valuable papers on this disea.se, in one of
which he figures a spirochaete.

Infective granuloma jiudendi is quite common among the
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aborigines of the north of Western Australia, seventy or

eighty oases being as a rule under the care of Government
medical officers. As far as I can discover, however, the

case here recorded is the first instance in Western Australia

in which the disease has occurred in a white wojnan. How
she became infected could not be determined, although
sexual congress is the usual method of propagation. The
husband presented no evidence of the disease.

lUbi^lus.

MORE OXFORD WAR PRIMERS.
Major L. Bathe Rawling, in his Oxford War Primer on
The Sitrgen/ of the Head,^ treats of the subject with the

authority to which his experience of the present war
entitles him. The work, which is well and profusely

illustrated, deals in detail with the various injuries and
diseases of the head which may have to be treated—not

only with wounds of the scalp, skull and brain, with
fractures of the vault and base of the skull, with concus-

sion, compression and irritation of the brain, and with
intracranial haemorrhage, but also with injuries of

neighbouring regions, such as the orbit, tlic jaws, and the

mastoid process. There is, in addition, a chapter on
infections of the brain and meninges, the wliole giving a
complete, if not very exhaustive, account of the injuries

dealt with. The book opens with a chapter on the clinical

applied anatomy of the head, its physiology and its

topography—information important for the student of

brain surgery. lu his reference to the physiology of the

optic nerve, he points out that the experience of the war
lias established tlio fact that the great majority of head
injuries with increase of intracranial pressure are associ-

ated with some degree of papillnedema, not true optic

neuritis. The whole aiipearanccs arc those of oedema due
to pressure, not those of inflammation. Tliese observa-

tions have been conlirmed by other workeis in cerebral

surgery during the war. The author lays great stress on
tlie importance of head injuries at the present time, on
account of their frequency, ow"
lighting, and also on n.'i nt u

sequelae, many of whu li miv I

nient. Quoting Toevjui-, l.iw

is caused by the peuetiatiiig b'

of exit is larger, insomuch as it is maile by the penetrating

body jjZt(.s the fragments driven out of the proximal table

and diploe, he applies it to tlie bullet wound fractures of

the skull, urging that it cannot be too repeatedly

stated that every fracture of the external table, how-
ever trivial at first sight, is associated with a much
greater comminution and dcjiression of the internal

table, with all the associated danger of damage to

dura mater, meningeal vessels, .and venous sinuses.

AVe heartily agree with the author that the.se observa-

tions cannot be too frcr(ncntly and too strongly

impi-esscd on all tlmsr suit;. 011s wlio have to deal with
cases of head injury, howi vc r tiiliiiig and simple they may
seem to be. 'llic chaiitor ilcaliug with the technique of

operations on the skull and brain is good, though the detail

given would not bo sufficient to guide an inexperienced
surgeon in performing any but the simplest operation.

The great importance of the control of haemorrhage from
the scalp in brain operations is dealt with, and the author
describes a simple tourniquet devised by himself for con-

to the method of trench
IS nature of the

I liy proper treat-

|Hitaie of entry
ly only, \\ inlst the ajierture

trolling such haemori
piece, tlirnii.'Ii wliii'h li

rubber l.;,i,.|. TIm' ,,:i

bole tloon._.|, ul,„l, ;

tightcnid up, ln,;l;s.-inl-

over the head so as to

It consists of a frontal metal
>.!-'-:h:i! of a

< ;li:iuthe

. . ^ \\hen
i' 1 In passed
he occipital

region, above the level of the cars, and low down again over
the forehead. In such a small work as this it is obviou.sly

impossible for the author to have dealt very fully with a
subject so extensive as the whole of the surgery of the
head, but the primer may be recommended to the beginner
on the subject as strictly up to date and accurate.

^Surgery of the Head. By T-. Bathe Rawling, M.B., B.C. Cantab.,
F.U.C.S.Eng., llajor U.A.M.C.(T.F.). Oxfoirt War I'rimers. Loudon :

H.Frowde, and Hodder and Stousliton. 1915. (Fcap. 8vo, pp. 150;
SI llmuos. 38. 6d. not.)

Lieutenant-Colonel D'Aecy Power's small work on
Wounds in War^^ another of the Oxford War Primers,
has a somewhat misleading title, for it deals with war
wounds in a very general sense only, with no reference to

wounds of the chest, spine, or abdomen, and no account of

gunshot fractures of the limbs or skull. Colonel D'Arcy
Power belongs to the school which believes that the
principles of aseptic surgery are not applicable to the
treatment of wounds received on active service, a school
who.se principles most war surgeons have now adopted.
He advocates the thorough and immediate cleansing of

gunshot wound.s, swabbing them out very liberally with
pure carbolic acid, and following this by free incision and
thorough drainage. The vaccine therapy of wounds is

treated at length in a chapter contributed by Mr.
Mackenzie AValler, who advocates the use of antiseriuii

combined with vaccine as preferable to either alone. The
chapter on secondary haemorrhage is good, though excep-
tion might be taken to the view that in ca.ses of this

nature it is useless to attempt to isolate and ligature the
artery in the wound, and that therefore the vessel must
always be tied in its continuity. Many experienced
surgeons advise that in many cases at least an attempt
should be made to tie the artery in the wound, and we
have seen many instances in which this treatment has
been quite successful. This little work, though not very

I
ambitious, may serve as an introduction to the beginner in

war surgery.

In his excellent little volume of Medicnl Hints' Colone!

J. E. Squire gives a first-rate summary of the information
likely to prove useful to medical officers in charge of

troops. He recognizes, and, still more, would act upon the
principle that prevention is better than cure ; with the
result that his pages are full of hints as to the early detec-

tion of troubles of a medical nature tliat may be nipped in

the bud, or at any rate cut short, by immediate recognition

or treatment. The first chapter deals with the acute
infectious fevers to which the soldier is liable, including

such foreign diseases as cholera and plague. Then follows

a brief account of the diseases of the digestive system

;

here Colonel Squire remarks that a toothbrush should form
part of every man's kit on service, and is more important
to him than his razor—to which we would say "Hear,
hear," under our breath, so that the CO. shall not hear.

Subsequent chapters deal with heart disease, rheumatism,
tonsillitis, body parasites, frost bite, gassing, and other such
subjects, with some excellent pages on the uses and abuses
of tobacco. Marching, and discipline in hospitals are also

discussed in a very helpfid manner. Colonel Squire's book
may be warmly commended to the attention of the medical

officers for whom it has been written.

Dr. G. M. Ddpuy's illustrated manual of stretchei

bearing, designed as a companion to the R.A.M.C.
Training Book,' contains a series of 138 photographs
showiug exactly how stretcher-bearer squads should per-

form their evolutions, and how the wounded should be
cared for on the field of battle. The present war has
proved what a great asset the regimental stretcher-bearer

is to his wounded or disabled comrades; experience has
shown that the collection of the wounded in the actual

firing line must be largely the work of the regimental

men rather than of the li.A.M.C. men, who have all their

work cut out at the collecting stations. The photographs

are good, and are clearly explained. The book may bo

commended to the attention of all who are going in for

stretcher work and have no experience of military or

ambulance training.

GERMAN ATROCITIES.
In the early stages of the war the civilized world

was appalled by the records of German "frightfnl-

ness" in Belgium and France. Later, similar stoixs

camo from Poland. The advance of the Gen. ii

li i -I Hodder and Stouabton. 1915. (Fcal). Svo. up.. 128.

'

- ,
'.:.,- nearer. By G. M. Dnpny, M.D. Oxford Medical

l',i,ii. London; H. Frowde, and Hodder and Stougbtou.

1915. ua ' J*, pp. 119; 138 figures. 2s. not.)
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armj- in these countries was marked by the whole-

sale- slaughter of prisoners and wonndcd, among them
women and children ; the barniug of villages ; the

wanton destruction of historical buildings and uiouu-

uieuts ; rape, robbery, and murder, with every con-

ceivable circumstance of torture and brutality. When
outraged humanity sent up a cry of horror at these

atrocities tlie Germans replied by saying "War is war,"

the formula with which they justify the violation of

every law and agi'eement made among civilized nations,

and accepteil by themselves, for the mitigation of the

inevitable cruelties of war. Later, when they began
to realize that the German army had clothed itself

witli a garment of infamy that would make the very
name of the nation to which these savages belong
a fixed figure through all time for scorn to point his

slow, unmoving liuger at, they said the charges were lies.

Exaggeration, and even invention, there may have been.

But there is a large mass of evidence which bears tlio

stamp of official authority, and cannot be waved aside by
a simple denial. Not counting reports in newspapers and
in books about tlie war by writers who profess to describe
only what they saw, there is a considerable body of litera-

ture containing the results of carefully sifted inquiries

made by Commissions^ appointed by the Belgian, Kussian,
British, and French Governments. All these contain
ample proof of outrages such as are summarized in the
report of Lord Bryce's Committee on Alleged German
Outrages, published as a Blue Book. It is there stated
that it was proved

:

(1^ That there were in manv parts of Belgium deliberate and
systematically organized massacres of the civil population,
accompanied by many isolated murders and other outrages.
(21 That in the conduct of the war generally innocent civilians,
both men and women, were murdered in lai'tje numbers, women
violated, and children murdered. (3) That loot i ml;, liousc burn-
ing, and the wanton destruction of proiiertv were ordered
and countenanced by the, officers of the Gernian army : that
elaborate provision had been made for systematic incendiarism
at the very outbreak of the war, aiid that the buruiuL-;
and destrnction were frequent where no military neces-,it
could be alleged, being indeed part of a system" of general
terrorization. (4> That the rules and usages of war were
frequently broken, particularly by the using of civilians, in-
cluding women and children, as a shield for advancing forces
exposed to fire, to a less degree by killing the wounded and
prisoners, and in the frequent abuse of the Red Cross and
the white flag.

It is strange that in the face of all this weighty evidence
there should still be pacifist cranks in this country who, in
their zeal to defend the Germans, declare these charges to
be not proven. To all who, either from a misguided philan-
thropy or from the characteristic English way of taking it

for granted that everything British must be wrong, may
be inchned to take this view of the conduct of the Germans,
we recommend an attentive studj' of the French official

report on German atrocities, an English translation of

which has just been issued.'' The book is free from any
tinge of sensationalism ; its tone is throughout judicial.

The pledges given by Germany in treaties and in conven-
tions of the Hague are confronted with instances of their
deliberate violation proved by documentary evidence,
mostly of German origin. About a hundred documents
are quoted, said to be taken "almost at random fi-om
amongst hundreds of others no less convincing"—reports
by French officei-s and soldiers, sworn statements by
French citizens, proclamations and orders of the day by
German commanding officers, and the proofs and" ad-
missions supplied by the diaries and letters of German
soldier.?, " All these documents," it is truly said in the
preface, " possess in themselves a kind of authority to
which, generally speaking, there is no possible reply."
The genuineness of the extracts from the notebooks,
diaries, and letters of German soldiers is shown bv photo-
graphs of the originals. The indictment is thus' all the
toore cru.shing inasmuch as the Germans are condemned
out of their own mouths.
A few quotations will give an idea of the nature of the

evidence. In a notebook written in Belgium by a German
non-commissioned officer there is the entry " Mutilation of

f Oerma-nvs Violations of the Laws of War, 1914^15. Compiled
tinder the auspices of the French Minigtrj- of Foreign Affairs. Trans-
lated and with an introduction by .T. O. P. Blond. With facsimiles of
docnmente. lyondon : WilliAm Heincmann. 1915. (Demy Svo, pp. 379;
iUusUated, 5s. net.).

the wounded is the order of the day." In another tho
writer says:

Alas, how quickly one sees the hcte Inimahte revealing itself in
many a soldier. It was not long before we could tell whether
oiu- kultur was a mere surface varnish or something more
deeply rooted. . . . They ransacked the houses looking for
arms without the least regard for social rank.

I'urther on the writer says, " All moral sense is deadened."
And again:

All rights of property are abolished. We are doing infinite
injury to our reputation.

In the notebook of another non-commissioned officer there
is tho following entry

:

It was given out at fust that we would take up our quarters
at Billy, from which place the entire civil iiojndation had
already been expelled, and all houseliul.l iITi . -.el
or destroyed. This method of mal.ni, :

. |y
barbarous. I wonder how we can lia\ ., i In li.'o

c-onduct of the Russians when we are iieha , c in
]' ranee; at every opportuuity on one preu... i.i u„„,^,, r wo
pillage and burn.

The writer seems to have a foreboding of a day of
retribution, for he adds :

But God is just and sees everything. "His mills grind
slowly, but they grind exceeding sriiall."

A private soldier writes

:

Lieutenant Wilhelm Peters, of the 8th Bavarian regiment
of infantry (reserve), in a sworn deposition, stated that he
had seen brutalities perpetrated bj' various soldiers who had
strayed from their company. But he attributes the crimes
committed at Nomeny on August 20th and 21st, 1914, to
" abnormal brutes." Several instances of the murder and
wounding of medical officers engaged in the discharge of
their duties are given. A typical example of the contempt
ill which the riermans hold tho Red Cross is contained in
:. 1 iiort liy Sni '4. .ill-Major Rigaux. who describes the
''Diliariliiaiit liF a r.';ji iiRintTil tirst-aid post stationed at
Jaj farm of La I'Lchcrie, in the Department of the Aisue:

After the bombardment of November 27th, acting on the
alvice of the General commanding the second division, the
Ked Cross i.ennrins. wliidi it seems had been scarcely visible on
tlie front rf " - ' — n-i r.n the roof, were replaced bv two
large fla- miunted upon llagstaffs eight
yards hi'Ji.

:
•

)r.l shells fell without ceasing.
After son.: . .., of La Miette, wliirh Rent
shells riyi-, .... : 1:,.. fnu. M>i:l..i,t u- rrial
shots)', we were li- 1 1 .

:
, nil

noon to a systema- :! |v
established comnn II ,,'j

on the building, S^i.-, . ": n . .1 r j.. -a, , ,
,

Other statements show that prisoners were treated with
great cruelty. Among them may be noted the deposition
of a French hospital orderly, named Martin, who was
interned in the .\Iten-Grabow camp. The prisoners were
hustled and struck with the butt-end of rifles ; a man who
dropped from exhaustion was shot out of hand, and
twenty-three civilians were dispatched for no cause known
to Martin. The food was abominable in quality and in-

sufficient in quantity. There was no doctor to attend the
wounded among the prisoners. Badly as the others were
treated, Martin testifies that he remarked that the English
j'risoners were the objects of cjuite special brutality,

'Hiere are chapters on the use of burning liquids and
asijhj'xiating gases, but these need only be mentioned.
We have already called attention to the absence of

sensationalism in the book. As Mr, Bland says in his
introduction, " The reader will find herein no elaborate
weaving of arguments, no sensational appeal to the
emotions, no fine writing or ex parle pleading: nothing
hut a methodical statement of damning facts." If the
book has something of the baldness of General Joffre'a
rvmmuniques, it in this reflects the changed temper of the
I'ronch nation which makes it formidable hy its very
moderation.
Burke said it was impossible to indict a nation, but this

book is a contradiction of that assertion. It may he said

that the blame for the atrocities set forth in it lies on the

shoulders of the rulei-s of Germany. But tho German
]ieople—who, to judge from their newspapers, glories in

tlio fact that they are called barbarians by the rest of

the world—must share in the responsibility.
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NOTES ON BOOKS.
Dr. Percival Nicholson's little book on Blood Pressure

in General Practice " gives a sketch of the subject designed
for general practitioners. The author iurorpoiates iu his

text many quotations from Aim i iiMii . i ir , , on the sub-

ject, and a few from the J'.n:; I) !
i . i .

i nx-. Beyond
mentioning Poiseuille (wlioiii ).' I

•
llil, and von

Ba^ch and von Kries (whom In- .-Ml -> -a I'-mjU and von
Ptoin), and Tigerstedt, he pays no atUntion to Continental

writers on the subject. The book contains the views of

numerous vrriters, with -which those of the author are

coordinated -with varying success. Many of the state-

ments made are erroneous, and others go beyond tlie facts

upon which they are based. The author cites an interest-

ing pronouncement by the North Western Life Insurance
2o. (U.S.A.). In a letter to its examiners it says': "The
statistics on 1,247 cases at all ages, in which there was a
blood pressure of 150 mm. mercury and over, show a mor-
tality two and one-half times greater than the general

average mortality of the company covering the same
period."

Written to supply a want in connexion with schools for

mothers and maternity centres, Dr. Hildesheim's little

book on The Health of the Chtld'' is a very successful

performance. The author has no particular fads or

fancies to push, but gives a clear and concise account of

the general lines upon which mothers and nurses should

regulate the feeding, clothing, and regimen of the

ehildren they have to look after. He gives reasons for

his statements, and explains, -where possible, the

principles upon -n-liich his advice is given, so that the

book appeals to the intolligcncc as -well as to memory.
The rules and direclions are conveyed in the simplest

terms and should bo intelligible to all ; from the point of

view of medicine they leave nothing to bo desired.

Dr. Hildesheim is to be congratulated upon the produc-

tion of a most serviceable little book. It may be recom-

mended with confidence to the attention of the many
mothers and nurses who would be the better for instruc-

tion in the best ways of caring for their little charges.

It deserves a large circulation.

^Blooa Pressure in General Practice. By T. Nicholson, M.D.
Third edition Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co. 1915.

(Cr. 8vo, pp. 194 ; 8 flyures. 63. net.)
T The Health of the Child. A Manual for Mothers and Nurses. By

O. Hildesheim. M.D.. B.Ch.Oxon. With an introduction by G. F.

.Still, M A., M.D.Cantab.. F.R.C.P.Lond. London : Methuen and Co.,

Ltd. 1915. (Fcap. 8vo, pp. 121. Is. net.)

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee was held on

September 23rct, when tlie reports on the ijosition of the

Aide et Protection aux Medecius et Pharmaciens Beiges

Sinistres were considered. A financial statement showed
a substantial sum of money in hand and on deposit in the

bank and bearing interest. For the greater part of the

Belgian medical men, refugees in England, positions have
now been found.

The Week's Subscriptions.

The subscriptions to the Belgian Doctors' and Phar-

macists' Relief Fund received during the week Lave
been as follows:

£s.
Br. Piei-re Haupt
Major C. E. Southon ...

•West Kent Medico-Chi-
rurgical Society (per

Payne,

Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter
(seventh donation,
total £7) 10

-Western Australia
Branch. B.M.A. (per
Dr. J. E.
Hon. Treas.)

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the

Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. 11. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, Loudon, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The Appe.vl for Sup.gical Instruments.

Surgical instruments should be sent to the blaster of the

Society of Apothecaries, Apotliecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,

E.G. The Master acknowledges gifts from

:

JIEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES,

Dr. C. Hamilton Whiteford has designed an apparatus
for the administration per rectum of saline solution by
Murphy's method. This apparatus consists of a wide-
based metal stand containing a night-light, an open tin

with a platform, on which stands a thick glass reservoir
(a 3-lb. jam jar), with a capacity of li pints. Surrounding
the i^latform is a gutter or ditch, wllich has a slight fall

towards the nozzle, with tap (c), which carries the rubbcir

tube leading to the rectum. A thermometer, in a
fenestrated metal case, slides into a metal loop on the
Inside of the tin, its bulb lying in the solution in tho
ditch. The rubber cork
is perforated by three
metal tubes : In the
centre a tube with tap (a)

and funnel for tilling tho
jar ; on one side an air

tube, projecting into the
jar and carrying a rubber
tube which terminates in

a metal tube, whose end
is cut obliquely. The
upper edge of this oblique
opening lies at the level

of the upper surface of

the solution in the ditch
when full. On the other
side is a siphon tube,
which reaches to the
bottom of the bottle.

Its outer end has a
tap (B), beyond which
is a rubber tube with
metal ending, -ivhich lies

in and just clears the
bottom of the ditch. The rubber tube which connects
the ditch with the rectal nozzle is 4 ft. in length, of large
lumen, with thick walls to prevent kinking. The rectal
nozzle supplied with the apparatus is of vulcanite, bent
at an angle of 75 degrees, and terminates in an olive-shaped
head, the distal surface of which has four lateral perfora-
tious. The bottle should first be lifted out of the stand with
all tlie taps shut and the cork lirmly inserted. TapAisthen
opened, the bottle llUed with IJ pints of saline solution at
105' ami the tap shut. A lighted night light,- covered by
the metal cap, is placed with a little water in the base-
ment and the thermometer slid into its loop. The ditch is

then partly filled with 5 oz. of saline solution at 105^ F.
Tap B is now opened and siphon action started by
blowing down the air tube with an enema syringe
with 3 in. of tubing; the air tube is replaced by the side
of the bottle. During administration, as soon as the level

of the solution in the ditch falls below the end of the air

tube, air passes into the bottle and restai'ts the siphon
action, which continues until the end of the air tube is again
closed by the rise of the solution in the ditch. The height
of the apparatus above the rectum is calculated from
the surface of the solution in the ditch, and when this

has been ascertained no further regulation is required.
Tap c being opened, the solution is allowed to run
through the rectal tube and nozzle till it comes out warm.
The tap is then closed, while the nozzle is inserted into

the rectumand then opened again. The rate of the flow is

regulated by the height of the ditch above the rectum.
In order to refill the bottle the tap B is shut, tap A opened,
the solution poured through the funnel, tap A shut,
B opened, and lastly the siphon is restarted, with the
syringe applied as before to the end of the air-tube.

Among the advantages Dr. Whiteford finds in this appar-
atus are that the solution, being drawn from the ditch in

which the fluid is at a constant level, is delivered into tho
rectum at a uniform pressure ; the patient strains back
into the ditch instead of into the reservoir through the
siphon tube ; the solution passes into the rectum along
a channel of ample width by gravity alone ; the tempera-
ture of the solution in the ditch is maintained at near
100^ F., and loses but little -n-hen it reaches the rectum ;

no jacket or cover is needed. The apparatus is almost
indestructible, and its broad base makes it difficult to

upset. The price complete with enema syringe is £3, and
the makers are Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Ltd., Leeds.

The late Dr. James Ryley, Ophthalmic Surgeon to the
Great Yarmouth Hospital and sometime mayor of that
town, left estate valued at £18,351.
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THE WAR EMERGENCY.
AX OPIXIOX rUOM THE BRITISH AR3IY IN

FRANCE.

The foUowing communication, foncarded by the Director-

Generals Army Medical Service, 7vas read to the War
Kmer/jcneij Committee at its meeting at the house of
the British Medical Association on October 6th:

We bavo observed with some regret that in recent

Gazettes there have appeared the names of many medical

men who have resigned tlicir temporary commissions in

the Royal Army Medical Corps. It is of course certain

that a considerable proportion of these are recalled to

Great Britain by personal and public claims on their ser-

vices which they could not neglect, but at the same time

we think that the claims of the army and of the nation

are perhaps scarcely sufficiently considered by those at

home, at whose call some at least of the officers have
resigned their commissions. It maj' well be that, after the

past few months of .comparative quiet, medical men at

homo may hear from those who have been serving in

France that some of them have found the work mono-
tonous. And, while this no doubt is perfectly true, we
would ask those who contemplate applying for commissions

to consider the matter in another light.

Every one recognizes more or less that in order to

ensnre a successful issue to the war our army and navy
must show the greatest patience and tenacity of purpose,

and that without these mere bravery in battle is of but

little value.

The same is true of the work of the medical profession.

A similar tenacity of purpose and an equal patience are

required in addition to the skill and energy which every

battle calls forth. The excitement of great and moving
events is necessarily transient, and men must be prepared

to do their duty steadfastly during long periods of dullness.

Yet is it during these dull periods that the services of the

army surgeon are really of the greatest value, though they

may be dull and uneventful to himself, and it is during

these intei-vals that the regimental medical officer gets

into that close touch with officers and men alike which
gains their confidence and gives him an influence without

which mere professional knowledge is not of much avail.

The medical officers who are attached to regiments,

batteries, motor convoys, etc., are each responsible for

the health and well-being of many hundreds of men,
and it is not too much to say that the strength of our

army has been largely maintained during the past year

by the work of these officers.

It ia no doubt monotonous to be constantly %vatchful

of the cleanliness of billets, to supervise food, to prevent

parasitic infections, to treat sore feet, diarrhoea, or muscular
rheumatism, and to do the thousand and one things which
help to keep the soldier an efficient fighting man. But the

medical officer who does these things is doing at least as
much for his country as the man who performs operations

or treats enteric fever.

The stafif of the field ambulances have also to deal with
many minor ailments of but little interest, but every
division is dependent on them for the rapid return to the

regiments of tliose whose illnesses are too slight to justify

a return to England. Rest stations and convalescent

depots in charge of the field ambulances are also dull, but

the good they do in maintaining the health of the troops is

almost incalculable, and we would urge on all medical men
who wish to serve their country that the performance of

all such duties is essential for success in the present war.

The work of the casualty clearing stations and of the

general hospitals at the base is characterized by periods of

comparative idleness and of escessivo work, but it must bo

evident to all that, unless the staff was too largo for periods

when there is but little fighting, it would be far too small
for dealing with the crowds of wounded which follow iu

the wake of every great battle. And, hard though it may
bo to remain comparatively idle during mouths of com-
parative peace, it must be remembered that the lot of the
medical officer is in this respect identical with the lot of
the cavalry soldier or the artilleryman.

The country needs the service of men who are prepared
not merely to brave the dangers of a battlefield, but also
to endure with patience and cheerfulness the dull routine
of daily work and waiting. The coming winter may well
prove a severe trial to those whose duty it is to fight, and
there can be no doubt that if army is to be kepi
healthy and ready for action, the medical profession must
supply it with men who will show the same determina-
tion and patience in their own field of work as have
distinguished the British soldier throughout this campaign.

G. H. Makins,

Anthony A. Bowlby,
John Rose Bradford,
F. F. BUKGHARD,
W. P. Heeringhjim,

CuTHBEKT Wallace.

LETTERS.
The Need for Selection.

Sir,—The British Medical Association has lately been
putting pressure upon the one remaining member of my
staff eligible for service to take up military duty. The
medical staff of the County Council consists of ten men,
eight of us are serving and one has lost his life. Of the
two remaining men who are not serving, one is physically
unfit, and the other is our tuberculosis expert; so that 90
per cent, of those eligible to serve are serving, and the
Association is putting pressure on the man who makes
the remaining 10 per cent.

At the present time I am engaged on military duty as
officer in command of the 5th Laboratory. I am acting as
radiographist for tlie V.A.D. hospitals in the county, and
am doing in addition to my own work the work of some
of my colleagues who are on active service. Before the
British Medical Association make any communication to
the one remaining member of my staff they ought to
inquire of me as to whether the officer iu question could be
spared.

I have before me the panel list of Derbyshire doctors.
On that list there are 294 medical men, of whom 37,
or just over 12 per cent., are on active service. Wo
officials have had no holiday since the war began, and
some of us have been working continuously twelve hours
a day, and generally seven days a w^eek. I see panel
doctors taking their holidays as usual, and for this I do
not blame them ; but surely it would be more dignified if

the British Medical Association put pressure upon the
practitioners in the county to go ou active service befoi-e
they attempted to break the back of the willing horse by
putting pressure upon my one remaining assistant who is

of military age.

The army must have its medical service, and the proper
thing for the Government to do is to take over the whole
ot the practitioners in the country as a controlled service,
tlie same as they are doing with certain manufactures.
If the country were divided into districts of suitable area
aud one practitioner was left in each area, it would be an
easy matter to release at least oue-third of the general
practitioners. To prevent any haidship arising to them
wlien they come back, the practitioners remaining should
be transferred to other districts not their own.—I am, etc.,

Sidney Barwise, Major R.A.M.C.(T.),
County Medical Officer ; school Medical Ollicer. Derbyshire:

Medical Adviser, Dei'bjshire lusurauce CommiLteo.
County OfEces, Derby, Oct. 4th.

Surgeons for Foreign Service.

Sir,—Two thousand five hundred more medical men aro
wanted for the army before Christmas. Where some of

them may bo found is indicated ia the report, published in
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the Journal of September 18tb, of the jneeting of the

War Emergency Committee on September 15th. As
indicated in that report, tlie WarOfi&ce is encouraging men
of military age to volunteer for foi'eign service, and the

War Emergency Committee is strongly bacldng the move-
ment. The appeal will not be in vain, for a large number
of tlie junior members of the home service staffs have
declared themselves ready to go.

The liberation of these men from their posts at home
will entail yet another modification in the working
arrangements of the territorial hospitals and the
" a la suite " commission scheme. The working arrange-

ments of these hospitals have already undergone various

moditications and improvements during the pa.st year,

and the present movement on the part of the War
Emergency Committee towards liberating the junior

members of the staffs must introduce further alttnations.

Amongst medical men and laymen there has been for

long an opinion that these hospitals conld be efficiently

and economically run by employing the " whole-time

"

services (for the period of the war or in relays of six

months at a time) of a number of our senior surgeons and
physicians, and of medical men who have been " in-

valided " home (unfortunately an ever-increasing number),
and who, while not able again to face the hardships of

active service, are capable of any amount of home work.
Our seniors are no less patriotic than our juniors, and, if

the latter are to be called to foreign service, should be
willing to take up at home "whole-time" service in relays,

and so keep the uecessar}' work going. If the present call

ou the juniors should lead to a necessary radical modifica-

tion of the working arrangements of the territorial
" a la suite " system, there are not wanting those who
think it might be all to the good.—I am, etc.,

Glasgow. Oct. 5tb. James H. XicOLL.

MEETINGS.
Metropolis.

A WELL ATTENDED meeting of the practitioners of Hamp-
stead was held on October 1st, in response to an invitation
from the Division, to ascertain what steps should be taken
to raise the necessary number of doctors for the army. Dr.
CoLLiXGWOOD Andrews acted as chairman. Dr. Cos, from
t'le War Emergency Committee, addressed the meeting.
He outlined tlie excellent work already accomplished
by the committee—the formation of local committees
throughout the kingdom, thus placing the whole of the
country in touch with the Director-General. Dr. Tukneb,
a member of the War Emergency Committee, also
addressed the meeting. He emphasized the urgent need
of men of military age accepting commissions in the
H.X.M.C. without delay, and advised men to enroll, and so
place the Director-General in the position of being able to
fulfil the needs of the R..i.M.C. as the occasion arose. The
necessity for a preliminary training was pointed out;
certain routine work was absolutely necessary for the
smooth working of the medical service. If any practitioner
who had previously applied and had received a refusal
would again apply his chances were that he would be
accepted, provided his application was sent to the proper
quarter. Refusals arose from lack of knowledge of the
proper quarter to apply to. A War Emergency Committee
was appointed and its members given power to co-opt
others.

A meeting of the Hendon Division was held on Sep-
tember 30th at Einchley, to which all practitioners
resident in the area were invited. Dr. Hicks was in the
chair ; seventeen members and sixteen non-membera
were present. The War Emergency Committee's circular
appealing for eight more men for commissions in the
R.A.M.C. was read and discussed. The Chairman reported
that since August 1st, 1915, four medical men in the area
had taken commissions, and as a result of the meeting one
practitioner intimated his intention of applying for a com-
mission, and one signed the enrolment form (W. 2).

A scheme for conducting the practices of men absentou full-

time service was agreed to on the basis of half private and
confinement fees, and insurance receipts and other contract
money to be pooled and divided pro rata among the meii
acting as deputies. Separate War Emergency Committees
were elected as follows:

—

Finchley : Drs. Hicks, Baker,
T. Godfrey, Barker, and Orr. Hendon : Drs. Andrew, Steel,
M. Baker, Hunt Cooke, and Hargraves.

Ikeland.

County Monaijhan.
A IIEETIXG of the resident medical practitioners of tlio

County Monaghan was held ou September 22nd in the
Town Hall, Castleblayney, when Dr. Wilson occupied tlio

chair. The meeting was well attended, and all parts of

the county represented.
Dr. McKenna, J. P., Carrickmacross, brought before Iho

mectiug the call of the War Office for medical men, and
the scheme put forward by the British Medical Association
and the Irish Committee to answer the demand for suit-

able doctors. He described the urgent need at the front
for medical aid, so that the men, and especially their Irish
fellow-countrymen, fighting the battle for civilization

against barbarism, and being wounded and injured in

foreign lands—to protect us from outrage and ruin

—

should at ouce receive that skilled assistance necessary to

restore them to health and strength. He appealed to all

medical men of military age, or whom the War Office

would accept, to place at once their names on the Roll of

Volunteers, and to do their duty by Ireland and humanity.
The following resolution, proposed by Dr. MlKen.na,

seconded by Dr. M. R. W'hitla, and supported by the
Chairman, was passed unanimously

:

That, we, the mc.li(:il in-.K-UtWuier-i of the County Monaghan,
herehy ban.l ' "

,

'.. f' i:;rtf.- any of our
members «! II in'briiigiiig
aid to our Si 1

1

I in the light
for civilizati'i , ii,: i, lurtherance of
this resolution ..., ..i..^.; . „„i^l .o ijiiAu;,;, itud preserve, to
tlie utmost ot oui- abiliiy, the yiactice and appointments of
any such member or members while so engaged. And we
urge upon the various departments anil local bodies the
necessity of assisting us in the faithful carrying out of this
resolution.

OPEXIXG OF THE MEDICAL SCUOOLS.
The winter session in most of the medical schools has
been opened this year without much ceremony beyond
that attending the distribution of prizes.

At the Middlesex Hospital the Dean said that in spite of

the difficulties due to the war the work of tlic school had
proceeded satisfactorily, and it had received its fair slmre
of new students. Almost all the members of the medical
staff were engaged in some kind of medical service, and
so were very many former students. Mr. W. E. Gillett,
who was in the chair, said tliat the traditions of the school
had not only been preserved but strengthened by the
devotion of past and present members ; the country could
never repay the debt which it owed to the medical pro-

fession. Sir James Kingston Fowleb, after distribnting

the prizes, gave a short address, in the course of which he
said that after the war there would be a new spirit in the
rmiversities. Men would feel the necessity of always
maintaining themselves in a condition to serve their

country. They would not play less, but work harder. Tlie

profession had done its duty well, and many doctors had
made great sacrifices. The Royal Army Medical Corps
had done magnificently, and a great debt was owing to

Sir Alfred Keogh, who, in peace, foresaw the necessity of

establishing the system of military general hospitals

which had worked so well.

At Charing Cross Hospital Medical School the pii

were distributed by Dr. Ronald M. Burrows, Principal

King's College, who said that he believed that the Un
versity Training Corps and university men had given

to the new army 80 or 90 per cent, of its officers. Uni-
versities, colleges, and hospitals throughout the kingdom
had placed the brains of their scientists at the service of

the Government to deal with the special problems of the
moment. It was for the universities to show that they
conld make their education flexible, and, while welcoming
every opportuity to do definite war work, they should lay

stress on the general principle that no nation went under
except through a lack of brain power, aud that financial

and military successes were as much dependent on
education as literature or science.

At the opening ceremony of the London School oT

Medicine for Women there was a large attendance, whic li

listened to a most interesting address by Dr. Flore.ni o

Willey, on the war and the medical education of women.
The number of entries at this school exceeds any previous

record-
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GROUSING.
xN another column will be found a letter signed by
sis of the consulting physicians and surgeons with

the British army in France, expressing their very

decided opinion on the duty of medical men at the

present time towards that army. Of the signatories

the majority have been with the army in France for

over a year, and all for many months, so that they

know ot what they speak. They freely recognize that

for long periods at a time the work of medical oflicers

of regiments or attached to other units may be mono-
tonous and that there are long periods of dullness,

but th.ey enumerate the duties of these oflicers, and
urge on all medical men who wish to serve their

countrj' that the perfo mance of such duties is essen-

tial for success in the present war. That there is

still a very great deal of misunderstanding with regard

to the work of military medical officers is shown by a

letter signed "Surgeon" published in the £rf»i6»rf//j

Evening Dispatch of September 28th, copies of which
have been sent to us by several correspondents.

One describes it as libellous and treasonable

—

libellous, as we understand, because it speaks very
disparagingly of the "ordinary medical practitioner,"

and treasonable because, whether intentionally or

not, it must, so far as it has any influence, tend to

discourage recruiting for the medical service. But it

seems hardly worth while to apply such grandiose

terms to so sorry a production. We should have
labelled the letter ignorant and put it in the waste-
paper basket, but that it has caused other corre-

spondents some distress of mind. " Surgeon," were
he a wounded soldier, would shudder to think,

knowing what he does of " the ordinary country
practitioner," so he writes, that he had been brought
under such care. Feeling, apparentlj', that the

width and depth of his own knowledge of his

"ordinary" brethren may be defective, he fortifies

himself by quoting what he has " been told by
professional nurses." Having thus disposed of all

"ordinary" persons, ho piooeeds to demolish "Sir
James Barr and other prominent officials of the

British Medical Association," and asserts that they
would be better employed in looking over the names
of the membeis (and non-members) of the British

Medical Association and advising the War Office that

they, meaning the War Office no doubt, " might com-
municate with the best men of the country and so
enlist their services," than in doing something else

not clearly specified.

\\'e must assume that " Surgeon " is really a
qualified member of the medical profession, l)ecausc

we do not believe that the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch
would otherwise allow an anonymous correspondent
so to sign himself. We have, then, two alternatives :

either he has had so unfortunate an experience of the
postal service that he has not received any of the
letters and circulars issued by the Scottish War
Emergency Committee, or by the Committee formed
in London on its model, nor any of the medical journals

for some months past ; or—and this is the other alter-

native—having received them, ho has failed to read

them, wherein ho would be the more blameworthy, as

he sets himself up to condemn in a public newspaper
wiiat he supposes the committees to state and pro-

pose. Had he read, he would have known that wliafc

he says they ought to have done is exactly one of tho
many things they are doing by the circulation of the

form of enrolment which " Surgeon " by some strange
accident has failed to receive, or, by regrettable

negligence on his part, has failed to read. He thinks
that " those in authority " should " seek out the good
average surgeons of the country; let them," he says,
" guarantee to such surgeons that they will have re-

sponsible and proper work to do, and I am sure that

there are few surgeons in the country to-day who
will refuse service." " Surgeon " may set his mind
at rest ; few surgeons in the country have refused

service—none so far as we know. He thinks that
" no doctor who feels himself of great use to

the community in which he is placed should
enlist in the army to find that he will be used
to render ' first aid ' to the injured. A good
ambulance pupil can do that well." One corre-

spondent who is troubled by the letter of " Surgeon,"
says that he "would be pleased and proud to render

first aid to Tommy," but as ho has no experience of

surgery beyond what is met with in general practice,

and no practical knowledge of laboratory methods as

applied to medicine, he asks " what use am I likely to

be to the army, and am I likely honestly to earn the

salary the War Office offers '?" We have no doul.it

that a man who takes this conscientious view will

earn his salary very well, for he will soon find that

surgery, first aid or other, forms only a small part, a

very small part, of his daily duties. He will probably

have to render first aid, and in spite of what
" Surgeon ' insinuates will do it much better than an
ambulance pupil ; in doing it he will detect those

apparently sligbt cases which require further surgical

assistance, and will send them to the casualty clear-

ing station or hospital where they will find " the

eminently skilful men" that "Surgeon" chooses to

assume are not now present in sufficient numbers.
The main duties of the regimental medical officer

when his regiment is actually fighting are to see that

the first dressing is properly applied so as to arrest

haemorrhage and mitigate as far as possible the risk

of infection, to put up fractured hmbs so that the

man may be carried away or v,-alk away with the

minimum of suffering ; to diagnose conditions such as

wounds of the head which may seem trifling but

which are really serious ; and to treat men suffering

from the shock of chest and abdominal wounds while

dispatching them as quickly as possible with a note

of the gravity of their condition to the nearest

casualty station. Here it may be observed that these

stations are at varying distances from the firing line,

some perhaps four or five or six miles, others eight or

ten. The surgeon of the regiment or field ambulance
shows his judgement, where he has a choice, in direct-

ing the man to one or other place, according to the

nature of his injiu-y.

But for how many hours in a month is a regiment
actually fighting '? True, in trench warfare such as

until the other day prevailed for so many months in

Flanders, casualties occur e^'ery day, but relatively to

the whole British army in the field—a French states-

man said the other day that we had a million men in

Flanders—they were few.

From the humanitai-ian point of view no work

could be finer, and we shordd have supposed it well

worthy of the best devotion of the " ordinary medical

practitioner" ; Ijut from the point of view of tho

Commander-in-Chief, who has to look on his army as

a machine for breaking the enemv, its importance
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lies, first, in the rapid evacuation of the wounded
who encumber the machine, and, secondly, in the

speedy return of the lightly wounded to their places

in the machine. Far more important to him is the

result of the regimental medical officer's daily round
of work, the aagregutj of small duties conscientiously

done, which means a healthy army. We apologize

lor the commonplace, and will spare ourselves and
our readers the repetition of the lifty-times-told tale

of the great and gallant armies brought to ruin

and defeat by disease. Always hitherto the bacilli

have slain their ten thousands where the bullets

have slain their thousands.

The grievous part of the business is that such

abysmal ignorance as to the real duties of a military

medical officer should be paraded in public print by a

surgeon—even an "average surgeon." The very name
of the corps ought to have saved him from so foolish

a blunder. In this country we speak of the Eoyal
Army Medical Corps and the Army Medical Service

;

the French, Germans, and Austrians make the pointi

still clearer by speaking of the sanitary or health

service of the army.
From the military point of view the main duty of

ihe medical services of an army is to keep the men
who compose the army healthy and physically fit.

Tiie duties of a medical officer of a regiment are con-

cerned with the health and training of the men from
the day of their enlistment, and are all the more
exacting if he be the medical officer of a newly formed
unit. He ought to know every officer and man in the

battalion and his capabilities. He should be present

at gymnastic exercises, watching what the men can
do and looking out for those ujjon whom the strain

may be telling unduly. He must give constant atten-

tion to the state of the feet of the men and see that

his chiropodist department is working conscientiously.

He must look to the state of the men's teeth and see

that their food is of good quality and properly cooked.

He must see that they have proper means of washing
and that they know how to avoid vermin, or if they

have become infested, how to rid themselves of the

pests. He must continually be taking care to keep

his own sanitary cadre in the highest state of effici-

ency and in camp must be continually supervising the

sanitary arrangements. In billets he must take care

that his men are living in sanitary conditions and
must equally attend to conservancy. He must also

become expert in keeping all the necessary forms and
statistics, a wearisome work, no doubt, but essential

to the smooth working of the machine, and essential

also, should the man be wounded or go sick, to his

being traced for the information, not only of the army
administration, but also of his relations. This last

point is important ; it is our first concern when our

own sons or brothers are hit, and failure throws great

discredit on the medical service and the medical

profession.

The battalion medical officer is, in fact, the most
important individual in the medical organization, and
the letter from which we have quoted at the begin-

ning of this article states that " it is not too much to

say that the strength of our army has been largely

maintained during the past year by the work of these

officers." All that we have said here has been said

in that letter much better and with much greater

authority. " The country," the writers say, speaking

from an unequalled experience, " needs the service of

men who are prepared not merely to brave the dangers

of a battlefield, but also to endure with patience and
cheerfulness the dull routine of daily work and wait-

ing." "If," they continue, " our army is to be kept

healthy and ready for action, the medical profession

must supply it with men who will show the same
determination and patience in their own field of work
as have distinguished the British soldier throughout
this campaign."

THE OPTOQUIN TREATMENT OF
PNEUMOCOCCAL INFECTIONS.

Quinine is a drug that has received a vast amount of

attention from both clinicians and chemists. From
the clinical j)oint of view its tlierapeutic actions may
be said to be well known. The chemist, however,
has hitherto been baffied in his study of its chemical
structure, and its constitutional formula still remains
an unsolved problem. All that can be said as to the
structure of the molecule of quinine is that it contains
a quinoline molecule with a methoxy group in the
p-position, CiiHsN.OCHj, and a complex residue

C,oHicNO containing the atomic group —CH=CH2 as

a side-chain, and also a hydroxy group.

A great deal of work has been done on the pharma-
cological properties of quinine and its derivatives.

Four years ago Morgenroth and Levy published some
interesting and promising studies in the destructive

action of ethylhydrooupreine, one of the near relations

or derivatives of quinine, on the pneumococcus.
Ethylhydrooupreine, known for short as optochin in

German, optoquin in English, may be derived from
South American cuprea bark (Bemijia ])edunculata).

This bark contains a small percentage of homo-
quinine ; on treatment with caustic soda, five

parts of homoquinine yield two parts of quinine,

which has the formula Ci,,H„oN„.OH. OCHs,
and three of cupreine, Cis,Ho„N2.(OH)2. From a
chemical point of view, quinine may be regarded as
either p-methoxycinchoidn ; or methj-lcupreine, and
cupreine as either p-oxycinchonine or a naturally

occurring demethylated quinine. Both are far more
effective in the treatment of malaria and pyrexia than
is ciuclionine, CiaHoiN^.OH, which lacks the p-methoxy
group in the quinoline nucleus it contains, and is a
much more strongly convulsant drug than either

quinine or cupreine. The alkaloid optoquin, or ethyl-

hydrooupreine, of the formula CioHjjNj.OH.OCoHr,, is

actually made from hydroquinine, CioH.jjNj.OH.OCHa,
and not from cupreine. The experiments of

Morgenroth and Levy were made on mice, and it

was found that the subcutaneous injection of optoquin
solutions were both protective and curative for mice
exposed to infection with Frankel's pneumococcus.
Arguing from mice to men, it was hoped that

optoquin would be a specific against pneumonia in

human beings. But Fiankel, in 1912, tried it in

21 cases of pneumonia, with results that were dis-

appointing ; in addition, 3 of the patients developed
amblyopia while they took the drug.

Quite recently Moore ' has published some experi-

ments on the action of optoquin hydrochloride on the
four chief serologic.d tjpj-strains of pneumococci as

described by Cole and by Dochez and Gillespie, and
on various strains of streptococci. The action of the

optoquin salt on the latter was relatively slight. But
on all four strains of pneumococci Moore found the

bactericidal action of the optoquin salt so vigorous as

possibly to bo usable as a test for a true pneumo-
coccus

;
growth in vitro was inhibited by the presence

of from I part of the drug in 500,000 to i in

10,000,000 ; and the cultures were killed by the drug
in a concentration of from i in 20,000 to i in

10,000,000 in different instances. Quinine hydro-

chloride killed or inhibited the growth of either the

pneumococci or streptococci only in much stronger

' H. F. Mooie, Jourii. lixper. Med., New York, 1915, xxii, 259.
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concentrations than these, and was without any selec-
tive action on the pneumococci. The base optoquin
was found to have a well-marked protective action
against the experimental infection of mice with all

foui- pneumococcal type-strains. Thus out of 85 mice
inoculated intraperitoneally with one hundred tinic=;

the minimal lethal dose or less of pneumococci, and
treated by the hypodermic injection of a 2 per cent.
solution of the free base in olive oil (0.5 c.cm.
per 20 grams of mouse), .57 survived, only
15 died of pneumococcal septicaemia, and 13
died of the "toxicity of the drug or some ob-
scure cause. In other words, 81 per cent, of the
mice treated with optoquin were cured of their
pneumococcal infection. If, however, enormous doses
of virulent pneumococci were employed—a thou-
sand times the minimum lethal dose, for example

—

the ethylhydrocuprein appeared to afford no protec-
tion in the case of certain pneumococcal strains

;

while in other instances it might protect against a
dose even ten times as large.

So far as pneumococcal infections are concerned,
therefore, it looks as if we possessed in optoquin a
strongly bacteriotropic dtug with a parasiticide action
comparable to that of quinine in malarial infection.
It is unfortunate that, so far as our present knowledge
goes, optoquin should be so highly organotropic in
man as Friinkel found it to be, because this quality
would appear to render it unsuitable for the treatment
of pneumococcal infections in human beings. Even
in mice, as Moore's experiments indicate, it seems to
be unduly organotropic, if it was responsible for the
deaths of 13 out of 85 mice treated with it, as appears
to have been the case.

THE POSITION OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
TAKING COMMISSIONS.

There has come into our hands an extraordinarily inter-
esting document, penned by a country practitioner wlio
responded recently to the call of duty, and took a temporary
bominission in the K.A.JI.C. Before he joined the army he
counted the cost ; and though his calculations showed a
certain loss and many possible risks which might make
that loss greater, he has taken his chance bravely and
made the necessary sacrifices. He gives full details of
his financial position, of the difficulties which had to be
met, and of the arrangements which it has been possible
to make. With the tiuancial details we need not trouble
our readers, although they are admirably worked out.
Suffice it to say that by careful adjustment of expenses
our correspondent lias been able to reduce the loss antici-
pated in running his practice during his absence to £8 a
year. Thus he is left with rather less than his army pay
wherewith to support himself, his wife, and his child
during his term of service ; and with a practice, guarded
so tar as the sense of lionour of his colleagues can
guard it, to return to when he is free. It may be
of interest to sketch some of tlie arrangements made,
aud to record a few of the difficulties met with in
applying the principles accepted by the Division to which
Le belongs, for it is possible that these difficulties and the
manner m which they were overcome may furnish some
guidance for other districts. The practice includes private
and panel and club patients. With regard to the private
patients, fees are divisible in the proportion of two-thirds
to the acting practitioners and one-third to the absentee.
Accounts will be sent out by a representative from priced
returns received from the acting practitioners. All moneys
\yill be paid into a bank and a division made from time to
time. On the doctor's return from service the amounts
still due to the acting practitioners will bo paid to them
within three months, less 10 per cent, deduction for bad
debts. This is to be done in order to clo.se the arrange- I

ment as soon as possible. The absent practitioner will '

not be responsible for bad debts. Prescription.s and
measurements for appliances, etc., can be obtained at hi.s
house, but are not to be given to patients. A circular hag
been addressed to all private patients on the ledger,
explaining the practitioners absence ; and a notice has
been posted ou his surgery door asking inquirers to select
any doctor they please. With regard to panel patients,
an equal division of fees has been arranged ; one moiety
to be distributed proportionately amongst the other panel
doctors on the evidence of the record cards. Patients arc
directed to go if possible to the nearest doctor, but dis-
pensing is to be done by the panel practitioner for all
patients more than one mile from the absentee's house.
Kecords are to be fetched thence by the patients them-
selves, and a notice is affixed to the surgery directing any
new patients desirous of being placed on the absentee's lis"t

to apply to the nearest panel doctor. The neighbouring
practitioners have agreed not to attend any of the patients
—club, panel, or private—for the space of one year after the
end pf the military service ; and this provision is to be bind-
ing in the event of a successor taking the practice. Ouly
in this way was it found possible to preserve the capital
value. The difficulties noted are as follows : It is doubt-
ful whether the army pay will suffice to meet the medical
officer's expenses in some districts as well as support his
wife and child. The payments for work done prior to
joining the army must be kept back against the day of
return to civil practice, for no money will be coming iu
until new book .debts accumulate. The fact that "the
practice was purchased with borrowed money is a source
of anxiety, the more so as the death of the practitioner
would cause serious loss in selling value. Hence the
clause in the agreement with regard tp a successor.
Another point which needs stating clearly is that the
absent practitioner should be responsible only for tho
collecting and distributing portions of the expenses con-
nected with the practice. Finally, it is noted that during
absence no new patients will be added to replace
those who die or move from the district, so that for
two or three years after his return the practitioner
is bound to have to face a reduced income. We hope that
this summary may convey to our readers some sense of
the courage shown by our correspondeut in facing the
difficulties met with in responding to his country's" call,

and that his example may be followed by many who are
still doubtful which way their duty lies. It is possible
that his case shows how much might be gained by tho
full acceptance of the scheme of- enrolment now being
carried out by the War Emergency Committees, though
there can be no doubt about the finer instinct dis-
played in his voluntary self-sacrifice. For those not
cast in heroic mould, perhaps too as a means of avoid-
ing waste to the community, the method of enrolment
to take service when called upon by those in touch
with both the military and the civil position, offers
the soundest means of satisfying every need. This
is, we think, an answer to the plaint of Dr. Sidney
Barwise (at p. 539). The object of the enrolment is to get
a complete list of the medical men in all districts who are
of military age and capacity, and then to ask those who
can best be spared to hold themselves iu readiness, after a
date they are invited to specify, to take a commission in
the Royal Army Medical Corps. That this is the object in
view has very ofteu been stated, and an endeavour to
make the matter clear with respect to one particular
difficulty was made in tlie article on hospital staffs and
the war em.rgency published in the last issue of tho
JooRN.iL at p. 509,

MEDICAL CERTIFICATES FOR MUNITION WORKERS.
We have several times expressed the opinion, and most
recently only last week, that the way to get the highest
output of efficient work in munition works was not by
encouraging an undue amount of overtime and dis-

couraging reasouablo holidays. Wo have advanced this
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opinion not only on general physiological principles but

also on the result of experiments and observations both in

the laboratory and in tlic workshop. We believe it to be

a matter calling urgently for the serious attention of cm-

Ijloyers and managers of works, and it will, no doubt, be

considered by the Committee which the Minister of

Munitions has appointed on the health of muuitiuu

workers. In a controlled establishment one of the rules

is that workpeople must not absent themselves without

permission, and in the case of sickness must furnish a

doctor's certificate. This throws a great responsibility on
tlie doctors practising in areas in which such controlled

establishments exist, a responsibility very similar to that

which the War Office places on the civilian doctor with
resi)ect to soldiers on furlough. A few months ago a circular

was issued by the Insurance Commission in Scotland
calling attention to this matter in the following terms

:

" In view of the large number of soldiers who, having been
granted sliort terms of furlough, obtain extensions tliereof

on medical certificates given by insurance practitioners,

the Scottish head quarters command desire that the
necessity should be impressed upon practitioners of

exercising the closest scrutiny of cases coming before them,
and of bearing in mind tliat, when the question of a soldier's

fitness to return to duty is in doubt, the military authori-

ties are entitled to the benefit." This seems to put the
matter very neatly ; obviously it has its application to

workers in munition factories, although the conditions
under which they work are very much less favourable to

health than those enjoyed by the soldier, who for the
most part lives an open-air life, and for the preservation of

whose health the Army Jledical Service exists. We fully

ajiprcoiate the fact that the doctor may often be placed in

a very difficult position when a munition worker who com-
plains of illness applies for a medical certificate, and we
recognize also that if he were to make a mistake he must
expect very little consideration from a coroner or his
jury; at the same time the doctor should—and we liave no
doubt, as a rule, does—take care not to allow himself to be
nsed merely to ensure that a workman may secure a
holiday which he might otherwise find it difficult to
obtain. We have no doubt that those medical men who
have not yet considered the matter only need to have their
attention called to it to recognize its importance. At the
same time we would repeat what we said at the begin-
niug—namely, that tlie real remedy lies largely with "the
persons responsible for tljc management of controlled
establishments. They ou^ht to recognize the physio-
logical limits of useful work, and should take care to make
it possible that a man who really stands in need of a
holiday can get it without resorting to subterfuge.

DIARY OF NAPOLEON'S UNDERTAKER,
Two years ago (January 11th, 1913, p. 53) we published a
lecture by Professor Arthur Keith, in which ho sought to
show that two specimens in the museum of the Royal
College of Surgeons were, as Sir Astley Cooper had
alleged, authentic parts of the great Napoleon. Dis-
tinguished Napoleonic scholars, such as Lord Boscbery
and M. Fremeaux, regard them as spurious because of the
strict watch kept over the Emperor's body both during
and after the post-mortoti examination by Antommarchi
on May 6th, the day foll,,wiu,n Napoleon's death. We
learn from the Literary Suiipltnieut of the Times
(September 30th, 1915) tljat Major M. F. Foulds, who is

at present in medical charge of the troops stationed in
St. Helena, has unearthed the diary of Napoleon's under-
taker, Andrew Darling, v.h:ah he copied and transmitted
to Dr. Arnold Chaplin, the leading authority in all that
pertains to Napoleon's last and complex illness. The
diary, Dr. Chaplin states, was printed in the St. Helena
Advocate in 1851, but no copy was known to exist in
Europe. Unfortunately, it does not help the historian
very much. Wc find Chat Dr. liutledge relieved Dr. Arnott

in the watch over the body—thus explaining the dis-

crepancy between the statements of some recorders, who
said that watch was kept by the first, wliile others give only
tlie name of the second. " Dr. Itutlcdge had orders not to

let his heart be taken out of the room, I having received tlie

same orders, the reason of this, as I was informed, was
owing to Dr. Antio March! (sic) wishing to have his

stomach in his own possession to take to Europe with him."

It is quite evident that Antommarchi—whom Professor

Keith suspects of having abstracted the pieces of bowel
now in the College of Surgeons—had no scruples about

taking 2>"st-moricm specimens—when it was possible.

The undertaker also gives two other items which are of

interest. Dr. Burton accused Antommarohi^probably on
good grounds—of having stolen the mould of the well-

known mask of Napoleon from him, but that he (Dr.

Burton) retained a part. One suspected that a complete

mould of the head had been taken, Antommarchi taking

away the face part and leaving merely the occiput with

poor Dr. Burton. From the diary just published we find

that such was the case ; a mould of the whole head was
taken. We believe that the occipital part^which was in

Dr. Burton's possession—is now lost. It is said to have
been broken by him in a moment of irritation after he liad

failed to compel Antommarchi to restore the cast of the

face. As plaster-of-Paris was not to be got in St. Helena

at the time, Antommarchi attempted to make a mould
with the powder obtained by grinding down some small

images. 'This attempt failed for the reason mentioned by

Dr. Chaplin in his interesting letter published in this issue

(p. 552). The cast was actually made by Dr. Burton with

powder prepared from a gypsum rock native to St. Helena.

St. Helena records are notoriously contradictory, and Mr.

Darling's diary forms no exception.

CEREBRAL HAEMORRHAGE AND THE CORONERS
ACT,

Me. J. Close, the Derby Borough Coroner, has lately,

according to a newspaper report, made certain rulings

which are not, in our opinion, in conformity with tlie

Coroners Act. An inquest was held upon the body of a

man, aged 56, who had, according to the evidence, met
with an accident about three years before, and being in

consequence unable to work, had received compensation

from the company by which he had been employed. His
condition was duly certified week by week by his medical

attendant, and upon these certificates he received his

pension. He died rather suddenly from cerebral haemor-
rhage, and Dr. J. Anderson, who had seen him during life,

gave a certificate of death. Dr. Anderson, in his evidence

at the inquest, stated that the symptoms he observed were
typical of cerebral haemorrhage, and that having heai-d

the history of the case he did not hesitate to certify. The
coroner stated that Dr. Anderson had acted wrongly in

giving a certificate because he had only seen the deceased

whilst he was unconscious, and death ensued within a

few minutes. After showing a regrettable tendency to

browbeat the witness, the coroner said that he was liable

to a heavy fine. Wo do not know of any legal enactment
which limits the power of a medical practitioner to give a

death certificate in any case. It is for the registrar who
receives such certificate to decide whether it shall be

accepted or referred to the coroner. It is no part of tlio

legal duty of a practitioner to make any report to the

coroner or to any other authority, although circumstances

may arise in which he will be well advised to do so.

Provided that his certificate discloses the cause of death
and is given bona fide, his legal responsibility ends, and it

rests with the registrar to either register the death or to

decline to do so. It is interesting to note that the jury

gave a verdict in this case in accordance with the medical

evidence, and thereby fully endorsed the certificate whicli

had been given. It is a great pity that some coroners

should seem to seek to aggrandize their office by casting
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reflections in public on the actions of medical prac-

titionei-s and the procedure adopted by them. The law

relating to medical certification should be within the

knowledge ot every coroner, especially if, as in this case,

ho bo a solicitor. It is the only excuse for appoiuting

lawyei-s to be coroners. It is quite clear that in this

instance there was no necessity whatever for an inquest to

have been held. There was, therefore, a waste of public

time and public money which, always indefensible, is

particularly reprehensible at this time.

JltfMcal Hotfs in };3arliamfut.

The Discussion on the Budget.

The Chancellor's proposals, which were summarized in

our issue of September 25th, were received as a whole
with general approval, but in the course of the discussion

they wci'C subjected to considerable criticism in matters of

detail, and some of the points dealt with in the debate

on the resolutions are of special interest to the medical
piofession.

Hitherto medical practitioners have received a rebate

of one-half of the existing motor spirit tax, and some
interest has not unnaturally been shown in the question as

to whether they are to receive any rebate in respect of

the increase proposed in the rate ot duty. The question

was raised en a resolution moved by a private member tlie

effect of which, if carried, would have been to restrict the

allowance to one-half of the old petrol duty. The Chan-
cellor adopted a strictly non-committal attitutle on the

subject, and moved that the House should negative the

resolution, on the ground that unless this was done the

question of these abatements could not be considered in

future. The resolution was negatived accordingly, but it

is to be noted that on October 4th a deputation of the
Commercial Jlotor Usei's' Association was informed by
the Commissioner of Customs and Excise that Mr.
McKenna had, after consideration of the arguments
advanced by the association, introduced into the Finance
Bill the necessary clause to secure a 50 per cent, rebate of

the new petrol tax to all commercial motor users who had
previously been exempt to the extent of l|d. per gallon

when the full tax was 3d. per gallon.

The proposed import tax of 35^ per cent, ad valorein

duty on motor cars, motor cycles, and parts thereof, is to

be subjected to extensive modifications. Mr. Lough, in

opposing these taxes, said that of the motor cars imported
into this country 65 per cent, were for the purpose of

trade and the war, and most of the remaining 35 per cent.

consisted of cheap cars used by doctors and other profes-

sional men. Mr. McKenna defended the tax as being
advisable on several grounds in the special circumstances
of the present moment, but at the same time announced
that he was prepared to concede exemption to " motor
vehicles, chassis, and parts thereof used exclusively for

trade purposes." He expressly refrained from giving a

more precise definition, but it will be noticed that in

any event lie does not seem to be committed to any
exemption of cars, etc., used solely for " professional

"

purposes. On the other hand, some of his remarks
in this connexion might lead to the belief that the
exemption may be intended to apply to such cases,
inasmuch as he intimated that one of the chief pur-
poses of the tax was " to limit the import of an
article which is extensively used solely for purposes of

luxury."' This aspect of the proposed import duties was
later emphasized both by the Prime Minister and Jlr.

Bonar Law. It these duties are to be regarded in some
measure as constituting a sumptuary tax, and traders are
accordingly to be relieved, it is difficult to conceive how
the relief can equitably be withheld from professional
men.
On the income tax resolution several protests were made

against applying the high rates of income tax to officers

in the army and navy. The extent of the feeling on this

subject is shown by the fact that the protest was made
by a Liberal member, was supported by a Unionist, and
later by a Labour member, who roundly declared that
it would be a mean thing to tax the incomes of young

oflicers in the new armies. The Chancellor said that if,

in view ot the incidence of the tax, the officer was in-
sufficiently paid, the relief ought not to be by way of

abatement of the income tax, but ought to be graded right
through the army. In the subsequent discussion reference
was made to the enormous number of officers who had
left professioual and business occupations, and it was
intimated that the question would again be raised when
the Finance Bill came before the House.
One member urged that the law governing the income

tax ought to be made intelligible to laymen. ^Ir. Montagu,
speaking on behalf of the Government, explained that the
consolidation of the income-tax laws was already pro-
ceeding; the Government, he said, was pledged to insti-

tute a Committee to examine into existing income-tax
inequalities, and he suggested that the simplification and
codification of the law would be better dealt with when
that Committee had made its report.

It will be seen that at present several matters ot con-
siderable interest to the medical profession remain open
questions. Only when the Finance Bill, based on the
resolutions now agreed to by the House, is published will

it be possible to deal more definitely with the considera-
tions which will arise.

Military Mental and Nervous Cases.—Mr. Tennant informed
Mr. Touche, on September 30th, that so long as accommo-
dation was available hospital treatment was provided for
soldiers suffering from nerve disturbance and loss of

mental balance in the neurological secticns of the twenty-
three military hospitals of the United Kingdom in which
uncertifiable cases amongst the rank and file were treated.

In reply to a further question by Mr. Touche on the same
day, Mr. Tennant stated that Springfield House Hospital,
AVandsworth, to which uncertifiable cases of soldiers

suffering from nerve disturbance and loss of mental
balance were sent, was a block of the ^Middlesex County
Asylum at Wandsworth, and was under the Rame manage-
ment as the rest of the iustitutiou. Any civilian admitted
to the county asylum would have been certified as insane.

Cases were not sent to Spriagtield House Hospital until

after a period of treatment in the neurological section of a
general hospital.

Invalided from Navy.—Commander Bellairs asked the First

Lord of the Admiralty, on September 30th, in view ot the
admitted facts in regard to the case of Surgeon David
Vickery, who was invalided from the navy on a mistaken
diagnosis, whether he would now communicate the decision
of the Admiralty on his claim for the surgical and medical
expense in which he was involved, bearing in mind that
tlie grievance was of many months' standing. Dr.
Macnamara said that as an act of grace it had been
decided to make a grant of £20.

Hospital Ships at Gallipoli.—Mr. Tennant stated, in reply
to Sir Henry Craik on September 30th, that the medical
arrangements for dealing with the sick and wounded at

Gallipoli were entirely in the hands of the Royal Army
JMedical Corps. The transport of the sick and wounded
involved the co-operation ot the naval authorities, who had
the control over the working of the ships, which w'as exer-
cised through a naval hospital transport officer. There
were iifty ships regularly engaged on this service; this

number, it was hoped, would prove adequate, but as an
emergency measure other transports could be utilized iu

addition. In reply to a subsequent question, Mr. Tennant
said he thought ho was correct in saying that of the fifty

ships referred to forty-nine were hospital ships.

Medical Officers and Rewards. — Mr. T. M.
Healy asked the Uuder Secretary of State for War, oa
September 21st, whether doctors wounded while attending
to soldiers under fire would receive, or were entitled to,

any special recognition for their bravery. Mr. Tennant
said that the mere fact ot being wounded while attending

to soldiers under fire did not entitle a medical officer to

special recognition for bravery, but these officers received

full recognition for valour shown, their cases being con-

sidered on the same lines as those of other officers, jiny

exceptional circumstances would be given their proper

weight.
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Medical Inspection of Scholars.—In replying to Mr. Peto,

on September 30t)i, Sir John Simon said that the medical

examination under the ]<'actory Acts was for the purpose

of testing the fitness of the ohild for employment in a

particular factory, and imposing any necessary conditions

as to the precise kind of employment. The requirement

applied to all persons under the age of 16, and the bulk of

the examinations took place after the child had loft school.

The question of linking up this examination with the

-school medical inspection had not been overlooked, but no
change in the requirements of the Factory Acts could be

made without an amendment of the Acts, and that could

not be undertaken at present.

THE TV^AH.
THE FRENCH ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE

WOUNDED FR03I RECENT ACTIONS.

As we noted at the time, defects in the medical service of the

French army were recently made the occasion of a violent

attack on the Government through the Minister of War.
The spokesmen of the Government and of the Committee
of Hygiene, while admitting that last year defective

organization led to many delays and mistakes, alleged that

matters had been put into order. This assertion has been
tested during the last fortnight, and the results have
justified it. M. J. Godart, the new Under Secretary of

State for War charged with the supervision of the medical
arrangements, has been to watch the work of evacuating
the wounded from 11 le fiunt in Champagne and Artois, and
has given Lc Joarnnl an acrount of his observations.

The medical .scrvi( e had, il. Godart said, two problems
to solve: first, to tiausport the wounded rapidly, and,
secondly, to distribute them suitably. The number of

automobiles actually in the field has been increased,

and they go up as far as the paste cle secours when-
over that is possible. They worked without stopping
day or night, so that the time a wounded man was
left on the field was reduced to a minimum. The
ambulances from the first line to the railway stations

are worked in the same way. By an arrangement with
the railway companies the speed of tlie ambulance trains

has been increased to from 30 to 45 kilometres (18 to

27 miles) an hour. The trains are heated and ventilated,

and are not kept waiting more than an hour in the railway
.'stations. They are completely disinfected after each
journey. The distribution of the wounded has been
arranged by regions, and the number of wounded each
region can receive is known. Each region has a distribut-

ing railway station with an experienced surgeon in charge.
\Vhen the wounded arrive they bear labels indicating the
nature and gravity of the wound ; the surgeon in charge of

the distributing railway station knows the surgical re-

sources of his region, aud therefore where to send the
wounded. At each such station there is an ambulance
where urgent operations can be performed. Before his
arrival each wounded man has, as a matter of routine,
1. • vr ^ nil niititrtnjiic iniection. The general result of

' 111 li =, been that the wounded sent to
I tl I t^^Luty four hours after receiving
II I I 11 I Ills A\ithm fourteen hours, and at
1'oiitaini.lil. au \Mtliin sixteen hours. The longest period
befoie a wounded man had leached the hospital to which
he was assigned was thirty hours.

Tlie automobile surgical ambulances had been so far
useful that a considerable number of operations had been
performed iu them under excellent conditions, but on the
whole, as at present organized, their position was fouud to
be ill defined. If they are allowed to be too mobile they
are not able to do enough, and if stationary they really
duplicate the stationary ambulances. They ought, iu

M. Godart's opinion, to be replaced by operating and
sterilizing cars without any surgical personnel, which
could be sent to ease points at which there was special
pressure. The radiological cars had worked perfectly, and
had rendered it possible to make rapid diagnoses and to
undertake early operations, which had been greatly to tho
advantage of a number of wounded men.
The means taken for preventing the effects of poisonous

gases had been satisfactory, as was proved by the fact
that very few cases had occurred in spite of the enormous
quantity of those gases emjiloyed by the Germans. The
soldiers could be well protected by masks and helmets, but
in the excitement of an assault it was very difficult to get
them to wear them. Nevertheless, during these particular
operations the men got through the poisonous zone so
quickly that they did not suffer. The British masks and
helmets have also, we understand, proved very efficient,

and are adapted to neutralize gases the Germans aro
known to have employed, or are suspected of proposing to
employ.
M. Godart said that the new metal skull-cap had proved

useful, and had jirevcnted a considerable number of
wounds; shrapnel bullets did not penetrate it. Similar
metal caps have, we believe, been issued to the Britisli,

and probably we are as much indebted to the French iu

this respect as they are to us with regard to the gas
helmets.
The general sanitary condition was good; tetanus had

very nearly disappeared and gas gangrene had greatly
diminished. The serum of Leclainche and Valle had
given good results. The general sanitary state of tho
troops was good ; this was due to the strict orders given
by General Joffre with regard to the removal and incinera-
tion of refuse in tho camps and tho disinfection of places,
and as to the war against flies. Soldiers in camps were
not allowed to lie directly on the ground, but were
provided with wicker hurdles to sleep on. The senior
medical officers of regiments were instructed to come to

an understanding with the municipalities with regard to

the strict scavenging of towns, aud the regiments wero
also i^rovidod witli laundry carts in which linen couki bo
washed aud dried. The result was that the murderous
epidemics of previous wars were unknown.
M. Godart concluded as follows :

" Things are, it is true,

not yet perfect. Our task is heavy. This is as true for

tho health service of the army as for the manufacture of

guns and munitions. Our labour never ends, but we aro
putting all our energy into it. Tlie prime right of tho
soldier who has shed his blood on the field of battle is to
be well treated and quickly treated."

We are enabled by the kindness of a correspondent to
reproduce here a diagrammatic form used by Dr. Baradat
in one of the regions—the region of Privas, the chief town
of the Department of the Ardeche, which borders tho

.

Rhone below Lyons on the western side. With this

diagram properly tilled up the medical officer in charge of

the distributing railway station at Lyons knows how many
beds arc available iu each town, and Dr. Baradat, who is

the responsible officer at Privas, the centre of the region,

knows in what hospitals the men are, how many are in

the convalescent depot at Privas, and how they have been
disposed of wlien they leave that institution. As will be
seen, the number of beds and formations varies very much
in tho different towns according to the facilities, including
in particular the number and size of suitable buildings,

available. At Annonay there are eight formations with
511 beds; at Aubenas-Vals there are sis formations with
356 beds ; at Privas, the county town, five formations with
376 beds. It would, of course, make the work very much
simpler to have all the men in one big buDding—one
formation—but this is seldom possible. The difficulty

exists also in this country, and was illustrated by tho
case of Manchester, mentioned last week, where the 3,000

beds available liad to be distributed through twenty- two
different buildings.

The British system for distributing wounded men to

hospitals at home, which has been at work for the last

year, resembles that described above as now organized in

France, but owing to the sea transit it is rather more com-
plicated. The work of distribution has to be done twice,

first at a point on the lines of communication from tho
front, where the officer in charge has a daily statomeut
showing the number of beds vacant in France, and the

number of hospital ships available; with this in his hand
he has to decide whether a man shall be sent to a British

hospital in France, and if so which, or sent home direct,

and in making his decision he must have regard to tho

man's condition and the nature of his wouud. The second
sorting takes place at the homo port of disembarkation,
where information in tabular form, but similar to that

in Dr. Baradat'a diagram, is in the hands of the officer
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res|>ousible for dispatching the ambulance trains to tlie
military general hospitals established in various towns in
this country.

Tiililetor recording tlie ilistribution of wounded and sick from
the distributing raihviiy station to the several towns in a
'• I'eKion " in France, and tlie manner in which they were
tiuitlly disposed of from the convalescent depot.

Movfment of sick and wounded in the dis
(date.i to (datel.

Total number in hospitals in the district
'i'otal number of vacant beds

ict of Priva

F = convoys of wounded coming from (tlie

fr""'!*" ^ (-Lyons). Number sent to S = Scrrieres
i = Touruou A =^ Anuonay, V = La Voulte, P = Privas,A = Aubenas- \ als, C = Cruas.
The Roman figures within the squares give the number of

formations, the Arabic the number of beds. O = the number
of beds occupied ; V = the number of beds vacant in each
place

; S. H. = special liospitals.
I'or purposes of reproduction the diagram has been com-

Ere-ssed laterally; the actual diagram was about 12 in. in the
orizontal and 8 in. in the vertical measurement.

As to the disinfection of ambulance trains, Professor F.
Bordas, a member of the Council of Public Hygiene for
France, gave to the Society of Public Medicine in Paris a
short time ago an account of the method of disinfecting
railway carriages followed for the Paris zone.' The trains
were disinfected at convenient stations on each railway a
short way out of Paris. He points out that any process
adopted must be effective both again.st micro-organisms
and parasites. Experiments sliowed that sprayin" witli
mercury perchloride, the vapour of formaldehyde, and
cresol were not effective against these parasites, and
this fact governed the procedure adopted. The plan
eventually worked out consisted of two stages ; the first
was cleansmg. In lir.st and second class carriages the
cnsiiions were beaten unless a vacuum cleaner was avail-
able, and the compartments thoroughly brushed out, the
refuse bemg immediately incinerated. The woodwork in
all classes of carriages was scrubbed out with soft soap
and washing soda, and the compartments thoroughly
washed out. For disinfection a solution of calcium
hypochlorite (chloride of lime, bleaching powder) was
preferred to sodium hypochlorite ("autrefois, 'liqueur
de Labarraque,' depuis fanssement appelee ' Eau de
Javello ou Javel'"), because it was found impossible to
determine the chlorine content of the latter without
Laboratory tests. A solution of calcium hypochlorite
(i degrees chlorometric, a degree being the number of
litres of chlorine gas furnished by 1 kilogram of calcium
hypochlorite) was pulverized in a Bertrand apparatus
under a pressure of 6 kilograms . This filled the oom-

'Mev. d'Buaiine. T. xxxvii, p. 727.

partments with a fog which persisted for more than an
hour. The compartments or carriages were kept closed
for twenty-four hours. If, however, there was reason to
suppose that cushions were infected witli human parasites
it was considered preferable in the interests of the work-
men to reduce the amount of manipulation and to fumigate
the carriages with sulphurous acid, using 40 or 50 grams
of sulphur to the cubic metre. In first-class carriages,
sleepers, and restaurants, this was replaced by b'en-
zination, using 13 c.cm. of benzine to each cubic metre.
Benzine was fouud to be so toxic to lice that quite
a small proportion in the air destroyed them rapidly
Cushions and bedding soiled by blood or pua were
first of all cleansed with warm water and then stoved.
Ihe water used for washing was treated with calcium
hypochlorite before it was run away. The straw of
soiled palliasses was burnt, and the ticking washed in a
solution of calcium hypochlorite (two degrees chloro-
metric). Some of the railway companies had tanks
specially designed for heating the soft soap ; but in one
particular case, where such an apnliauce was not avail-
able, the boiler of an old locomotive was mounted ou
bricks and used for the purpose. To the solution of soft
soap in water a sufficient quantity of sodium" carbonate
was added to give a strength of 5 per cent. The oulverizer
used IS the invention of M. Bertrand, engineer to* the Nord
Railway Company. It consists of a cylindrical receiver (a
Ucstiughouse receiver serves well) having a tube going
down to the bottom. The hypochlorite is put in through
a funnel, and the receiver must not be completelv filled.
The a.,-, iivlrr ,rrs.,ire of 6 to 8 kilograms, is admitted
'^^ovc.

\ ,
,, iiliboi tubes, the one cariviug air under

V^''^^'-}'''
''''' "I fclioli.|ui.],mcetina nijzzlcandinit

thelKjii; I 1, |i:-!\,
1
i/,m1. The necessary pressure is obtained

either Iroui the engine of the train or from a stationary
engine. Benzine vapour is obtained by pouring the liquid
into a tub and putting into it another smaller vessel con-
taining liot water. The compartments must be kept
closed for twenty-four hours, and must not be entered
during that time.
On the arrival of the train at llic disinfecting station the

medical officer of the li ;'i] jl-, -, in ;]„
, ii imfccting fore-

man a special note i.nl m :,, , s which have
been occupied by men - ms diseases or
infested with parasites. I , ,, ; !;,_ ,[_,:. ..i.o of the medical
officer to see that the persouuel of the train takes all
utensils out of the carriages, all bedding, and any stretchers
soiled by blood, pus, or dejections.

GERMAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
AVOUNDS OF THE AeBOMEN.

Dr. H. Boir," in giving an account of his experience of
abdominal wounds, did not say where his experience was
gained, but stated that as the majority of the cases did
not reach hospital within twenty-four hours of the inflic-
tion of the wounds, and as there was little time for
operating on those rare occasions when the patients were
admitted early, the treatment of abdominal wounds was
invariably and of necessity conservative. While the
mortality among the patients suffering from wounds of
the intestine was very high, the mortality from wounds
of the stomach was surprisingly low.
Altogether 72 cases of abdominal wounds, not including

wounds confined to the abdominal wall, were observed"
The diagnosis of wounds of the abdominal cavity was
made by locating the wounds and detecting symptoms of
peritoneal irritation. In 14 cases the diagnosis was con-
firmed by necropsy. The spleen was wounded in one case
and the liver in eight, and though two of the wouuds of
the liver were complicated by wounds of the lung's and
kidneys, only one of those nine patients died.

Wounds of the Intestine.
Among the 50 cases of bullet wounds of the intestine,

there were 30 about which exact iuformation was avail-
able. Of these 30 patients 27 died, and judging from the
courseof the bullet, it was evident that in every case the
small intestine, and in a certain proj)ortion of cases the
large intestine also, had been wounded. The necropsies
showed that the jjerforations of the intestine were most

' J)e«(. mecl. Woch., June lOth.
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numerous -when tLe bullet travelled in tLe long axis of the

body, and in one case as many as fouiteon pci-foiations

vei-e counted ill the same bod}'. The wuuuds of the in-

testine were most extensive when they had been inflicted

by bullets fired at close range oi' stvikhig sideways. In

about one-tUii-d oi the necropsies it was evident that the

tvouuds were so serious that a satisfactory opeiation was
technically impossible. In the remaining two-thirds tha

conditions were such that an early operation in favourable

circumstances might well have saved the patient's life.

In some cases the intestines were wounded but not per-

forated, the bullet having incised the serous and musoidav

Coats, but not the mucous lining of the intestine. Such
cases showed that the intestine was sometimes displaced

jjy the bullet without being perforated ; and this was the

explanation also given by Enderlcn, who failed to find

svounds of the intestine in 3 cases in which the bullet

had passed transversely through the abdomen. Of the 30

cases of wounds of the intestine, 14 presented wounds of

f ii!i V (i ,!•
. \ ':ili 16 presented wounds of exit also. Among

i\
'1

( the 3 cases terminating in recovery.

« i
; , li, in 3 cases both the wounds of entry and

.:,[ ,_ It l^ i i' • 11 inflicted by bullets travelling sideways.

Jn a eouhiileiuble number of cases in which the bullet

remained iu the body, it had either struck the body side-

ways or had been turned into this position after entering

the' body. The tendency of the modern infantry bullet to

turn sideways was, in Dr. Bolt's opinion, largely responsible

tor the high mortality from abdominal wounds.

Wounds of the Stomach.
Of the 13 cases of wounds of the stomach, 12 wci-e due

to rifle bullets and 1 to a fragment of shrapnel. Only
2 patients died, both being wounded by bullets, which
remained in the body. In the first case death was due to

Jiaemorrhage from a branch of the middle colic artery.

The bullet had shattered the seventh rib on the left side

in the nipple line, and the severity of the wound of the

ttomach was largely due to its laceration by fragments of

i'ib. In the seet.nd case death was due to diffuse periton-

itis. The bullet had entered in the mid-axillary line, beluw

the ninth rib on the left side, and had perforated the

stomach at two points. The patient had crawled back a
distance of 300 metres to have his wound dressed. It was
considered that the low mortahty from wounds of the

stomach in this series of cases was due principally to the

fact that the stomach was empty. In practically every

case no food had been taken within five to twelve hours of

the infliction of the wound. Anotlier important factor was
the level at which the stouiacli was \vuuuded ; iu the

second fatal case the stomach was perfurated iu the most
dependent part of the fundus, whence the escape of its

contents was most easy. The prognosis was best when the

stomach was wounded in the lesser curvature, and near its

cardiac end; and it was worst when the stomach was
wounded in the fundus or near the pylorus. The symptoms
were very variable. In some cases vomiting occurred at

once, and in others it supervened a few hours later. In

other cases, again, the wound provoked nausea only. There
was every degree of shock, but only in one case was the

wound immediately followed by haematemesis. Ma.ny of

the patients remained lying wliere they were wounded,
while others walked a considerable distance. The pulse

was at first almost invariably rapid, and intestinal peri-

stalsis was either reduced or totally inhibited. Kigidity of

the abdominal wall was a constant sign. All the symptoms
improved with astonishing rapidity, and usually disappeared

iu two to four days.

Treatment of Wo^nids of the Slomach and Intestine.

The favourable course oi' these eases confirmed Dr. Coit

in his view that conservative treatment was the best for

wounds of the stomach. Operation should be attempted
only when there was severe haemorrhage, and also

possibly when there were signs of extensive laceration of

the stomach. It was more difficult to decide how to treat

wounds of the intestine. It was obvious, however, that a

man with an abdominal wound should be kept as c]uiet as

l^ossible, and should not be moved before the fourteenth

day after the infliction of the wound. Dr. Bolt had made
a ijost-mortem examination in two cases in which, owing
to the transport of the patients, in one case on the sixth

day and in the other on the tenth day, limited peritonitis

Vjas converted to a general peritonitis by the breaking

down of adhesions. Motor cars for the transport of the
severely wounded had not been available for liis patients till

the seventh mouth of the war. Previously they had been,

as a rule, transported on straw in primitive carts. 'When
a case of wound of the intestine was admitted to hospital

within eight to twelve hours of the infliction of the wound
it was. inDr. Bolt's opinion, advisable to operate if other
conditions werd favourable.

It was, he said, unfortunate that, as a rule, in a field

hospital there were many other casualties competing at

the same time with the abdominal casualties for the
surgeon's help; and as these other casualties promised
better results from immediate operative treatment, the
abdominal casualties were apt to go to the wall. For this

and other reasons it was advisable that field hospitals

should be established for abdominal casualties only at

points where severe battles wore anticipated. They should
not be more than 15 to 20 kilometres behind the front, and
their position should be notified to the stretcher-bearers

so that the abdominal casualties could be transported
direct to the special hospital without having to bo drafted
there from a general field hospital.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF TYPHOID AND
PARATYPHOID INFKCTIONS.

It was mentioned briefly last week that the Medical
Research Committee had made arrangements to supply
to bacteriologists and pathologists standard agglutinable

cultures and standard agglntiuating serums for the dia

gnosis of typhoid and paratyphoid infectious by means of

macro^rojiic n':;':;lutination tests, as well as a .special outfit

for i:
I

Mice of such tests. The object in view,
v>

!

I commend itself to every physician and
p;i': 1,0 all engaged in public health work
\\\:. ! : army or civil population, is sufliciently

expressed iu the following memorandum issued by the
Medical Kesearch Committee

:

Slemoramhnii on the Diannosh of Ti/jdiuUI and Faratijpkoid
Intcctioiis.

"U'ltli a A-iew to the convenience of bacteriologists at militarv
hospitals, and tlie co-orrli nation of results obtained by different
observers at iliCferent tinit-s aiiil i>lace«, tlie Medical Research
Committee have iv:i its for the preparation and
supply of sterilized iible cultures and standard
agfilntinatiiiH sera. , f typhoid and paratyphoid
infections by menu uLiHlutinatiou tests.

Til 2 staudarJ cui fur li. tiipliomiti, B. ]mra-
tiiph''.<:i.- A, aud /.. li will be prepared iu tbe
Department of I'l^i i. under the direction of
Professor Hrever, :i'i iiip|ilied bv tlie Medical
Eesearcli Cnnmiitt.f ,, . • ooi-.toyisfs working iu
couiiei-tion witli miljtai \ ii- .

Aii|'ln.:itioiis l';,r tue si.i -r sera sbonld be
aildn -s.-il t.i till- Staiiilii' Department of
Pa'ii-l J' . Tiir. .i>,i;\ ut (I,.;: address, " Patho-
1,:' M-,{,,rl<;67 .

1 i.unce of agglutination tests under
Si 1

' rwise, a special outfit has been
pi 1 a r,|jecial stand, dilution tubes,

a,L' ri ''!•
_. I'll 1

0' -. \', Iiiidi can be
ol :

: -r niilitarv

li,, ,,;..,-' 1 -iMiiiittee,

fi-ui I- . .- ^i, Lruao .-..irccl, Hatlon

I'l,: ii, . ( : Ml I .1 11-. -.ill ill flit out with each set. In
tlicf O'i- 1

i i.i '.ill 1,. L r, .
11 which will enablebacterio-

lof-'isi-; 111 siiiiiiM-.- .iiiin-pcd I. iii.ratories to ijrepare tlieir own
killed a«tilutinalile cultures, and to standardize them against
the standard serum issued. Bat where such facilities are

absent, aud under service conditions generally, standard
ag.yli'.tinable cultuios will be supplied iu quantities sufficient

fori"
'

rk. When application is made for

f,t:M 'Me weeklv number of agglutination
t,-^ t;ited.

'I iM'j sevf! for 7S. typhosuf, B. parti-

l,r ' f. ' lii I* ""videdeitlierforthe
io! I r the purposes of

c'l li cultures.
', 'ires, with the set

c,f ;., ,

^
i

I
; • , : ' oiler the following

ad\-a'ina-o^ :

1. The procedure is simple and rapid.

2. The materials are always ready, and no cultures have
to be incubated and prepared.

3. The culture is killed and all risk of infection is absent.

4. The reaction can be carried out at any temperature
betv.een 35- C. aud 56- C, or even at room temperature if

necessary.
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5. No microscope is needed.
6. The killed cultures are as sensitive to agglutinins as

fresh living cultures, or even more sensitive.
7. Owing to the precise quantitative determination wliicdi

it allows, the method enables the worker to foliow thu
course of the agglutination curves obtained by successive
examinations, and thus facilitates the differential diinijiosis
between agglutination due to inoculation aud that due to
active disease.

8. The results obtained possess sin nd-inl •i'\:r..rMiitv even
in relatively unpractised hands, and a J ,::i :;-

, inpiialilu
from case to case and from dav t.i ! In- itsts
are performed. The expression" of a.idaid
agglutinin units will allow the coini u . 1 1 i.nsivc
series of observations in different laboiiitories and at various
times for statistical or other purposes.

The methods proposed and the standardized cultures and sera
provided are already in use at the chief military laboratories
engaped in work upon enteric fever cases aud "carriers with
the Kxpeditionary Force and at home.

It is hoped that in the interests of the unification of records
the standards now made easily available may be generallv
adopted.

St. Stephen's House, Westminster, S.VV.
July 8th, 1915.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
ARMi'.

Killed in Action.
Captai.v Authur Ernest Bullock, K.A.M.C, was killed
in Flanders on September 27th, 1915, aged 26. He was
the elder son of Dr. Bullock, of St. Loonardson-Sea, was
educated at St. Mary's, aud took the licence of the Society
of Apothecaries in 1912. After serving as clinical assistant
ui the ophthalmic department, resident obstetric officer,
and house-surgeon at St. Mary's, when the war broke out
he took a temporary commission as Lieutenant in the
R.A.I\I.C. on August 10th, 1914, and was recently pro-
moted to Captain. He was attached to the Middlesex
Regiment at the time of his death.

Captain Ernest Cotton Deane, E.A.M.C., was killed in
Flanders between September 25th and 28th, 1915, aged 28
He was the third son of T. Stanley Deaue, of Bank House,
Eathkeale, co. Limerick, was educated at Corrig School'
Kingstown, and at the Adelaide Hospital, Dublin, an(i
took the licences of the two Irish Colleges in 1909. He
entered tlie K.A.M.C. as Lieutenant on .July 28th, 1911
and was promoted to Captain, with all the other lieu-
tenants in the corps, on March 30th, 1915. In his case
this special promotion came only four months earlier than
he would have been entitled to it in the ordinary course of
events. Before the war he was serving in India, at
Luckuow

;
he came to Europe with the Garhwal Briaade,

and was attached to the second battalion of the Leicester
Kegiment wh,-n killed. He was a well-known Rugby
football player, having been captain of the Monkstown
and Adelaide Hospital fifteens, and an Irish International.
Iho aunouncement that the Military Cross had been con-
ferred upon him appeared in the London Gazette on
Octooer 2nd, the same day on which his death in action
appeared among the obituary notices. It was in the
following terms

:

Captain Ernest Cotton Deane, R.A.M.C. (attached 2nd
Battalion the Leicestershire Kegimeut).

For consp'

Loughtto notice.'^
^° °^^""^ S''"''""^- ""^'^^ «™ ^''^ '^<^'="

Lieutenant Kenneth Robinson, R.A.M.C, was killed in
the recent advance in Flanders on or about September 25th.He was educated at Manchester, took the diplomas of
M.R.C..^.andL.R.C.PLond. in 1907, the degrees of M.B.and B S.Lond ,„ 1912. He had been honorary medical
oftcor to the Girls' Home, Bramloy Cross, Lancashire, andwas 111 practice at Llandudno when ho took a temporary
comn.i9.s,on in the R.A.M.C. on March 5th, 1915. He was
attached to the 12th Battalion Blanchester Regiment whenhe met Ins death. ^

Lieutenant Edgar Faulks, R.A.M.C, killed in action
between September 25th and 27th, was 38 years of a«e andwas the second son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur FauHts of

I .oughborongh. He received his medical education at
tiiiys Hospital, whore ho was house-surgeon and house-
surgeon to tlie throat departinont. He took the diplomas
of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.l'.Lond. iu 1902. At the time of
Ins death he was senior assistant medical officer at the
J.cxley Asylum, Kent. He joined the R.A.M.C throe
months ago. He had only beeu at the front a few days
brfoie the action took place in which ho lost his life.

M'oniuled.
Captain H. M. Pope, R.A.M.C, Flanders.
Lieutenant G. Millar, R.A.IU.C, Flanders.

Deaths among Sons of Meoical Mkn.
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Wilson, D. J. R., Second Lieutenant Welsh Regiment, elder
son of Dr. Wilson, of Haverfordwest, Pembroke, killed in

France on September 25th, aged 22. He got his commission on
October 3rd, 1914.
Wilson, Geoffrey, Captain Wiltshire Regiment, sou of Dr.

Mervyn Wilson, of Chippenham, killed in the recent advance in

France. He was educated at Marlborough, and became (;ai)tain

on February 2nd, 1915.

Medicai, Students.
Fawcett, Richard Wilfrid, Second Lieutenant South Stafford-

shire Regiment, only son of the late Charles Fawcett, of Kawdon
and Bradford, died of wounds in FraiHe on September 26th,

aged 23. He was educated at llui. in., i' 1 iiius College,
Cambridge, and at the London lln-i : I

,

- vaa a medical
student. In the early part of tin- .: :

fii- some time
in the navy as a surgeon-probati'.n. r ;; 11 1 -- Fcrrfl in the
North Sea, then got his commission on Miucn zbtli, 1915.

Allan, James Grant, Lieutenant 9tU Cioidou Higblanders, who
lias been killed, was the elder son of Kev. W. G. Allan of

Edinburgh. He was 20 years of age, and held the ile^'ree of

B.Sc. of Edinburgh University, where he was studying medicine.
He received his commission on November 19th, 1914.

The .\rmy Nursing Service.
The casualty list published on October 2nd contained the

names of no less than eight members of the .\rmy Nursing
Service as having died on service. This list, however, appears
to refer to the whole period of the war up to date, lor Miss Cole
died at Boulogne so long ago as February 21st 1 British
Medical .Journal, March 6th) and Miss Pearce at Havre on
April 29th (British Medical Journal, May ISthi. The names
are as follows

:

Queen Al'j^.in.lrri,, Imperi.d Mililarv Sursivg Service—MisuK. H.
Cole.Fr.n I ; , Iriiiice ; Miss M. A. VValshe. Mediter-
ranean :

' ittrraiiean ; Miss M. H. Johnston,
Medit. i 1;. servei, France.

Cati'ri . -Matron J. B. Haggard. Mediter-

NOTES.
A HrNT TO Regiment.vl Medical Officers.

A Regimental Medical Officer sends a suggestion whic}i

he thinks may be useful to those newly commissioned in the

R.A.M.C. : In my work {he writes) I have found a simple

shilling rubber lettered printing outfit of inestimable value.

It has saved me many weary hours of clerical work, and
gained for me an unmerited reputation for business

methods. Of course, a specially made stamp with one's

appointment and medical qualifications is common. The
objections to such are the lack of adaptability, cost, delay
in delivery, and the uot uucommon changes in one's

appointment to units. With a printing outfit and a couple

of extra type liolders a number of stamps can be made
immediately. I have one for heading the official " memo "

forms, printing

:

From the Medical Ollicer,
i/c 17th Westslrire FuslIierB.

another for all sick reports, letters, memos, and so on,

printing

:

Captain. K.A.M.C.,
in Medical Cuarge JTth Westeliire Fusiliers.

I have also put together two or three others for special

purposes. I was suddenly called on to enter in a thousand
soldiers' active service pay books the date of their typhoid
inoculation. From my predecessor's returns I found he
had only given the dates when he commenced giving each
dose to the battalion. I merely had to put together the
orthodox symbols and dates as

:

leaving the place X. Y. Z. for my initials. In this way
I saved many liours' work completing that duty. Again,
when I had to enter in the active service pay book the
<lentures which had been supplied, I put up the type in

the required form

:

— or
J?-

10. Aug: 191;,,

according as to whether an upper or lower denture had
been issued at the date of my inspection.

The printing outfit can be obtained from any stationer
for less than two shillings.

The Vestal Virgins.

Flanders is at the best of times a fly-ridden country.
rnd, of course, the huge accumulation of men and horses

in the area has given the flies an extraordinary chance.
The responsible officers of the Army Medical Service
realized at an early date that special methods would be
necessary; aud, as we mentioned some time ago, Sir

Arthur Sloggett, in the memorandum which he issued last

April as Director-General A.M.S. in France, said with
regard to trench latrines that they should be of the
shallow variety whenever possible, and constantly super-

vised to ensure that the excreta are kept covered with
earth. " Less than 1 ft. of dry earth over excreta will not
infallibly prevent flies from emerging if eggs have been
deposited before the faeces were covered." In these
circumstances incineration was mentioned as a possible

alternative. Shortly afterwards a commission of three

—

Professor Newstead, of Liverpool ; Mr. Pi. W. Jack, Govern-
ment entomologist, Southern Rhodesia ; and Captain
E. E. Austen, the well known entomologist attached to

the Natural History Department of the British Museum

—

studied the subject on the spot and made further recom-
mendations. In the early summer special instructions

were given with regard to incineration, aud where it was
found possible to build incinerators—and it would seem
that this has generally been found possible in any large

collection of men behind the lines—everybody, officers and
men alike, were required to see that excreta were put into

the incinerator. These never-dying tires have got, among
the officers at least, the name of " the Vestal Virgins," and
the meaning and importance of their work seems to be
thoroughly understood. Sometimes, no doubt, when the
wind was in the wrong quarter tlie odours were not quite

agreeable, but this inconvenience was cheerfully put up
with, since it was well known that the vestals were
designed to obviate the greater inconvenience of a plague
of flies, and the serious risk of the conveyance of disease.

It is generally recognized, we gather, by officers of all

corps that sanitary work has never been done anything
like as well in any previous campaign as in this, and they
are taking a professional pride in the fact, which makes
for greater efficiency in the future.

Medical Officers Wanted.
2 Ul Eastern Mounted lirioade Field Ambulance, R.A.M. C.[T.F.).

Three officers are required by this unit. As the list Eastern
Mounted Brigade i ieltl Ambulance is abroad, medical officers

will be required from this unit for service overseas. Applica-
tion to Major C. G. Kay Sharp, Commanding 2/lst Eastern
Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C, Tadworth Camp,
Epsom.

2m} Linr ]V,hh I:,,rder Mounted Bripnde.

Two medical oilireis. wiliin;^ to undertake the imperial
service obligation, iin- iir^'eiitlv reijuired for service with the
2nd Line Shropshue lio.\a] 'Hurse Artillery and Cheshire
Yeomanry. I'av ami allowances as in the regular army, also

outfit and camp"kit grants. Full particulars on application to

Lieutenant-Colonel D. C. Leyland Orton,i5enior Medical Officer,

2nd Line Welsh Border Mounted Brigade, The Camp, Morpeth,
Northumberland.

€ttglant» mh Males.

The Manchester University.
Perhaps the most interesting event in the academic yc:ir

1915-16, which commenced on October 7th, is tlic

assumption of office by Sir Henry Micrs, the new Vicu-

Chancellor. .\t a meeting called by the Council of the

Workers' Educational Association, and held on .September

25th at the Students' Union, a hearty welcome was
accorded to the new Vice-Cliaucellor. Mr. H. Pilkingtou

Turner presided, and, in responding to the cordial vote of

welcome, which was carried with acclamation. Sir Henry
Miers expressed his fullest sympathy with the aims and
objects of the Workers' Educational Association, and said

that one of the things that made him feel at home in

Manchester was that he was coming among people who
shared the ideals of those among whom he had worked iu

London. A resolution was also carried expressing appre-

ciation of the work done by Professor Weiss as Vice-

Chancellor. In reply, Professor Weiss took the oppor-

tunity of welcoming Sir Henry Miers on behalf of the

members of the University.

The new Vice-Chancellor, coming from the Principalship

of the London University, assumes office in Manchester at

a time when the whole work of the university cannot fail

to be unusually difficult. It is noteworthy that in the
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prospectus of the different faculties for the coming session
the arrangements are in nearly every case issued with
tlie special proviso that the number of lectures in the
courses may have to be diminished owing to rearrange-
ments necessitated by the war. Last year the mmiber^of
students entering the university was between tluvo ami
four hundred less than the average, and the authorities
appear to expect that in the coming session there may be
a still further decrease in the number of entrants takeii as
a whole. In the Medical Faculty, however, judging from
the number of inquiries, a large number of entrants are
expected

;
as a rule medical students commence their five

\ oars' course before attaining military age.

Maxchestek Royal Infirmary.
In normal times before the war the work of the Man-

chester Royal Infirmary was divided among three estab-
lishments : the Royal Infirmary in Oxford Street, the
out-patients' department in Parker Street, and the accident
and out-patients' department in Koby Street. Owing to the
demands of the war, the out-patients' section at Roby
Street had some time ago to be discontinued, as sixty beds
had there to be set up for sick and wounded soldiers.
These beds were in addition to the large number at the
infirmary itself set apart for the wounded. PracticalK
the whole of the staffs of the three institutions are now
engaged in war work, though some of them only as
part-timers; as so large a proportion of the staff
have either already gone away on active service or have
volunteered and expect to be called on at any time,
It is announced that the Hoard of Management has
decided to close the Parker Street outpatient department
from October 11th ; after that date all out-patients will
have to attend at the infirmary itself. This will, of course,
cause some amount of inconvenience, as the distance to
the infirmary from the centre of the city is considerable •

but with the depleted staff (which, in addition to military
cases, has to attend all the ordinary cases as usual) the
temporary change in arrangements appears to be unavoid-
able. At a meeting of the Board of Management held on
fseptember 29th under the chairmanship of Sir William
Cobbett, the position of secretary and general superinten-
dent of the institution, which had become vacant by the
resignation of Mr. W. G. Carnt, was filled by the appoint-
ment of Mr. Frank Hazell. Mr. Hazell has been for the
last fifteen years secretary of the Norfolk and Norwich
Hospital at Norwich, and before that was for nine years
assistant secretary of the St. Luke's Hospital for the
insane, London.

^ The Liverpool Military Hospitals.
xhe territorial military general hospitals established so

rapidly a year ago, in accordance with the scheme elabo-
rated by Sir Alfred Keogh during his first tenure of office
as director-general, have been extended from time to
time as further demands were made by the army so
quietly that it is difficult to grasp the magnitude of thework that has been done. The Liverpool Daily Post
published the other day an article on the military hospitals
of Liverpool, and was clearly surprised to realize how
e.\tensive the provision has now become. The City Hos-
pital at Fazakerley-to which, it is stated, stretcher
cases are, as a rule, most conveniently drafted-hasaw beds. It IS a pavilion hospital surrounded bv
airy grounds Hightield, lent by the Select Vestry, is an

At°'the"Mill T''i'r."'^°° ''f^'
i° a healthy situation.

i„ dm ii,
^°=^^\ Infa""'''^. West Derby Union, thereare 400 beds, and at the Toxteth Union 100. TheRoya Infirmary, the Royal Southern Hospital, and theDavid Lewis Northern Hospital each otfer 40 beds, theStanley Hospita 20 and the Bootle Borough Hospital 25.

I he tropical school at the Royal Infirmary his beenadapted to provide 200 beds, and the old hydropathichome at ^\ 00 ton has been taken over to provide as'iuany

Zwvl J, ,fM'7 'xi'**

orthopaedic centre for wounded
soldiers at the Alder Hey Hospital provides 500 beds in anew building on an agreeable suburban site. There are
also a number of hospitals maintained by private bene-
facence. At various Southport hospitals about 600 beds

=[.lfrim V' i^
Birkenhead furnishes 250, and Wallasey

hos L^- Au'^'"?.' '^r ?'"- ^ °""^^^ °f convalescent
hospitals. Altogether the Liverpool district contains pro-
vision for over 5,000 military patients.

We regret to notice that the son of Sir Edward Sohiifer is
reported as wounded and missing, and the son of the
1 rincipal of Aberdeen University as killed in the recent

Treatment of Tuberculosis in Edinburgh
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Insurance Committee,

held on September 23rd, the terms of agreement between
the Corporation and the Insurance Committee regardin"
the scheme for the prevention and treatment of tube"
culosis in the city were submitted and approved.
By this agreement the medical officer of health, Dr.

JIaxwell ANiihamson, will be the chief administrative
officer in carrying out the whole .scheme for the preven-
tion and treatment of tuberculous disease in the city
ihe assistant medical officer of health. Dr. John Guy will
act as a tuberculosis officer. His chief duties will be in
connexion with cases of tuberculosis in insured and un-
insured persons. His services will be placed at thecommand of the Insurance Committee. He will attend
the meetings of the Insurance Committee and the Sana-
torium Benefit Subcommittee, and will act as medical
adviser to the committee. In the event of the
appointment of tuberculosis officer becoming vacant, anynew appointment shall be made by the Corporation in
consultation with the Insurance Committee. Sir RobertWilham Phihp, M.D., will continue to act as consultant or
expert advi.ser in connexion with the prevention or
treatment of tuberculosis in all its forms, whether
in the case of insured or uninsured persons. The
Corporation agrees that the Royal Victoria Dispen-
sary and Its staff shall be available for the treat-
iiient of tuberculous cases, whether insured or uninsured
including medicines. The Insurance Committee agrees
as from February 26th, 1915, to pay to the Corporation
annually m quarterly instalments the following sums-
I' irst, a proportion, amounting to £200 per annum, of the
salary of the assistant medical officer of health actina as
tuberculosis officer; and secondly, the sum of i200°perannum in respect of the Royal Victoria Dispensary, with
its nursing staff being made available for the treatment of
insured tuberculous cases. The Insurance Committee willmake monthly payments to the Corporation for the treat-
ment of insured persons in any hospital administered by
the Corporation, for whom the Insurance Committee or the
Sanatorium Benefit Subcommittee shall have agreed to
provide such treatment. The rate of such payments will
be agreed upon annually between the Corporation and the
Insurance Committee as at December 31st each year. The
agreement is terminable on three months' notice on either
Hide. Early stages of the negotiations were noted iu the

195"^^ °" '^"'''^ ^^^' ^^^'^' ^' ^^^^' '"'^ "^"'y ^^*'" ^^^^

Ulster and Provision for Sick and Wounded
Soldiers.

<1x October 1st the Marquis of Londonderry and Lady
Londonderry opened the new block of the Ulster Volunteer
! orce Hospital. The original hospital was an adaptation
ot the old exhibition buildings, near the Botanic Gardens
1 avk, kindly given by the City Corporation. The university
authorities granted the use of their adjoining ground, and
on It a new L-shaped block has now been completed, and is
continuous with the old ; a broad verandah runs alou" the
inside of the L, which faces south, and the contained
ground IS rapidly being planted with shrubs and flower
beds. The arrangement and equipment are excellent and
up to date, and the general feeling at the public opening
was one of surprise and delight that such a bright and
useful building could spring iuto being in such a short
time. Counting the verandah, the full buildings will now
be able to acconimodato over 200 patients. The honorary
treasurer said that the total subscriptions amounted to
il4,417, and since he had ascended the platform he had
received a further promise of £150. Several batches of
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patients had already been received, and all did extremely
well ; in a few days the administration would be ready for

double the number.
At a -well-attended meeting in the City Hall, Belfast,

on September 21st, a public committee and many sub-

scribers handed over to the military authorities twenty-
two motor ambulances for the use of the Ulster Division;

most of these are ready and fully equipped. The sum of

£10,560 has been subscribed throughout Ulster for this

object.

Dr. Joseph Fulton, one of the visiting medical officers

of the Poor Law Infirmary, Belfast, has returned the £50
for attendance on the invalided soldiers of the Ulster Divi-

sion during their stay in one of the blocks of buildings

given by the guardians to the military authorities, asking
them to spend the sum in comforts for the men.

dants^anhmct.

NAPOLEONS FUNERAL.
Sir,—The publication in the Times Literary Supple-

ment of the diary of Andrew Darling, the upholsterer who
acted as undertaker at Napoleon's funeral in 1821, is an
event of considerable interest to Napoleonic students.

Although it was known that this document had been
published in the St. Helena Advocate in 1851, all trace of

it had been lost, and its contents were unknown. For-

tunately, liow.vcr, .Major M. F. Foulds, R.A.M.C., who is at

present in iiii(lii:i! diarge of the troops in St. Helena, is

interested in lliu ^uliject, and is devoting his spare time to

a methodical search among the records deposited in the
I'astle at .Jamestown for any facts regarding the captivity

<if Xapoleou that may have been overlooked. Major
Foulds happened to be reading a iS7. Helena Who's Who,
and he noticed on p. 62, under the heading " Darling,"

that a document had been written by that person, in wliich

-was recorded the dispositions made for the funeral of

Napoleon. He therefore prosecuted his search, and amid
a mass of records very much ant-eaten, found Darling's

diary in an excellent state of preservation. Major Foulds
sent the document to me -with the request that if deemed
of sufficient interest, steps should be taken to secure its

publication in the Times.
From the historical point of view the diary is of great

value, for, unlike so much of the St. Helena evidence, it is

untin;jed with i^.lili.-al bins; indeed, it is a plain and
juinule statenjiiit nt tin way iu which the " undertaker"
carried out his wi.il;. In addition, the document brings
to light some facts wliich were unknown, and, as collateral

evidence, confirms several points which were in doubt.
Some of these may bo mentioned. Darling gives us the
exact measurements of Napoleon's height, breadth of

shoulders, and depth of chest, as he lay dead (length,

5 ft. 7 in. ; only 18 in. barely across the shoulders; and
scarcely 10 iu. deep). In common with all others who
saw the dead Emperor, Darling, the undertaker, was
struck with the extraordinary beauty and youthful appear-
ance of the face. Then Darling gives us an exact account
of the way in which Napoleon's private apartment was
fitted up as a ' chapelle ardeute," and he describes with
minute care the making and furnishing of the coffins and
the manner iu which the heart and stomach were enclcsed
in their respective silver receptacles. His version of

this last duty tallies with that of Dr. Itutledge,

who was in lucdiial rliarge of the body, and with
that of Abraham Millington, the armourer, who soldered
up the coffins. Finally, Darling gives us .some new
facts concerning the much- debated question of the
death mask. Thaiik,s to the labours of Mr. G. L. de
St. M. Watson, in his recent book. The Story of Napoleon's
Death Mask, the claim of Dr. Burton as the author of the
famous mask now rests on irrefutable evidence, and
Antommarchi's pretensions are for ever disposed of.

Darling informs us that he purchased 150 smaU plaster

figures in .Jamestown and had them ground down to
serve as plaster for the cast. Of course this material was
bound to be ineffective, for he had neglected to have it

calcined. No wonder that when Antommarchi made the
attempt he failed, and it was not until Dr. Burton had
obtained some crude gypsum from deposits found on the
island that a satisfactory cast could be obtained. Darling

also mentions that the mattress on which Napoleon rested
in death was much "marred by stains of blood from him
when he was turned round to shave the back part of his

head for the bust." This mattress with the stains can bu
seen in Madame Tussaud's. All tliese and many other
interesting details will be found in the document, which is

well worthy of perusal.

In conuexion with this document it is interesting to

record the fact that there is still living in London a lady
in her 95th year who was present at the funeral of

Napoleon in 1821. It is true that she was only 3^ months
old at the time, and, of course, remembers notliing of tlie

occurrence, but .she is nevertheless the last surviving lin.'t

with the Great Emperor in St. Helena.—I am, etc.,

London, E.C.. Oct. 4th. ARNOLD ChaPLIN.

MEDICAL SERVICE IN THE HIGHLANDS AND
ISLANDS.

Sir,—In the discussion on the above by the Scottish
Committee at Perth on September 10th some most
important points appear to have been entirely overlooked.
The Committee, apparently, assumed that the High-

lands and Islands Board guaranteed to the medical officers

of the remote parishes a minimum income of £300 per
annum jilus travelling and other working expenses. The
Highlands and Islands Board have done nothing of the
Ivind ; nor is any such guarantee referred to in their

proposed agreement with the doctors.

The meclical officers, iu tlie proposed agreement, are to

charge a fee of 5s. for the first visit and 2s. 6d. for each
subsequent visit duriuf,' the same illness, and moderate
cliarges for nicdicinis supplied. Should the doctor fail to

get his fi-.^ Ii. (i! n. v.rget cash payment in a Highland
parish- tin I ;

,i 1
1 1

1 . 1 nsr to take any responsibility for the
bad debts, ami m il,, [n ..posed agreement nothing whatever
is said as to the iluard making up the doctor's income to

£300 per annum free of all working e.Kpeuses.

Again, there is no check on patients who call the doctor
long distances for trifling ailments and no extra fee for

night visits.

Above all, there is no intention to put the parochial

medical officer of the remote Highland parishes on
a similar footing to his brethren in England and in

Ireland, by making him eligible for a fair pension. Many
medical men have " existed " in the Highlands and Islands

on beggarly salaries, doing, practically. Government work
single-handed for twenty years and over, and now the
Treasury steps in and objects to these poor men being
allowed a decent superannuation. It appears as if tliese

medical men are being practically asked to clear out, go to

the poorhouse, or rely on charitable relatives or friends in

their old age for support.

If the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Board
have not sufficient funds to institute pensions for the older

or disabled members of the Highlands and Islands

Parochial Medical Service, then the Highland members of

Parliament and their constituents must see to it that the

grant is increased, if only for ensuring this mere matter of

common fairness and justice.

Had these medical officers elected to enter the army or

the navy, they -ivould now be entitled to a pension of at

least £1 per day. Instead, they have been all along doing
much harder work, receiving much less iu pay, and left

to retire when unfit for the work without a penny.—
I am, etc.,

September 21st. GUAHANTEB.

THE DANGER OF SACCHARINE.
Siu,—The increased taxation of sugar and its substitute,

saccharine, thus again increasing their price, seems to be a
good opportunity of drawing the attention of the profession

to the danger of the latter drug when it is roiisuuii'd in

large quantities. Sugar is a food, saccliariin is ii,,t; it

is a chemical made from coal-tar derivaliv. s h i\inu; a

sweetening property, volume for volume, uf abuut 500

times that of cane sugar. In spite of the fact that before

the new taxation its price had already risen by about

25 per cent., it is still consumed in large quantities by tho

general public in this country, being taken chiefly for

obesity. It can be obtained ad libitum from druggists,

for, although it is chiefly made in Germany and Austria,

it is also manufactured in Great Britain.

i
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Recent research at the McFaJJen Laboratories at the
Lister Institute has sliown that saccharine is a powerful
auxetic like several other constituents and deriviilives of
coal-tar; and there is now strong evidence that it is tljcso
auxetics in tar and pitch that give rise to the predisposi-
tion to the epithelioma known as pitch and sweep's cancer.
Saccharine, therefore, should be taken internally with
caution, and not for long periods, unless the patient is

suffering from diabetes or other really serious complaint.
In the United States the sale of saccharine was pro-

hibited by law in 1912, on the grounds that in daily doses
of 0.3 gram or more it causes "disturbances of digestion,"
and also that as a sweetener in canned foods and preserves
it is a deception, the public believing " sacchaiine " to be
a form of sugar.
Judging by the verbatim report of the inqniiy, the

absolute prohibition was enforced chiefly because of the
second reason, which does not apply so much iu this
country, where the industry of canning foods is not sucli
a large one, although, owing to its small bulk, sacchaiine
is used here, especially in tinned infants' foods. But the
first i-eason is also an important one, in that saccharins,
after prolonged administration, evidently acts as a chronic
irritant to the stomach. This point wa.s demonstrated at
the inquiry held by the United States Department of
Agriculture

'
m 1911, when the exhaustive experiments of

Herter and Folm- were published. From these investiga-
tions it appears that saccharine causes an mcreased
secretion of hydrochloric acid in the stomach, and, after
prolonged administration, gives rise to nausea. The
sweetening effect of the drug is also lost after a time, and
patients frequently take a dislike to it.

From_ the foregoing facts, therefore, especially as
saccharine is a coal-tar auxetic, it appears justifiable
to utter a warning against its indiscriminate use as a drua
or substitute for sugar. Whether it is actually a pre°
disposing cause of cancer of the stomach is a point
impossible at present to determine by any statistics, as
the drug has been iu use for nearly thirty-five years ; but
still, knowing the effect of the coal-tar auxetics in the tar and
pitch trades, the risk hardly seems worth running unless
Its administration is essential. In cases of diabetes, when
its advantages may outweigh its disadvantages, saccharine
can bo ordered judiciously by prescription. It is to be
hoped that some day tho public will be educated not to
obtain it in any other way.—I am, etc.,

Lister Institute, S.W.. Oct. 1st. H. C. Koss.

TIIE ADMINISTRATIA'E CONTROL OF MEASLES.
SiK,—I have to thank Dr. Cook for correcting my refer-

ence to notification of measles in Greenock. I knew that
householders notified measles in Greenock, but I was not
aware that they were compelled to do so. Fortunately
the error does not affect tho argument, if any conclusions
from such figures are justifiable, since the comparison
dependis on the existence of a stable condition of things in
one town, and changing conditions during the same periodm another town adjacent. Indeed, if the chart in question
gave any support to notification, the argument is now
stieugthened.

It IS questionable, however, if the system of compulsory
notification by householders, as practised iu Greenock, is
quite an efBcient means of discovering cases of the disease.
Ihe percentage mortality among the known cases of
measles for the five years 1910-14, instanced by Dr.
Cook, was 2.49 in Greenock, 1.32 in Port Glasgow, and
U.ao lu Renfrewshire. These rates are calculated on
hgures taken from the annual reports of the Medical
OUiccrs of Health. Renfrewshire and Port Glasgow
represent for this district the extremes of health coSdi-
tious and weighting of the population at the earlier years
of life, and the rate for Greenock should theoretically fall
somewhere between theirs. The Greenock rate exceeds
tliat of Port Glasgow by more than three times the
standard error, and the excess may fairly be attributed to
a ilefaciency m the recorded cases of measles in Greenock
rather than to greater fatality of the disease.—I am, etc.,
Giaseow, Oct. 4th. Ralph M. F. Pickex.

FooVl",^.^i''ni**f''i''?''*r.'"*"''
"' Agriculture: Saccharine, under theFoorl ami Urnss Act. Government Printing Office, Washington.

United States Department of Agriculture : Report 94. InUuence of
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EDWARD A. MINCHIN, M.A., F.R.S.,
PBOPESSOR OF PROTOZOOr.OGT IM THE UXIVEUSITY OF LONDON.

The world of medicine, as well as that of biology, to
which he more properly belonged, is the poorer by the
early death of Professor E. A. Minchin, F.R.S., at the a°e
of 49 years.

°

Although his fame will no doubt rest upon his zoological
work, yet the fact that he did a considerable amount of
work alsoupon those protozoa which are the cause of
disease will connect his name with medicine. He was
educated at Westward Ho and Keble College, Oxford,
where he became a Fellow of Mcrton College, and was for
many years dcmousti-ator of comparative anatomy and
held also a Radclitlo Travelling Fellowship. His early
work at Oxford was zoological, principally on sponges,
knowledge of which he advanced considerably. After
holding the appointment of Lecturer on Biolowy at Guy'«
for one year he became, iu 1899, Jodrell Professor of
Zoology in University College, London ; in 1905 he went
to Uganda as a member of tho Sleeping Sickness Com-
mittee of the Royal Society to study the tsetse fly in its
relation to sleeping sickness and the iifo-r'v'.^ of 'Frupano-
soma gamhiense in its relation to the fl',- ' /

, '!;,,tlis.

Although these researches were comp,ii,:M, ;, i,;,,, n at
direct results, an admirable account ol ili. .mn >i,!\' of the
fly was written and much collateral iuforniatioii obtained.
In 1906 he was appointed Professor of Protozoology in
the University of London. A later development of his
African work soon followed in a series of papers on the
question of the structure of trypauosomes iu relation to
microscopic technique, an important and necessary piece of
work, showing how structures may be altered, obliterated,
or manufactured by imperfect technique. In 1912 he
published his most important work, An Introduction to ihe
Study of the Protozoa, one oi the best books on this very
diflScult and ever-moving subject. It is full of the most
careful criticism, and is, what is too rare iu a book of this
type, also full of generous appreciation of other men's
work; it will probably remain for a long time the best
presentation of our knowledge on this subject up to its
date. Then last year appeared a monograph, written iu
conjunction with i)r. .J. D. Thomson, on °tbe rat trypauo-
some in its relation to the rat flea ; in this, which was tho
result of five years' work, although every problem pre-
sented by the transmission of the trypanosomc and its
development in the flea is not solved, a mass of the most
careful work is contained, carrying the subject as far as it
can go at present. His last piece of actual work was tho
thoughtful address which he was unable to deliver before
the British Association at Manchester a few weeks ago.
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society in I9II,

and the Linnean Society conferred the Trail award and
medal on him in 1910.
As a teacher he was clear, patient, and extremely careful,

and as a colleague loyal and r

The late Lieutenant T. A. Peel, R.A.M.C—A notice of
the short career of Lieutenant T. A. Peel, R.A.M.C, killed
iu the Dardanelles, was published in the Jouijnal of
September 11th. His father, Mr. J. E. Peel of Armagh,
has now received a letter from Captain A. C. W. Vincent
of the Dorsets, to which regiment Lieutenant Peel was
attached, relating the circumstances of his death. Tlio
regiment was one of the first to land at Suvla Bay ; they
had a large number of casualties on August 9th. I'o them
and to many men of other regiments Lieutenant Peel was
untiring iu his attentions. On the day of his death,
August 19th, part of his regiment was in support of an
attack, which was repulsed with loss, and the stream
of wounded men who came through the Dorsets' trench
were treated by Lieutenant Peel. About midday he went
out to men lying between the trenches to give them
morphine. Having exhausted his stock ho went back
to the trench for more, and then went out again ; during
the whole time ho was being snii^ed at, and on this second
occasion a bullet passed through his body. Two men of
the Dorsets went out and bi'ought him in on a blanket,
but the wound was quickly fatal. Captain Vincent adds
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that Lieutenant Peel's name bad on several occasions been

sent to bead quaftevs for liis continued good "(vork, ancl

was again sent in on the day of bis death.

Inspectoh-General Heney Thompson Cox, R.N. (retired),

died on September 16tb, aged 64. Ho was the son ot the

late Henry Rix Cox, of H.M. Board of Public ^\orKs,

Iicland, and was educated in the medical school ot the

lioyal College of Surgeons, Ireland, taking ll'<=/|'r
'""'^.^f

L.K.C.S.l. and tbeL.K.C.P. in 1871, also that ot M IIX.P.I.

in 1881. He entered the 1.- .• 1! ' ^

"' >" 18/2, and

reached the higliest r.,.
:

'

:

,

' -™^'fj/
hospitals .-uul fleets (nov. 1

- ,
. .

.- .u.ary 25th,

1906, rctiving in 1909. I h - , v, ,1 n, . le ', ^-";';?""W
of 1873-74, witli the naval brigade on slK^rf. icctiMiig wie

medal. He wa-^ also serving on board li.M.S.Amcllni.s, as

medical officer when that ship and H.M S. S/ta//, two o.ci

imarmonrcd vessels, successfully fought the Peruvian

ironclad, Hnascnr, in the bands of rebels against the

Government, off the South Ameiicau coast in 187/.

fublic li>iTltb

POOR LAW MiODICAL SERVICES.

rorm T.AW medical OF7--'irERS' ARROrjATION.

SnRCE0N.MA.70R Charles Gray, Army INIedical Depart-

ment (retired), died in London on September 25th, aged la.

He was educated at St. Thomas's, took the M.l>.(. .!^. in

1858, and entered the army as assistant surgeon on April

22nd, 1858, becoming surgeon on April 22nd, 1870, and

surgeon-major on April 1st, 1873, and retiring on November

13th, 1874. His war services are not given in the Army

List, though the crossed swords against his name in

retired list show that lie bad seen service in war.

the

M.Ii.C.S.

Indian ^''

becomiiej n;:: '•

as he had i^viali

1905. He put
being tor man
Vork's Own L

Major George Thomas Mould, Bengal Medical Service

(retired), died suddenly in London on September 13tb.

He wa^ h"i 11 -ri X'TrTn'inr 25th, 1864. took the diplomas of

l:. I 'Loud, in 1888, and entered the

-
, , as sur'Ton on March 30th, 1888,

.1 \l,ii<h 30tir 1900, and retiring, as soon

ii-l foi- the earliest pension, on July 28tb,

in his whole service in military employ,

years medical officer of tbe 1st Duke of

iieers, better known as Skinner's Hoiso.

He served on the n.>rth-cast frontier of India in tlie

Manipur expeaitimi of 1891, medal and cla'^p ;
in the north-

west frontier war of 1897-98, in the Tochi valley cam-

paion, modal and clasp ; and in the third China war in

1900, when he took part in the relief of Peking, and in the

actions ot Peitsang and Yangtsun, gaining a third medal

and clasp.

Deaths in the Profession Abro.ad.—Among tbe mem-
bers of the medical profession in foreign countries who
have recently died are: Dr. C. H. Bradley, sometime

clinical instructor in medicine in the University "

Bo-ard
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T„^ r ^
^.INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.

in^nf nf' „?:l'.
/"-''",^°^ September 17th aDuounced the apnoinc-

ireut^nlte?
"^ """" '° ""^ Iiidiau Medical Service as

minti''!
/"""'""

({"f'" °f October 5th these eight appoint-

^«?.fr. """"*'"'=''• *"'^ "'« eifc""' officers coScerued aregazetted to temporary commis;iions instead, as follows :

M i{ P„; 1 ;°'''^A.,''-''J°"';
S- N- Forbes, M.B., June 9th :M. B. latel June 9th ; N. R. R. Ubhaya, June l4th • CI'Fernandez. June 19th; A. P. Pestonji, F.R.C.S., J un'e VlstN. B. Mehta, June 21st; S. S. Mabamudi, M.B., June 24th.

EXCHANGES DESIRED.
/-.«,.„ . « ^ TEP.RITOKLiL FonCE.
CAl>T.4iN A. E. Paterson, R.A.M.C.iT.), attached 1 ^th Dnvs^t

?,Slf'' '>"l''^\
^"'^''^- "''^l^^^ t° find sub t tute so .° toenable him to transfer to a unit at home or in Prance Com

Two LrcuTENAXTs attached to the 21st Highland Ca^snuK^Clearing Station stationed in Abenleen. desil4ixchan4 with

iZ.n
''""'

^T'"^^ '" ^'''"'^^ ""*'" Clearing Station, F.edAmbulance or Regiment. Apply to Major Innes, 2,1st H.'c.C S.,K.A.31.C.. Fouthill Barracks, Aberdeen. '
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Jltitrital jadus.

mSIL'^^^PI"^
Wright will repeat, on Saturday andMonday, October 9tli and Uth, at 3 p.m. each day his

fh^^^^^iT^r fr*^" '^H"'
^°y^' Society of MedicSfter

exhiwf^n °
°n

'^"^ «^.^'"b'tion of fracture apparatus. The
v^!!^^J

" ''^i"'"" "P""" ^'''^ Wednesday, October 13th.FoiR cases of plague and four deaths occurred inMauritius durrng the fortnight ending September 30tb.

Sse,„f^.fr°Hf
'^""°^ .'^'' ^f""^

^""'"g October 2nd twocases of the disease and two deaths occuned

i„ fh/f^™'^® m"4 °' ^^^ ^°y*' Sanitary Institute to be held
J? V'S '^°i'o°'^'^

^°"^«' Salisbury, on the eveuiua of FridavOctober 22nd, Dr. Fison, M.O.H. Salisbury, will open^a

^ITu^^iTt^^^'.aT'''
''^^''^"" of^cereiU^I'^fnal

Eo^af CnUnol
'^°'?3™einoration of the benefactors of the

m2,L a ?"", °^ physicians of London will take place ou

Sr^d bv Dr I'',"'
""''^ **?'' "^^^"*" Oration will be

twT^f 'k
^^^ s'lforcement of the so-called eugenics law

o? Wiscon^fn °
''t

'"''^"'^ ''^'="'^*' '"^ marriages iS the Stale

%„^ ?r l""
consequence, the Boston Medical and^^mcal Journal informs us, the law has been amended to

^ater Ub;frt^""'' « ""'f-
'"'' "^"^' ^""^ '° allow physfciansgreater Uberty in granting certificates.

Wor^hiDtuf rnm° '^""P""'! closure of the Hall of the

ne™sion oTt'?.
^°^''''''"'' ^^^ ^"^* meeting for the

hoLtf the Rr.v'llf""'^^^^^
Society will be hefd at the

W next Werw 1
'"''^^y

S'
Medicine, Wimpole Street,

sL'ie?v^ecturewiil h^'f -^P-^L ^''^ Arst Hunterian

"Bdahf's auea«^i^^
delivered by Dr. Samuel West on

this and ton llnfh ^T^ °' "'' '="°'°^1 aspects." To

&ira«-oTa1fctr^'^nS.^" ^^^^-^ °'

^p^^^^^t^^ mo^^c^^^;?:jj. ^"^^^
the mcommg president, Dr. William Pasteur N^^' Che aBhort address, and Professor J. T. J. Momson of Bii^miu-

HoTpita?' llTnMi™^,^"';*^^",^-^'"'^''
T^'°^ MmtTiy

to 1914-15 T^^^;/«'
''''^'"*' '"^ experiences in Serbia

|s!r^ o^^v^sr^ui^ds ^'^ti^^f^r/^

Boi^i rs^t^fo".' '^t.'i^r^it'-.f^^^

T^vm ^,t^.P^^^"''T''^' -'"'^ ""^i as^ug Cr. Kenneth

fplsiiiiilquite well again in twentv-lV.ur hours Mi^nf^ili^'-^

Medicine on typlms in s, 1 !,, < iu\'Vi'""
"'''^' rv of

the lessons from ]ii-,'\i,-r, , \ '

'

,
'V'

,'f'»

to plague, relapNiii;,' f, ^ .
; . ,

, ;
,

,,;,',
''."^

diss prophylaxis; and Ir. ,11 111, ir li i

'

'^''

wiU be given in November' by Mr! T'^Sax^' S.-ell''

of .Surgeons of England, Lincul,,-
'

i.o>al t olle-.G

by Professor Arthur Keith, Cci
on the following dates : Frida\
November 5th, 12th, and 19th 1

.

open to all men attached to comi.aiiies ut ih, I'V.v'i'r^.f
''"^

J.edica Corps and to members of ambulaiu'r-^ua 1 edCiobs classes. Professor Shattock and :\Ir. ( ,
, \-.:, win u\give some demonstrations intended for rah aiK-ed st ki t°and medical practitioners. Professor Sliallnrks v I npvon on Mondays, October 18th and 25Ui ami N,,v,.i„lier 1st, at 5 p.m. They will deal with rickets -uiereumsm, with foreign bodies, and with actinomvcoiis

TVTTI "^^l^'T''\ ^'- '^''^'^"^^•^ 'IcmoiS on :

which di^S;
7^^^ednesdays, October 20th and 27th, to« hich dental students are specially invited, will deal withinjuries and diseases of the teeth of the anthronotd a .esand with irregularities of the teeth in man.

^
^ '

militai^°nn^f« ^f°^' periodical publications published bv

volume
,
It presents quite an imposing aiipearauce with its

TTZ$%^^ ^2^ "^ "^"ght ««^er beariLg tie rni^n .Jack

ihe ^t^Sx^^l^i^^'?:''^ * ^'^'^^c'" °f "^e blinding wWch was

Sfl^-^-- -'^-u^ -enen. initial

t"r^lin^
^0°°?'°^''^^' ^•'«'°« '" '' ^ l^'^tory of the hosi'iita

°

conskl«?«hT
^'^™oj"'« being. The number contains a

??,!:,„ f^^ admixture of the humorous and possessor

PHt»fi w °°^?•^."st of unusual ability. It is edited b^^

w 'T, ff Y^-'^
^"^' R-A.M.C.(T.), and while we do not

m-omf,« M^f
I

'^ fi''®?"' ^"l^^'V^ >' ^^y "ever fall behind thepi omise 01 the first number.
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LETTEllS, NOTES, AND ANSWEES. [Oct. 9, 1915

MtiUxs, Jlot^s, antJ ^nslutrs.

Dublin.

IS- Queriea, aiisicers, and communiciUioiis relatmg to sitbjecls

to which special departmaiU of the HUITISH Medic.vl JouilNAL

ere devoted tcill he found under their respeclioe headings.

QUERIES.

K. asks for a(l\ ice in the treatment of a male patient who for

eight vears has suffered from leucoderraa on the back of the

hands" and on the soles. The patient resides m India, and

the spots disappear or fade so as to be hardly visible, when
he goes to Eiuope.

The Price of Bromides.
W. F., M.D.. asks: Can any of your readers say what is the

best substitute for lir.>ii'"lp.<-' T nin a parish doctor to a

district of nigh on 30.0.k. iMh.l.: .-.•-. ;-! I u >ii.-li I have at

IJi-esent seventeen ei'ik I

-
,

,

i

, y tnll dose of

bromide. Lately IIki,. ..
,

i
.., .ler to attend

another very severe ca ' !:- m n . ,,; ,lll)al^ v.uy would not

have been granted an order at all; nuw one has been given

because they say they cauuot afford to buy the medicme at

its present price'.

Weir's Vaccinatiok Instrument.
V.iCClKA asks if any reader could inform him whether the

instrument bearing the above name in dealers' lists was

invented bv Ur. Alexander McCook ^\eir (M.D., (Queens

Universitx "irehiiuli of Xi>ttint;liam, who wrote a v.ork called

T-„
,

' ' ,.;•:-: t:.; i.m.Ic is mentioiitd nnder

j)r V ••"." I'f 1888, but our

J.Q,:,,,
, of" it in tlie medical

pa|x I
,

..td, nor any note of it,

or III im i„-,Lii.iMcui ,i. ij- '' tl'e catalogue of the

United bUte. burgcuu-Gcu.rar. Library If Dr. A. McC
Weir did not iiiveut this instrument, winch bears a lancet at

one end and a scarifier consisting of four steel needle ends at

the other, who was the Dr. Weir who invented it? Is it

described, as well as figured, in any medical work? A sample

of Weir's instrument is to be seen amongst Lord Lister s

. instruments now preserved in the museum of the College of

Surgeons. „
Inxome Tax.

Sitperiinnuation Alhurances.

Pvlinurus receives £65 superannuation allowance as a retired

'district medical officer. He inquires whether income tax

should be paid by him at the "earned" or "unearned"
rates.

*,* The income is to be regarded as " earned "—vide Sec.

19 of tlie Finance Act, 1907—and should be assessed at the

lown !. vided " Palinurus " has complied with

the :^ lucut to make a claim to that relief

befi,, II. If no such claim lias been made he

isliai. * i,i;t year at the full—that is, "unearned"

—rale of tax. If the total income of himself and wife should

be less than £700 he cau still claim to have the " abatement

"

of £70 to be tct ayainst the £65 assessed.

I
,

I
... I '.I,..ru TtEAOTION.

Pj. (
a~ks for an explanation

oJ , ; V mixture of phenol-

,,l,t,, ,

,
la.i: wheu the chemist was

trituratui" tiie iwu puwiai.-. tuauLuur they assumed a light

pink colour, winch became crimson when some drops of

water were added.
*,* This colour is due to the formation of a small quautity

of the magnesium salt of plienolphthalein. Although mag-

nesia is only very slightly soluble, it is sufficiently so to

interact with ijheuolphthaUiu when the two are triturated

together, and tlie magnesium salt of phenolphthalein is red,

as are its sodium and potassium salts. We have nut heard

that the salts of phenolphthalein differ in action from the

Bubstance itself.

ANSWERS.

President of a Di-stkict Nursinb Association. —Measles
must undoubtedly be classed as an infectious disease, and the

infection can be carried by a nurse to other patients, but with

reasonable precautions it is unlikely. Our correspondent

would do well to obtain a copy of a report on district

nursing in relation to measles and whooping-cough, pre-

sented to the meeting of the Central Council for District

Nursing in London, as reported in the Journal of July 24th,

V>. 156 (London: P. and S. King and Son, Limited,

trice 3d.)

LETTERS. NOTES. ETC.

PviON's List of'Schools and Tutors (London : J. and J. PatoD.

1915. f:r. 8vo, lip. 1107 ; illustrated. 23.), now appearing for

tlie eighteenth year in succession, is a book for pareuts. It

•iivos particulars and pictures of many of the best English
'. h i.lfl for boys and girls, with lists of the scholarships and

I "inns obtainable, and information as to the curri-

, ,
,1, and fees. The book circulates in England, India,

1
1.

.minions and Colonies, so that it makes a wide appeal.

1 hr . mnd half of the volume contains information as to the

Licruputious and further educational studies that maybe taken

up bv adolescents when schooling days are done—engineer-
ing, "agriculture, the civil services, the medical profession,

domestic science, music, and the like.

Ship Surgeons and the Wearing of Uniform.
N.VUTICUS writes : From the number of advertisements appear-

ing in the BRITISH Medic.il Journal I gather that there ia a

serious difficultv in obtaining ship's surgeons. One of tho

obstacles in the wav of aiiplicants is the wearing of uniform.

I know several meii wlio woul.l like to take a voyage, but will

not go to tlie expense of providing, or face the indignity of

wearing, a uniform whicli places them in the same category

as a purser or second engineer. The uniform is the distin-

guishing mark of tbe mercantile marine, a profession to

which the medical man does not belong. A surgeon on board

is a person without any authoritative status ; he is there to

treat illness and give advice as to the health of the ship

;

therefore the uniform is meaningless beyond that of a badge
of servitude to the company. Now that ship surgeons may
charge fees for the treatment of passengers, thus bringing the

relationship between them purely to that of doctor and
patient, the wearing of uniform is all the more unnecessary.

If shipping companies would abolish the rule, they would
receive more applications, as most self-respecting prac-

titioners would prefer to be regarded as the " doctor on
board " rather than a member of the ship's crew. Con-

verselv, if applicants would emphatically state their objec-

tion to wearing uniform, I feel sui-e that the companies would
appreciate the point.

Foreign Wines and Tobacco.
Dr. C. B.\rkie Taylor (lUanchester) writes : I appeal to the

medical profession to support the Coalition Government in

tlieir endeavour to check the vast importation of foreign

luxuries. Medical men can largely assist in the diminution

of the consumption of foreign wines and tobacco by their

patients. In the case of tobacco, it is well known, particu-

larly amongst the working classes, that there is a consider-

able amount of " nicotinism " from the use of cigarettes, and

it is for the public good that it should be diminished, and
tobacco onlv allowed or prescribed in cases of pain and in a
comparatively few other cases. Only this morning I had a
patient in niy consulting-room who smokes five packets of

cigarettes a d"ay, and he seemed glad to know that he would
impr.ive if this practice were discontinued. When wine or

a stimulant is considered advisable I think most authorities

will a'-'iT" that a !"i^"l old Britisli whisky diluted with water

o,. eff, .
.

. i' xvati 1- iseqiialif not superior to the

forei'Mi . I. I ;i;,-li alis and stoul are superior to

the T . - !
^i. I'.^eii lirandy sliould be greatly

dimini-.. 1 m ;. - 1
'• I lia\e attended tho recent debates

in the llou.-c of Cominoiis, and it was particularly impressed

that the increase of the tobacco duty by 50 per cent, was
made in order to diminish the foreign imports. Some have

the mistaken view or excuse that when they are purchasing

tobacco thev are helping the Government, but the latter ia

far better assisted bv the non-purchase of the foreign article.

We cannot have much influence in the cases of other newly
taxed articles—motor cars, watches, musical instruments,

hats etc.—but we have with tobacco and foreign wines. Will

the 25,000 medical men help the Government and the country

to check the stream of gold that is flowing to the U.S.A., and
so help the foreign exchanges iu our favour, and at the same
time benefit their patients ?

G.\s Poisoning : A Correction.
In Dr. Aitchison's letter on gas poisoning, published in the

Journ.u. for September 25th, after the word " overflowing "

(p. 489, col. 1, line 6) add, "and theu perhaps was obliged to

open the chamber doors and empty it into the open air."

Seven lines and under ... ... ... ... 5

Each additional line ... ... ... ... 8

A whole column 3 10

A page 10

An average line contains sis words.

All remittariCGs by Post Office Orders must be made payable to

tbe British Medical Association at the General Post Oflicc, London.
No responsibility will be accepted for any such remittance not bo

Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the ManaKer,

429. Strand, London, not later than the first post on Wednesday morning
preceding publication, and. if not paid for at the time, should be

accompanied by a reference.

Note.—It is against the rules of tho Post Office to receive J)0j1«

reatante letters addressed either in initials or numbers.
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I i{i:ti:ral calculis: its sy:mptoms
AM) TREATMENT.

WITH A i''Air ILLUSTEATIVE CASES,
BY

D.VVID XEWMAN. M.D.. F.K.F.P.S.G.,
CONSri.TISG SURGEON-. GLASGOW EOTAL INFIRMARY.

Ix the "i-eafc majoritj- of cases met with in practice, by
means uow at our disposal, little difficulty is esperieuccil

in discovering a stone in anj' part of the minarj' tiact, and
in defining its size, shape, composition, and location. In
some instances its presence may be detected by one
method alone—by vaginal palpation (Case iv), by the

eystoscope (Cases ii and iii), or by x rays (Cases v and
VI): in others, and these are not few, on account of tlie

absence of symptoms or physical signs, not one, but
all our methods of investigation must be employed
before a diagnosis is arrived at and the surgeon is

jilaced in a position to advLse for or against an operation.

The surgeon
wlio has bat a
limited expe-
rience in renal
work is often
too readily con-
vinced of the
presence of

stone. He is

misled by what
he believes to be
clear evidence :

he undertakes an
operation: he ex-
poses the kiduej,
opens the pelvis,

and examines the
ureter, but no
stone is found.
On the other
hand, when the
symptoms arj
atypical, a case
of stone is liable

to be mistaken
for lumbago, ap-
pendicitis, peri-

typhlitis, pleu-
risy, cystitis,
lumbar abscess,
or spinal disease.

No one symptom
or physical sign
is free from
fallacy.

At a time when
the diagnosis of
calculus in the
ureter depended upon a consideration of symptoms, helped
by a chemical and microscopic examination of the urine only,
great difficulties and uncertainties presented themselves to
the surgeon, but now, in almost all cases, with our modern
physical methods of inquiry, the surgeon knows before-
hand what he will refjuire to do in operating.
Many other lesions of the urinary tract may present all

the symptoms of calculus, so that when the surgeon bad
subjective phenomena as his guide, helped only by palpa-
tion and an examination of the urine, the cases were very
rare where even an approximately correct diagnosis could
be made, and he approached an operation with considerable
solicitude, and his active intervention required some
courage. The problem now is greatly simplified and
the diagnosis reduced to a certainty. With the aid of
e rays, the eystoscope, wax-tipped and metallic ureteral
bougies, and palpation of the terminal portions of the

' t"rs, exact information can be gained. But even with
these valuable physical aids, in a goodly number of

':s patience and careful watching are necessary, and
'

'_ one bnt frequent examinations may be required
before a definite course of treatment can be determined.
Conversant with the recent advances both in scientific

and practical urology, the snrgeon knows how valuable all

the physical corroborative evidence is in helping him to

Uow=; clisfceusiou of tlie it-

n

from impaction of a calciiliis in tl

Fig. 2 shows the btoue caught nist
and Fig. 4 a little below the point ivl

lumen of the ureter is smallest as Lu

gain a full knowledge of the lesion. It must, however,
always be carefully borne in mind that the diagnosis of a
case is not siuiply locating and understanding the nature
of the local disease demanding the aid of the surgeon,
bnt the possession of a full knowledge of the patient's
general condition. The surgeon must be a physician, a
physiologist, and a pathologist as well as an operator.
The actual operation is the smallest part of his work.
After knowing the patient and all about him the two
problems to be solved are : (1) Are the symptoms due to
a stone in the ureter, and, if so, whore is it situated ?

(2) Is the function of the suspected kidney and its

neighbour interfered with, and are there any secondary
lesions ?

These questions can only be answered by making a
very complete examination involving the general clinical
history (haematuria, pain, anuria), examination of the
urine, palpation, cystoscopie inspection, ureteral catheteriza-
tion, the use of wax-tipped bougies, and .rray photography
and the fluorescent screen. The symptoms depend upon
whether the morbid processes involve one or both kidneys.

AVhen one organ
is free from dis-

ease, and a stone
becomes em-
bedded in the
ureter of the
other kidney, the
phenomena are
regulated by the
amount of ob-

struction caused
by the impacted
body. If the
plugging is com-
plete the indica-

tions are gene-
rally acute but
shoi't in duration,
and unless the
obstruction is

speedily relieved
the correspond-
ing kidney is

rapidly de-
stroyed. The
blocking of the
ureter is gene-
rally preceded
by symptoms of

stone in the cor-

responding kid-

ney, renal colic

on one side co-

incident with the
presence of blood
in the u r i u c.

The injury pro-
duced by an im-

pacted calculus seldom causes much bleeding, but in
some instances considerable haematuria may occur. Tho
following case is an example of this, due to a stone impacted
in the ureter at tho point where it passes over tha
brim of the pelvis.

C.^SE I. 7?-'' r ' on Tlirec Occasions from Impaclion of
l\cs->' ' '' ' !h.: Left Ureter: Xraiiiiiurij Ilijdionejihrosls

A Iail>
,

...L 1 Jd, \ ,1 had sufferetl from two attackis of acute
renal coin,, i. ..us. i lied me during the third onset of tho
pain. Tho patient was thin and the abdomen extremely lax.
On palpating the left kidney tlie renal pelvis was found" to be
occupied l)y a hydrouephrosis. and on passinir the hand along
tha tract of the left ureter on deep |.n-smi' a \ .•iv painful spot
was discovered, just at the point,

'

: i passes over the
brim of the pelvis (Fig. 3l. Thu . i

. .nld be traced
down to the same point, and an . aginara in the
elbow-knee positiou showed t\'.- ' m of the left

ureter to be normal; the blailner ;iiiii miiii,;,.j of the ureters

I

were also healthy. After the calcuhis had been impacted for

live hours relief was obtained and 16 oz. of blood-stained urina

I
was passed, the colour being like darli port wine. Wlieu a week

,
ha4 elapsed after the onset of the last attaci; tho left ureter was
carefully massaged three tiines daily, and nine days alter tliia

treatment had been instituted a smooth uric acid calculus, tha
1
size of a lentil seed, droi>ped into the bladder.

1 Sometimes the loss of blood is considerable, and the blood

the ureter throughout its whole course,
fs through the wall of the bladder.

: l''ig. 3 at the brim of the bony uelvis,
\ is contracts to form tho ureter. The
aili the bladder wall.

[28^
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comes away immediately after tlie relief from the acute colic

(Case VI).

lu other cases the quantity of blood present in tlie urine

may be very small ; this is generally so when the calculus

is little and its surface smooth, and when it is irupactcd

close to the oritico of the ureter. When the patient is

sutferiug fron an attack of renal colic there may he little

or no blood in the mine, but if there is even a little it may
be taken as evidence that the ureter is not completely

obstructed by the stone, unless possibly the blood is

escaping from the ureter of the unaffected side. AVhen

the attack passes off, either as a consequence of the

escape, or from displacement of the calculus, a small

quantity of blood is almost certain to bo found in the urine

if a careful watch is kept for it.

Tlie dull and aching pain is for a time localized iu the

lumbar region only, but suddenly it shifts to the groin, and
on pressure with the hand over the line of the ureter the

suffering of the patient is markedly increased; at the same
time it may ho observed that the haematuria is suddenly

stopped. Disapiieaianee of blood from the urine coin-

cident with suiklcii shifting of the locality and an increase

in the severity of the pain are symptoms strongly in

favour of the diagnosis of a stone fixed in and completely

I)lugging the ureter. While the ureter on one side is

blocked and no urine is being excreted by the correspond-

ing kidney, the organ on the opposite side may be over-

aetive and secreting a large quantity of urine of low
specific gravity.

Figs. 1, 2, '3, and 4 show the ureter as seen when
the stone is impacted in various parts of its course. In

normal conditions the ureter is found to be narrowed in

tlii-ee nlareii il i at n iioint 1 '. to 2 in. below the pelvis of

til-' '
: h" \ ,;--,, 1 1., eommou iliac artery ; and

(5 ,

: ,

'

. lie bladder. These, conse-

,|ii. i!ti\ . :ii^ II 1- i:i; \ 11. 1^ I -^loiie is liable to be delayed
iu Its descent or iii'pacleil. ADuve the impacted stone the

duct is dilated, elongated, and its walls are thickened.

I have seen instances whore the ureter had a lumen as

large as the normal small intestine, and at the operation

difficulty was experienced in recognizing it, until it was
traced to the kidney.
The duct is always dilated on the proximal side of the

obstructing bodj', so that at an examination the calculus

may be readily pushed up from the spot where it has been
impacted, and so may be found not always iu the same
phiee at dilloiont examinat:iou3 by x rays or by the finger

Um--. 1, '2
.:. h.

Wi.ii. . i-iiitlie ureter alone the urine seldom gives

aii\ :,;,.i. I,: iudicatioiis. Certainly the presence of

bloud may iilLiact attention, but as a rule it is so small iu

amount tliat as a sign it is not of much value. Pain and
suppression of urine are the important symptoms. The
conditions other than calculus which may cause obstruc-

tion to the ureter are numerous.

Tahlc slwu-inn the Cansrs nf Acquired Hydronephrosis in 065 Cases
(J'roiii Neuiiian : "Lectures on Surgical Diseases of the

Kiduci/," p. IU).
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Infirmary, -mhca calcnloiis matter was discovered in the

pelvis o£ tlie kidney of a patient under tlie charr;e of Dr.

.lames A. Adams. "\Micn first emploj-ed many difficulties

liml to be luet : tlio tbickncss of the parietes, the chauces

of the stone being overshadowed by bone, and the niove-

luent of the kidney during respiration are all difficulties

which have been overcome by improvement in technique.

The subject was carefully worked out by Albarran, Riugel,

Braatz, Wagner, and others at an early stage in the de-

velopment of this method, and they showed that even
with the most careful attention to detail the results from
radiography were valuable only in exceptional cases, where
probably the diagnosis could have been made without the

aid of the rays.

This was the general opinion and experience regarding

tlie value of the Roentgen rays in the diagnosis of urinary

calculi to begin with, and for a number of years after

their general introduction. Now this method of investi-

gating the urinary tract has been wonderfully improved
and has become indispensable to the urologist, but it must
not be allowed to exclude other methods of investigation.

The danger is that it may become a short cut to diagnosis,

and so lead to serious errors.

It is now so perfect that even a small uric acid stone in

the lower segment of the ureter can easily be discovered.

This field of diagnosis has been extended by the use of

stiletted ureteral catheters, and by the injection into the
nreter and kidneys of certaui metallic salts which throw
a .shadow, and maps out for us the position of the renal

pelvis and the line of the duct.

There are certain points the surgeon requin > {n nfi: i-.^l

to, and others should be looked after by the sl;i il 1
ili

The surgeon should see that the bowels are c
'1

' r > I
1

substance likely to throw a shadow, and for tlii^ puiiK . ,:

mild aperient should be given on two successive nights
prior to theexamination,and the patient should have only
light diet the day before, and should fast on the morning
of the examination.
In searching for ureteral calculus we use both the

fluorescent screen and the photographic plate. These
methods have the advantage that they not only demon-
strate the presence of stones, but they also afford valuable
information as regards their number, position, shape, and
size.

There are many dangers of obtaining shadows which
are liable to be mistaken for those of stone, and we must
admit that the difficulties of obtaining a shadow of calculi

in ailii in the kidney or ureter are due to many causes.
It is by recognizing these difficulties that we have prac-
tically overcome them, and steadily the percentage of our
failures have become less and now are very few indeed.
In each individual case the tension of the rays and t)ie

length of the exposure must be carefully considered, and
before the shadow photograph is taken, or, better still, while
it is being taken, the penetrating power of the rays must be
observed through the fluorescent screen. Before taking a
photograph the position of the stone as seen by the screen
should be marked by cross wires which come out in the
radiograph. The wire can then be removed and the rela-

tionship of the stone to the cutaneous surface fixed by
marking with ink.

EiTors in diagnosis may be considered in two divisions

:

(1) Those in which the shadow is given, and believed to be
due to stone, but the surgeon fails to find one, and (2) those
in which a stone is removed by the surgeon, but no shadow
betrayed its presence. The most common causes of false
shadows are the presence in the abdomen or in its walls of
substances with a high absorptive index, such as faecal
accnmulation.s, fruit stones, the presence of bismuth salts.

enlarged and calcified glands, old purulent accumulations,
cicatrices, and phlcboliths.

The most common and characteristic position for a stone
IS in the angular space formed by the eleventh rib an<l the
spinal cohnun. Very often the shadow of the stone is

covered by the last rib. A clearly-defined shadow in this
position is aim st certainly dne to calculus; it is when
shadows are found in other regions that doubt arises.

Those due to calculus may, of course, be found in any part
of the urinary tra<;t, and the more closely the situation of

the shadow corresponds with the anatomical position of
11,,. i^olvis of the kidney and the ureter the greater the

ion of stone. It is therefore useful in doubtful cases

,s a soft metal bougie into the ureters and photograph

it along with the stone; but, on the other band, a shadow
well outside the line of the ureter may be caused by a
calculus in a diverticulum (Cases vi and vn, Figs. 11
and 12).

The employment of bougies charged with metallic salts
or injection of the pelvis and ureter with innocuous solu-
tions of metallic salts furnish an additional shadow picture
of the structures under examination, and afford valuable
information in certain cases.

Ureter bougies made of fuse-wire are easily introduced
and are superior in many ways to others. They mould
themselves easily to the duct. On account of contortion of
the duct causing variation iu the course of the ureter it is

difficult to judge from a skiagram whether a shadow is in
liie course of the ureter unless the .r-ray picture is taken
with a bougie in the ureter. In operations on the ureter,
or on organs in close proximity to it, it is important to
determine the topography of the ureter throughout its

entire course.

By injecting a warm solution of collargol (10 per cent.)
or an emulsion of silver iodide in mucilage of quince seed
(5 per cent.) into the pelvis of the kidney through a
ureteral catheter the urinary tract can be silhouetted on
tlie .T-ray plate. Great care is required in using this
method, and it is not always free froin danger, as shown
by Rovsing of Copenhagen, Ger.aRlity and Zachrissohns.
A very good review of this method is published by Lequeux,
Papin, and Maingot.' As far as the diagnosis of stone in

tlie ureter is concerned the ureter caiheter fulfils all that
is required. It is arrested by the stone and the radiogram
sliows the .stone shadow at the tip of the bougie or iu close
relationship to it, whereas it the shadow is away from tho
line of the bougie tlic shadow is citljcr caused by the stono
being in a sac (Cases vi and vii and Figs. Hand 12), or it is

thrown by a foreign body outside the urinary tract.

An .r-ray plate should be marked clearly with the
patient's name, the date, and the right and left sides
should be .shown by l and k. This may seem a very
elementary instruction, but it is an important one, and
failure to carry it out gives rise to endless trouble. To
avoid all possible error, metal letters E and L should bo
fixed to the patient's skin. The edge of the psoas musclo
and the lower poles of both kidneys should be seen unless
tho liver is unusually douse or enlarged. The bone.s
should be distinctly outlined, particularly the transversa
processes of the lumbar vertebrae. A largo plate should
be taken showing the whole region of the urinary tract,

and, if a shadow is seen anywhere, a smaller plate should
bo used to bring out detail.

II. Sounding of tJic Ureters and the Use of Wax-t'qiped
Bougies.

In cases of stone impacted at the lower end of the ureter
tlie ureteral catheter may fail to pass more than a short
distance into the duct, but on introducing a ureteral
resonator the sound of the metal coming iu contact
with the stone can be detected by the ear, as well a.s

by the hand, of the observer. The instrument consists of
a probe which is fixed in a small flat handle and prolonged
into a hollow brass globe or resonator. One end of au
iudia rubber tube is fixed to the proximal end of tho
resonator; to the other end of the tube is fixed a wooden
ear tube, made to fit the external auditory meatus of the
observer. The probe is introduced into the ureter, and
^^ hen an obstruction is met with the ear tube is fixed in
position and the instrument is rotated slightly. If a
calculus is present the sound jiroduced by the probe
grating upon it is easily heard."-

,

A method proposed by Kelly is to introduce a ureter
catheter or sound coated with wax. When the smooth
wax coating comes in cont,-ict with tho rough stone its

surface is scratched, and this, when carefully carried out,
gives not only corroborative evidence of the presence of a
calculus, but the distance of the stone from the urethral
orifice can be measured. While this method may bo
employed with advantage in women through Kelly's

speculum, it is not so easily employed when direct illumi-

nation cystoscopes are used. When the waxed cathetei

has to be introduced through the shaft of the cystoscopa

scratch marks may be made by the catheter canals, and
consequently lead to erroneous conclusions. Kelly, in
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referring to his own method, say3 :
" There are three

sources of error which must be borne in mind in order that

they may be avoided. In the first place, tlie contact of

the wax with tlic side of the speculum may produce a

facet. This should never bo taken for a scratch, and the

wax need not toucli the edge of the speculum if the

catlieter is introduced with a steady hand and the inner

rim of the speculum utiHzed as a fulcrum. In the second

place, the catheter should he introduced into the ureteral

orifice with one direct forward movement ; any toand-fro

movement near the vesical rim of tlic speculum is liable

to produce scratches. In the third place, when with-

drawing the catheter, the speculum having been already

removed, the vulva must be lield open, so that there is no

contact with the genital hairs."

This method was employed with advantage prior to the

introduction of x rays and even for a number of year.s

thereafter, but now that the technique of skiagraphy is so

thoroughly understood it is seldom used. All stones are

discovered by the experienced skiagrapher.

Sounding the ureters also only marks an advance in

physical diagnosis, but is a method I have not resorted to

for many years.

III. The Cijstoscope.

The cystoscope may prove the existence of coraiileto

obstruction to the ureter by the fact that, even although

the mouth is patent and the duct admits a catheter, no

Case m.—Bepeated Attaclcs of Renal Colicfrom Ureteral Calculus,
which vltnnnteh/ became impacted in Orifice of heft J^reter and

-
Ill seen by C '

noute: Cii

A lady, aged 31 years, was suddenly and without any warnhig
seized with a severe pain in the left lumbar region associated
with suppression of urine, on November 10th, 1907. After
twelve hours of agony the pain gradually passed off, and
almost immediately she passed a few ounces of dark-coloured
urine, but as no medical attendance was sought at the time it

is not known that the coloration was due to bli.o I. She enjoyed
good health for over fonr months, when a second attack seized
her, and I was asked to see the patient six hours after the onset
of the pain, whicli liad all the characteristics of renal colic.

The atta. !, 1
:. 1 ! .1 . i: iii lir.nis but recurred the followmg

day. .\ r
. ;; 1; II was made, when the bladder

was fouii I II
. null, but from the orifice of the

left ureter -.
1
.n .1 a |.m.i-|iIi:i tic stone protruded, and by

palpation li.i.niKi, i.if: \aKinii tliu stone was made ont to be the
shape of a hurse bean but about one-half larger. It was removed
by a suprapubic operation.

IV. Abdominal Palpation and Palpation throuf/li tJte

Voijina or Bectum.
By palpation through the abdominal parietes much

information may be gained when the stone is situated

above the brim of the pelvis, provided the walls are flaccid

aud the patient thin ; but when the muscles are rigid,

which is often the case, or the patient is corpulent, the
detection of a stone in the upper part of the ureter is

almost impossible. Pressure with the hand, however,

fluid escapes. This is most accurately observed after a
hypodermic injection of indigo-carmine or of aniline blue
and the patient has taken a full drink of warm fluid.

Coloured shoots are seen escaping from the patent ureter
only.

VSlicn a stone is situated clnco to the orifice of the
ureter i' 1

'•) '] '' 1' - a distinct projection

of till I iMitrude through the

In - iiay pass along the
ureter through the mn.~.:ulLir poi tion of the bladder wall,

aud become gripped only by the mucous membrane at the
orifice of the ureter, so in place of passing through into

the cavity of the bladder, the calculus, by obstructing the
flow of urine, leads to the mucous membrane being pushed
away from the muscular portion of the bladder, and a
rounded tumour-like mass presents itself in the bladder
which may be mistaken for a tumour (Fig. 6).

From a number of cases two may be selected where
I was fortunate in diagnosing the presence of a stone
impacted at the orifice of the ureter by a cystoscopio
examination only

:

Case n.-T;:-vnJ CjV:,?::.

^r'
At til.

covere i

pearon. 1

•' •'-
I

--'-•' 'ii :

case-' I
'

sized r I

and 11 i
I ,1

McKeiiM, '
i

I I.

hadan.r-rav )i!atr laKei!, ami a sliailow \va>; fniiiiil in

tion I had indicated (Figs. 1 and 6). The calculus wo
red easily by the ilioinguinal route.and was i

generally elicits tenderness in the locality of the stone, or

may even induce acute pain.

When the calculus has passed to the lower third of the

ureter, examination with the finger in the rectum or in

the vagina, according to the sex, may lead to the detection
of the stone and the exact situation occupied by it. A
sound should be pas.sed into the bladder, and, with the
left index finger in the vagina or rectum, the back of the
instrument is made to press upon the line of tlie ureters

and their orifices (Figs. 5 and 6).

Simply by digital examination a stone may bo found,

as illustrated in Case iv. By palpating from the vagina or

rectum the surgeon can, by pressing the point of the finger

backwards against the pelvic wall, make out a hard bod}-.

During the examination the patient usually complains i>f

pain and irritation of the bladder, with a desire to

micturate.

Case rv.

—

Old History oj Renal Colic from Calculus at T.^

Eml of Ureter, the Movement of whidi was Limited : I

moved by lUo-inguinal Route: Vreler not Sutured: d -

Recovery.

Recently I was asked to see a lady who had suffered fr

symptoms of ureteral cakulns for several years. Her husba '

iug, and as no sutures could be applied, the wound was pai I

with gauze. The lumen of the ureter being large the lu
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drained freelv Into the bladder, and the ganze packing was
almost dry when removed on Uie fonrtli d&y. Uninterrupted
recovery.

Erpebkkcks.
' riDlornfion radioaraphiaue de Vapparell urinaire, Paris. 1913.

• Newman : British Medical Jouunal. April 10th. 1930. and llarcU
»lh and 31st. 1906. "Xowmau: Calculi impacted In Ureters, Liiiicrt,

April 21st. 1900. Case m.
{To he coitlimied.)

KE.MOVAL OF A BULLET FROM TUE RIGHT
TENTRICLE OF TUE HEART UNDER

LOCAL ANAESTHESIA.
EEPOnXED ET

LlEClENAM L. H. C. BIRKBECK, E.A.M.CiT.C),
AND

LlEUTEXAXT G. N. LOEIMEE, R.A.1M.C.(T.C.).

With BcmarJiS hi/

Colonel H. M. W. GRAY, A.M.S.(T.C.),

Private A. was admitted to a general hospital on
July 19tb, 1915, having been wounded eight dajs
previously. The bullet had passed through and killed

a man in front of him. A. was knocked down, but did

not lose consciousness, and had not had any discomfort
other than slight pain from the wound. There was a
small du-ty wound (A in. diameter) just below and to the
right of the xiphisternal junction, and also a painfid
swelling of the riglit parotid gland, which disappeared
nest day. The patient showed no other symptoms during
the first few days. He was kept in bed. The heart
appeared to be normal and regular. The pulse varied
between 80 and 90. The evening temperatures rose to
100= to 101' F.

X-raij Report by Captain S. F. McDonald, R.A.M.C.

.
July 21st, 1915.

"There was an entry wound in the right epigastrium,
but on examination no shadow could be seen in the
abdomen.

' The lungs and pleural cavities were normal. The
diaphragm moved well and evenly on both sides. The
heart was normally situated, but there was some slight

increase of cardiac shadow on the right side. In the
lower portion of the heart shadow was a very sharply
defined dark shadow moving with the heart, and also

apparently laterally in relation to the heart. This last

movement suggested that the object was free in the peri-

cardial cavity, but on turning the patient over it was seen
to lie quite definitely in the substance of the heart. It had
a distinct rocking movement. No auteroposterior move-
ment was visible in relation to the heart.

" The object seemed to be in, or close to, the lowest
portion of the wall of the right ventricle. Its shape and
size, so far as could be made out, were those of a ritle

bullet. Attempts to take radiograms were unsuccessful."

Colonel Gray, consulting surgeon, saw the patient first

on July 25th, and again on July 26th, on which day a
sharp pain developed suddenly in the left leg. As the
pulse during the night of July 26th had shown some
irregularity, rate 65 to 95, and tlie heart had occasionally
dropped beats, an operation was decided on and performed
on the morning of July 27th. Veronal, gr. v, was given
on the evening before, and three doses of morphine,
amounting in all to g gr., during the morning before
operation. The patient was not unduly under tlie intlu

cuce of morpliine. He was screened again just before
the ojieration and conversed, sat up, and turned himself
smartly when asked to do so.

Oprralion.

Under local anaesthesia (eucaine 1 per cent., potassium
sulphate J per cent., and adrenalin) Colonel Gray mado a
wide hor.seshoe-shaped incision, convexity upwards, extend-
ing along the sixth costal cartilage on each side and across
the sternum at the level of the attachment of the fifth

cartilage. This incis'ion was used so as to make an

exposure of the track of the bullet in the depth. Tlio
perichondrium was separated from the left sixth cartilage,

which was cut across at the costo-chondral junction and
used as a lever to elevate tho sternum while the tri-

angularis stcrni, pericardium, etc., were being separated oft

the posterior aspect of the Hap. A small portion of tlio

right sixth rib was removed close to the costo-chondial
junction. The sternum, at the lower border of the fifth

costal cartilages, was grooved deeply 'with a gouge aiul

divided with bone forceps. The soft parts were then
separated from the sternum and ribs so that the flap

could be turned downwards and forwards. Wlien tlie

flap was pulled forwards a hole about an inch loug
appeared in the pleura on the right side, in the tracli

of tlie bullet. The ught lung collapsed. The respira-

tions became labouied aid cjuick, tlio patient coughed
jerkily ; he became an 1 . j 1 imed that he was
breathless. The coli «1 and ho settled

down in about one lui 1 ni_, icassuicd by tiie

surgeon. Evccpt ioi 1 theie A\as appa-
rently no di-iidiutoit (I jciation.

The flap \\ IS h( 1(1 1 i ud the peiicardiuiii

opened olihqubh lium I n n the apc\ of tlie

heart. About a diacluu 01 1 ^iith bl judsliiued fluid was
noticed in the peueiidiil ta^it) Uio heait looked
normal. No wound could be seeu On di< ital exploration
(he bullet was tclt to be l>ing, appiientiy fa\ed, at the
back of the heart, either in the wall or cavity of the right
ventricle. Tlie point of the bullet was near the apex of

the ventricle. During the manipulations tlie heart was
noticed to miss a beat occasionally—when touched at the
upper and back part of the interventricular septum.
The right ventricle was seized with a pair of catch

forceps near the apex. Wlieii it was seen that this causctl
no disturbance a suture was passed tlirough the musclo
adjacent, and by these the heart was held forsvard. This
in no way agitated the patient. On further exploration
the bullet was definitely located by probing with a needle,

and was thought to be fixed in the riglit ventricle near
the posterior coronary vessels. After manipulation, tho
bullet was felt to change position and to be free inside

the ventricle. It was worked r ,1 ,: ;ir as possible

from the coronary vessels and i;. 1
^ I

, mi the thumb
and finger. Two stitches wen 1

1 the mu-scle

wall over the bullet. The w;iii ^.1 ihr \eiitricle was
incised for half an inch, and the bullet removed
with forceps. While the wall of the ventricle was
stih being held firmly between the finger and thumb
the stitches were tied.

On removing the catch forceps there was brisk bleeding,

which was stopped quickly by an uuder-riinning sLitcli.

Tlie pericardial cavity was wiped free of blood-clot and
was filled with normal saline to expel the air; it was then
sewn up. The right pleural cavity was next filled with
saline and the- injured pleura sewn up. While the wound
w as being closed the chest was aspirated to remove tho

saline. This aspiration was the only part of the operation

which seemed to cause the patient any pain.

The patient was wonderfully comfortable on being
taken back to bed, but about four hours after the opera-

tion the respirations rose suddenly to 48 a minute, and
remained at about that level till he died, except for part of

tlie day of July 29th and 30th, when, the patient being
deeply under the influence of morphine, they dropped to

28 a minute.
He was much troubled after this occurred by mucus

collecting in large quantity in the throat and the upper
part of the trachea. Various remedies were tried for this,

with little avail. He took nourishment fairly well. Cardiac
stimulants were used after the first two days.

On July 29th his mind began to wander, and he
was often delirious till the time of his death on
July 31st. lie lived nearly four and a half days after

the operation.

There was never any indication that the operation on
the' heart had interfered with its action, which, thout;h

quick (average 120 to 130), was wonderfully strong up to

within a few hours of his death. No drojiping of beats

was noticed after the operation.

K'-cropsi/.

At the poil-mortem examination it was found that the

external wound had healed well ; there was ao sign of any
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iuflammatiou. Thcve vrn? no fluid exudation of either

blood or pus in i!;, y > i ; ulial cavity, but the heart was
covered by a ^l. ' i lymph about oucsixtli of an

iucli tliicli. 'J'l" ii ' liL' heart had healed perfectly.

There wen; ; -I -Inidily, anle-morfcm clots en-

tangled in the chor<l;^o teudineae of the right ventricle

and a long narrow clot in the pulmonary artery extending

into its "right branch, besides the usual j^n^t-viorlem

clotting. There was an abrasion of the endocardium of the

posterior wall of the right ventricle where the bullet had
been lying, but the cavity looked normal otherwise. No
wound of entrance was discovered. The heart was sent

to the Eoyal College of Surgeons of England for further

investigation.

There were several small clots in the branches of the

ijulmouary arteries with corresponding infarct areas in

the lungs. The right lung had expanded to about two-

thirds the size of the left. There were about two pints of

bloodstained serous fluid in the right pleural cavity.

The cause of deatli was judged to be multiple pul-

monary infarction from clots derived from the right

ventricle.

Remarks by Colonel H. M. W. Gray.
I should like to add to the notes of Lieutenant Birkbeck

and Lieutenant Lorimer that the irregularity of the pulse-

rate (65 to 95) without extraneous cause, the occasional

dropping of a beat, and the sudden pain and swelling

in the right parotid and left leg (due possibly to small

emboli) made me decide to operate. The patient was
otherwise extraordinarily well, and showed no distress

whatever. One did not care to risk postponing operation

till the patient could be transferred to England.
The method of using the local anaesthetic was by infil-

tration of the line of incision and blocking of the inter-

costal nerves on each side from the fourth to the seventh.

No anaesthetic was injected into or around the peri-

cardium or pleura.

Interesting points about the operation are ;

1. The complete success of the local anaesthetic. So
far as I can gather, this is the first occasion on which any
operation on the exposed heart has been done with local

anaesthesia alone. The patient was not deeply under the

influence of morphiue. He responded to questions, requests,

or suggestion at once.

2. The evanescent nature of the distress when the right
lung collapsed.

3. The absolute absence of sensation of the pericardium,
both parietal and visceral, and of the heart itself, to

squeezing, pulling, pricking, cutting, or suturing. Those
manipulations caused, apparently, no interference with the
cardiac action. During the extraction of the bullet

at least one half of the right ventricle was firmly
grasped between the fingers and thumb. The heart
missed a beat repeatedly whenever the upper and back
part of the interventricular septum was pressed, but began
to beat again at once when this pressure was removed.
I could iK.it assure myself that the ventricles alone were
implicated. The patient denied having any discomfort
during these times, or indeed at any time during the opera-
tion, except when the right lung collapsed, and when the
aspirating needle was being introduced into bis chest,

when he .-..ineliiihi m ln:hliy .,r ji;iin, Ev-n '- \'. iMre- .«iit the
pericardii 'i ''M \ • '• ''{ iMi.;ii'i. .\!i ^^

^ lions
are vcr\ :!: ;. ;'_ :

i
.' ;lrMi -

i : ,
, nnilar

4. There was a little diliiculty in being certaia of the
position of the bullet, owing to its proximity to tlie inter-

ventricular septum, which, when contracted, gave a
similar sensation on palpation. Therefore, a straight
ne cile was used to locate the bullet definitely.

5. The method used to obtain rapid distension of the
lung at the end of the operation—in the absence of a
positive pressure apparatus. On account of commencing
respiratory distress, aspiration was stopped after about
25 ounces of the saline solution were removed. It was
thought that the remainder would be rapidly absorbed.

6. The possibilities of future successful operations for

intracardiac conditions which are conjured up by the
virtual success of this one. I understand that a French
surgeon recently removed, with permanent success, a rifle

bullet which had lain in the right ventricle for five

months. Unfortunately, I cannot meantime give a
refeiecce (o the accoimt of his operation.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE DRAINAGE OP
GUNSHOT WOUNDS,

Bv C. >rAX PAGE, M.S., F.R.C.S.,

Cattaix R.A.M.C. (8.R.).

Onk of ihc prominent features of the .surgery of the present
war has been the necessity for the ubc of some form of
drainage in a large proportion of the wounds met with.

It must at once be admitted that the practice is an im-
desirable one. Any drain inserted into the tissues has tlio

irritant effect of a foreign body, and in the cases in point,

an iufeitive oije. However, no means has yet been devised
by which the evacuation of discharges and the prevention
of the spread of infection can otherwise be secured. This
being so, till the ideal method of treatntent- comes to light,

one must employ the type of drain which most efficiently

serves its purpose.
In' civil practice, when drainage is ncecs=.ary, standard

rubber tubing has been commonly :i<l"pt((l. .'hkI iu general
the same material has been applied in the troiitment of
gnnshot wounds. In this latter wurk I elo not think,that
siinple rubber tubes, either perforated or split, have proved
entirely satisfactory, and 1 propose to describe a type of

drain which, when it is a question of maintaining of wound
track open in its whole extent, appears to have certaia

advantages over these.

It is clifficult to form a judgement of such an appliance,

as the standard of effectiveness does not admit of exact
measurement. I will therefore merely attempt toprcseu,
the reasons which suggested its design.

Principles Controlling Wound Drainage.

The first action of any drain is to prevent obliteration of

the cavity by adhesion or apposition of its walls. The
introduction of anyforeign body effects this purpose, and H
is the second action—namely, the evacuation of dischar^.
from the wound track—which determines the surgi. il

value of any particular pattern.

Supposing that no outside hydrostatic or pneuuirii
force be brought to bear, the movement of wound ' i

.

charges is ett'ected by two forces—namely, gravity ;;

capillary tension.

1. Gravity.—The action and value of gravity in won
drainage is so well accepted that it need not be cnlai::

upon here.

2. Capillary tension is the only force effecting drair i

,

in the reverse direction. Its activity is directly pro; .

tiouato to the capillary surface in action, and is affce •

by the viscidity of the fluids in question. The coefRci<

of capillarity is higher for water than for any other flni !

it becomes lower in proportion to the albuminous matei

:

added.
The condition and nature of the surface dressing a! v

controls tbe movement of fluids in the subjacent wouud-
thus, when the dressing is comijletely saturated, no furtlier

movement of fluid along the capillary column abuttiu;

upon the dressing will occur.
The value of the above forces will vary in respect -

different kinds of wound ; three main types rnay be xcy .

nizcd, namely

:

1. A cavity—for example, au empyema or a defiui l.

localized abscess.

2. A potential cavity—for example, the traclv of ili'

wound caused by a missile which has lodged.

3. A potential tubular space—for example, the tiv.ek

formed by the passage of a missile through tho

substance of a Umb.

The method by -which drainage is effected iu thc^o

three types may now be considered.

1. A Cavily.

In the case of a cavity the volume of fluid to he reu;ovr .1

will be relatively large, and the drainage of the trne'.v ,'
i -u

the surface will be usually of little importance, iu . 1 -

circumstances a simple tube placed so as to rcacli

inner surface of the cavity will, if acting iu the direct,

of gravity, give ideal results.

2. A Potential Cavily.

In the case of a" blind track there may be a foreign body
or dead material at the end which cannot be completely
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roniovcti, ami. as far as the diainaoe of this part is con-
cerueil, tbo above cousiJcratious hold good. Draiua"e of
tlic track, however, is also probably necessary, and^tliti
i>l..sfrvatiou3 iiiado below on the third tvpe of ivouud will
theu apply.

3. A Poleufui! Tuhular Sjmce.
The track formed by the passage of a missile will

couuim blood clots ami debris ; the collapse of its walls

for blmd wounds (Type 2), the provision of a centra'lumen (lig.2) allows the fluid to be syringed to the boUom
guttC".

'
''^'"'^ '' ^''" ^"'"^-^ «'°°S the variou^

" Theorcticall3^ it might be expecled that this drainwould give good results with continuous irrigation! but npractice relatively forceful periodical washmg 7u" of the
uu.im uiooa ciois ami itebris ; tUe collapse of its walls 8"'rP

"''^^ Pi'oved more satisfactory.
H in most cases obliterate the cavity. The injury will i f„" ,f' f^i^w P°'''"^'° "^^'^'^ '^™i"s quite in the
ve opened up a series of connective tissue planes and I ?•. .

'I'^P'cted, but I have for souie months used
n .anil nf rli'fiiii^na ;<? f.^ .,,.^ A AK_ , __T ^.. . « . . ' Stltute madfi Trnni r.i-rli„o..,r ....i.i ..__, r...

have opened up a series of connective tissue planes and
the aim ot drainage is to prevent the spread of infection
along tliem. As the exact position of the openings of
these planes cannot be determined, the ideal drain should
evacuate discharges from the entire inner surface of thewound tiuck. Thus a simple tube lying in the track will
permit discharge in the capillary space between its outer
surface and that of the wound track : but when, as rapidly
occurs, tnis space becomes clogged by clots or the
viscidity of the discharge, the movement will cease. In
tills instance the action of gravity is acting at a dis-
advantage in the small capillary surface

If a rubber tube with side holes be used, its action will
not be very different. The perforations are rapidly filled
in with granulations and intruded tissue. The dischar-e

^ which there may be in the direction of gravity from thelumen of the tube will come from thele buds of half.
strangulated tissue, aud satisfactory drainage from theconuec.ve tissue planes is impossible. The same observa-
tion holds m relation to a perforated metal or glass tube.A gauze wick acts ideally for a time, but it becomes so
lapidly saturated and put out of action that it is of no
value in practice.

In general it will be admitted that drainage is rapidly
inhib ted in all wound tracks, whether a dra!n is insirted
oi not, either by the clotting of the discharges or by the
obstructive action of the surrounding tissues
The aim must therefore be to overcome this tendency to

stagnation The hyijertonic saline advocated by Sir A.^ rigut induces a fluid discharge which does not clot. Its

r^^Vi R f^;
facilitates as well as increases wound dis-

b„ Wn If- ." °^^'''J'
^^^ ^""^^ ^'^^""^ tliis solution must

wnn»rf i
'"

K
'°°^!'' ^"^ ^^^ '^"t^e s'l^-face of the

lePeat^l lavage
^' ^"'^'""""^ "'"Sation or by frequently

.lW%i''^°^''""'^""°""? *yP^^ °f drainage tube do not

fn.rr f P":-P°?e t° be
i""y ^'^^'^ted. but I think thefoim I describe below fulfils this requirement, and alsoincreases the cap. ary drainage surfac4 in actiok

Ti * t. , ,
7"^ GoTTEK Drain.

star r,.
•

"^ be made of rubber. In section it is

srS 'S
" "?'*"" p"sl2™S'f.,:

sub-

f.«l"*^1
^^'^^'^'^.^ ovaia^ivy rubber' tubing. The tnb^Tahalved longitudinally: three lengths ai^ then lioLtlv

{

=ibMoTe.'° '^"^ '"-^ '^^-^^ " - -PP<^3 a^

The appearance of a section is shown in Ficr 3As stated above, whatever drain is put in the tissuesthe reactionary tissue formation round it soon leaves onlya capillary space between wound surface and drain for-this reason if it is necessary to leave the drain in placefor more than a few days," and, in addition to Wc!
deSle.

'"°^"^^'^' °^ tl"^ '^'^^'^ o^ tbe gutter type"ia

Conclusion.
In conclusion, it should be repeated that the above drainhas only been used in its extemporized form. It is notsuggested that It affords an ideal method of wound treat-ment, but in two respects it appears to be an improvementon the patterns in common use—namely

in nmn^vH
'''"/'''">''

"T-*^
*'-'*= """^''^'^'^ "^ tbo wound track.

ll£^ T ,'°/'.^ d'ameter, the maximum capillaryspace along which the evacuation of fluids can occur.
^

tJ^wifl r *°*'°''/,'''''"S brought into general con-
?^9^^itb^tbe surface of the wound track while the drain

,,, „ Reference.
Maguns, Ruarostatics and I'licumaltcs, p. 89, 1909.

THE RECRUIT'S HEART.
A 3IEJIVIIAXDV-U FOF, MEDICAL EXAMIXERS.

BY

SIR JAMES MACKENZIE, BI.D., F.R.S.,
LECIUEER ON CARDIAC RESEARCH AT THE LOXDO.N HOs'riTAL.

Since the outbreak of the war I have seen a large
number of healthy young men rejected as recruits
because of some manifestation of the heart which
the examiner took to be abnormal and a si«n of
weakness. I have also .seen a number who have
been invalided out of the army because of these
manifestations.
At the request of the War Office I drew up recently

a memorandum upon this subject to serve as a guide
to medical examiners of recruits, and as this memo-
randum may not come before all the examiners, Sir
Alfred Keogh has asked me to call attention to it.
It IS as follows

:

Eiti.2
1 14- l.-Socti
Fii!. 2.-S<icti.

also shows the cap. "NatGr'aY size.
'''*•'• ^--Gutter diain extemporized

Natural^
sewn together centrally

of gutter drain. Natiual size

»i;n^f Ii
'*'^° 1^*''.^' * '^'''"' ^ series of gutters lyin"

against the vvound surface extend the length Sf the track^

^nt^^- ^nJ% T-''"''m
"'*°,*''? ^^P- '' Pa^^es down each

UcLuv t.?/., ?
''"''" ^^''

'i''"'"'"
'"^^ ^""'a^t with prac-

tically the whole wound surface, at the same time cleariu"away from the same area all debris. After lavaae. th?maxmmm capillary surface in proportion to the size of thed.ain 13 in action. When this type of tube is employed

The Sigxificaxce of Abxormal Signs in the
Eeckuit's Heart.

It should be understood that the healthy heart in the
young can exhibit murmurs, aud variatious in rate and
rhythm, which arc perfectly physiological in origin and
indicative neither of disease nor of impairment.

TJie Functional E^Hcicncij of the Heart.
Before examining the heart, find' out the functional

eijictencij by ascertaiuing how it responds to effort. Tliis
is shown by finding out the amount of exertion the candi-
date has been accustomed to take in the past in his work
or play, and if he can undergo severe bodihj exertion
without distress.

Mu rm u rs.

The physiological murmurs are always systolic in time,
and the situation of the greatest intensity may be at tl
apex, mid-sternum, or base of tl '

"" "

date's response to effort be n.i,
in size, the murmur is negligib!
the cause which produces the 1.

rasses the heart in its work, tl:.

chamber will increase, aud its £

impaired.

If" the
.

!i ait normal
i:.-st that, if

!
-: or cmbar-

; lI.^ ciubarrassed
uudl efficiency bo
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Irregularities of the Heart,

There are only two forms of irregularity thai need bo
considered. Irregularities indicating serious mischief will

be associated with such diminution of the functional

efficiency that the candidate would not seek to recruit-

such as the irregularity of auricular tibrillation or of

heart-block.

Yuuihfal Type of Irreriularitij.

_

The most common irregularity is that which occurs in

the healthy heart of the young. It is characterized by a

lengthening and shortening of the pauses between the

beats ; it will often be found to vary with the respiration,

Iho beat increasing in rate during inspiration and
decreasing during expiration. When it does not have the

characteristic respiratory character it can be made to take

on the character by getting the candidate to breathe

slowly and deeply tor a few minutes. It is frequent in

l)erfectly healthy hearts, and is therefore of no importance,

and candidates should not be rejected on account of its

presence.

r..rtra-siisioles.

In rare cases the pulse may be found intermitting more
or less frequently. If the heart be auscultated, two short

shai-p sounds rapidly following one on the othei' may be

heard during the pause. If this is the only sign present

—

that is, if the functional efficiency of the heart be good
and the size norujal—then these extra-systoles are of no
significance and the candidate should not be rejected.

The Effects of Excitement.

Many candidates whose hearts are perfectly healthy

suffer from palpitation or excited action of the heart

during examination. The beat becomes forcible and rapid

and a systolic murmur may be present. If such a candi-

date be told to lie down and breathe slowly and deeply for

a few minutes the heart's action becomes less violent and
the rate slows during expiration. With a history of good
functional efficiency the candidate may be considered

suitable for enlistment.

JHrmoranibum
ON-

THE EMPLOYMENT OF BAXDAGES EOR THE
IREIGATIOX OE WOUND-SURFACES WITH

THERAPEUTIC SOLUTIONS, AND THE
DRAINING OF WOUNDS.

By COLOXEL SIR AL3IR0TH E. WRIGHT, 3I.D.,

F.E.S., C.B.,

A COKSDLTAST PHYSICIiS TO THE EXPEDITIONART FORCE IN EBAXCE.

The irrigation of wounds has over the application of wet
dressings the following advantages.

We can bring our therapeutic solution continuously
into application, maintaining its concentration unaltered.

I have elsewhere, in my lecture, emphasized that this

is, in treatment with saline solutions, of fundamental
importance.

V>'e can, given proper arrangements, apply our thera-

peutic agent to all the internal and external surfaces of

the wound, and at the same time obtain ideally effective

drainage.
I propose in .this Memorandum to describe a series of

simple arrangements which, I think, satisfy all require-

ments.
In the ordinary arrangement in which the irrigating

fluid is supplied in the form of a "drip" falling into the
wound—and it is the fuunel-shaped wound I have in view
—the fluid makes its way down along the side of the
wound in a runnel, and we thus treat only one small sector
of the wound. We have, in fact, the conditions of a rock
valley or cave, where a thread of water flows to the
bottom in a single channel, leaving all the rest dry.

Let me show you that by an arrangement of bandages
fhe water can be led into the wound where we require it.

Lb at it can be distributed so as to wash down all the walls,

and that it can then be carried away without any leakage
into the bed.

It will be convenient to begin by considering the pro-

perties of bandages and strips of gauze as conduits foi-

carrying water. They may be regarded as conduit pipes

with porous walls—pipes which will convey watci- uphil

by capillary attraction, downhill by gravity, and first up
and then down hill when arranged as siphons.

We may, as a matter of fact, confine our consideration

to bandages, for the ordinary bandage is, as comparative
experiments bring out, a more effective water carrier than
a strip of gauze cut to the same width.
The first point which comes up in connexion with the

employment of bandages in suppurating wounds is their

liability to be obstructed by the lodgment of particles iu the
meshes. The method which is employed when the
dependent opening of a wound is plugged"with a strip of

gauze would seem specially designed for tho purpose of

compassing such obstruction. Here gravity carries the
undiluted pus directly down into the wick, and we obtain

instead of a drain an impermeable bung which effectually

confines the discharges.

The arrangements shown in the models (Figs. 1 and 2)

show how these difficulties can be circumvented and the
wick be kept free from
obstruction. We have in

these—we may call them
"mud-funnel" experi-
ments— funnels filled in

with a glutinous mixture
of flour and water and in

each case a bandage ar-

ranged as a siphon. In
the first model (.Fig. 1) the
siphon is a simple loop of

bandage carried over the
i-im of the funnel. We
have in addition in this

model a wick carried up
into the stalk of the
funnel. In the second
model (Fig. 2) we have a
rubber tube introduced
through the stalk of the
funnel and standing out
above the surface of the
fluid. This rubber tube is

threaded with a bandage,
and its end has been cut
into two strips which hang
down into the muddy fluid.

The siphons are here, as
you will appreciate, work- Fig. 3.

ing in what would corre-

spond to wounds standing fidl of pus, and they have,

as you see, in each case carried over a very consider-

able volume of muddy fluid. And if they were con-

tinually refilled they woidd—for only the distal ends of

the ascending limbs of the siphon bandages can hero

be obstructed and put out of functioning—continue to

siphon over indefinitely through the upper segment of each

ascending limb. You will also note that the wick hi ^ilodel
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No. 1 has become obstracted and has carried out only very

little fluid. Finally, in connexion with Model No. 2, I

would lilce, in p.issing, to call your attention to the prin-

ciple that we can always, as occasion may require, rein-

force the one or the other limb of the siphon; aud thnt iu

this model wo have in the two strands of bandage which
compose the ascending limb of the siphon two streams of

fluid which are tributary to the descending stream.

I pass on to certain further points having also a general

application. Yon will appreciate that though water will,

when it Las a clear fall, run down a bandage without
leakage, it will, as soon as contact is made with any
surface, flow away over that surface. Again, it wOl leak

out at any point when we constrict the bandage, or at any
point where we loop up the bandage. For water refuses

to run quickly uphill.

To prevent trouble from these sources we must, where
our irrigating fluid has to be carried through obstructions

Fig. 4. rig. 5.

in the wound, or uphill, substitute rubber tubing for

bandage. If, however, we have to resort to a siphon
arrangement for drawing off our irrigating fluid from
the reservoir, it will be of advantage to thread a
bandage into the ascending limb of the siphon, aud to
carry it sufficiently far in to pass down some little way
into the descending limb. It will also be advisable to
leave in position the wire which we have used for
threading in the baudage, and to bend it round into the
form of a narrow U, so as to prevent the end of the rubber
tube kicking itself out of the water. The great advantage
we get from the use of a wick in our delivery tube is that
wo cut down the delivery from what the rubber tube
would carry (which would be excessive) to what the wick
will carry (which will be amply sufficient). Moreover, the
siphon, when furnished with a wick, will start itself

automatically, and also restart itself when the reservoir
comes to be refilled.

I pass on to consider the factors upon which the efficacy of
bandage siphons depends. The volume of fluid delivered
is determined (a) by the height to be climbed in the
a.<;cending limb

;
{b} by the length of, and weight of water

in, the descending limb; and (c) any obstacle to delivery
encountered at the distal end of the descending limb.
In addition to these the rate of delivery will be affected

((7) by the nipping of the bandage when it rests upon a
knife-edge, this factor coming seriously into account in
experiments with a long length of descending limb heavily
weighted with water.

The experiment here set up (Fig. 3) shows the iu-

fluence of factors (6) aud (0) ; these being the factors we
have to take special note of iu connexion with the
drainage of wounds. It will be seen that where other
conditions are the same it is always the siphon with the
longer descending limb which gives the more efficient

drainage. Again, it will bo seen that, other conditions
binng the same, a larger volume of water is delivered from
a bandage whose end is immersed in water than from a
bandage suspended in air. Iu the case of water dripping
off from a baudage into air, consideration will show that
the bandage will, just before the drop falls, be overfull of

\vater, and that the inflow into it will for that moment
be suspended, to be accelerated as soon as the drop has
fallen off. As a result, we have in the bandage which is

dripping off into air a cyclically interrupted flow. In
contrast to this wo have, where the descending limb
of the bandage gbes down into water, a continuous
unobstructed delivery.

The practical application of this in connexion with
wounds is that the siphon bandages which carry off tho
washings from wounds ought to pass down from the
patients' beds into water iu vessels placed on the floor.

Aud if any bandage happens to be too short to dip into

the water the drip from it will be accelerated if it is torn
into tails.

AVhere only little water is flowing off through bandages
draining a wound evaporation must be guarded against,
for this will, by diminishing the load of water, retard the
outflow into the descending limb.
Up to the present we have considered only siphons

formed from a single loop of bandage—that is, drainage
carried out through conduit-pipes very much smaller ia
calibre than the vessel they are draining.
One may in many cases—in particular in wounds where

the bandages may be obstructed by pus—desire to provide
an ampler outflow. This can be done by packing the
wound full of bandages, but there is here a right and a
wrong way.

In this model (Fig. 4) I have packed a test tube in tho
ordinary method by taking a strip of baudage and coiling
it up into the wound, and I have then taken the loose end
of the bandage and, leading it out of the test tube, have
employed it as the descending limb of my siphon. Side
by side with this I have packed a test tube (Fig. 5) by
taking a number of loops of baudage, laying them 0110

above the other over the mouth of the tube, and then
pushing them down so as to form Avith the strips outside

a sort of rough letter M. Wo may call this the multiple

loop method ofpacking. When I now turn on the water
and fill up these companion test tubes you see that while

the one which is packed with a single strand of baudage
coiled up inside it empties itself only very slowly, the one
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which is packed with multiple loops empties itself

almost as last as I can fill it in. You will note in con-
nexion -with the iiist system of

pacicing that it is quite effective,

really moveeil'ectivetliau the second
so far as lolates to the conveyance
of fluid along the tube. In point of

fact, the contiguous coils of bandage
fuse together, and give us all that a
full calibre wick could. The real

fault of the system lies in the out-

It is as if wo had a large

luaiii running out
into a small pipe.

Holding these
jninciples before
lis, wo may now
consider how we
can in each par-
ticular typo of

wound arrange for

feeding in the
Fig. 7. therapeutic solu-

tion, for distribut-

ing it all over the walls, and effectively draining the
wound.
Wounds may for ouv purposes be classified into cijUn-

dricalwounils disposed horirojitallij ; funnel-shaped irounda
fvith the funnel opening disposed upicards, dou-nirards,

and laterally ; and
finally ascending or
descend/ing cul - de sac

wounds. We may take
these in order.

Anangemenlfor Irri-

(Htting a Cylindrical
Wound ii-hich Per-

forates a Limb Eori-
;: on tally.— Here, as
shown in the model
(Fig. 6), the irrigating

fluid is conveyed into

the interior of the
wound in a narrow
rubber tube. The wound
is drained by two leashes

of loops, which go down
on either side into

vessels of water. These
each case by a strand of

bandage fastened, as shown in the figure, round the
bight of the loops.

In actual practice, when we want to verify that the
irrigation is working pro-

perly, we do so by the
following devices.

We test the effluent by
drawing a line across one of

the bandages with a stylo-

graphic pen, and note that

the ink is carried down in

strcaljs by the current. We
test tlie inflow by piercing
the rubber tube with the
needle of a hypodermic
syringe and driving in a
bubble of air just above the
point where the glass union
provides an inspection
chamber. Then holding the
piece of glass tubing hori-

zontally we see the bubble
of air carried along. T^'here

v,e want to test the con-
dition in the interior of the
wound, wo aspirate into the
syringe while pinching the
rubber tube proximally to

the insertion point of the
needle. Where we want to see the elfect of tlic irrigation
in ooiispectns we cut transverse strips from the bandage at
different levels, and prepare microscopical preparations
from these bv streaking them out one by one over the

are pulled into position

Fit'. 9.

surface of the microscopic slides. We then, if the woun.l i

getting progressively cleaner, sec the microbes falling oli,

and if the wound
were getting dhtier
should see the mi-
crobes increase, as
we travel inwards
towards the wound.
Arrangement for

Irrigating the In-
verted Funnel.
WonHd.—Ihe kind
of wound here in

view (Fig. 7) ia that
produced when a
projectile entering
the thigh from in

front fractures the
femur and drives it

before it, making an
extensive wound of

exit.

A strip of band-
age tied loosely

round the bight of a leash of bandages is passed up from
below through the stalk of the funnel. This is now
drawn tight, and then the strips of bandage hanging
bunched up in the centre are one by one looped up over
a framework fitted just below the mouth of the funnel.
The irrigating stream is now carried through the upper
bandage into the neck of the funnel, and here divides up
into a whole system of separate streams which together
irrigate the whole in-

terior face of the fun-
nel. In connexion with
the actual wound wo
should loop up the
bandages, not as in

the model through a
circular framework of

wire, but as in Fig. 8,

over a light aluminium
cradle placed astraddle
upon the limb.

Arrangement for
Irrigating the Upright
Funnel Wound.—The wound here in view (Fig. 9; .

that seen in connexion with a compound fracture <.

the femur with wound of entrance behind and the
wound of exit in front. Instead of dividing after
entering the wound the irrigating stream must here
divide outside the wound
and enter in a number
of separate streams. We
can get this by dividing
up the end of a bandage
into a number of tails and
planting these about the
wound.
The arrangement shown

in the model embodies im-
provements suggested by
my fellow worker. Lieu-
tenant H. H. Tanner.
It will be seen that
we have hero fitted

to the delivery tube
which conveys the fluid

into the wound the upper
end of a test tube. This
serves as a receptacle
for the bandage. Fitted

to the mouth of the test

tube we have a rubber cap
traversed by a number of

small rubber tubes. Into
each of these is inserted
one of the tails of the
bandage. Finally, each
of the rubber tubes is stiffened with wire. This enables

us to direct its stream in any direction and to ens'i.

the tubes maintaining any position which we give th^ ::

in the wound,'

Fig. 11.
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Arrangement for Irrigaiing a Funnel Wound whichM Deposed Horizontally.—^x.cc^t only in the detail of

the disposition of the irrigating tubes and the provision
tor cai-rymg off the washings the arrangement is the same
as in the upright funnel wound.
_
Arrangemcut for Irrigating an Ascending or Dcscnid-

ing cul-dcsac ll'oH/irf.—Both theso wounds are irrigated
by the arraugeuieut sliown in Fig. 5. In other words, the
irnnating fluid is conveyed in a fine rubber tube upwards
or downwards to tlie blind end of the wound, and the

^'^ri?^*"^
carried away by multiple loops of bandage.

Method of Preventing the Irriqating Fluid running
autti over the Patient's Skin or Clothing and Soahing
tnto the Bed.~lt has already been emphasized that
bandages resemble tnbeswith porous walls and that fluid
leaks out whenever on entering or leavmg a wound thevmake contact, as they inevitably must, with the external
surface of the body.
We need not here concern ourselves with leaking from

the inflowing stream. We have already provided against
tha by feedmg the imgat.ng fluid into the wound th!-ough
rubber tubes, ihere remams the leakage from the bandageswhich carry the outflowing stream. It is a form of leakagewhich IS always hable to occur except where the wound of
exit occupies, as the patient lies in bed, the most de-
pendent portion of his body surface. The only method
ot dealing with this very serious inconvenience is bvdamming back the water which escapes. We can do
this by means of what I may caU irrigaiicn flanges.
A\ here we arc dealing with a wound situated on a limb

wound TFi/lir^
is a n-„,;.yf„„^, above or below the

rmn^lil°'u-V
°''' ''^"^'' i"'sation flanges both aboveand below. Where we are dealing with a wound opening

T.^L7^\^x^r} °^'''^ ^'"""^ °^- "^b, with, for instance!a wound OH the lateral aspect of the shoulder, we requirea li^rseshoe flange (Fig. 12) round the opening of the wolmchbnch flanges are built up upon the patienfs skin in a

gelatin. We do this by dissolvmg 20 grams of gelatin in

tw';'°'%°^ ""^'l'-^^
''^"^^' ^° ^s to have plenty, twicetint quantity m double as much water

^\ enow, pouring the gelatin solution out into a bowl

fnl.'^''°"%^"*^°V''^°''""«
°f the ordinary 40percen

• S'^if- ^^^° tf'.°S ^ number of short le^ths obandage, previonsly laid ready to hand, we immersl thesem the formahn ge atm. This done we take a roll of cotto^wool and encu-cle the limb with it, or, as the case may bebend th.3 round in the form of a horseshoe and then appTv

he stntnnllT/""
°^ "^/ horseshoe disposed upwards^ tothe skin lound the wound. Gomg back then to our st ins

oL frr.""fl -T° ? '°T^'^°
gelatin, we take them one by

rh. 1,^^^!^
bowi paste one end down on the skin, carry

wl nn^
*.°^'' ^^'' '''-^"^ ^°™^d ^y tl^e roll of cotton-wool, and then paste down the other end on the far side

^;ufer''wifrr^'/'°""''^"P.°'^« ^'^"P °^ bandage byanother. ^N hen we have covered hi our roll of cotton woolT^e have completed our task, and wo have now, as soon as

1 1 /«Tf/'"» gelatin sets-and it sets in a few minutes-a

£t.^x!|^-^--^-^--S^tomy

a great deal of a sensation of inconvenience due to thepulling on the scar by the muscles involved. A similar
co.uplaint IS made in cases of scars on the arm ami.

The cases we have had have resisted all attempts for
their improvement by massage and movements, and onoperation it has been found that in tlio majority the con-dition has been duo to the failure of the surgeon to slw m,be deep fascia after making an incision for the removal o^the bullet. The exposed muscles or tendons becomeadherent to the skm The condition can easDy be cured

«^'t?l'nl'';r%,*^^/^^'P
^'^'^^'^ ""^^' S'^Pa^'-'^ting the adhesions,

putting up the forearm on a splint in a suitable positionand having recourse to movements and massage some
twenty-fonr hours after the operation. The success

r f°i"'^.-n'''^
'"'P' ^^,^ ^"''' ^°^y S^-'^^^- The conditioncan be stiU more easily avoided by suture of the deentisciam every case in which it is opened, followmg this unby early massage and movements. ^

Other cases are due to the tendons and muscles becomina
adherent in the scar following a wound. The adhesion is"as m the last class, to the skin, and is due to the division
ot the deep fascia. Theso contractions can be avoided bvearly massage and movements, and when the contractionshave already taken place, can be cured by similar
measiu-es. Too much stress canuot be laid on the
importance of suturing the deep fascia in every case inwhich It IS opened by the surgeon.

P. L. GiusEPPi, M.D.Lond., F.E.C.S.En"..
Sui-Seou to the Cliff Military Hospital. FeSssiowa.

TimEE-PLY WOOD FOR SPLIXTS
Ix these times ol scarcity of skilled labour any devicewinch wdl enable comparatively unskilled persons to make
efticient surgical appliances is worthy of record, and I
therefore ofier no apology for drawing the attention of

forf Ihite
^"^^antages of three-ply wood as a material

This substance consists of three very thin layers oftough wood which are superimposed, so that the grain of
the middle layer runs at right angles to that of the two
oui^r ones. The three layers are then cemented together
under pressure. The resulting material is very stron<T for
Its weight has no tendency to warp, and can only be^lit
with great difticnltj'. It is made of various thicknessest ofwhich I have hitherto used three, namelv: tV. *• and i of
an inch. Owmg to the absence of any tendency to split
windows may safely be cut in the spliits to allow access
to wounds. After softening the wood by soaldni it in hot
water. It can be bent into auy moderate CTrve, but
naturally it IS easier to mould the thinner vai-ieties than
the thicker. It must be held in the desired shape dm-in^
drying by bandaging or other means, after which the
curve becomes fixed, and there is no tendency to

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

1' or many of the smaller splints, such as those for tlie
loiearm, even when wmdows are cut, no reinforcement
IS necessary if they are made of the 4 in. stuff, but when
using the more easily bent thinner material, or makin"
longer sphn.,s, it is wiser to strengthen them by nailing a
strip of wood,

-i by f or f by A in., along either edge, or
wherever it may seem to be needed. Small i in. brass
tadis, which do not rust and can be easily clinched, are
very suitable for this purpose.
A number of theso splints have been and are m use at

the Koyal National Orthopaedic Hospital in the treatment
ot wounded soldiers, and have given satisfaction on account
of their strength and lightness. This latter quality makes
them acceptable to patients and also less likely to shift
their position. The cost of a square yard of three-ply
wood IS about half a crown. Out of this twenty-four fore-
arm splints can be cut, costing for materials, including
nails and strengthening strips, not more than l^d. each.
Adjustable jointed splints are made of the same material,
with the addition of metallic hinges of various kinds, such
as wiu readily occur to anyone of a mechanical turn of
mind,

,
??.':?0'se these splints cannot be sterilized by boiling,

but It they are given a coat of shellac varnish they will
not absorb discharges, and they can easily be cleaned with
cold water and soap.
London, W. E. MuiRHEAD LlTTLE,
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN

HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS.

COLGNL^L HOSPITAL, POBT OF SPAIN,
TRINIDAD.

A CASE OF FIBROSIS UTERI: VAGINAL HYSTERECTOMY I

RECOVERY.

Seheult, M.D., Resident Surgeon, Colonial

Hospital, Port of Spain, Trinidad.)

A wELL-NorKisHED, sliglitly anasmio vFoman, aged 37 years,

tal admitted on April 27th, 1914. ^^'ith the following

^'sh7bad been married for thirteen years and had four

children, all healthy, and no abortions; the last child

^as born in 1907. During the past six years she had a

more or less continuous and rather profuse white vaginal

discharge, which at times became creamy and offensive;

the menses had been quite regular unti August, 1913,

when thev began to appear more frequently than usual,

the loss of blood, however, had never been excessive, and

the periods lasted generally four days. There was occa-

sionally pelvic pain irrespective of the periods. In

October, 1913, 1 was asked to see her in consultation ;
there

was then an offensive sanguineous vaginal discharge;

examination yielded evidence of endometritis ;
the cervix

was intensely indurated, and exhibited a small nodule

about a quarter of an inch in diameter, which aroused a

suspicion of malignancy, but microscopic.examinaLion ot a

small excised portion dispelled tliis idea. The uterus was

curetted, and it was observed at the time that the or

was hard and tough. Relief followed the operation

a short time only, the sympt^oms reappearing in an

aggravated form ; for seventeen days m April, 1914, there

was a more or less continuous sanguineous, foul-smellmg

'when admitted the condition of the cervix noted above

was again observed, and uterine haemorrhage was readily

crovoked by the introduction of the utenue sound.

Suspicions of a malignant affection of the uterus were

revived, and scrapings from the uterine cavity were sub-

mitted to microscopic examination ; sufacient tissue, how-

ever, does not appear to have been removed for that

purpose. It was again noticed at this curettage that the

uterus was exceedingly tough ; this may account for the

failure to obtain the necessary material for microscopic

examination. , , . -, . ,

4.fter careful consideration of the case I advised vaginal

hvsterectomy, under the impression that the patient had

cancer of the uterus. Accordingly on May 5th, 1914, I

removed the uterus by the vaginal route; it was uniformly

enlarged and weighed 5i oz. ; its walls were considerably

thickened, hard and tough, and cut almost like cartilage.

The mucous lining appeared to be very thm. Dr. Dickson,

the pathologist to the hospital, kindly made sections of

the organ for microscopic examination, and reported as

follows

:

Microscopic examination of the boJy of tje iiterns ehowed

atrophv of the endometrium and Absence of the tubular glands

,

the muscular coat was very largely replaced by dense bbrous

tissue There were scattered about m tlie fibrous tissue small

bands and strands of non-striped muscular tissue, ^"e wa ^

of the vessels were thickened. The nodule on the cenix

Bbowed the structure of a myoma.

There was no evidence whatever of geueral arterio-

Bclerosis; the renal function was quite normal.

The patient made an uneventful recovery.

The clinical features of the case in association with the

pathological changes found in the uterus appear to corre-

spond with the interesting and rather uncommon condition

described by Sir .John Bland- Sutton some years ago, and

named by him "fibrosis uteri."

Et|Jorts of tomtits,

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The President (Dr. W. Pasteue), in his openmg address

on October 11th, referred to the difficulties connected witli

the holding of meetings during the war. One-third of the

total number of the members were engaged on active

service either abroad or at home. The war was providing

plenty of material for investigation,but there was consider-

able difficulty in making adequate use of the matoiial

available. At the advanced bases it was no easy matter

for notes to be taken, especially during periods of rush,

and even those taken might fail to get through to England.

Moreover, patients who were imder observation were often,

when tlicy improved, drafted to convalescent homes before

their cases had been completely investigated. It was

inevitable, therefore, that much of the experience gamed

by individual workers should be fragmentary. He then

referred to two groups of cases which had been under his

personal observation. The first were cases of pulmonarij

tuhcrculosls. The special features of this condition, as

he had observed it in the soldiers invalided from the

service, were the prominence of haemoptysis, and the rapid

unprovement which occurred when they were placed

under favourable conditions. In the great majority there

was a previous history of pleurisy or of actual tuberculosis

of the lung. Some had undergone sanatorium treatment,

even within a period of two years before they joined the

service. Some of the cases followed pneumonia. The

physical signs of the condition were very indelinite, moist

sounds, especially, being scanty or absent. The second

group, which provided material of the greatest interest,

was the enteric group, including typhoid, paratyphoid,

dysentery, trench diarrhoea, and intestinal protozoal

diseases. Most of these came from the Near East, but

some also from France. They were indefinite in type and

beni"u for recovery "was almost invariable. In the modi-

fied typhoid class pyrexia of varying intensity and dui-ation

was often the only symptom or only prominent system.

The onset was sudden. The pulse-rate, as m ordmai-y

typhoid, was relatively low. There was malaise, but the

ifeadaclie was sught. The abdominal symptoms were

indefinite, or perhaps altogether wanting. Spots were not

uncommon, but were often indefinite and not always easy

to distinguish from the many forms of spots seen on tlie

skins of these patients. The spleen was not usually

enlarced. The characteristic toxic appearance of a typhoid

patieSt was little in evidence. The fever ended by lysis

and convalescence was often ushered in by a few days ot

subnormal temperature. The typhoid met -n-itbj^-as

modified by inocidatiou; bacteriological tests were difccult

to carry out ; a single agglutination test was of no use in

such cases, but it was necessary to obtain a curve from

repeated tests in the early stages of the disease, using very

considerable dilutions. It was open to question whether

trench diarrhoea represented relapses of modified typhoid

fever. Some cases of that disease failed to react to any

agglutination test. The suppression of the abdominal

symptoms was the chief distinction of the modified disease.

It comprised only a small fraction of a large class of enteric

diseases, all of which required careful investigation.

Professor J. T. J. Mohrisox, F.R.C.S., ot Dirmingham.

related his experiences in Serbia, 191^15. He outlined

the steps leading to the formation of the tet British

hospital expedition to Serbia in connexion with the wai.

The New York Medical Record announces that the

American Association o£ Workers for the Blind and the

American Association of Instructors of the Bhnd have

appointed a commission for preparing a uniform raised-

letter system. A conference will be held with the British

Uniform Type Committee before any final action is

taken.

hospital expedition to oeroia ju wo^^o.....^ "'-"-"- •-•

Under the joint auspices of the Order of !,t. John and

the Serbian Relief Fund, a unit of fifty members was

appointed, including medical men, dressers, nui-ses, and

orderlies, with Mr. Morrison as surgeon-in-chief. Then

destination was Skoplje, the chief town of southern

Serbia, better known by its Turkish name Uskub. Heie

the mission transformed the buildings of a high school nto

a surgical hospital of 280 beds, equipped with operating

theati-e, a;-ray department, and dispensary. The deplorablo

plight of the first batch of 180 patients was described.

Suppurating wounds ind septic compound fractures hM
not been dressed for many days ;

gangrenous limbs v>eie

common ; there were cases of typhoid and dysen'ery

.

and all were swarming with lice under their foul clothmg.

Serbia was then at her lowest ebb, the army being m
retreat after the battle of Shabatz. and there was an
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almost complete absence of hospital stores, besides a great
shortage of surgeons. In tlie early period tho pressure of
work iu the hospital was so heavy that the days work was
not always finished by midnight. The strength of tho
staff was rediicetl by illness, duo to scarlatina, relapsing
fever, and typhus, and one nurse died. An account was
given of the overcrowding of sick and wounded in insani-
tary factories, barracks, and stables, which were used as
hospitals throughout the country. ^Vhen the surgical
deuiand lessened, after the Austrians were defeated. Pro-
fessor Morrison was invited to join the Typhus Com-
luLssion appomted by the Skupslitiua to cope with the
epidemic then rising to its height. Heference was made to
visits to Nish, Belgrade, Kragujevatz, and other towns. A
tribute was paid to the members of other British and foreign
units, and the heroic deeds of Dr. Esther Kadisch and
Madame Yankovitch mentioned. Commenting on the
Oriental attitude of mind of native officials, a cause of
frequent inconvenience and delay, the explanation sug-
gested was the centuries of Turkish domination which
found and left Serbia mediaeval. The unit was appointed
for a term of three months, extended later to five. Pro-
fessor Morrison "s surgical colleagues were Mr. W. M.
Eaton and Mr. E. F. Eliot. He spoke in high terms of
the competence and comradeship of these gentlemen. The
addi-ess was illustrated by a series of lantern slides and
photographs,

WEST LONDON MEDICOCHIRURGICAL
SOCIETY.

The opening meeting of the thirty-fourth session was held
at the society's rooms. West London Hospital, on October
8th, when the new President, Dr. Leonard Dobson, pre-
sented the Keetley Memorial medal to Mr. Aslett Baldwin,
and afterwards delivered an address on Progress in treat-
ineni. In the course of it, after references to the profound
influence of the discoveries of Lister on medicine as well
as surgery, he observed that the procedure of aseptic
surgery was so complicated that it could be carried out
anly under the conditions found in a modern hospital, and
raised the question whether the ideal arrangement was
not a judicious combination of the antiseptic and aseptic
methods. Experience had rendered it possible to estimate
the value of certain operations with some degree of
accuracy—notably those for displacements of the uterus
and kidney, gastroenterostomy, and appendicostomy. In
malignant disease early operation was the only hope of
cure, though the action of radium and the x 'rays was
remarkable in many ways. In the domain of mediciuo
equally important advances had been made, resulting in
great changes during the last thirty years, and, speaking
generally, the use of drugs had given way to other means
to a great extent. There was too strong a tendency to
follow fashion in the practice of medicine. At one time
Host patients were put on soured milk; then came tho
;urn for vaccines, and at the present time every patient is
;aid to be suffering from pyorrhoea alveolaris—a craze
which was responsible for the needless sacrifice of
innumerable sound teeth. After a reference to the dis-
covery of the Wassermann reaction. Dr. Dobson said that
be thought there was some cause to deplore the neglect of
most physicians to make a serious study of dretetics.
Finally, reference was made to the great developments in
the applications of electricity and the x rays in the
diagnosis and treatment of disease, and to the changes
that have taken place in medical practice through the
influence of preventive medicine.

DR. NELSON M. Black, in the New York Annals ofOphthaJmoloyij, asserts that face powder sets up a distinct
type of conjunctivitis specially marked by very stringv
mucilaginous secretion and intolerable itching. AVhen the
puff is apphed to the face a portion of the fine rice flower
dust IS chiven upwards and lodges in the moist coniimctiva,
where it forms a mucilage, wliich is not dislodged from
the conjunctival cul-de-sac by the lacr^•mal secretion.
a ho woody cells of the hard exterior of the rice grain
Bwcll and the angular corners produce an irritation
which IS aggravated by rubbing. The cul-de-sac should
be llusbed with a normal salt or boric solution and an
ointment of equal parts of lanoline and vaseline appUed ;
it causes an agglutination of the cells, which can then be
more readily washed out.

lUbidus.

THE TONSILS.
The mystery that appears to surround the function of tho
tonsils must in no small measure bo held responsible for
the opposition to their complete removal for the relief
of septic conditions brought about by the absorption of
bacteria or the poisonous products of their growth sealed
up within the tonsillar crypts.

Dr. Habry A. Barnes's monograph on TJto Tonsils^
should considerably assist in clearing up the mystery.
The book is the outcome of a patient and painstaking
research mto the lymphoid tissues of the throat. Facts
ascertained concerning the lymphoid tissues can alouo
form a reliable basis for any theories about the surgery of
the tonsils. The book accordingly opens with a chapter
ou the general nature of lymphoid tissue, which is
followed by chapters on the development, anatomy,
histology, function, pathology, bacteriology, diseases and
neoplasms of the tonsils. The two concluding chapters
are given up to the surgery of the tonsils and its compli-
cations and sequelae.
In practical medicine, the more important questions

relating to the tonsils concern their function, the indica-
tions for their removal, and the best method of removal.
Hitherto the lack of certain knowledge, obtainable only
by patient research, of the function of the tonsils has. led,
on the one hand, to a great variety of functions being
thrust upon them, and, on the other hand, to a denial that
they have any function at all. Of the attributions to
them, many, as the author says, are little better tlian
speculations, advanced without apparent knowledge of
their histologic structure—as, that they absorb the" pro-
ducts of salivary digestion ; that they secrete mucus that
aids deglutition; or that they secrete an amylolytio
ferment. These theories ignore the lymphoid character
of the organs, and scarcely need refutation. Histologically,
the structure of the tonsils is identical with that of tlio
other lymphoid bodies throughout tho alimentary and
respiratory tracts and their physiological significance is
probably the same.

Dr. Barnes sums up as follows : " That the tonsils avo
important physiological tissues durmg childhood

; that
they should never be removed without adequate cause,
but that when such cause exists their function is either
permanently impaired or is easily taken up by the other
lymphoid tissues. There should therefore be no hesita-
tion on that score iu totally removing diseased tonsils."
It may be added that there should be no hesitation in
accepting the view expressed when it is remembered that
among the infections which have been attributed to this
source are acute and chronic arthritis, endocarditis, peri-
carditis, acute or chronic nephritis, osteomyelitis, appen-
dicitis, peritonitis, pulmonary gangrene, infectious jaundice,
cervical adenitis of simple inflammatory or tuberculous
origin, and chronic toxaemia without localized lesions
other than those in the tonsils themselves. Althouoii—
as Dr. Barnes goes on to say—in many of them the rela-
tion of the tonsils to the disease has not been placed
above question, nevertheless, as septicaemia of a high
or low degree of virulence may be of tonsillar origiu,"it
follows that the infection may manifest itself by tho
most varied localizations. In this respect septic tonsils
are on the same footing as septic gums. It is reason-
able, therefore, to conclude that cutting off the supply of
organisms tends to limit the extent of the process, and to
advise the complete removal of the tonsils with this end
in view.

In tho chapter dealing with the surgery of the tonsils
Dr. Barnes points out that the partial operation, which
consisted in the removal of those portions only that pro-
truded beyond the fauoial pillars—the so-called tonsil-
lotomy—has, with the increase of knowledge and experi-
ence, been superseded by the operation of tonsillectomy, or
complete removal of the tousU, and, thereby, of thesouico
of infection. Within the limits of this notice enough has
been said to show that the partial operation of tonsillotomy

• The Tonsils : Faucial, Lingual, and Plmrynaeal ; with some Account
of the Fosterior and Lateral Vhariliiaeal Nodules. By Harry A.
Barnes, M.D.. lostvuctor in Laryngology, Harvard Medical School.
London; Heary Kimpton ; Oiassow: Alexander Stenliouae. 1914.
CEoy. 8vo. HP. 168 ; 39 i>!al03. 123. 6d. net.)
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is entirely inadequate in those casea in which the symptoms
depend upon absorption fronl the crypts.

Dr. Barnes makes out a good case for tonsillectomy. The
fact is brought out that it is the so-called buried tonsil

witli the extensive and almost closed supratonsillar fossa

which is not reached by tlie old operation of tonsillotomy

that causes systemic infection, and not the large peduncu-

lated tonsils which so readily lend themselves to tonsil-

lotomy, and which might easily be spared. It is to be

hoped that a study of Dr. Barnes's monograph may be

the means of bringing relief to many suifering the ill

ettects of chronic toxic absorption, or of recurring acute

inflammatory conditions, when all that is needed is tonsil-

lectomy.

THE FOrXD.^TIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY.
In a day when psychology is used as a word to con j ure

with, and all sorts of era?-' notions are put forward as

])sychologica!, in a day r .u the feeble-minded are to be

discovered and classified by psychological tests, novels

are recommended because they are said to be psycho-

logical, and business men are taught to advertise on

psychological principles, it is a rest and a comfort to

conic across a book on psychology'' whose author knows
the meaning of the word, and treats the subject in a
manner that is sane and reasonable. Dr. Boms Srois has

much to say that arrests attention and provokes thought.

He has original views, and he states them for the

most part clearly and well. Whether they will com-

mend themselves to the world of psychologists and

become accepted, time alone will settle, but in any case

they are well worthy of consideration, and when so much
that passes as psychology is mere repetition of wliat has

been said before or is meaningless verbiage, this is

a conspicuous merit. There is no subject that novices

find so difficult to grasp as psychology, and now that

it has become a compulsory subject for diplomas in

mental diseases it is important that medical men
should have at their command books on the subject that

are iiit'lli^'iM.. f.i imvices, and are adapted to the study

of (li ' t.>;tbooks on psychology are badly
arrnii i

i>rtioned, and badly written. They
impir , n very di?:pvoportionate amount of

labdiii i' I'i ii.de amount of

spac. \ery deficient

ill til' ;

' I - ijf mind, and
their 1. I.

i . ^ '

..
!i ' ii Hi.- vagaries of

mind that are" di-.LuVLied in tiie luuatic asylum and the

consulting-room. Dr. Boris Sidis is a practising alienist,

and recognizes, as few writers of textbooks do, that the

processes of sensation and perception are not the only, nor

even the chief, processes of mind, nor are they the

processes whose disorders are most frequent and most
grave.

He starts by disentangling psychology from the other

sciences on which it touches at various points, and with
which it is often confuocd. Some there are, who call

themselves " mechanists," and would make psychology a
branch of physiology, or even of physics; others confuse it

with metaphysics. These errors are exposed by Dr. Sidis.

"While he reduces sensation and perception to their proper
position of subordination, he yet propounds a theory

of perception that has indeed been foreshadowed by
others, but that has never been put so well as lie puts

it. It is not possible to criticize it here—that must be left

for the special reviews—but it must be said here that his

ti'iticism of the current view is destructive and telling, and
if his substitute does not caiitivato the judgement, at

least it must be reckoned with. One of tlie best points

in his book is Iiis criticism of Tlie Uncousoious, that
phantom whicli is just now attracting so much attention

and support from amateur and would-be psychologists.

The task is perhaps not very difficult, but Dr. Boris Sidis

performs it very thoroughly, and leaves the theory w ithout

a leg to stand on, and without a rag to cover its naked
absurdity. His theories of the thresholds of consciousness

and of reserve energy are less convincing, and he has not
emancipated himself from some current beliefs that are

certainly erroneous—as, for instance, that the child at

birth is" a purely reflex being. This is curious, for, as a

'^The Founaationa nf Normal and Abnormal JPsvclwlooii. By
Boris Sidis, A.M., I'li.O., M.D. London: Duckworth and Co. 1915.

U'oBt 8vo, pp. 423. 7s. 6d. net.)

rule, he hangs but little on authority, but sees things for

himself as tliey appear to him, and he has been an
observer of infantile behaviour. It is odd, therefore, that
lie should have failed to notice, what he must often have
witnessed, the spontaneous jerkings and sprawlings of the

infant, without any provocation from impressions. With
all of us a preconceived notion will blind the eyes to tlie

most conspicuous fact, and so it is with Dr. Sidis.

That which is evidently in his own eyes the most
important contribution to psychological doctrine is the
theory of " moment consciousness," an unfortunate term
which handicaps the estimation of the theory, for even
after a careful examination it remains doubtful whether
the term "moment" is to be understood in its temporal or

in its dynamical sense, or in sorno other sense which is not
defined. The theory is important, and would modify very
seriously our notion of the constitution of consciousness.
It has much to commend it, but it is not explained with
the clearness that characterizes most of the book, and it

would be out of place to discuss it here. We liave said

enough to show that the book is an important one, and one
that cannot be neglected by the student of psyciiology.

The printing is bad. On many pages the face of the

type is not square with the face of the paper, and con-

sequently the upper or the lower ends of the letters are

deeply indented and heavy, while the opposite ends are

faint and scarcely impressed at all. Otherwise the book is

well produced.

POVERTY AND W'ASTE.
Me. Hartley Withkrs is a cheery soul, who, having set

out as an exponent of economic philosophy, finds himself
to be the proud discoverer of the philosopher's stone.

Starting with the belief that the poverty of the workers
is a thing that can and must be abolished, Mr. Withers, in

his book Poverty and Waste.-' dismisses various panaceas
such as Socialism, and at the end of each chapter reveals

to us that the one thing necessary in order to improve
social conditions, is the abolition of luxury. Thus luxury
checks the production of necessaries. Luxury causes
scarcity and dearness of capital. Luxury keeps wages
low. The risks of the middleman might be reduced if

luxury were diminished. Against luxury Mr. Withers
makes out a plausible case, and incidentally exposes the
fallacies of many kinds of social reformer. Apart from
the suspicion aroused when a single cause is alleged in

explanation of some defect in anything so manifold as

human nature, we have an uneasy feeling throughout the
greater part of this book that all is not well with the
argument. Gradually it dawns on the reader that it is the
old, old story of a lack of definition of terms. What is

luxury? The question seems as difficult as the famous
query, " AVhat is truth ? " In the earlier chapters it is

only possible to gather that £10,000 spent on fireworks

or the keeping ef three motor cars would be luxury.

But in the last chapter Mr. Withers supplies his answer.
" What I mean by luxury is anytliing that we can do
without, without impairing our health of mind and body."
Truly wc agree that this is an "elastic definition," show-
ing " that luxury varies accoi-ding to the circumstances
and upbringing of every individual." Is it an answer to

the question, and, if so, whither does it lead us ?

However, the book is eminently readable, furnishing

much food for thought ; and if Mr. Withers is sometimes
hard on existing institutions, at least he has the merit of

seeking to show that there is good in them as well as evil.

Herein he differs greatly from most of our enthusiasts for

reform.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Origixai.lv published in 1897, Mallory and Wright'^
well-known L-.boratory manual of Patholoijiral Tcclmitjiiti

lias now loachcd its sixth edition.'' The book is so well
known in this country, as it is in the United States of

America, tliat no detailed account of its contents need be
given. It contains full accounts of all the more useful and

.7 TT.i T-y n. ith. ElJcr and
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trustworthy methods of preoai-ntionthat maybe employea
by either beginners or professors \vorking in pathological

laboratories. Among the additions to this edition are
Bielschowski's silver impregnation stain for nerve fibres,

connective tissue fibrils, and reticulum : Bensley's fixa-

tion and staining to show the presence of cj toplasmic
mitochondria ; and G. Herxheimer's new method of

staining fat with Sharlach K. The illustrations are well
chosen, but the reproduction of many of them leaves
much to be desired : there is a good index. The hook is

indispensable for use in pathological laboratories.

The Abbk FiiLlx Klein- became chaplain to the American
Hospital at Neuilly in September, 1914, and has recorded
his impressions as'a non-combatant down to the close of

last year in tlie simple form of a diai-y.^ The Abbe sets

out his daily impressions, his observations, hopes, and
fears in a most straightforward manner, v ith tales to

illustrate the faith and virtues of the wounded soldiers and
others with whom he was brought in contact. He fouud
much to encourage his beKef in the good qualities of

human nature, and quotes many an incident to show the
depths of religious feeling touched by experience of trench
and battlefield in soldiers of the Allied forces. There is a
directness and naivete of soul about the Abbe that makes
a strong appeal to the reader. Xo very profound views of

life may be unfolded in his narrative, which deals mainly
with the more obvious and superficial emotions of the
natural man. These, however, the Abbe reflects and
transcribes with great clearness, and the result is a
human document of no little sentimental interest. The
translator, unduly bound within the fetters of French
idiom, has done her work indifferently.

EXPERIMENTS ON LIVING ANI3IALS.
The report showing the number of living animals during
the year 1914 under licences granted under the Act 39 and
40 Vict., c. 77, has just been issued.

England and Scofhnid.
The Chief Inspector, Professor Thane, states that, owing

to tlie great stress of work thrown upon the Home Office
by the war, it has not been possible to prepare the report
in the usual detailed form. The names of all places regis-
tered for the performance of experiments during 1914 are
given in a table. Nine new places were added to, and one
removed from, the register during the year. The names
of all persons who held licences during 1914 are given in
three other tables; the total number was 678. JKeports
Lave been furnished by— or, in a few cases, on behalf of—
nearly all those licensees, but in eight instances it has not
been possible to obtain a report owing to the absence of
the hcensees on war service. Tlie reports show tliat
188 licensees performed no experiments. A table (II)
gives the names of the licensees, and shows the number
of experiments returned by each. It is divided into two
parts, A and B, which contain respectively experiments
done without anaesthetics and those in which anaesthetics
were used.

Number of Experiments.
The total number of experiments in Tabic II (A) is 4,889.

Of these there were performed

:

Under licence alone _. .,, ... 2,772
Under CertiQcate C ... ... ... 263
Under Certificate B ... .,

" 1550
Under Certificate B+EE ... ..'. '304

Table 11(B) is devoted entirely to inoculations, hypo-
ilermic injections, and some lew" other proceedings, per-
formed without anaesthetics. It includes 82,364 "experi-
ments, whereof there were pei-formed

:

Under Certificate A ... ... ...81,891
Under Certificate A-fE ... ... ... 383
Under Certificate A-fP ... ... ... go

The total number of experiments was 87.253, being 905
less than in 1913 ; the number of experiments included in
Table II (A) showed a decrease of 1,460, and that in
Table II (B) an increase of 555. The returns show that
during the year 1914, 22,371 experiments were performed
by nineteen licensees in the course of cancer investigations.
Of these, 625 are in Table II (A) and 21,746 in Table II (B).
The latter were almost entirely inoculations into mice.

' T, I TV of a French Army Chaplain. By Abbe F. Klpin. Translalod
I he French by M. Harriet M. Capes. London ; A- ilehrose. Ltd.

-.a, pp. 288. 3s. 6d. uei.) ~

Ninety-four licensees reported over 24,000 experiments
performed for Government departments, countj- councils,

iiumieipal corporations, or other public health authorities.

Twenty-one licensees reported over 15,000 experiments for

ilio preparation and testing of antitoxic scrums and
vaccines, and for the testing and standardizing of drugs.

Inspections.

During the year the several registered places had been
frequently visited by the inspectors, and a large number
of experiments were witnessed. For the most part visits

were made without previous notice. The animals were
found suitably lodged and well cared for, and the hcensees
were generally attentive to the requirements of the Act
and the conditions attached to their licences by the
Secretary of State.

Irregularities.

The irregularities which had come under notice during
the year were few and not of a serious character. They
were as follows

:

In a ca-.' v^.^r ',,:.,< :i.i ,,!.:!. : li.'loiigiii" to
iliflerem :i .Msee whose
licence \s - - jierforuied

authorized to perform experiments.
A liceusee holding certUicates B, EE, for certain experiments

on cats, performed au operation ci a siiniiar chaiin-ter. whicii
was, however, not covero< i : ,: . . ,

, He
explained that the experi"; :

. of
the work that he propos : 1 am
tliat the e.xperimeat went 1 : iies.

In view of this explauatiuu int.' .-tc.iriai» ui okup ma uoi take
any further action, but caused the licensee to be waiued that
the terms of certificates must be interpreted and obsened
strictly.

A licensoe holdin.g Certificate A. for abstraction of blood,
I' )|'itel ihai ill' had performed eJiiiit innriilatiLin c-Xjierinients

i^ate. He exn :ntlv
' !: . i

i .- limits of
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OPENI>^G OF THE 3rEDICAL SCHOOLS.
Univkusitv of Leeds.

At the opsning session of the Faculty of Medichie of

tlie University of Leeds Sii- William Osi.er dohvcved ;ui

addiess, in which he discussed the relation of science to

war. In these islands, lie said, which in fniitfnl ideas,

inventions, and discoveries had had the lion's sliiiro, there

had beenafailure to grasp iniiiicdi^iHy i]u-

portance. The leaders of intelli. !: i ii

were not awake when tlie dawn .hi .<• i.

who raled politically, were i-Mn mi>. h' !

who rnlcl iij|.-ll,'rl;i,'illv, u.i- l.'-nl.-. \.

abundant and il)- sml ^.-.i: ilyn-^ l-l

otical

oliga

,: ,.,,. \irld

I .ml (
' iiil-r ].!:.,.• and

-(dsand in Sheffield,

1 1. \vith the scientific

111 the contributions
|i .-.ver nf drstrnction,

^.,r( 18.552,2C0 men
, ,^..493,097 lost Uicir

; iliero weie 1.230,000

killed; in the Uusso-

the results Lu li' -' > ii :.. *>
-

' "
in the new uui\. '

the problem of In '

'
^

i

industries was h. 1

1
:

'
I

of science to th'? iii' t. ,i
.

-

he said that from 17'",
, ,

'!

cnoaged in the -iv.m

lives. Inthel!al];an v, o - .., 1"1

men engaged, of whom 550.000 \v,

.Ta|)anese war there were 2,500,000 men, of whom 555,900

los'. their lives. It w.as estimated that in the present war
more than 21 millions were engaged. As weapons
had improved, the losses would be yet greater,

and it might be expected that at least five or six

millions of men in the prime of life would be killed.

On tko other side—its mission of salvation aiuid the

liorrors of war—science had done three things. The
first was the organization of the transport and care of

the sick and wounded ; the second victory of science

in war was the prevention of disease, and here the old

experimeutal method, combined with the new chemistry

applied to disease, had opened a glorious chapter.

The knowledge so gained li:i<l Ik - :> Ji.ni^latcil into

practical effect as never befoi. i i
i,;

.
In :i linger

army than Britain had ever li ; > i i '!h' tii!il the

iiuidiuci: oi disease had often h, t a 1..,.. r '! mi in times of

!.. ,i. .
, I

M ;
:

. West there had been no great epidemic, and
i,, I. :,: lioiigh dysentery and forms of typhoid were
1 1 .i,i,!i -.1! i. . I ho grave camp diseases, such as cholera

and typhus, had not prevailed, and were not lil;ely

to prevail. The third achievement of science was
the great advances in the treatment of wounds. He
believed that the methods of treating wounds in-

fected with gas gangrene were giving increasingly

good results, and no single aspect of preventive medi-
cine had been more gratifying in the war than the
practical stamping out of tetanus by preventive inocu-

lation. In concluding his address he said: "To one
who was by temperament and education a Brunonion and
free from ' common antipathies ' and ' national repug-

nances,' one sad sequel of the war would be, for this

generation at least, the di ath of international science.

An impassable intellectnal i;i-Jf yawned between the
Allios .-111(1 (iorm.my, whose ways were not our ways, and
^\], <' il.i.jh- ,.|,- not our thoughts. That Germany
li. 1 1,1, .i

1
' ], roach among the nations of the earth

w;!s ;, ': ' I. -id by all who had fought .against

OliaUVili :ilM n.'il, . ,. ,.,..! |.,I1,.,-,,.\.,|h, I,:.,1

had tl-- '.
: .. • .•:

'

'•.! ' i:.i-. :i.i 'lU

liorpi '
•

' — :. I
' :

.
-V

workoi- i , . . ^ '

,

'
I i. .!.

'

In moving a vUo ol' :!
, the

Vice- Chancellor, Mr. .\l. i -ret

that British universitJL-. i ; I , .nid

methods in the training oi ollOJ....,.^ .
' n

to high positions of influence in thi '

Oxford had cared more in the stud

s:-I.'n(c and li>s for philo.sophical di:il. .
i ,

i: :_.|;:, li.i\' !
' I

'', '
(.'ivil Service men who were so ;ilort

I li i ' "'"14S, and so alive to the possibility
,. Hi. .1 p.o.ver of science, that they would

1. ii, •
' ... have aroused their countrymen, and

: war by being more prepared. British
id bellied to piovide the remedy, and

1 inug the members of the Leeds LTni'vcrsity

li;i.i ailmucd nicu'e than the part their colleagues in the
medical school had borne in the caro of the wounded and
the sick.

University op Edinbuhgh.
The effect of tlie war was very evident in diminished

numbers of students, especially of seniors, attending tlic

medical classes in the opening days of the present session

of the University of Edinburgh, which began on Tuesday,
October 5th. From the ranks of the teaching staff, too,

Mr. Alexis Thomson, the Professor of Surgery, and Dr.

Lovcll Gulland, the newly elected Professor of Practice of

Medicine, were absent, the former serving as consulting
surgeon to the Third Army in France, and the latter as
consulting physician at Malta, each with the rank of

Colonel in the .\riny Medical Service. Professor Thom-
son's place in the surgery class has been temporarily
supplied by Mr. Alexander Miles, F.li.C.S.Edin. and Lend.,
whilst Dr. William Russell, the Professor of Clinical Medi-
cine, has taken on Professor Lovell Gulland's work in

addition to his own.

Edinburgh School of Medicine for Wojien.
Two years .ago there was a notable increase in the

number of women studying in the Edinburgh School of

Medicine for Women, and this was more than maintained
in the following year. In the past summer session there
was again a marked increase in the number of students,

and to judge from the crowds in Surgeons' Hall on the
opening days of tlie present winter session there is an
indication tliat the accommodation there provided may be
strained and that further extension may be required.
The number of new students in the summer session was
23, and in the one just begun it is 43, so that the annus
medicns couLains 66 names.

London School of Medicine for Women.
Dr. Florence Willey, in her address at the opening of

tliis school, discussed the influence of the war on the
medical education of women.
The summons to women to fill up the ranks had, she

said, come from all kinds of professions and trades, but
from none, perhaps, more urgently than from the medical
profession. The ever-increasing number of medical men
and women employed in military service abroad, together
with the number employed in either whole or part time
military service at home, had taxed the resources of the
medical profession to the utmost. But in more indirect

ways the war was creating a future need, since young men
who would otherwise now be entering upon a training for

some professional career were enlisting for naval or mili-

tary service, and thus the supply of medical students in

the men's schools was seriously dimiiiished ; this meant
for years to come decreasing numbers of men in the pro-
fession of medicine. Women must make good this

deficiency, and that they were willing to do so was made
clear by the facts that the usual entry of the school had
been doubled and that there was a largely increased entry
of women meilical students in Scottish and other schools.
Any national demand which called women from indoor
semi-inert habits to lives of activity and usefulness must
raise and not lower the standard of general development,
so that there was on this account no need to fear that the
response to the call was incompatible with fulfilling the
country's great need of a sane and stalwart race.

The proportion of women to men entering the medical
profession was after ah of minor importance; the really
-' lioi-- ,| . -t;.,,i was whether the result of the changes

- ' I
. '! loss or gain in numbers to the profession

' ' I hme was very good reason to think that
ill'

-
:i'l' ii. y t ii some years would be towards a shortage-

of the lot;, I number of men and women required, and it

was incumbent upon men and women alike to look to the
nei^dsof the I'ntnro with a vision cleared through our close
'•' •mo.., ,i, tiio tragedies and demands of this

il with a desire, freed from all prejudice
. iliat the coming generation of doctors,

!
uiion of men and women, should be

wMitliy .it the in :
.
.i.lii 1. ,in fi[ the past, equipjied for

their work as no
, j been before, and inspired

with high resolve 1 ,, h- ashes of a world disaster
a healthier, soiin 'l , ;;i:i \. i-.er humanitj\ There were
many signs that this duty was already making it.self felt,

and was, indeed, prompting different groups of people to
serious coiisidcvation and to action. One illustration was
the very considerable extension of the premises of the
school now in progress—an extension which included not
only more lecture rooms and laboratories, but also accoiu-
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nioJlatiou for the piosccutiou of research such as it liad

never beeu possible to arniuge before. Closely asso-

ciated with this ilevelopiuent for primary subjects was
the plan for doubliug the resources of the Koyal Free
Hospital to enable it not only to meet more effec-

tive.y the needs of the poor, but also to provide very
complete clinical facilities for the tiaininj; of students.

The e.^teuding out patient work of the hospital was
provided for in the buildinj; completed just before the war
began. It contained, also, modern equipment for the first

instalment of development in maternity work, which must
play so large a part in the preventive medicine of the
fiitui-e. as well as for extensions in pathology and in .rraj-,

electrical and massage treatment. The building was
Landed over to the War Office just after its completion,

and was iu use for wounded officers. When it reverted to

the work of a civil hospital it would allow of greatly

extended work in medicine and surgery, and in tbc
bjiecial departments, with extension of the facilities

through consultative work to the doctors in private

practice iu the neighbourhood. The special training

in nose, throat, and ear work and in the ophthalmic
and children's departments prepared students for future
work under the Board of Education, and in the clinics

for gynaecology, midwifery, and for antenatal and
infant care the knowledge necessary for preventive work
could be acquired. It was an open secret that the
opening of other schools and hospitals to women students
was now a matter of careful consideration, but they were
faced with certain problems and difficulties. Some ques-
tions they had to consider were : How will co-education in

medicine work ? Will the presence of women drive away
the mSn ? Will the presence of men students prevent
women from coming to the school ? Will women expect,
after student days are ended, to occupy posts of responsi-

bihti' ? Might they aspire to staff appointments "? Might
they even at some time outnumber men on the staff ?

The other schools which desired to help in the education
of women students would, she believed, naturally open
appointments, from the lowest to the highest, to men and
women aUke, for the postgraduate education which
experience and responsibility gave was more important
than any student work, and no hospital could be said to
truly educate which withheld such experience.

Dr. Willey then enumerated some branches of medical
work, preventive in character, which would repay all the
vitality and enthusiasm the coming race of medical women
could give. They were : (1) The study and care of preg-
nancy, including pathological research into the causes of
antenatal death; (2) the study of the art of obstetrics,
which should include all that made for skilful delivery on
tlie one hand and relief of pain on the other

; (3) the study
of those conditions which lead to a high infant mortality
and a low standard of health in childhood

; (4) the preven
tion of such diseases as hinder conception, kill the imborn,
maim childhood, and produce chronic invalidism iu women.
By the generosity of the Duchess of Marlborough a

maternity hospital to accommodate twenty patients would
be opened in Endsleigh Street, where "students of the
school would have the opportunitj" of doing some of their
obstetric work under hospital conditions, while the
mat«ruit3' department was required for wounded officers.

In considering how to save infant life, the large proportion
of illegitimate children untraceable after the first year of
life must be remembered. Serious effort had been made
to combat this loss, both in the inspection of singly
boarded out children since the Children's Act, and in the
recent extension of the Notification of Births Act. But
mother and child should be kept together. Efforts in the
past had been directed towards suitably boarding out
children and providing the mother with other work, but
medical knowledge should point out to the ardent
sociologist that the child needed the mother and the
mother needed the child, and no arrangements for their
true welfare could contemplate their separation. With
regard to the prevention of disease which killed child life
and invalided women, medical women must do their part in
the abolition of a national scourge as it affected their own
sex ; both in the preventive work of education, and iu the
curative work, which was also preventive, in hospitals
arranged for the purpose. Tuis was work yet waiting for
medical women to do—to cure disease, and at the same
time to restore self-respect to spuits which had been
broken for lack of it

I

EXHIBITION- OF FRACTURE APPARATUS.
The exhibition of fracture apparatus, arranged by officers
of the K.A.M.C. to illustrate methods which have been
found most useful iu this war for the treatment of frac-
tures, was opeue.l on Friday afternoon, October 8th, at
the Koyal Society of Medicine.

Dr. Fkederick Taylor presided over a very large meet-
ing in the library, and explained that the response to the
iuvitation had been so wide that it had been found difficult
to find room for all the apparatus offered, so that tho
exhibits had overflowed the large Kobert Barnes Hall.

Sir Alfked Keogh said that if the course of military sur-
gery in the last year were considered, it would be recognized
that great progress had been made, and that surgeons in
France, in the Mediterranean, and at home had achieved

I

remarkable successes. Nevertheless much difference of
opinion as to the best methods of treatment of injuries and
of the complications of wounds still existed ; for instance,
there was as yet no agreement as to how best to treat
tetanus, as to whether antitoxin, if it were used, should be
injected intravenously, subcutaneously or intrathecally, and
as to the value of carbolic acid and other methods of
treatment. The object of the exhibition was not to
attempt to teach surgeons what they ought to do, but to
ali'ord an opportunity for compPA'ing notes, especially as to
the indications for operation and the best methods of treat-

I

iug gunshot fractures. The formation of definite opinions
ou these points was hindered by the difficulty of following
up cases; a system of communication was wanted between
surgeons at home and iu France, so that those in France
might learn what happened to their patients afterwards,
aud those at home might know the nature and object of the
treatment to which the men had been subjected. He was
auxious that a method should be found, but none of those
yet submitted had been found practicable. "Whether the
apparatus in the exhibition would be applicable to civil

conditions was not the immediate question, but he felt

confident that for military surgery a system of splintiug
fractures had been worked out which marked a permaucut
advance. The objects had been to allow the patients to
make those spontaneous movements which would not be
detrimental to the fracture, to ensure freedom from pain
during transport, and to provide ready access to the
wounds, especially for irrigation, which" was the rule of
the day in France. He appealed to those whose bent was
towards research to devote tbomselve? exclusively for the
present to researches in medicine and surgery ajiplicable
to this war, so as to ensure that treatment was conducted-
on scientific principles.

Sir Almuoth \\'r,iGHT then gave an address on the results
aud practical applications of recent researches in what he
called the physiology of wounds. It was, in a sense, a
continuation of the address delivered in April.' and
arrangements have been made to publish it in full iu a
subsequent issue. He began by observing that the
wounded men were to be regarded as sick mcu, since
practically all wounds received in this war were infected.
He then went on to indicate the principles by which
he considered surgeons should be guided in planning a line
of treatment. After holding liis audience for an hour Sir
Almroth Wright offered to stop, but, it being evident that
the general desire was that he should continue, he added a
little epilogue, iu which he returned to the consideration
of the question with which he concluded his previous
address—namely, whether it would not be proper that some
oue line of treatment thoroughly thought out, and resting
upon physiology, experiment and experience, should be
generally followed.

At the conclusion of the address a vote of thanks to Sir
Almroth Wright for his address, and to Sir Alfred Keogh,
was moved by the Pkesidext, seconded by Colonel
Blrghaed, and carried with acclamation. Afterwards
Sir Almroth Wright gave a demonstration, a fidl report
of which will be found at p. 564.
The Kobert Barnes Hall was filled with exhibits, and

it was interesting to note that the various officers

who exhibited apparatus for the treatment of compound
fractures had all devised splints which can fairly bo
described as modifications of the well-known Thomas's
knee splint —• adapted, in some instances, for use in

injuries of the upper limb. The dominant feature,

1). 625; Aoril 17th,
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however, was that in all the modifications the

Thomas skeleton frame was adopted for two reasons:

First, because it gave free access to a septic wound tor

frequent dressing,' free drainage, and copious irrigation of

the infected wounds; and, secondly, because it gave a

means of direct extension with counter-extension from the

groin or axilla, so that the patient could be moved without

detaching the extension ai)paratus applied to the hiiib.

Major Sinclair demonstrated the appliances in use in No. 7

Stationary Hospital at Boulogoe, which he described in

an article published in the British Medical Jouunal on

September 18th. He showed skeleton splints for the

upper and lower limbs, designed on the plan of the

Tliomas knee splint, and the method of suspension of

the limb and splint, shown in the drawings at pp. 430,

431, and 432 of the issue of the Joobxal just mentioned.

This is an interesting iUustratiou of how history may
to some extent repeat itself when men at different

times set themselves to solve the same problems.

Those familiar with the history of the Tiiomas splint for

the treatment of fractures will remember that tliirty years

ago, when surgeon to the Stanley Hospital iu Liverpool,

Mr.' Robert Jones suspended the splint from a similar

truck running on rails above the bed, in order to increase

the comfort of the patient. The use of this means of

suspension was abandoned at the Stanley Hospital because

it was found that the natients often asked the nurse to

arrange pillows and sandbags to prevent the limb from

swinging when they moved, as they were more comfortable

it it was kept steady. The other main object of raising the

limb—to allow of room for some vessel with a waste pipe

to receive overflow from irrigation— could probably be

arranged on some other method. The other part of this

exhibit consisted of methods of irrigation by small de-

livery pipes which, in the case of bullet tracks, were

introduced into the interior of perforated flexible wire or

metal drainage tubes, or in spiral coils; in the case of

surface irrigation the irrigated fluid splashed through a per-

forated wire gauze contained in a large metal box like a

biscuit-box ; the supporting framework was made_ of

the aluminium rods supjilied in the regulation field

fracture box. The efliciency of the apparatus for con-

tinuously splasliiug a considerable portion of the surface

of the limb without splashing the surrounding parts of the

bed was only eejaalled by the simplicity and ingenuity of

its construction. Putty or plasticine with which cotton-

wool was incorporated was advocated as an improvement

on formalized gelatin for making flanges to prevent the

irrigating fluids from running along the hmb and over-

flowing into the bed. A compound spiral irrigator with

a bore' of one-sixteenth of an inch, drilled with holes and

closed at the end, was shown by Captain E. K. Martin,

li.A.M.C.(T.).

From the same hospital Sir G. H. Slakius showed a

splint for exerting traction on the soft parts of an amputa-

tion stump ; it consisted of a short Thomas's knee splint

to which the flaps were attached by strapping. Sir G. H.

JIakins also showed, in association with Major H. G.

Pmchcs, K.A.M.C., the " Boulogne box " for the transport

of fractures of the femur.
Captain Max Page had an exhibit of splints brought

from Abbeville, made from the aluminium rod materials

supplied in the regulation field fracture box, after the

manner described and illustrated by him in the issue of

the British Medical Journ.al for May 15th, 1915, p. 839.

Here again the splints were designed on the model of the

Thomas sphut. ni.i vf-p ^iircially designed for easy trans-

port of the v, . !

'
:''

-M hospitals. Though rough in

appearance tii; 'i
\

I eliicicnt in practice.

Dr. Ogier A\.i: i .
, .: iii, consisted of aluminium rods

and specially prepare '1 -sheets of aluminium which could

easily be twisted and iilted together to make splints to

tit any limb. With the addition of perforated aluminium
sheets prepared on Dr. Ogier Ward's principle, the field

fracture box materials might be made still more useful in

the rapid manufacture of emergency splints combining

the advantages of both exhibits.

The dominant characters of Major Robert Jones's

exhibit of various forms of Thomas splint and its

modifications were simplicity of design and excellence

of finish. Commencing with splints for minor injuries of

the fingers, the importance of using dorsiflexed splints

at the wrist and the method of treating CoUes's fracture

were demonstrated. Splints were shown for the ambuli-

tory treatment of compound fractures of the upper liiuli

and demonstrations were given of the use of the Thouui

knee splint in its original form for all fractures of thn

lower limb between the small trochanter of the femur and

the middle of the tibia and fibula. The use of the modified

Tliomas's abduction frame for fractures of the femur abovi!

the small trochanter and the importance of the abducted

position in securing good functional recovery were specially

emphasized. The point of view put forward was that "i

the orthopaedic surgeon, who looked beyond the immedi:i'

difficulties of treatment to the ultimate functional resi

which might be expected.

In the department of dental surgci-y Lieutenant Valadier

showed a beautiful series of casts of jaws and of mechanical

apparatus for retaining fractured jaws in correct position,

and for forcing back jaws which had been displaced, so

that the remaining teeth articulated correctly, and defects

might be remedied. The large number of cases figured in

photographs and skiagrams served to show how important

a part the dental surgeon played in the military hospital

of the present day.

Captain C. H. Barber, I.M.S., exhibited a splint tor

compound fracture of the leg, which he described and

illustrated in the Britisu Medical Jourxal of July 10th,

^'
Captain Thomas 'Warrington, R.A.M.C. (S.R.), showed au

exteusion splint the principle of which was that the

weight of the leg resting on a movable inclined plane pro-

duced exteusion. The principle could be applied to the

femur, knee, or tibia.

Mr. Herbert J. Paterson, il.C, honorary sur^eon-iu.

charge, Queen Alexandra's Hospital for Officers, Highgate,

showed an extension splint for tlie treatment of compound

fracture of the humerus and a splint for compound fracture

of the radius.
.

Colonel C. W^ Cathcart showed an extension apparatus

as a substitute for wire splints, and Mr. B. Sangster

Simmonds sent from the Graylingwell War Hospital,

Chichester, an exhibit illustrating a method of treating

septic compound fracture to facilitate the use of plates.

Colonel Cuthbert Wallace and Captain Maybury showed

an extension leg splint designed by them for use in the

treatment of gunshot wounds of the femur and capable of

producing powerful entension of the leg during the process

of plating fractures of the femur or tibia. The splint con-

sisted of°a Thomas crotch ring with two lateral steel rods

fitted iu sockets and two transverse bars, the upper being

fitted with wooden footplate, and the lower carrying a

loner screw for producing extension.

Captain F. Arthur Hepworth, R.A.M.C.(T.1, surgeon to

the Wharncliffe War Hospital, showed a tripod folding leg

sling and cradle for use in fractures of the lower hmb, and

Captain P. B. Roth, R.A.M.C.(T.), a Thomas shng for

treating gunshot wounds of the humerus.

From the 3rd London General Hospital, Wandsworth,

Captain Gosse, R.A.M.C.(T.), sent casts of limbs f.-u

modelling splints, and from the Kitchener Indian Ho-^

pital Major A. Neve, R.A.M.C, sphagnum moss pads aud

sawdust pads for dressings. ,^„ -, -, .,

There can be no doubt the exhibition fulfilled one ot the

objects mentioned bv Sir Alfred Keogh in his opening

remarks. The men w"ho have been doing work in different

ways in different hospitals have met and interchanged

ideas and experiences and talked of them to hundreds of

surgeons who came to see and to learn, and out of this

mult orow a better imderstanding of how there may be

established a continuous and uninterrupted systematic

treatment of cases of compound fractures as they pass

from one surgeon to another from the field dressing

station to the base hospital at home.

It is reported that the Vienna Academy of Science^ '

made a grant of £160 to Professor B. Poech to enable !

to conduct anthropological researches among the van

races represented by the Russian prisoners of war.

The Journal of the American Medical Association

nounces that on a Sunday in August coloured physu •

from all parts of the States addressed audiences m
coloured churches ot Chicasio on topics relative to pu.

health. On the three followini; days clinics condur

both by white and coloured doctors were held in X\n<

hospitals in Chicago.
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^VAR ORTHOPAEDICS.
A SHORT Jiscussion took place last week in the Fiencli
Chamber of Deputies on the provision of artificial
limbs and other appliances for wounded soldiers. \
deputy, 'SI. Caudace, complained that the State had
been made lo pay high prices for defective apparatus,
and that there had been great delavs. He proposed^
therefore, that the factories where such apparatus
^Yere made should be included among those controlled
by the State. M. Charles Bernard, a member of the
Commission on Hygiene, said that that body was
concerned to establish types of apparatus, those
Jntherto supplied having been found worthless.
M. Godart, the Under Secretary for the Medical
Department of the War Office, after stating that the
most ingenious improvements in apparatus had in
most instances lieen designed by men who had them-
selves been injui-ed, said that one Government factorv
had already been established (at St. Maurice), that
another was being installed at Lvons, and that' others
had been sanctioned at Bordeaux and elsewhere. In
other places efforts had been made which he desired
to encourage. The establishment of these factories
would put an end to the opposition of the trade and
to the technical incompetence that had been shown,
for lie behoved that France was beiiind other countries
in this respect—a conclusion which will seem sur-
prising to many who know tlie very high excellence
of the operating instruments turned out by French
makers. M. Godart went .on to say that he had had a
conference with the makers of apparatus, and had
appointed a special orthopaedic committee, which he
proposed to enlarge; it was instructed to settle tvpes
which tne makei-s could then copy. Until the supply
of proper appai-atus equaUed the demand temporarV
apparatus would be issued so that the men micht eo
noma.

In this country tlie subject of what may be called
war orthopaedics is being carefully studied by a^w surgeons. There is the Queen Mary's Auxiliary
Hospital at Eoehampton where, with the cordial
co-operation of the medical departments of the navy
and army, men are admitted to be fitted with
art.facial lunbs. Each case is carefully studied by the
surgical staff, and a great deal of most useful work
has aU-eady been done. There is also the military

|orthopaedic centre at Alder Hey, near Liverpool, of
which we have some reason to think sufficient use is
not Iwing made.
With the best stump in the world the designin<^

and fitting of an artificial hmb is no easy matter, asany one who has had an ill-fitting boot will be ready
on reflection to believe. But all stumps are not as
good as they might and would be if operating surgeons

.
at the time of the operation could give more thought
to tiie apparatus that will eventually have to be fitted,

• and during the after-treatment always had the same

point in mind, taking pains to prevent contractions
and adhesions in the stump and in the joint above
which must limit movement in the future In thi.s
connexion we will venture to quote tiie sentences
with whicii Major Robert Jones concludes his recent
primer on injuries to joints:' "During the recovery
ot stumps alter ainputaciou, care should be taken td
procure a free range of movement in the neighbourin<r
joints. Otherwise difficulties will arise when the
time comes for fitting artificial hmbs. This is
especially important in the hip and shoulder. Quito
a large proportion of cases are returned with flexion
at the hip, which can only be accurately detected by
flexing the sound limb on the patient's chest, when it
will be found that the stump cannot be fuUv extended •

m other instances there will be limitation in abduc-
tion adduction, or rotation. The shoulder mjiy ho
similarly handicapped after amputation through the
arm. To prevent this, the position of the stump
should be frequently changed during healing—

a

process so often delayed by suppuration—and, in
addition the joint should be put through its full
range of movements two or three times a week
Deformities whicli have been allowed to take place
during recovery will require complete correction
before an artificial limb can be effectively worn If
deformity is threatened bv contraction of scar tissue
It is imperative that the limb be placed for an
extended period in a position opposed to the pull of
the scar. '

Biit there is more to be said on this head in
relation to wounds which fortunately do not call
tor amputation. One such point is very opportimely
raised by Dr. Giuseppi of Fehxstowe in a memo-
randum published in this issue.- He says that he
has met with a number of cases in which the
functions of a limb have been seriously embarrassed
owing to the adhesion of muscles or tendons to the
skin scar. They can be treated successfully by a
secondary operation to sever the adhesions and close
the fascia over the muscles and tendons, btit he
thinks that the condition could be prevented if the
surgeons mto whose hands sttch cases first come
were to take care to sttture the fascia. The su'^aes-
tion seems worthy of consideration and discus^'sTon
but we suspect that it may often be impossible of
reahzation. The surgeon deahng with an infected
wound involving the muscles is mainly concerned
to prevent the dire consequences of the infection by
ensiirmg adequate drainage. He may well consider
It wiser to leave the future functional integrity of thehmb to be procured by a secondary operation.
However this may be, facts of this kind 'seem to

emphasize the wisdom of the observations made by
Sir Alfred Keogh in opening the exhibition of fracturo
apparatus at the Royal Society of Medicine last week
to the effect that it was very desirable to get
established a good working system of communicatiou
between the surgeons at the clearing stations and
hospitals abroad and those working in the hospitals
at home. He said that he was anxious to see such a
system estabhshed, but that no practical plan had yet
been devised. There is nothing like leather, and for
our own part we believe that in matters of general
principle there is no medium of communication which
approaches a medical journal in width of reach, and
particularly—with all proper humility let it be said—
this Journal. But Sir Alfred Keogh had in mind
also the tracing of the cases of individual wounded
men, so that the surgeon abroad could tell his col-
league at home what he had done and why, and tha

^ Injuries of Joints, Oxford War Primers. London. 1915.
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colleague at home coukl tell the surgeon abroad how
things had turned out, when there had been success,

or why and how there had been failure.

MIGRATIONS OF EARLY CULTURE.
To state that scientific opinion is constantly changing

is to give utterance to a truism. Some persons have

indeed thought that the so-called exact sciences are

not subject to this law, and Macaulay remarked that

" nobody ever heard of a reaction against Taylor's

theorem "
; bv so saying he laid himself open to the

sarcasm of Professor Whitehead, who observed that

it was a fairly safe assumption to make that Taylor's

theorem was both enunciated and proved wrongly

in every English textbook in existence at the time

Macaulay wrote his essay. These revolutions of

thought are, however, naturally more obvious to the

non-expert in the case of the descriptive sciences, and

in particular that dealing with the customs and

beliefs of primitive races. Most men past the ago_ for

military service can recall the disputes of the rival

scliools of comparative mythologists. Max Miiller and

his followers on one side, and such writers as

M. Gaidoz and the late Mr. Andrew Lang on the

other. The spirit of these controversies is discernible

in the works of many living anthropologists, and is

not absent from a most interesting memoir recently

contributed bv Prolessor G. Elliot Smith to the

Proceedings of the Manchester Literary and

Pliilosophical Society, and now published in book

form.'

In opposition to the view, now widely held, that

similar or even identical riles and customs connected

with tlie disposal of the de.id have been independently

evolved. Professor Elliot Smitli's thesis is to maintain

tliat a highly complex culture compounded of a re-

markable series of pecuhar elements, including sun

worship, the custom of building megalithic monu-
ments, and that of mummification, was developed in

Egypt between 4000 and 900 B.C. This culture-

complex, which may be described as " heliolithic,"

began to be disseminated somewhere about 800 B.C.,

travelled eastwards, and eventually reached the

American coast, being modified in transit by various

local accretions. Professor Elliot Smith's general

method of reasoning is as follows. If a certain

practice A, nourishing in a certain country X, be

in that country associated with certain other

]5ractices B, C, 1), etc., the association being purely

dependent on local circumstances, there being no
essential connexion between A, B, C, and D ; then

if in some other country, Y, at a later period we
find A still associated with B, the presumption that

the practice has been communicated from X to Y is

cieated, and the larger the number of extraneous

elements of the B, C, D, etc., series retained, the

stionger the presumption. A fortiori, if in X we find

a custom, a, associated with A, such custom owing to

local peculiarities being really helpful to A, then if

a is retained with A. when the cuiulitions of Y are

such that a is meaningless or Idum;

of A, the case for importation 1 ^

As an example of tlie foni' r n

Elliot Smith adduces the blending <

with the lu'aeus, often combined w
the horus-hawk, a symbolism origii

to the dominance of the sun-god Ee
capital of Egypt, which also happened to be the seat

of serpent worship. This composite symbohsm has

lie success

Professor

.. of

:-.l,le

lliern

' The Miaralions of Early Culture. By Pi-otessor a. EUiot Smith.
A., M.D., P.R.S. Manchester : The UniveiBity Pres3. 1915. (Demy
o, pp. 143, 2 ma,i!.3. 3s. 6d. net.)

encircled the world. As an illustration of the latter

method may be cited the practice of ancient Egyptian

embalmors of making circular incisions around the

fingers and toes, the aim being to prevent the finger

and toe nails being carried off with the general

epidermis first scraped ofi'and the vestiges shed when
the body was steeped for weeks in a preservative

brine lialh. The same incisions were made by
Torres Straits natives, but they neither scraped off

the general epidermis nor used a brine bath. Further,

they deliberately removed the skin thimbles and
naiis, thus defeating the very object the operation

was designed to carry out.

Professor Elliot Smith meets the apparently cogent

argument that if the practice of mummification were
really derived from Egyptian sources by the various

tribes that practised it, the latter would also have
acquired certain useful arts well known to the

Egyptians, of which they were and have remained
ignorant, by an appeal to Eivers's important re-

searches, which demonstrate that all knowledge of

an art or craft once practised may be completely lost

by the tribe's posterity.

Professor Elliot Smith naturally puts stress upon
the combination of customs the independent evolution

of which, each taken by itself, is no unlikely event.

No doubt this argument is open to certain criticisms.

Even if we assume that the associated customs or

beliefs are strictly independent, in the sense of the

mathematical statistician, the improbability of their

concurrence can only be used as an argument in favour

of interdependence, with fuU recognition of what is

imjjlicd thereby. Dr. Venn, in his well-known
treatise on the logic of chance, called attention to

the popular fallacy often involved in arguments from
statistical improbability. Thus, the chance that a

six will be thrown twenty times running with a single

die is very small, but if we regard the particular set

of throws as a member of an enormous series of throws
comprising all those made since dice were first used,

the event ceases to be extraordinary or abnormal in

the sense popularly attaching to the words. This
caution is applicable to the interpretation of cultural

associations unless we possess an absolutely exhaustive
knowledge of all the combinations which have oc-

curred, and still occur, throughout the " universe
"

under consideration. This caution becomes of still

greater importance if one remembers that such cults

as sun and serpent worship may not arise inde-

pendently, but both take their origin in the observa-
tion of natural phenomena coexisting in different and
remotely separated quarters of the globe. In this

connexion Sir J. G. Fra.^er's observations on serpent

worship - are deserving of notice.

We do not think, however, that the other line of

argument adopted by Professor Elliot Smith, namely,
the persistent performance of a stage in the technique
of an operation which has ceased to subserve the

function to which it was adapted, can be criticized in

this way, and it will be interesting to see how hia

opponents endeavour to meet him on that ground.
The case seems identical with that established by
Sir J. G. Frazer and others in favom- of the importa-
tion into modern religious rituals of ceremonies
forming a natural or even logical part of older religions,

but now devoid of meaning and usually supported by
their votaries on wholly fictitious grounds.
Wo have said enough to prove that Professor Elliot

Smith's work is of great interest and must bo care-

fully considered by all anthropologists. The mono-
graph is provided with a good bibliography.

I

' Adonis, Atiis and Osiris, Zad edition, p. 73 ct a
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THE RECRUITS HEART.
Sin .Ta5[f.s Mackexzie has done a very nsofnl piece of woi-k
in callinj! attention to tlic unconscious slcillwith whicli tlio

youn^ recruit may simulate Heart disease in Lis anxiety
to pass liis medical examination. The mcmoraudniu iu

wliich Sir .Tames does tliis is printed at page 563. Its

issue bas been occasioned by tlie fact that its author lias

met with many cases in -which recruits have been rejected,
or soldiers have been invalided out of the service, for

caiilJac abnormalities that actually in no way impaired the
heart's functional efliciency, however much they have im-
pressed the imagination of the medical examiner. These
abnormalities fall naturally into two classes, namely,
those characterized by the presence of murmurs and those
exhibiting abnormal cardiac rhythm; both are likely to
lead astray the over-conscientious medical man. The
murmurs described by Sir .James as "physiological" have
iu the past received a great number of names, and may be
found in the literature described as "haemic,"" cardio-
pulmonary," "inorganic," "functional," or, best of all,
" accidental," for the term " accidental " commits its user
to no theory as to the murmur's genesis. In brief, cardiac
murmurs without cardiac enlargement maybe disregarded.
The study of the cardiac irregularities to which Sir James
refers owes more to himself than to anyoue ; here again he
puts the matter iu a nutshell by emphasizing the fact that
irregularity of the heart is negligible so long as its func-
tional capacity remains good and its size normal. In the
same way undue rapidity of the heart, such as is frequent
iu recruits or soldiers who are nervous or unduly fond of
tobacco, may be disregarded if there is a history of good
functional efficiency of the heart to be obtained. In fact,
so far as the heart is concerned, any candidate is tit for
the army if he can undei-go severe bodily exertion without
distress. So long as this is the case, and there is no great
cardiac hypertrophy, compromising physical signs may be
bidden go hang.

PENSIONS FOR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.
The Xaval and Military Pensions Bill, having been
amended in the House of Lords, now awaits considera-
tion in the House of Commons. The amendments include
an alteration in the name of the central committee, which
it is proposed to call the War Allowances Committee, and
al.so its constitution. The financial provisions seem still
rather vagne, and liable to break down between the two
stools of the State and private benevolence. The question
of pensions and compassionate allowances is under con-
sideration also in France. A Select Committee appointed
some time ago has settled its report, which will come
before the Chamber at the end of this month. M. Pioiio
Masse, the reporter of the committee, has given some
indication of its recommendations. He points out that the
matter of military pensions, which hitherto has concerned
a relatively small number of persons, chiefly oificers or
professional soldiers, will in future affect the whole
nation. Every little village will have its pensioners, or
persons claiming to be pensioned, and the law governing
the matter will become one of the most importaiit on the
statute book, since it will most nearly touch everyday
life, as happened in the United States after the War of
Secession The law at present in force dates from
18.51, and Its provisions cannot equitably be applied
to an anny representing the nation in arms as
France now is. It made no provision for parents
or other relatives who had been dependent on a wounded
man, nor for Ulegitimate children; the classification of
wounds was bad, and the provisions with ret^ard to
invaliding for sickness opened the door to many abuses.
The temptation to make a clean sweep had to be resisted,
as it would have involved the reconsideration of a large
number of instances in which persons were already in the
enjoyment of allowances, but the Committee proposes a
number of important amendments. With regard, in the

first place, to widows and orphans, it a^iears that hitherto
the pension has been an unchanging minimum, irrespective
of the number of children

; this is to be remedied, and the
right of a child IS to bo recognized without detriment to
the widow. Illegitimate children are to benefit to the
same extent. Hitherto small pensions given to a father
or mother dependent on a son were subject to review
every eighteen months ; iu future a life pension will be
given to them as well as to widows and orphans- tho
amount and the conditions will be determined by the civil
court without fee. The Committee recommends that
wounded men ^hall in future have a claim in resnect of
each child, and that tho scale of allowances for various
degrees of invalidity shall bo revised iu accordauco
with the experience gained in respect of workmen's
compensat-on. It will be proposed to take power
to give a supplementary ijension to the very seriously
wounded who require the constant help of an attendant.
Under the old law, any man invalided for sickness, or his
heirs, had to show that the disease which caused his in-
validity or death was contagious or endemic, or had been
contracted in the execution of military duties. In future
the onus of proof is to be on the other side, and it will be
assumed, unless evidence can be brought to the contrary,
that diseases contracted or aggravated during the war
were due to the conditions of service. Other matters with
which the Committee has dealt are the need for the re-
consideration of pensions already enjoyed in respect of
new services rendered, the ease of soldiers returned as
missing, and the position of railway men and all persons
mobilized for civil work. A society called the " Orphelinat
des Armees " has been established, under the patronage of
the President of the Republic, to supplement pensions
granted by the State to widows and orphans. Its main
objects are to ensure that the child shall be left iu charge
of its mother, to board out children without mothers or
with incompetent mothers, and only to send them to
orphanages in the last resort.

THE AMERICAN RED CROSS IN ENGLAND.
Dr. Howard Beal, an officer in the medical service of tho
United States army, who for the past year has been in
charge of the Red Cross hospital established by American
women in England at Paignton, Devonshire, is about to
return to America, and was entertained by Sir William
Osier at a farewell luncheon in London on October 13th.
Dr. Beal came over with the first American Red Cross
units in September, 1914. The two units then allotted to
England each consisted of three surgeons and twelve
nurses; one unit was sent at once to Paignton; the other
was for a time attached to Haslar Naval Hospital, but after-
wards it also went to Paignton, and the hospital there then
had a staff of six surgeons and twenty-four nurses, with au
equal number of British and Australian nurses. Later on
Dr. Crumley, of the Mayo CUiuc, was attached as patho-
logist and bacteriologist. Sir William Osier proposed a com-
posite toast to the American women in England who had
achieved a fine piece of organizing work at Paignton, to
the American Red Cross which had supplied the staff, and
to Dr. Beal. Sir Alfred Keogh bore testimony to the cdmir-
able work done by the American Red Cross at Paignton,
and by the Harvard aud other units in Franco. Li tho
name of the R.A.M.C, ho thanked Dr. Beal and the
American women iu England, who, headed by Mrs.
Harconrt and Lady Randolph Churchill, had made the
enterprise possible. Dr. Beal gave some particulars of the
hospital, stating that it now possessed 250 beds, with 20
others in an isolation block. During the year which had
just been completed it had treated over 1,900 patients
with so much good fortune that it had had to record only
five deaths. The staff had greatly valued the visits of tho
consulting physician. Sir William Osier, and those who
had not yet attended one of his ward visits had a most
interesting experience ahead. Americans who, like him-
self, were of English ancestry, felt the call of the blood,
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and he was confident that if the British War Office wanted
to widen the scope of its medical service he could get a
corps of Americans with British blood in their veins who
wonld bo delighted to come over. Among Sir 'VNilliam

Osier's other guests wore the Director-General K.X., Sir

Arthur Maj-, Surgeon-General Carleton Jones, Colonel

Adami, professor of pathology in the Universitj' of

Montreal, the Hon. Dr. Pyne, and other representatives of

Canada and the United States.

A SURGEON ON PHARMACY.
The opening of the new session of the School of Pliavmacy

in association with the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain took place on October 6th, when Sir Rickman
Godlee delivered an inaugural address, in the course of

which he said that last August, wishing to destroy the

wasps which threatened his fi-uit garden, ho went to a

chemist in a neighbouring country town and was supplied

unhesitatingly with 2 oz. of potassium cyanide. The
incident served to impress upon him the heavy responsi-

bility which rested upon the dispensing chemist. The
difficulty of avoiding mistakes seemed enormous, and if it

was true that death was ever flitting about the point of

the surgeon's knife, it was also true that death was ever

hovering about the chemist's shelf. No doubt the chemist,

from his study of repeated prescriptions, did learn a great

deal as to the medical use of drugs, and when people, who
should have consulted a doctor, came to get something
from the chemist, he might be tempted to use his

accumulated knowledge and accept a patient's dia-

gnosis, or even make a diagnosis himself. It was
a dangerous and immoral thing to do, and it had to

be remembered that ordinary sore throat might mean
diphtheria, and ordinary stomach-ache appendicitis, and
the delay of a few hours, due to the assumption by the

chemist of a doctor's function, might involve a fatal issue.

The last cscuse for tliis kind of thing had vanished with
the passing of the National Insurance Act. but onlj- by
setting his face rigorously against it could the chemist

keep a clear conscience and deserve that epitaph which
was still to be seen in a country churchyard :

'• He was a
man without guile, and an apothecary without ostenta-

tion." There had always existed a kindly relationship

between pharmaceutical chemists and doctors, and the

introduction of medical students to pharmacy began at

an early age. Under the direction of the dispenser he
had himself made up many a bottle of medicine, and
always had marvelled at the ingenuity shown in concoct-

ing a pharmaceutical blunderbluss, though even this was
loaded with a far less promiscuous charge than in the days
of their ancestors. He did not know whether physicians

oi'dered such elaborate medicines now. Surgeons certainly

did not, unless it was some old favourite of their youth
from which they could not cut themselves adrift. In his

earlier days the giving of minute globules became the

vogue, and he remembered the practice being compared
to putting an ounce of Epsom salts into the Sea of

Marmora and then drinking the water of tlie Mediter-

ranean. But it was not surprising if the homoeopathic
dose engendered a .certain scepticism

:

II it be good in such complaints
To take a dose so small.

It surely must be better still

To take no dose at all.

The advent of the compressed tablet must have saved the

pharmacist considerable time and trouble ; he often

wondered how it had affected his income. The manu-
facture of patent medicines had led to the piling up of

enormous fortunes, but it was equally possible to make
great incomes out of the legitimate pursuit of pharma-
ceutical chemistry. Much of this had been taken out of

our hands by our friends the enemj-, who before

the war sent 270 tons of line pharmaceutical products

annually to our markets. Sir Hickman concluded

with a tribute to Ehrlich, whose methods of in-

vestigation opened up a new field for the science of

pharmacology. They suggested that as the knowledge of

the living cell and the living microbe increased, the

chemist and physiologist, working in concert, might be
able to predict tlie action of any drng when once its

chemical composition was known. Su* William Titdea
moved a vote of thanks to Sir Eickman Godlee, and the

other business of the afternoon was the award of tlie

Hanbury Gold Medal for research to Mr. Edward M.
Holmes, the society's curator, and the presentation of

prizes to students, when it was announced that for the

first time in the history of the school the number of

women students equalled that of men.

DISEASES OF ANIMALS.
The Annual Pieport of the Chief Veterinary Officer of the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries for the year 1914 ' is a
very interesting document, and makes a strong appeal to

students of epidemiology. The opening pages describe a
series of minor outbreaks of foot and mouth disease in

various parts of the country. One series, consisting of

eleven outbreaks, occurred in and near Lindsey, Lincoln-

shire, during August and September. The origin of this

outbreak seems obscure. Another instance was traceable

to the landing place of Irish cattle at Birkenhead, and it

may be remarked that a much more serious outbreak
arising in this landing place was the subject of a special

report. Swine fever was vcrj^ prevalent in 1914, no less

than 1.783 more outbreaks having been confirmed than
in 1913. Glanders was less and anthrax more prevalent

than in 1913. Sheep-scab gave rise to slightly fewer out-

breaks in 1914 than in 1913. Special attention is directed

to the prevalence of tuberculosis among swine, and it

seems clear that not less than 3.5 per cent, and possibly

more than 11 per cent, of swine are affected with this disease.

A special section is devoted to the subject of swine

erysipelas, a disease often confused with swine fever, and
various inferences are suggested by the statistics. Since

the data are necessarily based upon the findings on pre-

mises reported as under suspicion of swine fever, we doubt

whether epizootiological conclusions can safely be drawn
without concurrent analysis of the swine data, for the

material is not a random, but a biassed sample of the true

distribution. The report includes two scientific papers.

One, by Sir Stewart Stockman and Mr. W. G. Wragg,

makes it probable that Piroplasma hiijeiiiinnm, the cause

of tropical redwater, and I'iroplasma divcrgens, an organ-

ism found in the blood of certain British cattle snft'eriug

from redwater, are not only morphologically but also

physiologically distinct, cross immunization being im-

practicable. The second paper, by Sir Stewart Stockman,

deals with epizootic abortion. The author points out that

it is necessary to distinguish between bovine, equine, and

ovine abortion, describes the bacteriological and epizootio-

logical differences, and records the results of extensive

immunizing experiments. The results achieved by im-

munization with live bacilli in bovine abortion are

decidedly promising. A more extended report on the

matter will be published later on. The whole report

testifies to the zeal and efficiency of the Board of

Agriculture's scientific staff.

A STUDENT OF INSECT LIFE.

Jeax Hr.xr.i Fabre, the entomologist of Provence,

died at the age of 91. He was a village schoolmaste

the greater part of his lite, although at one time he

taught natural philosophy at the College of Ajaccio

the Lycee of Avignon. It was in and near Strigua

the Vauclusc, the department which has .\vignon foi

capital, that he made most of the observations which 1

rendered his name so well known. As an observer of

has
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liabits anci luoile of life of certain classes of insects, tlieii-

larvae ami pupae, lie was probably unequalled. He was
endowed with iutiuite patience; it can-ied bim tluougli
many long days in the field under conditions of personal
ilisconifort which would have deterred most men. He
was also exceedingly ingenious in devising experimental
conditions for studying the life-history of insects. In this
way ho threw light on the insect parasites of insects,
illuminated many dark places, and showed the extra-
ordinary complexity of the arrangements of Nature and
tlie interdependence of one insect upon another. Some of
his observations, as he was himself ready to point out, put
great difficulties in the way of the evolutionist; he was
content to state the problems and to leave their solution
to the future. But had he been no more than an observing
naturalist his name would probably not be known to one
in a thotsaud of those to whom it is familiar. He possessed
a hf>| .yi)ower of popularizing scientific facts in a style
when was at once clear and graphic, and selections from
his writings, resently published in an English translation.
have charmed many who have not had the opportunity of
reading his Souvenirs Entomoloffiqiies in the original

EXTIRPATION OF THE PINEAL BODY.
We are still very much, if not completely, in the dark as
to the functions of the pineal bod}'. In a recent exhaustive
account of its histology, Krabbe " 'has developed the theory
that it may have a sensory function, that of regulating and
keeping constant the pressure of the cerebro spinal fluid
secreted by the epeudyma of the choroid plexuses. Flesch,
in 1888, had supposed that it might regulate the pro-
duction of heat, a view unsupported by any evidence;
Walter, in 1913. described it as a sort of reflex organ',
whatever that may be, and a year later wrote of it as a
regulator of the pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid. From
the developmental point of view the pineal body is said to
be homologous with the parietal eye of cyclostome fishes,
though not with that of saurians. From the point of view
of comparative anatomy, Creutzfeldt showed, in 1912, tliat
the pineal body is best developed in animals with rela-
tively thin skins. Histological examination of the pineal
body leaves us quite uncertain as to its functions.
according to Krabbe ; it is probable, though not proven,
that it has an internal secretion, and that is all that
can be said, for the results of injections of pineal extracts
have been quite inconclusive so far. The feeding of
children and animals with pineal extracts has led to very
ambiguous results at the hands of different observers.
Another line of investigation that might throw light on its
functions is the pathological ; observation, that is to say.
of the systemic disturbances associated with disease of
the pineal body. According to Krabbe, about 70 cases
of pineal tumour have been recorded up to the present
time, and in 5 of these premature development of the
sexual organs was noted, while in a few others the patient
was obese. These tew exceptional observations are hardly
enough to base hypotheses upon, or to justify the attri-
bution of sexual precocity to hypopinealism, for example,
and of obesity to hyperpinealism. One more method of
investigation remains for consideration, and that is the
experimental ablation of the pineal body, followed
by prolonged observation of its results. A contri-
bution to this study has been made by Dr.
Dandy,2 who notes the extreme difficulty of the
operative removal of a structure so deeply seated in the
brain. His experiments were made upon young puppies

;

the chief difficulty surmounted was the tendency to
haemorrhage from the veins rparticularly Galen's vein) in
the immediate neighbourhood of the organ. It is reached
from in front, through the third ventricle, rather than

Edinbm-gb^'S.'iifi!'^"'''
'" "'"'"""^ Neuroloav and Fsvchi

» W. E. Dandy, Jcir.,. rjiper. 2Ted., New York, 1913, liii, 237.

from behind, after free division of the splenium of tho
corpus caliosum, in the latest .and most successful method
of operation devised by Dr. Dandy. One puppy survived
the operation fifteen months, several others survived it for
from three to eight months, another died of distemper
after a year. The pineal was also removed in several
adult dogs and bitches, and three of them were still alivo
four months after the operation. Dr. Dandy comes to the
following conclusions. Removal of tho pineal produces no
sexual precocity or indolence, no adiposity or emaciation,
no somatic or mental precocity or retardation. The pineal
IS apparently not essential to life, seems to have no in-
flueuce ui5on the dog's well-being, aud appears to have no
active eudocriuo function of importance in either the
puppy or the adult dog. What, then, aro we to suppose is
the function of the piucal gland ? Dr. Dandy refers inci-
dentally to what he calls "the anatomical evidences of
its involution after the early years of life." This view of
the gland's obsolescence is stoutly combated by Krabbe,
whose extensive histological studies have convinced him
that the fibrosis and calcareous concretions commonly
found in the adult pineal are not to be taken as evidence
of degeneration or involution. If, as appears to be tho
case, the pineal body has no internal secretion capable of
individual recognition by the action of either its excess or
its defect, Krabbe's view that it serves to regulate tho
pressure of the cerebro spinal fluid is not without its
attractions.

HYPOCHLORITES AS ANTISEPTICS.
The revival of the use of hypoohlorous solutions for
treatment of wounds in war, marked by the publication
in this .TouEXAL of the paper by Professor Lorrain Smith
and bis colleagues at Edinburgh, giving tho results of
their experimental observations on the antiseptic action
of hypochlorous acid (July 24th), and that by Dr. H. D.
Dakin on the use of a particular hypochlorite solution
I August 28th;i, which he considers, and" Dr. Carrel appears
to agree with him, presents certain advantages, is one of
the interesting developments of military surgery brought
about by the experiences of the present war. A report °by
Dr. John Fraser on the value of hypochlorous acid in the
treatment of cases of gas gangrene, published last week,
contains striking evidence of tlie remarkable effect of the
Edinburgh hypochlorite preparations to which the names
"eusol"aud "eupad" have been given. We understand
that the .Medical Director-Geuci-.O, R.X., has arranged
with Sir Watson Cheyne, one of the consulting surgeons
to the navy, to test the value of the hypochlorite solution
devised by Dr. Dakin, aud that they arc now working
together in a hospital ship employed in the Mediterranean.
We hope that the medical profession as a whole may
shortly have an opportunity of learning the results of
their investigations and experiences.

THE NEW TAXES.
-A copy of the Finance (\o. 3) Bill, which incorporates the
recent proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
reaches us as this issue goes to press. Next week we
shall deal more fully with the questions involved, but iu
the meantime we note that while the existing rebates on
petrol duty will be extended to apply to the increased
ratesof duty now iu force, no allowance in respect of the
new import tax on motor cars will, as the bill stands at
present, be made where cars are used for professional
purposes.

iHB second meeting of the Pan-American Scientific
Congress, which Is to be held at Washington, will open
on December 27th, 1915, aud adjourn on January 8th,
1916. Among the nine sections into wliich the work o(
the Congress will be divided is one devoted to public
iiealth aud the medical sciences. The chairman of this
section is General Williaiii C. Goi'^-as.
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THE ^^AH.
TUE 1V0UNDED FROM THE RECENT

FIGHTING,
"Working of the Medical Aeraxckmknts.

TiiE following extracts are from a letter written bj- an
oliicer in France which has been placed in our ijautls.

They show how the arrangements tor the evacuation of

the wounded after the recent fighting have worked. Tliej-

will, we feel sure, interest many readers.

Se]itemljer28ili, 1915.

My dear ,

The medical arrangements are once more jnoving

excellent. Everybody and every part of the machinery
must, like the rest of lis, have been working at vei-y high

pressure, but at the same time the system has been, and
still is, working smoothly and with very effective results.

In other words, the wounded are being picked up as rapitlly

as the operations in progress at the moment permit, and
carried to the regimental aid posts by stretcher bearers,

whence they are passed steadily through the field ambu-
lance advanced dressing stations and field ambulance
head quarters (being carried by the field ambulance's
own vehicles) to the casualty clearing stations, which
they reach by the motor convoj- ambulances. At the
casualty clearing stations they remain imtil fit to pro-

ceed further, and are then placed on the hospital trains

(which are provided with nurses and doctors i, and taken
to the various hospital bases.

All this sounds, perhaps, rather complicated, but that

the process is rapid you will agree when I tell you that

I was talking this time yesterday (that is, about lunch
time) to some men who had been wounded the previous
evening and were already in the hospital train on their

waj' to a base.

Another detail will emphasize the same point. I timed
the loading of one particular hospital train. It reached
the railhead at 12.45 p.m. and by 2 p.m. was ready to start

on its return journey. JNIeautime, 450 patients had been
placed in its beds, the actual time occupied in transferring
them from the ambulances being less than an hour—to be
lirecise, fifty-eight minutes. I was astonished when I

found the total was so high, as throughout the process of

loading there was no appearance of hurry. This was the
day before yesterday, and by now many of these patients
have probably been installed in hospitals on your side for

several hours at least. They had all had their wounds
overhauled at a casualty clearing station and any early
operation desirable had already been performed ; so many
are likely to have been shipped acrots straight away.

I judge this to be probable even in the case of some of

the more severe injuries, since the thigh and other splints
now beiug used at the front, the fashion in which the
wounds are dressed, the skill with which the patients are
handled, the comfort of the trains, and the splendid equip-
ment of the hospital ships all combine to make it possible
to send a patient on a long journey without increasing
his sufferings or interfering with his progress towards
recovery.

The rapidity with which the evacuation of casualties
goes on day by day seems to be due to several factors, of
which the most important, ijerhaps, is that the medical
authorities are not relying on a single route. In effect
they have split up the country behind the active fighting
line into three evacuating zones—n northern, a central,
and a southern zone—each of wl.= i 1 ^- '' ins
of access to the hospital bases. I ...

ITOrtionate number of casualty <

'

it

varying distances from the v i . the
majority of these beuig billeted, that i- t'O say installed, in
permanent buildings, such as schools, monasteries, and the
like,

With the fighting line progressing as it now is, it is

Miipossible to make any precise statement as to the dis-
i iiuce that intervenes between anj' given casualty clearing
-'.ation and the field ambulances which it serves, but in no
case is it great. Taking, for instance, one of the more
distant, an officer in charge of the Motor Ambulance
Convoy connected with it told me yesterday that unless
the road were really blocked w^ith traffic he "could i;o out

with his section of twenty motor ambulances, take his
sick on board, return at loaded ambulance pace, unload,
and be ready for another journey all within the space of
three hours.

But even this statement is possibly a little misleading,
for the casualty clearing stations are not being filled and
emptied haphazard. 'Whenever possible the patients are
classified, I find, at the field ambulance head quarters
and the more serious cases sent to the nearest casualty
clearing stations, the less serious to the more distant.

A good many serious cases, indeed, are not being sent to
a casualty clearing station at all, but evacuated by means
of barge ambulances. Experimentation with these has
been going on during the past few mouths, and there is

now quite a number of them. The tendency to increase
them is not remarkable, considering the degree of comfort
they present. Three days ago I looked up a man on one
of them, and found it difficult to realize that the tliirty

patients I saw had all been fighting the jirevious afternoon
in the pouring rain. They were spotlessly clean and
lying in real beds, which were even provided with mos-
quito curtains. They were bound for a port where they
would be placed straight on board a hospital ship. The
majority of them seemed to be chest cases.

Another point worth noting is that there arc special

arrangements for the treatment of abdominal cases. At
several of the casualty clearing stations there are surgeons
who in civil life take a special interest in abdominal work,
and as many as possible of the patients with guusliot

wound of the abdomen are being sent to these stations,

one at least of which is very close up indeed. Such
patients do not reach the casualty clearing stations con-

cerned in what mny !"• -^".l'. 'i 'f ordinai-y coiu'se, but are

sent straight in li;, nice wagon as soon as
picked up. The ,.

.

been in existence for

some little time in 11 .. army now principally

engaged, but this will lie the i'w^t time on which it has
been tried on a large scale. It will be interesting, there-

fore, to learn later on whether the results obtained have
proved superior to those secured elsewhere. Should this

not be the case, it may of course be objected that the
arrangement does not satisfy the ideal, this apparently
being that abdominal cases should undei-go operation prac-

tically where they fall in mobile operating units. I doubt
if the notion has ever been seriously entertained by
persons really conversant with the conditions of twentieth
century warfare, but should there be any one out here who
has clung to it until now the events of the last few days
must surely have sufficed to disabuse his mind.
The enemy aeroplane observers direct tire on any and

every place where they see men to be collecting. For
instance, the day before yesterday, an acquaintance of

mine who is in administrative medical charge of a division,

and therefore further away than would be a " mobile
operating theatre," saw tlie building he had just been
using as an office destroyed by shell fire. It was out of

reach of rifle and field artillery fire, and shells from very
heavy guns should have passed harmlessly hundreds of

yards above it and a mile or two beyond; but a German
aeroplane having managed to cross the line for a few
moments spotted that the place was occupied and caused
three high explosive shells to be plumped in its neighbour-

hood. The A.D.M.S. him,self was not hurt, but several

privates and a iJadre were killed.

I am afraid, indeed, that among officers and men of the
R.A.M.C. the casualties during the last few days will be
found to have been as heavy as in the same corps in the
Dardanelles. Anyhow, I know of several casualties among
medical officers of my own acquaintance, and I do not
suppose that it is only my acquaintances who have been
unlucky. Losses in the R.A.M.C. are inevitable when
battalions are advancing. If they are very fortunate their

medical officers may be able to comply with the standing
order, which is, to establish their aid posts in a sheltered

position, but it is not always possible. Besides this, when
looking for such a place the medical officers are certain to

be exposed to rifle tire, and when established they cannot
be protected from shell fire. In "peace times" they can
dig themselves in under cover of night, or otherwise con-

trive to secure for themselves and their patients a fairly

safe position, but when an advance is being made little

attention can be paid to the point. Indeed, even in the

case of field ambulance head quarters the best that can

1
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often bo ilone is merely to keep them in a position wliero

it is only to heavy artillery fiio that tliey aie exposinl.

C'ousi(iucutly, if you see that tli ' .m 1,1:;: : umu'; tljc

K.A.M.C. arc as heavy 011 this ocl- . i . (, do ii.it

Ol'IkIiuIo that thoy are due to iuc .1 ;
- ..lisli nek-

lcs>iness ou the part of tho men ii,,.,;, i. .Meilioal

ortioers being both costly aucl valuable, it is part of their

job not to get hit if they can help it, but, if they
cannot, why "Quo fairo?" as we say in the liugmi
frauoa of the front, .\uyhow, I hope I have now set
your mind at rest to some extent. I have tried to
nialic things plain, but have necessarily scribbled this

letter at a great rate.

P.S.^.4n accident prevented my sending this oft", so I

aui now able, three days later, to add a postscript which
will bring you right up to date. The medical work has
gone on a.s successfully as it started and that, as you will

Inive already gathered, is in top-hole position. AVo ahoady
knew that the arrangements had been perfected to ine-t
every contingency of the siege-like operations of the past
ten months, and we now sec that the organization is so
.skilfnlly arranged that it can be transformed at a momeut's
notice and without a hitch to meet the conditions pre-
vailing during a real advance. To know this will be con-
soling not only to you and your people, but is so even to

ourselves, for at the back of our minds we know that the
li.A.M.C. may auy day have us in their hands. We do not
think about it more than possible ; we always think it is

going to be the other follow, but I know all the same how
much i-eliauoe we place ou the R.A.M.C, and the 11..A..JI.C.

knows it, too. That is one reason why, even in " peace
times," its officers get hit. The medical officers come
along into the trenches while lighting is in progress,
instead of staying at battalion head quarters, and I know
how it bucks up a wounded man when he finds he is

getting first aid from a medical officer instead of from
only a trained regimental orderly.

To complete what I told you in the first part of my
letter, I now add that the evacuation of the whole of the
casualties incurred during the four or five daj'S that
the recent fighting may be considered to have lasted has
now, I hear, been completed. When an official statement
is made as to their number, you will be able to gaucc
what a fine performance this represents. For evacua-
tion does not merely mean getting the sick and wounded
out of the way of the fighting troops. It means
getting a wounded man off the battlefield and out
of the field hospitals, which, although they have never
been equalled in any previous war, are not ideal places for
a badly wounded man, down to the splendidly equipped
hospitals at the bases, where every comfort is available,
where everything that modern knowledge can suggest is

done for the men, and where, if their cases are unusually
serious, they can even be seen by their friends. What the
actual number of casualties has been I do not know ; but
whether it be two thousand or twenty times that number,
their successful evacuation will always mean tliat tho
said number of helpless men have not only been skilfully
treated by medical officers at the front, but, in addition,
have been fed and transported a long distance by tho
same corps—in other words, a triumph of professional
organization.

THE MEDICAL SERVICE OF THE AUSTRALIAN
IMPERIAL FORCE.

The defence foi-ces of the Commonwealth of Australia aro
strictly, what the term implies, for home defence. Tlio
Commonwealth is divided into six mOitary districts, and
each district into military areas. The medical service is

under a Director-General, and each district under a P.M.O.,
while each area has its medical officer. Tho various
brigades have their full equipment of field ambulances
and medical officers, while regimental service is also
provided for. In addition a reserve of medical officers has
been formed, consisting for the most part of the stafi's of
the various hospitals, for service in time of war.
When the war broke out the Commonwealth sent an

Australian contingent, composed of men who volunteered
for service abroad, and the troops so formed were called
tho Australian Imperial Force. With the first contingent
went, as D.M.S., Surgeon -General W. D. C. Williams, the

Director-General of Medical Services, and as A.D.M.S
Colonel C. Ryan, P.M.O. of tho third military district-
three field ambulances, under the command of Lieutenant-
Colonels Sutton, Newmarch, and Sturdeo respectively;
one light horse ambulance under Lieutenant-Colonel
Sutherland

;
and the requisite number of regimental medical

officers. Practically all of these men were already in tha
Australian Army Medical Corps. After the first contingent!
had been mobilized it was decided to send further mccfical
units for linos of communication—namelj', two general
hospitals, two stationary hospitals, and one cTeariug
hospital.

The 1st -Australian General Hospital was commanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsay Smith, of .Adelaide, and its
staff was formed largely of the leading surgeons and
physicians of Melbourne and Bi-isbano, with a:- ray
specialist, pathologists, and bacteriologists of high
standing. It consisted originally of 520 beds, but has
been greatly expanded. The 2iul General Hospital was
under the command of Colonel Martin, of Sydney, with a
staft' of leading practitioners from Sydney and New South
Wales. The 1st Stationary Hospital, commanded by
Lieutenant-Colonel Bryant, of Melbourne, had on its stall
some of the leaders of the iir..fes<;.>n in Adelaide. Tho
2nd Stationary Hospital \', ik r,u<h.-c i!i:> command of
Lieutenant-Colonel White, ol' \^ . .1' • n :\.i iralia, with ono
surgeon from Melbouruo and xmII kiio'-.u \\rst Australian
practitioners ou its staff; the Clearing Hospital, com-
manded by Lieutenant-Colonel Giblin, of Hobart, had one
Melbourne surgeon and a leading Tasmauian practitioner
on its staff.

All these hospitals were very fully equipped with up-to-
dato instruments, appliances, and laboratories. They
were conveyed to Egypt by a specially fitted ship, tho
Kijavra, which was subsequently used as a transport for
taking invalided soldiers back to .Australia. All the hos-
pitals remained in Egypt for .about three months. When
the Australian divisions went to Gallipoli the two
stationary hospitals and the clearing hospital went with
them, while the two general hospitals remained at the
base in Egypt. Before this occurred, however, a fourth
field ambulance, uudor Lieutenant-Colonel Downes,
and another field ambulance, with the third brigade,
under Lieutenant Colonel Beeston, had been dispatched
from Australia. AVith tho various reinforcements a
great number of medical officers of varying ranks have
been sent, and more recently the third general hospital
has gone to the front, with a large staff of leading surgeons
and physicians from Sydney and Melbourne, under the
command of Colonel Fiaschi, of Sydney. Still more
recently the staff of another general hospital has arrived
in England, under the command of Lieutenant- Colonel Hay-
ward, of Adelaide. In England an auxiliary hospital of 500
beds (which it is proposed to increase to 1,000) has been
established at Harefield Park, and the medical staff for it,

and for 500 beds (to be increased to 1,000) at the con-
valescent home at Woodcote Park, Epsom, and for 500
beds at the City of London War Hospital, Epsom, have
been supplied from Australia. Finally, two -Australian
hospital ships have been staffed and equipped, each carry-
ing 40 officers and 1,400 other ranks. A transport for
invalids has been fitted up and staffed, carrying 15 officers

and 450 other ranks, and is now on her way to -Australia,
taking back men permanently unfit for war service. She
will be followed by similar transports at suitable intervals.

It may be mentioned further that besides what has been
done by the Commonwealth Government, the -Australian
Voluntary Hospital, under the command of Lieutenant-
Colonel Eames, of New South Wales, and staffed by
Australians and ex-Australians, left London lor Franco on
August 21st, 1914, and has been situated in turn at Havre,
St. Nazairo, and AViTucrcnx. Lieutenant-Colonel Bird,
lecturer on surgery at Slelbournc University, volunteered
at the beginning of the war with the staff of his private
hospital. He was given a commission in the R.A.M.C,
was for a time consultant surgeon to the forces in Egypt,
and then on the hcsi)ital ship 'Si.cili'i. lu response to a
request from tho War Office 150 medical men from
Australia have joined the R.-A.M.C.
An unfortunate incident has unhappily occurred in con-

nexion with tho 1st -Vustralian Hospital. From a report

in tho Agf, we learn that on the motion for tho adjourn-

ment of the House of Representatives on August 19th,
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Mr. Matlicws said that be understood tliat as a result of

au iuvestigation Dr. llamsay Smith and others were
leturniug to Australia ; he asked for further information.

The Minister for the Navy, in reply, said tha.t the chief

medical ofBcer, Dr. Fethcrston, was proceediug to Egypt
to inquire and report on the matter. The Adelaide
Advertiser of August 25th contained an article purporting

to explain the incident. It stated that the High Commis-
sioner in London had telegraphed early in July to the

effect that the Director-General of the Army Medical
Service at the AVar Office had reported that complaints
received regarding the administration of the 1st Australian
General Hospital, Cairo, were of such a nature as to

justify an immediate investigation. The High Commis-
eioner concurred with the proposal, and the Army Council,

which had expressed its willingness to undertake an
iuquiry, was invited by the Commonwealth Government to

investigate the complaints and snl)mit recommendations.
An inquiry was accordin-!y iiist itiiled, and recommenda-
tions made to the Commouucallh Clovernmeut that certain

changes in the personnel should be made which involved
the recall of Lieutenant-Colonel llamsay Smith and the
matron to Australia.

Lieutenant - Colonel Xewmarch has, wo understand,
been appointed commandant of the hospital, and Lieu-
tenant - Colonel Barrett will act as ophthalmic consul-

tant with the forco in Egypt, an appointment which
lie had held concurrently with that of registrar of the
hospital.

THE HOSPITALIZATION OF THE CANADIAN
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

(From a Canadian Medical Officer.)

In connexion with the Canadian Expeditionary Force it is

well to make a sharp distinction between the care of the
Canadian wounded and the Canadian Medical Service.
It is true that at the beginning of the war this distinction
was not by any means fully realized, even by those at
head quarters. The Canadian Army Corps was part and
parcel of the British Expeditionary Force and, Naomi-like,
felt that "my people are thy people." So it still feels.

It is proud that its field ambulances, casualty clearing
stations, and general and stationary hospitals overseas are
of service to tend and treat all branches of the service
and all divisions of the forces of the Empire; proudest
of all that no less than five Canadian hospital units
arc either at the present moment with the Mediter-
ranean Forces or on the way there—and this wholly
irrespective of the presence or absence of any Canadian
troops in that field of operations. But, granting
this, the last few montJis have made it more and
more evident that here in Great Britain, when Canadian
invalids return from overseas, it is best that, instead of
being scattered throughout the length and breadth of the
British Isles, tbey should be collected together in hos-
Ijitals and convalescent depots of their own, and this not
merely as a matter of dif-x-iplinc but as most conducive to
the content and good spirits of the wounded and to their
move rapid icci',

. ; y. At t\rst it seemed good policy that
tlic men n "

. icoau sliould be scattered through
tlie old 1::;:

i I'fd for as special—andmost ofteu,
as it iKij'; id—guests, should come to kuow
tlie old ii' ^._ ,.. .ii.d the old homeland. And as a
matter of fact, inuuuierable ]ette»s to Canadian lionies,

which have found their way into Canadian papers, have
revealed how the beauties of the Engli.sh countrysido, the
treatment received in little country towns, and the kindly,
not to say wondoviid, hospitality lavished in many a
luxurious coniitry h-.usc on our convalescing soldiers have
left an ineradicable impression.
There is, however, another side to the picture. When,

a few weeks ago. Sir Robert Borden, being in Manchester
or its neighbourhood, wished to visit the Canadians in
hospital there, it was found that twenty-seven Canadian
soldiers were distributed between twenty-four hospitals I

It is not surprising that many of these men felt isolated
and depressed; after the long months of intimate comrade-
ihip they, or many of them, felt wdiolly adrift from their
jattalions, longed to be with other Canadians, to swop

stories and find friends with whom to live over again the
unforgettable daj's. So many petitions in fact Lave been
received at head quarters in London from individnal
soldiers asking to be transferred to the Duchess of Con-
naught's Red Cross Hospital at Cliveden or other centres
where they might be with other Canadians, that evidently
it is for the good of the Canadian E.xpeditionary Force as
a whole that distinctively Canadian hospital centres should
be established. It is interesting to note that both Australia
and New Zealand have come to a like conclusion and have
taken steps in the same direction.

So this policy is in the course of being carried out.

With great consideration Mr. Waldorf Astor has consented
that the hospital in his grounds at Cliveden be not only
Canadian as regards its staff, but Canadian also as regards
its patients. The hospitals in the Shorncliffe area are
becoming more and more Canadian as regards their
occupants. The Moore Barracks Hospital, ^orncliffe
Military Hospital, and the Tent Hospital at St. Martin's
Plain, are staffed by the C.A.M.C, and have almost ex-

clusively Canadian patients; the Canadian War Hospital
at Walmer also takes in only Canadian patients, and the
Helena Hospital at Shorncliffe has wai'ds devoted ex-
clusively to the members of the same Expeditionary Force.
All tuberculous patients from the C.E.F. are sent to

Pinewood, Wokingham. What is more, arrangements arc
being made for other special hospitals for nervous patients,

for eye, ear, nose, and throat cases, and the likelihood i.s

that in the course of the next few months these special

hospitals and special " clinics " will be considerably
augmented. The Granville Hotel at Eamsgate will shortly

be opened as a hospital for special conditions.

For a considerably longer period the advantages of

this policy have been realized in the case of convalescents,
and this because numbers of Canadian patients treated in

convalescent homes throughout the country were granted
furlough indiscriminately without notification to the
Canadian authorities, and were as a consequence lost

sight of for months, many being proceeded against as
deserters. Thus ever since early summer oonvalescent
non-commissioned officers and men from the hospitals

in the London district have been gathered together at

Bromley Park, those from the rest of England at the
larger hospital at Monks Horton, near Shorncliffe. Now.
as autumn is advancing, and tent life is becoming
uncomfortable for invalids, a series of other Canadian
convalescent hosjiitals is being thrown open. There
are already close upon 600 Canadian convalescents in the
hutments at AVoodcote Park, Epsom. Hillingdon House.
Uxbridge, is being used as the convalescent annexe for

Cliveden, while the Friendly Society's Convalescent Hos-
pital at Dover, the Glack Convalescent Hospital at Deal.

Mrs. Flemming's Convalescent Hospital at Luton House.
Selling, and Lady Northcote's lovely home at Eastwell
Park, Ashford, are all devoted to Canadians—this last;

since the early part of June. Bearwood Park, Wokinghnw,.
will be opened within the next few days with the same
object. Many homes have been thrown open specially fot

Canadian officers—more, in fact, than can be utililized.

Among these, special mention must be made of Nnneham
Park, Oxford, the home of the late Colonial Secretary and
Mrs. Harcourt ; Holme Picrrepont, offered by Lord
Manners ; Merlewood, Virginia Water, the home of Mr.
Donald Maomaster, M.P. ; and the Moorings, Sunningdale,
offered by Mr. Wills.

While "these preparations are under way, the people in

Canada have not been idle. With the active support of

their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of

Connaught, from one end of the continent to the other
there has been an enthusiastic movement to provide con-

valescent hospitals f. '1 \.
"

1 : that where healing i-

likely to be a Ion 4 mdiau soldiers may oe

returned home ai I recovery. Bypiiviiti

generosity and pobK
^

mraerous well-appcint:-d

homes or hospitals have been oifcrcd and accepted by tlic

local Gtoveruments, one or more in each province, so that

at the present moment it is likely that at least eleven

such institutions, capable of caring for 2,000 or more
wounded, will, when this appears in print, be ready to

receive patients. At Quebec the Immigration Building.

admirably adapted for the purpose, acts as a receiving

hospital, from which the patients are distributed througlionc

the Dominion. When the St. Lawrence becomes closed to

t
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naTigatioB in November this will be j-eplaccS by a similar

i-cceiving hospital at Halifax.

At first thonsht all tlicso preparations may seem cxccs-

sivo, but when it ia remembered that competeut nutiiori-

tics have placed the casnalties in the present campaign at

Komethio" well aboTe 100 per ceiiv. per annum, it is seen
tlir.t even now moi-e may have to be accomplished.

CANADIAN MILITARY HOSPITALS.
[yrom our Cocivsj)omfiii« in ^loiitrcal.]

The McGill Military Hospital ix Fhaxce.

The McGill Hospital, No. 3 Canadian General Hospital,

li;vs been at work in France since August 10th last, viicn

it received its livst two convoys of wounded. Theliospitnl

is well situated on sandy soil, and in the imiaeili.iie

vicinity are four other general hospitals of 1.000 buls

each, among them No. 1 Canadian General Hosjital,

under Colonel JIuiray Maclaren, and the Harvard vuiit.

No. 2 Stationary Hospital, under the command of Cciouel

Shilliugton, is also situated near bj'. 'Uith the exception

of the operating-room, which is a wooden structure, the
McGill Hospital is under canvas. The Durbar tents in

nse were supplied by the British Government, and are
pai-t of a presentation made to the War Office by the
Begum of Bhopal and other Indian magnates. Soiue of

these tents hold nearly 50 beds ; they are floored, aud are

to be lighted with electricity. Each tent has <au outer
shell, and a narrow corridor from 2 to 3 ft. wide runs
between it and the inner tent, thus securing shade ai\d

coolness in summer and warmth in winter. The covering
of both outer and inner tent is composed of three layers,

the innermost being a soft yellow cotton beautifully

decorated in Orienlal style; the tent poles and other
•wooden fixtures correspond in colour. Some of the nursing
sisters who lefi; Canada with the unit were scattered for a
time amongst other hospitals, for instructional purposes
chiefly, but all have now rejoined the hospital.

The Laval Military Hospital.

No. 6 Stationary Hospital, which has been organized by
the medical faculty of Laval University, Montreal, has
Ijeeu recruited in Montreal uuder Lieutenant-Colonel
<J. E. Beauchamp, who is in command. The officers are:
Major J. O. D. LaCroix, Major J. P. Decarie, Major
Georges Bourgeois, Captain J. A. Lussier, Lieutetiauts
./. U. Gariepy, J. de G. Joubert, .J. E. Lorrain, L. D.
Collin, Henri M. DuHamel, aud Honorary Lieutenant
E. K. LaMontague, Quartermaster. The unit will pro-
bably spend a few weeks at Valcartier before leaving
Canada about the beginning of November. A few days
ago a special convocation was held at Laval University,
at which members of the different faculties were present,
when the following resolution was passed :

" We learn
with pleasure of the initiative of the Faculty of Medicine
in organizing the Laval Stationary Hospital."

Canadian Military Ho=?:tals ix Ecypt.
No. 5 Stationary Hospital, Canadian E.xpeditioiiary

Force, is in Egypt. This unit was supplied by Queen's
University, Kingston, and is under the command of
Lient«nant-Colonel Etherington. No. 1 Stationary Hos-
pital, which left Canada with the first contingent of the
Expeditionary Force, and is under the command of
Lieutenant-Colonel S. Hantord McKee of Montreal, is also
reported to hare gone to Egvpt, as well as No. 3 Stationary
Hospital, commanded by Colonel Cas^rain of Windsor.
Ontario.

THE ST. JOHNS BRIGADE HOSPITAL.
The hospital known as the St. John's Brigade Hospital,
erected at Etaples by the St. .John Ambulance Association,
was projected last February, and has now been at work
for some three or four weeks. It is a 520 bed hospital,
consisting entirely of huts. The huts are of wood both
inside and outside, the outside being stained or painted
dark brown. Each hut is 20 ft. wide aud 100 ft. long.
The r-nd of each hut fuitliest from its main entrance is

l)artitioned off to provide space for a bathroom ami a
ward scullery; between these is a passage leading to a

sauitary asaese. Tho short con-idor between annexe and
ward has cross ventilation. The ward units are contjscted
to one another and to the administration block und
reception block, as also with the huts containing the
kitchen, the dispensary, the a-ray room, and the li'xe,

by wooden corridors provided with roofs but open at
the sides. AW the ward units are disposed iu hnea
parallel with tho central corridor, but at varying
distances fi'om it. This central corridor forms a
spine to the whole building, and has at one end the kitchen
and the store-rooms and at the other the administration
block and tljo reception department. At intermediate
distances along the central spine and opening straight ou
to the corridor that forms it are various huts arranged as
dining-rooms for the patient.s, for the sisters and medical
staff, each provided with a large anteroom, as a patho-
logical laboratory and dispensary, as a dental department,
and as a splint-room, etc. The operation block contains
two operation rooms with natural overheael and side
lighticg, as well as with electric lamps. They are so
arranged that the operation table can, if necessary, be run
into the adjoining x-ray room and the operation then
completed. Tho upper halves of the ward windows drop
inwards fi'om the bottom, but are built in at the sides, so
as to secure an upward inlet of air without draught. The
beds are not of the pattern generally used in field hcspitals,
but of the pattern commonly employed in civil hospitals at
home. They have a fairly high head rail and all are bored
for the reccijtiou of an arm to support a pulley. The
ward doors ai-e sufficiently wide for the beds to be wheeled
out on to the corridor.

In one of the huts at the kitchen end is a Very large
dynamo which provides current both for the .r-ray depart-
ment and for a refrigerating machine. The same room
contains a soda-water manufacturing plant. The sleeping
quarters for the officers ai-e divided from tho hospital by a
road, and stand under a small grove of pine trees. They
consist of two huts divided up into a number of separate
rooms or cubicles. It is the kitchen end of the hospital
that faces this main road; lorries bringing supplies are
thus able to unload without causing disturbance. The
reception room at tho other end faces a private road for
ambulances. The reception block consists of several
rooms of which the central one is provided with four
tables, opposite each of which is a movable stretcher
stand. The whole of one ambulance load can therefore be
dealt with simultaneously, the process consisting in taking
down particulars as to the patient's name and regimental
number and pinning ou to him a brass disc showing the
number of his ward, as soon as the reception room medical
off.cer has settled to which ward the patient is to be sent.

These preliminaries completed, the patient and his
stretcher are placed on a bicycle-wheel stretcher-carrier,

and he is wheeled off to his ward. The whole process is

rapid. At one end of this central reception room are
benches for walking cases, who are dealt with on much the
same lines, but before being sent to the wards they pass
into rooms adjoining the main room, and there they get
rid of their uniforms and other clothing and then pass
into another long room, provided with a dozen or more
baths.

All the huts, as also the corridors, are raised on piles

to a distance from the ground varying from 6 in. to 2 ft.

The height varies because the site is a sandy slope with
an irregular surface. It is possibly the character of the
surface which first suggested not only raising the whole
of the buildings on piles, but also the provision of connect-
ing corridors. The corridors are very useful, for owing to
them nothing need be carried by hand ; everything can be
wheeled about on light trolleys^patients' meals, medicine
baskets, ward linen.

The solid excreta and refuse of the hospital are burned
in a Horsfall incinerator. The liquid refuse is removed by
drains to catchpits on waste ground lying a considerable

distance below the slope on which the hospital stands.

Tho hospital is very well equipped, but there is no evi-

dence of extravagance iu its outflt. The general appear-

ance suggests that everything has been thought out in

minute detail and iu advance. The distinctive features of

the hospital are : (1) Its erection upon piles which make*
the state of the weather a m.atter of indifference

; (2) easy

communication with all parts of tho hospital by covered

coiTidors, which, as already indicated, greatly facilitate
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work; (3) the arrangement of the reception room; and

(4) tlie carrying away of all refuse water by easily

controlled drains.

WAR MEDICAL BIOBILIZATION IN FRANCE.
(From an Occasional Correspondent in France.)

In France all medical men in good health, under the nge

of 50, are mobilizable, but a 1^'ge proportion of valid men
over that age volunteer for service, and are accepted, though
they are not sent to the front unless they expressly soHcit

the privilege. Their uniform comprises a cap (A-e^n) bearing

a broad band of crimson velvet, which serves to identify

them as belonging to the service de sante. The civil prac-

titioner enters as aide-major with one or two stripes, but

most practitioners have done their military service, and
already have the grade of lieutenant or captain. When
mobilized, practitioners are not allowed to undertake

private practice, though their services are available on an
emergency. In fairness to all, it has been decreed by the

Minister that no practitioner in charge of a hospital or

formiilion aaniiaire shall be allowed to take a post in the

district in v.'liich he normally resides, but this is a rule

wliich apparently admits of numerous exceptions, tliough

of late an outcry on the part of those who have been
distributed under it against those who have contrived to

elude its operation, has led to a reshuffling of the

cards.

All wounded whose injuries entail functional disturb-

ances likely to be benefited by thermal spa treatment are

sent to one or other of the famous watering places and
given a course of baths, douches, and massage, etc., the

maximum duration of th(! treatment being fixed at three

weeks. Similarly, advantage is taken of tlio various

mechano-therapeutic institutes to restore mobility to

damaged or stiffened joints. At the termination of the

course of treatment the men are returned to their regi-

mental depot, tliCQce to be sent back to tlie front, or to be

accorded a furlough of from one to three mouths. If

permanently disabled, they are discharged from military

service. Men not strong enough to return to the front but

still capable of discharging less exacting duties are drafted

into the auxiliary departments—hospitals, secretarial

duties, and the like.

Tlie formaiioiif! ftavilaires, or auxilfary hospitals, dis-

tributed all over France, are placed in charge of one or

more mobilized medical men with,asa rule, one cJtirur/jien

dc carririr in each district for the big operations. An
average uuuibor for each surgeon in charge sa ould bo about
150 beds, iucluHive of medical cases. Inasmuch as at

least 15 per cent, of the patients have serious wounds
necessitating protracted dressings, this means that the

surgeons have their hands full, especially when allowance
is made for operations, xray research, etc. Each town or

district is provided with a 'iiiedeciv en chef dc la idace,

whose function is to see that the accommodation is suffi-

cient for a spccitied number of wounded, to keep a record

for tri'iisuiis~i'.'U to the central authorities of the number
of beds vat\uit eaeli day, to provide medical assistance, and
to superiiiteud arrangements generally. These mcdecins
en chef are usually elderly professors from the universities

or practitiouers who have passed the age for active service.

I may add that no surgeon is authorized to perform any
grave operation without previous consultation with a
colleague.

One noteworthy shortcoming is a lack of provision for

enabling the wounded to take baths, with the unavoidable
consequence that the}' are usually very dirty, especially

round about the feet ; indeed, it could hardly be otherwise.

In a certain dep6t where seven or eight hundred soldiers

are interned the only bathing accommodation is a washing
tub (half a wine barrel), the water for which has to bo
heated over the gas or brought a distance from the
Lcitchen.

One great difficulty in France is the provision of nurses
—I am not referring to the properly trained nurse, because
she is, to all intents and purposes, non-existent. Those
v/e have are, for the most part, young women drawn from
the middle classes, who have had a few weeks' perfunctory

iraining (not comprising any practical hospital traiuiug) iu

bandaging and the principles of antisepsis. Even so,

there is a decided lack of adequate assistance, and
advantage has to bo taken of English, American, and Swiss

volunteers. Infirmiires are never paid ; at most they are
given their meals, washing, and, in some instances, sleeping

accommodation; consequently the choice is restricted to

young women not dependent upon their earnings for »
living. This may account for the difficulty experienced in

obtaining an adequate number of recruits. Nurses are
expected to take their turn at night duty without relin-

quishing their daily duties in the wards, and their hours
are unmercifully long, from Sam. to—well, until there is

nothing left to be done, say, 9 or 10 o'clock at night.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed in Action.
Capt.^tn Thomas Henky Stanley Bell, R.A.M.C, was
killed in Franco on October 1st. He was the eldest son of

Dr. A. Lees Bell, of Ballochmyle House, Dunfermline, was
educated at Dunfermline High School and at the univer-

sities of Glasgow and Edinburgh. He graduated M.B. and
Ch.B. at Edinburgh in 1914. He was for four years a
member of the Edinburgh University Students' Repre-
sentative Council, and served ia the Serbian Army Medical
Corps during the war in the Balkans. He joined the Special
Reserve of the R.A.M.C. as Lieutenant on September 3rd,

1914, and was promoted to Captain on completion of a
year's service.

Captain Sydney Francis Macalpine Cesari, R.A.M.C,
was killed in France on October 3rd. He was the second
son of the late Edward Cesari of Inverness and Birnam,
and was educated at Perth Academy and at Edinburgh
University, where he graduated M.B. and Ch.B. in 1913,

and afterwards filled the posts of house - surgeon at

Greenock Infirmary and house-physician at the Royal
Infirmary at Edinburgh. He was a keen football player,

and was a member of the Edinburgh University and
Greenock Wanderers fifteens successively. He joined the
R.A.M.C. Special Reserve on April 8th, 1913, was called

out for service on August 12th, 1914, and was recently

promoted to Captain on completion of a year's embodied
service. His death was due to a bullet fired by a German
sniper.

Captain Edward Worrell Carrington, R.A.M.C, was
killed in France on .September 25th or 26th, 1915, aged 26.

He was the youngest son of the late Sir J. W. Carrington,

of Avenue House. Heading; was educated at Marlborough,
at Keble Colleije, Oxford, and at King's C'oUcge, London,
and took the diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.];.CP.Loml. in

1913. He joined the R.A.M.C. as a temporary Lieutenant
on August 10th, 1914, was sent to the front soon after, and
had been attached to the 2nd Battalion Worcester
Regiment for over a year. He was promoted to Captain
on completion of a year's service, and last February
received the Military Cross for gallant behaviour.
Lieutenant Edward Henry 1-ollock Bruuton, R..\.M.C,

was killed in France on October 8th, aged 25. He was the
younger sou of .Sir Lauder Brunton, M.D.. F.R.S., was born
in January, 1890, and was' educated at Fettes, at Trinity

College, Cambridge, and at Bart's. After taking the
M.R.C.S. and L.U.CP.Lond. in 1913, he served as house-

surgeon to the Royal Portsmouth Hospital, and as house-

Ijhj'sician at Bart's, took a commission as temporary
Lieutenant iu the R.A.M.C. on April 2ud, 1915, and in July
was attached to the 4th Battalion Grenadier Guards, with
which he was serving when he was killed.

Lieutenant Robert Montgomery, R.A.M.C, was killed iu

the recent advance in France on September 26th.

He was the son of Mr. Robert Montgomery, schoolmaster,
Broxburn, and took the M.B. and Ch.B. at Edinburgh in

1913. Afterwards he acted as medical officer to the
garrison of Edinburgh Castle, and then as an assistant iu

Leith. Ho joined the Special Reserve of the R.A.M.C.
as Licuteuant on July 11th, 1913, and was called out oa
August 12t)i, 1914.

Lieutenant Edward Jocelyn Nangle, R.A.M.C, attached
1st Battalion Royal North Lancashire Regiment, w.as

killed in the recent advance in France. He was a native

of East London, Cape Province, Soutli Africa, was educated
at Cambridge, where he took the B.A., and at St. Mary's,

where he was a member of the Rugby football fifteen, and
served as house-physician and house-surgeon. He too'j

the M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. m 1912, and got i
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tonipornry commission as Lieutenant in the R.A.3I.C. on
August 14tb. 1914.

Lieutenant James Ricbartlson Speusley, B.A.M.C.,
attacheil 8th Battiilion East Kent Regiment (the Buffs\
was killed in tlje lecout advance in France. He was edu-
cated at the Loudon Hospital, and served as housesin-aeon
there, after taking the M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1901.
He then settletl at Genoa, where he was port surgeon. He
wa.s a keen supporter of the boy scout movement, of which
ho was chic4 commissioner for Italy. He had only recently
taken a temporary- commission in the R.A.JLC.
No less than eleven officers of the R.A.M.C. have now

been reported as killed in the recent advance in France
Binco September 25th.

Died on Service.
C.iptain Ciurney White Buxton, R.A.M.C.i;T.F.'). died at

the Dardanelles in September. He was educated at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital, took the diplomas of M.R.C.S.
and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1891, and was in practice at
Fenny Stratford, Bucks. He Avas an officer of the
2nd .South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance,
in which he attained the rank of Captain on November
13th, 1911.

Wounded.
Captain E. Gordon, R.A.M.C. (temporarvi. Flauder.s.
Captain C. Robertson, R.A.M.C. (temporary), Flanders.
Lieutenant C. T. Bishop, R.A.M.C. (temporary), Flanders.
Lieutenant W. S. Martin, R.A.M.C. (temporarj'), Flanders.

Deaths among Sons of Medicai. Me^.
Allan, Marshall T., Lieutenant 6th Battalion Royal Scots

Fpsihere, son of the late Dr. George E. Allan, of 19, Woodside
^lace, Glasgow, killed in Fia:iee September 25tli to 28th, aged
26. He was educated at ('.',-_.,,

I ,1 ,,,
i he was

a medical student, \.:. ip^ fm-
four years, and was 1:1

hockey teams. He i^.i ;; ^
on .September 1st, 1914. wci lu ii
bomb officer of his battalion, and was
in August.

Allen, Herbert Thomas, Captain 9th Battal
landers (Ross-shire Buffs), voimgest son of tlie Inte I'.rijq i.-.

Snrgeon W. E. Allen, LM.'S., lulled in } i,. ,
,
- , ,. ^,1

25tb, aged 32. He had served as a . 1,:

India, and Trinidad, was an A.il.I.C.E. ; 1 ; 1 -^ 1
,

early partof the war he held a oommi.ii,io;i ii. tin l:..\'ri ••,, '

Eeserve, and served for fom- months on patiol dutv in t!ie

^°y'V^^''' J?'°ed the army iu Januan', and became Captainon February 1st.
i^u, u

tr^K?^'?"'
^^>" IJoaS'as. Lieutenant 6th Battalion Cameron

Highlanders, second surviving son of Lieutenant-Colonel C. S.Cameron, I..1LS. (retired), killed iu France September 25th or
/btn. He was educated at Keble College, Oxford, aud aot acommission on August 29tb, 1914.
Carswell, .John Jamieson, Second Lieutenant 10th Battalion

Cameronians (Scottish Rifles), younger son of Dr. -Jolm
,'??',',' Commissioner, Central Board of Control. Scotland,

oL h^^W ^i'"=^'
Edinburgh, killed in France, September

25th to 27th. He was !,.,rn in Glasgow in 1S89, clP.f-nted atGlasgow Academy, thf' ri' 'r ^
,

^ \\\..i-7.i
Scotland Technical ( ' 'n as
an architect with 51,.

, 1 ; ,,

the 9th (Glasgow Hi:; mans
at llie beginning of tb- . . ...... „,^ .,u o, l,,,,,, 94ti,
1914, and went to the front !)i. I uly.

<- -tm,

Cordenx, Edward Henry Noble",'Second Lieutenant 7th Bat-Wlion bherwood Foresters, only son of the late Dr. RobertHenry Cordeux, of Bnrney Park. Nottingham, killed in

Kp'temTer'Sth.m":^''-'^^''"- ^^ ^""^'^ commission

Tl5»i^f7f'
^^°^^^ ^- ^'' I-ienteuant 2nd Battalion Yorkshire

ki^foTi„Frin""^".5°".°^°'"-
f'^^-'^^y' «f Tunbridge Wells,

at Tn, Li J^ri ?° September 26th
,
aged 20. He was educated

^.ff ».wf^* ^°H°°'',„'r?'""^ ^^ ^6''' « J"'W scholarship, and
wLn r.

'°
^l^^' ^^l^'

"^'"^ «• scholarship at Cambidge.
S?,^V i^%^*V**S.^?; ''? 8ot a commission as .Second Lilu-

M,^^, '.,^hi L'^^"? ^^"^^ '^"'P^ °° A"g"«* 6th, 1914, wenttliTOi.gh the special war course at Sandhurst in spring, and

hI wPn^tn Fr°J.''^-^°T'l''"-'^
Kegiment on May hthT'lgiS.

»nH.Jn I , ,

"^^ m July, was employed there on specialentrenching work, and joined his regfment shortly before his

«?„"„''? c^' """f^S"" 9.''*^'1^' ^I='ior, Royal Garrison Artillery,second son of Nelson C. Dobson, F.R.C.S., of Clifton, killed -

Don,.i,is,,,i !

I.ondoi' I >

IlrtrlniL

19. He '-.I-. .-

Guilds Engines
early in tlie win
at Festubert. m
24tli, the day he
Duirs, Mearii

K: -

iployed for four years in
e early )iart ol the present war

'•['•} I."nM,:.iit7thBii,ttalioii
' I < . I' 'iial.lsoii, the Elms,
J raur,., s,.[,t,.|nher 25th, aged

! Cullege, ;iud at the City and
udoii enlisted in his battalion
in March, served iu the action
a commission from September

Tr;„«v 1-1 Q .. , ,j ,
eeoud Lieutenant 7th Battalion

n ^ n^,T,= nf T^'h" "'"{'^'"•^i
youngest son of the lateDi"

ii„f„-J?ri^o.l "l°4il'^^«'^^l':g' «r»l.^f'ica, killed in France,
;-. Ills commission was dated

September 25th to 27tl-

Decemlip "

"

Fit/.M:.

promote

>. and
I

: i tenant
lie sininy, was
I to Lieutenant

SenforthHi!;h-
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... ... .:, J un for July. In the August
numbei u£ our cuiitciiiporary llierc is a letter correcting an
error iu tlie number of doses of antityphoid vaccine supplied by
Dr. rr.i.tt Johnson from the Clinical Research Laboratories,
Johannesburg. The figure should have been 67,580 doses, and
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Blind Soldiers.
rollov.-iog the example of Great Britain and France, Italy ia

f-l il'Mnj lii,t;!uii ' for the training in new lines of work
(I tlif war. One has been at work iu
Ji ninler the direction of Dr. Bartolommei-
t;. -; I

.
'

1 . iio Landriani, both of whom, being
blind : i.rinllv qnalitied to understand the
diflicul' \,:iv,- \,,-.t their sight. The munici-
pality .! '

. a committee, of which the
Sindac" man, to study the best means
of organ.; Mun l.imded soldiers to earn their
living. Til.- I .Jiin'il ot tlie I'io lustituto dei Ciechi has placed
its services at the disposal of the committee.

Mki.
? Ut I ,

There are varj

;

and allowance- ;

rank of captain ;i

C. S. Brebner, 2,ibL

\L On :i:-: Waxtki

unit. Pay
tion to the
\ to Major
ince (T.F.),

5'?Hrf We.^t nidinfi Field Amhulance (T.F.).

There are vacancies lor ofiicers of this unit for ser\'ice over-
seas. Applications to the officer commanding 2 2nd West Riding
Field Ambulance, Thoresby Camj), Worksop.

driver

NOTES.
The Motor Laboratory of hie WiiLsn D

The equipment and personnel of a division;!

logical laboratory lias been sanctioned in conn
the 38th Welsh Divibi.ni. Ti,L \.m .-I.n.nM,,

captain, one lieuten:!ii, ,, : .. i.

laboratory attendant i: i ,i r <

driver A. S.C. (mechani. ,il li;ia j- l , I j
;.,

sists of the motor laboratory (live tonsi, with
provided from the divisional supply column, and one motor
cycle for the use of officers for inter-communication. The
laboratory, it may be remembered, was presented by Mr.
and Mrs. Lynn Thomas. The bactcrioloyitt is Captain
Emrys-Eoberts, professor of pathology and bactcriolo<;y in
the University of Wales, and pathologist and bacteriologist
to the King Edward VII Hospital, Cardiff. The laboratory
has been viorkiug with the division for some months.

The Lord Derby War Hospital, Warrington.
The Lord Derby War Hospital, Warrington, has been

established in the asylum buildings of the Lancashire
County Council at Winwick; it provides accommodation
for over 2,500 men. AVithin live -sveeks of being taken over
it -was ready to receive patients. Three operating theatres,
each with anaesthetic and .r-ray apparatus, have been
established. In addition to services lemh red by surgeons

Ur^laiitr,

in We

War Ui;

of twenty-
mder direct
o is also a
in the hos-

pital i-i tiboiit 1,700, and since it was tal;ou ov
iKispital nearly 3,500 patients have been adni
administrator is Lieutenant-Colonel Alc.xnnde
who was medical superintendent when the buildings were
used as an asylum, and the deputy administrator is Major
F. M. Rodgers, previously assistant medical officer.

a. The
.Simpson,

Dublin Castle Eed Cross Hospital.
A REPor.T recording the steps ^vhich led to the transforma-
tion of Dublin Castle into a Red Cross hospital has been
issued, and its new aspects are illustrated by excellent;

photographs. The wards were equipped for the reception
of 250 officers and men. and were ready for the reception

of patients on January 27th. On February 17th the first

convoy of wounded soldiers numbering 100 arrived ; on

I

March ISth 162 arrived, on April 30th 142. on May 28th
96, and on June 27th 119. The number discharged con-

valescent was 588. The radiographs taken numbered 304,
aud the e'lierations 212.

;i ' i .nagement states that no grant has
1 War Office, nor any aid from tho
1 •

, : y. towards eejuipmeut. While the
'\Viu o^.vv .i^i.. o. L._. i.ay the clinical hospitals of the city

at the rate ot 46. a clay for each bed occupied, the Com-
mittee had not been able to get any claim, beyond 3s. a
bed occupied a day, acknow lodged. The Committee claims
cijuality o£ treatment, and rc>gards the situation as par-

ticularly illogical when it is considered that the cost of

the staff and much of the running expenses have to bo
incurred whetiier the wards are occupied or empty,

'

whereas in the hcspitals existing before the war only a
small addition to the staff was needed to meet the require-

ments of the number of wounded soldiers that they take
in. In these circumstances the Committee is satisfied

that, to carry on the work of conducting the affairs ot tlio

hospital autl ensuring that all supplies shall be promptly
paicl for, it will be necessary for the City of Dublin Dranch
to make a strong effort to augment the fund for the main-
tenance of the Castle Ho.spital. The statement of income
and expenditure from December 12th. 1914, to June 30th,

1915. sliows receipts of .£6,000 from the Ked Cross Branch
and £2.791 fioni tl.e War Office, and expenditure of £4,438
on furnituie an i tiuiiimont, £1,374 on salaries and wages,
and .£2,568 on supplies. It is stated that the cost of main-
tenance during May, with 182 beds occupied, was 3s. 5d. a

bed, aud during June, with 121 beds occupied 3s. lid. a
bed.
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Tn a leaflet issued witlj the report of tbc Reel Cross Branch
It is stntod that a worjcing margin of jE'I.OOO is requirctl

to lelipTC the financial strain. Tlie Committee has been
a';l;ej to equip 50 additional beds for open-air treatment,

to bo placed >n\ a long balcony temporarily roofed over.

'I'lio additional cost woidd be £1.000 and, if the funds \\tno
available, the equipment would be uudeitaken. A letter

iicknowledging the receipt of the report has been rcceircd

from the Queen, who expi-esses the ploasui-o with which
she has learnt that the Branch is in an efficient state of

organization and is doing such excellent work.

Arrival or Hospital Ship at Dublin'.

The hospital ship O-rfordshin' arrived off Dublin about
midnight on Sunday, October 3rd, with about nine hundred
men and officers on board. Owing to a fog she was not

able to laud the men until the evening, when some twenty
units of the Irish Automobile Club ambulance service anil

about forty private cars were ready to receive them and
squads of the K.A.M.C. and St. John Ambulance Brigade
were iu attendance. Nearly tliree hundred of the wounded
were sent to Belfast in two trains. One man died on the

journey. A large number of the men came from the

lighting round Loos, and many regiments were represented.

Sr.vLE OF Fees for Prh-ate Pr.vctice.

At a recent meeting of the Swinford Board of Guardians
Dr. J. M. O'Reilly, Saltord Royal Hospital, was unani-

mously elected medical officer of the Charlestown dispen-

sary district, subject to his signing a scale of fees not ex-

ceeding 5s. for all visits on patients under £5 valuation,

and over £5, 10s. for the first visit, and 5s. for succeedin;:,'

visits; maternity cases not to exceed £1 Is. Several

attemi^ts have been made recently to induce doctors to

sign such an undertaking, which is not only unreasonable
but illegal.

supporters, they met with a few, and that of the very first

quality, and he thought those who had joined the Red
Cross Society before the war broke out, or undertook the
work of Voluntary Aid Detachments, could not help feeling

a pride in what they did. When they started the little

vijhmtary hospitals the idea was entertained that a check
must be put upon the soldier patients by having a sergeant
or constable in supervision over them iii case they might
break out of the ward. But a very few weeks of actual
experience showed that that was all nonsense, especially
in the case of the Territorials, who were absolute gentle-

men. .\ word from a nurse was sufficient restraint, and a
remonstrance was sufficient to make them do anything.

^ratlauJr*

Sir Alexander Oostox .vxd the Gexeva Coxvextiov.
A l\R(.;ely attended meeting was held at Inverurie uu

October 9th in connexion with the County of Aberdeoa
Branch of the British Red Cross Society. Sir Alexander
Ogstou, who lias been doing valuable work among the

sick and wounded in Serbia, delivered an address on the

Geneva Convention. That Convention, he said, was signed

by all the European powers and also by the United States,

Japan, and other ex-European nations, and it was thought
that the honors of war were to be enormously mitigated.

He was afraid, however, that all their dreams of humanity
were very much the same as they were in the days before

benevolence began to be preached as a doctrine, and aimed
at a.s a principle. They saw two of the leading nations of

Europe throwing over" by the first part of their military

work the whole of the Geneva Convention. These
nations no longer regarded neutral men as neutrals;

they were prisoners; cruelties could be exercised upon
them, and that with zest. Those who attended upon the

wounded could no longer go free, taking all their

luatcrials with them. They were all made use of by those

two unscrupulous nations who had rent the Geneva Cou-
ventiou into fragments, and no one would ever in future

believe iu the Geneva Convention. Who could ? After
the example they had had, it seemed an impossibility that
any one without ridicule could hold up the idea of the
Geneva Convention. It seemed that iu the future it would
be quite recognized as one of the features of the war that
the non-combatants .should be made prisoners, ill-treated,

shot, executed, and that the iudividuals of the country
where the war was being carried on—however helpful

they might bo to the sick and wounded of either army

—

would be looked upon as enemies, and all their efforts

under the Geneva Convention would amount to nothing
whatever. After some severe remarks on the conduct of

individuals among ourselves whom greed had led into a
course of action which meant a betrayal of their own
country. Sir Alexander Og.ston went on to say that loug
before the crisis came there were persons who per-

i^iivcd that there was at home an avenue open to them
lor good in connexion v."ith possible war work iu the

future. Although \'oluutary Aid Detachments and the

Red Cross Society did uol; meet with a vast number of

Canaiijr.

rRoro.?ED Residential College at McGilIi
University.

The athletic sports of the McGili Auxiliary Battalion of

the Canadian Officers' Training Corps were held on
September 18th on the new campus, which is beautifully

situated at the foot of the Montreal Mountain. The
property was purchased by Sir William Macelouald and
presented to the university a few j'cars ago. A stadium,

capable of seating 8,000, the funds for which were sub-

scribed by graduates of the university, is almost com-
pleted. In the future it is proposed to erect residences for

the students, aud towards the funds required for this

purpose 150,000 dollars has just beeu given by Dr. James
Douglas of New York, sou of the late Dr. Douglas, a
well-known practitioner in Quebec. Dr. James Douglas

took the degree of B.A. at Queen's University, Kingston,

and is an honorary LL.D. of McGill University, of which
in the past he has been a generous benefactor ; he was
recently elected Chancellor of Queen's Univeisit}'.

I A Medic.vl Liecten.vnt-Govebnor of Alberta.

Dr. R. G. Brett, of Banff, Alberta, has been appointed by
the Dominion Government to be the next Lieutenaut-

Governor of the province of Alberta. He was born at

Strathroy, Ontario, iu 1851, and graduated in medicine

from Victoria University, Toronto, in 18Y4. After prac-

tising for some time in Ontario he went to Winnipeg, and

became one of the founders of the Manitoba Medical

College. In 1886 he established the Banff Sanatorium, of

which he became medical director. From 1889 to 1892

Dr. Brett served on the Advisory Council of the Noith-

West TeiTitorics (now the provinces of Saskatchewan and

Alberta), and from 1892 to 1900 was a member of the

Assembly. He was also President of the College of

Physicians aud Surgeons of the North-W^est Territories,

and is now a member of the Medical Council of the

Province of Alberta.

dotus^mxhmtt.

THE W.\R EMERGENCY.
A Q; ! ' .

'" irnRM.

SiK,—Iu view of U : is which are about to

be made on the 11; ' "^ to fmnish medical

officers to the navy ll:.-. ..: j, is important that the

reasonable requirements of these who may elect to serve

should be at once stated to the Admiralty and AVar Office,

and, if possible, given effect to while there is yet time.

Every medical man who now signs himself willing to

serve when called upon is placing his future on the cast of

a die and conferring" an obligation on the nation. He is

virtually enlisting, yet seems to bo promised nothing iu

return for his devotion.

The meanest man who enlists in the navy or army
receives a uniform—a token to the world that he is servmg

the nation—and medical men who give their promise to

join when required ought, after being found physically fit,

toberc5»u-erftoweara uniform and receive a V)0uuty ot,

say, £10 to purchase it.
, , , - i

No one v>ho knows the inducements that lead men to

serve can doubt that this, more than anything, would

induce a large number to offer themselves. The wholo
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subject might be argued out at length, and I think the

loasouableness of \\)\a.t I suggest would be admitted, but

[ abstaiu from euci-.'iaching on j'our space, as probably all

who kuow the feelings ot the pcofession, as I am convinced

I do. will at once admit it.— I am, etc.,

A. 0.October lOtU.

The Need for Selettion.

Sir..—As Chairman of the War Emcrfjeucy Committee
ot the Chesterfield Division of the British Medical Asso-

eiation, I cauuot allow the letter from Dr. Barwise in this

week's JouKNAL to pass without some explanation from

me, although the enrolment of all junior men has to some
extent done away with the necessity for his letter and my
recly.

Our Cm ':', ii\ i > . ivcd a communication from
theCeiili. 1 I ,.( I Ion, stating that more men
were uv'i' '

I I;. A.M.C, and that our area

should jM th 11.

After H

'

I JeeiJed to send a circular letter

to men m -f age, pointing out the urgency of

the call. .1 ! ;u them primarily as coming within

one or nioir ui tnc lollowing classes: Unmarried, in a
l)artnership, on wliolc time service, assistants, or lio.spital

residents. There was a strong feeling that the men who
stood to lose least should be asked to join first.

Now the tuberculosis officer resident at the Chesterfield

Sanatorium, which has only been opened a few months'
certainly fulfilled these conditions, for he could return to

his post at the close of the war without loss of capital or

income. The Committee, I understand, were willing, if

necessary, to close this sanatorium for the duration of the

war; moreover, they actually offered the use of this sana-

torium to tlie War Office, who refused it, saying that they
did not need the sanatorium, but they did want the .staff.

In any case, there should have been no great difficulty in

finding a man over uiihtary age to do this work, or a
medical lady, many of whom are specially qualified. A
copy ot our letter to this medical officer was forwarded to

Dr. Barwise also, with a request that no barrier should be
put in his way if he desired to enlist. No special pressure

was, so far as I am aware, put upon the particular officer

in question.

At the same time, the Committee here realize that

medical men iu general practice with much to risk both
in capital and in income are not encouraged to join

when they see suitable whole-time officers still in their

posts.

Dr. Barwise, in his letter, refers to the fine response
made by his staff in general, for which the Committee
heartily applaud them, and it may be of interest to know
tliat uiost, if not all, of these men have been I'eplaced ; but
I f;iil to see tli;it these statistics alter the fact that an
eligible man is not being encouraged to go.

Or. Barwise makes some ungenerous remarks about the
rcLraiting returns of panel doctors in the eciunty of I.)eiby.

He should know that the.se men deal with the urgent and
stant needs of th( M.H.lat

ai'ea, with many tliousaiiil- oi hihiifii-u wurkc!-. liilebS

this class ot people ha\< H' .' - 'I' I't il'ifioi-, there

will certainly be the ii < '
'

i '

'
i y in thi counti-y.

Another grievance again-i Llie paU'.! iloctor is that a few
of us have been fortunate enough to secure a holiday.

Lot Dr. Barwise be thankful that he at any rate goes to

bed every night secure against any disturbance of that
holiday.

His Utopian scheme to divide the country into areas and
compel each doctor to limit his energies to his own little

corner would kill the tree choice of doctor with a vengeance,
and could only bo suggested by a man who knows nothing
at all of the work of a general practitioner. This letter has
been submitted to the War Emergency Committee, who
unanimously approve. —I am, etc.,

Aethue Coukt,
Cbesterfleld, Oct. 12tb. Cbairmau.

Sir,—In a letter from Dr. Barwise in your last issue

there a])pears to be a veiled imputation agahist the
patriotism of the panel doctors in Derbyshire. Jle fails to

realize that a large number of assistants to panel doctors

have undertaken military duties, thus in many cases

doubling the work of practitioners. His statement that

the panel doctors have beea able to take their holidays as

usual is absolutely incorrect. I am sure we are all very
interested to hear the amount of work that Dr. Barwise
is doing, but although we do not advertise the fact in the
medical papers I feel convinced that the majority of panel
practitioners in Derbyshire do more hours' work in a week
than Dr. Barwise, and a large percentage of that work is

on dependants of men on active service, for which we
receive nothing, thus differing from the patriotic work
performed by Dr. Barwise, for which ho receives
remuneration from the State.—I am, etc.,

Alfrcton, Oct. 11th. E.VVilOND G. BlNGH.\M.

Dr. H. E. LiTTLED.\LE (Charing, Kent) writes to express
his entire agreement with Dr. Barwise's suggestion that
the entire medical profession should bo taken over by the
Government, and that practitioners left at home should be
removed from their own to other districts. He has, he
adds, already made this suggestion to the War Emergency
Committee.

Grousing.
Sir,—Your editorial under the above heading is a timely

call to—let us say—the less thoughtful of our profession.

I had the honour of serving in France for over six

months, my position being such as to bring me in contact
with some hundred or more medical officers. After the
rush in October, November, and December of 1914 I was
frequently asked by mj' colleagues if I could not do some-
thing to break the monotony of " having nothing to do."

My reply to one and all was this :

" I am very pleased to hear it, for it means that our poor
chaps up at the front ai'e not being smashed up. We did
not come out here for experience at the expense of our
pals, so carry on and wait for the next rush, when you
will be busy enough."

" I never looked at it in that light," one and all replied.

And I heard no more grousing.—I am, etc.,

A. Macbeth Elliot, M.D.,
(Temporary) liieutenant-Coloncl, K. A.M.C.

Lonclou, W,, Oct. 10th.

Absent Consultants.
Dakeyon asks for suggestions for the " solution of a
problem serious to me and to others similarly situated if

they should join the E.A.M.C. A large part of my income
is derived from consultations with neighbouring practi-

tioners. Even supposing that my friendly rivals did not
wish to profit by my absence, I do not see what scheme
could be arranged which would be feasible and just."

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—At a time when faddism is rife in the artificial

feeding of infants, and alternative methods, each of which
is lauded by its own particular adherents, are abundant,
I own it is with some temerity that I write to support any
one of them. But m.y ex]ierienee with whole citrated

milk bears out so exactly I'r. C. W. Viuing's contention
that 1 feel his protest sliould not go altogether unsup-
pnrt' (!. To me, as to him, the infant fed by this method
bear,-^ I Kile resemblance to the majority of those who
receive diltitcd milk. "When I began to advise with
regard to infant feeding iu an out-patient department
I thought, as I had been taught, that diluted milk with
certain deSuite proportions of sugar and cream added
would satisfy all needs. Disillusionment soon followed,

for I found that diluted milk in the case of the poor meant
literally milk and water, with perhaps some sugar.

Cream or any substitute for it was seldom added, despite

the II, 1 IP :ii d instructions. The hospital babies fed on
dilii 'I ,

, ! ,, mnd were listless, pale, and pasty, -with

flah: ad loose joints, prominent abdomens, aud
uuhi ,

• ais, and were not seldom rickety. My
conccpLiun •of them fits Dr. H. C. Cameron's descriptiou

fairly closely.

^\'ilh some scepticism and misgiving I tried whole
eiti. '

'

: 'a' 'a it .seemed to me that even if such a
m'il '•

i
M uiore than an equal degree of success,

tia : need for adding sugar and fat would be
greal'\ i

' nnuiir. I was agreeably surprised by its

results, aud now after a trial extending over some nine

years, I am led, like Dr. Vining. to the opinion that as

a routine method for infants without gastrointestinal
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ili.'onlerg it surpasses all others. Infants fed on whole
iiiillc. to my mind, contrast most definitely with those fed

on diluted milk, and show to an unusual degree for arti-

Jiiinlly ted babies those criteria of good nutrition—healtliy

skins, lirm muscles, tant joints, iihjsical vigour, and mental
alertness.

1 use 2 grains of sodium citrate to the ounce of milk,

not 1 grain as advocated by some writers, and regard the

ditference as important. When, however, the tiuio arrives

for giving more than 4oz. feeds, the citrate may often

bo reduced to the lesser amount. The milk is always:

brought to the boil ; thero appears to be some special

anvantage in boiling the milk in this method of feeding,

in addition to those which are usually claimed for it.

No hard audfast rule can bo made with regard to the

amounts suitable for each feed, varying as they do, not
only with the age of the baby, but with its weight, vigour,

previous feeding. As a rule, a satisfactory .amount is one
which is slightly in excess of that of the milk, which
would be given in a diluted milk feed. As in other

methods of feeding, it is wise to give a small amount at

first, and to increase it gradually, using as guides the

baby's weight chart, apjictitc, and general condition.

Tlie dietetic treatii Nil ii .optional infants and those

with gastro-intestiii: ' ' ' another chapter.
IJr. Vining has 11 1 10 quite clear. No more

than he should I re^iu 1 .'. Iiu'-j ciUaLed milk as the key to

all the difficulties which surround this complicated but
important subject. I agree with Dr. Cameron that there

is no room for dogmatism, but much for careful and
Bvstematic observation. Whether from the work of tho

school of Finkelstein and Meyer, of which Dr. Cameiou is

such an able exponent, there will emerge a principle from
which a method, or methods, of feeding will be devised as

generally applicable as whole citrated milk remains to be
ticen.—I am, etc.,

Ij^ndou. W..Oct. 61I1. FkEDEKICK LaVUMEAD.

BOYS IN RECRUITING RALLIES.
Sir,—Yesterday afternoon in the company of many

thousandsof theinhabitantsofthisli. "1. 1. - n !
~ nucwherc

ontheEnglishseacoast,Iwasaspeti I 1
,. iiiiiitiug

rally ancl march-past. From .a ; u Ipoint I
observed several matters that I ilnnl. K.riir.' ivadjust-
ment. As the whole subject hinges upnu oue fact—namely,
the introduction of children into the ranks of .adult

marching troops, to take on muscular strain for which
their immature limbs are wititted—I shall not take up
space with unnecessary detail. What I saw yesterday
was a considerable body, of whom, at a low estimate,
30 per cent, were boy scouts, boy cadets, and boy non-
descripts. Although one could D'j. ,'> -1

i -Imiiiua the
pluck many little fellows of 4 fl. .': i :- M.|ilayed in
striving to keep np with tho Ion-

j

: . , : , , n'f their
seniors, yet one could see that liiu . li.hu wa. cxcessivo
and in some cases was doing tho chikUcu poaitivo harm.
The conditions were accentuated in the case of the boys
who played tho wind instruments and who marched along
discoursing sweet music- as they went, but at what a
cost !—I an), etc.,

October lltb. M.D.

THE WAR REFUGEES' DISPENSARY.
Srn,—For nearly a year, with the express sanction of

the Government, tho Committee of tho War Refugees'
l)ispensary, 265, Strand, W.C., has been providing domi-
ciliary medical attendance for refugees residing in the
London area. It has been able to do this solely by the
rlevotcd and enthusiastic cooperation of Belgian doctors,
themselves refugees. O-.ving, however, to vaiious cr-aises,

the number of Belgian medical praetitioijcrs available for
this work has diminished almost to vanishing point at
the moment when tho colder weather is daily increasing
the calls for domiciliary attendance, and the Conimillce
finds itself confronted with many more such appeals than
it is able to meet. It has occurred to it that even in these
1 v-i of unusual stress there arc probably many English

I

t :titioners with a sufficient knov.'ledgc of French "who
.'lid be willing, if not eagoi*, to help it by undertaking in

' - of need to visit sick refugees living in their immediate
: -jiibourhood. It is not likely that any doctor would be

ii'd to undertake more than two or three such cases at

a time. The Committee does not offer any remuneration,
and all its work up to the present date has been entirely
gratuitous, but it would pay for all necessary medicines
and appliances. Tho areas in which help is most needed
are those lying to the south of the river, in the East End,
and in tho Finsbury and Hammersmith districts. The
Committee would bo glad to receive the names of any
doctors willing to help it, addressed to the War Refugees'
DLspcnsary, 265, Strand, W.C.—I am, etc..

October 12th.

J. H. Philpot,
Cliairman of Committee, War

Refugees' Dispensary.

O^bituaru.

son of the
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Disease, Tvhich has passed throiigh six editions
;
and a

Textbool- of Human Physiology, of which there have been

lour larse editions. He also contributed a number of

papers on medical and physiological subjects to the pro-

OGcdincrs of scientific societies and to professional journals.

I)r Flmt was one of the foremost authorities in lunacy in

the United States. He was the first phyfician to the

pavilion for the insane at Bellevue Hospital, and in 1896

was appointed consulting physician to the Manhattan

State Hospital for the Insane, becoming president of the

consulting board in 1899.

Dr. Andrew Walked Hekdmax Lindsay, Professoi o

Anatomy of Dalhousie University, Halifax died fiom

h»art failure while attending a meeting of the Medical

iioard of Nova Scotia, of which he had been the registrar

for thirty years. He was born at Pictou, Nova Scotia, in

1852, and was educated at the Pictou Academy and at

Dalhousie University. After taking the degreeof B.A. at

that university in 1875 he went to the I. niversity of

Edinburgh, where he proved himself a brilliant student and

graduated M.B., CM. He returned to Canada and went

Tnto practice in Halifax. He became associated with the

Halifax Medical College and devoted himself to its

interests until its incorporation in Dalhousie L niycrsity.

Ho became Professor of Anatomy at the L niversity. and

the following tribute is paid to him by the President of

that University: "Dr. Lindsay was known as an un-

usually brilliant teacher of anatomy. His knowledge of

the subject was profound, and he never tired of imparting

it to those who desired to learn. By the death of Dr.

Lindsay, Dalhousie loses one of her staunchest and most

valuable friends. His time, his money, his thought, were

never stinted when the interests of the medical school

were in question, and it is no exaggeration to say that no

one has done more for medical education in Halifax than

Dr. Lindsay." His nephew, Dr. Alexander Lindsay, was

lost on the'jEmjJrcss of Ireland.

D G Mnnvo.Q.M.Miisa. B.C. Osborre. Jessie 8. Paton.

inkiQ, V- H. lieynokls. Hilda O. Robeits, Veronica ij.

r. C. K. Sinha, 8. W. I. Soiitli, Crr.ice Walker, Apolina, A.
H.

\V. T. Johns, J. C.
^. M'Cvfilic. r. J.

l\rac<lonnl<l, W.
. M. MuBa, D. C.
- iba, Ba Than.

: D. H.Canieioii,
::iii, -Jolian es G.

\v.

lock. S. L. Smith. D. G,

Walker, U. H. Willian

, Zyl. iralhology). '

-Janet C. P. Alison. W.E.
k 'J' S Huucan, F. Gnnavatna, N.

M \ . A. Maia, B. v.. Okholm, A, .T.

Stonte. C. G. Terrell. L. W. Thomas,
Johannes W

Allan, L, S. Auand, W. E. Caue-

Keraine. r.>a M. Clark. A. S, Garewal, F. Gunaralna, B. R.

Handoo J. H. Ken-, J. I. Kuit. J. L. Lamont. G. Lange. W. D.

Sackinnon Mary S. Paterson H Patlansky J^K Pn^es. A. O.

Boss, Mary J, D. Eutherford, J. Thompson, J. D. VVhitc.C. M. M.

Zubair.

UNIVEBSITT OF GLASGC^^.
At n mpetina of the University Court on October 7tli wi«

Princiimrreportecl that 360 stu/ents were fully employert or

munitions work m various factories in Glasgow.
„^„_^-,t

The resignation of Professor .fohn Ferguson was accep.et

He was boi^ in 1837, and has had an unbroken connexion witl

So university for sixty years. He has been professor ol

•^'^aXclettimmlLte work of his chair P-fessor Ferguson

has devoted much time to the l^'^'™-?" °* ^^e™i«try. He ^.a.

contributed numerous memoirs on alchemists, woiKeis

natural magic, and early chemists to

ing the Glasgow Philosophical Sociei y

time president. For his emmeuce i "
'•

Professor Ferguson received the

Laws in 1887 trc --- ^-— • -

'^\)t ^tx\na^.

1, . iiitached l'4th Dorset
^ ,• T i,.i substitute so as to

inii at nouie or in France. Com-

__ iinications should be addressed tu-Dr. Le Fleming, Wimbome,
Dorset, who will give all details.

PTAIN A. E. ^^
gimeut, Amhal;
ible him to trans

.arious societies, iucKur

of which he was at oik

lese aud similar studief

honorary degree of Doctor o'

the University of 8t. Andrews.

The'foHowing candidates have been approved at the examma

tions indicated

:

FirstM.B. (B.. Botany; Z.. Zoology, P
A. P. Aenew (B.. P.). J. S. Aitken (C.

W, Allan (Z.. P.). D. E. Alley (P..

Baud (B., P.'. J. Baird (B., P.l. \

(B.. P.). A. K. Begg(B.,P.). A.B.I'

B P.). A. L. Bi-ough CB., P.), II

(B Z . P.». 51. Brown (B.. P.). G. F. '

(b!. PJ. a. Camrbell (B., P.). D
Campbell (B,,

"

CCheinistvy).-

J.
E, G. i

M.A. (:

Galbrr.

Colt (B., A. J. Or
^(Tl., 7..r..C.i,P. A.

.Grah;

Enibn-siiits aub CollfiJfs,

XJNIVEESITY OF CAMBEIDGE.
The following candidates have been approved in the ex£imiu

tions indicated

:

UNIVEESITY OF EDIKBUEGH.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-

tions indicated:

First Pbofessiosai, (P?i!/sjcs).—E. M. Byi-es, W. H. Critien, D. M.

Galloway. G. S. Gill. Margaret G. Boss. B, S. Simpson. C. K.

.. M. HalKB.. Z..P,C.),J.r.
Hon (B.), It. G. HowatCB.. P.l,

(B P ) A Y. P.. Johnstone

B., 'Z..'P.. C->. T. Kemp (K ,

nedy IB.. P.). W. M. Kemieclv

(B.. P.). A. A. Kukland
J

.'.

. Lawson (B.. P . C ).

. M.. (B,. P.), T>. M.
.1. A. 1., M'Ada

H.MacarU.
.. P.). D. Ma-
Macdonald

F.M-\.:i:i I'.. - I' ;,

Maunt; Jl.'iiu^ a;.). .1. ..;.•- ! .

P.). J. B. Mnri-i^ouHi.,/.. IM.

Noble (B.. P.. C), A. L. On; IB.,

A. M. Kobertso
C. Eunkili
, J. Sacks
Sandil

B P. AM. Sanders (B.. P.>, I- ,MacE San '..no

B P ) J Shanks (B., P.). H. J Sheppard (B., P.), J. S. e^do

u" P " F C SneechlV (B., Z., P.), D. M'D. Spronll (B.. P. .
S. M

S eel (B. zVp.^^C.1 A. V. Steen (B., PJ. W. H. Stevenson 1.

AV. L. Temiileton (B.,

Mack
Macl.
Maij.
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r.), Helen B. Wilson (B., P.), Agnes H. AI. ToungWhito, I

(U.r.i.
M.B.. CB.B. (A.. Anatomy: P., riiysiology ; Jr., Materia Mcdica and""' " Pathology). - W. Adams IM.. Path.). R.

" H. Ai.stia (M.)

ThciaiK-ii
Aitkcn (.\I., Path.l. J. Asbroitli (XI..
.1. \V. \V. Baillie (M., Path.), 11. N. 151

1

Misset(A..P.), A. Black (A., P.), \

D.C.BoTCio (A.I, A. G. Brand (Patli
Cahalano lA., P.), W. il. Cameron
Carstairs (A.. xr.\ M. Thalmers, M

, S.
Path.),

I. M. ,7.

T. \V,
isliolm
i. Dick

>;i:'"r.ui- 1 1 ^ \l 1 ., I . ;
.. y I \ . r .

: < , -, |i M . Path,),

n,uM, V,'''i'.'"V'
;'*',•

J."'i',''
^"" I

>

Hebble-
in\\.uto \M. laili.i. ,J. c. Heudri 1 h liriint-ton
(Pi.ih.'. .T. Hi^lop (Path.). H. P. n,.; t .i rr
HoIn.j(M.,)V.thJ.T.J.Honeyman(\

'

;
- :: M.I.J N

.7«mR.»0.l. M.A. (M., Path.), J. JocN ll„ .1 ,lu,slr>nlM
Path.l. K. E. Kerr (A., P.), W. H. Kii
Ken- lA.. P.). \V. F. Kivlichan. M.A. IPatl
J. Liddell iPath.l, .1. Lipsohitz (\., P)
5-r.M";*''''°^'"^-^*'"'^'' ^- W. MacDouaJd (Path.), „. i.MGilihon (A, P.). A. D. C. M'Gowan (A), T. M'Gowan
,> ;, K\J- W- ilaclisy. M.A. (A.. P.), D. J. MacKinnon (51..
lath.i. W S L. MLeish (A.. P.), W. M'Willam (M., Path.),
.1. Marsliall (M., PaUi.), J. S. llartin, M.A. (M.. Path.), W D.

_D. S. Mitebell (M., Path), G. A. Mitchell (M.),
"" ?>rE :\ronli,'oujciy (A., p.). B. F.

''
'

^' '< > • -I- '\
, fM. .T. B.

>
.

^ i I. .1 !:>•]< '\l <. D. B.

\. 'null.), W. M
Lean, U.So, <M.)

abovius (M.)

Path.!

P.I, H. I). Wallace (.V, P.). W. H. Wal
\Mjite u>.i. J. p. White (M.. Path.). K.

r. \\i~liavt (.\., P.), .J. T. Wylie Ci)., 1

P.-<tll.'. >i,.! 1; I
.

Agnes 1'. M I
,

,

beth C. Mil',
RobiiKi -

Path.l. I

I. T. I; ;

Robcn
(A.. P.). 1

MaryMaol, \Ncir M ]

TniBD M.B., CM.—t! c 1 .1

FocRTH M.B., Ch.B.—E \

L. W. Gemnicll. N.
Higgins. T. P. Hntclii
D. .7. MaoDouKall, G.

.

Margaret J. Maclachia

. (i. del Pino. A. Dick. R. S. Dickie,
il..:hrist, R. K. H. Gillespie. W. A.
Florence S. Kirk, H. L. M'Cormick,
iorty. .7. P. M'Greebin, A. M'Innes,
le C. M'Vie, N. Morris, J. H. Murray,
,
Margaret A. H. Stewart, E. T, Todd,

UNIVERSITY OP ABERDEEN.
T,„„^ ,. ,

Speclvi, War GK.VDU.iTlON.

„, ;, t"?^'"^^
students were capped at a graduation ceremonyon tictober 9th. Tliey had completed the final part of thespecial war examination for the degrees of M.B. and Ch.Bami are already members of the Royal Army Medical CorpsIhey were: J, Ewen Cable, Maternity Hospital, Aberdeen •

i-L„f,"i/^ Davis, Kingseat Asylum, Newmachar; andClaude C. Hargreaves, Royal Asyliim, Aberdeen.

ROYAL FACULTY OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
OF GLASGOW.

«„ .u .,
.'^'^"' ^''^"" Librarian and Secrclani.AT the monthly meeting of the Royal Faculty. Dr. John Barlow

tlie president, made reference to the intereiting fact that Mr,Alexander Duncan, LL.D., completed fifty yeara of service as

lii^vJi ?i,^°* n^^'^-^''"^'
°" '^"8"'^' 12th last. The President

T?^i>f f V '°"?""°g i-esolution, which was seconded by Dr.

"ThpVrn""^'' '^I^V"*"' .^'i?""'^'
^°'l unanimously approved:The Fellows of the Royal Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons

of Glasgow, in meeting assembled, resolve to place on recordtheir sincere appreciation of the services of Alexander Duncan,
f.,Y\»,.rrt'„

^^.P^^'fi"^ 'i'ty years Dr. Duncan has been a faith-

oneroa,,t^.«°Vi'?'"^';i?"'
"«™'i»g ''^^elf unsparingly to the

m»M^^!^f^-ffi°',]"^°""^'^'^*'"^"^'J ""'I sagacious a°Jviser in

f,^J^l ?' ^^ ""y ^^ '°"g «P'»'"«'' to come among us, free

th^ Roval FacnH™'^'*'"
''"^ he^Hteit wish of all the Fellows of

h» =?.„. I^^'="''y- A copy of the resolution was instructed to

L R'r's'Vdfn"''T"?f1."2^a ^f'^ /°'"^«'' Webster, L.R.C.P.,Ij.K.l .b.Edin., L.K.F.P.S., L.D.S.Glasg., 19 ^^^^f-- tji.,..'
Glasgow, was admitted fatter examination) 'as
Faculty, qua surgeon, qualified to hold office.

Fellow

CON.JOINT BOARD IN ENGLANDThe following candidates have been approved at the exam-nation indicated:

SeconT) CorxEon (Analonvi n,
E. -J. Bilcliffo, W. A. FI5
Halstead. F. .7. Harvej-. C.
Isard.T. G. .7ames. Kvelyn
.7oyce, A. E. A. Khair, I,.

•^I^- Mason. A\ Y. Massouda. G.'Jr^dowsTpTMorcos;
- — - D. F. Panton, J. O. Pauw, M. C. Polhill,

Reece, P. W. Beitz, G. A. S. Shacklock,
C. W. Simpson, N, Synn, I. H. Zortmau.i

Macklii
J. W, W. Xewsome,
C. P. Bainer. K. H
C. E. A. Shepherd. ]

-Utenborough.
" ^ D. V.

rj 1,. Herington. C. P. Hines. C. V.
If. Johnson, W. A. JolliSfo, H. C. C.
_K. Ledger, J. G. McCann

JIUMral ^^lus.

The sixtIiClinic.lI C'ongrei5s of Surgeons of North

o'V^hl? o^ji^ '"'t"?'^'
"' ^"'^"^ ^1"'''"« the week beginning

October 25th. It is expected that 1,500 surgeon.s will bS
present. Dn John B. Mnrphy of Chicago is president and
/lu^^^""'®^

^- ^'^^'° °' l^ochester, Minn., pre.sident-eleot
of the Congress.

Thk trustees of tlie British Musenm have issued from
tlio Natural History Museum, r
appears to be the first of a sei i. -

deals in simple terms with tli. >

;

and lice. The leaflets can be ui

for six copies ; Is. for 100 cop;^,,
Mu.seum, Cromwell Road, London

"11 l.'"ad, S.W., what
"i i'li.- leaflets. It

' 'ISC from flies
'

I
i|iost free) Id. •

ilic iNaiural History
W., only.

c,.'^'i5
^"chess of Marlborough, Mr. Walter Long, M.P.,

Sir Thomas Barlow, Sir J. Cricbton-Browne. and Mr!
Benjamin Broadbent Avill address a pul.lir incliii.. to be
lield at the London Guildhall on Ocfob< r 2Giii to T.roraote
the campaign of the Central Coinni ii 1

, inr Xntional
Patnotic Organizations (29, Cockspiii- Slicct, S.\\" ) and
the National Association for the Prevention of infant
:\Iorfality (4, Tavistock Square, W.C). The chair will be
tal;eu by the Lord Mayor at 3 p.m.

The Central Midwives Board, at its meeting on October
7tb, decided to ask the Privy Council to request the Local
Government Board to call the atteniion of local super-
vising authorities to the prevalence of the practice of mid-
wifery by unqualified persons and to advise them to
institute legal proceedings against such women and briu"
before the General Medical Council any medical praotf
tioners "covering" such women. Tlirco women were
disqualified from examination on account of tamoerinc
with birth and marriage certificates. ' °

ACCOEDING to the American Vnderiuriter, which publishes
a consideration of the relative death-rates of abstainers
and moderate drinkers from the actuaries' point of view,m the United States, the United Kingdom, and the British
Colonies, the probable difference between the death-rates
of abstaining and non-abstaining life insurance policy
holders is still problematical. It appeared that the
death-rates from rheumatism and Bright's disease were
lower among beer drinkers than amongst consumers of
whisky.

The International HeixUh Commission of the Rockefeller
Foundation was established in June, 1913, for the purpose
of fighting the hookworm disease, not only in the Southern
States of America, but in other countries. From a report
of (;he foundation recently issued we learn that the area
of infection extends around the globe in a zone about
66 degrees wide, having its centre at the equator. Practi-
cally all countries in this belt are infected. Work was
begtm in British Guiana, Antigua, Trinidad, St. Lucia,
Grenada, the Malay States, Panama, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, and Guatemala, and also in Egypt and Ceylon. Up
to December 31st, 1914, the Commission had treated
19,425 hookworm sufferers throughout the world. In
addition it had instituted an educational system by which
many thousands were instructed in the dangers and means
of fighting the disease.

The Incorporated National Union for Christian Social
Service, founded some sixteen years ago by the Rev.
Dr. Paton of Nottingham, and now presided over by the
Dean of Manchester, has, in addition to two farm colonies
for " unemployables," two colonies for epileptics. One of
the latter is situated at Lingfteld, Surrey, and accommo-
dates nearly 300 patients in ten homes. There is a
large open-air school for children, cerlilied under the
Board of Education, which receives epileptic children
from education authorities and others, and appears
to be doing very good work. The medical super-
intendent. Dr. Hume Griffith, in referring to the recent
establishment of a sanatorium, pleads for the ccinipnient
of an operating theatre, and of a laboiMi.M-, To: 1. -.micU
work, so much needed in connexion v,\:\' y! I lie,

society's second epileptic colony it .1 '
1

;
'. liic,

Westmorland, and receives paiii'nis ii ^ of
Kiigland. Much has yet to be r 1 \,
causation, and treatment of ci- ; to

"

fiiultIiatancffortisbciugma.il oy
subscription such equipment as !: ., ;

.; ilio

carrying on of research.
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fitters, #otf5, antJ ^uslucrs.

"'fAi-ding to
'.

, -A fatal

riie red

.louRNM.. Aitiolooil. '''««''"''''•.
iv,",'"

(2) FINAN-CIAL SECEETABY AND r. i >

ti-iements. etc.). ATticulate, Westrand,

Geriard. (3) MEDICAL SECKETAK
Zondmi : telephone, 2634. Geirai-a. The
of the BritiBh Medical Association is

Dublin. ._

IS- Queries ansicers, and communieatiom relating to luhjects

to xvMch special departments of (7ie BKlTisn Medical JoUKSAL

are devoted u-ill he found under their respective headings.

QUERIES.

TuRERCULix desii-es to know the uame and atldre^s ol the

luakers ol the M.O.H. tuberculin syringe.

ANSWERS
EtClERENr Ep\-I11 n >r „i

Dr. AV Eobektson (bt Maik (_ I tii ^mca)

wuteq KepUing to 'CD" 1 ,\^"" A^i
AngnstMtU 19151 I 'ihould \eut i.tneiethe

limb wrapped "P i" b^ pel tonic iU 1« i i u. I co^cled

with jaconet for a a eek tt a time at night the ittacl - would

uot leciu I am led to this suppobition on the strength of my
h tl lulion 111 se\eiiU'i i f ji i iicel

t the attac'
e\pei

cate 1

\A

the u
he Ktei t

cii about
cfse for

Thf Pptof or Bpomtpfs
cal Ofhcer,
1 replv to
tiiou-, one
I uits At

It iieuting
I with cdium

)ie lie (uent while
U\ shoitened AKo in

he amount of biomide
,'ed and the 1 ejueiic^ of the fita

s\cmici. Ihese

loi tl

Ijingh
^\lth sul stitut I

I in
bicarbonate and the 1 tb ha\c uot bteu

the postepileptic stui or ib mai'

many cases ol cunhimel ei

j,neunii\ be gieatU dec
reduced b\ the exhibition cf di^italib

diugs seem of little scr\ice in contiaim, the htb without the

bromide, but, combined •(\ ith a moderate do^e the effect is

marked.

WEIP'S V4.CCINWI0N iNbTEOIENT.
Dk Aebfpt F TtBE (Hampstead) writes In leplv to
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ANALYSIS OF CASES OF TETANUS
TREATED IN HOME MILITARY

HOSPITALS
rnOil AUGUST, lOU, to august, lOhJ.

;-IR DAYID BRUCE, C.B.,' F.R.S., F.R.C.P.,
SultGKON-Gl^NEItAX.. A.M.S.

The object of this paper is to give mptlical officers serving

iH military hospitals at home the result of various methods
of treatment in cases of tetanus.

In December' 1914, a return of cases of tetanus was
called for from home military hospitals, and an army form
issued. - Up to the present, notes on 231 cases have been
sent in : of these, 98 recovered and 133 died. This gives a

luoi-tality of 57.7 per cent. lu the Memorandum on the

Treatiiifnt of Injuries in War (July, 1915)' it is repprted

from overseas that 179 cases of tetanus have been treated.

Of these 179 cases, 140 died, a case mortality of 78.2 per

cent.

The death-rate in untreated cases is stated to be 91 per

cent, in these of short incubation, 50 per cent, in those of

delayed incubation.

On examining the rate of mortality at the various
hospitals where cases of tetanus have been treated, it is

seen that at Netley it stands at 81 per cent. This is

probably due to the fact that as this hospital is near the
port of disembarkation the most serious cases and those
already showing symptoms of tetanus would naturally be
sent there.

There were 6 cases at .\ldershot with 6 recoveries. As
this result is very satisfactory, it may be useful to describe

the method of treatment employed.

Cases of Tetanus treated at Aldershot.
Case 40.—The wound was in tlie right arm aiiH •^nnnpil In- n

sliraijnel bullet. Five days after the wound, 011 i: -. :•• m: - m
lo Aldershot Hospital, he had 1,500 units of .ini;!. i:

injected subcutaueously as a preventive meusun -

of tetanus occurred nine days after this injection, I :' ii . n ^ia .

after the date of wound." He now had 3,000 uims ini.cted
^iibcutaneously and iutrathecally on two days, recovered

.

Caseil.—Gunshot wound of middle finger of tlie left luiiul.

On his admission to Aldersliot Hospital he received 1,500 unit;^

as a preventive measure. Symptoms of tetanus occiui-ed
fourteen days after this injection and nineteen days after
wound. Same treatment as in Case 40. Recovered.
Case 42.—Gunshot wound, scrotum and right thigh. He

received 1,500 units on admission, five days after wound. Four
days after this symptoms of tetanus appeared, and he received
4,500 units iutrathecally in three doses on two days. Ee-
covercd.
Case 43.—Shell wound in left hip. On admission, three days

after wound, 1,500 units were injected. Symptoms of tetanus
appeared seven days after this injection, about ten days after
the wound; 3,0C0 units subcutaneously and intrathecally.
Kecovered.

Case 44.—Gunshot wound, thorax. TCo preventive dose was
given in this case on admission to the Aldershot Hospital.
Symptoms of tetanus appeared six days after wound ; 4.500
iniits in three doses, all intrathecally; 1,500 each, two on one
day and one the day following. In addition, 2 c.cm. of a 25 per

' BniTiSH Mkdical JooBNAi., August 2: St, 1915, p. 305.

! cout. solution of magnesium sulphate were injected into the

I

spinal canal with each injection of serum. Kecovered.
Case iJ.—Gunshot womul of left hand. A preventive dose of

I 1,500 units was given on admission and thirteen days after
t wound. Symptoms three days after this injection and sixteen

I

after wound; 3,000 units in one day suhcutaneously and
,

intrathecally. Kecovered.

i It may be that these cases were slight, and would have
recovered spontaneously, but two things must be remarked.

j

lu five of the cases a prophylactic dose of .serum was given

j

immediately on admission to hospital at Aldershot, and in

the curative treatment the direct injection into the spinal
canal was always used. In England resort to this pre-

! ventive use of serum seems to linve brtn rave, aud it is

suggested that in suspicions ca^t -; ii 1 im^ a sound line of

treatment. After onset of syuiiun:!^ ilh- iniiathecal way
of approach appears also to be by iai I'm iiHisi effective.

At Aberdeen there were 3 cases with 3 recoveries.

None of these had a preventive dose on admission to the
Aberdeen Hospital. One had 147,000 units (140,000 sub-

cutaueously, 4,000 intravenously, and 3,000 intrathecally),

another 18,000 units (16,500 subcutaueously, aud 1,500

iutrathecally), while the third had only 3,000 sub-

cutaueously.
Colchester also Lad good results — 7 cases with 5

1 recoveries. Here also there was no prophylactic treat-

1
ment on admission, and nothing noteworthy in the manner

' of curative treatment.

The Distribution' of Cases of Tet.\kcs betweex
; August, 1914, and August, 1915.

The first cases occurred in August, 1914, and the fol-

i
lowing diagram represents as nearly as possible the

number of cases which occurred in each mouth until the
following July. It is impossible to show the proportion

of cases of tetanus to the number of wounded, as the

iutormation is not at present obtaiuable.

1914 1915

Aug
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were more exposed to contamination of their wounds at

that time, which included the retreat from Mons; that

there was less opportunity of receiving surgical treatment

as rapidly and as effectually as later on; that during this

time the preventive use of antitetanio serum had not

hecu developed, as it has durmg the last six months, when
i^ is reported that, wherever possible, every wounded man

" ' ' ' ""oKc; and generally that
c- ,-. Iiow better to cope

if war, to unlearn

.ud to revert to the
iMiigh drainage, and

lets by baths or irrigation,

ipossible to say which of

important.

])as received a prop
experience has taught

with tlic conditions oh

llic Usnous of modern ;i

older iiietliods of free '
constant removal of septic

At the present time it

these factors has been the :

r^rXATION OF THE NuirBEU OF DaYS WHICH ElM'SED

BETWEEN THE DaTE OP WoUND AND THE OnSET OF

Stmptoms, and the Rate of Moetality.

It is well known that the rate of mortality depends on

the length of time which has elapsed between the date of

the wound and the onset of symptoms, and the following

diagram shows that the cases of tetanus under consideration

follow the same law.

Diagram II shows that in the cases dealt with, if the

symptoms of tetanus appeared within ten days of receiving

the wound, the mortality was 66.6 per cent. ; if between

the eleventh and twenty-fifth day, 39 per cent.

Incuhation Period, or Numhcr of Days tvhich Ehqnc
bclwecn ihc Bate of JVoand and tJie Onset of Ittanus

Sijmpioms.

The following curve shows the number of cases which

occm'red on each day from the third day after date ot

wound.

Th,

TCK tYCuNO.

31

\^
u

Ci.ne 1.

From Curve 1 it will be seen that, in the cases of tetanus

under consideration, more occur on the tenth day after the

wound than on any other. The incubation period may Ije

as short as three days and as long as 157.

Tkeatmext of Tbtakus by Antitetanic Serum.
A.

—

Prei-^ntlcc Treatment.
Among the 231 cases, only 37 are noted as having boon

treated with antitetanic serum before the onset of

symptoms: 20 in France, 7 in England, 10 not specified.

Of these 37, 18 recovered and 19 died, giving a mortality of

51.3 per cent.

The usual dose was 1,500 units (8 records'), but 1,000

were given in 3, 500 in S, and 4,000 in 2.

Table XL
Recovered. Died.

8 cases uioculateil on i.lay of wound ... 3 ... 5
3 „ ,, one day after wounti ... 2 ... 1

3 „ „ two days after wound ... 2 ... 1

2 „ „ three days alter wound ... 1 ._. 1

2 „ „ five days after wound ... 1 ... i

3 „ ,, six days after wound ... 3 ...

2 „ ,, seven days after wound ... ... 2

1 ,, „ eight days after wound ... ... 1

3 ,p „ nine days after wound ... 2 ... 1

1 ,, ,, eleven da,ys after wound ... 1 ...

9 cases were unaccounted for.

The average incubation period of 17 fatal cases was
thirteen days ; of 15 cases which recovered, 18.5 days.

Ti.—Curaiivc Treatment.

Out of the total of 231 cases the numbers treated with

antitetanic sernm after the onset of symptoms was 215

(93 per cent.). Sixteen cases did not receive curative

treatment with antitetanic serum in England. Of these,

3 recovered and 13 died; mortalitj', 81.25 per cent. Of
the 3 which recovered all had been treated prophylactically

in Fiance. Of the 13 who died 6 had been treated

prophylactically in France.

Of Ihe 215 cases 116 wer
alone; 46 recovereil,

Of the 215 cases 7 were t:

Ireenverea.eaicil.
Of tl.e i: , . -.

. i4
.

all.l:' ! '

Of tJie ;

Of tlie'.'!-j . .li..s Jl -V.
:

aneous iujection'i

60.3 per cent,
s injections aioiii ;

rent.
! I injections

;cnt.

iind intra-

venonslv, and intrathecaliy ; 8 rcLuvcicJ, S dicJ. Jior-

talitv, 50.0 oer cent.
Of the 215 cases 73 were treated intrathecally with or without

subcutaneous or intravenous injections; 40 recovered,
33 died. Mortality, 45.2 per cent.

It would appear from Diagram III, which represents

this graphically, that injections of antitetanic serum into

the spinal canal are more effeclivo than subcutaneous or

intravenous injections.
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The Influence of Dosage on Ihe Curative Action of Aiifi-

tetanic Serutn.

It is generally held at the present time that success in
the treatment of tetanus bj" antitetauic serum depends on
the use of big doses.

Out of the 231 cases under review, iu 200 only was the
anionnt of serum recorded. In analysing these 200 cases
it must be noted that the amount of serum given is the
total amount, not the daily amount or the amount of each
dose. For example, if a serious ease came into hospital,
received 10.000 units, and died at the end of one day's
treatment, this would bo put down as 10,000, whereas a
milder or more chronic case receiving the same treatment
for ten days would be returned as having had 100,000 units.
It would be false to argue that as the one got ten times as
much serum as the other and recovered, the result was duo
to the larger amount of serum given.
In the returns sent in the daily amount is seldom

given
; what is recorded is the total amount given from

the beginning to the end of treatment.
It is suggested that in the returns sent in in future the

daily amounts should be specified, and the mode of mjec-
tion, intrathecal or otherwise, carefully recorded.

Out of the 200 cases 4 received 1,000 units or under ; 2 re-
covered. 2 died. Mortality, 50 per cent.

Out of tlie 200 cases 61 received from 1,001 to 5,000 units :

24 recovered. 37 died. Mortality, 60 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 50 received from 5,001 to 10,000 units •

14 recovered, 36 died. MortaUty, 72 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 20 received from 10,001 to 15,000 units •

12 recovered, 8 died. Mortality, 40 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 19 received from 15,001 to 20,000 units •

6 recovered, 13 died. Mortality, 68 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 19 received from 20,001 to 30,000 units •

10 recovered, 9 died. Mortality, 47 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 14 received from 30,001 to 40,000 units

9 recovered, 5 died. Mortality, 36 per cent.
Out of the 200 cases 13 received"from 40,001 to 147,000 units •

9 recovered, 4 died. Mortality, 38 per cent.
'

The main conclusion to be drawn from a study of these
cases of tetanus treated therapeutically by antitetauic
serum is that it seems highly probable that the serum has
little or no effect on the course of the disease. There is a
little evidence that, if the serum has any effect at all, then
the intrathecal method of injection is the most effective.

^i ^^Ji'^^
arises that, if serum is to be used at all, then it

should first and foremost be injected intrathecally in as
large dose as possible, and repeated as often as safe and
practicable, as long as symptoms persist. If there is any
likelihood that tetanus toxin is still being absorbed into
the blood stream from the wound, then, in addition to the
intrathecal injection, a further quantity of serum may be
introduced intravenously and subcutaneously. In thisway 3,000 to 5,000 units could be injected into the spinal
canal and 10,000 to 20,000 into a vein and under the skin.
On account, doubtless, of the ease of givint^ serum by

subcutaneous injection, this method is most us°ed. In 116
cases out of the 215 under consideration (54 per cent.) it
was the only method used. In 190 cases (88 per cent.) it
was one of the methods used. The intrathecal method
was only used in 73 cases out of the 215 (33 per cent.).
^ow the contention is that the intrathecal path should

lie used in every case where serum is used, either alone or
in conjunction with the other methods.

Other Therapeutic Remedies.
1. Carbolic Acid Injections.

The treatment of tetanus by carbolic acid injections was
described by Baccelli in 1888, and consists of the sub-
cutaneous or mtramuscular injection of carbolic acid. It
IS generally used ma 1 in 20 solution, and from 3 grains to
li grains of the acid constitute a daily dose

In the present series 33 cases were treated by this dru" •

12 patients recovered and 21 died (63.6 per cent.).
In Table III the single injections and daily quantities

are expressed m grains of carbolic acid. The cases are
arranged according to the amount of carbolic acid given per

Ca"e'206?°'
^''''" ^ ^''''*' ^^ *° ^° grains daily^in

no^Pv^^.n'^^fl^f*
the table it would appear that there isno evidence that carbolic acid has any favourable thera-

peutic efleci on cases of tetanus. It is also suggested that

small doses,

inadequate.
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under review

fatal than

the

Conclusions.

The conclusions to be arrived at by this analysis are as

follows: , . „ .r,„

1. In the 231 cases of tetanus under review the

mortality was 57.7 per cent.

2. Cases with a short incubation wore

those of longer incubation.

3. Most cases occurred on the tenth day atter

°4!"There are few allusions to the use of antitetanic

serum as a prophylactic.
i-t *„„;„

5. In regard to the therapeutic effect of antitetanic

serum, the evidence would go to show that this action is

not well marked.
. * j. 1

6. If antitetanic serum is used—and in such a tatal

disease it would seem wroug not to give the patient tue

benefit, even if doubtful, of the antitoxin—it ouglit to be

injected in the first place intrathecally, as this methoa

would seem to possess advantages over the intravenous

and subcutaneous methods.
i 1 i-u

7. There is no evidence that any benefit accrued to the

cases treated by carbolic acid or magnesium sulphate

injections.
, , ,

. , .

8. To sum up, the treatment of a case of tetanus miglat

be as follows

:

(a) Place in a quiet, darkened room under care of a

sympathetic and capable nurse.

(I) The best surgical treatment of the wound should

be thoroughly carried out to ensure the prompt

and complete removal of all septic products.

((•) The intrathecal injection of at least 3,000 units

. of antitetanic serum. At the same time 10,000 to

20,000 units may be injected intravenously and

subcutaneously. This procedure to be repeated

as frequently as the course of the disease seems

to demand. , , ,

{d) In addition to this the patient should ^receive

sedative drugs, such as chloral - -''—-'

full doses.

chloretone, in

ON THE HAEMOLYTIC ACTION OF THE URINE

IN CERTAIN CONDITIONS.

By C. S. McKEE, M.B.,

Vancotivee. B.C. ; Captain C.A.M.C, No. 5 General
Hospital, Canadian Expeditionabt Fokcje.

This article is a summary of two papers read before the

Vancouver Medical Association in April, 1914, and April,

1915 and not vet published. The work is based upon

material obtained from the Vancouver General Hospital,

while Director of the Laboratory of Clinical Pathology in

that institution. Since arriva,l in England with the con-

currence of Surgeon-General Carleton Jones, D.M.8^

Canadian Expeditionary Force, and thanks to the help

given me by the National Research Committee, facihtiea

have been granted to me to continue the work at Cambridge,

under Professor Gowland Hopkins. I had, however, been

able to do little more than demonstrate some of the main

phenomena here recorded to Professor Hopkins, and, I may
add, in the laboratories at St. Bartholomew's and Gay B

Hospitals (to which hospitals I would express my gratitude

for the opportunity given to obtain material), when I was

called to active service overseas.

I would here express my sincere thanks

lacallum, of T(

Professor A. B.
Wesbrook, of the
Lieutenant-Colonel

Toronto ; Principal

University of British Columbia

;

Adami, C.A.M.C; and Professor Hopkins, for the

encouragement they have given me in this research.

It seems fitting to place on record the followmg observa-

tions, since a careful search through the literature at my
command, and also a search by interested friends through

that contained in much larger libraries than were at my
disposal in Vancouver, has failed to show that the reaction

here described has been noted before, or, if noted, pub-

lished The only mention made of the action of urine

unon the red blood corpuscles is the loss of shape and

colour that these cells undergo after standing for some

time in urine which tends to become alkaline, together

svith certain incidental notes upon changes observed in

the red corpuscles in some (but by no means all) cases of

^Tfs "unnecessary hero to detail iu full the sequence

of observations and deductions which led me to this

particular line of inquiry. It will suffice to say that for the

last few years I have interested myself particularly in the

various forms of anaemia, and after not wholly successful

endeavours to find some reaction whereby to separate

sharply the conditions of so-called primary and secondary

anaemia, it appeared worth while to test whether change

in the blood plasma led to change in the corpuscles,

whether these chauges, if any, were due to the loss ol

some protective material, to the presence of toxins, 01

to the presence of something passed into the plasma for

the purpose of neutralizing circulating toxic elements—

a something which, while neutralizing these toxic bodies,

exerted a coincident deleterious action upon the erythro-

cytes. Should there be bodies of any of the above type3

in the circulating blood, it seemed deserving of study

whether they undergo excretion and are to be detected

in the urine ; and the first question to be answered was,

Can any difference be made out between the action upou

the red corpuscles of normal urine and that of urine from

cases of grave (pernicious) anaemia ?

Method Emploted.

The solution of this first problem was not so simple a

matter as it might seem. In fact, for a long time I failed

to note any difference between them as far as the action

on red corpuscles was concerned, red cell emulsions of

different strengths and amounts being mixed with varying

quantities of urine. The intention was to note if, after

the red corpuscles had been exposed to the action of urine,

there was any increase or decrease in the resistance of

these to the action of a hacmolytic serum, or any other

chanoe, which could be noted and followed up. Eventu-

allv I adopted the following technique by which, while

orclinary urines have so far exhibited a complete

absence of haemolytic power, those from cases of grave

pernicious anaemia show at some period, often daily tor

a long time, a marked haemolytic activity. I have so far

noted it in all cases studied, except in cases of the aplastic

type.

The method is as follows

:

. -1 «

1. JNIake an emulsion in the proportion of one drop of

blood to 4 c.cm. of 0.85 per cent, salt solution.

2 Collect a dozen or more urines from various cases and

take a series of test tubes, 3 m. by | in. in size. In each

place 15 drops of the urine to be tested.
_

3. To each tube add Ic.cm. of the blood emulsion and

mix with the uriue. „ , . -.

4. Place the tubes in the incubator at 37° C. for two and

a half hours, shaking several times during this period,

examining at each shaking for evidence of haemolysis.

5. If haemolysis occurs iu any of the urines, a series of

1-2-4-6-8-10 drops, added to 1 c.cm. of the emulsion,

can then be made up for the purpose of measuring the

haemolytic value of the urine giving the reaction.

Notes on Method.

There are certam notes which it is well to make

regarding this technique.

To make up the cell emulsion I add the blood--10 or

15 drops-to 15 c.cm. centrifuge tubes filled with 85 per

cent salt solution, wash once by centrifuging the cells, and

make up the bulk to 40 or 60 c.cm., corresponding to 1 drop

of blood to 4 c.cm. of the salt solution, as in the Noguchi-

Wassermann system. I have, however, gained the im-

pression that unwashed cells are somewhat more resis-

tant, this being noted best in those cases whei^ very

smal amounts of urine, say 1 or 2 drops, lake the cor-

puscles, and it is intended to use both ;5^ashed and

unwashed cells in a series of observations on this group.

For the purpose of dropping the urines into the test

tubes I use a dropper made from opsonic tubing drawn out

in the flame to a capillary of medium bore and droP with

he ube held almost horizontally. After the tirst 15 drops

are measured a mark may be made on the pipette with a

erease pencil, and a sufficiently accurate amount of each

Ky number of specimens may be measured with the one

pipette.
j^j

I mention 15 drops as the amount ?J?o«en Jiecause

experience has shown me that whereas with some mines
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1 drop added to 1 com. o£ cell emulsion will induco

liaemolysis, I liavo not yet fouud, \Ybero 15 drops of uiino

do not "haoiuolyzc, that 30 drops will. lu other words,

i£ 15 drops do not haomolyzc, doubling the amount has

no effect. While stating this it must bo euaphasizod

that a marked difference occurs between urines. ^Vith

some, 1 or 2 drops added to the cell emulsion will cause

almost instant haemolysis. This phenomenon is seen

most frequently with urines having an alkaline reactiou

;

although by no means all alkaline urines haemolyze, eveu

in an amount of 15 drops. It has therefore been made a

rule, whenever a strongly haemolytic urine is encountered,

to test for the smallest amount which will give the re-

action. But clearly the laking action is not purely a

matter of quantity, for in testing a urine which has been

reacting daily, a very curious thing is often noted, iu that

1 or 2 drops cause laking before 10 or 15 drops, and indeed

30 ; and at times the 15-drop doses may require two and
a half hours to completely lake the corpuscles, and the

50-drop dose may cause no laking whatever.
And also, if the minimum laking dose of the urine is

ascertained, and several doses added to the cell emulsion

—

where, for example, 1 drop lakes 1 c.cm. of blood cell

emulsion—take 3 drops of the urine instead of 1 and add
to the 1 c.cm. cell mixture. When complete laking has
taken place, add 1 c.cm. more emulsion. This last remains
not laked, the excess of haemolytic substance all having
been taken up by the first lot of cells. This in alkaline

urines.

IV.

Subjection of the blood cell-urine mixtures to incubator
temperature of 37- C. is essential, and I am inclined to

believe that neglect to consider this one detail is re-

sponsible for tlus simple phenomenon not having been
observed long ago. It is true that at ordinary room
temperature, haemolysis, notably with alkaline urines,

does at times occur, but a parallel series of tests at room
and incubator temperatures shows that warmth is an
essential factor in the majority of the reactions, and in all

of those in acid urines. Repeatedly no haemolysis occurs
in 18, or 24, and often 48 hours in the cool of an ordinary
room, when it is decisive in 24 hours at 37° C.

So far I have never observed haemolytic activity iu the
urine of healJiy persons.

I hope iu a later paper to attempt to go more fully into

the cause or meaning of this phenomenon.

Results.
As already noted, if carefully studied, the urine from

cases of pernicious anaemia will be found to give this

reaction. Just as the disease itself has its periods of

remission, so is it with the haemolytic activity of the
urine ; but no relation has been made out between the two,
nor do I pretend that I am calling attention to a test

which will be of diagnostic or prognostic value in this

disease, because this haemolytic action of urine is by no
means confined to pernicious anaemia, as was ascertained
when urine from other types of disease was studied.

Briefly, this appearance of a body or bodies in urine of a
more or less actively haemolytic nature, is a fairly fre-

quent accompaniment of grave disturbances of metabolism.
In severe chronic anaemia the reaction is frequent, but not
of daily occurrence, and after having tested and cross-
tested the red cells of several pernicious anaemia cases, it

appears that some patients' cells are much more resistant
than others, but also that all are less resistant than normal
cells.

The reaction is obtainable in erysipelas, gout, acute
rheumatic fever, advanced tuberculosis, and certain cases
of syphilis. In acute rheumatic fever, as so far studied,
the urine was found to lake blood cells in all cases at some
period during the course of the disease, in most cases all

through the acute stage. Tiie same has been true of
.severe erysipelas and streptococcal throat cases. In
syphilis the reaction depended on the severity of the
symptoms.
In all severe burns the urine has been regularly haemo-

lytic and has remained so until death, or recovery was
well assured. In some cases of skin disease, where a largo
part of the skin sm-face has been involved laking by the
urine Las been common and persistent. In two cases of

carbolic acid poisoning the urine, twenty-four hours later,

was intensely haemolytic and remained so till death ; hero
possibly other factors may have been at work.

In starvation the reaction appeared to depend upon the
severity of the symptoms. In cancer with wasting, tho
reaction has always, so far, been present. In septic cases
also it is common.
To see if possible whether this reaction was the result

of some definite acidosis, urine from cases where this con-
dition was well defined was studied—in children and
certain post-operative states—and tho haemolytic action
obtained; so, again, it obtains in diabetes, if coma is

approaching, or if after a period of well-being tho condition
becomes aggravated. Possibly associated with this group
of cases I may note that in only four cases of pregnancy
did I obtain this reaction (during the last week of pregnancy)
and, curiously, all these four cases became eclamptic.

There is also a group of kidney and heart cases which
exhibits urinary haemolysis. In so-called chronic Bright'a

disease laking is uncommon, but if acute nephritis super-

venes, then in many cases haemolysis shows itself. In
acute nephritis two groups have apparently become mani-
fest, in one of which I have not noted this reaction, and
another in which the reaction is present. All the cases of

this last group succumbed. In heart cases with broken
compensation the reaction is very regularly present,

varying apparently directly with the clinical symptoms.
One case with ascites was very interesting ; the urine was
daily haemolytic over a long period, except for a few days
following each paracentesis.

Yet another order of cases I am inclined to regard as of

importance. In the routine examination of all new cases
entering hospital (and altogether I have now tested urine
for this reaction from 5,000 cases) I have often observed
that the urine obtained the first day following the patient's

entry was haemolytic, but never again during his stay of

days or weeks in hospital. So also in shock following

accidents urinary haemolysis is frequently present in the
same way. These observations led mo to examine urines
from post-operative cases, with the result that this reaction

was found the day following operation in many cases ; in

some only once or twice, in others persisting for days or

weeks. 1 am hoping to continue this study in connexion
with the important group of cases of grave shook
developing uuder shell fire.

Factors Influencing the Haemolytic Phenomenon.

To gain, if possible, some understanding of the nature
and significance of this reaction I have instituted a detailed

study into the haemolytic activity of the various urinary
constituents. This study is not yet complete, but is

being continued by Mr. S. W. Cole at the Bio-chemical
Laboratory at Cambridge. We hope to publish the results

later. At most I would lay down

:

1. Haemolytic action does not depend upon the acidity

or alkalinity of the urine alone, although it is true that
the majority of the most powerfully haemolytic urines are

alkaline.

2. A urine with alkaline reaction does not increase in

haemolytic power when kejit at room temperature foi

twenty-four or forty-eight hours. Many lose markedly in

strength. Paradoxically, a urine which is alkaline on

passing I have never j'et found to haemolyze at once, bui

only after standing for three or four hours after having
been passed.

3. Acid urines tend to lose their haemolytic power on
standing twenty-four or forty-eight hours, although the
reaction remaius acid. In this connexion the study has
revealed a fact which I have not seen noted elsewhere

:

that urines seem to be of two orders— (1) one which is

alkaline on passage or becomes so in a short time
; (2) an

acid group which remains acid despite bacterial con-
tamination and fermentation. I have, indeed, incubated
this type of urine for twenty-four hours without causing
an alkaline change. As these observations have proved of

interest and application outside this particular research,

it is thought best to bring forward this study in a separate

note later.

4. Bringing the urine to the boil appears to have different

effects. It has no action on some urines, and in others

weakens or inhibits the laking power. I have still to study
the effects of boiling for longer periods.

5. The results pf a study of tbe haomolytic powers o£
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tho various miuary constituents may bo summed up by
saying that altlioagli alkalis like ammonia, acids such as

acetic acid, and acid salts such as acid calcium phosphate,

possess haemolytic powers, it is evident that these are not

responsible for tho phenomenon seen in actively haemo-
lytic urines. The amounts of all these necessary to induce

a similar haemolytic effect when added to (a) NaCl 0.85

per cent, solution, or (i) normal urine, being far greater

than exist in urines that are found to haemolyze.
My observations during this work yield, as might bo

expected, different results as regards alkaline and acid

haemolytic urines respectively, and must be left for full

discussion later. Here I would only call attention to the

protective action of sodium bicarbonate.

It was found, in tho first place, that normal sodium
bicarbonate solution, when added to a haemolytic urine in

varying amounts, from 10 to 40 drops per 10 c.cm. of

urine, prevented the haemolytic action, and this whether
the urine was previously acid or alkaline, more being
required in the case of a very powerfully haemolytic acid

urine than in a correspondingly powerful alkaline urine.

Following this observation, it was discovered that

in patients affording a haemolytic acid urine the ad-

ministration of sodium bicarbonate by the mouth in

sufficient dosage caused the haemolytic action of the

urine to disappear. This was tried only in a few
cases with very powerful haemolytic acid urines, and
never in a case with alkaline urine, and although in my
few cases the administration seemed to be of clinical

value, they are far too few to use as a basis for treatment.

6. The attempts at removing or neutralizing by the
various absorbents, precipitants, filtration, etc., and the
influence, if any, of the H ion concentration, as well as

other studies, will be left for future discussion.

SUMIIARY.

1. A phenomenon of fairly constant occurrence in certain

morbid states, which apparently has hitherto escaped
notice, is here described, namely, the rapid laking of blood
corpuscles by the urine.

2. It has never been noted in the urines of normal
individuals.

3. The agent causing this haemolysis is left an open
question, but there seems no doubt that it is not a
normal constituent of the urine.

4. Save in the case of certain strongly haemolytic
alkaline urines, of which one drop sometimes causes
instant laking of the blood emulsion at room tempera-
ture, the haemolytic process requires incubator tempera-
ture of 37° C.

5. Sodium bicarbonate definitely influences the reaction
in vitro, and possibly when administered to patieats by
mouth.

6. A curious and apparently definite grouping of stable
and unstable urines, so far as change of reaction from acid
to alkaline is concerned, has been remarked. This group
of unstable urines may perhaps be found of prognostic
value.

URETEEAL CALCULUS: ITS SYMPTOMS
AND TREATMENT.

WITH A FEW ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.
BY

DAVID NEWMAN. M.D., F.R.F.P.S.G.,
CONSXTLTING SCBGEON, GLASGOW KOTAL INFIRMARY.

(Continual from p. 561.)

Treatment.
Expectant Treatment.

The treatment must depend upon an exact appreciation
>f the state of the patient and of the morbid condition
present. If there is reason to believe that one ureter only
Is blocked, and that the kidney on the opposite side is

healthy, it is advisable to wait tho course of events, as in
many instances the obstruction is relieved spontaneously
within a short time and no permanent harm results. This
is especially to be recommended when there is evidence
that the obstruction is incomplete or transitory, or when
the patient is suffering little pain and the stone is known
to be a small one.

Wliile a stone in the ureter is certainly a source of

danger, being liable to cause obstruction and its conse-
quences—sepsis, haematuria, and hydronephrosis—it does
not necessarily demand operation. Whenever a stone is

suspected, a^-ray detection is used, and, as a consequence,
we find that a goodly proportion of ureteral stones aro
evacuated spontaneously. By having an a^ray plate taken
from time to time its progress can be watched, care
being taken to keep the patient under supervision. At
regular intervals a thorough examination must be made,
including a cystoscopic inspection, to ascertain that there
is no blocking of the ureter. The following case is a good
illustration :

Case \.—Repeated AllaeJ:s of Renal Colic diirinri Nine Months:
Descent 0/ Calcului iValclied : UUimately passed i>er

Urethram.

The history was that of repeated attacks of renal colic, with
the passage of gravel on several occasions. With x ray a stone
was discovered in the first instance (January, 1904) at the level
of the transverse process of the fourth lumbar vertebra. The
patient was examined at intervals of two months, and on
September 9th, 1905, an x-ray photograph was taken, when the
shadow of stone was found corresponding in position to the
union of the lower and middle third of the left ureter—that is

to say, well below the brim of the true pelvis. On some earlier
examinations the stone was seen much lower down ; therefore,
was freely movable. On September 10th a cystoscopic exami-
nation was made, when the mucous membrane of the bladder
was found to be practically normal, but, on account of the
enlargement of the middle lobe of the prostate, the examination
was difficult. The orifice of the right ureter was normal ; that
of the left was considerably dilated and the shape of a melon
seed. The margins were very slightly thickened, and on the
left lip the line of the mouth was obscured by a trickle of blood
escaping from it, so that the whole contour was not clearly
seen. The line of the ureter was very distinctly marked, and
the mucous membrane covering it was pigmented and con-
gested. On September 11th I received a letter from the patient
saying that he had passed the stone on the evening of Sep-
tember 10th, and that he " felt alright now," but should I wish
him to do so he was willing to undergo another cystoscopic
examination.
A second i-ray photograph was taken on September 11th, and

failed to show the shadow seen in the first plate, proving that
the shadow seen was due to the stone which had been passed.
A second cystoscopic examination showed the same appear-
ances as formerly presented, with the addition that close to the
middle of the upper lip there was a small submucous haemor-
rhage, and a similar spot was seen on the margin of the lower
lip, but no blood was found escaping from the orifice. The
stone passed was the size of a horse bean, but very irregular in
shape and distinctly nodulated. It is worthy of remark that
the passage of this concretion caused no laceration of the lips

of the ureter or other injury recognizable with the cystoscope
further than the minute Bubmucoua haemorrhages just
described.

I have occasionally found that the ureter stones escape
soon after a cystoscopic examination, which, I suppose,

may be explained by tho manipulation inducing a certain

amount of muscular contraction or spasm of tho muscular
fibres of the ureter, which are often greatly hypertrophied
in the presence of calculus.

While the patient is under observation attacks o£ colic

may be prevented or relieved. In such cases the use of

massage, shampooing, and the application of fomentations
sometimes relieves tlie spasm. Pain may be alleviated

during an attack by the administration of anodynes such
as morphine, belladonna, and opium, but the latter drug
must be employed with great care, as even a small dose
may produce alarming effects when there is any inter-

ference with the proper action of the kidneys. It is much
safer to employ hot fomentations, emollient cnemata, and
hot baths ; should the pain be extreme, it may be neces-

sary to place the patient under the influence of an anaes-

thetic, which not only has tho advantage of relieving the

suffering of the patient for the time being, but may also,

by abolishing spasm, facilitate the passage of a calculus

from the ureter. Under similar circumstances, warm
diluents and diuretics have been given with the view of

forcing the calculus down by an increased secretion of

urine, but probably the beneficial action of these remedies
is duo more to tho power they possess in reducing the

irritating qualities of tho urine than to any mechanical
effect tho increased flow of urino may exert. Changes in

tho position of tho patient sometimes give relief from
suffering by altering the situation of tho stone, by dis-

lodging it from the position where it causes most complete

obstruction ; in the same way external manipulation in the

renal region or along tho course of the ureters has been
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luuentleJ. If the calcnius is known to be close to the
I'unklor, luauipiilatiou through the vagiua or rectum may
immediately rehevo the paiu by pushing the stono upwards
into the dilated portion of the ureter and so allowing the
pent-up urine to escape. Unless during the attacUs, the
patient should not bo kept in bed. Large quantities of
tliiid should be given to increase the excretion of urine and
promote the downward passage of the stone.
With careful treatment directed to promote the progress

of the stone into the bladder in many cases we have been
able to avoid an operation. When one stone has passed
successfully from the ureter wo must be assured that no
others remain. The stone may pass into the bladder and
be seen with the cystoscope, but fail to escape. Dilatation
of the urethra with a large bougie may facilitate matters,
if not it must be removed. If the stone escapes, well and
good, but it must be remembered that in other respects
the patient is in the same position as he occupied before
the calculus showed itself.

Another one may form unless j- .

precautious are taken.

Operative Treatment.
If the attacks of pain are

frequent or severe ; if the
patient requires to lead au
active life and is liliely at times
to be beyond the reach of au
operating surgeon ; if there is

any evidence of hj'dronephrosis
or of sepsis ; if the stono is

fixed in one place or is largo
in size;*' if there is only one
working kidney : if the patient's
general health is becoming im-
paired and the kidney excre-
tion is not efficient, the stone
should be removed as early as
fossible.

Wlien tlie ureter of the only
working kidney is sealed, it is

evident that the first point to
attain is immediate relief of the
obstruction. In most cases
there is a short period during
which medicinal remedies may
be employed, bat unless relief
is very speedy valuable time
must not be wasted in waiting
for the action of drugs. The
only working ureter is plugged,
and the obstruction can be
removed by the surgeon, or au
artificial exit can be made in
the loin so as to provide a
channel for the passage of urine. In tliis way the imme-
diate danger to life may be averted, and later on a careful
search can be made for the stone, and a method devised
for its removal.
The operative procedure depends upon the position

occupied by the stone

:

[1)
^''1^° "^s stone is in the upper third of the ureter.

Ih) When the stone is too high up to be felt by the finfjer,
but occupies the middle third of the ureter.

(c) \yhen the stone is sufficiently low down to be detected
by digital examination in the vagina or rectum.

The stone may be removed without openinj
toneal cavity by any of the following routes :

1. The lumbar route prolonged extraiieritoneallv.
I. 1 he paraperitoneal routft nsprl inovr.n=i,ro nf tv>

Fig. 7.—The right ureter esposcj ia the il

region, and drafiged downwards and forwards,

;

fully seen. With a little mauinulation the stt
slipped up to the most easily exposed segment of
before being removed.

the ps

^. i ..c (.amperitoneai route used in exposure of the kidney
bj stripping the peritoneum from the abdominal parietes.

nli
g''^^yP°Sa3trio route, opening the bladder above the

4. The sacral route.
5. The perineal route.
6. The vasinal route.
7. The vesical route.

The extraperitoneal route is the one now almost ex-
clusively employed in exposing the ureter. Duriu.' the
early stages of the operation the position of the patient is
similar to that for renal operations, but it is well to have
him placed upon his back with the legs flexed and the
thighs brought well up over the abdomen while exploring
the pelvic portion of the chict.

The lambo-ilio-inguinal route is the only one to bo
recommended in the great majority of cases, the excep-
tious being those in which the calculus is known to be ia
the pelvic segment of the ureter.
The incision usually employed commences an inch below

the last rib at the outer edge of the erector spinao muscle,
and extends inwards and downwards in front of the
anterior superior iliac spinous process. The distance to
which the incision is extended in n-ards depends upon the
necessities of the individual case. If the patient bo short
and stout the space may bo increased by making a
T-shaped addition to the above, or by incising a portion of
the quadratus lumborum.

^ylIen the fascia transversalis has been exposed and
divided the colon is seen. It should be retracted and the
baud introduced through the wound behind the peritoneum,
when the kidney can be felt embedded in its adipose
capsule. The soft fat is easily separated from the kidney,

ami after the organ has beeu
- . fully exposed a systematic

I examination must be made
j

before it is disturbed from its

bed. The ureter should be
. searched, and if a stone be

found it may sometimes bo
imshcd up into the pelvis and
removed by an incision through
the convex border of the kid-
ney ; generally this is easily
accomplished, as the ureter is

dilated above the point of im-
paction of the stone, but if it be
firmly fixed an incision should
be made through the wall of
the ureter above tho level of
the stone, and after the calculus
has becu extracted the incision
may bo closed by sutures.

If the kidney is diseased
and the tissues around it be
indurated and adherent, it is

veiy difficult to detect tho
ureter. Under such circum-
stances it is necessary to trace
the ureter from below upwards,
beginning at the point where
it passes over the brim of tho
pelvis, or where it crosses the
iliac vessels. In disease it is

usually more easily discovered
than in health, but on account
of prolonged irritation the peri-

toneum is more firmly adherent
to it than under normal con-
ditions. When tho duct is

discovered by the forefinger the intestine and the peri-
toneum should be geutly pressed aside with a thin gauze
pad held by an assistant, in such a way as to leave the
ureter freely in view (Fig. 7). Tho serous membrano
should then be carefully dissected from the duct as far
down as may be necessary. Whether to separate the
ureter upwards or downwards from the point iu view is
easily determined by its lumen ; tho duct is always dis-
tended above the point of obstruction.
The pelvic segment can only be seen by extending the

incision in the parietes well forwards, but before doing this
it is well to pass the forefinger down into the pelvis and
explore, and not infrequently, when the obstruction be due
to stone, the concretion cau be displaced and slipped
upwards so as to be brought into view without enlarging
the opening.
A difficulty occasionally met with which should be kept iu

view is the lodgement of the stone in a diverticulum of tho
ureter, so that while the concretion is not in the lumen of
the duct its presence causes distortion of the passage and
obstruction to the escape of urine.

In opening the ureter, an oblirjue incision should bo
employed rather than a longitudinal one, which is liable

to produce diminution in the lumen of the duct by tho
suturing, while a transverse incision is Ukely to be followed
by a fistula.

When only the pelvic portion of the duct requires to bo
exposed, the incision through the parietes may be limited.

as to bo
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Instead of starting from a point an inch below tlie last rib,

the incision maybe made as for tying the common iliac

artery commeucmg immediately outside the centre of

Poupart's ligament, and U in. above it; this incision is

cariied outwards towards the crest of the ihum, then

upwards and slightly inwards. The abdominal muscles

are cut through till the fascia transvcrsahs is reached
;

it

is picked up and divided, and the extraperitoneal fat is

exposed to view. The peritoneum is then separated, and,

with the bowel, is held to one side by an assistant while

the surgeon explores the posterior wall of the bladder for

the ureters. Owing to the small size and depth of the

wound, it is necessary to throw light into it with an

electric forehead-lamp or a mirror.

When the ureter is exposed for the removal of a stone,

if it be found that the calculus can be displaced from its

bed and pressed upwards, the opening in the duct should

be made in the dilated ureter weU above the point of

impaction. By adopting this plan the incision is made

thr-ough comparatively healthy tissue, whereas if the cut

is made directly over the concretion the line of incision

passes through unhealthy tissue, the mucous membrane is

apt to be eroded, and the walls of the ureter diseased.

After the ureter has been opened and the stone removed

it is difficult to adjust the edges of the wound in the flaccid

duct. To obviate this difficulty in recent operations I have

adopted the following plan, which has given perfect results.

Before the iucisiou is made six catgut sutures should

be passed throui^h the wall of the ureter parallel to the

line of iucisiou, and one-sixth of an inch away from the

cut. Three ou each side (Fig. 8, a, a\ h, b
,

c, c )
pass

throuah the ureter wall outside the mucous membrane.

These^are used as braces to steady the wall of the ureter

while the incision is being made, and to draw the lips

of the wound apart (Fig. 9). When the stone is freely

are passed
es n on the
and so on,

lumbar

Fig. 10.

Figs. 8, 9. and 10 illustrate a method of applying sti-ands of gut

before tlie incision is made (Fig. 8), whicli may be ufced as bvaces

to keep the -wound apart during the operation (Fig. 9) and utilized

as sutures later. Fig. 10 shows the suturing of the r "= "">">-

brane with a continuous fine catgut. The strands a
liarallel to the line of incision, but when used as su

right-hand side is tied to a on the left side and a to

b to h and I' to h',

movable and well down the ureter the operation is simple,

but in actual practice many difficulties are encountered,

the more common of which I may illustrate by the

following cases

;

Case \l.—01d-sta)uHnf) Calcxlous HiidronepUrosis with Diver-

ticulum in wjiich Calculus i(suaUy lodr/ed : When disi>laced

the Stnne. hlo^lied the Ureter nnd cnused Synq^toms : Stone

rcmofed hij Luinhar Incinion ; Ginnl i.'i. ..(();/.

Tlie history dated back over a iitvioil of twenty years. The
patient was the colonel of an Imliaii cavalry refjimeut, and
conlequeutly lived^ the saddle, lU.- fir^t attn,ck oi renal colic

came on while nlaving polo, and lasted for over thirty-six liou

From then tilfhe consulted me he had severe attacks of re;

colic, the pain being
limited to the right
lumbar region ; at cue
period they were fre-

quent, at another time
many moutlia passed
free from pain. 'VVithin

the last few years the
attacks have been more
severe, and always
associated with haema-
turia ; these are now
brought on by any
sudden movement while
lying, and the patient
savs that the only thing
that relieves the i^ain

is a cross-country ride.

This, he says, is a cer-

tain cure, but relief

from pain is always
followed immediately
by a considerable
haeraaturia. A long
shadow was seen close

to the bodV of the thirc

on the right side.
, ...

At the operation, by a lumbar incision.

the kidnev was found to be hydrouephrosed,

and very' firmly adherent, so that much
difficultv was met with in exposing the

ureter aiid pelvis. The stone could be felt

in the thick mass of connective tissue, but

when the pelvis and dilated ureter were

opened the stone could not be reached.

It was found, however, in a diverticulum

(Fig. 11, n) communicating with the upper

end of the ureter ih) and was removed, out

bv cause of the adhesions the diverticulum

c6uld not be dealt with. The condition __ __

found clearly explains the history that o( diverticulum vii

while the stone was in the sac and the of urctei- (W which

^S^^s-Z^"^ "^^J^'^f^ -t In-gSped st^f

Sen.rn^ei'^'A^^^;^^ >^ft tc> lyh^ ouhis

Jolt ng on horseback, while it caused bleeding, evidently

pitche'd the stone back into its pouch, and at o"ce l^l.e^ed

the colic, also no doubt the long periods of freedom lom

pain were due to the calculus remaining at rest in its

receptacle outside the ureter.

Another instance of a stone lodged in a divertiouhim

may be of interest. In this case the pouch 13 level with

the brim of the bony pelvis.

Case \n.-Eenal Colic of Old Standing, hecomim, lately Less

Acute: Huematuria nnd later Pyuria from RwhtKidue,,

:

Stone iu>:t hcJon- Brim of Pelvis : Hydronephrosis: S'oiie

. found in Dimliculnm, ani removed by Ilio-iiu)mnal Incision.
'

a' lady aged 40 years had attacks of renal colic during several

vears. but no severe pain had been
complained of for two years.
There is, however, constant dull

pain in the right kidney, occa-

sional slight haematuria, and
moderate pjTiria.

When I first examined the

patient in August, 1908, the ijuau-

titvof pus deposited was moderate^

The urine was acid and contained

VaciUus oni. The temperature
was uoriiial and the pulse good,

but the general health was poor,

and she -aid that she was becom-

ing weaker. The bladder was
normal, 1 nit the ori lice of the right

ureter was dilated. A shadow yras

found a little below the level of

the brim of the pelvis, and the

Fig. 11.—Kare case

enlarged. T
Both kidneys were worlanu v,-eii,

but all the pus caiue from the

right. On account of the en-

largement of the kidney, the

pyuria, and the failing health, an
operation wa-: a 1- ""

"^Onc •
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Idea that the diverticulum existed prior to the formation of
the stone or that the stone had increased in bull; greiUlv after
It liad become lodged in the pouch. The opening of the"diver-
ticulum (Fig. 12) was much smaller than tlio stone. The
edges of the wound in tho ureter were brought together, and
the patient made a good reco\ery.

After tho stouo has been brought to the opening in the
ureter, difficulty may be found in rcmoviug it, as, if
smooth and rounded, "it may repeatedly slip away from'tbo
erasp of sequestrum or dressing forceps. In such cases
tho writer has used cup-shaped forceps similar to
Mackenzie's laryngeal forceps, or a small lithotomy spoon.
Again, iu cases of phosphatic concretion associated with
Bactllus coli infection, the stone may be so friable that it
breaks mto small fragments as soon as it is grasped with
forceps. Here again a spoon is useful. After the stone
has been removed, the ureter sound should be passed
upwards and downwards to make sure that the duct is
patent, that all coucretions have been removed, and that
no stricture remains. The mucous membrane is separated
from the outer wall of the ureter so that it may be sutured
separately with a continuous fine catgut suture (Figs 8
9, and 10). This completed, the sutures used as braces
are tied, a to a, a' to a', 5 to 6, b' to 6', and so on. Insome mstances the opening in the ureter is so low down
that sutures cannot be used (Case n). Then the wound
Bhould be carefully packed with gauze and a free drain
established.

.
The Paraperitoneal Method.

This IS carried out in the following way : The patient is
placed on bis back and an incision is made * in to tho

hn^»"'i''f.°^
"?" linea semilunaris, beginning close to the

border of the ribs and descending to the anterior superior
spinous process of the ilium. The parietes are divideddown to the peritoneum, tho cavity of which is not
opened, but the membrane is separated from the abdo-minal muscles gently by the hand of the operator and,along with the abdominal contents, is dragged towardsthe middle line by an assistant. The kidney, with itssurrounding fat, IS then brought into view and the ureterexposed and examined as described above
Should the patient be short and stout it may be neces-sary m order to gain sufficient room, to make an incision

at nght angles to the fust one, possibly as far as thequadratus lumborum. The advantage of this method is

Wnn» Tl] ^
'? °P<^'-^t'°"s "POQ the ureter as when

lesions of the kidney require to be dealt with, but it iscertainly to be preferred to the transperitoneal route.

li,M f K
^^'^esions have formed the peritoneum is veryliable to be torn, and, should this accident occur, the

Opened
carefully sutured before the ureter is

„, .
The Hypogastric Route.

iius has been occasionally employed by the writer forthe removal of calculi. If the stone has passed tlrouahthe muscular wall of the bladder and pushed the mucousmembrane m front of it the appearances presented by thecystoscope are hable to be mistaken for those of a umourIn employing this method the bladder is opened by asuprapubic incision and the intramural segment of the

fntoZT^:^r'''T ^''T " ''"" "'^'^^l'^'-, the otherin the vagina or the rectum. It may be possible to erasn

t on'Tf'f
''°^^' -".^l°'-°eps and by careful mani|uTa^

vesical w^allhnr7.,"'H'°"'.'"^^''^« ^°y '°'=i«i°'> «« "'ovesical wall, but if the stone be too large for this it is wellto make a small incision and dilate the ureter with si^usforceps before attempting to extract the calculur

ficatiou, isolation, and removal of the lower end of the
ureter; in the other case the patient had to be turned
upon her back before it was possible to fix tho calculus
Ihis was done by the forefinger in the vagina, and the
patient was again placed on her opposite side with her
face downwards and the calculus cut down upon and
extracted." '

The Perineal and the Vaginal Routes.
_
These routes also are used for the removal of stonos

impacted close to the bladder.
Ceci has removed a ureteral calculus through the

rectum and Fenwick has employed a perineal incision;
removal through the vagina has been employed by Kelly
tho writer, and others. In such cases the ureter is
dilated above the point of obstruction, so that it can be
easily felt with the fiuger. The patient is placed in the
knee-breast position. The bladder is fully distended with
air and the posterior wall of the vagina is retracted
backwards so as to give a good view of the anterior
wall. The stone having been located with the finoer
an incision is made through the vesicovaginal sept°um
between the orifice of the ureter and the cervix, large
enough to admit the forefinger. Tho mucous membrane
covcrmg the stone is now incised and the lips of the
wouud are held apart, and the stone is pressed into
the bladder between a finger in tho vagina and a
fiuger in the bladder. The use of forceps should be
avoided. The ureter being dilated above tho level of the
stouo, the introduction of the forceps is liable to push the
calculus upwards, and once it is loosened it is very difficult
to get hold of.

Another method may be used without opening tho
bladder. The ureter and the stone should be fixed by a
small sharp hook, and an incision is then made through
the vaginal wall, cutting on the stone; when this is com-
pleted a rush of urine takes place and the calculus escapes
along with it. A catheter or sound should be passed up
tho ureter to the pelvis of tho kiduey to see that no other
stones are impacted higher up. The opening may be
closed with sutures, but probably it is safer to keep it
open for a time by passing a drainage tube into the dilated
ureter.

T).;= „, *i 1 I. V"" '^ac-aZ Route.

h-ne and! n f
' m F/^^^^

P^'-^»^l ^if' "'^ median

position with the haunches well raised onplaced beneath the loin, was found
firm pillow

facilitate the identi-

Vesico- Uretero Lithotomy.
In the male, when the stone becomes arrested where the

ureter enters the bladder wall, by doing a suprapubic
cystotomy the calculus may be removed. The patient is
placed in the Trendelenburg positiou. With the finger in
the rectum the stone is fixed in position by an assistant,
the bladder is opened, and a small probe-ijointed grooved
director passed into the ureter from the bladder; the
ureter is slit up for a third of an inch, fine sinus forceps
are inserted, and the stone is extracted.
As the ureter is always distended above the obstructioi

it may be found difficult to fix the stone, which is apt to
recede upwards and evade the grasp of the forceps. Bui
this may be done by the assistant gripping the ureter
above the stone with dressing forceps introduced into the
bladder, helped by the finger in the rectum.

A Transperitoneal Operation.
This operation is now only adopted when the surgeon is

uncertain as to the situation and nature of the obstruction,
or 13 doubtful as to whether one or both ureters are
involved. A median incision may be employed under such
conditions, but if there be no doubt as to which ureter is
affected, the incision should bo made along the semilunar
line, and curved towards the middle line at its lower end.
There are many objections to the transperitoneal method.
Unless the ureters be considerably altered by disease they
are difficult to find behind the abdominal viscera. The
peritoneum is opened both behind and in front, and iu the
event of any leakage of urine from the ureter may become
infected; the positiou of tho wound does not permit of
free drainage

; and, finally, no additional information can
be gained which cannot be ascertained by other and safer
methods.

After the has been opened, the first point is to
ascertain the position of the kidney and find tho hilum

;

then, passing the fingers downwards in front of the psoas
ruuscle, the ureter may be traced as low down as the
bifurcation of the common iliac artery. When diseased
and distended the ureter is more easily traced than in
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health, and often the stone can be felt occupying its lumen,

while above the obstruction the greatly distended ureter is

easUv traced behind the peritoneum ; indeed, it may be so

dilated that, were it not outside the peritoneal cavity, it

might be mistaken for small intestine. When the ureter

is not the scat of serious pathological changes, when tlie

subperitoneal fat is abundant and the intestine is over-

distended with gas, much difficulty may be experienced m
tracing the course of the duct. The point at which it is

most easily detected is where it crosses the brim ot tUe

With the improvements in the operating cystoscope

attempts have been made to extract calculi from the oritico

of the ureter by dilating the duct with a catheter and

removing the stone with McCarthy's flexible forceps passed

throuah the cystoscope. Such an operation may be very

nice if it succeeds, which is very questionable, but it is not

surgery. It is very true that there are many operators but

few surgeons. If a stone is so small that it can be picked

out of the orifice of the ureter by forceps passed through a

cystoscope, the strong presumption is that if a little more

patience and a little less zeal for operating had been exer-

cised the stone would in a short time have found a way

out for itself. v -v
The case is a very exceptional one where the lumbo-1110-

inc-uinal operation is not the most suitable operation to

employ. It has many advantages over all the others;

when any unusual features present themselves, as, for

example, in Cases vi and vii, they can be dealt with

easily.

Refekences.
4 Sir Henry Morris: Surgiad Diseases 0/ the Kidney and Ureter.

1901. vol. ii.i). 526.

EPIDEMIC JAUNDICE IN -VVAR TIME.

BT

S. MORITZ, M.D., M.R.C.P.LoKD., M.Sc.Vict.,

BENIOK PHYSICIAN TO THE MANOHESTEB HOSPITAL Pon CONSUMPTION:

LECTCKER IN THE TICIOBIA CNITEBSITT. ETC.

Jaukdice has been known to occur epidemically in peace

time among the civil population, affecting then preferen-

tially children. More frequently it has been observed in

barracks, prisons, etc., but the largest epidemics have

occurred in armies in war time—thus in the American war

of 1862, in the Franco-German of 1870, and the Boer war.

Its occurrence in this war seems probable.

The etiology of epidemic jaundice is still obscure.

Jaeger described, as the cause of the disease, a micro-

organism, the B. jirofeiis flavescens, which he separated

from the urine of patients affected with infectious jaundice.

There is no doubt that epidemic icterus is a disease swi

generis due to some infective agent. Rainy and damp
weather are mentioned by some authors as predisposing

causes, but these might be excluded, for we find that the

epidemics of jaundice have occurred more frequently in

the summer and not in the rainy season. The supposition

that the infective agent might be introduced into the

human system by food or drinking water seems to be con-

troverted by the fact that in several of the epidemics

which have occurred only those men in the army were

affected who had been digging dykes or trenches or had

been engaged in earthworks. The infection seems to be

due, therefore, rather to a virus or organism which

develops in the soil during the decay of organic matter

(excrements and dead bodies) and which is either

swallowed or inhaled. There is no doubt that bad camp
conditions were the principal cause of the large epidemic

in the American war. In this war, in round numbers,

out of 1,087,000 men in the Atlantic army 22,000 men fell

ill with icterus; of 1,100,000 men of the central army
20,500 became affected, while of the 30,000 men of the

Pacific army only 100 became icteric. The troops most

affected were those of the Potomac Camp before Washing-

ton (1861-62), those before Yorktown (April, 1862), and

those on the Chickahormiug (January, 1862).' The total

number of cases of jaundice among the white troops

observed in that war amounted to 71,691."

Thc accumulation of huge masses of men, bad drainage

and ventilation, the superficial interment of the bodies of

the fallen in the immediate neighbourhood of the camps,

gave rise to this, the largest of all known epidemics.

Similar causes no doubt prevailed in the siege of Paris

(1370), where 2^ per cent, of the troops of the Bavarian

army corps were affected with icterus.

The course of epidemic icterus is generally benign.

Out of 10,000 cases affected in the first year of the

American war, only 40 died from this disease. Sometimes

the symptoms are very slight, but usually the illness runs

a characteristic course.

The illness usually commences suddenly with rigor and

rise of temperature' without premonitory symptoms. At

the same time there is lassitude, vertigo, and headache,

due no doubt to the fever. In severe cases there is soon

some stupor or delirium, and these symptoms occur much
earlier than they do in typhoid fever. The tongue is

furred, and diarrhoea is usual. The liver and spleen

enlarge moderately. Between the third and the fifth day,

rarely earlier, the icterus commences, so that until then

the diagnosis may appear doubtful. The liver and spleen

are found enlarged on percussion, the edge of the liver

may be distinctly felt, and is sensitive on pressure. The

urine often contains moderate quantities of albumin,

hyaline and epithelial casts, sometimes blood corpuscles.

The bowels usually become more and more relaxed, and

the stools clay-coloured. The temperature remains high,

often up to 104=, with irregular remissions during four to

eight davs; it then goes down quickly, and becomes

normal in further four to six days, and simultaneously the

hepatic and splenic enlargements and the albuminuria

disappear, whilst the jaundice may last ten or fourteen

days longer and then fade slowly.

In about 25 to 40 per cent, of the cases a relapse takes

place three to eight days after the temperature has

become normal. The relapse is usually less severe than

the first attack.

There is usually groat loss of strength, loss ot weigut

(10 to 20 lb.), and prolonged convalescence. In most cases

severe muscular pains, principally in the calves or in the

back, are felt from the commencement of the illness, and

these pains may persist even during the period of con-

valescence. Occasionally a spotty erythema of the skin

of the thorax and abdomen is seen, in others herpes

labialis, rarely an erythema of the fauces and tonsils.

Occasionally haemorrhages in the skin, conjunctivae, or

retinae have been observed. Coryza, haematuna, melaena,

or haemoptysis may occur ; still rarer complicatixjns are

parotitis, laryngeal pareses. neuritis, and iridocyclitis.

The duration of the febrile attack is from eight to ten

days, that of the relapse from five to eight days
;
the

whole duration of the illness from three to four weeks.

In regard to differential diagnosis, simple catarrhal

jaundice? recurrent fever, and bilious typhoid come into

question. Until the microorganism of epidemic jaundice

is found it will be impossible to distinguish slight cases of

this illness from simple catarrhal jaundice. In some of

the epidemics of recurrent fever many of the cases (25 per

cent.) are affected with jaundice; the presence of spiriUaa

in the blood will clinch the diagnosis.

As icterus is said to interfere with Widal's reaction, the

differential diagnosis from typhoid may be difficult.

The "bilious typhoid," described by Griesmger fifty

vears ago as endemic at Cairo, as well as the epidemic^ of

febrile icterus described by Kartulis in Alexandria (IBSB)

and Diamanthophulos in Smyrna (1886), were probably of

the same nature. Though records of epidemic jaundica

can be traced back at least to the year 1699, and perhaps

to Hippocratic times, Weil of Heidelberg, in 1886, desoribod

a small number of cases, and since then "epidemio

jaundice "has been described under the name of ;'^\eiia

disease," not only in German, but also in English text-

books [vide Clifford Allbutt, Osier, etc.).

Hefep.ence.
1 Wooclward: Outlines of the Chief Camp ^Diseases »/,*''« ,p,.''V''r

nies Arynies. Philadelpliia, 1863. ''The Medical and f>u)(ltcal

Statistics published by the Bureau of Preventable

Diseases of the Department of Health of the City of l^ew

York show that the number of cases of rabies fouua in

animals examined in the laboratory of the departrtocno

decreased from 64, recorded for the second quarter oetno

year 1914, to 15 in the corresponding quarter of
i

lyis-

There was also a reduction in the number of pefsons

examined for dog-bite, and in that of dogs examiuf^d tor

rabies. •'
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MALARIA CONTRACTED IX FLAXDERS.

LiEUTEKANT J. UcG. H. KEID, K,A.M.C.,

AND

Lieutenant H. E. HL'MPHRYS, R.A.M.C,

The following cases were admitted to a general hospital

from various parts of tho front

:

Case i hn<l lived in Hull all his life and never previously left

Knglaud. He came out 10 France in Jnly feeling very fit, but
on "Angust 28th had pains in the head, followed next day by
shivering fits. This continued every second day, and he was
admitted to hospital on September 9th. The blood, examined
thefollowingday.showed the presence of a typical benign tertian
parasite. Ue said that he had never been near Indian troops,
bnt that he was encamped beside a river.

Case ii had lived in Loudon and had never been out of Enj^Iand
before. On August 29tli he had an operation for appendicitis,
which was followed three days after by shivering attacks. He
liad been in excellent health before. He had never been in

close proximity to Indian troops, but said there was a small
pond near where he was billeted. The blood film showed
benign tertian.
Case ui had lived in Snffolk and had never previously been

ont of England. He said that he had attacks of shivering two
moutlis ago in France, but did not report sick. On August 24th
he again had bad shivers, which occurred every other day.
He said that he was in close contact with Indian troops. Tlie
blood showed benign tertian.
Case it belonged to Fifeshire. He had never iireviously left

Scotland. He came to France in May feeling very fit and was
only in contact with Indian trooi^s oiie day. He had shivering
attacks and vomiting a month ago. These attacks had con-
tinued ever since and occurred at night. He was admitted on
Angast28th ; the blood film showed benign tertian.

Case v lived in Staffordshire, and had ne\er been out of Eng-
land before. He was in close contact with Indian troops for

three months. He was taken ill with shivering attacks and
headache on September 5lh ; the shivering attacks occurred
evei-y day. The lilund film showed benign tertian.

Case fl, A Ml r T ^i^liam, had never previously been
abroad. Ab • liuie he was stationed at Ports-

mouth for 11 , aud then proceeded to Bulford.
After he ha 1 .. u.ut a month he had a very severe
shivering af-aL... U, .^.-.ji' France about .July 17tb, and kept
qnite tit till the middle of August, when he had" a severe shiver
similar to the first. I'rom that day to September 9th he liad

similar shivers every day. He was sent to hospital as "query
enteric," bnt examination of the blood showed benign tertian.

He was stationed near Indian troops.

The probable explanation of these cases seems to be that

infection was conveyed by mosquitos either from Indian

troops or troops who had been abroad. The last case is

rather more interesting than the others, inasmuch as the

patient is quite certain tliat his first attack occurred while

stationed in England. The fact that for some time he was
in a large seaport town where lie was likely to come in

contact with troops from abroad is to be noted. On the

other hand it is possible that infection may be conveyed by
some other means.

4. A man who ten months previouslv had had suppurative
appendicitis developed croupous pneumonia. Jrist after the
crisis the temperature went up, and the old appendix scar
suppurated, discharging offensive smelling pns resembling in
a mild degree that coming from the original abscess, aud did
not heal for five or six weeks. Here thei-e was no traumatism,
surgical or otherwise, to account for the suppuration.

Cases like these suggest that for long periods after a
wound has healed organisms remain in the tissues—it

liardly seems to depend on the presence of foreign bodies ;

there was no foreign body present in any of m}' cases

—

and that the recrudescence of suppuration depends upon
some lowering of resistance or of the quantities of anti-
bodies, or whatever happens to be the popular phrase of
the moment to indicate that the soil is favourable to the
growth of pus germs.

It would seem, a priori, that increasing the immunity
by such means as autogenous vaccines prior to any further
surgical interference would be the most likely way to
prevent the recurrence of sepsis.

James Thillips, F.R.C.S.Ed.,
Surgeon, Royal Infinaary, Bradford.

Etportj

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

EECRrDESCENCE OF LOCAL SEPSIS.
The most interesting article by Mr. Bond on the

recrudescence of local sepsis in completely healed wounds'
reminds me of a number of cases I have come across in

ordinary surgical practice. Here are, in outline, foiu- of

them

:

1. An appendix abscess was opened; the patient's condition
did not warrant search for the appendix. When the gridiron
incision had healed the appendix was removed through Battle's

incision ; this healed by primary union, but the gridiron scar

broke down and suppurated.
2. A man was admitted to hospital for obstruction due to

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL PRACTICE IN
HOSPITALS AND ASYLUMS,

ALTRINCHAM HOSPITAL,

(By E. L. Lcckjian, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Surgeon to the
Hospital.)

A Bov aged 10 years was playing at school, when he was
suddenly seized with pain in the right iliac region, and
was taken home. When I saw him he complained of very
acute pain in the region above mentioned, which after a
time 'became continuous. Hot applications were applied,
but with little benefit. As he was constipated, warm
enemata with soap and oil were administered, and there
was a slight action of the bowel. There was some
vomiting, but this did not relieve his pain. On inquirj' I

found that he had had a similar attack two years pre-
viously, which simulated intussusception. I gave him
medicine to relieve pain, glycerine aud belladonna foiueu-
tation to the abdomen, and warm oil enemata.

It was not until the fourth day that the parents gave con-
.sent to an oi^eration. Ho was then cyanosed.with subnormal
temperature and weak pulse. Tliere was stercoraceous
vomiting, and the abdouieu was tympanitic aud greatly
distended, and there was some dullness in the right iliao

fossa. The symptoms all [xiinted to intussusception.

He was removed to the hosijital and put under an anaes-
thetic. I performed laparotomy and found 6 in. of the
ileum invaginated ; by gentle pressure the inuor tube was
squeezed out, the intussusception being thereby relieved.

We had to hurry with the abdominal sutures on account
of his condition. It was with difficulty that the two sides

of the incision were brought together on account of the
bowels being distended with flatus. Two hours after the
operation lie passed flatus and the tension was relieved.

His temperature and pulse aftcrwai'ds ran a normal
course, and he made an uninterrupted recovery.

The chief points to note are : (1) That the operation was
on the fourth day ; many authors state that it is hopeless
to operate after the third day. (2) Sis inches of bowel
were intussuscepted.

3. A man had cellulitis of the foot. Weeks after it was
healed he stood at a football match on a very cold day, drank
more than was good for him, and went home fagged. The foot

liec.ime red and swollen, and a small collection of fluid formed
which w.as aspirated, aud a pure culture of staphylococcus
grown. The condition cleared up rapidly during the exhibition

of an autogenous vaccine^

> Bbitish Medicai. JocBHAi,, September 25th, p. 467.

The Journal of the American Medical |...o^-.,^.n.. „fates
that an action has been begun before tin- -• :;';i )r, ( ..m-t by
Attorney-General Woodbnry to detoriiiiiM . ;,- n.i!; ..f tlie

.state to' sterilize defectives. The indi\ i.iu.M mh ,,
. ,,ni the

State Procreation Commission proposed lo pciioriu the
operation is a young man, 22 years of age. one of a family
of sixteen, practically all defective. To date, this iamily
has cost the State 10,000 dollars (£2,000; for hospital care

and maintenance. On the decision in this case depends
whether the Procreation Commission will enter on its

work of stcrilizmg mentally defective persons in New
York,
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llqiortr; of ^nrktks.

DISCUSSION ON THE TUEATMKNT OF

CEREBROSPINAL MENINGITIS.

In opening a discussion at a meeting of the Section of

Tliei-apeutics and Pbarmacology of the Royal Society of

Medicine on Octobei- 19tli, when Dr. W. Hale White was

in the chair, Sir William Osler said that the features of

the recent epidemic resembled those of previous ones m
that there was a low case incidence ; that it was wide-

spread ; that there was a high case mortality, a high

incidence among soldiers—especially young soldiers—and

that the epidemic declined with the end of the winter.

During the first year of the war there had been 462

deaths from this disease, and it was the second

highest cause of death from infectious diseases. From
the Registrar-General's report during twelve months,

9,269 deaths were certified as due to meningitis.

In 3,819 of these the cause of the meningitis was not

specified. There was need for more information con-

cerning this group. The meningococcal variety was the

only one from whii h recovery could be anticipated. He
had never personally seen a recovery from tuberculous

meningitis, and only once from streptococcal. Two points

called urgently for discussion in connexion with treatment

of the menmgococcal form: (1) The prophylactic measures

which should be taken in view of the probable recurrence

of the epidemic this winter ; (2) the value of serum treat-

ment. An increase of the disease must be expected

during the winter months ; how was it to be com-

bated? Many observers held that the epidemic was

in the carrier ; in this it resembled pneumonia. Two
truths stood out prominently— one, the correlation be-

tween its seasonal prevalence and that of naso-pharyu-

geal catarrh; the other, the influence of overcrowding.

He advised that three steps should be taken : (1)

Tliat the youug soldier should be guarded from over-

fatigue; (2) that nasopharyngeal catarrh should be

reduced to a minimum ; (3) that good ventilation should

be procured for the sleeping quarters, combined with com-

fortable warmth of the bed. Anti-meningococcic serum

was -till on its trial. In the present state of knowledge

specilic therapy combined with lumbar puncture was the

rational treatment. The value of the specific treatment

was much debated, and in many quarters disappointment

had followed its use. The epidemic had been unusually

severe and the mortality high. In an outbreak among the

Canadian forces, of 40 cases treated 26 had died. The
progress of a few treated with Mulford's serum suggested

that some improvement had taken place, but no benefit

had followed other serums. The results at Haslar and

elsewhere had been no better. The main cause for this

want of success was, he believed, inert serums. Another

possibiUty was infection by parameningococci. The con-

trast was great between the results in this country and
those obtained by Fle.xner and others in America.

Dr. A. G. RoBB gave his experience of the severe

epidemic which occurred in Belfast, and contrasted the

mortality before and after the use of Flexner's serum.

At first the mortality in hospital was 72 per cent. Flexner'a

serum was then used, and the death-rate fell at once.

For the three months before its use the death-rate was
85 per cent. ; for the three months after, 26 per cent.

A like disparity occurred between the death-rates of the

cases treated in hospital by serum and those treated

outside without serum during the same period. It was
important that in published statistics the gross mortality

should always be given. He had hoped for better results

during the last epidemic, but they had been worse. Of
exactly 100 cases treated 36 ended fatally, although the

cases, he thought, had not been more severe. So far as

he could ascertain no single case in the north of Ireland

not treated by serum had recovered. The greatest benefit

from serum treatment had been noted in young
children. Before its use the mortality among them
was 90 per cent. ; in the last epidemic only 4 out

of 17 children under 5 years old had died ; there were

two cases in children under 1 year old, and both

recovered. Possibly another strain of organism might be

lespoDfiible for the disappointing effects of serum. He

When

had taken strains from various sources to the Rockefeller

Institute, and although the investigation was not complete,

no radical difference had been found between them. lu

some, however, lower dilutions had been necessary to

produce agglutination. Serums obtainable in this country

from various sources had been tested by Flexucr, who had

shown that much of it was unsatisfactory. At the out-

break of war large quantities had come from America,

where little was being prepared. Few horses had pre-

viously been immunized, and, as a result of the demand,

these were bled far too often. At the present time, how-

ever, it was thought that a serum even better than the

original one had been prepared. He discussed .the views

of Sophiau, who insists on the imijortancc of noting the

blood pressure during the intrathecal injection and on the

inadvisability of giving a general anaesthetic. Dr. Robb
bad, however, come to the conclusion that no additional

anxiety need be felt if a general anaesthetic were given,

and that in such circumstances no sudden fall of blood

pressure need be feared. He had tried the new serum in

8 cases, only one of which had ended fatally.

Dr. H. D.'Uollestov (temporary SurgeonGeneral R.N.)

gave the results obtained in the navy from the beginning

of the war to the end of last August. There had been

170 cases, mostly in depots, and ho had abstracted the

notes of 163 of them. Serum had been tried in 105. The
death-rate of the whole series was 53 per cent. Cases

treated by scrum fell into two groups : (1) Those treated

by lumbar puncture and serum alone ; and (2) those which
received both serum and other forms of treatment. Of the

105 serum-treated cases, 64 died. The mortality of those

receiving serum alone was 70 per cent ; the mortality

when other treatment was also used, 46 per cent,

serum had been used before the third day of the

the mortality was 60 per cent. ; when between the

fourth and seventh day, 58 per cent.; when after the

seventh day, 73 per cent. The failure was not duo

to the serum being given too late in the disease. It

had been procured from many different sources. After-

wards the serum treatment had been combined with

soamin, or vaccines, or hexamine. The results of the

serum compared badly with those obtained by almost

any other method. Of 21 treated by soauiin alone 33 per

cent, died ; of 18 treated by soamin and scrum 61 per cent,

died. It almost appeared as though the a'lijiinistiatiou of

serum had done harm rather than good. He did uot tliiulc

that the gravity method (Sopliian) was necessary, nor Iiad

there been any serious anaphylactic symptoms. In a few

cases autogenous vaccines had been used, with a mortality

of 25 per cent. Hexamine appeared to be inert.

Captain Michael G. Fostek, R.A.M.C, said that as he

had lost a high percentage of cases treated with serum he

had abandoned it for lumbar puncture only. Of 42 cases

so treated 14 died, a result which would bear comparison

with those obtained by serum. The advantages of lumbar

puncture were the striking relief from symptoms, espe-

cially if the puncture were fairly frequently repeated, and

the possible prevention of hydrocephalus. Lumbar punc-

ture was a safe operation ; a general anaesthetic was
advisable. He removed the amount which would run off,

and had never met with ill effects.

Captain J. F. Gaskell, R.A.M.C, gave further details of

the same cases. He had found that in those which were,

unresponsive to treatment the meningitis was chiefly

vertical, the base of the brain being comparatively little

affected. A table of the cases showed that it was im-

portant to commence treatment early. In certain fatal

cases the theca was distended with tough adherent pus

not removable except with a scalpel. In a group of hydro-

cephalic cases it was found that the patients could be kept

alive by artificial respiration, denoting that death was due

to intraventricular pressure. Post mortem, in such cases

tough adhesions were often found, which had made it

impossible to remove the excessive fluid by puncture. In

one case the patient's own serum had been used, the

symptoms improving immediately, but similar sudden im-

provement had been noted in other cases not so treated.

In his opinion, patients did as well with daily lumbar-

puncture if as much fluid as possible was run off, as with

serum treatment. ^_____

THE late Sir Thomas Clouston, for many years phy-

sician-superintendent of the Edinburgh Royal Asylum,

Morniu}4side, left personal estate of the value of £27,453.
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Hfbidus.

SAXE rSYCHO THKRAPY.
A SAXE anil wcUieasoaed method of investigating and
treating the multitudinous manifestations of neurasthenia,

hysteria, and the allied maladies that are grouped together
under the somewhat questionable title of psj'cho neuroses,

comes as a refreshing dip into a cold bath after stifling

in the heated and unwholesome atmosphere of psjxho-
analysis and the unpleasant mystittcation of the new
Oenuan school. Suoh a method is provided by the
teaching of Professor Dejerine.'
Psycho-therapy is a word of many meanings. It may

mean suggestion, either hypnotic or non-hi-pnotic ; it may
mean Christian Science, "so-called ; it may mean psycho-
analysis; it may mean the influence of a strong character
on a weak one; and may have other meanings. To
Professor ]:>ejerine it means first a thorough understanding
of your patient, and a recognition of his point of view, his
fundamental weakness, and, as far as possible, of the origin

of his malady ; it means, in the second place, an attitude of

cordial sjTupathy with the patient ; it means, in the third
place, the winning of the patient's confidence by sympathy
and by candour; and it means, lastly and mostly, persuasion,
by which is meant the combined influence of sympathy,
reasoning, and authority. Professor Dejerine examines,
one after another, the "usual methods of treating these
maladies, and one after another he condemns them upon
groimds that are well and carefully reasoned, and carry
the reader's assent. Treatment by" diiigs, whether they
are- active or are mere vehicles for suggestion, he condemns
unreservedly. He admits that by giving the patient bread
pills under a high-sounding title, and with the positive
assurance that they will do him good, the patient will very
likely improve; but he argues that in the first place we
have no right to deceive our patients and to practise on
their credulity, even for their own good ; and in the second,
that although the patient may improve in this way and in
that, yet some day he will wake up to the fact that,
taking all together, he is as bad as ever, and his last state
will be worse than his first. No one who has practised
this methotl can deny that this is very often the result.
Suggestion is called by Professor Dejerine a medical trick,

and he very justly says that it is not enough to abolish the
symptoms; it is necessary to change the whole mental
state of the patient, or the symptoms will infallibly
recur. Hypnotic suggestion is very carefully examined.
It is no small problem for a physician to determine
whether he has the right to suppress the free will
of his patient, and make him act against his own
volition. We cannot with impunity accustom a subject
to accept suggestions from others. Very few of those who
have been used as experimental mediums have ever been
able to return to normal life. The effect of hypnotism is

not towards development and strengthening of tlie char-
acter, but towards deterioration and weakness. Moreover,
Professor Dejerine is convinced that a deeply-hypnotized
l^erson may be induced by suggestion to commit any act,
even crime; and this objection has often been urged
against hypnotism, and has never been answered. Finally,
hypnotic suggestion deals with but one Isolated mental
state, and can never produce the general mental revolution
that i.s required. This reasoning seems unanswerable.
Direct suggestion without hypnosis is less dangerous than
hypnotic suggestion, but as it is less powerful, so it is less
etticacious, and it has special dangers of its own.

In therapeusis by persuasion there is no more stage-
setting, no more drawn curtains, no more closed shutters,
no more over-riding the will of the patient. It consists in
establishing tlie complete confidence of the patient in the
physician by a thorough investigation of the case and a
candid explanation of it to the patient. Appeal is made to
the patient's reason, but not to his reason alone ; no
hysteric or neurasthenic was ever cured by syllogisms.
He is led on to cut his own way through the tangle, and
to save liimaelf by liis own efforts. His self-confidence
and self-reliance arc developed, and his character

> Ttir Pmicho-iiruroseg avJ Iheir Trmlment by Psuchn-therapu. By
Professor ,1. Dejerine and Dr. E. (iauckler. Authorized translation by
Siniih Bly.Ieiliffc. M.D..PI1.D. Second English edition. PUiladclphia
andLondon: J. B. LippincottCo. 1915. (Med. 8vo, pp. 407. 18s.net.)

strengthened. The method appeals no less to the reason
than to tho conscience, and altogether the book is
fascinating reading.

The translation is more literal than into idiomatic
Kuglish, and bears many marks of its American orioin;
it is, however, clear and intelligent. The book is printed
upon the heavily loaded paper that for some reason is
general in America, and in conseciuence needs a bookstand
for comfortable reading, and is expensive to send by post.
Tin's is the less reasonable as it contains no illustrations,
which are the usual excuse for selling books by the pound
avoirdupois.

STEREOROENTGENOGRAPHY.
Thk hybrid and repulsive term " stereoroentgenography "

is employed by Dr. J. T. Case- as the name for the
illustration of pathological and normal conditions of tho
viscera and other tissues by the use of stereoscopic
skiagrams, a method that has been in use for nearly
twenty years. . During the last few years the technique of
the method has beeu vastly improved, particularly by
Dr. Case himself, and he is now in a position to take the
two skiagrams that are required within tho spaco of a
single second; as he points out. tlie greatc ,i -^pi cd ol, tain-
able is advisable in work of this kind. As foi Ur. ,i|i|i,uMtas

employed. Dr. Case uses an intensifying siieeii tur taking
stereoscopic skiagrams of the intestine. Tlie iuterinptci"
less type of transformer, operated on a 110 or 220 volt
direct or alternating current circuit, is advised ; the ex-
posures given vary from one-twentieth to one-fourth of a
second. The .second photographic plate must occupy
exactly the position of the first ; before exposing the second
plate the .-r-ray tube should be shifted laterally a distance
of six centimetres, which is the average interpupillary
distance. The distance between anode and plate recom-
mended is usually sixty-five centimetres for chest aud
abdominal work. The use of tubes with two anodes, in
place of shifting the tube before the second skiagram
is taken, has hitherto proved unsatisfactory. The photo-
graphic plates employed should be of large size, in the
case of gastric skiagrams measuring 11 by 14 inches.

Dr. Case has published an edition de luxe of a hundred
double stereoskiagrams of patients with disorders of the
alimentary tract. Tho book is in four volumes, with loose
leaves, in folders and cases, and is published under the
aegis of Dr. Howard Kelly of Baltimore. There are
205 leaves in the four volumes, each leaf consisting of
text, or text and diagrams, or text and a stereoskiagram.
Tho stereoskiagrams are apparently bromide prints, reduced
to 3 by 2i inches ; a stereoscope for" looking at them is given
with each set of volumes. The cases illustrated are for
the most part gastric and intestinal cases of all sorts,

illustrating both organic and functional diseases of tho
alimoutary tract, as well as the normal condition of
affairs. The text gives an ample description and dis-

cussion of both the cases and the skiagrams, so that tho
reader is able to profit fully by tlie detail of the excellent
pictures reproduced. One of these gives a very interesting
view of a pelvis containing two calcified uterine fibroids

(p. 199).
_
Dr. Case finds that acute intestinal obstruction

gives quite a diagnostic .x-ray picture ; the gas-distended
small intestine here shows a pathognomonic reticulated
appearance, and the use of a bismuth meal is unnecessary
(p. 117). In many cases he gives two bismuth meals, at
intervals of from six to twenty-four hours, particularly
when it is desired to visualize the entire alimentary tract
for observation at one or two sittings fp. 129). Dr. Ca.se
believes that when gall stones are present they may bo
demonstrated on the skiagram in nearly half the cases
(p. 102). We have nothing but praise for the contents aud
the get-up of these sumptuous volumes. Neither care nor
expense has been .spared in their production. There is

no skiagi-apher who would not learn much from their
study, and they cannot be too widelj' made use of.

OXFORD WAR PRIMERS.
The amazing number of explosive missiles used in tho
present war have produced a vast variety of injuries to

the chest and its contents. The experience gained in tho
treatment of them has enabled some very definite lines to

'' Stereoroentgaioaravhij : The Alimentaru Tract. By .T. T. Case,
M.D. In four parts. Troy. N.Y. ; Ttie Southworth Co. 1915. (Cr.4to.
pp. 205, and 100 stereoeiains in the four parts.)
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lie laid down, laoro especially as regards the injuries to

the internal organs. Many of the leaders- of surgical

teaching have already published their views, and a useful

handbook, in which the whole subject is considered in

detail, has recently been compiled by Staff Surgeon

J. Keogh Mukpuy, K.N.V.R." His own experience, derived

from naval as well as from military practice, has enabled

him to form some very definite opinions, which are set

forth in interesting form and deserve close attention.

The modern rifle bullet is a merciful missile so long as it

encounters soft tissues only in its course. It becomes

terribly destructive if its course is obstructed by any hard

tissue such as bone. The hard envelope of the bullet may
split and break up into a vast number of sharp fragments

which may cause widespread laceration.

In spite of the fact tliat the thorax contains so many
vital parts, the mortality from chest wounds is not so great

as might be expected. Very many of the injuries are

inflicted in the sides and in tiio back. The piono position,

which has to be so much used, lays the head, neck, and

back open to rifle fire, and many longitudiual wounds are

thus inflicted which are very fatal in their ultimate results.

The shock produced by wounds of the chest is often very

severe, but is sometimes surprisingly small, nor is there

usually much haemorrhage, unless a large vessel has been

injured. Pain, too, is seUlom severe, except in superficial

injuries to the back, liil 1 -].im.m. which may be very

severe at first, tends i- ;
" 'i.Iysoon. Injuries to

the pleura and their I' i ii
; uge proportion of the

conditions calling fov sii.-i.l .1. ;;na caution. Haemo-
thorax, so seldom met with in civil practice, is common in

military surgery, and the writer devotes much attention

to the questions arising as to treatment under varying

conditions. The great danger of a collection of blood in

the pleural cavity is that it should become septic. If a

haemo-pyo-thorax should be thus set up, its free drainage

is obviously indicated, but so long as the blood remains

uninfected the less it is interfered with the better. Even
the use of the exploring syringe is deprecated. Simple

pleuritic effusion as a result of a wound is not often met
with. Some form of infection usually takes place from the

beginning. In dealing with penetrating wounds of un-

known depth and extent the processes of nature should

not be interfered with by the introduction of a probe or by
the injection of antiseptic fluids. The use of the latter in

general seems to be regarded with disfavour, as being

useless as a disinfectant and only too liable to interfere

with the normal protective action of the lymph that has

already begun the healing process. The cleansing of the

external wound and the removal of any dead tissue or

foreign bodies, a gentle sponging with hydrogen peroxide

or 5 per cent, carbolic, and a light inunction with iodex, a
preparation with which the writer expresses great satis-

faction, should be followed by fomentations of boracic

acid, the greatest care being taken to avoid sepsis. By
such means the natural flow of lymph is assisted with as

little interference as possible.

The treatment of shock in deep thoracic injuries is often

urgent, and of all the methods hitherto employed the

writer expresses his strong preference for slow injection of

hot saline into the rectum. An ingenious application of

the siphon and the thermos bottle enable this to be done
at a uniform temperature. The difficulty of applying

bacterial therapeutics in military practice is great, but a

good deal can be done to supply autogenous vaccines

which in some cases have proved useful and are always
worth trying, as they are not productive of any evil

results.

Mr. Murphy's little handbook will be found of real value

to the very large luimber of young military surgeons who
may be called upon to treat thoracic injuries. It is full of

detailed iufonuatiou of the kind that is most needed in

actual practice.

The war primer on Nerve hijuries and Shoch^ by
Captain Haeeis is divided into two parts. The first

_f these deals with direct injuries of the central and

"Wounds of (Tic Thorax in War. By J. Keoali JIurphy, M.C.Canlab.,
F K.C.S., Staff Suigcon, E.X.V.R Oxford War Primers. London

:

H. Frowdo. and Hodder and Stoughton. 1915. (Fcap. 8vo, pp. 155:

20 flKures. 28. 6d. net.)
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peripheral nervous system ; the second with the nervous
shock and loss of moral so commonly met with in the
present day of high explosives, and characterized by many
of the nervous manifestations irrationally known as
" hysterical." Captain Harris gives a brief but clear

exposition to cover the ground of the title of his book,
describing the nature of the cases likely to be met with
and giving fairly full instructions as to their treatment,
but leaving pathological and theoretical considerations
severely alone. The little manual should be of service to

those for whom it has been written.

During the last twelve months both civil and military

practitioners of medicine have seen relatively large

numbers of cases of epidemic and sporadic cerebro-
spinal meningitis, although the disease has not, fortu-

nately, shown anything lilfe the extensive spread noted in

American and Continental epidemics occurring in the last

twenty years. A full, scientific, and lucid account of the
disorder has been written by Major T. J. Hoedkk."
His Ccrebro-^i'iiial Fever is quite the best book on
the subject we have seen, and it should be in the
liands of all medical men who have to do with the
disease. The descriptions of the symptoms, diagnosis,

treatment, and prophylaxis given are admirable, and leave

nothing to be desired. Should cerebrospinal fever re-

crudesce in epidemic form again during the coming
autumn and winter months, the practitioner could hardly
have a better guide in his dealings with the disease than
Major Herder's little volume.

BEHIND THE LINES.
The title War Pictures Behind the I/inas ' expresses weH
the scope of the book which Mr. I.\n Malcolm, M.P., has
written, describing his experiences, chiefly in France.
For about eight months—beginning in October, 1914—ho
worked for the department of the British Red Cross
Society now known as the Inquiry Department, and was
specially engaged in tracing the fate of meu returned as
' missing.' The system establi-shed of examining the
ii'.^'.i; I .' : 'crs and questioning the wounded and the
)i- '

:
IS furnished weekly by the International

l;< ! ' .
- i'^'ty in Geneva afforded a great deal of

iufuiijj;i;i(/u, but there were always some not accounted
for, and the prosecution of inquiries with regard to them
led Mr. ilalcolm into almost every part of France where
the British have fought in this war. A sad part of his

task was to attempt to identify graves, and he pays the
warmest possible tribute to the sympathetic attitude

of the French, including the humblest peasants, towards
the dead of their ally. To most readers the most novel
part of his book will bo the chapter on the Red Cross work
which is being done by Switzerland. The International

Committee of the Red Cross at Geneva is international in

the sense that it operates as a clearing house between
nations, not that it is composed of representatives of all

nations, for each of its members must be a Swiss resident

in Geneva. It has established an Agence des priaonniers

de Gnerrc, and twelve hundred voluntary workers have
organized a card-index system, in which every man whoso
name reaches the agency as a prisoner (whether military

or civil), or as missing, or as killed, is registered. From
October 15th, 1914, to .Juuc 30th, 1915, this agency conc-
spoudcd with 234,731 famUies ; received 1.800,000 letter
aud 50,000 visitors, and forwarded about 71,300 letters awi
11.500 telegrams to various destinations. In addition t >

this work a Bureau des Repatries Ciuils has been estab-

lished, and on its lists are nearly 20,000 names of exchanged
civilians of all nationalities who have passed through u
hands, and of no fewer than 65,000 poor refugees 11 •

Frencli territory. When the refugees arrive there is an i

spection of clothing, and in most cases it has to be renev'
Bathrooms aud changing rooms have been fitted up in

large gj-mnasium, and in three or four hours each con\ 1

.

is ready to be sent off in tramcars to the French frouti' 1.

In Berne there is a committee of ladies supplying prison. 1

in French, (jerman, and British camps with comfort^
various kinds: from the French section bread and clotlii

^ Cerchro-spinal Fever. By T. J. Herder, M.D., Major (Tin;
R.A.M.C. O.xford Medical Publications. London: n. Frowde.
Hodder and Stoi;ghtou. 1915. (Fcap. 8vo, pp. 179; 17 iUustrau
3s.6d.net.)

<^ War IHcinres BeVdnH lite Lines. By Ian Malcolm. M.P. TjOt\'

SniUh, Elder, and Co. 1913. tPost «vo, pp. 242 ; illustrated. 6s.l..l.
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are sent to French prisoners in Germany and distributed

under the siiperintoudence of neutral delegates, and the

British sectiou disi>atches vast consiguments of loaves and
other articles to our own prisoners ; the Russian section is

well supplied ^\ith money to buy comforts and necessities

for the thousands of captive Russians whoso families are

too far off to send separate parcels. "Inter arma cnriias,

the Red Cross motto, is certainly the guiding principle of

Swiss life to-day : generous and indiscriminately kind to

the helpless and fallen victims of the German War."
Mr. Malcolm's book is very modestly written and well

illustrated by photographs of places and incidents and
reproductions of oflScial documents.

NOTES 0?r BOOKS.
C. 3. S. Thompson's Compendinm of the PJiarmacopoeiiis

and formiilariea' has now reached" its filth edition, and
has been brought thoroughly up to date. It includes the
alterations made in the last edition (1914) of the British

rh<irmaco2)ot id , and contains tables and abridgements that
make it a serviceable handbook of reference for medical
practitioners, i)harmacists, and students.

R. R. Beksett's Materia Medica and Phannacy<^ is one
of the small books on the subject written for the benefit of

tucdical students, and supposed to contain as much as
they require to get them through their examinations in

these subjects. It has been altered so as to conform
with the British Pharmacopoeia (1914) ; dosage is given in

both the newly adopted metric system and the older
imperial system to which we are all accustomed.

THE NEW TAXES.
As the Finance (No. 3) Bill was issued so late last week
our comments upon it must necessarily appear belated,

but it stiU seems worth while to examine tliose provisions

which have some special interest for medical men more
closely than was practicable when the only reliable source
of information available was contained in Mr. McKenna's
Budget speech.

Section 10 of the bill deals with the duty on motor
spirit, which is to be increased from 3d. to 6d. a gallon.

The existing rebate of lAd. per gallon will be raised to 3d.

—presumably only to the extent to which the spirit pur-

chased has borne the full rate of duty. In these daj\s the
taxpayer is often exhorted to suffer in silence and to be
thankful for any mercies the Exchequer can afford to

distribute by way of mitigation. Nevertheless, while the
medical profession may be suitably grateful for the rebate
of 3d. per gallon, the remaining moiety of the duty falls

on the individual practitioner with peculiar severity. The
fact is undeniable, even though the consequences be
accepted, if not exactly with cheerfulness, at any rate

without serious complaint. It is to be remembered that
no other professional man uses motor spirit to the same
extent as the medical practitioner. The position of the
latter dififers also from that of a trader paying a similar
duty on the petrol used in the conveyance of goods, for

economic theory and recent experience alike bear testimony
to the fact that such general trade taxes .slide with remark-
able facility from the shoulders of the trader to those of

his customers through rising prices, whereas the medical
man has not the opportvmity—even if he has the desire—

•

to paiss on the incidence of the tax in similar fashion.
These remarks apply also to the 33J per cent, ad valorem

import doties on motor ears, accessories, and component
parts, which arc dealt with in Section 12, passed in Com-
mittee on October 20th by 78 to 26. AVhatever may be the
origin and final outcome of these taxes, their effect will cer-

tainly be to cause an early and substantial rise in the price
of the cheaper varieties of motor cars. Tliese duties have
more than once been defended as constituting a "sumptuary
tax," and in accordance with that asj>cct of the question
Section 12, Subsection (7), provides for the exemption of

trade motor vans. The phraseology of this clause is so
important that we quote the first two paragraphs in fnll

:

' A Comvendium cf the rhamiacnpoeias and Formularies, Official
and t'nofflcial. with Practical Aids to Prcsciibing and Dispensing. Bv
C. 3. 8. Tbompson. Fifth edition. Xjondon: J. Bale, Sons, and
Daoieleson, Limited. 1915. (Potl 8vo. pp. 404. 5s. net.)
^Materia Medica and Pharmacy for Medical Students. With an

Appendi.!! on Incompatibility. Uy K. R. Bennett, B.Sc.Lond., F.I.C.
Third edition. London; U. K. Lewis. 1915. tfcap. 8to, pp. 270.

niliipted for use, and iuteuded to be nsod solelv, as motor omni-
buses, or bona tide motor ambulances, or in connexion with the
conveyance of goods or burden in the course of trade or
Imabandry, and chassis, component parts, and accessories,
wliich are so proved to be intended to be used solelv for auy
.siicli motor cars, shall not be charged with duty under this
section.

I'rovided that in such cases as the Commissioners of Customs
and Excise direct, cars, chassis, accessories, or parts, as tlie case
laay be, shall not be exempted unless they are marked or
stamped in such mauner as the Commissioners direct or
approve with some distinctive stamp or mark showing that
tliey are only to be so used.

If reference be made to the fifth schedule of the Finance
(1909-10) Act, 1910, which deals with the original rebate
on motor spirit, it will be found that it bears a considerable
resemblance to the above-quoted subsection, but it will
also be found that a further clause extended the rebate to

motor spirit used for a car " kept by a duly qualified
lutdical practitioner while it is being u.sed by him for the
purposes of his profession." The position therefore
appears to be that in 1909 the medical practitioner was
cousidered to have an equal right with the trader to
partial exemption from a motor tax, whereas now the
trader is to have full exemption from the import tax and
the medical practitioner no allowance at all. For this we
can find no reason based on equitable grounds. The
Legislature has already admitted—and in the bill tmder
discussion repeats the admission—that, so far as the
petrol duty is concerned, the medical practitioner is

eutitled to the same relief as the carrier of goods;
surely the principle should apply, mutatis >iiutandis,"to the
tax on the car in which the petrol is consumed. The use
of a motor vehicle by wholesale and retail traders may bo
advantageous, hut to the medical profession it is es.seutial.

If it be urged that the motor van should bo encouraged in

the interests of the community as beiug ultimately more
economical, and therefore tending to reduce prices, it can
be urged with at least ecjual force that nothing should bo
duuo which might have the effect of reducing a practi-

tiDuer's ability to visit his patient immediatelj', and with
the least possible cost in time and money, for the services
which he brings to his patient are more urgent than the
trader's goods, and his time is more valuable than that of

the motor-van driver.

We are forced to the conclusion that the reason is

to be found in the practical difficulties which may
be feared rather than in the realms of economic theory,
aud this conclusion is borne out by the manner in
wliich the bill seeks in the .section quoted above to safe-

guard the revenue from the subsequent adaptation of

iuiported cars to suit private purposes. There must of

iKu^essity be a difficulty in discriminating at the port of

entry between chassis for light commercial cars and
cliassis for private cars ; in fact, the only adequate safe-

guard would seem to lie in subsequent periodical examina-
tion of all those foreign chassis which have been
exempted from the new import duties. So far as the
petrol tax is concerned, periodical consideration of each
case occurs automatically when each repayment claim i,s

made. The difficulty of applying some such system to

the car itself does not appear to be insuperable. Organiza-
tion already exists for granting the yearly motor licences,

and it would seem that a reasonably simple solution of the
piublem would be to raise the licence rates on foreign

cars imported after October 1st, 1915, or some other con-
venient date. The chassis of such cars could be stamped on
i luportation and be subject toinspection on the renewal of the
yearly licence. A system of taxation on these lines would
effectively check the evasion which the authorities appear
to regard as at any rate a possibility, and at the same timo
obviate the practical difficulty which seems to prevent
the appHcation of the equitable rule that professional,

as well as commercial, users of a motor car shall be
relieved— to some extent, if not entirely—-from the
" sumptuary " ta.x aimed at the private user, whose car is

an article of comfort or luxury, aud not part of the equip-

ment by means of which his "income is earned. We fear,

however, that such a radical alteration is not now
possible, and the only way by which the medical profession

can receive equitable treatment in this matter is by the
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extension of the i)i'oj)osea exomption to cars " kept by a
duly qualified medical practitioner" . . . and "used by
))im for the purpose of his profession " — the language

of the petrol rebate section seems suitable for the

jiurpose.

Section 23 needs little coniment, inasmuch as it merely
provides for the increase of the income tax relief in respect

of children from £20 toi25 for caclichilrl. Itis noteworthy
that tho allowance ii immh I!' ihg for all incomes not

exceeding i£500, and i >
i

; h limit, whereas the ex-

penses actually inciinr I

,',:. Iiy rise with the growth
of tho ijarent's inconiL. Jt i--^ ;i i llicIi child is a reasonable

allowance where the total income of the parents docs not

exceed i;200, then it is not sufficient where that income
is je400 or jCSOO. .\n allowance of 10 per cent, of the total

income for each child would appear to be more erjuitable,

•with possibly a fixed minimum allowance.

It is apparent from Section 24 that the system of

quarterly collections is to be applied to all eiuployees,

though tlie bill proposes to give the Commissioners of

Inland Revenue authority to exclude any '-class" by
regulation. Medical men holding appointments from
local authorities or hospital boards under " whole-
time " conditions will probably prefer a half-yearly to

a quarterly payment. If that sliould prove to bo the

case, it may be possible to obtain tho exclusion of that
" class " of case from the quarterly system. In any event
the question cannot arise at present, as the system does
not operate till 1916.

Section 26 provides, in effect, for the limitation of time
for making a claim to relief in respect of earned income to

be extended to cover the whole of the j'ear of assessment
and the three subsequent years, instead of the period to

September 30th only. Strictly construed this section

would appear not to relieve persons already assessed at

the "unearned " rates on account of the late delivery of a
claim to the " earned " rate, though it would operate to

grant such relief where the assessment is made after the
bill becomes law— that i'j, subsequent to the Royal assent.

This is clearly anomalous, and it is to be hoped that the
authorities will recognize the anomaly and avoid it by
applying the extension of time to all assessments made or

to be made for the current year. The difference between
the two scales of duty has increased from the original 3d.

to Is., and the effect on the tax payable is accordingly so

substantial that the penalty for procrastination is more
than the offence warrants. A general amnesty for this

year would suitably accompany the disappearance of the
more restricted limitation.

The Excess Profits Duty has attracted a large share of

the attention given to the bill by the daily press, but,

except in circumstances rather difficult to imagine, it could
not affect the medical practitioner, and we need not con-

sider it here at any length. Section 35 exempts, inter

alia, " any profession the profits of which are dependent
mainly on the personal qualifications of the person by
whom the profession is carried on and in w hich no capital

expenditure is required, or only capital expenditure of a
comparatively small amount." We can conceive of few
professions to which the words of this clause apply more
clearly than they do to tho medical profession. In any
case there would probably be few practitioners caught in

the intricately woven net of the Excess Profits Duty, but
it is none the less satisfactory to have the exemption
established on general grounds, leaving individuals free

from the oblij;ation of making complicated calculations as
to their profits for various years—a freedom especially
welcome in thc=^c strenuous times.

The proposals detailed in the bill differ in some respects
—notably in connexion with the motor car import duties^
from those outlined by the Chancellor in his Budget
speech, and they may bo still further amended. What-
ever burdens the State may impose on the medical
profession will be home in the spirit of true and quiet
loyalty, but that task will be lightened if it can be felt

that the taxes are levied equitably and without unfair
discrimination between the various classes of the com-
munity. From our point of view, wo regard the claim of

the medical profession to share in the exemiitiou from the
motor import duties as not only proved, but admitted, and
we hope that the Chahccllor will bo able to extend that
exemption in the same manner as the motor spirit duty
allowance was extended in 1909,
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CONFERENCE OF THE NATIONAL SPECIAL
SCHOOLS UNION.

The seventh biennial Conference of Teachers, Medical
Officers, Managers, and others interested in special schools
for defective children, promoted by the Special Schools
Union, was held in London from October 14th to 16th, and
was largely attended by representatives from all parts of

tlic country. On October 14th typical London County
Council special schools were open for inspection, and
numerous visitors had the opportunity of inspecting the
results of manual training, which, in the ease especially of

the elder boys' and girls' schools, were simply w^onderfnl
considering the infirmities of the pupils who had pro-
duced the wood- work, metal-work, clothing, and other
specimens.
On October 15th the sittings at the Guildhall com-

menced under the presidency of the Chairman of the
Loudon County Council (Mr. Cyril Jackson). After a
State opening by the Lord Mayor, the first paper was hv
Sir W. P. Byrne, K.C.V.O., C.B., Chairman of the Boaril
of Control, its subject being "Teaching in institutes for

defectives." He urged the importance of careful classi-

fication for teaching purposes; the slighter and more
educable cases were, he considered, alone appropriate for

day schools ; the graver and permanent cases of mental
defect required institutional treatment. He also referred
to schemes in progress for training teachers for mental de-
fectives. Mr. J. T. Leggb (Director of Education, Liver-
pool), in a paper on " The education of the mentally
defective," referred to the scheme outlined by the Royal
Commission on the Blind, Deaf, and other exceptional
children as long ago as 1889, which he described as excel-
lent in dealing with the needs of the mentally defective—"a scheme, indeed, to which we have only been
approximating in recent years." An interesting discussion
followed, in which Dr. Shuttleworth (London), Dr.
PE.4ES0X (Leeds), Mrs. Bubgwin (Superintendent of Special
Schools, London), Miss James (Superintendent of Liver-
pool Special Schools), Miss Dendy (Commissioner of the
Board of Control), and others took part.

The afternoon session, under the presidency of Major
Waldorf Astor, M.P., was occupied with the consideration
of physical defects. Major Astor, in some opening remarks,
said that evidence had accumulated that cow's milk
was frequently responsible for non-pulmonary tubei-culosis;

the ideal was a tubercle-free milk supply, but it would bo
very many years before dairy herds were free from tuber-
culosis. He advocated pasteurization and the grading of

milk into (a) children's milk, (b) adults' milk, (c) cooking
milk. Such grading of milk in New York had coincided
with the reduction of infantile mortality by over 4,(KX) a
year. Papers were read by Dr. Arthur Lathaji on •' The
prevention of tuberculosis in childhood " ; by Mr. C.
Elmslie, F.R.C.S., on " The problem of the physically
defective child"; and by Mr. A. C. Coffin, B.A. (Director of

Education, Bradford), on " Special school work in Brad-
ford." The Saturday session was under the presidency
of Mr. F. R. AxDERTON, Chairman of the L.C.C. Special
Schools Subcommittee, and papers were read by jfajor
Leonard Darwin on "Feeblemindedness in its racial

aspects," and by Mr. J. W. Bunn (Head Master of the
Cloudesley L.C.C. school for elder mentally defective boys)
on "The practical side of special school work." Major
Darwin urged the importance, on grounds of heredity, of

the mentally deficient not being allowed to marry, and
asked the aid of teachers in instructing the parents of their

pupils as to the risks to progeny attending such uniom.
The trend of scientific opinion, he said, was that inna'

and therefore transmissible, mental defects were irreii'

able by education or environment. In the dLscus--:

which followed Mr. Bunn's paper, questions were rai- '

as to the respective duties of the doctor and of the teael:. ;

in the selection or certification of pupils for the speeini

schools, Mr. H. Holman (late H.M.I.) remarking tliat tlm
co-operation of both was necessary in coming to a
satisfactory conclusion.

At its annual meeting, recently held at Washing*
the Association of Military Surgeons of the United Sta

passed a resolution by 75 to 1 in favour of compul^.
military training.
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ABORTIVE TREATMENT OF WOUND
INFECTION.

Du. Alexis Carrel has communicated to the

Academie de Medecine ' the results of experiments

and observations made by MM. Dakin, Daufresne,

Dehelly, Dumas, and himself, at the Eockefeller

Laboratory and Temporary Hospital 21 at Com-
piegne, on the use of the hypochlorite solution

devised by Dr. Dakin. Dr. Carrel began by quoting

Professor Tuffier's statement that of 1,000 amputa-
tions at Maison-Blanche, the operations had to be

done in about 800, not on account of the gravity of

the wound, but owiiig to complicating infection. He
complained that no new doctrine had been formulated

to replace that held at the beginning of the war,

though at a very early stage it had been proved to be

wrong. Like Sir Almroth Wright, he asks that some
single method of treatment shall be established and
followed by all, even though, in its turn, it may
eventually be superseded by something better. lu
this way" he said, the wounded would be protected to

some extent from " therapeutic fantasies " which are

now allowed full play for want of a directing principle.

Carrel sees in the proper use of an antiseptic the

method which should be universally followed at

present. He starts from the position that all wounds
due to shells, mines, or grenades are infected, and
supports this statement by the results of bacterio-

logical examination, which, w^hen made even as early

as about six hours after the wound was received, had
in all cases revealed the presence of a varied

microbial flora, aerobic and anaerobic. The bacterio-

logical examination brought out certain other facts of

.importance : first, that the microbes at this early

stage were generally present in small numbers, for in

a smear preparation several microscopic fields might
Lave to be examined before a micro-organism was
found ; and, secondly, that they were in the main
localized round about the projectile or scraps of

clothing ; they had not had time to spread through
the wound. In a smear examined twenty -four
hours after the wound, or later, the appearance

was very different ; the micro-organisms were
so numerous that often they could not be
counted in the smears and were found in smears from
every part of the wound. Bacteriology, clinical

observation, and common sense, Carrel maintains,
coDT.bine to justify the opinion that during the first

few hours it is easy to clear a wound of microbes, but
that it becomes more and more difficult if they are

allowed time to multiply, to spread over the surface of

the wound, and to infiltrate its walls. For an analogy
he turns to acute appendicitis, in which experience

proves the wisdom of operation within the first twelve
hours. He urges that treatment to abort the infec-

tion in gunshot wounds of all kinds, even those
which appear trivial, should be begun at the earhest

possible moment. The first thing—and a rela-

"••ely easy thing—is to remove foreign bodies, but
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it is not possible to remove mechanically all the
smaller fragments, nor to get rid of all the
microbes lodged in the walls of an anfractuous
wound. It is, he said, with a graphic touch
which lightened a rather matter of fact paper,
no more easy to clean a wound with a gauze
swab than to clean a greasy bottle by the same
means. As it is not possible to clean away the
microbes entangled in the minute fragments of foreign
bodies, and iu the walls of a wound, it is advisable, he
considers, to use some liquid which will penetrate
everywhere and can witli impunity be left in con-
tact with the tissues for a sufficient length of time.

Dr. Carrel vigorously repudiates the view that
antiseptics are useless. Ho admits that they have
l)ecn abused, ill chosen, and badly applied, but for

him the conclusion to be drawn is not that they
should be discarded, but that they shall be better

chosen and better applied. Dr. Dakin's search for

an antiseptic solution effective, unirritating, and
cheap, resulted in the special solution of sodium
hypochlorite which he described in this .Journal on
August 28th. CarreFs contention is that if this

solution be caused to penetrate into every corner
of the woimd, and it it be constantly renewed, com-
plete sterilization of the wound can be achieved.

He would have the skin disinfected with tincture

of iodine at the first dressing station, and the
v-ound, if its aperture be small, injected with the
solution of hypochlorite ; he would cover a large wide
wound with gauze wet with the hypochlorite solution,

but would not have any impermeable material put
over this. He does not consider this rapid provi-

sional disinfection essential, though he thinks it

improves the prognosis. The essential point is to get
the wounded to an ambulance or clearing station as
quickly as possible. For him the future of the
patient depends upon the rapiditj' of his transport to

some place where his wound can be treated by an
effective antiseptic method, so that it may be put on
the way to become in a few days an aseptic wound.
At the ambulance or clearing station foreign bodies,

including scraps of clothing, should be removed at

once, usually with a finger of the gloved hand or with
dissecting forceps. The object of any operation then
done should be to open up the wound sufficiently to

allow it to be thoroughly cleaned ; it should not be
mopped, brushed, or curetted, and particular attention

should be given to the arrest of haemorrhage. Having
opened up the wound and arrested haemorrhage and
liaving ascertained the situation and extent of every
recess, the next step is to employ an efficient anti-

septic. Carrel recommends that devised by Dakin,
on the grounds that it is effective if properly used,

cheap, and easily made by any ambulance dispenser.'-"

- Dr. Dakin's directions for the preparation of a 0.5 to 0.6
per cent, solution of hypochlorite are as follows (British
.Medical Jouexal, August 28th, p. 319) :

" One hundred and
forty grams of <?/// sodium carbonate {Na-2C'0s), or 400 grams
of the ciy-uilh.j .1 : I washing soda), is dissolved in 10 litres of
tap wati.!

, :

I
'"' ,1-; of chloride of lime (chlorinated lime)

of good m; "
;

1. .1. The mixture is well shaken, and,
after hall rm ];.i:i!', r riear liquid is siphoned oft from the pre-
cipitate of calciuin raibonate and filtered through a plug of
cotton; 40 grams of boric acid are added to the clear filtrate,
and the resulting solution is ready for use. A slight additional
Ijrecipitate of calcium sails mny slowly occur, but it is of no
significance. Th.^ snlnt,,,,! ,hoiil,l i ,,i be kr-ni l,.iiL»er than one
week. The bori. ,ir

i i,,i,-- i.,,; i. : ; imxture before
filtering, but a(i', t of making
this quantity of I > ly, Z^d., if

ordinary oommrrr d \,:i I
];:

1 .1 about 5Sd.

if a comparatively pure varjciv cl .->"liiiiii . :irbonate were
employed. In the first instance the cost would be about IJd.

a gallon, and in the second, a little over 2ld. If the cheniicals

were bought iu fairly large quantities, the cost would be slightly

diminished in both cases. Alittle variatiou in the hardness of

the water would not be likely to produce any appreciable effect

on the strength o£ the solution.
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In the strength of 0.5 per cent., while strongly anti-

septic, it causes no irritation even vzhen applied to

the skin or tissues for several weeks. But though its

antiseptic action is highly efl'ective, it is of short

duration, for it is destroyed when in contact with

albuminous substances ; therefore it must be renewed

frequently by injection or continuously by irrigation.

At the first dressing it may be injected into the wound
with an ordinary syringe, great care being taken to

see that it penetrates into every part of the wound,

and arrangements must be made that this penetration

everywhere shall continue. Carrel uses indiarubber

tubes about six millimetres in diameter ; a hole half a

centimetre from one end, or several holes, as the

nature of the wound requires, are cut in the tube,

which is then covered with bath towelling, in

the manner described in the Journal some time

ago. In a narrow wound one tube may suffice, but

in a large wound with pockets several may be

required. In fracture cases he lets the end ot the

tube lie among the fragments. The fluid is absorbed

by the towelling, and so kept in contact with the

surface of the wound. At the first dressing the

wound is filled witii gauze and the surgeon assures

himself by testing the tubes that the liquid can come
into contact with every part of it. Ov-er all is placed

a layer of non-absorbent cotton through which the

india-rubber tubes project. Eveiy hour, or eveij

other hour, a sufficient quantity of the liquid is

injected into the tubes unless continuous irrigation

can be arranged.

When thisplan of treatment attained its maximum
success, bacteriological examination showed that the

wound had been cleared of microbes and was aseptic;

it might then be closed, not with sutures, but with

strips of plaster on the surface, and in the depth by
efficient compression by proper pads. In the first trials

two suppurating wounds of the same kind and in the

same patient were treated the one with and the other

without the hypochlorite solution ; it was observed in

the former that the discharges dried up and the number
of microbes diminished, while the condition of the

latter did not change. Phagocytosis and cicatriza-

tion went on in the wound treated with hypochlorite,

notwithstanding the continued employment of the

antiseptic solution. Gradually the treatment was
extended to more recent wounds, and finally to a

series in which the inten'al between the receipt of the

wound and the application of the treatment was from
six to twenty hours. In all these cases fragments of

shell or scraps of clothing had to be removed, and the

presence of microbes in greater or less abundance,
according to the interval between the receipt of the

wound and tlie commencement of treatment, was
established by bacteriological examination. After

being irrigated with the hypochlorite solution for

from three to five days, microbes had generally dis-

appeared from the discharges which were not copious,

and meanwhile any portion of necrosed tissue had
disappeared.

When the wounds had been proved to be aseptic,

the sides were brought into apposition with strips of

plaster, and union was generally obtained from a
week to a fortnight after the wound had been re-

ceived ; the scars were small and supple. Carrel

went so far as to say that fractures produced by frag-

ments of shell, although infected, could by this

method be brought into a condition so tlioroughly

aseptic that they recovered like simple fractures. The
conclusion, therefore, is that infected wounds can be

sterilized by the use of a hj'pochlorite solution, and
that then they may be treated as aseptic wounds ; the

essential thing is to ensure that everj- part of the

wound is reached by the antiseptic. Even in cases in

which it was not possible to achieve asepsis the
severity of infection was greatly diminished, the
healing of an infected woimd was hastened and most
of the complications which cause death, render
amputation necessary, or produce defoimity were
prevented. In the long run, according to Carrel, the
adoption of a hypochlorite method will largely in-

crease the number of wounded who can be returned
to sen'ice.

It will be seen that Dr. Carrel's results very closely

parallel those recorded by Captain .John Fraser in

the .JounNAii of October 9th (p. 525). . Captain Fx-aser

used the solution of hypochlorite as devised in Edin-
burgh. Even in cases of gas gangrene he observed
that during the first twenty-four hours the foul smell

of the wound entirely disappeared ; that by the third

day the lymph-like discharge set up tended to cease

and granulation tissue to form. ; that sloughs sepa-

rated with extraordinary rapidity, and that healing

proceeded at a very rapid rate.

The observations of Dr. CaiTel and Captain Fraser
will be studied with interest by all surgeons engaged
in the present war, and we hope to publish next week
the text of the address given by Sir Almroth Wi-ight,

who, if we understood his verbal statement correctly,

does not consider the use of antiseptics in this

elaborate manner necessary.

MIXED A^VCCIXATION AGAINST
TYPHOID FEVER AND PARA-

TYPHOID A AND B.

Last August the members of tlie French Academy of

Medicine began an interesting discussion on the

method and value of protecting soldiers and sailor

against typhoid and paratyphoid A and B infection

by the use of a mixed vaccine. As Chanteme>-'

pointed out, the question is one that has only v-
cently acquired any practical importance. It is onl

recently that these three varieties of what has loiij

been known as " typhoid fever " have been generally

discriminated ; and it is only during the present war
that paratyphoid fever has proved to be an infection

of wide dissemination requiring any specific pro-

phylaxis. The two forms of paratj'phoid fever dis-

tinguished as A and B in accordance with the variety

of Bacillus paratypliosTis causing them are not, it

may be said at once, of equal practical importance.

Paratj'phoid B fever is rarely fatal, and not a single

death occurred among 447 cases of it in the .Japanese

navy, as Kabeshima recorded (1914) ; while out of

289' patients with parathyphoid A fever, 7 died.

Similarly, it may be noted, among the 70,000 Euro-

pean troops in India during 1913 there were 79 casr^

of paratyphoid A fever, witli 2 deaths, but no cases <

paratyphoid B fever. The mortality of typhoid fev< •

among the Japanese sailors was much greater, 45 out

of 367 patients succumbing to the infection.

In a general review of the prophylaxis of t;heso

three closely connected fevers, W'idal' said that tli-

use of mixed bacterial vaccines to protect expei

mental animals against a number of infections wn-

first described by himself and Sicard in 1897,

assuming that protection and the acquisition of agglu-

tinating powers went hand in hand. The subject was
further discussed in 1902 by Castellani," and in igo^

he was using a mixed typhoid + paratyphoid A
paratyphoid B vaccine, among other complex vaccine-

4or the protection of human beings. In 1910 ^i
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similar triple antityphoid vaccine was employed by
Vincent in Morocco, but he appears to have discon-
tinued its use a year later. The use of analogous
compound ant'typlioid vaccines has subsequently
been described Iry a number of autliors, and it may
be said that their employment has a sound experi-
mental and clinical basis at the present time.
But there are several practical points about their

use that require further definition. Is a mixed
vaccine to be injected, or are the three component
parts of it to be administered successively? In what
proportions are the three bacterial strains to be
employed in the mixed vaccine? Does the mixed
vaccine confer as high a degree of immunity to
infection as its component parts do when used
separately? Is it necessary to immunize against
paratyphoid B at all ? On several of these points
Castellani has no doubts. He believes that the mixed
vaccine, containing the full doses of each of its con-
stituents, does not in practice produce unduly severe
local and general reactions. Widal, on the other
hand, recognizes the danger of producing severe
reactions by the injection of adequate doses of mixed
vaccines, and he seems inclined to counter this danger
by reducing each individual dose and by giving a senes
of four injections rather than any smaller number.
Vincent goes still further in the same direction.
His experience in Morocco leads him to advise the
administration of two large doses of antityphoid
vaccine, and to follow these up with two or three
Bubsequent injections of a mixed paratyphoid A -f B
vaccine whenever circumstances and time allow
this course to be taken. As for the relative importance
pf typhoid and paratyplioid vaccines, Widal describes
the use of the former as a necessity, the use of the
latter as a matter of local exigency a'nd good fortune,
ia the military conditions that now obtain ; he foresees
preat practical difficulties in the application of
Vincent's method of giving five (or lietter six) separate
inoculations. He would tiierefore use a triple vaccine,
sterilized by heat, and give for choice a course of four
injections with it. He holds that an infection with
paratyphoid B is not without real danger to soldiers
exhausted by the labours of a campaign.

It seems generally agreed that the triple vaccine
is as efficient in producing immunity as its com-
ponents are when used separately. Vincent, in con-
clusion, added to the discussion the fact that a
triple vaccine—known for short as T.A.B.—has been
used in the Italian army for three years with excellent
results, particularly in Cyrenaica and the Tripolitaine,
where paratyphoid fevers A and B are both endemic
and epidemic.

CENTRAL MEDICAL WAR COMMITTEE.
At a meeting of the War Emergency Committee, hold at
the Lonaeoftlie Biitisli Medical Association on October
20th, Dr. Frederick Taylor moved a resolution to the
effect that a more appropriate title would be the Central
Medical Waar Committee, and this was adopted. A deputa-
tion from the Committee which had had an interview with
Sic AHred Keogh having made its report, the Committee
reviewed the present situation and adopted a resolution to
the effect that it should continue to use every endeavour
to complete the quota of medical men originally called for
by January 15th, 1916, having regard, however, to any
modilicatioas in the number asked for wherever the
civil needs of any district suggest such modification, and
that the enrolment scheme should bo modified so that
practitioners should be asked to engage definitely for
service at a fixed date after January 15tb, 1916. This
resolution, which was passed unanimously, emphasizes

two facts—first, thai a large number of medical men is
still required to satisfy the demands of the military
authorities for the armies already in being ; and secondly,
that a further large number will be required later for tho
new armies now being formed. It cannot bo too strou<Tly
impressed upon the profession that the military neces-
sities require that every man of military age who ia
physically tit should bo prepared to outer the military
service of the country in the present emergency.
The only way in which this can be done while
properly safeguarding the interests of all concerned, is
by every available man placing himself at the disposal
of a committee with expert knowledge. It is found that
eligible meu often express their willingness to go if and
when conscription becomes an accomplished fact. This
policy, liowever, must almost inevitably place the medical
profession in a far worse position, inasmuch as under
conscription the calling up of men would probably be left
in the hands of Government officials not fully informed
as to the needs of the local community, and totally
unacquainted with the difficulties of the practitioners
called upon. It was mentioned during the meeting
that the number of local medical war committees
had been increased to 149, and that in some of
the remaining sevenieen areas the work was being
done by the Executive Committees of the Divisions
of the British Medical Association. Before the meeting
adjourned a letter was read from a well-known medical
agent, suggesting that it might be worth while to
call a meeting of agents to discuss questions connected
with the putting on their lists of looumtenents fit meu
eligible for service with the R..\.M.C. It was resolved in
reply to this letter to express general approval of the
proposal to hold such a meeting.

FASTING TREATMENT FOR DIABETES.
The daily press, misinfoi-med and optimistic as ever in
matters of medical and surgical treatment, has quite
recently announced a " reported cure for diabetes," alleged,
as is so often the case in such matters, to have emanated
from America. The cure is said to be based on " bicar-
bonate of sodium with a small amount of salt." It is added
that "in extreme cases the treatment is given hypo-
dermically." This, we take it, is a reference to an interest-
ing article on "prolonged fasting in diabetes" recently
published in America by Dr. F. M. Allen.' A.s the result of
the treatment of 44 patients suffering from severe forms of
diabetes mellitus at the Rockefeller Hospital in New York
Dr. Allen is able to speak highly of the treatment of the
condition by prolonged periods of fasting. Fasting is not
a new thing in the cure of diabetes, having been recom-
mended empirically by many writers in succession, from
Naunyn to Guelpa. In the present instance, however, it.s

utility foreshadowed bv certaii experiments upon
animals, and its application to man was based directly on
these experiments. Dr. Allen's experience indicates that
the glycosuria in cases of even the severest type of
diabetes may with advantage be cleared up by one initial
fast, lasting, if necessary, as long as eight or ten days. In
one instance it was found that a diabetic patient's total
metabolism was 8 per cent, above normal, and that no sugar'
was being burned in the tissues at all. After a nine days
fast the total metabolism had fallen to 20 per cent, below
normal, and the respiratory quotient showed that the sugar
formed from the tissue protein was bemg burned. This
shows the great improvement that may talie place in a
weakened metabolic function — namely, the utilization
of sugar—when a course of complete rest is pre-
scribed to that function. When the fast is over,
the nest step is to introduce jirotein, fat, and
carbohydrate into the diet in such a way as to
maintain freedom from glycosuria and urinary acidosis,

• J.mer. Journ. of Jled. Sciences. Pliiladelphia, 1915, cl. 480.
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a matter of careful experimentation in each patient.

The reappearance of glycosuria ia an indication for a clay

i.[ fasting; iudeed, routine fast days once a week may be

jiresciiljed with advantage, even in the absence of glycos-

vu'ia. Two main principles arc enunciated by Dr. Allen

here: tlie patient should be kept permanently below

weight, and the fat in the diet should be restricted. Both

are new ideas, comparatively speaking, in the dietary

treatment of diabetes; both are designed to miuimize the

straiu placed on tlie weakened pancreatic function by
tlic taking of food. Both from his own experience and
from that of other medical practitioners who have adopted

this starvation treatment in diabetes, Dr. Allen is able to

speak very highly of the new method. Its immediate

results are most encouraging. As for the remote results,

a longer experience is naturally required before any

authoritative statement can be made : the cure is yet in its

infancy. It removes glycosuria and acidosis more quickly

and more surely than has been the practice heretofore, and
it is common knowledge tliat diabetic patients do better

when glycosuria and acidosis are removed than when
they are allowed to continue. Dr. Allen gives uo specific

indications as to tlie particular articles of diet given when
tlie fasting is over, or their quantities ; these details are to

be stated in a later pubHcation. No mention is made of the

administration of either " bicarbonate of sodium " or

"small quantities of salt" in the treatment, T\hetlier by
the mouth or liypodermically, in the American journal.

But it is clear that the fasting treatment of diabetes has a

rational experimental basis, and its further exposition and
developments will be awaited with interest.

THE WAR AGAINST FLIES IN FRANCE.
Dr. E. Blaxchard, professor of parasitology and medical
natural history in tlie Faculty of Medicine of I'avis, has
written an essay on the fight against the fly for tlic Ijigue

Sanitaire Franraise, which the Ligue has published in a
l^amphlet.' It begins by describing the different kinds of

flies, their habits and their metamorphoses, and then dis-

cusses the diseases transmitted by the non-biting and the

biting flies. The greater part of the pamphlet is concerned
with the methods of preventing the dissemination of

disease by flies, which resolve themselves praccically into

the methods for the destruction of the insects. Dr. Shipley,

in his article on the house-fly,- said that the cli-.^^. which
are laid a little beneath the surface 01 ii ' mm- i. :i|) in

batches of 100 to 150, hatch out at suit.'il>i' 1 1
ih iinnsin

something under twenty-four hours, 'li. i__ i: >;,tiva)

undergoes three moults, the third, wheu it, is lialt an inch

long, being reached on the fifth or sixth day. ' Xow," he
said, " it leaves the moist situation in -which it has
flourished, and, crawHng through the manure, seeks some
dry or sheltered corner," where it is transformed into the
pupa which immediately piecedes the perfect insect. It

appears, however, that although the larva can pujiate in a
dry corner it prefers to bury itself in the ground. How-
ever this may be, the important fact in the present con-

nexion is that the full-grown larva, when about to pupate,

lias an impulse to migrate from the manure heap, and the
method of destroying it devised in Canada and the United
States by Hewitt and Hutchison is designed to turn
this habit to the discomfiture of the insect. I'rofessor

Blanchard is evidently greatly taken with the plan : partly

because it demands only a modification of a method of

treating manure recommended in France for quite another

reason by Deherain and Ilingelmann. Their object was to

prevent the loss of ammonia and other nitrogenous bodies

by catching the drip from the heap in a tank of n ater under-

neath it. A shallow concrete tank is made and a grid of

stout laths placed over it; the manure is put on this platform,

and if it is dry it is watered from time to time uutil the

tank is full. When full a pump is fitted, and the liquid in

the tank is again pumped over the manure. To make
this into a larva trap the only modification necessary is to

see that the platform is rather narrower than the tanks, so

that not only tlie larvae which come out at the bottom
but also those that wander out at the sides will drop into

the water and drown. In this method no antiseptic is

used, its success depending wholly upon the fact that it

takes advantage of the instinct of the larva to work itself

out of the manure when it is going to pupate. Professor

Blanchard, however, seems to think that the migration

is due not so much to a rooted instinct as to the circum-

stance that the fermentation which is going on in the

manure makes it too hot for the larva. It may be
remembered that in the Jourkal of September 18th

was published a short note on a paper communicated
to the Academic des Sciences by M. Rou.t. The point

of this paper was that the eggs of the house-fly could

not withstand a temperature of 60" C, and that during

fermentation of manure the temperature might rise to

between 60 and 70 C. Blanchard states that the larvae

object to manure that is kept thoroughly moist, and
also that the migration takes place chiefly at night. It

is necessary to maiutaiu a certain ainount of fluid in the

tank and to keep it thoroughly cleaned out from accumu-
lations of straw, which might enable the larvae to climb

out. Hutchison estimated that in this way 98.5 per cent,

of larvae were destroyed. The method has the advantage

that it not only does not deteriorate the value of the

manure, but, almost automaticallj', supplies a quantity of

liquid manure ; the saving thus effected by preventing the

loss of ammonia more than repays the small amount of

labour required. The objection is that the tanks afford a

breeding place for mosquitos. This disadvantage may be

obviated by applying paraffin in the proportion of 15 to

20 e.cm. to the square metre. In an appendix M. H. G.

Eichter, secretary of the Ligue, who is an architect, gives

a plan and section of a construction for a manure grid and
tank ou the principle described.

THE NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY.^

Since the notice of the summer instalment of the New
English Dictionary appeared in these pages (July 17th,

p. 104), the veteran editor, Sir James A. H. Murray, has

passed to his rest. In the prefatory note to that fasciculus

the editor in chief spoke of his " long and serious illness,"

but he continued manfully at his beloved labours till

almost within a week of his death, which took place on

July 26th, 1915. To quote from a short sympathetic note,

appearing as an inset in the present portion of the

Dicfionari/, " ,Sir -James Murray's great wish that he

should live to finish the Diciionary on bis eightieth

birthday, in 1917, has not been fulfilled; the unceasing

labour of three and thirty years has ended when less than

a tenth part of the work remains to be done." The notice

continues :
" Almost within a week of his death he was

still hard at work, showing, as Dr. Bradley wrote of a

visit made to him, 'not a little of the mental zest

and lucidity that I remembered of old.' In the pre-

ceding months, while barely convalescent from an

illness that seemed to bring him to the gates of

death, he had prepared, and at the appointed date

of July 1st published, his usual ' double section.' " For

some years Sir James was aided in the editorial work
by Drs. Bradley and Craigie, and more recently by
Mr. Onions ; but, as the inset reminds the students of the

Dictionary, " it has always been the rule that each of the

editors should be exclusively responsible for the portions

' A New EnglisU Dictionary on Historical PrincivUs. Edited by
Sir James A. H. Murray. Henry Bradley. W. A. Craigie. and C. T.
Onions. Vol. IX, SI-TH. Standard—Stead. By Henry Bradley.
Hon. D.I.itt. Oxford : At the Clarendon Press ; London, Edinburfh.
Ne.w Vork. Toronto, Melbourne, and Bombay; Humphrey Milford.
October, 1915. Price 2s. 6d. (60 cents).
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of the work issued under Lis name. The sections in tlio

hamls ot" Dr. Br.aQIey, Dr. Craigie, Mr. Onions, and thoir

staff>i, will not be affected (.by Sir .lames's death). But Sir

Jauies Murray at the bcgiuning laid the lines and drew

the plan ; in the prosecution of the work, when it became

clear that it must bo shared, his amazing capacity for

unremitting labour enabled him to take more than an

equal part, and the volumes produced by himself show
characteristic excellences which cannot be exactly

mat<:hed, though they may be rivalled by merits of

another kind. He will not write the last pages, but more
than that of any other man his name will be associated

with the long and efficient working of the great engine of

research by which the Dictionarij has been produced.'

To these words of whole-hearted recognition from his

co-workers we add our full consent, for not once only, but

many times in the quarterly notices of the Dictionary

which have appeared in these pages, have we drawn
special attention to the thoroughness of Sir James
Murray's knowledge of medical terms, to the scholarly

manner in which he always dealt with them, to the new
light which he not rarely shed upon them, and to that

peculiarly rich interest with which he was constantly

able to invest them in his happy choice of illustrative

quotations. Indeed, sometimes it almost seemed as if the

unusual phenomenon of the infusion of a piquant kind of

humour in the selection of the quotations was being

witnessed, and as if Sir James were eujoj-ing a quiet dig

at the doctors. Although unusual, this character was not

without precedent in lexicography, as the fortunate

possessors of the early editions of Johnson's Dictionary

know to theu' delight. Whether he would or no, Dr.

Johnson had much for which to thank the Scots. His
own biography, which some have not hesitated to

call the greatest life of an Englishman ever written,

came from the pen of Boswell ; and now another

Scotsman, Sir James Murray, has borne the biggest

burden in producing the greatest English dictionary

which the world has seen and one which would
have gladdened Dr. Johnson's eyes to behold. The
present section, which carries the alphabetical rubrics

from Standard to Stead, does not contain many medical
terms ; but a glance through its pages reveals a few which
are of interest and also shows the usual carefulness in the

registering and illustrating of medical meanings of ordinary

words. Thus, on the first page, under sfandardi.c there

is a reference to the pharmaceutical moaning of the term
and an illustrative quotation regarding " standardized

laudanum." Materia medica is likewise represented iu

this section by carefully prepared articles on starch (with

references to starch-bandages, starch baths, and starch-

sugar), and on stavcsacrc, with many illustrative quota-

tions, including one (of 1630) which says: "Mix'd with

Stauesacre and Argcnium riuf, It will not leaue a man a
Lowse aline," and so explains why the plant has been
called Lousewort. An interesting group of medical terms
begin iu Staphyl- (from the Gr. crra(|)uXi;, bunch of grapes),

and includes slaphyla (a rare synonym for uvula),

slaphyline, alaphytococcus (first used apparently in 1887),

slajthyloma (protrusion of the cornea), staphyloplasty (a

plastic operation for the closure of cleft palate), staphylor-
rhaphy (surgical closure of a cleft palate), stajthylotonic,

and staphlotomy (amputation of the uvula). Two new
words, staphylolysiii. and staphylotoxin, are supplied with
one illustrative quotation each, and both are taken from
the Br.iTisn Medical Jocrxal, the former from the
number for September 10th, 1904, and tho latter from
that for April 12th, 1902. Another little group of terms
circles round Stapcs,a.nOi includes stapedectomy, stapedial,

stapediform, and stapedius. Slareblind is a word which
seems to have troubled Dr. Bradley not a little ; it would
seem to have relations with slarh blind and through it

with starl: dead and slarh nahed. Other terms are status,

stasis, and static (in their medical senses).

ANAESTHETISTS AND INFECTION.
The subject of the dangers run by anaesthetists in tha
course of their practice has been little studied in this

couutrj'. While patients who suffer from syphilis or

from tuberculosis would appear to be a source of infection

to the administrator of an anaesthetic to them, no reliable

statistics exist from which to estimate the real danger.
Anaesthetists are at the present time called upon to deal
rapidly with a large number of men, many of whom aro
probably iu an iufective stage, although any definite

history is lacking. There is little doubt that in hot, ill-

ventilated rooms the anaesthetist runs a certain risk iu

respect of tuberculosis, and more than one hospital anaes-

thetist has been attacked with pulmonary phthisis,

although we aro not aware if any causal nexus has beeu
established between the work and the infection. Again,

both in this disease and in syphilis the sputum of patients

often finds its way to the hands and even the face of the
anaesthetist. The modern routine method of protecting

the mouth and nares by gauze should, if the latter be suffi-

ciently thick, safeguard the anaesthetist from the patient

as well as vice versa. The eyes, however, remain as a
vulnerable area. The anaesthetist's hands are probably a
real source of danger. The necessity of opening the mouth,
dealing with sharp snags of teeth, mopping tho fauces,

seizing the tongue and arranging tho lips over a gag, offer

a fruitful field for the buccal flora, and the hands readily

carry infection to the anaesthetist. Obstreperous patients

—and experience has proved that many soldiers belong to

this type—have bitten fingers engaged in opening and
dealing with the mouth. Although complete manual
asepsis is impossible the use of thick rubber gloves is a.

precaution of which the prudent anaesthetist will make
use. The modern plans of employing open masks for the

liquid anaesthetics do not act as a wholly efficient safe-

guard. Salivation is commonly present during the induc-

tion of anaesthesia, alike with chloroform and ether, and
this usually induces the patient to spit vigorously. To
secure cleanliness and safety a second mask should bo at

hand to be used as soon as unconsciousness has supervened,

and the soiled mask should be stripped of its gauze and
boiled before further use. When nitrous oxide is given to

doubtfid patients an all-metal mask should be preferred.

Tho gas bag is safeguarded by efficient inspiry and expiry

valves, although it is a wise precaution to rely upon the

reversible red rubber bag of Vernon Knowles, which is

readily cleansed and disinfected with a mercuric solution.

It need hardly be said that in operations about tho mouth,

nose, and air passages in general the dangers of infection

are most likely to arise, and to minimize them careful

cleansing by tooth scaling, sprays, mouth washes, and so

on, may be systematically pursued. The record of Conti-

nental cases of infection is of little value, since maijy

possible sources of infection were present which render

futile any attempt to trace the cause to the effect.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ADDICTION.
Sir William l'c.llins delivered the sixth Norman Ken-

Memorial Lecture before the Society for the Study of

Inebriety ou October 12th, Dr. Mary Scharlieb presiding.

The subject which, as the lecturer said, had been dictated

to him, was •• Tho ethics and law of drug and alcohol

addiction.'' In dealing first with the nature of addiction

to noxious agents, he said that the pathology.of inebriety,

which in its confirmed form was indistinguishable from

moral insanity, had been too materialistic in accentuating

the physical aspect of its causation with its implied irre-

sponsibility. When dealing with agencies which abrogated

consciousness and subordinated conscience to appetite, we
had passed outside the range of histology, physiological

physics, and even of biochemistry. He believed that

alcohol and drug addiction ought to be regarded as

examples of the surrender of self-control in favour of

self-indulgence, of the voluntary preference for the lower
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iu the presence of the higher alternative of vohtion,

exercised in obedience to appetite rather than to the

higher command of conscience. Those who, on tlie

other hand, -n-ere committed to the physical causation

of inebriety, and to determinist philosophy, must, it

seemed to him, flounder in the quicksands of responsi-

bility and irresponsibility, and would " continue to search

in vain for something out of a bottle, or, maybe, a hypo-

dermic injection, wherewith to redeem the sot and rehabili-

tate the win." In discussing the part legislation might

play, and more particularly the spirit in which Govern-

mental intervention should be undertaken. Sir William

referred to the principles of the law of equal liberties as

enunciated by Spencer and Mill. Their doctrines, he said,

might sound somewhat out of date in the ears of the social

reformers of today, and eugenists and sociologists now
presented a new principle wherewith to inspire legisla-

tion—namely, that the social instincts were to be con-

ceded preference over individual instincts, and that where

there was conflict between social action and self-regarding

action the law was to step iu aud forbid that which was
inimical to the cohesion of society. This road like a

resuscitation of Koussean's Contrat Social, and with easy

descent would lead to the odious dictum that minorities,

and a fortiori individuals, had few or no rights at all.

A safer path would be to follow the line indicated by

Mill in the fifth chapter of his Essay on Liberty,

in which he enumerated the principles that had been

adopted as the basis of the pharmacy and poisons

Acts, and justified the State in imposing restrictions on
drink dealers, although, apart from the justification arising

out of the interest of these dealers in promoting intem-

perance, such restrictions would be infringements of

legitimate liberty. The kernel of the whole matter was
in the restraint of liberty to secure a larger and truer

liberty ; the Umitation of self-will in the interests of free-

will and self-control ; the repression of self iu the cultiva-

tion of self-hood—principles which needed to be safe-

guarded alike against undue application and undue neglect.

Finally, the lecturer passed in review recent legislative

action, urged certain radical reforms in the pharmacy
and poisons laws, and suggested also that it would be

salutary if medical men would think, not once or twice,

but many times, before prescribiug potent drugs of addic-

tion for internal exhibition if, as often, happened, simpler

and non-abusable remedies would meet the case. He
referred to the prohibition of vodka in Paissia and absinthe

in France, and expressed himself convinced that little

progress towards individual and national sobriety would
ever be effected unless our statesmen took their courage in

both hands, and either by heavy duties or penal restric-

tions, confined to medical and legitimate purposes all drugs
of addiction, of which alcoholic beverages containing more
than a moderate proportion of spirit were most widely
resorted to and most pernicious in their total effects. A
vote of thanks to Sir William Collins was warmly sup-

ported by Sir Arthur Downes, Dr. Armstrong-Joues, and
Major McAdam Eccles.

CHILBLAINS.
A MEDICAL correspondent who describes himself as a
healthy, active man—" a first-class life "—aged 45, in

practice on the north-east coast, and hardened to ex-

posure, has no trouble in keeping his body warm and
glowing, yet has his fingers covered with chilblains during
the winter, and asks what he can do. Sometimes he has
one or two chilblains on the toes, but this in unusual.

His hands, he says, are extremely sensitive to cold, and no
treatment that he has tried—and this has included calcium
chloride and calcium lactate in full doses—is of any avail.

A question of this kind comes to us every year as surely as

the swallows go. Increased importance is given to it this

jear, for undoubtedly some of the cases in the army in

Flanders last year, perhaps the majority, were of the

nature of chilblains and were not frost-bite, though at fir.st

so called. Chilblains arc rare in Canada, where in many
districts snow commonly lies for months on the ground
during the winter, though, of course, frost-bite easily occura

if proper precautions are not taken. We believe that in

this country many sufferers find that chilblains do not

develop during frosty weather, but begin to be troublesome

so soon as a thaw sets in. In a changeable climate such as

ours alternate frosts and thaws may keep up the affection

throughout the winter. This suggests that it is damp
rather than cold which is the determining cause, and
the more susceptible victims begin to suffer as soon

as the mists of early autumn set in. Again, a
tendency to develop chilblains undoubtedly runs in

families, and, although the textbooks of dei'matology

speak of it as occui-ring most commonly in children of

the strumous diathesis, it is certain that it occurs also in

others, especially, perhaps, in those who would formerly

have been spoken of as of the nervous temperament. The
books, in fact, give very little help, for the suggestion that

erythema pernio (chilblains) is in some way related to

lupus erythematosus does not help. Yet the disease is

common, very distressing to the sufferer owing to the

intense itching at night, and, when the chUblain "breaks,"

indolent ulceration may ensue, which is very difficult to

cure until the season changes. Cod-liver oil is recom-

mended, and may be of use in children, and tonics also

are spoken of ; but, as in the case of our correspondent,

who says that he feels no need of a tonic since he is very

healthy, they seldom seem called for by the general con-

dition. He suggests that ionic medication might be of

some avail, but, if so, what drug should be used ?

THE ENTRIES AT THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
The number of students entering at Edinbm-gh this

term to begin the study of medicine is 95; there were
between 40 aud 50 entrants last May, so that the total

number for the year is only a little below the average.

The number of women students who have entered this

year iu Edinburgh is unusually liigh, as is also the case at

the London School of Medicine for Women. In the other

London medical schools there is a general decline as com-
pared with 1913 in respect of the entry of full students.

This, however, seems to vary very much in different

schools, but averages probablj' about 20 per cent. Every-
where there appears to be a decrease in the number of

men entering for special classes, such as those for the
F.R.C.S. and D.P.H.

LOAN EXHIBITION OF JAPANESE WORKS
OF ART.

A REM.iRK.vBLE loan exhibition of Japanese works of art

and handicraft is being held at 127, New Bond Street, in

aid of the funds of the British Red Cross Society and the
Order of the Hospital of St. John. The collection—which
includes exhibits lent by Her Majesty the Queen and His
Excellency the Japanese Ambassador—has been selected

by expei-ts from seventy collections in this country.

The exhibition will be open every weekday until

November 13fch, and affords a unique opportunity of

seeing choice specimens of the beautiful art work of our
Eastern ally.

The University of Edinburgh lias appointed Professor

Harvey Littlejohu, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, to be
its representative on the General Medical Council, in the

room of Sir Thomas Eraser, whose second term of office

has expired.

The names of Lieutenant-Colonel John Murray (ret.),

Army Medical Staff, Ashburn Gardens, London ; Dr.
David Korie, Cults ; Dr. James Harvey Stewart, Hatton,
Cruden; and Dr. James Davidson Wyness, Aberdeen,
have been added to the Commission of the Peace for

Aberdeenshire,
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Housing of Munition Workers.
On- tlie imnioii toi- the aiijourumeut 011 Ootobcr 14tli,
iU: \co raised a stiort discussion on the raising of vents
by laudlovfls in cerUiin areas: it had been postponed at
the request of the Miuistei- of Munitions. He said that
the trouble already existed in a number of places, and
this statement -nas confirmed by Mr. Kowlands and
3Ir. IJarnes.

-Mr. Mclunnon Wood. Secretary for .Scotland, in replying
nith reference to that country, said that he agreed that
the matter should be considered carefully and treated as a
temporary emergency. An emergency had been brouaht
about becaojse the men engaged upon munitions liad been
aggregated in certain districts ; the district most affected
in Scot '.lud was Glasgow. The matter was one of some
coniiL.xity as the charges on the landlord had increased.
and if he was a person with a very small margin ho was
undoubtedly in a position of difficulty. Mr. Wood proposed
to apiwiut a small impartial committee to inquire into the
matter promptly and rapidly; it would, he hoped, deal
first with the district of the Clyde. He hoped that moan-
while the factors and owners of Scotland would hold
tlieir hands.

Dr. Addison, Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of
Munitions, who .also replied, said that the Minister wel-
comed the appointment of the committee in Scotland,
since, whatever other cause of unrest there might be oii
the Clyde, this was a contributory cause which should be
cleared away quickly. lu Englaud the Ministry recog-
nized the difficulties of householders in munition areal,
and a scheme was under consideration which would be
quite undreamed of in times of peace to deal with cases of
the most pressing kind in munition areas. The officers of
the Ministry throughout munition districts had been in-
structed to collect complaints, and when the Ministry had
obtained a clearer vision as to how extensive they were it
would be better able to determine what was the right
thing to do. Attention, however, had already been given
to the matter. In the first place, new factories were, as
far as possible, placed in districts where there was an
existing population able to supply both the skilled aud
unskilled labour without requiring additional accommoda-
tion. It would be misleading at present to give figures,
but, as a matter of fact, the scarcity of skilled labour was
such that it could not be expected that it would be
possible to bring from other places the mass of workers
reqnired; in such a place as Sheffield, for instance,
workers must be obtained by spreading those ahead

y

there. The total number of workers required in any par-
ticnlar factory would not necessarily indicate the total
of those who would need to be housed. With the aid
of the Local Government Board an inquiry h.ad been
made in every area where there was an extension of
munition work. The areas fell into two classes: First,
places in which, apart from the extension of munition
works, there was congestion at the present time. In such
a district it would be more justifiable to provide additional
permanent houses than in a district where after the war
there was not likely to be any increased pressure on the
present available accommodation. In some places, there-
fore, a considerable increa.se in the permanent houses was
rehired, in other places temporary accommodation would
suffice, aud the present emergency could be met to a
considerable extent by making use of many existing
buildings. Steps had been taken to requisition a con-
siderable number of institutions and other places, and it
was hoped that satisfactory accommodation would thus
be provided within a very short time for a very large
number of workers. Secondly, in places whore there was at
present a pressure upon the existing housing accommoda-
tion, the co-operation of the local authority had baon in-
vited, and schemes had already been arranged, entirely
apart from the temporary accommodation, for the pro-
vision of a considerable number of houses by the local
authorities. The Ministry of Munitions recognized that
where additional housing was provided for munition
workers, it was fair that the Ministry should make some
contribution to the extra cost over and above the cost
before the war, and such an aiiangcment had been made
with the local authorities.

In reply to questions Dr. Addison said that he would
prefer not^to give figures, but the contribution towards thoextra cost would be satisfactory. A great deal of ten?
porary accommodatiou would also be required, aud tho
Ministry was directly responsible for its provision, lu
Sheffield, in addition to tho permanent scheme there wouM

very large scheme for tho provision of temporary
3 ot a satLsfactory and oven a picturesque kind, which

at the same time would, consideriug the difficulties of tho
situation be fairly cheap. A costs and accounts depart-ment had been formed whose sole business it would be tocheck costs. At Coventry there was a scheme for tho
provision of 600 permanent houses, because Coventry was
already congested. The Coventry Garden Suburb Societv
was also providing an additional 120 houses. In G!as«ovV
one scheme adopted in conuexiou with one of the largo
firms would provule 6., GO additional houses, aud there was
another schenu- lor the provision of another 150 houses atMoss End. Mr. riionio asked Imw it was proposed to sto,,
the raising of rents, aud Dr. Addison replied that if addi-
tiona houses were provided for 45,000Vorkers, it would
at all events greatly relieve the pressure; he hoped tho
houses would be ready before Christmas. He recalled Mr.
1-loyd George s statement on the previous day, that tho
Government would not hesitate if necessary to ask
1 arhamcut lor any powers to deal with the situation.

Gallipoli Casualties.~Mr. Tenuant stated on October 14th
Uiat the casualties in the Mediterranean Expeditionary
1- orce up to October 9th were :

Killed or dieil of woim.ls
Wounded
Missing „ .;;
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injured soldiers, if it wns to be understood by that term
tliat the mental injury was originated by the hardships o£

active service. The whole procedure of certification was
prescribed by Act of Parliaiuent, and he was not aware of

any instance in which, after the ordinary military pro-

cedure had been carried out, any soldier had expressed a
grievance owing to the fact that the opportunity to appeal
had been to a general officer commanding in chief and not
to a civil magistrate. -As to another point raised by
Mr. Randall—namely, whether it would not be proper to

provide that the certificate should not be given by an
officer of the R.A.M.C. holding office in an asylum—Mr.
Tennant said that he regarded it as an advantage to have
the opinion of a medical officer with special training and
knowledge in these very' difficult cases. In reply to a
further question by Mr. Randall, Mr. Tennant said that he
had received the report of the Fellows of the Royal
College of Physicians appointed to inquire into the
methods adopted by the War Office to deal with mentally
injured soldiers, and would place copies in the Library.

Australian General Hospitals.—On October 19th Jlr.

Cathcart Wasou asked whether the lOlIi .\ustralian

General Hospital arrived here fully . :iiii]))i((l witii twenty
medical officers and .seventy-one sisici -. and wiiether sofar
it had been found impossible to utilize llieir j,crviceg; who
was responsible for such a state of affairs ; and if, out of

respect for Australian sentiment, this specially equipped
unit would not be split up, but be employed as a unit.

Mr. Tennant said he had communicated with the High
Commissioner for Australia, and was informed that the
medical officers and nurses referred to did not constitute
the complete staff of a general hospital; that they
arrived without equipment ; and that they were sent to
this country in view of contemplated extensions of

accommodation for Australians in the 3rd General Hospital,
and to provide the staff' for that purpose. Arrangements
were in progress for such extensions, and it was proposed
that the services of this staff should be used in this
connexion.

Medical Inspection in Factories.—In replying to Mr. King,
ou October 12th, who asked whether there" was not over-
lapping and consequent unnecessary strain on medical
men's work in respect of the medical examination under
the Education and Factory Acts, Mr. Brace said tliat the
factory examination served a different purpose from that
of the school examination, and to provide for it through
the system of school medical inspection would involve
a considerable development of the work of the school
medical officers, which could not be undertaken at present.
Even it this were done he doubted whether any consider-
able saving would result, and in any case the saving would
not accrue to public funds, as the charge for the factory
examination at present was borne by the employer and
not by the State.

OUR BELGIAX COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND

The Week's .Subscriptioxs.

The following additional subscriptions to the Belgian
Doctors' and Pharmacists'
received :

£ _s. d. 1

r -' -
- s^.ciety

Relief Fund have been

Sni-geon.M.ajor.-'
Dublin

j

South Carnarvon and
Merione*lj Plmrma-
cists' Associaiion (per
Mr. W.E.MorrisT ...

Mr, A. Chapman ... 11 3
Mr. F. A. Williamson ... . 15

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,
Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The Appe.^l fop. ScnexcAL Ixstp.cments.
Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of the

Society of Apothecaries, Apothecaries' Hall, Blackfriars,
E.C. The Master acknowledges gifts from :

TheL,.adyGeorKlnaHo!ucDrum- Dr. Watson Williams, Clifton.
mond, per Dr. H. Dods Brown Bristol.
(2nd donation). Perth. Dr. N. N. Pai-akh. Rangoon.

Mr. W. A. S. r.oyds, SidciiD. Anonymous. Weymouth.

THE AYAB..
MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.
[From a Special Correspotident in Northern France.]

SEW.4GE Disposal.
The principle underlying the septic tank method of

dealing with sewage has been well recognized for many
years. It is the liquefying action of anaerobes on .solid

organic ruatter, and enters more or less into all the bio-

logical methods which of late years have been so largely
used at sewage farms and the like in place of chemical
means ot securing satisfactory effluents.

But application of the principle in the fashion originally
suggested by Cameron is compai'atively uncommon, [ia

efficacity is admitted, as also its convenience—more
especially when the amount of sewage that has to be dealt
with daily is relatively small—but engineering difficulties

are sometimes encountered, and for these and other
reasons the pure septic tank, as distinct from the septic
sewer and the watertight ce.ssijit, is not so very often
seen.

It is interesting, therefore, to be able to note that the
septic tank principle is being utilized to some extent by
the British Expeditionary Force in France, and that tanks
which meet Cameron's specifications almost completely
have been erected at two Indiau hospitals at Marseilles
and at one of the hospital camps in the Boulogne area,

where the tank is being worked in connexion with an
equal novelty in field sanitation—namely, a complete
water-carriage system.
The tank is sunk in the gravel clay and rock, some 50 ft.

from the edge of a sea cliff ; it is of .such size as to be able

to hold the whole of the camp output for not less Ihau
twenty-four hours, and the average storm Avater in addi-

tion. The pipes enter below the surface, and the gradient
is low, so there is neither splashing nor agitation as the
sewage flows in. The exit is also submerged, but only
just below the mean average level of the surface. The
effluent thus always represents sewage which has beeu
submitted to anaerobic action for at least twenty four
hours.

Strictly speaking, according to the original plan, there
should be added to the tank a definite means of securing
further changes in the effluent by aerobes but, in this

particular case, the whole remaining needs are adequately
met by causing the effluent to project by gravitation
through a long spout on to the tide- washed beach at the
bottom of the adjoining cliff.

The outlay on this sewerage plant and the connected
water-closets mu.st, no doubt, have beeu con.siderabIe, but
the results are very satisfactory and the added convenience,
together with the immense saving in labour, are an ample
offset against the primary cost of the undertaking. .\t

Marseilles a tank has been added lo the existing sanitary
arrangements ot a chateau used as a stationary hospital
and the other is at a large tent ho.spital. The latrines

at the latter are formed by cemented sloping trough.s

which arc flushed by water at intervals.

At Boulogne it was, very possibly, the proximity of the
cliff that suggested getting rid of the purified- sewage
effluent of this camp by turning it into the sea after

preliminary treatment, but in anj' case the sanitary
specialist in charge of the area would have had to exercise
ingenuity in dealing with the problem.

Tlie extent which the ordinary methods of standing
camp sanitation can be expected to afford satisfactory

results varies greatly with the precise character of the
camp site in question. It may always be possible to

arrange for the daily removal of latrine buckets by a con-
tractor, or for the destruction ot their contents at the
camp itself by means of a Horsfall or other incinerator,

as also for getting rid of rubbish in general—especially fly-

attracting rubbish—in similar ways ; but the jjroblem of

dealing with liquid refu.se—urine, wash-house, kitchen,

and other waste water—will still remain.
As a rule, but by no means always, it can easily be

solved. If there is good natural drainage, so that the
ground, though not especially absorbent, is never likely to

become waterlogged, even in very wet weather, or if the

subsoil itself is capable of dealing with almost unlimited
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quantities of water, all the fluid wasto of tlic camp can bo

»nu off into "soakage" pits—coveredin pits of varying

ilepth and size, lilled in loosely with rubble—or the

outlets of all waste water can be led into one or more of

the adit-supplied wells known by the French a,s puitariJs.

Such means ai-c. for instance, adopted with great success

at the many hospital camps of Rouen, which arc close to

each other when the site, though somewhat flat, is deep

gravel; and also at Etaples, where the e [iially numerous
hospit^il camps stand on a chalk formatit n overlain for the

most part by a foot or two of sandy soil. But in the

Boulogne area solid rock in many places outcrops close to

the surface and at others the subsoil is heavy marl or clay.

The redeeming feature is that the area, if not always liilly,

everywhere presents plenty of slopes and contours.

Advantage has been taken of this characteristic in dealing

with the fluid w.iste of hospital and other camps. In some
cases it has been possible to turn the waste, after filtration

through brushwood or the like, into streams totally un-

connected with any wat^r supply; in others catch-pits

have been connected with subsoil drainage pipes runuing

just under the surface of a declivity. In one case

where such plans were deemed unlikely to prove satis-

factory, the needs have been met by linking up the camp
waste water outlets with the surface diainage system of

the town itself. This involved quite a considerable pipe-

laying operation. In the case of the camp at which the

septic tank mentioned has been installed a departure from
more conventional methods was necessitated by the uu-

absorbent nature of the subsoil and the fact that the only

slope suitable for soil filtration and drainage led in the

direction of another hospital.

If the conservancy of hospital camps often presents con-

siderable difficulties and invariably demands unrclaxiug
supervision the same is sometimes true of hospitals housed
in hotels, schools, and other permanent buildings. Their
sanitary arrangements may possibly be capable of passing
mnstcr when the buildings are in use for their original

purpose, but the quantities of liquid refuse resulting from
liospital work throw upon them a strain which they often

fail to sustain.

Furthermore, there are occasions when the drainage
j

preoccupations of a sanitary expert in France may have 1

to extend over the houses of a large civilian population. !

One remembers in this connexion a town on a hill just

behind the allied line. It had no water-carriage system,
but practically all houses were provided with a cesspool,

and these, owing to past neglect and the increase of the
population through the influx of troojis, soon began to

show signs of being full to overflowing. It was, therefore,

the task of the sanitary expert to secure the emptying of

those on premises used as billets, or otherwise occupied by
troops, and, in view of the lack of effective pump-carts, it

was no light undertaking.
In the same town, too, at a later date, the sanitary

expert had no little difficulty in dealing with surface
drainage, which, together with waste water and much
solid rubbish from the houses, was supposed to leave the
town by some half-dozen natural drains or open ditches

;

a few weeks' dry weather reduced the flow in these to a
minimum, and between the rapid growth of weeds and
accumulations of solid rubbish, all became practically

choked. With the amount of labour for the time being
available all the sanitary officer could do was to remove
from each drain the principal obstructions each day and
defer real ditching work for a future occasion.

Primarily it was the duty of the civil authorities, not of

the sanitary expert, to attend to these matters, but in all

towns wit-liin the zone of the British army it is the sani-

tary expert who must step into the breach if the civilian

sanitai-y department is either non-existent, or, for the
moment, is inoperative. In most towns, indeed, not only
conservancy but all sorts of public health work may have
to be undertaken by him. He must, for instance, always
keep the character of its water supply and its adequacy
constantly in mind, secure the cleansing of billets as soon
as vacated by any given body of men, and watch for out-

breaks of infective diseases among the civil inmates of

houses where individual soldiers lodge; he must also, if

occasion demands, extend his intervention in the civil life

of the town much further. As already seen, he may prac-

tically have to make himself responsible for its drainage,

and he may also have to attend to general conservancy

work, such as the daily removal of all rubbish from back
streets and the abolition or treatment of accuuiulatious of

stable manure in back yards. All this demands not only
knowledge and resource but the exercise of much tact and
patience ; so, if any sanitary expert at all is to be envied,
it is, on the whole, he whose area includes the smallest
number of civilian inhabitants.

BIRMINGHAM MILITARY HOSPITALS.
There are now a large number of beds available in

Birmingham for military patients. The military hospitals
in Birmingham are tlie 1st Southern General Hospital,
and the 1st and 2nd Birmingham War Hospitals. The
1st Southern General Hospital consists of the Edgbaston,
Dudley Koad, Stourbridge, Solly Park, and King's Heath
Sections, and Auxiliary Hospitals.

The 1st Southern General Hospital originally com-
menced in the University Buildings at Edgbaston with
520 beds. This was gradually extended in the manner
indicated, and was further increased by the addition of an
open-air ward of 40 beds in the beginning of October,
1915. The Dudley Road Section was opened in May, and
consists of the Infirmary, which has been adapted for

military patients. The Stourbridge Section was opened
at the beginning of September, and is also in the Infirmary
there. The Selly Park Section and the King's Heatii
Section have been formed by the conversion of two
elementary schools ; they were opened in the beginning
of this month. The Auxiliary Hospitals consist of beds in

civil hospitals, private hospitals, and V.A.D. hospitals. The
large civil hospitals have generously given up beds, and
besides the.se the largest V^.A.D. hospital is that at
Highbury (100 beds), the house of the late Right Honour-
able Joseph Chamberlain. Tlie administrator of the
1st Southern General Hospital is Lieutenant-Colonel F.
Marsh; the assistaut administrator at the Edgbaston
Section is Major J. E. H. Sawyer; at the Dudley Road
Section, Lieutenant-Colonel Ellis; and at the Stourbridge
Section, Major Kirkpatrick. The other two smaller
sections are attached to the Edgbaston Section, and have a
medical officer iu charge.

Two railway goods stations have been arranged for the
detraining of sick and wounded to the Ist Southern
General Hospital, one at the Selly Oak goods station

on the Midland Railway, and the other at the Soho
and Winson Green goods station on the Great Western
Railway.
The 1st Birmingham War Hospital was opened in July

at Rubery, and has been formed by the conversion of the
lunatic asylum there. It has made a splendid hospital,

and is situated in beautiful grounds. The administrator is

Lieutenant-Colonel Suffern. The 2nd Birmingham War
Hospital has been formed by adapting the Holymoor
Asylum, which is about half a mile distant from Rubery
Asylum. It also has auxiliary hospitals. The adminis-
trator is Lieutenant-Colonel Thompson, I.M.S. This hos-

pital was also opened in July. 'The railway station at

Rubery has been adapted so as to make it suitable for tho
detraining of the sick and wounded arriving for the two
war hospitals.

A great amount of transport is required, not only to take
the patients from the ambulance trains, but also to remove
them from the central hospitals to the auxiliary hospitals.

In addition the patients require to be transported from the
hospitals to the various railway stations when they are
discharged from hospital, or when they are transferred to

the convalescent hospitals in various parts of the country.
Arrangements have been made by a transport committee,
including representatives of the Midland Automobile Club,

the Automobile Association, and Motor Union, and of

which Mr. E. M. Tailby and the chief constable of Bir-

mingham are members, and an adequate number of motor
cars are at the disposal of all the hospitals. The owners
of these cars have been most willing to leud their services

at any time of the night or day. In addition there are

fourteen trailer ambulances which can be drawn by cars

which have a suitable crossbar attached at the rear.

These have been found extremely useful and very com-

fortable. They were designed by Mr. E. M. Tailby, who
is an indefatigable worker for the hospital transport.

Besides these ambulances, each large section of the

1st Southern General Hospital uud the war hospitals has
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ambalaaoes ot ILs own, so that there are plenty of

ambulances to deal with all the stretcher cases which

arrive in one convoy. , , ., ,

An ont-iiatient station has been formed in the Chiiaren s

Hospital outpatient department in Steelhouse Lane in

the centre of the city. Tliis is found very useful lor

soldiers who fall ill while on leave or sick furlouyh, as

none o£ the military hospitals are within two miles of the

centre of the city. The out-patient station was opened in

Januiiry last, and is attached to the 1st Southern (icueral

Hospital.

THE TVORK OF THE 2xd EASTERN GENERAL
HOSPITAL, BRIGHTON.

Although the chief work of the 2nd Eastern General

Hospital, Brighton, like that of all other Territorial hos-

pitals, has been the treatment of men sent back woimded
or sick from the front, this by no means comprises all its

activities. In addition to the convoys of woundeil from

the Expeditionary Force, numbers of men from the camps
in the neighbourhood have been treated at the hospital

for various illnesses, diseases, and accidents. The area

from which the hospital receives its patients is con-

siderable. It comprises the greater part of Sussex and
Kent. There are, in addition to the 2nd Eastern General

Hospital itself, twelve principal auxiliary hospitals (four

in Brighton, four in Eastbourne, and four in Hastings),

under the care of the administrator, Lieutenant-Colonel

James Booth, and many smaller voluntary aid hospitals

and convalescent hoiiiesi^ distributed about the two counties.

Of the work carried out the following examples may be

mentioned

:

Ivfecilous Diseases.

At first cases of measles and German measles admitted
from the camps were treated in special wards at the hos-

pital. All other cases of infectious diseases, except the

few cases of typhoid fever which were met with, were
sent to the borough sanatorium. These included scarlet

fever and epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis.

Mental Cases.

Many men suffering from excessive strain, either from
training in camp or from the nerve-racking experiences of

the front, have been admitted suffering from neur,isthenia,

psychasthenia, and, in some few instances, actual mental
disease, with suicidal tendencies. These latter were, as

soon as possible, transferred to Netley i£ from the Ex-
peditionary Force, otherwise they were handed over to the

guardians of their parishes.

Medical Cases.

Every variety of disease—typhoid, influcuza. ti)u-;il!itis,

gastric troubles, bronchitis, pueuraonia, lavyii^ius, in-

testinal disorders, nephritis, rheumatic fever- -!ias been
treated just as in an ordinary general hospitid. The
number of deaths has been very small. The cases of gas
poisoning admitted have mostly been of quite a mild type.

An outbreak of food poisoning occurred in one of the
camps, and some thirty men were admitted. All were
mild cases, with diarrhoea and vomiting, slight pyrexia,

and general malaise as the symptoms. Treatment con-

sisted in a purge, milk diet, and rest in bed for a few days.

Some of the men complained of considerable debility

during convalescence. A few instances of quite unusual
diseases have been admitted, such as one of mediastinal
tumour, and one of suspected foot and mouth disease, bat
the great majority of the medical oases has consisted of

the ordinary illnesses which one would expect to occur in

an ordinary community.

Accidents.

Accidents of many varieties, fractures of limbs, simple
and compound fractures of the sktdl, of the spine, of the
collar-bone, burns, bruises, sprains, and concussion, have
been admitted. In cases of compound fractures of the
tibia and fibula, often due to the kick of a horse, the
treatment adopted has been to disinfect the wound
thoroughly with iodine or carbolic acid, etc., and fix the
limb in splints. Generally this has been sufiicient to
prevent the wound becoming septic. A few cases have
been plated or screwed or otherwise mechanically treated.

Operations of Expediency.
Operations have been done for hernia, varicocele, haemor-

rhoids, varicose veins, and deformities of tlic feet, suoli as
hammer-toe or hallux valgus. There have been in addition

a good many cases of appendicitis and a few of other acute
abdominal lesions, and of various minor diseases.

JJernici.—The heruiae were nearly all of the inguin.al

varietj' with just a few femoral. i\tost of the men came
in for operation. Many of them merely complained of a
swelling of the groin, which theyliad only recently noticed,

after heavy work or marching. In a largo proportion very
little, if any, inconvenience was caused by the swelling,

but they had been sent in by tlieir medical officer for

operation to render them fit to continue on active service,

especially active service abroad. The majority of the
surgeons performed either a Bassiui operation (exposure of

the sac, by splitting up the external oblique tendon, and
excision of it after ligature of the neck as high as possible,

with approximation of the conjoined tendon to I'onpart's

ligament) or some modification of this, such as replacing
the cord superficial to the external oblique tendon. Several
of the surgeons, believing that in yonng, vigorous, healthy
adults with good muscles, it is better not to interfere more
than possible with the structures forming the canal,

simply slit the external oblique fibres, ligatured the sac at

its neck high up, excised it, and then .sewed the external
oblique tendon up again, not touching the deeper parts oE

the canal. The results appear to be quite satisfactory.

Varicose Vciits.-^lhe operation for varicose veins mostly
performed is excision, cither of small portions through
many small incisions, or of the whole affected vein in its

continuity. This is combined in manj- cases with ligature

of the internal saphena vein, either low down or as it

enters the femoral. The accurate preliminary marking
out of the veins was found to be of the utmost importances

in facilitating the operation. It .seems to be generally

agreed that the most satisfactory method is to paint tho
distended vein carefully with carbol-fuchsin or red ink.

Haemorrhoids. — The operations for haemorrhoids
carried out were many and included cru.shing, ligature,

or excision. There seemed to be no special advantage in

any one method.
Varicocele.—The operation performed by all the surgeons

was exposure and excision of about two iuclies of the pam-
piniform plexus. Care was taken not to include more
than about two-thirds of the veins, leaving the remaining
third to carry on the blood supply. The upper and low er

ligatures were then tied together to shorten the remaining
structures. The necessity of absolutely checking all

haemorrhage—so readily does a large haematoma form
in the scrotum—was foimd to be most important, as was
also the strictest asepsis in a part so liable to infection.

Deformides of the Feet.—Men have been admitted with
various deformities of the feet, such as hammer-toe, halli'v

valgus, bunions, corns, flat-foot, ingrowing toenails, <

Many of these were operated on. Tiie usual procedure 1

hammer-toe was excision of the head of the first phahn
and this on the whole jjroved satisfactory. In a few en <

the toe was amputated. For ingrowing toenail the 11

was removed, and proper boots ordered.
Appcndicifis.—A good many men have been admitted i.

acute appendicitis. All the surgeons are in agreement as

to the advisability of immediate operation—the sooner tho
better for the patient. The incision adopted has generally

been the vertical one on the outer border of the rectus. Sen:-

surgeons have used a transverse incision, at the level '

th^ umbilicus, with satisfaction. If the case was aceo
panied by suppuration tlie rule has been not to hunt ii

the appendix, only to remove it if it were easily found.

There have been a few cases of acute suppurative peritonitis

due to appendix trouble, and these have been treated by
incision and drainage with large drainage tubes.

Siiccial Deparinients.
There are several special departments in the hospital.

In the ophthalmic clinic are treated the various diseases of

the eye, and refraction cases. In the throat, nose, and ear i

department cases of large tonsils and adenoids, enlarged [

turbinate bones, deflected septum, mastoid disease, otitis

media, etc., have been dealt with. In the dental depart-

ment extractions and fillings only arc carried out. If

artificial teeth are required they must be obtained other-
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The neurological department deals with nerve cases,

chiefly by various electrical therapeutic methods, such ns
ionization, high frequency currents, and sinusoidal cur-

rents. Dowsing radiant heat is also used.

The 2nd Eastern General Hospital has, siuco its

mobilization a year ago, had many thousand patients

pass through its gates, and a great number ot opera-
tions of every description have been performed. Tlic

results of treatment, both among the men from the
Expeditionary Force and from tho camps, have been
thoroughly satisfactory.

AUSTRIAN EXPERIENCES.
The Ravages of the Volunteer Nurse.

In Der Militarar::t, issued as a supplement to the Wiener
inedizinische Wochenschiift for July 3rd, Dr. Max
Schaechter has made some caustic comments on the treat-

ment of wounds by his countrymen. His most scathiug
criticism was directed against the amateur performances
of patriotic but ignorant ladies, whose social position
apparently qualified them to impose their services on the
surgeon and professional nurse. However wonderful tho
achievements of Professor Dolliuger may have been iu
.stamping out of the earth thousands of volunteer nurses to
attend the wounded, the results, according to Dr. Schaech-
ter, were often anything but brilliant. Military discipline,
be said, prevented outspoken criticism ot his superior's
orders; but having paid this perfunctory tribute to the
spirit of discipline, Dr. Schaechter proceeded to give
ludicrous accounts of the blunders committed by the
" wohltatigen, hochstehenden, vornehmeu, freiwilligen,
patriotischen Damon." It appears that some of these
ladies expected, not only to nurse, but also to direct and
superintend the treatment of the wounded. Having
attended a three or four weeks' course of lectures,
they donned the uniform of the Red Cross nurse,
attended operations, and even removed bullets from
wounds. Dr. Schaechter writes :

" Should we medical
men permit or encourage this?" He answers this
question by giving concrete examples of mistakes
perpetrated in one case by a volunteer nurse, and in
another case by an orderly. In the first case the patient
was wounded in the hand, the ring finger being dislocated
by a bullet. The finger was set so that when the wound
healed the finger-nail appeared on the palmar aspect of
the hand. The treatment of this case had been exclusively
in the hands of " wohltiitigen Damen," but Dr. Schaechter
laid the blame for this fiasco on the medical authorities
who permitted such dilettante work. In the second case
one of the patient's cars was split by a sabre, which also
inflicted a severe wound in the back of the neck. The
wound was dressed by an orderly in such a way that the
lower half of the ear became adherent to the wound in
the back of the head, while the upper half of the ear stood
up like a pathetic question mark, arousing the mirth of
every onlooker. Fortunately, in this case, a secondary
operation restored the lower flap of the ear to its original
position. Dr. Schaechter also drew attention to" tho
anomaly of a skilled surgeon oi^erating with gloves on his
hands, a mask on his face, and rubber shoes on his feet,
and then leaving the further care of the wound to tho
tender mercies of an ignorant volimteer nurse. A third
patient came from Prague, bristling with large drainage
tubes which had been inserted by volunteer nurses into a
small wound iu the sole of the foot.

The Teeatmext op Wounds by Rule of Thumb.
Another abuse at which Dr. Schaechter had a vigorous

tilt was the modern tendency to adopt one special system
for the treatment of wounds to the exclusion of all others
and ot common sense. This tendency, he said, did much
to play mto tho hands of the interfering amateur, who
found it much easier to master a set of hard-and-fast rules
of some special system than to familiarize himself with
the elementary principles of physiology and suracry.
Thus, with regard to treatment with tincture of iodine he
had often seen the enthusiast apply it not only to the skin
around the wound, but also to tho wound itself, however
clean it might be, in tho belief that what was good for the
sui-rouudmgs of the wound could not be bad for the wound
Itself. \et the clean wound did not require iodine, and
the septic wDund suffered less from many other available

remedies. Iodine used rationally was of the greatest value,
but of late its use had been pushed to an extent re-
miniscent of "the most gloomy days of the early antiseptic
era."

Asepsis versus Antisepsis.
Again, with regard to tho conflictiug claims of asepsis

and antisepsis, Dr. Schaechter confessed that he had been
au ardent advocate ot the former in times of peace, but that
the war had taught him no longer to despise antiseptics.
It might, he said, be well enough for surgeons to adhere
to their aseptic principles in the field by woi'king with
only a few instruments sterilized by steam, and with only
one assistant ; but tho time was bound to come when they
must miss the support of an antiseptic. Dr. Schaechter
mentioned carbolic acid, only to compare it unfavourably
with hydrogen peroxide, which he had found of great value
in immediately arresting stinking necrosis of wounds.
Potassium permanganate acted in the same manner, and
was of great use, when given in baths, for suppurating
wounds. Balsam of Peru was also applied with advantage
to wounds covered with discharge. Iodoform gauze should
not be used to plug wounds, but, when lightly inserted, it

afforded a useful method of drainage. Iodoform was found
to exert a satisfactory and prolonged antiseptic action in
wounds of the mouth and nasal cavities, as well as in
wounds of the intestines and anus. It was seldom neces-
sary to apply silver nitrate ointment to granulations in
young subjects with normal vitality, but this remedy was
not to be despised. Dr. Schaechter had found no use for
the modern antiseptic powders, such as xeroform,
dermatol, noviform, etc.

The Danger of Plugging Wounds.
Dr. Schaechter had learnt to avoid plugging wounds

whenever possible; he plugged only to arrest haemor-
rliage, for early in his experience he had seen how mis-
chievous the plugging of wounds might be. As a solemn
warning he recorded tho case of a soldier who was shot
at close range, the bullet entering the thigh, ploughing up
the muscles of the leg, penetrating the astragalus, and
finally passing out at the heel. When he was admitted
to hospital four days later, the surgeon's first task was to
pull out a large quantity of iodoform gauze which had
been stuffed into the wound, and which was, in the opinion
ot Dr. Schaechter, responsible for the gangrenous condi-
tion of the limb, and the symptoms of general infection.
The patient recovered slowly from the effects of this abuse
ot iodoform gauze. Whenever plugged wounds subse-
quently came under Dr. Schaeohter's observation, he
was sure to find tho wound itself in a bad condition,
and the patient suffering from general symptoms ot early
sepsis. Almost invariably the removal of the plugging
substance was followed by improvement in the local and
general condition.

The Use of Drainage Tubes and Sutures.
Drainage tubes were seldom found to be necessary, for

tlie wounds were either so small and dry that they quickly
closed and healed of themselves, or they were so large and
\videly open that the discharge usually escaped of itself.

L)r. Schaechter had often to remove rubber tubing thrust
into wounds by his more zealous colleagues, and he often
saw the removal of tubing followed almost instantaneously
by cessation ot suppuration and closure ot the wound.
Though not irreconcilably opposed to the use of drainage
tubes, he had learnt to restrict their use considerably, and
he severely censured their employment as a matter of
routine. Again, he had seldom found the suture ot
wounds necessary. For bullet wounds it was superfluous,
and for the much rarer incised wounds there were seldom
either facilities or time for suturing. The few wounds
\vhich had been sutured before the patient was admitted
to hospital were almost invariably septic, and the first

step taken in hospital was to remove the sutures.

Dry versus Wet Dressings.
Dr._ Schaechter had little good to say of the wet

dressing, which kept the wound warm and moist, and
thus facilitated the growth of micro-organisms; whereas
the dry dressing ensured the absorption ot moisture and
the maintenance of the wound in a condition unfavourable
to suppuration. But ho had not found this view generally
shared by his colleagues, and he had even to submit to
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being lectured on the merits of wet dressings by a titled

lady of the " wet dressing school." In one hospital he had
found the rule was to apply dry dressings to small wounds
and wet dressings to large wounds, as if the size of a
wound affected the fundamental processes of healing.

Most irrational of all was, in his opinion, the treatment

meted out to a patient whose wound was painted every

other day with silver nitrate, and was then covered by a
wet dressing.

The Supply of Dressings.
Early in the war it was noticed that young surgeons and

hospital surgeons, accustomed to an unlimited supply of

dressings, were using up material at an alarming rate.

The use of charpie as a substitute for lint and other

dressings was advocated by Professor Hochenegg, and
surgeons were urged to practise the greatest economy in

dressings. This campaign of economy led to the un-

expected result that prices rose excessively, while the

quality of the dressing supplied by the manufacturers was
sometimes very bad, yet there was no real shortage of

good material. At Dr. Schaechter's hospital a consign-

ment of dressings was received, consisting chiefly of cotton

waste and dust. Only the wrappings in whicli this

rubbish was packed were made of proper material. When
the scandal of the jobbing in dressings was exposed, an
adequate supply of suitable material was at once forth-

coming, and had since been maintained. When the paper
factories were requested to make dressings from wood
pulp, they seized this order as an excuse to put up the
prices of all kinds of paper.

" LeUKOPLAST " AND " Vdlnoplast."
Admirable though leukoplast proved as a dressing, its

value was diminished by its lack of permeability, which
prevented the escape of discharge from the wound and
helped to macerate the skin under the leukoplast in the
neighbourhood of the wound. This fault was avoided in

vulnoplast, which consisted of a plaster covered by some
layers of gauze, constituting a simple but complete
dressing. This contrivance did much to simplify the
dressing of slight wounds ; but, after it had been iu use a
fortnight in Dr. Schaechter's hospital, an order was
issued that this dressing, unauthorized by the senior

command, was to be applied only to officers' wounds.
Being unable to stomach this invidious distinction. Dr.

Schaechter fell back on other dressings for officers and
men alike.

Immobilization of Wounded Limbs.
Immobilization of wounded limbs by plaster-of-Paris

splints, even when only the soft tissues were involved,

greatly hastened recovery. In times of peace it seldom
occurred to a surgeon to treat a slight wound of a limb
by immobilizing it in plasterof- Paris. But Dr. Schaechter
said that his experience during the war had taught him
to rely more and more on this procedure. Large and
small wounds of the limbs showed striking improvement
as soon as the limbs were immobilized. The discharge
from freely suppurating wounds rapidly dimiuished, and
as the processes of healing were thus shortened, there was
scarcely time enough for the limb to become stiff.

Conservative Treatment of Gas Phlegmon.
In several cases amputation of a partially gangrenous

limb was avoided by the use of potassium permanganate
baths. A young soldier was admitted to hospital with his
left forearm black and swollen. A bullet had ploughed up
the soft tissues on its flexor aspect, and they were already
gangrenous. The skin of the rest of the forearm and also

of part of the upper arm was covered by purulent vesicles.

The mucous membranes and the skin of the rest of the
body were of an intense yellow colour. The crackling
characteristic of gas phlegmon was demonstrable under
the skin of the whole of the arm. There was no line

of demarcation, and rapid extension of the gangrenous
phlegmon seemed most probable. Though all his col-

leagues urged immediate amputation of the limb. Dr.
Schaechter decided to try permanent baths, with which
he had been very successful in similar desperate cases.

He kept the arm for eight days and nights in a solu-

tion of potassium permanganate (strength not given),

frequently changed. By the second day the fever had abated,
the phlegmon had. ceased to extend, and the gangrenous
tissues had begun to slough off. On the eighth day the

wound was practically clean, and the bath was gnen for
only a few hours at a time. The radius and ulna were
completely exposed for a distance of 15 cm., and their total
necrosis was prophesied by Dr. Schaechter's somewhat
pessimistic colleagues, who again advised amputation.
This he decided against; and his optimism was justified
by the rapid growth of granulations over the bare areas of
both bones. Ultimately the wound was covered by a fresh
growth of skin, but as much muscle had been destroyed,
the movements of the limb were considerably impaired.
Still, the man's life was saved, and an operation was
avoided which might well have been fatal. In another
case gas phlegmon and gangrene of the thigh were so
severe that, in spite of prolonged baths in a solution of
potassium permanganate, given for two hours twice a
day, necrotic masses of muscle, weighing ag much as
a ifilo, sloughed off. Nevertheless the patient's life and
limb were saved.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Killed hi Action.

Lieutenant Thomas Jones Latham, R.A.M.C, was killed
in France on October 3rd. He was the second surviving,
son of the late Dr. Charles W. Latham, of Hackney Koad,
London, and was educated at the London Hospital, where
he gained an entrance scholarship, and matriculated at
London University. After taking the M.R.C.S. and
L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1906, he joined his brother, Dr. D. W. T.
Latham, in practice at Barnsbury, Islington. He took a
temporary commission as Lieutenant, R.A.M.C, from
October 21st, 1914.

Captain George Leonard Grant, R.A.M.C, was killed in

France, aged 25, on October 11th. He was the only son
of Dr. Leonard Grant, of New Southgate, and was educated
at Epsom College, at Queen's College, Cambridge, where
he graduated B.A., and at the London Hospital. At
Epsom he gained the Brand prize and the Stone scholar-

ship, the former testifying to the esteem felt for his cha-
racter and conduct. He took the diplomas of M.R.CS.
and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1914, was a keen member of the
Officers' Training Corps, and at the beginning of the war
enlisted in the Loudon Scottish. Soon after his arrival in

France with his regiment he received his commission as
temporary Lieutenant in the R.A.M.C (September 30th,

1914), and was appointed to an ambulance train. Later
on he was appointed to be medical officer to the London
Scottish, with which regiment he was serving when killed

by a shell in the trenches. He was promoted to Captain
on completion of a year's service. His Commanding Officer

writes that " he was a man whom we all admired and
loved, always hard working and efficient, and particularly

cool and courageous in action." During the fierce action

of September 25th he devoted himself without regard to

his own safety to the relief of the wounded on the field

and was unscathed, but on October 11th, when he was in

the act of doing his raerning sick parade, a shell burst in

the trench, hitting him and five others. He was wounded
in the back of the head and died a quarter of an hour later

without recovering consciousness.
The death of Captain Keith Maurice Levi, of the

Australian Army Medical Corps, was reported in the

British Medical Journal of August 28th. Further
particulars about this officer are now available. He was
24 years old, and was the youuger son of Mr. Joseph Levi,

of St. Kilda, Victoria. He was educated at Melbourne
University, where he graduated in 1914, subsequently
filling the post of resident medical ofiicer of the hospital

at Perth, the capital of Western Australia. When the war
began he received a commission as Captain in the

Australian A.M.C., and accompanied the Australian Light

Horse to Egypt. He then served successively in the

1st Australian General Hospital at Heliopolis, on a

transport conveying wounded from the Dardanelles to

Alexandria, and as medical officer of the 2nd Battalion

Hampshire Regiment, with which he was serving when
killed, in the attack on Suvla Bay, by a shell which fell on

a dressing station.

Captain Eric Louis Giblin, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), is reported in

the casualty list of October 19th as killed in France. He
was educated at Sydney Uuiversity, where he graduated

M.B. and Ch.M. in 1913. He joined the 24th (Queen's)
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Battalion of the London Eegimont as Lieutenant and
medical officer on August 6tli, 1914, aud was promoted
to Captain on completion of a veav's service.

Captain Jolm Harry Mcers, R.A.M.C, was killed iu

France on October 13tb, aged 30. He was the elder son of

Mr. J. B. Meers, of Lancaster Gate, Loudon, and took the
diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. iu 1910. After

actiug as assistant medical officer of the Islington lu-

lirmary. he went into practice in Wandsworth Bridge Koad,
Loudon. On war being declared, he took a temporary
commission as Lieutenant iu the R.A.M.C. from August
16tb, 1914. and was promoted to Captain after a ye.ir's

service. He was attached to the 1st Battalion Loyal
Xorth Lancashire Regiment, and, while bringing in

wounded, was hit in the arm by a bullet, and soon after

killed by shi-apnel.

Died on Service.

Major William Aberdeine Malcolm, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), died
recently at Malta of enteric fever contracted at the
Dardanelles. He was the fourth son of the late George
Malcolm, of Dundee, and was educated at Edinburgh,
where he graduated 3I.B. and CM. in 1833. After iilling

the appointments of house-surgeon and general superin-
tendent of the A5T County Hospital, he became surgeon to

the Xorth Islington and Holloway Dispensary, and suc-

cessively anaesthetist, casualty officer, registrar, and
clinical assistant in the skin department at the Great
Northern Central Hospital. He was medical officer to the
Post Office, and honorary medical officer to the Charity
Organization Society ; and was a Fellow of the London
Medical Society, a member of the Harveian Society, and a
past president of the North London Medico-Chirurgical
Society. He joined the 11th (County of London) Battalion
of the London Regiment (Finsbury Rifies), as Lieutenant
and Medical Officer on October 21st, 1902, and attained the
rank of Major on November 21st, 1914,

Wouii'led.

Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Donegan, R.A.M.C, Persian
Gulf.

Major E. M. West, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), France.
Surgeon-Captain P. J. Bodington, R.A.M.C, Royal

Horse Guards, France.
Captain T. E. Roberts, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Captain F. A. Beam, R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve), France.
Captain J. Dennie, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), France.
Lieutenant P. J. O'Reilly, R.A.M.C (temporary), France.
Lieutenant W, B. U, Patterson, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Wounded and Missing.

Lieutenant A. S. Cohen, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.

Missing.
Captain D. .\. Laird, R..\.M.C. (temporary), reported

missing, has since been reported as a prisoner of war,
unwounded, at the officers' camp at Gutersloh, Germany.

Deaths ajiong Soxs of Medical Men.
Greener, Noel Hindmarsh, Lieutenant 6th Battalion King's

Own Scottish Borderers, only son of the late Dr. Greener, ot
Cardiff, killed in France on September 25th, aged 23. He was
educated at Fairfield, at Malvern, and at Repton. When the
war began he was iu Canada, returned, and got a commission
on September 28th, 1914. He was promoted to Lieutenant on
October 21st, went to France iu May as machine gun officer of
his battalion, and was returned as missing after the advance on
September 25th to 27th. On October 12th he was reported to
have been killed on September 25th.
Kennedy, William, Second Lieutenant 2nd Battalion Argvll

and Sutherland Highlanders, son of Dr. Kennedy, of Dunbeath,
killed m France at the end of September, aged 19. He was
edacated at Wick and Tain Schools and at Aberdeen University,
enlisted in the Gordon Highlanders at the beginning of the war,
had been recommended for the Distinguished Conduct Medal,
and was recently promotedand transferred to the A. and S.H.
Linton, Henry McEwan, Lientr-nant 12th Battalion Highlan-1

Light Infantry, only son of tl,r;v. :-;,. vm.i.jeutenaut-Colonel
H. J. Lraton, I. M.S., died \r.

\ .nu&B received on
September 25th-27th. His in .was dated Sep-
tember 16th, 1914 ; hewaspro.n .
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Monk^ Gerald Patrick du iiaillou, Captain 1st' Battalion

Welsh Regiment, son of Lieutenant-Colonel C. Monk I M.S.
(retired), of Burlton Lodge, Barnes, Surrey, killed in France ou
October 3rd. He was educated at Kton, joined the army as
Second Lieutenant in September, 1911, became Lieutenant on

|October 1st, 1912, and was recently promoted to Captain. Ho
was the great grandson of Colonel the Count du Baillon, the
last French Governor of Strasburg.

|

Wainwi-ight, Geoffrey Lennox, Second Lieutenant 3rd
Battalion Royal Sussex Regiment, elder son ot Dr. Wainwrighl
of Folkestone, killed in France on September 25th, aged 21.
He was educated at Tonbridge School, and at Christ's College,
Cambridge, aud got a commission ou August 15th, 1914.
Wilkius, Geoffrey, Second Lieutenant Northumberland

Fusiliers, son of the late Dr. Wilkins, of Turnham Green, died
of wounds in France on October 2nd. He was educated at
Westminster, joined the Artists Rifles at the beginning of the
war, aud got a commission in May.
Wood, Oswald Ireland, Captain 1st Battalion Suffolk Regi-

ment, elder son of the late Colonel Oswald Gillespie Wood,
R.A.M.C, killed in France, October lst-3rd, aged 23. He was
educated at Edinburgh Academy, Ardvreck, and Wellington,
went to Sandhurst as a King's Cadet iu September, 1910, and
joined the army as Second Lieutenant in September, 1911, be-
came Lieutenant on May 13th, 1914, and was recently promoted
to Captain. When war was declared he was in Egypt with hia
regiment, came with it to France, was wounded in April, aud
retiurned to the front iu July.

Medical Students.
Macpherson, Ian C, Second Lieutenant 5th Battalion Gordon

Highlanders, sou of Mr. Macphersou, rector of Banff school,
killed in the recent fighting in France. He was educated at
Banff school and at Aberdeen University, where he had taken
the M.A. and was studying medicine.' He enlisted at tha
beginning of the war, and got his commission on January 5th.
Milne, Frederick, Ciordon Highlanders, youngest son of tha

late Mr. Milne, farmer, of Andrewstord, killed in the recent
advance in France. He was a medical student at Aberdeen,
and enlisted in the Gordons early in the war.
Oke, Robert William Leslie, Captain 2nd Battalion Royal

Berkshire Regiment, killed lately in France. He was the only
son of Mr. A. W. Oke, of Southampton and Hove, and was
educated at Sherborne, Rugby, Cambridge, and the London
Hospital, where he was a medical stuijent. He was appointed
to the 3rd (Reserve) Battalion of tftfe Berkshires as Second
Lieutenant on January 3rd, 1914, and became Lieutenant on
December 9th.
Rolland, Frederick James Gordon, Lieutenant 6th Battalion

King's Own Scottish Borderers, killed in France on Sep-
tember 25th, aged 22. He was the son of Bailie William Rolland
ot Paisley, was educated at Glasgow University, where he took
the M.A. and was studying medicine, and got a commission on
September 16th. He was at tirst reported missing.
Stenhouse, Andrew, Second Lieutenant 10th Battalion Scottish

Rifles(Cameronians), died in France of wounds received on Sep-
tember 25-27th. He was the son of Mr. James Stenhouse of
Riverslea, Dumbarton, aud was a medical student at Glasgow
University, where he was in the O.T.C. He got a commission
on September 16th, 1914, became Lieutenant iu June, and in
July went to France, where he was serving as bomb officer ol
hist lion.

Nurses.
Died on Service.

Miss Mabel Elizabeth Chadwick, V.A.D. nurse, died in
hospital at Alexandria on October 15th of enteric fever. She
was the daughter of Mrs. E. M. Chadwick of Leicester.

Sir Lauder Brunton has received a telegram in the following
terms: ''The King and Queen deeply regret the loss vou and
the army have sustained by the death of your son in the service
of his country. Their Majesties truly sympathize with you in
your sorrow." All the members of his profession will desire to
express their swmpathy to Sir Lauder iirunton in his bereave-
ment. As was noted in the Joiiinal of October 16th, Mr. E. H.
Pollock Brunton, who took the diplomas of SI.R.C.S. and
L.R.C.P. in 1913, joined the R.A.M.C. w^ith a temporary com-
mission on April 2ud, 1915, aud had been attached to the 4th
Battalion of the Grenadier Guards since Jirly.

NOTES.
New Military Hospital, Glasgow.

The Scottish Red Cross Hospital, erected iu the Bella-
houston Park, Glasgow, was opened on October 14th by
the Duchess of Montrose. The cost has been provided by
contributions not only from Glasgow, but from all over
Scotland and distant parts of the empire. It is placed on
a fine open site, surrounded with spacious grounds and
woodland, and will serve not only as a hospital but as a
convalescent home. Sir George Beatson, the president ot

the Scottish Branch of the Red Cross Society, who was in
the chair, said that Glasgow had now provided 1,200 beds—500 at Springburu and Woodside and the remainder
in the new hospital, Altogether Scotland had provided
4,985 beds, and the meeting was designed to celebrate

the work doue throughout the country. The Duchess of

Montrose said that Ayrshire aud Renfrewshire had each
given one block, Dumfriesshire aud Fifeshire one ward,
and Stirling and Peebleshire beds. Generous subscrip-

tions from all parts of Scotland and from all classes

of the community, and from such distant places as
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Honolulu and South Africa, had rendered it possible to

establish the hospital without encroaching upon the

general funds of the society. When, after the war, the

last convalescent had left, the buildings might be utilized

as a sanatorium for consumption or some other excellent

purpose. General Bourke accepted the gift, and expressed
the thanks of the War Office and the Army Medical
Service to the Scottish Branch of the Red Cross Society

and the people of Scotland. A few hours before the
opening ceremony a hospital train had arrived in Glasgow,
and 80 wounded soldiers from France, including 40
stretcher cases, had been admitted to Bellahouston. On
the previous day 100 wounded men from the Dardanelles
had been admitted to the Stobhill Hospital.

The Lord Derby War Hospital, Warrington.

In the brief account of this hospital published last week
we were able to give only the names of the administrator

and deputy administrator. We are now able to add that

Major Nash, R.A.M.C., is the chief resident physician, and
Captains 0. E. Murphy, F.R.C.S., and G. Sichel, F.R.C.S.,

E.A.M.C., are the chief operating surgeons.

Coal Owners' and Miners' Ambulances.

The coal owners and miners of Nottinghamshire and
Derbyshire have provided at a cost of j£70,000 one hundred
fresh motor ambulances for the British Red Cross Society.

The cost has been met jointly, the owners raising a levy
on the basis of their coal output in 1914, and the miners
making a voluntary weekly levy on their wages. The
convoy was inspected by the King and Queen on October
14th, and the cars are now being dispatched to France.
Altogether it is stated that the British Red Cross and
Order of St. John have provided a thousand motor
vehicles—ambulances, cars, lorries, cycles, repair wagons,
and motor soup-kitchens, as well as six motor launches,

a steam picket boat, and a lighter, sent to the Dardanelles
and the Persian Gulf, in addition to the hospital trains

running in France and Belgium, of which we recently
gave an account.

Medical Officers Wanted.
lilstHome Counties Casualty Clearing Station, B.A.M.C.IT.).
Medical officers (surgeons preferred) are required to fill

vacancies in this unit. Must sign imperial service obligation
and go on foreign service with the unit when ordered. Pay and
allowances as in regular army, with promotion to rank of
captain in six months. Applications to Lieutenant-Colonel
J. S. Warrack, Officer Commauding l.lst H.C. Casualty Clearing
Station, R.A.M.C.iT.j, West Camp, Halton Park, Tring, Herts.

iitlaittr.

Resignation of Professor White.
The announcement that, owing to reasons of health,

Professor A. H. White has considered it necessary to

resign the chair of pathology in the school of the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland, which he has held for the
last seventeen years, has been received with great regret.

Every one has admired the courage with which he
has continued his work in the School and for the
profession at large, in spite of serious indisposition,

for many years. He was a distinguished student
of the school, and was at one time assistant in

the pathological department of University College,

London. In addition to his chair in the college he has
been surgical pathologist to the Meath Hospital, Dublin,
and bacteriologist to the Cork Street Fever Hospital, and
his contributions to scientific literature have related chiefly

to bacteriology. In the profession generally he was per-

haps best known for the political work he has done for

it. He was honorary secretary of the Irish Committee of

the British Medical Association. He was also for some
years a member of the Council of the .Association. When the
insurance controversy arose he became honorary secretary
to the first Conjoint Committee to deal with the questions
then raised. For two years he worked hard, and the sub-
stantial union in the profession in Ireland during 1911 and
1912 was in large measure due to his unstinting exertions
and organizing power. All that he did was done not only
thoroughly but so modestly that the value of his services

is perhaps hardly yet appreciated. We hope that after a
period of rest Professor White will be able to resume hia
useful work for science and for the profession.

Poor Law Medical Officers on Military SERVioa.
On the whole, boards of guardians in Ireland have

facilitated the desire of their medical officers to join the
R.A.M.C. by appointing the substitutes nominated by them
to discharge their olScial duties as Poor Law medical
officers and to take charge of their private practice during
their absence. In most cases, too, the guardians pay
either a portion or the whole of the official salaries of
their medical officers who join the R.A.M.C, as well as the
salaries of their substitutes. The Local Government
Board in Ireland approves of boards of guardians paying a
portion of or the whole official salary—which is invariably
small and, in many cases, insufficient to cover the working
expenses of the district—and it also urges that the substi-

tute nominated by the medical officer absent on military
service to take charge of his district during his absence
should be appointed by the guardians provided the con-
venience and interests of tho sick poor are safeguarded.
The Kenmare (Kerry) Board of Guardians refused, by a
substantial majority, to pay any portion of the salary of

their medical officer who had joined the R.A.M.C, and
further refused to appoint the doctor he nominated to take
charge of his district and to look after his private practice
during his absence. The guardians instead appointed a
doctor who holds the position of part-time medical
certifier, under the Insurance Act, for such an extensive
area in the county of Kerry that tho Local Govern-
ment Board refused to sanction his temporary appoint-
ment, stating that it would be impossible for one doctor to
discharge efficiently the duties of a Poor Law medical
officer of a large dispensary district while discharging, as
medical certifier under tho Insurance Act, duties which
would necessitate his absence for long intervals from his

district. The Kenmare guardians refuse to accept the
ruling of the Local Government Board, and by way of a
reply, at their last meeting adopted a very long resolution,

urging that the Local Government Board exceeded its

power, which, the guardians contend, should be confined to

the question of remuneration. The Kenmare guardians'

contention is obviously absurd, both from the legal and
common-sense points of view; otherwise it would mean
that if a board of guardians appointed a doctor to discharge
the duties of an entire union instead of a dispensary
district, the only question the Local Government Board
could deal with would be the question of remuneration,
while tho more important matter of safeguarding the
interests of the sick poor would be altogether outside its

jurisdiction.

It is an ethical rule, approved of by the Local Govern-
ment Board, in the Poor Law medical service in Ireland

that a doctor shall not seek to be appointed as locumtenent
without the invitation of the doctor seeking leave of

absence, and it is owing to the general observance of this

rule that proceedings such as have taken place in the
Kenmare Union are of very rare occurrence.

Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast.

The opening address of this session was delivered by
Sir John Byers, chairman of the medical staff. After

welcoming old and new students, he drew attention to the

awful paradox in the war, where the highest science was
at one and the same time devoted to the destruction and
to the saving of human lives. The credit balance was
apparent in their splendid Royal Army Medical Corps, by
which both soldier and sailor were cared for and pre-

served in a way never attained before. He illustrated the

excellence of the transport and sanitation services, the

scientific care displayed in ferreting out infection. They
in that school had' done their share. Tho board of

management of tho hospital had offered 100 beds

to the War Office. In addition to the care of the

wounded, they had rendered tit for service some 150

recruits; four of their active staff had left them for

military or naval service ; another of their colleagues

was surgical specialist for the Belfast Military District;

eleven of their staff were attached to the Ulster Volunteer

Force Hospital, with 180 beds. Seventy former students

held commissions in the R.A.M.C, besides many older

members whose exact locale it was impossible to trace.



In the Roya) Xavy they had traceil eleven old students
holding medical commissions and two surgeon proba-
tioners. There were also four o£ their sisters and thirty-

Rovcn of their nurses in foreign and home army service.
Among those old students who had already boon mentioned
in dispatches and decorated were Colonel J. Meek,
IJ.A.M.C, who was attached to the Headquarters Staff,

and who had received the C.B. ; Captain F. S. Irvine,
K.A.M.C., who had received the D.S.Q. ; while Captain W.
Brook rurdon, Lieutenants W. Tyrrell, W. MM. Chesney
and W. MK. H. MCullagh (all of the R.A.M.C.) were
awarded the Military Cross, and Lieutenant J. L. Jackson
(K.A.M.C.) was mentioned in dispatches. They had most
regretfully to record the death of Captain T. M'C. Phillips,
Lieutenant F. J. Wisely, and Lieutenant Walter M'Curry
(mentioned in dispatches), all of the R.A.M.C. and all their
o!d hospital students. These heroes died a noble death
while actually in the thick of battle ministering to the
wounded : and they now tendered to their sorrowing
friends their most sincere sympathy for their irre°
parable loss. They were all medical men who,
humanly speaking, had the prospect of a bright career.
As regards the future, sufficient medical men had come
forward to equip the previous armies, but new armies had
to be equipped, and they would be in a deplorable state
culess the younger members of the medical profession
continued to come forward. Sir John Byers concluded
by saying that the tradition of a school was an imperish-
able asset ; all those ho had mentioned had more than
maintained, they had extended that tradition ; devotion
to duty, self-sacrifice, and patriotism still called ; it was
their duty and their glad effort that this tradition should
not be tarnished, but still further brightened and widened.
A vote of thanks was heartily accorded to Sir John

Byers for his address, on the proposition of Professor
Sinclair, seconded by Professor Lindsay.
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Health of London Childeen.
The policy of the London County Council with regard to
the general medical treatment of school children has been
to contract with outside bodies and institutions which
assume responsibility for the medical side of the work,
fcabject to the supervision of the school medical officer!
At the first weekly meeting after the recess it was agreed
that any scheme for school accommodation for tuberculous
children who required treatment in non-residential institu-
tions should entrust the treatment to the authorities of
Buch institutions—dispensaries or hospitals—as the Public
Health Committee might determine.

Tiie rules issued by the Council for the guidance of
teachers in connexion with scarlet fever and diphtheria
have been altered to allow of the period of exclusion from
school, m the case .f children suffering from sore throat,
bemg reduced from four weeks to two weeks. An addition
lias been made to the rules in respect of measles, to the
cHect that when measles is known to have occurred in the
neighbourhood, every effort should be made to obtain in-
formation with regard to all absentees at the earliest
possible moment.

Canatra.

Effects of the Wae on Hospitals.The war seems to have resulted in an increase in thenumber of patients m the large hospitals. This does not
necessarily mean an increased amount of illness: the
explanation probably lies in the fact that many peoplenow apply for admission to the public wards of hospitalsWho m normal times would be prepared to pay for medical
attendance. This applies also to the outdoor department.
In spite of the fact that the building was recently enlarged,
the Montreal General Hospital has been obliged to refuse
admission to many appUcants during the present year A
large number of the members of the staff of the institution
are on active service, but their places have been taken by

younger men who have boon associated with the hospital,
aud the work of the institution has been continued alon"
established lines without interruption. A department for
massage and remedial gymnastics has been established in
the hospital in connexion with the School of Physical
Education at McGill University.

The Medical Codncil of Canada.
In his address at the annual session of the Medical Council

of Canada, the President, Dr. Thornton, of Delorainc,
Manitoba, in discussing thequestion of reciprocity between
Great Britain and Canada, said that he was informed that
all of the nine provinces had signified their desire to enter
into reciprocal relations with Great Britain, or had already
entered into such agreement. A number of applications
had been received by the Registrar, Dr. R. W. Powell, of
Ottawa, from men on active service, asking to be given the
L.M.C.C. without examination, in consideration of the fact
that they were unable to come up for examination. The
matter was carefully considered by the Council, and it was
decided that it would be unwise to grant the request, as it
might possibly compromise the Council in the eyes of the
provincial medical councils. A report from the Special
Committee on Standards of Education, on coordination of
the curriculum in the different medical colleges in Canada,
was presented, and the committee was made permanent.
The Committee on Reciprocity with Great Britain presented
its report through the late Dr. A.W. H.Lindsay, of Halifax.
The next meeting of the Council will take placo on the
first Tuesday in June, 1916, under the presidency of
Dr. R. J. Gibson.

^ ^

The College of Physicians and Surgeons of the province
of Saskatchewan has decided to discontinue the provincial
medical examinations after next December in favour of
those of the Dominion Medical Council. Saskatchewan
is the first of the provinces to take this step. Tlie other
provinces recognize the examinations of the Medical
Council of Canada, and a student who has passed the
latter examinations can practise in any province in the
Dominion, but the provincial examinations are still held
for those who wish to practise only in one province.
The Ontario Medical Council has adopted regulations

defining the conditions of reciprocity of registration
between the United Kingdom am: the Province of Ontario.

Medical Education in Ontario.
The Provincial Government has now appointed the

Hon. Frank Hodgins, Justice of the Ontario Supreme
Court, to inquire and report upon the constitution, powers,
duties, and regulations of any body, corporate or unin-
corporated, and of any faculty or department thereof
having any relation to medicine ; the exercise of the same
and the revenue and expenditures thereof; the situation,
legal or otherwise, of such bodies in regard to each other
or to the province; the estabUshment, creation, control,
and regulation of any new body intended to have relation
to medicine

; the existing or possible methods of examining,
licensing, or otherwise authorizing the carrying on by
individuals of the practice of any methods having any
relation to medicine and the standards prescribed and
followed or proper to be established and followed; the
present position, status, and practice of osteopaths, dentists,
nurses, opticians, optometrists, chiropractors, Christian
Scientists, or others practising or professing medicine; and
the existing laws of Ontario in relation to any of the
foregoing and their practical operation.

Canadian Public Health Association.
At the fourth annual conference of the Canadian Public

Health Association, held at Toronto in September, five
general sessions were held. The President, Dr. M. M.
Seymour, Commissioner of Health for the province of
Saskatchewan, delivered an address in which he spoke
of the various phases of public health work and the
progress made in the field of preventive medicine. The
following papers were read : Modern methods of sewage
disposal, by George W. Fuller, Consulting Sanitary
Engineer, New York City; Control of municipal and
industrial wastes, by Mr. I. S. Osborne ; The work of the
International Waterways Commission, by Professor George
Phelps, formerly of Harvard University, now on the com-
mission appointed to investigate the extent of pollution
of the international waterways between Canada and the
United States ; Practical methods of obtaining pure milk,
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bv Dr. Charles E. North, consulting sanitary expert of

J^ew York City. A conference was hold on tlie diagnosis

and care of the feoblc-minded, and among the papers read

was one by Dr. J.D.Pag(5 of Quebec on the miniig.atiouof

the feeble-minded. An interesting discussion xvas held on

the housing problem, and houses built by the ioronto

Housing Company were inspected. The conference closed

with a discussion on medical social service, which included

papers by Dr. Evans on control of venereal diseases in

municipalities and military camps, and by Dr. J. A.

Hutchinson of Montreal ou notification of venereal

diseases. Dr. Charles J. Hastings, Medical O hcer of

Health, Toronto, was elected president for the year

1915-16.

Hfntiia.

datn^^QnUixct,

Punjab Lunatic Asylum.

The report of the Punjab Lunatic Asylum for the

triennium ending 1914 shows that the population of the

asylum has increased annually, the daily average strength

in the three years under report being 682.58, 709.22, and

735.92, whilst the total population of the last year under

report amounted to 991. A noteworthy feature is the

continued and steady increase in the number of females

admitted, which has risen now to 216. The Lieutenant-

Governor agrees that this progressive increase of popula-

tion is a clear indication of the growing popularity of the

institution, and a proof of the care and sympathy bestowed

upon its inmates.
-, -, • ii i t

Many improvements have been made during the last

three years. The buildings have been enlarged and the

interiors have been suitably tiled and floored. The asylum

has now a maximum capacity of 830 patients, allowing

50 cubic feet for each, but the introduction of the cubicle

system has reduced the number that can be accommo-

dated; this, however, is fully counterbalanced by

the superior arrangements for the care and comfort

of the patients which the system affords. The recent

provision of a new quarantine ward has supplied a

long-felt want. The institution is fortunate in possess-

ing shady gardens and ample grounds for recreation

and exercise. The provision of a staff of attendants

who will carry out their duties with efficiency and

sympathy for the unfortunate patients has been diffi-

cult, but the appointment of two non-commissioned

officers of the Indian army as superior warders has

done much to raise the standard of efficiency of the

attendants generally. The pay of the lower grades of

attendants has also been revised and materially improved.

A European warder has also been appointed primarily to

look after European patients and to assist in general super-

vision and maintenance of discipline among the staff. As

to the types of cases admitted, there is an increasing

prevalence of idiopathic mania and melancholia, a type

of insanity occurring mostly among the educated classes.

The percentage of cures to the daily average strength rose

slightly during the triennium, being 22.71, 17.48, and 18.07

for the three years respectively, as compared with 15.17,

15.03, and 16.69 for the years 1909-11.

The health of the inmates has been satisfactory. The

asylum was visited by cholera in 1912 and 1913, but all

precautions were taken and its spread prevented. Four

deaths were due to the disease on the first occasion and

two on the second. Five escapes occurred during the

three years, due in all cases to carelessness of attendants.

Five deaths occurred as the result of assaults by fellow

patients, but in no case was any of the attendants held to

be to blame. The total annual cost of the asylum averaged

in round figures Rs. 164,000 yearly during the triennium, as

against an average of Rs. 115,000 in the previous triennium.

The main item of increase is under building charges.

Lieut.-Colouel Evens, who had held charge of the asylum

since its foundation some fifteen years ago, died on

September 9th, 1914. The Lieutenant-Governor heartily

endorses the remarks made in the report and by the

Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals on his work as

Superintendent. The institution owes its pro

efficiency and popularity almost entirely to his

effort and sympathetic care of the inmates.

URIC ACID STONES UNDER TUB X RAYS.
Sir,—In a paper by Dr. Newman on ureteral calculu.°,

in the Journal of October 16th. p. 557, there is the

following statement :
" It (radiography) is now so perfect

that even a small uric acid stone in the lower segment of

the ureter can easily be discovered." This statement, in

my opinion, requires some proof.

My experience of the last ten years is that I have never

yet been able to show with x rays the shadow of a puio

uric acid calculus anywhere in the urinary tract. The

description "uric acid calculus" from the x-ray point o!

view must necessarily mean "pure" uric acid, as the

point is whether the uric acid, and not other constituents

of the stone, casts the shadow.
Some years ago Mr. Thelwall Thomas had a number of

stones examined both qualitatively and quantitatively;

a number of these to the eye suggested uric acid stones.

Not one of these was found to consist of uric acid, and

many had no uric acid in them at all. On the other hand,

in several cases of large bladder stones not shown on good

a-ray negatives, the examination showed them to consist

entirely of uric acid and moisture, without a trace of any

other constituent.

It is impossible to conceive of large uric acid bladder

stones not showing, and small lower ureter stones being

" easily " discovered.

I have never yet seen a stone shown by radiography,

removed by operation, and properly examined, which con-

sisted of pure uric acid. I have not during the last ten

years seen a stone removed from a kidney or ureter which

had not thrown a distinct shadow on an a-ray plate.

The pure uric acid stone of what may be described as

" of surgical size " must be of very rare occurrence in

a kidney or ureter, and I feel sure that if all supposed

uric acid stones were carefully and thoroughly examined

before being described we should hear less of the
"

stration by x rays of " uric acid calculi."—I am^^et(

Liverpool. Oct- 18th.

,
etc.,

C. THURST.A.N Holland.

untiring

BROMIDES IN EPILEPSY.
Sir —In the British Medical Journal of October 9th a

correspondent asks what is the best substitute for bromides

in epilepsy, saying that he has seventeen epileptics who

must have their full dose of bromide. But why must

they •' The routine administration of bromides in epilepsy

is about as intelligent as the routine administration of

" alteratives " in " rheumatism " or the routine administra-

tion of " antipyretics " in " fever," or the routine adminis-

tration of any other drug in any other group of diseases.

For the rocurrino convulsion that we call epilepsy is not a

disease-it is a'group of diseases ; it is certainly more

than one disease. There are certain cases of epilepsy--

that is to say, there is one of these diseases—m which

immense benefit follows the administration of bromides,

and these are the cases which make the reputation ot

bromides in epilepsy and of certain quack remedies con-

taining bromides that are advertised as a cure for epilepsy;

but these cases form but a very small percentage of the

whole. In most cases of epilepsy bromides arc not of the

slightest value, and in many are actively pei-mcious.

There are at the present time hundreds of epdeptio

patients who are taking bromides and who would be very

inuch better without them. Let your correspondent

cease to "ive bromides to his seventeen epileptics, and be

will find that most of them, if not all, will become more

lively, more intelHgcnt, and will get rid of their bromide

rash If one of them—it is very unlikely that there wiU

be more than one out of seventeen-should show a decided

increase in the number and severity of his fits it will be

easy to let that one resume his bromides, but the rest will

bo far better without them.—I am, etc^

f r,„f lotl, CHAS. a. MeUCIEB.
Parkstone, Dorset, Oct. 18tu.

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir -The evil of attempting argument by correspon-

douce is the necessity for restatement. I w'°'^e in my

lecture that since the public was now interesting itself w
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the subject of infant mortality and its control it would
seem necessary to devise, and adlioro to, a standard diet

which it should be the jiart of these lay lieljicrs to

supervise. AVith the carbohydrate patent foods, I said,

they must havo nothing to do, because tliese diets were
therapeutic diets, in many cases copied from successful

prescriptions by wellkiiowu medical men for ailing

infants in the past, and 1 quoted examples.

So far wo are all in agreement, but I said in my paper
that, to my way of thinking, it did not matter very much
whether we chose whole-citrated milk as the standard

diet, or diluted the milk a little and added a little sugar.

Dr. Vining and Dr. Langmead would have us contiuo the

standard diet to wholecitrated milk. That, I think,

represents the difference between us—not a great one.

None of ns contend, as I have seen it contended, that

whole-milk is a panacea for all the manifold types of

infantile indigestion.

Dr. Langmcad's well-known work has proved once and
for all that eitrated whole milk is well tolerated by the
majority of healthy infants without alimentary dis-

turbance. I would go further than this and say that it is

doubly curative of the commonest of all forms of infantile

dyspepsia—that due to overfeeding with starch and sugar,

which is characterized by the familiar acid, green, watery
stool, and that, because this condition is so common among
the poor, the routine use of eitrated whole milk is bound
to achieve a large measure of success. The mothers of

the poor look upon sugar not as a valuable food, but as a
sweetening agent. With this object, as much as two ounces
of cane sugar a day is quite commonly added to the milk
of a tiny child. Sweetened condensed milk in great con-
centration and patent foods containing starch add their

quota. In all cases of overfeeding witli starch and sugar,
the use of whole milk is promptly curative; but this pre-

scription occasionally gives rise to troubles of its own.
Whole cow's milk, in a minority of all cases, and in a
considerable percentage of very young infants, teuds to
produce fat dyspepsia; and the symptoms of fat dyspepsia
—constipation, or tlje passage of bulky, formed, pale
alkaline stools, with a strong putrefactive odour which
contrasts with the sour- smelling green evacuation of sugar
dyspepsia—are, as might be expected, the very converse
of those which a diet too rich in sugar or starch pro-
duces. They in turn are promptly relieved by adding
sugar, preferably malt sugar, to the diet, and the frequency
of their occurrence explains the occasional undoubted
success of the proprietary malted foods. Such was the
substance of my lectures.

Dr. Vining's experience does not include cases of fat
dyspepsia such as I describe, or the malnutrition which
results from their continued neglect. I have no way of
proving their existence to him, but I cannot follow him in
attributing symptoms such as these to an excess of sugar
in the diet. It seems to me clear that sugar is too valuable
a part of the diet, both for the maintenance of the body
heat and for improving the tone and nutrition of the
muscles, to be maintained always and in all cases at the
low level found in cow's milk, on the ground that its use
is often violently abused by ignorant mothers who are
unable to measure and control the diet. For these
reasons, in choosing a diet there is something to be said in
favour of moving in a direction a little away from the
safety from diarrhoeal disorders which whole eitrated
milk confers—of diluting the milk a little and adding a
little sugar. In selecting a standard diet I would avoid all
extremes. Let us choose something sensible, and, if

necessary, modify it in individual cases in the light of
the symptoms which result. Dilute milk with added
malt sugar might bo the routine for the first three
mcntlis, whole milk thereafter. To add cream as
a routme measure is to defeat the object of the dilu-
tion—the reduction of the high fat percentage in cow's
milk.

In conclusion, may I say that all this discussion is
foreign to the purpose of my paper ? I urged in a single
sentence that in infant mortality work a standard diet
should be erected ; I did not presume to choose one. I am
driven to this reiteration by the very disquieting sugges-
tion—first made by Dr. Vining and repeated by Dif.w
Langmead—that because I am willing to accept a standard
diet for young infants composed of milk with a moderate
addition of water and sugar, I am proposing a diet which

is itself the common cause of all the distress and mortality
which I had imagined I was addressing myself to relieve.

—

1 am, etc.,

London. W., Oct. 18th. H. Charles Cameeon.

THE WAR EMERGENCY.
The Need foe Selection.

Sir,—Before I reply to Dr. Court's letter I should like to
clear up one personal matter. Some one writes suggesting
that for the work I am doing for the War Office I am
receiving remuneration from the State. He is mistaken.
I do not even receive my out-of-pocket expenses.

Dr. Court states that I made some ungenerous remarks
about the recruiting returns of tho panel doctors. I made
no remarks ; I simply gave the figures—that amongst us
officials 90 per cent, had gone, amongst panel doctors
12 per cent. I do not claim that wo officials ai'e any more
patriotic than the doctors on tho panel, but that tho
difference in the figures showed the necessity for proper
organization under which men could go, feeling that their
interests would not suffer.

Dr. Court is wrong in Raying that our Tuberculosis
Committee were willing to close the sanatorium for tho
duration of the war. Before opening the sanatorium the
county council offered it to the War Office, together with
the staff to administer a hospital of 300 beds. The War
Office refused the offer. The sanatorium was then
opened and the Insurance Committee handed over to tho
county council between six and seven thousand pounds a
year for the administration of sauatorium benefit within
the county. Having put our hands to the plough we
cannot turn back. It would be unfair to the Insurance
Committee and to the insured persons. From Dr. Court's
letter I find that it is the Chesterfield Division which has
taken this matter up, while the sanatorium is for the whole
county, with a population of 580,000. The Chesterfield
Division of the British Medical Association has been asked
to find six men. It strikes me as lacking in sense of pro-

portion for a local Division to ask the one man responsible
for this important work to desert the post where his special
kuowledge is of the greatest use to the community, and I
protest against this being done without any communication
being sent either to the Local Government Board or the
county council. Tho officer in question wishes to go, but
has subordinated his own inclination to his obvious public
duty.

Dr. Court's objection to my scheme for the State taking
over the medical profession, as they have taken over
munition works, is that it would put an end to "free choice
of doctor." Surely the profession can let the public raise

this point. We havo no free choice of judges, clergy, or
magistrates, nor of any civil servants. There is no free

choice of doctor for the men who aro fighting our battles
abroad. If the Government require a large number of

medical men, and the War Emergency Committee wish to
hear how a State service for the period of the war can be
organized, I shall bo glad to go into details with that Com-
mittee.—I am, etc.,

County Offices, Derby, Oct. 19th. Sidney Baewise.

fublic ffdtl)

I'OOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

DUTIES OP DISTRICT MEDICAL OFFICERS.
Nestor.—There 13 nothing in the Poor Law Orders requiring
a district medical officer to obtain the leave of hi3 board of
guardians before taking a holiday. It is customary to notify
tho clerk when about to take a holiday, and to send him the
name of the deputy who is to carry out the duties iu the
absence of the medical officer. The ouly complete manual of
the rules of the Local Government Board is Glen's Poor Lair
Orders, published by Knight and Co. The Poor Law Medical
Officers' Association published some years ago a small hand-
book (price 23. 6d.) entitled The Law lielating to the Poor Law
Medical Officer and Vaccination. This contains most of the
information " Nestor " requires. The honorary secretary (Dr.

Major Greenwood, 34, Copthall Avenue, London Wall, E.G.),

still has a few copies of the last edition for disposal.
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Enibn-sxtt^s autt Calleges.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
Matriculation.

At the September matriculation examination 270 canrlidatea

were successful, 63 being placed in the first, and 207 in the

second, division. In September, 1914, the number of successful

candidates was 162, and in September, 1913, it was 289.

TJNIVEESITT OP EDrSBTJEGH.
Gkaduatiox Ckkemony.

At the graduation ceremony on October 15tli fifty-three degrees

were conferred, the candidates absent btiuM alreaily on service,

and of those who attended some were in umforra. The
Principal, Sir William Turner, who presided, said that the

graduation in October was always small comparc-il v.itli the

summer. The new graduates who had already joined the

military services were following the example of those who had
graduated in the course of the summer, and that set by all the

universities in the United Kinf^dom. The academic youth of

Great Britain and Ireland had shown themselves worthy of the

great universities ; thev had not forgotten that they had a voice

in the affairs of their cbuntrv and had shown themselves equal

to looking on their lives and'themselves as belonging to a great

country with a great history which had brought it into the

very highest place among the nations and which they in their

turn must help to preserve.
The following medical degrees were conferred ;

M.E., Ch.B.—M. H. Alikhan. T. C. Bowie, A. F. Campbell, E. J.

Clark, P. B. Corbett. J. Dick (with second-class honours). R. B.

Eadie, P. "W. Edwards. G. Elsworth. Helen M. Gall. W. Goldie,

E. S. Hawkes, A. N. Homewood. G. Lilico. T, J. Lloyd,

J. M'Garrity. C. F. Maclacblan. A. J. U. Taylor, W. E.

Thompson {in ahsentiii). A. A. Watson.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
GRADU-iTION CEEEMONIAI,.

At a graduation ceremonial held in St. Mary's College Library
Hall the following degrees were conferred by Principal

Herkless

:

M.B., Ch.B.—T. Easterman, T. L. Henderson, W. P. Starlorth.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
The Farveian Celebration.

The Har\eian oration was delivered on St. Luke's Day,
October 18th, by Dr. Sidney Coupland, but the usual dinner at

which the College is in the habit of entertaining some distin-

guished guests was not held.
The following medals were awarded :

The Moxon gold medal, founded in memory of the late

Dr. Walter Moxon, physician to Guy's Hospital, and awarded
every third year, on the recommendation of the Council, to the

Eersbn who" should be deemed to have most distinguished
imself by observation and research in clinical medicine, was

awarded to Professor Jules Dejerine, Clinical Professor of

Diseases of the Nervous System in Paris, and Physician to the
Salpetriere. Professor Dejerine being unable to" be present to

receive the medal, it was handed by the President to one of

the secretaries of the French Embassy for transmission to the
professor.
The Baly Gold Medal, instituted in 1866 by the late Dr. F. D.

Dyster in memoriam Guliehni Baly, and awarded every alternate
year to the person who shall be deemed to have most dis-

tinguished himself in the science of physiology, especially
during the two years immediately preceding the award, was
presented to Frederick Gowland Hopkins, M.B.Lond., F.R.S.
The Weber-Parkes prize of 150 guineas and a silver medal,

founded in 1895 by Sir Hermann Weber in memory of the late
Dr. E. A. Parkes and awarded e'.ery third year to the author of
the best essay upon some subject connected with the etiology,
prevention, pathology, or treatment of tuberculosis, especially
in reference to pulmonary consumption in man, was awarded to
Dr. Noel Dean Bardswell, Medicftl Superintendent to King
Edward VII Sanatorium, Midhurst, Sussex.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.

War Service.

The Secretary reported that the President had left England
for the Dardanelles as Surgeon-General in the Koval Navy.
Mr. Waterhouse reported that he had undertaken to proceed
to Russia in charge of the Anglo-Russian Hospital, and was
given leave of absence during the period of his services abroad.
Mr. R. H. Burne was given further leave of absence of three
months that he might be able to continue his services in Franca
under the French Red Cross.

Vacancy on the Conjoint Examining Board.
Dr. Cameron having accepted the Chair of Anatomy at the

University of Halifax, Nova Scotia, the vacancy on the Conjoint
Examining Board occasioned bv his resignation will be filled up
in June, 1916.

Annual Report.
The annual report to be presented to the Fellows and

Members at the annual meeting on Thursday, November 18th,

was adopted.
Tl'ar Emeruency Committee.

CONJOINT BOARD IN ENGLAND.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tions indicated:

First EXAanNATioN.

—

Part I, Chemistry; Part II. Physics: "K.
liaiker. 1.\nna B. Broman. 'H. S. Chadwlck, J. P. de Silvy.
1L. Diuei-steln. G. P. Evans. Kate Glyn-Jones, tD. P. fJuilfoyle,

A. Hamid, tE. Hardy, S. G. Harrison. J. A. Hawkridee. W. E.
Howell. JI. A. R. Khalifa. G. B. Kirkland. Emilia B. M. Kraiise.
tP. Liudscy, IT. D. Llewellyn, tD. Maximos, J. L. O. OFlyn.
iG. W. V. I'arry, A. K. Paul, IE. L. J. lleason, Kl. K. Reeves.
tR. H. Roe. tA. G. Sykos. G. M. Trist. J. S. White. tG. B.
Withers. Part III. Elcmentani JJioloav : S. Ackroyd, A. B.
Aldred. C. B. Dii. J. E. H. Duckworth. A. E. Fergusson. K. D.
French. S. GodBill. Emilia B. M Krauee, R. O. Lahanmi,
Kathleen M. B. McArthur. D. Mackay. V. A. Newton, H. C.
Eandall-Stevens. F. A. Smorfitt.

• Passed in Part I only. + Passed in Part II only.

Hjj ^^rbtas.

EXCHANGES DESIRED.
Territorial Force.

Capt.un A. R. P.iTERSON, R.A. M.C.iT.), attached i;4th Dorset
Regiment, Ambala, India, wishes to find substitute so as to

enable him to transfer to a unit at home or in France. Com-
munications should be addressed toDr.Le Fleming, Wimborne,
Dorset, who will give all details.

Captain serving with a home service field ambulance i.s

anxious to exchange with an officer of similar rank now
serving in a casualty clearing station or hospital. Imperial
service will be undertaken. Exchange into a home unit
stationed in South of England would be considered. Please
reply to H., Box No. 5200, c.o. British Medical Journai., 429,

Strand, W.C.

©bituarg.

CAllLOS FIXLAY, M.D.,

Dr. Carlos J. Fixlay of Havana, whose name is well

known to all interested in tropical diseases in connexion

with the discovery of the causation of yellow fever, died

on August 20th. He was born at Camagiiey, in Cuba, on
December 3rd, 1833. His father was a native of Scotland

and his mother, Isabel de Barres, a Frenchwoman. In

1844 he was sent to a school in Havre, but had to return

homo in 1846 on account of ill health. In 1848 he

attempted to go back to France to complete his education,

but the revolution of that year compelled him to stay for a

time in London. When the political atmosphere was
clear he entered the Lycce at Rouen, where he remained
till 1851, when his studies were again interrupted by an

attack of typhoid fever. On his recovery he went home
and sought for admission to the medical faculty of the

University of Havana on the strength of his course of

study in France. His application being rejected, be went

to Philadelphia, where he graduated M.D. at the Jefferson

Medical College iu 1855. There he came under the

influence of John Kearsly Mitchell, one of the earliest

advocates of the microbic theory of disease. With the

son of that professor, S. Weir Mitchell, young Finlay

formed a friendship which continued till the end. He was
the first pupil of Weir Mitchell, who continued to direct

his studies during three years.

On his return to Cuba, Finlay settled as a general

practitioner in Havana. In 1881 he represented tb.e

Cuban Oovernment at the International Sanitary Con-

ference held at Washington, and it was on that occasion

that he first brought formally before the medical profession

his theory that yellow fever was transmitted by the bite

of a mosquito then known by the name of C idcx fasciala,

now called Stejomyia calojpus. For a long time, owing to
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tlic lack of experimental proof bis voice was as that of one
cryins ia the wilderness. He was looked upon as a
visionary till the work of Keed and his colleagues o£ the

Auiericau Comiuission in 1900 and 1901 supplied the basis

of fact necessary to make his hypothesis a scientific truth.

Tlie general acceptance of his doctrine was celebrated by
a banquet given him by the profession of Cuba, which
was presided over by Geueral Leonard Wood.

In 1902 Dr. Finlay was appointed chief sanitary officer

of Cuba and president of the Superior Hoard of Health.

He resigned these appointments in 1908. The value of

Fiulay's work was attested by tlie numerous honours of

which he was the recipient. On the proposal of Dr. Weir
Mitchell the Philadelphia College of Physicians elected

him an honorary fellow. In 1907 the Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine awarded him the Mary Iviugsley Medal.
In 1908 the French Government seat him the decoration of

Officer of the Legion of Honour. In 1911 the Paris
Academy of Medicine elected him a corresponding mem-
ber. On the proposal of the first Cuban Medical Congress,
the Government gave him a pension and undertook the
publication of a complete edition of his works. By decree
of the President of the Kepublic of Cuba, he was given a
State funeral at the public expense.

Harvey and Barry. He was gazetted assistant surgeon,
I.M.S., from April 1st, 1865, became surgeon on April 1st,

1873, surgeon-major on April 1st, 1897, and brigade-surgeon
on February 26th, 1888, retiring on August 31st, 1895.
He had seen a good deal of war service—the expedition
against Wagliir tribes in 1865-6, and the operations of the
Katbiawar Field Force in the Burda Hills; Abyssinia,
1867-8, medal ; and Afghanistan, 1879-80, in the force
which relieved Kandahar, medal.

Captain Ernest George Ford, R.A.M.C, retirtd, died
at Wolston, near Coventry, at the age of 40, after a short
illness, on October 7th. He was the son of Mr. George

i Ford, of Beverley, and was educated at Edinburgh, where

j

he took the degrees of M.B. and Ch.B. in 1899. He eutered
the army as lieutenant on April 25th, 1900, becauie cap-

\

tain on April 25tli, 1903, and retired on April 8th, 1911.

j

He served in the South African war from Septembei', 1900,

I

to its close in May, 1902, taking part in operations in the

j

Transvaal and Orange River Colony, and received the
Queen's medal with three clasps, and the King's medal
with two (

"

We have to record with much regret tlie death of

Mr. W. J. Cant of Lincoln, which occurred on October 7th
at the age of 59. Mr. Cant received his medical education
at Biruiingliam, and took the diplomas M.RC.S. and
L.S.A. in 1877 and that of L.R.C.P. in 1879. Soon after

the foundation of the University of Birmingham he
received (in 1902) as a distinguished alumiuis of the
Birmingham Medical School the degree of M.B., B.Ch.
In 1877 he became assistant house-surgeon to the Notting-
ham General Infirmary and two years later house-surgeon
to the Liucoln County Hospital. lu 1882 he entered
into partnership with Mr. Charles Brook and Mr. Wilkin-
son, and was later associated with Mr. Charles Brook
and Dr. W. H. B. Brook, with whom he worked until

19G0, when he suffered a breakdown in health. He
recovered sufficiently to resume practice, specializing iu

ophthalmic surgery. He had been appointed surgeon to

the Lincoln County Hospital in 1887 and to the Lincoln
General Dispensary in 1892. In 1901 he became con-

sulting surgeon to the Liucoln County Hospital, and
had been medical referee under the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act since 1898. In 1904 his health again failed

and he retired from practice ; since then he had been
an invalid, and for a month had been perceptibly

failing in health. His illness was attended with much
suffering, and on October 5tli there came a sudden
collapse from which he never rallied. He will be remem-
bered by many for the considerable work lie did as joint

secretary with Canon W. W. Fowler for the Lincolnshire
Loan Exhibition iu 1887, and for the ever-ready help and
interest he took in elementary and continuation schools, in

science classes, and in the Lincoln Free Library. He
married in 1891 the daughter of Mr. .John Turner of

Pendlebury, and leaves one daughter. He contributed to

this JoCENAi, papers on the treatment of conical cornea
and on cataract extraction without iridectomy, described

a tarso-cbeiloplastic operation for tricliiasis in the Lancet,
and reported a case of right congenital ptosis treated by
Mules's opei-ation to the Ophthalmological Society (Trans-
actions, 1897); he also wrote in the Sheffield Medical
Journal (1893) on the after-treatment of abdominal
section, and reported one of the few recorded cases of

idiopathic haematoporphyrinuria.

^ctiical Jleius.

I tlie

BiiiGADE-Sup.GEON AxDREW Barp.v, Bombay Medical
Service (retiredl, died at St. Andrews on October 3rd,

aged 72. He was educated at Glasgow University, where
he graduated M.D. iu 1864. He also took the diplomas
of J..K.C.S.Ed. in 1864, and of F.K.C.S.Ed. in 1873. He
entered the Anny Medical Department as an assistant
surgeon in February. 1865. In the .spring of that year
the Indian Medical Service, which had been closed for

four and a half j'ears, was again thrown open to competi-
tion, and several of the assistant surgeons on probation
for the Array Medical Department went in for the
examination for the Indian Medical Service, amoug
them Surgeon- Generals James Cleghorn and Robert

DH. .Tames Crombie (Sidcup) has been appointed
Commission of the Peace for the county of Kent.

Five cases of plague and four deaths from the disease
were reported lu Mauritius in the two weeks ending
October 14th.

Dr. H. E. H. OAKELEYof Kimberley, S.A., was enter-

tained at dinner by the local profession immediately
before his departure for military service in Europe.

Messrs. Taylor's Typewriter Co., Ltd., of 74, Chancery
Lane, W.C., wish to notify their customers that their
Chancery Lane branch business is being carried on as
usual.

DR. .T. •JonxsTox cf Boltou, long lecturer to the St.

.Tohn Ambulance Corps, lias been appointed to the Queen
Mary's Militury llusjiital isiablished in the new asylum of

the Lauca.sliiie Board at Whalley.

At the first scientific meeting of the Zoological Society
of London, at 5.30 p.m. on Tuesday next, Lieutenant-
Colonel R. T. Leiper, D.Sc, F.Z.S., will give a demonstra-
tion on the migration of Bilhar^ia ccrcariae through the
skin.

At a meeting of the Aberdeen County Committee 011

Secondary Education on October 15th it was resolved to

suspend the scheme of medical inspection of school
children for the county owing to the scarcity of medical
men for war service.

Mr. John D. Rockefeller, .tun.. Chairman of the Sow
York Bureau of Social Hygiene, has given £3,600 to be
used in the construction and furnishing of a hospital for

victims of the drug habit. With this amount added to the
sum of £2,000 contributed a short time ago for the same
purpose by Mrs. W. K. Vaudcrbilt, it will bo possible to
begin the erection of the hospital as soon as the plans arc
completed. It is to be situated on RiJier's Island, and
will provide accommodation for 132 patients.

An order was recently granted by the King's Bench
Division, Dublin, to presume the death of Dr. -Joseph
Garry, assistant surgeon to the I.iisUania, wbo was
drowned on May 7th, after that vessel had been torpedoed
by a German submarine. Accordiug to the affidavit of the
steward who acted as his serv.aut, Dr. Carry, on being
handed a lifebelt, immediately gave it to a lady, and he
was last seen about the wreckage. Prior to becoming
connected with the Cunard line, Dr. Garry had practised
at Manchester, Bolton, and other places.

The lectures before the Royal College of Physicians of
Jjondon this autumn will be given as follows : The
liradshaw Lecture, by Dr. MicbfU Clarice, on November
2nd, the subject beiug nervous atTcctious of the sixlU anfi

seventh decades of life ; the FitzPatrick Lectures on
November 4th and 9th, by Dr. W. H. K. Rivers, on
medicine, magic, and religion ; and the Goulstouiau
I^ectnres, by Dr. Gordon Holmes, on November 16th, 18tli,

and 23rd, on acute spinal lesions, with special reference to

those of warfare. The lectures will be given at the
College on each day at 5 p.m.
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tS- Ouerie.'!, answeri, «)«J commumcations relatrng to luhjecU

10 Schick special departmrnts of the Bkitish Medical Jouunai.

VIC devoted will be found tmder their respective headings.

QUERIES.

X. Y. Z. asks wliether malt ig^trainaicated f^ifj^f'f ' .^°^;

liver oil by itself is not well tolerated, bijt ™^ t'°%'"„^^y

j.reparatioii of malt and cod-liver oil is If malt is contra-

ludicated, in what form can cod-liver oil he given .'

Income Tax.
Assessment on Total Incon<e £1,000 to £1.SC0.

Xkstok has been assessed at Is. 9d. in the £ lor 1915-16, the

survevor informing him that "where the total income

Exceeds £1 OCO the rtte of tax is Is.Sd. plus 2D per cent, for the

current vear." He inquires whether this is correct.

• " Yes. If our correspondent's total income is between

£1 boo and £1,500, the rate applying to his assessment is Is. 9d.

(Finance Act, 1915, Sec. 10, and Finance Act, 1914, Sec. 3).

The " Finance (No. 3) Bill " now before Parliament provides

for the increase of the pre-existing rates by 40 per cent. " for

the last six months of the current income tax >ear," being m
effect an increase of 20 per cent, for the whole year. The

additional tax-that is, in this case the extra 20 per cent.-

will become payable next July.

Asscssmatt of Medical Officers on Service.

CAPTAIN M. is on foreign service and m the meantime has

placed a locumtenent in charge of his practice. It is now

being carried on at a loss, the deficiency having to be made

good from his military pay. Income tax to the amount of

£33 17s. ed. has been assessed. "What course should he

.^'V TTnder Section 13 (li of the Finance Act, 1914 (Session 2),

our correspondent is entitled to have the assessment reduced

to the actual profits of the year-that is, to nil. ^\ e suggest

that he should write to the local surveyor of taxes intimating

that he claims relief under this section, and forwarding, if he

has not already done so, a statement of the receipts and

expenses of the practice for the year in question. If the

surveyor cannot deal with the matter without an interview

with "our correspondent, he will, no doubt, be able to arrange

for the question to remain in abeyance In the circumstances

we do not think that there is any likelihood of payment of the

tax being required until the appeal is settled, but if there

should be any such insistence the Board of Inland Revenue

might be approached direct with a request for postponement

of further proceedings.

ANSWERS.

Loc-iL Akaestbesia roK Kemoval or Piles.

DR C.E. Winckworth (Shefford, Beds) writes to recommend
as a local anaesthetic for the removal of piles a watery solu-

tion of morphine hydrochloride gr. i, eucaine and cocaine

"ri gr 1 The solution is to be injected into the skin at four

equidistant parts around the anus. It has been used by a

practitioner for himself.

The Cig.veette Habit.

H F. W. writes, in reply to "Monk " (September 18th, p. 459),

that Caladium sctiuuimn (synonym Arum segimimn) has a

reputation with some medical men lor destroying the

craving for tobacco. It can be given in the form of the

tincture, 2 or 3 minims twice or thrice daily. It is especially

indicated when, in addition to the tobacco habit, there is loss

of sexual vigour.

Dli. Eowi..\KD Thcexam (Nordrach-npon-Mendip, Bristol)

recommends the use of tobacco which has been treated by a

process which removes most of the nicotine.

Dk. C. p. Bl'RD (Upton-on-Severn) desires to know the strength

of silver nitrate solution recommended as a mouth application.

liETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

Weik's Vaccixation Insteumext.

Mb. Babey Hopkins, who lias been connected with the surgical

instrument trade for over lifty >ears, informs us that Cooper

Kose's vaccinator, when it first came out between 1860 and

1870 was a metal tube containing loose needles, something

after the style of a miniature ifM-^r l"'^-
''''.^'"^if I^R „m

holes to keep the needles si- :-

,
V' * o»f,«

needles coufa be replaced .-.
'

•;
/.'"' P* ^ ,"

the needles were fixed firmi -1 the cap ma'U

to cover the needle was fun,

I

:... ,.i,et joint. Ihe

other end of the case was mauu m, u.- u, n....i capillar} tubes.

In the final pattern, as used bj Dr. Itbb the centre needle

was made a little longer than the four other points winch

surrounded it. It was pressed upon the arm and i-evolye'l

between the lingers and thumb, forming a pivot while the

outer needles made an abrasion. These needles were covered

with a cap, as in the second pattern. A spatula was lifted

to the other end of the instrument to rub m the lymph

which was blown on to the abraded surface. This is the

pattern of Cooper Rose's vaccinator now kept in stock by

dealers. Weir's pattern, when it fust came out about 1878,

bore four or five needles at one end. At the other end was a

flat knife, the point curved down and sharpened so as to lilt

up the cuticle, while its sides were flat, to serve as a spatula.

The second pattern bore a blunt edged spatula at one en.l ami

the needles at the other ; it was made wholly of metal. Ihe

third and modern pattern ol Weir's instrument was also

forged out of one piece of metal. The needles and the

spatula were somewhat longer. The Government ordered

some to be made with the edges of the spatula sharp. At

first the needles were used so as to pass just under the cuticle,

which could be then lifted up, but now they are noade so aato

scratch the skin, something like a gridiron. In 190<! Ur.

L C S. Broughtou brought out a vaccinator after Weir s

pattern with a neck or shank at each end ; a description and

a drawing of the vaccinator will be found in the BRITISH

Medic.u, Jovbxal, 1S02, vol. ii, p. 711.

The Gp.ievances of Ships' Suegeons.

De. Eichakd K.vv writes : I venture to give an unqualified

contradiction to the statements of "Nautical' in Hie

BKITISH Mebical Journal of October 16th. The siirgeon s

status is not that of the second steward or ship s barber, but

that of one of the senior officers of the ship. Sailors are the

best fellows in the world and the easiest to get on with,

provided always that the surgeon does not put on side or

magnify his office ; after all, he is not so important a member

of the ship's crew as the captain or chief engineer. Ho

ranks with, but slightly below, the chief otticcT
;
m tht

absence of these, the chief executive officer for the time beinp

is his superior. The surgeon's cabin is often unfavoiirabl.\

placed, especially when it is also the surgery. It would not

do to liave sick" members of the crew crowding on to the

promenade deck. I have served on seven .shipsm four steam-

ship companies. Three times I had a cabin on deck; once

I did not like the position of my cabin, and then I was

allowed to use a passenger's cabin. Once my cabin was also

the surgery ; it was otherwise an excellent one. I advise

sm"eons to insist on their cabin being separate from the

surgei-y, as it usually is; it is not pleasant to see lascars m
one's bedroom. I have spent three years at sea during the

last seventeen years, and have always been treated with

courtesy and respect. Personally I should be sorry t^j hold

mvself aloof from mv brother officers and messmates by not

wearing their uniform. Mv reefer jacket is still m use

ashore robbed of its brass buttons and braid. The frock coat

is seldom required for an odd voyage; I have served in the

Eoval Mail without it. A mess jacket can be worn wuh the

waistcoat (brass buttons added, and trousers of an ordinary

dress suit Bv artiticial light the difference in shade is not

very obvious." I have dressed in that manner in the Eoyal

Mail and two other first-class steamship companies.

Iced Air.

Db M.A.Dutch, F.E.C.S., writes: The following "tip " mav
be useful. Take a coffee, tea, mustard, or, in fact, any tin of

suitable size v.ith a lid. Punch half a dozen holes at the top

and bottom when the tin is held with its greatest measure-

ment horizontal. One larger hole for the insertion of a

penny tin funnel is to be punched in the lid (the funnel can

be dispensed with if not at hand). A piece of thin jaconet

waterproof and a piece of old flannel are now placed in t le

bottom of the tin; on the top of this ice is put, and the

inhaler is complete. I have found this most useful m cases

of obstinate haemoptysis and in oedematous conditions of the

throat, etc. The condensation of the atmosphere also relieves

the dyspnoea.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADYESTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.
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10
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A page
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fue British Medical Association at the General Post OfTicc, London.

Ko responsibility will be accepted for any such remittance noo so
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TREATMENT.
PF.I,r\"ERED I'WITH DKMON'STRATIONSI AT THE OPEXIXG OF

ax kxhibition of slkgical appliances fob the
Tkeatment of the Wounded held at the

BoYAL Society of Medicine from
October 8th to 14th.

Bv COLOXEL SIR ALMROTH E. WRIGHT, M.D.,
F.R.S., C.B.,

A CONStTLTAXT PnTSICIAS TO THE EXPEDITIOXART FORCE IX FRANCE.

(From the Research Laboratory attached to No. 13 General
Hospital, Boulogne-sur-Mer.)

PART I.

In lunlei-taking to deliver an introductov}' lecture on such
an occasion as this I feel myself under a very heavy
disability. While I am impressed—very profoundly im-

pressed—with the ingenuity and value of the mechanical
devices and appliances which have been brought together
within these walls, I am, as you know, quite lacking in

that expert knowledge required for the proper appraise-

ment of .such things. There is, however, one—and it is,

I would urge, by far the most important—aspect of

wounds which does fall within my particular department
of study. It is this that emboldens me to address you on
this occasion.

I would, at the very outset, put it to you that the
distinction between sick and wounded is, from the point of

view of science, an entirely improper one. Those who
are classed as wounded are as universally as, perhaps
even more universally than, those classified as sick,

suffering from bacterial infection.

Ever since the days when Lister demonstrated that
sepsis in surgical wounds was avoidable, very little study
lias been devoted to the bacterial infections which here
come into consideration. For the surgeon has sot before
himself as his goal, not the successful treatment of septic

infections of wounds, but their avoidance. And who will

say that he is wrong? Less excusable, as it seems to

me, was it for him to think that he had in reserve—if

occasion should ever require it—an effective ready-made
method of treatment for septic infections of wounds. After
a year of war there are on that point very few illusions left.

There has in the meanwhile, I hope, been growing up a
conviction that we shall not arrive at an effective treat-

ment of wounds without strenuous study of the infecting
microbes, the conditions in the wound, and the therapeutic
agents which we employ, and the defensive operations of

the organism.
Let me, drawing upon the research work which my

follow workers and I have been doing in France, try to put
before you, as briefly as may be, in connexion with these
questions, such points as seem to mo most deserving
of attention.

The wounded man seen just after he has received his
wound is a man seen in the incubation i^criod of his

infection just after the microbes have been implanted

—

these being, as you know, carried into the wound, upon
particles of infected skin and clothing.
The problem presented by the patient when first seen

accordingly shapes itself thus. What is here the chance
that the defensive mechanism of the body will prove
adequate for the destruction of the microbes; and may
wo reasonably look to see the infection aborted ? And in

the event of the infection not being extinguished, what
kind of course will it shape ?

The extinction or non-extinction of the infection will
depend upon the amplitude of the microbial implantation,
and the favourable or unfavourable physiological con-
ditions in the wound.

Bifle Woiimls Traversing only Soft Parts.
The first type of wound which we have to consider is

the perforating rifle wound where the bullet traverses tho
soft parts without touching bone. Here, nearly always,
the bullet will cut into the wall of blood vessels. As
a result there will be haemorrhage from the wound, and
when the blood coagulates the track will become plugged

with clot. Later, when tlie patient is moved and tho
wound thereby disturbed, oozing may take place from the
track.

Here we have a very light niicrobic implantation—only
small numbers of microbes having been left behind by tho
missile on its passage through the soft tissues. Further,
the walls of the track will have been scoured by the out-
flowing blood. And finally, such microbes as are here left

are enveloped in clot—in other words, we have hero
brought to bear upon the residual microbes the full

bactericidal power of the volume of blood which occupies
the wound. We have, in fact, exactly the same conditions
as we have in experiments conducted iu capillary tubes
with a very small number of microbes implanted into a
unit volume of blood.

As a sequela, as indicated above, we may have oozing.
It is not, as might be supposed, blood which then escapes
from the mouth of the wound. It is a thinner iucoagulablo
fluid, containing only a small proportion of red corpuscles.
It is, to come to the point, scrum expelled from the clot by
the vis a tcrtjo of blood pouring into the upper reaches of
tho wound. There attaches, as I think, to this oozing
a therapeutic significance. It is, in point of fact, equivalent
to a reinforceuicni of the clot in protective elements.
You have already seized the point that when oozing occurs

the serum of the clot—and serum is a fluid wliich when
implanted willi microbes tends to lose its antibacterial
power—is replaced by blood fluids fresh finni the vessels.
And you appreciate that thcouttiow Idl; stioiim of s( lu]ii will

tend to wash microbes out from tin.: clot ami courcy tlniii

out of the wound. But it niiglit, poiiiaps, he ovcvloolced
that when oozing takes place the clot is reinforced by
red, and, this is important, by white corpuscles.
What, I take it, is occurring '

"

brought quite easily before thi

And let me describe the ex-
periment in detail, for I want
you here at the outset to

have before you a perfectly
clear idea of the method of

working in capillary tubes
with washes and mural
implantations.

n the oozing wound can be
eye iu the capillary tube.

mgDescuption of a Reinf
Fri n ,,t

We tale i caiillaiv tube
ipette fitte 1 \ itl i teat place

fill m U]tl il5 1L1 cent <3olu

tion of citiite of sc la blow
this out—lca\ 1 tluswhat«
ma^ call a / on tl e wall
of the iipette— fill up with 1
unit^olume of hliol a 1 1 tl u
mix b\ mo\ui5, the 1 Ij 1 w tl

its wash of citiate ui an 1 do u
in the stem of the tul e

^\enow leaMug 11 tl e hi I

end of the stem an a 1 sj a e
somewhat tiettei tl lu tl t

draw up mti our
j ictte

suspension of m ci 1 es, u:
blovv it out a in Iei\ i^
wash of miciobcs 011 tic wal
We follow

'.f the
volume of 1 I 1 1

porate in*o
left on the
I mean by a
Finally wc
ofuncoat,ul 1

of implant I

up some I

from the m
and then seal i

1

implautel bio i 1

giving us an 01 In
force I clot Sucl
shown diaf,iammat
on an enlai^t 1 s aleiu 1

It consists ot a mesl wo
with coipusclcs an 1 hv
it will be lemembeie I almost ecjual
serum
To imitate the conditions in the oozing wound we have now

to feed the mcoagulable blood in the upper part of our tube

• A series of weighinKs made with the form of balance used by Bang
in weighing droiis ot blood on filter paper for sugar estimations have
brought out the fact that a " wash " ot watery Uuid in a capillary tubo
cortesDonds to between a twentieth and a thirtieth of a unit volume.

[2861!

spaces shown as half filled in

seium-we have in the blood,
of corpuscles and
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into the ooagulum in the part of onr tube. We do tliis

of a Bunsen bnrQei) autl
j)Mv I

i \:i- uiiclotted into the clottoil hlood
iliL. 1 ' ' 14 in this manner been establislioil.

l):ill: ]i '
:'

I ,, ; 1 > i ined elements of the inicoa^iulatfd
l)l.j'iii i ii. 11 M. ': li 1; alriiij^ the capillary filament into the
<:lot '1' i^;. 1. H . 'Siriv.^l tlicre, they expel the serum from the
clot iFifi. 1, 111- driviu',' it out of the tube if we have broken oft

the tip of the jiipetle—and occupy all the unlllled spaces.
In this way wo not only carry but from the clot blood fluids

n hich may be exhausted of their antibacterial elements, but we
till up the clot with red and white corpuscles, bringing to the
leucocytes of the clot, which, of coarse, are the elements which
count, a reinforcement of 100 per cent.

Going back now to our rifle-bullet wouucl, ^ve Itave to

consider wliat will happen if the implanted microbes are
not killed off. In this case we shall presently find an
infected purulent fluid coming down along the walls of the
track ; and very soou the blood clot will disintegrate and
eoiue away, and we shall have a surface inl'ectiou all along
the track. AVe now pass to consider other types of

wounds.

liifle WoiiTiih ivhrrc the Build has Commiinitcd Bone.
Where a projectile comes up against a bone it will

shatter it and lu.ako a large exit wound by blowing out
the fragments and splinters, at the same time scattering
the charge of microbes, which would otherwise have been
sown only on the walls of the track, far and wide through
the tissues.

We have here obviously very unfavourable physiological
conditions. For not only is the circulation in the wound
completely disorganized, but the wound will contain bone
and soft tissues cut off from their blood supply and bound
to necrose and slough; and deep in the tissues we have
an implantation of microbes which uo outflowing blood
will wash away. And even more important, the outflow
of lymph from the wounded surface—an outflow wliieh
meant the continuous replacement of invalidated by
potent lymph—is going to be arrested by desiccation of
the external wound surfaces. The wound, in other w-ords,
will, if left to itself, become lymph-hound. And, flnallj',

the woond is, by virtue of its large exposed surface, Jioiug
to lie open to all manner of after- infection from w ithout.

These same unfavourable physiological coiiilitions are
associated also with shrapnel, shell, and bomb wounds.
We shall consider them further in connexion with these.

Severe Shrapnd, Shell, and Bomb Wojinds.
The essential feature about this class of woivnd is

that we have here blunt or flat missiles, and that by con-
Kc-i^uence, as compared with bullet wounds, we have less
penetration and perforation, and proportionately more
braising ; and at the same time larger portions of infected
skin and clothing are carried in by the missile. In other
words, we have in the wound much worse physiological
conditions ; and along with this a heavier microbial
implantation.

It will be a convenient arrangement to consider, in
connexion with the severer types of wound, the efl^ects
of the bruising and the cutting off of the blood supply and
the implantation of microbes into devitalized tissues; and
then, in connexion with the lighter types of wound, to deal
with the efl'ects of the bacterial implantation into tissues
not devitalized.

The disorganization and the shutting off of blood supply
which is the feature of all severe wounds is followed, of
course, by mortification ; and thereafter the necrotic tissues
fall a prey to every type of microbe : serophytic and sero-
saprophytic, aerobic and anaerobic, non-sporin^ and spor-
ing. And all these influences, working in coiiibiunf inn, -rill

cause the tissues to turn black and putrefy Pii' 1
' '

giving, where the wound is allowed to d
t\on ol dry (1011(1rcne. Under the black gn : i

there will, if the infection fails to spread (o
,

:

/^
tissues, and if things are not composed otb-rwi-.' I y ihc
growing out of the tetanus bacillus in the necrotic tis'sues,
giadually be formed a line of demarcation. And finally,
the gangrenous layer will be exfoliated, leaving under-
neath a granulating membrane and a surface infection.
Essentially the same sequence of events will supei-vene
if the wound is kept moist. Only here we shall have
inirist oaiuirene, and the necrotic tissues will be converted
into sloughs, and there will be earlier and more profuse
suppuration.

Shrapnel

re inflicted

Sliahler Punc1ieA-im Wounds Produced 1

and Shell.

We come now to the lighter wounds which ;

by blunt missiles, to the wounds which we may call

punchcd-in u-ounds. They are comparatively superlicial
wounds with steep sides going down to a floor sunk
below the level of the surrounding skin. Here the
microbes have been carried in over an area corresponding
to the superficies of the wound, and they are implanted
into the walls and the floor. What is important in con-
nexioa with this implantation is, that it is made not into
an open track from the walls of which the microbes might
be washed off by outflowing blood, nor yet into effused
blood, which is up to a point a very uncongenial culture
medium for microbes; but into lymph standing in lymph
spaces. Now the lymph in such spaces is only under very
low pressure—a pressure as low as, or lower than, that of

the capillaries—and by consequence when lymph spaces are
broken into we have nothing in any way analogous to the
outflow of blood from a wounded vein or arterj'. There will

at most be a little weeping of lymph, and the conditions will

be comparable to those jiroduced if, after dealing a heavy
blow with a hammer upon the bark of a tree, there
followed a little exudation which afterwards dried, forming
an impermeable coatin<^. It is clear that we should then
bave, instead of a washing away, anembeddiug of microbes
in the outflowing fluid, and an incorporation of these
into the subjacent tissue. The conditions in the punchcd-
in wound are, as you will now see, very unfavour-
able. They will be unfavourable, first, because the anti-

bacterial power of the lymph with which the microbes are
brought in contact is bound to be (quickly exhausted ; and,
further, because with the arrest of the lymph flow there will

uolonger be any renewal of the lymph. Again, the conditions
are unfavourable also in the respect that the leucocytes
coming, as they do in such a case, only tardily into a zone
which is already poisoned by microbes, cannot press home
their attack. The emigrating leucocytes will therefore

do nothing but choke up the tissues for a considerable area
round each focus of bacterial infection.

In this way we get in the course of a very few days all

round our puucliedin wound a hard infiltrated edge,

margined to-wards the healthy skin by a zone of pale

pink ; and iu the indurated walls of the wound we havo
an impriso)ird iiifcctiou. That infection will now extend,

and, if it finds its way outwards to the surface too solidly

obstructed, vrill spread inwards ; giving rise, according to

circumstances and the character of the microbic infection,

to cellulitis or jti-s (jangrene. In the ordinary course,

liowever, the infection will manage to break through to

the surface, and then again we have an ordiuarj» suppu-
rating surface with an infection offlowiiuj dischanjes.

It is important to appreciate that the processes that

have just been described take place not only in the
punched-in wound, but everywhere where microbes are

implanted into lymph spaces, and where we liave after-

wards an efl'usion of lymph wliich desiccates and seals up
the wound.
. And precisely the same sequence of events a.s follows

upon the original implantation of microbes will, just so

long as the microbes still maintain themselves in the

walls of the tissues, recur if at any moment the wound
is allowed to desiccate and become lymph-bound. A set-

back of this kind will, for instance, almost inevitably

follow- when, by the transporting of the patient from hos-

pital to hospital, the washing out of the infected walls of

the wound is interrupted.

Nature of the Microbic Infection met vsith in

Wounds,
We now pass to consider very briefly the nature of Iho

microbes wliich are carried into wounds from the soiled

skin and clothing of the soldier. These microbes may, as

I pointed out in a previous lecture, be classified—and the

classification is important for treatment as well as for the

understanding of the mode of infection and of the evolution

of the wound—into two main classes, a class of serophijtes

which (presumably because they find ready-made
pabulum in the blood fluids) can live and multiply in

serum ; and a class of scro-saprophijtcs which, so far

as wo know, can develop iu the blood fluids only after

these have lost their antitryptic property—the proixirty

in question being that which inhibits those digestive iiro-

cesses which would bo capable of converting the native
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albumins of tbo scrum into pabnlnra for microbes. Inter-
mediate in cbaracter between the seiophytes and sei-o-
sapropltytcs is a class ot microbes wliich cauuot f^row iu
the serum when wc m:ike only a suiall implantation, but
•which, no doubt owing to the fact tliat they brius; into
operation powerful digestive ferments,= succeed in "estab-
lishing themselves when wo make a heavy iniplautatiou.
Me may call these imperfect or secnnilarif serop/iytes.
To the category ot scrophijtes belong the streptococcus

and the staphylococcus—the latter being far inferior to
the former with respect to its power of multiplying in
unaltered serum. To the category of imperfect seroplii/fes
belong the Bacillitxni'rcigenescapsiilalnsot VS'elch {Bacillus
perfriuffenn)

; the Bacillus jnoteiis ; its close eongenei-, the
Bactlhis 2yiJocyai,cus; and the wispshaped diphtheroid
bacillus commonly found in foul suppurating wounds.
To the class of sero-saprophj/tes belong the larger number

of microbes found in such wounds.
It will suffice hero to bring out a few of the more impor-

tant pomls m connexion with the serophytes and imperfect
serophytes w^hicb are found in wounds.

Ti'^Hf
'^''^''°'^c ™ost universally present is a streptococcus.

It differs in very many respects from the classical Strepto-
cofciw^^/o^^tjx-."!, which is met with, though much more rarely,m wounds. In film preparations of pus the streptococcus
here in question shows up nearly always as a diploooccus.
As obtained from agar and broth cultures, the elements of
the diplococcus arc lancet-shaped, and they are bent into
an angle. To follow the French description, they resemble
a circumflex accent or take tho lo. m ot saddle bags (/b>(«cs
en bcsace). In broth cultures we have interspersed with
these a few short chains. The cok^nies as they grow upon
agar are more opaque, less sharply margined, a id some-
what larger than those of the Streptococcus pyorjenes.
Instead of being as colourless as glass and severely dis-
crete, they show up as very faintly grev green, and, »hen
planted closely, tend to run together. As compared with
the ordinary Streptococcus 2>yogeues. growth is also much
more rapid—luxuriant cultures being obtained at 37^ C. on
broth and agar in four or live hours. Moreover, <nowth is
obtamed. not only at 37^ C, but also at the temperature of
the laboratory bench.

_
The most remarkable characteristic of this streptococcus

IS, however, the freedom with which it grows out in normal
serum, and also upon agar when transplanted in blood.
«heu we implant into blood in emigration tubes, putting
the tubes directly into the centrifuge, and from this into
the incubator, we obtain after three to five hours with a
moderate implantation a growth in the form of diplococci
and short chains permeating the whole white clot; or,
^vith very light implantation, a growth in the form of
colonies clearly visible to the naked eye and consisting of
typical convoluted chains made up ot indefinitely numerous
elements. In the case where wo implant into blood and
then implant the blood culture on agar, we have very
opaque white couvc.n. colonies which may be as much as
lialf, or even one, centimetre in diameter; and which
except for the fact that they are rati or moister, closclv
resemble staphylococcus colonies. T.iese are made
np of lancet-shaped diplococci, which midit easily be
taken for pneumococci. The surrounding blood is not
liaemolyzed.
There will be no doubt in the mind of any one who has

studied descriptions and illustrations of the enterocoecus
and Its mode of growth on ordinary media as given in
I'lcnch bacteriological textbooks that the streptococcus
^ere in questiou is the enterocoecus of the French authors
Moreover, it may be taken as assured-^tor we have com-
pared our cultures of streptococci from wounds with a
series ot cultures of streptococci obtained by Professor
Drcycr and his colleagues from the stools of patients whowere being searched in the ordinary way for typhoid and
paratyphoid baoilh-that the streptococcus wl are hero
cousideriug is the ordinary streptococcus of the faeces.
Anci assurance is made still more comnlete by the fact
tbat when searching normal faeces by the faeco-scro-
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culture method^ my fellow worker. Lieutenant A. C. Fumaa
invariably obtained from tho faeces in his aftcrwashes apure culture of a streptococcus wli.ch was.iu all tho abovo-
i.untioned morphological and biological characters, in.lis-
tinguisI,;.bIo fvon. that which is practically invariably

"iiihl^. \\c may therefore take it as uu-
1 tlie streptococcus which is coramonost

derivation, and both our facca- and
low that it the suiallest possible im-

"lade, in no matter what
, it will immediately grow

present in the «
question:il.K (li:

in woniuls is vi i:u(

piio-serc-cullures si

plantation of this microbe
bacterial admixture, into aeru
out there.

With regard to the presence ot staphylococcus in wounds,
It may be pointed out that, by reason of its wide distribu-
tion m the skin and its serophvlic inoperties, it is bound
to be present in practu ,;;. ::i v, ,m„1.. We shall, how-
ever, presently, mdiscn- .Us of our pyo-sero-
cultures, appreciate th.u u ,.,,,,,1, ,„ the wound is very
quickly restricted by chauo.,-, i„ U„. bluod Uiiids (and with
tUese there may possibly be associated also changes in the
leucocytes) which are produced by the immunizing re-
.sponses of the patient.

°

Like the staphylococcus and the Streptococcus faccalis
which we have just been discussing, the bacnias of Welch—which IS also, of course, a constant inhabitant of tho
tapces—IS implanted, one may take it, into every wound
Ibis microbe, be it noted, is only an imperfect soropliyte'
In point of fact, as my fellow worker, C'nptaiu d'Este
Lmery, has succeeded in showing, tho serum exerts upon
tlie bacillus of Welch a very couaideniblo bactericidal
power; and it is therefore iu serum cultures only the
surviving microbes which grow and multiply, and in'blood
cultures only those which both r.sist tlic action ot tho
serum and also elude destruction 1-v |.lin.',„ yles. All thismeans—and chnical experience ai.iiiu i«,V,, ii,i^ out-that
if we can bring the blood fluids an, I 1, !:,,,, vt,s to bear on
^^

w*?^'! ^?°i'^''^s we have very little ludccd to tear from it.
V\hat little requires to be said about the Bacillus

pyocyanens and proteus and other members ot tho class
of imperfect serophytes may for the moment be reserved.'

''.'",'
1

'' '"- "11 somethmf; may ariiu-oiiriatolv he said al.niift

ito sen.
linnHBU ikujyer, and liow far
agiuiist these. And again it is
culture that we can, when deali
of microbes, choose out from
ought to employ as vaccine".
What we want for thc-^ 1

,,

which will enable us to ma I., ,

then a series oE smaller an.:

'tlH.,K

aking a, capillary pipette

riSsestL.->n here made wins sut
ecus, which we may talii^ as t
^ hen growing iu clear siruiu. e
,wer. whereas boib the Dnr.tlltt.'

And it will be remember

•nd other substances.

iqiiefy/

Dirt from the fact that the
JB tyi.e of a true serouhyte,
iei:t any reduction 111 i •. anti-
proleuH and iho bacillu of
SI in thia connexion H.at the

iJJie Bacillus proteus and
NUbstancca (even

\ may be. fat. urea,

IcawnH beliiiid a imit ,ni~I,

Into the tube thus primeil '

serum, then an air-bublilc, ai
of serum separated \i\ mv-Ih
successive volumes ,,, 11,1,

implantations. If v..

plantations in whirl
steeply,'' we can, alLi 1 n ;

: .

and carrying it sunir i
:

!,

just above the level ,,1 ,, ;, , ,

that in the ordinar, v , . : , ,

can, leaving the stim n;,,, ,

making each unit •Milmu, .
:;;

aud down over the impla.ited
off the microbes more eCfectiv

SThis

wash and after-wash i

in many cases as far a
twentietu after-wash.

the fltteeuth and in cases as far as the
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s/i ^iHlinrl.—Bere we place two naucial marks on the

time I- . ,.!.,.i„i.-.: ...... ...o 1..... .i.jusly

uiiin)|il

Jl/,7', Uivdlioint ill Capillaiij Tnhes.—
When Mider amifii-obic conditions we
proccM-.l .' i. '!:-!> according as we want to

cultivate (iiilv one \(iliii)u' ol Konim, or a series of volumes of

serum, the iirst or the second of the procedures now to be
described.
MHlwd 0/ iiu:l-!iio .7 Siiinlr ns dhUiHiifh:!,,;! /mm a 3Mtiple

Anai'r''hi- < "/."i. '',. -1 i\ii,Phn-u I'r^..
. 'rn'.ini^ a ca|iillary

pipett. I
I '

I' I . imI.iwii into a
rubber!.)' .t .'i '-,'as, and now
altprii!i;.i ,. ..., ,, '..

1 m . 11 tlm teat we
e^l^.i .

I M .. We
' •

.
'Hbe,

; the
.vent
llary

It gas
1. the
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Data Furnished by Pyo-sero-ciilture.

The method of pyo-sero-culturo was described in my
last lecture ^Sectiou 1, Subsection 1).' We may, however,
substitute for the lengthier procedure there set out the
wash and after-wash method (ride supra).

Having by this method introduced into pipettes similarly

implanted with the patieufs pus—into the one a series of

unit volumes of the patient's blood, and into the other a
series of unit volumes of a normal serum—and having incu-

bated these for from six to twelve hours, we now follow the
procedure portrayed in Fig. 3, a, infra. Beginning with
the volume nearest the distal end of the stem which has
received the smallest implantation, we blow out our suc-

cessive serum cultures in separate drops on to the surface
of a sterile slide ; and then, with a platinum needle or glass

filament, stroke out these in succession upon an agar plate,

making in this way a series of linear implantations. On
incubating our plates we then obtain, with the serum of a
wounded man who is uninfluenced by his infection, exactly
the same results as with the normal serum. In the case of

Fig. i.—iTethod of Ptjo-sero-cuUure.
A. Pipette which has been implanted by the wet-wall methodand has then been filled in by the wash and after-wash procedure

serum. By the side of the pipette to the
i of discs representing the series of unit

out in order from the pipette, and,
iiscs are a series of lines representing
upon agar.

implantations made with the

•Kith
right I

volumes of serum blowc
finally, '

>. Results of the
it volumes of the patient's serum.
:, Besultsof the series of linear implantations made with the
It YOlumes of the normal serum which was used as a control.

a wonnded man in the negative phase of his infection, we
obtam cultures containing a variety of microbes (all of
them members of the class of imperfect saprophytes)
unrepresented in the cultures made with the normal
serum; and, moreover, as compared with these, the
cultures made with the patient's serum are more luxuriant
and extend also into higher dilutions. In cultures made
with the serum of a wounded man who is making satis-
factory immunizing response—and the illustration' repro-
duces the results actually obtained, by implanting the pus
of such a patient into his own serum, and into That of a
normal man—we have in botli series of pyo-sero-cultures
only serophytes, staphylococci and streptococci, but while
the cultures made with the patient's serum (Fig. 3, b) fur-
aiish only a few discrete colonies, and these onTy the first
•tvash and two after-washes, we have with the normal

' BBITI8H Medical Joorsal, April 10th, 1915, p. 625.

serum (Fig. 3, c) massed colonies in the first seven
plantings, and the first eight plantings furnish cultures.
The significance of such data will, perhaps, best be

appraised if we compare the method of sero-pyoculture

—

considered as a procedure for the appraisemeut of the
clinical condition and prospects of the wounded man

—

with the method of pyo-ctUfiire which Delbet has quite
recently proposed to use for these same purposes.
The real value of the method of sero-pi/o-culture lies in

this, that it tells us up to what point the blood fluids of

I

the patient would, without aid received from the leuco-
cytes, be capable of protecting themselves against an
implantation of microbes, and specifically against an
implantation of microbes from the wound. Now merely
to tell us this, is not to tell us how the microbes are going
to fare in the wound. For we are not entitled to assume
of the blood fluids that they will in the wound obtain
unrestricted access to the microbes ; nor of the leucocytes
that they will not die in the wound, converting thereby
the effused lymph into a favourable culture medium for
microbes. Still, evidence of satisfactory immunizing

1 response obtained by the method of pyo-sero-culture is, so
far as it goes, evidence of favourable import, always with
the proviso that the wound be treated in a rational manner.
The method of 2)yo-cultu.re aims at arriving by an

idyllically simple procedure going straight to its goal, at
a trustworthy forecast of the future of the wound. It is

suggested that by merely incubating the pus and then
examining microscopically to see whether the number of
microbes has increased or remained stationary we shall be
able to foretell the future, and to decide, where the clinical
appearances seem to prescribe amputation or other radical
surgical procedure, whether operation can be avoided.
In connexion with this proposed method of investigation,
the first point to note is that the pictures which are
furnished by it are generally the very reverse of clear, and
that we are not in any way helped by controlling, as we
are invited to do, our culture in pus by cultures made by
implanting pus into bouillon. In point of fact, this par-
ticular method of controlling our results could only
mislead, for the common pyogenic micro-organisms, and in
particular the coliform organisms, would, no matter how
sparingly they might be present in pus. always grow out
luxuriantly in the bouillon culture. But let us suppose for
a moment the case that we have been able to satisfy
ourselves that the micro-organisms in our pyo-culture
have increased, or to satisfy ourselves that they have not
increased ; and let us then ask ourselves what prognostic
value would attach to the one or the other finding. There
cannot be any doubt as to the answers to these questions.
A multiplication of the microbes in the pyo-culture would,
of course, indicate an unsatisfactory condition in the
wound ; but we should not know whether to interpret this
as a consequence of a defective immunizing response on
the part of the patient, or as a consequence of the surgeon
having suffered the wound discharges to accumulate and
become corrupt in the wound. On the other hand, if the
microbes definitely failed to grow out in the patient's pus,
tills would clearly suggest that the patient was making
good immunizing response: and that, in correspondence
with this, the wound would, given requisite attention, be
likely to progress favourably.

Data Furnished b-ij Measurements of the Opsonic Power
of the Patient's Serum.

The changes in the serum which gradually render it a
more and more uncongenial culture medium for microbial
growth have their counterpart in changes in the serum
which render the microbes an easier prey for phagocytes.
These changes in the opsonic power of the serum are
exactly similar to those -which manifest themselves in all
other forms of localized infection ; and we find, when we
look for them, in connexion with wounds, all the pheno-
mena of autoinoculation with which we are familiar in

]

other bacterial infectious. .\nd every day it becomes
clearer that every displacement or movement of a fractured
and infected limb—such displacements, for instance, as
are associated with the transport of the wounded man, or
the sagging of his limb when it is dres.sed, and also all

those unguarded passive movements which the surgeon or
orderly may inflict when the patient is under an anaes-
thetic—operate as autoinoculations, and are followed by
that sequence of negative and positive phases which we
are accustomed to witness after the stirring up of a focus
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of infection by active exercise, massage, or the application

of Bier's bandages.'"

Data Furnished by a Sludi/ of the Emigration Eesponse

of the Patient's Lcucoci/tcH.

As was already brought out in my last lecture, compara-

tive experiments made with the method of testing emigra-

tion there described show that wo have in patients who
have made immunizing response to their wound infections

or to the inoculation of streptococcus vaccines, an emigra-

tion response to streptococcus implantation which is

strikingly greater than that of the normal man. I do not,

until the method of estimation shall have been further im-

proved, desire to be more detailed on this question. I

prefer to pass on to consider the bactericidal power of the

whole blood, for we have in this the resultant of all those

factors in immunity which we have been separately

considering.

Data Furnished brj a Study of the Bactericidal Power

of the Whole Blood.

The experiments on the bactericidal power of the whole

blood which I undertook in connexion with work on

pneumonia in South Africa" constituted a first attempt to

make a complete evaluation of the bactericidal power of

the blood fluids and leucocytes working in conjunction and

reinforcing each other.

Let me lead up to what I have to say upon this matter

by reminding you in connexion with these experiments with

the pneumococcus that the blood fiuids exert no bacteri-

cidal effect upon that microbe. And let me also very

briefly go back over the procedure which I employed.

That procedure was to make by the wet-wall method
implantations of the pneumococcus into blood drawn

direct from the finger, or, as the case might be, into

washed corpuscles suspended
in serum, decalcified blood,

blood kept liquid upon ice,

and into what 1 will, to dis-

tinguish it from cxvascular

blood, venture barbarously

to call cxcoagular blood.

I mean by that—the red and
white corpuscles and serum
which come out from the

blood clot when it contracts.

Tlie experiments conducted
with all these different

varieties of blood gave, as

perhaps some of you will

remember, very remarkable
but undeniably paradoxicaJ

results. With blood drawn
directly from the finger a
very striking bactericidal

effect—an efl'ect which was
upon occasion equivalent to

a killing off of 600,000, to

as much as 1,000,000 pueumo-
cocci per cubic centimetre

of blood—was achieved. But
it was not in every instance

achieved.
With none of the other

varieties of blood was
any bactericidal effect

achieved ; or if there was
any effect it was very in-

significant and very incon-

stant. The reason for these

diverging results did not at

that time appear. I made
some guesses which fell

wide of the mark.
This was the position

of the question when I

again, in connexion with the

foUo-wed. streptococcus, addressed
myself to the study of the

bactericidal power of the whole blood. And the situation

to be dealt with was here essentially the same as in

1" Viile. in tbis connexion the autoinoculation curves set out in the
author's .S'diriies on Immunization. Constable, London.
" r.ancet. January 3rd, 1914. p. 1.

m\

" complete mural" implantation.
In A the distal endot the capillary
stem has. as a first operation,
been fitted on as far as the upper
fiducial mark with blood. An air
bubble was then drawn in : after
this the tip of the tube was dipped
into a microbial suspension, and
then was allowed to run in as far
as the distal fiducial mark. After
this the microbial suspension
was expelled and the blood weis

then, to receive its " wainscot
implantation," driven down to
the orifice of the tube. In B,
where the blood receives a " com-
plete mural implantation." an

atially similar procedure was

the case of the pneumococcus, saving only in the respect

that tlio serum is a much laetter culture medium for

the streptococcus than for the pneumococcus.
During many months of work only very disappointing re-

sults were obtained. The blood
of normal men, the blood of

wounded men who were pro-

gressing favourably, and my
own blood and that of two of

my colleagues after we had l>^______y
been inoculated with strepto- |?#^?K^S|
coccus vaccine, alike gave,
when implanted with strepto-

a graduated manner,
nod f<9 no evidence of any

!
- ' '

I
. r.ver. Or at any

mconstant re-

ined.

' ri a more violent

Fig. 5.

witli the pueumococcns, torthi'

blood that failed to kill strepto-

coccus was not blood which had
in ,-iiiy \v;iy been tampered with,
but lilwdil drawn directly from
the tinj;i r; and it is, in view of

the favourable event of most
streptococcus infections, and
the striking therapeutic effects

obtained by streptococcus vaccine, impossible to doubt
that streptococci are killed in the blood.

At the end, a possible explanation of the contradiction

between the results obtained in vivo and in vitro suggested

itself. I suddenly woke up to the fact that there was a
flaw in the technique I was employing.
The nature of this flaw will be understood on referring

to tlie accompanying diagrams. In my experiments the

implantation of microbes into the blood was made by
what I have called tlie method of mural implantation.

And the particular form of mural implantation employed
was the comiilete mural ijnplantation (Fig. 4, b).

Now what follows in the case where we implant into

a blood which afterwards clots is brought before the eye

in Fig. 5. When the clot contracts the space which was
at the outset filled with unclotted blood and then with

coagulum (Fig. 5, a) divides itself up into two regions.

(Fig. 5, B), a region occupied by clear serum and a region

occupied in part by the clot and in part by the corpuscles

which have fallen out from the clot and have ranged

themselves round its base. The first of these regions-

is one in which streptococci—supposing they had once
managed to find their way there—would be quite safe from

phagocytic attack and would find conditions favourable

to their growth. In the second region, inasmuch as the-

phagocytes would be crawling about and fossicking for

microbes in the clot and escaped red corpuscles, there would

at any rate be a chance of the leucocytes extinguishing the-

infection. Mutatis mutandis, this would apply_ also in

experiments conducted with the different varieties of

incoagulable blood. In each case the corpuscles would

settle to the bottom, aud there would be left above them
a band of clear serum where microbes would be quite safe

from phagocytic attack.

It will be obvious that these quite elementary considera-

tions provide a very simple explanation of all the blaiik

results obtained in our bactericidal experiments. They do- )

more than that. They point the way to a better technique-

For clearly, if instead of making a conqHefe mural im-

2)lantation, we now limit ourselves to what I may call

a wainscot implantation (Fig. 4, a) we shall be planting:

all our microbes into a region of the blood where they

will have to run the gauntlet of the white corpuscles; and

there will no longer be for them, as there was with the

complete mural implantation, any direct way of escape-

into a region of safety provided by the serum.

It will suflice to say in connexion with this improved

technique that it has answered even beyond expectation,

and that v,-hen we limit ourselves to a wainscot implanta-

tion, and iiiiiko implantations with graduated dilutions of

streptococcus, we obtain not only with exvascular blood,

but also with excoagular and c'itrated blood conclusiva

evidence of bactericidal power.

Let me, however, make the following point plain. Evea

with this improved technique, the demon of chance has
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not been exorcised from our experiments. .\.nd since

chance will always, in our experiments, play a part in

the ordering and disposition of leucocytes, it will be
impossible in the case where the bactericidal power of

the blootl is centred upon these, and so operates only
where gravity permits, to get regular quantitatively

accurate results, such as are attainable when the bac-

tericidal power is centred in the serum, and so operates

imiformly through the medium.
I would ask you to note this point. It is necessary to

emphasize it here where we are considering the blood

changes produced by immunizing response to autoinocula-

tion, and it will be necessary to emphasize it again when
I come to speak of vaccines and their emploj'ment in con-

nexion with wound iufections.

But wo have not, in the matter of the leucocytes
and the factors which determine the bactericidal effect

they exert, got quite to the end of our story. You
will find the following experiment very full of instruction,

and it has, as we shall presently see, very important appli-

cations in connexion with the treatment of wounds.
We take a couple of looped pipettes, such as are shown

in Fig. 7, and we proceed as follows. In a first operation

r> n

Fie. 6. I'iS, 7.

Fig. 6.—The figure shows a magnified view of the distal ends of
^he capillary pipette represented in Fig. 7. ailed in with citrated
blood, which is disposed, with respect to microbes positioned at +,
in A in the agathotropic, and in b in the kaliotropic arrangement.
In A the pipette has been placed upright, in B in the inverted
position, and in each case the blood has settled down in three
layers, the red corpuscles below, a layer of white corpuscles above
them, and at the top clear plasma.
Fig. 7.—In A and B the elements of the blood had before im-

'^lantation been allowed to settle down respectively into the
'agathotropic" and "kakotropic " arrangement, and we have
represented here the final result, the nutrient medium remaining
in the former case sterile, while it shows in the latter a microbial
growth.

^e fill into the cultivation chamber in the barrel of the
pipette a nutrient medium which will reveal by a colour
change any growth of streptococcus (we have such a
medium in cane-sugar litmus-broth). We then fill up to a
fiducial mark on the stem with a 15 per cent, solution of

citrate of soda, blow this out again, and then fill in with a
unit volume of blood from the sterile finger. We now,
after carrying the blood several times up and down the
capillary stem so as to mix thoroughly with the citrate,

seal up the end of the tube. This done we place our
pipettes in a test-tube rack—the one in the upright posi-

tion, the other with the tip turned upwards—and we let

the blood sediment. The red corpuscles will now, in

the upright pipette, be brought to the distal, and
in the inverted pipette to the proximal, end of the
volume of decalcified blood. (Fig. 6, a and b.) And
in each case there will be on the top of the
fed a layer of white corpuscles, and above this

A laj'er of clear plasma. We now, taking, of course,

the pipettes in hand one after the other, make into each a
minimal implantation of streptococcus. We do this by
just dipping the tip of the tube into a streptococcus sus-

pension and then very cautiously bringing the corpuscles,
or, as the case may be, the plasma, into contact with the
infected inner surface of the tip of the tube. We now
incubate the pipettes for three or more hours—the one in

the upright, the other in the inverted position. And, finally,

using the procedure as described in my textbook of

technique,^- we carry up the implanted blood into the
nutrient fluid provided in the incubation chamber.
We obtain in experiments of this sort always one in-

variable result. In the case of the pipette which is kept
upright—that is, in the case where the implanted strepto-

cocci have to run the gauntlet of the wliite corpuscles

—

the microbes are all killed off, and in consequence our
nutrient medium undergoes no change. In the case
where the pipette is inverted and we implant directly into

the plasma the streptococci survive, and our nutrient fluid

changes from blue to red.

And we can vary our experiment in all sorts of ways,
and still each time get the same result. For instance, we
can, by very simple devices, cut the red corpuscles out of

our experiment and work,
leucocytes and plasm.a. Or
our pipettes, and tn. n. i

'';
. 1

dispose them 11,1,'

upon the microb. ,1 .

All this show^, :i- I ;hM:

the wound, only with
D can at the outset invert
I planting into the plasma,
iiiing down our leucocytes
the infection,

hat we have arrived at a
rjeueralization which must be important for practice. Let
me formulate it for you thus.
Where the leucocytes are in the front rank and the blood

fluids behind, the elements of the blood are marshalled in

that order which is most favourable for combating strepto-

coccic infections. I will venture to call that arrangement
the agathotropic arrangement ; but I should have no quarrel
with any lover of superlatives who might feel moved to call

it the aristotropic arrangement ; nor yet with any gram-
matical purist who might ijrefer to call it the eutropic

arrangement; I would only insist that where we set out
to extinguish a streptococcic infection we ought to place
the leucocytes in the forefront of the battle.

When we have realized what is the favourable arrange-

ment of the elements of the blood for the combating of

streptococcus infectious, there will have come home to us
also that there is an unfavourable arrangement. And we
have seen that the unfavourable arrangement is that in

which the blood fluids are ranged up in front and the
leucocytes are behind. I would ask you to let me call that
the kakotropic, but there is no reason why you should not
call it the kakistotropic or the dysiropic arrangement.
With this I bring to a conclusion the preliminary portion

of our subject matter, and let me say that of the lessons

that can be drawn from it many will only appear later.

(To be continued.)

has been appointed by the Governor of

Indiana to investigate the causes and means of prevention
o£ mental deficiency in that State. We learn from the
New York Medical Ercord that a report recently published
by the American Eui^euic Society recommends the steri-

lization of an increasing number of defectives each year
until the number reaches about half a million. It is esti-

mated that If this recommendation were carried out the
propagation of the mentally tmfit in the United States
would be practically at an end.

Jx the September number of the Cronica Medico-
Qf, 'nirr/ica of Havana some particulars are given of the
lit \ M. Scliool of Medicine, founded in the city of Batavia in
ISO J. It has 116 students, and degrees are conferred on
some teu or twelve candidates every year. As the popu-
laiion of the Dutch Indies is 52 millions, these figures
sliow that the medical profession isnotovercro%vded there.
Tlic course of study extends over nine years, of which
three are spent in an arts school and six in the School of

Medicine. The lectures are given in Dutch. Forty bodies
arc dissected each year, and the clinical and bacterio-

logical teaching is said to be sound. Admission to the
classes is free ; the students are lodged and boarded
without charge and receive an allowance of 6 to 10 dollars

a month from the Government. A new school, with
accommodation for 400 students, is now being built at the
cost of the State.
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NOTE ON
FUNCTIONAL MURMURS AND IRREGULARITIES

OF THE HEART.

By Sm JAMES F. GOODHART, Bt., M.D.,
CONSULTING PHX8ICIAN TO GUT'S HOSPITAL. KTC.

That the War Office should have issued a memotaiidum
on " The siguiticance of abnoiiual sigus iu the recruit's

heart," from the jieu of Sir James Mackenzie, is a very
wise and useful move, that may be expected to be of great
assistance to all those engaged iu the examination of

recruits, and not alone to them—it will be a help to many
at work in general prm-ticp. It must often have been a
matter of kuov, lid^c tn inaiiy, quite unconnected with the
present war, that unuiv :i yoiiug, healthy man, eager for

service, and apjKirciitly well fitted for it, was too often
refused for a quite unimportant umrmur.

In the course of years I have several times had a quasi-
impersonal tussle with a medical board for rejecting a
candidate for an imperfect heart who had nothing of that
sort the matter with him, and I doubt if the candidate
has ever been successful. Once or twice I liave even
encouraged an appeal, only to hear that it hasonded in costing
the appealer a fee of several uiiiin :is fn] \]v.- siiecial board,
the original verdict being sm ,. 1.

: 1 ;. nut altogether
dissent from this attitude of :ii ::

! n they need to
look at an individual from \u.<u\ i-iD; if view, and on
them is the responsibility if one, wlio ultimately proves
unequal to the strain, be accepted. Nor is it, indeed, con-
fined to examinations for the army : a very similar thing
happens, and happens frequently, in the business of life

insurance, and many a life has been loaded that had no
cause for any such impost, and no doubt a great injustice
is sometimes done thereby to young men just entering life.

The question to be decided is one needing experience
and judgement, and though we may all give the best we
have, we cannot dispense what we have not got. I have
often wished that it were possible in all cases of doubt to
introduce the element of civil experience upon the boards

;

it would surely add to the weight of the opinion and tend
to a real adjustment of any inequalities of judgement.

Nothing could be better than Sir James Mackenzie's
memorandum, whether it deals with murmurs or irregu-
larities or the eft'ects of e.xcitement, as temporarily
disturbing the action of the heart. I would have some
of bis dicta scored in red and handed not only to a special
section of us, but to every one. To remember that
" physiological murmurs are always systolic iu time and
may be situated at apex or base or between," would alone
save many a mistake when considered in conjunction with
such other points as are here wisely brought to our
notice. In the matter of irregularities of the heart,
however, »" we except the quite youug, there are indeed
sometimes i.-»al difficulties that may well cause even the
seasoned ono to be at fault, and which there might just
now, when men are so wanted, be a tendency even
unduly to belittle.

This is where my own doubts have crept in, and perhaps
it may help some one else if 1 say so : the heart is in this
or that case, as I think, physiologically sound—that is its

valves and muscle. Except iu the case of the young recruit,

to whom chiefly, and sufficiently, the memorandum refers,

would it be safe to jjass such irregularities of action even
though such are admittedly often quite innocent '?

Let me mention two cases iu point

:

A man over 50 had never been ill in his life till taken,
out at the front, with appendicitis, and after tliat with
something else, two separate operations being necessitated.
He recovered from these quite well, and remained so for
two or three months, when his heart " began to jump," as
he expresses it, and now it is sometimes very irregular,

the systole frequently failing to give a radial pnl.se. The
heart in its better moods is apparently quite sound, there
being neither murmur nor dilatation nor short-windedness,
and in civil life I should send him away and make little c,i

it. There are many such cases where the heart's action is

disturbed ; it may be persistently rapid, apart from any
ticl;i:table malady ; or slow, as after severe shock or other
depressing influence; or there may be irregularity from
liigcsUve disturbances. In all these the heart may
appiar to be sound, and the fault some failure in the

cerebral nerve drive—not much, one might think, to keep
a man back. Yet is such a one safe if allowed to return ?
I thiuk one must say No. He is not as yet able to
stand the impact of emergencies, and he is unfit, not by
reason of actual disease of valves or muscle, but from a
general want of stamina, from which the heart suffers iu
conimon with all our other members. A. further possi-
liiliti- ;ils., w.mld seem to attach to this form of irregu-
1"''> " '

'
= middle age approaches the heart's action

Hi .' I :.iin recover its proper stability, although
I i|i ii< III

1 1 1.
:
11 y years of useful if not of excessive work.

I'iic sicund case is very similar, but in a younger man,
only just over 40. He was evidently a very nervous man,
so that I was rather prepossessed in favour of making
little of his complaints; yet, on careful consideration,
there seemed good ground for believing that the irregu-
larity of the heart's action was due to faulty cerebral
control, for he had been working twenty-four hours round,
and needed rest for the taking in fresh supplies of energy.

There must be many who have come into touch with
cases like this—cases where the outlook is encouraging,
yet where it cannot be said to be devoid of possibilities,
and where decision may be difficult.

THE RECRUIT'S HEART.

ALEXANDER MORISON, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

SENIOR PHYSICIAN, GREAT NORTHERN CENTRAL HOSPlTAXi.

Having, during the progress of the present war, had to.

consider, both in hospital and private practice, the suit-

ability of officers and men for military service, on account,
of some cardiac condition or anomaly, I have read with
care Sir James Mackenzie's memorandum on the recruit'.s.

heart, which appeared in the British Medical Journal.
for October 16th. As it is issued at the desire of the
Army Medical Service, evidently with a view of preventing
the rejection of as many recruits as may be considered
safely possible, whose cardiac state does not satisfy-

examiners, I sliould hesitate to comment upon it. But the
matter is important, and the paragraphs of which the
memorandum consists require, in my opinion, both ampli-
fication and qualification to be safely used as guides by
examiners, who must of necessity vary considerably in

their experience of the conditions dealt with in them.
The first suggestion of the memorandum is, that before

examining the heart by the usual methods, its efficiency

should be gauged by ascertaining the history of past
exertion and the behaviour of the patient under strenuous^

efl'ort. A judgement, favourable or unfavourable, might b&
based upon the data thus gathered, but a favourable judge-
ment might have to be qualified by the discovery of local'

error in the mechanism of the heart, and an unfavourable-
judgement on this point should not necessarily lead to the
rejection of a recruit who was found on examination tO'

have a mechanically perfect heart which, in training,

might, like his whole muscular system, somatic and
visceral, gain power by exercise.

The next paragraph of the memorandum, however, which
deals with murmurs, and which, like all of them, has the
merit of a brevity which might with advantage and with-
out prolixity have been expanded, oft'ers a certain amount
of argument iu its closing lines. " It is manifest," it reads.
" that, if the cause which produces the murmur hampei^
or embarrasses the heart in its work, the size of tin

embarrassed chamber will increase, and its functional

efficiency be impaired."
The "size," however, of a heart with even an organic

valvular lesion, as determinable by the methods employed
at a recruiting office, may not be found to be increased, and
the past history of behaviour on the i)art of an organically

affected heart may be good. The prognosis of future

behaviour under the conditions of military life would, how-
ever, not safely be thus calculable. The nature of the-

mechanical defect would therefore require careful dia-

gnosis before the future stability of the heart could be-

estimated.

It may be stated in general terms that tlie heart which.

manifests an endocardial bruit after the exertion of
coming to the recruiting office and after having beei*

given exercise there to determine its persistence, is either
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organically affected, or, if " functionally," shows such a
degree of lack of touo in the cardiac muscle that the

recruit should only be accepted on probation. I can
scarcely expect the writer of the uiemjorandnm to agree witli

me on this point, for I think 1 do him no injustice when I

state that, judging from liis public utterances on the

subject on various occas ons, he would not hesitate to

accept one who sliowcd organic valvular lesion provided
the muscular action of the heart .satistied him. I presume,
liowever, that e.\perieuce has satisfied the Army Medical
Service that, notwithstanding exceptions to the rule

(usually accidentally discovered), there is wisdom in

absolutely rejecting the recruit with organic valvular
disease of the heart.

The " cardio-pulmonary bruit " the writer of the annota-
tion on the recruit's heart in the same number of the
JouBN'AL appears to regard as synonymous with the
' functional murmur." It is, however, exocardial and
negligible, except in so far as it may occasionally denote
some enlargement of the organ by the pulmonary rub
against the heart, chiefly towards the end of inspiration.

The negligible functional bruit at the apex of the heart

should disappear on assuming the erect position and on
exercise. Basic systolic bruits may persist and be less

important nuder the same circumstances.
As regards the fret]uency of these functional bruits in

adolescents, the younger the man the more likely is such
a murmur to be met with, but even in youth they cannot
be said to be common, as is often asserted. Among a
hundred healthy boys at a public school how many
manifest them ? Very few ; and what is true of schoolboys
of the so-called better classes is also true of the poorer, as
practice among them teaches. Their very transiency,
moreover, denotes a temporary abnormality; their persis-

tence renders them not negligible for prognostic purposes.
What is true of the heart affected with functional endo-

cardial murmurs is true also of the extra-systolic heart.

The extra-systole, which is not abolished by the augmented
and accelerated heart of exercise, is one not olten met
with in the young. When it persists, as it often does in

tlie older, it is usually associated with other signs denoting
cardiac fault.

" Auricular fibrillation " at the recruiting age will

usually be found associated with mitral valvular disease,

of which the fibrillation is the more or less direct con-
sequence, and a recruit presenting himself with it should
be rejected on account of the mechanical defect.

The " heart-block " determinable by the methods usually
pursued by the examiner of recruits and at the recruiting

age is so i-are that its occurrence would almost be a
medical curiosity, and the country will lose the services of

few on this account.
The rhythmical variation of pulsation associated with

respiration, so long known and common in the young, in

whom it is often coupled with an occasional reduplication
of the second sound, being purely physiological, is, of

course, no cause for rejection. At all ages it may be
induced by forced respiration and its detection by an
examiner ought to be regarded as evidence of his care
and accuracy in investigation.

Finally, the accelerated and augmented action of the
emotional heart ought also to lead to few rejections.
Even the inexperienced, who themselves possess hearts
and have known emotion, are unhkely to err on this
point.

I trust that these remarks will not be regarded as
unduly critical on my part. For my experieuco of cardiac
failure among soldiers during the present war has been
considerable and has convinced me that the estimation of
the recruit's heart is so important a point in judging of his
fitness for active service that I feel it a duty to raise a
wai-ning note against that minimization of mechanical
error in cardiac action which in civil life may be merely
unwise, but in military lite, under the conditions of modern
war, may prove disastrous, not only to the individual, but
be a source of expense and invahdism inconvenient to the
service.

The late Dr. Bruce Goff, of Both well, Renfrewshire, left
personal estate in the Cnited Kingdom valued ac £94,218.
The Government of the RepubUc of Panama proposes

tn estabUsh a universi y in Colon. The United States
fiovemment has under consideration a pro^iosal to found
one at San Jose de Puerto Bico.

S

THE EFFECT OF EXERTION OX THE
CIRCULATION.:

By J. M. MACPHAIL, M.D.Ei.ln.,

EDINBCBGH.

Considerable attention has recently been directed to the
effect of exertion on the circulation, and many attempts
have been made to gauge the etficiency of the diseased
heart by its reaction to exertion. The study of the subject
has yielded conflicting results, but the weight of evidence
points to a rise in systolic pulse pressure after moderate
exertion, and a fall in blood pressure where the heart is
failing or the exertion excessive.

Of the tests emplojed sphygmometric observations have
held a prominent place, but doubt has been thrown on
their value as an index to the work performed by the heart
or a guide to its functional ability,' and a method is

surely defective which merely registers the maximal
pressure but fails to indicate the pressure maintained
between the arterial beats. Thus, with a high systolic
pressure of sudden and fugitive nature we mav have
associated an extremely low diastolic pressure, a "combi-
nation which probably represents greater cardiac ineffi-

ciency than a blood pressure of lower but better sustained
character. The pulse of aortic incompetence, with its

high systolic pulse pressure and sudden fall to a very
low diastolic pressure, is an example of this type of
inefficiency.

In recording my results, I have used the sphygmo-
graph of the Mackenzie clinical polygraph, with its

long tracing paper, and the method adopted was as
follows.

A tracing of the pulse was taken in the sitting and in
the erect posture, and, with the sphygmograph and paper
still in position, the patient was asked to ascend twenty
steps. Immediately on arrival the clockwork was again
set in motion, and the result was a study of the pulse
within the first second or so of the completion of the
exertion. The pulse changes in character so rapidly from
moment to moment that time is all-important in recording
the delicate changes.
The sphygmograph has lost caste recently, and is con-

sidered quite unreliable as a guide to blood'pressure ; but
it, affords a means of estimating the power of the heart, as
compared with the resistance it has to overcome (Lauder
lirunton'-J, and gives some idea of the condition of the cir-

culation during a complete cardiac cycle. The tracings
exhibit a fall in pulse tension, as shown by a lowering of
the aortic notch, a flattening of the diastolic portion of the
tracing, and a falling away or absence of the predicrotic
wave. There is also very frequently a great variation of

systolic and diastolic pressure with each pulse wave, and
a marked respiratory irregularity. Though I have no
doubt the systolic pulse pressure is increased, the actual
result is the production of a collapsing pulse with a great
lowering of diastolic pressure. Schott,* Mahomed,' and
Sansom,' have called attention to this characteristic
feature of the pulse after exertion. A reduction in arterial
tension occurred in every instance ; but this was more
evident where the patients examined suffered from cardiac
disease with failing compensation ; and the more serious
the cardiac disease, the more pronounced was this reduction
in tension.

A glance at the tracings reveals the extreme changes
induced by exertion, even to a close mimicry of the pulse
found associated with such diseased conditions as aortic
incompetence and the terminal stages of pneumonia.

In testing cardiac efficiency it has been claimed that
the most reliable indications are the subjective symptoms
o£ breathlessuess and palpitation, but it is of interest to
have a permanent record of the changes.

Subjoined are the tracings with their explanations.

Case 1.

A male patient, aged 63, snflering from cardiac diiatation,
with oedema of the ankles, a mitral systolic murmur and
lireathlessness on exertion. The evstolic pulse pressure was
140 mm. in the sittrng posture. Exe'rtion causes a very evident
and dietinct fall of arterial tension, the artery being apparently
as empty at the end of cardiac sTstole as at the end of diastole.

• Extract from thesis for M.D., Edinburgh University. 1915.
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The preJicrotic wave is all but lost, whilst respiralory irregu-

larity aud hyperdicrotisiu appear. Buch a fall of teiiaiou in au

,Cj:yiCnUiiliJiiL

old patient with moderately high arterial pressure imlicalo

serious cardiac inadequacy.

Case ii.

A woman, aged 63, suffering from heart failure, with oedema
of the ankles, a mitral systolic murmur and a grossly irregular

pulse. On exertion the irregularity becomes extreme, but the

pressure varies with each arterial beat ; the pulse is markedly

Fia. 2.

affected by respiration, and is apparently very empty during
diastole. There is a complete absence of the predicrotic wave,
and some of the pulsations are almost monocrotic.

In these two eases the almost complete disappearance

of the predicrotic wave is presumptive evidence of a
dimiuished systolic pulse pressure.

Case hi.
The man of 72 years whose pulse tracing this represents was

iiot a patient, but was so breathless on exertion that some
degree of cardiac inefficiency seemed certain. The tracing
ehows the condition of the circulation where urgent dyspnoea
is a prominent symptom. The s\stoiic pulse pressure was

Fiij. 3.

150 mm. in the sitting posture, but apart from some Iiyper-
trophy of the heart there were no other evident signs of cardiac
disease. The respiratory irregularity, the sudden and abrupt
nature of the systole, and the empty condition of the artery
during diastole, deserve attention. Note the gradual return
to a higher tension one minute afterwards.

Case iv.

A male patient of 56 yeai-s, suffering from cai-diac dilatation,
with a mitral systolic murmur, oedema of the ankles, engorge-
ment of the liver, and well-marked dyspnoea. On exertion
feeble contractions, with a Hat plateau at the summit, such as

Fig. 4

we associate with heart failure, develop. There are also
intervals during which the pulse fails to affect the tracing. The
evidence here points to a much diminished systolic pulse
pressure.

Case v.
A female patient of 67 years, suffering from chronic

bronchitis, with cardiac dilatutioii, and a mitral systolic
murmur. While at rest, the jjulso of this patient was irregularm rate and rhythm, with about live •• uiteruiissions " during

iuutf.\ not slicwn in tlie tracing; but altur exertion therethei

Is groat irregularity of the pulse. At first one " extra-systole "
occurs after each full contraction, but towards the end of the
tracing these increase in number till they finally leave the
ilesconding line, and appear as small, rounded, independent
contractions along the base line.

Case vi.

This continuous tracing shows the effect the ruuuiug of
half u, mile at a quick pace Lad on the pulse of a healthy

boy oE 18 years. Before tho start the sphygmograph was
applied to the wrist, but some adjustment was called for at
the end of the first quarter mile. The attention necessary
at the end of tho half-mile wits very slight, and after in-

serting the smoked paper an additional 100 yards were
run to keep up the action. The result was chronicled
almost immediately. The prominent features are the very

low diastolic pressure, the marked respiratory irregularitj',

the hyperdiorotism, aud the variations in force and fullness

of the artery with each pulse wave. Tho effect is not
unlike that produced by the inhalation of aiiiyl nitrite,

aud certainly suggests a pulse of low teusioa, though the
systolic pulse pre.ssuro is undoubtedly powerful. After a
lew seconds the arterial tension begins to improve.
Cleghorn ^ took pulse tracings ot runners two minutes

after a Marathon race, and ho and VVilliauis' found that
there was a great reduction in blood pressure after such
severe exertion.

CONCLOSIOXS.
1. Exertion causes a rise iu systolic pulse pressure,

though a general vasodilatation may nullify this effect.

2. There is always a lowering of diastolic pressure.

3. In heart disease with failing compensation the fall iu

diastolic pressure is most pronounced ; and there is often
au almost complete absence of the predicrotic wave,
pointing to a diminished systolic pulse pressure.
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RAPIDITY OF THE PULSE DEPENDENT UPON
PiCRSISTENT DISTURBANCE OP THE

VASOMOTOR MECHANISM.
By KNOWLES BONEY, M.D.Lond.,

Cattain R.A.M.C.

The following remarks are based upon observation of a
series of twenty cases of rapid pulse in my charge. The
subjects were all Indians drawn from units of the Indian
Expeditionary Force in Flanders, who, after undergoing
treatment at a casualty clearing station and base hospital
for various injuries and ailments, had eventually been
transferred to a convalescent camp. In this camp it was
noticed tliat a certain number of the men did not improve
as they should; they always appeared languid, tired, and
generally unfit. On being ijuestioned no particular com-
plaint would be made, the man probably saying that he
felt weak and unable to do anything ; his general aspect
coincided with this view of things.

The brief physical examination possible under tho
circumstances revealed nothing much except the rapidity

of the pulse, and the patient was placed among the group
requiring prolonged convalescence. Improvement was
either very slow or did not take place at all, and it soon
became apparent that there was a permanent residue of

"unfits" in the camp—a residue which was slowly but
surely increasing.

I was privileged to investigate and report upon a certain

number of these "unfits," and tho following remarks aru

based upon observation of a series of twenty during a
period of six weeks.
The experience gained by medical officers during tho

South African war on the subject of cordite and its effect

on the heart is probably well known, aud in order, as far

as possible, to eliminate errors of this nature, the patients

were placed in a special ward, and were not allowed to

leave it for any purpose, a guard being mounted to enforco

this.

Every article of clothing and kit was taken away from
them except water bottles. Food and water were brought
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to them, and special lati-ine arrangements made. No
smoking was allowed, and no drug of any kind adminis-
tered. The patients were kept ia bed until after I had
made tlie morning visit : subsequently they were allowed
to get up and walk about the ward.
Among tho twenty cases tlieie was no common factor

which could be taken directly as having a causative
mflnence. They were of all races and castes—Moham-
medans who smoke and do not take alcohol ; Sikhs who
take alcohol ami do not smoke ; Hindus and Gurkhas who
usually do both. Most of them had been in France nine
or ten months, and for the greater part of that time had,
according to their own statement, been occupied in digging
trenches. Two had been gassed and four had been sent
down with mumps. None had recently suffered from any
acut« debilitating disease, and none had undergone a
period of prolonged rest in bed. Only three had been
wounded

;
a good many of them bad never taken part iu

an engagement.
When first seen by me they all presented the same

general characters—a tired, listless expression, fatigue on
walking a few yards or after a few simple exercises, andm one or two cases undue shortness of breatli after any
such slight exertion. Iu no case was any complaint made
of pain, palpitation, or other subjective symptom.
Physical examination of the patients while lyiu<T in bed

gave the following results :

°

One patient had marked dulhiess to the right of the
sternum. An .r-ray photograph showed a normal shadow,
and at a subsequent examination two days later the dull-
ness was no longer present. One other patient had dullness
to the extent of a lingorbreadth to the right of the
sternum, but there was no upward increase, and the
position of the apex beat was normal. In this same
patient was also observed slight pulsation m the jugular
vems. The heart sounds were normal and there was no
oedema.
With this possible exception there was no evidence of

dilatation of the heart iu any of them. None presented
signs of hypertrophy. In every patient the position of the
apex beat was within the nipple line. Tho cardiac impulse
was not forcible or heaving, in fact, in some cases it was so
weak as to be difficult of localization. The heart sounds
were normal in character and correctly spaced. Accentua-
tion of the pulmonary second sound was absent, and no
reduplication was observed. No form of irregularity was
present. •'

With regard to the character of the pulse, in every
patient except one the rate was normal while lyint^ down
The volume was good, and no irregularity iu rate or force
could be detected by the finger. The tone of tho vessel
wall appeared good, but as a certain number of them
showed thickening of the vessel wall (in five of them it
was marked, although no cardiac hypertrophy was present)
It is difficult to generahze about this. Blood pressure iu
the radial measured by a RivaRocci manometer varied
from 120 mm. to 140 mm. Hg. In no case was there auy
dicrotism. •'

On sloivly assuming the erect position, iu six patieuts
only did the pulse keep witiiin what was considered
normal limits. In the remaining fourteen tho rate was
enormously increased, iu some cases going up to 130 or
even 140—in one case to 156. In this latter case the
mcrease amounted to nearly double the rate and iu
nearly all It represented an increase of at least 30 beats
a minute over the rate while recumbent. On walking tlioward t^ylce slowly, the rate might be further increased by
SIX to eight beats a minute, but in some cases it hardly
suffered any mcrease at all. Thus in every one of these
14 case.s the great increase in rate took place merely as a
result of standing up. done iu every case slowly and with-
out effort. The character of the pulse imderwent a corre-
sponding change. The volume became poor and the radial
vessel appeared only half filled.

Blood press^ure readings taken again showed in most
cases a drop of 5 to 10 mm. Hg. In a few cases the dropwas greater than tins, reaching 15 to 20 mm. Ho. In one
case the reading fell from 135 mm. to 110 mm. H" There
were no missed beats and no dicrotism could be o°bscrved.

After the patient had been standing a couple of minutes
the rate would probably fall by 6 to 8 beats per minute,
after vrhich there would be no further alteration. Onlymg down again the pulse would continue to beat at its

f TheBbitmi c ^
L Mkdiou, Jorawii 039

nonual. In a few cases this reduction would take piaco

I next tried tho effect of raising tl.r vAlvn! ,,. mvpIvfrom the bed into a sitting posture. ';,,,
. , fi,;^

case was usually not as marked as ou s, ,,,
;

: i,,',,' ,,,'^
nevertheless very striking. I append li-,,, .. .il,,: u I iVo of
this, as below

;

=
1
u.^luc 01

Lying.
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John Kose Bradford, wlio also saw the cases, agreed;
;

consequently they cannot fall into this category.
|

With regard to the former ailment—the irritable heart ,

of adolescents—the case is different. Under this heading
]

Da Costa and otliers described cases in which the heart

action ^yas feeble for long periods, and attempts to sit up
Tvpre followed by fainting attacks and vanishing pulse

(Allbutt). A psychical element was often prominent,

although not a necessary concomitant.
As to the mechanism of central nervous control, wo know

that reflex acceleration of the heart may be brought about
by (1) accumulation of blood in the great venous reservoirs;

(2) diminution of the total volume of the blood as after a
haemorrhage, and (.3) peripheral expansion ; the principle

involved being the same in each case—namely, stimulation

of the cardiac centre brought about either by inferiority in

the quality or in the quantity of the blood supplying it.

The third of these factors corresponds to a loss of vaso-

motor control, and is represented by a general diminution
of tone all over tlie body.

It is also known that loss of tone occurs as a result of

general exhaustion, although, judging by recorded cases, it

would not appear to be of iong duration. Instances ar(

mentioned by Allbutt of rapidity of the pulse supervening
on muscular exertion in which the vasomotor system was
obviously at fault, but they recovered in a week or so, or

at any rate showed marked improvement, whereas, of thf
cases mentioned in this report, all of which were of at

least two months' duration wlien first seen by nie, the

majority at the end of six weeks showed no improvemfMil
at all. Further, in my cases there is no history of great

muscular effort. The history is rather one of laborious

work of more or less vexatious nature, spread over a
considerable time in a strange climate, and frequently
under conditions of great personal danger—conditions
which with more reason might have been expected to

produce the signs of strain as e.\hibited in " soldier's

heart."
The causation is probably to be found in a great com-

plexity of factors, into which tlie psychology of the Indian,

the exposure, shock, and fatigue of the campaign in a

climate to which he is unaccustomed, all epter.

ESCAPE OF THE TEXTRICLE, IN" ASSOCIATION

WITH CEKEBKO-SPINAL FEVER.
BY

J. DAVENPORT WINDLE, M.D.,
SOUTHALL.

By escape of tlie ventricle is understood interruption of the
normal inccliauisiii of the heart by the occasional manifes-

tation of the iilio-vcnlricular rhythm. It is an unusual
mecliaiiisu). and I do not know whether it has been noted
before in course of acute disease. In the present case

ilhistratiugthis arrhythmia (Figs. 1 and 2), the diagnosis of

cerebrospinal fever was established by bacteriological

examination of the spinal puncture fluid.

The patient, a fai.-tory worker, aged 15 years, left work
on .April 16th, 1915, bc<ause of headache and biliousness.

He came to my siu-gery on April 20th, looking pale and
tired, and coujplaining of sickness. He said he had been
subject to sick headaclie on and off for some months past.

I could find nothing definitely wrong, and told him to let

me know how lie was getting on in a day or

two. I did not see him again until the evening
ol April 30th; he said that since his last visit ' '

tlic licadaclie had been very bad, he had been
sick occasionallj', and had had diarrhoea. How-

j\

ever, he had kept about, ,aud felt so much j
better on April 20th tliat he went to work for

h:<U tlie day. Tlie temperature was 99= P., the
pulse quite regular at 86 to 90 per minute. He
looked very poorly, and I sent him home to

bed. I visited him at his home next morning
(May 1st). He complained of headache, was drowsy, and
had been sick. The temperature was 100= F., pulse regular
at about 80 per minute, no physical signs in chest or
abdomen, the pupils were equal and reacted normally.
Kernig's sign was present : his mental conlition was clear.

On May 2nd the general condition was much the same,
except that he was more drowsy and the pulse was
irregular at about 60 pcir minute; tracings of the pulses
and breathing showed sinus irregularity, the shortest
diastoles fallint> with inspiration.

On the morning of May 3rd the general condition was
much the same ; on examining the lieart, however, occa-
sional beats were noted to be unusu,%lly forcible, and with
these beats the sounds of the heart were modified, and
there was a largo single pulse in the veins of the neck.
Those events suggested tliat the auricles and ventricles

were contracting at the same time, as commonly happens
in extra-systole of the ventricle and with some of the beat-
in heart-block.

Evidence of simultaneous chamber contraction is fur-

nished by the records (Figs. 1 and 2) taken on this day

;

but analysis indicates that the mechanism by which it is

brought about is due to " escape of the ventricle," the
stimulus probably originating at the a-f node. In Fig. 1

the normal mechanism of the heart is disturbed in three

places, by simultaneous contraction of auricles and ven-

tricles, as evidenced by the large waves
J^,

corresponding to

the radial pulses marked ,r. These beats are due to idio-

ventricular contractions, the inherent rhythm of the
ventricle becoming operative, because the auricular

rate is slowed to, or a trifle below the idio-ven-

tricular rate. The inter-auricular intervals next
after the escaped beats are nearly but not quiti

so long, measuring 5 against f sec. This slight

difference, however, allows time for the sinus

impulse to reach and provoke the ventricle before

the idioventricular .stimulus can become operative.

Fig. 2 was recorded some hours later on the

same day as Fig. 1 ; here ventricular escape

is shown after inter-auricular intervals oi

§ sec, whereas the normal mechanism is maintained
in Fig. 2 with an interval of J sec. The relationship

of the escape of the ventricle to the respiratory move-
ments is notable ; it occurs at the lowest part of the
venous curve, that is to say, at the end of expiration.

Expiratory inhibition of the auricle is a common phe-
nomenon in meningitis, but it rarely shows the heart
below a rate of 45 to 50. The extreme susceptibiUty of

the inhibitory mechanism to respiratory influence in the
present case suggests that the vagus centres were involved
in the lesion.

The patient died suddenly in the night (May 4th), about
twelve hours after Fig. 2 was recorded. When I left him
his general condition seemed satisfactory ; there was no
symptom other than the heart rhythm "to arouse innue-

diate anxiety
;
presumably death was occasioned by vagus

inhibition.

At the annual meeting of the American Gynaecological
Society in Washington next May a discussion will take
place on the relations of sj'pliilis to obstetrics and
gynaecology. Dr. George Gellhoru, of 713, Metropolitan
Buildings, tit. Louis, Missouri, who has been delegated tn

arrange eletails, asks for the assistance ot those who are

doing scicntiiic work on the subject.
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SUCCESSFUL EARLT OPERATION IN WOUND
OF SMALL INTESTINE.

Bv Caitmn- JOIIX II. STEPHEN", R.A.M.C,
89Tn Fjrxn AMDCLAsrE (1st Hiohlaxd).

Ox August 13th Piivnto S. was admitted to oni- dressing

RtatioD, situated in a gully, a small branch of the famous
ravine running from the Oallipoleau coast up toAchi Bahr.
Half an hour before a shell liad blowu in the trencli in

wliich ho was ; it killed two men at his side, and ho
himself sustained a penetrating wound of the abdomen.
From the wound, which was only about an inch long

and just above .McJiurney's point, was protruding a smnll
lobule of bowel ; this I intended to wash well w"ith saline

and replace in the abdomen, then inserting a small drain.

Something prompted me to insert my finger in the wound
alter replacing the bowel, and I found a small particle of

shell, about lialf an inch long, firmly embedded in the
omentum. I hooked it out along with the omentum,
which I then tied off preparatory to reiilacing it. Lieu
tenant Thompson was assisting me, he having previously
put the man under chloroform, when suddenly, owing to

the light anaesthesia, the patient attempted to vomit ; the
effort brought forth from the wound a coil of ileum, at least

six inches of which was entirely riddled by shell and
really hardly existed as bowel. Two things only could bo
done—either to put it back or resect. I. resolved on the
latter, and there and tbeu, although with very limited
means and much unsuitable material to work with, I did
au end-to-end anastomosis with the quickest possiblo

speed, replacing the bowel through the slightly enlarged
wound after washing well with saline, putting in a gauze
drain and closing the aperture as necessary.
The patient, who was suffering considerably from shock

upon admission, was placed under a tarpaulin on a stretcher
in Fowler's position, a, large saline was administered by
the rectum, and an immediate improvement became visible

in spite of the flics and dust. Throughout the day he was
given sips of water with occasionally a few drops of brandy

;

throughout the night when not sleeping he had a teaspoou-
ful of milk and water every hour. A small hypodermic
injection of morphine was given to relieve restlessness.

Next morning the pulse had improved very much; it never
rose above 80, but as it was still soft a continuous saline

apparatus was erected, and during the day many pints
were given and retained.

One small mouthful of green bilious fluid was brought
np, but generally speaking the patient was improving and
feeling well and wanting nourislimeut. At night beef-tea
and milk and water, one dessertspoonful of each alter-

nately, was ordered ; all was retained. In addition one-
third of a grain of calomel was given every two hours, the
order being that it was to be continued until the bowel
moved. On the afternoon of the third day flatus was
passed, and the patient felt very much better. Ho looked
almost noiTjQal; all signs of shock had disappeared, and he
slept well all night. Next morning (August 16th) I re-

moved the gauze drain, which was perfectly dry and sweet,
and put in a smaller one.

At 11 a.m. we had orders to evacuate immediately, and
I handed the patient over to anotber field ambulance in

another gully 100 yards away. I heard no more of him
until August 23rd, when at Huvla Bay I was attending to
Lientenant C. of a field ambulance, who had been shot in
the knee at the battle of Chocolate Hill, and there he told
mo that the case had done splendidly, the bowels had
moved well, and the man was feeling very fit and eatiug
well. The patient had been evacuated by the ambulance
to which we had sent him shortly after we had gone, and
be had a long journey down the gully to a casualty
clearing station

; yet no harm had been done.
I consider this case worth noting, first, for the fact of

the rough and ready material at our hands for an operation
of this kind; secondly, for the fact that the case was
tackled within an hour of the injury, instead of undergoing
operation after a long and exhausting journey down
co'outry to the beach, with an added burden in the
way ol a long sea trip on a lighter or a trawler before
reaching a hospital ship, with perhaps the delay of
many hours in a casualty clearing station. It is a
proof that many cases of abdominal injury might be
saved if dealt with on the spot by the field ambulances.

provided always that the right case is chosen for opera-
tion. It is interesting to read in the Journal of July 31st
that the German military surgeons now incline to the idea
of operating early and on nearly all abdominal cases
coming into field hospitals, and t)mt their statistics show
that the mortality in those cases is in direct proportion to
the length of time elapsiug between the wounding and the
operation and to the length of journey that the patient
has to undergo before treatment.

SOME CASES OF HEAD WOUNDS.
BY

Captain H. H. TAYLOR, E.A.M.C.(T.),
2sD Easiebn General Hospital, Brichtos.

The following cases of head injury show some fealnrea
of interest.

Case t.

Private T. H., af-cd 26 years, was ,;ni, 1, m,, ^favllth by a
shrapnel bullet on the head. i\,- \-, ,,. . . ;-,ns for a few
minutes, and then walked liarl, :

.

, , ,.;iiio station.
On admission to liospital there \v:i -, ,t ;: :

!'
;

:,. wnund just
to the right of the middle line al)Ove tire -

: :
,> umik- was

exposed; there were no signs of intraci'uiMu ' t,., ,
;.

: raya
showed small pieces of metal in the outer t- :• 1;

i

- ssion
of the inner tahle. The metal was removal, n , ;,, .1 ,,, the
outer table enlarged, aud about one square iiirii 01 dopi-pssed
and broken-up inner table removed. The dura mater was
intact. He made an uninterrupted recovery.

Case it.

Private A. L., aged 21 years, was hit on J[av 9t)i by a bullet.
He was unconscious for a short time, and theii walked back to
the dressing station. He had no symptoms of intracranial
mischief.
On admission on May 15th -there was a healed wound of the

scalp just to the right of the middle line, aud in a liue with the
posterior edge of the ear ; .r rays sliowed depression 01 the inner-
table. On cutting down to the bone a round opeuiog about
4 mm. in diameter was found. This was enlarged, and several
small fragments of the inner table were removed. The dura
mater was uninjured. He made a rapid recovery.

In. both these cases the optic discs were very mucli
injected, but there was no swelling.

Case hi.
rrivale T. S., aged 19 .\ear^, recolved .n l.ullL-t wouud when

"' ' "•^'' "'!' f'' ' ' '

\

;, i:ofc rendered" ''
' -fation. Ho

;; ••
'

'"^
'

'

;
'-nitiiig.

^'''''
' ,-M.'..

'
'

' 1 erse wound
jhuiih iLi'uc jiit.ic, ,vJii;, ju^i ..i-,M„ L,i.- (ijuK-i Mciidfi- of the occi-
IJitalhoue: it waa septic, aud ijxpust. I lioui.' could l>c felt with the
probe. After admission he complained of considerable head-
ache, and at first he vomited on Kcvfrn I da vs. He w as in a very
dull condition. The retinal \cins v,, 10 (-.'nUuged iu both eyes,
w-ith very ^ "i: I I. 1 ,1 .!• ,,-<. The vomiting and
headacb' • liit ion improved. The
.rraysslio -1 in spite of this, as the
signs of |ir^ -in- ^ " - - N ,;i I,, ,, litcided to cut down on
to the bone. Alter . arenil cxaiimia! ion. as no flssnre could be
found, nothing further was done. Jle made a good recovery.

The first two cases illustrate well what is now well
recognized—that when the outer table is injured, however
slightly, there is nearly sure to be some injury to the
inner table, and hence thorough exploration is necessary.
The third case is difficult to understand. There was no

apparent intracranial injury, and yet the symptoms and
signs of such were well marked. It would be interesting
to know whether similar cases have been met with.

Case iv.
Private H. E., aged 27 yeais, wlien attacking on August 9th,

1915, was struck on the hi;,".' ' '
- '

'

li: i. ir, ui,i ,.,,1 be-
come unconscious and waM , ,,

I iio
forgets whether he had an .

, .hist
over the motor area on tl..

,
. ;ind

nearly healed. There wa,. ..;::. , ich,
and slow cerebration, but no huail. I' ' i.niiilB

were equal and active, and the dis. .,, ,11 I
. . was

no definite alteration in face musi-!' ,
'

: 1 hapg
weaker on the right side; the kiic ,1 :'':

1 i 1 i.il on
both sides. A' rays showed no injury tu bono. Ho reina inod iu
this condition for two or three days and then gradually im-
jiroved. In about a week his mental condition cleared up and his
speech became normal. He was sent to a convalescent liospital

apparently quite well.

As the .T rays showed no signs of injury to the bone, and
there were no" definite signs of pressure, it was concluded
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that the mental couditiou was due to shock ; and this view

appears to have been coneot. I saw him three mouths
after ho left the hospital, and he appeared then quite well.

THE 3IANUFACTURE OP ASEFHC HOSPITAL
FURNITURE.

By J. LIONEL STRETTON,
BENIOE SCKCiEON TO THE KIDDERMINSTEB IXFIRMAKT AND

CHILDREN'S HOSl'IIAL,.

Although hospital furniture has been improved during

the last twenty years, it is still far from perfect from au
aseptic point of view. A considerable proportion of it has

been made in Germany, and now that this source of supply

Au opcratins-voom table.

Tlie aiiRles A. a are all rouuded aiul scalloped oat. The Eoclceb

carrying tlie castor is coutinuous witb the table leg, so that no
joint ia visible, b. The rabbet holding the uuper glass shell c is

scalloped out. though this is not seen in the photograph. The
rounded and scalloped inside ol" the angles is seen at D.

is cut off, there is some difiSculty in meeting the present
increased demand.
At such a juncture I feel that it may be an advantage

if I describe some of the articles which I have invented.

On examining some specimens of hospital furniture it

will be seen that the manufacturers have left angles and
depressions which act as receptacles for dirt and germs.
It is difficult, and in some instauces impossible, to clean
them. I have endeavoured to guide some of the makers
from their erroneous ways into the right direction. Hitherto
my efforts have been without result ; even when I have sub-

mitted models these have sometimes been incorrectly copied.

Fig. 2.—A wiird wauon.
This is soine-ivhat similar to the table. Fig. 1. but is of larger

Bize and is provided witb a metal rail, which has rounded angles
at A, A. The feet are so constructed that they nt into the wagon,
leaving a scooped-out edge, as shown in Fig. B.

Manufacturers appear to have adopted a stereotyped
method of employing cornices, i^auels and ornamentation,
and to be unable to avoid such adornment. Furthermore,
tlicy are not surgeons ; they do not fully understand what
we roijuire, and they are consequently incapable of attend-
ing to the necessary details. It is equally true that surgeons
are not furniture makers. If a perfect article is to be pro-
luced, combined effort is essential.

I have been fortunate in finding a local cabinet-maker
able and willing to work with me and carry out my views.
The drawings illustrate furniture he has recently con-
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All this furniture is constructed of wood and is enamelled

white.
Some surgeons maintain that all hospital furniture must

be oustructed of iron. I nndcrstaud that the argument
in lavour of this is that iron is non-absorbent. Do the

advocates of metal realize that it is covered with a coat of

enamel, and that it consequently becomes a question of

this material ? The enamel hurut on to metal is, peiliaps,

harder than the enamel on wood, but it possesses the great

disadvantage of chipping. These chipped places provide

spaces which form as commodious dwelling-places for

germs as the caves in the rocijs did for our ancestors.

1 have never seen a piece of enamelled metal furniture

which has not chipped iu a few weeks, and most of it is

bespeckled before a year has passed. Enamel on wooden
furniture never chips. There may be some separation of

joints or a crack iu th? wood, hut these can easily bo filled

with hard stopping. The furniture can be rubbed down
and reenamelled at intervals, after which treatment it

comes out like new.
Wooden furniture is far lighter for moving about ; it is

strong enough for its purpose, and the cost is less than
half that of the metal, I prefer wood. Those who retain

an affection for metal could, no doubt, obtain furniture

made after my designs.

The cabinet-maker who has assisted me is unable to

manufacture any large quantity. Messrs. Salt, of Birming-
ham, assure me that they are in a position to do so.

iHnnorantJa

:

MEDICAL. SURGUCAL. OBSTETRICAL.

lOXIZATION OF ADHESIONS AFTER WOUNDS.
Dr. GinsKPn, in his interesting note in the British
Medical Journal for October 16th, mentions the incon-
venience and disability caused by the adhesion of scars to

muscles and tendons. In such cases he would find that
Leduc's method of ionization with chlorine ions gives
good results, and obviates the necessity for operative
treatment. In the case of stiff joints due to adhesions
this method also answers well, and, I think, should always
be given a fair trial before such a drastic proceeding as
forcibly breaking down the adhesions is resorted to. If,

as so often happens, there is a more or less constant
aching pain in the wounded limb, ionization with a 1 per
cent, or 2 per cent, solution of sodium salicylate is very
effectual in relieving this symptom. After three or

four apphcations the pain disappears and the patient is

able to sleep better, and the adhesions can then bo dealt

with by ionization with sodium chloride solution. Should
a bullet or any pieces of shell be left iu the wound
I think ionization is not desirable, as in one of my cases
mnch pain and irritation was caused in the neighbourhood
of a piece of shell embedded in the arm by an interrupted
galvanic current with which I was treating some para-
lysed muscles. The sinusoidal cm'rent has no such
disastrous effect.

London. May Eathbone,

EEDrCTION BY MANIPULATION OF OLD-
STANDING HILATEKAL DISLO-

CATION 01 • .JAW.
Thomson akd Miles state that dislocation of the jaw of

over three months' standing is rarely reducible by manipu-
lation, but that it has been accomplished as long as ten
months after the accident.

A. M. was sent to the Livingstonia Mission Hospital,
Bandawe, by a Government medical officer, on January
23rd. He was found to be suffering from bilateral dislo-

cation of the jaw, and stated that it had occurred the
previous October in the course of conversation. The
patient was thin, owing to inability to take food properly,
and he had suffered from a large ulcer over the loft

anterior pillar of the fauces due to the pressure of tho
condyle, but this had healed. Native medicine had been
applied externally without effect.

It was found that the condyles had slipped up beyond
tho zygomatic processes on both sides, and were lying in
the temporal fossae; there they were firmly fixed, little

movement being possible.

On January 25tli and 27th unsuccessful attempts wore
made to reduce by manipulation, both with fingers in the
mouth and with corks between the teeth, the most
vigorous traction only resulting in slight loosening of tha
adhesions. Preparations were acoortlingly made for the
open method, but when the patient was under chloroform
a third attempt to reduce without cutting was made, and
succeeded by the following,' uianunivrc: Instead of trying
to reduce both condyU s ,;, in d. . n-ly, the right condyle
was used as a fulcrum i 1

1 condyle out of tha
temporal fossa ; thepaih i: \,

1
Ins back, traction was

made by the fingers of il 1 ii-lii iinid on the left lower
molars, while both thumbs pressed ou the chin, and tha
jaw being thus grasped between both hands the loft

condyle was levered downwards around the right condyla
as fulcrum in the temporal fossa, and so delivered below
the left malar arch. The right condyle was then easily
delivered from the right malar arch, and the dislocation
reduced.
The condyles, however, did not slip into the glenoid

cavities, as these were filled up with organized extravasa-
tion, and the process of grinding them into place was not
thoroughly enough done, as the patient ou recovering from
the anaesthetic redislocated his jaw in spite of a tight
bandage. A few days later chloroform was administered
for a fourth time, the dislocation was easily reduced by
the method above described, the condyles were ground
thoroughly home, and a tight bandage applied. This time
the result was permanent, as the patient went home quite
pleased after a day or too, and has since been seen at his
village.

1. In the only two skulls to which I have access the
space between the condyles is wider than that between
the malar arches, so it is obvious that the condyles could
only slip up one at a time, and must also be reduced one
at a time.

2. By reducing one side at a time much greater leverage
can be obtained; the whole length of the jaw acts as lever
instead of half. The physics of this might be difficult to
demonstrate because of the shape of the boue, but in
practice there is no doubt of the fact.

Nyasaland. Wm. Y. Tuener, M.A., M.B., Ch.B., D.T.M.

Erports of ^orkttcs.

DISCUSSION ON GUNSHOT WOUNDS OP
PERIPHERAL NERVES.

At a meeting of the Medical Society of London on October
25th, the President, Dr. W. Pasteur, being in the chair,

Dr. Wilfred Harris in opening, from the medical a.spect, a
discussion on gunshot wounds of the periphei-al nerves,
considered the subject under two main headings—the one,
diagnosis and accurate localization ; the other, the degree
and kind of injury, its prognosis, and the decision as to
whether operation were advisable. Hysterical phenomena
of anaestiiesia and motor paralysis were common com-
plications of nerve injuries, and the true symptoms must
be carefully sifted from the false. Again, multiple nerve
injuries might occur, and tho resulting paralysis must be
correctly apportioned. Careful charts of the sensory loss

were usually a better guide to an estimation of the severity
of a nerve lesion than the degree of muscular paralysis,

even with reaction of degeneration. Charts were shown
illustrating commencing recovery of sensation in sutured
nerves as early as seven and thirteen days after operation,
llecovery in nerves compressed by scar tissue was even
more rapid alter successful operation. He illustrated by
means of the epidiascope the defects in sensation which ho
had met with in various gunshot injuries of nerves, and
the improvement which followed operative procedure.

Mr. Wilfred Trotter (temporary Captain K.A.M.C.)
opened the discussion from the surgical aspect. He said

that the problem of the restoration to the normal of an
injured nerve presented certain peculiarities which dis-

tinguished it from all other similar tasks of plastic surgery,

for (1) the interruption of a nerve left a permanent defect

in the physiological equipment of the body, which could

not be overcome or compensated for by any other

mechanism
; (2) the restoration of a nerve to its normal

anatomical continuity, although an essential preliminary
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to recovevy was by no means a guarantee o£ it ; (3) in-

complete losiou or incoiupleto recovery of a nerve might
be more ilisabliug tlian a total loss o£ fuuctiou. Tliese

peculiarities rendered the task of the surgeon exceptionally

difficult ; they made it urgent, they made it ))n-caiious,

and they exposed him to some risk of iucicasiiig niUicr

than diminishing the disability of his patient. TIk I'cillow-

ing rough, tentative and purely clinical classilicatiou was
suggested as a basis for discussion

:

1. Intradural nerve injuries, almost entirely lesions of the

Cauda equina.
2. rc.;|.' .

• 1
- ----•

(.1 I "f one or more nerve trunks.
(',, Icte division of some ami iu-

L-r c'.osel.v adjacent trunks

—

I, i:il and sacral plexuses.
(,1 |i, liout pain, usually due to

I atiou, scarring and pressure.

curiously uncommon.

Typical Complcfc Lesions.—In their diagnosis there

were three essential points—the situation of the injury

was consistent -n-ith a lesion of the nerve; the symptoms
involved the whole distribution of the nerve, and were
absolutely stationary, in spilo of adequate treatment, by
Nvhich he meant mas^.u,. ,

). \t'.r\\\. m,,! muscular
relaxation, the last beii;j !

"i 1 nl.

Mhal lesions wove cli !', ' '
'• liial plexus.

A common picture was tLa'. -1 a L'.n^iilLV^ 1 - Lalysis of the

plexus following on the injury, then a gradual improve-

ment which ultimately came to a standstill, leaving an
irreducible residue of symptoms. It was of the utmost
importance that pi-.ni,i' lelaxalion licatiueiit slu.i.ld be
carried out bel'eiv einTath.u \- ,'.s 'l.,i(ie.| ui'- ai, ..I herwise
the cpei'ator iiii-lit I'di.I lii-< Jjiaiill taslv made much
hanler bv perplexity iu aeeidiii- v, hat should be resected

and ul.al left.

/,'..,//'. I sions wilhout 2}cin -prodvLced paralysis and
dekri (.il -eiisation -which improved bat left a persistent

residue. The experience of a neurologist was often

necessary to decide whether an operation should be advised
or not.

Incomplete lesions with pain were most important and
often distressing eases. The motor loss of function was
ul'ten profound,"but the sensory loss was incomplete and
accompanied by intense hyperscnsitiveuess in the affectetl

area, often with slight trophic changes in the skin. The
hypersensitiveness was not a true hyperaeslhesia, and
light touches were often less tolerable than firm pressure.

In some cases symptoms often subsided within a few
weeks by rest and protection of the limb, but if such
treatment failed there should be no delay in advising

operation. The pain was particularly intolerable and apt
to undermine the mental stability in a remarkable way.
Fuiv jiresstire lesions were apt not to present themselves

as tiTie lesions at all. While the patient was in hospital

the symptoms were often slight, and consisted of an
occasioual twinge during movement or under accidental

pressure. It was to bo feared that resumption of active

life wnuld lead to persistent irritative symptoms, and au
operation for the removal of the cause should, if feasible,

be undertaken.
After enunciating certain principles which underlie

operative treatment, he dealt with practical considerations.

In lesions of the Cauda equina rrr',^,,r.tation could not
occur, but as it was impossible t^ d-i

1
hm how far tlie

Bymptoras of such an injury wci' " i.|, -moandhow
far to actual nerve division, thi^s v w an ,-, -ii!ii. ut for early
operation in every case where there A\as the least sus-

picion of an element of pressure. The only reason for

delay would be the fear of sepsis. In peripheral opera-

tions time would be saved- by making an incision free

enough to give access to the nerve above and below the -

injured part. When the nerve had been exposed and
dissected out, the extent to which its continuity was
interrupted would have to be determined. When it was
not obviously completely divided, three points would have
to be taken into consideration : (1) The pre.sence or

absence of a bulbous end above the scar ; (2) the presence
or absence of a distinct longitudinal fibrillation of the

Bcar; (3) the effect of strong faradic stimulation above the

Bear. The bulbous end should be freely excised. For
lai-ge defects in nerve trunks there were two alternatives-

implanting both ends of the nerve into an adjacent truu I:

or filling the gap with one or more lengths of some lai j

cutaneous nerve like the internal saphenous. Much c:<

,

should be given to securing the exactest possible coaptatie :

of the sutured ends by means of the finest catgut. When
the suture was complete, the junction should be wrapped
in a layer of subcutaneous fat about j- in, extending
for 2 in. on each side of the junction. The most rigid
asepsis was essential. In incomplete lesions, if resection
was unnecessary, the nerve should be freed from tho scar
and carefully wrapped in fat, and at the same time any
bony prominence tending to press upon it removed, and
any muscles, tendons, or other scarred structure resisting
free movement divided, if such were permissible. The
most important points in the technique of nerve resection
were free excision, exact coaptation, careful insulation, and
perfect asepsis. Muscular relaxation before and after tho
operation was, perhaps, equally important.
The discussion will be reopened by Sir Frederic Eve on

November 1st, and will be continued by Dr. F. W. JlotC,

Dr. Farquliar Buzzard, Mr. Jocelyn Swan, Mr. Paul
B. Both, and Dr. S. A. K. Wilson.

ASSOCIATIOX OP REGISTERED MEDICAL
WOMEN.

At the annual meeting on October 12th the newly-elected
President, Dr. Helen Boyle, delivered an address on her
recent visit to Serbia. She had gone out in April with
two women orderlies, two motor cars, a large Thresh
disinfector and a destructor, to join Mr. and Mrs. James
Berry's unit at Vrujatehka Banja. At Salonika a large

number of parasites were met with, even in a good hotel.

Serbia, owing to a wise move on the part of England in

sending out a strong contingent of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, had been greatly aided in cleaning and
disinfecting, and even the railway traftic had been held up
for a time to allow of disinfection of the rolling stock.

The BeiTy unit had charge of six hospitals, two of which
when Dr. Boyle left were almost full of wounded soldiers,

many very severe cases, although not freshly wouuilen.

One, the typhus barraque, erected in a fortnight, accord iu^;

to Mr. Berry's instructions, and very satisfactory, ^vas

used chiefly for the civil population, and two had cou-

valescent soldiers. Tho civil population needed medical

care badly, most of the civilian doctors having been eithe}-

commandeered for military duty or having died of typhus.

Fevers were common—typhoid, typhus, small pox, scarl( 1

fever, measles, diphtheria, malaria, and relapsing fever.

There was also a good deal of gynaecological work to be

done. The Serbian people were described as simple,

grateful, and intelligent. There was a scarcity of sugar,

milk, and, at times, potatoes, and there was no butter ; tho

chief articles of diet for the people were fruit, vegetables,

and Indian corn. Dr. Ettie Sayer showed Bergonie's

electro- vibreur localizer, as used in many French mili-

tai-y hospitals. It consisted of an iron cone connected

with an alternating electric current ; the cone was held

within a few inches of the body. When tho hand was
passed over the body vibrations could be felt immediately
over any metal, however small.

The French Minister of War has, by a recent decree,

established a permaueut mission of prophylaxis. It is to

be uuili 1- llie (lireetfon of the Under Secretary of State for

the ai iii\ la :.!ili sia- •; e and to remain in beiuf; till the
cuii oi I lie \.ai'. riie members are Medical luspcctor-

Oeiii :M \,. Ill 11(1; I'r. V. Eoux, director of the I'asteur

lusi'ii'ii ; III. .\. I,a\<'ian. of the Institute of France;
JM. l'.ii^>ae. hi.iiloi ihe Public Health Department of tbe
:Atiii!~ii\ ,11 ;lie hiKiior; Professor Simonm, of the

Val d(. ijiaee ; anil l»i. I'oUevin, Member of the Superior

Council of Public ll,->. 1- .il ) laiice.

We learn from i'- !:,ronl of September 25th

that the New Yn, .,-. . aier of Licences recently

forliade rlic- :\rnt In ,
I

iM : ii Soeietv to i;ivo imlilic

Til,' ...il.
• 1! :.:..|:ii. :::.-:

.
,; . >.l .. -.1 "• '''

•
!-• U /'t a

unn.li. ,,, .; |,, ,!. .
. ;. ... i ... .: . . . . : .J i"i! li nl

no Laileau..hai .a^ile. -V;, a iii. elili^ .ji IJie Amelieau
Associ.itiou of Ubstctrieiaus and Gynaecologists recently

hold in Pittsbui-f^li a number of the members declared

them..5elvcs strongly opposed to the routine employment
of this method in cases of childbirth.
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lUbkius.

PRACTICAL PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.
: iiK second eilitiou of Ui: R. H. A. Plimmek's Practicul

liiysioloijiral Chciiusfnj has involved tbo amplifioatiou

and ixx-asting of the entire work, vrliich now appears as a

manual of Pytu^ticul Organic and Bio-Chem/isirij-^ 'J''ic

basis of the book is orgraiic chemistry, and many now
sections on that subject and on the organic subsUmccs
found in plants have been added. The term " bio-

chemistry " is substituted for '-physiological chemistry"
iu the title because the latter term is so often applied to

animal chemistry alone, excluding vegetable chemistry.

The book is intended mainly for medical students, but it

joutaius the essentials for all students of biology. It

begins with a general account of the various simpler

groups of organic compounds, written from the point of

view of their detection and quantitative estimation and
their occurrence in animated nature. From the simpki-

organic compounds the pages pass on to the more couiiilcN,

and serviceable accounts of such things as the alkaKids,

enzyme action, colloids and colloidal .solutions, aud
jn'actical urinary analysis are given in the court-e of

the text. The book is comprehensive, well arranged,
and clearly written ; the various analytical methods
recommended are clearly described, and references to the

original articles in which they are given in fuller detail

have been included in footnotes for purposes of reference.

The text is well up to date and contains but few misprints,

altliough there are two such errors in the definition of the
micromillimetre on p. 376. The book is meant mainly for

use in the laboratory ; it may be warmly recommended to

pathologists, physiologists, and advanced medical students
wlio wish for precise knowledge of the organic compounds
with which the study of medicine—using the phrase in

its widest sense—is concerned.

TEXTBOOKS OF OBSTETRICS.
A TEKUS.VL of Professor Donald's Introduction to Mid-
wifery - makes it easy to understand why it has passed
through no fewer than six large editions in the course of

little more than twenty years. No book of its particular
kind that we know is more full of instruction, more lucidly

written, or more practical in its design. The author's
large experience, both as a practical obstetrician and as a
teacher, is to be felt running through the whole text; nor
can it have been an easy task to write a book which is

designed both for medical students and midwives. The
former are apt to despise what is written ostensibly for

midwives, while the latter would find the ordinary
students' textbook considerably over their heads. Pro
fessor Donald, however, has succeeded in meeting the
recinirements of both; and while his volume is a most
admirable textbook for nurses, it is at the same time an
ideal book for students who are taking out their practical
midwifery either in a maternity hospital or in outdoor
practice. That being so it seems a pity that the pimting
and more particularly the old-fashioned illustrations aic
so reminiscent of the books of twenty years ago the
publishers would, we think, be well advised to brm„ the
appearance of the book up to date in these respects, and so
make it worthy of the writing and teaching which it cont ims
Some of the illustrations are actually misleading—as loi

example. No. 41, in which the accoucheur is shown ilial m„
a vaginal examination without having troubled to roll up
either his coat sleeve or a very septic-looking cuff and
No. 42, which represents the hand taking a side to side „i asp
of the uterus iu expressing the placenta. There is little that
is supei-fluous in the book, but it hardly seems neccssaiy
to take up any space with the description of the laiei
forms of contracted pelvis, and to figure, for example the
spondylolisthetic pelvis. The space so occupied mi^ht
with advantage have been devoted to the subject of the
artificial feeding of infants, which is the one subject m
the book that appears to be inadeyuateiy treated.

' Practical Oroanic mid Dio-Chemistrn. Rv P. H A. I'lniimcr.
Reader iu Physiological Chemistry, University of London. Univci-sitv
College. London ; l,ongmaus. Green, and Co. 1915. CRoy. 8vo, iip. 647

;

86 figures. 1 plate. 12s. 6d. net.)
-' I/i Intrniuction to Miilu-ifery : A Bandbook for Ilediail Studenln
"I iltdivivea. By A. Donald. M.A., M.D.. C.M.Edin.. M.B.C.P.Lond.

I'.,? .'""'• revised. London: C. Griffin. 1915. (Post 8vo,
114 ; 71 figures. 5s.)

Professor Polak' has succeeded in producing something
now in obstetrics by the format which he has selected for
this student's manual. Though nearing live hundred
pages, it is less than ^ jq. thick, and its dross of dark
flexible leather, with red edges, is reminiscent of quite
another style of textbook. This seductive exterior is, how-
ever, no needed compensation for lack of internal merit,
for it is a good manual, with a text as clear as its type
and its matter as modern as its form. From the small
compass the style is necessarily succinct and dogmatic,
but the positions are, on the whole, judicious, and space
has beei. found for a relatively full description of human
embryology, which ends with a useful table of the forma
of developmental abnormalities.

DIET AND DISEASE IN INFANCY.
In his handbook for medical men. Diet and Disease in
Infaneij,^ Dr. Cameron has dealt with the common nutri-
tional di.sorders of infants during the first year of life
from a clinical standpoint. He holds strongly that the diet
of infants should be controlled wholly by medical men

;

the subject is so complex as to be beyoud the scope of the
best trained nurse. Two early chapters by Dr. .Jauet Lane-
Claypou give an account of what may, for want of a
better term, be called "high-grade" m'ilk, and the care
required for its commercial production. Such a milk
contains 3.25 per cent, cf fat, 8.5 per cent, of solids not
fat, and not more tlian 10,000 microbes (of non-pathogenic
varieties) per cubic ceuLiuietre. It is added that Berlin
milk "of excellent quality" contains 30,000 to 40,000
bacteria per cubic centimetre. Dr. Cameron's twenty-six
chapters discuss the diet of infants iu health and sick-
ness, breast- feeding and its difficulties, dyspepsia and
diarrhoea in infants, marasmus, constipation, rickets,
spasmophilia, the exudative diathesis, scurvy, con-
vulsions, and other such important topics. He writes
clearly and with precision ; it is obvious, as indeed
his preface suggests, that not a little of his inspiration
comes from German and Austrian sources. This rai.ses
the interesting question how far one disease or diathesis is
the same in different countries with their different peoples
and habits; by the time it has been transferred to
England, Czerny's "exudative diathesis" may be used to
account for almost all the acute and chronic disorders of
infancy and childhood, if Dr. Cameron's exposition
(pp. 170-178) of its features may be believed. Wide views
are excellent, but is it not possible to take too wide views'?
To many physicians the "exudative diathesis" will appear
to be a purely speculative explanation on the lines of
ignotiun jjer irjnotius; at any rate, it throws no light on
pathology or treatment. Dr. Cameron's book appears at
a timely moment, when much thought is being given to
the care and future of infants. It is didactic, a little

uneven, but full of useful information and valuable advice,
and may be cordially recommended to senior medical
students, house officers, and pracfcitiouers of medicine, who
have to direct the feeding of infants in health or
sickness
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MEDICmAL AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS.
•' Synthetic Milk."

A DEMONSXEATiox o£ t yicccos Qt syiitt^tlo wiJJi maUng
•was given leceutly at the Mdeo Laboratories (56, Great

Peter Street, ^Ve8tminster). The casein and albumin of

the new pioauct are supplied by the ground-nut, called in

America the peanut [Arachia hypogoea), vfhich is exten-

sively cultivated in many tropical and subtropical coun-

tries. This nut, which is admittedly rich in proteins and
fat, and has been used as a diabetic food, is skinned and
minced into a porridge like meal, to which alkaline water

is added, as well as the sugar principle in the form of

malted dextrine, and the salts associated with cow's milk.

The mash is stirred in double-jacketed pans at a tempera-

ture well below boiling jjoint, and the product then pas'ics

through certain strainings, and is treated with fatty acids,

the whole process lasting two hours. A culture is added
in the form of a special growth of lactic bacteria which
has been acclimatized to the new milk. The cost price of

the mUk, Including labour, is said to work out at 3d. a

gallon, as against 8d. a gallon for cow's milk on the farm ;

the residual meal after the extraction of the milk-white

fluid can also be used as a foodstuff. The fluid certainly

has all the appearance of cow's milk, but the flavour of the

nut, which to many tastes would not be agreeable, is

sonicwhat pronounced. If the milk is allowed to stand for

a short time, all the solids sink towards the bottom, but
recombination is quickly obtained by a slight shake of the
vessel. The total solid content of the milk is 13 per cent.,

as compared with the Government standard of 11.50 per
cent, in the ease of cow's milk. The process is ingenious

and interesting.

INCOME TAX.
Medical Peactitioxeks on Active Service,

We have recently received a large number of communica-
tions from medical men serving with the forces with
regard to the income tax assessments made in respect of

their civil practices. The matter is rather complicated,
and is the more diflicult to deal with inasmuch as many
of the practitioners concerned are abroad in France, the
Dardanelles, or elsewhere, and of those who remain in

this country many may not have found time to give the
question very prolonged consideration. In the meantime
the authorities appear to be assessing the practices and
issuing notices of the amounts so assessed to the officers or
their representatives. These amounts being presumably
based on the average of the three previous years, exceed the
maximum income which the practices can be expected to
yield to the officer in existing circumstances. In view
of the high rates of taxation now in operation such
an excess involves payment of a substantial sum, and
we propose to examine the subject in greater detail
than has been possible in answering individual corre-
spondents.
In the first place, let us dispose of the suggestion some-

times made that the system of basing assessments on an
average of the three previous years will in the long run
give to the person assessed every allowauce to which ho
is fairly entitled. In ordinary circumstances this may
be so, though even then the system would bo open to the
charge that it was uufair to demand a full tax in a
year when profits were at their lowest, but it is clear that
the proposition does not hold good today. According to
the Finance (No. 3) Bill now before Parliament the
minimum " earned " rate of tax will be Is. 9ad. for the
current year, as compared with 9d. in pre-war daj^s.
Probably few taxpayers are optimistic enough to
expect an early return to the 9d. rate, but it

is perhaps not too much to hope that in four years'
time we shall have lower rates of tax than those
uow_ in force. Couscrjueutly the medical practitioner
serving with the forces would—unless given some
statutory claim to relief—now be liable to pay income
tax at a righ rate on an income which in fact he is not
receiving, and would not be adequately compensated by the
probability that in two or three years' time he would be
paying tax at a lower rate on an average less than his
actual income. This view of the matter seems to have
commended itself to the Exchequer and a provision now
exists—Section 13 of the Finance Act, 1914 (Session 2)~

which if properly carried out should give adequate relief.

Unfortunately the parliamentary draughtsman, with a
natural preference for using language which has already
been tested and construed in the courts, carried out the
intention by the re-enactment of an old provision—Section
133 of the Income Tax .Vet of 1842—which had been repealed
in 1907 ; we say unfortunately because, however clear its

effect may be to the legal mind. Section 13 of the Act of

1914 is hardly intelligible to the majority of the taxpayers
whom it is intended to relieve. Briefly stated, the eileet

of the provision is to enable any iiersoa serving in the
army or navy, or working abroad" under the British Ited

Cross or St. John Ambulance Associations, to claim an
adjustment of the Schedule D assessment on his pro-

fession, etc., reducing it to the amount of his profits for

the actual year.

It should be remembered that this provision grants
relief; it does not invalidate the -'average" assessment.
The distinction is of importance in two ways : In the first

place, the assessment holds good until it is discharged or

amended on application, the initiation and proof of the
claim resting with the person assessed; and, in the second
place, the limitation to twenty-one days of tlie period

during which the presentation of a " notice of appeal

"

against an assessment can be made does not apply. In
point of fact, Section 133 of the Act of 1842, on which the
provision uuder discussion is based, contemplates repay-

ment of portion of the duty as being the usual mode of

adjustment. This appears natural enough when it is

remembered that in normal circumstances any person
assessed would not know whether he had any right of

claim until the year had expired, but the circumstances of

a practice carried on for the benefit of an absentee must
be so well understood that it is hardly likely that payment
of the full duty charged will be called for where it is

known that a claim uuder the operative section will be
made. We therefore suggest that every officer concerned
should, as soon as practicable, send an intimation of his

intention to claim the benefit of Section 13 of the Finance
Act, 1914 (Session 2) to the surveyor of taxes for the
district in which the practice is situated. In some cases

applicants appear to be asked to make some payment on
account, leaving the balance over for future settlement,

and there can be no objection to such payment so long as

it is reasonable in amount ; the mere fact of payment
would not affect the right of claim.

Having indicated the legal position with regard to the
application, there remains the practical question as to the
preparation of the necessary account to show the reduced
liability. As already mentioned, the onus of proof lies on
the applicant, and it may safely be assumed that the
evidence required to discharge that burden will be similar

to that reqtiired for the "appeals," with which tax-

payers as a whole are more familiar. That is to say, it

will be an account showing on the one side the gross
receipts of the practice for the year, and on the other side

a classified and totalled list of the expenses incurred in

earning those receipts.

The first point to be decided is as to the precise year to

be taken ; where such an account has been regularly

prepared in previous years it will probably be found most
convenient to select the corresponding date—for example,
December 31st. At the same time, such an account may
not give the full measure of relief. The financial year
ends on April 5th, and the ideal account for the purpose
would end approximately at that date. Let us, for

example, take the case of a medical practitioner

accepting a commission and holding a military appoint-

ment as from April, 1915. If he makes up an account to

March 31st, 1916, it is wholly covered by his period of

military service. On the other hand, if he files an account
made up to December 31st, 1915, he is including therein

three months during which the position of the practice

was normal and excluding three months when it was
abnormal. One case has come to our notice in which an
assessment for the year 1914-15 has been adjusted on au
account to December 31st, 1914, and the local surveyor of

taxes has undertaken to make a further adjustment on the

same assessment when the account for 1915 is available,

tax being fiually payable on an amount made up by taking

three-quarters of the 1914 profit aud one quarter of tin;

1915 profit. Whilst theoretically open to criticism this

method is certainlj convenient, and the final result would
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no doubt be safficienily accurate for all practical purposes.

We cannot say whether tliis method is being generally

adopted, but Cbcre were apparently no special circum-

stances in the case referred to -which call for exceptional

treatment.
The determination of the amount of the "receipts"

would seem sioplc enough, but is not without ditficulty if

full advantage is to be taken of the relief under considera-

tion, the point being whether it will be correct or reason-

able to take the usual cash basis—that is, to compute the

receipts at the actual amount received in cash irrespective

o£ when they were earned. This basis is fair only on the

assumption that the real value of the fees earned in any
particular year are approximately equivalent to the cash
received. While this assumption generally holds good in

any long-standing practice, it will not apply whore the

practitioner has been an absentee for the whole or part of

the year, for the cash received, being in respect of periods

during which he was able to give the practice his undi-

vided attention, will in all probability be greater than the

fees.-etc., earned by his substitutes. This consideration

accordingly suggests the advisability of preparing the

account on the basis not of "cash receipts" but of the

gross bookings less a reasonable amount for bad debts.

If this course be impracticable, it will perhaps be worth
while remembering that the "cash basis" will, in the

peculiar circumstances of the case, probably place the

revenue in a favourable position, and might justify rather

generous treatment in any debatable questions arising in

connexion with the expenses.
The above observations are of general application, but

with regai'd to the allowable expenses which have to be
set out in the adjustment statement we must refer

specifically to the manner in which the practice is being
carried on in the absence of the officer whose assessment
requires adjusting.
The simplest case is that in which a locumtenent is

appointed to take complete charge of a " sole " practice.

In this case the expenses will be arrived at in the same
way as in previous years, the pi-incipal difference being
the addition of the fees paid to the locumtenent and the
increase in the cost of drugs, etc. It may perhaps be
pointed out that for such period as the house is not used
by the officer or any member of his family the whole of

the rent, rates, servants' wages, etc., would appear to be
allowable deductions, and not only the two-thirds allowed
when the practitioner is in residence.

In the case of a practice carried on by the absentee's
partner the complete statement of claim will consist of the
usual account exhibiting the firm's receipts and expenses
for the year, and the absentee will be entitled to have his

assessment reduced to his share of that year's profits. It

should be borne in mind that the relief applies to the in-

dividual member of the firm serving with the forces, and
that in consequence the same adjustment cannot be
claimed by his partner. On the other hand, it may well he
that the partnei-ship agi'cement has been modified for the
period of the war, and that the member of the firm who
remains to carry on the practice may be liable to a greater
amount of income tax than if no such modification had
been made. An example of this may serve to explain the
general position, as well as to make this particular point
clearer. A. and B. are partners dividing the profits of the
practice equally ; the firm is assessed for the year 1915-16
on £1,600, being the average of the following amounts for
the three years to December 31st, 1914—namely, to £1,400,
±1,600, and £1,800. A. accepts a military commission, and
the partners agree that B. shall carry on the practice and
receive £400 of the profits before the division is made ; the
profits for 1915 are £1,400 ; A.'s military pay is, of course,
taxed by the army agents, and is kept quite distinct from
the firm's accounts. In this case, A. is entitled to have
his liability reduced from half of £1,600 (±800) to half of

(£1,400- £400)= £500: but on the other hand B. is liable to
payment of tax on £400 plus half of (£1,600-£400)=. £1,000.
A., therefore, is relieved of tax on ±300, but B. pays on £200
more than he would have done had no rearrangement of
the terms of partnership been made.
We have now to consider cases arising under the special

schemes which have been adopted in various parts of the
country for safeguarding the practices of medical men
serving with the forces. These schemes have a common
origin in that put forward by the Scottish Medical Service

Kmergoncy Committee and subsequently adopted by the
Committee for England and Wales,' but are otherwise
distinct. They have been drawn up to meet special local
conditions and imder the intlueuce of different ideas, and
the resulting divergencies—so far as the method of dealing
with the collection of the receipts and the payment of the
expenses of the absentee's practice—are so substantial as
to prohibit any attempt to lay down useful generalizations
as to the assessment of the absentee's profits. We there-
fore propose to examine one or two dissimilar schemes,
hoping that comment ou the schemes selected may be of
use not only to the officers directly affected, but also to
others whose practices are being carried on under other
schemes.
The Brighton scheme supplies a good instance of an

arrangement under which the absentee retains the
maximum of control over the practice ; he selects the
substitutes as far as possible, he leaves a power of attoruey
with a local agent, the service is considered to be rendered
ou his behalf, he or his agent sends out the accounts, and
ho pays one-halt of the out-of-pocket expenses of his sub-
stitutes. In these circumstances it seems clear that the
practice is being carried on by the absentee through his
local agent.aud that the substitute fulfils the functious of

a locumtenent. The appropriate account for a i^ractice

carried on under such a scheme would accordingly consist
of (1) a statement of the gro?,s receipts of the practice, and
(2) a list of expenses, iuoludiug under this h^'ad all pay-
ments to substitutes— that is, uot ouly the proportion of

the out-of-pocket expoii-.cs. but also those moieties of the
fees and payments by tlic iu-iuance Committee which are
handed over in acconUuico with the scheme.
An essentially dit'fLri.ut ^cliouic is that adopted in the

Kingston-on-Thames Division. It provides, where neces-
sary, for the practices of absentees to be put into the
the hands of trustees, who are empowered to collect fees

and defray expenses. In this case the absentee has
practically divested himself of the control of his practice
for the time being, and the " income " would appear to be
simply the sum payable to him by the trustees, less any
dispensarj' or other expenses which he may have to pay
thereout.

Again, officers whoso practices fall within the Oldham
scheme will not be able to make a definite statement of

their adjusted liability until they have returned to their

practices, inasmuch as in the meantime the Central Com-
mittee cannot say what they will be called upon to con-
tribute for the services rendered to their practices by the
various local practitioners acting as substitutes. We have
no doubt as to the suitability of the scheme or its con-
venience and general equity, but it would seem that the
absentee practitioners will find considerable difficulty in

dealing with the yearly statements necessary for a proper
adjustment of their liabilities. Possibly the revenue
authorities may agree to wait until such time as the con-
tributions have been fixed, and then to regard the profits

of the absentees as spread ectually over the period of their

absence.
We have already remarked that the existing rates of

income tax are high ; a further consideration arises from
the fact that they vary, according to the amount of folal

income, within narrower limits than was the case until

recently. This point is worth bearing in mind, because a
reduction of liability reduces jjco tantu the amount of total

income by which the rate of tax is determined, and may
ultimately give a larger measure of relief than might
otherwise have been anticipated.

In conclusion we would call attention to the fact that
an adjustment of liability under the provision discussed
does not affect the assessment for the next year. Thus,
if C, whose profits for the past three years have been
£600, ±700, and ±800, accepts a commission, appoints a
locumtenent, and finds his 1915 net profits reduced to

£300, he is entitled to pay for 1915-16 ou £300 instead of

±700, and the £300 will still come into the average for

future years; the 1916-17 assessment will therefore be
±600, again reducible to the actual profits for 1916, and so

on, as long as C. remains in the forces. In other words,

Section 13 gives a clear right to set the average aside in

favour of the amount of the year's profits, aud does not

prohibit the inclusion of that lower sum in the average for

future i

'SCPPLEMESI, January 16tb. 1915, p. 17 ; August 21st, p. 98.
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MEDICAL STUDENTS AND THE WAR.
The Central Medical War Committee has receivca, in

reply to an inquiry, a letter from tiie Assistant Director-

General Army Medical Service, stating that " tlic Director-

General considers that all medical students in the fourth

and fifth year of their curriculum should continue with

their studies and obtain a registrable (qualification as soon

as possible. In the case of the junior students, however,

their course of action during the present national

emergency is entirely a matter for their own personal

consideration."

This is in accordance with the letter addressed to

Professor Halliburton by direction of Lord Kitchener on

August lltli. This letter stated that

it is advisable for medical students in tin 1. f .1 tn 'r.d TifUi

years to coutinue their studies, with ;i \ f
1

ingas
soon as possible. The War Ofilice woul'l li' n. H,L(f!est

that junior students should be discouray 1
'^'"'" ',;il:iit; com-

batant commissions.

An Open Letter to Students.
Dr. R. A. Duff, Director of Studies in Glasgow

University, in an open letter to students who have asked

for guidance as to their own decision as to their duty in

the present crisis, notes, in the first place, that

The University has urged all its students to consider care-

fully the claims of the nation upon them for military service

and' (for those who cannot give this) for munition ser\ ice. At
the same time it is opening most of its classes as usual, and
k-avin;; it to each individual to decide whether he should
i;.jiitiiiiic nr interrupt his studies. In thus acting it is simply
l.illi.winn Uie ))resent policy of the national Government, that
in tins uiatier each man' should act as his own conscience
diclatHs

Dt Duff then contmues as follows

W hiUt tins IS the ofhcial position I feel that I should be false

to m\ connti% and to m\self if I did not voice mv personal
opinion Innkh and U'-e an\ influence or powei of pcisuasion
I muht 111 e to help i 4ieat cause
PiaLtii ilU all GUI men students aie of for veir neailv of)

militai\ Mt andau\ who an. not at capable of doing etnciently
Mtil n uuitiou «oik ^11 11 t ii 1 of them lid\e already
enlisted 01 obtained (_ 1 1 lumdieds moie have
b en dnin„ ajd lutcii I

I 11^ ^ billable munition
woik Wliitot the otli I 1 t'l 1 I'ut kss ui_eiit 01 are
then ( 1 I I. 11 lei \llLi lit nnu iimnv liiHi hedsof
case-. H ' 1 iwith laie e^cel *i 11^ tin 1 1, loieal
diffcici ciisitneness to pnbli dn ^ mi n M\id
ness c 1 ecu tl n e \\ ho ai 1 1 uiil^all
saciii I 1 1 1 I *f

1 I I 111 on
casts I

mill
obli^i I

I 1

othei I 1 I
I

I

> 111

shmes the I mn u pit i tli a ^m Ins ml , uttib li 11^ pit
pared for will be inteiin|ited and cndan„eitil excuses ill 01

excuses none And with the exception of the foiuth and hfth
years medical students no adequate reason seems to me to exist
for the rest of our students pursuing their normal life while
their comrades who sat on the same benches with them .are

giving up not only their careers, but health and limb and life,

to make this possible.
Are our students (as well as otli"- r-H<'.-f^' l-.'ns their best to

help'.' Many of them are. But I iii" > i
'

1 lever in the new
jiopular deed that if a considei:i 1

:•
i

;
j

n of students, or
miners, or doctors, or shopmin. h iloino public
service. t!ioi-efor.> the whole cla-- m;:; m l,r 1 i itsell the credit,
and sin ll.iiu 1. .,._ ooiie well?" It is the other wnv about.
If so mil > long have offered, are the others"). laying
thet,'iiii:' I

' 'I'll,? The fact that in many callings large
nuniliei ,. ;i

I ,1 at home has no 1. earn.,l; on the matter.

retieri.'.i , ., ;
. ,; ,1

;i.i ! .-i ii
. - iniades' toils in

the tiel 1 , :
. '

'
' 1. ,, . ;i :, ,

' Imdow, because
tliey si I

-'"• l,,_i,i >.i I, , 1. .,,-,1. Ill i.e, and neutralize

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

At a meeting of the Committee in London on October 21st
reports were received of tlio proceedings of the weekly
meetings in Brussels from August 19th to September 16th
inclusive, and it was resolvetl to send a further sum of
money for the relief of the immediate needs of doctors and
pliarmacists in Belgium. The report of the Committee
meeting in Brussels showed that it liad established a
separate fund to assist doctors and pharmacists to repair
and refurnish houses which were capable of restoration at

small expense. The question whether the British Com
mittee should make a contribution to this fund was con-

sidered, but no decision was reached.

Mr. Meredith Townsend reported that out of the instru-

ments sent to the Master of the Apothecaries' Society,

Blackfriars, Loudon, B.C., lie had sent through Mr. Hoover
three further cases, and the Secretary said tliat tlie

previous consignments of instruments had been gratefully

acknowledged.

The Week's Suhsceiptions.

The following additional subscriptions have been
received

:

Dr. Watson Williams ...

Dr. Dudley C. Trott ...

North of EnKlaud Urauch
of Fund (per Dr.
Don). Gateshead
Doctors' UecniitiuK
Fees (collected by
Dr. Dui-aut)—

Dr. Stanley Itobson,
Dr. James Patton,
Dr. Charles Uaui-

niond, Dr. Spiers,
Dr. .lohn Galloway.
Dr. Thompson, Dr.
Duvant. Dr. L. A. H.
Bulkeley. Dr. Adam-
son. Dr. Leech, Dr.
Scott 28 13 6

imsby Pharmacists'
luer Mr. C.

8 17

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the

Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Voeux, at 14,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W., and should be made
payable to the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief

Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
At the last meeting of the Committee, held on Octobei

12th, twenty-eight cases were considered, and £227 7s. was
was granted to twenty-seven of the applicants. The
following IS a summary of the cases relieved

MFC S Eng aged 59 who piactised at Stone Staffordshiie

Had total patihs.is in the ii'ht jkIo thiee -^eais a4" and
unable to do am t' i V tl. 1 . i 1 „ the

tlie

111 who piactised at
th two children now

I I 1 heiself bv uui in,

1 IS has just left Fpsora
V little help required for

li^2s
I. w'lo pnctised at \\ ike
1886 '

' left

Help
^\lth
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THE AVAll AND THE FALLING
BIRTH-RATE.

We iire all apt to be depressed by the quickly-follow-

ing lists of casualties and by the hope deferred that

soon these melancholy indications of the war will

cease with the establishment of a hardly earned init

honourable and lasting peace, and that instead of the

fathei-s there will be the children. But will there l)e

the chiliU-eu to fill the places of the fathers? The
question cannot bo answered with the confidence that

one would like to feel.

During the past tifteon or twenty years, and indeed

for much further back, there have been other casualty

lists appearing and little regarded. The infantile

mortality in every town and village in the United
Kingdom has been a casualty list, and, until the

present generation, little or no attention was paid to

it ; there were plenty of babies—too many, some were
even heard to say—and a few dropped by the way
mattered nothing, woidd perhaps relieve threatened

over-stocking.

The fallhuj birth-rate has been a- casualty list ; it

bas been passed by with indecisive comments, with
unimpassioned questionings as to its possible causes,

with colourless prognostications as to its conceivable

effects some fifty or a hundred years hence, and
generally with a striking absence of excitement. Yet
the rate has kept on falhng ; one could not help

noting that. The headlines in the daily papers have
been taking on a stereotyped appearance, and might
indeed have been set up once and for all with
" decreasing birth-rate," " smallest birth-rate since

registration," and the like as their burden.

Latterly, however, there has been some awakening
of interest. A commission, has even been appointed'

to inquire into the decreasing birth-rate, has been
sitting for some time, and will no doubt duly make
some report ; but it has been a private venture, not

a iioyal Commission. The Notification of Births

Act has been made compulsory, and before long it

will be possible to estimate with fair aeciu'acy the

casualty list of t!ie premature infants as well as of

the full-term babies; but still the country will be

without a knowledge of the much more serions

casualty list of the miscaiTiages, the antenatal lives

lost before tha twenty-eighth week. It has been
estimated—and Dr. Arthur Newsholme, G.B., has
accepted the estimate—that in the forty weeks of ante-

natal life 150 infants die out of cveiy 1,000, and that
in this way England and Wales during 1914 lost

138,249 lives ; but this is an estimate not from exact
knowledge, and as such, whilst it may, let us hope, be
an overestimate, it may also, we fear," turn out to be
under the correct figure. Something more is needed
than notification of births to reveal the full tale of

these antenatal deaths. Nevertheless the extended
Act will do good in many directions and will intro-

duce greater accuracy into the statistics which are
obtainable. Then, again, a meeting was held in the
Guildliall on Tuesday last (October 26th) to organize

' 13iiiTiaa IIEDICAI, JouK.N-iX;. ^OYtlllbel• Ibt. 1913, V. 1157.

" a national campaign to promote the welfare of

motlierhood and infancy," and from this beginning
much benefit may accrue.

For one tiling in particular all those interested in

antenatal hygiene will be truly grateful to the Noti-

fication of Births (Extension) Act of 1915; it contains

one clause which if properly worked cannot fail to

do mucii good. It is this: "Any local authority

within the meaning of the Principal Act (that is, the

j

Notification of Births Act of 1907), whether a

sanitary authority or not, may, for the purpose of the

care of expectant mothers and nursing mothers, and
young children, exercise any powers which a sanitary

authority has under tlie Public Health Acts, 1875 to

1907, or the Public Health (Loudon) Act, 1891, as the

case requires." Without essential modification this

clause has been made applicable to Scotland and
Ireland as well. It would seem, therefore, that if

money be forthcoming (a somewhat important pro-

viso), a great deal may be done not only to retluee

the infant mortality after birth, but also to diminish

the many deaths which in the form of premature

labours and miscarriages take place at or before

it. The clause, however, must not lie allowed to

become a dead letter, and local aulhoiities must be

induced to estabhsh antenatal clinics, prematernity

homes, wards, and y^i'w^ !mii,-.'^, prenatal nurses,

and popular instriicti.' ' 'id oral) on all such

matters throughout iiaj p i'- n and breadth of tha

land. A Midwlves Act tor Scotland must also be

secured, for that will do something to check the loss

of infantile life at the time of birth in the northern

part of Great Britain.

All these matters have become suddenly urgent on
account of the war, and of the times which must
follow it. It would have been well if these things

had been regarded some twenty years ago ; it would,

to put it solely on a purely material basis, have given

the country two or three more army corps, even

without talk of compulsion. For the birth-rate of

a nation, of any nation, is a vital question in every

sense of the word.

In an address on the nature of pregnancy, which

was printed in the Journal on February 14th, 1914,

nearly six months before the war, Dr. Ballantyne

said :
" Finally, the birth-rate of a country enters into

the sphere of high poHtics. . . . Napoleon said that

the great need of his exhausted country was more
mothers, and the same may be said of France now

;

but it may be said in another sense and for another

object. France now requires more mothers and more
pregnancies and a higher birth-rate, not that she may
have more soldiers to wage wars of conquest or

aggrandisement, but that she may not fall in

numerical strength below the level of her rivals.

Unless the birth-rate of France rises or that of her

neighbour falls more quickly than it is doiug, tha

French people will feel the loss of national strength

so acutely that fear will enter in, and where fear

enters there too often and too soon follows war. Tha
nation with a high birth and survival rate and a

limited territory must find room by colonization ;

where two races are living side by side in a country,

the one with the higher birth-rate (the survival rates

iDeing equal and migration inconsiderable) will

inevitably rule, although the event may be delayed

;

the people who will not propagate must die.

No wonder a far-seeing statesman said lately, m
answer to his own question. What is the greatest

thing in the world? 'A baby!' In the ultimate

issue of things babies are of greater import than

I battalions, and they are the true dreadnoughts ot a

nation; if they are well nourished before they are
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born, if they are brought into the world -with care,

and it they are handled afterwards with tenderness,

and educated with knowledge and foresight but

without fads, they will not only stand to arms if need

be for the defence of their land in their manhood, and

be apt for the rei^lenishing of her millions in their

womanhood, but will also help to maintain her high

rank among the nations in science, in literature, in

commerce, and in all else that is worthy."

As read now after fourteen months of war, there is

seen to have been something of the prophetic in the

sentences which have been quoted, and especially do

the mutterings from beyond the Ehiue regarding a

fall in the birth-rate in Germanic countries come to us

as a significant commentary upon some of the prin-

ciples laid down in these closing sentences of the

address. But, apart from these considerations, the

main lesson for the nation to learn is" in the midst

of war to prepare for peace," and how can that be

done better than to take a long look forward, and try

by every means in its power to see to it that the

mothers of the unborn infants of the future are

brought happily and healthily through their preg-

nancies, that the children themselves are carried safe

and strong to the birth, and that they are kept sound
in wind and limb thereafter to play their part

worthily for their country, and for her high destiny

in the years which are to follow ?

THE NEW APPEALS.
The members of the medical profession who in such
large numbers have put aside every consideration of

personal interest and domestic ties to enter the

military service of the country have been actuated

by a sense of duty and love of country and not by
any desire to stand in the limelight. Still when
praise comes it would be churlish not to acknowledge
it, and affectation to pretend that it was not agree-

able. We must therefore take note of the generous
tribute paid in the Times Eed Cross Supplement last

week lay Sir Frederick Treves, whose work for the
British Eed Cross Society has taken him into so

many parts of the war area, and given him in other

ways unusual opportunities for forming a just estimate

of the services of tlie profession and the spirit in

which they have been rendered.
" Very conspicuous," he says, " has been the sacri-

fice made by the members of the medical profession.

The doctor is not a man of wealth, nor is his living

made by other than hard and exacting toil, and yet he
has volunteered for the war as if he were a man of

leisure who had need to take no thought of the

morrow. That every young medical man in the

counti-y should hiu'ry to enlist for service at the call

of arms can be no matter of surprise. They have,
indeed, come forward in a body, utterly regardless of

their future or of the position which they may have
already made for themselves. . . . What is remarkable
is that older men, with large and lucrative practices,

with heavy responsibilities and with families dependent
upon them, have simply left their -work, have aban-
doned their appointments, and have gone to the
wars." Such a man, Sir Frederick Treves continues,

"is making a sacrifice that may impose upon him
a burden very hard to bear, liut without a murmur,
without a sign of regret, and witliout a thouglit of the
cost of the venture, he sweeps away the work of years
and then comes to say that he is ready. This
geaerous devotion is by no means limited to Great
Britain. Doctors from Canada, from Australia, and
from New Zealand have made the same sacrifice, and

have hurried to England to offer their services, with-

out any regard to pay, appointments, or prospect of

reward. In actual money the war will cost these

good men heavily, but the memory of what they have
done for England will be to them as the gold of

Havilah, of which it is truly said, ' and the gold of

that land is good.'
"

The needs of the army are not yet satisfied, and
the Medical Committees, both in England and Wales
and in Scotland, are appealing for more medical men,
physically fit and of military age, to join the army.
Local committees have been set up in nearly all areas,

and in order to co-ordinate and facilitate their work
thefy have been informed of the number of men that,

from a general consideration of the position, each

should yield. The quota to be furnished by eacli

district can finally be determined only when local

conditions are fully understood and have been given

their due weight. In some sparsely populated dis-

tricts further depletion of the medical profession is

probably impossible without running serious risk of

depriving the civil population of medical assistance

;

and in other areas recent increases of population

due to the establishment or the enlargement <

munition works, may well render it impossible for un

more medical men to go. But looking to the country

as a whole, there seems to be no escape from the con-

clusion that the demands must be met, and at present

the medical profession has it in its own hands to

meet the emergency by schemes which it shall itself

establish and work. Already we hear of cases in

which Lord Derby's local committees, with their lists

of all kinds and conditions of men eligible for military

service, have applied to medical men, hut we would

hope that when the action already taken by the

medical profession itself is understood, such appli-

cations will not be repeated. But this can only be

on condition that the effort made by the medical pro-

fession through its own organizations is successful.

The King in his appeal spoke of the pride he felt in

the voluntary response from British subjects all over

the world "'who have sacrificed home, fortune, and

life itself, in order that another may not inherit the

free empire which their ancestors and mine ha\ c

built. I ask you to make good these sacrifices. Tl'f

end is not in sight. More men and yet more fn

wanted to keep my armies in the field, and throis-

them to secure victory and enduring peace." Lon.

Derby, in launching the scheme of voluntary re-

cruiting, for which as Director-General of Eecruitin.L-

he is responsible, told every man that he must a^i;

himself " whether, in a country fighting as oiu'S is lo:

its very existence, you are doing all you can for il-

safety, and whetlier the reason you have hithertu

held valid as one for not enhsting holds good at tlic

present crisis."

The medical service is an essential part of a

successful army, and its valiie has been abundantly

proved in this" war by the high standard of health

maintained among the troops, by the almost complete

absence of epidemic disease, and by the efficient trans-

port and treatment of the wounded. If, then, we
believe that we shall win the war an adequate medical

service must be supplied and its wastage made good

;

if we do not win the war in France and in tiio

Mediterranean, we shall have to fight it in this

country, and General Joffre, who seems to be a man
given to weighing his words, said recently': " Tlio

policy of terrorism was as coldly and calmly deter-

mined upon as the decision to violate the neutrality

and break the national word of honour in the invasion

CoHiei'3 Tl'eeldu and quoted ia the
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of Belgium. It is the German military tlieory of in-

vasion, deciiled upon by the German military leaders,

that the way to break down the resistance of the

country you are invading is to devastate it, burn its

villages, shoot civilians on trumped-up pretexts, or

dvi\e them before your own troops to stop the fire of

the enemy, as they did in numerous cases with us, in

the belief that human beings can be terrorized to the

extent that they will prefer to surrender rather than

risk the horrible results of resisting the invader."

If we allow a stalemate with a consequent patchod-

up peace, wo shall not only have to bear losses in

men and money, which we must in any case hear,

bub we shall have to bear them knowing that they

hare been incurred in vain, for, again to quote

General Joffre:, "Peace to-day would bo a crime

toward posterity. It would only be an armistice in

which every nation would continue feverislily to

prepare for war. The French nation is too intelligent

to deceive itself or to be deceived. We are not

lighting a nation wiih the same ideas as our own,
but a nation drunk with the idea of imperial domina-
tion, a nation which believes that in the progress of

the world there is no place for little nations. The
decision as to whether Europe wull continue as fieo

and- individual will be made in this war alone. Either
wo win the right now to continue democratic and
peaceful, or we surrender Europe to the imposition of

an imperial idea. You will find, wherever you go,

that the French people know this. You will find

them absolutely of one opinion. They are prepared

for anything, and they know what the issue is. Wa
do not need to lie to our soldiers. No matter how
long the war lasts, it will be fought out until we have
conquered the right to leave a heritage of peace to our
children."

LORO DERBYS COMMITTEES AND THE
MEDICAL PROFESSION.

We hear that in a certain distiict the local represeutatives

of the Directoi'Oeueial of Recruiting have approached
some of the medical men of military age whose names
bare not been '• starred." This news should awaken the

profession to the fate which is in store for it if the call

to sei-vice made iu England and Wales by the Central

Medical War Comujittee is disregarded. It is hardly

likely that Lord Derby's local committees contain tlie

adequate medical representation upon which so nuicli

stress used to be laid in another connexion. In the case

of the particular doctors to whom communications have
so far been addressed, we believe that the difficulties to

bo surmounted in setting them free to take service are

very great indeed, but those difficulties will not appeal to

laymen with the same force as to members of the medical

profession. As a foretaste of what will happen if con-

scription should come into being, the new recruiting

methods seem worthy of notice, and we hope that our

readers will ask themselves whether the scheme of

enrolment for selection by such a committee as the

Central Jledical War Committee is not better suited to

the conditions which must be fullillcd in order to SRtisfy

the medical needs both of the army and of the civilian

population. TIic question seems to invite the attention

also of the Director-General of Recruiting and of the
medical authorities at tho War Office. To I>ord Derby we
would suggest that tlie special services required from the

medical profession demand special treatment analogous
to that recognized to be necessary in the case of munition
workers, railwaymcn, and otiiers engaged in work ueoos-

sai-y to the conduct of the war and the minimum
requirements of the civil population. Medical men
a.re urgently required in this country as well as

with tho armies at the front; and the adjustment of

service in tho two capacities is a delicate matter
requiring expert knowledge. The .\rmy Medical Depart-
ment, we aro sure, will give every assistance to tho
attempt to supply its needs without resort to conscrip-
tion, and will avail itself of the sympathetic and whole-
hearted support offered by the Central Medical War
Committee. Until this support seeuis likely to fail, wo
may hope that the department will not favour tho newer
methods.

MISS CAVELLS FATE.
Miss Edith C.vvell, whose execution, after a summary
trial, and in such haste that the protests of the American
and Sjiauish ambassadors were not heard, has excited the
indignation of the civilized world, was matron of I'Bcolo
Beige des lufirmieres diplomees at Brussels. That insti-

tution at tho outbreak of war had about eighty muses
and pupils engaged in working and trainrag at public hos-
pitals aud a clinic, and as school nurses. She remained
in Brussels after the German occupation, carried on her
work, and nursed persons of all nationalities. The Ger-
mans seem already to have discovered that the abominable
act perpetrated iu the Belgian capital was a blunder,
worse than a crime. How bad a blunder it was is

shown by the futile excuses that have been made. Tho
latest, put forward this time by the German Under
Secretary of Foreign Affairs, is that Miss C'avell was one
of the leading members of a conspiracy to assist British,

Belgian, and French soldiers to escape from Belgium.
Therefore, says Herr Ziminermann of his nation, " Heed-
less of the world's verdict, we must travel the hard road
of duty " ; or, in other words, " we must continue our
system of frightfulness." There are a great many judicial

murders in history which have been justified by lawyers,
and this is one of them. The prerogative of mercy resides

in the Crown, and the German Emperor in this case did
not exercise it, although, according to the telegraph
agencies, he was at the time in Belgium, and could, in any
case, have been reached in an hour or two, wherever he
was. He is reported to have said recently, when reading
a diplomatic document relating to Great Britain, "I will

never forget." Nor will we, "but put in every honest hand
a whip to lash the rascals naked tlnougli the world."
A fund is being raised in memory of Miss Cavell, aud it is

proposed to devote it to the extension aud improvement
of the nurses" home at tho London Hospital, where she
was trained. Without wishing to discourage a laudable
impulse, we are inclined to think that Lady Frances
Balfour has said the truest word :

" Let her name be
graved on the fleshly tablets of the heart of her country-
men. Let the men remember Edith Cavell as they enlist

in the armies of her King and country. Let gifts flow

into those hospitals and nursing institutions which are
being served by women as ready to do, to dare, and to die

as was this type of England's race. There are other
lessons to be learnt by Great Britain from the life aud
story of this citizen of our land. The times are not yet
when her deeds can be enshrined in tho immemorial walls
of past history. Her blood calls from the earth for tho
greatest of all reprisals, that of showing that what she
represented and stood for is the ideal goal of uncounted
thousands of her country aud her race."

LIFE INSURANCE IN INDIA.
In a paper read some little time ago before the members of

the Life Assurance Medical Officers' Association,' Dr. Caddy
reached a number of conclusions that should be of con-

siderable interest to Europeans born or working in India.

He holds that the European does not acclimatize in the

tropics, but requires a change to a temperate climato at

least every four or five years. Prolonged residence in tho

tropics debilitates him; and his children, if reared in India,

' Transactions of the Life Assurance Medical Officers' Association,
London. Compi-ising tbe Rouoit of the Proceedings tor 1912 and 1913.

London. 1914. (Demy 8vo, pp. xii + 266.)
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Lave not, Dr. Caddy thinks, the same ability or capacity

foi- woik when they grow up as children sent home to

Englaucl at the customary age of 4 or 5 years for educa-

tion. Even after years of residence in hot climates tho

Eiu'opcLiu acquires no power to withstand the tropical sun

williout any head covering, bnt rather the reverse. Dr.

Caddy also finds that to have passed the first few years

of life in India leads to physical debilitation, such children

tending to be poorer specimens of humanity than their

parents. So far as the natives of India are concerned,

he remarks that the differences from the point of view

of insurance between the various native races in India

seem to be much more trivial than those met with in

Europe; his own experience has been mainly with

Bengalis. He concludes that the native of India is a

shorter man than the European, but, height for height, of

equal weight ; he is very subject to glycosuria because of

his carbohydrate diet, and to hydrocele for some reason that

is not known. Tho opium habit, and the habit of smoking

Indian hemp as "ganga" or " charas," or drinking it as
" bhang," uncommon in Indians seeking to insure them-

selves, are probably more harmful to the individual than is

commonly believed. As for Eurasians, or persons of

mixed European and Asiatic descent. Dr. Caddy beheves

that the admixture of one-sixteenth of Asiatic blood is just

noticeable ; in accordance with a recent census return, all

Eurasians are now called " Anglo-Indians," an unfortunate

occurrence in view of tho fact that '• coimtr3' bred " Euro-

peans reared in India (as distinguished from those " homo
bred" by upbringing in Europe) still call themselves
" Anglo-Indians." The imported European, we are told,

earns in Calcutta a salary twice as great as the country-

bred European, and four times as great as the Eurasian.

The relative incapacity thus shown by the country-bred

European, and still more by the Eurasian, is attributed by
Dr. Caddy chiefly to tho debilitating effects of the Indian

climate. lie concludes that Europeans born in India

should leave the country as soon as may be, and should

not return to work there. We give Dr. Caddy'.s views
without in any way endorsing them. Many exceptions to

his final generalization will occur to every one.

OPTOQUIN AND ANTIPNEUMOCOCCAL SERUM.
De. H. F. Mooee has quite recently made . a further

addition to our knowledge of the treatment of pneumo-
coccal infections by the quinine derivative, ethj-lhydro-

cupreine, otherwise known as optoquin, or, in German, as
optoehin. A reference to his previous work will be found
in the Bkitish Medical Journal of October 9th last

(p. 542). In his latest paper' Dr. Mooie describes the
excellent therapeutic results obtained by couibiuinf

optoquin with antipneumococcal serum in the treatment
of virulent pneumococcal peritonitis in mice. The bac-

terial euture and antiserum were injected together into

the peritoneal cavity; the optoquin was administered in

the form of a 2 per cent, solution in olive oil injected

under the skin of the back. The pneumococcal strain

employed was so virulent that one-millionth of a cubic
centimetre of a twenty-four-hour broth culture was
fatal to mice in forty-eight hours. Preliminary experi-

ments showed that the antipneumococcal serum in a dose
of 0.2 c.cm. protected the mice against something be-

tween one-hundredth and one-thousandth of a cubic centi-

metre of the culture ; while the injection of optoquin was
inadequate to protect the mice against even so little as
0.0001 c.cm. of the culture. Yet in combination, the anti-

serum and optoquin protected the mice against as much as
0.5 c.cm. of the culture in seven cases out of eight, one
mouse succumbing to pneumococcal septicaemia on the
fourth day. Thus it appears that the single small dose of

optoquin was capable of increasing the threshold value of

the tyiie homologous serum, to use Dr. Moore's words, at
least fifty times ; there is no simple summation hero of the

• Journ. Exiier. Ued„ Now York, 1915, xxii. 389.

protective effects of the serum and optoquin. No such

effect was obtained when the antiserum used was ono

produced from a different strain of pneumococcus, and not

from the strain employed for the infection of the ex-

perimental animals. The treatment of pneumonia in man
by antipneumococcal serum has often been attempted, but

has proved generally disappointing. It would be interesting

to know if tho combined treatment hero by the specific

antiserum and optoquin will be found efficacious. At first

sight one would doubt whether in this instance mice and
men arc on an equal footing.

SERUM THERAPY IN POLIOMYELITIS.
Since the summer of 1909 sporadic cases and small

epidemics of acute anterior poliomyelitis, or infantile

paralysis, have not been uncommon in France. This
fact has enabled Dr. Netter to develop ' a method of treat-

ment that promises to have a certain value in the acuto

stages of the disease, and has, indeed, already been
employed in thirty-two cases during tho last five year.s.

The treatment consists in the intrathecal injection of tho

serum of a patient who has recovered from the disease.

It is not lacking in an experimental basis. Thus Flexner
and Lewis have shown that, in the case of apes, such
serum possesses a distinct curative power if administered

early in the course of the poliomyelitis, whether the scrum
is of human origin or simian. Attempts to obtain an active

antipoliomj-elitic serum from tho horse have hitherto

failed. IS'ctter points out that poliomyelitis is generally a
far more serious disease in apes than it is in man. In apea

it incubates for about a week, and then causes a general

muscular jjaralysis within a day or two, death habitu.ally

following from one to six days after the onset. Tho
prodromal symptoms before paralysis appears last only

half a day or a day in apes ; whereas in man the prodrom.al

period lasts from two to four days, a point of capital

importance in view of the fact that Dr. Netter's treat-

ment is designed to render tho attack of poliomyelitis

abortive, and should be applied if, possible before or soon

after the paralysis has declared itself. The mortality o!

poliomj-elitis is less in human beings than it is in apes,

having varied between 5 and 17 per cent, in the different

European and American epidemics of the last decade.

The type of disease was severe in Dr. Netter's 32 cases

;

8 of them died, 7 with signs of bulbar paralysis. Tho
treatment consists in the daily intrathecal injection,

usually for eight consecutive days, of from 5 to 13 c.cm. of

the sterile (" tyndallized ") human serum, derived from a
patient who has had poliomyelitis. Dr. Netter remarks
that the serum of a person who has had infantOe paralysis

appears to preserve its efficacy for as much as thirty years;

he prefers, however, to employ the serum of people whoso
poliomyelitis dates back only five years or less. He has
noticed that this human serum is less irritating to tho

patient's system than horse serum, but may give rise to a
typical outburst of urticaria ; it also occasions an inflam-

matory reaction in the spinal meninges, the " purulent

aseptic effusion " described by Widal, highly albuminous

and containing mainly polj'morphonuclear leucocytes.

This " serous meningitis " may cause alarming symptoms,
but is not really to bo feared. It appears that Dr.

Netter would increase the amount of serum injected iu

his treatment if it were not so hard to come by. What
arc the results hitherto obtained? As has been mentioned
already, most of the 32 cases were severe iu type, and
only came under treatment after the paralytic stage

had lasted several days. Six of the patients made
rapid and complete recoveries, 3 made nearly complete

recoveries, 7 were greatly improved ; in 5 cases the im-

provement was consitlcrable, but could not be certainly

attributed to tho treatment, 3 patients were unimproved,

and 8 died. Dr. Netter finds these ^gures full of en-

couragement, and urges the further employment of his

iJlull. de VAcad. de Med.. Paris, 1915, Ixxiv. 403.
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treatment. The earlier it is begun—say within from one
to four days of tlie cu,et of the iiaralysis—the better the

outlook.

WAR OR1HOPAEDICS.
VtF ventured to say, in au article on war orthopaedics

published a fortuijjht ago, that we had some reason to

think that sufficient use was not being made of the

military orthopaedic centre at Alder Hey, neai- ijiverpool.

This belief has been confirmed by inform tiun subse-

quently received, and it may therefore be useful again to

mention the matter. Alder Hey was started as a centre

where orthopaedic cases among wounded men might
i-eceive special attention. It was intended in particular

that cases of stiff or deformed joints, contracted muscles,

malunited or ununited fractures, and other cases of

similar nature, should be sent there from the various

military hospitals in the couutr3'. It is provided with
special equipment for dealing with such cases, and has
the advantage of the services of Major Robert Jones,

Lecturer on Orthopaedic Surgery in the University of

Liverpool. In the Eastern Command a hospital was
opened at Croydon last July for the treatment of men
suffering from the results of gunshot injuries of peripheral

nerves, stiff joints, etc. The equipment was organized

under the direction of Sir Frederic Eve, a consulting

surgeon to the command, and Dr. R. S. Woods. There
is an operating-room where operations on nerves are

performed, suitable appliances for electrical and radiant

heat treatment, aud for passive and active movements by
the latest type of mechanical apparatus. A portion of the

hospital is set aside for the treatment by massage aud
passive movement of shghter disabilities arising from stiff

joints, under Lieutenant- Colonel Romer, R.A.M.C. A staff

of masseuses has been supplied by the Almeric Paget

Massaije Institution.

HYPOCHLOROUS ACID AS AN ANTISEPTIC.

ScRGEON H. E. R, Stephens, R.N., contributes to the

October issue of the Journal of the lioyal Naval Medical

Service a paper on the use of hypochlorous acid as an .inti-

3eptic. His observations were made with eupad aud
3usol, the preparations devised by Professor Lorrain Smith
and his colleagues in Edinburgh and described in the

Beitish Medic.\l Journal of July 24th. Surgeon
Stephens says that the solution has been used as a

general antiseptic in H.M.S. Lion since June 11th, 1915.

If fresh wounds were washed freely with eusol, no pns
was seen subsequently, and the experience, though
limited, was that the progress of wounds of all kinds

bore ont fully the results of experimental investiga-

tion. Boils, after incision, were syringed out with the

solution, and a wick of gauze impreguated with eupad
inserted ; they cleaned rapidly ; whitlows were treated

in a similar manner. Cases of follicular tonsillitis

aud sore throat were treated successfully with eusol,

and in pyorrhoea alveolaris fetor disappeared, the
gums took on a healthier apjjearance, and the dis-

charge of pus was considerably diminished. The
chief disadvantages were that the solution readily

attacked metallic instruments and fabrics of all kinds,

aud that both powder and solution must be kept in

stoppered bottles in a cool place out of light. If used in

close compartments ventilation should be attended to.

Its advantages were that it was an extremely powerful

antiseptic, that its effect was purely local, that it was
extremely cheap (at least 150 times less expensive than
iodine), and that it was simple to prepare and did not

irritate the wound. If a slight, tiugling sensation was
experienced it passed off as a rule in a few minutes.

Some oedema of the skin surrounding the wound might be

observed if a eusol compress were applied for a long

period, but this could be prevented by a vaseline smear.
Ha also considers that the antiseptic, being gaseous,
penetrates deeper than solutions.

ENTRIES AT THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
The number of medical students who have entered at

Cambridge this year is 41. The number who entered at
the corresponding period last year was 64 ; in 1913 there
were 116. In London there seems to Lave been, as was
stated last week, a general falling off of students entering
for the full course. At St. Thomas's Hospital the entry is

about 45 per cent, of the average, and it is believed that
many of the students so entering will in present conditions
enlist within the next few weeks. At St. Mary's Hospital
the decline, as compared with the average for the three
years prior to 1914, is about 23 per cent. ; at King's College
Hospital Medical School it is about 11 per cent. ; at Guy's
it is about 10 per cent. ; at St. Bartholomew's ouly 2 per
cent. At University College Hospital Medical School
the entry is a little below the normal, while at the
London Hospital Medical School the entry is only
5 per cent, below the normal, and is actually larger than
in 1913. These statements are subject, more or less,

to the same qualification as is noted in regard to

St. Thomas'st- namely, that many men who now enter
may presently abandon medical studies in order to enter
the army. At all the schools the entry for special post-

graduate classes has declined materially, and probably the
experience of other schools is similar to that of St. Mary's
Hospital, where the returns for 1914 showed a fall of

48 per cent, and those for 1915 of 62 per cent., as com-
pared with the average figures for the entries for post-

graduate courses for tlie three years before the war. At
the London School of Medicine for Women the number
of students who have entered is 110, as compared with
69 last year, and an average of 44 for the three years
preceding the war.

NOSTRUMS IN THE UNITED STATES.
The American Public Health Association, at its recent
meeting in Rochester, New York, adopted a resolution con-
demning the sale of " patent medicines " and nostrums
whose constituents are unknown to the health authorities,

aud heartily endorsing the ordinance of the New York
City Department of Health, which requires the manu-
facturers of proprietary remedies sold without a physician's

prescription to file with the department a statement of

their active constituents and the theraijentic claims made
for them. The Medical Record states that the Health
Department reports that the new registration ordinance
is meeting with encouraging response ; a considerable

number of manufacturers have already applied for regis-

tration, and several of the larger retail druggists in

New York have notified the manufacturers of pateni
medicines that after .January 1st they will refuse to

handle all patent medicines which fail to comply with
the ordinance.

The next session of the General Medical Council will

begin on Tuesday, November 2nd, when the President,

Sir Donald MacAlister, K.C.B., M.D., wiU take the chair at

2 p.m.

The Times announces that, with the full concurrence of

the Governor-General in Council, His Majesty's Govern-
ment has decided to postpone indefiuitely the publication
of the report of the Royal Commission on the Indian
Public Services, which was sifiued last August. The
decision is in accordance with ihe desire oxpressi'd lasi;

.January by the Viceroy, and loyally carried out Ijy tlu;

non-offlcial members of the Council, that eoutrovev,ial

issues should be set aside duriuy the coulinuancc of

the war.
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JEftiical ^otts in f arliament.

Naval and Military War Pensions Bill.—Mlim ilic I.ortis'

ameudinents \veie biunslit up on October 14th the

Chancellor of the Kxchcquer obtained an adjournment of

the discussion. On October 21st Mr. Hayes 1-isher, Parlia-

uientrj' Secretary to the Local Government Board, in

moving that the Lords' amendments should be considered,

said that the Government ^\as convinced that the subject

required much more drastic and thorough treatment than

could be given to it at tlic present time owing to the

pressure of other business. He hoped that a larger

measure would eventually coordinate the work so as to

bring all matters connected with pensions, grants, and
allowances to sailors and soldiers under one pensions

board and into one pensions buildings with which he

hoped auxiliary voluntary bodies would be in close

communication. While accepting some of the Lords'

amendments, the Government desired to restore the

provision with regard to the Eoyal Patriotic Fund
Corporation, thus making the statutory committee more
or less a voluntary body relying more or less upon
voluntary funds. Tlie Government desired that the bill

•should be taken much in the shape in which it left the

House of Commons, as an experiment to be worked as

well as possible for the next six months. During that

time much would be learnt about the scggpe and per-

manence of the problem. The House agreed to the course

proposed by the Government, the most important point in

which it disagreed with the Lords being the proposal to set

lip a ' War Allowance Board." The amendment providing

lor the appointment on the statutory committee of two
reini^euta lives of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families

Aissociatiou was agreed to.

Bill (Scotland).—Mr. Lloyd George informed
Mr. Hogge, on October 26th, that he was not without hope
that arrangements would be made for introducing a
Midwives Bill for Scotland at an early date.

Bovine Tuberculosis Order (Ireland).—On October 20th
Jlr. Clancy asked a question as to a resolution passed by
the County of Dublin Insurance Committee relative to

what was desri ibed as the grave danger to the purity of

the milk supply and the consequent results to the health

of the coiimiimity. especially of the young, caused by the
withdrawal of the Jioviue Tuberculosis Order. Mr. Birrell

said that all provisions of the Order save one had been
suspended in Ireland as in Great Britain, and for the

same reason, namely, retrenchment of expenditure. The
local authorities were not consulted before the suspension,

but a circular fully explanatory of the position was sent to

each local authority by the department.

Experiments on Living Animals.—On October 20th Mr
Greenwood asked why the names of those liceused experi-

menters on living animals who had committed a breach
of the law in the course of such experiments were sup-

pressed in the returns relating to such experiments. Sir

John Simon said that if the offence were serious and a
prosecution followed the name would, of course, become
public ; but it had never been the practice to publish the
names of persons guilty of technical offences or the
omission of formalities which could be adequately dealt
with by reprimand. He did not think any useful purpose
would be served by altering the rtde. The P.oyal Com-
mission discussed the point in their report, but made no
recommendation in favour of publication. Sir John Simon,
in replying to a further question by Mr. Greenwood on
October 21st, said- that it w as decided this year on grounds
of economj-, in the return of experiments on living animals
during 1914 and other Home Office returns, to exclude any
matter not really essential. Information regarding the
various certificates granted under which experiments were
allowed could be obtained by reference to the return for

any preceding year.

-Mr. Piawlinson on October 21st

asked v.hcther facilities had been and were being jjiven by

the Foreign OflBce for the free passage from Germany to
neutral countries of drugs and other articles manufactured
in Germany, and, if .so, whether lio could state tlie

approximate value of such goods ordered and deHvercd
since March 1st, 1915 ; and further, under what Order in

Council or document such facilities had been granted.
Sir E. Grey said that to describe the action of His
Majesty's Government in these cases as a grant of facilities

was to use a form of words which might give rise to mis-
apprehension. There was no question of any action taken
under an Order in Council or in virtue of any legislative

enactment. What His Majesty's Government did was to

give directions to His Majesty's ships that particular con-
signments were not to be captured and brought in for

adjudication in a Prize Court. As regards goods ordered
and delivered since March 1st, 1915, such action had only
been taken

—

(11 In the case of a few consignments of certain clruga
uni'rocurabk- except from enemy territory or having no
I )i..:ii) :i

I
' M, . 1 flits procurable outside enemy territory, euch

a i iiijvocain
;

(2'i in the case of certain natural
].i- : iiple, sugar beet seed urgently required by
iiii|. ; ii II.

I .; 1
1
iLi in other countriea and unprocurable except

fromciHiiiN li ':)''.i-y: and i3. in the case of macliine knitting
needles, bei i -ii-:ir hIi.iu.L,' kiii\-es. Fi-ientilic; oi- teclinical jjiibli-

cations requiro'l li'- iiiuvcrsiUes or ediicitli.jnal estalilishments
in a neutral t unrili> , and a few articles, siieh as a stained glass
w-iudow, rtquiicd by religious establibliments to complete
orders placed a long time ago with an enemy firm.

It was difficult to form an estimate of the value of these
articles, but ho believed it would be certainly less than
£300,000 altogether. It should be added that these con-

signments had been allowed to pass either in response to

urgent representations by certain neutral Governments,
based sometimes on undeniable humanitarian grounds, or

to meet certain home demands.

Gallipoli Casualties.—Dr. Macnamara stated, in reply to

Mr. King on October 21st, that exclusive of the Koyal
Naval Division, the casualties for which were included in

the figures given by the Under Secretary of State for Wat
on October 14th, the figures u]i to October 20th were aj

follows

:

Killed „
Wounded ...

Missing

OfEccrs. Men.
... 54 859
... 5e 524
... 9 SO

Gifts from India.—In the course of a reply to Sir John
Jardine on October 20th, with reference to the contribu-

tions received from the ruling chiefs and others in India
in connexion with the war, Mr. Chamberlain, Secretary
of State for India, .stated that three hospital ships had
left India—the Loyalty, given jointly by the ruling chiefs

;

the Madras, given by the Madras War Fund; and the
Bengali, given by the people of Bengal. The last had
imfortunately been wrecked on its way to the Persian
Gulf; the first two had been continuously employed this

year in carrying sick and wounded between India and the

theatres of war. Among the gifts of the Maharaja
Sindhia of Gwalior was a motor ambulance fleet, while the
Maharajas of Kashmir and Patiala and the Jam of

Nawanagar, besides other services, were jointly main-
taining a hospital for officers in a house at Staines which
His Highness the Jam had given for the purpose.

Mentally injured Soldiers.—In reply to Mr Touche, Mr..

Tennant stated, on October 26th, that the administration

of asylums or parts of asylums in which soldiers were
treated was under the full control of the War Oifice. The
arrangements now in force adequately safeguarded the
interests of uncertifiable soldiers. The cases of mentally
injured soldiers admitted to such institutions were treated

as nerve shock cases in which recovery was possible or

probable. The number of certifiable cases relatively to

the size of the army was very small.

Doctors' Chauffeurs and Badges.—In reply to Mr. Tyson
Wilson, who on October 26th asked whether chauffeurs of

medical men who were attending military hospitals two or

three days a week would be allowed to wear war badges,

Mr. Lloyd George said that it was not considered that in

these cases the conditions governing the use of war service

badges had been satisfied.
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THE ^VAR.
DLCIICSS OP COXNAUGHT CANADIAN

KKD CROSS IIOSPIIAL.

Thk Ducliess of Counaught Hed Cross Hospital at

Cliveileu, Taplow, lias beeu consideiably enlarged. Tlio

oi'i^iual hospital was created by Major Waldorf Astor,

M.r., out of covorod tenuis, fives, aud racjiu-ts coiiits,

nud cousistcd of four wards of 130 beds, with an o ler^itiiig

aud a;-ray room. A diniug-rooui, lutclicii, aud auuexcs
were built ou. The equipmeut was douo by Colonel

Hodgetts, Commissioner of the Cauadian Esd Cross, and
the hospital was placed under Lieuteuant-Colonel Ford, aud
subsequently, when he went to Fiance, vuder Lienteuant-
Col-'Uel C. W. F. Gornll, who is uow iu command. The
Registrar is Caiitain Neff of Edmonton, aud the naiho-
logist and bacteriologist Captain Moroll, city pathologist,

Kogina. All tlia other members of tlie medical and
surgical stiiff belong to the Canadian Army Medical
Corps, but as the personnel v, r s from time to time
we are not iu a position to give a list of tho staff. All

the nurses and orderlies are furnished by the Canadian
Army Medical Corps. Tlie medical otiicer and nurses
are commissioned, tl e lat er with the relative rank of

lieuteuaut iu the Canadian Army Medical Corps. The
hospital is one of the central hospitals of the Southern
Command, aud accepts direct from overseas all patients
sent by the D.D.M.S., Southampton. That is to say, its

patii uts are not confined to the men of the Cauadian
contingent, iiiiJ recently the majority of inmates were
not Canadian.

In response to the requ^'St for further accommodation,
a large hut hospital has been erected by the Canadian
Red Cross Society, by contributions from Canada, on a site

facing south and east, adjoining the original structure.
The uew buildings, which were taken into use on

July 12th, consist of five pairs of wards facing south-
ward at a very opi-n angle (butteifly pattern), strung
together by two central corridors. Each of the principal
wards Las a verandah where patients can sit out, and
where many of them sleep. The southern windows are
not glazed, but fitted with fine woven wire netting. Be-
tween the two central corridors are the lavatories for each
pair of wards, aud on either side of the approach to each
ward proper a ward scullery, a room for washing pans,
two single bed wards, aud a small kitchen for making tea
aud so on, are provided. The southern end is a building
differently arranged, providing three wards, and towards
the north is another separate building for " walking cases."
Isolation beds are provided in a separate building. The
medical and nursing staff are accommodated in a house
and half a dozen cottages which have been provided aud
fitted up for them by Major Astor ou tho estate.
The wards aro one-story buildings; the framework is

constructed of wood, with double asbestos walls. The
new operating theatre has just been completed. It

consists of a large aud well lighted theatre, with anaes-
thetic, sterilizing, a;-ray, and dark rooms, and lavatories
for the surgeons. In another block are rooms for the
special departments, eye and ear, dental, and pathology.
The original dining room aud Idtcheu are being enlarged.
Tho food is taken from the latter in heated food-carrier
trolleys to a central sewing-room provided with hot plates.
The portions are here served and taken iu smaller heated
food trolleys, each of which has space to serve ouc ward.
The hospital is lighted throughout by electricity made on
tho spot, and has its own water supply also provided
from Cliveden. Sewage is disposed of on the septic tank
principle, and garbage and dressings are incinerated.
The feature of the hospital which seemed to us on a

recent visit particularly worthy of commendation is tho
reception block. It is a long building containing five
apartments. The motor ambulances which bring the men
from Taplow station, about two miles away, draw up at
the southern end of this building. The wounded man is

immediately brought into the reception office, where his
name and other particulars are entered and compared with
the nominal roll from the ambulance train. He then
passes into a waiting-room provided with chairs, where he
stays until he can be admitted into tho undressing-room.
There he leaves all his clothes except his cap and boots,

aud passes into the bathroom, where there are ten fitted

baths provided with hot water. From there he goes into
the next room, is given clean clothes, and directed by the
orderly officer to the appropriate ward. The time occupied
from the moment the man leaves the station in tho motor
ambulance to the moment when he is in bed in his ward is

under an hour, and it has been found possible to pass as
many as sixty men au hour through the reception block.
Canadian convalescents are drafted from the Cliveden

Hospital to tho Canadian Convalescent Hospital at
Hiliingdon House, Uxbridgo, aud men must often leave
with regret, for Cliveden is beautifully situated, and tho
grounds are a fine example of landscape gardening on tho
large scale.

MEDICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF THE BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.

[From a Special Correspondent in Northern France.]

The Wokk of Field Ambulances.
In a note published in tlie Bkitish Medical Journal last

winter it was indicated that while no adequate reason had
yet presented itself for departing from accepted methods
of conducting the training of field ambulauce units, it was
clear that the work of those then iu process of formation
or awaiting orders for the front might not be iiuite what
they expt'cted.

At the time this statement was made there were already
circumstances wliicli justified it, and the accuracy of the
forecast luis been iipboruc in all jiurticulars by the events
of the past six. moutlis. That [n'lu.d has seen the arrival
in Franco of troops who were tlii'ii o ily in training, and
it was contact with certain field ambalances connected
with these reiuforcemeuts that romiuded the wriier of

what he had read in the Jouu.n'al as to the diversity of

offices that field ambulances as a whole might find
themselves expected to fulfil.

The first of these units, which may be entitled A, was
engaged in work in no wise resembling that which the
term " field ambulance" suggests. Instead of being more
or less constantly on the move, and occupied in the
collection of the wounded from the regimental aid posts,

in doing emergency operations, and in passing ou its cases
to a casualty clearing station, it was an entirely stationary
unit, fulfilling a triple function of a much less exciting
kind. Its vehicles had been p.irkcd for the time being, aud
its staff aud personnel were divided up to run a clearing
station for infectious cases, a bathing establishment, and
an institution somewhat misleadingly termed a " con-
valescent hospital."

Us occupation, it is to be noted, vi'as not in the least due
to the fact that it was a newly arrived unit. The primary
cause was that a need for the work in question had been
created by the circumstances of the war, aud that the
need was not directly anticipated by the ante helium text-

books or assi. ned by army regulations to any unit created
for the purpose. The secondary cause was that A was
free to undertake it. It was free to undertake it because,
thanks to the siege like character of the military opera-
tions then and now in progress, to the abundance of motor
ambulance convoys, aud to the proximity of tho casualty
clearing stations, two of the three field ambalauces
belonging to the division served by unit A fully sufficed

for all the field work required.

The occupation of other field ambulances—which may
be called B, C and D—also ilUistiMted the same point,

though not perhaps quite so couiplelcly.

B, like A, was a territorial unit, but serving a diffcreut

division, aud also like A had at least three jobs in hand.
It was running simultaueously a rest station, a laundry,

an advanced dressing station, and a respirator factory.

At tho latter native labour was employed, but the whole
work was iu charge of au officer of unit D, with a file or

two to assist liim iu its supervision.

The head quarters of units A and B were in a town of

some size but unit C was more or less under canvas. It

was running a rest camp and small b ithing station, and
was bivouacked around the farm buildings taken over for

the purpose. C was a unit of long standing; it had, in

fact, arrived in France with the first detachmeut of the

Expeditionary Force, but, just as in the case of units

A and B, its services in its usual capacity were not
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lequh-ed for the moment by the division to -wbicb it

belonged.
A.S for D, this letter relates not to a single unit but to

all three field ambulances of one particular division. On
jiaper they preserved their independence, but otherwise

they had practically combined. Their general head
quarters were in a village of some size, and between them
they were running a large rest camp, which included a
bathing station, a " convalescent hospital "— established in

a permanent building of some size—and two dressing

stations, one in an advanced, the other in an intermediate

were taking turns of duty at

regular intervals in connexion with all the different enter-

prises conjointly carried on, and in this way all shared

fairly whatever was to be had in the way of dull worlc or

exciting work, risky posts or safe posts, soft jobs or hard
jobs.

The same idea of sharing all forms of work also underlay,

I understood, the arrangements of the divisions to which
units A, B, and C belonged ; at intervals the different

held ambulances of each ot the divisions concerned were
to exchange position and occupation. Whether the plan

was ever put into effect I do not know, for the next time I

was in the same area I found that units A. 15. and C,

together with the divisions to which they belonged, had
all moved to a distant part ot the line, and the work they

had been doing was now in other hands.
The occupations described do not as a whole sound

particularly^ interesting or likely to appeal to men so

mentally and physically constituted as to be led—as far as

concerns the ofllcers of units A and B—when joining the

Territorial Force, to select a field ambulance unit.

Nevertheless, there did not seem to be any disposition to

grumble at their existing employment. They did not ex-

pect to be thus engaged for any very long period, and mean-
time they were an3'thiDg but nieic machines. The work
demanded not ouly'lndustry and energy, but also iilenty

of organizing power. In audition, its utility was obvious.

It will have been observed that in the case of only one
of the units did the duties described include no field work
whatever. They were, in short, not exceptionally situated

nnits, but engaged in a fashion which made them as a
whole a very fair sample of their class. The needs of

all divisions are much the same in the matter of baths,

cleansing operations, rest camps, and their like, and
unless they are met by some arrangement available to

a large muuber of divisions it is to its A.D.M.S. and the
field ambulance under his command that a division looks

for assistance in the matter. Obviously rest camp and
convalescent work is medical, and baths and clean under-
clothes are such powerful adjuncts to directly medical
measures for keeping the men in good healtii that all

A.D.M.S., I believe, regard it as part of tlieir ordinary duty
to see that they are made available. But. of crurse, they
.^lways bear in mind the possibility of a general adTauce or a
lieavy local offensive or defensive operation iiuldenly and
greatly increasing the need for field work, and take care
that it should be possible instanth' to release the ijersonnel

ot the field ambulance units for tliis purpose. Given the
occasion, rest camps and convalescent hospitals mubt be
temporarily evacuated, baths and washhouses closed,

tmless theD.D.M.S. of the arjuy corps involved prefers to

fill the vacated posts by drawing M.O.'s temporarily from
some other division or by asking the D.M.S. of the army
to will. '.longs to get up additional medical
officer . But in this matter there can rarely
be an ly. Divisions which are heavily
engagL i t _ _ ii<_ for baths, and heavy fighting seems
in itself to be a sovereign remedy for most of the ills that
help to fill the I'est camps and convalescent hospitals.

A glance at the sickness and casualty chart of almost
any division will show this.

The infectious case clearing station mentioned at the
beginning of this note was not specially intended for the
benefit of the division to which the field ambulance in charge
of it belonged. Like an ordinary casualty clearing station it

was an army head quarters unit and part of the general
machinery—some prearranged, some improvised, to meet
now needs—for keeping down the wastage due to zymotic
disorders. All cases of illness diagnosed at a regimental
aid post or an advanced dressing station or elsewhere in

the area as probably of an infectious order were sent there

for final diagnosis and disposal, instead of to the nearc-.t

casualty clearing station. The necessary accommodation
was provided by some modern faim buildings and a
number of marquees, and it allowed of six different classes

ot cases being separately isolated. The patients remained,
as a rule, only a very few daj's. The diagnosis assured

—

with the help of a mobile laboratory, if need be—the
patient was sent on to a base, either in tlie isolation coach
of a hospital train or by a special ambulance, usually the
latter.

The scope and status of the other enterprises varied a
little. The rest camps and convalescent hospitals confined
their work to men of their own respective divisions, but
one of the bathing establishments seemed to have been
prepared for work on a still larger scale.

The means at the disposal of these bathing establish-
ments were iu some cases primitive, but their scheme ot

work was identical and they all attained their primary aim.
This was to provide each man admitted with a bath of hot
water and plenty of soap, and to substitute for the under-
clothing tliat he was then wearing a set which was both
clean and in good repair. At the larger establishment
that has been mentioned they went a good deal farther

than this—they turned a man out not only completely re-

equipped iu the matter ot under garments, but attended
to his external clothing as well.

As it had been dealing on these lines with an average of

just under 1,000 men a day for many successive weeks it

is natural to surmise that its arrangements were elaborate

and its premises especially suited to the end in view, and
this was the case. The work was done in a very largo
building which, being in peace times a linen weaving and
dyeing factory, possessed fitments readily adaptable to the
requirements of a combined bathing, clothes washing, and
repairing establishment on a very extensive scale—boilers,

hot-water pipes, drying racks, and huge vats in each of

which half a dozen men could bathe simultaneously.

The men as they arrived—commonly in companies^
made their outer "

clothes, all except then- boots, into

bundles, which were then taken to a sterilizer, and the men
moved in sections into the vat room. There they stripped

to the buff, throwing each separate garment into a separate
receptacle—one for vests, one for pants, one for socks;
they then took their baths and dried themselves, the
whole process being timed and lasting a given number ot

minutes. The redressing arrangements, which included
the issue of fresh underclothing in good condition, were
conducted in a s, u liill. ^Meantime and all day long
laundry and n , i 1 i. went on iu different halls,

all the various ;
; [

lucd in the way of washing,
wringing, and s- , iiu 1. • iiui s being provided, and about
100 women being employed to work them.
The term " convalescent hospital," which has been used

in speaking ot the work of two of the units mentioned in

the previous note, is not strictly official. The institutions

to which it is applied were two large, well-fitted buildings,

which might be regarded as the tent sections of the
ambulances concerned. Their, accommodation was more
elaborate, but their work was identical with that of the
rest stations or camps. The patients were for the most
part men suffering from slight ailments or injuries—tired

men, footsore men, men with slight bronchial attacks,

stomach troubles, passing skin complaints, men undergoing
antityphoid inoculation, and men suffering from pyrexia
not deemed to be premonitory of serious disorder. If any •

patient failed to fulfil expectations by not getting quite well

within a few days, or if he developed symptoms suggest-

ing the probability of prolonged illness, he could always
be sent to a base via a casualty clearing station, and mean-
time he was receiving all the attention he required. These
rest stations, in short, fulfilled a double purpose. They
supplied a means (1) of bringing a possibly serious case

under treatment when in an incipient stage, (2) of con-

forming to an accepted axiom, narocly, that cases likely to

be fit to return to duty within a limited time should not be
removed for treatment to a greater distance from their

units than was unavoidable.
Finally, it should be mentioned that it is not alw.ays

under the title of rest station or convalescent that work of

this kind is carried on. A good deal depends on local

circumstances, including the proximity of the field ambu-
lances to one another and to a casualty clearing station ;

the character of the accommodation that a field ambulance
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can secure ; and the nature of the ground just bohind the
actual fighting line; and the distance between the opposing
trenches.

In some cases ambulances may be so situated that tlicy

can carry on both rest stations and ordinary teut section

work, simultaneously and in the same buUding. In other
words, they can provide both for the seriously wounded and
sick men who, after receiving a certain amount of attention,

will be sent on to a casualty clearing station, and for the
light cases whose treatment would begin and end at tlio

ambulance itself.

As for the field work of ambulances its description or

discussion was not one of the objects of this note. Since,

however, so much stress has been laid herein on what may
be described as the civil side of field ambulance life, it may
be well to accentuate the fact that it is for youngish or at

all events hardy men that ambulance duty is best fitted.

Taken as a whole it involves a roughish life and a con-
siderable spice of danger.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
ABUY.

Died on Service.

Honorary Lieutenant and Quartermaster J. T. Fry,
R.A.M.C. was reported in the casualty list published on
October 25th as having died on service in France. He
was promoted to a commission so recently as last July.

Wounded.
Captain R. O'Kelly, R.A.M.C, France.
Captain E. Scott, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant A. K. Roche, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant J. P. Shaw, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant J. Macgregor, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant C. R. Dudgeon, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Lieutenant W. T. C. Frew, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Dr. K. K. Grieve, West African Medical Staff,

Cameroons.
Captain H. C. Mulholland, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Captain W. K. Campbell, R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve),

France.
Lieutenant L. L. Fyfe, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant C. M. Dickinson, R,.'\..M.C. (temporary),

France.

WouTided and Suffering from Gas Poisonincj.

Lieutenant J. R. Turner, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.

Suffering from Gas Poisoning.

Lieutenant N. S. Whitton, R.A.M.C. (temporary),
France.

MisHng.
Captain .J. Morham, of the 4th Queen's Edinburgli

Battalion of the Royal Scots, reported as missing in the
DardaneUes, though serving as a combatant officer, was a
medical man. He was the son of the late Robert Morham,
City Architect, Edinburgh, and was educated at the Edin-
burgh Institution, where he was for some years in the
Rugby fifteen. He took the L.D.S. of the Edinburgli
Royal College of Surgeons in 1906, and the Scottish triple
qualification in 1908, and was in practice as a dentist in
Edinburgh. He joined the 4th Queen's Edinburgh in 1900,
became .Second Lieutenant in 1910, Lieutenant on July
10th, 1912, and was recently promoted to Captain.

Deaths among Sons of Medical Me.\.
Buncle, Ronald MacJoiiald, Second Lieutenant 3/lst Lowland

Brigade Royal Field Artillery (T.F.j, onlv son of Dr. Alexander
Buncle, of Pontefract, died at CraiHleith Military Hospital,
Edinburgh, on October 16th, from the efiect of a fall from his
horse. He was a medical student at Edinburgh University, I

where he was in the Oflicers' Training Corps, and had f^ot his I

commission less than a month before, on September 22nd.
Fox, Andrew Stewart, Second Lieutenant 6th Battalion North

Staffordshire Regiment, elder surviving son of Dr. Fortescue
Pox, of 36, Devonshire Place, London, W., killed in France,
October llth-13th, aged 21. His commission was dated
March 20th, 1915.

Handford. Everard Francis Sale, Second Lieutenant 8th
Battalion Stirr\v.>o>l 1'nrr *m-

, rnniiger son of Henry Hand-
fni-,1. iM.P., 1- i:,( r

,

. I '::- i,l, Southwell, Notts, killed in
l''raii<-o. ( K

, ^ I I r
: lie was educated at Rugby,

where la .'.:
. .... uiid had entered at Trinity

College, I'amlii I'l^L
,

:'i;: iil\li iDiued, taking a commission
from October 3rd, 1914.

Handford, Henry Basil Strutt. Captain 8th Battalion Sherwood
Foresters, elder son of Henry Handford, M.D., P.R.C.P., killed
in France on the same day as his brother, October 14th, aged 21.
He also was educated at Rugby, where he was In the Officers'
Training Corps; entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1912,
and had taken a second class in the fir.st part of the Law Tripos,
lie joined his battalion as Second Lieutenant in 1912, became
Lieutenant on September 2nd, 1914, and bad recently been
promoted to Captain.
Nicholson, H. W., Captain 5th Battalion Lincolnshire Regi-

ment, only son of Dr. J. W. Nicholson, late of Red Hall, Gains-
borough, killed in France, October llth-14th, aged 25. He was
educated at Cheltenham and at Dppingham, and was by pro-
fession a civil engineer in the firm of Marshall, Sons and Co.,
Gainsborough. He joined the 5th Liucolns in 1908, and became
Captain on September 7th, 1914.

I'aton, James Ley, Second Lieutenant 1st Battalion Black
^\'atch, eldest son of Major E. L. Baton, R.A.M.C. (T.F.), of
Perth, killed in France on October 13th, aged 22. He was
a tinal-year medical student of St. Andrews University, where
he was captain of the university eleven and a member of the
Kugby fifteen and of the golf team, enlisted at the beginning
of the war. got a commission in the 8th Battalion of the
Black Watch from November 4th, 1914, was transferred to
the 1st Battalion, and went to the front during the summer.
Williams, Hubert C, Lieutenant 2nd Battalion Queen's Regi-

ment, was killed in France on October 18th, while in command
of a company of the 1st Battalion. He was 23 years of age, and
the only son of the late Dr. Arthur Williams of St. Leonards,
and Mrs. Arthur Williams, recently of Felixstowe. He was
eiiucated at Rugby, entered Sandhurst in February, 1911, and
received his commission in the Queen's (Royal West Surrey)
Regiment in February, 1912. He was wounded in Flanders
during the operations after the fall of Antwerp, and for his
gallant conduct at that time received the Military Cross. After
recovering from the wound he was appointed signalling oiHcer
at Harwich, and had only returned to France at the beginning
of October. He was a nephew of the Editor of this JoUENAL.

NOTES.
Honours.

The London Gazette of October 15th published a list of
officers of the British and Dominion forces awarded
decorations "for distinguished conduct in the field" in
connexion with the operations in the Dardanelles, .^mong
these officers is Colonel Michael Thomas Yarr, F.R.C.S.I.,
who receives the honour of C.B.

Sanatorium for Tuberculous Soldiers.
K sanatorium for tuberculous soldiers, sailors, and munition

workers has been opened at Beechwood House, Newport, Mon-
mouthshire. The building has been lent bv the corporation to
the Welsh Memorial Association, and will he available for men
from Welsh and Monmouthshire units. Sir Garrod Thomas,
JLD., who presided at the opening meeting, said that the cor-
poration had very readily responded to the request of the
deputation, of which he had been a member, and read a letter
from Colonel David Davies, M.P., the president of the
association, thanking the corporation for the use of the house
and grounds.

Military Hospital at Bradford.
The work of converting St. Luke's Hospital, lent by the

F.radford Poor Law Union, into a military hospital is nearly
completed. The St. John Ambulance Brigade or the V.A.D.
will supply men for removing the wounded. It is estimated
that fifteen ambulances will be required and from fifteen to
twenty cars for the conveyance of wounded and other purposes
i)f the hospital. It is understood that the hospital will be able
to utilize Field House and Woodlands Convalescent Home for
convalescents.

Medical Officers Wanted.
r,j9.nd South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance T.F.
Medical officers are required for the above unit, at present

stationed at Great Missenden, Bucks, and shortly ijroceeding to
(Jxford for winter quarters. When trained and efficient, they
must be prepared to be posted to the 2nd and 1st lines to
replace casualties. Apply to Otficer Commanding, 3/2nd South
.Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, T.F., Great
Missenden, Bucks.

212nd Highland Field Ambulance.
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OBitglantr anti WiaUs.

Civil Sanitation and the War.
At the first meeting of the seventy-seventh session of the
Liverpool Medical Institution, vfhich took place on October
21st, 1915, tlie President, Dr. E. W. Hope, M.O.H. Liver-
pool, delivered an address on civil sanitation and tlie

war. On the outbreak of war, he said, the civil and military
authorities combined and rapidly organized camps, billets,

took steps to prevent infection, to supervize contacts,

ix> cleanse clothing and bedding, to provide baths, and to

supervize food supplies and food contracts. Fazakerley
Fever ilospitnl was handod over to the military. At first

:-i(iiii(' ilitticiiltii s :irnsc owini^' to the dislocation of the sick
;iii'l )ii|iiri.l lV(.!ii lins|.it:il treatment which was the
noiiiKil st:iU' 111 ii I;ul;i! <;iiy. Fortunately no epidemic
occurred, and the health of the city population had been
remarkably good during the past twelve months. The
city authorities had, however, made ample provision for

any cases of imported infectious disease to which a seaport

like Liverpool was especially liable. The number of

medical practitioners had been considerably depleted, and
extra work had devolved upon those who had been unable

to respond to the call of their country. Nineteen out of the

medical staff of twenty-five belonging to the health depart-

ment had joined the colours. L)r. Stewart, who was an
Associate of the institution, fell at the Dardanelles. His
was the first death among the local medical men who so

promptly responded at the outbreak of the war. One
practical step was taken to ensure prompt medical aid for

midwives in emergency cases. If the husband was at the

front arrangements were made whereby the police could

transmit urgent messages to medical practitioners from
the various police stations. The scavenging department
sufi^ered from the depletion of its ranks. No fewer than
1,100 out of 3,500 promptly enlisted at the first call to

arms, and their places had to be tilled by persons less

physically able and less skilled. In August the copious
rainfall proved a blessing in disguise, for at this period,

which was critical from a public health point of view, the
city was cleansed far more effectively than usual. One
remarkable effect of the war has been the great diminution
of poverty owing to the unprecedented increased use of the

Port of Liverpool. Thanks to the liberal separation
allowances, a large proportion of families were in receipt of

better and more regular incomes than before the war.
The limitation of the hours during which public houses
were permitted to be open and the abolition of treating had
been wholly beneficial, and added considerably to the well-

being and welfare of the working classes. During the
first six months of the war, owing to the great congestion
of shipping diverted to Liverpool and the inability of the
dock labourers to cope with it, a considerable quantity of

foodstuffs was unavoidably damaged, and some 3,500 tons

were condemned as unfit for food. During the first six

months of this year only 2,000 tons were destroyed. Food
inspection had been systematically carried out, and the
refrigerated meat destined for France or Italy had been
transshipped to these countries or placed in cold storage
until required. Many horses and mules reached Liverpool
from ports scheduled under the orders of the Board of

Agriculture, and dead animals and the destruction of fodder

and litter had to be attended to lest any contagious disease

should obtain a hold among the cattle of this country.

Dr. Hope's address was much appreciated, and every
member felt that the organization of the work devolving
on the civic authorities and the military authorities was
being carried out effectively, and that the Port of Liverpool
has well earned the prosperity it is now enjoying. Dr. T. R.
Glynn, Professor of Medicine at the University, proposed
in felicitous terms a hearty vote of thanks to the President,
whose address was full of illuminating facts. Mr. Rushton
Parker, Professor of Surgery, seconded, and the proposition

was carried with acclamation. Afterwards a conversazione

took place, and by the hospitality of the President
refreshruents were provided.

Thf S\T,rnrD Rnv.^L Hospital.
In spite of tin -i.if d.iiKiuds made by the military

authorities on ili- S:,li-u<l l.'oyal Hospital, the ordinary
work of the hciKjulil Iki ; Ix'cu carried on without any
serious break. Up to the present the medical board lias

born ,il)l(. to Ll.-in Oio. services of most of the resident
Kf:i'T. \^Ih. w. !,. ill 1.1, t, practically indispensable if the
oi'lin.iiy piih II' IV :i..t to be neglected. At the annual
iiicctiny .if t!i, 1,1:11 I III «t week it was stated that during
the past year over 25,000 patients liad been treated, of
whom about 3,000 were inpatients and about 13,000 acci-
dent cases. The effect of the war on tlie ordinary funds of
the hospital has not, perhaps, been as serious as might
have been expected, for though the expenditure of tlie

year was £15,844 and the income only .£15,024, the
deficiency is no greater than has occurred on several pre-
vious occasions before the war. Special arrangements
have been made for the reception and treatment of
wounded soldiers, and down to the end of June 755 soldiers
had been treated. A number of the sisters and nurses
have been accepted for military service, and to take their
places certified members of the Rritish Red Cross Society
have been accepted for training in the hospital. In view
of the great demand now being made for medical men
below the age of 40 for service with the forces, the board
expressed some concern kst it might lose the services of

some of its resident staff, and might find difliculty in

supplying their places for the necessary work of the
hospital.

The 2nd Western General Hospital.
At a recent visit of inspection of the 2nd Western

Military Hospital at Whitworth Street, Manchester,
Surgeon-General Sir Alfred Keogh and General Sir W. H.
Mackinnon expressed tin ii- cinnplete satisfaction with all

the arrangements Hindi l-r- tin reception and treatment
of wounded soltlicis. 1 1, i: understood that the Man-
chester Base HospiLiii is the largest of its kind in the
country, and has received more casualties than any one of

the other base hospitals. During one period of ten days
since the last British advance a large number of casualties

were received for treatment, and through the excellent

system of transport organized by the Red Cross Society
the cases were distributed among the various attached
hospitals with the least possible delay.

Welfare of Motherhood and Infanct.

The public meeting promoted by the Central Committee
for National Patriotic Organizations and the National
Association for the Prevention of Infant Mortality, to con-

sider means for the promotion of the welfare of mother-
hood and infancy, was held at the Guildhall, London, on
October 26tli, under the presidency of Sir T. Vezey Strong,

who took the place of the Lord Mayor, who was indisposed.

The President of the Local Government Board said that

the depletion in the numbers of the fathers of the future

rendered it more urgent to care for the lives of the women,
and to see that tlie children were protected in their

youngest days. Statistics, he said, were against the

assumption that poverty was the main cause of infantile

mortality : ignorance, dirt, and neglect were far more
important. He appealed to all those interested in the

subject, and especially to women, to agree to work in

one group. The Duchess of Marlborough said that the

establishment of infant welfare centres had been
followed by good results in reducing infant mortality.

There was need for the appointment of a greater

number of women as sanitary inspectors and health

visitors, and no effort should be spared, especially by
the women of the country, to initiate and administer

the scheme which the action of the Local Government
Board had made possible in every district. The
Postmaster- General, who followed, said that it had to be

realized that the security of our civilization depended not

only on the quality and efficiency of our people, but also

on their numbers, and it was a fact whicli gave food for

thought that while the population of the United Kingdom
increased in ten years by 3^ millions, that of Germany
had increased by S^ millions. Much of the mortality

among infants was not inevitable, and, in addition, ante-

natal mortality must be considered. The saving of

these lives was one of the few matters in which

the Government and the legislature were ahead of

the nation. The majority of local authorities showed
little activity, and public opinion should awaken
them from their lethargy. Sir James Crichton-Browi!.-

said that much of the mortality among infants could

be prevented; doctors' babies died at the rate of only

40 per 1,000 in the first year because doctors knew how to
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look after tliem, whereas those of miners who did not

know how to look after them died at the rate of 160.

Fxirther investigation into antenatal pathology should be

made, and for this purpose stillbirths should be registered

and centres of scieutitic research established. It had bceu

hoped that a grant of £25,000 would be made by Parha-

meut for this purpose, aud he understood that in certain

circuuistauces the money might yet be asked for in a

supplementary estimate. It was announced at the meeting

that messages of sympathy had been received from the

Queen, Queen Alexandra, the Prime Minister, the First

Lord of the Admiralty, the Archbishops of Canterbury and

York, the Chief Kabbi, aud Dr. Leslie Mackenzie, medical

member of the Local Government Board for Scotland.

A telegram from New Tork to the Times, under date

October 24th, states that a newly-formed Gesellschaft fur

Bevolkernngspolitik recently held a meeting in Berlin, which

was attended bv men of science and sociologists and repre-

sentatives of the Imperial Government. Among measures
recommended for the renewal of Germany's male population

were abolition of the legal age for marriage, the removal of all

bureaucratic obstacles to marriage, assistance for those who
feel they are unable to marry, aud State premiums for large

families on the one hand ; and, on the other, heavy taxation of

bachelors, old maids, childless couples, aud those who adhere

to the one or two children scale. A propaganda of an educa-

tional character was decided upon with the object of impressing

upon men and women in Germany that it is their patriotic

duty to increase and multiply. In this work the churches aud
Echools are to be enlisted.

Major Leonard Darwin, president of the Eugeuics Education
Society, asks us to state that he desires to repudiate on behalf

of the" society all connexion with those who hold many of the
views coutaiued in a pamphlet called " Eugenic Peace,'' which
has beeu distributed among the members of the society. " AVe
know," he says, "that terrible damage must result from the
wholesale slaughter of our fittest meu, we foresee that many
practical steps ought to be taken both now aud at the couelusion
of the war in order to rebuild the nation, but we hold that
nothing must stand in the way of every man and woman
devoting their whole available energies to the task of bringing
this war to a successful conclusion."

^rotlantr.

Leith Hospital in War Time.
Leith Hospital has always had to deal with many
wounded, for Leith is a seaport with large docks aud
many works, aud accidents have hardly ever been
wanting: but since November last (1914), when the first

wounded soldiers from the front were received, its beue-
licent activities in this direction have been greatly in-

creased. In something like four ways the hospital has
been playing its part in the war.

In the first place, the institution has given freely of its

consulting and acting staff. One of its consulting surgeons,
Jlr. Miles, has beeu rendering valuable service in the
H.A.M.C. ; both the physicians (Drs. Edwin Matthew aud
Murray Wood) are also in theR.A.M.C. Mr. Scot-Skirving,
one of the siugeons, has been doing duty at Craigleith, his
work in the hospital having been carried on by Mr. W. W.
Carlow (who has continued to act as registrar). Mr. J. W.
htruthers has now returned to his post from France,
where for some months he was doing war work ; during
his absence his duties were performed for a time by Mr.
.lames M. Graham, and for another period by Mr. W. Q.
Wood. The pathologist, Dr. A. Pirie" Watson, is at the
Dardanelles, and his place has been filled by Dr. Ninian
Uruce. Of the assistant physicians Dr. H. L. Watson-
Wemyss has been doing medical work at Dalmeny

;

whilst both the assistant surgeons (Mr. Henry Wade and
Mr. D. P. D. Wilkie) have been engaged elsewhere, Mr.
Wade having been with the Scottish Horse Field Ambu-
lance and Mr. Wilkie at Portsmouth. Finally, the anaes-
thetist. Dr. H. Torrance Thomson, is in France. The
nursing staff has been supplemented by Voluntary Aid
Detachments from the Red Cross. As with so many other
hospitals in these days, Leith has readily lent or given
freely of its medical and surgical officers in the nation's
need.

In the second placQ provision has been made for the
reception, treatment, and nursing of wounded soldiers.

The first party arrived in November, 1914, and since then

further numbers have come from time to time. Beds were

jirovided for them in the medical and surgical wards of

the hospital, and by utilizing other rooms in the building

space has been found for all the requirements. A large

proportion of the men have had surgical injuries, but there-

have been medical cases also, several " trench feet," aud a

few " gassed " patients.

The hospital has also been helping the navy, and a

cousiderable number of sailors have been taken in since

the beginning of the war, most of whom have come from

mine sweepers aud the like, and have been suffering

principally from rheumatism, pneumonia, aud from frac-

tures. Further, an arrangement has beeu made to ear-

mark a number of beds for use at any time to meet

increased naval requirements. In the fourth place the

wards of the hospital have been open for the reception of

sick soldiers from among the various units undergoing

training in the neighbourhood, and a number of these,

mostly medical cases, have been dealt with.

Under peace conditions the hospital provided 114 beds
—60 surgical (three wards), 46 medical (4 wards), and

8 gynaecological—but since the war began extra beds have

beeu added.

ir^lantr.

KoYAL College of Scrgeons and the War.

At the annual distribution of prizes the President, Mr.

Conway Dwyer, in the course of his address, said that the

great number of troops now iu the righting line and the

consequent large percentage of casualties had thrown a

great strain upon the Army Medical Corps. Thanks to

the efficient organization of the corps effected long before

the war broke out, largely due to the efforts of Sir

Alfred Keogli, the needs of the situation were sufficiently

met. The machinery for the immediate treatment and
transport of the wounded to a ba-e hospital notably

diminished suffering and helped convalescence. The
usual scourges of armies iu the field, such as typhoid,

dysentery, etc., had claimed in this campaign very tew

victims, thanks to the methods of sanitation aud isolation

systematically employed. It was a source of justifiable

pride to the college to know that it had not beeu behind

in aiding in this beneficent work. In proportion to its

numbers, it had sent in one capacity or the other a very

large number of men, many of whom had signally dis-

tinguished themselves. A roll of honour had been estab-

lished in the college as a permanent record of the services

rendered by students in the war, and that roll was ever

lengthening. The students had collected a sum of money
for the equipment of a ward iu the Castle hospital.

The President concluded by reading extracts from dis-

spatches in which two of the licentiates of the college

found most honourable mention, namely. Captain Ernest
Cotter Deane and Surgeon-General O'Donuel. In the

case of Surgeon-General O'Donuel, Sir John French said,

iu the course of his dispatch :
" These results are due to-

the skill and energy which characterized in a marked
degree the work of the Royal Army Medical Corps
throughout the campaign, under the able supervision of

Surgeon-General O'Donuel, D.S.O., Deputy Director-

General Medical Services."

DR. Walther Straub. Protfssor of l'liaiiii;ieoloL:\ in the
University of Freibui'g in lii- -lau. Iu

1 ;er

to tiie Journal of the Aiii' r. ,111;

that certain figures wiili > ,! 1 n
: : i}f

alcohol in different ariuiL- i'libh-licii :.i l.:< J-.-.isU
Medical Jodrnal are iuconect. llu supjiuris this
assertion by a calculation of the number of railway cars
which would be required to carry beer daily for 3,000,000
soldiers, and arrives at the conclusion that 887 such cars
would be necessary, which he implies is a redm^tio ad
absurduni. The purpose of the articles in this .Joup.xal,

was to compare the war rations of the various armies and
Zuntz's figures for the German army were takeu. The
real interest in Professor Straub's letter is the statement
that there is no regular alcohol allowance to German
soldiers in the field. This is not in accordance with the
information published in the Frankfurter Zeittmg, hut v^e

are not in a position to state which of these German
authorities is correct.
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W.\R ORTHOPAEDICS.
Sir,—My attention has been arrested by the paragraph

quoted in the leading article on war orthopaedics in the
JoDRN-.iL of October 16th, p. 575, from Mr. Robert Jones's
book on Injuries of Joints, and as the best expression of

my sympathy with the purport of that article and of the
quotation in particular, let me give two examples of a
revolution in my practice due to the observation of

Mr. Robert Jones's methods, for I believe, after a wide
and long experience, that nearly every doctor to-day is as

the subject of stumps and paralysed
t those looking after our gallant and
i iiU hundreds of our hospitals in this

ntials of a good stump and the best
' lie •? How many of the hundreds of

i!i(n-s now at work have been in the
I relation to the art of fashioning a
I), the value of each joint and of

m the trunk to the scar at the end or

From my own experience I can only
3 few—very few.

The first example I wish to relate occurred some four-

teen years ago when on a visit to hospitals in Paris, where
a case of ischaemic paralysis was shown, and the opinion
of British surgeons present was asked. I knew the orthodox
method and remarked upon its relative uselessness. Mr.
Robert Jones, while agreeing generally, stated that he had
had some success by doing very much less than was usually
done, and indicated the lines of treatment. The surgeon
under whose care the patient was tried it, with the result

to the patient of a very useful instead of a withered
hand ; in these cases I find that wrong splinting, massage,
forcible movements, electricity, and so on, still constitute
tlie ordinary treatment.
The second example with unsatisfactory results has to

do with a conical stump. In this case the bone was covered
chiefly by skin for about 2 in., and consequently it appeared
to be too long. It was, however, pointed out to me that
some muscles bad been allowed to retract after amputa-
tion, and that they might be liberated from their anchor-
ings, mobilized, and fixed to or over the end of the bone
so as to cover it. The application of this principle—new
to me at the time—was of great value to the patient in

controlling his artificial limb.

The point I wish to make is, that as knowledge of the
recent advance in surgery of the stump and of the semi-
paralysed or paretic limb is not yet widely disseminated,
it is necessary that special means should be devised to put
every one of our maimed patriots on the road to the best

treatment that our country can give them. I do not think
that even to circularize the officers commanding hospitals

and to make the facts known in the medical press would
meet the situation. I believe that the object would be
attained if the War Office would appoint a surgeon of

experience in this matter to visit the various military
hospitals in this country to inspect stumps and paralysed
limbs, with instructions to an-ange that all suitable

patients should be sent to special orthopaedic hospitals,

such as the orthopaedic centre established at Alder Hey,
near Livei'pool.—I am, etc.,

October 18th. r.R.C.S.

INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—I wish to add my testimony in favour of the

feeding of infants with undiluted milk.

The history of the artificial feeding of infants is not one
which reflects great credit upon our profession. In no
other department, probably, has theory governed practice

so much. Each ingredient of cow's milk has in its turn

been blamed for the frequent gastro-intestinal disturbances

that so often haunt artificially-fed children, with the

result that milk i/nnxs the fat (butter-milk), milk wt/ms
most of its caseinogen. milk niijius most of its sugar, and
milk minus, or at least lessened, in all its ingredients

(dilutions with water) have all had their advocates.

Percentage milk mixtures were introduced some years ago

by Dr. Rotch, chiefly with the object of avoiding the then
believed indigestible casein, and have had many sup-

porters, especially on the other side of the Atlantic. The

chief difficulty was in getting the mixtures accarately
made, and hence the introduction of milk laboratories,

where they were dispensed from prescriptions" of the
practitioners. Dr. Rotch was most particular in all his
writings that whatever mixture was usd the child mnat
always get sufficient nourishment, th it is, sufficient

calories for one of its age and weight. This seemed a
most evident point, and yet some of the followers
of this percentage plan of feeding have missed it, and
who has not seen a poor, limp, anaemic, sweating child
sucking wearily at a large bottle containing chiefly

water, and then turning away from it, tired with the
exertion but still hungry, and yet distended with water
and little else ? In such cases there is cf oen some oedema
—they are starved and waterlogged. This has been a
fault in no way attributable to Dr. Rotch, who specially
warned against it. Next, by a swing of the pendulum, and
probably merely as a reversion to an older practice, advo-
cates arose for the giving of the milk undiluted. Such a one,
and a very urgent one, was the late Professor Budiu of Paris.

His method was to prepare the milk by heating it in a
double boiler for forty minutes, the milk thus being kept
to the boiling point of water for that period, and being
thoroughly sterilized and otherwise changed, but not
having been actually boiled. (The boiling point of milk
is, of course, higher than that of water.) Some years ago
I cautiously commenced to try this apparently drastic

method of feeding in the out-patient department of onr
children's hospital in Toronto. This hospital is fitted

witii an excellent milk laboratory, and for years has been
a centre of percentage milk mixture feeding. To my
surprise and pleasure the results were infinitely superior

to anything that we had seen with any form of artificial

feeding. Children who were dragging along and looking

thin and miserable on diluted mixtures, often with pot-

bellies and more or less diarrhoea, with mucus in the
stools, quickly changed and rapidly put on weight. They
usually greedily took the tmdiluted milk, and it seldom
disturbed the stomach.
We always use 2 grains of the sodium citrate to the

ounce of milk, a precaution which Dr. Budin did not
employ. The method of heating the milk is one which
the most ignorant mother seems to carry out easily, the
milk for the twenty-four hours being all heated at one
time.
Roughly speaking, the child should get 1 oz. of the

milk at each feeding for each month of its age. Occa-
sionally a little sugar may be added to increase the calorie

value of the food, but this does not seem, as a rule, to be

I was interested some years ago to learn that this

method of feeding had been tried in the out-patient

department of the Children's Hospital in Edinburgh, and
that it was found to give better results than any other

artificial way of feeding infants. I cannot give this exact

reference at present, being " somewhere in France," and
far from libraries.

Now, it is not for a moment advocated here that this

modified Budin method of feeding infants is a panacea, or

that it should be u.sed in the case of really sick infants.

These require special feeding, and often it may be neces-

sary to cut off all milk, and even to stop all food for a

time ; but, as a routine system for the feeding of infants

who unfortunately cannot be nourished at the breast, it is,

in my opinion, the best that has yet been advocated, and
it is to be hoped that more practitioners may be persuaded

to try it.—I am, etc.,

K. D. Rudolf, M.D.Edin., F.R.C.P.L.ond^
Ijieutenant-Colonel C.A.M.C.

British Expeditionary Force. France, Oct. 20th.

SiE,—My first letter was written in criticism of Dr.

Cameron's statement that the results of feeding wit 1

whole and diluted milk are very much the same. !

entirely agreed with Dr. Cameron's address, and fioi 1

what he has written since I gather that, in his opinion,

cow's milk should be diluted to overcome the high fuo

percentage, and that a carbohydrate should be added,

preferably in the form of malt sugar. This he would be

glad to call a standard substitute diet. He is,_apparently,

not opposed to whole citrated milk, for he is willing to

allow it at the third mouth. We are, therefore, not very

far apart in our ideas as to what constitutes a suitable
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diet. Dr. Gauieron speaks of " dilating milk a little," auil

does not say whether ho uses citiatc with mill; so
diluted. It is difficult to understand how an infant
c*u talie milk diluted a little unless it is citratcil.

I am entirely in agreement with Dr. Cameron in

thinking that the caseinogen ditSculty has been
greatly overstated. There is evidence that the excess
of protein is in itself Inrnilcss, the difficulty rather
being a mechanical one, tho infant finding the tough I'um
clot of cow's milk the stumbling-block to easy digestion.
With the advent of sodium citrate and the prevention of
the clot tho necessity for dilution passed away. Although
the fat percentage of human is tho same as that of cow's
milk, Dr. Cameron would still have us go on diluting in
order to reduce the fat which, in " the minority of all cases
and a considerable perc ntage of very young infants," gives
rise to a condition of affairs termed by Dr. Cameron "fat
dyspepsia." In my experience, fat dyspepsia amongst the
babies of tho poor, who make a universal practice of milk
dilution, is practically unknown, and in the babies I have
watcheil being fed on whole milk I have been particu-
larly struck by the absence of those signs and sym-
ptoms which ]J)r. Cameron has described. Constipation,
I agree, is common, but it is not more severe or frequent
than constipation in breastfed babies, and one would be
sorry to label them cases of fat dyspepsia. Dr. Languicad's
pioneer work with whole citiated milk has in the past
done, and will in the future do, more to place the artilicial

feeding of infants on a practical and sensible basis than
all the hundred and one theories and milk modifications
that have from time to time been jjut forward, and my
opposition is entirely directed against the principle of

milk dilution, which, in the great majority of cases,
I believe to be unwise and unnecessary.—I am, etc.,

Leeds, Oct. 25tb.

"

C. W. A'iNIKi;.

THE -n'AR EMERGENCY.
The Need of Selection.

Sir,—May I ask Dr. Barwise where he gets his figures

when he states that only 12 per cent, of panel practitioners
are on active service ? Sixty-six per cent, have gone from
this town and 43 per cent, from the district. Those left

at home are liaving a busy time, but they are doing the
work of absentees free of charge. If these conditions arc
exceptions they may be dependent on each other; certainly
they should be satisfactory to tho State. Dr. Barwise
compares choice of doctor with choice of judge and clerjjy.

Choice of doctor is for the common good ; choice of judge
would be a power for evil. We have the choice of clergy
and church. At home, as well as on the battlefield, in

cases of serious injury the nearest medical man is called
and the nearest hospital made use of. The system of each
Division of the ]5ritish Medical Association providing its

fair share is undoubtedly the best, since it is economical
and is most satisfactory to patient and doctor. Perhaps
if the men remaining at home were more generous in

their offers to prospective volunteers there would be a
greater number of the latter. It is their duty to do the
best they can for them.—I am, etc.,

Birstall. Oct. 25th. W. AlRLIE OgtLVV.

Obituary.

JAMES B. COLEMAN, C.M.G., M.D., F.R.C.P.I.,

PHYSICIIN TO THK RICUMilSD HOSPITAL, DUBLIN.

Bv the death of Dr. Coleman, which took place on October
21st, Dubhn has lost a very prominent figure, and one who
ever upheld the best traditions of Irish medicine. .James
Byrne Coleman was born in 1863 ; he was educated at
Clongowes Wood College, where he was a brilliant student.
His medical career began with his entrance into tho
Catholic University, from which he passed to the Royal
College of Surgeons. Ho obtained the degree of M.D. in

1888 from the Royal University of Ireland, and was awarded
a gold medal. En the course of a few years he was
appointed physician to .Jervis Street Hospital, and in 1896
he was elected physician to the Richmond Hospital, where
his clinical acumen, his scientific method, and his innate
teaching ability brought him to the front rank of Dublin
physicians. Students flocked to his class, for he had the

happy knack of establishing a clear connexion between
pathological processes and their clinical manifestations,
and of presenting the phenomena of disease in a lucid
manner. From its establishment in 1896 down to 1913 he
was one of tho two visiting physicians of the National
Hospital for Consumption at Newcastle (Wicklow), where
he performed a vast amount of work on tuberculin and on
"op.sonins." Dr. Coleman nmst be regarded as a pioneer
in vaccine therapy; his methods were never empirical, but
always based on sound clinical and bacteriological evidence.
He was a mau with a strong sense of duty, which he ever
put before pecuniai y gain.

In 1900 he relinquished his practice, which was then
increasing to a remarkable extent, in order to act as
principal physician to Lord Iveagh's Irish Field Hospital.
In this capacity he did extremely useful work in medicine
generally and in the treatment of typhoid fever in par-
ticular. For his services there he was mentioned in
dispatches, was made a C.M.G., and received a medal with
three clasps. Some months ago he accepted an invitation
to take charge of the medical side of a base hospital at tho
front, although ho lelt that the work would be a con-
siderable tax on his strength. 'J'be same devotion to duty
resulted in his contracting small pux during an epidemic
of that disease in Dublin many years ago.

Dr. Coleman tool; a prominent pari in the medical life of
the city, being a Fellow of the Royal Academy of Medicine
in Ireland and a member of several medical clubs of a
social character. As a Fellow of the Royal College of
Pliysicians he devoted himself to the welfare of that body,
aud_ identified himself with everything that could further
its interests. As a physician he w^ls eminently sound in
theory and practice, and always kept himself versed in
new methods not only iu medicine but in the kindred
sciences. Personally Dr. Coleman, though of a retiring
and quiet disposition, was a man who knew his own miud
and who was never afraid of adopting his own line in
medicine or in life.

WILLIAM GILBERT GRACE, L.R.C.P.Edin.,
M.R.C.S.Eng.

W. G. Grace, admittedly the greatest cricketer who
ever x^layed our national game, died suddenly on October
23rd at his residence, Mottingham, Eltham, Kent. The
fourth son of Mr. Henry Mdls Grace, of Downend,
Gloucestershire, William Gilbert Grace was born there on
July 18th, 1848t He was educated by tutors at home, and
did not enter the Bristol School of Medicine until long
after he had, at the age of 17, begun his career as a
cricketer; later, he studied at St. Bartholomew's and
the Westminster Medical Schools. For a time his tall

form and his face, already well bearded even in early
youth, were familiar to all who frequented the square of
St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Ho showed little hurry
about qualification, yet he intended to give up public
cricket and start in practice in Bristol v/hen in 1878 the
Australian cricketers visited this country for the first time.
The skilful Antipodeans scored wonderfully, and W. G.
Grace, with eonmiendable patriotism, remained in the field

as Britain'.s i.i.imn/.ed champion. He did not, however,
abandon hi-; d. t<i uiinatiou to practise. He qualified in

London and IMiiilmrnh iu 1879, and set up in practice in
Stapletou Itnad, Itristol, at the end of the same year.
There he remained until his retirement trom practice iu

1899, th.jii^h hitterly he had also a house at Ashley Down.
Duriug this period he held a number of appointments. He
was medical officer to the Barton Regis Union, public
vaccinator to a district in the same union, and surgeon to
the Pennywell Collieries. His brother, Dr. Edward Mills
Grace, was coroner for a district in the West of England,
and played first-class cricket, as did a third brother, Mr.
G. H. Grace. In 1899, W. G. Grace, on his retirement,
took a house in Sydenham, where he resided for ten years

;

lastly he moved to Mottingham in 1909.
" W. G. " was a mau tall in stature and of splendid

physique, possessing at the same time great manual skill.

He was not only a great bat, his bowling was a superb
sight—all the more so, perhaps, because it was by no
means graceful, but the power which he exerted and the

skill with which he overcame the batsman were alike

sutficient to win the admiration of the expert and of

the ignorant spectator. " W. G." was not given to severe

training; on the other band, it is interesting to bear in
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mind that he never smoked. It appears that early in life

lie snffert'd from pulmouary disease, although he grew to

be so robust. W. G. Grace, wlion he gave up the practice

of our profession, did not abandon cricket, for he played
only nine years ago for Gentlemen against I'laycrs at

Keunington Oval, and took part in club cricket until 1913.

Ho wrote three books on cricket, of which tlic most
important was CriclcHiii/ licmhnsccnces and t'ersonal

Jiecolleclions, by "^\^ G." He loved sport and followed

the beagles. Latterly he tools much interest iu the boy
scout movement.

\V. G. Grace was married and left two sons—Captain
II. E. Grace, R.N., and Captain C. B. Grjce. Kent Fortress
Hoyal Engineers. His funeral took place on October 26th,

at Elmers End Cemetery, Beckenham.

Dr. John Holms, the oldest practitioner in Paisley,

whoso death is announced, began lifo as a clerk. By
industry .in'l |"i .\-i n e, he obtained the degrees of

M.l!., C'.iM.<i; r... ; I, and graduated M.I), in 1873.

Alter actiii'j, 'mt in the North of England ho
settled in 1, 1

ii \ "\^ r L.i'ty years ago, and acquired an
important piacliee. Jle made a fine collectiou of pictures,

many of whicli he lent to various loan collections. He
died on October 18th from pneumonia, leaving a widow,
two sons, and two daughters.

Last summer a medical mission was sont by the St.

Louis University to Jlritish Honduras for purposes of

research. Dr. Edward Nelson Tobey, lecturer on trojiical

diseases in the University, was a member of the party.

He was a passenger inboard the fruit steamer Jl/a)0!CJj(M!c

wbich was wrecked in a hurricane in the Caribbean Sea on
August 13th, and is believed to have gone down with the
ship. He was 44 j-ears of age.

^\n ^ttbms.

EMOLUMENTS OF TERRITORIAL MEDICAL
OFEICERS.

"Wk have received a number of inquiries with regard to
the emoluments to which medical officers of the Terri-
torial Force are entitled, and some of our, correspondents
liave compared tlioni unfavourably with the receipts of
medical officers hokling temporarj- commissions. The
luattci- appears to be governed by the following i>aragraphs
of tl'.o Royol Pay Wavrar,::

40(. i

thcca-r..i 1. ,-:

retll-Bil p!l> el ^^ n

ail}' gratuitj- lUey

497. Ol'licers enii>l.' ii: 1)6

shall, provided that II ^ ; . ) i. . m r,
: 1

,1 , ,,

engagement, or of ti ^

were employed (unles'- ,1 '-nr.i t^i- |,( - ,. .: , |,i r;,, 1, , ,1 |,i.: ,
,.

, 11,,-

our Army Council), Ije eiUiLlL-u. un me eessituou ul sueii
employment, to a gratuity at the JoUowiiig rates:

((I) In the case of an officer vvlio retired with retired pav or
gratuity, thirty-one days' pay for every year of service or'anv
part of a year.

(hi In the case of any other officer, one hundred and twenty-
four days' pay for the tirst year of service, or any part of a year,
and sixt}"-two days' pay for each subsequeut year of service or
part of a year.
For the purpose of such gratuity pay shall mean regimental,

.lepartmental, or staff, pay only, and shall not include additional
pay of any kind, or (e.\cept iu the case of officers drawing con-
solidated rates) allowances.

The following table affords, we believe, a correct com-
oarison of the emoluments of officers of the R.A.M.C.{T.F.)
md temporary lieutenants R.A.M.C.

:

-ra
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antler 52 years of age at the time of application. Particniars
rei;ardiu{; pay, promotiou, etc., iii the service cau be obtaiiicil
from the Secretory, Military Department.

663

r.X( HAXOES DESIRED.
TERRnORLVr, KORCK.

r.\PTAis- A. K. Tatersox, R.A.MX'.iT.), attached 1.4th Dorset
Regiment, Anibala. India, wishes to find substitute so as to
enable him to transfer to a unit at home or in Fi-ance. Com-
munications should be addressed toDr.Le Fleming, AVimborue,
Dorset, who will give all details.
Captain C. E. 8ilvosto>-, R.A.M.C.T.. 21st South Easleru

Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, now stationed at Cricket
Ground. Canterbury, wishes to exchange with another M.O.,
preferably Field Ambulance or Casualty Clearing Station,
abroad or about to proceed abroad.

Mnibfrsitifs antr Collrgrs.

vho have been appointed to important posts in the Army
Medical Service, and to Mr. A. D. Darbishire, lecturer on
genetics, and to other teachers who have also joined His
Majesty's forces. Professor llayley Balfom' reported that the
Austi-aiian Herbarium bequeathed to the univei-sity by the late
Dr. Alexander Morrison proved on examination to be the finest
that had reached Europe from Australia since the early days of
last century, when the Banksian plants collected by Robert
Brown were placed in the British Museum.

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
nrolmeiifc
it already

the indications are that the number of first-year medical
students will be over the average, and since those at an advanced
stajJe have been advised to complete their course, the classes in
medicine will probably be less affected by the war than those
in other departments. TI;e diminution is expected to be large
in the arts classes, where between 300 and 400 of the students
ore engaged in munitiors woik ; in the science faculty, in
which the mninri'- <>! "- i*'i i.-nt

; i^fndy engineering, a number
are engaged "m
Principals.,

to the new 1-

adtlresses in pa
the end of the 1

i' '. 1 I .
iiit, written an introduction

- 'I ' • '.
'

-' llnnilbv)}:, in which he
I'ii '.!; r :i, ... . ;u- fiii. louts. He states that bv
irsl twelve months ol the war 2,210 students of

the university had enrolled themselves in the forces of the
Crown, and of these 1,750 had received commissions as oflicers
in the navy or army. During the summer the Officers'
Training Corps passed through its special course about one
hundred commissioned olBcers a month. Some fifty members
of the teaching staff were employed in military or civil service
connected with the war, and of the women students a large
proportion are giving service to hospitals, ambulances, and
relief organizations.
The Business Committee has reported to the General Cotmcil

that it has a new issue of the roll of service in preparation. It
would contain the names of 84 killed and 101 wounded. With
a \ iew to immediate future needs the scheme of part-time
training for military hospital service arranged in April with
the Western Infirmary, and subsequently with the Royal
Infirmary, of which thirty-six women graduates and sixty-
eight students had taken advantage, will be eontimied through-
out the winter at the former institution. The head quarters of
the Officers' Training C'or)js in University Avenue were now
recognized by the War Office as a regular school of military
instruction for young oflicers. The staff, with the exception of
one regular officer, was composed of graduates. V.'ork has
been continued during the vacation.

ROYAL COLLEGE OP SURGEONS OF EDINBURGH.
Fellowship,

The following gentlemen have been admitted Fellows: I

Chaffer, -J. A. Cowie, A. M. Stuai-t, P. 0. WoollatL

CON-TOINT BO.UID IN IRELAND.
The following candidates have been approved at the esamhia-
tions indicated : '

rr.Ei.rsn>i.Mrrr;x\:.rn.-ATio^.—I. \7. Amovltcli, LucrotiaH.H. B-. iiie,

.\. B. Clcry. W. E. Colahan, R. M. Corbet. J. .J. Cluno, T. 1,.

Uoaovan, A.B. Doyle T.C. Dnvlo, A. C. Ksmonde. M.W. Irnzri ,

Roberta K. I'isher, W. ,\. (;r.,l.;.iji, S. G Gilmore. T. M. Golo'on,
T. Hcfffinnn. .1. I! I llitiay, P. Killeen, J. J. A.
LoivMIoocl. )'..). ' r,.an. H. T. Jlacaulay. A.
Martinson, P. 5k. : '. A. O'Connor, T.L.Qiiin,
,7. liubinstci.i. G ! !, R. T. Taylor. Maty B.
U'empest. J. \V. Ti,,- ' i iters.

ScppLF.jir.NTAt. Final 1:x iriivATpr,. -T.Coben. J. Dwycr, T. Fan-cll,
O. J. M. Kerrigan, J. ii. a. ilasner, 'J?. J. Ryan, J. J. Walshe,
P. W. Walshe.

oil;

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF IRELAND
AT the annual meeting of the Roval Colletic of I'lnsi^'niiis of
Ireland, held on St. Lni,. v, |,,,, ;,.. ;,,!„... ^sn, i, ih.whni
officers were elected in, Di-
MacDowel Cosgrave; 1, n
t't-nsor,?; Drs. Joseph 0'( ai 1

ill,
1 1. ,

,
1 1) ;,, . ^. i. .

Gibbon FitzGibbon.

CONJOINT BOARD IN SCOTLAND.
TBEfollowjng caudKlates have been approved at the cxamiiia
tious mdicated

:

FinST F.XAMINATION.—E. J. Pearson (willi distinction), T. F.
Thomas, T. P. Miuford, M. J. Woodberg, T. R. O'Keefc,
W. liuncinian, nud O, S, Woodhrad,

Second Examination.—S. S. KHrt,iii, r,, P, finmovn.-;..i,„ r> \
Wall! !,,, i: ( ( ,- ,;,, I'. I

,
1,1, .,:,i , \ r ^^.] , ,

, i,' ,

,
E. Mendis, and T. W. Drummond.

SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES OF LONDON.
The following candidates have been approved iu the subjpcts
indicated

:

n. FaStJKGEiiT.— "IH. H. Fnirfax,
tT. J. Thoinns, Mi; ]•:

MEmcINE.— It;. 'I', l;:i I , : . Ii. 11,1,1.1
, ,1 I, ll;i,ii:l ,,,, f R

Lloyd. IC. r. ,1 I

Forensic JIeiu. ,

i

i

' i, r . ',
, ii

Midwifery.— i:, \ ,,,, .i. i. . i,,.,,-„i,ii,, i i.,, ), |.„,,|i,

J.'g. r.ll', .:-',,•,
, \\l,A. \\ilsou\i''.'H'.'"Yo»ng.'''

'

'" "'°""
'

.-51
1 li'ii [. I !3ectionlI.

The diiilnina of ;'i, So, iety has been granted to Mes.srs. J. R.
Cheesmaii, J. 11. li'au..,lough, H. H. Fairfax, J. L.Hamilton,
C. r. C. Sargent, and T. J. Thomas.

JItebical Jleius.

Discussions on the troatmcut of the soldier's lioart
and on the trctatment of war nephritis are being arranged
by the Section of Therapeutics of the Royal Society of
Medicine.
The ladies of the St. John Ambulance classes in Exeter

have presented Dr. J. A. W. Pereira -with a handsome
clock as a token of their esteem and gratitude.
The Russian Red Cross has pnblished a list which shows

that U15 to the beginning of September forty-six Sisters of
Charity were killed by shells thrown on the Red Cross
Hospitals by the Austro-German armies.
The Child Study Society will hold its first meeting of

the session on Thursday next, at 6 p.m., at 90, Bucking-
ham Palace Koad, under the chairmanship of Dr. James
Kerr, when Miss C. E. Grant will read a paper on ' The
.American child at school."
The Romanes Lecture before the Univevsity of Oxford

will be delivered this year by Professor E. B. Poultoii,
Hope Professor of Zoology in the University, on Deccniljcr
7th, at 3.30 p.m. The subject will be "Science and the
Groat War."
The general meeting of the Ronlgen Society will be

held on Tuesday next, at 8.15 p.m., at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, when the President, Mr. J. H.
Gardiner, will deliver an address and new apparatus w ill

be exhibited.
The Ingleby Lectures before the University of Birming-

ham will be given by Professor Douglas Stanley, M.D.,
M.R.C.P., physician ito the Queen's and Children's Hos-
pitals, on Wednesdays, November 3rd and 10th, at 5 p.m.
The subject of the lectures is " I'neumonia audits sequelae
in children."

ST.^.RTiNG with the frank acknowledgement that " the
welfare of infants depends in very large measure on that
of their mothers," Dr. Arthur Newsholme, C.B., presents
a I'.eport on Maternal Mortality in Connection witli Cliild-

boaiing and its Relation to inlaiit :M,li,,i,i\ <\l. 8085,
price 7Jd.), which is intercsiino ;,iiil. i, iiom
lioyinning to end. The national ,i-|ii n i is

first discussed, and then the ioi,i' > ncs
of mortality iu childbcaring a. '

, liird

part of the report some of tin 'i ,liis

excessive mortality arc set oi ' " i, 'S

shown to be justified that bol 1

1

i
'

o
,

aiiio-

uatal care and for midwifery alt, n. la n.-i' \voiilil go I'ai- to

reduce the mortality from childboaring. The fourth part
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of the repoil gives in (Ictail some of tlie woilc which has
.UixaiK- liciii liiulii lakcn lu make llic-sf airMn.Lieiiiculs and
,1 M..||:l ;,,!,;, I, W. 1m. I- " ''-!' ' 'I' "<

'
-IHKiOf

of

(. - . irimont
and inl'anlileslioiiia l)e so alive i:> thi

lifeaiullioaltli.

AccORlUNO to tho Xcw Yorl- Medical Journal, the supply
ol certain clriif;s of botanic oi-igiu is falling short iu the
I'liiteil Htatcs as in this country. Many of them were
formerly collected by Euro]iean "peasants as a by-trade.
Tlie cultivation in America would be costly, and it is

feared that return to normal prices after peace would ruin

tlie cultivator unless the Government instituted a system
of protection.

BIRS. F. E. Smedlfa', M.B., B.S.Lond., has been ap-

)H)inted, with tho approval of the Local Government
13?iard, acting comity medical officer of health and school
medical oflficer for West Sussex, in the place of her
Imsband, l>r. i:al|>li Smeaic\-. wlio Iut^ liei u commissioned
as a liiii :ti'. n.nhiKMil 1; \,M.I,. aii.l has Imcu on
luilitan iiM- . '] .!.[>. \ . ,1. W ( - .

,-iii'illi'y has
also )»''

'I ..'
,

-'ii. .1 II 1-
!
,.:>

,
.1 hi 111.' W.I Sussex

Insuraii.j.- i-.i' .' n- - in. i. n,).. . m y al.s. nee (jf the
tuberculosis <.'

1

''. 1. -t. Johnston), who is also

engaged on m i 1 1
1

.
1 1

1

1

.
. i is at present in France.

The King l.du ...i \ .. . ~ i^ the name of an institution

founded as a Souili Ain.aii memorial to commemorate the
life and aims of King Edward Vf I. The report for 1914-15,

the second year of its existence, has been issued by the
(SuperiuteudentGeneral, Miss J. E. Pritchard. Tho
organization is intended to comprise two divisions: (a)

European, (b) coloured and native. The funds and organi-

zation of the two divisions are to be kept apart. At the
request of the foiipniUee in Si.nlh Africa Uie folonial
Nursiii '•''']''

.•", '
'

: ^ iiiii'ses

to till '
. . was

a full I'he

moD(" '
I

.
I 1

i

, I (t VII
3IC11HII i.i( to lif. dr\ol..(i (nlin.ly to work
anion lid in this connexion a stai't has been
iriado I

i

. le a native nurse has been iDlaced to

In" his rcpoit to Uie Bitreau of Health for the Philippine
Islands for the fourth quarter of 1914, V. Heiser, Assistant
Director of Healtli, states that no pases of pla'_'ue was re-

ported i"; 'I'.' (''- <a ^r....i-. 1...! o..'.^- (.,.. I- lilts were
found \r '. ihi.ongh
Ibis V . -Mv. A
total ..I .,,,,.11 |.^ in the

colic I I

medif.
and a

twelv.
to Cio
Four
admii t

111 the
- sent
s 235.

C'liict of the American Sard-
ami most of the members of

if. fnitrd Slid lis. Dr. strong,
M, stated that
'IIS, Panama,

..1 tlie most
. "I the popnla-

' . 1 . 111,14 baths, an
. .1.1 .1. s fitted up as

•I
i li.'ii I inline;. By this

I
•,...! mi v.-n-li.'d of
.|.

I

• !:•' :: the

to IS of
the pi .

.
: ;i 111 1 \ |.llUS,

the Ml. ' |.iiii ill the
Ameiii-:... 1

.'li . .
• '

. \

!<
I

. .1 1 \ |.|iiis in
Montcuoi^ro aiso Miyi o- on |.ic\fineii o .. ...

, , li,-

sanitary measures, shortly before 1.. 1 : i . . in.

Strong was decorated with the Ordi 1 .. .n . , , . -ikI

forty-three. American doctors and si-r ,m ..i,,n.iis.

representatives of the Rockefeller f'ouiidation and the
American Bed Cross, also received decorations In recog-
nition of their services.

fitters, Hotis, aiiti 'fusions.

^S" Queries, answers, and communications relating to suhja-tK

to u-hich special departments of the BitlTlSH MEDICAL Jouunal
are derated will be found under their respectioe headings.

QUERIES.

They Lhaa inquires as to results in cases of recurrent winter
catarrh of treatment by compound catarrhal vaccine, ilie

frequency of the dose, and amount of constitutional dis-

turbance after each dose.

Income Tax.
Devoxiensis has, owing to the illness of the incumbent, been
appoiuted deputy medical officer of health for six months,
and took up tlie work on July 1st. He has been assessed as
deputy medical officer as from October 1st, and asks whether
this is correct.

,* The appointment is one which comes under Schedule E,
to which the average does not apply, and the procedure
adopted seems correct in law. Presumably the medical
officer of health for whom " Devoniensis " is acting as deputy
did not arrange for his " Schedule E " liability to be dealt

with iu one sum with his general practice receipts. If our
correspondent pays the tax he is entitled to exclude the

amount received from his Scliedule D return next year. On
the other hand, if he assures the local surveyor of taxes that

the receipts will be returned under Schedule D, the latter

may discharge the assessment. The ultimate result will in

either case be much the same.

ANSWERS.
Suggested Isolation of Cancer Patients.

Step.—There is no evidence from experience of human or
animal caucer of transmission of the disease from the affected
to healthy individuals by contact. There is, therefore, no
institication for the strict"isolation of cancer patients. Where
ulceration and foul discharges are present it may be necessary
in the interests of other patients, but in most cases careful
nursing aud antiseptic dressings should minimize this objec-
tion to cancer patients being boused alongside other patients.
From the stand]ioint of humanity it seems inadvisable to
scgregnt- orr"'.,!-- uiiffr-i-iiiy from a'disease of long duration.
They Im . ' .. i-. nitorcourse except with sufferers like
tbenis. '1 ..nlr aggravate their condition—par-
tioulail II -i where t)ie nursing staff is so fully
occupn i. il,, r ] loration should be held to justify inter-

course with other patients in the interests of the sufferers
from cancer tliemselves.

JCETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

Uterus Didelphts.
In the Epitome for September 25th, 1915, paragraph 92
bore a heading, " Partus Unilateralis in Utero Dydelpho."
"Dydelpho" is of course wrong, for which we must plead
guilty to the extent of having carelessly followed the German
author. " Didelphys " is a word unknown to Hippocrates,
Aristotle, or Galen. It was given by Linnaeus to the American
opossum, and nia.lc use of as an adjective t.y teratologists to
signify 1. I < ;:•: ' .i.i'ii.i.' ni.-fii--. I ., imho'Ii -, in 1

1

1
-J 'm/-/. ma

Hence, on tlie whole, it wonl.l
"Didelphys," and to write "of
" iu a uterus didelphys."

didelphys," and

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

f s. d.

Seven lines and nnder ... .., « „ 5
Kacb additional line „ „ ._ ... 8
A wliole column ... _. „. _ _. 3 10
A page „ 10

An average line contains six words.
All ipiiiitlnnces by Poet Office Orders must be made payable to

II" 111'
I i Association at the General Post ODBce, London.

~ o
. will be accepted for any sucb remittance nob so

II
' ihould be delivered, addressed to the Manaiar,

t. 1, --
i I ., I. 1. .11. not laterthan tbefirstjjoston Wednesday morniiit;

l.rec(.din;i ]iul»Iic:ition, and, if not paid for at the time, should bo
accompanied by a reference.
NoTK.—It is against the rules of the Post Office to receive postt

restante letters addressed either in initials or numbers.
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NEUVOrS AFFECTIONS OF THE SIXTH
AND SEVENTH DECADES

OF LIFE.
By J. MICUKLL CLAKKE, M.A., M.D.Cam ak.,

LL.D.Bristol, F.R.C.P.,

TiiK sixth and seventh decades of Hfc constitute a pciio^l

which has certain marked chaiactcristics. The age of 4o.

which Dauto fixed as tlic end of the period of youtli,

U)ight have been taken as the lower limit, but that would
involve in most women tlie inchision of the climacteric,

which I thought it better to avoid.

Mauj* nervous diseases ran a vcrj' lone course, and we
should therefore expect to find that the nervous affections

of this period will be made up of some which began at an
earlier age, and of others, fewer in number, whose in-

cidence is entirely contained within it. I do not propose-

to include mental affections.

Spinal Coed.
The diseases of the spinal cord between 50 and 70 yea is

of age are both numerous and important. Tumours of the
cord present no especial features at this age; secondary
metastases in the cord itself to cancer elsewhere are very
rare. I have seen two examples of secondary growths in

the Cauda equina ; the primary growths were iu the breast

and prostate respectively.

Mj-elitis is not a common disease after 50. Iu 156 cases
reported as myelitis, acute or subacute, excluding pressure-

myelitis, 18 pec cent, occurred after this age. The ago
given iu hospital reports probably represents very nearly
that of onset, as chronic cases with secondary degenera-
tions would come under other designations, for example.
spastic paraplegia. This relative infrequency after 50
might be expected, as the common causes" of myelitis arc
chiefly some acute infection or intoxication, iu which the
myelitis may be either primary or secondary, and syphilis.

Taylor and Buzzard ' state that syphilis is responsible for

the great majority of cases, probably 80 per cent, of cases
of myelitis. The term "myelomalacia" is more accurate
than 'myelitis"for many cases. One might, perhaps, have
anticipated an influx of cases of myelitis, or rather myelo-
malacia, in later life, due to vascular occlusion from
arterial degeneration, but large patches of softening iu the
cord seem rarely to result from this cause; the contrast
with the frequency of areas of softening in the brain is

remarkable. Arteriosclerosis in the cord seems to affect

the smaller vessels and to produce small sclerotic foci or
diffuse areas of degeneration.
The diseases of the spinal cord which are especially

characteristic of this age are diffuse lesions of the posterior
or lateral columns, mostly degenerative—cases formerly
grouped together as the "combined scleroses." In some.
.symptoms due to disease of the lateral columns pre-

dominate, and the clinical picture is that of spastic jiara-

plegia, a very defiuit« clinical syndrome, but due to various
pathological states. In other cases the posterior columns are
chiefly affected, and many are of pathological rather than of
clinical interest, as the changes in the cord either give rise
to no symptoms, or else these are overshadowed by more
urgent ones due to the general disease in the course of which
they occur. Such are the degenerations of the posterior
columns found in cachectic states, in carcinoma, in glycos-
uria or diabetes, the slighter forms of the cord degenera-
tions of pernicious anaemia, and also those found in some
cases of chronic cystitis and enlarged prostate. In all

the lower part of the cord is solely or chiefly affected, and
the predominant symptom is paraplegia, or paraplegic
weakness with ataxy, with or without some, generally not
profound, sensory affection.

Cases of paraplegia of this kind are found recorded
under the names of spastic, ataxic, or senile paraplegia,
combined sclerosis, or subacute combined degeneration.

• In preparing this lectura for pablication here ithas been necessary,
on-ing to considerations of space, to omit some passages.

c

Unfortunately these terms are not always used in the
same sense ; whilst cases of one group shade by degrees
into those of another, aud, except iu the case of subacute
combined degeneration, convey no very clear idea of the
pathological changes. For instance, under such a name as
" ataxic paraplegia ' will be found included quite distinct

diseases, whilst "spastic paraplegia " merely indicates the
predominant clinical feature irrespective of its pathological
cause. An important stop forward iu differentiation was
the separation of subacute combined degeneration, both
cliuicaliy aud pathologically, from among these various
conditions by the work of Hussell, Batten, and Collier.-

With the juoviso that the above designations as given in

reports of cases are not mutually e.xchisivc. niid only afford

a rough idea of the age incidence, I firul ' ' 1 1
^ ,ases

of spastic aud ataxic parajjlegia, con i and
subacute combined degeneration, 38 ;ired

between 50 and 70 years of age. If -: yia is

excluded for the reason that it will couiprisi many old-

standing cases of lateral sclerosis secondary to myelitis

and other causes, the proportion between these ages is

higher—49 per cent.—and reaches its highest point in

subacute combined degeneration.
Dr. Collier," in his excellent account of this disease,

states as to the age of onset that the extremes are between
30 and 65 years, and that the highest incidence is reached
between 55 aud 60. Of 11 cases uuder my observation, in

most of which the diagnosis was confirmed pout mortem,
the age in 9 was between 53 and 64. There was no
dctiuite cause for the disease in any; iu 2 cases it appeared
after severe diarrhoea and vomiting, and 1 patient had
had syphilis; 3 of the patients suffered from pernicious
anaemia, 3 from anaemia distinctly of the secondary type,

and 4 were not anaemic.
None of these varieties of combined sclerosis of the cord

can be regarded as true system degenerations, which appear
earlier in life and arc often hereditary or familial.

Haematomyelia of spontaneous and non traumatic
origin is rare at any age. Of v. Pfimgen's ' 10 cases 4
were between 50 and 65.

Weakness iu the legs or paraparesis is occasionally a
symptom of chronic uraemia iu elderlj' persons. This may
be the first sign of kidnej' disease for which the patient

seeks relief. In three cases under my care the symptoms,
of gradual onset, consisted of weakness in the legs, with a
feeble, tottering, or uncertain gait. There was no affection

of sensation ; the deep reflexes were exaggerated, the super-
ficial normal; there was constipation and difficulty of

micturition. The affection lasted from three to six months
before severe general sj'mptoms of uraemia appeared.

Senile paraplegia is a name used for paraplegic weak-
ness due to diverse pathological changes. For the most
part the sufferers arc beyond the age we are considering.

A variety has, however, been described by Oppenhcim ^

which he attributes to arteriosclerosis of the cord, aud to

perivascular sclerotic changes, especially iu the white
matter. According to Purves Stewart^ the cases so

affected can hardly be called senile. The ages of Hirsch's

cases varied from 44 to 65. The symptoms are those of a
slowly progressing spastic paraparesis, ultimately leading

to contraction of the limbs, with increase of deep reflexes.

Sir William Gowers also described under the name of

"simple senile paraplegia" a condition occurring especially

in persons over 50 characterized by simple weakness of

the legs with slowness of movements, but without wasting,

sensory disordei', or alteration of reflexes, and resembling
paralysis agitans without tremor.

Spastic paraparesis or even paraplegia may in later life

be due to cerebral affections, for instance, small patches of

softening on each side of the pons, or bilateral lesiorLS of

the cortical leg centres, causing degeneration of the
pyramidal tracts.

Frcssure Paraplegia.

Caries of the spine, hypertrophic cervical pachymening-
itis and internal pachymeningitis involving a great extent

of the cord, and probably of syphilitic origin,' are very,

seldom met with after 50. The most important cause of

(ompression paraplegia in later life is cancer of the verte- ,

brae; the cases are almost all over 50, and the growth is

nearly always secondary. The primary tumour is most

frequently in the breast, but may be iu the prostate,

stomach, uterus, or other organ.

[2862]
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On account of the agonizing pain which often atteucJs it

this is one of the most teriible of diseases. Tlio typical

featui-e of the pain is that it is brought out oi' increased by
movement, is in abeyance during rest, and is localized.

Sometimes early, but more often later, in the course of the

disease, pains from pressure on posterior nerve roots may
occur, these are not so much affected by movement, are

lancinating, and pass down the course of the nerves.

The dijiguosis in the early stages is often difficult. The
symptoms may be vague, but .x-ray examination may clear

up the diagnosis in a doubtful case. Late in the disease,

when the patient is cachectic, wasted, has deformity of the

spine, or the characteristic shortening of the trunk due to

involvement of several vertebrae, and pressure paraplegia,

the diagnosis is obvious. The onset of paraplegia may be
almost sudden from the development of a patch of soften-

ing in the cord at the site of compression. In one case of

a small scirrhous tumour of the breast the primary tumour
w.TS not noticed before paraplegia occurred. A history of a

long interval between the discovery and the removal of the

growth is important. Many years may pass between
operation for the primary growth and the development of

metastases in bone.
' There maybe no wasting, and patients may even become
fat from enforced inactivity; tenderness or pain to per-

cussion over the spines may be absent, even when the
patient complains of intense pain on movement; and
ticformity of the spinal column may not occur until late in

the illness. The early pains may be set down to rheu-

matism or hysteria. In some cases both the pains and
the difficulty of carrj'ing out certain movements may
entirely disappear for a time.

A rare cause of pressure paraplegia in later life is limited

osteoarthritis of the vertebra. I refer only to those cases
in which paraplegia, geiierally painful, is caused by an
osteo-arthritic lesion limited to a few vertebrae. Such a
case is described by Bailey and Casamajor," in which the
existence of an extra medullary tumour seemed probable
as the cause of the paraplegia, but at the operation the
laminae and spinous processes of the twelfth dorsal were
found thickened, abuoimally soft, and greyish in colour,

and were removed. Pathological investigation showed
chronic osteo chondritis with new bone formation. The
patient completely recovered. In a man of 65 whom I

saw there was paraplegia of subacute onset, apparently
due to a transverse myelitis at the level of the eleventh
dorsal roots. At operation it was seen that the eighth,
ninth, and tenth dorsal laminae had undergone some form
of sclerosing osteitis, with great thickening, that of the
ninth being fully one inch thick.

Tabes Dorsalis.
Tabes dorsalis fairly maintains its frequency in the

sixth decade of life. Of 700 cases, the proportion living

over 50 was 24 per cent. lu Byrom Bramwell's" statistics

of 263 cases the onset occurred iu 9.6 per cent, over 50,

and 1.9 per cent, over 60 years.

Oases iu wliich the onset occurs after 45 as a rule run
a more favourable course. The longer the interval after
infection before symptoms of tabes appear the less acute
the course of the disease. In some cases the symptoms
ai-e slight, and do not advance; iu another group the
disease is more pronounced, but the average duration
before the patient is incapacitated is fifteen jears.
Tabes shows a decided falUng off after 50 as compared

with the period 30-50, and a very marked fall after 60.
Arthropathies seem to be present in a larger proportion of
cases than in younger patients; in several cases the cha-
racter of the work as involving the special use of certain
joints seemed to determine the site of the arthropathy.
Aortic disease is more frequent in elderly tabetics, and
other complications are hemiplegia or recurrent paralysis,
cither monoplegic or hemiplegic, due to syphilitic disease
of the cerebral arteries. In some of these patients the
signs of tabes may bo first discovered when the patient
seeks advice for one of these complications.
Cases following an acute course with severe ataxy are

rai-ely met with after 50. The prognosis as to life is not
bad, except when there is aortic or vascular disease, or
cystitis following old standing difficulties of micturition.

The Muscular Atrophies.
The myopathic forms of muscular atrophy do not arise

in the leriod of life under consideration, but the myelo-

pathic forms— progressive muscular atrophy, bulbar
paralysis, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis—are rela-

tively frequent after 50. There is good evidence that
syphilis may be the cause of myelopathic muscular
atrophy in some cases. In several cases of progressive
muscular atrophy in elderly patients I noticed that the
atrojihy -' ' ' -cles or groups of muscles which
werecli) i' jccupation, and may presumably
have hv 1. The rate of progress of the
atrophy \'

1 licse cases; the disease steadily
spread beynid the musiles first affected, so that there was
no question of a mistake in diagnosis for a limited atrophy
of muscles due to occupation. Is it possible that a mus-
cular atrophy from occupation starting from over-fatigue of

Mecial muscles tends in an elderly person to spread widely,
whilst in those younger it remains limited to the muscles
involved in the particular action concerned ? The occur-
rence of those forms of atrophy after 50 is not obviously
connected with artei-ial disease, which was not more
evident than in normal persons of the same age.

Some rare cases of ijrogressive muscular atrophy run a
subacute course, and are especially met with iu tlie

elderly. Oppenheim "> classes them apart as subacute and
chronic anterior poliomyelitis, and suggests a toxic cause.
Other writers assign the cause to traumatism. Of two
well-marked cases of this affecti6n, both in men in good
circumstances and of previous good health, one was
aged 67. Three weeks after a heavy fall weakness of the
left baud and arm began and steadily increased; two
months later he had very little use of the upper extremity,
and its muscles generally showed atrophy with fibrillary

tremor. Five months after the accident the muscular
atrophy had greatly increased, both upper extremities and
the neck being now involved. The disease shortly after-

wards spread to the bulb, and he died quite suddenly.
The other patient was aged 66. He had been overworked
for some time before the onset of the disease. The distri-

bution of the atrophy, as in the other case, was practically

confined to the upper extremities. The course of the

illness was four months, and he also died suddenly.

Disseminated Scterosis.

Disseminated sclerosis generally begins much earlier

than the period of life under consideration, but as it may
run a long course there are a certain number of survivors
after 50. Moreover, it is well known that remission"

sometimes of very many years' duration, may occur, nii

the final outbreak may exceptionally be deferred to qui

late in life. The remissions may be of such duration -

almost to amount to recovery from the disease
;
possibly

such remissions may very occasionally bo permanent."
Allowing for a source of error from the fact that iu

common diseases only exceptional cases are recorded,

instances of the onset of the disease in patients over 50
are very uncommon. In 536 cases from various sources
irrespective of age of onset, the number over 50 years of

age was from 4 to 5 per cent.

The few cases iu which the onset occurs late seem often

to present exceptional features, and are therefore of im
portance from the point of view of diagnosis. The rare

form in which disseminated sclerosis runs its course with
muscular atrophy, and may resemble amyotrophic lateral

.

sclerosis, is considered by .Schnitzler'- to affect older

patients and to run a more rapid course. There are al^^o

cases such as those reported by Bernstein," in two womi u
aged 60 and 62 respectively. The clinical signs were
those of subacute transverse myelitis, and pathological

examination showed areas of multiple sclerosis, together

with marked changes in the vessels.

Syringomyelia.
The large majority of cases of syringomyelia occur

between 20 and 45 years of age. The disease, however,
is met with at all ages, and considering that it is one of

the rarer nervous diseases, fairly often over 50. Out of

135 cases 23 per cent, were between 50 and 70. Hospital

statistics give a rather lower percentage (about 17 per

cent.) than reports of special cases. On the view now
generally held that syringomyelia is due to a gliosis of the

cord, it is interesting to compare the age incidence with
that of glioma elsewhere. Dr. Tooth,'' in 127 cases of

glioma of the brain, gives 11 per cent, with onset between

50 and 70. Syringomyelia may run a very long course,
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aud sncli cases form a certain pnropoitiou o£ those over 50; 1

on the other liand the onset may be after that age : this

happened in 13 out of 79 cases. Sometimes the disease sud-

denly talios on an acu'e phase, or proj;ic?;ses nfrcsli iu hitcr

life after <|uiesconcc for lou^' periods. Altlauifjh there is

still a difference of opinion on the point, the e\ idi uic tluit

the cause of this activity is often an iujmy is stron-;.'

Pathologically syringomyelia in lat-er life is characteri/xd

(1) by the replacing of gliosis tissue by connective tissue,

which originates from the adventitia of diseased vessels.

and (2 1 by the formation of cavities in the lateral columns
of the coid not connected with the central canal and due
to patches of softening."' The first appearance of syringe-

uiycUa in later life, or the sudden aggravation of sym-
ptoms, may be due, at any rate iu part, to secondavy
vascular changes in the cord and to haemorrhages.'"

Haemorrhage from diseased vessels may easily occur into

the cavities, and has been actually found as the cause of a

sudden aggravation of the disease in elderly people.

In other cases the symptoms arc clinically those cif

syringomyelia, but are due to the formation of cavities

in the cord, as a direct result of haemorrhage from vessels

with degenerated walls. When syringomyelia originates

or starts into fresh activity late in life it is generally

progressive.

Uestructivc disease of the joints iu atypical syriugo-

niyelia is probably more freijnent than is generally recog-

nized. A remarkable case came under my notice. A woman.
aged 62. had her left leg amputated above the knee five

and a half years pre\ iously boeansc it was so extremely
contracted as to cause great pain, and the heel was
forcibly pressed against the anus and hindered defaeca-

tion. Subsequently the right leg became contracted and
flexed across the abdomen. When I saw her this leg had
been straightened by osteotomy. At the operation the
femur and tibia were found to"be remarkably brittle and
atrophic.

Kciirifts.

In 250 cases of multiple neuritis from various sources
only 10 per cent, occurred over the age of 50, and 75 per
cent, of the cases were between the ages of 30 to 50.

In 45 cases under my care 24, of whom 18 were women,
were between the ages of 40 and 53 years. There seems
to be a special incidence of alcoholic neuritis during the
climacteric. The mental depression and the feelings of

nervous exhaustion or lassitude a\ hich are such commou
features of the climacteric tend to induce the less stronger-
minded to seek relief in alcohol. The nervous changes of

the climacteric may possibly impair the nutrition of the
lower neurones, and render them more susceptible to the
poisonous action of alcohol. As to symptoms, I think that
the characteristic mental symptoms of Korsakov's syn-
drome are more frequent and pronounced in this group
than in cases occurring at an earlier age, and also that
there is, very constantly, affection of the heart muscle.

Of the less common forms of multiple neuritis, the
glycosnric is perhaps relatively the njost frequent after 50.

The etiology is often mixed—gout, glycosuria, and alcohol.

A rare but grave form is acute or subacute toxic poly-

neuritis. Instances of this disease may occur at any age.

though the majority fall between 20 and 45. Of 13 cases
under my care, 4 occurred at the ages of 72, 68, 50, and 49
respectively.'^ A widespread paralysis of acute or sub-
acute onset due to toxic polyneuritis may follow an
ascending course and constitutes one group of the cases
classed as Landry's paralysis. In the majority the
presence of decided .sensory clianges, '• glove " and
" stocking " anaesthesia, paiiis, and muscular tender-
ness are distinctive of polyneuritis, but there is one
form which affects the lower motor neurones almost
exclusively ; early diagnosis fioin the spinal form of

ascending paralysis may then be difficult.

It remains to mention the cachectic forms of neuritis,
and especially that which develops in connexion with
carcinoma, for the majority of such cases fall between the
ages of 50 and 70. The symptoms as a rule are of slight
intensity. Towards the end of this period the senile form
of multiple neuritis, which in some instances is referable
to arteriosclerosis or atheroma, appears. Brachial uenritis
is in my experience relatively not infrequent between 50
and 60, and this also applies to anterior crural neuritis, which
often seems to be started by slight traumatisms or by
muscular effort.

Of 50 cases of sciatic neuritis, many vei-y severe and of

long standing, and all of them sutFicicntly had to compel
the patients to seek treatment in hospital or to confine
them to bed, 27 occurred between 30 and 50, and 23 cases
between 50 and 70 years of age, 16 of the latter falling

between 50 and 60. JUjcumatism and gout, w ith exposure
to cold and wet, and excessive muscular exertion arc the
chief causes. In my experience the prognosis is not dis-

tinctly worse, nor treatment less successful, in patients,
over 50. The treatiucnt adopted in nearly all the cases
was immobilization by means of the long spHut.

BltAIX.

I do not propose to deal with meningitis except brieQy
with the tuberculous variety, and that on account of tho
peculiarity of its symptoms in adults. Meningitis due to
pus-producing organisms becomes uncommon after 50

;

when it occurs as a prituary infection the diagnosis is now
greatly facilitated by lumbar puncture. Perhaps the most
frequent form is the pneumococcic, which may either be
primary, or a complication of pneumonia, or one feature of

a general pneumococcic infection.

Tuberculous meningitis in persons over 50 is very
exceptional. Of 560 eases of tuberculous meningitis,
4 had passed this age. There were also 8 cases between
40 and 50. In adults it occurs chiefly as the termination
of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis. The early symptoms
may be deceptive and mistaken for early mental disease,
hysteria, or delirium tremens.

Cerelral Haemorrhage and Tliromhosis.
The most commou of all nervous affections between

50 and 70 years of age are those due to disease of the
cerebral vessels, and the causes and methods of prevention
therefore belong to diseases of tho vascular rather than of
the nervous system. The subject is too extensive to be
considered here. Of 500 cases of cerebral haemorrhage,
the onset was between the ages of 50 and 70 in 321, or
64 per cent., and, of 110 cases of cerebral thrombosis, in
67, or 60.9 per cent.

Cerclral Tumours.
With regard to the age incidence of intracranial tumour.f

there are available the valuable statistics compiled by
Dr. H. H. Tooth."'' The first symptoms in his 500 cases
occurred between the ages of 50 and 70 in 7.2 per cent. In
238 of these the nature of the growth was verified by
opomtion or 2iost mortc7ii ; of these the age at onset was
between 50 and 70 in 9.6 per cent. Gliomata constituted
49.2 per cent, of the total, and of these 10.2 per cent,
occurred at from 50 to 60, and 0.7 per cent, at 60 to 70
years of age. Carcinomata were few in number, but
the percentage between 50 and 70 was nearly 40. In a
furtlier number of 485 cases which I have collected from
various sources, similarly verified or not, the proportion
between 50 and 70 is rather higher—13 per cent. In 18
cases of intracranial tumour observed by myself in persons
over 50, in 12 of which the diagnosis was verified 2'ost

mortem or at operation, in 1 the tumour was cerebellar, ia
2 the tumour was in the cerebellopontine angle, and iu tho
remainder in various parts of the cerebrum. Three
patients were over 60 years of age. In several of tho
eases the sudden onset of symptoms suggested some intra-
cranial circulatory disturbance. t)ptic neuritis was well
marked in these cases, attacks of vertigo especially
frequent, and, apart from the situation of the growth,
mental changes were prominent. In 2 the intracranial
growth was secondary to cancer of the breast. Affection
of the nervous system by cancer is generally throdgh
secondary metastatic growths. The orcter of frec(ueuev of
metastases is (1) vertebrae, (2) bones of skull, (3) brain,
and (4|—very rarely—spinal cord. The secondary growths
may occur in any part of the brain, and are often multiple,
and may bo diffuse or localized. The symptoms they
cause may bo pronounced or, on the other hand, absent or
overshadowed by those due to growths in other organs,
and the intracranial metastases only discovered post
Mortem.
The diagnosis of a cerebral tanie>iii- iu a person over 50

is often ditlicult. In the ease of a priuiary tumour tho

symptoms may be attributed to other diseases of the brain

more frequent at this period of life. Thus for the mental
distuvbancn produced by a growth other causes may easily
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be assiguod ; headaclic aud vertigo are common complaiuls

in persons over 50, and of various origin ; and bemiplegia

or monoplegia would rather suggest vascular disease, tbougli

the gradual onset of hemiplegia is always suggestive of a

tumour.
To sum up, an intracranial tumour is rarely met with

in persons over 50, and still more rarely in those over 60;

ivhen it occurs diagnosis may be more difficult tliau in

younger persons.

Cerehro-spinal Si/philis.

Of 261 cases of cerebral syphilis, 9 per cent, were over

50 and only 3 cases ovei- 60 years of age ; these include

60 personal cases, of wliich the nuiuber over 50 was 8.

The interval between infection and onset of nervous syra-

IJtoms is in the majority within ten years, often, of course,

luuch earlier. The statement that has been made, that the

older the patient the shorter the interval between infec-

tion and appearance of cerebral symptoms, seems not to

be correct.* In cases over 50 a certain number are duo

to late syphilitic infection; in 3 of my cases the age of

infection was 35, 44, and 46 respectively, and signs of

cerebral syphilis appeared from twelve to fifteen years

later. In the remainder the late onset of cerebral disease

is due to a long interval after infection.

The symptoms do not seem to differ greatly from those

in younger ])alieuts. In two of my cases in which the

interval between onset and infection was very long, affec-

tion of the cranial nerves was the chief feature ; many
cranial nerves and also some spinal roots may be affected.

Vertigo is often a prominent symptom. The question as

to the part played by previous syphilitic infection in the

production of disease of the cerebral vessels, that is, as to

the proportion of cases of apoplexy or hemiplegia occurring

after 50 which are due to vascular disease as the direct

result of a previous syphilitic infection, is very important,

but I am not able to give exact figures.

It is now generally recognized that fits indistinguishable

from those of idiopathic epilepsy may occur as a result of

cerebral syphilis. So far as 1 have been able to ascertain

the age of onset as a rule is before 50. I have seen two
cases over 50 ; in one man aged 60, who had syphilis

at 46, the attacks resembled petit mal, and the other

was first affected by repeated severe epileptic seizures

at 54.

Syphilitic affections of the spinal cord are relatively still

more uncommon after 50 than those of the brain. Though
Head-' states that "there is no period after infection when
the patient may not be attacked by a paraplegia," yet in

most the symptoms of spinal syphilis follow somewhat
early after infection. This is especially the case in

•syphilitic meningo myelitis, which may occur within six

mouths of infection.

In 3 out of 35 cases of various forms of spinal syphilis

the patients were over 50. The first was a man of 53 who
contracted syphilis at 22, with onset of spinal symptoms
at 40. Affection of spinal roots gave rise to the chief

symptoms. The disease was probably a chronic mening-
itis, and was remarkable for its long diuation. The second
case was clinically a transverse myelitis in the lower dorsal

region of the cord, and syphilitic infection occurred at 37.

The onset was subacute at the age of 56. The third was
one of spastic paraplegia in a woman of 62, whose husband
bad tabes.

To sura up, the onset of cerebral syphilis after 50 is not
common, of spinal syphilis rare, and after 60 still more
rare in both.

The Neuroses.
The commonly received opinion is that sufferers from

migraine either lose their attacks in later life or that they
become mitigated, and that in women this relief is to be
expected after the climacteric. .Speaking generally, this

opinion seems to be rnneet, and migraine is uncommon, at
any rate in a se\' u Imm, :ilLin- 50. A coutident prognosis
can, however, un!

.

ii
, 11 i^ouoral grounds; it is im-

possible to say ill .'.
: ; lull case that lapse of years

will give relief. S(jiim t
:r . nts suffer from mui-e frequent

attacks during the cJimact ric, and in a certain number
an increase in the frei|ueucy and severity of the attacks
dates from this epoch. I have seen two cases in which
premonitory hemiopia has been a constant feature of the
paroxysm, and i-oimanent hemiopia resulted—one instance

iu a woman aged 35, and another in a man aged 54 ; but
he had also arterio-sclerosis, high blood pressure, aud
glycosuria. There are also instances on record of per-

manent paralysis following migraine, but these are mostly
iu persons under 50. Most of the patients showed disease

of tlie vessels, but others were young with presumably
healthy arteries. Such consecjuences of migraine seem to

be so rare as to ho of little practical importance, and do not
especially occur after 50.

Headache iu connexion with contracted granular kidney
may closely simulate migraine. Thus a patient with well-

marked signs of contracted kidney of some years' duration
first began to suffer at the age of 55 from attacks of head-
ache exactly resembling migraine, with ocular prodromata
in the left eye, iu which there was commencing albu-

minuric retinitis. As migraine never begins late in life, no
mistake in diagnosis should be possible, for though in soiiio

patients tliirc may be an intermission lasting years, careful

inquiry will elicit a history of former attacks. On the
other hand, I have come across several instances in which
lifelong sufferers from migraine developed granular kidney
after 50, the headaches becoming more severe but retaining

their original form.

An important question is whether migraine leads to

epilepsy in later life. It is a matter of common observa-

tion that migraine aud epilepsy not unfrequently occur in

different members of the same family, cither in collaterals

or in previous generations. The similarity of some
features of the two diseases is also remarkable. . The
further assumption of anything like identity betw^een them
is, liowever, not justified. Occasionally a jiatient is subject

to both affections.-^

Epilepsy.

It is well known that the frequency of epilepsy

diminishes as lite goes on, but it is also true that epilepsy

may begin at any age. I cannot give extensive statistics,

but of 100 consecutive ont-patient cases 6 per cent, had
their first fit after 50, and in 100 consecutive private

patients 9 per cent. Especial care is necessary in

the diagnosis of idiopathic epilepsy in later lite to

be sure that the case is not one of an epileptiform

attack, symptomatic of some underlying disease. This
especially applies to Jacksonian epilepsy, for, after 50,

localized epileptiform attacks from the partial closure

of a diseased cerebral artery are not nncoiumou.
As to direct heredity in epilepsy of late onset, Gowers
gives it as 26 per cent, in those which begin after 40, and
Turner 10 per cent, in cases arising between 41 and 70.

Finckh, however, puts the proportion as high as 66 per

cent. In 8 personal cases in wliich the onset was be-

between 52 ancf 64 years there was an her; ditary history

in 2 only. In late epilepsy men are more frequently

affected than women. Idiopathic epilepsy between the

ages of 50 and 70 comprises : (1) Cases in which the
disease persists throughout life; (2) cases in which the

patient suffered from tits in childhood or early life, and
then was free for a number of years, with a subsequent
reappearance late in life; and (3j those in which the onset

is after 50.

The occurrence of epileptiform fits after 50 years of age
may bo connected with the presence of arterio-sclerosis

and high blood pressure. These cases cannot be brought
into the category of idiopathic epilepsy. Whether the tits

are due directly to the high blood pressure or to tin

toxaemia which produces it is a moot point, but as casi --

of hypertension are common after 50, and epileptic attaulis

rarel there is probably some other factor in the causation.

The attacks may be severe general epileptiform ones or

those of minor epilepsy (petit mal). Some of these cases

are undoubtedly due to contracted granular kidnej', but in

others the kidney is not involved, and they cannot
therefore be regarded as uraemic.
In late epilepsy, supervening at an age when the wear

aud tear of life has often produced changes iu the bl." 1

ves.--els, it would be anticipated that the strain on tl

cerebral circulation produced by a fit should sometim.

lead to haemorrhage. Of this I have seen two instanc ^

one was iu a lifelong epileptic who at the age of 70 died of

haemorrhage from a cerebral artery which ruptured in the

course of a tit. In the other case the first fit took place at

60, others occurred between that age and 70, when he was
left aphasic and hemiplegic after a tit.
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Tcrtiffo.

Vortigo is occasionally tbo chief symptom iu an attack

of late epilepsy, wlien the differential diagnosis from other

possible rauscs is sometimes difficult and especially so

when epileptic attiicks and aural vertigo co-exist in tlie

same ixitient. Thns a man of 47 had a sudden attack of

severe vertigo which left him deaf in the left ear, and
liable to attacks of vertigo vitli tinnitus; at 53 he began to

suffer from fits in which he felt an indescribable feeling

rising from the stomach, lost consciousness, and fell,

hurting himself in falling. There was no memory of the

attacks. Clowcrs gives several instances of this coiuci-

ilence of aural vtrtigo and epilepsy.-' It may be difficult

to determine the nature of a single attack.

Vertigo is one of the common, and certainly one of the

most distressing, nervous affections of later life. By far

"the most frequent form is aural vertigo. Next in frequency

couje the cases due to increased intracranial pressure. It

is also met with over 50 as a symptom of atheroma of the

cerebral vcsseLs, in stenasis of the aortic valves, in granular

kidney, in cerebral tumours, and in neurasthenia. In a

iew instances an association vvitli migraine, probably acci-

dental, was present. The patients were between 50 and
60, the}- had suffered from typical attacks of migraine

with ocular symptoms which ceased at or before the age

of 50, and then at about 55 began to be affected with

severe aural vertigo. Vertigo is a rare premonitory
symptom of migraine.

" The form of vertigo associated with hypertension, sonic-

times an early symptom of coutracteil granular kidney, is

woi-se on movement, and especially :ipt to occur on getting

lip in the morning; the attacks are often attended by
severe vomiting, which may persist for some time after

the vertigo has gone. Consciousness is not affected. In

one case with frequent attacks of vertigo and vomiting
tlnring two years, often lasting for two days at a time,

haemorrhage into the pons Varolii with paralysis of the

third, fifth, sixth, and seventh nerves subsequently
occurred.

Hi/sfcria.

The more severe hysterical affections are undoubtedly
uncommon after 50. They may occasionally appear in

persons who have not suffered from hysteria previously.

Because severe hysteria is uncommon in later life, errors

of diagnosis may be made, and if the patient is a male the

true nature of his complaint is the more likely to be mis-

taken. Hj-sterical mental disorders and fits ai-e most un-

common after 55, and in the presence of a presumed case
it is necessary to bear iu mind Dr. Ormcrod's warning to

exclude alcoholism. I have once seen a severe hysterical

fit in a woman over 55, which was followed by hysterical

hemiplegia, and due to the shock of her mother's sudden
death.

Hysterical paralysis and contractures occur rather more
frequently. I can recall two cases of typical hysterical

paraplegia in men, both aged 64. Under appropriate

treatment they recovered completely. Two instances of

hysterical contracture of the leg in women, aged 53 and 51

respectively, are of interest, because in each case there
was a possible source of autosuggestion ; for one patieut

was a nurse, who had chiefly to do with paralytic cases,

and the other lived with a sister whose knee was per-

manently contracted after an accident. Both recovered
after removal to hospital.

Neurasthenia.
The large majority of cases of neurasthenia occur

between the ages of 25 and 50. Many neurasthenics,
as they reach later life, thougli perhaps never becoming
robust, yet arrive at a measure of hea'th and freedom
from morbid anxieties. At the same time neurasthenia,
though not frequent, may occur after 50 up to old age.

The symptoms present no special feature, except perhaps
that vertigo is relatively more frequent and troublesome,
that lOiS of memory may bo a pronounced symptom, and
morbid fears, if present, often take the form either of fear

«f paralysis or of sudden death. The diagnosis of neur-
asthenia, always one of exclusion, requires especial care
in later life, because iu cases over 50 with symptoms
resembling those of ordinary neurasthenia, it is often found
that the patient has arteriosclerosis with abnormally high
blood pressure, or early signs of a granular kidney, or that
the symptoms are due to changes in the nutrition of the
brain from disease of its vessels.

The traumatic ucnroses are apt to affect persons after
50 very severely as the result of an accident, and to take
the form of neurasthenia rather than of some more strictly
hysterical manifestation. Here again the matter is con-
fused by the frequent prc-existencc of chronic disease of
the vessels, heart, or kidney, so tliat it may be difficult

after an accident to apportion correctly the share of the
illness duo to nervous shock and that due to antecedent
disease. The difficulty is increased by the common
experience that the patient, from the gradual onset of
these infirmities of advancing age, was unconscious of
them before the accident. In medico-legal cases of
elderly workmen claiming compeusatiou after an accident
—and it is only human nature for them to attribute all

their trouble to it—a just decision is often extremely
hard. Working men over 60, after a life of toil, generally
show signs of vascular or cardiovascular degeneiativo
changes; they may go on working so long as no Jiccideut or
acute illness occurs, but they are iu au unstable equilibrium,
and if unfortunate enough to meet with a bad accident,
they are likely to be permanently incapacitated. The
prognosis as to return to work in traumatic neiu-aslhenia
in persons over 55 is in my experience not good.

Kcurah/ir(.

Between 50 and 70 true neuralgia is not an infrequent
affliction. Gout, arteriosclerosis, various cachexias, and
presenile disturbances of nutrition arc the chief causes.
Tlie senile and arteriosclerotic forms chiefly affect the
fifth nerve. Neuralgia may be a complication of a granular
kidney, and in my experience this often affects the occipital

nerve. Occipital pain, not detiuite neuralgia, is sometimes
a symptom of uraemia. Lapinsky has traced the neuralgia
of nephritis to disease of the vessels of the nerves.
A most severe form of neuralgia iu tlic eldei-ly is that

which follows lui'iM - ,:o-;i :. \ 1

'f, ,, , li. : I , ij^tv iu

later life rarely e^i I]'. -.

::''
1 - .

:•' ,; !u cften

j

lasting for monlli-.. I -.c , ,1 \ i'
: ,

li,-, i,,,:oiity

of cases of herpo~ z -iLr ;ml i.-iLi-LiU. in L^i^iu, and
regards this as the essential iviia of the disease, to which

' he attributes most cases occurring in children, whilst thoso

I

which occur after 40 are due to causes yet undetermined.
He states that half iiis cases were under 14 years of age,

I

and one-sixth over the age of 40. Head savs that of

378 cases, 29 were over 40 years of age.

I

Parahjsis AgiUtmt.

j

Though not a very common disease, paralysis agitacs is

pre-eminently one of the period of life between 50 and 70
years. Its main incidence is narrower and lies between

I

50 and 65. Sir W. Gowers--' states that iu 51 out of 236

i

Ciises the onset was between 40 and 49, in 100 from 50 to

59. and in 60 from 60 to 69- -altogether 211 cases. After

I

70 there were 10 cases. Stuart Hart-* iu 219 cases found
i
the age of onset to be between 40 and 50 in 54, between
50 and 60 in 88, between 60 and 70 in 42, and none after

that age. Onset over 65 is thns uncommon. The disease
is therefore one of the presenile period. Its cause remains
mysterious and it is not especially associated with vascular
degeneration or other bodily changes incidental to this age.

COXCLVSIOX.
If from the foregoing considerations we try to got a

general view of the nervous affections of the sixth and
seventh decades, it is clear that many nervous di -eases do
not occur at all, others are modified iu tlicii symptoms
and course, and a few especially affect this time of life.

Except for one important group of diseases, it comes out
more favourably in comparison w ith other ages than one
would perhaps have expected.

It is hardly necessary to say that the lesions of the
biain due to vascular disease form the exception, and
although, strictly speaking, these arc not primarily
nervous diseases, yet from the practical point of view
they are by far the most important of the nervous affec-

tions of this period, because of the great frequency of

cerebral haemorrhage and thrombosi-s after 50, and of

their disastrous effects both as to life itself and, if that

is preserved, as to future usefulness. The frequency
alone of such serious diseases marks them as first ia

importance. Cerebral haemorrhage, thrombosis, aiid

liemiplogia afford a very large proportion of the sufferers

between 50 and 70 from all the diseases considered in this
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lectiu'e. Further, it lias been shown that disease of the

nrteries materially affects the course of most nervous

affections at this period. Since nervous tissue, once

destroyed, cannot b3 restored, the iireventiou of vascular

disease becomes of paramount importance. How this is

to be accomplished I cannot consider at length. Often the

tendency to vascular disease is hereditary, and beyond our

powers to remedy, but apart from such cases it is certain

that the chief measures to prevent degenerative changes

in the circulatory system are abstemiousness in eating and

drinking, care to keep efficient the organs of digestion and

excretion, and regular physical exercise. The simple life

may prevent, and certainly mitigates, the progress of

vascular decay.
Again, granular kidney, a disease for which unfor-

tunately our treatment is merely palliative and not pre-

ventive, is the cause of a large proportion of cases of

cerebral haemorrhage. "Whilst on the one hand over-

feeding has to be avoided, on the other excessive work
with insufficient nutrition is also a danger. Exhaustion,

over-fatigue, or overstrain are doubtless causes of such

diseases as the muscular atrophies in later life. The need

for moderation of former activities, both mental and phy-

sical, is a lesson that many learn too late. Defect of

initrition, again, may be local in the nervous system from

defective supply of blood, due to localized arterial disease.

Turning from the vascular degenerations to those affec-

tions more purely of nervous origin, the period from 50

to 70 compares favourably with that of cither childhood

and adolescence or the age from 25 to 50. In both the

latter periods falls the incidence of the nervous diseases

due to infections and intoxications, from which the ago

after 50 is mostly exempt. The main period of onset of

the hereditary and familial diseases, those included under

Oowers's designation of " abiotrophy," occurs in childhood

or adolescence ; whilst from 25 to 50, together with some
abiotropliic diseases whose onset is late, the numerous
nervous affections due to syphilis and alcohol are rife.

We havo seen that, with' regard to syphiUs after 50, the

chances of the .xeiuieuce of cerebro- spinal syphilis are

comparativelv blight.

Lastly, the purely nervous diseases which are especially

characteristic of this period of life are paralysis agitans,

some of the combined scleroses of the spinal cord, and
certain muscular atrophies of central origin. It is possible

that some of these affections owe their origin to that

liroccss of premature senescence or defective vital eu-

thirance of certain neuronic systems known as abiotrophy,

and that this pathological process may occur at any age.

Paralysis agitans especially, in its narrow age incidence,

uniformity of symptoms, steadily progressive character,

and occas"ional familial tendency, suggests this mode of

origin.

Eeferexces.

lAllbnttanaBolIestou-
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( '•.' C'rlijicalrs of Characicr which Te$tifij Iq the Laclcri-
citial Efficai-y of Anliscjidcs in Allmminous Fluids,

It is familiar matter that the ordiuarj- antiseptics (I shall

return later to the case of some very special antiseptics)

form chemical combinations indifferently with all native
albumins, and not specifically with those which compose
liacterial protoplasm. It is a corollary to this that when-
ever we have in an experiment an antiseptic, and albu-

uiiuous substances, and microbes, it will, if we propose to

sterilize our albuminous fluid, be necessary to cut tlowu
very severely its content in albuminous substances. And.
again, it will follow from this that every promoter of anti-

.septics will, if he is conducting his experiments with any
<jf the albuminous fluids of the body, find it to his advan-
tage to employ serum rather than whole blood, and whole
blood rather than pus. And, again, when he is operating
with serum he will find it to his advantage either to

operate with very little serum, or—and this amounts to

the same—to use a large number of volumes of antiseptic

to every volume of serum. This particular device is, one
can see, legitimate or illegitimate according as the experi-

ment is designed to elicit what strength of antiseptic is

rc-qnired for flushing out and irrigating a wound; or to

create the impression that the circle has been squared,
and that au albuminotropic antiseptic can do its office

cfliciently in the presence of albuminous substances. Let
lis reflect tliat if our ordinary antiseptics, instead of com-
bining as they do w ith the albuminous substances of the
Wood, combined only with microbial protoplasm, it would
be » perfectly proper policy to administer them intra-

venously in septicaemia.
Let us, however— for the above may bo thought to

Flavour of theoretical discussion—come clown to the hard
fact. It is, we have found, practically impossible, when
employing as material pus from foul, suppurating wounds,
to sterilize it by addition of any ordinary antiseptic,

liCt me, with the aid of these rough coloured diagrams
(reproduced with shading instead
of colour in Fig. 81, indicate what
l.e e stands in our way. In Fig.8, b,

1 have a representation of a test-

tube full of thick pus, and I have
represented the tliick albuminous
pus by a uniform wash of deep
yellow, and the contained microbes
bj' a stiiipling of orange. In Fig. 8, a,

I have represented in a very rough
way, by quite irregular hatchiugs of

blue chalk, the eflect that would be
obtained by an addition of anti-

septic. You will appreciate that
no matter how long I go on impos-
ing blue strokes upon my yellow
ground, there will, because my blue
strokes will never fn.so and run
into each other, still remain over
small islands of yellow stippled

with specks of orange. Now we
have here a rough representation
of w^hat occurs when we add an
antiseptic to pus and shake it up.

"What that gives us is a system
made up of islands of pus inter-

sected by channels of antiseptic^

ri^. 8. the sphere of action of the anti-

septic being in each case limited
by confining banks of coagulated albumin.
When wc dilute pus with very many volumes of an

antiseptic eolation, as we do in washing out a wound, we,
of cour.sc, effectively sterilize.

C'eriiricalcs of Character aUrihuiing fo the Antiseptic
Vcnclialinr) Powers such as would render it Efficacious
in the Stcrik-alion of the Wound.

It will be well in embarking upon the discussion of this
question to place it clearly before ourselves that when %ve

speak of an antiseptic having penetrating poiver, wc mean
that the active agent will diffuse out into, and come into

operation in, any contiguous fluid.

In other words—if 1 may illustrate exactly what I mean
bj- the aid of this diagram (Fig. 9i—wc saj-that a chemical
agent has penetrating power when, applied in a fluid a, it

^3? =^

passes out into, and produces "its effects in, a contiguous
fluid 6—and let me, for the sake of facilitating exposition,
call a the disbursintjfluid, and h the recipient fluid.
Having recognized that

penetration is only dif- x u ,.

fusion under another name,
it will be plain that wc
shall be able to consider
the question of penetration
without travelling outside
familiar ground. We know
in connexion with chemical
agents generally that their

rate of diffusion, that is,

the rate at which they
will pass out from a dis-

bursing into a recipient

fluid, will — exclusive of

the influences exerted by
temperature, extent of sur-

face of contact, and such
like—be determined by the
concentration of tho
chemical agent in the dis-

bursing fluid, and tho
receptivity of the recipient
fluid—in other words, it

will depend upon the re-

! spective plenitude and the

1
acidity of the contiguous
fluids.

Now, in the caso of tho
ordiuary antiseptics which
aiij employed in wouuds
WL liave ciieiuioal ageutsi;,

which, owing to their
toxicity and esoharotic
properties, are of necessity

, . , , ,

,

brought mto application below iicl^cpjUion liui.l

only in dilute solutions;

and. moreover, many of these chemical agents are not
very soluble in water. By consequence we are, when
dealing with ordinary antiseptics, confronted with condi-
tions which are anything but favourable to diffusion.

They will resemble those roughly indicated in the diagram
on the blackboard (reproduced with stippling for colour

! in Fig. 9, a), where we have a dark blue disbursing fluid

i superposed uj^on a colourless recipient fluid, and have
I
below the line of contact of the fluitis a comparatively
narrow zone of paler blue representing a slight carrying
over of colour by diffusion.

But in reality the conditions in the wound, where our
recipient fluid is, instead of water, a concentrated albu-

minous fluid, much more nearly resemble tliose depicted at
r (Fig, 9, c). Here we have, as before, our blue disbursing
fluid, but there Las been substituted for the colourless

watery recipient a deep yellow fluid stippled with orange,
representing pus with scattered microbes. And you see what
we get. Instead of the narrow blue zone which diffusion

gave us in Fig. 9, a, wo have now .a much narrower zone
which is—for yellow quenches blue—nearly colourless.

I think you will recognize that under conditions such as
are here postulated, the prospect of getting any penetra-
tion which would be worth while may be abandoned as
liopeless.

But perhaps you will suggest tha t one ought not to placo
too much confidence in demonstrations conducted on black-

boards with coloured chalks; and jou would wish tho
experiment transposed from the blackboard into the real

world in order to see whether it would also apply there.

Let me suggestsuch an experiment.
I will suppose that we have as our disbursing fluid a

dilute solution of nitrate of silver standing over a recipient
fluid consisting, in the one case, of water derived from a
frosh-water pond; and, in the other case, of sea-water

—

both peopled with living organisms. You will discern

w hat would then happen. In the case of tho pond water,
tlie nitrate of silver will slowly diffuse into it : killing, as
it is carried in, all the living organisms it encounters. In
the case of the sea-water, the effect would be quite other.

\\here the two fluids meet, the nitrate of silver would bo

thrown down and rendered inert. And below, the marine
life would go on absolutely unaffected.
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But you will wish foi' actual experiments conducted with

an antiseptic, aud blood Hiiids, and leucocytes, and microbes

such as wo liave iu the wound. Let mo therefore show
you here iu the form of a roujih diagram the results of

typical experiments—experiments carried out with blood

implanted witli .streptococci, ami then centrifugalizcd aud

allowed to clot in emigration tubes, and then covered in

with carbolic acid in strengtlis of from
1 in 50 to 1 in 20 (Fig. 10). You will see

that \vc have here in our white clot,

;n)d— I want you to note—quite close up
imdei the covering layer of antiseptic,

colonies of streptococci derived from
those wc have implanted. And below

—

as you discerned would happen in onr
sea-water—you have the living elements
going about tlieir avocations quite un-

affected. The leucocytes have, as yon see,

emigrated into the white clot : and they
have, in point of fact, been hunting
down aud ingesting the microbes. And
I sec no reason to doubt that the results

would have come out just the san:e if we
had in our experiments used instead of

carbolic acid any other of the anti-

septics which are employed in wounds.
M"ith this, I think, wc have, in con-

nexion with the sterilizing and penetrating
power of ordinary antiseptics, got before

us all the really vital points in the
(evidence furnished by laboratory cxperi-

lueuts. Aud let mo now—for you will

bear in mind that the advocates of anti-

septics rest their case almost exclusively

1 IM 10. "" ^''c data of laboratory experiments

—

try to summarize for you what these
cxpei'iments really teach.

And there arc licro, as I see the matter, two distinct

issues. The jh-tit has reference to the effect exerted npon
the microbes of pus which arc removed by washing ; the
second to the effect exerted on the microbes which are left

behiud Iu the wound.
In connexion with the first of these issues, it has been

shown that while it is all but impossible to sterilize

undiluted pus by any addition of antiseiitics, it is quite
pi-acticable, by diluting and mixing the pus thoroughly
with many times its volume of an antiseptic fluid, to kill

all the microbes.
But, note, to kill these microbes is simply a work of

.supererogation ; for they are in any case destined to go
down the drain. And, moreover, pus is not in the same
case with typhoid stools, which we might hesitate to put
down the drain nnstorilized.

Coming, then, to the microbes we have really to combat
—those tliat washing does not remove from the wound-
it will be clear that these will be killed off only so far as
the antiseptic may possess penetrating power. And we
have seen how the case stands with regard to this. We
have appreciated that our antiseptics are incapable of
penetrating through anything more than the very 'thinnest
film of pus. They will therefore fail to kill the microbes
which washing does not dislodge from the blind passages
and cul-de-sacs aud pockets of the wound. Aud a fortiori
the antis' utii; will not come into operation upon the
mici. .1

i barriers of albuminous substance pro-
vide I.

I t,'os of the wound, by exposed muscle
and .:ind, in the later stages, by infiltrated
wall- iMf^mbraue.

Ai; i in of the suppurating wound would
clear

, of that filled with blood clot. The
crts any influence at all, exert it

lar spot to which it is applied.
tljat the kind of evidence I have
c— nr, indeed, any array of labora-
I ..,.,,-..,.* f,.^,,., ijjg beliefs the man

I that antiseptics must
' I to that type of man

1
IS faith in antiseptics
criments, he will, now

ben-
I:.'

just 1

tory i.:.j,,...,,.. a., ,

who knows wiili .(
/

be u.seful in wounds.
I feel that, despite t

is really based upon
that the old laboratory experiments have been invalidated
by the new, desire to a-i^peal from these to the tribunal
of clinical experience. And ho will, I take it, desire to
discover by cross-examination whether clinical or bac-

teriological investigation has not famished data wliich
might tend to show that the course of wound infeitions

has sometimes been favourably modified by treatment with
antiseptics.

On the important principle of logic which is here raised
— that is, on the issue as to how far therapeutic
measures ought to be adjudicated upon by laboratory
methods, and liow far by an appeal to clinical observation—

,

I would hero only .say this. What we arc, in difficult

issues such as that in which we are hero involved, con-
cerned to arrive at is a verdict based on unambiguous
evidence ; aud I feel confident that cl inical observation cannot
safely adjudicate upon a therapeutic measure unless it

happen to give either outstandingly good or outstandingly
bad results. Where the results are neither brilliantly

successful nor the rover.sc—and antiseptic treatment of
wound infectious is precisely an iustanco in point—

I

submit that we shall be well advised if we guide oin-selves,

when this is unambiguous, by the verdict of laboratory
experiments.

. With thus much by way of protest aud explanation, I

will try to put before you the clinical evidence as I see it

;

and to resume for you the data of our bacteriological

examinations of wounds treated with antiseptics.

I can put what I have to say in a very few words.
I have not myself come across—and I have the permission
of all my fellow-workers to say that they also have not
come across—any satisfactory clinical or bacteriological

evidence of the utility of antiseptics as employed in in-

fected wouuds. In connexion with this, let mo say that
working as wc have been for the last j'car iu tho
largest base hospital in Boulogne, we must, I think, havo
watched and examined bactcriologically very many
thousands of wounds—to say nothing of our having
conducted the bacteriological examinatious in no less

than four long series of clinical experiments undertaken
to put to the test the confident prognostications of re-

putable promoters of this or that antiseptic. .\nd let mo
also say hen; that the opinion I have just expressed—that
is, the opinion that, judged by its clinical results, the anti-

septic treatment of infected wounds is of quite doubtful
utility—is that which is, I believe, held by the very largi-

majority of those who havo had prolonged pra( *
'

experience iu this war.
I am well aware that also contrary opinions have !

expressed. 1 would, however, submit that these si

be very largely discounted. For the more part they
opinions expressed by persons possessing a very lin ;

experience and unfamiliar with the course the a^ <

follows when left to itself. Moreover, the ob.servers h..

in question were, as I think, deceived by the fallaciously

favourable appearance of the wound iu the stage that pre-

cedes the advent of suppuration. Coming to those favour-
able opiuious which have, as I hear, been expressed by a
few experienced and very competent observers, I wouM
submit that it is possible that credit may have been given
to the autiseptic, where it ought really to have been givin

either to the menstruum in which it was ap|!i

or to incidental circumstances attendant upon the !!

ment. Thus, for instance, continuous irrigation praeti

with antiseptic solutions would effectively wash out the

wound aud keep it constantly moist; a hypertonic
menstruum used as an excipient for the anti.septic would
act as a lymphagogue; peroxide of hydrogen would effec-

tively assist in the evacuation of the pus; carbolic aci'l

other antiseptic used in the form of liot fomentations m
bring heat and moisture to bear; and no doubt w.-.i:

different varieties of antiseptic would induce temper;, ly

hyperaemia. I think it will be seen that favourable

.

results occasionally manifesting themselves after anti-
,

septic treatment, might quite well be interpreted in tho
sense here suggested.

So far we have considered in connexion with the cliui 1

data only the question whether the antiseptic has had any
beneficent effect in the wound. Let us now turn the b :

and see whether there are entries al.so on the debit side

;

let us here consider the effects produced in the wound 1

dealing afterwards with those produced on the heal''

skin in its neighbourhood. In connexion with this let v.n;

first emphasize the fact that disastrous results—I am think- >

ing more particularly of the development of gaseous gan-

grene—supervene when antiseptics made up in viscid or

semi-sohd excipicnts are introduced into the wound, l'"'
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tliis result tlie excipieut which confines the ilischargcs auil

iiuprisons the infection would seem to be jiiimarilj-

I'ospousible.

It is, however, not only antiseptics in nnsuitablc men-
strua which arrest the outflow of lymph anil imprison tlie

infection. With perhaps the exception of carbolic acid

employed in concentrated form, all antiseptics in their

degree, and strong antiseptics in particular, would seem,
by coagulating the albuminous substances on the surface

of the wound, to exert this prejudicial effect.

Coming now to the iijypticali(.'}i of antiscpfirs to flic slxin

surface in the ticiijlihourhood of flic v'oiind, we have, of

coui-se, here a procedure wliich has exactly the same aims
as the preparation of tlic skin for operation, except only
that it is licre foreseen tliat the wound wili remain open.

The usual procedure for the sterilization of the skin in

field ambulances is to paint strong iodine all round the
wound, and then—plant for sterilizing dressings not being
a\ ailable so far to the frout—to cover in the wound with
cyanide gauze. This in many cases is followed by results

like thoso which used to be obtained when carbolic

fomentations were used as a prelude to surgical opera-

tions. There is produced—and this applies quite generally
in connexion with every application which "irritates the
skin"—first, reddening of the epidermis; then effusion and
blistering ; and then there develops in the blisters a
luxuriant growth of serophytic microbes. In other words,
by our misdiiecled energy we cultivate at the very doors
of our wound, upon the verj" area of .skin which wc in-

tended to keep free from microbes, a copious harvest of

streptococci and staphylococci.

This, however, has "been of the nature of a digression,

and I must now, before saying something about a funda-
mentally different variety of antiseptics, come back and
try to make clear what is the general conclusion which
emerges from the clinical study of the effects of antiseptic

treatment. It can be put into a sentence. The data of

clinical observation, such as they are, not only confiim
the verdict of the laboratory as to the iuefficacy of anti-

septic treatment; but they suggest that such treatment
may sometimes be not only useless but prejudicial,

Antiseplics uhicJi arc. instead of Indigcriminatehj
Album inotrojnc, Specifically Bacleiiotrojnc.

I have now to say just one word about a kind of anti-
septic which concentrates its chemical energy upon the
microbe; instead of, like the ordinary antiseptic, expending
it wastefiilly upon the albuminous substances in which the
microbe may be embedded. Thoso of you who have
followed the development of " chemiotherapy " will imiue-
diatelj' perceive that I refer to salrarsan and ethyl-
hj-drocuprein hydrochloiate" (now known as optoqiiin^,

and will appreciate that, if these chemical agents can be
shown to exert a powerful bactericidal effect upon
pyogenic organisms, and in particular upon serophytes,
they might perhaps usefully be applied both directly in

the wound and also by the channel of the blood : reaching
in these ways all the microbes in the body with the excep-
tion only of those embedded in dead spaces and infiltrated
tissues.

We have made in connexion with this subject-mattev as
yet only preliminary researches ; and I do not here propose
to say anything more than that my fellow- workers,
Captain .S. K. Douglas and Lieutenant A. C. Inmau,
working the one with salvarsan and neo-salvarsan. and
the other with optoquin, have found that these kill off the
streptococcus in scrum, and that optoquin in particular
kills the streptococcus in serum in very high dilutions.

Treatmest by Scrgical Peocedckes.
A long series of surgical procedures all having reference

to the treatment of wound infections might quite properly
come up for consideration here if this were a treatise
instead of an introductory lecture. Let me, however, just
run over the li.st, indicating in connexion with each the
place that it would take in the treatment of the wound
infections. We have, .//>s^ the opening up of the wound,
and the incision of the tissues undertaken to get drainage
for imprisoned infections ; sccciirlly, the washing out of
the wound and the irrigation of the walls with therapeutic

'In connexion with this
Phnrmticothcrapy and Prcv

•"-African Native. TarH. and AcDcnai.

fluids; tldrdhj, tlio immobilization of the limb for tho
avoidance of autoinoculations; fourthly, the ablation of

tho heavily infected and infiltrated walls and floor of tho
wound ; and, fifthly, the secondary suturing of the wound
for restricting the area of exposed and infected surface,

and closing the wound when the infection has been
overcome.
The first of these procedures I have already treated of.

Its rationale and the methods of making it really effective

were considered in a Meuioraudum on Wounds which was
oflicially circulated to the Medical Service of the xVimy and
which was published in the Umtish Medical Journal of
April 24th, 1915. p. 735.

The second and third procedures—those for the irrigation
of wounds and tho splinting of fractured limbs—form tlie

subject matter of the demonstrations which are to bo
given in this exhibition.

|

The principles involved in the so-called " excision " and
'• secondary suture " of wounds I propose here very briefly

to consider.

Ablalicn of the Heavily Infected and Infiltrated
Lining of the Wound.

The customary procedure in connexion with wounds is

to remove only those portions whi'jh are sloughing; and to
amputate, where a limb is involved, only that i)ortion which
is deprived of its blood supplj-, or quite |jo|ielisslv iut'ecied.

To Colonel H. M. W. Gray is due the credit ul poiutiiig out
and enforcing by a long series of cases successluily tieiitud

under his supervision in the military hospitals at Kouen,
tliat it is possible in suitable cases to abort wound iutec-

tions by the excision of the infiltrated wall and floor, the
operation being completed by sewing up the wound iiume-
diatel}', or after treatment with hypertonic salt solution.

I may explain that the kind of cases which Colonel Gray
selects for treatment by excision are scalp wounds and
what we may call "gouged out" and " puncliedin" ^vo%mds
of soft tissues.

The theoretical considerations which commend the
procedure of Colonel Gray are that it removes heavily
infected portions of tissue which, though they could be
brought back to a healthy condition, are for the moment
incapable of contending successfully with infection. And,
above all, the method holds out a prospect of immediate
victory over the infection; and, of course, practically
immediate convalescence.

There, however, suggests itself in connexion with tho
procedure tho plaguy question as to what amount and
Idnd of microbial infection we can allow ourselves to shut
up inside a wound. This is the issue which confronts us
everywhere in connexion with secondary suture.

Secondary Suture of Wounds.
That a deep wound when once infected must be allowed

to granulate up from the bottom, and that a surface
wound must be allowed to<close by the growing in of skin
from the sides, are maxims which would be in their proper
place in a system of surgery which aimed at doing all ib

could to delay healing and keep the patient in hospital
for the longest possible time.

On the other hand it might quite W'ell bo imprudent to
embark deliberately upon a policy of sewing up microbes
in wounds to accelerate healing.

This is the kind of dilemma which sooner or later
confronts us in connexion with every wound. To re-

solve it wo must sit down, and take thought, and ask
ourselves what precisely are tho risks we have to take

;

and whether there are not precautions to be adopted

;

and whether we really are, in the matter of the elo.sure of
the wound, irretrievably condemned to a policy of inertia
and inaction.

Let us place before ourselves first these facts. An
infection of subcutaneous tissues is always oi more serious
import than a mere surface infection. There will alw ays
be something unfavourable either in the general condition
or in the histological coi^lil'MH \ lit u mi-i ..In

,
^m . cud iu

maintaining theiiiselvo ii' ;i. 1 M >
:_ Iho

leucocytes and the bloiH I III, I
. I 1

•' iiht^ir

own. Exactly the contni I \ ii.M iin. <m / , ,v; .7u)h.

On denuded surfaces, no matter liuw healthy the cuiiditiou,

tSee the Memorandum bv the author on the Employment of
liandagcs for the IrritJalion of Wound-Surfaces with Therapeutic
Solutions, and the DraiuiuK of Wouuds. BumsH Medical ,IoniiNAi,.

October 16th, p. 564.
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Ibe microbes, though tliey may sometimes liave to struggle,

will always find means to maintain themselves. We may,

I think, attribute this to the oircumstanco that ou an

exposed surface the leucocytes arc subjected to every

kind of uncongenial condition— to aerobic surroundings, to

desiccation, to a tryptic or diminished autitryptic environ-

ment, and—who can tell ?—perhaps also to conditions of

famine.
We noTT see that where wc have an infection of tissues

—that is, a form of infection which would, if conditions

had been favourable, have been driven out, and been

converted into a mere surface infection—wo shall be taking

a serious risk if we sew up the wound. For that would bo

to follow leisurely and with deliberation the disastrous

practice of those who in the earlier period of the war in

the hospitals at the front precipitately sutured infected

wounds, or securely sealed up imprisoned infections by
icsoiting to escharotic or gluey antiseptic applications.

On the other hand, we see that, if wc arc dealing with a
purely sui-face infection, it will be possible, by bringing the

opposing surfaces of the wound into intimate contact, to

procure for the leucocytes and blootl fluids those more
favourable conditions which prevail in the interior of

tissues; and, by procuring these, to contribute to the

destruction of the microbes.

But clearly our decision as to whether we may, or may
not, bring the edges of the wound together ought not to

be determined solely by whether wc are dealing with an
imprisoned, or a surface infection. There will in con-

uexion with surface infections be other factors to be taken
into account.
There is, for instance, a great deal of sound common

i?ens& hidden away in the maxim, that an infected wound
which goes down into the depths must be allowed to

granulate up from the bottom. The lessons which that

precept enforces are, first, that if wc allow dead spaces
to develop in closed wounds we must expect to find the
infection go ahead therein ; and, secondly', that, since

pus will gravitate downwards, dead spaces will tend to

develop at the bottom of the wound, while the upper part
unites and converts the dead space into the abscess
sac. Of all the mechanical conditions which have to be
secured in secondary suturing of wounds, the most
important will clearly be the avoidance of such dead

[Nov. 1915

There is another important consideration to be kept in

view— and this time it is not a mechanical consideration.

We must expect success or failure in secondary suturing to

di'peud in largo measure on the condition of the surfaces,

and the number of luicrobes on those surfaces. Where
we have very few microbes and a profusion of active

leucocytes we may confidently look forward to success.

Where wc have a largo population of microbes and dis-

integrated leucocytes it will be only reasonable to expect
to fail.

This much by way of general principles. And let us now
turn and inquire how these can be applied in practice, and
by what n^cthods we ought to proceed in deciding whether
a wound is in fit condition to be closed down. Wc shall

have first to certify ourselves that we are dealing only
with a surface iufcctiou; and then we shall require
a method of oxauiiuatiou to tell us what is the condition
of the li uooeytos. and the number of microbes on the
surface of the wound.
The first of these points is resolvsd by a mere clinical

examination. As long a-; llio lloor and walls of the wound
are still indurated wc can be sure that we are still dealing
with an imprisoned infection. On the other hand, when
we have lying naked before us in the wound a system of

lymph spaces communicating freely with one another,
filled in with clear fluid, and fed from full capillaries, we
then know that wc have got rid of the imprisoned infec-

tion ; and that if any infection still lingers it is a purely
•surface infection.

There remains the question as to what number of
microbes have to be dealt with on the surface of the
wound, and what force of active leucocytes we have there ,

at disposal. It will probably in the case where the walls
and the floor of a wound have b.^en freshly resected
—provided always that this has b.^i'u Aoun in a workman-
like way—be unnecessary to insist upMU such inquisition.

But where we are dealing with :i, 'granulating wound
whose edges have not been refreshed it will assuredly bo
required.

The method of obtaining the information is ipiite simple.
Wc first prepare a number of cover-glasses by coating theiu
on one side with a laj-er of agar or serum (serum is pre-
ferable) and then letting them dry. Wo then bring the
coated side down upon the surface of the wound. And
we make in this way (using, of course, a number of cover-
glasses) a scries of impression preparations. We now fix

and stain either by the method of Gram or with carbol
thiouin. Microscopic examination then tolls us whether
wo have few or many leucocytes ; and whether tho
leucocytes arc degenerated or well preserved.
And a concluding word may now be said on tho tech-

nique of closing in the wound and ou the procedure to bo
followed.

Except possibly in cases where we pass directly from
the excisiou of the wound to secondary suture it will bo
well always to preface tho operation by phylacagogic
treatment conducted upon the lines laid down in the next
section of my lecture, and controlled, of course, by tho
making of impression preparations.
Where w c are dealing with a deep and extensive wound

it will bo well to undertake the work in stages and to

content oneself at fiist with bridging and subdividing the
wound by bringing the walls into application by sutures
passed in from the skin from each side deep into tho
tissues. And I may- add in connexion with such sutures
that they ought, in order to prevent extension of tho
microbes along their track, to be withdrawn at the earliest

possible moment. Where bridging operations have been
undertaken, the interspaces between the connecting bridges
ought still to bo irrigated and drained. Where it is a
question of the closure of large gaping •' gouged-out,

"

wounds, it will be well to choose for the patient such a
position as will minimize tho gaping of the wound and the
strain upon tho sutures. AVhere large surfaces of skin

have been carried away grafting ought to be resorted to

;

or the skin ought to be undercut, and the liberated flaps

drawn over the wound by strips of adhesive plaster.

Where a limb has been amputated by the flaplcss opera-

tion, the sleeve of skin ought to be slowly drawn down
over the stump by an extension apparatus.

TeF.ATMEXT BY PnVLACAGOGIO METHODS.
Wlien I was discussing with you the clinical results

obtained by the antiseptic treatment of wounds, I drew
your attention to the fact that with this a variety of

physiological stiujuli were brought into application, and
that the good results which were upon occasion witnessed
might quite well be credited to these.

Now, of course, physiological stimuli are in connexion
with wounds applied, not only incidentally to antiseptic

treatment, but also of set purpose as therapeutic agents.

Dry or moist heat is brought into application ; ether is

introduced into the cavity of the wound ; stimulating oint-

ments and lotions arc applied ; or, as the case may be, the

wounds are uncovered to air ; they are exposed to sunlight,

or electricity and radium are exploited : each of these

measures being resorted to with a more or less vague idea

that the particular form of stimulus in question will

directly or indirectly assist in combating the wound
infection.

So far as I can discern, all these are forms of treatment
—and the same holds true also of the surgical procedures

we have considered above, of the methods of Bier, and, of

course, of saline solutions and vaccines—which are capable

of bringing the protective elements of the body—that i'^.

the blood fluids and leucocytes—into application in tin;

wound. And I would submit that they can he useful

only so far as they, serve as—let me suggest the word—
phylacitijogic agents.

AVe ought therefore to give up employing these agents

as fetishes, and ought to prelude their use by a careful

study of their physiological action.

This field of study being so endlessly wide I prop. in-

here to confine myself to the study of strong andwc;ii

salt solutions. Wo shall see that we have in th.

-

•phi/laraijogic a/jcnts — in hypertonic saline solution

lymphaijogic ; and in physiological saline solution a Icio

cyiago'jic agent.

Phijukal and Pliijsiological Action of Hyperlonic Salt

Soluiioiu.

Hypertonic salt solutions exert three kinds of effects

:

a physical effect ; a physiological effect ; and an effect ou
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tUe condition of the wound and the bacterial iufcctiou.

Let mo deal first «ith the physical action, for it was tliis

which I had chiedy in view wlien I sugsestcd the employ-
uicnt of hypertonic solutions in the treatment of iufiltrattd

tissues which were the scat of bacterial invasions.

Pliijsical Action of Stron/j Saline Solutiorts.— I can
perhaps most conveniently introduce what I have to say
with reference to the physical action of strong salt solutions

it I take up again the discussion of the phenomena of dilTu-

sion at the point where I left off when I was discussing
with you the penetrative powers of antiseptics.

What we were tliere considering was the conveyance of

the chemical agent outwards by diffusion from the dis-

bursing into the recipient fluid ; and we did not then need
to concern ourselves with the return movement from the
i-ecipieut iuto the disbursing fluid. But in connexion with
cverj- diffusion there is always a process of barter and
exchange; so that when we "have, as in Fig. 9, A. as our
disbursing fluid water containing a colouring mateiial.

and as our recipient fluid clear water, there is, in point of

fact, not only a passing out of colour into the recipient

fluid, but also a return flow of water; and, as a result, a
certain dilution of the disbursing fluid.

It will subserve the purposes of exposition, and perhaps
help to call up in the mind clearer pictures, if, speaking as
wc do of the conveyance of the chemical agent into the
recipient fluid as diffiisioji, we may call the conveyance
of tlie water (or other excipient) iuto the disbursing "fluid.

itifnsion.

Let us now look—for this will carry us a step furtliei—
from Fig. 9 a to Fig. 9 d. Here, while the coloured fluid iu

the upper part of the test-tube remains as before, strong
salt solution has at the bottom of the tube been substituted
for clear water; and wo have now a double process of

diffusion—a diffusion of colouring matter downwards into
the salt solution, and a diffusion of salt upwards into the
coloured water ; and along with this we have also infusion
iuto each fluid. This will give, on either side of tlie surface
of contact, a broader zone of mixture ; and you have
in Fig 9, b, below the junction of the coloured and colourless
fliuds a broader band of stippling representing colour.
We can by the aid of a very simple experiment satisfy

ourselves that there is a much greater indrawing with a
strong'salt solution than with a weak solution or siiuply
water. We take a capillary pipette, seal it at the end,
lit on a rubber teat, and then squeezing this with the
fingers 80 as to get up a positive presstuc in the interior,

introduce a small portion of the wall, about half way down
the stem, into the flame of a by-pass. The glass will, as
soon as it softens, blow out here and give us a lateral
opening. We now resect our capillary stem at some little

distance above, and again some little "distance below, this
opening. Having provided ourselves with such tubes wc
fill in one with strong salt solution and another witlj

water, and then pour a little watery solution of mctUylcue
blue into a Petri dish or other shallow, flat-bottomed vessel.
This done, we take up first one, and then the other, of our
capillary tubes. We seize it in the middle with a pair of

forceps ; hold the central orifice uppermost and the two
limbs liorizontally ; and in this position immerse for a
matter of a second or tv.o into the coloured fluid. Wc
then wash the outsides and compare the two tubes.

In the tube of water there will be three narrow, and iu

the tube of salt, for there is liero more indrawing, there
will be three very broad bands of blue : one occupying the
middle and the others the ends of the tubes.
And let me show you also another experiment which

brings clearly before the eye the drawing power of salt.
I have here two test-tubes tilled in each case to a depth of

3 or 4 centimetres with a watery solution of methylcuc
blue ; and stasding in these test-tubes I have two pieces of
gla.ss tubing, open at both ends and packed with moist
cotton-wool-; and, lastly, in the one tube I have at the
top of the cotton-wool a layer of salt. These pieces of
tubing have been standing, as they are standing now, since
last night. I now lift them out, and you .see that here
again the methylene blue has been drawn far up iuto the
tube where wo have the salt; while it has in the companion
tube been carried iu only a very short way.
With this wc have come some little dis'tance on the way

rUc actual procedure employed was to fill in the cotton-wool, to
urrse in wat«r, and then to remove the superfluous fluid by
lifugalization.

Fig. 11.—A, A test-tube f

1 posed

to an uuder.stauding of the physical action of hypertonic
salt solutions applied in wounds. Tliis further series of
test-tube experiments (reproduced in Fig. 11) will, I think,
show you exactly wliat happens.

I have hero a tube of water agar (Fig. 11, a). That is to
say, I have dissolved in the distilled water, which is here
going to serve as a
ricipient fluid, a sifli-

cieucy of agar to set

it iuto a firm jelly.

And I have adtled
also a little trace of

nitrate of s i 1 v c r.

Into the next tube
(Fig. 11, b)—a pre-

cisely similar tube

—

I introduced some
twelve hours ago a
cube of sodium
chloride, imposing it

upon the surface of

the just moist jelly.

And you here see the
result. The sodium
chloride has difl'u.sed

iuto the water agar
to a considerable
depth, discolouring
the silver salt. But
the important thing
to note is the counter
movement. W a t e r

has been drawn out
from the jelly, and
we have now,' round
what remains of the
pellet of salt, as you
sec, a layer of fluid

a centimetre or a cen-
timetre aud a half iu

depth.
This is the par-

ticular effect which
I set out to get when
I suggested the em-
ploymett of hyper-
tonic solutions as a
dressing for infected surfaces. I expected to get that com-
bination of diffusion aud infusion which we have under
our eyes here—in other words, a process of barter in which
salt and water should bo exchanged, not in volumetrical
equivalents, but, as you see here, in the ratio of very many
volumes of fluid for one of the solid.

Let mo try to make plain another point. The whole
question of diffusion and infusion is to the ordiuarv medical
man and biological student complicated by ideas connected
with osmosis : his mind being taken up in particular with
the idea that crystalloid substances can, and albuminous
substances cannot, traverse a so-called vegetable or animal
membrane. In fact, some have come to believe that it is

the interposition of a membrane between the recipient and
disbursing fluid wliicli calls into existence the attractive
forces of salt for water and all the pheuomena of infusion

;

or, to put it in other words, that it is the interposition of
the sieve which confers upon the salt the power of drawing
water to itself. It is this confusion of thought which has
inspired the criticism : that while hypertonic solutions may
be competent to draw fluid out from the walls of a wound,
the fluid thus extracted will by theoretical necessitj- be
a fluid deprived of all its albuminous substances, and
with these of all its antibacterial powers.
The test-tube I now show you demonstrates to the evo

that the theoretical deduction here in question is quite
unfounded. You sec hoie (Fig. 11, c) a tube of water agar
iuto which I have iucorpoiated a considerable amount of
blood. I have dealt with it iu precisely the same waj' as
with the tube of silver nitrate agar ; that is to say, I

imposed upon it yesterday a cube of sodium chloride.

You will see for yourselves that the salt has here drawn
out from the agar a very considerable amouut of a turbid

blood-stained fluid ; and wheu I take a sample of this and
boil, you will see that we obtain a very heavy precipitato

of albuminous substances (Fig. 11, n).

blood-i

all tsst-tube Bbowing the albumit
ciyilate tUi-own down on boilin
e of the fluid obtained from c.
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I tliinlc we may feci reasonably coufitlenfc that t)iis is

exactly wliat occnis in the wountl. And at any rate we
may be surq that neither in the earliest stage of the

wound, where the tissues lie exposed ; nor yet in the later

stage, when the walls are infiltrated ; liave we in tlie

wound, any more than we have here in this test-tube, any-

thing in the nature of a membrane which could lilter

out albuminous substances.
Arising directly out of the physical properties of concen-

trated salt solutions is another point which lias a very
important bearing on the therapeutical action of these

agents. We have seen in connexion with antiseptics that

inasmuch as they have as good as no penetiative power,
they will exert their effect only at the immediate point

wliere they are applied ; and, in tlie case where tho anti-

septic marches with an albuminous fluid, only on the face

whore the two fluids come in contact. In other words,

the antiseptic will not diffu.se into, and conic into applica-

tion in pus held up in the upper reaches or recesses

of the wound, nor even in islands of pus encompassed by
antiseptic fluid.

Now the exact contrary of this holds true of strong

saliue solutions introduced into the wound. No soouer are

they introduced than the sodium chloride—for it is, of

coniso, highly diffusible and is not quenched by antiseptics

—will radiate out by diffusion through all the fluid.s of the

wound. (lu an experiment in which a tube full of water
agar was inverted in a shallow receptacle of 4 per cent,

salt solution we found that diffusion carried the salt np
4.^ centimetres in a night.) We may therefore picture in

our mind's eye, in connexion with strong saline solution

applied to the mouth of a wound, that the salt will

very soon, in tho lower reaches of tho wound, attain

a high concentration and act as a lymphagogue ; and
that afterwards it will come into operation in the upper
readies in a dilute, but perhaps still therapeutically
valuable, form.
But let us note that this will apply only if the concen-

tration of the saline solution is maintained throughout.
AVhero the salt solution is applied in the form of a damp
pad, and is then very rapidly diluted by the exudation,
we shall get, but ouly very temporarily, a hypertonic
solution in the lower reaches of the wound, and after that
we should obtain ouly the same effects as with an isotonic

salt solution.

Finally—and this is a point which may upon occasion
have a practical interest— let us remember that 4 i^cr cent,

salt solutions have a specific gravity equivalent to that of

the serum ; and more concentrated solutions of course
a higher specific gravity. It will therefore be theoretically
possible, by availing ourselves of gravity, to get strong
saline solutions directly to the bottom, not perhaps of a
wound tilled with pus, but certainly of a wound in which
we have only blood clot and serum.

(To be continued.)

TUB OPERATIVE TREAT3IENT OF GUNSHOT
INJURIES OF NERVES.-

SIR FREDERIC EVE, F.R.C.S.,

Tkmporart Likdtf.nast-Coi,onel R.A.MC
coxsolting schgeon, eastern command; vice-pilesment, hotal

college or stfbgeoxs ; consulting surgeon and emeritus
on surgery, london hospital ;

E. S. W'GODS, M.D.LoND.,

The majority of the patients were in the section of the
War Hospital at Croydon which the Surgeon-General of
the Eastern Coiiiniaiid has set aside for the treatmeut of
injuries of the peripheral nerves and for stiff joints
arising from wouiids, and which ho requested Dr. Woods
and myself to organize. Oilier patients were in military
or V.A.D. liospitals in other portions of the Eastern Com-
mand, and three in H.R.H. Princess Henry of Rattenberg's
Hospital for Officers.

The cases operated on by one of us (F. E.) iiumberecl

28, of which 21 were due to bullets, and 6 to shrapnel or
shell wounds. As regards the distribution of the lesions:

5 were injuries of the brachial plexus, 8 of the musculo-
spiral nerve, 1 of the posterior interosseous nerve, 5 of the
ulnar, 2 of the median and ulnar nerves together, and
7 of the sciatic or external and internal popliteal nerves.
In 6 cases the injured nerve or nerves were completely
divided. The sciatic nerve, as might be anticipated on
account of its size, was divi<lcd three times ; tho
other nerves divided were tho median and ulnar
together in one case, musculo spiral and posterior
interosseous once each. In one instance the sciatic

nerve was perforated with incomplete division of tho
external popliteal portion. Many of tho cases having
been in V..\.D. hospitals beforo being transferred to
Croydon, the iieriod elapsing between the receipt of tho
wound and the operation was often considerable. This
period in all but 4 cases was three mouths or over;
in the remainder the shortest period was seven weeks.
In the absence of evidence of improvement, and if the
electrical reactions indicate a severe injury of the nerve,
we are of opinion that an operation should be performed
as .soon as the condition of the wound permits of its being
carried out aseptically. Excluding the 5 injuries of tho
brachial plexus, it was thought necessary in 8 cases out of

the remaining 23 to resect the damaged portion of the nerve,
or to refresh the ends if they were separated. In other
cases the iiervc was separated from adhesions and sur-

rounded with Cargile's membrane. The various reasons
determining the procedure adopted are given below iu
considering the electrical reactions. The smallest nerve
operated on was the posterior interosseous. This was
fonnd to have been completely severed (the cuds being
separated) by a bullet which had comminuted the head of

the radius. Tho nerve was exposed by an incision on the
outer side of the forearm, just below the external condyle
and on a plane corresponding with the palmar surface
of the head of the radius. After dividing the muscles
attached to the external condyle, the proximal end of the
nerve was at once fonnd. The ends were refreshed and
the junction surrounded by a portion of the basilic vein.

As regards the 8 cases of injuries of the muscnlo-spiral
nerve, half of them were associated with fractura of tho
humerus.
In those cases in which resection was performed tho

fibrotic tissue, or bulbous end, was removed on the proximal
side until the section showed well-defined nerve bundles

;

and the distal end was refreshed. The ends were pierced
with around shafted needle, and united with one or, in tho
case of large trunks, two sutures of twenty day chromic
catgut (0 or 1 size). It was always found possible to get tho
ends together by freeing the nerve above and below, and
flexing the nearest joint or adducting the npper arm.
Where a portion of the nerve was thickened and appeared
to be " hidebound," chiefly from thickening of the peri-

neurium, an incision was made into the thickened tissue.

The five cases of injuries to the brachial plexus fur-

nished many points of interest. One was due to a bullet

smashing the centre of the clavicle. The clavicle was
divided, and fragments of bone were found pressing upon
the anterior divisions of the fifth, sixth, aud seventh nerves,
which were enveloped by dense scar tissxie. This was
removed, the nerves were surrounded with Cargile's mem-
brane, and the clavicle wired. In another case the injuiy

was by a bullet at the root of t'le neck. At an operation,

two months after tho injury, the trunks of the fifth,

•sixth, and seventh cervical nerves were found thickened
and more or less adherent. The condenser reaction of tho
paralysed muscles road from 1 to 4 micro farads charged
at 70 volts. The thickened nerves were separated from
adhesions and surrounded with Cargilfe's membrane.
Five months after the operation there was a good return
of movement in the paralysed muscles. In tho othc 1

cases the injuries were below tho clavicle, and in two
instances wore of a inost extensive character. Tlie

ditficulty in dealing with these cases is increased by the
fact that the axillary artery and vein are usually involved
in the scar tissue and require careful separation. In ono
case it was found necessary to ligature the artery and
vein above and below the lesion. No trouble occurred as
regards the circulation of the limb, probably because the

anastomotic circulation had been enlarged owing to partial

occlusion of the axillary artery. A dense mass of
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cicatricial tissue Imd nmttcil together all the cords of the
bracliial plexus ami was adhcieut to the anterior aspect
of the subscapularis imiscle.

When confronted for the first time with this condition

of lliinps surgical interference appears hopeless, but it was
found that by cutting combined with teasing by blunt
dissection the various strands of the cords could fiually be
separated out and the ciciitricial tissue removed. In the
case above referred to, a rounded mass of fibroncuromatous
tissue the size of a thrush's egg was removed from the
posterior cord; and a portion of the inner cord, three-

eighths of an inch in length, was resected and the nerve
imited. In another case the cords were matted together

by a dense scar behind the pectoralis minor, just above
the point where the internal circumflex is given off. The
bullet had entered on the posterior surface of the root of

the neck through the outer part of the trapezius, had
passed under the clavicle, and made its exit behind the
anterior axillary fold. The site of the lesion of the plexus
was fixed as just below the point where tlio musculo-
cutaneous is given off, by the fact that the muscles on the
front of the arm were the only ones giving normal
reactions. It was found possible to separate the median
nerve from the cicatrix, but half an inch of the posterior

cord and three-eighths of an inch of the internal cord
were excised, and endtocnd union effected. Dr. Pantou
Lindly examined the portion excised from the posterior

cord: it consisted solely of dense fibrous tissue, and
contained no nerve fibres.

In a third case the median and ulnar trunks were
matted together below the lower edge of the pectoralis

minor, but were separated and surrounded with Gargile's

membrane.
Boldness is justifiable in operating on these severe

lesions, as one knows that the limb must remain useless

unless restoration of conduction in the nerves can be
effected by surgical measures. There is the less hesita-

tion in operating freely since it has been established by
the experiments of Professor Robert Kennedy' that the
junction of the peripheral end of a divided nerve to the
corresponding proximal portion of the same nerve is not
necessary for the re-establishment of function. He
writes :

" In Macacus the paralysis resulting from section

of the fifth and sixth nerves u:ay be largely restored by
anastomosis of the peripheral segments of the two roots
to the seventh cervical nerve, or to the spinal accessory."
Two cases of partial jwralysis of the brachial plexus as" a
result of arterio-venous aneurysm in the axilla have been
met with. At the operation in one case pressure was
found on the median, ulnar, and musculo-spiral nerves in

the lower part of the axilla. The other case is an example
of an artei'io-venous aneurysm involving the lower part of

the axillary artery with paralysis of the musculo spiral

nerve. After keeping the patient under observation, it has
been found that the aneurysm is increasing and the con-

denser shows that the paralysis is not improving, in

spite of the treatment. An operation will therefore be
performed.

All the cases except one have been tested electrically

by Dr. Woods. In practically all instances the paralysed
muscles did not react to faradization. We found the
Lewis Jones condenser of great assistance, as it furnished
a numerical equivalent indicating the degree of interrup-
tion to conduction through the nerve and the condition of

the muscle; for example, in 6 cases in which there was
evidence of complete division of a nerve, in one instance
there was no response with the condenser, while in 4 the
numbers ranged from 2 to 4 m.f. charged at 70 to 100 volts.*
In these cases operation was performed three to five

months after the inflictioD of the wound. The period
elapsmg after the infliction of the wound must bo taken
into consideration, for in the remaining case, in which
operation was performed for complete division of the
internal popliteal nerve seven weeks after the wound, the
muscles responded to a 1 m.f. capacity at 70 volts. There
could be no doubt as to the nature of the lesion, since the
ends of the nerve were widely separated. This patient
had received massage and electrical treatment from an
early date, and the consequent state of nutrition of his

"Normal mascles give, with a condeoser, a reading of 02S to
0.075 micro-farada capacity charjied at 70 volts. In a moderately severe
lesion of a nerve the muscle gives 0.75 to 1 micro-farads charr.pd at
70 volts, and a severe lesion 1 to 4 microfarads chareed at 70 to
100 volts.

muscles probably had an effect as regards the electrical
reactions.

As showing the effect of time on the reactions obtained
by the condenser, it may be noted that in the case of
division of the posterior interosseous nerve operated on
five months after the injury, the muscles at the back of tho
forearm, except the extensor carpi radialis longior, gave no
response to testing with the condenser.
The chief point in the operative treatment of these uervo

lesions is to determine whether simply to separate the
injured nerve from the surr(ftmding tissues or to resect it

;

and this is of greater importance owing to the fact that
anatomical division is comparatively rare. A definite
indication is usually afforded by inspection. There may
be evidence of complete division with union by a baud of
fibrous tissue, and in this case an enlargement of tho
proximal end will be present; or the site of division, which
may be partial or complete, is indicated onlj- by a well-
defined bulbous enlargement. In less severe injuries there
i.'- often a fusiform thickening of some extent involving the
nerve trunk. In other cases, especially in injuries to
the musculo-spiral nerve associated with fractures of the
humerus, the nerve may be embedded in callus. In one
case it was stretched round a spicule of bone. The
musculo-spiral nerve may be generally thickened and
enlarged for some length; it was in a case of fracture
of the humerus as thick as the end of a little finger. Tho
condenser required for the extensors of the wrist and digits
was of 2 m.f. capacity at 70 volts ; nevertheless, after
freeing the nerve voluntary movement returned rapidly,
and in two and a half months there was almost complete
restoration of function.

Not infrequently the affected nerve is evidently con-
stricted by cicatricial tissue surrounding it, or by the
pressure of a dense cicatrix of the integuments. Where
doubt exists as to the advisability of resection, an
indication of the amount of damage is sometimes fur-
nished by blunt dissection of the nerve bundles from
above into the cicatrix to ascertain if they are continuous
across it.

The condenser also furnishes important indications of the
site and severity of the lesion. In a case of wound of the
thigh at its middle third by a portion of shell the sciatic

nerve had been perforated. The condenser required was
of 4 m.f. at 120 volts for the muscles on the front of the
leg, 1 m.f. at 70 volts for the peronei and 0.25 for the calf,

showing that the damage was to a portion of the external
popliteal nerve. At the operation the internal popliteal
nerve was separated from the external nerve by blunt
section, and a dense nodule or neuroma was found involving
the inner half of the external popliteal. This was excised
(vithont interfering with the outer strands of the external
popliteal, and the gap was united with catgut.

Further, the condenser gives reliable and easily recog-
nized indications as to when cases of nerve injury are
improving under treatment. The two following cases may
be quoted

;

Case i.

An ofiBicer received a bullet wound at close range which
carried away the internal condyle and paralysed his ulnar
nerve; very definite improvement occurred. Three weeks
after the injury the muscles supplied by the ulnar nerve
required a condenser of 2 m.f. capacity, the charging voltage
being 75. Nine months later the reactions were precisely the
same and the improvement as regards sensation and voluntary
jiower had remained stationary for some time. Operation was
therefore decided on. The nerve w.is constrictecl, and just
tiljove the injured part was a small, bulbous enlargement.
Seeing that there bad been considerable restoration o£ function
the nerve was treed and surrounded with Cargile's membrane.
Treatment by massage and electricity was continued. At the
piul of two months the condenser test uas exactly the same as
I.'fore the operation. Tlie patient was therefore advised to
submit to resection of the injured portion of the nerve.

C'.\SE II.

A patient was admitted to Croydon War Hospital with a
shrapnel wound behind and above the head of the fibula and
paralysis of the muscles of the front and back of the leg. On
August 25th the condenser required for the peronei muscles was
of 0.25 m.f. capacity at 70 volts. After continuous treatment
the condenser capacity for the peronei, seven weeks later, was
4 m.f. at 80 volts. Operation sliov.-ed that the external popliteal

nerve was definitely thinned at a point corresponding to

pressure by a very indiu-ated cicatrix of the integument.

The disappointing feature of the treatment of norvo

injuries is the long period required for the completion of
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the reparative processes, and bo far we can give very

little information as regards the ultimate results of our

•work in respect of restoration of function, most of the cases

having been operated on after the beginning of August.

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

MAGNETIC PROPERTY OF GERMAN BULLETS.
It docs not appear to be generally known that German

rifle bullets are strongly attracted by an ordinary magnet,

whereas the English bullet is quite devoid of this quality.

The difference is due to the composition of the casings.

Tlie English bullet has a easing of 80 per cent, copper and

20 per cent, nickel, and although nickel and many ot its

alloys possess magnetic qualities, the alloy of nickel and

copper in the above proportions is non-magnetic.

At my request, Mr. Leslie Aitchison, M.Met., of the

Sheffield University, very kindly made an analysis of a

German bullet, with the following result

:

The casing is a steel containing 3.36 per cent, nickel

and low in carbon. The body of the bullet contains

96.92 per cent, lead and 2.95 per cent, antimony.

AVitli the highly successful methods now available for

localizing war missiles in the body by x rays, magnetic

tests are no longer of any value for this purpose, but the

magnetic attraction possessed by the German bullet may,

mider certain circumstances, bo utilized to assist in its

removal from the body. The following notes of a case will

explain what I have in mind

:

I. W., aged 38 years, a sergeant in the 6th Sherwood

Foresters, was standing up in a trench with his hands in

Jiis greatcoat pockets when he was struck by a bullet in

the "right arm, just below the insertion of the deltoid

muscle. The bu'Uet passed upwards and inwards until it

encountered the first rib, which it fractured. The
resistance so offered was sufficient to arrest its momentum,

and it fell into the pleural space and gravitated to the base

of the right lung.

Examinations with the xray screen demonstrated that

it was freely movable in the pleura in response to altera-

tions in the patient's posture, and, as it was causing dis-

comfort, it was decided to attempt its removal by a giant

magnet which my ophthalmic colleague. Major Pooley,

kindly placed at my disposal.

The idea was to employ intratracheal ether anaesthesia,

and under the positive intrapulmonary pressure thus

secured to make an opening into the pleura and extract the

bullet by means of a soft iron probe connected at one end

to the magnet. Tests showed that the attractive force so

available would be amply sufficient for the purpose. But

"the best laid schemes o' mice and men gang aft a-gley."

On the eve of the day selected for the attempt the intra-

tracheal apparatus was unfortunately broken, and the

delay caused thereby led to the buUet being extracted in

the ordinary way. Tlie ease had an ironic aspect. The
bullet turned out to be an English one, and was, of course,

unresponsive to a magnet.
My excuse for sending this note for publication is that

I have not come across any reference to the matter in the

literature within my reach.

Sinclair White, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Officer Commanding Surgical Section 3ra Nortbern General

Hospital T.F.

COMPOUND DISLOCATION OF THE KNEE:
RECOVERY WITH A USEFUL LIMB.

A STATEMENT in Major Robert Jones's recent work on

Injuries of Joints leads me to record a case which I treated

at Nablous some few years ago.

An Arab aged about 60 was brought to the C.M.S.

Hospital at Nablous, Palestine, in 1903 or 1904 one

morning, on the back of a fellow-workman, a distance of

fully half a mile. He had bled considerably on the way,

and" the femur was not only dislocated but had ruptured

the skin posteriorly and was protruding therefrom.

The history of the case was interesting because, from

the account of the English nurses at the above hospital, he

had been treated twice before at intervals of two years,

once for fracture of the same tliigh, and also, I was tol'l,

for dislocation. In spite of the weakness of the joint lio

was still following his avocation of a porter, and whilst so

engaged and carrying a heavy load the knee gave way
under him, with the result stated.

It was fouud absolutely impossible to reduce the dislo-

cation without further enlarging the rent in tlie skin,

which tightly gi'asped the femur above the condyles. This

was possibly a blessing in disguise.

After reduction the limb was put up on a side splint

and a large-sized drainage tube inserted; after a daily or

almost daily syringing with mercury perchloride 1 in 2,000

for about a month, the wound closed without infection of

the joint or rise of temperature; there was very frou

discharge of synovia.

The patient left the hospital with a weak but not ,1.

useless limb. I am sorry not to have further details, sin '

I was only in temporary charge of the liospital.

John Cropper, M.D., B.C.Cantab.

Exports of ^ockim.

DISCUSSION ON GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF
PERIPHERAL NERVES.

The discussion on this subject was resumed at a meeting

of the Medical Society of London on November 1st, when
Sir Frederic Eve maile the communication which is

published in full at page 676.

Dr. E. F. Buzzard said that information was required con-

cerning three points especially : (1) Which cases should bo

operated upon
; (2) what should be done at the operation ;

(3) how could pain be relieved ? With regard to the first

point, it was difficult to lay down any rule, but he thought

it wise to explore in cases of doubt. Whether operation

should be performed or not depended upon whether the

local conditions were favourable to return of function.

He was sceptical as to the value of the electrical reaction

of degeneration, as it was inlluenced by the treatment

applied. It was difficult to decide what should be done

at the operation when a fusiform swelling was found con-

sisting lai-gely of scar tissue, but carrying many nerve

fibres. In peripheral nerve lesions he advised that the

nerve should be examined carefully both with the eye and

with the finger. In the ease of partially divided nerves,

whether the nerve were excised or merely sutured, incom-

plete recovery would follow. Pain and hyperaesthesia of

a most severe type might continue for montlis. In such

eases operative treatment was required, and excision

might be necessary, although the injury was only partial.

Injection of alcohol into the proximal end of the ueive

was of great value as a means of abolishiug pain.

Mr. JocELYN Swan gave his experiences of 63 cases of

nerve injury : 38 had been operated upon, 41 nerves being

explored, and 25 were not operated upon. Of these, 6 hail

refused operation ; in 3 it had been deemed inadvisable ;

4 had been deferred, and in the remaining 12 improvement

and recovery of function had occurred in from two to foui

weeks after tlie injury. Those cases which thus recovci ci 1

had been ascribed to " nerve concussion," and in such i

was difficult to say whether any actual damage had b'

done to the nerve or not. In them a strong faradic cuii'

produced a reaction, and this provided a valuable proguo

guide. He thought that no operation should be au<i

taken until the surface wounds had firmly healed, :i:

there was no evidence of an underlying focus of iufecli

If there were paralysis of muscles, a corresponding are;.

anaestliesia, and an absence of faradic reaction, he advisetl

exploration. In some cases with partial injury to a nerve

some muscles escaped and anaesthesia was imperfect. Of

the 41 nerves explored complete division was found in 13, and

in the remaining 28 scar tissue had to be dealt with to f
i

-

the nerve. In 2 cases metallic fragments were buried iu '

nerve, and in another a fragment of bone. There was 1.

means of distinguishing between complete division of tl)>-

nerve and its binding by scar tissue. When tlie latter had

been encountered the result had been more satisfactory

when both nerve and scar had been excised. Voluntary

movements often returned long before even a feeble

reaction was obtained to a strong faradic current. He had
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fonnd the skin clamp and sweating in tlie area of distiibu-

tiou of nerves which had been injui-ed.

Mr. Bernaud Roth was of opinion that all cases in which
dctiuite recovery was not taking plaeo after n few weeks
shotikl be opei-atcil upon. In a large majority of tho oases

the syuiptouis were ilno to couipressiou merely. If the uervo
were partially severed lio favoured leaving the undamagofl
fibres and approximating those which were divided. Wlien

a so called neuroma was found tliis should be loft if it

nffeoted only a part of tho nerve. It could be removo'd

afterwards if necessary. With regard to post operative

treatment, ho said that if tho leg were affected a suitable

walking instrument should bo provided to prevent dropping
of tho foot. It was the efficiency of after-treatment which
often decided tho degree of recovery.

Dr. E. G. FEAUN.siniiS agreed with Dr. Harris that

accurate chartings of the interferences with sensibility

weit; of greater value in estimating tho completeness or

incompleteness of the injury than the presence of complete
muscular paralysis with tho reaction of degeneration.

The alteration should bo charted at varying intervals,

siHJcial attention being paid to the delineation of the
borders at which tho patient appreciated any change iu

tiio sensation evoked by the stimulus. At first motor
lo.'ises and areas of sensory interference often did not
match the anatomical flistribution of nerves. It was im-
portant to attempt to separate disabilities owing to gross
mechanical causes from those of directly nervous origin.

He still thought that tho nerve fibres underlying deep
sensibility run a course to the spinal cord different from
tliat of the fibres which underlie cutaneous sensibility. It

was not right to speak of "ulnar" or "median" anaes-
thesia, for in each case it varied with the situation of tho
injury as well as with its extent. In cases of injury of tho
brachial plexus the association of pain due to an involve-

ment of a peripheral nerve, with referred neuralgia duo
to visceral disease, was not infrequent.

Dr. F. Herxaman-Johnson demonstrated tho Lewis
Jones condenser, and made a plea for the standardization
of the method by which it was used.

Dr. Wilfred Hakris and Mr. Wilfred Trotter
briefly replied.

At the first meeting for the session of the Section of
Dermatology of the Royal Society of Medicine, on
October 21st, the chair was taken by Dr. J. H. Stoweks,
who has succeeded Dr. J. J. Pringle in the presidency.
A number of cases were exhibited, among others one by
Dr. H. Spence (introduced by Mr. McDonagh) showing tho
results of Exfoliative dermaiifis following novarseno-
benzol (French). The patient, who had received one intra-
venous injection, had cicatricial alopecia and marked
arsenical pigmentation. The rash appeared a few days
after the injection, and the patient was unable to leave tho
hospital for six months. Mr. McDonagh related nine
Bimilar mishaps, two of which ended fatally.

m^bulus.

VEXERE.\L DISEASES.
Mb. McDosagh's recent work on The Biolor/y and Trent-
went of Venereal Diseases' is one of the most original
books on this subject which has appeared. The statement
that -'the Spirochacta pallida is not the cause of syphilis,
and its destruction docs not result in the cure of tho
disease," is, at first sight, rather startling. The explanation
given by .Mr. McDonagh is that tho spore of the parasite
of syphilis is the true cause of the svmptoms, and the
S. pallida only the male gamete of the life-cycle of an
organism which he has named the Leucocytozoon
tij/jliilidis, of which he gives a minute description, illus
trated with microphotographs and coloured plates. It
must be borae in mind that other observers have described
developmental changes in .S'. pallida—Leurianx and Gcets
and Maelennau in 1905, and more recently H. Ross in 1912.
Mr. McUonagh does not refer to the two former observa-
tions, and states that the life-cycle described by Ross was
not observed in the living state, and, furtlier, that tho

' The Biolorjij mid Treatment of Venereal Diseases. By .T. K. R.
McDonagh. F.B.CS. London: Harrison and Sous. 1915. (Cr. Uo,
I*. 665 ; 54 ptates. 25s. netJ ,

bodies described by him have been fonnd in nonsyphilitio
material. It appears to us that none of tho descriptions
of these life-cycles are convincing, and that the subject
might well be reinvestigated by an independent proto-
zoologist. Tho assumptiun made by McDonagh that
tho spore is the real cause of the symptoms naturally
iulhiences his views as to treatment and prognosis.
Thus, concerning the curability of syphilis, he liolda

that a cure cannot be guaranteed after generalization of
tlie parasite has occurred, but he is optimistic as to tho
results of treatment commenced in the primary stage.
Tho method he now adopts consists in intravenous injec-
tions of neo-sah'arsan, combiued with intramuscular in-

jections of grey oil. Neo-Halv^nsini i^ |.ietcrred to salvarsau
because it can be given t t piiti iits and at shorter
intervals than salvarsan i\(i\ l,Hir days—with as good
results. As regards intrathcial injcutiuus of salvarsanized
serum, Mr. McDonagh rightly remarks that this method is

based on theoretical grounds, and its value in the future
can only be decided by experience. He recommends it in
meuingeal syphilis, and also iu generalized syphilis, when
the cerebro- spinal fluid is altered. In degenerative
encephalitis no antisyphilitic drugs are advised, but
sodium nucleinate is said to be useful. AVith regard to

other arsenical preparations, he thinks galyl and ludyl
inferior to nen-salvarsan. In addition to neo-salvarsan,
McDonagh makes free use of mercury and iodides. In
congenital syphilis he prefers these to salvarsan, but his
reason for this is not obvious.

Discussing the chemiotherapy of salvarsan, MoDouagh
expresses the opinion that Ehrlich's work is uusouud,
because it was directed against the destruction of tho
S. pallida and not against the spore, which is resistant
to direct attack. McDonagh places less reliance on tho
Wassermann reaction than ho formerly did, and states
that antibodies may continue to be found long after the
syphilitic organisms are destroyed; hence, a positive

Wossermann reaction is not necessarily a sign of active
syphilis. With regard to the question of syphilis and
marriage, his views are that if the patient is under treat-

ment before generalization occurs he may marry, after

four or five injections of neo salvarsan and a year's course
of mercury ; but that if treatment is not commenced till

generalization has occurred, there is a risk of recurrence,

although this risk is small after nine injections of neo-

salvarsan and a two years' course of mercury. On this

view, the value of salvarsan and neo-salvarsan appears
doubtful, for it is quite common for a man to marry and
not infect his wife aft r a course of two years' mercury
alone, although marri ge is not to be recommended iu

so short a time. A bt:i;.,er rule is to wait till two years
after the last symptoms.
The chapters dealing with gonorrhoea are excellent ; in

McDonagh's opinion " too much and too drastic treatment
are the curse of the present-day treatment of gonor-

rhoea," and the urethroscope is of little use for diagnosis

and no guide to treatment. The urethroscope, ho holds,

is not wauted in anterior urethritis, and is often dangerous
in posterior urethritis. Tho difficulty of urethroscopio

treatment is due to the presence of gouococci in the sub-

(•[litliclial tissues, which cannot be reached by local

ai'iilications. He gives an account of investigations con-

ducted by Klein and himself with regard to vaccines in

gonorrhoea, and concludes that vaccine troatmeut is

useful provided it is only supplementary to local and
general treatment. As a rule he prefers sensitized

vaccines, and considers that those sensitized with human
autigonococcal serum are superior to those sensitized with
immune horse serum. Tho complement fixation test in

gonorrhoea he thinks valuable in diagnosis and useful for

regulating vaccine treatment. He attributes the de-

sti iiction of gonococci to the action of antibodies, chemical
.substances produced by the epithelial cells, and the growth
of secondary organisms, rathnr than to phagooj'tosis, which
is the idea generally accepted.

In an interesting chapter on venereal disease and public

health the evidence obtained by tho Royal Commission on
Venereal Disease is adversely criticized. In later chapters

of tho book dealing with the' biology of inflammation and

its relation to malignant disease, the author puts forward

some ingenious and interesting views.

To sum up : whether we agree or not with McDonagh's

views on the life-history of tho parasite of syphilis and otlie*
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questions of a theoretical nature, vie must admit that be

Las piocluced a tuouograph of much practical value and an

iuiportaiit addition to the literature of syphilology. Ihe

book is well illustrated with coloured plates and micro-

photographs.

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
(Conlimttd from v. C4S.)

tlj.j last inciting of the Committee, held on Octoher

1, tAint vijj'ht cases were considered, and £227 7s. was

to twenty-seven of the applicants, 'i'he

ummary of the cases relieved

:

At tl).; last

12tli,tNV.-nt;

was '_;iaijtc.'

foHowin.' is

MATERNITY FROM THE WOMAN'S SIDE.

Maternity" is a reraarkable book, and one which the pro-

fession i-
'

1 the obstetricians in particular will

,]o will [under over. It consists of letters

ti-om N ' collected by the large and active

body Uii W, .men's Co-operative Guild, and, as

Mr HFUBriiT S\Mri;r. says in the preface, " these letters

give an intimate picture of the difficulties, the troubles,

often the miseries, sometimes the agonies, that afflict

mauy millions of our people, as a consequence of normal

functions of their lives." "An unwise reticence, con-

tinues Mr. Samuel, " has prevented the public miud from

realizing that maternity among the poorer classes pre-

sents a whole series of urgent social problems. Ihese

letters give the facts." They do, indeed—a scries of 160

human documents which, in all truth, throws a pathetic

sideli"ht upon the circumstances, antecedent and sequent,

uudti° which childbirth in many homes (save the mark)

takes place. One may fastidiously object to the direct

and homely phraseology m which the women recount

their obstetric experiences, and one may sec here and

there, perhaps, the inevitable tendency to distribute

the blame capriciously, but none of these considerations

should for a moment be allowed to divert attention from

the stories of strain and misery themselves. The writer

of the introduction, who remains anonymous, is scarcely

seeing the facts in proper focus when reproaching the

medical profession with encouraging the attitude of care-

lessness towards the pains of motherhood and in sum-

ming it up in the saying, " You'll be worse before you're

better." Such a retiection can hardly be brought agamst

the profession which in the person of Sir .James Siuipsou

gave first ether and then chloroform to the suffering world

or women in cliiJdbed and pressed the use of anaesthesia

even in normal labour. It may be admitted, however, that

possibly medical men have been a little slow to recognize

all the unrelieved and often unrecorded pain and trouble

of pregnancy, although it must be said on the other side

that some obstetricians have pressed this aspect of the

subject upon the profession, and that this Journal for the

past fifteen years has constantly advocated prciuaternity

provision for suffering expectant mothers. It may confi-

dently be said that no one who ill read the touching letters

published in this book will any louger be blind to the

pressing necessity there exists for helping women about to

become mothers, and indeed the nation as a whole must

set its house in order that there may be in the future

strong and healthy men and women to carry on its

imperial tasks.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
The new edition of the Pharmacopoeia'^ of TTniversity

College Hospital, edited by Mr. Hampshire, contains a
lull list o£ the stock prescriptions in use at the hospital,

and in addition a large amount of information of service

to senior students and house officers. The editor seems to

have done his work excellently. Quantities in both metric

and the imperial measures are given side by side where
dosage is mentioned. We doubt it many sludeuls can bo
familiar with the subdivision of the inch into " lines " that

Peacock used (p. 68). The book is interleaved, and is well

printed.

Th' Tnd Annual Report of the London
Deriii" '/ ' have been published in a small
voluin' IIS the reports and meetingsheld from
Oclobt. ^..i... i^i-r, 10 June 15th, 1915, with notes on
exhibits and the iLiscussions held.

Wife, aged 35. of M.B.Dubl. who practised in Ireland ! it

took to drink and drugs and then deserted bis wifo who Ikim

baby a fev months old. Applicant, a trained nurse and ai

totnl.li a li.iii), rafic, but must bo somewhere near lier Un'

W.ii, .1 :: I !|i towards the support of the child. Voted *

in :,-uts and referred to the Guild.

\i [.I, .-.1 76, married, and who practised in Ham
Km! V I

t|y i)ad a paralytic seizure and now unable

do ail , 'Aorli. Has no means, and his wife only a small iuc \

of hnv own. Has three children, two sons abroad, ami

married, none able to help. Voted £18 in tw.

I :,aiKl rrfeiTo-Uo the Guild.
- ' r] f ' T (' (' 11"' "irfl, wlio practised in 1

!-'i N I 1 lilt .-i trained mill.^ !•

' illness, followed
! , , ,1;.:. Hopes to be ai.

•
! iMg.-r. i'rieuds leni

]i fAolve mstulments and referred to tin

daut^hl

^ Malerniiy : Letters from Workiiio Women Collected l»j the

WolM^\^s Co-ovevalite Guild. With a I'rcfaco by tho Itiglit Hon.
H. httimiel, ;m.1'. London : O. Boll and .Sous. Limited. 1915. (Cr.Svo,

I)|.. 212. 2s. 6a. net.)
'rlurniMc<Jin.ria of the Vviversity CoUroe Honpita'. EJited by

('.. H. Hamiisiiiro. B.Kc.Lond.. F.I.C. I'liblislied by authority of tho
Medical Couujiittee. 1915. Loudon : John Bale, Sons, and Danielsson,
Ltd. (3 '< 54.UP. 97^ 2s. 6d.neW. _^ ^ _.

room. Vut'j'i £'.

l5aughter. aged 56, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at New-

port, Mon. Since death of her father in 189z has managed to

make a living by keeping a small school, but owing to the war

has lost most of her pupils. Her bealtii 's also bad. Has spinal

curvature and varicose veins. Voted £i2 m twelve instalments.

Widow, aged 81, of M.E-.C.S.Eug. who practised at Leeds.

Has one invalid daughter, who receives some help from the

Fund and (iuild. .Joint income not suflicient to keep them and

provide the invalid comforts necessary. £12 voted to the Guild

to flNtnbnte as they consider best.

V\,,i,,-.- I'..! 49, of M.R.C.S.Eng., L.K.C.P.Lond. who was a
„n.:ii -n . n :inddied in 1904. Help required to assist son,

vvi ,.
1 at Epsom College, and has now obtained a

^il, ,.,; ,
,, ; Miie of the London hospitals. Voted £5 and

Widow, a'4cd 65, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised in London.

Left quite unprovided for at husband's death in 1889. Suffers

from rhronic neuritis. Three sons, married, with families, only

able to help very slightly. Previous relief ten times, £i2b.

Voted £12 in twelve instalments and referred to the Guild.

^\laov.•, a.qed 56, of M.K.C.S.Kn;.;. who practised at North

Kcusin"ton.' Until the war manaet-d to make a living by taking

in boarders. Gue son abroad, unable to help. Previons relief

twice, £20. Voted £10 in two instalments and referred to the

Daughter, aged 59, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Dorking

and died in 1873. Applicant a trained nurse, but, owing to ill

health, unable to work. Only income a grant of as. per week

from another charity. Voted £10 iu two instalments ami
reftrrpd to the J^iverpool branch of the Guild.

Widor,- ag'-d 68, of M.B., B.S.Lond. who practised at

I^liiLi-.i' 'Wax Ir-ft with a verv small income on the death of

1
' , .„,. ,! ., . • --,,3 marvied and only able to

' Voted £5.

:. who practised at Glasgow.

^
..: by taking in boarders, but

y„,,,, ;,^ ,
, ., ^: .. ..IjIu to get sufficient to pay her

wav.'llclicvcdunce,£10. Voted £10.

Dauohler. aged57,of M.R.C.S.Eng. who did not practise on.

account of ill health. Applicant, who lives in North Loudon, lai

sufteriu'J from cancer, and is quite unable to work. Unl»
income £W per aiimini. Relieved once, £12. Voted £12 "

twelve inslalmi-i;ts and referred to the Guild.

Widow, aged 62, of M.D.Dublin who practised at Acton,

died in 1912. Endeavours to make a little by taking boardi

but has not been very successful lately. Sou in South A{§

used to help a little before the war, and daughter

has had verv little work of late. Relieved three times.

Voted £10 in" two instalments.
,. , , .

Daughter, aged 53, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at i

miu'diam. Applieant lives in a cottage at a seaside resort in

Wales, and tries to make a living by taking in lodgers, but for the

last few vears lias been very unsuccessful. Eyesight very bad.

Relieved "four times. £44. \oted £12 in twelve lustalmeuts and

referred to the Guild.
Daughter, aged 37, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Stroat-

ham and died in 1914. Applicant's only certain income £17 per

annum. Health verv bad and unable to work. Has earned a

little by painting but no sale for her work at preseut. Relieved

once, £5. Voted £5.
. , », ..

Daughter, aged 62, of M.D.Lond. who practised at Netting

Hill and died in 1885. Applicant is bliml. Unly income a pen-

sion from a blind society. Relieved three times, £36. Voted

£12 in twelve instalments.

Subscriptions may be sent to the honorary treasurer,

Dr. Samuel West, 11, Chaudos Street, Cavendish Square,

London, W.
The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild appeals for

gifts of secondhand clothing, boots, and shoes in good

condition, also household linen. The gilts should be sent

to the Secretary, Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild,

43, Bolsover Street, W-
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THE rUEVENTION OF CEREUKO-
SPINAL FEVER.

Tempobaby Suegeox-Gexek.Mj H. D. Eolleston,
at the end of an able roporfc' on the occuirence of

cerebio-spinal fever in the navy from Auousfc, 1914,
to August, 1915, gives a number of suggestions for

the limitation of the occurrence and spread of tlie

disease. There have been 170 cases in tiie navy during

this period, with a mortality of 53 per cent. ; 146 of

thu cases occurred in tlic first four months of the

present year. Some Ciidoncc of infection was traced

in only 59 of the 170 cases; but there can be little

doubt that the disease is spread by patients or carriers,

to judge from the way in which outin-eaks appear to

be stopped by the isolation of contacts and mild dis-

infection of the throat. Overcrowding does not seem,

by itself, to exercise any great influence on the spread

of the disease ; catarrhal affections of the nose and
throat, thus vaguely diagnosed, do appear to be re-

lated to cerebro-spinal fever, as the two vary together.

Youth and recent enlistment both predispose to tiie

disease ; on the other hand, bad weather, including

north and east winds, a low atmospheric tempera-

ture, and suddcii falls in the temperature, appear to

exert no influence on tho outbreak of cerebro-spinal

fever. The statistical results of various forms of

treatment in the 163 patients the notes of whom
were abstracted can only be described as disappoint-

ing : they will be found in the British Medical
JoL'UXAL of October 23rd last (p. 604).

Dr. Eolleston does not discuss the ordinary sym-
ptoms of the disease further than to say that rashes,

rare in sporadic cases, occurred in this epidemic in

102 out of 163 cases (62.6 per cent.) ; of the cases

with rash 52 died and 50 recovered. In a few of the

cases the rash was papular ; in tho rest it was
petechial or purpuric. The raslies with large haemor-
rhages were specially fatal. The rash came out early

in tlio septicaemic stage, being comparable in tliis

respect with the rose spots of enteric fever, and was
commonly present when tho patient was first seen

;

in some instances a haemorrhagic rash occurred Ijefore

death. Herpes was noted in 35 cases ; in iS of these

there was also a rash ; in 5 the rash and the herpes

occurred togetber; in 13 the herpes followed the rash,

usually after an intenal of four days. In a few
instances tho herpes extended to the ears, or was
very extensive. Scrum rashes were mentioned in

tho notes of 19 cases, but it is thought likely

tliat they were commoner than this woidd seem
to show, and iu a few instances they were accom-
panied by pains in the joints. Synovitis, Dr.

Eolleston states, occurred in 8 cases, 6 of which
recovered ; iu 2 of these cases tho meningeal sym-
ptoms were absent or very slight ; it has Ijeen stated

tiiat the prognosis is good in cases with articular

manifestations, because tho joints receive the meningo-
cocci and so divert tiiem from the meninges. The

' Joum. BoOalKaval Ifcd. Service, London, 1915. i. 373.

synovitis was usually multiple and transient, and
never suppurated.
Tho reconnncndatious as to tho prevention of the

disease and of its spread are comparatively simple.
The ideal is to avoid the introduction of carriers of

the bacillus into barracks, establishments, and ships.

Practically speaking, liowover, this is impossible from
the bacteiiological point of view on any but a small
scale. All suspects should be examined before an
outbreak of tho fever is expected ; this might well bo
done in December. In order to avoid the risks en-
tailed by tho presence of intermittent carriers, it

would be advisable to invalid out of the service all

those who libxvc I'ecovered from an attack of cerebro-
spinal fever. Overcrowding should be avoided, and
special attention should be paid to the ventilation of

sleeping rooms. Recent recruits should bo treated
tenderly, so far as may be, to avoid tho increased
susceptibility associated with over-fatigue from un-
accustomed exorcises. The patients should be isolated

as far as possible. Every effort should be made to

limit the spread of catarrhal affections such as in-

fluenza, coryza, tonsillitis, sore throat ; the use of

handkerchiefs and towels in common should bo
stopped. When the disease has made its appearance,
its spi-ead should be controlled by the well-known
routine methods of disinfection and isolation, with
bacteriological examination of tho suspect and con-

tact eases. Carriers spring up freely around a case
of cerebro-spinal fever, but speaking generally it

suffices that tho two who sleep and the two who mess
on either side of tho patient, and his. two most in-

timate friends, should bo examined as possible carriers;

further inquiry should show whether special circum-
stances make the examination of fm'ther suspects

desirable. Tho naso-pharyngeal secretion and urine of

tiie contacts and suspects should be specially de-

stroyed ; their noses and throats should be douched
two or three times a day with some warm mildly
antiseptic solution. Their isolation need not be
carried out in hospital ; they may be placed in a
camp or buildings preferably in the neighbourhood of

a medical establishment.

THE WORKING EXPENSES OF LONDON
HOSPITALS.

The statistical reports issued every year by tho

managers of King Edward's Hospital Fund foi-

London havo hitherto provided a vast amount of

useful information as to tho manner in which tho

various hospitals in the metropolis are spending tho

funds allotted to them. With each succeeding year
some improvements have been added to render sucli

information more easily assimilable, but there still

remain many striking discrepancies as between ono
institution and another doing similar work but at

dissimilar cost. Tho attention of all hospital ad-

ministrators might well bo drawn to some of these,

and the report for the year 1914' supplies much food
for careful consideration on their part.

The disturbing influence of the war, entailing upon
many of liie hospitals a large increase of expenditure,

only partially met by Government grants, lias ren-

dered it impossible to carry on the statistical repoi-i;

in quite the samp form as heretofore. Hence the oppor-

tunity has been taken to introduce certain alterations

and improvements which may with advantage be

1 StaUstioalRepoit oa the Ordinary Exuendituro of Ono HuudrC'l
and Eight Londuu Hospitals tor tbe Yosr 1914. For King Edw.ird'i
HoBpital I'uiid for London. Snottiswoode and Co., Ltd. August, 1915.

la. net ; iiost free is. 2d.
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adopted in future. Of these new features, the itiosb

marked is the separation of the details of manage-

ment of the large general hospitals with medical

Bchools, from the larger general hospitals without

schools, and these again from the group of smaller

general lioppitals.

The report is admirahly arranged for easy com-

parison. In each group the tables are presented

m exactly the same form, so that any general or

special increase or decrease of relative expenditure can

promptly bo traced to tlic department which may be

chiefly responsible for it.

The main interest centres round the expenditure

upon those items which are controllable from year to

year. The charges for repairs and establishment,

official salaries and pensions, finance, rates and taxes

are excluded, and hence cannot be lield to explain the

variations wliich in some instances ai-e very marked.

It is a very Suiiking fact that the large general hos-

pitals with medical schools attaclied to them are

spending on the average nearly £t5 more for each

occupied bed than the larger general hospitals without

schools. This difference may be traced through all

the departments of administration except that of

management (apart fi-om official salaries, etc.) ; the

lower rate lierc may be due to the fact that a con-

.t',; ' ,, 'it of unpaid work is done by students

o. ! as apart from tlie hospital.

I

i)f the smaller general hospitals there

is les:; (iinerence, but their expenditure would appear

to be at a slightly higher rate than that of the larger

hospitals without schools.

In the group of three consumption hospitals a very

marked ditference is to be noted between the expenses

of one of them as compared with the other two.

Tliere would seem to be no reason wliy a difference

of £13 for each occupied bed should subsist between
kindred institutions doing exactly the same class of

work. Sucli discrepancies should be brought to the

notice of the respective committees, but it is to be

feared that the reports in which these facts have been

appearing j-ear by year seldom penetrate beyond
official circles. It would be well if greater publicity

wore afforded bj' a somewhat more liberal distribu-

tion of them to -all members of hospital committees
at any rate, if not to a wider circle.

Turning to otiier groups of special hospitals, it will

be noted that the range of expenditure in most of

them is by no nieans insignificant. The general

average of cost in children's hospitals is, perhaps,

the most uniform, while that of the hospitals for

paralysis and epilepsy presents some remarkable
differences.

It will be seen that a careful perusal of the figm-es

given in such simply classified form should enable any
one to discover the lines upon which expenditure may
be running too freely in any given institution with a
view to ascertaining the reason thereof. In many
instances, no doubt, there would be found to be some
adequate cause in operation, but it is not easy to

explain some of the large discrepancies referred to,

except as being due to preventable causes.

The statistics of 108 London hospitals are recorded
in the report for 1914, which concludes with some
useful details as to the cost of washing and of some
of the most important drugs.

A large number of beds in civil hospitals were
occupied during a part of the year by naval and
military patients, and in most cases the expenditure
upon them and the corresponding figures of cost per
bed have been included in tlie general account. It is

obvious that this must have introduced a distm-bing

element into the whole statistical report

WAR PENSIONS AND ALLOWANCES.
The differences between the Houses of Lords and
Commons as to the Naval and Military Pensions Bill

were settled on November 2nd, when the House of

Lords accepted the amendments carried at tlie

instance of the Government in the House of

Commons. The bill provides for the creation of

a statutory authority closely associated with the
Royal Patriotic Fund Corporation, and containing
representatives from Government departments, in-

cluding each of the three Local Government Boards
of the kingdom, and the Joint Committee of Insurance
Commissioners. This central Ijody is to supervise
the setting up of Local Committees—for example, for

the counties and county boroughs—which in their

fewra are to create subcommittees for smaller
areas, and delegate powers and duties to them

;

the functions of such local and subcommittees
are to consist mainly of reporting on individual

cases to the central authority and granting supple-

mentary assistance. The Lords proposed to abolish

the representation of the four departments referred

to, and to reduce the number of representatives of

the Eoyal Patriotic Fund Corporation, making up
the full number of the central body by increasing

the number of representatives appointed by the Crown
and also those appointed by the Soldiers' and Sailors'

Families Association. The central authority would
then have consisted of a "Board" with a constitution

approximating to that of a Government Department,
but in dealing with the constitution of the local

committees greater uttention would have been given

to existing voluntary associations — particularly to

the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association—than
in the original bill ; for instance, there would have
been some members of such associations on the

local committee, and the delegation of the duties

might have proceeded not only down to a sub-

committee, but further to a local committee of those
associations, so long as they performed the required

functions to the satisfaction of the local committee.

It will be seen that the points in dispute involved

principles of some importance, and not mere matters
of' detail. The broad distinction is between, on
the one hand, a central voluntary body based on
the Eoyal Patriotic Fund Corporation and delegating

powers down to local committees appointed ad hoc,

and on the other hand, a central Government authority

delegating down to existing voluntary organiza-

tions, which in practice, and in the contempla-
tion of the Lords, would have meant down to local

committees of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Asso-
ciation. Which of these two schemes would be found
to be most satisfactorj- in working was fair matter lor

argument; what was not open to question was that

the matter should be settled one way or the other

at once, so that the committees to be set up may
cQwmence their operations.

The Government issued, on October 25th, a
white paper' setting out the general effect of

the Admiralty Orders and the Army Orders and
Eegulations made or to be made for the payment
of allowances from navy or army funds to the
dependants (other than widows and children) of

sailoi's and soldiers whose deaths are due to the

present war. It does not apjwar to be intended to

apply to officers. For parents wholly dependent on the

deceased the allowance is not to exceed the amount of

the ascertained dependence prior to mobilization or

subsequent enlistment, or the amount of the widow's
pension appropriate to the deceased's rank, whichever

I Cd. 7682. price Jd.
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bo the less. In the case of other dependants or

parents partially dependent, the maximum allowance

is to be 5s., whatever may have been the ascertained

dependence. Disablement (but not sickness) benetit

under the Insurance Act and old age pension will he

reckoned in diminution of these benefits. Women who
have been entirely dependent and would otherwise be

destitute will have a gratuity or weekly payment not

exceeding in all the amount of a year's sei)aiatiou

allowance and allotment ; further allowances may bo

paid where the woman is wholly or partially incapable

of self-support or whore there are children. Disable-

ment (but not sickness) benefit under the Insiuanco
.•\ct and old ago pension will be reckoned in diminution

of the above benefits to the woman (not to the children).

It is clear that there is an urgent need for the setting

up of local machinery for testing, recommending;, and
paying claims, Tlie Naval and Military Pensions liill

is entitled " A bill to make better provision as to

the pensions, grants, and allow^ances made in

respect of the present war to officers and men
in the Naval and Military Service of His Majesty and
their dependants, and the care of oflicers and men
disabled in consequence of the present war, and for

purposes connected therewith," and should be con-

sidered in connexion with the third special report of

the Select Committee on Naval and Military Services

(Pensions and Grants), which was analysed in the

Journal of September i8th, p. 437. That report

made a number of recommendations with regard to

combatant officers disabled through war services, a)id

to widows and orphans and dependants of combatant
officers, and stated that the cases of other otiicers

should be reviewed departmentally where necessary

on similar lines.

CENTRAL MEDICAL WAR COMMITTEE.
Tub Central Medical War Committee has issued to fcbo

aiitlioiities of voluntary hospitals a letter directiisj^ their

attention to methods for staffing these hospitals duiiug

tbo war. While recognizing that there are giouuds for

fearing lest a further withdrawal of men from these hos-

pitals should endanger their efficiency, to the disadvantage

of the civil population and of the sick and wounded
soldiers admitted to them, it is pointed out that the hos-

l)ital committees must realize that the withdrawal of men
of military age from their institutions is inevitable, for

war is essentially work for young men. Hospital resi-

dents, from the nature of their present work and their

experience of responsibility, are particularly suitable

as army medical officers; and, since the successful ter-

mination of the war is the first consideration for

the whole nation, the army mast have the iirst

claim on their services. Suggestions founded on actual

experience are made. In the first place, it is pointed

out that the liouorary staff of a hospital is technically

responsible for the whole of its medical work, and it is

suggested that dining the war its members should be
actually responsible, supplementing the work of sucu resi-

dents as remain by undertaking some of that usually left

to junior officers. Where the number of residents is

insufficient for emergency work, it might be undertaken by
inoMibers of the honorary staff doing service in rotation as
" orderly " officers, and residing in the hospital for arranged
periods. This plau is already in force, we understand, in

some hospitals in Loudon. The memorandum goes on to

suggest that all teaching hospitals should take advantage
of tlie scheme approved by the War Office under which
recently qaalified men are given honorary commissions
and seconded to voluntary liospitals as residents for three

months, subject to tbo liability of being called up in

emergency at forty eight hours' notice. At present this

regulation applies only to teaching hospitals, but it may
bo isossiblo for certain other hospitals to arrange for
tho employment of .senior students .supplied from tho
teaching hospitals to act as dressers, their timo being
counted for graduation purposes. In the one case appli-

cation should bo made to tho War Office, and in tho
other to tho Dean of a medical school. It is suggested
further that general practitioners Jiving near hospitals
should be appointed as casualty medical and surgical
officers to give service at certain hours, or to attend in

case of emergency. To obtain such services it is suggested
that the liospital committee should make application to the
local Medical War Committee, and it appears from a returu
presented to the meeting of tho Executive Committee of

the Central Medical War Committee held on Monday that
162 such committees have been appointed and that they
cover all but nineteeu of tho Divisions of the British

Medical .Association in England and Wales. The desire of

the Central Medical War Committee is to cooperate with
the governing bodies of voluntary liospitals in England
and Wales in regulating the flow of medical men for the
services, and in order that the matter may bo put on a
business footing it is hoped that members of hospital

staffs who are of military age w-ill till up the enrolment
form, copies of which can be obtained from the secretaries

of the Central Medical War Committee, 429, Straud,
London, AV.C. The main functions of the local Medical
War Committees are concerned with protecting tho
interests of men on service, and advising the Central
Committee on matters of importance or urgency relating

to their districts. A list is kept at the central office in

which each local committee is credited definitely with tho
men posted by the War Office as having applied for com-
missions but have not yet received them. From these
lists it would appear that there may be some considerable
interval between the date on which a practitioner applies

for a commission and that on which it is officially granted.
The Committee is considering the possibility of tlie with-
drawal of more men from the service of local authorities,

and particularly from the tuberculosis service. Acting ou
tho principle enunciated in the memorandum to the
governing bodies of hospitals, that the successful termina-
tion of the war is the first consideration for the whole
nation, and that therefore the army must have the first

claim on the services of all efficient men, it has been
argued that in tho matter of tuberculosis the unfit must
give way to the needs of the fit, and, regrettable as it may
bo to diminish in any way the efficiency of the tubercu-
losis service, it appears that further curtailment is

necessary. It may, however, be found possible, as we
think it should, to provide that tuberculous patients
should be looked after by men above military age, and
possibly in the case of sanatoriums which cannot be con-
verted into military hospitals, to utilize for supervision
the services of general practitioners resident in the
neighbourhood.

A NAVAL SURGEON OF THE FIRST FRENCH
REPUBLIC.

In a note published in tho BnrrisH Medical Jodkn.^l of

October 2nd (p. 513) it was stated that, after the suppres-
sion of the faculties of medicine of old France, the armed
forces of the Republic one and indivisible came near to

extinction in its early years for lack of doctors. It was at
war with tho civilized world, and hospitals, churches,
convents, and private houses were overcrowded with sick
and wounded soldiers, who, starving and uncared-for, died
like flies. The crews of the fleet were in like case, and all

contemporary records speak of tho foul and unhealthy
state of the ships. In this extremity the Government
issued a reijuisition, dated August 23rd, 1793, by which all

medical practitioners of Franco from 18 to 40 years

of age were placed at the disposal of tho Ministers

of War and Marine. As the need for surgeons becamo
more pressing, further reijuisitions were made, and
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medical students were taken from tlie dissecting-room

and the hospital and compelled to serve in the army

or navy. Among these was Joseph Claude Anthclme

l{('camier, wlio afterwards rose to the highest position in

Lis profession, and who has a permanent place in the

liistory of medicine as a leading pioneer of French gynae-

cology. He was a godson of Brillat-Savarin, the author

of rhysiologie du Gout, and a relation of the iamous

beauty, Madame Recamier. He was born in 1774 at

Kochetort-enBugey, a small village in the Ain depart-

ment. His family was one of the oldest and most

respected in the province, and many of his ancestors had

been doctors. He was working under his cousin, Anthelme

Rtcamier, at the Belley Hospital when, in 1793, he

was summoned to serve forthwith and scut to sea as

oide-major in a corvette. He had to go on board without

linen, clothes, or books, which, left behind in the hurry

of departure, never reached him. He had no money
and was halt starved. Privation and overwork brought on

an illness, for which he was admitted to tlie naval hospital

at Toulon. The conditions there were so bad that ho was
glad to leave it after a sojourn of a month almost as ill as

when he entered. He was appointed to the lino of battle-

ship Ca-ira (80 guns) which carried five surgeons and

an apothecary. Kecamier's letters to his fatlier give

a vivid glimpse of the life he led. He received no pay
except in worthless paper and continually begs for help

to enable him to get food. Apparently the stern parent,

who was burdened with a large family and ground

down by the exactions of the Government, had hinted

that his son was living too luxuriously, for the young
man iudignantlj' says :

" You speak to me of making good
cheer, wliereas I am speaking of bread, of bread and
hunger." In March, 1795, he sailed from Toulon with a

fleet sent to open up the Meditsrranean to French trans-

IJorts, to assist the operations of the army of Italy and to

attempt a landing in Corsica. On March 13th this fleet

found itself face to face with a British fleet of thirteen

shijis under Hotham opposite Capo Noli. The Ca-ira got

separated from its division and had to engage the whole
British vanguard commanded by Nelson. The slaughter

was terrible. At the beginning of the action the surgeon-

major was cut in two by a cannon ball while dressing

a man whose arm had been carried away, and Eecamier
was knocked down and fell covered with blood and
splinters. He was thought to be dead, but had not

received a scratch. Soon the wounded were brought

down twenty and thirty at a time. There were no
slight wounds—nothing but arms and legs shot away.
The third medical officer was killed while Recamier, who
had taken the place of his chief, was dressing him. AVhcn
thieefourths of the crew were killed or wounded the

Ca-ua struck her flag. Years afterwards the survivors

spoke with admiration of the courage and devotion shown
by Recamier. He was interned at Saint Florent in

Corsica, where he fell ill of typhus fever. When scarcely

convalescent ho was placed in medical charge of the

hospital in which he had been a patient. After a
captivity of some months he was exchanged for the

surgeon of a British ship and sent back to Toulon,

where he arrived in a destitute condition, having been
robbed of everything he possessed, not, as his biographer,

Triairc, is careful to informs us, by his captors,

but by French soldiers.' He was attached to the naval

hospital, and in spite of many difficulties found means to

pursue his medical studies there. He worked at anatomy
and operative surgery under Larrey, who thought very
highly of the abihties of his pupil. When Larrey left

Toulon, Recamier got himself discharged from military

service and obtained an appointment in the Hotel-Dieu at

Lyons. There he remained till September, 1797, Mhen he
went to Paris to finish his studies. We need not follow

liim through the rest of his brilliant career. Our purpose

1 Reeamier et Bet Contemvoraina. 1774-1852. Par Paul Triaire.

has been to show the stufi of which bo many of the men
of his day were made. Struggling against the disadvan-

tages of poverty and imperfect training, Recamier never

lost heart, and declared that if he did not die very young
his teachers would have no cause to be ashamed of him.

His life is a fine record of success, achieved not onlj- by
power of intellect but by strength of character developed

by early contact with the practical problems of life.

THE VACCINE TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER.

In a memorandum by the Board of Health of Hungary to

the Minister of the Interior an opinion has been given on
the value of inoculation after the outbreak of typhoid

fever. " Sufficiently satisfactory results have," it is stated,'

"been obtained." It was ascertained by Hungarian
medical men that in cases of typhoid fever, the diagnosis

of which was confirmed by a bacteriological examination,

rapid recovery or definite improvement was traced

to the inoculation in 40 to 50 per cent, of all the

patients thus treated. These favourable results were
practically confined to cases in which inoculation was
undertaken within ten to fifteen days of the outbreak of

the disease. But the Board of Health did not consider

that this treatment had emerged from the experimental

stage, for the number of cases thus treated and closely

observed scarcely amounted to 200, and there were also

many factors still requiring elucidation. Tlius, little was
yet known as to the effect of therapeutic inoculation on

patients vho had previously undergone prophylactic

inoculation. The choice of case, the time at which
to inoculate, the dosage, and the comparative value

of intravenous and subcutaneous injections, were all

matters about which exact data were still wanting. There

were also as many as four different vaccines in use for

therapeutic purposes—namely: (1) Ichikawa's sensitized

vaccine, made from bacteria acted on by the serum of

convalescents; (2) Besredka's vaccine
; (3) a vaccine made

from bacteria killed by heat ; and (4) a vaccine made
from bacteria killed by chemicals, such as carbolic acid

and ether. It was not possible to estimate the relative

values of these preparations, but, with regard to tho

method of administration, it had become evident that

intravenous injections should be given only where every

facihty for preventing sepsis existed. Unfortunately there

had been many obscure cases of sudden death following

intravenous injections. In the case of Ichikawa's vaccine,

an intravenous injection should not be given unless there

were guarantees that the serum used for sensitizing the

bacteria was not obtained from a convalescent who had
suffered from, or was suffering from, some other infectious

disease. As a rule, the subcutaneous injection, though

less rapidly effective, was preferable, for it was not

dangerous, provided due cleanliness was exercised.

Though the comparative merits of the various vaccines

had not yet been fully tested, the Board of Health recom-

mended Besredka's vaccine, as experience in its use waa
larger than in the case of the others.

TRANSPLANTATION OF NERVES.

A GOOD deal of work has been done during the last twenty
years on the transplantation of nerves. In view of the

large number of cases of injury to the nerves now being

met with by militarj' surgeons. Dr. R. Ingebrigtsen's

recent experimental work on the subject- is of particular

interest. His experiments were made on rabbits and

guinea-pigs, and transplantations with the excised sciatic

nerve of the rabbit. He divides tho latter into three

classes: (1) Autoplastic transplantations, made into the

sciatic nerve of the same rabbit; (2) homoplastic trans-

plantations, made into another rabbit; and (3) hetero-

plastic transplantations, made into the guinea-pig. His

conclusions are as follows : In heteroplastic transplanted
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nerves myelin ovoiils, or oval aggi-egations of myelin, aie

formed early, but tliei-e is no proliferation of tlio cells of

tlio sheath of Sohwauu, and no Wallerian dcgencratiou is

seen. The gi-aft becomes necrotic in about two -vveclis,

aad Dr. lugebrigtsen concludes that heteroijlastic grafts

nvo unsuitable as bridges in cases of nerve detects in

huni.an beings. lu homoplastic nerve grafts a process

resembling Walleriiui degeneration takes place, and tlic

cells of Schwann multiply and survive for a time. In a
fortnight, howevei', there is an immigration of leucocytes,

and at the end of the third week the cells of Schwanu
develop a necrobiotic appeaVauce. The author remarks

that the occurrence of a Wallcrian degeneration in these

giufts during the first two or three weeks after the trans-

plantation should make homoplastic nervo bridging a

promising operation, and indicates the possibility of a

regeneration of the nerve fibres. In autoplastic trans-

planted nerves a degeneration resembling the Wallcrian

occurs; it may be added that, from the practical point of

view, antoplastic nerve grafts can but rarely be avail.ibic

for use in the hnman subject.

THE ACCIDENT TO THE KING.

The results of the accident to the King have been more
lasting and incapacitating than the first reports which

reached this country led the public to anticipate. The
horse when it slipped on the muddy ground in rearing

fell backwards, the rider receiving part of its weight on

the right side of the trunk and the right thigh. We
have the best authority for stating that, though there

was considerable shock, careful examination showed that

no serious visceral injury had occurred. There was most

extensive bruising, and much muscular stiffness has de-

veloped, so that His Majesty has been obliged to remain,

lip till now, in a completely recumbent position. Tlie

rumour that any kind of operation has been performed,

and on the other hand the report that the King was able

to walk to his car, are alike unfounded. The nurse who
attended His Majesty when lying ill with typhoid fever

is now in attendance on him, in .company with other

nurses. We need hardly say that it is not the lady wiio

tended the .august patient's father during his attack of

typhoid fever in 1872. That lady, previously one of the

well-known sisters at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, was
certainly not a young woman when she distinguished

herself forty-three years ago by taking so large a part

in saving the life of the future King Edward VII.

MEDICAL INSURANCE AGENCY.
At a meeting of the Medical Insurance -Agency on October

28th the chairman. Dr. G. E. Haslip, reported that the

business transacted during the September quarter had

been well maintained ; that done for the first nine months

of 1915 showed a substantial increase on the previous

year. Though a fair number of life risks had been

adjusted business in life insurance was slack, as those con-

templating such insurance were indisposed to entertain the

contracts which, owing to military risks, were obtainable

under existing conditions. .Although the amount of coiu-

missiou earnable in respect of aerial risks was not pro-

portionate to the time and trouble involved, it had been

thought advisable to negotiate such risks when re-

quested. On the other hand, motor business ha<l been

wonderfully steady and formed an important part of the

work done by the agency. The amount of the comniis-

sions .actually earned by the agency dnring the nine months

ending September 30th had been £900, while the working

expenses had been X'232. The grants made to medical

benevolent institutions of various kinds during the first

six months of the year totalled illOO. On the present

occasion the Committee had a surplus of £270. The

Chairman proposed that i'230 should bs distributed,

which would raise the total amount distributed by the

agency for medical benevolence to £1,700. It had been
possible to make this important contribution for the
benefit of the profession, while at the same time the
agency had been able to save to those insured through
it something like £5,000. The chairman's report was
adopted, .and it was resolved to divide a further sum of
£230 as follows : The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund, £80,
making £230 given to this Fund during the year; the Royal
Medical Benevolent Fund Guild, £60, making a total of

£160 for the year; Epsom College Benevolent Fuud^ £45,
making a total of £145 for the year ; the Royal Medical
Bcuevoleut Society of Ireland, £30 ; and the Royal St,

Anne's School, £15. In addition, a sum of ^50 has been
granted to the Royal Army Medical Corps Benevolent
Fund. In view of existing conditions, and in particular

of the increasing cost of locumtcneuts, the agency
has thought it well to make arrangements for issuing

sickness and accident policies. In the case of the
policies issued by many insurance companies the con-

tract is annual— that is to say, the company retains

the power to refuse renewal of the policy at the end of

any year, and cases are known in which a doctor who
has claimed for two or three attacks of influenza has been
refused when he applied for renewal unless he would
consent to exclude influenza from benefit under the policy

for the future. The Medical Insurance Agency has
arranged with an office of good standing to issue a policy

which cannot be discontinued by the company so long as
the premiums are punctually paid, until the assured
attains a selected age, which must not exceed 65. This
policy covers disablement by sickness or accident of any
kind ; if desired, a provision can be made for the
guaranteed return, on the assured attaining the selected

age or at his earlier death, of all premiums paid
without deduction for any claims that have been
paid. As an alternative to the return of pre-

miums, the insured may have a capital sum, with a
share in profits, payable at a selected age or previous

death. The sickness and accident benefits under the

policy are not limited, as is nsu.ally the case, to 26 or 52

weeks ; they are payable continuously so long as the dis-

ablement lasts up to age 65, and therefore afford provision

against a permanent breakdown in health. The larger

portion of the premium payable for this policy may be
deducted from the insured's return for income-tax assess-

ment. It is worth while emphasizing the fact that the

agency has been able since its establishment to give

i'1,700 to medical benevolent institutions. This was one
of the motives with which the agency w.as established, and
is the reason why the Committee, consisting of members
of the medical profession, under which the agency is

conducted by Mr. Guy EUiston, Financial Secretary to the

British Medical Association, give their services freeljf.

Xothing is taken out of the pockets of the profession ; on
the contrary, those who insure through the agency pay a

substantially smaller premium than they would pay were
their policies cft'ected through any other agency. Full

particulars can be obtained on application to the Medical

Insurance Agency, c.o. British Medical Association,

429, Strand, W.C.

"RESPECTABLE."
A NORTH country correspondent takes exception to tho

use of the term "any rcspcciahlc medical man' in defining

a person competent to fill up an interrogatory for tho

admission of a boy to a certified industrial school near

Manchester. It is possible that the word " respectable
"

in this connexion may be a survival from the days ante-

cedent to the Medical .•\cts. Such an archaism, with its

implied slur on the respectability of the profession as a

whole, might, however, gracefully bo abandoned and the

expression " registered medical practitioner " substituted,

which, moreover, would include the duly qualified woman
practitioner of to day. '• Respectable ' has in modern
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tiiucs acquired somewliat of an ambiguous flavour; and

Carlyle in his French RcvoUdion spcalts o£ " secret

scoundrels, in their fair-sounding formulas, speclosilies,

reaiieclahilities, hollow within; the race of quacks was

grown many as tho sands of the sea." The authorities

of the institution referred to will do well to adopt a

less questionable terra in dealing with an honourable

profession.

JIUMcal Jlotes in |3arliamfnt.

Medical Students and Recruiting.

Sir Philip MAt;Nus aslicd the I'nder Secretary of

State for War, on November 3rd, whether he was
aware that sccoud and third year medical students

had received copies of the letter addressed by Lord
Derby to unstarred men eligible for military service,

and that they were being actively canvassed at their

homes to join the army; and whether, having regard

to the difficult position in which first, second, and third

year students found themselves as to their duty in the

matter of joining the forces of the Crown owing to the
absence of any definite expression of opinion on the part of

the War Oflice, he would say at what stage in their course

of studies tho Secretary of State and he concurred in

desiriug that medical "studenls should answer to the
call to join the army, and also at what stage they
should remain at college to continue and complete
their studies with a view to qualifying as medical
practitioners, of whom it was feared there would
be a considerable shortage at the close of the war.
Mr. Snowdon asked if the policy of the War Office, as
explained recently, had been changed in regard to the
enlistment of first and second year medical students—
namely, that it was neither iu the interests of the nation nor
the army that they should enlist; if a notification had just

been made to sueli students by the university authorities

which said that the Medical Council, in consultation with
the War Office, had decided that first, second, and third

year students might enlist ; and if this decision was made
with the knowledge of the seriousness of such a step in

relation to the future scarcity and efficiency of doctors.

Mr. Teunant, iu reply, stated that he presumed BIr.

Snowden referred to the answer given to Sir Philip

IMagnus on June 21st. [Mr. Tcnnant then stated: "It is

clear that, if students iu their first or second years join

the combataut ranks in very lai-ge numbers, there will

probably be for som ' years after the war a serious scarcity

of doctors. Any expression, therefore, of official opinion
which might seem to place on them the obligation of

taking up immediate military duty would hardly be in the
interests either of llic army or of the community as a
whole."] In reply to Sir Philip Magnus, Mr. Tennant
said :

" I would now, iu the liglit of the experience of the
last few months, make this modification of that statement.
I think we must remember that we have first to win the
\\nr .11,,

I
r. rtiTuards to encounter problerus arising out

(•'
'

'
> arise. I would therefore answer these

I

I

ng that tho view of the War Office at the
yv< 1 1 lat fourth and fifth year students should
((iiiluuu' tin N studies, but that students in the first and
sect. 11(1 and third years must consider for themselves
wliat anKU( r tliry should make to the recruiting appeal

tlieui, and not regard themselves, so far
Uiiio is concerned, as under the duty of
11' medical studies."

y of tho Faculty of Medicine of the Uui-
I :i !• f iMR IIS that the Dean of the Faculty,

<; I. wlio was accompanied by the
i ' 111 lege of Physicians of London and

.
-. .1 ^ iiyoousot England, and Dr. Shore,

;tiiliul<)ine\v's Hospital Medical School, had
with Lord Derby, Director General of

liccruiting, on November 2ad. After considering all that
the deputation could urge as to tli" ii'Mi'.vtMiiff. of main-
taining a continuous supply of (|ii:ii' ' r 'li, il men for

the needs of the country, Lord I ^ 1 iliat iu his

opinion "it is the duty of medic, li 1. 1. m
, nilior than

those in their fourth and fifth years ot slmly. to join His
Majesty's forces."

addi
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Casualty Statistics.—In a written reply to Mr. Molteno,
issued on October 29th, the Prime Minister stated that tho
casualties up to October 9th in the western and other
areas of operations totalled 493,294, made up as follows:

Western Area Other Areas.

63,059

225,716

61.134

2,259

3,464

435

31,933

79,116

11.013

Australian General Hospitals.— With reference to the
answer to Mr. Cathcart Wason by Mr. Tennant on
October 19fch (.Jouhnal, October 23rd, p. 616), Mr. Tennant
stated on November 2ud, in reply to a further question by
Mr. Wason, that a general hcspital consisted of 34 officers,

72 nur.scs, and 201 non-commissioned officers and men,
with about 1.000 tons of ordnance and medical stores.

Tho personnel ot the 10th Australian General Hospital
was at the disposal of the Australian military authorities,

and he understood that most of its members were employed
on special work iu connexion with a large number of

Australian sick and wounded at present in the United
Kingdom. There was a possibility of this personnel being
utilized in one or more special units, but he was not in a
position to make any definite statement.

Inoculation.—Mr. Partington asked the Under Secretary
for War on October 28th whether there had been reported
to the War Office any, and, if so, how many, cases in which
pneumonia had supervened upon inoculation for typhoid,
and wliere. iu some cases, inoculation had brought oa
madness and in others led to invaliditj', so that men had
become totally unfitted for their duties and had been cast
diseased ujiou the world incapable of gaining their liveli-

hood. Mr. Tennant said that such reports as those men-
tioned in the question had been made to the War Office by
Mr. H. G. Chancellor, but not, so far as he was aware, by
other persons. Investigation had been made, and it had
been proved that the individuals spoken of as having died
as a result of inoculation against enteric fever liad, in fact,

died of some quite ordinary di.seaso. In particular his
attention had been called to a speech delivered on October
16th by Mr. H. O. Chancellor, and he would like to say
with reference to the statements then made, some o£

which were reproduced in the question, that tliey were
not only without foundation, but were grotesque misrepre-
sentations of the results of a treatment from which the
army had derived incalculable benefits.

Vivisection.—In reply to Mr. George Greenwood, on
October 28tli, the Home Secretary said that paragraph 122

of the report of the Koyal Commission on Vivisection

related to the selection and appointment ot an advisory
committee, and liis predecessor, who consulted the Chair-

man of the Koyal Commission as to the precise scope of

the recommendation, was informed by him that it was not

the intention of the Commission that the names of the

persons who were recommended for licences and were
granted certificates should be published ; the object they
had in view was to secure the publication of the names of

the persons .selected by the Secretary of State to foriu an
advisory committee, and effect had been given to their

personal proposal in the annual returns.

The annual meeting of Fellows and Members of tho
Royal College ot Surgeons of Kngland will be held at tho
Coflcgc, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., on November I8II1 at

3 p.m. A resolution will he moved on brhalf of tlie

Society ot Members affirming the desirability of .iciniit-

tinfj members to direct representation on the Council, and
another requesting the President to explain the view ot

the Council with regard to this matter.
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THE CARRIER PROBLEM IX MAK.
The Parlianieutary Sociclai-y to the War OBice staii il iu

tlio House of Coimiions on Tnosday iXovcnibor 2ui1) that
the total iinuibcr of officers antl men, in:;huhr.g native

Indian troops, leaving the (iallipoli iieuinsnla on act'oiuit

of sickness from April 25th to October 20th was in

approximate figures 3,200 officers and 75,0CI0 other ranks.

Of those two aggiegates, 1,500 an<l 27.000 respectively liail

been removed to Kngland. During the mouth of August
approximately 160 officers and 3,800 other ranks, and
during September 600 officers and 11,500 other ranks were
removed to England on account of sickness, but he was
unable to give the number of those removed from the
peninsula in the two months mentioned.
A large proportion of the sick have, wc believe. sntTcrod

from bowel complaints, typhoid fever, paratyphoid lever A
and B, and dysentery, as well as certain other disorders of

the intestines, the exact nature of which Las not yet, wc
gather, been fully worked out either elimcaUy or bactcrto-

logically. The dysentery has, we undei-staud, been both
of the amoebic and bacillary type, but opinions differ as
to whether the one or the other has preponderated.
The "carrier"' problem is one of the most serious with

which the military and civil medical administration is

coufroutcd at the present time. It arises in particular

with regard to enteric eases, whether of the typhoid or

pai-atyphoid type, and applies also to dysentery. Wo
announced some time ago that with the approval of the
DirectorCJeneral A.M.S. and of the British Ked Cross the

bouse and grounds of Addington Park, near Croydon, liad

been placed at the disposal of a committee, of wliich

Bishop Boyd Carpenter is chairman and Lord (Icorgi;

Hamilton treasurer, to provide treatment iu this couutry
for cases of infectious fevers of all kinds, especially

typhoid fever and djscnter\'. The hospital has been at

work for about eleven months, and has, of co\usc, had
to give close attention to the carrier problem ; the staff

includes a pathologist and two assistant pathologists.

The general principle proposed to be followed at the

Addington Hospital was, wo understand, somewhat as

follows: In the case of a man convalescent from typhoid
or paratyphoid fever, the faeces and urine were to be
examined four times .at intervals of a week ; at the end of

a ix;riod of fonr weeks, if the results were negative, the

man would go to a convalescent home for three weeks,
during which period three examinations would be made,
and he would tlicn return to Addington, when he would
again be kijpt under observation while further bacterio-

scopic examinations were made.
The "carrier" of typhoid or paratyphoid may seem to

be, and so far as he himself is concerned may really be, iu

excellent health, yet his uriuc aud faeces may constantly

or intennifctently contain the microbe in a virnlent state,

and may easily, especially under conditions of camp life,

bj transfen-ed from him to the halo. The length of time
for which a carrier may carry the infective uiicrobo is

indetci-minate, and cases have been recorded in which the

cxiniJitiou has persisted for years, but the general experience

seems to be that by the touth week of convalesceuci; the

typhoid or paratyphoid bacillus has ilisappcared iu dII

but a very small percentage of cases, possibly under
1 i)er cent.

Treatment by drngs, which was very systematically
trietl in the navy and army before the war, has not given
constant or encouraging results. The agglutination test,

even if it dirl not ilivolve a tedious aud difficult manipulation,
is found not to give constant results, cither negative or

ix)8itive. Wc arc therefore driven back upon bactorioscopic

inethoils, and it has to bo rocognizerl that the absence of

the microbe at a single examination during eonvalescenco
is not conclusive ; the tcchuitjue is not easy, and apart
from errors due to this source the presence of the microbe
in the excretions may, as has been said, be intermittent.

l{e|icated bacterioscpic examinations are therefore
ni'cessary before a man can be given a clean bill, and
this fact has introduced a most serious complication into

military medical administration. The War Office, wo
un<li'i'Staud, has recently issued an order that the stools

aud urine of every typhoid convalescent shall bo examined

four times at intervals of a week. This order must involve
a serious lax on the time of tho pathologists of military
hospitals and may intcrfcro with other pathological iu-
vestigatious, as for instance, with regard to dysentery,
which must be regarded as only of less(?r inijiortancc. It
would appear, therefore, that the time has coisie when tho
pathological departments of militaiv hospitals in this
country must be considerably increased. The difficulty of
finding competent men will, we fear, be co)isiderablc, but
it may be found that sufficient use has not yet been mado
in some centres of the- pathological laboratories of univer-
sities and teaching institutions.

From the administrative point of view, the problem^ as
has been said, is extremely difficult. To return carriers of
typhoid fever or dysentery to an army in the field is not
to be thought of. Looking at the matter solely from a
military point of view, it will at once be admitted that
the enteric carrier, owing to tho efficiency of the pre-
cautions taken with regard to tho water supply, is now
properly to be regarded as tho chief source of tvphoid
fever and paratyphoid fovor in an army in the field. On
the other hand, to discharge carriers of tj'phoid or para-
typhoid fever from th(^ army to mingle with the general
TJopulation, or even to give them six weeks' fnrlough to go
to their homes or frieud.s, is a serious matter from tho
point of view of civil aud public health administration.
To dysentery similar observations apply, but with this
addition—that a man carrying the infection, although
apparently well, may at any time suffer a relapse or
develop a liver abscess. At the same time it seems
undesirable to keep typhoid convalescents in hospital
during the time that they are necessarily under suspicion
of being carriers, and it may bo th.at a solution of tho
difficulty will best be found through an cxteusiou of
convalescent camps, where the men can be exercised in
military work, while adequately staffed bacteriological
laboratories would be able to carry out the periodic
examination of excretions.

WITH AN AUSTRIAN HOSPITAL TRAIN.
Ax account is given by Dr. Alfred Xoumaun' of bis
experiences in a hospital train, to which he was attached
as senior medical officer from tho beginning of the war.
Owing to the rapidly changing conditions arising out of
the Austrian army's advances aud retreats, his experi-
ences were both varied and instructive. At one time his
train was only three to four kilometres behind the fighting
line, and tlie wounded were conveyed direct fi-om the
field into the train. At another time most of tho casualties
had occurred several days before the wounded wore
drafted from the dressing stations into the train, aud
though most of these patients were in a fit condition for
travelling, it was sometimes impossible to refuse recent
cases of lung and abdominal wounds, although thej- wero
not really tit to be moved. At another time, again, tho
hospital train was employed in the interior, tlic wounded
at this stage having already passed through the base
hospitals, where their wounds had healed sufficiently

to enable further transport by train to be effected without
risk.

Operaiions in a Moviinj Train.
Although tliere were excellent facilities for operating iu

the train, Dr. Neumann came to the conclusion, shared by
his German colleagues, that, whenever it was possible, ft

was wiser to shunt tho carriage occupied by the patient
than to undertake the operation while the train was
moving. Urgent operations, such as tracheotomy and
ligature of vessels, had, however, sometimes to be carried
out in the moving train. While operations were thus
reduced to a minimum, there was no limit to the conserva-
tive treatment of wounds. Thanks to the excellent con-
stniction of the Austrian ambulance trains, the dressings
of the wounded in their beds were, with a little practice,
quickly changed, provided tho train did not jolt much.
To prevent excessive jolting the train was slowed down
for curves, but iu the straight it was easy to change
dressings when the train was travelling at forty-five kilo-

metres an hour. In tho interior of the country, aud far

from the fighting line, it was often convenient to travel

at a rate of sixty kilometres when the wounds had

» Bo- 3/i(i(ur<jr;(, July 31st, 1915.
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alieady beon well attended to, and the wounded thought

uioi-o of getting quickly to their destination than of

escaping jolting.

Fast or Slow Trains for ihc Wounded.
Dr. Neumann cauie to tbo conclusion that increased

speed had only a trifling effect on the pain of the wounds,

for the joltini^ caused at certain points on the rails was
inevitable, whether the train was travelling fast or slowly,

and the more rapid succession of these iolts due to the

greater speed of the train was to a certain extent coni-

reusated for by the jolts themselves being reduced by tlio

greater speed. On one occasion, when the train was
empty, a member of Ur. Neumann's staff developed acute
appendicitis as the train was travelling at 60 kilometres.

The pain was severe, and Dr. Neumann thought he would
mitigate it by reducing the speed of the train to

45 kilometres. But this change did not affect the pain,

and the patient liimsolf begged that the original .sjiced

should be resumed so that he might reach his destination

Nature of ihc Casualties Treated in the Train.

3\Iost of the wounds of the head and neck treated were
inflicted by rifle bullets; but some of the wounds, notably
tlit'se of the face, were caused by shrapnel. Even recent

wuiuuls of the biaiu were not invariably a contiaindica ion

to a long journey by train, and in some cases, during a
journey of two or three days, patients suffering from
severe wounds of the skull improved greatly, conscious-

ness returning in the train, the pulse improving and the
tciii!>i^r:itiin^ rf'fii iiiin'4 normal. Owing to the great
il;iii.;( 1 c t 11 '. •

.
II II was made a rule not to change the

(In ^11 _ ' !': I i:ils, and when alarming sj-mptoms
('CM', i. -

,
,

.
; which the patient lay was shunted

Mtili. In ' : Willi u ward toother wounds of the
liiii'l iiiiii 11 i ' ' 1,1 ', M 1 were observed in the case
(il \, iiiiii II , ' ulh, and patients admitted
to tht tiain \,itii ' . : Il ii.nrrhage, suppuration and
oedema (it ilic t'li:^!. ,1 I |.|rn\-nx unproved rapidl}' on
the journey, duiinu w In, h li mjiii, 111s of hone were removed,
aud the \v,iu]iil-. w, u la pi il, an by fre(iuent and careful

irrigation witli liydroj^i u puioxide. Thus, at the end of

the jouruey, these patients could often eat, drink, speak,
and breathe fi'oely, and showed no signs of fever. Even
cases of recent wound of the abdomen and lungs stood the
journey surprisinglj' well. Careful dieting and nursing were
insisted on in these cases, which were shunted as soon as
alarming symptoms developed. To show how successful
til '- • liovt by train of the severely wounded can
! 11 recorded the ca>ie of a lieutenant, aged
: i.ded (lu September 13th. 1914. Xixl day
111 I to the hospital train, where a bullet wound
of till' l(_tt lower abdomen was found. The bullet had
passed out through the left lumbar region. The tempera-
ture was 38.9C. the pulse was 110. and there was a faecal
hstula. It was impo.ssil)lf' tn "loi.,^ tl'P carriage in which
the patient lay, and tla ' ' ut reijuest to be
convoj'ed to Vienna wa mted. An icebag
was applied. 0.005 gram 0! > ,1, 1

- given every day, a
fluid diet and complete rest wore prescribed, and a drain was
inserted into the abdominal cavity. The fever abated, the
pulse improved, and no sign of general peritonitis super-
vened. After a journey of three days the patient reached
Vienna safely. Another patient was an ensign, aged 21,

who was wounded on March alst, 1915. A rifle bullet had
entered the chest close to the apex of the heart, aud had
pi' in between the fifth aud sixth ribs in the

V > hue. He was kept ill a bold hospital lor

iiausferred on March 23nl to tbo li,,spital

till
, lie had not been long before he siidi It idy

collapsed. Tlie temperature was 39.2 , and the pulse 140,
very small and irregular. There was a haematoma as
large as a plate over the apex of the heart, the nostrils
were distended, and the patient was dyspnoeic. Injectious
of camphor and morphine w( re given, combined with
digalen. An icebag was applied to the heart, and absolute
rest was maintained. In the evening of the same day,
when the train was about to start, the patient was not
lihunted, as he had improved considerably, and as it was
advisable to transport even the severely wouuded, for they
were very near the firing line. During the two days'
journey the iiatieut improved greatly.

In the case of wounds of the lungs the regular adminis-
tration of morpliine was considered necessary on account
of the danger of haemorrhage. In the case of wounds
of the spine, particularly in the lumbar region, with
paralysis of both legs, the bladder and large intctin.o

required catheterization twice daily, and, when cystitis

developed, irrigation of the bladder was also undertaken
in the train. The numerous bullet wounds of the limbs
which were uncomplicated by fractures were dressed witli-

out difficulty during the journey, and when these wounds
were complicated by fractures, Cramer's splints provi d
of great value. It was necessary to shunt the patients
suffering from wounds of the limbs only when an imme-
diate operation was indicated. The iiiiirtjon of .saline

solution was found to be most efliii' ni m , bating the
effects of .severe haemorrhage. Jlan m l,, ,1 lases, in-

cluding inflammation of the lungs, pi iin, . Kiimys, and
joints, also came under Dr. Neumann s observation. They
were treated on ordinary principles and stood the jouruey
well.

The Use of Narcotics during the Transport of
the Wounded.

The common view that narcotics should be given as a
rule to the wounded during transport, to relieve the severe
pain caused by jolting, is not, in Dr. Neumann's exjieri-

ence, souud. He, as well as other medical men attached
to hospital trains, came to the conclusion that this

procedure was ofteu superfluous. After their exhausting
experieuces, the wounded found the change to a clean bed.

the absence of excitement, and the opportunities for sleep

so coudncivc to peace of body and mind that they often

hardly noticed the discomforts of the journey. I'hough
they must often have sutt'ered severe pain, they fell asleep

during the journey, and though they frequently asked for

a sedative as soon as they entered the train, they fell

asleep before it could be given them. So small a dose as
10 drops of tincture of opium was often sufficient to

relieve their pain. Dr. Neumann considered that the
routine use of morphine for the wounded during transport

is not only often superfluous, but is in some cases likely

to be the beginning of the morphine habit.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Died of W( inds.

Captain Alexander Graham, Il.A.M.C.(T.F.), is reported

as liaving recently died of wounds in the Dardanelles. He
was educated at Glasgow University, where he took the
degree of B.Sc. in Agriculture in 1902. aud those of B.Sc.

in Pure Science, M.B., aud Ch.B. in 1905. Aftgrwards he
was successively resident medical officer at the Victoria

Hospital, Burnley, clinical assistant at the W'oodlee

Asylum, Lenzie. Glasgow, assistant medical officer at tho
Brook Fever Hospital of the Metropolitan Asylums Board,

and medical inspector of schools to the county borough of

West Ham. He then settled in practice at Stratford,

London, where he was clinical assistant to the Victoria

Park Cliest Hospital. He was medical officer of the 7th
battalion of the Essex Regiment, in which he attained the

rank of Captain last year.

Died on Service.

Lieutenant Bertram Chiene Letts, R.A.M.C, died on
October 21st at Alexandria, of dysentery contracted

at the Dardanelles. He was the only sou of

Professor Letts, of Belfast, and was educated at the

university of that city, where he took the M.B., B.Ch., and
B.A.O. in 1913. He had only recently taken a temporary
commission in the R..'\.M.C.

Major J. O'Leary, I.M.S., whose death in Egypt was
noted in the British Medical Journal of September 25ih,

was accidentally drowned at Ismailia on September 9th.

Wounded.
Captain W. Brown, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), Dardanelles.
Captain A. B. Foott, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Captain Y. C. Martin, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant N. Booth, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant A. C. Giles, R.A.M.C. (tenqjorary), France.
Second Lieutenant R. D. M. Macpherson, M.B.Ed., 7th

Scaforths, Franca
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Deaths ajiosg Soks ok Medical Mew.
Aiiilci-son, Laurence, Socoinl T.icutenaut 1 4tli Battalion

Lincolnshire Regiment, ,«om of the late Mr. William Anderson,
Surjjcon nf St. Thomas's Hospital, was killed in I''rnnce,

(Jctoljcr llth-13tli. His commission was dated September 19tli,

1914.

Cook, Gerald Haslam, Lieutenant lOlst Grenadiers, Tndian
Army, son of the late Snr(,'eonOeneral H. Cook, I.5I.S.. ilicd iis

a prisoner of war in German Kast Africa, on .Jnlv 25tli, of
wounds iieceived in action on November 4tli, 1914. He whs Lorn
0:1 Julv 14th, 1876. entered the army as Second LieiUeiiaut on
Augnst 29tb. 1906, joined the Indian army on October 17tb, 1907,
and iKJcarae Lieutenant on November 29tb, 1908.

Davies. Geoffrey Koissclier. Captain 11th Battalion Essex
l{e;<inient. only son of Or. Hughes Dftvies, of Wdndfonl. Kssex.
killeil near Hiillnch. Fnuice, on September 26tb. oji.i 'i Up
was educated at Rossall, where he gained a lI;i- 1 r

shin, was captain of the scliool eleven, captai 1

rackets and lives champion, joint editor of tlu n

and colour-sergeant ill the (). 'P. ('. l''iom l!os«:ili 1 ,; i.,

Helwvn College, Cair.l. fi.lv.. ..m^Ii :i .-la^^ir;!) ,•..:. i.,.,.,ii. \i
the University he got i .. :,, i,.i,, .,',..: - -1: n,..i- term.
played for Canibridut .,,..: r ;».. 1

.
, h(.ai!e.l

the Cambridge howlin, .. , i;iu.
. :i:! 1 i.'i .in ,-,..!,- m 1914

that for all England, lie.,.,.. i.i,i>e.i irt-.|Ueuilv l..i i;-,>ex. He
joineii the Essex Regiment as Second Licnleuaut on September
14tb, 1914, became I^ieutenant on January 29th, 1915, and was
i-ecenllv promoted to Captain.
Eahmy, Eric P., Sergeant 8th Batt^ilion Seaforth Highlanders.

son of l)r. A. Fahmy, of Amoy, China, was killed in France on
Septeml>er 25th. aged 24. He was horn
At Edinburgh Fniversity. where he w
football player, being cajptaiu of tlic Lis
Gay, .L, Second Lieutenant f: 1 II n_

of Dr. Gav, of Putney, was I i I

aged 22nd,"as the result of a 11 :

graphs over the German liii. ^ li >- . 1

scliool and at St. Bartbolomuu , li..^|..ial.

of the City of Ijoudou leomaniv, and got a commi.ssiou on
March 30th, 1915.
Hartley, Horace Neville. Second Lieutenant 1 6th liattalion

North Staffordshire Kegiment. eldest son of the late Dr. Horace
Hartley, of Stone, Staffordshire, was killed in Franco, October
llth-13th, aged 26.

Hunt, A. L., Captain Roval Field Artillery iT.F.), fourth sou
of the late A. Hunt, M.D., of Dungarvan, County Waterford.
and of Pau, France, was killed during an attack by au Austrian
submarine while engaged on transport work for Gallipoli at
Mndros Bav, aged 46. He joined the 1st Battery, Isc iCitv of
London* Brigade, B.F.A. (T.F.i, as Lieutenant on October 26tb,
1914.

James, Baron Trevenen, Captain E.E., attacheil P.oyal
Flying Corps, eldest son cf Dr. C. .\. James, of the Pollard
Elms. ITpper Clapton, killed near Avret, close to Honge, on
Jnly 13th, aged 26; was at first reported missing in Jnlv. Ho
joined the Royal Engineers as Second Lieutenant in 1909.

became Lieutenant on January 23rd. 1912, and joined the Itoyal
Flying Corps in the same year, becoming Flight Comniainler
and temiwrary Captain "ii November 24th. ISiA. He went to
the front in Angus', ""'•. ..!- iii..!ii' mi. .1 i" ."-1 n'rlies in
February, and awar '• :' v .1 1

1 ilcwas
well known for his c 1 i i

from aeroplanes, ami wi
1

Lieary, George Goilfix,. \\i., I

Gloucestershire Eegimcut, '.i:

Alfreton. Derbyshire, was I,

25th, aged 23. His commissi !

Macnanght, Frederick Cler.;. I

of the late Dr. F. J. Macnanght,
baffolk, was killed in France on Seiil

was educated at Brighton School,
tJiiiversity of London. For seven ye;

minster Dragoons (2nd Conul. ff
the rank of Squadron Scil '

Second Lieutenant in the I.'.
'

1914. He went to France wi^i.

in July, and was promoted la i..LiiUi

,rapliv

Medical Students.
Badccek, Arthur Laurence, Second Lieutenant King's Own

Yorkshire Light Infantry, youngest son of the late Rev. Thonias
Ba<lc<jck, Rector of Walgiave, Northampton, was killed 111 tlie

recent advance in France, aged 21. He was educated at l!aill< y,
where be was in the O.T.<'., and at St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, where he was a medical student. He got a commission
in the 5th Battalion Northamptousbire Regiment as second
Lieutenant on September 29th, 1914, and was subsecjnently
transferred to the K.O. Y.L.I.
Fartiuhar-Thomson, D., Second Lieutenant 10th Battalion

Gordon Highlanders, attadied 1st Cameron Highlanders, killed

in the recent fighting in France, aged 26. He was a meilical
Btudenl at the Lniversity of Edinburgh, where he was in the
O.T.C. His commission w as dated December 14th, 1914.

Wilson, Robert A.. Captain Roval Field Artillery, only son of
the late John R. Wilson, killed" in the late battle in France,
aged 32. He was a medical student at the University of Edin-
burgh, joined the R.F..\. as Second Lieutenant on October 6tb,

1914. became Lieutenant on March 7th, 1915, and was recently
promoted to Captain.

NOTES.
Honours.

Leijion of Honour.
Among Iho officers decorated by President Poincan? 011 tlio
occasion of the visit of the Iving to the Forces in France
was .Sorgeon-Gcneral Sir A. T. Sloggett, K.C.B., K.C.M.G.,
Director- General of tlic l^[edical Department of the British
Army, who received the decoration of Commander of the
Legion of Honour.

British Honours.
In the London Gazette of October 29tli was published

a list of honours conferred for services in Mesopotamia,
Egypt, and other minor seats of war in the East. Among
them were included the following medical otiicers. Colonel
Hehir is Principal Medical Officer of the Indian troops in
Mesopotamia, and Colonel Robinson of those in Egypt.
Lieutenant-Colonel Henuessy, Major Bransbury, Captains
AUnutt and Wriglit, and Lieutenant Bal were all recently
mentioned in dispatches for services with the Persian
Gulf expedition.

To be C.B.
Colonel P. Hehir, LM.S.
Lieutenant- Colonel (temporary Colonel) W. H. B. Robinson,

Lieutenant-Colonel J. Hennessy, R.A.M.C.

To be C.M.G.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Pridmore, I.M.3,

Awarded D.S.O,
Major H. A. Brausburv. R.A.M.C.
Major R. W. Knox, LM.S.

Aivardcd Military Cross,

Captain E. B. .lllnutt, R.A.M.C.
Lieutenant N. K. Bal, LM.S.

Promoted to Brevet Major,

Captain R. E. Wright, LM.S.

In- the same Ga-etle the D.S.O. was conferred, npou
fourteen officers, and the Military Cross upon thirty-four,

for services in Flanders and Gallipoli. Among them one
medical officer, Captain B. S. Finn, of the New Zealand
Medical Corps, received the D.S.O., and two, temporary
Lieutenants A. N. Minns and H. B. Walker, li.A.M.C, tho
Military Cro.ss, for the following .services

:

New Zealand Medical Corps.
ty in the Gallipoli peninsula

duriin; ...-v.' ••— \. -' .•i- *n gth, 1915. when he
worki ,1 :e:\\ and without rest
evacii:. . ;uric-(l out under con-
tinuoii station being heavily
shell<'

I

liis and wounded being
hit. <i, wounded lying in the
more > 'ice of greater safety.

Tei.ii IIS, 39th Field Ambu-
lance, I: iiitry and ilevntion to
duty at bnvia luiy,(,:i

1
1

. . '.. n > Vii,. 1915,
when attendmg to ih" 1 ; 1 , 1 ih-e.

.\nother officer who was ; :.
1 mnant

Minns later returned 1 > '
' < ! ,,,., ,,,,, iwelvo

stretrlifrs.piails, anil 1.' '

.slc.l men.
Temi"..sv ! , ilker, M.B.,

R.A,:\l.i :, incaster Kegi-
ment, I

.

; i to dutv near
Arment). '• s ,,.i >-,i.:.i.: rv was 'being
heavily shelled, but bo |iro..|.,,l

1
, :,;i,i.,| i,, the

wounded at one of the guns. Ws
;

.
1 ..\tgnn

was put out of action, all the diin '
1 . ! 1 1 hat he

continued to attend to the wounil. '

, ii, Held
ambulance. Mr. Walker recei\iii . 1 at the
Loudon Hospital, took the di))loi. •,

1 1. 1 .i>. j,i

1911, and the degree of M.B.,l',.s I ,
., 1!. : ,.| mied

the appointment of senior drer , ; 1 ,,_.. .] . ai
1
autiits,

pathological assistant, and house iili.',,sioi.wi in Ll.e iiu„£)ital, and
had also held appointments at the Poplar Hospital.

AXGLO-Ri
As was mentioned sonip

Cheylesmore as cbainn .

chairman of its execut
about three months ago 1

pital unit for service m '

sympathy of tlic I'.nn li
.

been arranged 1 1 ,
,

1 . i

.

Dmitri Palace .n 1 . '

purpose. An ae- .1:1 . ju
further part of liie nu..,,. .•

orderlies, left Loudon on No'

IS formed in London
I
nil) a complete hos-

'i.-al evidence of the
I

:. , It has now
Mished in the
i)ited lor the

I - ago, and a
:. . ,,.th nurses and
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Medical Officers Wanted.
!>'Jst South yi'ales- Minmtcd Field Ambulance.
\ah \ ;ic!Uirv for :i lieutenant in this unit, which is now

!
'

. There is -also a vacancy for a
iiieol tlie yeomanry regiments of
iinoerningtliesc vacancies can be

< i.iiel Herbert Jones, Lyons Farm,

,?;<(/! London Field Amhiilancc.
There are at present a few vacancies (or medical officers iu

tliis unit, whicli is expected shortly to go overseas. Candidates
\vill be expected to sign the imperial service obligation.
Promotion to captain after six months" satisfactory service
assured. The conditions of this service have just been con-
siderably improved, and now compare very favourably with
terms offered to civil surgeons, Fall particulars can be
obtained bv communicatuig with Officer Commanding, 2'4th

London Field Ambulance, R.A.M.C.(T.), Bishop's Stortford.

Cauatia.

Medical Counxil Examinatidks.
The autumn examinations of the Medical Council of

Canada weio comln-tril diuiiif^ October in Montreal.

There wii. :
1 1 1 1 1 1 s of Canada, and

tliosowliu L.M.C.C., which
audertln 1

I

1

il Act—commonly
known as r uli^ •~^.- Thomas Koddick
of Moutri I 1 biititlea the holder to iii-actise

in auj' pi' I '. Every facilitj' was offered by
the medic '

I liill University for the conduct
i)f the exui ' be four chief general hospitals

in Montrcii • of their public wards for the
clinical o:; I t for the war the proportion of

candiciati ~
;

M\ have been much larger. At the

sprini; (\anunaliMU iu \\ iDnipog last .Tiuir- forty candidates

prcsinted tlicnisolves. The nest cxainiiKiliuns' will be held

siiuiiltauounsly at Toronto and Winuipej^ in .liiue. 1916.

The Professio:» and the Wak.
Iu Lis address on October 3rd, 1915, before the Academy

of Medicine, Toronto, Dr. W. H. 15. Aikens reminded his

audience that 61 Fellows of the Academy were on active

service. The medical students of Toronto University had
also responded to the enll. and had supplied 6 officers

and 88 men Tli'v ' ' '-" 252 medical graduates
serving. Soon nl: ' of the war the Fellows
of the Academy of 1 i themselves to under-
take. «ilIiout ,Ii;n ii.il c:irf of tlic uecdy
(h, ' Aikens
fin- "1 been< •! eonsc-

paticuta could no lunyur aifoid I lyfees;
but while consultants and speciali ,iig cou-
sidcrnblr- prcnniary loss this was i(

1
, oouoral

pii' '

'

'
I iu a few cases haa m uciuoii unaucially

Ij-, I their colleagues on military service.

Tl - had done much to help iu the treat-

B!. I 1 Canadians, and had made generous
contribuliuu^ to'\ards the equipment of hospitals.

T'XIVKTISTTY NF-WS.
Ac ,,-.,; I,, l„. rvii..,-t,,l riu. iiii?uber of students who

li;;-, ,
,

, iltics of the univeritics

if- i. The eit_'litvlointh

s.--. . ir of .Midill University
opcuf'l on Ociober ^tli, with a tot;il !(<ji-tialioii of 297
students and, in addition. 35 studeut'^ in the dental de-

partment. It was hoped that fifth year students who
accompanied the McGill Military Hospital would return to

complete their studies, but owing to some luisuuderstand-

ing it has not been possible to arrange for their rdeaso from
duty with the hospital. The work of the facidty is being
carried on by a staff much reduced in number, as many of

its members are on active service, but all the regidar
courses are being conducted in a satisfactory uiauncr.

Dr. A. D. Blackader is acting as Dean of the Faculty
during the absence of Colonel Birkett, who is in command
of the McOill Military Hospital, No. 3 Canadian General.
At the University of Toronto 507 students have regis-

tered in the medical faculty for the present session, as
compared with 568 last session and 533 during the year

1913-14. A largo number of members of the staff of this
imiversity also arc on active service, many of them with
the No. 4 Canadian Genera! Hospital at the Dardanelles.
About 100 undergraduates of the faculty of .medicine are
at the front. The fourth and fifth year students have
returned from the front to complete their studies. This
is also the case witli the students of the Manitoba Medical
College, where the total number of students enrolled this

year is 108, as compared with 180 last session. The
decrease here is due partly to the fact that a number of
students have gone to Europe and partly to the new
arrangement whereby one year's work in science is now
required before a f.tudeut can enter the faculty of

medicine; the result has been a decrease in the number of
freshmen from 40 to 11. Fifteen members of the staff

are at present overseas and others are preparing to go
very shortly.

The new session opened at Western University, London,
Ontario, on October 1st. with a total registration of sixty-

six students, which is rather less than usual. New equip-
ment has beeu procured during the summer, and a physical
laboratory has been established. A course for the diploma
of public health graduates in medicine was opened on
October 1st at the institute of Public Health, of which
Dr. Hill, M.O.H. for the City of London, is director. The
Institute was established and is maintained by the Ontario
Government as the Public Health Department of the
Western University. It conducts courses in public health
for the faculty of arts as well as medicine, and under-
takes for the Provincial Board of Health official diagnostic
examinations in diphtheria, typhoid fever, tuberculosis,

water and sewage analysis, etc., for the western portion
of the province. Clinical laboratory work of all descrip-
tions is also done at the Institute.

At Dalhousie Univer.sity, Halifax, Nova Scotia, tho
medical session commenced on September 15tli, the
number of freshmen enrolled being 22. The fifth year
men iutend to volunteer for active service as soon as they
have received their degrees. The faculties of arts and
science have been removed to the new building, thus
leaving the old university building for the medical faculty
and the faculties of law, dentistry, aud pharmacy. Dr.
•John Cameron, of the Middlesex Hospital, London, has
been appointed to tho Campbell Chair of Anatomy as
successor to the late Dr. A. W. H. Lindsaj'.

The University of Alberta, at Edmonton South, is offer-

ing the first three years in the study of medicine : last

year the faculty was only able to give instruction iu the
first two years. The universitj" authorities have made
arrangements with the Universities of McGill and Toronto
whereby its students wiU be accepted ivithout further
examination for the foiuth and fifth years in medicine.
The university hopes at some time iu the near future to

be in a position to give instruction iu the final 3-ears. The
number of students enrolled this year is about the same
for the three years as it was last session for the two years
offered.

At Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, the staff has
been much depleted, as many of its members arc on active

seiTice. A number of changes have been made, and it has
been found jjarticularly difficult to fill the place of Dr.
Connell, professor of bacteriology, who is at Cairo. In tho
meantime Dr. William Gibson of Kingston is conducting
the course iu baetoriologv.

.^tmtlj Australia.
iritoM OCR SPECIAL cor:itj:sPOSDi:sr.]

The WAn.
There are yet more demands being made upon the ranks
of our profession for service in England, in Egypt, and on
transport steamers. Dr. J. A. G. Hamilton, the lecturer

on gynaecology at the universitj' ; Dr. Smeaton, a clinical

lecturer at the Adelaide Hospital ; Dr. Gilbert, a surgeon
of the Children's Hospital— all have gone, and still more
recently Dr. W. T. Hayward, who is to be attached to a
military hospital in England. Meanwhile many of the
juniors have silently disappeared: wc see them in brand
new uniforms one day, and hear of them at Lemnos
shortlj' afterwards. Wc others, whom ou account of ago
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oi- iiitU'iiiity ilio fiitos liavo loffc bobiuil, uatiually adniiro
tlio pluck and self-denial of those who have gone at such
saci ili(?o to theii- own iutoiests, and notice witli inide tliat

i'>i'<;. II. A. Powell and .lolin C'oibiu have boon imiitionod
in dlspatchos. As the voMilt of ;m inquiry into tlio

nninagonient of the Xo. 1 Australian Cieuci'al iro-,|)itnl at
>loliopolis, Lieutenant- Colonel Rarasay Sniitli has vo-

Iini|uislicd its command. The Director of JMedica! Soi vices

in Australia (Ooloucl Fethcrstou) has left for Kgyjit to

straij;liton ont matters, and Colonel Shepherd of Adelaide
is now filling his post.

Dearth ov Doctors.
The departure of so many senior men and the tilling up

of tlieir places on hospital and university stalTs, and still

more the drain on llu' roroutly i|ualitied members of our
profession, have pio.Iniod suoli an effect that it is well
uigh impossible to jblain <jualified house-surgeons. Tlic
Adelaide Hospital is partly manned by fifth year stu-

dents, whilst the Children's Hospital has to bo content
\vitli third year men as resident clinical assistants;

vacations have been dispensed with, and examinations
have been held earlier so that students may become
• lualified in four and a half years instead of five, the under-
standing being that those 'who arc eligible immediately
enter on active military service. Meanwhile, too, the
authoiitiesarc refusing to enrol medical students in any
capacitj', it being considered more important for them to

cjnipletc their course tud take a dej^rjc.

Beloian Doctors' Beliei' Fcxn.
The committee decided to close this fund, and a final

draft was sent last week, making £"527 in all forwarded
from South Australia and Broken Hill.

Health 01' Cviirs.

This is a matter which is causing both ±he protcssimi

and the laity great anxiety. Sleasles has been 4»rcvalcnt

and men have died of pneumonia, but a more forniidablo

enemy in the shape of cerebro- spinal meningitis has
appeared, and in Adelaide many deaths have been caused
by it.

liTiautr.

Irish I'ood axd Food Supplies.
Pkofessou W. H. Thompson has writteu a valuabic report,'

clear and concise in expression, on food values, adding a
note on Irish food supplies, and in another pamphlet,
written for the Women's National Health Association of

Ireland, he deals in particular with the food of the Dublin
labourer. He first prcsints to the reader the content of

water and nourishing material and energy of the chief

foods, expressing the protein and energy obtained for 4d.

in a diagram. Taking 3,500 calories as the energy
requirement of a day of moderate work, he shows the cost

of each food to supply this. The composition and energy
value of the chief classes of foods are set forth very
clearly in a series of tables and diagrams. The cheapness
of Indian corn is noteworthy ; 2^d. worth against bread

6.U1. (1915 prices), gives 3,500 calories. Whole meal 3Jd.,

oatmeal 4|d., potatoes 7d., peas 7^,d. are other relative

prices. lu an appendix several recipes for cooking Indian
corn arc given and an effort is made to popularize this

valuable foodstuff. The need for attractive and varied

•lict, together with the supply of vitamines, aud the
importance of kitchen and house-craft, are insisted on.

Professor Thompson says " we Irish are far too indilliMi nt

to the selection and preparation of our food. There soeiiis

to be almost an innate feeling, widely prevalent particu-

larly amongst the less well-to-do classes, that it is nu :ui or

wrong to think much about what one should eat, and yet
it is not overstating the case to say that national pre ispc r J ly

depends much more closely upon the kitchen than is at ail

.-H)preciatcd. . . . The proverbial efficiency of Irishmen
abroad is at bottom a question of feeding. . . . Cooking
amongst the working classes of the city is almost a lost

art; the reason often is to be found in the absence of

proper or convenient cooking arrangements in the tene-

ment dwellings." The world has seen how, regardless

of csiwuso, the physical health of vast armies has
been organized since the war began. In times of
peace, 011 tho other hand, how great has been the
neglect, not only in Ireland, seen in the nncontrolled
exploitation of land leading to .slum cities and townships,
tenement dwellings unfitted for the purpose they aro put;
to, the shutting out of wind, sunlight, contact with tho
beauties of nature, aud opportunities for healthy lecieation
in physical exercise in the open air. Now the nation faces
tho retribution—a diminished working power and social
unrest in the time of stress. It is interesting to note that
94 per cent, of the wheat consumed in Ireland is imported,
while the yield of potatoes is 3,200,000 tons, of which only
800,000 tons aro consumed as human food. "If only
half of that used by livestock were released, it woulil
double the supply of potatoes ordinarily needed in this
country for the human population." As "to oatmeal. Pro-
fessor Thompson rightly says, "tho change of diet which
its neglect indicates is one of, if not the most deplorable
fact in the history of the country for centuries." The mill
hands of Ulster demand the whitest of breads aud tea iu

place of the old-time oatmeal and milk. As to barley,
74 per cent, raised in Ireland goes to the brewery. " It

takes 6 lb. of barley to produce 1 gallon of beer. There is

ten times as much nourishment in the barley nsed as in
the beer." In regard to the raising of cattle, the author
estimates that an acre of good land yields an output of
eatable potatoes giving seventeen times as much protein'
and thirty times as much food energy as if it were used
for graziug and the production of animal food ; of oats
eighteen times as much protein ; of wheat nineteen tinics

as much protein, and fifteen times as much energy. Tho
yield of an acre of such land in potatoes furnishes as bacon
nearly five times as much protein and more than seven
times as much energy as if the land were used for grazing
sheep or cattle. These figures illustrate the advantage
of pig keeping. There is plenty of room for food con-
serving, aud no harm will bo done to the health of tho
well-to-do in replacing much of the animal food catcu by
cereals, potatoes, aud pulses.

IxFAXTILE JIOIiTALITy AND JIiLK SuPPLY IN DuBI.IN.
The infantile mortality is far higher in Dublin than in

any other city of the United Kingdom ; the death-rate of
children under 1 year per 1,000 of the estimated popula-
tion of England aud Wales during 1914 was 105; for
Loudon alone, 101; aud for ninety-scveu of the principal
English towns. 111. For Dublin" it was 141 per 1,000.
According to the latest report of Sir Charles Cameron,
about one-fifth of the total deaths in Dublin are those of
infants. Much of this abnormal death-rate is directly
attributable to the milk supply. In 1914, of the deaths
recorded, 2,772, or 30 per cent., were children under the
age of 5 years. Of these deaths, 346 were from diarrhoeal
diseases, and only two of the victims were over 2 years of

age. The greater number of deaths took place during tho
summer months, and the increase during the last three
months of the present year was. it is believed, greater
than it has been for any similar period during tho
past ten years. It is understood that the infan-
tile death-rate in Dublin during the months of Julj-,

August, and September has been really alarming.
The medical ofliccr of health officially attributes this to
the higher temperature of these months, but the relation

between the rise of temperature and infautili- ohriiiliiv i ;

not stated. The explanation is that in iiii|)Mi iMil>. il:

bacteria which cause gastro-intestinal troubl. ,anl .ii;ii-

rhoea multiply rapidly during the summer luoullis. Xlio
city milk is, as a rule, only examined bacteriologically when
there has been an outbreak of one of tho zymotic diseases.

There aro in the city of Dublin 5,604 heads of families
who earn not more thau 15s. a week, 9,000 who earn 15s.
to 20s., aud 2,585 who cam 20s. to 25s. Many of tho
milk sliops in the poorer districts are so situated and
managed that the milk is almost certain to be contami-
nated. The Public Health Committee has prosecuted a
number of persons for having dirty dairy shops and cow-
sheds, but the fines imposed, varying from 5s. to 10s., aro

small in view of the serious nature of the offence. It is,

however, encouraging to find that the police magisirateg

have now announced that in future the lines in all eases

will be commousurato with the offence. During the

coming winter the cost of milk is lilicly to increase. Last
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winter the price in Dublin was raised to 4c1. a quart, and

(luring tlio summer tlie usual reduction in price did not

occur, the excuse given being that owing to the war the

cost of everything was increased. The dairymen have

HOW announced their intention of raising the price to 5d. a

(juart. As milk can be piuchased within fifty miles or so

nf Dublin for 7d. and 8d. a gallon, and transport by train

is only Id. per gallon up to 100 miles, it would seem that

there was no necessity for this further rise in price. There
liave been public meetings and a great deal of press

comment on this threatened rise in price, bu.t so far

without any obvious practical result.

The Regi-strar-General, in his quarterly return, states

that in the Dublin registration area, which consists of the

City of Dublin and the urban districts of Rathmines and
Rathgar, Pembroke, Blackrock and Kingstown, the total

area of which is 13,743 acres, and the population esti-

mated at the middle ot 1915 to be 409,000, there were regis-

tered during the thirteeu weeks ending October 2ud, 2,652

births (1,347 boys and 1.305 girls) being equal to an annual

rate ot 25.9 in every 1,000 of the population. The number
tif births registered in the city was 2,307, equivalent to .an

annual rate of 29.5 in every 1,000 of the population. The
total number of deaths registered in the Dublin registra-

tion area during the quarter was 1,797 (922 males and 875
iemales) affording an annual rate of 17.6 in every 1,000 of

the estimated population. The annual mean mortality

iepresented by the deaths registered during the third

ijuarter of the ten years 1905-1914 in the Dublin registra-

tion area was 19.8 per 1,000 of the estimated mean popula-

tion of those years. Of the 1,797 persons whose deaths were
registered 557 were under 5 years of age, and included

397 infants under 1 year of age. the latter representing a
rate of 149.7 per 1.000 of the births registered.

Correspontietta.

URIC ACID STONES UNDER THE X RAYS.
Sir,—In your issue of October 23rd Mr. C. Thurstan

flolland calls in question a statement made by me in an
article on ureteral calculus in the Journal of October 16th,
and quotes :

" It (radiography) is now so perfect that even
a small uric acid stone in the lower segment of the ureter
can easily lie discovered."
To call a coiicretiuu a ' uric acid stone" does not imply-

that it is Composed entirely of uric acid, but that it is a
smooth, brownish yellow rounded stone, not very heavy in
weight for its size, and i- composed to a large extent of uric
acid. This is the clinical definition; it would not do to
limit the term to only concretions of pure uric acid,
which give no ,7'-ray shadow. They are very rare.

A number of years ago I was interested in the subject
of the composition of calcidi, and made sections of the
renal and vesical stones iu the museums of the Royal and
the Western Infirmaries, and liad them examined chemi-
cally. The composition of 208 stones was as follows :

71 were formed of one substance only, while 137 were
made up of two or more. Of the simple calculi, 32 were
of phosphates, 26 of uric acid, 12 of oxalate of lime, and
1 of cystine. Of the compound calculi, 118 had, as one of
their constituents, uric acid, .so that collectively out of the
208 calculi 144 contamed uric acid, but of these not one
was chemically pure ; all contained some earthy matter,
as shown by ash on fusion. Examination of my own
collection gives very nuich the same results. Later
the question of resistance of calculi to x rays excited
interest. On making artificially a pure uric acid stone, I
found it practicaTv cDve no shadow, but when even a
.small proporii^ n , i , -lin s.iis was added, a shadow was
got. Therci. -, .

i i: ., that iVIr. Holland and I
<lo not diflVr ]i. o ,1 ,, ,- ,, il,e want of resistance to
the .Trays slio>Au 1,\ ium aeni m its pure state. If the
term " uric acid calculus ' i> to be limited to those stones
containing no other iugredieut beyond uric acid, I admit
that .'( rays will not detect thein.

However, as far as my experience goes, pure uric acid
stones are not met with in the kidney and the ureter, while
what are commonly classified as uric acid calculi, as
distinguished from tiiosc composed of oxalate of lime,
phosphate of lime, or ot mixed phosphates, are by
no means uncommon. It is to those I referred in

my article. Not long ago the art of skiagraphy failed

to detect them, but now, with more perfect methods,
stones containing a very moderate amount ot earthy salts

"can easily be discovered." So, while I willingly admit
that Mr. Holland is correct in stating that piue uric acid
calculns gives no shadow, he will no doubt own that the
uric acid stone met with in the kidney and ureter, being in

the vast majority of cases impure, should .show itself by
a shadow on a well taken plate. This lias been my
experience, certainly for the last sLx years.—I am, etc..

Glasgow. Oct. 23rd. . »-"10 NeW11.V.\.

WAR EMERGENCY COMMITTEE.
Sib,—Is it not time for plain speaking to the War Office ?

While strong and urgent appeals are being issued to

members of the profession to give up their practices and
take up military duties abroad the authorities at homo
are still appointing young men to positions on the base
hospitals.

Within the last two or three weeks three unmarried men
ot military age have been appointed on the staff of the
3rd Western General Hospital at Cardiff iu addition to

those on the staff already, while at least two first class

surgeons are passed by—men capable of performing any
operations—as well as others capable of rendering efficient;

service who are scarcely young enough to go abroad.
To m}' own knowledge this is having a prejudicial effect

on the effort to obtain men locally for the war, and it it is

being repeated throughout the country much harm is being
done. Men are .saying, and not without justification, Why
should I leave my practice and my wife and children to go
on war service while the CJovernment is appointing youug
single men to the comfortable posts at home "?—I am, etc.,

Cardiff. Kov. l»t. 'V^'- B- Cr.AWrOEP Tkkasuke.

BROMIDES IN EPILEPSY.
Sir,—Years ago I was resident medical ofiicer iu Hoxton

House when the late Dr. Hunt was medical superintendent.

We often discussed the use of bromides in cpilepsj'. He
deprecated their use in the majoritj- of cases. He was of

opinion that even in cases where they diminished ' tlio

frequency of the fits a more violent attack might bo
induced which would immediately prove fatal. We used
tincture of hyoscyamus as an alternative, which iu somo
cases, at least, was beneficial.

Dr. Mercier"s view s appear to be similar to Dr. Hunt's
regarding bromides. He states, however, a somewhat new
idea, that epilepsy is not a disease but a group of diseases,

and then qualifies this remark by saying it is certainly

more than one.

In one of these diseases of which epilepsy is the outward
manifestation he admits immense benefit follows the use

ot bromides. He does not, however, indicate what that

disease is.

That the bromides, whether of potassium, sodium, or

ammonium, are useful in many cases is unquestionable.

Their continued use without intervals of rest is, however,
a mistake. Otherwise they produce both mental aud
bodily enfeeblement. In such eases they should be stopped,

and tonic treatment often proves useful in diminishing the

frequency of the attacks. There is one remedy which for

some years I have found useful to diminish both the fre-

quency and intensity of the fits, namely, calcium
bromide. It is effective in half the doses of the potassium
salt. Mental activity increases and general health im-

proves. These results are striking if the patient has
previously been taking potassium bromide.—I am, etc.,

Boiirnemonth, Oct. 27tli. A. HuMPHBEY Davy, M.D.

A STANDARD DIET FOR INFANT FEEDING.
Sir,—The suggestion that there should be a standard

diet for infants is a good one because at present a great
deal of contradictory, and sometimes quite erroneous,
advice is being ciiculated in leaflets issued by medical
officers of health, baby centres, and societies of dift'ereut

kinds. I think it would be a good thing it those of us who
are working at infant feeding could agree upon a standard
diet for standard babies, and prescribe it for a year or two
in all cases unless there should be a definite reason for

(probably temporarily) prescribing something else. The
method should be as simple, aud the directious for

carrying it out as definite and practical as possible. It
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wouKl tlicu bo an easy thing to instruct tho liealth

visilois, anJ tln-ousli tlio health .visitors tho niothois,

uiuch luoro systeumticiilly tliau is done at present. It

wouUl be a very valuable experiment if a staudard diet

could be tried on a lar-io so;vle, and the results carcfidly

ob-served, or it two standards were adopted and tried in

different towns, for example, the two standards sungcsted

by Dr. Cameron—whole citrated milk, and milk diluted

••'a little," />/i(s "a littlo" sugar. Hut Dr. Cameron will

have to tell us what ho means by "a little" water, "a
litilo ' su<;ar, a " very young infant," and a "tiny child."

— 1 am, etc.,

lidinburgb, October 27lb.
'^^'- B. DruMMO.ND.

MEDIC.\L AUTOGR.^PHS.
Sir,—A year ago you inserted an appeal on behalf of the

Roadiuf' I'atholosieal Society for medical auloiii;i|ilis,

\vli;cli that society has for some years been collec-tiii';.

In ruspouKO. a lar-,e number of specimens have bei-n kindly

contributed by the editors of the British Mkdical .1iju.;n.\l

and the Lnnrct, by Sir Lauder Bruntou, Mr. D'Aicy
Power, Sir K. J. Goulce, Sir Dyce Duckworth, and others.

l)ur album now contains holographs or autouraplis, olttn

accompanied by portraits, of Lister, Charcot, iirotiic, l'a>^et,

Billiut>s, We r Mitchell, V'irchow, Michael Foster, Oliver

Wendell Holmes, Jenncr, Huxley, Farr, Lawrence, Listou.

iiiUr mtdtos alios. Our attitude, however, is that of

Oliver Twist when ho craved for more, and we shall

t;raiefully welcome further additions. "In taliniinquam
lu^siil ctmitio sijh-a."

1 here is a fascination in preserving the portraits, the

liandwriting, and tho signatures of those masters of

•imilicine, who in most cases have ceased from their

Ial)uiirs on earth, but whose names must live for evrr as

benefactors of mankind. Such mementos of the love we
bear them and their writings help to keep their meiuoiy
green, and inspire us to follow in their steps.

.May 1 add that we possess some duplicates which are at

the disposal of other medical societies that contemplate
forming a similar collection ? — I am, etc.,

Westfleia. Ueadiug. Oct 22ud. JaMIESON B. Hukuy.
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CHILBLAINS.
Di{. UiCKAHD W. Lloyd (London, W.) writes with refer-

euco to the note on chilblains in the Journal of

October 23rd, p. 614 : I remember the late Sir Wiiiiam
Savory said in the course of one of his lectures, " Opium is

a sovereign remedy for chilblains." Recollection and
application of that remark has on occasion enabled mc
to cause all unbroken chilblains, even when uunjcioiis,

to ilisappear in the course of two or three days, and
those that are broken, suppurating or ulcerating to

cummence forthwith to clean and rapidly to heal, under,

in addition, unguentum resiuae and general tieat-

mtnt. Only in severe cases of the kind have 1 re-

sorted to that drug, for I have always had in mind
what is well expressed in Sir William CoUius's remark,
which appears in the previous article on the same page of

the .JoCKNAL uuder the heading " Drug and .Mcoliul

Addiction,' that " it would be salutary if medical lueii

wcjiild think, not once or twice, but many times before

prescribing potent drugs of addiction for internal cxliibi-

liou if, as often happened, simpler and nou-alcobulic
remedies would meet the case." Indeed, it has been my
custom to arrange that the chemi.st supplying it should
withhold tlie prescription. Attention to diet, hygienic
i :i asures and medication indicated to improve the general

litli and nutrition should always be prescribed, and
mnally 1 have been content with them. But in

' I cases of chilblains, which sometimes occur in

olli'.rwise fairly healthy persons, I have found tli;it I to

1 gr. of opium taken on going to bed, or liq. opii srd.

"liij-v two or three times in the twenty four bours
acts like a charm. The explanation is, 1 believe, in the
eiiect of opium upon the capillary circulation. It is

interesting to recall, in considering the constipating eiiect

o! opium, that Sir Lauder iirunton (with whom wo all

deeply sympathize on the loss of his son in his couutiy's
service), speaking of opium, has said that, while moderate
doses are coustii>ating, minute doses (mj or mss of the
tincture when the constipation does not depend upon
insensibility of tho intestinal nerves) and large doses are

purgative in their effect. Any constipating effect of tho
moderate doses mentioned may bo suitably provided
against.

Dr. C. Smvtii recommends tho administration of cod-
liver oil, beginning in September boforo the weather breaks
up. When chilblains have developed he advises tincture of

opium, inj, three times a day. For broken chilblains ho
recommends resiu oiutmout.

C. H., who states that lio was a martyr to chilblains,

found some ten years ago that the complete omission of

meat from his diet was followed by their disappearance,
and they have not reappeared.

L. B. writes : It might bo worth while for your corre-

spondent (whose case is described in the British Mudical
Journal, October 23rd, p. 614) to try thyroid gland,
beginning with 1 grain every night, and gradually increas-
ing tlie dose either by taking more at bedtime or by taking
the medicine three times a day.

Another correspondent says that he tried last year tho
suggestion of a correspondent to toast the affected parts in

front of a good lire almost up to scorching point, and
found the method very effective.

Dr. F. Herxaman-Johnson states that chilblains arc
comparatively easy to prevent, provided prophylactic
treatment is commenced at least a mouth before the
expected onset of cold and damp weather. A sinusoidal

current generator is desirable, but an ordinary faradic

battery is a fair substitute. Two basins are filled with
water as hot as can be comfortably borne, and a hand
placed in each. The current is then turned on for ten to

fifteen minutes, at a strength which just fails to cause
cramping, but which can be distinctly felt. This procedure
is repeated daily for four to five weeks. The feet may, if

necessary, be treated in a similar manner. The treatment
is not suitable for chilblains actually established. For
mild cases, the high frequency vacuum electrode may be
employed, the glass being moved to and fro, lightly touch-

ing the skin. In the more severe forms, no instruments
must bo brought into contact with the inflamed and possibly

ulcerated surfaces. The sedative "breeze" is useful, and
very small doses of ./; rays often promote healing.

Eniba'siti^s aitti Colleges.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
General Codncil.

The half-yearly meeting of the General Council of the Uni-
versity of" Edinburgh was held on October 29th in the Old
University. Principal Sir William Turner presided, but
vacated the chair during tlie election of two assessors in the
University Com', 'I'!" I'iiiin;' :i.,,ssoi's. Dr. H. McKeiizie
Johnston and 1 1. 1: \: ,, !' r. re-elected, the former
on the motion •' lll^Lr, seconded by Mr.
J. Roberton ( In , . , :. , ' 'r nn the motion of

Dr. A. H.F. liarbuiii, ,-,,.,,..,. 1 I
'

I W. I'.=illaiityne.

The Convener of tliv.- Uiisiin - Wr. J. B. Clark),

in submitting the report, sta>' 1 May last tbo
university roll of honour contain. 1-, by .July 8th
it bad risen to 3,550, made up :• <

1 ntllor, rector,

and member of tbo t'niversitv (.unt.j; i.arhiufj staff, 40;
clerical staff, 5; technical staff, 21 ;

f^'raiiuates, 2.233; alumni,
378; uiidergraduales, 865; and rniveisity Military Com-
mittee, 5. Since July this iiunil.er iiad bucii liir;^ily alimented,
but the exact lii<nres could not :.t I.- ,;i'..-ii. i.Iini- honours
bad also come to tlie n::i\ii :f in 1 -

ii. hiding

8 appointments to the Disun-iM ii i
-

i Wilitary

Crosses, 1 Distinguislu d ^rr\ic- , ,1.. 1 1 i
'

. -I., whilst
upwardsof 70had been meuliunL'l m ih pn ..li' -. Ih.; women
also liad done well in various branches of war service, and
special reference might be made to the Scottish Women's
Hospitals in Franco and Serbia, which had been largely

or^iauized and staffed by Scottish women medical graduates
and students. There \\' '<•

1 i,M,pitals in Serbia and one
ill France, whilst a sei..M>i i 1 i

; pitalhad,at the reyuest
of the French Goveriiiii' 1 he new Expeditionary
Force to Salonika. In ,1, ihis work the names of

Ors. Elsie Inglis, Alico ilui.:,io.,.n, iJeatrice Macgregor, and
lielen Porter would be specially associated. There was also

cause for sorrow, for no fewer than 102 sous of the Alma Mater
had fallen in the Ught, including 54 fellow members of tho

General Council.

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.
General Council.

Principal Sir Donald MacAlister presided at the statutory

half-yearly meeting of the General Council of the Umvcrsity
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of Glasgow on Octolier 27lli, nlien SJi- David C. JVXc\ail aiid

Dr. Uavkl Miu'i-ay, the retiring assessors of the Council, wcic

re cleftfil.

'I'm c.-iiii, il nil.roved of « miuvite iilaciug on record their

iipii, •
!

•
I roicssor John Ferguson, who has resigned the

( l,;! , I I 1 .
I

, ! at the close of an academic career so long

.\
I

I
; ,K the (ieneral Medical Council that in tlie

jHili M I
1 nation for . registration there be only one

]!in ' - 1 111 ll'inglishj'reqnired, and that that language
II, ri I i [ M. was not approved, the iircvious question

lii-np . ;i! vi.i! I.; 18 votes to 7.

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.
Owixc mainlv to the number of vonng men who have joined

MisMajestv'sfoi-cesthe numbfi- ff sln.lrnts enrolled for the

present winter session slu>« - :i n < i. n- df 158 as compared
withavearago. Tlie total im n m v. as 800, this year

itis642. Thenuniber of i,i:ilr '
-

• '

! M>ar was 472, and
of female students 328 ; thisx.jr li i in.lti uf male students

is 358, and of female students 284. The uuiulier of male medical
students is the same this year as last year -186, the number ot

female medical students lias ri^cn from 37 to 53.

ROTAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS OF LONDON.
A COMITIA was held on Thursday. October 28th, Dr. Frederick
Taylor, the President, being in the chair.

Admhsionoirellou-n,,'! V. "'..•.

Dr. Thomas Renter Elliott, who w;i~ '
-

\ f.-lli.w lu

April last, was admitted to the Fellow-; i

i!i ' ''•--Ac-

The following, who had passed tin miination,
were admitted Members of the Colk-^ic :

i ' il- NiKjii Atlee,

Miss Hazel Haward Cuthbert, M.D.Lond., and Edmund Waller
Neill Hobhouse, M.B.Oxf.

Licences Granted.
Licences to practise physic were granted to 105 gentlemen

who had passed the required examinations.

JoiAs Scholar.

It was announced that Mr. Ralph Stanley -Swindell Lad been
appointed the twenty-third Jenks scholar.

I'.lection of Senior Censor.

On tlie nomination of the Council, Dr. Percy Kidd was
fleeted senior censor in the place of the late Dr. David Bridge
Lees. The President paid a tribute of respect to the memor\-
»>f Dr. Lees, referring to the services he had rendered to the

College.
ihcLihrariio/Lonrain.

In response to an invitation froin the Pi-esident of the British

Academv. the President and the Harveiau Librarian (Dr.

Norman Moorei were aptiointed delegates to a committee whose
object is to reconstitute in the future the library of Lonvain.

JllcMcn-lfual.

CHARCiE AGAINST AN EDINBrRGH HERBALIST.
Ox October 18th, before the Lord .Justice Clerk in the High
Court of Justiciary, Edinburgh, Charles .Mder, alias Charles
Smith, was charged with having performed an illegal operation

upon Margaret Milne Anderson, as the result of which she
died. According to tiie report in the Scotsman, the Sheriff

Substitute said that on July 21st the deceased emitted
a dving deposition which stated that " Dr. Temple " by
ariaugement came to her bouse on July 1st and used an
instrument, aad repeated the operation on July 5th. Sheriff

Substitute MacLeod said that on July 24th the deceased emitted
a deposition as follows :

' I am shown the accused. I recognize

him. I know him as ' Dr. Temple.' He is the man who came
to see me on the two occasions mentioned in my former deposi-

tion, and he used the instrument upon me as mentioned in

said deposition, which has now been read over to me." John
Hair, clerk, said that he had meetings with the deceased,

who in the middle of June told him that she was preg-

nant. He subsequently called on • Dr. Temple " at AVest

Register Street, and saw the accused, who said that he could
not give medicine but had a treatment which would cost £5.

He told the deceased about " Dr. Temple," and she consented
to see him. He again saw "Dr. Temple," and told him that
there was to be no operation. He afterwards endeavoured to

stop the matter. Init paid the accused £5 on Jnh ''n.1 Or.

D. M. Barker stated that he had been i ;h
, i

,, M'-s
Anderson, and finding her serionslv ill arraiiL" I

j^

sion to the Infirmary. Dr. A. H. F. Barb- i.i

deceased was admitted to the Infirmary ou li ' litt

got from her a statement as to her history, ^-i : , m.^;

from acute inflammation and died on July 26i i i : ii'4

dnv a j'O.iNiHpr/fm examination was made b,\ 1: i i. :. -oi-

Harvey Littlejohn, and the> ((li'fU.l I'lai .' .. Im

Mood poisoning the result il
'

,„

Dr. Barbour said that takii "

there was nothing which \m

was a criminal abortion as d i 1

or accidental causes. Itwa~i..v ....... i,. ........ ...^ ^..^ .. ..;cU

was most dangerous so far as aboitiuu v.ao coucerued. Pro-

fessor Harvey Littlejohn gave corroborative evidence. Dr. G. B,

Marshall (Glasgow) said that there was nothing in the medical
report to indicate that the septic condition was the result of the
introduction of a poisonous instrument.
The accused, gi-

name was Charles A i

land ; he practised as -.i

with certain diseases.
Smith and used the iii

May, in response to an i

)wn behalf, said that hia
id was born in Suuder-
-isage and in connexion
t a business from Mr.
Smith. At the end of

y "Dr. Temple " for an
assistant, he was engaged at £2 10s. a week. The business in
Edinbargh was carried on under the name of " Dr. Terai>le and
Co." He denied that he had performed the operation stated in
the charge. The Lord Justice Clerk, in summing up, directed
the jury as a matter of law that there was not sufficient

evidence to justify them iu bringing a verdict of murder, but
they had to decide the serious question whether there was
sufficient evidence to justify them in bringing iu a verdict ol

culpable homicide. The jury returned the unanimous verdict
of not proven.
References to the business conducted under the name of

" Dr. Temple " or "Dr. Temple and Co.," in Edinburgh will

he found in the JoUHNAl of Januarv 23rd, 1915, p. 186, and
February 27th, 1915, p. 402. The person concerned in the cases

then reported was not the same as the person concerned in the
trial on October 18th.

CHARGES OF ALLEGED IMPERSONATION.
Henry John HEURr>"«. described as a chemist, was, according
to a report in the Morning Advertiser, charged at the North
London Police Court on October 30th with feloniously giving
false certificates of death. Mr. Bodkin, who appeared for the
Director ot Public Prosecutions, said that the accused had
personated a gentleman who practised at West Maitlaud, New
South Wales, whose name wa^ Fm":i!-.I Kon Herring, and
whose qualifications were M.I' ' - 1 " "I L.R.C.P.Lond.
Evidence was given by Dr. II A Secretary of the
London and Counties Medical I > i \ , who said that
he had communicated with l>i\ 11 rm,^ ni ihe address men-
tioned in Australia, and had reee-vcd a reply. The accused
asked to be dealt with at once, but the magistrate committed
hirato the Central Criminal Court for trial.

At the recent Worcestershire Assizes. George Bowie
Farquhar, a^'ed 31. a dispenser, was charged with making
false death certificates at Wollastou. Dudley. Counsel for the
defence took a legal objection, but in the event prisoner pleaded
guilty. His counsel said that no harm was done because the

certificates were perfectly in order, though he agreed that it

might have been a serious matter. Prosecuting counsel said

that the case was persisted in because of the danger to the
public of an unqualified medical practitioner giving certificates

of death. The judge. Mr. Justice Bailhachc, said that he iigreed

with that \ iew. and it onglit not to be overlooked when it camo
to the attention of the authorities. He thought that a sentence
of two or three mouths' imprisonment would have met the

case, and as prisoner had been iu ctistody since July 20th he
ordered bis release.

Obituary.

TuE Eight Hox. SIR CHARLES TUPrER, Bt.,

M.D.Eni.s.,

ONE TrsiE nir.H coraissiosEr. oi- cis.vo.v is London.

OsE of the Father.? of Canadian federation, a distinguislicd

politician, and probably the oldest medical graduate of tlio

University of Edinburgh, Sir Charles Tupper lias passed to

bis rest, full of years and bouonrs, at the patriarchal ago

of 94. Few men have lived more vigorously, first in tlio

rough and turubic of a large general practice in Nova
Scotia, and then in the more turbulent area of politics;

yet he retained good health ot mind and body nearly to the

end. Like so many distinguished Nova Scotians, he was
of New England stock, and descended from Thomas
Tupper, who emigrated from England in 1635.

Charles Tuiiper was born iu 1821, the son of a Baptist

clergyman ; he had his early education at Horton Academy,
U.S., and iu 1839 went to Edinburgh University, graduating

in 1843 with a thesis "Ou the Mechanism and Manage-
ment of Parturition, illustrated by a report of 116 f:ases."

He was never tired of talking of the happy life spent there

as a medical student. Simpson, then newly appointed to

the chair of midwifery, was his favourite teacher, and lie

kept up warm friendships with many of his old professors.

Only a few mouths ago he promised the writer to jot down
the remini-scenees of his Edinburgh life. Returning to

his native town. Amherst, be very quickly had a laigc and

widespread prncticc. lie was fond of surgery, and there

were few men among ns who could talk of personal cx-

licrienccs in pro anaesthetic days. He told the writer o£

an amputation at the hipjoint for sarcoma performed ou a

farmer's wife, on the kitchen table, with a sailor as.
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assistant. The patient lived eighteen miles away, so lie

was novel- able to luako a second visit. TLiee moutlis

later the farmer drove to Amherst with his wife strong

III 1855 Sir Charles entered public life as member of the

Nova Scotia Assembly, and immediately pushed to the

front rank in local politics, becoming successively Pro-

vincial Secretary, and in 1864 Premier of the Province.

In the preliminaries to confederation, 1867, he took a
prominent part, and was a member of the Westmiiistor

Conference. In 1870 he became President of th'e Council

in the Dominion Cioveinment, and Minister of Customs in

1872. Following the fall of the McDonald Goveruincut ho
w.is the life of the Conservative party, and to him in.m'

than to any other was due their return to power in 1878.

In 1884 he ictived from the ministry, and took the i^osi-

tiou as High Commissioner in London for the Dominion.
For a short period he was again in the Ottawa Cabinet as

Minister of Finance, bnt returned as Commissioner to

L-jndon, where he remained until 1896. In this ye;ir lie

became Prime Minister of Canada. After the dcf(;it <>i

his party he was the leader of the Opposition, but in 1900,

after the general election, he retired from public life. lu

1888 ho was created a Baronet of the United Kingdom.
At intervals in this busy life he practised his profession

at Halifax, Ottawa, and for a j-ear or more at Toronto.

Hj took an active part in the formation of the Canadian
IMcdical Association, and to the end retained kccu
interest in the progress of medicine.
Canada owes a deep debt to Sir Charles Tapper, and

his nolitieal opponent. Sir Wilfrid Lauricr, veij' trulv

said that next to Sir .John A. McDonald, the man who did

most to bring about the federation of the Canadian
provinces was Sir Charles Tupper. With a strong and
daring personality, he had all the qualities for success in

public life—calmness and clear judgement in victory,

resolution and hopefulness in defeat. Nothing in Ins

history was more remarkable than to have " stumped the

country " successfully for his party when in his 80th year.

A strong Imperialist, Sir Charles once remarked tliat

" the two aims he has always kept in view . . . have been
the strengthening of the golden link which connects
England with the first and greatest of her colonies, and
tho holding aloft of the standard of right of the nation so

ihat she may prove herself worthy of the proud position

she has made her own." His life is an illustration of tlie

brilliant success of the doctor in politics. We h.vve to go
to France or to the South American Republic to parallel

liis career. But he never really served two masters

;

from 1855 he was a pohtician Jirst, and a practitioner only
when stranded by the exigencies of party.
A few months ago, in reply to a question as to what he

altribut-ed his kindly old age, said, "A good constitution,

a good digestion, and a capacity to sleep." It was in

truth his good arteries, which were .scarcely palpable wlion
the blood stream was pressed out. Yet here was a man
who in 1880-1 was ready to throw up tho sponge, as he
was believed to have Bright's disease! .Sonic years ago,
in a paper " On the advantages of a trace of albumin and
a few tube casts in the urine of men above 50 years of

age," the writer nieutioned his case. In 1881 he saw
.\udrew Clark, who gave most sensible advice, but was
inclined to take a grave view of the renal condition. The
advantage of the discovery was never better illustrated, as
lie ever after lived a careful life. Of Sir Charles's sons, the
older, Stewart, died a few mouths ago, and the baronetcy
falls to his sou a barrister in Winnipeg.
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J. W. N. MACKAY, M.D.,
EI.GD.-, SCOTLAND.

l)n. J. W. NonKis Mackay, of Elgin, died recently at the
.^j,c of 83. His father was the Rev. George Mackay, D.D..
• )l ItatTord, one of the number of Scottish clergymen who
followed the dictates of their convictions, and '-came out

"

at the stormy time in'Scotland's ecclesiastical history, in

1843. The historical events of those famous times made
a lasting impression on the mind of the subject of this
notice.

Norris Mackay was educated at Elgin Academy and
King's College, .Vberdeon, where he took the degree of

M..\. He then proceeded to Edinburgh, where he took
the diploma of L.R.C.S. in 1852, and the degree of M.D.
in the following year. While at Edinburgh he was a

member of the Royal Medical Society. He studied after-
wards at tlio universities of Paris and Vienna.
When he returned to his native country lie became

resident surgeon to Gray's Hospital, Elgin, and when ho
relinquished that post he started general practice in tliu

same town. Through his scholarly atts,iuments and his
genial disposition, ho quickly built up a very large inactico
in Elgin and the district round about. There was a
thoroughness and directness in his methods which
brooked no opposition when he set out to probe a case,
but at tho same time it was accompanied by a sympa-
thetic kindness which won him the ready appreciation
of all with whom he came in contact. In every sense of
the word Dr. Mackay was a physician of the old school,
of a type which is too quickly passing away. In his pro-
fessional work he never spared himself, and his figure

was a familiar one at all hours of the day and night in
the district, either on horseback or in his high dogcart.

Dr. Mackay was a member of tho British Medical Asso-
ciation for a long period of time, and was secretary for the
local Branch for close on thirty years. To commemorate
this long service, and to mark their appreciation of his
work and worth, his fellow-members in 1895 presented
him with his portrait in oils, by Sir George Reid. During
his long professional career Dr. Mackay held many
appointments connected with the various institutions and
public bodies in the town aud neighbourhood, lie took a
keen interest in educational and religious matters, being
chairman of the local .School Board for many years, and a
leading elder of the South United Free Church for over
thirty-five years. Dr. Mackay was joined in partnership
by his son, Dr. George ilackay, whose early death was
deeply and widely mourned. Later he took into partner-
ship Dr. D. G. Campbell. Failing eyesight compelled
Dr. Mackay to relinquish his work about ten years ago,
but it did not diminish his vigour, for his active figure

was, up till a short time before his death, still to be seen
about the town where he had laboured so lovingly for nigh
sixty years. Tho death of his- wife some years ago told

heavily upon him, but his closing years were watched ov,cr

by two of his daughters.
The large and sympathetic attendance of mourners at

the funeral testified to the honour and esteem in which
Dr. Mackay had been held by all who knew him.

PKOFESSon CHARLES BOUCHARD,
PAnis.

Professor Bouchard, who died recently after a long ill-

ness in a nursing home at Lyons, was for many years
one of the chief figures in academic medicine in Paris.

He was born at Montier-eu-Der, in the Haute Marno
department, in 1837, and graduated in 1866, and was
appointed professor of general pathology and physician
to the Lariboisiere Hospital in 1870. "He was elected
a member of the Academic do Medeciuc in 1880, and
of the Academie des Sciences in 1887, and had been
president of both these learned bodies. He wrote a
book on pathology, which was the popular students' text-

book of its day, and ho was one of the first to recognize
the imi)ortaucc of autointoxication. It was, however, as
an administrator that he did his most important work, aud
when dean of the Faculty of Jledicino he encouraged many
reforms. He was a Grand Cross of the Legion of Honour,
and but for the war would have received the Nobel prize
in 1914.

At this moment we may recall the part he took in the
very earliest movement towards the establishment of the
Entente Cordiale. It was in 1904 that some friends of

Great Britain in France, and of France in Great Britain,
all of them members of the medical profession, got into

communication: the result was the visit of a large party of

French doctors to London in October of that year, when
they were shown some of our medical institutions, aud
were entertained at a dinner at which very cordial

fraternal sentiments were expressed. There followed the
visit of a large number of British doctors to Paris in Jfay,

1905, when the modest hospitality which London had been
able to show the Fi-ench party was altogether ecHpsed.
The Committee in Paris which made arrangements for

this visit had Professor Bouchard as its chairman, the late

M. Lucas- Championniore as its vice-chairman, and Drs.

Tribuolet (.ParisJ and SiUonvillo (Aix-les-Bains) as its

secretaries.
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W\}t ^^rbices.

EXCHANGE DESIRED.
As officer in a field ambulance wishes an exchange with one
on an ambulance train, boat, or base hospital in France.
Address No. 5390, BuiTisu Medical Journ.'U. Office, 429,

Strand, W.C,

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
The India Office notify that the following gentlemen liave been
appointed to the Indian Medical Service : I. D. Grant, M.B.,
Ch.B.Glusg., A. Hunter Brown, M.B., Ch.B.Aberd.

iitfti'ual lieius.

At the anu
burgh on < n

i

assistant di

Avas elech J

Thb NoV)c1 prize for metlicine for 1914, of the value of

about £8,000, has been awardecl to Dr. Robert Barany,
privat-iloceut in otology in the University of Vienna, for

liis \vork on the pliysiology and pathology of the vestibule
of the ear. The prize for medicine for 1915 is reserved
until next year.

tins of the Royal Society of Edin-
, I

till, Ilorne, F.R.S., formerly
• ical Survey of Scotland,
lining the vice-presidents

elcc-tcd V.I (. -:
I I, -Ml I;. 1 i.i~cr, M.D.,F.R.S., and Sir

Kd\ II I l'.r..S. The secretaries of ordinary
)],! I I were Dr. Robert Kidston and Professor
ArM: ,, I,, I,:.- .11. ^[.D.

A iIjll. i!-:, lu ijaratyphoid fever will be held by llic

Section of Medicine of the Royal Society of Medicine on
Tuesdaj^ November 9th, at 5 p.m. The discussion will

be opened by Sir Bertrand Dawson, who will be followed
by Dr. Dreyer and Sir William Osier. The Section of

Psychiatry will hold a discussion, jointly with the Section
of Neurology, on the functional neuroses caused by shell
Are without visible sigu of injury, on January 25th, at
8.30 p.m.

A DISCUSSION on gunshot wounds of the hcail will be
opened by Lieutenant-Colonel Percy Sargent, R.A.M.C.,
F.R.C.S., and Lieutenant - Colonel Gordon Holmes,
R.A.M.C, M.D., at the meeting of the Medical Society
of London on Monday, November 15th, at8.30x5.m. Mr.
L. B. Bawling and Dr. Wilfred Harris will speak, and
IVlli>«> and others desirous of fating part in the discussion
an I

I communicate with the honorary secre-
t;ii -!rar.

I made by the French War Ofifice with
rc.,.i.a ;. ,.., ..Ic of alcoholic beverages will not seem
to ruadci.-. Ju tliis country very stringent. They apply to
soldiers, persons liabie to be mobilized, and to munition
workers. The sale of wine, beer, cider, i>erry, and
liydromel is permitted, as is also that of aromatized wines
not exceeding 18°, and of liqueurs prepared from fresh
fruits and not exceeding 2y in strength.

As exhibition organized by the Daili/ r.i i'. . .v nndtv the
title of " Woiii. n .'ind their Work " wil'l 1

Princes' SIc^iiimj i liii'. l-;nightsbridge, b\ ',

The lelegraiiliic addiesses of the JIbitish IIudical Association
and JoDKNAi, arc : (1) EDITOR of the UiirriBH Meuicai.
JocitN.ii,, Aitioloav. Westrmtd, London: tclei)hono, 26J1. Cieirard.
(2) FINANCIAL BECRET.\BY AND BUSIN138M MANAGER (Advcr-
tlseinents, etc.). Articulate, Westraiid. London: telephone, 2630.
Gerrard. (3) MEDICAL SKCRETAIiy. Medisecra. liestraud.
E0)i(7oH , telephone. 2634. Genard. Tlle address of the Irisll ofllco
of the British Medical .Association is 16, South Ficderlck Street.
Dublin.

Portugal.
Kovei.ilH

8th, and will
I he patrons are (,ir.

naught, the Duchess (.f IVek. tlie

t!ie Duchess of Sutherland, the
' iry, and many other well-known
iiicu's work. The exhibition is

llllUst

estiil.lish. They include South Indian lacework, Devon
embroidery and knitting, toy making, Scottish linen
weaving, Essex handicraft work, .sti-aw plaiting, leather

v"iK- from East Coast villages. Otl^r
I M ustrate social and philanthropic
iiy in the home, hygiene, cooking,

-; I hat can be made for the men in
..- lu sandbags, will be manufactured

cliil<ition. Among the exhibitors are
Queen Alexandra's Schools of Woodworking and Needle-
work, Sandringham ; the Salvation Army, the Professional
Classes War Relief Council, the British Women's Emigra-
tion Society, the Women's Emergency Corps, National
Food Economy League, the Central Depot, Surgical Brancli
Queen Mary's Needlework Guild, and the Homework
Society. The Organizing Secretary is Mr. Ernest C.
Digby, 23, St. Bride's Street, London, E.C.

work, and st a moss
sections m 1

work-, fooi i

and so toil I

the trenchc... i.. ,

by women at Die

tS" Queries, mmoers, and commuiiiratiun.t relating to tnbjecls

to whicli special departments of the Bni'nsii Medical Jocunal
are devoted will be found under their respectiee Iteadings.

QUERIES.

Inxome Tax.
H. F. inquires whether a four and a half months' illness and a

})rospective reduction of work entitle him to calculate his
iability on the year's profits instead of on the previous three
years' average, and (2) w-hether " benefits derived from
sickness societies should be included in one's income.

*, ' (1) No, unless {a) " U. F." is serving in the forces

of the Cro-.vn or in the foreign work of the British Red
Cross Society or St. John Ambulance .Association, or (h) he is

giving up his practice and taking another, in which case the

reduction might be claimed for the period subsequent to the

change. If the prospective decrease in work consists in the

giving up of a iniblic aiJpointment he is entitled to have the

assessment reduced by the net proceeds of the appointment
accruing during the subsequent portion of the financial year,

(2) No. Such payments do not appear to be liable to tax,

unless they constitute annual payments.

LETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

The Ionization of Adhesions.
Dk. Ettie Sayee (London, W.) writes: As one who has con-
tinually had varied traumatisms under electric treatment
during' the past fourteen years, I should like to confirm Dr.
May Kathbone's remarks' (October 30th, p. 643) on the value
of chlorine ions in the treatment of adhesions. But why allow
adhesions to form at all? If any adhesion can be dissolved by
chlorine ions, then its formation should have been prevented
by the addition of electro-tlierapeutics and the ordinary
surgical routine at an early stage of treatment.

Starving and PunoiNa Faddists.
Dr. John Haddon (Hawick) writes : In the Joirsal of August
28th Dr. Cotton, in his letter, mentions my name along with
those of other so-called faddists, whose treatment he describes
as " starvation aud purging." I hope you will allow me to

correct that statement, so far as it concerns me. The treat-

ment set forth in mv book I believe to be safer than even
fasting from all food ;" aud, as to ])urging, I look upon it as au
unnatural and, iu some cases, a most dangerous practice.

Weir's Vaccination Instrument.
Mr. Barry Hopkins described in the Journal of October 23rd,

p. 628, the evolution of this well-known contrivance. There
remains, however, some doubt about the imentor, who is

generally believed to be Dr. Alexander McCcok Weir. We
are informed that Professor John Chiene, C.B., is able to

testify tlial llie Kainhurgii stulents used the instrument in
. .

•'
• '. " '

'• " - - V-'- -- ir i-inator,"
' iMi wliom

:
•

. The
I College

ol .-j.,!!^,! ._;^..j .,„.- i.. ... . [..„:..o;;,. ,,..t.. . ......i. i ,. Graham
Weir. ' The foriuer bequeathta all hii jn^triimeuts to his
son-in-law, Lord Lister.

Oh.inoe of Name.
Dr. r>. T '\ T'l- "•.:»". • T

-' h *'• 'f-\ you know that I have
clri • Ijeyton. The reason for

lu myself as far as possible
111 I

iiake it lose any right to be
ill, I 1

' es. I should like to add
• tiiat I liave not heen conscious that my German name has led

• discom'tesy.
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-3, '.?i5l PAIL^TYPHOID FEVER.

CLINICAL A^mC[S AND i)IA(i\OSIS

OF PABATYrHOIl) FEVEII,

J. A. TORRENS. M.B.. B.S.. JI.R.C.P.Lond.,
Cai-tain r..A.iI.C.,T.C. .

AM'

T. II. AVIIITTIXGTOX, M.P.Lond.>
LiELTEX»Sr B.A.M.C.iT.C".

In aUcinptiug to describe the diseases kuo\vii as para-
typlioid fever, it must be remembered that it is ouly
within <iiiitc recent years that any considerable amount of

work has been done on the subject; that very Httle has
been pubHshed in this connexion, and that any stutements
now made are largely the result of impressions received
while observing- some three or four hundred cases of para-
typhoid fever in. hospital, and may require modification
when the material is more fully investigated and
scientifically collated at the end of the Avar.

Paratyphoid fever is a disease caused by one of two
bacilli, and is therefore known as ' para A " " or para B,"
according to the particular organism present in any case.
Hoth these bacilli resemble very closely the ISaciUus
li/phosus in their morphology and general cultural

characteristics, but in their behaviour with specific

immune serums and iu their reactions on certain nutrient
media they differ so markedly from the B. ti/plwstis and
also from each other that there can be no doubt that they
are specific micrororgauisms and not varieties of the
Jl. {ii/iliosHS which have become modified by environment.

Iu 1898 N. H. Gw.j-nue cultivated a -'paracolon bacillus
'

from the blood of a patient "presenting all the clinical

features of typhoid fever," and this seems to be the first

instance of the definite diagnosis of a case of paratyphoid
fever. This case showed throughout negative agglutina-
tion reactions with the B. fijphcsus. but the various speci-

mens of seiimj .w:crc iiept and.AXfire-foimd to give detiuile

agglntinatiou with the organism isolated frem the blood.
Many cases of -^ paracolon '.•.and paratyphoid infectious

have been descaibed ^ince then, and alsacasesof infectious
by other bacilli SHpposed to be closely allied to tliese.

Some Ciermaa writers have contended that food poison-
ing. and paratyphoid B infections Rre identical, aud others
have, certainly fonfused'. -the tj\-b diseases iu' their dc-

Baiubridge and O'Brien, iu 1911. showed that two
distinct organisms had been described under the title of

Jlatzlliis parali/ijhosus B. Bainbridge. iu his Milroy
lectarcs of 1912, clearly showed that meat aud food
poisoning arc due to B. suipestifcf or B. oilcrilidi^, which
are (ionveyed to man in and can be recovered from iui'ected

foodstuffs, whereas paratyphoid fever is due. aud due ouly,
to cine of the paratyphoid organisms— that is to say. para A
ir para B. The same writer also showed that these last

organisms are iu practically every case disseminated by
the human carrier, aud that the other cases of so-called
'allied infections " were almost without exception due to
one of these four orgauisui'^ and belonged to one or othoi-

of Uic two distinct diseases—paratyphoid- fever on the
one hand, aud food poi.soning on the other, .

The incidence of paratyphoid fever is greater, owing to

cases being missed or owing to incomplete laboratory
exjiminations, than is generally supposed. :

Paratyphoid A is well know-u in ludia; and the <liscasc

has been described and the methods of isolating the
organism well worked out by ofiicers of the It.A.JI.C.

CGrattan and Wood, Harvey, Firth, aud others), whose
work ought to bo more widely known. In passing it may
be noted that all these observers insist on the importance
of the " carrier," and therefore on the importance of the
clinical recognition of the disease.
Up to 1912 Bainbridge coukl find no record of para A iu

iMigkuul. Iu America, Proescher and Koddy (quoted by
r.aiubridgci fouud that iu 262 pii.tienls with "enteric
f'VC'" vliom they examined 8 percent, had paratyphoid A.

Praafj'phoid Bis better known iu England.' Boyco'.t

some years ago suggested that 3 per cent, of the cases
.notified iu Great Britain were really para B.

In Western Europe paratyphoid fever seems much more
.often due to the bacillus para B, and this is certainly borne
out in so far as the-statistics of the ho.spital from which this
is written arc concerued. In an extensive series of blood
cultures made at Pretoria Statham found that 25 per cent.
of the. cases of continued fsvor investigated were " para-
typhoid fever," both varieties of organism being isolated.
Thanks to protective inoculatiou and careful sanitary

precautions the diinger of typhoid fever proving any very
serious menace to our ti-oops iu this campaign* is, we
believe, not great ; but iu so far as; protective inoculation
.against paratyphoid is in its infancy and as yetnot^ widely
•practised,' though eminently desirable, the risk nof; our
/having to deal with large numbers of oases of paratyplioid
fever is by no means negligible. ,. -. . .. : . >= j„

The ijossible modes of infection in.paratypliuiil luvir-.aro
many, and, just as in typhoid fever, wa'ter. f I -.ivA milk
may all play an important part; but ho\VL\(, ; ih. <i;.,;isc

is ultimately conveyed, the primary andiuovitabh si.llicc

of infection is some one who hiinst-lf hrr- .ot.luf*, jluid
paratyphoid fever. Hence it is of paiauioiiut necussiiy^jiot
.to overlook any cases of paratyphoid fe-vei-..both fnintlic
point of view cf the immediate ..risks from . iiupropev
bestowal of infective dejecta, aild eq+utth ia owler tt>s4ttuid

the possibility of letting Ioose,.-ii inmiberol; pai;ctvirtr(>id

carriers, any or all of whom ma^: imtia-to -jmi apidemic
of the disease. ""

,

It is especially in connexion with this question of
carriers that it is hoped our remarks on paratyplioid uia^
be of use. For the iniportaurtliiug is, not to differeutiatS
paratyphoid fever fioiu typhoid fever, but lo' recognize lb

or at least to sn.;;|ii:it its presence iu what appear to be
much milder conditions.

*' '

These milder diseases are sure to ]< diaunnsed agaiii
and again instead of paratyphoid if iliis latUr naiu'e

suggests to our minds only _ the elaj-sical syui[iU.ms ot

"typhoid," and this is rather the impression one miglA
gather from reading the sorfiev\liat cursor j; remjirkss^jthc
subject iu many textbooksT ""

' ' '
'

-' '-"' " '
••^*-'

The matter, therefore, is not ouc which only concerns
the bacteriok'gists, siucc tlu y will not l>c liiveu tlic oppor-
tuuitv of examining maUiiaruiU s^ ii is sent U> tlicm and
{he'^n;rtcrial'cauhot be "s'eii l' uuN.^T f ff.

'
), ,ti^!,^ medical

officer suspects the presence of paiai > lO- i>:il.

To give an instance of the truth r
:

";
: 'i ii.. id can-

not be eUmiuated if the ' carrier i

,' .

'
'

^ ^tod, it is

only necessai'y to refer agaiii to lii ;.,, ji :,, .,f para-
typhoid A fever.:.

;~-A- number- of 'otlr-trOopS ,.1t:.ihe fL\>iil cauie fiuii: luaia.
Sinee the arrivaT of these troops'; paialvplioid A has
occurred among other soldiers iu l''raui.e. The p\\x_\.t

majority of the patients with this fever iu oui' scii.s have.
•either come from" India themselves or have been in ( l.iso

association with the troops of the Indian di\ isions. Soaio
of the cases have been Territorials or .iiieu of new bat-
talions who iu Franco have been attached to imits from
India. It seems fairly certain, therefore, thai para-
typhoid A has beeu planted amongst our troops oviC here
•by *' carriers " from' abToad. -

. How, tlien.. is it, possible, to reduce ti a miuimum tho
risks of labelling i)aratyphoid fever, P.L'.O., influenza. etc.'.'

It should be stated at once that iu some few e,-;ses it is

impossible even to suspect paratyphoid fever unloss a
^thorough bacteriological examination is made ; but iu tho
great majority of' cases,' if ouc is alive to the possibility
of these infections, one is enabled to exclude the liegatire
cases,^ but only—and we cannot too much emphasize this
point—by the aid of ;t thorouglily competent bacteriologist.

.
To pu'i thi.s- in another way. it may be said that para-

typhoid fever may be so mild aud "So atypical that ouly
complete bacteriological investigation will reveal its

presence ; at the same time, even iu these atypical cases
there will often be some.small point which is sufficient to
justify one iu treating them as suspects until the uej^ativo
is proved, and happily it is possible to prove tlio negative
iu 99 per ceut. of all cases, provided that the investigations
arc begun at a sufficiently early date. On the other hand,
paratyphoid fever, whether A or B (but especially B), may in

some cases be .so severe as to simulate exactly the gravest
and most toxic case of typhoid fever. Such cases arc
described in all textbooks and arc familiar to every one.

[2863I
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It is the more typical and very mild cases that piiuci-

pally concern us in this paper, for they are the cases tliat

arc most likely to be conlonnded with influenza, simple

chill, " trench " fever, rheumatism, and other diseases with

similar titles which are really little more than confessions

of ignorance.

In the first place it is more than unprofitable to attempt

to discriminate clinically between para A and par.i B. .V

lucky guess may be made, but that is all. Sullice it to say

that typically para B is a ten to eighteen day fever,

while the average para A, as seen in this hospital, lasts

three or four days longer. The temperature in both forms

shows a characteristic disinclination finally to settle down,
but the symptoms in para A tend to be even milder than
iu para B. If all the very mild cases were diagnosed, the

average duration of fever would be found to be less than
that above stated. This, wo tliiuk, is especially true of

paratyphoid A,

Clinical Diagnosis.

The clinical phenomena which may lead to the classing

of a case as "suspected paratyphoid" will now be con-

sidered in more detail.

'i'o clear the ground it may be suggested that one fertile

source of error seems to be the assumption that a case

cannot be one of the enteric group which does not present

a more or less " typhoid " appearance, or at any rate

some abdominal disturbance in the direction of pain or

diarrhoea.

The Onset.

Tliis is usually by no means the gradual affair which
one is accustomed to associate with the classical descrip-

tions of typhoid fever. It is true that the majority of the

cases when pressed will admit to feeling ont of sorts for

two, three, or more days, but for all practical purposes

many of them are not ill until the day on which they are

compelled to report sick.

Two main groups may be recognized. The first (60 per
cent, of the cases) comprises those who feel increasingly

ill for a variable number of days (the average being four)

before they report sick. The second group (40 per cent, of

the cases) comprises those who are bowled over in a few
hours or collapse in the course of their ordinary duties.

A man develops a headache, has slight abdominal pain,

with a couple of days' diarrhoea, but does not report sick,

for, as he says, he " ihonght he would get over it." The
diarrhoea docs pass off, but backache witli generalized

aching paius and headache (especially the last) persist,

and cvcu get worse, till by the fourth day he is so weak
and ill at ease that he reports sick. Such a case is typical

of the first group.

In the second group a man may go to sleep feeling well,

but he wakes up with abdominal pain, diarrhoea, and
severe headache, feels feverish, and has a shivering attack,

and iu a few hours becomes so extremely weak that ho is

quite obviously too ill to carry on.

The similarity of tliis tj'pe of onset to that seen iu many
cases of influenza is worthy of note. If this sudden onset
occurs while tlip man is on duty in the trenches or on the
]ii;iH li. \\c ..i.

t tli(. history of sudden collapse, "legs giving

As I 111- 1. viiit ,jf an analysis by one of us of 100 cases of

paia 1; and 50 cases of para A taken without prejudice
from ciur series it is found that there are eight symptoms
which occur iu at least 20 per cent, of the cases at the
onset. In order of frequency these are

:

1. Headache (85 per cent.).

2. Diarrhoea (55 per cent.).

3. Abdominal (lain (35 per cent.).

4. A. liir.j 1: !ii. Ml the limbs (30 per cent.).

5. Mi' 1
•

, y, V cent.).

6. IV . 1 !
, ! - 1 weakness (25 per cent.).

7. Jiiickacli. ,^j percent.).

8. Epislaxis (20 per cent).

Headache is usually vertical iu distribution, though a
migrainous type, especially severe behind the eyes, lias

been present in several cases of para A. Of course, head-
ache may be a leading feature in practically every acute
infection, but the predominant nature of the headache
over the other symptoms is certainly worthy of notice.

Eighty per cent, of all cases will voluntarily moutiou
severe headache as a symptom of the onset.

Abdominal pa'ui is rarely severe or colicky and is

usually generalized, and does not often last more than
two or tliree days. Sometimes in cases with very rapid
onset it may he severe and associated with nausea and
vomiting. Typically, it is not more than a general feeling
of uneasiness in the abdomen.

The initial diarrhoea is in marked contrast to the con-
stipation which is so common after the end of the first

week. It is rarely severe, being usually limited to three
or four loose stools per diem. If one is lucky enough to

get the casein this initial stage, the motions will be found
to be fairly typical of the "typhoid" variety of stool.

Otherwise observation of the stools gives little help iu

diagnosis.

Pain otlier than abdominal pain or headache is usually
referred to the back or limbs. " Pains all over " is a
description often given. .Joint pains reminiscent of acute
rheumatism have beeu a feature of some cases, but uo
swelling of the joints has been detected.
Extreme ijcncral icealniess is often very sudden in its

onset, and sometimes this and lieadache are the only
symptoms. It accounts for many of the cases of sudden
collapse, though of course there is a suspicion in such
eases that the case may Lave been ambulatory without
previous symptoms.

E2nsta.rls is rarely volunteered by (h • patient as one of

his symptoms. This is because it is usually so small in

amount. Its value as a positive sign is very great and it

occurs as frequently in paratyphoid as it does in typhoid
fever. It may occur during sleep, and sometimes it may
be found to have occurred in the earliest days of the onset

or even before, when the patient was feeling quite well.

Shiverinfl.—-While it is liable to occur in the course of

any infection with the liberation of toxins or bacteria into

the blood stream, yet the occurrence of repeated shivering

I

attacks seems of special significance at the onset of para-

typhoid fever. This is especially true of paratyphoid A, in

which shivering is met with in nearly 30 per cent, of cases

at the onset, and in which it is liable to occur with rigors

throughout the disease (Case vi). Two patients from
whom the bacillus of paratyphoid A was isolated stated

that they " thought they had ague."
Other symptoms which may not rarely be complained

of or elicited are, iu order of frequency, cough, nausea and
vomiting, loss of appetite, dizziness, deafness, constipation.

Cough is complained of in nearly 20 per cent, of cases,

and seems more commou iu para 1$, but is rarely trouble-

some. It is certainly much less frequent than is the case

in " typhoid fever," and in view of the almost universal

habit of smoking to excess in the British army it is

probable that iu a number of the cases the cough is not

a manifestation of the paratyphoid fever.

Vomitiiirj is far more common in paratyphoid fever than
in typhoid fever. This is especially so in para B cases, in

which vomiting occurred in 17 per cent. In association

with severe abdominal pain and severe diarrhoea, it occurs

in that type of para B which simulates food poisoning in

its onset—that is, about 3 per cent, of all cases of this

variety.

Di::::incss and deafness occurred iu 7 per cent, of all

cases. Deafness would possibly have beeu found more
commonly had it always beeu asked for, as it is usually

transient.

Sore throat or hoarse voice as evidence of laryngitis or

pharyngitis occurred only iu 5 per cent, of the cases, all

those being cases of para B. It was present only in those

severe cases which tend to simulate the toxic type of true

typhoid fever.

Temperature durimi the Onset.—As regards this we are

not able to speak with great certainty as cases do not

usually reach this hospital until the seventh day or later.

Patients iu whom the onset was rapid have said that their

temperatures were 102- to 103^ when first taken. Cases

which have started in a hospital where the patient was
being treated for some wound, and where the temperature
was being taken as a routine measure show a rapid rise,

the maximum usually being reached in forty-eight hours.

Such a case is shown iu Chart 7. It seems fairly certain

that the "step-ladder " rise so frequently seen iu typhoid

fever is far from commou in paratyphoid.

Gener.^l Course.
Although a careful liistory is of the utmost importance,

when all is said and done iu this direction, the main data
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for clianuosis are often only to be obtaiueil by n tborougli

cxaniiuatiou of tlie patient. Tiio (>bjoctiTC features Avhicli

Jiiiiy bo observed in an averajie case of paratyphoid fever

ill tlic second and tbird weekb will therefore be considered.

Asj'cr!.

The aspect of the patient, if seen in the early days, will

tell much. Tlierc is then a peculiar heaviness" about any
exeeiit the mildest cases. This is of considerable siguiti-

eauce but is rather difficult to describe. One finds the
terms •lethargic," "heavy," "drowsy." " inert," applied to

the condition. This appearance, we imagine, can usually

be distinguished from the brighte^xd, flushed appearance
associated witli most of the febrile states. The condition

is, however, rai-ely so well marked as in typhoid fever.

The patient can, except in the quite severe cases, be
roused up to give a clear history. In 40 per cent, of the
cases the patient is flushed, but the eyes are dull, with
tlic pupils often rather dilated. The chief complaint will

be headache, or possibly backache. AVhilc about 60 per
cent, arc of this type, there are two extremes : on the one
hand, there is the fairly large group of mild cases (25 to

30 per cent.i, which often look and feel fairly well by the
second wcei;, and are certainly not at all suggestive of

euteiic fever. There is the other smaller group (10 to

15 per ceut.i which arc obviouslj" ill—toxic-looking and
mentally blurred. These are the cases that will probably
be diagnosed as enteric fever in any case.

The Tc;npcr..itii>r.

During the second week, in the average case, the
tcunxi-ature lunges between 99.2 and 102.4 . This pro-
duces a " spiky " temperature chart which is very
cLaraeteristic (see charts, especially Chart 2|.

Sixty per cent, of the cases 'analysed showed this

remittent type of fever, while about 20 per cent, were
intermittent (.see Chart 12i. A "spiky" temperature
chart with variations of at least 2 and more is therefore
seen in 80 per cent, of all cases.
A really steady temperature in the second week was

only seen in 5 per cent, of cases ; 70 per cent, of all cases
of para B and 40 per cent, of para A arc of twenty days'
duration or less. In about 30 per cent, of all cases of each
form the pyrexia la.st.s fifteen days or less (see Charts 1

and 7). In the average ease the temperature iu the
second week and at the beginning of the third week does
not reach as high as 103 (see Charts 4 and lOi. Only
about 35 per cent, of all cases of paratyphoid fever ever
reach 103 , and onlv about 12 per ceiit. reach as high
as 104 .

Puhc.
. The pulse is one of the most important aids to diaguosis.
The' rate is uniformly .slow as fouipared with the tem-
perature. While a relatively slow pulse iu typhoid fever
is commoti enough, this fea"ture is still more marked iu
paralj-phoid fever. A temperature of 102.5 with a pulse
of 70 is characteristic and is more than significant of a
group infection. The pulse, while almost always com-
paratively slow, varies iu its slowness. Without any
apparent change in the general condition, the rate may bo
at one time 65 iind at another 85 or 90, and, curiously, a
high temperature may coincide with a low pulse rate, and
vicf rma.
The r/iiaHlii of the jnijse is characteristic and veiy

huportant. There is a most marked softness or eoui-
pressibility present. This is noted in quite 80 per cent, of
the eases. About 15 per cent, only of the eases show
dicrotism, but when present it is almost pathognomouic
of an enteric group infection, A slow dicrotic pulse iu
a man without the typical general apijcarance of enteric
fever strongly suggests paratyphoid fever.

The hloo'l pressure in a small series of cases examined
by one of us with the sphvgmomanometer was found, .".s

might be exi)ected, to vary from 80 to 100 mm, Hg.
Some of the lowest blood pressures were found when the
temperatnvc was just reaching normal. This phenomenon
may therefore be of use in cases which are not met with
t''! late in their course.

S/>o!s.

-•(ots are present in as many as 75 per cent, of all cases
ome time during the disease. They appear iu crops,

: last three to four days,, an in typhoid fever. Owing to

the circumstances in which we get the cases it is difficult'

to find the average day of the disease on which they first

appear. It is probably about the seventh to the tenth day,
nud they may continue to appear as late as the thirty-fifth

day. Iu 20 per cent, of the cases spots arc present after
the temperature has reached normal. This is of impor-
tance in those rapid mild cases which arc not seen until
the st-age of defervescence is reached, since the presence
of spots does not seem to bear any close relation to the
severity of the disease.

The spots are larger and much more irregular in outline
and of a deeper red colour than those of true typhoid. If

scanty they are seen only over the lower ribs in front and
on the flanks and on the back of the shoulders. Fortu-
nately paratyphoid spots arc usually fairly definite things,
and because a doubtful case docs not suggest " enteric " it

is most unwise to neglect examining for them. The spots
may be very profuse, sometimes they may bo minutely
vesicular and occasionally acueiform. The rash of para A
especially tends to be very profuse aud may bo rather
morbilliform. Cases have been sent to the hospital with
profuse paratyphoid rashes which have led to the
diagnosis of measles, german measles, chicken-iKix, and ii«

one case even smallpox was suggested, without, however,
much reason.

(liislro-infestiitid Sijmploms.

The lomjiie often gives valuable assistance. In nearly
all cases it is dry daring the acute stage, aud iu the severe
cases it is exactly like the tongue of a severe case of
typhoid fever—dry, brown, aud cracked. Kven in the
milder cases the tongue is fn illy characteristic. It is dry
and furred, and the fur is di-tributed iu two dorsal slabs,

leaving a red tip and red edges, and often a red band np
the centre. The red tip is oftcu smooth .-^nd glazed, in
marked contrast to the rough fur. The fur is not so per-
sistently brown as in typhoid : it is frequently thick and
dirty-white in colour. On the whole, the presence of a
" typhoid " tongue without the other general appoaTances
of typhoid fever is fairly frequent, and in these circum-
stances is very suggestive of paratyphoid fever.

The abdomen is not nearly so informative as iu true
typhoid. • Frequently it is absolutely normal in appearance
and feel. In over 60 per cent, of the cases there is no
elisteusion whatever. However, in a fair proportion of
cases (about 35 per cent.'i the belly can be described as
"full," "tumid," cr "slightly distended."' and in these
cases there is a suggestive "soft elastic feel about it.

Tenderness on palpation is rare and pain is rarely com-
plained of by the time the patient reaches a base hospital.
Gurgling on pressure in the caecal region is rare. Pain
when feeling for the spleen or iu the left lumbar region is

suggestive and is i>resent in about 10 per cent, of all cases.
Marked distension is very rare and is only seen in the few-

very severe cases.

Enlargement of the licer anil temleeness ovxr the qall
bladder, unless cholecystitis is present as a complication,
are conspicuous by their absence.
The spleen is either palpable or enlarged to porcussiou

in nearly 60 per -cent, of cases ; it can be felt in about 35
per cent, of all oases .some time iluring the course of thfr

disease. When felt tlie paratyphoid spleen seems te> be
firmer in consistence and remains palpable for a longer
period (possibly by reason of this greater hardnessi than
it iloes in typhoid fever. On the whole, too, it seems less

tender. The value of a palpable spleen is tremendous,
aud it is just as often present hi the quite mild cases as in

the more obvious ones, and therefore, like the .spots, should
be sought for always. Owing to the frequency with which
it occurs in a quite uudisteuded abdomen, the paratyphoid
enlargement is comparatively easy to make out. It is easy
to exclude malaria aud the blood dysorasias in the average
patient, and other causes of enlarged spleen arc very rare.

Examination of the heart is negative.
Ejamination of the binr/s will show bronchitis iu less

than 30 per cent, of the cases. Severe bronchitis only
occurs iu about 5 per cent, of cases, and then only in that

type of case resembling true typhoid which is not likely to

be missed.
77(c eeniral nervous f:ij!tem shows no constant ab-

normality. A very few eases have simulated meningitis,

and from every point of view it is desirable- to iwiform
lumbar pimctnre to settle the nacstion without delay.
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Only oucc has a paratypboitl meuingismus closely simu-

lated cei-ebio spinal fever, and in tbis case the spinal fluid

was quite clear, (sterile and free from pus cells.

Dc/vivcscencc.

la the tliiid Avcck tlio temperature of llio average

paratyphoid case reaches normal, while even it fever

continues beyond the end u£ the third week there is nearly

always a decided improvement iu symptoms. It is quite

common to sec a case of paratyphoid fever with a tem-

perature raugmg up to 102' or even 103" lying on bis side

reading the newspaper, quite clear mentally and ready for

a joke (see Case 11). This, of course, is in marked contrast

with true typhoid fever. It has been remarked that

para B is a fever of about sixteen to nineteen days, while

para A as seen iu this liospital is longer. This is due to

a characteristic tendency for the temperature iu para A
to take a long time to settle dowu, and a tendency to be

remittent and to recrudesce just wlien settling down,
although the patient's general condition is obviously

improving. This is well seen in Charts 2 and 5. Most of

the cases which are apparently rather severe and which
simulate tvphuid, clianictciistically take a sudden turn

for the bi '1.1 iinl iM.il,. 11; Improve after being in hospital

from till I this quite apart from any
raeasuK '

1
; n.l nursing (see Chart 9). It

is inipoiliiiii I Mj,_>.-i,i .
1

1 )- t'oaturc, otherwise it maybe
attributed to ccriaiu treatments adopted. The termination

of the fever is often characteristic. The temperature

tends to settle by modified crisis or by short lysis laisUug

little more than two days (see Charts 4, 7, 10, and 12).

It is certainly rare to see the steady long-drawnoiit
defervescence so common in typhoid fever. The pulse is

the chief and almost only reliable guide to the actual

condition of the patieut. As loug as the pulse is regular,

below 90, aud uot too soft in quality it matters not how
high the temperature is. A pulse persistently over 100
nearly always means a serious infection. Distension and
severe bronchitis are also apt to mean a serious case.

SrsiMAKY OP Symptoms.
An endeavour has been made in the preceding remarks

to describe the signs aud symptoms which may be met
with iu paratyphoid fever.

To recapitulate, iu a doubtful case the most important
individual features are probably

:

1. An onset of about four days with malaise, pains
iu head, back, aud limbs, a tendency to shiyer, aud
abdominal discomfort with a short period of looseness

of the bowels.
2. A soft pulse which is strikiugly slow iu relation

to the temperature.
3. Au enlarged spleen (not necessarily palpable).

4. A fever lasting upwards of a week to fourteen
days.

Now if a case can be observed from the onset, aud a
temperature chart kept from the commencement, it is

comparatively simple to say at the termination of the
disease that the patient has probably had either mild
typhoid or paratyphoid fever, but unfortunately this is

rarely possible. Of course by the tenth or twelfth day
tliere will probably be spots or enlargement of the spleen,

or other unequivocal evidence, but there may not be any-
thing so helpful, and it is then that a careful history is so
important. A typical case to treat as a suspect would be
somewhat as follows

:

A Typical Case.

The ]5atient reported sick eight days previously with
headache, pain in the limbs, and constipation. On ques-
tioning he will mliiiit that for three or four days before
reporting sick lio lui'l bccu nff his feed and felt generally
out of sorts, with a distinct tendency to shiver at odd
times, aud very probably tliero will have been about forty-

eight hours' looseness of the bowels, perhaps not amount-
ing to true diarrhoea, before he actually was ill enough to

go sick. On examination the patient may very likely look
a trifle lethargic, and may cerebrate somewhat slowly. His
tongue will show dorsal furring, with pink or red edges
and tip, but may be quite moist. The abdomen may be
a trifle tumid and elastic. There may be vague discomfort
in it, or even tenderness under the left costal margin. The
splenic dullness will probably be elicited more readily than
iu a normal individual.

The stools will be constipated aud the bowels only
opened with enemata. The temperature will be about
101° or 102'" at night, with a morning remission of about
2° or more. The pulse will bo 70-80, of small volume, and
very compressible. There may or may not be au occasional
rbonchua in the chest. The patient himself will probably
say that he is " in the pink."
Such a ease is likely to be paratyphoid fever, and should

be treated as such.

COMPLICATIOXS AND SeQCELAE.

It is possible for paratyphoid fever to show all the com-
plications aud sequelae which are found in typhoid fever.

There is, however, a marked difference, both actual and
relative, in the frequency with wliich they occur in the
two diseases.

They will now only be described in so far as they are
liable to affect the clinical aspect of paratyphoid fever.

Bronchopneumonia and vteteorism are perliaps the
commonest complications of typhoid fsver. Capillary

bronchitis, or broncbopueumouia, has not occurred iu

more than 4 per cent, of our paratyphoid eases. While
rare iu both para A and para B, it seems relatively more
common in the latter. Meteorism, duo to paralytic dis-

tension of the large intestine, is very rare indeed, and has
only occurred in some of those unusual toxic cases closely

resembling typhoid infectiou. The rareness of this com-
plication is surprising when one considers the tendency of

para B to cause severe and extensive inflammation of tho
large gut.

HaemovrlMfjc, on the contrary, seems almost as common
in para B as it is in typhoid fever. Severe haemorrhage
occurs in about 5 per cent, of all cases of para B, aud was
solely responsible for the death of one case, while it w-a,s

a contributory cause in four other fatal cases. In two not

fatal cases it was quite copious, but did not seem to affect

seriously the patients' general condition. It is far less

frequent iu para A, occurring only in about 1 per cent, of

cases. Iu para B it is liable to occur at a definitely earlier

date in the disease than in typhoid fever.

Perforation la distressing accident which no one can
foresee or guard against) has occurred in 3 cases of

para B and in 1 case of para A— that is to say, in about
1 per cent, of all cases of paratyphoid fever.

Thrombosis of ihi^ femoral vein occurred in 3 out of

100 eases of para B aud once in a series of 50 cases of

para A. A mild otherwise average case seems quite as

liable to this complication as one of the more severe

variety. It seems to begin at a relatively earlier date iu

the disease than it ilocs iu typhoid fever. Of 4 cases tho

left femoral was involved three times and the right once.

Amongst the other complications and sequelae that have

been met with are

;

Relapse,
Recrudescences o( fever.
Pleurisy,
Empyema,

'

I of lung.

Sappurative orchitis,
Neuritis,
Meuingigmas,
Mental weakness iu couvales-
cence.

Pericarditis with effusion, Periostitis,

Tachycardia, Pyelitis,
Laryngitis, Cholecystitis,
Tonsillitis, Abscess of spleen,
Otitis media, Peritonitis without perforation
Parotitis, of the bowel.

We would like to call particular attention to what seem
to be two definite idiosyncrasies of paratyphoid B

:

The first is a tendency (of which mention has already

been made) to involve the large gut, and secondly, the
special liability to pus formation. The former peculiarity

is shown by the fact that tho three perforations whicli

have so far occurred iu our para B eases were all situated

in the large intestine—namely, one in the sigmoid, one iu

the appendix, and oue in the descending colon. Also, it is

the usual thing at necropsies on cases of paratyphoid B to

find the caecum and the colon as far as the splenic flexure

severely affected, and in three or four cases the solitary

follicles have beeu oxteusively involved nearly as far dowu
as the rectum.
The second teudcuoy of para B—namely, that to pus

formation—is evidenced by the occurrence of tho following

complications. Three cases of suppurative orchitis, two
cases of splenic abscess, one case of empyema, one of peri-

ostitis of a rib, one of abscess of the liver, one of abscess of

tho lung, aud the case of suppurative peritonitis above
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montioned. all occmrine in the course of paratyplioid !>.

Tire bacillus iiaratyplioid B was recovered from two o£ the

cases of orcliitis, both the spleuic abscesses, and from the

abscesses of the Hver and the lung, and from the pus

around the rib.

The disinclination of the teuiiwrature of paratyphoid A
fnially to settle has already been noticed. Sudden re-

criide'scences of the temperature both during and after the

pri-nmry pcriwl of pyrexia are fairly coaimon in both para

A and para H, but especially in the former. In para A
these rises arc liable to be associated with rigors, which
occurred in 4 of the 50 cases. Over 25 per cent, of all

cases of para A show one or more of these recrudescences,

and half of these show two or three such rises (Chart 5).

Similar rises, which have not, however, been associated

with rigors, occur in about 15 per cent, of the para B
cases. The duration of these pyresial bouts is usually

about three days.
Kelapses—that is to say, more serious and prolonged

rises of the tempcratui'e, associated with more or less

i>f a return of the original symptoms, and frequently

I'rcsh enlargement of the spleen and reappearance of

spots—occur in from 6 per cent, (of the B eases) to

10 {)cr cent, (of the A cases). The relapse usually
lasts from six to ten days. Examples of such cases

arc seen in Charts 3 and 6.

Inegtilarities of Ihc Pulse.

Some interesting irregularities of the pulse are met
with. Troublesome tachycardia, leading to prolonged
convalescence, occurs in about 5 per cent, of tho cases,

being decidedly more common iu para A. Bradycardia is

still more common, but seems to be a favourable feature.

It is especially frequent in para B, occurring iu over 10 per
cent, of the cases, sometimes starting before the tempera-
ture has settled. Lieutenant Harris has suggested that
some of the cases of tachycardia are due to disturbances
of the splanchnic vasomotor control, and certainly the
application of a wide elastic belt has been found to do
good in a number of them. He has also examined with
the polygraph other cardiac irregularities, such as heart-
block, auricular fibrillation and auricular flutter, which
would appear to be by no means infrequent, but which are
only temporary disabilities. It will be seen that the
period of convalescence is sometimes attended by quite
interesting clinical problems.

Morlalll;/.

The death-rate of paratyphoid fever is very low com-
pared with that due to B.' t!/2)hosus infection.' The mor-
tality of para B is a little over 4 per cent, and th.-it of

para A under 1 per ceut. It is hoped in a further paper to

refer niore fully to the fatal cases and to describe the
morbid anatomy and 2>ost-7nortcm appearances.
A post-mortem examination has been made in all the

fatal cases except one. The causes of death in para-
typhoid B have been as follows

:

One case from profuse haemorrhage.
Three cases from severe toxaemia combiued with severe

haemorrhage.
Two other cases from sheer toxaemia.
One case from gangrenous pneumonia.
Three cases from perforation.
One case from abscess of the spleen with peritonitis.
One case from peritonitis without perforation.
One case died after drainage of a localized abscess in

the region of the caecum (? appendicular in origin), and
showed abscesses in the liver and also an abscess in the
lower lobe of the right lung.
Two cases died of intercurrent or associated disease.

namely, one from lobar pneumonia and one from cerebro-
spinal meningitis. This last was the only one in which no
poHt-vwrtem examination was made, bvit during life tlic

Ij. ]>ara(yphosus B was isolated from the blood and the
meningococcus from the cerebrospinal fluid, thus definitely
proving the coexistence of the two diseases. In all the
other cases the B. parnti/itho-^tis B was isolated from
the bile, and in many of the other cases from the spleeu
as well. Only one case so far has died in this liospit.-xl of

paratyphoid A fever. This was a rather severe case in

which a paratyphoid ulcer of the appendix perforated,

causing general peritonitis.

KouTiNF, OF Diagnosis.

In tho preceding remarks wo have cndeavourcil to

indicate the clinical phenomena which should load a case
to be classed as ''suspected piiralyphoiJ '; wo will now
mention briefly the routine iiieasuies ^vhich must bo
adopted in order to place the diagnosis ot such a case on
as sure a basis as is possible.

A positive diagnosis can be made iu ouc of two ways.
First, tho specific bacillus may be recovered from tho
blood, faeces, or urine of the patient, and secondly, evidence
may be discovered in his blood that he has acquired, or is

acquiring, an immunity to a specific infection,

1. CnUlraH.^n of Bacillus.

Before accepting the identity of any bacillus it must
conform rigidly to certain cultural characteristics, it must
agglutinate with the appropriate high-titrc immune serum,
and it must satisfy the specific " absorption " tests first

advocated by Castellani. If these requirements are not
all rigorously exacted there will be many instances of

faulty diagnosis, especially iu the case of bacilli isolated

from the stools.

The recovery of a bacillus from the blood is, unfor-
tunately, not practicable so often as could bo wished, for

the bacillaemia of paratyphoid fever is often very transient,

iiud cases arc frequently not seen until too late.

The attempt should, however, always bo made, for the
bacilli may be present in the blood as late as the twenty-
third da}'. It is best to do the venepuncture when the
temperature is at its highest, and for this reason the
evening is probably better than the morning ; 5 c.cm. of

blood should be removed from a vein and placed into about
10 to 15 c.cm. of sterilized ox-gall. This is incubated at
body temperature for twelve hours before plating out, and
rcincubated and replated for the next three days. In a
like manner, unless one is dealing with a carrier, the
bacilli are most often found iu the faeces and urine during
the height of the disease. Hence it is advisable to send
for examination three or four specimens of both faeces and
urine during the first week that the patient is under ob-
servation ; more can be sent later if the clinical phenomena
continue to indicate a positive diagnosis.

2. Agglatlnaliov.

The second method of diagnosis is to search for the
visible evidence of the immunity which the iJatient must
have acquired or be acquiring if he has or has recently had
tho infection, and is of course the old Widal agglutination
reaction. The only satisfactoiy iiu thvd i^ to examine tho
blood for the specific agglutinin- 1 I i yi'linil. paratyphoid A
and paratyphoid B on at least thn 1 -i[ai;:ti occasions at
intervals of four or five days, the liisl ocuasiou being on
the day of admission.

In each case the end-point, that is to say, the maximum
dilution of serum in which agglutination occurs, is noted,
and it is found that tlic strength of asghitinatiou foUowa
a definite curve iu any recent iufeclion. The macroscopic
method is employed, standard euuilsious of the micro-
(jrganisms must be used, aud the result must be read after

a constant interval has elapsed, which interval experience
has shown to be sufficient for complete agglutination to
take place. The technique and the correct interpretation
of the resulting curves (especially in the ease of typhoid
fever where protective inoculation has been practised) are
much more diflBcult matters than might be expected from
the short description we have given, but the method
adopted in this hospital is that elaborated and published
by Captain Dreyer, professor of pathology iu the University
of Oxford.

In conclusion, we would say that, iu view of the con-
stant leucopenia which is present iu all enteric group
infections, a routine enumeration of leucocytes should
bo undertaken in all cases, though, of course, this

does not help in the absolute diagnosis of paratyphoid
fever.

We have not found the diazo reaction to be of diagnostic

value in paratyphoid fever, siucc it appears to be absent or

equivocal in all except the most severe cases.
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Case i.

Typical mild, ahoik paratyphoid •A- with tiiirteeu days'
Fourteenlli ilay : General condition markedly improved. No

spots. Spleen Dot felt.

There were uo ficsli sii^ns during relapse, which patient hore

isaOis
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Cask vii.

Tvpical slioi-t paratyplioul B showiiif! i-ai)iil rise of tempera
turo at onset ami quick fall to uiuinal on tlic uiuth litxy. M
tlie time of onset the
patient was in hos-
pital for bruises, the
result of a shell ex-
plosion. He was up
and about, when he
felt cold, hail head-
ache and pains in the
i)ack, and nest day
his temperature was
103 . He had a dis-

charge from the ear.
and it was thonalit
at first that this

local condition ac-
counted for the fever.

He was seen by one
of us on the eleventh
tla\ , and sent in as probably paratyphoid.
On admission (eleventh dayi: Feels and looks fairly well.

The pnlse is slow and soft ; tongue moist, but has brown fur

:

the abdomen is negative, and the spleen is not found enlarged.

A few spots are present. Bowels constipated. Strong agglu-

tination of n. parntyphosiisT-. Both stools and urine on this

dav were found to contain the para B organism.

C.\SF, X.

Typical mild paratyphoid B, in

ached normal on the scventoentli
which the temperature
day.

On admission
(eighth day) : Looks
seedy, feels weak, i»
quite clear mentally.
Pulse v e r y soft

;

tongue dry with thick
brown tiir. The ab-
domen is a littlo

'full " and the spleen
iiMt enlarged. Blood
. iiiiinc negative.

riiiitcenth day:
.S|.lorii felt. Stool
<-uitiirr grows I'.

paratyiih(ifiisl\. Spots
were never seen. The
patient made an un-
eventful recovery.

otherwise nothing abnormal was found, and the blood cultiU'e
and serum reactions were negative.
During the next few days the temijerat.ure rose, and blood

was again taken on the fifteenth day, and this time grew
v. paiattijilioxHf B.and the senmi strongly aggUilinated U. para-

C'ASE VTIT.
Typical rather severe case of paratyphoid B, running rapid

course with eleven days' pyrexia.
On admission (sixtfi dav) : Flushed and looks feverish, hut is

quite clear mentally. Puise slightly dicrotic ; t.iiiguc drv , with
thick, dirty white fiir

; the abdomen
enlarged. A few de-
veloping spots are
present. Bowels con-
stipated. Blood
culture negative.
Strong agglutination
with B. 2'uintiiphofii.-'

B. A blood culture
taken before admis-
sion grew /.*. para-
tiipliofiis B. The
patient made a quick
convalescence.

Case ix.

X severe toxic case
of paratyphoid B.
which began to im-
prove rapidly at end
of second week, the temperature reaching normal on tlie

eighteenth day.
On admission (eighth day! : Flushed, looks toxic, muttering,

a little tremulous ; is too ill to get history. The pnlse is of big
volume and very soft;. The tongue is'drv, with vcllowish-

Presun]al)l> the i.atifut had a mihl
for the iK)riiial tcniiHnatnrc and thi' (

the leiitb d.jy, and the febrile jieii.Kl

Chart 0. -Case ix.

MUltlUg
"lis oil

•^pital.

the
^I'own

.li. was

iiiitteut

.".lifour-

Tho
jioorlv

k. Tb"«
small

ift. The
y with

^-^P^M^i^f.^'^jil^.^i.^'^^
^^^^^^

Chart 10.~ Case s.

brown fur. The abdomen is not distended, and the spleen
felt. There are manv • '- .. - - .

stipated. Diagnosed as" st
stool cultures both grew /;. y../

'

, r.

Twelfth day: Continues st'.; j ; grunting respira-
tion, is restless and flushed, hum i. , ,1 -Mr pulse.
Fifteenth day : Better (,»uiet .ih.l imilisi,t-.sed.
The patient contiuned rapidl-. to improve, and made a good

convalescence.

Chart 12.—Case xii.

Twenty-fifth dav : Fresh crop of spots. Si'leen felt eTilargotl
and remained so until thirty-first day.

Uuint'errupted convalescence.
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ItKCENT BACTKlllDLOiiKAL i;XPEl{IEN( ES

^Vnir TYIMIOIDAI. DISEASE AND
DVSKNTEHY.

J. C. C. LEDINXill.VM, .M.B., D.Sc,
AND

W. J. I'ENFOLD, M.B., D.P.H.,

BACTERIOLOGISTS TO lUi: KING GEOBCi: nOSPITAL.

WITH NOTES ON THE PROTOZOAN PMIASITES
IN THE EXCRETA.

By H. M. woodcock, D.R. .,

HOXOHABT PABASlTOr.OiaST TO THE HOSITlAt..

(liom Ihe Bacteriological Dcpavtiiient of lUo King (Icoige H.:^l.iti^l,

Walerloo. S.E.)

Oke result ot the extension of liostilities to tlic Xcar East
has been tlic oppoitunity affoiiletl to tlic uicilical profes-

sion at home of studyinj^ on a faiily extensive scale

certain infectious diseases met with only sporadically in

time of peace. DLuin^; the past two niontlis (that is, since

the middle of Angust, 1915 1 this hospital lias admitted
from the Dardanelles area a considerable num cr of cases

presenting a recent history of acute dysentery with the
classical symptoms of tenesmus and frequent evacuations

of blood and mucus. In the great majority of these cases

the stools on admission bad either regained theii- normal
character or were for a varying time after admission per-

sisteutly loose, unformed, or somiflnid. lu a small minority

of cases the disease at the time of admission still continued

in a subacute or chronic form, with constant or inter-

mittent disclifirge ot blood and mucus in the dejecta.

Siiuultancim-!v with tliese admissions of convalescent or

subacute i:i>u- of dyseut-eiy there has been a succession

of cases of tyiihoidal disease, in the main due to 7i. yjorn-

typhostis A. The bacteriological suijervision of these cases,

necessitating, on the one hand, the examination of numerous
samples of excreta, and on the other, the carrying out of

blood cultures and serological tests for purposes of dia-

gnosis, has been no light addition to the ordinary routine

ot a bacteriological department attached to a hospital of

1,600 beds.

We venture to communicate the following notes on our
bacteriological experiences, solely in the hope that they
may be of interest and perchance of service to others
working in similar fields and possibly under less advan-
tageous surroundings.

ExAJiis-ATiox OF Faeces.
In tlie first place, it may be advisable to detail briefly

our routine technique for the bacteriological examination
of stools, urine, and blood, and for the performance of

.serological tests with the serums of patients.

When large mirabcrs of stools have to be dealt with,

the development of rapid and reliable methods of identifi-

cation is of paramount importance, otherwise reports arc
apt to get in arrears, and confusion is likely to reign

in the laboratory. I'liitlier, it is to the int«?rest of the
clinician tliat bacteriolo^ital diagnosis should be forth-

coming at the earliest possible moment. Tlic technique
for faeces cxamuiations here detailed is that to which we
have been led by gradual modifications of the scheme witli

which we commenced operations, and it has proved very
.satisfactory,

ESSESTJAIS.
1. JfacConKey 's bile-salt-lactose-neutral-red-agar.
2. Mannite peptone v.ater lontaining 'DnWiam's liilie.

3. Thoroughly If' '

;

:; __Ii.ti,inti!!L' -.-.imsof liif^li

poteucy for II. !;:
• '

• ,';i/im>h.< B,
//. oi(c«'f(<(i'.-' Gaerti :"•] '< ui,.ii.ic\.

These serums we o; , , .

The following dilu'., :.; .,li,.iii, y,ic iinile with car-
Imllzcil saline (0.5 per n nt. cail ulic iu normal saluie) and kept
in htilk preferably hut not necessarily iii the cold chest.

1. /'.c;. Hi/.idfrc containing in equal parts, Pijralijphosus \
sernm (1 iu 66), Paraliiplwaus B serum {1 in 66), and
Oaertncr sernm il in 66). Concentration of eacli iu
nnal mixture = 1 iu 200.

2. V.T. minitrc containing in equal parts, 7'iira()/P''W"? A
serum (1 in 66), P(uiitiji>hofiis I? serum (1 iii 66), and
typhoid sernm (1 in 66). Concentration of each in final

mixture = 1 in 200.

3. YiiTiim diluted 1 in 100, or 1 in 200.
4. .S7/i.;<i srriim diluted 1 iu 100, or 1 in 200.
5. Punitijt'l"""!^ .1 -"-"w diluted 1 in 200.

6. ]'ai-atyuk,).-<t(x Jinruiii diluted 1 in 200.
7. Typhoul icriim diluted 1 iu 200.

8. Qacrtner serum diluted 1 iu 200.

Steps.
rorllon ol faeces emulsified in broth and allowed to stand on

bench for an hour. One or two droj)s from the npi)er layers of
the fluid are spread on the bile-salt-agar plates.

Se.rt Mnriiinii.- P\c]\ off several non-lactose colonies (discrete
colonies wherevei- possible) and inoculate I'nc/i colony into
manuite and into ordinary broth. The number of colonies
taken off will depend on many factors -for example, '1| the
number of white colonies present, i2) the appearance of the
colonies, (31 the clinical symptoms o( the case if known, (4) the
appeai-auces of the stool.

Kieiiiiiii of Saw Itiii/.—\tlev at least five hours' growth,
examine' tlic l.iotli tubes, preferably with the dark gronnd
mitro-' !• ! ! 'Vd motility or nonmotility. .\t the same
time I - ir slope from each broth tube.

S( 11 le manuite tubes are examined and the
resiilK I 1 ,, I n. acid only, or no change) recorded on the
corre^l,oii.iii..i; .i^ior ^lojies.

1. If .1- /<; iuiil :i,i.i mill iiiHilc. test the corresponding slope
with P.G. mixture. A loop of culture is emulsified in 4 or
5c.cni.of saline. Equal parts of this emulsion and the P.G.
mixture are placed in a small "agglutination" teSt tube and
kept at 37 <'. Kxamine the tube every hour and note, if

agglntiuation i-i taking place. If so, test the corresponding
emulsion with I'orntypUosux A serum, Ptiratyphosiis B serum,
and GaertncL- serum separately lone dilution ol each giving 1 in

400 in the tiiuil mixture). If agglutination takes place with
A serum but not with B or Gaertner serum the emulsion may
then be tested n]) to the full titre of the sernm.

2. If iii'iil 'iiiil ;in>- •mil non-uiolilc,no further steps need be
taken, but it must be remembered that a positive motility
is final, while a negative result may leave a certain element of

doubt, in which case il is wise to treat the culture as iu 1. The
extra labour is small.

3. -Icjrf only aiidmolih'. Test with the T.T. mixture. iMany
paratyphoid strains gi\e little or no gas iu the sugars they
normally ferment, and for this reason it is necessary to treat ail

cultures" giving acid only in mannite (and motile) as possible
jiaratyphoids as well as tn)hoids.) It agglutination occurs,

test further with A, B. and T serums separately.
4. Acid oidy .uid uon-iii.dlli. Test with " Y " serum.
5. .Yo clhTiiijc till Hhiiniit- and motile. Discard for the time

being, or, if time permits, test further to determine whether
the culture is ilorgan's .Vo. 1 Bacillus or a member of the
Proteus group.

6. So clfvi;v: on manuite ani non-molih: Test with Shiga
sernm.

The emulsions are arranged in a test rack according as

they have to be tested with P.G. mixture, P.T. mixture,

Y aernm, etc. Equal volumes of serum I'say from the

stock P.G. mixture) are placed in small " agglutination

"

tubes by aid of a large-bored capillary pipette with rubber

teat and fiducial mark, delivering about 0.4 c.cm.

Similar volumes of the corresponding emulsions are

added by moans of the same pipette, which is cleansed
(between each operation) by boiling water from a beaker.

As mentioned above, the tubes, after being ijlaced in the

incubator, should be examined every hour or so, and any
that have reacted should be further tested if neces-

sai'y. Xo iicgati"'' results should be recorded, however,
until the following morning, when the final readings

are made.

XOTES WITH REG.^r.D TO THE METHOD.

There has never been: the slightest difficulty in dif-

ferentiating B. jiaralypliosus A, B. jxiraiyiiJwsus B, 0,nd

B. Gaertner by the sjieciflc scrums. Absorption methods
have never been necessary. As will be mentioned below,

we have so far isolateil only one member of the maunite-

fermentfug group ot 7^. dyscnteriae (F]e-:iaer-Y) which lia-s

agglutinated to the full titi'e of our " Y " sernm. Organisms
probahly belonging to this group but inagglutinable by the

specific scrum are set aside for later examination at

leisure. In view of the high specificity frequently met
with iu this group wit;li respect to agglutination by
specific serum, it is highly probable that we may ' be

dealing with a group wbicli can only be differentiated

by a serum prepared by immunization with' oue or more
of their number.
The Shiga' strains we have obtained have all beeit

agglutiuatctl iu high dilution by the specific Sliiga saruni

(1 in 1,500 to 1 in 4,000). In tlie presence of decisive

agglutination tests, confinuatory fermentation tests may
with coufidoncc.be deferred to a more convenieut time.
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The following extract from our ledger is given lo

illustrate the motliod in practice

:

Index No. 899.
Name. H.
Date. October 15th.

funiculars of i-Vifffs.—Fairly stiet jellow stool. Xo Wooii or
mucus seen.

Mii-roscopie Examination.—No blood or mncns. No flagellates

or amoebae.
MacC'onkeii Plale.^.—A few snspicious colonies.
'VJ.iiiiVs Picked (ijf:

A. Mannite — Motility -I- Discard.
B. Mannite .A. Motility i-F.T. (+ h-f v\ A 400 ; : i,

B. 400 (0), T. 400 (Oi.

C. Mannite A Motility + Reacted similarly to B.
B finally taken up to 1 in 3,200 !+":-).

Eeport. B. j'dratiqihosiis A.

Tfchn!,jHe fo>- Bloo<l Ctdturc in TypltoiiM Cases.

10 c.cm. blood from an arm yeiu are taken ; 5 e.cru. arc
inoculated into a tube containing about 10 c.cm. of pure
ox bile. The other 5 c.cm. arc placed either in a flask of

ordinary broth or in a inixtnre in equal parts of bile and
broth.

The bile tnbe is examined next moruins 'liaiisin^i; drop under
dark groimd microscope). Ifanioti'eoi-.i' , ~ 1 the bilt

is plated out on MacCoukey's mediiu' ' 'i nuajiav
:-Iope may be plentifully inoculated \' iih 1 1 culturo
obtained'foragglntiuatiou purposes ta;: 1

! ,._ i- jiossililN-

tiie same eyeningi. Tlie bile tubes shuuhi L. .:.a:....»_a for at
least four days, as we haye on seyeral cccasions recoycred
i(. pniatyphnsus A on the fourth day while apparently negati\ e
on tlie third. Before being finally discarded, all bile tubes
should be plated out.
Ordinary broth has been most unsatisfactory. In many

cases the broth has remained sterile while the bile tube has
giyen positive results.

Technique for Wiclal Tests in Cases of Tij^'hohl.

Parafijphoid, and Dysenferij.
The macroscopic method is used, .small test tubes being

required.

), typhoid, ,'ihina, etc., are made by eniu,o,>.. .„ji „„c.jo,-
fonr-hoiu' agar slopes in normal saline "contaiuiiiy 1 in l.O&O
formalin (except in the case of pai-uli/i'tn':

''
'

-

emulsified' in half-normal saline contaiuiw^ !

emulsions are standardized to a certain fim^ :

to about 2,000 millions per c.cm. The iuIh > ,;

incubator at 37' C. for at least two hours and tl:... .,l,

bench till next morning, when the final reading 1,- taken and
recorded. The reading is made in the first instance fioni the
appearance of the sediment examined under a strong liglit and
finally controlled by microscopical examination of the shaken-
up mixture (the tube being rolled a definite uumhei- of timc^
between the hands). A capillary tube is inserted into the
highest dilation and a drop therefrom removed to a slide, tlicn
a drop from the next highest, and so on. Tlie voiv of drops is

then examined without anycoverslip under the low power of
the microscope.

C.\SES OF Paeatyphoii" Fever.
C.\SE 1.—O—y. Admitted August 23rd with fever whiili

lasted till September 7th. IS. paratiiohosits A was recovered from
the blood on August 26tb.

/(j;/j/i((iHa<ion.—September 10th : r. A, 1 in 40 (-f rl. 1 in 80 ( ! 1.

1 in 160 (0) ; r. B, 1 in 40 {+), 1 in 80 (0;.

C'A'ir. 2.—E-s. Admitted August 26fch with fever which
lasted till September 17tb. The patient had a relapse which
lasted from October 2nd till October 14t!i. Cparatyphostis X
recovered from the blood on August 27th.

.(1(;.7hi«jn<i«ion.—September 10th : r. A. 1 in 40 (^- + -i-\ 1 in 80
( ; f ), 1 in 160 (+4), 1 in 320 (+1, 1 in 640 (trace) ; r. B,l in 40 (OL

Case 3.—W—a. Admitted August 23rd. Pyrexia on August
24tb which lasted till September I4th. P,elapsed September
18th. Temperature normal on October 1st. B. jtamtiivliosns A
recovered from the blood on August Slst.
Agolulination. —Heptemher 10th: r. A, 1 in 40 fO>. 1 in 80 (Oi;

r. A of Case 4, 1 in 40 (0,i, 1 in 80 (Oi ; r. B, 1 in 40 (0 .

Case 4.-H-n. Admitted August 24th. Pvrexia from
August 28th to October 6th ; exacerbation from October 6th to
October 29lh. iJ. paratyplioKns A was recovered from the blood
on September Ist; and Jf. dyscnieriae Shiga from the blood on
October 11th. (See Case 14 in Dysentery sej-ies..

.f.wJiid'nnJioH.—September 8th : r. A," 1 in 40 ( 4 1. 1 in 80 lOi.

October 12th : v. A, 1 in 40 ( f- + ), 1 in 80 (0', 1. in 160 (Oi : r. A
Ihomologons), 1 in 40 (+ 4-), I in 80 (tracei. 1 in 160 iOi : r. Shiga.
1 in 40 (tracei. 1 in 80 (Oi ; r. Shiga (homologous . 1 in40(0i.
linSOiO.

' >-E 5.—O—a. Admitted Augtist 27th with slight fever.
nial on September 17th; relapse September 19th to Sep-

tember 26tli. D. paralijpliosiis A recovered from the blood on
September 1st.

.IwfiKJiirttiOH.—Septeml>er lOtli : v. A, 1 in 40f+4-+\ 1 iu 80
(-1), lin 160(0); r. A of Case 4, 1 in 40 (f j ), lin80(-), 1 in 160
(0); r. B, lin40(0i.

_

^

C.4SE 6.—C -9. Admitted August 29th. Pvrexia from Sep-
tember 1st to September 10th; since normal. I'. p((rali/iihu<ii>i
A recovered fi'om the blood on September 4th.
./lW;ZM(m(i«(OH.—September 10th : )-. A, 1 in 40 ( f 1. 1 in 80 (Oi

;

r. B, 1 in 40 (+ (). End-point not reached.

C.tSE 7.—W—n. Admitted August 23rd. Pvrexia from Sep-
tember 8th to 22nd. Since normal. B. paratiinhostis A recovered
from the blood on September 11th.
^.W/KrinneioH.—September 11th ; v. A. 1 in 40 (0\ 1 in 80 (Oi;

c. B, 1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 (0).

C.\SE 8.—B—t. Admittea August 23i-d. Pvrexia from Sep-
tember 11th to October 9th. /.'. panitiiiihosin A recovered from
the blood on September 15th, and from the pus of a testicular
abscess on October 21st in pure culture.

Case 9.—F— t. Admitted September 16th with pyrexia wliioh
lasted till October 7th. B. pumtiiphosvs A recovered from the
blood on September 19th.
Agglntinution.—September 27th : r. A, 1 in 40 (tracei in 80

(0); r.B, lin 40(01. October 5tli : r.A.l in40iO!; r. B,l m40(0i;
r. T., 1 in 40 (+ + }, 1 in 80 (+<. 1 in 160 (tracej.

C.«E 10.—A— r. Admitted September 16t]i. Pyrexia from
September 21st to October 17th. B.parattjphosus'A. ieco\exeA
from the blood on September 28tli.

Amilntination.—October 9th: r. A, 1 in 40 (trace). 1 in 80(0):
r. B, 1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 lOi. 1 in 160 1 i r >, 1 in 320 ( ,-}, 1 in 640
(trace). (Zone effect.}

Case 11.—S-r. Admitted September 22nd. Pyrexia for six
days before admission; normal on October 16th. /;. pnro-
lifphosusX recovered from tlie Idood on Sc|itember 23rd, and
from the faeces on tlie following da \

.

Ayfilutination.^Seittemhci- 27tli:' r A. 1 in 40 (-I-+ h + l,

1 in 80 (+ ++), 1 in 160 () r + i; end-poiut not reached; r.B.
lin 40 (J), lin 80(0).

Case 12.—T—v. Admitted September lOtli. Pyrexia from
September 18th to October 1st. B. pninliinliosu^'B. recovered
from the blood on September 23r<1.

A(irilnlination.—iiei<lemhei- 27th: r. A, 1 in 40(++), 1 in 80
( I-+), 1 in 160 (+), 1 in 320 (0) ; r. B. 1 in 40 (++f). 1 in 80
( + + ),linieO(+-fj;end-iioint not icarhed. October 9th: r. A,
1 in 40 {+), 1 in 80 (0' ; /. II. 1 in 40 , r + + ). 1 in 80 (+ -t-!,

Iinl60(+-|-), lin320( '
, lin 640 , 1 in 1280 (tracet; r.T.,

Iin40(f-f), lin80(4 !. 1 m 160 . 1 m 320 ( r;, 1 in 640 (Oj.

Case 13.—M—e. Admittid Sei.teml.er 16tb with fever wliich
lasted till October 2nd ; normal since. 7/. paralypliDHis A
recovered from the blood on Septcinlicr 21st.

ylr((/Z«(»jmfJoH.—September 27tli : r. A, 1 in 40 (0); v. B,
1 in' 40 (0). October 5th : r. A, 1 in 40 lO' ; r. B, 1 in 40 (tracei,
1 in 80 (0); r. T., 1 in 40 (?- + ). 1 in 80 ( H+), 1 in 160 (+ d I,

1 in 320 (+}, 1 in 640 (+j. 1 in 1280 lOi,

Case 14.—M--y. Admitted September 5th with fever which
lasted till September 21st. Severe relapse October 2nd to 27tli.

Case 15.—D—1. Admitted September 12th. Pvrexia Seii-
tember 22nd to October 7th. Slight relapse October 22ud to 26tli.
i). 2>nratypliosns A recovered from the blood on October 1st.

Case 16.—M—n. Admitted September 26th. Pyrexia from
September 30th to October 21st. B. paratyphosus A recovered
from the blood on October 3rd.

Case 17.—M—u. Admitted September 13th with fever, which
lasted till September 24th ; since normal. Blood culture
negative on September 16th. B. paralyphosus A recovered
from faeces on September 14th.

/fg3/ii(ma«i'oH.—September 21st : r. A, 1 in 40 ( hd- f), 1 in 80
(+-f-l^), 1 in 160 (t+d-): end-point not reached; r. B,
1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 (Oi, 1 in 160 (Oi; r. T., 1 in 40 (trace),
1 in 80 (0).

Case 18.—F—y. Admitted September 6th. Pyrexia Sep-
tember 8th to 19th. />'. pamtypltosus A recovered from faeces
on September 16th.

Case 19.—P.—n. Admitted September 26th. Pyrexia October
3rd to 17th. B. paraliiphosus A recovered from faeces on
September 28th.

Case 20.—C—k. Admitted September 26th with pyrexia,
which lasted till October 7th. Blood culture uegati'ye on
October 2nd. B. jyaniti.phosus A recovereil from faeces on
September 28tli.

yf.'/fli«((ii«(ioi(.—October 9th : v. A, 1 in 40 ,F). 1 in 80 (trace.
1 in 160 (0) ; r. B, 1 in 40 (0 ; v. T., 1 in 40 [~ 1. 1 in 80 ( = ., 1 in

160 (trace!,! in 320(0'.
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Cask 21.—H- ;T. Adraitte^l September 9th. Pjrexia Sep-
1 ciiibei- 20tli to October 13tli. /''. I'^imlyphosus B recovered from
Tao.ces ou September 25th.

,l,iil!iitinnUoi).—Octo\ie\.- ?th : v. A, 1 in 40 (++1. 1 in 80 M-),
1 inl60 (0); r. B. 1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 ( + + +), lin 160 ft- + + ),

1 ill 320 ( ! +), 1 in '640
( i

• ), 1 in 1280 (trace). Note initial

tiiliiljition /ione.

Task 22.-G—ii. Aamittsd September 16tli. Had dysentery
ill -Viignst with blood and mucns. Slight diarrhoea on admis-
sion, with fever wliicb lasted till September 27th. Ji. jmra-
iiipJinsiif A recovered from faeces ou September 23rd.

l«'//"''"nM'""-—September 27t.li : r. A, 1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 lO-

:

1- Ii, Un40i0l, 1 in 80(0): c. Shiga, 1 in 40 i r + + Vlin80(^ ;
.

1 in 1601! ),1 in 320(0;.

('ASF. 23.-H-n. Ailinitled Sei)teml)er IStli. Pyrexia Sep-
loniber 18tli to October 15lh. Hiood ciiltme negative on Sep-
(onilier 25th. /.'. jmnili/phoiui A recovered from faeces on
Octubcr 13th and 15th.
,lw/T(((/)a/(o».—October 9th : r. A, 1 in 40 (+), 1 in 80 (-1-1. 1 in

160(0);-r. B, 1 in 40(0). 1 in 80 (0), 1 in 160(0); r. T., 1 in 40
I

i- -) 1 iu 80 (-M, 1 in 160 (tracei, 1 in 320 (0).

(ember 9th. Pyrexia Sep-
onibcr 30th to October 22nd.
inr 18th. Jl. paral ijphnsus A

Case 24.-C- n. Mn.i'
temtjev 12th to 2'i '

: i
'

Hlood culttire ii'l:

recovered from f;n i

.Upilitthi'ition. (J...;uii. . y.i. : , . A, 1 in 40 (0), .1 in 80 (Oi, 1 in

160 (0) ; v. B, 1 iu 40 ^0;, 1 in SO ,0i, 1 in 160 (,0).

In the following the diagucsis rests so far on serological

ilata.

Case 25. -\-b. Admitted August 23rd with fever wliich
lasted till September 8th ; rela])se September 17th to October
3rd. Blood culture negative on August 26tb.

JwiHf/iirt/i'oH.—September 10th : c. .\, 1 iu 40 (+ -f +). 1 in 80
(.-t-i ), 1 iu 160 (^ ), 1 in 320 <0i ;

.-. B, 1 iu 40 (0), 1 in 80 (0^

Case 26.-C e. Admitted August 23rd with fever; normal
September 1st ; relapse Sejjtember 23rd to October 6th. Blood
culture negative on August 26th.

.-/</,-/ ii'/Hr;/;o». -Sept3ml)er 8th : r. A, 1 in 40 (-l--f -f + 1, 1 in 80
(- + + -!-), 1 in 160 ( fH f i i; limit not reached; v. B,l iu 40 (t >,

1 in 80 (0).

Case 27.—B—r. Admitted August 27th with fever which
became normal on September 13th. Pyrexia again from
September 14th to 18th ; since normal. Blood culture negative
on August 31st.

JwZHtfimtioj;.—September 10th: r. A, 1 in 40 {r+). 1 in 80
( f -I-), 1 in 160 H--^) ; limit not reached ; r. A of Cass 4, 1 in 40
I

; \ 1 in 80 (0) ; v. B, 1 in 40 lO), 1 in 80 lO).

Case 28.—B—t. Admitted August 30th with fever whicli
lasted till Ceptember 20th. Blood culture negative on Sep-
tember 1st.

.
.loali'tiiwtioii.—Septemher 1st: r. A, 1 in 40 (++), 1 in 80

(f-f), 1 in 160 (+), 1 in 320 <0). September 10th : v. A. 1 iu 40

C+ + +). 1 in 80 (-f ), 1 in 160 (Oi ; v. B, 1 iu 40 (0), 1 in 80 (0).

Case 29.—G—m. Admitted August 30th with acute fever
\yl)ich lasted till September lOtli ; since normal. Blood culture
negative on September 2nd.

.l(/.(ifiH£i«Viifon.—September lOlh: v. A, 1 in 40 (+^). 1 iu 80
.. + -)), 1 in 160 (.0) ; r. B, 1 in 40 '0), 1 iu 80 (0).

Case 30.—F—r. Admitted August 8th with pyrexia which
lasted till September* 1st. Blood culture negative on
August 10th.
Aijijlutinntion.' September 5th: r. A. 1 in 100 (+-[-;! h). Not

takeu further.

Case 31.—P—r. Admitted August 30th with slight fever
(convalescent case). Blood culture negative on September 6th.

-l,'/</iiffiH'//iV.».-Septeirrber 10th: r. A, 1 in40{++),l in 80(+),
I in 160 lOj

; , . F,, 1 in 40 (0), 1 in 80 -0).

Case 32. -T—-<. Admitted Augirst 23rd with fever which lasted
(ill September Isl ; since normal.

.Jw<»(ii»ir/.j».—September 7th : v. A, 1 in 40 |'+ + -1-),1 in 80 (-1,
: in 160 (0) ; v. B, 1 in 40 (0;, 1 in 80 .0).

CASE33. -G- in. Admitted Septenibor 3rd with slight fever
'convalescent casoi. Blood culture negative ou September 7th.

.l(;.<7Z»/<jii((((V)H.-Se]itember 10th : r. A, 1 in 40(++ + i, 1 in 80
f f -( ), I in 160 (

s 1
- ; limit not reached ; v. B, 1 in 40 (-f i,

1 iu 80 (0).
^ '

Case 34.—N—s. Admitted .\ugust 26th with fever compli-
cated by wound. Blood culture negative on September 7th.

.t.').77H((imf;oH.—September lOtli : v. A. 1 in 40 (+ + -F), 1 in 80
I ), 1 in 160 (0) ; r. B, 1 iu 40 (0), 1 in 80 '0).

Case 35.—F—r. .\dmitted September 3rd with fever; nine
lays of fever Irefore admission; fever lasted till September 30th.
Jilood culture negative on September 8th.

-I.'/iy/K/iHrtifo?!.—September 9t!i: r. .\, 1 in 40 ("f )•), 1 iu 80
(, i ), 1 iu 160 (0^,

'^"

C4SE36.—H—s. Admitted September 9th with very sli;-

pyrexia which continued till September 17th; history •;

fever previous to admission. Blood culture negative v.:
September lltli.

/f.Wi"'('ia'(o". Sci.tomber 11th: r. A. 1 in 40 (tracei. 1 in 80
(0), 1 in 160 <0i; r. V,. 1 in 40 (( | 4 i, 1 in 80 ( + + i, liulSO
(^ ), 1 in 320 (Oj.

Case 37.—V—e. Admitted August 30th. Had dyf5enter^

.

with blood and mucus, in Gallipoli. Blood culture negative on
September 2nd.

-f.wJjffiHdAioH.—September 10th: r. A, 1 in 40(0), lin 80(0',
1 iu 160 (0); I-. B. 1 in 40 ( + ++ + ); not taken further.
September 14th : v. B, 1 in 40 (-(- -( ), 1 iu 80 ( + ) ), 1 iu 160 (-f ),

1 in 320 (0).

Case 38.- K—y. Admitted September 10th with slight fever
(convalescent case'. Blood culture negative on September 15th.

.•fflflZiKiiirtfioii.- September 21st: r. .\, 1 in 40 (-f + i, 1 in 80
(-l--f), linl60( ( 1,1 in 320 '01; r. B,lin40'- ' - i. 1 iu 80(J^ +),
1 in 160 ( \ +); not taken further.

not taken further.
++), lin80(+-

Case 40.—R—n. Admitted September 10th. No high tem-
perature (convalescent case). Ulood cultui'e negative on
September 15th.

^f/7Z««t)w<i(J)i.—September 21st: v. A, 1 in 40 lO), 1 in 80 (0'.

1 in 160(0); r. B, 1 in 40 (-f -fl, 1 in80(+), 1 iu 160 (-f), 1 in 32 '

(0); r. T.,lin40i4), lin80(+).

Case 41.—M—e. Admitted September 5th. Pyrexia frni"

September 8th to September 28th. History of a previous fevei
in Malta. Blood culture negative on Septemlrer 15th.
Aqiilntinnlion.—He\->iem\,eT 21st: r. A, 1 in 40 (+ -),! in 80

(+ + ), 1 iu 160 0,1 : c. B. 1 in 40 O*, 1 iu 80 (0).

C.1SE 42.—L— t. Admitted September 9th with fever wlii')i

contirined till September 23rd.
ylnfl/w(i)m(i.'«.—September 16th : v. A, 1 in 40 (Oi, 1 in 80 >:

1 iii 160 (0); r. B, 1 in 40 '+ + -f ), 1 in 80 (-f -f ), 1 in 160 (f
limit not reached.

Case 43.—W—d. Admitted September lOtb. Pyrexia Se)>-

tember 11th to 23rd. Blood culture negative on September 16tb.
Agghaiiiation.—Heniemhev 2lBt : r. A, 1 in 40 (tracei, 1 in 80

(0) ; V. B, 1 in 40 f ^+ ', 1 in 80 (+-f ), 1 in 160 f-» ), 1 in 320 .Oi

:

i'. T., 1 iu 40 I ^:', 1 in 80 I'O), 1 iu 160 lO).

CASE44.—P—r. Admitted September lOth with fever which
lasted till October 11th. Belapse October 12th to 19th. Bloo.l
culture negative on September 17th.

.l7.7jH«r»n«ioH.—September 21st: r. A, 1 in 40 (+ + ). 1 in 80

(+-f'), 1 in 160(4-), 1 in 320 01; r. B, 1 in 40(+4 i, 1 iuSO - '.

1 in 160 (-f), lin 320 10).

tted August 28th. Pyr-exia from Sep-Case 45.—F—r.

tember 9th to 26th
Agglntinatioi).—September 21st: r. j

(+-f ), 1 in 160 lO); r. B, 1 in 40 i.O), 1 iu ' (0),

:

lO).

Case46.—M—r. Admitted September 16th with fever which
lasted till October 5th. Blood culture negative on September
16th.

.^<73?"((«rtf/oH.—September 21st : r. A, 1 in 40f+-|--f ), 1 in 80

(+ ++), 1 in 160 ( - -r » ; limit not reached ; v. B, 1 in 40 ( -l--f + ',

1 in 80 (+ + ), 1 in 160 (01; r. T., 1 in 40 f+), 1 in 80 (-'.

October5th: t'. A, lin40(+4.j_i, 1 jn80 (+-f +), 1 in 160 { + ),

lin 320 (trace), lin 640 'Oi; r. B, 1 in 40 (++ -f i, 1 in 80 (-[- f h^i,

1 in 160 (+ +), 1 in 320 f+ + ), 1 in 640 (trace), 1 in 1280 (0).
'

Case 47.—D—n. .\dmitted August 20th. Pyrexia Sep-
tember loth to 19th ; normal since. Blood culture negative on
September 13th.

,-/(;y/«((»ri^((5».-September 21st : r. A,l in40(f + f
i, 1 iu 80

(-i-+ ), 1 iu 160 (4-4-1; limit not reached; v. B, 1 iu 40 (
'

.

1 in 80 (0), 1 in 160 lO)'.

Case 48.—S—r. Admitted September 16th with sUhI'-

irregular fever, which lasted tili October 5th.
.'I^f/Zui/H/K/oH.—October 1st: r. A, 1 in 40 (-f+ ), 1 iu SO <.

lin'ieOitracei; r. B, 1 in 40 (0). 1 in 80 fO), 1 iu 160 (0): f. T .

1 in 40 (+ ), 1 in 80
i -f), 1 iu 160 (-(-+), 1 in 320 (trace ,

1 in 640 (,0>

Case 49.—C— a. Admitted September 26lh with pyrexia,
which lasted till October 20th. Blood culture negative ou
October 2nd.

.l./';;'r(/»a((0H.-T-Octol)er 3rd : >•. A, 1 in 40 iW. 1 in 80 {0>,

1 iu 160.0) ; r.B, lin 40 (-(--!— i, 1 in 80 (-f -f -h), 1 in 160 {++ \,

1 in 320 ' + +), lin 640 (0); r. T.. 1 in40(-|-t- f), 1 in 80 (-)- i-.i,

1 iu 160 ' r t ), 1 in 320 'trace), 1 in 640 (0).

Case 50.—G—s. .\dm!tt«d September 16tli. Pyrexia Sep-

tember 25th to October 11th; since normal. Blood culture
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negative on October 6tli- Cd'i.'entcriae Sbi^'a isolatefl from
faeces ou October 18th.

.^fl.)^l/l«rl<il>ll.—October 15th : v. A, 1 in 40 (Oi. 1 iu 80 (0) ; v. B,
1 in 40 (r + 1,1 ill 80 (+1.1 in 160 (Oi. October 22ud: 1. A. 1 iu
40 lOi. 1 in 80 (0>. 1 in 160 (01; r. B, 1 in 40<tracel, 1 iu 80 (d, 1 in

160 (0) ; r. Sliiga, 1 in 40 ( + ), 1 iu 80 (0), 1 in 160 (0).

Cases of Enteric Fir\-ER.

Case 1.—R—s. Admitted September 16tli with pyrexia,
v.hich continued till Octolier 21st. !•'. typhosus recovered from
the blooil on September 16tb.

.lli/Zi'drindoi;.—September 27th : )•. A. 1 in 40 H 1. 1 in 80 lO .

1 in 160 101: r. H, 1 in 40 ( ++1. 1 in80(-^+l. Iinl60i0i; v. T.,

1 in 40 ( : +-,- + 1. 1 in 80 (++ - - 1. 1 in 160 ( f ++1. 1 in 320
(- + + ), 1 in 640 ( ++). 1 in 1280 (.).l in 2560 (Oi. October 5th :

1 in 40 (01, 1 iu 80 (0) ; r. B, 1 in 40 (Oi. 1 in 80 iO) ; v. T., 1 iu 40
( ^^++I.lia80(+ + +). linieOf-; 4 ; 1, lin520(+ + +), 1 iu
640 (++ ,), 1 in 1280 ( J-), 1 in 2560 lOi.

Case 2.—if—d. Admitted September 11th. Pyrexia Septem-
ber 11th to 17th ; normal September 18th to 22nd ; very acute
fever September 22nd to October 10th ; normal since. B.l'iipliosiis

recovered from the blood on September 25th.

C.^sE 3.—M—d. Admitted August 30th with symptoms point-
ing to nicerativo endocarditis. /'. Iijpliosiis and streptococci
recovered from the blood on September 2ud. Death took place
on September 6tli. At the autopsy the Peyer's plaques were
congested and inflamed, but no actual nlcpr;itifiii wn'- found in

the gut. The mesenteric glands weri' 11 ::- ;, ntclv con-
gested. The spleen weighed 12 J oz.. :u, lUUuent.
The gall bladder was healthy: tin n , . uh. Left
ventricle greatly hypertrophied. Cii-;i - •: vvt:r mi[\c unitcrl

together from old endocarditis. No recent \t-j.'etatious. There
was also a discharging wound on the left shoulder.

Ee-maeks with eegard 10 THE C'ases eecoeded above.

It maj- bo well to point out, iu the first instance, that
tlia^uosis only lias been our object—iu fact, our only
possible object. Wbeu the blood culture was positive no
further work was uecessarj', but in a certain number of

cases we have made careful serological tests in order to

obtain some estimate of the reliability of the latter for

diagnostic purposes. As a rule the agglutination test was
not i>erformed until some days or perhaps a week (or

more) had elapsed after the positive oi' negative blood
culture.

Of the fii-st group of 24 cases in which the causative
bacillus was recovered from the blood, faeces, or urine, it

will be observed that 8 or 9 cases gave little or no
agglutination with the corresponding organism. The
remainder, however, gave as a rale very definite reactions
with the organism found to be the infecting agent.

Titres so high as 1 in 320 have been obtained iu

fiaraifiphosus A infections, but a definite reaction even
in 1 in 40 is to be regarded as significant iu these
A infections. Normal serums in our esperience have
given no reaction with B, i>arafyiiliosus A in this

dilution.

In Ijuratijpltosus A cases also the serum has varely giveu
a group reaction with iMralijpliosus B. . On the other
hand, in the few parafyphosus A cases iu which the
iypJwid Widal has been tested (Nos. 9, 13, 17, 20, 23i this

has proved to be very low except in one case (So. 13i,

where agglutination of B. {yphcsus was obtained up to

1 in 640 dilution. (All cases, so far as could be ascer-
tained, had been inoculated against enteric fever.)

B. puratyphoani B was recovered from two cases only
(Xos. 12, 21). In case No. 12 the serum"was tested on two
occasions, when very high titres with ^'^ratypliosufi B
were found. There was also—at least on the first

f'ceasion—a very definite group reaction with U. /jara-

'fhoiiusA, which, however, had apparently in great part
ippeared before the second test. This phenomenon
y be analogous to that noted recently by certain Con-

iiicutal_ workers who have recorded positive typhoid
Widals in the early stages of bacillary dysentery. As the
dysentery AVidal became established' the group reaction
tended to disappear. With regard to the second group of

cases (25 to 50), in which the diagnosis has rested ou
serological data, 15 (namely, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35, 41, 45, 47, 48) were almost certamly cases of

paratyphoid A fever, 8 (namely. 36. 37,39, 40,42, 43. 49, 50)
almost certainly paratyphoid B fever, while 3 (uamcly,
38, 44, 46) were cither A or B, or mixed infectious. Iu
this latter group of three only the recovery of the actual
causative agent or agents would effectively clear up the
'ir.^nosk. Apparently, however, many of these cases
me in du'.-ing the convalescent stage, when blood culture

was not likely to yield positive results. In 5 cases (namely,
40, 43, 46, 48, 49) the typhoid Widal was tested, but only iu
2 (namely, 48, 49) was a well-marked positive reaction
evident. Three cases only of enteric fever have occurred,
JS. typhosus being recovered from the blood iu all. Case
No. 3, which came to autopsy, has been already referred to.

In case No. 1 the serum was carefully titrated against
2>aratyplwsits A, jiaratyphosiis B, and B. typhosus on two
occasions. A remarkably strong typhoid reaction was
obtained on the first occasion with distinct evidence of
group reaction with A and B (especially the latter). On
the second occasion this group reaction had completely
disappeared, while the specific t\-iihoid Widal remained at
the same high level.

On the whole we are strongly of opinion that the sero-
logical test in typhoidal disease, while of the greatest ser-
vice in practical diagnosis, should be employed only as a
second string when bacteriological methods have failed to
reveal the causative agent. To this object, namelj', the
isolation of the causative bacillus from the blood or ex-
creta, chief attention should be directed. For statistical

purposes, there can be no doubt that the best evidence is

that derived from positive bacteriological findings.
No doubt the value of the serological test, and more

particularly the iuterpretation of the same in doubtful
cases, might be greatly improved by repeated titration of
the serum from the commencement of the disease onwards,
but a routine of this scope does not come within the realm
of practical diagnosis, and moreover may fail entirely to
detect the real nature of pyrexias during w hich (possibly

because they are of short duration and small intensity)

agglutinin development in measurable or significant degree-

fails to take place. A more detailed analysis of the results
is for the moment deferred.

Miml I„/ccficn$.

The question of mixed infections, or i-ather of secondary
infectious, occurring during the convalescent or possibly
carrier stage of the first infection, demands notice. Most
of the paratyphoid cases have come in with a history of

dysentery. 'NVhere typhoidal disease and dysentery are
simnltaneously prevalent, the occurrence of post-dysenteric
paratyphoid fever or post-paratyphcid dysentery is to be
expected.

In Case 22, which gave a history of dysentery, B. jiara-

iyphosus A was recovered from the faeces. The patient's

serum did not agglutinate A or B, but gave a verj- mai-ked
reaction with the Shiga bacillus. Iu Case 50 also, although
the serum gave a significant agglutination with para-
typhosus B, the organisms recovered from the stools were
B. dysentcriae Shiga and B. cntcritidis Gaertner.
Case 4, in which Shiga Avas obtained from the blocd

during a so-called relapse in the course of a definitely

diagnosed pai-atyphoid A fever, was -probably also one ot
post-dysenteric paratyplioid in a person who had become a
dysentery (Shiga) carrier. From another case—not listed

—

of convalescent dysentery whose serum agglutinated Shiga
in high dilution, B. ijarafyphcsns A has recently been
recovered iu the faeces.

Cases of this kind will doubtless tend to increase, and
they demand careful bacteriological attention, both from
the point of view of science gcnerallj- and preventive
medicine in particular. In the absence of further data it

is impossible to discuss the matter further at this stage.

B-lCIiLAEY DiSEXTEr.V. '

A large number of convalescent cases of dysentery havtv
arrived with few or no symptoms. The stools wero
examined, as a rule, only once (aud with generally nega-
tive results), and the piatients Averc not retained iu hos-
pital. Among these admissions, however, were a feAv

subacute or chronic cases either still passing blood and
mucus or soft fluid unformed motions with or without
mucus.
From 15 cases of this kind B. clysenlcriae Sliiga has

been recovered. (See list of cases below, Avith notes

regarding the appearance of the motions.) Agglutination

tests have been performed in most of these cases with the

stock Shiga strain and occasionally with the homologous
organism also.

Apparently, during convalescence, very high titres may
be expected.

• One case only of Flcxncy-Y dysentery occurred, the-
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infection i-unuiug ilfl coui'se from stai'fc to finisli in tlie

hospital. It lasted only a few days, and was heralded by
Jiigh lever and the passage of blood and mucns.
As mentioned above, samples of stools have been

examined, from which organisms probably belonging to

the mannite-fermenting group of B. dyscntcriae have
been recovered, %\iiich do not aggliitiuate with the specific

Y-serum available. The only case of dysentery which ended
fatally soon after admission, and which showed intense

enteritis of the large bowel at autopsy, was probably due
to infection by a member of this group. From the bloody

.and mucoid stool before death, and also from the colon at

autopsy, organisms of this type were recovered. Their
consideration must remain over for the present.

The following list of cases, with particulars of the

nature of the stools and the organisms isolated, is

;ippeiided.

( '-KS .)! Ba. ili.akv Dysentery.
--(i,',.i r ,! CVr'....?' .')«/ Coiicatesceut Cute.'.)

( .s'^i 1. I. t. Ailmittfcil Julj 27tli. Diarrhoea eight weeks
Ijttoie aiiujissiuii. No history of blood and mucus before
aduiiHiion. Mucoiil stool of .July 27th showed microscopically :

Blood, |)U6. .-fltarrhal cells, l.ambUa inteitiiialis (inactive), and
•jysta of the same; B. ihisenlcriae Shiga recovered in ahnost
j)ure culture. Two other samples ou the same day had similar
features, except that there was mncli less pus arid l)loo<l and
far inoro food detritus, muscle fibres, and innumerable
bacteria.
A sample taken on .July 29th was apparently pare mucus.

Microscopically : Xuinerous flagellate cysts were found.
>)'. dysentcrlae Sbi^a again recovered.
.Sample of .July 50th : Quite different from previous samples.

Soft creamy stool not containing blood or pus, but
actively motile Uagellatea {^Lamhlia »iid Macrostoma)

•July 3l8t: Pure mncua stool. Ko
Lainblia cysts present

flagellates seen. Some

August 2nd : Greenish grumous stool, containing undigested
muscle librcs, very few pus cells, and innumerable bacteria.
Xo active Bagellates.
August 3rd : Greenish yellow mucoid stool. Xo motile

flagellates seen. , Mwrostoma cysts present.
August 4th: Creamy stool like that of •July30lh. .Swarming

with flagellates.

From the grumous and creamy stools, which contained food
residues and many bacteria, /;. ifi/rcitteiiae Sbiaa, could not be
recovered.

Blood count on August 2^1

:

-

Red cells 4.350,000
White cells 16,000

Differential count

:

Small lymphocjtcs ... ... ... 3.7 per cent.
Large lymphocytes ... .. ... 9.4
Large mononuclears .. ... .. 8.1

I'lasma cells ... .. .. ... 1.3

.. Polymorphouucleai's . . . ... 76.9

Eosiuophiles ... . . . . ... 0.3

A i)ghtthm.twn.—October 18lh: r. Shiga, 1 in 40 (+ f),liu80
<-! ),i in 160 {01; i\ Shiga ihomologousi,l in40(+), lin 80 (tracei.

1 in 160 [0).

The serum of the patient gave only a trace of agglutination
with the homologous Shiga in 1 in 10 (performed .July 29thl.

This patient is still in hospital (October 28th), and is slowly
putting on weight after a period of considerable emaciation.

C.\SE 2.—S—r. -idmilted August 23rd. Dysentery started
with blood and mucus three months before admission.

First sample of August 24th : Like fluid blood with mucus.
jSo flagellates present. ]J. ihiscntriine Shiga recovered.
Second sample of same day : Fluid brownish grumous

material contaiuinu' nnincrous llagellates. /,'. diisentcriae

.Shiga not recovered. /-'. ]i.'i.ii iiiih.ifus B recovered.
August 25th: Stonl ^•' niaiii-ii;,' blood, mucus, and pus. but

no flagellates. ;.''.,/." -;i:.j K.-.-ovcred.

Agnlutinatiou.- -'. ' - - -.;. ^-. ++).
1 iu ilO (:+-:: 1, 1 : )iofc taken
further; r. B,lin <

. Octolier
18th : i . Sliiga, 1 . , 1 in 160
(fH-l+'M iu320

,
,

; , . ,1, v-.^ •
, ., i .., liSO (+ ), 1 in

256010); i. Shiga ;iioiiiologous..,liu.40i, , -, , ., 1 in 80( j - ^K
linl60(f^ ), 1 in320(-(-),lin640iO).

-

This patient is slowly convalescing in hospital.

Case3.—D— t. Admitted September 16th. Diarrhoea starle
on August 22nd. Blood appeared in the dejecta eight davs
after commencement of illness. The acute symptoms wei-c
over about September 11th. On September 18th the patient
passed a watery stool containijig mucus, but no flagellates or
amoebae. B. dyscnteriae Shiga recovered.

Jorfluiiiiation.—Heftemhev 23rd: r. Shiga, 1 in 20 (+ + + -•),

1 in 40 (-!--+ +). 1 in 80 i+-J- +), 1 in 160 (f), 1 in 320 (0).

Case 4.—W—e. Admitted September 9th with sliglit diar-
,.i./^.jo^and some abdominal pain. Dysentery apparentlv began

; June lOlh. On September 14th the patient passed a

formed normal solid stool. B. dysenleriae Shiga recovered.
Probably carrier case.

'.'l/;nii/Ji»a(io«.—September 23rd: v. Shiga, 1 in 20(++fr4),
lin40(-t-+

i

+),lin80( r + + -h),Xinl60i-)-i I). Not carried
further.

Case 5.—R-s. Admitted September 27th. Dysentery with
blood and mucus started at the end of August." Slight diar-
rhoea present on admission. On September 18th passed a
yellowish semifluid stool containing some mucus. No flagellates
or amoebae seen. Jl. ili/yeiitcriae Shiga recovered.

yf(/3fKriH/i/i<;)i. September 23rd: v. Shiga, 1 in 20 (0), 1 in 40
( {' + + }, 1 in 80 ( !

-: 1, 1 in 160 (+ )
). Not taken further. Note

initial inhibition zone.

C.tSE6.-F— b. Admitted September 13th. Dysentery com-
menced on A\igust 10th, with bicod and mucus. lie has frc-
ijuently passed blood since admission. Subacute case. Sample
of .September 22nd : .Semifluid, bro.vnish-yellow stool with a

. little mucus. No flagellates or amoebae. B. dysentciiae Shiga
1 recovered.

/Jj/o/HdHniioM.—September 23rd: v. Shiga, 1 in 20 (-f-f4 P,
1 in 40 ( + - -f), 1 in 80 (r+.i, 1 in 160 (trace).

Case?.—P— k. Admitted September 26th. Sick for a month
previous to admission. Diarrhoea still present on admission
and some abdominal pain. Sample of September 28th :

Greenish-yellow mucoid stool. No flagellates present, but
some amoebic cysts 'probably E. i:oli). B. dyscnteriae Shiga
recovered.
Atiyliitinalioii.—OcXohev 12lh : r. Shiga, 1 in 40 (-l--f-t ',

1 in 80 (-1. 1 in 160 ,0 ; c. Y, 1 in 40 (--), 1 in 80 i i ,

1 in 160 ,0;.

Cases.—W-h. Admitted September 13th. Dysentery began
in hospital on October let; ten motions on that day, with blood
and mucus, and a temperature of 104'^; watery diarrhoea for a
few days afterwards. Acute dysentery with bloo<l and mucus,
lasting only a few days. Sample of October 2nd : FInid
stool with much blood and mucus and pus. No flagellates.

B. diiseiUeriuc Y recovered.
Amlvliiialioii.-OKtobev 12th : >:. Shiga, 1 in 40 '0;, 1 in 80 (0',

1 in 160 (0); i>..Y, 1 in 40 l^ <, 1 in 80 (0).

C.WE9.—W— e. Admitted September 26th. Dysentery began
at the end of August with passage of blood and mucus." Some
diarrhoea and abdominal pain still present on September 50lh.
Convalescent case. Sample of September 30th : Brownish-
yellow loose stool. No flagellates or amoebae. Ji. dysenteriac
Shiga recovered.
Jiinlntiiwtioti.-Ociober 12ih : r. Shiga, 1 in 40 f i -f -r). 1 in

80 (+ t ), 1 in 160 .0) ; c. Y, 1 in 40 : + +), 1 in 80 ( ), 1 in 160 lO).

Case 10.—Admitted September 23rd. Diarrhoea for two
months previously. Blood and slime appeared in the motions
about September 12th. Convalescent case. Stools occasionally
li>ose, and slight abdominal pain. Sample of September 24th :

Liquid pea-soup character containing mucus. No flagellates,

amoebae,' or blood. B. d'/seiiteriae Shiga recovered.
.f/;r7?"f"'n(io.>.—October 12th : c. Shiga, 1 in 40 (Q), 1 in 80 (Oi.

1 iu'160 (0) ; r. Y, 1 in 40 -), 1 in 80 l.O).

Case U.—M—w. Admitted October 11th. Dysentery with
passage of blood and nmcus commenced on August 12th.
Diarrhoea with mucus still present on admission. Convalescent
case. Sample of October 11th : Loose yellow mucoid stool.

No blood or pus. Some cysts of A', colt. ' B. dyiciileriac Shiga ^
recovered. V
Jqrilutination.—October 18th : v. Shiga, 1 in 40 i r 4 4 ), 1 in 80

(++), 1 in 160 (-f-^\ 1 in 320 (trace), 1 in 640 (0); r. Shiga
(homologou-s), 1 in 40 ( { t -' i, 1 in 80 (+ i ), 1 in 160 (trace),

1 in 320 (0).

Case 12.—B—y. Admitted September 26th. Dysentery
began on August 16th . Convalescent case. Sample of October
20th: Stiff dark brown stool. No blood or mucue. No active
flagellates, but a few .') Macrostoma cysts. B. dyscnteriae Shiga
recovered.

.iriglutiiKitioii.—Of.t-obn- 22nd : v. Shiga, 1 in 40 {+-f -I f ), 1 in

80 (++ + ), 1 in 160 I-: >. Iin320i0); t>. B, 1 in 40 (-f -- i, 1 in 80

{+), 1 in 160 01 ; v. A, 1 in 40 lO), 1 in 80 (0), 1 in 160 .0^.

about

Case 13.—G—s. Convalescent case (Si No. 50 of Paratyphoid
- " "-' tly'mucoid

dyaeiitcriM
Shiga recovered, also B. cnteritidis Gaertner.

Case 14.—H—u. (See No. 4 of Paratyphoid series.) B.jiarii-

lyphostts A was reco\ered fiom the blood of this case on
September 1st 'about Die fifth day of pyrexia). An exacerbation
of pyrexia (so-called relapse) occurred on October 6th, and on
October 11th a blood '-ulture yielded B. dyncntcriae Shiga in

pure culture. This case was, in all probability, one of post-

dysenteric paratyphoid A fever.

Case 15.—D—y. Admitted October 8th. Dysentery with
blood and mucu's began at the end of May. Slight diarrhoea
since admission. Sample of October 22nd : Loose yellow stoo!

containing mucus and pus, but no blood. B. dyscnteriae Shiga
recovered, also /•'. mtcriildis Gaertner.
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Remakks ox Cases rei-orteh above.

It will be noted tbat the stool from wLicli the specific

01-gauisius were recovered, was not invariably of the

typical tuucoid variety with blotKl. In several cases the

stool was of the watery oitler. with or without admixture
of luucus, auil in two cases at least the stool was normal
and formed. This point is, of course, by no means new.
but it has a distinct heaving on the preventive medicine
and the carrier question in relation to hacillary dysentery.

This, however, we do not propose to discuss here for lack

of relevant data. Tbe general carrier question in relation

to batillary dyscutery is fullj- discussed elsewhere.' All

that we can definitely say at present with regard to the
carrier question in relation to our cases is that the specific

organism has been isolated at periods varying from one to

four mouths after the onset of the infection. Case No. 14,

in which B. dysevtcriac Shiga waTi recovered from the

blood during a pyrexial exacerbation in the coiirsc' of

IMiratypboid A fever, deserves notice. So fav as ^\c Ciiii

ascertain, this finding is unique. B. chiscnferiitc '• \ '' liai

recently been recovered from the blood during lif( in a

Series "of cases with obscure clinical pictuic (i>aitly

typhoid-like, partly dyseutery-likci by Ghon and liomiiu,

aiid the explana-
tion suggested by
these authors
was that the
cases were really

dysentery c a r -

riers secondarily
infected with
ejuteric.

The dysentery
organism had
succeeded in in-

vading the blood
stream, perhaps
owing to the dis-

ordered condition
of the bowel. In
our case there
is little doubt
thafthe patient

was a dysen-
tery c a r"r i c r

secondarily in-

fected by B.
jmratyphostts A.
The patient had
suffered severely
from diarrhoea
previous to his

attack of para-
tvphoid fever.
iMiriug the
pyrexial exacerbatioi

mucus in the dejecta
No ca-ses of amoebic dysentery have been met with (sec

section on flagellates, etc.). Several patients Lave been
admitted with a history of having had injections of

<-melinc. In no case, however, have motile forms or cysts
of E. telraf/cna been detected.

The question of flagellate dysentery is discussed in the
next section.

To the resident medical officers of the hospital we arc
greatly indebted for their cordial co-operation.

INTESTINAL PROTOZOAN PARASITES PRESENT
IN THE FAECES.

X'l> to the time of writing, protozoan parasites have been
found in the faeces of 26 cases. In several instances more
than one kind of parasite occurred at the same time. The
following is a list of the parasites obseived:

{.n,ihi, ' ••,
• iitiveaud_(9rj encysteJj ... 7

III !, active and enc.vstedi . ... 1
I Hates, not specifically determiiied
Mdcroftoma or Trichommias) ... 4
.vsts... ... . .,. , 5

As there are vei-y few records in' England of these
.:man intestinal parasites, it may be of service to give a

seconds. Allow the sm
m absolute alcohol foi

Fig.
K and V, Macrostoma mesnUi ; G

tlierc was uo return of blood and i
ing hinder extieniity,

few notes with regard to them, particularly as tlioy arc
likely to be met with in the examination of faeces in cases
of dysentery or diarrhoea among soldiers home from the
Dardanelles or Franco.
The examination is best made by taking up a very small

(jiiantity of the faeces on a platinum loop and mixing it

well with a drop of sterile .saline (0.5 per cent.), sufficient
in amount to run under a cover-slip. The faeces must b<»

well diluted, otherwise cysts especially are apt to be over-
looked. The faeces should be examined as freshly as pos-
sible, because after four or five hours most of the active
flagellates become motionless, de.generate and die. If the
sample is kept in an incubator, at blood temperature, a
few individuals will usually remain sluggishly motile for
some hours longer, A convenient and rapid way of
making a permanent preparation is as follows : A thin
smear of the faeces, diluted as above, is made in the same
manner as an ordinary blood film. The slide is imme-
(liatilij placed ui a staiu tube containing at the bottom a
small quantity of 4 pei cent, osniic acid solution + a drop
of glacial acetic for fixation, and is left in for about ten

to drj in air and then put-
qiuuter ot an hour to harden.

Wash with tap
water and stain-

with G i e m s a
(1 drop to
i c . c m . ) for
twenty minutes
Or so. R inse
with tap water.
TUie smear- must
be fixed before
drying, otherwise
the active flagel-

lates, which are
Soft and plastic,:

will be round
and flattened,

-and usually, un-
recognizable as
such.
LamhUa dm-

testin ((lis (Fig, 1,

A-n). — The ac-
t i V c individual

a charac-
teristic and un-
mistakable ap-
pearance. In
shape it is like

a flattened pear,

,

.

. w i t h a broad,
rounded anterior
end and a taper-

As is well known, there is a
large saucer-like 'depression or concavity on the veu-
tral .side, in the anterior part of the body, by which
the creature applies itself to the intestinal cells. This
depression is best seen when the flagellate turns over
on its side in moving. The creature does not cliange
in shape at all — that is. it is not amoeboid. la
stained preparations the double, arrangement of the
organellae is seen—two nuclei, four pairs of flagella,

and two axial rods (axostyles). In Fig. 1, e, the karyo-
somes of the nuclei have come out well, but in Fig. 1, a,

the nuclei have stained uniformly, as generally happens
with Gienisa, though all these flagellates have karyo-
somatic nuclei. The cysts are frequently present in the
stools when no active forms can be found. They are
elongate-ovoid and slightly smaller than the active foi'ius.

Even in life four nuclei can generally be made out ; also,

in early cysts, remains of the flagella and axostyles. In
stained preparations (Fig. 1. t and d) apparently all the
cysts contain four nuclei (that is, two pairs), and there can
be little doubt that cyst-formation is preceded b3' conjuga-
tion of two individuals. The protoplasmic contents arc

sometimes shrunk away from the cyst membrane.
Macrostoma (syn. Tetramiliis j'-l'-)

mesnili (Fig. 1, B

and f). This flagellate is slightly smaller than Lamhlia-

The body is pear-shaped but not flattened, and it gene-

rally possesses a tail proce.ss; it is ctipable of altering

its form to some e.\tent, and in faeces which have been

standing for some time the l)ody form may have becoiiic

quite irregular. Contrary to Avho.t is the case in Lamhiia,

acti
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tlie protoplasm of Macrostoma is usually vacuolated, some

of the vacuoles coiitaiuing ingested food masses. At tho

anterioi- end is a large, couspicuous cytostouie or oial

groove, inside which one of the four flagella, rather

shorter thau tho other three, invariably lies. This

flagollum, by its vibration, produces a constant flicker-

ing inside tlie cytostome. The single nucleus is situated

quite at the anterior cud of the body, and the flagella

originate close to it. E%-STi with the precaution of flrst

fixing the smear, these );:, 1 i'.s ;n. too often rounded

and flattened icf. Fig. 1. 1
':

1 !)
•'- lUigella can usually

be made out; after .', ' before hiirdenmg,

nothiug is seen but i\ i ii-. 1. -- mmss of protoplasm,

with a large nucleus. TIilio cannot be the shghtest

doubt that the parasite found by Castellaui in dysenteric

.stoo's in Ceylon, and regarded by him as an entirely new
type of organism v' Kntajplasma") was one of these

flago.iates, probably a large form of Macrostoma. Cysts

wind may have belonged t^j this form have been seen very

rareh Tliey were ovoid, but smaller than Lcvnhlia cysts,

luid showed a single (?) dull nuclear area, somewhat

nearer one cud of the protojilasm.

Tilchomoiiais Iwminis if'ig. i, u).—The body is usually

pear-shaped, but may be rounded. This form cau be dis-

tinguished by its jerky, irregular movements, and by tho

cou" picuous undulating membrano running along one side.

The vigorous action of this mei^dirane often produces

waves of the peripheral protoplasm, p.issing down the side

of the body, from before backwards, 'x'bo membrane ends

posteriorly, and its flagellar border is contiuued as a short

free flaoellura. Three anterior free flagella are present,

which can be made out iu sluggish individuals. In the

stained individual of Fig. 1, ':, the curved wavy hue on the

right is the attached flagellum, which terminates freely to

the left. The inner line running roughly parallel with the

attached flagellum is the so-called axial line, marking the

base of the membrane. The shorter curved line on tho

left starting from the nucleus, is the single axial rod
;
iu

life this projects backwards, forming a stiff tail to the

body. Up to the present the cysts of this form have not

beeu observed.
Ccrcomonas homhiis.- Only on one occasion has an

iufcctiou—a very slight one—with this flagellate been

observed. A single active individual was found; it was

very amoeboid, but the main flagellum could be seen

vibrating freely, thus distinguishing the creature from an

amoeba." A scanty uumber of cysts were present. These

are spherical, with finely granular contents. They arc

slightly larger than the other flagellate cysts, but distinctly

smaller than an Entamoeba cyst; there is only a single

nucleus iu the cyst, not always clearly visible. This foim

is a true humau parasite, distinct from the coprozoic form,

C. lomjiccnula, which passes through the bowel iu the

encysted state and is only active in faeces (-•/. the case of

water Amoebae and parasitic Entamoebae).

Cocciiluin C;/s/.-.—Human coccidiosis has always beeu

regarded as a very rare aud exceptional occurrence. In
the faeces of 5 cases
bodies have been found
which are in all prob-
ability coccidian cysts
I Fig. 2, A and n). They
were usually scanty, but
in one case not infrequent,
five or six cysts being
ijuickly found in one
fresh preparation. The
cyst is ovoid, with rather
narrow ends. The mem-

Fig. 2.-Coecidian cy-ts : A, oou- braue is definite and firm,

l?.''';u1,%to'''t>r^'is°''!S:j^'o'^bratts):
butrather thin. The size

Drawn from life. 1000. of the cyst is very
generally about 32 by

14 microns. It is thus little more than half the size

of any human nematode ova, according to textbooks
of parasitology ; on the other hand, the dimensions
are well within the limits of those given for the
cysts of coccidia which have beeu described from man.
Further, the contents of the cyst appear quite different

from those of eggs. The cyst contaius either one or
two protoplasmic masses, larger or smaller respec-
tively, which are full of large refringent granules, strongly

resembling tho characteristic reserve food granules of

^^^ D

2000.
uglo

coccidian oocysts. Slore thau two masises have never been
obseiTcd—that is to say, this does not appear to be the
segmentation process of au egg. Nor have any worms
been found iu a single case. The two masses, resulting,

doubtless, from tho ilivisiou of the single larger one, repre-

sent most probably tno sporoblasts, which will become the
sporocysts. For some reason or other no further develop-
ment has ever been observed iu cysts taken from faeces,

after the latter liave beeu kept for a day or two. Tho
coceidiau is appareutly of the Isospora type rather th:iu

the Cocciilinm typo, which has four sporocysts ; a spcciis

of Isospora is kuov,n to occur frequently in cats and dogs.

There has bccu so far no opportunity of determiuiiig
whether this coccidian infection is restricted to the intes-

tinal epithelium or whether it also invades the liver.

Bla^tocijsth honiinis.—This peculiar parasite, which has
been known only a few years, is usually regarded as allied

to the fungi (Ascomycetes) rather than to the protozoa.
It has been undoubtedly the cause of much confusion, and
has been mistaken for resting or resistant stages of

different flagellates—fiDr example, Trichomonas or Macro-
stoma. In one case, where the stool was very watery aud
of a clayey
colour, enor-
mous numbers
of this p.T.i-.isite

vvere prcscno.

Different stages
of Blastocijslis

are seen iu
Figs. 3, A and n.

The body is

spherical,
motionless, and
in the earlier stages shows a large vacuole ; frequently, iu

fact, the body appears to be nearly all vacuole, there being
only a narrow rim of protoplasm cnclosiug it. The
vacuole is clear, and not fatty or oily in appearance. The
limiting membrane of the body is thin aud delicate, aud
does not resemble the cell wall of 'a fuugus. The parasite

is probably more closely allied to the protozoa than to the

yeasts or blastomycctes. At fir.st there is only a single

nucleus, lodged iu the rim of protoplasm. With increase

of size the nucleus divides, the two daughter nuclei pass
to opposite sMes of the body, aud simiile binaiy division

may take place. Or nuclear multiplication may continue,
and the -.acuek ni'^y lirn-'nisli and tend to disappear as
such. This condition probably leads to multiple fission.

Resistant stages, or cysts, have not yet been observed.
Entamoeba, coll.—Up to the present no cases of infec-

tion with Eniamoela trtratjena (the cause of amoebic
dysentery) have come under notice. In several cases,

however, the cysts of E. coU have been found in the
faeces, usually iu scanty uumbers, but once or twice
fairly numerous. Active forms have not been observed at
all. The cyst of i'. coll is usually spherical (Fig. 4), but
may be ovoid. It is considerably larger than any of the
flagellate cysts, aud is further

distinguished from the latter by
the fact that the membrane is

thick, with a well marked double
contour. By careful focussing,

moreover, many nuclei, appearing
as small riugs slightly clearer

within thau the surrounding pro-

toplasm, cau be made out. Prac-
tically all the cysts in which
the nuclei could be clearly made
out had from six to eight nuclei,

the latter being the normal com-
plete uumber. This fact, of course,

is usually given as a definite diagnostic character dis-

tiuguishing E. roli cysts from those of E. tctragena, which
have four nuclei as the complete normal number. All tho

evidence obtained so tar supports the view that E. coli is

uon pathogenic, and a distinct form from E. tctraf/cna.

PafltogcnieUi/.

AVith regard to the (juestiou of tlie pathogeuicity of the

above flagellates, the data so far to hand afford only

slight indications. Of late years, several Continental

workers have i-ecorded cases of " flagellatedysentery

"

(the flagellates being usually Lamhlia or Trichomonas),

a motha

1000!

I —
i yst of nut-

cell wUb einnt
Drawn fiom life,
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vLicli Lave been chronic, giTiiif; rise to coutiiiiiecl cliai'-

rlioca, often with blood and mucus in the stools^, aud
proviug I'ctiactoi-y to oidinai'j- uifthods of tieatiiieut.

Tliesf (.asos Lave" been regardcil as not due to baeillaiy

01' amoebic dysentciy, but ineciic evidence as to the

absence of the former is usually lackiui,'. The present

series of cases is complicated by the fact that, in the
majority of them, one or more types of pathogenic bacteria

have been obtained. Blood, mucus, and pus stools have
occnvrcd only in two cases, from both of which Sliiva's

bacillus was recovered. On other occasions, where loose

!^tools have occurred, at times slit>htly mucoid but with no
blood or pus, Shiga has either been obtuiuetl or. where not
actually recovered, the patient'.s scrum has subsciiuently

given the agglutination reaction. Or, again, some other
organism—;for example, B. ^'ii'ii/.v^/Ziosd* A—has been
present. In several cases, in fact, the patients appear to

have been infected with several different organisms,
bacteria and protozoa. It is quite possible that the
bacterial infection and the disturbance caused by it have
favoured the establishment of the protozoan infection,

whatever this has been.

Nevertheless, thei-e is a residuum of cases, where loose

diarrhoeal stools have occurred, containing flagellates or

their cysts, where no evidence of pathogenic bacteria has
been obtained. Where active flagellates arc pi'eseut the
motions are nearly always loose or thin and creamy or
bright yellow in colour, the latter being markedly the case
with Stools containing Trichdinonas. This parasite has
occurred in diarrhoeal stools from one patient at intervals

over eighteen days, after which it apparently died out.

Up to the present this form has not proved per^-isteut or

refractory. Lamhlia is probably a more impoi taut caiisi

of intestinal derangement, and this can be readily iiiidei-

stood when the essential parasitic character of this foiiii

and the situation it occupies are bornc: in mind. The
following is the record of one of three very similar cases
of infection with this parasite, iincomplicated (now) by
the presence of any other pathogenic organism. In the
instance in question, the active forms have never been
seen in the stools examined ; this fact shows the impor-
tance of the recognition of the cysts. •

W—s. Admitted September 26tb. 1915.
September 28th. Pasty yellow stool; fair number o£ /.fuH^/i',!

cysts.
October 13th. Loose, slightly mucoid stool ; no blood or pus

;

some I.amldin cysts.
October 22nd. Pasty, olive-green stool; very numerous

J.nwWia cysts. '
•

October"30th. Thin, soup-like, greenish-brown stool; no blood
or mncns ; niuuei-ons Lamblia cysts.

TIjc presence of cysts in such numbers indicates, of

course, a heavy intestinal infection with tlie tictive forms.
Dnriug this period the patient has suffered from chronic
diarrhoea ; during the night before the last sample was
examined, for instance, he had five thin or loose motions,
Prior to admission, the patient, who came from Gallipoh;
had a historjiof six weeks' dysentery and diarrhoea, witli

blood and mucus in the stools during tlic first two -or

three weeks. During this early period he had three or
foiu- injections of emetine. Probably, therefore, the patient
La<l amoebic dysentery, which was entirely cured by the
emetine, for neitlier Entamoebae nor their cysts have ever
been found in the stools. . The emetine had apparently.
however, no effect upon the Lamhlia. French workers
strongly recommend turpentine Iterebenthinci in ca.ses of

persistent diarrhoea due to these flageliatt s. It is 1ioik;i1

to obtain further information upon thi^; .subject as time
goes on.

. Refebeschs.. .

Lcdioftbam and Aikwright: The Currier ProUem in Infectious
T)i senseiAraoW}, 1912. 'Wieii. I.Hv. irot^.. 1915, i>p. 579. 620.

According to the New York M-<ti<-.ii i;,,r,r,i, n,f. field

service of the American Amhnlance in I'kh, (lining tlie

first eleven months of its activil\ tiau^i.i.ncil 57,000
Vounded from the front. The number ol auluiuoljilts now
employed in this service is about ninet.v , aiul. iu addition.
twenty machines arc attached to the iiosiiital at Ncuilly.
One supply and one staff machine accompany each of the
units in the field, themselves composed of from ten to
twenty-live cars. There liave been no deaths amonj; the
drivers of the field ambulance, although they go very near
to the fighting lines and are frequently under heav\- fire.

More cars arc added to the field eqiUpment as the fund
grows. The numberof beds in the hospital at Nenilly has
been increased from 175 to 600.

NOTE OX TUE TETKAA ACCINE :

TYPHOID r PARATYPHOID A FPAKATYPnOID 13

+ CHOLERA.

Piioi-Essoi! ALDO CASTELLAXI, M.D.,
rHTSICIAN, ir A.N-D VI (r.AI.y TXCEX-S) MiLITAUY HCSPIIALS.

SKOfLji;, Skiibia,

RALPH W. MEXDELSOX, M.D.,
MeJIBEE or THE .VJIEUIOAX KliD moss SaXIIAKY COHMIiSIONf.

Skoi-l,ik. Sekbia.

Ir may be of interest to put on record the somewhat
extensive experience we have had iu Serbia with the
tetravaccine

: typhoid + paratyphoid A + paratyphoid B
+cholera, one of the cotnbiuetl vaccines prepared and-
used for several years iu Ceylon by one of us.

Tcchuiij^iic of Preparation.
Tills is identical with that used by one cf us previously,

and already published in varitms papers. It may, how-
ever, be of advantage to describe it again briefly.
The growth of typhoid cultures is washed off with'

sterile 0.85 per cent, salt solution, to which 0.5 per cent,
carbolic acid has been added : the emulsion so obtained is
stored at room temperature 1I8 to 20 C.I for twenty-four
hour^, and then standardized. To standardize it the
germs arc counted by using a Thoma-Zeiss apparatus,
and sufficient carbolic salt solution is added to bring the
number of germs down to 2,000 millions per cubic centi-
metre. The standardized emulsion is tested for sterility.
Tlie same procedure is carried out with paratyphoid A and
paratyphoid B cultures, tlieso two emulsions being also
standardized to contain 1,000 million germs per cubic
centimetre. The above procedure is also carried out with
cholera, the emulsion of « hich, however, is standardized
to contain 4,000 million germs per cubic centimetre. The
four standardized emulsions when found sterile are mixed
together in equal proportions, aud tlic vaccine will there-
fore contain per cubic centi metre :

Typhoiil
Paratyplioid A
ParatVphoiil 1'.

Cholera
250

Of this.mixtme 0.5 U< 0.6 e.rm. arc given imder tiie skin
of the arm the first time, aud the same amount a week
latei':- A third dose, also h com., given two weeks aftev
the- first, is of advantage, but- not essential for practical
purposes. • '

The Pcj)ioneWatcr McthotL—Owing to the scarcity of agar
atoiaetime in our laboratory we prepared a certain amount
of vaccine with peptone water iu the following way. Largo
battles were filled with peptone water cimtainiiig 1 per
cent, peptolie and 0.75 per cent, sodiiuu chloride, and
sterilized. Some of the bottles were then inoculated with
typhoid, others with paratyphoid A, others with para-
typhoid B, and otheis with ciiolera. The cholera bottles
are kept in the incubator at 35 C. for twenty-four hours.
The bottles inoculated with typhoid, paratyphoid A, and
paratyphoidB were incubated for forty-eight liours, as the
growth of B. fijphosiis and allied germ's isslow and scanty
iu such a medium. Wo found by experience that with the
peptone water we used and with the strains of germs wo
had, provided the bottles were kept in the incubator
exactly the stated period of time and temperature, the
number of germs was, for practical purposes, nearly
constant. The cholera bottles will contam approximately
3.800 to 4,000 million cholera vibrios per cubic centimetre
aud the typhoid aud paratyphoid bottles will contain
approximately 900 to 1,000 million per cubic centimetre.
The peptone water cullui-es were tlieu mixed in the
toUowiug proportions :

Typhoid 2 i.arts

Paratyphoid .\ ... ... . ... 1 part
Paratyphoid U ... ... ... 1 part
Cholera ... ... ... ... ... 2 parts

Ta this was added '. per cent, earboiic. which is sufK-

cieut to sterilize the vaccine in a very few hours. We
may say at once that the results obtained with this

vaccine as regards agglutinins, etc., appear to bo very
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.siiuilai' to those obtainod t\ itli the carbolized agar culture

vacci'ic, tliongli wlieuevci' possible we prefer to use the

latter,

E.q)cruncntal Worh on n-liich ilie Fi-eparation oj (he

Tctravaccino and other Mired Vaccines is Based.

The pi-eparatiou o£ tetravaccine, as well as other com-
bined vaccines, is based on the experimental work of ouo

of OS carried out in 1901 and 1902,'.- when it was demon-
strated that if an aniinal (rabbit) was inoculated with two
or three species of bacteria, agglutinins and immune
bodies for all the germs were elaborated, provided a

sufficient minimum quanity was given, the amount of

agglutinins and immune bodies elaborated for each germ
being nearly the same as in control bodies inoculated with
only one species. It was also demonstrated that when
immunization is obtained by a single inoculation, the

amount of agglutinins and immuiie bodies elaborated is

not iu proportion to the amount of culture injected, pro-

vided a sufficient minimum dose be used. A series of

rabbits inoculated with 2 c.cm. of typhoid culture gave
the same average agglutination limit and the same amount
of immune bodies as a series of rabbits inoculated with
4 c.cm. In rabbits no good results were obtained, as a
rule, by inoculating more thau three species of bacteria.

\merican Red Cross 5anitary Commission

Telravacine (Caslellani)

Comliinetl typhoid -j- paratyphoid A + paratyphoid B
-f- cholera vaccine.

1st dose Yj CI.-; 2 nd dose a week later , '/j cc; 3 rd

dose (not essential) two weeks after the first, V2 cc

The injections should be Riven subcntaneously in the arm

nke well before usioj;

ia 'OMCiila UpscHor Kpcra

KoMOiiHOiiaiiu m: e-tkuumc 33 ipOyiuHU TH<i>yc, B3 BaKUH-
HesaiiapaTH*) c A 11 B 11 KO-iepnqne BaKUHHe, aajeaHo

Upua jiiijCKiiHja •/, ec; APjra iiCACty .jann nocje npBe
oner '/., ce; Tpeha (imje Cam Heouxo;tua) abc hchcab

uoc.ie npce HujeKUHje Vz cc.

KiijcKitHje ce BMajy spuiHTU y pane no^Koaviio

|.Hiij.l. Jll«; j-noiDe6»

Facsimile of label.

But more recent experiments have shown that in rabbits

the tetravaccine—typhoid, paratyphoid A, paratyphoid B,

and cholera, induces protective substances for the four

germs iu the rabbit.

Blood Examination of Buhhiti Inoculated tvitli the

Telrai-acciyie.

The particulars of the investigation will be given in a

future more complete paper. Here we will limit ourselves

to the statement that according to our researches the

blood of the inoculated rabbits developed agglutinins for

the four germs, and that the amount of agglutinin developed

for each germ was not distinctly less than in rabbits in-

oculated with monovaccines. Porcelli, using Castcllani's

tctravacciuc, has come to the same conclusion.''

Niunher of Individuals Inoculated and Techni(iue of
Inoculation,

The number of individuals inoculated by us with the

tetravaccine amounts to 50,000, and more than 120,000 by
colleagues, among whom we would like to mention Colonel

Randou, who has very ably organized such vaccination for

the civil population, also on a very large scale, and Dr.

Boricks, who has now started the preparation of the tetra-

vaccine at the Government Pasteur Institute of Nish. The
method for preparing the arm for inoculation was simple.

At first we took elaborate means to scrub the arm
thoroughly with soap and water, drying, and then painting

with tincture of iodine ; but when inoculating at the rate

of several thousand a day, wc found it impossible to spend
the time necessary for this procedure, and depended
entirely upon the iodine alone, with excellent results.

The reactions were usually very mild and consisted

usually of a small area of redness, a slight local tempera-
ture and some tenderness. General reactions were very

seldom complained ofi and when in<iuircd into revealed a

slight headache and a general inaptitude. These par-
ticulars were carefully looked into in all cases upon the
second inoculation.

It seems hardly permissible to elaborate upon the
technique of inoculation, yet with continued practice one
acquired a skill that almost assumes the dignity of an art-

We have found it possible when everything is going right

to inoculate at the rate of 400 an hour. Tho left arm is

chosen, the skin over the insertion of the deltoid, and a
quick stab, as though one were shaking a drop of ink from
a pen, results in placing the point of the needle at tho
exact depth. The syringe is held in the right hand
between thumb and index finger, while the tip of the ring

finger is placed just above the point of the needle, acting
as a check to the force applied. No after-treatmeut

such as massage or sealing the puncture is used.

Blood Examination of Individuals Inoculated with the

Tetravaccine.

We have examined the blood of more than 100 individuals

inoculated with the tetravaccine for agglutinins. In ten
we studied the agglutination curve for several weeks. We
propose giving the particulars with all the tables referring

to this subject in a future more complete paper. We are

limited here to giving a tabic containing the results ob-

tained in three individuals iu whom tho observations were
carried on for six weeks.

Telrar Inoculations

:

11. jint, i c.ciH, 8ec(jH(/.)

luJi-
viduals
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tvccidcnt observed by colleagues who have iuocnlatecl iu

Serbia more than 120,000 men with the tetravaccinc. Wc
have never observed any really serious reactions, cither
local or general, the inoculated persons being as a rule

able to attend to their duties iu from twenty-four to forty-

Li"ht hours after injection.

3. The inoculated persons develop protective substances
ii>t the four germs : typhoid, paratyphoid A, paratyphoid
B, and cholera. The amount of agglutinins present for

each of the four germs is practically the same as in con-
trol individuals inoculated with typhoid, paratyphoid A,
paratyphoid B, and cholera monovaccine.s.

4. \Vc arc of the opinion, as stated in previous publica-

tions, that the tetravaccinc should be used as a matter of

routine to inoculate the troops taking part in the present
war, greatly exposed as they are to the four diseases,

typhoid, paratyphoid A, paratyphoid B, and cholera. Its

use renders it possible to give a contemporaneous pro-

tection tor the four maladies by a simple and rapid
procedure.
As we have alreadj' received numerous requests and

inquiries from many quarters, and as the time at our
disposal makes it impossible for us to supply the vaccine
to all who ask for it, it may be mentioned that the
tetravaccinc is now prepared on a large scale by Mulford
and Co., of Philadolphia, and can bo obtained from them.

References.
' CastolUni: Cevloii Mnl. Ileports. 1904 1905; Ceitfr.fUr Bait.. 1909;

IIUITISH Medicai, Journal. 1913 (vol. ii, p. 15771, 1914-1915: Jouni.
Ceylon BraDch Biitisli Medical Association. June. 1914; Siierimentale.
1915. ^CustellaDi- Zeit. fiir Hugiene. 1902. i>. 1. Agglutination in ex-
iwriracnt. Miscliinfect. -^ Porcelli ; 11 tetravaccino Castcllaui, Itijormii
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PARATYPHOID "A" FEVER.

A. H. SAFFORD, D.P.H.Lond.,
MiJOR, E.A.M.C.

Althocgii paratyphoid fever has been rccoguizcd for

several years, and during the last three or four years has
become of considerable importance in India, especially as
affecting the British troops, it appears seldom to be
recognized by civilian practitioners, and not much
attention been paid to it outside the army. This is no
doubt due to the fact that few textbooks give more than a
brief sketch of the disease.

The following notes aro based on over a Imndred cases

which I have personally observed and in which the
Jlacilliis 2>(iratijphosus A was isolated in each instance,

cither from the blood, urine, or faeces.

Definition.—A septicaemia caused by the presence of

i\\c Bacillus 'paralypho-itis k, causing a remittent type o£

fever of about twelve days' duration.
Incxihalion.—From ten to fifteen days.

once. It appears to bo more common among men than
women, but no definite statement on this can be made at

present owing to tho excess of male over female population
iu the army in India. One attack protects against a
second. I have never seen or heard of a second attack.
As might be expected, antityphoid inoculation gives uo
protection against paratyphoid.

Bacler'wlotuj.

A Gram-negative motile bacillus is present which agglu-
tinates with high titrc paratyphoid A scrum, and by tho
absorption test can remove the agglutinins.
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1 have seen so many varictie«! aud also so many case^ in

•wliich no rash appeared t)iafc I do not consider tho presence

or absence of a rash auy aid to diagnosis.

Tenderness or even pain over the gall bladder is a

nommon symptom. There is often an initial enlargement

of the spleen but seldom of the liver.

By the end of the lirst week the headache is relieved

and there is marked improvement in the general condition

of the patient ; this is in mwked contrast to the case of

true typhoid. Altliough the fever continues a few ilays

the i>atient feels qnite well, and is anxious for an increase

of diet or even to be allowed to get up.

CompUcutioiis and Sequehie.

A relapse is fairly common, and usually begins within

seven to ten days after the cessation of the initial attack,

but seldom runs the full course, lasting five to seven days.

Haemorrhage is i-are, but blood-tinged mucns is sometimes
passed. Perforation is extremely rare, but has been re-

corded. Phlebitis and cholecystitis appear to be the most
'common complications, the former occm-ring more often

than in typhoid.

The mortality is very low, and is generally placed dt

1 per cent., but even this figure is, I think, to> high.
' -Convalescence is slow ; considering the comparatively

short duration of the fever there is marked debility and
anaemia.

Treatment.

The case should be isolated and treated on general lines,

as a case of typhoid.

Beyond relieving the headache and constipation little

can be done except careful nursing. For the relief of the

headache small doses of aspirin are useful, aud for tho
fii-st night or two hypnotics may be used. An initial dose

of castor oil should be Administered if the case is seen early

;

if not^nemata sltonld be given. Tlie pain over the gall

bladder is seldom excessive, and <an generally be relieved

by hot fomentations.
The diet should consist entirely of millc or rriilk-whey

during the fever and be very gradually increased. Too
eaily feeding is, in my opinion, the cause of most cases of

relapse.
D'lafjnosis.

Little reliance can be ijlaced on Widal's ' reaction as au
aid to diagnosis, as the agglutinins are very feeble—seldom
higher than in a dilution of 1 to 40 during the disease, and
are fiequently entirely absent.- They appear to be highest
at about the twenty-second day of the disease, by which
time the patient is convalescent. Tlie most rapid and
satisfactory method of arriving at a diagnosis is by blood
culture, but it is essential that the blood should be drawn
within the first five or six days of the disease. I have
recovered the bacillus from the blood as late as the ninth
day, but this is uncommon. A bottle containing 20 c.cm.
of sterile ox bile should be inoculated with 5 c.cm. of blood
from the vein. This is best done with an all-glass

syringe which has been sterilized by di-y heat or hot oil

at a temperature of 140= C. The syringe should not be
sterilized with antiseptics. The further stages in the
isolation of the organism must be carried out by an
experienced bacteriologist. Failing isolation from the
blood, tlie urine and faeces should be daily examined.
The disease varies considerably in intensity from the
umbulattiry type, which is fairly common, to the typhoid
type. Tlie lever in this type lasts three or four we<!ks,

but oven in this severe type the " typhoid state '' is seldom,
if ever, seen.

\n intermittent type of temperature sometimes occurs.

Refebexces.
'Giatlau and Wood. Joiiriiiil of the Soaal Armij Meilical C<iij)».

An«ust, 1911 ; Bainbridge. Lancet, March 16tli, 1912. 2 Giattan and
Harvey, Journal of the Royal Armii Medical Corps. January. 1911.

THE .TREATMENT OP AMOEBIC DYSENTERY,

. GE6uGE, C. low, M..\., M.D.,
AS8ISTAKT PinsICIAN,'

The Pan-American Meilical Congress, at its seventh
mcetiut', litld in San I'ian< isco in -lime, jiassed a resohition
request 11 J 11 organize a Pan-American
Commii' tiou to inelude one repre,
sentaii\' 1 juutry. The committee is

to iuvu-; .;
' liral etlucation and medical

pracrirn ill tlic (li(1iici:r .Minitries; and to consider the
fcasiliilir y of a systeiu of exchange professorships between
Americau universities. Its repon is to be communicated
to tlie national medical organizations of the countries
represented, and a final report is to be submitted to tJie

eighth Pan-American Medical Coiigrcss.

Recf.stly many eases of dysentery liavc been coming
home to England from Gallipoh' and other places abroad,
and as a result people who have little or no experience of

this symptom-complex of disease are called upon suddenly
to treat them. Naturally the results in many in.stances

are not very satisfactijry, and, in the hopes that some
information on the subject may help any practitioners so
situated in the future, I propose to give a brief account of
the uii-to-date treatment of one of the commonest forms
of this disease. Since' Kogera proposed the use of emetine
for amoebic dysentery I have treated many cases, both in

private and in the Seamen's Hospital, by this drug, and
the method'of administration now given ia therefore bascd-
pn actual experience' and is one that will be found useful,

and efficacious in actual practice. Other ways of giving
tlie drug I have no doubt may prove equally sncccssfur

—

iX any rS,te, in the hands of experts—but there are certain

points that must be carefully followed if success is to be
obtained. '

Space will not permit of a dissertation on all the
varieties of dysentery met with. It is sufficient to say
here that there are bacillary forms of the disease, protfi

zoal forms, and helminthic. Of these the one termed
amoebic comes under the protozoal gi'oup, and is caused
by a parasite tei-med the Entamoeba histolytica. The
cases of dysentery that have recently Reached England
from the Dardanelles ha,ve, at least in the vast majority
of cases, been bacillary or of some undetermined type, and
certainly have not been am<jehic.

The administration of emetine to such is useless, as i\\\^

drug is only Specific for the form of dysentei-y caused by
the Entamocb'i /nslcfi/fira- just mentioned, and by it

improper use in cases not due to such parasites negati '.

results are obtaiued, and the drug is brought into di

repute. The first thing to do in dealing with a case -

dysentery is to determine its type, and for this purpi--

the faeces must be carefully examined for protoz)'

and other parasites. To detect pathogenic amoebn
is not difficult, at least to the expert, but there ;i <

pitfalls the unwary may easily fall into, especially :

one has not had sufficient practice in examining stoni

Lamhlia cysts, Blastoctfutis, vegetable cells, aud .'•

squamated cells from the bowel are easily mistaken, ai.

snch mistakes are serious, as they may condemn a patii j

to a long course of emetine for no purpose whatsoevii

.

Still more difficult, at least in the vegetative stages of th.-

parasites, is the distinction between Entamoeba colt, a

harmless amoeba, and the E. ftistobjtica, the harmful one.

In the tropics aud abroad generally the former is vei y
common, and there is no reason why mixed infection

•with both should not occur. The distinction between 1

1

two lies in the hands of the expert, but the broad vnl>

generally adopted now is, if a patient is passing blood an i

mucus—that is, has signs of definite dysentery and ha-;

amoebae present—the case may be looked upon as an
amoebic one and treated accordingly. Later on, when the;

case becomes chronic or passes into the stage of the trn.:

carrier, cysts ajipear, aud these can be differentiated from
each other by their size and the number of their nuclei.

Having thcu diaguosed the case properly—a most im
portant thiug—the next thing is to treat it, and this i^

done by emetine liydrochloride in varying doses aul
amounts. The drug may be administered in one of tlin

\ ways: (1) Intravenously; i2) subcutaueously or intia-

mnscularly ; or (3i by the mouth.
As regards intravenous injections, I have had no

occasion to use them, but there is no reason why they

should not be cmploj'ed in fulminating or in moribund
cases where time is jirccioiis. The most usual method "1

administering emetine is subcutaneously or intramus-

cularly. Subcutaneous injections often give rise to a
coiwiderable amount of pain and stiffness, and to avoid

this some give them deep into the muscles similarly to

(juinine. There secuis to, be an idiosyncrasy in some in-

dividuals, a man I lately treated having considerable

trouble—pain and stiffuess^—after his injections, whether
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tliey wci-c given subcntaneously en- intrainnsculai-ly. These
syiuptoius iliil uot disappear for several ilays. and in two
injections given in tlic loose cellular tissue of the ah-

douiiual wall slight haemorrhages occurred as well as a

considerable amount of redness at the site of the injection.

Tliis happened, though every care was taken to sterilize

the skin, syringe, and needles, and the ampoules caiuc

from the usual source. At the same time as this two
other pitieuts had similar injections, both subcntaneously
and inti-amuscnlarl}-, without the least trouble. The stitT-

ucss and pain in the case jubt mentioned definitely pre-

vented the patient having full use of his arms for several

days, and this po.ssibility must bo borne in mind in giving
injections to people who are up and about. As a rule now
I give the injections intramuscularly, avoiding giving a
second one near a place where one has been previously
given, until all signs have disappeared Even with large

iloses no sickness is produced by the injections.

As regards giving the drug by the mouth, the rncthrd
lias the disadvantage that sieliness may be produced.
Providetl the drug is retained, however, it acts quite as

efficiently as by injections, and I know of one case where
it did better. When administered by this rente one gives

it in kcratin-coatcd tablets at night when the patient has
gone to bed, taking the same precautions as one used to do
with the old ipecacuanha treatment. I have tried this

method fairl}' extensively and find that one of three things

happens: (1) Either the patient has no sickness at all.

(2l he may be sick for a night or two and then get quite
accustomed to the drug, or (3) it may make him sick every
time.

In acute cases in bed injections are best. In chronic
cases with slight local lesions that one does not wish to

keep in bed, or for some reason finds it inconvenient to

iuject, then the mouth method may be employed.
Another objection has been raised to the keratin coated

tablets, and that is that they may not dissolve and may
be passed unchanged per rectum. This has not been my
experience, but it is a possibility. If there is any suspicion
of it, as evidenced by the case uot improving as he should,

the stools can be washed and the tabloids searched for.

The salt usually employed, as already stated, is emetine
hydrochloride. Kecently I tried another preparation for

Dr Balfour, made by Burroughs. Wellcome and Co.. named
methyl emetine. Though larger doses of this can be
employed: it does not seem to be any more efficient than
the hydrochloride, but one would need to try It ou further
cases before deciding finally.

The dose of emetine hydrochloride I now usually
employ is 1 grain for each injection, two of these being
given a day, morning and night, for the first two or three
days if the case is a bad one with much blood, mucus, and
pain ; or if not, onU' once a day. After that Igrain injections

arc .idministered every uiglit until a total of 12 grains
in all has been given. By tliis time all blood and mucus
should have disappeared from the stool, and amoebae
should no longer occur. Not uncommonly about the fifth

or sixth day of treatment a moderate degree of looseness
of the b wela, or in some instances a definite diarrhoeic
condition, is met with. This may be due to the emetine
itself, similarly to what one got and aimed at in the old

ipecacuanha treatment, and it does no harm. After
tlie cessation of the drug the stools become solid, of a
normal consistence, and no blood or mucus is seen on their

surface. Tbej- .should he carefully searched for amoebae,
and if these return or if mucus and blood appear again
a second course of emetine will be required. This does
not, as a rule, require to be so prolonged as the first, and
may be given again in l-grain doses every night until

6 grains in all have been taken. Third courses arc prac-
tically never necessary. In my experience larger doses
than those mentioned are not required. If all symptoms
of dysentery have not disappeared by the time the
12 grains are taken, then the diagnosis is in all probability

at fault, and the condition is due to some other cause
than the entamoeba. With such doses toxic symptoms do
not occur, but it is quite possible that if the drug is given

in larger individual doses and kept up over long pciiods
of time such might appear. As has been pointed
out, tiiere is no necessity for this, excessive doses
not being required. The action of the drug on tlic

vegetative or living stage of the amcebae is very rapid,

the parasites quickly disappearing, as do also the

blood, and mucus, and other symptoms. In addition tc

the emetiue treatment, acute eases of dysentery arc, of

course, kept strictly in bed and on a strict diet. At first

only milk or liquid diet in the shapo of whey and weak
soups are allowed ; then, as the symptoms .subside, milk
jiuddings may be substituted, these in turn being followed
by a further increase until pounded white fish and chicken
ai-e reached. No alcohol i^ permitted at any time. After
treatment, during convalescence, and for at" least four to
six months afterwards, the patient must be kept on a
simple white meat diet \\ifch plenty of milk, no boef,

coarse vegetables, curries, spices, alcohol, or things of that
sort being allowed. In addition to diet, chills and wettings
must be very carefully guarded against. Kelapses of
amoebic dysentery, even after very caieful treatment, are
frequent, and it is only by taking "the greatest precautious
and care that these may be avoided.

Often chronic cases of amoebic d\ sentery present them-
selves for treatment. Tlie sviaptonis depend ujion the
amount of bowel involved and the eliaractor of the lesions

present. Blood and mucus to a certain extent are generally
pi-esent in the stools, or all that may be found is some
looseness of the bowels, w ith two or three actions a day,
or slight diarrhoea. In this latter type of case the only
reason for suspecting dysentery is the presence of the
specific parasite, often now in the cystic or resting stage.

Tliese cases act as true carriers and are dangerous to other
people, the cysts being the infective agent that passes the
disease on from one person to another. Such cases may
require to be isolated. It has been stated that emetine
has no effect upon the cysts and does not cause them to
disappear. In a case I>r. AVenyon and I recently studied
carefully this was not so. Injections rif emetine in I'grain

doses daily quickly caused tinm t^ a^hj'-Ii, and they have
not reappeared again up to date I'^nm. ui'.iitlis later). The
treatment of these chronic cases miM ciiiicrs is the same
as for the acute ones. It may nr^t \k: necessary to confine

them so strictly to bed or even to keep them in bed at all,

but they .should be put through a similar course of emetine
and be dieted in exactly the same way. In addition to

amoebic manifestations of the bowel, the liver may be
involved and an abscess may threaten to form. Here,
again, emetine works in a most miraculous manner, and
if applied in the doses mentioned above may completoly
abort all the symptoms. Since its introduction the eliances

of averting suppuration have increased enormouslj*, and
fewer cases of abscess of the liver now come to the
operatmg
Though

table

practically cases of amoebic dysentery
treatment, there is a small
been no doubt of the corroct-

1 does uot, symptoms con-
ve or cystic, being still found
lire further careful study to

respond quicklj* to cmetiii

residuum—in wliiili H . ,r 1

uess of the di.i .j^ 1

tinning and am • iv

in the stools. Sii.h . :i-,( ,

explain this auomaly.
In all the stages of tiie treatment of the disease it is of

fundamental importance that the stools should bo care-

fully looked at every day. There is no other way really

of being certain how the drug is aetinj; unless this is done.

Where obtainable, flat glass stool dishes \\ill l.e found very
useful. One can examine the faeces then witliout

removing the glass to!i and .so avoid the horrible smell so
many of these stools have. In addition to these macro-
scopic examinations, careful microscopic ones must also

be carried out at least every second or third day.
In many instances physicians send samples of such

stools to experts for diagnosis. In such a case it is not;

necessary to send the whole .stool, all that is required

being a small portion in a suja!! lIi- Ix.ttle. Only prac-

tice in the microscopic cxaniiniii m i 1 -tuels will make
perfect. Students who have jxi^i'l iIiioiil;1i the tropical

schools are now supposed to i.esses. this proficiency, but
one must impress upon the home doctor, who has not had
similar chances, that the subject is by no means an easy
one and that there are many sources of fallacy.

Finally a word of warning as to the significance of

flagellates in the faeces. Though tliis has nothing to do
with amoebic dysentery or its treatment, yet in the search

for entamoebae in the faeces they are sure to be met with,

and as a matter of fact the ev Me -t e^, , of -mue of these

arc often mistaken for amoeb:ie. it 1 Hie commonest
intestinal flagellates are /," ' " - inhabiting

the small intestme in its Trichon
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lulesiiiiaHs and Tcfrumilns iiiesnili, inliabiting tlic largo

bowel. These, of course, have been known to tropical

workers, and not only known but studied for years. Some
have suggested that they canso diarrhoea, but ou the

whole the consensus of opinion is that they are harmless.

They certainly are to many individuals, who may harbour
Uiem (Lamhlia at least) for long periods of time with no
symptoms, but that, of course, does not preclude the possi-

bility of them becoming pathogenic under certain unknown
contStious. It is very improbable that they ever produce
dysenteric symptoms ; in fact, one may say they never do.

'I'he fact of them being found in dysenteric stools, as they
liave been recently, in many instances in cases coming to

Loudon from Gallipoli, simply means the patients have
liad a double infection, the dysentery being due to .Shiga's

or Flexner's bacillus, pa,i-atjphoid bacilli, or other bacterial

causes.

It may even be that the flagellates flourish better in a
bowel already damaged, but careful examinations of
apparently liealthy individuals in the tropics would tend
to negative this, as sometimes the heaviest infections seem
to occur iu people with no bowel symptoms whatsoever.
If they are harmless tlicre is no s{)ecial necessity to

ilestroy them by treatment. In a case of Lamblia infec-

tion Dr. Wenyon and I recently studied—the case that had
Kntamocha hintohjliai cysts—we tried emetine and other
drugs. Emetine had no effect whatsoever, while beta
naphthol though causing a diminution of the parasites did
not completely destroy them, and after the drug was
stopped they became as numerous as ever again. As
already emphasized, emetine has no efl'ect on bacillary
dysentery. The treatment of this disease is quit« a
diflferent one, being chiefly carried out by diet, salines and
serums, and the diagnosis of this type is purely a bacterio-
logical one, similar to that of typhoid and paratvphoid
fever.

ON A CASE OF SEPTICAEJIIA TREATED BY
INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF EUSOL,

J. LORRAIN SMITH,
M.D., F.R.S.,

PK0rESSO» OP PAIHOLOGI ;

JAMES RITCHIE,
M.D.,

rr.oFKSsoR of bacteiuology ;

THEODORE RETTIE, D.Sc,
)ER THE StEDICiE BEBEAUCH COMinTTEE,

Preliminary Note.
In the paper on the antiseptic action of hypochlorous acid
which was published in this Journal on July 24th, 1915,
by Lorrain Smith, Mun-ay Drennan, liettie, and Campbell^
it was shown that 5 c.cm. of eusol can be injected
intravenously into rabbits without harmful effect. In the
paper referred to the name " eusol " had been given to an
:vqueous solution of free hypochlorous acid of 0.5 per cent,
.strength, prepared by shaking up 25 grams of a mixture
of equal parts of chloride of lime and boric acid iu 1 litre
of water and subsequently filtering. For intravenous
injection 8.5 grams of common salt per litre are added.
Since July wo have made further observations, and find
that 25 c.cm. can Ije injected intravenously in the rabbit
without harm, and in one case as much as 45 c.cm. were
given—that is, an amount equal to a quarter or half of
the total blood volume.
The possibility of applying this method to generalized

ssptic couditious was offered by a case of puerperal
septicaemia which was seut into the Royal Maternity and
Simpson Memorial Hospital, Edinburgh. The following
IS a summary of the clinical account of the case

:

"

Jit,. M ascil 27 4.para, delivere.l without assistance of afemale child ou October 5tl,. Wlien the maternity nursearrived she found the patient sitting by the fire with the babylu her lap. P acenta had not come away but was expelled
naturally shortly afterwards. The piogriss was normal tithe fourth day when, though the pat, ent had not com hunoshe wasfound tohave a riseof teni|r, rv :,. |i. p^- -., .,,'

tinned, and on the sixth day had reiii '

lii,
rate of 126. The breathing'was rapi.l :.

, it
suppressed rough r.nd some i)ain 011 11,. ,., ,,, ,,| ,>,,

, 1,, ^,On esaniinalion there was a sii>spipi.,ii ,.,
i idiiclnil lueiUliin''

over a small area iu the right base. The patient was removed
to the hospital, where a diagnosis of puerperal septicaemia was
made, the lung condition being looked on as secondary audsli^^ht
in extent. On the dax following admission the temperalnie
was normal r<ii- r f.-w 'i.ir«, but this was followed by a steady
rise till thrc. (1 ,,•,

1 reached 103.4- !'., pnlso 145, respira-
tions 38. TIm I . ! iiifion was looked on as excessively
grave and tl-. :..

- peless. At Sir Halliday Croonr's
request we uni. 1 t nMnent with eusol.
In view of the animal experiments we decided to begin with

a dose of 100 c.cui. Ur. R. W. .Johnstou exposetl the median
cephalic vein, and we injected with a transfusion apparatus
100 c.cm. of eusol made up in normal saline, and wanned to
37 C. ; the injections took five minutes. The temperature
was rising at the time of the operation, and continued to rise
for an hour thereafter, when it reached 106' F. It then fell

continnonsly for twelve hours till it reached 96 ]'. Stimulants
were !>diiii"'-'»rivl mil thf> fi-Tvp"?-n'i;'v ^!o»vlv looe a"aiii.
Wlltn ,< r, ;.,!, ..1 |n| ,l.,„,r ..,,,, • f,,,,;- ln:„r- :,:',,, rile lirsl

inje.-.,..!. ,-, • I.. '
,

,.. .,,1. Tl,,-

tenip-l-ViiH-. . M .

.'
.

, ;,!,,! ,
. ,-i. .' !.,, ;..i,, .:.m;,. I ^,l,^vl..|l

five days.
The patient then developed ])elvic cellulitis, and the tem-

perature rose again to 102", ami contiuued to show an evening
rise to this point for eighf daj-s, after which it fell again to

normal. The cellulitis was regarded by Sir Halliday C'rooiu as

a purely local coiiditiou.

On (lie day following the second intravenous injection intra-

uterine douchiug with eusol was applied, and also on the

subsequent day. This was the only other treatment employed
to combat the septic condition directly.

Review of the Case.

There seem.s no rea.son to doubt that this was a typical

case of puerperal septicaemia in the ordinary acceptation

of the teiTu, and, further, that there was every likelihood

of a fatal result, and this was the opinion of Sir Halliday

Croom and other members of the staff. Cultures from
the interior of the uterus yielded a fUrciHococcns pyogenes

which was fatal to mice. Cultures from the blood, how-
ever, were sterile, so that iu all probability life w-as

threatened mainly by ihc toxic effects due to absorption

from the local foci.

The immediate effect on the temperature due to the
injections of eusol may be regardctl as evidence of the

action of the hypochlorous acid on the circulating toxin.

This view of the case is confirmed by the subsequent
temperature disturbance caused by the parametritic

inflammation.
This case is published at the earliest possible moment

because of its heaving on the treatment of septicaemia

among the wounded soldiers.

The method Ls obviously a safe one if carried out with
caution and ou the lines indicated above.

It has not been possible to determine the maximum
quantity of eusol which can be injected with safety into

the human subject. Since 100 c.cm. is a small fraction of

'

the blood volume wc consider that it is possible where
repeated doses arc given that this amount might be
cautiously increa.sed. Ou the other hand, to judge from
our animal experiments, large amounts may diminish the
coagulability of the blood and cause haemolysis.

In a case of malignant endocarditis with pneumonia
which is still under treatment we have demonstrated that •

the 80 to 120 c.cm. eusol can be injected without harm.
The success which has followed the treatment of gas'

gangrene by local applications of eusol in Captain .lohn
Fraser's luiuds,' taken along with the above observations,
suggests that the method of intravenous injection may bo
expected to give favourable results in cases of general
septic infection iu the field, gas gangrene, tetanus, and
other kindred conditions characterized by toxaemia.
This case was tinder the care of Sir Halliday Croom,

and we beg to express our thanks to him for permissiou to
publish an account of the clinical observations.

The first medical congress of Ecuador, organized hy the
College of Medicine of (luayaquil, was held in that' city
from October 9th to ilu- 16t)i. Among the subjects dis-
cussed were the cliui.itic conditions ot Kciiador. the
si)ecial features of tyiihoid and mal:ii;:il 1. \ , r~ ,. -,0:1 iu
various parts of that country, the ill' '

,

111- i ho
spread of epidemics, the medical I -

1 ul.n-. ,a

schemeforthccompilationof aWia/«'.' , //.;);.(,

and the practice of mcdioiiie in Ecuador.
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^ Iferturc

>> (HM) IM "K( riONS AND I llKlll

niKATMKNT.
Dkltvbkkd .wirn Demonstrvtions^ at tui: Opkxixo of

AX EXHIBITIOX or SlKiiltAI. APPLIASCKS KOR THK
Thk^tmkxt of THK WorxPEn hem) at thi:

KoYAI- SiX-IKTY OF MEOK-IXK FROM
October 8th to 14th,

Hv COLOXEL SIR ALMROTIl E. AVRIGUT, 31. D.,

I'.R.S., C.B.,

A CO.\9UI,TANT PHTSHTVS TO THE F.XPEDmOXABY FORCr IS inASrr

U'TOui the Research I.«V>oralor>" attaobfid to No. 13 <: uncial

PART lU.
fP7i!/i!oIo,jic,il Action of SIioilj S.ili S«JHt!o)is.

Tx conucxiou witb tbo pliysiological action of stroug salt

solutions—and wlicn speaking ot strong salt solutions

I liavc in view those containing about 5 per cent, of salt

—

we bavc to consider primarily the effect produced npon
loncocytes. And we have to distinguish between the case
where the s'rong salt comes into direct application, and
tlie case where it comes into operation from a distance.

In the former case—both in pus and bicjod—the leuco-

cytes are broken down ; and, in pus, evidence is obtained
of a setting free of trypsin. In other words, strong salt

solutions acting on a medium containing leucocytes will

liromote anto-digestion. and provide a nutrient substratum
which will, as soon as the excess of salt is removed, favour
the growth of microbes.
To study the effect of strong salt .solutions acting from a

distance we centrifuge blood in an emigration tube or cell ;

'

Jet it clot ; superpose our 5 per cent, .salt solution ; allow
time for the salt to diffuse ; and then iucubatc at 37 C.

Fig. 12.—We have represented in A and B the lower portion of the
nhite and the upper iiortiou of the red cIo6 obtained by centri-
IiiKing blood in one of Emerj's cells. The ivhite corpuscles only
are shown in the figure. In A strong solution has lieon imposed
uiion the free surface of the white clot. In n iihysioloeical suit
sarntioD has been imposed. Tbo appuaiauces arc described in the
text.

Fig. 12, A, shows the picture that we then get; and I add
for comparLson Fig. 12, B, showing the picture obtained
when we impose upon the blood, instead of 5 per cent.,

0.85 per cent, salt solution. In each case we have : below,
tlie red corpuscles ; and above these, the layer of leuco-

cytes; and above these again, the white clot. In a,

where the 5 per cent, salt solution has been imposed,
we have practically no wandering out of the leucocytes
into the white clot. We have instead a tightly packed
and sharply margined band of leucocytes intervening
between the red and white clots. Below this we see a
good many leucocytes which have, as it seems, travelled
back from the lencocytic layer into the red clot. In other
words, we have liere, instead of positive chemiotaxis as
in B, paralysis, and presumably al.so negative chemiotaxis.
There woulil seem to be little doubt about the negative
chemiotaxis; for in companion tubes or cells, treated in

every other respect than the salt solution as exactly alike,

the white corpuscles have all been by the centrifiigaliza-

11 separated out from the red. It will be appreciated in

noxlon with Fig. 12, A. that the elements of the blood

riu! cell referred to is a s))eciiil form ot cell devi--ed by my fellow-
'

. k--r. Captain d'Esto Emery, and made by ivfflns together two
I L^ot Blass slide with P8raflin.\fax, . .'

have, first by the mechanical force of the centrifuge, and
secondly by the chemical stimulus of the strong salt
solution, bewi disp'oscd in what I liave called the •' kakc-
tropic" arrangement—that is, the blood fluids are in front,

and tlie leucocytes behind. The import of this in con-
nexion with the conduct of the wound wiH presently
appear. For the moment let us merely put it down upou
our tablets that it would seem to follow from what we see
in Fig. 12, A, that we have in strong salt solution an agent
which would be capable of arresting all suppurative
processes.

Effect of Strono Sail Solntion on the ComliHon of
the Wound and the Mlcrobic Infection.

The effect of strong salt solution on the" wound will, of

course, be the resultant of its physical and physiological
effects; and there will be in addition an effect exerted
directly upon the microbes.
This last may very quickly bo dealt with and disposed

of. Percentages of 2 per cent, will begin to inhibit, and
5 per cent, solutions will completely arrest, the growth of

pyogenic microbes. In other words, imdiluted 5 per cent,

salt solntion will by itself—and this is to be borne in mind
in connexion with proposals to combine this with carbolic

acid—prevent any growth of microbes in the wound.
Let us, however, turn—for this is of more moment

—

to the effect exerted by the hypertonic salt solution
on the condition of the wounds. And wc may take
the case of liypertonic solntiou applied to a sloughing
or indurated wound. Now coming, as it will here,
into direct application upon leucocytes, the strong salt

solution will break these up, and set free trypsin
and favour auto-digestion; and, coming into operation
at the same time on the walls, it will promote an out-

ffow of fluid. The effect of this will be to loosen and
separate the sloughs, to disperse the induration, and
fiually to give us—always provided that the concentration
of the salt is maintained—a wound in which muscles and
connective tissue lie before us as bare and clean, and as
free from pus, as meat exposed on a slab at the butchers'.
Moreover, impression preparations will show that the
surface lymph Ls practically free from leucocytes, and that
the sero-saprophytic microbes have disappeared, leaving
behind only a few staphylococci or streptococci. This
complete result is, as a matter of fact, only rarely seen

—

for applied in tbo ordinary way on a pad of lint or gauze,
the hypertonic solution is by the outflow of lymph very
rapidly diluted.

But whether we have before us the complete, or only
the incomplete, result, we have a wonderful improvement
upon the state of the wound before treatment. Xone the
le-s, the prospect for the future is not quite reassuring. In
point of fact, we have hero lying open and naked before
us all the lymph spaces; and, moreover, the elements of

the lymph are disposed in the "kakotropic arrangement"
— the fluid elements which furnish a favourable culture
medium in front, and the leucocytes which would be
capable of combating the streptococci behind ; and at any
rate, so far as the superficial lymph spaces arc concerned,
tliere would now seem to be nothing to prevent microbial
invasion save only that we have here an outflowing
current.

But if the salt which has been absorbed into the tissues

were HO longer carried away, or if the saline solution out-

side were now to be diluted, the tide might easily turn and
flow inward. In short, we see that we have made a
successful advance, but that we must, before we can
congratulate ourselves, advance a great deal more.
Our experiments in connexion with the bactericidal

power of the whole blood tell us what our next step must
be. If we waut to K-eep the streptococci at bay, and
destroy them, wc must get the elements of our lymph into
the agathotropic order; in other words, we must now
bring forward our leucocytes. Our studies on emigration
tell us how this is to be done. We shall liaro to substituto

for our 5 per cent. 0.85 per cent! saline ^..luim.

F.ffccl of PlujdoJooifal Sail s .
< .

It will in connexion witli physiological salt soiuu'ou

be unnecessary to go umch into detail with respect to its

physical and physiological action. All that roqiiires to bo
emphasized is that 0.85 per cent, salt solution, which wc
call normal or physiological, is normal and physiological
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only with respect to its tonicity. It lias, of conrso, a mncli

higher content in sodium cliloviclc tiian the blood fluids,

and will, when placed in contact with these, send into

them sodiuiu cliloiidc < \ch;ingiuK this against otliei- salts.

Itis to tlii'^ iliffMiiil -;ilt rcutont tliat we have tu ns.M-ibc

tlie physi'jlngii il :m tit.u which 0.85 per cent, salt solutions

exertwhen supcriuipusctl upouccntiifuged blood. I'ig. 12. 11,

has shown us what then invaiiably happens. The white

corpuscles—and in particular the polynuclear white cor-

puscles—are carried forward by a cbeiuiotactic movement
in the direction of tlic free surface upon wliich the physio-

logical solution has been imposed. And precisely tlie same
occurs in the wound. After the lapse of a few hours the

perfectly bare wounds which are obtained by treatment
with strong salt solution begin to clothe themselves with

a grey film. And when wo make impression preparations

we find on the surface of our cover-glas,scs a layer of beauti-

fully well-preserved polynuclear white corpuscles. In

other words, the elements of the lymph are now in the

agathotropie arrangement : and microbes if found at all

are only very few in number.
This marks another great step in advance. It is, how-

ever, as wc shall presently see, one that falls very far

.short of a final conquest over the infection. But for the

moment let us turn aside and see what will happen when
hypertonic salt solution is applied to a clean, or, as the

case maj' be, a suppurating wound, and is then diluted.

VVc shall see our new data dovetailing perfectly with the
old.

To study the sequence of events where a hypeitoiiic salt

solution is spontaneously diluted with outflowing lymph,
wc carefully clean the surface of a granulating wound.
AVc then bring down upon it—and I owe this piece of

technique to my fellow worker, Lieutenant H. II. Tanner
— a IijnqJt ciq)'^f,i\ch as is shown iu Fig. 13, fastening it

down sccnrclv u]

\\\ now iut'ioJ-

solution into 0111

rciiieasuio auU v;,

mu.c.ulv;. /;/..7

of adhesive plasttr.

iitity of hypertonic
from time to time

iiiy the first hour or
luced. The fluid iu

.1 tli(

|uantity— iu au expcriiufiit I have in

.cm. of 5 per cent, salt solution iu-

.' .1 ii tli.c hours to 5 com.—but tbe fluid remains
11 '

1
I, After that a hncocijiaf/otfir cfiWl begins to

I
, M. First a few. and then more and more

' lUiatcinto the fluid in the lymph cup: and
ill 1! !, which in the first phase of the experiment
ii i 11 fairly numerous, gradually decrease until
i; II : L !i> liud them.

iooUiii, what will happen when 5 per cent, salt solu-

tiuu is brought into operation upon a suppurating surface
and is afterwards diluted, we take a sample of jins, mix it

with 5 per cent, salt solution, and then place it iu the
incubator. Wo then dilute with sterile water until wc
have brought down the content in salt to 0.85 per cent.,

and then wc incubate for a further period of hours. After
the expiiation of that period we find—and we may put
this down to the setting free of trypsin from the cells
bioken down by the strong salt solution—a much more
luxuriant growth ot microbes than in a control sample
incubated for the whole period with physiological salt

solution.

licverting now to our wound which was treated with
physiological salt solution, you will remember that we had
there a position won but not consolidated; and, if events
Kvcre U0V7 allowed to take their course, the leucocytes
wliich had been drawn up to the surface, and in particular,
jierhaps, those which had done service iu the destruction
of micrabcs, would not long maintain their vitalitv. for

the conditions which prevail on denuded surfaces are, as
wc have seen, unc-ougonial to leucocytes. Now just as
soon as the first leucocytes die and break up and set free
their trypsin, all those iu the neighbourhood become
involved in the same ruiu. and this provides for any
microbes that have survived or come iu from outside in an
eminently favourable cidtiue medium. After this wc have
very soon upon our wound siu-facc in the place of an almost
cxtingnished infection a luxuriant culture of microbes;
and though 110 doubt it might be jjo^siblc, by instituting

continuous in l-:,(i(iii \\ illi plix -i..Io..:r ;,I -jli ...lution, still

to hold c.ii . ,, i.M !', M ouiiii'it I. ; liilatcd by
anything (•.< 1.1 ilii 1. -in. (.hm ..1 1 . :• '\ urfacc anS
the final clo-i!,,. ,,! iln- woiui'l. In "'h. 1

>.',-'. 'v, (hat as
soon as we have practically conquered the infection sur
face we ought, as I said iu an earlier section of tins

lecture, to proceed immediately to secondary suture of the
wound.

Tkk.ithekt 1!V Vaccixe.s.

Treatment by vaccines, would have hardly any moaning
iu connexion with antiseptic treatment : but it is. as a
moment's consideration will make plain, very intimately
linked up with phylacagogic treatment. For, once we
have made up our minds that an infection will have to bo
fought by the protective ijowers of the organism, it will

be reasonable to look round and see whether the pro-

tective powers of the organism generally cannot be
reinforced. And it will also occur to the mind that not
only the blood fluids could be reinforced iu protective,

substances but also cheiniotactic scnsibilitj' of tlie

leucocytes could be so altered as to give a more vigorous
emigration response. It this were secured, the leucocytes

would not only come more rapidly and more effectively

into action, but they would come into action in the whole
theatre of infection, instead of. as in the case where salt

solutions are applied, only in those regions into which the

salt is conveyed by diffusion.

Having seen where vaccine therapy fits in, wc have next

to consider how and upon what principle wo shall select

from the bacterial flora of the Nvoiind thfisc microbes which
onght to be combated by vaccines. The principle here is

quite clear: we ought to direct our attention to those
microbes which are least easilv killed bj' the protective

elements of the blood. That will mean that wc ought to

put into our vaccine primarily the streptococcus and tlu

staphylococcus, for these belong to the class of serophytes:
and in the second instance the b.acillus of Welch and tlic

Bacillus lyfoteu^y for these belong to the class of imperfect

serophytes, microbes which will, provided wc make a suffi-

ciently heavy implantation, establish themselves and then
grow "luxuriantly in the blood. Let me explain that when-
ever in the follow ing I spcalc of a vaccine for bacterial

infections of wounds I shall have iu view either (a) - a
vaccine containing streptococci and staphylococci obtained

from wounds, or 'h\ a vaccine which contains iu addition

to these the bacillus of Welch.
The question ot the vaccine settled, the next question is

at what stages in the wound infection we can find specially

favourable opportunities for the use of vaccines. The/irs/
of these specially favourable (jpportuuities will present
itself immediately after the wound has been received.

The patient is here just entering upon his incubation
period; and it may quite well make all the difference to

him if he is now, before the microbes which have been
carded into his tissues grow out, enabled to kill them. I

liold very strongly—and there would be no difficulty at all

in arranging for this—that every wounded man should be
inoculated as soon ns he reaches the first-aid post. A
second, and also very favourable, opportunity of achieving
definit« good by inoculation would present itself at a later

stage, in those cases where the streptococcus, or the
bacillus ot Welch, or the two acting in conjunction,
establish a footing iu the tissues, and begin to spread
there. I am thinking, of course, of the early stage of

erysipelas, cellulitis, or gaseous emphysema, where wc
have, as the case may be, the beginnings of au inflam-

2 Both varieties of vn.eim mvo av;,nul.U- In .ill mil
tlic first under tlie <1(-

i
— • •

,
t

that of ' niltiijanyr, - , ,
. li

i

bo mftdc for a viarti' .

wllicli menaced liim :

described in tbe lir-. .,
, , 1 ,.

implantations of till.-. ^1. ..-...,,..c 1....0.. ..> iln

sevo-cultm-c. or pvo-li:i( iiio--jaUuie. :o,.l linn usiiii;

those microbes which grew most readily iu the blood.
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nintoiy bliisli ou tbe skin, or tlie beginuiugs of indaiation,

or it >uay ho that pnvplisli mottling of the skin vrLicli

beraWs gaseous gangrene.
Antl tlic eniployuitut of vaccine would al^50 be si)ecially

r»pportuno wben we address onrsclves to tbo partial or
complete secondary suture of the wound. For the con-

ditions are heit> analogous to those which obtained when
Hie original wound was received—analogous in tbo respect

that we have in both an implantation of microbes into the
depth ; and analogous also in the respect that success or
failure will hinge upon tbo rapidity and effectiveness with
which the protective elements of the blood arc brought to

bear upon the implanted microbes.
But to all this it may be objected that we have here

merely plausiVjle theoretical considerations ; and that what
is i'e<jnired is direct evidence establishing the utility of

inoculation.

I>et me therefore consider with yon how far it would bo
possible here to procure probative evidence ; and for the
sake of those who attach superior authority to clinical

evidence, let us begiii with this.

A comparison of what would be procurable in connexion
with antisepsis inoculation with what has been procured
m connexion with antityphoid inoculation will liere clear

np certain point* for tis. The first of these is, that once a
Hian has been inoculated against typhoid, events will take
tlieir course unaffected by outside interference. In other
words, it an iaoculated man comes into contact with
mfestion, and the typhoid bacillus effects a local lodgement
in him, nobody comes and interferes between the organism
«f - the patient and the invading mici«be. Moreover, when
the iuvading microbes are successfully disposed of, there
<vill not remain open any door to after-infection. The
exact reverse will liold of antisepsis inoculation.

IIoic there will be all sorts of interference, useful or, as
the case may be, harmful, at the point where the microbes
have effected a lodgement ; and the wound will remain open
to further infection from outside, and in particular it may
readily b* reinfected in the course of Oijerative interference.

By reason of this it will, if the wound becomes septic, be
impossible to tell whether tbe responsibility lies with the
microbes oi-igiiK»l!y implanted, or whether these were
killed off, and wc .nre iii presence of an after-infection.

Enough will have lieen -said to show that it will be quite

out of question to procure in the case of antisepsis inocula-

tion trustworthy statistical data such as are available iu

connexion with typhoid.
Precisely the same will hold true in the case of anti-

sepsis inoculation undertaken as a prelimary to secondary
suture of tbe wonnd. For here everything will depend on
the operative skill of the surgeon and ou tlie scientific

preparation of the cases. And the only judgement wliicli

will have value will be that of the surgeon who has
actually followed the cases; and, again, his opinion will

have value only if he have experience also of cases of

secondary suture undertaken without inoculation.

There remains the third class of ease, that where
vaccine is employed to abort an incipient infection of

tissues. Here, again, statistical proof wHl be unattain-

able. When, however, a sufficient number of separate
obsci-vei-s shall have experimented with the vaccine, using

control, and shall have formed each his own experimental
judgement, wc shall have evidence which will really have
probative vtilue. But exijerimental judgements of that

kind are not yet available in sufficient number.
For the present, tlierefore, there is not—nor will there

ever be, except only in connexion With the last class of

ca.sc—anything to carry conviction to that type of man who
puts aside what lie calls " theory ' and demands everywhere
proof and certainty.

But. while wc have in these matters no certainty—and
let us not regret it overmuch, for certainty is like the
stick without the dog to the blind man who wants-" to get

a move on "—wc have here all that an exacting luind

could require in the way of inferential evidence of the
value of immunizing response in Wonnd infections. Such
evidence is furnished by the fact that patients who make
only very indifferent immunizing tesponse suffer from
long-continued pyrexia, ami their wounds heal slowly, and
they not infrequently develop seriovrs complications, in

particular in the fonn of spreading infections and
metastatic infections- of joints. ThedireCt reverse holds
rsi iKtticnts who ^re making satisfactory immunizing

response. Theii- wounds heal rapidly; and they never
give cause for a moment's anxiety. Now, sudi immuniz-
tug resiwnsc as we sec here safeguai-ding tho patient
i.s, in the case of hoaltliy men—and I reckon as healthy
men all who are not suffering from autoinoculations and
fcver^-readily obtainable by the inoculation of vaccines.

I have now completed what I have to say about the
different ways of treating wound infections ; and you will
have appreciated that, while antiseptic treatment stands
apart, the three other methods- arc closely interlinked

—

forming together a complete system of phylacagogic treat-
ment. Let me now draw the threads together, and put
before yon in outline a scheme which might serve as a
basis for the treatment of wound infections.

Before that, however, let me just pause to express my
gratitude and indebtedness to my follow- workers iu these
researches on the treatment of wounds, and in particula,r

to Captain S. \V. Patterson of the Australian Medical
Service, to Captain d'Este Emery, and to Lieutenant A. C.
Inman and Lieutenant H. H. Tanner. And I have at tha
same time to express my grateful acknowledgement to
the authorities of the Army Medical Service, and to
Colonel W. I'Estrange Eames, C.B., of the Australian
Hospital, and, above all, to the Medical Kesearch Com-
mittee for placing the services of these officers at my

Scheme for the Phvl.vcacogic Treatment &f Wouxd
ixfkctions.

It will be convenient for the ordering of this scheme of-

treatment to follow the wounded man from the " first-aid

post" back through the whole system of hospitals.
Treatment in the First-aid fast.—Here, after haemor-

rhage has been arrested and the wound i)as been cleaned
and bandaged and splints have been fitted, it will be well
to give a prophylactic injection of ' antigangi'ene vaccine,"
this being, as already explained, a vaccine containing the
streptococcus, and staphylococcus, and bacillus of AVelch.
For this injection nothing in the way of appai'atus would
be required beyond a syringe, in a metal case and the
vaccine in a rubber-capped bottle. From this last the
vaccine would be di-awn off as required through toe rubber
cap sterilized with lysol or other antiseptic. To sterilize
the skin at the point inoculated is, in connexion with
injection of vaccine, a work of supererogation.
There would follow upon the inoculation a rapid im-

munizing response which would, one is entitled to
anticipate, in a bullet wound perforating only tissues,
extinguish the infection, and would iu other wounds do
the same in those regions v.'here the physiological
conditions were not too unfavourable.

Treatment in the Field Amhulance.—I would suggest
that the work of the field ambulance, which is—except in
the case of the wounded who are too ill to move—restricted
to mere washing and sterilizing operations, to the applica-
tion of clean, dry dressings, and to the injection of tetanus
antitoxin, should be extended to the performance of simple
operations for the excision of the projectile and foreign
bodies, and the procuring of efficient drainage. And I
would suggest that all wounds, with the exception of those
whicli promise to get well of themselves, should be treated
with hypertonic salt solution. These suggestions aro
dictated by the consideration that where a wound will,

if left to itself, certainly become septic, we ought, at the
earliest possible moment, both to remove extraneous sub-
stances which contain microbes, and provide for a free
outflow of lymph from the whole internal and external
surface of the wound.

Concerning the operative procedures for the procuring
of drainage it will suffice to say that they otight to give
sufficient access to permit of loops of sterile bandage,
previously steeped in a solution of 5 per cent, sodium
chloride and 0.5 per cent, sodium citrate, being carried
down into the wound to serve as wicks.-' The introduc-
tion of the bandages ought to be piefaced by a syringing
out of the wound with the aforesaid solution, and the free
ends of the bandage ought to be carried out from tbo
wound to be inserted between plies of lint well soaked in

the same solution, and folded over so as to form a thick
pad. Finally, one or two tabloids of salt ought to be

^Viile here the author-s Meinorancliiiu oa tho Eniploynieut of
Pandages for tha Draining of Wounds, Bkitisu Medicai, Jocbsal.
October 16th. 19i5, 1)564. . ••.
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planted in between the back layers of the pad, and over

ti\6 top of all oiight to come a layer of impeivious pro-

tective ti&suc. This method of dressing ought to be

npplied also to the open funnel wound. In the case of

'Jgougod-oul " or " punclicd-in " wounds of soft tissues the

viclis of bandage would, of course, be dispensed with.

This will be the place to elucidate two points which
romc up for consideration everywhere when hyptitonic

s:(lt solutions are used as lymptiagogic agents. The first

has reference to the concentration of the salt, the second

to the addition of citrate of soda.

In connexion with tlie concentration of the salt all

strengths from that of sea water—corresponding to about
2.5 per cent, of sodium chloride—to a saturated solution

—

corresponding to 30 to 40 per cent, of sodium chloride

—

have been used in the wound; and the stronger the salt

.solution the greater the lymphagogic efiect. But as the
concentration of the salt increases, treatment will be more
and more painful until with saturated, and nearly satu-

rated, salt solutions wo get cschai'otic effects with intoler-

able burning on the wound surfaces; while on the skin

there is produced severe irritation followed by bacterial

infection. The strength of the salt solution must there-

fore be kept within limits. Where we have freshly cut
edges of skin, and, as in the flapless amputation, nerve
fibres exposed in the wound, it will bo unjustitiable to

employ more than 5 per cent, of salt; and even then it

will bo well to protect the cut edges of the skin with a
thin coating of vaseline. When, on the contrary, we arc
dealing with comparatively insensitive granulation tissue,

or with quite insensitive sloughing surfaces, we may, with
a view to achieving more rapid results, employ somewhat
stronger solutions. But even with sloughing wounds it

will be better not to go beyond 10 per cent, of salt. Again,
when wo use a wet pack of salt solution, it will be well to

jnotcct all the skin in the neighbourhood with a coat of
vaseline. And finally, when we use, as suggested above,
tabloids of salt to keep our salt solution up to strength, in

despite of outflowing lymph, care must be taken to prevent
the solid salt coming into contact with the wound surface.

Passing now to the question as to when citrate of soda
should be employed in combination with h3'pertonic salt

•solnti' 11=. it may be explained that the purpose of the
citr;iti is to pKvunt the lymph coagulating in the siphon
barnlaL'fs and on the walls of the wound. I may point
oi't. iu couiicxion with this, that while 5 per cent, .salt

.'•olutii>ii will, as already Alexander Schmidt showed, pre-
vent clotting, it will not, as my fellow worker, Lieutenant
A.C. Inuiaii, has shown, prevent clotting in blood that is

mixed with im-;. Such blood is. however, prevented from
clotting by 5 ik i ci nt. salt mixed with 0.5 per cent, of
citrate of si.ilci. 'L'he practical rule, therefore, will be to
ail'l I i'-'. I' f "la wlieu weare confining the discharge and
ih:i, '''' \\ith pus: and to omit the citrate as uuneces-
:-a! i

' II ; II- irrigating and washing away any pus.
/' '' "/ Casiiiiify Clearing Stations.— As the

patient is transported farther and farther back from the
front, and a-ray and other equipment becomes available,
it becomes possible to undertake more extensive opera-
tions for the procuring of drainage, and for the removal of
the projectile and extraneous substances, as well as tor
resection of hopelessly iufccted tissues. But we have
always in connexion with operations upon a patient who
lias to be transported farther, to consider not only the
practicability of the operation, but also that of keeping
the patient under close observation sufficiently long after
we have operated. It must be remembered here that the
W'ound infection is always the important factor to keep in
view, and tliat the period which is occupied in transport
will generally represent for the patient a period of retro-
gression; and the Ket-back will generally be proportionate
to the duration of the journey. During transport drainage
will, unless this can be prevented by wet salt packs applied
nnder protection, be interrupted ; the wound may become
" lymph-bound," and then cellulitis or gas gangrene may
supervene. Or, again, if the wound has arrived at tho
suppurative stage, the discharges will be confined and
become tryptic, and corrupt.

This will, of course, apply retrospectively as well as
prospectively, so that in every hospital which receives
})atients from the front its work will consist largely in
efforts to regain for the patients ground lost upon their
-journey. In particular the induration of the walls of the

wound will require to bo dispersed, and relief will have
to be obtained for the wounds that are lymph-bound.

Treatment af nofpitals at the Base.—Operative work
will here be called for in connexion with two classes of
cases. First there will be cases of spreading infection in
the tissues—ccUnlitis and gaseons gangrene—which have
manifested themselves during transport. These will

require treatment by free incision supplemented by hyper-
tonic salt solution. Further, there will be operations
postponed from the casualty clearing stations—postponed
either because of pressure of work or for the patient's

sake, to give him the benefit of special equipment or
special operative skill available at the base, and in con-
junction with this the longer hospital stay which is there
permissible.

The longer hospital stay will, when it can be secured,
allow of quite important progress in the conduct of the
wound infection. It will then be possible to embark upon,
what I may call, tiic full programme of phylacagogic
treatment.
In this programme we first irrigate with a hj'pertonic

salt solntion until we have restored the tissnes to their

natural condition, and are dealing with a more surface

infection, and only with .serophytic bacteria. We then
irrigate with physiological salt solution till we have ex-
tinguished, or all but extinguished, the surface infection.

And we then undertake, iu one. or in a series of successive

operations, secondary suture of the wound.
The essential features of these three linked procedures

have already been explained, but the details remain to bo
worked out. The following practical points may, however,
be emphasized.
Lymphagor/ic Irrigation.—The irrigation and drainage

of the wound may with advantage be conducted by tho
methods which form the subject matter of the demonstra-
tions already referred to (see Footnote 3i. The solution

which I would suggest for use is a 5 per cent, solution of

sodium chloride, boiled, and kept at a temperature of 37"

to 40 C. Irrigation with this solution ought to be con-

tinued (Ic (lie in diem until the desired result is obtained.

If we fail in this we have probably some retention of pus
in inaccessible spaces, and these ought to be opened up.

Whether irrigation ought to be continuous, or whether it

ought to be continued for only a few hours at a time,

remains to be determined.
Le([focj/'''3o^!cI»-)t;7a<to«,—Our therapeutic solution will

here normally consist of boiled physiological salt solution.

It, however, remains to be determined whether in those

cases where secondary suture is for any reason imprac-

ticable, it may not be better to substitute for physiological

salt solution some such fluid as Ringer's solution or Locke'i-

solution (without the sugar), whose salt content will more
nearly resemble that of the blood—such a fluid, though as

a leucocytagoguc not so good as physiological salt solution,

might quite as well prove more favourable to the growth
of connective tissue and epithelium.

There remain over now two general c[uestions with
regard to which an explanatory word must be said. The
first relates to infections of "joints and serous cavities

which are shut off from the exterior; the seeond, to tho

employment of antiseptics and antiseptic precautions in

connexion with operative interference and the various

manipulations and procedures undertaken in the wound.
Treatment of Infcetions in Unopened Joints and

Serous Cavities.—The complete programme of lympha-
gogic treatment, leucocytagogie treatment, and secondary

suture is, of course, a programme for open wounds. But
lymphagogic treatment wUl bo superfluous where we have

a purely surface infection in a closed cavity. And the

question of secondary suture will not come up, unless we
have first opened up widely—a method of treatment which
is, at least in infections of the knee-joint, of very doubtful

wisdom. There remains accordingly of our programme
only the irrigation with physiological salt solution, and in

combination with this effective drainage. In the particular

case of a knee-joint infection the fluid could be supplied

through one needle and be carried off through another.

Or the fluid might be carried in through a fine rubber tube

inserted in a very small incision. And the fluid might be

allowed to find its own way out, or it might be carried out

by a siphon of sterile bandage inserted through a small

counter opening and carried down to a vessel of water

standing on the floor.
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Employment ofAntiseptics and liesort to AntisQiiic Pre-
cautious in Connei-iontviih the Wound.—The employmcut
of nutisoptics and the takiug of antiseptic pl'ccautiou^j in

couucxiou with all operations and manipulations iu wounds
is governed by the consideration that the patient will have
made iuiujunizing response only to those microbes which
the projectile carried into the wound, and to those con-
tained iu the vaccine—these being ex hijpoihesi those
present at the outset iu every wound. To all other

microbes the patient will, except only so far a,s the

increase of his antitryptic power may protect him, be
fully susceptible. From this it follows that we shall, if

we neglect any antiseptic precaution, be running the risk

of superadding to the already subsisting infection another
infection ; and iu hospital we shall be running the risk of

transferring infections from patient to patient. Herein,
then, lies tlie justification for prescribing the prophylactic
employment of antiseptics and antiseptic precaution, and
iu particular the use of stcrilo instruments and sterile

gloves in connexion with the dressing of patients, and in

.association with this the sterilization of all bandages and
salt solutions used in the wound.

CoNCLUDixG Remarks.
I pass iu conclusiou—for in the end one's thoughts

always take that direction—to the problem as to whether
it would not be possible for the researches I have detailed

to bear fruit in a wider sphere than that represented by
the present audience and those who will perhaps read this

discourse.

You see that my mind is here set upon those questions
of organization concerning which I ventured to say some-
thing when lecturing here some six mouths ago.* Let mo
to day again break ground for you by indicating that there
are included iu the Army Medical Service in reality three
different services—a Service of Administration; a Service
of Sanitation ; and a Service for the Treatment of the
Sick and Wounded. And let me again, iu connexion witli

the last mentioned, ask you to remember that it is staffed

almost exclusively by medical practitioners joining for the
war; and that the civil profession is by consequence
specially responsible for its efficiency. Now, if that is so,

it then must he for the civil profession a duty of special

obligation to see that whenever, in the practically un-

explored field of wound infections, any new knowledge
is gained, that new knowledge shall be brought iuto

application in all military hospitals.

At the beginning of the war the outlook', so far as
it related to the wounded, was, I think, somewhat as
follows:

It was realized that all sorts of surgical opcratious iu

which life would be at stake would have to be undertaken
;

and that these would, under the conditions that existed,

fall to new-joined junior medical officers with very little

oixjrative experience. There were, therefore, sent out to

the theatre of war a certain number of eminent surgeous.
Here at the very outset we seo recognition of the fact

that the rank and file of new-joined medical officers will

require—and, moreover, will very gratefully accept— skilled

help and supervision.

There were two alternative ways of supplying help and
supervision.

The one was to associate the eminent surgical experts
with the Medical Service of the Army in the capacity
of consulting surgeons. To do so, was not to follow
the precedent of civil life : for in civil life the operating
surgeon is not consultant and adviser to the operating
general practitioner. Nor was it to follow the precedeut
of the army. But, at any rate, that was the course that
was adoptetl.

The other and, I think, the better alternative would
have been to liavc made those who now function as
surgical consultants integral elements in the army
machine ; to have entrusted to them the selection of the
operating staff in the hospitals in their administrative
unit ; and then to have made them directly responsible
for all operative treatment in those hospitals.

All this touches, but only indirectly, the particular point
in organization I want you to consider.

AVliat seems to me specially required is the organizatiou
of all that department ot treatment which lies outside the
sphere of the operating surgeon, or at any rate the sphere

' The Lancet, May Ist, 1915. p. 898.

of the" operating theatre. Before the war it was generally
held about this department of treatment—let me call it for
short " the conduct of the wound infection "—that all that;
would be required would be: to drain the wound, by
making an opening at the most dependent point ; then to
wash out with antiseptics ; and finally, to apply dressings.
And it was held—and no doubt correctly—that for tho"
proper carrying out of tho antiseptic washings and-
dressings any doctor who was on the Medical itfjistcf
or any trained nurse would suffice.

Now the wind has swept this all away, .and it has como
home to everybody that every wound is infected and that
the infection is tho really serious element iu wounds.
Coming on the top of this, practically everybody hasi

become aware that the antiseptic system has—so far as
the treatment of the wound infection is concerned—com-
pletely broken down. So finally it comes to this, that tho
progress of knowledge has filched away from tho ordinary
medical officer everythiug, other than the knife, which ho
was relying upon for the treatment of bacterial iiifections

'

of wounds.
And though here and there he may have substituted for

the antiseptic hypertonic salt solution, that is, as we havo
seen, only to take one item out of the programme of
bringing the protective elements of the body to bear upon
the infection ; and what is required is the complete pro-
gramme. Now to carry out the complete programme it

will be necessary to stop every moment and think; aud it

will be necessary also to verity every step; and to mako'
as occasion requires new departures. Now to stop every
moment and think, is not given to everybody ; and to
verity, and as occasion may re.juirc rectify, one's course in"

combating a bacterial infection involves thinking iu terms
of microbes and protective substances and autoiuocula-
tions aud vaccines, and involves also a certain acquaint-
ance with laboratory technique.
So that I have the conviction that a newly-joined

medical officer, supposing him left completely without
supervision and help, would more easily perform success-
fully all the surgical operations that might be required of
him than conduct satisfactorily the treatment of a wound
infection.

If that is so—and it is for you to judge whether it is so
—what follows is that it will be necessary to provide ia-

connexion with the conduct of the wound infection the
same kind of aid and instruction as is provided in connexion
with operative surgery.
Aud what holds true with respect to tho organization of

the one, will hold true also with respect to the other. For
the conduct of tho wound infection, which we are here
considering, one would wish to have iu each large adminis-
trative unit a responsible head disposing of a staff' of

men with both laboratory and clinical experience, who
would be deputed one to each hospital to exercise super-
vision as " a physician in charge of wounds " over all that
department of treatment which lies outside the sphere of
operative surgery.

And I would emphasize that it would be just as neces-
sary in the case of the " physician in charge of wounds,"
as in the case of the " surgical specialist," to confer such
rank as would make it possible effectively to direct tho
operations of the medical officers working in the wards.

According to the Boston Medical ami Surf/ica/ Jourioi!,

Scandinavian immigrants do not survive in the Soutlieni
United States, where their former settlements liavo euliruly
disappeared, whilst those in the northern States aro
thriving. Albinism is markedly frccjucut in the German'
and Scandinavian races. The Greeks are subject to various
forms of infantilism, especially arrested sexual develop-
ment, and are particularly prone to spinal meningitis.
The Armenians aud Syrians are susceptible to sporadic
typhus and trachoma. Spanish, Portuguese, and Basque
shepherds readily contract anthrax. Italians, who ago
prematurely, have a marked tendency to arteriosclerosis,
while iJcUagra, hookworm, malaria, rickets, and osteo-
malacia arc common .amongst them. It.ilian euii^irants

.are very liable to tuberculous diseases. Turks suffer liadly

from ijarotitis. Tuberculosis is killing out the red Indian.
Diabetes is so common among the .Jews that its increase
iu New York keeps pace with tho free immigr.ation of
European Hebrews. The admixture ot .Jews with tho
physically dominant races in the States has pro<luced a
line type relatively free from the recessive characteristics

of Aryans and Semites.
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TWO CASES OF DYSENTERY IN CHII.DEEN DUE
TO h. PYSENTERIAE OF FLEXNEE TYPE.

I ITHLISH these cases witli the object of drawing atten-

tion to tlie dysenteric origin of some of the cases of

infantile diarrhoea occurring in this country.

It was shown by Bainbridge and Dudtield (1911 1
that

B. dijseriteriac (Flexner type) was one cause of epidemic

infantile diarrhoea in England. Four of the twelve

children attacked in the outbreak they described had
blood in the motions. Marshall (1909) had previously

described one fatal case of dysentery from which he
isolated the same organism. Similar observations have
been made in Denmark, the United States of America,

and elsewhere.
The position in reference to summer diarrhoea of

infants is probably this: Tlicre is one type of diarrhoea

accompanied with blood in the stools, wliich may occur

in infants, and is due to the ti. dijscnicriae (Flexner or

Shiga), while there is a second type of acute choleraic

character, without blood in the stools, associated in this

country with the bacillus No. 1 of Morgan.
The two cases I desire to report occurred iu my own

family, and Lad the following clinical histories.

Case i.
,

' v.. a yirl ageil 3?. vears, woke up on the night of June
12tli-13Ui, 1915, in a state of delirimn. The delirium con-
tjiiuea the whole of the following day. Marked diarrhoea
and vomiting set in at 7 a.m. on the same day. The motions at
tiie ccpiiimencement were green and watery, but rapidly became
slimy. !ii)d contained a considerable quantity of blood.
Tlic t£ni|ierature on this first dav of illness was: 11 a.m.,

103.8 ; 2.30 y.m.. 102.8' ; 6 p.m., 103.2 . The treatment was
ilictetic. wliilf tepid spoii{,'inf,' was needed to lower the

,s. rr.j,J liini. 'I'lie iiiohous, wliifli were very frequent lOver a
d.'Zrii . roiitauu-d Miviciw and blood and were intensely foul-
biiKilui^. Thr tcmiiernture was normal thronghont the day.
Dclirimii liad ;itjatOii, tilt patient had intervals of reatle-ssuess

iuul .lio',v.~iiics". 'I'liirst was marked. Small doses of grey

Thir.] 11(11/. Thf iiatieiit was mnch better; blood and mucus
were still present in the motions, however.

i'(.»)(;( i'ni/—Motions still slimy iu character, but no blood
Xn-eseiit.

Siall Z'ni/.—Motions formed and natural iu character.

C.\SE II.

The infant sister of the tirst case was attacked on June 20tli.

This case was afebrile, and no delirium occurred. On the first

day of the disease the child passed six motions, the later ones
coutairiiug blood and slime. The motions were of a similar
character the second da.\". No blood was present on subsequent
days. 'Die case was exceedingly mild ; the child objected to lie

in bed througlioat the whole period.

Bacteriological Fiiidiny-<.

A sample of faeces from the first, case couiainiug blood
and slime was plated on MacConkey's medium on
June 13th. The next day the plates showed one-third
of the colonies to be non-lactose fermenters; four such
colonies were inoculated on to agar and tested on the
ordinary media with the following

First Da.v.
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DISCIS!>10X ON PARATYPHOID FEVER.
At a meeting of tlic Section of >[e(lieine of tJic Hojal
Society of Meclieinc on Nnvciubci- 9tli, the President, bi-.

A. E. Gahrod being iu the chair, Sir Behtrand Dawson, in

o|>euiDg .1 discussion on paratyphoid fever, said that lie

would base hisi'eiuarksou experience gained in a stationary

hospital in France. The ainonut of enteric fever met with
iu the war had been small; there had been only 1,363 rases
in France, and 910 of tlie.sc were examples of paratyphoid
fever. Us existence was due to carriers; no general
sources of food supply had been infected, and no epidemics
liail occurred. The siualluess of the number was not dnc
entirely to improved sanitation or to inoculation, but iu

part to the fitness of the troops. Like typhoid, paratyphoid
began as a septicaemia and subsequently invaded the
viscera. .\t the hospital under consideration 18 patients
had died from paratyphoid infection; 14 post-viortfin

examinations liad been made when death followed infection

with jiaratyphoid B, and one after infection with para-
typhoid A. In the la.st, a condition of the intestines was
found closely resembling that of true typhoid. Deatli had
followed ijerforation at the base of the appendix. Of the
paratyphoid B cases, both the small and large intestines
Avore affected in 8, the small intestine alone in 4, the large
intestine .-vloue m 2. In both the latter perforation at the
base of the appendix had occurred. The mesenteric glaiuls

were invariably enlarged and hyperaemie, and otten
liaemorrhagic. Splenic abscess occurred twice, and in one
case an abscess was found at both poles of the organ. In
one case the sole Icsiou found was a splenic abscess, the
pus from which contained the organism. Nothing note-
worthy was found iu the liver in 11, but in others abscesses
had followed portal pyaemia. Pleural efifnsion was met
with in one of the e>:sc3. Gaugreuous broncliopneuuionia
Wiis found in 2, iu oue of which a cavity resulted. In another
an abscess of the right lung followed oue in the liver.

There was little in the aspect of the patient suggestive of

serious illness, as was seen in typhoid iu the umnoculated.
Tliere was less chance of death or of complications, aud
patients got well more quickly with paratyphoid. A case
might begin very badly and then damp down to contiuue
as a lower grade infection, thus differing from typhoid.
Broadly speaking there we're no great distinctions between
typhoid and paratyphoid. Most cases began gradually,
but a sudden onset occurred iu about 30 per cent. The
initi."" 'oatores were those of typhoid. Diarrhoea was
met with in about half of the patients; the remainder
were constipated. .Splenic enlargement was detectable
chnically in about 50 per cent. The abdomen was
flat, not protuberant. The six)ts, though resembling
those of typhoid, were occasionally larger with less

regular margins. The rash was profuse in a few cases,

morbilliform iu two. The pulse-rate was of great
importance from the points of view both of diagnosis aud
prognosis. It was slow iu relation to the t«mperatnic,
and iu 80 per cent, of the eases averaged under 90. If the
rate remained below 100, it gave a sense of security as to

the outcome of the case. The more severe the inteetiou

the more the rate tended to rise iu relation to the tempera-
ture, but no such inference could be drawn if the tem-
pci-ature were below 100^ F. He referred to the occur-
rence of tachycardia, and more rarely of bradycardia,
duriug the subsidence of the fever. In a case of moderate
severity the fever persisted for about twenty-oue days; in

many it fell far short of that duration ; and in severe cases
the course was prolonged and indefinite, simulating typhoid,
though of more favourable portent. Iu diagnosis most re-

liance could be placed on laboratory methods. The value of

the agglutination test was enhanced by Professor Dreyer's
technique. The blood enlturcwas often negative, and that
of the stools positive in only a few cases. Diagnosis on
clinical evidence alone was often impossible. Negative
agglutination tests were not so reliable as positive results.

It there was strong evidence on clinical grounds a negative
Widal reaction should not I'jad to the abandonment of the
diagnosis. Mild cases were often lacking in distinctive

features. Convalescence (xnickly followed a few days of

mild pyrexia. Thirty per cent, of all cases admitted as sus-

picious tiu-ncd out to be negative. One gi-oup of these

indefinite ca.scs displayed symptoms of abdominal disorder,
a second displayed "rheumatic" symptoms, whilst in a
third an unhealthy condition of the gums was especially
prominent. One such groiii) had beeu termed "trench " fever,
though it was uot spocially counected with trenches, and
was probably no new disease. He would prefer the namo
'• infective gastro-cntcrilis " ponding further investigation.

I

The symptoms were often slight, beginning with headache
and lassitude, aud causing the patient to lie up on tho
third or fourth day. Other symptoms were a dirty tongue,
nausea, vomiting, and abdom"iual discomfort, especially iu
the upper part of the abdomeu ; constipation was tho
rule. The fevtr often reached normal by the tenth day.
No doubt many cases of trench' fever wore diagnosed
as paratyphoid, but he was confident that the conditions
were distinct. In some cases jaurdice supervened. Tho
condition was sometimes called " influenza," but its onset
was gradual, there wasno catarrh of the upper air-passages,
and convalescence was quicker. Catarrhal jaundice might
obscure paratyphoid infection. If the onset were sudden,
paratyphoid might resemble iutlucuza very closely, but it

was important to realize that gastrointestinal influenza
was not so common as was often thought, and many cases
so diagnosed belonged to the group of infective gastro-
enteritis. Paratyphoid was probably commoner in civil

practice than was generally recognized, aud the moral was
that a blood culture should be made if headache aud fever
were accompanied by a slow pulse.

Professor Drever said that the bacteriology of euterie
fever fell under three main heads: (1) The bacteriology of
the active disease: i2) the bacteriology of carriers; (3) pro-
phylaxis. The bacteriological diagnosis of paratyphoid
was of two kinds—the recovery of the microbe froui the
blood, stools, urine, etc., and the immunity reactions,
especially agglutination. The bacillaemia was of very
short duration, especially iu paratyphoid A. Bacilli
disappeared from the stools relatively soon, except iu
the case of paratyphoid B. Of 100 cases of enteric
fever, including all three varieties, all proved by
the recovery of the bacteria, in 30 per cent, the bac-
teria could be isolated from the blood ; in 20 [jer cent,
they could be recovered from the stools in typhoid
and paratyphoid A. but in between 70 per cent, and 80 per
cent, in paratyphoid B, if repeated examinations were
made. In ordinary typhoid the disease could be detected
by agglutination in 100 per cent., iu paratyphoid B in 100
per cent., but in paratyphoid A only iu 93 per cent. For
the detection of paratyphoid A a 1 in 10 dilution was
sufficient for '11 practical purposes. Co-agglutination,
which had bcci! so much discussed, need not be re-

garded; if agglutination occurred to more thau one
variety, it was to be explained by a mixed or rather
superadded infection. Tho error iu the agglutination
test was not more thau 1 per cent. It could be used
iu the case of inoculated men. The absolute figure
was of no value, hut rather the curve plotted out as the
result of a series of tests. If the disease were preseut a
rise or drop in the cuiTe occuri'ed during its progress,

whilst if the agglutination were due to previous inocula-

tion it showed only a very gradual decline. The agglutina-
tion reached its maximum on the twentieth daj'. Iu para-
typhoid A, a first attack only produced a small quautiiy
of agglutinins, whilst iu the relapses they equalled iu

amount those met with iu typhoid aud paratyphoid B.
The great resistance to typhoid found among oiu- troops
he ascribed to antityphoid inoculation. Many slight cases
occurred, however, which did not come under observation.

There existed a cortaiu group of fevers which did not
respond to bacteriological tests. It must be anticipated that
the amountof typhoid among inoculated men would increase,

for the proportion of the inoculated was greater than duriug
the early stages of the war. It was an important ques-
tion whether a degree of immunity could be obtained
against the paratyphoid infections. The evidence was
strong that inoculation against paratyphoid did not lead to

susceptibility to true typhoid. Castellani had shown that

immunity could be conferred at the same time against

different infections, aud Professor Drcyer thought it better

to inoculate simultaneously agaiust typhoid aud para-

typhoid, thau first to inoculate agaiust one and then the

other. He had experimented in this way, aud by mixed
inoculation had obtained a markedly increased resistance

to paratyphoid. The amount which he had employed was
1000 million tvphoid bacilli, 500 milliou paratyphoid A,
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and 500 million paiatyplioid B, given in two equal

doses. This had not led to those who had been
£0 inoculated being placed hors dc comhat to a

greater extent than if antityphoid inoculation only

had been given. In some cases this treatment had
produced marked resistance.to one or two ol the varieties

of iafeetion, and in others to all three. The only wny to

prevent spread of the disease was by the segregation of

carriers, detected by examination of the faeces and urine.

He had become convinced that the method of separation

of the organism by actinic rays had no special advantage
over the usual methods.

Sir W. Hekringham said that the onset of " trench "

fever was often Cfuitc sudden. The condition began to be

t)revalent about June, and was no^v clearing off. lie did

not ascribe its occurrence to the trenches. Even when the

examination was . thoroughly carried out the attack could

not be proved to be due to paratyphoid in a large majority
of the cases. Fever of a two or three days' duration often

occurred in bouts, with intervals of two days or more be-

t-\\een them. He could draw no distinction between cases

which relapsed every few days and tliose with a normal
interval of ten days.- In . a few other cases the tempera-
ture .provided a " hogbackcd " chart and was not relapsing

in type. How. the infectiou was conveyed- was under
investigation.

The discussion will be continued on Tuesday, Xovem-
ber 23rd, at 5.30 p.m.

lebbius;

GUNSHOT INJURIES OF bONpS.
Ii; his book on Gunshot Injuries cf Jlfnes' Mr. IIkv

Oeoves, who is Lecturer on Surgery in the Uni\ersity of

Bristol, and now holds a commissfou iu the P>..\.M.C'., has
confined himself to a discussion of the treatment of

fractures of the shafts, of the long bones. As he
announces in his prefivce :

'• While the time has not yet
come for the formulation of final conclusions aboijt war
wounds, it is fully ripe for the emphasis of certain general
principles."

The opening chapters are devoted to a discussion of the
physiology of boue in relation to repair, and of its jjatho-

losy a^ affected by the presence of sepsis. In this latter

ciiuutxiuu the aiitliui remarks upon tlie. rarity of massive
necrosis iu rel:itiun to gunshot injuries, and expresses an
opinion that when it does occur injudicious surgery has
usually been a contributory factor. Captain Hey Groves
is quite certain that any extensive operative exposure
of bones, or drilling into the marrow cavity, will

quickly produce the necrosis which so rarely results
from a mere gunshot accident. This ijronouncement
from a surgeon of experience is opportune at the present
moment, and will find abundant confirmation from workers
both at home and abrofid. The .author asserts that there
is a marked natural tendency for septic comminuted
fractures to imdergo repair, and when infection has ceased
to become u^nlls^ive. tlie repair is rather more rapid than
iu wimiile boue injiii-ies. liepair niay be aided by timely
imuiobilization ami extcusiou, but will be prevented by
faidty tieatnieut such as the removal of comminuted
fragments of bone, or. by operations interfering with
the blood supply.

, These conclusions are sound, and
slir.nW be remembered. The removal of loose pieces of
' '

'ill' source of non-union, and the after-history
'

111 the presence of sepsi.s shows that even
i to be an imuLcdiate benefit, it was not a
J- ' ;- - liKjuiries made by the author of several
snigeoii.s v.lio have received these cases after plating
operations have resulted iu depressing stories of failure

;

he tells us, indeed, he did not hear of a single success.
While the author admits that speedy relief of pain may
follow plating dm to iuiiuobilization, which may be
helpful to dressings and . aily ttansjiort, he places against
these possible advaiitat;.-. the probability of extensive
opening up of soft tissues aud bone marrow to infection,
the liability to increased comminution, the danger of

causing extensive necrosis, and oven the ultimate loss of

Hrimsliot Injuries of Bones. By E. W. Hey Groves, M.D., M.S.Bond..
F.B.C.S.Enf..CRiitai.n ll.A.M.C.lT.l. O.vtonl War Pvimei-i. .London:
H. Frowdc; Hodder and StouBlitou, 1915. (Iciiii. 8vo, u). 128;
36 Cgmes. 3s. 6d. act.)

the limb, This is a vital issue, for it is possible, ai)a 1

1

from open operation, to obtain in all cases inimediati
fixation allowing of easy dressing. Although the author
would retain loose pieces of bone coimected with the
shaft, he would remove such if foimdin the ueigJiibourhood
of joints, because, if left, they might prove obstructive to
mobility.

Early and thorough intervention are advocated in the
case of an infected w ound. follosved by unremitting attca-
tion, Immediate enlarj^'eineut of the woimd is advocated
by counter opeiiiii;j~. auti even free incisions througb
apparently health; ti-siu-, The author discards the
orclinary longitudinal iucisiou^. and advocates transverse
or cruciform incisions across the groat muscles through
half their thickness ; by this means the wound will keep
gaping until healing takes place. The arguments for this

procedure do not seem to be convincing, and tbei:e . are
many obvious and urgeat objections to it. The authov
prefers wire wound loosely in spiral form to a rubber tube
for drainage, and favours a constant stream irrigation. He
summarizes the princiiiles of treatment of. compound frac-

ture by insisting on thorough drainage, extension in the
correct direction, .semiflexion of joints, free access to the
wound, the avoidance of voluminous dressing and bandages
which he calls " mummification,", and early movement of

the joints.

The question of extrusion is fully discussed, and certain

types of apparatus aci vised; it is recommended that after

applying an overextension, 20 lb. of weight should bo
applied to the femur. 12 lb. for the tibia and fibula, and
8 lb. for the bones of the arm. The extension should be
applied iu ;i direction opposed to the umscular pull. Con-
tinuous o.xteusiou by a spring, or weight and pulley, is

preferred to fixed extension. Early stroldng, as advised
by Lucas-Champiouniere, is recommended, and acts by
"producing a degree of anaesthesia by a series of light

hypnotic passes." It is not intended, the author asserts,

to act on the lymph or blood flow.

Plaster is very properly condemned as foid and filthy.

The chapter on fractures of the femur iutrocUices no nc\\

principle; the disadvantage of the Listen and Hodgins
splints are emphasized. Objection is taken to the Thomas
splint because, among other reasons, of the painful couutei

pressure of the ring on the i>erineum. The author, however,
has modified this s])lint for transport purposes, and the ring

is so shaped aud 1 ad Idl. if judged by the illustratiou, that

one can quite uu'li 1 -t aid a tragedy iu the perineum.
Special methods ot (.|ieiative attack are discussed, sucli

a.s Codivillas tiaii-tixivn pius. horse-shoe screw clamp,

and the author's tlouble tiausfixion apparatus. . These
methods can ouly laiely come under consideration, and
never iu the presence of sepsis.

The book closes with a very excellent chapter on bone
grafting—a method which, before the war, was much dis

cussed, and at a later date will be largely practised. Its

employment should be postponed in the light of recnjdcscent
suppuration.

, .

We have much jileasure in recommending this little

book to surgeons. Its appearance is opportune, aud it

reflects iu a concise aud lucid way the mind and the
practice of a tlioughtful surgeon.

LiiiLTLXA.M-coijONEr, I'AICHNIE, K.A.M.C, iu a paper
on the recent decline of enterica in India, prepared for

publication in July, 1914, concludes that inoculation

has undoubtedly increased immunity, and has had a great
effect on the prevalence of the disease In India. Opinion
as to how this has actually been brought about varies iu

the importance it attaches to infection by flies and by
carriers. Colonel Faichnie considers that the excrement
of faecal-bred flies is the more important factor, because
in so many instances the absence or presence, decrease or

increase, of typhoid bears a direct relation to the nunibei-

of faecal-breti flies. He cannot see any corresponding
relation between the number of carriers and cases of

enteric. He believes that faecal-bred flies give a reason-

able explanation of the peculiarities of Indiau typhoid,
and that the large number of cases cannot be explained
by the theory of direct infection, although he does not
assert that direct iufeclion aud other causes have never
given rise to t.\phoid fever. This .suggestion as to the
importance of the part played by faecal-bred flies is

interesting, but the incidence" of the disease in coimtries

where water carriage systems • are in force cannot be

exi>laincd in this way. ' ..
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1>Y&ENTERY AND WAR.
As was lo be espofted, aucouuts of ihe occurience of

epideiuie tlyseutei y are coming iu from the various

juinies, and this week we pubHsli a paper of great

interest from the Bacteriological I^aboratory of tiie

King George Hospital, Waterloo, which throws con-

siderable light on the nature of the dysenteries which
have attacked the British forces in tiie Near East.

Epidemic dysentery in the field is liable to be the

starting point of widespread disease amongst civilian

populations ONving to the return of dysentery carriers

among the invalided and disbanded soldiers ; a clear

idea, therefore, of the lype or types of the disease

affecting the soldier is of vas'., importance from the

.stau'>|)oint of preventive medicine. The clinical con-

dition we call dysentery may arise from many causes.

It may be bacillary or protozoal iu its origin. The
bacillary type may be due to Shiga's bacillus, or it

may be due to one of the several members of the

Flexner group. The protozoal type is chiefly due to

the EtUamiieha hiMohjtico, but possibly it may also be
due to flagellates—for example, Lamblia intestinatis,

and to. ciliates—for example, Balantidium coli.

Up to the present time epidemic dysentery in

England has chiefly affected asylum populations

;

with one exception all the asylum epidemics which
l(ave l)een investigated have been shown to be due to

the B. (hjsenleriae of Flexner type. Jn addition to the

asylum cases a small outbreak of dysentery, due to

Flexner's organism, occurred in l^oudon in 191 1, and
evidence is accumulating that this bacillus is much
more important as a cause of dysentery in England
than has been generally believed.* Shiga's bacillus

Jias been reported as the cause of epidemic
dysentery in Scotland, and also in one English

asylum. Small outbreaks also have occurred in other

institutions in addition to asylums, and amongst
civilian populations. For example, the small epidemic
amongst children which occurred in London in 1911,

was found to be due to B. (hiHentrrian (Flexner).

Such eases in children are probably not at all un-

common even in this country, and the presence of

blood and mucus in the dejecta should immediately
suggest the dysenteric character of tlie malady and
the necessity for careful therapeutic and hygienic
measures. Summer diarrhoea as we know it in

London is not accompanied by the passage of blood
and mucus, except possibly in a few cases, and B.
tlyaenterkw has not been found in association v>itii it.

On the other hand, certain forms of summer diarrhoea
in America and Denmark which havo been associated

with dysenteric motions have been found to be due to

B.ihjsenti'jioc, whereas the choleraic or toxaemie forms
unaccompanied by blood and mucus have not been
associated >vith the presence of this bacillus. It is

probable that cases of bacillary dysentery, perhaps
of only slight severity and duration, are liable to

be overlooked, and their true nature therefore missed.

Most writers incline to the view that infections liy

the Shiga bacillus are liable to be more severe and
more protracted than Flexner-Y infectious, and in

this country, as we have already indicated, tho
Flexuer-Y liacillus seems to have been the main
cause of the recorded cases, both in institutions ami
outside.

We have no evidence that protozoal dysentery in

epidemic form has occurred hitherto in England, and
it is certain that the bulk of the eases seen hero are
imported ; little is known as to the extent of tho
danger of these imported protozoal cases to the civil

jjopulation.

The experience of Ledingham, Penfold, and Wood-
cock appears to show that the cases returning front

Gallipoli and still excreting the specific organisms aro

chiefly infected by B. ihjseuler/oe Shig.a, while iu w,

smaller number B. ihiscntcrioc IHexnor, La»ibl/(c

intestinaVts, and also other flagellates are present.

None of the cases they examined showed the liniamoehi,

histolytica, though it has been reported from tli3

Eastern Mediterranean. This apparent di^^crepancy

may, however, be due to treatment by emetine at tho

seat of war and on the voyage home. This experience

is somewhat different from that of Bemlinger and
Dumas, who have been investigating the type ol

dysentery prevailing amongst the French in tho

Argonne, where apparently the large majo)-ity of the
cases are due to the B. dyseiUeriae " Y " of Hiss and
Russell ; this organism is a member of the Flexner
group. Rumpel has recently examined a small

sample of cases from the (iermau army of the vve.st

front, and these he likewise found to be due to a,

bacillus of the Flexner type. Cases duo to tho

bacillus of Shiga have, however, been reported fiom
the Austrian side.

These outbreaks of dysentery in the armies vaiso

many important problems for the sanitarian and tho

clinician. The carrier problem in the case of dysen-

tery is of great importance, and, although numerous
researches have been devoted to the subject, opinions

appear to vary greatly as to the duration of the period

during which the specific oi-ganisnis remain in the

Ijody after cessation of symptoms. In bacillary

dysentery a period of three inonihs has usually been

given as a working basis for the sanitaiian, hut Simon's

observations make it probable that this period is ton

short. Simon examined in 1909 near Sli-assKuri;

70 soldiers who had been attacked by )iacillary

dysentery in 1908. Of these 70 soldiers, 4 were stiil

found to be carriers, and one of these 4 was subse-

quently shown to cany the infection for over 600

days. In 1909 he examined also 84 healthy carriers

detected during the epidemic of 1908, and found than

no fewer than 13 of them continued to carry tho

B. dijsenteriae.

It is a matter of great difficulty to determine when
an individual has ceased to carry. Probably three or

four negative examinations made iu the course of tho

two or three weeks after the last positive result, aro

necessary, before the bacteriologist is able to declaro

that an i)idividual is free from suspicion. Such a

rule would certainly not err on the side of undue
stringency.

On the other hand the exigencies of war some-

times ride rough-shod over sanitary regulations,

and it appears highly desirable that the carrier,

and indeed all convalescents, should be trained

to observe such a high standard of personal

hygiene that they may with a good conscience enjoy

almost uprestricted freedom. It is somewhat remark-

able that none of the recent papers referring to

dysentery in the difl'erent armies deals with tho

healthy carrier. The term is not a good one, as there

is little doubt that tliese so-called healthy carriers have

Buffered from diarrhoea in some form so mild that ic
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lias been overlooked or ignored. It is well known that

B. dijscnteriac is the infective agent of certain forms

of catarrhal diarrhoea not necessarily associated with

blood and uuicus in the stools. There is uuicli evidence

to show that in epidouiic seasons many of the infected

patients do not show blood and mucus in their stools,

but appear to sutler ratlier from slight catarrhal diar-

rlioea. These cases, from the standpoint of prophylaxis,

require the same strict supervision as the fully-

developed dysenteries ; this group may really include

many of the cases classed by Simon as healthy

carriers. It is reasonable to believe that the danger

of the carrier varies directly as the number of bacilli

he is excreting ; on that account, therefore, the

relapsing carrier, who probably excretes as many
bacilli as the primary cases, is a serious source

of danger. Dissemination of the disease appears

to depend chiefly on defective personal hygiene,

hence its prevalence in asylums and its liability to

spread amongst children. Similarly the personal

hygiene of the soldier in camp and trench life is often

of necessity of a low standard as compared with good
civil conditions. These considerations suggest that

one of tlie chief protections of the army as well as of

the civilian population will be the explicit instruction

given to all soldiers in dysentery-infected areas as to

the possible danger that may arise to their fellows if

they do not maintain the highest possible standard
of personal hygiene, and educational work in this

direction should be, and we believe is, one of the chief

functions of the E.A.M.C. in its sanitary work.
The treatment of the carrier with a view to the

early arrest of his carrier state resolves itself into

the thorough treatment of any local lesions of the gut
which arc accessible. Wany of the so-called healthy
carriers would doubtless, if examined thoroughly, be
found to be suffering from slight diarrhoea, or to show
slight local lesions of the rectal mucous membrane.
Such cases, therefore, call for careful supervision and
treatment in the interest of a sound prophylaxis.

The treatment of dysentery may be specific or non-
specific ; in the matter of specific agents we are now
well equipped. Emetine acts as a specific germicide
on the Entamoeba histohftica, while bacillary cases
have been treated with great success by Eufl'er and
Willmore, and many others, by means of polyvalent
serums derived from horses immunized by the injec-

tion of the bacillus of Shiga and various Flexner
strains. Antidysenteric serum may, indeed, be con-
sidered one of the most successful of all serums used
in treatment.

Of novel forms of non-specific treatment which
liave recently been found of value we may mention
the administration of bolus alba ' and animal charcoal
in large quantities, while in acute severely toxic cases
the intravenous injection of hypertonic saline solu-

tion appears to be of great value. The internal

administration of adrenalin appears to have a favour-
able influence on the tendency to haemorrhage.

Of prophylactic vaccination against bacillary dysen-
tery in man little is yet known. The chief stumbling-
block to progress in this work is the intense toxicity

of the Shiga strains, both for animals (rabbits) and
for man. So far attempts to establish a practicable
and eflicient method of prophylactic vaccination in

man have not been very successful, but tlie matter
is one to which far more experimental research should
l:>e devoted than has been the case hitherto. In an
early issue of this Jovrxal we hope to return to this

side of the dysentery question.

1 Kaolin, native alnminium silicate iiowdered and Ireed from gritty
rniticles by elutriation; insoluble ia all orainarj- solvents and
ttnaffeotod by most cbemical rcaacnts.

PARATYPHOID FEVER AND ITS
PREVENTION.

Medicine and surgery stand to gain a great deal ot

practical knowledge from the vast campaigns of the

present war, though at a cost ot human suffering that

is appalling to contemplate. Both the lessons to be
learned from the paratyphoid fevers that are endemic
in camps and trenches, and the precautions that maj-
properl)- be taken to lessen the incidence of these

fevers among the combatants and the civil population

ahke, are illustrated by papers in this issue. Captuin
Torrens and Lieutenant Whittington add consider-

ably to oiu' knowledge of the signs and symptoms of

the two varieties of paratyphoid fever distinguished

by the bacteriologists as A and B. These two authors

have had three or four hundred cases of paratyphoid*

fever under their chai'ge, all of them, it may be
assumed, among the well-trained and unusually well-

fed occupants of our trenches, men in the prime of life

and on a diet of high calorie value and rich in protein.

It would be interesting to know how far such a
•

diet may be held responsible for the initial diar-

rhoea observed by Torrens and Whittington in more
than half their patients. Due emphasis is laid

on the facts that pai-atj^phoid B is a much less severe

and fatal disease than typhoid fever, speaking gene-

rail}', and that paratyphoid A is even milder than
paratj-phoid B. Indeed, the mortality is fortunately

low in both these diseases, for only sixteen of the

patients died, and only one of the sixteen had para-

typhoid A. But by dwelling too mucli on the low
mortality wo fail to get paratyphoid fever A or B in

true perspective as an incapacitating disease, and
may therefore imderestimate its importance from the

mihtary point of view. The fever lasts two or three

weeks or more, and sudden recrudescences are com-
mon, especially in cases of the A type, while definite

relapses occur in both types, but more often in A
than in B. We have no data as to the duration of

convalescence, but it seems safe to assume that a man
who contracts paratyphoid fever can rarely be fit to

return to duty in less than tluee or four months.
Particidar attention maybe drawn to the interesting

remarks made by Torrens and Whittington on the

diagnosis of paratyphoid fever, a diagnosis depending
in the last resort upon bacterial cidtiu-es and ttie

specific agglutinative powers of the patienCs serum.
There is reason to beUeve that not a few cases of para-

typhoid escape detection under such a diagnosis as

influenza or pyrexia of unknown origin. Due promi-
nence is given to the fact that the detection and
exclusion, of paratyphoid carriers among the com-
batants is the best way of preventing the spread of

these diseases, and one hears onall sides from men
who have returned from "somewhere in France"
that this duty is being carried out with unrelenting

thoroughness by the medical authorities responsible.

Tlie other possible method of prevention is that

described in their paper by CasteUani and Mendolson,
who have been applying it on the large scale in

Serbia. It consists in pirerientive inoculation with
cultures of paratyphoid A and B bacilli which have
been killedby carlwlic acid, in view of the special

conditions existing in that country, inoculation against

paratyphoid has been combined with inoculation

against typhjoid fe\er .and cholera as well. Professor

Castellani therefore etnploys what he calls a " tetra-

vaeeine,'' or preferably a quadruple vaccine, to protect

against these four infections: His paper shows thai

it has been administered to over 170,000 person'

among the military and civil population of Serbia

without the occiurence of any untoward results.
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Naturally wo have no means as yet of jurlging tlic

s\iccess attained by the use of this quadruple vaccine
up to the present time. But if it is at all comparable
to the success which h>:3 attended the employnicul
of antityphoid inoculation in our own armies, T'ro-

fe-i'^or Castellaui and his medical colleagues will have
effectively conferred a niosl valuable benefit upon the
inhabitants of that much \exed country, and pro-
•spectively a comparable benefit upon the armies of

the Allies which are going to its assistance.

THE LIFE HISTORY OF AMOEBAE IN DYSENTERY.
Thkre arc two amoebae commonly found iu man, one, tlie

KnUimorba hiiiolytira. the cause of amoebic or tropical

ilj-scntorj-, the other Entamoehu coli, supposed to be barm-
loss. To distinguisli bct\Veen these two amoebae in tbcir

so-called vegetative state is not by any means casj-.

Different cbaracteristios have been given from time to

time which are supposed to distinguish them, but in many
instances these are not altogether clear, and even experts
may at times be iu a ditbeulty. When, however, tlie cystic

stage is reached the matter becomes relatively easy. Tlie

cysts of E. histohjtii'a contain four nuclei, and are smaller
than those of E. coli, which contain eight nuclei. It is

the cystic stage of the parasite that passes from man
to man; therefore men who are carrying the patho-
genic cysts in their bowel are dangerous to others.

The cysts are passed in the faeces, and may fall

into water : if water so contaminated is drunk the
infection passes back again to man. Patients may
go on with few clinical symptoms but yet harbour
cysts in their bowel probably for long periods. One
case of the kind, therefore, if the conditions are such
that he contaminates water used for drinking, may be
the source of an outbieak of dysentery. The cyst can
survive in water for a period which, so far as we are
aware, has not been determined, but it is believed
to be killed by drjing. When the cyst is swallowed, the
four naclei develop into yonng amoebae, which burrow
into the mucous and submucous coats of the bowel, and so
prodnce the infection and consequent lesions. After this

the amoebae go on and nmltiply, but eventually, when the
case becomes chronic and tiie infection tends to become
<iuiescent, cysts are again formed. Indiscretions in diet,

the abuse of alcoliol, and especially getting wet and
chilled, may hght up an acute exacerbation with the
rotnru of blood and mucus in the stools, and the presence
of tlie parasite in the vegetative state again.

IPECACUANHA AND ITS ALKALOIDS.
Emetine HVDEOcuLoninE, as now used hypodermically tor

the treatment of amoebic dysentery, is the crystalline

salt of a single alkaloid having the empirical fornuda
C:„HjiX;0,. The name " emetine," however, has until

recent years been applied to the total mixture of allca-

loidal substances obtained from ipecacuanha. It was iu

the early yeai-s of the nineteenth century that basic
principles were first isolated from . crude drags ; at that
time, as is well known, ipecacuanha had long been iu use
in medicine, and had a deservedly high reputation.

Following the preparation of morphine from opium by
Sertiirner, the French chemist Pelletier fwho iu collabora-

tion with Caventou first prepared pure quinine) turned
his- attention to ipecacuanha, and iu 1817 separated
an alkaloidal substance to which lie gave the name
emetine; the total alkaloid of the drug continued
to be known by this name until about 1894, when
the English chemists Paul and Cownley showed that it

consisted principally of two alkaloids, to which they
gave the names emetine and cephaeline. The latter has

the formula C5,,H,„X.,0„ and emetine is dimethyl-oephae-
line C'3„H„N.jOj. Subsequently tlie same workers showed
the drug to contain also a third alkaloid—psychotrine.
Rio ipecacuanha, which is the only kind recognized by tho
HrU'tKh PhannacojwcM, is the dried root of Psijchotria,
ipecacuanha, formerly called Cephaelis ipecacuanha.
This contains about 2 per cent, of total alkaloid, of which
about two-thirds is emetine. Cartagena ipecacuanha—
from Psi/chotria acitmin.ifa, which is also official iu tho
United States—contains about the same total amount of
alkaloid, but iu this cephaeline preponderates, emetine
being about two-fifths of the whole. In both drugs tho
amount of psychotrine is very small, about 0.04 to 0.06 per
cent, of the weight of the drug. The physiological
action of emetine and cephaeline appears to be very
similar, both having an emetic effect. It is usually
stated that emetine is the better expectorant, but
less powerfully emetic and less toxic than cephaeline;
psychotrine-appears to have no emetic properties. Sir
Leonard Bogers, in a paper contributed to the dis-

cussion on dysentery at the Asiatic Society of Bengal a
couple of years ago, related some experiments and clinical

observations on the relative value of emetine and
cephaeline hydrochloride.' He administered the two
alkaloids separately and together to a number of cases
of amoebic dysentery iu whose stools pathogenic amoebae
were found microscopically; his conclusion was that,
though pure cephaeline hydrochloride and mixtures of
it with emetine hj-drochloride both gave results far
superior to the old oral administration of ipecacuanha
powder, yet the results, as judged by the rapidity of

improvement in the number and character of the stools
and the disappearance of the amoebae from them, wero
distinctly inferior to those obtained by the use of an equal
quantity of pure emetine hydrochloride. Moreover, tho
pure cephaeline was inferior to the mixtures of the two
alkaloids. He therefore concluded that pure emetine hydro-
chloride is the best alkaloid in amoebic dysentery. Tho
drug iu these cases was administered hypodermically,
and experiments in the laboratory pointed in the same
direction. It was at one time supposed that the value of
ipecacuanha in dysentery depended on some non-alkaloidal
constituent or constituents, and even in so recent a work as
Henry's The Vegetable Alhaloitls (1913) it is suggested that
for the cure of dysentery the tannin present may be the
chief active agent. Acting on this view, the so-called
" de-emetinized ipecacuanha " was some years ago pre-
pared for use in this disorder ; in this a substantial amount
of the alkaloid was removed, while the " extractive
matter " was returned to the drug. Some aUialoid, how-
ever, and often a considerable proportion, was left behind,
and was no doubt the active agent in maintaining the
reputation of the drug. Improved methods of preparation
led to the more complete removal of the alkaloid, with
conseqnent greater freedom from emetic properties, and
the reputation of the drug then declined. Now that
further research has shown emetine to be the substance
having a specific amoebacidal action, the failures of the
de-emetinized drug are explained. Emetine is a colour-

less amorphous powder, but its halogen salts and its

nitrate are crystalline; the sulphate, acetate, etc., have
only been obtained iu the amorphous form. Of tho
crystalline salts, the hydrochloride is the only one which
is sufficiently soluble to be suitable for hypodermic nse,

and it is therefore always employed. This salt, having
the formula C3oH„N.>0„2HCl,3HoO, is a white crystalline

powder, easily soluble in water or alcohol. A solution for

hypodermic use is made by simply dissolving it in recently

boiled distilled water ; it can conveniently be prepared as

required from the hypodermic tablets supplied by certain

firms of a suitable strength for the purpose. The constitu-

tion of the alkaloid is unknown, but it is believed to be a
quinoline derivative.

J Indian Medical Gazette. .March. 1914,
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THE HISTORY OF IPECACUANHA IN DYSENTERY.
Ipecacuanha had long be-eu in use in Brazil as a leiiiedy

for dysentery, but was iiuUnown in Europe till it was
introduced by Ci. I'iso in 1648. He accompauied the
Prince of Nassau on exploring expeditions in the West
Indies and Brazil, and wrote an account of his observa-
tions in a treatise entitled De rndiae iitriusqne re nnhimli
cl medica, which was published at Amsterdam in

1648. Apparently Pisou's description of the ipecacuanha
treatment failed to attract the attention of the
profession, except perhaps in Holland. Tlierc is no
mention of the drug in C. Dellon's Trait': (h'n Maladies
particulwres avx Pays Orienfanr, published in Paris in

1685. It was first brout;ht into public notice in 1686 by
•T. A. Helvetius, giandfatlier of the famous farmer general
and philosojihc, who treated dysentery in Paris with a
secret remedy containing a large amount of ipecacuanha.
He was so successful that he was called in to the Dauphin,
Kon of Louis XIV, and was fortunate enough to cure the
royal patient. Tlie remedy was then tried with good
results in the Hotel-Dieu. and Helvetius sold the secret for

one thousand loiiis d'or to the French Government, which
iu 1688 made its composition public. The treatment came
into general use, but, as inevitably happens in Tiiedical prac-
tice where the problems are so obscure and complex, tlierc

were many fluctuations in professional opinion as to its value.

After its first vogne, its use seems to have been abandoned
for a considerable time, for Andrew Davidson says that at

the beginning of the nineteenth century Balmaiu, and
afterwards Playfair, " adopted, or rather rediscovered, the
method of administering it in large doses.'' ' Balmaiu
frequently gave ipecacuanha to the extent of two drachms
with sixty drops of tincture of opium, and in many cases
he found that a dose or two was sufficient to remove every
dangerous symptom. This method of treatment, though
it excited some attention at the time, did not gain the
confidence of the profession. To E. S. Docker, an army
surgeon, belongs the credit of finally impressing the
value of large doses of ipecacuanha in dysentery on
the mind of the profession.'- Stationed iu tlic ^Mauritius
from 1851 to 1857, he had to deal with a large
number of cases of that "hitherto intractable and fatal

disease.' He gave the diug in doses ranging from 10 to

90 grains, rarely less than 20. He says: '-The action of

tliese large doses is certain, speedy, and complete ; and
truly surprising are sometimes their effects. In no single
instance has failure attended this medicine, thus em-
ployed." Although not sanguine enough to expect that it

will be invariably successful, he expresses his " firm belief

that henceforward dysentery may bo as much under
control and as expeditiously cured as simple diarrhoea.

"

Docker no doubt had to do with amoebic dysentery, and
the value of the drug in that form of the disease lias in

recent years been established on a scientific basis, largely

by the work of officers of the Indian Medical Service.

Annesley, Twining, Parkes, Mackinnon, Morehcad, Fayrer,
Maclean and Chevers laid the foundations of. our present
knowledge of amoebic diseases, but it is only since 1912
that the more exact way of using ipecacuanha root and
its alkaloids has been scientifically determined.

EMETINE AND IPECACUANHA IN DYSENTERY.
Though the mixed alkaloids of ipecacuanha were isolated

by Pelletier in 1817, and named emetfae, a name now
confined to one of them, the use of the alkaloids in

medicine seems to be comparatively recent. In 1891
Major Tnll Walsh, I.M.S., in a paper on the rational

treatment of acute dysentery,"- gave an account of the
excellent results he had obtained with an average dose
of 1 grain of emetine in twenty- four hours. In 1912

1 Hvaiene ant? Ditenses of IVarin Ci

1893. II. 600.
" rjaneet, 185P, vol. i. p. 113 and 169.
* Indian Me-lital Gazette.

[;dinl)iu-Kh RucI Londou,

Vedder showed experimentally the high amoebacidal
action of the alkaloid upon saprophytic and pathogenic
amoebae, and suggested the application of his results

to human amoebiasis. Sir Leonard Itogers improved
upon Veddcr's idea by administering emetine hypo-
dermically in cases of acute amoebic dysentery in

Calcutta, and found tliat it had the effect Vedder hoped.
Major R. Markham Carter, LM.S.. Professor of Pathology
in the Grant Medical College, Bombay, in the course
of a discussion on the subject at the Asiatic Society
of Bengal, reported in a special number of the Indian
Medical (la-etle (Mvrcli, 1914), said that these results

had induced liim to introduce the method at St. George
Hospital, Bombay, in 1912; he had at once been struck

with the swift results obtained. From an experience of

168 cases he had come to the conclusion that emetine
administered hypodermically in doses of 1 to 2 grains a
day acted rapidly in early cases of uncomplicated amoebic
dysentery, but was valueless in 'bacillary dysenteries. It

was a specific in presuppurative amoebic hepatitis and .of

marked value in chronic latent amoebic colitis whicli gave
rise to that condition. He thought tlie value of emetine in

liver abscess doubtful and believed that rational operative

treatment gave as good results without as witli the exhi-

bition of the drug. He found that both the pathogenic
amoebae and the so-called harmless commensal amoebae
rapidly vanished from the stools in early cases of amoebic
dysentery on administration of a few grains of emetine
hypodermically. If amoebic dysentery had lasted for a
week or more, emetine injection destroyed the vast

majority of the amoebal trophozoites in the first twenty-

four hours, but the stools rarely became free from amoebae
under seventy-two hours. Even after a week's injection

and apparent cure by emetine, there was in some cases

a tendency to relapse. The dose of emetine for an

adult should be at least 1 grain a day, and in severe cases

the drug should be pushed without hesitation. Professor

Carter had fouud that small doses of
,\
grain did harm, and

accounted for this on the hypothesis that they sensitized

the residual source of undestroyed amoebae in the gut wall

.so as to render them emetine-proof. Such cases passed

out from hospital apparently cured, but carried the

amoebal cyst and were sources of infection to others.

He went on to express the opinion that acute amoebic
dysentery required the exhibition of the entire root with

all its alkaloids in powdered form, as well as emetine. He
gave 90 grains of ipecacuanha powder in 5 grain pills,

coated with salol, by the mouth, and 1 grain of emetine
hydrochloride hypodermically. Administration of the

drug by the mouth insured that the intestinal contents

were thoroughly permeated with it, and the amoebacidal

effect of the parent drug upon the parasites buried in the

wall of the affected intestine was reinforced by emetine

carried to them by the blood stream after the hypodermic
injections. With regard to the coincident occurrence of

amoebic and bacillary dj'sentery, he made the following

observations :
" Another point of interest in the dysen-

teries of Western India is that mixed true amoebic and
true bacillary dysentery of one variety or another is not

uncommon. As yet we have no means whereby we may
gauge the proportional relationship between these two
groups of factors as regards virulence, numbers, etc.. and

it is these conditions of variability that tend to deceive

the clinician relying mainly upon the effect of his treat-

ment for his experience in this group of diseases. Further,

in cases of true bacillary dysentery it is not uncommon
to find that periods of rapid multiplication of the so-

called harmless commensal amoebal parasite occur. . . .

I believe that where marked alteration in the intestinal

flora has taken place as the result of dysenteric infection,

with all its conditions of inflammation, toxicity, etc., the

normal commensal parasitic amoebae have the power of

assuming a pathogenic role, and exhibit a degree of multi-

plication which hitherto has passed unnoticed by observers
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in tills tielJ of work. Each yeai- adds new vaiieties to a

s ii.-ill list of bacillary dysenteiies, and we read of new,

n .:...; of amoebae with sc(*pticism."

THE PREVENTION OF RELAPSE AFTER
EMETINE.

\)i.. Nath.vx Baklow - who, we j^athcr, is the medical

olhcci- of a plantation at Cuyaniel, Spanish Honduras—iias

attempted to determine the percentage of permanent cures

of dysentery after various methods of treatment.' He
recognized that the cases to be u.scd for statistical jjur-

poses mnst have been carefully examined and recorded,

tliat not less than .six months must liave elapsed since the

cessation of all treatment, and that the cases must be free

from complications which might contuse the results. In

l)articular he, like others, had found that intestinal infec-

tion witli flagellates, or ciliate.s, or metazoa made the

renjoval of the amoebae much more difficult. He was
able to study 400 ca.ses in the Charity Hospital in

New Orloan.?, and 300 cases at Cuyamel. He found
that only 18 of the cases in New Orleans and 40 of

those at Cuyamel fulfilled all the conditions he had
laid down. The most important result of his inquiry

apjicars to be tliat the initial Iroatment with emetine
must be very thorough. The couclu.sion he draws from
the examination of these 58 cases, wliich seems to

liavc been most carefully carried out, is that about
80 per cent, or more of cases of infection with Eniamoeha
hUlolijtica remain free from relapse for seven months or

jnorc, it treated for at least ten days continuously and with
not less than one grain daily of emetine. If treated for less

than nine days, relapse is, ho considers, almost inevitable.

This is in accordance with the experience of British authori-

ties, who, wo believe, advise that the initial period of treat-

ment should be twelve days. The simultaneous adminis-
tration of ipecacuanha does not diminish the number who
relapse, but its subsequent administration doe.?. He holds
that a permanent cure is possible in a shorter time with
emetine than with ipecacuanha. Cases of licpatitis and
liver abscess usually remain free from cither intestinal or

Lepatic relapse, i)artly on account of the more thorough
treatment they receive. The plan which he considers

best can be carried out only with intelligent patients who
are within reach of a competent laboratory worker. One
^raiu (or more, for one or two days) is given daily for

fifteen days, followed by 60 to 80 giains of ipecacuanha for

from five to twenty dajs, according to whether intestinal

irritation is produced or not. The bowels are cleansed

by a saline at the beginning of treatment, and about every

five days. If there is either diarrhoea or colic, it is checked
by opiates, usually paregoric, in small repeated do.ses, until

comfort is obtained. If severe diarrhoea is present, liquid

diet and rest in bed are required until the symptoms
improve, when a more noarishing diet and gentle exercise

are allowed. On discharge the patient is instructed

to return once each month for examination of a fresh

stool obtained after a saline cathartic. If either

amoebae (of any variety) or cysts oi Entamoeba Jiislo-

lijlica arc found, the treatment is repeated. The ad-

vantages he claims for his plan are— first, that if

amoebae arc actually found, patients will readily submit

to a second treatment, \r\n\e even intelligent patients

might resent this second treatment merely as a prophy-

lactic measure; secondly, he believes that ivhen a patient

is clinically well, and with merely a latent infection, the

second course of treatment will usually result iu a com-

plete cure; and, thirdly, he points out that the repeated

examination of cases results in the accumulation of data

which will make it possible to determine the dose and
duration of treatment necessary for permanent cure, and

therefore of the highest scientific and practical value.

1 Xewlorl! SeSiiial Jounwl, October 23VJ, 1915, p. 817.

AMOEBIC CARRIERS;
Hk. Albert .T. Oh.u.murs (director) and I'aptain 1!. (i.

.\rchibald, U.A.M.C. (pathologist), of the Wellcome
Tropical Besoarch Tiaboratoi'ics, Khartoum, published
recently ' a paper, in the course of wliich they insisted

upon the importance of amoebic carriers not only in

the spi'ead of the disease, but in the consideration of a
cure. They agree with Itogers that amoebic bowel
disease is frequently overlooked, and that it is ncces.sary

to examine the motion for amoebae after a purge in all

cases of indigestion living in or coming from dysenteric
areas. They state that they have frequently observed
this form of cryptic or latent dysentery in Khartoum and
that mild anaemia may be the only evidence of infection

;

as Rogers has pointed out, there is a rare form in which
the symptoms of appendicitis arc simulated, and Chalmers
and Archibald ^stato that they have observed cases of

lung abscess and cold abscess in a joint. They have
evidence that the latency may continue for as long as
three or more years with recurrent diarrhocal attacks.

They consider that the only quick and ready moans for

(he diagnosis of latency is a differential Icncocytic count,

the important feature being the increase of the mono-
nuclear leucocytes without distinct evidence of malarial or

other protozoal blood infections; such an observation

should lead to most careful and repeated microscopical

examinations of the faeces after the administration of a
purgative. The same method, they add, affords a means
of ascertaining whether a ease has been cured, as the
amoebae, though they may gradually disappear from the
motions under the treatment, may reappear after a longer

or shorter interval if treatment be stopped too soon.

Usually after a course of emetine treatment, though the

amoebae disappear from the faeces, the mononuclear
leucocyte count remains high, or may increase; the treat-

ment is stopped for a couple of weeks, and, if the
patient's health continues to improve, the ' monouucleav
leucooytic count is made again, and is generally

found to be still high. If during the fortnight the
patient becomes languid, and particularly if he suffers

from discomfort over the caecum and ascending
colon, or other portion of the largo intestine, the

emetine is at once resumed; this plan, lengthening the
intervals of non-treatment and shortening the intervals of

treatment, is continued until the mononuclear leucocytic

count returns to normal or nearly normal in uncom-
plicated cases, or is reduced iu cases complicated with
malaria. They have also observed an increase in the
number of eosinophilic leucocytes, and believe that this

is in some way a sign of bodily reaction against the

amoebae, for with a cure of the anaemic conditions

and a cessation of the emetine treatment the cosino-

philia disappears. They are so persuaded of the
value of the blood count that if, when treating iu

the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan any person with anaemia
not duo to malaria or kala-azar, or any per.son who
has peculiar intestinal, urinary, pulmonaiy, or joint affec-

tions, a marked mononuclear increase not to be explained

by malaria is found, they administer a purgative,

and examine the stools for amoebae on more than one
occasion. " We draw," they say, " a number of blanks,

but in our opinion wo also cure a number of cases of

amoebiasis and prevent serious illness." Under treat-

ment the mononuclear leucocytes and also the eosinophilic

increase, and only regain a normal percentage after some
considerable lapse of time. In another paper written by
Chalmers in association 'with Diraitiri Papathcodorou, a'

warning is given against giving full doses of emetine to'

pregnant women ; a daily dose of
J
grain may, however,

safely "be administered. The attempt to obtain complete

cure by elimination of all amoebae must be postponed

until aitcr delivery.

' Journal of Tropicul 'ileilicinc and ITuaii ,l6th, 1915.
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CAMERAS DE SANGRE: BLOODIE FLUX.

Tin: Clavenclon Press bas issued a facsimile of a very

scarce pamplilet" by O. W., entitled, The Cures of the

Diseased, in liimotc Her/ions. Vrceenfind Morlalitie, inci-

dent in Formine Aitempts, of the English Nation. It was

printed in London in 1598, and Dr. C'barles Singer, wbo
bas written an introduction and notes, believes it to be

ibc earliest work devoted to tropical or naval medicine

)niblislied in Englisb, and not improbably tlic first work of

tbe kind in any language. Tbc autbov, tbere seems little

doubt, was Cieorgc Wbetstonc, wlio was a playwrigbt, and

produced Promos and Cassandra, wbicb is considered to

be tbc original of Sbakespeare's Measure for Measure.

This was written foiu- or five years after lie bad served

for a time witb distinction against tlie Spaniards in tbc

Low Countries. Later on be served again witb tbc army
iu tbe West Indies, and was for some time a prisoner

in Spain. It \yas, be says, during bis imprisonment

that be gathered the notes in bis pamphlet from tbc

observation of tbc practice of tbe special physician

of the King of Spain. In bis address to the reader

O. "\V. disclaims writing as a medical practitioner,

and says: "Tbc cause that inducetli mee, publiquelic

to expresae the Cures of Diseases of such consequence, as

euery iudiciall conceite may percciue, to baue been the

onely preiudice to our Nation, in tbc expeditions of our

time to the Southerne jiarts : from whence in this and

former ages, tbe Englisb baue returned with ronounod

Victorie : yet exccedinglie opprest witb extroamc and

penurious sicknesse. that hath much more preuented the

l^roecediug and performing of their pretentions, than the

power of Enemies." One of bis chapters is on Lan

Cameras, or Cameras tie Sanr/rc, which is the Bloodir

FIuj: This disease, be says, is produced by eating too

much fruit or by sudden cold or drinking water abundantly

when hot. "And also eating of Butter, Oyle, and Fish,

is so burtfuU to the parties that baue it, that

they must refraine to eate thereof : and whatsouer

els, that defiles the cntrailes, with any slimio .sub-

strncc " To cure the disease be says, ' With tbe more
1 |i. ilili.n. Ui:i! 11:. .li'-iuc is ministrcd to tbe diseased of

( .. - -. ,. I.'(.ratiucncs, or Tiloodic Flu.r, there

i, . . 1
]

li 'iIl it slioidd preuaile. And detract-

iu>; ii. ilir I'ai u lit-, ul'ien die suddenly, without feeling

much glide. I'or i^pfeilic and assured rcmedic thereof,

the I'ncienls budie uiu.st bee clensed of the sliniines,

engendered iu the passages C'f the nutriments ; before auie

sustinanco can reniaiuc in bis bodic. And for that pur-

pose, giuo to purge biiii in the uiorniug, halfe a pint of

white Wine coold, wlierin .' ounce ol: Itubarb bath been

sodden, being small cut
;
putting iu some Sugcr Caudic to

sweeten it. And immediatly after be hath .so purged,

kecpc at his uauell T.oscmarie .soddeu iu strong Viuegcr,

;r|i;.lH Win llii iiioruiiig aud euening veric iiot, vutill it be
I

. :ij liirii oftcu Quinces brused and rowlcd in

jluiii. I. ;ii,. I'lls. which bee should swallowe whole,

and none ot the Fruits, or meates before recited, nor any
more white wine, but red wine of any sort. And
if it be on Land, tbe liners of Goates (especiallie)

Sheepc, or Bullocks rested: not willingly permitting

the Pacient to eate any other nieate. And if at Sea,

Rice only sodden in water, rather than any thing else

vsuall there, vntill the infirmitie is perfectly asswaged."

Many physicians experienced in the treatment of dysentery

within recent times will agree with Ct. W. as to the need of

a laxative at the beginning, and at one time sodium sulphate

was very popular for this purpose ; they will probably also

agree with bim as to the advantages of hot applications

to tbe abdomen, although probably preferring a very

big mustard plaster covering the whole abdomen, tbe

umbilicus being protected with vaseline.

' Tlie Cures of the Diseased in Formine Altemitts 0/ Hie English
Nati07i. By G. W. Reproduced in facsimile with iiitroduction and
notes bv C. Singer. O.^ford : The Clarendon I'ress. 1915. (Cr. 8vo.

ri). 34. ls.6d.net.)

THE GRAND PUMP ROOM AT BATH.

A FRi-.sH page in tbc story of Bath was turned on

November 8tli, when the famous Clrand Pump Boom again

became available tor the drinking of the waters. For
some mouths past this bas been closed for redecoration,

for its faded glory was thought to have become too de-

pressing for invalids, and there were bints that even the

eighteenth century would be none the worse for tbc

infusion of modern ventilating science. The renovated

room is certainly elegant enough to satisfy any early

Georgian master of ceremonies. It has been made to i

appear, even to tbe most fastidious detail of decoration, ^

as it must have appeared two hundred years ago. The
general tone is ivory white and cream ; the original

gilding of the capitals of tbe Corinthian pillars bas been

retained, and whatever gold bas been added elsewhere

bas been toned down to match. The substitution of clear

for coloured glass has opened up the view of the King's

bath from the pump room. The statue of Beau Nash and
the Tompion clock are iu their accustomed places, but

tbe furniture is more truly of the period than it used to

be, and before long the whole of it will be Chippendale.

When to all this arc added draught-proof revolving doors,
j

radiators in recesses under tbe windows, a ventilating '

fan and large air ducts in the roof, and a tank for the

more expeditious washing of glasses, while even tbc old

candle brackets have been wired for electric light, tlierc

is a combination of ancient t.jd modern which should

make the pump room more than ever the focus of the life

ot Bath. If there was any pricking of consciences at tlic

spending ot money on a gilded saloon at a time like the

present, it subsided after tbe opening speecli by the

mayor of the city (Mr. F. W. Spear), who said that tbc

day's function would be without excuse it it were not

related in some way to tbe great war. He proceeded to

recount what Bath bad done since war broke out. It bad,

he said, been decided that as a city Bath would place freely

at the disposal of the army medical authorities every

facility which it could afford. No wounded or sick soldier

whose trouble would be alleviated by a visit to tbe healing

springs was to be jiut to any expense iu obtaining the

treatment. Sufferers from stiffened limbs, the result of

wounds, or from acute rheumatism following exposure in

tlie trenches had been submitted to the Bath waters with

the anticipated benefit, and the same was true of soldiers

recovering from tropical diseases or from nervous break-

down. Convalescent homes for officers completing their

cure bad been provided in the city by Lady Strathcoua

and Lady de Blaquiere, while the men were being treated

at the Eoyal Mineral Water Hospital. In Combe Park, to

the south of the cit^', a new military hospital to accommo-

date 500 was in course of establishment, and presently

Bath would be treating not far short of 1,000 wounded.

Following the mayor's remarks came some personal testi-

monies to tbe efficacy of the waters from Di-. O'Sullivau, n

visitor to the city, and from C^olonel Churchward, an officer

from the front undergoing treatment. The mayor then

formally drank a glass at tbc fountain, and, like a cele-

brated character in fiction wbo did likewise, declared iu

solemn and emphatic terms that he felt a great deal better.

THE GROUP RECRUITING SCHEME AND THE
MEDICAL PROFESSION.

The first application of the scheme cf the Director-

General of Eecruiting—namely, the appeal to unstarred

men—bas touched tbe medical profession in two direc-

tions. In the first place, a certain number of medical men
in practice have received the appeal. This point was dis-

cussed last week iu an interview, at which Sir Alfred

Keogh was present, between Lord Derby and represen-

tatives of the Central Medical War Committee, which

meets at the honse of the British Medical Associa-

tion, and of the Scottish Medical Service Emergency
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I'oniiiiittco, wliich rueols at the House of the Royal

College of Physicians iu Edinburgh. The official state

iiieut issued after the intci-view sets out that " the

I'opiesentatives explained to the Director-General of

Uecruitiug the system uucfer which the committees

have been working and the measure of success which
bad hitherto resulted from their efforts. Lord Derby
informed them that he fully approved of the scheme,

and expressed a wish that this work should be con-

tinued, and that the War Emergency Committees should

undertake the whole of the arrangements for pi<x-Mring

medical men for the army, and luj agreed that, on the

recommendation of the Director- (ieueral Army Medical

Seivice, the Committees should be recognized as tlic

incau.s of organizing the medical profession with regard

to military service.' This is a satisfactory decision,

and proof of the wisdom of the profession iu instituting

rommittees to deal with the matter, but it places a great

i-esponsibility on these committees. These committees for

Kngland and Wales, Scotland, and Ireland respectively

now have in relation to the Directov-tieneral of Recruiting

and the AVar OflSoe an established statna. They become
the agents of the Director- General of Recruiting for the

purposes of meeting the necessities of the army for

medical officers, and thus the tribunal to which medical

men of military age may apply iu any difficulty they feel

in deciding whether iu their own interests, and in those

of the profession and of the civil popnlation, they should

apply for a commission. The other point in the

scheme which has affected the medical profession is

that the appeal has been received by a number of medical

students who are iii doubt as to the proper course to

pursue. With regard to men iu the fourth and liftli years

the position is clear. The view of the War (Mice, as

cxpre.s.sed for it by Mr. Tenuaut iu the House of Comiuons
ns recently as November 3rd, is that fourth and fifth

year students should continue their studies, but that

students in the first, second, and third years must
consider for themselves what answer they should

make to the recruiting appeal addressed to them,

and should not regard themselves, so far as the War
Office is concerned, as under the duty of contiuuiug

their medical studies. The President of the General
Jledical Coitncil, sjieaking in the name of that

body, stated during it« recent session that the Council

ilcsired to inform licensing bodies, medical schools,

and approved teaching institutions that the Director-

General of the Army Medical Service had intimated to the

Council his entire agreement with Lord Derby's decision

regarding the recruiting of medical students —uaniely,

that it is the duty of medical students other than those in

the fourth ami fifth years of study to join His Majesty's
forces. These pi-onounceraents have given rise to a con-

Hidei-able amount of criticism by authorities engaged iu

medical education, who, while indicating their desire loyally

to co-operate witii the War Office, yet deprecate the enlist-

ment of junior students and the interference wliich will

thereby bo caused in the continuity of their studies. It is

iirged by many that there will be a serious dearth ijf

medical men in the future if this policy is pursued, but we
think it may bo assumed, and indeed we know, that all

such arguments were most ably represented and fully dis-

cussed at an interview which the President of the (ieueral

Medical Covmcil and also the Presidents of the Colleges in

I,ondon had last week with the War Office. The result was
that the d<.cision in regard to first, second, aud third year
students was maintained. Tlic circular addressed by
the President ot the General Medical Council to all

licensing bodies is the result of this decision. Sir

Clifford Allbutt, in a letter to the Thwn, raises another
jioint -namely, that it would be a great hardship and
a misfortune for the counti-y if students who arc pre-

paring for tlie examinatioris in anatomy and physiology
iu this term should be prevented from sitting, and he very
properly draws attchtioii to the serious loss, financial

and otherwise, which would be inflicted upon them.
There sliould, however, be no difficulty in meeting Sir

Cliffonl .VUbutt's wishes. Vudei' Lord Derby's scheme
men can cither join the colours at once or enlist

under the group scheme. Under that scheme there arc
two primary elas.«es—married and unmarried men—and
those iu each class are grouped according to age; men
in the uumariied groups are to be called up first. The
group system provides that any man in a group will

get one fortnight's notice before his group is called

up, aud also provides that if any one in a group
called up has good reason to be starred, he can i)ut

such reason before the local recruiting tribunal,

aud may by this tribunal be exempted, or the period

at which he is retjuired to join the colours deferred.

If individual students will follow this latter method they
.will not be ^called upon to join the colours until their

group is called upon. When this occurs, members of the
group receive a fortnight's notice, and on getting such
notice individuals affected are entitled to petition the local

recruiting tribunal to be " starred," or at least exempted
from joining the colours for a period. Students of medicine
following this plan, and, in addition, taking advantage of

the hell) and influence which the authorities of their

school might bring to bear, could have the period of their

taking service deferred until they have had an opportunity
of appearing for any examination for which they happened
to be working. We think that a good case has been made
for special treatment from the point of view of the future

supply of the profession, but we also think that a good
case can be shown for consideration in the interests of the

army itself. We understand that it is the policy of the
War Office to allow a mau when enlistiug to join the
branch of the army he prefers, providing there is a vacancy,
and we submit that it would be undesirable to enlist

medical students who have advanced sufficiently far in

their course to have passed the examination in anatomy
and physiology iu any other branch than the R..\.M.C. or

as orderlies in that corps. Iu normal conditions these
men, as soon as they have passed the examination in

anatomy and physiology, would begin clinical work as
dressers or clerks, and we suggest that it would be possible,

and indeed easy, to give them some probationary statiis

now iu the army aud employ them in military hospitals

abroad or at home iu corresponding capacities. The
Central Medical War Committee, at its meeting on
November 10th, determined to ask the Director-General

of Army Medical Services whether it be possible to offer

commissions as second lieutenants or surgeon-probationers

to third year medical students.

The first annual report of the Medical Research Com-
mittee; for the year 1914-15, has been presented to Parlia-

ment. We hope to refer to this important document at
length in onr liext issue.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT H03IE AND
ABROAD.

The following additional subscriptions have beeu re-

ceived :

£ S d. I- £ , rT

Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter... 1 Mr. R. F. PrieeUey ... lop
Dr. H. M. Page 1 1 Mr. A. Chapman 7 11
Mr. R. W. Clarke 10 I Mr. W. W. Thomas ... 5

Subscriptions to the Fund should be sent to the
Treasurer of the Fund, Dr. H. A. Des Yoeux, at 14,
Bucliingham (jiat«, Loudon, S.W., aud should be made
payable to the Belgian. Doctors' and . Pharmacists' Relief
Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank, Limited.

The Appe.vl fop. Sukoicvl Ixstrcments.
Surgical instruments should be scut to the blaster of the

Society of .Apothecaries, .\pothccaries' Hall, Blackfriars,

E.C. The Master ai;kno\v|edges gifts from Miss Jlay
Rathbone, Loudon, W., aud Dr. A. H. Pcnistau, Cleveleys,
near Blackpool.
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^eiiical ilotes in ^adtainent.

The New Taxation.

The tliiicl Finance Bill of the \vai- is making slow progress
through tlie Commons, and as it will apparently be sonic

weeks before it has passed through all the necessary stages
and become operative as an Act of Parliament, it may be
useful to indicate the progress that has been made and
the scope of some of the amendments which the Chancellor
has accepted or promised to introduce.

The bill is at present in its Committee stage, and, as
was generally anticipated, its framework has not under-
gone any substantial change, although several alterations

have already been made in matters of detail which must
have an appreciable effect on the structure as a whole.
The scheme for the increase in taxatiou falls into three
main divisions, dealing respectively with the new import
duties, the income tax, and the e.xcess profits tax. The
first two divisions have been discussed and may reason-
ably be regarded as practically .settled, although one or
two minor matters still remain open. The excess profits

tax, on the other hand, being novel in its form and heavy
in its incidence, has already provoked much discussion,
and few if any of its numerous critics show any signs of

becoming " gravelled for lack of matter."
We have previously called attention to the fact tliat the

Chancellor has acceded to the request made by the users
of motor vans for commercial purposes that such vehicles
should be exempted from the new import duties. The
case of the professional user of an imported car was again
referred to when the section in question wa.s debated in

Committee, but no promi.se was made on behalf of the
Government to give further consideration to what is

undeniably a new anomaly in British taxation. AVe hope
that the point may not be lost sight of when the bill is

before the Commons at a later stage. The old saying tliat

"hard cases make bad laws" is true enough, but tlie

application of that maxim to the wliolc class of medical
practitioners in a bill which recognizes—in connexion
with the petrol duty—their right to an analogous relief,

savours rather of political or administrative convenience
than of a regard for sound and just legislation. It any
relief is introduced in respect of the purpose served by the
imported vehicle, the discrimination should be based on
tlie essential distinction between pleasure and utility, and
on that foundation professional and commercial users of
motor vehicles have an equal right to exemption.

It will be remembered that the income tax sections pro-
vided for a drastic cutting down of the allowances by way
of "abatement," and a reduction of the exemption limit
from £160 to JE130. Protests against these proposals were
not successful. It was stated that the new allowances
had been fixed with reference to the average rates of
indirect taxation by the classes affected, and after ex-
haustive inquiry as to the total taxation they could
equitably be called upon to bear. Comment on the fact
that though equitably the exemption limit was i£130 the
maximum allowance for abatement was only £120, elicited
the explanation that the amounts had been fixed in that
manner to avoid the necessity of dealing with a large
number of small charges wliich, from an administrative
point of view, might not be worth the cost of their
collection.

I'uder Section 27 it was proposed that interest on bank
deposits should be subjected to tax at the source—that is,

that the banker should deduct the appropriate tax and
account for it to the Revenue. This proposal evoked con-
siderable opposition on the part of the banks, as they
apparently feared that it might lead customers to transfer
small deposits to the Post Office Savings Bank, where the
section would not apply. It was announced that the pro-
vision had been inserted under a misapprehension, and
tliat a new clause would be introduced at a later stage in
place of that withdrawn.
Another of the income tax sections which was opposed

purported to give the Board of Inland Revenue large
powers of appointing officials to perform various duties
under tlie proposed system of quarterly collection of
income tax from employed persons. These appointments
are at present made by the District Commissioners of
Income Tax, who appear to bo jealous of their prerogatives

in this connexion. The Chancellor explained that the
section was not intended to grant such extensive powers
as might be gathered from its wording, that he was nego-
tiating with the authorities concerned, and hoiicd that the
matter might be settled by mutual agreement.
As we pointed out in our i.ssue of October 23rd, the

Excess Profits Tax does not apply to professions except
where sfibstantial capital expenditure is required. Sevei-al

members spoke strongly in favour of its extension to all

professions and employments, but this suggestion was
negatived. The discussion on this point threw au
interesting light on the view which the Ciovernment takes
as to the scope and justification of the new tax. AVhen it

was first discussed the tax was popularly regarded as
being a tax on any increase in income due to the war, and
its justificatiou the plea that a cause of so much financial

and personal loss to some ought not to be the cause of

gain to others. As viewed in the light of recent explana-
tions, it seems to be intended as a tax on that increased
yield of capital which is received during the war, even
though not directly or indirectly attributable to the
special conditions arising out of it. The administrative
advantage of tlio view taken by the Government
is sufficiently obvious. It removes the necessity of
proving the cause of the increase—a proof not easy
to establish where the material is in the possession
of the person to bo assessed, and at the same time make
for simplicity of assessment in that there is no necessity
for discriminating between pre-war and ante-war profits.

Incidentally it carries one step further the differentiation

first introduced into our system of taxation by the Finance
Act of 1907—the priucipic of treating the income derived
from earnings more leniently than that arising from invested

capital. The Government also take the view that there

are few cases whore liability would in any case attach to

professional profits, and there will not be many medical
practitioners prejiared to contest that statement. Two
alterations were made in the original scheme of the bill.

The excess tax payable is to be calculated after f"200 is

allowed to the taxpayer instead of £100, and the liability is

to attach to concerns making up their accounts after

August 4th, instead of after August 31st, 1914. It will be
seen that this latter alteration is in accordance with the

taxation of all increases received after the commencement
of the war. irrespective of their periods of accrual.

The amendments summarized above do not in most
cases affect the medical profession directly, but proposals

for increased taxatiou can never be of merely academic
interest. A tax is an individual contribution, but it is for

the expenses of the community, and when any section

escapes, by faulty administration or lack of political

foresight and courage, from a payment which they can

fairly be called upon to make, the remainder of the

community must sooner or later make good the loss.

Price of Quinine.—In reply to C^ommander Bellairs. Mr
Pretynian. Parliamentary Secretary to the Board ol

Trade, said that the advance in the price of quinine had
been under the consideration of the Government ; it had
recently been decided to prohibit its export, and since

that decision became known there had been a sharp fall

in price.

Exemption of Dentists from Military Service.—In reply to

Mr. Eaffau, who asked whether, in view of the dental

requirements of the community, practitioners in dentistry

would be starred as men to bo exempted from military

service under Tjord Derby's recruiting scheme, Mr.
Tennant said that the matter had not escaped the atten-

tion of the Army Council. Every case of the kind would,

if represented to the proper authority, receive due con-

sideration.

Enlistment of Pharmacists.—^Ir. Cilyu-Joues asked, on
November 9th. whether pharmacists were to be enlisted

except to perform duties for which their special technical

qualificatiou was needed. Mr. Tennant replied that a

pharmacist who wished to join the R.A.M.C. would always

be accepted for that arm if a vacancy were available, but

if lie desired to enlist in some other branch of the army he
could not "well be refused if a vacancy existed in it.
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KiUr,!.

LiELTKXANT Fkrcus IIav You.ng, R.A.M.C. was lost in

tlio transijort Munjiietle, torpedoed aud simk in the \rj;oau

Sea on October 23rd. He was the son of Mi-. John Yomig,
of Fernbauk. Kirkintilloch, and was educated at (U;isyo\v

University, where he took the il.A. in 1907. the -M.B. :.ud

IJ.Ch. in 1911. After qualifying he went to New Zealand.
Init returned when the war broke out, aud joined the
J{..\.M.(.'.as a teuniorary Lieutenant on January 18lh, 1915.

Woumha.
Captain P.. V. Morrison, I..M.S., Cameroous.
Captain J. E. Stacey, R.A.M.C. (temporary). Franco.
Captain T. 11. 'NVilkinson, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

Dardanelles.

Lieutenant W. R. Stewart, I.M.S., Dardanelles.
Lieutenant A. L. E. F. Coleman, R.A.M.C. (tcmporaryi.

Franco.
Lieutenant E. U. MacWilliam, R.A.M.C. (tcmporaryV

Dardanelles.
Lieutenant G. Richardson, R.A.M.C. (tomporary), France.
One item of some interest in the above list is that an

officer of the I.M.S. has been wounded in the Camcroons.
Probably few were aware that any Indian troojis \\eio

serving in AVest Africa. The officer in question. Captain
R. V. Morrison, is medical officer of the 5th Bengal Liglit

infantry, the regiment a part of which mutinied at
Singapore last February.

Deaths amoxo Soxs of Medical Men.
Hurue. WiUiam Youn,!^, Lance-Corporal 7tli Battalion Camorou

Highlanders, son of id' l:>tf l>i'. Walter Xlnnie, of JedhmMli,
reported wounded .ii i -m-i,, France on Septemher 25tli.

He was in" the cmi '

Mtssrs. T. aud F. GregorN,
dentists, Dundas bii ' I i t.

WarnocU. H. .\. 11 i 4Ui. atta,_-liea Isi. Batuilion
Eoyal Irish iMisilk-r '

.:'.,:, 1 1 11 i^l. Warnocli,
of Clogher, counl\ I

.
;.

,

i

i niissiiit,' in
France early in Sf|i-i -i

i .,
. ( "i wounds.

He w»s educated ai m. c -Mniiit:! - ( Miir,_.-:ii!.i : l : ;iiii\ Colle^•c,
Dabliu. and ijot a coniniibsiim irom the Otiicci's J nuiiin" Corps
on August 15tli. 1914.
Wehh, Gerald Vernon Tisdall, Lienteuaut Second Battalion

Hampshire Regiment, son of the late Cantain W. M'. Webb,
I. M.S. .killed before Aclii. Baba, in the DardntxiMf-- •"! Viil'usI

6th. having been first reportetf as missing. II i-, ii, n.,|

at Berlihamsted and Exeter Schools, got In- . .

Second Lieutenant in September, 1911, and . ;'

Lieutenant on October 1st, 1914. He had s.r,-! :
i; i.i

battalion in Mauritius and in India, returned to Eiiglnud in
December, 1914, went to the Dardanelles and took part in the
first landing on April 24th-25th, was wounded on May 4th, but
subsequeutlj returneil to duty.

UOXGUR?
Thi: T.oHd,,n Gcjcttc of November 4th publishes a Ic.ii^

list of 100 decorations, 36 D.S.O.'s and 64 Military Crosses,
bestowed on officers for good service, chiefly in the lighting
which began with the British advance at Loos aud HuUiicii
on September 25th. Of these, sis D.S.O.'s and nine Military
Crosses go to the medical services, as follows

:

D.s.o.
Major Geoffrey Wallace Grainger Himlies. 6th Casahv I'i. Id

-Vnibulance, R.A.M.C. For conspicuous nlnlii :iii.| ;, . -.| ., .il.

iu arranging for the care and evacuali": I I ! ,

on September 26th and 27th, 1915. AIil i i i. i

infantry were tended and evacuated 1' ;l .
: :

i

i
, i

ambulances, in addition to wonuded cavalivnicn. Dining the
greater part of the time Loos was under heavv bombardment.
Captain Whitcford John Edward Bell, iSi.B.. No. 2 J iel.l

Ambulance, K.A.M.C For conspicaous gallantrv nnd devotion

1914.
bearc

Captain temporary Major) .John Wilfred Bird, 6th London
Field .\mbnlauce, R.A.M.C.'T.F.). For conspicuous devotion
to duty during operations at Maroc and Loos, between Sept-
ember 25th aud 30th, 1915, in dealing with casualties. On one
occa.?ion he worked for twenty-three hours without any cessa-
tion in dressing and attending the wounded. lie set a line
example, which had far-reachinjj results.

Temporary Captain Charles Stewart Parnell Hamilton,
R.A.M.C, attached 2ud Battalion the Buffs (East Kent Regi-
ment). For conspicuous gallantrv and devotion to dnty from
September 27tli to 30t)i, 1915, in France. He dressed the
wounded in the liring line, being for hours together under
heavy shell fire, an. I wiiil to points of great danger, often to
where bombers wore :i.''imll' I'.-'itin •.

Captain Frank ]!nl.::
i M M !'

, K.A.M.C.iS.R.). For con-
spicuous gallaiitr\ an-i I i

I Hun todutyat Cuinchyon
September 25tli, 19i:>, \\

:

.., iisuccessful attack on the
enemy's trenches tin- .i!.,,_i in..:,.] over our parapet and
brought in a wounded iiiisn from about a dozen vards outside in
full view of the enemy at a rauge of oulv 70 vards. He then
went out again for 30 vards and rescued a man whose thigh liad
been broken, being lircd at the v,ho!c time. During the night
of September 25tli ('a| joi K,;i .vas out attending to the
wounded for two hour :

i. i, ni machine-gun and rifle
fire, and on the night . I

:
uli 28th ho went to within

25 yards of the encn.x ... ;, .. :,, r.^scne a man reported
wounded, but found thai 1..' v.a-- .i.-a.l. (.'aptaiii Kerr, M.B.,
B.S.MeIbourne,^D.S.O., all era bnlljiin;. career at the tiniversitv
of Melbourne, where he graduated Jl.l!., li.S., was appointed
Rhodes Scholar for \'irt..na. .\nstralia. He applied to enter
ITniversity College, OM.ii.i. an. I

^^ .is accepted for admission in
October, 1913, but v.\ , .. l,:.\e not to come up until
•lanuary, 1914, in orde. .

i.i complete his resident
appointments at the M 11 -|.i;al. He had been two
terms at University ('..; ,. .. :

i. war began. He at once
offered his ser\ ..... I

. . I\ r.iently )>roinoted Captain.
He was iiiti'ni i .j li..iioiii-s in the Final Honour
School of Nai. I. -

' :^ .i.(l..,L;y., B.A., andalso tocarry
on a pathol.ig;. ,

:
i ih.- l'..Sc. degree. It is hoped

that he will .m; '> .' ';• 'l..se intentions.
Captain Ai

attached Isl

Captain M.'i

nzies, M.B., R.A.M.C,
i-nicuous gallantry aud
1.> 29th, 1915, in Loos.

ii hi -J attention to the
II I ,11 lying wounded on
... i...Lirs he was cou-

1 III.' '. Iiile carrying out

i; \.if.r.,s.R.), attached
.1- gallantry and devotion

II.
i

u ii fioiu September 25th
a ...I .itlen.le.l to the wounded

.11.1 niL'lits, reiieatedly .going out
nal liiavcry ami energy he set a,

.Captain Frecnian received his
al Colleges of Physicians and

Captain Frank Per
23rd Field Ambulauee
to dutv during openiti
to 28th. 1915. He I.f.

during lour eoiise.uln
under heavy tire. l'.\ 1

spleudiil examiilc to hi

medical education at
Surgeons in Ireland.)
Captain -lames Ronald McCurdie, M.B., R.A.M.CiS.R.l,

attached No. 2 Field .Vmbulauce. For conspicuous gallantry
and devotion to duty from September 25th to 27th, 1915, at
Le Rutoire farm, where, although continuously exposed to
shell lire, he collected and treated the wounded. By his efforts
and organizing power a large number of wounded were col-

lected. Captain McCtu-die set a line example to the oflicersaiid
men under him in most Irving circumstances.
Temporary Captain.lam. ;,Mi.rrayMcLaggan.M.B., R.A.M.C,

altai-lied 3nl I'.attali.in, the Uoyal Fusiliers (City of London
Keguneiit.. For ooiispieiious gallantry and devotion to duty
dm-ingthe operations between September 27th aud 30th, 1915,
when he attendeii to the wounded in the firing line under heavy
shell and rirte fire. His coolness and skill undoubtedly saved
many lives. For tlirce days and four nights he worked
incessantly with unfiagging energv.
Temporary Captain Charles .),.sepli (VReilly, M.D., 2Ist Field

Ambulance, R.A.M.C. I ...i ...nspi, uons gallantry and devotion
to duty during operations ii. ar IIiiIIikIi, from September 25tli

to 28th, 1915. Hebrongh! m iin.l attended to the wounded for
four consecutive days and nights under heavy fire, notably on
September 27th, when he voluntarily went out to collect
wounded under very heavy shell lire. He has consistently set
a splendid example to his men.
Captain Thomas Walker, M.B., R.A.M.C.(S.R.), attached

No. 2 Field Ambulance. For conspicuous gallantry and devo-
tion to duty from September 25th to 27th, 1915, when he worked
continuously collecting w.inn.led from the area, Lone Tree to
Hulloch road, and beyond. This area was under continuous
shell flre, and at lirst under macliine-gun fire also.

Temporary Lieutenant David Carnegie Alexander, M.B.,
R.A.M.C, attached 5lh llattaliou the Queen's Own Cameron
Highlanders. For oiispien.ais f^alhintrv aud devotion to duty
between September 25th and 27th, 1915, near "Fosse 8." Ho
attended to aud got into shelter many wounded men who were
lying in the open under enfilade machine gnu flre, aud on
several occasions at the iSIanager's House at the Fosse carried
out his duties under heavy sliell fire.

Temporary Lieutenant .John Bruce Baird, No. 1 Field Ambu-
lance, R.A.M.C. For cons|)icuous gallantrv an. I devotion to

duty from September 25th to 27th, 1915, when in charge of
ilifferent bearer sections collecting wounded in the area
between Lone Tree aud Hulluch road under shell aud machine-
gun fire.

Temporary Lieutenant George Rankine, M.B., R.A.M.C,
attached Headquarters 9th Divisional Royal Engineers. For
conspicuous gallantrv and devotion to duty from September
26th to 28tb, 1915, at Saill.\ and Vcrmelles, when attending
to and evacuating the wdnnded. On one occasion he went
with a partv of bearers as far as HohenzoUern Redoubt, and,
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in spite of shell fire and bombing, aasistal to get back many
wounded. On the return journev manv of the bearers were-
killed and wounded by n shell, ami Lieutenant Eaukine carried

in a wounded man on his liack.

Temporary Lieutenrtnt Hernavd Score Broivnc, W.n.,
K.A.M.C, attached 2iid liattalion tlie ChesUire Regiment. For
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty near Vermelles. He
spent the whole niyh't of the 2nd aud 3rd October searching for

and carrying back wounded who were lyinK between our own
and the enemy's lines, which were onlv .200 yards apart. The
enemy were firing and the ground was lit up by flares-, .\fter

daybreak he carried back three more men under a very heavj
fire. At one time he tended the wounded within fifteen yards
of the enemy's trenches. By liis courage and ceaseless work all

tlie wounded in his area were brought in.

Sib Ias Hamilton's Dispatch.

The London Gn-cftr of November 5th publislics a
clispatcb dated September 22nd, from General Sir Ian

Ilauiiltou, ComuiauderinChief of the Mediterranean Kx-
IKxlitionary Force, in wliich a further large number of

officers aud men arc mentioned for good service. Among
tlicm arc included the following members of the medical
services

:

Suifi:

Lieutenant-Colonel A. E. C. Keblo, E.A.M.C.
Captain J. Hare, R.A.M.C.

Lieutenant-Colonel L. Humphrey.
Major E. McDonnell.
JIajor A. Macmunn.
Sergeant-Majors H. t'nderwood and A. F. Robinson;
Sergeants \V. T. Mathies, F. H. Mattock, li. T. Colls
(dead), and (i. A. Scales.

r.A.iU.iT.IO.
liientenant-Colonel J. J. OHagan.
Corporal R. Pain; Privates \V. E. Lloyd. C:. A. Walton, H.
Price, and J. Morris.

lioijal Sural Diihhn,
Ist Field Ambulance

:"

Staff Surgeon A. F. Fleming. K.X.
Temporarv Surgeon J. Pratt, R.N.
Corporal .1. A. Uiney.

2n(l Field Ambulance":
Temporary Surgeon H. L. G. Foxell, E.K.
Sergeant S. IbbotsOn : Privates P. Lowes aud S. Stcrlaud

(killed).

3rd Field Ambulance

;

Fleet Surgeon A. J. Fincli. R.K.
Corporal J. N. Aimers; Lauce-C'orporal H. Bulmau,

Australian <inil Xcir Zealand Forces.

I
! '

'
.
-Miihlcrs. .\rmy Medical Service {killed'.

it^ H. Bryco.W. Gunn. andO. R. Hookway : Corporal
.. Faulkner; Lance-Corporals R. S. Goodc, G. T.
]iiv:ites H. H. Collis. F. A. Macrae. G. L. Peel,

inpson: A. .J. Vines, H. T. Watts.

Capt
nel C. M. ]

Indian Medical Senin.
Captain H. 3. M. Cnrsctjee, 14th'Siklis.
Captain T. .T. C. Evaiis.^

Captain B. S. Finn, of the Kew Zealand Medical Corps, bad
the D.S.O. conferred upon him in the LowfoH Gazette of
October 29th. as stated in the British Medic'vl Journai. of
November 6tb.

NOTES.
(till. i.;ic> W.

A .--iitlenian desirous
of '

.',1; t'< Major C. W.

atith I.omti-n lichl Amhidame.
There are vacancies for officer.s in this unit. They must be

fully qualified, able to ride, and prepared to go abroad at short
notice. The terms now offered compare favourablv with those
offered tO civil surgeons. Applv Major .John C. B. Wells,
2 6th London Field Ambulance, Braiutree.

/;, Mldhnul Mounted I:ii,i,ide.

Mil. I fi.i the above. Candidates must be
'. e obligations, and should applv to

i \.M.e.'/r.i, Senior Medical Officer.

Medical oM
willing to tpl

Major D. M
Ileniptou till

(^nqlanb "anir Ma!t$.

U.Nivrr;-TTY or Tiivrra-oor..

At.i receut iiieetim. .^ -l . dmi fli. In;,,
,

;
, ,, -nUrd

that Latin ^hull no i,
-

i
,

. <,, J-h .u.. , ; i,, tl„-

matriculation exaijiin:' i n , :. ,,1 in- i
. i. -1. , , In

medicine. In tliis -'01 ;•,- ;,.ir,, i -ii;. -(ad ll.ai it li:is

followed the example of the (itlici- northern universities.

The vesolntiou was not passe;! without a certain amount
of opposition, but the chiins put forward by the Medical
Faculty prevailed. .Although the General Medical Council
has long ago decided that liatin must be ono of tlie.

subjects in which a candidate must pass an examination
before he can bo registered as a medical student, regist«i-

tion is not nectssary for any student taking his degree at

the Univerwity of Liverpool. Tiie number of medical
students enrolled in the faculty this session is 54. Tliis

is by far the largest number of entrants that the nniversity

has had since it came into existence; of these 17 are
women. It i^ l)elicved that the Insurance Act has had a

con.siderablc influence in attracting men to the study of

medicine. Tlie increase in the number of women students
is noteworthy.

lioVAi. Mkiikai. Bknevolext Find.
The annual service for medical men usually held in

Liverpool ou the Sunday nearest to St. Luke's day.
(»ctober 18tli. was omitted this year. The reason given
was the absence of so many men on war service. TIu!

Committee of Management greatly regretted the loss of

opportunity that the service has afforded of contribatiug
to so worthy a charity as. tlje Royal Medical Benevolent
Fund. It has, hciwcvor. circularized the profession to the.

effect that any smn sent for that purpose Avill be gratefully

acknowledged by Mr. I!. J. Hamilton, 82, Rodney Street,

and wt should like to draw special attention to the claims
of the Royal Medical Benevolent Fund, which is likely to

be more called upon than ever in the near future.

Civic Ef oxomy ly Liverpool.
The city authorities are setting the inhabitants a good

example in the matter of thrift. No improvements that
can be well postponed, are being undertaken, and expendi-
ture is limited to necessary repairs. It is hoped that some
*30.(X)0 a year ^vill be .saved. In the matter of street

lighting it is estimated that at the end of twelve mouths
some jC6,0(X) will be saved. Nevertheless, Liverpool is by
no means in cimmcriau darkness. Dr. Hope has also

drawn attention to the importance of economy in the

household, and emphasized the value of pulse foods.

He praised hotpots, stews, and soups, and shows how-
important efficient cooking is to obtain the maximum
amount of sustenance from articles of diet. The dinner of

joint is not onh" expensive, but it is open to question

whether it is as nutritious as many wliolesoiue made-up"
dishes from so called inferior cuts;" '

c^rotlautt.

r.ov.« LTV OF Physicians and Scbgeoks of
Glasgow. — .

At the annual meeting of the Royal Faculty of Physicians
and Surgeons of Glasgow on November 1st Dr. Ebenezcr
Duncan. Laugside, was elected President. Mr. J. Walker
Downie, Visitor, and the retiring President, Dr. John
Barlow. Councillor. Dr. W. G. Dun was re-elected

Treasurer, and Dr. Alexander Napier, Honorary Librarian.

Mr. D. N. Knox continues to act as representative to the
.

General Medical Coimcil. Before demitting office. Dr.

Barlow handed over to the custody of the Royal Facnlty
a silver-mounted oak mallet stand, presented by Mr. James
D. Hedderwick, LL.1>. The inscription on the stand is

:

'•To the Itoyal faculty of Physicians and Snrgeons,
Cilasgow, from .Tas. D. Hedderwick, LL.D., Chairman of

Glasgow Itoyal lufirmuiy 1901-1914: Oak (grown in the
Forest of I^ussi from theHot t of Glasgow Cathedral about
1237 to 1911. It happens that Uie mallet itself (pre-

sented by Dr. W. <i. Dun in 1910i is made of wood from
the old Glasgow Royal Infirmary, and it is quite fitting

and apprt.priatc that the mallet should rest upon wood



taken from its venerable ueislibour, tbo Glasgow
Oatbedi-al. At the same meeting tbo Treasurer intimated

a donation from Dr. Barlow, tbe retiring President, to tbe

Benevolent Fund of the Royal Facultj-.
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Blitlanir.

Eleitiox of Master of the Kotcsda lIosplTAt.

At the annual charter meeting of the Board of Governors
of tbe Kotuuda Hospital held last wcnk to till a vacancy
at present existing in tbe Mastership, Dr. Henry Jellett

was unanimously elected Master on the proposition of

Sir William Smyly, M.D., seconded by the Deau of St.

Tatrick's, and leave of absence was given to him for three
months, without prejudice to any further extension he
may recjuire. Conditionally tbe three ex-Masters— Sir

William Smyly, M.D., Dr. Purcfoy, and Dr. Tweedy—
have kindly undertaken to carry out the duties of tbe
Master. Dr. Henry Jellett, who was Master of tbe

Rotunda, last December applied to the board for leave of

absence for six months to go to Franco to drive a mot";
ambulance. Leave of absence was granted, and was
renewed for another six months. That te is doing
excellent work at the front is shown by the fact that he
was mentiontd in dispatches,

- Dublin' Castle Red Cross Hospital.
At a meeting of the Committee of Management last

week a resolution was passed, on the recommendation of

the Medical Committee, appointing the Presidents of the
Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons to act in an
advisory capacity in rotation as honorary visitor to the
hospital. It was reported that there were at present in

the hospital 10 ofiBcers and 111 men.
The Committee bad under consideration the very much

increased cost of maiutenaucc by reason of the general rise

in prices, including tbe very serious increase in cost in

connexion with the supply of drugs and medical requisites
generally. It was resolved to ask the War Office to place
this hospital on the same footing as the ten clinical hos-
pitals in Dublin and other hospitals in the United Kingdom
as regards the capitation grant for wounded soldiers.

(Dbituai'ir.

BRIAN O'BRIEN, B.A., M.D.(T.C.D.),
MEDICAL INSPECTOB, LOCAI, GOXTiriNMEST BOAilD IN IRELAND.

It was with deep grief that the news of the death of

J)r. Brian O'Brien was received among the profession and
tbe public in Ulster, and perhaps more especially in

Belfast, where he was so well known for many years.

Or. O'Brien was in good health and discharging his duties

as medical inspector of the Local Government Board up to

October 21st : he fell ill on tbe following day, and cerebro-
spinal fever of a very acute and severe form developed on
tbe 23rd. He was removed from his home in Maloue Park,
Belfast, to the Purdysburn Fever Hospital, under his

friend, Dr. Gardner Robb. From tbe first the attack was
of a malignant type, and be succumbed on October 29tb.

Tbe profession are glad that be was under the care of

Dr. Gardner Robb, who since tbe epidemic of this disease
in Belfast some few years ago has had such exceptional
experience, and has visited Flcxner in New York with
regard to tbe bacteriology and serum treatment.

Dr. Brian O'Brien belonged to a very old Irish family
He was a grandson of William Smith O'Brien, M.P., tbe
leader of the '-Young Ireland" movement of many years
ago. He was born in 1872. He received his medical
education in Trinity College, Dublin, in 1896, and obtained
tbe M.D. degree in 1898. He was appointed dispensary
medical olficer in Faughan,co. Derry, and also at Portsalon,
•Fourteen years ago he settled in private practice in

Belfast, and became medical officer of one of the districts

of the Royal Irish Constabulary, and assistant surgeon to

tbe Queen Street Hospital for Sick Children. About eight
years later he was appointed medical inspector of the Local
Government Board for Ulster. His last report to tbe Board
was on the subject of cerebro-spinal meningitis. In it ho

says :
" Since the beginning of tbo year 1915 this disease has

made its appearance in my district in epidemic form."
He bad not been, however, knowingly in personal contact
\vitb any case for several weeks. His professional ability,

skill, tact, and high sense of honour brought him rapidly
to tlie front, and the promise of rapid advance in the
service of tb« Local Government Board was sure to one
with so many high qualifications.

Dr. Brien was an athlete. He was a prominent amateur
golfer, and won many club trophies ; he also rowed for bis
college, and took his part in most games. Personally bo
inspired more than liking in those with whom be came in

contact. His private friends were innumerable and closely

attached, but all claimed him as a friend. He leaves a
widow and three young children, with whom much
sympathy is felt.

Deputy Surgeon-General William Farquhar, Madras
Medical Service (retired), died at his residence in Loudon
on October 15tb. He was educated at Marischal Colle^ge,

Aberdeen, whore he took the degree of M.B. in 1853 au'd

that, of M.D. in 1857, as well as'thc L.K.C.S.Ed. in 1853.

Entering the Indian Medical Service as assistant surgeon
on May 28th, 1858, he became surgeou on May T.h, 1870,
surgeon-major on .July 1st, 1873, brigade-surgeon on May
16th, 1885, and deputy surgeon-general on .July 1st, 1885.

He retired on July 1st, 1890. The Army List assigns him
no war service, though most of his service was spent in
military employ in the Madras Presidency, the Straits

Settlements, and Burma. In November, 1882, he was
appointed to the medical charge of Utakamand, the
summer capital of the Madras Government ; and from
1885 to 1890 he was administrative medical officer of

Belgaum and the Western District.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF STjRGEOXS OF ENGLAND.
The annual report of the Council, 1915, contains the report of
the annual meetius held on November 14th, 1914, the letter
addressed to the Home Secretary liy the President of the
College on the scarcity of "subjects" for dissection, the
Council's reply to the Director of Public Prosecutions respect-
ing the observations of Mr. Justice Avory in his charge to the
grand jury at Birmingham on a case in wliich the question of
professional secrecy was raised in respect of clinical abortion,
the special regulations during the war, and other minorinatters.
The President (Sir W. Watson Cheyne, Bt., C.B.), who holds
the rank of Siu;;ion-(lciiei'al in the Hoyal Navy, was away from
the June im ( tniL', :i;i.i leave of absence w.'fs given to Sir (ieorge
Makins, K.( .M.i... i ,1'.., Sir Anth.iii\ Bowibv, K.C.M.G., Sir
Berkelev .Mo\nih;ui, iin.l Mr. F. !'. ISurghard, C.l'.., in France,
and to Mr. c! J. Syniouds, Mr. C. A. Hallance, M.V.O., and Mr.
W. Thorburu, at Malta. Mr. R. 11. linrnc, physiological curator
of the museum, is working at Dunkirk, under the French Red
Cross, and a large proportion cf the servants of the Col lege have
enlisted. The obituary of Fellows includes thirty-three names,
three of whom lost their lives on.Trtive service, and the obituary
of Members includes 585 names, tliirty-three of whom died on
active service, while of the twenty one Licentiates in Dental
Surgery one died on service. The Conservator's annual report
is followed by a similar communication from tho librarian, who
announces that the great catalogue is now practically com-
pleted. The librarian's request for additions to the library in a
previous report has been liberally responded to, and iu conse-
quence it is enriched by many works of real value, among
which are the late Mr. Edmund Owen's donation of medico-
liistorical works by Asher and (

Wht ^trbic^s.

EXCHANGES DESIRED.
R.A.M.C.(T.F.) Captain, temporarily invalided, whose unit 13

now abroad, wishes to effect an exchange into home service
unit. Only suitable for surgeon who can perform major
operations quickly. Address No. 5490, British Medical,
Journal Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

Officer in home service field ambulance (T.F.), wishes ex-

change to casualty clearing station, hospital, hospital ship, etc.,

either home or abroad. Address Alpha, British Medic.41.

JoUKN.VL Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

Mr. Douglas Crawford Clerk has been awarded a
university entrance scholarship, value £50, at King's

CoUego, London, for anatomy and physiology.
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JEeMcal Jleius.

A SALF, iu aid of the funds of the Royal JVIetWWil Bctov6-
kiit I'lina CiiiiUl will, by kind pcimissiou of tUo Earl and
f'ounttssdf Cicwp, be held (tt GYewo House', Curzou Street,

Loiulou, W.. on tlie afternoon of Novoliiber 24tli.

I hi; (ilium P.irliawent has voted an allocationOf 400,000

pesos for tbe constrnetion of six maternity hospitals, one in

caeh of the provinces of the Kepublie.
The Sw iney Lectures on Geology w ill be delivered this

year by Dr. J. D. Falconer, the "subject bein^ " Ice and
the Ice Age." The course will be given at the Victoria and
Albert Museum on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Saturdays at

3 p.m.. beginning on November 13th.

Amono the medical men who have assinned or resumed
office this weeliare Dr. It. 1. Smith. Loid Mayor of Cardiff,

and the following Uii\' • l>i Ijuies I'earson (Uootle),

Dr. A. Macgregor Hu- <
!• m Dr. S. B. Alexantler

(Faversham), Dr. Mil' ' \ 11 (Leamington), Dr.
Lewis Hunt (Kichmi.ii I ^i •. uid Dr. J. rarkiuson
Atkinson (Saffron Waldeu}.
AT Nottingham Assizes, on November 5th, AVilliam

Henry West, described as a physician, and Ernest
Townsend, a boot salesman, were convicted of the man-
slaughter of a girl, who died as the result of an illegal

operation performed by West «t the other prisoner's
request. West was sentenced to seven jears' penal
servitude and Towuseud to tin* c \i-u\-^'.

At a .meeting of the Socii'\ "< I'-'ii. Analysts on
November 3rd, Mr. Edward Hit 1 I ' -'.utcd lliat the
length of time for which h\ili' -,. n p. ! jicrsisted in

milk depended upon the agt- ami mjHliiniii <( the milk.
In one instance 0.2 per cent, peruxide atliUd (u a iitrfectly

fresh milk was still present iu estimable pro))ortiou after
the lap.se of eighteen months. It was found that within
the range of 15 to 37 f'.. the higher the temi)erature the
longer did the peroxide persist.

In the ninth annual report of the Norwood Sanatorium,
issued to the medical inofession only, Dr. Francis Hare
has avoided the temptation, to which editors of such
reports often fall, of indulging freely in tables and sta-

tistics, to the weariness of the average reader. Though
figures are, of course, not wanting, the report on the
whole is an interistiu- I s>a\ 011 the treatment of alcohol-
ism and other diu^; luii'it^ l.\ ;i V, liar who combines first-

hand knowledf^e of lii> Mit.n.t w itii a facile pen.
The staffs of tlic imaical :.iid diutal schools of (Un 's

Hospital, at a uicetint; on Nuwinlier 9tli, recorded the
unanimous opinion tliat all >chrK.!~ should eiideavouv to
facilitate the recently ex]iies-ed iitVicial \v isli that students
iu their first, second, and third > ears should plate them-
selves at the disposal of the military authorities, but that
iu view of the national necessity of a constant iutlux of
newly qualified medical and dental practitioners for the
services of the navy and army, representations should be
made to the Government that students after enrolment
should be required to pursue their teclinieal studies until
otherwi.se instructed by the Admiralty or the War Office.

A committee was appointed to consider lio\v effect could
best be given to this resolution.

The Central Midwives Board held a special meeting on
October 28th for hearing penal cases. Sir Francis Clhamp-
ueys was in the cliair. and Mr. Parker Young. Professor
Briggs, Dr. West, and Miss Paget were present. Of the
seven wornen about vvhom final and interim reports had
been received, one was struck off. Tw '

were heard, and eight i[iid«ives v
.roll, tWM were censiued, aiul t >\o en

.iudgeiiK iit iu three and six mfutlis.
charges of neuhcl «itli regard t"

licraiures. an<i of want of cleaiiliues

conuexiou with their apiiliances. the
eases of neglected puerperal fever. 01
and rupture of the perineum. T
with insobriety, and another with employing an uncertified
person as her substitute.

Dr. E. O. Moon, in his third Chadwick lecture on typhus
fever in Serbia, said that the Mussulman population
seemed to suffer less than the rest of the inhabitants,
owing, as he thought, to their greater jjersoual cleanliness
duo to the frequent ablutions enjoined b\ Mohammedan
law. Much evidence poiuted to the contagion of typhus
being carried by licCj and ordinary kerosene.' such" as is

used for lighting, was an efficient and economical iusecti-
eidc. He tlipught. however, that the opinion formerly
belli iu this country and still maintained by many Serbian
doctors of much experience in the disease, that it might
be convcj^ed.by direct iuhalatioUj had not been disproved.

%ttUvs, fiMis, aub ^iialuers.

429. SU'BDd, ^^.C.. on riiceipt of pToof.

fHE tclofiraplik aWiesjcs of tlio Uniiisu Mkuic.vi, Astof IMiov
aud Jochn.m. nn- : aC iSDITOU of thu Hkitish Medical
JODRNAi . Ailu'loov. UcstraniJ, Tyondnu : telephone. 2631. Gen-ani.
<2)FINANtI.\l.Sl;(.UKT.\Ry AND HI SINKS8 MANAGER (4(her-
tiseiueiits. ctr. . Artii-uinte, IVri-traud, London; teleplione. 2630.
Ocrranl. (31" MtDICAt, SECUKTAIIV. Mcdisecra. Wetlrand.
Loudou : t.lei.lione. 2634. Gerinrd. TU'r address of the IrUh olBcc
of the I?ntl^ll Medical .\ssoclation is 16. Sonth Frederick Street.
Dublin.

rS" Qiceiicf. <insu-en, ami commitniratioil!! relating ta suhjecl:<

to icMcli $peciitl departments of the BuiTlSll Mkdical JouiiSJl.

arc devoted ivill be Jvuml under lluir respective Iieadiiii/s.

ANSWERS.
Examination m- Ri'.cruits.

J. A. C—The medical examiiiatioii of recruits for the navv and
army does not (lifter in any real manner from the e.xaniiiia-

tiou of any man for life insurance of the leaser orders, or for
entry into any of the many ci\il forms of service wliicli

nowadays demand bucli examination. There are differences
in point of detail according to the standards set up lor the
men in the several grades of tlie.Bervjcea. Fof example.

»

seaman for the nav.v must have perfect eyesight : for the ar'iii.v

a soldier need not have such a high standard of vision. Tlie
difference of detail and the general scope of the esamiui^tion
can lie found in Uccniitiny liiiiiilalimis, to be obtained at an.v
military bookshop: some parts of the examination arc dealt
with in the jRenalations of the Army Medical .Seriice, to be
obtained at the same source.

LETTERS. NOTES. ETC.

'J'ni, (;iiiF.VANCES or-Slt'fPs'' Si ii.Ikons.'
'

:;

G. M. H., iu the course of a ccntriljution to the correspondcntc
on this head, says that the attitude assumed by " Nanticnrf "

must tend to prevent the mnch-ueeded reform in the status
of ship surgeons. So long as the companies can get men ': bu
take a vovage ' they are, he says, not greatly concerneil , hi
establishing a regular medical branch iu their services, with
increased pay and the best ships for the longest-service men.
Why, he asks, sli'mkl there not be a well-organized medical
service in the iSritish mercantile marine of equal importance
and with equal prospects to the British nay^? Both are
equally iuqiortant to the nation. Again, a ship's surgeouhaa
a good deal of autliority if only he knows how to use it.

With regard to placing a man on the sick list or returning
him to work, he lia^ practically absolute power, for nobody

outbreak of snudl-pn
authority is "!, c-ii V<

attendants. Such on
ment. If " Nauticus

'

in .soon sec how much
Naturally, no surgeon
. <[>t his own hospital
tlic executive depart-

) doing lie lose.'; a! I

'•authorit.\ ,' tlien. of course, the senior medical officer of-
flagship lias no ' authority, which, as Euclid says, "is
absurd.'' Perhaps the cost of an outfit for oulyo:':; \o.V»ge
is a little expensive, but it is just the one-trip man who is

preventing any improvement in the service. Let me add
that I have had over two years' exjierienee as a ship's
siirgeoh, and as soon as the «ar is over I hope to return to
being 'a nieml.er of the crew." In the meanwhile I am
serving iu tlie nas y.

The Gr.ixr Ckicketf.r.
Dr. Clippinudale writes : Those wlio follow family history and
hereditary proclivity may be interested to know that the
patronymic "Grace" is a transformation of tbe French
"Gros," a sobriquet bestowed originally npon a man of
large stature, the first to bear the name being Kaymond Fitz-
Walter, surnamed " Le Gros," one of the companions in-

arms of Strongbow. The fine physique of the late Dr. Grace
has therefore apparently lasted in his family during eight
eenturiesand approximately tlirough twcnty-fonr generatioiis.

Srvcn linos and uuj.i- ... ,, ... ... -> n

A whole column ... .. ... 3 10
A iwge ... ... ... ... -

. ..: 10

An iivt-raiic line t-outaius sii' word;*.

All i-cinitlances h.\ ro.st Office Ciders must" be made payable In
tbe British Medical Association at the General Post Office. London.'
No responsibility will be accepted for ^ny such remittance not ^so

safeguarded.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Mauaser.

429, Strand, London. not later liiaii the arst-postod.WednesdoymornlijjJ
preceding publication, and, if u«.>t paid for at, tbe time, should -be
accoiiU'anied by a reference.

'

'.' -
'' •--

NOTK.—ft is against the liiles of the Post OQice to roccivo votte
restantc letters addressed eillier in initials or jiuuibtrs. 7
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CLINICAL ASPECTS OF TYPHUS
FEVER:

OBSEUVATIONS ON SOME !?,000 CASES IN
A nilSON CAMP IN GEBMANY.

BT

Majoe p. C. T. DAVY, M.B.Loxn., K.A.M.C,

Captaln a. J. BROWN, R.A.M.C.(S.R.).

\Vk were captured on August 26th and 27th, 1914, and
\vcro kept in various prisons ^-ith other British officers,

without beiug employed in our medical capacity, until

February lltG. On this date we were sent to Gardelcj-en,

and made our first ac(iuaintance with a Kriegagcfamjcn
Lojcr for noncommissioned officers and men.

The Camp at Gardelec.en.
. The camp at Gardelcgen is situated in an opening
amongst pine forests, on a gentle slope facing north-west.

The soil is excessively sandy, and is in winter a sea of

most appalling mud, and in summer a perfect horror of

dust.

AVhen we arrived there was about a foot of snow on the

ground, and this continned with scarcely any intermission
until the middle of April.

The camp occupies an area of about 350 by 550 yards.

It is surrounded by a triple fence of barbed wire about
8 ft. in height. Within, the camp is divided in two e(]ual

parts, known as the first and second battalions. Each
battalion is again subdivided into four companies. Each
company is 230 metres (252 yards) Jong and 52 metres
(57 yards) broad. In each company there are two rows
of three barrack rooms, built facing each other. Each
i-oom is intended for 300 men. Each company is quite

self-contained, with its own administrative staff of officers

and under officers. The prisoners of one company can see
and even talk to those of another, but they arc separated
from each other by barbed wire fences, and in normal
times do not leave their company. Each of the two
battalions has its own cookhouse, where the preparation
of the food is done by the prisoners, assisted by some
German women.
The total number of prisoners is between 11,000 and

12,000, made up chiefly of Hussians and French, the latter

slightly predominating; and include about 800 or 1,000
Belgians aud 230 British prisoners.

At the upper end of the camp is a hospital which con-
tains 2C0 beds. It is grossly overcrowded even in ordinary
times ; aud allowing even the minimuia cubic space per
patient, it should not have contained more than 90 beds.
The dimensions of a ward containing 62 beds are : Length.
25 metres (-=27" yards); breadth, 10.5 metres (=^11J
yards) ;. height, 2.80 metres (=3 yards).

Conservancy.
Each company has its own latrine and urinal under one

roof. Tliese arc permanent latrines, built ovei- trenches
about 7 ft. deep with boarded sides. They are emptied at

irregular intervals, by hot air suction pumps into taul;

carts. The hand .system of emptying into carts is also

employed as a sopplcmentary measure. The entire super-
vision and management of these latrines is erratic in the
extreme. It is a frequent occurrence for a latrine to ovci-
tiow and its contents to foul a large area of ground^arouud.

Jtaler Stqiphj.
'Iliis is drawn from the main supply of the town. It is

purijped to a xvatet- tower and distributed by pipes. Wells
have also been dag, but ai'e generally out of action for

various reasons. We were infonned that a bacteriological
analysis of the water was made weekly. The water
supply is very insufficient even in winter. The supply is

cut off most days from 10 a.m. until 3 or 4 p.m. in the
hospital, and the supply in the rest of the camp is even
more precarious.

Allation.
In each company are one or two stand-pipes leading to

troughs used for personal ablution, washing of clothes, and
washing of eating utensils. There is also one bath-house

for the entire camp, in which are twenty-four shower jets.

The number of meu who could pass througli this placo in

an ordinary working day is uever large, and there are many
days on which for some reason or other the apparatus is

not working. The men could occasionally get a small
handful of soft soap on entering the baths. Inquiries

showed that no man could go to the bath unless ho was
detailed to go, and many meu waited for more than ouo
month—some nearly three mouths—till their turn camo
round. It is only fair to say that, recognizing the gross
inadequacy of the bathing facilities, the Germans hastily

erected, towards the end of the epidemic, a second bath-
house, with a dry heat disinfcctor attached.

Barracl; liooms.

The dimensions of tiiese buildings are: Length, 65 metre.=i

(= 71 yards) ; breadth, 10 metres (= U yards) ; height,
2.80 metres (= 3 yards)

;
giving a cubic space of 1,820

metres. Each barrack accommodates 300 men, giving
appro.\imately 6 cubic metres a man (= 21.87 cubic feet a
head). The barracks and camp generally were lit by electric

light. Ventilation is carried out mainly by doors aud
windows, aud is very defective. The prisoners live in an
atmosphere of fetid warmth. Each barrack room is

divided up into two parts, and each half is heated by a
closed stove. The men sleep on palliasses on the ground
in four rows—the palliasses uoarh- touching. No tables or
chairs are provided. Each man gets a small enamelled
bowl and a spoon, and a larger bowl for washing purposes,
aud a towel.

There is a plentiful supply of blankets, and the men do
not appear to have suffered from cold in their rooms last

winter.

The four nationalities are distributed as far as possible
in equal proportion in every room. Very stringent orders
were issued to ensure that English aud Ru.-jsian prisoners
should always occupy the same rooms together.

Meals are usually as follows:

From 6 to 7 a.m. : A black liquid wliich claims to be coffee,
accompanied by
daily allowance.
From 11 to 12 I

or preserved vegetables, aud a suggestion of meat or flah. Each
man gets about two pints of this.

From 4 to 6 p.m. ; A soup of watery consistency in similar
amounts.

In .Time the amount of bread was reduced to 250 grams a head
a day.

The foregoing brief description of the camp is necessary
for a proper understanding and appreciation of the con-
ditions which obtained when the epidemic started.

The Epidemic.
The earliest cases of typhus which occurred were mild

aud atypical, aud had undoubtedly been unrecognized.
There was at this time a large number of cases of scarlet

fever and of acute tonsillitis with anomalous rashes.
When typical cases occurred, a few days after our arrival
in the camp, a, commission of Crerman doctors came, to
whom our French colleagues and wo showed the cases

;
which had aroused our suspicions. These cases were at

; once pronounced to be tj'phua. Immediately the camp
I
was dedared to be in quarantine, and every German officer,

j
under officer, and man was withdrawn. The locked gates

I

between the various companies were opened, allowing tho

I

prisoners to circulate freely anywhere within the camp
I
limits. It will thus bo seen that any hope of limiting tho
outteoak to the companies from which the first cases camo
was instantly destroyed.

In the hospital the German doctor remained m charge
till ho contracted typhus a few days later. He quickly
succumbed to the disease. All tho German hospital
orderlies were withdrawn from tho onset, and thereafter
the sick were nursed by their fellow prisoners.

Clixical Aspects.
Eiiologxj.

The case against the body louse as the carrier of tho
disease appears quite clearly established as far as clinical

observation can make it. The lice swarmed everywhere
in the camp; it is not too much to say that every prisoner

in tho camp was infested with them. On the other hand,
there was a singular immunity from other parasites. Wo
never once saw fleas or bugs. The transference of lice

[2864]
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was facilitated by the gross ovei-crowdiug and tbe laclc of

facilities for personal cleanliness. The mixing of the

nationalities in the rooms of course led to a nearly equal

race incidence. The general power of resistance was con-

siderably lowered by tualnutritiou, coutinemout, and
mental depression. There is some vague but interesting

evidence for the influence of mass dose infection, in the

heavier incidence and case mortality amongst those most
exposed to infection. These were seen in the following

order: First, sick attendants ; secondly, doctors; thirdly,

prison population generally.

Age.
Tlie average age of the population was probably 29. It

must bo remembered that the prisoners were nearly all

reservists in their armies. Apart from a few Belgian

civilians there were no persons of the extremes of life.

We found, however, that the prognosis was distinctly

graver in persons over 40, of whom there were considerable

numbers in the camps. Most of ih.- material for statistical

purposes was taken by our captore, so we are unable to

substantiate this, and many oiuer statements, by figures.

They must therefore remain largely the impressions we
formed from a study of some 2,000 cases.

There is no evidence tliat the infective agent is carried

by any of the dejecta. The twelve doctors in the camp
who contracted typhus were all nursed by the same six

orderlies. The period of attendance of these orderlies lasted

in all over three months; their personal precautions in

the handling the dejecta were of the scantiest, yet none of

these attendants contracted the disease. The explanation

that occurs to us is that they nursed their patients in

separate huts, and they and their patients remained for

the whole period lice-free.

The case incidence amongst the orderlies employed in

the hospital where lice swarmed was excessively high, as
will be seen below. There is further evidence against the
infectivity of dejecta in the fact that several patients

remained in hospital for long periods, suffering from other
diseases, but nursed by the same orderlies as attended the

typhus cases, yet those in all cases escaped the disease,

as long as they were protected from lice. We found evi-

dence that the infective agent resides in the body for at
least three weeks after defervescence. Fresh outbreaks
occurred when patients were returned to their companies
after the three weeks' period, though they and their
clothes were disinfected and were presumably lice-free.

When this period of isolation was extended to one mouth,
recrudescence of the epidemic in the companies of these
returned patients did not occur.

Incvhalion Period.
Our observations on this point show it to be extremely

variable. From the two fresh outbreaks mentioned above
it would seem to be from seven to twelve dajs. One
doctor contracted the disease fourteen days after entering
the camp, another sixteen days after, a third twenty-one
days after, and this was the longest period which could be
accurately fixed.

Symptoms.
The onset is sudden and fairly well defined, but the

severity of the initial symptoms is variable. The most
constant are general malaise, cold shivers, headache
generally confined to the frontal region, and tenderness of
the eyeballs. A definite rigor is extremely rare in our
experience. Coupled with the above is a sense of lassi-

tude and faintness ; our French patients invariably de-
scribed themselves as "completement courbature." In
many cases the patient is suddenly seized with general
convulsions which subside into a fairly active delirium;
these cases were not by any means always of bad
prognosis.

Epistaxis at some time in the course of the disease is
extremely characteristic. We were accustomed during
the epidemic to regard this as pathognomonic. In more
than half the number of cases in which it occurs it is seen
in the first three days of the disease and is often very
profuse and persistent. In the remainder it occurs
between the middle and end of the pyrexia! period.

Early Sijiiqttvms.

In speaking of the early symptoms, an important prac-
tical point is the correlation of the pulse-rate and tempera-

ture. One of us (A. J. B.) kept a careful record of pulse-
rates and temperatures of those men who reported sick in
their barrack rooms. It was found that at the hour that
these men were seen (from 9 to 10 a.m.) many presented
for one, two, or even three days the symptoms of headache
with rapid and increasing pulse, whilst the temperature
was normal, the evening rise of temperature not being
observed. It was possible to make a provisional diagnosis
and isolate these cases, which, with very few exceptions,
proved to be typhus.
Table I gives some cases illustrating this point.

Table l.~To Illustrate the Correlation of the Pidsc-rates ami
Temperature in the Early Days of the Disease.

j
Day of

!
Illness.
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Ijw. TLo i-asli is indeed often well developed in the
ii^iou t.f the liip-joints. Very rarely indeed does it appear
ns liiyh as the nock and down to the calves of tlio logs.
Tlio face always escapes.

Tlic rash is somewhat polymorphic. Degrees of in-
tensity of eruption varying from seven or eight ill-defiued
Jiiaculcs. and so transitory as almost to pass unnoticed, up
to a profuse luorbillifonn grouping are soon. In every
case the luaoule becomes haemorrhagic within twenty- tour
hours of its appearance. JlaeuUs \ary in size from that
of a pin's point to 3 mm. in diameter. We looked iu vaiu
lor anything in size or colour justifying its ancient appplla-
tiou, '• mulberry." The macules when matured arc reddish-
coppery colour, and leave a copper stain for from three to
live days. A fairly profuse, very fine desquamation is the
rule during convalescence.

As the disease progresses a slight cough is present
in nearly every case, accompanied by thin muco-purulcnt
expectoration, which is often of fetid odour.

In the multiplicity of smells which pervaded the hospital
Tvc were unable to detect any characteristic odour of the
iliaease. The tongue, coated with white fur iu the first
iwcnty-four hours, quickly develops a central brown band;
later it is wholly browii and dry, and accompanied by

r
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COMPLICATIOMS AND SeQDELAE.
Jtespiraiory Sijaiem.—Hypostatic congestion -was seen

in a considerable number of cases, some of -wliicli termi-

nated fatally
;
yet ou the whole the lungs escape io a

remarkable manner. As has been mentioned, the majority

of patients have some slight cough and expectoration.

In some cases there is a profuse secretion of viscid and
extremely tenacious mucus. We recall two cases iu

which such grave obstruction was thus caused that the

question of tracheotomy was seriously discussed.

Pyaemia.—One case terminated fatally with pus in the

larger joints and multiple superficial abscesses.

Olitis viciUa (suppurative) was extremely common. The
intense oral sepsis which most patients exhibited (the

result, no doubt, of our limited nursing facilities; is

sufficient to account for this.

Sti}>2)uration oftheparoiid was very common for the

same reason.

Cardiac System.—There is an extensive degeneration of

all muscle tissue, and the heart muscle naturally does not

escape. We found evidence of this to a greater or less

degree in every case. During convalescence a pulse,

intermittent and of persistent rapidity, was extremely
common. Dilatation bruits were commonly heard.

Syncopal attacks frequently occurred, and we saw many
sudden deaths in the early days of convalescence.

Fig. 3.—E. Eash.

few cases, andGangrene of the feet occurred

invariably a fatal complication.

Bedsores unfortunately were frequent. The lowered

vitality of all the tissues renders the patient specially

liable to this complication.

Pcrij)Iieral Neuritis.—A sequela distressing to the

l^atient and difficult to deal with is a condition of peri-

pheral neuritis which manifests itself as extreme painful-

ness and tenderness of the extremities. It is seen in tlie

first or second week of convalescence. We met this con-

dition very often, but never observed any accompanying
trophic or circulatory change. It adds considerably to the

discomfort of a patient aUeady helpless from prostration.

More rarely sciatica and neuralgia of the fifth nerve is

seen as a later sequela.

Scarlet Fever coincident with Tijplms.

We saw a few cases, all of which terminated fatally.

Several cases of typhus supervening upon scarlet fever

were seen, and several of these recovered.

Progxosis.

From this somewhat formidable list the impression may
be gained that typhus is a disease of many and grave com-
lilications. In our opinion this is not so. The vast majority

of cases run an uncomplicated course. Given proper facili-

ties for nursing and supervision, many of these troubles

would be avoided or successfully dealt with.

The symptoms of grave prognosis wo found to be
early violent and jjersistent delirium, signs of cortical

irritation, incontinence of urine and faeces, and well-

marked jaundice. The intensity of the eruption was of

no prognostic value. The convalescence in the majority
of cases was extraordinarily rapid and complete.
The mortality in our 2,000 cases was 15 per cent. The

mortality-rate amongst the French and Belgian prisoners
was the highest. Next came the British ; there occurred
129 cases amongst the 230 British present in the camp,
with a mortality-rate of 6 per cent.
The Russian mortality was the lowest. There is no

doubt we were fortunate in having a milder type of the
disease in our camp. Since our return we have learnt
that in other camps—notably Cassel and Wittenburg—tho
mortality percentage was far higher.
There were 10 French abbes in the camp, all of whom

volunteered their services as nursing orderlies, and dis-

played devotion and zeal beyond all praise. Of these,
8 (80 per cent.) contracted typhus, and 5 (62 per cent.;

died.

There were 16 doctors of different nationalities in the
camp. Of these, 12 (75 per cent.) contracted typhus, and
2 (16 per cent.) died.

The British soldiers employed as nursing orderlies

numbered 22. Of these, 20 (91 per cent.) contracted
typhus, and 2 (10 per cent.) died.

The figures for tlie French and Russian nursing orderlies

we have not got ; but they were practically tho same as
for the English.

Treatment.
The secret of the successful treatment of typhus lies (as

with enteric fever) in the nursing of the patient. Force of

circumstances condemned our patients to starvation diet,

and they did well on it. Absolute rest iu a recumbent
position is essential from the onset ; as is also the care of

the mouth. Plenty of liquid should be given throughout
the disease. Solid diet of the most easily assimilated
character should be given as soon as the tongue begins to

clean, at which moment a vigorous appetite usually asserts

itself. The patient should be kept in bed until the pulso

Las been normal at least one week. In those cases iu

which special attention could be paid to the condition

of the mouth, the ear and parotid, complications did

not occur.

Our energies in the matter of medication were curbed
by a scarcity and even lack of all but some four drugs

—

namely, calomel, aspirin, quinine, and Epsom salts.

Generally speaking, two lines of treatment were attempted.
1. Early and continuous stimulation, mainly by hypo-

dermic and intramuscular injection of camphorated oil,

and to a lesser extent of strychnine and ether.

2. Parch) c.rpfi-tant and .5l/)i(J;fo»^a^ic, combined with free

use of morphine iu every case in which it was not obviously

contraindicated. Our preference was, and still is, for tho
second method. We are inclined to regard morphine as a
sheet anchor iu most cases, and we never had cause to

regret its use. At any rate, it satisfies some of the Hippo-
cratic injunctions.

In regard to the first line of treatment the immense crop

of abscesses which resulted (in many of which the un-

absorbed camphorated oil was evacuated) condemns it

at once, in our opinion, in the absence of any perceptible

beneficial result. A large number of cases were tried, on
the recommendation of the Germans, with m iij of tincture

of iodine t.d.s., increased gradually. No benefit was
observed.

Prophylaxis.
As regards personal prophylaxis, a rigorous search of tlio

clothing for parasites was made twice daily by all the hos-

pital staff. As parasiticides, powders containing iodoform,

camphorated oil, and various proprietary lotions, were
tried, but with disappointing results. An outfit consisting

of overalls with trousers tucked into gum boots, and rubber

gauntlet gloves, would, we consider, make for practical

immunity.
Tribute to Fellow Workers.

In conclusion, we feel we must take this opportunity of

placing on record our appreciation of the whole-hearted

and harmonious co-operation of our Russian and French
medical confreres. The work, both of organization and
treatment, wais divided up amongst us without distiuction

of nationality, though naturally the confusion of tongues

(as far as our Russian fellow prisoners went) sadly ham-
pered our efforts.

Further, the services rendered us by those British soldiL r

iu the camp who volunteered to act as nuising orderli. .
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will not soon be forgotten by us, uor by the patients they
tended so devotedly. Knowing the risks they ran thoy
>verc iudefatigiiblc in their cfiorts for their comrades

—

British, French, and Belgians alike. The toll they jiaid for
their devotion is shown iu the figures we give above.

OX Till:; RECUUDESCEXCE OF LOCAL SEPSIS

IN COMPLETELY HEALED WOUNDS
ASIIIEnESL'LTOF SOME SUIiGICAL ISTKltlErj.Mi:

on PASSIfE MOVEilKST.
BY

R. H. JOCELYN SWAN, M.S.Lond., F.R.C.S.,

KENNETH GOADBY, M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P., D-RHXantab.,
BACTERIOLOGICAl, SPECIAI-IST. BOTAL. HEUBEItX HOSriTAL,

WOOLWICH.

(A Report to the Medical Rcieaieh Committee.)

Is an article pnblislied in the British Medical Journal
of September 25th under this heading by Colonel C. J.

Bond, R.A.M.C, various questions aio raised involving the
power of organisms to remain dormant in the tissues, and
TO become suddenly active after some slight surgical inter-

ference. This problem has also impressed us, and iu a
long series of cases routine bacteriological examination
has been undertaken of the tissues surrounding fragments
of shell, shrapnel bullets, etc., which have remained im-
bedded in the body for varying times, but iu which the
wound of entrance has healed. In such cases it has
become necessary to remove the fragment owing to pain or
other cause. Two conditions are found

:

1. The fragment is enclosed in a cavity lined by a
smooth wall, and containing a glairy, mucoid fluid.

2. The fragment is tightly surrounded and adherent
to the tissues, with no surrounding fluid.

Bacteriological examination was made from the fluid or
from the fragment itself, including pieces of cloth carried
in with the fragment. In a case under our care organisms
Lave been obtained in pure cultivation from a piece of

cloth carried into the wound, without any signs of surface
suppnration.

Tiie routine method of examination in all cases was as
follows : Swabs were made from the incision before the
foreign body was exposed, aud from the cavity after
exposure. Any fragment of cloth was removed intact to

a sterile tube. Films were made from the material aud
stained by Gram's method and counterstaiued, aud by
Giemsa. Cultivations were made on (1) glucose formate
broth; (2) egg broth recently boiled, with a layer of

parafiin (anaerobic)
; (3) stab cultures on gelatin. The

cultures obtained were plated out under aerobic and
anaerobic conditions, and the organisms subsequently
tested.

The aiirobio and anaerobic organisms were thus deter-
mined, and in some instances anaerobes only were isolated.
The following cases illustrate the fact that organisms

may remain for a considerable time in the vicinity of
the foreign body without giving rise to constitutional
symptoms.

Case i.

Private W. M. M. was wounded bv shell fragments on Novem-
ber 2nd, 1914, one entering just below level of right knee-joint
on the outer side of tljc tubercle of the tibia. The wuiui.l
liealed at once and bad never discharged. Several mouths later
the patient began to be conscious of paiu on kneeling or u|)i.ii

pressure on the outer side of the knee-joiut. Radiograrihic
examination demonstrated a fragment of shell casing embedded
in the outer condyle of the tibia, | in. from the articular
surface. On August 9lh, 1915, the fragment was removed hv
trephining the outer condyle of the tibia. There was no pus or
fmid around the fragment, but attached to it was a small piece
of cloth. This was removed and immediately dropped into a
sterile tube. The wound was flushed with saline, and closed
by suture ; healing occurred by primary imion.

Films failed to reveal the presence of any organisms.
No growth appeared on any media for forty-eight hours,
when gas formation took place in the glucose formate
broth, and an organism identified a.fiB.proteusy^a.s isolated
in pure culture. This organism alone was present in the

anaijrobic and gelatin cultures. The organism, moreover,
agglutinated with the patient's serum iu a dilution of 1 iu
600. Normal man's serum gave no agglutination in 1 in 50.
Culture from the incision was negative.

In cases iu which mucoid fluid surrounded the fragment,
B. perfringcns (B. wdcheii), streptococci, and a large Gram-
positive dii)locoecus, etc., have been found.

Case ii.

Lieutenant W. Shrapnel bullet wound of right slioiilder,
probably ricochet. External wound healed over. Six days
after injury deformed bullet removed by incision. Bullet, not
in contact with bony surface, was surrounded with mucoid
fluid. Films showed numerous cells, mostly mononuclear
but no orgauisms. The aerobic cultures gave no growth!
Anaerobic cultures, on the other hand, gave a growth of
Gram-positive, nou-niotile bacilli, conforming to the type of
i'. perfringcns. The wound healed without complication.

Case hi.
Lieutenant E. Multiple small shrapnel case fragments in

right shoulder. External wound healed. Fragments in closed
cavity, surrounded by thick cartilaginous granulation tissue.
No pus or fluid. Films showed a few cells of mononuclear
type and a few Gram-positive cocci. Aerobic cultures gave no
urowth after seven days. Anaerobic cultures gave a growth of
large Gram-positive cocci only.

These cases serve to show that organisms may rcmaia
dormant without causing clinical symptoms, and at tho
same time explain the lighting up of local inflammation
long after the external wound is healed.
The recrudescence of local sepsis in healed wounds is

by no means infrequent, and we have observed many
instances, of which the following are examples j

Case IV.
Lieutenant D. Motor accident on June 28th, 1915, when he

sustained comminuted fracture of the lower end of the left
femur. One sharp spicule pierced the upper pouch of the
kuee-joiut and the skin immediately above the patella. There
was also an oblique fracture of the left tibia and a simple
fracture of the left radius. The area iu front of the knee-
joiut was well scrubbed with iodine under an anaesthetic.
On July 8th all the effusion into the knee-joiut had dis-
appeared. On August 12th the fractures were well united,
but the patella was fixed to the articular surface of the
femur and lateral movement of the patella was begun. On
August 14th lli.ere was tense effusion of the knee-joint. On
August 15th fluid was drawn off into a sterile tube. The fluid
separated into three layers—an upper clear yellow fatty, a
middle red clear, and a lower purple. Smears from the lowest
layer showed numerous streptococci and diiilococci, very few
of them within the pus cells. The organisms stained well, and
showed no signs of plasmolysis. A pure culture of a long-
chained streptococcus, growing best under anaerobic conditions,
was obtained.

These streptococci had evidently gained entrance to the
kuoe-joint at the time of the fracture, but had remained
dormant until Ht up to an acute process by the simple
expedient of breaking down the adhesions between the
patella and the femur.

Case v.
Private G. A. Severe gunshot wound of lower right arm on

Slay 5th, 1915, with compound fracture of the humerus IJ in.
above the lower articular surface. On May 9th the wound was
.>pened under an anaesthetic. It was very septic aud foul-
smelliug ; several pieces of bone and cloth were removed. The
fracture was comminuted, extension was applied, and tho
wounds thoroughly drained. Bacteriological examination made
lit the oi)eration showed the presence of a large number of
ganisms in the pus : Gram-positive bacilli, a few with spores

of clostridial form; Gram-negative bacilli, fine aud slender,
; Gram-nogative diplobacilli ; andwith oval terminal spore

(iram-positive cocci. The aerobic cultures gave B. j}'roteiis,

^ti-eptccocci.and staphylococci. The anaerobe cultures gave a
large number of motile bacilli. Gram-positive, with oval central
spures, staining irregularly by Gram's method. Many free
bpores were also jiresent. Gram-positive bacilli, uou-motilo
and capsulatcd, were also fouud. In addition, many long-
chained sti-eptoocci were observed. The bacillus of ma'lignant
oedema— 7i'. jicrfi iiii/t'iis, and au organism similar to B. rodella :j—were isolated anai-robically. The W'Ounds were merely
covered with layers of sterile gauze soaked iu jieroxide,
aud oxygen passed in twice daily. On May 31st, as
the fragments could not be retained in alignment, a
vertical incision was made through the triceps, the ends
freshened and wired togcth.-r. On Aip nst 13th, the wounds
being entirely healed, tluri l

', movement of tho
elbow-joint, the elbow \..' • .iL-r an anaesthetic,
which was followed next d:. iil'niinatiou about tho
joint, requiring superficial ' .-' un, on August 30th,
passive movement iu the joint produced intense inflammatory
reaction.
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Case vi.

Private K. Wounded November 6th, 1914, in the anterior

aspect of the right thigh. Femur fractured. December 5th,

on admission, tliere was a small depressed sinus in middle of

thigh discharging foul pus. On December 9th the sinus was
opened through wound in front of thigh, and a counter

opening made. In thirty-six hours the thigh was much
swollen and there was a discharge of thick serous fluid,

which contained a large number of sporing bacilli and
bubbles of gas. The wound was freely opened, and the

muscles in the centre of the sinus were found blackened and
semi-digested. A portion of this tissue was examined raicro-

Bcopicallv. The individual muscle bundles were burst, semi-

digcsted.'aud large numbers of spore-forming organisms were
seen tightly packed between the muscle bundles, and actually

passing into and invading the muscle fibres themselves.

Surrounding the larger collections of bacteria, the tissue was
transparent and hardly took up the stain at all. Practically no
pus cells were seen . The spoi ing organisms were isolated in pure
culture and ideiiti!'; '

; M r !,> iMusof malignant oedema. An
organism of lli. 's the only other organism
isolated, althouL; aed Gram-positive organisms
were obsoi-ved i u : ms. Within three days of the

operation the pat i;, .1 :.. „. jbin had fallen to 40 per cent.,

and he was acutely ill, but linally made an excellent recovery.

The wounds were treated throughout with hydrogen peroxide,

In this case the bacillus of malignant oedema had
apparently lain dormant for nearly five weeks, but was
activated by the incision to provide adequate drainage.

B'acteriologically this case suggests symbiotic activity

between the bacillus of malignant oedema and the

B. protcus or B. perfringens.

Another type of case, such, for instance, as Case iv and
possibly Case v, owes its peculiar features to a process

analogous to anaphylaxis; the tissues, having originally

been subjected to constant doses of bacterial poison, are,

after an interval, subjected to an auaiihylactic dose of the

original poison.

OBSERYATIONS OX
THE TREAT3IEXT OP TVOUNDS IN WAR.

By Dr. J. TISSOT,
I TO THE HUTEL-DIEU, CHAJTBEKT, FBAXCE.

[Translated for the " British Medical Journal " by
Dr. A. S. GuBB, Aix-lcs-Baiiis.]

From the first I instituted the following treatment : The
only dressing employed was the aseptic. The material
for dressings—gauze and absoi-bent cotton— is autoclaved
in special tin boxes of limited capacity, which are only

opened when required. The ordinary cotton and carded
peat for padding splints and tlic cloths for covering the
field of operation are sterilized in the same way. Tho
gauze compresses and cotton bandages are taken out of

the boxes with sterilized forceps.

Instruments to be used at operations are sterilized in a
Poupinel sterilizer, as are those for use in dressing wounds;
tho drainage tubes are boiled in a solution of borax. All

antiseptic solutions are made with boiled water.

Before being dressed every wound is cleansed by wash-
ing with an antiseptic solution : dilute hydrogen peroxide,
1 in 1,000 solution of iiotassium permanganate, 50 per
1,000 solution of carbolic acid, or a 7 per 1,000 solution of

salt. The neighbouring skin is freely painted with tincture

of iodine (1 in 20).

It is now many years since I gave up using antiseptic

dressings—carbolized or boricatcd cotton, or iodoform,
Balolized or mercury perchloride gauze—on account of the
drawbacks attending their use : painful erythema round
the wounds, excoriations consequent upon outbreaks of

medicinal eczema, iodoform poisoning, etc. Injurious to the
animal cell, hindering the natural processes of healing and
organic defence, antiseptics should only be employed
•within very narrow limits.

Rapid complete disinfection of the wounds, after free

opening up, with antiseptic solutions and a dry aseptic
dressing, has been my rule of conduct throughout.
Early and free laying open of all war wounds, more

l)articnlarly those inflicted by fragments of shell, drainage
with simple or perforated tubes, according to their length.

In the neighbourhood of vessels as few dressings as
]iossible—these also aro rules that have been rigidly

adhered to.

As soon as suppuration begins to diminish the drains
are removed, and directly the sloughing tissues liavo been
eliminated and the wound takes on a healthy aspect,
washing with saline solution is substituted for antiseptio
solutions.

Telamis.
During the first few months of the war we had several

cases of tetanus, but such cases have become excos.sively

rare since injections of antitetanic serum have been
systematically given at the front. I give a second injection

eight days after the first.

Oaseous Gangrene,
I have pretty frequently mot with cases of gaseong

phlegmons which all had a favourable termination after

free opening up, and the extraction of projectiles and
debris of clothing.

The three following cases, which came from the front

in the same train, are of interest in that they exemplify
what may be termed the fulminating form (jf this infec-

tion, in contradistinction to the cases in which the do-

composition of pus in partially closed cavities or pockets
determines a variable amount of subcutaneous emphysema.
To put it plainly, all cases of infection, or even gangrene
associated with gas formation, are not cases of gaseous
gangrene. Tho latter term should be reserved for in-

stances of deep.rajjidly spreading, rapidly fatal infection.

Unfortunately the stress of work is such that it is hardly
practicable to devote much attention to the bacteriological

aspect of the question, but clinically there is every
difference between the real cases of gaseous gangrene and
the comparatively mild infections in which there may be
some gas formation. My experience is that in tho grave
form no treatment is of any avail, since death follows in

from six to twelve hours after the supervention of tho
earliest characteristic symptoms of the affection.

These three cases all came from the same corner in

Champagne (Souain), and, as might be expected, the infec-

tion is particularly apt to occur in subjects who from
force of circumstances have been left for many hours, or

possibly days, on the ground without medical aid. It is

not, however, confined to such cases, for there are instances

of its occurrence- in men whose wounds were attended to

promptly.

Case i.

A. G., a volnnteer, received his wound in the grand offensive
of September 29th, and was dressed two hours later at the
paste de secours. He presented an enorm.ous contused wound
involving the left call and popliteal space, in addition to a seton
wound of the left sliouhler by a fragment of shell. He received
an injection of aDtitLtaiiio scrum on September 29th. He carao
under my care on Uctolier 2ik1. On the evening of October 3rd
the wound showed sitins of gangrene. The tissues were swollen,
of a dark colour, and on jn-essure the crackling of subcutaneous
emphysema was felt. The limb was at once amputated through
healthy tissue, but the disease rapidly spread, and he died on
the following afternoon.

Case ii.

This man was a German soldier, wounded in the same fray on
September 27th. He was admitted under my care on October
1st. He had a very extensive lacerated wound on the outer
aspect ot the right arm, with fractui'e of the humerus; also a
contused wouml of the left hand, entailing the loss of the index
audmiddle rmt;ei-s. Agutter had been ploughed in the region of

the right olecranon. Keseetion of tho elbow-joint was forth-

with performed ; within a few hours symptoms of gaseous
gangrene set in, and, in spite of extensive incisions and the
application of antiseptics, he died thirteen hours later.

Case hi.
C. C, wounded on September 28th, was admitted on October

2nd. As he had fallen in a spot which was constantly swept by
the enemy's fire, it was not found possible to bring him in for

forty-eight hours. He presented a seton wound by bullet of

the left thigh, fracturing the femur, also a de- ;> e ;< .
,

.1 ,..n .if

the left heel. There was already some h- '

ronnd about the wound, and amputation was |. i
,

i*
1 1

'.

up the thigh, through apparently healthy tis-ii>. lie :< •^' !
,

however, spread upwards, distending the sctulum a,iul peui=,

and proved fatal within a few hours.

It was noted that these patients, far from feeling

depressed or ill, experience a curious impressfonof comfort

and well-being which persists to the moment of death.

In two other cases amputation of the thigh in the first,

extensive incisions and injections of hydrogen peroxide,

etc., in the second, proved ineffectual. Both patients died

in six or eight hours with abdominal distension, intestinal

haemorrhage, and the euphoria peculiar to this affection.
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Scpsig aiul Seplicaemia.

AUbousU now and tbeii we do meet with bullet wounds
tliat roiimiu aseptic, the fact remains that almost every

wound is infected and that wounds by fragments of shell

or bomb contaminated by debris of clothes or soil are the

most septic. The practically constant infection of war
wounds necessitates as prompt disinfection as possible of

such wounds. The fact that nowadays we got vastly

fewer cases of major sepsis than at the beginning is no
doubt to be explained by the better organization and more
rapid access to the surgical services.

Tloiuiffs of Joints.

Early arthrotomy, lavage with 50 per 1,000 carbolized

water, followed by irrigation with saline solution aud
drainage, has been my rule, aud its application has yielded

me numerous successes, especially in penetrating wounds of

the knee. The most rapid recoveries have been those in

which the synovial sac was found to contain a rather

turbid blood-stained fluid. In such cases we are justified

in anticipating complete restoration of articular functions.

In presence of suppuration of the joint, especially of the

elbow, resection of the articular surfaces is indispensable.

The same remark applies to the shoulder and wrist. A
properly performed resection under these conditions yields

a better and more rapid result, with less risk for the

patient, than the freest arthrotomy. Amputation is a last

resource when the infective complications do not yield.

I have been constrained to have recourse thereto several

times for suppurating arthritis of the knee, aud ouco in

arthritis of the elbow.

Amputations and Disarticulations.
I have only performed a small number of .amputations.

in evei-y instance on account of grave septic mischief or

extensive lacerations. After ligature of the vessels I

always employ copious lavage of the raw surfaces wi^i a

very hot solution of carbolic acid (50 per 1,000) ; then I

drain and suture the stump.
1 have had to deal with numerous cases of open stumps

sent back from the front. It is difficult to express an
opinion on this method, which was brought into practice

by Vcrneuil some forty years ago. Verneuil used to keep
the stump under carbolized spray. Eapidity of exccutiou,

the opening up of all suppurating pockets, and the rapid

escape of fluid are the advantages of .this method. The
ilrawbacks, on the other hand, are : secondary resection of

the stump is often rendered necessary by the projection of

bone affected by proliferating osteitis, huge osteophytes,
prolonged suppuration, painful cicatrices adherent to the
hone, frequent ulceration, and so on. Here I should like

to mention, apart from the secondary operations, the
( xcellent results I have obtained by the aid of heliotherapy
in hastening the healing of these extensive raw surfaces.

It seems to me, moreover, that the scars following helio-

therapy are softer and less painful.

As for "sausage amputation," judging from the few
cases of the kind that have come under my notice, I

hold that it is an uusurgical method, which ought to be
abandoned.

Wounds of the Integuments of the Skull.
Every wound of the scalp in war surgery, whether com-

plicated or not, should be incised down to the bone, and
the latter must be carefully examined. When exploratory
incision of the scalp proves negative the intervention is

but trifling, one which, done under aseptic precautious,
cannot possibly injure the patient. On the other hand, if

we wait for cerebral symptoms to supervene before inter-

vening, it is often too late. Here are a few instances in

support of my contention:

C..ISE r.

L., wounded on July 16th at Epartjea, admitted to the
hospital on July 30th, after a sojourn in the Verdun Hos-
pital. Apart from left facial paralysis, no cerebral symptom
could be detected. His mind was quite clear. On examining
the scalp I noticed a small scab in the left occipital region over
an almost healed excoriation. An immetlinto c>;ploratorv
incision was made. In the lower part of the left or-ciiiiliil bone
I alighted upon a small cerebral hernia the size of a pua. Tiicro
was no radiating fracture. I trephined and evacuated an
abscess of the cerebellum, into which I was led by a small track
oijposite the orifice of entry, containing a teaspoonful of pus.
We could not discover the bit of shell.

Case ii.

D.. wounded on July 12th, at Eparges, in the left temporal
region. When admitted to the hospital on July 16th he
presented some incoherence of speech and mental confusion.
I operated on July 17th. 1 came down on a fracture of the
left temporal bone. After enlarging with the gouge forceps
and removing splinters, and following up an intra-cerebral
track running ohlicjuely upwards and forwards, 1 removed
three splinters embedded in tlie cerebral substance and
evacuated a small abscess of the left temporal lobe. Radio-
scopic examination was negative.
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C.\SE IV.

This man was wounded on June 28th in the trenches of
Calonne, and admitted to hospital on July 7th. There was
a contnscd wound of the left frontal region. After ablation
with tire joMi;p f-i. .-iis of a circle the size of a halfpenny-
piece, we hiiuiil iiii^l'

I iiL-atli it a tuft ot hair squeezed under the
inner tal>lu. aul liuiui i-ons splinters. An aljsi_-ess the size of a
walnut was npiucd m Uie middle of the frontal lube, aud a small
fragment ot shell found in the centre ot the abscess cavity was
extracted.

All these patients are in a fair way to recovery. Such
instances might easily be multiplied, contirmiug the
formal indication for deliberate exploration ot every con-
tused firearm wound of the cranium, whether or not thero
be cerebral symptoms.

Disruption of Muscles.
Not infrequently a simple setou wound masks extensive

muscular disruption, entailing grave functional impotence.
Among others, the following instance may serve to illus-

trate the type: In February a wounded soldier was
brought to mo presenting a seton wound in the right
pectoral region. The aperture of entry was situated below
the clavicle, and the aperture ot exit at the margin ot tho
pcotoralis major. As there was a blood-stained, fairly

copious oozing, I joined up tho two orifices under anaes-
thesia, and, on everting the margins, foitnd the peotoralis
major cut right through. It was the cut muscle that gave
rise to tho bleeding en nappe. I sutured the muscles,
aponeuroses, and skin separately. Recovery rapidly took
place, -with perfect restoration of the shoulder movements.
If suture of tho divided muscles bo not done, healing
takes place with scar tissue and consequent functional
impairment.

Secondary Union of Wounds.
More frequently than at the beginning we get wounded

men presenting big gutters scored by bullets or by frag-

ments ot shell. When only the soft parts are involved,
I consider it useful to unite these wounds by secondary
union as soon as the sloughs liavo come away and the
wound is looking clean and healthy. After freely reviving
the edges I separate the aponeurosis from tho skin ; then
I suture separately muscle, aponeurosis, and skin, leaving
a small drain at each corner of the wound. More rapid
rocovcrj', a linear cicatrix, and less functional distitrbanco

are the advantages of the method.

Damage of Nerves.
Damage of nerve trunks is ot frequent occurrence during

the present war. I have had quite a large number of such
cases to deal with. Nerve trunks buried in scar tissue,

embedded in tho callus of a fracture, hypertrophies, often

keloids of large size, notches or complete division, central

haematoma, are some of the lesions I have met with. On
two occasions I found the median nerve strongly adherent

to the axillary artery in the armpit. In the first case tho

attempt to separate the two brought about a wound ot the

artery, which I was obliged to ligature, fortunately without

causing any damage to the limb. In the second case I let

the adhesion alone.
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The ncrvo tiuiik niost frequently involved was the radial,

a fact wbicli is explained by the frequency, especially

diuiug tlio first few months of the war, of fractures Of the

liuiuerua.

Neurolysis is a protracted, delicate, tedious operation,

lasting from an hour to an hour and a half. In

order to discover the nervo it is better to tackle it in

hL';iItliy tissue, following it up to the seat of damage. Tho
anatomical gelations have disappeared, tho parts have
changed aspect, and the search is ofteu very difficult. I

have invariably done my best to spare the smallest neryo

fibre, and when tho nervo is incompletely divided ' I

join it up imrtially with every regard for the remaining
fibres.

I only did complete suture in two cases of divided

sciatic. The first was completely divided and the two
ends, swollen and clublike, were 3 cm. apart. The second

was three - quarters cut through, only a frail band
remaining.
The results are usually long delayed, though tbcy may

bo more rapid where the nerve is gripped by fibrons tissue ;

tlioy arc very long in becoming manifest when the nervo

is completely divided.

Vascular Lesions.

Under the term " diffuse secondary aneurysmal haema-
toma" I described in the fresse medicalc for February lltU
of this year a sijecial form of haematoma which only makes
its appearance from three days to three months after tho

infliction of the wound. I have been called upon to operate
in a fairly large number of these cases of haematoma, tho
clinical characters of which arc: (1) delayed appearance

;

(2) sharp pain x-adiating thronghout the limb, due to

stretching of tho nerve trunks ; (3) anaemia varying
according to the size of the haematoma; (4i apyrexia.

The rule I follow is to open the pouch and tic the two ends
of the damaged vessel after rapid removal of the clots.

But in certain cases of large haematoma the anatomical
relations are destroyed, while in others tho ends of tho
vessels are shrivelled and undiscoverable, or, after removal
of the clots, the cavity turns out to be very deep, so that
it ia impossible to apply the ligature. Under these
conditions ligature of tho artery above the lesion yields

the best

Ej.lractlon of Foreign Bodies,

Among the numerous projectiles that I have been called

upuu to remove fiagraeuts of shell were the commonest,
thi.u rifle bullets and the round shrapnel balls. In one
instance I removed from the calf a bit of wood 8 cm. long

;

in another, after opening up a very septic track in tho
buttock, I lighted upon a squai-e-headed hobnail.

Shrapnel balls, and particularly fragments of shell, in-

variably cause septic wounds, because they always carry in

bits of clothing. It is a common experience, when we are
called upon to remove a splinter of shell a long time after
the iuflitftion of the wound—by which time the track of

the missile has quite healed—to find it encysted in a
pouch full of pus of very attenuated virulence. We must
therefore proceed very cautiously when called upon to
remove bits of shell or shrapnel balls lodged in or near
a joint. The breaking down of the protecting adhesions
in this caso may determine suppm'ation of the part as
a whole.

Bullets sometimes break up, especially when they strike
a bone, or ricochet before entering the body. In such caso
we sometimes find tho envelope of tho bullet more or loss
torn open and fragments of lead disseminated in the
tissues.

Among the interesting cases of projectiles which I have
had to extract I may mention (1) a rifle bullet lodged behind
the sternum opposite the third rib ; one inside the hipjoiut

;

two in the knee-joint; one in the elbow-joint; another in
juxtaposition to the left .ixillary artery, under the pectoral
iiHiscle ; (2) a bit of shell iu the left pleura ; a fragment
of shell weighing 350 grams under the fractured left

scapula, where it had lain twenty days ; another between
the two condyles of the femur in front; (3) a shrapnel ball
implanted iu tho small trochanter, one in tho knee, etc.
I slionld like to call attention to the method of extracting
IHojectiles under the radioscopic screen devised by Dr.
Yullyamoz, which has been of the greatest service to me.

AUSCULTATION OF TUE HEART OF THE
RECRUIT.

By SIR JAMES KINGSTON FOWLER, K.C.V.O., M.D..
CONSni.TIXG FHYSl.rlAS TO THE MlDDLESBX HoSrlTAl,, r.TC. ;

ItlEUXi-NANT-CoLONKr. R.A.M.C.Cr.) IN Chargi: Oi' THE
McDicAi D1VI810X. 3rd London- Okserai.

UosriiAL, WAKDswomn.

The issue by the War Ofiice of a memorandum on tho
significance of abnormal signs in the heart of the recruit,

and the papers on that subject iu the British Medical
JounxAL of Octobi r 30th, 1915, suggest that possibly it

may be of use to reproduce what 1 wrote thereon in an
article on auscultation of tho hcarfc iu A Dictionary of
Practical Medicine in 1890.

I have mado no alterations, but have omitted certain
sections dealing with conditions unlikely to be met with iu
the recruit. The italics are iu the orginal.

All mui-murs should be timed by the carotid pulse, sio< hy
their relation to the apex beat.
Cardiac murmurs may be present without structural

change in the valves or orifices, especially in anaemia and
chlorosis, and when the action of the heart is excited.
Sounds closely resembling those resulting from organic

disease of the vahxs, but really produced outside the heart,
are of frequent occurrence, and are termed/disc or cardio-
pulmonary murmurs.
The various conditions which may give rise to these

murmurs may be classified thus

:

1. Displacement of, or pressure tipon, the heart, tho
result of disease of the (<7) long, (6) pleura, (c) thorax,
or (d) abdomen.

2. Effusion into the ijleural cavity.
3. Changes in the pleura of the praccordial area.
4. Changes in the hmg overlying the heai't.

5. Changes iu the pericardium.

4. Changes in the Lung overlying the Heart.— ... a
systolic murmur about the apes of the heart which closely
resembles the murmur of mitral regurgitation. Tho sound
is caused by the impact of the heart upon the lung . . .

producing an audible sound by displacement of the air iu

the bronchi. ... It is almost always most distinct during
expiration, is superficial, high pitched, and disappears when
the breath is held after a deep inspiration, and often
becomes inaudible when the patient lies down. This
murmur may sometimes be heard iu the axilla and at the
angle of the left scapula.

5. Changes in the Pericardium.—False murmurs, wheu
due to chronic changes in that membrane, are frequently
beard at one particular spot—namely, the sixth left inter-

space and over the seventh rib close to the base of the
ensilorm cartilage. Here the right ventricle is in contact
with the chest wall, and it is ou its anterior surface that
the " white patch" is most commonly found. The .sound
produced by the movement upon each other of the peri-

cardial surfaces at this spot is systolic iu time, usually
short, sharp, localized, and superficial ; it seldom acquires
a blowing character. In fact, it often resembles more
nearly a rough reduplication of the first sound than a
murmur. It is, perhaps, doubtful whether the altered
sound, which is so commonly heard at this spot, is in
all cases due to the presence of a '-white patch" on
the pericardium. It is especially common in emphysema
with downward displacement of the heart. The effect

of change of position upon this murmur is variable.
It may disappear entirely when the patient is iu the
recumbent position, as often happens with friction sounds
audible elsewhere over the heart, whilst at times it is

hardly at all affected by such a change. When the heart
is not disxilaced, a murmur presenting similar characters
may often be heard in the fifth left intci-space close to the
sternum. Thickening of the pericardium of the left

auricular appendix occasionally produces a rough systolic

murmur in the second left interspace.
The following precautions should be observed iu the

examination of all cases presenting mmmurs. Assuming
that the presence or absence of those consecutive cliauges
in the heart, which are almost Invariably associated with
disease of any given valve, has been noted, if there is

still room for doubt, the following points must be observed
carefully

:

1. The exact period iu the cardiac cycle occupied by the
mtu-mur. False murmurs are often not exactly syn-
chronous with the commencement of systole or diastole

;

they may precede or follow the one or tho other.
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2. TUc site of maximum intensitj- and tUo line of con-

duction of the murmur. Tliese do not usually coincide

Avitli what is found with similar murmurs ot organic

origin.

3. The condition ot the luniks. With doubtful apex
murmurs evidence of pulmonary engorgement is strongly
ill favour of organic valve disease, as that condition is

almost invariably nbseui in the reflux ot anaemia.
4. The effect of change i.f iio^itinii upon the sound. 7/

is essential to exaiv:i.' /, • - '< d catre disease

both in the stanriitxj'i

It may be stated^^ i 1
1

^ 1 i' .1 n opinion given
iu a doubtful case wiiliM.ii ,'i-.,Miij i in- nivcaution is ot

uo value. Functional ami false luuiuiiu-s often disappear
when the patient li s down, Whilst an organie iiimiuur,

especially that of mitral stenosis, may be only audible in

that position. A muruiur which suddenly and coiiipletily

disappears when the pat out lies down, provided there is

not at the same time any marked alteration in the pulse-

rate, is almost cc-rtaiuly not due to organic disease of a
valve.

5. It is important in all cases to nn- ili.: ; 1; trnehea.
A murmur audible in the traeliea inn \ 1 ::i r ill tn

the conduction ot the murmur of ami'i ;
1

•>. (21 Id

the impulse of an aneurysm: or (3i t^j i1m_ liLiini-L ol the
Iieart causing an air wave in the bronchi and trachea, this

latter being by far the most common cause of tracheal
mnrmnrs. Mitral murmurs are not audible in the trachea.

6. False murmurs often disappear completely when the
breath is held.

7. The state of the pulse may at once negative a sus-
picion of organic disease founded on the presence of a
murmur.

I am disposed to add that -it is essential to examine the

heart of every recruiL liothin the standing and rcetiinhcnt

2>osifivv.

Experience gained in civil practice is not always applic-

able to military practice. The civilian, as a rule, stops
when be feels that his work is overtaxing his strength

;

the soldier may be obliged to continue until he is ordered to

lialtordrops from exhaustion. Compensation which might
have lasted for fifty years or more in civil life, may, in a
soldier, be quickly destroyed by prolonged over-exertion.

I published many years ago in the Clinical Society's
Transactions the case o£ a man with aortic stenosis and
regurgitation and mitral regurgitation, changes due to au
attack of acute rheumatism with endocarditis, which
occurred When lie was a boy aged 14, who had worked for

fifty-five years as a turner in wood at a treadle lathe,

without a day of illness, and in whom compensation was
still well maintained. It does not, however, follow that
it would have stood the stress of active service, at or about
the ago of 20, and still have lasted for such a long
period.

A personal physical defect of which the soldier is

unaware may be of little importance, but it may become
of great importance when he has got to know of its

existence.

Examiners of recruits who pass defects as of no
iraport-ance, when all symptoms are absent, must bo
prepared to support their opinion when, at a later date,
the defects are found to be unchanged but accompanied
by many subjective symptoms.

TARTJAR EMETIC IN KALAAZAR.

PERCIVAL MACKIE, M.D., M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.,

Majob. I.M.S. ; Pathologist and Sanitary Opficeb, No. 12 Meeiiut
Indian General Hospital, Fkance.

My attention has been drawn to a letter on this subject
from Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Leonard Kogers, I.M.S., in

this JoURNAt. for July 31st, 1915. I have had a little

experience of the antimony treatment of leishmaniasis
which I will now briefly refer to.

C.VSE I.

The first case was that of an officer in the Xlltli Ticnecrs,
who was stationed in Quetta. He first noticed the disease when
he was in camp at Christmas time, and it began iu a deep
fissure in the mucous membrane ot_the lip which had been
caused by the cold dry wind then prevailing. It increased
rapidly, and when I saw it was the size of a pigeon esg, and wasrhen 1 saw it was tne size ot a piyi

painful, ulcerating, and very unsightly. He had had various
kinds of treatment, including the application of CO2 snow, but

better. He also had a cysl-
iiii-li hud no visible com-
It I. Ml surfaces. This was

I'liie culture, and tlm
ii.'wed these parasites

the condition was worse rather tl

like swelling dee), in Hm elioeU

munication witli 1
1 . : 'i;, n nci

puuctnrcd, and n .
. ;

exudate from 1 1
.

>
i

together with -s

venous injection -1 \Ar:, - . n himm I .iini.ii-v lllli.

1915,and six inj- n , ,
,- .;

1
.. l-.ssoi'

three days, in du-r- -i l 1 1 y. \ <
.-.• .in h-n iu

normal saline. Tni i r> Mim. ,:: -, n . >
^

>:ir
, ,- .mi .-..i i.ir n-^ llie

cntaneous and siibeiiianeous part of tlie disease was conceined.
hut the mucous ulceration was move dilhcult to cure and
healed only after several applications of carbon dioxide snow.
The oflieer was cured and shortly afterwards proceeded on

active service.

Tliere arc three noteworthy points in this case:

1. The disease began in a fissure in the lip and
apart from any exposure to insect infection.

2. Tlie presence of a subcutaneous nodule due In

Leishiiuinia which had no diseeruiblo connexion with
the outside surface. (Cases of this sort have been
described, I think, in the Sudan.)

3. Tlie good effect of antimony iu rapidly sterilizing

the cutaneous and subcutaneous lesion and its slov.-er

action en the mucous ulceration. (This has been
noted by Terra.)

Case ii.

The second case of U-isliniaiiiasi-, uIm.-I. T ti-ealed with anti-

mony ini'.-li'i '1 ' ' 'V;. "I In I:.- (lurlihu

Rifles. n. ; ,
.

t

,
,

I :,.sillg

throu.yli :i 11 I'l '
i

' '''.< spent
four da\s ' •

,
1 ,!r. It

was an ju-n .,:,.,,)',
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BILHARZIOSIS IX NATAL,
BT

F. G. CAWSTON, M.B., B.C.Ca.ntab.

EsTrMATES of the extent to -which billiarziosis prevails

in Natal vavy consiJerably. It occurs both amongst
natives ami Enropeaus, and is more common amongst
boys than girls. Those boys who learn to swim in the

ballis and avoid loitering in shallow streams seem to be less

liable to be attacked, and since the attention of schoolboys

lias been directed to the dangers of the shallow rivers the

disease has become less prevalent. Decomposing reeds

abound in the shallow parts of these rivers, and in many
cases these reeds arc covered with snails. Acting on my
advice the municipality of Piet( rmaritzburg, Natal, has
removed these reeds from its popular bathing pool.

In a typical case the patient complains of a varying
amount of blood in the urine, a certain degree of scalding

on passing water, general depression, and anaemia. In

a chronic case there may be the attendant symptoms of

cystitis or calculus of the bladder. Symptoms of calculus

are often present when none is to be found.

The miracidia can only live in fresh water. They soon

die in water which has urine in it. This seems to

disprove the theory of urethral infection by miracidia. The
practice of washing out the bladder of uncomplicated
cases followed by some practitioners seems to be due to

the mistaken idea that the eggs hatched in the bladder, or

even that it was the worm and not the miracidium that

hatched out of the egg.

I had a patient under treatment for bilharziosis on
May 10th, when my attention was drawn to the account
of the life-history of Haematobia jopoiiica in the British
Medical Jocp.nai, of Jivnuary 30tli, 1915. I therefore

visited a favourite swimming pool and collected a
number of snails (Limmva naialensis) which abounded on
the decomposing reeds at the shallow part of the pool.

Microscopic examination of the snails revealed nothing
abnormal in the liver or kidney, though several were
infected in the foot with the ova of parasitic mites.

Diluted urine was then added to the water in which some
of the snails were kept. The water was changed on the
following day and as frequently as necessary for the next
few weeks. The results of experiments with snails from
this bathing pool proved negative; but early in June
Dr. Wan-en, the director of the Natal Government Museum,
discovered undoubted ccrcariae with bifid tails in the

lifcrof a snail (P/,'(/so;jsis rt/ncrt?ia) which is common in

South African rivers, and which had been exposed to

infection from urmc supplied by another patient of mine
four weeks previously. The appearance of these ccrcariae

aud the sporocyst in which they were contained corre-

sponded to those illustrated in the British ilEDiCAL
JounxAL on January 30th, 1915.

Experiments arc being conducted to demonstrate the
possibility of infection by these ccrcariae. The evidence
against infection by drinking infected water whilst bathing
in infected streams is not conclusive. It Ls common for

the small boys who loiter in these bathing places to

complain of ulcerated skins, and it is rjuite possible that
their opinion that infection can take place through these
sores is well fouurled.

It is difficult to sec what influence such drugs as male
fern can have on the course of the disease. Complications
may arise and need appropriate treatment; but to wash
out the bladder of an uncomplicated case of bilharziosis

would seem to be as unnecessary as to wash out the gall

bladder; for the worms themselves abound in the vicmity
of both. Diuretics arc of undoubted service, for they
jorevent the accumulation of blood, bactei'ia, and eggs in

the bladder and lessen the risks of cystitis or of the
formation of stones from phosphatic concretions round
tlie shells of the ejigs. Urinui-y antiseptics are needed,
for bacteria are usually present in varying numbers,
and the possibility of a monomicrobic infection being
converted into a mixed infection during tlie acute and
more susceptible stage contraiudicates resort to instru-

mental measures. Hexaraine, being a slight diuretic and
a powerful urinary ant.septic, is of particular service in

this disease. Then, as the parasites are present in greatest
numbers in the blood of the portal vein and in the vesical

veins, it would seem that efficient treatment must aim at

destroying them in these places. By experiments carried
out at the pharmacological laboratory of the Johns
Hopkins Hospital in 1908, S. J. Crowo sliowed that
hexamethylenetetramino was excreted in practically all

the body fluids ; he showed that in cases of post operative
biliary tistulac it appeared in the bile and in the urine
almost simultaneously, and that large doses—at least
75 grains daily—inhibited the growth of bacteria in the
bile. These observations lead one to suppose that the
drug would be of especial service in bilharziosis in
averting the daugers of bacterial infection in the regions
where the parasites are especially numerous, whilst it

might destroy the parasites them-selves in the blood
stream.
The eggs present in the urine of these cases were all

characterized by the presence of a terminal spine. As
the presence of bilharziosis in cattle has not been demon-
strated in Natal, it is reasonable to suppose that tho
cercariae found in the snail which bad been exposed to
infection were associated with the human form of the
disease.

MEDICAL. SURGlCAii. OBSTETRICAL.

THE " IRRITABLE HEART " OF SOLDIERS.
No ONE acquainted with the clinical study of heart disease
would doubt tho group of cases to which Drs. Cotton,
Lewis, aud Thiele allude in the British Medic.vi, Journal
of November 13th, p. 722. They are generally recognized,
are puzzling, and require, no doubt, a broad survey of the
possible factors. Identical symptoms, as I have pointed
out on several occasions, may occur in children and young
adults following a rheumatic infection, which damages the
myocardium but spares the valves or pericardium. At
first there is dilatatiin, but long after that has passed
away the symptoms described by the writers may remain,
and show the characteristic tendency to relapse on im-
prudent exertion. Looking, as I do, upon rheumatism a.s

a streptococcal disease, this evidence affords some in-

direct support to their investigations. The difficulty for

me is this: May not nerve shock and overstrain, physical
and nervous, produce poisons akin to some bacterial

poisons ? This is a speculation wliich has arisen before,

naturally enough, over the problem of rheumatism,
chorea, aud nerve shock. When now we look at the
clinical side of this ' irritable heart of soldiers," we
are faced at ouce by the same possibility. The
strongest man after five months in Gallipoli—always
under nerve strain, often much exposed to extremes
of cold and heat, driven to intense exertion, menaced
by numerous infections, and irregularly fed—may break
down in this fashion. The pale, not fully grown,
high-strung young soldier may collapse far more rapidly;

nevertheless, infection may possibly explain both cases.

How, on the other hand, can we explain "shell shock"

—

a nerve insult of the grossest and most abrupt Ifind ?

Yet, in my experience, it will produce precisely the same
symptoms; and so, too, will burial by a "Jack Johnson."
Lifection here is again possible, but we must incline to

other factors as more probable, yet to me the symptoms
are identical. Again, I have had an opportunity of studying

the cardiac state of some twenty people victims of a severe

railway accident, and at the time noted the symptoms of

six who developed cardiac symptoms such as are describad

by the writers. A young naval cadet came to me in 1913
with all these symptoms, the result, so far as I could

judge, of physical over exertion. After a period of quiet

he became and remained well. Two years later he is a
midshipman in the Dardanelles engaged in strenuous aud
exciting work, and he sees, while still a growing boy, stem
and terrible sights. His nerves in the general sense do
not feel it, but gradually there creep on palpitation, giddi-

ness, and weakness, and at last he drops out. I see him
again, and find his heart as before with symptoms of the

well-known type.

Another point to be mentioned is illustrated in tho treat-

ment. A young soldier who thinks his heart is dam.agod

is much haudicapped by that thought. A determined

assurance that there is no real injury and a cautious
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use of rest, coupled with a judicious admixture of fiiouds

to take his luiud oU liimself, iiave again aud again iu luy

cxjHiiience produced eucouiagiug iiupiovcmeut. Thus, it

soiins to me, wo aio faced with the same pioblom as in

rlieuuiatic choi'oa auil flight cliorea. May not shock,

fright, and strain prtxlucc some disturbance akin to that

inoducetl by bacterial puisons

?

Dr.i'aine and 1 have shown thatstreptococci of the rheu-
matic group, and those found iu niahgnant endocarditis

which many bcheve liavo no connexion with rheumatism,
can produce tachycardia aud heart failure in rabbits with-

out pericarditis or endocarditis, and it seems very pos-

sible that Drs. Cotton. Lewis, and Thielo may produce
a simiUir result with the streptococci they have isolated.

Thus I feel they may reacli the same dilemmas that I am
faced with. Uo such results explain the irritable hearts

that we arc meeting with in this war? If they explain

some of them, how can we separate, on the cliuical side,

this infective group? How can wo prove that the cssi ntial

factor is the infection, iu the face of the mass of evidence
favouring physical aud nervous overstrain, coupled often

with immaturity, as the prime causes? If wc aigue
that the latter factors are so fi-equeut, and yet this group
of cases so few in comparison, others will argue that
insidious infection is ever with us, but this group of

cases always appears in numbers under couditions of

special strain and nerve shock. I must express my
appreciation of the memorandum which is the cause of

this note.

London, W. F- John Poyntok,

TIavint, seen a large number of cases of hyper- and hypo-
thyroidism in soldiers back from the front I am somewhat
interested and rather amused at the apparently serious

note under the above heading in the Buitisii Mewcal
JouKNAL of November 13th by Drs. Cotton, Lewis, aud
Thielo. H.aving fairlj' accurately described the symptoms
of hyperthyroidism they branch off in the opposite

direction, though evidently of opinion that thoy are
dealing with a variety of the same class. " In mauy
subjects there are other evidences of vasomotor instability

—coldness and blueness of liands and feet or a prominent
iachc." About 5 grains of thyroid gland thrice daily

quickly alter the complexion of the latter cases, while the
former are also very auicnable to ordinary lines u£ treat-

ment. Excess and "deticiency of function of the thyioid
gland are easily recognized without waiting for the
development of Graves's disease or myxoedema. There is

110 doubt that streptococci and staphylococci can be found
in some excretion 01' other, even when not introduced from
without, of most individuals, but there is uo advantage in

unnecessarily calling up their assistance to explain all the
ills to which flesh is heir.

Liverpool. James Bark.

Exports 0f ^atktus.

DISCUSSION ON GU .SHOT AVOUNDS OF
THK HEAD,

A MEETING of the Medical Society of London was held on
November 15lh, the President, Dr. W. Pasteur, being in

the chair.

Indications and Coiilraindications for Operation.
Mr. Percy Sargent (Temporary Lieutenant-Colonel

R.A.M.C.), in opening the discussion, said that in the case
of head injuries the need for early operation was not so
Xiressing as in abdominal injuries. Head cases travelled
(veil and did not appear to bo adversely affected by the
journej'. They did not, however, bear transport well im-
mediately after operation, and those operated ui)on ought
to be kept where they were for at least a week. In times
of stress this was obviously impracticable near the fighting

Jine. He did not suggest that early and eiBcient cleansing
of head wounds was not important, but procedure directed
to this cud alone was on quite a different footing from
an operation undertaken for the relief of cerebral sym-
ptoms, or for the removal of bono fragments aud missiles
witliont the aid of .r-ray examination. Gunshot wounds
were to be regarded from two points of view—fust, the
neui-ological,- and secondly, that of a compound fiacturo.

D

Compound fracture was an almost constant factor; tho
cerebral injury might be so slight that no evidence of its
existence could be detected, or the clinical signs might
point to wiilespread disturbance of function of every sort
and degree. In point of severity there was no constant
relation between tho cranial and the cerebral injury, aud
cerebral symptoms were not wholly dependent upon tho
existence of a cranial lesion ; the two were coexistent,
but not interdependent; once the blow had been struck
the relation between the cranial and cerebral injury
ceased, and nothing that was done to tho wound cguld
influence tho cerebral symptoms. So long as the dura
was uninjured this rule remained true. When, however,
the dura was lacerated so as to open ujj an avenue for
infection, then what was done to the wound, whilst not
influencing tUe initial cerebral lesion, might, by diminishing
the chance of intradural infection, prevent or minimize tlic

further destruction of brain tissue. .Subdural haemor-
rhage of such a degree as to cause, of itself, symptoms
of any severity, or to require operation, was very
rare. In some six cases which had been observed it had
manifested itself slowly and liad given rise to un-
mistakable symptoms. Exploratory operations for possible
haemorrhage had no place in the treatment of gunshot
wounds, especially as such wounds were invariably septic,

and as opening the dura in their presence carried with it

very great danger of meningeal infection.

If operation were undertaken it should be done to
assist the healing of the wound and to minimize the
danger of intracranial suppuration, which was the cause
of death or of further disablement in nearly all those
cases which survived the initial cerebral injury. At tho
field ambulance aud clearing stations mauy patients
arrived with extensive defects in scalp, bone, and dura,
from which large masses of brain protruded aud fiom
which brain matter, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid issued.

Most of these were either deeply unconscious or very noisy
and restless, and the injury was such that they died in a few
hours. Clearly such cases -were excluded from the scope
of operation. In some similar cases, however, careful
examination revealed that although the amount of brain
matter lost was large, yet the injury was less than seemed
at first sight. After a few hours improvement began, the
cerebral shock passed off, and recovery was not impossible.
In those cases the wound should bo cleaned under an
anaesthetic, and perhajis its edges excised, but no intra-

cerebral manipulation involving a search for bone frag-

ments or missiles should ba undertaken, especially if a
radiogranhic examination could not be made.

Sec nd y, there was tho common case of a tangential
wound w th cerebral laceration, where the scalp defect
took the lorm cither of two wounds separated by a bridge
of skin, or an open gutter. These cases generally needed
operation.

Thirdly, the single penetrating wounds through which
a missile might or might not have entered, determinable
only by x rays, usually required operation.

Fourthly came cases in which a bullet had traversed tho
cranial cavity from side to side. They showed that at
certain ranges, at which the velocity was still sufiioieutly

high to allow the bullet to traverse the cranial cavity and
to emerge therefrom, as well as in cases in which tho
velocity was so low that tho bullet was retained within the
skull after traversing the brain, no explosive effect could
be demonstrated, for patients in both classes often ex-

hibited no symptoms or neurological signs whatever.
They rarely required operation, and many recovered by
dressing merely.

Fifthly, there was a large group with injuries of tho
superior longitudinal sinus. Operation upon them had
given very bad results, and thoy should be left alone,

unless some other condition was added.
Sixthly were the minor injuries in which a fracture

existed without laceration of the dura. Traumatic epilepsy

in such cases resulted from tho subcranial damage sus-

tained at tlie time, rather than from tho mere presence of

the injured bone; consequently, if all such were operated

upon, many of the operations would be unnecessary. He
operated upon depressed fractures, as a rule, only when
they were of considerable extent, and when the broken

bone, exposed nt the bottom of a septic scalp wound,
threatened to becoiuo necrosed, and thus indefinitely

delay healing.

In discussing the question whether operation should ba
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pei-formed immediately or after au interval, Mr. Sargcu*

said that iniiucdiate operation could only be required in

the very raro cases in which progressive haemorrhage
threatened life from cerebral compression. At a later

rlate progressive neurological symptoms, when due to

liaeinorrbage or suppuration, might call for operative

relief, and therefore the question arose whether these

later complications could be avoided by earlier opera-

tion. Early experieuco in the war showed that a large

proportion so treated died later from meningitis, bo-

cause of the ease with which the subarachnoid spaco

could bo infected, and the tendency to the forma-

tion of hernia. Subsequent experience had shown that

delay lessened both these dangers. There was some
risk in allowing bone fragments to remain buried in

the brain, because an infective encephalitis might spread

from such a focus and might reach the ventricles. The
two dangers, those of meningitis and hernia, attendant

upon the earlier operation and that of ventricular infection

which beset delay, had to be balanced against one another,

but his experience from a large nuniber of cases had shown
that the former predominated. The best time for opera-

tion was after from two to four days from the date of the

wound ; during that time the patient could be transferred

to tlic base, an .v ray examination made, the head shaved,

and the wound and scalp thoroughly cleansed.

Such evidence as he had obtained seemed to show that

bullets and fragments of shell were best left alone uules,-;

tlicy were so situated as to bo easily removed with the

boue fragments, or unless they subsequently caused sym-
jitoms directly referable to their presence. The symptoms
which existed at first were not due to the mere presence

of a foreign body—they depended upon the damage done
during its introduction, and its removal would not only

fail to effect an improvement, but by causing additional

damage, would be more likely to aggravate those sym-
ptoms. Such foreign bodies were not always septic. If

septic complications occurred later they were more likely

to arise in some part of the track of the missile, where
Lairs and other septic material had been implanted, than
to take the form of abscess or diffuse cerebral softening.

The question of removal was further influenced by the

nature, position, and number of the metallic foreign bodies.

jMany lay in positions inaccessible to legitimate surgery.

More than one patient had died as the direct result of

operating for removal of such foreign bodies, and many
patients, in whom removal had not been attempted, had
been sent to England with good prospects of recovery and
liad since been progressing favourably, their wounds having
completely healed.

In all wounds in which the dura had been torn and the

brain lacerated the primary object of any operation was
to remove infective material and provide efficient drainage.

When the dura was not lacerated, it was an exceedingly

dangerous proceediug to incise it, and one which was un-

called for, except in a very small number of cases. It was
unjustifiable unless there were an extensive subdural

haemorrhage. When the missile or bone fragments had
caused a laceration of the dura, it was similarly dangerous,

and almost as nnuecessary, to enlarge the dural opening.

If these cases exhibited signs of a dangerous degree of

intracranial pressure, lumbar puncture or a contralateral

decompression operation afforded a much safer and au
efficacious mode of relief.

Glancing wounds with laceration of the dura and brain,

being commonly produced by rifle bullets, were com-
paratively clean, and the bony fragments were not

driven in to any groat depth. On the other hand, when
the splintered boue had been removed the dural tear and
lacerated brain were often seen to be considerable in

extent, and if such an area of damaged brain were left

exposed, suppuration was prolonged, aud hernia ccnbri

were likely to follow. He then described the means whii/h

had been devised for covering in this damaged br.iiu,

whilst providing for free drainnge. Briefly, the gap which
resulted from excision of the original wound was closed by
flaps of muscle or of pericranial or aponeurotic tissue.

The operation was modified to suit the case of a penetratiug

wound in which the dural opening was small buo where

the cerebral laceration extended relatively deeply aud bony
fragments had been driven in for a distance of from one to

two inches.

Dr. Gordon Holmes (Temporary Lieutenant-Colonel

H.A.M.C), who bad collaborated witL Mr. Sargout iu bis

work in France, said that the main aim had been to
establish efficient drainage. Infection was always present
by the time the patients could be dealt with. Such
remarks as they could make were only of relative valuo
for those working at home, as the conditions aud objects
were different. It was their object to place the patients
in 8uch a condition that they could be safely evacuated to

England. They had found it advisable either to leave
bead cases alone or only to operate in the presence of clear

and emphatic indications. Foreign bodies were well left

alone. Many head injuries could bo dealt with more suc-

cessfully at home, after the scalp had healed. It was
more dangerous to operate with the idea of preventing
problematical secondary effects than to refrain from
operating.

Nature and Treatment of Microhio Titfection.

Professor Wilson and Colonel Sir Victor Hokslev,
A.M.S., sent a contribution to the discussion. Iu their

view the principles which should guide the treatment of

head injuries in the field practically resolved themselves
into those underlying the means, general or special, of pre-

venting the. spread of micrubio invasion of the brain from
the track of the projectile and surfaces of the wound.
Such means must depend upon our determination of two
points :

(a) What species of microbe were found in such
wounds.

'(6) What was the nature of the lesion they
respectively produced

They had made, with the assistance o£ Lieutenant
G. B. Bartlett, Pathologist to the 21st General Hos-
pital, Alexandria, many observations and determinations
of the infections in a number of gunshot injuries of the
head in the hospitals at Alexandria. From the cultures

obtained from these cases they had carried out a series of

experimental subdural inoculations in rabbits. Their
conclusions tabularized were briefly as follows

:

0/ Microl-efouml.

Average Course of Case Clinically.

Favourable.
Favourable (in uncompli-

cated infections).
Unfavourable.
Variable ; 2 cases observed -

1 recovered, 1 died.

In each ease the pathogenic activity of the microbo
(obtained by aspiration with all precautious from tho

softened brain beneath tho hernia cerebri, etc.) was
established experimentally.

The kind of cerebral lesions and tho pathological

changes observed clinically were reproduced with com-
plete fidelity in the experimental inoculations with tho

pure cultures and could be tabularized thug :

T.\BLE II.

TJlBLE I—Species

1. Staphjilococcus albiis.

2. Staph, aureus, occasionally
citreus.

3. Streptococcus.

4. B. cholerae gall

Microbe.

1. Staphylococcus alhiis.

3. Streptococcus.

4. B. chokrae .jallin

Cerebral Lesion.

Slow localized cerebritia
and small hernia cerebri.

Abscess formation with
pyogeuic membrane ; small
or no hernia cerebri.
Acute cerebri tis

;
progressive

oedema of brain, largo hernia
cerebri ; final stage, internal
hydrocephalus and ependym-
itis.

Acute cerebriti3 with some
abscess formation ; small
hernia cerebri.

From the facts thus collectively stated it would follow

that:

(a) In all cases of gunshot injuries of the head a
bacteriological diagnosis should be made.

(6) That all eases of gunshot injury of the head should,

be disinfected actively aud completely from tho earliest

possible moment—that is, by excision of the primary

wound, no closure of the wouud, and by frequently

repeated dressings soaked with antiseptic lotions—and

that in any case in which streptococcal infection was
found tho free use of antistreptococcal scrum was
essential.

Experience at Home Eospitah.

Mr. L. B. Rawling (Temporary" Major K.A.M.C.)

agreed that, as his work was in England, ho w'aa

speaking from a totally different experience. Ho de-

plored tho lack of cooperation between tho surgeons
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abroad auJ tboso at liouie, the absouco of notes of

the cases which wero sent homo, and tho impossibility

of knowing what surgeon had operated previously, and
thus of communicating with him. Ho considered that a
certain proportion of those ho had scon should have been
operated upon earlier. The majority of the scalp incisions

and the stitches were suppurating when the patients

arrived. Tho cases with the lesser incisions were appa-
rently more favourable than those in which larger ones
had been made, and those in which tho wound had been
extended in various directions better than those with a
larj-e flap. The infectivitj- of the wound was such that
primary excision was unsuitable. Those with smaller
osseous defects were better than those with larger. He had
found that if the hernia; of the brain were shaved off the
condition recurred, and that tho second protrusion was
often worse than the first. The second protrusion generally
included a distended horn of the lateral ventricle. He had
consequently given up the method and regarded the ex-

jiectant attitude as the correct one. He had encountered
foreign bodies in the heiniae, and could not but think that
they should have been removed. This often had to be
done afterwards, as they kept up the suppuration. Ho
dissented from the opinion of those surgeons who approved
of tho finger as a means of detecting what lay at tho

bottom of the wound, and disapproved of the probe. The
latter was preferable to the finger. Deeply-seated bodies

obviously must be left. He had contented himself with
removal of the more superficial, and the results had
bean favourable. His experience of paralysis following

these iujurip.s was that it only improved up to a
certain stage. The outlook after cerebral injuries was
somewhat gloomy, but excellent results had followed those
in the frontal and temporosphenoidal regions. Every frac-

ture of the external table was associated with a greater
fracture of the internal, injury of the frontal siuus ex-

cepted. A common occurrence was for the patient to

appear very well, but a small superficial septic wouud
existeil, and a probe showed that a fracture was picsent.

The pulse-rate was slow in proportion to the temperature,
the blood pressure raised, headache was present, and the
lujntal condition was not quite sound. It was not possible

to tell without exploration how serious the injury was.
He was in favour of early operation before the patients
arrived in this country.

Mr. Wilfred Trottee (Temporary Captain R.A.M.C.)
said that tlie point which had struck him most in tho
opening paper was that it was possible to leave so much
of the nature of foreign bodies in the brain. It might be
the best practical procedure for a short time, but not for

an indefinite period. He had been impressed by tho fre-

quency with which serious lesions developed and remained
latent in the central nervous system. In view of this it

was. a mere assumption that patients who appeared well
soon after the injury, or who improved some mouths later,

could be regarded as cured. If the slightest evidence of

a lesion persisted, it should bo dealt with. It was often

assumed that hemiplegia was due to loss of brain sub-
stance, but probably any extensive hemiplegia denoted
some haemorrhage or skull injury.

After Captain Sidsey Smith and Major W. Pearson had
spoken, Mr. Sargent and Dr. Gordon Holmes briefly

leplled.

THE WORK OP nUGHLINGS-JACKSON.
At the opening meeting of the Section of Neurology of tho
lio}'al Society of Medicine Dr. James Taylor delivered his
presidential address, taking as liis subject "The ophthal-
mological observations of Hughlings-Jackson, and their
bearing on nervous and other diseases."

Dr. Tayloe said lie did not think it could be easy for
any one who was not brought intimately into contact with
him to understand the reverent affection always enter-
tained, by those who enjoyed that good fortune, for tho
great personality of Hughlings-Jackson. One of his
earliest and most lasting interests was in ophthalmological
and ocular conditions, and most of his early writings
dealt with these, especially in reference to the sympto-
matology of intracranial tumours. He was never tired of

insisting on
_
the necessity of routine ophthalmological

examination in nervous diseases. In his paper, contributed
in 1863, dealing with defects of sight in brain disease, he
Xrointed out the -occurrence of two kinds of atrophy: Ona

in which the nerve gradually whitened, the other ia which
whitening followed certain acute changes, tho latter being
kuown as '• amaurosis." Emphasis was also laid on ophthal-
moscopic examination in heuiiplegia, and especially in
seeking for evideuco of Bright's disease, and in casei
brought in comatose ; and all tho time he insisted on tho
need for preserving a philosophical balance of mind, so as
to ensure that everything was seen in its true perspective.
To the ophthalmologist amaurosis was a disease of such
great importance, calling for particular action on his part,
that lie might underrate its significance as a symptom in
general conditions of the system. It was when it occurred
with other phenomena that the discovery of what it

meant was most likely to be made. Ho held that disoaso
of the cerebelluu) pr r ee did not produce blindness, and that
neither did disease of the cerebrum, of itself, but that tumour
in either region did so by setting up optic neuritis tho
result of local encephalitis. Lecttu-ing on optic neuritis in
1871, Hughlings-Jackson said that the intracranial disease
most often associated with double optic neuritis was coarse,
alump of something, an adventitious product; and, further,
that double optic neuritis did not point to any particular
kind of coarse disease, only to some coarse disease. Tho
condition scarcely ever occurred in chronic and general
convulsive attacks, a condition of liemiplegia from local
softening, etc. ; and he pointed out that optic neuritis was
not a localizing sign. He insisted on the three following
points : (1) That optic neuritis frequently exists when tho
patient can read the -smallest type; (2) that in cases of
adventitious products in the cranium the ophthalmoscopic
appearances vary greatly, also at different stages in the
same case; (3) that the use of the ophthalmoscope should
never be omitted when a patient has severe and contiuued
headache. Hughliugs-Jackson's Physiclan'a Notes on
Ophthalmologij were a storehouse of interesting record; in
them he insisted that intracranial tumour might be presint
without optic neuritis, that optic neuritis might be observed
and yet no tumour be found, and that optic neuritis did not
necessarily result in blindness though there was usually
great danger of it leading to impairment of sight.
In his annual oration before the Medical Society ol

London iu 1877 he dealt with the importance of the effects
which refraction errors might produce. Thus, hj'per-
motropia might cause symptoms simulating those of braia
disease, such as headache and squinting ; and observation
of hypermetropic discs was of the utmost importance,
because of the close resemblance they bore to the inflamed
disc associated with tumour. He went on to show tho
inseparable connexion of motor activity with sensory,
activity in ideation. Whilst tho colour—the secondary or
dynamical quality of an object—was a sensory affair, its

size and shape—its primary or statical quality—was a
motor affair. In the light of this, ophthalmological facta
became of inestimable value, showing that the estimation
of the extension of objects was due to motor activity, and
that activity of motor centres Avould suffice. Optic atrophy
often occurred in tabes dorsalis and iu general paralysis
of the insane, and might occur with or without pupil
changes, with or without pain, with or without ataxy.
Retinal embolism, revealed by the ophthalmoscope, might
be associated with cerebral embolism. The ophthalmo-
scope might also render visible other tissue change iu tho
fundus, such as that resulting from tubercle, syphilis, or
Bright's disease, though tho ophthalmoscopic appearances
of Bright's disease were often closely simulated by thoso
occiu-ring in intracranial tumour.
At a very interesting discussion in which Hughlings-

Jackson participated, reported in the first volume of tho
Ophthalmological Society's Tninsaclions, he stated his
belief that there was but one kind of optic neuritis from
intracranial disease ; also that uniocular optic neuritis rarely
occurred in intracranial tumour. He considered it important
to distinguish between the development of neuritis and
consequent loss of vision from a foreign body, and loss of
sight from a destructive lesion. Thus, hemiopia was usually
the result of a destructive lesion, and in itself implied no
change in the fundus. In the ordinary hemiopia from
haemorrhage or clot fundal changes did not occur.

With regard to the question of the mode of production
of optic neuritis, against von Graefe's view that it was
caused by raised intracranial pressure inducing venous
congestion in the central vessels of tho optic nerve, was tho
fact that a small tumour might cause intense optic

neuritis, whereas a large haemorrhage might not be
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accompanied by any optic neuritis. He regarded as " the

most i)lausible" Benedict's viewof reflex vasomotor action

inducing instability in the grey matter and influencing

vessels in the optic nerves. A further plea for the early

and systematic use of the ophthalmoscope arose from tho

fact that the best time for treatment of optic atrophy was
early in its appearance.

Hughlings-Jackson's Bowman Lecture before the
Ophthalmologioal Society in 1885 was a philosophical

treatise on Spencerian lines, but with a practical side. In

it he showed the benefit of co-operation of specialized fields

of research and knowledge; he also dealt with tho com-
plexity of nervous diseases, such as epileptic paroxysms.

It was not easy, Dr. Taylor said, to sum up briefly the out-

come of Hughlings-Jackson's teaching, but in addition to

the points mentioned, he was much impressed by the educa-

tive effect of work carefully and energetically pursued at

an ophthalmic hospital. Such work need not lead to a

mere barren specialism or differentiation ; nor had it done
so, for in addition to definite increase of knowledge of eye
conditions, it bad led to discoveries which had been a

means of investigation of .several important diseases, and
Lad produced co-operation betweeu neurologists and
ophthalmic surgeons in the study and treatment of

different morbid conditions.

Hfibulus.

PATHOLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY OF
SWINE FEVEK.

A PAMPHLET containing the results of a research into the
pathology and epidemiology of swine fever, by Dr. J. P.

BIcGowAN, Assistant Superintendent of the Uoyal College of

Physicians' Laboratory, Edinburgh, has been issued by tho

Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture.'

It is in every respect worthy to be placed alongside of the

research on Louping-ill, by the sauje author, to which
attention was directed in these pages lately (Joup.sal,

August 7th, p. 221); indeed, it may be said to surpass it in

practical importance, for, according to the latest official,

reports, 4,356 outbreaks of swine fever occurred in Great
Britain alone in the twelve months ending December,
1914. and, as a consequence, 39,277 swine weie slaughtered
as diseased, or as having been exposed to infection. Oue
of the questions which Dr. McGowan makes an effort to

settle is whether this wholesale slaughter of pigs exposed
to infection was necessary or justifiable.

The question is of no small economic importance, for

the occurrence of a single case—if the present theory of

intense infectivity be accepted—will lead to the destruc-
tion of perhaps thirty or forty pigs valued at ^£40 each, and
their sale for the price of bacon. Dr. McGowan, however,
is doubtful of the validity of the present etiological

theory which postulates a filter-passer or ultramicro-
Rcopic organism, which prepares the way, by lowering
the vitality, for a secondary invasion of the Bacillus
suisepticus or the Bacillus saiijestifer, or of both. This
view was strongly upheld in the recent article fpub-
lished in 1913) by Uhlenhnth and Haendal in Kollo
and Wassermann's Handhuch der imtliogenischen Mihro-
organismcn ; but Dr. McGowan insists on the great
difliculty which exists in diagnosing swine fever owing to
differences not only in clinical symptoms but also in patho-
logical findings, and he also criticises the experimental
methods of the German investigators, pointing out tho
apparent impossibility of proving by experimental injec-
tion that a multiplying virus filtrate is the cause of swine
fever, and drawing attention to the fact that this was
practically the only method employed. He further
emphasizes the weakness of the conclusions of Uhleuhuth
and Haendel due to their neglect of the Bacillus suhrpti
cus and of the variants of the Bacillus sttipestifcr in their
experiments; ho thus undermines the deduction (by
exclusion) that the cause must be a filter-passer.

His own observations were made on material obtained
from three epidemics of swine fever; the main one
occurred in March, 1915, at a farm near Edinburgh. It is

unnecessary to enter into the technical details on which

' Some Poinls in Cnnnexion u-itli Die Patlwh rjv and Eindemioloo'J of
fiuiiie Fever. By J. 1'. McUowan, M A . M.D.. H.Sl-.. U.K.C.P. From
tlio Laboratory of tho Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

^

William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh. July. 1915. (Pp. AO.)

Dr. McGowan builds up his conclusion—they are fully
stated in the pamphlet—but he enunciates the view that
the Bacillus auipestifcr may vary considerably in its bio-

logical reactions, and mny even' be considered to be a
variant of Bacillus stu-', 'vii; he thinks that it may
even turn out that tli'/ i both variants of a micro-
organism with which i.: y l;o identified also Gliiser's

Bacillus iyplii suis 3mA U .• '1 iciUus suij)estifcr (Voldagsen),
which are said to cau.s, ..i pigs contagious diseases re-

sembling swine fever. I-joui the facts observed in con-
nexion with the three ^ivaks which came nnder his
notice. Dr. McGowan L-iiovcs, first, tiirit swinf- fever may
arise in a piggery without any connexion being traceable
between the outbreak and a previously existing case of tho
disease outside ; secondly, that in some outbreaks, as in the
one in question, the evidence is not sufficient to establish tho
view that in all cases the disease, once having arisen in a
piggery, spreads by contagion to the other animals in tho
piggery—it may do so, but it is possible in some cases that
contagion may be stimulated by some common injurious
factor (for example, gross chilling) acting on all the pigs
simultaneously, and producing the disease in them at or
about the same time. It is not, however, denied that the
disease, once having arisen in a piggery, may spread there-

after through the piggery by contagion. 'The conclusion
seems to follow that swino fever is by no means so con-
tagions as it is usually supposed to be ; indeed, if it wero
as intensely contagious as it is necessary to postulate in

order to uphold the current theory of spreading, it is hard
to see how any pig could have escajied.

Two main conclusions seem to follow upon the re-

searches made by McGowan : the first is that the case for

the filter-passer as the cause of swine fever has not been
established in an impregnable position, and the second
that considerable doubt must be felt as to the intensity of

the contagion of the disease. It is obvious that such a
conclusion may be of immense economic importance if it

leads to a marked reduction of the wholesale slaughteriug
of suspected animals. In place of the present widespread
destruction of animals Dr. McGowan would put, first,

attention to diarrhoea in sucklings ; secondly, the imme-
diate killing, on the first evidence of the condition being
present, of all "wasters" and "piners" of any degree
whatever; and, thirdly, the paying of closer attention to

the general health of pigs, especially to their protection

from sudden exposure to great cold. They ought to be
kept in pens in large, airy houses entirely under cover
during the winter seasou. It is interesting to note that in

these modern researches into the diseases of animals tho

old idea of chilliug is coming to the front again, not,

indeed, as the primary cause of the malady, but as a
means of lowering the vitality of the animal, and so per-

mitting micro-organisms not otherwise active to become
detrimentally so.

A POPUL.VK ACCOUNT OF TUBERCULOSIS.
The publication of a general and detailed description of a
widespread disease, for the enlightenment of all and
sundry, has not usually been regarded with professional

favour. But in the case of tuberculosis any such objec-

tions would be irrational. The whole success of preventive,

as well as of curative, measures must rest largely with
the common sense and goodwill of the community, and
already the public have been partially instructed by
numerous lectures, leaflets, and limelight demonstrations
in schoolrooms, concert halls, and travelling caravans
throughout the country.
The time would certainly seem to be ripe for the publi-

cation of a comprehensive account of the subject, set forth

in simple language by an acknowledged expert. In under-
taking to present such an account. Dr. Jex Bl.ake has set

himself a difficult task. The use of descriptive terms, so

familiar to the professional reader, but so confusing to tho

layman, has had to be avoided, and even the simplest

anatomical details have of necessity been presented in

popular guise.

His book is entitled Tuherculosis : A General Account of
the Disease; its Forms, Treatment, and Prevention, -omA,

although arranged in the order usually followed iu text-

books, he has managed to instil into many of his chapters

'i Tuberculosia : A General Account of the Disease; its Forms,
Treatment, ami Freveittion. By A. .1. Jex-Blake. M.D . F.K.C P.

London : G. Bell and Sons, Limited. 1915. (Cr. 8vo, iip 231. 28. 6d.

net.)
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n strong flavouriug of the cliuical cxpciicucc of cvoiyilay

liai>p<.uin{>6 wbicb so often tend to iuflucnce the success or

Jaihiic o£ tieaUucut. To tbc uoumedical reader the cou-

clusioub of tlie e.xp. rt are of more interest than are the

details of evideuce upon wiiieli they arc founded. Statistics

may point to bcrtdily as a balefal influence, but in tbc

opiiiiuu of many experienced clinicians tbat influence luay

tend to beuetit tbe present sufifcrcr ratber tban tbc reverse.

'i"be iKissibility of infection by way of tuberculiiicd milk,

iillboiigb by no means to be disregarded, may in lilio

luanutr be "viewed witbout uuduo anxiety as tending to

luotcct tbe iufeeted cbild from a more serious attack of

ibe disease in later life. Recognition of tbc possible paths
111 infection is in itself the first and most important step in

tbc diiectiou of prevention, and in an early chapter these

paths will be foimd to be very closely examined. The lay

leader will doubtless be duly impressed with the vast

uiuoimt oE iiiiiiortaut information that has been obtaiued
by way of direct experiment on animals. Popular notions

Vrith regard to consumption are mostly derived fiom
uovels. Fauiiiiaiity with modern works of tictiou has
enabled I>r. Jex-Bloke to point to many of the gentle ciiois

;uid misleading fancies of certain contemporary writeis as

texts for his own lay sermons. In describing the oft-

i^uotcd familiar symptoms and their significance, he has
managed to steer clear ot any trespass upon the province

of the"phj sician, while giving the non-professional student

a clear idea of the usual course of the disease.

Surgical tuberculosis is firmly associated in the lay

mind with disease of the hip joint. This idea will be con-

siderably expanded after perusal of the chapter dcaliug

with the cliuical featmes of the disease as it affects other

parts than the lungs.

The latter part of the book is mainly devoted to treat-

ment, both curative and preventive. The ratioual applica-

tion of the rules, which are now so well established, will

Ix; greatly aided by the explanation in plaiu terms of the
facts that have led to their adoption. Tuberculin treat-

ment is described and its use is commended as not being
likely to do any harm if used in doses w hich are not stroug

enough to produce a reaction. The more important
clement for success—namely, the intelligent use of fresh

air— is very carcLuUj' and fully discussed. The recognized
methods of prevention are in like manner rendered
intelligible and interesting to the non-medical mind.
The book as a whole wUl be found to be instructive and

useful to all who may desire to make, or improve, aeqiiaiut-

ance with a subject of absorbing interest, as introduced
to them by a writer who has combined Uterary ability of

no mean order with ripe professional experience of the
disease and those who suffer from it.

SAMUEL GEE.
TiiK fonrlh edition of the late Dr. Gee's Medical Lecfitrcs

«»'? ,'lpAo)'(Si7?3 " contains fourteen of the brief lectures or

iiddresses of that most excellent physician,, and the 272
.-ipliorisms in which he condensed a vast amount of prac-

tical medicine. Two further papers arc given in au
appendix, and at the end of the volume Dr. Wickiiam Legg
gives a most interesting though sadly incomplete sketch
of Dr. Gee's life and habits of thought. Dr. Gee was a
man of encyclopaedic knowledge in all matters uf medicine.
and as his biographer shows, his great knowledge and
aeademic tui-n of mind were apt to make him iutoleiaut

of ignorance or pretension, to paralyse the springs of

action, and to give him a pessimistic outlook on llic

erode and practical world in which, like all of us, he had
to live. This is certainly the most complete edition of

3>r. Gee's medical writings wo have seen, and now that
it has been enriched by Dr. Wiekham Legg's "Recol-
lections " it may perhaps be regarded as a final edition.

It is needless to say that Dr. Gee's Lectuira and
Aiihorisms should have been read by every practitioner
of medicine, for they are among oar modern medical
classics. The present edition gains greatly in iuttre->t by
the iuclasion of a biography of their talented but retiring

author.

^Medical Xjtrinres and Aphorisma. By. S. Geo. M.D. ; with
Uccollections by J. WickUamX.egg. Fourth edition. Oxford Jledicul
J'liblicatious. LoDaon: H. I'rowde, andHoddcr aadStougMou. 1915.
(Cr. 8vo, pp. 414. Cs^ net.)

NOTES ON BOOKS.
The First Medical Report of the Lord Mayor Treloar
Orif>plcs' Hospital ami Collc<jc, Alton, namx>shire (London :

Horace Marshall and Son, 1915, pp. 60, Is. net), has been
prepared by Mr. H. J. Gauvaiu, the medical 8ur)erin-
tendent, whose monograph on the use of celluloid for tho
treatment of tuberculous disease of the spine was read
before the Medical Society, and published, vrtth illustra-
tions, in the Journal, vol. i, 1913, p. 1200. Tho work o£
the hospital is in every sense national, admissions having
been made from nearly cveiy county in England and a
large number from Wales. The compiler has adorned tho
report with many instructive photogravures, especially a
series representing whole batches of youthful patients
parading in the open air for sua treatineut, and nature
stady lessons. The preparation and application of plastic
splints are also represented pictorially, as well as many
children with acute and chronic tuberculous disorders
before and after treatment. Another illustration demon-
straftes the apparatus for artificial hcliotlierapy which
produces ultra-violet rays that cau.se pigmentation. Thus
Mr. Gauvain's pamphlet is a publication ot a character,
not of a governor's official annual, but rather of a hospital
"report " such as is issued by many medical schools iu
London and the metropolis.

MEDICINE, 3IAGIC, AND RELIGION.
De. W. H. R. Rivers, iu his first FitzPatrick Lecture
before the Royal College of Physicians of London, said
that medicine, magic, and religioa were abstract terms,
each of which connoted a largo group of social processes
by means of which mankind had como to regulate his
behaviour towards tho world around him. Among our-
selves these three groups of processes were more or less

sharply marked off from one another, but there were many
peoples among whom they were so closely interrelated that
the disentanglement of each from the rest was difficult or
impossible, while there were yet other peoples among
whom the social processes to which we give the name of
" medicine " could hardly be said to exist.

In any attempt to study a social institution there were
three chief lines of approach and methods of inquiry—tho
historical, the psychological, and the sociological. A neces-
sary preliminary to any knowledge of the history of
medicine must be the study of its relations to those other
social processes with which it was associated. This
preliminary task would be the object of these lectures,
which would deal with certain prolegomena to the early
history of medicine rather than with the history of
medicine itself. Dr. Rivers said ho would limit himself
as far as possible to one part of the world, namely,
Jlelanesia and New Guinea, vith occasional references
to the aUied culture of Australia.

He began by defining the three kind.s of social process
under consideration. Among many peoples it was far from
easy to draw any definite line between magic and religion,

and a term was needed to include both. lie would employ
the word " magicoreligious," which implied, from our own
point of view, an attitude in which phenomena were dealt
with by supernatural means. The use of the word " super-
natural" implied the existence of the concept of tho
uatui'al, but this concept, as wo had it, was lacking among
tho people dealt with in these lectures. The essence of

medicine, as we now understood it, was that it regarded
disease as a phenomenon subject to natural laws. Quo
chief object of tho lectures would be to discover what ivas

the nature of the concept of disease among those who
failed to distinguish medicine from magic and religion.

Provisionally, for descriptive purposes, by " magic " ho
would mean a group of processes iu which man used rites

which depended for their efficacy on his own power or on
powers believed to be inherent in, or the attributes of,

certain objects and processes which were used in theso

rites. Religion, on the other hand, dealt with the same
condition, but by means of processes the efficacy of which
depended upon the will of some higher power, whoso
intervention was sought by rites of supplication and pro-

pitiation. Religion differed from magic in that it involved

the belief in some power in tho nniverse greater tban that

of man himself. " Medicine " Was a term for a set of social

practices by which man sought to direct and control a
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ppocific gi-onp o£ natural plienomena known as " disease."

One of the cliicf tasks of tlie lecture would be to ascertain
how far tins notion of disease existed among tlio peoples
included in the field of study, and this would bo done
mainly by means of an inquiry into the processes by which
liian reacts to those phenomena we call "morbid."
One way of approaching the problem would be to in-

quire how far different groups of mankind had set apart
certain members of the community to deal with the
morbid. He would use the old English term " leech

"

to designate such a member. The chief line of inquiry,

however, would be an examination of the processes by
which man at different stages of culture dealt with dis-

ease. Even when there was no clear differentiation of

the leech from other members of society, mankind had
theories of the causation of disease, carried out proceed-
ings corresponding with thoso wo called diagnosis and
prognosis, and, finally, had modes of troatmeut which
niiglit be regarded as making up a definite system of

therapeutics.
One element of the concept of disease which also apper

tained to savage peoples was that it included within its

scope the factor of causation. There were usually clear-

cut ideas concerning the immediate conditions which led

to the ajipearance of disease. By starting from etiology
wo should find ourselves led on as naturally to diagnosis
and treatment as in the case of our own system of
medicine.

According to the belief of mankind iu general, the
causes of disease might bo grouped in three chief
classes: (1) Human agency, in which it was believed that
disease was ^.irectly due to action on the part of some human
being

; (2) the action of some spiritual or supernatural
being, or, more exactly, the action of some agent not
human but yet more or less definitely personified

; (3) what
wo ordinarily called natural causes. Among savage or
barbarous peoples the beliefs concerning the causation of
disease fell in the main into one or other or both of the
first two categories. In that lecture he would confine his
attention to those cases in which native ideas concerning
causation must either be definitely classed with magic
or belong more nearly to this category than to that of
religion.

The magic of many peoples of rude culture differed from
that of the Middle Ages iu that disease or injury was, in
many cases, ascribed to purely human agency. This
mode of causation was not merely brought into play to
explain cases of illness which had no obvious antecedent,
but also those in which what we should call the natural
cause was obvious. Such ideas were not empty beliefs
devoid of practical consequences, but acted as the motives
for processes of treatment in cases of injury, or for acts of
revenge if the magical process should lead to the death of
the victim. There were many other cases in which tho
cause of the disease was ascribed to the action of some
non-human being, either imder the control of human
agency from the beginning or capable of being brought
under such control when it was desired to influence the
results produced by its action. In such cases the methods
of diagnosis and treatment were often indistinguishable
from those employed when the condition was ascribed to
human agency, supplication and propitiation playing no
part.

Three main classes of cases could be distinguished

:

(1) Those in which some morbific object or sub-
stance was projected into the body of the victim

; (2)
those in which something was abstracted from the body

;

(3) those in which the sorcerer acted on some part of
the body of a person or on some object which had
been connected with the body of a person in tho
belief that thereby he could act on the person as a whole.
These classes were then considered in detail. The first
could be divided into two groups according as the morbific
objects had found their way into the body of the victim
by direct human agency or by the action of some nou-
humau agent. Both kinds were of frequent occurrence iu
Australia, where material objects were believed to be
projected into the body either by sorcerers or spiritual
beings. In Melanesia, when disease was believed to bo
tluo to such projection, it was usually held that some
invisible influence—a morbific essence or effluvium—was
so projected. Tho lecturer described the tamalctihwa, or
Jihost-shooter, the instrument by which such au influence

was supposed to be projected, and tho procedure called
talamatai, by which a parcel consisting of a dead man's
bone, or part of an arrow which had killed a man, was placed
in leaves in tho path of the man it was desired to injure.
The treatment followed directly from its etiology, its
aim being to extract tho object or essence from tho body.
Men and women wero believed to have tho power of
removing objects, usually by sucking some part of tho
body. In some cases it might bo necessary to discover
the agent, for which purpose some method of divination
was used.
Concerning the second gronp, the substalice which was

thought to be abstracted iu Australia was the kidney fat
or that of the omentum. In New Guinea and Melanesia
the people believed in tl e causation of disease by tho
abstraction of the soul, or of some part of it, by spiritual
agency. Tho treatment consisted in tho recovery of tha
soul by one called Gismana, whose soul left his body iu
sleep and sought out the soul of tho patient. In tho
Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain and Duko of York
Island, it was believed that disease was produced by a
haia, a being having the tail of a snake and tho head of

a man, and if any one fell ill in these places a process
of divination was employed to determine whether tho
disease was so caused. The lecturer described the rites

carried out.

The third kind of magic, known as " sympathetic "

magic, was exemplified by the Kai, an inland people of

New Guinea. They believed in a soul substance which
permeated not only every part of the body, but also ex-

tended to anything which had been in contact with tho
body. When a sorcerer secured part of the body of his

proposed victim, or an object which had been in contact
with his body, he was believed to bo really securing part
of the soul of the person ; and it was thought that it

was by the action of his magical processes upon this

isolated portion of the soul that the rites of the sorcerer

produced their effect. Ho described the rites in detail,

and those by which they were counteracted, the soul

substance being again freed. They were full of acts

which showed a belief in tho efficacy of imitation—

a

belief summed up in the phrase, "Like produces like,"

which found its counterpart in modern medicine.
In his second lecture Dr. W. H. K. Kivers said that

definite rites performed for the purpose of diagnosis often

had a religious character, evtn when the treatment ap-

peared to be entirely of a magical order. Thus, in Murray
Island it was believed that certain men, through their

possession of objects called r.orjo and their knowledge of

the appropriate rites, had the power of inflicting disease.

One 20(jo was believed to make people lean and hungry,
and at the same time to produce dysentery, another to

produce constipation, and a third insanity. When any
one fell ill he might know at once whom he had offended,

but often either he or his friends had recourse to certain

men who owned a shrine called Tomog r.ogo, where dia-

gnosis by a process of divination was carried out; it was
also consulted for prognosis. In one form of divination

the behaviour of lizards provided the data for diagnosis or

prognosis ; in another, employed also in other islands of

the Torres Straits, the skulls of relatives were used for

this purpose, the ghost to whom the skull belonged in life

giving the desired information in a dream. The latter

formed part of a religious cult of ancestors, still more
definite in Melanesia, where it provided an example of

religion of a relatively high order, in which the elements

of supplication and propitiation were clearly present.

Methods of prognosis were even more apt to have a
purely religious character. It was a matter of interest

that the aid of superhuman or divine powers should show
itself 80 definitely in this connexion, and that this difficult

and uncertain art should, in such a jDeople as the

Melanesians, bring out more clearly than any other aspect

of their leechcraft the close dependence of medicine and
religion.

The close relation between tho practice of medicine and
the cult of dead ancestors existed all through Melanesia,

but probably the combined rites nowhere reached a greater

pitch of elaboration than in tho western islands of the

British Solomons, where the subject had been carefully

studied by Mr. A. M. Hocart and himself. In tho little

island of Mandegusu a connexion so intimate was found

between the treatment of disease and certain religious
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practiceB, especially that of taboo, that the account of
medical practice was tit the same time au account of taboo.
Nearly every disease was ascribed to the iufraetion of a
taboo on the fruit of certain trees, especially of the coeauut
and betel-vine. A number of rites were learnt which were
intended to cure or ameliorate the disease which fell on
one who used the fruit from tabooed trees without the per-

formance of tho rites which should accompany its removal.
The rite used for therapeutic purposes was known as
Salanga, With certain exceptions all the rites belounod
to tho same man, or group of men. Thus, it was only the
man who was able to impose or remove the taboo who
could treat the disease produced by its infraction, and
there was a close resemblance between tho rites con-
nected with the p ocess of taboo and those of the more
strictly medical !>i jd. Mr. Hocart and he had found about
one hundred examples of such conjoined processes of
taboo and medic no, and had obtained a complete record
of more than sixty. As an example of one of the shorter
of these processes, the lecturer described that connected
with tho taboo called hirengge, the infraction of which
produced epilepsy and other convulsive seizures. The
religious element in these rites was obvious. A note of
supplication ran through all the formulas, which could
detinitely be regarded as prayers to beings who had the
power to withhold that for which they were asked. A
burnt offering at the end of the proceedings had clearly a
propitiatory character and might also be regarded as a
thank-offering to the ghostly being or beings through
whose intervention the successful treatment had been
brought about. The special interest, however, in these
proceedings was the intimate blending of the therapeutic
process with the institution of taboo, which both in this
and other pai'ts of Melanesia had a dofiuito religious
character.

The natives of Mandegusu also believed iu a number of
beings to whom the power of producing disease was
ascribed. These beings were personifications of such
natural phenomena as thunderbolts, shooting stars, and
the rainbow, and most of them had special haunts often
associated with shrines. Intrusion into those haunts was
one of tho causes held accountable for disease, but they
were believed to inflict disease apart from any offence on
the part of the victim. The most frequent mechanism,
however, by which they were believed to produce sickness
was through the breaking of a taboo. There was thus
a fusion between two different beliefs—one iu tlie produc-
tion of disease by a personification of a natural
phenomenon, and another according to which disease
was ascribed to a transgression of the institution of
taboo. There were examples, too, in which a similar
process of fusion had given a religious character to pro-
cesses for the production of disease which would otherwise
fall into the category of magic. Thus the breaking of one
kind of taboo exposed the transgressor to tho action of one
of a number of men called njiama, whose powers closely re-
sembled those ascribed to the evil eye. The infraction
of another caused a disease ascribed to the action of a
sorcerer called mha, who was believed to produce disease
by acting on a fragment of food or an object which had
been used by tho person on whom it was intended to
inflict illness. Tho alliance between medicine and religion
was so strong that processes which belonged most clearly
to the realm of magic were brought into relation with
religion by the assumption that men would uot fall
victims to the sorcery of their fellows if they had not
exposed themselves to this danger by the sin of breaking a
taboo. The close connexion between medicine, magic, and
religion was also brought out by the procedures em-
ployed in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases ascribed
to a mla.

This close relation between religion and the production
and cure of disease was met with throughout Melanesia.
Thus, in those islands which possessed the institution of
totemism, disease was said to follow any infraction of
totemic ordinances, such as killing or eating the totems.
•Side by side with tlie religious character of ieechciaft,
magical practices of tho most definite kind were found in
many parts of Melanesia. In some these took the most
important place in the lives and thoughts of the people

;

in others, the religious aspect of leechcraft was
predominant.
"Minor ailments" -k^xo often considered to arise in-

dependently of any action on the part of human beings or
of higlier powers. They were largely treated without tho
aid of any .specialized practitioners, and by measures
which corresponded to our own domestic remedies, a
Korcerer being only consulted when ordinary treatmcuD
Jiad proved of no avail. The belief in tho occurreuco
of disease independently of human or spiritual agency
iutroduced an element of variety into the leechcraft o"f

savage peoples. Such peoples as the Melanesians put
their faith in many doctors, and were not content with
ouo physician or one remedy.

In Mandegusu (Eddystouo Island) a distinct step had
been taken towards the differentiation, of the leech from
the priest. Although the man who bought the knowledge
which enabled him to impose a taboo necessarily bouglit;
at the same time tho knowledge of the process by which
to treat the illness which follo'wcd its infraction, it did not
follow that he used tho latter. Certain men of tho island
had acquu-ed a special reputation for success in the
application of remedies—such men, called tinonl aalangu,
clearly presenting the begiuniug of tho differentiation of
the leechfrom the priest. There was another indication
that medicine in the strict sense was becoming dissociated
iu Eddystoue Island from the religious attitude. There
seemed to be a tendency to diaguose and treat tagosoro, a
combination of fever, pain, and weakness, as a morbid
entity, independently of any belief in the auger of the
being who was supposed to cause it or of the transgression
of a taboo. This modificatiou might be due to recent
European influence, which might also bo responsible for
the movement towards specialization of the leech.

^ Specialization of the medical function itself was marked.
Such people as the Papuan or Melanesian had carried the
differentiation of medical function in some respects to a
far higher pitch than even we had reached. In Eddystouo
Island one man would treat rheumatism, another fever, a
third epilepsy, and a fourth insanity, although in each
case the cure was intimately associated with religious
fimctious. Epidemics were ascribed to the action of
sorcerers, but it was supposed that they were produced
by the sorcery of members of some other village or island.
They were also ascribed to the agency of higher powers, ex-
amples of which were beings called Ave in the Eddystoue
Island. When an epidemic attributed to Ave visited the
island, tho people appealed to one who knew the appLopriatc
rites, which the lecturer described.
The intimate relation of mediciue, magic, and religion

among these peoples carried with it othur relations of an
economical and juridical kind. Theproi.. > •::]]. .t

. ;,,,
,

for examijle, was also a means by which . < 1 1 rt ; .u ;-, ,.,f

projjerty—namely, the fruit of certain tin . ...i-, ,,. 1
. lor

the special use of individuals. The iusLititLK.Lis \\t;i.u nut.

inventions in the interests of private property, bu.t the
belief in the production of disease as a punishment for
theft provided a motive which tended to perpetuate tho
ideas and practices which brought mediciue and rcligiou
into such close relation.

The part played by suggestion in the production and
cure of disease among such people as the Papuans and
Melanesians was evident. There was no doubt about the
efficacy of the procedures employed. Doubtless with this
real factor of suggestion there was mixed much deception
on the part of those to whose special knowledge the pro-
duction and cure of disease was ascribed. These practi-
tioners were, however, sincere and earnest, and not merely
impostors. From the psychological standpoint the differ-

ence between the rude arts he had described and much of

our own medicine was not one of kind, but only of degree.
The chief lesson to be learnt from the facts brought

forward in the lectures was the rationality of the leech-
craft of such peoples. Their practices in relation to
disease were inspired by definite ideas concerning its

causation, and their mode of treatment followed directly
from their ideas concerning etiology and pathology. They
practised an art of medicine which, in some respects, was
more rational than our own, for diagnosis and treatment
followed more directly their ideas of causation. Tlierct

were examples of leechcraft which did not follow so

strictly logical and consistent a system. Such \yeic tho

use of bleeding and massage in New Guinea. This led to

another set of problems—namely, the study of the trans-

formations suffered by medical beliefs and practices as tho

result of the contact and blending of peoples.
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IHE riRST YlilAR'S WORK OF THE MEDICAL
RESEARCH COMMITTEE.

TnB first annual report of the Medical Research Com-
mittee, prcseutcd recently to Parliament, necessarily

recapitulates much of the information already published

iu this JocKNAL, and especially in the article which

appeared on December 5th, 1914 Q5. 972), and that published

ou May 22nd, 1915 (p. b97).

In presenting a year ago its first list of research

schemes, the Coinmitiee explained that the beginning of

the war had already interfered with the plans previously

prepared, and it was stated th it the carrying out of many
<)f the recommendations must be contingent upon the

requirements of military duties. As the war proceeded

the need for medical and scientific assistance increased

with the growth of the forces engaged, and consequently

the research work done on behalf of the Committee in

ilirections not specially connected with the war has pro-

gi-essively diminished, bat it has not been altogether

suspended, and researches with regard to tuberculosis,

dust and pulmonary disease, anaphylaxis, the hygienic

relations of milk, and chronic rheumatoid arthritis, have
been continued.

Dcimrtmcnt of Bacteriology.

It will be remembered that Sir Almroth Wright was
placed at the head of the Bacteriological Department of

the Committee's work. The whole services of the depart-

ment have from the beginning of the war been made avail-

able for inquiries into matters of military importance.

Since his appointment in September, 1914, to be con-

sulting physician to the forces overseas. Sir Almroth
Wright has prosecuted important researches at Boulogne,

bearing especially upon the pathology and treatment of

infected wounds. In this work he has been assisted by
Captain S. E. Douglas, Captain W. Parry Morgan,
E.A.M.C, and Lieutenant H. H. Tanner, R.A.M.C. One
of the results of these researches was the circulation of a
memordndum addressed to medical officers with the forces

at homo or abroad with regard to their application hi

practice, and another was the publication of Sir Almroth
AVrighfs address npon the use of hypertonic salt solution

and physiological methods of treatment of wounds, before

the Royal Society of Medicine last March.' In June last

the staii of the laboratories was increased by the appoint-

ment of Captain W. d'Este Emery, Dr. A. C. Inmau, and
Captain S. W. Patterson, R.A.M.C. Captain Emery has
studied in particular the infectious associated with gas
X^roduction in wounds. The Committee has also main-
tained three members of Sir Almroth Wright's staff to

M'ork under his direction in the inoculation department at

St. Mary's Hospital, where 25 beds have been maintained
by the Committee for cUnical research work.

Department of Applied Physiology.
In the Department of Applied Physiology, temporary

accommodation was at first found for the director, Pro-
lessor Leonard Hill, M.B., F.R.S., and Dr. Martin Flack,
in the physiological laboratory of the London Hospital
Medical School, and Professor Benjamin Moore, the other
member of the staff, was at first allowed by the University
of Liverpool to work in the laboratory of bio-chemistry
of the university. The Committee was subsequently
enabled to rent three suitable rooms from the Loudon
Hospital Medical School, where the work of the depart-
ment has been carried on since January 1st, 1915. In
connexion with the investigation of the incidence of
phthisis in particular occupations and industries, Dr. Hill
and Dr. Moore were appointed members of a .Special

Investigation Committee, consisting of Dr. Addison (Chair-
man), Dr. Hill, Dr. Moore, and Dr. Brownlee, of the
Committee's seieutitic staff, and Dr. E. L. Collis, medical
inspector of the Factory Department, Home Office. They
X^aid a large number of visits to boot and shoe factories,
leather and hide works, and printing shops, and in con-
nexion with these visits experimental work has been done
in the laboratory upon questions of ventilation and other
physiological conditions of work. The Investigation
Committee has at the same time prosecuted statistical

inquiries, and a report upon the boot and shoe iuduatry
has already been presented, in w hich the advantages of

a factory sanatorium arc pointed out wliere the patients
could continue to carry ou their trade with due regard to

their condition. A report upon the printing trade is in

course of preparation.
Dr. Hill and Drs. Flack and McQueen have published

measurements of arterial pressure in man, and an investi-

gation has been carried out, iu collaboration with Dr.

Fildes, as to the conditions of union betv>een inorganic
antiseptics and the scrum of a wounded surface. Tho
resources of the department have been made available for

certain special inquiries in connexion with tho war,
including the characters and effects of poison gases.

Dr. Hill has visited France to demonstrate the treatment
by oxygen inhalation, and apparatus has been devised for

giving for long periods of time inhalations of oxygen at
higher concentration than those usually obtainable. In
addition. Dr. Hill has become a member of the Health of

Munition Workers' Committee, and the resources of tho
department have been placed at the disposal of that
committee for such specific experimental inquii-ies as may
be necessary.

Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology.
In the Department of Biochemistry and Pharmacology,

under tho direction of Dr. H. H. Dale, F.R.S., a general
survey has been made of the alkaloids not generally in

use, but giving promise of therapeutic importance, and
much time has been given to a systernatic examination of

the rates of absorption and distribution iu the animal
tissues of particular synthetic drugs in order to put tho
standardization of such drugs by biological tests upon a
scientific basis. Work done on tho nature of the toxic

principle found in one of the organisms held responsible

for gas gangrene has shown that the effects described
previously by others were due to the presence of a largo

quantity of ammonium salts. The subject of anaphylaxis
has also been taken up as a part of a co-ordinated scheme
of work; and Dr. G. S. Walixjle was last May attached for

two years to the department to co-operate in the work, and
in particular to deal with the problems in colloidal physics
which are fundamental to the general inquiry. The depart-

ment has also done special work arising out of the war,
particularly in connexion with the synthesis of certain

drugs.

Statistical Department.
In the Statistical Department, under Dr. John Brownlee,

normal research work has been continued, especially iu

connexion with tuberculosis and measles, and some of it

has been published in this JoueX-U, iu Dr. Brox^ulee's

papers on the curve of the epidemic and onFarr's theory
of the epidemic.
The offer of the Medical Research Committee to placa

its resources at the disposal of the War Office for medical
statistical purposes having . beeu accepted, tho Statistical

Department is now conducting the compilation of the

statistics of the sick and wounded from the home and
expeditionary forces. For this purpose a house has been
hired in Guilford Street, Russell Square, and equipped
with the necessary furniture, appai-atus, and clerical staff'.

C'aid indices are being compiled from the returns provided

rom official sources, and the sorting and classification of

the medical and surgical case-sheets from the military

hospitals has also been undertaken. It has been found

that this work greatly facilitates the supply of information

.

with regard to the later history of patients in this country

sought by medical officers abroad for guidance in the

treatment of similar cases at early stages.

Pathological Worh at Military Hospitals.

In addition to placing its building at Mount Vernon,

Hampstead, at the disposal of the War Office for use as a
hospital, the Committee has given assistance in conducting

the patliological work of many of the military general

hospitals. In some instances special inquiries have been

undertaken. Thus special work has been done in tlio

1st Eastern Hospital at Cambridge in connexion with

cerebro-spinal fever ; with coliform organisins in woumis,

by Dr. Matthew Stewart, at Leeds ; with anaerobic wound
infections, by Professor H. R. Dean, at Sheffield ; and with

typhoid infectious and cerebro-spinal fever at Manchester,

under Professor Delepino. A number of special inquiries
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relating to the war linvo bceu undcrtalceu iu consultation
with Colouel Sir William Leisbmau, Adviser in Pathology
o the British Exiieditiouary Foico ; among these have
ftceu tlic io.si\iiclics of Sir Ahurotli Wiight, already referred
to, and those into the vakie of hypochlorite solution by
Professor Lorraiu Smith and his colleagues iu Edinburgh,
and by Dr. Dakiu of Compiogne, the results of which have
aecn published iu this .ToiiiSAL.

In Professor Delepine's laboratory in Manchester Dr.
Dawson has conducted researches into the diagnosis of
typhoid fever iu inoculated persons, which was the subject
of a paper iu the Bkitish Medical Journal of July 24th,
1915, and the same subject has been studied at Oxford by
Professor Drcyer and Captains Ainley Walker and Gibson.
One result of Professor Dreyer's work was noted iu the
British Medical Jocrnal of October 9th (p. 548) in a
memorandum on the subject, stating that materials and
apparatus for the necessary standardization would be
supplied to bacteriologists at military hospitals.

la the autumn of 1914 the Committee sent Dr. Jolm
Freeman to Galicia, where, with the co-operation of the
Russian authorities, he investigated the various strains of
cholera infection. It was considered important that these
strains should be available for the preparation of vaccinas,
and cultures have been placed at the disposal of the
inoculation department .at St. Mary's Hospital, which has
been able already to supply large quantities of anti-
cholcra va'-cincs to the Serbian Government and the
British forces in the Jlediterraucan.

BiUiar::iosis.

Iu cooperation with the War Office and the London
School of Tropical Medicine an expedition, consistiug of
Dr. Leiper, with two assistants—Dr. Cockin and Dr. J. G.
Thomson—was sent to Egypt to apply the results of
i-cceut discoveries with regard to the life-history of
bilharzia and to ascertain the best prophylactic measures
for the protection of the military forces iu that country.
A full account of the work is appearing iu the Journal of
the li.A.M.C, showing that Dr. Leiper has succeeded iu
demonstrating that Egyptian bilharziosis can only be
communicated to man through a fresh-water snail, in
which its alternate form is parasitic. The expedition was
enabled to establish an important fact—that transient
collections of water are quite safe after recent contamina-
tion, but that all permaneut collections of water, such
as the Nile, the canals, and the marshes, are always
dangerous from the possible presence of the snail as the
essential intermediary host. It has also been established
that an area may remain infected—at least for many
mouths—through the persistence of intermediate hosts.
It appears, therefore, that infected troops cannot reinfect
themselves and convey the disease to other parts of the
•world, except where a local snail can act efficiently ao
a carrier. The expedition determined the special pre-
cautionary measures in regard to the treatment of water
wliich are sufficient to safeguard the military forces for
immediate purposes. Colonel Leiper, iu collaboration
with Dr. Dale, is making experiments in the Committee's
biological department with a view to finding therapeutic
agents for the treatment of the acquired disease.

Cerehro-spinal Fever.
Dr. Mervyn Gordon was appointed by the Committee to

orgauize and direct bacteriological work with regard to
cercbro spmal fever, and has beeu supplied with the
whole-time assistance of Dr. Macaulay Hine and Dr. E. G.
Murray. The Committee has also made giants for work
done on behalf of the War Office in this connexion by a
number of other workers. The research beds in St. Mary's
Hospital have been placed at the disposal of tiie War
Office for a special investigation by Dr. Colebrook and
Dr. Tanuer into the sterilization of positive contacts.
Regarding au outbreak of the disease in the early months
of next year as probable, an Advisory Committee has beeu
appointed, consistiug of Dr. F. W. Audrcwes. F.U.S.
Professor R. T. Hewlett, Professor W. Bulloch", F.n.s!,
and work on chemical factors of bacterial growth in
connexion with the infective agent in cerebrospinal

fever has been begun and is thought likely to dcveloij
into a general scheme for chemical research bearing upou
manifold problems of bacterial disease.

Ncurologij.

In the compilation of the medical statistics of the war it
has been thought advisable to give special attention to
neurological inquiries, and iu couuoxion with workers
abroad nearly fifty neurologists in London and variouti
provincial centres are now working upon a common plan ;

iu this counoxiou the Committee has made grants foi*
part-time work.

" Epidcmio Droiiaij."

Arrangements have been made for the reception of cases
01 acute nephritis (epidemic dropsy) in two of the military
wards of St. Bartholomew's Hospital, under the care of
Cajitain W. Laugdon Brown, the clinical work being
conclated with the bacteriological work by Captain F. \V.
Audrcwes. Captain Laugdon Brown has recently pub-
lished a preliminary account of his observations in tho
Juarnal of (he R.A.M.C. Special bacteriological work in
c.niiiexion with the types of dysentery coming from tho
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force is being carried out
.it the London Hospital, St. Mary's Hospital, and iu
Edinburgh.

Wounds of the Chest.

Professor T. G. Brodie and Professor J. J. Jfackenzio,
have been detailed by Surgeon-General Carletou-Jones,
Canadian Army Medical Corps, for special work upou tho
structural changes of tho lungs and of the breathing
capr.city supervemug upon gunshot wounds of the chest.
Captain A. H. Caulteild, C.A.M.C, has also been detailed
by Surgeon-General Carleton-Joues for investigating at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital particular infections of the
pleural cavities. For the laboratory expenses of thesa
inquiries the Medical Research Committee has made
grants.

Disorders of Soldier's Heart
The Committee has arranged, under thedirectiou of Sir

Jaiue's Mackenzie, a scheme of study of cardiac disorders
of military importance. Si^ecial beds reserved by the War
Office at University College Hospital have beeu placed in
charge of Dr. Thomas Lewis, Captain R.A.,M.C.^T.), and
Captain Cotton, C.A.M.C. The apparatus of the cardio-
graphio department of the medical school are at their
disposal, and for the investigation of cases in which tho
cardiac disorders depend upou infective conditions part-
time bacteriological assistance by Mrs. Briscoe, M.B., ha*!
been provided for work under Dr. Teale's direction. TUo
Committee has also provided Sir James Mackenzie with
the assistance of Dr. R. M. Wilson for the examination of
military cases elsewhere, and of recruits, and for the
organization of work by particular medical officers at
provincial centres.

In concluding the report it is pointed out that the
existence of the Medical Research Fund has made it pos-
sible to bring auxiliary as'ii.'i. s rapidly to the service of
Government deparlin.iits dming the war, and especially to
that of the Army -Mcdic-al l)(|)ai-tmcut iu its varied and
vitally important activities. The np.aL is signed by Lord
Moulton, Chairman of the Medical llr,, ,u, h Committee,
and by Dr. W. M. Fletcher, F.U.S. , its S, - iviny.

Exeelsior, the quarterly magazine of James Murray's
Royal Asylum, Perth, issued its hundredth number in
October. Our contemporary protests that it is tired of
centenaries because " they are commonly far too ex-
pensive for the celebrants, and usually leave nothing
beliind but a bad headache," but it comforts itself with
the rellectlon that it is a centenarian only in respect of tlic
numbers that have appeared ; in years it can only reckon
twenty-five. That is still a goodly record, on which wo
offer our congratulations, coupled with the hope that ic

may continue to flourish without any nipping of its livcli-

uess by the frost of advancing years. If the local flavour
of its jokes necessarily makes them to some extent caviare
to tlie general, one can easily see tliat they must add to tho
gaiety of the little nation to which they are addressed.
That is the true function of such a periodical, and it i.s

excellently fulfilled by Excelsior.
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NEED FOR RESEARCH IN TIME
OF WAR.

Two propositions with regard to tbc growing impor-
tance of pathology in puctical affairs have been
maintained in this Jouknal during t!io last tea
years or so. The first is that a laboratorj' for

clinical pathology is an essential part of a naodcrn
hospital, and the second that the hospital laboratory

must do research work. The battle lor the first was
easily won. The demand from the clinical staffs of

hospitals rapidly grew too insistent for the governing
bodies to resist oven had they wished to do so ; to do
them justice, however, they showed no disposition to
obstruct, for the more enlightened members were
quick to perceive that to complete the armanaent
of a hospital by adding a department which made
diagnosis speedier and more certain, which prevented
complications in the individual and checked the
spread of disease to otliers, was a sclicme worthy of

encouragement, since it would diminish alike the
sum of suffering and the expenditure of money. The
new position was appreciated as quickly by many
doctors engaged in private practice, and not a few
general practitioners fitted up small laboratories for

themselves. The modern student witnessing during
liis hospital training the constant assistance given by
the clinical laboratory, will not willingly be deprived
of it afterwards, and asks for it in a military hospital.

. But the other proposition was not so readily
established. To the layman, to some persons engaged
in public health work, and even to some members of

the clinical staffs of hospitals, it seemed that the
pathologist's sphere should be strictly limited, that
he should occupy a very subordinate position, and be
content to go on from month to month and from year
to year doing routine W'Ork on the lines laid down in

the textbooks. This is one of those curious mistakes
which even able men can make when they forget

human nature and the food on which the mind of

man thrives. Under such conditions even routine
work cannot continue to be well done. If a man is

content to sink to it, the very drudgery of it makes
him lose interest, so that his daily task is done in a
perfunctory way. No man worth his salt could sink
to it, because in pathology as in every department of
biology, and particularly when a new science is in

an early stage, as bacteriology is to-day, the living

things dealt with so frequently escape from the
textbook, which, as every man who practises
medicine or surgery knows, can servo only as
a general guide by giving a conspectus of
the knowledge of yesterday. The coming of the
Medical Eesearch Committee was a turning of the
ways. The research penny provided by the Insur-
ance Act might easily have done more harm than
good had not the point wo are trying to make here
been understood. Fortunately the direction of the
enterprise w^as committed to good hands. The
Executive Committee consisted for tho most part of

men of science ; it was perhaps too much to expect
tliat in tho present stage of political education its

Chairman should bo one of them, but in Lord
Moulton was found a Chairman who, though not
himself a man of science, had during his distinguished
career at the bar been brought more closely into
contact witli tho actualities of science than is common
among members of his profession, or among poli-

ticians. Tlio Committee w-as fortunate also in ob-
taining the services of Dr. \V. M. Fletcher, F.E.S., as

its Secretary. He is a man of science ; he was at one
time Demonstrator in Physiology in the University of

Cambridge, and has made important contributions to

knowledge himself. In his new post he has shown «

himself able not only to understand tlie good that the .1

judicious expenditure of an annual income for medical •

research migiit accomplish, but also the risks of

failure were it injudiciously administered on a " cash
on delivery" system.

The Committee had barely been got into working
order wlien the war broke out ; hence tlie research

scheme it put out about a year ago lias necessarily

undergone great modifications, because not cmlv

were the staffs of the pathological laborato,

depleted by the call upon them for military mcd'
service, but the Committee rightly felt that its 1:1

urgent duty was to co-operate with the War Ollico

for the benefit directly of the very large proportion

of the active male population in the prime of life

who enlisted, and directly and indirectly for that,

of the civilian population to which, sooner or

later, they would return. It was certain that the ;

existence of a national medical research fund, if

wisely administered, would- mark an epoch in British'

medicine, but it was not altogether a misf6rtuno tliat

it should onl}^ just have come into existence at the

outset of a w'orld-war, because the immediate practical

value of its work quickly became manifest. The
executive of the Medical Eesearch Fund has, in fact,

formed an intelligence department for tho military

medical services, and has been able to provide

direct and rapid service in organizing inquiries,

in obtaining expert advice, and in supplying per-

sonal service. That we have " to beat the Germans "

is the dominating fact of our national life to-day,

but only a fool would use the fact as an argument
against the earnest intensive prosecution of research

while the war continues. If wo are to beat tho

Germans it must be, as the military authorities and
military critics din daily into our ears, by providing

big battahons, and it is no use enlisting men, or worse
than no use, unless we take everj^ means which
science can provide for keeping them in health.

Eoutine work will not do ; that has been abundantly
proved already. All medical work, from the study of

a single case to the investigation of an epidemic,

partakes of the nature of research work ; within the

first few months of war many details of former
practice were changed for the better, and many
opinions on epidemic disorders were reviewed in the

new light thrown on them by study and experience

won in the field. Tho conditions of warfare are sucii

that the study must be intensive and experience'

quickly pooled, if knowledge essential to success is

to be gained quickly and diffused quickly. Neglect

to organize inquiry moans that action has to be taken

in the dark. Tho results of the inquiries into the

causes and treatment of sepsis, of gas gangrene, of

the treatment of head injuries and fractures of tlia

lower limbs, of typhoid and paratyphoid and dysentery,

arc examples at once to hand.
When the general territorial hospitals wore being

organized the offer made to the War Office by tiio

Committee to help it by making additional provision

for pathological work was accepted. It was found
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|tli*t tbo needs of various hospitals varied widely in

(I'tferent places, both in character and amount; at

^ coiupleto arrangements had been made for

logical and ba ;teri61ogical work, at others none.

_. perhaps, to the fact that the territorial hos-

y. x'l scheme was woikod out some years ago, before
.' It. iia^l been fully recognized that cliuical pathological
' laboratories had becomo a necessary part of every

general hospital, the instructions on this head were
not precise and much depended upon local circum-

stances. The lesson that good opportunities and
facilities for pathological work of the best and highest

iiud is a vital necessity has now been learut probably
in every centre, but there seoius still to be hesitation

in giving proper recognition to the men who arc doing
it. The head of the pathological department of a big

hospital ought to be placed in respect of status and
i-ank on an equality with the heads of the surgical

and medical departments. Indeed, if we were logical,

which heaven forfend, wc should put the general's

badge on his shoulder, for is he not the medical
strategist concerned with the institutes of medicine
and the principles upon which effective treatment
must be based ?

An article published in another column indicates

some of the directions in which the Committee
has been able to assist the work of the cliuical

pathological laboratories of military general hos-
pitals. Its efforts in instituting or encouraging
combined researches into particular questions havo
already yieHed results of the greatest value not only
to the individual for the alle\dation of suffering, but
to the country by safeguarding hves and economizing
resources both in men and money. Some of the
results have been published in detail in original

articles in our pages, such as, for instance, the
X'esearches of Sir Almroth Wr'ght into the physio-
logical principles underlying the effective treatment
of wounds, the experimental inquiries as to the value
of hypochlorites as antiseptics, and the researches
illustrating tlie value of systematic bacterioscopic
examinations in infectious disorders. War makes
experiments on man on a huge scale, horrible to con-
template, but the horror is mitigated when the oppor-
tunity is taken to institute inquiries into moans of

prevention or alleviation ; such inquiries serve not
only the immediate practical needs of the army by
saving the life and health of the troops now engaged,
but also the civil population of to-morrow, while
hastening the progress of medicine throughout tho
world.

The schemes of work undertaken under the direc-

tion or at the instigation of the Committee for tho
War Office and other Government departments in

connexion with tlie war are many, and will probably
become even more numerous and more important,
but the results of what has been done are already so
striking that, as has happened before, people who call

themselves " practical men " are becoming impressed
with the fact that there is nothing so cheap as know-
ledge, if only you go the right way about gaining it.

A research which costs a few hundred pounds may
yield results which in their application at once save
the country as many millions in money. From the
financial side research is truly economical, the saving
of life and the saving in long illness and chronic
disablement have a value which can bo expressed in
pounds, shillings, and pence ; but we will not with
tlie anti-thises and the anti-thats pretend to pat out
of mind the saving in suffering to tho brave men who
of their own free will have come out to fight for their
country in its dire need. We wish Mr. Tennant, who
seems too ready to suffer fools gladly, or some other

minister who is heckled by these folk in the House of
Commons, would some day speak out, dealing boldly
with well ascertained facts aud principles, and tell tho
country what experimental mcdicino and bacterio-
logical research havo akcady done for it in this great
crisis.

HUGHLINGS-JACKSON.
It was a happy thought of the editors of Brain
to bring out a double mumber' devoted to an
exposition of the views on aphasia of that very
great genius Hughlings-Jackso'n. A considerable
numlier of his scattered papers on aphasia aro
here collected and reprinted ; and aro prefaced by
an admirable summary of his views from the pen of
Dr. Head. Hughlings-Jackson's methods of publi-
cation were curious. He fully recognized that his
doctrines were caviare to the general, and he did
not seek for them a wide puolicity. As soon as he
had thought out a section of any subject, he was
anxious to publish it, or rather to get it into print.
He had great difficulty in expressing himself clearly,
not because his ideas were lacking in clearness, but
becvause of their abstruseness and complexity, and
he would liken his literary efforts to those of a
coachman driving six horses abreast and having
to keep all the traces tight. He was punctili-
ously accurate, and this led him, as Dr. Head
reminds us, to pepper every page with explanatory
phrases or footnotes, so that the generalization caii

scarcely be distinguished from its qualifications. So
diflicult did he find the task of literary composition
that he wrote his papers over and over again, and
could never get them into a form satisfactory to him-
self. It was probably his despair of reaching his ideal
that led him to publish them as he did. He sent them
to be printed in order to get them into permanent
form, and to put a stop to the otherwise endless task
of revision and rewriting. As long as they were got
into print he did not much care where they appeared,
and many of his most valuable articles " are stored
away in the columns of journals that never had any
considerable circulation, and that have long been
extinct. The task of unearthing them and collect-

ing them must therefore be one of considerable diffi-

culty, and the present generation owes a debt of
gratitude to Dr. Head for this collection of those
papers that refer to the difficult subject of aphasia.

Hughlings-Jackson's work has of late years been
much neglected. It is now known to comparatively
few, except in as far as it has permeated and modified
methods of thinking about the constitution of the
nervous system and the effects of nervous lesions.

But a revival of interest in it is inevitable ; this must;
come sooner or later, for he laid down for all time
certain fundamental principles which govern tho
constitution of the nervous system and the working
of its processes. His fundamental principle was that;

the nervous system is the product of evolution ; that;

it has gradually grown up to be what it is through a
process of budding, and branching, and growth, and
elaboration, in this direction and in that, to meet the
requirements of the living acting organism

; that ib

is therefore divisible, more or less arbitrarily, into
"evolutionary levels," of which the lowest are tho
oldest, and most completely and compactly organized;
they represent functions that are crude, simple, gross,

general, fundamentally necessary to life, and impli-

cate massive movements of visceral and trunk muscles,

^London: Macmillaa aai Co.; New York: The Macmillan Co.
Price 8s., or 2 dola. It contains a cbronoiogical list of Hughliuga.
Jackson's papers bearing on affections oC speecli.
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such as the functions of circulation and respiration.

On tho other hand, however, the newest and most

loosely and incompletely organized represent func-

tions that are elaborate, complex, fine, precise,

accessory, and implicate delicate movements of

peripheral muscles, such as tliosc that move the

eyes, the tongue and lips, and the fingers. Disease

is, according to Hughlings-Jacksou, a piocess of

dissolution, a pulling down of tliat which evolution

has built up, and proceeds in the reverse direction,

attacking first and most severely the highest evolu-

tionary level, which is also the last to recover when
recovery takes place, and proceeding downwards from

level to level until the lowest level of all is tho last

to be damaged, the least affected, and the first to

resume its functions

A corollary of this doctrine is that quoted by Dr.

Head, that destructive lesions never cause positive

effects. They can only destroy and aljolish. Any
positive manifestation, such as convulsion, or mania,

or mistakes in words, is not produced, but permitted

by the lesion. It is due to the uncontrolled and dis-

orderly action of those lower levels that are permitted

to overact by the removal of the control formerly

exercised by th§ higher level that has been destroyed.

This is now become a commonplace, but it was a very

startling heresy when Hughlings-Jackson first formu-

lated it, and it was long before it made its way and
was received and accepted. It has now tho appear-

ance of a truism ; and his other doctrines, when once

tlie tangled phraseology in which they are expressed

is penetrated and their meaning is grasped, captivate

the judgement, and appear as much as this in the

light of truisms.

Hughlings-Jackson's rank as a pioneer and dis-

coverer in medicine is not interior to that of Harvey
and Lister, and in due time he will take his place

among the very brightest of medical luminaries.

THE NOBEL PRIZES.

The awards of the Nobel Prizes for Chemistry and
Physics 1914 and 1915 are now made known. The 1914

award for Medicine, as we have already stated, has been

made to Birany, of Vienna, who has observed and formu-
lated certain seemingly constant relations between ves-

tibular vertigo and ataxia and vestibular nystagmus. In

1910 Dr. Barany was a guest of tlie British Medical

Association wiien the annual meeting was held in London.
In the Section of Otology ho opened a discussion on the

'Diagnosis and treatment of infective labyrinthitis," and
in the Section of Psychology and Neurology he road a
}ia])er on tho "Vestibular apparatus and the cerebellum." '

!!lis work on the peripheral nervous system has also been
of great value. He was on duty in a field hospital in

Przemysl during the siege by the Russians. From there
he sent his last work, dealing with the treatment of skull

lesions, by aerial jiost. He is now a prisoner of the
Russians. The award iu Medicine for 1915 is reserved.

The awards for Chemistry go respectively to Professor
Theodore William Richards, of Harvard, and Professor

A. R. Willstiitter, of Berlin. The former has devoted
himself to experiments on atomic weights, the com-
pressibilities of elements, and electrothermal dynamics.
A great deal of his work has been published by the
Carnegie Institution. Professor Willstiitter holds a
chair of chemistry in the University of Berlin and has
specialized on alkaloids. The awards for Physics are of

special interest, in the first place because one of them
comes to this country (for the third time), and in the
second, because the work honoured by the one award is in

direct sequence with the work honoured by the otlier.

' BniiiBH MEDicAii JopBUAi,, 19iO, vol. ii, p. 1245]

The prize for 1914 goes to Professor M. von Lane, 1. itil

recently of Zurich, and now, apparently, of the n<'.w

university of Frankfort-on-Main. Tho prize for l'>"^

is divided between Professor \V. II. Bragg, of Li n

University, and his son, Mr. \V, L. Bragg, of 1

bridge, who is now serving in France as an ofticer of

Leicestershire Royal Horse Artillery (Territorials-). I

investigations both of Lauo and of tho Braggs- w
to the analysis of x rays by means of crystals; tiil.

together their results mark the greatest advance on tliia

side of physics since Roentgen's discovery. Three years

ago it occurred to Laue, who believed .r rays to be rays of

light having wave lengths of an atomic oi-der of maw
tudc, that the regular groupings of atoms in a ci\

should bo capable of producing iuterfereuce effects wh. .

beam of x rays was passed through the crystal structiuu.

His theory was that tho repetition of the atoms at ceitain

definite intervals in the crystal might act as a kind of

diffraction grating for these rays of short wave length.

Tho theory was put to the test, a parallel beam of .r 1:13 s

being made to traverse a crystal, and some beautifully

symmetrical interference patterns were recorded on a
photograpliio plate. This investigation, which demon-
strated conclusively that x rays underwent diffraction,

was the starting point for fresh researches. In this

country the Braggs, father and sou, were able to show a

little later that x rays were regularly reflected by tlio

cleavage planes of crystals. Lauo on the one Iiand and
the liraggs on the otlier differed, however, in their ideas

as to tlie constitution of the .rraybeaiu, the former thinking

it to be made up of a limited number of independent homo-
geneous constituents, representing only certain wave
lengths, while W. L. Bragg supposed it to be like light, con-

taining every possible wave length over a wide range and
capable of forming a continuous spectrum. Experimental
investigation has gone to prove the truth of tlio latter

theory, and the Braggs have obtained ai-raj- spectra with

different anticathodes, and by mean? of a special spectro-

meter they have been able to measure wave lengths with

an accuracy comparable with the spectroscopic analysis of

ordinary light. The result has been to demonstrate the

nature of x rays. Until recently there was some doubt

as to whether the rays might not be the flight of

material particles, but with the discoverj- that they can bo

diffracted and reflected by crystals, it becomes clear that

they arc elcctro-maguetic disturbances of the same nature

as light, heat, and electricity, and that their novel pro-

perties are due to the shortness of their wavelength. The
Procecdinos of the Royal Society for 1913 and 1914 con-

tain full accounts of the investigation. Before occupying

the Quain Chair of Physics at London University, Pro-

fessor Bragg was professor at Leeds for seven years, and
previously at Adelaide for twenty-two years. Practically

all his scientific writiugs have been concerned with tho

problems of radioactivity. His Sbidies in Uadioactic'nii,

published three years ago, recites the theoretical reasoning

which led him to predict the nature of the absorption of

alpha rays by matter—anoUier piece of research willi

which his name will always be coupled.

MILITARY SERVICE AND LIFE ASSURANCE.
The question of life assurance must stiO be a matter of

anxious thought to whose ^vho may temporaril3- leave civil

practice to undertake military service. Wc have pre-

viously mentioned that the majority of life offic&s arc

either declining to entertain proposals with such a con-

tingency or are charging, as a war extra, to those wlio

may be ordered for service outside the United Kingdom
rates which can only be called prohibitive. Realizing the

necessity of assisting medical men who may join His

Majesty's forces the Medical Insurance Agency has

entered into an agreement with a substantial office

whereby life policies are issued at ordinary tabular rates

BO long as the mihtarj service is confined to tho United
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Kiugdom. Sbould the assaied be oideied abroad, the full

value of the policy is inaintaiiicd, but an additional pro-

luiuiu of Bine guineas pev cent, per annum is required to

cover tho iuci-eased risk. If the assured finds his work
abio;ul does not take him within the actual firing .'^one, or

to within a radius of ten miles of the firing zone, and on

liis return to civil life is able to show a clean bill of health,

the office in question undertakes to refund a sum amount-

ing to at least one-half of the war extra premium. So

far as we know, no such favourable conditions are olYered

geuerally, and tho conti-acfc appears to offer equitable

terms to the assured. Another point worthy of consitUra-

tiou is that in which, as has often happened one partiui-

lias undertaken nailitary service, leaving a partner at

home ; in such cases the life -of the latter is of groat

financial importance to the other on military duty. .\s

an act of prudence the life of the partner at home
should be assured, and for" him the ordinary rates

prevail. A man on .active service unfortunate euougli

to lose his partner by death would run the risk of serious

financial loss. In such a ca.sc the protection would be

provided by taking a short-period policy ou the life of the

parluer remaining at home, or by a whole-life policy with

a surrender value after tho second year, or a guarautoed

i"eturu at the end of five jcars, in the event of it beiiicj no

longer necessary to continue tho policy. As an example,

we may take the case of a man with a partner a<;ed

55 years. A five years policy for £1,000 on his life would

cost £24 2s. 6d. per annum, or £120 12s. 6d. for the live

years. If, however, an ordiuary whole-life policy was pre-

ferred, the annual cost would be £45 Os. lOd. In five years

a sum of £225 4s. 2d. would have been paid in premiums,
bnt at the end of this period the expediency of maintaining

the policy might no longer exist, when the office guaraii-

tees the return of a sum of approximately £93, or would
issue a fully paid up policy of £166. This contract affords

the greater elasticity, and on the whole appears to offer

the best protection for the absent partner uufortunatn

enough to lose by death his colleague at homo. P'ull par-

ticular can be obtamed by those interested if they will

apply, stating age next birthday of the life it is propo.sed

to insure, to the Medical Insurance Agency, c.o. British

Medical Association, 429, Strand, London.

THE NEW HOUSE OF THE GENERAL MEDICAL
COUNCIL.

For the last time the General Medical Council has met in

the place so long its home, and before Christmas the office

.and the work of registration will be transferred to Hallaiii

Street. Very soon, too, tho familiar front, built originally

for the Royal College of Chemistry, will have disapppared,

.ind will be replaced by a more imposing building. But
the memory of the Royal College of Chemistry will be

preserved by a foundation stone, upon which it is recorded

that it was laid by Prince Albert. This Mr. Delissa Joseph,

the architect who is going to erect the new buildings ou tho

site, has most kindly presented to tho General Medical
Council, who will doubtless find a fitting place for its

preservation. The completion of the new premises
of tho Council in Ilallam Street has been somewhat
delayed by the difficulty of obtaining certain materia s

for the sanitary and hot water work, but this has
been surmoanted, and it is now possible to judge of

tlie general effect of the front. It is of stone and
lias been treated by Mr. Frere, the architect, wiili

a dignified simplicity, the spirit of Greek archi-

tecture being kept so far as this is compatible witli

the amount of window required for the darker Loudon
climate. It is to be hoped that whatever is to be erected

upon the vacant site next to it may harmonize with it, or

at least be no detriment to its appearance. On a plinth

over the dooV arc threo sculptuxod panels executed by
Mr. Lessore ; the one represents Aesculapius as a healer,

with Telesphorus bringing a cock for sacrifice ; the

middle one has .-Aesculapius as a judge, and the third
is an attempt to represent symbolically the work of

registration, one of tho figures bearing a scroll. The
work of these panels is of high artistic merit, and in tho
selection of tho motives tho intimate knowledge of Greek
art possessed by Dr. «aton has been freely drawn upon.
The bay windows of the new Council room run through
two stories, and the monotony of the long upright muUions
has been relieved by forming their upper parts into

symbolic figures. It is a difficult matter to treat a
figure which is of necessity narrow and elongated, and
winch has to carry weight, but this difficulty has been
very satisfactorily overcome and these figures look very
well. The other ornament, sparsely used but sufficient,

is excellent both in design and execution. In the interior

an office, much larger than the present office, which has
proved too small for convenience, is provided. Very
much better accommodation is being given for witnesses,
solicitors, and counsel who have to attend during the
transaction of penal business. A staircase separate
from that used by the members of the Council,
has been provided for them, as well as lavatory and
waiting rooms, in all of which respects the old premises
were very inconvenient, many people having had to wait
about in the hall. The Council chamber itself is a fine

room, but its decoration -to be ma nly in the form of o.dc

panelling—has been postponed in order to allow the walls
to dry. The domestic offices are, as is now not uncommon,
placed at the top of the building instead of in the base-
ment. Hallam Street in the past has not been well
known, and at first those who have business with the
Council may not know where to find it. It may not bo
amiss, therefore, to mention that it is parallel to Portland
Place and to Great Portland Street, lying between them.
.•\s the leases are all falling in almost at once, the rather
shabby houses of which it partly consists will be wholly
replaced within two or three years by others of quite a
different grade, and the character of the street will bo
entirely changed.

THE HISTORY OF IPECACUANHA IN DYSENTERY.
With reference to a note on the history of ipecacuanha
which appeared in the Buitish Medical Jodrnal of

November 13th, Sir Dyco Duckworth has called our
attention to articles in vols, v and vii (1869 and 1871) of
the Saint Bartltolomciv's Hospital liiporls, in which he
recorded the results of a series of experiments made by
him "on the action of ipecacuanha and its alkaloid
emetia." In it he gives some information as to the history
of the introduction of ipecacuanha into Europe which may
usefully supplement our own brief note. He quotes a
private letter from Sir Robert Christison in which it is

stated that both Marcgraf and Piso, who first made the
virtues of the drug known in Europe, recommended 1 or
2 drachm doses in dysentery. Christison further says:
" How European physicianscame to substitute 1, 2, or 3grains
for Marcgrat's 1 or 2 drachms I do not know, but tho
inquiry would be curious could we follow it out well." Sir
Dyce Duckworth cites Baglivi, who, in the seventh edition
of his treatise ou medical practice, published at Lyons in

1714, wrote :
" Radix hipecacuanhae est speciticum ac

ferme infallibilo remedium in fluxibus dysentericis."
Baglivi adds that he learnt its virtues from a Dr.
William Sherard at Rome. Sir Dyce Duckworth con-
jectures that Sherard was the famous botanist, Fellow of
St. John's College, Oxford, who was English Consul at
Smyrna, bequeatiied his herbarium to his university and
founded the chair of botany there in 1731. In his treatise

De Dijsenteria, Conuncntariu.'i, published iu 1761, Mark Aken-
side, the poet, who was physician to St. Thomas's Hospital,
wrote warmly in praise of tho drug. In 1831 the Madras
Medical Board published a number of reports by different

medical officers, showing tho efficacy of 5 grain doses given
every hour in acute dysentery till frequently hundreds of

grains were given in a short period. Sir Dyce Duckworth
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adds the tcstinionj' of Mr. Alcxancleu Hunter, colonial

surgeon at Belize, British Honduras, who informed him
that in cases of acute dysentery he hegau the use of

jnecacuauha by giving 1 scruple of the powder. A second
dose of 25 grains givea after the first had the effect of

allaying all the symptoms and altering the characUa- of

the discharges; it was seldom necessary to administer
more than two or three doses. Sir Dyce Duckworth also

quotes Mr. Hulke and others who saw the efTects of

ipecacuanha in dysentery in the Crimea as bearing witness
to its great vahie. We tliinli it riglit to state liorc that an
account of the introduction of the drug into France, which
differs in certain particulars from that given in our note, is

to be found in FliicUiger and Hanbnry's P/inn)i(icor/ir(pliia

(second edition, London. 1879). They say that a traveller

named Jjcgras brought a quantity of the root from
South America to I'aris in 1672; some of this was
obtained by Jean Adrien Helvetius, then living in

the French capital. Tlic first trials of it were unsuc-
cessful because too large doses were used. In 1680
a merchant of Paris named Gamier became possessed
of 150 lb. of ipecacuanha, tlic valuable properties of

Mhich in dysentery he vaunted to his medical atten-

dant Affortv, and to Helvetius. Garnier, on his convales-

cence, made a present of some of the now drug to AfTorty,

who attached little importance to it. Helvetius, on the
other hand, agaiu used the root, this time with great
Hucocss. He was so elated by this that he is said to have
caused placards to be afla.\ed to the cornei-s of the streets

(about the year 1636) announcing his triumphs with
the new drug, supplies of which ho obtained through
Garnier from Spain, and sold as a secret medicine.
The fame of the cures effected by Helvetius
reached the French Court, and caused some trials of

ipecacuanha to be made at the Hotel-Dieu. These
having been successful, Louis XIV accorded to Helvetius
the sole right of vending his remedy. Subsequently
several great personages, including the Dauphin of

France, having experienced its benefit, the King con-
sulted his physician, Antoine d'Aquin, and the well-
hnown Jesuit, I'cre Fraupois de Lachaise, who had
become the King's confessor in 1675. Through them
was chiefly negotiated the purcliase from Helvetius of
his' secret for 1,000 louis dor: it was made public in 1688.
The right of Helvetius to this payment was disputed in

law by Garnier, but maiutained by a decision of the
Chatelet of Paris. Fliickiger and Haubury give references
in support of these statements which will help any one
interested in tiie history of ipecacuanha to pursue the in-

vestigation. There is evidently a sufficient amount of dis-

crepancy among authorities to tempt the critical student.
And even when the e.\act part played by Helvetius is

cleared up there will remain the following out of Sir
Eobert Christisons '• curious inquiry " as to the abandon-
ment of the larger doses of Marcgraf and Piso.

ROYAU MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND GUILD.

A DRAWING-ROOM Sale in aid of the funds of the lioyal

Medical Benevolent Fund Guild will, by kind p3rmission of

the Marquis and Mai-chioness of Crewe, be held at Crewe
House, Curzon Street, W., on Weduesday, November 24th,

from 12 to 7 p.m. AVe take tiiis opportunity of once more
calling attention to the excellent work done by the Guild
in helping the families of doctors who, owing to the
ill-health or the untimely death of the breadwinner, have
been left witliout ade(|uate means of livelihood. The
profession has answered the country's call with a self-

sacrificing devotion of which ii may justly be proud. To
the heavy tribute which death and disablement by
sickness or wounds have already levied must be added tlie

loss of income caused by absence on active service.

It is too likely that in a large number of cases this

loss will never he made up, as with the most loyal

assistance from those who take the place of the men

who go, it must become increasingly difiicuU to keep
practices that have been laboriously built up Irom falling

to pieces. On no members of the community do the
burdens of the war fall more heavily than on the wives
and motliers of medical men who have given theirhusbants
and sons to the service of our defenders, and by none arc
they more uncomplainingly borne. The dependants of tho
men who are doing so much for the relief of suflfering i>n

the battlefield, in the trenches, and in hospitals, have a
special claim on the gratitude of the whole people of this

country. To the medical profession they will not look in

vain, but doctors as a class are not rich. Calls on the
resources of the Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild
are constantly increasing, and must, it is to be feand,
continue to increase. Wa hope, therefore, that the sale

now being arranged for the benefit of the Guild will bring

a substantial addition to its funds. Among the stall-

holders arc Lady Barlow, Lady Pearce Gould, "^jady

Ferrier, Lady Fripp, Mrs. Fred Smith, and Mrs. Donald
Armour.

CHOLERA IN AUSTRIA HUNGARY.
Cholera has prevailed in Austria and Hungary for tho

last year or more, but seems to have attained serious

epidemic proportions in Galicia ouiy. From Decernhr
27th, 1914, to September 18tli, 1915, ths official statistics

in the monthly Bnllelin of the International Office show
27,591 cases and 15,270 deaths. Of these, 699 cases with

180 deaths occurred among prisoners of war, and only 172

cases with 34 deaths among soldiers. Judging from the

statistics for .\nstria for the jieriod from August 15th to

September 18th it would appear that the epidemic has

been severe among the civil population, as there were no
fewer than 15.175 reported cases and 9,113 deaths, of

which only 327 cases with 32 deaths occurred among the

troops, and 39 cases with 12 deaths among prisoners of

war. The comparative immunity of the array may be duo
to the use of auticholera vaccine, for it is reported that

the Austrian cavalry general v. Ziegler, who died on

August 1st of Asiatic cholera, the diagnosis being con-

firmed by a bacteriological examination, was the only case

of cholera either among his staff or among the civil popu-

lation of the place where he was stationed. The general,

it is stated, was the only oJKcer on the staff who, in spite

of repeated medical advice, had refused to be vaccinated

asainst cholera.

JItebical JJlot^s in i^afltttnwnt.

The Medical Service of the Army.—On November 11th
Mr. Joynsou-Hicks asked the I'nder Secretary of State for

War to give the number of doctors in the lioyal Army
Medical Corps on the active and Special Keservc lists at

the present time, and the number in the Territorial

Medical Corps ; and to iudicate the increase in the

figures since IMay 18th last, when Mr. Joynson-Hicks, it

may be remembered, asked a similar question. Mr.
Tennant said that the total number of medical officers

(regulars, retired officers re-employed, temporary commis-
sioned. Special Beserve, and Territorial Force) was now
9,626. There had been an increase of 2,599 over the

figures he gave on May 19th last. The present number of

Territorial Force medical officers was 2,474. In the

answer given on May 19th (British Medical Journal.
May 29th, p. 941 1 the number of medical officers R.A.M.C.
Territorial was given as 2,122.

Red Cross Medical Officers and the R.ft.M.C—On November
9th Sir Philip iMaguus asked whether, having regard to

the fresh call for doctors for the army, the services with

the Red Cross Society of those who had returned home
after spending some months in the discharge of medical

duties at the seat of war could bo recognized ;
and

whether, as an inducement to offering a further term of

service, the War Office would take into consideration the

time already served toward the reduction of the six
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Diontlis now i-eqnii-ed before a lioutcuaut could be pi-o-

iiiotcd to Iho ranik of a captaiu. Mr. Tetiuaut said tliat,

as the question pointed out, tlieso gcutlenieu undertook

only a sliovt spell of service and then retiuued to llicii-

civil practices. Without criticizing the course they took,

bo hardly tliought that they could now claim to be treated

exactly on the same lines as those who, when thoy joined

tlio K.A.M.C. of the Special llesorve or the Territorial

Force, put tht^mselves at the disposal of the country for

the period of the war. lie hoped that tliose medical men
who had served with the Red Cross Society would respond

to the appeal for more medical officers without asking as

a condition for the full recognition of their previous

services ou the same footing as if the Government had
been from the first put in a position to count upon
benefiting by it continuously for the whole period of tho

Hospital Administration Work.—la reply to questions by
Mr. James Mason, wlio asked whether men of military

ago haviug experience of hospital administration work
could be utilized iu similar work for tho War Office instead

of joining the combatant ranks, and whetlier many doctors

holding commissions in tho R.A.M.C. were employe! in

purely administrative work, Mr. Teuuant said that ho
could not accejjt the priuciplc which underlay the question.

There were no purely administrative appointments in

connexion with military hospitals. The work of the

administrative officers K.A.M.C. was technical and re-

quired special education and experience. The officers in

charge of hospitals must be qualified medical men, as their

duties necessitated their acting in that capacity. To
ascertain the number of E.-V.M.C. officers doing adminis-
ti-ative work in addition to professional work would entail

n'iuch labouv, and ho hoped tho point would not be pressed.

It might be assumed tliat the proportion was largo and
included every commanding officer.

Enlistment of Pharmacists.—Ou November 11th Mr. Teu-
nant informed Mr. GlynJones that the list of occupations
prepared by Lord Lansdowne's Committee did not inchido

Ijharmacists. Pharmacists indispensable in their civil

employment should enlist under the Royal Warrant of

October 20th, 1915. They would then bo placed iu tlio

group appropriate to their age and martial condition, and
could return at once to their civil occupation until their

group was called up. If a pharmacist or his employer
claimed that more time was still necessary, tho matter
would bo one for tho local tribunal, which could still

further postpone the date of calling up for actual military
service.

Tax (Free Board and Lodging).—Mr. Rcndall asked
theChancellorof the Exchequer, ou November 11th, whether
IJcrsons such as medical and other officers of institutions

receiving residential, boarding, and laundry allowances as
part of their pay are taxed for income tax purposes on tho
actual salary paid to them, and that these allowances arc
not treated as part of their income, whilst non-resident
officials of the same institutions are taxed on their full

salary. Mr. McKenna said : The officers referred to would
be liable to income tax iu respect of all pecuniary cuiolii-

uieuts of their office, but not in respect of allowances in

kind not convertible into money. In reply to Sir Charles
Henry, on November 15th, tho Financial Secretary to tho
Treasury (Mr. Montagu) said that, in making returns for
income tax purposes under tho provisions of the Finance
(So. 3) Bill, persons who, in addition to tho receipt of

salary, were lodged and boarded free, should not add tho
estimated value of cither or both these considerations to

to the amoimt of tho salary.

Highlands and Islands Medical Service Board.—Iu reply
to Mr. Leicester Harmsworth, the Secretary for Scotland
said that tho Highlands and Islands Medical Service
Board would take steps to make public the arrangements
made with practitioners in particular areas as soon as tho
arrangements in each area wero sufficiently .advanced to
enable this to bo usefully done. A considerable propor-
tiou of the doctors in tho Board's area had already
entered into formal agreements with it, and the Board
was endeavouring to complete arrangements with all tho
practitioners before the end of tho current year.

THE ^^AK.
TUEATMEXT OP HEAD INJURIES.

[From a ConxsjJoii'Unt in France]

I HAVE paid a good deal of attention to head injuries out
here, but can speak of them solely from the point of view
of a listener and onlooker. Subject to those qualifications
I should say it was quite true that considerable progress
has been made in their treatment since this time last year.
There is, for instance, greater uuiformity in tho teclmiquo
employed. As a whole this is better suited to tho actual
ueeds of the situation ; in other words, it is of a kind more
likely to keep operative interference within the limits of
indubitable desirability and to avoid the risk of extending
any existing sepsis more deeply than before.

In respect of general princiijlcs and their application to
particular cases, there must always be plenty of occasion
for differences of opinion, since the injuries of tho head
seen in this war differ so greatly iu their extent and
specific importance. Yet there is progress.

Twenty-five years ago the peritoneum was regarded as
a resentful god, forming a mysterious cavity which could
only be approached on bended knee, and the same kind of
feeling prevailed in regard to the brain at tho beginning
of this war. It was considered that if there were tho
slightest reason to suppose that it had been iu any wise
injured atonement must bo made by the immediate per-
formance of an operation.

This view is now pretty generally discarded, and more
especially by those who have not only been out hero
a long time, but have had opportunities of going into the
matter thoroughly. Thoy hold, as far as I can make out,

that whatever may be the consideration to which the brain
is entitled so long as it is iuside au intact head, quite
different considerations arise whou a gunshot wound has
been inflicted. In that case the brain is to be regarded
less as a vital organ than as tho seat of possible sepsis.

Not all of its parts are equally vital, and if a missile strikes
one of the parts that are in fact vital, the patient is either
killed on the spot, or is picked up in a practically moribtuul
condition. It is held that, apart from these cases, it is

sepsis that accounts for the majority of all deaths frour

gunshot wounds of the head, and it is to its elimination
and avoidance that all efforts should primarily be directed.

They must not be diverted from this aim by considerations
based upon a belief that the local injury is one which, if

unremedied, will interfere with the patient's intellect, or
indirectly set up some form of paralysis.

The immediate outcome of this conclusion is a tendency
to agree that there is rarely any need for haste in the per-

formance of a formal head operation, and that, in consider-
ing the condition of any patient after receiving a gunshot
wound in the head, it is to be remembered that many of

the initial phenomena are due not to local injury but to
general concussion of the braiu.

This latter fact has a direct bearing on the question of

early operation. Brain concussion always results in tem-
porary cerebral oedema, and if during its continuance any
operation which involves increasing the size of au existing

opening in the cranium bo performed, tho prospect of a
satisfactory immediate and eventual result is decidedly
diminished. Tho tension created by the oedema causes
the brain to bulge out through the opening, and thus in-

creases tho surface exposed to tho risk of infection, and
simultaneously damages the deeper parts of the brain by
placing on them a dragging strain such as its finer

structures are unable to withstand.
This concussion oedema is perhaps tho best proved

reason for not being in a hurry to undertake any complete
head operation, but it is not tho only one. It has been
found that healthy brain substance itself possesses con-

siderable power of liurittng microbic invasion, and that its

soft coverings tend likewise to protect both themselves
and it. Observations made at post-mortem examinations
on cases of penetrating gunshot wounds of the head in

which no trepanning operation has been performed show
that the opened- up portion of the subdural space is sealed

off from the rest with considerable rapidity by exudates

fropi the pia mater and arachnoid )uembranes.

These two facts, and especially tho latter, are considered

by some to be a further reason for confining the primary
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operation iu most cases to a surgical cleansing of tbe scalp

and of any already exposed portion of the skull cap and
bi-ain. These natural defences, it is contended, may be

destrojed by an early trepanning operation, and are quite

certain to bo destroyed if tlio operation approaclies a

decompression procedure ; it is further held that if any-

thing of this kind seems in itself to be indicated by the

symptoms, it is much wiser to meet the siLuatiou by
lumbar puncture.
A further conclusion is that cases that have been

trephined travel very badly ; they should not be mcned
for at least a fortnight. Those, on the other hand, still in

the concussion stage and on whom no trepanning operation

lias been performed travel well. They can be scut long

distances without any apparent detriment to their condi-

tion. CouGequently it ia held by many that advantage
should be taken of this circumstance to send them to hos-

pitals at which their treatment can be considered in the

light of X ray and other sources of information, and be
undertaken at leisure in an environment wholly favourable

to success.

In regard to considerations other than those involved by
the question of immediate or deferred operation there is

far less agreement.
The question, for iustance, of the treatment of depressed

portions of the inner table or of free fragments of bone, or

of buried bits of shrapnel or shell casing, is one of those on
which there is no consensus of view. Hitherto the com-
moner practice seems to have been to remove such frag-

ments and portions of bone forthwith as a matter of general

principle. But this procedure is losing favour, some
whose experience in the matter is long having come to the
conclusion that it is safer to leave such bodies untouched
unless there are symptoms definitely attributable to their

presence, or their removal is necessary to secure free

drainage.
There may be said, iu fact, to be almost two schools of

thought on this subject. The one is disposed to engage in

a more or less extensive operation in any case iu wliich
the cranium is known to have been injured, and inclines

to undertake exploratory procedures even when the
appearances seem to point to the conclusion that the
lesion is nothing more than a scalp wound.
The other school—which is formed, it should be noted,

of ex-members, so to speak, of the foregoing—takes a very
different view. It is disposed to restrict all interference
to absolutely proved needs, and the only need it habitually
recognizes as such is the provision of free drainage if the
wound is septic.

The reasoning seems to be as follows : Attempts to

remove fragments are accompanied by grave risks of

extending any existing sepsis, and, however successful,
cannot undo the damage already caused to the brain. At
the best the latter must result in the formation of scar
tissue, and the extent of this is certain to be increased by
the procedure adopted in removing the fragments. The
evil effects of retained fragments of bone or missiles are,
they consider, more or less problematic, and the time to
deal with them is when the fears to which they give rise

are actually realiztd. With a scalp wound healed the
necessary measures can be undertaken with comparative
safety. The case, in fact, will have left the province of
military surgery and will be envisaged precisely as is a
brain case in civil life, its treatment being the combined
expression of both medical and surgical views.
The foregoing is as faithful a description as I can supply

of the present position of matters. Which of the two
schools is destined to prevail is a matter of pure specula-
tion. Between the operative skill of the protagonists of
either there is absolutely nothing to choose. Personally
I am more attracted by the second and at present smaller
school, for the simple reason that, extremely conservative
as are its practices, it represents what seems to me really
the more progressive line of thought.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Army.

Prisoner and Woiindcd.
Temporary Lieutenant James Richardson Spensley,
K.A.M.C., whose death in action was officially reported on
October 13th, and of whom an obituary notice was given
in the British Medical Jourkal of October 16tb, has

since been reported as living as late as October 20tli, but a
prisoner, seriously wounded, in the hospital for officers at

Mainz, Oermany.

Died on Service.

Assistant Surgeon Archibald Wilfred Cummins, Indian
Subordinate Medical Department, is reported as having
died in France. He was born on October 4th, 1886, became
a fourth class Assistant Surgeon on March 4th, 1907, and
was promoted to tbe third class on March 4th, 1912. His
last station in India was Firuzpur.

Captain .Tames Fairburn Fairey, R.A.M.C., is reported in

the casualty list published on November 15th to have died
in France. He was an Australian, and was educated at
the University of Melbourne, where he took the degree of

M.B. in 1909, that of B.S. in 1910, and the M.D. in 1912.

He took the diploma of F.R.C.S.Eng. iu 1914. He joined
the R.A.M.C. as a temporary Lieutenant ou August 16th,

1914, and was promoted to Captain on completion of a
year's service.

Assistant Surgeon Archibald Albert Frend Hart, of the

Indian Subordinate Medical Department, is reported to

have died on service at Aden. He was born on December
3rd, 1879, entered the department as a fourth class

assistant surgeon on March 3rd, 1899, and reached tlio

second class ou April 17tli, 1911. Previous to the war ho
•was in civil employment in Burma. Ho was at first

erroneously reported as wounded.

n^ounded.

Major C. H. Turner, R.A.M.C, France.
Captain F. B. Bevan-Brown, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Captain G. R. Rickman, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Captain B. Hughes, R.A.M.C.(T.F.).
Captain Henry James Burke, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Lieutenant J. B. Woodrow, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Lieutenant C. J. H. Sharp, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant J. M. McLachlan, R.A.M.C. (temporary),

France.
Assistant Surgeon P. J. Doran.I.S.M.D., Indian Frontier.
This is the second time Captain Burke's name has

appeared iu the casualty lists. He was reported aa
wounded once before, iu the list published on August 7tb.

Suffering from Gas Poisoning.

Lieutenant G. Redpath, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.

KURSES IX THE CASUALTY LIST.

The death of Staff Nurse A. G. Hawken, of the New Zealaiul
Nursing Service, in the Mediterranean area of war, was re-

ported in the casualty list published on November 11th. On
the same day it was also announced that ten staff nurses of the
same service had been lost in the transport ilurquetle. tor-

pedoed in tlie Aegean Sea on October 23rd. Lieutenant F. H.
Touag, K.A.JI.C, was lost in the same vessel, as stated in the
JOfHNAL last v.eek. There were iu all thirty-six nurses on
bn.iil, ^if MlrMi I wenty-six were saved. Of the other ten, the
fii . .—

i K L'ers, is reported as drowned; the other nine
as ill -

: . I :, \ed drowned.'' The names are: M.Rogers,
M. i-^. Im. ., i I. (lark, C. A. Fox, M.Gorman, N. M. Hilyard,
H. K. i=dt:;i, ii. L. Jamiesou, M. K. Itae, L. A. Battray.

Deaths among Sons of Medical Men.
Hall, Bruce, Lieutenant 2nd Battalion South Staffordshire

Regiment, twin son of Dr. Hall, of Hodnet, Shropshire, killed
in France on September 25th. He was educated at Deustone
College, where he was a prefect and was in the O.T.C., and was
ou the point of going up to Cambridge when the war broke out;
he took a commission from August 15th, 1914.
Hammond, G. O., Sergeant 2nd Battalion Border Regiment,

son of the late Dr. Hammond, of Penarth, killed in France ou
September 25th. aged 33.

McGachen, Francis Stewart, Lieutenant-Commander R.N.,
son of the late William Dobson McGachen, M.D., of Bedford
Square, London, W.C, died at Southsea on October 29th, aged
32. He was educated at Rugby and in the training ship
Dril('nniiti, joined H.M.S. Emijfiiion as a midshipman, and
served in the third China war of 1900, for which he received
the medal. He had recently been serviug in the Persian Gulf
expedition.
Taylor, Charles E., Second Lieutenant 1st Battalion West

Vorkshire Regiment, son of Dr. Michael H. Taylor, coroner for

the Richmond and Kingston districts of Surrey, killed iu

France on November 1st, aged 23. He joined the 6th Battalion
East Surrev Regiment in 1913, and got a commission in the
West Yorks on October 1st, 1914.
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Wright, Walter Herbert, Lieutenant-Colonel, reserve. King's
Own Yorkshire Light Iufautr\ , last surviving sou of the late

Dr. T. li. Wright, o( Wakelielil, died in the Second Noitlicrri
GenerftI Hospital, Beckett's rnrk, Leeds, on November Stli,

aged 67. Ho retired from the Volunteers some years au'o with
the honorary rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, and was apiiointod
a Major in the Territorial Force Reserve of the Ji.O.Y.L.I. on
August 12th, 1914.

HONOURS.
The C!a:et!e of November 8th publishes a list of honours
coufej-red for services in the I")artlcnelles expedition ou
officers niontioneil in Sir Ian Hamilton's last dispatch.

Auioug tbem arc tlio names of three medical officers.

Distinguished Service Cross.
Surgeon J. Pratt, K.N.

C.M.G.
Colonel the Hon. J. L. Beeston, Australian Army Medical

Corps.
Lieateuaut-Colonel C. M. Begg, New Zealand Medical Corps.

Second Lieutenant C. S. Peddie Bltick, of the 6th Battalion
Highland Light Infantry, who was decorated with the Military
Cross ou October 29th "for gallantry in the Dardanelles, took
the M.B. and B.Ch. at Glasgow in 1910. After qualifying he
acted 89 assistant medical officer at Stobhill Hospital, Glasgow,
after which he served as surgeon in the British Ked Cross
Hospital iu the Balkan war of 1912-13, and received from King
Peter the Servian order of St. Sava. Ou his return he be-
came assistant physician to the Glasgow Royal Asyhnu at
Gartnavel, leaving that post to take a combatant commission
from September 10th, 1914. He is a native of Dufftown, and
the son of Captain Black, superintendent of the Monarch
Steamship Company, Glasgow.

Temporary Captain J. M. McLaggan, on whom, as was
ainiounced last week, the Military Cross has been conferred,
graduated at Aberdeen iu the summer of 1913, and shortly
afterwards became house-physician at the Aberdeen Eoyal
Inlirmai-y. His term of office had not quite expired whcnhe
obtained"permissiou to join the R.A.M.C.
• Captain J. E. McCurdio, who, as was announced last week,
received the Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry on
September 25-27th, graduated at Glasgow in 1912. At Glasgow
he was a member of the Cuiversity O.T.C. After graduation he
held the posts of junior and senior house-surgeon to the North
Riding Infirmary, Middlesborough, and at the outbreak of war
was house-surgeon to the North Ormesby Hospital iu that
town.

NOTES.
Medical Officers Wanted.

?;7s< niffhland Monntcd Britindc Field Ainh)dancc.
Two medical otlicers are urgently required to complete the
establishment of this field ambulance, now sending drafts over-
seas. i'uU particulars regarding pay, duties, etc., will be given
on application to the Officer Commanding, 2,1st Highland
Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance, K.A.M.C, 2, Mount Street,
Diss, Norfolk.

5lh Provisional Field Amhulance.
There is a vacancy for an officer, who need not be physically

fit for foreign service, in this unit. Further particulars will be
found in our advertising columns.

CSnglaitb mb Walts,

The London Motor .^jrBcxANCE SER^^CE.
The London County Council has received a report from
its General Pnrposes Committee, which announced tliat

the tentative scheme for a motor ambtilance service,

approved by the Council on March 10th, 1914, is at lent;lh

in full operation. The reference to the Special Committee
which had this matter in hand was accordingly dis-

charged, and the duty of maintaining and managing the
ambulance service in the future was formally handed over
to the Firo Brigade Committee. Thus, after thirteen
years, the Conncil has reverted to the proposal put
forward in 1902 by a subcommittee, which, under Sir
William Collins's chairmanship, advised the establishment
of such service in conne.'iion with the Fire Brigade. At
that time the motor anibulancc was criticized as a " fad,"
and its suitability for the London service was hotly con-
tested in official quarters for several years. Wo have
uniformly supported the scheme as originally propounded
to the Council, and rejoice to sec that it has at last been
carried ont. The enormous development and high appre-
ciation of the motor ambulance during the war make us
apt to forget that even so recently as August 29th, 1914, as
was stated iu the Jocksal, '• in military work the motor

ambulance.9 have still to be tested and their relative
efficiency comjiared with horso ambulances." In the
official publications of the British Red Cross Society it is

claimed that the first year of the war evolved the motor
ambulance, and that its possibilities had previously passed
unnoticed. We understand that Mr. A. F. P. Roger, who
has laboured so successfully in organizing the service of
the British Ked Cross Society, has admitted the inaccuracy
of that claim. The history of tho motor ambulance is

recorded iu the Home Office Committee's report in 1909
on the Loudon service, and statutory recognition of
" ambulances and other vehicles to be drawn by electric
and other mechanical" power " was embodied in Sir
William Collins's Metropolitan Ambulances Act of the
same year. We congratulate the London County Council
on their tardy but successful completion of the limited
service thus far approved; and we are sure that under
Commander Sladen, R.N., of the Firo Brigade, tho
maintenance and full development of this necessary
communal service will be assured.

The Retkenchments of the London County Cocncil.

The financial retrenchment policy of the Loudon County
Council includes a reduction of over ^2,000 a year in the
amount to bo expended ou the medical inspection of school
children. Tho proposal was that, instead of the present
arrangement whereby the whole of the entrants into the
schools are subjected to a thorough medical examination,
only children specially selected by the teachers and nurses,
or judged from their general appearance by the iuspecting
doctor to require it, should be subjected to detailed ex-
amination. Jt was thought, moreover, that school doctors
might be asked to extend the time given to medical
inspection with a view to the examination each sesi^iou of

thirty cases inrstead ot tweuty-tivc, except iu the case oi

entrants selected (or fiuthoi- exauiiuatiou. The principle
of employing both [uU-tiiue and part-time doctors was
maintained. The Chairman of the Education Committee
said, in reply to criticisms, that the restriction of medical
inspection was not wholly- put forward on tho ground of

economy, but also in order to free a number of doctors to
meet the demands of the War Office ; the effect of the
arrangements would be to enable the Council to release
the equivalent of four and a half full-time doctors and four
full-time nurses for war service. Dental treatment had
been increased to an extraordinary degree during the last

four or five years ; 57,000 cases were dealt with in thirty-

three dental centres, and there was no intention of re-

ducing this number. The saving would be effected in
connexion with four new centres. Tlie proposals weio
carried, as were also proposals negativing during the war
the provision of additional schools for children suffering

from high myopia, and rearranging in the direction of

greater economy the schools for the physically and
mentally defective. The special committee on w.ar esti-

mates also recommended a saving of .£1,450 ou the public
health services by reducing from 3,000 to 1,200 the number
of samples of milk examined.

^cotlaulr.

Maimed Soldieks.
A SCHEME has been worked out at the suggestion of tho
Scottish Veterans' Garden City Association for the estab-

lishment in the various areas of Scotland of villages

wherein a soldier, whose economic value in the labour
market has been reduced on account of loss of a limb or

other disability, may find a home for his family, and may
be trained in some useful work by which he can supple-

ment his pension. It is proposed to establish committees
iu each locality, and in Ediubargh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
Perth, Inverness, and Dumfries, such committees have
been established or are iu process of formation. There is

a central council which has had plans prepared showing
villages containing thirty-nine houses, three shops, and
three workshops, on three acres ot ground. The estimated

cost of bnilding such a village is £11,000. The intention

is to let the houses to suitable men, who will bo trained iu

such work as carving, metal work, basket work, and
poultry fai-ming.
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Obstetrics in Glasgow and the West of Scotlanu;

'Die Gh'-finuir Herald publislied on November 10th a strong

,-:],|., ;il f.o , 1 n ution iu moUiercraft, in tlio course of which
^! , 1

1 lit before a coiiferonoe, recently held in Glas-

,_,, i, h, I II. line, one of the physicians to the Glasgow
'jlaLdiity llo^i.ilal, and Professor of Midwifery in St.

Mims'j'ti CoUej^e, were quoted. He stated that in one month

in this year 127 obstetric cases wore dealt with, and that

of these 41 were normal and 86 abnormal ; he doubted

whether there was an institution in the world which could

show a sliiiilar proiJortion of abnormal cases that they

lould. C'aisarcan soi;tion had had to be done thrice in

one day within two hours, and on a certain day iu the past

year it had been performed four times. Maternity hos-

pitals were more than local charities, they were national

iustitutions. The autenatal department in connexion with

the Glasgow liuspital had been reorganized, and it was
hoped soon to have a postnatal one to complete

the work. The article concludes with references to the

pressing importance of a Midwives Act for Scotland,

and to the value of maternity hospitals as training iusti-

tutions for doctors and nurses. Two days before this

article appeared Dr. Samuel Cameron read a paper

at the opening meeting of the session of the Queen
Margaret College, Glasgow, on "Two famous Lanarkshire

obstetricians." These were William Smcllie and William

Hunter. The life of the former was divided between
Lanark, his biillipUu ., and London, the scene of his work
as a Icctmei- nil miilw ilory. It was almost impossible to

estimate tlie uixat value of Smellie's services to obstetrics.

"Bycavetul observation he placed before the profession

valuable clinical Licts, which entirely changed the methods
of teaching and brought great benefit to humanity." The
name of Vvilliam Hunter was perpetuated in Glasgow by

his gift of the Hunterian Museum, which was received by
the university in 1807. He was born in 1718—twenty-one
years later than Sraellie—at Long Calderwood, near East

Kilbride, the seventh child of a family of ten. He entered

Glasgow University at the age of 13, intending to study

divinity, but chaugcd to medicine, with great profit to that

science, and especially to the obstetrical part of it. In

London, whither Hunter also betook himself, ho came
into touch with Smellie, and he was joined there by his

younger brother John.

Hr^lanti.

Ikish Medical War Cojimittee.

A MEETING of the Irish Medical War Committee was
held at the Royal College of Physicians, Dublin, on
November 8th, when Dr. MacDowel Cosgrave, Presi-

dent of the Royal College of Physicians, occupied the chair.

The other members present were : The Right Hon. M. F.

Cox, F.K.C.P., P.C, Dr. J. F. O'Carroll, Vice-President,

R.C.P.I., Colonel Heron, R.A.M.C, Dr. T. Hennessy, and
Dr. M. R. J. Hayes, Honorary Secretary. A large amount
of correspondence was dealt with. The following resolu-

tion was unanimously passed and directed to be forwarded
to the Local Government Board

:

That, in view of the uryeiit need which exists for doctors to

serve in the r,.A.M.r'., the Irisli Medical War Committee
strongly urges I'.dinh ..f ( iiiaidians and other corporations
to facilitate tlnii- ihi.Ii..i,I odicers to the fullest extent iu

volunteerinfj then seiAiees. Iu furtlierance of this object,

the Committee are ol opinion that public bodies should
accept the substitutes nominated by their medical ofticers,

provided that the interests of the sick poor are safeguarded
to the satisfaction of the Local Government Board.

Dr. T. Hennessy was selected to represent the Irish

Medical War Committee on the- Central Medical AVar
Committee.

University College, Cork.
The number of students attending the University

College, Cork, dm-iug the session 1914-15 was 420, as

against 407 duriug the session 1913-14. Of the 420 students

396 were matriculated, 14 were non-matriculated, aud 10

were post-graduate. Tlic number of new students was
123. The steady and gratifying rise in the number of

matriculated students, as well as the great increase in the

number of engineering students, are noteworthy points in

the report. The difficulty of carrying on the work of the

college had been increased by the war, no fewer than five

members having been withdrawn from the staff; and over
200 former students of the college had taken service in

the war. The deaths of Professor Molohan, Professor of

Latin as well as Registrar, of Professor Keene (Greek),

and of Dr. Cotter, who was a member of the governing
body and a prominent surgeon in the city of Cork, and in

previous years a teacher in the medical school, bad been
keenly felt. Consequent on the deaths of the two classical

prDfossors, the governing body, after prolonged discussion,

and acting on the advice of the Academic Council, decided
to abolish the chairs of Latin and Greek, and to constitute

in place thereof a professorship and lectureship in

Ancient Classics. The reason for this change was that

the number of students in Latin was very largo, and in

Greek comparatively small. Several improvements havo
been made in the buildings, including the enlargement of

both men's and v/omen's clubs, the heating of the obser-

vatory, and the construction of a new stand at the athletic

grounds.

Ulster Medical Society.

At the opening meeting of the session Dr. J. S. Morrow,
the outgoing president, took the chair, and, after the

reading of the minutes, introduced liis successor. Dr.

A. Gardner Robb, who before giving his address rccallcci

the deaths of three Fellows during the past year—Dr.

John Mclhoy of Belfast, Dr. J. W. Olpherts of Down-
Patrick, aud Dr. Brian O'Brien, Local Government Board
Inspector—and paid a suitable tribute to each. A resolu-

tion expressing the deep regret and sorrow of the society

at the recent death of Dr. O'Brien was passed. Dr. Hobh
in his address dealt with recent experiences of acute polio-

myelitis. He said that only in recent years had acuto

poliomyelitis appeared in epidemic form. The first epi-

demic was recorded in 1881 ; since then outbreaks amount-
ing at times to epidemics had appeared in Norway,
Sweden, the Continent of Europe generally, and America.
Various names had been assigned and varieties had been
distinguished; the incubation period was probably five to

ten days but might be shorter; its onset was often

mistaken for cerebro- spinal meningitis or influenza.

Experiment had shown that the virus was transmissible

to monkeys, was capable of passing through a porcelain

filter and was ultra-microscopic, and that antibodies were
produced, but no practical use had yet been made of this

knowledge. The disease was probably transmitted by
acute and chronic cases and by healthy carriers. The
stable-fly was not an agent. A hearty vote of thanks to

Dr. Morrow for his conduct in the chair during the past

year and to Dr. Robb for his address was passed with
acclamation, on the motion of Professor Lindsay, seconded

by Dr. McCaw.

Irish War Hospitals Supply Depot.

It is proposed to start a central depot in Dublin with the

object of drawing together the various depots and work
guilds which are already working throughout Ireland, in

making dressings for the war hospitals both at homo and
at the front. A central committee has been formed, with

Lady Waterford as chairman, under the auspices of the

city and county branches of the British Red Cross Society

and the St. John Ambulance Association, and has received

the approval of the joint committee iu London. Theso
f three organizations are represented on the Central Irish

War Hospital Supply Committee by two members each;

the Presidents of the Royal College of Physicians and
Royal College of Surgeons, as well as several ladies, who
are already engaged in war hospital supply works, have
also consented to act. It is a necessary part of the
scheme that all dressings should be standardized, as far

as making and packing are concerned, and that extreme
cleanliness should be exercised in their handling. Depots
are advised not to undertake this work until instruc-

tion has first been obtained. Home work is not per-

mitted, as the risk of possible infection must bo

reduced to a minimum. Several experienced ladies

will act as teachers, and arrangements can bo made
for one of these to instruct classes iu the country,

wherever a now depot is being started. One feature of

this scheme will bo the utilization of fresh sphagnum
moss, the preparation of which and its use as a dressing

wore described by Mr. Cathcart in the Journal of July

24th, p. 137. This moss is to be found in all bogs iu
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Ireland, ami con be easily coUecteil, and there is now a big
aivil growing demand for it from the front, whore its

utility hiis been proved. Bandages, swaby?, sponges, slings,

many-tailed bandages, splints, etc., are also included iu

tho list of supplies to bo made, and the intention is that
boxes and bales will be sent to hospitals for our own
troops, or for those of our allies. Steps arc being taken
to procni-e a houso in Dublin in a central position, ainl

when the organizers, officers, and manageresses of depart-
ments have been appointed, invitations will be Issued to

the members of Voluntary Aid Detachments and other
ladies to give their services daily. It is also proposed to

form a men's committee to assist as packers and to make
boxes, splints, etc. Money will bo wanted as well as
labour to make the Dublin depot worthy of Ireland, and
it is hoped that this practical and useful scheme will

receive the support that it deserves.

CaiTt*5pouD£itrf.

THE TRE.\TMEXT OF GUNSHOT FRACTURES OF
THE LEG WITH POSTERIOR WOUNDS.

Sir,— I was glad to see Professor Morton's paper under
the above heading iu your issue of August 28th, and I

welcome his criticisms.

Unfortunately Professor Morton does not appear to have
given tho splint I described ' a trial, so that tho criiicisuis

lose their value to a great extent. He fears the extension
I described would not be sufficient for a bad case of coui-

minutcd fracture of, say, both bones, and that is so ; tho
remedy is, of course, more slings, for which the upper bar
is provided ; in most cases ext-ension ^)/iis one sling is

satiicient, I find, but there is no objection to the use of any
number of slings if they ai'e found to be necessary.

Possibly tl;e •' extension " might be better described as
" fixation," but extension, however carried out, is necessary
in the first instance to get the bones into proper position

;

when this has been accomplished fixation is rather an
advantage than otherwise. Whatever it bo called, the pull

bn the straps overcomes the tendency of the muscles to

cause overriding of the fragments, and if that " pull " be
not fi.xed in some way, overriding will recur, as has hap-
jjened in a case now under treatment, in which the upper
extension straps slipped, and the patient's leg also slipped

9ow»wards, with the result that there was overriding and
sagging of the fracture area.

As regards the extension on the ankle, I usually bind the
foot evenly on to a foot-piece as well, so that the pressure
is distributed evenly, and the foot-piece I make to project
below the he.ol, so'tliat tlio latter rarely touches the sup-
porting shelf. Tho ON tension itself, of course, tends to

keep the heel from dropping : so far no case has complained
of any pain from the extension apparatus on the ankle.

In view of the tendency of the suppuration in bad cases to

track up the calf, I think much raising of the foot of the
bed for the purpose of extension by the weight of the body
inadvisable. Professor Morton's splint would seem to bo
excellent for simple cases— it is slings without extension,
and looks as if it would be comfortable and efficient.

—

I am, etc.,

C. H. Barber,
Basra, Oct. 6th. Capt. I M.S.

BROMIDES IN EPILEPSY.
Sir.—Considerable interest attaches to the letter of

Dr. Humphrey Davy in your issue of November 6t!i.

Dr. Davy states that calcium bromide is effective iu

diminishing the frequency and intensity of the fits in half

the doses of the potassium salt, and not only so, but that
nnder its use (and more especially if the patient has been
taking the potassium salt previously) mental activity

increases and the general health improves. Now, as
regards the dosage, it is to be remembered that a molecule
of calcium bromide contains twice the quantity of biomiiie
iu a molecule of potassium bromide, and as the molecular
weight of KBr is 119.11, and that of CaBr., is 200.2, it

follows that a half-dose by weight of CaBr., is practically
equivalent in bromine content to a corresponding wholo
dose by weight of KBr. A.s each of these salts may be
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assumed to be dis.sociated freely iu tho usual quantities of
water added, it follows that tue benefit observed by Dr.
Davy is not associated with any reduction in the bromine
ions. It must therel'oic bo due to the calcium. It is

interesting to recall, in this connexion, the observation of
Locb that sodium salts, which precipitate calcium, causa
irritability of muscle and nerve, and he suggests tho
administration of calcium as a cure for neuroses and forms
of nervous irritability or instability. The same observer
pointed out that a bivalent cation (such as Ca or Sr) has what
may be termed an " antitoxic " action on a monovalent
anion (Br) not possessed'hy a monovalent cation (K, Na)

;

in other words, it is tho magnitude rather than the sign of
the charge wliich is effective.

Some interesting experiments by H. von Wyss showed
that large doses of sodium bromide were followed by
unfavourable symptoms (paresis), which were due, not
to the bromine, but to a very great reduction in the
chlorides of the blood. Such symptoms were very quickly
relieved by giving .sodium chloride. This suggests the
addition of a liberal dose of chloride to bromine mixtures
for epileptics. It is at any rate evident from the fore-

going considerations that there is some room for
investigation.

Dr. Mercier's very low estimate of the percentage of

epileptics which are benefited by bromides—"imhkely
more than one out of seventeen"—is certainly very different

from one's experience of hospital cases. I have had many
epileptics from the homes or "colonies" where they
received no bromide, get rapidly and permanently well
under full doses of the drug.—I am, etc.,

London. W.. Nov. 8tli. A. G. AuLD.

rXIVERSITY OF LONDOX.
Dr. E. p. Povi.Tox has been recoguizeJ as a tcaclier of
medicine at C4uy's Hospital Me^lical School.

It is reported that owing to circumstances connected with the
war Mr. J. bherren has been appointed examiner in surgery, iu
place of Mr. Warren Low, and J)r. C. H. .T. Lookyer iu obstetric
medicine, in place of Dr. G. F. Blaciier.

The Senate has forwarded to the Goverument a report giving
details of the large amount of research work in connexion with
the war now being carried out by the staffs of the incorporated
colleges of the University.

UMYEBSITY OF GLASGOW.

At a meeting, on Xovembor lltli. of the Glasgow University
Court; presided over by I'l r. 1 a; -,11

| aia MacAlister, an ap-
preciation was submittO' I ,

I .

i liii J-'ergiisou's services
on the occasion of his r. : 1. i he Cljaii- of Cliemistry
(seetlte.Jori;xAi. tVir X.'i , !i .- ••] to wliicli he liadbeeu
iippointcl ! ;tii I'r. .i^ :-,l 1 . /

1 ineciiition refei'red to
Profess.ii I r ;. I ,,ii with the University
as studei
and s]je< !

the best i

years,
i.l luisellish devotion to
ioh ha.l always charac-

for the purposes of study and of research, other business
before the Court was the consideratiou of the Institution of a
degree iu the theory, practice, and history of education.

GR.\DU.\Tioy Ceremost.
A number of degrees in the various Faculties at Glasgow were

conferred at a graduation ceremony on Saturday, November
13th. Principal Sir Donald MacAlister presided. The following
is a list of the graduates in Medicine (M.D.)

:

'il. Young, !E. M. Milne, :E. fi. Glover, R. M. Macfarlane. F. J.

Barker, H. Bair, Jane Eoifl Foulds Gilmour iMrs. tihrubsall),

Elizabeth Maud M'Vail, U. M. Wallsor.
' With honours. + With blRh coniuiendation,

C With commendation.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
An ordinary council was held on November 11th, wheu Sir

William Watson Cheyne, Fresideut, was in the chair.

Ifsite of Diploiiins.

Diplomas of Membership were granted to 103 candidates
found qualified at the recent examinations. Diplomas of the

Licence in Dental Surgery were granted to five candidates
recently found qualified.

AdiiUion to Dental Schools.

The Dental Department of the University of Illinois, Chicago,
was added to the list of dental schools recognized by tha
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f'ollege, and graduates in dciitnl surgery of the I'liivcrsily

v/erc exempted from tlie Preliminary Science Examiniition for

the Licence in Dental Surgery under the conditions of par. 7,

fcjcc. ii of the Regulations.

BiniUhmr Lecture.

ThcBradshaw Lecture will be given by Sir Anthony Bov.lby
on Monday, December 20th, at 5 p.m., the subject being
" Wounds in war."

Lihrani nf the Viiircnsitij of Lonrain.
The Tresident and Mr. DArcy Power were appointed

delegates to serve on the British Committee which is benig
formed to co operate with the Institute of France with the aim
of reconstituting the library of this university.

Medicnl Stuileiita ami the O.T.C.
• A letter was received from the War Ofiice on tlie enhjcct of

medical students and military training, urgii g that all senior
^iludcMts who have not already done so should bjcome cadets in
tlie luedical units of their University Ofticers' Training Corps.
'I'hf (Jouncil expressed its concm-reuce with the course
suggested.

CONJOINT BOARD I\ EKGLAXD.
The diplomas of L. 11.0.P. and M.H.C.S. have been conferred
upon the following candidates, who were successful at the final

examination in Medicine, Surgery, and Midwifery:

r. W. I,. Andrew. G. A. Ba*. B. F. Bailey, R. T. Bail?y. O. Bailcan,
E. a. Barker, Mahmiid Bayuini, G. C. Bcrs, C. F. l(e>c-rs. Sobau
Lai Bbatia, Bulros Bishar* Satish Chandra Biswas, .\. I<.

Bodlcy, ,Mor«aret S. O. l!ott. G. K. Bowes. 'A ice D. Brooke,
E. F. Buckler, C. H. C. Byrne. E. I.. Caldwell Smith. M.
C-irrasco, M.Cha.lvvick. V II. Coatcs. R. C Cooke. Bleyathamby

1 A. Cr.rnr.!iiis. T. R. Davie<!. F,. V. de Souza,
!; <i Dirmlo-v-. (JnanaMidairi MnnKalanalban
.!. :.;i . . i.M.uu, 1,1 (,:,,

i . \!. 11,0(1 Falimi
n. MiM.

f; O. Hompson, F. E. Hiy^ins, B. Hii.l- i,, ( \ . II

S. C. W. Ivedalc, I.nis G. C. Ilriago, E. 1.. 1-, n
,

i , ,i

deue, D.S..Jones, .7. r. .Tones. CJ, S. J. K^ . ;
.

, ( H
T. H. V. Kiut'. VaiilicI Knipenia, A. A I.-i 1 i

I

Jjeslic. E. M.l,itebfl.-ld, M. I,. Loveltss, \V Jt. Loveless.
I^ndoif, F. K Marriott, H. N JIorRau. Hannah G. \lo
J. K. Muir, W. G S. Necly. W. U. Newland, '^Violet Kcwi
•KatUleeu H. Parkinson. .T F. M. Pavne, F. Portc-r-J

S. R. P
liobinson, L. C. S Ro.i,. \'.

,
' s, m ;ui«

K. Simons, G. E. Spicer. I - I . . i

Htoon Oo Tba. .1. W. I i
'

i • i

II. C. C. Vcitcb. A. IJ. Ve; ,, «, I

A. R. S. Warden, J. W. w^^m
, i'. }I W i :

Wilson.
* Under the Medical Act. 1876.

The ii.

follow! iiL

Decembi i

1916.

:;s- HALL OF IRELAXD.
1 -r the Licence will begin on (he
Dec-ember 6th ; Intermediate. Part I,

Uecember 20th ; Final, January 3rd,

©bituary.

EGBERT BOXALL, M.D., M.B. AXb B.C.Cant.«.

AFiEn spcndiug several years in retirement in the coimtry,
this distinguislied scientific obstetrician suddenly died on
November 7tli at liis residence, Abinger, Snrrej'. Dr.
Bo.Kall was tiie son of Mr. Henry Boxall, F.J<.C.S., and a
nephew of the hxte Mr. Albert Napper, the founder of the
cottage hospitals. He was born in 1858, at Wisborougli
Green, a village near Horsham, in Sussex, and was
educated at Epsom College.

Dr. Boxall studied medicine at University College and
its hospital. He was known from the first as a very hard-
working student, and recognized by his teachers as a first-
rate note ta,ker. Ho took the diplomas of M.K.C.S. in 1882
au I L.R.O.P. in the succeeding year, and afterwards was
appointed obstetric assistant, first at University College
Hospital, and then at the General Lying-in Hospital,
where lie ultimately became obstetric physician. In 1889
Dr. Boxall was appointed assistant obstetric physician
to the Middlesex Ho.spitai. He was nia<^le lecturer on
practical midwifery in .July, 1889, and full lecturer in mid-
wifery in Febrnriry, 1902, holding the latter chair until his
retirement in March, 1903, owing to ill health. From first
till last he worked incessantly. When occupied with bis
duties at the lying-in hospital he took the Brussels degree
of M.D. and afterwards the Cambridge M.B., so that^his
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clinical and sclcutific labours were cotnplicatccl by much
travelling.

Dr. Boxall, wlicn attached to the General Lying-in
Hospital, drew np an important clinical and ecieutifio

monograph on scarlatina during pregnancy and in the
puerperal slate, based on the investigation of 16 cases of

undoubted scarlatina amongst 423 patients under his car©
about the time of the epidemic of that disease in the
south of London in 1884. Ills main couclubious were thai;

the agency of scarlet fever as a cause of puerperal fever
bad been, at that time, greatly over-rated, and that scarlet
fever breeds true in the pregnant and puerperal woman,
and produces not puerperal fe\xr but typical scarlet fever,

which runs the ordinary course of the disease. Sir John
Williams, Piesident of the Obstetrical Society, when the
monograph (to be found in the thirtieth volume of tho
Society's Tmnsaciions) was read and discussed, remarked,
in commending it, that no inferences of any value with
regard to the relation of puerperal to scarlet fever could bo
arrived at save under conditions in which puerperal fever

arising from other causes than scarlet, fever could bo
excluded. Tlic main reason why so high a value must bo
attached to Dr. Boxall's work was that those essential

conditions were present when he carried on his work. Dr.
Boxall's researclics also testified to the priceless value of

antiseptics in midwifery,. and he contributed a paper ou
the chemical incompatibility of antiseptic agents to this

JouiiNAL (vol. i, 1888, p. 898). Ho wrote also a valuable
clinical paper ou fever in childbed, which is preserved iu

the thirty-second and thirty-fifth volumes of tho Obstet-
rical Society's Tnnisactions. The first part (1890) dealt

with general hygiene and antisepsis; the second (1893j

treated of the relation of external meteorological con-
ditions to the incidence of febrile illness in childbed.
The late Dr. Herman, President of the society when
the second part of tliis second monograph was read,

spoke of Boxall's splendid contributions to the know-
ledge of puerperal diseases. The evidence consisted
of statistical tables, the compilation of which must
have involved the examination of enormous masses of

detail. There was no more painstaking, practical, and
scientific obstetrician at that time than Dr. Boxall.

He also contributed to the forty-seventh volume of tho
Obstetrical Transactions a third monograph, on mor-
tality in childbed, both in hospital and general practice,

read before tho society in April, 1905, His general con-
clusions were : (1) That the total death-rate from child-

birth had not diminished either in England and Wales, iu

Scotland, or in Ireland, where it was abnormally high aft

compared with the other divisions of the kingdom, but
had declined considerably in London. (2) That tlie death-
rato from accidents of childbirth had declined slightly iu

each division of tho kingdom, but was abnormally high in

L.-eland, and in London had markedly diminished. (3l

That the death-rate from puerperal septic diseases had, if

anything, shown a tendency to increase in each division

of the kingdom, but in London had been declining for at
least a decade.

Dr. Boxall likewise made many minor communications
to the Transactions of the Obstetrical Society, and wroto
an independent work on antiseptics in midwifery. To
Allbutt and Plaj'fair's System of Gijnaccology he contri-

buted an article on diagnosis in gynaecolog}^
Dr. Boxall practised for several years in Portland Place.

A relative having bequeathed to - him a considerablo

sum of money, he retired from the profession and spent a
great deal of time in gardening, especially in the rearing

of Dutch bulbs. He was likcwi-se a keen fisherman, and
for many years used to go to France, where he knew of a
good trout stream.

We have received the following appreciation of Dr.
Boxall from Sir Francis Ch.vjii'NEVs: "Tho Eobert
Boxall of whom I propose to give a few lines from memoirs
was the house-physician of tlie General Lying-in Hospital,

York Boad, Lambeth, while I was visiting physician
there. He did his medical work there admirably ; lie was
the best taker of notes I ever knew—thej- were always to

the point, accurate, terse, and comiilete. He was an ad-
mirable cross-examiner, and succeeded in gaining infor-

mation from a reluctant witness iu e, most unusual
manner. In pursuing an investigation for others he was
unsparing of his time and trouble, his only object being to
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elucklate tlio problom and to arrive at the truth. It was
at this period that ho wrote his paper 011 scarhitina aud
the puerperium—a paper which has let light aud commoa
80US0 iuto a subject which was till theu coufused and
obscure. I think that this was the best period of his

work ; and, looking back, I seem to see the shadow of the
ill health which affected him iu after-life rather earlj-.

This was one of the chief causes why the promise of his

youth was not fulfilled. In the latter part of his life ho
transferred the interest which ho had formerly devoted to

his profession to gardening, on which he was very keen,
aud which the inheritance of a competence enabled him to

pursue."

ALEXANDER MACGEEGOR BUCHANAN, A.M.,

AI.D.Glasg. akd F.K.F.P.S.GI.ASG.,

PKOFESSOR OF ASATOJIT, ASDEnSON COLLEGE MEDICAL SCHOOL.

Professor Buchanan died at his home in Glasgow on
November 9th, at the age of 71. He was born at Leith,

whore his father was a sui^ervisor of Excise. He was
educated at the High School aud the University of

Glasgow, where, after taking the degree of M.A., he
graduated M.B. and CM. in 1868, and obtained the degree
of M.D. in 1871. He held for a time the appointment of

resident house-phjsiciau at the Uoyal Infirmary, Glasgow.
In 1868 he was appointed demonstrator under the late

Dr. Allen Thomson, and in 1873 professor of anatomy iu

the Andersonian University ; when the medical faculty of

the old institution was separated as Anderson's College

I^Iedical School, Dr. Buchanan's services as professor

of anatomy were retained. He held the exaniinership
in anatomy both in the Koyal P'aculty of Physicians
and Surgeons of Glasgow and iu the University of

Glasgow. He contributed several anatomical papers to

the Journal of Anatomy and Physiology. He also

published in 19C6 A Manual of A?iatomy, Syslonatical
and Practical, inclndiny Embryology. He chieliy dis-

tinguished himself as au able teacher of his science, aud
was personally very pojiular with his pupils ; his manual
gained a high reputation in Glasgow as a students'

textbook.

GEORGE COATS, F.R.C.S., M.D.Glas., M.B., Ch.B.

Mk. George Coats died on November 2nd at a nursing

home in Edinburgh, at the early age of 39. Boru at

Paisley, be was the son of the late Mr. Alan Coats, aud
nephew of Professor Joseph Coats. He entered Glasgow
University in 1892, and graduated M.B., Ch.B. iu 1897 aud
M.D. in 1901. He held resident appointmeuts in the

Glasgow Royal Infirmary, the Western Infirmary, and the

Eye Infirmary, and afterwards went abroad to work at

eye surgery in Vienua, Munich, Freiburg, and Zurich. He
settled in London iu 1902, and was appointed pathologist

aud curator at the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital;

subsequently in 1909 he became assistant surgeon to that

hospital, full surgeon in 1914, and also assistant ophthalmic
surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital in 1911. He was for a time

attached in the same capacity to the Great Ormond Street

and Great Northern Central Hospitals. He made many con-

tributions to the literature of eye surgery, beginning with
au excellent pathological thesis for the degree of M.D.,

prepared when he was house-surgeon to the Glasgow Eye
Infirmary. In 1910 he filled the appointment of Hunteriau
Professor at the Royal College of Surgeons, choosing for

his subject congenital abnormalities of the eye, including

cy.-itic dilatatiou of the posterior chamber, au abnormality
hitherto undescribed.

In 1912 the Nettleship prize and medal of the Ophthal-
mological Society were awarded to him. He read many
papers before the Ophthalmological Society of the United
Kingdom, and worked at the comparative anatomy and
pathology of the eye. In particular, he studied the

structure of the membrane of Bruch and its relation to the

formation of colloid excrescences, and published a mono-
graph on the subject in the Royal London Ophthalmic
Hospital Reports. An abstract note of anotlicr memoir
on the membrane of Bruch, read at a meeting of the

Ophthalmological Society, was published in the Journal,
vol. ii, 1910, p. 1345. An article on retinitis haemorrhagica
interna, written in (ierman, appeared in the Archiv fiir

OpUthalmoloyie in 1912, when ho had already made public

bis researches throwing light on diseases of the vessels of

the retina. Mr. Coats translated, in association with Mr.
J. H. Parsons, Von Hanke's Therapie der Auyenkrankhcitni.
He was also a skilful operator, and careful in clinical
work.

Dr. Davis Sandler, medical missionary of the Church
of Scotland Mission, died suddenly on October 20th at
Constantinople. He took the degrees of M.B. and Ch.B. at
Edinburgh in 1902. He contributed to the Lancet in 1906
a paper on the " Causes of Leprosy," and was the author
of " The Bride of the Bosphorus " aud " Abel."

fublic health

POOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

RANCID BUTTER FOR COOKING.
According to the report of the clerk to the metropolitan
borough of Berniomlsey, 82 casks of butter were found on .June
21st, 1915, by Mr. Aslulown, Wharves and Food Inspector, to be
rancid and unlit for luiman consumption. This opinion was
confirmed by tlie Medical Ofiicer of Health and by Mr. Bodmer,
the Public Analyst. A prosecution was instituted, and the case
was beard in the Tower Bridge Police Court on August 25th.
The defence was that, although the butter might be unsuitable
for sale in the ordinary way over the counter, it was quite
sound and fit for rooking pur|)oscs— that is, tor confectionery,
etc., and the magistrate, after e>:aminiiig the butter, decided
that it was tit for Juiniau consuniplion. No order was therefore
made under tlie regulations, ami the Ijutter was released.
According to th.' io|inrt ..f ili.' I'liblio Analyst tlie butter con-

tained 3.16 per .:/ . ,! IV,,.
,

:!,> acids, although the amount of
these acids ill li. I,

i
: I under 0.5 per cent. This fact,

coupled with t!i, i>
1 iitv, rendereil it, in the o))iniou

of theM.O.H., hi; . -111,1 ;i!;i| iHiiit'for food. It was proved that
the rancid taste and smell oonid not be distinguished in cakes
by the ordinary customer, yet when the butter was extracted
from the finished article the percentage of fatty acids had
increased aud the rancidity liad not disappeared. It appears
from this judgement that, though a vendor or importer can be
summoned for having 1 per cent, of water iu his butter above
the prescribed standard, he may have over 3 per cent, of free
fatty acids in his butter with impunity.

§XthuRl Hdus.

The War Ofiace Memorandum on the Treatment of
Injuries in War Based on Experience of the Present Cam-
paign, a full notice of which appeared "in the Journal, of

August 21st, p. 305, has now been placed on sale ; it can
be obtained through any bookseller, price 4d.
The Prime Minister stated in the House of Commons on

November 16th that applications from disaljlcd and partially
disabled sailors and soldiers for employment in Govern-
ment departments would be duly considered ; at present
the demand for the services of such men exceeded the
supply.
The Naval and Military War Pensions, etc., Act has

been printed, aud can be purchased through any book-
seller, price lid.
A DISCUSSION on the national and social aspect of the

lower birth-rate will be opened by Dr. Louis Parkes at a
meeting of the Royal Sanitary Institute, at 90, Buckingham
Palace Road, on Tuesday next, at 4.15, p.m. Dr. J. H.
Lidgett Cunipson, Director of Quarantine, Melbourne,
Australia; Dr. J. S. Purely, Officer of Health, New South
Wales; Dr. J. E. Purvis, Cambridge, aud Dr. Thomas Orr,

Ealing, have beeu elected Fellows of the Institute.

AT a meetiug of the Medico-Psychological As.sociation of

Great Britain aud Ireland to be held at 11, Chaudos
Street, London, W., on Tuesday next, at 3 p.m., the
President, Lieuteuant-Coloncl David G. Thomson, M.D.,
will describe the conversion of a county asylum into a war
hospital for 1,050 sick and wounded soldiers.

The Municipal Council of Bordeaux has voted a sum of

£1,600 towards the creation of a "practical aud normal "

school for the industrial re-education of soldiers mutilated
in the war. The General Council and the Chamber ot

Commerce have also contributed.

We are glad to learn that the Jottrnal de Medecine de

Bordeaux, which has been in a state of suspended anima-

tion since August, 1914, has come to life again. For the

present it will be a monthly publication, but the hope is

expressed that it may be possible to arrange for more
frequent issues.

The regulations Issued by the Minister of the Interior of

France in regard to the sale of alcoholic beverages to the
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civilian population are pvacticall^ iclontical ^\ith those

issued by the Miuisler of War with regard to soldiers and
muuition workers, but the sale of spirits is aUojiether

pi-oliibitcd before 11 a.m., or to women and minors at any
time.

'I'lTE nutmnn mcetinf! of the Irish Medical Rcliools'

;mkI <;i;i.|it-!. Association -will be held at I'agani's

j:. in; 'K it Tortland Street, on Wednesday,
.\ ii , I It 7 p.m. Afterwards, at 7.30, members
,iu I ., ,i-i~ .> Hi uiiic toyetlior. In the unavoidable absence
ol tlic )iresulcni (Sir Charles Cameron), Dr. W. Douglas
Mill take the cliair. Tickets (5s. 6d. each) may be ob-

tained from tlio liouor.ary secretary, Dr. W. J. Corbett,

18, Weymouth Siroc-t, r('.ill:uiil Placo, W.
At tlie anniversary UMiii-^ 'f iiic Royal Society on

St. Andrew's Day, Novciii ,1,1. lo-icph J. Thomson,
Cavendish professor of (

I

'

1 ! j-li\sicsat Cambridge,
will be pi-oposed for cl<ri n ; jm .lout, and Professor

Arthur Schuster, and Mr. William Ji:Ue Hardy as secre-

taries. Among the Fellows to bo elected to the Council on
llie same occasion are Professor J. G. Adami of Montreal,

Sir T. ClilTord Allbutt, Dr. Henry Head, and I'rofessor

J':. II. Si.nl 11! 4.

I
! I

I iui 1! ..f Epsom College w-ill shoi'tly award a -Tohn

,111 1 l.iiil . I . Ml u cock Pension of £50 a year. Candidates
iiiMM 1.

1 1, . iii\ <iuali(lcd medical men who have retired

Ironi i>rofissional work, and who in the opinion of the
Council arc in need of this pension. There is no limitation

as to a,!4c, but the Council will give special consideration
10 the claims of candidates having association With
V orcestershirc, Lincolnshire, or Carmartbenshiic. Forms

I application can bo obtained from Mr.-J. B. Eamb, the

t cretary of the college, 37, Soho Square, W.
DR. Addison, Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry

of Munitions, gave the following particulars in the iiousc
of Connnons on November 15th with reference to the
number of convictions for drunkenness in the London area
jn the four weeks preceding and following the Order of

tlic Board of Liquor Control. In the four weeks prior to

the Order the average number of convictions was 993

(686 men and 307 woincu) ; in the four weeks following the
f)rder the number of convictions was 710 {484 men and 226

women).

KttttYB, JlotBS, anil ^nslucrs.

(2)FINANCIALSl i II . -

tiscments. etc.'. .1 • ^

'ierrard. (3) MKl'i \1,

toridoii : teleplion , ::
,

1

of tlio BriUsh Medical Ab;

Dubliii.

tlicii- aiticlcs publishefl in tbo BntTisn
fsted to coinmuaicate with the OllJce,

f (!!<> RnTTT-TT HrrnirATj Associatiok
i:i>lT()i; of tl.o liKiiirtH Medic.vl

/ • :,:-l, Gcrrard.
, II ..i;R(*dver-

'

I .hone. 2630.
1 . I'i : Wesirand,
M 1

, 1 . I
.

I '
- Ii-isli office

jcialion is IC, feouth Frederick Street,

tS* Queries, answers, and communiealions relaling to tuhjects

to nliieh specinl (leparlincnts of the BRITISH Medicai. JoousaL
(iir deiotcil iiill he found wider their respective headings.

QUERIES.

C. D. asl-.s for advice in the treatment of corns on the soles of

both feet not relieved by salicylic acid preparations.

IxFANT Feeding.
Dr.. "W. B. Deummoxd (2, Ijraiaburn Terrace, Edinhnrj;h'.
desires to see specimens of leaflets o;j infant feeding used for

distribution to mothers.

Inxome Tax.
DniixisHKD asks for information as to agencies for the repay-
ment of income tax and refers to a system of calculating the
liability of medical practitionei's on a basis of one-half the
gross receipts.

' There arc several agencies of the kind referred to by
our correspondent ; we do not feel able to r-econimcnd any
particular agency in these columns, but are sending to him
the address of one which we believe to be conscientiously and
efficiently conducted. We have no information as to the

extent to which assessments were in the past based on cne-

half on the gixiss receipts, but it is extremely unlikely that

that method of calculation would be accepted at the present

(lay. If our correspondent is in a position to state his gross

receipts for three years accurately he may be able to i)reparc

liisown income tax statement with the assistance he may
derive from the article which appeared in our issue of April

18th, 1914, p. 872,

Major R.A.M.C.(Tkmp.) inquires whethmrhd is liable to income
tax on a payment of £50—presumably £50 per annum -"in
lieu of board and lodging in the hospital."

',* The payment is a pecuniary emolument, and as such is

liable to taxation. The matter was dealt with in an answer
by the Home Secretary noted in our parliamentary column
this week. His answer was no donbt based on a leading
income tax case decided o^er twenty years ago^Tennant r.

Smith. The difficulty arising from the absence of any satis-

factory criteria for estimating the value of non-pecuniary
emoluments is inherent in ail systems of income tax, a.nd

explains the fact that in this country all income received
" in kind " is exempt from tax unless it is capable of being
converted into money. An illustration is afforded by the
case of a resident assistant ; the cost of his board and resi-

dence is an admissible deduction in calculating the income
of the practitioner, but is not assessable on the assistant

inasmuch as the value thereof is not capable of conversion
into money.

S. A. F. asks whether he is entitled to deduct, for income tax
assessment, the commission paid to a mwlical agent for
securing an appointment.
\* To be deductible the expense must be incurred solely,

exclusively, and necessarily im the performance Of the duties

af the appointment. Whether necessary or not, the expense
was incurred prior to the performance of the duties, and
appears to be outside the scoi)e of the words quoted above.

ANSWERS.
BCLGABlA.—The author of " The Bulgarian bacillus in the
treatment of cystitis and pyelitis with alkaline urine," noted
in the EriTOME of the .louii.VAi., No. 97, He|)tember 25tb, is

Dr. Francis Pv. Uagiier, Professor of Genito-uriuary Suri^ery
in- the George Mashingtou IJniversity, Washiugtou, D.C.,
f.S.A. lie does not give any references to the writings of
North, Caulk, and Young in bis article. Our correspondent
would like to hear some opinions as to the value of tbo
Bulgarian bacillus in a case of chronic catarrhal colitis duo
to UaciUus coli, ami as to any -special dietary precautious
required.

C. E.—In the article by Dr. Risieu P.ussell in Allbutt and
EoUeston's Syftciii uf Medicine it is said witli regard to con-
vulsive tics, of which saltatory spasm is one, that therapeutic
measures are impotent in nearly all cases, l)ut that massage,
passive movements, gymnastics, hydrotherapeutic measures,
and the like, may be liseful adjuncts to general treatment by
iron and moral and physical discipliue, and that statif

electricity, when combiued with hydrotherapeutic measures
aitd isolation, ai>pears to do good when employed for a long
time.

letters, notes, etc.

Resident Patients and Booking Fees.

It 6as come to our notice that some of our readers who arc

willing to accept resident patients are being appealed to by
bnsiness firms to supply information generally as to what
terms they are prepared to acce|)t and at the same time
invited to pay a booking fee, varying in amount, for tlie

privilege of being included on the register of those taking

resident patients. \\'e ^ enture to warn our readers against

falling in with such a proposal. We have no quarrel with

the regular agents who keep a register of those willing to

accept resident patients, and, when au introduction ht»3

resulted in business, expectiug a certain commission. This

is a method of business to which no exception can be taken,

but it should be quite imuecessary to pay a booking fee on

the mere chance that business may follow. We hope our

readers will make a firm stand to prevent such methods
becoming general.

SCAIiE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

£ R. d.
Seven lines and under ... „. ... ... 5
Each additional lino 8
AwholocoUimn ... ... ... ... ... 3 10

' Aimge 10

An avc-i-age lino contains six words.

AH remittances by Post Office Ordorc must be made poyabic to

the British Medical Association at the General Post Office, London.
Ko i*csi»oiisibility will be accepted for any such romittancc not so
Bafcgiiaide':!.

'^rtVHvtiseinenls should be delivered, addressed te the Manaccr.
429..Strauil. London. not later than llie first iJoston Wednesday raoroii)(!

incoediut: pnblicati(.n, and. if not paid for at the time, should bo
uccohiimnicd by n reference. '•

NOTK.—It i.s against the rnlei of the Post Office to receive paste
restante letters addressed either in initials or numbers.
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I. THE PATHOLOGY OF ACUTE SPINAL
INJURIES.

I McsT first express my appreciation of the bonour tlic

College has done me by inviting mo to give the Goulstouian

Lectures for the year 1915.

It is with much diffidence that I approach the taslc,

more particularly on recalling the list of lecturers who
have preceded iiie, and the valuable contributions they

have made to medicine, and especially to that branch of it

in v\-hich my chief interests lie. The conditions under
which I have had to work during the past fourteen

months have made me realize that the ambition to attain

their high level is scarcely practicable ; I can only hope
that the number of clinical observations I have the oppor-

tunity of presenting to you will in some measure atone tor

the aiisenco of completeness and detailed analysis you will

find in my lectures.

And even what I can offer has been possible only through
the co-operation and help I received from the medical
ofiSccrs of the numerous hospitals in France, in which the

material was collected. I am more especially indebted to

my colleague, Lieutenant-Colonel Sargent, in association

with whom the work has been done. In addition to

operating on many of the cases he took a coequal part in

the necessary clinical investigations, and his name must be

consequently associated with mine in any observations of

value I can place before you.
The chief interest of our observations lies in the symptoms

produced by different types of spinal injury and when
different portions of the cord are affected, but in order to

interpret and estimate their significance correctly it is

first necessary to study the nature of the medullary
lesions to which they are due. We have been hitherto
able to obtain post-mortem examinations in about fifty

cases, and the histological changes have been studied in a
certain number of these.

The spinal cord may be injured directly by the pro-

jectile and either completely or incompletely divided, but
more commonly it escapes direct damage by the missile

and is injured only by displaced fragments of bono, which
either compress or lacerate it ; frequently, however, it is

not injured directly either by the projectile or by indriven
fragments of bone, and the structural changes in such
cases can be attributed only to the concussion or commo-
tion effects produced in the cord by a missile which has
struck some portion of a vertebra. Spinal concussion is

most commonly seen when the projectile has touched
either a spinous or transverse process, which it may
have fractured or not, but it may be also produced by
a bullet which penetrates or perforates the body of a
vertebra.

It is obvious that this classification into direct iiijn nj.

contusion, and concussion cannot be exact, as contusing or
compressing fragments of bone frequently lacerate the
cord as a missile may, while concussion effects are
liable to occur whenever the missile strikes the verte-
bral column, and whether or not it injures the cord directly
or drives fragments of bone on to it.

DiBECT Injuries.

On examining a case in which the spinal cord has boeu
completely divided, wo find as a rule a considerable
amount of clot and often pieces of bone between its two
ends. A few days after the infliction of the wound these
are swollen, irregular, and very soft to touch for at least
1 cm. from the point of division; indeed they may be
more or less diffluent, and on handling semifluid disinte-

grated material, frequently stained with blood, which S.r

Cicorge Makins, from his experiences in the South African
war, very accurately described as custard-Iikc, may ex-
trude. After hardening theso portions still seem swollen,

.softened, and oedematous; the outlines and details of their

-•ross section ai-c obscured, and there are often minuto or
larger haemorrhages within thc.ai, chiefly in the grey
matter.
Not infrequently the spinal wound is infected, but theso

appearances are then modified only by the existence of a
septic meningitis which may spread rapidly upwards and
downwards from the lesion. It occasionally happens,
however, that haemorrhages and early adhesions between
the arachnoid and dura, and in the subarachnoid space
limit the infection to the wound. Subdural haemorrhages
of considerable size also occur, but they are rarely
sufliciently large to co>upress the spinal cord. Haemor-
rhages, which are, however, generally small and
iusignificant, arc more common in the soft meninges.

Microscopical examination always shows that there arc
severe and relatively extensive changes in the spinal cord
immediately above and below the lesiou; for the distance
of half a segment at least and often further the tissue is

completely softened and none of its normal elements arc
recognizable. Under tlie microscope only ruptured dis-

integrating axis cylinders aud globules and irregular

masses of mj'cline can be seen: the latter rapidly become
smaller and smaller and are absorbed by the numerous
scavenger cells which quickly pervade the tissue. Haemor-
rhages, generally small but occasionally of considerable
size, are usually found iu tlu'-r s-funi 1 aioas, but they
are more coramou aud, as a 11'

' ' ;lie grey than
in the white matter. In m:iin . L . vcr, haemor-
rhages have beeu rare or very -ml', li il iln \ are evidently
not an essential feature of the cuudiiiou. The blood
vessels are always engorged, but they are. as a rule,

thrombosed ouly in the immediate neighbourhood of the
primary wound.
The most striking feature in those sections, however,

is the presence of large spherical or irregular cells, which
are fi'equently, apart from the blood vessels, the ouly
recognizable tissue elements (Plate, Fig. A).

Tliey have, as a rule, a single round or oval nucleus,

larger than tliat of a lymphocyte but smaller than those
of endothelial cells, which is granular aud stains darkly,

and is usually situated to oue side of the cell; two or
three nuclei in a cell are not uncommon. The cytoplasm
is finely granular and stains deeply in the early stage, but
when the cells are fully developed they are usually filled

with coarse fatty granules which arc derived from the
disintegrated myeline. Later they become larger, aud
more irregular in shape and their cytoplasm frequently
contains large vacuoles. The nuclei are now shrunken o'r

deformed, stain more deeply aud usually lie immediately
on the periphery of the cell. Eventually these cells seem
to extrude their nuclei aud break up aud pour their

softened and digested contents into the tissue in which
they lie. They are usually smaller and more tightly

packed in the grey than in the white matter; when the
tissue is severely necrotic they may be found only in the
neighbourhood of vessels.

These are obviously corapouud granule cells, the origin

of which has been much discussed; by some they arc
attributed to connective tissue, endothelial or leucocytic

origin, but others believe they are wholly, or in greater
part at least, derived from the neuroglia. The study of

our specimens certainly sufJim
'

rarity of cell infiltralious or \n\

hood of the vessels has been a

our sections, and there has li

develop in those regions only
tissue or endothelial cells are to be found, that is iu the
vessel walls. On the other hand, one can frequently see in

less damaged portions of the tissue that a neuroglial

nucleus accumulates cytoplasm around it, which at first

takes an irregular or angular shape, but rapidly swells

into a spherical element that is identical with an immature
granule cell. Further, gradual transitions between neuro-

glial nuclei and those typical of the granule cells can be
frequently seen.

A proliferation of connective tissue elements around tho

smaller blood vessels also occurs. They take the form of

elongated spindle-shaped cells which appear to bo engaged
in the formation of new capillaries.

[2865]

la'ii 1 view, as the
I 'honeighbour-

' luo jt most of

- . i i nro Luat they
jb either connective
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Tlicse secondary cliaiigeg, -wbich occiu' in tlie neighbonv-
1)00(1 of a laceration or division of the cord, evidently

luoducc further destrnction of it. Tliey are obviously
ilfigcnerative ratlior than inflauimatory, and are due to the
ondoma and circvilatory disturbances that occur in the
bruiseil and necrotic tissue on the borders of the injury,

sproadins; into and involving jjarts wbich ^vere not directly

daniajjed by tiic missile. Oedema is the most important
laclor; it seems to affect the vitality of tlie neuroshal
inatiix as well as of the nerve cells and fibres, and
i-onibined with circulatory disturbances leads to their

ilisintcgration.

Even infection of the wound docs not as a rule

uiafccrially affect tlicso histological changes ; lencocytic

infiltration is rarely extensive, and when pus cells are
lonnd they appear oidy as an accidental complication in

the section. Evidences of infection are always most
prominent in the meninges, and it is a striking fact that
invasion of even the softened tissues by pus cells which
extend along the vascular sheaths is rare,

distance from the injury (Plato, Fig. 0) ; in fact, this w
usually the most far-spreading lesion recognizable, and
may be often seen throughout the four or ftvo segments
adjacent to the lesion. Tho swollen axis cylinders may
be in either ascending or descending tracts, and tbere is

no evidence to suggest that tho change is related to a
secondary degeneration of the fibres. They ai'C most
commonly seen in the whit<i <;oIuran3, hut also occur in

the grey matter and in the dorsal roots, generally, how-
ever, in proximity to tho wound. When the increase in

size is moderate the swollen fibres appear circular in cross
section and cither granular or homogeneous, but as soon
as they become larger their cross section is often oval
or irregular, and not infrequently they contain more darkly
staining central cores.

In longitudinal sections the swollen fibres may .appear

of almost uniform calibre for a certain distance, but they
are more commonly moniliform or bead-like; in sucii

fibres Bielsehowsky preparations frequently show that the
component fibnls of the a-xis cylinders are separated in tli^

In addition to these pathological changes in the imme- swollen parts by a great incrcaso of the interfibrill

1 tbe wliito matter here.

diatfl vicinity of the wound more distant and more
irregularly distributed lesions are found in the majority of

eases, and often extend over four or five segments in either

direction.

Distant Lesions.

Oedema of both grey and white matter with some swell-

ing and softening of the cord is the most constant of these
changes. It gradually
diminishes away from the
wound, and often seems to
bear no definite relation to

its severity.

Haemorrhages of various
sizes arc often as'sociatod

with it, but these are less

constant; they are gene-
rally small ijunctiform cx-

travasationsof blood, which
give a mottled appearance
to the cross section of the
cord, but they are fre-

quently larger (Plate,

Fig. B) ; a large central

haemorrhage with a ten-

dency to spread longi-

tudinally in the cord, such
fis is generally understood
by the term "haematomyolia," was not present in any
of the fifteen cases in which tbe microscopical exami-
nation has been coniplctod. These haemorrhages are

Jound particularly in the grey matter and about the
central canal ; one of the most common sites is the
dorsal horn, wliere they can obviously interi-upt tho recep-

tion of afferent impulses. In the grey matter they are
liable to break up and destroy tho tissue, but when small
they produce surprisingly little change in tbe white
columns, the cxtravasated cells merely tracking along the
vessels or between the fibres; occasionally, however, there
is some local softening, and later neuroglial proliferation,

around larger extravasations.
The extent of these small disseminated intraspinal

liaemorrbages is occasionally surprising; in one case they
spread over two and a half segments on each side of the
wound. They arc found with lesions of all regions of the

1. 1 I 'I . y are usually most prominent when the
J 11 is wounded and probably least so with

! lower dorsal and lumbar segments. Owing
!o I 1-' livily slight destruction they produce in the
tissues ihcir importance in the production of clinical

symptoms may be easily over-estimated.
Interesting changes which cannot be directly connected

with tbe trauma or with the occurrence of these small
disseminated haemorrhages are frequently found in the
}iervc cells and fibres at a considerable distance from tbe
wound. The most striking of these is swelling of tbe
axis cylinders. Frequently all those in a considerable
area of the white matter are found slightly swollen
in the neighbourhood of the wound where the tissue
is oedcmitous, but a more unexpected condition is the
relatively enormous increase in size of either isolated

axones or of groups of axones, unassociated with any other
obvious changes in the tissue, and often at a considerable

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL PLATE.

Fig. C.—A cross section of swollen axis cylinrtors iu cue lateral
column two and a half sesmcnls above the level of tbe maximal

I produced by concussion. There was no other abnormality

substance (Plate, Fig. D). Tho most frwollen fibres ;

be frequently seen degenerating and undergoing dis-

integration; some apparently break up into a granular
debris, others become vacuolated and arc occasionally
invaded by small phagocytic cells (Plate, Fig. E).

In sections stained by haematoxyliu a thin irregular

ring may be generally seen around them, which, when
stained by Wcigcrt's
method, is obviously the
myoline sheath. This is

occasionally ruptured, so

that an incomplete ring
surrounds the axone, and
in longitudinal sections it

is often found broken
and discontinnous. Iu
other parts, csi)ecially
when oedemalions, tho
sheaths ai'O swolleu and
irregular in outline and
calibre, and they are fre-

quently disintegrated into

globules of myeline, espe-

cially in the neighbourhood
of the lesion. la more
distant regions, however,
apart from any other

pathological alteration, the myclinc sheaths of isolated r.\

small groups of fibres aro found in narcnchymatoii-
degeneration.
Two types of change are seen iu the nerve cells of the

grey matter: in the region of tho wound tlicy aro often

shrunken, stain darkly, and present none of the normal
details, or if the tissue is oedematous they maybe swollen.

Some of them at least break up rapidly, often owing to

invasion by nenrophagcs, but when less severe these
changes aro evidently recoverable. A more common type
of change is cbromatolysis, with some swelling of tbe cell

body, excentricity of the nucleus and disappearance of tho
Nissl bodies, especially from its centre. Bielsehowsky
preparations often show irregular swelling of the dendrites

of these cells.

In addition to these changes in the cells and fibre-

irregular focal lesions iu which all elements of the tLssu>

may be involved often occur for a considerable distance

from the wound, sometimes as far as four or five segments.
Occasionally there are small circumscribed patches of

necrosis in wbich both the fibres and tbe neuroglial matrix
are involved, or in which only the larger strands or

neuroglia persist, without .any evidence of haemorrhage of

inflammatory reaction around them (Plate, Figs. F, Ci);

there is, in "fact, simple uncomplicated necrosis of the

tissue, generally accompanied by considerable oedema.
The. vessels may bo slightly engorged, but as they are

rarely thrombosed tho necrcsis cannot be attributed to

vascular lesions ; further, they aro generally in the peri-

phery of the white matter in tho region iu which its

blood supply by the pial vessels is most complete, and
neither in distribution or shape aro they such as might
bo expected from vascular lesions.

These focal necroses aro generally smaller iu the gi"ey

matter, and when not complete produce only a rarefaction
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of the matrix with severe degenerative changes in the

nerve cells. In two cases, however, there was extensive

necrosis of the ventral horns and the adjacent parts of the

ventral coUuuns, with disappearance of or degenerative

changes in the nerve cells and fibres, and invasion of the

aSected area by granule cells.

Less complete and more irregular lesions of the white
matter, in which all fibres are not completely destroyed,

are more common, and were, in fact, present in all the

cases in which a histological examination has been made.
The periphery of tho cord is most fieqiiently involved,

and the foci have often an irregular wedge shape, with
tho base on the periphery and the apex directed central-

wai^ds. They are found most frequently in the dorsal and
lateral columns, more rarely on tlie ventral surface, except
perhaps iu the angle between tlie ventral periphery and
the ventral mesial fissure.

In these atfected areas only the coarser neuroglial

trabeeulae and the deuse subpial layer persist, and iu

section the tissue has couseuuently a sieve like or reticular

appearance (Plate, Fig. H) ; in early cases the neuroglia

in the process of disiutegi'ation may be recognized by its

characteristic colour in van Gieson preparations. There
is usually very little evidence of oedema in or around the

foci, and a coagulated transudate can rarely be seen within
the meshes. There is never any cellular infiltration, or at

the most only an insignificant increase in the number of

free cells in the sheaths of the vessels. A considerable
neuroglial proliferation is

often visible around the
foci, and spider cells can be

adjoining the lesion, either in those above or below it, ur

in both (Platp, Figs. K and L). These often extended a
considerable distance, in some cases over four or live

segments, and at their ends furthest from the wound tlicy

were occasionally the only indication of any abnormality.
In three cases they were found on each side of the primary
injury, and in four cases only below it. In one cord tlie

cavity lay in and occupied tlie greater part of one dorsal

horn (Plate, Fig. M), but with this exception they were
always found iu tho dorsal columns, generally to one
side of the middle line ; they did not involve the grey
matter or approach the central canal. Their size was
always considerable, the greatest diameter usually varying
between a quarter and half^the dorso-ventral breadth of

the dorsal columns. They were consequently distinctly

visible to the naked eye when cut across, and generally

contained greyish or brownish gelatinous matter, some-
times tinted with blood.

Their contents on microscopical examination are seen

to consist of broken up and degenerating fibres and dis-

integrated neuroglia, which are not, except in cases of

long duration, quite necrotic, though shrunken, darkly
staining, pyknotic nuclei and degenerating granule cells

were generally the only recognizable elements. The latter

were usually laden with fat. A certain number of red

cells could be seen in many cavities, but excepting that

in the dorsal horn none contained much blood.

In some cases this disintegrated matter filled the cavity,

but in most instances,

after fixation and the pre

frequently seen hero and in

the persisting trabeeulae.

The majority of the
meshes are often empty,
but they frequently con-

tain distended or dis-

integrated myeline sheaths
and a.xis cylinders, which
are often enormously
swollen. It is, however,
a striking fact that rela-

tively normal axiscylinders
often persist within them

;

indeed, these seem to

escape more frequently
than any other part of

the tissue. Other meshes
contain large granule cells,

which are often loaded
with fat and debris.

This change is sometimes more general and diffuse, and
may afifect the greater part of the periphery of the cord,

producing cither the appearance of confluent foci or a
general sieve like rarefaction of the tissue. It varies also

in degree ; in places only the larger glial strands persist

with disintegrated detritus between them. Occasionally
there are traces of haemorrhage into these areas, but they
are rare.

Frequently, however, the only abnormality in a part of

the cross section of the cord is the presence of more or less

circular vacuoles, either isolated or groups, which may be
either empty or contain granule cells or a swollen axis

cylinder (Plato, Fig. J). The tissues around generally
appear compressed oxcentrically from the vacuole, so as

to suggest that the latter was produced by some dis-

tensile force. Owing to the loose and porous structure of

the neuroglia this cannot have been due to an accumula-
tion of fluid within it, and in sections they rarely contaiu
& coagulum. On the other hand, a careful examination of

the development of these vacuoles shows that they occujiy
the site of a single myelinated fibre, and the frequency
with which swollen fibres are found within them suggests
that they are generally due to the swelling of au axis
cylinder or of its sheath. In other instances they arc
obviously filled by granule cells, but this may be due to

secondary invasion.

In a surprisingly large proportion of the cases, iu fact iu

more than half those which have been examined in micro-
scopical sections, and apparently in an equal proportion of

those in which only a naked eye examination has yet been
made, there were curious c-avities, roughly cylindrical or

oval in cross section, in the segments of the spinal cord

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL PLATE.

Fig. G.—A patch of complete ueei-osis in the left lateral column
three sef^ments above the level nt which the cord was lacerated
by a bullet.

Fig. H.— Sieve-like rarefaction and vacuolation of the periphery
of one lateral column two segments above the level of the maximal
injury produced by concussion.

FiK. h.—A cavity in the left dorsal column three segments above
a direct injury to the cord. It contains only necrotic detritus.
There are also a patch of complete necrosis in the left lateral
column and areas of partial softening in the rest of tho white

parations of sections at

least, the cavities were
partly empty. There can
be no doubt that in every
case the contents during
life existed under pressure,

as the unaffected parts

around them were com-
pressed, and the dorsal

mesial septum was gene-
rally displaced towards the
opposite side when the
cavity lay in one dorsal

column only (Plate, Fig. K).

The cavities were, as a
rule, very sharply de-

limited from the tissues

around them, which were
often quite intact, but in

places there was occasion-

ally an irregular softening

on their margins. In certain cavities the degenerating
material in them came into direct contact with, or had
simply sloughed off from, the normal tissue, but the walls
were frequently formed by one or more layers of granule
cells, the outer of which I'emained well developed, while
the inner degenerated and added to tho disorganized
contents.

When a cavity is examined in serial sections it is usually

fouud that it becomes larger away from the lesion and
terminates in a rounded or obtuse apex ; its other end
rarely extends down to tho primary lesion, though it is

generally connected with this by a haemorrhage or a small
track of softening, or in a few instances by an apparently
artificial slit, which^ight be attributed to retraction and
shrinkage of the oedematous tissues. There was as a
rule very little vascular disturbance around the cavities,

apart from the oedema which spreads from the neighbour-
hood of the injury ; haemorrhages were not as a rule

found in or around them, and apparently bore no cau.sal

relation to their development. In one case a vessel which
passed horizontally through a cavity was thrombosed, but
this seemed to be a secondary effect, and due to pressure
or tension upon it.

Although the cavities contained disintegrated myeline
and swollen and disrupted axis cylinders, an examination
shows that in relation to their size they involve but little

functional tissue ; their chief effect must be con.sequently

due to the pressure they exert upon, and the distortion

they produce of, the unaffected fibres in the neighboiu-hood.

Either the dorsal or ventral roots or both are frequently

injured by the missile or by displaced fragments of bone,

but apart from this considerable changes are often found
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in them, and especially in tlie dorsal roots near tUeir entry

into the cord. Their neuroglial portions arc usually

swolleu aud oedematous, and their myeline sheaths are

ilistcr.dL-d or partially disintegrated. The pro])ortiou of

liln-es actually broken across is usually insignificant, and
the change does not usually extend beyond the line of the

glial and connective tissue junction. These changes ip

the dorsal roots may have some significance in relation to

certain clinical phenomena we will describe later.

These spinal changes, associated with a direct injury of

the cord, may be illustrated by one typical case:

Case i.

Pte. C, 198, was wouiuled by a rifle bullet on November 27th,
1914. He lost pinver in his legs at once and developed re-

tention of urine. He had had haemoptysis at first, but spat
up blood-stained sputum only when he was admitted to
the base hospital ten days later. He also complained of

a stinging; girdle pain just above the level of bis umbilicus.
The bullet entered

6 cm. to the left of the
tenth dorsal spine and
made its e.xit in the
fifth right intercostal
pace in the mid- axil-

lary line. He had a
right-sided hae mo-
thorax, cystitis, an
early bedsore, and
trophic blisters on the
front of his ankles and
on the inner sides of
his knees. His legs
were flaccid and para-
lysed, and no reflex
movement could be
obtained on stimulat-
ing his soles. The ab-
dominal muscles were
paralysed to mid
between the umbilicus
and the xiphoid, and
the lower four inter-
costals did not con-
tract on either side.
The knee and ankle
jerks, as well as the
plantar and the lower
abdominal reflexes,
were absent, and all
forms of sensation
were completely lost
to 8 cm. above the um-
bilicus.

He died eighteen
days after the inflic-
tion of the wound.
A small right-sided
haemothorax was
found in addition to
the spinal injury. The
bullet had passed
through the arch of
the tenth doi'sal ver-
tebra, lacerating both
the dura mater and
the cord ; the latter,
after hardening iu
formalin, was found to
be completely de-
stroyed between the
upper part of the twelfth dorsal and the middle of the third
lumbar segment. There was some meningitis both above and
below the injury.
Below the Lcs'ion.—Iu the fourth lumbar segment the dorsal

columns were almost com|detelv destroyed, as well as the
inner margin of the left dorsal horn, and the tissue around was
softened and infiltrated by granule cells (Fig. 1). Thegrey matter
was oedematous, and its nerve cells were in advanced chromato-
lysie. The greater part of the right lateral column was necrotic
and jjervaded by haemorrhages, while the rest of the white
matter presented a sieve - like appearance, and contained
sw'ollen axis cylinders, granule cells, and proliferating spider
cells. From the fifth lumbar segment a large cavitv, which
contamed disorganized lilires and neuroglia as well as granule
cells, extended through the dur.sal columns downwards into the
conus. The rfiiiainiug portions of the dorsal columns were
oedematous and vacuolated or sieve-like in the fifth lumbar,
but normal in the sacral segments. The white matter of the
ventro-lateral columns was also vacuolated, but showed only
a slight loss of fibres below the first sacral sc-gment ; while the
grey matter was oedematous and all its cells were swollen and
in advanced chromatolysis.
Above the Lesion.—Ka high as the upper part of the eighth

dorsal segment there were irregular patches of necrosis and sieve-
like rarefaction of the tissue, in which only the coarser neuroglial
strands and a certain number of axis cylinders, normal
or swollen, persisted (Fig. 1); there was also some infiltration
by granule cells and minute haemorrhages. It was chiefly the

peripheral portions of the lateral and dorsal columns that were
involved. A small softening, in which there was an apparently
artificial slit, extended upwards in the left dorsal column
through the eleventh, tenth, and the lower p.art of the ninth
dorsal segments, and jii the upper portion of the latter became
continuous with a large cavity which reached the upper margin
of the eighth segment ; it was sharply defined from the sur-
rounding normal tissue and contained disintegrated debris and
degenerating granule cells.

It may be noted that, although the clinical symptoms

—

the reflex changes as well as the motor and sensory para-
lysis—indicated a lesion of the ninth dorsal segment, the
twelfth was the highest segment iu which the spinal cord
was actually damaged by the wound ; the histological
examination, however, explains the discrepancy.
As the immediate and more distant effects of a spinal

wound liave been described, the anatomical changes pro-
duced by compression or contusion, and those due to con-
cussion, will require less time, 1 both these classes we

again meet the histo-

logical lesions which
we have already
found associated
with injuries pro-

duced directly by the
missile.

Contusion oe Com-
peession of the
Spinal Coed.

When a portion of

a vertebra or a da-
ta c li e d sijicule of

bone is driven into

the spinal canal, it

frequently lacerates

both the cord and
the theoa, and causes
lesions which may
differ only in degree
from those produced
directly by a pro-

jectile. Frequently,
however, there is

no obvious external
injury to the cord
and the dura mater
is not torn, even
though the clinical

symptoms indicated
a complete trans-

verse lesion. Small
haemorrhages into

are,

however, common, .

and on palpation the
cord at the level of

the contusion is soft,

and if the pia mater
is incised or pricked

. 1. semifluid custard-like
material may escape.

When the injury is less severe the normal appearance
of the cross section is only obscured, and there are
frequently minute haemorrhages throughout it. The
damaged area aud the segments on either side of it are
usually swollen by oedema, and the cord may be indented
by the indriveu bone. When the lesion is examined under
the microscope changes are found very similar to those in

the parts adjoining a direct injury, but their intensity
naturally varies much. The most important is softening
and disintegration of the tissues, always greatest in the
region which was directly contused. If the injury is

severe the whole cross section may be softened, but more
commonly there are discontinuous foci iu the ventro-
lateral and dorsal columns. The grey matter may be also

completely destroyed in whole or parts, but it is more
usually extremely oedematous and only partly disinte-

grated, with its nerve cells necrotic or in advanced
chromatolysis. Occasionally only a diffuse or focal

necrosis is found in which no stainable elements persist.

The affected areas are gradually invaded by granule cells,

and a considerable prolifei-ation of neuroglial cells is

visible around them, but, apart from a pronounced con-

gestion of the vessels and an occasional increase of the

f^m
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cells in their walls, there is no evidence of any inflam-

matory process. Tbe amount of haemorrhage into the

injured region also varies very much.
The distant lesions differ in no respect from those

which are so commonly associated with direct spinal

injuries. Diffuse foci of necrosis and softening, vacuola-

tion due to falling out of fibres and the sieve-like rare-

faction produced by the disappearance of fibres and of the

finer glial matrix, as well as minute scattered haemor-

rhages, are fouuil in the white matter of the adjoining

segments, while the grey matter is also oedematous, and
contains similar haemorrhages and perhaps foci of soften-

ing. The central cylindrical cavities, which have been

already described, also occurred in the dorsal columns
relatively as frequently as with direct injuries.

Concussion op the Spin.vl Coed.
In CEises of concussion, when the cord is not damaged

by the fracture or dislocation of a vertebra, there may be

no external signs of injury or only a more or less uniform

swelling opposite the site of impact, and even to touch

no definite abnormality may be recognizable.

On microscopical examination the vessels are found

engorged, and there are generally punctiform haemor-
rhages, especially in the grey matter. The most striking

change, however, is the oedematous swelliug of the most
affected segments with either diffuse or focal necrosis and
softening, which, at least in the cases that have been
examined microscopically, has been most pronounced in

that part of the cross-section nearest the point of impact.

In these areas there may be complete destruction of p'l the

functional elements, but more usually only a proportion of

the fibres have disappeared, while the myeline sheaths and
axis cylinders of others are swollen. Focal softenings also

occur in the grey matter, but are usually unrelated to the

haemorrhages which this frequently contains. There is,

often, however, some softening and disintegration of the

tissue, as well as degeneration of the nerve cells, around
these haemorrhages.
The distant lesions in cases of concussion are similar to

those found associated with direct and contusion injuries,

but they are often very marked in relation to the changes
found at the site of maximum damage. Scattered haemor-
rhages, irregular foci of necrosis, and softening and cavity

formation occur, but the most pronounced feature is the

extensive parenchymatous changes that often extend over

four or five segments in either direction. These consist in

the swelling of fibres, either isolated or in groups, in the

midst of tissue which is otherwise normal or only slightly

oedematous ; as a rule the axis cylinder is more swollen
and the myeline sheath surrounds it as a distended and
attenuated ring, but in places the sheaths are more
affected, and are often broken up. The disappearance of

these swollen fibres and the partial disintegration of the
neuroglia leave vacuoles and round or oval cavities in the
white matter and give it a reticular or sieve-like appear-
ance. There are also often considerable histological

alterations, either degenerative or chromatolytic, of the

nerve cells at some distance from the level of the injury,

but these are found most commonly where the tissue is

oedematous.

If these distant and diffuse lesions are compared with
those found at the point of impact it will be seen that
they differ from them only in degree, and as they occur
whether the cord has been directly injured or not by the
projectile or by indriven bone, it is probable that in each
case they are due to the same cause, which we must seek
in the effects of concussion of the spinal cord produced by
a sudden violent impact on the vertebral column.
We must now consider shortly the natm-e of these

changes which have been described, the causes to which
they are due, and their significance in the production of

the clinical symptoms that characterize these cases. The
i:onclusions and views expressed must not be regarded as
final, as there is still much material to be investigated,
and the amount of time which could be allotted to the
histological preparations which are already available has
been necessarily very limited.

Spinal Cor
The most important and obscure factor is that which

we understand by concussion—that is, functional or

anatomical disturbances produced indirectly in the spinal

cord by a sudden and violent impact on the vertebral
column. The nature of spinal concussion has been much
discussed, and it has been, in fact, questioned if spinal

lesions, such as those described above, do occur apart from
temporary dislocation or fracture of a vertebra, compres-
sion by fragments of bone, or an extra or subdural haemor-
rhage causing direct trauma to the cord.

Bat many cases in which none of these possible causes
rxisted have been recorded, and we have had the oppor-
tuuity of observing cases in which they could not be
demonstrated. Further, certain of the distant lesions

that we have already described, which often extend over
several segments on either side of the primary injury, or

beyond the level of the impact on the vertebral column,
cannot be due solely to a direct trauma, and they are

identical in nature to those attributed to concussion. The
changes ai-e irregular focal softenings or patches of
necrosis, sieve-like vacuolation of the white matter, dis-

f-eiiiinated haemorrhages and local lesions of the
myelinated fibres.

It is in the first place necessary to insist that these
changes are not, as oedema may be, continuous with those
in the neighbourhood of the spinal wound ; tlie haemor-
rhages, for instance, are usually discrete and are often

only minute extravasations of blood in the Virchow-Robin
or perivascular spaces, while the focal necroses and
softenings do not, as a rule, spread longitudinally in the
cord from the region of the trauma. Further, when a
group of fibres is affected, the lesion is usually focal, and
it is not necessarily those of one tract only that are

involved ; it cannot consequently be either a manifesta-
tion of a secondary degeneration, or of a pathological

change which has spread from the point at which the
fibres were directly injured.

The special character of these lesions is, therefore, their

diffuse and irregular distribution and their tendency to
diminish gradually from the point of maximal disturbance.

They are not due to haemorrhages, as these bear no con-

stant relation to them, and as vascular occlusions are also

rare these obviously cannot be the main causal factor. On
the other hand, as the chief lesions are foci of primary
necrosis and parenchymatous change in the cells and
nerve fibres, the essential changes may be described as
primary disturbances in the vitality of certain portions of

the tissue, associated with oedema and frequently with
small scattered haemorrhages.

It is difficult to offer a complete and satisfactory explana-
tion of how a blow on the vertebral column can produce
these lesions in the cord, protected as it is within the
canal. Certain structural alterations found in cerebral

concussion are attributed to the violent oscillations pro-

duced in the cerebro- spinal fluid, especially in that of the
ventricles, but the spinal cord is only surrounded by fluid,

and is able to swing to some extent within the dural sac

with its oscillations. Tha waves of pressure thus set up
may, however, produce physical effects within the cord,

.and possibly disturbance of its lymph circulation, but the
most probable explanation is that put forward by Fickler,

according to which the cord is made to oscillate within
the canal by the impact on the vertebral columu.and as its.

movements will obviously not be synchronous with those
of the column it may be directly bruised against the walla

of the canal, while at the same time the sudden jarring of

the cord produces a physical disturbance in its tissues, and
especially in the fluid axoplasm of its fibres. There is

much in favour of this explanation, and the factors it

hypothecates cannot be neglected. The histological

changes in the spinal roots may be, in fact, partly due to-

the strain thrown upon them by the displacement of the
cord. But if it is the whole explanation, the structural

lesions should be greatest at the position of contre coup ;

we have, however, so far aljvays found them most pro-

nounced immediately under the site of impact. Further,
it must be remembered that the spinal roots and the
ligamentum denticulatum limit the movement of the cord
within the canal, and in many levels at least must make
contre coup bruising impossible.

Whatever may be the exact mechanism of spinal con-

cussion, it must be admitted that a sudden violent impact
ou the vertebral column can produce diffuse, irregular, and
severe structural changes within the spinal cord. The
factors which determine the severity of these lesions must
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be the momentum of the projectile, the part and surface

area of tlio vertebra which it strikes, and the region of the

spine wliich is wounded.

Secondary Changes.

Finally, we must consider the secondary changes -which

may occur in tlic neighbourhood of the primary injury

and in those portions of the cord which have suffered

from concussion.
It has occasionally happened that when the wound

is not severe the patient was at first able to perform

some movements in his legs, but lost the power to do so

witliin the following two or three days. Further, we
have seen new symptoms develop or their level alter

under observation. This may be due to a secondary
haemorrhage into the affected tissues or to progressive

softening, of both of which we found possible evidence in

our sections.

But the most striking secondary change was the develop-

ment of the cylindrical cavities we have described. Their

exact pathogenesis is obscure, but certain features they
present must be emphasized in attempting an explanation.

In the first place, they seem to involve the destruction of

very little tissue, but rather separate and compress the

fibres around them ; their contents must be consequently

under much pressure. In the second place they evidently

develop away from the lesion, as the material they contain

is always less necrotic at their upper or lower end if they

are respectively ascending or descending cavities ; and
finally they do not as a rule extend to the maximal lesion,

but are generally connected with this by a track of

oedematous or softened tissue, or by a narrow channel of

softening or by a fissure (Fig. 1). It seems, therefore, probable

that they originate from the accumulation under pressure

of transuded fluid and degeneration products in a small

projection of the primary lesion, which tracks upwards
or downwards along the lines of least resistance through
either normal or oedematous parts, destroying only a
relatively small amount of tissue but increasing in size

probably under the same principles as a retention cyst.

The granule cells which frequently line their walls, or are

contained within them, must be due to a reactionary pro-

liferation of the neuroglia in the tissue through which they
track.

Finally, it must be emphasized that they are not due to

infection, as in several cases in which they occurred the

theca had not been lacerated, and there was no sign of

infection in either the cord or the meninges.
They are obviously not produced by haemorrhages,

though a certain number of red blood cells may be found
within them, nor by vascular lesions, as there has been no
evidence of these, and the position of the cavities does not
correspond with the distribution of any spinal vessel. The
frequency with which they occupy the ventral portion of

one or both dorsal columns is striking, but its significance

is not clear. This region is, however, a watershed area
between the distribution of the anterior spinal arteries

and of the small arteries that supply the dorsal columns,
and as such may have a relatively poorer blood supply
than other parts of the cord. In many cases, too,

the dorsal columns seem to suffer more severely

with oedema and softening than the ventro- lateral
columns.

It is obvious that these irregular and diffuse changes
which are found in various types of spinal injury must be
taken into account in interpreting and estimating the
significance of the clinical symptoms that are observed in

these cases. The following conclusions at least can be
drawn

:

1. The structural lesions in the spinal injuries of war-
fare are rarely sharply limited or circumscribed, and
cannot be compared to those produced experimentally in

a physiological laboratory. The level of the lesion,

as indicated by the clinical symptoms, for instance,
often does not correspond with the level of maximal
damage.

2. The lesions are so irregular in distribution and
severity when the spinal injury is not complete that
much care is necessary in drawing conclusions from the
clinical symptoms alone on the functions of parts which it

may be assumed have been involved.

3. Secondary changes may occur later in the cord which
can alter or modify the clinical symptoms.

MALIGNANT TUMOUR OF THE KIDNEY.

By R. J. WILLAN, M.S., F.R.C.S.,

HoNOBAisT Assistant Sdkoeon Royal Victoria Inpibmaut,
NEWCA8TI.E-ON-TYNE ; STAFF SDBGEON R.N.V.U., ATTACHED

TO THE Royal Naval Hospital Snrp " Drina."

This article, written from rough notes made some time
ago, is divided into four portions. Part A contains an
analysis of age, sex, side, and the onset symptom. Part B
deals with the association of pain, haematuria, and a
palpable renal tumour to each other during the illness.

Part C mentions some complications, and Part D includes
illustrative clinical cases. The material is extracted from
my own case notes ; I am also indebted to my colleagues on
the staff of the Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastleon-
Tyne, for the use of their records.

A.

—

An Analysis of Age, Sex, Side, and the Onset
Symptom.

1. Age.

Ten out of the series occurred in childi-en under the age
of 10 ; in each case the condition was sarcoma. No case
occurred between the ages of 10 and 29 inclusive— that is,

the second and third decades of life ; 31 out of the 59 cases
occurred between the ages of 45 and 65 ; or, if children are
excluded, and only the 49 adults reckoned, 31 out of the
49 occurred between these ages—that is, 63.2 per cent.

A curious fact, which may only be a coincidence, is that
in the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh decades the pre-

ponderance of cases occurred in the first half of the decade,
for 5 cases were between 30 and 35 years old, 7 of the
cases were between 40 and 45, 10 of the 17 cases were
between 50 and 55, while 9 of the 12 cases were between
60 and 65.

Of the 49 adult cases, 14 occurred between the ages of

45 and 55, a percentage of 28.5.

Table I.

Under 9.
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Table II.

C

Painless haematuria
Acute reual colic...

Painless swelling iu side ...

Chronic paiu in side

Cachexia...
Increased frequency of micturition
Swelling of bowels

52

26.9
19.2

19.2
17.3

9.6
3.8

1.9

1.9

B.—The Associ.^tion of P.^in, Haematuria, and Palpamli;

Ren.kl Tumour to each other during the Illness.

Table lU.—Shoicing Number of Cases in which Pain,

Haematuriit, and Palpable Tumour were Present.
Cases.

Pain, haematuria, and a palpable tumour ... 32

Pain and haematuria ... ... ... ... 3
Pain and a palpable tamour ... ... ... 6
Haematuria and a palpable tumour ... ... 5

Haematuria only ... ... ... ... 1

A palpable tumour only... ... ... ... 6

Records not sutficiently complete

59

1. Pain.

In 11 instances there had never been any pain before

the case came under the observation of a doctor. Either

painless haematuria or the accidental discovery of a flank

swelling, separately or in combination, led the patient to

think tliere was something amiss. This absence of pain

bears out the well-known fact that " cancer " anywhere is

by no means necessarily associated with pain, especially

in the early stages of the condition. Fortunate is the

patient with any malignant growth who has pain in the

early stages ; such pain may be regarded as protective,

and is a warning to go to a doctor for investigation, when
the chances of a cure after operation would be still greater

than they are. Renal pain maj' be acute or chronic

;

although both may be present, the causes are different.

Acute reual pain shows itself in the form of colic, which
is only present when there is bleeding, but furthermore

when the blood becomes clotted in the higher urinary

passages. Rarely, it may follow the detachment of a piece

of the mahgnant growth. The colicky pains are due to the

muscular contractions of the renal pelvis trying to empty
this blood-distended organ, together with similar contrac-

tions in the ureter during the downward passage of the

blood clot on its way to the bladder. Therefore, although
bleeding is the real initial symptom, it may be preceded

by acute pain before the haematuria is apparent.

Chronic reual pain is usually present as a localized dull

ache referred either to the front or to the back of the

affected kidney. Its causes include the stretching of the

renal capsule by the increasing size of the tumour, by
the dragging weight of the tumour, by involvement of

the renal nerves, and by infiltration of the surrounding

parts.

Absence of all pain is due to the escaped blood remain-

ing fluid, to lack of tension of the growth owing to a

perforation of the renal capsule, through the anchoring of

the kidney by local inflammatory adhesions, and to the

temperament of the patient.

2. Haematuria.
Apart from the reual sarcomata of children, there are

probably few cases which do not present this symptom at

some stage.

Haematuria may be painful or painless; this is very
often determined by the circumstance whether the blood
undergoes clotting or not, especially in the higher urinary
passages. It is difficult to say exactly the factor whicli

determines such clotting; it is certainly influenced by the

degree of urine concentration.
The bleeding is due to erosion of a blood passage—

a

normal vessel or one recently formed—by the advancing
growth. In one case (mentioned later) the onset of

haematuria followed the vigorous massage of a huge
malignant kidney. The blood may be either intimately
mixed with the urine or in the form of long worm-like
casts, due to its coagulation in the lumen of the ureter.

Haematuria is an important link iu the chain when
making a diagnosis of malignant disease of the kidney :

this symptom was definitely present in 24 cases out of 52
—that is, in 46 per cent.

3. Tumour.
\ renal swelling was present in 49 cases of the series

;

in 4 cases it was definitely stated that no tumour could be
palpated, while in 6 cases the records are incomplete.

The presence of an enlarged kidney greatly facilitates

diagnosis of suspected malignancy, but it is the surgeon's

aim to make a diagnosis before the organ has attained a
palpable size. I have operated upon two cases in which
obesity quite prevented a malignant kidney from being

palpated even under an anaesthetic ; in each case the
patient weighed over 18 st. Fortunately special aid is

now available for helping the surgeon to arrive at a correct

diagnosis in these diagnostic puzzles—that is, pyelography.

4. Cachexia.

The fact that this was an onset symptom in 5 cases

emphasizes the urgent need for a thorough general over-

haul by the doctor when an adult patient complains to

him of the effects of this symptom.

C.

—

Some Complications.

1. Varicocele.

In 3 cases of the series it is noted that there was a left-

sided varicocele, in addition to a malignant renal tumour
on the same side.

The presence of a varicocele, especially on the left side,

may of course be only a coincidence. The wise surgeon,

however, always satisfies himself that it is a coincidence

before he decides to remove a malignant kidney. If the
two signs of varicocele and renal tumour are associated, it

indicates the spread of the malignant growth along the

renal vein towards the inferior vena cava, thereby blocking

the exit of the spermatic vein, the resulting back pressure

forming the varicocele. Owing to its position the termina-

tion of the left spermatic vein is much more readily blocked

by growth than the right.

It is almost superfluous to add that it is not justifiable to

operate upon either the varicocele or the kidney in such a

case. Many of these secondary varicoceles have been
operated upon without the malignant kidney condition, the

primary cause of that varicocele, having been detected. It

is a golden rule to submit no case of varicocele, and
especially in a middle-aged man, to operation until the

absence of a renal tumour and of haematuria have been
established.

2. Clot Betention.

Two of the patients had retention of urine due to clotting

following painless haematuria, and in each case the doctor

was only called in when the patient had complete

retention.

3. Diabetes Mellitus.

One case of sarcoma was complicated by persistent

glycosuria; he did well after nephrectomy, but I cannot say

what happened to him after he left hospital.

4. Chronic Nephritis.

Several of the cases had this.

D.

—

Remarks and Illustrative Clinical Cases.

A routine investigation of the case should include the
physical examination, analysis of the urine, cystoscopy, an
estimation of the renal function, and pyelography.

Both flanks must be examined for the presence of a

renal tumour, and, if there be one, the surgeon must note

its consistence ; the condition of its surface ; if its margins
are well defined or not ; and its relation to the surrounding

structures—that is, if it is fixed or not. A pelvic examina-
tion will show any thickening of the palpable lower portion

of the ureters, and the existence or not of a varicocele

must be verified by examining the spermatic cords.

All urine voided should be carefully collected for three

consecutive periods of twenty-four hours. The specific

gravity, the estimation of urea output, and a microscopic

examination are the most important items of each analysis

of the urine.

If the patient has haematuria when the surgeon first

sees the case (or on the first sign of such bleeding after it

comes under his care), the opportunity must be seized to

make a cystoscopic examination immediately. This more
especially applies iu the case of patients with symptomless

haematuria ; it may be an isolated bleeding, and the

surgeon may not get another opportunity of ascertaining

the source of the haemorrhage. Bleeding from a ureteric
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orifice may be in the form of bright red blood, of smoky
urine, or in the form of worm-like clots. I have on many
occasions watched one of these bloody ureteric casts in

jirooess of extrusion from the ureter. So important is

this piece of clinical evidence that I alvrays mark the
thigh of the same side as the bleeding ureter while the
cystoscope is still in the bladder; unless some such
routine is carried out, mistakes as to which ureter the
blood is coming from can easily be, and have been, made.
An estimation of the renal function is a necessary part

oE the investigation of the case. To know the amount of

work each kidney is capable of performing is to be able to

<;()mpare the two organs, when it will be usually found that
the malignant kidney is capable of doing less work than
the sound organ.
The most certain method of collecting a specimen of

-urine from each kidney is to pass a ureter catheter into

-each renal pelvis. After the necessary amount of urine
lias been obtained pyelography can be done, so that the
passage of the ureter catheter performs a double purpose,
lu the routine examination of this urine I place most
reliance upon the amount of urea present, the specific

gravity—if sufficient urine can be obtained—and the
jn-esence or absence of pus cells ; the presence of red blood
cells I disregard, as it is so easy to get a trace of blood
from the mere passage of the ureter catheter.

Theoretically there are many other better tests for the
estimation of the renal function, but for practical purposes
I consider that a comparison of the percentage of urea
excreted from each kidney is a good working guide,

^'Specially if the nitrogenous food intake is checked.
The advent of pyelography was a distinct advance as

an aid iu the diagnosis of a kidney tumour. When the
renal pelvis takes part in a general enlargement of the
organ, the point can be definitely ascertained by examina-
tion of the increased size of the " shadow " of the renal
pelvis on the radiogram after the injection of the collargol

solution.

Again, other tumours occupy one or other pole of a
kidney, and in these cases a study of the radiogram (aft-er

collargol injection) will show changes in the normal angle
formed by the junction of (a) the line of the lower margin
of the renal pelvis, and (6) the line of the ureter. The
growth makes' that pole heavier than normal, and it

t«nds to rotate upon its central axis. For example, if the
growth is in the jyyjer pole, the kidney will tend to rotate

downwards and inwards ; therefore the angle between
(a) and (6) will become more obtuse—that is, it is

widened. If, on the other hand, the growth is in the
lozver pole of the kidney, this rotates upwards and
inwards, and the angle between (a) and (b) becomes
more acute—that is, it is narrowed. To make an accurate
X)bservation collargol must be injected into both sides, so
that the sound side can be used as a control ; again, the
" shadow " of each side should appear on the same
negative.

Case x.—Pain and Haematuria with a Palpable Tumour.
J. SI., aged 63, was admitted to the Eoyal Victoria Infirmarv,

Xewcastle-on-Tyue, two years ago, complaining of (1) attacks
of acute lett-sided renal pain, which radiated downwards to the
left testicle, and which made him vomit

; (2) profuse haematuria.
He was very anaemic. He had a large tumour iu the left

flank, which was rather tender and of hard consistence,
irregular surface, well-defined rounded lower margin, and it

freely moved upwards and downwards on respiration. On per-
-cussion it was dull (except anteriorly, where it was semi-
resonant), and the dullness was continuous with the erector
spinae dullness. Pressure of the tip of the index linger at the
junction of the lower border of the last rib with the outer
border of the erector spinae caused a mild edition of the acute
pain he had been experiencing. Cystoscopy showed a long
worm-like blood clot in process of" extrusion from the lett
lu-eteric orifice ; catheterization of the ureters showed that the
right kidney wag a normal one. A carcinomatous left kidney
was removed, but his doctor informed me that he died some
months later, probably from a recurrence.
The acute renal colic was due to the blood clotting in the

ureter, which resulted in increased tension inside the kidney.
After the blood clot had passed the urine became clear; his
acute pain then disappeared.

Case n.—Haematuria with a Palpable Tumour.
J. E. B., aged 60, was referred to me with a history of severe

haematuria. For some weeks, his doctor informed me, the
patient had not felt quite in his usual health, so he went to a
noted London masseur for a course of massage. On the first
two days the rubbing was confined to the limbs ; on the third
day his abdomeu was vigorously massaged, and that night he

had a furious haematiuria. Twenty-four hours later he had a
rigor, followed by a second one at the end of a further twelve
liours. He had had some difficulty in urination for a great
many years owing to a spinal injury due to a hunting accident.
When I saw him the bladder was distended to the level of the

umbilicus. Although he had made constant efforts, he had not
micturated for the greater part of the previous six hours. In
the left flank was a tumour the size of a child's head ; it was
hard, nodular, had a well-defined lower margin, and moved
upon respiration. The cystoscope showed a quantity of decom-
posing blood clot lying on the base of the bladder, also a ball
valve intravesical enlargement of the prostate gland. The
septic element being the dangerous factor of the case, I advised
that the blood clot be removed at once. This was done by
means of the apparatus used during the operation of litho-
lapaxy—that is, a metal cannula and an indiarubber aspirator
bag. The ureters were catheterized and the results showed
that the right kidney was normal—moreover, that it was doing
the great part of the patient's renal excretion. Three days
later I excised a carcinomatous left kidney. He made an
uneventful recovery, and three and a half years later he is in
excellent health.

Case iu.—Renal Pain with Haematuria.
In August, 1912, I saw H.S., aged 55, in consultation with his

doctor. The patient was very stout, and weighed over 18 St. He
complained of periodical attacks of passing brownish-colonred
urine, and on close questioning admitted that he had had some
discomfort in the right flank ; there had never been any acute
pain. No flank tenderness or tumour could be found, but this
was not surprising owing to his size. The cystoscope demon-
strated smoky urine flowing through the right ureteric orifice.
Catheterization of the ureters with collection of the urines
showed that the left kidney was a normal one, and that it was
doing twice the amount of work that the right one was doing.
I excised the right kidney, and there was a large hyper-
nephroma in its lower pole.

" He is now in excellent health.
The chronic flank discomfort was due to increased tension in

the kidney, for the growth was of the variety which has a
capsule, and this, to the naked eye at any rate, had not been
perforated. There had never been any clotting of the blood,
hence the absence of acute colic.
The success of the case, of course, is largely due to the prac-

titioner who was so determined to get to the bottom of the
small degree of haematuria, for the patient failed to regard the
flank discomfort as anything worth mentioning until I

questioned him.
The right renal discomfort, the oystoscopic demonstration of

the bleeding from the right ureter, and the information gained
by the ureter catheter, gave the diagnosis and the line of
treatment to be pursued.

Case n.—Haematuria Only.
Miss L., aged 56, was seen in consultation with Professor

Eutherford Slorison in 1907. She was an enormously stout
woman who complained of periodical attacks of painless haema-
turia when she passed thick bright red blood ; at first her
doctor thought this came from the vagina. No pain or dis-

comfort had ever been experienced, and owing to the huge rolls

of abdominal wall fat it was quite impossible to exclude any
renal tumour.
Cystoscopy showed a normal bladder and the effluxes of urine

through the ureteric orifices were clear. As there was no clue
whatever to the origin of the bleeding she was instructed to
proceed to a private hospital for immediate cystoscopy directly
the next attack came on, no matter what the hour was, night or
day. The desired opportunity came sometime later, and I was
summoned to cystoscope her in the small hours of one morning.
Bright red blood was seen to be pouring furiously from the right
ureteric orifice, but the medium quickly became so turbid I

was unable to catheterize the ureters. This was done a few
days later when it was found that while the left kidney was
functionating normally the right kidney failed to do its full

share of the work. Professor Morison subsequently excised a
right hypernephromatous kidney.
This case was entirely dependent upon the cystocope for a

diagnosis. No blood clots were seen and their absence accounted
for the lack of any acute pain.

Conclusion.

Excluding children, 63.2 per cent, of the cases occurred

between the ages of 45 and 65.

The commonest onset symptom was painless haema-
turia.

In 32 cases out of 52, pain, haematuria and a palpable

renal tumour were associated at some stage during the
illness.

In 3 cases a varicocele was a complication, that is, the

condition was inoperable when first seen.

Two patients had clot retention of urine.

Captain Angus McNab, London Scottish, M.B.,
ophthalmic surgeon to King Edward VII Hospital,

Windsor, who was killed in France on November 1st,

1914, left estate valued at £9,242.
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AN EASY METHOD OF
DETECTING S. PALLIDA AND OTHER

SPIROCHAETES.

l!v ALFKED C. COLES, M.D., D.Sc, 1 .II.S.Edin.,
M.R.C.P.LOND.,

TUXHCim TO TEE KOYiL KATIONAI. SAKATOBIUJI, BOUESTMOUIH.

At tlio present time three methods are in general use for

the ilctoctiou of S. pallida: (1) The examination of fresh

cover-glass preparations by means of dark-ground illumi-

liatiou obtained by means of a special oil immersion darli-

grouud condenser ; (2) the examination of dry films

stained with Gicmsa or other stains ; (3) the examination
of films made by Burri's Indian ink methcid.

I Lave been in the habit of using each of these methods
on every case in which 1 have had to make a diagnosis, but
in some "cases in which the spirochaetes are present in very
small numbers, especially those in which the primarj' sore

has been previously treated with antiseptics, in which
Lcaling is taking place, the hunt for a single spirochuete
i? very trying and rctjuires a considerable expenditure
of time.

The following method which I have devised renders the
detection of S. pallida or any other spirochaete as easy as
tl'.at of the tubercle bacillus in sputum. It depends on the
following principles

:

1. That structures which are coloured with a fluorescent

dye—for example, eosin, fnchsin, fiuorescin, etc.—when
examined on a dark ground, stand out very prominentlj",
•whilst bine-stained structures are very inconspicuous.

2. That if the medium in which the red stained organisms
lie be of very low retractive index, they are exceedingly
conspicuous by dark-ground illumination, and can be
detected with a comparatively low power, but it mounted
iu balsam, cedar oil, parolein, or water, they are only seen
with the verj- greatest difficnlty. The method briefly con-
sists in examining a film containing spirochaetes, stained
in the usaal way with Giem.sa or Leishman's stain, dry, not
mounted in any medium with dark-ground illumination,
usiug a dry lens of medium power. There are, however,
some details which considerably simplify this problem.

Method.

It is not necessary to stain with Giemsa, ordinary carbol-
fuchsin would answer the purpose, but if the film is subse-
quently to be examined with the oil immersion jL objective
it is very advisable to stain with Giemsa or its equivalent.
Previous fixation of the film with absolute alcohol for ten
to fifteen minutes, and subsequent staining ^vith dilute
Giemsa as is usually done, requires too much time, and
never gives the same intensity of staining as the following:
The stock solution of Giemsa is diluted with an equal

part of pure methylic alcohol or acetone.
Films arc made from the serum which exudes after

cleaning and rubbing or scraping the margins of the
primary sore in the usual way. When thy, a few
drops of the diluted Giemsa stain are dropped on to the
burface of the film, and immediately (the quicker the
deeper the staining) ten times as much distilled water is

added. This will probably be more than the slide will
hold; it is, therefore, advisable to add as much water as
will lie on the film, and then flood this ofi with more water
on tothe surface ot a piece of curved glass plate, and place
the slide film downwards iu this diluted stain.

Stain for not less than ten to fifteen minutes, then wash
off the stain with distilled water ; dry, but do not mount.
Durl-fjround lUumination.—'Ihe special dark-ground

condensers in use—for example, those of Leitz, Zeiss,
Baker, etc.—have two disadvantages for this examination,
as, first, they all require to bo in oil contact with the
under surface of the slide, with the result that one cannot
examine a large aica of the film without the oil running
on to the surface of the stage or its being used up ; and,
secondly, they do not allow the change from dark-ground
to ordinary illumination being made. To overcome these
disadvantages, and to do away with the necessity of using
oil I use an ordinary achromatic condenser, used dry,
without oil, provided with a Travis's expanding stop beloiv
it. A simple round stop, as long as it be of the right size,
could be used ; but the expanding stop is much more con-

c renient. Any of the microscopic agents would fit cither

of these, and, if necessary, explain how a dark ground is

obtained. An ordinary paraffin microscopic lamp, used.
\\ itli or without a bull's - cyo condenser, is ample
illumination.

The objective I use is an 8 mm., or '., iu., ot Zeiss and
Ltitz, and a compon.sating ocular of 8, 12, or 18, or an
ordinary No. 4 or 5 eyepiece. I can see S. pallida with
a H in. objective with 18 ocular, but I could not pick them
out with this low power. I find I cannot use a J in.

objective on an uncovered objective, and its NA is too
large to obtain a good dark ground with this method.
The stained film mast not be mounted in balsam, oil,

water, or any other medium ; it must be examined dry in
air. The easiest and best result is obtained by examining
it without a cover-glass, but if such an uncovered film be
examined with a dry lens at the correct tube length of
that lens for a covered object, the imago will be very
imperfect and practically useless, but if the tube of the
microscope bo lengthened to the right height—this can
only be found by trial, but when found will be practically
constant for that objective—the definition is perfect.

JNIy Zeiss 8 mm. normally working at a tube leugth
of 160 mm. requires to be lengthened to about 195 mm.,
and the Leitz 8 mm. objective from 170 mm. to 240 mm.
Tlie latter length cannot be obtained on an ordinary short-
tube microscope without the addition of a cardboard tube.
Of course, the inconvenience of leugtheuing the tube may
bo overcome by laj'iug a coTcr-ghis:- (j\\ the tihu. when tlio

olijcctive will be used at about the urnmal IuIk- leuglh and
tlic definition will be excellent. 'I'liis. lniwt vcr, has tho
disadvantage that if a spirochaete bel'uuuil bydaik-ground
illumination, and one wishes to examine it with ordinary
illumination by removing the stoii under the condenser and
turning on the ^^ oil immersion Icus, the spirochaete will
not be seen. On the other hand, if there is no eover-glasb,
the i\ lens oiled will enable it to be seen at once.

In a stained film examined on a dark ground without any
mounting medium S. pallida can be easily detected witii
such a moderate power as a *-in. objective. It stands out
as a beautiful golden spiral, which cannot be missed by
the merest tyro.

The largo field of vision, tho case with which a .slide

can be thoroughly examined, the absence of anj'eye strain,
and above all the remarkable way iu which the" spirochaete
strikes the eye, have only to be seen to be appreciated.

I have now used this method for some years, and am
convinced that I should find no difiSculty in finding a
spirochaete even if only, two or three were present in a,

film the size of a postage stamp. Can the same be said of
any other method now'in vogue for the detection of these
illusive organisms ?

It seems to me that it would bo invaluable to those who
are searchiug for .S. pallida in films from the brain in cases
of general paralysis of the insane, etc.

It is, of course, equally serviceable in examining the
blood for any ot the spirochaetes, provided these are
coloured a reddish tint with Giemsa, or if stained with
eosin or fuchsin. Blue-staiued objects are very in-
couspicnous.
Some few years ago whilst examining a Giemsa- stained

film with the •j'2 oil immersion lens, I found a spirochaeti!
iu the blood of a bat, which I provisionally ramed H
vcsperuginis. This spirochaete, very slightly'larger tha .

the S. iJflZ?t(Za, was only present in extremely smau
numbers. It would have been well-nigh impossible tU
have found another with the ,\r objective, but in the reo
maining 15 films which were not mounted, I had lio diflS-"

cultyin detecting and marking these spirochaetes by
examining the films dry on a dark ground, although iii

many films there was only a single spirochaete present.
I shall be very pleased to demonstrate the extreme ease

with which the method is carried out, or to answer any
question thereon.

THE next award ot the Alvarcnga Prize of the Phila-
delphia College of Physicians, amounting to about £50,
will be made on July 14th, 1916. Essays, which may deal
with any subject iu medicine, imi'-t' lif vfrcived on or
before May 1st, 1916, by the Se.rei 1 ,,\ r, ( ',.no<^o, Dr.
Francis P.. Packard, 19, South 22iii[ -1...', i- uUuUli.lua,
Pa., U.S.A., to whom intending t.i;,.|. iji:, .ii.akl write
tor full particulars. The Alvaii^ii^a tn.t 1..1 1915 lias
been awarded to Dr. J. E. Sweet, Philadelphia, for hia
essay entitled » The Stirgery of the Pancreas.'
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A SIMPLE METHOD FOR THE CULTIVATION
OF ANAEIIOBIC ORGANISMS,

LYN DIMOND, M.B., Liedtenast E.A.M.C,
EACTPBIOLOGIST ; UIIITISII fcXPF.DlTIONAET FOBCE. rilANCE.

The large number of wouncls in the present campaiga
contaminated witli anaerobic organisms has brought into

proiuinence the difCereut methods for tlie isolation and
cnlture of these organisms.
A simple method for obtaining anaerobic conditions is

the, following, and I have found that by its employment
laryc numbers of these organisms can be investigated with

regard to tlieir cultural characteristics, their carbohydrate
reactions, etc., with comparative ease, and the laborious

technique involved in carrying out many of the methods
in common use avoided.
The solo apparatus rocinirod are test tubes of two

different sizes for cultures on solid media and three

different sizes for liquid media.
The diameters of the test tubes which I have found

most convenient have been 1.5 and 2.5 cm. for the lirst

ouethod and 1, 1.5, and 2.5 cm. for the second method.

1. For Solid Media.

The test tubes, 1.5 cm. in diameter, are prepared,

plugged, and sterilized with the sloped medium, such as

glucose agar, in the usual manner. After inoculation of

these media, a corresponding number of the 2.5 cm. test

tubes are half tilled with a solution of pyrogallic acid ;

when liq. potassao has
been added the plugs of

the culture tubes are

removed, and thej' are

inserted, with their

upper ends downwards,
into the alkalme pyro-
gallate solution con-

tained in the 2.5 cm.
tube. The contained
air in the tube contain-

ing the culture medium
prevents the pyro-
gailate solution from
passing up into the
tube for more than a
few millimetres, and
the inverted tube, by
virtue of its contained
air, floats upon the
pyrogallato solution.
A few cubic centimetres
of liquid paraffin are

then poured upon the
surface of the pyro-
gallate solution, thus

preventing it from becoming inert through absorbing the

Li^uli faraffi.t— %_

m*AU:alme -.^—

Method : Metboa 2.

oxygen of the external air.

This method, which I have now used some hundreds of

times, has invariably given excellent results. After incu-

bation is completed the culture tube is lifted out of the
pyrogallate solution, wiped with sterile wool, and plugged,
after which the culture can be investigated in the usual
manner.

2. For Liquid Media.

The smaller 1 cm. diameter test tube is prepared with
its liquid medium in the usual way. After inoculation it

in inserted into the large 2.5 cm. test tube containing
alkaline pyrogallate solution, and after removal of its

^vool plug the 1.5 cm. test tube is inverted over it until its

margin dips into the alkaline pyrogallate solution. A
few cubic centimetres of sterile paraffin are then poured
upon the surface of the i^yrogallate solution, between
the wall of the medium-sized tube and that of the larger
tube.

For the investigation of tlic carbohydrate reactions, gas
formation, etc., of anaerobic organisms, I have found this

an extremely simple and reliable method. .

The diagrams give a general idea of the arrangement of
the test tubes in the two methods.

THE TREATMENT OF WOUND INFECTIONS
BY ANTISEPTICS.

By CH.A.IILES A. MORTON, F.E.C.S.,

OF BCKGEUT in the DNIVEKBin- 0¥ Jjr.ISIOL.

I SHOULD like to be allowed to say something in support of

the view that antiseptics are of value in the treatment of

infected wounds. Sir Almroth "Wright tells us that they aro
not necessary because the resistance of the tissues is

sufficient to deal with the infection, if the wound is kept
by the surgeon in a favourable condition, by adequate
drainage and other means ; and that, although antiseptics

have the power to kill micro-organisms in the laboratory,

they cannot act efficiently in contact with the tissues of

the body. He tells us that, in judging of the value of

antiseptics, we must be guided by laboratory methods, and
not by clinical experience, because its results aro not
' brilliantly successful " or the reverse. He considers that

because clinical results do not almost invariably prove the
utility of antiseptics we aro not to bo guided by them, but
by laboratory experiments. But is this reasonable? If

we have evidence from the use of a drug in a sufficiently

large number of cases to enable us to really judge of

its action, are we to refuse to believe in its efficacy

because it is not " brilliantly successful " ? Aro wo
not to judge of the value of vaccine treatment

by its clinical results ? They can hardly bo said to

have been "brilliantly successful" for all the various

morbid conditions for which they have been used. Why
should we not refuse to judge of the value of vaccine

treatment because it is not always •'brilliantly successful,"

if we are to refuse to judge of the value of antiseptics ou
such grounds? There is, indeed, no reason why we should

replace antiseptics by vaccines in the treatment of infected

wounds, as Sir Almroth Wright says we should do.

And are his laboratory experiments really convincing

that antiseptics can do no good in infected wounds ? Ho
says they cannot do good at the time of infection beoauso

they cannot penetrate " the solid barriers of albuminous
substance, provided in the early stages of the wound by
exposed muscles and connective tissue." But may they
not reach the organisms lying outside these barriers, if

applied early enough? Cannot millions of microbes be
destroyed by the antiseptic before they have begun to

penetrate into the tissues ? Even if contact with the

albuminous material in the wound reduces the power of

the antiseptic by the chemical change which it produces,

if sufficient antiseptic is used, and if it is frequently

changed and used for a prolonged period, it is not likely to

be efficient. If the " barrier of albuminous substance " is

formed by the exudation on the surface of the wound,
bathing the organisms lying there, and then coagulated

into an impenetrable layer by the antiseptic, then it would
certainly seem impossible for the antiseptic to destroy the
organisms. But it seems to me that we ought to require

very strong proof that this was what happened before wo
abandoned the antiseptic treatment of wounds.
Judging by the results of Dr. Alexis Carrel's work at

the hospital at Compicgne,'" it seems to me that the clinical

results of the treatment of infected wounds with an anti-

septic have been most encouraging, and should certainly

lead to a wide adoption of his thorough methods. With
the result of Carrol's work before us, I venture to think

Sir Almroth Wright is not in the least justiljcd in stating

that the antiseptic treatment of wounds has completely

broken down. In the instances it has done so this has
happened probably because the surgeon had no chance of

dealing with the wound for many hours after it was inflicted,

or used an antiseptic in an imperfect v»'ay—^perhaps just

douched the wound with it, and then washed it away at

once with saline for fear of its supposed injurious action

on the tissues. In cases in which the wound has been
well cleaned, and the antiseptic of sufficient strength, and
freely and for a sufficient time applied, within a few hours

of the injury, experience both in civil and military

* See abstract of liis paper in BniTisn Mr.DicvL JornXAr,, Ot-
23rtl, 1915. p 609. The inveatigations which i-esuUed in the ii^.

sodium bypochlorite as an antiseptic were can-ied out by Prol.

Lorrain Smith and others at Edinburwh (British MedicaI/Jociv,
July 24th, 1915, p. 1291 and by Dr. Dakiu in France (^(hitish Mm
JoDBNAL, .\ugust 28th, 1915. p. 318), and were subsidized by the Mg ,

Eescarch C'ommilleo of tliis country.
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practice has sbowu that; it lias been efficient in preventiug
sepsis.

1 very much doubt if we can riil an infected wound of

orgauisuis by douching it out with sahue. If wc take a
uiixtuie of chalk and water and tlnow it into a wound,
and allow it to reniaiu there a short time, we canuot
expect to get even such gross particles as the chalk away
from the wound by such means, much less millions of

microbes. Just as we could only get rid of the deposited
chalk by applying to the wound an acid solution, so as

to act chemically ou the chalk, so we can only get rid of

the microbes by killing them with an antiseptic. Carrel
truly says we cannot clean a wound of microbes even by a
s«ab, for as well might we expect to clean a greasy bottle

by such means. But. if we canuot mechanically remove
tie W'ganisms, surely the right thiug to do is to apply au
antiseptic to kill them.

I admit that it does not seem so reasonable to apply
antiseptics to an alreatly suppurating wound as to ouo just

infected, becau-e of the difficulty, if not impossibility, of

the antiseptic penetrating the living tissues, into which the
organisms have already penetrated ; and, as Sir Almroth
Wright points out, if you by irrigation wash out the pus,

why trouble to try and kill the microbes in that pus ?

But here again the question seems to me to arise, Can we
irrigate out all the microbes in the wound (as distinct

from those which have penetrated into its walls), and may
we not be wise in employing an antiseptic to kill those wo
cannot? Is it not possible that some antiseptics may
Lave some power of penetrating into the living wall of the
wound? Here, again. Carrel's experience in treating

suppurating wounds seems to me quite good clinical

evidence of the advantage of using hypochlorous acid or

hypochlorite of soda in the treatment of suppurating
wounds.
Now, Sir Almroth Wright tolls us that the question as

to the value of antiseptics cannot be answered by clinical

observation, yet, all the same, he does seem to attach
importance to such evidence when it is the result of

the observation of " experienced and very competent
observers." But though he now admits that we may
judge of the value of therapeutic measures used in con-

nexion with the healing of wounds by clinical evidence,

Le tries to show that even these " experienced and
com[>etent observers " have been deceived, for he says
their good results may have been due to using the anti-

septic with a " hypertonic menstruum," the washing out
of the wound by peroxide of hydrogen, or the use of auti-

gcptics in the form of fomentation. But the use of such
things without the antiseptic has probably not been found
by these " experienced and very competent observers " to

Lave the same beneficial action on the wound as the
particular antiseptic they consider has been of value.

Let me give one striking example of the value of clinical

evidence. It does not refer to the beneficial action of

antiseptics but to their harmlessness. It has generally

been maintained that antiseptics damage the living tissues,

possibly because of experimental evidence, but I do not
know of it; but perhaps simply because certain anti-

septics have caused irritation of the skin. Mr. Bond of

Leicester has recently shown' that even quite strong
antiseptics can be ajiplied to wounds without interfering

with their healing. But wc have even some laboratory
evidence on this matter, which may appeal to those who
think clinical evidence unreliable. The late Mr. Lockwood,
writing some years ago of the unreasonable dread of the
entrance of antiseplics into wounds, said lie liad made
sections of the tissues from wounds to which antiseptics
Lad been applied, and could find no evidence of damage
to them.
The sterilization of the infected wounds of war is a

matter of such vast importance to us at the present time
that I would plead that further attempts on the lines

practised and advocated by Carrel should be made, and
that we should not rest content to depend on the resistance
of the tissues—a resistance which very often completely
fails, the failure leading to the most serious condition of

sepsis in the wound, and often costing the wounded soldier

Lis life. Nor, I would urge, should we depend on irriga-

tion with saline to rid a recently infected wouud of

org.misms, but should freely apply, for a considerable

,
I'll, either liypochlorous acid in 0.5 per cent, or

chlorite of soda solution ; and these antiseptics in

a strength potent to kill micro-organisms will do no
harm to the tissues.

I think Sir Almroth Wright's suggestion that physicians
should now take charge of wounds will be read with some
astonishment. Does ho think that a surgeon's only busi-
ness is with the knife ? Can it be possible that he thinks
they will be too free in makiug counter openings for
drainage? Or does he think that the surgeon will have a
greater tendency to do harm by inflicting on the wound
a douching with some antiseptic, because he wdl be less
readily converted to his views on the sufficiency of tissue
resistance and the value of only using saline? Is it neces-
sary to remind Sir Almroth Wright that even physicians
use drugs which they believe to be internal antiseptics,
and that the faith some of them have in the good results
of vaccine treatment is very feeble, and that he must not
trust them too far? But, after all, it is clear from Sir
Almroth Wright's last lecture that he does really use
antiseptics himself, for if a 5 per cent, salt solution can
prevent the growth of pyogenic organisms what is it

but a feeble antiseptic ? 1 fear the knowledge that
saline solution is an antiseptic will come as a rudo
shock to "aseptic" surgeons. They will discover that
tiny have really been using a deadly antiseptic in the
\\ounds all the time, even though, in the strength they
have used it, too weak to iiave any antiseptic power.
But it may, by accident, have been used as strong as 2 per
cent., and then it would undoubtedly be antiseptic.

Uepehenc'E.
' British Medical Jociinal, vol. i, 1915, p. 405.

illimiorantia

:

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETEICAL.

TREATMENT OF " FLAGELLATE-DIARRHOEA

"

AND OF KALA-AZAR.
Several authors have recently called attention in the
British Medical Jouknal to the presence of flagellates in

cases of diarrhoea, and discussed their etiological role.

When present in a small number such flagellates are prob-

ably harmless. In the tropics they are found in the stools

of more than 25 per cent, of apparently healthy persons
after a saline purge. When present, however, in enormous
numbers, as in the two cases which I published in the
British Medic.\l Johknal of November 11th, 1905, tho
probabilities are that they play a part in the causation of

the intestinal symptoms.
I can confirm Low, Wenyon, Ledingham, and Pen-

fold's experience that ipecacuanha and emetine have no
effect on such parasites. I recommend instead the uso
of methylene bine. This drug has a powerful effect ou
flagellates. I may quote a paragraph from my paper on
tho resistance of the intestinal flagellates to various
chemical substances '

:

The action of different chemicals on the parasites was tried

repeatedly. Without referring in particular to all the experi-
ments made, I may siiy that methylene blue solutions are
without doubt the most active -iiincii more so for instance
than quinine sohitious. Jiixin;,' one loMpful of the stools with
one loopful of liu 1,000 solution of inetli\lene blue and observing
the preparation microscopicall\ , the flagellates (Trichomouata
and Cercomoiiata) are seen to take up the colour, and stop
almost instantly their movements, losing their ordinary shajje

and becoming globular without exhibiting any flagella or
undulating membrane.

I give methylene blue by tho mouth, in cachets containing

2 or 3 grains of the drug, three times a Any, and also by
intestinal irrigation (1 iu 5,000 or 1 in 3,000). The patient

must be informed that his stools and urine will become
blue. The treatment has induced in most of my cases a
rapid decrease or complete disappearance of the flagel-

lates within a very few days. In a few obstinate cases

the administration of the drug may have to be persisted

in for a long period of time. In such a contingency the

methylene blue should be discontinued from time to tiino

to prevent the formation of methylene blue concretions

in the intestine.

In connexion with Major Mackie's interesting paper on

the treatment of kala azar with tartar emetic, published

' British Medical Journal. November lltli, 1905.
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in the last issue o£ the British Medical Journal, I would
call attention to a case—an imported case from India—
I treated in Ceylcn in 1914, and published in the report to

the Advisory Committee for the Tropical Research Fund
fsecond half-year 1914) and also in the RivUta di PecUatria,

1915 (fas. 4). The treatment consisted in administering

to the jiatieut my tartar emetic-potassium iodide '• yaws
mixture ' as well as tartar emetic given intravenously,

and Fowler's solution. The improvement was striking,

and I concluded in my papers that the drug to which this

was due was tartar emetic, as my previous experience and
that of others with arsenic and potassium iodide given

alone had not been successful.

The case is of some interest, showing that independently

and at the same time tartar emetic was found to bo useful

by me in a case of kala-azar contracted in the tropics, and
by Cristina and Carona in cases of Italian origin.

Aldo Castellaki.
Society of Tropical Medicine, London, W.

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE IN NON-AMOEBIC
DYSENTERY.

In Febrnnrv. 1898. when our forces engaged against the

Waziii'; ill ilu N.itli West Frontier of India were being

exhaustnl li\ •\\ ' nt. i-y, you were good enough to publish

my exprririK (• m Si.utii America in the treatment of uon-

amoebic dysentery by drachm doses of magnesium sulphate

every two hours. I found it to be a specific; and the

observation was confirmed by correspondents at the front,

by the medical officer in charge of the gaol at Mauritius,

and, later, in the South African war, by friends engaged
in it. The observation is not new, for a correspondent in

Belfast pointed out that it was published at least three

hundred years n'_;o. But that need not prevent the

younger ,1114. mi;- hi the Dardanelles from giving the

treatuuii: a l iil wlaii, I tliiuK', if it is the non-amoebic
form of (Iv^i'iili-i \ w itli whirh tliey have to deal, they will

be astonished at the results.

F. WvATT-SMiTn, M.B., B.C.Cautab.

THE "IRRITABLE HEART" OF SOLDIERS.
We are grateful to Dr. Poynton for his reply to our memo-
randum, recognizing in it the earnest thought of a worker
upon closely allied problems. His observations upon acute

i-henmatism and endocarditis are well kuovs-u ; his views

as to their causation claim many fresh adherents; and we
are conscious that streptococcic infection may yet come to

be regarded as the chief cause of the less serious and the

most grave forms of cardiac disabilit}'.

The purpose of our memorandum was to record the

presence of streptococci in the urine in patients of the

class we describe ; to express the view that these

organisms are derived from an infected blood ; and to

stimulate further search iu this direction. During the

past two weeks wo have been confirmed in our view.

Laving recovered organisms of the same or closely allied

morphological type from the blood iu 13 patients. But at

present we go no further than to suggest our self-evident

working hypothesis that this infection is the cause of the

ailment. To an actual conclusion we do not as yet commit
ourselves, but believe its discussion neither untimely nor
without promise.
The argument which Dr. Poynton advances is very

pertinent and one which often forces itself to our con-

sideration. How can we prove that the essential factor

is the infection, iu the face of a mass of evidence favouring
physical and nervous overstrain . . . as the prime causes'?"

Now physical overstrain nud nervous ovirstrain are terras

which are themselves in inca^ni-.' li\ iHitbela-al ; it lias not

been proved that a lieah!i> li.art m.iv .lamaL;'' ii^rlf, era
healthy nervmis systi m nlfn- liijniy. liy m ei-e\ercise

;

infcctii.ii i, 1' l> I 111,1; :i m: \ liii-vo m this instance
demonsi 1,(1-:, \l , . ,,. |!n i.al stcain and nervous
strain ai- a, ,; n, \.<\- two causes but for

a si7irjli- r.iiK,- la a -a , i 1 ,
1

• li i ,.
I syniiitom group; it may

be we have found it in iiifertion of the blood stream.

Again, we consider physical strain and nervous strain

separately, and in our group of studied cases we find

instances in which wo have every reason to believe

neither one nor the other was ever present, soldiers who
Lave never been abroad, and men who have been

submitted to no very ^reuuous work and to no unwonted
excitement.
But we do find, as we may now assert, infection in each

examined member of the group. That is our chief reason
for working still and suggesting work along the lines of this
hypothesis of infection, and for discarding the hypothesis
of strain as a jirimc factor.
Many of our patients, it is true, give a distinct history of

strain to which they attribute their present symptoms; in

some of these, where the strain was unaccustomed, we can
nevertheless, by persistent inquiry, trace the symptoms in

less aggressive form to a date preceding the unaccustomed
effort or shock; in others may be we cannot, but infection

is demonstrated in these also, and neither effort nor shock
will explain infection.

Dr. Poynton and we may perhaps roach agreement in a
tentative view that infection, latent may be for months or
years, is the prime factor, but betrays itself in the soldier

only when the body, poisoned in mild degree, is called

upon to yield up its reserves of energy; or betrays itself in

the civilian (for we do not doubt that he may be similarly

affected) when a change in his resistance or in the viru-

lence of the organism permits the latter to settle down
now iu the .ioiuts, now in the cardiac tissues. Such a
speculation, we confess, appeals to us.

Thomas Cotton,
Thomas Lewis,
F. H. Thiele.

Loudon. W,

DISCUSSIONS ON PARATYPHOID FEVER,
Royal Society of Medicine.

At a meeting of the Section of Medicine of the Royal
Society of Medicine, held on November 23rd, Sir 'VN'illiam

OsLEi!, Past-President, being in the chair, the discussion

on paratyphoid fever was continued.

The Arnuj.

Colonel Sir William Leishman, J{..\.M.C., who reopent ,1

the discussion, said that his experience related to para

typhoid fever as it was met with iu France. The cases

had not been many—only 1,200 during the first fifteen

and a half months of war. He agreed with Sir Bertrand
Dawson that they were not grave as regards danger to

life. Eighteen had died, the case mortality being 1.5 per

cent. The total number of cases of typhoid and para-

typhoid fever combined was less at present than at auy
previous stage, and numbered only 32. The relative pro-

portions of x^aratyphoid A and paratyphoid B had not

been accurately determined, but the latter composed
approximately two-thirds to three-quarters of the para-

typhoid infectious. Although paratyphoid A was the
prevailing tj'pe in India, its occurrence in France was not
limited to the Indian troops. There had been no such
explosive epidemic as could be ascribed to a water-borne
infection ; carriers were probably the source of the cases.

Stringent measures had been taken to limit the spread of the

disease. .\t the clearing stations a blood test was performed
on all likely cases. They were then transferred to a general

hospital at the base, and afterwards to an isolation hos-

pital, where laboratory accommodation and a competent
bacteriologist were available. When a positive diagnosis

was made, the medical officer of the unit from which the'

man liad been sent was informed by telegram, and a watch
was kept by him for further cases. If auy occurred a
baeteiieli'Ljist carried out a thorough investigation. A spot

map w.is kept at head quarters, where such cases as

ocemreil were charted unit by unit. A large proportion

of tlio infection was derived from the native population,

espeeialiy from the Belgian refugees. House-tohousc
visiting was carried out ; the little farmhouses iu which
the refugees were living were visited ; infected people thus

detected were afterwards isolated and treated iu hospital.

The chanre nf ]ai Ivini; up infection from such sources w.as

very greai. 1 r l<hh1 services rendered in this respect

he mentiniud with warm approbatiou'the Red Cross uuit

of the Society of Friends.

He did uot agreo with Professor Dreyer that many niild

cases of the condition were unrecognized in France. This
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opinion was founded on Professor Dreyer's mcUiod of

agglutination, wliicb Sir William Lcisliman tliought con-
tained some fallacies. "Controls" wero needed before it

could be accepted in its entirety. Diagnosis by agt;lutina-

tion with tbe low degree of dilution thought by Professor
Drej'er to bo sufficient was not free from coutcution.

Tliere were many cases of mild fever at tbe frout due
to many conditions. It was going too far to say tliat

such belonged to the paratyphoid group. Trench fever,

for example, was a definite disease, and gave no agglutina-
tion for typhoid or paratyphoid. He thought it was
probably mosquito- borne.
He was not satisfied that Professor Castollani's evidence

as to the value of mixed vaccines was conclusive. The
dosage, ho thought, was too small. It was, above all

things, undesirable to tamper with the typhoid element
of the vaccine, in the preparation of whicli little things
readily made great differences. The incidence of para-
typhoid was roughly 1 per 1,000, hence the need for

protective vaccination against it was not very urgent.

The Navy.
Fleet-Surgeon P. W. Bassett Smith, Pi.N., spoke from

Lis experience of the naval cases adt&itted to the Dread-
nought Hospital, Greenwich, and from cases from the
Eojal Naval Uospit;U, Haslar, and elsewhere. The greater
number had come from the Dardanelles area, the diaguosis
having been roughly made, laboratory c\:iiiiiiiatiniihi having
been few, and little differentiation haviiiu Ik 11 ;iUi nipted.

About September, 1914,autityphoid voc^ 11;; i I'li I., juitobe
carried out among such men as were likely i .' he Iaim leJ with
tlie Expeditionary Force. About the luiJJIe of thi.s year
paratyphoid cases began to be recognized, and a paratyphoid
vaccine was prepared from strains obtained in Gallipoli.

In every case of pyrexia a blood culture was made, the

excreta were examined for the bacilli of typhoid and
paratyijhoid and for dysentery organisms, and agglutina-

tion was performed. Professor Dreyer's method being used
it a sufficient amouut of blood was procured. He had
coine to the conclusion that all cases from the Near East
labelled as dysentery should be regarded as probably
examples of paratyphoid fever. On bacteriological exami-
nation of 70 cases at Plymouth 11 per cent, proved to be
typhoid, 40 per cent, paratyphoid A, 20 per cent, para-
typhoid B. and ^9 per cent, were indefinite. His own
results at Greenwich had revealed 12 per cent, tj'phoid,

14 per cent, paratyphoid A, 36 per cent, paratyphoid B,

and 38 per cent, indefinite. Some of the indefinite cases
were, no doubt, due to infections by Bacillus coli. Of
208 cases ascribed to typhoid, 10 had died; of these,

6 had not been inoculated, 1 had probably not been,
and 3 had been inoculated. No case of paratyphoid
had died. In the navy the view that had been taken was
that it was worth while to provide immunity against para-

typhoid if it were possible, so that a vaccine had been used
with increasing frequency. The typhoid vaccine had been
administered first in two doses, and afterwards the para-
typhoid in one or two doses. Tlie latter vaccine was poly-

valent. More recently a mixed or a triple vaccine had
been used in two doses, the first containing 500 million

typhoid, 250 million paratyphoid A and 250 million para-
typhoid B ; the second, 1,000 million tj-plioid, 500 million

paratyphoid A, and 500 million paratyplioid B. No more
complaint of disturbance had followed tlvan after the
simple antityphoid vaccination and the agglutination values
obtained had been good. The amount of true typhoid
agglutination had not dimini-shed. He hoped that a
full protection had been afforded against typhoid and a
moderate protection against the other diseases.

Tropica and Serbia.

Professor A. Castellani spoke of lii^i experience of para-
typhoid in the tropics and in Serbia; in Ceylon para-
typhoid .\ was the usual infection ; in Serbia, paratyphoid 1!.

In -general he agreed that paratyphoid was milder and of

shorter duration than true typhoid, but there were many
exceptions. He had seen many cases of paratyphoid .V

ending fatally or lasting fur several months. In the tropics
the two could not be dis inguished clinically, and therefore
must be separated bacteriologically. The treatment was
on the lines of true typhoid, a liquid diet being given for
the whole course of the fever and for aome days after-

wards. He had known aerioas results follow the aivins of

solid food early in the disease, as was becoming customarj
in Europe and America. In Ceylon malignant cases were
frequently met witli, and it was better to be on the safe
side. He could endorse the view that the fewer the dru"3
given the better for the patient, but thought that urotropiuo
had a place in preventing iufection 01 the gall blad.ier.
Vaccines were sometimes beneficial in cei taiij protracted
cases. Prophylaxis consisted chictly in the employment
of antityphoid inoculation. In Ceylon he had for .some
years used mixed vaccines with satisfactory results. Ho
referred to his expeiiments, by which it had been shown
that tlie immunity conferred by mixed vaccines was equal
to that obtained if the vaccines were given independently.
The degree of immunity bore no proportionate relation 10
the amount of vaccine used, provided that the minimum
necessary to secure immunity was employed. Those in-
oculated showed no severe reaction, and could resume thiir
duties within from twenty-four to forty-eight hours. The
inoculated individuals produced agglutinating bodies tor
the three germs in amounts not less than if they had been
injected with a monovaccine. There accrued advantajjes
from mixed vaccines. Much time was saved. Para-
typhoid A and B were provided against, and they wero
not rare; nor were mixed infections, and even triple iufec-
tion occurred. The fear had been expressed that mixi^d
vaccines gave a smaller degree of immunity against true
typhoid fever, but that was not so. He could only come
to the conclusion that a mixed vaccine should be used as
a routine measure, instead of the ordinary monovaccine.

Si/mptoms.
Dr. Henky Robinson, while agreeing with Sir Bertrand

Dawson's description of the disease in the main, alluded
to a tew striking characteristics. The onset was sonie-
tmies acute, shivers being not uucoiirniuu. Epistaxis
occurred in about 30 per cent. Headache and abdouiinal
pain were the leading symptoms, but backache and
vomiting were not rare. There was little abdominal swelling.
Although the spleen was not usually palpable, its size, as
estimated by percussion, was often increased. Spots often
did not appear until the fever had subsided, and were
sometimes larger and more lenticular than those of
tj'phoid. The abdominal reflex was frequently absent,
though not more often than in tyuhoid ; it was abolished in

just, under 50 per cent, of the cases of each. Bradycardia
was almost the rule during convalescence. The pyrexia
varied considerably in duration, lasting from five or si.x

days to two or four months. He did not think that para-
typhoid A and B could be differentiated clinically. On
clinical evidence, he was of opinion that there were many
mild undiagnosed cases. He asked as to which was most
reliable, the hanging drop method or that of Professor
Dreyer, for estimating agglutination. He had received
widely contradictory reports, when the blood withdrawn
at the same time had been examined bj' the two methods,
by different competent bacteriologists. He had found that
the VVidal reaction often disappeared very rapidly after
the condition was recovered from.

Bacteriological Examination : Agglut ination.

Dr. H. L. Tidy regarded the old and new methods of

performing the agglutination test as equally reliable. In
a considerable number of the cases of paratyphoid he
had obtained no agglutination of the Bacillas tirphosus,

although the men had been inoculated within eight
mouths. Febrile conditions apparently removed the
agglutinins to the Bacillus typhosus from the blood, and
this factor should be taken into consideration by those who
were compiling stati.^tics on the persistence of the Widal
reaction. A positive Widal reaction was equally valuable
in the case of the inoculated and the uninoculated. After
having disappeared the agglutinins perhaps returned again,
but this was not usual. He thought that the effect of

febrile conditions was to convert the agglutinins into

agglutinoids. For separating the organisms from the
excreta he thought that Carl Browning's "brilliant green

"

method was preferable to any other, but he had been
satisfied with the use of one tube only. He favoured
MacConkey's medium for cultural purposes. He had come
to the conclusion that Professor Dreyer's arc lamp had no
specific value.

Captain Kenny (Canada) gave his experiences of para-

typhoid at the Canadian Hospital, Taplow. There wera
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11 cases probably typhoid, and 22 cases in whicli the

diagnosis of paratyphoid B, and 3 in which the diagnosis

of paratyphoid A Lad been estabhshed. Two were cases

of mixed infection of paratyplioids A and B. Professor

Dreyer's method of testing agglutinating power had proved

<lnito satisfactory. He narrated a case in which at

niitopsy the lesions both of typhoid and of dysentery were
I'oiiiul.

J)r. Carl Browning expressed himself as deeply gratified

by the favourable expressions which had been used regard-

ing his method of separating the organisms. -\s modified

it had now been reduced to the simplest possible procedure.

He agreed with Sir W. Lcishnian that a careful attitude

."should be adopted towards small oscillations in. tho
agglutinating power of the blood.

After Dr. Scott Tebb and Dr. Stolkisd (Moscow)
bad spoken, Sir AVili.i.\m Osler bronght the discussion

to a close. He stated that paratyplioid was first dis-

tinguished by Professor Achard of Paris, and exhibited

temperature charts from tho original article, and from
a case of his own.

EoYAL Academy of Medicine in Ireland.

At the first meeting for the session of the Section of

Pathology of the Royal Academy of Medicine in Ireland,

when Professor McWeeney took tho chair as I'rtsident

for the first time, several interesting cases of infection

by Bacillus paralyphosus B were related. Professor

McWeeney described the case of a man, aged 24,

who suffered from profuse diarrhoea, severe pains in

the stomach, vomiting, and collapse, after eating mackerel
at a fried fish shop; there were no other cases in the

house or neighbourhood. He was pulseles^s when admitted
to hospital, and died within twelve hours of admission
after live days' illness. There was suppression of urine,

and the patient's aspect was suggestive of the algid stage

of Asiatic cholera ; the only changes of importance found
post mortem were in the gastrointestinal mucosa, which
was dark-brown in colour, verj- rugose, thickened, velvety,

and intensely injected. The changes were particularly

well marked in the stomach, which contained a little

bloody mucus. The intestines were practically empty.
There were no ulcers, and the Peyer's patches were not
altered. On bacteriological examination, non-lactose fer-

menting organisms, identical both culturally and sero-

logically with B. paraty2)}iosus B, were obtained from the
contents of the bowel. The case was important as show-
ing that the pathogenic role of B. jjaratyplwsus B was not,

as generally thought in this country, confined to the pro-

duction of paratyphoid fever, but that, like the other
members of the Gaertner group, it could produce typical

food poisoning of the severest type.

Dr. BoxwKLL related an instance in which three young
men were taken ill after drinking water from a stream
grossly contaminated by sewage. In one case admitted to

Cork Street Hospital, and diagnosed by Dr. Day as para-

typhoid. Dr. Speares had no difficulty in rccovoiiug the
B. paraiyphosus B. One of the other ca=es admitted to

Meath Hospital suffered a fairly sharp attack which
seemed to be typical of typhoid fever, but Dr. Speares
iov.nA iho B. paralyp'lwsusYi. The third man was too ill

to be moved to Dublin, .\nother case Dr. Boxwell de-

scribed was that of a woman admitted with a diagnosis of

acute gastric ulcer. In this case ^Xao B. paratijphosus'B
was found. The symptoms were those c>f violent gastro-
enteritis, suggestive of food poisoning, but no such cause
could be discovered. At a late stage a few rose spots were
seen, and the spleen was enlarged. Professor McWeeney
exhibited the standard agglutination apparatus issued by
the Department of Pathology, Oxford, on behalf of the
Medical Piesearch Committee. After testing about thirty
.serums (mostly from inoculated persons) by the method,
he could say that it seemed quite effective ; the agglutina-
tion effects were very striking and the results easily read.
Dr. W. D. O'Kelly, while regarding some standard as
absolutely necessary, owing to the number of men who
had received protective inoculations, considered that the
test should bo carefully chocked by cultural examinations
of the faeces before it came into general use. Dr.
McWeeney said that from recent observations he con-
sidered that paratyphoid infections were of much more
frequent occurrence than had hitherto been generally
snpposctL

HYPOTnYROIDISM AND HYPEUTHYROIDISM.
In an address on the clinical problems of internal secre-
tions, read for him owing to his absence on military duty
by Dr, Clow, Dr. Craio, the President of the Bradford
MedicoC'hirurgical Society, at the opening of the session,
related tlie following interesting case :

A man, aged 57, had complained of weakness of the le^s for
several months. He coukl no longer walk to his work, and had
lost 3 St. in weight. Pulse small, 120 to 150; no heart murmurs
or signs of dilatation. 'Ihere was no albumin, blood, or sugar
in the urine. Ko exophthalmos. There were marked tremors
in both hands. There was a large bilateral swelling of the
thyroid which had been there fourteen years. On its first

appearance, by the advice of his medical attendant, he hail
painted it with iodine, and this had been followed by some
reduction in size. Six months prior to consulting me there
were indications of the gland again enlarging, and of his own
accord he had resorted to painting with tincture of iodine.
The iiistory and symptoms led to a diagnosis of hyper-
thyroidism, induced by the absorption of iodine in an apparently
simple goitre. ^\ ith cessation of painting, rest in bed, liberal
diet, and a coin-se of iron, strength and weight were gradually
regained. lu four mouths he returned to n'ork weighing 135 St.,

and ill all respects ijuite well.
Eight mouths later ho complained of being worried by the

consciousness of a missing beat in his pulse. On examination
tlie pulse was 44, feeble, of low tension, and missing a beat at
irremiiar intervals. He remained in bed fourteen days without
any improvement. I considered the condition to be one of
thjroid exhaustion, but, in view of his previous hyper-
tliyroidism, was afraid of attempting stimulation of the gland
by iodine, nr of giving thyroid extract. It was decided to try
potassium iodide. This was given in 3 grain doses thrice daily.

In ten days iiis appetite had gone, he was losmg weight rapidly
and his pulse was Vi5. liest in bed and an iodine-free diet was
ordered, and improvement again set in.

In commenting on the case. Dr. Cornish .said that its

most interesting feature was the relation of the symptoms
of hyperthyroidism to the administration of iodine. The
richness of the thyroid in iodine was well known, and it

was impossible altogether to escajje from the suspicion
that treatment with thyroid preparation may after all

only be a mode of treatment with organically combined
iodine in an easily assimilable form.

OPHTUALMOLOGT.
At a meeting of the Section of Ophthalmology of the
Royal Society of Medicine on November 3rd, Mr. Priestley
Smith, the President, in the chair. Dr. C. W. Daniels
contributed a paper on Eye lesions as a 2>oint of impor-
tance in directing suspicion to possible trypanosome
infection. The common manifestation was an irido-

cyclitis, while a pronounced oedema of the lower lids was
not rare. Choroiditis was less frequent. The incidence
of the eye lesions stood in direct relationship with the
severity of the infection. Thus, in Rhodesian trypano-
somiasis the eyes were affected in 83.3 per cent., in

Nigeria cases in 40 per cent., and in cases from Uganda an. I

other parts of tropical Africa in 18.7 per cent. The
mortality from tho disease in those three i-egions was
respectively 100 per cent., 30 per cent., and 18 per cent.

Mr. A. Huon Thompson read a paper on Late results of
the operaiirc treatment of high myopia. Five years tis>, >

he had published notes based on his experience of twenty
myoi)ic eyes, the clear lenses of which ho had needhl
with the object of making the refraction approximately
emmetropic. The degree most suitable for operation was
16 to 22 dioptres. In young children whose myopia ^vas

certainly progressive a limit of 14 D. might well be
assigned. With a myopia of more than 22 D. the chance
of the eye remaining free from destructive processes was
small. He had been able to follow up fourteen cases

during periods of five to fifteen years. Only one patient

was operated upon in both eyes, and he did not think tho
advantage justified the double operation. In all the

fifteen eyes the result of the operation was good, and the

subsequent results he tabulated iu detail. Two-thirds of

the cases, after an average period of eight years, had
materially better vision than before the operation. In not
one of them had he to deal with a detachment of the

retina as a sequela of the operation. He did not think tho

operative treatment of high myojjia tended to counteract

the increase in the long axis of the eyeball, though
obviously the removal of the lens had the effect of

diminishing the result of the lengthenmg ot

the eyeball on the refraction by about one-half.

of tho axis of
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SKIN GRAFTING IN MASTOID OPERATIONS.
At the meeting of the Section of Otology of the Royal
Society of Mediciuo on Neveuibev 19lh Mr. H. J. ]M.\ri!1age

oiiencd a discussion on skin grafting in mastoid operations.

The luttliod mostly worked out by Mr. Charles Ballauec
(1900? WA.S applicable chiefly to chronic mastoid disease.

It resulted in a better healing of the cavity, a shorter con-
valescence, and prevention of stenosis. The graft took
woU ill 99 per cent, of the cases. All cavities in the bone
imist bo closed, so that no septic pockets remained. The
graft must be very thin. A disadvantage was that cennncu
and epithelium were liable to accumulate and cause ulcera-

tion of the skin, but such collections could easily be
removed. He gave particular attention to the posterior

iiicatal wall, removing as far as possible any exposed
portion of cartilage, as that seemed responsible for delay
in healing when such occurred. Of 39 cases, 29 liad

improved hearing after the operation, in 8 the hearing was
worse than before, while in 2 it was unaltered.

Ileb kills.

DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
Ix the preface to Occupational Affections of tJie Skin '

Dr. Pbosser AVhite modestly claims to have arranged
a needful compilation for the ready use of the English
inquirer. Tho work of compilation has been done well,

but the author has also added much valuable information
drawn from his own experience. It is now many years
since Di-. Prosser White's name became associated with
trade diseases. His report on tho harmfulness to health
arising in the manufacture of nitrous explosives was ouo
of the first of the reports of the Departmental Committee
which has done so much to improve industrial legislation

in this country. His colleague on that occasion was
Sir Hamilton Freer- Smith, then one of H.M. Inspectors of

Factories. 'When it is said that about one-fourth of the

cases of eczema which receive hospital treatment are duo
to occupation, the estimate is certainly not placed too

high. Of 1,800 operatives examined by Oppenheim,
400 were found to be suffering from skin diseases duo
to their employment. Recent advances in industrial

chemistry and new processes of manufacture of com-
mercial products, especially those obtained from tar, havo
increased the number of cases of eczema due to occupa-
tion. Dr. Prosser White reminds us that the existence
and intensity of trade dermatitis depend upon three
factors: (1) The potency of the irritant, (2) the resisting

fjnali ies, and (3) the reactive capacity of the skin. Tho
chapter on the resistance of the skin is well written.

Attention is directed to the differing resisting qualities of

the various layers of the skin. The skin is more pro-

foundly affected by alkalis than by acids. Equally
interesting are the author's remarks on idiosyncrasj-.

Heredity, constitutional and dermal conditions play an
important part in the determination of skin eruptions. It

is astonishing how, even among the members of one
family, one individual is found, for example, to be harm
fully influenced by handling certain plants while the
brothers and sisters escape. The part played by mechani-
cal pressure and friction in causing the skin to becunie
hardened, also the formation of bursae in the case of

miners and labourers, is indicated, as well as the influence
of streptococcal infection in the development of certain
acute rashes, as in intertrigo. The effects upon the skiu
of exposure to cold and heat, to x rays, and solar rays are
fully dealt with, as well as the bums caused by acids and
the destruction of the skin by alkalis ; in fact, few trade
influences are omitted. The winding of raw .silk from
cocoons is the occasional cause of a vesicopustular
eruption on the hands and forearms of the workpeople.
Such a condition of the skin was seen by the reviewer in a
large silk works near Milan. There are some well known
chemical compounds of chrome and arsenical derivation
which cause ulceration of the nasal mucous membrane
and perforation of tho septum of the workpeople who

< Occupational Affections of the Skin : A Brief Account of the Trade
Pyf^cessea and Agents w7tich aive rise to them. By R. Pi-osecr Wbibc,
:

!
D.EdiD.. M.B.CS.Lond. London : H. K. Lewis. 1915. (Demy 8vo,

; 175 ; 3 plates. 78. 6d. net.)

inhale the dust, the remarkable fact in such people being
the absence of symptoms and the comparative harmlcss-
ness of tho lesion. Tho dust of arsenical compounds ia
a frequent source of ulceration of the hands and geni-
talia of workmen employed in colour mixing. 16
would hardly bo thought that in the occupation of a,

plasterer there would bo anything to cause trouble, and
yet during the making of Roman cement, owing to the
splashing of slaked lime, the skin may suffer. Tho new
method of preparing leather by the use of chrome com-
pounds is also responsible for a certain amount of occupa-
tional skin trouble. JMany of us are familiar with the acno
and pustular eruptions caused by tar and pitch compounds,
as well as with the peculiar warts caused by coal distillates,

the termination of which is occasionally cancer. Very
appropriately, in dealing with this subject the excellent
work done by r.o.s.- anil Crojipor is alluded to. Auilino
dyes and dyein- play ;i iiM'fiil part in the industrial life of
to-day. It has l« 1 u r.'iiiil that in Basle cancer is more
prevalent anioun Uu; auiliiic wnikuieu than among meu
engaged in othei liccupatious in the town. The book closes
with an account of tho eruptions caused through the pene-
tration oi the skiu by larvae, such as occurs in ankylo-
stomiasis. The author is to be congratulated on having
supplied an interesting and a helpful book—one which
ought to bo in tho hands of all medical men whose practico
brings them into contact with diseases of occupation.

The second edition of Dr. Sequeiea's textbook 011

Diseases of the Skin -—though the moment of its pub-
lication may seem inopportune, for dermatology is essen-
tially a peaceful specialty—deserves more than mero
passing notice. As is commonly the case with second
editions, the present volume is considerably larger than
the former. Reduced to cold statistics, the growth of tho
book may be summarized in the addition of 110 pages of
text, four new coloured plates, and sixty new half-tono
illustrations. The author has kept well up to date with
modern advances in dermatology, which may bo traced
in the additions made ; for example, Sambon's work on the
etiology of pellagra is adequately noticed, and several addi-
tional diseases due to animal parasites, grain-itoh, copra-
itch, and ankylostomiasis have been included. There ia

also a special chapter on exotic spirochaetal diseases. Dr.
Sequeira has made full use of the great opportunities aO
his dispcsal at the London Hospital, and with a few excep-
tions all the illustrations are drawn from the cases which
he has seen at his own clinic. This is a book of some 60O
large pages, in the whole extent of which there is hardly
a redundant word, and the consequence is that it is a.

richly stored mine of information upon all the problems
of dermatology; the practitioner will find therein
the pros and cons of almost any question which may
present itself to him. An omission which we would
like to see remedied is the record of Dr. Sequeira'a
own individual opinion upon some of these questions ; for
example, the rival theories on the etiology of pellagra aro
both quite fairly stated, but without any judicial pro-
nouncement in favour of any one of them. Similarly, tho
fiercely debated subject of the fatalities following tho
administration of salvarsau is summed up accurately
enough, but judgement is still apparently reserved. Ifc

would add to the attractiveness of the volume if this
reticence were to some extent discarded. There is one
point on which we would disagree with Dr. .Sequeira

—

that is, the effects of x rays on the skin. He states that
the hair falls fourteen days after the exposure, and thafi

w hen attended by erythema epilation is permanent. Mo.sb
workers who have treated many cases of ringworm can
lecall instances in which tho hair has fallen even so soou
as eleven days after the exposure and in which there was
some erytliema but in which the regrowth of hair has
been satisfactory. That, however, is probably about the
limit, and a dose so powerful is not to be recommended.
On the other hand, in the treatment of lichen simples
chronious pastille doses at intervals of a fortnight ara
recommended. Are not telangiectases, with atrophy of
the skin, likely to follow such a vigorous bombardment ?

This edition is more strongly bound than the first, and
there are not nearly so many misprints.

2 Diteasesof theSkin. By J. H. Sequeira. M.D.Lond., P.R.C IMjOud.,
F.n.C.S.Eng.. Second edition. London: J. and A. Cliurcbill. 1915.
(Boy. 8vo. pp. 664 ; 48 plates, 238 flgures. 253. netj
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PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS.
The sixth edition of Professor Cushsy's well known
Tcxthooh of Pharmacolor/y and Therapeutics^ bas been

tlioronghly revised and brought up to date, and deserves

all the encomiums that have been earned by its iiievions

editions. After a brief general introduction to the action

of drugs, the book is divided into four parts. In the first

of these Professor Cuslmy describes the chief drngs

characterized by theh- local action on the tissaes, in-

cluding such substances as bitters, feniients, irritants,

purgatives, and antiseptics of all sorts. Part II, in fifty-six

sections, forms the bulk of the book, and contains accounts

of the substances characterized chiefly by their action

after absorption. Part III consists of an account of the

pharmaceutical use of the heavy metals among which a

chemist will be surprised to find aluminium reckoned.

Part lY deals chiefly with cod-liver oil. Professor Cusluiy

writes very clearly, generally preferring to summarize the

results of observation and experiment rather than to detail

them. His book is packed with information serviceable to

the medical student and the practitioner ; the information

is conveyed in less didactic style and less tabulated form

than is the case in Professor Dixoxs shorter volume noted

below, its rival as an exposition of the aims and tendencies

of modem pharmacology. It may be noted that neither

of these authorities makes any use of the outstanding

priuci^ile of dmg action advocated by the late Professor

Ehriich in his fundamental tenet. Corpora non arjunt ttisi

fixata : both, indeed, expressly condemn it. Professor

Cushny sees no objection to the use of morphine and
opium in Bright's disease (p. 254), and is inclined to

attribute sudden death early in chloroform anaesthesia to

the onset of ventricular fibrillation (p. 204) rather than to

vagal inhibition of the heart. A few misprints may be

noted; the pyrrhol ring of nicotine is not "hydrated"

(p. 304), but " reduced " or " hydrogenated "
;
" cephaelis

"

and "cephaeline" (p. 437), words of four syllables, should

not be spelt with a diphthong; '-phlorhizin " should not

be spelt "phloridzin" (p. 504), although this error has
obtained a very firm footing in British medical literature.

These, however, are but trifling defects in a textbook of

proved excellence.

The fourth edition of Professor Dixos's invaluable

Manual of Pharmacology^ h&^&ype&redi within ten years

of the issue of its first edition. The study of drugs has
made so much progress during the last three or four years

that the author has found it necessary to rewrite large

sections of the book. This is notably the case with the
chapters on such important drugs as digitalis, strychnine,

and morphine. In addition, the production of the new
British Pharmacopoeia has necessitated much revision of

the pages given to materia medica ; as Professor Dixon
feelingly remarks, "the dual system of dosage now intro-

duced must be for a time tiresome to us all." The thirty-

two chapters of the text give clear and brief accounts of

the most important drngs employed in medicine, with
insistence chiefly on the physiology of their actions. The
illustrations are drawn mainly from tracings of blood
pressures, muscle contractions, the actions of the heart or
respu-atory muscles made in the pharmacological labora-

tory'. The actions of each di-ug are clearly and teisely

summarized under headings in a way that is most atti-ac-

tive to the student. The chemical aspects of the subject
are treated briefly ; the author appears to have no sym-
pathy with speculations as to the connexion between
chemical constitution and pharmacological action with
which the pages of such a book as Fraenkel's Arzncimiltel-
sunfhese are filled. In his account of the organic com-
pounds of arsenic Professor Dixon stops short with the
mention of "606," and does not refer to uco sulrar.san

("914"), introduced in 1912, or to the sodium salvaisan
("1206 A ") of a year later. The book is to be comnieudcd
warmly to medical students who have examiuatious to

pass and practical pharmacological work to do.

"A Textbook of Pharm/icMogy and Therapeutics, or the Action of
Drua'^vnHealth and Disease. By A. U. Cushny. M.A.. M.D., LI..D.,
F.K.s, Sixth editron. thoro fihly revised. London : J. and A.
Churchill. 1915. (Koy-Svo. pp. TW ; 70 llgures. Us. net.)

J A Manual of Pharmarotnav. By W. !:. Dixon, F.R.S.. M.A., M.D..
B.S., 11. .Sc., D.l'.H. Fourih edition, completely revised. London;
E.Arnold. 1915. (Demy 8vo, pp. 479; 91 fieurea. 158. net.)

The tenth edition of Dr. MrrcHEtL Bruce's well-known
little handbook on Materia Medica and Thcrnpeiifies'' has
recently appeared, thirty-one j'ears after the first was
issued. The new issue of the British Pharniacupoein,
introducing a number of new drugs, omitting others, and
making important changes in the composition, strength,
and name of many preparations, has made it necessary to
submit the manual to thorough revision. In addition the
employnient of the metric system has been extended, and
that of the Imperial system of measurement curtailed with
a view to its total abolition in the course of time. An
entirely new section on practical pharmacy has been intro-

duced ; many additions have been made to official and non-
official synthetic dings, and the use of vaccines, .serums,

iontophoresis and the actions and u^ics of radium are
described. Dr. Mitchell Brnoe's hook, as everybody who
has used it kuows, is particularly strong on the thera-
peutic side, and gives an admirable rntroduction to tlio

rational u^e of drugs in. the treatment of disease such as
few living therapeutists could write. The book may bo
warmly recommended to medical students and practi-

tioners who wish to know how to prescribe the drugs they
use with the greatest advantage.

Potter's Cijclopaedia of Botanical Drugs and Prepara-
tions,^ now in its second edition, gives a botanist's account
of tlie chief vegetable remedies employed at the present
time. It is written, in the first place, for the benefit of

those who handle herbs and drugs in either small or large

degree ; in the second place, it gives a brief but optimistic

summary of the metlicinal virtues of the plants described.

The distinctive characters of the medicinal ijarts of each
herb are given clearly and in brief by Mr. E. M. Holmes,
affording means for the identification of the crude drugs.

Tlie book strikes one in many ways as a labour of love,

compact of accurate botanical lore, and so far valuablei

How far it is a trustworthy medical gnide to the
student or practitioner is, perhaps, le.ss certain. Thus we
find it stated that an infusion of the bark of the shpi)ery

elm " makes a very wholesome and sustaining food for

infants, ' while the coarsely powdered bark is said to form
" the finest poultice to be obtained for all inflamed surfaces,

ulcers, wounds, bums, boils, skin diseases, purulent oph-

thalmia, chilblains, etc.," as though Lister had lived in

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Several books have been written upon medical missions
since the time when Dr. Livingstone so arrestingly demon-
strated some of the wonderful possibilities of the high
caUing of healing and preaching ; but Dr. Hodgkin'8
recent work' stands out apart from almost all of them
by reason of a tine elevation of thought and diction, com-
bined with an intimate and practical acquaintance with
the difficulties of methcal mission work. On the one hand,
there is his suggestion that lor the adventurous spirits of

the future the medical missionary's life may supply that
moral equivalent lor war which is so sorely needed if the
world is ever to turn to the imihs of peace ; and on the
other, is his argument in favour of the provision ol a native
facoltj' o£ medicine lor China and his consideration of the
efforts which are being tnade to translate medical text-

books into the language ol the country and to previde

an Anglo-Chinese medical lexicon. Dr. Hodgkiu's hook
deserves to be read Diougbrtully by all who are interested

in world-wide medicine,^ wbethcr they agree with him or

no in regard to the missionary aspect of the work.

^ilatrri'i Medica and TheraveiUics. By.I. Mitchell Bruce. M.D.Lond.,
F R C r . and WaUer .1. Dilling, M.B.. Ch B.Aber.l. Tenth edi.ion.

revised to cnneiirond with the Uriligh Pharmacopoeia. ISiU. London:
Cassell and Co 1^15. (Pp. 615 6a 6d net )

^Potter's CycJouaedia of Toanical Drugs mul Preparations. By

Wall of the Good Physician. By H. T. Hodgkin. M.A ,

1 : United Coancil for Missionary Education. 1915. ICr

i
illustrated. Is. net.)

According to the Journal of the American iledical

Association, Dr. William \. Pusey, in an address recently

delivered before the Chicago Jledical Society, stated that

there are about 500 lepers in the United States. Of these,

275 are in Louisiana, 100 in New Tork City, 50 on the

Mexican frontier, and 5 in Chicago.
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LORD DERBY S SCHEME AND AIEDICAL
RECUUITIXG.

The Local Government Board, on November 22dJ,

issued notes and instructions with regard to tlie

formalicm of local tribunals under Lord Derby's

scheme for recruitiug. It is now possible for a man
eitiier to enlist at once or to join the Army Reserve
(Section B) and be placed in a group according to his

age, and according to whether be is or is not a

married man. Having been attested and placed in

his group in the Reserve, he may then return to his

civil occupation until his group is called up for

service. Tiiere are 46 groups—23 for single men
(each year of age constitutes a separate group), and

23 similar groups for married men ; the first group
consists of single m.en aged i8, the forty-sixth group
of married men aged 40. It is proposed to call the

men up in the numerical order of the groups, except
that men of 18 years will not be called up for service

until they have attained the age of ig.

The local tribunals which will be or have been
formed by the town and district councils in every

area will liave the duty of receiving and deciding

applications from attested men or their employers,

who, for various reasons, wish to have the time
at which, the men are to be called up for military

service defei-red. If the recruiting officer, or the

local tribunal, is satisfied of the validity of the

reasons given, a marx may be put back into a later

group, provided that the number of groups he
is put back on any one claim be not more than
ten. When an attested man, or his employer (pro-

vidfid the man is willing to continue in his em-
ployment), desires to apply for later grouping,

either because the man is indispensable in the

industiy, or to his employer's business, or because of

diiUculty in lii« being released from civil obligations,

notice must be sent to the clerk of the local tribunal.

If a man is engaged in occupations of importance
from the point of view of munition work and is

" starred," the case will be referred to the Ministry of

Munitions ; in the case of men engaged in coal-mining
the case will be referred to the Home Office. With
regard to men in some branches of railway work and
agriculture, and also in what are called " reserved
occupations,'' a long list of which has been drawn up,
the local tribunal will investigate the case and report
to the Central Appeal Tribunal for decision. Most of

the cases mentioned above are those of starred men
ab-eady provisionally exempted from actual service

;

but in each case it may be decided later on that it

is no longer necessary to retain the man in civil

employment.
With regard to the nnstarred man, if an applica-

tion is made to the tribunal, and if the recruitiug

officer assents to the application, the tribunal notifies

the employer that the man has been placed in a later

group. If tlio military representative does not assent,

tlio local tribunal proceeds to hear and decide tho
claim. There will be a right of appeal from the
decision of tho local tribunal to the Central Appeal
Tribunal, which consists of Lord Sydenham (chair-

iiiim) and four other Commissioners. Every man
who is attested, in whatever class he may come, will

receive an armlet.

With the issue of these instructions on the subject •

of local tribunals, the decision of Lord Derby to hand
ovor the whole of the rccruiling of officers for tho
K.A.MC. totho Central Medical War Committee in

l-liigland and Wales, the Scottish \Yar Emergency
Cuiiimittee, and the Irish Medical War Committee
reiiilers it necessary for these committees to under-
(.>kc at once work of great magnitude and importance,
i'rom the outset the policy of the committees has
lieen that every man of military age who is physically ^

fit should either take a commission at once, if cir-

cumstances make it easy for him to go, or should
eurol himself as willing to do so whenever the Com-
mittee tells him that duty requires him to serve.

This policy is the basis of Lord Derby's scheme.
Accepting the premiss that it is the duty of every

fit man of military age to take a commission and
serve his country whenever the need arises, and after

pressing for tho completion of the quota required
from each area for immediate seivice, it becomes
necessary to group those who remain in classes

according to the ease or difficulty with which they
can be set free to join the army. It has been
found possible to group medical men under twelve
classes, with special an-angemfints for consultants
and specialists. The classification is based on :

(i) Tlie amount of disturbance in the medical
service of the community, caused by the removal
of practitioners from an area

; (2) the security of.

the practices or appointments held by practitioners ;

(3) the question whether a practitioner is married
or single.

After the men have been arranged in groups the
next duty of each committee will be to find out which
men can be spared from each gi-oup. Already valu-

able information on this point has been obtained
through the new metliod of assessing tho quota
required from each district, and valuable assistance

has been given by the Insurance Commissioners
But the ultimate responsibility for assisting tho
committee in this matter will rest with the local

medical war committees.
A matter pertinent to the question of recruiting is

the case of medical students in various years of their

study. It has recently been announced by the
medical authorities of the War Department that
" students who at or before the close of the present
winter session will be qualified for entry to one of the
examinations for the third year students in medicine,
and duly enter for the examination for which they are

studying, will not be attested until after its conclusion,

and if they are successful will be included in the class

I
of fourth year men under Lord Derby's scheme."

I

This decision w.:l go a certain way towards satisfying

those critics in the medical profession who had
Ijccome concerned about the possible shortage of

doctors in the future, though it still leaves tho
younger student, not yet within sight of his inter-

mediate or second professional examination, open to

the blandishments of the recruiting seigeant. How-
ever, the fact that men in Group I under Lord
Derby's scheme will not be called up until they are

ig years of age, may have some effect in reducing the

numbers of those who will be taken from their medical
studies to serve in combatant capacity.
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THE AGE OF RECRUITS.
The " elastic " age of the recruit is somewliat of a

stock joke in the comic papers, but tlie matter has its

serious sid", and an attempt is being made to fasten

un the medical profession that which docs not belong

to it.

The attitude of the War OfiBce was defined by Mr.
Tcunant on November 2nd. After stating that the

minimum age at which men are authorized to be

taken for sen-ice with the colours is at present 19,

and that no man is accepted for direct enlistment

nnless he gives his age on attestation as 19 or over,

he said "strict orders have been given to all recruiting

officers that unless a recruit evidently has the physique

equivalent to his declared age he is not to be enlisted

without an examination of his birth certificate. If a

recruit enlists who has declared his age to be over 19,

Init who is actually below that age, tiie War Ofifice

do not consider that to be sufficient cause in itself

for discharging him from the army. Under existing

uTrangemeuts a soldier who is actually below 19 may
be sent abroad piovided his physique is considered by
tlie medical authorities to be that of a man of 18^.

If his physique is below that of a man of 18J
he is retained for training and service at home until

he reaches the required standard. In practice,

however, the War Office always allow a lad who
is under 17 to be discharged provided application

is made to his commanding officer whilst he is

serving at home. In the case of all soldiers serving

overseas the question of discharge or return to

this country rests with the Commander-in-Chief,
who retains only those who are considered fit for

service abroad."

In reply to suggestions that recruiting sergeants

should be instructed not to take any boys unless they
jiroduced their registration cards, Mr. Tennant said

that such a system would take up a very considerable

amount of time, and added that he was only aware of

two or three cases in which boys as young as 16 had
been recruited.

The Honorary Secretary of " National Service " has
sent us letters on the subject and a cutting from the
press, in which a point which concerns the medical
profession is raised. The assertion made is that tlie

whole responsibility for the correct attestation of the
age of the recruit rests with the medical officer who
examined the recruit, or, in the case of enlisted

soldier, with the medical officer of the battalion. He
liu'tiier maintains that the one and only proof that
tlie medical officer should rely upon is the certificate

of birtli of the recruit. The article he encloses
contains the following sentence :

" Tlie birth certificate

is the best possible preliminary test of a man's
fitness to stand the strain of modern war." Put in

this blunt and unqualified fashion, the statement
cannot be accepted.

In the first place, it must be pointed out that, as
Mr. Tennant's statement might have sufficed to show,
the doctor is not responsible for the correct attesta-

tion of the age of the recruit. The certificate of

birth is a document which states that at a certain
place and on a certain date a child was born to

certain parents, who registered him under a certain
name. The certificate may or may not pertain to
the bearer of that form. The validity of the applica-
tion of the document is wholly a legal matter. But the
main point is that there is no age at which fitness

i-au be guaranteed. The statement that a recruit is

<jf a certain age does not in any way carry with it a
certain indication of growth up to a certain state of

jihysique, and, contrariwise, the known fact that a

given subject has not attained to some marked age
does not imply that this subject has not reached a
standard of growth and maturity that renders him fit

for the most strenuous form of manh' service.

The age of ig, as the minimum age for recruits in

this, country, has been fixed bj- a process of averaging.
It is found on an average that lads of this age aro
of a certain standard of plij'sical fitness and capable
of enduring hard work and severe strain without
physical deterioration. Since it is based on an
average there aro, of course, many above and below
this age worse or better than the average.

In the work of selecting recruits the first point that
has to he in the mind of the examining medical officer

is the likelihood of the man being physically fit for

the service which he proposes to undertake. This is

made clear by the very form of the attestation papei-.

Army Form E. 501 is the one in use for recruiting t\ui

Territoriiil I'orce. On the first page there is a spare
for questions to be put to the recruit before enlist-

ment—tlicso are purely relating to status; pages 2

and 3 are ruled lor data on the training of the recruit

and iiis mihtary liistory; page 4 is headed "Medical
Inspection Eeport." It is divided into four parts.

Of tiiese four spaces the first and the last are the
only ones that are pertinent to this matter. In the
first space there is a line for entry of name, then one
for the entry of the "apparent age," followed by lines

for the entiy of certain data on height, chest measure-
ment, vision, and physical development. The quali-

fication of the age entry is worthy of note. If it he
intended that this space should be filled in by the

doctor it is clear that he is there to state the apparent
age of the recruit as judged by the only kno\M'
medical criterion—the judgement of the growth of tlit;

recruit. This point would be stronger were it nr.t

for a lack of clarity in the military mind, for the
"apparent age" of the recruit has to be entered in

"years months." A medical man of experience
may be a fair judge of age in years, but he would
be a bold man who would back his opinion on
a matter of months. From inquiries at a well-

known and central London recruiting station wo
leani that the age is filled in by the recruit him-
self, or at his dictation by the mihtary clerks, and
that the form so filled in is handed with the recruit

to the doctor.

The last major space on this fourth sheet for the
medical inspection report is headed "Certificate of

Approving Officer." In this the officer certifies " that
this attestation of the above-named reciiiit is correct

and properly filled up, and that the required forms
appear to have been complied with." There is a
note which states that the signature has to be affixed

in the presence of the recruit, hence it would seem
that this approving officer would be the responsible

party in the eyes of the War Office for the declaration

of age.

The conclusion is that the medical man wl
examines recruits has but one duty, that is to discovi 1

and certify the fitness or otherwise of the recruit.

He is not appointed an amateur detective to question
the good faith of the recruit in the statement of his

age. He takes that statement for what it is worth.
His certificate of fitness is not based upon it, but
upon the maturity of flesh and blood before him. To
attempt to saddle the doctor with the business of

examining birth certificates, which, as has been said,

are of doubtful validity in an unsupported state, is

ridiculous, and the assertion that such a certificate

can establish the fitness or otherwise of a recruit

shows a lamentable lack of knowledge on the part of

those who put it forward.
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Thb replies iu rmliameut by Mi\ C lioborts ou bolialf ol."

the Insurauoo Coiniuissioucis to (Questions with vcsijcct to

sauatoiiuiu beuofifc funds arc ot great iuipoilaneo to imuul

practitionois. Tiioio cau be little Joiibt that a muiibci- ol'

lusuionco Committees aic now eiigiucciiiiti atloinpts to

deinivo panel practitioucis o£ 6<.l. out ot tlic 7s. capitation

fee. TLo Ayi- County lusuiancc Committee has passed a

resolution to tho effect that the 6d. allocated for domiciliaiy

treatment of pcvsous iccomuieuded fof sauatoiium bcuolil

sljould bo discontinued, as it is an uuueccssniy drain on

tho sanatorium benefit fund, and that steps should be

taken to have tho remuneration of praetitioucrs umdv

dependent upon actual attendance luid treatment given.

This resolution has been sent round to most if not all the

Insurance Committees throughout the country with a

request that they should pass a similar resolution, which

may then be presented to the Govcrumcnt and the Coui-

niissioners. It is gratifying to find that many committees

Lave refu.scd to be thus led. In the explanatory letter

scut by tho Ayr Committee some calculations are made
which .show a complete ignorance of the true condition of

affairs. The calculation takes something like this form in

tho case ot both the .Vyr, the Kenfrew, and the Kilmarnock

Committees : Suppose the 6d. in an area produces £1.000

iu a year, and that only ten persons receive domiciliary

treatment for tuberculosis, then it is said that the doctoi s

get £100 for each case of tuberculosis treated at homo.

Tho specious fallacy of this will undoubtedly captivate

many committees and even apparently some members
of Parliament, but it is satisfactory to find, as will bo

seen from our parliamentary report on page 201 of tliis

week's Supple.ment, that JNIr. Koberts on behalf of the

Commissioners entirely refuses to accept the validity of

such calculations. In the first place he quite rightly

points out, to quote from tho official i-cport, that " the

arrangements in respect of the domiciliary treatment of

tuberculosis form part of the general terms of remunera-

tion ot medical practitioners under the .\ct.'' ilauy com-

mittees have considerably ovcrspcut their sanatorium

benefit fund, and nnder Section 17 (2) (3) of the 1911 Act,

by the consent of the Treasury and the county council

half the deficit will be paid by each of these bodies. This

consent must in all cases have been obtained beforehand,

and this forms a very salutary restraint on the extrava-

gance of Insurance Committees, which iu most cabcs arc

only amateurs in dealing with the vast iwoblems of tuber-

culosis. Accordingly Mr. Roberts also points out that the

6d. specifically allocated to tho panel doctors in respect

of their responsibility for domiciliary treatment cannot bo

diverted to meet other expenditure by tho committees ou

tuberculosis. All who arc acquainted with the facts know
that a very largo proportion of insured persons suffering

from tuberculosis in its various forms never apply for

sanatorium benefit at all, and yet they receive treatnicut

from the panel doctors ; and even if they do apply, it is

in nearly all cases only after a more or less prolonged

course of treatment, and they receive exactly the same
treatment so long as they remain at home, tlioiijjh

nominally they may not be receiving sanatorium benelU.

This being so, it is only right that tho sanatorium bendil

funds should contribute towards the cost of such trc.it-

mcnt. This is attained by tho present method, umlei

which, for practical purpo.ses, the 6d. forms part oi the

general panel fund. Tho Insurance Committees of .\yr,

Renfrew, and Kilmarnock entirely ignore all these facts,

and probably it is on this account that Mr. Itoberts (luilo

rightly refuses to accejit the validity of their calculatioin.

His reply in Parliament is further indirectly supporleil

in tho circular of the Commissioners dealing with the

commercial tariff, which recognizes in several places tliat

the panel practitioners have a just right to demand that

the 7s. capitation fee, which includes the 6d. for domiciliary

treatment, shall not bo lessened, as would bo the case if

the contention of the Insurance Committees were granted.

Nevertheless, it is quite evident that tho profession will

have to present a united front against tho attempt t.>

encroach on its remuneration which is now being made by

a number of Insurance Committees and indirectly suggested

by questions iu the House of Commons.

THE ETHNOLOGY OF THE PRUSSIANS.
Pkofessor J. Coss.ui Ew.MiT took for the subject of his

lircsidential address to tho ScoLtish Natural History

Society on November 4th the question, "Who arc tho

Prussians?" It was, ho said, generally assumed that tho

(iermans were Teutons, or, iu other words, that they

lielonged to a dolichocephalic race of .Vryau origin ; but

Do Quatrcfagcs, who made a special investigation of the

origin of the Prussians about forty years ago, came to the

conclusion that they were not Germans at all, but were,

related to tho Finns and other primitive races of

Western Russia, who ruled by the sword alone. Further,

an American anthropologist had stated that, whilst

North-Western Gefmany was distinctly allied to the

Swedes, Norwegians, and Danes, the remainder, not

excluding Prussia east of the Rlbo, was less Teutonic iu

type, Baden, Wurtembcrg, and Bavaria being distinctly

bracbycephalic ; the same authority had affirmed that

while Northern Germany had a little more Teutonic blood

than Northern Franco, South Germany was not racially

distinct from Central France. Professor Ewart referred

to tho typical and other characters of the Teutonic and

Alpine races, pointing out that tho Teutons wero reserved

and independent, and more interested iu military aud

political than in purely intellectual affairs, and that

members of the brachycephalic Alpine race were generally

characterized by patience and passivity, making them
submit easily to autocrats aud despots. In origin, tho

Teutons might bo a blend of tho dolichocephalic Cro-

Magnon and Chancelade races which flourished iu Eurojio

at tho end of tho Ice Age; from such a blend the tail,

smooth, oval-faced Teutons might easily come. Fiually,

Professor Cossar Ewart stated that although German
writers had consistently maintained the existence of a

radical difference of origin between themselves and thu

Slavs, yet a comprehensive census of staturo aud head-

form would almost certainly show that though a dolicho-

cephalic race dominated Germany, a rouud-headed race

intimately related to the Slavs formed the bulk of tho

population.

BOVINE TUBERCULOSIS IN MAN.
TuE assertion put forward to an astonished congress

in 1901 by the late Professor Koch, that man was practi-

cally never infected by boviuo tubcrculo.sis, has long since

been shown to be erroneous. Tho actual extent to which

the human subject is susceptible to the bovine infection is

not so easily demonstrated. Drs. Stenhouse Williams aud

E. H. R. Harries, a research bacteriologist and a tuber-

culosis physician respectively, have lately republished au

interesting inquiry into the question,' with additions, in

which the most recent investigations have been talieu

into account. A vast amount of information has accumu-

lated during the last fourteen years, more especially

with regard to the forms of tuberculosis affecting other

parts than tho lungs. For purposes of analysis tho

evidence has been examined in two groups—experimental

and statistical. It has been proved experimentally that

the general tuberculosis which cau bo produced by iuocu-

lation in certain young animals presents the same clinical

features and the same pathological lesions whether the

infecting material be obtained from a human or an animal

source. Statistically it has been proved that tuber-

culous affections of the alimentary canal and its associ-

ated glands, especially the tonsils and the mesenteric:

'^Bovine Tultci^ilo^Til Man. By B. Stenhouse Williams, M.B..

n.Sc, D.P.H , Ueseareh Bacteiiolosist in Dairying. University

College, Reading, and E. H. K. Han-ieg, M.D.. B.S.. D.P.H., Tubev-
ciilosis Physician. King Edward VII Welsh National Memorial
Association. University Press, Cambridge. 1915. U'y.M.)
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glands, are most prevalent in early life and notably

BO during the years in which milk forms a large part of

the diet. Comparins the death-rate from the pulmonary

with the general forms of tlie disease, it appears evident

that there has been steady dimiuution in both during the

past seven yeais. but tliat the decrease has been most

marked in tuberculosis of the luugs. Examination of the;,

Bgures recorded iu Maneiiester, under the supervisiou of

Professor Delepiu;, where the milk supply has been subject

to careful control, goes to prove that the percentage of

tubercle bacilli present in samples of mixed milk has been

reduced in ten years from 17.2 to 5.14. A marked
reduction in the death- rate has been effected during the

period in which control has been exercised, but it is

probable that the bovine tj'pe of bacillus continues to be

responsible for a large number of deaths from general

tuberculosis. The need for continuous and increased

effort to preserve the rising generation from this danger

Las been terribly emphasized by the wastage of young
adult life during the past fifteen months.

OBSCURE EPIDEMIC FEVER.
In September, 1914, Quincke and Knoblauch' observed

a small epidemic in a hospital in Franktart, where, on

two successive evenings, ten patients suddenly developed

almost e.xactly similar symptoms. They complained of

pain on respiration in the region of the right costal arch,

w'ence the pain radiated to one or other shoulder, usually

the left. The patients were exhausted and febrile; the

temperature rose suddenly, and usually reached 39° C.

The pain in the lower ribs hampered the respiratory

luovements, and usually lasted from five to six days,

becoming less and less acute in this period. The pain

in the shoulders usually began simultaneously with the

riain in the chest. In no case were any physical sigus

found to account for these symptoms, and there was no
evidence of food poisoning or a " chill." The authors

suggest that the symptoms may have been due to the

stings of insects in the liver region, but in no case was
any sign of such stings found. They do not, however,

seem to attach much importance to this negative evidence,

and, assuming that their hypothesis is correct, they point

out that the poison from the stings might have reached the

liver, where it might have provoked small inflammatory
foci in the serosa of the liver. The adjacent parietal

peritoneum would accordingly have become involved, as
well as the neighbouring intercostal muscles. Such acute
epidemics of fever ending rapidly in recovery are exceed-
ingly common. In many cases they represent abortive

forms of pneumonia, paratyphus, and scarlatina. In other

cases their cause is obscure, and though this group of

symptoms is frequently referred to in the textbooks,

ignorance of its true cause is betrayed by the multi-

plicity of titles given to it.

PATHOMETRY.
At the meeting of the Koyal Society on November 11th
Sir Ronald Ross, I'.R.S., read an introductory paper
indicating the method he proposed to follow in studying
the nature of the functions according to which the number
of individuals infected with some disease should vary from
time to time, on the supposition that the laws governing
the rate of transference of the considered disease were
already known <( priori. He stated the fundamental
problem under consideration in the following terms: "If
a population is divided into two groups, namelj', those who
are affected by some kind of happening, such as an infec-

tious disease, and those who are not so affected; and if in

unit of time a constant or variable proportion of the non-
affected become affected, wliile simultaneously a constant

proportion of the affected become non-affected (that is,

revert or recover) ; and if at the same time both the

affected and the non-affected are subject to different birth-

» Bvrl. klin. Woch., Angust 23rd. 1915.

rates, death-rates, and rates of immigration and of emigra-

tion, so that the whole population may be incessantly

varying during the period under consideration ; then what
will bo the number of affected individuals and also the

number of new cases at any moment during that period?"
In this first paper the problem was presented in mathe-
matical language, with its solutioa, and a broad analysis

of the curves obtained and of some integrals. Only
constant rates ot happening (applicable to other happenings
besides di-sease), and rates which varied accordmg to the
number of individuals already affected (specially applicable

to infectious diseases) were considered. In the latter cases

the resulting curves were frequently bell shaped, declining

a little more slowly than they rose—that is, generally

similar to the curves frequently seen in epidemics—thus
suggesting prima facie that epidemics might be largely

explicable in the terms of the thesis given.

A METHOD OF EXAMINING TUBERCULOUS
SERUM.

An interesting account is given by HeUrnan ' ot soma
experiments he has made in the investigation of tuber-

culous serum by a new method, which has given him
results as yet inchoate but perhaps promising. It- is

similar to one alreadj' used bj- Abderhalden, and depends-

upon the action of serum upon stained fibrin. If fresh

fibrin, which has been stained (he found cosin best, but

also used methylene blue) and subsequently thoroughly

washed free of all removable dye, be added to human
serum, it undergoes an alteration which Hekman assumes
to be of a digestive character, and in the course of which
the stain is liberated into the surrounding medium. This
happens with all human serums, the serum of different

individuals varying greatly in this respect, and there seems
to be no reason to associate great activity or inactivity

with any particular disease. Moreover, it is not only upon
fibrin that such action is exerted ; coagulated egg albumen,
lung or kidney tissue may also be used, though less satis-

factorily. There seemed some reason to believe that the

serum of chronic nephritis acted much more strongly than

other serums upon kidney tissue. The addition of a second

unstained protein—for example, egg white—to such a

serum-tibrin mixture reduces the activity of the serum
to a marked extent, taking to itself apparently some
of the active ingredients of the serum, and tuberculin

also has a markedly reducing power. The interest-

ing observation, however, is that tuberculin has much
less reducing power when the serum in the mixture

is derived from tuberculous patients than when it is

derived from other sources. This failure of the tuber-

culin action is accentuated if the serum and tuber-

culin are left in contact for some time before the fibrin

is added. Hekman, who does not appear to have tried

whether other proteins behave like tuberculin in this

regard, conjectures that the tuberculous serum digests the

tuberculin protein so rapidly that it is largely removed

from competition with the fibrin, and therefore it may be

possible to estimate the tuberculin-lytic power ot a tuber-

culous serum by means of this method. Clinically he has

cases even in which the reducing power of the tuberculin

rose as the patient improved, and cases where it fell as the

disease advanced. There are obvious technical difiBculties

in such a method, and the variability ot normal serum- is a

source of errors, but Hekman is aware of the difficulties,

and is guarded in his estimate of the applicability, and it

will be interesting to see whether further development

will be possible.

INSURANCE AGAINST THE COST OF ILLNESS.

Feom time to time we have commented on the additional

strain thrown upon members of the medical profession at

home owing to the conditions brought about by the war.

It has always been prudent to make provision against

sickness or accident, with the attendant diminution o£

'il€aeriand$ch Tiidschr.voor Geneesiund. 1915, p. 218.
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income and increase iu expenditure. It is more than ever

important to do so to-day, when tlio rauks of the medical

pi-ofessiou arc depleted so tlu't it is ditticult to get help

from neigliboni-8, and vb.eu tlie increased pressure on time

and energies renders a breakdown perhaps more probable.

As to the increased cost at the present time it is necessarj'

only to remember the increased fees -which are now-

commanded by locumtcnents ; the prudence, therefore, of

ensoriug adequate financial assistance when laid aside by
sickness is obvious. Tlic Medical Sickness and Accident
Society offers an attractive policy designed to meet this

necessity ; full particulars may be had from the secretary,

Mr. Bertram Sutton, 300, High Holborn, W.C.

JRftiical llotfs in f arliamfiit.

War.

Anny Medical Srrviccs {Aihisoyt/ Board).—On Novem-
ber 22ud Mr. Shirley Uenn asked how many members
constituted the Advisory Board of the Army Medical
Services; what salaries were paid ; and how many meetings
bad been held in 1913, in 1914, and in 1915. Mr. Teuuaiit
replied as follows : There are eleven members, seven
military and four civilian. The civiliau members are paid
.£200 a year each for their services on the Board. Two
military members receive extra pay of £150 a year; live

receive nothing for this duty. The number of meetiugs of

the Board was iu 1913 ten, in 1914 seven. No formal
meetings have been held iu 1915, but all the paid members
have been constantly consulted and havo given very
valuable advice throughout the war.

Invalids from the Dardanelles.—la reply to Sir C.

Kinlocli-Cooke, Mr. Tennant said that a considerable
number of officers and men were being sent home from
the Dardanelles suffering from dysentery and enteric

fever, and that careful attcntiou would be givou iu each
individual case to the question of the ailvisabilifcy of

sending men back to the nardaiiollos who liad sul'fercd

from these diseases and as to whether they might not bo
employed in some other theatre of the war with less risk

of a relapse due to want of suitable food. He was making
inquiries as to the rations issued to these invalids on the
homeward voyage.
Men Unfit for Screicc.—In reply to Mr. Morrell, Mr.

Tennant said that a soldier who was unfit for active service

abroad was not necessarily discharged. If he were tit for

garrison dutj- abroad or for home service he was retained
accordingly. If unfit for any of these forms of service ho
was discharged. A certain number of men had been
accepted in the past as recruits who had been found after

enlistment not to be in all respects tit for service. These
men, if unfit for any form of service, had been discharged.
Bvery endeavour was made to secure efficient medical
examination of recruits, and the War Office was not aware
that there was now any ground for complaint in this

^''spect.

Dental Treatment for Troops.—In reply to Sir Henry
Craik, on November 17th, the Financial Secretary to the
War Office said that all grades below officers were now
receiving free dental treatment, and officers at the front

were treated when necessary by the dentists appoiuted to

the forces. Officers who suffered loss or injury to teeth

through wounds were also granted necessary expenses of

treatment. In reply to anottier question, he said that, as
far as he was aware, the assistance given by the Colonial

and British Governments to their respective officers and
men was jsractically on the same lines. Iu another
juestion Sir Henry Craik suggested that, owing to tlie

lack of opportunity for operations necessary to supply
defects, many officers and soldiers had had to give up
much of their short period of leave to the supplying of

such defects. Mr. Tennant did not admit the truth of the

suggestion. Dental surgeons aud dental mechanics were,

he said, supplied to the troops at the front as demanded
by the authorities. The treat-ment included not only all

that was necessary for the relief of pain, but operations

also for officers aud men, aud the provision of artificial

dentures to the non-commissioned ranks. Dental surgeons
were given commissions on the unattached list, aud not
in the K.A.M.C.

Army Batloiis.—Mr. Butclior, on November 18th, asked
the Financial Secretary to the War Office a question with
regard to a recent Army Order empowering the general
officers to curtail the moat ration withiu their commands
when in their judgement the full ration was not required

;

whether reductions of varying amounts had been made in
seven commands or districts, but none in four others.
Mr. Forster said that the subject was receiving careful
consideration. Ho also stated, iu reply to Mr. Cathcart
Wason, that the army ration of preserved meat was ] lb.,

and was contained iu a tin known iu the trade as a
nominal 1 lb. He agreed that it was essential that a meat
ration should be available for immediate use, aud con-
sidered that the tins of bully beef complied with this
reijuiremgnt.

Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland.—On November 18th :\Ir.

Byrne asked a long aud circumstantial question with
regard to the .-Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland, and inquired
wliether the Hall had been hindered in its work of
qualifying surgeons for the army by the action of the
(ieueral Medical Council, which had subjected it to a
scries of visitations, inspections, and inquisitions, thereby
frightening away a number of competent candidates who
desired to get qualified to servo in the R.A.M.C. ; and
whether other medical licensing corporations had been
subjected to such visitation, inspection, or inquisition by
the General Medical Council since the war broke out.
air. Tennant replied that the Apothecaries' Hall of Ireland
had recently made representations to the War Office with
regard to the action of the General Medical Couuoil. Ho
had no information as to any effect which tho action of

the General Medical Council might have had in frightening
away candidates who desired to get qualified to servo iu

the Royal Army Medical Corps, but it was obvious that
tho Army Council had no authority over a body such as
tlie General Medical Council, which was responsible for
the efficiency of civil medical education, and the Army
Council had no information at all regarding the number of

inspections which the General Medical Council considered
it necessary to make of the various medical licensing
corporations.

Milk Supply in Agricultural Districts.— Mr. Field, tho
member for St. Patrick's Division, Dublin, called attention,
on November 18th, by a question in the Houseof Commons,
to the difficulty people in rural districts in Ireland had iu
obtaining an adequate supply of milk, and asked the
Chief .Secretary whether, consid'Cring the matter in con-
junction with tlie Department of Agriculture and the local
authorities, he would institute remedial measures. Mr.
Birrell, while admitting tho difficulty, which he observed
had been disclosed in evidence before the Viceregal Com-
mission on the milk supply, said that it was not at present
practicable for the Government to takeremedial measures

;

he hoped that creameries and farmers having milk at tlieir

disjjosal would realize their duty to make a portion of

their supply available for dwellers in agricultural places,

and promised to see what could bo douo to stimulate
creameries aud farmers to carry out this recommendation.
In reply to Mr. Lundou, Mr. T. W. Russell stated that tho
estimated value of the total output of butter in Ireland for

the twelve months ended -June 1st, 1913, was £9,201.000

;

tho corresponding figure for tho twelve months ended
.June 1st, 1908, was .£8,879,000.

Grants to Day Nurseries. In reply to Mr. King, the
Parliamentary Si ... ! .i \ l- tl!.> Board of Education stated,
on November I.-'m. i .Img to the Board's regula-
tions day nursi; 11. ! I'd for children under three
yearsof age, but ._,1l1...i - lii:.lii_;i might be admitted if proper
provision could be made for them. No provision was made
by local authorities for children between 3 and 5, except iu
public elementary schools, but a number of nursery schools
for such children had been established by voluntary
agencies iu different parts of the country ; no grant was
paid in respect of them.

Midwives (Scotland) Bill.—A bill "to secure the better
training of midwives iu Scotland and to regulate their

practice " was introduced into the House of Commous on
November 23rd by the Secretary for Scotland and tho
Lord Advocate.
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THE AVAR.
TUE EARLY STERILIZATION OF WAR WOUNDS

WITH HYPOCHLORITES.
The views of M. Tuffier, expressed in a recent communica-
tion,' on the iiiijjortaut topic of the sterilization of wounds
received in vrarfare are of special interest, since, in tlie

discharge of his duties as a military medical inspector, he
has had unusual opportunities for observing the various
methods of treatment followed in ambulances along the
whole of the French front, and in the hospitals at the
roar. He laid emphasis on the necessity for early steriliza-

tion because all wounds in this war are inlected, on the
localization at first of the infective agents to the neighbour-
hood of the projectile and other foreign bodies, and on the
subsequent spread of infection over the whole surface of

the walls of the wound. He pointed out that the necessity

for the early treatment of infected wounds was not a new
idea, and quoted statistics by Keyher, showing that in the
liiissoTurkish war in 1877 the mortality following joint

wounds treated in the first twelve hours was 13 per cent.,

while similar injuries treated at a later stage showed a
mortality of 61.5 per cent. After stating that the treatment
of wountls in the usual way with ordinary antiseptics was
iiiailequate both scientifically and clinically—a conclusion
that has been emphasized recently by Wright and others

—

Tuliier referred to the treatment of infected wounds by
hypertonic saline solution as recommended by Wright,
He insisted that the method was inadequate in strepto-

coccus infections, and expressed his own preference for

antiseptic treatment based on the use of sodium hypo-
chlorite prepared according to Dakin's formula.- At the
pastes dc secours disinfection of the skin is effected with
ordinary petrol spirit, the superficial parts of the
wound are cleaned, a compress saturated with Hakin's
hypochlorite is then applied, and the whole is covered
with a layer of cotton kept in position by a loose
bandage. He insisted on the importance of getting
the woimded to the stationary ambulances or hospitals
within the first twelve hours and of ensuring that the
services of experienced surgeons were there available for
immediate treatment. All cases should, he considered, be
liept at these places until their wounds have ceased to be
infected. After referring to the inadequacy of present
methods of combating shock and the necessity of further
research upon this iiiii'oitaut topic, he said that after the
wound had been fuitliei- cleansed by petrol spirit and with
tincture of iodine, caiefuHy protecting the wound proper,
the latter was cautiously explored by the surgeon, who
should scrupulously observe surgical cleanliness. The
wounds should be opened up by moderately free incision.s,

and only actually dead tissue should be cut away. The
mode of dressing the wound was similar to that employed
by Carrel and his colleagues, reference to which has
already been made in these columns.^
The wound was cleaned mechanically as far as possible

an 1 all foreign bodies carefully removed, one or more
rubber tubes, 6 mm. in diameter, inserted in the deepest
parts of the wound, and a wet dressing soaked in Dakin's
liypochlorite solution placed around them. A sheet of
ordinary sterile cottonwool tlirongh which the rubber
tubes passed was placed around the limb, and the whole
>Yas kept in position by a loosely tied bandage. Hypo-
chlorite solution, 5 to 10 c.cm., according to the dimen-
sions of the wound, was injected every hour, or a constant
dri)|)))ing apparatus was employed. At first a slightly
Kticliv but absolutely clear liquid was secreted from the
w<juui|, but there was neither suppuration nor odour.
AVhtn the temperature had remained normal for several
days and the wound was in perfect condition, it might be
partially drawn together by adhesive plaster, and union
W(,nld follow.

The results of this procedure as practised in ambulances
of the Illid, YItli, iinl Xth French armies successively
had, M. Tuffier .said, been excellent. In one series of
wounds in which the prescribed technique was not adhered
to the results were not satisfactory, but a subsequent
series of very severe bomb wounds, involving extensive

I Medical Jociikai,, October 23rd. p. 609.

destruction of muscle aiKl injury to joints, gave results
superior to any he had previously seen. Normal tempera-
ture and absence of suppuration were the rule. The
wounded, who on arrival showed a temperature of 38.5' to
39' C, had a normal temperature after forty eight hour.s.

Tuffier concluded by expressing the 0| inion that this
method of antiseptic treatment constitutes an importart
advance, but that further improvement is desirable. It is

not always jrossible to provide proper surgical treatment
for all the wounded within the first twenty four hours,
especially when casualties are very numerous. Occa-
sionally certain gangrenous infections spread so rapi<lly

that antiseptic treatment is too late to be effective. l!ni,

given the necessary organization for the rapid transport of

the wounded, the hypochlorite method of antiseptic treat-

ment, when pro| erly applied, would prevent a large pro-
portion of the deplorable after-results which are so apt to

follow wound infection.

GER.MAN EXPERIENCES OF WAR SURGERY.
Operatioks on Nerves.

Papers published recently by Steinthal, v. Hoffmeister,
Heile, and Hezel' deal with 64 cases of wounds of the
peripheral nerves ; most were wounds of the neck and
arms inHicted by rilie bullets. It was found that tho
peripheral nerves were not only subject to direct injury

by bullets, but also to indirect injury by the pressure
exerted by the wounded soft tissues. The disturbances to

the blood supply of the nerves thus provoked often led to

the conversion of the structures surrounding the nerves
into cicatricial tissue, constricting and limiting the move-
ments of the nerves for a consielerabie distance. Even in

bullet wounds, leaving small wounds of entry and exit,

the process of healing was often accompanied by the
formation of callous tissue, the amount and distribution of

which were frequently a source of great sui-prise. In this

tissue nerve trunks were often found anchored for a con-

siderable distance. To free the nerves from this tissue

required much patience and skill. Hoffmeister found the

operation greatly facilitated by the endoneural injection of

a novocain-suprareniu solution (1 minim of suprareuiu to

every 10 c.cm. of a 0.5 per cent, solution of novocain). Ho
also gave this injection after suturing nerves, and found the
results very satisfactory and unaotouded by any ill effects.

The injection distended the nerve trunk to double its

normal dimensions, and helped to free it from surrounding
adhesions, and to break down the endoneural strands of

fibrous tissue constricting the constituent parts of the
nerve trunk. The injection often brought into prominence
hourglass constrictions of the nerve, where the cicatricial

tissue had encroached on it. These constrictions were
divided so as to give the nerve a uniform cylindrical shape
throughout the field of operation. In some cases tho
injected fluid was arrested at a point where the nerve was
apparently healthy, but where an effective constriction had
been produced by a little cicatricial tissue. The injection

was therefore a useful guide to small constrictions, tho
freeing of which led to the disappearance of symptoms.
A further advantage was the action of the suprarenin,

which prevented post-operative capillary haemorrhages,
and the consequent develoiiment of new adhesions.

In direct wounds of the nerves the authors were repeat-

edly struck by the frequency with which pai-t of tho

wounded nerve had escaped injury. In Heile's experienco

the nerve was only partially severed in four-fifths of his

eases. Even when a nerve trunk appeared to be most
severely wounded, it was a common experience to find tho

continuity of substance maintained by a few strands. Uy
the preservation of these strands, and the suture of the

divided portion of the nerve by tine catgut ligatures,

secured only to the supporting substance of the nerve,

good results were obtained. Hoilo found it advisable,

after suture of a nerve, to make longitudinal incisions in

the perineurium, so as to secure free drainage for exudate,

and thus prevent secondary neuritis. He also made a

point of securing the nerve in healthy tissues, which were
unlikely to be the seat of post-operative capillary haemor-

rhage. For this purpose he found the interposition of

healthy muscle between the nerve and the injured tissues

most satisfactory; when this was not passible, fa-ca or

fat could be used to isolate tho nerve from the large

1 Beitrate zur fchii. Chir., vol. xcvi, 1913.
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bleeding cavity formeJ by the extirpation of cicatricial

tissue. He also eiuploycd non-vulcanized rubber tubiug to

isolate the nerve in cases in which healing by first inten-

tion was anticipated. When this was not the case, tlio

Use of rubber tubing was coutraindicatcd. Hoffuieistci-,

on the other baud, was sceptical as to the value of

isolating the nerve in this manner. Early in the war ho
liad attempted to isolate the ucrve in a portion of vein,

excised from the same patient, but the results had been

disappointing. Ho had also experimented with fatty

tissue as padding for the nerve, again with poor results.

Ho had come to the conclusion that these delicate

operations were often rendered superfluous by his

method of injecting novocain suprareuin, on which he
bad learnt to rely more and more. When the nerve was
completely divided and extensively imbedded in cicatricial

tissue, it was often difficult or imjjossible to unite the two
ends by direct suture after the necessarily extensive re-

section had been made. But by various devices, including

tree dissection of both ends of the nerve, and by putting

up the limb in a position of extreme flexion, Heile had
succeeded in bridging a gap as wide as 6 cm. between the

two ends of the nerve. Union of the ends of the nerve by
Assaky's suture a distance or by Vanlair's tubulizatiou

received little praise ; and after a review of the literature

of these two methods, Steinthal came to the conclusion

that the results hitherto published were discouraging.

Double Neuve GE.VFTisa.

With a view to overcoming the difficulties caused by
extensive destruction of nerves and of the surrounding soft

tissues, Hoftmeister had elaborated a procedure aiming
at securing a bridge between the two ends of the ucrve,

which should facilitate early healing and the growth c,f

new nerve fibres. His method was based on Depre's single

nerve grafting, which was first attempted when a divided

median nerve was grafted on to a healthy ulnar nerve.

This operation has also been performed for paralysis of

the facial nerve, which has been grafted on to the spiual

accessory or hypoglossal nerve. By grafting the peri-

pheral end of the divided nerve on to the healthy trunk of

a, motor nerve the growth of fibres from this nerve down
to the muscle supplied by the divided nerve was effected.

The nerve supply of this muscle was henceforth linked up
with the motor centre of tho healthy nerve. Hofl'meistcr

had modified the method by using the healthy nerve merely
as a conductor between the two ends of the divided nerve.

He anticipated that the axis cylinders of the divided nerve
would find their way to each other along tho trunk of the

healthy nerve, and that thus the union of a muscle with a

foreign nerve centre, as occurred in single nerve grafting,

would be avoided. By this method of double grafting he

was independent of the nature of the healthy nerve trunk

employed, for it was immatoiial whether it were sensory

or motor, healthy or paralysed. It was also possible to

perform almost an unlimited number of double grafts, pro-

vided only one nerve trunk in the limb were healthy.

These operations were performed at a considerable dis-

tance from the site of the injury, and the cuds of the nerve

were freely dissected out so that after grafting there should

be no pull on them. The ends were often carried through
tunnels formed by muscles or behind bones. AVhen a ucrve

was only partially divided, the divided portion was
dissected out from the rest of the nerve for a considerable

distance, and then was grafted into the side of this nerve.

Altogether Iloffmeister had performed twenty two
double or multiple nerve grafts, the results of which were
promising, although the loermanent results were uncertain

in many cases. The first operation of this kind was per-

formed on a patient whose upper arm had been wounded
by a bullet which had completely divided the uluar,

median, and the cutaneous autebrachii medialis nerves.

Three months later, when the wound had healed, ex-

tensive cicatricial tissue in the depth of the wound was
excised. This operation involved resection of 10 cm. of

the ulnar nerve and 12 em. of the median. The median
head of the triceps muscle was detached from the

humeras over a small area, the two ends of the u!uar

nerve were grafted on to tho radial nerve, the two cuds of

the median nerve were grafted on to the ulnar nerve, aud,

finally, the cutaneous nerve was grafted on to the median
nerve. Thas, tho ulnar nerve was bridged by the radial

nerve alone, while the median nerve was bridged by the

radial nerve and two portions of the uluar nerve. Tho
cutaneous nerve was bridged by the radial nerve, two
portions of tho ulnar nerve, and two portions of thcmcdiau
nervo. Four weeks later there were signs of motor
innervation of tho area supplied by the uluar nerve, aud
six weeks later of the area supplied by the median nerve.

Both Hoffmeistor and Heile performed their operations

as far as possible under general anaesthesia, although a
single operation sometimes took over six hours. Tho
greatest care was taken to prevent haemorrhage, including
capillary haemorrhage, aud the subsequent formation of

ailhcsions. Heile frequently gave endoneural injections

of saline solution during the operation in order to facilitate

the liberation of nerve bundles from cicatricial tissue. By
this device he was ouabled. to isolate nerves which would
otherwise have been too securely pinned down by udhesious
to he freed. Hoffmeister made considerable use of an-
antiseptic bipolar electrode, with which ho ascertained
tho distribution of uninjured nerve fibres in cases of

partial division of a nerve trunk. The electrode was also

useful in showing to what nerve trunk a given " nervo
bridge" belonged, aud in testing its functional capacity
during tho various phases of the operation, without neces-

sitating extensive dissecticu of the parts involved. As a
rule, these operations were not undertaken till the wounded
nerve trunks had been given about three months in which
to reunite by themselves.

CASUALTIES IN TUE MEDICAL SERVICES.

Akuy.

Wounded.
Lieutenant L. J. J. Nye, R.A.M.C. (temporary), Flanders.

Lieutenant A. G. Whitfield, R.A.M.C.iT.F.), Flanders.

Deaths among Sons of Medic.il Men.
Eraser, Donald Eegiuald, Sergeant 5th (Lochiel's) Battalion

Cameron Highlanders, younger son of Dr. A. Duncan Praser,
Stratheric, Falkirk, killed in France on September 25th. Ho
was educated at Blair Lodge, enlisted at the beginning of

the war, and had been previously wounded on June 30th.
His elder brother. Major A. W. Eraser, R.A.M.C, is serving in

5gypt.
Tres'residder, Percy Hugh, trumpeter, Wellington Mounted

iiiries, eldest son of Dr. Harry Innis Tresidder, of Onehanga,
Auckland, New Zealand, killed in the Dardanelles on or about;

August 27th. He left New Zealand in February, with the third
reinforcement.

Sloan, Geoffrey, Captain Scottish Horse, third surviving sou
of Dr. Samuel Sloan, of Somerset Place, Edinburgh, died of

wounds in France, aged 37. He served with the Soots Greys iu

the South African war. When the present war broke out he
was in Vancouver, where he commanded the Frontiersmen;
he returned to Scotland, aud was appointed captain in the
Scottish Horse from November 14th, 1914. His two brothers
are also serving—Colonel Sloan, D.S.O.,Pv.A.M.C., and Captain
S. Sloan, Scottish Horse.

HONOURS.
The Victoria Cross.

The London Ga.xiie of November 18th announced that (ho
Victoria Cross had been conferred on temporary Lieutenant
George Allan Maling, iVl.B., R.A.M.C, "for most conspicuous
bravery and devotion to duty during the heavy fighting

near Fauquissart on September 25th, 1915. Lieutenant
Maling worked incessantly with untiring energy from
6.15 a.m. on the 25th till 8 a.m. on the 26th, collecting and
treating in tho open under heavy shell fire more than 300
men. At about 11 a.m. on the 25th he was flung down and
temporarily stunned by the bursting of a large high-
explosive shell which wounded his only assistant and
killed several of his patients. A second shell soon after-

covered him and his instruments with debris, but his high
courage and zeal never failed him, and he continued his

gallant work single-handed."
Lieutenant ISIahng is the youngest son of Dr. E. A.

Maling of Blackwell Hall, Darlington; he is 27 years of

age, aud was educated at Uppingham, Oxford, and St.

Thomas's Hospital, London. Ho graduated B.M., B.Ch.

Oxford last year, and took also the diplomas of M.R.C.S.

and L.R.C.P.Lond. Ho received his commission as tem-

porary Lieutenant, R.A.M.C, on January 18th, 1915. He
went to France in Juno, and was attached to the 12th

Rifle Brigade.
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Military Cross.

The Military Cross has been conferred upon the two
following officars for the services! specified in the offioial

notes appended to their names.

CnptaiQ Manvicp Iloldsworth Barton, E.A.M.C.fT.F.),
attached 5tli Leicester Kegiment. For conspicuous gallantry
and devotion to duty at Hohenzollern redoubt on October 13tb,

1915, in tending and bringing in wounded under fae. Ue also
rallied and sent forward men who had become scattered. This
is not the first time that Captain Barton's bravery and good
work have been brought to notice.
Captain Samuel Russell Foster, M.B., 2nd 'Kortli Mi.lland

I'ield Ambulauce, R.A.M.C.(T.F.). For conspicuous gallantry
nnd devotion to duty at Hohenzollern redoubt on Octoiui- 16th,
1915. Ho went to "the relief of an officer and some wounded
men who were lying in n tr, ri,i, )., nrpen the hiiug lines,

passing over a oonsideral.

I

.
, , p,-ovinci jq broad day-

light under heavy shell, I ' rifle fire. He sjient

eight hours in this tren.l woundedmen.
Captain Barton took th I .U.C.S. and L.E.C.P.

Loud, in 1914, and was assistant houst surgeon at the Leicester
Eoyal Infirmary. He received liis commission as Lieutenant
i;.A.M.C.(T.P.) on January 10th, 1915. Captain Foster
graduated M.B., B.Ch., Queen's University. Belfast, in 1912.

He was in practice at Blaina, Monmouthshire, and received his
rommissiou as Lieutenant E.A.M.C.(T.F.) on November 27tb,
1914.

Dislinguishcd Conduct Medal.
The Ga:;etlc of November 16tli also announced the grant

of the Distinguished Conduct Medal to 203 non commis-
sioned officers and men for " acts 6i gallantrj' and devotion
to duty." Among them were the following men of the
medical services

:

Franklin, B. S., Lanee-Corporal E.A.M.C, 2Qtl Field
Ambulance.
Halford,E.E., Quartermaster-Sergeant E.A.M.C, 21st Field

Ambulance.
Hancock, J. W., Sergeant E.A.M.C.(T.F.), 4th London Field

Ambulance.
Holmes, J., Private A.S.C., attached 23rd Field Ambulance.
Pursey, G. P., Quartermaster- Sergeant E.A.M.C, 2nd Field

Ambulance.
Sweeney, J., Lance-Corporal P.. A.M.C, 42nd Field Ambulance.
Veitch, G. T., Private E.A.M.C, 39th Field Ambulance.

Foreirin Orders.
The London Gazette announces that the King had granted

authority to the recipients permission to wear the following
foreign orders

:

Lady (Ealph) Paget, the Grand Cross of the Order of St. Sava,
conferred by the King of Serbia for services connected with the
British Red Cross hospitals in that country.

Sir StClair Thomson, M.D., Commander of the Order of
Leopold of Belgium for services in Flanders and England.
Major Herman Stedmau, late R.A.M.C(T.r.), Chevalier of

the Order of Leopold of Belgium.
Surgeon E. E. A. Merewetlier, M.B.. E.N., Order of St. Sava,

4th class (conferred by the Kinf; of Serbia).
To certain officers of II.M.s; Jupiter to wear decorations con-

ferred upon them bj the F.miieror of Russia. Among them
were three medical officers :

—

Order of St. Anne, third class: Surgeon W. I. Gen-ard,
E.N.V.E.; Surgeon (temporary) \V. G. Biggar, E.N.
Order of St. Stanislas, second class: Fleet Surgeon H. E.

Gardner, E.N.

HOSPITAL SHIPS.
Preparatory Falsehoods.

A wrnELTLSS message from Berlin, on November 21st,
stated that "seventy British transports have passed
Gibraltar, heavily laden, and painted like hospital
.ships, on their way to Greek waters." A German
Admiralty official further stated that "in the i^ast few
days our U boats have wirelessed that, when British
ships reach the submarine danger zone, they drop Hed
Cross flags over a white space painted on the vessel's side,"
and that seventy vessels passing Gibraltar, ostensibly
hospital sliips, "carried heavy cargoes, for they were
swimming deep. ... All these ships carried to the limit
of their capacity. Surely England is not sending seventy
hospital ships to Greece within a few days witli ^voundcd
or with hospital supplies? Undoubtedly they arc carrying
troops and munitions which arc being protected by a ruse."
The British Admiralty issued the following announce-

ment on November 23rd

:

The constant repetition in the German "Wireless Press
Messages of falsehoods concerning British hospital ships
necessitates a further categorical denial.

There are forty-two British hospital ships working to and
from the Mediterranean—not seventy, as stated.

No hospital ship has carried other than sick and wounded,
nurses and medical staff, and medical stores.

All arc fully ballasted to secure safety and comfort, but are
not deeply laden. On the contrarj-, they are generally some
feet higher than deep draught.

All are permanently painted as required by Geneva Conven-
tion, and duly notified to belligerents. No tcmijorary arrange-
ments, such as those suggested, exist.

The whole report and its insinuation is absolutely false.

Great Britain has strictly adhered to the Geneva and Hague
Conventions.

Previous experience suggests that this series of falsehoods
foreshadows attacks on British hospital ships by German

Mkdical Officees TV'asted.
3,3nd Home Comities Field Ambulance ( T.F.).

There arc a few vacancies for officers in the above unit.
Candidates must be fully qualified medical practitioners,
and willing to undertake foreign service obligation. Apply,
Officer Commanding, Ualton I'ark \\est Camp, near Tring,
Herts.

S;ist n.C. Field AmhuUiw.n.A.M.Cjr.i.
Medical officers are urgently required for the 31st Home

Counties Field Ambulance for foreign service only. For par-
ticulars apply to theO.C.,31st Home Counties Field Ambu-
lance, Roval Army Medical Corps (T.i, Haltou Camp West,
Tring, Herts.

Irrlanti.

TuE Insuuanck CoM>rissioxEi:s, HIE Pkoiessiox i\
lUELAND, ASX) SeKVICE WITH THE TliOOVS.

At last it would seem that the prolonged differences

between the medical profession in Ireland and the Insin--

ance Commissioners on the vexed question of certificati'

were on the point of being settled. This has been stat

so often before that one is inclined to be sceptical ; ho->\

ever, this time it really seems as if a serious effort had
been made on the part of the Commissioners to meet the
reasonable demands of the doctors. These proposals pro-

vide that certification for the purpose of enabling insuretl

persons to apply to their societies for sickness ben'tii

should bo carried out by the medical attendants, tl

amount of money allotted being based on the numbei . -

insured persons in each certification area, and the density,

or, on the other hand, the scattered nature of the insured
population. It is also proposed that a certain check on certi-

fication in the nature of a second medical opinion should
bo available for the approved societies where they had
reasonable doubt as to the degree of care with which
medical certificates were given in any area. This would
have meant the appointment of a certain number of

salaried appointments, but owing to the present needs of

the military medical .services, it was thought that the
hope of obtaining these appointments might hinder suit-

able candidates from offering themselves for the army.
The Insurance Commissioners have therefore come to the
conclusion that, while it is practicable to proceed with
that part of their scheme which provides for certification,

it is desirable to defer the part relating to second opinion^
until the war is over. This necessitates the abolition el

the arrangements at present existing for certification

.

and the Commissioners propose to hold conferences :

an early date for the purpo.sc of discussing tl

matter with representatives of tlic various intercM
affected. They desire that eligible candidates fi 1

the Army Medical Service may know at the earlic-.st

possible date that certain proposed appointments are now
definitely suspended until the termination of the war, and
that acceptance of service under the Army Council will

entail no disability as regards the appointments in ques-

tion, but on the contrary, will entitle appUcations to favour-

able consideration when such appointments are eventually

made. As the medical profession in the country districts

of Ireland consists very largely of tho.se engaged in Poor

Law work, this notice is of chief importance to them.
Already considerable numbers of them have obtained tern

porary commissions, and the chief hindrance to others i--

not so much the hope of future appointments as the dilh-

culty of arranging for substitutes to undertake their duties.

If, therefore, boards of guardians would make a. serious
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«fifort to reduce as far as possible the demands on the time
«iid services of their medical officers, aud also allow, where
possible, the amalgamation, for the time being, of neigh-
bouring districts, and grant leave of absence, without pi-o-

judice, to tlie medical officers whom it was found possible
to spare, a large number of medical men could bo set free,
who would have no hesitation in offering themselves to the
War Office for military service.

DiBLiN University School's Record in the War.
Ou Saturday evening, November 20th, the inaugural

>ineeting of the Dublin University Biological Association
-was held in the Graduates' Memorial Hall, Trinity College.
Dr. J. T. Wigham presided and Dr. Charles Benson, the
incoming President, delivered an address on "War: its
effects upon the medical profession." He expressed the
•opinion that there would be a great shortage of medical
men after the war. Professor Dixon, Registrar of the
School of Physic, Trinity College, stated that, of the
students who had matriculated during 1909 and 1910 in
the Dublin University School of Medicine, 69 had quali-
fied, and of these 65 were known to have taken com-
jnissions in the E.A.M.C. ; 24 had not waited to qualify,
but had joined fighting units either as commissioned
officers or as privates ; only 19 were left in the school, aud
they were preparing for their final examinations. Of the
students who matriculated in 1911 and 1912, none were
yet entitled to enter for their final examinations, but of
these, 58 had already joined the regular army. The total
number of the medical students of the school on active
service was 120.

Boards op Guardians and Poor Law Medical
Officers' Holidays.

The relations between the Carrickmacross (co. Monaghau)
Board of Guardians and their medical officers have not
been of a satisfactory character for some time past. For
this undesirable state of affairs their unreasonable attitude
as regards leave of absence of their medical officers going
on holidays and joining the R.A.M.C. is mainly if not
entirely responsible. The custom throughout Ireland is
for the boards of guardians to appoint as locumtenent the
doctor nominated by the medical officer going on leave,
so long as the arrangements impose no hardship ou the
sick poor—a condition closely inquired into by the Irish
Local Government Board before sanctioning the leave
of absence. The Carrickmacross Board of Guardians,
instead of following the usual custom of boards in
Ireland, ignore the locumtenent nominated by the medical
officer seeking leave, and appoint one particular doctor to
do duty for all their medical officers, who are expected to
take their holidays, not to suit their own convenience and
private arrangements, but to accommodate the convenience
of the locumtenent selected by tlie board of guardians.
That a similar state of affairs to that now e.xisting in the
Carrickmacross Union does not arise to a greater extent
in other locaUties in Ireland is due rather to the doctors
in these areas observing the ethical rule that no doctor
should accept a locumtenent appointment without either
the invitation or tlie approval of the doctor going ou leave,
than any desire on the part of certain boards of guardians
to oblige their medical officers. The Carrickmacross Board
of Guardians on a recent occasion also refused to pay any
•portion of the salary of the locumtenent nominated by
their medical officer, Dr. D'Arcy, who intended joining

TtlBEECULOSIS SaNATORIUMS I.V WaR TIME.
Every curative institution throughout the country is
feeling the lack of quaiitied medical men for resident

,
posts. The sanatoriums for the treatment of tuberculosis
may perliaps be said to feel the shortage in somewhat
less degree than the general hospitals ; nevertheless they
must needs be hampered in their disciplinary work to a
considerable extent when left in the willing but in-
experienced hands o£ substitutes. From the seventh
annual report of the Ayrshire Sanatorium, however, it
appears that the general average of usefulness has not
suffered any decline on this account. The numbers of
ituberculous persons treated during the year 1914 show

a steady increase over previous years, and additional
accommodation has had to be pi-ovided. As in his reports
for some years past, the Medical Superintendent finds it
necessary to call attention to the prevalent custom in the
county (as in many others) of recommending cases for
admission at an advanced stage of the disease, many of
them coming thus under treatment for the first time. He
rightly emphasizes the mischief that must be wrought by
such cases, who for many months, and perhaps years,
have been scattering the seeds of disease broadcast in the
homes or the workshops. Too often the patient refuses
to consult a doctor until too weak to carry on his
work, and no power exists by which inspection can
be carried out to detect and isolate the patient before his
disease has advanced beyond the curable limit. The
actual death-rate from tuberculosis varies remarkably in
different parts of Scotland, but the general tendency to
decrease is quite evident. Cases of tuberculosis in soldiers
returning from the war are not uncommon. The idea is
naturally prevalent that the unrestricted spitting and the
general conditions of the life in the trenchcf is to be held
responsible for the infection. It would appear probable,
however, that in most cases the seeds of disease were
already sown and that the hai-dships had only served to
stimulate afresh the activity of dormant bacilli. Contrary
to experience in many kindred institutions, the Ayrshire
Sanatorium has not suffered financially during the war.
.•^ reduced medical staff aud enforced economy in arti-
ficial light during the winter months may be held to
account for this.

Edinburgh Obstetricac, Society.
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Obstetrical Society on

November 17th, at which the president. Sir Halliday
Cioom, was in the chair, the treasurer, Dr. John McGibbou,
presented the annual financial statement, which showed
a balance in bank of £49 Is. 5d., and invested funds
which cost ^£505 6s. 6d. A vote of thanks was heartily
accorded. The President then submitted the following
motion by the Council

:

That nieantime, owing to the continuance of the war, no
meetings of the society be held until further notice ; and
that during the period of suspension no subscriptions be

This motion was agreed to unanimously, and it was
further decided that notices of the temporary cessation of
the society's meetings, of the subscriptions, and of the
annual volume of Tramact-iofis, should be sent to the
Fellows of the society. It was also agreed that contribu-
tions made by the Fellows to medical journals during the
continuance of the war should be considered thereafter bv
the. Council with a view to their possible inclusion in the
next volume of the society's Transactions.

^nglanb antr Winhs,

The Midwives Act in Manchester.
Probably nowhere is the Midwives Act more carefully
carried out than in Manchester, and the Medical Officer of
Health gives in his annual report for 1914 an interesting
account of special work done for pregnant and nursing
women which has arisen owing to the war. The number of
midwives in practice during 1914 was 161, of whom over
80 per cent, were certificated. The total births regis-
tered numbered 18,697—a rate of 25.3. This is a slight
reduction on the previous year, when the number was
19,052, or a rate of 25.64, and, with the exception of the
year 1912, when the rate was only 25.09, the rate for 1914
ivas the lowest on record. Of the 18,697 births, 9,409, or
just over 50 per cent., were attended by midwives. This
is a considerable drop, as in 1913 the midwives attended
12,251, or 64.3 per cent., while in 1912 they attended
58.6 per cent. No explanation is given of this reduction,
though it is probable that since the Insurance Act began
to provide maternity benefit many women who formerly
had to be content with a midwife have been able to afford
to engage a doctor.
During the year 105 cases of puerperal fever were

notified ; of these, 20 occurred after abortion or premature
labour, in 25 cases forceps had been used, and in 22 a
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perineal tear was stated to be present. It may be noted,
too, tbat though in the majority of the last ten years
puerperal fever occurred more frequently auiong cases
where doctors attended at the birth, on the contrary in

1914 the doctors had a lower proportion of cases of puer-
peral lever than the midwives. On the other haucl, the
death-rate among the doctors' cases has been rather per-
sistently higher than among the midwives' cases. The
case mortality for puerperal fever was 21.9 per cent.
Doctors were summoned to the assistance of midwives in

accordance with the rules of the Central Midwives Board
in 2,606 cases, by far the greatest number being for tedious
labour or rupture of perineum or for inflammation of the
eyes in the newborn. Under the Manchester arrange-
ment, by which the Midwives Supervising Committee pays
fees in needy cases to doctors summoned to the assistance
of midwives, 757 applications for such fees were made.
Inquiry was made into every case, and 654 fees were
actually paid amounting to £568 14s.; the remaining
cases did not fulfil the conditions on which fees are paid.
At the beginning of December, 1914, the committee also
arranged to pay fees to midwives for attending at confine-
ments of the wives or widows of soldiers or sailors and of

other women in need of assistance as a result of the war,
the fees payable being 15s. for a first confinement and
12s. 6d. for subsequent confinements. During the month
of December 34 fees amounting to £21 15s. were thus paid
to midwives, the payments being conditional on the in-

come of the family not being in excess of the same scale
as that under which medical practitioners are paid when
summoned to the assistance of midwives.
The total number of stillbirths of which there is any

record was 638 ; of these, 406 occurred in the practice of
doctors and 232 in that of midwives; 21 of the children
who were stillborn were known to be illegitimate. In 1911
two special nurses were appointed, one being for septic
work, and visits and investigations have been made with a
view to checking the practice of midwifery by uncertified
women. Wiien the war broke out it was feared tbat much
hardship and suffering might be entailed on poor pregnant
and lying-in women, and the Relief Committee arranged
for free meals for a period of two months prior to confine-
ment and during the nursing period, and also for the pro-
vision of suitable clothing. The medical officer of health
was authorized to administer this relief, and the executive
medical officer of the Supervising Committee was entrusted
with the arrangements. All the midwives were invited to
a meeting to discuss the procedure, and they agreed volun-
tarily to notify suitable cases. Inquiry into all cases thus
notified was made, and those found to be eligible were pro-
vided with tickets, which they could present at one of
eleven feeding centres which were organized. The food
was provided by a large caterer in the city, and delivered
daily by the motor bus belonging to the Sanitary Com-
mittee ; to cases unable to attend at the centres a quart of
milk was supplied daily through the nearest dairy, the
cost of this being largely borne by the midwives, who com-
bined to provide funds for the purpose. Clothing was
received through many agencies, and was distributed
direct from the office. In this way relief was given to
2,375 cases, and there can be little doubt that this arrange-
ment, together with the scheme of the committee for the
payment of fees to midwives, will have proved extremely
beneficial.

datus^anhmce.

THE SACRIFICES OF CANADIAN
PRACTITIONERS.

Sir,—I have just read a very interesting article in your
issue of October 9th upon the " Position of general prac-
titioners taking commissions," and in view of the details
which are ^herein given with regard to the " arrange-
ments made by a country practitioner who has recently
responded to the call of duty, and taken a commission in

the R.A.M.C," I feel that a statement should be made
with reference to the conditions under which, in response
to the call of duty, commissions are taken by Canadian
practitioners, either in the Canadian A.M.C. or in the
K.A.M.C.

Whereas, in the counting of the cost, your correspondent

has been able to work out his financial details so as to
reduce the loss anticipated in running his practice during
his absence to £8 a year, the practitioner in this Dominiou
who accepts a commission in either of the above services-
is unable to make any such arrangement. The condition*
of practice in the Dominion make it impo8,sible for a prac-
titioner to receive any remuneration for the loss of his
practice, because such a practice is unsaleable, and he
who sells commits a fraud, and he who purchases pur-
chases that which is naught. In this Dominion a practice
is a purely personal affaii-, and is worth nothing as a.

matter of sale, either by himself or by bis estate, for
patients exercise, and rightly, absolute liberty with
reference to their choice of physician, and hold themselves-
under no obligation, given or understood, to return to any
practitioner for a second or third visit. Therefore, when
one of the practitioners of this Dominion applies for a
commission, he does so in the full knowledge that during
his absence nothing will be received by his family in the
way of revenue from any practitioner to whom the
families which he has professionally attended may resort,

and, moreover, upon the end of the war and the return of
the practitioner to his former location, should he be for-

tunate enough to survive, he must look forward to begin-
ning his practice anew, and must not expect, as a right,

that any of his old patients seek his aid.

In the hospitals recently sent forth by the universities
of Canada, ot which I have the more intimate knowledge,
the gentlemen who comprised their staffs have with few
exceptions abandoned more or less lucrative practices, and
only in a few cases are there any others than those who
have been for some time in general or special practice, and
in most instances these members are teaching members of
the university faculties. The senior officers are specialists,,

professors, or associate professors of the universities,

receiving from their private practices incomes varying
from £1,000 per annum upwards. These gentlemen left

their families dependent upon the insecure revenue de-
rivable from what investments they had been able to
make, the separation allowance afforded them by the
Government, and whatever portion of their pay they could
spare. Their salaries were, of course, continued by the
imiversities, but these are honoraria, and of inconsiderable
amount.
From my knowledge of the composition of the units, not

one of the staffs regrets for one moment the step he took
in volunteering his services, but it is only fair that the
facts involved should be made known, and the self-sacrifice

acknowledged.
The whole position of the Canadian practitioner who

has volunteered for service abroad, as compared with the
gentleman mentioned in the article above quoted, who
could figure down his actual monetary loss to £8 per
annum, makes the self-sacrifice involved in the case of the
latter almost a negligible item.—I am, etc.,

D. J. GiBB WisHART, B.A., M.D., CM.,
Toronto, Nov. 3rd. L.R.C.P.Lond.. F.R.C.S.

IPECACUANHA AND ITS ALKALOIDS.
Sir,—The note under this heading, which appeared in

in your issue of November 13th, gives an account of our
knowledge of the chemistry of these alkaloids at the time
when Henry's work, Tlie Vegetable Alkaloids (1913), was-

published. Since then, however, the results of several new
investigations on the subject have been published, and
necessitate some corrections of the earlier statements.
The alkaloids of ipecacuanha have been studied in detail

in these and the associated laboratories, and the investiga-

tion, which is at present suspended owing to pressure of
other work, will be resumed here later. In these circum-

stances, I shall be glad if you will permit me to correct

your account in the following particulars :

1. In 1894 Paul and Cownley {Pharin. Journ., 1894 (iii), 25, 111,

373, 690) attributed to emetine and cephaeline the formulae
CsoH440jN2 and CjsHioOjNa respectively, but shortly afterwards
Hesse (Pliarm. JojirH., 1898 (iv), ?, 98) suggested that the com-
position of the substances would be better expressed by the
formulae C3oHj204N2 and CoHH-wOiNa. The recent investigations,

both by Hesse (Annalen der Chan., 1914, M5, 1) and by ourselves
(Proc. Chem. Soc, 1913, 29, 226; Tram. Clum. Soc, 1914, 105,

1591), confirm Hesse's formula tor cephaeline, which may now
be regarded as established. We also showed that emetine is.

the mono-methyl ether of cephaeline, and has, therefore, the

formula CjgHwOjNj, which we have confirmed by analyses of

the base and several of its salts and derivatives. Hesse has
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iwu his previous formula for emetiue, CsoHuO.Ns, and

i for it the formula C^H.oOsNj, but iu view of our «ork,

particular of the proved relationship of emetine to

;ue, this formula cannot be upheld.

etine sulphate has been prepared in a crystalline form.

;lst the constitution of emetine is still unknown, some

, has been made with its elucidation, and we have shown

V that this alkaloid is a derivative of woqumolme; the

: Windaus and Hermanns {Ber. deutsch. chem. GescU.,

1470) leads to the same conclusion.

Frank Lee Pyman, D.Sc, Ph.D.,

Director. Wellcome Chemical Research

lAJudon, E.C., Nov. 16Ui. Laboratories. London.

A COMBINED PHYSICAL TREATMENT FOR
DISABLED SOLDIERS.

SiK,—During the last ten months a novel combmation

«f physical methods of treatment has been in operation

at the Hopital Complementaire at the Grand Palais m
Paris.

One of the new features is a byperthermal eau courante

bath, which is appUed locally to the affected limbs, more

especially as a preparation for massage and mechanical

treatment. It is found that the eau courante bath greatly

facilitates both massage and mobilization. This combined

treatment is now very extensively employed, both in Paris

and in the country in hospitals set apart for it.

According to the latest information several hundred

men disabled in their limbs were in October alone re-

turned from the Grand Palais fit for military service, with

an estimated saving to the French Government of upwards

of j£50,000 on account of pensions.

If in Paris why not in London? In England many
similarly disabled men are to be seen in the hospitals,

and sometimes in the streets. It is claimed that the treat-

ment referred to holds out a fair prospect of recovery in

many otherwise hopeless cases. It is recommended, there-

fore, alike by humanity and by considerations of prudent

war economy.
A fuU account of the results obtained by these combined

physical methods in military cases will shortly be published

on behalf of a committee of the Royal Society of Medicine

-(Section of Balneology).—We are, etc.,

R. FoRTEscuE Fox,

J. C.\MPBELL McClDRE,
LondoD, W., Honorary Secretaries to the Committee.

HENRY CHLiRLTON BASTIAN, M.A., M.D.Lond.,

F.R.C.P.. F.K.S.,

EHERITCS PBOFESSOB OF MEDICINE AND CLINICAX. MEDICIHE,
UNIYERSITT COLLEGE. LONDON.

Dr. Charlton Bastian died on November 17th at his

residence, Chesham Bois, Bucks. He was born at Truro,

Cornwall, in April, 1837. He received his education at

University College, and graduated M.A. at the University

of London in 1861, and M.D. in 1866. Shortly afterwards

he was elected assistant physician to St. Mary's Hospital,

and lecturer on pathology in its medical school ; he held

these appointments until 1867, when he became professor

of pathological anatomy in University College, and assis-

tant physician to its hospital. Later he was professor of

medicine and clinical medicine. For thirty years he held

first the junior and then the full physician's appointment,

resigning in 1897. He was also physician to the National

Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, being appointed

to the junior oflttce in 1862, and becoming senior physician

in December, 1887. He resigned the latter appointment in

April, 1902, at the age of 65, but by special resolution was
allowed to retain ten beds until he finaDy retired, having

attained the age of 75, in 1912.

The activities of Dr. Bastian's long life were sharply

•divided into two parts—the one, which occupied his chief

«nergies in the earlier and the closing years of his life,

was concerned with the controversy as to the origin of

life and heterogenesis ; the other was the clinical study

of neurology, in which he was chiefly interested during

the whole of the middle period of his life, when he was

actively engaged as a teacher and physician in London.

Hi3 friends knew, however, that throughout the whole of

this middle period he never for a moment lost his interest

in the other subject, and as soon as circumstances per-

mitted ho gave up practice and devoted himself again to

experimental investigations with regard to the origin of

life and the transformation of organisms. There was,

however, another short period of his early life during

which it seemed that he would devote himself to pure

science. It was during this time that he made researches

in parasitology and published (1864) his monograph on the

Anguillulidae or free nematodes, in which he described a

hundred new species ; another work on their anatomy and
physiology was published iu the following year. It was
these researches which led to his election to be F.R.S.

when only 31 years of age.

As a physician and teacher he early directed his atten-

tion almost exclusively to neurology. As a teacher he
attracted a small but select class, who highly appreciated

the precision of his methods of diagnosis, the acuteuess of

his intellect, and his wide acquaintance with neurological

literature. He was himself a prolific contributor to it. The
Bruin as an Orjafto/</teilfiwi, published iu 1880, he probably

himself considered his most important work in medicine.

It was translated into French and German, reached a fifth

edition in this country, and was at one time a great deal

used as a textbook by men reading for the higher examina-

tions. In 1875 he published his book, Paralysis from
Brain Disease, being a series of excellent clinical lectures

delivered in the previous year at University College

Hospital. It was the forerunner of a larger and yet mora
important clinical and pathological work. Paralyses:

Cerebral, Bulbar, and Spinal, published iu 1886 avowedly

as a manual of diagnosis for students and practitioners.

Another clinical work which excited great interest

when it appeared in 1893 was entitled Various Forms of
Hysterical or Functional Parahjsis ; it was the product of

long study in the author's wards at University College

Hospital and at the National Hospital for the Paralysed

and Epileptic, in conjunction with his house-physicians

and clinical clerks, who drew up full reports of the cases

recorded. The most important passage iu this treatise

contained observations on the nature ef hysteria which

were well worthy of study, though they did not altogether

succeed in dissipating the obscurity which surrounded the

subject. Dr. Bastian strongly condemned the practice of

using the term "hysterical " as though it were synonymous

with "functional." For him, hysterical cases were a

special type of functional cases; he urged that if, with

Briquet and Charcot, we defined hysteria as a neurosis

due to perversion of brain functions, then all the cases of

functional spinal paralysis must be placed in some other

category.
In the spring of 1897 he delivered the Lumleian

Lectures on some problems in connexion with aphasia

and other speech defects before the Royal College of

Physicians. The lectures were a remarkable analytical

contribution to a difficult subject. He held that aphasia

depended either upon damage to one or other of the four

centres in the cerebral cortex, which, he believed, were

concerned in the production of spoken and written

language, or to interruption of the commissures connecting

them. These lectures, with the addition of a great

deal more matter of importance, were published in

Aphakia and other Speech Defects, issued in 1898. This

treatise was dispassionate, scientific ivork, and in the

literature of the subject assumed at once the position of

a classic. He contributed many articles on neurological

subjects to Quoin's Dictio7iary of Medicine, and, in fact,

took a considerable part in the production of that work of

reference, which revived a method of publication popular a

generation earlier, and produced a very considerable effect

Su the trend of medical opinion in this country by pre-

senting in a convenient form the latest views of acknow-

ledged authorities.

When he finally retired from University College he was

appointed Emeritus Professor of Medicine, and shortly

afterwards gave up practice in order to resume the studies

which had interested his scientific youth. The story is a

remarkable example of moral courage and scientific enthu-

siasm, facing odds which appeared hopeless. Those whose

memories go back to the first International Congress of

Medicine in London in 1881 will remember the courage

with which he faced the meeting presided over by Lord

Lister and m which as a speaker he was immediately
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followed by Pasteur ; afterwards he retired from the field

overwhelmed but not defeated, and, as has been said,

devoted himself to tlie practice of neurology. As soon as

he had retired, however, he immediately resumed his

experiments.
Contrary to generally accepted views—views which

seemed to be settled ouce and for all in the middle of

last century by the work of Pasteur and Tyndall on the

sterilization of fluids by heat—Bastian denied that life

always develops from pre-existing life; for him the

aphorism Omite vivum ex vivo was not true, and he
maintained that not only in the distant past did some
fortuitous concourse of atoms presumably give rise to the

first beginning of living matter, but that this process has
continued ever since, and is continuing at the present day.

He held, in fact, the doctrine of spontaneous generation,

or, as he preferred to term it, " archebiosis," and carried

out a number of laborious investigations in support of his

views. Liquids composed of (a) ammonium phosphate,

phosphoric acid, and sodium silicate ; (6) ferrous sulphate

and i^otassium ferrocyanide ; (c) ferrous sulphate,

potassium ferrocyanide, and sodium silicate were em-
ployed. These were enclosed in sealed glass tubes, steri-

lized at varii ns temperatures, maintained under certain con-

ditions of light and warmtli, and examined after a lapse of

months. In a certain number of the tubes micro-organisms

—bacteria, torulae, and even moulds—seemed to make their

appearance in small numbers. The experiments were
laborious and tlie possible fallacies obviously numerous, but
Bastian attempted to meet every criticism and maintained
to the last the correctness of his observations. Few have
attempted to repeat his experiments, and those who have
done so have not had the time at their disposal to study
the subject with anything like the minuteness with
which Bastian did, for he devoted the last years of his

life almost entirely to it. Undoubtedly, in Bastian's

tubes, structures were occasionally observed which had
all the characters of torulae, except that it seemed impos-
sible to grow them. The MM. Mary in Paris and a
correspondent writing in last week's English Mechanic
claim to have obtained the same results in tubes prepared
by themselves, and the MM. Mary state that they have
been able to obtain subcultures in media containing

lEiCtate of iron. Dr. Bastian was ever attempting to

improve his methods and to make use of any new means
which might help towards this end. Thus in the spring

of this year he published a paper in the Proceedings
of the Royal Society of Medicine in which he stated that

when the organisms had made their appearance in the
tubes the addition of tyrosin brought about an enormous
multiplication (see also British Medicai-Jocenai., January
23rd, 1915, p. 183). His latest results were published in

The Origin of Life, second edition, 1914, and in Nature,
January 22uA, 1914, p. 581, and December 24th, 1914,

p. 466. Dr. Bastian also held that one kind of organism
might suddenly appear as the offspring of another and
quite different form. Thus oiliates and flagellates might,
he believed, succeed amoebae which themselves appeared
out of a bacterial zoogloeal mass. This process he termed
" heteroaenesis," and his observations on this subject were
published in a large volume entitled Studies in Hetero-
genesis. All these books were illustrated by photo-
micrographs taken by himself.

Dr. Bastian was a friend of Herbert Spencer, and one of

the trustees under his will, by which he left the bulk of

his property in trust for carrying on the publication of

Descriptive Sociology; as trustee Dr. Bastian was joint

editor of Spencer's autobiography. Dr. Bastian re-

ceived many honours from academic bodies. He was
honorary M.D. of the Royal University of Ireland, corre-

sponding member of many foreign scientific societies, and
had served as censor of the Royal College of Physicians.
He leaves a daughter and three sons, one of whom is in the
Royal Naval Medical Service.
In some of the notices which have appeared since his

death it has been said that there was something pathetic
in the persistence with which he defended and sought to

establish the doctrine of abiogenesis and the related

hypothesis of heterogenesis. But for himself there was
nothing of pathos in liis position ; he deeply resented, as
was natural, the iuditference or ridicule which his

opinions encountered, but he never for a moment indulged
in self-pity. His intellect burned with too clear a flame.

ROBERT MAGUIRE, M.D.Lond., B.Sc.Vicr.,.F.R.C.P.,
I

OONStlLTING PHTfllCIAN, HOBPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION UKUUPTON.
Dr. R. Magoire died on Friday, November 12lh, aged 58, ',

in Cadogan Street, S.W. He was the son of the late
Mr. John Maguire of Manchester and Drumralla, co.

Fermanagh, and was educated at the Manchester Grammar
School and the Owens College. He graduated M.B.Lond. ',

in 1881, taking the university scholarship and gold medal

;

in medicine, and the gold medals in obstetrics and forensic .
medicine. He took the M.D. degree in the following year,
taking the gold medal. He was for a time physician to
the Manchester Southern Hospital, pathologist to the
Manchester Royal Infirmary, and assistant lecturer on
pathology in Owens College. He afterwards settled in
London, and joined the staffs of the St. Mary's and
the Brompton Hospitals. As a physician he turned
his attention mainly to disorders of the respiratory
tract. In the autumn of 1900 he delivered the Harveiau
Lectures before the Harveian Society of London, whicU
he eventually published in a volume, entitled. Tin-

Prognosis and Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
They wore reported in the Jodknal, and represented
valuable observations made at the Brompton Hospital,
and also at St. Mary's, where he was then physician
to outpatients. Dr. Maguire advocated asepsis of the
lung by intravenous injections of formic aldehyde ; he
admitted that the procedure was neither easy nor free

'

from danger, yet he found that a solution of formic alde-

hyde of considerable strength might be introduced into

the circulation. He advocated this method for ensuring,
asepsis because inhalations of vapours could not be of
sufficient strength to attack germs in the lung if they
were weak enough to pass the glottis, and even if they
passed it they would probably go no further than the'
bifurcation of the bronchi. Subcutaneous injections of
germicides were so diluted before they reached the lungs

as to be powerless, whilst germicides taken by the mouth
were likewise made useless before they could reach the

lungs by dilution in the stomach and decomposition ii>

their passage through the liver.

Dr. Maguire contributed to Quain's Dictionary
Medicine, and to Fowler's Dictionary of Practical Media <

and published several papers in medical periodical publii

tions. He became a member of the Royal College of

Physicians of London in 1883, and was elected a Fellow
in 1889. He was honorary physician to the Royal Society
of Musicians and to the Benenden Sanatorium.

We regret to announce the sudden death on November-
12th of Dr. J. Wright Grant at Edinburgh. He was.
born at Grantown-on-Spey in 1860, and was educated at
Grantown, at Aberdeen, and later at the University of:

Edinburgh, where he graduated M.B., CM. in 1886. Shortly
afterwards he settled in Woburn Sands, and soon had a
large practice in that place and in the surrounding:
district. He wrote the article, AVoburn Sands and Neigh-
bourhood as a Health Resort, in the Climates and Baths of
Great Britain. He was physician to the DaneswoodI
Sanatorium and the London Boarded-out Children. After
some fifteen years increasing deafness caused him reluc-

tantly to give up his practice, but he still continued to
take a great interest in his profession. He was a man of

marked social gifts, and had a keen sense of humour-
His sudden death from angina pectoris at the com-
paratively early age of 55 is a matter of extreme regret to
many.

Dr. V/illiam Melville-Davison, Medical Superinten-

dent to the Booth Line, died on October 9th at the age of

46. He studied medicine at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and took,

the degrees of M.B. and B.S. at Durham in 1890. Ha
practised in Durham for several years, but owing to a*

failure in health he carried on his profession on the seas,

for no less than fourteen years, in Chinese emigrant
ships, pilgrim ships, and Holt and Booth liners. He also-

served as a prison doctor in South Africa. When,
appointed medical superintendent of the Booth Line he
wrote his New and Interesting Points in Ships' Hygiene^

He was one of the pioneers of the mosquito-screening of.

ships, communicating a memoir on that subject to tlio

Yellow Fever Bureau Bulletin in 1911. Dr. Melville-

Davison was a total abstainer, and published a work 011
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Alcoholism, its Cause and Cure, originally a paper read

before the Liverpool Council of Voluntary Aid. The

Booth Line could not relieve him from his duties in order

that ho might join in the Red Cross work in Fraucc or in

England, but he afforded invaluable assistance m fitting

out and managing a private hospital. He was much
beloved, deservedly popular, and always ready to afford

professional or, if necessary, pecuniary aid to those in

trouble.

Bt the death of Dr. George Miller Sternberg, of

Washington, which occurred on November 3rd, the scien-

tific world has lost one of the foremost authorities on

bacteriology and epidemiology. He was boru in Otsego

County, in the State of New York, in June, 1838, and was

therefore in his 78th year. He graduated at the College

of Physicians and Surgeons (Columbia University) in

1860, entered the United States army as assistant surgeon

in 1861, and retired with the rank of brigadier general in

1902. He served thoughout the Civil War aud had com-

mand of the .\mericau Medical Service in the war with

Spain in 1898. He was on special service through several

epidemics of cholera and yellow fever, and he was secre-

tary of the Havana Yellow Fever Commission in 1879. To
him was due the appointment of the Yellow Fever Com-

mission of 1900 of which Major Reed and Drs. Carroll,

Lazear, and Agramonte were members ; their work marks

an epoch in the history of preventive medicine. General

Sternberg also established the Army Medical School at

Washington, which has proved itself of signal usefulness

to the service. He was the author of Photomicrographs

and How to Make Them, of a Manual of Bacteriology, a

treatise on malaria, a work on immunity protective inocu-

lations and serum-therapy, and many reports presented to

the Gover.nment.

Professor C.^rl Anton Ewald of Berlin, who died on

September 20th, after several months' illness, in his

sixty-ninth year, was a recognized authority on diseases of

the 'stomach. He took his doctor's degree at Berlin in

1870, and <iualiiied as Privatdocenf in 1874. He was
appointed extraordinary professor in 1882, and later be-

came an honorary ordinary professor. He was the head of

the Augusta Hospital and editor of the Berliner klinische

Wochenschri/t from 1881 to 1907, being associated in the

later part of this period with Professor C. Posner. He was
the author of several books and numerous papers on

digestion, diseases of the thyroid, myxoedema, aud many
other subjects. He was also an authority on forestry.

He was librarian to the Berliner medizinisohe Gesellschaft

for twenty-five years. He was the financial secretary of

the Society for Children's Sea- Coast Hospitals aud to the

Society for Home Hygiene.

covered with the Union Jack and borne by six non-com-

missioned officers of the National Reserve.

Deaths in the Profession Abro.\d.—Among the

members of the medical profession in foreign countries

who have leceutly died are Dr. Albert Malherbe, honorary

director of the Medical School of Nantes, in which he was
lor many years professor of pathological anatomy and

histology, corresponding member of the French Academy
of Medicine, aged 70 ; Dr. Qui, formerly professor of clinical

obstetrics in the University of Lille, and since the German
occupation inspector of military hospitals at Bordeaux

;

Dr. Johan Ulrik Teodor Queusel, professor of pathological

anatomy in the University of Upsala, aged 70 ; Dr. J. E.

Shcppard, clinical professor of diseases of the ear at the

Long Island College, Brooklyn, New York, aged 56; and Dr.

S. K. Spalding, neurologist to the Omaha General Hospital

and professor of nervous and mental diseases in the John
A. Creighton Medical College of that city, aged 68.

githico-tt^al

WiLLLiM OM.iND ScLATER, B.Sc.Edin. 1904, M.B.,Ch.B.

(1st ciaas houours) 1906, formerly house-surgeon to the

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary aud to the Palmer Memorial
Hospital, Jarrow, died suddenly on October 29th at Ipoli,

Perak, in the Federated Malay States.

Major W. M. Je.nm.nus, T.D., M.R.C.S., died suddenly

on November 5th, at the age of 58. He had practised iu

Jarrow-on-Tyne for over thirty years and was very

popular and deeply respected in that town. He began
professional life as assistant to Dr. Huntley and at once

interested himself in the ambulance movement which was
then developing. He was an enthusiastic officer of the

Durham Royal Engineers (Volunteers) ; when the corps

became Fortress Companies under the Territorial scheme,
Captain Jennings became Major and was commandiug
officer until about three years ago, when he retired, time

expired. Subsequently he became commandant of the

Jarrow and Hebburn Detachment of the National Reserve,

and did much to bring this body into useful service in con

nexion with the war. His eldest son. Lieutenant .Jennings,

R.E., is at present at the Dardanelles. The funeral ot

Major W. M. Jennings, which took place on November lOtli

at Jarrow cemetery, was attended by the military and
civilian authorities and by a large number of the people ot

Jarrow, where he was so much beloved. The coffin was

DUTIES OF aUAEDIANS TO ENFORCE VACCINATION
IN IRELAND.

The Lord Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Madden, and Mr.

Justice Boyd have given judgement in the King's Bench
Division, Dublin, in favour of the plaintiffs in a case

brought by the Local Government Board against the

Letterkenny guardians for an absolute order for a writ of

mandamus compelling the guardians to enforce compliance

with the Vaccination Acts within their district.

The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judgement, said the subject

of compulsory vaccination first came formally before the

guardians on June 23rd, 1913, when a resolution was adopted

that the matter should be left open, and that no prosecution

should be instituted. To this course the guardiaus adhered

except for a short period during the present year. The
guardians had been informed that they were the final and ulti-

mate tribunal to decide as to the enforcemsut of the provisions

ot the Vaccination Acts within their union ; and the question

for the court to decide was whether this was correct. The
matter was regulated by the Vaccination Amendment (Ireland)

Act, 1877. Section 7 provided for a penalty being recovered

from parents having the custody of children who neglected to

Liave them vaccinated. Section 10 provided that the guardians

of any union iu Ireland might direct proceedings to be instituted

for the purpose of enforcing obedience to the provisions of the

Vaccination (Ireland) Acts, and that the medical officers of each

dispensary districtshouldattendsuch proceedings, andbeentitled

to remuneration on a fixed scale for doing so. These provisions

were put in force by nearly all boards of guardians iu Ireland.

The first question for the court was whether Section 10 was
or was not mandatory in its operation. It provided, it was
true, that the guardians "may " direct proceedings to be insti-

tuted, and the guardiaus contended that this language gave

them a discretion in the matter. But it was settled law that

provisious in a statute merely ot , permissive character might
impose a duty. His lordship cited some cases in support of this

construction with the view to showing that it was well estab-

lished and could not now be questioned. With reference to the

present case, it was clear to his mind, he said, that when the

LL'gislatnre provided that the guardiaus might take certain pro-

L'-udings, and when it at the same time provided for the expense

i]f the proceedings being paid out of the rates, it means to cast

the duty upon the guardians of enforcing the provisions of the

Acts in all proper cases. There was no one else to act in the

matter, and if the guardians did not do so the .^cts would
iiooome a dead letter For these reasons he was clearly of

opinion that the 10th Sectio . f the Act of 1879 was mandatory
111 its character, and that it was the clear duty of the guardians

—a duty which could be enforced by mandamus—to take steps

to enforce the compulsory provisions of the Vaccination Acts

within their district. The powers of control and supervision

VLsted iu the Local (iovcriiiiunt I'.oai-a 'jvoi- the guardians as

regarded their dnti- , imhi m, T !.;.. \rts might very
reasonably be held :..

. iii' ' .'i- im.', i- the Vaccina-

tiouActs. Hew;, '

,
•

,
niueiit lioard

had a (OCKS s(ni;,;, i,.. , uis were not

carrying out tlnn ;i ;,. , iin.ltr the \.icciu:iUou Acts, and was
a propfi- :>!:'i

' ' proceedings. The eouditional order

lor a \M - i.^T should therefore, in his opinion, be

was the first occasion upon which it

ul that the duty of enforcing the Vac-
,i . N

I

I. .1 1 lis of guardians, and as

i
.arcd to have adopted

1
I

1 that they legally had
I

1.. <li. iliiiik that they ought to

.osts persijimlh. But he would like it

I ,.. „<= uuderstood" that "for the future, if the order of the court

I
m the present case stood, guardiaus who persistently refused

liad been '!•• iJ. I m li

I i nation Acts was ina
the Letterkenuv Boai
the course they" did iu
II discretion in the ir

he required to pay thi
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to enforce the Vacciuation Acta within their districts would do

BO at the peril of being obliged personally to pay the costs 9f

proceedings to compel them to discbarge their duty in this

respect.
Mr. Justice Madden and Mr. Justice Boyd concurred.

The conditional order was made absolute, each party to abide

their own costs.

IMPERSON.\TION.
The person charged as Henry John Herring at the North
London Police Court on October 30th with feloniously giving

false certificates of death, as reported in the Journal of

November 6th (p. 694) was on November 17th charged before

the Common Sergeant with giving false death certificates

relating to four jiersons, and also with bigamy. According to

the statement of Mr. Bodkin, who prosecuted on behalf of the

Director of Public Prosecutions, as reported in the Morniny
Advertiser, the accused had called himself "Edward Ken
Herring, M.li.C.S.," and had personated Dr. Herring, who
practises in New South Wales. He had acted as a locumtenent
for doctors in Loudon, Cambridge, and Lancashire. Investiga-

tion showed that the accused had formerly personated Dr.

Hoffmeister, who practises in the Isle of Wight, and had been
convicted in that name on a charge of manslaughter and sen-

tenced to five years' penal servitude. Further inquiries elicited

the fact that he had committed bigamy. Inspector Birch,

giving details of the prisoner's career, said that since July, 1906,

the prisoner, representing that he was a qualified chemist, had
obtained uituatious at Brighton and at various places in or near
London. The Common Sergeant remarked that the r"
had been guilty of a very serious offence, and sentenced
four years' penal servitude.

Euibi^rsitws imti Colkg^s.

UNIVERSITY OP CAMBRIDGE.
The following degrees have been conferred :

UNIVERSITY OP LONDON.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tion indicated

:

Third M.B., B.S.— *J. Fanstone. *G. C. Linder, 'Edith Mariorie
Martland, F. A. Beattie. Marion Mildred Barrow Burt, W. Burt,
Dorothy Chick, J. N. Deacon, C. H. Edwards, Annie Mary
Fovster, Hilda Grace Johnson, Helena Kosa Lowenfeld, Mary
Constance Poonen, G. J. C. .Smyth, H. E. Thorn, Mary Woods.

* Passed with honours.

Honurary (War) Degrees.

On November 17th the senate awarded honorary war degrees

to eighteen candidates. Of these, fifteen received the B.Sc.
(four in engineering and one in economics). Two received the

B.A., and one the LL.B. All the new graduates hold commis-
sions or are in the ranks of the army.

ROYAL COLLEGE OP SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
Annual Meetiny of Fellows and Members.

The annual meeting of Fellows and Members was held on
November 18th. Sir W. Watson Cheyne presided.

Annual Report.
Some discussion took place on various items in the annual

report of the Council. In reply to Dr. S. C. Lawrence, the
President said that no action had thus far been taken with
regard to removing the names of enemy aliens from the roll.

On the subject of special measures to meet the anticipated
scarcity of medical men in the future, Mr. George Brown sug-

gested to the Council that it would be wise to return to the old
custom of recognizing' .IS part of the medical education of the
student a twelvr < '-liirin months' pupilage with a general
practitioner. '!'

!
• rni a better means of education

tlian walking t! ! any such rnetliod was preferable
tu tlie wiiles|i!.

, lilhi" of women surgeons. The
I'rtsulent said ihai :.<

n.-i... ,. .julil be taken of the suggestion.

Direct lieijresenlation of ilemhers.

Dr. George Jones then moved the first of two motions before
the meeting:

That this annual meeting again afiBrms the desirability of admitting
Members to direct representation on the Council of the College,
which, as now constituted, only represents those Members who
also hold the Fellowship ; and that it does so in order that the
constitution of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons of
England shall be in keeping with modern ideas of true repre-

He said that for twenty-one years the Members had persevered
in bringing forward a similar motion, but be wished to make
one more direct and personal appeal that the false step repre-
sented by the Charter of 1843, which denied to Jlembers their

rights and privileges, should be retraced. He had no
antagonism to the Council, but so long as the narrow franchise
existed so long would there be a restless, dissatisfied body of

Members.
Dr. M. I. Pinuoahe seconded the motion, but refused to

sujiuort the plea «(! miscricordiam of the proposer. The

claim of the Members should be put forward not as a request,
but as a demand.
On a show of hands, twenty-one voted in favour of tin

motion, which was carried nemine contradicmtc.
Dr. J. Brindley James moved and Dr. Angus Hunt seconded

That this annual meeting requests the President to explain to thos.

DOW assembled the views of his Council in regard to the repr.

sentation of Members on the Council of the College.

After some further discussion, in which Lieutenant-Coloiu I

Oldfield, Mr. George Brown, and others took part, this motion
also was carried without a dissentient.

The Picsident said that he feared that in any reply he had
to make he would disappoint them. This question had been
discussed 1)V the Council repeatedly of late years. It was very
far fnuri having been disrespectfully shelved, and the members
of the Council were quite sympathetic. The only question with
which tlicy were concerned was that of the interests of the
College. The iliscussions in the Council had always resulted

in a laif,'o majority favouring the opinion that to make any
change would not be advantageous. The position was fully put

forward in the annual report for 1907, and to what was then
Bald he had nothing to add. The whole question turned uinn
the views entertained as to the function of the College. In tli.

Charter it was defined as scientific and educational, but thof.

who pressed these motions did not have in mind any improv.
ment in the educational and scientific position; theywantfi
the College made into a political institution. For his own pan
he detested politics, medical and otherwise. It would be .1

mistake, in his judgement, to convert the College from a

scientific and academic institution into a political one.

The President's remarks, which were received with some
expressions of dissatisfaction, brought the proceedings to a

close.

SOCIETY OF APOTHECARIES OP LONDON.
The following candidates have been approved in the subjects

indicated :

Sdrgert.-'IL. M. Arnold, *tG. T.Baker, 't W. F.B. Castle. 'tC. E.
Clarke. *'W. Fox, "l L. S. Goss.

Medicine.-U. H. Lloyd, 'tj. Eemers, 'lA. J. A. Wilson, HF. H.
Young.

Forensic Medicine.—E. V. Beaumont, M. J. Byrnes. J. Fos-
Bussell. B. Ghobrial, G. P. K. Grey, W. J. May, J. Romers.
A. J. A. Wilson, F. H. Young.

Midwifery.—J. S. Bhajiwalla, M. J. Byrnes, C. G. G. Winter.
* Section I. + Section II.

The diploma of the Society has been granted to Messrs.
L. M. Arnold, G. T. Baker, C. E. Clarke, L. S. Goss, and
F. H. Young.

®l)e ^ttbitts.

EXCHANGE DESIRED.
Territoiual Captain, Field Ambulance, wishes exchange with
officer at Base Hospital.—Address, No. 5720, British Medical
JouRN.\L Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT HOME AND
ABROAD.

The following additional subscriptions have been received :

£. s. (1.

Association of Medical Women in India (p;r Dr. Mary
O'Brien): Dr. Muller, Dr. Shave, Dr. lialfour. Dr. Hiolby.

Dr. Benson, Mrs. D'Moute, Miss il. 1,m m. - ": AMita,
Dr. Scares, Dr. Ambrose, Dr. Watts, I'; • in IMair,

Dr. Allen. Dr. Pryoe, Dr. Jamiui s > 1 ,

i ., Dr.

Harry, Dr. Hackellar, Dr. Umplnr .
m i-.. .1 hnuu,

Dr. Lamb, Dr. Bukhmabai. Dr. (ili.ii t In. 1 rieud
Periera, Dr. Macmillan. Dr. Lockwood, Dr. Dodson. Dr.
O'Brien, Dr. Scott, Dr. Grant, Dr. Graham. Dr. Bahaduril,
Dr. Gray 37 11 1

Glasgow Eastern Medical Society (per Dr. C. ^^allace
Auder

Lieu
North

;-Coloa
.birel'l

und)
1 (per Messrs. Kankii

Subscriptions t'l ;;. j
!. . iiM be sent to the Treasurer of

the Fund, Dr. IL A, L'. - \".iix, at 14, Buckingham Gate,'

London, S.W.. and should be made payable -to the Belgian

Doctors' and Pharmacists' Relief Fund, crossed Lloyds Bank,
Limited.

The Appeal fok Surgical Instruments.
Surgical instruments should be sent to the Master of the

Society of Apothecaries of London, Blackfria rs, London, B.C.

The October number of the British Journal of Surgery

con-taius a short biography of Chesekleu, adorned with a

reproduction of the portrait of that surgeon by Jonathan
Richardson in the College of Surgeons. Mr. Sinclair

White and Mr. J. H. Cobb publish in the same number an

niiiisnal ins,- of hydatid disease, wlove it seemed that a

IcinK I'.i.n, ;; .'..\\ caused the ruptui' ' Of a. h\ tlafid cyst of tho

li\,a ; a I
- \\ u . 'eks after the injur\ a IMoniinal section was

iiiubiialnii. and a laceration in the pnsinior surface of

the liver tletected and drained. Two years later a second

operation was performed, and extensive hydatid disease

of the peritoneum became manifest.
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iHfiiual lieius.

is aimoimccil tliat (lie Diiifonu of V.A.D. uiums
1 1'.- Hiitish Reil Cioss SJocicty ami the Oiilor of St. .Tolin

"f lonisaloni will bp ivj^isteii'd : iuiiration will be au
olTouce mitlcr tbc Defouco ol' tlie IJoalm Act.
Thk l.onts Vox Liotuii- will be ilolivoroa by Dr. V.

){ii-liai-i)soii Cross at rbo I'liiversity of Bristol ou Wciinos-
ilay, llfccuibor 1st. Tlio subject is "The Kvoliitiou of

ibe Sense of sisbt." .Ml medical men and students arc
invited to attend.
At a clinical meeting of tbc West r.ondou '^^edico-

rbirurfjical Society a nnmbcr of cases were shown, and
Ur. .\lastair MacGre^or defscribed the Simpson liiihl

apparatus, and gave records of some cases treated by this

method.
The American Twilight Sleep Association is said to bo

planning tbc establishment of a hospital iu New Ycr);
where the method will be applied by experts, and where
medical practitioners may obtain iustruetlon in its

administration.
TrtE Minister of Commerce in Franco announces that

preference will be given to soldiers maimed iu the war in

the selection of letter cai-riers, and that men who have
lost an arm may be eni[)l<>yed in the proportion of 10 per
cent, of all letter carriers in a district.

IN" a recent case the First Division of the Court of

f?ession, Edinburgh, decided that tbc duty to make pro-
vision for the food, clothing, and lodging of mentally
defective children rested upon the parish coimcil and not
nimn the school board.
The Timfs reports that at Bow Street Police Court ou

November 22nd 5[rs. .T. K. M. Walter, of Defoe Koad.
Tooting, was fined £40 with 10 guineas costs for attendiny
women in childbirth otherwise than under the direction
of a qnalifled medical practitiouer, she not being cortil'nd
in pnrsnancc of the Midwives Act, and for failing to give
notice to the county council that she had undertaken for

reward the maintenance of a chUd under the age of 7. It

was further reported that there was no doubt that the
defendant had been carrying on a baby farm. The infants
were sent away when they were only a few days old and
farmed out to a confederate, to whom the defendant paid
a small sum.
It is proposed to raise a memorial fund to perpetuate

the memory of Dr. .John H. Dauber, who lost his lite iu
the sinking of the transport Hoi/al EHiMi-d on the way to
the Dardanelles in August, 1915. Dr. Dauber was for
upwards of twenty years a member of the honorary
medical staff of tlie Soho Hospital for Women, and for
many years lecturer to the nursing staff, the theoretical
training of the mirscs being entirely in his hands. It is

hoped to raise about £250 to institute a fund to he called

Much .

carried oi

after the
llr>! cousi,
,, MllilVll

?s' Prize Fund," and to

tubers of the nursing staff

1^ and at examinations.
rcfary, Alfred Hayward,

-..iiare, London, W.
iiolds training courses for

iselvesfov the examination

the " Dr. Dauber Memorial Nnr
Jise the income for jiri^r^ fi i^i.

for meritorious woil: •
' -

Donations may be ;'
-

;

Ksq., Hospital for \\. I tM i.. -, i: ,

Thi: National Ileakli r-ucieiy i

women desiring to present th<

of the Sanitary Inspectors' Examination Board and for
(hose who desire to obtain the diploma of the society,
which is intended for health visitors, and is recognized by
the Local Government Board imder the Health Visitors
(London) Act. The secretary of the society points out
that htmdi-eds of women trained by the National Health
Society are already tilliug posts as sanitary inspectors and
health visitors, but the demand for trained women is

becoming daily more urgent, '['he society only desires to
receive applications from well educated'woraeu, but the
iinestion of fees and the cost of living in London often
stands in their way. The fees are 12 guineas for the
insi)ectors' course and 15 guineas for tho diploma course.
.\)j ajipcal is made for the establishment of scholarships
tenable by candidates during their period of training, aud
also for funds to maintain a i.iostel. The society is un-
doubtedly doing good worl;, and great pains are taken to
ensure that (he training shall be thorough and practical.

.\T (he meeting of the Central Midwives Board on
Novcmlx^r 18th it was resolved, in reply to a suggestion
from the Swansea District Nursing Association that
during the war the number of personal deliveries in-
cumbent on candidates for examination should bo reduced
on account of the decline in the birth-rate, to state that
the Piivy Council had approved the Board's scheme for
prolonging the training of pupil midwives to six mouths,
which it was hoped would solve the difllculty. In reply
to an inriuiry from the M.O.H. Leicester, the Board

slated that according to Rule K.6 a midwife must (after
a doctor has been sent for) " awaiti his arrival and taith-
fnliy carry out his instructions," and according to Knle E.5
eonid not attend any other maternity patient without;
adequate disinfection ; but tor the doctor to dismiss tho
midwife because the patient was believed to have
jiucrper:'! 1'^ v( 1-. M.,! in the absence of proved neglect, was
uowlu I I •

ii
1 iiy the rules. Genei-ally speaking, it

was oil I
1

iio had to be safeguarded from puor-
'' "

ii in the patient in question.
I

' 'wii; of the colony of Singapore is
' . 'so numbers were augmented

! ' but as tho Government did
il'-i' I'" " - -' 'lo. plate, it passed a bill which

.1 11 i-h-hnru person to train as a soldier,
: Mi.wiiij \. iii|.i i .lis to be made in certain cases. We
M' iiitniiiMd ili:i! iliis exemption was not extended to
iiiiciieol null. \\ Im wcie required to drill with the others.
W e are also i^iviii ii> nudeistaud that there is a consider-
able shortage 'if r.iiiisli iiu'dicalmen at Singapore; many
have joined th* li.A.^lj '., most of those who remain aro
doing extra worl;, inid rlio Goveruuieut has pointed out
that they cau best serve by sticking to their posts. Tho
1 uembers of the jirofession had assumed that they would
bo asked to serve in the Volunteer Medical Corps, and
seem to li;nr heeu disappointed that they were expected
loatteii.l ,.Mh,;;in .inlls.

In :t ' ' I'Aick Lectiwe, Mr. A. Saxon Snell,
F.U.l.l; I

i 111 the desii-ability of jmtting a layer
otcouri. h .> whole surface of tho ground of tho
Imilding of a temporary military hospital, otherwise in
enclosed wards the ground air was bound to find its way
upwards. The necessity was less if the building was
laised a few feet above the ground, so as to provide a clear
sweep for the air. He stated that the War Office model
jilan, which provides for a framing of timber, lined on
the inside with plaster slabs and on tho outside with
corrugated iron, with roofs of the same material, was
estimated to cost between £60 and £70 a bed. The cost of
Ibo open-air hospital at Cambridge aud of the Canadian
aud Glasgow hospitals was about £25 a bed ; the, cost at;

Leicester, wliere the walls are of brick and the Soors of
cement, was estimated at £15 10s. a bed for tho ward
blocks only.
Pope says that

:

Tuilex learning turns no stuilent pale,
y'ct holds the eel of science by the tail.

The "index learning" sneered at by the author of tlin

Dimciad has with the advance of human luiowledgc in
every direction become almost the only learning possible.
As Salomon Reiuach has said—a learned man nowadays
is not so much one who Imows many things as one who
know-s where to find information about them. The growth
of periodical literature in which the fruits of new thought
and research and new discoveries arc first made Imown,
aud in which they are subjected to the flery test of criti-

cism, has been so vast, that not even a specialist can keej)
pace with the expansion of his chosen province without
the help of the index maker. In this age of omnivorous
reading the most methodical and industrious can scarcely
note down references to everything he reads, and nothing
is more aunoyiiiL; tlirni (o n.iuember that one has seen an
article conta'iniiii; -.oin. iliiii^ that would be useful for
work in hand wiili'iur bi ui^^ablo to catch theclusive "eel"
of fact, or date, or idea that is wanted. Therefore, we
hail the index maker not as the "harmless drudge"
Johnson would have called him, bat as a recording angel.
All serious students will welcome the announcement tTiat

tho Athcnacitin has undertaken, at the request of the
Council of the Library Association, to issue a subject index
to periodicals. The Jiulex for 1915 will comprise not less

than 10,000 eutries selected from nearly 400 periodicals,

mostly of British origin. Nearly the whole of the indexing
aud editorial work is being done by the voluntary aid of
British librarians.- Its appearance will be preceded by tho
publication of a series of twelve class lists dealing with
various subjects of general interest, among which wc aro
lilcased to note that preventive medicine and hygiene llnd
a place. These lists will be issued as quickly as possible
before February, 1916, when, with additional matter, they
will be consolidated iu one alphabet to foiai tho Annuo.!.

Subject Index. Annotations will be introduced wherever
( he titles of articles do not seem adequately to iudicato
the nature of the contents. The publication of monthly
indexes will be begun in 1916. Both the class lists and tho
annual volume will be i:)rovidcd with brief name indexes
and hsts of periodicals cited. Terms of subscriptions and
all further information may be obtained from tho Manager,
riie Athenaeum, Bream's Buildings, Cliaucery Lane,
London, E.G.
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fetters, Jiotes, auti ^nsluers.

AuiHOEsaesii-inB reprints of theiv articles Dublishea in tbo EnmsH
Medical Jotirnal are requestBd to communicato with tno Olnce,

429. Strand. W.U.. on leceipl of proof.

Iim ielr-'vi,.i . .''i" ( < 'I. r.Ki'f-.i ^[imic.vii Association
unci .I'M' i !
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QUERIES.

An officer recently serving in France, who bfis been nmcU
troubled bv rats 'in billets and trenches, asks what effectual

steps are practically possible to get rid of them. If any reader
has practical experience of the use of a virus, or can suggest

a good poison containing phosphorus or other ingredient, we
shall bo glad to hear from him.

Pi;. Artiu'i. Kint, fWinchcster) raises the question whether,
when aftti- lit I'liinniu a plainly pulsating area covered only
bv scalji is U ft. ;i iiuiii should be advised that he is capable of

undertaking ordinary duties. Does not this deficiency of

bone, he asks;, expose" the individual to extra risks to life, or to

failure in a sudden emergency?
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:i is on which to found a case

book. 1V'.,.,;1j:.. llic odiuul niL.lical officer of the county in
which our correspondent resides uses a similar form, in which
case it would be of interest to follow this scheme, so as to
IJermitof correlation of the work in and out of the orphanage.
If the inquirer is particularly desirous of correlating physical
and mental characters ho might take ashis guide the schedule
publislierl Iiy tlic IVIodical Officer of the Board of Eilucition
(Annual Report for 1913, page 321; Wymau and Sons, Fetter
Lane, E.G., 1914). General experience goes to show that a

! preferable to a case book.card system i

ANSWERS.
Treatment of Coexs.

E. G. P.. writes to recommend a soft felt zinc oxide plaster now
made by most of the plaster makers. If stretched across the
sole of the foot it remains on comfortably for some davs, and
supplies a cushioning often lacking in these cases.

Pr. F. a. Eeodribb writes, in reply to " C. D.," to recommend
the following treatment for corns : Soak the feet in hot water
till sodden; then cutaway all the hard skin till the base of the

corn is fully exposed, taking care not to make the corn bleed.
Then rub in a little cocaine and thoroughly destroy the base
of the corn with a caustic point. If this treatment is

efficiently done the corn docs not grow again.

LETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

medical officer of health for Bromsgrove, ha
maries of nine lectures under the title of Ten IMinute Talks,
which ho delivered in October, 191'1, f- a i-Is. uF umtliLi-s,

conducted under the organization <.f I ! 11,1 a :lMl|^r,s.
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accuniuliited and In - • i- i. i,f t'.venty-seveu years of
general practice. \ 1

1 may not, however, be found
' to a.yi'cc with It I m . 1 . recommends the "daily
painting of the iii|i|iii .ah i.aat'for pregnant women in
the last two moiitlis i.f Ljeslation ; some believe that such
attentions ratlier increase than lessen the tendency of the
nipples to crack later on. Should the author be tempted to
make a book out of his booklet, he will strengthen tlie work
by dealing a little more in detail with the e.xpectaut as well
as the nursing mother.

Foreign Peoprif.t.^uy Deug.s.
Mr. Hkebert H. Lono (London, W.) writes: At the present
time, when so many medical men are serving their country
in the field, might I appeal to you to use your influence
so that their fellow iiractitioners at home may be urged to
second tiicir Tiatnolia (linrts, if oiil\ in a small degree? As
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GAS I'Ol^ONING,

c^AB i*oiso]s^iis:a.
l!r\i« BEFORK TnK Mepk At. SciiETY 01' Lo^'^.o^•,

LEONARD HILL. 31.8., F.

The lepiobation ot tlic use of poison gases by the Geimaiii?

in war docs not lie so much in their actual use as in the

fact that the German Government broke, in this as in so

man
J'

other respects, their word, and secretly proparcd
before the war this method of offence.

All the propellants now in nse set tree euormous vohimcs
ot gases. The late Professor A'ivian Lewes calculated
that one ot the 15iu. guns on a super-dreadnought, with
its charge of 400 lb. of cordite, gives off about 2,500 cubic
feet of carbon monoxide gas each tirae the big gun is fired.

In e\ery battle hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of this

gas must be produced, and yet so great is the diffusive

power of the atmosphere that no poisoning from it can
be traced. Nevertheless, carbon monoxide is a gas so
poisonous that the breathing of 1 per cent, qnickly renders
a man unconscions. The high explosive nitre compounds
such as picric acid and tri-nitro-toluol set free, when ex-

ploded, not only carbon monoxide but uitric oxide gas.

and the latter when breathed has an irritative effect on the
lungs closely comparable to that of chlorine.

The turaes of high explosives set free in close spaces,
such as cellars and the interior of warships, whore the
ventilating power of the atmosphere is absent, may poison
those wlio are not actually put out of action by explosive
violence.

Gas poisoning, then, to a limited extent, occurred in

modern warfare before drift gases and asphyxiating shells

were introduced by the Germans. Much has been said of

the suffering produced by gas poisoning, and truly dreadful
to behold is the fight for breath of the strong man poisoned
by chlorine; but we cannot suppose that the sum of

suflcring produced by gas is greater than that inflicted by
shell wounds with tlie attendant sepsis, lockjaw, and
permanent maiming of individuals.

There arc jwison gases which Idll by cutting off the
supply ot ox3gen—for example, nitrogen, hydrogen; these
dilute the atmospheric oxygen below a viable amount—and
carbon monoxide, which by combining with haemoglobin
pi-events the carriage of oxygen to the tissues. There are
other gases like cyanogen; hydrogen sulphide, and hydro-
cyanic acid, which when breathed become absorbed into

the blood and paralyse the respiratory centre. There is

still another set of poison gases which acut<!ly irritate tlie

respii'atory passages, causing csudation of lymph thei-eiu,

which drowns the subject. This last set of gases the
Germans have made nse of, and for two reasons—first,

because they put a man out of action when brcatlied for a
shorter time and in greater dilution than any other poison
gas; secondly, beca.use they ai'e heavier than air, and
so suitable for drifting with the wind.

DiPFrsioN IX THE An;.
The molecules of gases, unrestrained by cohesion, arc

able to intermingle freely, and this diffusive process is

very greatly quickened bj- convection currents set up by
differences between the" soil and air temperature, by
currents due to evaporation of moistme, and stUl more so
by winds and the eddies produced by the friction of wind
against the soil. Owing to the 'immense ventilating
power of the atmosphere, and the concentration of the
poison ga'; required, the problem of effective nse is very
difficult. The drift gas must be considerably heavier than
air, or diffusion will disperse it—gases intermingle at a
rate which is inversely proportional to the square roots of
their densities ; it must not be too heavy or it will sink to
the foot level ; the wind must be of the right strength and
direction; the gas must jjoison in a concentration of at
least 1 in 10,000, or the quantities required will be un-
manageable. It must be borne in mind that a man can
hold Lis breath for at least half a minute, and that the
poison gas cloud must therefore last long enough to

enforce breathing, and this breatliiug must continue long
onongh to put the man out of action. Owing fortunately
to the enormous ventilating power ot the atmo'^phow there
is no reason to fear that Zeppelins will (hop poisuu bombs
on Loudon. The German High Staff know pcrftctly well
that no real frightfulness'can be effected in tliis way. The
scare about poison bombs which was prevalent in London
some mouths back was unreasoiiable, and the public ought
to have been warned against the purchase of respirators
constructed to be worse tliau useless in a real emergency,

Grrman Expep.imekts before thk War.
Examination of the back volumes of the ArcJiir filr

Hygiene shows that poison gases were investigated in

,

(Germany for years by Lehmann and his pupils from the
ostensible point of view of making safe dangerous trades.
From a critical survey of these papers the conclusion is

inevitable that if any gases were used in warfare they
would be chlorine or bromine. Thej* alone come up to the
requirements, namely, (1^ that a 1 in 10,000 conceiitratiou

rapidly puts a man out of action—by asphyxiating him,
owing to its intense irritative property; (2i they are much
heavier than air; (3) they are manufactured iu huge
quantities in trade processes; (4) they are easily com-
pressible into cylindei-s for convenience of transport and
handling. ISIoreover, a respirator is e.isily coutrivable to

protect the person who manipulates the biij^adi j^,i> attack.

It is obvious that no drift gas can be n~ d ctV n-r,. !v from
which the users are unprotected. 'J'ho (l(_ii,iiy i.f tlie

various asphyxiating gases which at la t v.i it -uspected

of being used arc : sulphur dioxide, 2.21 times heavier than
air; niti'ogen peroxide, 3.17; chlorine. 2.45; phosgene, 3.49;

bromine vapour, 5.53. The power of liquefying a gas by-

cold or pressure, or a combination of the two, enables the
chemist to get into a convenient form large Ciuautities of

these asphyxiating gases, but the turning of these liquids

back into gases may be troublesome because the heat
withdrawn during volatilization may be so great as to
freeze the nozzle and stop the outflovv.

Special devices are required to produce the expulsion of

the gas some distance in front of the trench and to pre-

vent the retardation of flow by free7.iug. .Sulphur dioxide
irritates the eyes and air tubes in concentrations ot 1 in

2,500 ; it is liquefied by a pressure of three atmospheres,
chlorine by six atmospheres. Of the two, chlorine is

a far more powerful asphyxiant, being unbearable in a
concentration of 1 in 10,000. Nitrogen peroxide can be
liquefied below 26 C. Iu comparison witli chlorine, used
in weak concentrations, it has a delayed irritative action

on the lungs, and therefore, owing to its want of stopping
power, is far less suitable tor use. Firemen are sometimes
expo.sed to fumes of nitric acid—for example, after the
bursting ot carboys ; they are unaffected at the time but
develop a fatal inflammation of the lungs during the next
twelve hours. As the oxides of nitrogen play so important

a part in the manufacture of explosives, it is unlikely that

the peroxide sliould be used as a drift poison gas.

Bromine.
Bromine vaporizes at atmospheric pressures and boils at

59 C. It is far heavier than and as powerful an asphyxiant

as chlorine. Germany produces almost the whole of the
European supply. It has been said that certain bromine
organic compounds have been extensively used by the
Cleimans in asphj-xiating and lacrymating shells. The
vapours of these substances in concentration as little as

one part iu several millions of air are said to put a man
out ot efifcctive action by causing watering ot the eyes and
inability to open the eyes, so specifically irritating are they
to the conjunctiva. They are said a,lso to cause in greater

concentrations irritation of the respiratoi-y mucous mcm-
braoic.

Chlorine.
Chlorine can be made very easily by hcatiug a mixture

of hydrochloric acid and black oxide of manganese, or

by electrolytic processes. It can be stored iu lead-lined

cylinders. "The gas above the liquid chlorine exerts a
pressure of at least 90 lb. per squai-e inch, so that all that

the Germans required to project chlorine was a long tube

projecting in front of the trench parapet and a valve. The
spray turns into a yellowy-greenish vapour, and owing to

its weight drifts with the wind along the ground.. Any C)nc

who h.Ts watched smoke from a weed bonfire drift over a

[28G6J
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liciil will see )iow fav the chlorine vapour may be carried

in poisonous concentration. It will sink into trenches,

-liell-pits, mine-craters, cellars, and dugout*. To produce

.^. concentration c.s.tcndiug 10 ft. up of 1 iu 10,000 during

a period of ten minutes in a wind moving uniformly four

miles an hour, over 1,000 cubic feet of gas are rcijuired

for each hundred yards of front. This is leaving out of

account diffusion and the ventilating power ot the atmo-
sphere. It is clear, then, how large a volume of gas is

required for an attack, and how any gas which does not

come up to the 1 in 10,000 standard must be ruled out.

TjEtiial Doses.
To estiuialc the letljal dose of cliloriue or bromine

Bpecial methods l)ave to be devised because these gases
combine very readily with the liair of an animal, turning
this into a gummy substance. My fellow worker. Dr.

Benjamin Moore, found that hair dissolved in bromine
into a gummy red-black mass, from which the bromine
could be washed away, leaving a white friable substance.

This bromo-protcin compound gave an intense violet biuret

reaction, and on addition of strong nitric acid yielded up
its bromine. The effect ot 1 iii 10,000 chlorine is such
that no man would endure breathing it who could escape
from itfe infliicuce. The eyes and the mucous membranes
of the respiratory tract are intensely irritated and a watery
exudation takes place, the inevitable effort which the living

tissues make to dilute so irritant a poison.

Effect on ihe Lwig Struclurr.

.lust as lympli is poured out after a superficial bum of

ibe skin, or the application of a blistering fluid, or in a
septic wound under the influence of bacterial toxins or anti-

septics, so does clilorine produce an exudation of lymph iu

ibc lungs. The epithelial lining, both that of the mucous
membrane and of the capillary wall, is damaged by tlie

poison. The osmotic pressure of the damaged tissue is

raised—the colloidal lining complex becoming killed and
disintegrated with the setting free of crystalloidal sub-

stance. Thus Huid is pulled out by osmotic forces, while
through the damaged capillary wall, too, the plasma may
actually leak away. The classical first symptoms of

inflammation thus appear, ending in stasis of the cor-

puscles in the capillaries owing to exudation of the plasma,
fu the earliest stage the salivary glands iu the mouth and
the mucous glands in the air tubes are stimulated to

secreto, just as the tear glands flood the eyes. It is this

pouring out of the fluid in a vain effort to ward off the
poison which causes the asphyxial symptoms of chlorine
poisoning and finally drowns the man. He is as surely
drowned by the exudation as he is when he breathes
Avalor into his air tubes. The mucous membranes of the
nose and mouth, wet with secretion, at first act as a pro-

lective respirator, catching much of the poison and pre-

venting it entering the lungs. That this is so is seen by
!.he greater celerity with which serious symptoms arise
iu an animal wlien chlorine is administered througli a
tracheal cannula instead ot through the nose and mouth.
It is a remarkable fact that while 1 iu 10,000 is unbearable
to breathe, and 1 in 100,000 is distinctly irritative, yet we
find it takes a concentration of as much as 1 in 3,000 of

fhloriue dissolved in water to stop the movement of the
cilia in a preparation of ciliated epithelium observed
microscopically. Chlorine is much more toxic when it

lomes in contact with the moist living membrane in

a gaseous state than when in waterj' solution.

Sir Edward Schafer' lias drawn attention to this. 'From
the chemical nature of chlorine," he writes, " it seems
evident that its immediate action must be local. For it is

scarcely possible to imagine that it can exist in the free

slate in such a fluid as blood, wliich contains many bodies
nitli wliich it would immediately combine, and which
wuuld—unless it were introduced iu immense quantities

—

at ouco render it innocuous." When 10 c.cm. of dinger's
solution saturated with the gas were injected by Schiifcr

into the jugular vein of a rabbit, in a period of 20 seconds
there occurred a quite temporaiy fall of blood pressure
ami increased depth of respiration. Only in one case
when the same amount was injected rapidly and with,
1 licrefore, less perfect admixture of blood, did oedema of

ilio lungs and congestion result in the pulmonary vessels,

producing a fatal result. The irritative effect of the dis-

solved chlorine is spent on the blood, or the lung, the first

tissue it comes in contact with. When inhaled the

chlorine spends its effect ou the air passages and lungs,
and wc have no evidence that free chlorine or any
poisonous chloro-protein complex is formed, which, con-
veyed by the blood; poisons other tissues. Major Walter
Broadbent," iu a note concerning nephritis following
chlerine poisoning, says :

'• It loolts as if in some cases
the chlorine or bromine damages the lung epithelium so

severely that it does not allow absorption into the general

circulation, while in others the gas passes through the
lungs without affecting them permanently, but th.en sets

up an acute nephritis."

It is not possible to uphold this theory, t'lilorinc gas iu

every case expends its fury ou the lungs. The nephritis,

I believe, is due to the intense and prolonged dyspnoea
and the struggles for breath. Albuminuria is a common
result of the very temporary dyspnoea which athletes

suffer in a race. It results in such case from tlie want of

oxygen iu the kidney, just as it does when the renal artery

is temporarily occluded. It is, I believe, the want of

oxygen which produces the increased acidity of the blood

observed by Mr. Barcroft iu a few cases of chlorine

poisoning, including a dog experimentally poisoned by us.

No doubt the products ot the damaged pulmonary tissue,

absorbed during the days subsequent to the poisoning,

have a toxic effect, particularly as the damaged lung

becomes infected.

Symptoms.
We are told " that a typical case on admission is cold

with a subnormal tempei-ature, conscious but restless,

with pulse slow and full (except in the collapsed cases).

The face is cyanosed, intensely so in many cases, and the

expression strained and anxioiis. The posture varies. In

some cases the patient sits propped up, with head thrown
back, gasping for breath ; in others, he lies on his side,

with his head over the edge of the stretcher in an attempt

to aid expectoration. The respirations are jerky and
hurried, often numbering 40 a minute, and are associated

with a choking cough, accompanied by a varying amount
of frothy expecteration. With each inspiration the chest

13 expanded to its fullest, all the auxiliary muscles being

brought into play just as in au asthmatical paroxysm.

This is the first or asphyxial stage, which, if the patient

survives, gradually passes off after some thirty-six hours.

Can we wonder that such long-lasting intense dyspnoea
should produce nephritis, accompanied as it is with convul-

sive breathing which just maintains the cerebral circulation

within viable conditions at the expense of the abdominal
circulation ? Major Broadbent i-ecords a case in which he

believes a cusp of the aortic valve was ruptured in the

struggles for breath.

'•After the first stage the patient falls into a sleep, and
awakes feeling nmch better. But after a few hours of

comparative quiet symptoms of bronchitis begin to mani-

fest themselves. In the majority of cases these are not

severe "—because, no doubt, nearly all the severe cases

die in the first stage. " In the cases which arc kept alive

with difficulty there is a short quiescent stage followed

by intense bronchitis. The frothing gives place to greenish

muco-purulent expectoration, consciousness to delirium,

the temperature rises from subnormal up to 104'- F., the

pulse becomes of small volume, with its rate increased

perhaps to 160, the respirations are less choking but more

shallow, and number up to 70 per minute before death."

PATHOLOr.y.

Posi-moriem examination in the acute cases shows au

intense congestion of the mucosa of the trachea and larger

bronchi. These tubes are filled with a thin, light yellow

frothy secretion, some ot which escapes from tlie mouth
and nose when the cases are first laid ou the table. Tho
fluid is highly albuminous, solidifying on heating. The
lai-ger bronchi only can be traced, the smaller being lost iu

a condition of intense congestion and oedema which affects

the lungs as a whole. The lungs do not collapse in these

acute cases, but appear like a solid cast of the thoracic

cavity, and are greatly increased in weight. On incision,

the lung tissue appears of a deep maroon red colour, and

the exudation flows from the cut surfaces in abundance.

Light grey patches are to be sees on the surface of the

lungs amidst the congested r.reas. They were found to be

due to emphysema. So intense is the obstruction to the

entry ot air, and so violent the efforts of respiration, that

emphysema is produced in these least poisoned parts

where air can still enter. We can picture bow the violence
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.. tlio j-cspii-atoiy efforts, biwif-l it to bear oil aTi-elatively

fi'vv small parts of the luuj;s, distentls aud brealcs dowu
tlic walls of the alveoli, expelling the blood into surrounding

cousestod areas.

The parts of the lung tisbuo not affected by emphysema
show the intense congestion of the- capillaries, and nianj'

of the alveoli are seen filled with exudate which takes on
tho oosin stain. Into some alveoli red corpuscles escape;
larger i>ato.hes of haemorrhage may occur. Tlie heart in

those .icnto cases is congestedj particularly ou the right

side. The stomach shows a condition of catarrh, the
mucosa lieiug covered with a thiclc j-ellowish mucus and
haemorrhages being visible in the snbmucosa. These
changes may conceivably be due to the swallowing
of .saliva' and exudate from the nose and expectorated
fluid iu which chlorine is dissolved. The venous con-
gestion of the stomach and other abdominal organs
and of the brain is due to the asphyxial character of

the death.
Exjieriments made on animals make quite clear the

stages of toxic ctfect. I'sing bromine in concentration ot

1 in 1.000 approximately we tiud that the mucous mcni-
braneof the windpipe, killed hy the poison, may be stripped
oft by the violence of the respiratory efforts, so that drawn
down into the large bronchi it forms a tioolike cast

therein, suffocating the animal. Chlorine, in our exp* ri-

ence, causes a greater exudation of fluid than bromine.
(.'hloriue (],iu l,OC<)i breathed through a tr.acheal cannula
may slkortly <;au^e iu a cat such an exudation of tiuid that
it lills up the tr.'ichea. ]i!y compressing the chest many
cnbic centimetres ot the tluid cau be sijueezed out of tlic

Inngs into a basin. It is a clear serous liquid, containing
plenty.of coagulablc protein. Tliat this fluid drowns the
animal may be ,seen by the relief which is. given after
sipieezing it out.

'

Profesfior Schiifer, experimenting with very higli cou-
centratioh's of chlorine gas -for example, 1 to 2 per cent.

—

has concluded that death is brought about by stasis in the
pulmonary vessels. If this be so for the high concentia-
tioDS used by Sir Edward, it is not so in the case of the
wealcer concentrations, such as are breathed on the
battlefield.

AVc hove put the matter to the test in two ways: (li Wc
manipulated the animal so that we could artificially rcspi-
rate one lung with pure air, the other with air containing
chlorine. Kecording the blood pressure we first, of ail

proved tisat artificial respiration of either lung sufficed to
maintain the circulation in undiminished vigour. Wo
then gave air ^)h(.s chlorine to the one lung, and observed
the gradual production of congestion, oedema, and lessened
expansion of tliat lung, leading to symptoms of asphyxia
and failure of the circulation. Ou carrying out the respira-
tion of the other lung with pure air we observed the
complete and immediate recovery of the circulation.
Ou now squeezing the fluid out of the first lung and
changing the respiration to that we see tluit the cir-

culation may continue, the asphyxia no longer being
complete.

In the other set of experiments we Lad the co-operation
ol Pr. Kuno, of the Physiological Institute, University
College, one skilled in tlie particular technique required.
The circulation was confined by Dr. Kuno to the heart aud
lung preparation and the technical arrangements made so
that the output of the heart could be measured at any
period of the experiment. The tliorax was widely open
and the Inngg exposed to view. On giving chlorine the
first and Immediate effect was a very evident diminished
expansion, due, we thought, to contraction of the bronchial
tubes. Congestion and oedema followed, appearing first

in patches on the surface and then spreading: as these
grew marked the blood became more and more venous

;

the output, it is true, was then diminished, but whatever
stasis there was in the pulmonary vessels did not markedly
affect it.

It is well known that a very largi; part of the pulmonary
vessels can be ligatured and 'yet an adequate circulation
be maintained through the remainder. A very small
portion of lung suffices, too, to keep up the oxygen supply
to the heart.

These experiments made clear to us bow artificial
respiration keeps alive the gas-poisoned animal. If fluid
bo forcibly .squeezed out of the lungs of a chlorined cat,
struggling

. for breath, its coadition is greatly improved.

If air 'is fovcetl by artificial respiration ioto tlie Iung»
emphysema in places may be produced, but the heart is

kept going.-

Sy-Mptoms .\xd I/t.sioxs oi THE I.rxGS IX Exi'EEiMJixr.Mi

AXIM.ILS.

Animals exposed to cldorine exhibit first of all. profu.se

watering of tlie eyes and salivation ; they make efforts to

escape, and if tlic chlorine iu the chamber is hot mixed by
a fan but sinks to the lower parts,' they hold up their
heads as high as io?sible to escape breathing the more
concentrated lower stratum. The respiration soon becomes
(luickened, and then, as the oedema ot the lungs and
exudation into the air tubes increases, the respiration
becomes slower aud laboured. The obstruction to the;
cutrj' of air becomes great, and in consoquciKe the lower
ribs arc drawn in with' each inspiratory gasp. The moutii
gapes open and a frothy secretion hangs round the orifices

-

of nose and month. The wIk'- 'H-'t ,.r the animal is

given up to breathing ; finall\ liausled. the
breathing becomes rarer an<i \ dies. If m
tlie stage of laboured brcatlnn ' i Ijc removed
from the poison, it generally die- iluiiii; ilie next twcuty-
f(jur hours, but may live longer to die witliiu the next few
days. One of our animals died as late as a fortnight after
the exposure. ... .

•

Examination of the lungs ot those which die in the r:rst

twenty-four hours shows an intense congestion of tho
lungs; they arc dark red iu col'iir: a vm.iic or less solid

oedema prevents thqir collai , ihe tliorax.

The air tubes contain frot!i.\ Ii, on cutting
the lungs, exudes in large qui > i he lung of a
rat was kept iu a covered di-l -.• a bU>od clot,

exuding serous fluid, till it fluattLl ill 11.

The animals w Inch die iu the later day* slio-w more or
less extensive patches of red hepatization. Those i>arts -oi

the lungs which were least poisoned appear relatively
normal, but are more rosy in colour.

Microscopic examination ^^as carried out ou the animals
poi.soned by us by Professor AVilliam liail.nli. 'L'lic sections
show intense congestion and smalllia I

! laces,

and an oedema which tills the liani li an
eosin-stained homogeneous, coagidui::. . !;o of
the appearance of the thyroid alveoli i.i.n, ,,nu i.jiluidal

secretion. The coats of the arteries are eiiurmously dis-

tended with exudate, giving a most remarkable picture.

The epithelium of the air tubes is in majiyplaecs detached.
The animals die in the early stages from asphyxia, and ia

the later stages from pneumoiiia with " een.scquent
absorption of toxins and exhaustion. -

In those animals which are less .seveiiftly poisoned the
laboured breathing gradually passes a-sya\' ; those that
recover appear quite normal at the cud of a fprtuiglit.

Their fur, which was made sticky, aud looked, so to speak,
burnt at the ends, become- glossy agaiu. the daiua.t;. d liairs,

being shed. These auiuial-, if UilUd duiiiii; On- pi'.irfss ot -

recovery, generally sliev. -mall juk uinriuii- pairln-. The
lungs seem very sensitive' to farthf i iu.jiuy dming the
period of recovery; inhalation of chloroform may cause
acute oedema, and drown the animal.
There seems no reason wlij' recovery of the lungs

should be any loss perfect after chlorine poisoning than
it is after bronchopneumonia. The damaged ami shed
epithelium of the air tubes can be replaced,' and the
pneumonic patches resolved, by the absorptive action of

the phagocytes, until repair is complete. •

I have no evidence to offer as to the state of the lungs at
any long period after the poisoning.

Irregular Bhlrihudon of Lesions.
The remarkable fact that some parts of tlic luugs arc

far more severely damaged than others requiies an
explanation, AVhen chlorine of, say, 1 in 1.000 is driven
into the lungs by- artificial respiration, and the lungs aro
exposed and observed from the start, it is evident tliat the
poison reaches and severely damages certain parts iu the
surface, while other points remain normal. Iu these ex-

periments the current of air from the pump was driven

through chlorine water and then passed into the windpipe.

We must suppose cither that the chlorine docs not uni-

formly mix with the air, or that certain air tubes are shut
uj) by contraction of the bronchial muscles, and so prevent
the poison reaching the alveoli they supply.
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TLcro is uo doubt tliafc Uic first effect of couceutration

Buch as 1 iu 1,000 is to cause conti-actiou of tlic bronchial

muscles and diminish the expausiou of the lungs. Tsing

onoiiuously strong conceutratious, Sir Edward Sch;ifi;r

fiuds uo cvideuce of such contractiou- probably the cou-

eeutratious he used rapidly killed the liuiug membraue
of the air tubes, including the muscle. Some experiments

conducted bv F. J. Twort and myself on the oxygenation

of the blood, iu subjects breathing in a shallow way,

suggested to us that parts of the lungs may then not

1)6 expanded, nor the blood oxygenated in these parts,

and that the bronchial muscles may regulate to which

j)art of the Inugs the air goes on each inspiration. The
results of our chlorine experiments seem to confirm tins

view.

Trkatmext.

E,q)iilsion of Flai'l

For the severe oases of chlorine poisoning the one object

i,i treatment must be that of getting rid of the exudation

in the air tubes which is drowning the victims. Experi-

ments on animals show that the frothy tluid can bo easily

squeezed out of the lungs and tracliea by rhythmic com-

pression of the thorax, and that the dyspnoea which is

threatening life can be greatly, if only temporarily, eased

by this means. Artificial respiration is reported to have
lal of the cases on which it wasgiven gooii

tried. It

becomes >

almost )iii

successive

ted as often as the dy.spnoea

1 ase is recorded of one man,
, c's treated iu this way on four

u-<, and ultimately recovered. After

iqueezing out the fluid, air may be blown into the lungs

by mouth to mouth artificial respiration to overcome tlie

resistance of the froth iu the smaller tubes and expand

inough lung to keep the patient alive. It is true that

emphysema may be caused by so doing, but if it is a

([uestionof just carrying a man through the threatened

asphyxia, one cannot hesitate to get air into the lungs by

these means.
I took over to Flanders an apparatus constructed by

:\lessrs. Siebe Gorman called the "Vivator," in which

there is a foot-pump wliich feeds a face-mask through a

Hexible tube. By eaeli du\vi,„troke a measured volume of

air or oxygen is'puuiped iulo the lungs, by each upstroke

a valve is opened whieli allows the air to escape from

the huigs by the elastic recoil of the thorax and lungs.

With tins apparatus respiration can be kept going iu

the coilapscel or unconscious cases, the fluid now and

again being evacuated by sfiueezing the thorax and by
posture.

The inverted posture will help to draiu out the fluid.

T was told that several of the patients of themselves hung
llieir heads down over the side of the stretcher or table, iu

order to aid their expectoration.

Emetics.

iMjietics have proved very useful iu giving relief to the

liss critical cases. Half a pint of salt aud water or

8 grains of copper sulphate, followed by large draughts of

lukewarm water, are recommended. .V brush or the

patient's finger put to the back of the throat will initiate

l!ie vomiting without delay. The act of vomitiug is

reported to cause the expitl'sion of a large fiuantily of the

frothy liijuid.

Oxygen.

.\dmiuistratiou of ox3'gen relieves the cyanosis aud
improves the condition of the subjects.

Not only does the percentage of carbonic acid in the blood

rise iu the suffocative condition, but other acids such as

lactic acid increase in quantity owing to the lack otoxj'geu.

AVhen the blood is oxygenated by breathing of oxygen
these other acids do not appear, and the acid intoxication

is therefore so far climiuated. Tests of the power to hold

the breath show that a higher percentage of carbon

dioxide can be borne when oxygen rather than air

fills the luugs. To give oxygen to a man who is

struggling for breath and uecding to expectorate is no

i;asy matter. It is difficult to get any kind of close-fitting

lace-masl: tolerated. The ordinary clinical metliod of

administering oxygen through an open funnel held near

the mouth aud nose is of relatively small value; nearly all

tlio oxygon is wasted by escaping into the atmosphere
;
just

.; the period of inspiration the stream which reaches tlie

mouth aud nose is not enough, so that the air drawn into
the lungs is very slightly enriched. I have found th(

oxygen iu my alveolar air increased by only 1 or 2 percent,
when oxygen was administered to me by a sister in a

London hospital. If a loose kind of face-mask be made
out of a towel, aud the oxygen tube be led under that, and
the oxygen sent iu sufficient stream to blow away the
exhaletl carbon dioxide, tlien 70 per cent, of oxygen can
easily be obtained in the alveolar air. Down Bros, have
made a transparent face-mask to my design, fitted with
a curtain which drapes the face, by which oxygen can bt
effectively given ou this plan, but not economically. A 20 ft.

cylinder is soon blowu away by these methods. To give

oxygen economically a well-fitting face-mask, breatliiug

bag, and cartridge for absorbing the exhaled carbon
dioxide must be used. The subject breathes through the
cartridge in and out of the breathing-bag, which is filled

with oxygen from the cylinder as required. The cartridge

is loosely packed with small pieces of caustic soda-coke

:

to prepare these the coke pieces are heated red-hot aud
dipped into strong caustic soda. They offer a splendid

absorbing surface and uo appreciable resistance to the
breatliiug. The apparatus— made by Messrs. Siebe
Gorman—I took over for use in Flanders. The difliculty

in using such lies in keeping the mask over the face of

a man Avho wants to struggle aud expectorate. Oxygen
breathed between the periods of expectoration will un-

doubtedly give him relief, and with the above apparatus

a 20-ft. cylinder will give a supply lasting many hours,

Compreased Air.

Experiments on animals have shown us that com-
pressed air relieves the dyspnoea to the same extent as

oxygen does. Ou placing a patient in a medical air-lock,

sfich as is used in compressed-air tunnel works, and com-
pressing him to two atmospheres, he would breathe double

the concentration of oxygen and at the same time would
be able to expectorate and struggle as he pleased. The
compression of the air when first applied would halve the
size of the air bubbles in the frothy liquid which obstructs

the air tubes, and this should give relief by lessening

obstruction. Artificial respiration could be applied in the

compressed-air chamber aud the subject be kept iu it for

several hours, and then slowly decompressed. The medical

locks are fitted with air-locks, through which the medical

officer can enter or leave. The difficulty, of course, lies in

the provision of such medical locks—heavy cylindrical

boiler-like structures, each of which would hold only four

or five patients, with the necessary oil-driven compressor
engine. A small medical lock and engine would go on a

3-ton lorry, but it is a serious thing to hamper the

transport "of the army v, ith such a provision. There is

another way iu which oxygen might be administered

without the use of a mask, and that is by drawing over

the stretcher contaiuiug the patient a cylindrical balloon,

say 10 ft. by 4 ft., tying up the end, aud then distending

the balloon with oxj-geu."^ -

Airopinc, c'c.

The giving of atropine has been extolled on the theory

that it lessens secretion of fluid and dilates the bronchial

tubes. In severe cases of poisoning we have not found it

of the least service.

It is claimed that the inhalation of stramonium vapour

from cigarettes relaxes the bronchial muscles : this may
afford rijlicf iu the mild cases, which recover whether so

treated or uot.

COXeLUSIO^f.

The chlorine poisoning of the luugs is comparable te

extensive burns of the skin, and the same general treat-

meut to support strength aud lessen shock is required.

Jnst as septic infectiou of the skin is the sequel of the

burn, so pneumonia and bronchitis follow chlorine

poisoning. In our experimental animals severe poison-

ing has iu every case had this end, and we know of no

means of preventing it. Warmth and good nursing might

pull a man through ; these conditions arc difficult to apply

to animals.

RErnmiNCEs.
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JIIK TRKATMKNT OF OUNSHOT WOUNDS
OF THE ABDOMEN.

11

T

A.NEL A. W. MAYO rvOT!S(»N. f.V.O., F.R.C.8.,

^ I.IISG SIROKOK. MEDITERtHNF. V\ E Xl-KPITIOSARY FOKCK.

lime to tltc vnd of October, ivliUc sewing Ju the

cu.ianelles, it has fallen to my lot to sec a very large

uuuibcr of gunsljot wounds inflicted by bHllets, shells,

shrapucl, aud bombs, a cousidcrable iiun;!bcr being

abdominal.
The gi-eater part of my time was sptnt on various

hospital ships anchored from half a mile to a mile from

the various landings, my duty being to change from one

ship to another as each in turn filled ^vith wounded and
steamed off to some base. Many of the cases—such was
the efficiency of the R.A.M.C. service ashore—landed on the

hospital ship within from two to four hours of being

wounded.
At first wc were influenced by the experiences of the

South African war. which seemed to pro\e conclusively

that opium, starvation, aud rest in the Fowler position

yielded better results in guushbt injuries of the abdomen
than treatment by operation.

In my first six months spent in a base military hospital

in London I could not but feel impressed by the absence of

abdominal cases in our wards ; the explanation is, of

course, quite clear -the cases seldom, if ever, reached the

base hospitals, as the wholesale expectant treatment was a
failure.

In the beginning of this year, while serving with the

French army in tlie Argonne, I Jiad the opportunity of

seeing the treatment of these cases at the front in the
field ambulances and hospitals. Owing to the Germans
shelling the motor ambulances in the daytime, it was
impracticable to collect the wounded until night, so that

nearly all the abdominal injuries had been lying out in the
cold "and wet, sometimes in the snow, for several hours
before they could be attended to. and I was told by the
a„v.r. ..ng in the various hospitals that nearly all, whether

\ expcetantlj- or by operation, had given disappointing

ill be seen that at the Dardanelles we were much
iavourably placed for the treatment of abdominal

' ~. seeing that the eases as a rule were admitted
i.ud could be treated in theatres eijuipped for dealing

-crious surgical cases. On shore the flies and dust
ho general unrest were unfavourable factors; yet

-s attended operation in quite a number o£ cases
- wise hopeless.

Alter som3 little experience of the course of cases

, treated by opium, starvation, and rest. I soon came to the
conclusion that we might be able to do more for those
jiati. nts, since a very large proportion, especially of the

.
• ncl and shell wounds, ended badly. Judgement
be exercised as to the class of cases iu which it is

•' operate; for instance, a clean bullet wound through
Ij lomcu, with small wounds of entry and exit, and
it evidences of internal haemorrhage or extravasa-

luay, if favourably situated, be treated expectantly;
as a bullet wound with large openings of entry and

' .L- with signs of internal haemorrhage or extravasa-
: 11. and with absence of liver dullnes.?, should be operated

I IS soon as possible if seen early and if the general
liiion is favourable.

nearly all shrapnel, shell, and bomb wounds arc
aud produce great visceral injury, operation will

better chance of success than expectant treatment
patient is in a fit condition to bear it and the case is

arly. If the case is seen late and peritonitis has
ly set in. a small incision above the pnbes large
-h fttr the insertion of a drainage tube down to the
111 of the pelvis, and the Fowler position, will give the
it a chance of recovery.
i^ treatment, by the way, is the best for typhoid
.itiou; I learnt this in France, where, in the large
id hospitals, a good proportion of cases are being

there are competent surgeons both on the hospital
and in the hcspitals ashore, it naturally follow.s that
1 eater number of cases arc treated by them, the

opinion of the consultant being asked as to whellier

operative or expectant treatment is advisable.

The following eases, which, at the special wish ol tho
operating surgeons, I personally operated on, will give

some idea of the conditions for which operations may be
rc<pured

:

1. "J/ic/Z M'OMni? (>f" (iMoij/.';' seen between two and three lionr^
after injury; it had occurred shortly after tlie mid-day meal,
the mau having been summoned to' repel an attack "b\- tho
cncmj- as he was finishing his dinner. The wound was iu t!if

mid line between the umbilicus and ensifurui f-artilage. On
opening the abdomen the stomach, wliicli wa<; full of food, wa';
seen to liave a rent in its front wall of 3 in., the posterior wall
being uninjured. The gastric wound was closotl with silk and
the abdomen was wiped out with pads soaked in normal saline
solution and then closed. Tho wound through the abdominal
wall should have been excised, as it suppurated and gave riss

to some trouble, but the ultimate recovery was quite
satisfactory.

2. I'lnetratinp wounet of right side ot abdomen with collapse
owing to internal haemorrhage. The patient was seen within
six hours of the injury. On opening tho abdomen much free
blood was evacuated and a large vessel in tho mesentery was
ligatured. The abdomen was closed after being wiped out
with pads soaked in normal saline solntiou. The patient
reooAered.

3. slinipnet iiviiikI low down iu the caecal region, bleediu;^
freely on admis-^ion, about foiir hours after injury. On opening
theabdomen. a larni' \'.iaind was found in the caecum: tln'

spennatic.cmil was duiilril and bleediuq freely, and tlio biiliel

had passed tlivotish tlir bony pelvis into the buttock. The
caecum, which was full of faeces, was closeil by silk suture
used continuously iu two layers, the cord was ligatured, the
right testis removed, and a tube passed tliionuli tlie opeiiiu;;

into the buttock. The abdomen was wiped out with swabs
dipued iu normal saline solution aud closed around the drainage
lul"'. The patient recovered.

I. tli'llit iiKiniil through right side of abdomen below the
r.i.-t;il margin. Liver dullness was absent and there was
effusion in the right loin when the patient v.as seen, four hours
after injury. The ;i i" loin en '..

.-i - ..)„ u. .1 ir-i ^ i- .m !
. ..io:iis in

colon and duodcniii!! I !i. il
i

.
i

i - luhl

side of the abdomen , ;
.
•,; i

.
,

;

.'
•

o in;ii

saline solution anil !!;. \,..iui>i .l ,. o. i
!

|
:i ;• o' ,. o, ,,|.

5. Sliriqmelicoiiini heiieaili leit costal nuirgin, irec uuenial
bleeding, and collapse. The patient was seen three hours after

injury. On opening the abdomen blood gushed out and free

bleeding was continuing from wounds of vessels in the uieso
eo'on. inesenterv. ntui V':i'*^''enc' pii of iiie^.. weie j, iiiediatel\'

ll,Mru!-e,l,;imlO0e': i

'
' o, ,S of Simi I

uUit /'-"»./ in ei'igastrium. passing through theabdomen
it neiir the s|M!ie. This case was seen about four hours
tijury witli fvoe hlood in the abdomen. On opening the
.en the bullet was found to ha\e ]ia- 1

" i 'i " ' o-.

stomach were closed with purse slim. or

Meeiling having stopped from pressuie i.it.i .;
i

.,:. -. ; ^.uiiie.

The alulomen was wiped out with noniial saline soUitieii uu.l

the abdomen was closed. He made an uninterrnpted reeovevx

.

7. ]:i(lUt iroiiiiiJ throngli right side of abdomen and bladdei

.

Tlic abdomen was oiieued. No visceral wound was found
except that of the bladder, which was drained above the,

pubes. The remainder of the wound was closed. The iiatient

recovered.

The above cases are, I think, sufficient to establish tlin

views I have advocated: that operation in gunshot injuries

of the abdomen is well worthy of consideration if the cast;

is .seen early and if the patient is in a fit condition to bear

it and in fit surroundings.
Besides the cases I have related, there arc many others

in which I have assisted or advised in operations on
gunshot abdominal injuries, but I prefer to limit my
observations to those cases for which I was xicrsonally

responsible.

Besides gunshot abdominal injuries, I also operated on
several acute appendix cases, in two of which there was
general peritonitis, and in a case of peritonitis due to

rupture of a large liver absces.s. These cases recovered,

sliowing that the means for treatment and subsequent
nursing on the hospital ships is so satisfactory that

I feel every confidence in advocating a more frequcut

resort to abdominal section in the class of cases such

as those I have briefly reported.

The late Dr. Dndlev P. Allen, formerly professor ot

surgery in the Western ileserve University, has bequeathed
the sum ot £40,000 as a permanent endowment fund for

the Cleveland Medical Libra i\,
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FIELD AMBULANCE WORK AT ANZAC.
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1 1 maj' bo of interest to youi' readei's to bafvc a sbort note
ou the special (.lifficulties and dangere which beset field

arabalance work iu the duties such a unit has to perform
at Anzac.

Tlio facts thai all work had to be carried out under
continuous shell and rifle fire, that the country is excep-
tionally rough and precipitous, and that no roads, and
consequently no transport except hand carriage, is possible,

render the lole of the field ambulauce uniquely difiicalt

and dangerous.
Wc soon found tliat the protection afifrndcd by the

barricades of equipment was illusory, as shrapnel bullets

came freely through the roof, and" finally a shell came
through a stationery box and burst inside the dressing
station. We then built up the walls witli sandbags to
the height of about 7 ft., and by breaking up the shattered
boats of tlie first landing, party we got enough wood to
cover in part of the roof; over this wo lieape<l earth to the
depth of about 9in., audso made a dressing station that
was proof agamst shrapnel bullets but, of course, useless
against a direct hit.

We built in the same way other shelters, and aftei- a
lot of hard work and improvisation succeeded in making
fairly safe cover for sixty stretcher cases. As the cases
usually arrived at . the beach within an hour or two of
being wounded, and as the naval service for evacuating to
the hospital ships was so good, no operations, except for
the arrest of haemorrhage, were done on the beach at this
time. About fourteen days later, however, on making
inquiries at the hospital ships, we found that the results
iu abdominal wouuds wore extremely bad. AVhetbev the
cases were treated byoperatiou or otherwise seemed to
make very little difference. At this time, also, the weather
became rougher, and it was often impossible to get the
wounded off to the ships at all without considerable delay
and knocking about. Iu these circumstances we deter-
mined to erect an oiieratiug tent on the beach and
try treatment ashore unless the conditions for evacuation
were very favourable. From this time till .June 16th we
operated on almost all cases of penetrating iibdominal
wound, and kept the patients on shore from twenty-four
hours to four d.irs aftcr^vards. Theconditions for operating
"'eiv^ " r

1 -brnpnol fire, t(i which the operating
ten' .1. J lie beach in front was shingly,
soil:- i, .Vr..t. .

°..

^^ CO jjcr cent, of the cases operated on
tliat ih.j coii.tiu.jH -.las almost hopeless, whether the wound
was caused by bullet, slirapnel, or shell fragment. Asa
rule, the gut v-n= ixnfornted or torn in from seven to
twenty plar- ' - 1 of the mesenteric arterial
branches wi. ;. i. cross. With shrapnel there
was nearly;' . desti-uction of tissue round
the perfora;'' '> that it was usually necessary
fo resect port;. I n< nf <^nt. Most of these cases died in a
short time, but a few of them wc sent off to the ship some
days later in a surprisingly good condition. About 25 per

_ cent, of cases gave good hopes of a favourable result. In
these— almost all bullet wounds^two or three clean per-
forations of tlie small intestine or stomach were found.
These were easil3- and quickly closed and promised to do
well whea evacnal-ed. In a few of them no wound of tlie
viscera could be found, tliougli tlie missile had certainly
traversed the iieritoueal cavity, usually from side to side.
The remainder of these abdominal cases arrived ia such a
hopeless condition that nothing was done.
We operated on a considerable number of head injuries,

principally depressed fractures and ruptured middle
meningeal arteries. Of these last we saw a good number,
one of which was especially interesting.
A private was brought in showing typical signs of

compression of the brain. No wound could be discovered
on tlie head till after it had been shaved. A small spot on
the left side of the scalp, over the site (jf the middle
meningeal, was all that could be found. A probe could be
pa.ssed into this down to the bone, so we decided to turn
down ft flap and examine the skull. There was a tiny
perforation of the skull, and on removing a disc of bone

vre found a large clot pressing on the brain and ha.
riiage from the middle meniugea^ artery. Lying embr ;

in the dura was a small fragment of steel about bah Ujt
size of a grain of rice. Speaking afterwards to the iu,\n
who was beside bim in the trench., I discpvercd that \m
bayonet had been struck by a bullet and shatl'^ i

Evidently a small piece had struck him on the bcrnf
oue would hardly have expected such a small fragm
have had sufficient momentum to do so much dama'j'
The immediate results of operation iu these i\\

head injury are good, and mast of them will if

What the after-results are to be time will show. :\1' -

the head wounds received in the trenches were inflic:.

sbort rauge, a*id were very severe. In a large numln
whole calvarium and contents were blown right off ji

if they had been removed by a saw.
In nearly all cases of long range bullet wounds. -

the bullet lodged it was completely reversed—that i

point was towards the wound of entr.tnce. Somecli
Turkish cartridges were discovered with the 1)

reversed, but in the majority of cases the bullet :•

rently turned over immediately on striking. The h;

coating of the bullet is very thin, and sometimes it 1.

and is found two or three inches nearer the worn.
entrance than the lead.
Owing to the position of the operating tent, and J

fact that a very large number of men were wounds
the beach within a few yards of it, we were often ol'
have a man on the table within a minute of the tin;

was bit. In this way we saved, by ligature of vt-
a good many who otherwise must inevitably have an !.

One man, strniek by a shrapnel bullet near the door of the
operating tout, had his jaw biokon ou the left side, the
bullet passed the base, of his tongue, and lay under ilic

skin over the sterno-mastoid on the right side
haematoma immediately commenced to form on the i

side of the neck, and continued swelling rapidly, ju^t

a toy balloon being blown up. We cut down iinmedi
ou the carotid, and found both the facial and lii

arteries cut close to tbeir origin. These were ligat

and he made a speedy recovery. Dyspnoea had i

very urgent, and but for immediate assistance he i

have died from suffocation.

After cases left the shore it was impossible to gti
news as to their progress. They were distributed tlini;,,..

the hospitals of Egypt, Malta, and Britain, and could only
be traced by a persevering search of the records. Some
way by which the results of a particular line of treatment
could be traced, and the information made use of, would
be the greatest assistance to the medical oflicers who ha>o
the responsibility of early treatment.
The conclusions wc draw from our experience of

abdominal wouuds are:

1. Early operation if conditions are favourable nnd
the operator is experienced in abdominal surgery.
By early operation is meant any time up to six hours.

2. Rest at the place of operation for three or four
days afterwards.

If these conditions arc not aTailable operation is contra-
indicated, and ordinary medical treatment must bo
.'.dopted. In this event, however, our experience would
indicate that with Turkish bullets, shrapnel, or shell
wounds the results arc extremely bad.

Bjr June 26th the operating tent was riddled with
bullets and a number of the oi-deriies and patients Inid

been hit, so we came to the conclusion that cases, and
incidentally ourselves, ran so much risk of fui-ther injury
that operative procedures in the tent were unjustifiable.
We set to work to excavate a room underground, as timber
was now available, and by the evening of June 26th had
an operating room fitted up aud lighted with acetylene
gas. We considered this comparatively safe, but at

5 a.m. the nest morning a 4.7 high-explosive shell pene-
trated and wrecked it. The beach being enfiladed from
both ends, wc decided we would have to sock safer

quarters for the patients, so we moved up as close ns

possible to the Turkish trenches. We found a suitpMc
spot protected from bullets by a fold of the gi-ound. i'

was too close to the Turkish lines to be shelled from Vm-^
range, and the onlj' discomforts were an occasinnnl
sprinkling of shrapuel from a premature bm-st and a fcu^

lumps of iron from lii.qh explosives dropping on the cliff
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above. Here operations were out of the question owing to
the dust anil flies. The mules were quartered iu a gully
close by, and the plague of flies was quite beyond
.lesciiptlou.

As very many of the men ba<l artificial teotli. and tlitsc

were constantly getting broken or lost, it was necessary
that snnic .steps should be taken to stop the wastage of

men from this cause. >Ve had a dentist attached tu Ihv
ambulance, so we sent to Kgypt and got a comj)ktf tiitfit

for jiiaking dentures. In a small dugout beside tlie

dressing station the dental officer, with two mechanios,
kept tlie teeth of the wlwle divisiotf iu repair, and also
made new dentures for those who required tlicm. ( ither

from loss or breakage of teeth, Tlic biscuit was so hard
that artificial, or sometimes even natural, teeth wore
liable to injury.

Iu conclusion. I would like to make quite clear that, so

far as we could see. the Turks did not deliberately tire at

the medical personnel. The po^^ition wc occupied on the
beach was such that we could not expect to be spared.

Indeed, for the greater part of the time wc flew no flag,

being of opinion that to do so was unjustifiable owing to
the proximity of various points of militarj' importauci'.

The tows of wounded going off to the hospital ships and
the hospital ships themselves were never shellt i1. Only
3uee to my knowledge was a tow of wounded tired on. and
that \\ as by a machine gun which was presumably manned
by Germans. This incident occurred immediately after a
successful attack in which the Turks had lost very heavily
and it was not repeated.

THE RECRUITS HEART,
ET

SIR JAMES MACKENZIE, M.D., F.li.S.,

t.]:i;rHi;i! ok cir.DiAC heseauch at the

.\iTEn the outbreak of war numbers of young men were
sent to me for my opinion, as they had been rejected for

the army because of some affection of the heart. Most of

them we\e perfectly healthy, and their rejection was due
to the presence of some manifestations, physiological in

charaetcr, which the medical examiner had taken fca- a
sigu of disease. I drew up a memorandum embodying the

more prominent signs which were liable to bo mis-

understood, and giving in brief compass simple methods
for differentiating the manifestations of a healthy heart
from those due to disease. As I was desirous, like every
other man, of contributing what little my special know-
ledge might help the common cause, I submitted this

memorandum to the head of the medical staff at the War
Office, scarcely daring to hope that any notice would bo
taken of it. It came, therefore, as a surprise when Sir

.\lfred Keogh suggested the issuing of the memorandum to

llic medical examiners of reccuit.s.

In the memorandum I had endeavoured to give, in clear

and concise language, the results of long years of carcfid

investigation, because in the circumstances any more
elaborate statement would not- be likely to receive much
attention. Many people have told me that they have found
this memorandum of the greatest service, but others have
criticized, and in doing so have contrived to muddle up
that which I tried to make clear. Under ordinary circum-
stances I should not have taken notice of these criticisms,

'-ecause it was evident that the critics neither understood
tiic grounds on which the statements in the memorandum
were made, nor appreciated their practical significance.

Mut m the JotRXAi. of November 20tli (p. 744) Sir .Tanjos

JV>w!cr has felt called upon to muddle up things still nuTC,
and as he occupies an official position connected with the
War Office, and it seems that doubtful heart cases arc

referred to him, his remarks call for notice.

In dealing with his comments I must go 'outside the
subject under immediate discussion, and show that Sir

.lames Fowler's views are not based on observations that
really bring the essential facts to light.

The manner in which I acquired the infonuatiou which
is summarized iu the memorandum was as follows :

When I entered general practice in 1879, I did so with the
airy confidence of the young man fresh from the medical
school imagining that I was well equipped for my work.

In a very short time I realized that I was ignorant of the
very essentials of my work". In heart work, like other
young men. I flattered myself on my cleverness with the
stethoscope in detecting and naming all sorts of murmurs,
but when it came to telling their significance, I was com-
pletely at fault. I turned to my books for instruction,
to find that this very essentiar knowledge had been
ignored. Itcalizing my ignorance of the meaning; of the
simplest syuiptoms, l' set myself the task of" finding
them out.

To do this, I took careful note of my patients who
presented any abnormal sign. I carefully dift'erentiated
each phenomenon from allied conditions. I noted all

associated pheut uieua. I kept a large number of people
under observatieii. w.iuhing them for a great many years,
noting how they bore themselves through the strain and
stress of life, in their labours and in tiioir illnesses. As
years went on, I found it necessary to seek other
methods of investigation, and had to devise them. In this
work I followed a largo number of individuals for ten,
fifteen, twenty, or even thirty years to find out the
significance of .some sign.

I was continually analysing my results and testing my
conclusions, so that, at last, out of all tliis work, some
clear issues were perceived. I was able to rceognizc
why certain people with murmurs and iiTC^Hlaritics
enjoyed perfect health and lived laborious tin v-. uitli no
sigu of weakness; I was alile to recefiii '.i' .

, liv

others drifted to .leath ov lived iu a .m.. i
i

i
i

..ed

health; iu other words. 1 was able, iu a i;iv:i; i;i:>ii: . i-,-^.

to mjike good that deficiency in my education, ami wa--
able to estimate the value of many signs and symptom^.
I am still engaged in this work, for every day I realize ni\

ignorance.

I want each reader who is capable of reasoning to con-
sider the meaning of the methods I pursued. Knowledge
in medicine is not limited to the perception of an abnormal
sign, nor to the detection of its cause, but should include
the knowledge of what effect the cause of an abnormal
sign has on the individual's future life. Every reasonable
person must accept that as a prime necessity iu a

physician. By what other means than that which i

adopted cculd this necessary knowledge be acquired'.'
It is because physicians do not adopt these methods
that the profession is absolutely ignorant of the prognostie
significance of any sign that may be present for a long
period of years.

Compare the method I adopted to acquire a knowledge
of the meaning of symptoms with that of Sir .Tamer-

Fowler, as recorded in his article in the JorKXAL, At the
tiihe he wrote this article (twenty-five years ago) he was
placing on record the basis of a belief which has apparently
been his guide up to the present. The article Itself is

characteristic of the writings of that period—vague, im-
mature, insisting on the immaterial, and neglecting entirely
the essential. It is evident from the fact that Sir James
Fowler now quotes this article that he is unaware of the
great advance that has been made during the last twenty-
five years in aft'cctions of the heart.

To bring clearly before the reader the futility of Sir
James Fowler's conception, let him considei' what is the
essential question which the doctor has to answer wlicu
the individual presents himself for examiuatiou—the
recruit for instance. A great many people do not realize-

what this essential is. If a murmur is detected, the
essential question is. What bearing has the cause of this

murmur on the recruit's future ? Or, more precisely. Does
this murmur indicate heart failure or docs its presence
foreshadow its occurrence? Theso are really the impera-
tive questions (directly asked or. impliedj demanded from
every medical examiner.

It the reader will turn to Sir James Fowler's article and
t^ke that portit>u w ritton in his youth, or the whole matter
with the comments added in his maturer j"ears, he will

find that he can get no suggestion of help to answer thesis

essential questions, nor is there the slightest indication
how the value of a murmur should be estimated.
As illustrating how firmly established is the super-

stition that a heart to be normal nuist be free from
murmurs and irregularity, I cite two recent cases, not by
any means exceptional.
In August, 1914, a lad of 19 was sent to mc by his doctor

•with the statement that he had been rejected for the
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ai'iny because of valviilai- disease ol the heart. I examiued
Iiiiu, foimd liis vesponso to cffoi-t good, the heart uomial
in 81/(3, ami a woH-iuarkcd systolic murmur at the apex.
1 Ljave liini a ccrtitieatc saying that the heart was jierl'i-ctly

Iicaltliy, and tliat the imirmur was pliysiolojjical. iii.lica-

tivc uoilhor of disease nor impairment. I tokl hiui Ui lake
lliis ociiilicate to some otlier recruiting ceutrc tliaii that at
^Yhi<•ll he had hceu rejected. This he did, was aocoptcd,
joined the army, went tlirongh his trainiug, carrying liis

pack and enjoying his route marche.s. lu course of time
iio was in (iallipoli in the trenches leading a strenuous hfe
and feeling tit. One day in Maya shell exploded near Iiim

;ind he was blown over and became unconscious; he was
picked up and taken into hospital. After he lecovcred
consciousness he felt ijuito lit, but, unluckily, a medical
officer auscultated his heart, dctccteil a murmur, and at
once diagnosed valvular disease of the heart. Ho was
kept ou his back tor a considerable time, shifted from hos-

pital to hospital, rc<peatedly examiued bj' medical men,
and giVeu treatment, till linally he was <>xamiued by a
Hoard in August, 1915. aud invalided out of the service

liecausc of "valvular disease of the heart. lie called to see
mc a few weeks later : the heart was exactly in the same
condition as it was a year before, uormal iu size, with a
physiological murmur, as sound a heart as there is in the
BriU-li army.
A sliiirt lime ago a highly placed medical oQicial brought

his son to sec me, as the lad suffered from irregular heart
which was resistant to treatment. I found the irregularity
to be of the youthful typ«\ aud I explained very minutely
to the medical official that the irregularity was purely
physiological, and I demonstrated to him by what means
J separated this form of irregularity from all others, and
told him how it was frequently present in the most healthy
hearts. A week later lie wrote asking me if I could not
give him some drug, such as digitalis or strophauthus, to
remove the irregularitj', as it still persisted. J a«aiu wrote,
clearly explaining that the couditiou was a purely physio-
logical one. Nevertheless, he replied that lie himself had
given the lad a tonic which he hojied might "cure the
irrc"u!aritv."

NOTE OX
sri'POSi:iJ 80LI BLE TOXIX. PRODI CED IX
AHTlUClVLCULTrRE BY THE I5A( IlLUS

or ^fALlGXVXT OEDEMA.

G. BAllCER, >r.A., AKD ir. 11. DAl.E. M.I).,

D.Sc, V.K.s.
(From Ihe Deiwrtmcnl of l!iaul>emistry and Phanuacolosv , MtJical

Kcsearcb Committee.)

SoMi; mouths ago we made some' exijcrinients on tlie
nature of a toxic substance occurring in the filtrates from
<;ulturcs of the bacillus of malignant oedema, an orgauism
which has acipiii-ed special importance during the war, as
being oue of the spore-bearing anai'robic bacteria con-
i-orned iu the production of gas gangrene from soil-infccted
wounds.
Our observations were limited to the cultural filtrate

from one particular strain, for the culture of which, as
well as for a ijuautity of the reputed toxin, with which
many of our experiments were made, wo are indcbud to
Mr. J. B. Buxton, l-'.R.C.V.S. The strain was originally
obtained from a case of gas gangrene, aud its corre-
spondence in all diagnostic points with the true bacillus of
malignant oedema has been confirmed by several bacterio-
logis-ts. From the muscles and areolar tissue of guinea-
pigs.dying of infection with an or^aui.sm of this type lioux
and C'hambcrland expressed a juice which, after"steriliza-
tion by filtration, killed other guinea-pigs with acute dbu-
vulsant symptoms. Bosson prepared a similarly toxic
liltrate by growing the orgauism ou sterilized meat, which
tlio digestive activity of the orgauism rapidly liquefies.
I'lic filtered juice of a live or six daj's culture kills
medium sized guinea-pigs with acute .symptoms in a do.so
>f 3 iu 5 com. given hypodermically. It is a juice of this
kiuil which has been regarded by Besson aiid others as
i-ontaiuing a characteristic toxin produced by the orgauism,
md attempts have been made to prepare au antitoxic

J

seroni by immunizing animals against it. A broth culture
of fclic organism, however abundant tho gixjwth, >» ill not
yield a filtrate of such potency.
The material used by us was obtained by growing tho

organism for Jive to six days at 37 C. on minced ox-hcart,
prcviou.sly sterilized in the autoclave. The culture was
started in hydrogen and provision made for the escape of
gases, whicii the culture soon pro<lHeed in abundance, by a
tube leading from the cultural jar into a trap lilled with
sulphuric acid. The semifluid, evil-smelling product was
filtered first through paper-pulp, and then through a
Berkefeld candle. A nearly clear brown filtrate was
obtained.

This filtrate produced the acute intoxication described
by Besson when injected into guinea-pigs, the fatal dose
for an auimal woighiug about 300 grams vai'yiug from
3 to 5 c.cm. with different preparations. It was at once
evident, however, that its toxic constituent had none of

the characteristics of a true bacterial toxin. The relatively

largo volume of the filtrate rc'iuiicd for the proiluction o"f

general symptoms and the aliiiost immediate onset of the
symptoms, when the dose was sufficient to produce them
at all, suggested rather the nonspecific action of some
product of putrefactive digestion, and the necessity of

using solid meat as a culture medium was suggestive in

the same direction. The suggestion was confirmed by the
observation that the toxicity of the product was but little

affected by brief boiling. Dr. Walpole filtered the fluid

under pressure through a collodion film, which was ini-

pervions to diphtheria toxin, and the filtrate showed the
full toxicity of the preparation.
The symptoms produced are both local and general.

Locally a large, oedematous. hacmoiThagic infiltration is

produced in the subcutaneous tissue and underlying
muscle, in a considerable area surrounding the site of

injection. ^Vith a nonfatal dose this local efifect may be
the only one, except im- a vague malaise. To the general

intuxicaiion small guinea-pigs are much more susceptible

than larger ones. Thus 3 c.cm. may cause the death of

a guinea-pig weighing 200 grams iu 10 to 15 minutes,

while 6 e.cm. of the same preparation may caase little.

more than a local infiltration iu a guinea-pig weighing 400
grams.. The general symptoms comprise tremors, weal;

•

nes3, and excitability, rapidly passing into extensor cou-

vulsious, which usually terminate in death within titteeu

minutes of the injection. Poti mortem the lungs are

fonnd to be oedematous, with areas of hacmorrhagie
consolidatiou, and the trachea contains a blood-stained

froth.

Though the toxic principle resisted brief boiling, it was
rapidly lost if boiling was prolonged, aud no concentration

of tho activity could be effected by evaporation, even at a
low temperature aud under diminished pressure. The
toxic substance was evidently very unstable, or highly

volatile. Omitting experimental details, we may say at

once that we found that tho toxic substance could be
distilled readily from the fluid if the latter was made
alkaline, and could be collected in acid ; but that it was
held back if the fluid was made acid to Congo red with
sulphuric acid. We were dealing, therefore, with a
volatile base. Wo accordingly made a (juantity of the
" toxin " alkaline with excess of potash and distilled into

normal sulphuric acid. The quantity of volatile bases

obtained was surprisingly large. From 150 c.cm. of

collodion-filtered " toxin " we obtained volatile bases

neutraUzing 113.2 c.cui. of normal sulphuric Jicid. The
mixed sulphates, obtained by evaporation of the dis-

tillate, were exhausted witt absolute alcohol, iu which
amniouiuui sulphate is even less soluble than am-
monium chloride. From ihe part insoluble in alcohol,

consisting of ammonium sulphate, we obtained ammonia
equivalent to 96 c.cm. of normal HoSO,; the organic bases,

with sulphates soluble iu alcohol, were therefore e<piivalent

to 17.2 c.cni. of normal acid. The " toxin " was therefore

0.64 X. in respect of ammonia, and 0.115 X. in respect of

other volatile bases. The alkaline residue left after distil-

lation contained large amounts of soaps, and from these,

by acidifying and distilling with steam, we obtained vola-

tile fatty acids in r]uantity corresponding to a normality of

0.75 in the original fluid. This accords with the observa-

tion that the " to.xiu
'' has but a feebly alkaline reaction.

The question of practical interest was tlie identification,

among the volatile basic constituents, of the toxic principle.
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A few experiments sliowcd tliat the anituonia fraction was
eutiivlj' responsible for the syiuptouis jn'oduccd, nnd tliat

inue aiuuioniuiu salts, in dose and concentratiou cqiiivaliiit

to those of the aiuiuonimu salts in the •' toxin," piodiucd
all the effects described, both local and general, in perfectly

eharactcristic nianoer. Yoiuig guinea-pigs showed, in

proportion to their weight, the same excessive sensitiveness
to the general, coiiviilsaut action of aniniouinin salts as lo

those of the toxic eultiirofiltrats. Neitlier the organic.

bases, in the proportion present, nor the fatty acids con-
tributed materially to the effect.

There seems, then, to be no ground for supposing that
Hie bacillus of malignant oedema, in an artificial culture
of the type described, produces anything in the uatun^ of

a specific toxin. The production liy ib of a toxic solution
from meat de| ends on its intense proteoclastic and dc-sani-

in.tting action. The proteins are rapidly broken down to

amino-acids, and from tlu'so the amino-groupiugs are then
~plit off, yielding nnuiioniiim salts of fatty acids, which
iccuniidate in surprising concentration. To these must
he attributed at least tlie greater part of the acute sym-
ptoms produced by the cuiturcfiltratc in the guinea-pig

;

though doubtless intermediate products of proteolysis may
play some part, especially in the delaj'ed death whicii

sometimes follows recovery from the immediate acute
.>ymptoms.
The chief interest of the observation seems to us to be

the hint it furnishes as to one of the factors favouring
spread of infection witli the bacillus, in the tissues of an
animal in which it has once obtained a hold. It is well
known that with washed .spores, or even withabroth culture
of this organism, it is practically impossible to produce an
experimental infection. Some local tissue injury is needed
to give the infection a chance of success. This may bo
uiccliauical injury, as by contusion of tissue, or irritation

by soil particles ; or chemical injury, as by lactic or acetic

acid. Among such chemical injuries we may now, with
some reason, include the effect of the toxic juice formed
by the bacillus from meat, which is essentially that of a
strong solution of ammonium salts. Given injured tissues

iu which the growth may start, it is evident that the
localized production of ammonium salts will soon be
.siifticicnt to create iu the neighbouring tissues conditions
favouring the spread of the growth, whicli may then go on
iudctiuitely.

As to how far the production and absorption of

ammonium salts, from a large area of infected tissue,

may play a part in the general symptoms attending such
an infection, we arc not in a position te express any
opinion. Nor have we studied the production of ammonia
iu culture by other members of the group.
We hope that these points may receive attention from

those who are studying the effects of this group of

organisms in the laboratory or at the bedside, and that
this publication of observ.ations, so unexpectedly simple
in their outcome, may at least save others the trouble of

a similar investigation. Our conclusion should, further,
make clear the futility of attempting to obtain an anti-

toxin to the products of the organism with which our
observations deal.

J..i3ter Institute of Preveutivo Medicine, November, 1915.

THE ANTISEPTIC ACTION OF HYPO-
CHLORITES :

The Ancient History or the "New Antiseptic."

BY

H. D. DAKIN, D.Sc., F.I.C.,

OF THE BUKTEl! LABOnATOUY, NKW YORK.

Tui: "new antiseptic" announced in the Timc^ of
August 8tli, and snUserjucntly by niauy other newspapers,
was discovered in 1788 by the French chemist, Bcrthollct.'
He obtained a liquid with bleaching and disinfecting
properties by the action of cldoriue upon aqueous alkalis.
The composition c.f the mixture was obscure, but
Uertliollet presumed that additive compounds were formed
between the halogen and alkali—for example, NajOCl.,.

Berzclius in 1808 expressed the view that the" product

^
formed was a mixture of a salt of an unknown acid of
clilorine with sodium chloride. The discovery of this acid

—hypochlorous acid—in 1834 by Balard^ definitely settled
the comiwsition of herthollet's fluid as a mixture of sodium
chloride and sodium hypochlorite.
Four years after Herthollct's discovery-—that is to say,

in 1792—the corresponding potassium salts were made
commercially by Percy at the Javel works near Paris by
passing chlorine into crude potashes. The product was
sold as cau do Javel,'- and its use as a disinfectant was
advocated by Hcrtliollet and by Guyton de Morveau.

In 1820 Labarraque •' prepared a fluid similar to Ber-
thollet's by the action of chlorine (1 mol.) on an aqueous
solution of sodium carbonate (2 mols.). This preparation
containing much free alkali became known as "Liquenrdo
Labarraque," or " Labarraque's disinfecting fluid." It is

related that Labarraque, wlio was pharmacist first to the
Kmperor and subsequently to Louis XVIII, achieved great
renown on the death of the latter monarch, for, thanks to
the disinfecting and deodorizing value of his " liqueur," ho
was able to proceed with the embalming of the royal body,
^vhich was so profoundly decomposed that no one was able
to approach it until after the application of the hypochlorite
solution.

At a later date solutions of the hj-pochlorites of sodium
and potassium were largely replaced by the more stable
solid "chloride of lime " a combination of calcium chlori<lc

and calcium hypochlorite. It is interesting to note that
it was with this substance that Semmelweis in 1846
succeeded in eradicating endemic puerperal fever from
his clinic.

Subsequently the liqueur de Labarraque and enn de
Javel, as well as the liq. sodae chloriuatae of tlie Pharma-
copoeias, were generally prepared by the decomposition of
chloride of lime witli the carbonates or stdpliates of the
alkali metals, and this simple process has been the subject
of innumerable patentrs ajiplied for long after the process
was well established in coiiiuion practice.'

In 1859 Charles Watt discovered that sodium hypo-
chlorite could be formed by the electrolysis of sodium
chloride solution, and a similar electrolytic process was
patented by Andreoh iu 1890. Since" then scores of
different modifications for the electrolytic preparation of
hypochlorites have been advocated.
Other hypochlorite preparations, such as "extrait eau dc

Javel," "esprit de Javel," "essence de Boulogne," "chloro-
zoue," "hermitine," "ehloros," etc., need not be referred to
in detail, since they represent hypochlorite preparations
of varying purity and stability.

Meanwhile the hypochlorites, and by implication hypo-
chlorous acid—for the latter is liberated from its salts by
the carbon dioxide of the atinoaphere—were finding an
ever-extending application as general disinfectants. They
were also employed for the sterilization of polluted supplies
of potable water, and to a lesser extent for surgical dress-
ings and for oral antiseptics. I am informed that "liquor
sodae chlorinatae " has been used at St. Tiionias's Hospital
as a dressing for amputation stumps as long as sixty years
ago. In more recent times weak liypochlorite solutions have
been used with more or less success for removing sloughs
and for controlling the smell of offensive wounds. As a
slcin disinfectant for use iu pathological laboratories hypo-
chlorite solutions have been used by Professor Delepine for
a generation past.

The great drawback to the more general use of hypo-
chlorites as antiseptics has been the strongly irritating

character of the commercial solutions. In the early part
of the present war some French surgeons made use of the
ordinary "cau de Javel," but there were many accidents
owing to its caustic action. It was for this reason, therefore,
that it seemed worth while to try and obtain a solution of
hypochlorite with fewer objectionable qualities. This was
done in January of the present year, and after the solution
had been in constant use for many months a short com-
munication written by mo was presented at the French
Academy, of Sciences. The essential parts of the com-
munication are the following

:

"Parmi les aniisrptiqnes qui onl dcjd iU cfudies dans
le traitement des plaies infcctecs, les hypochlorites
surtout remplissent les conditions qui vicnnent d'etre

enumerees. Mais raalheureusemeut les hypochlorites du
commerce ont uue composition tres incoustanto et con-

tiennent g^neralement de I'alcali libro ou du chlore libre.
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Do te)les soluticms sont inilautef. Qnand on s'en sert,

iiieme sons vme concentration '.noJ<^ree, elles penvent
produire des resultats pen favorablca. II cHait clone ntile

(le trouvci' le moyen Je prppaver im Lypoc)iIoiite flo

composition coustaute (pii posskle ime gianclo aclivite

bactericide ct nne I'aiUe action toxiijue et iiiitante sur Ics

tissns. Ce lesultat a etc obtenu par la niclhode

siiivautc
:

"

The meiliod o£ pvepavation already pnblislied in this

.TouKNAL " is tben described. The principle of the process
Ijciug the decomposition of chloride of lime with a slight

excess of sodium carbonate solution, filtering off the

solution of sodium hypoclilorito, which is then neutralized

with boric acid in such a fashion that the resulting

solution reacts acid to phenolpbthaleiu but alkaline to

litmus. " On a trouvc que cette solution est un auti-

scptii|no tres utile dans le ti'aitement des plaies infectees,

lorsijudie est appliquee suivant la methode etudiee et

(jmployf'c par le Dr. Carrel."

It \\ ill be r.een that no suggestion of a claim for novelty
iu the employment of hypochlorites or liypochlorous acid

is made, but distinctly the reverse, as indicated iu the
fir.st sentence ijuoted above.

Following this communication of mine to the Academy,
the Times on August 8tli, 1915, announced in the most
sensational fashion the discovery of the " new antiseptic "•

just 127 years after the preparation of sodium hypochlorite
by Herthollet.

It might have been thought and hoped that the absurd
and extravagant statements made in the lay press would
have suuk into oblivion, but this was not the case. The
press which had directed so much unwelcome attention

to my communication made in Paris had ignored a valu-

able ijypor published shortly before by Lorrain Smith and
liis colleagues,'' which also dealt with the antiseptic action
of liypoehlorites. The Times now published a letter from-
Prolc->or Harvey Littlejoliu, Dean of the Medical Faculty
of the University of Edinburgh, who, without waiting to

read my communication in print, stated that " it was only
due to certain members of the university to state that five

months ago they recommended for .surgical purposes the
employment of what appears to be the same antiseptic."

The surmise as regards identity of comiwsition was quite
incorrect save for the fact that the hundred years old

hypochlorites and boric acid were constituents of both
solutions. The Lancet apparently obtained its information
from the daily papers and devoted more than a column of

space io the new antiseptic' Almost the whole of the
statements made relative to the solution referred to in the
Paris communication are incorrect and misleading. The
article ended with the statement that the result of the
EUlinburgh workers was to coutii-m the conclusion of

various investigators that hjpochlorous acid is the most
powerful ;intiseptic known I It is perhaps worth pointing
out that such a statement without qualification as to the
conditions under which the antiseptic acts is devoid of

meauing. Disinfection is a chemical reaction in which the
reactive agent acts not only on bacteria but upon the
media iu wJiich they arc found. A large number of

autiseptics are kuowu which will kill many micro-
orgnuisius suspended iu water or blood serum at much
lower couceutratiou than will hypochlorites and hypo-
chlorous acid. Xo statement of the relative powei- of
antiseptics is possible except under absolutely comparable
conditions. .Vn antiseptic which shows a high relative
activity under one set of conditions will often show a low
one wlien conditions are changed.

In l-'rance the interesting results of Vincent and
Lumif le on the use of hypochlorites for surgical dress-
ings were referred to in the lay press, while, as a climax,
the announcement was solemnly made in the Xen' York
Timi'fi by Dr. .Icnkins, former Medical Officer of Health
for New York City, that it was >Ir. A. E. Wolff of that
city who discovered, some twenty years ago, the applica-
tion of hypochlorites as deodorants, antiseptics, and
germicides.

It would seem as if the time was fitting for a statement
(o the efl'cct that what we have all been striving for is to
find the best means of preparing, preserving, and applying

- As a matter of fact, my c^uimunicaiion
anlaiii references to sonje eennmely ue
liloiKiniiie . ro U'. Init no conii»ent od these suljsttinces '

the powerful antiseptics, hypochlorites and liypochloi-ous
acid, the main properties of which substances were dis-

coveied by distinguished French chemists many genera-
tions ago.

Lorrain Smith and his co-workers have aimed at p

more or less complete liberation of free hypochlorous acid
from chloride of lime by the addition of an equal weight
of boric acid. Lumicre, on the other hand, employed
three parts of boric acid to one of chloride of lime witli

satisfactory results. On the other liand, my own experi-
ments aimed at the preparation of a sodium hypochlorite
solution with a low OH ion concentration, sufficiently

stable, and containing a balanced mixture of fjolyborates
so that approximate neutrality might be preserved under
all circumstances. The amount of free hypochlorous acid
in my mixture is much smaller than in Lorrain Smith's
or Lumiere's preparations. The concentration of avail-

able chlorine is less, and it can be more freely and
continuously applied.

Recently I have been interested to find that Dr. Ileit/.-

Boyer and the staff of the French hospital ship Charles
Koiix have been making extensive use for surgical pur-

poses of a hypochlorite solution prepared by the electro-

lysis of sea water in a simple cell using carbon electrodes.

The hypochlorite concentration employed varied from 2 to

4 grams of hypochlorite per litre, the lower dilation being
used for constant inigation. The electrolytic hypochlorite
is peculiarly unstable.

When suitably applied tliere seems no doubt that all of

these hypochlorite prejiarations are of genuine value in the
treatment of infected wounds.

There is one point concerning the mode of action of

jochlorites that I would like to refer to before closing.

it^E'It has been repeatedly stated that the antiseptic action of

hypochlorous acid is duo to its decomposition in the
presence of organic matter with liberation of oxygen. I

have been unable to find any evidence to support this

statement. If it were true that the antiseptic action of

hypochlorous acid was due to the liberation of oxygen, it

is surprising that many other substances capable of

furnishing nasceut oxygen should have .an antiseptic

action far inferior to that of the hypochlorites. Moreover,
I know of no evidence poiutiug to an accelerated liberation

of oxygen from hypochlorous acid in the presence of

organic matter. The ordinary decomposition of hypo-
chlorous acid with liberation of oxygen is a relatively

slow reaction. Furthermore, when strong hypochlorite

solutions are added to animal tissues, an evolution of

chlorine rather than oxygeu occurs.

It appears that when hypochlorous acid or hypochlorites

act upon organic matter of bacterial or other origin some
of the iXIli groups of the proteins are converted into

(NCI) groups. The products thus formed—belonging to

the group of chloramiues—I have found to possess approxi-

mately the same antiseptic action as the original hypo-
chlorite, and it appears more probable that the antiseptic

action of the hypochlorites is conditioned by the formation

of these chloramiues rather than by any decomposition
with liberation of oxygen. It should be noted that the

hypochlorites act upon free amnionia to yield the simplest

chloramine NH.,C1, as first shown by Kaschig. The
probable formation of this substance during the steriliza-

tion of sewage with hypochlorite has already been indi-

cated by Rideal and others.- The chloramiues formed frouj

proteins when wounds are treated with hypochlorites are

naturally of a much more complicated character.

nEPF.RESCE8.
' Slaiigue cliimulue, ?. p. 783. ^Jnnalea de citimif. 5; . p. 225. 'Jov c.

chimie iiUdicale. Vftris.i'. p. 165. *Cf. COHt«He's French Patents of

1873. "HRITISH Medicai. JooESii,, .4uRU8t 28th. 1915. *Ibid., JuIn

24th. 1915, 1). 129. 5 Lancet, August 14th, 1915. p. 348. » Joitr. Boy. 5<m.
Inst.. 1910. x£xi, p. 54.

Dr. Joseph Goldberger, of the United States Public

Health Service, who has been investigating the cause of

pellagra, which caused the death of more than 11,000

persons in Mississippi alone last year, has, says the Jfcdical

Record, been helped in )iis work by prisoners in the prisons

of that State who have voluntarily submitted to ex-

periments. Out of eleven prisoners who were observed,

six have developed the dlse'ase. The men have all been

pardoned, and will be released as soon as a course of

treatment on (he prison farm has restored them tu

health.



A SPLINT FOR COMPOr^D FRACTUBES OF THE AHM.

\ sn.iNT roK to3iroixD fi{Actirt:!<

or THE ARM.
Bv GKOn.^E M Gir.ES, M.B., F.R.C.S.,
I-iErTENAXTCoLONrL I M.S.iRr.T.) ; Abingdon.

TnK treatment of the m\linavy simple fiactm'c=i ol tlic

Imnjerus i< a matter of little "ilifficulty, and. in pe.ice,

compound fi-actuie-^ of the upper arm arc rare. 'I'lie

fractnros, liowever. met Avitli in military practice arc
compound, and the damage to both soft and hard parts so

great that it is difficult to bandage
any splints with adequate firmness,

and well-nigh impossible to get any
proximal point of fixation by means of

any of the splints in ordinary use.

i'hesf difficulties were brought pro-

minently to my notice in the case of

a man nearly reccivered from a gnu-
shot fracture" of the humerus about
5 in. above the elbow, who, when
running upstairs, fell and refractured
the arm. at the same time tearing open
the well-nigh closed flesh wound on
the front of the arm. He was an
exceptionally powerfully made man.
who had gained high distinctions as
a wrestler, in the pursuance of which

sport the ana
had been

F broken six
times, so that
the present is

the eighth
. fracture. The^ bone is natu-

rally e x

-

tremely irregular and a good deal shortened.
Finding I couid not get the ends in position with any of

the oi-dinary splints I devised the appliance here described,

which can easily be made in less than an hour by any one
who is amateur mechanic enough to bend stout wive and
clip into shape some scraps of tin.

The essential point of the contrivance is the long narrow
extension, which is brought up and bent over the acromion
and fixed there in position, direetlj- over the head of the
hnmerus, by means of a pair of body straps. Its form
and method of application can easily be understood from
the accompanying drawings.
To make the splint the following measurements of the

patient's sound arm are required

:

A-B, length from Icnueldes to olecranon.
li-c, length from olecranon to acromion, |- 2 in. for tall

and iJ in. for short men.
Ji E, length from anterior axillary fold to the insertion of

the biceps, with ttie elbow flexed to right angles.
i;-F = AS minus about 4 in., the diameter of the upper

arm, allowing for padding.
c I), in a direct line, is about 6 in., but as the wire forms a

double curve, dropping below the axillary folds ver-
tically, and wrapping round the arm horizontally,
about a couple of inches more must be allowed.

All transverse measurements vary with the muscularitj-
of the patient, and the table is merely given as a suggestion
for sizes to be kept in stock.

Iluigliti of Patient.



ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OP DISABILITIES DUE TO WOUNDS.

prevent the straps from piucliiug the opposite axilla, but
it is quite c;i,sy to sccmc tlie straps from c aucl n by
crossing them under tlio opposite axilla and over the

shoulder.
If a number of splints arc to be made, it is well worth

while making a templet arm consisting of 18 in. of 4 in.

round pole, into which a piece of inch plauk to repi-esent

the forearm is mortised. IJy making the morlise 7 in.

deep the tciuplet can be adjusted to suit any stature from
5 ft. 3 in. to 6ft. 2 in.

AN ADJUSTABLE AND STANDARDIZED SPLINT

rOK THE TREATMENT OF FRACTURES,

I'.v W. B. HAYES, M.D., M.Ch.,

SUP.<iBON 10 CO KEKKI IXI'inMAnY.

CuuRUNT literature, and the large variety of apparatus

exhibited at the recent exhibition at the Royal Society of

Medlciup, iiiipiess on one the need for improvement iu the
iiietiioils uf iivGLCoiiiiiig the difficulties encountered iu war
in the tiLatiiieut of loiupouud fractnres of the limbs. These
diliicultios have taxed the ingenuity of surgeons.

Three things have to be considered iu the circumstauces

—the immediate treatment at the seat of war, the transport

to the base hospitals, and the treatment at these hospitals.

The greatest difficulties seem to have been in connexion
with the treatment of compound fractures of the lower
limbs. Several essentials are required for a splint for this

purpose. Simplicity and efficiency are the first requisites.

The perfect splint must be capable of niaintainmg the
liuib iu a fixed extension and immobilization, and it must
be a sljeleton splint, to facilitate dressings without dis-

turbi'jg the position of the splint. If to the above require-

ments are added adjustability, adaptabilitj', and standard-

ization, and the quality of being rapidly fixed, all the needs
of an ideal splint are satisfied.

The Thomas splint, as advised by Mr. Robert Jones, is

the simplest and most efficient that "has yet been thought
of, but the more elaborate and complicated the modifica-

tions of this splint, the more they are^ removed from
simplicity and efficiency. Observation of Mr. Jones's

liospital practice impresses two things on one—first, the
remarliably succossful results attained, and secondly, the
grp.tl ^iiiipliiity of the ;ij)pliauces used by him for that
i<ii(l. ,.H . Iriljoiahj and complicated apparatus being con-
spi::

I have found lliat the splint which I am about to

describe fiillils all the requirements of a complete splint.

Its ready applicability to any particular ease by a simple
adjustment gives it a special value under all conditions. It

is practically the Thomas splint, which is made completely
adaptable. It is adjustable to any size limb and can be
adapted to either the right or the left side. Being made
from one pattern and in one size, it is therefore standard-
izable. The ease of application of the splint, which takes
a few minutes, is a most important matter for the con-
sideration of the hard-v.orki d surgeon who is obliged to
cope with a rush of work. The wounded can be trans-

l)orted with the greatest possible comfort and safety under
the i;ircumstauces. A ^'reat difiiculty iu the immediate
ti-catment, and tiau-p'Ul , of those cases is overcome by the
applicatinji ,,i' tlo- • oloit.

The iU I
:

I he splint explain its construction,
and no < I, is needed.

The truss rlnj^ is iiuidc of malleable iron, open in front,

so that by bringing the open ends together, or separating
them, it cau be adjusted to the required size. Two tubes
are attached to the ring with sufficient play so that the
ring can bo altered to any angle required to suit the right

or the left side. The lower portion of tlio splint ci)n.-,i.si

of bent rod iron; the arms of the bent ir.m are inserti
into tlie correspon<ling lubes, and by simple telescoping ca
be fixed by a screw in any position required to suit th

length of the limb. Attached to the lower end of fhr»

.splint there is a rest, which when turned down raises the
limb to any angle lequired; it will l)c an advantage in

transport, and when not required may be folded up, for it

has the shape of the limb and docs not interfere with iho
dressing.

The splint which I have atteuqited to describe in this
short article has been examined by Mr. Robert Jones, who
has been good enough to allow me to mention (lie fact
that he personally approves of it.

A NOTE ON THE ELECTRK AL TREATMENT
OF DISARILITIES DUE TO WOUNDS.

JOHN J. GRACE, l'\R.C.S.,

cmrr assistaxi is thi; x-hat rrEP,uiTiu;NT, st. UAiauoj.cJii.Ws
DOSriI.VL.

It is a truism to say that electricity has a very distiii'

I

and useful place in the treatment of those disabilitir-

which follow woimds involving joints, muscles, tendou.^.

and nerves, but it is not sitffieiently recognized that t In-

correct application of the kind of current best suited to

the condition to be treated is of essential importance. It

cannot, of course, be expected that surgeons, iu addition to

the mastery of their highly technical work, should have;

all the details of so rapidly advancing an art as electro-

therapeutics at their finger-tips, but if the aim of electrical

treatment iu these injuries be kept iu view, it will not bt:

difficult to indicate ito the patient the nature of the

treatment he requires.

I am moved to write this owing to the cousidcrab'o

number of patients I have seeu who have been given

electric baths for local injuries to the limbs. How th.

pas.sage of the constant current or the uninterrupti li

sinusoidal through a patient could influence such . oii.li

tions for good or ill I am at a loss to imagine. Sia !i

currents often have a good general efl'ect on mctaijoli-,.!!.

That is all. Some local effect on the molecules Iraversnl

by the current there may be ; indeed, so far as tlio

galvanic current is concerned, there is undoubtedly soujc

effect, but while we see the results in some cases— foi

example, of neuralgia—we cannot say to what iht y
are due.

Wheu wc come to consider the interrupted currents \\(

are on much surer sioivud, and there is no difficuitj' what-
ever iu scciii-4 liLiv. (la ir effects are produced.
Ulietheu i!i. oij ly has affected joints, muscle-^,

ligaments, uin^-. or all together, as is perhaps most
frequently the case, llie object sought is to increase the

hlucpd supply to the part, and having done that, or whilst

iloiug it, U) contract the muscles of the part so as to drive

this increased supply through all the tissues. If this

object be thoroughly attained, )iiio ,i ;
i siiio,. , \-.ill

decrease, muscles which have paii^ '•
<

-o

will regain it, toru tendons and ii_ ii,- a, . il i] ai. -0.1

the best result obtainable will be atLiK.>cJ .a lIj.j luiiiia.oin

of time.

To attain these cuds we have a considerable mimber-nf
means at our disposal. We can bake the limb iu an

electric or gas oven, first wrapping it carefully iu towelling

to absorb tlie sweat which would quickly scald the skin if

allowed to remain on it, or we can use the high candle-

power lamp, or diathermy. As a matter of convenience

I use as a rule a 3,000 candle-power lauqi, giving an
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exposure of twenty minutes or so. In tlie treatnaeut of

joints, liowevcr, I prefer diathermy. It seoiiis on the
whole to do a little better, and as tlic greatest heat is

tJeveloixjd midway between the electrodes, it sliould

thcoiotically bo more efficient. After twenty minutes,

then, of either radiant heat or diathermy a rhythmically
interrupted electric current is applied. Ot the rliythmically

interrupted currents we have

—

The faradic as used in the Bergoni(5 apparatus.
Tlie simisoiiial. interrupted by such a device as the Lewis
Jones interrupter.

Tlie static wave cun-ent.
The static induced current.

The Bergenia apparatus produces very efficient muscnlar
conti-actious. It is a little troublesome to adjust. The
interrupted sinusoidal is a very useful and efficient current.

The static induced current penetrates very deeply and
gives rise to strong contractions. Any static machine will

give tbem of sufficieut penetration for the purpose. The
static wave current requires a macliine of high efficiency.

As a rule, ten miuutt s of the static induced or twenty
minutes of any of the other currents is given at a sitting.

l^sually there is very definite and early improvement;
my experience is that during the first week of daily

treatment the patient is able to detect it, and the increased

confidence inspired doubtless helps to increase the effects.

I append notes of a few cases:

Case i.

A man wounded in the shoulder in April last. On July 15th
the wound was healeil, but he could not use the arm owing to

pain and sti£Eaess. There was wasting of shoulder muscles
"chiefly, but extending also to the arm and in less degree to the
forearm. Tlie static wave current was applied to the muscles
of the shoulder for ten minutes and to the biceps for other
ten. He had fifteen treatments. Improvement was marked
from the first. He discontinued treatment to enter a
munitions factory, having then complete, but of course not
perfect, use of his arm.

Case n.
An officer, wounded in the right foot in September, 1914, had

treatmeut by massage and electric baths without improvement.
The condition on April 19th, 1915. was as follows : Wasting of

right calf, IJ in. less as compared with left. Pain in instep and
great toe on walking with two sticks. Bad limp. On walking,
great toe dorsally flexe<l and patient cannot then bend it. The
treatment was light to the foot for twenty minutes; static
wave to the sole of the foot for fifteen minutes; and static
sparks to the joint and muscles of leg. He had twenty treat-
ments, and discontinued to rejoin his regiment ; he walked
much better without a stick, but still limped. There was no
pain, but the limb was weak. The great toe behaved normally.

Case ni.

A private, wounded at the back of the arm, at the junction
of the lower and middle thirds. He was operated on, but
afterwards could not extend the third, fourth, or fifth digits,

nor flex them when extended. There was wasting of the
jnterossei and hypothenar eminences. When the hand was
forcibly opeued there was a dragging sensation along the ulnar
flexors', tie had been treated by electricity (a portable faradic
coil ?). The treatment instituted was static wave current to the
scir, and static vacuum tube discharge to the muscles. After
eleven treatments there was marked improvement, and the
patient returned home.

Case rv.

A bombardier wounded on September 27th, 1914, two inches
above the elbow-joint, through the soft parts anterior to the
humerns. When seen on February 16th, 1915, he could not
bend the index and middle fingers beyond a right angle with
the palm, and there was numbness of thumb palmar surface
and Ihe first and second dijjits, and loss of tactile sensation.
Treatmeut was by static wave current over the wound, and
static vacuum tube discharge to muscles and skin. After eight
treatments he was very much better, could flex the fingers
fully, and had increased power in the band, but sensation was
not improved.

These cases arc samples ot a moderate number treated.

Some fail quite unaccountably to benefit, but they are the
exception.

An ofiBcer was wounded on the outside of the thigh. There
was loss of seusation on the outside of the leg and foot, most
on the dorsum of the foot. When seen he liad deep-seated pain
in the front and the outer side of the thigh and leg. Pressure
Dn the scar caused local pain. I expected that this case would
lo well, but failed to afford any permaaentTelief.

f »>

TYPHPS IN SERBIA.

8^3

B. WHITCHURCH HOWELL, F.R.C.S.,

HOPITAL TEMPORSXBE D'ARC-EN-BAUROIS (UAUTE-MABNE). FKANOB.

.As a sequel to Dr. Maitland's notes on the epidemic in

Uskub, reported in the British Medical Journal of

August 21st, the following observatious, gleaned from a
much more limited experience of the disease at Vrnjatchka
Banja, may be of interest.

AiJmission of Patients.

It was found essential that the hair of the head and
pubic region should be cut short (and in some cases
shaved) and then treated with paraffin oil or unguentum
hjdrargyri. Even then fresh broods of lice made their

appearance. The patients were washed in bed, being
in various stages of collapse. At the time I was in

\'rnjatcbka Banja the typhus barracks had no bath-
room accommodation.

TJie Disease.

The majority of patients were Austrians, and, as Pro-
fessor Morrison pointed out recently, the mortality amongst
them was noticeably greater than among the Serbs, owing
probably to their being prisoners, of poor physique, and
not accustomed, like the Serbians, to live on " pork and
beans."

1 thought on the whole that the more intense the rash
the graver the prognosis—generally the malignant type of

case. I noticed also that the rash appeared fairly com-
monly on the palms of the hands—a fact not often alluded

to in the textbooks—generally in the form of faint discrete

macules. It seemed to bear no relation to the gravity of

the disease.

As a rule the fever fell by lysis, as Dr. Maitland
remarked, with, occasionally, " kicks " on the temperature
chart ; this is contrary to the usual teaching. Some of ns
thougiit that the pulse was slowed out of proportion to the
temperature. Although I noticed this from time to time
it did not seem to bo a general rule.

The initial symptoms may bo like influenza, as in the
case of two of our nurses who contracted the disease ; they
had aches and pains all over, frontal headache, aud pain

behind the ej'es. The drunken look about the eyes is very
characteristic ; hence the diagnosis could often be fairly

safely made before the appearance of the rash.

W'hen we first took over the fever Baroques pulmonary
complications were common, several of the cases dying of

a rapid form of bronchopneumonia. Later, as the diffi-

culties in nursing were surmounted, the infections of the
lung and parotid gland became less and less frequent. It

seemed to me at one time as if the typhus pneumonia were
contagious, as I had side by side, not in the same stage of

the fever, three cases in whom the lungs were simul-

taneously affected.

Deafness was frequently present, and one nurse suffered

from it for a long time after she returned to work.

I had only one case of mehonuria, in a nurse well oyer

40; this occurred about the twelfth day, and caused some
anxiety, especially as the liver was much enlarged. She
rallied, however, and about the sixteenth day it had
completely disappeared, and the temperature and pulse

were normal.
I saw one case of hemiplegia in the sister of a Serbian

general; it came on suddenly during the disease, and
lasted some days. The patient recovered from the typhus
and from the hemiplegia.

Treatynent.

This varied in detail only; in general it was, of course,

stimulating. As Dr. IMaitland states, the Serbians were
not in favour of alcohol; we, on the other hand, used it a
good deal in

:J-
oz. doses, increasing it steadily as the pulse

got weaker, especially about the eighth to twelfth day.

The most critical period was during and after the lysis.

Digitalis was given by the month aud hypodcrmically

—

we had no digitalin—by the mouth in 20 to 40 minim doses

every four hours ; subcutaneously in 10 to 20 minim doses.

Strychnine also was given hypodcrmically. I sometimes
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LEPROSY DIAGNOSED BY X BAYS. [Drc. 1, 1915

prescribed ctlier in 10 to 20 minim doses subcutaneously in

very severe cases, generally alternating with stryclinino.

Tlie ether injection sometimes p;ave rise to local necrosis of

tlip skin, but tliis was of small moment, as I am sure the

patient occasionally rallied as the result when all else had
failed.

A CASE OF LEPKOSY DIAGNOSED BY
X RAYS.

Bt major a. neve, F.R.C.S.E.,
EITCHlsNEB INDIAN HOSPllAL. BKIGnTON.

The following case is of considerable interest, as tho

disease was so atypical as to remain in doubt, even when
exiimincd by exiicrts, nntil the a; rays showed clearly the

well-marked osseous lesions of Icpi-osy.

Jemadar M. S. was mvaliiled in April, 1915, with the

diagnosis of rheumatism. Ho had served through the

winter campaign, and had latterly complained of headache

and other ill-defined pains. lie also had a widespread

papular rash, with some pigmentation in the face; this, he

states, has been of many years' duration. His left eye

was operated upon four years ago for pterygium, and
there is a slight opacity of the cornea in that eye, with

injection of the conjunctiva. There is a slight stare, not

due to exophthalmos. He has occasional paius in the

back, and also in the foot, of a burning characlor. When
be arrived the feet were swollen ; this was attributed to

exi)0sure in tho trenches. From the history it seemed
that he might have had syphilis, as potassium iodide had
been prescribed years ago with benefit.

The points that raised a suggestion of leprosy were
(a) a little clubbing of the fingers, of which the terminal

joints were not quite straight and symmetrical
; (6) the

toes appeared slightly shortened, and one of them was
crooked.
He was carefully examined for certain signs, which were

all negative

:

1. There were no maculae on the back or extensor
surfaces of the limbs.

2. No tubercles on eyebrows, ears, or elsewhere.

3. No anaesthetic patches on feet, hands, or body.
4. No thickening of the ulnar nerve.

5. No nasopliaiyrgeal ulceration or tubercle, and no
laryngeal symptoms.

6. No paresis of the lower eyelids.

A radiogram was taken on July 11th by Captain Gale

;

it showed entire disap|iearance of the terminal phalanges
of most of the toes. The proximal phalanges have also

become greatly decalcified ; in the right foot tho second
phalange only is intact and in the left foot the third, while

the big toe of the left foot is only represented by a
triangular piece of bone three-quarters of an inch long, and
the fifth phalange has quite disappeared.
The distal portions of all tho metatarsal bones are

extraordinarily thmned.
In the fingers slight changes are perceptible in all the

terminal phalanges on both sides. Those of the thumbs

are peculiarly eroded and shaped like pollarded willow
trunks, and the teiminal phalange of the index finger is a
mere stump.

In leprosy it is the osseous framework of the phalanges
which -first .becomes irregularly absorbed. At a later

period the metatarsus or metacarpus ; the former is more
affected, perhaps on account of traumatism, and sepsis

spi'eading from trophic ulcers of the sole of the foot,

which also affects the tarsal bones, and spreads to the
ankle-joint. Amputation is then resorted to, and it is

found that the bones of the foot are so softened as to be
readily cut by a knife, it is seldom that a case wiih
slight and doubtful general symptoms shows such ex-

tensive osseous changes as to make them the decisive

diagnostic factor. Heuce the value of the Roentgen rays-

in this ease was peculiar.

I am indebted to Colonel Sir Bruce Seton for permission
to publish this case.
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cellars, as the bombardment was continued every day
during half an hour in tho morning and halt an hour
in the afternoon. One night 2,000 shells fell on the
town between 9 p.m. and 5 a.m. In the cellars the
patients lay on mattresses or on the ground; they
were so close together that it was difficult to roach
any one. The women pup Is, who stuck to their posts,

had to give the necessary injections and enemas ou
their knees. Such was their care and devotion that in

spite of privation, fatigue, and mental distress the sanitary

condition of the women remained good. During the

months of August, September, October, and November
(1914) no case of infectious disease occurred. Only two
women died—ene of eclampsia, the other owing to faulty

insertion of the placenta. Some poor women died on
their way to the hospital of exposure or want in railway
stations, in tho train, or in the street. Most of the

women were more or less exhausted but they bore their

sufferings cheerfully. M. Henrot relaies a remarkable
case. One day a line child was presented to him. When
he asked for the mother he was told that a fragment of

shell had torn open the abdomen and the uterus, and the

child had simply to be extracted. As M. Henrot says—
this is a form of the Gaesarean operation of which there is

no previous record.
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11. THE CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF GUNSHOT
INJUHIES OF THE SPINE.

DrnixG the past thirteen months we have been able to

observe several hundred cases of spinal injury, and at

present have clinical notes on over 300 ; these will form
tlic basis of the remarks and conclusions which will be
put forward in the next two lectures.

But even this material is so large and the variety of

symptoms is so great that it will be necessary to select

only the most striking and special symptoms for considera-

tion. We have found everj' segment of the cord from the

second cervical to the conus atfected, but in the cases that

Lave reached the base hospitals the injury has been most
common in the middle and lower dorsal segments and in

the cervical enlargement ; the fourth, the fifth, or sixth

cervical segment was damaged, for instance, in 51 cases,

while in 65 the lesion lay between the sixth and ninth
dorsal segments. It is not proposed to deal at present with
injuries of the Cauda equina, of which a large number came
under obsci-vation.

Even an ordinary transverse lesion of a dorsal segment
produced directly or indirectly by a bullet, piece of

shrapnel or shell casing, presents striking symptoms.
When the patient is seen a day or two after the infliction

of the wound, there is usually complete flaccid paralysis of

the lower limbs and of the trunk muscles to a level varying
with that of the lesion, sensory loss to the corresponding
level, absence of all reflexes in the lower limbs, except,

perhaps, of the flexor withdrawal reflex in incomplete
lesions, and retention of urine.

Localization of the Lesion.
The segmental level of the lesion can be usually recog-

nized as accurately by f'e extent of the motor paralysis

as by the upper border of the sensory disturbance ; and
since the evidence it gives is less equivocal and as easilj'

interpreted in both military and civil practice, some
emphasis may be laid on its importance. The segmental
innervation of most of the muscles of the upper and lower
limbs is now known, and this knowledge has been applied

in cUnical work. A paralysis of all the movements of

the wrist and fingers as well as of the triceps while the
biceps remains strong or only slightly weakened is usually,

for instance, taken as an indication of a lesion in the
seventh cervical segment, but hitherto little attention has
been given to the evidence of the level afforded by the
palsy of the trunk muscles. When, however, one of the
lower six dorsal segments is involved, the part and the
extent of the muscles of the anterior abdominal wall
which are paralysed form an easy and certain guide to the
segment in which the lesion lies. If, for instance, the
eleventh is involved the whole rectus abdominis contracts
when the patient raises his head, attempts to sit up, or
coughs, but the iliac regions bulge owing to parahsis of

the lower portion of the obliqni abdominis, and their
failure to contract can be easily recognized by the
observer's fingers. Similarly if the ninth segment is

injured, it is obvious to the finger- that the recti abdominis
downwards from about. 1 in. above the umbilicus do not

' bontract, but are, in fact, passively stretched by the ten-

sion produced on them by the shortening of the upper
segments. Owing to the same fact the umbilicus, as
Bcevor first pointed out, rises towards the xiplioid. The
state of the intercostals is an equally reliable guide to the
level of the injury, and permits a local diagnosis in the
upper as well as in the lower dorsal segments. If the
fingers are firmly placed in series on the intercostal spaces
the unaffected muscles are felt contracting on each deep

I inspiration, and form a firm shallow floor to the space,
I while in paralysed spaces no contraction can be felt, and

on deep inspiration the finger sinks deeper between the
ribs ; in lean subjects this may be, in fact, visible to the
eye. As the intercostal muscles have only unisegmental
innervation, and as each receives its nerve siipply from the
correspondingly numbered dorsal root, the highest space
which is paralysed indicates the level of the spinal injury.

The upper limit of disturbance of sensation is the means
most commonly used in civil practice to determine the
segmental level of the spinal lesion, and if proper care isi

taken the evidence it gives is rehablo, but, as we shall see
later, in incomplete lesions, and more especially in those
which are wholly or chiefly unilateral, errors may easily
occur, and an exact local diagnosis may not be always
possible from even an accurate sensory chart; this is due
to the oblique course of the decussating sensory fibres in
the cord. In a complete or very severe lesion, light con-
tacts are usually felt a short distance below the limit of
complete analgesia, but there is frequently some dis-

turbance in tactile sensibility above the level of the latter.

The appreciation of moderate temperature is often loat

slightly higher than that of painful stimuli.

The disturbance in the appreciation of vibration may
be also a valuable indication of the level of the injury,

especiallj' in incomplete cases in which the dorsal columns
only are damaged and sensibility to touch and pain is

unaflected, since the vibrations of a heavy tuning-fork
cannot then be recognized below the corresponding seg-
mental area. This can be determined by drawing the base
of the vibrating fork upwards over the soft parts. This
method is particularly valuable on the trunk' when the
state of the other elements of sensation conducted through
the dorsal columns cannot be investigated ; the base of

the fork may be simply drawn over the anterior abdominal
wall till the level is reached at which the patient feels the
vibrations, but, as the thorax can act as a sounding box
and transmit the vibration widely over it, it is necessary
to apply the fork here only to folds of skin raised gently
between the observer's fingers and thumb.
When one of the lower abdominal segments is involved,

the level of the lesion may be also accurately determined
by observing the segment below which the abdominal
cutaneous reflexes cannot be obtained.

It must be remembered, however, that the lesions prtf-

duced directly or indirectly in the spinal cord by a gunshot
wound are often very extensive, and that a clinical exami-
nation can, as a rule, indicate only their oral limit.

Reflexes and Reflex Tone.
In all severe lesions the lower limbs are found flaccid at

least as early as one day after the infliction of the wound,
and within three or four days their muscles become tone-

less and flabby ; if the lesion is complete or almost so they
remain flaccid and waste gradually ; later the atrophied
muscles, especially those of the calf and the flexors of the
toes, undergo fibrous contracture. In loss severe cases
the muscles regain tone and the limbs become slightly

rigid, generally within fourteen to twenty days. In one
case, however, we observed slight rigidity in a limb five

days after the wound was inflicted, but in another spas-

ticity appeared only after eiglity-four days. In slight

cases there may be no obvious defect of muscle tone, or,

if diminished, as it frequently is at first, it rapidly
recovers.

In those cases in which some rigidity develops early

reflex spasms of the legs of the flexor type are apt to

occur; they are, as a rule, seen only a few days after the
limbs have become somewhat spastic, but we have
observed them occasionally as early as the sixth to

tenth day, when the tone of the muscles was not yet
exaggerated.

In one interesting group in which pains due to higher
spinal lesions occur in the legs, these limbs are often held
stiff and rigid, but careful examination shows that there
is no true spasticity, and reflex spasms do not occur ; in

these cases the spinal lesion is not severe, and voluntary
movement is either not lost or has recovered rapidly.

The state of the reflexes in the affected parts presents

interesting problems. Except when the spinal lesion is

slight the knee and ankle jerks are almost iuvariabl}' lost

at first, and in severer cases remain absent during the

period in which we have been able to observe them—that

is, in some instances, for as long as six to ten weeks. The
teaching of Dr. Charlton Bastian that these reflexes are
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permanently abolished in total transverse lesions of the

cord is generally accepted now. and our experience seems
to confirm it, though in ouo case iu which a fragment of

shell-casing lacerated the cord in the lower part of the

fourth dorsal segment and passed downwards through the

next three lower segments, apparently destroying them
completely, feeble knee-jerks could be obtained from the

fifteenth day onwards ; whether or not there was a total

transverse lesion has not yet been determined by micro-

scopical examination.
In less severe injuries the knee-jerks return, but gener-

ally not earlier than within two or three weeks; the re-

appearance of the ankle jerks is always later than of the

knee-jerks, but occasionally ankle-clonus could be obtained

while the knee-jerks were still absent or much depressed.

In a few cases in which paraplegia in flexion developed
after the return of the kuee jerks we saw these again
disappear as the flexion rigidity increased. In lesions of

the upper four cervical segiuents the arm -jerks are usually

lost at first, independently of the severity of the injury,

and seem to recover less early than the knee jerks.

Not only are both knee and ankle jerks absent for a
considerable time in transverse spinal injuries, but with
unilateral lesions of the cervical or dorsal segments neither

can usually be obtained in the paretic leg for some days,

or they are at least much diminished on this side com-
pared with the normal. The paretic leg is also usually

flaccid. In these cases, however, the reflexes return
earlier than in transverse lesions of the same degree of

severity, but usually not till at least ten to twelve days
after the infliction of the wound ; in one patient with a
unilateral cervical lesion we could elicit only a very feeble

reflex after thirty-five days, and it was almost two months
after the injury that the jerks of the homolateral limb
were as brisk as normal.
On turning to the superficial reflexes we find the abdo-

minal and cremasteric more easily abolished than the
tendon-jerks ; in fact, when the lesion lies above the
mid-dorsal level, both remain permanently absent as
long as there is auj' obvious motor weakness of the
lower limbs.

In spinal injuries above the lumbo-sacral enlargement
we would expect, on stimulating the sole, to obtain con-
stantly the abnormal type of plantar response originally

described by Babinski. When the lesion is complete or
particularly severe, however, no movement of the toes
may result, and there may be no reflex contraction of the
hamstrings or of other muscles ; and this holds not merely
for the first few days when extensive functional disturb-
ances might be attributed to " sliock," but the condition
may persist for several weeks at least.

In some cases, however, probably when the transverse
lesion is not total, stimulation of the sole produces only
a simple flexion of the great too, often associated with
slight flexion and adduction of the smaller toes ; this
flexion of the great too can be produced when the outer
border of the sole only is stimulated, and conn qn ntly it

cannot be a^ttributed to direct mechanical in ta^-iou or
stretching of the small flexor muscles of the sole. The
movement differs from the normal flexor response in that
it is slower and smaller in range, and in that it is chiefly
a flexion at the metatarso-phalangeal joint. Occasionally
the only efl'ect is coutractiou of the inuer hamstrings, but
as a rule this is associated with slight flexion of the toes.

In less severe injuries stiujulation of the sole still

evokes flexion of the great toe with contraction of the
hamstrings, while, if the lesion is still less serious, a with-
drawal reflex of the whole limb, in which the hamstrings,
tensor fasciae, flexors of the hip, and the dorsiflexors of
the ankle are concerned, may be obtained, but still with
flexion of the great toe. In many cases, however, an
extensor response can be elicited from the sole, but clinical
experience and post-mortcni examinations tend to show
that during the first week or ten days at least Babinski's
sign occurs only with transverse lesions, which are not
complete. We have repeatedly seen a flexor movement of I

the toes give place to an extensor between the seveuth
and the twentieth day after the injury, and in certain
cases this has been a precursor to improvement. Even in
one case in which a unilateral lesion of the fifth cervical
segment produced a flaccid paralysis of the limbs of tho
same side the plantar reflex was absent, or only a slight
Blow flexion of the great toe could be obtained during the

first two weeks, after which it gave way to a pure extensor
response.

Spinal Shock.
This state of the reflexes, more especially tho abolition

of the tendon-jerks and the absence of Babinski's sign, iu

severe but not necessarily complete anatomical lesions

raises many points of interest. Even if wo accept Dr.
Bastiau's doctrine, we must be surprised to find the
tendon-jerks absent, for a time at least, in such a largo
pi'oportion of incomplete injuries. This differs from what
we find in ordinary civil experience, except in cases of

fracture dislocation of the vertebral column, and in this

condition the medullary injury resembles that produced by
gunshot wounds of the S|iine. The nature of the lesion

caiinot, however, explain it, and as the reflexes disappear
even when the highest spinal segments are injured their

absence cannot be attributed to the distant disturbances
that have been described in the first lecture. The most
obvious common factor is the sudden severance of a portion
of tho cord from the influence of more orally situated
centres by an abrupt section or by a physiological block.

This produces the condition which is generally known as
"spinal sliock." It is recognized in the experimental
laboratory, as high trans-section even in the frog leaves all

four limbs flaccid and inactive to stimuli for half an hour
or so, and the higher the animal stands in the scale the
more pronounced and persistent are the symptoms of

shock. Iu man, in whom the spinal mechanism is most
subordinated to tlie higher centres, the effects of shock are
naturally most pronounced, and the caudal portion of tho
cord is least capable of acting alone as an effective central

organ. Our observations, therefore, only extend and
confirm the experiences of physiologists, and show that

the sudden isolation of a portion of the cord from the
rest of the central nervous system leaves it incapable,

for a time at least, of subserving even the simplest
reflex.

The unilateral absence or depression of the tendon-jerks
in cases of unilateral lesion is interesting, as it shows that
their abolition is not due to a state of general shock, or to

a sudden gross traumatic injury of the cord, but that it

must be attributed to an interruption of impulses that

descend through the homolateral half of the cord, which
produces a functional depression on this side only.

We have not yet had the opportunity of determining
whether, in cases in which the structural lesion is not

comiilete, the absent reflexes eventually return, at what
date they reappear, and with what other symptoms of

recovery their reappearance is associated. We have, how-
ever, seen the knee and ankle jerks absent during the first

and second week in cases which have recovered sufficiently

to stand, and absent for longer periods in patients who
later regained some power of movement while under
observation.

The inability to elicit reflex movements from the sole in

cases of complete transverse lesions must be also attributed

to the functional depression, either temporary or per-

manent, of the isolated segments of the cord. It has been
out that in less severe cases only flexion of the
this associated with contraction of tho hamstrings,

is obtained, and that only in less severe or longer standing
injuries can the complete flexion reflex be evoked. This
we might expect, for when the activities of the isolated

portion of the cord are depressed by shock the relatively

complex mechanisms of commissural and intersegmental
association naturally suffer more than the simpler and
more rudimentary unispgmental functions. And as the
sole, from which the retlex is most easily evoked, lies

within the sensory distribution of the first sacral root, and
the flexors of the toes and the hamstrings are innervated
chiefly by the ventral root of the same segment, the con-

traction of these muscles on stimulation of the sole can bo
regarded as a unisegmental reflex ; additional segments
would be concerned in flexion of the hip and knee and the

contraction of the tensor fasciae femoris and adductors,

which are included in the full flexion reflex. Further, in

these cases the receptive field of the reflex is much
narrowed, and is in fact almost invariably limited to the

sole, where the threshold of effective stimulation is

normally lowest.

It might be expected that the effects of shock on the

lumbosacral enlargement would be more pronounced tho

lower the lesion lay in the cord, but we find httle to
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support this view ; the lower limbs have been as flaccid

and toneless in cases of high cervical injury as when the

lower dorsal segments were damaged, and when tlio

lesions have been probably of equal severity tlicro has

been no evidence of less shock or of earlier recovery when
it lay high rather than low iu the cord. This would
support the conclusion drawn from the observation of

unilateral lesions that shock is not a direct mechanical
disturbance of functional activity, but that its effects

depend on the interruption of the neuronic impulses that

uoruially flow continuously from the higher to the lower

levels of the central nervous system.
Sherrington has pointed out that the effects of spinal

shock are seen in experimental animals only in the aboral

direction, and it is obvious that in man they are limited to

segments distal to the lesion, as in even the rudest

transverse lesion no symptoms are found above its level

which arc attributable to shock.

" AuToirATic " Movements.

But, though the shock effect of these severe spinal

traumata almost invariably abolishes or depresses seriously

the functions of the isolated segments, in a group of

four cases in which the lowest dorsal or highest lumbar seg-

ments were involved, " r.utomatic " movements, such as arc

observed In certain spiual animals, occurred, and their

occurrence can be interpreted only as the result of a
reflex overactivity of tlie isolated segments. In one of

theso cases the lesion involved the first and tlic upper
part of the second lumbar segment ; in another it extended
from the lower part of the twelfth dorsal to the middle of

the second lumbar segment; in a third it reached as high
as the eleventh dorsal segment and probably extended
some distance downwards, while in the fourth it was
probably limited to the third lumbar segment. In these
cases the lesions were severe or total, and as the
involuntary movements were identical or very similar
in all four, their nature can be best conveyed by
describing one case in detail.

Case n.
Pte. D., 7687, who was first seen on .Tannarv 6th, 1915, was

wounded two days previously by shrapnel while" crouching. He
fell back and lost power in both legs at once ami had since
retention of urine. There was a small dry scabbed wound
one inch to the left of the tenth dorsal spine.

"

His legs were flaccid and no voluntary movements of them
were possible, but their muscles were no't quite toneless. The
truuk muscles were unaffected. Sensation was completely lost
to the level of Ponpart's ligament on the right side and to a
slightly lower level—that is, to the lower margin of the first

lumbar root area—on the left. His knee and ankle jerks were
absent ; an indefinite extensor response was obtained on the
right side, but only flexiou of the great toe on the left. (In the
other three cases only flexion of the toes could be elicited.)

There were constant involantary rhythmical movements of
both lower limbs, which apparently occurred apart from any
peripheral stimulation. At first they occurred every four to
seven seconds, but their rate later became somewhat slower.
They consisted in alternate but not quite regular rhythmical
flexion of the knees, with dorsiflexion of the feet, extension of
the great toes, and slight flexion and outward rotation at the
hips, followed by active extension of all segments of the limb.
They were usually more marked in the right than in the left

limb and were often grouped—that is, the movements of left

succeeded those of the right almost immediately. They were
not influenced by the position of his limbs, and occurred equally
whether these were flexed or straightened out, and whether ho
lay on his back or side. Stroking or pricking either sole pro-
duced a fairly brisk withdrawal reflex; it did not interrupt the
sequence of the movements, however, but delayed them when
the sole of the limb in which they were next diie to appear was
stimulated; stimulation of the sole of the limb in which the
movements had just occurred had no effect. On the other
liand, striking the great toe with a percussion hammer imme-
diately excited the movements, but only when they had last
occurred in the opposite limb—in fact, in each limb "the move-
ments were followed by a refractory phase, during which they
could not be again obtained till they had occurred in the
opposite limb; their sequence could not be altered by any
method that was tried, but their rhythm was accelerated for
a time by pricking the inner sides of the thighs or the
perineum.
Percussion of the patellar ligament did not give a knee jerk,

but was followed immediately by contraction of the ham-
strings.
Four days after the infliction of the wound Lieutenant-

Colonel Sargent performed a laminectomy. It was noted that
the movements of the legs ceased when the chloroform
anaesthesia became sufficiently deep to arrest consciousness.
The left side of the eleventh dorsal arch was found fractured,

and a small sharp-edged fragment of the articnlar cartilage,

which measured 1 by 0.5 cm., had penetrated the dura and
lacerated the cord at the level of the upper margin of the
eleventh dorsal vertebra.
The patient recovered rapidly from the operation, but died

fifteen days after receiving the wound. The rhythmical move-
ments and his other symptoms persisted unaltered till death.
On post-mortem examination a laceration was found on tho

left side of the dorsal surface of the cord in the upper part of
the second lumbar segment, and a piece of shell casing, which
measured 3 by 4 by 7 mm., was removed from its right side at
this level ; it had passed through and destroyed the dorsal half
of the cord, but a part of its ventral surface seemed little

injured. On microscopical examination the dorsal columns
were found destroyed in the lower part of the first and the
upper part of the second lumbar segment, as well as the dorsal
part of the left lateral column. The right lateral column was
less exteusively injured, but was softened ; the ventral columns
were not directly affected. There were practically no patho-
logical changes in either the grey or the white matter below
the second or above the first lumbar segment.

In another of the cases in which a post-mortem examina-
tion was made, it was also only the ventral columns that

had escaped total destruction in the lower part of the
twelfth dorsal and the upper two lumbar segments.

These alternate flexion and extension movements of the
lower limbs obviously represent the rudiments of the lower
physiological mechanism of gait, and are very similar to

the " mark time " or progressive movements seen in the
" spinal " dog ; their nature must be the same as these

reflex movements which Sherrington has described in the

spiual animal.

It is interesting, however, that we have seen such
involuntary reflex movements only when the lesion

involved the upper lumbar segments of the cord, and that

they occurred iu a considerable proportion of all serious

injuries at this level. In the only two cases in which the
spinal cord has been examined there was exceptionally

little distant disturbance, and the lower lumbar and the
sacral segments were in both almost intact. It is also

surprising that they should occur at least as early as the

second day. Further observations will be necessary to

determine the significance of the absence of direct struc-

tural damage in the ventral columns in the two cases whch
came to autopsy.
We have not observed any " automatic " movements of

the limbs when the higher cervical segments were injured ;

in fact, these are always then flaccid and toneless, and
their muscles usually wasted early. We have, however,
obtained a reflex—which, as far as we know, has not been
yet described—in cases in which the lesion lay in or above
the fifth cervical segment, and produced paralysis of the
upper limbs. Pricking, pinching, or firm stroking oa the
inner side of the arm then evoked, generally after a short

latent period, a sudden and strong inward rotation and
adduction of tho ai-m on tho same side, the inwarl rota-

tion being apparently the prime and chief movement. We
obtained this reflex iu most of the cases of severe cervical

lesions in which we examined for it, provided there was not
an atrophic palsy of the arm.

Cervic.\l SoFTEN-n;G.

Injuries in different portions of tlic cord naturally

produce clinical symptoms differing not only in the extent,

but also in nature of tho paralysis. One of the most
striking types is that which results from an incomplete
lesion of the cervical enlargement. Since haemorrhages
and secondary changes undoubtedly occur as a result of

concussion more readily in this than in any other region

of the cord, and since they are more liable to damage the
grey than the white matter, the arms are frequently

seriously paralysed, though there is fair or unaffected

power of movement in the lower limbs. Not infrequently

the paralysis, especially that of the arms, develops some
time after the infliction of the wound, but, on the other

hand, it is not uncommon to meet patients with gunshot
wounds of the neck in whom all four limbs were at first

paralysed, who had regained power within a week or so,

the arms recovering almost invariably later than the legs.

The following case illustrates the chief clinical features

of such an injury.
Case in.

Lance-Corporal G., 11060, was wounded by fragments of a
high explosive shell on September 15th, 1914. He found imme-
diately that he had no power of movement in his right arm,
but the left was unaffected ; he was able to pick up his tobacco
pouch with it and put it in his pocket. He walked thirty yards
or so, stumbling and faint though his legs seemed quite strong,

till he reached shelter. There he lost consciousness, and on
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regaining it, twenty-four hours later, fonnd both upper limbs
completely paralysed and both lega weak. He had no sphincter

three small scars on the right side of his k*civ opposite the
spines of the third, fourth, and fifth vertebrae, and an x-ray
examination revealed a fragment of shell casing at the level of

the body of the seventh cervical vertebra.
Both arms were wasted, the left more than tlie right, and the

only movement possible in the latter was feeble adduction at
the slioulder. Practically no movement at the left shoulder
nv elbow was jiossible, and llexion of the wrist and of the
linijers was very fceblo, but the power of e.'iteusion, adduction,
and pltductiMn of the lingers was fair. The trunk movements,
as well as those of the right leg, were unaffected, but the left

lower limb was somcwliat rigid, and its distal movements were
slightly feebler than those of the right. He was able to stand
and walk easily, and his gait was almost normal.
The right arm-jerks were absent; the left knee and ankle

jerks were increased, and stimulation of the left sole gave
an extensor response. There was slight loss in the apprecia-
tion of pain and light tactile contacts on the left side up to the
upper margin of the fourth cervical root area, and complete
loss of recognition of posture, passive movement, fcrm, and the
compass points in the left arm. The knowledge of position
and the disciimin.ition of compass points were only diminished
in the left lower lirab and unimpaired in the right.

In tliis case a secoutlary haemorrhage or softening had
obviously occurred in the cervical enlargement as a result

of concussion, auJ the greater affection of tho grey
than of the white matter had produced an atrophic
palsy of the upper limbs, which is probably permanent,
wliilc tlie weakness of his lower limbs had gradually
diminished.
Lesions of certain regions of the cord also produce

special local symptoms. We have, for instance, repeatedly
seen unilateral paralysis of the diaphragm, and in two
cases at least bilateral palsy-, due to lesions at tho level of

the fourth or fifth cervical segment ; unilateral palsy of
the diaphragm also occurred in two cases in which tho
main lesion was to tho second cervical segment, but it was
not observed in any patient in whom it la3- lower than the

1 fifth. The occurrence of nystagmus has also been de-
scribed as a result of lesions in the higher cervical region,

1 but we have observed it in only 3 of the 63 cases in which
tlie cervical segments were injured, in lesions of the second,
fifth, and seventh segments. It was slight and ill-sus-

tained in all three, and disappeared rapidly, save in one
patient, in whom it persisted at least fifteen days ; but as
in this case the exit wonnd was in the neighbourhood of
the tip of the mastoid labyrinthine concussion cannot be
here excluded.

Palsy op the Cehvicai, Sympathetic.
Disturbances of the functions of the cervical sympathetic

occurred with lesions of all segments between the second
cervical aud the second dorsal included ; they are referred
to in our notes on 36 cases, and in the great majority at
least of these injury of the sympathetic fibres in the neck
could be excluded. The most common aud prominent
symptom was miosis, or, in unilateral lesions, inequality
of the pupils, the smaller being on the side of the lesion,

aud this, as a rule, failed to dilate, or dilated less rapidly
and less completely on shading the eyes. A narrowing of
tho palpebral fissures iu one or both eyes and some
enophthalmos was also pronounced in most of the cases.
Ptosis was also frequently observed, especially with
lesions of the lower cervical and the first dorsal
segments.

Disturbances in sweating on the affected side were also
present in most of the cases ; as a rule, the skin of tho
face, neck, and shoulders, as well as the hair of the head
on the side of the spinal injury, was merely drier and less
greasy than on the opposite side ; but during the warm
weather of tho late summer, or in any condition that
induced sweating, there was a very obvious difference, for
the skin of the face, neck, aud shoulder to the level of the
second rib remained dry on the ono side, while it was
moist and covered witli beads of sweat on the other. In
certain unilateral lesions, too, a diminution of tear secre-
tion was observed on the affected side, the eye being
obviously drier and presenting a more staring and gla.ssy

appearance than the normal ; a few patients even com-
plained of this eye being " stuck " or difficult to open in the
morning owing to the lids being adherent as a result of
the drying of tho undiluted conjunctival secretion.

Definite vasomotor disturbances associated with para-
lysis of the cervical sympathetic were less common, but

in several cases tho face was more flushed and highly
coloured on the affected side, especially after shaving.

. It is known that the cilio-spinal centre lies in the lowest
cervical and first dorsal segments, while the spinal centre
of the other components of tho cervical sympathetic is

found in the two upper dorsal segments, aud that these
are influenced or controlled by efferent bulbar fibres w hich
descend uncrossed through the cervical cord. It must be
to disturbance of the latter that the symptoms just de-
scribed are due when the lesion lies above the cightli
cervical segment, while tlic spinal centres themselves are
injured when the lesion lies below this. It is an interest-
ing question if the symptoms due to lesions in these two
sites differ. We have not, however, observed any essential
or obvious difference, though both the ocular and secretory
disturbances seemed to be on the whole more prominent
and permanent when the spinal sympathetic centres were
damaged than wlien the bulbar efferent fibres were in-

volved ; in fact, in the latter case the symptoms usually
subsided quickly, and often disappeared under observation.
Symptoms of irritation of the cervical sympathetic did

not occur iu any case iu which the spinal cord only was
injured.

IlYPOTHEUMI.i.

One of the most interesting types we have observed was
due to injury of the lower part of tho cervical enlarge-
ment, and was characterized by subnormal temperature,
slow pulse, low blood pressure, and scanty secretion of

urine. All the 10 patients in whom these symptoms
occurred died within eight days after the infliction of

the wound, and in all the lesion lay in approximately the
same region.

On admission to a base hospit.al, generally one or two
days after the injury, the most striking feature was the
cold, collapsed condition of the ijatient. The skin was
generally dry and remarkably cold even to touch, and it

was noted in some that the superficial temperature on
exposed parts, as tho face or hands, was apparently no
lower than that of covered
parts. When tho tempera-
ture was very low, a touch
reminded one forcibly of the
coldness of death—this was
especially so in a man seen
at a casualty clearing station

soon after he received the
wound. The skin was also

generally cyanosed, and the
face of a curious slate

colour. The temperaturo
varied in different cases, and
as unfortunately a special

thermometer to register it

was not always available,

in four of the ten cases wo
can only say that it was
lower than could be regis-

tered iu a clinical ther-

mometer (that is, 36^ C. =
95' F.l. In one of the other
six it sank to 78.8 ' F. i26= C.)

in the rectum, and did not
rise above 80° F. during the
twenty-four hours ho lived

under observation, but in

most of those in which
accurat<; observations were
made the lowest recorded
lay between 80' aud 84= F.
In a few it rose suddenly
before death to above the
normal, aud in one case
which has been already re-

corded by Lieutenants
Oliver and Winfield,' ac-

tually rose from 80.4° to

105.6' F., that is, 25° F., in

twenty six hours (Fig. 2);

in others it remained low till the patient ceased to livo

In ono case the patient lived at least three days with
a temperature not rising above 90° F., and in two ic

did not exceed 85° F. for twenty-four hours, but as

these cases usually did not come under our observation
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till the third day, it is probable tbat life couIQ be
luniutaiucd even longer with tbis low temperature.

The temperature was always talicn in both the mouth
sad axilla, and in a few instances in the rectum too ; tho

thermometer in tho mouth generally registered slightly

higher than in the axilla, but, except in one case in which
it was a few degrees higher, tho rectal temperature was
apprcximately equal to that in the mouth.

In all cases, too, the pulsorato was very slow, while tho

temperature remained low, and it increased in frequency
as this rose ; in one case it was only 22 per minute, and iii

the others ranged between 30 and 50 per minute till tlie

temperature approached normal limits. In one patient it

was 32 when the temperature in the mouth was 80.6 F.,

and rose to 102 when this reached 98.8- F. The pulse was
also very soft and of low tension while the temperature
remained down ; unfortunately, sphygmomauometric ob-

servations were possible in only three cases, and in these
the pressure registered 56, 72, and 73 mm. of mercury.
As the intercostal muscles were paralysed in every case,

respiration was wholly diaphragmatic, but its rate was
approximately normal.except in one in which it was only

/os'
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increased the pulse and respii-atory rates, while at the \\ injury lies

same time tlic patient, who bad been very dull and ' ^"'- *'

lethargic, became temporarily bright and intelligent.

The interpretation of these observations cannot be
attempted here ; they might be taken as evidence of the
existence of a beat regulatinj^ centre in the lower part of

the cervical enlargement, as Dr. Hale White has assumed,
or, on the other hand, the fall of temperature might be
attributed to diminished heat production consequent on
muscular inactivity ; a similar fall occurs in curarized

animals. Probably the most important factors are deficient

Ihermogenesis and a visceral vasomotor palsy produced
by shook in the sympathetic system. Captain Shorten,*

however, in a short comment on the case published by
Lieutenants Oliver and Winfield, suggested that the
symptoms may be due to the interruption of descending
libres in the cord which control and regulate the activity

of the adrenals, and Professor Harvey Gushing, who kindly

saw one of our cases, had suggested previously to us that

a cervical sympathetic palsy may disturb the functions of

the pituitary and that this may interfere with the corre-

lated activity of the suprarenals. If Captain Shorten's
hypothesis is correct we could expect to fiud hypothermia
and its associated symptoms more commonly in cervical

and bulbar lesions, and its absence after section of the
cervical sympathctics argues against Dr. Harvey Cushing"a
suggestion. The adrenals appeared normal to the naked
eye in one of our cases. .

CEnvic-VL Pyrexia.
- Benjamin Brodie, Chossat, and others have described a
rise of temperature in animals after injury of the cervical

cord, and Sir Jonathan Hutchinson,' Sir Hermann Weber,''

and numerous other clinical observers have observed
pyrexia with similar injuries in man. As in most of our
patients there were septic wounds associated with the
spinal lesion, and as in several cystitis coexisted, particular

care is necessary in interpreting our observations on this

point, but some arc unequivocal. In one patient, for

instance, with symptoms of a partial lesion in the fourth
cervical segment and a small clean entry wound of a rifle

bullet just below the tip of the right mastoid, in which
there were no signs of infection, the temperature on
several occasions rose to 104' F. and quickly fell again to

the middle of the dorsal cord, especially
between the fifth and eighth dorsal segments. From ono
patient with a total transverse lesion between the seventh
and eighth dorsal segments an average of 145 oz. was
drawn off by catheter during the first six days he was
under observation, even 215 oz. in ono day. During the
next six days and till death the average daily amount
secreted was 90 oz. In another patient with a seveni
lesion of the fifth dorsal segment the average amount
drawn off during the first eighteen days wasSOoz. ; and iu

a third, who had sustained a complete destruction of the
eighth dorsal segment, the daily average during the first

three weeks was 125 oz., but fell during the next three
weeks to a daily average of 66 oz. In fact, in the majority
of patients with injuries to this region of the cord iu

whom observations were made, an excessive amount of

urine was secreted. Unfortunately, we Lave not yet
obtained a complete analysis of the urine when it is iu

great excess.

Tills polyuria is probably due to paralysis of the sym-
pathetic fibres, and especially of the vaso- constrictors, to

the kidney. Claude Bernard and Sir John Rose Bradford,
it will be remembered, produced it by section of the
splanchnics and of the lower dorsal roots.

PuLSE-RATE.
While a slow pulse-rate has been one of the character-

istic symptoms of severe lesions of the lower part of the
cervical enlargement, a marked and persistent acceleration

of its rate was often present in partial lesions of this
region, especially when the upper two dorsal segments
were involved. In one case of partial destruction of the
second dorsal segment, for instance, it rarely fell below
100 per minute and was frequently 120, and this inde-
pendently of any rise of temperature or other obvious
cause. In another severe injury of the same segment it

ranged between 72 and 140 per minute, and iu a third it

never fell below 120 per minute. But the most striking
alterations are perhaps seen with partial injuries of the
four lower cervical segments in which the patient seems
in perfect health apart from his spinal injury. In one
such patient, who remained three months under observa-
tion with an originally slight injury of the fourth cervical

segment which later progressed, the pulse rate constantly
lay between

normal (Fig. 5). In this and in other patients the pyrexia
was not associated with any signs of illness or discomfort,
and the pulse-rate did not vary as the temperature rose.

In several other patients with partial or unilateral lesions

between the third and sixth cervical segments, whom we
were able to keep under observation for several weeks,
the temperature was frequently above normal, and
often reached 102^ F. to 103' F. without any apparent
cause.
Another interesting observation was persistent shivering

of the shoulders, neck, and face without any rise of tem-
perature or disturbance of the pulse-rate, and without any
subjective feeling of coldness associated with lesions of

the lowest cervical and upper three dorsal segments. This
occurred only in severe injuries of this region, and persisted

over several days.

Polyuria.
We have described diminished secretion of uriue with

lesions of the lower part of the cervical enlargement, but
the daily quantity is frequently much increased when tho

and 130 per minute. It was always regular, however, in

these cases and of good volume and fan- tension.

Vomiting.
When tho mid-dorsal region is severely injured the ab-

<domen is frequently tense and blown out and tho patient
presents the symptoms of pai-alytic distension of the in-

testines. But a more striking symptom which is some-
time associated with it, but which often occurs without
any objective symptoms of abdominal disturbance, is

vomiting. In the larger proportion of the eases in which
it was observed tho lesion lay in the sixth, seventh, or
eighth dorsal segment.

It was often so persistent that it threatened life, as in

severe cases no nourishment could be kept down. In
several instances it set in within a few hours of infliction

of the wound, and in many severe cases persisted till

death or as long as wo had the patients under observation.

It was generally forcible and projectile, and was apparently
associated with much discomfort, but with little nausea,

though a few patients complained of the feeling of sickness.
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In mild cases it occurred only some time after taking food,

SDd this alone might be brought up in a half-digested state,

but when severer it vras more or less constant and mucous
stuff occasionally coloured with bile, and in a fovj- instances

blood- stained, was ejected. In some of our notes the
similarity to the vomiting of a tabetic crisis is remarked on.

As in the large majority of cases in which this type of

vomiting occurred the lesion lay in the region of tho

sympathetic outflow to the stomach it might be attributed

to irritation or disturbance of the function of these fibres.

-•Vnd there is much evidence that this is its cause. Almost
without exception these patients complained of girdle pains

around the body, or on one or other side, between the level

of tho xiphoid and umbilicus, and of great tenderness to

light contact, rubbing and other stimuli in the region in

which tho referred pain and tenderness associated with
gastric disease occurs. Further, iu several there was a
persistent local contraction of a portion of tho abdominal
muscles between tho xiphoid aud the umbilicus corre-

sponding to the cutaneous hyperaesthesia, which increased

and produced pain when this area of sklu was stimulated.

In fact, the firm resistance and tenderness of this area to

touch occasionally gave rise to the suspicion of a largo

intra-abdominal lesion. In a few patients the intercostaJs

innervated by the same dorsal roots were also in contrac-

tion, and everted the ribs to which these were attached.

Vomiting occasionally occurred after injury to other
regions of the cord, too, but in most of these cases it was
associated with and probably due to intestinal paralj-sis, to

severe septic infection, or to the cystitis or pyelonephritis

which occur so frequently with spinal lesions. In a few
cases of cervical injury, however, it was a prominent
symptom, and could not be attributed to any of these

causes.

When severe and frequent, such vomiting naturally

exhausted the patient and induced emaciation. Great
loss of flesh also occurs, as might be expected, in severe

cases which run a downward course, but it is an in-

teresting fact that it was seen also in patients with
relatively slight injuries of the cervical enlargement who
took food well and even had excessive appetites. We have
observed several patients, for instance, with unilateral

lesions of this region producing the Brown- S^quard
syndrome, but apparently not affecting their general
health, in whom there was extreme emaciation. In some
of these the pulse-rate was increased, and there was slight

pyrexia, but otherwise tho visceral functions seemed
unaffected.

Priapism.
Numerous other symptoms occurred as a result of spinal

lesions, to which time will not permit reference here.

Priapism has been frequently described, especially with
lesions in tho cervical region, but wo have observed it in

only a small proportion of our cases, aud it seemed to

occur relatively as frequently with lesions of tlie dorsal

as of the higher segments. It was usually merely a soft

turgcscenco of the penis. If, as is assumed, it is merely
due to vascular engorgement, it is interesting to note that
it occurred in two of our patients with low temperature,
low blood pressure, and a slow pulse-rate; it was present
in ono man when tho blood pressure was only 73 mm. of

mercury.

Tr.opinc Distubeances.
Various trophic disturbances were common in the

severer cases, especially bullae and blisters in those parts
of the paralysed regions which were subjected to any
pressure. Irregular patches of red or strawberry-coloured
discoloration, which were scarcely modified by pressure
and disappeared slowly leaving a slight mottling of tho
skin, also occurred frequently in the same parts. Joint
changes were not common in the early stages, though
there was occasionally effusion with the knees or ankles
when tho legs were completely paralysed, aud in a few
patients we observed early arthritic affection of the fingers
and wrist when the cervical cord was damaged.

Hkp.pes.
Herpes occurred in nine cases, either immediately abovo

or at tho upper margin of the seusory loss. It developed
between the third and the fifteenth day, and in three
instances recurred in the same area. It usually first

appeared as a zone of diffuse erythema with small papules
which later became vesicular or pustular, generally in a

region in which there was either pain or tenderness. It

usually lasted seven to fourteen days and disappeared,
leaving some desquamation and brownish discoloration of

the skin. Such larger vesicles as are seen in idiopathic

herpes were not observed, and in one case there were only
papules and vesicles without any erythema of the skin.

In two cases in which post-mortem examinations were
obtained the corresponding spinal ganglia were found
bruised by displaced fragments of the vertebral column,
and the clinical symptoms or tho course of the missile
made it probable that a ganglion was damaged in the
other cases too; its pathology is consequently allied to

that described for idiopathic herpes by Biireusprung, aud
confirmed by Drs. Head and Campbell.
The state of sensation in the herpetic zone was variable;

in some cases there was only excessive tenderness to
contact, rubbing, cold, and other stimuli, associated with
spontaneous pain; in other there were the symptoms of .1

root lesion, that is, a band of insensitivcness to pin-prick
and to moderate degrees of temperature, with loss or
diminution of tactility within it. In those cases in which
there was definite sensory loss it was found that this was
not coterminous or did not correspond with the area of tho
eruption; Sherrington has shown that tho dermatomeres
are not superimposed in the myomeres, aud it is obvious,

too, that the peripheral distribution of the radicular fibres,

which, when injured, are concerned in the production of

herpes, do not coincide accurately with either.
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CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF RADII.
The publication in the Jouknal of September 11th, by
Major Mansel Sympson, of a case of congenital dislocation

of the right foot with almost complete absence of the fibula,

tempts me to put
forward a some-
what similar case,

in which, however,
both upper limbs
are affected.

The patient.
E. H., aged 16
years, an inmate
of Dr. Barnardo's
Homes, is an in-

telligent child

whose father, how-
ever, is insane and
au epileptie.

Both hands arc
dislocated to the
ulnar side, and are
at right angles to

the forearms; the
r adiograms — a
drawing from one
of which is repro-

duced—show that
there is complete absence of both radii. Tho radio
were taken by Dr. G. Gushue-Taylor in Novembe
In spite of her deformity she can write distinctly, and is

being taught to do various kinds of embroidery, which she
does very well.

Jambs A. Milne, M.D.Lond.,
London, E. M.I5.C.S., D.r.H.

iograpli!

' CHLORINE WATER " AS A DRESSING.
In the Journal of May 8th I published an article on ths
" Sterilization of Water by Chlorine." It occurred to me
over two years ago, when working at this subject, that in

addition to using m.y method for water purification, ono
might also use the " chlorine water " thus prepared as
an antiseptic lotion. By doing this ono would have on
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service an unlimited supply of antiseptic always at hand.

I accordingly brought the use of chlorine as a wash and

moist dressing into use in my regimental hospital and had
every reason to be satisfied with the results obtained.

The strength of chlorine used by me is somewhat
weaker than that used by Captain Fraser. My method of

preparing chlorine is by acting on potassium chlorate with

concentrated hydrochloric acid, the gas going into solution

as it bubbles through water, as described in the article

referred to above. In this way a solution of a strength of

1 in 500 of chlorine in water is obtained. As a wash it is

used undiluted. As a moist dressing I dilute it 1 in 3, as

if used in greater strength it causes irritation, which may
even go on to vesication.

Prior to the war it was in general use in my regimental

hospital for various septic conditions, such as ulcers,

boot-bites, lacerated wounds, boils, etc., and as a gargle

lor septic throats (1 in 5) and a mouth wash in

pyorrhoea alveolaris, it proved most efficacious. Since

going on service a year ago I have continued to use

it in these conditions, and also as an antiseptic wash
and dressing for shrapnel and small arms wounds, no
other antiseptic being used by me. The results obtained

havo fully justified its adoption, and, as already

stated, the fact that the water sterilizing outfit is also an
unfailing source of supply of so useful a lotion has proved

a great boon. Many cases of flesh wounds have not

needed to bo sent to the field ambulances, and all have
healed by first intention. The fate of the more serious

cases, which have had to be evacuated, I am unable to

write about, but the large proportion who wore very

quicldy discharged from hospital and returned to tho

firing line indicates that their wounds also followed an
aseptic course.

J. J. Harper Nelson, Captain I.M.S.

SALINE SOLUTION AS A DRESSING.
I AM interested in the good results obtained from irrigating

septic wounds v,"ith salt solution, for I have used it fre-

quently for tho last three or four years, and lately havo
been in the habit of dressing ordinary flesh wounds with
a saline solution with good results.

The method that I have employed for ordinary surface

wounds is by dressing them with a piece of surgical lint

Boaked in a solution of sodium bicarbonate, the lint being
then covered over by a layer of oil silk or jaconet. This
method promotes healthy granulations and a speedy repair

of the damaged tissues.

W. Rous Kemp, Lieutenant R.A.M.C.
Cllpstone Camp, Notts.

Hfports 0f ^0rktifs.

GAS POISONING : PHYSIOLOGICAL SY3IPT0MS
AND CLINICAL TREATMENT.

At a meeting of tho Medical Society of London on
November 29th Dr. Leoxap.d Hill read the paper which
will be found in full at page 801.

The President (Dr. W. Pasteur) related a case of a man
who had been gassed three times with chlorine, and who
arrived in England apparently well, but who every two or

three days suffered from attacks of dyspnoea and iividity.

It was as yet undetermined whether these attacks w^orc

the restdt of organic causes or were of the natm-e of a
neurosis.

Professor Benjamin Mooee said that an investigation of

tho effects of gas poisoning opened up experimental
channels for the elucidation of respiratory diseases. The
use by the Germans of the asphyxiating gases must have
been premeditated and arranged by previous researches,

and it must be our object to prepare offensive and
defensive means of counteracting it. Fortunatelj', the gas
used lent itself readily to means of defence. The oedema
produced by it was profound ; it was a protective reaction

which was overdone, and tho exudate practically drowned
the patient. Tho first aim of treatment should bo to

drain off the exuded fluid; if a means could be devised to

keep up the discharge of the fluid and at the same time
to leave sufficient lung active much might be achieved.

Nearly all the severe cases in animals, if not immediately

fatal, ultimately terminated fatally from septic broncho-
pneumonia. Tiic attention of clinicians should be drawn
to this, so that the risk miyht be prevented if possible.

Dr. William Hill suggested that possibly a combina-
tion of tracheotomy and the use of exhaust bottle might
allow both of regular drainage and the admini.stration of

oxygen. In civilian work it had been found tliat a drop or

two of ether relieved the surface tension of the fluid at

once, and the foam about the mucus disappeaied.
Mr. C. V. Cakgill referred to a case of retinal haemor-

rhages iu each eye which had followed "gassing." It had
cleared up iu a few weeks.

Dr. Newton Pitt pointed out that the effect of obstruc-

tion of bronchi was first pulmonary collapse but after-

wards over-distension. This had an important bearing on
the intense dyspnoea. The luug became more and more
over-disteuded, and air was sucked to its superficial parts
while the fluid collected in the deeper. An important
factor in tieatment was to lower tho patient's head and to

compress the chest to get the fluid to pass out. Permanent
changes seemed to be produced in certain cases. In
oedema of the lung and serous exudation in the lung, such
as occurred after tapping the pleura, atropine had been
found distinctly useful. There was also some evidence iu

favour of the use of adrenalin and pituitary extract. He
disapproved of the use of the term "emphysema" for

over-distension produced by mechanical means.
Dr. Leomai'.d Hill, in reply, said that he could not

agree that fluid collected in the most dependent parts of

the Inngs. Its distribution was somewhat peculiai-, and
possibly due to the action of the bronchial muscle, which
allowed fluid to enter some parts while it prevented it iu

others. He had restricted his remarks concerning atropine

to severe cases ; there was no reason why it should not
prove beneficial in milder ones.

Hcbkius.

MATHEMATICAL BIOCHEMISTRY.
In its earliest days chemistry was a purely qualitative

science, a matter of tests, colour- reactions, precipitates,

ajid explosions. Towards the end of the eighteenth

century it took on a quantitative cast, and proportions by
weight or volume came to be regarded as of increasing

importance. As a further step in the same .direction,

physical chemistry became more and more a matter of

mathematical analysis and expression in the last quarter

of the nineteenth century. It is now the turn of biological

chemistry and tho chemistry of immunity to be annexed
and elucidated by the mathematicians. Eighteen months
ago Dr. SvANTE Aerhenius delivered the Tyndall lectures

at the Royal Institution, choosing for his subject the

mathematical treatment of biochemistry. He has now
amplified these lectures, and published them in the form of

a book ' containing six chapters. These are cast in tho

rigid lines of physical chemistry, and deal with various

aspects of chemical reactions and chemical equilibrium in

their particular applications to the living body and im-

munization. The author is at pains tliroughout to show
that life is after all a matter of mathematics, and that

living processes, like tlie processes of inorganic nature,

are amenable to mathematical treatment by means of

graphical representation, logarithms, coefficients, integi-a-

ition, and the like. The book is one for biologists and
chemists with mathematical turns of mind ; for example,
the author expresses (p. 88) the whole progi-ess of tho

digestion of meat by dogs in the formula:

dx : clt = 125 (1 - c-^"-"^')

in which x is the quantity of undigested flesh in grams.
It is very satisfactory to find explained in this book tho

way in which mathematical analysis has pulverized the
" poison spectrum " attributed to certain toxins, such as
dipiitheria toxin, by Ehrlich. It is only a few years ago
that Ehrlich and Sachs, analysing as experimentoJ patho-

logists the toxicity of various mixtures of toxin and anti-

toxin, came to the conclusion that diphtheria poison con-

tained within itself as many as ten varieties of " toxins "

^ QuantihJtire Xnits in Biological Chemistry. By S. Arrhcnins.
Ph.D., M.D, IjTj.D., F.B.S. London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd. 1915.

(Uemy 8vo, pp. 175 ; 36 flsurea. 6s. net.)
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• toxoKls," each with its vavious afliuitics and
lies. But, with the aid of niatheniatical aualysis,

i'l. Airhcnius is able to show that, by parity of rcasoDing,

tlio neutralization of ammonia with bpracie acid can be

made to prove that the anuaouia is built up of not

less than six components or "partial poisons." This

conclusion is obviously absurd in the case of ammonia,
and the diphtherial "poison spectrum" must no less go by
the board, for it is based only on the relatively great errors

of observation inseparable from such biological experi-

ments as were at the disposal of Ehrlich and Sachs as the

basis of their calculations. Dr. Arrhenius has been well

known to chemists as a profound and original mathe-

matician for thirty years or more. His book is clearly

written and as intelligible to the plain man as any such

work can be. It should bo in the hands of all who arc

interested in the wide problems of biochemistry.

H.^NDBOOKS OF STTRGERY.
A Tcxibool- of Surgery;- hy Mr. Eiohakd Wahken, makes
a very creditable appearance. It is >n two volumes, which
is a good plan, as it makes for ease in liandling, and the

print and illustrations are good. It is stated that the

aim of the book is to place before the reader the more
practical issues of surgery from the standpoint of the

general surgeon. Tliis the book does admirably. It may
be said to cover the ground completely without reach-

ing the unwieldy bulk of some works on surgery.

The arrangement and the grouping of subjects are both

decidedly good. Of necessity one textbook on surgery

must be very like another, but it often happens that

when the practitioner turns to a book for help, the

very point that is wanted is either not mentioned or dis-

missed with the briefest notice. This test of indiscriminate
" dipping " is severe, but when applied to this book it was
not found wanting. At the present day it is probably

easier to write a new book than to bring an old one up to

date, as there is a tendency to retain old-world theories

and practices to the detriment of the more modern lines of

treatment. In the book under consideration Professor

Adami's scheme for the classification of tumours has been
adopted, whicli is doubtless a step in the right direction,

as this classification is now taught in most schools of

pathology. The sections dealing with bones (including

fractures), blood vessels, abdomen, and the urinary system
are written with due regard to the developments of recent

years. The surgery of the ear is placed in the same
section as that dealing with the brain and meninges,

which is a good plan, as the ear is so often responsible for

infections of the latter. The sections on the cord and peri-

pheral nervous system arc especially good, and are well

worth the attention of candidates for examination. Nerve
injuries are common nowadays, and have a way of turning

up at examinations. In couclusion, it may be truthfully

said that Mr. Warren's book is excellent of its kind and
may be most strongly recommended.

A new English edition of the second volume of Felfx
Le.tap.s's Vrfjcnt Surjer!/" has lately been published.

The translation from the seventh French edition, by
W. S. Dickie and E. Ward, is all that could be desired.

The volume contains sections on the genitourinary organs,

the rectum and anus, on strangulated herniae, and on the
extremities. The general production of the book and
illustrations arc excellent. The work is throughout most
practical, and the author has the happy knack, only to bo
gained by long experience, of laying stress on the small
details which make the difference. Blore than half the
book is devoted to the surgery of the extremities. Frac-
tures, dislocations, wounds of joints and injuries to nerves
are all fully dealt with. The application of plaster splints

in cases of fracture is fully described. The author is

strongly of opinion that plaster splints should be used as
first dressings in cases of compound fracture, so as to

» A Tcxthool: of Suroerv. By IS. Warren. M.D., M.Clj.Oxon., F.R C.R.
Vols I and II. London : J. and A. ChurcUill. 1915. (Roy. 8vo, pp. 7j5
and 749; 266 and 239 figures 25s. not.)

' Urgent Siiraerv. liy Felix Leiars Translated from the scvccth
French edition by W. 8 Dickie, F.B C.S.. and E. Ward, M A., M.D..
F.R.C.S. (Third English impression.] Vol. n. The Gecito-Urinan'
Organs ; The Uectum and Anui : The Strangulated Heniias : The
Extremities. Bristol: John Wright and Sons. Ltd. London : Sinipltin,
Marshall, Hamilton. Kent and Co., Ltd. New York : W. Wood and Co.
Toronto : The Macmillan Co. of Canada. 1915. (Snp.-roy. 8vo, pp. 597

;

601 figares. 25s. net.)

secui-c absolute immobilization of the fragments. This use
of plaster is perliaps the most noticeable thiug about
French military surgery at the present day. Some of

these splints now in use are truly works of art. An out-

standing feature of the book is tho description of tlio

various forms of strangulated herniae. This is one of the

best accounts of tho subject that has yet been published.
The author rightly points out that the operation for the
relief of strangulated hernia is one that any practitioner

may bo called upon to do, and further that it is an opera-

tion that any practitioner can do with ease if the case is

not left too long, and the procedure be gone about in a
systematic manner. Simple, straightforward cases are

tir.st described in detail, and then the various complications
are considered. Under this latter heading fall adhesions
within the sac, abnormal contents of sac, and cases com-
plicated by previous injudicious taxis. The rare forms of

strangulated hernia and their treatmentare then discussed,

and some most interesting cases mentioned. The book
may be most strongly recommended to all, but perhaps
more especially to those amongst us who have never held

hospital appointments, and thus have had no chance of

operating under the direct supervision of a senior.

Under the title Practical Manual of Bandaging* Dr.
D. C. L. FiTzwiLLiAMs has brought out a most useful little

book. It was writteu, we are told, in Malta, when the author
was medical officer to 1,500 prisoners of war of various
nationalities, and while he was actively engaged in pre-

paring orderlies for their duties in the field. Tlie descrip-

tions of the application of the various bandages are lucid

and the illustrations clear and easy to follow. As regards
the scope of the book all the well recognized roller

bandages are described, and space is devoted to the various

forms of triangular bandage and their application. Special

bandages and the application of plaster are also discussed.

In fact, any one who has carefully worked through tho
book with a suitable subject for practice, should never be
at a loss to find an efficient method of bandaging any part

of the body. The illustrations, it is stated, were drawn by
one of the Huugarian prisoners of war. The frontispiece

gives a touch of topical interest to the book, as it depicts

the German Crown Prince with his foot and leg swathed in

bandages supported round the neck by a sling. In cou-

clusion, one may say that the book should prove of value
to many who nowadays take an interest in matters
surgical.

CRIMINOLOGY.
The volume of the literature of criminology is out of

all proportion to its importance. Judging by the number
of publications and by the immense size of tlie books on
criminology one would suppose that it was, like political

economy, a well-established science whose professors, if

they do not agree on the solutions of its problems, at least

agree on what the main problems arc : but familiarity with
the literature of criminology soon dissipates this notion.

It is filled with pious aspirations ; with dogmatic assertions

that have no sufficient grounds; with wild speculations

that are proposed as hard facts ; with crude statistics on
matters that cannot be statistically estimated, collected by
persons who show violent prejudice, aud without any com-
parison with statistics, collected on a similar basis, of

non-criminals. The intelligent outsider has therefore

acquired a deep distrust of criminological literature, and
it is with no small surprise that he finds a book which is

n, plain record of facts about individual criminals, collected

with great industry and con-iderable acumen, and utterly

destitute of hasty generalizations and crude theories.

Dr. He.vly's The Individual Delinquent^ is the most
valuable contribution to the study of criminals that

has yet been published, for the effort of the
author, who is attached for the purpose to the juvenile

criminal court at Chicago, has been, in every one
of the thousand cases whose results aro here recorded,

to get at the causes, not of criminality in genei-al, but of

the criminality of tlio particular person whose case he is

investigating. In this he seems to have been generally

M Fraclical Maminl of BamJagiiw- By D. C. L. Fitiwilliam'!,

Captain K.A sr.C. London: Bailliero. Tindall, and Cox. 1915.

^Demy 8vo, pp. 99; 1 plate. 140 figures. 3s. 6.1. net.)

'The Ivdividual DeliiiqKeiit. By William Healy, A.B., M.D.
London: W. Heinemann. 1915. IDemy 8vo, pp. 845; 10 p!ato«.

21s. neU
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successful, and the reader is much impressed with the open-

ness of mind of the investigator. Dr. Healy has approached
Jiis thousand cases with no preconceived views of the

causation of criminahty, with no theory to support, but

simply with the desire to discover ; and, as has been said,

lie has been upon the whole very successful. His con-

clusions are that the born criminal does not exist ; that

thoro is no physique characteristic of the criminal ; there

is no criminal subspecies of man ; that, while mental
abnormality is a causal factor iu more than one half the
cases he examined, mental deficiency, properly so-called,

was present in only about a quarter ; that in but few cases

was only one factor operative; and the most important
conclusion of all is that by careful and patient investiga-

tion the causes of a young person becoming criminal can
usually be discovered, and when discovered can often be
removed.
The book is divided into two parts, of which the

first treats of generalities and methods, and the second

relates individual cases illustrative both of methods and
of causes. Dr. Healy recognizes the desirability and
importance of testing and estimating other mental faculties

than intelligence and memory, and he has devised a
number of ingenious methods of testing such faculties as

attention, motor co-ordination, association, perception of

relations of form and colour, ability to profit by expe-

rience, foresight, and what he calls planfulness, which is

what we on this side of the water should call ingenuity,

judgement, vocational tests, and so forth. The aim of

these tests is extremely praiseworthy, and shows in what
an enlightened spirit Dr. Healy approaches his subject;

but whether his tests are competent to elicit the informa-

tion he desires may bo doubted. It is, however, much
easier to criticize them than to devise better ones, and no
doubt as time goes on they will be improved. The im-
portant thing is that he does recognize how little value is

to be placed on the mere ability or inability to satisfy

verbal tests, and how utterly useless for all practical

purposes are in this matter the reaction tests and the

results of using the algometer and the ergograph and the

rest of the armamentarium of the " physiological psycho-
logist." The general result of the iuvestigations shows
that a criminal is by no means necessarily deficient in

ability, and, in fact, that many criminals are in this

respect decidedly above the average.

The greater part of the book is occupied by the records

of individual cases as illustrative of the various factors

which conduce to the commission of crimes. These factors

are very numerous, and rarely act alone; and from Dr.

Healy's method of approaching the cases without any
theory to support or any preconceived opinion to establish,

he succeeds in showing that they are surprisingly various,

ranging from defective eyesight to parental neglect, and
from epilepsy to puritanic upbringing. One notable dis-

covery is the small part attributed to excess in alcohol in

young criminals in contrast with the considerable frequency
of excessive indulgence in tea and coffee.

Dr. Healy is no supporter of the view that criminality is

a disease, nor is he captivated by any of the many fads

that thrive amongst criminologists. He insists on the
necessity of punishment, but he insists also that punish-
ment should not harm the offender, as in practice it usually

does.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY AND X R.^YS.
The second edition of Dr. Touset's massive volume on
Medical Electriciiy, Riintgen Bays, and Badium^ has
been enlarged and brought fairly up to date ; the first

edition was published five years ago. It begins with a
thorough and well-written account of the pheuomona and
nature of static and dynamic electricity. Next follow
chapters on the employment of various forms of electricity

in the diagnosis and treatment of nervous and other
diseases. The subject of high frequency currents is

treated at length in a chapter of 100 pages. In the
second half of the volume the x rays receive a no less

thorough and scientific consideration; their use in diagnosis
is very completely illustrated, and ar-ray therapy is equally
well described. At the end of the volume some forty pages

"Medical Eleclricitv, EVntgen Hays, and JRadium. By Sinclair
Tousey, A.M., M.D. Second edition, thoroughly revised and greatly
enlarged. Containing 793 practical iUnstrations, IS in colours. 1915
I'hiladelrliia and London: W. B. Saunders Co. (Roy. 8vo. pp. 1219.

353. net.)

are given to the subject of radium, its origin, and its

physiological and pathological effects. It may be noted
that Dr. Tousey speaks highly of the Coolidge x-ray tube ;

in this country, we believe, its employment has not been
entirely free from disappointment. Dr. Tousey writes very

clearly ; the book is illustrated with 16 coloured plates and
nearly 800 other illustrations. There is a very complete
index.

We are disposed to quarrel with Dr. Reginald Morton's
title-page, for he describes his treatise as A Textbook of
liadiology,' unqualified even by a subtitle, but the book in

fact deals exclusively with x r.ays, and almost entirely

with X rays in diagnosis. The nomenclature in this

department of knowledge is hardly yet out of the furnace,

but it seems desirable that the term "radiology" should
be reserved to denote the science of all the various forms
of r udiant energy, instead of being narrowed down, as it

is in this instance, to only one of them, and to that one
merely in its practical applications. This apart, the work
is admirably planned for the purpose of the student. The
author begins with an explanation of the focus tube, to

which every other part of the a? ray outfit is subsidiary,

and from this point he works backwards to the questiou

of electrical supply and of accessory apparatus. Photo-
graphic and fluoroscopic technique is described very fully,

and then there follows, in a series of chapters, a discussion

on the use of x rays in medical and surgical diagnosis.

Perhaps the most valuable of these chapters is that

on the digestive system, which is illustrated by some
admirably drawn figures. The last twenty pages are

devoted to a survey of the largely unmapped Hinterlandoi
s-ray therapeutics ; the author seems to approach this part

of his task with some diflidence, and carries it through
conservatively. Several of the modifications Dr. Morton
describes, notably ono for completely suppressing tho
inverse current from the coil, are his own design. A fuller

index might be included in those succeeding editions which
may be confidently predicted for so useful and authoritative

a book.

Dr. A. C. CnKisTiE ^ has recently published a short

account of his .r-ray study of gastric and intestinal cases in

the laboratory of tho United States Army Medical School.

He advises the use of barium sulphate rather than bismuth
subcarbonate. He uses 10 X 12 plates for photographic
investigation of tho stomach, and plates 14 x 17 lor the

colon. I[e finds x rays of great assistance in the detection

of gastric ulcer. Two varieties of gastric ulcer may be
directly diagnosed—namely, the penetrating ulcer with

a deep crater, and the perforating ulcer with cavity forma-

tion. He adds that there are other signs of great value

here, although they are not diagnostic of gastric ulcer iu

themselves. These are the incisure, the six-hour residue,

the hour-glass stomach, and a localized point of tenderness

on pressure. If the ulcer is on the lesser curvature, the

incisure practically always occurs on the greater curvature.

Care must be taken not to confuse the cardiac incisure

occurring in normal stomachs under the left costal margin,

or the angular incisure normally occurring in the angle

of the lesser curvature, with those incisures due to gastric

ulcer. It must be remembered, too, that incisures may
be caused by reflex irritation from an inflamed appendix

or gall bladder. Hence to be of value as a diagnostic aid

the incisure must be constant in position and accompanied

by other signs of ulceration. He attributes the incisure of

gastric ulceration to spasmodic contraction of the circular

muscular fibres of the gastric wall ; its edges are usually

quite smooth and its extremity bluntly rounded. A marked
residue in tho stomach at the end of six hours, amounting
to one-eighth of the meal or more, is considered a con-

firmatory sign of gastric ulcer ; it is attributed to pyloro-

spasm. "Dr. Christie adds that the hour-glass stomach ia

of the sanie value in the diagnosis of gastric ulcer as the

incisure, for it is due to the same cause—namely, spasm

set up by irritation. As for a localized spot tender on

pressure, he says that it must be very sharply circum-

scribed, constantly present, and accompanied by other

•!A Textbook of Radiology. By E. E. Morton, CM. (Trin.. Tcr.)

F.R.C.S.Ed , etc. London: H. Kimpton. 1915. (Demy 8vo, pp. 237

26 plates. 72 ngui-08. 73.6d.net.) „, . . „ . .

e Studies in Boentaen-rav Diagnosis. By A. C. Christie. Captain.
Medical Corps. 1915. Washingion : Government Printing Office.

Bulletin Ko. 7. (Mod. 8vo, PP. 35 : 45 figures. 30 cents.)
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signs of ulcer in oi-der to be of value as a diagnostic aid.

Dr. Clirislio also gives tho result of liis iuvestigatious of

the small int<;3tiiie and colon. Here Lis conclusions arc

less detiuitc; lie gives histories of tho more important of

bis cases and numerous photographic reproductions of his

skiagi-ams. The pamphlet should be in the hands of all

skiagraphers.

Dr. Harold Mowat, Lieutenant ^temporary) R.A.il.C,

lias written a volume on A' Bays : How lo Produce and
Interpret Thcm,^ which, though of slight compass, \yill

excellently serve its purpose as an elementary introduction

to the subject; in quieter times the author will, it may bo

hoped, write a companion volume on x ray therapeutics,

a subject which at'present he has left untouched. His

inaccuracies are very few ; certain passages in the section

dealing with .r-ray production might have been a trifle

more clearly expressed, and there is a little error on p. 14,

where it is made to appear that in a hard tube the rays

have a comparatively long wave length, and in a soft tube

their wave length is shorter; as a fact, the reverse is tho

case, the wave length diminishing with increasing hard-

ness of ray. One of the best chapters is that on tho

localization of foreign bodies ; not many writers have
found it possible to give an intelligible and workable
description of tho cross-thread method in so few words.

On the other hand, the author takes it for granted that

every one knows about the telephone probe as an adjunct

to .c-ray localization. Many of tho excellent Lllustratious

depict war injuries. Perhaps the most striking is one
showing a hole made by a bullet which went right through
the iliac crest without causing any fracture in that region,

and entered the bowel, producing a faecal fistula.

For the use especially of those on active service in the

field Mr. T. Rankine has recently issued in English, and
also in French, a brief account of his method of determiniug
the position of foreign bodies in the tissues by means of tho

X rays. No additional apparatus beyond a pair of com-
passes is required ; the procedure merely involves the

application of the compasses to a table of graphs which is

included in his pami^hlet.'" His method may be recom-
mended for its simplicity to the attention of all skiagraphers.

THE HAUSA LANGUAGE.
Mr. Allan C. Parsons, the writer of A Havsa Phrase
Book with Medical and Scienlific Voeabularies,^^ who was
for some time a medical officer in Northern Nigeria, has
done good service by collecting and publishing in a handy
form a large selection of colloquial phrases such as an
Englishman in Nigeria is most likely to want, and many of

which are not found in the Hausa grammar or in tho

dictionary published by the Cambridge University Press.

A large number of similar books have been issued during
the last few years, but this is by far the best and most
scholarly which we have seen. In one or two instances

(c/. the use of samli for samri or sauri) the author has
admitted a form which is only a local variant, but for the

most part the Hausa is that spoken in Kano, and more or

less generally accepted as the best Hausa. The Hausa
language is already the lingua franca throughout an
immense area in West Africa, and an accurate knowledge
of it is likely to become still more essential to Englishmen
than it already is if England has to undertake the super-

vision of Togoland and part of the Cameroons when tho

present war is over. The volume ends with a carefully

selected vocabulary of medical terms which will be of

special use to medical officers.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
Is the series First Boohs of Science published by Mac-
millans, Mrs.CATHCAET has written the volume on I'in/sio-

logy and Hygiene.^'' There are many good points about

^X Bays: How to Produce and Interpret Thctn. By H. Movrat.
U.D.Edin.. temporary Lieutenant E.A M.C. Oxford Medical Public^i-
tions. London ; H. Frowde, and Hodder and Stoughton. 1315. IDcmy
8vo. pp 216: 106 figures. 89. 6d. net.)
^ Simple Methods of rMclwgraphic Localization. Bv Thomas Ran-

kine. Edinburgh and London: W.Green and Son. 1915. Crott, 4to.

pp 11: 3 plates Is net.)
^^ A Hausa Phrase Book with Medical and Sci&titHlc Vocabularies.

By A. C. Parsons. W.A.M.S.. M.R.C.S.Eng., L.K.C.P.Lond , DP H.
Oxon. London, New York. Toronto, Melbourne, and Bombay;
H. Miltord. 1915. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 168 7s. 6d. net.)
" First Book of Ph-jsloloaii and Huoiene. By Gertrude D. Cathc.\rt.

M.B., B.Sc.GIasg.. D.P.H.Camb. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.
1914. CCr. 8vo. pp. 164 ; 52 fieures. Is. Gd.;

this little book. It is well illustrated, the subject matter
is well chosen, and the difficult task surmounted of giving

a very elementary account of anatomy, physiology, and
hygiene. It is a pity that the author is not more careful in

her style. Tho English is slipshod in many places ; for

example, "The constipation is cured very often if tho
muscle be given more work to do by eatiug food which
contains a great deal of waste matter." Some of the state-

ments of fact are erroneous, such as the assertion that tho
headachy and sleepy feeling in a stuffy room is due to lack

of oxygen and too much carbon dioxide. The ill effects in

truth arise from tho pliysical qualities of the atmosphere.
Discussing tho stiffness of the muscles following exercise

the authoress says that the beneficial effects of a hot bath
are due to the fact that the bath stimulates the little sweaB
glands to secrete, and they help to rid the body of its

waste products. The hot bath really brings more blood to

the tired limbs and oxygen to oxidize the waste products.

The function of the sweat is to cool the skin by the evapo-
ration of water, its excretory function is of minimal
importance. In a passage concerning indigestion Mrs.
C'athcart says "the most frequent cause of indigestion is

the bolting of food." We know of no proof of this state-

ment ; the hungry dog habitually bolts its food, and has a
perfect di.gestion. Soft cooked food requires little masti-

cation, and can easily be dealt with by the stomach. Tho
danger of bolting lies in over-eating ; that and lack of open-

air exercise are the real causes of indigestion.

We commend the perusal of Miss Edith L. M.\tnaf.d's

book. Women in the Public Health .Service/- to those who
desire to train for the v,'ork of a sanitary inspector, an
inspector of midwives, or a health visitor. Not only is

clear and concise iuformation given as to the way to obtain

the necessary education, but the need tor tho work and
its interest are pointed out as well as the difficulties and
drawbacks that will be encountered. The question of

salaries is also dealt with. Much stress is rightly laid on
the need for accurateness, promptness, and courteousnoss

on the part of all public officials. The more highly

educated, both in general and technical education, tho

better will the official be prepared for her work. Yet that

alone is not enough, the suaviter in modo is indispensable

in dealing with the numerous workers, official and volun-

tary, with whom she will be brought in contact, as well

as in dealing with the people she visits in their homes.
We are glad to note that it is stated that work with regard

to infants calls tor much wisdom and for insi-lit into all

the conditions of tho home, and that dii'ty sauitary con-

veniences and the flies they encourage need muoli insistent

and repeated care. A high tribute is paid to the mothers

for the way in which they manage the small family

Dr. W. T. Prout's well-known little book on hygiene

and sanitation in the tropics has now reached its fourth

edition." It is written in the form of thirteen lectures.

and is illustrated by a number of outline drawings and
photomicrographs of an unpretentious nature. The
lectui'cs include an account of the structure and working
of the human body, an outline of the chief diseases met;

with in tropical chmates, and hints as to the general and
special hygiene indicated in hot countries. The book is

simply and clearly written, and will be very useful to

laymen who go to live in the tropics.

Dr. Thomas Buzzard's personal narrative of his experi-

ences with the Turkish army in the Crimea and Asia

Minor some sixty years ago forms a book '^ that should ho

of interest to a wider circle of readers than that for which
it was written a few years ago. Dr. Buzzard went out as

a member of the British medical staff of the Ottoman
army ; he writes a most vivid account of his experiences

by land and sea in this part of the world during fifteen

months of the years 1855 and 1856. The book should be

of particular interest at the present moment, when the

fate of Constantinople hangs once more in the balance ;
it

is illustrated with reduced reproductions of drawings of

the local scenery made by the author on the spot, drawmgs
that recall tho early Victorian art of their period with the

greatest felicity.

128. Is. 60.

"""iessoiis on Elemeniarv Hygiene and Sanitation, with tfeclal

Be/erence to the Tropics. By W. T. Prout, C.M.Q., M B., C.M.Edin.

Fourth edition. London : J. and A. Chnrcbill. 191o. (Demy 8vo.

pp. 204 : 60 figurc«. 2s.6d.net.)
. ,..,,. .„ —

'

1= IVith the Turkish Army in the Crimea and A sia Minor: Al'trsnrai^

narrative. By T. Buzzard. M.D. London : .7. Murray. 1915. (Poll

8vo, pp. 313 ; 8 illustrations, 2 maps. 10s, 6d. net.i
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
Forceps for Suturing.

Cai'TAIN H. H. King, I. M.S., has dcsignctl the forceps
iUustrated in the accompanying draw-
inf4. The main point in the design is

that the space between the blades is

sufficient to allow the free passage of

any ordinary needle, so that it be-

comes possible to sutm-e a little more
accurately than with ordinary forceps
and with less damage to the tissues,

because there is no need to grip the
skin or other tissue tightly with the
forceps. They might, Captain King
considers, be of use also when it is

necessary to insert sutures in con-
scious patients in whom the grip of

an ordinary pair of forceps sometimes
causes pain, especially where the
tissues are tough, as in the scalp.

The length of the forceps, the breadth
of the blades, and the width of the
interval, can be adjusted to meet the
wishes of the surgeon by the makers.
The idea. Captain lung says, may
not bo new, and is less his own than
that of Dr. K. Bremer, of Cradock,
South Africa, who finally suggested
the idea as the result of a con-
versation some years ago on the

disadvantages of the ordinary typo of forceps for all

occasioua.

A Head Fluoroscope.

Dr. Francis Hernaman-Johnson, Captain (temporary)
E.A.M.C, Consulting Radiologist, Aldershot Commaud,
writes: Some foreign bodies which require removal are
either so small, so deeply placed, or so numerous as to make
it necessary that the surgeon's instruments shall be guided
by direct a;-ray vision. Some years ago WuUyamoz intro-
duced a small screen in a wooden box, which could be
strapped on the head. This could not bo sterilized, did
not "admit of any change to ordinary vision, and was
apt to cause eyestrain. I have now had in use for over
six months a "head fluoroscope " having the following
advantages

:

1. The construction is of aluminium, and a detachable cover
of this material is provided for the end containing the screen.

This is sterilized by boiling,
and affixed to tlie fluoro-
scope after tbo latter has
been bound on to the sur-
geon's head. It is thus quite
safe for him to bend down
until the lower surface of the
cover is almost in contact
with the wound, for if it

touches the latter accidentally
no harm is done.

2. As the apparatus is gene-
rally used where very small
fragments are concerned,
lenses magnifying three to
four diameters are placed
inside the instrument, and
to avoid eyestrain due to con-
vergence, prisms with bases
inwards are combined with
them. There is also ample
room for the surgeon to wear
his own glasses should he
need any.

3. The instrument is so con-
structed that the front lifts

u]) as a kiud of door. The
field of ordinary vision thus
obtained is quite extensive,

and enables the operator to change from x ray to direct vision
at any moment be chooses, and as often as he chooses.

For use in conjunction with this device a set of forceps
is provided having blades at right angles to the handles,
and the vertical portions of graduated lengths, differing by
steps of ^ in. A pair is chosen of which the vertical
))ortion is slightly longer than the depth at which the
fragment is estimated to lie. The general position of
the fragment must first be determined, and skin
marks made in the usual way. The blades are placed
vertically in the wound, when the handles will lie

horizontally to the surface of the body, and almost
toiirliiug it. The surgeon balances the forceps lightly
with one hand, and brings down his head gently

Head fluoroscope. showing open
front, with door and dotacbablo
metal cover (made by Messrs.
W. Watson and Sons. 134, Great
I'ortland Street, W.). The special
right-angled forceps are made by
Messrs. S. Uaw and Sons, Alders-
gate Street.

until the aluminium cover of the fluoroscope clinks
against the shafts. Ho now opens the blades until

the shadow of the foreign body is seen between them.
If the blades, when closed, do not now gra.sp the frag-

ment, the error, provided the previous adjustment lias

been properly made, can only be a vertical one, and as
the gripping portions are J in. long, it is limited to
insufficient depth. The blades arc long ovals and are
carefully smoothed, so that it is sate to burrow gently
with them in the tissues. In most cases a little manipula-
tion will secure the fragment ; at the worst, it will bo
possible to seize tissue so close to it that it can be seen to
move with the blades. If it be cncap.snled, no forcible

attempts should be made to withdraw it. It should bo
firmly held by an assistant while the surgeon severs the
detaining tissues. This he does by ordinary vision. Should
the forceps slip during this process, they must be readjusted.
The diaphragm of the tube-box should bo cut down until

the size of the illuminated patch does not exceed IJ in.

square. As the small screen within the head fluoroscope
is protected by lead glass, the operator will rnn no risk,

provided the diaphragm is made of sufficiently dense
material. No protective gloves are needed ; the handles
of the forceps are purposely made long so as to be outside
the field of action of the x rays.

An Improved Spray.
Dr. J. A. KnowIjES Renshaw (Manchester) writes

that he has found the spray illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing to present the following merits: (1) It is

composed of metal throughout, and is therefore readily
sterilized and
not easily
broken. (2) _^ #S <i^
A measured ^BttTalM «

i - ^. ^*
amount of the W |l j\^a^^ ^i*solution is wL V^^^Buttk.
placed in the ^^^^^^^B^flDH^^^ S2>
which should ^^f^^r '^"^

be completely
^^*^

emptied on
each occasion that the spray is used, so that there is no
waste—a great advaotage when cocaine and similar drugs
are used, as exact dosage is possible. (3) It sprays at a
low pressure. (4) The swivel nozzle allows the spray to
be directed in any direction. It has been supplied by
Messrs. Mottcrshead of Manchester.

MEDICINAL AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS.
" Chymol."

We have received from Messrs. Armour and Co.,
Limited (Atlantic House, Holboru Viaduct), a sample of a
new food which is being introduced under the name
"Chymol." It is stated to be prepared from red bone
marrow, egg yolk, and other ingredients which supply the
carbohydrates present, the fats being pancreatized and
the whole preparation pasteurized. It is recommended for
use as a nourishing food for invalids, convalescents, and
infants, and in eases of anaemia, indigestion, debility,
consumption, diarrhoea, etc. Oiu- analysis of the sample
submitted showed it to contain

:

Proteins (from the total nitrogen) ... 4.4 per cent.
Carbohydrates, calculated as maltose 44.5 „
Fat ... 17.0 „
Mineral matter ... ... ... 0.83 „

The fat was present in an emulsified state, while the ash
contained an appreciable amount of iron, and evidence
was obtained of the presence of haemoglobin. The pre-
paration has the consistence of a fairly- thin malt extract,
and is very palatable.

The Co-operative Association for Post-graduate Teaching
of Medicine is the name of an organization recently formed
for the purpose of making Philadelphia a leading centre
in the United States of advanced research and study in
medicine. Dr. David Reisman is chairman, and among
the members of the executive committee are Drs. F. X.
Dercum, W. L. Rodman, and George E. de Schweinitz. A
central bureau, with a permanent secretary, is to bo
established. The preliminary work to be undertaken by
the association is the tabulation of lecture courses and
hours of laboratory, hospital and dispensary worlc, aud
obtaining the co-operation of all medical schools and hos-
pitals in Philadelphia so that their educational advantages
may be available for post-graduate students.
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NATIONAL ECONOMY IN FOOD.
Professors Hopkins and Wood have published
through the Cambridge University Press a valuable
pamplilet on food economy in war time ; it can be
had for sixpence and may ho used to save millions of

pounds. They point out that " a generous consump-
tion of protein secures that the maximum muscular
power shall be always and quickly available. . . .

During exposure to cold protein has again a special

function because of its power to quicken combustion
in the body. Tiie Eskimo eats much fat as a source
of body heat; but only when he has eaten, as he
usually does, a large amount of protein also, can he
perform such a feat as sleeping without cover in sjiite

of the rigor of his climate. This he frequently does
with impunity when well stuffed with seal flesh.'

The troops, then, in winter must have plenty of meat
as well as other foods.

While I lb. of protein costs 5s. or 6s. in the form
of beef, it costs only fkl. when purchased in bread,

3d. in oatmeal, and 6d. in such vegetables as peas.

Sedentai-y workers, apart from the poorest, can
make a substantial reduction in their food without
injuiy to themselves, and many by so doing will only
be bringing their consumption down to a normal and
healthy level. An enormous amount of overfeeding

goes on in this country, particularly now when the

wages of munition workers are so high. Overeating
adds to the work of doctors and makes the fortunes

of the quack pill vendors. A " helping " at an eating-

house or canteen is not graduated to the work done,

but is the same for him who works strenuously in

outdoor physical labour and him who occupies a
clerk's stool in an overheated oflice. The daily

energy output of the one may be double that of the
other, but the clerk may thiuk he has as good a claim
to stuff himself as the labourer, and probably believes

that he can feed himself strong— a great illusion.

Intellectual activity makes very small demands upon
food. The well-to-do not only generally overeat, but
eat far more animal protein than they require. The
need felt for exercise is " in part due to the fact that
the food eaten is in excess of what, without the
exercise, would cover the needs of the body." Motor-
car rides are used to burn off the excess of food eaten
and alcohol drunk; the physically indolent thus get
ti;e cooling effect of the moving air. Normal food con-
sumption leaves, then, a good margin to draw upon in

these times of economic need before the limits of

safety are reached. The normal intake of 40Z. of

protein a day can be halved for many months
without harm.
In dealing with the price and value of foodstuffs,

Hopkins and Wood draw attention to the comparative
dearness of prepared breakfast foods compared with
oatmeal. The cheapest oatmeal gives more calories

and proteins for i|d. than some breakfast foods
for yid. The purchaser pays for the advertisement,
packing, and fortune of the maker of the latter. In

^ Food Economy
Hopkins. M.A., V
iDoiay 8vo, pp. 35.
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the case of rice, tapioca, oatmeal, cornflour, the
cheapest samples in every case yield per id. of
expenditure more protein and energy than the
dearer. The purchaser pays for appearance, white-
ness, and other fanciful qualities. The grocer not
unoften, by a trick of the trade, sells the very same
article for more money to the well-to-do when asked
for a better quality of goods. The well-to-do will pay
3d. for what is equally good at lid. A pound of pro-
tein taken in milk costs only half what it costs in
beef. The protein in skim milk only costs jd. a pound.
The cow is a machine daily turning grass into animal
protein, but the ox and sheep are fed up and then killed
for eating. " Fresh fish, largely owing to cost of
transport, is never a cheap source either of protein or
fuel."

Comparing the expenditure of the poor with that of
the well-to-do, Mr. Rowntreo has shown that for a
shilling the former fortunately gets nearly twice as
much for their money in the matter botli of protein
and fuel value. The rich simply pay for rarity and
the tickling of the palate.

To secure the required national economy the con-
sumption of luxuries of every kind must be diminished.
The energy of tlie workers must be directed to the
making or getting of munitions, fuel, food, and
clothing, and the manufacture of articles which can
be exchanged with neutral countries for munitions,
food, and the raw materials required for the manu-
facture of munitions and necessities. The consump-
tion of luxuries in food, clothing, and many other
articles, impels workers to carry on much uneco-
uomical production. The expenditure of a sovereign
roughly means the week's work of some one upon
the getting of our luxuries. The producers must bo
diverted into the army or to factories, coal mines,
farms, etc., where either necessities or the articles

required for export and exchange are produced.
The general conclusion is that the wealthy classes,

aided by the middle and lower classes, could effect a
saving averaging 10 per cent, of the national ex-
penditure upon food—a sum of at least £60,000,000.
It is in food, the fluff of women's clothing, and
personal articles of men's luxury, in which the nation
can save, and with not the least hurt to health or
happiness.

THE THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF QUININE
AND ITS CONGENERS.

A MOST interesting and valuable clinical investigation
of the relative therapeutic worths of five of the chief
cinchona alkaloids, and of two laboratory derivatives
of the group, has recently been publislied by Major
A._ C. MacGilchrist.' The alkaloids tested were
quinine, which is laevo-rotatory, and its optical isomer
quinidino or conquinine, which is dextro-rotatory

;

cinchonine and its optical isomer cinchonidine, both
from the chemical point of view representing quinine
without its methoxy group

;
quinoidine, or amorphous

quinine, a tarry, treacly substance obtained from the
mother-liquor of cinchona bark after the extraction
of quinine and the other crystallizable alkaloids

;

hydroquinine, which is from the chemical point of
view a reduced or hydrogenated quinine, and may bo
obtained either from cinchona bark or the laboratory ;

and ethylhydrocupreine or optoquin, a derivative o!

quinine' introduced by Morgenroth and Levy four
years ago, which has attracted a deal of attention on
the Continent, and has recently been described in this

.Journal,.''
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In his previous work with these seven alkaloids

Major MacGilchrist had shown that optoquin is the

least toxic for guinea-pigs, quinoidine the most toxic,

whilu quinine salts came about halfway between
the two. On the other hand, as regards infusoria,

optoquin was the most lethal, quinidmo the least,

while quinine and quinoidine came low down on the

list. In liis trials of those alkaloids upon man the

author treated the malarial inmates of two large

gaols at Aliporc.
. As a preliminarj- eacli patient

received 4 grains of calomel. The different alkaloids

were always given in solution and by the mouth,
and a dose was administered every eight hours
while the treatment lasted, so as to keep tlic amount
of absorbed alkaloid as constant as possible. The
dosage was always made proportionate to the weight
of the patient. Every eight hours a blood film was
prepared in the usual way, using Leishman's or

Giemsa's stain, so that the time of the disappearance

of the malarial parasites from the peripheral blood

could be approximately estimated ; a fall of febrile

temperature cannot be trusted as a guide to this

disappearance. A measure of the activity of each
alkaloid was furnished l)y the period elapsing between
tiie exhibition of the first dose and the disappearance
of the asexual parasites from the peripheral blood.

In all, 149 malarial patients were kept under obser-

vation for the purposes of these investigations.

In his first series Major MacGilchrist treated 72
patients with benign tertian, malignant tertian, or

quartan malaria with one or other of four of the
cinchona alkaloids— namely, quinine, quinidine,

cinehonine, and cinchonidine. The other three

alkaloids were excluded because the larger doses
required might have been dangerous. The dosage
was at the rate of one gram to seventy kilograms of

body weight, given every eight hours. These massive
doses invariably caused the parasites to disappear
from the peripheral blood after nine doses; in some
instances one dose suthced, in others all nine were
requisite. To give an example of the results regis-

tered : in the case of benign tertian fever the average
numbers of doses necessary were 4.7 for quinine, 5.0
for quinidine, 5.5 for cinehonine, and 5.6 for cinchon-
idine. This amplitude of variation is naturally too
small for a comparative test of the value of these
alkaloids, and in addition it must be remembered that
the results obtained appear to depend more upon the
stage reached by the developmental cycle of the
parasite at the moment when treatment is begun
than upon any other condition.

In a second series of experiments the attempt was
made to determine the minimal effective dose of
quinine in the three varieties of malarial fever treated.
The number of patients was fourteen ; the number of
doses was not limited to nine, and the treatment was
continued while the patient remained in the gaol
hospital. As in the previous series, the dosage was
proportional to the weight of the patient's body.
The second series cannot be regarded as complete or
final in any way, but it enabled Major MacGilchrist
to conclude, as a working result, that the minimum
therapeutic dose of quinine at eight-hour intervals
for a patient weighing seventy kilograms is o.i gram
for benign tertian, 0.15 gram for malignant tertian,

and 0.2 for quartan infections. These doses caused
the parasites to disappear from the blood in a few
days.

Armed with this knowledge, Major MacGilchrist
proceeded to his third series of patients, sixty-one in

number. The seven alkaloids were administered to
them in the minimal doses given above for quinine,
according to the variety of malarial infection present

;

the medicine was continued as long as the patients

remained in hospital. In this series, as in the last,

the number of patients with each variety of malaria
treated with each of the seven alkaloids is not large

enough to justify any final and decisive conclusions.

Yet many interesting facts emerge from their con-

sideration. The largo doses of the first series acted,

as was to be expected, more quickly than the smaller
doses of the third series, so that tlic number of

doses given in the latter was larger (but not very
much larger) than in the former. On tlie other hand,
the total amount of alkaloid required to free the
peripheral blood of asexual parasites in the small

dose series was only a quarter to a sixth part of

that requisite in the large dose series. Major
MacGilchrist's paper contains a great deal of

information interesting to parasitologists which
must here be passed over; but he gives an interesting

comparison of the relative therapeutic antimalarial

values of the alkaloids ho tested in a tabular state-

ment of the average total amount of each drug,

expressed in grams per 70 kilograms body weight,

required to free the peripheral blood of asexual para-

sites in benign and malignant tertian infections

combined : Hydroquinine hydrochloride 0.765 gram,
cinehonine sulphate 0.915 gram, quinine sulphate

0.95 gram, quinidine sulphate i.i2 gram, optoquin
hydrochloride 1.22 gram, quinoidine 1.79 gram. These
figures are calculated for the free alkaloids, not for

their salts.

It is interesting to note that clinical experience

with malaria thus agrees with the results of experi-

ments in vitro with infusoria, so far as the natural

cinchona alkaloids are concerned, but not in the case

of optoquin. As for the occurrence of by-effects,

summed up in the term " cinchonism," these were
practically absent in the small dose series. In the

large dose series, quinine, cinehonine, and quinidine

were the chief offenders. Apart from their obvious

practical applications, it is clear that Major
MacGilchrist's valuable results are bound to modify
considerably the opinions expressed in the current

manuals of therapeutics and pharmacology on the

various cinchona alkaloids and their relative values in

the treatment of malaria. Not a few of his con-

clusions support opinions previously expressed by
Continental workers in this field.

MARRIED WOMEN'S WORK.
The Women's Industrial Council has been making an
inquiry into married women's work, and has now
issued a report, edited by Clementina Black.' It gives

a temperate and graphic account of the lives of

working women, and contains notes of the results of

actual inquiries into many kinds of work at home, in

the workshop or factory, and on the land. It is

found that two classes of married women seek work
—those who must earn because the family income is

inadequate from lowness of the husband's wage,
irregularity of work, or his failure in some way, such

as sickness, idleness, drink, or desertion ; and those

who, although the family income is adequate for the

supply of necessities, earn to get a few more comforts

or luxuries.

With regard to infant mortality, it appears that it

is probably less harmfid for a woman to work close

up to her confinement, if by this means she is able

to get more and better food, than to stay at home

^ Ma7'ried Women's Work ; being the Seport of an Inquiry untUr-
(nfcen bv the Women' s Industrial Council {iiicorporaledl. Edited by
C. Black. London s a.BeU and Sons, Ltd. CCr. 8vo, pp. 292 : 1 chart
as. 6d. net)
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and go liungrj-. The inquiry does not confivm tho

generally accepted statement that married women
should "not go to work because tho children are

thereby neglected. It is in the dirty homes, whether

the mother goes out to work or not, that the mortality

amongst tho children is frequently high, whereas in

a poor but clean home the children seem to flourish.

One thing that the report brings out is that a con-

stant result of an inadequate family income is that

the elder children are put out to work at the earliest

possible moment, and that it is largely in this way
that blind alley occupations are fed. Another is that

it is the irregular earnings, due frequently to seasonal

occupations, almost more than the small earnings,

that are harmful to the family welfare, or as one

w^oman puts it, " It is difficult to lay out what you
are not sure of getting."

The experience of a certain number of cases brings

out the signifieaut point that the domestic work of

a hard-working woman in her own homo is of the

value of IS. a day, so that unless sho earns more than

7s. a week she is probably out of pocket, though she

does not recognize the fact ; but the poorer the

woman and the more unskilled she is the less can

she earn, though the amount of labour expended is

greater, and this class of woman worker is physically

much overtaxed, .as she often stays up late at night to

keep her house clean and to make and mend for her

children. " No driving foreman, no greedy employer,

can so spur the efforts of a mother as her maternal

affection spurs such a woman. A day's illness is

an indulgence she dare not afford herself, while the

premature collapse of a child's boots is a disaster that

disturbs all ber calculations." Among women earners

there is a large proportion of intelligent and efficient

workers who have good homes whatever their cir-

cumstances. It is from amongst the large class of

married women whose income is inadequate and yet

who do not earn that the gossipors at doorways and
the frequenters of public-houses are recraited, and this

is explained by the woman being so poor that her

furniture and appliances are reduced to a minimum,
and she has not enough household work to occupy

her time, while the fact of her poverty denies her

most of the means by which the better off harmlessly

beguile their idle hom-s.

The contrast between tbe women of Eowledge,
West Worcestershire, who work outdoors, and the

women of Wiltshire, who work indoors at glove

stitching, is interesting. The former, though working
hard all day in the fields, are described as full of

vigorous health and spirits, equally ready for work
and play, while the latter are depressed and burdened
with a variety of small ailments. A number of

domestic budgets are given, which must be taken as

proof that the food provided is in most cases quite

inadequate for the family.

The report is well worthy careful study by the

general pubhc as well as by employers of labour.

Although it would not be safe to draw definite con-

clusions from it, yet it is on the lines of such an
inquiry as this that wider investigations should be

carried out.

GRANDE COLERE D'AUGUST MARTIN.
We regret to find, under tbe beading " Internationale

Gynakojogen," in the November number o£ tbe Monats-

tchrift fiir Geburtshiilfe unci Oyndkologie, an article by
Professor August Martin, almost as virulent as the de-

liverances of Pore Duchesne in bis " Grande Colere." Ho
begins by asserting that in August, 1914, when war blazed

out in Europe, he, as did most of Ijis countrymen, hoped
that scientific and personal relations with foreign col-

leagues would be inaintaiiied. Das war ein citler Wahn^
That was a vain d> lus on I Ho is not, he says, surprised

that Trenb of Amsterd mi is incensed against Germany,
for Treub, he knows, has ever nourished a temperamental
prejudice against Ocutsvhthuin. Recent events, though
Professor Martin does not say so, may not only have
confirmed this opinion, but even strengthened it. Martin

complains that Treub displays in bis clinic a set of

models of malformed fetal heads, labelled " The Prussian

in 1815, 1870, 1914, 1915, and 1920," the last being an

anencephalus 1 Professor Martin says that the ill-will dis-

played in this series was not unexpected ; but he cannot

understand—thougb to most of us tbe problem presents

little difficulty—why Professor Jacobs of Brussels is angry

with Germany. Jacobs, Martin complains, began from
tho first to write about German atrocities in Belgium,

although a man who knows so much of Germany should

never, says Martin, have believed that Germans could

do such things, and he asks if the charges are not tho

monstrous figments of an overheated fancy. Why, Martin

asks, should Dr. Jacobs, who formed so many friend-

ships with Teutons in sundry international congresses,

believe all these misrepresentations "which tho highest

ecclesiastical authority of Belgium, even the Holy Father

himself, admits do not coirespoud to the truth ? Yet

Jacobs supports these unsubstantiated lies 1 On them
are based all the otherwise incomprehensible agitations

against Kultur 1" Then follows tbe snter that these

lies are hawked about all over the world, especially

among those unhappy Belgian doctors who preferred

to desert their fatherland instead of remaining at their

posts in its hour of need and continuing to perform

their professional duties ! (Die ungliicklichen belgisclien

Aerzte . . . welche es vergezogeu baben, ihr Vaterlaud

zu verlassen, statt in Nothlage auf dem Postern zu bleiben

und ihren aerztlichen Pflichteu nachzukommen.) National

prejudice alone can explain so gross a misrepresentation of

facts by a man of acknowledged professional standing.

Professor Jacobs, for the reason he indicates in tbe lettur

published at p. 841, thinks it advisable not to make any

detailed reply, but how these Belgian doctors were treated,

and why they fled, has been related more than once in

the Journal. The ruined and battered houses may be

excused as unavoidable results of bombardment justifiable

on the ground of military necessity ; but the instruments

collected by the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists' Fund,

and classified and put into order by the Master of the

Apothecaries' Hall, remind us how tbe members of the

medical profession in Belgium suffered from the con-

fiscation of their instruments, Professor Jacobs being

treated, we understand, with special harshness. Professor

Martin next turns to Professor Pinard, and quotes the

French obstetrician's address to the Paris Obstetrical

and Gynaecological Society in November, 1914, in tho

original language. Pinard found fault with tbe Kaiser,

and exclaimed, " Honte a jamais aux barhares scien-

tijlques!" (Shame forever to the scientific barbarians I we

niust echo back in the vulgar tongue.) After a diatribe on

Pinard, Martin turns to the "Eastern neighbour," Professor

Stroganof, in whom, be politely obser\es, we see a reflexion

of Pinard's delusions. Bossi, and, lastly, Romolo Sanguinati

are rated, the former for bis rapid dilator — a gross

plagiarism, of course, from the Germans—and Sanguinati

for his advocacy, in the Annales de Gynccologie, of Latin

as distinguished from German culture in Italy. To para-

phrase Pope's famous lines on Addison, while we must

feel inclined to laugh if there be such a German doctor as

would pen an abusive article of this land, we sorrowfully

ash who would not weep if August Martiu were he-—a dis-

tinguished man who iu peace time was hospitable to

foreigners, and was admitted to be reasonable with

opponents in debate.
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THE PUBLIC AND THE PROFESSION.
At a recent meeting of the Worcester Division of the

British Medical Association a resolution was adopted

making an appeal to the public to show special considera-

tion to the medical profession at the present time. The
•words of the resolution wove :

" In view of the increased

work thrown on the remaining doctors, through the absence

of so many of their number on active service, it is earnestly

desired that all messages should be sent as early in the

day as possible." The Scottish Medical Service Emer-

gency Committee last March made a like request to the

public. It pointed out that it would mattuially help to

relieve the great strain now imposed upon the medical

practitioners remaining at their posts throughout the

country if patients and their friends made a point of

sending messages as early as possible in the morning, so

that the doctor might arrange his daily round in the way
most economical of time. In many parts of Scotland this

practice had already been partially adopted. This appeal

also pointed out that where the case was not urgent, and

a visit on the next day would suffice, this fact should

always be stated in the message. A similar appeal was

made by the Newcastle-on-Tyne Division of the British

Bledical Association about the same time. It pointed oat

the need for the active cooperation of the civilian popula-

tion if medical work was to be properly accomplished. It

asked that calls upon medical men at untimely hours

should be restricted as far as possible, and reminded the

public that requests for visits after a doctor has left his

surgery in the morning take often four times as long to

accomplish as when communicated before 10 o'clock. If

these simple requests were sympathetically noted and
acted upon by the public the pressure on the profession

would be materially relieved, and the public would bcuefit,

for, as the Newcastle appeal pointed out, " No doctor can

do his best work when unduly fatigued. For this latter

reason requests for evening or night visits should only be

made when the case is one of extreme urgency, and Sun-

day visits naturally fall into the same category." In this

connexion we may refer to another matter upon which the

co-operation of the public is requested, as was explained

in a letter issued to the press by the Central Medical War
Committee about a couple of months ago. This letter,

while clearly stating that the right of every person to

consult any doctor he chose was fully recognized, appealed

to British citizens not to give up their usual medical

attendant on account of his temporary absence on military

duty, and to insured persons not to apply for transfer.

Those who have entered the military medical services of

the Crown not only risk death and injury but also the loss

of their means of livelihood on their return. The letter,

which was signed by, among others, Sir William O.sler, Sir

Clifford AUbutt, Sir Alexander Ogston (President of the

British Medical Association), the President of the Pioyal

College of Physicians of London, and Sir Kickman Godlee
(ex-President of the Royal College of Surgeons of England),

stated that in all cases it should be regarded by members
of the public as an obligation and patriotic duty to safe-

guard in every possible manner the interest of the doctors

who volunteer for active service, and expressed the hope
that patients would inform the practitioner they may
consult that their own doctor was absent on military

service and that they intended to place themselves again
under his care whenever the need arose on his return.

FACTORY LIGHTING.
Ne.\rly three years ago the Home Office appointed a
committee to inquire intn tlir roiulitions necessary for the
adequate and suitahli; li:,l]Uii;_;. Iidlh n.-itsu-al and artificial,

of factories and vvoik li-ii^s. 'I'lu' commiltec, of which
Dr. E. T. Glazcbrook, Diructoi- ul the National Physical

Laboratory, iscliairmau, has lately issued its first report

;

there is still another volume to come, which will contain a
detailed account of the lighting conditions iu the various

factories visited. The report is a noteworthy piece of

work, and is relevant to the circumstances of the day, in

view of the large number of factories which are working
overtime on Goverumcnt orders. It is recognized, in the

first place, that good illumination is necessary for the

safety of the worker (whiih is obvious), also for his general

health, and for the efficiency of his work. The relation of

lighting to health is a part of the subject which calls for a

great deal of further study, and even closer co-operation

between the physiologist and the illuminating engineer.

As to the effect of lighting upon output and efficiency,

there seems to ho abundant evidence that where the

lighting conditions have been improved there has been a
gain both in respect to the quantity and quality of tho

work done. Tho committee recommends that there

should be statutory power to demand adequate and
suitable lighting, and although tlie problem is so com-
plex that it might seem impossible to formulate a scale

of values, the report prescribes a minimum illumination in

factory interiors of 0.25 foot-candles. This is not to be the

average value, but the legal minimum ; and, of course, the

special lighting required for particular and localized tasks

will, iu almost all cases, provide those higher minimum
values which are desirable. The avoidance of excessive

contrast is met partly by this requirement with regard to

general illumination and partly by the requirement that

there shall be reasonable constancy over the working area.

Outdoor lighting entails a different set of conditions. In

largo open spaces, docks, etc., the suggested value is

0.05 foot-candles, which, according to a paper read recently

before the Illuminating Engineering Society, is about

equal to the illumination in St. James's Square in the

pre-war days, but at certain working places and points of

danger special measures would have to be taken.

NOTIFICATION OF MEASLES AND GERMAN
MEASLES.

The Local Government Board has issued an Order, dated

November 27th, making the notification of measles and
German measles compulsory in England and Wales. The
duty is imposed both upon medical practitioners and on

parents or guardians or other persons in charge of the

patient, but a medical practitioner is not required to notify

if a previous case of the same disease has been notified ia

the same household or institution during the preceding

two months. On receipt of the notification tho medical

officer of health is required himself, or by an officer acting

under his instructions, to make inquiries and take steps

for investigating the source of infection, for preventing its

spread, and for removing conditions favourable to it.

The Order also enables local authorities to provide

medical assistance, including nursing, for the poor

inhabitants in their districts when suffering from

these diseases. The Central Council for District Nursing

in London has a scheme (as was noted in the Journal

of July 24th, p. 156) for supplying nurses to cases of

measles, among other diseases, and the Local Government
Board hopes that in other areas it will be found possible to

arrange for nursing, either by engaging temporarily whole-

time nurses or by contracting with county or other nursing

associations ; but it is realized that in many districts it

may be difficult to provide such assistance, and that the

local authorities may be reluctant to embark on new
exrenditure. It is thought, however, that much good may
bo done if parents can be brought to reaUze that measles is

not a trifling ailment, and are advised as to the care which

should be exercised and the precautions which they can

take. To this end it is suggested that leaflets should be

issued and the services of voluntary helpers enlisted to

supplement the work of official visitors. The Board's

medical officer has prepared a memorandum on measles,'

and appended to this is a specimen leaflet. The memo-
randum sets out steps which local authorities should

' To bo obtained tbroueh any bookseller. Price Id.
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ordinarily tiko nnilcr tbo Order. It is admitted that

the fact that the disease is infectious before it can

bo diagnosed rcdnces tlie possibihty of preventing

its spread from the first case to other susceptible

members of a household, but it is believed that

Uirough early uotilicatiou of recognized cases the medical

officer of health will be able to take action to prevent the

spread of the disease and to secure improved care of

patients, thus reducing the proportion of fatal cases and
of disabling complications. One means which will bo at

his disposal will be the power to give information of cases

to school teachers. Each case notified should be regarded

as a means of discovering other cases, for it is recognized

that cases not seen by a doctor constitute a chief risk of

the spread of tho infection and of a fatal result in the

individual patient. Again, it is recognized that as a large

proportion of tho fatal cases of measles occur in infancy,

removal to hospital is ditlicult, while the explosive char-

acter of epidemics makes it unlikely that tho majority of

cases can be treated in hospitals. It is thought, however,
that all sanitary authorities should make some provision for

the hospital treatment of a certain number of cases. It will

be remembered that the Uoard issued a circular on March
31st last, requesting sanitary authorities to take into con-

sideration the question of making measles and German
measles notifiable. Tho avenge uumbei- of deatlis occur-

ring annually during recent years in England and Wales
from measles was ll.COO, tho great majority being in

children under 5 years of age, but during the first half of

the present year the number of deatlis was 12,414, ami
representations have been made to the Local Government
Board by the Army Council to the effect that measles has
caused a large amount of disablement among the troops in

this country, and that accurate information of the presence
of the disease among the civil population would be valuable

to the military authorities. The Order comes into force

on January 1st, 1916.

BACILLUS COL! IN LIGHT BEERS.
Cases of gastrointestinal disturbance having occurred
among the French troops of the north western line,

apparently as the result of drinking the light beers of

local production, one of the bacteriological laboratories of

the French army was instructed to make an exuminatioa
of the bacterial flora of the suspected beers. The result

'

of the.se investigations lias been to show that in many
cases these beers contain notable quantities of Bacillus
coli communU. This microbe was found in a third of the
Dunkirk brews tested, and in as many as three-quarters of

the beers made in the villages and small towns of the
neighbouring flat countryside. Over two hundred samples
were examined, half of them being collected in the
breweries themselves ; the conclusion reached is that the

beer becomes infected either by the use of contaminated
water for cleaning purposes in the breweries, or by the

employment of contaminated stocks of top yeast for fer-

menting the wort. It was noted that the use of an impure
yeast did not necessarily result in the production of a beer
containing B. coli ; that microbe was regularly destroyed
in three or four days if the yeast was otherwise of good
quality and strong growth, and not contaminated with tho
bacteria of acid fermentation as well as with B. coli. In-

deed, the light beers of good quality were found to be
actively bactericidal to this microbe, when it was inteu-

tionally introduced either into the fermenting vat or into

the finished product. It is remarked that the water supply
of the district is almost entirely drawn from shallow wells,

with the exception that Dunkirk is supplied by an excellent

spring. The local brewers have to contend with many
difficulties, as it is very diflicult for them to obtain good
malt, and it is impossible for them to secure fresh strains

of yeast periodically from Lille, as was their custom before

the war. In addition the local demand for light beer is so

Miirie. Bull. Acad, de

great that tlie temptation to increase production by cutting
short the time given to tho fermentation of the wort and
cleansing operations lias apparently proved too strong for

tho small brewers. Hence the military authority has
found it necessary to forbid the sale of the infected beers.

EPSOM ROYAL MEDICAL FOUNDATION.
The Eoyal Medical Foundation attached to Epsom Collego
has done such good work in helping members of the pro-

fession who, owing to misfortune of one kind or another,
have fallen by the way in the race of life, or dependants
whom they have left in need, that we are sure our readers
will bo sorry to learn that there is a grave risk of its

usefulness being crippled by lack of fuuds. The numerous
urgent demands on doctors made by the war have caused
the withdrawal of very many subscriptions ; so great has
been the loss of income from this source that extreme
anxiety is felt by the council lest it should be found
impossible to maintain the existing numbers of pensioners
and foundation scholars. The situation is made the
more serious by the fact that the number of applica-

tions for these benefits will, in all probability, in-

crease as the financial pressure of the war becomes
greater. Particulars as to the pensions to aged medi-
cal men in reduced circumstances or their widows,
as to the scholarships given by tho Foundation, and
as to the educational atlvautages offered by Epsom
College will be found at p. 55 of our advertisement
columns. It is earnestly to be hoped that the ap leal

made by the Honorary Treasurer, Sir Henry Morris, in

a letter published at p. 840, will meet with a geuerous
response. The Epsom Royal Foundation is an institu-

tion of which the doctors of this country have every
reason to be proud. Created by John Propert, a mau
who was in every way an ornament of the profession to

which he belonged, it has during the sixty years of its

existence continued to extend its sphere of usefulness till

now the College ranks among the most successful of our
public schools, while the Foundation has solidly estab-
lished itself as a harbour of refuge for many who would
without its help have been submerged. It would bo
deplorable if a foundation so excellent in its aims and
so efficient in pursuing them were allowed to suffer any
diminution in its means of carrying on its work at a time
when the need of it is most acutely felt.

THE LEEUWENHOEK GOLD MEDAL.
The Lecuwenhoek gold medal of the Royal Academy of
Sciences, -Amsterdam, has been awarded to Surgeon-
General Sir David Bruce. It is awarded every ten years
in recognition of the most remarkable observations made
during the decade on the microscopical organisms first

discovered by Lecuwenhoek in 1675. The award sets out
that it was the discovery of the Micrococcus vieUtensis,
the cause of Malta or Mediterranean fever, which first

made Bruce's name generally known. The agar plate
culture of this microbe from the spleen of a soldier
who had died from the disease afforded a sure
foundation for the diagnosis of this widespread malady,
which occurs throughout the whole of the south of
Europe as well as in the subtropical parts of America,
Asia, and Africa. His researches led many others to
follow similar lines of inquiry, with the result that tho
history of the disease is now well known, and a new
method of treating it provided by the serums produced
with Bruce's micrococcus. It was, however, the award
proceeds, the very important discovery of the cause
of African cattle, or tsetse fly disease, known as
Nagana, which Inade Bruce's name so well known.
The life-history of tho blood parasite, Tnjpanosoma
bracei, was elucidated by him ; he proved that the
tsetse fly, Glossina morsitans, is the transporter of

the disease, and his observations indicated the ways
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in wliich effective steps could be taken against the

disease. Afterwards lie made careful and extensive

researches, with the help of a staff of assistants, into

other tropical African diseases caused by trypanosomes,

especially into sleeping or Congo sickness cau.scd by the

Ti-ijpanosoma gamhiensc and transported chiefly by the

fly Glossina 2i(ilp"lis. Hero again his untiring patience

and keen observation paved the way for practical results.

• Ho is still active in the study of these microscopical para-

sites, and the award concludes, "It may justly be said

that he has worked for the benefit of mauldud." The
medal will be presented at the meeting of thu Academy of

Sciences in Amsterdam on Saturday, December 18th.

The Croonian Lecture for 1915 will be delivered before

the Royal Society on Thursday next at 4.30 p.m. by
Dr. W. M. Fletcher, F.R.S., and Professor F. G. Hopkins,

F.K.S., ou " The Respiratory Process in Muscle, and the

Nature of Muscular Motion."

We regret to record the death, at the age of 58, of Dr.

F. T. Houston, senior surgeon to the Adelaide Hospital,

Dublin. We hope to publish an obituary notice in an
early issue.

JHcDical Jlot^s in fai'lhiiiunt.

War.

Army Medical Services {Advisory Board).—On Novem-
ber 25th Mr. Shirley Benu followed up his question of

November 22nd (Journal, November 27th, p. 789) by
another, in which he inquired why no meetings of the
Army Medical Advisory Board had been held during 1915;
by whose authority the paid members had been constantly
consulted; and whether a unanimous written opinion of
any six out of the elevcu irienibers had been obtained
during the present year ou any question of policy. Mr.
Tenuaut said that he tbouglit it would be agreed that it

was desirable to modify admiuistrative machinery created
in peace to meet the requirements of war, and it was for
this reason that it had been found preferable to use the
services of tbc Board in the manner he had described on
November 22nd rather than in the normal and more
formal manner. The Director-General A.M.S. was re-

sponsible tor such consultations. He was not aware that
tliere had been any want oi unanimity among the
members, save that which was usual and a healthy
symptom in mobile minds. He did not think that a board
the members of which were always in agreement would
command great confidence. In reply to further questions,
he said that the duties performed by the Board had been
absolutely invaluable, and the medical service which "^had

been so good and so much admired could not have, been
performed without its help. It. was the deliberate policy
of the War Office not to hold formal meetings/ for no
particular purpose; conferences were very useful an^l
absolutely essential, aud were constantly being held. In
reply to Sir H. Craik, he said that medical ady,ice was
more effective if given iy the medical members in
conference and not collectively by the Board.

Invalided Soldiers.—Hh- C. Kiuloch Cooke on November
25tli asked a question with regard to the food |u-ovided on
board ship for officers ;ind men invalided home from the
Dardanelles with dysentery and enteric. Mr. Tennant
said that he was awaiting further information, but could
state that hospital ships were siipplied with regular
hospital diet and medical comforts. Transports were nbj;

intended to carry serious cases, but -were provided with
hospital comlorts. At first the supply of such comforts
had run short on the transports, but that danger had now
been averted.

Camhrtdqc Hospital.— In reply to Mr. Cathcart Wason,
on November 25th. Mr. Tennant said that he had received
a representation concerning the management of the 1st
Eastern General Hospital, Cambriage, and that it had been
referred for inquiry and report.

Medical Students.—On November 30th Mr. Snowden
asked whether medical students approaching the end of

their third year's course could be exempted from pressure
to enlist, and whether first and second year students who
desired to continue their training would be allowed to do
so. Mr. 'i'eunant replied by reading the communication
to the press which was quoted last work (p. 785), and
added that he could not undertake that first and .second

year students should be exempted any more than he could
cancel the decision that candidates for holy orders should
be regarded as eligible to bo canvassed and enlisted or to

receive commissions.
Steel Helmets.—In reply to Sir George Scott Robertson,

Mr. Tennant said that the supply of steel helmets to the
troops in large quantities was being continued in accord-
ance with the recommendations of the Commander-in-
Chief, all of whose demands had, he believed, been
carried out.

Munition Workers: Effect of Long Hours.—In reply to Sir

Courtenay Warner, who asked a question on November
25tli as to the effect of the continued prevalence of Sunday
labour and as to its tendency to lessen the physical
efficiency of munition workers, the Parliamentary Secre-
tary to the Ministry of Munitions (Dr. Addison) said that
the whole question of the effect of long hours upon the
health of workers and upon production of munitions of war
had been engaging close attention, and a committee under
the chairmanship of Sir George Newman, M.D., had been
appointed to advise on it. This committee had presented
an interim report on the question of Sunday labour and it

was hoped shortly to lay *his report before the House and
to state the recommendations of the Ministry. In reply to

Mr. Peto he added that steps were being taken to enable
workmen engaged at Woolwich on day and night shllts to

get an adequate supply of food and temperance drinks in

the middle of their working hours. In reply to a further

question on November 30th, Dr. Addison said that, in

order to eucouiage the provision of canteens in controlled

establishments, the Minister of Munitions was prepared to

give full consideration to capital expenditure incurred,

with the previous approval of the Control Board, in

assessing current profits under the Munitions of War Act.

A memorandum on the subject of industrial canteens had
been prepared by the Health of Munition Workers
Committee, and would be issued with a covering letter,

urging the importance of sufficient accommodation being

provided.

Supply of Drugs.—On November 24tli Mr. Peto, in a
question as to the scarcity and high price of aspirin,

salicylates, and all coal-tar products, such as phenacetin
and antipyrin, and all drugs requiring spirit in their

manufacture, asked whether, among steps tliat might be
taken to secure au adequate supply, it was proposed to

permit the use of spirit free of duty in their manufacture.

Jlr. Mclveuna said that it was not possible within the

limits of a parliamentary reply to give any adequate
statement of the steps that had been and were being

taken. He understood that the position as regards avail-

able'supplies was, on the whole, improving, and that there

was no reason to anticipate any serious shortage iu the

iiitute. It V7as not practicable to allow the use of duty-

-free spirit in the manufacture of drugs generally, but it

would be allowed, so far as it was practicable, on certain

Midwives (Scotland) Bill.

As was said by Mr. Barnes, M.P., in the House ol

Coinmous last week, a Midwives (Scotland) Bill is overdue.

Itis thirteen years siuce the Midv.'ives Act for England
and Wales was passed, and although that measure was not

perfect, and notwithstanding several difficulties in its

working which ai'ose soon after it came into operation, and
which cannot yet be sai I to have been fully removed, it

has done much to improve the training of midwives and
has given powers of supervision which have had a bene-

ficial effect in regulating the practice of the women who,

in the words of the Act, " habitually and for gain attend

women in childbirth." In the weeks which immediately

preceded the outbreak of war in the summer of 1914 two
Midwives Bills for Scotland were before Parliament, one

introduced by Lord Balfour of Burleigh into the House of

Lords, and the other, under the care of Mr. Barnes,

Mr. Ainsworth, Dr. Chappie, and others, in the Commons.
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)!.jih ihe^o bills oii)ilu\1 Uie iiliia-,^ " habitually and for

{•ain," ami uiimy uutlioriiies vogarilcil ibis omission as a
tiistiuct improvoiucnt. Diiriug last winter au agil-ivtiou I'oi-

a Mi<.1\vivcs Act for SootlaiiJ bej^au in tlieuoi-tUuud excited
syuipatby i|i the so;illi also,t'oi- the nation wivs beginning to

i-ojvlizc tlio value of infant life uith a oloavucss Jjaiilly

lx;f«>io attaiucil. tlio sl)« iiliorilint; of Ibc ospectaut niotlicw
was bi-iug accoirttd as an imperial duty, and the dittionlty

of providing uiodii-al nicu to eariy on obstetdu work in

si«»i-scly popnlated parts of the country was being more
swutoly felt with so many of the profession absent o)i war
perviec. An iiitlucntially signed memorial was presented
to the Seerc'.arj' for Scotland in Angust (sec Jocrnai, of

Aiignst 28th, 1915. p. 344). At conferences on the maternity
bcuofit under the Insurance Act and at meetings of sanitary
associations isoj .Joiks.m. for August 7th, Supplement,
p. 82, and for Septomlx'r 11th. p. 4^0), resolutions were
IKJSsed calling for legislation oven in war time, and some
weeks later an assurance was given in Parliament that a
a bill would bo shortly introduced. No doubt other
jnliueucos, and not least Dr. Xcwsholmc's able report on
uiaterual nun-taliiy in connexion with childbearing, have
been helpful in hringiug the pressing need for a ilidwives
Act for Scotland before the attention of the Legislature.

Tlic measure, which is entitled a bill to secure the better
training of midwives in Scotland and to regulate their
practice, was presented by Mr. McKiunou Wood and sup-
iwrted by the Lord .\dvocate, and read a second time on
.\ovember 25th, with variations to suit special conditions
in Scotland. It follows the wording of the Euglisli Act
somewhat closely ; even the phrase '" habitually and fin-

gain "'
is retained, and it does not seem necessary, therefore,

to look at the bill clause by clause. But certain salient

features may be mentioned. With regard, in the first place,
to certification, it is to be. enacted that from and after

January 1st, 1917—

any woman who. not being cenifieil uiuler tlii; Act, shall take
or use the name or titleof midwife (either alone or in conibina-
lion with any other word or words), or any name, title, addi-
tiou or dcscrijUion, implying that she is certifled under this
Act, or is a person specially qualified to practise midwifery, or
is ixco^nized by law as a midwife, shall be liable on summary
conviction to a tine not exceeding JBve pounds.

Further, that from January 1st, 1920 —
no woman shall habitually and for gain attend women iu
rhildbirlh otherwise than under the duection of a registered
medical practitioner unless she be certified under this Act ; auv
woman so acting without being certified under this Act shall
l>e liable on snmmary conviction to a fine not exceeding ten
liounds, jjroviding this section shall not apply to registered
medical practitioners or to any one rendering assistance iu a
case of emergency.

Other paragraphs deal, an in the English Act, with the
fultilmeut of various conditions prior to certification, with
the uoucmploymcnt of uucertifidd persons as substitutes,

and with the rights and titles under the Medical Acts
which this midwives' ccrtilication docs not confer. Tro-
visiou, however, is here made for the granting of certain
certificates rendered necessary iu connexion with maternity
benefit imder the Insurance Acts. The secouil clause
makes provision for existing midwives in the following
terms

:

Any woman who, within two years from the date of this
Act coming into operation, claims to be certified under this Act,

'shall be so certified, prnv i.lf.l ^tm linl,l* :, ,-,>i riiWnt.^ in mid-
wifery from the Ro\hI M.'.imh M.iim;;;! .f i 'I-hI. ii-i^li. tlie

Jloyal Maternitv Ho-^i.: • ;. U^jsi'lta).

Aberdeen, the ilatoii; : li
, : p : .

• -r.^trical

Society of Loudon, tiic l; . )
i

l lii-laiul.

llieCoombe Lying-in n.jsjiit;!!, , i' , , uv.lho
Kotuuda Hospital for the Keln : i

r
,

i \ inVn of
Dnblin, the Xatioiial Materi)ii : :' ^ ' i''iitral

Midwives lioard for England, .i .<• r. i
: . r- i. :ri- .is may

be approved by the Central Hiawnes Board lor ftcotland ; or
jiroduces evidence satisfactory to the last-nieutioued Boaiil,
that at the passing of this Act she had been for at feast one
year iu bona fide practice as a midwife, and that she bears
II good character.

Tlic perio<l of two years -may be extended by the Central
Slidwives Board for Scotland in special cases where any woman
is able to satisfy them that she had reasonable excuse for ha\ iiig

failed to make her claim within the prescribed time.

.V Centi-al Midwives Board for Scotland is provided
uuder Clause 3, to consist of

:

1. Three persons to be appointed by the Lord rrcsideut of the
Council, t\Yo of whom shall be certified miilwives practising in

Scotland, and shall bo first apiioiulcd when, iu tlie opinion of
the said Lord President, midwi\es so i]ualified are available in
luimbersullicieut to warrant such appoinlmeut;

2. Four persons to be appointed, one by the Association of
County Councils for Scotland, one bv the Convention of the
itoyal Burghs of Scotland, one bv the Queen Victoria JnliiJee
Institute for Nurses (Scottish I3raikh), and one bv the Society
of Medical Officers of Health for S.o'.land :

3. Five registered medical ))ia' ' t . ; ,

i
, ;i).poiiitcd, one

by the University Courts of the I i; > lMiiibur"h and
St, .A.udrews conjointly, one b^ : <ourts°of the
Kniversities of Glasgow and Ai.. : , i v, one by the
Hoval College of I'hvsiciaus o; l,>:.,ij.,! ,i;, i'.,^ jtoval College
"f Surgeons of Edinburgh, anil the Koval i'acultv otPhysiciaus
ami Surgeons of Glasgow conjointly, and two by the Scottish
Committee of tlie British Medical Association.

-Ml the members of the Board are to retire from oflice on
February 1st. 1921, and on the same date in every lifth \car
thereafter ; but they shall be eligible for reappointment.
The meetings of the Board are to be held iu Edinburgh, and

the members are to be )iaid reasonable expenses for their
attendauoes.

Further clauses deal with future revision of the constitution
of the Central Midwives Board, with its duties and jiowers,
v,ith provisions as to suspensions, with expenses of midwives

es' roll, with local sui>er-

Ali

the 11!il offences by them
vision of midwives, jiower of entry, notification of
penalties, medical assistance in eases of emergencv,
these are along the lines of the English Act of 1902.

"

It is believed that the passing of this bill will be wel-
comed by the medical profession iu Scotland, and in the
Highlands and Islands its bcucticcnt effects will soon be
evident, whilst iu the cities and lowlands it will give a
means of bringing under supervision the umjualiiied or
incompletely trained women who are at present attending
the poor iu their couiiuemeuts.

OUR BELGIAN COLLEAGUES AT H03IE AND
ABROAD.

THK ^\KI;K'S SUBSCEIFriOXS.
IHK following additional subscriptions have been received :

B.II.A. Now South Wales
Branch (£139), Queens-
land Branch (£74), Tas-
nianiaBi-anch(£47)(i)ev
Dr. W. H.Crago. Hon,
Treas.) :

Mr, Chas, J. Hill Aitken
Dr, Greenwood (per Ur.

Meiiouetb Divisior
(per Dr. K, Le^ys
Lloyd)-

Dr, Rowlands

10
10
10
10

Che Fund, Dr. H. A. Des ^"oeux, at 14, Bnckingbam Gate.
Londo"n, S.W., and should be made payable to the Belgian
Doctors' and I'harmacisls' Belief Fund, crossed Llovds Bank,
Limited.

During a discussiou at the Philadelphia Obstetrical
Society (.f»icr. Joitni. Obstcl., (Jorober, 1915, pp. 624 and
687), after Dr. Buschmann had read a communication on
unilateral impairment of the kidney iu the toxaemia of
pregnancy, the uuestion whether 'gestation sliould bo
interrupted when this eomplicatiou occurred was raised.
It was puiufed out dial eeitain luetliods employed foi'

diagnosis, sm li as ili- |.l]MiosuIplioueplithaleiu te-V. were
not always reliable, .\eii \\licii eondueted
were out of the (juestiMU wIkii the ji.uicr

laboratories. Dr, (;eori;o V. .);tii , -:',,

I

eclampsia and vc

in country than i

a largo number
struck with the i

kidney amoni; i

reasons for asci
whicli they coe
and during wintei

ipli.

J

liad pr;

and
the ji.uicui Avas far from

11 • I

- '"I iiat puerperal
•

I ' - r.iver matters
!!.:.! iiad todowith

in; '^ ''<': 11. ,,ik1 had been
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ically no fresh vegetables.
such as greens and fruits. They made iu autumn a pasty
heavy tomato sauce which they used as a relish with their
food all through the winter. The food itself was a
'•liorriblc fresh, heavy, Italian bread," Bologua sausage,
and the savoury but more than suspicious Frankfort
sausage, all gcrm-ladeu dried meat. The remedy was that
such patients should consume milk freely duririg the last
three or four months and car plenty of green vegetables.
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THE POSITION OF CASUALTY CLEAIUXG

STATIONS.

I.N tlic fjcnoi'al .scliemc of evacuation of wonuclccl trom a

liiiug line it is provided Uiat they sliall be bioiiit;lit iu from

the regimental dressing stations to the field ambulances by

ambulance cars, as a rule motor driven, and from the field

ambulance head quarters dispatched in the same way to

casualty clearing hospitals.

Owing to the special conditions of the military opera-

tions in Northern France —conditions which, it should be

remembered, may not rcciu- in the future—the tendency

appears to liavc been to diminish what may be called

the hospital side of these units and to make them,

more than ever before, places from which wounded arc

cleared as rapidly as possible to the base. It is for this

reason apparently that their name has been changed

to Casualty Clearing Stations, althougli they still retain

some of the functions of a hospital, since they may be in

the position, if necessary, to retain from 20 to 30 per cent,

of the patients brought to them. The remaining 70 or

80 per cent, are usually got away within twenty-four

hours by an ambulance train. Nearly a year ago, indeed,

Sir Anthony Bowlby, in a paper on the work of the

clearing hospitals in France during the preceding six

weeks, after p< in ing out that a clearing hospital is iu its

conception essentially a mobile unit, consisting really only

of a staS with a sufficient amount of surgical and medical

1 quipraent for emergencies, said that it was intended iu

future to call it a "casualty clearing station."

On July 3rd we published au interesting note from our

correspondent in Northern France, in which he said that

as the army grew in size so had the number of clearing

stations increased. They were, he said, never far from

the real front. Although at that moment two or three

had been left by the rising tide a dozen miles or so from

the trenches, others were so close that even in what the

army calls " peace time " their occupants could fairly well

gauge what was going on merely by the sounds that

reached their ears, while others were at intermediate

distances. The motor ambulance convoys from the various

bead quarters of the field ambulances serving the divisions

occupying the section of the liue nearest the village where
the clearing hospital is established usually arrive in the

morning bringing in the whole of the wounded gathered

between daylight that morning and daylight twenty-four

hours previously. Though the convoys usually arrive in

the morning there is no absolute regularity, for an ambu-
lance car may at any time go down with a few wounded,

who could be collected quickly, and sometimes it is possible

to send on in the afternoon men who at dJiybreak seemed
too ill to be moved.

There has recently been some discussion of the position

occupied by the casualty clearing stations, and it has been

suggested that an economy of personnel might be effected

it tliese stations were pushed up nearer the firing line, so

that they might more generally and rapidly relieve the

field ambulance stations. As economy of persouncl is a

matter of great importance, we took the opportunity of

consulting a medical officer serving in France, who has
replied in the following letter. He begins by expressing

his general dissent from the view that the casualty clearing

stations could be moved nearer the firing line, for the

reason that it "lacks perspective." He continues as

follows

:

Ca.sualty clearing stations are neither regular hospitals

on the one hand nor first aid posts on the other.-

Their essential function is to take over the sick and
wounded from the field ambulanci s serving various

portions of a battle line and to treat them until circum-
stances, including the condition of the patients, jiermit of

their being sent down the line of communications to n

stationary or general liospital. Tbor arc thvi- thr noV.J
points inthc whole system by whicll an attempt i- n :• i'

to undo the human damage caused by the < ip ; 1

,

weapons: and that fact must also be borne in mini whin
questions of their position are raised.

Even on paper that position cannot be varied entirely at

will. It must always boar a certain relation on the one
hand to a railhead, and on the other to the poiuts—the.

regimental aid posts (o)—at which the sick and wounded
from the portion of tho battle line served by the casualty
clearing station in question are first collected. With the
regimental aid posts the casualty clearing station in con-
nected by the field ambulances, and tho relative positions

of all tlirec are, speaking in a general way, such as are
shown in the diagram.
The field ambulances served by the casualty clearing

station each works in co-operation, say, with five regimental
or battalion aid posts, and form with them a species of

triangle. The apex of each such triangle poiuts in the
direction of the casualty clearing station, and consists,

say, of the field ambulance head quarters or principal tent

section, while its base is in touch with the battalions in

action, and is formed by their aid posts; the sides ar<-

marked by the advanced dressing stations and bearci

sections.

-5?:?:-..'

A, B, c, Portion of a battle line. 000, .\id post-i of battalions iu
action, x x x, Advancetl dressing stations F F r. Field ambu-
lance tent or head quarter sections, x. Casualty clearing station.
R. Kailheafl. =. Line of communication v. ith base Patbs
available for bearer parties. . Eoads.

The three small triangles themselves form the base lini

of a larger triangle whose apex is represented by the
casualty clearing station. Doubtless on paper this apex
could be comiiressed and its position altered so as to push
the casualty clearing station very close indeed to the sub-
triangles and to the battalions in action which form their

real base, but it does not follow even on paper that the
ability of a casualty clearing station to fulfil its functions
will have been increased thereby. The closer it is placed
to one nni-tion of the fighting line the further it may bo
from 1 e r st.

In t>.^„ unless the portion of a fighting liue that a
casualty clearing station serves happens to be a segment
of a true circle, and the casualty clearing station is at the
centre thereof, some of the battalions concerned musl
always be relatively distant from a casualty clearing

station—that is to say, more distant than others.

If all this be trae as a matter of mere mathematics, it i^

doubly true iu practice. Mathematically, it is conceivable
that if a casualty clearing station were pushed up to, say.

point V, it would there be much closer to all points of the'

line A, n, c, than it was at point s, but practically it may be
ten times further off. This would certainly be the case i£

there were good roads from a, b, a,nd c to x, but no roads _
or bad ones, from the same point to y. f
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It ia, in slioi't, uot lu-oxiuiity but accessibility that is the

lH)iut of ival importance. Tlic more loads that lead from
the lighting Hue to a casualty clearing station aud awuy
from it towards the base the better for all concerned.

Fiu-tlier, accessibility of a casualty clearing station to

vehicles approaoliing it from the field ambulances, aud to

those which leave it loade<l with patients on their way to

stationary and ^ecci-al hospitals, is not the point of solo

importance.

.

A casualty clearing station, though always a mobile;

unit, is a "ootl deal more than a glorilied tent section of a
field aiabulauoe. It is able to uudertalie operations of any
kind ; lias a largo personnel, which includes nursing

.sisters : and, while invariably equipped for 200 patients,

must be prepared—as experience has time aud again
proved—temporarily to provide suitable accommodation
for five or six times that number. This means that its

location must lie such that it can always secure at a
moment's notice almost unlimited supplies, (.'onseijuently

it must be fairly near a laiihead or a railway siding which
is being employed as such.

|

A third desidciutum is that its position should secure
it from any but the most deliberate heavy artillery lire.

There is not much point in removing the wounded out of

the firing line and in making claboiute arrangements to

secure them both nursing and surgical assistance which is

in every way efficient, if the hospital housing them is

placed in such a position that the dozens of vehicles which
nmst daily seek and leave its doors will form a good mark
for the enemy, or if it is liable to be accidentally destroyed
in tlie course of an ordinary everyday artillery duel. The
lives of combatants even when wounded are valuable, aud
nurses and doctors cannot be leplaced too easily.

All the foregoing facts are strong arguments iu favour of

not compressing the apex of the triangle which has been
incutioued, aud thus pushing the casualty cleaving stations

close up to the battalions iu action; while the weight ot

the sole argument adduced in favour of the latter stop

is minimized by the fashion iu which the patients aro
transported.

If they had to travel to a casualty clearing station by
a country cart or on a jolting supply wagon it might be
i-easonably concluded that every additional half-mile that
they had to be carried would lesson the chance of their

i«covcry. But these means are never now employed ; all

the patients arc ti-ausported from the advanced dressing
stations to the casualty clearing stations solely on well-

sprung pneumatic-tyred ambulances, which cover a mile
in the space of about five minutes.

Supposing a patient fit to be movetl at all, cau it really

make any practical difference to him whether he remains
in such vehicle fivo, minutes more or five minutes less ." If

the response be that it must make some difference, the
reply is that it cannot make half as much difference

as that spelt by a patient eventually finding himself in a
real hospital instead of iu a huge dug out, or its equivalent.

such as is alone conceivable as the habitation of a" casualty
clearing station which had been thrust quite close up to

the line of fire in accordance w ith the views of your
friend.

I am afraid the censor would object if I endeavoured to

illustrate the degree to which the authorities have managed
by the disposition of Uieir clearing stations to meet the
desiderata mentioned iu this letter, but in any case the task
would be superfluous.
The published dispatches of Sir .John French aud those

of sundry newspaper correspondents have disclosed with
considerable fullness the position of the British line.

If the facts therein contained be studied by means of

one of the very large scale maps now on sale in England,
you can note for yourself what towns, villages, or collec-

tion of houses seem to be within easy reach of the line by
numerous roads, and also within easy reach of a railway
by the same means. On some of the maps, indeed, you
can even make a fair estimate as to the extent to which
certain localities- -which seem otherwise suitable for a
clearing station—are exposed to the ordinary fire of the
taiemy, or are protected by hills or rising ground from any
but long distaucc artillery and aeroplane bombs..
When you have thus picked out your possible positions

for yourself, I cau assure you that ypii may then saf'ily

conclude thsJ; each of these localities is cither alrt:+dy

occupied by casualty clearing stations, or that a casualty

clearing station has been there until driven ont by shell fire,

or tliat all the buildings shown are absolutely required as
billets for reserve or resting troops, or that the position

is one that the military authorities intend to hand over
shortly to the French or Belgian troops, or consider likely

to bo at any moment the aim of a heavy attack by the
enemy.

I am afraid that this is all I can say on this particular

aspect of the subject beyond expressing what I find to be
a general belief—and one which, so far as I am in a position

to form an opinion, is also my own—namely, that if the
indubitable interests of the great mass of sick and wounded
men are not to be sacrificed to the debatable interests of a
very small minority, the casualty clearing stations as a
\\ hole cannot i-ightly be advanced any further than they
usually are.

This " small minority " is made up mainly of eases of

gunshot woimd of the chest and abdomen, and of profound
shock from haemorrhage. I have described their interests

as debatable because tiierc would be plenty of room for

difference of opinion as to their treatment even if they
were due to an accident occurring just outside the door of

the oi>erating theatre of a London hospital ; while when
they occur on the field of battle no conceivable, not merely
possible, means of dealing with them can be regarded as
anything but in the nature of a jji's alio:

I cannot discuss so many sided a question iu this letter,

but before winding up what I liave to say on its main
theme I may mention that these minority eases represent
no new problem. It is one which on a glance at any text-

hook dealing with the medical side of army administration
will be jierceived to have been carefully studied long before
this war. and during this war it has been, and still is being,

handled in the light of the most advanced surgical know-
ledge of the day, and of weekly accumulating experience.

Various means of dealing with it have been tried, but
iu the main dependence has been placed on the advantage
in the way of rapid and easy transport offered by motor
ambulance convoys.

Automobile transport is a novel feature in war, and its

introduction lies in a measure at the root of the discus-

sions sometimes heard as to the realative utility of various

features of the evacuating system as a whole.
Coupled wil,h other circumstances—such as the siege-

lilio cliaracter of the operations in Flanders, the large

immber of troops held ready to engage on a compara-
tively narrow front, the configiuation of the ground, and
the existence of many possible railheads—it has led on the
cue hand to the making of medical demands such as would
never have been heard liad the operations consisted of long

advances or retreats; and, on the other, to a superficial

obscuration of the principle underlying the work iu the
evacuating zone, owing to the occasional aggregation
and proximity of medical aid posts, advanced dressing
stations and casualty clearing stations, and the consequent
apparent superabundance and superfluity of some items in

the scheme.
.As to all this, I cau only say that should the eventual

consideration of the leading events of this war by tac-

ticians and strategists lead them to a conclusion that the
v.arfare of the future will be trench war, then perhaps
we shall see certain more or less radical changes iu the
existing medical system so far as the evacuating zone is

concerned.
But personally I am not disposed to anticipate anything

more than some modification perhaps iu the equipment and
organization of the field ambulance.

It is only in France (and during the last eleven months
or so) and in the Dardanelles that the war has been, so to

speak, abnormal—that is, has consisted mainly of sicge-

liko operations. Elsewhere—in Mesopotamia, iu Russia,
and so far in Serbia—the war has been of the kind for

which the British evacuating system was primarily in-

vented. I say primarily only because it is mainly when
advance movements arc rapid and frequent that the merits
of the system become readily visible. For its real strength
lies in its adaptability to all circumstances and iu the fact

that it provides a definite backbone for evacuating
operations whatever their kind.

For instance, at certain parts of the line during the past
f(!W months tlie two series of triangles shown in the
diagram have been coalesced into one, a casualty cleariu^

:iiatioi] practically taking the place of the field ambu!aii»
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heaci quarters sliown as forming tlie apex of the smaller

of the two triangles.

Rut this does not necessarily mean that the organization

of field ambulances is out of date or tliat tlicir head
quarters have been useless. Tliere has been plenty of

•work for tlieir displaced main tent sections or head
quiirtcrs to do of a most useful kind, in the way of running

rest stations, convalescent hospitals, and bathing establish-

wonts, and meantime the field auibulancos have preserved

their unity, and liavc tlius been ready and also able (as

comparatively recent events have shown) to fulfil their

full normal functions at a moment's notice.

As you know, there are three field ambulances attaclied

to every division, and each consists of three sections sub-

divided again into a stretcher bearer and teut subsections.

These main sections and subsf;ctions can act together or

separately, and can devote themselves either mainly to

running advanced dressing stations, and the connected
bearer work, or partly to this and partly to forming and
conducting temporary hospitals for the treatment of

patients who cannot be moved ou.

So far it has been in the former direction that there has
been most work for them, but at any moment the scene

may change. Should, for instance, any attack such as that

on Loos last September, or on Neuve Chapelle last March,
prove completely successful the line will move forward so

rapidly as to place the advanced dressing stations too far

away for the time being from the casualty clearing stations

for really serious cases to be .sent to them straiglit away,
even if the roads be not too encumbered for good motor
convoy work. In that case tent section work, which has
already been carried on to some extent on different

occasions, will come into complete operation, and the
advantage of including operating surgeons of first-rate

ability among the personnel of the field ambulances will

be realized to the full.

On the question of the handling of the abdominal and
chest case problem I will try to write to you at a later

date, and am meantime happy to be able to conclude now
by saying that the completeness with which varying cir-

cumstances and different contingencies are anticipated by
the existing evacuation system, as also the skilful fashion
in which it is beiug worked, have alike impressed mc very
considerably.

TYPHOID FEVER IN THE GERMAN AND
AUSTRIAN ARMIES.

Typhoid Inoculation.

Professor Goldscheidee and Dr. K. Kroner have pub-
lished' a lengthy report on the effect of typhoid iuoculation
in the German army iu tlie winter of 1914-15. When the
Germans invaded France little was at first done to

protect the troops from typhoid fever by iuoculation, and
it was not till late in October that tliis prophylactic treat-

ment was begun. Extensive iuoculation was carried out
during November, December, and January. Two to three
injections were given at intervals of eight daj's, the dosage
being 0.5, 1.0, and l.O.c.cm. When Marx's vaccine was
used these doses were doubled. In many cases only one
injection was given, owing to ill liealtli or other considera-
tions. It was not till a later date that iuoculation with
three successive injections was adopted as a routine
measure.
The first cases of typhoid fever in the army to which

the authors were attached occurred in the second week of

September. The number increased in October, reached
its maximum in November, and afterwards fell rapidly.
There were a few cases in December, and in the following
months there wore only sporadic outbreaks. The credit
for this could not, they considered, be given entirely to
the inoculation, for typhoid fever commonly disappeared
Bpontaneously in the late autumn and winter.

The Course of the Disease among the Inocxdatcd.

The authors observed about 300 cases of typhoid fever
in patients wlio had previously been inoculated. In many
suflicieut data for estimating the effect of inooulation on
the course of tlio diucriof. were lacking. There were
125 cases of t;;'' I

'
1 nmong patients inoculated

once, 125 cases ; 1

1
n. nts inoculated twice, and only

'Jierf.l.hf i: '< :-.
i 'j inljei-etli, IJlh, aud 20th.

39 cases among patients inoculated three times, about
which adequate notes had been made. Broadly speaking,
the temperature chart.s showed the same features for the
inoculated as for the uninocuiated; and there was no
temperature curve exclusively characteristic of tyi)hoid
fever among the inoculated. Rut in this class it was rela-

tively common to find a temperature curve with an early
tendency to fall permanently or for a short time—a feature
indicative of a benign forui of the disease. Among the
inoculated the temperature sometimes began with an
abrupt rise, accompanied by a rigor. The temperature
would almost directly fall again more or less abruptly.
This type of temperature was most common in patients
who had just been inoculated; and it would seem that the
inoculation had shortened the incubation period, a slight

or abortive variety of typhoid fever being the result.

The Mortalitij among the Inoculated and Vninocnlaled

.

There were 20 deatlis from typhoid fever among the
inoculated (6.9 per cent.) as compared with a mortality of

12 per cent, among the uninocuiated. Of the deaths
among the inoculated, 13 occurred among the 125 patients
who had been inoculated once, and only 5 among the 125
patients who had been inoculated twice. In other words,
the mortality from typhoid fever among patients inocu-
lated once was as higli as 10.4 per cent., whereas it was as
low as 4 per cent, among those who had been inoculated
twice. There were 2 deaths among the 39 patients inocu-
lated three times, the mortality being 5.1 per cent. The
general condition was, as a rule, better among the inocu-

lated than among the uninocuiated, and toxic brain sym-
ptoms were notably less frequent and prominent among
the former. The pulse and general condition of the heart
were also more satisfactory. Again, the inoculated deve-
loped fev.or complications, and myocarditis, thrombosis,
phlebitis, and intestinal haemorrhage were relatively rare
sequels. Respiratory complications were also less frequent
and severe among the inoculated. Tliis mildness or
absence of complications was most noticeable among
patients inoculated more than once, but the inoculation

did not seem to check exacerbations and relapses of the
disease, yet convalescence was often strikingly rapid among
the inoculated.

Complications.
In this connexion it may be interesting to note that

J. Matko ' has analysed the frequency with which
certain complications followed typhoid inoculation in
the 64th Roumanian Infantry Regiment. His statistics

concern about 3,000 soldiers. The vaccine used was
Besredka's, and the dose was 1 c.cm., followed in six days
by a second of 2 c.cm. Special attention was paid to the
temperature, the leucocytes, and the urine, the latter

being examined daily with reference to the diazo,

the albumin, and the aldehyde reactions. The soldiers

were admitted to hospital only when a rise of temperature
was accompanied by symptoms of a severe general
reaction, such as pain in the head, limbs, and trunk.

Many different types of fever were observed. In some
cases the temperature rose to 39' 0. after the second in-

jection, and tell again to normal next day. In 20 cases
the fever lasted for a day or two, after which it fell to

normal by lysis. In 3 cases the temperature remained
between 38" and 39 for three days and then fell to normal
by crisis. In a few cases tliere w'as no fever till the second
day after the inoculation, wlien the temperature began
to rise slowly, reaching its maximum on the same day and
falling again slowly on the third day. With one exception,

all the complications followed the second inoculation. The
exceptional case was that of a man, aged 24, who had
undergone hydropathic treatment for two months for

arthritis before he received his first injection. It was
followed immediately by a rigor and severe pain in the
wrists and ankles, which were much swollen next day. In
eight other cases of articular rlieumatism the first in-

jection provoked pain in the limbs, but it was not till

the second injection that the joints became swollen. In
several cases the skin over the joints was hot and red :

but with one exception these articular symptoms were
transient;' and disappeared rapidly without treatment.

In other cases refractory to treatment by salicylates and
electrargol, rapid improvement was effected under hot air

treatment. In four cases the inoculation was followed by

' Wien. mccl. Woch., August 21sl, 1915.
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•cnte nepLiitis, cbaracterized in Uiiee cases by haeivatuiia
ami tlio pi-ostnce ofr numerous, wj-thvocytcs, casts tuiil

other renal elements in the urine, rulniouary and iu-

t<>stinal coiuplicatious were frequent; the most frequent
pulmonary complication was cough ilue to dry, diffuse

bi\>nc)iitis, which disappeai-ctl iu a fe^y days without trcat-

lucDt. Iu three cases there were signs of recrudescence
of pulmonary tuberculosis, the temperature in these cases
reniainiug high for a long time. One case terminated
fatally from miliary tuberculosis of the lungs. In thirty-

two eases the second injection provoked transitory colic

an^ diarrhi>ea. Typhoid bacilli were never found in the
stools of these patients.

The M0RI.VUTV KCOM Typhoid Fevki;.

In the opinion of Professor A. v. Koranyi of Huuapcst
the fate of the patient suffering from typhoid fever was
often decided during the (ii-st days of tlie illness. An
analysis of 523 cases showed that 45 had died, a mortality
of 8.6 per cent. The treatment consisted of careful
nursiug, a fluid diet, and the free nse of chemical anti-

pyretics. In a very few cjuses only did the treatment
include baths, the value of which Professor Ivorauyi con-
sidered very doubtful. The patients were divided into
three classes, according as they were admitted within the
fourth, seventh, or t^nth day of the illness. Although many
of the patients in the last class were already convalescent,
this classification clearly showed that the mortality was
directly proportional to the days of illness which had
elapsed before the patients were admitted to hospital.
Professor Koranyi argued from this that soldiers suspected
of typhoid fever should be spared long journeys as far as
possible. In this connexion .lie pointed out that in
determining tlie value of various forms of treatment
physicians were apt to overlook this important factor,
yet the great fall iu the mortahty from typhoid fever

. wliLcli had occurred within the past fifty years was, in his
opinion, largely due to the earlier recognition and treat-
ment of the disease.

PrLMON.U-.T Tl-BCRCULOSIS .t.VONG SoLDIEES.
At a meeting of the Medical Society of Hamburg < Dr.

Kumpf stated that as early as October, 1914, the medical
depai-tment of the German War Office took steps to secure
beds for tuberculous soldiers in tuberculosis institutions.

• He anticipated that tlic war would increase both the
morbiditj' and mortality from tuberculosis, but hoped that
this change for the worse would be only slight and
transitorj'. Anotheu speaker. Dr. Falu% gave an account
of his observations in the dead-house on the frequency of
tiilK-rculosis among soldiers. He had found fatal tuber-

i^ in as many as 12 per cent., but was inclined to
'hat this figure was too higli for the whole of the
lU army. The mortality from tuberculosis iu the

un.y was, however, disquietingly high, .and it was ob-
viously desirable to take more effective measures to
keep the disease out of the army. Another speaker.
Dr. Prcdohl, expressed a more optimistic view, and even
denied that the war had increased the frequency of tuber-
culosis. In the military hospital in his charge he had
treated about 5,000 sick "and wounded soldiers, only 18 of
whom were definitely tuberculous. The military autho-
liticr, were opposed to the employment of the tuberculous,
and the demonstration of tubercle bacilli was sufficient to

' stamp the patient a.s permanently unfit for sei-vice. Dr.
Hnmpel argued that the decision whether a man suspected
of tuberculosis was fit for military service should not be
made ou the evidence of the tuberculin test. Many soldiers

. who were undoubtedly tuberculous had, he said, under-
gone the strain of active service witliout breaking down.
This, for example, had been the case with a soldier who
IkvI been in hospital for two years for tuberculous
empyema, which had necessitated extensive resection of
ribs. Dr. Rumpf insisted that a careful expert examination
of the tuberculous soldier was of primary importance. The
necessity for this had been recognized by the War Office
in its order that the advice of specialists in tuberculosis
should be obtained in doubtful cases. It had also arranged
that soldiers should be sent to institutions for the tuber-
••mI.,,,« as soon as the disease was detected.

CASUAL'nBS IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Armv.

r>Ud V,: Sacice.
I.ikl'tenaxtColonel Alexander Aitkks Ross, U..\.M.C.
iT.F.), died in an officer.s' hospital in Loudon on Novem-
ber 24th, aged 44. Jle was the son of the late Lieutenant-
Colonel A. .\. Ross of the Leicestershire Regiment, ami w as
born at Halifax, Xova Scotia, and educated at Edinburgh
I'uivci-sity, where he toolc the degrees of M.B. and C .M.

iu 1893. He settled iu practice in Edinburgh, and, on the
institution of the Territorial Force, joined its medical
department. On August 15th, 1908, he attained to the
command of the 3rd Lowland Field Ambulauce, and with
it lie went last July to the Dardanelles, aud had only
rcccutly been invahded home. He was married about two
years ago, and leaves a widow and an infant child. He
was buried with military honours on Xovomber 27th, and
the funeral procession through the south side of Ediu-
burgh, in which he practised, was witnessed by large and
respectful crowds. Among those prcseut were Surgeon-
(leueral Bonrke, D.D.M.S., and a number of otlier officers

of the R.A.M.C., as avcII as three hundred men of the
Lowland Field .Vmbulauccs.

Wonwhd.
Lieutenant F. T. Simpson, Ii.A.JI.C. ^temporary), Meso-

potamia.
Quartermaster and Honorary Lieutenant F. O. Chappcll,

R.A.M.C, Flanders.
Died of ^ron,uls.

Lieutenant .Tames Richardson Spcnsloy, R.A..M.C., died
of wounds as a prisoner of war in the officers' prison
hospital at Mainz, in Oei-many. on Xovember 10th. He
was at first reported as killed iu action, and an obituary
notice was published in the Biutish Medkal Joubk.ai. of

October 16th. Later it was stated that he was alive, as a
wounded prisoner.

LoslalSra.
The hospital ship Anglia, the vessel in which the King

crossed the Channel after his recent injury, was sunk on
November 17th, while bringing a convoy of wounded
across, it is believed bj' striking a mine. At the time
there were 13 officers aud 372 of other ranks on board. On
Xovember 29th was published a list of those lost—4 officers,

1 nurse, and 129 men, all of whom, except the muse, had
been previously wounded. The nurse lost was Miss M.
RodweU, of Queen Alexandra's Imperial Military Nursing
Service Reserve.

Deaths mioxg Sons or aIedicai. Mf.x.
Touusond, J. W. £.. Lieuteuant-Commauder R.N., vonuger

soil of the late Dr. E. 1{. Towuseud, of Cork, tjieil at Pai-kstoi:i^
on November 19tb. He had seen active service, vvliile iu tlie
navy, in Crete and iu 8011th Africa (medal .iiid rlst^y. and
retired from the navy iu 1910. At the benianiifj m 1 ',. v,,u- lie

offered bis services, which were accepted ; ana \, inl.; ~. j , my in
U.M.S. Impirkmc iu the North Sea lie comr^ni, ,1 Ij.-uinliitif,

wliich proved fatal. He v/as bm-ied at Parkstouc on No\eml)er
22iid with full naval honours.
The notice of Captain Sloan. Scotlish Horse, ))ublished in

ilie .JouRNAI, last veck. ]i. 791. r^qirrcs cni-rectinn. The name of
the oflicer was Ct'p'"'" '•^- •'- --^i u,. i:,i.,, c,,,.|j,._

Oallipoli, of wonii life

of one of his Ian met
Sloan of Glasgow ant-
C.louel.T.M. Sloan \' - ',< <''-

' i , , ,,,ntl
S. M. Sloan, Scottish llur-u lUigaUi. Aialjulance.

MEDIC.IT. STIDENT, PllISONER OF W.M!.
Wilkiu, Second Lieutenant B. O., of the 6th Batialiou Dnke

of Cornwairs Light Infantry, attached to the Royal Flving
C.il.s, was reported a few days !ij>o as having been made a
prisoner of war. He was a medical student at tbe T'niversity
i>f Edinburgh, and took a commission on Augnst 26tb. 19H.
While reconnoitring over the German lines his macbine was
lianiayed, forcing him to come down behind the enemy's lines.

NOTES.
The Conversion of Asylums to W.vr Hospitals.

\T the meeting of the Medico-Psychological Association
ol (ircat Britain and Inland on November 23r(l tlie presi-
dent, Lieutenant-Colonel David G. Thomson, M.U., gave
an account of the conversion of the Norfolk County Asj-him
into a war hospital for sick and wounded soldiers. He
said that on January 29th, 1915, the Lunacy Board o£
Control expressed its williuguess to try to provide 15,000
beds in .asylums by clearing some entirely of their ordinary
(latients and distributing them iu other asylums. As the
resale of two conference.-! twelve asylums were converted
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into -war hospitals, and it was arrangeil that the receiving

asylums should charge the vacating asylums the actual

cost of maintenance anil make no chait^o in respect of the

building fund—that is to say, vent, upkeep of huildings,

and interest on capital. 0|)inion beiuj.; strongly against

placing sick and wounded soldiers in even wliolly seiiarated

parts of the same in-ititiition as the insane, not even
women working piili.iits «cr( lelained. It was arranged
that the 1,050 |,atifnfs jji the Norfolk County Asylum
should he transit rred in paiti.-^ i., <iihr.r nsylums. Friends
were dulA uolilicd. and m ^i^ m Miices were en-

coura-td ioiiiipl\- iui the (idi- .J .•: > -ngc under Sec-

tion 79 : in lift \ tin, e eases H- , - ,,i,iiM_;ed. Inmaliing
np tli(- parlies, dui' e.iie \s;i^ i;ikLii lliiit each should

consist ol Die \;ui .11 ( lie^ . tiio recent, acute, sick,

iullriii, epileptie. c nii\ ,ili s, , iii. and working. Parties

begau lo leave on Maieh 19lli. ami by March 31st 960, or

an" average ot one liumlred a day, had been transferred

without any mishap or accident to nine different

towns. Tlarteen too ill to move were retained for two or

three weeks more. To convert the asylum into a hospital

many structural alterations were necessary ; some of the

doors had to be enlarged, and three lifts wore installed.

In spite of the great demand for hospital furniture and
n-ray aud electro-therapeutic instruments, the a'-ray

aud'e|i. .1 ii.i.. 1 1 . aiirs weve Uioiouglily well installed, the
Wail ':

,
luniiii'iM ( niuicsy and promptitude in

helpr : -ik. 'Ilie staff of the Norfolk and
Not-, ;, I. •

. II -I'llal, uliieli is close by, including the
radii 'li-a 1. ..|>lii iialinologist, pathologist, and dentist, were
appointed ., /-. for the Norfolk War Hospital, the
reniuiieialieii l-.ing £1 for each day the hospital was
visited. 'J'Ik le ',v,is difriculty in getting together a resident

medieal statl, J his was acliicved by obtaining the ser-

vices ul meii eiciliealh unlit for active service. A resi-

dent woman pal liel.-,:^isl was appointed. She has a well-

equipped laboiatoiy, and reports upon all clinical speci-

mens sent to or colleeted by her. The president also

described the nursing cciuipment, and in conclusion paid

a triliuto to the arduous w oik of tlie two commissioners of

the Hoard ot Centvel, Dr. Marriott Cooke and Dr. Hubert
Bond.wlin aclidas intermediaries in all the negotiations

between t lie ^\ ai Department and the asylums.
In a short discussion whicli followed Dr. Marriott

Cooke said that in the twelve hospitals now established

23,996 patients had already been admitted and treated,

and 14,776 had, on November 1st, been discharged or

transferred, 101 had died, and tliere remained under
treatment 9.120. leaving, at the moment, vacant beds for

4,108. Without the hearty cooperation of those respon-

sible for the administration of the asylums such a work
could not have been carried out, and praise was also due
to the asylum nurses. Though some of the insane were
transferred to distances as great as 150 mile.3 there was no
hitch.

Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. Kidd gave an account of the
work at the Gravlingwcll Military Hospital, Chichester,

Out of 3.000 patients admitted 1,250 had returned to duty,

1,000 returned to light duty, and 600 were sent to con-

valescent hospitals, making 95 per cent, of the admissions.

At this hospital at the first 490 cases were received in 30

hours.
. Colonel Vincent (Wadsley Hospital, near Sheffield) sent

an account of his experiences, and Dr. G. M. Robertson
(Edinburgli) pointed out that tlie war and the needs it had
brought would teach the speciality more than ever the

good" policy of having female attendants and nurses for

both sexes ol patients, a matter he had been interested

in for a long time. Sir George Savage also spoke, and
the I'resident replied.

C.4SUALTIES AMONG MeMCAL MkN' T\ THIC GkiiM-\X AkMY.

According to tlio MiUtarirr.Iirh. Xnis-hrlft. No. 18, 1915,

the German army has siiftc leil the fellnwiug losses of

medical men from the bcginnint' of the war to :ieptember

22ncl, 1915

:

Woimacd ^ ... ... 463
Missint 128
Missing, Biucc returned ... .. ... 35
Killed : 130
Prisoneis . 101

Died of disease . 100

Died of wounds ... ... ... . ... 50
Killed by RCCidenl 20

Total 1.027

OCTOGEKAKIAN SuEGEONS IK THE GPHMAN ArMV.
Two octogenarian doctors are doing voluntary service at

the front. Stabsarzt Hcrtwig, wlio on October 1st, 1914,

celebrated his 80th birthday in tlie field, wliero he is

serving with a mounted force, and Geheimrath Miiller,

who, in spite of his many years, is the energetic
superintendent of two reserve hospitals.

COOrKRATION BETWEEN CiVIL AND MILITARY DOCTORS.
The Danish and German medical press has lately publiihed

correspondence on the difficulties which may arise in '"

relations helvveen the civil niul tlio military doctor,
bably the iiu.:;.t frequent, eanse of friction is the attitu
of the iielitaiy iloetnr in i«utienlar and of the mi"
autlioriliL- , 111 ^'eneral towards ei-rtilicates of health issd
by civilian ducturs. In l^i/f^hri/t fur Ijtieiicr, tlio .iour
of the Danish Medical Association, this delicate and
plicated matter has lately been handled by corresponde
witli the gloves off. The origin of this particular discus
appears to have been the publication by a civil doctor in
journal of an attack on military ilorfcora in general, in whiclil
military medical officer was allet^od to have overlooked phlej
itis. This case was put forward as an example of the "depr
iiig influence of militarism," and the doctor in question
accused of " indefensibly frivolous treatment ot a dangerou
ill patient." In reply to this attack on his colleagu
a civil doctor iu a lay journal, a military doctor, in l'</(

for Loeficr, remarked" very properly that such matters she
be discussed but not in the lay press. In the correspo
deuce that followed iu this journal the civiliar'

lilaint that his certificates of health were " contemptuous!
flunfi across the table " was indignantly denied by the ;

doctor who took up the cudgels on behalf of his colleagu
correspondence leaves on the reader the impression tliiJ

though the civil doctor's complaints may have been exaggerati
they were not ajtofjether baseless. In the German medic
press, Professor Schwalbe, editor of the Deutsche mcdiziiiii

H'ochciixcliiift, has complained that the systematic neglect i

medical certificates by the authorities has been repeate"
brought to his attention by his colleagues. In this connexit
it is interesting to find that the new regulations issued by S,

medical department of the German War Office to the Arn
Medical Service, contain the following clause :

" The certific
"

when issued by a doctor iu private practice must be authc
cated by some official. . . . No comment on the value of such
certificate must be made in the ijresence of the bearer."

Medical Officers Wanted.
1st Home Comities Field Aiiibiilance.

Surgeons for the front. An opportunity for interesting work
at the front is offered to men who are keen on surgery by the
Oflicer Coiiimandiug, 1st Home Counties Field Ambulance,
Halton Camp.Tring, to whom applications may be sent ; these
will be dealt with in the order in which they are received.

S'lst Soutit iralex ikninted Field Ambulance.
There isa vacancy for a lieutenant in this unit, which is nov,

stationed on the East Coast. There is also a vacancy fi.i ;i

regimental medical officer iu one of the yeomanry regiments uf

the brigade. All particulars concerning these vacancies can be
obtained from Lieutenant-Colonel Herbert .Jones, Lyons Farm,
Blythburgh, Halesworth.

5/;?"rf South MidUwd Mounttd Brii/nde Field Aiuhiildiice.

Medical officers are urgently required for the above unit, at

present stationed at Oxford. Wfieii trained and efficient they
must be prepared to be posted to the second and lirst lines

to replace casualties. Apply to Oflicer Commanding, 3/2nd
Soutli Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance (T.F.),

1, Iffley Eoad, Oxford.

3:.jth Loudon Field Amhuhmcc (T.F.).

There are vacancies for medical officers iu the 3/5th Loudon
Field Ambulance (T.F.). Pay and allowances 18s. lOd. daily.

Captaincy in six months. Applications for imperial service

and period of war only entertained. Apply, Oflicer Command-
ing, 3 '5th London Field Ambulance, Mariow.

^cotlantr.

Glasgow Hospitals.

The report of the Western Infirmary, Glasgow, for tlie

year ending October 31st, presented to the annual meeting
ou November 25th, showed that the deficit was over

£21,000, aud about .£500 more than in the previous year.

It had been necessary to draw on capital accounts foi;

over £7,000, reducing tlie unrestricted capital funds
^''

a little over £4,000. One liundred beds had been pla
"

at the disposal of the military authorities, and
majority of the medical and surgical staff were engaged

in military service, either at home or abroad. The
number of in-patients was 9,692, an increase of 100 on tin

previous year. The new connecting block now ueariiig

completion contains an admission and casualty deput
meut, three lecture rooms, and three operating tlieatjvs.

The extension fund, from which a balance of £24,000 \ is

brought forward last year, has been diminished to ainnit

i£14,000. Much regret was expressed that the Glasgow

Corporation threatened to reduce its annual contribution

to this and other hospitals iu the citv to one-half.
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Greesock IxFiiiMAny.

TIio <1ii'eotoi-s of Orcfnock Infinuary iiavc rrccutly

rix-i-iv<ii Hitiination of a bei]nest of t'2,000 from llio lato

Miss K.l.^av of U.ldingsUiii, and a aoiiation of fl.OOO from
Mr. Kobert Macplierson, (.'.A., and family, to ciulow a \yed

ill nioiuoi y of lii^ son Hugh and of tJeorgo \V. Allan, who
•nilistetl together last year in the Glasgow Highlanders;
they fell side by side last May in the Jlghtiug at

J^ichebourg.

ClGAnETTE SmOIUXO AMOSi; WOMKX.
At th&ihii-ty-fifth annual uieetius of the Greeuocl< Kyc

lutirmavy, Dr. N. Gordon Cluclcie, in reporting on the

3,492 patients ayIio had made use of the intirniary during
tlic year, spoke of the harmful cti'ect on cycsiglit of the

excessive use of tobacco, and said it was \\ ilh deep i(^gict

he had to state that this habit was very largely indulged

in by females. It led to tlie premature wearing of

spectacles. Dr. Robert Fullertou reported on llic woilc

done in the throat, nOse, and car department.

Ixthnh.

liF.D T.\PE ASD THE SENDISO OF PoOl; LaW 1'aIIIMX
TO Hospital.

TiTET Dnndalk guardians last week inado a strong protest

against the action of the Local Government IJuard in

refusing to sanction payment of an account lor the main-
tenance in a Dublin hospital of a patient removed there

without having been admitted to the workhouse hospital.

The medical officer. Dr. Flood, had certified that the case

urgently required operation, and that the patient could

not safely be removed to the workhouse hospital. The
guardians decided to contest in the court any surchaiga
that may b& made. Tlie usual procedure, in order to

liavc a Poor I-.aw patient in the country sent to one of

the Dublin hospitals, is that the medical officer iirst

admits him tof the worlchouse iufirmavy and theu rcooni-

lucnds him to the guardians for transference to auother
hospital for special treatment ; he is then sent to the hos-

pital at the expense of the poor rates, aud a small sum
is paid towards his keep while in hospital. This method
answers well enough in ordinary cases, and perhaps tends
to limit the number that might otherwise be sent, but it

is not suitable in a case requiring urgent operation, for

the doing of which there are no facilities in many of the

workhouse iutii-maries. If the medical officer or the

guardians are not to be allowed to use their discretiou

in such cases, it simply means that if no charitable person

can be found to pay the expenses the patient must be left

to take his chance,

MoKTALITY OF BoAEDED-OTTT ChILDRKX IN DlBLlN.

.\t the last meeting of the Nortli Dublin luiun a long

discussion ou the boarding-out of illegitimate children

arose on a statement by the chairman that the auditor

had threatened to siu'chargc the guardians for relief given
to a woman who had three such children to nurse. A
guardian went to the root of the matter when he said that

no woman who required Poor Law relief was a (it person
to receive boai-ded-out children. The whole question calls

for careful reconsideration. Tlie infant mortality in

Dublin is liigh, and the very high rate among illegitimate

infants is occasionally brought to public notice by an
inquest. But social workers acquainted with all the facts

of the adoption system have little doubt that terrible care-

lessness prevails. A lady guardian stated that two of

these children died under the care of one woman who
then took a third. Within the past six months
ivecording to the Children's Act Inspector, twenty-eight
of these children had died aud a sum of £95 had
been paid in adoption fees in respect of tiiem. Very
few inquests were held, only one in every sixteen

deaths.^ She believed that chilcU'en were dying iu Dublin
simply "of starvation, cold, and neglect. A resolution was
passed directing the clerk to write to the boarding-out
associations in Dublin impressing upon them the unde-
sirability of giving childi-cn to women in receipt of ouldnor
relief. Common sense would indicate tliat an .adoption Ice

slu>ald not be paid to a woman who receives a hoard' d o it

child without some sort of guarantee that sin ir.
i" a

position to take care of and feed the child, and that she
will do so. .\ woman under whose care one such child !ias

died should not bo ontrnsted with the care of a second,
unless after searching in(|uiry she has been proved not to

have Ixsen to blame tor the death of the first. The ques-
tion has many aspects, and is really only a jiart of the
larger question of the conditions of life in the Dublin
slums as well as of that of iuiinoVality iu Dubliu. On both
these matters there is need for a stirring of the public

conscience.

The Library of the Koval College of Physiciaxs.

The library of the P.oyal College of Physicians of

Ireland has suffered from the war, as is shown by the
report of the committee presented on St. Luke's Day. 1915.

It is there stated that there was a considerable decrease iu

the number of books purchased as compared with the
previous year. This deliciency, however, was largely com-
pensated by an increase in the number of books presented
to the library. It was found impossible to obtain many of

the foreign periodicals which formerly found a jjlace in the

library, but here, too, several Fellows had helped by
regularly presenting copies of various journals. The
report gives a history of the development of the library,

the nucleus of which was the collection of books left to
.

the college by Sir Patrick Duu iu 1711. At pi-esent the
library contains 12,934 volumes, not including pamphlets,
of which there are 186 bound volumes.

OEnglanb autr Males.

The Christie Cani i,u Uosmtal, JMaxchestei;.

The report presented to the annual meeting of the
Christie Cancer Hospital on November 25t!i stated
that during the year 128 in-paticuts had been- treated, of

whom 71 had beeii discharged, 39 had died, iind 18
remained in the w'ards. In couuexiou with the Manchester
and District Uadium Fund, treatment by radium had been
commenced. Advantage had beeu taken of the proximity
of the Royal Infirmary, and out-patients had been treated

there, Dr. Burrows, the radiologist to the fund, having
been appointed ou the honorary staff. The majority of the
jjatients were in such an advanced stage of the disease that
no good could be done, but siuce January, when the new
department had beeu opened, 17 patients had received the
treatment. In many cases great relief from pain had been
experienced, but it was too early to speak definitelj' as to

permanent results.

Professor Wild, replying to a vote of thanks to the
honorary staff, referred to some remarks of the chairman,
Mr. E. Tootal Broadhui-st, as to the larL"- niuiilx r of cancer
cases ia the country and the comiviintivf i. a\ i hat came
to the hospital,' and said that it was n i-mious tact that
cancer was far commoner in countrj- districts than in largo

manufacturing districts. Every hospital received operable

cases, but Christie Hospital generally received only the
worst cases. Dr. Fletcher .Shaw expressed the expectation
that researchwould lead to the discovery of the cause of

the disease, and then the search for a. real cure would bo
more easy. Dr. Burrows, the radiologist, said that though
radium, with improving technique, occasionally cured a
case and gave brilliant results just short of cure, it was
unfortunately no exception to tlie general rule that no
remedial agent comes quite up to the expectations of its

originators.

;^Bteii.

The Uxiveesity axu the War.
A sv(;<:i;stiox was made recently that the University of

Sydney should consider the possibility of granting a
preliminary qualification in surgery to medical students

volunteering for active military service, on the understand-

ing that they should return to the university to complete

their qualification in medicine. This mattor was fully con-

sidered by the Faculty of Medicine, i.-hich reported as

follows:

1. The great demand for Australian medical graduates at the

present time is not o^ly for the AustraJian .\r-iuy Jfedical

Oorjis, but also for appoJutment to the Eoyal Army, Medical
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Corps. Before appointment to tho Royal Army Medical Corps
tlie War Office requires from each candidate a certificate of

rcf-istrtxtion ns a tncilicn.l jirnotitioner from the G'-nrrn! Cnnncil
of Medical T.ducation niid rteHiKtration of tli- riu*r.i Kinvlom.
CiHlei- the previsions of tho iMedical Act f;i"*'li''it<;'^ "1 ' ,H,,inal

M,;Ih;d ]:r<ii.<tcr. His Majesty liaviny prcviL'Hsl,-. drliiifMl the
,..]. lilies to whirl! tlie law applies. " A person who desires to

Im' ref-'istercd as a colonijil jiractitioner must prove to the

Rct^istrai- of fhe General Council of- Medical Education and
Kc;:istrati"U <if tlie I'nited Kingdom that lie liolds a recojinized
,di'-.- i-l ,liii:. :n:i granted in svieli n lirM i h ).')-,-,- ^icii ; and that
i- 1

1 . laracter, and ciii;i' ; > , -< medicine,
ifev^

: i
, t

.'its is essential for
.vl':r. \.-' Ml .:

.
:i 1 Ciirps.

; i
1 1

' u that the measures
I

i;ii-!ii|ci;, \' h' 11 li I hi HI I leourse is compressed
iiv uiakiu;;iiso 01 the vacations, are ilie hest that can be devised
for shorteniny the course and so accelerating the supply of
army medical officers.

At a meeting of the staff of tbc University on July 26tb,

under tho chairmansliip of Professor David, C'.M.G., the
president of the Professorial Board, it was decided that
those present should form themselves into a Committee of

National Service of the University of Sydney, tliat all

members of tbc staff should be invited to join it, and that
eacli member of the staff should be invited to indicate

what .s])ecial work he was able to perform, so that steps

might be taken to inform the Commonwealth liow the
staff' of the University might be utilized in this national
emergency.

Elkcteic Bklts.
The following notice has been published in tbc

Commonwealth Ga.^ettc of July 24tb, 1915:

Whereas hy the Customs .\ct 1901-1914. it i< eii.ni led iliat all

floods the im|iortation of which may be im i'Ihii
I

i. Pro-
ehmiation. are prohibited imports : and «! mljlo
ill tlie interests of tlie imblic health aud \vr ill,

.
,: in Uie

Comiuonwc-altli of Australia of electric or magnetic belts, or
any belt which is alleged or intended to produce a therapeutic
effect by electric or magnetic influences.

Health Inspectors' Coxfekknce.
The annual conference of the Health Inspectors' Society

was opened on September 27tli uuder -the presidency of
;\tr. rieorge Black, the Minister for Health. The secretary
in liis rejxirt stated that the membership of the society bad
;4r.jwn from 7 in 1913 to 197 in 1915. At the beginning of
the war the society bad tirged upon tho defence authori-
ties the necessity for appointing qualified inspectors to
supervise sanitary matters at the vai'ions militar3' camps,
stating at the same time that a nnmber of inspectors would
volunteer tlieir services. This offer, however, was net
accepted. During the year the society had tried to secure
legislation giving inspectors greater security of tenure of
ofiicc but without success. The endeavour being made
to bring all employees of shire and municipal councils
under one wages board should be strenuously 'opposed.
The president referred to the great advance made
in sanitary matters during tho past few years. Special
attention should be paid to country hotels, which
in some cases were still little removed from savagery.
He spoke of the complaints made that inspectors
were sometimes victimized by aldermen, who refused
to comply with the ordiiiaiice-. and objected to inter-
ference. It would be a nicsl unfair thing if men were
discharged for doing their A\\i\ fearlessly, and there .should
certainly be some board of appeal to which cases of
alleged victimization could be taken. In conclusion, Mr.
Black promised to inquire into the matter with a view to
removing this obstacle to the usefulness of tho inspectors.
Dr. W. (t. Armstrong, chief medical officer of tho Board' of
Health, said the outstanding event of the iiast year was

tho passing of the Public Health Amonding Act, which
gave power to local authorities to close places unfit- for

human habitation without the necessity for cumbrous legal

procedure. He paid a tribute to the late Dr. Ashburton
Thompson's splendid work in connexion with health
matters in the State. Not only was he one of the greatest
authorities in the world on a number of tlie worst diseases
known to humanity, but he was practically responsible
for the framing of tile health laws of New South Wales,
and, together with the Crown Law authorities, drafted the
present Act. He always recognized the importance of the
work performed by the sanitary inspectors, and did all in

his power to raise their status. The following resolutions

were agreed to

:

That owners of tip-carts shonltl be licensed and a number-
plate fixed on the cart, and that tho said owners should be
resporisible for the name and address of the driver.

That Ordinance 39 be amended so as to compel owners of
dwellings and tenements to provide and maintain a supply
of water of not less tlian 4 gallons ))er minute from at least

one tap on each floor or story.
That the Minister be asked to extend the definition of
" owner " in the Ijocal Government-Act similar to that
in the Public Health Act, so as to include the agent or
person receiving the rent.

That the time is now ripe for the Board of Health to authorize
health inspectors to purchase for anal vsis samples of food
other than milU.

That the ordinances uuder the Local CJovernment Act be
amended to provide a penalty for any person refnsing to
give his name and address when called upon by bu
inspector.

That the Government be requested to consolidate the Public-
Health Act of 1902 and the Public Health Amendment Act,
and that tliey should be reissued.

That in an inspector's appointment power should be given to
prosecute without a permit from the Mayor, and that the
Local Oovcrnraeut Act be amended to cover it.

That the time is now ripe when the Health Inspectors'
Society should have representation on the Local Examining
Board of the London Sanitary Institute.

CoriTSj-iouDena.

THE P.OYAL MEDICAL FOUXDATION OF EPSOM
COLLEGE.

Sir,—It is again my dntv f,, nsl- -Knn to allow me to

appeal to your readers f .,,.s in aid of the
Eoyal Medical Fonndatiui ^

i som College.

Owing to the loss of Ui.i i. i, uis as a result of

appeals in connexion with tl'. war. tlie Council are experi-

encing a period of extreme anxiety lest they should be
unable to maintain the existing numbers of pensionerships

and foundation scholarships. At the same time, the calls

upon the Foundation will most certainly increase. At this

year's election the son of a medical man who was killed

in action on board H.M.S. Good Hope was elected to

a foundation scholarship, and the Council anticipate that

not a few other appeals will arise directly or indirectly as

a consequence of the war.
As is well known, a large number of civilian medical

men are serving with the Army Medical Corps, the Bed
Cross Society, and in volunteer hospitals in France and
elsewhere, and those who are carrying on their professional

work at home will doubtless consider it both a duty and a
privilege to assist any of their brethren or their dependants
who may suffer financially in consequence of the sacrifices

they have made in the service of their country.

It is earnestly to be hoped that whilst so many generous
and muuificcut gifts are .'being made by our countrymen to

aid Belgians, Serbians, Poles, and others of our allies, our

own benevolent institutions will not be allowed to sufi'er.

May I, therefore, appeal to those of your readers who
can do so to increase their contributions to our Medical
Foundation, and to those who arc not already annual
subscribers to come to the assistance of tho Council at

this particularly anxious time. Although subscriptions of

under 1 guinea do not give voting privileges, I may add
that smaller contributions are gladly received.

—

l^ra, etc..

Hejjey Morkis,
London. W.. Nov. 26lli.

' Honorary Treasurer.

BROMIDES IX EPILEPSY.
Sir,—Dr. Morcier in his letter in the British Meihc al

JouRN.41. of October 23rd opens up a big subject for
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discussiou. He iteals with tbo questiou of giviug bromkle
pilcpsy iuasomew'bat snuimary luanucr. The shortage

nuJ pioliibitivc piice of the ilnij» is, in his cstiiuatiou,

stciuiiigly a blessiug iu Oisgnisc. But to souio of us
who have charge of a large nuiiibov of ei)ilcptic patients

tLo disguise is very thick, aud wo are sceptical as to the

blessiug." Dr. Mcreier's name carries such weight that

some of us would have liked to have had from liim, uot
dogmatic statcmeut, but a reasoned opinion based on his

gLeat e.'iporicncc. Certainly he deals only ^^'*''' *'''° I'outiuc

giving of bromide iu epilepsy, aud I suppose any roi\.tine

treatment has disadvantages, but I believe that the
different bromides, if given intelligently, are very useful

drugs in the treatment of idiopathic epilepsy, and acuc
is easily avoided by combining tliem with arsenic.

The following statement shows the average number of

tils per patient pr mouth at Lingfield Colony (with
nearly 300 epileptics) :

1900. Xo bromide treatment : Fits per patient averaged 13.5

per month.
1907. Heavy doses of l>roniide : l'"its per patient averaged only

1.99 per moiith, Init many showed traces of bromism, aud the
bead teacher complained that they were like " logs" iu school.

1914. Jluderate doses of bromide, pli(s individual treatment

;

Fits per patient averaged 1.5 per month ; children showed no
siKiis of bromism. Head teacher rei)orts favourably as to

eilucability.

Of course the arrest of the " lit '' does uot necessarily

mean tlio arrest of the disease: mental impairment may
still go ou, but it does mean the prevention of the
convulsive habit being formed.—I am, etc.,

A. Hume Gmffith. M.D.,
Siipcrintoudeut and Medical Officer, Lingfield Colouy.

October 29th.

Sir,—With reference to the use of bromides in epilepsy

it may perhaps be of interest to uote that of the 73
epileptic aments under care in this institution to-day, not

one receives a grain of bromide as a matter of routine

treatment.
Bromides, however, arc given for three reasons

:

1. .\s a means of control iu the increasing frequency
and intensity of the convulsive attacks, until the cause of

Biich exacerbation has been determined aud, if possible,

rectified.

2. As an adjuvant iu the status epilepticus. The best

means of dealing with this condition is by the immediate
induction of general anaesthesia followed by the iujection

of an enema containing bromides with chloral hydrate, so
as to ensure good sleep for some hours.

3. Epileptics when temporarily suffering from other
diseases are often benefited by the addition of bromides to

ae mixtures prescribed for those diseases.

.\ssiduous atteijtion to the diet, the hygieno of the
Dowels, and the general health of the individual are the
essentials in the management of the epileptic, in the

•endeavour, that is, to guard him against the pernicious
effects and the e\ il results of his disease. But for his own
sake let him have his " fits." As Dr. Mercier intimates,
the convulsion is to epilepsy what the pyrexia, say, is to

acute pneumonia—a protective mechanism.
Jn conclusion, it remains to state that these principles of

treatment, which I have tested to my own satisfaction,

Lavo Ijcen iu practice in this institution for nearly twenty
years, being first introduced by the present superintendent,
Dr. Caldecott, by whoso courtesy they arc here published.— I am, etc.,

II. F. Stei'iikns.
Tbc Royal Earlswood lusiitution.

Nov. 15tb.

TYPHUS. FEVER AND LICE.
Sir, - Iu connexion with the very interesting paper by

Major Davy aud Captain Brown (Journal, November 20th),

1 should like to niake a remark regarding the lice theory
of infection, for I am decidedly of opinion that it would
uot be wi.se for auy one to regard lice as the only source of

danger.

^ If a person, unprotected by a previous attack of typhus,
exposes himself by remaining for some time near a typhus
^iatient in a close, stuffy, unveutilated room, I believe that
me runs a risk of contracting the disease although there
ire no lice present. It is to bo noted that the writers of

Bie paijcr in question state (p. 738}

:

I „.^"' ?"V?; «ir

We ft)iiti"<1~evidenoe that the infective agent resides iu the
Ix)dy for at least three weeks after defervescence. Fresh ont-
Ineaks occurred when patientsw ere returned to their companies
.liter the three weeks' period, ihoiirih they and their dolhes ncre
ilisiii'ected and ircrc }>resiiniiiOli/ Ike-i'iee any italics).

Many years ago I had a considerable experience o^

1 yphus while Physiciau- Superintendent of Belvidcre Fever
Hospital, Glasgow, aud I feel it to be my duty to give this

word of warning.
While not denyiug that the iufectiou may be carried by

lice, aud agreeing that every means should be employed to

get rid of them, I have faith iu cubic space and a frco
circulation of fresh air as prophylactics in the case of

typhus fever,—1 am, etc.,

UcUeflcld, Lanark. November 2ZncI. Jamks W. Allan.

PROFESSOR A. MARTIN AND PROFESSOR
JACOBS.

SiK,—The Germaus having shown the Belgians how
dangerous for their fellow countrymen it is to have dis-

cussions with them at the present time, I think it my duty
as a patriot to abstain for the ptcseut from refuting all the
nice things ' which Professor A. Martin addresses to me iu

the last number of ihe Muiuitsschrift fiir Gebtu-lshiUfe und
1 1 ij niil'olor/ ic iu the name of German kultur. We shall

see after the war that the matters are fully cleared up.
Suffice it to say once more that all I have said aud written

has been seen aud proved by me. Professor A. Martin
seems to believe that the appeal which I have made in

this country on behalf of the Belgian doctors and
pharmacists riiiueJ by the war was destined for the
unhappy exiles. Iu that, too, he i.s deceived. The brotherly

generosity of the international coyi)S inrtUcul maiuly helps,

aud is iuteuded to help, the doctors and pharmacists who
have remained iu Belgium. The English committee can
give a stronger opinion on this point thau myself.
The pitiless war overwhelming Europe has created

trenches terribly deep between scientific men. It is to bo
feared that they will be impassable to German sacunts for

generations. The imjustifiablc attacks which Professor

A. Martin directs against me. Professors Piuard, Treub,
:iud Bossi shows us the course wo shall be obliged to lake
ill the future, in spite of the old scientific aud friendly

rt lations which we have held with the Germans.—
I am, etc.,

C. Jacobs,
Profcsseui- Universite de Brnscllcs,

Di comber 1st. Aiedeciu Iteg. 1"'° Classe, Belgian .inaj-.

ODMtuarij*

ARTHUR HAMILTON WHITE, L.R.C.P. \xd S.I.,

LATE PKOl'ESSuK ' J ! A : M -I V. ROTAI. COLLKUE OF SURGtOXS,

It is with deen .,l, ^i '
> -ict which will be shared by

many friends iu I'.ij-UumI -i - well as Ireland—that we have
to record the death, fioiu pneumonia, on November 27th,

of Arthur Hamilton White of Dubliu, at a comparatively
ciuly age. White started his early career in the Prisons

department of the Irish Civil Service, and while performing
the duties connected with this office he found time to study
for the medical profession, aud took out the night lectures

and practical courses conducted by the Carmichael College

of Jlediciue, which subsequently became amalgamated with
the school of the Royal College of Surgeons in L-eland.

He was a pupil of the Meatli Hospital, where ho came
under the influence of the late Arthur Wynne Foot, and
having served iu various undergraduate positions in tho
hospital, he obtained the diplomas of L.R.C.P. and S.I.

iu 1893.

Later White worked under Sir Victor Horsley iu Loudou,
and then devoted a considerable amount of time under
Krcnecker iu Berne to the study of the nutrition of the

frog's heart. Ho studied also iu A'ienna and Freiburg,

and coming back to Ireland he obtained the Reuben
Harvey Memorial Priiie for original work ou the heart

of the frog. He was appointed subsequently pathologist to

his old hospital, aud to the House of Recovery, Cork
Street, and in 1898 was elected to the chair of path-jlogy in
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the Pioyal Collogc of Surgeous iu Ifeliiud. These positions

lie held up to the summer of this yeav, when he I'osigued

owiug to ill l-ealtli.

Iu 189^9119 becanio Soevotary to tlic Lcinstei- Biauch of

the lirili li Mf'lirr'l V^'iMiiilinii. Houoi'avy Secretary to

the hi 1 I
"!'•! " \ nciatiou, and in 1911

lloueriii . S.I I, I.: I. r !.i|..iut Committee of tho

i>riti'-lc i'l-'l 111 ;i vi.iiiiMi \- iM iMii ii-.acommitteoformed
for the fiiiilicriiuce of l\ior l.:i\\ irform in Ircl.-nid, and
reviv'ed, SftCr' a period of obscurity, with t!if p.mwase of.

the Insnrancc Act. Firmly couviiu-ed that thi^ Act could

IjC turned to good account, 'White threw himself into the

work with all his energy. Mainly owing to his activity a

memorial was drawn up and .sent to every memter of the

profession iw Ireland', and in this work of organization he
succeeded iu reconciling tlie many wmil'i- •

'. <i~ wllli

cousuyimato ability and tact. I'rof' 'i^
.

,

,i ,i

member- of- -the Central Council of tli I'. M. ih i!

Association for ukuiv ycais and a Vf 13 i.-nli: ,1; IjihJ ml,

at its niiT't tiup-. :ii!'1 I'iuiil ;!iiiong its mombevs some very
lirm fricuil',,

AVhite uii- ;i'i < >ii Li-i 1
~i :- iatliolog.ist. as his contribu-

tions to varior- i,,.l:.il ;>,!.. I |c lir\. ir. liadapassion
for work and ; - - ' :_ -i -

' I
. H .wn liad been

a hard and nv: w
; :

iit of "short
cits.'' '•.\i.l--~' :" ii •'< ;- If'Mi . 'I -homination

:

the '^^i ;.!.!, . . ;iiuitheuia. His own kuowled-r ,,l

the sij; ; I loinid—and yet lie was not him- li

a veix ^,.,1!, 1,; I. ;u her of jimior students. He iic\,i

lectured 111 llie oidiuary sense' of the Word, but wliilv

demonstrating morbid cliangcs lie made disjointed

remarks, the drift of whicli the average student soyiie-

times found it h;ira to follow. lUit those who took the
tronb'io 1- :i' '

' 1' I

1 _• iMT.illy cnHio to

realize ii
.

1

'
' '

1
' ' "(' ilhmitfiating

principii ,

I

!
,

!., ,inierl lip and

dogmati-iii ii

students h;u.

stateiiicn: ><
I

.

'

[DEr. '9'5

lu 1882. After acting iis assistant to tlie late iii: Rogc
Hughes of Ilala, he became liis partner. He gained a.

large practice in Merioneth and wa.s M.O.I t. for bala, and
held many other public medical appointments. When a
prisoners of w ar camp was cstablishetl at Frougocli, near
Bala, Dr. AVilHauis was appointed medical officer. Hf
took an active part in all the public and social life 01 thf

district, was a mcnjbcr of the Merioneth County Council,

a cnnnty magistrate, and a member of the North Wales
Asyluui Board. Some ye«irs ago he was President of the

North Wales Ihauch of the British Medical Association.
He \>'m^ .1I-.0 :i )iionn'ii(>nt Freemason and a keen sportsman.
Ill- ii; pii'J Mioi. ili;Mi liking -in those with whom he camt!
in I . ii I '. ;n ivjte friends were innumerable and
ol' ' i I liiiii. The attendance at his funeral
;it I. Ill ' I'll ihyn.d, ou October 23rd, afforded evidence

!
il III istcciu with which he was regarded by

ill I 1. Ill he lived. He leaves a widow, with
vjivi , I MiMi.aiiv islclt. :

thr p,-itli'.loou'a! tcaoliing ot Sir

rk on the opsonic index .showed
and accuracv .with which he was

A. 'Wliijil. ;ii:J

the path 1..L .

'!

endowed.
Outside hi

'

lial companiou. He
had a keen soil > in uatiu-o" and art,'

and held vigo; 1
, and literature. His

disposition was naturally cliildliki- andlovable. He loved
children, he loved suushinc,, and he loved a good book.
But if ever a man had to hattle against " the slings- and
arrows ot outrageous fortune'' that man was Artlmr
AVhite. Day and night he carried with iiim the burden ot

miserable liealth. His freyncut silence, due to continuous
pain, was mistaken by many for niorosoness, and thus mis-
judged, or misunderstood, his lifi would have been a
lonely tragedy had there not been a iim\- v,ho did under-
stand. But it was a tragedy none the less. JMaimed,
battered, blinded, he worked to tho hillor end undaunted,
while his hoiirs and auibiLion- (<Ae>] om hv on.- 1., foi-e

him. With the resignation of tin- fliair of |- .t!iolo,_;v. his

whole life stcnird to tun.bU- about his ,ai ; and yet he
hoped—hoped for a year, or may he- t\vo. of ))eaoi- m the
sunshine that he loved—for a respite to nurse, himself back
to some degree of health, and tlien to ^^(llk again. To
such a life the noble lines of Henley's Iiirlrtiis form a
fitting epitaph, and we who knew him well may " thank
w hatever Gods may be " for his " unconquerable soul."

EVAX WIIJJAMS, M.R.C.S., L.B.C.P.,

J-VTE PrJJSUDF.NT Ol Till-; XOHTH WALES BR.^SCH OP TEIK liRIlISH
JIKUU 11. xy.SOll.KTlOX.

It was with dn
1 : if I'lat the news of the death of

Dr. Evan Willim > i\od among the profession and
the public of tli > .

ml
1 Mi lioneth, and more especially

in Bala and ili-tn.i. i 1,. ic he was well known for

upwards of thirty Mai . Ih was discharging his duties

on October 20tli. Imt wln-n out later iu the day shooting

he had a seizure and diid from cerebral haemorrhage in

about four hours.

Evan AVitliams was born at Ijlanddorfcl, near Bala, iu

1860, received his medical education at I'niversity College.

J.ninion. .and took the diiilomas of h.R.C.P. and M.R.C.S.

^ .Di!. .T\. i.Moi

Clouyhtoii, Jinii

the age of 38.

was educated a t

was •
\ :, o ( li.i-

.Mil

authoiit

fnipcirt .

his.w id-

-, foihicily ot Leeds, and recontI^
s .liiiriii':^!;. ilird ,,u Xovfuilier 2ui'l.

li i
1 ii I .ill November- 2*lt

11 - - 1- 11' iliclatcDr. Wihi^i.

-I 1. lanof theGlcttbrinillydii
1- -n ;. . and sucjxodcdhis fatlu 1

.i.ion in Edinburgh, and t(o

...i..<i, ... i..l;.i...l'..iuilS.Bdiu. in 1870. Uo 1

. by a widow- and three children.

Di;. II. v..

took tho ill _

diod
.-, M.li. ami i M.l\t:i:-j^. h, 189^. All

.wards ho li. 11 lia -iii|-i-iiiti,ii uts of ,-i--~islaut mediral oftii •

in the JJchidciL l-'ovoi Hospital, tilasoow: assisti

physician at tho Crichlon lioyal lustitutiou of Dnmfin-

.

and physician to tho Glasgow AVcstern Infirmary. A few

years before the Boer war he went to South Africa. He
dii.! service as medical ofiicer of the Natal Carbineers

through the siege of Ladysmith, and was afterwards
appointed Surgeon-Captain to.the Imperial Light Infantv}'.

Aftei' the peace he w-aS made a major in the Transvaal
A'olunt<;cr Meilical Service Corps. He was also physician

to the .Tohanncsburg Cceuoral Hospital, aiid oti_his retire-

ment was placed on the consulting staff.

l)j;. John- Hai.i.ev. who died at Wontworth Falls, New
South Wales, on November 6tli, was a son of the late

Mr. D. 11. Hallcy, Inland Pievenue, Aberdeen, add Was tho

Ctovcmment medical officer at Fiji. He graduated JI.I'..

at Aberdeen University in 1899. Ho was 42 years of ago.

Tjte death is announced, on November 18th, of Dr.

PiOBKr.T B.vr.KKi: Kobson of Alnwick, Northumberland.
He graduated M.B.Duih. in 1886, and took the diploma

of M.R.C.S. in the following year. He wa^i honorary
surgeon to the Alnwick Infirmary, and M.O.II. to tho

urban district,

BiiioAiiK Sri'aiKON- Alex.«deu Tl'rxku, Army Modii-,il

Department (rct.i, died at Plymouth on October 31si.

aged 74. .He was educated at Aberdeen X'niversifcv, whoio
he took the :Vf.B. andC.M. iu 1862 and the M.D.'in 1863.

He entered the Army Medical Department as assistani

surgeon on September 30th, 1863, became surgeon on

March 1st, 1873, and snrgoon-major on September 30tli.

1875. retiring with a step of honorarv rank on October 18tli,

183-1. The An,uj L isl assigns him no war service.



MEDICAL NKWS.

rXIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
At the recent meilical prelimiuarv examinatioii 54 oajiditlates

pa£sc<l aud 21 faile<l in £n$^lisii, aiid iu n^atbenmtics the num-
bers of those who iiasscil anil failed were the same. In Ijitin

48 passed and 39 failed: in Greek 5 passed and 2 failed; in

Trench 42 passed and 32 tailed : in German 3 passed and 3

Jaile>l. All those who were examined in Gaelic, Malayalam,
Trdu, Sanskrit. Persian, and Yoruba jmsseil.

The number who completed the preliminary examination in

the Faculty of Me<licinc was 133, as against 119 iu January,
1914. The" total number of first year students, including
women, is 188 ; the number of extra-academical women students

is 111. iThe total number of women students in connexion
with the university is 613. as compared with 621 last year.)

KOTAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
Annual Meeting of Fellows.

LlKfTKV.*NT-Coi.OKEL Josi.\H Oldfield, E.A.M.C.iT.) Writes:
Please allow me to correct the report in your last issue as to the
meeting of the Uoyalt'oltege of Surgeons. You state: "After
acme further discussion, in which Lieutenant-Colonel Oldfield

took ]>art, this motion was carried." I regret that, owing to

my military duties, I was not present at the meeting, and
therefore did not take any part in the discussion. My views on
the qnestion of admitting Members to a share iu the govern-
ment of the College are wholly opposed to those of Sir Watson
Cheyne. What I have claimed time and again at the annual
meetiuj; is not that the College should be transformed into " a
political institution," but that it should become a real nlma
mater, on scientific, ethical, and protective lines, to all its

members. At present it does but the barest minimum instead
of seeking to do the highest maximum possible for them.
A Council keen on the educational and scientific side would
provide a better library; so draughty and wanting is it

m the essentials of what a library should be, that wherever
possible I go to study at the Lincoln's Inn rather than
at the College of Surgeons Library, and it is because this

latter library is used tor banquets that it cannot be fitted

np as a library for study should be fitted up, and yet Sir

Watson Cheyne claims he is working for " an educa-
tional and a scientific institution." The College has tailed

in its functions, too, on ethical and protective lines. In the
great fight on insurance, in the great struggle of members to be
allowed to use the title of doctor ithat is, rfocdi.f, or learned in

the art of healing), in the important questions of equalizing
examinations and unifying degrees—to give a tew instances of

tion-i>olitical problems which gravely affect the wellbeing of

members—the College has given no lead nor taken any care of

its members. Surely the Council should be scientific enough
to know that the appreciation of evolution is quite different
from the fear of revolution, and yet the latter is the annual plea
put forwanl for perpetuating ineptitude.

Wht ^tvbut5.

EXCHANGE DESIRED.
Caft.^in, Field Ambulance, wishes exchange with another
CBptain, Base Hospital. Address No. 5790, BRITISH Medical
JoDRNAi. Office. 429, Strand, W.C.

^ebical ^elus.

Db. George Minto .Johnston has been added to the
Commission of the Peace for Leith.

An electro-therapeutic department for the treatment of

gonorrhoea lias been established at the Male Lock Hospital,

Dean Street, W., and placed in charge of Mr. C. Knss,
M.B.Lond.
The Hunterian Society held a clinical meeting on

November 24th at the Heart Hospital, Westmoreland
Street, London, W., the plans of which were explained by
the secretary. A series of cases were shown by members
of the hospital staff, and Dr. Hamill and Dr. Strickland

I
Goodall demonstrated the working of the electro-

S| cardiograph and e.xplaineii the interiiretation of electro-

I

cardiogratns.

I Thf, drawing-room sale in aid of the funds of the Royal
"M'.lifal Benevolent Fund Guild, to which the attention of
' !-; was called in the British Medical Journal of

;i)er 20th, took place at Crewe House on November
nd attracted a crowd of visitors. They showed
ympathy with the cause in aid of which the sale

I ranged in a vcrj' practical form, with the result that
I amounting to just over £1,000 has been added to the

. of the guild. It is liighly gratifyinj; that the public

should have come to. the help of a medical charity iu so
generous a spirit, and we are sure that the whole profes-
sion will join with ns iu congratulating Lady Tweedy and
her fellow workers on the success of their efforts.

An action for damages, laid at £40,000, was recently
brought against the New York Rockefeller Institute for

Medical Research and three members of its staff by tw o
former employees at the institute, who alleged that the
doctors sued had persuaded them to submit to the injec-

tion of a serum, and that as a result of carelessness and
negligence they had become infected with an incurable
disease. The case came before the United States District.

Court on November 4th, and was dismissed on the ground
that the facts statetl weio iusufficieut to constitute a cause
of action.

The committee of the Heritage Crafl Schools at Chailey,
Sussex, reiiorls that seven old boys, once crippled, are
now serving abroad, four of thoni as transport drivers.

Since the outbreak of war the boys' workshops have been
wholly occupied hi the making of war equipment,
furniture, and appliances for hospitals. The Princess
Louise Military Wards have been established as a relief

hospital, in connexion with the London Hospital, for the
reception of wounded soldiers. The enterprise is in need
of funds, owing to the increase in the cost of provisions
and material and to other causes. A handicraft sale of

objects made by the children will be held at the Girls'

Heritage, Chailey Clump, on Saturday, December 4th.

I. MaRZINOWSKY (Medir.insl-oye Obosrcnic, No. 20-21)

relates that Dr. N., in order to investigate the in-

fcctivity of the scarlatinal desquamation, carried out upon
himself the following experiment : Having made sevei-al

incisions over the skin of the shoulder, he applied to the
scarified surface a thick layer of an emulsion made of a
mass of desquamating cuticle, triturated in a physiological
solution, but no infection followed. He then performed
the same experiment upon himself with the desquamation
of two adults in the second and third weeks of scarlet

fever and upon his son, aged 15, who had never had
scarlet fever, by applying the emulsion directly to the
nose and tonsils' with a negative result. Denying the iu-

fectivity of the scarlatinal desquamation, the author is of

the opinion that the vehicle of contagion is derived from
the mouth and nares, and that it is transmitted through
" carriers " of scarlet fever as well as through those who
suffer from it.

IN the course of his address to the Koutgen Society the
new President, Mr. J. H. Gardiner, F.C.S., referred to the
suggestion that it might be possible for the medical man
of the future to he provided Vvith a set of >-ray tubes, duly
labelled for the production of any desired kind of rays.

Such a project appeared very enticing, but he doubted
whether it would be possible or even desirable. There
were too many conditions involved to enable > rays to bo
put up in bottles like drugs, and for the purpose of exact
research such a plan was unthinkable. Nevertheless, it

was now possible to produce and maintain rays of any
desired value, and if the immense differences in the effects

prwluced by luminous radiations differing only .slightly iu

their wave-lengths were considered, it did not .seem un-
reasonable to expect that similar special reactions might
be due to shorter rays of some definite quality. The
investigation called for very great refinement, and the
man who was going to make the desired advance would
hav€ to ccmbine the qualifications of a pathologist with a
thorough linowledge of the physics involved in the passage
of electricity through gases. It was now practically

certain that Roentgen rays differed from the familiar

electro-magnetic disturbances of light, heat, and elec-

tricity only in the extreme shortness of their waves,
which ranged from about one twenty-millionth to one
tive-millionth of a millimetre. In the purely physical

sphere of investigation the field was equally interesting,

but the vacuum tube had not yielded up all its secrets.

Vision for most people ended in" the blue-violet. Shorter
waves than these belonged to tlie ultra-violet and
Schumann region, where chemical and ionizing actions

reached a maximum. Beyond this and before the softest

radiations were reached 'there ocouiTed a hiatus, a dark
continent of the deepest interest for the physicist, for in

that region took place the profound changes which dis-

tinguished luminous radiations from those produced in a
vacuum tube. At the other side of the vacuum tube rays,

beyond what the radiologist called hard rays, and before

the gamma rays of radio active substances were reached,

there occurred another small gap. Here much work was
being done at present, and there was reason to believe

that before long it would be ijossibic to construct lubes

which would give rays closely approaching, if not

corresponding to, gamma rays iu wave-length.
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QUERIES.

I'lUilUJC writes to sav :I'hi ' 'ii F ;,ixc Vffiisc? to

allow a deduction of 1.' •• i •
;
J. vslui- of liis

house under BchediiV I'
'

• i hat the whole

of Hie ground floor is f;v. ,
:. i:. i ,

.! .-imi,,, , i.nrposes. Tlio

surveyor will only ano^^ ...,e-; !,ir,l. lii^nia ' nujuirfcsas to

liis reme<lv, and as to wbellitr arrears ol tax can be claimed

against liira for more than tlirce years, if tbc surveyor's con-

tention should be upheld.

,. The first rule, Cases i and II, Schedule D. provides that

no deduction shall be made for the value of any dwcUiug-

house, " except such part thereof as may be used for the pur-

poses of such trade or coneera," not exceeding two-thirds. It

will lie seen that the deduction made by our correspondent is

the maximum proportion ; whether he is entitled to the full

two-thirds is a question on which he is entitled to appeal to

the General Commissioners. In the circumstances one-third

would certainly seem insuSicient, but on the other hand
" Pilgrim "'

is not correct in deducting the ground rent as

well as two-tliirds ol the assessable value, inasmuch as the

latter undonltfil n. ln't- ! he former. The right of assess-

ing arrears e-n ; no previous years only (Finance

Act, 1907). Tl' I
hrim to six years' arrears seems

incapable of .suj.i-e, ;. i vl. 1 1 on the ground that such pa;-ment

would be by way ol compounded penalties (Inland Revenue

Itcguiatiou Act, 1890). In view of the fact that the question

in fssue is a debatable one. the Revenue authorities are hardly

likely to invoke the penalty sections, though, on the other

handV " Pi'giira " may possibU not desire to avoid restitution

of any tax which ma> ultimately be found to have been

unpaid owing to any misapprehension of liia rights of

deduction.

ANSWERS.

M.B.. M.A. (

cliiuoliue "T
soluble in '.

chinOsol iuili

Inirg. For wi

understand, is not liigli

this purpose.

name
.1 Ham-

.{ 1 in 1,000,

recommended by authorities

5Ii;. EoBijRT M
which, he si;

foiu I

theciM fri.ni l.i

the bvov.'n papi

I .1:. ihc- following method,
' Chinese: Place a fairly

' M'i'ei- surface -svith brown
11 suitable bait. From

:. > e one or t\Yo planlis as
iiigof bait for three or
i,.llowiiig night remove

1 coNcriug, leaving only
iiluced the bait. In the
i ' place a Iirick on end

,

liarth- ini ihe barrel .
:;,r.l it nearly reaches the

top of the brick, and iiieii u;i,e;i!l as before. Tlie results

should be as follows: The iii,t lal runs up as usual, falls

through the V)rown paper; the second does the same, and
then tights the other for the uncovered brick siu-face. They
both set up such a sriuealing that all the other rats rush up to

see what is going on. as thev love a fight, the consequence
is a lot arc caught ; after a few days this can he repeated.

Pp.. AV. E. Pain (T^oudon, S.E.t states tliat if ordinary gas tar is

placed in the runs of rats tliey will disappear. After trials

extending over -inany years he has never known this plan

to fail.

l)r. T. PvEUK.rx Atkinson stales that the use of Danysz virus

cleared a vinery which had been iiiFestcd with rats for some
years, and tho animals did not vetmu.

I>r AV M MoitisoN (Annlield Plain) recommends thai for a day
or two the rats should he well fed to disarm Iheir suspicions.

and then bread or meat jioisoued with " rodine " placed near
the suspected neat, leaving a plentifulsupply of water near,

as tlic poison produces great thirst.

Trk.wmf.xt or CoKXS.
Dr. W. rEiJ.owKS Fisher (Ramsey, Huntingdon) sends tlif

following suggestion for the treatment of corns on the sole :

Make a pad of rubber about ,',j in. thick and 1' in. in diameter
(a piece of inner tube of motor cycle) and cut a bole in tlie

centre the size of the corn. The ruljher will adhere to the

skin and relie\e pressure pn the corn, and has not the disad-

vantage of adhesive plasters, which have to be renewed each
time one washes.

S-R.U- APPAP.ATrs.
A. H. F.— (1: It would be quitfc feasible to run an .': ray and

electrical at>paratus from a dynamo driven b> a gas engine oi

3 h.p., but the practice is open to the objection, when
working a small .set, that there ia likely to be considerable

flickering and jumping of the current. A steadier run

would be ensured In the introduction of accumulators, which
could be charged bv the engine. Two sets of accumulators
might be Itept, one under charge, And tho other in use.

(2) Au.v manufacturer of clectro-niedical apparatus would give

advice on the subject.

" SijipSox lianr."
CUP.IOVS asks a question as t-o ".S" rays, hy which is nn ,i

we presume, v.h^at is Icuowii as'tlie Simpson' light. Bo fai a

ourim-v: ...
,

' I i using a iKirtion onl.\

of til. ion, and is based on
asoni' i"fn and other light

treatm- i

'' t'le inventor of the

process. WI,.., v.e una. i^iaiiu. is -.m, „ .iiedical man,_rcrn=e'

to make it commercial. The bimpsou light, we believi

onlv being employed at present in the electro-therapf i;

department of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

IxTEr.ins.siON of Asthma dltikg Pp.E';N.^\(y.

De. FitiX'is H.^RK (BecUenham) writes, in reply to a question

on p. 800: The cessation of asthma during pregnancy is fairly

common, and the freedom from the complaint may be pro-

longed during the subsequent lactation. The same is true

of all the other paroxismal nenrcses -migraine, vasomotor
angina pectoris, and even epiii-iwy (in some cases). Dr.

Weslcv Wilson will find these occurrences somewhat fully

dealt with in my book, Itie Food Fat-tor in Di^eafe, 1905, vol. i.

pp. 234-235. It must also be said that asthma sometime^
appears during preg '-= '"—

"^ "' ""•— ''"""' '''''

p. 236j.

being absent at other times (ibi

CETTERS. NOTES. ETC.

P-VSTING FOR Dl.iEKTI'.S.

De. Jonx IL\Bi>ox (Denholm, Hawick) writes: lam pleased to

see in the Jouexal a notice of the treatment of diabetes b\

Dr. Allen, in America, who has been trying the effect ol

fasting fi-om all food for eight or ten days. Fasting has been

had recourse to bv the laity in America for many years, and

in mv book I give cases showing its wonderful power in curing

disease. I have seen a man fast for forty days to cure his

rheumatism, and lie succeeded. Fasting, however, in some
cases is not safe and ought not to be undertaken except under

medical snpei-\isiou, but the fact that stopping taking fowl

cures di.scase, or even relieves any symptom, ought to

eon^inee the profession that food is the chief cause of

disease.

PErfEE IN' THE PeOPHYL-VXIS AND TKE.\TMENT OF
FlLAKUSIS.

Depity SiRCF.ox C.ENF.EiU- V. G. TnoRPE, K.X., writes: If

pepper be pvoplp lactic against fiiaria, as Dr. .J. H. Bobertsou

in the .Toi:en.\t. (if October 9th, p. 535, states it is, then it is

certainly .strange that, as I first pointed out in my paper on
the Fiiaria of the South Sea Islands (British Medic.m.-

JorRXAT.. October 3nl, 1896), 41 per cent, of the toUl male
popu!ath~,n of il;e Fiiendlv Islands harbour in their blood a
non-pevio.lie vaiietv of "fiiaria, apparently identical wuth

F. hntif-rofti. in spite of the fact that the universal native

drink is '• kavakava," which is an infusion of a pepper root

{Viper methvlicmin, the active principle of which (methys-

ticum) is allied to piperin.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMEHTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

Sfveu lines and under _ -. ~ *" " !^ "

i:ach additional line ^ .- ^ „. 8

A whole column ... « ... ... • ,^ ^9«

"

Apase ... . • ,
-,10

An average line contains six words.

All remittances bv Post Office Orders must be made ijayablt

the British IMedical Association at the General Post Office, Loudon.

No ifsponsibility will be accepted for any such remittance not so

Acfvertisements should be delivered, addrcssca to the Manager.

429, Strand. London, not later than the first iwston Wednesday moynipc
preceding piiMication, and, if not paid for at the time, should bo

accompanied by a reference,
, . ,

Koir.—It ia against the rules of the Tost OfTico to receive posle

restmite letters addressed either iu initials or numbers.
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THE PSYCHIC iNfECHANISM OF THE
VOICE IN RET.ATION TO THE

EMOTIONS.
Bv FREDERICK W. MOTT, M.D., LL.D.Eors.,

F.R.S.,

PATHOLOGIST TO THT: LOSDOS CODKTY ASTLClig.

The meclianism of the control of the breath in orclinavy

speech lias become so habitual that, as a rule, one is un-
conscious of any voluntary effort. It is not so, however,
in the arts of oratory, acting, and singing, the conscious
management of the breath being of fundamental impor-
tance in the expression of the emotions and passions. The
correct management of the breathing in tlie actual tech-

nique of vocalization should become a habit, so organized
mentally that after a time there is no need to devote
conscious attention to the teclmique of perfect vocalization

and clear diction. This fundamental part of the art of

dramatic singing can be acquired by careful instruction

and practice, so that after a time conscious effort is

no longer necessary ; for everj' state of consciousness
which is habitually repeated leaves an organic im-
pression on the brain by virtue of which tliat same
state may be reproduced more readily, at any future
time, in re.sponse to a suggestion fitted to excite it.

We can, therefore, readilj' understand how very difficult

it is to cure a bad habit of voice production or diction
when once it has become mentally organized ; the same
applies to any imperfection in phrasing a particular
passage in a song. Moreover, conscioasness of the
difficulty causes nervous apprehension, and a mental
struggle may eusue between the conscious right method
of rendering and tlie subconscious habitual wrong method
which may make itself apparent to the audience by a
faltering and imperfect technique or even a complete
breakdown.
A good singer not only pays particular attention to the

practising of scales and exercises in order to acquire the
habit of correct intonation, but he makes himself
thoroughly familiar with the phrasing of difficult

passages in classical music as practised by the great
master singers, such as Santley and Sims Reeves,
for experience tells him that this famiharity will bo
a mine of wealth which he can constantly utilize not
only in the conscious rendering of the particular music
in which the passage occurs, but also consciously and
unconsciously in learning a new song or operatic part.

Not until he has mastered the whole technique of correct
vocalization, diction, and memorizing of the words is

consciousness relieved of its duties as a watcliful censor
to prevent mistakes to such a degree that he can devote
bis attention to the production of all those fine shades of

affective tone in the modulation of the voice which are so

essential for dramatic singing. The actor and dramatic
singer voluntarily expresses the emotions and passions by
the conscious control of the force and mode of escape of

the breath—for example, the loud outburst of anger and
vengeance, the quiver or tremor of fear, the halt of terror,

the sob of grief, the sigh of despair, the variations of

sympathetic tone and loudness to express the tender
emotions of pity and love ; and the joyful outburst,
tinged with anger, of passionate love, the laughter of

joj', the rollicking laugh of mirth, the hiss and sardonic
laughter of hatred and jealousy with which he clothes
articulate language is the supreme effort of his art.

Sir Chai'les Bell, who discovered the respiratory system
of nei-ves, pointed out how the lungs from being in the
lower animals merely the moans of oxygenating the blood,
become in the higher animals utilized in the art of ex-

pelling air from the body for the production of audible
sounds—the elements of human voice and speech.

Likewise, in his great work on the expression of the
emotions, he first drew attention to the influence which
powerful emotions exercise upon the organs of respiration,
including the countenance— for example, the dilated
nostrils in anger. Again, he says, when the voice
suffei-s interruption and falters, and the face, neck,
and chest are animated by strong passion working from
within the breast, language exerts its most com-
manding influence. But is it necessary or advisable

vomber

for the great artist to feel these emotions and passions
strongly ? He must feel tliem to a certain degree, for if
ho expresses them consciously he must feel them, and the
degree to which he feels them is largely a matter of indi-
vidual and racial temperament. Darwin pointed out that
by voluntarily assuming an expression of the countenance
and bodily attitude which an emotion or passion naturally
excites, the feeling of that emotion or passion occurs to
some degree. But, as Maudsley in his Mental Physiology
points out, there is a fallacy in the experiment, as. in
order to produce the suitable movements of expression,
wo ai-e compelled to imagine the emotion or passion ; but,
after allowance has been made for this cause of error,
there is still a sufficient reason to believe that the feeling
of the emotion x>r passion is intensified and made more
definite by the bodily action. The orator, the actor, or
the dramatic singer can consciously assume the expression
and bodily action suited to the vocal part, and the feeling
tone will be intensified in the voice whether the words
are spoken or sung. Every true artist has aesthetic
feeling; but be must exercise control of this feeling, for an
emotion strongly felt is liable to produce commotion in
couscionsness and thus interfere with its action, as the
censor controlling the automatic subconscious psychic
mechanism upon which the successful vocal techniaue o£
the artist depends. Such loss of control is very liable to
cause imperfections of vocalization, especially faulty intona-
tion, for in anger the pitch of the voice naturally
tends to rise, and in fear to fall and the voice to
choke. Moreover, he is liable to forget the words.
Rather he should aim at keeping a control over
his feelings so that his technique does not suffer, and
yet be able to arouse in his audience the emotions
wliich he expresses. Thus the art of dramatic singing
and acting lies in concealing the art, and the master
singer, like the gre^fc actor, by tlio modulation of the
voice, by his expression and gestures, feeling himself
little or no organic internal disturbance, the essential part
of a strong emotion, can nevertheless by his art arouse in
the expectant audience that part of the emotion which he
does not portray, and probably does not feel, at any rate
intensely—namel3', the quickening or slowing of the pulse,
and respiration, the emotional thrill or shudder of the
spine, pallor and coldness or redness and warmth of the
slvin, tears, and various other manifestations of bodily
disturbance. You are all familiar with the passage in
Hamlet in illustration of this point:

Oh what a rogue and peasant slave am 1

1

Is it not monstrous tliat this player here,
But in a fiction, in a dream of passion,
Could force his soul so to his own conceit
That from hev working all bis visage wanned;
Tears in his eyes, distractinn in's aspect,
A hroken voice, and his wliole function suiting
With forms to his conceit ? And all for nothing I

For Hecuba

!

What's Hecuba to liim, or he to Hecuba,
That he should weep for her ?

I shall be very interested to hear some of the members
of the society on this point. How far they feel the
emotions and passions they portra}' in song, facial ex-
pression, gesture and bodily attitudes, and how far the
assumption of these outward and visible manifestations
assist them in the expression of the affective tone in the
voice.

McTis>r.
In my experience at the military hospitals a number of

remarkable cases have come under my care illustrating
several points in connexion with the psychic mechanism of
the voice in relation to the emotions. A large number of
men suffering with shell-shock, and having no visible signs
of injury, have lost their speech, aud yet are quite able to
write a lucid account of their experiences. This mutism
is really an exaggerated form of hysterical aphonia. A
woman owing to an emotional .shock may lose her voice

;

she can, however, as a rule whisper. These men cannot
whisper or produce any audible sound. They occasionally
show the bodily signs of extreme terror, and in a very few
severe cases one is reminded of the lines in Spenser'a
"Faerie Queen"

:

He answered nought at all, but adding new fear to hl»
first amazement.

Staving wide witli stony eyes and heartless hollow hat
Astonished stood, as one who liad esny'd
Internal furies with their chains untv'd.

[2867]
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Wo may ask, Why should tlicse men whose silent

thoughts aie perfect, for they compieliend all that is said

to them, and are able to exjiress their thoughts and judge-

luciits in writing, bo unable to speak? The cause of the

mutism is clearly not duo to au intellectual defect, nor is

it due to volitional inhibition of language in silent thought.

Hearing, the primary incitation to vocalization and speech,

may bo unaffected, yet they are unable to speak. They
cannot even whisper, cough, wliistie, or laugh aloud.

Many of these poor fellows, who are unable to speak
voluntarily, yet call out in their dreams expressions they

liavc used in battle and trench warfare. Sometimes this

is followed by return of speech, but more often not. There
lias been a severe emotional shock. Is the fear effect still

operating on the mind, full as it is of the recollection of

the terrifying experiences of the trench warfare they
Lave been engaged in ? The frequency with which these

cases of shell-shock suffer with terrifying dreams at night,

and occasionally even during the day in the half-waking

Btatc, points to the conclusion that the emotional shock is

exercising au effect on the mind by thoughts continually

reverting to terrifying experiences they have gone through
at tbe front ; and probably their continuous influence on
tlie subconscious mind accounts partially, if not entirely,

for the terrified or vacant look of depression on the face,

the cold, blue hands, feeble pulse and respiration, and the
sweats and tremors which the severer cases manifest. As
these dreams cease to disturb sleep, so these visible

physical manifestations of fear pass off and give place to

the sweet unconscious quiet of the mind of normal sleep.

The sudden and varied manner in which these mute
patients recover their speech is indicative of a refractory

condition of respiration in its function of voluntary pro-

duction of audible sounds in all forms, even the cough, cry
of pain, or the audible sound of explosive laughter, for

when tickled so as to produce tho full measure of the facial

expression of laughter no sound comes. Some of these
men, however, have suddenly recovered their speech by
crying out when unexpectedly feeling physical or mental
pain—for example, one man cried out when some boiling

tea was spilt over him, another when he was held down
and his feet tickled, others have shouted out in their

terrifying dreams, and awaked to find themselves speaking,
and have coutiuued spcakuig aloud to be sure that they
Lave recovered. In most cases it is the suddeu and un-
expected which restores the function of the vocal mechanism.
Surprise is an essential element. Thus, a sergeant saw
some soldiers larking in a punt, nnd he suddenly shouted
out, "You will be over." Aimil;, r ii(n\,i(d his speech
when a Canadian, wlm b.t li-' wouid hi.iIm.' Ijim speak,
quite suddenly surpriseii liini by ^^ izin^; liiin by the throat.

He called out, " Leave off." Occasionally the stimulus of

a well known chorus has broken down the refractory
condition in the psychic mechanism of the voice and the
mute has surprised himself and others by finding himself
singing. As depressing emotional conditions, including
terror arising from the awful scenes of death, exhaustion,
and fatigue, play an important part in aggravating the
shock effects of shell fire and maiutailiill^ subsequently a
more or less transitory functional in nmsis in the form of

deafness, blindness, paralysis, tninois. and mutism, we
may suppose the sudden ciimtiDnal rX( itcuient, especi-
ally if it be counccled with the ])icservation of the
individual, is followed by such a powerful stinudating re-

action on the.se depressed nervous centres that the refrac-
tory phase established in them by the shock is suddenly
overcome. I believe this mutism is due primarily to an
inhibitory functional paralysis of the voluntary cere-
bral nervous centres which control the management
of the breath ami dirert its mode of escape through the
glottis, mouth ^inil im liils, tor I have seen many cases
where they ha\e i]i\ (.limlarily and unconsciously in their
dreams talked and uttered cries and swears, but in their
conscious state were unable, not only to talk and sing, but
to whisper, whistle, utter a cry, cough, or laugh aloud.
The worst cases were unable even to blow a caudle out.
I examined one with the .r rays and found the diaphragm
hardly moved in respiration; he could not expand the
chest necessary to fill the bellows. Latterly he has acquired
this power; he can now take a fairly deep inspiration, but
yet he cannot talk or even whisper, cry, or laugh aloud

;

he blows a candle out with tho mouth 025en instead of

moulding the lips. Therefore in his case there is an in-

hibition of the whole voluntary mechanism of audible so\md
production. Now in the cortex cerebri the jiarts controlling

the movements of the lips, the tongue, the jaws, the larynx
and soft pal.ate are all contiguous and work together;
this, then, is the voluntary nervous mechanism which
controls the mode of escape of the breath for tho produc-
tion of audible sounds, whether it be a simple voluntary
cry for help or the most complex vocalization. Experi-
ments show that abductors and adductors of the two
vocal cords are equally represented in both hemispheres;
that there is bilateral representation of the movements of

the muscles of the two halves of the larynx. A part of

the cerebrum (great brain) controls the voluntary nervous
mechanism of the breath in the production of ordinary
sounds, and this is represented in both halves of the
brain, for the muscles of the two sides of the body which
control the breath and phonation never work indepen-
dently ; but the mechanism of phonation cannot say to

the breath mechanism, " I have no need of thee," for they
are interdependent in the production of audible sound

—

which reminds me of the story of the organist and the
organ-blower. The latter greeted the former one Sabbath
morning, " We are going to play as a voluntary, ' O rest

in the Lord.'" "We indeed!" said the organist. "Yes,
we," said the blower. The service was ended ; no sound
came from tho organ. " Is it we '

" was heard. " Yes,

confound youl

"

Symbolic Laxouage anh Social Heritage.
Symbolic language is a social heritage in which auditory

and visual symbols have been used, especially by civilized

races, to express judgements and feelings. The fact that
in all righthauiicd people it is represented in the left

hemisphere shows that it has developed with the special-

ization of use of the right hand. The feeling tone in

symbolic language largely depends upon gesture, facial

expression, and modulation of the voice. The mere
utterance of articulate language, whether in speech or
song, fails to express the emotions and passions, however
clear the diction may be. Savages and deaf-mutes are

able by mimic and gesture to express the emotions anel

passions connected with the appetites and desires. This
universal language is inborn and not acquired; it is under-
stood by all peoples, as it has its roots in the preservation
of the individual and the species ; it is not acquired by
imitation, like articulate language, but is dependent upon
an instinctive pre-organizetl mechanism in the central

nervous system. The effect of emotional shock in the
production of mutism is upon this preorganized mechanism
which controls the force and mode of escape of the breath
in the expression of the emotions and passions. In support
of the view of the existence of a preorganized mechanism,
I may mention the fact pointed out by Galton in his

Histonj of Tiviiis—namely, that whereas similar hand-
writing was seldom observed, similar vocal intonation was
usual in identical twins brought up in a different environ-
ment. This supports the view that the affective tone of

the voice is in great measure inborn and correlated with
the temper of the individual.

Terrifying Dreams.
The terror sometimes observed in soldiers suffering from

" shell-shock " is contemplative fear ; it is fear made more
or less permanent by tiie imagination fixing in the memory
past terrifying experiences, repressed in great measure by
conscious activity of the mind during the waking state,

but evident in the dreams which afHict nearly all these
soldiers suffering from "shell-shock" and trench waifare.

Shakespeare has not only in his characters shown how a
passion steals into the soul, so that it becomes the sole

tyrant of the dcsiics, but he has clearly indicated how
dreams iuflucuce the minds of men, and how they aro

based upon past experiences. Thus Meroutio in the

description of Queen j\lab refers to the soldiers' dreams in

the following lines, which are as true to-day as when
Shakespeare wrote them :

Sometimes she drivetli o'er a soldier's neck,
And then dreams he of cutting foreign tliroats.

Of breaches, amhuacadoes, Spanish blades.
Of healths five fathom deep ; and tlien anon
Drums in his ear ; at which he starts and wakes ;

And, being thus frighted, swears a prayer or two,
And sleeps again.
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FiSATIOS OF RbPGATED EXPERIENCES IN SOSO.

Tliis fixation and organization of repeated experiences

in the luind is sliowu in other waj's—for example, a song
that has Wen snng a number of times only requires the

fii-st word or note for it to be continued to the finish xvith-

out any effort of consciousness, the last note or word
tittered serving as tlie appropriate stimulus of the next

;

as in an instinct, we have what is termed a chain reflex.

This was strikingly exemplified in a soldier under my
care who suffered with a bullet wound of the brain. Tlie

bullet entered the left side of the head, passing through
the part of the brain which controls articulate speech, also

damaging the structui-os whicli control voluntarily the
muscles of the right half of the body. It passed through
the right orbit destroying the eye, it also in its passage cut
the optic nerve of the left ej-'e through, so that ho was
made totally blind. This poor fellow was very cheerful,

comprehended all that was said to him ; thus, by feeling

my tunic sleeve he recognized my rank, for when asked
was I a Captain be expressed negation by " oot," Colonel
also by "oot," meaning "no," and ]\Iajor by "ah." He
obeyed all commands. Now, curiously enough, although
he was unable to express judgements onlj" by " ah " and
"oot," which correspond to yes and no, he was able to sing
several songs through without difficulty provided the first

word or bai' of music was given. Thus I stood beside him
and hummed " 'Tis a long way," and immediately he started
the well-known chorus of " Tippeiary," winding up with
"Arc we downhearted? No!" I then said, "Say
Tipperary. Tom." He replied, " oot," a.nd he was unable
to uttor any of the words. It must be concluded either
that the song had been repeated so often , as to have
become organized in both halves of the brain or in sub-

cortical lower centres. There is reason to believe that
whereas articulate speech is primarily represented in the
left hemisphere, phonatiou is represented equally in both
halves of the brain, and therefore music may be also ;

consequently this may account for the fact that the
music and the words of the songs he could sing were
organized by frequent repetition in both lialves of the
brain, especially when it stirs the emotions. It is well
known how long melodies can be retained in the memory
witli comparative ease by countless men and women if

words are attached to the tunes. Tlie tune may revive
the words, or the converse. A month later, when I saw
liim, he was able to walk and speak. Thus, given a half-

crown, he felt it, then tried the rim for milling on his
teeth, and said, " Two shilling bit." When asked again,
he corrected it with "Half-crown." Given a penny, he
tested it in the same way, and the unpleasant taste left

in his mouth caused him to throw it down with all the
signs of disgust, saying at the satue time, " Copper."

The PsTciiic and Phtsiological Mechanisjis
Intebdepende.nt.

For a perfect performance consciousness should only be
employed as the Censor (attention) to watch over and
prevent the occurrence of imperfections in the teclmiquc
of the vocal mechanism, whether it be the control of the
breath, articulation, plionatiou, or the memory of the
words. AVhen the technique by constant practice of right
methods has become iierfect and organized in the sub-
conseions memory as a fixed habit, the dramatic singer
can then devote his whole attention to that portion of his
art upon which his success will largelj' depend, namely,
tlie expression of the emotions and passions by voice.
countenance,' and gesture. Not only will the successful
artist be able to interpret the dramatic feeling of the
composer, but he may also colour the part with his own
personality, by an individual and original feeling tone,
which is afterwards associated with his name. There
are many happy mortals who have an inborn disposition
to the sense of rhythm and harmony, and start well
provided with the raw material necessaryfor the develop-
ment of the psychic mechanism of the voice. They are
what is termed musical, and, provided they possess a good
physiological mechanism, are born singers, bound to
succeed it they are properly instructed. There is nothing
80 deadly dull as monotony of tone in an orator or singei'.

Pleasure of listening comes from sequence of sounds, such
as form musical phrases and cadences. Song in this

respect has an advantage over speech because a much

wider range of tones is employed. But there must be
a sympathetic quality iu the voice due to emotional
influence.

A perfect psychic inechanisMi is as necessary as tile

physiological mechanism for tlio production of perfect
\ ocalization, especially for dramatic singing. A person, on
the one hand, may be endowed with a grand vocal organ,
but bo a failure as a singer on account of incorrect
intonation, of uncertain rhythm or imperfect diction;
on tho other hand, a person only endowed with a coin-
paratively poor vocal instrument, but knowing how to
Use it to' tho best advantage, is able to charm his
audience ; incapable of vigorous sound production ho
makes up for lack of power by correct phrasing and
emotional expression. AVe see, then, that the combination
of a perfect physiological and psj'chological mechanism is

essential' for successful dramatic singiug, tho chief attri-

butes of whicli are : (1) Control of tho breath, adequate
volume, sustaining power, equality iu tho force of expul-
sion of air to avoid an unpleasant vibrato, and caiiability
of producing and sustaining loud or soft tones throughout
the register. (2) Compass or range of voice of not less
than two octaves with adequate control of mental percep-
tion of the sounds of the necessary variation iu tension of
the laryngeal muscles for correct intonation. (3) P.icli

quality or timbre, due partly to the construction of tho
resonator, but iii great mcaiiure to its proper use under
the control of the will. (4) The power to express tho
emotions and arouse the feelings of the audience. This
may be acquired, but larc;oly dopcnds upon the inborn
artistic temperamcnl. S •' * '

' ' :i n perform-
ance, however perfect '.'. .Is intona-
tion and quality, if it I ;; or to stir

up the feelings of an .Til 1 u .if emotion
or passion, throuuli th. :

"'y of tliu siiigfr.

Undoubtedly li; ,1.: .i.duced upon Ibc mind by
song largely dcj'w: :

,
: . instances and surroundings,

also upon the at.,..jc;u„i,iu ^ji ideas. Thus I was never
more stirred emotionally by the human voice than ui^on
hearing a mad Frenchman sing at my request tho Marseil-
laise. Previously, when talking to him, his eyes had
lacked lustre and his phjsiognomj' was expressionless

;

but when this broad-chested, six-foot, burly, black bearded
maniac rolled out in a' magnificent fulI-chcstcd baritone
voice the song that has stirred the emotions and passions
of millions to their deepest depth, and aroused iu some
hope, in others despair, as he made the building
ring with, "Aux anncs, cifoijcns, forma; vos haiau-
Ions," I felt an emotional thrill down the spine and
a gulp in the throat, while the heart and respira-

tions for an instant stayed in their rhythmical course.
Not only was I stirred by tho effect of the' sounds
heard, but by the change in the personality of the
singer. It awakened in my mind the scenes of tho
French Revolution so vividly described by Carlyle. The
man's facial expression and whole pcrsoualitj- suddenly
appeared changed ; he planted his foot firmly forward on
the ground, striking the attitude of a man carrying a
musket, a flag, or a ipike; bis eyes gleamed with fire, and
the lack-lustre expression had changed to one of delirious

excitement. A pike iu his hand and a red cap on his head
would have completed the picture of a sansculotte.

Dramatic song that does not evoke emotional response in
the audience, therefore, is vox et praeterea nihil.

The secoiid part of the annual report of the New York
Rockefeller Foundation, issued on September 25th, gives
au account of the work of the KocketeUer War Relief
Commission in Europe from August 14th, 1914, to January
1st, 1915. Besides vast quantities of food and clothing
scut to Belgium, the Foundation, within a fortnight of the
outbreak of the war, made a grant of money to enable
Dr. Alexis Carrel, of the Rockefeller Institute, who was
mobilized as a medical officer of the French army, to
l)urchase antimeningitis serum and antidysenterj' sernm.
Funds were also provided to be used by the American Red
Cross in sending doctors and nurses to Europe. A com-
mission was sent to Belgium and Holland to investijjate
and report on the organizations for relief in those countries.
This commission afterwards visited Poland and Sibeiia tor

tlie like purpose. The Foundation furtlier appropriated
funds at the rate of £4,000 a year for the professors o£
scientific subjects wlio had been obliged to abandon their
laboratories and who liad been provided with opportnnitiei
of carrying on their work in England.
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ORGANIC LESIONS FROM SHELL CONCUSSION.

J. JAMESON EVANS, M.D., F.R.C.S.,

I THK BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND I!YF. HOSPITAL;
Ol'HIHALlIIC SUBGICON TO THE IsT AND 2ND

BIIOIINGHAM WAR HOSPITALS.

A LARGE number of cases of shell concussion have been
reported since the bcgiiiuiut; of the present war. As far

as tliey concern the eyes, the main symptoms are: Impair-

ment of sight, contraction of the visual fields, photophobia,

and blepharospasm.
When these symptoms are noted with little or no

evidence of injury to the eyes or neiyhbauring cavities, it

is usual to regard them as functional—a form of traumatic

neurosis—and in the majority of cases this view is correct.

It must not, however, be assumed that they are all of

this nature, and it is the object of this note to draw the

attention of the profession in general and military surgeons

in particular to the possibility of such symptoms arising

from more or less ^ross (irt;auic lesions. The lesions may
be present without auy superficial sign of injury whatever,

or very gross cluuigos may follow such slight surface

injuries that it is impossible to regard the latter as the

triie origin of the organic lesions, and we are compelled to

admit that they are probably concussion effects.

Tlie following have been observed among the cases

which I have examined during the last twelve mouths
or so:

Hole at the Macula.
In one case the patient gave the history of having been

knocked over by the explosion of a shell, and there was
no sign that anything had struck him in the region of the

bead. In the sd mm id la-r the patient said he might have
been shot, but ili. rr w,,^ iim sign of a bullet wound or

other injury. In li":ii ra-' s ./-ray photography showed
an absence of fuvci^u bo.llis, and there was no evidence

of fracture of the orbital walls.

Haemorrhages in the Globe : Iliipturea of Choroid.

S. P. was admitted into the '2ud Birmingham War Hos-
pital suffering from loss of sight and oedema of tlie face.

There was also a wound, apparently superficial, of the right

malar bone, which skiagraphy showed to be punctured,

but there was no sign of any foreigu body in the head and
no wound of exit suggesting that it was a bullet wound.
The patient could not enlighten us as to the nature of the

projectile which struck him. The cause of the visual

defect was found to be multiple ruptures of the choroid

with haemorrhages all over the fundus and into the

vitreous. Later it was noted that the discs became
atrophic, although he still retains sufficient vision to

get about.
• The appearances of the fundi in this case were identical

with those seen after the passage of projectiles of high
velocity across the orbits behind the eyeballs.

Mr. Harrison Butler, at a meeting of the Midland
Ophthalmological Societ}', showed a case in which the
patient, who had been exposed to shell concussion in

August, 1914, had lost the sight of the right eye. There
were large membranous opacities in the vitreous the result

of haemorrhage, the temporal vessels were reduced to

white cords, apparently a little thicker and less defined

than the vessels themselves, and the disc was atrophic.

Vision'= hand movements on the temporal side only.

Optic Atroplnj.

Mr. Butler also showed a man suffering from atrophy
of the optic nerve on the left side. He had been buried
in a trench by the explosion of a shell. He was un-
conscious for eleven hours ; when he recovered conscious-

ness he found that he could not see with the left e3'e.

At that time tliere was much swelling about the eye, but
when admitted to the Birmingham Eye Hospital there

was complete absence of any sign of injury. A case with
similar history under my care showed optic atrophy and
rupture of the choroid, but no sign of injury.

Another case under my care presented right optic neur-

itis and secondary atrophy with central choroiditis and
vitreous opacities. The only injury was a small super-

ficial wound of the upper lid. 'lli.io was no fracture or

foreign body shown by .' i.ivs. Ati.iphy of the optic nerve,

presumably from haeiu'n'i iiagi- into the sheath, has also

been seen without any evidence of iujury.

It ia generally assumed, also, that intraocular changes
only follow the passage of bullets of high velocity, when
they pass through the orbital cavity. This is true in

the main, but the following case shows that it is not
always so.

Private H. was shot through the left cheek, the bullet

passing through the left antrum and the nasal cavities,

and emerging through the right zygomatic region. Vision
was reduced to f^ in each eye. The macular area in
each eye showed marked oedema and the fovea in the
left eye showed a red spot almost like the cherry spot

. „ ..
!hanr>es

in maculae followed.

of embolism of the central artery. Pigmentary cL

We have met with other cases in which there is little or
no evidence of injury, but which show gross changes such
as dislocated lens and detached retina in tlie eye, but the
histories of cases have not been sufficiently definite to

ascribe these changes to concussion.
Shell shock also seems capable of bringing out latent

ocular defects ; squint and nystagmus have become mani-
fest after shell fire, although the patients deny their
previous existence.

The cases recorded will, I think, sufficiently indicate the
necessity of investigating cases of "shell shock" very
carefully in order to differentiate those that are functional
from those that are due to organic lesions.

BILATERAL IRIDODIALYSIS WITH AMBLY-
OPIA AND CONTRACTED FIELDS DUE

TO EXPLODING SHRAPNEL.

By F. D. BENNETT, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,

A pr.iVATE, aged 37, came to the Royal Eye Hospital on
June 12tli, 1915. He states that he was wounded in tl.e

advance on Neuve Cliapelle on March 10th by shrapnel
exploding in mud, as far as he could judge some 4 ft. on
his left front. He was completely blinded for the time,

no doubt by the mud and dubris thrown up, as well as the
blood from the nuuKTOus lacerated wouuds of the lids and
forehead. From tlie field hospital he was taken to " E "

and rested a night at " M " aud " O " before joining the
hospital ship Asturlas. Theuce he was conveyed to " N "

where lie arrived at the " W " hospital, March 16th, and
remained till April 22ud.
On arriving at " N " he was uuable to see at all, probably

owing to extraocular iuttammation of lids and forehead,
which, judging by the scars, must have been very consider-

able. He began to see with liis right eye after three
weeks, and with the left after five, and then at times saw
double.

He is a strong, squarely built, thickset, muscular man,
with fair complexion and healthy appearance. On admis-
sion he had a somewhat dull, apathetic look. His mental
cerebration was slow, and he was inclined to be querulous
aud sullen. Sense of taste, smell, and hearing were normal,
and, as far as one could Icani, not impaired since the acci-

dent. He is married aud has three healthy children. Ho
had never had any previous illucss or affection of the eyes,

was a moderate drinker, but a heavy smoker. There were
numerous scars ou the forehead, eyebrows, and upper lids,

chiefly on the left side, one larger than the rest, involving

the whole length of the upper lid, running from the inner
cauthus up aud out to the left external angle of the frontal

bone. The mobility of the lids was not impaired.
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choToidal. degenersiion nhlch seemed of doubtfnl traumatic
-ou{{iu. Tliese liave remained ooustaiit siuce the patient came
under observation.
Left A//1?.—Pupil circular, 3 mm. in diameter, larger tlian

rifc'ht. Reaction to accommodation and conveiKeuce sluggisli,

but doubtful to light. At the outer margin and slightly above
horizontal meridian the iris i» detached from its ciliary border
for 2 mm., and shows an identical semilunarshaped opening to
the right eye. Optic disc somewhat paler than normal, with
ill-deUned margins. Surrounding retina shows some elTusion.
Ked reflex present through openings iu both irides, but equator
of lens not visible.

He was not conscious of any increased illumination
through the
secondarvpupils.
There was no
evidence of any
hyphaeniia when
lie came under
o b ser vati on.
A'-ray examina-
tion and AVasser-

uiann reaction
gave negative
results.

The fields were
markedly con-
tracted, espe-
cially for red
and green.
T )i e diplopia

was not con-

stant, and could
not be elicited

in examination by the ordinary methods. He stated that
it was present at times when lying down in bed and
described the one image as being lower tlun the other.

Beyond this it was difficult to obtain information which
could be considered reliable, but the evidence pointed to

the eccentric pupil accounting for the condition.
The amblyopia, seemiugly d'le to commotio retinae and

functional disturbance, improved with rest and treatment,
his general condition benefited, and his view of life became
considerably more cheerful and intelligent.

Vision now : R. = j'^ c. disc g. L.-j", c. disc I'j.

The fields were talcen on admission and twice since, and
show no material improvement. This corresponds with
Lister's observations on similar cases.

Monocular diplopia can now be elicited in both eyes, but
it does not inconvenience him.

I cannot discover any recorded case of a similar
binocular condition of the irides, traumatic or congenital.

Parsons states that umltipledialyses occur, but presumably
means of the same eye. Fuchs states that " he never saw
them as a result of injury."

The peripheral zone of the iris adjacent to its ciliary

attachment where it lacks the support of the lens behind,
and is backed only by the zonule of Zinn, is ad-
mittedly the weakest, and the usual situation of these
injuries.

The detach-
ment in the
left upper angle
of each eye
would be ex-

plained by a
blow from the
left and above.
The head was
probably held
down iu the
a ct of running
forward, or auto-
matically ducked
on hearing the
s:!ream of tlio

shell, as in the
case of bullets

whistling above.
In the absence

of other injuries
to the eyeballs the detachments were most probably
due to sharp impacts through the upper lids, from
lumps of mud and clay from the left front. This ex-
planation would readily fit iu with Arlt's explana-
tion of the condition, which says: "Tlie cornea beinn
momentarily flattened, the circle described by the corneo-
scleral border and the ciliary body, with which it is

firmly united, is extended, whilst the sphincter iridis is

contracted, the serrated connexion of the iris with the
ciliary body is torn to a greater or less extent, and a
second communication is formed between the anterior and
posterior chambers."

I am indebted to Mr. Stroud Hosford for his opinion on
the case, and the kind use of one of his beds.

Size of object 5 i

THE PROPHYLAXIS OF TETANUS:
A SUMMARY.

By a. T. M.\cCONKEY, M.B., D.P.H.,
BACTEBIOLOGIST IN CHAHGE OF SEKFJI LABORATORIES, LISTEB

I.NSTITUTE OP PREVENTIVE MEUICINE.

Is the British Medical Journal, October 10th, 1914, a
short and necessarily incomplete account of the use of

tetanus antitoxin was given.

Siuce then many cases of tetanus have occurred, and
many papers liave been written on the subject, and a con-
sideration of them should show us where our knowledge
has made progress, and where it has been found wanting.

Owing, doubtless, to the exigencies of the times in which
we arc living, the writers, while expressing definite opinions,
have given usually incomplete details of the results upon
which their conclusions were based. This want of precision
has tended to confusion, and has prevented in mauy
instances the separation of those wounded who had a i)ro-

phylactic injection of serum from those who had none.
The value of the communications is thereby lessened, but
in spite of this it is hoped that this further summary of the
literature on the projihylaxis of tetanus may prove of

interest and of u.se to those whose duties have not allowed
them much time for reading during the past year.

Prophyl.\xis.
In the Memorandum on the Treatment of Wounds in

TViir (.July, 1915; there aie the following statements:

The prophylactic use of tetanus antitoxin is a proceeding of
well established value.
Since, in the first two months of the war, more cases ot

tetanus occurred than had been ant'cipated either by ourselves
or our Allies, ft was decided to direct that a preventive dose of

ler im shoul 1 1 e g \ en to ev ery woun le \ man The results have
I p\ p \p n 1 p Ust s \ 1 10 tl b ti c c 1 i\e been oiilv

„tloe^\lo ec e 1 a HLVeutive
t 1 otle KOI lei.

500 I S \ tb si \\\ be given
c f tl e o 1 it the earliest

I e eie voui Is mel al otl cers not in-
1500uiits tl eie b i o ol ject o 1 to this, but

I eie s no CMleuce that the smallei dose is

110 n^ tl

s 1 1 s Icon tie cxieitnco of the Butish army.
D tl c I (o ts fion otl ei c 1 t ic coufaim it ? Walther
(1914) iccoi 1 th-ittl enct not y 01 1 >la tic injections lias

bc^iclcai ^ltl "1 tl c\ c 11 not 1 so o rases be made
it 1 five tec ltl^^ tt tl o 1 VU tl c \ouneled

1 tl ee wail 1 1 t 1 s h o 1 1 in xi tl 'ward
icceived each 10 c c of a t t t () Ij one case
1 al tetanus and tl is cat e on tl c la\ att i tl c injection
—that js befoie the sei i u co 1 1 1 vc 1 1 1 ice 1 its full

cftect. All the other cases of tetanus wcie observed among
the wounded ot three otliei- wards iu which prophylactic
injections could not be given.

Hartmann (1914) at licsam-on and Bonrg met with 43
cases of tetanus among 3,373 wounded, and states that at
neither of these places die! a case occur among the men
who had received an injection of antitoxin. He is of
opinion that if a prophylactic dose of serum were given
in all cases and repeateel six to seven days later in

anfractuous wouuds tetauus woulcl elisappear as a com-
plication of wounds.
Hufnagel (1914) reports that among 2,193 cases received

into a hospital at Namur between Soptembei- 11th and
November 30th, 1914, there were 27 cases of tetanus.
After October 15th every case had a prophylactic injection

of 20 (Behring) units = 800 U.S.A. units, and among the
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1,195 men admitted aftoi' that date (presumably October

15tb) there was not a single case o£ tetanus, though

many were severely wounded.
Madelung (1914), speaking of Strassburg where up to

October 31st, 1914, tbcie were 15,134 wounded with 101

deaths from tetanus, mentions that no ease of tetanus

occurred in those who were injected prophylactically

before admission into hospital, but that tetanus occurred

in some cases though they were received shortly after

being wounded and on admission had a propiiylaotic

injection of serum.
Bazy (1915) relates that 200 wounded had to be divided

into two lots—each 100 containing cases of about the

same degree of severity. The one half had prophylactic

injections of serum, and au;oug them there occurred

ouc case of tetanus which developed the day after the

injection. Among the other 100 who had no serum, there

were 18 cases of tetanus. There wcic 10,896 wounded with

129 cases of tetanus, of whom 70 per cent, died. One case

was admitted into hospital on October 8th, 1914, and had
serum the sanie day. Tetanus began on December 12th

and ended fatally on December 18th.

Gasch (1915) describes the usual routine treatment of

the hospital with which he was connected as consisting of

a prophylactic injection of 20 Behring units in every case

of dirty wounds, thorough opening up of the wound and
keeping it open. After this treatment there was not

a case of tetanus among 700 cases. One case, among a
.series of 65, was not injected because of the apparent
iunocency of a wound of the great toe. lie developed

tetanus and cixl.

According to Niviere (1915), 14,100 soldiers were ad-

mitted into the nineteen hosi)itals in Vichy between
August 17th, 1914, and November 16th, 1914. There were
61 cases of tetanus, and none of them had had a
picphylactic injection cf serum.

Heile (1915), when reporting his experience of 12 cases

of tetanus, mentions that there was no case of tetanus

among the wounded who had had a preventive injection.

Five severely wounded soldier.? were admitted from the
same field of battle, and four of them had a prophylactic

dose. The fifth man did not seem to be so badly wounded
as the others, and so the serum was not given. In his case

tetanus appeared on the seventh day, and ended fatally.

Hitter il915i liad no more cases of tetanus after prophylaxis
with serum was instituted.

Teutschhmder (1915) mentions that tetanus bacilli were
cultivated from the secretions of the wounds of three
soldiers, each of whom had had a prophylactic dose of

serum. Except that one man had a slight transient,

painless contraction of the sole of the wounded foot, there
were no symptoms or signs of tetanus at any time. Not-
withstanding vigorous local disinfection, tetanus bacilli,

virulent for mice, were cultivated from the wounds several
weeks later.

From September 23rd to October 1st, 1914, Goldscheider
(1915) had 14 cases of tetanus (one or two a day). Then 500
wounded were admitted in three days and each of them
received 20 (Bclning) units (=800 U.S.A. units). Among
these there were 4 cases of tetanus, each of whom either
showed premonitory signs of the disease when injected or

developed it within forty-eight hours. One died of sepsis,

one died from the severity of a wound of the lung, and the
other two were mild cases. No other case of tetanus
occurred, and up to November 5th 1,427 wounded were
admitted.
Now Hinterstoisser states (1915) that in the Franco-

Prussian war there were, among 95,000 (leiniau wounded,
350 cases of tetanus = 0.36 per cent., and F. Stiickcr (1914)
that in the battles of Colomby, Mars la Tour, and Gravelotte,
with 29,340 wounded, there were 62 (= 0.21 per cent.) cases
of tetanus, and in the battle of Spichern among 3,482
wounded there occurred 20 (= 0.57 per cent.) cases of
tetanus.

How does this compare with the incidence in the
present war ?

If wo put together the figures given in the various
papers, we get an approximate idea of the percentage of
wounded soldiers who have developed tetanus. It is only
approximate, as it is impossible to ascertain exactly how
much, if any, overlapping there is. It must also ba
remembered that some of the wounded had received a
prophylactic injection,

^

Percentage of Wounded Developing Tetnnn
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to, as the German unit is much larger than the American
— 1 German unit = 40 U.S.A. units. The uuitago of
French scrum is not given, aud one can only presume an
nvci-ago unibage from the results of tests of samples.
V. Beluing (1915) tested a sample of French serum aud
found that it coutaiucd 40 U.S..\. units per com. Hosenau
aud .\nderson (1908l estimated the strength of two samples
to be 40 U.S.A. uuits aud 66 U.S.A. units respectively.
The writer tested a market sample, aud found the titre to
be more than 50 and not quite 100 U.S.A. units per c.cm.
We may therefore assume that the usual prophylactic
dose of 10 c.cm. of Pasteur Institute serum is equal to
some 600 U.S. .A. uuits.

Doses liccoimneiided by Several Tfiiters.

V. Reliring (Nov., 800 U.S. .A. units, and repeat if wound
1914) not healed, as Hie preventive iu-

jectiou may merely postpoue the
tetanus.

V. Beliriug (Feh., SCO U.S.A. uuits, but if the serum can
1915) be given immediately the wound is

received 500 U.S.A. "units may be
enough.

GoUlscheider ... 805 U.S.A. units.
Kiimmel ... 800 U.S.A. units. Must be repeated in

some cases.
Gruudmann ... 830-4,000 U.S.A. units, aud repeat every

two weeks.
Weintrand ... 800 U.S.A. units.
Hufnagel ... 800 U.S.A. units.
Oasch 800 U.S..\. units.
Aschoff 4,000 U.S.A. uuits, aud 800 units eiglit

davs later.

Walther 10 c.cm. =about6C0 U.S.A. units.
Bazy 10c.cm.=about 600 U.S.A. units.

Thinks that in some cases 2 or 3
c.cm. might be enough.

English army ... 500 U.S.A. units. No evidence that
this dose is too small.

Jochmann ... 800 U.S.A. units.
Euuicke 800 U.S.A. units, and repeat twice at

weekly intervals.

Here, again, war experience confirms the pre-war con-
clusion, aud it may be accepted that from 500 to 1,000
U.S.A. units of tetanus antitoxin is a sufiicientl)' large
prophylactic dose for the great majority of iujuries,

provided it is given early.

AxOM.tLOCS C.^SES.

Cases have, however, occurred, and, no doubt, will occur
again, in wliich the injection of from 1,500 to 4,000 U.S.A.
uuits appears to have liad onl3' a comparatively limited
effect, if any, in preventing the onset of an attack. In
some of these cases the interval between the injection and
tlie onset of the disease was too short to allow of the
development of the full effect of the antitoxin. As an
instance, a case recorded by L. Simon (1909) may be
mentioned. A boy aged 5 years, weighing 45 lb., was run
over on the evening of August 31st, and brought to the
hospital shortly after the accident. It was found that he
had a compound fracture of the right leg with a very
dirty wound. Amputation at the knee was performed.
There was also a compound fracture of the left toe, which
was cleaned and dressed. At the same time 20 Beluing
units, = U.S..\. uuits, of tetanus antitoxin were iujectod
into the right thigh. At 11 a.m. on September 1st

(eighteen hours after the injury) symptoms of tetanus
appeared. The attack was moderately severe, and ended
in recovery. In the same paper Simon gives details of

another ease (a boy aged 12 years, run over), in which
tetanus developed nineteen hours after tlie injurj'. In
sucli cases serum given subcutaneously has no chance of

exerting its full effect. But there arc some cases in

whidi tlie seeming failure of a prophylactic iujection of

antitoxin must be left unexplained until we possess fuller

knowledge of the subject. The most remarkable is that
recorded by v. Beluing (1914)

:

His assistant H. Sch. was infected :

(1) In 1895, tlirouj;li tlie nasal mucous membrane when he
was prf|iann;^ ilritil tetanus toxin.

(2) In 1898, l.y mlialiiig dried powdered tetanus toxin ; in this
attack llicif wus i-arlv tetanus of the diaphragm.

i3l In 1902, at 9 a.m. on Sunday, November 9th, owing 1 1 a
litre flask of bouillon culture of tetanus breaking in Ins right
hand, and pieces of glass penetrating deep into the palm. The

.
same afternoon very careful antiseptic treatment was (jiveii to
the hand, and a plentiful amount of antitoxin was injcc e I into
the right arm. On the fourth day there were suspicions of
tetanus, and on November 13th there was obvious tetanus

which, in spite of further injections of serum, increased in
severity, so that on the sixteenth, as a last resort, the chief
nerve trunks in the ri^lit axilla were exposed, and as much as
possible of Behrmg's strongest serum was injected into each
of them ; the result was excellent. Tlie tetanus ceased to pro-
gress, aud the case graduallv but alowlv went on to recovery
The use of the right arm was not perfect fyr a long time.

It is most unfortunate that Beliriug docs not say how
many units of antitoxin were given or where it was
injected in the earlier stages of the case. He, however,
concludes that very slmitlv uftn- (lie iujury the intra-
muscular nerve cnilings liiul t;il,,ii up uiul iixcd a minimal
lethal dose of the t...\in. 'J'ln.s. Imw. w r, is a questionable
statement; for if si. imiL-h of tlio tu.xiu was absorbed so
soon on the 9th, then the lethal dose had not all passed up
to the central nervous system by the 16th—that is, iu
.seven days- a rate of travel which is somewhat slow
according to experiiucntal evidence i'7'. Maiie and Morax
1902; Permin, 1913). v. Beliriug u^miI,! not. we presume',
have given a smaller dose of aiitit..\iii th:iii 20 Behring
units, = 800 U.S.A. units, but whatever the dose was the
immunity due to it did not last longer than four days.

Duration of Passive Immunity.
The duration of the passive immunity conferred by

a dose of antitoxin is a question which has been the
subject of investigation but is still unsettled.

In this couuexiou I may refer to an experiment
performed by Meyer and Hansom (1902), though it had
a different object in view.

They injected into the left sciati
U-S-.^V. uuits of tetanus antito.\iii, ;;

an equivalent amount of toxin .i

injected into the right fore-leg an.

I

tin the third dav tlie riglit foreleg x\

leg was free. On the .seventh da\
niencing tetanus in the left hiud-leg
was distinctly involved.

^^ e of a dog about 2.1
I ii.iii-.lx afterwards

:
, half being
l.ft hiud-leg.

Im,, iliclefthin.l-
.e Were olgUS of COm-
I ou the eleventh day it

In this case the passive immunity conferred on the left
hiud-leg by an amount of antitoxin sufiScieut to neutralize
all the toxin iujected began to pass oil' in one week.
Huediger (1913) showed from his experiments that the
subcutaneous iujectiou of 1,500 U.S..\. units of antitetanic
horse scrum into the horse confers a jia^vise iimniinity
lasting from six to eight weeks, aud that JiiU ISA. units
of similar tetanus antitoxin iujected iulu naiiu a j.y^s juo-
tects them for four weeks against a dose ol tetanus to.xiu
in each case fatal to the control animals. If wc take the
blood volume of an ordinary horse to be about 30,000 c.cm.,
aud that of a guinea-pig of 500 grams to be 50 c.cm., then
the amount of antitoxin iujected was ,1, U.S. .A. unit per
cubic centimetre aud 5 U.S.A. units per" cubic centimetre
respectively. These quantities bring out the difference iu
the duration of the effect of a homologous and of a hetero-
logous serum. Calculating from the guinea-pig figures,
according to body weight only, a man weighing 70 kilos
would require some 35,000 U.S.A. units of antitoxin to
protect him for a mouth against a fatal dose of tetanus
to.xin.

Levin (1909), from experiments made with diphtheria
antitoxin, concludes that there is no difference iu the rate
of .absorption of a homologous and of a heterologous serum,
but that the former appears to remain about three weeks
iu the circulation, while the latter has almost all disappeared
at the end of a week. He states that of two animals of
the same weiglit receiving the same amount of antitoxin,
one may show 50 per cent, higher concentration of anti-
toxin in its blood than the other {cf. Park and Bic.s,
1912-13) ; that if 10. 20, or 40 c.cm. of heterologous sei°mi
be injected into a rabbit, practically all has disappeared at
the end of about six days, whether it was given intra-
venousl}', intramuscularly, or subcutaneously; also that if

it is wished to keep the antibody concentration at a certain
height for some time, a series of relatively small dosea
must be given, and not one very largo dose.

L. Simon (1914, loc. cit.) mentions the following case :

Iu a shell wound of the arm, because there was some
twitching of the arm aud face, 3J0 (presumablv Behriii")
units = 12,000 U.S.A. units, of tetanus aiitit.roii wei-,- t'ive°i
intravenously. As all the symptoms siili-il' i, : ,,1 , in-

cluded that the assumption of' tetanus was ii
>

I I ,\,;-U
days later tli3 symptoms of tetanus retiini' ,1. .ere
form, and so another 390 units were given in;

,
1 ,

, n !-
: 1 iiiiilf)

chloroform anaesthesia. On recovery from tlie narcosis tlio
patient became suddenly cyanosed, had a rigor and a tempera-
ture of 40.9'' C, but the pulse kept good and the respiration wa»
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normal. After this partial sbock had subsiflefi there was no
return of the tetauic symptoms. Three days later (seveuteenth

day after tlie tirst injection) 100 units were injected intra-

venously. The patient became totally unconscious for half an
hour, tliere was marbling of the body, the pulse was scarcely

perceptible, and the temperature rose to 40.1^ C, but the
respiration was fairly normal. Recovery was rapid and
complete.

Then we have Rowan's (1910) " ran over " case:

There was compound comminuted fracture of both bones of

the leg, in which live hours after the accident 1,500 U.S.A. units

of tetanus antito.xin were given subcutaueously. On the
twenty-fifth day after the accident there were " premonitory
Bymptoms " of tetanus, and death occurred on the fourth day of

the attack.

In Simon's case we have 12,000 U.S..\. units protecting

for onlj' thirteen days, wliile in Kowau's case 1,500 U.S.A.

units conferred immunity for over three weeks.
These results are conflicting, and when considered in

conjunction witli tlie general experience that 500 to 1,000

U.S.A. units is a good prophylactic dose make plain the

existence just here of a gap in our knowledge which we
ehould endeavour to fill up by taking every advantage of

the present opportunity of studying tlie disease.

The fact that these large doses failed to protect com-
pletely, and the experience of the Britisli army that
" there is no evidence to show that 500 U.S.A. units is too

small a dose " tend to confirm Levin's conclusions that it

is better to give a series of small doses rather than one
large one. If the dose of 500 units is repeated at the end
of a week and of a fortnight after the receipt of the wound
we should not use anymore serum, and we should probably

get a more prolonged immunity than by giving the 1,500

units which some surgeons seem to prefer.

Vert late De\'elopmext of Tetaxcs.
Other cases which are puzzling are those in which

tetanus develops very lats. One such case is reixirtcd by
Don (1915). A man was wounded in the shoulder on
December 21st, 1914, and received a prophylactic injection

(number of units not mentioned) on December 23rd. On
March 2nd, 1915, tetanus developed. Tetanus bacilli

were found in the pus. "Were these tetanus bacilli present
from the date of the wound or did infection occur at a
later period '?

Kiililer (1915) and also Grandmann (1915) both suggest
that some cases of tetanus arise after admission into

hospital, owiug to the infection being conveyed from one
wounded man to another—most probably by the patients

themselves. In 3 cases Teutschliiuder (1915, loc. cit.) found
virulent tetanus bacilli on the secretions of wounds which
Lad been received several weeks previously, and Dudgeon,
Gardner, and Bawtree (1915) state that

—

" A wounded man may be acting as a carrier of tetanus bacilli
for at least two months after the date of the wound, and with-
out any reason on clinical grounds to suggest that these bacteria
are present in the tissues."

They cultivated tetanus bacilli from two cases neither of

whom had had a prophylactic injection of antitoxin. One
of these developed the disease and recovered, whilst the
other escaped scot- free.

.\s suggesting possible sources of late infection, two cases
of tetanus recorded by Kirmissou (1914) are not without
interest.

The first was that of a girl of 17S years, who was being treated
for dorsal scoliosis. A plaster corset was put on on February
10th, and layers of felt were slipped in underneath the plaster
ou February 14th and 21st, and on March 7th and 21st. On
April 1st there was trismus. The corset was immediately taken
off, and a little eschar was found on a right costal projection.
Death occurred forty-eight hours later.
Tlie second case was that of a girl of 19i years, who under

similar conditions developed acute tetanus, and died in forty-
eight hours.

Kirmisson suspected the felt, and his suspicions were
proved to be correct as tetanus bacilli were isolated
from it.

Another way in which infection may be brought about is

that to which Jacobsthal (1914) has called attention. After
meeting with tetanus in two cases in which the East Indian
fibre known as Psngawar Djambi had been used to dress
the wounds, he examined sevcu specimens of this fibre, and
found tetauus bacilli present in tliree of them.

Further, it appears that the surgeon may be the cause
of the development of tetanus by the use" of procediu'ea

which under ordinary conditions would be quite harmleps
but which are not safe owing to certain peculiarities of thc-

tetanns bacillus. These " vagaries," as they may be
called, are well brought out by the results of the laboratory
studies of the bacillus carried out by Francis (1914 1.

Eleven vaccine viruses, ten of which contained B. tvcMiii,
were artificially contaminated with tetanus spores and in-

jected subcutaueously on the back of 26 mice and on the
abdomen of 26 guinea-pigs. All the guinea-pigs contracted
tetanus after an average incubation period of four days and
all died ; 17 of the mice had tetanus—average incnbatiou
period eight days—and died. The remaining 9 mice
showed no signs of tetanus, but each of these 9 mice h.id

a mate which had an injection of the same amount of

the same material and each mate, with one exception,
developed tetauus from which it died. After forty-five

days, in the case of 6 of these mice, and after sixty-six days
in the case of the other 3, they were all injected subcu-
taneously on the back with a twenty-four-hour old agar
culture of staphylococcus and all promptly contracted fatal

tetanus. Scrapings from the site of inoculation in eacii

instance contained over 500 mouse minimal lethal doses
of tetauus toxin.

Again, 93 glycerinated vaccine viruses artificially con-

taminated with tetanus spores were inoculated in 1 c.cm.

amounts beneath the skin of the abdomen of 93 guinea-
pigs weighing about 250 grams each. Seventy-seven died
of tetanus, 4 had tetanus but recovered, while 12 mani-
fested no symptoms whatever of tetauus. He showed
that tetanus spores may remain in the tissues of the
gtiinea-pig for about four weeks, and at the end of that

time may be activated by injections of quinine or of

staphylococci. White mice will harbour tetanus spores in

the subcutaneous tissues for at least four months, at the end
of which time the spores may be activated by staphylo-

cocci but not by quinine, and at the site of inoculation

there may be produced as much as 10,000 mouse minimal
lethal doses of tetanus toxin. Further, Francis mixed
0.5 c.cm. of glycerinated vaccine virus with 0.5 c.cm. of a
rich suspension of tetauus spores and used the mixture to

vaccinate five monkeys, each in five places on the back.

There was a good " take " at every insertion, but none of

the animals contracted tetanus. In the case of one monkey
a portion of the " crust " was removed on the fourteenth

day and injected beneath the skin of two guinea-pigs, both
of which developed tetanus. This experiment was repeated
in the case of three other monkeys with the same result.

He then vaccinated a monkey with plain virus, and ou
the fifth day, when there was a good " take," he rubbed
tetanus spores well into the " take." The animal never
showed a sign of tetanus.

It would be interesting to compare Francis's animal
figures with figures obtained from wounded men, but it

cannot as yet be done. The only figures the writer has
come across are those of Flemiug (1915), who examined
bacteriologically 127 wounds within seven days of inflic-

tion, and found tetanus bacilli to be present in 22 of

them. It is not stated whether the bacilli were identi-

fied by microscopical examination only or by cultivation.

Unfortunately he does not state how many of the men
developed the disease.

The demonstration by Francis that injections of staphylo-

cocci may reactivate quiescent tetanus spores and give

rise to a fatal tetanus is of great importance when con-

sidered in couuoxion with the experience of C. J. Bond
(1915), who states that there are reasons for thinking
that cases are occurring in which some slight surgical

interference has relighted a violent local reaction in the
neighbourhood of a recently healed wound. " I have
records of cases in which after all incisions and sinuses

round a compound fracture involving the elbow-joiut or

hip or other joint had completely healed, even simple

passive movement of the joint under an anaesthetic has
lighted up a violent reaction, the reappearance of the old

sepsis and the formation of local abscesses, although no
incision was made, nor any solution of skin surface

produced."
Confirmation is afforded by Berard and Lumiere (1915),

who have encountered a number of cases of tetanus fol-

lowing some operation or trauma affecting a wounded
soldier who had had a prophylactic dose of serum, and
had long recovered apparently from his wound.

Qoldscheider, too, suggests that a case recorded by him
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was possibly clue to too cavlj' and prolonged active
niovcuient after a wound had healed.

Tlie case was that of a solitier who received a flesh wound of
the left thiyh on Uctoher 4th. 1914. A dressing was apphea bv
a comrade, and lie was admitted into liospital on October 7th.
He had no prophylactic injection, and the progress of tlie

wound was normal. On October 30th lie was discharged as lit

for active service, and he walked 22 kilometres that day, and
5 kilometres the next dav with the object of regaining his regi-
ment. On the night of October 31st-November 1st he had pains
in the left leg and trouble in eating. He missed his regiment,
and had to retrace his steps some distance. The symptoms in-
creased, he was readmitted into hospital, aud he died of tetanus
on November 7th.

The studies of Francis and the experience of Bond, of
Uerai-d and liuniiere, and of Goldscheider point out a line
along which wo may conduct our investigation into the
causation of these cases of late development of tetanus.

Operation.
As regards operating iu cases of tetanus the opinion

before the war was against doing so, and nothing has
occurred since to change that opinion. This is not to bo
wondered at considering that it has been shown by:

1. Bolton and Fisch (1902), that toxin makes its appearance in
the blood of the horse several davs before anv symptoms of
tetanus are to be observed, and that it gradually increases until
about two days before the symptoms become' noticeable, and
then it suddenly diminishes and may iu some cases even dis-
appear. The amount of toxin varies in different cases. In one
instance the serum from a diphtheria antitoxin horse about two
days before the symptoms of tetanus appeared was sufKcieutly
toxic to kill a gninca-pig in a dose of 0.1 c.cm.

2. Madsen (1908), that five days before the appearance of
tetanic symptoms in a horso there was in the filtered serum
enough tetanus toxin in :

5 com. to kill a guinea-pig in 8 days

10 ',',
',', ',',

3J
',',

Serum obtained shortly before the horse's death, on the same
day that the symptoms were noticed, killed a guinea-pig in a
dose of 4 c.cm.

NiviJre (1915) mentions that in 8 oases which had been
operated on tetanus developed, in 2 within twelve houris,

in 4 within twenty-four hours, and in 2 within forty-eight
Lours after the operation.

Cobb (1914) reports a case of severe shell wound of the
loft arm in which amputation of the arm was performed
two days after the irjury at the base hospital in France.
He was admitted into hospital iu England on the seventh
day with wounds very septic and large sloughs. These
latter were cut away, "the whole area swabbed with H2O2,
and a prophylactic dose of antitetanic serum given. Next
day there were twitchings in tlie shoulder, and later in the
day the patient developed well-marked trismus. The
attack progressed rapidly, and ended fatally on the third
day of the disease—the tenth from the receipt of the
wound.
As another example, Esau's (1910) case may be cited.

A boy of 14 years of age received a pistol shot wound of

the left hand. The wound was opened up and cleaned on
the third day after the injury. On the seventh day there
were slight contractures of the flexors of the left hand,
but they passed away, and serum was not given. On the
following days the contractures recurred more frequently.
They could be overcome with slight force, but this gave
pain, and they returned again at once. Not the slightest
trouble with the jaws. On the fifteenth day after the
injury the wound was opened np again, and some foreign
bodies removed. Next day (sixteenth) there was general
tetanus, which became moderately severe, but ended in
lecovery.

It is imperative, therefore, when an operation is pro-
posed in wounded who may have been infected with the
tetanus bacillus, to bear in mind that there may be toxin
circulating in the body. A large prophylactic injection is

consequently necessary, and it should be given in such a
way as to ensure that there is no free toxin in the blood at
the time of the operation and for some time after. Sub-
cutaneous injections, except as supplementary agents,
are out of the question here because of the slow rate of
ab.sorption. If the injection be given iutramuscularlj',
then the operation should not take place for several hours.
An intravenous injection permits of the operation being
performed at once, and as it bears upon the question it is

of interest to note a statement of Bchring's (1915) to the
effect that the amount of antitoxin present in 1 c.cm. of
blood a few minutes after an intravenous injection ol
antitoxin remains constant for nearly sixty minutes.
An intravenous injection of serum always raises th«

question of the possibility of anaphylactic trouble ensuing.
E. E. Irons (1915) gives an instance of this and a descrip-
tion of the precautionary measures which were taken.
The patient had a prophylactic dose of 1,500 U.S.A. units
after a punctured wound of the heel. Ten days lates
tetanus set in. While arrangements were being made for
his admission to hospital 1,500 U.S.A. units were given
subcutaneously. This was followed by a moderate
urticaria. Eight hours later, on arrival at the hospital,
5 c.cm. of serum were iujeettd intravenously ou tlio
assumption that sufficient time had elapsed since the
previous dose, which had been followed by an immediate
cutaneous reaction, to render him insensitive to further
serum. However, an immediate severe serum reaction
occurred after this second dose— urticaria, rapid respira-
tion, and rapid pulse. " The severity of the tetanus made
us feel that unless something further coukl bo done ha
would surely die of tetanus. Wc prepared a 10 per cent,
solution of antitetanic serum iu NaC'l solution, and
injected 10 c.cm. intravenously very slowly, watcliiug
carefully the pulse, blood pressure, and respiration.
There was no further reaction, ami the full dose of 20.000
U.S.A. units was then given iutravenously and 5,000 units
intraspinally without a trace of serum reaction," Surgical
treatment of the wound and sufficient sedatives to control
spasms completed the treatment. The patient recovered.

Conclusion's.

The experience gained during the first year of the war
has confirmed the opinion that from 500 to 1,000 U.S.A.
units of tetanus antitoxin is a sufficiently large propliy-
lacticdose for the majority of cases, aud that it is advis-
able, in severe w^ounds, to repeat the dose once or twice at
intervals of a week. Occasion.p.Uy cases occur in which
antitoxin appears to have little preventive effect. Theso
cases should be recorded with minute details, so that our
knowledge of them may be increased aud an explanation
of .their occurrence obtained. Those cases of tetanus
which develop some weeks after the receipt of an injury
may be due to the reactivation of a quiescent focus by too
early or two energetic active or passive movement.

Note.—It has been assumed that, iu all articles published in
German, when the exprsssion "A.E.'' (Antitoxin Einheit'i ia
used it means a " Behring unit."
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THE CONTROL OF " DIPHTHERIA-BACILLUS
CARRYING •; AND THE JASMIN

OIL 3IETH0D.

By WILLIAM EWART, M.D., F.R.C.P.,

COSSDLTISG PHTSICl-lX TO ST. GE

The revelation of the unsuspected evil of " can-iers " arose

ffom a study of tlie longer and less direct route followed

by tlio dissemination of tyi)lioid, although the recrudes-

cence of dijihtheria epidemics at .schools had long been
identified with a readmission of pupils certified Rafter an
adequate convalescence) as clinically cured. The notion

that these were minor relapses after the cure continued to

be held for a while after the first observation (by Kayser
in 1906) of the spread of typhoid by a " cured-typhoid "

bacillus carrier. Since then we have recognized the more
subtle and possibly frequent danger from the " typhoid-

intact " carrier; and it is now admitted that diplitheria

also may have its " curoddiphtheria " and its '• diphtheria-

intact " carrier, both needing their local internal sauita

tion, though with a less remote and extensive seat of

infection than in typhoid.

That result does not appear to have been achieved. This
late publication of suggestions originated and practised

long before the "carrier" period has been occasioned by
a recent inquiry by a correspoudent (British ^lEniCAL

.Jorr.x.\L, 1915, vol. ii, p. 459) for a reliable method
of curing diphtheria carriers. My first paper in 1897
(British :Me:dical Jouknal, vol. ii, p. 1564), iu con-

juucliou with my then house-physician, Dr. W. A.

Hubert, was mainly concerned with tracheotomy dangers
•—namely, to safeguard the patient against the dangerous
suppression of his cough mechanism inflicted for the
sake of an air-way ; and to help him, less through
antisepsis than by the expectoration of the infective

material and by a recovery of some of the impaired
ventilation and circulation of the Jung. It also referred,

however, to my antecedent treatment for several years.

This contained potentially all the clinical work that

followed: practically the "spreading oil-film method" as

a mechanical substitute for the unpractical principle of

corrosive antisepsis, which is inapplicable to the healthy
membrane of the carrier. It is to be regretted that that

effort should have passed unnoticed in this country

;

although in France some reference has subsequently been
published to an intranasal instillation of oil which, per-

haps, may still bs in vogue. Owing to that oversight, and
to the lack of systematic institutional opportunities for

any test by results, I now oiler this method only as a,

tentative proposition for the purpose of disiufectiug

carriers. Yet it has not lacked clinical evidence for its

feasibility and for its benefits, under active infection.

I had realized the desirability of forestalling any ex-

tensive secondary sinus infection, and if possible of

suppressing it gradually during treatment, whilst at the
same time mitigating the severity of the local tronble.

Eventually instructions were given for a systematic toilet

at least twice daily in all my cases of diphtheria from the
beginning ot and throughout their hospital treatment.
Antitorvin, which came iu as the supreme agent for the
clinical cure, did not displace that hygienic indication. I

may mentiou, in illustration of the cleansing power of oil,

the benefit derived three weeks ago by an adult patient

with bilateral pulmonary phthisis, operated on last Februai-y
for polypi ana .still suffering from them, but now unfit for

surgical interference. The discomfort was greatly relieved

by the first application, and, wilhiu three or four days, the

from which he had suffered for j'ears was
I

' |^scd. In this instance, however, I had
I supply with an insufflation of boracio

severe foot

com pi' I'
"

I

follu '

:

pov.-.l- - ..I .'ly.

I'liL li-iii'l li^iufecting purpose led me to take within
the systematic scope of the method practically all the
infections (including influenza, whooping-cough, mumps,
tonsillitis, etc.) which own an orinasal origin or extension.
Meanwhile the mechanical " oil-film by water carriage "

disclo.sed its ability to reach beyond the feebly moistened
glottis and to give relief to an inflamed tracheal or
bronchial memljrane ; though its greatest benefaction is

in easing the acute catarrhal upper nasal obstructions,

as well as all the acute and chronic catarrhal affections

of the nasopharynx, fauces, and upper larynx.

The method itself has hardly varied from its original

form, except for the discarding of carbolic acid (1 in 60)
and the substitution of jasmin oil, which is exceptional
among flavoured oils iu its freedom from the irritating

effect of any added essential oil. The mechanism of the
method is simple, but needs judgement. It is not free

from the influence of the psychical factor, which the
sen,so of relief usually cures provided this is not marred
by inexperience in the patient or the nurse. The main
idea is still the original one of utilizing to the full the
downward action of the cilia, and to sweep the mucous
membrane with a continuous moving film. The supply
mnst therefore be from above, not as in spraying, douch-
ing or syringing from below. Though introduced at the
nostril the oil is collected in the upper fossae. The rapidity

of the radiating spread of the film by surface tensions is

great in proportion to the moisture of the surface and to the
fluidity of the oil. Our main concern is its after movement
practically independent in time from the first, and x'rac-

tically uninfluenced in its direction by those evenly centri-

fugal radiations, which broadly coincide with it in one
hemisector of the field whilst contrary to it iu the other.

Whether " up or down," the cilia work the transportation

towards the external orifice. From a charged frontal

sinus it moves downwards, the same way as the massive
discharge from blowing the nose, and also backwards.
But in the trachea any " descending " film would be
moved upwards, the same way as if it arose from an
intratr.acheal injection. The film is, of course, a pa-ssing

show, easily broken up by absorption. Its full value is in

its frequent renewal with adequate charges.

The simple implements are an cggcup to hold a small

supply and a penfiller to convey the oil into the nose

—

namely, for an adult, a charge nearly half filling the

tube. The patient reclines on a bed or flat couch with
a narrow bolster, and spreads a towel well up to the chin

or higher. The essential is to throw the head well back
behind the bolster and to maintain it there for half, or

the whole of a minute after charging both nostrils. The
oil must not be rushed up or run iu, but instilled drop
by drop. The other essential is the complete lateral

movement of the head to the right for a while and then to

the left, to favour the irrigation of the sinuses, as that
small supply cannot fill them. As the head is gradually
levelled the oil is felt to trickle down the back of the
nasopharynx. This is the only unpleasant sensation.

But that surplus is not considerable. It may be .swallowed

;

or better, by refraining from swallowing, it may bo
allowed to find its own way down the larynx and trachea.

It is better to have assistance, but most of my patients

succeed iu their unaided performance on the strength of

these simple direction.s. I believe—but must leave the

decision to those with larger opportunities—that tliis

method, v.ith the addition of the insufflation, it duly

persevered with, is the most likely one to rid a carrier

of his influenza or of his diphtheria bacillus.
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The Mcdirnl Rerord states that out of GOO applicants for

the XTnited States Navy examined recently in Boston only
30 were accepted, the remainder being rejected as phy-
sically below the normal or mentally or morally unfitted
for the service. From this, Bear Admiral Albert Bess
draws the conclusion that America must make its rapidly
degenerating citizens into men before they can be made
sailors or soldiers.
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III. THE SENSORY DISTURBANCES IN
Sl'lNAL IX.JURIES.

Ix the previous lecture we cliscussei.1, as far as time would
permit, certain symptoms produced bj' iujuries o£ the
spinal cord, selecting tlioso which were the most impor-
tant and interesting; in the present lecture the disturb-
ances of sensation, especially those that result from
incomplete or unilateral lesions, will be described, and
observations that may contribute to our knowledge of
the course and grouping of the sensory afferent impulses
within the cord will be particularly emphasized.

If you permit me it will be advisable, however, before
passing to luy own observations, to give a short sketch of
the conduction of sensation within the cord as far as it

is at present known.
Nearly sixty years ago the first valuable contribution to

this subject was made by Brown- Sequard," who from botli
clinical and experimental observations concluded that a
one-sided lesion of the spinal cord produces motor para-
lysis, with hyi^eraesthesia and loss of muscle sense on
the same side, and in addition anaesthesia of all other
forms of sensibility on the opposite half of the bodj'.
These conclusions have been, however, violently attacked

by both physiologists and clinicians, and even Browu-
•Sequard himself later modified his views, but they have
formed the basis of all subsequent contributions, and it

has been, in fact, only within recent jears that anv
important additions or modifications have been made to
them.
The exact intraspinal course of the various forms of

sensation soon began to excite interest. iMany workers,
following BrownSequard and Schiff, held that pain and
temperature at least pass upwards through the grey
matter, while tactile impressions and those that underlie
tlie sense of position, ascend, according to Schiff, through
the dorsal columns. Becbterew's and Bikel's experiments,
however, made it probable that impressions of pain arc
conducted, after decussation, through the white matter of
the ventral part of the lateral columns. But it is obvious
that neither the grouping nor the course of sensory
impulses within the cord could be determined by experi-
pients on animals, and it is not surprising that the most
reliable conclusions we have were obtained from clinical
observations on suitable cases of injury or disease in man.
It is largely to Petren ' that we owe the most accurate and
compreliensive summary of clinical observations. From
the collation of a large number of cases he has concluded
that impressions of pain and temperature pass through the
opposite lateral column, " muscle sense " through the
homolateral dor.sal column, while two paths are open to
tactile impressions, one through the uncrossed exogenous
iibres of the dorsal column, another in the opposite lateral
column. A careful and elaborate analysis by Drs. Head
and Thompson" of seu->ory disturbances produced by spinal
lesions confirmed these conclusions, and showed that when
the appreciation of cutaneous pain is lost, that produced by
pressure is also disturbed, that light touch and heavy touch
are lost simultaneously, and that the appreciation of all

degrees of temperature is abolished together. They also
found that the ability to recognize the simultaneous con-
tacts of two compass points depends on impulses conducted
through the homolateral dorsal column. The affection of
other forms of sensation by spinal lesions has been also
investigated. The French school particularly has been
interested in the appreciation of the vibrations of a heavy
tuning-fork, and Egger,"'as well as Seifferand Rydcl," have

.

shown that disturbance of this is generally associated with
'

loss of the sense of position, and that it consequently
depends on the integrity of the dorsal columns. Final! v,
-working with Dr. Head,'^ I found that in unilateral spinal

D

lesions the appreciation of weight and the recognition of
size and shape are frequently lost in the paralysed side,

and from this observation, correlated with other'facts, we
concluded that the impulses tli.-it subserve these functions
al.so ascend uncrossed through the dorsal column ; we also
conlirined earlier observations that the ajipreciation of
vibration passes by this path too.

The nature of our material and especially the fact that
we have been able to investigate most of our cases only in
that early stage in which certain symptoms may be attri-
buted to shock and other to partial lesions and incomplete
blocking of the passage of sensory impulses makes extreme
caution necessary in drawing final conclusions on the
mode of sensory conduction within the cord, but tlie dis-
turbances we observed must have an important bearing on
this subject. We have been, however, able to keep certain
ca.se3 under observation as long as ten to twelve weeks
after the infliction of the wound.

Brown Seqitard Paralysis.
The description of the sensory changes found in incom-

plete lesions can be most easilyintroduced by the history 1

of a typical case of unilateral injury:

Pte. C, 15417, was wounded on May 12th, 1915, bv a rifl»
bullet, which entered inmiediately to the right of the fifth
cervical spine and made its exit 2 cm. below the ri-<ht angle of
the mouth. His jaw was fractured. He lost all power of
movement in both legs and in his right arm at ouce. and hig
left arm became weak. He complained of pain in his left
shoulder and had retention of urine at lirsi, but this quickly
disappeared.
Ue came under observation three days after the infliction of

the wound. An .r-ray examination then showed a fracture of
the right side of the arch of the fifth cervical vertebra and
some damage to the bodies of the fourth and fifth on this side.
There was a well-marked palsy of the right cervical sym-
pathetic and his right arm was toneless and completelv para-
lysed. All movements of his left arm were possible, but its

,.

Fig. 6.—Sensory disturbances in Case iv. In this and tlia
succeeding fieures the tiorizrmtal lines i-epresent tactile auaes-
llie<ia. the rertical lines analgesia, and the oftiiaue lines theliao-
anacsthesia. InteiTuuted lines inrlicate paitial loss of the corre-
Bpoading form of sensation. In Fig. 6 the dotted line on the right
arm indicates the limit of anaesthesia to heavy touch.

ilistal segments were slightly weak. There was pvacticallv no
movement of the right side of his chest in ordinary resi.iiatiou
in- on taking a deep breath, and the rectus abdoiiiiiiis. ar.ti the
luiphragm of this side were weak. The movemoiits of his lefc
lower limb were as full and as strong as normal, liut the right
lois flaccid and powerless. The arm-jerks were absent on botli
sides, and the knee and ankle jerks on the ri<|ht, but on the left
these reflexes were exaggerated ; tiie right plantar response was
extensor and the left was fle.xor.

He then complained of pins and needles i md
of a sharp stabbing pain in his left shoui ,n

revealed complete loss of appreciation of j
1 lal

stimuli on his left side up to the lower mai^i. 1 lib
in fiontand to his first dorsal spine behind, a-. wcMl as on Iha
inner border of his arm and hand (Fig. 6j. Even the kigbest
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tactile Btimuli could be recognized ou both legs and on both sides

of his trunk, but wlien a wisp of cotton-wool was drawn over
eltlier hairless or bair-clad parts it tickled more, and was " more
distinct " ou the right than on the analgesic side ; when com-
pared with parts above the level of the lesion it w:i,s found that

this subjective difference was due to nou-appreciaUon of the

tickling component in the stimulus on the left side. The
extensive sensory disturbances represented on tlie cliart were
found on his right upper limb; there was total loss of sensation

to pain on the hand and on the radial side of the forearm, loss

of appreciation of temperature over a slightly lavyer area, while
cotton-wool and heavy touch could be rccojinizL' I only on the

inner side of the arm; rubbing or scrat. I
:--. !. ' • i-, pro-

duced much discomfort on the area in wh)' I
1 touch

•was lost, but that to pain preserved. Tiic> :m and
the appreciation of passive movement v.- m :ih. i

iir i m his

right limbs and diminished in his left nimir iin^irsi, and
vibration could not be recognized in his riglit leg, on this side

of his trunk, or below his right elbow. He was also unable to

recognize the form of objects placed and moved about in his

left hand, but owing to the tactile anaesthesia this could not be
then tested in his right hand.
Ten days after the injury his left limbs were almost as strong

as normal, and the right reflexes had reappeared, but were
feeble ; the state of his sensation remained unaltered, except
that heavy pin pricks could be occasionally felt on the left side

above the' level of his fifth rib.

Twenty-four days after the infliction of the wound his general
condition had iniproved and permitted a more complete ex-

amination. His ri^iM lf:4 was still llauoid and powerless, and
his right upi)er linilj v.^is >Aa,.!-,| au-l .oniiilf !. ly jiaralysed; the
left limbs wei-e now .jiiit.- sii-..nj;. He n-jw .;-iii;.l:iined of severe
pain in his right bp, tsp, ,];tliy wlien it. \.a,- t'"ii lied or moved,
but there was nu local coiulitioii lo aeuouiil lor this. Apart
from his right arm, the lightest tactile stimuli were appreciated
as well on one side as on the other; but cottonwool still

appeared smoother and tickled less on the left leg and on this

side of his trunk than on the right. Neither pricks nor heavy
pressure produced any pain on his left leg or truidi, but strong
pricks could be occasionally recognized between the sixth and
second rib and in the inner aspect of his left arm. Now pricks
and all painful stimuli were "much sorer," and evoked much
more reaction than on the right side ; in fact, the hyperaesthesia
of this side was as pronounced as we have seen it. The appre-
ciation of temperature was still completely lost lo the original
level. The sense of i»sition was absent in his right limbs and
In the three ulnar lingers of the left liand, bat vibration could
now be reco;;nized in his right leg when the fork was beating
Btrongly. The threshold of discrimination of the compass
IJoints was normal on the ra lial parts of his left arm, hut the
two points could not be distinguished when 5 cm. apart on the
ulnar side of this palm, or on either sole when separated to a
distance of 10 cm. (normal threshold 2 to 3 cm.). He was
etill unable to recognize the form of objects i^laced in his left

band.
In his right arm the analgesia was now limited to the thumb,

Jndex finger, and the lower half of the radial border of his
forearm, and the areas of anaesthesia and thermo-anaesthcsia
tad diminished slightly from above downwards.

of sensation were an ability to recognize strong painful stimuli
above the level of the nipple on the left side, though sensibility
to pain remained much reduced to Its original level, and a
further restriction of the anaesthesiae on his i li' nm a^ is

illustrated ou the chart (Fig. 7) ; now tlicio
'

uiily

on the thumb aud the adjacent portion of til' 1 1 rise
of position was still absent in his right lin.i 1 s l.-ft

ulnar fingers, aud the appreciation of vibr.Llion ..;i. , ij,ijoi;sii<-'l

below his right wrist aud diminished in his ri^ht leg. 'It

compass points could still not be discriminated when separai
to 6 cm. on either sole.

Ho was admitted to the King George Hospital under 1
.'

care of Dr. Farquhar Buzzard, to whom lam indebted for tli.

furljlier history of the case. Some secondary change lial

"uring the journey, as when he arrived his

Fig. 7.

He was transferred to England two months after the inflic"

tlon of the wound. During the latter half of this time he
^va8ted enormously, and had frequently persistent attacks of
vomiting; ho regained, however, some power of movement in

his right leg, but his right arm remained wasted, flaccid, and
powerless. The only noteworthy alterations in the disttu-bances

plantar res[ionso w.as sometimes flexor, though previously it

had been constantly extensor. Otherwise his condition re-

mained unchanged till his death on August 10th. A few days
before this occurred his right carotid artery had been tied owing
to au aneurysm, aud an abscess in connexion with his fractured
jaw was drained.
On iioftiiwrtciii examination no obvious deformity of the

spinal column was found, but the fourth, fifth, and sixth
cervical segments were softened, aud contained numerous
haemorrhages.

Tho sensory disturbances in this caso-may be divideil

into "remote," or these duo to interruption o! tlie sensory
conducting tracts in the cord, and " local "—that is, such
as arc produced by injury of the sensory root fibres as tliey

enter the cord, or at least before the impressions they
carry are regrouped within it.

An elaborate analysis is not possible here, but a short

discussion chiefly in relation to the current views of intra-

medullary conduction of sensation will be iutorcstiug. It

will be based not on this case alone, but ou our notes of

45 cases in which the injury was partial aud produced the

Brown- Sequard syndrome, or some other form of dissocia-

tion of sensation.

Resiote Sexsory Distueb.vnces.

Anaesthesia to pain and temperature is certainly the
most common and prominent disturbance of cutaneous
Bensibility ; in incomplete transverse lesions, for instance,

it is frecpiently found that though tactile stimuli can be
appreciated, pricking or the application of heat or cold,

even of extreme degrees and over a large area, evoke no
sensation apart from that of contact. Both are always
lost on the side opposite to the lesion when this is uni-

lateral and lies above the first lumbar segment, and more
diminished on this side when the injury is bilateral but

more severe on the one side. This crossed relation does
not occur when the lesion lies belov/ the twelfth dorsal

segment. During recovery from bilateral lesions, too,

tactile sensibility usually returns before that to painful or

thermal stimuli. As a rule both these forms of sensation

were lost together, but in some cases only thermal
appreciation was disturbed.

We have not yet observed a case with primary isolated

affection of either heat or cold, but during recovery sensi-

bility to either may reappear some time before stimulation

with the other evokes any sensation. Some dissociation

is, however, common at the upper level of the remote
sensory loss, but this will be discussed later when the

mode of decussation of the sensory paths will be con-

sidered. Many cases seen confirm the conclusion put
forward by Drs. Head and Thompson, that when pain

cannot bo excited by cutaneous stimuli it cannot be pro-

duced by excessive pressure ; we have, however, seen cases

in which heavy pressure gave pain in parts which were
completely analgesic to pin pricks, but it must bo admitted
that in some of these at least sensibility to prick returned

within a relatively short period. Their further conclusion

that sensibility to all degrees of temperature is affected

simultaneously may be accepted if it is borne in mind that

when the disease is slight the appreciation of moderate
stimuli only may be lost ; everything is, however, in

favour of their view that thermal stimuli of all degrees

pass by the same intraspinal paths, but that, as the study

of syringomyelia shows, heat and cold are conducted by
separate fibres.

Remote tactile anaesthesia was present in only a very

few of our cases of unilateral spinal lesion, and then it

generally corresponded with the analgesia— that is, it

occurred on the side opposite to the injury. Frefjueutly,

however, especially when cotton wool was used as

a stimulus over hair-clad parts, there was a marked
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anbjective difiference in the sensations evoked on the two
Bides, as contacts on the analgesic area " tickled less " or

vroro " siuootlicr " than on tho side of the lesion; this

might be, on the one hand, attributed to tho homolateral
liyperaesthcsia or unnatural sensitiveness to various
iitiiuuli which Brown- Suquard originally described, but
when the sensations were compared with those similarly

evoked from normal parts it was evident that the tickling

element in the sensation was defective on tho contra-

lateral side. On the other hand, this difference was not
due to a diminution of tactile acuity, as this could not bo
demonstrated when other stimuli were emploj'ed; in a
few cases in which vou Prey's hairs w^ere used no definite

threshold difference between the two sides was found.
Furtljer, on stroking the sole, or on applying any other
stimulus which naturally tickles, less reaction was evoked
on tlie side opposite to the injury. It appears, therefore,

that of tho two spinal paths open to tactile impulses only
the crossed fibres which are closely associated with thoso
that carry pain are concerned in the conduction of the
affective impressions produced by many tactile stimuli.

This observation is particularly iuteresting, as lesions of

certain portions of the optic thalami show that at this

level the impulses that underlie tickling are closely related

to those of pain.

But though crossed tactile anaesthesia was the rule in

our cases, in a few there was greater diminution of sen-

sibility to light touch on the side of the lesion, or on tho
side of the greater motor paralysis ; even homolateral
anaesthesia with crossed analgesia occurred in one case.

Case v.

Pte. J., 15863, was wounded bv a rifle bullet which entered
slightly to the left of the fifth dorsal spine, on March 11th, 1915.
He lost power in both legs at once, but was able to move the
right again next day.
When seen fonr days later all movements of hig right leg

were possible and fairly strong, but the left was absolutely

tensor responses were obtained from both soles. There was
complete analgesia and thermo anaesthesia on the right leg,
and on this side of the trunk to the level of the xiphoid and the
seventh dorsal spine, but both painful and thermal stimuli
were perfectly appreciated on the left aide. On the riglit

tactile sensation was unaffected, but there was total anaes-
thesia to touch on the left leg, and marked hypoaesthesia as
high as the xiphoid (Fig. 8). The recognition of "position and of
passive movement, as well as nf vibration, was atrohshed in the
left leg, but normal in tli- n,,„i,<,^ci,. i,,n\.,

A laminectomy %vas I" iitenant-Colonel Sargent
B few days later; the- 1 I embedded in the left

articular process of tli vrrtebra, and a long,
sharp spicule of bone wli 1 ; i.. driven by it through tlie

dnra mater penetrated, as far as could be made out at tho
operation, this side of the cord. Very little imx^rovement
occurred before he left for England, six weeks after tho

infliction of the wound ; the analgesia of the left side became,
however, incomplete, and there was less anaesthesia on hia
left leg.

Another interesting form of dissociation of sensation
was represented by a case of incomplete injury duo to
fracture of tho left side of tho sixth cervical vertebra by
a rifle bullet. There was complete paralyses of tho left

log and of tho truulc nuiscles on this side, and all the
movements of the opposite limb were weak ; on the right
side there was complete loss of sensibility to touch, pain,
and temperature, while on the less paralysed half of the
body pricks and other painful stimuli were appreciated
normally, and thermal sensation was only slightly
diminished, but there was complete anaesthesia to
both light and heavy touches. The sense of position
and the appreciation of vibration were completely lost;

on both sides below the level of tho second rib.

In such a case we have the converse of the general rula
that tactile sensibility suffers less severely than sensation
to pain.

One interesting question that rises from these observa-
tions is the mode of decussation of the sensory fibres of
tho second order which convey impressions of touch, pain,
and temperature, and the obliquity with which they cross
to the opposite side of the cord. In cases in which tha
lesion was unilateral tho upper limit of the remote
anaesthesia to these different forms of sensation varied,

and as a rule the upper border of the contralateral loss

did not correspond to tho segmental level of the injury.

If such observations were sufficiently numerous it would
be obviously possible to determine the number of segments
necessary for the complete decussation of each set of

fibres of specific sensory function. To obtain unequivocal
results, however, it would be necessary to consider only
cases in which the lesion interrupted these fibres after

their decussation is completed and in which their inter-

ruption is total; unfortunatjly such cases are rare.

In the mid-dorsal region the crossing of pain and
thermal impulses apparently occurs quickly, and is pro-

bably complete about one segment above the entry of the
dorsal roots that carry them to the cord. Thermal im-
pressions probably cross hero less rapidly than those of

pain, and as touch, if it is affected, is generally lost to tho
slightly lower level the fibres of the second order that
convey it probably require two segments for decussation.
This conclusion is accepted with full recognition of the
fact that the peripheral overlap of the tactile root fibres

is greater than that of thoso concerned with pain and
temperature. The sarao order holds for the upper dorsal
segments, but here the obliquity of decussation is greater

;

p.iin and temperature impressions do not cross for at least

two segments after their entry into the cord, and three are
frequently required.

The higher we go in the cervical enlargement the slower
does the decussation become. At the fourth cervical
segment, for instance, the decussation of the pain impulses
is not complete till five to six segments after their entry
through the dorsal roots, and that of thermal impressions
for four to five segments. In the cervical enlargement
pain seems to cross within about four segments, thermal
sensibility within three to four, and touch somewliat more
obliquely than pain ; as the upper margin of the anaes-
thesia to heat is generally slightly liigher than that to

cold it may bo assumed that the afferent impulses that
subserve the latter decussate more slowly.
When tho lesion is not complete, aud especially if it is

imilateral, the upper border of the sensory loss frequently
retreats caudalwards. In Case iv, for instance, the upper
inargin of the complete analgesia altered from tho sixth
cervical to the ninth dorsal root area in two months, and
iu another case of partial bilateral lesion it retreated from
tho upper margin of the right cervical root area to the
level of the umbilicus within fonr weeks. A parallel

recovery of thermal sensibility may be frequently observed,
bat it is usually much slower, and heat and cold arc then
frequently dissociated, the latter recovering as a rule
earlier than sensation to heat ; but tho converse may
occur. On the other hand, oven when the lesion lies high
iu the cord, and has produced total or partial loss of sensa-

tion to the corresponding level, it is not uncommon to find

tho area of tho lower spinal roots, and especially the skin

in the region of the anus, sensitive to one or other mode
of sthnulation. Further, during recovery it is sometimea
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in these regions in which sensation first reappears. In

a case of injury of the fourth cervical segment, for instance,

wliich produced thermal, pain, and tactile anaesthesia to

the root of the neck, prick could bo well appreciated on

all the sacral and on the fittli lumbar root areas on the

left side. And in another the third, fourth, and fifth

sacral areas escaped, though there was otherwise total

loss of seusation to the level of the umbilicus. There is

generally a remarkable dissociation of sensation in this

caudal area ; occasionally only pain can be appreciated,

but it is frequently sensitive to touch too, and either to

heat or cold or to both. The area sensitive to thermal

stimuli is, however, generally smaller than that in which
pain can be felt. As a rule the caudal anaesthetic part in

such cases corresironds roughly to areas of root distribution

to the skin.

These two phenornena, the caudalward recovery of

Bcusatiou and the escaj)e or early reappearance of sensa-

tion in the caudal areas, throw light on the arrangement
of the sensory fibres of the second order as they ascend
throngli the ventrolateral columns. They indicate a
lamellar arrangement in which the fibres that carry any
specific form of sensation from successive dorsal roots lie

in series; and as there is a general law that the longer

ascending fibres lie nearer the periphery of the coid, those

that convey impressions from the lower spinal roots are

probably placed lateral to those that have later reached
the contralateral side. The escape of the sacral root areas
would therefore indicate a lesion that involves only the

more mesial fibres of the sensory path, while an anaesthesia
disproportionately low in relation to the level of the spinal

injury would suggest a local destruction of its more lateral

fibrts. When it becomes possible to correlate the exact
histological changes in these cases with the results of

careful clinical examinations definite conclusions on the
exact course of the fibres that carry various forms of

sensation from difl'ercnt regions of the body will be
possible.

Microscopical examination has shown that extensive
softenings and even secondary changes occur frequently
in the centre of the cord, especially in the cervical region,

and we might consequently expect to find sensory dis-

turbances resulting from interruption of the fibres that
decussate at the level of such a lesion ; certain of the
sensory changes that occur in syringomyelia are due to
this cause. The most striking example of this condition
that we have seen was:

Case vi.

Pte. H., 10162, was wounded ou February 22iid, 1915, by a rifle

bullet which entered just behind the middle of the right sterno-

ri3. 9.—The auftlBesia is indicated by vertical
naesthcsia by oblique lines. All forms oi sens
he u-uts 0/ the right ami coloured black.

very weak two or three days later. He had no difficulty with
micturition.
Both arms were flaccid when he was seen six days later; the

riglit was completely paralysed, but all movements of the left

were possil>le though weak. The right lower limb was weak in
all movements, but the left was considerably Htion^'er. His
arm. knee, and ankle jerks were absent, and c' i' n .! :

^ - im-s

were obtained on both sides. Sensation to toil' I : in-

perature were lost over the I'egions shown on i
' 'h.

and in addition the sense of position and tin mi. n o(

movement and vibration were abolished iu in., i.„iii uwo .lud
diminished in his right leg. His general condiiiou and the
power of movement, except in hia right arm, which remained
flaccid, improved during the following three weeks, but the
only alteration in sensation was some return of sensibility to
prick and temperature on the outer side of his left arm. The
complete flaccid palsy and total sensory loss on his right arm
was probably due to extensive destruction of the grey matter
on this side, the remaining analgesia and thermo-anaesthesiato
injury of the decussating sensory fibres.

But the remote disturbances of sensation include also
those forms which are affected on the side of the injury,

that is the senso of position, the appreciation of passive
movement, vibration and form, and the discrimination of

compass points. Of these, the sense of position and the
recognition of movement were the most commonly lost,

and as the dorsal columns through which the impulses
that subserve them pass are especially liable to suffer in

partial' and indirect injuries they were frequently the only
form of sensation affected in slight cases; on the other
hand, those and the other components of sensation carried

by the dorsal columns occasionally escaped, especially iu

unilateral lesions, though the remote loss of pain and
temperature was complete.
The appreciation of vibration, too, was commonly

affected on the side of the lesion, though there was
frequently no close parallel between this and the state

of the sense of position, as the latter was frequently
abolislied in parts in which vibration could be recognized,

but then careful examination generally revealed diminished
sensibility to the latter. On the other hand, the dis-

crimination of compass points was, as a rule, more severely

affected than either, but wo found the reverse in three

cases. In a partial injury of the sixth dorsal segment, for

instance, even a strongly vibrating fork could bo rarely

recognized on the right leg, but the two compass points

could be accurately distinguished on each sole when only
3 cm. apart, and on the front of each leg when separated
to 10 cm. In another case with a unilateral lesion in the

second cervical segment there was a marked loss of the

sense of position in the right arm, but the threshold to

the compass test was the same in both palms and well
within the nonnal. We must consequently conclude that,

though the impulses which underlie all these different

forms of sensation pass through the homolateral dorsal
column, they may be dissociated or affected in different

degree by incomplete lesions. They are all independent of

tactile sensibility, since they may be all abolished, though
the threshold of the latter is unaltered.

In a few cases of high cervical injury wo have had the
opportunity of testing the power to recognize the form of

objects placed in a hand iu which tactile sensation is

unaffected, and always found it absent if the other
symptoms indicated a lesion in the homolateral dorsal

column.
Consequently, we may assume that destruction of one

dorsal column can produce homolateral astereoguosis,

which is, as it may be in cortical disease, independent
of any tactile loss. This confirms the observations pre-.

viously made by Dr. Henry Head aud nnself. The power
to recognize differences in the texture of materials placed
in one hand is also abolished by destruction of the homo-
lateral dorsal column.

Local Sensory DisTnr.BAXCES.
The local loss of sensation such as occurred in Case iv

must be next considered. Here it was represented by
abolition of all forms of cutaneous sensibility over areas of

different extent, with absence of the seuse of position iu

the whole limb and of the appreciation of vibration below
the elbow. Such local sensory loss may occur with
lesions of any level of the cord, but as it presents special

features when present iu the upper limb, it will be
described iu detail as it is seen here.

It may result, in the first place, from injuries of the
dorsal roots as or before they enter the cord, which, as
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might be cxpccteil. frequently happens with gunshot
injuries of the spine, but as the sensory disturbances then
producctl are those generally seen with root lesions thoy
itxiuiro no special uiention. Or, in the second place, it

way be duo to intramedullary lesions which interrupt some
or all of the afferent sensory impulses after they cuter the
cord by one or several dorsal roots, either before or after

thoy have been regrouped in the grey matter. Conse-
quently, all forms of sensation may bo affected or

certain may escape. The most common tj'po is that seen
in Case iv, in which all forms of sen.satiou arc involved.

Then the tactile loss is the most extensive, and the
anaesthesia to pre.s.sure is almost coterminous with that
to light contact. The thermo-anaesthesia, including loss

to all degrees of temperature, is occasionally almost as
wide, but it is frequently limited to the area of analgesia;

this is generally much smaller. The sense of position and
the appreciation of vibration were severely affected in

every case, too. In another type only the appreciation of

pain and temperature was affected, the impulses carried by
the dorsal columns escaping.
But even more remarkable than the character of the local

sensory loss on the upper limb is its distribution . In Case iv

as well as fi-om the other figures reproduced (Fig. 10>, it

Fis. 10.

will be seen that it does not correspond either to the areas
of any periphei-al nerves or of any dorsal roots; in fact

only "the peripheral portions of the cutaneous areas of

several roots were anaesthetic. On the other hand, it fre-

quently showed a tendency to coincide with the segments
of a limb. It has been genei-ally found that when the upper
part of the cervical enlargement vvas involved, the sensory
loss extended higher on the radial than on the ulnar border
of the arm, and that when it lay in the lower portion of the
enlargement the loss was higher on the ulnar side. A
similar area in which there is no sensory disturbance is

seen on the left arm in Fig. 9.

A local lesion in the lateral part of Burdach's column
can, of course, iuterrupt all the sensory impressions con-
veyed through this from the roots immediately below it,

bnt the mode of occurrence of the cutaneous sensory
disturbance is less obvious.

Its explanation must depend on the anatomical arrange-
ment of the sensory paths. The tone of the muscles, as
well as their co-ordinated actions, depends chiefly on
afferent impulses that pass from the corresponding seg-

ment of the limb to the cord, and act through the grey
matter on their final common path. If for the moment we
consider only the intrinsic muscles of the hand, we may
as.snmc for them a group of cells in the lowest cervical and
the first dorsal segments, which, however, receive afferent

impressions from the whole hand, through reflex col-

laterals from at least four dorsal roots, that is, from the
sixth cervical to the fii-st dorsal. An interruption of these
fibres as they enter this group of motor cells would then
cut out all the non-sensory affeJrents that control the small
liand muscles, but would leave intact the connexion of

other collaterals from the same roots with the other motor
cells that innervate the arm muscles. We would conse-
quently have a segmental reflex palsy. Much the same
probably holds for the fibres of cutaneous sensation. Those
that convey impressions of pain, for instance, are not all

relayed in the grejruatter at the level at which they enter,
but ascend and descend some distance in Lissaucr's zone,
and there are probably not grouped according to the roots
by which they arrived as they enter tho grey matter, but
in relation to the segment of the limb from which they
come. Thus those that carry irnpressions of pain from the
hand may be relayed at one level, while other fibres of the
same roots that carry Bimilar impulses from the forearm

may end in the grey matter at another level (Fig. 11). If
such an arrangement exists sensory disturbances similar in
distribution to those described may be easily produced by
isolated lesions. The type
of the Bfcnsory loss would
depend on whether tho
sensory afferents were in-

terrupted before or after

undergoing relay.

The commonness of

these types of local sen-

sory loss would then corre-

spond to the frequency of

lesions in the dorsal horns.
Fig. M (Plate) represents
siu'li a lesion. "When the
neighbouring part of the
dorsal column is also in-

volved the sense of position

would be affected in tho
corresponding limb; occa-
sionally tliis occurs as an
isolated phenomenon

—

that is, without disturb-

ance of cutaneous sen-

sibility. ' An • interesting
example of local loss due
to a small lesion in tho
dorsal column, and pro-

bably limited to its root
entry zone, was seen in

one patient in whom tho
sense' of position and of

passive movement was
lost at the left elbow and
shoulder, though normal
iu the hand, while on the
outer side of this arm he
was unable to recognize
the vibrations of a tuning-
fork wlien applied to the
soft tissues, ta discriminate
compass points even when
separated to three times
the threshold distance of

the corresponding part of
th-vt"i:"m'v"s'^ ha'inx'ssious^'ortoi'ich^

the right arm, or to dis- uain. and teinpemture. The latter

t i n g u i S h texture. All probably aseeud or descend in Lis-
., o

, , -,. saucrs zone before entering tlie erey
these local sensory dis- matter.
turbances have a ten-

dency to diminish or disappear more rapidly than the

remote loss.

SuB.jECTn-E Sensory Syjiptoms.

Subjective sensory symi^toms were not uncommon ; pain,

for instance, is very commonly present iu the parts that

correspond to the segmental level of the spinal injury, but
here it may be due to irritation of the dorsal roots, or may
be only associated with the hypcraesthesia which fre-

quently occurs in this region. Distant pain—in a leg, for

instance, when the spinal wound was in the cervical

region—occiirred, however, in a certain number of cases,

and can be attributed only to the spinal lesion. It was
frequently only transient or disappeared within one or

two weeks, but occasionally persisted as long as we had
the patients under observation, in one case for two
months. It was generally described as a burning or an
aching pain, sometimes only as a numbness or tingling,

which increased when the part v.'as touched or handled.

In one patient it was so severe that it prevented sleep and
needed morphine. It was generally most severe at night

and in some instances increased when the part was
exposed or moved, though there might be no demonstrable
hypcraesthesia. It sometimes spread over the whole side

of the body below the level of the injury, but it was fre-

quently limited to the foot or leg. It occurred only with
relatively slight or unilateral lesions, and in the latter

case was always on the same side as tho injury and on
that on which there was no cutaneous sensory loss. In a

few instances, however, no sensory loss could be dis-

covered in either side, or, if any existed, it was only a

slight diminution of sensibility to pain and temperature.

The condition known as hyperaestheaia was extremely
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common ; it may occur, as was oiigmally described by
Brown-Sequard, on the side of the injury when there is a
unilateral lesion ; or on areas which had been anaesthetic

as sensation recovers, or even more commonly as a band
on one or both sides of the trunk or down the limbs, at the

upper margin of the sensory loss.

A homolateral hyperaesthesia in Brown- Sequard cases

is by no means constant, though we observed it occasion-

ally ; it extended over the whole half of the body almost

up to the segmental level of the injury. Here pinprick,

heavy pressure, and especially scraping, or even rubbing

hair-clad parts with a wisp of cotton- wool, produced severe

pain and much more reaction tiian these stimuli on
normal parts. The application of cold, too, usually evolved

pain, and heat of 45^ C. and upwards caused a severe

burning sensation. In one case pin-prick not only gave
more discomfort than normal, but this persisted abnormally
long. This distant hyperaesthesia always showed, how-
ever, a tendency to diminish rapidly and disappeared in

some cases while they were under our observation. Its

pathogenesis has been already the subject of much discus-

sion and e.xperiment. The hypothesis that it is due to

section of efferent inhibitory fibres seems very improbable,

while the fact that it is generally transient or disappears

rai'idly is more in favour of the view that it is due to an
inflammatory reaction, or rather to oedema and other

such changes, at the site of the lesion than to overloading

of the afferent tracks that remain open to sensory
impulses.
An excellent example of hyperaesthesia in areas in

which sensation is recovering was a case in which, owing
to a transverse wound across the back of the neck which
fractured the sixth and seventh cervical spines as well as
the lamina of the sixth vertebra, a complete paraplegia

with analgesia and thermo-anaesthesia to the level of the
eighth cervical root areas set in at once. Within a
fortnight, however, there was complete pain loss only
below the umbilicus, and the appreciation of thermal
stimuli was only dimiuished above this level ; in the area
in which sensation had recovered pricks produced an
extremely unpleasant burning sensation, and high and
low degrees of temperature gave much more discomfort
than on normal parts. He later came under the care of

Dr. Head, who found the same condition more than two
months after the infliction of the wound.

Finally we come to the hyperaesthesia which is so
commonly found at the upper level of the sensory loss

on one or both sides, with either complete or partial

lesions. On the trunk it is generally associated with a
girdle sensation of pain, burning, tingling, or constriction,

and on the limbs with pain or paraesthesia over the areas
of one or more dorsal roots. It may persist for weeks, but
usually diminishes. When severe the lightest contact, or
even the approach of any one to his bedside, may be feared
by the patient, and the movement of his bedclothes, or

the removal of his shirt or bandages, may excite severe
pain. Local muscular contractions are frequeutly associated
with it. Tiie state of sensation in the hypcraesthetic area
has been carefully worked out in several cases ; it is found
to be variable. No loss to light contact was ever found,
and when they were used no raising of the threshold was
discovered to von Frey's hairs, but in three cases contact
with No. 4 and No. 5, which only gave a maximal threshold
reading on normal parts, produced a sharp stiugiug or
burning, " like a red-hot iron," on the hypcraesthetic
zone. Pain was most readily produced by any moving
stimulus, as a wisp of cotton-wool, or by scraping with
any rough or sharp object, but, on the other hand,
moderate pressure generally gave no discomfort.
The state of sensibility to pain and temperature varied ;

in one group the threshold to pain was, if anything,
diminished, while that to temperature was unaffected,
but any degree of cold, and heat above 45= C, evoked
much pain. In the other class sensibility to pain and
temperature were lost or diminished over part of the area
that was painful to rubbing or scraping.
The origin of this hyperaesthesia is interesting ; it is

most commonly attributed to irritation of the correspondiug
dorsal roots, and this seems to be frequeutly the .actual

cause, but thei'e are many facts which prevent us from
accepting this explanation iu every case. It is ofteu, for

instance, much more extensive than it would he if due to

irritation of even two pairs of roots in the neighbourhood

of the wound; in one case of injury to the spine of the
axis it extended over both upper limbs and to the level of the
nipples, and in another patient in whom the fourth cervicil

vertebra was damaged it spread not only over both arui-,

but to the base of the xiphoid. But an even strongr i-

argument is the fact that in cases of the Brown- Sequard
syndrome, in which there were both hyperaesthesia of the
homolateral side and a local area of pain and tenderness
at the level of the lesion, no essential difference may be
found between them. It is therefore probable that in

many cases at least the cause of the pain is to be found
within the cord, and that it is due to oedema, circulatory

disturbances, or slight diffuse lesions, as Brown-Sequard
originally postulated as the explanation of the local

contralateral hyperaesthesia he described. Finally, in

several cases we have found no injury, on posl-morleiit

examination, to the roots which corresponded to the
areas that were hyperaesthetic

Prognosis.
The prognosis during the first two weeks in any one

case is extremely difficult, and it must be admitted that
there is no one sign or symptom from which we can draw
reliable conclusions on the severity of the lesion, or from
which we can say, when there is complete motor and sensory
paralysis, as there nearly always is in the earliest stages,

whether the cord is completely divided or not. It must be
remembered that though neither the cells nor the fibres of

the spinal cord do regenerate, very considerable improve-
ment may occur, as at least part of the early symptoms
are due to oedema, circulatory disturbances, and to in-

complete damage. The structural damage is consequently
not always parallel to the functional loss. We have seen
that the knee-jerks are absent for a time with lesions

of all degrees of severity, and this consequently

cannot be a guide in progaosis. The most reliable

information is perhaps given by the state of tone
in the muscles of the lower limbs ; after three or

four days the legs are generally very flaccid and
their muscles toneless when the lesion is severe and irre-

coverable, and gradually become more so and waste. The
preservation of tone in the muscles is, on the other hand,
an iudication that some improvement may be expected.

Valuable information can be also obtained by stimulation

of the soles, as the amount of reflex movement that

results varies more or less inversely with the severity of

the injury. When this is complete, no reflex muscle con-

traction can be, as a rule, elicited, while in all stages of

slighter damage a brisk withdrawal reflex can be obtained.

Probably no serviceable recovery can be expected if the

plantar responses are flexor.

In less severe cases in which all forms of sensation are

not abolished, the amount of disturbance of the latter is an
indication of the amount of the cord damaged ; we have
generally seen the promise of useful recovery when tactile

stimuli could be felt in the lower limbs within the first two
or three days.
When the cervical region is injured the upper limbs

are usually more paralysed than the lower, and remain
flaccid and waste while these show signs of recovery

;

histological examination shows that this atrophic palsy of

the arms is due to extensive softeuingof and haemorrhages
into the ventral horns, and as the motor cells contaiued in

them are readily destroyed the chance of much improve-

ment is slight.

If recovery sets in early, steadily progressive improve-

ment may be, however, expected, unless complications

occur. We know of a few patients, however, in whom the

symptoms increased after movement, as Case iv, who lost

again the power of movement he had regained in his right

leg during his transtereuce to England ; and in one other

case we observed syriugomyelia develop some time after

the infliction of the injury.

Treatment.
Owing to the nature of the lesions the treatment of these

spinal injuries is naturally unpromising. The damage to

the spinal cord is done when the wound is iuflicted, and
we are unable to influence it by treatment. In many cases !

surgical interveutiou and the removal of missiles or dis-

placed bone which compress the cord have given a hope of

greater recovery, and should be attempted it the symptoms
or an x-v&y examination make it probable that the cord is
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compressed, and that there is any prospect of reeoverj\

But it must be realized tliat iu such casefe the symptoms
arc certainly more dojiendent on intramedullary changes
pro<hjcc<l at the time rather than on compression.

l>r. A. H. Allen '' showed cxperimentalh' some years ago
that the symptoms produced by severe contusion of the
cord can be relieved and recovery made possible by
incising the dorsal columns at the level of the injury, thus
draining away ocdematous fluid and intramedullary
haenjorrliages, and allowing the swollen fibres to expand,
but it is necessary that this operation should bo iiertormed
within a few hours of the infliction of the iujurj'. This is

rarely possible in warfare, and the early symptoms are so
equivocal that if resorted to more harm than good might
be easily done.
A large proportion of oases of spinal injury die soon

after the infliction of the wound from shock or associated
wonnds of the chest or abdomen. Among those that
survive the greatest danger is from cystitis and pyelo-

nephritis and the development of extensive bedsores. A
large part of the responsibility consequently falls on the
nursing. AVlien cystitis is threatened or has developed,
we have seen excellent results from suprapubic drainage.

Finally the danger of moving the patient must be borne iu

mind ; the risk is obvious if the vertebral column is frac-

tured, and if detached pieces of bone lie within the canal
these may be displaced and lacerate the cord dining
transit. Further, we have evidence that secondary
changes are more liable to develop after movement; abso-
lute rest is consequently advisable during the first few
weeks if the sjmptoms hold out any prospect of useful
recovery.

Referesces.
'BroTvn-Sequard. JoKv,,. dela PhvsioL.lSa. vol. vi.p. 124. 8 petr^D,

Sknntitimv. Archil: f. Physiol. .l'X)2.\-o\. xiii.p. 9. » Head and Thomii-
lon. Dyain. 1906. vol. xsix. p. 537. >" KK«er. Itii: Ncuroloii.. 1902. vol. x.

p. 549. "Kydeland SeilTev, Archiv f. P.sychiali:. 1903. vol. xsxvii.
p. 488. 12 Head and Holmes, lirniv, 1911. vol. xxxiv, p. 102. '^ Allen,
Joum. Amer. Med. Assoc, 1911, vol. Ivii. p. 878.
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MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

A NEW CATARACT OPERATION.
The following is a preliminary note on a new cataract
operation which is now being performed in Delhi. This
operation, which embodies several new features, was
conceived and perfected by my assistant. Pundit Hari
Shanker. The essential feature of the operation is a
preliminary conjunctival flap cut so as not to hamper the
movements of the knife in making the incision in the ej'e-

ball. The lens is removed entire in its capsule either with
or without a preliminary iridectomy.
The advantages of the operation, as shown by the

results obtained in some 1,500 cases performed this year,

1. The wound in the eyeball is closed at once by the flap

so that the risk of subsequent infection is nil.

2. Prolapse of the iris and vitreous are prevented from
occurring.

3. The flap is firmly adherent to the globe within a few
hours, and in a large majority of cases the dressing can
safely be then removed.

4. Cataract cases are now treated in this hospital as
out patients, and they can go homo immediately after
operation, returning novf day to have the dressing
removed permanently.

5. No photophobia is present subsequent to the opera-
tion, even on the second day, when the patients are
provided with glasses, and can see well.

6. The usual corneal astigmatism is very much less
than is generally found after other operations.

Delhi. M. Corby, M.D., Major I.M.S.

IMPROVED TECHNIQUE FOR INTRAVENOUS
INJECTIONS AND REMOVAL OF BLOOD

FROM VEINS.
The chief remaining difficulty of this practice is that of
properly entering and canalizing the vein, especially when
the veins are small or deep, as often happens when the

superficial veins in front of the elbow form a plexus of

small veins instead .of the relatively large trunks of tho
textbooks. The application of a bandage in this caso
produces a series of veins scarcely as large as tho needle,

and canalization is diflicult or impracticable. But by
using a sphygmomanometer instead of the bandage, and
then compressing to just short of blood pressure point, .say

120 to 150 mm. Hg, the hitherto small veins will stand
out turgidly, and can easily bo punctured and canalized,
for the vein stands up to tho needle, and will not yield
before it. Even in the caso of the largest veins tho
manoeuvre is more easily accomplished by this method.

After tho canalization, iu the usual way, the cutting or
removal of the bandage often causes movement of the arm
and endangers tho possibility of second puncture. But
with the sphygmomanometer all that is necessary is to

release the escape cock without di.sturbiug the compression
bag. The latter should iu the first place be carried right;

up into the axilla, and in primary and secondary cases at
least should have a sheet of Billroth's cambric interposed
between it and the skin to avoid infection. The one I

have used has been the Herbert French pattern, but
any having a similar pressure bag would be equally
serviceable.

J. Alfred Codd, M.D.Lond.,
Honorary Physician, General Hospital, Wolverhampton.

Exports of ^acittm.

FIBROSITIS.
At a meeting of the West London Mcdico-Chirnrgical
Society on December 3rd the president, Dr. Leonard
DoBSON, in the chair, a discussion was held on fibrositis.

Dr. Grainger Stew.^rt, in opening it from the medical
aspect, said that quite apart from acnte traumatism, a
large number of soldiers had been invalided with subacute
and chronic rheumatism, both articular and muscular.
Jlost of those cases occurred in middle-aged men or in those
who had previously been tho victims of chronic rheumatism,
and there was nothing special to discuss in regard to them.
As regards the wounded, it appeared to him that the
occurrence of fibrositis was more frequent and the degree
more severe than in cases of injury received in civil

life. He had been struck by the rapidity with which
adliesions formed, not only around and iu the joints,

but also in the tendon sheaths and muscular struc-

tures. He thought that several factors were present
which might account for this : (1) Infection from
wounds; (2) the effects of chill, strain, or exposure;
(3) the protective strain on the muscles guarding the
injured part; (4) the complete cessation of functional
activity in the wounded limb as the result of its being
bound up in splints, and the impossibility of carrying out
passive movements and massage of those parts of the
limb not directly involved by the injury. Early passive
movement and massage would do much to prevent the
formation of adliesions, would speed the recovery of the
slightly wounded, and would prevent many of the more
severely wounded, who would not be fit for further service

in the army, from becoming economically a burden to tho
State in after-years, by keeping the joints supple and the
muscles in good condition until the patient had recovered
from the primary injury, whether it involved injury to the
bone or to the nerves. Personally he regarded immobility
as the chief cause of those fibrous adhesions, and, that
being so, it was of prime importance to insist on the daily

movement of the joints of the affected limb as far as that
was compatible with the surgical necessities of the case.

Jlr. H. S. SouTTAR, in dealing with the surgical aspects of

the question, said that his main contention was that many
of the aftereffects of injuries and diseases incidental to

war, which might be classed under the heading of fibrositis,

were preventable, and that, applying the lessons of recent

researches in the treatment of fractures, it was of the first

importance to avoid anything in the way of too prolonged

or too complete immobility of the affected parts. The
President, Drs. BnonoiiTON, Rickard Llovd, F. G. Lloyd,
iToBsoN Scott, and Clippingdale took part in the dis-

cussion which followed, and Dr. Grainger Stewabt and
Mr. H. S. SocTTAR replied.
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Efbblus.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING FOR DISABLED
SOLDIERS.

Evidence of tlie atteutiou that is now being paid iu

France to the problems raised by tlie re-etlncatiou and
professional employment of the wounded soldiers is fur-

nished by a book ' recently published by Dr. M. Carle.
The subject has been brought before the public by the

well-tnown writer, Maurice Barres, and Dr. Carle gives a
full account of what his society, the Federation Natiouale
des Mutiles, and other voluntary associations have done in

France to enable soldiers invalided from the army after

amputations or other severe injuries to earn their own
livings. Such schools for the wounded have been estab-

lished at Paris, Marseilles, Bourges, Montpellier, Tours,
Bordeaux, Pau, Orleans, Nancy, Kouen, Clermont-Ferrand,
and many otiier places. Dr. Carle gives an account of the
way iu which such establishments should be worked, their

objects, the manner in which suitable cases are chosen for

them, and the general lines ia which artificial limbs and
other prosthetic appliances arc provided for the victims of

the war. The book is short and well written. It should
be in the hands of all who have to deal with similar
problems iu this country.

ANCIENT HINDU SCIENCE.
In his account of The Positive Sciences of the Ancient
Hindus," Mr. Bba.texdranath Seal gives a modern exposi-
tion of ancient lore dating back to between the years
500 B.C. and 500 a.d., practically speaking. The scientific

ideas of the Hindus were founded, naturally enough, on
the observation of x^henomena ; observation, however, was
not enough, desigued experuneut was rarely thought of,

aud the development of science w'as handed over to the
inductive method and methods of algebraic analysis.

Pei-usal of Mr. Seal's well-written book will show the
reader how ill such methods serve the progress of science,
however successful their application to philosophy and
speculation may have been. Successive chapters are
.devoted to ancient Hindu chemistry, mechanics, acoustics,
plant and animal life, physiology and biology ; in the last

lifty pages Dr. Seal gives an appreciative estimate of the
scientific method of the Hindus, its strength and limita-
tions. It would seem that tik,'!orctical considerations and
dialectics, logic aud inference, possibUities rather than
probabilities, were here given undue weight. Heuce to
the Western mind, wliich values an ounce of experience
more highly than a ton of theory, Hindu science is apt to
be disappointmg, unpractical, and therefore ineffective.

How far Dr. Seal is justified in interpreting the ancient
Hindu texts in the terms of tlie latest scientific views,
w ith the use of such words as '• isomers," " infra-atomic
vibratory particles," "catalysis," -'valency" (as applied to
atoms), and the like, is open to question. It seems improbable
that the' Hindus of the period with which he deals can
have had any clear realization of the senses in which
such terms are employed nowadays. The book is clearly
written, and should be studied by all who are interested
in the history of science and philosophy.

DISEASES OF THE RECTUM.
Mr. Lockhaet-Mummery has written a valuable mono-
graph on Diseases of the Eectttm and Anus." Several
works on the subject have been published in the Euglish
language during the last few years ; this book is both
comprehensive and practical, and is in all respects a sound
work of I'eference.

The malformations of the rectum and anus are first

described, aud there follows a chapter on examination and
diagnosis. Mr. Lockhart-Mummery emphasizes the mis-
takes that are made for want of a proper examination in

' Les lieoUs Profesaionelles de Blesses. Par le Dr. M. Carle

:

rieface (ie jtf. Edouard Herriot. Deuxi^me Edition. Lyons: A. Rev.
Paris : J. B. BailliM-e et Fils. 1915. {.Med. 8vo, pp. 132; illustrated.)

2 Tlie Fosiiive Sciences of the Ancient Hindus. By Brajendranath
Seal, M. A., Ph.D. London: Longmans, Green, and Co. 1915. (Med.
8vo. pp. 303. 12s. 6d. net.)

^Diseatei of the Rectum and Anus: A Practical Handbook. By
7. P. Lockhavt^Mnmmery, P.R.C.S.Eng. London: Bojlliere. T-indall,
aud Cox. 1914. IDemy 8ro, pp. 354; 102 figures. 7s.6d.net.)

rectal complaints; lie goes in detail into the methods of
examination, and the chapter is one of much practical

"
value. He then proceeds to describe what may be called
the general technique of rectal operations, preparation
general and local, diet, and after-treatment. Precise in-

structions are given. A chapter by Dr. Blumfield on
anaesthesia completes this preliminary part of the bool;.

Haemorrhoids is the first of the rectal diseases ">i'

sidered. For external thrombosed haemorrhoids immcli
removal with scissors under eucaine anaesthesia is rei

mended. It ia interesting to find that for internal pile-

author has almost entirely discarded excision and sui

for the older ligature operation. In the chapter ou prolyl
i

tlie method which Mr. LockliartMuramery describe I

1910 is recommended for the first aud second degree
the affection. It consists in anchoring the rectum i .

cicatrix in the posterior rectal space. We believe this i.>

be a reliable procedure, but are not disposed to agree witli

the characterization of sigmoidopexy as a generally ini

satisfactory operation. Several following chapters an;
devoted to the inflammatory affections—proctitis, ulcc]-,

abscess, and their sequelae. The. fact that forty pages an;
given to fistula shows how completely the author dciis
with his subjects.

The reader will naturally turn with particular inti i

to the chapters on malignant disease. It is not posM
to analyse these adequately here. There are no iIml'

matic statements as to choice of operation except a
general preference for the abdomino-perineal in view of

its superior results. The detailed discussion of this

operation will be welcomed by surgeons.
This book undoubtedly counts, if one may use the

expression. It is certainly one for all who have to do
with rectal disease to add to their bookshelves.

OLD AGE PENSIONS.
The key to this book* is contained in one sentence in the
first paragraph, " A practical and human account of the
actual working aud ascertained results of the Act." It

commences with a general account of the Acts, aud then
proceeds to narrate and discuss the difficulties that arise

as to age hmit, the conditions of nationality and residence,
and the difiiculties and methods of ascertaining the annual
income of persons who apply for pensions. The various
disqualifications for a pension are treated in two chapters,
and a long chapter is devoted to a general description
of the mode of dealing with claims for pensions. The
machinery of the Acts is fully described ; and though it is

stated that no one authority has undertaken to correlate
the statistics that must be available ia the various depart-
ments concerned, a considerable series of tables is given
as to the number aud character of claims and the manner
ia which they are dealt with, and estimates are given as to

the effect which the pension scheme must have on the
statistics of pauperism and the cost to the rates. A final

chapter contains a quantity of suggestions for the amend-
ment of the Acts aud for improvements ia their administra-
tion ; and from the intimate knowledge which the author
(who has unhappily been killed in Gallipoli) shows of

the administration his suggestions must be deserving of

careful consideration by the authorities. The book does
not claim to be a legal treatise though it is written by a
lawyer. Composed ia an easy narrative style, it should find

many readers among social workers who desire to know
the general working and results of the old age pensions
scheme, and at the same time it cannot fail to be of great
value to lawyers and administrators who want to know in

detail the more technical points iu administration.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
The new and revised edition ot Sir Heney Burdett's
well-known book, Hoiu to become a Nurse,^ tells the
reader how and where to train, and is, indeed, a guide to
training for the nursing profession, with particulars of

the schools and institutions in the United Kiugdom and

* Old Age Pensions : Their Actual Worlcing and Ascertained Results i

in the United Singdom. By H. J. Hoare, B.Sc, LL.B. With an i

Introduction by Kir Laurence Gomme. F.S.A. London: P. S. King i

and Son, Limited. 1915. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 206. 3s.6d.net.)
|

* Hojc to become a Nurse : The Nursing Profession : Hoic and Where 1

to Train. By Sir H. Burdett, K.C.B.. K.C.V.O. New and revised J
edition. London: The Scientific Press, Limited. 1915. iCr. 8vo, I
pp. 396. 23. net.) 1
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abroail wberc training in general ami special nursing may
beobtained. The book is now in its ninth edition. It is

couiplcio ami up to date in its iufovniation, even iucliidiuf;

pages ou the British Red Cross Society, on the Order of

St. John of Jerusalcni. and on the army and navy as
training schools for male nurses.

The eighth edition of Dr. Thresh's SlmpJe 3h'tho,J cf
^yatel• .4;i<iJi^S!.«,'> especially designed for the use of medical
officers of health, an excellent manual, has been brought
lip to date by the inclusion of an account of tlie purifyiu}^

ot water on the small scale by the addition of aliuost

infliiitesimal amounts of chlorine in the form of calcium
or sixlinm hypochlorite. As in our notices of previous
editions ol this little took, i.ve warmly recommend tlio

latest edition to the attention of thos3 for whom it has
been written.

In their little manual of First Aid in the T.ahoraiorii ntul

Workslwp.' Messrs. Eldridse and Bbiscoe give outliucs
of the treatment called for by the emergencies of the work-
man's life. The text is cut down to a minimum, and errs,

perhaps, on the side of excessive brevity.

A serviceable series of diagrams, with the necessary
brief explanatory text, for the use of those who have to

teach elementary anatomy and phj-siology to nurses and
the like, is provided by Philips's Popular Mannilci/i." This
is composed of a series of coloured diagrams, superposable,
of the human body in various staiies of dissection. Both
the diagrams and the text furnished by Mr. Furneaux
appear to serve their purpose admirably.

'ASimfile Metlioi of Water Analysis. eap:ciallu Dssigiiid for the
Vu of Medical Officers of Health. By J. C. Thresh. M.D.Vict., D.Sc.
Lond., D.P.H.Camb. Eiabth edition. London : J. and A. Chuichill.
WIS IFcap. 8vo, pp. 69. 2s.6d.net.)
'First Aid in Hie Laboratory and WorTcslwp. By .4. .4. Eldridge,

B.Scand H. V. A. Briscoe. D.Sc, with a Foreword by Sin-geon-Geneial
Sir A. Keogh. K.C.B. London: E. Arnold. 1915. (Cr. 8vo. pp. 32.

*Fhilipa's Popular ilannikiii or Model of the Hiunan Body. Edited
by W. S. Eumeanx. London: G. Philips and Son, Limited. 1915.

(19} X 7J, pp. 16 ; 5 diagrams, 8 figures. 3s. 6d. net.)

FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS.-
The report of the Chief Inspector of Factories for 1914

appears almost at the close ol the year 1915. The delay

is attributed largely to the shortage of the staff caused by
the withdrawal to the war of 30 factory inspectors anil

assistants, 14 clerks from the central olfice, and 18 from
branch offices. .\t the close of 1914 certifying surgeons
to the number of 87 had received long special leave for

militarj' service. Today the number is greater. In the

report there appears the announcement that telephones

Lave been provided for all branch offices ; this is a

remarkable confession. The delay in the introduction of

BO necessary an appliance iuust, we presume, be set down
to the discredit of officials of the Treasury.
The 1914 report is neither so bulky nor so full of

Btatistics as its immediate predecessors. There were
fewer fatal and non-fatal accidents in 1914 than in 1913.

During 1914 159,000 casualties were reported, a decrease
by 10.5 per cent, when compared with the preceding year.

The decrease varied in different districts and is difficult to

explain. Usually hurry and speeding up have been re-

garded as causes contributing to accident, but in some
places; for example, Barrow-in-Furness, though much over-

time was worked as well as double shifts no very notable
increase occurred. In Newcastle upon-Tyne there were
fewer accidents, bnt a large' number of fatalities owing to

the men brought into the shipbuilding yards and engineer-
ing shops having been comparatively speaking unaccus-
tomed to the dangers. In the textile trades the fewer
accidents are probab'y to be explained by tlie better

fencing of machinery. The fact still remains that many
accidents are the result of neglect or of indifference on the
part of the workers. It is stated that 30 per cent, of the
accidents investigated were the result of such causes.
Cleaning machinery whilst in motion is a fruitful source.

The report does not contain reports by the superintending
factory inspectors of the various divisions. Some of these
inspectors, instead of furnishing reports of divisions, have
written upon such subjects as sanitation, safety, and
employment. These papers form an interesting contri-

[Cd. 8051.1 Price Is.

bution to the report. There is slight overlapping, but this

is no drawback. Mr. J. H. Rogers draws attention to-tlio

comparative absence of suitable mctsrooms, but, on the
other hand, alludes to the improved health and efficiency

of the woi'kers in those factories wherein employers have
provided facilities enabling the workers to get their meals
properly.

The report of the pvlueipal lady inspector is, as usual,

interesting. Mi-- \ii !<
1

in .Irals with the elianges which
are creeping ov. I

: imi. OM larloviLS have been
adjusted to 11

: 1
"Is i-l iiuuiiitailure, and tha

women have rciMilj n.l.ip^ i| (Iii'iii>;i>lvt's to the new pro-

cesses. Industrial occupations open to women have
changed owing to the necessities created by war. Tha
war has shown how dependent wo as a people have been
upon Germany for drugs, chemical compounds, and certain

types of machiuer3'. in the future this will have to be
remedied. Labour difficulties and high wages, also wide-
spread indifference, have been the main reasons why tho
manufacture of certain products have passed out of tho
country. Attention is again directed to the unsatisfactory
condition of the sanitary conveniences provided for women
in factories. Wc have in previous reviews touched upon
this subject. Jlore frequent prosecution and publication

of the names of offending employers would tend to

improve -matters in this direction. It is too soon to

attempt to sjjeak of the effect of overtime upon women's
health. Women, to their credit be it said, are working
with a will and with greater energy than usual because
they know that the men at the front require extra clothing
and munitions.
Of the 20 fatalities daring 1914 from electric shook

18 were caused by alternating currents.

Dr. T. M. Legge discusses tho part played by dust in

causing diseases of occupation. He rangea himself on the

side of those who regard inhalation of lead dust as playing

a greater part in causing plurabism than the introduction

of the metal into tho body by food eaten by workmen with
unwashed hands, or its possible passage through the skin.

Mention is made ot Dr. Shufflebotham's interesting series

of cases of plumbism occurring in lead workers after the
men had joined the army—a circumstance probably to be
explained by the increased metabolism due to the altered

conditions of life. Poisoning by gases developed in various

indu.stries receives considerable attention, as also the
subject of dermatoconiosis, especially industrial eczema.
Carefully prepared tables of industrial lead poisoning are

submitted by Dr. Legge, who remarks that the continued
diminution in the number of cases of plumbism notified

has not been accompanied relatively bj' a corresponding
fall in the number of deaths reported. A special chapter

is devoted to tetrachlorethane poisoning. This material is

an ingredient of varnish used for covering the wings of

aeroplanes so as to make them impervious to moisture and
air. One of the effects of poisoning is jaundice. The
report covers interesting ground, and quite maintains the

reputation of its
]

HEALTH OF MUNITION AVORKERS
COMMITTEE.

The Committee appointed by the Minister of Munitions ot

War, with the concurrence of the Home Secretary, " to

consider and advise on questions of industrial fatigue,

hours of labour, and other matters affecting the personal

health and physical efficiency of workers in munitions

factories and workshops," is constituted as follows

:

Sir George Newman, M.D. (Chairman).
Sir Thomas Barlow, Bt., K.C.V.O., F.R.S.
Mr. G. Bellhouse, Factory Department, Home Office.

Professor A. E. Bovcott, M.D., F.B.S.
Mr..J. R. Clynes, M.P.
Dr. E. L. Collig, M.B., Factory Department, Home Office.

Dr. W. M. Fletcher, M.D., F.R.S., Secretary of Medical
Research Committee.

Dr. Leonard E. Hill, M.B.,F.R.S.
Mr. Samuel Osborn, J. P., Shetfiekl.

Miss R. E. Squire, Factory Department, Home Office.

Mrs. H. J. Tenuaut.

Mr. E. H. Pelham is tsecretary; to him communications
may be addressed at the offices of the Board of Educa-
tion, Whitehall, S.W.

The memorandums on Sunday labour and oa industrial

canteens mentioned below are the first of a series on
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matters of immediate practical importance wliich the

(Jommitteewill submit to the Ministry of Munitions. They
will deal with such subjects as welfare supervision, hours

of labour, the employment of women, and sickness and

accidents. It is anticipated that they will eventually bo

incorporated in a single report, which will also deal with

other u]attcrs affecting the health and physical efficiency

of munition workers, and will include summaries of

evidence and other material.

Sunday Labour.
The memorandum on Sunday labour (No. 1) which is of the

nature of a prrlimin.irv reiwrt, contains certain conclu-

sions, togctlicr w iili an (.iitliii.' of tli'' rvidence upon which
they arc foundid. The m.-im (oiirlii-,i(iu is that Sunday
labour sIk.mI.I Ik- i%,i\u1miv cli>. . ,,,1 inned. and by all

classes of workers, e.xcciil in tli.- I.ndn.- of fiirnacos and
other work which must necessarily lir .'.iii iTinniis. In

such cases, and also in respect of n |i;iii--. -|i(( imI nrran^c-

ments should be made to give a cun i si.nndnp-; n ^i lUuinj;

some other part of the week. J':xcoiitions may occa-

sionally be necessary to meet sudden emergencies, in-

cluding the making "up of arrears in particular sections,

llxcept for quite short periods, conthiuous work is, in the

opinion of the Coniniil t.'c a pi.,found misiako, not only ou
social and irliL;iiai-, -loiind-.. I'ui al-n r,ononiH-Mlly. since

it does not ]'a>, tho oiii|iUl noi li.in- iiin .a -id. the

and wearied with the monotony of the work, and partly,

apparently, because the actual number of hours worked
may be larger when the average weekly hours are

reduced. In one case the reduction was from 78J to

65J hours, and, though the normal hours were thus

reduced by 13, the average number of hours worked
during the three mouths succeeding the change was 60,

whereas the average number of hours worked during the

six months preceding the change was 59J. The Comuiittee

express the opinion that the foremen and the higher

management require detinite periods of rest even more
certainly than the manual workers. They never spare

themselves, carry a heavy burden of responsibility, and
cannot be replaced.

Tnihisfrial Cnvtrrns.

The mcmorandnni on tins sulijer't, wliich is numbered 3,

deals tirst witli the -cnouil pr'obk'm of nutrition. It is

pointed out that, speaking K>neially, n.oio importance is

to he attaclied to the food biinu fi, -li, di^i lili^r. and
appetizing tlian to its chemical po 1:, 1,

1

ion.

The relative value of food to tlu iiMli\!<, I by
the nature of the employment, win Mni -..i, i::ai\ or

active. With an increase of work tbcit must be pro-

portionate increase in quantity and in nutritive value of

the food. A man who has to work hard, or Iouh, or rapidly,

needs a propiortionatcly anqile food supply, conqiosed
of highly nutiitivo in-irdionts. if bo is to withstand the

strain. A woman ro. 1 mi . s ou aua\oiaL,o about four-fifths

of idsii JUt i ren-

tentjis. iiiet'oniiiiittor coii-.idois 1 Imi mdn^tiial alcoholism

is in part due to the lack of cheap, good food. It found
evidence that workers are getting a better type of food
tliau formerly, but tliat large numbers of Ijoth sexes are

not getting "such a diet day by day ; difficulty arises

mainly where the workman or workwoman must iiave

meals away from home. After referring to the custom of

bringing food to the workshop, wlierc sometimes facilities

for cooking or warming are provided, and to the inqirove-

mcnt in the character of cook-shops and coffee-houses, the
Coiiiniiltee exin-esses the opinion that by far the most
liopeful enterprise has been the establishment by em-
Ijpjyers of industrial canteens or work|)eoplc's dining-

rooms in or near the factory. The general scope of such
a canteen is, perhaps, best expressed and explained in

the following statement of an em])loyer, which, the
Committee says, expresses its conviction :

In answer to your inquiry as to the effect which our canteen
arrangements llave had upon the liealth and efhciency of our
own workpeople, we were so fully alive to the importance of

tliia as to erect a complete iustallatiou, separated from the

factorv proper, for the use of those who live too far away from
the w-brks to dine at home. From 1,500 to 2,000 workpeople
make use of these rooms daily.

The building has a well equipped kitchen, hut the majority of

those who dine at the works, although b\lvln^' tea and liglit

refreshments, bring their own dinner. This habit olitains

elsewdiere. We make a point, however, of luivinK, m addition

to other things, one or two cheap and very nutiitions dishes—
for example, a Id. basin of soup or stew, of which some
Jumdreils arc sold daily. In planning the dining block, we felt

it was not merelv a question of supplying food, but of doing so

under restful and comfortable conditions, in rooms well lighted

and ventilated and properly warmed. A great deal more was
done tliau was required for bare efliciency, and it is not neces-
sary to build on so costly a scale. We have never had a
moment's doubt as to the imi>ortauce of a comfortable dinner
hour for our people from the point of view of their efficiency iu
the afternoon.
The health of our workpeople has unquestionably improved

in recent years, and we feel sure that the dining-room has
helped to bring about this result. At the same time, as there
are many factors which have come into play, it is impossible to

value Willi any apprciich to accuracy the part that each of these
has ]ilave(l. 'i'lu' pnqior ventilation of the workrooms, medical
and dciital attendiui(-u freely Hiven at the works, with facilities

for those m poor health getting to a convalescent liome, are
among the many factors which have each exercised an

The Committee has been impressed with the consensus
of opinion as to the substantial advantages both to em-
ployc-is and workers following the establishment of an
elb 1 ti\o und well-managed canteen. These benefits have
hi on (liioot and indirect. Among the former Las been a
marked improvement in the health and physical condition

of the workers, a reduction in sickness, less absence and
broken time, less tendency to alcoholism, and increased
efficiency and output ; among the latter lias been a saving
of the time of the workman, a salutary though brief

change from the workshop, greater contentment, and a
better mid-day ventilation of the workshop. The Com-
mittee is satisfied that the evidence of these results is

substantial, indisputable, and widespread.

. o instalments.
>.l)uhl. who practised at Widnes,
August, 1915. Applicant had been

ited from her iiusband for some years owing to his
habits. Was left totally unprovided for at his death. Is an

ROYAL MEmCAL BENEYOLENT FUND.
At the November meeting of the Committee 39 ca-ses

were considered. One applicant was elected to an annuity
of £20 and i'273 granted to 23 cases, and the others were
either postponed for further inquiries or found unsuitable.

The following is a summary of the cases relieved:

Daughter, aged 27, of L.E.C.P.Irel. who practised in Ireland.
Applicant had nursed her mother, who had died recently,
through a long and serious illness, and i-equired a change
and rest. Mother's income derived from charities ceased at
her death. Voted £3 to enable her to take a holiday.
Widow, ageil 57, of M.D.GIasg. wdio practised at Glasgow,

and died in 1907. Only certain income £7 per annum. Son
who helped to keep the home going had joined the army.
Applicant endeavoured to make a living by taking lodgers, but
this has not been a success of late. The Glasgow Branch of
the Guild reported verv favonrablv of this ease. Voted £10.
Widow, aged 62, 01 Jl.D.Uubh wlio practised at Elgin and

died in 1904. Husband inior to liis death was for some years
an annuitant of the Fund, Applicant left totally unprovided
for, and obtaiiied pu^t as manageress of a boarding-house in

Loudon, bill oau-j |:. im. war the house has l)een closed, and
she is now . .

; lias one son who is a permanent
invalid. " ...
Widow

Lancashire,
qrnr

ibit

invalid and has lost the sight of one eye. Has two daughter
aged 22 and 9, and one son aged 16. The eldest daughter is a
nurse. Applicant has a home temporarily provided by friends.

Voted £10 in two instalments.
Daughter, aged 68, of M.K.C.S.Eug. who practised at Cam-

bridge and Cheltenham and died iu 1887. For some years has
just mana;,'ed to earn a liviuf^ bv keei>ing a boarding house at
Westcliff, but owing to the war lias not had any visitors, and
has had to sell her home to provide rent and other expenses;
only income £35 per annum. \'oted £12 in twelve instalments.
Daughter, a^ed 65, of M.D.Kdin. who practised at Spalding

and died in 1896. Has only a very small permanent income,
and relatives who have helped her in the jiast are now unable
to do so. Voted £12 in twelve instalments, and referred to the
Guild.

, Daughter, aged 64, of M.D.Edin. who practised at Newark-
on-Trent. Applicant lives in own house, which is heavily
mortgaged, and the little investment she has is not paying
dividends owing to the war. Has a lady boarding with her who
onlv pavs a nominal amount. Voted £10, and referred to the
Guild.
DauHhter, aged 22, of M.B.. C.M.Aberd. who practised at

Wethlick and died in 1909. Mother of applicant died this year.

The applicant is the oldest of six children, the three youngest
of whom are at school. Of the other two, one boy aged 19 has
joined the army, and the elder is a clerk earning £1 per week.
Only permaneiit income £27 lOs. per annum. Applicant is

desirous of keeping the home together. Voted £10 in two
instalments, and referred to the Guild.
^Nidow, aged 50, of iM.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Bexhill-

on-Sea and died in 1912. Was left unprovided for with two
daughters, now aged 20 and 11. The eldest earns about £1 per
week as a clerk. The applicant's health is very bad, and she is

quite miable to undertake any employment. Kelieved three

tunes, £30. Voted £10 in two instalments.

(To he tsontimtei.)
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REST AND FOOD OF MUNITION
. AVORKERS.

Last September the Minister of Munitions, with the

concurrence of the Home Secretarj', appointed a

Committee on the Health of Munition Workers, to

consider and advise on questions of industrial fatigue,

hours of labour, and other matters affecting tlie

health and efficiency of workers. The Committee
intends to issue a series of memorandums deahnj;

with such questions as hours of labour, industrial

canteens, the employment of women, and sickness

and accidents. Tbe members of the Committee have
taken evidence in London and other important

centres from employers and representatives of the

workmen, and have visited a large number of con-

trolled factories and workshops. In another column
the constitution of the Committee is stated, and a

short account is given of the two memorandums on

Sunday labour and on industrial canteens respectively,

which have already been issued.

As soon as the war began overtime was prolonged

iu munition factories, so that men worked even fifteen

hours a day and seven days a week. Night and day
shifts were instituted, and the change from night to

day was made in many factories by the men working
an eighteen-hour shift—for example, from 6 p.m. 011

Saturday to noon on Sunday, the other shift working
from noon on Sunday to 6 a.m. on Monday. Such
pressure of work might be sustained for a short

period, the workers being keyed up by the high wages
earned—double pay on Sunday—and the country's

need of their exertions, but it is physiologically im-

possible that such hours should be endured for the

long period which the war has, and will, occupy.

Tired nature compels the workers to lose time, and
then nothing is gained by the long hours ; there may
even be loss owing to staleness and a general lowering

of health and etliciency. It must be remembered
that not only baa Sunday labour been the rule,

but the usual holidays have been greatly cur-

tailed. It is on the highest skilled workers,

such as the toolmakers—most in demand—and
on the executive—the brains and organization of

the work—that the continuous labour and excessive

hours of work have most heavily told. " These
individuals have never spared themselves, they carry

a heavy burden of responsibility, and they cannot be

replaced." So topsy-turvy, too, are the present

economic conditions that we have heard of piece

workers earning half as much again as their charge

hands, who are on a fixed salary. The representative

of one important firm told the Committee that it had
recently extended tlie relief at the week-end and
reduced the average weekly hours from 78^ to 6j^
hours. Though the normal hours were thus reduced

by 13, the average number of hours (60) worked
during the three months succeeding the change liad,

he said, exceeded the average number of hours (591)
worked during the six months preceding the change.

Moreover, in his opinion, the output was improved.

The employers have been coming to the view that

Sunday work does not pay. If the workers lose time ia

the week, they liave to be stopped from earning double
pay on Sundays, and thus the Sunday rest is given to

those who need it least. The evidence obtained from
trade union officials is that the men are getting " fed

up," and that much of the time lost is to be attributed

to the fact that tiio men feel they want more rest.

They would rather have the Sunday holiday and lose

the double pay. The Committee justly considers
" that the discontinuance of Sunday labour should be
of universal application and should extend to all

classes of workers, except that where the work must
necessarily be continuous special arrangements will

be necessary." The employment of women and boys
and girls on Sundays is particularly deprecated.
Should it prove difficult, if not impossible, to bring
about the early stoppage of all Sunday work, it

sliould, it is considered, at least be practicable to lay

down the principle that Sunday labour is a serious

evil to be steadily and systematically discouraged and
restricted. The Committee suggests several ways in

which present conditions may be mitigated, even if the
full return is not made to the one day off in seven.

We trust that tlie Minister will not content himself

with merely circularizing the advice of the Committee,
but will give it the necessary power to ensure that its

recommendations are carried out. The workers, from
all the accounts that have reached us, have responded
with praiseworthy and extraordinary zeal to the long
hours of labour demanded of them. They work in the

face of the greatest discomfort in crowded factories

which, since they are occupied continuously, can never
be thorouglily scoured out with fresh air, for they are

now occupied during the hours of night when under
normal conditions they would be empty. It must be
remembered also that both men and women suffer

also because means of transit are slow and the

vehicles crowded.
Moreover, housing difficulties are very great in

some districts, and in such neighbourhoods, and perhaps
even more in places where the working population
has been very largely increased owing to the setting

up of munition factories, the facilities for getting

nutritious meals in comfort must often be inadequate

or altogether deficient. This consideration has led

the Committee to issue another very interesting

memorandum—on industrial canteens. The problem
is to supply suitable food at a low price for large

numbers of persons at specified times. Independent
enterprise has provided improved coffee-houses and
refreshment rooms, and philanthropic effort has done
something, but in existing circumstances, at any rate,

much more is necessary, and the Committee considers

that the most hopeful plan is the establishment by
employers of industrial canteens or workpeople's

dining-rooms in or near the factory itself. Various
partial expedients may be successful when circum-

stances are specially favourable, but the need

can only be effectively met, at least iu many
instances, by establishing a dining-room supply-

ing cheap hot and cold dinners in association, if

possible, with an institute or club affording facilities

for rest and recreation, including rest rooms, baths,

and perhaps a gymnasium, a roof garden, and even

education classes. It is estimated that a dinner

consisting of meat or fish, with two vegetables,

pudding, and bread and cheese, can be supphed for

from 6d. to is., and non-alcoholio beverages for f)'om

Jd. to lid. It is recognized that any canteens which
may obtain permission to sell alcoholic beverages will

require particularly careful supervision. On this

point, however, the Committee says that it has

been impressed not only by the improved nutritioa
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manifested by Uic users ot a canteen, the prevalence

of a spirit of harmony and contentment, and an in-

creaseof efficiency, but also by a lessened tendency

to excessive consumption of alcohol.

The Committee has a great opportunity not only to

remedy the grosser defects produced by the existing

pressure and shifting of work, but to make what
ought to be a permanent advance towards the

scientific management of manual labour and the

greater efficiency and happiness of manual workers.

Wo welcome the practical nature and good sense of

its first memorandums.

MUSIC, EMOTION, AND MUTISM.
The power of music to evoke emotions and memories
is well known, but as Dr. Ormerod observed in the

discussion which followed the delivery of the philo-

sophical and suggestive address by Dr. Mott before

the Society of Englisli Singers (p. 845), the process

may in some instances be extremelj' subtle and diffi-

cult to understand. Dr. Mott shows that a perfect

psychic mechanism is as necessary for the production

of perfect vocalization as is a perfect physiological

mechanism thoroughly under control. For successful

dramatic singing the perfect and co-ordinated action

of the series of mechanisms necessary include the

control of the breath in the manner he indicates, an
adequate compass, rich quality, due partlj^ to the
consti-'u'ction of the resonator, but in great measure to

its proper use under the control of the will, and the

power to express the emotions and rouse the feelings

of an audience.

Dr. Ormerod pointed out that the reaction in the
mind of the hearer might go beyond that at which
the singer or, indeed, the composer aimed, and he
mentioned the case of a lady, the pupil of a dis-

tinguished composer, whose mother would l)eg her
not to sing one particular song of his. Yet the
daughter bad no notion what distressing emotion was
evoked by it or why. Music in its appeal to the
bearing, like odours appealing to the lower sense of

smell, might open up obscure labyrinths of feeling—
the " vestigia intercommunia sensCis."

Dr. Aikin, the honorary secretary of the society,

observed that Dr. Mott's work, which came so near
to the very source of artistic expression in song,
seemed to establish a psychic technique controlling
tlie emotions which express themselves naturally in
the breath. The breath in its turn, as the physical
source of sound, supplied the foundation of phono-
logical technique which carried out the natural and
educated uses of the organs in vocalization and
diction. While the phonologist can only follow the
phenomena of the voice down to their breath founda-
tion. Dr. Mott has carried his investigations from the
emotions up to their influence on the breath. Thus
continuity is established and it is shown that the
meeting place of the psychic and physical forces is

the breath. This important principle calls for careful
consideration and shows clearly the necessity of
psycho-physiological inquiry in matters concerning
education.

Incidentally Dr. Mott dealt at some length with
the subject of mutism produced by shock, and dis-

cussed the problem in the light of some remarkable
cases ho had observed among men suffering from
shell shock, who, though they had no visible signs
of injury, had lost their speech while yet quite able
to write a lucid account of their experiences. Dr.
Ormerod expressed the opinion that the condition
tlius produced by violent emotion in men presumably

healthy corresponded exactly with that which lesser

emotions could produce in neurotic patients, which
we are wont to call hysterical mutism. Why such
emotion shoidd particularly affect the function of

speech was, bo thought, hard to explain. But tho
fact had long been known. Virgil described the
condition of terror in the well-known line

:

Obstupui, stcteruntcxue comae, et vox faucibus haeslt.

The Bible phrase is, "My tongue clave to the roof

of my mouth." Excellent instances of emotional
mutism could, he added, be found in the Bible and in

Herodotus. The return of tho lost speech, whicli

could as a rule safely be predicted, was often sudden
and complete, and might take place during a dream,
as Dr. Mott had j)ointed out, or from some emotion
in the waking state, or in circumstances which
seemed quite trivial and inadequate. This is a
problem of no less psychological interest than the
original loss of speech.

The analogy of such cases to those of loss of sight,

or at any rate the power of intei-preting visual images
which apparently must be formed upon the retina,

will occur to every one. Such cases are commonly
regarded as functional, and are characterized by im-
pairment of sight, contraction of the visual fields,

photophobia, and blepharospasm. The symptoms are,

in the majority of cases, due no doubt to functional

derangement—a form of traumatic neurosis—but, as

Dr. Jameson Evans of Birmingham points out in a
paper published in this issue, this is not always the

case, and he enumerates a number of definite lesions

which may be present without any superficial sign of

injury, or following such slight surface injuriesthat it

is impossible to regard the latter as the true origin of

the organic lesions of the eye.

TUBERCULOSIS AMONG SHOEMAKERS.
In an article giving an account of the first year's

work of the Medical Research Committee, published
on November 20th (p. 754), it was stated that though
the Committee had felt that its most urgent duty was
to co-operate with the War Office by conducting
researches into problems raised by the war, the
research work done on its behalf in other directions

though diminished had not been altogether discon-

tinued, and special reference was made to inquiries

into the incidence of phthisis in particular occupa-
tions and industries. It was stated that a special

investigation committee, with Dr. Addison, M.P., as

chairman, and as members Dr. Leonard HiU, Dr.
Benjamin Moore, and Dr. Brownlee, of the Com-
mittee's scientific staff", and Dr. E. L. CoUis, medical

inspector of the Factory Department, Home Office,

had begun an inquiry into the incidence. of phthisis

among workers in boot and shoe factories, leather and
hide works, and printing shops.

A report' has now been issued on the boot and shoe
industry. Statistical returns have for many years

past pointed to this particular industry as being

associated in too high a degree with tuberculous

disease, and the double purpose of the inquiiy has

been to ascertain the contributing causes of the fact

and to suggest any possible amendments by which
they might be counteracted.

The Committee in its report explains in detail tho

conditions under which bootmaking is carried out at

the present time, and the changes of method which
have followed the introduction of machinery to

replace hand work. . The strain upon the physical

ilCd.SlOlJ. Price 3d.
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powei-s of tlie workers has undoubtedly been consider-

ably relieved in some of the operations of bootmaking

ti)at formerly involved a cramped position for many
houi-s in the day, but it would seem that tliere is slill

room for improvement in this respect. The machines
used in one department are for the most part small and
numerous, and tliere is an attendant upon each. The
work requires little active exercise, and the workers,

in their desire to keep warm, do not carry out the

prescribed rules for ventilation. The rooms become
hot and stuBy, the machines in many cases produce a

good deal of dust, and the windows, when kept tightly

closed, are usually semi-opaque with accumulated
dirt ; the net result is to produce the very conditions

under which it is believed that tuberculosis may
most easily be spread if there should be a case of

active disease among the crowd of workpeople of

eitiier sex. Sitting in close proximity and often

facing one another, the ojjeratives must be at all

times liable to infection from any of their fellows who
suffer from frequent coughing, even if there he no
actual distribution of sputum. It is shown that a

direct relation subsists between the depai'tments

where sedentary work is carried on and the incidence

of phthisis. In some other workrooms, where larger

machines are used and heavier work is undertaken,

the hygienic conditions are isetter and proper ventila-

tion is observed, the fear of chills and di'aughts being

less marked owing to the more active nature of the

work. In most of the factories reported upon it

would seem that proper means are provided, but that

the operatives themselves will not consent to make
right use of them.

It follows from this that educational rather than

structural amendments are called for, and witli this

object in view the Committee makes several valuable

suggestions, wliich deserve very careful consideration

on the part of factory managers and others respon-

sible for the conditions under which large numbers of

operatives are required to work for long hours in

enclosed premises. A system of compulsory exercise

is recommended, for a definite time each day, in the

form of easy drills or otiier combined movements, and
the avoidance of long four-liour spells of work without

a break, more especially for girl workers. In some
factories such a system has l)een found to be of ad-

vantage in every respect. More and better work is

done, while the standard of health is raised. By the

introduction of electric fans to keep the air of the

workshops in movement, and by placing the whole
system of ventilation out of the control of the occu-

pants of the room, and by the compulsory cleaning of

windows, much of the present defect may be removed,
but there still remains the individual sufferer from
chronic cough to be dealt with. While still able to

tend his machine- and to turn out his due proportion

of work, such a person may be a constant source of

danger to others. Compulsory powers to remove a

consumptive patient to a sanatorium or otherwise

segregate him do not exist, and the pregnant
idea is mooted in the report that a sanatorium
might be affiliated to tiie factory, in which the

consumptive workman might continue liis work,
within limits to he prescribed by medical authority,

but at the same time be under constant supervision

and compelled to live a strictly hygienic life. This
idea is one capable of very wide application,

and doubtless there are many other trades where
small machines are employed and where the work
could be carried on by consumptives in various stages

of disease, if only the requisite accommodation could
be supplied in a sanatorium as a part of the factory

itself. Akeady many large iudustri&,l undertakings

are provided with their own hospital accommodation,
but the patients do not return to their work until

their convalescence is complete. Very many of these

would be quite equal to a moderate amount of work
each day if the means for doing it were provided, and ,

in the case of the consumptive, wliere the convalescent
;

stage is of necessity prolonged, the opportunity for

earning a little money and for occupying the mind
|

would undoubtedly be welcome.
^

The adoption of such a scheme would naturally '

require some adjustment as regards the terms of i

insurance and sickness benefit, but the difficulty

should not be insuperable.

A CLASSIFICATION FOR MEDICAL RECRUITING.
The scheme of classificatiou which has beeu under the

consideration of the Central Medical War Committee for

some time past is imblished in tlie SuppLiiMENT for tliis

week, together with an explanatory letter addressed to

the secretaries of local Medical War Committees in

England and Wales. The scheme is comparable to that

elaborated by Lord Derby, but the groupings are different

in chai-acter and are to be used in a somewliat different

way. The size of the armies now contemplated in this

country makes the problem of the future very serious

;

and it is by no means certain that it may not be necessary

for almost one-half of the medical profession to be in

military service next year. To prepare for this possibility

it is essential that every man of military age who is phy-

sically fit should declare his readiness to place himself at

the service of his country if called upon to do so. The
only method by which ho can achieve this is by placing

himself unreservedly in the hands of the national Medical

War Committees, which, with the assistance of the local

Committees, are able to decide, in as e<]uitable a manner
as the circumstances allow, in which direction each indi-

vidual's duty lies. In the opinion of the Cential Medical 1

War Committee, patriotism demands that every eligible
)

man, whatever may be his views as to the value of his

own work, should sign an application for a commission

in the R.A.M.O., and hold himself in readiness to

make every sacrifice in his power for his country

whenever it becomes plain that the holding up of his

applicatiou is no longer justified by the nature of his

emp'oyment in civil life. To talk about waiting until ho

is taken undei' the compulsion of conscription is unworthy

of a member of the medical profession. Far better to

show at once that he is willing to go without further

question as soon as those in touch with the authorities arc

convinced that his services are needed in the army. Since

tlie meeting of the Cential Medical War Committee a

fortnight ago, several important interviews have taken

place between representatives of that Committee and

various Government departments. In so large a scheme
it is obviously necessary that all parts of the work
throughout the country should be coordinated. It would

not be politic to let the patriotic feelings of the doctors of

one area run away with them to such an extent that they

would forsake the necessary medical services of the civil

community to go to war whilst there were a considerable

number of medical men left in other districts who were

not called upon to do their share. It is obvious that the

difficulty of sparing medical men differs considerably in

different parts of the country and in different tj'pcs of

practice. A man who has an appointment at a fixed rate

of pay generally has some sort of goodwill attached

to his post wliich he is able to retain even though

he is temporarily absent and his work is carried

on by a deputy. On the other hand, a practi-

tioner who does work amongst private people, par-

ticularly in town districts, is wholly t-'ependent for his

goodwill on his continual and personal application ; no
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Bubstitate can wholly make up for his absence. It is

obvious that the first class of man can go to the war more

easily than the other, and between these there are all grades.

It is as the result of the recognition of these difficulties

that the Central Medical War Committee has prepared

a scheme to hs a guide to the local committees. The
Committee particularly wishes it to be understood that

this classification is not to be regarded in any sense as a

timetable ; by that it is meant that those put in the early

classes need not necessarily be on service before any in

the last classes should be asked to consider the desir-

ability of volunteering. The position of men in public

services must, of course, bo considered in relation

to the Governmeu't departments responsible for their

work; the views these departments take, and, indeed,

liavo expressed, both in circulars and by the way they

have dealt with applications for leave of absence by

individual medical men, has been exemplar)'. The
Central Committee is urgent in its request that the

canvass of medical men under Lord Derby's scheme should

be undertalten without fail in every area of the country.

This is being done already by some local committees,

•who have put the actual canvassing in the hands of senior

medical men of the district. This matter should not go by
default, for it is likely that if the medical profession fail

to seize this opportunity of arranging its own affairs the

work of canvassing may fall into the hands of lay can-

vassers either under Lord Derby's scheme or whatever

other scheme may follow it. All these efforts of the

Coumiittee are directed to the future
; provision mast be

made for the continuance of a supply of medical men for

the military services as the necessities of our growing

armies increase the demand, but the Committee hopes that

those men who can go now or at an early date will send

in their applications for commissions without delay. All

the rest, to whom the difficulties of freeing themselves

seem insurmountable, should place themselves unreservedly

in the hands of the Central, the Scottish, or the Irish "War

Committee, as the case may be, feeling assured that the

Committee wUl not call upon them for sei-vicc until such
time as the demands of the war render the need for them
imperative.

MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE AS CYTOPHYLACTIC.
Last September Delbet and Karajanopoulo reported to the

Academie de Mt'decine ' the results of their most recent

researches into the influence of magnesium chloride in

.stimalating phagocytosis. From observations in vitro

they found that the action of a solution of 12.1 per 1,000

of anhydrous magnesium chloride in stimulating phago-

cytosis was 75 per cent, greater than that of a solution of

sodium chloride (8 per 1,000), which itself caused 63 per

cent, more than Ringer's solution, and 154 per cent, more
than isotonic sea wat-er. They next ascertained that this

cytophylactic action of magnesium chloride was to be
observed when an intravenous injection was made during
life. Their first experiment consisted in injecting 150 c.cm.

of the 12.1 per 1,000 solution into the saphenous vein of

a dog weighing 16 kilograms. On comparing the phago-
cytic action of tho blood taken before and thirty-five

minutes after the injection they found that in the

fiist specimen 500 polynuclear corpuscles took ujj 245
microbes, and in the second 681, an increase of 180 per

cent. They then by a rather elaborate experiment,
details of which were not explained, ascertained that an
even more marked result occurred when the phagocytosis
toiDk place in the circulating blood itself ; the increase in

the case of the Bacillus coli was 333 per cent., and in the
rase of the Bacillus pyocynncus and cocci 129 per cent.

The injections did not produce any toxic symptoms, but
they had not made them in man, although they had used

the solution of magnesium chloride for dressings and sub-

cutaneously with good results. At the meeting of the

> Bull. Acad, de Mid.. Septemter 7Ui. 1915, p. 266.

Academic on November 23rd ' M. Pinard reported very

favourably on the use of a solution of magnesium chloride

in the treatment of wounds ; owing to tho difficulty of

obtaining the auhjdrous salt he had used the crystallized

salt in corresponding proportion, which was calculated to

be 17.5 per 1,000. The solution actually used was made
by dissolving 18 grams of crystallized magnesium chloride

in 1,000 grams of sterilized water. In treating tho

wounded from the battle of the Marno Pinard had used
antiseptics, but after October 12th, 1915, he had entirely

abandoned their use, and all the wounded from the

Champagne actions were treated solely with the mag-
nesium chloride solution. All the cases when received

had infected wounds, which were suppurating freely. The
wounds were irrigated with the solution and covered with
a thin la)'er of sterilized absorbent wool impregnated with
the solution. All cases which were suppurating, or which
presented anfractuous wounds of the muscles or bonea,

were dressed during the first five days twice a day, after

that once a day. No drains were used, and any counter

ojienings considered necessary to afford free exit to the pug
were small. The results, Pinard stat-ed, were such as lie

had never before witnessed. Alike in wounds of muscles

and those which involved bones, suppuration diminished

very rapidly aud the foul odour progressively grew less.

Amputation wounds did extremely well ; the epidermis

extended from the edges with astonishing rapidity, as tho

neck of a bag is drawn in by a string, and in no case was
it necessary to cauterize exuberant granulations. The
stumps in some of the cases in which the amputations had
been performed on September 25th, 26th, 27th, were
completely cicatrized on November 23rd, but in a few
there was a small fistulous opening leading down to the

bone; in such cases the wound was irrigated with the

solution evei-y day, and the amount of excretion dimin-

ished daily. In wounds involving bones suppuration

diminished rapidly, and the exposed bone either became
detached in small fragments, each irrigation bringing

away particles, or the bone became red and covered with

granulations. If all the intricacies of the wound were
thoroughly irrigated, the offensive odour of the discharge

disappeared generally in a few days and callus formed

rapidly. Only one case went wrong—a case of amputa-

tion through the thigh. In that the stump was very

short, and it was difficult to keep the dressing in posi-

tion ; erysipelas developed. Two subcutaneous injec-

tions of 80 c.cm. of the solution were made, one at the

back of the stump, aud the other at the upper margin of

the erysipelatous blush on the skin. The temperature fell

within twenty-four hours. The injections were repeated

on the next and following day, the general symptoms
disappeared, and the temperature fell to normal after,

on the third day, a small abscess containing inodorous pus

at the back of the stump had been incised. In another case

of severe wound of the knee, with a temperature of 104^ F.

aud abundant offensive suppuration, in which arthrotomy

appeared urgent, the joint was thoroughly irrigated, every

pocket being carefully washed out until the fluid returned

limpid. The irrigation was repeated daily, and on the

ninth day after admission suppuration had stopped and

the temperature had fallen to normal. " When I compare,"

Pinard said, " the results I obtained with the wounded
from the battle of the Mame, which I treated with anti-

septics, with those I have recently obtained with the

wounded from the battle in Champagne treated with tlie

solution of magnesium chloride, the conviction that a

great advance has been achieved is forced upon me."

GLANDULAR PARTIAL HERMAPHRODITISM.
Dr. Blair Bell-' has had an opportunity of studying a

case in which a jjaticnt commenced lite and passed

puberty as a normal woman, menstruating regularly for

"Bull. Acad, de Mid., November 23ra, 1915, p. 577.

•"So-called Henndphroditism. with the Beport of a Cue," Froa.
Bov. Soc. Med., vol. viii. 1915. p. 77.
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eigbtceii luontliB. The cataiueoia theu ceasud, aud
niasculiuo cliaractciistics ilovelopctl. At the ago of

19 the voice had become deep, a small moustache had

developed, aud the distribution o£ hair on the suifaco

of the hotly was noted to be of the masculine type. An
exploratory operation was performed. The left genital

gland was enlarged to the size of a plum, and a wedge-

bhaiKd piece of tissue was excised for examination. The
right genital gland presented the appearances of a rather

small normal ovary. After a piece had been excised, a

graft taken from an ovary removed from a patient under

oiicralion a few minutes previously was implanted in the

uterus. The wounds in the genital glands were closed

with catgut suture. There was no evidence of disease of

the suprarenal glands. The microscopic appearances of

a section of the piece taken from the enlarged left genital

gland simulated columnar-celled carcinoma. In conse-

quence. Dr. Blair Bell removed both genital glands and

Fallopian tubes, with the fundus of the uterus. The after-

liistory was remarkable, for tlio patient, who had ceased

to menstruate for about three years, all menstrual

inolimina having disappeared as well, nevertheless

became subject to slight menopausal symptoms. The
right genital gland proved to be a small normal ovary,

not in a highly active condition. The" left genital gUiud

was a true ovo-testis. The naked-eye appearances

were instructive, the gland on section showing a pale

cortex presenting all the appearances of an ovary, aud a

dark medullary portion. On microscopic examination the

cortical part was seen to be made up of true ovarian

tissue, with normal Graafian follicles; the more central

portion was testicular tissue, made up of seminiferous

tubules and testicular interstitial cells. No spermato-

genesis, however, was seen. Dr. Blair Bell classifies this

case under the head of " glandular partial hermaphro-

ditism." We have had occasion to describe cases of

gynandry and androgyny within the last few years, but

recently the subject has been investigated with the in-

dispensable aid of perfect microscopical technique. Total

bcrmaphroditism—the power of self-fertilization or at

least of fertilizing others and of being fertilized—is

limited to invertebrates. Partial hermaphroditism, on

the other hand, is known to exist in man. As judged by

the strict standard of histological investigation, all the

recorded cases except one of glandular partial hermaphro-

ditism have been found to possess mixed gonads or ovo-

testes with or without irregularities in the sex charac-

terization of the genital ducts, external genitalia, and

Becondary characteristics. Dr. Blair Bell agrees with

Pick and Tuffier and Lapointe in holding that all cases

reported and accepted as " true hermaphroditism " should

l)e called •' glandular partial hermaphrodites." The ovo-

testis has been detected in ungulates, moles, and other

mammals, as well as in man.

RIVERS OF DAMASCUS.
SixcE the earliest days of civilization mankind has been

in the habit of resortiug to natural mineral waters for

the cure of disease, by either internal or external applica-

tion. Nowadays, it need hardly bo said, spa treatment

and treatment by draughts, baths, douches, sprays, and
other applications of spring waters have become a neces-

sity for the holidays and medical welfare of the upper

and middle classes, and a highly valuable medicinal luxury

for the poorer members of society to whom they are pre-

scribed by medical advice. Many of the European springs

of natural mineral waters hitherto most frequented are

within the boundaries of the Central Powers with whom
we are at war. For the present, therefore, they are not

available for our invalids, and it seems likely that in the

future also their utility will be seriously restricted so far

as we are concerned. What are we to do about it '?

Obviously the time has como to give our own natural

spring or mineral waters the more extensive trial their

merits have long deserved. Whatever may have been
true of Syria in Naaman's time, there is good reason

for believing that our own insular Abanas and Pharparg
will prove on trial at least as valuable to invalids as

many of the German aud Austro-Hungarian waters o£

Israel. Dr. Sunderland has written an interesting his-

torical account of the spas, baths, and wells of London,' iii

which he shows that for the most part the Londoner's

rivers of Damascus, never of any great medical potencj',

have now, alas I dried up or become impoverished to such

an extent as to render them medicinally valueless. Before

it was built over and drained in the eighteenth aud nine-

teenth centuries, the Loudon area seems to have been as

rich in natural springs as was mauyfouutain'd Ida in the

time of ffinoue. Dr. Sunderland catalogues no less than

twenty-three holy springs aud wells, or sources dedicated

to saints, in Old Loudon ; nineteen wells used for drinking

purposes; two score public wells with pumps; and half

a score bathing pools supplied with natural water

of more or less medicinal properties. In addition he
gives details of some nine medicinal springs in London
itself, aud over twenty more in its suburbs and vicinitj",

that have had their vogue during the last two hundred aud
fifty years. Many of these furnished chalybeate waters,

the others contained larger or smaller quantities of mag-
nesium sulphate in solution. In many instances spas

were established and exploited at these medicinal wells or

springs from the latter half of the seventeenth century

onwards, but by the end of the eighteenth century the

prosperous and palmy days of the majority of the London
spas—or " spaws," as Dr. .lolinson wrote the word—wero
over. No less than eight London spas existed within

a mile of the present King's Cross. Dr. Sutherland

enumerates twenty-five others that flourished for a timo

in and around Loudon, including the celebrated spas

of Hampstead, Kensington, Kilburn, Jlarylebone, Bays-

water, Richmond, Shooter's Hill, Streatham, and, last but

not least, Epsom. It is sad to have to record the fact that

at the present timo th- spas of London and its environs

have decayed, leaving but a couple of decrciwt survivors

south of the Thames. Abana and Pharpar have, in fact,

dried up or become demineralized to such an extent as

to rob them of medicinal value. Their day is passed, but

Dr. Sutherland points out that there are plenty of other

spas of sterling worth in England, Scotland, and Wales to

which patients may be sent with the utmost advantage.

In many of them the various forms of treatment necessary

may be carried out quite as efficaciously and satisfactorily

as at the foreign stations now closed to our invalids. The
Londoner can no longer get spa treatment in or near-

London, it is true, but he will find himself excellently

served at twenty British spas in the country.

THE SOLDIER'S DIET.

Professor Filippo Ruo has published recently an essay on

the feeding of soldiers in peace and war. The two chief

points in it are—first, the repeated statement that the

ration is too rich in nitrogenous content ; aud, secondly,

that alcohol should be prohibited, although it is admitted

that it may be an occasional addition to the dietary, but

only with meals and when work is done, not as a pre-

liminary to work; tea and coffee, well sugared, are,

Professor Kho considers, much more useful in this respect.

Although alcohol provides some calories, it is always

rather an anarchic element--" consumiug like a burning

faggot, and not like charcoal, in a slow aud lasting

fashion." Like many writers on dietetics, he is much
influenced by Chittenden's results ; for the soldier, who is

often still growing, he would allow 100 grams of nitro-

genous food, 70 grams of fat, and from 300 to 600 grama

of carbohydrates, according to the work required, the

'Old LomJon-3 Spas, BoAlis, ami Wells. By S. Sunderland, M.D.
London : John Bale. Sons, and Danielason, Ltd. 1315. UDemy 8vo,

pp. 180 ; 36 illustrations. 7s. 6d. net.J
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minimum diet giving 1,934 caloiies and the maximum 3,378

calories. He considers that the diets of practically all armies

err on the side of providing an excessive amount of nitro-

genous food, and tho English are, he thinks, amongst the

worst. It is even suggested that some of the so called

trench diarrhoea is due to excess in nitrogenous food.

Professor Eho realizes that tho modern scientitic results

Beera to suggest a reduction in the nitrogenous content of

tlie diet as advisable, yet it is necessary to proceed slowly

in making radical alterations when dealing witli masses of

men, for the majority are still believers that to be strong

plenty of strengthening things such as meat must be

taken. Ho gives this as a reason for not making detailed

recommendations, but contents himself with explaining

the results of recent work in dietetics, and how far

practical experience has borne them out. It is interesting

to read that according to calculations recently made,
tho rations of tho old Roman legionary worked out at

123.57 grams albuminoids, 25.22 fats, 429 hydrocarbons,

and 25 alcohol, giving a total of 2,482 calories.

ANTITYPHOID VACCINATION IN NORTH AFRICA.
The bacteriologists of the Algerian lasteur Institute have
been actively employed during the last sixteen mouths in

preparing antityphoid and antiparatyphoid vaccines for

the French North African army, using Vincent's method of

preparation, and also finally heating the vaccine to 5S= C.

for an hour.' In Algiers, what is commonly known as

typhoid fever has been very carefully studied by Kousscl.

In two and a half years between 1911 and 1913 he made
303 positive cultivations from the blood of typhoid patients.

The microbe grown was the Bacillus typhosus in 227 casesi

B. 2>"''aty2)hosns A or B in 72, the A variety being more
often met with than the B ; in the remaining four cases
Eoussel found tv/o new intermediate types of paratyphoid
bacillus which he terms C (three cases) and D (one case).

The vaccine employed was designed to protect against the

first three of these. Each cubic centimetre contained 400
million typhoid bacilli, and 200 million paratyphoid A and
B combined. Four inoculations were made, containing

respectively ,}, 1, 1^, and 2J c.cm. of the vaccine, in each
case. Over 100,000 sokliere were treated in 1914-1915 ; it

was noted that the local and general reactions were no
more severe with the mixed vaccine than they had been
up to October, 1914, when a simple antityphoid vaccine

was in use. The results of the employment of the mixed
vaccine are described as most satisfactory throughout the
Korth African army. In .\lgiers itself both typhoid and
paratyphoid A and B fevers are endemic among the un-

protected civil population; several huudiod cases are

treated yearly in hospital. But no case has occurred
among the fully mocnlated soldiers of tho ganison at

Algiers; nine have been recorded among the few non-

inoculated soldiers, and five among those who were in

process of being inoculated.

STATISTICAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Those who Lave dissented from the belief so industriously

propagated that modern science is mainly a product of

" Kultur " must view with satisfaction tlie recent history

of statistical methods. The school founded by Galton, and
developed by Karl Pearson, composed, as far as its most
distinguished members are concerned, exclusively of

British and American citizens, has profoundly modified

the technique of workers in ajjparently unrelated fields of

investigation. In biology and anthropology, even those
who decline to adopt the conclusions of the biometricians

Lave been forced more or loss unconsciously to use their

methods. On mediciue and pathology the researches of

Sir Pionald Iloss, Brownlcc, Greenwood and others, not to

stieak of those of Professor Pearson himself, have left im-
j

pressions, while in the study of sociological and economic
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the modern English statisticians liavo had
matters very much their own way. No subject, how-
ever, has been mora affected than psychology, and Dr.

Edward Webb's thesis, entitled, Character and Intelli-

gence,^ is a conspicuous illustration. Dr. Webb lias

applied statistical methods to data derived from twn
groups of students at a training college, numbering 98 am I

96 respectively, and to four groups of school-boys totalling

140. From an analysis of a large number of coefficients of

correlation, Dr. Webb reaches the following main con-

clusions : In the first place, he considers that the existence

of a common central factor of intellective energy—a factor

to which attention was first directed in recent times by
Spearman—is demonstrated by his results, which fully con-

firm those of Spearman and his co-workers. In the second
place, he thinks that another general factor more specially

prominent on the "character" as distinct from the purely

intellective side of mental activity, must also bo postu-

lated. He puts forward the tentative suggestion that tliia

second factor stands in some close relation to " persistence

of motives. ' We cannot attempt here to discuss the

method adopted ; it must suffice to say that everything

turns upon tho significance of certain coefficients of total

and partial correlation. Dr. Webb has very properly been
on his guard agaiust various sources of material error, and
Las brought to light certain fallacies which might not have
been expected a priori. The value of his work is unques-

tionable, although it is open to attack on the purely mathe-
matical side. It appears to us that Dr. Webb has not fully

grasped the nature of the criticism to which some of Pro-

fessor Spearman's work has been subjected by, for instance,

Professor Pearson and Dr. William Brown. Some of Pro-

fessor Pearson's criticisms of Professor Spearman's approxi-

mate methods of computation are indeed unanswerable, and
it cannot be said that the processes of eliminating "obser-

vational errors," which Dr. Webb appears to regard as

unimpeachable, are really so. A still more important

question is the computation of a " probable error." Dr.

Webb gives the ordinarj' formula for the " probable error
"

of a coefficient of correlation ; but we doubt whether he

Las altogether realized the essential limitations of that

formula and the difficulties involved in the evaluation of

random errors when we have to deal with small samples,

even if random, especially when the correlation is very

high or very low, not to speak of the complications intro-

duced where clustering is a possibility. The recent papers

of Soper, " Student," Fisher, and others ai'e of importance

in this connexion, while, with regard to clustering, Soper

has justly observed, in a recent letter published in Nature
(September 9th), " In all cases where a space or time

content is taken as the sample it is necessary, owing to

unknown clustering, to repeat the sample many times

over before a just estimate of the statistical constants

-and of their probable errors can be obtained." These
remarks may seem hypercritical, but the importance of

Dr. Webb's conclusions is so great that the stejis by which

they are reached merit the closest scrutiny. Dr. Webb is

to be congratulated on the performance of a valuable aud

laborious niece of work.

AMOEBAE IN PYORRHOEA ALVEOLARIS.

Dentists have hitherto looked on pyorrhoea alveolaria

either as a general disease with local manifestations or

as a local disease of bacterial origin. Lately, however, it

has been suggested that it is a local disease of amoeboid

origin. In particular Bass and Johns are exponents of this

view, and in a sliort memoir,'- which gives evidence of much
thought and careful study, they maintain that both the

> E. Ssrfient and I/. Kc , Bull. Acad, de MkX.. Paris, 1315. liiiv

'Characlfi ,1,: i i-i'r" ,; i; , : j r Join-iiiil of Psvcho'oav. Jilono-

graph till i>ir:- I I
,

. ; .iiinived for tliedegree of Doctor
of Scienci- .1 1 > l.n). By Edward Webb. Cam-
bridge : Al ll:. i :

• iii,, j '. . (l'p.99. 5s. net.

>

^AUxnlDd.ii:.u ru„,,u.j,a. ii, t . i- . liiiss. M.D.. and F. M. Jobn3,
M.D. Pliiladolpliia and Loudon ; AV. C.Saunders Co. 1915. (Roy. 8vo,

pp. 167 ; 42 figures. 12s. net.)
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cause and the cui-e of what tlicy prefer to call alveolo-

ilental pyorrlioca have been established beyond dispute.

The cause is the Eiitttmoeba biicailis, and the cure eme-

tine, which canses rapid disappearance of the amoeba.

They have found the parasite in more than 300 cases iu

which the disease had developed to au extent which per-

mitted it to be diagnosed, but have always failed to lind it

in microscopic preparations that contained no pus. The

sixx-ial -habitat of the organism is the dying tissue at

the bottom of the lesion (the iiockot) where bacteria and

other agencies are few or absent . . .
." Other evidence

that the entamoeba is the specitlo cause of alveolodeutal

pyorrhoea is '• the very certain and rapid results that follow

treatment with a specific amoebacide, whether applied

locally or given hypodermically." They believe that the

Entamoeba buccalis finds a suitable habitat in tissues injured

by trauma, such as misuse of the toothpick or dental silk,

and that by its motile activities it implants into these tissues

the bacteria which adhere to it. It thus ensures a cou-

Btantly deepening infection. Once the amoebae arc dc-

sti-oyed the tissues are given a fair chance of healing, but

pockets must be mechanically destroyed, since reaccumu-

lation will keep up the irritation and prevent healing.

Whatever may be the part played by the entamoeba, there

is no doubt of its presence, though the fact that it is fouu<l

most abundantly in the depths of the pockets, that is, iu

the well-developed lesion, may suggest to some that it is

rather a secondary than a primary factor. It has, indeed,

been regarded as a scavenger. Further, the trauma which
is postulated as necessary for its implantation (by provid-

ing injured tissue) is by no means a necessary factor to

the development of the disease, which habitually attacks

the most secluded spots. The results of using emetine

are said to be very good, but we are not told of any cases

treated by this drug alone. .\ statement as to the local

treatment aecompanyiug its use ought to have been given,

since by thorough local treatment the disease may always

be cured—so far as cure may be spoken of iu a recurrent

condition—and the use of a rather uncomfortable drug

avoided. But the opinion expressed is worthy of con-

sideration, and it is to be noted that they have been able

to fix the entamoeba by heat. The essay contains many
good illustrations.

HYPOCHLORITES AS PROPHYLACTIC
DISINFECTANTS.

Wb miderstand that trials have recently been made on tlie

use of electrolyzed sea water containing hypochlorites for

the disinfection of hospital ships carrying infectious cases.

The tests, which were made under the auspices of the

Medical Research Committee, seem to have been higlily

satisfactory. The disinfectant was chiefly used for appli-

cation to the walls and floors of the wards ; it was not

used in the latrines on account of possible risk of corrosion

of steel pipes. The condition of the wards as regards

freshness and absence of odour following the use of

electrolyzed sea water appears to have been excellent and
the absence of secondary infection among the ships' staffs

1 ns also been noted. The cost of the necessary apparatus
;i;,l of its maintenance in use is low.

Iltfiiical ^ot£5 in IJiu-liiinwnt.

Tolal CaanaliUs.—In a written answer to Mr. Molteno,
the Prime Minister gave the following statistics of the

total casualties in the main fields of operation respectively

up to November 9th

:

Onioei-g. Other Ranks.

Killed antUlied 4.620 69.272

Woanrted . , '1.754 240,283

Missing . 1.383 54,446

Killed and died
Wouiuled
Missing

Total

Killed and died
Wonuded
Missing-
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THEJWAH.
VEXEREAL DISEASE IN THE O-RMAN ARMY.

Incidence.

At a meeting of the Vcrein fiir Wissenschaftliche Heil-

hnnde' in Kiinigsberg, Dr. Scholtz stated that the in-

cidence of venereal disease was, in his opinion, not much
greater than in tlio war of 1870. Tlie conditions were
somewliat worse in tlie West than in tlie East; and
.iiuong certain bodies of troops stationed in large towns
in the West tlio disease was prevalent. He, however,
estimated tlie incidence of venereal disease in the
German army at as low a figure as 3 per cent, a year.

This figure was, he said, all the more striking as the in-

cidence of venereal disease among German civilians in

time of peace was as high as 25 per cent, for students in

large towns ; it was 16 per cent, among business men
and 8 per cent, among workmen. There was, however,
one important exception iu the case of married soldiers,

among whom the iucidencc of venereal disease was at
present higher than among married civilians in time of

peace. He, as well as other surgeons, had found that a
third of the soldiers suffering from venereal disease were
married men.

Dr. L. Halberstaedter,' attached to the system of

military railways, has described the measures which
liave apparently been adopted with considerable success
against venereal disease among the troops. During the
rapid advance of the Germans in the early phases of the
war there was, it is said, little opportunity of infection,

and the active hostility of the invaded districts wag a
further barrier to sexual indiscretions. These restrictive

factors ceased as the occupation of hostile territory con-
tinued and hostilities assumed a stationary character
which afforded time and opportunity for the men to have
relations with the civilian female population. Particularly
in large towns and industrial centres, in which even in

times of peace prostitution was widespread, did the vicissi-

tudes of the war and lack of employment pave the way
for wholesale prostitution.

Prercniive Measures.
In the devising of measures for the prevention of venereal

disease it was recoguized tliat facilities for indiscriminate
.sexual intercourse must be reduced, and that the men
must bo taught the dangers of venereal disease, the risks
they ran by attending certain resorts, and the conse-
quences of over-indulgence iu alcohol in this connexion.
Steps were also taken to provide entertainments and com-
forts which would help to replace home comforts. These
measures, however, did not effect any marlced improve-
ment. More severe regulations were accordingly put into
force. Tlie subjects of venereal disease wore to a certain
extent treated as if they had contracted one of the ordinai-y
infectious diseases, and resort was had to early diagnosis,
isolation, the detection and suppression of the source of
infection, and, liualh', prophylactic devices. The combina-
tion of all these measures, effectively supported by the
coordination of various authorities, including the Sitlen
Folizei, kept the disease within moderate bounds.

The Educational Campaian against Venereal Disease.
Great importance was attached to the educational work

of the army medical officers. In the course of an educa-
tional campaign among the soldiers, Halberstaedter was
struck by the widespread ignorance of venereal disease,
its causes and consequences, among his audience. An
overwhelming majority of the men did not understand
the significance of the first symptoms. He had little faith
in leaflets of advice, which" were often too windy to be
very instructive, and could not be a substitute for oral
instruction. The most effective educational influence was
the parade of awe inspiring examples, such as severe
cases of gonorrhoea with complications, and neglected
caf.es of syphilis.

Inspection and Supervision of the Infected.
Second only to the educational campaign iu persuading

the infected to notify themselves, was the systematic

medical inspection of the men ; for they realized that
they would be punished if this inspection revealed un-
notified venereal disease. Not only did this mca.sure lead
to the detection of the disease iu an early stage, but it

also contributed largely to the suppression of amateur
treatment and quackery. In the first months of the war,
when this systematic medical inspection was notcarried out,

many cases did not come under medical treatment till tha
victims of amateur treatment had developed severe com-
plications, Such cases were seldom seen after the intro-

duction of medical inspection. In one area 22 per cent, of

all the cases of venereal disease were not voluntarily
notified at once. Tliis relatively high percentage of

concealed cases fell rapidly ; it was 22 per cent, in

December, 1914, 14 per cent, in January, and only 11 per
cent, in February, 1915. These concealed cases were
brought to light either by an unexpected medical examina-
tion or by the development of complications which forced
the infected to go on the sick list. In the middle of

February, when systematic medical inspection was made
effective, this state of affairs ceased almost at once; and
owing to the early " voluntary " notification of infection,
hardly a single case wan detected at the regular inspection.
During tlie following five months there was scarcely ono
case in which notification was deferred till the develop-
ment of complications. The author was, therefore,
greatly impressed by the eflTicicncy of this measure,
which, to be of real service, must be carried out every
fortnight, no exemption from inspection being jier-

mitted. An essential condition for success was tlio

thoroughness with which it was carried out. Each
soldier should be examined by himself, both for ethical

reasons and in order that the examination miglit

be the more thorough. All tlio manipulation necessary
should be performed by the soldier himself. When it waa
noticed that the soldiers had passed water just before tha
examination, they were referred to a later exaruination.
This inspection led to detection of the disease at an early
stage, and it was only by this measure that the detection
of the source of infection and the early treatment of the
disease were rendered possible.

Tracing Venereal Disease to its Source.
Within the last few months the source of infection ia

almost every case had been discovered in the author's
district. At first, when notification of venereal disease
was largely evaded, many sources of infection remained
hidden, and in many cases misleading information was
given. When, however, instruction iu venereal disease
was combined with penalties for sileuce, information was
usually forthcoming as to the source of infection. This
was most easily discovered when the patient himself
accompanied the patrol or the police iu search of tho
source of infection. Thanks to the efficiency of tho
Sitten Polizei, the discovery aud internment of infectious

women was greatly facilitated, aud by the prompt action
of the police an appreciable reduction in the incidence of

venereal disease was effected.

Treatment of the Infected.

Although the diagnosis was at once followed by treat-

ment, moat of the cases of gonorrhoea had, unfortunately,
already reached the stage of profuse discharge, with
numerous intracellular gonococci. There was therefore
seldom an opportunity for early abortive treatment. On
the other hand, sj'philis was often detected in the early
stage of chancre. In this connexion the examination for

spirochaetes was the most valuable aid to early diagnosis
at a stage in which a negative Wassermann reaction was
valueless. The treatment adopted was a combination of

salvarsan and mercury, the opinion being generally held
that tho ultimate fate of the syphilitic depends on the
first course of treatment. With regard to the much-
debated question whether the subjects of venereal disease
should undergo treatment while on active service or be
sent to a military hospital, two principles should be
kept in view. Isolation during the infections period
must be as effective as possible, and skilled examina-
tion and treatment must be available. In most case-s

it was difficult for the regimental doctor to fulfil

these two conditions, and it was therefore advisable

for him to co-operate with a special department
devoted to venereal disease in a military hospital
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Every patient iu the infections stage slionUI, as a
role, bo transferred to a military hospital, and should

remain tliero till tlio symptoms had disappeared. Later,

observation and intermediate courses of treatment could

be arr.iii<;ed for outside the hospital without materially

interfering with the soldier's duties. Unfortunately

syphilitics were often dischaiged as " cured " from the

military hospitals after the completion of a conrsc of treat-

ment ; and it was very difficult in these cases to conviuce

the patient that further observation and treatment were
necessary, and that they were still a source of danger. A
negative Wassermanu leaction was also apt to give the

patient a false sense of security. .As a result of early

Bcieutitic treatment the incidence of gonorrhoeal compli-

cation.s, notably epididymitis, was much reduced. Thus,
in the firat live months, October, 1914, to February, 1915,

Owrc were in one area 24 cases of gonorrhoeal complica-

tions, 20 being cases of epididymitis. In two cases gonor-

rhoeal arthritis had supervened, and one of the patients had
developed a febrile gonococcal septicaemia with endo-

carditis. Iu the same area in the next five mouths,
March, 1915, to July, 1915, there was only oue case of

epididymitis, and no other complication of gonorrhoea.

ProphijJactlc Treatment.
The equipment of soldiers with antiseptic preparations

for tlie prevention of infection, was accompanied by tho

warning that these preparations did not constitute an
absolute guai'antco against infection, nor did they imply
that the authorities countenanced incontinence. Con-
siderable tact and discretion were required in connexion
witli the supply of these prophylactic preparations to

applicants, many of whom were elderly married officials,

sensitive to the chaff of the young men iu the Army
Medical Service. On the wliole, these prophylactic

measures proved successful, and it was certain tliat the

use of mechanical protective devices constituted a valuable

protection against syphilis. In the case of gonorrhoea, the

protection aflForded by chemical preparations was very
effective, and during the last few months practically all

the patients who had contracted gonorrhoea had dispensed
with tliese preparations, or had not used them properly.

Halberstaedter considers that the adoption of prophylactic
measures should be enforced by penalties.

CASUALTIES IX THE MEDICAL SCRYICES.
Killed in Action.

C.\PTAi\' Fp.anxis Shingleton Smith, I.M.S., was killed in

the battle of Ctesiphon, in Mesopotamia, on Novem-
ber 22nd-24th, aged 36. He was the son of Dr. B.
Shingleton Smith, consulting physician to the Bristol

Roval Infirmary, and was born on October lOtli, 1879.

He' was educated at Cambridge, where he took the degree
of B.A. He graduated B.C. in 1906 and M.B. iu 1914.

He studied also at the Bristol School and took the
diplomas of M.K.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Loud. in 1906. .\fter

acting as house-surgeon of the Weston-super-^Iare Hos-
pital he entered the Indian Medical Service as Lieutenant
on .luly 27th, 1907, becoming Captam on July 27th, 1910.

Since Febraary 8th, 1913, he had been Medical Officer of

the 120th Rajputana Infantry, formerly the 20th Bombay
Infantry.

Lieutenant Maurice Mackenzie, R..4.M.C., was killed in

France, aged 28, while attending a wounded officer under
tire on November 28th. He was the youngest son of the
late Sir Stephen Mackenzie of 18, Cavendish .Sipiare,

London, and a nephew of the late Sir Morell Mackenzie.
He was educated at Elstree and Repton, and at the
London Hospital, where he was house-surgeon, house-
physician, and receiving-room officer, and showed every
promise of success in liis profession. He took diplomas
of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1912, and at the begin-
ning of the war took part in the organization of a hospital
at Chateau Laversine, which was placed at the disposal of

the British Red Cross Society by Baron Robert de Roths-
child. After the advance to tlie Aisne this hospital was
evacuated, and he then took a temporary commission in

Uie R.A.M.C. He was posted to the 43rd Field Ambu-
lance, and, after a period of training at Aldershot, went
with it to France in April. In August he was attached as
medical officer to the 2nd Battalion Royal Irish Rifles,

was with them in the advance on September 25th; and
remained with them at the front till his death.

Did on Service.

Lieutenant John Cimninghara Bell, R.A.M.C, died of

dysentery in No. 17 General Hospital, Alex,^udria, on
November 22nd, aged 39. He was born on July 9th, 1876,

the eldest son of Mr. George Bell, of Blackheath, educated
at University College Hospital, London, and took tho
diplomas of M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P.Lond. in 1900. He
had been in practice for thirteen years at West Coker,
Yeovil, Somersetshire, when he took a commission as
temporary Lieutenant in the R.A.M.C. on September 16th,

1915. He went with the 7th Battalion Royal Scots to the
Dardanelles, whence he was invalided to Egypt.

Quartermaster and Honorary Lieutenant Henry Robin-
sou, R..\.M.C., is reported to have died iu France. He was
born in November, 1876. After eighteen years' service

in the ranks he was promoted to Sergeant-Major iu

August, 1914, and got his commission in June, 1915.

rT^oi/n,7,-<7.

Lieutenant-Colonel II. O. Browue-Mason, R..A.^I.C.,

Mesopotamia.
CapUin R. W. S. Murray, R.A.M.C, Special Reserve,

France.
Captain D. .Arthur, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia.
Captain R. Knowles, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia.

This is the second time that Captain Knowles has been
reported wounded.

Captain G. Tate, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia.
Captain W. J. Powell, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia.
Lieutenant W. C. Spackman, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Meso-

potamia.
Lieutenant M. B. Patel, I.M.S., Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia.

Deaths among Sons of Medical Mev.
Brocklehurst, James Edward, Private 6th Battalion Shei-wood

Foresters, Notts and Derbv regiment, second son of tlie late
T. H. Brocklehurst, M.B.C. S., killed iu France, November 24th,
aged 35.

Dane, Victor Louis Tate, Captain 22nd Punjabis, son of the
late Colonel A. H. C. Dane, I.M.S., Idlled in tlie battle of
Ctesiphon, Mesopotamia, November 22nd-24th, aged 28. He
was born on February 17th, 1887, educated abroad and .at

Perlthamsted Srhool, and entered the army as Second Lieu-
tenant <in \ii"ii«t nUi- 1915. He joined the Indian armv on
Octnliei- 2 ii.' Captain on August 5th, 1914,"and
siiirc M I

' ten Adjutant of his regiment.
Trviiii ,

! main 1 6th Battalion Gloucestershire
Reijimeiii, Major George Nicollrvine, R.A.M.C.,
killed in Franoe on November 26fch. He was a solicitor by
profession, having been admitted in November, 1901, and was iu

practice at Bristol. His commission as Lieutenant was dated
September 18th, 1914; he reached the rank of Captain in 1915.

Medical Students.
The annual report of the Edinbnrgh University Union, dated

November 25th, 1915, contains a list of members of the Union
who have fallen iu the sen-ice of their country during the
war. Sixty-three names are given ; of these eighteeu were
medical otBcers of tlie various services. Obituary notices of
all these eighteen officers appeared in the British Medical
JoURN.u, at the time of their death. Thirteen more were
medical students. This list is not exhaustive. Many students
are not members of the Union. Of these thirteen, obituary
notices of seven—R. B. Buchanan, R. N. Buncle, F. Chilton,
A. H. M. Henderson, .1. E. B. Millar, D. F. Thompson, and
R. A. Wilson—have already appeared in the Journal. The
other six are

:

.A^nderson, David, Private 4th Battalion Royal Scots, killed in

Dardanelles May 27th.
Crozier, James C.B., Second Lieutenant 2nd Battalion Royal

:\rnn8ter Fusiliers, killed August 27th, 1914, in Flanders.
Hindson, B. G.. Second Lieutenant Royal Field Artillery,

Special Reserve, died in Loudon September 13th, 1914.

Mackenzie, G. A., Second Lieutenant 8th Battalion Gordon
Highlanders, killed in Flanders. September 26th-27th, 1915.

Ritchie, Charles A., Cadet, Artillery Uuit O.T.G., killed by a
fall from his horse, Felnuary 8th, 1915.

Smith,J. M..l,ieuten.unt 5th Batlalion Roval Scots, killed in

Dardanelles, May 5th, 1915,

XOTES.
W.\ter Supply .\t SmT-A B.vy and Anzac.

The extensive nature of the arrangements which must be
made for the supply of potable water to troops is well

illustrated by a telegram dated November 8th, 1915, from
General Head Quarters, Mediterranean Expeditionary
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Force, to the Wat Office. The telegram has been pub-

lislied as a Wliito Paper, and is as follows:

1. -When Siivln <>]Hv:dh<n^\M'Vo first |.l;iiiiira iiir.MHiation

cuce. But tlio followiiifi lu-cparations wcio uiaae to guard
against risks of not fiutling water or of inability to develoj)

local resources iu the first instance

:

2. Dealing \Yith arrangements at Anzac. A high-level

reservoir was built with a capacity of 30,000 gallons, pipe
system, and distribution tanks. A stationary engine
capable of t!llinf4 the reservoir was brought from Egypt,
but it brr:!ie dou n at one period.

J. A linllii r sii|i|ily \sas tu be secured from lighters and
^\atcr slii|i-. These wire iiiuler naval rnnlrol and details

as to the liiilnli. I ^ :iii,in-ed .'ire iml ilnliie,li;i I ,
! \ :iv:iilable

here. P.\' :in :n;. .i-i. nl \mi h ili- Xdien:.! i h.- ir-,|rni,-.il,ility

of the aii).\ \\j . iMiiilin.l t<. tiM' iiiii.t\in- of tlie li-hters

and tie' diMiiliiilK.n of llie water to tlie trooi.s ; w Ink; the
)i:iv\ iiii(lerhi,,k to bring the full lighters to the shore to

rejil.ir, (iM|ity ones. The arrangements made by the
Admiral Were considered adequate to provide a con-

4. Engineer stores and tank pumps. The Pi/ih carried

tanks and troughs, with a capacity of 195,000 gallons, for

erection on the beach or at local wells, and 300 walier

buckets and 6 lift a iid I'm ee i.uiniis : the pumps, however,
Were not a vital [1 1 1 I

..Imm \, a ler seheme.
5. 'J)ie total eiiii,! i e nl.s ordered up for Suvla and

re, whether food, water, or am

full Auiencau Ijd^Uoyraphy of tlie subject that should be of
sarvice to those who wish to pursue the sul)ject, or any of its

special branches, further.

" Kent's Care for the Wounded."
An interesting account of what the county of Kent has done

to care for the wounded iu the present war has recently been
iniblished, and has .a preface by Sir Gilbert Parker, I'.t.'i The
tirst part of the book is copiously illustrated with photographs
of Kentish worthies, hospitals, and the like; the second part
gives a detailed account of the work of the separate detach-
ments of the Kent T.F.A.,with lists of the chief workers in
each. The volume gives a strong impression of successful
effort, and mar be commended to the generosity of the public.
All profits on 'its sale will go to the Keut County War Fund.
We wish it all the success it deserves.

Medical Officers Wanted.
311st Kw-ll, Midl.uul Fivhl Amhuhnice.

Three officers are urt.:euth refpiire.l for the 3'lst North
Midland l''i"M .N.nl.el.iia-.- r,, ,,,!,.!, it...; f.„- rnuimissious must
be plusir;, 11- hi t-i , I

, ... .i\.
I .:i- i'nli ilfta.ds as to pay

and ailn; . . i, t., eu|,tain Holmes,
K.A.M.I . !

"
•

..
:

!•
I •

. : -

Ambulaii'.i , l;,.''. .;i 1 ':i .
. i ,. nij,, e ;,,,;. i,.

\<.rth .Midland Field

Field Ambulance211st South-Eastcrn Mmmlrd I
J!..t.M.f.u.f.\

Three medical officers an niHinlly i-oquired by this unit.
They must be williie' t-, ! :

.
te, li;it..iiul Service obligation.

Pay anil allowaiK' :i it.;
: . m;.. Full particulars on

'Orclipntinn Tl^ , , .1 1/ .

. ries. By William Rush
Diiutoi],.lr,, 11 S,, M \ ,M l< Ml. I'ln :, .|.l|,liia and London : W. B.
Bnlinders Company, ll.ii.uiy 8vo, pp. 2-10 ; 43 tiKincs. Price 6s. 6fl. not.)
'•'Lonaon, New York, and Toronto: Hodder and Stoughton. 1915.

(11 illustrations. Paper, Is. net ; cloth, 2s. net.)

application to Major Hamilton, Commanding Z/lsfc South
Eastern Mounted brigade Field Ambulance, Cricket Ground,
Canterbury.

in/ 7, ir.i. ii...,r,i.,i. x.iirn.

Applications arc n .: i i -
i

e.nnmauding Officer
and of four medical Mil,. , I ; .i ;,- .npitnl, as tlie present
staff is proceeding n,. i ,. n -. |.| ;

. :ui:. i.mst be above the age
of 45. or medicail\ unlit ii.r oieiseas service. One of the
medical ofhcers must be a pathologist. Further particulars
from the Honorary Secretaries, Welsh ffospitals, 47, Principality
Buildings, Cardiff, to whom all communications should be
addressed.

§uglan& ixntr Maks.

Welsh Hospital for Overseas.

At a meeting hold at Cardiff last week it was resolved,

while maintaining the Welsh Hospital at Netley, to

organize a Welsh hospital of 1,040 beds for overseas
service. Dr. .Tames Robinson, who presided, said that
when the Welsh Hospital was started in August, 1914, it

was inteiiiled that it should be an overseas hospital.

Lietttenant-rolouel A. W. Sheen, the present commander
of the W.3lsh Hospital at Netley, said that it was jiroposod

to raise the personnel of the new over.seas hospital iu

Wales ; the War Office would meet all expenses, but there
were many things which might be provided for it by the
people of Wales, including a portable operating theatre,

motor ambulances, and additional equipment. Sir William
James Thomas, the honorary treasurer, said that the total

sum received fro.m church collections was .£3,945, and that

by the addition of the 5 per cent, he had promised this

was increased to £4,145. He said .also that he would be glad

to present a motor ambulance for the hospital overseas. We
are informed that Lieutenant-Colonel Sheen lias been
appointed to the command of the new general hospital,

and that with him will go four medical officers at

present at Netley. Among the staff of the hcspital will

be a pathologist, and specialists for the eye, ear and throat,

and radiography. Owing to the transfer of the com-
manding officer and four other medical officers, there are
va- 111. lis on the staff of the Welsh Hosintal at Netley.

\i p' iliniis arc therefore invited for the posts of com-
1 11 _' officer, pathologist, and three other medical
ollai e. Applicants should be above the age of 45— the
limit of age for overseas service—or should be medically
unfit for such service.

Bacteriological Diagnosis in Typhoid Infections.

Professor E. Glynn, at the first pathological meeting of the
Liverpool Medical Institution for the session, read a paper
on bacteriological problems of intestinal eases from the
Dardanelles. He thought that many of the cases diagnosed
as typhoid were really paratyphoid A, or paratyphoid B,
or dysentery. He considered that, from a statistical

point of view, the results of examination of the blood for

the specific bacillus could alone afford proof of typhoid
being present. The value of serum reactions iu diagnosis

of convalescents from typhoid fever and the disturbing

effects of previous typhoid vaccination were touched upon.
The burthen of his remarks seemed to be the importance of

bacteriology in effecting a correct diagnosis, and with this

object in view he expressed hia satisfaction that the
War Office was sending competent bacteriologists to all

base hospitals.

Leasowe Hospital for Crippled Children.

The city of Liverpool has not delayed long in per-

petuating the memory of Nurse Edith Cavell. The
Leasowe Hospital for Crippled Children, built by the
Liverpool Invalid Children's Association, is to have a
memorial ward of twenty-two beds, to be known, with the

sanction of Miss Cavell's mother, as the Edith CavcU
Ward. This hospital is an excellent institution, and,

apart from the fact that suffering children ever stimulate
pity, it is most attractive. Situated on the sea and
exposed to its health-bestowing breezes, the hospital

consists of four blocks with open-air wards. Each block

contains forty-four beds. Two of the blocks, known as
Faith and Hope, were opened in July, 1914, and have been
occupied regularly since. The third block is to be known
as the Honour block, Beds in this block, by a donation of
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i(200, may be nanieil after officers or men who liavo

{jive-n their lives for their country in the war. A generous
donation of il.OOO has enftble<T the committee to begin

with the Edith Cavell Ward iu this Honour block.

:\rFDirAI. IXSPECTION OF ScHOOI. CniLDREK.
At the meeting of the London County Council on

December 7th, tlie i-eapportionmont of the duties of

medical oilicers of schools was discussed in view of the

Council's policy of retrenchment in the educational service.

The Chairniaii of the Education Committee said that

hitherto tliere had been three medical inspections of the

children—namely, en entrance, in the middle of the school

career, and on leaving school. The proposal was to continue

the second and third of these inspections as before, hut to

require a less detailed inspection of entrants, only those

children who on a cursory examination appsared to

require it being thoroughly examined. It was aiso

announced that the medical officer of the Board of Educa-
tion had approved of the change on behalf of the Boanl.

The school medical officers had agreed also that the dis-

turbance caused by medical inspection should as far as

possible be limited to one week during a term in any ouc

deiMrtment.

Rules of the Cen-tral Midwites Board.
The Central Midwives Board having intimated to the

Midwives Act Committee of the Loudon County Council

that they proposed to revise the existing code of rules,

which will expire on June 30th next, tho Committee sub-

mitted to the Council certain amendments of the rules

which they (the Committse) deemed advisable. The more
important alterations suggested were : That the exauiiua-

tion of candidates for" certidcates should embrace the

subject of the local manifestations of venereal disease iu

its effects, not only as hitherto on the newly-born, but on

the mother as well; that the duties of the midwife should

be more strictly stated by the insertion of the requirement

that she should " properly wash and cleanse the mother
and child after the birth and during the lyiug-iu period,

which shall be held for the purpose o£ these regulations

and in a normal case, to mean the time occupied by the

labour and a period of ten days thereafter " ; that the

abnormalities to be notified in the case of the child should

include "increasing jaundice, ijersistent blueness, rapid

breathing with a rise in temperature "
; and that a new

regulation should be made requiring the midwife to send

notice as soon as possible on the prescribed form to the

local supervising authority in all cases in which she her-

self was a source of infection, or in which she had been in

contact with any infection.

Registration of Ltixg-m Homes and Massage
Establishments in London.

The London County Council has issued abstracts of the

principal provisions of Part IV (Lying-in Homes) and
Part V (Establishments for Massage or Special Treatment)
of the London County Council (General Powers) Act, 1915.

These provisions make it necessary that any person con-

ducting for payment or reward a lying-in home or an

establishment for massage or special treatment in London
shall register himself and his premises with the Council.

A lying-in home is defined as a place used, whether regu-

larly or occasionally, for the reception of women for

childbirth. In the case of massage establishments, the

conditions are extended to cover premises in which mani-
cure, chiropody, light, electric, vapour, and other baths

or similar treatment is provided. Recognized hospitals

arc exempted in both cases, as are also, in the case of

lyiug-in homes, approved institutions for the training

of midwives, and homes in which only relatives of the

person can-ying on such a home are received. Lying-in

homes and establishments for massage or special treatment
which are carried on by a duly qualified medical prac-

titioner are similarly exempted, but in these cases annual

certification by two independent practitioners is necessary,

to the effect that, in the case of a lying-in home, both

premises and equipment are suitable, and in the case of a

mas-sage establishment, that it will not be used for any
immoral pni-pose, and in both cases that the practitioner

is a fit and proper person to carry on the establishment.

Penalties are provided not only for carrying on un-

registered establishments, but also for publishing nr

displaying an advertisement of such an establishment

after the prescribed notice that registration l-.as b"on
refused or cancelled. The date on which the provisions

como into operation is February 1st, 1916, hut appli-

cations in the case of existing lying-in homes must
be made before December 28th next, and in the case of

massage establishments before December 23rd.

The London County Council has decided that the
inspcctiou incidental to vprrii tration of tho lying-in homog
and also of the n;

' '' ' N should be under-
taken by the clii lutrol department.
It was understn. ,1 . r of health would
co-operate with 1 li 1

'.
1 1 medical questions

arose.

Ir^lautr.

Longford County Infirmaev.
As was noted in the Journal early this year, Dr. Mayna
was dismissed by the committee from his position as
surgeon to the Longford County Infirmary, which he
had held since 1877, on the ground that he had refused

to allow a Dublin surgeon to operate in the County
Infirmary on a soldier stationed in the local barracks.

The Local Government Board refused to approve the dis-

missal of Dr. Mayne, and the Irish Medical Association

adopted a resolution affirming that in refusing to admit
another surgeon to operate iu the infirmary Dr. Mayne
acted correctly, prudently, and in accordance with the
rules of the institution. It appears that Dr. Mayne's
salary, which was at the rate of £94 a year, had been
paid quarterly up to June 30th, but not siuce. The rules

required a certificate signed by five governors of tho

County Infirmary, and iu May last Dr. Mayne obtained

a certificate signed by four governors at a meeting, and
by a fifth outside the meeting. On this he obtained a
decree in the couuty court for the amount against the

county council, but at the assizes tho decree was reversed,

on the gi'ound that the five members had not signed it

at a meeting of tho body. Since then, although meetings
had been summoned, there was never a quorum. An appeal

was heard in the King's Bench Division in Dublin, aud a
conditional order of mandamus was made directing the
members of the committee to sign a certificate.

€atus^oiihtixce.

THE MEASLES NOTIFICATION ORDER.
Sir,—I am writing as a country M.O.H., aud my

grumble is this, that the powers above issue these orders,

which may or may not be useful as far as large towns go,

but are of very doubtful utility iu tho country. They
entail a great deal of work, trouble, and clerical labour,

for which there is no extra remuneration.
Now, my point is that when the Local Government

Board issues a new order, it should also name a definite

increase of pay for those who have to work it.

We were all pretty hard worked before, then came the
notification of tuberculosis (for which I did manage to get

an increase of salary) ; then the war, causing a great
increase of gratuitous work ; then notification of births

;

and now measles follows.

It hardly seems the time to introduce all this new
legislation and expense, at least in rural districts, where
so much time is taken up iu travelling ; why not try these

experiments in the large towns first for a year or two, and
see the results before making the orders general ? Ten
thousand deaths from measles, at a 1 per cent, death-rate,

means 1,000,000 cases a year, or £125,000 for notification

fees, leaving out German measles, health visitors, stationery,

postage, etc.—I am, etc.,

J. Pollock,
December ^th. M.O.U. Tiverton Rural.

TYPHUS FEVER AND LICE.
Sir,—The quotation made by Dr. James W. Allan in the

Journal of December 4th, p. 841, from the article on
typhus by Captain A. J. Brown and myself has shown me
that that portion of the article is—possibly owing to a

i

certain clumsiness of construction—somewhat ambiguous.
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"What we wished to convey is that the men who returned

to their companies free of all lice immediately became
infested with lice anew; and being still infections, infected

a new generation of lice, with the result that, in duo

course, a recrudescence of the epidemic occmied. In fact,

the contention we wished to malic is that the analogy

between the spread of typhus and the spread of malaria is

a complete one. We recognize that wc have offered no

proof of this, and indeed it may be that the louse—such a
predominating feature of the picture—has warped our

judgement in this, our sole experience of the disease.

While on the subject may I elaborate the point we made
in regard to the class of ease we call '• high tension type"?

In this it is quite common for the pulse-rate never to go

above 90 during the entire pyrexial period and to remain

between 70 ami 80 uhile the temperature remains on a

plateau of 103 t- h i t.- -. '.'ral days. It is a feature so

peculiar as to ii.i| I

:' n tlic notice. "The exigencies

of the service' | i
\oi' n - in. in communicating with my

late collaboratui Li luu. wnung this, but I feel sure he will

concur with me.— 1 am, etc.,

P. C. T. Davy,
London, W., Dec. 7th. Moj r U..\.M.C.

BROMIDES IN EPILEPSY.
Sir,—"Whether epilepsy is one disease or several diseases

cannot be decided, cannot even be discussed, until we have
some clear uudcrstauding of what is meant by a disease;

and there is no such understanding. It is the business of

our lives to treat diseases, but we none of us know what
we mean by diseases; at least I know of no satisfactory

definition of the term. Some months ago I offered to

open a discussion on the matter at the Royal Society of

Medicine, but that society was at the moment engaged

in discussing something much ir. i. imii-i lunt and more
practical—I think it was, "WIkiI ;

i
; i

rnugh?— and
ray offer was courteously bnl li. I I'lil. I know
what I mean by a disease, but I > iiji;ii; . lOain it within

the limits of a letter, and therefore it is from want of

space, not from lack of courtesy, that I am unable to

satisfy Dr. Humphrey Davy, and I trust he will

forgive me.
Dr. IIuuio Griffith's statistics arc scarcely convincing.

His experience is t'.iat in 1900 a set of patients, whose
number and the peculiarities of whoso cases are not

specified, were not tnj'-l wiiii I'MLiide. and had fits

averaging 13.3 per iii";!'i- 1: :
''/ :> set df patients,

whose number is not - • ''r
i .;:l tlie peculiarities of

v,-l;'i-( i-:i--- nvf ir-t ~|i.-l li'ii i, ai.'l \'. ho may or u.aj- not
|,r,, 1 ,

., 1 ,
!

i.ablv were m.t. the same set of

,
, , I, - V . ': .1.1 \vd in 1900. were treated by heavy

,1m-,,., .,[ ;, I,.,,, Mr, ail. I the fits avcraj^cd 1,99 per month.
Agaiu, after seven more v.-aix, aiMtlr r lo'. h . f i-atients,

some or all of
_
whom hmv l.av. Im .

:
i.'.na! from

those in the previous bab la- ., \\ai< ti' : i

i i .lia-ate

doses of bromides, plm nidni.liial ti\_a'-:i.L;it. auil the

fits averaged 1.5 per mouth. I am afraid that from
these data no trustworthy conclusion whatever can be

drawn. The frequency of the tits varies in different

patients from scores in one day to one or two in a year.

It is clear that the presence in'tlie first batch of a single

case of uuusual frequency and its absence from the later

batches would account for the whole of the average

difference, supposing the bromides to have liad no influence

whatever on the tits, or even supposing that it increased

their frequency.
Dr. Stephens finds bromides of use in three ways

:

First, as a means of controlling the increasing frequency
and intensity of the attacks ; this, of course, assumes that

the bromides do exercise this control. My case is that

there is good evidence of the exercise of such control in

some eases, but no evidence of any such control in other

cases. Second, he uses it as an adjuvant in statu.s

cpilepticus. Thus usid, it certainly <]'^f'< no li^nu, but
I could never sal 1 ,lv in\-i]t' iliat it m-i.:' .

i m
i i '-.iably

the effect of the ,1 1
1-1 ,il. 'Ilmd, laliiil . '

;
.

. ptics,

when temporaialy sMih line, iii'iii iilliri i;i-i-
, ai.. dften

benefited by the addition of bromides t.. Ua im, ium s pre-

scribed for those diseases. But, in tii. lii>i p!,irr, Dr.

Stephens does not say that they are ah\a_v In n. tii, d, and
thus does not contravene my assertion ; and, in tli.. second

lilace, it is, if not impossible, extremely difficult to dis

entangle the several effects produced by several drugs
proscribed in a single mixture.

I do not deny, on the contrary, I strongly asaert, that in

some cases of recurring convulsion, which is what wo
mean by epilepsy, the discreet administration of bromides
is followed by great diminution of the frequency of tho

fits, without any discernible ill effect ; but I assert also

that in the majority of cases either tho tits are not
diminished in frequency ; or if they diminish in frequency
they are increased in severity; or the diminished frequency
of the tits is accompanied by a deterioration of mind
which is too high a price to give for the lessened con-

vulsions. l\Iy own practice, therefore, is to begin the
treatment of most eases of epilepsy by administering

bromides, but to watch their effect narrowly ; to leave

them off from time to time, and watch the effect of tho
omission ; and unless I can satisfy myself that there is a
clear gain from their administration, to leave them off

altogether, and trust to careful regulation of the diet,

attention to tho bowels, regulation of exercise, and so

forth.

I am surprised to hear from Dr. Hume Griffith that

bromide acne is easily avoided bj' the administration of

ar.senic. My experience is that the combination of arsenic

with bromides delays the appearance of acne, and lessens

its severity, but does not prevent it ; and it has seemed to

me that in proportion as the acne is delayed and les-

sened, the other effects of the bromides are delayed and
lessened.

In estimating the improvement or otherwise of a case of

epilepsy, it is not enough merely to count the number of

the tits. We must take into consideration also tlieii

severity, tlie increase or decrease of physical energy and
of menial capability, the feeling of well-being or the

reverse, and other factors ; and it is only when all these

factors are taken into account that we can strike a balance

and say whether the life of the patient is really improved,
is better worth living, is more advantageous upon tho

whole to himself, his family, and the society in which he
lives. It is not easy to strike such a balance, but it is to

this that our efforts should be directed. Diminution in

the frequency of the tits, important as it is in itself, is not
the only thing to be considered, and even if we can effect

it, it may be bouglit too dear.—I am, etc.,

Parkstone. Dorset. Dec. 4tli. CnAS. A. BIekCIER.

Sir,—Our knowledge of the action of bromine and the
bromides upon man can hardly be regarded as adequate
and satisfactory. On the one hand a distinguished

authority like Dr. Mercier regards the war shortage of

bromides as possibly a " blessing in disgui.se." On the
other hand, as testified by general practice and tradition,

and more particularly by the correspondents in your issue

of December 4th, biomide undoubtedly exercises a con-

siderable control over epilepsy. The main point at Issue,

I take it, is whether on the whole the bromides may not
do more harm than good.
Apart from any special experience in epilepsy, most

medical men meet with more or leas severe cases of

broniism—that is to say, bromism as described in the
textbooks and familiar to our observation. Can wo bo
sure, however, that we recognize at all adequately the
remote evil effects of bromine compounds upon the human
body? Bromine is a powerful drug, and it may be that by
its use we are actually setting up various tissue de-

generations and other results of unrecognized chronic

poisoning. Dr. Hume Griflith mentions the fact that

jjatients treated in the Lingtield Colony with heavy doses

of bromide were like ' logs " in school. Do the textbooks
warn us against such a phenouieuou as a result of bromide
administration ? It would be interesting to ascertain,

were it possible, what is the terminal state cf patients

who have been dosed over long periods witli bromides. It

has always seemed to me that the last state of many
epileptics may have been in reality attributable—in some
degree at any rate—to the bromides which form the
classical remcdv in that malady. In some cases of un-

consciousness or what may perhaps be described as cata-

leptic conditions under my own observation I have been
able to trace a history of prolonged bromide administration.

At any rate, in the bromides we are using a powerful

drug of "whose remote action after prolonged dosage we
cannot be said to have an adequate knowledge. Compara-
tive pathology has long ago shown its destructive effect iu

small doses on internal organs.—1 am, etc.,

London, W., Dec. 66h. DAyiD WalsB-
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Sir,—Kogaixliug the question of tiie treatment of
epilepsy by lueaus of bx-oniiiies, I thiuk one class of cnse
liks been overlooked by those who do not agree with this

trcatiueut— I refer to the patient who develops epilepsy in

j'oiing adult life and conies under treatment before the
habit is firudy established. If this kind of case is treated
by bromides for a period of one to two years, with
careful supervision a cure will often result. I personally
Lave found the treatment very satisfactory, with uo
return of tits after an interval of two to three years.

1 feel sure that many general practitioners have had the
same experience, and that it would be a great pity if the
use of bromides fell into disrepute.—I am, etc.,

Bridswat«r. Dee. 5th. 1{ICH.\UD CoATES.

Sir,—I consider Dr. Mercier's views on the bromide
question a seasonable reminder to the iirofessiou. The
routine practice of administering potassium bromide has
le<l some of us in the past to value it too royally. Without
wishing to advance any wild speculations with regard to

tlie causes of epilepsy, yet the asphyxial problem of the
convulsive seizure deserves a special line of thought. Do
we conceive that the central nervous system bursts forth
into unconscious fury without a physical agency at work?
And of what does the hereditary weakness iu each indi-

vidual case of epilepsy consist which attracts the physical
agency ? If we believe the arterial vascular system is

closely linked to the cerebrospinal system through the
medium of the ganglionic sj'mpathetic system and controls
the blood of the brain, then wo may promulgate the idea
that epilepsy may be set up by an instability of some part
or parts of the arterial circuit. This is what I considered
in a pamphlet some years ago, On the Asi>h!/j:ial Problem
of Convulsive Sei;:ures. In sending these few remarks I

do so from some practical experience of epilepsy, having
found the preventive dietetic treatment of it most helpful,

even when wo have to assist with drugs like the bromides
or chloral.—I am, etc.,

Bouruemouth. Dec. 4th. JoHN Fkedk. Briscoe.

A COilBINED PHYSICAL TREATMENT FOE
WOUNDED SOLDIERS.

Sir,—In your issue of November 27th I notice a com-
munication on the above subject. In plain English
I assume that " hyperthermal can couninte" is "hot
running water."' About the application of this in one
form or another there seems nothing very novel to a
humble balneologist like myself, even when combined
with massage and movements. I speak with all sub-
mission to Drs. Fortescue Fox and Campbell McLurc.
To take a very localized injury—such as a sprain of

ankle or wrist—hot douching (or cold) is a very old and
well-recognized form of treatment. Also, every day do
I see joints, rheumatic or traumatic, sprayed by the Aix
or Vichy method and manipulated concurrently or 'subse-
quently, which, of course, the heat makes easy. I think
I am not assuming too much in stating there must be
all sorts of douches and methods of applying " can
courante" in London, from the pump and kitchen tap
upwards, and some of them are probably iu use unless the
Zeppelins have mishandled the water mains.
One is therefore rather at a loss for a reason for the

official utterance of the secretaries of the Balneological
Section of the Koyal Society of Medicine.—I am, etc.,

Peebles. Deo. 7. T. D. L0KE, M.D.

The late Sir James Matthew Moody, medical superin-
tendent of Cane Hill Asylum, Coulsdon, Surrey, left estate
valued at £6,981.

In the October number of the r.eciic dc f/i/nerulviiir ,:t dr
chirurqie ahdominale \s,3.h aiii. ii in iKh--.,,! (.1 -

1 ;

Nancy and Professor Koeberh . :
-

impartial account of the shall n : 1 \ ,;,
establishing ovariotomy as a Ic-i Ml .Hi 1,1 ,1 .| ,

-
;

A photograph is given of the lust set of pn_,ssmij .m

haemostatic forceps, made tor bim in 1865. A note on the
development of the pressure forceps, on the testimony of
published records between 1853 and 1879, appeared in the
Journal of March 27th, 1915, p. 555. Koeberles mono-
grapb, T)e I'liemostnse definitive par compression excessive,
published at Stiassburg'in 1877, is a classical work.

fublic %)t'M)

POOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.

REFORM OF THE POOR LAW MEDICAL SERVICE.
In a supplement published iu the Medical Officer of October
30th, 1915, there is set out in full a recent memorandum
on the office and duties of workhouse and district medical
officers, presented to the Departmental Committee ap-
pointed by the Local Government Board to examine and
report with regard to the Poor Law orders affecting these
officers, and as to amendments of the same.
The memorandum deals with the seven following

grievances. Most will be seen to be very real grievances,
but as to a very few there may be room for doubt.

1, Tenure.
The claim for a security of tenure for the increasing

number of assistant wljole-tiiiie iiicdieal officers who act
1111 tljr stafi cif I lie iminnaiic^, pari iriiln I'ly in Loudon, and
•ariN .ml llir diiiius .if ilir i-lil diMiict medical officers is
l>ariuulail\ \mII 1, diu.I' J . Ih.) Iiave to contribute to

lull lia\i- uiiuo of the security to
ai ili-v la-iiluce had,
a\r ai!-,i 11 owing to the oi'der which
111'' cfii aor to be resident within his
\<- ta juisal is that he should be

riHiin a short distance there-
II we think most dubious.

111:1 ]' ii.r must live where the poor
Miiv iiiav Udt Iir available when

> 01 locomoti

the benclii< Ihai tlu' ni.a

Hardslii|i 1- -aal in lia\

makes it luaassa; \ r.n' 1

1

district: the allii 1; nn,
resident witlmi Ir- 1 ,

from. That is I In

The doctor for tin n 1;

live, otherwise ins m 1 \ a 1 v mav
mostwanted, •A-lnal (iisiani-.i

even if it were tlir 1 allium, al >alil

citation of London, «lua-o tin lUa
sort, is not a sti-oug argument, tor
exceptional in London.

2. Remuneration.
Guardians add to the duties of tlieir medical servants,

but forget to add t.. the pav. Ihe la.iail ( ;..v. a nmeuC Board
may make repres.jinai i.ins. imi ih.' ?;iiai.liair, jauore them.
So far as we cau .lis,ii'.i\ ih.' .iiini_aili\ an^es from the
absence of any uioik taiy cunliilaiu.ins by the Board to
the guardians

; it is tlie old saw, • He who pavs tlie piper
calls the tune." The Board can coiuiiel the diMiiissal of
an underpaid doctor and tlie substitution of a properly
paid officer, but who will take the risk of such a clumsy
process ?

3. Duties.
Strong exception is taken : To the demand that certifi-

cates necessary under the Mental Deficiency Acts sliould
be given without pay ; identical certiflcat.s f'l.i liii.a.\ are
paid for. To the practice of the guardians m 1. , .,\riiiig
fees for attendance on bogus "poor" wiih.mt sinning
these with the men who did the work. To tlie refusal
of guardians to pay for attendance on boarded-out eluldreu
for which sanction has been given by the Local Govern-
ment Board.
A very real grievance is found in the practice of police

officers of hunting up the Poor Law doctors to attend street
accident cases ; the public may suffer gravely by the delay
caused.
Exception is taken to the reiiuiremcuts for the treat-

ment of school children rep.irted defective. Tliere are
stronger grounds f.ir olijection to this practice. It is most
undesirable that work of State coiii|>ulsion sliould he
associated with pauperism. In the annual lepoit of the
Medical Officer, Board of Education, 1913, p. 96. it is

written, " It cannot be considered that this (Poor Law
treatment) is satisfactory fiiun aii\- point of \ low. . . .

Nor have the boards of ',i;nai.lians an\ p. ml i.n ilnas."
.•i. somewhat similar dilli.nlu an~.s\v 11,0

complexity of modem iji.'.li in. .1.1. s n..: . ,1 a to
be an expert iu every liramh of u oi-k

; appai. ml., .mio
guardians do expect this, and at the flat rate for ordiuary
service.

4. Divided Control nf tlic Sirl: If'ards in .\on-se2}arated
'

shr should have no
.is, but might act as
It is a just one. A
1 because the master
K.iard strongly con.

5. Extra Fees of In.^in.i M, ./,,;, I Offxeera.

Such fees are allowed for exccptioual services, opera-
tions, etc. ; the list was drawn up in 1847. It is surely a
modest request that it be brought up to date.
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6. Provision of Drugs hi/ District and M'orlihouse-

Medical Ofjicera.

The claim is tliat the Poor Law doctors should be put on
exactly the same footing as the panel practitioner.

Numerous political si)eechcs might be quoted in support of

this reform.

- 7. Periodic Jncreage in the Salaries of -Poor Laiu
Medical Officers.

It is suggested that every Poor Law medical officer,

unless it can be shown that his work has diminished con-
siderably, should be entitled to a definite increase of

salary every five years up to a fixed maximum. Such
increment "to be dependent on good behaviour and
efficiehcy. The effect would be to imxjrove the service to

the benefit of the public.
Throughout the memorandum there runs evidence of a

want of control by the Local Government Board of a large
spending authority ; until this is obtained, and by that
most effective measure; "grants in aid," wc see littlo

hope of getting more than a piecemeal rectification of

the more glaring anomalies of the work of such local

authorities.

Hnibm-sitks mttr Colleges.

UXIVERSITY OF LOXDOX.
At a meeting of the Senate on November 17tli it was decitled

that students who have performed clinical service for not less

than six months during the continuance of the war be admitted
to the M.B., B.S. Examination at an interval of not less fhau
two and a half years from the date of then pi ^ ! i:,,nd

examination for medical degrees in anat' n 1 1 , li.^'y,

provided that they be not admitted tothc ^! I I 1 nnna-
tion within five and a Iialf years from the (hi;- ••<. \\ r n.itiicu-
lation. It was decided also not to transmit gold medals to
students to whom they are awarded during the continuance of
the war and for one year thereafter, but that such students
should be entitled to receive the equivalent in money if they so
desired, and to receive the medal awarded on repayment of that
sum at such period after the termination of the war as the
Senate shall determine.
The following intercollegiate courses were recognized as

advanced lectares which a candi.lntr- iit r'r.- T.s,-. Honours
Examination in Physiolotry ma\n:

I

: his examina-
tion: At University College. I'l '

1 iiysiological

applications of physical chemisti .Professor
Halliburton and Dr. Eosenheim. 1 : nistry of the
animal fluids; at Guy's Hospital, Di. I'einhrey. respiratory
exchange; Dr. Hertz, investigation of movements of the ali-

mentary canal by x rays ; at Bedford College, Dr. EdkLns,
advanced practical histology.
Mr. H. L. Eason, M.D.," M.S., ophthalmic surgeon to the

British expeditionary forces in the Mediterranean, and Sir
Wilmot Herriugham, C.B., M.D.. consulting physician to the
British expeditionary forces in France, have resigned their
membership of the Senate as representatives of the Facnltv of
Medicine. Sir David Ferrier, M.D., F.E.S., was elected
Cliairman of the Phvsiological Laboiatorv Committee.
The Paul Philip Eeitlinger Prize, founded by Mr. Albert

Eeitlinger in memory of his -son. a student of St. George's
Hospital Medical School, was offered this year for the best
essay on "The Economic Condition of the Peoi)le of England
in 1815 in comparison with the Present Day," has been awarded
to Herbert lioland Hodges, of the London School of Economics.
The prize next year will be awarded for the best essay embody-
ing the result of some research on a medical subject carried out
bv the candidate.

rNIVEESITY OF BEISTOL.
At the recent meeting of Council the degree of M.Sc. was
awarded to Major F. Percival Maclsie, E.A.M.C., M.D.

OrMsby of Chicago {Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc.. November
6th, 1915) reports a group of twelve cases of self iuflicted
dermatitis noted during recent years in the experience of
himself and two other practitioners. He considers it

probable that the majority of the ca>i - d.-, iil,,a as
"pemphigus gangrenosus,""" zoster gaiit;! ii ,ii \ ,ai us "

(Kaposi), and "dermatitis symmetrica il i;i 1 hm a "

are in reality examples of 'factitious di: 1 iiialiti>. While
the disorder is believed to be comparatively rare, ho
thinks it probable that it would appear more common if

recognized more generally. Dr. Norman Walker, iu the
clinical lecture on dermatitis artefacta published in the
JouRNWL of June 18th. 1910. p. 1481, gave some coloured
illustrations of the appearances observed in certain cases,
and published a rather entertaining correspondence which
shows the truth of Dr. Ormsby's statement that the
family physician is often loth to admit, even to him-
self, the possibility that his particular patient should
deliberately pvoduce the lesions.

KEXXETH WILLIAM MILLICAX, B.A.C.vxt.\b.,

M.U.C.S.Esg.,.L.B.C.P.Edin.

We much regret to announce the death on November 28th,
at the age of 62, of Mr. Kenneth William Millican, until

recently the assistant editor of the Lancet.
Ho was born at Leicester, where bis father was aa

architect of high position, a leading member of the Con-
servative party, and a colonel in the Volunteers. Ho
was educated at the Atherstone Grammar School and
Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and graduated witli

honours in the classical tripos. He entered St. Mary's
Hospital with a natural science scholarship; lie took tho
diploma of M.R.C.S.Eug. in 1879, and that of L.R.C.P.Edin.
in the following year. After ec'ingfor a time as surgeon in

the service of the Ocean Steamship Company, he settled

in practice in Kineton, Warwickshire. Afterwards he
moved to London, and became surgeon and laryngologist

to the Infirmary for Consumption in Margaret Street, and
also to the West End Hospital for Paralysis. While in

London he Wrote two volumes of verses

—

Smoke Clouds
(jointly with the late Dr. A. B., Clarke) and Passion Siiray.
He produced, in collaboration with C. H. Stephenson, a
domestic drama entitled Fettered Freedom, and became
well known as an amateur actor. In 1883 he wrote a
small book on Tlie Evolution of Morbid Germs, iu w hicli

he anticipated opinions now held by many. He was a
captain in the 9th Battalion of the King'.s Royal Kiflo

Corps, and tock great interest in the Volunteer movement
and in military administration.

He left London in 1392, and after again acting as a
ship surgeon for a short time, became successively medical
officer to mining works in Mexico and in California ; in

1897 he was appointed associate editor of the New York
Medical Journal, a post which lie held for six years,

leaving it to become the editor of the St. Lonis Medical
Journal. Two years later he joined the staff of the Journal

of the American il/crftCrtZ ^ssocinh'o)!, and in 1911 that of

the Lancet. His health broke down last summer, and after

some weeks of increasing disability he died of heart
failure.

He was twice married, and leaves by his first wife a
grown-up son and daughter who are settled in the United
States, and by his second wife, who survives him, one
daughter 12 years of age.

NICHOLAS PERCY MARSH, M.B.Lond.,
PHYSICIAN TO THE LIVERPOOL IXFIRMAET FOB CHILPEEX.

It was with great regret that the medical profession of

Liverpool and district learnt that Dr. N. Percy Marsh
passed away on November 28th, in his 56th year, after an
illness of a few days' duration. His death came as a shock
to many of his friends, who were not aware that he was
indisposed. The immediate cause of death was cerebral

haemorrhage. He was the elder son of the late Dr. N. K.
Marsh, a well-known Liverpool medical man and city

councillor. Dr. Percy Marsh, was one of the leading
specialists for diseases of children in Liverpool, and during
the last ten years had acquired an extensive consulting

practice in this branch of medicine. He was one of tlio

physicians to the Liverpool Infirmary for Children, with
which he had been connected since 1886. From the very
beginning of his professional career he devoted himself to

the speciality. He received his medical education at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital, took the diploma of M.R.C.S.
in 1882, and graduated M.B.Lond. in the following year.

He held successively the posts of clinical assistant to tho

East Loudon Hospital for Children, and resident medical
officer to the General Hosiiital for Children at Pendlebury,
before settling in private practice in his native city. In
the last few years Dr. Marsh published various observa-

tions on children's diseases, more particularly meningitis

in its protean manifestations. " Meningitis and lumbar
puncture," " Treatment of cerebrospinal meningitis with
Flexner and Jobling's antiserum," " Encephalitis,"
" Epidemic poliomyelitis," are papers which set forth

not only correct clinical observation but reveal critical

acumen of a high order.

Dr. Percy Marsh was chairman of the Liverpool Division,
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anil (Inring tLo incubation period of the Insurance Act had
ample opportunities of showing his ability in couiluotiii'^

tlie numberless meetings held iluriug those mouths vi

meilical unrest.

At the last meeting of the Medical lustitiitiou Dr. Hope,
In proposing a vote of condolence with the relatives of the
late Ur. Marsh, who had been a rucmber since 1886, alluded
to the loss not only that the institution liad sustained but
the medical profession in and around Liverpool. He said
that many members were personally indebted to Dr.
Marsh for the professional help he had so willingly
rendered to their families, and that he should be cut oil'

at the zenith of his career was all the more poignant.
Dr. Hope touched on the character and amiability of

Dr. Marsh, whom ho had known intimately for many
years. Dr. Peter Davidson, a colleague of the late Dr.
Marsh, added a few words, expressing in feeling terms
liow much lie would miss his colleague, with whom he
Lad been associated for so many years.
The funeral took place on November 29th at Childwall

Church in the presence of a large number of his profes-
sional brethren and friends. On all sides his untimely
death is deplored, and many a medical man will miss
Dr. N. Percy Marsh tor his courteousueSs, kindness of

heart, and professional skill.

He leaves a widow, with whom much sympathy is felt,

a son—Captain E. Bertram Marsh, K..\.M.C.—and two
married daughters to mourn his loss and to cherish his
memory.

FRAXCIS T. HEUSTON, M.D., M.Ch., F.R.C.S.I.,

CONSULTING SURGEON, ADEL.UDE HOSPITAL, DUBLIN.

We announced last week the death on November 27th of

Mr. Francis T. Heuston of Dublin. He was born in 1857,
the son of Mr. Robert Heuston of Ballykisteen, Tipperary,
and was educated at Queen's College, Galway, and at the
Royal College of Surgeons of Ireland. He was at one
time professor of anatomy in the Carmichael College and
the Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, and, in addition to

bis appointment at the Adelaide Hospital, was consulting
surgeon to the Rotunda and Coombe Lying-in Hospitals,
and to the Cripples' Home, Bray, and surgeon to tlie London
and North Western Railway. He was honorary secretary
of the Adelaide Hospital, and governor of the Rotunda
Hospital. He was a Fellow of the Royal Academy of

Medicine in Ireland, and at one time chairman of its section
of anatomy and physiology. He contributed several papers
to medical periodicals, including one describing a method
of excision of the rectum, published in this Journal in

1895. Dr. Heuston was appointed surgeon to the Adelaide
Hospital in 1886, and, as the board noted in a resolution
passed shortly after his death, threw himself heartily into
its work, and made the interests of the hospital his tirst

object. The board expressed to Mrs. Heuston and to her
sou and daughter its sincerest sympathy in their bereave-
ment, which came so soon after the loss of a son and
brother killed in the war. In this expression of sympathy
all those who knew Dr. Heuston will desire to share.

Colonel Fraxcis James Drury, Bengal Medical Service,
died suddenly of heart failure at Ranehi on November 30th,
1915, aged 55. He was born on May 17th, 1860, and edu-
cated at the Adelaide Hospital, Dublin, and at Trinity
College, where he took the B.A. in 1881, the M.B. and
M.Ch. in 1883. He entered the Indian Medical Service as
surgeon on April 1st, 1885, became surgeon-major on
April 1st, 1897, and lieutenant-colonel on April 1st, 1905 ;

he was promoted to colonel from .\pril 1st, 1912. His
first live years' service were spent in military employ,
-luring which he served in the Burma war from 1886 to

1888, taking part in the operations of the Fourth Brigade,
and on the western frontier with the Pouk column,
receiving the medal with two clasps. He then went into
civil employ in Bengal, and after holding the post of civil

surgeon in various districts, Balasore, the 24 Parganas,
and Chittagong, he succeeded the late Major Evans, when
he died oE plague on March 13th, 1899, as Professor of

Pathology in the Calcutta Medical College. Subsequently
he became principal of the college, professor of medicine,
and first physician of the Medical College Hospital. When
the new province of Bihar and Orissa was constituted,
from April 1st, 1912, he was appointed Inspector- General

of Civil Hospitals therein, with the rank of colonel. But
though be took up the post at once he was not formally
confirmed in it, and gazetted full colonel (from the original
date, April 1st, 1912), till some two years afterwards.

Dr. C. W. Sessions Barrett died on November 4th'
aged 58, at his residence, Appletou Hou.se, Hinckley>
Leicestershire. He was the eldest son of Dr. Charles
Albert Barrett, of Wallingford, Berks, and received his
professional education at the University of Aberdeen,
where he graduated M.B., CM. iu 1886. After holding
appointments iu the Huntingdon County Ho.spital and tho
Doucaster General Infirmary, ho settled in Hinckley,
where he became medical officer to the Cottage Hos-
pital, to the Hinckley Workhouse, and to the Children's
Home, Burbage, Leicestershire. He was interested iu the
question of the control of phthisis, and was an active
member of tlie National Association for the Prevention of
Consumption. He was a member, and for a time chair-
man, of the Leicester and Rutlandshire Branch of tho
British Medical Association, and contributed some in-
teresting notes to this Journal. One of these was a report
of a case of complete inversion of the uterus {Journal,
vol. i, 1887, p. b08). He took an active part in the con-
troversy about the antiseptic after-treatment of vaccina-
tion published in the first volume of the Journal tor 1890.
Dr. Sessions Barrett left a widow, two dangliters, and a
son-a Lieutenant in tho 2/6th South Stafturdsliirc Regi-
ment. The funeral took place at Hinckley parish cluuch
on November 9th, and was very largely attended, as Dr.
Sessions Barrett was deeply respected, so that his dcatli
occasioned profound feelings of regret throughout the
district.

$Wual Jldus.

At a meeting of the Royal Society of Medicine on
Monday, December 20th, at 5 p.m., Sir Ronald Ross,
K.C.B., F.R.S., who has recenlly returned from the
Mediterranean, will give an address on the treatment of
dysentery, which will be followed by a discussion.

Dr. J. A. Turner, Executive Health Officer, Bombay,
who has held that appointment for fifteen years, has been
reappointed for a further term of five years, and given
permission to hold the appointment of Professor of Public
Health to the School of Tropical Medicine which the
Government is establishing in Bombay.
Three mouths' courses of lectures and demonstrations

for the diploma in public health will be given at the North-
western Hospital, llampstcad, by Dr. J. MacCombie, be-
ginning on January 4th, and at Grove Ilosiiital, Tooling,
by Dr. J. E. Beggs, beginning on .January 6th. Inquiries
should be addressed to the' Clerk to the Metropolitan
Asylums Board, Embankment, E.C.

It is announced that Dr. F. M. Sandwith has been
appointed to be a consultiug physician with the Mediter-
ranean Force, and will be stationed in Egypt. He was
formerly professor of medicine iu the Cairo ^iedical School,
and has been for a good many years an active member of
the staff of the London School of Tropical Medicine, as
well as Gresham Professor of Medicine.

A MEMORI.\L tablet to the late Lieutenant W. T.
McCurry, R.A.M.C, has been unveiled and dedicated in
St. Mary Jlagdalene Parish Cluuch, Belfast, by the
Bishop of the diocese. Dr. IMcCurry was killed on March
15tb at Ypres while attending to the wounded in one of
the first-aid stations near the firing line. His name had
been mentioned iu dispatches for gallantry in the field.

At a quarterly meeting of the Central Committee of the
Medical Benevolent Fund Society of Ireland on December
1st, when Sir Joseph Redmond, F.K.C.P., wasin the chair.
Dr. J. Agar Matson was thanked for a donation of
10 guineas and elected a life member of the society. Four
urgent applications for assistance were considered, and
grants amounting to £58 were made ; bills amounting to
£56 4s. 2d. were passed for payment.

The New York Medical Record of October 30th states
that among the nine German naval oilicers on the Prinz
Eitel Freidrich and the Kronprinz Wilhelm, interned at;

Norfolk, who broke their parole, there were two medical
men, Drs. Koch and Kronecker. Our contemporary, in
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expi-cssint" iei<ret for this, said it had hoped that tlie

medical in-ofeision at least would have come out of this

war without dishonour.

The death is announced of Dr. James H. Pollock.

lecturer on physical and metallurgical chemistry in the

Koyal Collcfie of Science. Iielaud. He had given much
attention to the investigation of x rays, and had contracted

deriuatiti-s in the course of his investigations. On the out-

break of war he organized the Koyal College of Science

Voluntary Aid Detachment, wliich, under his command,
performed valuable services on the occasions whenwounded
fcoUliers have been landed in Dublin.

THE Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal was
appointed in 1898. Between 1901 and 1915 it published

ten reports in tliirtythrce volumes, coutainLng some 7686

pa-'PR, with maps, pictures, diagrams, and plans. Mr.

Kc°sli.iw has done a useful piece of work in compiling a

a Hide to this labyrinth of reports, evidence, and appen-

dices. He has furnished a synopsis of the contents of the

volumes and indexes of the names, places, and subjects

dealt with. It is published by P. S. King and Son (1915),

I>rice 5s. net.

Major W. C. Croly, K.A.M.C, son of the late Mr. H. G.

Croly, the well-known Dublin surgeon, has been awarded

the Koval Humane Society's sUver medal. During the

Nazirieh fighting in the Persian Gulf, when the tempera-

ture was 113° in the shade, the heat very trying, and many
casualties wei-e occurring from heat-stroke, a British

soldier jumped overboai-d from a launch on the Shat-el-

Arab. Major Croly jumped in, and though the water was
infested with sharks, attempted to save him, but m vain

;

being hampered by his clothing Major Croly was nearly

drowned himself. .

At the fifty-third annual meeting of the Royal Surgical

Aid Society,' held at tlie Mansion House, London, under

the presidency of the Lord Mayor, a summary of the

work of the society was given by Mr. G. A. Touclie,

M.P., who said that for the year ending with September

25 741 patients had been relieved, and the mnuber of

appliances supplied 39,290. Ipwaids of 4,000 trusses had

been supplied, nearly 4,000 special boots, and 2,000

abdominal belts. A vast number of these appliances had
been given absolutely free of charge. The society had
also directly helloed recruiting by providing artificial

teeth for many men who otherwise could not have been

accepted for the arinv. After commendatory speeches

by Sir Horace Marshall. Sir WiUiam Grey-Wilson, the

Rev. G. C. Wilton, and others, a resolution confirming the

appointment of Sir Rickman J. Godlee as honorary con-

sulting surgeon in succession to Sir Frederick Treves, and
expressing the thanks of the society to its surgical staff,

was moved by Sii- Dyce Duckworth, seconded by Sir

Thomas Crosby, and canied. The vote of thanks to the

surgeons was acknowledged by Mr. Muirhead Little.

On December 2nd a bronze tablet to the memory of Dr.

r. M. Bingham was unveiled in front of the Royal Lan-

caster Infirmary, Lancaster. As noted in the Journal of

June 12th, Dr. Bingham, who was captain in the 5th

(Territorial) Battalion of the King's Own Royal Lancaster

Regiment, was killed in Flanders on May 22nd. His men
w ere engaged during the night making new trenches, and
just before daybreak one was buried by a bursting shell.

Captain Bingham helped in extricating the man, but ia

the morning light was shot by a sniper through the lungs.

The tablet contains a medallion portrait, and bcras the

following inscription : "Frank Miller P.intihaiii. :M.i;.r.S.,

L.R.C.P., captain the 5th Battalion tlie King's Uv. u Roj-al

Lancaster Regiment, killed in action in llandeis, May
22nd, 1915. In recognition of his life amongst them, and
of his gallant death, this tablet was erected by the medical
profession of Lancaster and district. He gave his life

for his countrv." Dr. Binshaiu had been in practice at

Lancaster in partnershi
I

. \i:!i 1'-. I'arkcr and Dean for

fifteen years, and the ilM' '
: lu; Uie meniovial was

committed to Dr. G. 3'.. r i >

' - nior practitioner of

the district. It was, lu- -.< i^i. 'i' -iL.mil to do honour to the

memory of a gallant soldier of the King and an honoured
member of the medical profession, who lived in Preston

for many years, and endeared himself by his bright and
cheery manner, his handsome presence, his professional

sldll, and his blameless lite. By his death he has not

only added lustre to his profession, but to the town and
neighbourhood where he sjient so many happy hours.

The president of the hospital, in accepting the memorial,

Baid that the appreciation expressed in it by the medical

profession was endorsed by the whole of the town and
district.
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QUERIES.

Dk. Meredith Touxg, County Medical Officer (43, Foregate,
Chesterl is anxious to find a home witliin a moderate distance

of Chester for a man aged 5S, suffering from paralysis of lioth

legs, who could only afford a small coutribation towards the

cost of his maintenance.

BNSWEBS.

Mr. H. G. JonxsTOy, F.R.C.S.E. (Adelphi P.O., Jamaica, West
Indies!, writes to recommend for the treatment ofcliilblaina

passive hyperaemia. induced by elastic bandages (the 2 in.

cr^pe \eli>eau do very well! on the wrists or higher up on the
forearms (the site of application of the bandage shonld be
varied from day to dayj. A little practice soon shows the

amount of tension to put on tlie bandages to give the liest

results, the itching and pain is otteii relieved in a few
minutes after applying the l>andages, and a couple of hours'
wear morning and evening may suffice.

The DESTRrcTiox of R.\ts.

S. V. suggests that rats may be destroyed by placing a mixture
of equal proportions of flour and plaster-of-paris in a howl,
with a bowl of water near by. The theory is that the rata

use the bowls alternately, with disastrous" results to them-
selves.

"

LETTERS, NOTES. ETC.

ScrTELLAEIA IK EPILEPST.
Dk. Wili.um Be.vstwell (Liverpool) writes : In view of the
correspondence on bromides in exiilei>sy it would, perhaps, be
worth while to introduce to the notice of the profession the
simple herb scullcap. or SculelUiria lateriflora, in the treat-

ment of this disease. In many cases a simple infusion or ex-
tract in correspondingly suitable doses will lessen the severity
of the fits and reduce their number equally with bromides
and without any of the disadvantages of the latter. Its effi-

cacy appears to be partly due to its stimulating the kidneys to
increased activity not "only in increasing the flow of water
but also the output of urea and uric acid as shown by the in-

creased specific gravity of the urine, the retention of such
toxins as a cause of many cases of epilepsy being too fre-

quently overlooked. The "medicinal qualities of this simple
remedy are even more marked in chorea than in epileiisy,

and it is to be hoped that a similar investigation and a similar
therapeutic distinction awaits scullcap as happened in the
case of comfrey, the invaluable qualities of which were
limited to the use of the herbalist and consequently despised
by the profession nntil Dr. C. J. Macalister, wisely setting
aside prejudice, determined to investigate it, and having dis-

covered its cell proliferating properties proved it beyond
question one of the most valuable of remedies.

TP.EATMENT OF FEOST-BITE.
Dr. J. M. JoHNSTOK of Toronto sends a note on the treatment
of true frost-bite, in which he recommends the application ol

very hot water. He once tried it on his own ears, with the
result that it at once produced a feeling of comfort, the ears
did not .swell or peel, and were not tender, as l)e feels sure
would have been the case had he followed the custom of
Tabbing with snow.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

A whole colu 3 10

An average line contains six words.
All remittances bs Post Office Orders must be made payable to

the British Medical Association at the General Post Office. London.
No responsibility will be accepted for any such icuiittauco not so
safesiiaided.
Advertisements should be delivered, addressed to the Manaeer.

429. Strand, Irf>ndon, not later than the flistpostou Wednesday uioiuing
preceding publication, and, if not paid for at the time, should ba
accompanied by a reference.
NoTi:.—It is against the rales of the Post OfHce to receive vast*

mtante letters addressed either in initials or numbers.
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That all strains of meningococci are not affected equally

by an immune serum prepared against any one strain lias

long been known. This lias led to the conception that

there aro within tbo meningococcus group types of

organisms which aro more or less immnuologically iucle-

pendent. This conception, borne out by tho practical

results in the treatment of human cases, has led to tho

universal adoption of a polyvalent serum in the treatment
of cerebro- spinal fever. Though this conception of variant

types of racuiugococcus has long existed, tho number of

typos which occur and the degree of specificity which
exists within these types has never been determined. It

is for tliis reason that, in tho preparation of the thera-

peutic serums, as many strains as possible have been used

and the strains obtained from widely varying geographical

sources. In this way it was hoped to include representa-

tives of all existing types.

The purpose of this communication is to show that, by
means of a specific immune reaction, two types of organism
causing cerebrospinal fever can be demonstrated, and that
of forty-six organisms studied all belonged to one or other
of these types. It will be shown, moreover, that both
types are widely distributed, representatives of each typo
Laving been found in six different epidemic foci ; that tiioy

occur in some epidemics with nearly equal frequency

:

and that the differentiation obtained is such as to suggest
the probable complete immunological independence of tho
two types.

The earliest attempts made to differentiate types of

meningococci were mainly directed towards establishing
points of diflerence between the organism isolated in cases
of epidemic meningitis and those from the sporadic cases
of this disease, the so-called posterior basic meiiingitis.

These attempts were unsuccessful.

In 1909 Elser and Huntoon' described an organism
indistinguishable from the meningococcus except by means
of agglutinin absorption tests. To this organism they
gave the name " pseudomeningococcus." In their article

the source from which these organisms were obtained is

not very clearly stated, but apparently they were all

isolated from the naso-phai-ynx. They speak of tho
pseudomeningococcus as "only rarely encountered in

the throats of normal and diseased subjects," and do not
consider that it interferes with the practital identification

of the meningococcus or of meningococcus carriers. They
do not seem to look upon the pseudomeningococcus as a
causative agent of cerebro spinal fever.

In the same year Dopter^ studied and described a
similar organism, also obtained from tho upper air

passages, to which he gave the name "parameningo-
coccus." This organism, probably identical with the
pseudomeningococcus of Elser and' Huntoon, has since
been found by Dopter and other French workers to invade
the blood and meninges, and is iooked upon by them as one
of the causative agents in epidemic meningitis. An anti-

serum against this or^nism has been prepared by Dopter
and successfully used in the treatment of human patients.

Recently WoUstfiin' has made a careful comparative
study of the immune reactions of tho meningococcus and
the parameningococcus of Dopter. From her investiga-
tions she came to the conclusion that " the parameningo-
cocci of Dopter are culturally indistinguishable from true
or normal meningococci, but serologically they exhibit
differences as regards agglutination, opsonization, and
complement fixation. Because of the variations and
irregularities of serum reactions existing amongst other-
wise normal strains of meningococcus it does not seem
either possible or desirable to separate the parameningo-
cocci into a strictly definite class. It appears desirable to

consider them as constituting a special class among
meningococci, not, however, wholly consistent in itself."
It will be scon, therefore, that, though there is apparently
some variation in the reaction to immune serums of
certain organisms isolated from cases of cerebro- spinal
fever, no sharp-cut differentiation of meningococci has aa
yet been made and no record of tho frequency with
whicli these aberrant or paramcningococcic strains occur
is available.

In reviewing the literature of meningococcus agglutina-
tion two facts immediately impress themselves—first, tho
wide variation in agglutinability of different strains of
meningococci, and, second, the susceptibility of certain
strains to agglutination by any serum, normal or immune,
that is, susceptibility to non-specific agglutination.
Thus Arkwright,^ and also Elser and Huntoon,'^ have
shown that gonococcus-immune serum will agglutiuato
certain strains of meningococcus in as high dilutions as
will meningocoocus-immune serum. Elser and Huntoon,
however, noticed that in such cases, while tho final result
with gonococcns and meningococcus serum was the same,
the rate at which the reaction occurred in the two instances
varied widely, tiio reaction being much more rapid with
meningococcus serum.
In all previous v.ork upon the agglutination of the

meningococcus the a.uylutiuations have been studied with
increasing dilutiui; ..t: sci-aiii, and tho highest dilution in
which :ij;:!^:.i: :

;

.;, i: IS occurred at the end of twenty-four
bours It i

.

! 1; as the standard of agglutination.
In thi.' ii-li ,, ;, N).ivc results, it seemed possible that
when a ijcuud <, L\iLiity-four hours was allowed to elapso
before roadiuga were made, a more slowly occurring non-
specific agglutination might frequently mask all specific
results. It seemed advisable, therefore, to see if, by
allowing a powerful serum to act over a short period of
time, specific differences could be demonstrated which
were missed when the ordinary method of diluted serum
acting for twenty-four hours was used. Undiluted serum
was therefore employed and the agglutinations which
immediately ensued noted. It was at once determined
that with this method marked differeuces between strains
of meningococci could be demonstrated.

MctJiod.

.
Monovalent scrums were prepared by immunizing

rabbits against single strains of meuingococcua. The
rabbitswere immunized by intravenous injections given
at weekly intervals, the dose consisting usually of half a
slant culture of twenty-four to seventy-two fidm-s' growth.
The first two or three injections were made with organisms
killedby heating at 60' C. for thirty minutes; subsequent
injections were of living organisms. Five injections
usually produced a satisfactory agglutinating serum.

Agglutinations were all done macroscopically, equal
quantities of undiluted serum and of rather thin bacterial
emulsions being drawn into a capillary pipette, thoroughly
mixed on a glass slide and the mixture again drawn into
the pipette, the tip of which was then sealed in the flame.
In the case of a prompt reaction, agglutination takes place
before the mixing is completed, all the organisms becoming
almost instantaneously tightly clumped, leaving a clear
supernatant fluid. The tubes were read immediately
and then left at room temperature, readings being again
made at the end of an hour and on the following morning.
In recording the results of agglutinations the following
designations were employed : C, complete clumping of tho
organisms, leaving a clear or faintly opalescent fluid ;

I, majority of organisms clumised, the supernatant fluid
remaining opalescent ; L, slight clumping ; and 0, no clump-
ing, though in the course of twenty-four hours slight
sedimentation may occur.

Exjycrimcntal.
Rabbits were immunized against eight different strains

of meningococci. Unfortunately four of these eight strains
were lost before their agglutination reactions could be
tested, so that cross agglutinations between the whole
eight strains and their corresponding serums could not bo
carried out. They were, however, d.one with tho four
remaining strains. The results are shown in Table I. It
is to bo understood that these results were not all obtained
on one day, but represent tho combined protocols of three
separate experiments.

[2868]
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Table I.—Agglutination of Meningococcus Straini by Ilomolcgous and Hetcrologo\f8 Monovalent Imnume Rabbit Scrums.
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lUJ. m.—Amhitination Reactions of Jielatively InarfyUilinabk ilenitigococetis Strains and tfieir Monovalent Antiserunu.

I. Rabbit 76. M. 4..

'X)i»n,Rabbit66.M.12..

Itabbit 4. M. 18 ^
Babbltai, M. 39

Babbit 90. M. 49

Kormal nbbit

MEXisaoooccus Stbainb.

S-lhrs.

Ii

O

Ibree strains -was only a relative affair, and tbat wbcn
nioro potent Tj-pe II serum—for example, rabbit 66, M. 12,

obtained by more prolonged immunization of rabbits—was
used, some degree of agglutination of even tbesc resistant

strains occurred (Table III). It was noticed, moreover,
that the agglutiuability of tliese strains varied fiom day to

day, au organism which had failed to agglutinate one day
showing tjpical prompt agglutination the next. In order

to prove definitely the relationship of these exceptional

strains monovalent serums were prepared against all three,

and cross agglutinations were then carried out between
tliese serums, their homologous organisms, and known
representatives of Tvpes I and II. The results arc shown
in Table UI.

It will be seen that all three strains are certainly

representatives of Tj'po II, since their antiserums give

typical agglutination of a known Type II organism fM. 37)

and fail to show any reaction with an organism of Typo I

(M. 20). It will bo noticed that the three show a graded
variation in their degree of inagglutiuabilitj"—M. 18 the

most inagglntinable, M. 39 next, and finally M. 49, which,
with a powerful Type II scrum, shows immediate agglu-

tination. It is clearly shown that the failure of these

organisms to react is due to their inherent inagglutin-

ability and not to any difference in type, since in every

case their antiserums agglutinate an agglutinable Type II

organism more strongly than they do their homologous
organism. Moreover, within the group the reactions take

place according to the evident potency of the serums and
agglutinability of the organisms, and not according to

whether homologous or heterologous serum is employed.
Thus rabbit 21, M. 39, fails entirely to agglutinate its

homologous organism, while it agglutinates strongly the

agglutinable Type II organism (^I. 37) and weaklj' the
relatively inagglutinablc strain, M. 49. The same pheno-

menon is seen with the serum of rabbit 4, M. 18.

In Table II the results of exposing a number of strains of

meningococus to Type I and Type II serum were shown.
By way of confirming these results the effects of exposing

organisms of Types I and II to the action of serums pre-

pared against a number of the strains tabulated in

Table II have been studied. These results arc shown in

Table IV.

It will be seen that these results are in every case
confirmatory, the antiserums prepared against the two
organisms of Type I alone agglutinating the Type I strain,

while the Type II organism is agglutinated only by anti-

serums of organisms previously determined as of Type U.

Table IY.

Agglutination of meningococcus Btrains Typo I (M. 4) and Tyre ft
(M. 12) by monovalent rabbit serums produced by imnmoiziog with
various moniuKOCoccus strains U. 4 and M. 48, Tyiie I, tlio remainder
Typo II. Normal i-abbit serum control.
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case of tbe British ai'my iu France the difference wa9
ueglif^ible. It is perhaps of some siguificaucc that this

giovip iu which the proportion is more nearly eijual,

embraces the largest mimbcr of organisms, tlie widest
cTjstribniiou in area, and the most nearly constant condi-

tions of isolation and subsequent growth of the organisms.

Tt will readily bo seen that in a heterogeneous collection,

such as these forty-six strains represent, a slight variation

in case of isolation or iu subsequent viability of one type

as compared with the other might completely upset all

calculations. In contradistinction to the greater frequency

of Type I in these strains isolated from the spinal fluid,

we have found iu five straius of meningococci isolated from
the nasopharynx of licalthy carriers Type II four times

and Type I once. The exact frequency with which
the two tj-pes of mcuiugococci occur can, then, only be
tictermincd by a study o£ the infecting organism in every

case of a large series' It will probably be found to vary
in different places and in different years. It seems
obvious, however, that both types are widely distributed,

and must be hold equally responsible as causative agents

of cerebrospinal fever.

The relation of the paramcuiugoeoccus of Dopter to the

types above described has been determined for one strain

of parameningococcus. This strain, known as " para-

lueningocoque St. Quay," was obtained through the Idnd-

iiess of Dr. Arnaud Netter of Paris, and was isolated by
Dr. Matthias Pierre Weil. Its reactions are shown in

Tables VI and YII; they are identical with an organism
of Type II.

Table Xl.—Ayijlutinat'wn ru\ulions of Parainciiianocoecus.

llonovalent rabbit sevuras of TypesI (Eabbit 76. M.4) and II (Babbit 66.

M. 12) vs. paramcuiugoeoccus (P.M. 8t. Quay). Mouovalent rabbiB
antiijarameninaococcus serum (Rabbit 42, P.M. St. Quay)vs. organisms
Type I (M. 20) aud Type II (M. 37). Normal rabbit serum couUol.

Type I. nab. 76

(iVI.4)

Type n. Bab. 66

IM. 12)

Autipara., Kab.
42 (P.M. St.

Quay)
Normal rabbiti

MEXISGOCOCcrS ASD rAEAilEMSGOCOCCUS StEAIXS,

imm.
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CilJOUPTNG OF THE STRAINS OF
MFNINGOCOCCrS

<TEV DVraXG THE EriDEillC OF CEREBIiO-
SPISAL MENINGITIS IN 1015.

Br JOSEPH A. ARKWRIGHT, M.D.,
JH IHC LISTEB INSTirriE OF ] STIVE UEWCINS.

The foUoTving account refers only to strains of meningo-
coccus -wliich were isolated from the cerebrospinal fluid

or meninges of cases of meningitis. All the strains con-
formed to the usual morphological and staining characters
of the meningococcus. Culturally they did not make
growth at the temperature of the laborator}- and they
fermented glucose but not cane sugar.

The formation of a uniform permanent emulsion in

physiological salt solution was a constant characteristic of

all the strains, except three, which sometimes showed
agglutination in salt solution (NaCl 0.85 per cent.).

t>cvcral of the cultures gave a distinctly yoke-yellow
gi-owth on glucose agar ; this was especially noticeable in

the case of two strains, M. 13 and 4410, on some occasions.

Many strains made a very mucilaginous growth on moist
glucose agar. The culture medium found most convenient
for applying the sugar tests was Hiss's serum water.
After mixing serum one part with distilled water thrco
parts, the mixture can be autoclaved at about 118^ for

twenty minutes without causing precipitation of tho
protein ; 1 per cent, carbohydrate and litmus can then be
added and the tubes steamed three times. Stock cultures
were kept on 1 per cent, glucose agar at 37" in closed tin

boxes.

Thirty-five strains were examined, which came from the
following somces

:

Kine from cases occurring in the first Canadian contiugeut
on Salisbury Plain, found February, 1915.

Four other casas occurring in the flrstCanadian contingent
on Salisbury Plain, found March, 1915.

Eight cases occurring in the Herbert Hospital, Woolwich,
received through the kindness of Mr. K. Goadby.

Kine cases occurring among soldiers, kindly supplied to me
by Major Gordon and Captain Hine, R.A.M.C.

Two cases occurring iu France, received from Major S.
Eowland, R.A.M.C.

Two cases occurring at Reading, received from Dr.
Donaldson.

One case occurring at Watford.

Agglutination tests have been performed with two main
objects: (1) With polyvalent rabbit serum, with the object
of obtaining a criterion for tho diagnosis of the meningo-
cocci. (2) With scrum prepared from rabbits with single
strains, in order to determine whether these strains of

meningococcus, isolated during the epidemic, fell into
group--.

kt the same time agglutination tests were made with
antimeningococcns and antiparameningococcus scrums
obtained from the Pasteur Institute, through the kindness
of Professor Koux.

Preparation of Scrums.
In order to obtain agglutinating serums, rabbits wore

inoculated intravenously with unheated emulsion. Suitable
serums, with a sufficiently high titre, were not obtained
till the animal had received seven to ten injections

;

tho maximum dose given was two glucose agar slopes.
For the tests detailed below three rabbit serums woro
used:

> ' ippared from a single strain—Plank.
I '-pared from a single strain—M. 13.
' cpared from six strains—Carter, Crisp, Plank, Palmer,
il.l, M.13.

Ar/r/liitination Teclmique.
res of ono dai''s growth on glucose agar were
ltd in distilled water containing 0.5 per cent.

1:1. aoi. Tho serum was diluted with salt solution
(0.85 per cent. NaCl). The density of emulsion used was
judged by eye, and was of about the consistence obtained
by adding 10 c.cm. of water to one glucose agar slope.

Several strains were tested on tho same day, and two or
four scrums were used on each occasion ; the results,

therefore, to some extent controlled each other. A control

tube with salt solution was always included for each strain,

and each strain was tested with normal horso or rabbib

serum.
Agglutination w.is not obtained with ^V normal serum

with any strain unless agglutination also occurred in salt

Solution. It was found that rather higher specific aggluti-

nation was obtained when the tubes contained sal t solution ot

half or one quarter the usual strength, than when both tha
emulsion and the serum dilutions were made up with
plivbiological salt solution (NaCl 0.85 per cent.).

i'he agglutination tests were carried out macroscopically
in small tubes which wero put in the incubator at 37" C.
for eighteen to twenty hours, and then kept on the bench
at the temperature of tho laboratory. When completo
agglutination (C) occurred there was complete clearing of

the supernatant fluid and marked deposit.

The least degree of agglutination (L) noted was shown
by the absence of the small round collection of sedimentecl
riHci, rather larger than a pin's head, seen iu the control
tubes, and by an irregular granular deposit scattered over
the concave bottom of the tube.

The results obtained with the multivalent serum C.
arc shown in Table I. Of 32 strains tested, 30 showed
ags'nt'nation complete or almost completo in a dilution

o£ 1 in 100. One strain (Llandriudod) agglutinated com-
pletely, 1 in 800; another strain (Carter) reached 1 in 400,

and ten strains were completely agglutinated by a dilution

of 1 in 200. Of the remaining two strains, one (Kennedy 1

only gave incomplete agglutination (I) iu 1 in 100, and the
other (McPhail) agglutinated slightly in salt solution, and
only incompletely in 1 in 100. Tests with serum C. ot

strain of Dijilococmis flavus, which did not agglutinate iu
the salt solution control, were negative.
The table also shows tho agglutination results obtained

with the two univalent rabbit serums A. and B., and
also with antimeningococcns and antiparameningococcus
serum from the Pasteur Institute.

By means of the two serums A. and B. it was possible to place
27 out of the 35 strains in one or other of two groups ;

17 in Group A. were agglutiuatcd best by Serum A. prepared
with strain " Plank."

10 in Group B. were best agglutinated bj- Serum B. prepared
with strain " M. 13."

By means of the two Pasteur Institute serums 27 out of tha
35 htraius could be divided iuto two groups

:

15 into Group M. agglutinated beat by antimeningococcns
serum, and

12 in Group P. agglutinated by autiparameniugococcus
serum.

Whenever the strains could bo grouped definitely by
both pairs of serums—that is, A. and B. and M. and P.

respectively—a strain falling into Group A. also fell into

Group M., and those agglutinated by B. serum wero also

agglutinated by antiparameningococcus scrum, except iu

the case of two strains.

It seems, therefore, justifiable to spsak of two main
grc^ups, A.M. and B.P., corresponding to the meniugo-
coccus and parameningococcus groups of Dopter. When-
ever a strain fell into the B. P. group it appeared to do so
quite definitely; the A.M. strains varied moro in their
agglutinability, aud were more influenced by the B. P.

serums than the B. P. strain woro affected by the A. M.
serums.
By means of these four scrums it was possible to defi-

nitely group 30 strains—18 in the A. M. group, and 12 in

the B. P. group. One strain could not bo classified. Ono
strain (Chandler) agglutinated not very strongly, but
equally with A. and B. serums. Ono strain (McPhail)
agglutinated in salt solution. Two strains (Chase and
Berkhampstead) fell in diScreut groups on two occasions.
Chase was agglutinated best by P. serum on June 25th,

and by M. serum on August 18th. Bcrkhampstead waH
agglutinated by P. serum on July 20th, but not on
August 30th, on which latter date it reacted better with
A. serum than with B. serum. One strain (Littledale)

gave no reaction with tho Pasteur Institute serums, but
agglutinated completely with serum C.

Some inquiries were made into the sources of the
strains to find out (1) whether tho different localities

yielded more ot one group of mcuingocoocus than tho
other; (2) whether the clinical symptoms wero diffei-ent or
more severe in cases infected with ono group than with
the other. No decisive answer ceuld bo given to- either
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ME n.—Classifications of Strains into Groupt A. and B. by

Serums A. ami B. and inta Groups 3J. ami P. by Antimeniiiffo-

.occus and Antiparamcningococcus Scrums.

Strains from Cases oil Salis-

bury Plain, First Canadian
Contingent.

Strsius.

Crisp ...

I'almer ...

Goo<l>ear
Kt'iiuedy
.Murray...

O roups.

M. and A.
M. aud A.
M. and A.
M. and A.
M. and A.

Ciiilian,

Strains. Groups.

Plank M.audA.

Strain from Major S. r-oivUmd
(France).

M. 7 P. aadB.
31. 13 P. aud B.

Strains from Maj
and Captain

Tring
Turnpenny
Adamson
Jones
Llandrindod ...

Andrews
Berkhampstead
Littledaie
McPhail

Nine.
A.
M. and A.
A.
A.
P. and B.
r. and B.
P. aud A.

Strain from Dr. Donaldson
(Reading).

D. in P. andB.
D. V ... ... M. nndA.

riiandler ... V

1 .irter P. and B.
Haudall P. andB.

Strains from Cn.^es, Mr. K.
Goa'dby ^^floolnich).

I.cn-is M. and A.
4378 M.
4409 M.
4410 P.
4411 P. andB.
4442 M. andA.
Clifford P. andB.
4412 M.andA.

Prow Lieut. Treadgold.
Alkin M.andA.
Somers P. andB.
167 P.

Total 35 : 17 Group A. 10 Group B.
15 Group M. 12 Group P.
18 Group A. and M. 12 Group B. and P.

Borams. Two of these strains fall definitely into the

B. and P. group; the third was feebly agglutinated by
both M. and P. serums, but more by M. serum.

EEM.VEKa.

In the first twenty years after the discovery of the

nicningococcus by W'eichselbaum (1887) the tendency to

accentuate the variability of this organism was carried by
Jaeger (1895) to the point of claiming for it an ability to

change into a Gram-positive diplococcus, which grew
readily at 20' C, and was very resistant to drying. The
observations of Councilman, Mallory and Wright (1898i,

Albrecht and Ghon (1903), and others confirmed the

description of Wcichselbaum, aud von Linge'sheim (1906)

claimed a very high degree of uniformity for the strains

isolated by him during the Silcsian epidemic, and stated

that all these strains of meningococcus agglutinated with

a univalent serum obtained by injecting a rabbit with one
strain.

^lany other writers have reported on the value of agglu-

tinating serum for identifying the meningococcus. Several

vi-orkers, however, especially Eberle (1908), Elser and
Huntoon (1909), Traubmann and Fromme (1908), Arkwright

(1909), described undoubted strains of meningococcus
which were inagglutiuable with antimeningococcus serum,

and pointed out the irregularity with which univalent

serums affected strains which had not been used in their

preparation. Eberle, and Elser and Huntoon, moreover,

thowed that the serum made with one strain might have a

far higher agglutination titre for some strains than they

had for others, even if the homologous strain remained
relatively inagglutinable. Most of these writers, especially

Eberle, and Elser and Huntoon, attributed the irregu-

larities observed to the varied agglutinability of different

strains and to their different value as antigen (agglu-

tinogen). Houston and Rankin (1907) claimed to be abie

to differentiate strains of meningococcus obtained from
cases of infantile posterior basic meningitis from strains

derived from epidemic cases.

In 1909 and 1912 I was able to divide the sporadic and
epidemic strains of meningococcus with which I was
working into groups which did not inter-react, by
agglutination and complement fixation tests. The groups
appeared to overlap somewhat. By absorption of agglu-

tinins the groups could be further subdivided. My results

led me to the conclusion that epidemic and sporadic

strains were both divisible into an uncertain number of

groups which were not closely related serologically, but
which were connected by intermediate strains.

Dopter (1909) doscritcd a strain which he called para-

meningococcus. It was isolated from the naso-pharynx,

aud resembled the meningococcus except in serum re-

action. Antimeningococcus serum did not agglutinate tha
parameningococcus. Subsequently (1911) ho recorded tha

isolation of the parameningococcus from the cerebro-spinal

fluid of severe cases of sporadic meningitis, all of which
were fatal. He cousidercd that cerebrospinal meningitis

might bo caused by either the meningococcus or tha
parameningococcus. Ho also began preparing therapeutic

scrum from horses for the two classes of cases. Ii)

1914 Dopter described three groups of parameningococci
differentiated by absorbing agglutinin from antimeningo-
coccus and from antiparnmeuingococcus horse serums,
and also by univalent rabbit serums. He stated that
antimeningococcus serum sometimes agglutinates para-

meningococcus strains as well as the meningococcus, but
that parameningococcus serum usually agglutinates liotli

varieties.

The large majority of the strains examined in the
present paper appear to fall into two main groups which
are identical with or closely allied to the meningococcus
and parameningococcus main groups described by Dopter.
This has been shown by using Pasteur Institute thera-

peutic M. and V. serum for agglutination tests. These
serums, however, are no doubt made by the inoculation

of several strains, since Dopter (1914) stated that three
parameningococcus strains were used for the horse.

Of the five strains which I have been unable to classify,

two (Chase and Berkhampstead) appear to occupy an inter-

mediate position between tho two groups, and perhaps
contain individual cocci which react with different serums.
One (Littledaie) was not agglutinated with tho serums
used. One (Chandler) was feebly and equally agglutinated
by serum for both groups, and therefore perhaps belongs
to the M. rather than to the P. group.
The strains belonging to the B. and P. parameningo-

coccus group appeared to give sharper differentiating

reaction than those of the A. and M. group. This corre-

sponds with Dopter's observation that parameningo-
coccus serum usually agglutinates meningococci, but that
meningococcus serum as a rule has no action on tha
member of the other group.

Effect of Therapeutic Scrums.

The fact that meningococci are not all alike serologically,

but fall into different groups, provides a reason why the
therapeutic serums used during tho 1914-15 epidemic in

this country appeared to have so little value. It is

probable that the horses from which the serum was
derived had not received the same groups or subgroups
as occurred in this epidemic. However, the strains isolated

in 1915 appear to fall for the most part into the same
main groups as Dopter's meningococci and parameningo-
cocci which have been present in France ^or some years.

A. Netter (1915) had very successful results in France
with the Pasteur Institute serum. His eases showed a
mortality of only 22 per cent, without excluding fulminant
cases and deaths from other causes.

It has been demonstrated by Elser and Huntoon and
other workers that the antigenic properties of different

strains of meningococcus arc very different in value. It

is therefore very probable that where large numbers of

strains of meningococcus have not been available for

immunizing the horses, those strains which offered the
best antigen have not been used.

CoNCLrsioss.

1. Thirty out of thirty-two strains of meningococci
tested agglutinated with a polyvalent rabbit serum
prepared with six strains isolated in the same epidemic.

2. Thirty strains isolated during tha present epidemic
fall into two main groups according to agglutination
tests. Five other strains presented difficulties in their

classification.

3. These two main groups correspond to Dopter'a
classification into meningocoocic and parameningocoocic.

4. The numbers falling into the two groups—meningo-
coccic and parameningococcic—were 18 and 12 respectively

—that is, 3 to 2.

5. There is some evidence that two of the five un-
classified strains were intermediate in character betwcea
the two main groups.
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6. Neither group was more frequently found among
cases from cue district tlian from another.

7. IJapiilly fatal cases of meningitis occurred with
iuloctiou with either typo of meningococci.

I must express ray tlinnks to those who have kindly Riven me
cultures, and especially to Captain A.W. M.EIlia, C.A.M.C.who
Isolated many Canadian strains, and to Major Gordon and
Captain Hine, R.A.M.C. To these and other workers I am
indebted for cultures and for help. I look forward with great
interest to the publication of the results obtained from their

work daring the present year.
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Ermarks
ON

SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF EXPOSUEE TO

WET COLD AND THEIR PREVENTION.

(PREVENTION OF " FROSTBITE,"-" TRENCH-
FOOT," "WATER-BITE.")

BT

S. DELEPIXE, M.B.Edes-., M.Sc.Masch.,

I. Feigorism.

In a i-ecent commuuication'- I recorded some experiments
filiowing tliat when tlae temperature of the skin is reduced
by exposure to an external cold medium serious sensory
disturbances, cramps, and anaestliesia are produced when
tlio temperaturfe of the skin is still several degrees above
0° C.

,

In experiments of this kind it is difficult to ascertain the
cutaneous temperature absolutely because the recording
instrument cannot be completely protected against the
influence of the exteraal medium without causing part of
the skin to escaijo the same influence, but in comparative
experiments it is possible to show that a reduction from
30^ C. to below 10° C. in the indicated skin temperature is

gradually and successively followed by sensations indi-
cating irritation of the cutaneous sense organs, reflex
coutractiou of the vessels, cramps, to which may be
added after a variable time more or less complete anaes-
thesia and motor paralysis. These phenomena are not
associated with permanent lesions when the exposure is

not prolonged. They are produced in a few minutes
when one of the extremities is plunged into salt water
at 1' or 2" below 0° C.
They occur more slowly when the temperature of the

water is a few degrees above 0° C, but when the water is

unlimited in amount and circulating freely, very severe
symptoms may be produced even when the temperature of
tlie fluid is as high as 7= C. or even 10^ C, more especially
when the individual is ill nourished, the general or local
circulation is bad, and the exposed part attenuated or
protected by an insuflicient amount of subcutaneous fat.

The latter condition, which is the least important, is not
negligible, as is shown by a well-known experiment. A

block of ice being applied to the external, and a thernjo-
meter to the internal, surface of one cheek, the thermo-
meter may after one hour indicate a fall of 8'' C. in a
thin subject, while in a stout person the fall may be
3° C. only.

All these phenorncna occur independently of any freezing
of the parts. They undoubtedly indicate that cold lias a
powerful action upon the peripheral nerves and end
organs, the vasomotor mechanism, the voluntary muscles,
etc, These effects are, however, quite different from the
more permanent lesions caused by freezing, and occurring
in the blood, blood and lymph vessels, nerves, musclis,
etc., which have been described by Pouchet, Tillaux and
Grancher, Jamain and Terrier, Cohnheini, and others, in

connexion with frost-bite.

Kepeated or prolonged cooling of the skin to a tem-
perature a few degrees only above 0' C. is, however, also

liable to produce permanent effects, and in the course of

my investigations I have observed in a foot which !ia<l

been cooled several times evidences of permanent increase
of irritability of some cutaneous nerves, probably indi-

cating some slight localized jjeripheral neuritis, and a

tendency to disturbances of circulation predisposing to

excessive liability to coldness of the extremity.
These effects aro not properly covered by the names

"frost-bite," "trench-foot," "water-bite," but correspond
to a state which is better defined by the term " froidure."

used by some French writers, or its English equivalent
" frigorism," suggested by me.

This stale is produced when the cooling of the body or
any part of it is progressive—that is, when it oanu(jt bo
compensated by the production in the tissues, and the
distribution by the circulating blood, of a sufficient

amount of heat. Frigorism may be general or local.

When the cooling of a part reaches a certain point, the
functions of the tissues are interfered with to an extent
determined by the nature of the tissue, the temperaturfj

and the duration of the exposure. When the freezing-

point is reached certain mechanical complications con-

nected v.ith the change of state are superadded to the

effects of lowering of temperature.
When a body is surrounded by a medium at a lower

temperature than itself, heat passes from the body into the

medium until the temperature of both is the same.
The rapidity of this exchange is determined by many

well-known factors. The loss of heat from any part of tho

body of an animal is governed mostly by the following

conditions

:

1. The temperature, the thermocondnctivity, tho

volume, and the movements of the external medium.
2. The duration of the exposure.

3. The bulk, movements, and superficial area of the

part exposed.
4. The thermo-conductivity of the tissues and mora

particularly of tho integuments.
5. The amount and velocity of the flow of blood

through the part.

6. The state of nutrition, activity and soundness ol

the tissues locally and generally (the kind and amount
of food available being included under nutrition).

The importance of all these factors is a matter of general

experience and is capable of experimental proof. Some
experiments bearing upon this aspect of the question have
been related in my previous communication.
With regard to the share taken by the nature of the

externial media, it is sufficient to refer to some well-

known facts. Exposure to dry air at 0° C. does not

materially affect a healthy, active, well-clothed person.

Arctic explorers have been able to bear very much lower
temperatures without serious consequences on account of

the dryness of the air in the polar regions. Exposure to

damp air at 0° C. or several degrees higher produces a
very marked eensation of cold which is distinctly

uncomfortable.
Immersion in water at 0" C. is immediately followed by

a sensation of intense cold, and within a few minutes loss

of sensation and paralysis occur.

Complete contact of the skin with bars of metal at 0" i.s

immediately paiuful, and if the temper.ature of tho metal

is a few degrees below 0'', the tissues in contact with it are

rapidly frozen.

With tho object of determining to what extent tho low
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conductnityof air could be utilized for the piu-poso of pre-
venting the effects of cxposiuo to cold, I made koiuc
experiments which liavc bi.'cn described in previous ccni-

iiiunicatious'* (Fig. 1). Within tho range of temperjitiuo
nud the period of time covered by these experiments, the
effects of exposure of the extremities of a healthy oiJcily
adult to external media colder than the skin were fouud to

be \s'ldely dill'ereut according to circumstauces.
1. The lowering of tempeiaturo caused bj^ exposure to

cold dry air was slight and not progressive. The loss of
lieat was obviously compensated by the boat yielded by
the tissues and the circulating blood.

2. The lowering of temperature caused by immersion in

n limited amount of water was rapid and considerable but
not permanent. When the bulk of the water did not
exceed twice that of the part immersed, enough heat was i to cold. It is obvic
yielded by the

covering had no material importance so long as it wa3
completely waterproof.

7. Tho presence of somo moisture under it reduced the
efficiency of tho waterproof covering, but did not render

it useless (Fig. 3, d, k, and Fig. 4).

8. The complete replacement of air by water in tha

iipacc between tha waterproof covering and tho skin

rendered the covering practically useless (Fig. 3 Aj to a^).

Appii-atu3 nsod for determiniag appi-oxin
in an oil silkoylindur, variously in-otec

tissues and
culating blood
to warm the
wat€r to a tem-
perature which
^v.•ls not detri-

mental to the
part (Fig. 2).

3. The lower-
ing of tempera-
ture caused by
immersion iu

(a) a large
araotmt of water
at a tempera-
ture 25°to30°G.
below that ot

the skin, or (i)

water(inlimitcd
or unlimited
quantity^ con-
taining "ice, was
very rapid, con-
siderable, and
progressive. A
pathological
state, local
frigorism, was
invariably the
res alt. This
state was cha-
racterized by
contraction o f

small arteries,

more or less

complete arrest

ot How of blood,

various degrees
cf anaemia or

passive hyper-
nemia (cyanosis

of part), irrita-

tion of terminal
nerves followed

by nervous and
muscular para-

lysis (Fig. 3,

o, F).

4. Motion of

(he external fluid medium prevented the formation of

a comparatively warm layer of fluid near the surface

cf the skin and accelerated tho loss of heat. Tho
presence of a thick woollen covering retarded tho loss of

heat, even when the covered part was plunged into water,

owing to the warming of the comparatively still layer of

water retained within the meshes of the woollen fabric.

5. A thin layer of moderately dry air between the skin

find a cold external medium, such as water or ice, was

sufficient to reduce the loss ot heat to such an extent that

the amount of heat brought to the part by the circulating

blood was sufficient to compensate for tho loss after the

temperature of tho skin had been reduced by a fcw

degi-ees (Fig. 3, a, d, c, and Fig. 4).

6. A very thin waterproof covering, used in combi..irttion

with a woollen covering, was found sufficient to secure an

of (

.CinX^ihe

ler and tlie outer oil-silk cylinders,
ts by a loose woollen fabric with dry

diaiiram).
ss jar containing ice and water, a' Cork
.•Under, a' Lower end of cylinder, closec

Lower end of outer cylinder, closed
re of

II. Protection- agmnst Frost-eite and Other Effects
OF ExrosuRS of the Extremities to Wet Cold

(Local Fiiigorism).

Adequate feeding, perfect circulation, moderate muscular
exercise, good general heaUh, warm clothing, all tend

to give to the body its maxiuiiun (lOwcr of resistance

t'lit anytiiiLig that tends to im-

pair tho nutri.

I » • « t ion and ac-

tivity of tho
tissues, and to

iutcrfeie with
tho freedom of

circulation, is

favourable to

the occurrouco
of frigorisu].
Tiglitness of

the clothing of

the extremities
—for example,
tight boots,
socks, leggings,

puttees, etc.—is

particularly
detrimental.
Heavy clothing

and other
equipment, b y
increasing
fatigue, hasalso
a predisposing
influence.

AVarm cloth-

ing does not
meau heavy
and thick gar-
ments, .but

: tho warm ^

aperaturoof the \PiU-t ot the recording thermomotcr indicating
cylinder. J and 4. Controlling mercurial thermometers,

n. Transverse section of apparatus shown in vertical section iu I.

III. Diagrammatic representation of the arraugomeut ot experiments thi

shown in the curves.

close the upper ond of tha
na ot a cork, b' Upper end
us of a cork. 1. Part of tho

ner cylinder.

0*^0. ot the bulb ot tho recording ther

protccti

ui thickncs

1 da mi

inner aud out

moist all-, or water ™en
clothes capable
of keeping im-
prisoned near
tho surface of

i,i,ei m luo outer
^j^^^ body a
fairly thick

ts ot which are layer of air.

It is generally
recognized that
several layers

oring. of light woollen
"f '^i'' or other fabrics

oil-sill£ form a particu-

larly efficient

protection
against cold
air when the
air is not in a
state of rapid

motion. Common experience has also shown that a Layer,
however thin, of some material impervious to wind, worn
outside ordinary clothing, is the most efficient protection
against cold draughts and winds. Paoer, mackintosh,
skins, closely woven fabrics worn outside ordinary clothes,
have all been extensively used for this purpose.

With regard to protection against cold water, it is neces- .

sary that the external covering should be impervirnis to
and uotaffccted by water. India-rubber stockings, traders,
and boots have been used extensively by anglers and men
working in water and mud, not only as a protection against
wot but also against cold. For the same reason sailors
and others have had resort to oilskin.

When at the beginning of tho winter of 1914-15 a
number of soldiers were invalided owing to the effects ot

exposure to cold, there must hav3 been some reason why
fficient air covering for the skin. Tha composition of the advantage had not been taken of these well-known ruetbnd.

A. Shows the rate of cooling from 34° 0. to

in those e.^periraents.
B. Rate of cooling of water contained in tin

D. Hate of cooling when the inner oil-sij

l*mm thick.
In the following experiments the annular space

cylinders was occupied by a loose woollen fabric of ni

C. In addition to the woollen fabric the space v.os filled

K. In addition to the woollen fabric th- spaoe was filled

F. In addition to the woollen fabric the space was filled with comparatively dry air.
(• rom the shap of the curv^-s it seems probable that there were some slight errors of obser-

vation or detects !n the instruments. Ko attempt has been made to con-ect those probable
errors.
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of protection. On considei-ation it appeared to me tbafc

tlie main reasons were that the articles on the market at

tlie time Tverc too heavy, too cuuiborsomc, too expensive,

too perishable, and generally incapable of being adapted
to the present rciiuircmcnts of the soldier.

The india-rubber boots and the waders available at the
time were heavy and clumsy, and would have seriously

interfered with that freedom of movement which is so

essL-ntial to the soldier. Fishing socks or waders, when
KufTiciently light and well made, are expensive. They are
fairly thick and occupy much room; they also require

frequent repairs. The india-rubber used in their manu-
facture is liable to become hard and fissured under the influ-

ence of cold, or oven when simply stored for any length

of time. India-rubber is also easily softened by fatty

Bubstauccs, vaseline, etc.

Flo 2.

Cooling of tlie skin of tbo baud and wrist caused by jmusersion in

A. Indicated temiieratmc of the hand immersed in ice watei-.

B. Indicated tcmi^trature of ihe limited amount of ico watei- in
which the hand is immersed.

O. Indicated t«niix>ratare of the same amount of i-ie water ox;iDsed
in the same vessel to the air oJ the i-oom at the same tempera-
ture. The cur\o should bo even. The slight irresulariiies
obsci-ved probably indicate the extent of the en-oi-s int;odu.;ed
by the recording apparatus. The much greater inegularities
in Curve A are probably due to movements of the hand and to
vasomotor phenomena.

D. Indicated tempsiaturc of the air of the room (dotted line).

By this method tlie number of calories lost by a part of tho
body immersed in cold water can be estimated approiimatcly.

It occurred to mc that a suitable article might bo
made of a thin fabric rendered waterproof by moans of

oxidized linseed oil. After several weelss' trial 1 succeeded
at the beginning of last January in manufacturing by
simple means thin and soft oil-silk which could be made
into absolutely waterproof bags by means of apposition
Beams.'" These bags were used successfully in a number of

e.xpcrimental tests (Fig. 4).

The same material and method can also '00 employed for

manofacturing very light waterproof coverings for various
parts of the body, a matter of some importance, since the
protection of the body as a whole against losses of heat is

of great value in increasing tho resistance of any part of

the body against local frigorism.f

Many experiments were made to test the permeability
of oil-silk of various thicknesses to water, and tho effects

* Sowing renders the waterproof material useless, so that eewn
cams cannot be used

+ This irassagc is repr.daoed almostverbatim from the paiier already
Q'.ioted.

of addition to the oil of resins, nentral fats, paraffin
was, etc., with the result that linseed oil boiled with a
lead salt gave satisfactory results when the oil-silk was
of moderate thickness.
The methods finally used by me in the laboratory, though

comparatively simple, required strict attention to several
details, such as the selection of the fabric, the size and uni-

formity of the meshes, tho compoaition of the "boiled"
linseed oil, the duration of exposure to various tem-
peratures, tlio shapes permitting of sound apposition
scams being made, the thickness of the oil coating, etc.

I had some difficulty in convincing practical men of tho
possibility of manufacturing oil-silk bags at a moderate
cost, until I met Jlr. H. Storey of Lancaster, who took a
great interest in the matter. Some modifications which
appeared to bo convenient for manufacturing in bulk

^^\
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i.imj;h the nmteiial is wetted by water, ita per-

luL-.iliility is very slight, and watoi- cau bo kept inside an

oil-silk bag lov weeks without any apparent wotting of

the external surface. Artificial wcttiuK of the external

surface of a ba-; containing water under pressure is not

followcKl by any appreciable oozing, the wetted surface

dries rapidly.

The addition of paraffin wax or of a neutral fat to tlio

linseed oil prevents wetting of the material by water, but

does not appear t-o increase as much as could be expected

the impermeability of the fabric to water.

Thin oil silk bjigs, after being creased and submitted to

friction for some time, usually show evidence of some
superficial damage. This is made cvidciit, when the bag

is filled with water, by a slight oozing of the fluid through

the damaged parts. This defect can be complotciy

remedied by painting the surface of the bag with a layer

of quick-drying linseed oil ; after exposure to a current of

Fig. 4.

rhotographs (roiluoea) of two thovmographs taken Blnialtaneously
to show the effects of the immersiou of tho two fo -t (each fo^i

was protected by an inner soi;k, oil-silk bag. outer sock, aurl

heavy boot) in a refrigerating mixture at a temiieratuie of

about -1°C In the case of one foot .^) the inner sock was diy
(Curre A); the sock over the other foot (13) was damp (Curve B).

Total duration of esperiment 2i hours.

. Thermo'oetcr fixed to tho skin by plaster and bandage ; inner
sock, oil-silk bag. outer ^ock anri boot put ou rapidly.
Foot A piunged into refrigorati g raixtuio.
I'oot taken o-jt of tlie r frigevating mixture; boot removed
rapidly. Thermometer dismibed
OiJ-silk bag remove • ; thermometer rcfix d.

Foot coverefl with inner sock only, left exposed to >ir at 20 C.
c I'oot. with inner sock only, plunged into refrigerating mixture,

-which is thoroughly stirred. The slight kink in the curve
betw en 8 and 9 is the result of renewed stirring of the
rcfri- crating mixture. Cramps followed by loss of sensation
and partial motor i>arnlysis.

9. Foot A rem ved from mixture ; sock removed and foot dried.
- Thermometer separated from the foot and plunged into tho
refrigerating mixuire.

, . About i of the thermometer bulb drawn out of the mixture for
three minutes

' Uulb pushed back into the mixture and completely immer ed.
i J. Itulb removed from the mixture, dried, and exposed to the ail-

cf the room.

In this gr'ph tho indicated temperature is a little more than
1' C. lower than that indicated by tho mercurial thernio-

rB.
.ud4a3 In A. 5 indicates the moment when Foot A was re-
moved from the mixture.

r. Foot B removed from mixture. Boot, oil-silk bag. and socks
removed. Foot B dried and exposed to air at 20'' C.

7. Bulb separated from foot and plunged into refrigerating
mixture.

air for a few hours the waterproofness of tho bag is

'lestoTfcd. A solution of nitro-cellnlose in a mixture of

acetone and acetate of amy 1 adheres firmly to the oil-silk

when dry. A tear in the oil-silk can be easily mended by
fixing over it a piece of silk by means of this cement.
Slight erosions may also bo repaired by painting a thin coat
of the same material over them.
The bags I used for tho purpose of the practical tests

conducted during tho early mouths of this year extended
up to the Itnee, and could be worn for twelve or
"fifteen hours at a time without disconiifort and without

undue condensation of perspiration. When, in later ox«

perimouts, bags reaching up to tho hip were used, it waa
found that, especially after a march, abundant condensa-
tion of water from perspiration took place ou tho iuner
surface of tho bag, and that this water of condensation
gradually gravitated into the foot portion. This accumu-
lation of water round tho foot reduced to a considerable
extent tho protection afforded by the bag.

It is obvious that if the use of long bags is essential,

those bags should not be worn during long marches, or if

they must be worn, their length should be reduced by
suitable method of foldiug duriug tho uiarch. They may
also be lined with some absorbent material preventing tho
water of condensation running down. Tho nso of an
absorbent lining should, however, be resorted to only if

other methods are insufficient, for one of tho advantages of

the oil-silk bag is the ease with which it can be thorouglily

cleaned both inside and out. I do not think, however, tliat

waders of any kiud are suitable for wear during long
marches. What is important is that tho men wearing
them in the trenches should bo able to leave tho trenches
and march or run without the waders iuterfering with tho
freedom of their movements. One of the essential con-

ditions for success is that the foot and leg should bo
left entirely free from pressure causiug any sensat ou
of constriction or tightness or any interfereuce with ho
freedom of circulation. The foot should be dry and warm
when the wader is put on.

Large boots and large socks are indispensable ; the inner

woollen sock should bo thick, the oitter sock should be
large enough to draw easily over the oil-silk bag. It should
not be made of a material liable to shrink when wet. In

tho first tests I conducted both the inner and tho outer

socks were woollen.

III. Mode of Wear and Care or the Axiifeigoe
IJAGS.

When the bag is put on the long straight seam should
be on tho inner side of the leg (the tapes being at tho

upper end of the outer seam). Before a bag is used tho

baud should be inserted into it and any parts which miy
have stuck should be separated gently. Wheu the bags
ato dusted with French chalk (finely powdered talc), as

directed, no sticking should take place.

To 2>nt. the Bags on,

A dry woollen sock or stocking, as thick as possible and
not fitting tightly, should bo drawn evenly over the foot

and leg, all creases being carefully avoided. The skin

of tho foot and leg should be quite dry and warm. Tiio

sock and skin may with advantage bo powdered with
Trench chalk. The foot so covered should then be intro-

duccd into the antifrigor bag gently, so as not to stretch

tho bag nnnecessarily.

When the big toe is within an inch of the toe end of tho

bag the pointed end of the bag should be turned under the

big toe. A secoDd sock, which need not be thick but

must be large, iu good condition, and not liable to marked
shrinkage, should then be pulled over tho autifrigor bag,

the folds of which should bo flattened and equahzcd by
tho hands.

Boots two sizes larger-' than the size usually worn
may then bo put ou and laced carefully. Tho inside

of the boot should bo free from nails.

When the bag is to bo used for wading through fairly

deep water it is pulled over tho trousers and fixed by
means of the tapes to the braces. When the bags are put

on before a march it is preferable to pull tho lower part of

llio bag up to the knee, then to turn it down and up again

so that it covers the leg ouly up to tho kpee. It can bo

fixed above tho calf by loosely tyiug tiio tapes rouud the

leg. To reduce the bulk of the bag it may be twisted

gently round the leg. The bags are iutcuded for use in

the trenches; they do not interfere with marching or

running, but arc not made to stand long marches.

Eemoval and dire of the Bags.

When the bags arc removed care should be taken not

to pull them off violently. The folds may sometimes

tlif hoot is that when it is put
. 1 .\o socks and bag. there

i;.^.s. Tight puttees are
> 'I. r.ong. soft, knitted
-juot tight.
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Btick together, and should bo opened gently. After the

bags have been used, the outside should be washed, dried

with a duster and in the air, and powdered with French
chalk. Thoy slioukl then be turned inside out and
waslied again, after which they should bo dried with
B, cloth and in the air. The outer surface of oaoh bag
Bhould tlieu bo painted with a thin layer of tho pre-

ixiration provided for the purpose.

Hags huug in a wcll-vcntilated place should be ready for

use again in about twelve hours. In a well-ventilated,

dry, <arin place tho drying may ba completed in four

Lours. Tho bags should be then thoroughly powdered
with French chalk both inside and out. By this process

the waterproofness of tho bags—which is reduced by wear,

Bi)ecially after marches—is restored.

Mending of Holes.— The bags should bo thoroughly
clean and dry, and tho parts surrounding the tear or hole

Bhould be painted with a thin, even layer ol the prepara-

tion provided for tho purpose A piece of tho repairing

Bilk suflBcieutly large to cover the place, and allow a
margin of at least half an inch all rouxid, should then bo
well pressed upon tho part which has just been painted,

nfter a few minutes the patch should bo painted again,

allowed to dry for about one hour, and finally powdered
with French chalk.

storage.—Before the bags are put away they should be
thoroughly cleaned, repaired, and dried. They should
then be dusted with French chalk, both inside and out, and
folded (altering, as far as possible, the position of the long

crt-ases), or rolled, beginnmg at the loos to faeilitato the

escape of air. They should preferably be kept in a
dry placo.

"isags carefully used and not handled roughly should
last several weeks. To make them more lasting would add
to their cost and weight. Each man should be provided
vriih two pairs, one being repaired while the other is in

use. If the inside of the soles of tho boots is rough,

a felt, linoleum, cork, or oven plaited straw sole placed
inside the boot would protect both the bag and tho foot

against injury during marching.
Testinij.—The bag, quite dry, is turned inside out. Water

is then poured into the bag to a height of 18 in. without
wetting tho outside. Serious defects in the foot part are
at once indicated by dripping of water. Slight faults are
shown by a wetting of the outer surface at defective places
which can be marked with a copying pencil. The mouth
of tho bag is closed by clutching it tightly in the hand.
The bag is then turned upside down beforo it is emptied;
defects in the upper part are thus made evident. The
defective parts which have been marked can be repaired
when the bag is dry. Defective scams are very difficult

to repair, but this defect should be quite esceptional.

Conclusion.

The use of a waterproof covering that can be worn
inside the boot is recommended in this communication
not because it is tho only or even the best possible method.
A waterproof top boot so devised as to leave a fairly wido
air space between the boot and the greater part of the foot,

ankle, and lower part of the leg would be more efficient

and probably more convenient, provided the material used
was light and did not interfere with movements. To obtain
this result a new type of boots would be required.
The object of this paper is to show that it is possible to

secure a sufficient amount of protection against the effects

of wet cold without discarding the boots at present
supplied to tho army, provided the size of these boots is

adequate.

Repehences.
' Journal of ilie Boyal Army Medical Corns, May, 1913. ' Lancet,

1915.1 p. 271

A FASCICULUS Of the Philippine Journal of Science has
been devoted to the pathological anatomy of bubonic
plague, for which Dr. Crowell, working in the Department
Pathology and Bacteriology of tho University of the
Philippines and the liiological Laboratory of the Bureau
of bcicnco, Manila, P.I., is responsible. Ho states that
the study is based on 75 cases examined 7;osi mortem iu
Blanila between June, 1912, and Juno, 1914. The work
has been carefully and methodically done, and as tho
material on which it is based is sufficiently extensive, tho
facts, though in many instances not now, are worthy of
note.

THE CARRIE II PROBLEM AT HOME IN
TIME OF WAR.

By EDWAKD 0. IIOUT, F.R.O.P.Edi.v,

With llio consent of the Director-General of the Army
Medical Service I have prepared tho following sketch of
the efforts that have been made in the past year to deal
with tho carrier problem at homo in the Addington Park
War Hospital, in ao far as tho enteric group of diseases ia

concerned.
The original idea in starting this hospital was the pro-

vision of suitable accommodation in the country near
London for soldiers suffering from acute infective disorders,

such as enteric fever, dysentery, and septicaemia ; and u
vital part of the scheme was tho provision of a well-

equipped laboratory iu which bacteriological examinationa
could be systematically carried out. In order to give effect!

to this scheme three essentials had first to be secured by
the civilian committee which had been called together for

the purpose— the loan of suitable premises, tho approval
of the Director-General, and the necessary funds.

Subject to certain conditions designed to ijrotect the
interests of tho legatees, tho trustees of tho Addington
Park property generously plaeed tho house and gi ouuds at;

the disposal of the Committee for tho purpose desired. Tho
Director-General at ouco gave his cordial approval to tliu

undertaking, and tho entire cost of maintenance waa
guaranteed by tho War Office, the cost of equipment of

the hospital and laboratory being generously defrayed by
private subscribers and by the lied Cross Society, on the,
recommendation, in the first place, of Sir Frederick Treves.

Work was therefore at once set in hand, and the necessary
staff ai^pointed.

Before tho opening of the hospital, however, in Decem-
ber, 1914, with accommodation for 130 beds, the Com-
mittee were asked by the Director- General if, for the time
being, they would consent to admit convalescents of tho
enteric grouji (enterics, paratyphoids, dysenteries) instead

of acute cases, in order that a search for carriers, and the
necessary detention, should be systematically carried out.

And for this purpose they were further invited to assumo
responsibility for additional accommodation to tho extent
of 200 beds in huts, the cost of erection, equipment, and
maintenance being borne by the War Office.

Tho Committee without hesitation undertook tho desin 1

responsibility, and the Palaco accommodation of 150 beds
was at once taken up by convalescents who were submitted
to periodical tests for " carriage." In a few weeks the
huts were also ready for occupation, and up to the present
date a total number of 330 resident convalescents, replaced

at intervals by fresh arrivals, have betu jjoriodically

examined.
In the early days of the war there was no justification

for the provision of a much larger establishment than this

to cope with possible emergencies. It was important,

however, to make the existing accommodation as elastic

as possible. Provisional arrangements were therefore

made to use Addington as a clearing-house, with external

provision for such convalescents as were proved to bo
innocent of " carriage " after repeated examinations over

an average period of from six to eight weeks. This
external provision included detention in secondary con-

valescent homes, where they were iletaiued for a further

period of some weeks, during whicli time the excreta wero
sent at stated intervals to tho Addington laboratory for

further examination. If still found to bo free, patients

wero then discharged on furlough. No patients found to

be carriers, whether convalescing or convalescent, wcin
sent to these secondary houses. Under an Army Or^)' -

true chronic carriers aro eventually invalided out of t! 1

army and return to their homes. The medical officer ?
health of the district in which thoy reside is informed t'l

this etlcct.

Tliis arrangement of using Addington as a cloariii t.

house, with the secondary convalescent homes as auxili-

aries, still under bacteriological supervision, made it

possible, not only to examine a considerably larger

number of cases than would otherwise have boon feasible,

but also to increaso the total period of supervision. Tho
total number that havo been passed through Addington in

this way is at present over 2,000 ; and in more recent
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niouUis tbe work of llio bacteriological liopartiucuts

lias been considerably iucivased by the examination of

8ix!ciiiicus from convalesceuts who, for oue reason or

Buotber, bave not been throiigb Addington. On tbo other

band, tbo work bas been greatly assisted by tbo co-

oiwration of patbologists attjicbed to various hospitals, as

regards patients who havQ been Uept under their observa-

tion till vaeaneies occurved at Addington. In all sueh

cases tbo searcb for carriers bas been systematically

carried out, and we bave been regularly kept informed of

tbe results.

The arrangement of secondary bomcs described, whicb
was only made possible in many instances by tbe generosity

of private individuals who, in some cases, assumed tbe entire

financial responsibility, and by tbe invaluable belp given by
Lady Dudley, as liLa'd of tbe Convalescent Home depart-

ment of tbo British Ked Cross Society, bad, bowever,
certain disadvantages, whicb were accentuated by tiio

increasing demand for beds. Ip view of this increased

demand, wliicb itself necessitated centralization of existing

convalescent homes in tbe public interest, tbe Director-

General again invited, and obtained, tbe consent of the

Committee to assume the responsibility for fresb extension

in Addington Park. The proposal involved fresb but
accommodation for 350 more beds, in addition to the

existing 330, of which, by an arrangement with the

Australian Commonwealth, 150 were set aside for tbo

reception of Australian convalescents, the Government of

Australia paying for maintenance. In addition, the

Director-General proposed that a military dep6t should
be established in Addington Park to admit 1,000 patients,

in order to replace the auxiliary convalescent homes
hitherto relied on to clear the beds at Addington.

Arrangements, therefore, are now being made on these
lines, with tbe result that in a short time the increased

accommodation available, capable of yet further extension,

will allow for the reception and detention of approxi-
mately 1,700 potential carriers, who will be replaced as
fast as the exigencies of the war demand, compatible with
safety to tbe general population.

Instructions based on these considerations and with
particular regard to continuance of bacteriological super-
vision for as long a period as is practicable, have recently
been issued by the Director-General.
The following is an abstract of these instractions

:

.\cnte cases from overseas to be sent direct to the Royal
Victoria Hospital, Netley, or to tbo Military Hospital,
Devonport.

Convalescents are to bo transferred to Addington Park
War Hospital, if accommodation is available. If accom-
modation is not available they must be sent to suitable

auxiliary hospitals (Class B)—formerly known as "Con-
valescent Homes"—for four weeks. If found to bo free

at tbe end of this time they will be granted furlough, and
notifications will be issued to the proper authorities.

Acute cases occurring at home to be treated in isolation

hospitals. Convalescents to be sent to Addington. If

accommodation be not available there, they may be sent
to one of the auxiliary hospitals attached to the hos-
pital, provided they are proved at the time to be free. If

carriers, they are to be sent to Addington as soon as fit

to travel.

In no case must convalescents be pronounced as tempo-
rarily free until three negative examinations have been
recorded at intervals of a week.

In all cases of transference to an auxiliary hospital, or
of discbarge to furlough, the Comiaandant at Addington
must be at once informed, and a nominal roll of all cases,
giving the date and address to whicb they have been
dispatched, forwarded at the same time. A copy must also
be sent to the War Office. Until the military depAt in

Addington Park for tbe reception of 1,000 additional con-
valescents is ready for occupation, convalescents to the
number of 1,200 will bo located in Woldingham Camp,
and the excreta of these 1,200 will be periodically
examined in the Addington Laboratory.
Tbe personnel of the medical and bacteriological staffs

is as follows

:

Medical Staff.
Colonel H. J. W. Barrow, A.M.S., Commandant.
Sir John Broa<lbent, Bt., M.D., Honorary Physician.
Edward C. Hott, F.K.C.P.Edin., Honorary Physician.
W. J. J. Stewart, M-D., Medical Superintendent.
O. PolhUl Turner, M.D., House-Physician.

BAClKaiOLOOICAL STAFF.

Edward C. Hort, P.R.C.P.Edin., Director.
C. E. Lakiu, M.D., Assistant Director.
T. H. C. Beniaus, F.U.C.b., Assistant Bacteriologist.
W. Collingwood, Esi]., Assistant Bacteriologist.
Miss Delyell, M.D., Assistant Bacteriologist.
Trained loy lady assistants.

Tbe medical and bacteriological staffs have lost through
resignation tbe services of Dr. Williams and of Dr. Elizabeth
Lepper.

It should perhaps here bo added that in the interests of

the patients themselves, as well as of the local population,
every reasonable precaution has been taken since the
opening of the hospital to prevent the spread of infection

through carriers, whether detected or not, by sjstematio
bactericidal treatment of the excreta and linen. These
precautions were adopted after consultation with tbo
Principal Medical OMcer of the Local Government Board
and tlie local medical officers of health. In all cases tbo
faecal matter has been iucinerated in a .special form of

destructor, the working of which has given excellent

results. And the urine lias been disinfected in special

receptacles containing bactericidal fluid of proved
efficiency in the dilutions employed relative to the timo
limit of exposure. In the case of linen suitable arrange-

ments have been made for its disinfection. In future,

owing to the larger numbers of cases requiring bacterio-

logical supervision, the urine will be treated by the
application of heat for sufficient periods to ensure destruc-

tion of non-spore-bearing organisms. In the hospital and
in the huts the men are also instructed in such special

methods of personal hygiene as arc necessitated by the

grouping together in one place of large numbers of

convalescents from diseases of the enteric group.

Routine Employed at Addington in the Search for
Carriers of the ExTErac Group of Organisms.

The following scheme of identification of these organisms
is one that I drew up a year ago for general use at Adding-
ton, with one or two alterations since added. It is collated

from several sources, particularly from Ledingham and
.Arkwright's classical handbook on the carrier problem in

disease, to which, as well as to Semple and Greig's well-

known memoirs on the subject, I am also indebted for

much valuable information on other aspects of this pro-

blem. For the additions to the scheme referred to I am
indebted to Dr. Henderson Smith's admirable paper and
chart published in the British Medical Jour.n'al of July
3rd, 1915, p. 3. lu no case lias any convalescent examined
at Addington been labelled as a carrier unless the incrimi-

nated organism has fulfilled in all essential respects the
details given in this table under its respective name.

Identification Tabic of ilcmbcrs 0/ the Enteric Group.

Paratyphoid Group
(Motile).

B. paratyphosHS A ...

B. paratt/phosus a ...

{B. ciitcritidia Gaertueri
(B. entcritidis Aertrvckj
iB. Morgan 1).

Dysentery Group
(Kon-motilel.

B. SInga-Kruse.
B. Flexner.
B. Stronq.
B. Y of Hiss.

Group Charact4;ristics (common also to B.pestis, the Pasteurellao
group, B. pseiido-tuberciUosis, and to the Gram-negative
cocci

—

il. melitensis, gonococous, Sl.catarrhalis, and the
meuingococcua of Weiohselbaum).

(l~i Pleomorphic.
(2) Gram-negative.
(i) No liquefaction of gelatin.

(4) No production of indol.

(5) No clotting of milk.
(6; No action oa lactose, saccbaroso (inulin, salicin, amyg*

dalin).

Individual Characteristics

;

(!) Produce alkalinity in milk, except B. typliosus, B. para-
ti/pliosus A and' B, Strong, which produce acidity in

milk.
(8) rerment glucose, mannite, dulcite, sorbite, maltose,

galactose, laevulose, as follows

:

B. typliosus and B. .Strong ... Acid in all.

Paratyphoid group, except Acid and gas in all.

B. ilorgan.
B. Morgan! Acid and gas in glucose,

galactose aud laevulose only.

B. Shiga-Kruse Acid in glucose, galactose and
laevulose only.

B.FlexncT Acid in all but dulcite and
sorbite.

B.YofHiss Acid in all but dulcite, sorbite
and maltose.

(9; Agglutination tests (absorption when necessary) : U39
serum y for B. Tand B. FUxner.
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iCxeeptions to Group ChnTacterisHcs

:

(1} The gonooQctus and the 31. catarrhalis are not known to

he pleomorphiu.
M) Indol 13 produced by 7?. Morgan 1, B. Flcxner, B. Yofllm,

and B. Strong.
i5) B. Strong clots milk late.

ifi). B. Strong produces acid in saccljarose,

A'o««.—Dulcite, sorbite, galactose, laevnlose have been un-
obtainable in bulk owing to the war. Dulcitol is now being

tested as a substitute for dulcite.

To the lisfept organisms here given, for -which sj-stematio

search is made, should be added the 31. mclitcnsis. Tho
search for evidence of amoebic dysentery has not yet been
made part of the rontino.

In the case of strains of organisms from which from
cultural and biochemical reactions a positive serum re-

action might reasonably be anticipated, but in which,
nevertheless, only negative results have been met with,
such strains are not at once rejected. On the contrary,

whenever practicable, repeated subcultures are made, it

nccessaiy, for a period from seven to fourteen days, and
serum tests arc again applied before final rejection is

recommended. The necessity for this, especially with
urinary strains, appears to be generally admitted.
On tho other hand, numerous aberrant strains have been

mot with, which one is not really justified always in re-

jecting as of no pathogenic importance, but which, under
the stress of a strenuous routine, it lias not been possible
further to examine. Some such strains have been reserved
for further study iu tho hope of the advent of less

laborious days.

Routine for Faecal Examincitiotis.
Once a week, if" possible, each patient provides a

specimen after purgation. Notwithstanding this pre-

caution, the number of solid specimens Is surprising. An
emulsion is made of the fresh specimen in 5 c.cm. of

sterile broth, inoculated with two large loopfuls of

material. It is then allowed to stand for one hour at room
temperature, and a 5-in. MacConkey plate is inoculated
with a large loonful of the supernatant fluid. From this
plate a second is inoculated '.vithout recharging;, and both
plates are then incnbati^d at 37' ('. for abunt eighteen
hours. Whenever possiljlc, the plates are wai iiunl before
inoculation in order to diminish the aijiount nf condensa-
tion water, and to obtain larger colonies than can bo
obtained iu the cold. It is absolutely essential lliat the
surface of the medium when inoculated should be tree of

condensation water. This we ensure by pouring tho
medium into warm plalcs. which, when the medium is

set, are dried at 37° C. for soiiie hours.
If ijossible, in each case presenting colourless or orauge-

tintcd colonies, three colonies are picked off and indi-

vidually emulsified in lactose litmus pcptoue water. If

after incubation for one night growth has orcurred and
there is no change of colour, milk, peptone water and the
available sugars are inoculated from each lactose tube.
If growth has not occurred and if no change is noted in the
lactose tubes, further incubation is alloned. The comiiletc
set of sugars is examined after a suitable period of incuba-
tion in order to determine the presence of late lactose
fermenters and to reject them. The final examination is

made in seven to eight days, and subculturrs are then
made from likely cultures in order to apply the necessary
serum tests on the following day.
Our experience with the actinic rays, recommended by

Dreyer on account o£ their reputed selective inhibition of
B. coli, has been disapiioiuting, and their use has therefore
been abandoned by us, as by other observers. It appears,
in fact, to have beeu unsafe to assume that a laboratory
culture will necessarily react in the same way as a culture
direct from the faeces, though in the hands of one of us
even the former did not yield the results expected. Our
experience with endofnohsin, and with malachite green,
has so far not justified us iu using either of these media as
a routine optimum medium in preference to MacConkey's
medium for faecal examination, though w"e preserve an
open mind as to the possible superiority of brilliant green
and other synthetic media not yet fully tested. In the
meanwhile MacConkey's medium is the routine mediiun
for faecal work.
Before leaving the subject of faecal examinations, it

may be well to observe that we have deliberately chosen
to make serum tests the end point of identification
mjthods, in order to carry out in each case the fullest In-
vestigation possible with a view to the study of strains
that might prove to differ biochemically from type. In
the investigation of acute eases such deliberation is im-
possible owing to the necessity for early diagnosis. Time
in our work, however, is not the primary consideration.

Moreover, a negative scrum test early applied rather
favours rejection of a strain that repeated subculture, the
necessity for which has been indicated by biochemical
orthodoxy, may eventually show, when a late serum teso
is applied, to have been only temiwrarily inagglutinablc.

Houtine for Vrinc Examination.
I have elsewhere shown that in the bacteriological

examination of urine the time at which the urine is

collected is of some importance. And this applies to
haemic infections of the urine in convalescing cases as well
as to tract infections in convalescent cases. If, for example,
ui'ine be examined which has only recently traversed the
renal filter, as in specimens passed during the day after
a short interval, the number of pathogenic organisms
present per cubic centimetre may be insufficient to allow
of their survival when transferred to a solid laboratory
medium. On the other hand, if the first specimen after

a night's rest bo examined, the number of pathogenic
organisms present per culjic centimetre is often sufldciently
great to survive transference to a laboratory medium.
In the former case, incubation in the bladder has been

cut short, and in the latter case incubation in tho bladder
has been prolonged. Hence the difference iu the results
obtained.

In other words, the urine in many eases of pathogenic
infection is an excellent medium for growth of tho
organism causing the infection, and I showed by a large
number of observations, published in 1914, that by the
simple device of incubating the urine in the laboratory for

a night before inoculation of the laboratory medium
selected as an index of infection, far better results can
often be obtained than if this precaution be omitted. We
repeated these observations at Addington a year ago with
a small number of urines suspected of containing members
of the enteric group, and we found that, examined iu this

way, tho percentage of ordinary carriers in a mixed
population of inoculated and uuinoculated typhoid con-
valescents was considerably higher than is commonly
believed. This only applied, however, to ihe convalescing
carrier within six weeks or so of his discharge from an
enteric hospital, presumably because the degree of haeiuio
infection was slight, requiring incubation tor its intensi-

fication. In the case of the convalescent or true chronic
carrier with a tract infection, incubation in the laboratory
appears to be unnecessai-y if incubation in the bladder bo
first allowed, presumably because the degree of tract infec-

tion—allowing of free discharge of pathogenic organisms

—

is considerable. As a routine method, therefore, all the
specimens of mine at Addington are incubaicd, usually for

forty-eight hours, in tho laboratory before inoculation of

the medium selected for picking off colonies. In all other
respects, except selection of medium, the ijrooedurc of

urinary examination and identification is the same as for

faecal examination.
As regards the optimum solid medium for isolation of

urinary organisms, we are not yet satisfied. MacConkey's
medium in the commonest form of urinary carrier, tho
convalescing carrier, is certainly too severe a medium,
however suitable it maybe for isolation from the convales-
cent or tract carrier. And the fact that the convalescing
carrier is commoner than the convalescent carrier makes
this class potentially more dangerous, especially as by
the ordinary routine method of examination, without
preliminary incubation of his urine, he is more liable

to be missed. Even, however, in the case of the
incubated urine a MacCoukoy plate will often show-
no colourless colonies, or even no growth at all, whereas
some of tho nasgar plates inoculated in parallel will

show colonies of non-lactose fei-menting Gram-negative
bacilli. For example, forty plates of MacConkey were
Inoculated from twenty samples of incubated urine, and.
the same number of nasgar plates were inoculated from
the same urine at the same time in parallel. No less

than 30 per cent, of the MacConkey plates showed no
growth at all, even after prolonged incubation, whilst
5 per ceut. of the nasgar plates gave colonies which sub-
sequently proved to be non-lactose fermenters, and all

showed growth after one night's incubation. The last fact
would suggest that a medium such as nasgar favours tho
growth of extraneous organisms to such an extent as to

make it useless as an isolation medium of pathogenic
organisms from the urine. In practice this is not the case,

since colonies of organisms of the coli-typhoid group are
soon detected with a little experience. And, fortunately,
lactose-fermenting coliform organisms are I'clatively raro
in males convalescing from diseases of the enteric group.
The expense involved is no doubt a serious item. Expei i

meuts with agar plates and with casein agar plates ha v-

not yet proved satisfactory, and, to repeat, the question u*
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(>lininiu isolation Uicdinui for aiiuaiy examination for

I 'uvalcsceuts is still subjudicc, as is also tUo question
I' advi&iibility o£ curicliiut! tlic uiiuc \\itli albumin

. 10 incubation.

Serological Tests.

llie routluo method ouiployed is macvoscopical only.

We have recently adopted Dreyer's snggestions of always
incubating at 55 C, using his standard emulsions for all

Widal reactions, and of using considerable volumes of

diluted serum, bacterial emulsion and normal saline. The
results so far obtained have been excellent. Wo do not
llnd the drop method to bo of sufficient accuracy for

routine use oa a large scale. In carrying out a reaction
with Jt. typhosus we test the serum in triplicate against this

organism, paralijpJiosiis A and paratyphoaus 13, and wc
propose to employ Dreyer's method of curve-recording by
multiple examinations at st-ated intervals. This procedure,
of course, is not in our case so much for purposes of

diagnosis as, by a systematic investigation of largo

numbers of convalescents in terms of Widal's re-

action, of obtaining some light on several interesting
problems that have emerged from our work. One of

these Is the question of the effect of inoculation on
carriage, which, in the light of data we have already
collected, appears to be favourable. Much further study,
however, will be required before any definite state-

meat can be made as to this. As regards Bordet-Durham
reactions with strains of organisms isolated from con-
Taleseing and convalescent patients, we have used twenty-
four horn- emulsions heated at 58^ C. for one hour. In all

other respects the procedure is the same as in the case of

Widal reactions. We do not find it necessary to check our
macroscopical results by microscopy, because we are not
aware that the latter procedure does more than intensify
a weU-markcd end result already obtained by macroscopy
alone.

This, roughly, is an outline of the attempts being made
at Addington to deal with the carrier problem, and it is

only designed to indicate hero in a general way what is

being done. Unfortunately, the experiences of the moment
do not permit of a more elaborate statement, which must
be reserved for our official report.

\

A rr.ELI3IlXARY NOTE OX CHRONIC POISONING
BY E3IET1NE.

By H. H. dale, M.D., F.R.S.

A FEW weeks ago my opinion was asked as to the possi-

bility of producing symptoms of poisoning by the long-

continued administration of emetine in individually liarm-

less dosea. Those who have had experience of the treat-

ment of amoebic dysentery with emetine have evidently
'"'TTi rJive to the possibility of such a cumulative action.

Low, for example, in a recent article in this Journal
. '.mber 13th, p. 715), mentions diarrhoea, secondarily

-ing during treatment with emetine, as possibly caused
b\- the alkaloid, and suggests that an unduly continued
use of the latter in too high a dosage may eventually
produce symptoms of intoxication. Jiut there seems
to be no certainty on the point, and little hope of

attaining such by clinical observation alone, owing to

the diflBculty of deciding whether local efiecta on the
alimentary canal, or more general effects of toxaemia, are
to be attributed to emetine, or to the condition which has
led to its being administered. On the other hand, I failed

to discover any record of direct uncomplicated experiment
11 the point. It was evidently desirable, therefore, that
r matter should be put to the test of experiment on

i liy animals. The investigation is still in its initial

^1 , but the indications that a cumulative action can be
1 1 ^ laced are already so positive, that it seems desirable to

iiiuUc mention of the results even at this early period, in

view of the practical importance of their implications.
At present I have made experiments only on a small

Buuiber of cats and rabbits. The question as to what
doses, in either of these species, can be regarded as physio-
logically equivalent to the doses normally cmplo5'ed in

human therapeutics, can - only be answered by further
experiment. Up to the present I have used a dosage
which, in proportion to the weight of the subject, would bo

regarded as rather high for continued administration to
man. ll we take 65 kg. as the weight of an average uian,

a dose of 1 grain for such a patient is about 1 nij;. |)er

kilogram. So that 5 mg. for a eat weighing 3 kg.
corresponds to rather moio than 1^ grains for the
average man. This is the order of dosage with which
I have experimented up to the present—individual hypo-
dermic injections of 5, or occasioually 10 mg., for jmimals
of 2.5 to 3.5 kg. Such a dose, given ouce only, has no
perceptible action of any kind on the animal, and it

may bo repeated daily, up to a point, without obvious
effect. There is considerable individual variation ia
respect of tho number of such daily injections which
can bo tolerated with full maintenance of health. It haa
been as few as three in one case, and as many as ten ia
another. But in all the experiments which hitherto have
been carried on as long as a fortnight, symptoms of
intoxication have sooner or later appeared, have become
rapidly intensified with persistence in the daily injections,

and have termimited fatally. In rabbits a profuse diar-

rhoea, attended with rapid emaciation, has been the most
prominent effect. In cats this symptom has been seen,

but is apparently of secondary importance, and may be
absent altogether ; the most pi'omineut effect in this

p{>ecies is pronounced lethargy and somnolence, deepening
to a terminal coma. Tho pathological examination of tho
material, in which I am fortunate in having tho co-

operation of Dr. P. P. Laidlaw, has barely been begun.
It is only possible to mention, therefore, with all reserve,

that there is evidence of damage to the liver and kidneys,
in addition to the expected signs of intestinal irritation.

I am aware that the dosage above indicated is somewhati
though not greatly, in excess of that which is habitually
employed in human treatment. I deliberately so chose ill

in order to obtain evidence w ith a minimum delay on tho
important question, whether a repetition of individually
subtoxic doses of emetine can produce a cumulative poison-
ing of serious importance. The answer is already very
dctinitcly affirmative. I am fully conscious, also, of tho
care needed in applying results, obtained with experiments
on different species, to human therapeutics. But, with all

allowance for differences in dosage and conditions, I cannot
believe that these results are without significance in

indicating a serious danger in pushing the administration
of emetine beyond a certain point. My object is not to

suggest any modification in the accepted dosage and rate

of administration, but rather to reinforce, with the aid oi

direct evidence, the warning, which has already been
sounded from other quarters, against the indiscriminate

and unguarded use of emetine beyond the limits which
expert observation has laid down for its employment with
safety and benefit.

fftmorantra

:

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL.

METHOD FOR QUICK DETECTION OF
S. PALLIDA.

With reference to tho method of detecting spLrochaetes
described by Dr. Alfred C. Coles in the Bparisn Medical
Journal of November 27th, p. 777, tho following is a
simple method of demonstrating S. pallida which may bo
of interest. It is well known, but I am unable to say
whose original method it is.

Take a smear of blood and serum from the sore, tho
exudate being obtained after cleaning and rubbing or
scraping the sore, or making a small incision in its maigin.
The sore should not previously have been treated with
antiseptics, or, if it has, should be dressed for several daya
with a simple saline dressing.

per cent.1. Fix in 1 per cent, glacial acetic acid and
formalin, fiou^h dry the slide.

2. Wash in alcohol and flame off.

3. Gently heat in a 5 per cent, solution of tannic acid.
4. Wash in water and stain with slightly warmed ammoniated

silver nitrate solution. (To a 5 per cent, solution of silver

nitrate add ammonia solution until the preoipitete first forme4
is just dissolved ; add a few more drops of siirer nitrate sola-

Thc films should bo chestnut coloured. U they hav«
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ouly become yellow the staining from the tannic acid

onwards should be repeated at once.

The slides must not be mounted in balsam, but examined

in neutral cedar-wood oil in the ordinary way. The
npirochaetes are very clearly demonstrated by this method.

W. H. S. Stalkartt, M.D., F.R.C.S.E.,

Devonport. Flijet Surseou, R.N.

FALLOPIAN TUBE AND OVARY IN INFANTILE
HERNIA.

In a female child aged 5 months, breast fed, a swelling

was noticed on the right side six weeks before admission.

It came down several times, but had returned. On
September 17th the swelling came down and did not

return. When admitted (September 19th) the child, which

was well nourished, presented a right inguinal hernia and

an umbilical hernia. On the operating table the bowel

was returned and the sac exposed. On opening it, it was

found to contain the right tube and ovary ; the uterus lay

just at the neck of the sac, and could be pulled into it.

The tube and ovary were firmly adherent to the sac. The
ovary was slightly cystic. The adhesion was ligatured

and cut, and the operation concluded in the usual way.
H. H. T.\YLOi!, F.E.C.S.,

Burgeon to the Royal Alexanclia Hospital tor
Children, Brighton.

Eebwlus.

OSLEU AND 3I0CEAES SYSTEM OF MEDICINE.
The first edition of this excellent encyclopaedia of general

medicine came out in seven volumes between the years

1907 and 1909. We now are able to welcome the issue of

the second edition in five volumes which have all appeared

at one time. By a general condensation, an increase in

the size of tho page, and by augmenting the number of

pages in each volume, the editors have succeeded in

reducing the number of volumes from seven to five—

a

lieroic performance worthy of the most widespread

imitation, for who is not familiar with the tendency to

expansion that proves irrciiistible to most authors as years

advance and editions increase iu number ? Yet only a few

of the articles in the first edition have been excluded, and

these deal with subjects such as ''Inheritance and disease,"

and " Life Insurance," that have required no radical over-

hauling during the few years that have elapsed since their

publication. They can still be referred to in the first

edition of the System. The editors have fm-ther made
jiotable changes in the general arrangement of the articles

in their five volumes—always a matter of options and
arbitrary decision^with every appearance of success. The
first two volumes deal with all tho various bacterial and
parasitic infections, and with diseases of metabolism and
of the respiratory, tract. The third volume is devoted to

iliseases of the digestive and urinary systems. The fourth

volume is occupied with disorders of the heart, vessels,

Llood, and ductless glands; the fifth with diseases of the

nervous and locomotor systems. In every system oi

medicine a place has to be found for the rarities and mis-

cellaneous debris of disease that do not fit in elsewhere.

Tho editors have very cleverly managed this in the last

volume, an arrangement that does as little violence to the

nature of such obscure disorders as achondroplasia,

microcephaly, and facial hemiatrophy as any classification

we have yet seen.

The individual articles composing the second edition of

this Sijsicm arc characterized by tho same virtues as those
in the first, to which reference was made in tho reviews
published in the Bkitish Medic.Uj Jouexal as the several

volumes made their successive appearances. WhUe all are

excellent, it is not unfair to say that some are better than
others, as, indeed, is only to be expected. Discriminative

mention, always an odious task, is inevitable in the review
of so important a work as this System, although it can
liardly avoid injustice. Among tho most sound and satis-

fying articles are those by the editors dealing with dis-

*A System of Medicine bv Eminent AutJiorities in Great Britain,
Hie United States, and the Continent. Edited by Sir W Osier, Bt.,

M.D., F.R.S.. assisted by T. McCrae, M.D.. F.E.C.P.Lond. In five

volumes. Oxford Medical Publications. Second edition, thoroughly
revised. London : H. Frowde ; Hodder and Stoughton. 1915. (Roy.
8vo, DP. 5,541. 92 plates ; 248 flgs. iu the 5 vols. 353. net per vol. ; £7 153.

net per sot of 5 volsJ

orders of the heart and vessels, the kidney, the gii

arthritis deformans, and syphilis. Dr. Futcher's acco'n

of gout and diabetes are first-rate pieces of work, and
are Dr. Poyuton's "Rheumatic Fever," Dr. L. Brow;
" Tuberculosis," Dr. Garrod's article on renal disorji

Dr. Cushing's articles on tho brain, and Dr. Opi..

" Diseases of tho Pancreas." For full-dress cxpositiuii-,

those on " Diseases of tho Peritoneum" and "Congenital

Cardiac Disease," by Dr. Rolleston and Dr. Maude Abbott,

are models of what writers on medical subjects shouM
aim at producing, and could hardly be bettered. Many
the illustrations iu the five volumes of the System :

good ; the paper and printing leave nothing to be desii

'

the indexes are full, and there are not so many mispi ii

as appeared in the first edition. Tho System, as a wli .'

contains all that the practitioner of medicine requii'

with the exception that it excludes the consideration

mental disorders. It is well arranged, clearly writUn,

full of advice ou the many points of diagnosis and (reat-

ment that most require elucidation. The editors are to Ijo

congratulated upon the skill and care they have lavished

upon its production ; there is good reason to hope that the

second edition of the System will enjoy, as it deserves, iho

great measure of success attained by the first.

PHTHISIS AND DUST.
In the Milroy Lectures this year Dr. Collis gave a mosb
interesting account of the industrial pneumonoconioses - met
with in those who work at dusty trades, and produced a

mass of evidence to show that the inhalation of siliceous

dust promotes the developojcnt of pulmonary tuberculosis

in a marked degree. The dangers of tho prolonged oe

repeated inhalation of dust have long been known)
possibly Hippocrates refers to them, certainly theeldei;

Pliny describes tho use of respirators to protect the lungs

of workers in lead. Industrial pneumonoconiosis has oven

made its way into literature, for it seems reasonable to

suppose that it was the cause of the hero's death iii

Hardy's novel, Jude the Ohscare. Dr. Collis goes fully into

the medical literature of the subject from a historical

point of view, and has no difficulty in showing that

siliceous and granite dusts work havoc on tho hm<,'s

when inhaled. They are particularly associated iu t\u:

mortality tables with what is called "dust phthisis
;

it is interesting to note his conclusion that sonu^

dusts, such as coal, not only appear to have ii >

power of producing pneumonoconiosis, But even may pos-

sess some inhibitory influence on phthisis. Certain

other dusts, such as limestone and plaster-of-Paris, aio

said to be negative in their action, but most dusts un-

doubtedly have an injurious influence on tho lungs should

they be inhaled in large quantities. Among the pulmonary

disorders to which occupational dusts give rise are

bronchial asthma, pleural adhesions, bronchitis, pneu-

monia, and, as has been mentioned already, phthisis.

Dr. Collis goes fully into the questions raised by these

observations, and illustrates the pulmonai-y changes pro-

duced by these conioses with a number of excellent skia-

grams and photomicrographs. There is good reason to

hope that tlio pneumonoconioses, like other occupational

diseases, will in the future be suppressed by the activity of

H.M. Home Office until they become as extinct as tho

dodo. A vast amount of good work in this direction has

been done by this office during the past few decades, as,

indeed, is shown by not a few of the statistics quoted by
Dr. Collis. His lectures should be read by all medical

men who have to treat the workers in dusty industries, in

factories, mines, quarries, stone-yards, and the like.

A DOCTOR IN HIS LIBRARY.
De. Stuaet M. Chisholm has collected into a volume hear-

ing the title Eccreatiovs of a Physician^ a number of

papers read before various societies, some of which have

been published in the Journal of the American Medical

Association and in the Albany Medical Annals, Of the

^Industrial Pneicmonoconioses With Special Refere
Phthisis. By E. L. Collis, M.B.Oxon., H.M. Medical_Inspeclor_ of

Factories. Milroy Lecturos (1915).

tho official organ of tho .Soci ' —
(Imp. 8vo, pp. 42 ; 21 figures.) . ..- , ,

' Eecrcationa of a Physician. By A. Stuart M.ChisboIm. NewToilt
and London: G. J?. Putnam's Sons. 1914. (Demy 8vo. pp. i39.'

Is. 6d. netj



KOTES OX BOOKS.

; y of its contents an klea may be formed from ilio

s of the cliapters—Specialization ; Physicians as Men
of Lcltei-3 ; Bauquo ; The Symbolism of Names ; Royal
Anthers; 'ITie Inherent Spirit of Mccliciuo; Translations
of Hoi-ace ; The Science of Medicine in the Seventeeutli
Century ; The Picaro in Tiction ; and the Prevention of

Disease. On all these subjects the author has something
interesting and instructive to say, and he says it in a style

that makes his book pleasant reading. AVe fear it is im-
possible to deny Dr. Chisliolm's assertion that of the
doctors who have more or less successfully wooed the
>fnse few have won distinction in their own profession.

As instances he quotes John Keats, Tobias Smollett, Oliver
«joldsmith, Mark .\kensidc, Friedrich Schiller, and George
Crabbe, who tried doctoring as a means of livelihood w ith

indifferent success when they did not fail dismally.
This would seem to show that there is some incom-
patibility between medicine and literature. There arc,

of couise, exceptions to the rule. Eabelais, Sir Thomas
Browne, John Arbuthnot, and Oliver Wendell Holmes
were eniiucat m medicine as well as in literature. It is

curious that Dr. C'hisholm, while recognizing that Kabelais
was honoured by his contemporaries as a physician, makes
no mention of the fact that he was ono of the pioneers
in the establishment of anatomy as a science. The late

Professor Ledouble, in his r^ahcluis analomiste et physio-
loginic (Paris, 1899), showed that the creator of Pantagruel
gave a public course of anatomy at the great hospital of

Lyons between 1532 and 1538. He was one of the IJrst

who gave demonstrations on the dead body. In passing,
attention may bo called to one or two inaccuracies into

which Dr. Chisbolm has fallen. John Arbuthnot did not
take the M.D. degree at Aberdeen but at St. Andrews,
aa is proved by the records of that university for

September, 1696, quoted by George A. Aitkeu in hfs life

of that famous physician. Nor is it altogether correct
to say that Marat was "made an BI.D. of St. Andrews
University, Edinburgh.'' The author may, perhaps,
deem it worth while to correct these slips of the pen iu

a future edition. The other essays that make up his
volume are all interesting in their various ways, and
they are all marked by sound scholarship and a true sense
of literary values. His knowledge of Spanish literature is

particularly wide, and he has a happy faculty of throwing
Kidelights from different sources on any subject that ho
handles. We can heartily commend his book to all readers
who wish to distract their minds from the unwholesome
excitement of " linal war editions " of newspapers.

ANAESTHESIA FOR DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
Mn. Hobday has condensed in a small book, entitled
Anaesthesia and Narcosis of Animals and Birds,^ the
results of his very wide experience iu anaesthetizing
animals of various species. The conclusions at which
be arrives are founded upon the results of many cases
which are carefully tabulated ; details of a number of

individual cases are included. It may be said, generally
speaking, that for one well versed in the use of anaes-
thetics for human beings there is little that is new
in the ease of animals. What is, perhaps, surprising
to the uninitiated is the amount of knowledge and
care that is now brought to bear upon the matter
in the case of the animal world, and it is here that
Mr. Hobday and others of his school deserve so much
praise and support. The anaesthetic agents employed
for animals are the same as in the case of human beings,
both in the case of general and local anaesthesia, and so
are the principles upon which they are employed. One
important difference in practice is to be found in the case
of dogs in whom narcosis by morphine gives such excel-
lent results that this narcotic may be used with the most
satisfactory effect, even for major operations, in so large a
proportion .as three-fourths of the cases. One grain is the
usual dose, though for the largest dogs the author employs
as much as two. It has been demonstrated that nitrous
oxide is as efiScient as in the case of human beings ; but, as
may be readily understood, inconveniences from the point
of view of apparatus and expense prevent any wide use
of this anaesthetic. Chloroform is the agent chiefly
employed ; li oz. given gradually until the full effect

* Anaesthisia and Karcosis ol Animals and Birds. By F. T. J.
Hobday. F.R.aV.S.. F.E.S.E. r.ondon : BaiUii.e. Tindall. and Cox.
1315. CDemj 8vo, pp. 94 ; 24 figures. Ss. neU

is obtained and then withdrawn produces an available
anaesthesia of about fifteen minutes in the average
hilnter. The most useful antidote if respiration fails is

Scheeling's hydrocyanic acid, which 'is given on tho
tongue or hypodermicaliy. The best form of mask allows)
the tongue tobo held forward throughout the aduiiiiistra-
tion, which is conducted through tlie nostrils. Tiio horso
is particularly amenable to chloral hydrocljlorato in tho
same way as the dog is to morphine. Interesting details
are given as to the management of particularly restive and
difficult animals, and the book is one that should be of tho
greatest value to all practical veterinary surgeons.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
CHURriiiLL's Medical Directory, 191S.

The Medical Dircctorij^ makes its seventy-second auuua'i
appearance in the issue for 1916. As every medical man
knows, it is a voluuie that is not only useful, but even in-
dispensable. Last year, in an effort towards economy that
was laudable in itself but not wholly fortunate in its
effects, the list of registered practitioners witli British
qualifications rosidrnt abroad was cut down from tJio
customary two liumlred pages to a mere dozen. This
year we are !;l;ul to say the omission has been made good,
and the full list leajiiKNUs ; in ])aiti(-ular wc welcome tho
reinsertion therein of (ho Bririsli prjictitioners resident
in the overseas dominions. It appears from the numerical
summary of the medical profession that the total number
of British practitioners in the United Kingdom, abroad,
and the Services stands at 42,570 this year, as compared
with 42,572 a year ago ; tho figure in 1910 was 40,469. It
has proved impossible to give any estimate of tho
number of medical men employed in war work ; tho
Services this year are set down as employing 3,274
medical men, as compared with 3,366 last year. No
doubt the discrepancy would bo made up by au
increase in the obituary list, for the war has taken its
toll ; but in tho Medical Directory for 1916, as in that for
1915, tho obituary list has been omitted. The total is,

however, very far short of the actual fact, for it would
seem that medical officers who hold temporary commis-
sions in the R. A. M.C., as well as officers of the R.A.M.C.
Territorial Force, are not included in the " Services " list.

This was, no doubt, the best course to adopt—in fact, t)io
only course open to the editors of tho Directorij ; but
unless this omission is noted, an erroneous impression may
be produced. For the rest, the issue for 1916 seems to
contain all the customary serviceable articles on legal
medicine, and all the lists of medical boards, officers,
sanatoriums, health resorts, and the like that add so
greatly to the utility of this invaluable annual.

Diaries and Almanacs.
The centenary of Letts's diaries is being celebrated iu

the issue of this year, for John Letts, who, it is said, was
the first diary publisher, began the business in 1816. Tho
paper used in tho diaries, which are now called " Quikref,'
is of a special quality, designed to secure an absorbent,
non-glazed, yet smooth writing surface, and care has been
taken in a matter in which many diaries fail, namely, that
the binding shall stand constant usage. The publishers,
Cassell and Co., issue a great many forms of ordinary
diaries, and we have also seen specimens of Letts'H
medical diaries, which have a high reputation, and a
nurse's repoi-t book and dJarj^ which is likely to be found
useful in private work.

Messrs. T. J. and J. Smith, of 26, Charterhouse Square,
London, E.C., have prepared for 1916 the very numerous
varieties of diaries and pocket-books which they are
accustomed to issue ; they vary in size from a foolscaji
volume showing a day on a page to a waistcoat pocked
diary showing a week on a page. A useful desk diary, in
quarto form, is the Half-hourly Appointment Diary, which
may bo had with or without blank Interleaved pages or
with interleaved blotting paper for 2s. 6d. Another quarto
diary, interleaved with blotting paper and ruled for cash
or memorandum, but bound in cardboard, costs Is. 6d.
They also issue Wall Tablet diaries to enter recurring or
special engagements, and a number of private diaries.
In all the' samples we have seen the paper is good and
the binding strong.

Tho Ulster Volunteer Force Hospital has issued a Christ-
masBook andAlmanac giving an account of the formation of
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the hospital and of the manner in which it is conaucted, to-

gether with a list of the medical and surgical staff, all of

M'hom give their sev\^iees free. It originally consisted of

114 beds in two buildings, lent by the Belfast Corporation,

>vilh 30 beds iu a convalescent home. In May a new wing
for 100 beds was erected and was provided with a verandah
largo enough to shelter 50 patients to whom open-air

treatment might provo beneficial. Mr. J. C. White has
provided a furnished house for use as a .sisters' home, and
the Queen's University has lent its grounds, and also given

full use of its pathological and bacteriological laboratories

and iray apparatus. The bool; is copiously illustrated by
portraits and photographs of the hospital and of men in

training,

Messrs. Abdulla, cigarette makers, have issued an
almanac in thirteen sheets, copiously illustrated by
eminent artists, and have presented 20,000 copies to the

British Red Cross Society. It is hoped that in tliis way at

least £1,000 will be realized for the society. Many of the
skelches, all of which have reference to war, are in colours

and are very admirably reproduced.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
A Neto Inhaler for tlie Open Method.

Dr. J. H. SUTCLIPFE (Honorary Anaesthetist to the
York County Hospital) describes an open method for

the administration of ether, chloroform, etc., by the
tiso of a hollow metal 'mask with large capacity for

concentrating the anaesthetic vapour, surmounting on
upright detachable standards a graduated glass con-
tainer of 2oz. capacity, the anaesthetic being liberated

by means of a needle valve on to a diaphragm of

lint or other absorbent porous material, allowing a con-

centration of the anaesthetic vapour inside the cavity of

the mask, with an uninterrupted
supply of air through the fabric
of the diaphragm which can be
augmented by a further supply of
air through the air valve fitted to
one extremity of the mask. The
porous diaphragm also acts as an
indicator of the character and
frequency of respiration by rising

and falling, and is constantly
under the direct observation of
•the anaesthetist. The container
can be refilled veiy quickly. The
anaesthetic can be administered
with the patient's head in almost
any position, as the curved ad-
justable dropper and backward
and forward movement of the
container permits the anaesthetic
to drop on to the diaphragm at

any desired spot. The advantages claimed are that the
manipulation iseasy, that the risk of respiratory compli-
cations is diminished, and that patients rapidly recover
and rarely suffer from nausea and vomiting. It is also
claimed that tho apparatus is clean, and that a new
diaphragm can be provided for each patient at an insig-
nificant cost. The apparatus is manufactured by Messrs.
Reynolds and Branson, Ltd., Leeds.

A COMPACT little volume with the lengthy title Rules
for Employees of the Bureau of Preventable "Diseases, in-
chtding those for All Employees is Issued by the Depart-
ment of Health for the City of New York. Apparently
everj' employee of the Department of Health is required
to be familiar with these rules, ignorance of which " will
not be accepted as an excuse for failure to observe them."
Though these rules are many and varied, a provident
Board of Health has added to this volume several blank
leaves, in which the employee is expected to record addi-
tional rules. Some of tho rules are suggestive of a dame
school. The rule that " all employees must be courteous
to the public and to each other" might surely have been
taken for granted. The volume, however, contains a
quantity of excellent practical advice, and the section on
tho duties of a district nurse in relation to infectious
diseases is admirably concise. Detailed instructions are
also given for " Health Squad regarding Dog Complaints."
Under this heading, and in connexion with rabies, the
following advice is given : " Should the dog be at large in
a room, cellar, or stable, the patrolman will not shoot at
the animal until he has obtained a snare from the Borough
Office, by means of which the animal can be held firmlj'
on ground and shot."

ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT FUND.
(Continued from p. SCi.)

At the November meeting o£ the Committee 39 cases
were consiJered. One applicant was elected to an annuity
of £20 and £213 granted to 23 cases, and the otliers were
either postponed for further inquiries or found unsuitable.
The following is a summary of the cases relieved

:

Widow, agod 52, of M.D.Edin. who practised at Newcastle-on-
Tyue. At husband's death left uuprovided for. Has one
daughter now, aged 26, who is married, and only able to help
her mother slightly. Applicant recently fractured her lefi anil

unable to do anythiug. Kelieved once, £12. Voted £12 iu

twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 68, of L.R.C.D.and .S.Edin. who practisetl at

Cardiff. Only income two small pensions from other charities.
Has two sons, both married, and now in the army and unable
to help. Applicant's health bad. Kelieved ten times, £87.
Voted £6 in twelve instalments.
Daughters, aged 51 and 63, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at

Bexley Heatii. Joint income from needlework and friends less

than iE30 per year. Both have very bad health. Believed
eleven times, £174. Voted £20 in twelve instalments.
Daughter, aged 56, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who died in 1893 and

practised at Liverpool. Lives with brother and sister, both of

whom, like tho applicant, are through ill health only able to

earn very little. An uncle pays tho rent of the house. Relieved
Bis times, £68. Voted £12 m twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 70, of M.D.Edin. who practised at Ross, in

Hcrefordsliire, and died in 1908. Applicant's income from alt

sources £35. Tries to supplement this by taking an occasional
boarder, but too old to do much iu this way. Relieved live

times, £36. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 78, of M.D.Lond. who practised in London and

died in 1895. Applicant's only income £40 per annum from two
charities. Suffers severely from rheumatism and unable to
do anything. Relieved eight times, £45. Voted i'lO iu two
instalments.
Daughter, .iged 64, of F.E.C.S.Eng. who practised at Chester

and died in 1884. Has been able to earn a living as lionse-

keeper until about three years ago. Since, owing to age, she has
not ueen sncccsstul in obtaining a post, and is in great financial
distress. Kelieved three times, £22. Votcd£10in two instalments.
Daughters, aged 56 and 64, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised in

Cornwall. Applicants endeavour to make a living by taking in
paying guests, but have not been successful, and they both havo
very indifferent health. Live in own house but unable to raako
ends meet. Relieved six times, £100. Voted £18 in twelve
instalments.
Widow, aged 57, of L.E.C.S.Edin. who practised at Langley

and died in 1909. Applicant lives in own honse, but it is

heavily mortgaged. Endeavours to earn a living by taking iu
paying guests, but has not had sufficient of late to pay her way.
Relieved five times, £50. Voted £10 in two instalments.
Daughter, aged 82, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Newton

Abbot, and died in 1839. Only income a small Post Office

annuity provided bv friends. Has recently lost a source of
income which has left her in great difficulties. Voted £20 in

four instalments.
Daughter, aged 61, of L.S. A. who practised in Staffordshire,

and died in 1856. Applicant suffers from spinal curvature and
very bad sight, and quite unable to do anything. Only income
£25 per annum from relatives. Relieved fifteen times, £170.
Voted £18 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 48, of F.R.C.S.Eng. who practised in London,

and died in 1901. Applicant left with three young children.
The eldest has now joined the army, the second son is a clerk,

and the youngest a pupil teacher without salary. Applieant
managed fairly well by taking in boarders at an Essex seaside
place, but since the war has scarcely had any. Relieved live

times, £59, some years ago. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 77, of M.R.C.S.Eng. who practised at Holder-

ness, and died in 1896. Only certain income £30 per annum.
Six children, four of whom are married and unable to help, and
the two single children only able to help very little. Relieved
five times, £60. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.
Widow, aged 67, of L.R.C.P.andS.Glasg. who practised in

Essex, and died in 1896. Applicant was left quite unprovided
for. Only income a i)ensiou of £30 from another charity. Only
son married with five children, and unable to help. Relieved
four times, £30. Voted £12 in twelve instalments.

Tho claims on the fund are steadily increasing, largely

in consequence of the war, and although the ordinary sub-

scriptions remain at much the same level, there is a con-

stantly increasing adverse balance. To meet this tho

Committee has had to draw heavily upon its limited

reserves, and unless increased support be rapidly forth-

coming the work of the fond will have to be very seriously

curtailed. Subscriptions may be sent to the honorary
treasurer. Dr. Samuel West, 11, Chaudos Street, Cavendish
Square, London, W.
The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild appeals for

gifts of secondhand clothing, boots, and shoes in good
condition, also household linen. Tho gifts should be sent

to the Secretary, Royal Medical Benevolent Fund Guild.

43, Bolsovcr Strceti W.
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types as possessing good immunizing powers. It is

to be hoped that we shall soon be in possession of

serums representative of all tho types, and that these
will prove of greater efficiency should tho occasion
unfortunately arife for their extended use.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER ISrn, 1915.

THE MENIN<;OCOCCi:S AND ANTI-
MENINGOCOCCrS SERUM.

The meningococcus has always had a hard struggle

to maintain its independent existence. Within a few
yeai-s of its first discovery it was described as an
organism with characters so manifold as to deprive

it of most of its individuality. Even quite recently

there has been assigned to it a pleomorphism so

radical that almost any bacterial growth not otlicr-

wisc identified would liave to be looked on with sus-

picion as a potential meningococcus. It is gradually,

however, freeing itself from the chaos due to insuffi-

cient characterization, and there is little reason to

doubt that it is a real entity with properties of its own
sufiicient to identify it amongst tlie crowd of similar

organisms. It is, however, a variable organism, with
characters no more fixed than those of some other

well-known bacteria—for example, Flexner's dysentery
bacillus. But bacterial variation does not occui- in

tho haphazard indiscriminate fashion that many
appear to think, and with the increase of careful work
the common variations -will be worked out and the

ilifferential characters clearly established. The papers
by EUis and Arkwright, which we publish this week,
are a valuable contribution to this end. These two
observers, working independently, find that the

strains of meningococci isolated recently from cases

of cerebro- spinal meningitis are divisible into two
main types, distinguishable by agglutination, that

both types occur in tho same epidemics and the same
localities, and occur witli much the same frequency.

Both types may produce the severest form of tho

disease, and there is no reason to believe that one is

more benign than the otlier. Botli have been met with
in the naso-pharynx 01 individuals uot suffering from
the disease. Applying another test, the absorption

test, Gordon and Murray ' have recently divided the

strains they examined into four groups, over 80 per
cent, of the strains falling into two groups. There
seenjs good ground for lioping that order will shortly

be brought into the confusion that has so long pre-

vailed in the meningococcus group. Tlio progress
recalls the steps in tiie now far advanced disentangle-

ment of the enteric organisms ; the separation of

typhoid from the rest by cultural characters, the later

subdivision of the others by agglutination into the
two paratyphoid and Gaertncr's bacilli, and then the
absorption distinction of B . lyaratyphosus B from the
food-poisoning B. snipesiifer.

Tho subject is one of immediate clinical impor-
tance. Antimeningocoecus serum is one of the few
therapeutic serums which can claim to be of real

value. Yet it often fails, and failed last winter in tho
epidemic in this country. The failure can reasonably
be attributed to the fact that the horses yielding the
serum were not immunized with the strains occurring
in the epidemic. Wc can only expect to prepare in

advance satisfactoiy serums if tho strains used in

immunization are representative of all the types of

the organism, and are selected from among theso

' Jourit. liot/.Ai-niy Med. CorDS, May, 1915.

THE FIXAXCE OF THE INSURANCE
ACT.

A coKSiDEPABrE number of questions pressed recently

on Mr. C. Roberts in the House of Commons deal

more or less directly with the financial soundness of

the Insurance Act and the possibility of much greater

economy in administration. Until the proper valua-

tion ot approved societies has been made it will, of

course, be too early to form any precise opinion as to

their general position, but from provisional estimates,

and according to statements in the blue books quoted
in the House on December ist by Mr. Gurrie, it

appears to be fairly certain that, dividing insured

persons into three classes—men, single women, and
married women— the actual sickness among men in

the older friendly societies has been well below the

expectation, and among single women rather belov/

than above; little fear, therefore, need be entertained

as to the .financial soundness with respect to theso

two great classes. With regard to the class of married
women, however, it appears that the actual sickness

experience of many societies has been vastly in excess

of what was provided for, and drastic revision of tho

finance of the Acts relating to this class will certainly

he called for. But this is by far the smallest class of

insured persons, and though each class ought to ho
taken separately, tho assurance given by Mr. Roberts
that there is no foundation for the alarmist reports

as to the general financial soundness of the insurance
sclieme may, on the evidence at present available, be
accepted with some confidence.

But when the question of economy in administra-

tion is considered, it is easy to point to numerous
directions in which enough is known to justify a
very close inquiry as to whether there is not a great;

'vaste of insurance funds going on. Opinion seems to

lie divided on the question whether a large saving might
uot be effected by having one, or perhaps two, bodies

of Commissioners instead of four as at present. On
the one hand, certain approved societies that have
business in all the fom- countries—England, Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland—may quite naturally prefer

one Commission, with uniform regulations as far as

possible, for all their brandies. On the other hand,
many Insurance Committees, especially in Scotland,

are very strongly of opinion that the separate Com-
mission for Scotland should be maintained, holding

that its continuance is necessary to deal properly

with the special conditions in Scotland. It mighi;

a-pTpeur prima facie that a reduction of tho number of

commissioners would lead to a considerable annual
saving ; but if, as is probable, it is impossible to

enforce uniformity in administration in the four

countries, it is highly proliablo that any saving in

salaries due to amalgamation of tho several Com-
missions might lead to lessened efficiency. The
data for deciding this are hardly available to tho

public.

But one thing is practically certain—that under all

four Commissions there has been an almost reckless

waste of money in issuing, altering, rescinding, and
explaining almost innumerable regulations, orders, and
circulars. Mr. Roberts refused in Parliament to state

tho number of these documents on the ground that it

would serve no particular purpose, but ho has described

in words as strong, perhaps, as can be expected from
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a responbiblo Miuisler who has to consider the sus-

ceptibilities of his predecessors, his consternation

^vhen confronted with the huge quautitj- of hterature

that had fallen upon the committees. He compared it

alternately to a snowstorm and a rainstorm. Officially

he had admitted that committees have suffered under
the complexities of the present system, and has ex-

pressed a hope that something would shortly ho done
to reduce within manageable compass the documents
which have to be issued. It is in tnith not merely the

expenditure of money on the printing and issuing of so

many documents to w-hich objection is taken, but also,

and mainly, to the wasted labour also inflicted on
Insurance Committees, approved societies. Panel and
Pharmaceutical Committees, and on other bodies

when they make arrangements to carry out orders

which are only in force for a short time and are then
replaced bj' other orders needing altogether fresh

arrangements.
But apart from such expenses rendered obligatory

by the ever-changing orders and regulations, the

ordinary- working expenses of approved societies and
Insurance Committees call for full inquiry. There is

ground for believing that the administration expenses
of many Insurance Committees are quite unnecessarily

high. Some committees are almost as lavish in tiieir

printing and postage accounts as the Commissioners,
arid from time to time instances of reckless waste
come to light which would he ludicrous if they were
not signs of a carelessness leading to serious ex-

travagance. Under sanatorium beuefit there is little

doubt that in some areas persons in advanced stages
of phthisis have been sent to expensive sanatoriums
simply to satisfy a popular fancy, without the least

chance of cure and when much cheaper forms of

treatment might have been used with equal benefit.

It may not be easy or even possible to calculate how
far the complexities that have been uselessly woven
round the Act are responsible for waste of money in ad-

ministration, but it is quite certain that the working
of the Act could be maide infinitely simpler, and that
the result would be an enormous saving in adminis-
tration expenses.

Mr. Eoberts made out a good case against the
appointment of a roving commission of inquiry at the
present time, a proposal of which the British Medical
Association formally expressed its strong disapproval
in the letter addressed to Mr. Eoberts and the Prime
Minister which was published in the Supplement
last week (p. 215). No committee of inquiry would be
satisfactory unless it had the fullest assistance from
all the committees and officials concerned, and, owing
to the depletion of the staffs due to the war, it is

difficult to see how such assistance could be given.
Moreover, as was pointed out in the letter mentioned
above, for the proper conduct of such an investigation
it would be necessary to secure suitable medical
representatives to ser\'e on the committee of inquiry,
the attendance of medical witnesses from various
parts of the country, and the collection of a great
deal of evidence. For none of this work lias the
medical profession now adequate leisure or oppor-
tunity. Many of its members directly affected are
on military service with the navy or army abroad or
at home, and those that are left are hard pressed in
many areas to give the requisite attendance on the
civilian population. It must also be recollected that
the conditions of war times are altogether exceptional,
and methods which might be suggested to meet
present circurastances would probably be quite un-
suited to times of peace. It is practically certain
that any inquiry would be followed by some demands
for fresh grants from the Government ; but at

present it has its hands full of demands for war pur-
poses which, whatever happens, must bo met. Tims,
while it is easy to point out directions in which
greater economy in administration of the Insurance
Act might well be practised at the present time, it

would seem that Mr. Eoberts gave good reasons for

deciding that the appointment of a roving commission
is at least inopportune.

MEDICAL LE.SSONS OF THE WAR.
The Army Medical Service was in the fortunate
position at the outbreak of war that its house had
been put m order some years earlier, and that army
medical administration was in the hands of army
medical experts, subject, of course, to the medical
department receiving the support of the Minister,

which, as is well known, it has had in full measure.
The results have fully justified the policy. The
relative freedom from disease in France and Flanders
is a record of which the whole medical profession may
well be proud, and if the results in the Dardauollea
have not been so good, it has to bo recognized that
the conditions which have led to the invaliding of

large numbers of men with dysentery and enteric

fever were such as no foresight could entirely have
obviated.

The enormous increase in the numbers of the

British army during the last fifteen months made
necessary a corresponding increase in the number of

medical officers. From information given in the

House of Commons recently by Mr. Tennant, it

appears that the total number of army medical

officers now employed is about ten thousand, and he
stated last Monday that approximately three-fifths

of these held temporai-y commissions. This has
involved a very large draft ob the civilian profession.

It has responded in the most admirable manner,
giving of its best. The men who volunteered were
wise enough to know that they had much or every-

thing to learn about military medical administration

;

they also, as it turned out, had a great deal to learn

and to unlearn about clinical surgery and applied

pathology and bacteriology. This was, perhaps,

something of a surprise to many, but the lessons

have been readily and quickly applied, to the
great advantage of their patients at home and
abroad. But, in addition, those medical officers who
a little time ago were civilian practitioners have now
learnt a good deal about mihtary hospital administra-

tion, and their views as to ways in which it may be

conducted with greater economy, especially in per-

sonnel, and with no diminution but even with an
increase in efficiency, must be deserving on every

ground of careful consideration. Economy of per-

sonnel is a matter which very nearly concerns the

members of tlie medical profession, both those who
have joined the military medical ser\-ices and those

who have hitherto remained at home. On the one
hand is the insistent demand of the army for medical
officers, and on the other, private interests, the

demands of civilian patients, and the alarms of the

Insurance Commissioners which find some expres-

sion in the letter addressed by the Central Medical
War Committee, after consultation with them, to

the honorary secretaries of local War Committees
(Supplement, p. 221).

Suggestions from those lately civilian practitioners

who have been gathering experience within the areas

of military operations would, we feel sure, be welcoiued

by the responsible heads of army medical services, but

we have not heard that any machinery has been de-

vised for ascertaining the natui-e of this accumulated
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esperience so that it mav bo utilized for tho benefit of

the army and for ecouoiny of energy aud public ex-

penditure. Wo aro bound to admit tlie existence of ;i

good deal of disappointment among tliose who lor tho 1

last year or more have beeu serving with temporary
commissions or as Territorial medical otUcers abroad,
aud it would be well to find means to roLcvo it. It is

v.ol, as a rule, due to personal considerations; men
.1 made sacrificos, often very serious, and aro

.:g to abide by the consequences. The causes of

state of mind to which wo refer are rather
nal and professional. It is due to an uneasy
g that th.e best use is not being made of tho

,.cal personnel. It is considered that tlio British

aiijjy hospitals in Franco have been habitually over-

Btafled; many medical ofijcers accustomed to tlie

strenuous life of a civilian hospital have felt that tiicy

had not enough to occupy them, that mucli of the small
amount they had to do could be equally well done by
men of less experience, and even by senior students,

as it is in civil hospitals, and that the kind of woj k for

which a man has been specially trained by his civilian

experience as surgeon, pathologist or bacteriologist,

has not always fallen to his lot.

Thcro is, and can be, nothing but admiration
among the public and the profession for the manner
in which tho regular R.A.M.C. tackled the immense
task it was called upon to undertake sixteen months
ago, but professional opinion is exorcised by a doubt
whether the lessons of the last year have beeu sutli-

ciently applied. There have been questions in

Parliament about the Army Medical Advisory Board,
wliich, it appears, has not met since the war began.
On looking at the list of members of that board given
in the monthly Army List for Juno, the last issuo
published, it will be seen that tho majority aro en-
gaged either at home or abroad in tho active service
of the army, and Mr. Tennant said in tho House
of Commons on November 25th that it was not
the policy of tho War Ofiice to hold formal meetings
for no particular purpose, since medical advice
was more effective if given in consultation and not
collectively by the Board. We can well believe that
this policy is correct, for advisory committees often
merely lead to loss of valuable time and the division
of responsibility ; at the samo time we aro inclined to
think that more use might be made of the esperience
which has been gained, in the various directions indi-

cated, by Territorial medical oiJicers and by those
medical officers now holding temporary commissions.
The Army Medical Service has had the pick of the
young talent of the profession, and a large proportion
of those now employed at military hospitals abroad
have had experience of hospital vvoi'k at home. While
military hospital administration must differ in many
important details from civil hospital administration,
the aim of the two is fundamentally tho same—to
get the patients cm-ed with the greatest economy in
time to them and of material and personnel to the
country.

At present there seems to be no section of the
Medical Department at tho War Office to which
medical officers of the Territorial Force or holding
temporary commissions feel authorized to take their
suggestions. So far as we are aware, the Medical
Department at the War Office does not contain any
one who has himself passed through the mill v/liich

converts the civilian surgeon or physician or patho-
logist into a temporary medical officer, yet tho regular
Army Medical Service now probably constitutes not
much moro than a tenth of the total Army Medical
Service of the Crown, and this proportion must tend
to diminish.

MEDICAL CLERKS.
Old.'ic.\l clerks we kaow, aud clerks in ho'y orders, bu6
who are those medical clerks? Tliey aro a uew sect ot
our many sided profession, bred ot that all-devouring
monster bureaucracy. With each now Act of Parliamcufi
which ordains an extension ot the public health service of
th8 country, whether the direction ot the new effort bo
preventiye or curative medicine, thcro is one certain
soquel, not truly that striven tor in the Act of Parliament,
for I'rom past experience wa know that tho effect of au
Act is not always that hoped tor. TLio certain sequel is

the establishment of a new public office, now desks, new
clerks, little and big; new forms, m.iuy and various; and,
alasl some more members of our prolessiou enslaved by
those forms, clerks, desks, and the wholo paraphernalia of
an office. All this is done, no doubt, with good inten-
tions; but the road paved witlj good intentions docs not
always lead upwards. The latest of these new forms
which we have seen is one issued under the Mental
Dciiciency Act of 1913 at the instigation of tho Board of

Control. Tho form takes the shape of a quarto card, lb

has two faces, but both are distressing in the insignifi-

cance of their features aud the total lack of proportion
these features bear to one another. Tho one face gives
spaces for data on the civil state of the " Defective " aud
for his or her family history, for data on the person having
charge of the Defective, on the conditions under which tho
Defective was found to be living, tor details of past certifi-

cates, tho character of the control desired, and liually how
the case was dealt with. The other face is headed
"Medical Particulars "; it is plotted out into no less than /

eighty-seven spaces, aud since the allowance for tho
several items is much the same, it gives a fair indicatiou
of the lack of proportion with which these items are re-

garded by the compiler of this precious form. For example,
" Height (inches) " gets a line 1^ in. long, whilst "General
Health " is to be summed up in ^ in. The " Skin " has spaco
for five entries aud a joint measure of 7^ in. in lino, but tho
" Nervous System," with seven spaces, gets only 13 in,

Tho last space is headed "Deformities, etc."; that littlo

addendum " etcetera " is perhaps a sign of grace that the
compiler felt there might be some things he had over-
looked, but for the whole " Deformities, etc.," ho gets
only 3 in. The greater part ot tho page is devoted to

spaces for Mental State and Parentage. " Mental Stato
on Admission " gets a modicum of room, but that for tho
" Etiological Factors " is a mere trifle, aud even so it has
to bo tilled in according to somj schedule undeiiued.
" Details of Parentage, etc.," is underlined by tho instruc-

tion: "Any present and former mental disease or
neurosis (including intemperance) in the parents,
grandparents, or brothers and sisters should bo re-

corded, together with any facts of importance iu

the present physical health of tho parents and brothers
and sisters. Every space should be dealt ivith, a line will
mean no stigmata, and N.K. no information." The N.K.
in the italicized clause suggests the flippant diagnosis of

the hospital resident who, stumped for lack ot a reasonable
conclusion, entered " G.O.K." But that the careful

compiler should explain tho initials by " no information "

is a i5ortent. In the spaces for the parents the dates of

birth and marriage and occupation get more room than
" Any mental disease or neurosis " and " Physical health."
One would think tuat the eighty-seven spaces on this faoo
of the card would have exhausted the ingenuity of tho
compiler. But no 1 There aro footnotes absorbing all tho
letters of the alphabet from a to t ! What useful medical
purpose can such a form servo? We cannot tell. How-
ever conscientiously filled it would never give a clinical

picture ot a Defective. Plainly no research worthy 0°

the name could be founded on such scrappy data
as tho spaces admit. But wo had forgotten, this is

not a medical document, it is the dossier of a bureau

;

it will servo a purpose of a sort—it will furnisli

pabulum Tor the piling up of figures wherewith to pad a
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Line book. For one brief moment vast tabjes. of figures

Tiill bewilder the unwaiy iuto a belief iu a laborious and

assiiluons public service, and thenceforward they will

cumber the good timber of many shelTCs, nutil the hungry

bookworm riddles them into the dust of forgctfulness.

Meantime the initiative, the insight, and the critical

fatuity of the doctor who has to furnish them arc sfip-

presscd, and the possible birth of a discovery is ruth-

lessly overlaid in a smother which steals away the

free air in which alono it can live. And all this is done

in the name of progress—but which way, up or down?
Such an exliibltion of the work of bureaucracy would be

passing funny if it wci-e not so sad. The narrowvisaged

Philistine is consumed with a deep-seated fear of the

medical man and all his works. The pioneer of medical

progress impresses his public, an enlightened public

demands a reform, and the Philistine masks his hate

with a smile as he stifles the new endeavour, and rejoices

to see the prime mover iu the attempt turned iuto a mere
docketing clerk, a slave of a soul-destroying routine.

AVell may the lover of our. profession echo the cry of

St. Paul, " Who shall deliver me from the body of this

death ?
"

MEDICAL CERTIFICATES FOR RECRUITS.
The rccrniting campaign now in progress in this country

Las its influence on the medical profession in more ways
tliau one. One effect appears iu the increasing necessity

for medical men to take service with the new armies ; with

that we have dealt. The point we wish to deal with now
is of another order ; it is one with which our professional

brethren iu other countries are familiar, but it is new to

most of us in these islands. The appeal for every fit man
to enter the service of his country in a military capacity

and the heart-searohings that must follow these appeals

to the conscience of men of military age have caused some
to realize for t'le first time the doubtfulness of their

l>hysical fitness for military service, just as some of us

have learut for the first tima that others do not thiuk our

appearance marks youthfulness, as wo had cheerfully

fancied. Those men go to their accustomed medical atten-

dant and ask for a certificate of their physical condition

for use when they present themselves at the recruiting

office. There are other men who <! aire these same
certificates with a different end in view ; they feel the

moral pressure of the call, they purpose to present them-
selves for attestation, but they wish to do this so well armed
that they will be sure of a speedy dismissal from the office

in possession of a form which states they are rejected

as unfit for military service. The armour these meu seek

is a medical certificate. A third tj'pe of mau is of those

•who are still tied to their mother's aproa-striugs, and the

appeal for the certificate comes from her. We do not

wonder at her fears, and we can guess that the claim of

unfitness is keenly contested in her heart with her pride in

the fruit of her body. What is the private medical man to

do in the face of these demands for certificates of physical

condition ? His position is really quite simple. It is

M'ithin his province to state the facts of the case, but it is

not his province to prouonuce on the fitness or otherwise
of any one for army service ; that rests with his pro-

fessional brother, the recruiting doctor. As the family doctor
Le may have valuable knowledge on the life history of a
man, he can then and there examine him, and it is quite
open to him to write down the facts of which he had know-
ledge. Such a written statement will be of the greatest
value to the recruiting doctor, who, in the pressure of his

work, will value it in proportion to the tcr.seucss with which
the facts are set dowu. But the duty of det«rminiug the
iclation of these facts to the fitness of the mau for

militarj' service must rest with the recruiting doctor,

who may be a commissioned officer of the R.A.M.C.
or a general practitioner doing temporary duty, but
iu cither case he acts for the miUtary authority, and

knows the current standards for enlistment. The private

practitioner does not necessarily know these standards,

tlicy vary from time to time, they vary for the several

branches of the service. Even in the same regiment there

is room for variation, for not every man wields a weapon
;

some have to abide by the stuffs of the fighters and pre-

pare their food for tlicm. It is. of course, open to the

private doctor to give expression to his opinion of tl/o

mau's fitucss, basing this on the facts that lie cites, but so

soon as he essays this task his difficulties will begiu, both

with his client and with the recruiting doctor. His

guarded expression of opinion may be altogether uasatis-

factory in the view of the man or his friends and yet go

too far in the eyes of the recruiting doctor, so in the end his

opinion meets the approval of no ouc. If the private

doctor will confine himself to the statement of the facts

of tlie case, pointing out to the man that the determination

of his fitness or otherwise must rest with the army doctor,

he defines his own position clearlj', there can be no room
for difficulty with his patient, and he docs not prejudice

his statement of tact in the eyes of the recruiting doctor by

trcuching on his work. One word as to the form of these

certificates. Some identification of the paper with tlio

bearer is desirable. Invite the man to sign his name at

the top of the paper, beneath this signature the doctor

wUl write in some such fashion as this :
" I have this day

examined A B , who has signed his name above;

I find that he suffers from etc." Or, "A B ,

who Las signed his name above, has been under my care

since He has suffered from etc."

The certificate should, of course, be dated, and it should

give the address of the doctor and the doctor's qualifica-

tions. The certificate should not be addressed to anyone,

but handed directly to the man ; it is an open document
given to the man himself for such purposes as may please

him.

" TRENCH-FOOT."
The AcadL-mic de Mtdeclne has resolved to di-aw ap some
leaflets for distribution among soldiers, describing in

simple terms the prophylaxis of some preventable

diseases. A committee appointed for this purpose on

Novmber 2nd made a report on November 16th, in

which it presented leaflets on venereal disease and on

the prevention of local lesions due to cold. The former

led to a long debate, but the latter was adopted almost

without discussion. After pointing out that such lesion*

occurred particularlj- in the feet, owing to standing iu

water, liquid mud, or melted snow, to wearing damp
boots, to contraction of the leather and consequent

constriction of the foot interfering with the circula-

tion and producing swelling of the foot and the lower

part of the leg, the leaflet proceeds to make certain

recommendations. It advises that the men should make
every effort to render the bottom of the tienches as dry

as possible by means of drains and catch-pits, and laying

down shingle or hurdles ; that men should not remain

standing or sitting longer than is necessary; that they

should wear large boots ; and that it is worth while

to wrap the feet with strips of" paper under the sock

and to keep two pairs of boots and socks, so that

those not in use can be dried. The most important

point, however, is to take the boots off at least

once a day, and to rub the feet and lower parts of

the legs thoroughly for ten minutes, while at the same
times the toes and ankles are moved energetically. After-

wards a dry pair of socks should be put on. The soldiers

are counselled to use the opportunity of being in camp or

billets to give particular care to their feet and boots, wash-

ing the feet and rubbing them at least once a da}'. The
boots should be cleaned of all mud, dried without harden-

ing them by bringing them too near the fire, and greased.
,.

i

Further, if he has reason to fcai- that his feet are beginning j' I
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to suffer fi-om colJ, tho soldicv is advised to take off

liis boots, rub tlio feet gently, put on sabots filled with

straw, and sco tbe lucJical officer at once. Tbn interest-

ing |)ai;or by PTOfcsscr Sheridan Dclepiuo, piiblisliod at

p. t.83, discusses tbe prevention of what appears now to be

couiniouly known as "trcnclifoot" from a scientific point

of view and describes a waterproof silk bag for tbo foot

and log, to be worn inside the boot. Ho considers tbat a

waterproof top boot so devised a."* to leave a fairly wido air

spiicc between tbo foot and ankle and lower part of the

l«g would bo more efficient and probably more convenient,

provided the material used was light and did not interfere

with movements, and Mr. Tenuaut told tho House of

Commons that a large number of rubber thigh boots have

t)cen issued. That tho matter has already btcome ouo of

considerable importance is sliown by his further statement

tbnt 770 cases of trench-foot occurred during tho wcel;

ending November 27th. Such discussion as did take place

at tho Academic arose in connexion with a recommenda-
tion to grease the foot and the stocking carefullj', using for

tliis purpose by preferonco tallow cither alouo or mixed
with ox-foot oil. This was rcterred back to the committee.

MILITARY RECORD CARDS FOR HEALTH RESORTS.
The Advisory Committee of tho iioj'al Society of Medicine

(Section of Balneology and Climatology) has now issued a
BCcoud set of case record cards for recording the treatment

of wounded and invalid soldiers at the British health

n-sorts. It is the aim of the committee to obtain a
permanent record of the many military eases that aro now
bemg treated by v.atcrs, baths, and climates in this

country. A card was therefore prepared in consultation

Willi tho Medical Researt^h Committee, which will even-

tnally form a part of the records for the Medical History

of the War. A doubt has been expressed whether these

cards ought to be used at the hospitals at health resorts

(and there are many) where baths and other physical

treatments are not chiefly and primarily emjiloyed. Such
bospitals are already, to some extent, reserved for cases

appropriate to the health resort, which offers facilities for

sjKicial treatment not elsewhere obtainable, and they will,

DO doubt, be more and more set apart for cases suitable

for the health resort as time goes ou. In the meantime it

is considered well that the cards should be used as freely

as possible, in order to obtain something like a complete

'record of the results of all cases sent to the British spas

and climatic stations. In tho second edition, which con-

eists of ten thousand, the cards have been modified as

ex|)erience has shown to be convenient. The back of the

card is now devoted to a tabu ar entry of the particular

physical applications employed. The committee is anxious

that all medical men in charge of soldiers at the health

resorts should avail themselves of this means of making
their observations of permanent value. From the point of

view of the health resorts themselves it should be un-

necessary to emphasize the value of tho present oppor-

tunity for accumulating a mass of evidence showing the

results achieved by means of the various treatments which
they have to offer. Fresh supplies of cards can be obtained

on auplicalion to the printers, Messrs. Adlaid, 76, JJewgato
Street, EC.

HYGIENE FOR THE MEN IN THE RANKS.
Tee Ligue Sauitairc Fraucaise was established at the

French Mlui^ti-y of tho Interior, with Professor 11.

Blanchard as President, in February, 1914. Its aim
w:u'< to disseminate tho knowledge of elementary
hygiene among the French people, French colonics, and
countries in sympathy %vitli the French and speaking
their language. The organization of the Ligue was only

partially complete when the war broke out, but it at once
turned its attention to tho distribution of information to

the soldiers. It has issued a series of pamphlets <;iviug

good advice and statinjj reasons for each rccommcndatioi;.

The first pamphlet, of which 25.000 copies were printed,
contained instructions aa to general hygiene and dis-

infection in war. Too second dealt with the plaguo
of lice. Tho third, of whicli wa g.iv«! soma account
on October 23i-d (p. 612), described means tor dealing
with tho plaguo of flios; and the fourth discussed in

paiticulai- the safeguarding of food in the trenchoy
and camps. .\t a meeting of tho Acadtmio do Medc-
cine ou November 30th Professor Blanchard was ablo
to produce evidence that t lese pamphlets had been
highly appreciated by tho responsible military officers,

and he went on to describe brietiy what was being
done in the same directions in other countries. In
particular he referre.1 to tho articles ou Insocts and War,
published in the B.irnsn Medical Journal by Dr.
Shipley, some of which w.H'e republished in a small
volume entitled Tha Minor H >i-)-oi:i of n'.ir. Tho book.
Professor Blanchard aaid, would remain a pattern for its

genial combination of humour and science. We aro suru
he will be able to express the same opinion of the second
volume containing the remaining articles published in tho
JoDKNAL, which the Master of Chrisfs is, wo understand,
preparing. Professor Blanchard also said that Italian

medical officers had prepared leaflets giving brief instruc-

tions without explanations, which the distinguished pro-

fessor of parasitology in Paris considered to be a mistakn
unless accompanied by much fuller statements, addressed
to officers and non-com missioned officers, explaining tho
motive of the recommendations, after the manner of tho
French pamphlets and Dr. Ship.cy's book.

TuE offices of the General Medical Council have been
removed to its new house at 44, Hallam Street, Portland
Place, London, W. In future the business will bo trans-

acted at this address, to which all communications should
be forwardccf. Tho telegraphic address is " Genmedicus,
EusL'oad, London."

JHeiikal Jlotes in Parliament.

War Taxation; The Finance No. 3) Act.

We have dealt in previous issues with tho progress of tbo
tliiid Finance Act of the War, which is now on tho point
of becoming operative, and we propose here to consider
briefly some of the alterations made in the bill during
its later stages.

The Import Duties naturally came in for a good deal of
criticism on tho question of principle involved, but little

change was made in tho actual incidence of the taxes.
Professional users of imported motor cars are still denied
the exemption granted to commercial users, but veterinary
surgeons will be allowed the rebate on the motor spirit

duty which medical men have always received.
The questions discussed and the amendments carried

in connexion with the income tax proposals dea,lt for tho
most part with matters of administration ; authority was
given to exempt the interest on future war loans from tax.

so far as it may be paid to persons not domiciled or
resident in this country. Banks arc, in certain circum-
stances, to receive an allowance in respect of war loan
interest, and a new method of assessment was set up,
devised to obtain income tax from foreign concerns
artificially reducing or eliminating their profits so far as
they arise from operations in this country.
The question of the income tax charged on officers was

the subject of an interesting discussion. Mr. Peto
(U., Devizes) moved an amendment providing that officers
should be relieved from the additional war taxation unless*
they were possessed of a private income amounting to
£1,000 per annum, and Lord Beiesford (U., Portsmouth) and
others strongly urged the Chancellor to make tbe desired
concession, but in replying he explained that his view was
that.if the pay of an officer was brought und.nly low by
tho payment of income tax the proper remedy was to
increase the pay rather than to make a special allowando
from tho tax. Asked whether ho would be prepared to

liad tho money if a bill to increase the pay woro intro-
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duced, Mr. McKenua replied that lie vrould have to seo

Avhat tho War Office proposals wore. Ultimately ho
agreed to move an amendment on the report stage pro-

viding that the pre-war rates of tax should be applied to

officer.s whoso tvlal incomes from all sourcos did not

exceed £300. Spcjking on the amendiueut, Mr. Peto
urged that the concession should be extended to cases

where the private income did not exceed £450, br.t finally

withdrew iiis amendment, intimating that the question

would bo raised again on the next Finance Bill. In the

bill as it originally fitoiid it appeared that aW "employed
per.sons" would conic under the now quarterly system of

collection. As a result of discussion with the General
Commissioners of Income Tax and others, it has now been
ir.ade clear that this system will apply only to " weekly
wage earners employed by way of niaun:il labour."

Wo have before pointed out that tho Excess Profits Tax
breaks new ground, and on that account is open to useful

criticism to a far greater extent than a tax which, like tho

Income Tax, has by constant amendment of an original

and still operative Act gradually becume so complicated

that none but experts can readily grayp the effect of fresh

legislative proposals. That this is so is shown by the

large number of alterations made in this portion of the

Act during its passage through tho Commons. The
functions of the Board of Ueferces have been so far

extended that the Chancellor suggested that they would
Ijrobably have to act in panels. The right which the bill

proposed to givo to revenue officers to inspect books of

account has been withdrawn, the tax has been extended to

juiueral royalties, and many other changes havo been
wade which need not be discussed here. Cue alteration in

principle the Chancellor throughout refused to make

—

namely, to extend the tax to professional incomes. On
tho other hand, Mr. Montagu introduced on his behalf,

during the report stage, a declaratory amendment ex-

empting "barristers . . . doctors . .
.' and any profession

unconnected with the purchase and sale of property or

commodities of any description." He explained that a
satisfactory datum line for tho pre-war standard of pro-

fessional profits was regarded as unattainable and also

that the yield of such a tax would be " insignificant." In
deference to the wishes of tho House, Mr. Mclvenna with-

drew his amendment, but the existing clauses of the Act
already make it sufficiently clear that medical men are

exempt, and in their case at least the abortive amendment
was not necessary.

It is now nearly three months since the bill was first

introduced, and a considerable amount of parliamentary
time has been expended upon it. Embodying as it

does novel principles and heavy taxation, the application

of the measure will be fraught with difficulties both to

the taxpayer and to the administration. The great impor-
tance in this country of success in fiscal matters should
be sufficiently obvious to render all concerned genuinely
anxious to make the Act a means of equitable and yet
fruitful taxation. If its practical working is carried out in

that spirit the result should not be in doubt.

"Frost-lite."—Sir G. Scott Robertson on December 8th
asked whether " frost bite " so-called threatened to be as
bad among British troops at the front this year as last

;

whether it was more or less common amongst our men
than amongst French and Belgian soldiers; whether
French and Belgian soldiers wore putties ; whether
rubber thigh boots were provided in sufficient numbers for

actual duiy in tho trenches, and, if so. whether they were
worn with puttees or with long woollen stockings. Mr.
Tcnnant said that during the week ended November 27th
approximately 770 cases of treuch-foot were reported from
France. It was hoped that the measures adopted would
cause a great reduction in the incidence of the ailment.
Eubber thigh boots had been provided in largo quantities
for the use of mou actually on duty in tho trenches and
further quantities were being sent. So far as was known
puttees were being worn witli them. He was unable to say
whether frost-bite had been more or less common among
our soldiers than amongst French or Belgian soldiers.

Marchinij Boots.—Mr. Teunant, in answering a question
by Mr. Br3'ce, said tliat the importance of a soldier's foot-

gear was universally known and appreciated. While
unablo to accept, without consultation with military

authorities, the classification of feet into the normal, the
arched, and the rather flat, he could say that ho had
received no reports indicating that suffering had been
caused by boots to suit these three characters of foot not
having been provided. E.xperts with regard both to boots
and feet had been consulted before tho present boot waa
introduced, and this practice would be continued when any
question arose rcnniring skilled advice.

EtjeHght Defccls-.— Sir J. KoUeston asked whether any-
thing could bo done to allay tho uncei-tainty due to

recruits not being thoroughly medically examined for

eyesight and other defects upon attestation, and whether
a recruit or his employer could be entitled to demand a
final medical examination at once. Mr. Teunant said that
when the present recruiting campaign was over it would
be possible to examine recruits properly, aud duo notice
would be given with regard to the arrangements proposed
to be made.
American Medical Men.—In reply to Mr. Pringle, who

inquired whether American medical men had been
recruited for medical service with the British army,
Mr. Teunant said that he understood that several of

the American universities had combined, under tho
auspices of tho Ked Cross Society, to send medical men
and nurses to form the staff of two genera! hospitals.

These medical men and nurses were engaged in their,

civilian capacity. Individual American medical men were
not being employed in a military capacity. He did not
think it was true that they were being employed by the
British War Office and placed in uniform, but promised to

inquire.

Dentists.—In reply to questions by Sir C. KinlochCooke,
on December 8t!i, Mr. Teunant said that a considerable
number of full-time dental officers had been appointed over
and above such as might have been appointed to go with
the Canadian contingent and the Australian and New
Zealand forces, and any voluntary hospitals. There waa
no evidence of any increased number of soldiers being
invalided for defective teeth in proportion to the number
of men in the field. Whether it was trne that eight l{ed

Cross hospitals in France wore without dentists he could

not say, but all demands for dental surgeons made by the
authorities oversea had been met. Another point raised

was whether, owing to insufficient dental arrangements a<

various hospitals in London and elsewhere, men invalided

homo on account of their teeth had to remain in this

country a much longer time than would havo been neces-

sary had the arrangements been adequate. Mr. Tennant
said that men were not kept in hospital for dental treat-

ment, the bulk of the work being done while they were
doing their duties. In each command full-time coin-

missioned dental officers had been appointed, and their,

number was increased when required. General officers com-
manding were also empowered to employ as many civilian

dentists as were needed. The importance of proper dental

treatment of officers and soldiers was fully realized.

Invalided Soldiers.—In reply to Mr. Needham, the

Financial Secretary said that the War Office had no!

lost sight of the question of finding temporary work for

soldiers without discharge from the army.
Picric Acid and Nitrons Fumes.—ln reply to Mr. W,

Thorne, on December 8th, the Under Secretary of Stata

for the Home Department said that eczematous ulceration

of the skin and poisoning by nitrons fumes were both
scheduled under the Workmen's Compensation Act.

Medical Service of the Army.—Mr. Pringle, on

December 14th, asked what was the proportion of

regular officers of the Royal Army IMedical Corps to

officers formerly in civilian practice who have enlisted

since the beginning of the war. Mr. Tennant said : The }
strength of regular officers is 1,034, and that of temporary
officers 5,894. This is cxclnsive of the Special Hescrvo

aud Territorial Force.

Sterilized Tuberculous Meat.—On December 9th Mr. Field

asked a question as to tho sale at low prices in Continental

countries of slightly tuberculous meat which had been

sterilized, and whether, in view of the existing conditions

in this country, the advisability of avoiding wasteful de-

struction of food would bo considered and this economical

method, practised with safety in other places, adopted.

Tho President of the Local Government Board said he was

aware of tho Continental practice, but did not consider its

adoption in this country at tho present time expedient.
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TEtE TV^AH.
A JIILITARY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

At ouc of tlio British hospital areas in Fi-anco tlio class of

cases treated is very varieil and much of the practice is

of a nature in which the experience of peace gives littlo

guidance. Beyond the contines of his own mess tho
medical officer had comparatively little opportunity of

DUHiting his fellows, of discussing with them matters per-

taining to his work, or of interchanging the fruits of ex-

perience, it was felt that a pooling of the liiiowlcdgo

pained by individuals in the area would bo helpful to all.

So a few enthusiastic spirits gathered together, and, under
the trees by the banks of a river where Napoleon sat to plan

Lis invasion of England, they evolved a District Medical
Society. Each hospital nominated a representative to be
responsible for its contributions, and these members in

turn elected tho office-bearers as follows

:

President : Colonel H. Carr, C.B., A.D.M.S.
Vice-I'resiJeiiU : Lieutenant-Colonel K. Cameron (CanailLin

General Hospitali, Major T. J. Horder, Major M. Dniilop.
Honorary Secretiirii : Captain Archibald Leitch.
Executive Commithe : Dr. Francis E. Eraser, Captain U.

Fritcbard, Captain F. L. A. Greaves.

The difficulty of a meeting place was solved by the
kindness of Sir James Clark, commanding the splendidly
equipped hospital of the St. John Ambulance Brigade, who
placed the recreation hall at the disposal of the new societ}'.

The meetings have been very well attended, far beyond
the hopes of the founders. For half an hour before the
business proper of the meeting starts the members meet
socially over a cup of tea aud make new acquaintances or

revive old friendships. Tho consequence has been the
welding of the hospitals into one unit and the production
of a very lively esprit de coi-ps, for which the medical
officers have to thauk the organizing power and good
fellowship of the A.D.M.S.
The first meeting of the society was held on September

1st. Colonel H. Carr, C.B., the A D.M.S. of the district;

and the pi-esident of the society, being in the chair. Over
150 medical officers attended, and the following were
among the papei-s read and discussed.

Partial Section of the Spinal Cord.
Lieutenant C. H. Treadgold exhibited a post-mortem

specimen of partial section of the spinal cord produced by
a rifle bullet which entered the left side of the neck and
after a zigzag course embedded itself in the liver, fracturing

parts of the first and second dorsal vertebrae in its course.

The cord and membranes were completely divided save
for a, thin strand of dura and subjacent nervous tissue

posteriorly. Superficial sensation had been lost up to tho
level of the clavicles, but deep sensation was at no time
impaired. There was no loss of sensation in tho arms and
no hyperaesthcsia.

Optic Neuritis in Gunsltot Wounds of the SJndl.

Captain M. W. T5. Oliver said that during the previous
eleven mouths he had examined the eyes of 68 patients who
had had gunshot wounds of the head. In every one of

these cases there was a fracture of the skull, which was
shown either by x rays or by subsequent operation. In all

the cases there was a fracture of the vault and in a few
the base was also involved. Of the 68 cases, 31 had optic

neuritis. In the remaining 37 the discs were uoriual.

These cases of optic neuritis might bo divided into two
Tery distinct classes

:

<1) By far the larger, in which there is merely
fullness of tho veins, blurring of the disc with very
little swelling.

(2) In which there is marked swelling of the disc,

associated sometimes, though ho thought not very
commonly, with retinal haemorrhages. The appear-
ruice of the disc in these cases is very similar to tho
' ondition found in brain tumours.

'[ these 31 cases, 6 were of the second class, with
ra » .;iling varying from 4 D. to 6 D. In the first class there
were 25 cases with not moro than 2 dioptres of swelling.
Of tho 6 cases with marked optic neuritis, all showed
some signs of cerebral compression. Two of these, when

operated on, wei*e found to have a cerebral abscesa ; both
of these died. Two had very extensive laceration and
destruction of the brain ; both of these died. Two were
still alive in hospital ; one of these, a German prisoner,
was fountl to have a cerebral abscess ; the other had very
extensive laceration of the brain, but no abscess. In tho
25 slight cases the optic neuritis disappeared entirely after
any form of local treatment, whether an extensive decom-
pression was performed or merely a local cleaning up of
tho wound. He had even seen it disappear without anv
form of treatment. In 4 of 6 severe cases that died ha
was unable to notice any diminution after tho operation,
as the interval between operation and death was too short.
lu the slight cases the vision was never affected ; in tho
severe cases it might or might not; consequently, unless a
routine examination of the eye was made in these cases,
the optic neuritis might very easily be overlooked. The
cause of the optic neuritis was undoubtedly increased
intracranial pressure, tho cause of which was not de-
finitely known. It v.-as probably due to oedema of tho
brain caused by trauiua. Ho did not think it was septic
in origin, as he had frequently seen it in cases in which
the dura had not been opened, aud in one case found it

in a fracture involving the inner table of the skull ouly,
which obviously put out of court any sepsis. The im-
portance of optic neuritis might, in his opinion, thus bo
stated :

The fact that of the 68 cases examined tho disc was
found to be normal in 37, showing that in these cases
there was no increased intracranial pressure.

In 25 of the cases there was only slight optic
neuritis — therefore, presumably, only slight intra-

cranial pressure, and this disappeared entirely under
cither no treatment or purely local treatment, without
any extensive decompression.
Thus, in only 6 of the 63 cases was there any great

rise of intracranial pressure.

These facts were of importance in deciding the best
method of treating these cases, but this subject hardly
came within the scope of the eye specialist.

Dr. Greenwood, in commenting on this paper, emphasized
the importance of a routine examination of the eyes of

every case of head injury. He would add a third class

to those mentioned by tho speaker, namely, true optic

neuritis following meningitis. There were several cases,

he thought, of increased intracranial pressure without
increase of blood pressure.

Tlie Gas Bacillus in a Brain Injury.

Dr. Hixon gave tho particulars of a case of shrapnel
wound of the brain. A post-mortem examination was
performed within an hour after death, and cultures were
made at once from pockets of pus in the brain tissue. Tho
B. aerogenes capsulatus was isolated in pure culture from
these. He asked whether any officers of longer ex-

perience had ever found meningitis duo to the gas
bacillus.

Lieutenant Morrison pointed out that it was easy to find

the B. aerogenes capsulatus in the blood post mortem ;

therefore tho times given by Dr. Hixon were important.
This organism was very often present in wounds, but ho
doubted whether it was a pathogenic organism to be
reckoned with. Probably it did not play an active part in

the case reported. It was sometiuies found alone in

rapidly spreading gangrene without pus formation, but it

was unusual to get it in head injuries. It occurred
generally in wounds of the lower limbs and hands, seldom
in the trunk.

Another speaker maintained that tho causal agent of

very rapid oedema was not the B. aerogenes capsulatus,

but another quite distinct anaiirobe the characters of

which he had not fully worked out, as it easily died in

culture.

Lieutenant-Colonel Goi'don Watson said that the B.
aerogenes capsulatris ought to have no terrors for the

surgeon, as it was not of itself a pathogenic organism. In

cases of gas gangrene ho had always found a mixed
infection. Quick opening aud good drainage of these

oases was the most hopeful treatment.

Medical Aspects of Gunshot Wounds of the Chest.

Lieutenant-Colonel N. Eaw read a paper on the medical

aspects of gunshot wounds of the chest. He had had to
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deal with 24 cases ot perforating wounds of the thorax, in

all of which pneumothorax existed. After the initial severe

shock ot wounding the condition was comparativel3' favour-

able. Pain was usually slight, whereas dyspnoea on exer-

tion was very common, and was due to effused blood that

required removal. In some cases rise of temperature of

remittent type appeared eight to ten days after the injury,

but this was not due to sepsis. He considered that tho
b'ood camo from the intercostal vessels and not from tho
lung tissue. Tho effusion was pure blood at first, but was
afterwards followed by serous effusion from tho injured
pleura. In all cases tUe effusion was sterile. He had not
observed any permanent collapse of the lung after removal
of the fluid. He advocated aspiration of tho fluid at ono
sitting as far as safety allowed. He had not introduced
gas into the pleural cavity.

Captain Branson was of opinion that these cases did
extremely well without tapping. In his experience of

some 50 cases there was only one in which the amount
of effused fluid was sufficiently large to make it worth
while to aspirate. He was much against early aspiration,

because the effusion might recur if interfered with ; left

alone it was usually rapidly absorbed, and even if it were
not, the lung would not fail to expand if the fluid were
sterile.

Lieutenant- Colonel Gordon Watson was averse to
tapping, as it subsequently increased the haemorrhage.
Major Horder doubted if these were true cases of

pneumothorax. He thought that usually there was a
pure serous effusion due to wounding of the pleura, and
was against routine tapping.

Colonel Carr said that these cases should not be evacuated
to England within a month at least of their admission into

the military hospitals.

At the second meeting of the society, held on September
17th, the President, Colonel H. Carr, C.B., was in the
chair, and over 150 medical oiEccrs were again present.

Localisation of Foreign Bodies.
Captain A. H. Pirie read a paper on localization of

foreign bodies in special regions, especially in the upper
parts of the limbs, the eye, and the pleural and pericardial

sacs. He pointed out the importance of placing the
patient in the same position in the operating theatre as
he was in the s-ray room, in order that tije roeasurcments
taken in the latter might be useful. He advocated the
Mackenzie Davidson method of localization. In some
cases in which there would be a difficulty in keeping to
the .same position in the operating-room he was accus-
tomed to pass a needle through the tissues till it touched
the foreign body, observing the while under the fluoro-

Bcope; this needle was left in situ as a guide to the
surgeon. He used the Snook apparatus for the localiza-

tion of foreign bodies in the eye, and found that he could
localize to within 1 millimetre. When tho foreign body
laj' in a cavity such as the pleural or pericardial sac or in

Ru abscess considerable changes in its position might take
place in quite a short time.

Major Maynard Smith thought that tho usually adopted
methods of localization were wrong, because of the
changing position of the foreign body in some cases and
the altering relations due to changes of position of the
part of the body under consideration. Ho had therefore
made it his practice to operate in the ar-ray room, viewing
the foreign body and the surgical instruments used from
time to time in the fluorescent screen enclosed in a sterile

ahiminium box.
Sir George Makins considered that the methods advo-

cated by the speaker were extremely useful in the majority
of cases, but that the x rays were of very little utility

when the foreign bodies were in the abdomen.

Malaria Contracted in the Trendies.
Captain H. MacCormac related the case of a private in

a Highland regiment who had lived all his life in Aberdeen-
Bhire until September 26th, 1914, when he joined the army.
He came to France in May, 1915, having been stationed at
Bedford in the interval. The first attack of fever occurred
in July after he had been two months in the trenches,
where his battalion had relieved Indians ; further, they
had occupied billets previously inhabited by Indian troops.

He had been severely bitten about the legs by flies. The
first attack, diagnosed as trench fever, quickly subsided,

quinine being given, but a second occurred about three
weeks after the first. On August 23rd he was admitted
to a general hospital under Mr. Yellowlces. A typical

attack of tertian ague commenced on August 31st. Mr.
Lyn Dimond examined the blood films and reported tho
presence ot tertian benign parasites in the early stage of

schizogony; ring forms of trophozoites were also noted.
Captain MacCormac considered that it was justifiable to

assume that tlie disease v/as contracted in the trenches or

in billets, the parasite being conveyed by a mosquito.
Lieutenant-Colonel Finleysaid tliathehad had a similar

case under his care, the patient being an Irishman. Ho
kuew of some seven or eight cases of malaria contracted
at the front. The Anophdes had been found.

Amputations for Emphysematous Gangrene.
Captain H. Burrows raised the question ot methods of

treatment of cases of emphysematous gangrene requiring
amputation. He had not yet found the necessity ol

having recourse to flapless operations. The process of

healing after flapless operations was slow, the protrusion
of bono sometimes beyond the soft tissues prevented
healing, and subsequent operations had to be done to

obtain a useful stump at a higher level. He thought this

subsequent operation could be obviated if flaps were taken
through apparently healthy tissues, holes cut in them, and
the flaps left ununited to secure drainage. After theseptio
process had subsided he secured the flaps together, and in

all his cases, some half-dozen, there was a good result,

and no subsequent severe operation was required.

Lieutenant-Colonel Gordon Watson, as the surgeon who
was instrumental in starting the procedure in question,

disowned the name " flapless operation." It was not a set

operation ; he preferred to call it a means of saving the
patient's life. He recalled the conditions under which
patients arrived from the front at a hospital in the earlier

days of the war, homo from sodden soiled trenches for

perhaps many days in improvised ambulances. The only
treatment was then to lop off tho damaged tissues without
regard to immediate pretty results. They had first to save
the man's life, and afterwards consider the cosmetic result.

He had avoided exposing the medulla of tho bones to tho

strei^tococci and anaerobic organisms in the fleshy part,

for absorption by the medulla was fatal. He therefore

often left the end of the bone protruding several inches
beyond the level of the sound tissues. He had given open-
air treatment to such wounds. The shock was minimized
in these so-called flapless operations by tho intravenous
injection of ether to produce the necessary surgical anaes-

thesia. He was not ashamed of tlie results of these

measures, though the changing conditions of trench life

and the improved methods of conveyance of wounded had,

ho was glad to say, obviated much of the necessity for

flapless amputations.
Sir George Jlakins agreed with the last speaker abso-

lutely. The class of eases had now changed. He was
afraid that the necessity of verj- free drainage was not
suSiciently appreciated, and he did not think that flaps

with holes could have saved the situation in the earlier

days. Short flaps gave no better results than no flaps

at all.

GERMAN EXPERIEXCES OF TETANUS.
Dr. B. O. Peibraji,' in discussing the German experiences
of tetanus since the outbreak of the war, states that in the
military hospitals of the 15th Army Corps 27,677 wounded
were treated between August 1st and October 31st, 1914,

and tho 1,744 cases of tetanus observed in this period
represented an incidence of 0.66 per cent. After a com-
prehensive survey of the subject and a detailed account
of many Lllnstrative cases, the author came to the

following conclusions

:

Prognosis.
Owing to the apparently capricious nature of the disease

it was impossible to estimate the value of different methods
of treatment by the mortality statistics, unless careful

notes were made on every case. The site of the muscular
spasms was a valuable guide to prognosis, which, in tho

absence of pulmonary and cardiac complications, was
relatively good in cases of trismus, opisthotonos, and
spasms of the peripheral muscles. The prognosis was •

> Berl. Iclin. TT'ocTi.. A-usust IGib, 23ra. and 30th.
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bad when the diaphragm and larynx wcro affected, cvcu
tlioiigh every other muscle miglit have escaped. Vnfor-

tuuately. no niethoil hitherto employed could check the

spasuis in these two groups o£ muscles. A sure and oavly

symptom of incipient diaphragmatic spasm was epigasliic

paui traceable to iucreascd tone of the muscles of ilio

diaphragm. The old observation that tlio shortness of tlio

incubation period was directly proportion.al to the virulence

of the infection was not altogether to bo trusted. The
true incubation periixl must be reckoned from the tiiuo

that the infecting organisms produced toxins; but this did

uot necessarily synchronize with the introduction of tlio

organisms into the tissues.

Difft-retitial Diagnosis atul Causss of Bcaih.
The localization of the muscular contractions was iudc-

peudent of tUe site of the wound and of the intousity of

the infection. However well developed the facies tetanies

might be, increased mechanical irritability of the facial

nerve was never demonstrable. The absence of this sign,

of a strained position of the hand, and of isolated, adductor
Bpasnis were of use in distinguishing tetanus from tetaii3',

two cases of which occurred among the many cases of

tetanus. The most frequent complication was lobular

pneumonia, which was also the most frequent cause of

death after suffocation in diaphragmatic and laryngeal

tetanus. Pribram therefore suggested that greater atten-

tion should be paid to the treatment of tho lungs.

fJlatus Tjymphaticus among the Subjects of Tetanus.
Among the patients dying of diaphragmatic tetanus,

it was usual to find snbpleui-al haemorrhages. Haemor-
rhages into tho heart, liver, kidneys and diaphragm, and
congestion of tho liver and kidneys were also often found
in ilieso cases. The abdominal organs of patients who
lia 1 not died of diaphragniatio tetanus contained the
u.sual quantity of blood or less. Obvious signs of status

lymphaticus were observed in many of the patients,

and in practically every patient dying of tetanus. This
condition, therefore, probably played a part in predisposing

to infection and also in aggravating the course of the

disease. In one case a septic embolus induced a relapse

of the tetanus.
Treatvient.

The best treatment consisted of tho radical excision of

all necrotic tissues and of the neighbouring freely bleed-

ing tissues. Antiseptics and the cautery were less satis-

factory. The decision for or against amputation should
depend rather on anatomical than on bacteriological indi-

cations. In fact, the nature of tho infection was not by
itself any indication for amputation. In some rases tlio

patient recovered in spite of severe phlegmon, while death
resulted in others in which tho wound was slight. In
Bome cases fatal tetanus did not develop till an amputation
had been performed. The view that the development of

tetanus depended on the severity of tho wound was in-

correct ; and in one of the author's cases the only demons-
trable lesions were excoriations between the toes duo to

perspiration. To confine prophylactic injections of anti-

tetanic serum to cases of shell wounds was, therefore,

indefensible. With regard to general anaesthesia, only
pure chloroform should be used, as ether was apt to cause
pneumonia and laryngeal spasm. Antitetanic serum was
often strikinglybeneticial, provided largo doses were given.

Pribram gave 200 to 300 units every day, and advocated
also an additional intradural injection of 400 to 500 units

on the first day of tlie disease, the patient's trunk
being in a dependent position during the injection. Tho
Bpasnis of the peripheral muscles could be successfully
relieved by the administration of chloral hydrate (up to

10 grams a day) by the saboutancons injection of mag-
nesium sulphate (20 c.cm. of a 25 per cent, solution five to
six times a day)—and by the hypodermic injection of a
20 per cent, solution of luminal sodium. (Tho sodium salt

of phenylethyl-barbituric acid, a mo<lification of veronal.)

The combined use of these drugs, he says, was most satis-

factory, but all failed when the diaphragm and larynx
were affected. The usnal doses of morphine were of little

value; but given in large doses—up to 0.3 gram a day

—

they were useful. Failure of respiration, duo to tho huge
quantities of morphine given, was not to bo feared, pro-

vided everything was in readiness for artificial respirati'ni.

Artificial respiration with oxygen also proved Tc:y
effcctiva

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SERVICES.
Killed in Action.

LiErTENMxr James Reston (rARDiNEn OARnriT, R.A.M.C.,
was reported as killed in Flanders in the casualty list

published on December 9th. He was educated at Aberdeen
I'nivcrsity, where ho graduated M.B. and Ch.B. in 1911

;

afterwards ho filled tho post of house-surgeon at tho
(tencral Infirmary, Maccle.sticld. Ho took a commission
as temporary Lieutenant in tho R.A.M.C. on December
7th, 1914, and was attached to tlrc 8th B altaliou of tho
King's Own Scottish Borderers when killed.

Wounded.
Captain .T. W. Wood, R.A.M.C. (temporary^, Franco.
Captain J. V. L. Grant, R.A.M.C. (Special Reserve),

France.
Captain H. W. White, R.A.M.C. (temporary). Franco.
Lieutenant L. ,J. Lcgris, R.A.M.C. (temporary), France.
Lieutenant E. G. D. Milsom, R.A.JVI.C. (temporary),

Mediterranean.
Lieutenant H. Scott, R.A.M.C. (temporary). Franco.

Deaths amoxg Sons of Medical Men.
Christison, Frederick .John, Lieutenant 10th Battalion Arjjyll

and Sutherland Highlanders, younger son o{ Snrgeou-General
Sir Alexander Cliristison, Bt., I. M.S. (retireii), of 40, Moray
Place, Edinburgh, killed in Flanders on December 2nd, aged 21.
He was educated at Edinburgh Academy, whore be was iu the
eleven and was captain of the Rugby tifteon in 1912-13, and at
University College, Oxford, where ho was .studying forestry
with a view t'-) ciit'TiiiL; i lie Iii.linii Inri^s!. S.'i", ice. An accident
atOsfopI p. It short liM f,i-*h;ill rai-cri- ,111,1 ,l,|.nvcd him of tho
opportniiiiv oi oaiiiiiiL; ;, I'.liir at Kiil'I.n- f.M.tl.iUI. He got a
commissi,.ii a.s Serond l/riii,aiaiit 111 Aii^nst, 1914, when tho
warbroii-e out, was promoted to Lieutenant in February, 1915,
passed through the battle of Loos unhurt, and was acting as
adjutant of his battalion when killed.
Uimn, George, Private, the Buffs, East Kent Regiment, son

of the late Dr. Dunn of Wolverhampton, died of wouuds iu
No. 3 General Hospital, Le Treport, on December 6th,

NOTES.
Hoxouns.

The London Ga~elte of December 10th announces that tho
Territorial Decoration has been conferred upon a number
of officers of the Territorial Force, including tho following
medical ofiicers

:

Lieutenant-Colonel W. P. Pcake, North Midland Casualty
Clearing Station.

Lieutenant-Colonel F. H. Westmacott, F.R.C.S., 2na
Western General Hospital.

Major D. J. Penney, M.B., 4th Highland (5Iountain)
Brigade, R.G.A.

Major J. Taylor, M.D., attached 6tb Gordon High-
landers.

Major J. Robinson, attached 3rd London Regiment.
Major J. A. Clark, M.B., attached 6th .Scottish Pro-

visional Battalion.

P.M. 3. UosriTAl,.

A hospital for sick and wounded soldiers has been estab-
lished at Blackmore End, Kimpton, Herts, generously lent (or
the purpose by tho owner, iUrs. Vincent, of Blackmore End,
and 35, Portman Square. The funds to cover the cost of tho
equipment and maintenance of the hospital (to bo known as
the P.M. S. Hospital) have been provided by the public of tho
Federated Malay States, all classes of the community— Malay,
Chinese, and Indian, as well as European, having contributed
liberally. The hospital contains eighty beds, and is under the
charge of Captain (i. D. Freer, R..\.M.('.(T.), formerly Senior
Medical Officer, Selaugor, F.M.S. Mr. C. 8. Atkin, M.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P.Lond., is resident medical officer, and Mlsa E. M.
Willis, of the Royal Free Hospital, Gray's Inn Road, E.G., is

matron. The first forty-eight patients arrived at the hosirital
from France on December 3rd.

Medical Ofticeus Wanted,
tVessex Field Awbidance.

Medical officers wanted. Apply to A.D.M.S., Wessex Division,

Exeter.

,?,7sJ East Lancaxhirc Field Ambulance.
Vacancies for medical ofiicers to replace men who have gone

to tho front with drafts. Apply Olficer Commanding, 2isi3

Kast Lancashire Field Ambulance, Linden Gardens, Tuubridgo
Wella.

The Welsh Genenil Ilosiaial.

The personnel of this hoepital is to be found for Ihp War Office

by Walc3. Besides the ordinary medical officers, there will be



r fflcers In charge of medical antl surgical divisions wlio inTiat

he consultants in tliclr brancliea, a registrar, ophtUalnriologia',
i.-ar and throat anecialiat, pathologist, and ra<Jiogra;ilicv. A
dental surgeon with a medical qualification would Ijo ant! ptod.
'I'he hospital is Tor oversea service, and will bo commanded bv
Lieutenant-Colonel A. W. Sheen, R.A.M.C.(T.F.). rarlicuiara
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Hrrlaitb.

Measles Notification in Dcblin'.
Sir. CiiARLES Cameeox, M.O.H. for Dublin, lias written a
Iftter to tho corporation, pointing out that measles is

prevalent in parts of South Dublin, and statiug that liis

11 Ueution hag been drawn to the recent order of the English
Local Government Board. Sir Charles does not say
whether it has been recommended that tho English
example should bo followed, nor does he himself express
any view. It is within the power of the corporation to

make notification compulsory. For some years measles
was one of tho notifiable diseases, but in 1904 it ceased to

l)e so, and about a year and a half ago the Public Health
Committee was asked to report on the advisability of renew-
ing the order. The answer was that notification bad been
gi\en up because tho results were not satisfactory and the
expense considerable. The matter has again been referred
to the committee. At the last meeting of tho Public
Health Committee Sir Charles Cameron reported that
twenty deaths due to measles bad been registered during
the fortnight as against six in the previous two weeks.
The great majority occurred on the south side of Dublin,
but the disease was spreading rapidly, and would, he had
no doubt, penetrate to all parts of the city. He had
recommended the closing of infant schools on the south
.side, and he now considered it advisable to recommend
the closing of all the schools in the city nntil after
Christmas. The committee approved of the "suggestion.

Alcoholic Poisoning ix a Child.
A case of fatal alcoholic poisoning occurred last week at

Tnllyallen, some five miles from Drogheda. A number of
schoolboys, when passing though Tullyallen graveyard,
discovered a bottle of whisky, which thej- shared among
themselves. One boy, aged ten. took such an overdose of
the whisky that he died next day, comatose death being
attributed to acute alcoholic poisoning.

Dublin Castle Eed Ceoss Hospital.
At the last meeting ct the Committee of tho Dublin

Castle Red Cross Hospital it was reported that owing to
the large increase in the price of all foodstuffs, the daily
cost for each patient was 5s. 4d. during November, as
against the 3.s. allowed by the War Office. There are at
present 91 patients in the hospital, and 1,052 have been
leceived since tlie opening of the institution in the early
sjiving.

^cotlantr.

Bequests to Dcxdee Institutions.
I.oRii Arjiitstead, who represented Dundee in Parli

for ten years, bequeathed £10,000 to the Dundee Royal
Infirmary, £5,000 to University College, Dundee, il.OOO
each to the Sidlaw Sanatorium and the Dundee Con-
valescent Home, and £500 to the Dundee Sick Poor
Nursing Society, in addition to other charitable bequests.
The residue of tho estate, which will probably amount to
over £40,000, will ultimately become available for various
institutions and charities in Dundee.

Fog Deaths.
Dr. A. K. Chalmers (M.O.H. Glasgow) reported to the

Health Committee, on December 8th, that during the
week ending Nove.mber 20th the mean air temperature
was 28.5 degrees, and there was almost continuous fog
from the Monday onwards. The effect on the death-rate
was shown rapidly and proved to be cumulative. It rose
to 20.5 in that week, and in the following week to 26.2,

.ilthough before November 27th the frost had relaxed and
the mean temperature had risen to 33.8. The age dis-

t. ibution of the deaths, and the cause o£ an appreciable

portion of Ihern, repeated the cxperionco of former year.*
when similar climatic conditions prevailed. For tho throe
weeks ending November 27lh tho deaths under ono year
numbered respectively 76, 82, and 74, and over sixty year.^

93, 114, and 195; while tho total number of deaths at
all ages rose from 335 to 389, and then to 509. Their,
was an appreciable increase in deaths from phthisis and
pneumonia, whilo deaths from bronchitis and other dis-

eases of the lungs rose from 39 in tho week ending
November 13th to 51 in the following week, and 132 in tiio

week ending November 27th. The local distribution of tho
deaths repeated tlie experience that such climatic varia
tions told with greatest intensity on the sections of the
population v.hose resistance to fatal disease was at all

times lov.'. They were bighest in those wards whore tho
annual death-ratos from all causes v.ere highest.

Milk Supply or EmxBUP.cn.
Deputations from the Public Health Committee of Edin-

burgh and tho Edinhuroh and Leith Dairymen's Associa-
tion have had an intei-view with the Board of Agriculture
for Scotland and representatives of the Local Goverument
Board with reference to the milk supply. The spokesman
of the Public Health Committee said that there had been
a large decrease in the number of dairy cows in Edinburgh
and its immediate neighbourhood, with an estimated
diminution of 1,750 gallons a day in the supply of milk.
The president of the Dairymen's Association said that the
main cause of the diminution iu the number of cows kept
was the difficulty of obtaining workers. He suggested
that steps sliould be taken to replace the remaining men
on the reserved list. The possibility of employing women
and children had been fully considered, but they could only
replace men to a limited extent. Sir Robert Wright, chair-

man of the Board of Agriculture, said, in reply, that several

of the classes of agricultural workers in the list of reserved
occupations might be regarded as including dairymen
employed in Edinburgh, and that if such men enlisted

under"the group system application should be made to tho
recruiting tribunal for exemption or postponement to a
later group. He suggested that fem.ale workers might bo
obtained from the Highlands and Islands, and that more
use might be lu.ndo of milking machines. He concluded
by stating tl1.1t the Board of Agriculture would be glad

to take any steps within its power to assist the dairy
industry to mrautaiu the supply of milk.

ttaks.

Royal Cojimissios ox the AVelsh Untyeesity and
Natiox.u- Medical School.

At tho sixtli meeting of the Welsh University Education
Conference it was reported that the University of Wales
and its constituent colleges had accepted the proposal for

the immediate appointment of a Royal Commission on the
terms proposed by the Treasury, and had agreed to do all

in their power to assist the Commission in its inquiries.

It was reported also th.it tho board of management of

King Edward VII Hospital, Cardiff, had agreed to tho
conditions laid down, and had expressed its readiness to

accept the decision which the Government might base on
the findings of tho proposed Royal Commission, but, in

view of the present necessity for proceeding forthwith with
the matter of the National Medical School, had expressed
the hope that it would be possible to expedite the pro-

ceedings of the Commission. The conference adopted
resolutions urging upon tho Treasury the desirability

-of forthwith granting permission for the buildings of tho
medical school to be proceeded Avith to completion without
prejudice to any decision which might be arrived at as to

the scheme for the constitution of the Welsh National
Medical School at Cardiff, whether as the result of the
report of the Royal Commission or otherwise. An under-
taking was given that buildii g operations would be so

conducted as uot to afford emp'oyment to men who might
otherwise be employed in rendering war service to tho
State. It was also resolved to represent to the Treasury
that the noble benefaction of Sir William James Thomas
for the completion of the buildings of tho National
Medical School was dependent upon tho donor's life and
his goodwill, and that he was not willing to agree to

J

any delay. The conference appointed a consultatiro (
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conimittee to consider mattei-s aiisiug iu connexion vriih

the Royal Cominissiou. Tlie committee consists of iciiie-

Beiitative:} of the colleges, of the T'niversity of Wales, and
of King Edward VII Hospittil, Caidiff, those of tlie last

institution being Colonel E. M. Bruce Vaughau (Chairuiau
of the Boai-d of Management), and Dr. Herbert VrcIicII

(consulting physician).

THE SOLDIERS HEART.
SiK,— It lias interested lue to find that the effect prodai^ed

in the soldier's heart by active service resembles that seen iu

the heart of the young man of about the same age cugngod
in hard muscular exercise unich more closely than might
have been expected iu view of the fact that the couditions

of life of the two cl sses differ in many other points.

The chief resemblance appears to me to lie iu their plaiu

divisibility into two classes. In one class the effect is that
due to overwork in a hitherto healthy muscle. In the
other the effect is seen in men who give a history of,

for example, influenza, typhoid, " cold " accompanied by
severe diarrhoea, trench fever, tonsillitis, septic wounds,
and so on.

This second class is, I believe, by far the larger of the
two, and is responsible for much of the wastage of men iu

the army due to " heart disease." The men of this class

should be separated from those in the first class and
treated as convalescents from the disease which caused
the weakness of the heart. In a large number of cases
this separation can be made easily -when a careful history

lias been obtained.
It seems to me to be a mistake to tell these men that

they have anything wrong with the heart, because they do
not believe that a heart disorder can possibly be temporarj',

and they almost always cease to be of any use as
soldiers.—I am, etc.,

KOBEKT JIlCIIELL,

Deceuibei- 8th, Eriiish Expeaitionary Force, Frsiice.

others. In applying this principle to the treatment of

cases of bromidrosis I was able to show that the foul smell
from the decomposition of sweat might be entirely pre-

vented, and tho condition completely cured, by tho
external application of glycerine.' It seems that it would
be worth while tryiug to see whether gangrenous infec-

tions could not be treated on similar lines.

It would first have to be established experimentally that
the presence of a fermentable sugar— for preferenco
glucose or possibly iuosite—could modify the action of tho
ferments of the bacillus of malignant oedema ; it would
further have to be shown that these modified products of

protein digestion, to say nothing of the alterative substauoo
introduced, are loss poisonous than are the unmodified
products of fermentation. It would then be the work of

the surgeon to apply tho alterative material to tho sub-

strate in the infected" area, either locally through incisions,

or by infiltration of the tissues coupled with very freo

drainage. I attempted last winter to carry out an experi-

ment with the organism under discussion, to ascertain

whether the prevention of indol formation, by the presence

j
of glucose and other sugars in the culture medium, was

' coexistent with diminished pathogenicity of the culture:

but owing to the fact that my strain of the organism
proved to be both nou-indol forming, and in broth culture

non-pathogenic to guinea-pigs, no results were obtained.

I noted that on mannite tho foul smell of the culture was
much less pronounced, and of a different character from
that of the peptone-water culture. On the other sugars

there was very little alteration to be observed so far as

smell was concerned; one per cent, sugars iu peptone
water were used. Owing to other work the experiment;

was not followed up.—I am, etc.,

T. H. C. Beniaxs, F.R.C.S.,
Patbological Department, Pi-icce of Wales's Hospital,

Tottenhani, N., December 14Ui.

THE TOXIC BODIES OP THE BACILLUS OF
MALIGNANT OEDEMA.

Sir,—Drs. Barger and Dale have shown in their article

in the British Mudical Jocrxal (December 4th, p. 808)

that the toxic effects which followed injection of guinea-

liigs with cultures of the bacillus of malignant oedema
were due to the absorption of certain end products of

protein metabolism, in particular of ammonium salts of

fatty acids, these bodies being produced by the action of

the bacterial ferments, or enzymes, on the artificial sub-

strate. This form of protein destruction is apparently

similar to that resulting from the action of trypsin, which,
in an alkaline medium, carries the destruction of tho

lirotein molecule to a very advanced stage, producing the

aromatic bodies, amino-acids, and ammonia
;

peptic

fermentation, on the other hand, takes place iu an acid

medium, and does not get to the length of producing these

simple end bodies. I do not know if Drs. Barger and Dale
believe that these ammonium salts of fatty acids arc

produced in vivo during natural infection by tho bacillus

of malignant oedema. Assuming, however, that these

toxic bodies are produced in the natural substrate provided

by the infected tissues, I should like to offer the suggestion

that it might be possible, by modifying the tissue sub-

strate, to alter the form or degree, and thus the results of

the process of fermentation.

Among the aromatic bodies resulting from the action of

ferments on protein, the production of indol by bacteria

has been closely studied, principally in peptone-water

cultures, and it has been found that the presence in the

cnlturc medium of glucose, glycerine, and other subtauces

prevents its formation. These latter bodies, in most cases

at any rate, are fermented by other bacterial ferments,

and the proteolytic ferments have then to act iu an acid

medium. Whether it is this acidity that modifies tho

action of the proteolytic ferment I do not know, but cer-

tainly its action is modified, with the result that cultures

which in the ordinary way are very foul, when grown in

a solution containing sugar remain quite sweet. Doubt-

less the ferments of some bacteria would be much more
vigorous and less readily held in check than in the case of

BROMIDES IN EPILEPSY.
Sir,—The difference of opinion upon the action of tho

bromides in the treatment of epileps}', revealed in the

interesting correspondence appearing in tho Jocrxal,

shows how great is the difficulty in arriving at the real

value of those remedies in this disorder.

Some years ago I collected facts bearing upon this

subject from the out-patient records of the Queen Square
Hospital, where epileptics attend for treatment over many
years. The inquiry brought out tho fact that in about

25 per cent, of all cases the continuous administration of

the bromide salts led to an arrest or great amelioration of

the fits within a short period of commencing treatment.

These cases were mainly of a mild type, characterized by
an absence of mental symptoms and with fits recurring

at long intervals. In a second 25 per cent, the bromides

induced a lessening in the severity or iu the frequency of

the fits. In the remaining 50 per cent, the bromides

exerted no influence upon the seizures. These last were
eases of a severe or confirmed type, with fits usually of

the combined major and minor variety associated with

some degree of mental enfeeblement. It is obvious from
this that a large percentage of •epileptics derive no benefit

from the bromides, _and this is the experience of those

through whose hands' large numbers of epileptics pass.

As Dr. Mercicr points out, diminution in the frequency

of the fits is not the only thing to be considered. There
are eases of epilepsy which are doomed to incurability

whether treated or not. They are recognized by the co-

existence of epileptic attacks and the severer grades of

mental enfeeblement.
A further point of practical interest shown by tho

statistical inquiry was that arrest of the fits following

the use of the bromides took place within the first year

or two of continuous treatment. I have found in practice

that this fact is a good guide to estimato the value of

bromide treatment or to form a prognosis upon the likeli-

hood of cure.—I am, etc..

London, W"., Dec. 13tb. W. Aldren Tunxi;E.

Sir,—Fifteen years' close contact with some twenty

epileptics at the Exeter Poor Law Institution has

diminished my faith in the specificity of tho bromides or

even in their general utility. They do not cure epilepsy

;

they diminish the number of fits, but I have reason to

suspect they increase their individual severity.
'

1 Lancet, December 5th. ISM.
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Wc havo no setUcd pathology in respect of epilepsy.

My ovvu view, based ou careful records of tlio exact

inoinent of the occurrence of the fit and its relation to the

prevailing atmofsplieric pressure, is that changes in baro-

metric pressure cause changes iu the blood pressure which
suffice in people of unstable nervous organization to pre-

cipitate a convulsion. Fits almost invariably coincide

Avith a falling barometer. Epileptic fits cease iu pyrexial

conditions; epileptics with an average of three or four fits

a day will go through an attack of influenza or pneumonia
witliout a single fit. It seems that as long as the arterial

lone is relaxed by the pyrexia no fits can occur.

Thcro arc atmospheric conditions which bring about
groups of diseases, the salient feature of which is free

haemorrhage. When one encounters cases of cerebral

liaemoi'rhage, cpistaxis, hacmoptj'sia, bleeding from
haeraorrhoidal veins, and even haematcmesis, occurring

in abnormal numbers within the same period of marked
atmospheric distnrbanco, one must look outside tho indi-

vidual and his personal errors, dietetic or hygienic, for a
cause. It is a common experience at the Poor Law Insti-

tution to have two or three weeks free of fits and then to

have two or three patients struck down together. On the

hypothesis that it is hyijertonioity of the cerebral blood

vessels tliat causes the tit, I have exhibited vasodilators

as a prophylactic, giving a mixture of sodium nitrite with
the potassium nitrate and bicarbonate. This combination
reduces the number of the fits and preserves tho mentality
of tho patient. Unfortunately the human is sometimes
more sensitive than the mercurial barometer, and the
patient drops first. This mixture has incidentally another
advantage. It does away entirely with the bromide rash.

My experience with arsenic has been very disappointing.

—

I aru. etc.,

Exeter, Dec. 7th. J- -A-- '^^'- Tekeika.

THE BIEMBERS OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
SUKGEONS.

Sir,—The astonishing explanation vouchsafed by Sir
Watson C'heyno at tho annual meeting of Fellows and
Members to Dr. .Jones and others when asking the views
of his Council respecting the representation of Members in

tho Council of the College, can only be in keeping with
all those Conservative and time-honoured bodies which
eventually bring about their own undoing by the avowed
belief in their own perfection.

Tho only question, says Sir Watson, in which they were
concerned " was that of the interest of the College ''—truly

a bald statement. He must have only the Fellows in his
mind, for as far as tho Members are concerned, if I may
judge from experience, they are nonentities in every sense
of the word. Excepting as being fully licensed to practise,

which I admit is a great concession, there is no function or
work in connexion with the College in which a IMcmber
may take part or voice his views. Sir Watson infers that
tho Members do not bear in mind any improvement in

their educational and scientific position. Perfectly absurd,
1 say, for Members of the College up and down the country
at homo and abroad, arg found on boards of education,
scientific institutions, sanitary authorities, county councils,

magisterial benches, working out *he salvation of tho
State. I go further and say that the extraordinary
and highly trained technical skill and knowledge of the
Fellows, magnates as they are, in no way render them
more skilful in managing our College of Surgeons than
the rank and file of Members and general practitioners.
" It would bo a mistake," Sir Watson says, '• to convert
the College from a scientific and academic institution into
a political one." By this any one would think that tho
Members had no notion of science or art, or were not even
trained medical men.
This is no time for internecine quarrels ; our very

existence depends upon whether the Kaiser's military
despotism shall prevail or not. Still one sees and feels
that an injustice has to bo righted, and that what seemed
good in 1843 has a very different complexion in 1915. Let
mo ask. Why is it tliat there is such reluctance on the
part of the Fellows to extend the franchise to the whole
College ? All honour to tho late Dr. Joseph Smith, who
vainly devoted so much toil to this cause. Lieutenant-
Colonel Josiali Oldfield in his letter is courteous and
convincing. Unless moro weighty arguments than the
shelving and ambiguous reasons hitherto j'roffered against

tho franchise for all, one can foresee loss of sympathy and
a feeling adverse to the Royal College of Surgeons looming
high as a danger in the near future.—I am, etc.,

Jos. Wji. Gill, M.R.C.S.
Eilla-snu. Coi-UTvall, Dec. eth.

THE TRGENT NEED OF DOCTORS FOR THE
ARMY.

Sin,—My colleague and I cover an extensive district
with our two practices. My colleague lias been forced to
take up a commission by tho pressure exercised by tho
Emergency Committee, and I have had to undertake llio

responsibility of the two practices. Since June we havo
had charge of the troops stationed here. Now, when my
coUeaguo has gone, the military authorities send a whole-
time R.A.M.C. man to take over the troops, and so do an
infinitesimal part of tho work my colleague would have
done if ho had remained at home.—I am, etc.,

December mU.
,

SeNEX.

Sib,—I should like to make a few suggestions re the
present dearth of medical officers in tho army. I think
that, where a brigade is stationed in a town, or in places

adjacent to one another, one R.A.IVLC. officer could be put
in charge of the brigade, himself taking one battalion, and
a civil medical practitioner be appointed (as part-time

man) to attend to each of the other battalions under hia

supervision, instead of having a R.A.M.C. medicaJ officer

to each as at present. This I am sure would greatly

increase the number of men available for other appoint-

ments. If, on tho other hand, the brigade was leaving for

overseas and required a R.A.M.C. medical officer for each
battalion, these could bo extracted from the third line,

who are draft-finding units, at least in the Territorials.

Again, in tho field ambulances the commanding officer

of each unit and one junior officer could quite well carry

out tho work.—I am, etc.,

Decemixvl5tb. R.A.M.C.(T.).

C^Mtuar^.

GEORGE WALTER STEEVES, B.A., M.R.C.S., M.D.

It is with deep regret that wo have to announce the death
of Dr. Steeves.

He was born at St. John, New Brunswick, Canada, and
was the only surviving son of the Hon. William H. Steeves,

Senator and a Father of Confederation. He was educated
at the University of New Brunswick, taking there a degieo
in arts. Coming to England at the age of 21 he married
Agnes, the daughter of the lato Mr. G. T. Solcy of

Liverpool, and shortly after commenced to study medicine
at St. Thomas's Hospital in the days of Murchison and
Bristow. After taking the diplomas of M.R.C.S.Eng. and
L.R.C.P. and L.M.Edin. he set up a practice in Liverpool.

Dr. Steeves possessed all the qualities requisite for a suc-

cessful practitioner; not only was he skilled in all branches
of his profession, but he possessed a generous disposition,

a charming personalitj', and a love of children, which,
combined with his professional ability, won the confidence
and affection of his patients. It is not surprising,

therefore, that for many years he had a large prac-

tice amongst the wealthier classes in Liverpool, and
a wide circle of friends. A highly-cultured gentleman
with literary tastes and ability, he made many personal
friends among the professors at the university. He loved
tho works of the gi'eat masters of English literature and
devoted a great deal of his spare time to the acquisition

of rare first editions, of which ho possessed a fine collec-

tion. Especially had he a great regard for Bacon, whose
works he liad studied and knew well ; in 1910 he published

a most interesting book entitled, Francis Bacon : His Life,

TVorls, and Literary Friends. This work was very favour-

ably reviewed, and its high merit may best bo judged by
tho testimony of Sir Sidney Loo who wrote :

" It is un-
doubtedly the best contribution to Baconian bibliograpliy

that has been yet vouchsafed to us." In 1913 Dr. Steeves
published a collection'Of essays entitled Some Main Issues.

He was the author of several poems, which were greatly

appreciated by Canadians, who woro justly proud of hia

attainments.

I
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iiust not, bowevor, be Hiought that Dr. Stcoves ncg-

.....i tlio -work of bis profession. He was specially

iutoiosted iu sanitary scieuec, of wliich he liad au ex-

tensive practical kuowlcJge and on which he wrote several

useful papers, one of which was published iu the Nine-
Icaith Cciitunj. For many years ho was M.O.H. for

Toxteth, Livcriwol; physician to the Urban District Hos-
pital ; and U.S.A. sanitary inspector for the Port of Liver-

pool. He was a vice president of the Liverpool Medical
Institution, and wheu. some years ago, he left Liverpool to

Inside in London, the appreciation iu which he was hold

by bis professional brethren and many friends was shown
by a handsome testimonial. Since the war began his

cxpcrioucc in sanitary science aud attainments as a
physician led to his being given a command in the

National Guai-d of the City of London. Dr. Steeves wag,
until a few weeks before his death, actively engaged in

c;^aminiug recruits in addition to his practice and other

duties. After a week's acute illness it was found ueces-

sary to perform an operation.

In his younger daj^s Dr. Steeves was an athlete, aud
continued to be a fine amateur billiard player and good
golfer. In fact, anything he took in band "he did well.

He will bt"! greatly missed by all who bad the privilege of

knowing him, for his gentle, attractive, sympathetic
personality endeared him to all.

He leaves a widow, but no family.

CoLOKEL RoDEWCK Maceae, CLE., Bengal Medical Ser-

vice (retired), died in Edinburgh on December 5th, aged 64.

He was born on May 25th, 1851, educated at Edinburgh
University, where he giaduated as M.B. and CM. in 1873,

and entered the I.M.S. as surgeon on March 31st, 1875,

becoming surgeon-major on March 31st, 1887, aud snrgcon-

lieutenant-colonel on March 31st, 1895. Ho was placed

on the selected list for promotion from April 1st, 1901,

was promoted to full colonel on February 12th, 1905, and
retired, on completion of iive years' service in the admini-
strative rank, from March 1st, 1910. His first live years
of service were spent in military duty, during which ho
served in the second Afghan war from 1878 to 1880, was
present in actions against the Ghilzais at and near
Jazdalak, accompanied Sir Charles Gougb's column to

Shei-pnr, and took part in operations in the Kohistan,
Logar, and Maidan valleys, receiving the Afghan medal
with a clasp. He then entered civil employment in the

province of Bengal, and during the next twenty years held

many important civil surgeoncies in succession, among
them those of Jalpaiguri, Sarun, Champarun, Gaya, and
Dakka, at the last being also superiuteudcnt of the
vernacular medical school in that city. As an admini-
strative medical officer ho held the post of inspector-

general of civil hospitals in the Central Provinces, in

Burma, and in Bengal successively, being the first and last

Bengal officer to hold that post in Burma. A good service

pension was conferred upon him from December 3rd, 1909,

and after his retirement, on June 24th, 1910, ho was
decorated with the CLE. Since his retirement he had
resided in Edinburgh. He contributed two articles to the

Indtan Medical Gazelle in 1894, the one on cholera and
preventive inoculation in Gaya gaol, and the other on
flies and cholera diffusion. He was a Fellow of Calcutta

University, and administrative medical officer E.B.S.
Railway. He is survived by a widow and family.

It is with great regret that we announce the death, at

the age of 54, of Dr. Buyars of Mount Pottinger, Belfast.

He had suffered from a serious illness about eighteen

mouths ago, but had recovered and resumed his practice.

On the morning of November 21st he was suddenly
seized with apoplexy, and died in a few hours. He
received his medical education in Dublin and Edinburgh,
and, after taking the triple qualification in Scotland, he
practised for six years in AVest Hartlepool. He tlieu

settled in Belf.ist, where ho has carried on a large aud
laborious practice for twenty-four yi^ars ; he was for

many years a member of the board of Poor Law guardians,

and for two their chairman. He was a greatly liked and
trusted by his patients, and respected by all with whom
he came into contact. Much sympathy is felt for his

widow and family. His eldest son is in the reserve of the

U.A.M.C, and is preparing for the final medical examina-
tion ; his second son is a lieutenant in the Royal Irish

Fusiliers, 8th Battalion.

Vert deep regret will be felt by a large circle of pationtji
and friends on hearing of the death on December 5th of
Dr. John J. Austin of Clifton Street, Belfast. He had
been in his usual health when ho was attacked by pneu-
monia, which ended fatally about the fifth day. He was
57 years of age. He had a distinguished career in Queen's
College, Belfast, and graduated M.D. in 1882. After prac-
tising for a few years iu Larno he settled in Belfast, and
rapidly gained one of t!ie largest practices. The deep and
implicit trust of his patients was well deserved. He was
most painstaking, careful, and skilful. His success iu
obstetrics in private practice was great. He left nothing
to chance, and no detail was too small. He carried the
same qualities into all his work. Dr. Austin was of a
retiring disposition. He held no public appointment, but
was at one time honorary physician to the Johnston
Memorial Orphan Training School, au institution in which
he took the warmest interest. His wife predeceased him
seven years ago. Much sympathy is felt for bis. thrco
daughters and only soi).

'^\)t ^^rbias.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
ArPOIXTMEXTS DrRING THE WAR.

It was recently announced in the press that after the open
competitive examination held last Jnly for admission to the
Indian Medical Service no similar examination would be held
during the continuance of the war, but that such appointments
as might be required 'to meet the absolutely indispensable needs
of the service would be made by nomination by the Secretary
of State. To assist him in makiny these appointments, which,
as already anuounced, will be limited in number to the abso-
lutely indispensable needs of the service, Mr. Chamberlain has
appointed a Selection Committee, who will summon and inter-
view such applicants as may appear to bo prima facie suitable,
aud make recommendations for appointmout.
Applications for appointment sliould bo addressed to the

Secretary otVhe Military Department, India Office, Whitehall,
S.W., and should contain concise particulars of the applicant's
medical degrees and career. Applicants must be over 21 and
uuder 32 jears of age at the time of application. Particulars
regarding pay, promotion, etc., in the service can be obtained
from the Secretary, Military Department.

EXCHANGE DESIRED.
LiEUTEXAXT E. X. Moffat, E.A.M.C.(T.F.i, attached 1 4tb
Queen's Own iRoyal West Kent llegiraenti, Jubbulpore, India,
wishes to find substitute iLicntoiiant or Captain), so as to enable
him to transfer to a unit at home. Details can be obtained
from the Secretary (No. 5997), British Medical Association.

Euiba'sities an& Calkges.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tions indicated

:

Fi.N-.lL ExAinxATiON iForcnsio irediVtrie).—Fakir Chand, E.
Chapelle, Bhaskar B. Gadgill, J. A. C. Guy. Balkrishna R.
Handoo, N. K. Henderson, J. R. S. Mackay, P. D. M'Laren,
M.A., C. P. Penberthy. J. C. Preston. Satyeudra N. Seal, J. M.
Smellie. D. G. Stouto, Daya R. Thapar, J. M. Watt, Tin Po Woo.

riXAL KiAJiTXATioM iFiMic Hen!»i)—Johannes J. Ackermann.
Fakir Chand. E. Chaiiolle, Demetrius Colombos, T. F. Corkhill,
W. J. F. Crais, W. H. Ferguson, Bhaskar B. Cadgil, J. A. C.
Guy, Ealkrishua R. Ho.ndoo, C. Harris, N. K. Henderson,
Margaret M. MGarrity, Marjorio I. S. M'Grecor, J. R S.
Mackay, P. D. M'Laren, J. O. Mavais, IsaboUa ilorison. G. A.
Paris. C. P. Penberthy, J. C. Preston. SatxeudraN. Seal, J. M.
Smellie. D. G. Stoute. Daya R. Thapar, J. JI. Watt.

Fix.iL ESAMXATION {M.B.. Ch.B.).—'\\'. Brownlie, T. F. Corkhill,
H. F. Ferguson, 'G. W. M. Findlay, Pratul Ivumar Ghosh,
B. L. Impey, H. B. Kirk, A. J. M'lvor, Premrai Trambakrai
Maimundar, Kumud Sankar Bay, A. J. D. Rowan. C. I.

Stockley, G. M. Torrance, R. A. Wartera. J. A. C. Willianis,
W. Williams, Tin Po Woo, Margaret Kirk Jolly Wright,
P. H. Young.

• With distinction.

UNIVERSITY OP GLASGOW.
University Court.

At the meeting on November 23rd the Principal (Sir Douald
MacAlister) called attention to the communication issued by
the War Office to the effect that students who at or before the
close of the present winter session will bo qualified for entry to
one of the examinations for third-year students in medicine
and duly enter for the examination will not be attested until
after its conclusion, amd, if they are successful, will be included
lu the class of fourth-year medical students uuder Lord Derby's
scheme, who are to "continue their professional studies with
a view to graduation in medicine. The Court determined

iaht terms of medical study should be admitted the third
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professional examination, tlie subjects of whicli might be taken
singly or togetlicr.

At "a meeting of the Court on December 9th the Principal

iutiniated the election of Professor Nool Paton to be an assessor

to represent ttie Senate for the next four years, in place of

Professor Muir, of whose services the Principal expressed high
appreciation.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.
An ordinary Council was held on December 9th, when Sir W.
\\'atson Cheyuc, President, was in the chair.

Issiic of Diplomas.
Diplomas of Fellowship were granted to seven candidates

found qualiiied at the recent examination for which twenty-
thi-ec candidates presented themselves. The successful candi-

dates were as follows

:

David John Harries. M.D.. B.SXond., ri.E.C.P.. M.R.C.S., Univor-
6ilv CnllBBo, Cardiff, and ("niversity College Hospital, London.

Ar.l.-.n I u lor Kviiii:,, .M.A.. Ii.C.Oantab.. L.U.C.P., M.U.C.S., Cani-
;i

:

I
' r:i Hospital.

/.. Ch.. M.B.. M.A.Oxon., L.K.C.P..
•Ml

, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, and

A, f.S.I., L R.C.r., M.K.C.S., Dublin
I ws Hospital.

B.E.c.r., M.n.c.s.,

Dijii i to thirty-one candidates found qiialifled

for the i.tcuLu II! i-ciial anrgery.

The T>alhou?ic and other Universities.

The Dalhonsie University, Nova Scotia, the University of

Toronto, and Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, were
added to the list of universities whose graduates in Medicine
and Surgery may present themselves for examination for tlie

Fellowsliip "without first becomnig members of the College,

under t!ie conditions of paragraph 2, section 4, of the regula-
tions for the Fellowship.

Jitttiical Jlelu5.

The library and offices of the British Medical Associa-
tion, Including the editorial office of the British Medical
Journal, -will be clo.sed on Cliristmas Day, and on
Monday, December 27th. The library and offices of the
Royal Society of Medicine will be closed from December
2<lth to December 28th, both days inclusive.

The annual general meeting of the London Cremation
Company Limited will be held at 324, Regent Street, W.,
ou Monday next at 3 p.m.

We regret to have to announce that Dr. George Allan
Heron, consulting physician to the City of London Hos-
pital for Diseases o£ the Chest, died on December 10th,
aged 71.

The Royal Institution, following an example set by
many theatres in London, has arranged that for the
present the discourses usually given on Friday evening
shall be delivered at 5.30 p.m. The first will be given
ou January 21st by Sir James Dewar, on problems in
capillarity ; the second, by Dr. Leonard Hill on January
28th, on the science of clothing and the prevention of
trench feet ; and the third, by Professor William Batcson
on February 4th, on fifteen years of Mendelism.

The Qnecn's Gift Hook is a most attractive volume con-
taining the work of many authors and artists of distinc-
tion ; it has been published to aid Queen Mary's Con-
valescent Auxiliary Hospitals, institutions for the relief of
soldiers and sailors who have lost their limbs in the war.
The need is great ; already between two and three
thousand names appear on the registers of Dover House
and Roehampton House, the convalescent hospitals where
the artificial limbs required are fitted to these patients,
and more than a thousand cases arc ready or nearly
ready to be admitted. Workshops and fitting rooms have
been in.stalled, and it is hoped that over seventy limbs a
week will presently be supplied. The purchaser of the
Queen's Gift Jiool: not only makes a contribution to this
\vork, but will buy stories or poems from the pens of all

the most popular British writers living;, and illuNtrations
in line or colour by the most skilful arti-i- ;;iiil iHi. i r i i.ii s

of the present day. The book is. In i.i . ,

body should buy and enjoy ; wo cannoi hi!
a crown could be expended to anybc i i

> i p: ii ii j,

published in London, New York, and Toronto, by Hodder
and Stoughton,

^titnSr |lot£S, auti ^nslu^rs.

GtiraiM. I'l J!I;I)I( \li SECKiOT \l;i . Mi'liiLrr.i. Weslr<i}iil.
ioHdf.ii; telephone, iiM. tienard. The arinlicss of tlio llish otlicB
of the British Medical Association is 16, South Frederick Street,
Dublin.

IS" Queries, answers, and communications relating to siihjectt

to ichich special departviciits of the British Medical Jouknai.
are dcvutcd icill be found under thair respective headings,

QUERIES.

IXCOME T.4X.

ESQUliiER 1 asks whether the gratuity payable to medical
officers leaving the navy is liable to income tax.

*," There are several forms of gratuity, bnt we presume
that our correspondent refers cither to a gratuity for wounds
or injuries Or a gratuity to a retiring officer not entitled to

Buperauun.ation. Such payments appear to be regarded as

of a capital nature and not subject to income tax ; a pension
being an annual payment would of course be on a different

footing entirely.

LETTERS, MOTES. ETC.

IP.ISH Ukiox HOSriT.VLS.

Dp,. Thomas Laffax tCashel.i writes: I take exception to that
para^iraph in your Irish correspondent's letter, in winch
he writes of the exclusive power of Irish union hospital
physicians to send on grave cases to Dublin. Now it we are
deprived of the power of keeping these cases in our hospitals
and only sending on those which, from their rarity, can only
be dealt with by hospital men whose patients are recruited
from all Ireland, a deadly blow will have been struck at a
great pro\iucial hospital system. It is not red tape which is

at stake, but the efficiency of a network of hospitals whicti
has been growing yearly in popularity and efficiency.

• *,• What our Irish correspondent jirotested against was
the red tape of the Local Government Board's regulations,

which do not permit Poor Law medical officers, whether they

are dispensary or workhouse doctors, to send Poor Law
patients requiring immediate operations or other treatment
which cannot, in some instances, be performed at their homes
or at the workhouse hospitals, to Dublin and other hospitals

without iu-st sending such patients to the workhouse, where
they must wait perhaps one or two weeks for a meeting of

the board of guardians to give the medical officer the neces-

sary permission to send them away. It is evident that Poor
Law patients whose only chance of recovery depends on as
early an operation as possible, may be sacriticed to

meauingless deiiartmental red tape which has no better

justittcation than to prevent the possibility of the occasional

abuse of Poor Law medical officers sending for treatment to

city and other hospitals patients who are not entitled to frco

treatment at the expense of the ratepayers.

Seasickness and Acidosis.

A. W. S. writes: Among the theories concerning the etiology of
seasickness, has an acidosis ever been considered? Sodium
bromide has sometimes proved effectual, in which cases the
soda as well as the bromide has to be considered, and the
combination of chloretone with the three bromides is still

more alkaline. Perhaps some ship surgeon might think it

worth while to investigate this question.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
BRITISH HBDICAL, JOURNAL.

Seven lint

Each add:
A whole c
A page

i and under S

3 10
10

an average lino contains sis -words.

All remittances by I'ost Office Orders must bo luade payable to

tlic ririliih Medical Association at the Genei-al Post OtHce, London.
:;. 11 -iii.nsibility will bo accepted for any such remittance not soy vU_A.

ii-cments shonld be delivered, addressed to the Manaeer.
'

,
I na. London, not later than tlie first post on Wednesday morning

11 . Mi;; publication, and, if not paid for at the time, should be
accompanied by a reference.
KoTK.—It is against the rules of the Post Omcc to receive vosU

restante letters addressed either in Initials or numbers
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BY

SIRGEON-GKNEIIAL SIR ANTHONY BOWLBY,
K.C.M.G.. A.M.S.,

ScsoEON- IS Obdinaut to n.M. THR KixG ; Cossri.Tisa
suuueon to tbk british expeditionary force in

France ; Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's
Hospital.

It is a striking testiinonj- to the advances made in oar
knowledge of tLe healing of « bunds that one of tlie most
important points for present consideration in connexion
witli the wounds of war is the geograpliical situation of
the battlefield. In all old treatises on gunshot ^vounds wo
find that the aiitliors devoted their attention mainly to
the nature of the projectile and its direct effects on the
tissues of the body ; but, important as are still these con-
siderations at the present day, they must now be studied
in conjunction with the terrain of the war.

It is for this reason that I would preface what I have to
say to you to-day with the statement that my own expe-
riences are limited to two wars, the one in South Africa in

1899-1900, and the other the present war in Northern
France and Belgium. So widely different have I found
the conditions of the wounds in these two campaigns that
I realize it would bo unwise to speak too dogmatically of
wounds in those mauy other fields of the war now beiug
waged in different parts of the world. I propose, there-
fore, to speak only of the wounds I have seen during the
past fifteen months, for it was in September, 1914, that
1 went to France, at a time when the battle of the Aisuc
was in progress. From that time until the second veck
in October I was chiefly occupied at the hospitals at
Rouen, although I also visited I'aris and its neighbour-
hood.
Early in October, however, I was directed to join the

General Head Quarters in the North of France, and ever
since that time I have visited daily the various casualty
clearing stations at the front, anil have also seen from
time to time the work doue iu the field ambulances. My
experiences, therefore, are on the whole concerned with
recently wounded men, but mauy of these latter have been
kei>t under observation for several weeks, either in the
clearing station or in the large stationary hospital where
Jlr. W. Dickie is in chief surgical charge.

Collection of Wocxded: General Coxditioss.
In the first place I wish to point out how radically

different are the fields of war in South Africa and iu
France. In the former we had to fight in a very thinly
inhabited country which supported very few domestic
animals, and which for the most part was quite
uncultivated.

The soil was dry and sandy, and in many places the
rocks projected in the form of the well remembered
"kopjes." The ground was uncontaminated by manure
and was to a great extent " virgin soil." Rainfall was
slight, cloudy days were few, and a hot sun with fresli

breezes or strong winds desiccated the soil and prevented
the growth of any luxuriant vegetation. The consequence
'nil these conditions was that, in the absence of decaying

•able and animal matter, the soil was almost entirely
fiom all pyogenic organisms, and bacteriological ex-
lation proved that all forms of pathogenic bacteria

• absent from the soil of the veld except in the ueigh-
1 liood of the dwellings of man.
the present seat of war we find all these conditions

i. .er.sed. The country is thickly populated with human
beings and supports many cattle and pigs; the soil is a
rich loam, and rocks nowhere project through it ; it is

more heavily manured with the excrements of men and
animals than almost any other land, and is covered by
luxuriant crops. Rainfall is copious, cloudy days are
numerous, and in many months sunshine is almost absent
for long periods. One result of these conditions is tlmt
every form of micro organism flourishes, and even iu soil

taken from a considerable depth below the surface the
spore bearing pathogenic organisms abound.
The behaviour of the wounds in the two wars presents an

unfortunately grave difference, which corresponds to soma
extent with the conditions I have just enumerated. But,
iu addition to the differences in the soil and surroundings,
the wounds of the South African war also differed in
almost every way from the injuries of the present
campaign. The " ogival" bullet of that day produced
much less smashing and rending than does the pointed
bullet now in use ; and, while in this war the majority of
the wounds are inflicted at close range by a missile
travelling at the height of its velocity, in South Africa
they were more often due to bullets fired at a distance of
half a mile or more, and which, travolhng at a much
lower speed, had infinitely less power for harm.

In addition to this, shell wounds amongst the British
troops were extremely rare in the .\frican catnp^iign, while
in this war they are, perhaps, quite as numerous as those
caused by bullets. In general terms it may be said that
the injuries seeu in the Boer war were infinitely less
severe, and the complications due to them far fewer and
less serious than those of the past year in France, so that
it very soon was evident that we had to unlearn most of
our South African experiences. I will give but one
example to illustrate this. In .January, 1900, two
Australian troopers were sent into the Portland Hospital
in South .Africa, in each of whom the femur was fractured
and comminuted in its upper third by a bullet wound. The
injuries were three days old, and the only treatment bad
been the application of a small first field dressing and the
bandaging of the limb to a rifle with puttees thick with
dust. The blood-stained breeches had not been removed
aud the first dressing and the puttees had not been
changed. Yet the men were in excellent condition, and
their wounds never gave the slightest trouble. But
siiuilar injuries with similar treatment in the present war
would almost certainly have resulted in the death of the
patients from gangrene, or at least in prolonged suppura-
tion and probable loss of the limb, and many surgeons who
are familar only with South African conditions seem
unable to realize the comijletely altered picture of the
present war.

I am very well aware of the difficulty of explaining
with sufficient clearness the conditions under which our
men in France are wounded and treated; nevertheless,
before I attempt to describe the general nature and treat-
ment of their wounds, I will endeavour to put before yon
the circumstances in which these wounds are received.

All are well aware that ever since the battle of the
Marue the opposing armies have lived and fought iu
trenches, but it must be remembered also that in both of
the battles of Ypres, as well as at Neuve Chapelle and
Loos, aud on mauy other occasions, there has been a great
deal of fighting in the open as well. Still, the fact remains
that, owing to their partially subterranean life, men are
usually covered thickly with either mud or dust at the
time when they are wounded, and their comrades
who help them are in a similar condition. When a
man iu one of the advanced trenches is hit and falls
he lies in mud or dust, or else in muddy water a foot or
more in depth. Close at hand, or else perhaps some
hundred yards distant, the regimental medical officer
has prepared a larger and deeper excavation commonly
known as a " dug-out," and to this the wounded man will
walk if he is able. If unable to walk, he must be carried,
but he cannot be carried on the usual stretcher, because it
is too long to pass along the narrow trench, which is
rendered tortuous by the many "traverses." In these
circumstances he may be carried sitting on sacking slung
from a pole, it he is well enough to help himself, or else
he may be taken on a "trench stretcher," which is
much shorter than the usual stretcher and is a very
simple and ingenious invention which has been of great
service. His wouud is not infrequently dressed by his
muddy and dusty comrades if it is accessible to them, and
in any case it is dressed in the dug-out, if not before.
From here the patient has now to be transferred to the
first-aid post, which is established by a section of a field
auibulance at some place which is as much sheltered
from fire as may be, half a mile or more in the
rear. Access to this is generally obtained by passing
along a " communication trench," which may be 6 ft.

[2869]
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or 8 ft. deep and more or less muddy or wet. The
first-aid post is usually above ground, but may be in

a " dug-out " or in a cellar. The patient is uot detained
hero longer than absolutely necessary, but is transferred

by a horse driwn vehicle or on a wheeled stretcher to the
luaiu field ambulance a mile or two further back. Here
are either leats or buildiugs which have been adapted for

use, and hero fresh dressmgs and food and much-needed
rest on stretchers are all provided. The wounded man is

now in comparative safety, and if his injury is slight and
there is no crowd of wounded he may remain here for

soiue hours. If, however, his wound is serious or
dangerous, or if a battle is in progress, he is taken in a
molor ambulance to the ' casualty clearing station," a very
few miles further back, and usually placed so as to be just

out of the range of ordinary shell tire.

These clearing stations were tho invention of a dale
Bubsetjuent to the Boer war, and were for the first time
put to a pi-actical trial in the present war. Their per-

sonnel and equipment were provided for the treatment of

200 wounded, and they were originally intended merely to
enable the field ambulances to " clear " themselves and
then to pass the wounded on to the stationary hospitals or

to the base. The circumstances of this war, liowever,

soon showed that they could be made infinitely more
useful than this, and before the end of the year 1914 they
had been transformed into well-eijuipped hospitals capable
of dealing with all urgent operations and of retaining and
nursing those patients whom it was not advisable to send
on by rail. It is into such hospitals as these that the
wounded come from the field ambulances, and at which
they often arrive withiu a very few hours of being
injured.

It must next be realized that in the early days of trench
warfare the long " communication trenches " of the present
day did not exist, for they may take months to complete,
and, as a consequence, men had usually to be retained in
the advanced or support trenches till night afforded some
protection from the enemy's fire, and in this way much
delay necessarily ensued in getting the patient out of his
muddy surroundings and to a place where he could be
adequately treated. There are some trenches in which
similar conditions still prevail and from which the wounded
can only be evacuated after dark.
On many other occasions, after a fight in the open,

badly wounded men have been left lying between the
opposing trenches, because any attempt to rescue them at
once drew the file of the enemy, and might easily have
resulted in the death of the patient as well as of his
would-be rescuers. In such circumstances, after night-
fall men will crawl iu even with badly smashed limbs, and
in other cases they are brought in by stretcher-bearers at
very great risk. Others of them, however, cannot be
brought in, an 1, especially after an unsuccessful attempt
to capture an enemy position, they sometimes lie out for
even days and nights. No doubt many such have died,
and in others who have been ultimately rescued the
condition of the wounds has been very bad. It was, of
course, the men who were the worst wounded who had the
most difliculty in getting into our lines, for those who had
badly fractured legs or thighs or were shot through the
head, the lungs, or the abdomen were quite unable to save
themselves, and had to wait till the enemy was driven
back or till darkness allowed their comrades to try and
help them, in spite of the light given by the frequent
" star shells " and the subsequent fire from the German
lines.

One man lay out in a coppice last January for ten days
with only a little pond water to drink, and lost both his
feet from gangrene but escaped with his life. Another
man lay for eight days in a German "dug-out" with a
completely smashed leg and in constant expectation of
being discovered and killed, yet he also survived after
amputation of the leg.

The Missiles.
It is now time to turn attention to the nature of the

missiles which cause the wounds we are considering, and
they are certainly more varied and numerous than in any
IJrevious war. It is not yet possible to say with any
accui-acy what proportion rifle bullet wounds bear to the
^yhole, and it must be remembered that the quick-firing
machine gun, which has borne so prominent a part in the
German armament, fires the ordinary rifle bullet, as does

also our own quick-firer. The rifle bullet of British,

German, and French alike differs from aU the bullets of
tho Boer war period. The point of the older bullet was
rounded or ogival, and the whole bullet was of the same
diameter in nearly its whole length. The point of tho
present bullet is like that of a sharpened lead pencil, and
tlie consequence is that the balance of the bullet is altered,

so that its posterior half or base is rauch the heavier, and
its centre of gravity further back. The importance of

this to the patient and the surgeon is that the bullet is

very easily caused to turn completely over on its long axis
and so to enter the body sideways or base first. This is

all the more likely to occur because in trench v/arfaro

bullets often pass through the earth of the parapet or
strike a sandbag, but it is also true that when the speed
of one of these pointed bullets is much diminished towards
the end of the flight it will readily turn over within the
body after entering with its point first.

The German and the British bullets are much alike.

Each of them consists of a soft core of lead or other metal
contained in a sheath or " mantle " of hardened steel, and,
though the German bullet has a higher muzzle velocity, I

do not think there is much difference in the effects it

produces in the human body, and I have seen a consider-

able number of Germans who have been wounded by our
bullets. As is well known, the impact of the mantle-
coated bullet on a rock or stone may break the mantle
and allow the core to extrude, so that when it strikes a
resisting structure, such as a large bone, it spreads and
breaks up, and causes much more extensive damage to tho
tissues as a result. It is seldom in my experience that
the bullet is broken up by mere impact on a bone, though
no doubt this does occur.

The French bullet is made of a copper compound, and
is sohd and homogeneous throughout, so that it has neither
core nor mantle. It is longer aud heavier than either of

the other bullets, but, as I have not seen very many
patients wounded by it, I do not propose to allude to

it further beyond saying that I think there is very little

difference in the effects it produces on the human body.
In addition to bullets, an immense number of other

forms of missiles have been employed, so that wounds
have presented the utmost variety. It is not possible or
necessary to describe in detail all the forms of shell, but
in order to understand the nature of wounds it must be
realized that shells differ immensely in their structure and
in the way in which they produce injury.

1. Shrapnel.
Shrapnel shells of all kinds and sizes are characterized

by the fact that they contain some 250 to 400 round
bullets of lead which is in some shells soft but in others
is hardened by various agents. These bullets vary in

size—in proportion to the size of the shell, but are never
more than about l in. in diameter. The shell is usually
timed by a fuse to burst in the air over the object aimed
at, and, the shell case being blown open by the explosion,

the bullets are propelled in a cone-shaped stream whose
velocity is dependent on the velocity of the shell, and is

not due to the force of the explosion which bursts the
shell. The violence of their impact is great in proportion
as the shell is stOl travelling at high speed and is uot too
far from the ground w here it bursts, and the direction of

the blow is generally downwards. Wounds may also be
caused by the metal case, which is a foot or more long and
weighs several pounds at least, but such wounds do not
differ from tfiose caused by tho solid variety of shell.

The velocity of the bullets is never as great as the muzzle
'

velocity of a rifle bullet, and, as they very quickly lose

force and power of penetration, their effective range is not

a long one.

2. High Explosive Shells.

These shells vary in weight from a few pounds to about
a ton, aud they consist of a thick iron case containing in a
central cavity a violent explosive charge. The latter is, in

the case of German shells, trinitrotoluene, and as much
as 200 pounds weight of the latter may be present. Such
shells are usually buist on percussion by a detonator which
acts by the impact of the shell on the ground or on some
other object. These shells do not contain bullets, and the

injury they do is caused in chief part by the jagged
fragments into which they are split by the explosion, aud
also to some extent by the impact of portions of buildings,
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such as stones or bricks, which are scattered with imraenae

force by the violence of the explosion. Tho £raj,'mont3 of

the shell aro always very rough and ragged, and of every

variety of size and shape. For example, tho base of a
17-in. shell may weigh 150 pounds, and if it struck t!io

body of a man would completely destroy it. Other
fragments may weigh a few pounds and may tear otT

a limb or crush it to pulp, while in the smaller shells there

may bo scores of fragments about tho size of tho end of a
finger, or much smaller.

It must also be kept in mind that the mere explosive

force of tho gases of a large shell exercises great powers
of destruction. The expansion of the gases is alone
sufficient to kill, and in the only case in my experience in

\vliich an autopsy has been made, the brain was the seat

of very numerous petechial haemorrhages.

3. Bcmhs, Hand Grenades, Rifle Grenades, Shells from
Trench Mortars, etc.

All these are characterized by a shell case of iron or

olher metal containing a relatively large charge of a high
explosive. In the German projectiles this is always
trinitrotoluene. The bomb case varies immensely, lu
some it is composed of iron about half an inch thick, often

partially cut up into segments about halt an inch square.

In others, chiefly German, it is composed of quite thin steel

Wounds caused by shrapnel bullets are not so extensive

as the worst of those caused by tho pointed riQe bullet,

for although tho former may make a large liole oE entry
thoy do not exercise the same divulsive or explosive force

as the latter; they are, howcvci', often multiple, and on
account of the fact that this form of shell bursts in tho
air, the bullets very often wound the skull and brain.

The wounds caused byshell high-explosive fragments and
by bombs and grenades are so infinitely various that it is

not possible to describe a characteristic shell wound as a
type. It may be noted, however, that, all sliell fragments
being rough and jagged, tear away parts of the cloth-

ing and carry the latter into the extreme deptlis of the
wound. The large fragments tear away from the limbs
or trunk huge masses of skin and muscle, so that the
whole of the calf or the front of tho ..tl^gh, or the gluteal

or deltoid regions may be destroyed a'ua tlie tissues from
which these have been avulsed are thcmr.elves so crushed
and lacerated that all the vessels are pulped and extensivo

areas die. In the neighbouring tissues there is, of course,

widespread contusion and extravasation of blood, and, as

a result of these injuries, the exposed muscle often loses

all its natural characteristic appearance and looks exactly

like a mass of mud, for it becomes a homogeneous mass of

dark brown or slate-coloured matter without any appear-

ance of striation or vitality, and, as it is quite dead, it may

or other metal. Wljen a bomb or grenade bursts, the case
is commonly broken up into very numerous fragments of

every size, from a pin's head to a lump of metal weighing
as much as an ounce. Some of these may be quite pointed,

and with an edge like a knife; others are often quadri-

lateral. Some of tho German bombs contain also irregular

jagged pieces of loose metal, and others are loaded with
rough iron boot nails about half an inch long and pyramidal
in shape.

All forms of shell and bombs also scatter stones, earth,

or sand from the parapets, and these all become projectiles,

and are specially liable to injure the face, neck, and
fahoulders of men standing in the trenches.

The Wounds.
Such, then, are the various projectiles by which the

wounds of tho present war are caused, and it will be
readily appreciated that the wounds are as various as the
projectiles themselves.
The so-called "normal" bullet wound, .such as was

common in the South African war, and was cliaracterized

by a tiny aperture which might have been made by a
gimlet or a trocar, is in this war qnito rare, and even if

the entry is of this nature the exit is almcst always ragged
and large. In many of the cases bullets tear the soft

tissues to rags and blow out the muscles and fascia

through great rents in the skin, and when no bone is struck
such injuries as these are always due to the discharge of

the rifle at close cjuarters, and generally within fifty

yards. When a large bone is struck the damage is yet
greater, and the part looks as it it must have becu struck
by a large fragment of shell. This is due to tho fact that
the bullet, travelling at the height of its velocity, not only
smashes the bone, but also imparts its momentum to the
shattered fragments and drives them in every direction,

so that the injury to the soft tissues is inflicted in great
part by the fragments of bone themselves

I
be cut away without causing either bleeding or pain. The

I

condition is one which I have never seen in even the worst
machinery accidents in civil life. In other eases fragments
of big shells may tear away the abdominal wall and expose
the viscera, or may carry away portions of the face or

j

neck, while the bones of the limbs may be fractured or the
limb itself may be completely shot away.
Nothing is more striking than the immense amount of

destruction wrought by even quite small pieces of a shell
burst by a large charge of a high explosive, for the wound
in the tissues may be ten times as large as tlic missile.
Thus I have seen a man iu whom a piece of shell not so
big as the end of the little finger loi-e a large wound in the
liver and then rent completely away t!ic whole of the
hepatic flexure of the colon, while iu the limbs I have

j

seen wounds as large as a clenched fist caused by quite
I

small fragments which evidently mainly owed their power
of destruction to the extraordinary velocity with which
they travelled as well as to their jagged edges.
The various forms of bombs and grenades are specially

liable to cause multiple wounds, for they generally wound
by bursting close to the patient : they break up into very

!
numerous fragments, some of which arc large and heavy

i and some of which are quite miunte. At very close
quarters quite small, sharp-edged strips of metal may

i

penetrate very deeply, and even he driven into the

j

intestine or lungs through tiny apertures, while many
other men who are hit at some little distance by similarly

j

small pieces of these bombs suffer little violence, for, a's

the fragments quickly lose their grc'it initial velocity, such

I

wounds as these arc often slight. It has thus happened
during the last months of the war that a very large
number of men have had small wosjds from which thcj
quickly recovered, although, on the other hand, it is ofteu

j

noticeable that many of these grenade and bomb wounds
!
are on the face, and that one or both eyes are often

1 blinded by small pointed fragments or by gravel or
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stones. Tbese wounds ave also specially liable to bo badly '

infected, and for the reason tbat, as the bomb usually falls
[

to the ground before bursting, it scatters showers of mud
in every direction and plasters it into the wounds.

[

It will thus be seen that the wounds in this war arc
[

often quite unlike those of previous wai-s because they :

liave been caused by new and different missiles, and it is < extensive than appears to the naked ey
further to be noted that the proportion of wounds by rifle '

'"^•"'•" „i,«„fi, ;„ „„* ;„t»«^ „i.;,.i, „.,

bullets compared to wouads caused by shells or bombs is

rcrtaiuly much less tlian iu previous wars. It is well

known that never before has such extensive use been
made of artillery and bombs, nor have armies ever pre-

viously faced each other over fronts of hundreds of miles

at a distance of a few yards. It is this proximity and
shortness of ranj^e which has caused bullet wounds to be
KO severe, and it is by the same proximity that the injuries

by bombs have been made possible and frequent.

General CHAn.vcTEES of Gunshot "Wounds.
The very various wounds I have thus briefly described

are for the most part quite different from injuries met
with in civil life, and all surgeons iu past years who have
bad war experience have recognized that gunshot injuries

form a class apart. It is of course true that a very large

number of slight and superficial wounds and some cases of

fracture present no striking features, but where missiles

have penetrated the body at high velocity the differences

between such injuries anf

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL PLATE.

[From diauiiiijs by Mr. J. B. Ford.}

-From the jipper poie of Uie liidney of a soldier who
ut twelve hours after shrapnel wound-i of the chest and

Fig.

abdomen, the kidney liaving been perforated through its loicer

pole. The epithelium of the tubuli is desquamated, and raoat <

the tubuli
there is

there is a

Fig. 2.-

red blood cells; on the lower left-hand
part of a liaemorrhagic extravasation, in which
IS of polymorphs.

,bout 3 in. fr

those of civilian life

radical.

The essential nature of

all accidents such as are

caused by machLccry in

motion, by vehicles of all

kinds, or by kicks or blows
is a crushing and mangling
of the limbs or trunk by
force applied from without
inwards, so that the parts

involved are crushed by
a comparatively slowly
moving object. On the
other hand, in all pene-

trating wounds by bullets

of all kinds, r' d"by shell

fi-agments muung at im-
mense speed, the main
injury is done by a force

of a divulsive or expand-
ing nature, so that the
tissues are torn asunder
from within instead of being crushed slowly from 1

margin, jnst intern

ino asunder which is the I

laceration extended

, distance of
laceration. It shows e.xtensive haemorrhage
tissue in which the hepatic cells

An undamaged area
the drawing.

a gveat part of the length of the limb, and vessels may be
burst and extravasation of blood may be found far from
the obvious track of the missile.

But, although the effects of a bullet or piece of high-
velocity shell are so evident and extensive, it will be found
by microscopical examination that they are even more

for if muscles
whose sheatli is yet intact, which appear perfectly normal,

1 and are at some distance from the wound, are so examined
there will be found fractures of the muscle bundles, extra-

j

vasation of blood, and necrotic changes in tlie sm-rounding
fibres.

This microscopical evidence of widespread injury is

I found not only in tlie limbs but also in the viscera, so that

I

the liver and the kidney may show extensive interstitial

i haemorrhage and a very remarkable disintegration of t))c

I

cells at a considerable distance from the site of the obvious
injury. I am much indebted to Lieutenants Adrian Stokes
and McNce for the following reports on various specimens
they have examined, and on which, amongst otheis, the
above statements are based.

Kidney.
C.\SE I.—Sergt. C. died about twelve hours after sbr.ipnel

wounds o£ the chest and the abdomen, and the right kidney
presented a perforation in its lower pole. A piece of kidney was
taken from what was apparently a healthy portion of the upper
pole, for microscopical examination. It was hardly recogniz-

able as kiduey. There was
present only a filjrous stroma
of the tissue without any of
the specific kidney cells, aud
only oue or two glomeruli
were recognizable. The
tubules liad apparently des-
quamated all their lining
epithelium, and in a few of
the collectiug tnbules there
was preseut some granular
material perhaps represent-
ing the destroyed cells. The
whole section was full of
small haemorrhages, and iu
places there was a slight
infiltration with polymorpho-
uuclear cells.

shown at the Ion of

Fig. 3.—From tho biceps humeri, taken from the belly of the
muscle, 2 in. below the lower margin of the wound, at a spot
where the muscle appeared to he normal. The section shows one
of several microscopic raptures, the fissures between th»- retracted
fibres of which are filled with blood. (In some fields the injured
muscle fibres were necrosed.)

without. It is this rending asunder which
special characteristic of all typical " gunshot " wounds,

and it has been shown that the injury caused

by a bullet is largely due to the wave of com-

pressed air which the bullet drives in front of it,

and wliich expands witliui the tissues. In all wounds
which completely traverse the tissues this divulsive

or explosive force is preseut to a greater or lesser

extent, and the effect produced is heightened by the

)-esistance offered to the explosive power. The result is

that the injury, instead of being limited to the tissues on

each side of the bullet track—as it would be if the wound
were not made by a bullet but by a trocar—is diffused iu

every direction, and radiates through all the surrounding

structures. It is of course well known that in the case of

the braiu enclosed in the skull, or in the liver enclosed

iu it.T capsule, explosive effects are typical, and this is

attributed to the enclosure in a strong capsule of tissues

which are largely composed of water. But it is not

sufficiently appreciated that these same effects are pro-

duced in every other part of the body and limbs also, and
are directly proportionate both to the speed of the whirling

projectile and to the resistance offered it by the structures

which it encoimters. The truth of this may be demon-
strated ou any limb shattered by a bullet or a fragment of

a high velocity shell perforating it, for it will be found on

examination that the missile has not only shattered the

tissues in the line of its flight, but that the divulsive force

has separated the fascia from the skin and split the

muscles from each other along tlieir intermuscular planes.

Tue effect of the injury may, indeed, spread up and down

LrvER.
Case ii.—Fte. C. C. S.,

wound by bullet of anterior
margin of liver, 2.30 ii.m.,
October 6th, 1915 ; died
8.20 p.m., October 7th.

Condition of Liter.—The
bullet had penetrated the
organ close to the anterior

margin, jnst internal to the line of the gall bladder. The
for a depth of Ih iu. into the liver sub-

stance. On ctitting the liver into two i^arts so as to include
the line of the laceration an irregular area was observed,
different in colour from the other parts of the organ, and
sitoated almost 3 in. from the tear. No direct track could be
found leading from the site of the injur>- to this yellowish area.
Microscopic sections from this yellowish zoue showed the

following appearances

:

" The cells of the lobtiles are in many places very well pre-
served, the only abnormal feature heiiig the grea't vascular
engorgement of all the capillaries. Scattered throughout the
sections, however, are numerons haemorrhages, some of them
exceeding in size two liver lobules. Round the margins of the
areas of haemorrhage the liver cells are definitely necrotic,
nuclear staining being lost, and the protoplasm granular and
faintly staining. In most places the ring of necrosis is narrow,
but in others a wider area is involved in the process. In some
sections areas of necrosis alone seem present, but these are
evidently in relation to haemorrhages not included iu the same
section. No leucocytic inflltration or other evidence of sepsis
is present anywhere."

MnscLE.
Case hi.—Corpl. (S.F.), wounded by shell, 9 a.m., on October

11th, 1915. Superficial injuries to foot, hand, and scalp. Three
deep wounds on front of right upper arm, just below insertion

of pectoral muscles. The patient collapsed from haemorrhage
on admission. Amputatiou was performed at the shonlder-joint
on October 13th, and tissue was taken for examination from the
belly of the biceps muscle, 2 in. below the lower margin of the
wound, at a place where the muscle appeared to be quite
normal.

Condition of Muscle Examined.—" The most interesting find-

ing is the presence of a definite transverse rent, tearing
across several bundles of muscle fibres, as seen in longitudinal
section. (See Fig. 3.) The ends of the muscle fibres torn
across show necrosis, and the rent itself is filled up entirely

by a mass of red cells and polymorphs, showing an intense
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inflammation to be present. Everything points to this snmll
tear having occurred at the time of the original injury liiglier

up the arm.
"In otlier parts of tlie sections bunilles of muscle fibres are

wiiiely separateil, tlie interval between tlie bundles being lilied

entirely with pjlymorphs and red cells. One such bumilo,
separated from itsueighbours on either side bya gap contivining
inflammatory cells, shows absence of all striatiou of the librts,

sud is evidently approaching a condition of necrosis."

Case rv.—Pte. F. (D.C.L.I.). gunshot wound of left leg above
the ankle, causing compound fracture of both bones. Wounded
October Hth. Amputation 24 hours after the wound was
received.
Muscle tissue taken for examination from the tibialis auticus

several inches above the seat of the wound.
Coiiilition 0/ MiLicU Examined.—" The most striking feature in

the sections is the wide separation of bundles of muscle cells

Irom one another. A condition of very acute inflammation is

present, all the spaces between the bundles being full of poly-
morphs. A distinct transverse tear is seen going half-^ay
across one bundle. The muscle fibres involved in the tear are
quite without striatiou and obviously necrotic. The gap
between the torn ends (see Fi^. 3) is filled in by polymorphs
and red corpuscles, indicating, along with the necrosis of the
muscle fibres, that the rupture occurred ante mortem, and not
during the preparation of the sections."

It is very easy to demonstrate the far-reacliing effect of

ballets when the bones are involved, and I will quote the
two following cases as striking examples.

In the first case a man was shot across the face and
through the nasal cavities, the entrance wound beinj,'

below the zygoma on one side and the exit through the
zygoma on the other side. His symptoms were those of

a man shot through the brain, and he died on the fouith
day. The autopsy by ilr. Adrian Stokes showed that,

although the track of the bullet was an inch or uiuio
below the level of the base of the skull, yet the latter was
iractured right across, and although the dura mater was
unhurt, one frontal lobe and one temporo-sphenoidal lobe
•were more or less pulped.
In the second case a young officer was shot across the

back of the neck and became completely hemiplegic,
although the wound was apparently superficial. He died
in two days, and an autopsy by ilr. Stokes showed that
the bullet had only broken off the tip of the sixth cervical
ispinc. The laminae were not fractured and the dura
iuater was intact, yet the cord had been contused and its

grey matter was "broken up by haemorrhage. But it is

possible also for the spinal cord to be injured by a bullet
which does not even touch the vertebral column, and one
patient died with haemorrhage into the spinal cord in
whom the bullet had merely passed through the muscles
at the side of the neck and had caused no hurt to any of
the vertebrae.

Other very striking examples may be cited in which the
intestines have been torn open by bullets without the
peritoneal cavity being opened. In one case a bullet
passed across the pelvis at tlie level of the trochanters,
causing immediate collapse, from which the patient never
rallied. He died in about ten hours, and at the autopsy it

was found that the bullet had passed in front of the
sacrum and had not entered the peritoneum. Yet, wiiin
the peritoneum was opened anteriorly it was found that a
coil of the ileum 6 in. from the caecum had been com-
pletely torn across. In a second case of the same kind a
bullet entered the upper gluteal region and emerged in the
inguinal region, cutting the spermatic cord, but not opening
the peritoneum. Nevertheless, the patient died from
i-upture of the intestines.

It will thus be seen that, whatever tissue is examined,
or whatever part of the body is involved, all the evidence
goes to show that in gunshot wounds the passage of tlie

missile results in injuries to tissues which appear to bo
quite remote from its track, and it must be concluded that
the vibrations set up by the projectile in the fluids of the
body result in very widespread disintegration of both the
small blood vessels and of the cells of the parenchyma
themselves.
As will be seen on further consideration, these changes

are of great interest in considering the resistance of the
body to microbic infection.

Co.SDITION OF THE WoDNDED MaN.
The next matter which demands consideration is the

condition of the wounded men themselves. This neces-
sarily depends on other circumstances besides the nature
and extent of the wound, for it is influenced by the time

C

that elapses before assistance arrives, by the amount of
blood lost, by exposure to cold and wet, by want of food
and drink, and by exhau.stiou due to want of sleep; and it

is seldom that, even in the case of slight wounds, uone
of these factors complicate the injury.

I think that the thing that would strike most forcibly
any observant person who was brought into a room fillej

by large numbers of recently wounded men from a big
fight would be the fact that nearly all of them were asleep,
in spite of wounds which one might well suppose would
effectually banish sleep. There they lie on their stretchers
with muddy or wet clothes, with bandaged limbs or head,
quite content with the transition from the turmoil of battle
to the comparative peace of a crowded room which in

itself offers little comfort. Some of them ask for food, but
with many this is a secondary consideration, for when a
man is worn out by long periods of watclifulness and
laborious work in the trenches, and when the intense
excitement of fighting for life and killing other men in the
midst of the crash of shells and the clatter of rifles and
machine guns has passed, then there comes the reaction
and exhaustion of a tired-out man and an overwrought
nervous system. It is only a few of these men who are
excited and talkative, and still fewer who wish to talk of

their recent experiences, and those who only see wounded
men in the base hospitals have little idea of the silence
of a crowded room in a clearing station when heavy fight-

ing has been in progress for a day or more.
But as the surgeons work their way from man to man

it soon becomes evident that some of those who are asleep
are also suffering from profound collapse, so that there are
many in whom tlie hands and feet are culd, the lips pallid,

and the pulse either very small and rajiid or quite imper-
ceptible at the wrist. The wound of such a patient may,
for its own sake, demand prompt treatment, but all who
have had experience know that there are hundreds of men
whose best chance of life is to be kept warm and left

absolutely quiet, and persuaded to take hot soup, or cocoa,
or perhaps alcohol, before again going to sleep. It is at
first surprising to find how many quite pulseless men will

slowly pull round if they are only given time and kept
thoroughly warm, and there are no more striking cases of
this than men with bad compound fractures of the lowet-

extremity, or with multiple injuries. They are indeed
often so nearly dead that it may be several hours before
any attempt can be made to dress their wounds, and, even
with every care, there are not a few who die. The common
causes of this collapse I have enumerated above, but it is

often true that various causes all combine to bring about
the condition. It thus happens that when a man has hatl

a bad smash of a limb by a bullet or shell, the shock
caused by such an injury is alone sufficient to cause much
collapse. Yet in many cases this is followed by the
anxiety of prolonged exposure to further wounds and often
by hours of wet and cold spent in the open, with no food,

and with an undressed wound which hourly becom.-s
more painful. And after all this there is the unavoidable
pain of mcving him from the battlefield to the hospital.

It is also a very noticeable tact that in many of these
cases the patients are quite unable at first to retain any
food, and that, even if no food is taken, retching an I

vomiting are very common for many hours. This is a
complication of shock of which I have had no similar
experience in civil practice, but it is, unfortunately, not
only common, but often serious in gunshot wounds, as
men who are much in need of food are unable to retain it.

In many of these cases of vomiting, and also in all cas.'>.

of severe collapse, numerous lives have been saved by the
subcutaneous or intravenous injection of normal saline
solution to the extent of several [jints, and enemas of hot
water and brandy have been similarly useful. As far as
drugs are concerned, nothing has been more helpful than
pituitary extract. There are also very many men wIm
have sustained multiple injuries from bombs or shells and
some of whom have had two or even three compound
fractures, and no class of case' suffers more from shock
than this. In others of these eases of multiple injuries

the whole chest or back, or the surface of both thighs or
legs, is covered with numerous wounds which are caused
either by fragments of the bomb or else by gravel and
mud from the parapets, and, although tlie wounds may
be quite superficial, the patients are very frequently
severely collai^sed. I have been in the habit of comparing
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these oases of multiple surface wounds -with those of

extensive superficial burns where there is also much
shock, and I think the two classes have much in common,
for not only do they suffer from shook, but the sepsis

following a burn is more than paralleled by the severe

infection with anaerobes due to the multiple infection

carried in by the mud and bomb fragments. As in the

case of burns, also, picric acid is at once an oxcelleut

analgesic and antiseptic.

Secondary Complications of Wounds.
The primary complications of haemorrhage and coUapso

are accompanied or followed by the secondary complica-

tions of bacterial infection, and it is practically true that

every gunshot wound of this war in France and Belgium is

more or less infected at the moment of its infliction. I

have already described the condition of the men and their

clothing, and how mud and dirt pervades everything, and
bacteriological investigations of the soil, of the clothing,

and of the skiu, demonstrate the presence of the most
dangerous pathogenic organisms in all three.

No more interesting work on this matter has been
recorded than that done by Mr. Alexander Fleming,' in

Colonel Sir Almroth AVright's laboratory, and his whole
paper is well worth study. I will here only quote some of

liis conclusions, aud, in the first place, the results of his

examiuation of the clothing of wounded men. He says:
" From this it will be seen that of the twelve samples of

clothing examined B. a'erogenes capsulatus was found in

10, B. teiani in 4, Streptococcus in 5, and Staj'hijiococcns

in 2, besides other organisms." It is therefore evident that

the patient and all his surroundings when he is wounded
are grossly infected, and all missiles which pass through
the contaminated skiu as well as through the clothing are

liable to carry bacteria into the depths of the wound. And
it must also be kept in mind tliat, even when no large

l^iece of clothing is found in the wound, in practically all

cases of injuries by shells or shrapnel bullets minute
shreds of coat, shirt, or jersey, will be found by a careful

search.

Mr. Fleming gives the following table, showing the

microbic infection vl 127 iiati^ nts at different stages.

Time after
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wounds aro affected more than others, for, other thiuns
being equal, it may bo briefly said that " the ujoro scvmo
and extensive the injury, and the luoio the tissues tuo
lacerated and devitahzct", the more is the wound likely to

i>e badly infected." r-

I have already described how the tissues are pulped by
bad shell smashes and by bullet wounds with explosive

effects, and I have mentioned that the muscles which have
been crushed out of all resemblance to muscle may be cut
away without causing pain or bleeding because they aro
dead. The fact is that the tissues left behind when a
nii>i-e of shell has torn away a great mass of skin, cellular

le, and muscle are either dead or partly devitalized

1 a very large area, and I have described how micro-
'ical examination shows that the injury is really very

much more extensive even than it appears to be. It is in

the widely extravasated blood and in these dead aud
<lying tissues that the anaerobic bacilli in particular find

an unresisting prey, and it is a matter of daily experience
that in the very large shell wounds of the shoulders aud
pelvic region, where amputation cannot be performed,
gangrene almost inevitably supervenes. In simple flesh

wounds it is quite rare, and the peritoneum is prac-

tically immune even when the abdominal wall is fatally

infected.

Streptococcal Infection.

Much of what I have said of the anaerobic bacilli is true
also of the streptococcus, which is found in such largo

numbers by Mr. Fleming, for Sir Almroth Wright has
specially pointed out that this organism, like the anaerobic
bacilli, also grows with extreme rapidity. It is therefore
•evident that in the wounds in France there are at least

two organisms with which in civil practice in England we
are not familiar, and the whole group of faecal bacilli has
been hitherto comparatively unkuown in modern surgery.
It mast, of course, be evident that the common pyogenic
streptococci and staphyfococci are also liable to infect

wounds in France as well as in England.

Effect of Exposure on Woutid Infection.
But, important as are the nature of the wounds and of

the microbic infection, if we are to realize to the full the
conditions that favour the growth of organisms we must
turn from the conditions of the wounds to the conditions
of the patients, for the wounds that undoubtedly do the
worst, apart from the severity of the injury, are those in

•which the patient could not be rescued for some time, aud
has been left lying out and got thoroughly chilled, or has
had severe bleeding, and these two conditions are often
combined.
As I see it, the whole picture is much as follows: The

man is wounded, and simultaneously inoculated with
organisms which immediately fasten upon any dead tissue.

Tlie safety of the patient depends for the time on his own
inherent ability to resist, and if he is collapsed from loss

of much blood, and is wet, cold, and starving, his leuco-

cyte defence is enfeebled or absent; the bacteria grow
unopposed, and either destroy the unresisting dead or

partially devitalized tissues locally, or else, in addition,
poison him by their toxins. The condition of the man
himself to a great extent determines the reaction of the
injured part, and must be taken into consideration,
together with all the local complications, if the infectious
of wounds are to be really understood.

It is very natural, therefore, that suggestions should
liave been made for the application of an antiseptic agent
by the wounded man himself or his comrades as soon as
he is wounded. Bnt, although such treatment sounds
plausible, it is really perfectly useless, for not only would very
large quantities of any agent be required for the numerous
large wounds, but it would be obviously useless to employ
antiseptics unless they could penetrate to all injured tissues
and unless the wound could at once be protected from further
contamination. If the man lies in the open he cannot
generally get at his own wound at all, either because of

its situation or because he cannot remove his clothes,
while he is also tolerably certain to be shot if his move-
ments show that he is yet alive. Or if one pictures to

oneself the wounded man lying in a deep aud narrow
trench, still covered by his muddy clothes, possibly iu the
dark, and perhaps with a broken limb, his own hands and
those of his comrades grimed with mud, and no one know-

ing till clothing is removed where the wounds are situated
or how numerous they are, it becomes evident that to apply
antiseptics under these conditions is worse than useless,

and no one familiar with these conditions would ever think
of advising such treatment. It is indeed clear that the
very best thing is to get the patient away as soon as is

possible to some place where he can be thoroughly treated
and kept in safety for a sufficient time, and in the British
army that place is in some cases the field ambulance, and
in all the worst cases the casualty clearing station.

Antiseptics.

It is at this stage that we fiud there are two different

schools of thought amongst those who are not at the front

as to what is best to be done in the treatment of the
wound. One school, which draws its experience mainly
from the surgery of civil life, would persuade us that all

our wounds, if properly treated, should be completely
sterilized—at a single dressing if seen early enough—by
the application of this or that antiseptic agent, aud can
only see in any subsequently septic wound evidence that
the surgeon's nork has not been done as well as it ought.
The other school, which draws its limited experience from
this present war, asserts that antiseptics are useless as
such, and considers that they should not ba ussd at all.

I am myself very decidedly of the opinion that neither
school is right, and that, on the one hand, the badly in-

fected wounds in badly injured men can seldom be com-
pletely sterilized at a single dressing, and, on the other
hand, I am quite certain that antiseptics are useful and
necessary for the proper treatment of all the wounds of

war, and that they have been of the utmost service.

For many years I have been on the statf of St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital, and I have seen both the end of the
pre- antiseptic days of surgery, and the whole of the anti-

septic period since Lister's views became • generally
accepted. I have seen many changes in methods and
practices, and I know full well that in each succeeding
decade the results obtained by surgery have been better

and better. Consider for a few minutes what is the
practice which is commonly accepted as correct for a bad
compound fracture of the leg caused by the wheel of a
heavy vehicle. My own house-surgeou would proceed
much as follows: The jmtient would be deprived of his

dirty clothes and washed, and would then be taken into an
operating theatre where every one would wear sterilized

gloves aud gowns. His skin would be shaved and washed
with acetone or ether, and then painted with a 2 per cent,

solution of iodine in spirit. The wound would be enlarged
if necessary; the dirty ragged skin edges aud bits of torn
muscle would be cut away ; sufficient drainage would be
provided ; loose boue fragments would be removed ; the
whole wound would be thoroughly washed again and
again with a solution of mercury biniodide (which
I prefer to perchloride because it does not coagulate
albumin), sterilized or cyanide gauze would be applied,

and splints would be fitted to the limb.

.\nd what would be the result "? In my experience, in

nine cases out of ten the fracture would heal as well
as if there had been no wound, and the wound itself would
heal either by first intention, if not too lacerated, or else

by granulation with the minimum of suppuration if it was
extensive and if some of the skin had been destroyed.
What has the treatment effected ? I should reply that it

has at least mechanically cleansed the wound without
adding to its previous contamination any microbes on the
hands of the surgeon or on his instruments, and that
further, it has rendered harmless anj' bacteria in the skin
of the patient, and has both mechanically removed
organisms already in the wound and has temporarily
inhibited the growth of those remaining, so that the
healthy tissues could quickly destroy them.
And if I am told that the antiseptics I have employed

to the skin and to the w ound itself have played no part,

and that sterilized water would have doue as well, I should
reply that I know by experience that until wo did use anti-

septics very thoroughly we did not get these results, and
that the wounds which have been treated in the manner
described have done consistently better than those of

previous years. I should add that practical experience

lias shown that suitable dilute autiseptics have never done
harm, and that consequently there can bo no possible

objection to their use.
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But if, on the other hand, I am taken to task as to why
we cannot get as consistently good results in war as iu

peace, my answer is to be found in wliat I have said

—

namely, that, in the first place, neither the conditions of

the patients themselves nor the character of their wounds
are at all comparable ; and, in the second, that the

microbic infection is also quite different from that in

civil life.

And if the question be asked. Are, then, antiseptics to bo

used in the case of the recently wounded men, and, if so, what
good can be expected from them? I should unhesitatingly

answer that, whenever possible all these soiled wounds
should be treated just as carefully and thoroughly by anti-

septics as any dirty wounds would be in any great British

hospital, and that exactly the same amount of good is to be

expected in recent gunshot injuries from the cleansing

of the skin and of the wounds. The ordinary pyogenic

organisms, at least, can be eliminated in sufficiently early

and favourable cases, and the patient has in consequence

a mucli better chance in his fight against his now enemies.

If we cannot kill all the bacteria there is no reason why
we should not kill as many as we can, and as we have in

civilian practice already succeeded in sterilizing for all

practical purposes by a single dressing very many of the

septic wounds which we habitually treat, v.e naturally do
not credit those who assure us, as a result of experimental

evidence, tliat this cannot be done, and we not unreason-

ably hope that we are already succeeding in finding better

methods than we have hitlierto possessed for the wounds
of war and the anaerobic and faecal infections. I altogether

object to the attitude that antiseptics never have and
never will overcome early sepsis.

The line of treatment I have indicated above, with
minor variations such as more extensive excision of in-

jured tissue, has been carried out in thousands of patients

in this war, and I claim that practically all those who
have had slight wounds, as well as many who have had
serious wounds, have done exceedingly well. Wg have,

indeed, had abundant evidence of this both in the way our
patients have recovered, and also iu the numbers of

wounded men who have returned to the colours, and
it should be a satisfaction to every one to know that

except when overcrowded by the rush of battle the con-

ditions for the treatment of the wounded in well-equipped

operating theatres are not one whit behind the best that

can be found in civil life. No better work has been done
during this war in the saving of lives and limbs than the
thorough cleansing and dressing of severe wounds, whether
complicated by fractures or not, and except for the very

great difficulties inherent iu warfare which I have already

described, there is no more delay in conveying the patient

to field ambulances and clearing stations than in getting a

patient from an accident into a civilian hospital. I am
also quite certain that it is most inadvisable to teach that

no wound can ever be sterilized by the proper use of anti-

septics, for in the first place the statement is contrary to

the experience of surgeons for many years past, and in the
second it is liable to discourage well intentioned eiiorts.

Bad Fractures and Shell Woundfi.

But if it be asked whether the treatment I have advised

can be relied upon to sterilize completely the large

lacerated shell wounds and the bad compound fractures,

the answer must be that up to the present time neither

this nor any other treatment yet adopted and described in

the armies of the enemy or of the Allies can claim to

have accomplished this end in this class of injury by any
single dressing or cleansing, even when the wound is

treated at once. It is, indeed, a notable fact that no
surgeon who is familiar with the wounds and conditions at

the front has ever made such a claim, and it is only those
who know these wounds subsequently who are prepared
with antiseptics which have each failed when put to trial.

And it is for this reason and with this knowledge that we,
who see these men soon after injury, say that such wounds
should never be treated as if they had been rendered
aseptic, and as if tliey could be safely closed by suture.

There is, of course, no doubt that slight and simple wounds
may be so completely excised that all infected tissue is

removed, and all the surrounding skin cleansed so

thoroughly that primary aseptic union may ensue in a
large percentage, but no such result as this has been
obtained in the very large lacerated wounds where com-

plete excision is an impossibility as a routine consequencr
of any method of disinfection at a single dressing. Tin-

best, we can reckon on is tliat only after several or many
days may the wounds become free from dead tissue and
virulent bacteria.

Drainage.
It is especially in these cases of bad compound fracturc-f

and in the lacerations by shells that free drainage is si'

absolutely essential, and my colleague, Surgeon-General
.Sir George Makins, directed special attention to the need
for this very early in the war. Colonel Burghard antl

Lieutenant-Colonel Sargent were each subsequently in-

sistent, yet in spite of this it was some time before we
could get free drainage universally adopted at the front,

and for the following reason : It became evident that some
of the most recently qualified medical officers had been
so much accustomed to deal with clean wounds which
could be safely sutured, and had got so accustomed
to obtaining union by first intention, that they could

not believe that the gunshot wounds they treated

had not also been satisfactorily sterilized. The fact

is that owing to the very success attending the
practice of surgery in recent years there was a
certain amount of ignorance of septic wounds — an
ignorance which is easily accounted for when one con-

siders how very little suppuration is to be found in the
wounds iu all civil hospitals of tlie present day. But
when sutures were finally given up and large drainago
tubes were used freely all the wounds did better, and the

stimulus supplied by the work of Colonel Sir Almroth
Wright was of inestimable value in promoting soimd
practice on these lines. Let us clearly recognize, how-
ever, that the provision of efficient drainage is no new
thing, and that it is, of course, quite easy to appreciate;

its benefits in the infectious by anaerobes when we remind
ourselves of the fact, on which I have already laid stress,

that the anaerobes live mainly in dead tissue and are

quickly killed by healthy cells. It is not material whether
tbey find dead muscle or dead fluid, and the surgical

principle that septic wounds should be drained is an
established practice of surgery and was thoroughly
understood in all its bearings long before the present war
supplied so large a field for its use.

Means of Comb-wing Advanced Sepsis.

But while we should strive to cleanse all recent wounds,
it must constantly be borne in mind by all military

surgeons that the longer the time that elapses betwe-

u

the infliction of the wound and the first thorough dressing

the more impossible does it become to obtain a good result.

I have already pointed out the man}' reasons why and how
this delay is so fatal, but all of them lead finally to ono
paramount reason—namely, that the longer the wound is

left iu its primitive state of blood-stained and crushed
tissues, contaminated by a bacteria-laden soil and muddy
clothes, the more extensive and far-reaching is the growth
of the microorganisms, and the more impossible does it

ultimately become to attack them with any hope of imme-
diate success. The more likely, also, is the patient to be-

already infected beyond hope of recovery, and I have
known men who, before they could be rescued, wero-

already dying of the results of the infection by gas-forming
organisms. How, then, are we to treat cases where
advanced sepsis is definitely established beyond hope of

eai'ly sterilization '?

Hijperlonic Salt Solution.

We have the choice between the hypertonic salt solu-

tion of Sir Almroth Wright and the use of anti-septics, and
eacli of these has many supporters. The object of each

is the same in reality, for it is recognized by the advocates

of both that it is necessary for dead tissue to be disintegrated

or cut off as sloughs, and for granulation tissue to grow
before healing can take place ; and as one watches the
bloodstained unhealthy discharge from the dead and dying
tissues give place to the formation of pus by healthy granu-

lations, one appreciates mere clearly than ever before why
the older surgeons spoke of " pus laudabile et bonum."
They understood that when the velvety granulations and '

the creamy fluid appeared destruction had ceased and

repair had begun, and we recognize to-day, as tin y
did, that there is such a thing as a relatively " heaUli\-

suppuration."
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ink that those who prefer antiseptic to saline troat-
,/. have found, as in all slongbing wounds and cellulitis

of civil practice, that nothing ia so good as prolonged
immersion in an antiseptic fluid ; but unfortunately most
of the wounds arc not so situated that this is possible.
When this is the case then the next best thing is to employ
constant irrigation, anit very many wounds have done
exceedingly well under this method, whether saline or
antiseptic fluids have been used. But, whatever fluid is

employed, every surgeon knows by an experience which is

far more valuable than any other source of information
that good results in complicated wounds can only be ob-
tained if the treatment of the wound is varied according
to its conditions. It could only be inexperience of wounds
that would limit a surgeon to a single form of lotion, and
it is the merest truism to say that in complicated and
septic wounds a change of lotion or other application
is as necessary as is a variation in the diet of the patient.

It has seemed to me that the period during which the
saline hypertonic treatment is useful is strictly limited to
the separation of sloughing and unhealthy tissue, and that
once a granulating surface is obtained throughout it had
better be abandoned, for it is generally painful, and if it
i-i (Continued the skiu becomes irritated, the granulations

; become exuberant and flabby, and the healing
-5 is correspondingly slow. Tlie use of such well-

1 applications as silver nitrate and zinc sulphate may
til 'n well prove more beneficial than that of the most
potent solution of antiseptics or salines, for to treat
wounds according to the daily report on their microbio
infection to the neglect of aU else is as foolish as it would
be to treat every symptom of an illness rather than to
treat the patient who is ill.

Hijpochloroua Acid.

Within the past few months the treatment by solutions
of hypochlorous acid has been most extensively tried, and
the methods of prodncinw it, advocated by Dakin and
Carrel and Lorrain Smith respectively, seem to most
observei-s to be equally good. Personally"! may add that, as
far as I have seen, there is nothing to choose between the
two solutions, and I think I may safely say that almost all

surgeons are plca-sed with the results obtained in the early
treatment of recent wounds, and many have given up other
methods in its favour. Where wounds of the hands and
feet have been immersed in the solution, they have cleared
up with great rapidity, and where extensive lacerated
wounds and bad compound fractures have been treated by
irrigation many pat eats have done extremely well. I
think that wounds o; this class have done better under
treatment by hypochlorous acid than under any other,
bat I cannot say that they liave become sterilized
as rapidly as the cases recently described by Carrel,
and I do not thinlc that the good results he obtained
were in wounds of the class I specially refer to
•—namely, extensive lacerations by shells and bad com-
pound fractures. It is, however, my very decided opinion
that the hypochlorous acid treatment is an important
advance, more especially when used in recent wounds
and before suppuration has occurred, and I find that
it has to a great extent displaced all other forms of
treatment in many of the casualty clearing stations.
It is generally believed to have prevented the occur-
rence of gangrene in many bad lacerated wounds and
to have arrested its progress in others; and, although
I am well aware that it has not always been successful,
1 consider that it has already been productive of very
much good and to be more useful in this class of wound
than any other application we have yet tried. It is also
a very remarkable fact that, unlike most antiseptics, it can
be used in solutions sufficiently powerful to destroy viru-
lent microbes very quickly without at the same time
injuring the tissue cells. It should, however, be only used
in solution, for if used as a powder, it, like many other
powders, is liable to form hard lumps, which obstruct free
•diamage and so counteract its good effects.

Conclusion.
I liave now, Mr. President, completed the • task I set

myself at the beginning of this lecture, and I have placed
Before you as well as I am able to do In so brief a space
Af time the circumstances and conditions of ouj: woonded

S

soldiers in France and Belgium and the nature and treat-
ment of their wounds.
But there remains yet a duty which I feel I owe both to

the army itself and to the medical profession at large, and
that duty is to express to you how deeply I feel the whole
country is indebted to the medical officers in whose hand.s
.-xre ultimately placed the duties of caring for our sorely
tried soldiers.

I do not propose to say one word about the general
efficiency of the corps to which I have the honour to
belong, for it needs no words of mine. What I do wish to
say is that nothing has impressed me so forcibly or so
favourably as the qualities of many of the younger
surgeons on whom has rested the chief stress of the actual
treatment of the wounded. There is not a medical school
in Great Britain or Ireland that has not reason to be proud
of its pupils, and the work of the surgeons has been
equalled and supported by that of their pathological
colleagues.

I do not know whether to admire most the energy and
keenness which has enabled the staffs to work days and
nights without adequate rest, or the technical surgical
skill in the complicated and difficult operations ou the
abdomen and limbs alike, which has been so conspicuous
a quality in so many officers. The care, the zeal, and
patience displayed in efforts to save limbs and life have
been no less praiseworthy than operative dexterity.
The Royal College of Surgeons of England has influenced

and guided the teaching of surgery during many years, and
all who have shared in this responsibility may feel a legiti-
mate pride in the splendid work now being done by its
pupils.

_
"The tree is known by its fruit," and the future

of British surgery is in safe keeping, for many of the best
brains and hands which guide its course are yet young.

IODINE AND SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE AS
WOUND DISINFECTANTS.

HARRY SCHUTZE, M.D.,
LISTER ISSTIIUIE OF PBETENTIVE MEDICISE, LOXDOS.

WnrLE the use of iodine and the recently revived hypo-
chlorites as surgical disinfectants is of old standing, very
little in the way of laboratory records of their efficacy,
particularly with regard to the special difficulties occasioned
by the sterilization of wounds, is to be found in the litera-

ture, and although the actual lethal effect of a disinfectant
on the bacterial flora of a wound to which it is being
applied is only one of a number of qualities desired from
an antiseptic, it has been thought of interest to carry
out a number of comparative tests with phenol, iodine, and
Dakin's hypochlorite solution. Noguchi,' Turner and
Catto,^ Kutscher,'* Briinning,'' Reclus,* Firth and Mac-
fadyen," among others, have investigated the sterilizing

power of iodine, but in most cases from the point of view of
ii,s application to the skin before operation, in the manner
advocated by Grossich.' Based for the most part on the
older thread and garnet methods, the results are in
marked conflict. Firth and Macfadyen employed both
the thread and Rideal and Walker's drop method, and
used as test bacteria B. prodigiosus and B. typhosus ;

with the latter they determined as well the efficiency of

iodine in the presence of a r--^-';^-'- -:• -int of urine.
In the experiments will '

'

1 d below the drop
method was followed; ll>> - -od were Staphy-
lococcus aureus and B. 1 ;//;', as examples of
the sporing and non-sporing groups ; and, as a test of the
efficiency_ of the disinfectant in the presence of organic
matter, in one series disinfection was carried out on
bacteria suspended in distilled water ; in another series ou
bacteria suspended in sheep serum.

In the case of the staphylococcus, an emulsion was pre-
pared in distilled water and in serum from a twenty- four
hours agar shape culture. These suspensions were then
counted in Thoma-Zeiss slides; the predetermined density
was effected, and to 4 c.cm. placed in a steiile test tubo
were added 4 c.cm. of disinfectant. In this way both
cmvilsion and disinfectant were diluted one half, and it in

in this ultimate working strength that the disinfectants
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and einnlsions are roported in the tables below. Each
test tube bad its owii 1 c.cni. pipette bound in with tlio

cottonwool plug, the two being removed together when it

\7as required either to open the tube or to take out a
measured quantity of its contents.

To detenuino when sterilization was complete a 0.1 com.
sample was taken from time to time by means of tlie

Xiipette and dropped—when iodiue was the disinfectant

—

into 0.2c.cm. of a 10 per cent, sodium thiosulphatc solution

placed in a sterile Petri dish—when phenol was the

disinfectant into an empty Petri dish ; the plates were
then poured with agar. An incubation of one to two days
revealed whether the sample taken was sterile or not,

sterility being roughly taken as meaning the disinfection

of all bacteria present in the disinfectant emulsion
mixture.
As a control of a possible inhibitory power of the

neutralized iodiue or of tlie surplus sodium thiosulphatc in

the amounts used in the experiments a series of plates

was poured as given in Table I. The figures tend to show

—

and on other occasions similar results have been obtained

—

that inhibition of growth does not occur at all, but that, on
the contrary, in those samples in which iodine and serum are
present a somewhat greater number of colonies is obtained,

either owing to a stimulating effect of these substances on
the growth of the cocci, or more probably as a result of

clumps of cocci being broken up by au alteration in surface

tension.
Table I.

Number of cocci per c.cm. of a SUiphiilococcus aureiis emulsion
estimated from an average of four agar plates, poui-cd afler the
adflltion of 0.1 c.cm. of the emulsion to a Petri dish coutaining

:

0.1 c.cm. (serimi and iodine) neutra'.ized with
0.2 c.cm. sodium thiosulpbate :

Not mixed before plating ... ... ... 2,412
Mixed before platiug ... ... ... ... 2,570

0.2 c.cm. sodium thiosulphatc :

Not mixed before plating ... ... ... 2,155

Mixed before plating ... ... ... ... 2,210

0.2. c.cm. distilled water

:

Not mi.\ed before plating ... 2,007
Mixed before platiiig ... ... ... ... 2,250

The sernm-iodine mixture was one containing equal parts of
Bheep serum and 25 per cent, iodine in 5 per cent, potassium
iodide. The sodium thiosulpbate solution = 10 per cent.

,

T.iBLE II.
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THE USE OF QUININE HYDROCHLORIDE
SSOLITIOX AS A DRESSING FOR

IXFKCTED >VOUNDS.

Bv KENNETH TAYLOR, M.A., M.D.,
rilHOLOGIST. AMERICAN AMBDLASCE. NECILJ,T, PARIS.

It was found in previous expeiimeuts in this laboratory
Uiat quinine hydrochloride possessed the following quali-
fications which are desirable in a dressing solution for
infected wounds :

'

1. It had high bactericidal properties in vitro,
especially marked in the case of the B. a'erogenea
capstdatus, against which it was more than ten times
as effective as carbolic acid. It reduced the mortality
of experimental gaseous gangrene in guinea-pigs from
100 to 41 per cent. It did not inhibit phagocytosis in
the animals treated.

2. It had a strong antiferment (antitiyptic) action
in vitro, preventing the digestion of proteins and the
consequent production of a medium favourable to
bacterial growth.

3. It formed no stable chemical combination with
,

proteins, so that its activity was not greatly reduced
by the presence of serum or pus.

4. It was practically non-irritating when applied in
effective concentration to exposed tissues, or even
when injected hypodermically into muscles.

5. It was non-toxic when used in adequate dosage,
producing no systemic reaction except a frcqueuriy
desirable antipyretic effect.

6. The cost of the materials used was not prohibi-
tive for general application.

7. It presented no difficulties of preparation and did
not alter its composition on standing.

On the basis of these observations the treatment of
chnical cases of infected wounds has been undertaken.
Th€ majority of the cases have been subjected to wet

dressmgs of a 1 per cent, solution of quinine hydrochloride
in cold boiled water. The same solution has been used for
instillatiou. In about 12 cases a continuous drip of ,V per
cent, solution of qumine hydrochloride, with the addition
of iV per cent, of hydrochloric acid or of 1 per cent, of
alcohol, has been used. In addition to these procedures,
a few patients have received hypodermic injections into
the tissues about the wounds of the same solution as that
used for wet dressings.
About 125 cases of infection have so far been treated in

this hospital with one of these solutions. These cases
have been for the greater part fairly fresh wounds, having
usually been received within forty-eight aours of injury.
Most of them (70 per cent.) have been heavily infected
with the gas bacillus, and all with staphylococci, strepto-
cocci, and the usual flora of putrefactive bacteria. About
one-half have had open fractures of lone bones of arm
or leg.

Clinical Coil rse of the Infections.
Most of the wounds treated with quinine solution have

run a very favourable course. There has been a rapid
improvement in the appearance of the wound itself, mani-
fested by the speedy disappearance of the sloughs, by the
vamshiug of the putrefaction odour (frequently within
wenty-four or forty-eight hours), by a marked decrease in
the discharge, and by the unusually rapid appearance of
redvascular granula'ions.
Nearly all the most serious wounds showing heavy

anixed infections, or those showing the presence of the
gas bacillus, have been placed upon this treatment imme-
lately, so that control cases have been difficult to obtain,
len patients, however, on admission to the hospital were
-reatcd with dressings other than quinine ; the treatment
.vas continued for a number of days and then changed to
:he quinine solution. All of them showed sudden improve-
uent associated with the change. In three instances there
•vas an almost immediate drop in temperature coincident
•Tith a marked improvement in the appearance of the
*oand.

Bacleriological Findings.
An examinaUon of the discharges from the wounds in

I series of 35 cases showing the heaviest infections has
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been conducted by Dr. Bertram H. Buxton, of this laboi-a-
tory with a view to ascertaining the time at which tha
gas bacillus disappeared from the wounds. The annexed
table shows the result of his investigations. It may be
noted that the incidence of this bacillus in the wounds
decreases rapidly under the treatuiuut. All the 7 cases
in which the gas bacillus was obtained in the last culture
irom the wound showed clinical improvement and a great
decrease in the number of bacilli present.

Tahle of Cases Infected by D. ai'ropenes capsidatiis, and Treated
ty Diessings of Quinine llydrochhride.

' ^B^f'.^'^'T^^
.B «irO!7«Ms Mp,„. B. rtiroaenes caps,,

First and Last tatus Present ia (ata, Abseu '

Cnltures. Last Cultur

4 days

10 days

14 days

18 days

Last Culture.

1 case

Teases

In previous exammations of cases infected with tlio
gas bacillus in this hospital it has been found that the
organism has usually persisted for tliree weeks or more ia
wouuds of the same type—for instance, in a group of
19 cases treated with dressings other than quinine
hydrochloride the bacillus was found

In 7 cases ...

In 7 cases
In 3 cases ...

In 2 cases ... ... ... 100 " "

There appears to be associated with the decrease in the
mcidencoof the B. aerogenes capsulaius in the wouuds
treated with quinine a progressive increase in the occur-
rence of the B. 2n/ocyaneus. It was found in the tiisfc
series of cultures that while tho latter bacillus was
reported in only 4 out of 35 cases at the first cultures it
was reported in 14 out of the same 35 cases in the last
cultures. This bacillus seemed to occur much earlier in
wounds treated with quinine dressings than in thoso
treated with other routine antiseptic solutions. (It was
found m previous investigations in this laboratory on the
sterilization of pus with quinine that the B. pyocyaneus
was the most resistant to this alkaloid of the organisms
commonly present in pus.)

Special attention has been paid to the leucocytes present
in the discharges from the quiuine-treated wounds. These
cells have shown a healthy appearance associated with
the clinical improvement of the wounds, and frequently
active phagocytosis of the organisms present, with the
exception of the A aerogenes capsulaius, which is rarelv
ingested by them. •*

As a result of the observations on the cases treated by
these solutions and the bacteriological examination of the
wounds, considerable confidence has been placed in the
use of quinine as an antiseptic as well as in its specific
action upon the gas bacillus. Surgeons at this and other
hospitals where the treatment is in use have consistently
reported that the wouuds treated by wet dressings of 1 per
cent, qmnine hydrochloride have done unusually welK
Several have reported that they are using this dressin»
exclusively for all types of fresh wounds.

SuMM.iKV.
1. The clinical experience with quinine hydrochloride

has been consistent with the laboratory work previouslv
reported.'

" •'

2. It has been active in ridding heavily contaminated
wouuds of the gas bacillus.

3. The solution has appeared to act as an antiferment,
inlubiting the activity of the putrefactive organisms and
reducing the offensive odour associated with them.

4. The solution has not appeared to be precipitated by
the serum or discharge from the wounds in the case of the
1 per cent, solution. At this concentration it had been
found previously that its bactericidal activity in vitro was
not very markedly diminished by the presence of serum or
pus. The jV pel' cent, solution has occasionally shown
precipitation when used without tho addition of ,V per
cent, hydrochloric acid or of 1 per cent, of alcohol. The
addition of neither of these drugs has appreciably increased
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the bactericidal activity of tlio quinine solution in vitro,

but appears to prevent precipitation of the alkaloid caused

by the strongly alkaline discharge present in some
profusely suppurating wounds.'''

5. There hag been no report of any injurious effects

from the application of any of the methods described

above.
.

6. There has been reported no unfavourable systemic

reaction from tlie absorption of the solution, while a few

cases have shown a desirable decline in temperature

associated with the substitution of quinine dressings for

otliers.

The cost of the solution should not prevent its fairly

peueral use. The 1 per cent, solution amounts to about

8d. per litre— rather more expjnsivo tliau some of the

other solutions in general use—but as it has seemed con-

siderably to shorten the course of convalescence, it is not

regarded as an exijcnsivc solution. It is further believed,

from observations on in vitro experiments, that a solution

of V per cent, would be effective on the wounds if the

acidity of the solution were increased by the addition

of i'„ per cent, of hydrochloric acid. This latter solution

has not been used clinically except on a few cases, each

of which has run a satisfactory course.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the laboratory's financial

assistance from Mr. Robert Walton Gdelet ; the co-operation

of Dr. Joseph X. Blake, in whose wards much of the

work has been conductpd ; and the aid of Dr. Bertram H.

Buxton, who has made the bacteriological examination of

the wounds.
Refehence.

1 The Use of Quinine in the Treatment of Experimental Gaseous
Gangrene, Lancel, September 4tb, 1915, p. 538.

NOTES ON TRAUMATIC AND ARTERIO-YENOUS
ANEURYSM.

By Captain F. L. A. GREAVES, R.A.M.C.

The following notes of one ease of traumatic aneurysm
and four of arteriovenous aneurysms will afford au oppor-

tunity for discussing some of the symptoms and treatment

of this condition.

Case l.~Traumntic Aneurysm of liiriht Popliteal Artery.

Wiiltiple shrapnel wounds sustained July 25tli ; admitted
three ilavs later. Severe compounil comminuted fracture of

left tibia' and fibula badly infected by 73. pcr/i iwuiis. There
I ;i! ill' lr:i. '. (,f boll) poiiliteal spaces,

! I ration was done on them,
I

:
. MIL I up and wide drainage

Mi-. I 'vitli isotonic saline was

veeks

were small' 1

which wen 1

but the left I

established.
employed ami i

About three i

the right popliteal space,
tendon. The skin was hotl-

was soft and fluctuated, but t

lion. No thrill wfl>. ]• >

movement of ilexi'Hi

elling;"\h'

i was noticed in
il to the biceps
iial, theswelhng
•xpansile pulsa-

'i.-d slight pain;
was limited. A
Miscope over the
i<j external iliac

liial at the ankle and
of these vessels was
d no swelling or pain

artery and downwards to the iiosieiio:

also "to the dorsalis pedis. iveith

palpable. The foot was quite warm
was present in the leg.

For two days the swelling in<'ren<:od eli'.>tit!y and was softer
and more superficial; after tb i-

1 < , imi,. ^Tjidiially and pro-
gressively harder, more dcfiiiii ' liiimseribed. The
skin became cooler and the pn i;. retin-ned in the
posterior tibial and dorsalis p. ) , :

. . . .\t the time of

receipt of injury there was no haenicjirhaj^e from tbisright
popliteal wound. An x-ray plate showed the presence of a bit

of metal.
evacuated for England on September 25th

11] a small, firm aneurysm of the
iulracting, a united left tibia and

The patient
(nine weeks .,

right poj.lii'

fibula, and ;

Treatmtii
pillows and ; .a.

and elevation.

-m was simple rest, obtained by
the limb in position of slight flexion

Case u.—Arterio-venous Aneurysm of Third Part of Snbdavian

Single wound from bomb explosion, August 27th, 1915, on the
right side of the neck, with severe haemorrhage, which was
arrested by a private soldier compressing the wound with his

* It was reported from one hospital that this solution showed the
formation of a precipitate on standin;^. but it was found that the
water used came from a very highly alkaline spring. No dilliculty

WBH exiiericnced after the addition of a few drops of hydrochloric acid
to the litre. ' «

tion, rapid and feeble pulse"; perspi
and nostrils. There waaa wound 1 n, :,:,

1 luaeen aoove vus
junction of the inner third and 1

-is of the right

clavicle, and swel.ling of supra, i

'.
, l<-, and upper

pectoral region. Marked pulsat!-. 1

•. ;i 1. ,1 jiKjve and below
the clavicle and very marked thrill, like ilie |iiur of a cat. Ou
auscultation with a stethotc^pe a loud continuous bruit was
heard like the whirr of machinery ; the point of maximum in-

tensity of thrill and bruit was just below the midpoint of the

clavicle. The bruit was well heard all over the right pectoral

region aud conducbed to the axillary and radial arteries. No
radial pulse could be detected, aud only a possible brachial

pulse. The right hand aud arm were cold. He bad pain in bis

hand aud arm, which was quite paralysed and anaesthetic up
to a point 2!, in. above the elbow. Presumably, therefore, a
severe injury to the brachial plexus had occurred.

'ircatnicut.—Isotonic solution to the wound, rest and eleva-

tion and warmth to hand and arm ; he was kept very quiet

in semirecumbeut posture. Tlie after-history was that of a
gradual general improvement; respiration soon became normal,
the pulse-rate dropped very slowly, the pain iu hand and arm
diminislied in intensity, but never quite disaijpeared. No power
of motion or improved' sensation occurred, and where he picked

at the skiu of two fingers he developed very indolent little

sores. There-was never any pulmonary complication. He was
evacuated to England on September 5th, 1915, in good general

condition with the signs of arteriovenous aneurysm much
localized, but with a completely useless right arm. A' rays

showed a bit of metal Iving vertically below the mid-clavicle

anterior to the upper part of the scapula, below aud internal to

the coracoid process.

Case m.—Artcrio-venmis Avfurysm of Second Part of Pirjht

Subclii n Artery.
Single wound on riglit site of neck from piece of shrapnel

from ! , 1,- / l.:ui'-." 11 liilned ..M Si;|..tember5th. 1915. Not
much ; : ' ' ' I' ;. ' W 1

i s IN !ted, throe days later, he
was 1'^) '

i
I

I

, . 11 1 : |.:i:iti'.n ; ho liad not coughed
,ip ai

Small ci.a.u.cc ..juud, inuaLiutelv buptic on the right side of

the neck close to the inner end of the clavicle. There was a
small amount of swelling and ecchymosis over the clavicle and
upper pectoral region, and well marked thrill and bruit very

like the former case, and conducted in a similar way. The
brachial plexus was damaged ; he could flex his Inn r- ;.

1

his biceps group. Other muscle groups of arm :. 1

paralvscd. There was dullness, loss of vocal 1

reson'auce at the right base (? right haemothorax. I;.- .

was heard with a stethoscope all over the right elicsi aim esiji-

ducted to the radial artery at the wrist. The radial pulse was
present, but feeble ; no swelling of hand or arm. . ,

The general condition improved with treatment similar to

that in Case 11; circulation iu railial pulse also soon improved.

The thrill and bruit became more localized to a point internal

to the mid clavicular line. He was evacuated to England on

October 6th, 1915. The fluid in the chest had cleared up, and
his general condition was excellent ; there was no improvement :

in sensation or muscular power in the right arm. A' rays
j

showed a bit of metal posterior to the fifth riblj iu. from the
j

front of the chest.
In neither of these two cases could the patient hear his own

bruit.

Case iv.—Artcrio-venous Aneurysm of Axillary Vessels.

Sustained a circular wound over the upper part of the right

deltoid region from a high explosive shell on September 6th,

1915. Some smart haemorrhage was stopped by dressing.

When admitted, two days later, the wound was moderately
septic; there was general swelling of right shoulder and slight

ecchymosis, and a diffuse swelliug exteudiug from the axilla a

short distance down the arm on the inner side. -Expansile

pulsation was seen and felt. A very marked thrill was present.

A loud continuous murmur was heard with a stethoscope over

the swelling and conducted to the root of the neck and down
to the radial at the wrist. The distal circulation was good;
the radial artery was easily felt. There was an area of

anaesthesia of the hand and forearm corresponding to the

ulnar distribution. No loss of motion. In addition to the

swelling mentioned, a tumour (? foreign body) could be felt high

up on the inner wall of the axilla. No pulmonary complications t

were present.
The swelling gradually contracted and became harder and

morc'defined; the point of maximum intensity of thrill and

bruit also became more localized, the ulnar anaesthesia grada-

ally passed off, and he was evacuated to England on October 6lh.

X rays showed a metal fragment ou the outer side of the chest

wall, high up in the axilla, with eight other tiny fragments
lying along the track of the larger piece.

,

Case v.—Artcrio-venous Aneurysm (Femoral).

Struck bv shrapnel bullet on outer side of the left thigh on

September' 6th, 1915; not much haemorrhage at the time.

Admitted two davs later with nearly clean entrance wound just

in front of the left great trochanter. The general condition

was good, but he complained of pain down the front of the left

thigh and leg -distribution of long saphenous nerve. A probe

introduced into the wound failed to reach the bullet. An x-ray

photograph showed a shrapnel bullet in the adductor region.

An anaesthetic was given and, the dressing being moved,
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. iuii Addiusell noticed that there was diffuse pulsation, with
;» thrill over the base of Scarpa's triangle. No operation was
attempted.
When I saw the case, two days after admission, there was

slight swelling over the base of Scarpa's triangle, a very n>arl<ed
tlinll. and a bruit so loud that it could be heard by approaching
the car to the thigh without touching it. The" murmur w,^^
<-ouducted to the tibial vessels and upwards to the abdominal
aorta. The whole leg was slightly oedematous. Although rest
by sandbags and elevation of the limb were used, the leg and
Ihigh became progi-essively more oedematous, aud the pain
persisted. After ten days this gradually passed away and the

more localized to a point just below Poupart's ligament. He
•was evacuated to Kngland on October 8tb, 1915, with his leg
uormai in size, less pain, and in good general condition.

Having briefly rolat-ed the symptoms and history of

ihese cases, I should like to compare some points with the
tlcscription given in Keen's Surgery (edition 1914).

1. 'I'itnc of Appearance.—Tlie textbook statement gives
from four hours up to many weeks alter injury. Three of

my cases were noticed on admission—that is, twenty-four
hours to three days. Tlje femoral case was not noticed
until two days after admission—that is, four days after

injury. It is possible that this case was overlooked, but
I do not think it likely, as the medical officer in charge
had examined it carefully and probed the wound. Possibly
the communication between artery and vein took place in

consequence of this probing. The popliteal aneurysm
I know, from my own observation, had no swelling in the
popliteal space until at least a fortnight after admission.
That it appeared suddenly was borne out by the fact, for

two days after its appearance it became larger and softer

and the skin became hot. If one had not been on the
lookout for pulsation, it was very like an abscess arising

from a foreign body coming up to the surface, and might
have been incised with disastrous results.

2. Primary haemorrhage is said rarely to be severe, and
this was so in all my cases, except possibly in Case 11

—

the arterio-venous aneurysm of subclavian—where the
haemorrhage was stopped by a private soldier.

3. Local swelling is stated to be diffuse, at first en-

larging for a few days and then contracting. This was so
in all cases.

4. Ecchyinosis of skin is stated to be seen when the
Tassels are superficial. This was only noticed in one case,

and was never a marked sjmptom.
5. Thrill, a very marked and striking symptom, quite

absent in ordinary traumatic aneurysm where the vein is

not involved. This was well marked in all cases.

6. Murmur is desci'ibed as like the whirr of machinery,
or a fly in a paper bag. This describes the condition in all

the arteiio-venous aneurysms, and is quite different from
the blowing systolic bruit heard ia the traumatic aneurysm.
The pitch of the murmur varies in different cases and
also from time to time. In one of the subclavian
aneurysms Sir George Makins pointed out the slamming
character of the murmur, possibly due to vibration of a tag
in the vessel. The murmur is stated to be heard by the

patient if in the subclavian or carotid regions. Neither of

my subclavian cases could hear his own murmur.
7. Changes of Pulse.—The pulse is said to be fuller than

normal proximal to the aneurysm, and absent or feeble

distal to it. This was so in aU cases.

8. Sicperficial veins above or below the aneurysm are

said to be (a) dilated—very slight dilatation of veins was
seen in one subclavian case, none whatever in the others ;

or (h\ tortuous—not seen in any case; or (c) pulsating with
systole—not seen in any case.

9. Peripheral temperature is stated to be lowered at

first, but soon compensated. Cold extremities were
noticed in four out of five of my cases, but it is important
to note the coincident damage to important nerves in those
of my cases in which this coldness was noticed.

10." General Effects.—Faintness and rapid pulse until

tlie system has learnt to tolerate the altered arrangement
of the circulation. This is a very difficult thing to say
much about. It is quite true that in both subclavian cases
it was noted, but the coincident injury was severe. In
the case of the femoral arterio-venous aneurysm, which
apparently was formed whilst in our hospital, it was

• absent. As a whole, my cases all had rather rai)id

pulses, and they were still rapid—about 100 to 110—on
evacuation.

I can say nothing. about the secondary result of these

lesions, and I much regretted having to part with the
cases before I could oblerve the effect subsequent to their
moving about.

Tlie question of after-treatment also docs not come into
the scope of this very imperfect note.

ARTERIO-VENOUS ANEURYSM : ANASTOMOSIS
OF VEIN, AND SUTURE OF ARTERY.

By H. J. GODWIN, F.E.CS.E.,

I.v the following ease arterio-venous aneurysm of the
popliteal vessels, caused by gunshot wound, was success-
fully treated by end-to-end anastomosis of the vein and
sutiu'e of the artery.

Private H. was wounded on November 2nd, 1914. in
France, the bullet passiug through the lower third of
the right thigh ; it was a clean wound and healed up
quickly, but an arterio-venous aneurysm developed.
On November 19th he was operated on in Fi-acce : the

surgeon exposed the femoral vessels, did not find the com-
munication, ligatured the anastomotica magna, and closed
the wound.
The patient, after being in various hospitals in England,

returned to his depot at Winchester for light duty, but,
owing to pain and swelling in his leg after exercise, was
admitted to the military hospital, and from there trans-
ferred, on April 9th, 1915, to the Koyal Hampshire County
Hospital for operation. He complained of pain in his
light leg, especially after exercise, and said that some-
times his right foot would go white and cold and become
very swollen. There was some swelling and oedema of
the leg, and on palpation a very distinct thrill was per-
ceptible over the whole of the inner side of the right thigh
aud popliteal space, and a very loud, harsh, roaring bruit
was heard all over the femoral and poijliteal vessels. The
patient was kept at rest for two weeks, but as the pain
returned after allowing him up, it was decided to operate.

D. Hole in artery after dissecting out communication and
freshing edges. E. The two ends of the vein ready for end-to-end
onastoiDOBis, the dilated portion havina been cut away in order to
set healttiy vein tissues for anastomosis, f. Artery sutured
lalerally with fine silli sutures, o. Vein sutured, end-to-end
anastomosis. H, Graft from internal sai)henous vein surronnding
the sutured artery, and sutured on opposite side to sutured
artery at i.

Operation.
An elongated incision was made in the line of the

adductor mignus tendon, giving enough room to have
control ot the lower end of the femoral and popliteal
vessels. It was found that the communication between
the artery and vein was just below the opening in the
adductor magnus tendon, and that there was quite a small
sac between the artery aud vein (Fig. 1). A careful dissec-
tion of the vessels was made, and Crile's clamps applied
to the vessels about aud below the aneurysm. On remov-
ing the small sac it was seen that the hole in the artery
was .smaller than that in the vein (Fig. 2). After removing
the dilated portion of the vein aud excising it as far as
healthy tissue, it vs-as found possible to do an end- to end
auastomosis of the vein without producing any tension on
the vessel. It was not possible to do an end-to-end
anastomosis of the artery because the diameter of the
artery on the distal side of the hole was a good deal
smaller than that on the proximal .side, and because it

was found that there would have been too much tension.
The edges of the hole in the artery were refreshed, and
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the artery sutured laterally with fine sHk sutures. A graft

taken from the (P'ig. 3) internal saphenous vein was sutured
to the opposite side of tlje sutured artery (Fig. 4). The
operation lasted two hours. On removing the clamps the
circulation was perfect, and there was no haemorrhage
from the line of suture. The wound was closed without
drainage and the stitches were removed ou the tenth day.
The patient made an uninterrupted recovery. I ex-

simined him five months after the operation ; ho was
tlieu doing light duty, and the circulation in the limb
»vas normal.

THE CHARACTER AND TREATMENT OF
FROST-BITE.

By H. E. MUNROE, M.D., C.M.McGill,
L.K.C.P. AND S.Edin.,

While reading with interest The Memorandum on the

Treatment of Injuries in War, issued under the authority

of the War Office, it occurred to me that, in view of the

lM)ssibility of another winter campaign and the importance
of adopting the proper treatment in " frost-bite," a few
remarks on this subject might be of interest to those who,
owing to climatic conditions, may not have had an oppor-

tunity of treating this injury.

The prophylactic measures, so far as protection of the

feet is concerned, may be summed up in three phrases:

(1) Loose, water-tight boots should bo worn; (2) dry
woollen socks changed daily; (3) maintenance of the

circulation of the feet by moving them freely.

The toes and heel are the parts most liable to be
attacked, and, unless the circulation is re-established by
friction or heat, the condition will spread until the whole
foot is involved. This extension is painless. Pain is

experienced before the part becomes frozen. A few sharp
.stiugs following a jieriod of pain is the usual experience.

These stings, followed suddenly by cessation of pain, is a
sure indication that the limb is being frozen.

I had an opportunity of observing a few cases among
the soldiers from Flanders during the winter of 1914-15.

They could not be regarded as true '•frost-bite," but rather

erythema pernio, as the borders of the feet and not the
toes were the parts involved.

Three degrees of frost bite were generally recognized :

(1) Erythematous, (2) bullous, (3) gangrenous.
1. In the first degree the skin only is affected. The

anaemic appearance rapidly disappears with friction or

exposure to the higher temperature. The localized

anaemia is followed by erythema and occasionally slight

oedema, which disappears in a few days.

2. The second degree is characterized by the formation
of blebs filled with serum. These blebs, as a rule, appear
within eighteen hours of exposure of the part to a higher
temperature. The skin is a bluish colour, more oedema
is present than in frost-bites of the first degree, which
indicates the involvement of the superficial tissues in
addition to the skin.

3. The third degree follows the exposure of the part to
prolonged intense cold, and involves the skin and super-
ficial and deep tissues. If the part is seen when in a
frozen condition it is white, cold, arid sensation is absent

;

ou exposure to a higher temperature it assumes a swollen
and congested appearance. Within eighteen hours the
proximal area of the limb involved assumes the character-
istic erythema of the first degree, while lower down the
limb we have an area of blebs indicating the second degree
of frost-bite. The distal portion of the limb—namely, the
Jieel or toes—becomes cyanotic and later shrunken, and
may become definitely gangrenous within forty-eight
Louis.
The treatment consists in using every available means

to prevent an excessive reaction. Left to nature
the partially devitalized cells become destroyed by the
sudden engorgement of the part. The more severe the
frost bite the more oedema is present and the more pain is

complained of. If the patient is seen while the part is

still frozen, the circulation should be gradually restored by
jjlacing the limb in ice-cold water, or by using gentle
friction, with snow when available. The part may be
covered with gauze or absorbent cotton, which should bo

frequently saturated with an evaporating lotion. I use a
lotion composed of liq. plumbi subacet. 5J, spt. rectif. 5iij,

aquam ad jj. When blebs ferm, they shoukl be punctured.
The application of the evaporating lotion is continued for

the first twenty four to thirty-six hours, until the swelliii'^

begins to subside or there is an indication of a cyanoti-
or shrunken appearance in the toes, or fingers if the haul
is involved. Hot boracic fomentations should now be em-
ployed in order to overcome the reactive vasomotor con-
striction and consequent anaemia of the parts. This
treatment is kept up for twenty-four hours, or until the
cyanotic and shrunken appearance disappears or gangrene
has definitely formed.
Amputation of a gangrenous area should not be under-

taken until the line of demarcation between the dead and
healthy tissues is well formed, which indicates the line of

operation. While waiting until amputation should be per-

formed, a powder of boracic acid and charcoal may be
employed if any moisture or perceptible odour is present.

MEDICAL. SURGICAL. OBSTETRICAL

APPENDICITIS AND MEDICAL TREATMENT.
I HAVE full notes of 9 typical cases of appendicitis which
occurred among the average daily population of 3,000
Indian labourers, consisting chiefly of Tamils and Telugas
during a space of eight years. These cases were of all

girades of severity, and in at least five of them immediate
surgical operation was deemed advisable. But as is well
known, the illiterate coolie classes always dread theknife,
and owing to the strong opposition raised in every one of

these individual eases, the idea of operation had to bo
abandoned. Blood examination revealed leucocytosis, and
there were other unmistakable symptoms of the malady,
subjective and objective, present as well. In the last two
cases of the series, one a male and the other a female, the
life of each was considered to be in imminent danger, as it

was thought that infection of the general peritoneum
through perforation of the appendix, could occur at any
hour. Of these 9 cases, 8 recovered fully under conserva-

tive treatment; the one death was iu an infant 15 month

s

old. Pcst-morlem examination showed that the appendix
was gangrenous and that there was generalized peritonitis ;

the causative organism of the infection was the pneuujo
coccus; the appendix was widely ruptured, and an orange
pip was found adherent to its interior. The adhesions
round the affected cul de-sac were poorly formed and were
therefore unable to protect the general peritoneum.
The recovery in the last two cases was really most

instructive. A careful consideration of the facts of these
cases fully justifies the opinion that even seemingly hope-
less cases might at times do well under proper medical
care and treatment-.

T. A. E. AiYAK, L.R.C.P.and S.Edin.,
L.F.r. and S.Glasg.

Sitiawan, Lower Perak, F.M.S.

PNEUMOTHORAX FOLLOWING PNEUMONIA.
A BRICKLAYER, aged 40, of healthy appearance, had had a
cold for a few days before he sought advice but had been
able to continue at work. I saw him about midday ou
October 6th, diagnosed pneumonia, and ordered tlie

routine treatment.
At 10 p.m. of the same day I was hastily summoned as

he was feeliug very ill. He had great dyspnoea and
marked cyanosis, and pain over the right hypochondriac;,

region, and evidently was suffering from a good deal of

shock judging by his small and rapid pulse. Percussion
over the right lung and liver areas was markedly tym-
panitic, and with the bruit d'airain and a very soft

amphoric breathing over the right posterior base gave all

the signs of pneumothorax.
The liver on deep pressure could be felt extending to

four fingevbreadths below the costal margin, the lie:iit

appeai-ecl to be little displaced, no fluid could at iiiv

time be made out. A few days later the sputum w.is

examined by the borough bacteriologist, and found t..

contain numerous pneumobocci, a fairly plentiful number
of staphylococci, but no tubercle bacilli.

The patient improved rapidly, but the air was slowly
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absorbed. I kept bim in bed for ten days and then gradu-
ally iucreaseti the amount of daily exercise. He returned
to work ou November 4th, a month after the commence-
luent of the illness. Before pcnuitting his return I made
]iim vigorously exercise his aims, and found his pulse very
little raised as a result. He appeared and felt quite well.
Treatment consisted in the first place of relieving the

pain and shock by a hypodermic injection of morphine
followed by small doses ol brandy during the night, later
by a heart mixture, and a diet carefully chosen to avoid
llatulcnce.

I>r. .-Vrthur Latham informs me that " some few years
•he pneumonia cases at the London general hospitals
analysed for a period of ten years at the Medical
'1 ot the Royal Society of Mediciuo. As far as
w, in over 7,000 cases there wore not more than

tlnte complicated by pneumothorax, and two of them
proved fatal."

C. B. MOOP.TNG Al.DRIDGE,
M.U.C.S.Eng., L.U.C.P.Lond.

Bonruemoutli.
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TRE.4TMENT OF DYSEISTTERY.
At a meeting of the Royal Society of Medicine on Decem-
ber 20th, Sir Ronald Ross gave a lecture on the treatment
of dysentery.

Hislorical.
In sketching the history of the treatment of dysentery

he said that he was a convinced believer in the specific
value of ipecacuanha. It was formerly customary to
repeat the ipecacuanha at least onco a day for about a
week or more in spite of vomiting. Later on he used to
prelcr giving opium every night and the ipecacuanha in a
bolus with a single mouthful of milk at about 4 a.m., the
patient not being allowed to cat or drink until about
9 a.m. He thought that, with this method, one daily dose
sufficed. Later in the case it had been usual to combine
b to 10 grams of tanuic acid with the ioecacuauha,
especially in cases of "running" dysentery, but practice
was generally opposed to the use of astringeuts until the
disease had first been mastered by ipecacuanha. In
those days no distinction had been made between the
bacillary and amoebic forms and ipecacuanha was given
in both

;
he was not yet convinced that it was

of no value in the bacillary form. Bismuth, calomel, and
the sulphates of sodium and magnesium were little used,
and many were opposed to enemata, at least in recent
cases. In chronic dyseutery ipecacuanha was often given
daily for some w;eeks, then omitted for another week or so,
then begim again, and so on. Enemata were much more
certainly useful than in acute dysentery, and silver nitrate
was almost a classical drug for the purpose. The dietary
was almost a science in itself.

After speaking of the recognition of the intestinal
aiuoebae as pathogenic organisms, which ho ascribed to
Kartuhs, m Alexandria, and of his own studies on amoebae
and ou intestinal flagellates, he said that it still seemed to
Jiiui to be sate teaching that all intestinal amoebae and
fl:igcllates .should be considered potentially dangerous.

Emetive.
He then referred to the introduction of emetine, first

recommended by Bardsley in 1829, and given by the mouth
by lull Walsh in 1891. The elaborate studies of Leonard
Kogers had first established its use in 1912. It was
accepted everywhere, not perhaps as being essentially
superior to ipecacuanha powder, but because the hypo-
dermic injection was much less troublesome to the patient.
By this method the drug was brought more directly into
conflict with the amoebae at the bottom ot the ulcers,
whilst ipecacuanha did more to attack amoebae on the
surface of the mucous membrane and in the lumen of the
intestine, so that he favoured the use of both at the proper
stage m the treatment. As an immediately applicable
routine treatm.ent the hypodermic injection of emetine had
become a great boon to humanity. The use of the sulphates
Of magnesium and sodium had now become almost universal
lorbacdlary dyseutery. According to many, ipecacuanha
and emetine were powerless against bacillary dysentery,
sahnes powerless against amoebic dysentery.

liecent Experiences,
Sir Ronald Ross then narrated his experiences of the

recent cases of dysentery among soldiers. Both forms had
occurred largely among the troops near the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea. Apnareutly bacillary dysentery pre-
vailed in the earlier part of last year, but there was
certainly an epidemic of amoebic dysentery in July and
August. As Consulting Physician for Tropical Diseases,
he had had unusual opportunities for studying the practice
of the physicians in all the hospitals in Alexandria. Up
to June amoebae had not easily been found in E<jypt but
towards the end of July they began to be i^covered
without difficulty in a large number of cases, and this
continued till the end of September or later. After that
amoebae began to bo more scarce, and the amoebic
dysentery was likely to be supplanted by the baciHarv
form in the winter. Unfortunately, however, amoebic
dysentery tended to be so chronic a complaint that
Its treatment continued to be of interest lon^ after
the commencement ot epidemics, and it was° neces-
sary to guard against not only the chronic form, but
hepatic abscesses. As soon as the preseuce of amoebic
dysentery was recognized among the troops, emetino
began to be employed by, he thought, every officer in
charge of medical wards, aud the Principal Director issued
orders to use it in every suspicious case. This order
proved to be very beneficial, for the sooner that treat-
ment W.W commenced in dysentery the more likely was it
to prevail. Every hour counted at the beginning of the
infection, and the delay of a few weeks often meant almost
irreparable damage to the colon, even if the patient
survived. It was useless to wait for laborious laboratory
examinations as to the exact nature of the infection, for
emetine was so benign a drug that it might well be
administered on the chauce that the infection was amoebic.
The results were remarkable. After the order had taken
fall effect the newer cases viei-e not so grave as the earlier
ones.

The bulk ot the troops came from Britain, Australia,
aud New Zealand, and were therefore men who had never
had amoebic dysentery before. Many of the cases were
exceedingly grave, and many men died before reaching
the base hospitals; those that survived had frequently
acquired the condition of "ruuning" dysentery. Among
the Indian troops, on the other hand, severe cases were
much less frequent ; they did not suffer much from the
disease, and such cases as occurred were comparatively
slight. From this it appeared that a certain amount of
immunity to dysentery was acquired during childhood in
localities where it was endemic. Among the European
aud Australasian troops the acute amoebic dysentery had

i

to be dealt with in its most unmodified and malignant
form, a point to be remembered in estimating the results
fiom emetine treatment. Equally rapid results could
hardly be expected as those obtained by Rogers among
Indian patients, yet all were convinced of its remarkable
efficacy. Usually doses of 1 grain a day were pre-
scribed, either as one subcutaneous injection or in
two doses, morning aud evening. Practice differed
considerably as to the number of doses administered.
In one hospital the rule was that of three days on and
three days off, in another of five days on aud five days off,
whilst many practitioners preferred to give it daily, even
for some weeks without iutermissiou. In one hospital
three cases of dysentery died without obvious cause, and
some suspicion was aroused that it might have been
caused by cumulative action of the drug, but the caso
a<;ainst the drug was weak. Nevertheless practice
gradually crystallized into the formula that unless there
was very strong reason for continuing emetino, it should
bo remitted, at least for a time, after about ten days,
especially if it had ceased to do good. In about 10 or'20
per cent, ot the cases emetine failed to cure. Most, bub
not all, of these were patients who had not rec ived
emetine early in the infection, and in whom, therefore,
the mucosa was probably largely destroyed before the
treatment was begun. Emetine could only destroy the
parasites in the ulcers, and could not heal the lesions
tlicmselves. It was almost certain that in most
cases the original trench work of the amoebae was
followed by an extensive bacillary invasion of some
kind. Complex infections were exceedingly common.
Both forms of dysentery occurred together in a certaia
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proportion of cases, and iu others both forms complicated

the typhoids, or were complicated by obstinate dijirrhoeas,

many of the latter being probably due to flagellates. In

such cases it could not be expected that emetine would do

more than its own proper work ; it destroyed the amoebae,

but the patient was afterwards obliged to combat the

secondary or complicating maladies. Tho conditions

found at 33 post-mortem examinations carried out by
Lieutenant G. B. Bartiett forced the conclusion that the

amoebic ulceration did not always declare itself during

life in the form of a typical dysentery which could be

diagnosed by the well known signs. Much miscliief

might be caused by amoebae without any signs resulting,

and in many cases "the disease did not manifest itself uutil

some secondary infection had supervened. Indeed, he was
much inclined to recommend that emetine should be given

to all hospital patients as a preventive measure.

The cases practically divided Lhemselvf s into two groups

—those in which one week's emetine treatment practically

resolved the dysentery, and those in which it failed to do
so. The latter generally resulted in " running," or even
incontinent, dysentery. Post mortem such cases always
showed most extensive lesions, amounting to almost com-
plete destruction of the mucosa. Many of the severe cases

died ; others ended in chronic dysentery.

The Sulphates.

The sulphates of sodium and magnesium had long been
recognized as invaluable for the treatment of bacillary

dysentery. Their purgative action was due to an increase

of the secretion of fluid, and to retardation of its absorp-

tion. Recent experiments by Cook and Schlesinger sug-

gested that the drugs were first absorbed from the stomach
and then caused a rush of fluid from the mucosa of the
large intestine. He inferred that the salts in this disease

acted simply by flushing out the large intestine and
washing away tho parasites, amoebic or bacillary, by a
strong current from within. This hypothesis encouraged
tljeir use in both forms of dysentery, and the practice of

administering the sulphates, together with emetine, in the
earliest days of a dysentery was becoming almost uni-

versal ; the emetine killed the amoebae, and the salts

washed them and injurious bacteria out of the follicles.

In more advanced cases the value of salts was more pro-

blematic in the case of amoebic dysenterj', and the risk

of exhausting patients by further purging had to be
guarded against. Many practitioners, however, gave the
salts in almost all cases of whatever duration.

" Bunning " Dysentery.
The treatment of "running" acute dysentery was a

difl&cult problem. Antidysenteric serum was tried jn

many such cases ; it was benelicial in some ; other
observers had seen little benefit from it, and still others
argued that ordinary horse serum would probably have
been just as useful. A heaped teaspoonful of bismuth
subnitrate three or four times daily, as recommended by
Decks, was largely employed, and, he thought, proved
distinctly useful. It was generally administered con-
tinuously, beginning a day or two after the initial treat-

ment with emetine had been commenced. He had always
favoured tannic acid in conjunction, say, up to 10 grains
livith each dose. It was a good general rule, however, not
to use astringents until the specific remedies had had time
to take effect. Afterwards opium, bismuth, tannic acid,
catechu, and others often succeeded in terminating the
attack very rapidly. Many cases became examples of
established running dysentery in spite of all treatment.

Colla]}se.

Collapse was another difficult condition to combat.
Lieutenant Colonel A. H. Lister often used the sub-
cutaneous infusion of hypertonic saline together with
10 minims of adrenalin solution (1 in 1,000) every four
hours, hypodermically, with very good results.

Opium was an invaluable drug at certain stages, though
Bome practitioners appeared to fear it.

P!nemaftt.

The nse of enemata was a vexed question. There was
no question of their value in chronic dysentery, especially
when the ulceration was low down, but some felt that
they were contraindicated in very early cases. He could
not understand the rationale of using massive lavations,

which depressed the patient, and might rupture the tliiii

walls of the ulcers; the morbid purging and the sulphates
continually washed the bowel from within. Some objected
to enemata on the ground that they might eugender
secondary infections from withont, others adopted enemata
as a standard treatment. Thus Professor Kartulis was
most confident that tannic acid was most beneficial from
the first, Kogers often recommended quinine lavations,
and Colonel Lister was an advocate of 3 or 4 oz. of olive
oil containing a drachm of ichthyol, preceded by a mor-
phine suppository half an hourbetore the injection. Silver
nitrate had always been employed in chronic dysentery,
but nowadays was replaced by protargol or similar salts,

which were employed with fairly good results in many of
the fresh cases. If lavations were employed at all he
preferred warm water without salts, or warm and weak
permanganate solution, or warnr and weak solution of
quinine, but he did not favour this form of medication
in .very acute dysentery. He did not speak with much
favour of appendicostomy, but said that irrigation with oil

through the appendix appeared more promising than that
with other fluids.

Subsidiary Treatment.
Among subsidiary items of treatment he mentioned the

general use of cholera belts or warm applications to the
abdomen. Very hot hip baths gave great relief, often last-

ing for several hours, and could be repeated several times a
day if the patient were not too weak. He favoured the use
of oils administered by the mouth. A dessei-tspoonful of
olive oil with a pinch of salt might be given several times
a day, but the patient soon sickened of It. It might theij

be replaced by non-purgative medicinal paraffin, or this
might be given from the first. He was sceptical whether
any particular form of diet presented any real advantage.
Cases not given the advantages of perfected hospital dieta
often suffered least. Large bulks of fluid diet were in-

jurious in very " running " dysenteries and caused some-
times within ten minutes copious evacuations, harmful to
the patient. In such cases he preferred a comparatively
dry but varied dietary.

Hepatic Abscess.

The most important question of all was the prevention
of hepatic abscess. It followed in a large proportion of
amoebic infections whether they had presented dysenteric
symptoms or not. No history of previous dysentery wts
obtainable in about a quarter of the cases; in fact, he had
often thought that abscess followed the milder cases moic-
frequently than those more severe. The abscesses might
appear years after the infection. The only way to avoid
this danger was to give courses of emetine or ipecacuanlia
in convalescent cases every month or so. He sug-
gested emetine in doses of 1 grain for three days every
month until the patient was finally returned to duty,
whether symptoms of dysentery persisted or not, even in
the absence of a positive diagnosis. Acute dysentery was
a grievous malady, but it was only the first act of the
tragedy ; chronic dysentery was the second act, and was
still worse ; but hepatic abscess was the third act, and was
worst of all. Some clinicians thought that ipecacuanha
was still useful in the later stages of dysentery, and
especially as a prophylactic, and he was inclined to agree
with them. Although emetine destroyed the parasites
in the mucosa, he doubted whether it had the same effect
upon those which were living in the lumen. For these,-

perhaps, the powder was still useful, and could be
administered in smaller doses when emetine had preceded
it. For example, 5 grains each of ipecacuanha powder,
Dover's powder, tannic acid, and quinine sulphate could:
be given the last thing at night on an empty stomach'
without prefatory opium, and would not cause vomiting,
at any rate after the first few doses. If abscess began tty

manifest itself, return to full doses of emetine should be-

enjoined, combined, of course, with suitable diet.

The treatment of chronic dysentery was a very large
subject, upon which he had no time to dwell.

Diagnosis.
In conclusion, he referred to two methods of diagn^

Lieutenant Glasson had worked out a method of diagui-; _

dysenteric ulceration by means of x rays. A bisumuj
meal was given and then cleared by means of oil. Some,
of the bismuth remained in the ulcers and showed in
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nidiogiains. The nuclei of the amoebae could be beauti-
fully »n<3 rapidly stained by H. C. Ross's jelly method, but
tinfortunat«ly permanent specimens were difficult to obtain
by this process.
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNAECOLOGY.
AxT attempt to divide up the subject of gynaecology into
obstetrical and uou obstetrical sections is bound, if pursued
for enoiigli, to end in failure. There are certain con-
ditions, it is true, which fall at once into one or the other
category, but tliere arc many which cannot either help-
fully or scientifically be so classified—conditions which
sometimes do and sometimes do not have any etiological
connexion with childbirth, or in which the link is too
icmoto to have any important bearing. Disappointment
therefore lies in wait for the many who will bo arrested
by the suggestive title. The Gijnccologii of Obstetrics,^
assumed by Dr. Hapdex for a vokune which purports to
be ' au exposition of the pathologies bearing directly on
parturition." Perusal of the volimic shows it to contain a
full account of the anatomy of the cervix and 0I the
pelvic diaphragm and floor. The relationship of the
anatomical points to the occurrence and repair of cervical
and perineal lacerations is well brouglit out and empha-
sized. A well illustrated chapter on the pathology of
the cervix covers such subjects as primary tuberculosis
of the cervix, epithelioma, and adenocarcinoma. Other
chapters deal with cystoccle, post operative complications,
sterility, bladder infections, and ptosis of the kidney.
Dr. Hadden has put much painstaking work into his book,
and this deserves every at kiiowledgement His views are
surgically sound, and much benefit may be derived from a
study of the volume. But we must lodge a protest against
the title as being misleading in its comprehensive claims.
There are several notable subjects omitted that ought to
be included if the title is to be justified—for example, the
questions of fistulae and of backw;\rd displacement of the
puerperal uterus, to mention only two of tlio more obvious.
And there are others which have no real place under such
a title, such as fibrosarcoma and primary tuberculosis of
the cervix, and ptosis of the kidney. The illustrations
arc a striking feature of the book. The photomicrograuhs
aVe excellent, and the coloured photographs of dissections
admirably reproduced. It is all the more pity that, aa the
author himself admits, they are too small to be helpful in
elucidating the text. Tiie general appearance of the
book is in keeping with the usual higli standards of its
publishers.

The usefulness and popularity of Professor De Lee's
Prirciphs and Practice of Obstetrics- is evidenced by the
Mpearance of a second edition two years after the first.

The author is well known on this side of the Atlantic
as the editor of the volume on Obstetrics in the
Practical Medicine Series, and his worlc in that capacity
must unquestionably have given him an exceptiinil
command of the current literature of the subject. Lk
most second editions, tlie present vohimc is larger tl, ,1

I'ts predecessor; but although it runs to nearly elevuu
hundred large pages, the actual cubic size and avoirdupois
weight of the book have been diminished by the use
of a thinner paper. The general get-up of the book is

excellent, and the illustrations, many of them specially
drawn for this edition, are both lavishly, numerous and
well designed and executed. It is an eminently practical
book

; indeed, considering its immense size, it is disap-
pomting to find how abbreviated some of the more
theoretical sections are. Some are not up to date either,
a.s, for example, the section on the development of the
ovum, in which Pcters's original work is clo.sely followed,
although in some points his conclusions have been shown
to be wrong. While the whole text has been revised,
special additions have been made in the sections dealing

'The Gyneeoloov of Obalelrics: An Exjiositicn of the Fatholoaies
uenriuo dtrtctly tm ParturUinn. By D. Hadden. B.8., M D. New
Jf«J^^J''e

Macmiilau Co. 1915. (Boy. 8vo. pp. 213; 68 fieuiea.

^^"^^^^rinciitlcH and Pvactietof Obstetrics. Ry J. B. De Lee, A.M.,a.D Second ediliou. thoroughly levised. Philadelphia and London :W. B. Saunders Co. 1915. (Imp. 8vo, pp. 1087 ; 917 figures. 353. act.)

with the biological test for pregnancy, " twilight sleep,"
and extraperitoneal Caesarean section, amongst others.
In regard to the first of these subjects Professor Do Lea
is wisely noncommittal. Such work as has been dona
upon it in his own clinic indicates that a negative result
is strongly against the probability of pregnancy existing.
His recommendation that the method should be tested to
the fullest extent, in view of the light it may shed on
numerous dark problems, will be cordially homologated
by all. " Twilight sleep " he uncompromisingly damns.
In view of the extremely unbalanced aud ignorant advocacy
of this discovery in lay magazines and books by
writers incompetent to judge its merits or demerits, an
authoritative warning of this kind was probably not un-
desirable, especially in America. We entirely agree with
Professor De Lee that the method is not one to bo used
indiscriminately in private practice, least of all in general
practice, where the physician may often be unable to
remain beside his patient all the time. But wc cannot
help feeling that his own experience of it has been so
particularly unfortunate as to have prejudiced his iudoe-
incut of its value in skilled hands. The section on extra-
peritoneal Caesarean section offers a very judicial summary
of the possible advantages of a method of operating which
has been little tried in this country. The author adopts no
strong views here, but awaits the result of further trials.
In his introduction Professor De Lee makes a strong plea
for the wider recognition of what few would deny°to ba
the fact—that parturition is becoming less and less
frequently a strictly physiological act. There may ba
some difference of opinion as to the percentage of cases
in which labour is definitely pathological, but with the
general plea there will be unanimous agreement. It can-
not be doubted that tlio fuller recognition of this point
would be followed by greater care of the mother in
pregnancy as well as in labour and the puerperium, and
the benefit which would thus accrue to the race and the
State is a subject which in these days merits the most
serious consideration.

The editor of the Oxford Medical Publications is to ba
congratulated upon having secured the services of Dr.
CoMYNs Berkeley and Mr. Vicxoit Bon.ney for the produc-
tion of A Guide to Gynaecolofjn in General Practice*
.\part from the fact that the wide experience of tha
authors at once gives it ths stamp of authority requisite
in a work of the sort, the volume is another example of
that very harmonious literary collaboration which they
have so successfully established in recent years. There is
no patchwork in it; the literary stylo—easy, fluent, and
lucid—is the same from be^'inuing to end; aud there is an
apparent concord of opiuion in regard to the teaching
which the authors wish to drive home. The book is more
deliberately and successfully designed to meet its specific
ohjocfc than, unfortunately, is often the case. It is
aiiauged for the use of general practitioners and there is
no attempt to make it subserve any secondary purpose.
Accordingly it is not loaded with any unnecessary informa-
tirm, aud everything is put as concisely as perspicuity
i

mK-;. The limitations of time and opportunity under
I tlie general practitioner has to do his wock are

wisely borne in iniiul, aud he is never left in
'>' IS to which method of treatment is thought most

(Imiiable by the writers in oases where there is a
choice. The book is divided into several sections,
the first of which is devoted to the examina-
tion of the patient by abdominal, vaginal, and
bimanual methods, and to the diagnostic use of such
instruments as the speculum and uterine sound. Tha
second section deals with the significance of symptoms

—

aiuenorrhoea, haemorrhage and other discharges, pain, and
sterility. This is followed by a discussion of the interpreta-
tiou of physical signs, which forms the longest section of
the whole. Then comes a section on treatment; and,
lastly, what is more or le.ss a novelty, a section upon tha
medico-legal aspects of gynaecology. Between the various
sections there is an elaborate series of cross-references
which is calculated to save the reader much time and un-
necessary hunting in the excellent and very complete index.

. 475 ; 160 figures. 25s.
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In tlie section on treatment the authors have, very judi-

ciously we think, omitted ail details of operative methods.

The practitioner wlio wishes to operate himself, or is by

force of circumstances compelled to do so, will in any

case require more detailed instructions than could well

be civcu in a book of this kind without enlargmg it to a

buixleusomo extent. The medical aspects of treatment,

on the other hand, receive full attention, and many useful

prescriptions are given, the qaanti.ties being stated

both in the ordmary and in the decimal scales. Iwo

or three useful pages are devoted to the treatment of

a class of cases very familiar and very troublesome,

bnt usually ignored altogether in textbooks—cases of

abdomino-pelvic pain in which no physical signs can

be detected. Many harassed practitioners will welcome

not only the suggestions as to treatment, but even

the frauk avowal that the existence of such cases is

recognized by the most experienced. The discussion of

the less common problems, such as sterility, is very satis-

factory, and the family practitioner who is called upon to

give judgement in regard to the intimate sexual relation-

ships of his paftients will find full and wise guidance. The

chapters on medicolegal questions will be of the greatest

value. They include sections on the nullity of marriage,

rape a full discussion of that thorny problem—the attitude

and responsibility of the physician in cases of criminal

abortion, known or suspected—and an alarmingly long list

of conditions in which the practitioner or gynaecologist

may render himself liable to claims for damages. The

volume is profusely and well illustrated from the pencil of

Dr. George Dupuy. The only slip we happened to notice i

is in the legend under Fig. 135, which is called a cyst of the

ri"ht "labium minora"! The book is well got up and

strongly bound. From every point of view it forms a very

distinct enrichment of the Oxiord series.

Operative Gynaecology* is a modern treatise of a type

familiar to those who study the finely illustrated text-

books and "systems" issued in the United States. The

first ninety-four pages of the treatise are occupied by

descriptions of operations for retro-displacements of the

uterus, then follow iifty-two on prolapse of the uterus and

bladder, three on chronic inversion, and forty-five on pelvic

floor relaxation and tistulae. Dr. Ckossen admits that the

treatment of displacements of the pelvic organs is unsatis-

factory, and, in reference to methods which have been

emploved to hold the uterus in anterior position, he

judiciously reminds us that "certain factors m uterine

support are not yet fully understood in physiological

conditions, much less in pathological conditions." The
reader cannot but be struck by the multiplicity of opera-

tions still in favour, a certain indication that surgery

is yet far from a solution of the question. The illustrations,

nearly all made by Mr. Ivan Summers, are good and

instructive. The application of sutures is indicated much
more clearly than in most works of this class. As in all

current books on gynaecology, ovariotomy occupies a very

small space, compared to what would have been the case

had the treatise been issued thirty years ago. Dr. Crossen,

like most younger authorities, seems to dread a short in-

cision as much as Spencer Wells and Lawson Tait feared a

long one. It is satisfactory to find Dr. Crossen teachmg that

"a°patient who has a small fibroid that is causing no

symptoms requires no treatment for the fibroid." He
advises that when the fibroid must be removed, supra-

vaginal hysterectomy " is the form of operation preferable

in most cases." The physielogical and technical advantages

of leaving the cervix and keeping the pelvic floor intact

are, he considers, beyond question, though he does not

deny that malignant disease of the stump has frequently

been noted. To amputate the cervix with the uterus in

every case would be an easy solution of the problem as far

as the operation is concerned, but the mortality and the

morbidity would both be higher, and Dr. Crossen holds

that the necessary security can be obtained by proper

inspection of the cervix before, during, and even after

operation; if in the subsequent examination of the speci-

men any suspicious area be proved to be malignant on

microscopical examination, the cervical stump must be

promptly removed. Radical procedures for the extirpation

*OiKratire Gvnaeeology. By Harry Sturgeon Ciossen. M.D

.

P A. C S., Associate in Gynaecology. Washington University Medic&l

sihooi.etc. London: Henry Kimpton. 1915. CSup. roy. 8vo,i)i). 670;

Y70 illustratione. 31s. 6d. net.)
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of carcinoma of the cervix are described at full length

with a copious supply of instructive illustrations, among

the best of which are those which indicate the man<fiuvrr-^

for keeping the ureters intact and for treating them ;

wounded. "Unfortunately bladder complications of a ili

tressing nature not rarely develop many months aftci

" successful " operation, even by an experienced operatoi

As to radium therapy and roentgenization. Dr. Crossen

expresses the opinion, which will command general agree-

ment, that until they can show as large a proportion of

permanent cures as can be claimed by radical operations

they cannot be recommended in removable tumours. Dr.

Crossen very properly avoids any suggestion that opera-

tions on the pelvic or external organs of relatively small

extent are " minor." " The excision of a cyst of the vulvo-

vaninal gland is a small operation, but not so simple as

might be imagined by the inexperienced. The tendency

to haematoma present in all the loose connective tissues

of the genital tract, is especially marked here because of

the masses of veins (the bulbs of the vestibule)." AN e

regret to find that Dr. Crossen cannot dispense with stem

pessaries, though he rejects the vaginal holder, once held

to be an essential part of the stem. As far as description

can teach the reader, Dr. Crossen's work is an excellent-

guide.

FORENSIC MEDICINE AND TOXICOLOGY.
The title-page of Professor BDCH.iK.\>.'s Xextboojc

Forensic Medicine and Toxicology^ states that it is li

" eighth edition, revised and enlarged"; the preface b

US that it is the forensic medicine and toxicology sect;

of the late Dr. Husband's work on these two subjects com

bined with hygiene. Accepting the latter view, our oi.ly

objection to Professor Buchanan's editorship is that he li;is

so altered the dimensions of the volume that it will now

no longer fit an old coat pocket as a companion ;
other-

wise he is to be sincerely congratulated on the new garb

with which he has clothed the old "Husband," for it seems

to have been almost entirely rewritten and vastly improved

in the process.

A textbook intended for students and young prac-

titioners must necessarily be written in a somewhat

dogmatic style, otherwise principles are lost m discussion.

Professor Buchanan seems to us to have hit a very happy

mean between dogmatism and discussion. Those tabiea

of points, to be noticed in various subdivisions of tho

subject which admit of no discussion, are full enough for

students and for refreshing the minds of practitioners,

while the more debatable tables which have to be treated

by the touchstone of experience are elucidated by p :

enough discussion to enable experience to dovetail in '.v

them. Perhaps the happiest illustration of Dr. Buchaiu: i.

success is the section dealing with the distinction betsvee..

the two questions, "Has this child breathed? " and"\Va3

this child born alive ? "—a distmction whicli it is particu-

larly difficult to drive into the student mind ;
he has said

just enough on the subject without confusing the very

important distinction between the two positions.

AVe can very strongly recommend the book to all students,

and prophesy that if it be, as it would seem to be, Dr.

Buchanan's first edition, it wiU speedily reach the position

which the title-page claims for it.

There is an unfortunate error in the make-up of tUe

book, which we hope will be remedied in the next edition ;

the pulse tracings taken " after execution by hanging,

should be so labelled and inserted between pp. 126 and U I,

mstead of being left without a title and placed between

pp. 120 and 121, to which they have no reference.

HAEMATOLOGY.
Db. Gordon R. "W'ard's book on Bedside Haenmlology" a
intended to serve as an introduction to the clinical study

of the so-called blood diseases ; the author holds that the

subject has been unduly overshadowed by exclusively

pathological investigations. After a short discussion ot

the blood-forming organs, the marrow, lymphoid tissues,

i-Texibook of Forensic Medicine and Toxicolnay. Bv ";/ "i
Buchanan. M.D.. F.R.C.P.Lond., etc. Eighth edition, lev.sod anfl

enlarged. Edinburgh : E. and S. Livingstone. 1915. iDemj 8>o.

PM. 427: 46 figures. 7s.6d.net.) , . . ,, „,
6 Bedside Haemalology: An IntraducHonio the CI

the So-called Blood Diseases and nf Allied Disorders, liy O. K- "

M.D.I ond. Philadelphia and Londoi
(Boy. 8to, pp. i94 ; 43 figarei. 15s. ne>.»

_.G. R. Wnrd.

W. B. Saunders Co. 191*-
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aud tbo spleen, a description is given, 'nith suitable

illustrations, of tbe blood aud its cells, aud in a separate

cbaptt^i' a detailed account of tlio method of making
a blood oxamiuatiou. Theieon follows a discussion ou
gcneialii;e<l afifections of blood-forming tissues, and the
consideration of this subject is succeeded by an ac-

count of localized afl'ections of blood forming tissues,

and' by a series of chaptera on other conditions in

which the blood is affected. The author gives a
classification of some forty blood diseases and allied condi-

tions, in which the attempt is made to arrange the

disorders in accordance with their pathological causation.

The attempt is bold, aud certainly appears to break new
ground. It is interesting to find Dr. Ward describing

chlorosis and baemophiUa as " primary affections of the

plasma," a view that is worthy of full consideration even if

it does not command immediate acceptanee. Good clinical

descriptions of the various diseases treated are given,

while diagnosis aud treatment are fully described.

Although Addisonian (or pernicious) anaemia is said to

be a specific infection of the alimentary tract nothing is

said as to its treatment by intestinal disinfectants, a line

of therapeusis not infrequently adopted. The book is well

worthy of study by medical practitioners who have to treat

patients with disorders of the blood.

CERTIFIED INSTITUTIONS FOR IDIOTS,
IMBECILES, AND FEEBLE-MINDED.

The Earlswood and Royal Albert As}'lums are now known
respectively as the " Royal Earlswood Institution for

Mental Defectives " and the " Royal Albert Institution,

Lancaster, for tbe Feeble-minded of the Northern
Counties " ; aud it would seem that, in view of tlio

statutory definition of the term "feebleminded" con-
noting one only of the four classes into which mental
defectives are divided for the purposes of the Mental
Deficiency Act, the designation adopted by the Earlswood
Asylum is the more accurate, as both institutions receive
cases belonging to each ot the four classes. In the report
of the acting medical superintendent of the Royal Albert
Institution we find an animadversion upon the difficulty

some certifying practitioners experience in selecting the
appropriate statutory term, aud the impression that
"feeble-minded " is inclusive of all types may perhaDS be
fostered by the title of the institution. Further, tbe fact

may not bo generally known that Section 3 of tlie Mental
Deficiency Act requires that where the defective is not
certified as an "idiot" or " imbecile " the medical certifi-

cates must be endorsed by a judicial authority before
becoming legally valid.

The report for 1915 of the Royal Earlswood Institution

refers to tlie year ending December 31st, 1914. The board
of management, in alluding to the alteration in name,
notes that the word " asylum " does not now convey
exactly the same idea as it did in 1847, when the pioneer
labours of this national institution began. The effect of

tbe war in curtailing subscriptions to permanent home
charities is mentioned, as also the increased expenditure
entailed by the enhanced cost of provisioning so largo

an establishment. The new regulations (termed
"provisional') made by the Secretary of State under
the Mental Deficiency Act are criticized as likely to defeat

the intended object of legislation—to retain the feeble-

miuded under control—by imposing hardships ou pi or

parents as regards cost of certification and unnecessary
clerical labour upon officials by requiring a multiplicity ot

notices and reports not appropriate in the cases of

Stationary and unimprovable patients. Favourable reports

from Visiting Commissioners of the Boai-d of Control are

quoted. The financial statement shows amongst receipts

over i:10,000 in voluntary contributions aud i:16,000 iu

payments for patients, in addition to legacies, income from
investments, etc. ; but a loan of £1,000 from the bankers
has been needed to meet payments amounting in the year
to £-38,079 (including £1,943 invested).

The report of the Resident Physician and Superin-
tendent (Dr. Charles Caldecott) records the fact that four-

teen officials, including Dr. Gage (senior assistant medical
officer), are serving with the army and navy, their places

being kept open till the end of the war and allowances
being made to wives of married attendants when needed.

Trencliaut criticism ia bestowed upon tlio legislative
changes and administrative regulations uuder the Mental
Deficiency Act, which have had the practical effect o£
bringing once more the old vohmtary charitable institu-

tions for mental defectives uuder provisions similar to
those of the Lunacy Acts, owing to the Idiots Act having
been repealed, and no compensatory changes bavin" been
introduced into the new Act, as had confidently been
anticipated. The consequence has been that, while ad-
missions are rendered more difficult, there is considerablo
risk of certain cases being injudiciously discharged. Tne
number of admissions during 1914 had "been 45 (21 males,
24 females) ; of discharges 41 (26 males, 15 females)—all
but 2 "relieved"; of deaths 10 (6 males, 4 females); so
that the number of inmates remaining on December 31st,
1914, was 484 (327 males, 157 females) as compared
with 490 at the beginning of the year. The average
number resident in 1914 was 490 (335 males, 155 females).
The percentage death-rate, calculated ou this average
was 2.04 (1.78 males, 2.57 females), the lowest rata
recorded for many years, aud remarkable iu view of the
advanced age of some of the inmates: 30 per cent, of

the deaths were due to tuberculosis and 20 per cent, to

pneumonia. Nothing had occurred in the way of in-

fectious disease beyond a few cases of chicken-pox-
Investigations as to Wassermanu reactions have bceu,
undertaken by Dr. Stephen, assistant medical officer.

Tlie fifty-first annual report of the Royal Albert Institu-

tion includes the period from July 1st, 1914, to June 31st,

1915. A mournful note is added in tbe reference to the
lamented death in August of Dr. Archibald R. Douglas,
who had ably filled the post of medical superintendent for

upwards of teu years, in addition to an equal period of

medical service to the institution uuder other designations.
The report of the Central Committee refers to war services
rendered by its chairman (Lord Richard Cavendish) and
by two other of its members, and to the fact that twenty-
two of the male staff' had joined the colours (two of w^hoia
had been killed in action). Six ex-patients, improved by insti-

tution training, had also been accepted for military service.

Nlitwithstandiug the disturbing effect of tlie war, an all-

round increase of about £900 iu receipts had taken placo
during the year. The financial statement showed an
income of over £31,000, including X'3,760 in voluntary
contributions (legacies amounting to £2,750 odd wero
invested for tbe sustentationfund) aud £17,574 in payments
for patients, while £6,840 is derived from interest ou
sustentation fund investments. The Central Committee
have been earnestly considering how best to extend the
activities of the institution in view of the responsibilities

cast upon public authorities by the Mental Deficiency Act

;

and with regard to this, they have had the advantage of

conferences with Sir George Newman, Chief Medical
Officer, Board of Education, and Sir William Byrne,
Chairman of the Board of Control. Extracts are quoted
from the official report of a two days' visit made by the
Inspectors of the latter board.

The report of the Acting Medical Superintendent (Dr.

W. H. Coupland) states that during the twelve months
ending June 30th, 1915, 51 patients (31 males, 20 females)
had been admitted, 50 (30 males, 20 females) discharged,

and 25 (11 males, 14 females) had died, so that 705 patients

(462 males, 243 females) remained at the end of the period

under review, as comjjared with 729 (472 males, 257 females)

at its commencement. The daily average had beea
711 (459 males, 252 females), and the percentage death-
rate, calculated on this, works out at 3.5. Seven of the
deaths are attributed to tuberculosis, 6 to pneumonia,
1 to acute bronchopneumonia, and 7 to influenza. An
epidemic of measles affected 73 patients, and influenza in

a severe form was prevalent in the winter months. The
addition of a balcony for open-air treatment on tho
southern aspect of the Rodgett Infirmary is recommended,
and would, no doubt, prove serviceable.

The report is embellished with numerous artistic

illustrations, which afford graphic representations of the

occupations of the patients.

The American College of Surgeons, which held its fourth
convocation in Boston recently, has endorsed the request
to American universities to create a distinct degree
differentiating the surgical and medical branches of the
profession.
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MEDICAL CERTIFICATIOX OF SICK-
NESS liENEFITS IN IRELAND.

The letter, signed on behalf of the Irish Medical

Committee, recommending .the acceptance by tlie

Irish medical profession of the agreement for the

certification of sickness benefits under tlie Insurance

Act, -which was published in the Supplement to the

Journal last week, p. 224, was sent by the Irish Insur-

ance Commission to every member of the profession

ill Ireland. Before making its final recommendation

to the profession tlie Committee had to be satisfied

by the Commissioners tliat the main principles

—

especially those of an ethical character—were safe-

guarded, and, as stated in the letter whicii appeared

on beiialf of the Committee, the Commissioners met
the deputation in a friendly spirit, and accepted the

majority of the proposed amendments, which they

rmdertook to embody in a memorandum to be cir-

culated to the profession at as early a date as possible.

The Irish medical profession is to be warmly con-

gratulated on its well-deserved victoiy ; to win it

it made very great sacrifices, and made them
cheerfully.

For the projoer understanding of the prolonged
controversy between tlie Irish Commissioners, the

approved societies, and the medical profession it *3

necessarj' to recall how it came to pass that Irish

doctors had to fight only the question of the cer-

tification of sickness benefits under the Insurance
Acts.

The Irish profession was eventually prepared to

accept the medical benefit clauses of the Insurance
Act as intended to apply to Great Britain, and made
representations to that effect to Mr. Lloyd George.

In July, 191 1, hovv-ever, the Irish Parhamentary
Party decided, with the view of making the bill more
popular in Ireland by reducing th.e contributions of

employer and employees, that medical benefit should

be deleted from the bill in its application to Ireland.

The party sought to justify its action on the ground
that the vast majority of the insured had free medical

treatment at the hands of the Poor Law medical

officers under the Medical Charities Acts in Ireland,

which it further alleged, for the first time, was not
only an efficient but an excellent system. The
decision of the Irish Parliamentary Party caused
much dissatisfaction amongst Irish doctors, who felt

that i'; was as the result of gio;s abuse of the Medical
Charities Acts that so many wage-earners in Ireland

received free treatment and medicine, and that the

opportunity presented by the Insurance Bill should
be taken to relieve a very underpaid body like the
Irish Poor Law medical officers of the obligation of

affording free medical treatment to workers of a class

similar to that for which the Insurance Act made
provision in Great Britain. Notwithstanding all the

representations made by the British Medical Asso-

ciation and the Irish Conjoint Committee for the

reinstatement of medical benefits in the Insurance
Bill in its application to Ireland, the wishes of the

Irish Party prevailed, so that the only question of any
interest to the Irish medical profession that remained
was the certification of sickness benefits.

At a meeting of delegates representative of the
entire Irish profession, held in the Mansion House,
Dublin, on June nth, igi2, amongst the resolutions

passed dealing with the new situation was one
demanding for the certification of sickness benefits

und«r the Insurance Act in Ireland, 3s. per insured
person in rural districts ; and in tlie case of urban
districts (w^itii a population of over 10,000) 2s. 6d. per
certificate. At this meeting another resolution was
unanimously passed making it a cardinal principle

that all certificates, in the first instance, for

sickness benefits under the Insurance Act should
be issued by tlie medical attendant on llie insured
patient. No special provision was made by Parliament;

for a grant to defray tlie cost of medical certification

of sickness benefits under the Insurance Act as it

applied to Ireland. In Great Britain the capitation

fee for each insured person covered treatment and
certification. It was only when Parliament made the

additional Imperial grant of £1,650,000 for Great
Britain that an equivalent grant became available for

Ireland, which the tlien Chancellor of the Exchequer
stated could lie used for the purpose of paying for tho
certification of sickness benefits. Medical treatment
under the Insurance Act in Great Britain came into

effect on January ist, 1913, while the payment of

sickness benefits did not take effect in Great Britain

and Ireland until the following April, an:l as medical
benefits were deleted from the Act in its application

to Ireland there was no urgent necessity to arrive at a
settlement as regards certification unlit the approach
of April, when the payment of sickness benefits

would come into force ; and it was not until January
1st, 1913, that the Commissioners met tlie representa-

tives of the Irish medica' profession. A'; this inter-

view the Commissioners were undoubtedly desirous to

come to a friendly arrangement with tiic Irish doctors,

and they believed that owing to tlie Chancellor's

additional Imperial grant for the British doctors tliey

would find no difficulty in providing the full equiva-

lent grant for the Irish doctors, which would have
been sufficient to meet their demands for certification.

When, however, the chairman of the Irish Commis-
sion apjilied to tho Treasury for the equivalent grant,

which, at the rate of 2s. 6d. per insured person in

Ireland, amounted to about £91,000, the application

was refused by the Treasury ; thougli the claim was
made on the ground of an equivalent grant, it

appears not to have secured the support of the

Irish Parliamentary Party, which considered that

a considerable portion of the grant should bo

expended for purposes other than medical certi-

fication. A grant of £50,000, however, was made
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, with which,

as remuneration for the doctors, the Commissioners
formulated a scheme to supply medical certi-

ficates for sickness benefits to insured persons in

Ireland free of cost. This scheme offered to the

doctors capitation fees for the certification of insured

persons varying from gd. in urban areas to is. 6d.

in rural areas. Though each member of the profession

in Ireland w'as invited to accept the Commissioners'
terms, yet so few did that in twenty-two counties in

Ireland the Commissioners were compelled to abandon
the scheme. In the remaining ten counties, which,

especially in Ulster, contained the chief industries of

the country, the scheme was only a partial success,

and even this was due to the impossibility, from the

doctor's point of view, of conducting working men's
practices without the medical attendant certifying for

sickness benefits, rather than to any satisfaction with

the Commissioners' terms. In the twenty-two counties

in which the Commissioners failed to form panels of
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doctors for certification they appointed as many local

doctors as were willing to accept service under the
name of medical advisers, whose duties were, for the
most part, to certify for insured patients attended hy
the doctors who had declined the Commissioners'
terms. Tempting salaries were offered ; in many
iustances it meant douhling their income, but the
duties were so objectionable from a professional point
of view that for whole counties only two to four

doctors could be found to accept such positions, while
there were counties that did not even supply one
mail. The inconveniences to which insured persons
were subjected, as the result of the very vexatious and
imperfect arrangements matle by the Commissioners
for medical certification, can easily be imagined ; they
were frequently under the necessity of making a
special double journey of twenty miles to get a
certificate from a medical adviser when they could
Lave got it imder other arrangements at their

homes or at the house of their medical atten-

dant when undergoing treatment. The Irish

Insurance Commission even went so far as to

permit approved societies to accept certificates

from lay persons. This state of affairs lasted from
April to August, 1913, when the Chancellor of the
Exchequer was made aware, through parliamentary
representations, of the very unsatisfactory state of

medical certification under the Insurance Act in

Ireland, and he stated in the House of Commons that

he had satisfied himself that his original grant of

£50,000 was inadequate and that he was prepared to

increase it to £91,000, which, so far as it was a ques-
tion of money, would have satisfied the doctors.

Owing to the Chancellor's statement, an early settle-

ment was expected, but in the negotiations that
followed, in the hope of arriving at an agreement
between the profession and the different interests con-
cerned, some representatives of the approved societies

refused to accept any system of medical certification

at the hands of the medical attendants, even when
supported by a fm-ther system of medical referees or

second opmions. This led to an immediate renewal
of hostilities, as the veto was interpreted by the
members of the profession in Ireland as a wanton
insult, implying that they were unworthy to he
trusted with the discharge of a public duty. This
was the condition of medical certification in Januarj',

1914, and, notwithstanding the general protests of

public bodies in Ireland, and in spite of the fact that

even some approved societies had, in the interests of

the insured, repudiated the very unsatisfactory certi-

fication arrangements made as the resiilt of the
irreconcilable attitude of certain officials of approved
societies by the Commissioners, so remained until

last summer, when, owing to the friendly offices

of Dr. C. Addison, M.P., Dr. Macdonald, Chairman
of the Council of the British Medical Association,

and the Medical Secretary, Dr. Cox, an interview

was arranged between Mr. C. Eoberts, M.P.,
who had assumed responsibility in Parliament for

the administration of the Insurance Act, and tlie

representatives of the Ii-ish medical profession.

Thenceforward the negotiations for a settlement
progressed satisfactorily though slowly, with the

result that the new aiTangements will come into

force on January ist, 1916. The coiKiitions of

certification from an ethical and a monetary point

of view are on the whole satisfactory, especially

when, as the Commissioners guarantee, they have
been amended in some respects.

As regards remuneration, the doctors in rural

districts have got their full demand of half a
crown per insured person, the mixed urban and

rural areas as. per insured person, and in urban
areas witli over 10,000 population, where the doctors
demanded 2s. 6d. per certificate, they are to be paid
at a capitation rate of is. 3d., which may or may not
be tlie equivalent of as. 6d. per certificate. "The
provisions made in the certification scheme for the
appointment of whole-time medical referees have been
abandoned for the present lest tliey might interfere
with the supply of doctors for military service. The
Commissioners have not reached any final decision
as regards the distribution of the money' beyond
admitting the principle that the remuneration must
bear a direct ratio to the work done, and under-
taking that they will adopt no scheme that shall
not be acceptable to the representatives of thp
profession.

TRENCH FROST-BITE.
The results of clinical and experimental observations
on the pathology of "trench frost-bite " carried out
by Professors Lorrain Smitli and .James Eitchie, and
Dr. James Dawson, in the department of pathology of
the University, and in the laboratory of the Eoyal
College of Physicians, Edinburgh,' are of considerable
interest at the present time, when again a laroe
number of cases of trench-foot are occurring amoncf
British soldiers serving in France. How far thi^
renewed incidence might have been prevented by an'
earlier use this autumn of rubber thigh boots we are
unable to say, but it appears that there was consider-
able delay in their issue in sufficient numbers.
The authors justify their retention of the term

"frost-bite" on the ground of its convenience, bub
explain that the effects observed are broadly divisible
into two groups—those in which extreme cold directly
and immediately causes death of the tissues, and those
in which cold originates an impairment of vitality of
the tissues with or without subsequent death of the
affected cells. The investigations, which were made
at the request of the Medical Eesearch Committee,
were partly experiments - on animals and partly
clinical, the cases observed being soldiers invalided
from the front suffering from tlie aff'ection.

From their experimental investigations the authors
conclude that the essential change consists in the
damage to the blood vessels. Tiiere is probably an
initial constriction of the vessels ; when this passes
off it is due to their damaged condition that the
swelhng of the feet occurs while the circulation is

being restored to the normal. The damage is

evidenced by the swelling of the endothelial cells in
vessels of all kinds, and by the vacuolation of tha^
muscle fibres in the arterial walls. An excessive
amount of fluid is poured out into the tissues, and in
some cases the vessels rupture and haemorrhage
follows. Along with the injury to vessels there is

also an interference with the vitality of the cells of
the surrounding connective tissues. Evidence of this-

was found in the readiness with which fibrin forma-
tion occurred in the exuded fluid as contrasted with
the absence of thrombi in the blood vessels. Further
evidence of injury was afforded by the infiltration of
the parts with leucocytes and other phagocytic cells

whose function is the removal of the products of'

tissue destruction. These cells were abundant imme-
diately around the blood vessels, and were scattered
through the tissue spaces. The fibrous bundles of
the connective tissues were separated by the accumu-
lated fluid, and became swollen and disintegrated. It
is considered probable that the etiological factors con-
cerned in the damaging of the vessels and tissues are

' Journal 0/ Bad. and Path., vol. rr, p. 159,
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complex. The condition may be due, on the one hand,

to the direct etiects of the cold, and on the other to

the starvation of the parts resulting from the vascular

constriction and the sluggishness of the circulation

generally. The necrobiotic changes affected muscle,

but the nerves were found, comparatively speaking,

resistant, though oedema was noted in the axis

cylinders, and was thought to indicate a slight de-

pression of vitality. The exudation must throw a

great strain on the lymphatic arrangements of the

parts. Not only are the lymph channels dilated with

a fluid richer in proteins than natural (as shown by

the presence of fibrin), but tiie germinative capacities

of the lymph glands are called into reaction by the

necessity lor disposing of the dying cells, of the

celkilar products, and of tlio fibrinous exudate

whicli are passing througli them.
When the experimental results of moderate wet

cold for long' periods and those of very low tempera-

tures for a short time were compared, it was seen tliat

there was no difference except in degree. When the

results in animals were compared with those observed

in soldiers a very close similarity was observed.

Though the pathological changes in man could not

be observed histologically, it seemed clear that a close

parallelism existed between tliem and tlie artificial

lesions in animals. All the clinical observations

could be rationally interpreted in the light of the

experimental results.

The nature of the changes produced sufficiently

explains the slowness of the recovery in man. For

this to be complete not only must "there be subsi-

dence of the swelling, but there must bo a restora-

tion of the vessel walls so that they can bear the

strain of the changes in the circulation which take

place in walking, for example. There must also be a

clearing of exudates from the lymphatic paths. Both
processes require time, and it often happens that, even

when the swelling has disappeared, pain, tenderness,

and disturbance of feeling still persist; the patient

is unable to walk about freely , and any application

of warmth to the feet tends to bring back the

symptoms.
It is necessary to lay stress on the need for care

during the stage "when, immediately after the exposure

to cold, circulation of the limb is returning to normal.

As has already been noted in the Journal, Larrey

came to the opinion, from his experience during the

Napoleonic wars, that the application of heat in these

circumstances favoured the production of necrosis.

The experimental results recorded by Professor

Lorrain Smith and his colleagues bear this out.

Although the heat applied by them was below the

temperature of the animal's body, yet its damaging
effect was clearly demonstrated in oedematous

swelling and a considerable amount of haemorrhagic

infiltration. The warmth had caused congestion in

the damaged foot, and the blood vessels were unable

to stand the strain. Dry warm air had less effect

than warm water, but under field conditions heat is

very likely to be applied to limbs which still have
their ordinary coverings saturated with wet mud.
With regard to the way in which the condition is

brought about special attention is directed to pressure

and constriction. The latter, which may often be

due primarily to the boots, may be aggravated through

the soldier's common habit of wearing two pairs of

Bocks ; and it is noted that in all the cases observed

the lesions were confined to the feet and were

specially apt to occur in the parts where corns and

callosities are common—that is to say, on the inner

»nd outer aspects of the toes, over the joints, on the

anterior part of the plantar aspect of the foot, and on

the plantar aspect of the heel. Puttees may not only
constrict the leg and so obstruct the circulation, but
when wet may cause a continuous loss of heat from
the limb, for even when the wearer comes out of the

mud it is a considerable time before the interstices of

the clothing of the limb are refilled with air, tlie non-
conducting qualities of which are so important to the

effect of clothing in maintaining warmth.

MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF RECRUITS.
From communications received from medical ofiicer.s of

units both at homo and abroad it appears that a serious

proportion of men are being enlisted into the army wlio

are physically unfit and who, after a longer or slioitci-

trial, have to bo returned home and discbarged. This

causes great and unnecessary expenditure o£ energy

and monej'. Stories are going round of men with
deformities of the upper limbs, and even the lower limbs,

due to injuries received years ago, of chronic epileptics, ol

men suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis in a more oi-

less advanced stage, and of luca suffering from chroiiii-

bronchitis and rheumatism, who have managed to \k\.-s

the examination of the medical recruiting officer. Nobody
wUl attempt to excuse such cases, which must have been

due cither to carelessness, or to the reoruiling medical

officer allowing himself to be hustled, or his own
judgement to be overborne by too ardent recruitiu •,

officers, but we are informed that cases of herni i

and varicose veins, and very defective vision, hav.

also been passed in considerable numbers. It appeai^i

also that the standard of fitness in the foot is ii''t

always sufficiently high; men with flat-foot, hammer-
toe, or bunions cannot stand the hard footwork entailed

by marching, by labour in making trenches, and by I

fatigues. Many of these men have gone to France or
"

other areas w'liere fighting is going on, and have tliero

broken down and have had to be sent home. No doubi

the degree of flat-foot or hammer-toe which justifies

rejection is a matter of opinion, but in all doubtful casc^

it would seem right that the recruiting medical officer

should reserve the decision and send the man before tbo

travelling medical board, which periodically visits each

unit. The primary duty of these travelling boards is !
invalid unfit men out of the army, but wo believe tli.ir

they would equally undertake the duty of deciding whether

men were physically fit to be enlisted.

THE BRADSHAW LECTURE.
As was expected, a large audience awaited Surgeon-

General Sir Anthony Bowlby when ho entered the:

theatre of the Royal College of Surgeons of England en

Monday afternoon to deliver tho Bradshaw Lectur,-.

Having gained experience for many years as a hos-

pital surgeon, and having also served in two campaigus,

the lecturer has enjoyed unrivalled opportunities of com-

paring civil with military surgery. The full text of liis

lecture is published in this issue. He contrasted the con-

ditions under which war was conducted in South Africi

•with those that have prevailed in Flanders. The Boci-

campaign was mostly conducted in dry sunny weather in

wide wastes never brought under cultivation, and far

from liuman habitations. France and Belgium are lauds

of copious rainfall, with frequent cloudy days, civilized

and cultivated for nearly two thousand years ; their

population for long has been dense, their rich loamy

soil allows of luxurious crops, is freely manured,

and supports cattle, swine, and poultry in abundance.

In consequence all septic micro-organisms, including

one of the worst, practically unknown in civil lite,

flourish even deep down from the surface of tlie soil.

Wounds are therefore infected from the first and at the

same time are very severe owing to mechanical causes.
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MtHl,dnst, and pieces of stone from the soil or tbo trencbos
ai-6 blown into tbe wound ; tbe expansion of gas is alouo
sufficient to kill, as in one case -wbere numerous uiiuuto

baeworrliages were detected in tbe brain ; a bullet in its

passage tbrougb tbo tissues exerts great force from
witbin outwards, and imparts its momentum to the

fragments of bono tbat it sbatters. Muscles and solid

organs are widely damaged, as sliown in tbe micro-

scopical drawings reproduced in tbe special plate with
wliicb tbo lecture is illustrated, and tbis far-extended micro-

scopic damage must favour septic complicatious. As might
be expected, Sir Antbony Bowlby admitted tbe bone-

licent results of subcutaneous or intravenous injection

of normal saline solution, of enemas of bot watfi'

and brandy, and of pituitary extract. Speaking par-

ticularly of tbe gas forming anaerobes, now abnost
unknown in civil practice, be said tbat tbey are found
in almost every wound in this war ; tbey attack the

tissues more rapidly and violently than other organ-

isms, and multiply freelj' in tbe dying substance in

tbe midst of tbe muscles and harder structures damaged
by tbe expanding force of the projectile. While ad-

luilting that severe wounds caused by modern pro-

jectiles can hardly bo completely sterilized at a single

dressing, be at tbe same time expressed his conviction

that antiseptics are useful and necessary for tbe proper

treatment of wounds. With regard to tbe organization

for tbe care of the wounded, be said tbat except during

occasional rushes, when extensive fighting was in progress

on a narrow front, the conditions of tbe treatment of the

wounded in war are in no way behind tbe best tbat can
be found in civil life. He illustrated bis discourse by aid

of the epidiascope.

PROPORTION OF RECOVERIES AMONG WOUNDED.
Thk Times publisbed on December 20tb a paragraph to

tlie effect tbat tbe German newspapers bad been supplied
'• with extraordinary figures concerning tbe low rate of

mortality and tbe high rate of recoveries among German
wounded." The figures for tbe first mouth of the war are

tbo same as those given in an article on tbe proportion of

recoveries among tbe wounded in the German and
British armies publisbed in tbe British Medical Journal
of September 11th. So far as tbe German army was
concerned, the statistics dealt with tbe first eight months
of tbe war, and were taken from an article contributed to

tbe journal of the Danish Medical Society l^Ugeskrift for
Laeger) by Louis Fraenkel. The paragraph in the Times

states tbat " tbe monthly average for the first year of war
was in the German army," for everj' 100 wounded, 89.5 fit

for service, 8.8 discharged or sent on leave, and only 1.7

deaths. It is added that tbe German comment on the

figures is tbat "no army in the world can show such

favourable returns," and our contemporary's comment is

that " if tbe figures are even approximately accurate, they

certainly very greatly impair the value of most of tbo rough

calculations of German casualties." The claim that no
army in tbe world can show such favourable returns is a

'"n^t which cannot be accepted without fuller information

i more detailed examination. When considering the

<s publisbed by tbe Garmans for the first eight

.'Jis of the war we were able to state that tbe per-

;ige of wounded who bad died in British military

I
itals in Great Britain and Ireland during tbe first

<v of war was 0.86, the percentage permanently unfit

4.14, and the percentage discharged to duty, on furlough,

or sent to convalescent homes, 95. In tbe German returns

originally publisbed the percentages now given as " dis-

charged or sent on leave" were returned as " rejected.
'

Tliis either corresponds to or must include the i^er-

centage returned from the British military hospitals

as " permanently unfit." Such statistics, however,

though tbey possess a certain interest, do not render

it possible to draw any conclusions as to tbe ratio

of men who bave died of wounds to those who
have recovered more or less completely, much less do
tbey warrant any conclusions as to the number of
those who can again take their place in fighting uuits.

With regard to the first point tlie figures refer to soldiers

treated in tbe military hospitals in Germany and in Great
Britain and Ireland respectively, and it cannot bo doubted
tliat a large number of men treated in the most advanced
medical units, and on tbe lines of communication, must bave
died before they reached the hospitals in Germany or the
United Kingdom. As to the second point, it is obvious
that much depends on tbe definition of tbe terms " fit for

service "_ and "discharged to duty." It is certain tbat
a large proportion of the men in both cases, though they
return to the army, will only bo fit for light duty in the
auxiliary services. In connexion with this subject, we
note that in a communication to the Academy of Moral
Sciences on December 18th, M. Jacques Bertillon, director
of medico-surgical statistics of tbe French Army, stated
that the mortality among the French wounded is now
2.3 per cent, as compared with 5.8 per cent., the rate at

tbe beginning of tbe war.

THE BIRTH-RATE IN WAR TIME.
In a letter published in the Spectator of November 13th
a correspondent who signs himself " F." quotes some
interesting statistics tending to show that in time of war
many more males than females are born in belligerent
countries. " F." writes from Lucknow in India, and
draws his figures from the births recorded in the Times.
lie finds that for one period in 1914 there were 353 male
and 352 female births recorded in this daily paper, whereas
for a longer period in 1915 the figures were 1,292 malo
children and 1,091 female. As " F." himself suggests, his
figures are so arbitrary, as indeed is inevitable considering
the method of their collection, that tbey cannot serve as
a basis for any general conclusions as to tbe relative pro-
portions of male and female births. But Dr. Peck, writing
to tbe Sjyectator a fortnight later, is able to bring forward '

some interesting figures relatiog to the births recorded in
the Chesterfield district, of which he is medical oflicer of

health, tbat possess a distinctly greater value for tbe
determination of tbe point at issue. At the census of

I

1911 tbe district contained over 38,000 male and 34,000
female inhabitants. During the five years 1909 to 1913
there were born 6,010 malo and 5,773 female children,
giving tbe male sex an average preponderance of just
over 4 per cent. But during the period May to Novem-
ber 20tb, 1915, the male births were 10 per cent, mora
than the female. Naturally these statistical results would
require confirmation and great extension before they could
be taken as proving that vfar is a factor in the increase of

the proportion of male births.

THE FIRST OPERATION UNDER ETHER IN
ENGLAND.

Ix the American Jou rnal of Surgery for July Dr. F. William
Cock, of London, gives an interesting account of the first

major operation performed in tbis country under ether. It

was done, as is well known, in University College Hospital
by Robert Listen, on December 21.st, 1846. Tbat great
surgeon bad not long before received an account of

Warren's historic operation in Massachusetts General Hos-
l^ital and determined to make a trial of what he described
to tbe onlookers in the theatre as " a Yankee dodge for

making men insensible." The anaesthetic was administered
by William Squire, on whom its effect had been tested

the day before by his uncle, Peter Squire. The patieub

was Frederick Churchill, a butler aged 36, who was
suffering from disease of tbe tibia caused by a fall. The
limb was amputated, the patient feeling no pain ; as ba
was carried out of tho theatre Listen turned to tbe

audience so excited that he bad some difficulty in saying,

"Tbis Yankee dodge, gentlemen, beats mesmerism hollow."
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The following is an extiact from tlie official rocord o£ tlie"

case: " Not tlie sliglitest gioau was heard from the patient

nor was the counteuauce at all expressive of paiu. This

is the first capital operation which had been performed in

this country under the narcotising influence oi ether

vapour, and it \vas pcrtectiy successful. The patient did

not know that the limb was removed, and declares dis-

tinctly that he has no remombranco of having suffered

any pain, either in the theatre or coming away. There

was a great sensation of cold and a desire to be covered np

expressed as he was being removed back; and this is

remembered now one hour after the operation. It was

some minutes after being laid in bed before any pain

was felt. There is a remembrance of ' something like

a wheel going round his leg.'" After the tedious re-

covery, with offensive suppuration and slow granula-

tion, usual in those days, the patient was discharged

cured on February 11th, 1847. In 1911 Dr. Cock

hid an interview with an old man of 77 who, when

a boy of 13, had had his leg amputated by Listen for

wliite swelling of the kuee. The operation was done

without anaesthesia a week or two before Churchill's leg

was removed under ether." The man said he was blind-

folded and laken to the theatre, where he was laid on

a table and firmly held there. He had been assured by

Listen that the operation would not hurt more than

having a tooth out, and, as a matter of fact, althongh, in

bis own words, he was bellowing all the time, it was not

painful; but "then," he added, "he only took twenty

seconds to take off my thigh." Nowadays we are

perhaps apt to exaggerate the horrors of surgery

before the advent of anaesthesia. Dr. Cock says it is

recorded that a man on whom Listen performed

lithotomy declared that the sensation was not worse than

that of being shaved with a blunt razor. But the stories

of patients hopping oft' the table and running away,

sometimes to the relief of the surgeon, show what dread

was caused by the thought of the operating knife.

Yet the blessing which the discovery of ether brought

to mankind was not recognized even by some among
the leaders of the profession whose business is largely

the relief of pain. The following passage from the

Edinhurrjh Medical Journal of April 1st, 1847, should

be a warning against hasty judgement and premature

inophecy in regard to innovations in medicine :
" At

present various members of the profession think of

nothing but the inhalation of ether as a means of miti-

gating pain, and enabling patients to undergo operations.

Before twelve months are completed many shall have

recovered from this etherising reverie, and tlie subject

will then be considered on its actual merits." O caccas

Iwminum mcntei !

SIR HENRY ROSCOE.

Sir Henry Roscoe died suddenly on December 18th at

his residence near Lcatherhead. He was torn in Loudon

on January 3rd, 1833, and was a grandson of William

Iloscoe of Liverpool, the biographer of Lorenzo de Medici

and Leo X. From an early stage of his career he

showed a bent towards chemistry, which he studied first

under Thomas Graham and 'Williamson at University

College, London, and afterwards under Bnnsen at Heidel-

berg. When he was awarded the Royal Medal by the

Koyal Society, it was for his photo-chemical work with

Bunsen from 1855 to 1863, and for his work on vanadium

after he had gone to Manchester. As professor of

chemistry in Owens College he was, from his appointment

in 1857 until his resignation in 1887, one of the small

band of men who raised that college from an apparently

moribund condition to the great place which it now holds.

His name is well known to many generations of medical

Btudeuts by his Lessons in Elementary Chemisiry, a work

Trhich only a master of his subject could have written,

and one worthy to stand beside Huxley's Physiology, III

was, perhaf g, after he bsgau'to take an interest in public

affair.9, and especially after his election to Parliament as

Liberal representative of South Manchester, tliat he did

his most imjxjrtant work for science. Before this he had
said " the spirit of research must be in the air of the

laboratory." He was a man of strong character and con-

victions, but of a genial temperament, which enabled him
easily to make friends, so that his influence with the

governing classes became very great. Few men did more
for scientific education, both directly and indirectly,

than Henry Roscoe. He had lived out liis life and
died full of honours, but the country very much needs

men of his type to day to take up his mantle.

THE NATIONAL DOLL LEAGUE.
An entirely ^ra'siworthy attempt to raise money for the

British Red Cross and the Order of St. John of Jerusalem
lias been set on foot by the recently organized " National

Doll League." This leagne, backed by a list of influential

patronesses, hai rcjuired the rights of an invention

known as the " Uncojscious Doll Exerciser." The name,
perhaps, requires a little explanation. The "exerciser" is

a child, aged from 4 to 14 years, who employs the doll in

the execution of various exercises or drills of Swedish or

eurhythmic tj-pe, spe.ikiug broadly. With each doll goes

a large diagram, to he pinned up in the nursery, to show
how the exercises may best be performed. The " doll

"

may be regarded as the spoonful of jam with whicli child-

hood is traditionally beguiled into doing what is good for

it. Any chi'.d who acquires so admirable a doll (in the

form of a hospital nurse or a boy scout) as tliat issued by
the league is to bs congratulated; the jam is good jam.

The "unconscious" stands for the powder traditionally

concealed in the jam. The child is to believe that it is

playing with the doll when in reality it is going in for a
course of stereotyped physical exercises which, to quote

the league's pamphlet, " prevents spinal curvature, round
shoulders and stooping, promotes suppleness, assures a
good deportment, and builds up a vigorous constitution."

The doll, made entirely by British labour, is solidly con-

structed of papier-mache, strongly articulated in defiance

of all anatomical precedent, and provided with spiral

springs for its arms that are capable of expanding and
contracting as the child does its exercises, holding the

doll's hands in its own. The price of the doll is a guinea,

and all profits resulting from its sale are to go to the two
funds already mentioned. The head quarters ' of tho

National Doll League are at 64, Regent Street, W., and
the dolls may be purchased either there or at any of tho

great shops where such toys are usually to be found. We
wish tlie leagne all success in its effort to combine the

amusement of the young idea with its physical training,

and trust that it will be able, as it deserves, to make solid

financial contributions to the war funds it designs to

support.

LIVINGSTONE COLLEGE IN WAR TIME.
Dfking the last twoand-twenty years nearly four hundred
missionaries have received two terms of training in

elementary medical and sanitary science at Livingstone

College, Leyton, while over a hundred and fifty more have
received one term's instruction. Tho teaching given at

this institution is of very great value to men who have
chosen tho arduous calhng of missionaries in Central

Africa, China, and other such countries where health, tho

prime necessity of life, is precarious and apt to be wholly

neglected. To illustrate the excellence of the work done
by such centres as Livingtone College the following quota-

tion may be made from a speech delivered six months ago

by the secretary of the London Missionary Society :
" In

the first years of the history of our mission in Central

Africa eleven of our missionaries died and six were
invalided home and, with one exception, were never able

to return to their work. In the last twelve years we have
not had a single death in the mission, nor a single case
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of a man beiog inTalidcd homo. Let me put it another

way — tako the first ten men who were sent to

Central .\fiica, and wo find that their average term
of service was well under three ye.ars ; take the last

ten nicu sent to Central Africa, already their average

term of service is over fourteen years." Comment is need-

loss. For the last five mouths Livingstone College has

been converted into a hospital for wounded soldiers and
.-vccepted by the War Office, with the principal. Dr. L. E.

Wigram, as resident medical oflicer in an houorarj-

capacity. As a place of instruction for missionaries the

college is therefore temporarily closed ; the college staff

is temporarily scattered. But when the war is over the

intention is to fill onco more the great need and to sturt

again the courses of elementary medical training that have
proved of such striking utility in the past. May that day
be soon! Personal hygiene and the sanitation of com-
munities are subjects of daily increasing importauce in

tropical and backward countries, and missionaries go
doubly armed when they carry knowledge of such thiugs

with them to heathen countries.

THE HALF-YEARLY INDEXES FOR 1915.
The usual half-yearly indexes to the Jouenal, to the

Epitome, and to the Supplement have been prepared and
will be printed. They will, howevei-, not be issued with all

copies of the Joup.nal. Any member or subscriber who
desires to have one or all three of the indexes can obtain a
cop\' of what he w.ants, post free, by sending a postcard
notifying his desire to the Financial Secretary and Busi-

ness Manager, British Medical Association, 429, Straud,

AV.C. Such copies will be dispatched shortly after the

middle of January.

i!tcMcal llotfs in f ju'ltamfnt.

Soldiers Discharged as McdicaUy Unfit.—In reply to

Mr. Stewart, on December 17th, the Financial Secretary
to the War Office said that the question of expediting the
discharge of soldiers who had no further military value
was receiving the close attention of the Army Council.
" The duty of the travelling medical board is," he said,
" to bring to the notice of the local medical authorities
men who, in their opinion, are unfit for further service, in

order that these may be invalided and discharged from
the service in the usual way." In rcplj" to Mr. Necdham,
on December 20th, Mr. Forster said that wounded or
invalided soldiers physically of no military value and
willing to be discharged to return to their civil employ-
ment had the right, like other soldiers, to see the medical
officer in charge of their unit. If the medical officer cou-
sidered that the case justified discharge he would take the
ueccssary steps to have it brought before the proper
authorities for decision.

liecruiis : Minor Physical Defects.—Mr. Boyton asked,
on December 20th, whether a number of proposed recruits

were rejected for minor physical defects, many of which
could be successfully treated in general hospitals, and
whether it was desirable to pay those who offered to

undergo operations or treatment at army rates with
dependant allowances whilst they were detained in hos-

pitals. The Financial Secretary to the War Office replied

that the number of men rejected for iihysical defects of

a kind which could be cured by surgical operatious was
inconsiderable, and the risk and disadvantages of the
course suggested were so serious that he feared it could
not be adopted.

London Ambulance Column.—In reply to a question by
Mr. Evelyn Cecil, Mr. Tennant said that he understood
that the London Ambulance Column was a purely volun-
tary body. If a promise had been made to its members
that certificates of iudispeusability would be granted them,
it had beea made without the sanction of the War Office.

He did not think that certificates of such a nature would
have any influence with local tribunals in view of the fact
that the Red Cross Society liad arranged with Lord Derby
to release every available man possible for military service.

Dentisls.— yh: Tennant stated on December 20th, in
reply to Sir Arthur Markham, that 43 dentists are
employed with the expeditionary forces in France, exclu-
sive of those employed with the Canadian contingent.

Antityphoid Inoculation.—Jhe heckling of Mr. Tennant
with regard to the right of soldiers to refuse to submit to
preventive inoculation against typhoid has been resumed.
On December 20th the Under Secretary for War said that
a commanding officer of any unit would be within his
rights and powers in preventing any uninoculated officer

from proceeding on active service overseas, because such
an oflicer might, if he contracted enteric fever, be a grave
source of danger to his brother officers and the men under
his command. He denied that men were refused Christmas
leave on the ground that they had refused to be inoculated.

Revaccivaiion.—In reply to Mr. W. Thorne, on Decem-
ber 20th, Mr. Tennant said that vaccination or revaccina-
tion was a condition of enlistment to the regular army;
for the Territorial Force it was not.

Drij Poicdcr Fire Exti/iguishcrs.—In reply to Mr.
Denniss, the Home Secretary said that the warning to tho
press against publishing anything likely to promote the
sale of dry powder chemical fire extinguishers was issued
because the claims put forward by the makers of certain
of these devices were likely to mislead the public into
believing that such powders could be relied upon iu
preference to water as a means of extinguishing or con-
trohing incendiary bombs, and the fires caused by them.
An investigation made by the Commissioner of Police
with the aid of a committee of experts, showed that tho
powder extinguishers were ineffective as compared with'
water for dealing with such fires, and that the danger and
serious damage caused by such fires would be greatly
increased if the public relied on these appliances. There
had been no actual prohibition of advertisements, but
extravagant advertisements were to be deprecated,
especially iu cases where a panic might be caused if a
bomb were dropped.

German and Austrian Red Cross Employees. — On
December 20th Commander Bellairs asked how many
German and Austrian doctors and so-called German and
Austrian Pied Cross employees had been allowed to go
through our naval blockade under safe conducts to Europe;
how many under instructions from the Foreign Office

without safe conducts, and what equivalent was obtained
from Germany in the number of British subjects released.

Lord Robert Cecil said: The number of such persons given
safe conducts is eighty-six, and the number of those who
were to be aUowed to pass without safe conducts is sixty-

nine. I am not aware of the precise number iu each
category who may have been arrested on tho way owing
to suspicion of fraud, but the number is not large. AVith
regard to the last part of the question. His Majesty's
Government have not so far felt obliged to refuse requests
made to them on the ground of the Geneva Convention for

the f:ee passage of enemy doctors and Red Cross em-
ployees returning to their own touutry from overseas. In
most cases doctors and Red Cross officials captured or
detained by the Germans have been also released. But as
in some cases they have not done so. His Majesty's
Government are considering tho advisability of detaining

nld otherwise beGerman individuals who
returned.

Midwives (Scotland) Bill.—Tho Midwives (Scotland) Bill

was read a third time, as amended by the House of Lords,
on December 16th. The Lords' amendments were con-
sidered and accepted on the same day by the House of

Commons. By one amendment the jirovision empowering
the Midwives Board in Scotland to suspend a midwifo
from practice "for such period as the Board thiuk fit"

was altered by the omission of the words within quotation

marks. The only other amendment had reference to tho
selection of an accountant. Tho clause as amended pro-

vides that the financial statement of the Board shall be
certified as correct by an accountant practising in .Scotland,

appointed annually by the Secretary for Scotland.
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THE ^W^AR,
A MILITARY MEDICAL SOCIETY.

The third meeting o£ the Military Medical Society, the

formation of which was mentioned last week, was held on

October 13th, Colonel H. Carr, the President, presiding

over an audience of about 120.

Splint for Fractures of the Arm.
Major T. C. Litler Jones gave a demonstration of his

splint for fractures of the arm. This simple and ingenious

splint is made of iron wire framework moulded to dis-

tribute the weight of the arm on to the trunk and chietly

the hip, and allows the patient to walk about or to lie

down in bed. It obtains flexion and abduction of the arm,

and allows septic wounds of the arm to be dealt with

without disturbing the position of the splint. The cost of

making should not e.Kceed Is. It does not press in the

axilla and yet it can be adapted for the application of

traction to the long bones. Major Litler Jones did not

claim for it thxitit was absolutely ideal in every case, and
lie admitted that it did not prevent internal rotation of the

lower fragment in cases of fractures of the humerus.
The weight of the splint was negligible, and one felt as if

one's arm was resting lightly on the arm of a chair. This
BX'lint has become very popular at the hospitals.

Traumatic Aneurysm.
After Captain F. L. A. Greaves had read the paper pub-

lished at p. 924, Surgeon General Sir George Makius re-

marked that arterio-venous aneurysm was in comparison
with its frequency in the last war proportionately rare.

One reason for this probably was that the German bullet

causes more serious injury to the blood vessels. Now they
were becoming fairly common, and he attributed this to

the fact that they were the result of shell'wounds. It was
a strange fact that the shell fragment caused less damage
to the blood vessel than the bullet : the shell incised, the
bullet contused. He wished to emphasize the point that
though all wounds by shrapnel were infected, yet these
wounds of blood vessels did not .show signs of infection

;

he thought this was due entirely to the bactericidal power
of the blood. He believed that the aneurysm began at the
time when the artery was wounded, though it might not
be detected for some time. There might be a considerable
haematoma at first; sometimes the blood clotted and
became hard, and a secondary change took place in the
clot, the blood emerging from the wound meeting a cavity
in the clot with the production of a false aneurysm ; in

other words, there might be clotting at the periphery with
a large irregular cavity. The latter was a serious condi-
tion, for secondary haemorrhage was a probable sequel.
Dealing with arteriovenous varices, Sir George said that
generally there was a direct communication between the
two vessels without any trace whatever of blood effusion,

the two vessels uniting at once and the anastomosis being
established within a few moments after the man was
struck. The wounded vein might become thrombosed
after injury, but when the thrombus softened the double
murmur became evident.

Parati/phoid Infections.

At the fourth meeting of the society, held on October
27th, Captain J. M. Forteseue-Briokdale, M.D., M.R.C.P.,
said that the group of diseases which included typhoid
fever, paratyphoid A, and paratyphoid B, was conveniently
designated the " enteric group." An individual might be
protected against one without necessarily acquiring pro-
tection against the Other two, and two infections might
coexist in the same person, or at least follow each other
very closely. The presence of two causal organisms in
the blood of one patient had not been demonstrated in the
area of the society, but one might be shown to bo present
iu the blood and another in the excreta. In making a
diagnosis the clinician aud bacteriologist must work
together. If a certain one of the organisms was found
iu the blood, nothing more need be said, but in many cases
it might not be possible to demonstrate its presence ; the
faeces and urine must then be searched, but this was not
such a satisfactory proof, as the " carrier " question came
in, and additional evidence from agglutination reactioaa

was .required. A well-marked agglutination was no doubt
a strong point in diagnosis, but in the absence of direct
bacteriological evidence must be considered iu relation to
the clinical picture. On the other hand, it was often im-
possible to diagnose a case on purely clinical grounds, but
it was possible in a large number of cases to form a fairly

accurate opinion when looking back on the case as a wholo
(epignosis). Certain types of cases would be found to
harmonize with the bacteriological findings. Local
experience of the group so far showed roughly the
following proportions : Paratyphoid B, 81 per cent.; para-
typhoid A, 4 per cent. ; true typhoid, 10 jier cent. About
3 per cent, showed no sufficient evidence, either clinical or
bacteriological, to allow of their being placed, and these
were diagnosed as belonging to the " enteric group."

Paratyphoid B Infection.—The degree of severity varied
extremely. It might be a very severe and even fatal

disease, or it might be a moderately severe case. Mild
attacks were the most frequent. They were very liable to
be overlooked, and labelled influenza orP.U.O. ; the cha-
racteristic clinical symptoms might be few or absent, and
the diagnosis depended mainly on careful bacteriological

investigations. The illness might last only three or
four days. In one such case, in which the fever
only lasted four days, there were six rose spots, the
patient was dull and apathetic, the tongue was furred,

broncliitis was present, and there was tenderness over tho
spleen. Paratyphoid B was demonstrated iu the blood,

faeces, and urine, and the agglutinations to paratyphoid B
were positive. In other cases the symptoms were not so
typical ; the spleen might not be enlarged and no spots
might be present, yet the organism might be demonstrated.
A very large majority of the cases gave a history of abrupt
onset, but occasionally a vague indisposition of a week or
two's duration preceded definite onset. In cases in which
spots appeared they were generally quite well marked on tho
tenth day. In mild cases a few might appear on the
fourth or fifth day or earlier. They might persist lor a
long time, coming out in crops for three weeks ; the last

crop might appear after the temperature had fallen. The
rash was marked by pleomorphism, and roughly three
sorts might be distinguished : (1) Small, well-defined, dark
pink, not much raised ; (2) large, light pink, well rai.sed,

with ill-defined irregular margins; (3) fairly well-defined,

bright pink, surrounded by faint pink or purplish hregular
areola. These groups melted into one another and all

might be represented on the same' patient. Enlargement
of the spleen was a very important diagnostic pomt in

diseases of the enteric group. In any case of acute fever

where it was present a full bacteriological investigation

should be made. Herpes was seen in several cases. Mild
conjunctivitis was present in a few at the be.sirming.

Cough was common, but definite bronchitis uncommon;
when present there was generally a history of asthma or

chronic lung trouble. Headache was almost universal at the
onset and was apt to persist. It might continue after the
tcmiierature had fallen, especially iu older men. Epistaxis

was fairly common. The general constitutional dis-

turbance was not so great as would be expected from the
temperature and other signs. The temperature was .apt to

be very intermittent, falling to normal in tho moruiug or
remaining normal for several days and then rising again.

In other cases it was markedly remittent. In some there

was a sharp initial rise, followed by a low type of fever con-

tinuing for some weeks. The serious complications of

true typhoid might occur in paratyphoid B, but were nofc

not very common. The mortahtj' was not high—probably
under 2 per cent. The post-mortem findings resembled
those of typhoid fever, the large intestine and colon,

however, being more usually markedly involved. Only
a few cases of paratj^hoid A had been seen. The tem-
perature chart was much more regular, and more like the
typical typhoid chart, and a larger portion of the cases
were severe, and no mild cases had been seen. Typhoid
inoculation seemed to alter the degree rather than the
characteristics of the disease. Severe cases, which
occasionally occurred, did not differ from the ordinary

type; the very mild cases were of course atypical, but only
in the same way as "ambulatory cases " in uninoculated
persons.

In the discussion Captain Parsons related his experi-

ences with cases of similar fever in Malaya. In none did

I
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the tciupcrature i-emain up after tbe fourtoenth day ; in

jiouo was tbeiTj a rash afterwards, and tbo lualaiso lasted

for over three days. Ho had, liowever, no bacteriological

eridcuoe of the identity of tlie disease.

Captain Wood related what ho had seen in sixteen

pos^;(lO)7<•H^ cxaiuiuatious on patients who had had para-

typhoid B. The lesions were varied and peculiar. In
nearly every case the largo intestine was involved, aud
usually extensively, being deeply ulcerated. In three cases
the large intestine had perforated once at the caecum, ouco
at the splenic Hexure, and once at the sigmoid Uexure.

In two cases the appendix had perforated. The small
intestine showed lesions similar to those seen iu true

typhoid. In other cases ho had seen abscess of the liver

and spleen. In all cases tbe B. paratyphosus B was
isolated, and it was an interesting point that tbo lesions

of tbe large intestine were similar to those seen in

swiuo fever, with which was associated an organism,
Ji. siiipfsti/e); wliich tbe German school did not differen-

tiate from B. parati/phosus B.' His Indian experience was
that paratyphoid A was a milder and shorter fever than
p.vintyphoid B, bit he had not seen one case of the latter

in India. The piratyphoid A be had seen iu France was,
on tbo whole, a more severe disease than that seen iu

India, but perhaps the milder cases had not reached an
isolation hospital.

Capt.iin Pritchard said he had isolated an organism of

the colon- typhoid group from a case with renal symptoms,
without, however, attempting further to classify it. This
case died in England, and extensive ulceration of the
intestines was found ^)os< mortem.

Captain A. Leitch remarked on the great uncertainty
that prevailed as regards the subdivision of the typhoid
group of fevers. Is was questionable, from tbe clinical

point of view, whether anything was to be gained by the
attempted subdivision. The differentiation of the various
organisms included in the group on cultural grounds was
diHicult, aud the characters were not constant. Aga'utina-
tioii tests were important, but not specific. He was
interested to learn that the post-mortem appearances of

paratyphoid B and bog cholera were tbe same, and he
agreed that B, paratyphosus B and B. suipestifcr were
practically indistinguishable. The latter organism, how-
over, though frequently, if not invariably, found in liog

cholera, was not the causal agent of that disease.
A similar position might be reached eventually regarding
paratyphoid fever.

Captain Adler recalled Twort's experiments on the
mutability of organisms of the coli-typhoid group, and
Colonel Carr expressed a doubt whether anything was to

be gained by a subdivision of the typhoid infections ; unless
the practitioner had a bacteriologist at his elbow he would
be unable to distinguish the one from the other.

Oxygen and Suppuration.
Captain Clarke read a paper in which he contended that

as free o.xygen was essential for the growth of pyogenic
organisms in culture media, be considered that, in the
treatment of septic wounds, precautions ought to be taken
to exclude it. In test tube experiments he had found that
the streptococci weie less inhibited by anaerobic conditions
than tlie staphylococci, but in the wounds with which ho
bad to deal tbe latter organisms were the chief noxious
agents. He condemned the use of hydrogen peroxide in

septic wounds. He believed that secondary haemorrhage
was favoured by the access of oxygen allowed by drainage
tubes. In all cases gauze drains should replace tubes.
Major Coupland joined in the condemnation of the use of

hydrogen peroxide. Surgeon-General Sir George Makins
pointed out that in bis experience streptococci were
extremely prevalent in the septic wounds, and that the
staphylococci were relatively less important. Gauzo
plugs were often fairly good, but they were very apt to

become clogged, and to arrest the drainage of tho
discbarge.

" Trench Shin."
Captain J. G. Brown (C.A.M. Corps) described under

tliis name a group of cases characterized by the syndrome
" fever, leacocytosis, and pain in tbe shin bones." The pain
felt in the tibia was of a dull, aching character, always
bilateral, increasing when the patient attempted to walk,
and diminishing when he lay in bed. It increased at night
time, and required analgesics. Tenderness was marked all

over tbe tibia, iu the bead of the bone, and also in the
malleolus ; even light pressure on the crest of the bona
caused the patient to wince. There was no pain in the
femur. Xray photographs showed no abnormality. Head-
ache and general malaise .iccompauied the condition.
Blood examination showed that tbo red cells were normal,
but tho white colls were increased over 9,000; in dif-

ferential counts there was an increase of lymphocytes.
Blood cultures were negative. Most of tbo cases showed
a low-grado fever, lasting from Ave to ten days, and
gradually dropping to tbo normal. Syphilis was ex-
cluded by tlio results of tho Wassermaun reaction
and the lack of improvement after the administra-
tion of iodides. From tho enteric group tbo disease
could be differentiated by the negative results of tho
Widal reaction, blood cultures, and bacteriological
examination of tho stools. The symptoms of the diseaso
did not correspond with the textbook descriptions of

those of dengue. Colonel Carr pointed out that tho dis-

tribution of pain and tenderness corresponded to the parts
covered by puttees and thought that tho local bony dis-

turbances might be tho result of tight puttees. He agreed
that this explanation failed to account for the general con-
dition, but suggested that the other symptoms might ba
fortuitous. Lieutenant- Colonel Finley said that ho had
seen cases corresponding to those described by Captain
Brown, but they were not so sharply defined, and he had
been content to label them as myalgia. Tho bony pains
were not confined to the tibia. In many of these obscure
cases he had found that there were leucocytic counts of

14,000 to 25,000. _________
GKRMAN EXPERIENCES OP WAR SURGERY.

Treatment of Abdominal Wounds.
The vexed question as to tho treatment of abdominal
wounds in war has drawn from Professor Wietiug Pasha

'

a memorandum in which he attempted to harmonize con-

flicting views. He argued that a procedure which was
sound under certain conditions, such as tho nature of the
fighting, of the locality, the roads, or the weather, might
be altogether indefensible under other conditions. All

surgeons, he said, agreed in advocating early operation

for abdominal injuries under favourable conditions in times
of peace; and this view could be modified in war time
only by tho local conditions obtaining at a given time.

The choice of treatment accordingly depended on what
he called " sanitiitstaktiscbe " considerations rather than on
purely surgical factors. As for these medico-tactical pro-

blems, they were, he said, uuderstood and provided for,

and there should, accordingly, be little or no differences of

opinion on this score. Apparently this point of view has
also been accepted by the authorities; for Professor

Wieting Pasha referred to certain orders given to the sur-

geons of tbe various army corps. These orders, he said,

ranged from tho complete prohibition of all operative

treatment, to the organization of laparotomy stations,

such as were established aud soon given up again iu the

fighting around Port Arthur in tho Russo-Japanese war.

Though this arrangement seemed unnecessarily arbitrary,

in practice considerable latitude was, he said, allowed to

the operating surgeon, whose views might not coincide

with orders from head quarters.

Treatment of Fraotores of the Thigh.
With an experieure of about 180 cases of fracture of tho

thigh. Dr. JM. .Alexander ^ has undertaken to outline the most
suitable treatment for such cases. His patients were
treated iu every stage of fracture, from recent fractures to

fractures inflicted eight weeks earlier and treated else-

where. He was thus enabled to control the results of

other surgeons' methods as well as his own. He employed
three methods of immobilization—extension, plastcr-of-

Paris, and splints. Ho came to the conclusion that each
case must be treated on its merits, and that no one

method should be adopted to tbe exclusion of others.

But be bad also learnt to classify his cases, and to adopt a

definite line of treatment for every case belonging to a

particular class. In a recent case in which the wound
was slight, and the discbarge so insignificant that infection

was improbable, a plaster-of-Paris splint fulfilled every

requirement.
„. ,
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On the otlier bancl, wouucts which had remained un-

diessed for a considerable time, with extensive shattering

of bone or severe suppuration, called for other treatment,

including free incisions and drainage, as in the foIIo^ying

illustrative case. A reservist was wounded in the right

linee by a fragment of shell, and was admitted to hospital

two days later with the limb fixed by large splints. The
whole of the thigh was much swollen, and there was
extensive subcutaneous effusion of blood. On the outer

side of the knee was a wound as large as a hand, covered

by a gangrenous crust, from under the borders of which
pus escaped. The knee-joint was much swollen, and there

was abnormal mobility of the bone above the joint. There
was, however, no crepitation and little pain. The parts

were immobilized by splints and extension aid. The
temperature remained uornial, the wound healed by
granulation, and an uninterrupted recovery followed. In
such a case the employment of plaster-of-Paris was
indefensible, for under it suppuration was apt to escape

notice, and pus could track a considerable distance before

its presence was detected. On the other hand, the em-
ployment of readily adjustable splints enabled the operator

to change the dressings frequently and to control the

progress of the wound. The importance of this control,

notably in febrile cases, could not bo over-estimated. Yet,

obvious as these principles might seem, they were not

always appreciated, as the following cases showed

:

A non-commissioned oflicer was wounded by a rifle

bullet which shattered the middle of the femur. When
he reached Dr. Alexander's hospital on the eleventh

day, his limb was found to have been put up in a
fenestrated plaster-of-Paris splint. Tliere were two
large wounds in the outer side of the thigh, and the
temperature was very high. When the plastcrof-Paris

splint was removed, on the twenty - first day, large

abscesses were found. Several drains were inserted, and
the limb was immobilized by extension. This change of

treatment was rapidly followed by improvement in the
local and general condition; the temperatnre fell to normal,

and the limb was saved. In another patient, a volunteer,

a rifle bullet iiad entered a handbreadth below the great

trochanter, had fractured the boue, and had made a large

wound of exit on the inner side of the thigh. When tlio

patient was admitted to Dr. Alexander's hospital, on the
eighteenth day, the wounds of entry and exit were freely

suppurating. Dressings and splints were applied ; but on
the a,dvice of a consulting surgeon the splints were re-

placed by a fenestrated plaster-of-Paris cast ; three days
later the temperature was above 39° C, and as the patient
coutinucd to be febrile, the plaster-of-Paris was removed
after it had been in use for twelve days. Its removal was
followed by the free opening and drainage of the wounds,
the limb being put up in ordinary splints, which were
replaced some days later by extension apparatus. Under
this treatment the temperature fell to normal, and the
l^aticnt recovered sufiiciently to be transferred to another
hospital.

Dr. Alexander had learnt to confine the use of plaster-of-

Paris in fractures of the femnr to temporary immobiliza-
tion of the limb during transport, to recent cases in which
fracture of the femur was uncomplicated by large wounds
of entry and exit or by sepsis, and to the immobilization of

limbs at a late stage of the wound, when suppuration had
ceased and severe injuries were well on the Viaj to

recovery.

CASUALTIES IN THE MEDICAL SEEYICES.
Killed.

Lieutenant Andrew Hegabty, P..A.M.C., is reported to

have been killed in France on December 16th. Ho was
the fourth son of Dr. A. Hegarty, of Magherafelt, co.

Loudonderiv. He took the diploma of L.A.H.Dubl. only
this year and joined the R.A.M.C. as a temporary
Lieutenant last July ; he was attached to a battery of

ISoyal Field ArtiUery when killed. Two of his brothers
are now on active service, one in the R.A.M.C. and one in

the motor transport.
Wounded.

Navy.—Surgeon C.F. Schuller, E.X., Hawke Battalion,

Dardanelles.
Army.—Ca.pia.m H. P. Erownell, 7th Field Ambulance,

Australian Army Medical Corps, Dardanelles.

Captain K. K. Mukerji, I.M.S., Persian Guli.

Deaths Among Sons of Medical Men.
Blake, Harrj' Douglas, 10th Battalion Royal Fusiliers (City of

London Regiment), son of the late Dr. E. H. Blake, of Upton,
Essex, killed in action recently in France, a'^Qi 23.

Medical Students.
Hogben, Henry Francis Thomas, Lieutenant lOUi Battalion

Middlesex Regiment, attaclied 2nd Hattalion Norfolk Regiment,
killed in the battle of Ctesiplion in JItsopotamia, November
22nd to 24th, aged 25. He was bn-n in 1890, the eldest
son of Mr. F. Ifogben, of SimcJerlaiid, and was educated at
Parsoustown School, Ireland, at Bedford Grammar School,
and at Guy's Hospital, which he entered in 1909, gaining the
London University Open Scholarship. He was a member of the
Bedford School Cadet Corps, 1905 09. and of the Artists' Rifles,
1909-13. Ho got his first coiiiii)::-' n :'.> Middlesex Regiment
in Jnly, 1913, was promoteil i, I i

. ,-i .ii August 26th, 1914,
went with his battalion to I;i ( r. 1914. andinApril,
1915, wa^ scl.-ctf.d to t;.kc n ..i,..; .

. . ..Hi, Middlesex to the
Per- :iTi '

' T' i'!-i ! fo.jiliiUI i.ji L.ui s, and wasaskilful
b( N ; I iier, but specially excelled as a shot.
)i' \ I'll shootiug eight, twice captained
till I ,^ht, won the open championship of
];'ii '

1
' .. .;.t;u Union Rifle Association, and the

Bisley in 1913, and was in the King's

ity "Roll of Fallen " up to December,
<j seven medical .students. Notices of

- jiieviously appeared in our columns.
I 4lh Battalion Gordon Highlanders,
hospital in I-'rance on April 28th, of

ii 20th, aged 20. He was a first year

1914.

191-
,

'.:,

the two )<ii

Macka^ ,

died in a. '

wounds ro

medical stiinim
Mnnro, (K.nlun Ut-au, Private 4th Battalion Gordon High-

landers, died of wounds received in action near Ypres on Sep-
tember 25tli, aged 20. He also was a first year medical student
at Aberdeen.

MEDICAL MEN AND DENTISTS KILLED OPv

DIED OF WOUNDS WHILST SERVING
AS COMBATANTS.

The following is a list, as complete as. we have been able

to make it, of medical men and dentists holding commis-
sions as combatants who have been killed or died of

wounds since the beginning of the war. The list is very

possibly incomplete, and we shall be obliged if relatives of

any other medical men who have been killed or died of

wounds while holding commissions as combatants would
communicate with us. W^e should also be glad to receive

particulars of any medical man who may have been killed

or died of wounds whilst serving as a combatant but not

holding a commission.
The names in the list are arranged in alphabetical

order

:

MEDICAI: Peactittovers.
Bingham, F. M.. T.V.r.T'

.

^rv ' - r.- ..,:., r;,, inn.y^
OwnLanca::t- ' -- • i i, 1915.

Clifford, A. C. :
.'

'

I

I
' •nl.._-:,ant

3rd Dragooi: 1. . , , ^
,

,
:,', 1915.

Crowther, S. N., i-.K-' .i'., M.l--'-.z., -^i-nLcU rider,

Flanders, October ISth, 1914.

Hnddlestoue, S. C. M.B.Ediu., Second Lieutenant 3rd Black
Watch, France, Jjinuary 25th, 1915.

Hughes, B. M.,L.R.C.P., M.B.C.S., Captain l/4th Norfolk,
Dardanelles, September 15th, 1915.

Hunter, H. T., M.B.Durh., Captain 6th Northumberland
. Fnsiliers, Ypres, Flanders, April 26th, 1915.

Jessop, J. W., L.E.G.P., M.R.C.S., Lieutenant-Colonel
4th Lincoln, France, .June, 1915.

Lukis, T. S.,M.D.Lond., Lieutenant 13th London Regiment,
France, March 15th, 1915.

Maitland, W. E., M.B.GIa.sg., Lieutenant 3rd Seaforth
Highlanders, France, December, 1914.

Wallace, A., M.B.Edin., Captain 1,4th K.O.S. Borderers,
Dardanelles, July 12th, 1915.

Dentists.

Dvkcs, J. J., L.R.C.P. and S.Edin., L.R.F.P.S., L.D.S.,
Captain l/5th K.O.S. Borderers, Dardanelles, ,lulv, 1915.

Morham, J., L.R.C.P. and S.Edin., L.R.P.P.S., 'L.D.S.

Neely, H. B., L.D.S., 2nd Lieutenant 1st Suffolk, Ypr
Flanders, AprU 25th, 1915.

NOTES.
Ap.p.rvAL or Hospital Ship in Dublin.

On December 16th a hospital ship arrived at Dublin from
Havre, bringing 536 wounded and invalid soldiers from
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:ico. Tlie St. John Ambulance Brigade and the Dublin
« 1 1.1 Kingstown divisions of the British Hed Cx-oss Society
iiaU luaile ample arrangements for the disembarkation and
transfer of the men. The cases were distributed—120 to
Belfast by special traiu, 100 to Cork, and 50 to the railitaiy
hospital at the Curragh Camp. The remaining 266 cast's
were distributed among the Dublin hospitals, 143 beiiij;

sent to the Castle Red Cross Hospital. There wcro no
very serious cases; a fair number of the men had been
wounded; the majority, however, suffered from sueh
diseases as pleurisy, pneumonia, acute rheumatism, and
appendicitis. The malady, however, most in evidence was
the condition now generally known as "trench-feet." It
is to be noted that the cases of this kind are not so severe
as those met with last winter; this is probably due partly
to the precautions taken to avoid prolonged exposure of
the feet to cold and wet, and also to the fact that the
condition is recognized at an earlier stage and not allowed
to advance too far.

Medical Officers "Wanted.

Field Ambulance.
The Officer Commanding a Field Ambulance, who has had

ten mouths' experience at the front in France and Belgium, is
fitting oat a Territorial London Field Ambulance for service
abroad, and has vacancies for five medical officers. Kates
of pay, etc., higher than temporarv commissions abroad.
Gratuity after one year, £96 2s. Address, No. 999, Bkitisu

T Medical Jourkal Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

ZJgnd North Midland Field AmbtUatice, R.A.3I.C.
Wanted immediately, four medical officers. Pay and allow-

ances as in regular army, with bonus at termination of service.
Those accepting commissions must sign for foreign service.
Applications to Officer Commanding, 2,'2ud North Midland Fielii
Ambulance, Harpenden.

2nd SoiUh-West Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.
To King's men and others. Two officers required to complete

2ud South-West Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance (Imperial
Service). Apply, Lieutenant-Colonel Benson, Officer Command-
ing, "Fedamore," Lexdeu Road, Colchester.

.? 2nd South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.
Medical officers are urgently wanted for the above. Intendin"

candidates must be willing to sign for foreign service anl
should apply to Major A. G. Magrath, Officer Commanding
2;2nd South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance
London HoaA, King's Lvnn.

Canada.

The Military Hospital Commission.

The problem of providing employment and a new start in
life for the members of the Canadian E.xpeditionary Force
on their return to Canada has been engaging the attention
of the Dominion Government for some time. Steps were
taken some months ago by the Department of Militia and
Defence to arrange for convalescent homes for those who
will require a period of rest in order to recover the health
which they have lost. This work was later committed to
the charge of the Military Hospital Commission which was
appointed by the Government for this purpose by Order in

Council. A recent amendment empowers the Commission
to deal with the question of employment for members
of the Canadian Expeditionary Force on their return to
Canada, and to co operate with provincial governments
and others for the purpose of providing employment as
may be deemed necessary. At the invitation of Sir Kobci t

Borden, the Premiers of the nine provinces of the Dominion
and the representatives of the Commission have met in
Ottawa to discuss the problems which ari.se. The meeting
had before it a statement setting out a plan whereby eui-
ployment could be provided for both disabled and, if neces-
sary, able-bodied men on their return from the front.
Particulars of the measures taken in Great Britain and
on the Continent of Europe were given in appendices.
.\3 representatives of the provincial governments, the
Ministers signified the willingness of each province to do
the utmost in its power to aid the Commission. The
facilities offered in each province will be investigated, and
it is probable that a subcommission will be appointed in

each province to act under the control of the Commission,
and that the provincial commissions in turn will appoint
local committees. In Canada all matters pertaining to
eilucation, etc., are in the hands of the provincial goveru-
nients, and the conditions differ in each province ; for
instance, in Quebec the technical schools belong to tho
government, but the universities and agriculturaf colleges
do not; in Ontario tho technical schools are not under
governmental control, whereas the Guelph Agricultural
College is a government institution; in some ca.ses the
sanatoriums are maintained by the provincial government,
in others by private subscription. The intention is to
arrange with a number of sanatoriums for the reception of
soldiers suffermg from tuberculosis, with schools for tho
blind for those who have lost their sight, and with univer-
sities, technical schools, agricultural colleges, and so on,
for the training of such men as are unable to follow their
former occupation; whenever feasible the men will bo
allowed to choose the part of the country to which they
wish to go and the calling they wish to pursue. Negotia-
tions will be entered into with the Canadian Manufac-
turers Association, which will be asked to provide employ-
ment for able bodied men who were out of work at tho
time of enlistment, or partially disabled men who cannot
resume their former occupation, and to co-operate with the
provincial governments in giving training to men, either in
the form of apprenticeships or by placing workshops at
the disposal of technical experts or foremen who are
willing to give instruction as a service to their country.
It is suggested also that land should be placed at the
disposal of the Commission so that men who wish to do
so may become farmers. Major Doherty has now returned
to England

; his mission to Canada was one nurely of
enquiry; all matters connected with the reception of
wounded men from the front are in the hands of the
Military Hospital Commission.

Municipal Control of Hospitals.
At the annual meeting of the General and Marine

Hospital at Collingwood, Ontario, Dr. David Williams
criticized the present system of management ; the respon-
sibility so far as financial matters are concerned rests upon

j

a few who are willing to undertake the burden and entails
I

constant appeals to the public. He gave notice that at
the next annual meeting he would make the following
motion

:

That, in the opinion of the meeting, the present system of
controlling and conducting the hospitals scattered through-
out the province of Ontario has outlived its usefulness, and
that the time has now arrived when it is deemed advisable
that these institutions should be made part of the municipal
system, controlled by a board of governors appointed by
the municipal councils and such other bodies as may be
deemed advisable, the appointments to rotate and to extend
over a term of years, such as may be determined tc be in
the best interest of these institutions. That this proposal
be recommended for the serious consideration of the Ontario
Hospital Association and the provincial legislature, with
the view of memorializing the legislature of the province of
Ontario to enact such legislation as will provide for the
taking over of hospitals at present in existence by the
municipalities and for the conversion of them into muni-
cipal institutions ; also for legislation governing these and
controlling the establishment of hospitals in the future.

Patriotic Medical Bureau in Regina.
The physicians of Regina have formed a Patriotic

.Aledical Bureau, which, in co-operation with the local
branch of the Canadian Patriotic Fund, will give medical
assistance to all dependants of those who have gone to the
front. Applications for assistance must be made to au
attendant, whose duty it is to investigate the ca.se.
Patients will be sent either to the outdoor department of
the general hospital or to the oflBce of one of the phy-
sicians who has joined the bureau. Those who are too ill

to go out will be visited by a physician, and in cases of
emergency a physician will be called immediately. If the
patient cannot be admitted to the hospital, a nurse will be
supplied by the Patriotic Fund Committee. If assistance
is required in the home of the patient, a woman will be
sent by the Patriotic Fund to give the necessary help, and
in cases where there are no relative or friends able to
look after the home and the patient a housekeeper will be
sent, who will be under the supervision of the visiting
attendant.
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Medical Inspection of School Children.
.\t the meeting of the Aberdeen County Committee on

Secondary Education on December 17th it was reported

that the Education Department had been informed that

the county scheme of medical inspection had been sus-

pended owing to the medical officers being on military

duty, and that it was proposed thai the scheme of medical

treatment should also be suspended. It was arranged that

cases of dsfective eyesight obviously requiring treatment
reported by school boards and head masters should still be
referred to the oculist for treatment. At the meeting of

the Stirlingshire Committee on December 14th, Dr. Thomas
Adams, the chief school medical officer, reported that of

1,457 school children examined between August 17th and
October 18th, 57.1 per cent, were found to be medically

defective. The Committee resolved to submit to the

Education Department a scheme for the education of

mentally defective children in the county.

Sphagnum Moss Works in Edinburgh.
Works have been erected close to the workshops of

Messrs. Redpath, Brown, and Co., engineers, Edinburgh,
for the preparation of sphagnum moss as a surgical

dressing. At the opening ceremony, Mr. Cathcart, who
described the merits of this dressing in our columns for

July 24th, 1915, p. 137, said that he believed sphagnum
moss properly prepared was superior to absorbent cotton-

wool as a surgical dressing. Cotton wool absorbed the
discharge, but did not spread it, whereas sphagnum moss
absorbed like sponge and did not exude until every part of

it had taken up the discharge. There were, he said,

several tons of prepared moss in hand, including forty-nine

sacks from Shetland, the largest single consignment. We
understand that in France an order has recently been
issued directing that cotton-wool used for surgical dressings
shall be collected, disinfected, and used for the manufacture
of explosives.

l^vtimxh.

Presentation to Alderman Dk. J. J. O'Sullivan,
Waterford.

The medical colleagues of Dr. J. J. O'Sullivan in the City
of Waterford recently presented him with a piece of plate

to mark their appreciation of the services he rendered the
profession as their local I'epreseutative on the Irish
Medical Committee. Owing to the position Dr. O'Sullivan
occupied in the civic affairs of the City of Waterford, he
had frequent opportunities of rendering very important
services to the medical profession not only in Waterford
but throughout Ireland. He was, on different occasions,
the spokesman of medical deputations which, in con-
nexion with matters under the Insurance Act, waited on
Mr.Redmond, M.P., Chairman of the Irish Parliamentary
Pavty, and th& late Most Reverend Dr. Sheehan, Bishop of
Waterford.

Irish Workhouse Am.algamation.
At a conference of delegates of the Poor Law boards of

the CO. Kilkenny to consider the amalgamation of unions,
the Local Government Board inspector said that the
county was to be congratulated on beiug the first to take
practical steps towards carrying out a scheme of work-
house amalgamation with a view of benefiting the rate-
payers. It the number of unions in the county could be
reduced from five to two a very substantial saving would
be effected. A resolution was x'^ssed agreeing to the
principle of amalgamation, so that there might be only
two unions in the cjunty. The matter will now ba sub-
mitted to the Local Government Board, which will hold
a sworn inquiry. The two unions of Dublin have received
letters from the Local Government Board asking them to

consider tiie question of amalgamation; the South Dublin
Uuion has appointed a day to discuss it, but the
North Dublin Union merely marked the letter "noted";
but the Local Government Board has the power itself to
effect tlie amalgamation. Better pi-ogress might have
been made if the Local Government lio.ud had taken the

initiative in drawing up at least the outlines of a scheme.
It was stated at the last meeting of the North Union
that the expenditure will, it is feared, by the end of the
financial year exceed the estimate by j£6,000. Tlie
guardians are reported to be engaged in a complete
revision of outdoor relief cases, and the guardians of the
South Union seem to be undertaking a similar task. .A

careful investigation by the guardians should result in

a number of small savings, which, when taken together,
might reach a considerable figure; but this should not
blind them to the great advantages and economies to be
made by adopting a scheme of amalgamation for the two
unions.

C0n-tsponDnia.

DIFFEREXTIATION OF MENINGOCOCCL
Sir,—The valuable and independent papers of Captains

Arkwright and Ellis on this subject published in your last

issue are of great general interest, and are particularly

welcome to those working in this laboratory, since they
corroborate the observations here made on the same
subject partly with the same strains, but mostly with
others isolated from the cerebro-spinal fluid of military

cases in this country during the recent outbreak o£

cerebro-spinal fever.

As our observations have been published in the Journal
of the R.A.M.C. for May and October it is unnecessary to

describe them in detail. The chief object of the present
letter is to refer as briefly as possible to the present stage
of this investigation, and to explain the steps taken to

obtain antiserums.
The agglutination test, valuable though it be, is of

course handicapped by the fact that even a univalent
serum contains, in addition to specific homologous agglu-

tinin, group agglutinins. Hence the need, when possible,

of checking the result by an after-test to see if the specific

agglutinin has been absorbed or not. Proceeding by this

method, the results obtained in this laboratory up to the
present with meningococci isolated from the cerebro-spinal

fluid of cases during the present outbreak are as follow

:

Number of specimens tested ... ... 72

iber unclassified as yet

Relative Frequ

IV

cy of the Four Types among the SUty-three
Classified Meningococci.

Specimens.
31
20

Percentag.

I 1

1

10
31^97-
16 J

It is seen that Type I, which includes the strains Plank,

Palmer, and Goodyear, given to us by Captain Arkwright
(who generously placed his stock at our disposal for the
purpose), still keeps its lead, followed by Type II, which
includes Captain Elhs's M. 13, also given to us by Captain
Arkwright. Between them, these two types account for

81 per cent, of our classified meningococci. It should be
mentioned that meningococci belonging to Type III fre-

quently agglutinate with the antiserum of Type I, but
they fail to remove the homologous agglutinin therefrom.
Of Type IV so far only two specimens have been ob-

tained. The nine unclassified cocci fail to agglutinate or

absorb with any of the univalent serums prepared against
the four types. These meningococci are being further
investigated. There are certainly three more tj'pes among
them

;
probably more.

Dr. Louis Martin of the Pasteur Institute kindly sent us

a culture of parameningococcus in order that it might be
compared with our strains. This has been done both by
putting up this coccus against the four univalent serums,
followed by absorption tests, and also by the reverse test.

.\s a result, it has been found that although it agglutinates

to some extent with the antiserums to Types II and III.

the parameningococcus fails to absorb the specific agglutiniu

of any of these types; and, conversely, specimens of those

types fail to absorb the specific agglutinin of Dopter'g

coccus. In view of this evidence the parameningococcus
—using that term- only as applying to the particular

culture received by us—would seem to be acquitted of a

share in our outbreak so far.
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N w, at first sight, this phirality of types of the
nuuiiigococcus is somewhat porplcxiug. Practicallj',

however, as regards the epitlomic, this is not so, because
of the comparative rarity of Types IV aud onwards. It

has been stated that up to the present no less than
81 per cent, of the classified cocci belong to Types I or II

;

if Type III is included, 97 per cent, of them are accounted
for.

.V further point of particular interest is that Type I,

which had been getting scarcer during the decline of the
epidemic, and was not found in the autumn, has recently
reappeared.
As regards the -preparation of antiserums, specimens of

the first four types of meningococcus are in the hands of

Dr. MacConkey, of the Lister Institute Sei-um Depart-
ment, and also of Dr. O'Brien, of Messrs. Burroughs and
Wcllcome's Laboratory, Brockwell Hall. Towards the
end of September Mr. E. G. Murray kindly took cultures
of them over to Paris and presented them to our allies aud
colleagues at the Pasteur Institute. Dr. Louis Martin aud
Dr. Dujardin-Beaumeta at once took steps to prepare
univalent serums against Types I, II, and III, and it is

lioped that these serums, as well as the others, will be
available in case of a recrudescence.—I am, etc.,

M. H. Gordon,
Major R.A.M.C.

The Central Laboratory for Cerebrospinal Fever,
Royal Army Medical College, S.W.,

Dec. 21st.

THE AUSCULTATION OF THE HEART.
Sir,—I find that your issue of December 4fh (p. 807)

contains an attack upon me by Sir James Mackenzie, iu
which I am held up to scorn as a person who is unaware
of the great advances that have been made during the last
twenty-five years iu our knowledge of affections of the
heart.

The ostensible reason for this attack is that I repub-
lished in of November 20th extracts from
articles written in 1890. I should have thought that it

was fairly obvious that I wished to make it clear that
certain fundamental facts about the examination of the
heart and the significance of murmurs were known at that
date—for example

:

1. That many fallacies attend the auscultation of
the heart.

2. That the mere presence of a muruiur is no
evidence of valvular disease.

3. That loud murmurs often disappear when the
patient lies dowu.

4. That serious organic disease of the valves,
causing, for example, aortic stenosis and regurgitation
combined with mitral regurgitation, is quite coui-
patible with life prolonged to over seventy years,
during which the patient for fifty-five years carried
on a laborious occupation, without a day of illness.

I can assure Sir .lames Mackenzie that I have read and,
it he will allow me to say so admired his works, aud that
I have before me now the Registei of the Beit Fellow-
ships for Medical Research, in which, amongst more than
fifty such entries, I find one which always gives me
special satisfaction. It is:

No. 1. Thomas Lewis, D.Sc.fWales), M.D.(Lond.), etc.

Nature of research authorized : The Mechanism
of Irregularities of the Heart.

I am, at any rate, well acquainted with the work of Dr.
Thomas Lewis, and also with the depths of my own
ignorance, but I do not wish that prospective candidates
for the Beit Fellowships should think that they will find
me unsympathetic towards those who desire " to advance
the science of medicine by research."— I am, etc.,

James K. Fowlee, I

Londo . W., Dec. 21st.

Trustee, Member of the Advisory Board,
and Honorary Secretary of the Beit
Memorial Fellowships for Medical

THE NEED OF DOCTORS FOR THE ARMY.
Sir,—It was with a feeling of surprise amounting almost

to consternation that I noted in the JonRN.\L of December
llth a remark to the effect that next year the needs of the
army might demand almost half the registered medical
practitioners in the country.

The obvious question arising is, How will the general
public fare ? For sucli a drastic arrangement will mean
that close upon 47 million people will have to depend' upon
the same number of medical men as an army of 4 million.

Is this reasonable? Is it just? la it in harmony with
national interests ? That the necessities of the fighting

services should bo fully met everyone must desire, and the
successful prosecution of the war demands this. But the
suggestion that such necessities demand the services of

half the medical community surely requires some substan-
tiation. It savours of the extravagant ; indeed, it is

impracticable. Before disturbing thousands of busy prac-

titioners, a thorough investigation of the efficiency and
economy of the present Army Medical Service should be
made, and inquiries should be instituted to ascertain
whetLier that service is being managed in the best possible

While it may appear presumptuous for a mere layman
to offer an opinion on the organization of a great army
department, nevertheless I am of opinion that the maxi-
mum of medical work is not at present produced by the
medical service of the army. The allocation of medical
oificers is on too generous a scale. Under the present

system, as is well known, each unit (battalion or battery)

has its own medical officer, and this system obtains
throughout the army wherever possible. After six months'
experience as civil medical officer to three battalions at

different times, I am of opinion that the medical work of

each of these units could easily be done in three or four
hours. It is no uncommon experience amongst home
battalions to find that the medical officers have finished all

the necessary work by mid-c>ay. After that they have
uothing to do. This is not the fault of the doctors. They
have not joined the army to enjoy a well-paid holiday ; they
want work, but it is not there to be done. The system is

altogether too extravagant in allocating one medical
officer to each unit, aud more men than are ahsoJatclw
necessary are taken up by it. There is certainly roomi
here for a thorough remodelling of the medical organiza-
tion. ^Vhere there are large numbers of troops cc::-
gregated together in training centres and behind the
actual fighting lines it is difficult to believe that each
separate unit must have a separate medical man.
A medical station or depot with an adequate staff of
medical men could be established in these centres, a
part of which would be always available at call ; thus
tlie requirements of the troops could be met in a very
satisfactory manner.
The advantages of such a centralization are obvious :

1. The medical service iu these depots would be
molMlc yet unified under medical supervision (as
dl-tin.-l fioi,, i.urely military).

2. A till, 11 I If infill iv of medical men would be effected.
'I'wi III \ [i\ ,' liortors could do the work of forty

3. Incidenlally medical men attached to ttiosc centres
would be members of an army medical corps in
realiiy as well as in name. At present medical
officers belong to a corps distinct from that to
which they are attached. They are not of the

Such a grouping is applicable only to troops not
eugaged in the actual firing line. The first line must of
necessity be well supplied with medical meu, but the
extravagant allocation of men does not take place in this
dueetion. It undoubtedly is to be found in the training
centres. The system of individual attachment is cast-
irou and antiquated in its application, but such an
arrangeruent as suggested, assisted by telephone and
automobile, could be rendered elastic, effective, anct
economical. This is but a general illustration of the kind
of readjustment that suggests itself, and no attempt is
made to cover the whole ground. The point, however,
that I desire to emphasize is that when mention is
seriously made of calliug upon one-half the medical men
in the country for army service it is time to make rigorous
investigation as to wliether the best aud most economical
use is being now made of the material available. Every
eligible medical man will gladly offer his services, but he
wdldosoall the more readily if he can be assured that
such services will be put to the best possible use.—
I am, etc.,

December 16th. J. C. ASHTON, M.B., Ch.B.,
Late M.O. 30th Divisional (C.P.i, R.E.. etc.
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THE PIIOPHYLAXIS OF TRINITROTOLUENE
POISONING.

Sib,—Replying to a question as to the prevalence of
triniti'otoluene poisoning at Woolwich Arsenal, Mr. Lloyd
George stated in Parliament that some workmen are
injuriously affected, but that the degree of susceptibihty
varies greatly, many workers being immunu.
Experiments carried out under the direction of the

American Board of Health some time ago seem to show
that susceptibility to the action of such nitro compounds
depends on the activity of the thyroid gland. When this
gland secreted freely the animal became comparatively
immune. It was also found possible, by feedin« the
animal on oatmeal, to increase the activity of the "gland
very many times.

It would therefore appear worth while to insist that
workers with trinitrotoluene who experience ill effects
should feed largely on oatmeal porridge.—I am, etc

J. C. McWalter, M.O., LL.D., D P H
'

Uublin. Deo. 13th. Lieutenant. U.A.M.'c.lT.).

Wht ^txbias.

WAR PENSIONS AND GRATUITIES.
Retired Pay, Wounds Pensio.ns and Gratuities, Widows'

Pensions, etc., during the Present War.
A Royal Warrant dated November 26th, 1915, was pub-
hshed in Army Orders of December 6th, 1915, amending the
regulations for officers' retired pay, wounds pensions and
gratuities, widows' pensions, etc., for casualties during the
present war.

Its pi-.>visi..ii- np,,iy only to combatant officers; and it
^-Sf'-i*' ' ' ''''"'isas to retired pay, etc., for disabled
we"" '' .1! I., aud other officers, whether regular
P'^r'"'" "

,

~ "1 officers of the Special Reserve or
J-errUu.iiil 1 oLci

.
.iiul non-combatant officers holding tem-

porary commLssious, will be made known at a later date.

Officers' Wounds Pensions and Gratuities.
Lieutenants and secoud lieutenants may be sranted wounds

pensions aud yratuitiesat the rate laid dow'n for captains in the
Koyal Warrant for December 1st, 1914. Total loss of visionoocumng witlim live years after the wound, and solelv at-
triljutable to it. will entitle the officer to not less than £300

a

year in wounds pensions and retired pay taken altogether.

Pensions to Widoics and Children.
The highest rate of pensions and the accompanying gratuities

may be granted if 111. .;,.,,, ;.':,-,,.; ;:;,., 1 ,„ action, or
suffered violen!

! : ,
! ' war services,

or died within !, h
, (.s so received.

Apensionat tie
,

,
,

,:
, ed if the officer

died from disea:,L ..:.i. i.,.icli.L c,|,. ,.>..v.,., .,, ;i,e Held or other-
wise directly atliiljutable to cuiluaiy sen ices within seven
years, provided the illness is certitied to have commenced
during the war, or if he died within seven years in consequence
of wounds or injuries received through the performance of
military duty, but not in action, or wholly or directly due to
war services. In thf> ca-^e of a permanent regular ullicer who
married after he reeoiveil the wound or contracted the illness,
the widow and children will not be eligible unless he
s'urvived his marriage by at least a year; and in the
case of officers of the Special Reserve or Territorial
Forces, or holding temporary commissions, the widow and
children will not be eligible for the highest or intermediate
rates unless the marriage took place before he received the
wound or contracted the illness. If an officer dies from other
causes while on full pay and his widow is disi|nalnied only
through the insufficiency of the officer's services for au ordinary
pension, she may be granted a gratuityof not less than one and
not more than three years' pay. In cases of peculiar need theArmy Council may grant an education allowance not exceeding
£35 a year for a boy and £25 for a girl, commencing at the age
of 13 and ceasing at the age of 18, with power to extend until
the age of 21 on the recommendation of a competent educa-
tional authority. The grant of double pensions for motherless
children will be discontinued.
The provisions of the Warrant are applicable to all cases

arising out of the present war, even though the casualtv
occurred before the dstte of the Warrant, but the increased
rates will not he payable for any period before March Ist, 1915,
except in the case of wounds gratuities for lieutenants and
second lieutenants.

Parents and Sisters.
A Royal Warrant, dated December 10th, 1915, was pub-

lished in Army Orders of December 15th, 1915, amending
the conditions under which allowances may be granted
to the relatives of a deceased officer. It is in substi-
tution for articles 675 and 676 of the Royal Warrant of
December 1st, 1914.

On the death of an officer who leaves no widow or legitimate

n»nfi'„n °f'"ii''°°,'^"L°°!
''"'=^. "^ *="""« «" Officer's widow topension at the liighest or the intermediate rate, allowancesmay be granted as under :

'
""""i-es

Mother.

that'-^
"mother may be granted an annual allowance, provided

bvaJori'^HrJ'fi'iv'^r'J.'^?^"'"
^" h'^'^bind is totally incapaeitated

BUiMJort he" •

' permanently deserted her and ceased to

aid
^^'' "'"''' '*''''''*'^ dependent for support upon the deceased officer

;

(cl She stressed c
1 widOH

ces and is not in receipt of
other, charitable provision ofany kind from the publl

The amount of the allowance shall be determined in each
case by the Army Council with regard to the mother's pecuniary
circumstances. It shall not in any oase exceed th'e pensionwhich would have been awarded to the officer's widow had he
left one, or the annual value of the support afforded by the
officer. It shall cease m the event of the recipient remarrvinfi
or attaining to pecuniary circumstances which in the oijiiiioii

be trlnlt^abVe"""'^''
'''^'^'Jalify her, aud shall not in any case

The father may, subject to the same conditions so far as thevare applicable, receive an allowance similar to that granted toa mother, provided he is a widower and totally incapacitated bvage or inhrmity. ' ^

rovfdc.M'^--""
sisters jointly may' be granted an allowance,

(a) Til- ive a mother:
W .}'" •

' anorphan or orphans unmarried
;

7, i,," I- ndent on the deceased officer ;

bod H ov, ,
-

I , ,

-,";''*•." V}y' "" "nable through youth or

(J, n.h
"" '" '' '''""ty to give them support:

lel iliej, ari; in distressed circumstances and are not in receipt ofany other charitable provision of any kind from the public.
The amount of the allowance shall be determined in each

case by tlie Army Council, with regard to the pecuniary
circumstances of the sister or sisters.
Not more than £50 a year shall be granted to any one sister,

and the total shall not in any case exceed the pension which
would have been awarded to the officer's widow had he left one,
or the annual value of the support afforded bv the officer.
Jixcept in special cases where the officer's sister is shown to

be unfitted by age or infirmity to earn her living, an allowance
will not be granted if she is over 21 vears of age, nor be con-
tinued beyond that age. It shall also cease in the event of the
recipient marrying or attaining to pecuniary circumstances
which in the opinion of the Army Council disqualify her.
Further, the mother or sisters of a deceased officer shall be

entitled to have granted to them, in lieu of the allowances
granted by this Warrant, the benehts of the Warrant of Decem-
ber 1st, 1914, in respect of the rank held bv the deceased officer
before the date of this Warrant.

Applications for War Pensions.
In the official report of the House ofCommons for Decem-

ber 16th the following written answer (to a question bv
Mr. Hogge) appears under the name of the Financial
Secretary to the War Office (Mr. Forster) :

Applications fob Naval War Pensions.
Offieen.

Disability and service pensions are awarded in the ordinary
course of routine without special application.
A claim for wounds or injury gratuity or pension must be

made within Ave years after the officer was wouniJed, and
should be addressed to the Secretary of the Admiralty.
Applications for pensions to widows, compassionate allow-

ances to children, or allowances to other dependants should
also be addressed to the Secretary of the Admiralty.
Such pensions and allowances commence from the dav follow-

ing the date of death of the officer—except in the case of "warran t

officers, in which the pensions commence from the date of
cessation of the period of continued separation allowance an 1

allotment—provided application be made within twelve
months. Otherwise they take effect from the date of
application.

Men.
Pensions to men are awarded in the ordinary cotirse of routine,

without special application. Payment begins normally im-
mediately after the man's discharge from the Navy or Marine;
(or discharge from hospital, if laterj.
When there is reason to suppose that a case has been ove.-

looked, or that the award is not in accord with regulation,
application should be made in writing to the Accountaiil-
General of the Navy, Admiralty, S.W.
There is no limit of time within which an application for an
i/ard I -bei
i eii-ii.n^ t(, til,, w id. 'ws and children of seamen and marines

ai-c .i,u,ir,lr.| It, tlic "I-. linai\c.iiirse of routine, without special
apiihcaii-ui, I'lMncnt Ih'l

1 ns lunmally immediately after the
cesvUi.iu ..I >(.

I
ill lilt loll allciwaiice.or when there is no separatiun

allowance, Ir.^iu .late ol death.
Where there is reason to suppose that a case has been ov. •

looked, or that the award made is not in accordance wii
regulation, application should be siade in writing to th
Director of Greenwich Hospital, Admiralty, Whitehall, S.W
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Applications for Mu-itary War Pessions.
Oficeii.

' I

! ility and service pensions to offlcers are awarded in the
oi liinry conrse of routine, witiiout special applieation. Claims
lor wounds pensions and Hrataities, and pensions for widows
Mid other dependants, sliould be made in writing to the Secre-
lar\ , War Office.

Other linnks.
Pcnsionsof all kinds are awarded in the ordinary course of

roDtino. without si>ecial application. Payment begins normally
immediately after the man's discbarge from the army (not from

,
hospital*, or in the case of widows and other dependants

vimmcdiatcly after the cessation of separation allowance.
« Wlien there is reason to suppose that a case has been ovei'-
Hoolied. or that the award made is not in accordance with regu-
flation. application should be made in writing, in the case of
;«oldiers, to the Secretary, Roval Hospital, Chelsea, and in case
iof widows or dependants to the Secretary, War OfBce.

Time Limits.
TTndcr the preamble of the Royal Warrant for PaT, payments

not cUiimed within a period of twelve months are forfeited,
nnless exceptional circumstances are shown, satisfactorily
explaining the delay. A delay in claiming pension for more
than one year thus invalidates the right to receive more than
one year's arrears of the pension, bui, does not affect the claim
to have the i>ension granted.
An officer's claim for a wounds or injury gratuity or pension

must be made within five years after he was wounded.

EXCHANGE DESIRED.
Captaik, Field Ambulance, desires exchange with another
officer at Casualty Clearing Station, General or Stationary
Hospital, B.E.F. Address No. 6050, BRITISH Medical JouRN.iL
Office, 429, Strand, W.C.

laubltc Icaltlj

r(>OU LAW MEIJIOAL SERVICES.

POOR LAW ADMINISTRATION.
Reduction op Work.

Tiir. President of the Local Government Board has notifica
in .1 circular dated December 17th, t6 boards of guardians,
that in view of the depletion of the staffs both of the boards
of guardians themselves and of the central authority,
owing to the large number of men who have joined or will
shortly join His Majesty's forces, it is recognized that
some reduction of the work which normally falls upon
Poor Law authorities and the department is necessary.
Mr. Long considers that the ordinary methods of adminis-
tration should, so far as practicable, be modiUed and
adapted to the present exceptional circumstances. A list
is given of the matters in which for the present applica-
tions for sanction or reports may bo dispensed with. They
Include

:

Tlu- rtappointmentsof district medical officers who are not
in their district and who require to be reappointed

illy. (For a further period similar to the last and upon
terms.)
itmentof temporary substitutes for officers absent on
military service, or prevented by sickness or accident

< performance of their duties. (It will, however, be
at that arrangements relating to the office of clerk to
lians, or to principal officers of institutions, should be
.0 this department. Men eligible for military service
not be appointed unless already attested under the

• 'Tuiting arrangements.)
1

1
and general relief arrangements approved for a tem-

1
Mvriod. (l'"or a further year.)

I'aMjifcnt of reasonable fees to medical officera for minor
operations and assistance of anaesthetists.
Alterations of the dietary tables made in conformity with the

regulations in the Poor Law Institutions Order, 1913.

In all or any of these cases, if the guardians so desire,
sanction may be understood to be given withont any
reference to the department.
After .January 1st, 1916, monthly instead of weekly

reports on pauperism will be required, and certain other
minor reductions in time and material can be made. The
circular concludes as follows

:

V;,:. i.oardof guardians will no doubt And other means of
lung the work of their staff, and in particular Mr. Long

'•: them carefully to consider to what extent it would
jable, without detriment to the efficiency of their con-
reduce the number of meetings both of the board of

guar liuTis and of the various committees. The substitution of
monthly for fortnightly meetings would, in Mr. Long's opinion,
be quite justifiable during the period of the war.

JKubico-IC^gal.

PASSPORT APPLICATIONS : A WARNING.
A cHAR(JE has been heard at Bow Street police court against
Dr. A. U. Vassie, a well-known practitioner in Hampatead, iu
resi)ect of a declaration signed by him on the strength of which
a passport to travel in Europe was issued on August 3rd, 1914,

_ 1 fenced to ten years'
penal servitude. The defendant in liis evidence said, according
to the report in the Time.i, that Mr. liiMesheimer, formerlv
head of a lai-ge publishing business, with whom and with several
members of his family he had had an intimate professional
acquaintance for thirteen yeai-s, had introduced his niece to
him, saying that she wished to go to Germany to nurse her
mother. He put a numberof questions to her as to her mother's
illness, and after being assured by Mr. Hildesheimer as to her
position, he had felt justified in recommending her for a pass-
liort. The evidence was corroborated by Mr. Hildesheimer, but
the magistrate committed the defendant for trial, allowing bail
in his own recognizances of £50.

DR. R. MURRAY LESLIE v. DR. CASSELL'S MEDICINE
COMP.ANY, LIMITED.

In the Chancery Division, on December 21st, Mr. Justice Sar-
geant had before him a motion at the instance of Dr.R. Murrav
Leslie for an injunction restraining the Dr. Cassells Medicine
Company, Limited, from publishing or making any advertise-
ments representing or calculated to induce the belief that Dr.
Leslie recommended or approved of or had any connexion with
any medicines or remedies sold by the company or associated
with the name of "Dr. Cassell." The circumstances under
which the injunction was sought were these : On October 20th
last Dr. Leslie delivered a public lecture at the Institute of
Hygiene in London on the subject of war strain and its pre-
vention, and a summarized report ai<peared in the public press.
The Dr. Cassells Mediciue Company, Limited, who were tho
vendors of " Dr. Cassell's tablets," thereupon inserted in the
advertisements which they published in the press a reference
to Dr. Leslie and to the lecture he had given in tenns which
gave the impression that Dr. Leslie leconimended or approved
of the " tablets " which the company purveyed. The company
did not resist the proceedings, and Mr. .Justice Sargeaut granted
Dr. Leslie an injunction iu the terms asked for.

Eniba'sitifs auD Colkiji's.

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
At the next examination for entrance scholarships and exhibi-
tions at Downing College, Cambridge, commencing on February
29tli, 1916, preference will be given to prospective students of
law or medicine. This preference is iu accordance with the
tenns of the original charter of the college. Further informa-
tion can be obtained from Mr. J. H. Widdicombe, tutor of the
College.

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tions indicated

:

Second M.B.,Ch.B.—Pa )(^ ; R. A. Coote, S. G. Evans. S D S
Greval. Pho;bo A. Ince, W. A. Jackson, V. E. Jones, G. A.
Mitchell, S. G. Mohomed. W. L. da Sitva, G. S. Swan. H G.
Young. PartB: A. L. Davies. W. H. Evans.S. M. A. I'aruqi.
II. P. Williams.

FiNAi, M.B., Ch.B—Pari I: E. H. T. Ciimmingg, R. I. Dngglo,
E. H. Eastwood. Constant M. Edwards, R. B. Evans. A. J. B.
Griffln, W. Griffiths. I. J. I^ipkin, Huby E. McBirnie, B. Nixon,
*C. V. Pearson. B P. Piokerton. "E. S. Stiibbs, It. C. ^yatt.
Part II: M. Azer, +E. H. Eastwood, W. Grifflths.

Diploma in Tropical Meduine.—a. H. Pearson, J. Wood.
Diplopia in Ophtluilmic Sv.racr>j.—S,. P. Eatnakar.

* Disticction in pathology.
I Distinction in theraiwutics. forensic medicine, and toxicolofiy.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OP MANCECESTER.
The following candidates have been approved at the examina-
tions indicated:

First M.B., Fart III. Organic Chemistry and Bio-Chemistry.—
H. P. Fay. P. L. Pickett.

Skconb M.B.—Abdoh Nooman, T. H. Almond, Sybil Bailey. Mary
G. Cardwell, T. CoIIey. A. M. Cotes. S. E. Critchley. P. L. Heap.
P. S. Horrocks, A. W. Kirkham. 'J Mills. Kathleen O'Donneil,
E. J. Schwartz. V. T. Bmith. G. E. Wadsworth. (Aiiat07?iy)

:

F. L. •Whincui).
* Distinction in physiology.

TnmD M.B,. Cn.B.-CQenyra! Pathology and Uariid Anatomy)
a. E. Archer, Mercy D. Barber, W. T. G. Boul. Hilda K. Brade,
Fiances G. Bullougb. C. P. J. Carnithera. Kathleen E. Cass.
Ruth E. Conway, W. C. C. Easton, J. Holker. N. Kletz. E. N. P.
Martland, J. A. Panton, R. S. Paterson. Elizabeth C. Powell.
J. Schlosberg, D. M. Sutherland II. Tuyl.n-. (Pharmacology
and Therajieutics) Mercy D. Barber, J. Charnloy, J. C. T.
Fiddea. (.Hygiene) Mercy D. Barbuv, J. Charnley.

Fi.NAi, M.B.. Ch B.—H. W. Bennett. W. llalliwell, J. D. Kenyon,
J. P. C. O'Mera, C. G. Todd, L Walton.
Obstetrics an>l Surgery: R. Cbevasent. Obstetrics avil

Medicine: G. Lapage. Forensic Medicine and Toxicology:
11. Chadwick, J. B. Leigh.
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CNIVEKSITY or EDINBORGH.
Graduation Ceremonial.

The numbsr of degrees couferred at the graduation cei'emonial

of December 17th was smaller than usual, owing to the fact

that a special graduation ceremony was held last October.
Tliere were eight graduates for the M.D., and nineteen for the
3t.B.,Ch.B.
The Vice-chancellor, Sir William Turner, K.C.B., who con-

ferred the degrees, said in his address tha.t the past year had
been one of anxiety, and had witnessed a great fall in the
number of students.' The university had sought to show to the
country and to the whole world that it was alive to its re-

sponsibilities. It had furnislied a great accession to the army
and to the navy, not only in connexion with its great specialty
—education in medicine—but also in the other faculties,

more especially in those of law, science, and arts. The
degrees granted that day were mainly in medicine, and
between December, 1914, and December, 1915, the university
liad conferred degrees of M.B., B.Ch. on 194 candidates;
bad promoted 34 graduates of previous years to be M.D.

;

and two medical graduates to the degree of B.Sc. iu public
Iisalth. The number of medical students in the present winter
was 676, as covnpareil with 1,111 at the corresponding period
in 1913. The diminution in the number of students of medicine
in the first year, 147 as compared with 188 in 1913, was not so
great as might have been anticipated, but it must be remembered
that the students in medicine, and, indeed, in the other
faculties, entering for their first year, were becoming students
under conditions much more serious than any students in the
]iasi liad ex}.erienced, because the needs of the nation would
undoubtedly call on some of them to do their duty as young
men eom.petent to share in the responsibilities of the nation,
and to help to fight for the country through this formidable
and long-enduring war.
The following is a list of those on whom degrees were

conferred

:

M.D.—i:. C •
.

I
' TiOgan, *S. M'Naughton, Adelaide A.

Renbii I P. Stewart, Vattaparampil Sankara
Valial'

M.B.,Ciil . r.Corliill.sH. P. Ferguson. !G.W.M.
Final. ' losh, K. L. Impey, H. H. Kirk, A. J.
M'lv. 1 l;vai Majmundav, Kumud Sankar Raj',

A.J. 1> Idoy. G. M. Torrance, R. A. Warters,
lUiams, Tin Po Woo. Margaret KirkJ. A

Jolly
B.Sc. fl-'j

ACfnr'ic'i for thesis. t Commended for tbcBis.

t Passed with first-class honours.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF EDINBURGH.
At a meeting of the College on December 15th the following
gentlemen, having passed the requisite examinations between
October 4th a;ui Gtli, v.cic- admitted Fellows:

James F. :
!'. IJuiv. Glasg.. Shettleston, Glasgow:

Sbyn.:, ,,ihja. L.R.ii.S.E., etc., Ilalisahar,
Hcus. '.> da Toit. M.D.Uuiv Edin., Royal
M'esii., :c Hospital. London, W.C. ; Arthur
Owen i... .; . ... i- . I. ij.li.Univ. New Zeal., Reifiate, Surrey,
EnglaD.l ; J;uin-.i Norman Jackson Hartley. M.B., Ch.B.Univ.
Edin., Edinbnvgh : Alfred William Macbeth. M.D., C M. Queen's
Univ., Kingston, Ontario, Canada, L.O.P. andS. Sasltatcbewan,
Edinburgh.

Obituarg.

GEORGE ALLAN HERON, M.D.,

5VLTIX

F.R.C.P.,

IT3TCIAN, CUT OF LOSDOS HOSPIIAI. FOR DIoEftES
OF Tnr. cnnsT.

Dr. George All.^s Heeon, whose death in London on
December 10th was briefly announced in our last issue,

wa.s born in G]asr;o-\- in' 1845. Ho received his early

cili; ;': .\ ,
'

'

\ in Glasgow. He studied medi-

cih' I •t Glasgow and at University
<:(.:- 1 I, luated M.B. and G.M.Glasg. in

1&67 .,1..; .-l.l'. .i. ..--. Uc took the diploma of D.P.H.
in 1877 and Lh.tt of M.R.C.P.Lond. in 1880. He was
elected F.R.C.P. in 1887. As a young man he studied also

iu Berlin and Pr.ris, but he always insisted that though he
learnt much in foreign schools his real teacher in the true

2Ki-jciples of the science and art of medicine was Sir

William Gairdner of Glasgow, where, at the Royal
lufirrnary. Heron held resident appointments. After

holding the appointment of assistant medical officer

to the Glamorgan County Asylum, Dr. Heron practised in

the south of England for a few years, but ultimately

settled as a consulting physician in London. He became
a member of the staff of the City of London Hospital for

Diseases of the Chest, Victoria Park, and henceforth took

a great mteiest in pulmonary phthisis and other forms of

tuberculosis. He worked with Professor Koch before the

lesearches of that pathologist became public property, and
received Koch as his guest when he visited England.

Heron was one of the first physicians in this country to

whom Koch communicated the result of liis researches as
to cholera and the hopes he eutortaiued as to the first

tuberculin treatment. He -submitted the treatment to

a prolonged and careful test in the Victoria Park Hos-
pital, and in this work, as Dr. Vincent Harri-s informs us,

he was intimately associated with Ids colleagues, of whom
Dr. Harris was one. Notwithstan<ling many failures some
striking results were occasionally observed, and Heron to

the last appeared to believe in its etficac3'. He was a
shrewd and trained observer, but his opinions in this

matter may have been biassed by his friendship for Kocli

and admiration for his powers as a leader in experimental
medicine. Dr. Heron published a book on the Evidences oj

the Communicability of Consumption in 1890, and con-

tributed much to the dissemination of Koch's views as tc

tuberculosis both by papers contributed to the transac-

tions of societies .nnd by the speeches with which he fre-

quently intervened in debates. He was a member and for

some time president of the Assurance Medical Society, anc
in 1899 contributed to its Froceedings a paper on tht

extra ratings of healthy lives.

Dr. Heron was for many years a member of the Briti.sl;

Medical Association. He served on the council of fh«

Metropolitan Counties Branch for four or five years, and
was chairman of its Finance Committee. He became
member of the Central Council in 1903. and took an active

part iu drafting a scheme of individual medical defence fc

members of the British Medical Association. This was i

subject to which he had long given attention. He was oni

of the chief founders of the London and Counties Medina
Protection Society in 1892 and its treasurer from tha

time until he was elected president in 1913 on the deatl

of Sir Jonathan Hutchinson. During practically the whol
period Dr. Heron acted as chairman of the council of tb
society, which at its meeting on December 16th adopte(

a resolution putting on record its deep sense of the grea

loss sustained by the society by the death of one wh
devoted so much valuable time and energy during tweuty
three years to its interests.

Dr. Hei;on was a man of striking proseace, and in hi

day a good cricketer. He was a Liberal in politics and
member of the Reform Club. He was a widower, bn

leaves three sons who survive him, one now serving in th

army.

The death is announced of Dr. Tiiom.^s Rigg, of Burgh
by-Sands, Cumberland, aged 73 years. He was a nativ

of Cumberland, graduated M.D.Edin. in 1864, and in th

same year took the diploma of M.R.C.S.Eng. After tw.

years spent as a ship surgeon, daring which he mad
several voyages to Australia and China,' he settled in ISfr

at Burgh "and remained in practice for 45 jears, whei

failing health compelled him to retire from active worli

He had a large country practice, and was held in higl

esteem by the community in v.-hich he worked for so lonj

He died on December 2nd, and was interred ou Decembe
6th in the village churchyard in the presence of a Targ

number of friends from over a wide area.

We regret to announce the death of Dr. .John Alexande
Pi.\YNER, which occurred at his residence, Stamford Hill, N
on December 7th. He had been in failing health fo

several months past, and the end was not uuexpectec

Dr. Rayner was born on August 9th, 1845, at Queen's Roac

Da'ston.and was the only son of the late Dr. John Raynei

one of the most successful of local family practitioner.'

He was educated at Homer House, Dalstou, and King'

College. He graduated B.A.Lond. in 1871 and rcccivei

the diploma of M.R.C.S. in 1868. After several years

experience in the Midlands he returned to London am

took over the practice of his father, and soon endcarci

himself to a large circle of patients. In 1893 he was joinct

in practice by Dr. David Ross and retired in 1908 01

account cf failing eyesight. Dr. Rayner's whole intercs

was centred in his work, and by his sterling honesty am
integrity he won the confidence and esteem of his patients

In private life he was genial, cultured, and most hospitable

and had a wide circle of friends. Dr. Rayner was un

married, but had the lifelong devoted companionship of

his eldest sister, for whom much .sympathy is felt. II

was a member of the City Division of the British IMcOica

Association and of the Aesculapian Society.
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Dk. Marcel Oui, whose death was recently announced
in tlic British Medical Jocrnal, was born at Sauinur iu
186a He studied tiret at tlie Medical School of Kochefort,
•ftcrwards at Boiileaux. In 1895 lie became agriqc in
obstetrics at Lille. At the end of his term of office he
was appoinUf*] assistant professor. In 1907 a chair of
obstetrics and infantile hygiene was created for him ; iu
1910 this was transformed into a chair of clinical mid
wifcry. Iu 1911 Oui was elected a corresponding member
of the Academic de Mi'deeine, and in 1912 he received the
distinction of Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. On tlic
outbreak of the war ho otTei-ed himself for service with the
army. Forced to leave Lille when it was occupied by the
Germans, he worked successively as surgeoii in several
military hospiuUs; finally ho was appointed inspector of
the first sector of the eighteenth region. The arduous
work of that post, which involved coustant travelling,
imdermincd his health, and his life of usefulness was
brought to a premature end after an urgency operation.
'J'he L'niversity of Bordeaux was officially repVeseuted at
the fmieral, and tlie dean, Professor Siga'las, delivered an
appreciative atldress at the graveside.

Dk. .John Allan died on December 4th at Ardi-ossan iu
his 57th year. He studied medicine in the University of
Glasgow, and graduated as M.B. and CM. in 1885, and
M.I), in 1891. He practised iu Ardrossan with one of his
five brothers, all of whom entered the medical professiou.
He siient a gooil mauy j-ears in South Africa, and held a
commission during the Boer war as major in a battalion
raised for the protection of the mines iu the Johannesburg
district. On the outbreak of the European war he organ-
ized the Ardrossan Red Cross Hospital, of which he was
honorary commandant to the time of his death. He
leaves a widow aud three children, the elder son being
at picsent iu France with the Commercial Battaliuii^

Di!. Edward Livingston Tkudevc, the well-kuowu
pioneer of the open-air treatmeut of tuberculosis iu
America, died at Sarauac Lake, the name of which he
had made famous, on November 15th. He was born at
New York in 1848, and took his degree at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of that city in 1871. In 1872
he began to practise in New York, but two years later he
was pronounced to be dying of consumption, and retired
to Sarauac to speud what remained to him of life iu the
pure air of the Adirondack Mountains. His health was
so much benefited, however, that he was able to strike out
a new path of work in the treatment of tuberculosis. In
1885 he founded the Adirondack Cottage Sanatorium for
the treatment of Incipient tuberculosis in working men
and women. From small beginnings it has grown into an
institution with accommodation for more than a hundred
patients. It is conducted on a semi- charitable basis, aud
was managed by Trudeau without salary. Among many
distiugui.shed persons who sought health at Saranac was
KoJ>crt Louis Stevenson, who, always fond of doctors,
became a fast friend of Trudeau. In 1894 Trudeau built
the Sarauac Lake Laboratory for the Study of Tubercu-
losis

;
it was the first institution of the kind established

in the United States. Much valuable work, largely deal-
ing with the question of immunity, has come from this
scientific workshop. Trudeau contributed largely to
medical literature ou subjects relatiug to tuberculosis.
Tlie honorary degree of M.Sc. was conferred upon him by
Columbia University in 1899, that of LL.D. by McGill
Lniversity, Montreal, in 1904, aud the University of
Pcuusylvania iu 1913. Ho was president of the Eighth
Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons held at
\\ ashington in 1910. He was a man of great intellectual
gifts and of fine cliaracter. So fruitful has been Trudeau's
work that m the thirty-one years that have elapsed since
tje Cottage Sanatorium at Saranac Lake was opened, the
faumber of similar institutions has increased till now there
are in the United States (according to the Journal of Ihn
Amrrican Medical Associalion) 575 sanatoriums and hos-
pitals with a capacity of 35,000 beds, 450 tuberculosis dis-
pensaries, and more than 1,000 doctors and over 4,000
nurses who give themselves wholly to the study and
trcatmout of the disease.
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Godfrey died very suddenly on
October 21st at his residence, Sroom Hill, Dripscy, co
t ork. He received his professional education at McGili
( oUego, Montreal, iiualifying as M.D. and CM. in 1865
Jn the same year he took the diplomas of L.R.C.P.,
L.U.CS.Edin., and wrote an essay on diphtheria He was
for some time physician to the Southampton Dispensary.

Dr. William Omand Sclater, whose death was announcedm the Journal of November 27tli, p. 797, was born in
Orkney thirty-one years ago. He commenced practice at
Ipoh, Perak, with his friend and contemporary. Dr. W P
Chrystall, four years ago. After the death of Dr. Chry.stali
in I-ebruary Dr. Sclater was continuously overworked,
but once a week he never failed to be on parade with the
Malay States Volunteers.

Fleet Sdrgeon John Fkedeiiick Mitchell, R.N. (retired)
died recently in London, aged 84. He took the diploma of •

Jl.K.Cb. m 1856, joined the navy iu the same year,
became staff surgeon in 1875, aud fleet surgeon iu 1878.

-V RELATIVE of the late Deputy Surgeon- Geueral Williaii
Farquhar, Madras Medical Service (retired), who died
in London on October 15tli, and obituary notice of

,
British Medical Journal of

Aovcmber 13th, has sent us some further interesting
particulars of his early life before he entered the Indian'
Medical Service. While a medical student, in 1852, he
made a voyage to the .Vrctic regions in medical char.'o of
the whaler Spit;.hergen, of Peterhead, ou her maiden
voyage. After a very successful season the ship was
caught in the ice, and by a fortnight's alternate crush-
ing aud release became a total loss. The crew were fortu-
nately saved by another ship. After qualifying, in 1853,
lie sailed from London to New Zealand as medical officer
of the Northfleet, a passenger ship, which after laudiu"
her passengers at Auckland went on to Hono Komi^
There he joined the P. and O. service, in which he servedm eight different vessels between Suez and Sliaii-'liai,
lucidentally seeing a good deal of the Taipin.r rebdlion
while serving on the China coast. He rctmucd home in
1856, and entered the Indian Medical Service ou May 28th
1853, passing third on the list. While in the service, in
addition to the posts previously mentioned, he held the
Sauitary Commissionership of Madras for some time in
1886, and in 1890, before his retirement, acted for a brief
period as surgeougeueral with the Government of Madras.

The Hon. James Edwin Robertson, M.D., died at
Montague, Prmce Edward Island, on October 19th aged 76
He was born at Peith, P.B.I., in 1840, was educated at
the Charlottetown Academy, and took the degree of M D
from McGiU University in 1865. He was a member of the
provincial parliament from 1870 to 1882, when he became
a member of the Canadian House of Commons. In 1902
he was made Liberal Senator.

Mthkai ^elus.

Cornell University has received a bequest of £10,000
from Mrs. Sarah Manning Sage to be applied to the
promotion of medical science by research.
The Governmeut of Saskatchewan will in future pay

25 dollai-s to a mother on the birth of a child, and 15 dollars
to the doctor who attends her.
On -December 20th the Queen visited Upper Lodge.

Bushey Park, which has been lent by the King to the
Canadian Red Cross Society for a convalescent hospital tor
(he Canadian contingents. Her Majesty was received bv
Surgeon-General G. Carlton .Jones, Director of Cauadian
Medical Services, and Colonel C. A. Hodgctts, CanadianRed Cross Society.
Under the auspices of the American Red Cross an

organization has been formca to raise funds for the estab-
lishment of a hospital in Parisforthe treatment of wounds
of the face. The new hospital will be devoted to skin
grafting and plastic surgery for the treatmeut o£ dis-
figurements.

J'HE first number of a new medical periodical, entitled,
7 In- Tournal oj Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, appeared
at St. Louis in October: The editor is Professor Victor G.
^ augban.' It is intended " to bring discovery and its appli-
cation closer together, to supply the research Tuan with
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Dumfries and Galloway Division: National
Insurance, 169—Amalgamation of InsuiancL-
Commissions, 169

Dundee: Proposed amalgamation of the In-
surance Commissions, 169

Edinburgh Branch: War emergency. 33—
Annual meeting. 33—Annual report, 33—
Queen Mary Nursing Home. 33 -Invest-
ments. 33

Edinburgh : Expenses of Committee. 201—
Free medical attendance. 201-Insurance
Committee. 45—Panel Committee. 160, 201—
Proposed commercial drug taritt", 160—Pro-
viding substitutes during temporary ab-
sence. 160—Share of expenses of Central
Bureau. 160

Edinburgh and Leith Division : War emer-
gency. 20, 167-Annual meeting, 33—Matters
referred to Divisions, 33

Edinburgh and the war emergency, 20

England and Wales, list of recruitmg areas.

prescrip-Sssex: Certificates, 44—Checl
tions. 201-Continuance in office till 1916. 44
—Local Medical and Panel Committe(
201—Medical representatives uponlnsu
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Essex (South) Division ; War ei

Annual Representative Meeti
Fund. 72

Exeter: Drug tariff, 179

Fees for life insurance, 12, 27, 33, 34—Report to
Council, 12

Fife Branch : Annual meeting. 17
Fifeshire : Cost of checkinK prescriptions, 150

-Drug tariff, 150—Local Medical and Panel

105
FoBBES, Lieut. Charles : The Insurance Acts
Committee and its work, 109

Forfar Couuty: Allocation, 122—Election of
chairman, 122—Local Meriical Committee,
122—Medical referees, 122—Panel Com-
mittee, 122—Postponement of elections of
Local Medical and Panel Committees, 122—
Rural areas, 122

FoTHEBGiLi-, E. Rowland : National Insur-
ance, the Government grant of 2s. 6d. per
insured person to panel practitioners, 89—
Proposed commercial taritl', 134

General Medical Council. Nee Council
Glamorgan : Deductions from paymentp to
doctors, 80— I'anel Committee, 80, 226—Un-
allotted persons, 80

Glasgow, National Insurance, opposition of
Scottish chemists to the commercial tariff,

224—Drug Accounts Committee of Bcotland.
224

Gloucestershire: Checker's salary, 79. 201 —
Conference of Local Medical and Panel
Committees, 79 -Excessive prescribing, 79
—Fee for attendauce on a panel patient, 79
—Local Medical and Panel Committee, 79,

201—Terms of service, 201—Tuberculosis
notification, 201

Gbant, Lachlan: National Insurance and
incapacity for work, 102

Greenwood, Major: National Insurance,
proposed commercial tariff, 133

Hampshire practitioners and' the war emer-
gency, 131

Hampstead Division: Belgian Belief Fund,
18—Matters referred to Divisions, 18

Harding. R. : National Insurance, special
mileage grant. 142

Harrison. James: National Insurance, the
proposed commercial tariff. 154

Harrogate Division : Members serving, 42—
Honorary members of Division, 42

Hatnes, Edmund Lyill, case of, 199
Hedonal or other anaesthetics, action of on
animals (John Donald). 105

Hereford Oounty: attendance on insured
persons. 159—Local Medical and Panel Com-
mittee, 159—Payments to panel practi-
tioners. 159—Pricing of prescriptions, 159—
Proposed commercial drug tariff. 159

Hick, Henry: War emergency. 194
Highlands and Islands Medical Board-
schemes for grants. 93. .See also Insurance

Hospitals, public : Proposed dut^ -free alcohol
in. 20. 148—Letter to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, 20-New subclause, 148

Hyde Division : Annual Meeting. 33—Fees for
medical examination for life insurance, 33

duties (Dr. McV
Approved societies and compensation eases
(Skelton V. Baxter), 207

Certificates in respect of insured persons in
asylums. 200

Certification of sickness benefits in Ireland,
140—The Commissioners' scheme ac-
cepted, 140

Charges against practitioners, inquiries by
the Insurance Commissioners : Cam-
bridge (case of Robert Elwell Naish), 173
—Liverpool (case of J. D. McFeely). 173

Conference between the British Medical
Association and the Friendly Societies'
Medical Alliance. 66—Minutes, 66-Wliole-
time service, 66—Conditions of payment,
66—Free choice. 67— Position of institution
doctor as regards complaints. 67—Ap-
proval of rules of institution by the Asso-
ciation as far as they affect the medical
officer, 67—Safeguard against use of insur-

Insurance, National {continued)
ance funds to finance attendance on de-
pendants, 67—Opposition to future exten-
sions, 68—Minutes of conference, 68

Conference of representatives of Local
Medical and Panel Committees, 68. 88—
Deputation to Commissioners, 68, 88— In-
surance Acts Committee. 88

Debility as a diagnosis: The opinions of
two judges, a friendly society, and the
Commissioners, 146

Deductions from accounts, 165-Euler the
moneylender, 165—Questions in parlia-
ment, 165—Where the shoe pinches. 165

Deductions from panel patients, 207
Deputation to Insurance Joint Committee,
68.88

Draft standing orders for Panel Committees,
231

Drug Accounts Committee of Scotland, 225
Drug tariff, proposed commercial, opposi-
tion by Scottish chemists, 166

Drug tariff, report of Departmental Com-
mittee, 131. 139

Excessive prescribing. See Prescribing
Estimates, 36
Handbook for the Use of Insurance ('am-

mitlefs in Scotland. 205
Hiehlands and Islands Medical Board

:

Scheme for grants. 93—A. Grants to
medical practitioners, 93—B. Grants to
district nursing associations. 95 -C. Grants
to hospitals for ambulance services, 95

—

D. Grants towards the provision or im-
provement of houses for doctors and
nurses. 96—E- Grants towards specialized
services, 96 — F. Grants towards extension
of telegraph and telephone facilities. 97

Insurance Acts, suggested parhamentary
inquiry into. 215

Insurance (.'ommissiono. proposed amal-
gamation of. 158. 165, 169. 179

Insurance patients discharged from the
army, treatment of, 159, 166—New pro-

nal regulations, 159. 166—A correc-
tion. 166

158

158-JIr

Irish medical men and Insurance
missioners. 38. See also Ireland,
Reports of local action

Limitation of right of transfer of i

patients of a practitioner abse
military service, 166. See also Ins
patients discharged from the army

Maternity benefit and approved socie

Medical benefit; Return to of soldiers and
sailors, 145-Renfrew scheme, 145—Regu-
lations, 179

Nonpaoel doctors and National Insurance
certificates, 102. 115

Panel chemists in Scotland. 216
Payment for domiciliarytreatment of tuber-
culous insured persons, memorandum on
method of. 14

PrescribiuK, excessive, 83. 145 — Croydon
Panel Committee's circular, 83—Case of
Dr. X. recently heard, 145

Present attitude of the medical iirofession
towards the Insurance Act (J. tirtonl. 120

Pricing of prescriptions under tlie commer-
cial tariff, 230

Reductions in advances to insurance practi-
tioners, opinions of solicitor on. 15

Scottish panel chemists. 200, 216, 224. 230
Surcharging: .\n injunction against an in-

surance committee (Charles W. Moore v.

Borough of Leicester). 187. 190— O'Neill v.

County of Middlesex Insurance Commit-
tee, 231

Surrey Friendly Societies Council. 122

Treatment of insurance patients discharged
from tlie army. See Insurance patients

War Emergency Committee and. 130

Correspondence. 22. 30, 38, 45, 89, 102,

108, 133. 141. 150, 154, 202. 231
Deductions for soldiers, 45
Dr. McFeelys case, 202
Economy in postage, 202
Government grant of 28. 6d. per insured
person to panel practitioners. 89

Insurance Acts Committee and its work,
108. 151

Juvenile contract rates. 30
Method of payment for domiciliarytreat-
ment of tuberculous insured persons, 22

Mileage. 154

National insurance and incapacity for
work, 102

Proportional representation, 38
Proposed commercial tariff, 133, 141, 150,

"Rep. mist.." 231
Special mileage grant. 142

Surcharging of panel practitioners. 38,

Acts CojnnTTEE :

; to doctors. 177, 186

lint of Chairman. 87
jcnt of Executive Subcommittee,

87
Central Insurance Defence Fund, 88
Drug tariff. 108. 117, 158. 169. 175—Memo-
randum on possible changes of medical
benefit regulations. 117—Letter from Sir
Robert Morant, 119— Letter to secre-
taries of Local Medical and Panel Com-
mittees, 175—Appendix. 176

Election of representative members, 87
Insured tuberculous persons and institu-
tional treatment, 87

Letter to National Health Insurance
Committee re deductions from quarterly
cheques, 177—Reply.of Commissioners,
186

Munition workers, 158

Nurses as sick visitors, 87
Payments to medical practitioners, 158
Scottish Central Bureau for checking
prescriptions. 158

Signing of medical certificates. 158

Suspension from medical benefit. 158

Irish Medical Committee :

Annual meeting of delegates, 19
Circulation of matter by the Irish Insur-
ance Commissioners detrimental to the
honour of the profession, 19

Dispensary doctors as medical certifiers

for their own districts. 19
Medical certificates for sickness and sana-
torium benefits, 19

Medical deputations to parish committees.

Medical referees under the Ini

in Ireland. 19
Relations of the profession w

certifiers, 19

Act

Oeficial Documents ;

Official handbook to administration, 205

Quarterly list, 153

Parliamentary QnESTioNS, 22, 30, 36, 74

151, 166. 170. 179. 201, 207. 217, 225, 231

Belgian refugees, 74
Certification in Ireland, 217
Checking bureaux. 227
Criticisms of administration, 226
Drug Fund. 217
Drug supplies, 22. 30
Identification of insurance cards. 74

Insurance estimates, statement by Chair-
man of National Insurance Joint Com-
mittee. 36—The English, Welsh, and
Scottish Commissions, 37 -The Irish
Commission, 37

Irish Insurance Commissioners, 191

Medical benefit regulations, 201, 207, 227

Medical Service Subcommittee, 151

Number of panel doctors, 231

Overdue balances (payments to panel
doctors), 179 |

Proposals for retrenchment, 170
_

I
Proposed amalgamation of Commissions,
227

Regulations and explanatory circulars, 217

Sanatorium benefit funds, 191. 201

Scotland .and the commercial drug tariff.

Tuberculosis dispensary service, 74

Tuberculosis cases, 217
Tuberculous soldiers 207, 217
Unallocated funds, 37

Untraced contribution cards, 217

Welsh Insurance Commission, 166

Intestinal infections, chronic (Nathan Mutch),
106

Ireland: National Insurance -Local Govern-
ment Board and medical certifiers, 30—Medi-
cal certification under the Act in Ireland. 37,

224 -Certification of sickness benefits, 140—
The Commissioners' scheme accepted, 140—
Payment of sickness benefits under the Act,
177—Administration of sanatorium benefit,

177—Medical certification, 224

Ireland and the war emergency, 157—Dis-
pensary medical officers, 157

Irish Committee. See Committee
Irish Medical Committee (Insurance Act). .See

Insurance, National
Isle of Ely Division : War emergency, 170—
Annual meeting 170

Isle of Ely : National Insurance—Chemists'
accounts, 179—Proposed commercial tariff,

179
Isle of Wight : Local Medical and Panel Com-
mittees, 201—" Rep. mist.." 201—Terms of

service, 201

.Iacoces, Robert : War
Compensation Fund, 200

JOUEBN National Insurance— " Rep.
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Kensington Division: Annual meeting. 18—
Medical ftttendance on dependauts. 18—
Annual Representative Meeting. 18

Kp.F.SK. Lieut. C. : Trench foot, 107

Kensington Division: War emergency. 193—
Annual u)eetin«. 18—Medical attendance on
dependants, 18—.\nnual Representative
Meeting, 13

Kirkcaldy: Local Me<lical Committee, 154

—

Medical comforts, 154

Lanark County : Conference of representatives
"f Local Medical and Panel Committees. 45

Doctors' prescriptions for April. 45—
i:iciliary treatment. 45—Local Medical

i Panel Committees, 45. 167—Payments to
•itioners. 167—Secretary, 45—Temporary
ients. 167

; .a-hire: Deductions from doctors' lists.

159—Excessive prescribing, 79, 132. 216—Final
certificates, 191—Local Medical and Panel
Committees, 191. 216—Medical certification,

79—Milage scheme. 132— Panel Committee,
79. 132. 159—PasTuents to panel practitioners,
132—Pricing of prescriptions under the com-
mercial tariff. 230—Proposed commercial
tariff. 160—Rules for the administration of
medical benefit, 160-Term of office of Panel
Committee. 132

Leicestershire Insurance Committee. 216
Lindspy: National Insurance. 160 — Local
Medical and Panel Committee. 160—Pay-
ment of expenses of Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee. 160

LiTTLEWooD. Lieut -Col. H. ; The war emer-
gency, 137

Liverpool : Allocation of surplus funds, 45—
Charges against practitioners (Dr. J. D.
McFeely). 173—Conference of Local Medical
and Panel Committees, 45—Co-option of
members, 89—Election of the committee. 45
—Election of officers. 89 -Panel Committee.
44, 89, 153. 216—Proposed commercial drug
tariff, 153-"Reii mist.." 45—Revised for-

mulary. 45—Sanatorium benefit, 89
Local Government Board in Ireland and the
war emergency, 229

London Insurance Committee ; Admission of
tuberculous insured i>ersons to Poor Law
infirmaries, 206—Allegation against a panel
practitioner, 206—Alleged undue economy
after surcharge. 22—Dispensary treatment
of tuberculosis. 73. 148—Duties of a full-time
medical adviser. 73—Finance and sana-
torium benefit. 148—Medical lists and the
war, 206—Number of deposit contributors,
148—Practitioners on war service. 74—Pay-
ments to |)anel ijractitioners. 178—Reorgani-
zation of office stall, 22—Sanatorium benefit
and finance. 178

London Panel Committee : Army recruiting,
200—Constitution of committee, 43 -Dis-
pensing fees at half rates. 44—Effect of war
on insurance practice. 149—Excessive pre-
scribing, alleged, 171, 201—Medical benefit
regulations (19161. 178— Payment to practi-
tioners. 178— Proposed commercial drug
tariff, 148—Remuneration of practitioners. 44

'Rep. mist.." 200—Revision of drug tarifi",

179
Deduc

McFeelv. case of, 173. 202
McKENiiiE, Ivy : .\rterio-8clerosis and its

relation to kidney disease. 106
McVAiL.Dr. : Administration of the Insurance
Act, difficulties and duties. 189

Maidstone Division : Election of officers, 33
Marttn-Lf-ake. Captain Arthur, \.o. .and the
Gold Medal of the Association. 2. 26

Marylebone : War emergency, 214
Matters referred to Divisions, 1. 18. 33. 34. 41,
42—Supplementary report of Council, 1

Medical attendance on dependants. 18. 28. 29.

34, 41 —Conference of Sheffield Division. 29—
Nuneaton branch of Soldiers' and Sailors'
Families Association. 29

Medical benefit. See Insurance Act
Medical practitioners and dental treatment of

soldiers, 223
Medical profession, the present attitude of
towards the Insurance Act (.J. Orton). 120

Metropolitan Counties Branch : .\lteration of
rule. 26-Indnction of President. 27

Middlesex ; Agreement for 1915. 88—Checking
of prescriptions. 89—Doctors' lists, 89—Drug
tariff, 88—Expenses of Committee, 89—
Method of election. 88—Panel Committee, 88
—Treatmentof unallotted insured persons. 88

Midwives Bill. Sfc Bill
Ifonmouthshire : Local Medical and Panel
Committee, 154. 216—Proposed commercial
drug tariff. 154, 216

Moore, Cbarles W.. i'. Borough of Leicester
Insurance Committee. 187. 190

Munster Branch : National Insurance. 34—
Annual meeting, 33! t'^''; H a

MCTCH, Nathan : Investigation of points con-
cerning the pathology of chronic intestinal
infections, 106

Naish. Robert Elwell. case of, 173
Navy, Royal, medical service of, 22, 31. 38. 46,

74. 83. 90. 102, 110, 115, 123. 134, 142. 151. 155.

162. 167, 172, 183, 194, 203. 209. 217. 227. 231
Navy, Royal, Royal Naval Reserve, 123
Navs'. Roval. Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.

22. 31. 38. 46. 74. 83. 90. 102. 110, 115, 123. 135.

142, 151, 155, 162, 167. 172. 183. 194, 203. 209, 217,

227. 231
Nephritis investigated by experimental
methods (R, A, Chisholm), 105

Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Panel Committee, 80,
114—Surcharging, 80

Newcastle . upon - Tyne Division : Annual
meeting. 27—.Annual Representative Meet-
ing. 27

Northamptonshire- Panel Committee. 150—
Proposed commercial drug tariff. 150

North of England Branch: .Annual meeting.
107—Election of officers. 107—Annual report.
107—Uncertified midwives. 107—Vote of
thanks. 107

Non-panel doctors. See Insurance
Notification of Births Act. See Act
Nottingham: Panel Committee, 154—Proposed
commercial drug tariff. 154

Nuneaton and Tamworth Division : Annual
meeting, 121

Oldham, National Insurance : Emergency
drugs and dressings, 225—Local Medical and
Panel Committees. 225—Pharmaceutical
Committee. 225

Oldham scheme for war emergency. 35

0LDHA3I. H. Falconer: National Insurance,
the proposed commercial tariff. 150

O'Neill V. County of Middlesex Insurance
Committee. 231

Organization of medical profession for war
service. See War emergency

Orton. J. : Present attitude of the medical
profession towards the Insurance Act, 120

Oxford Division : Special general meeting. 121

Oxford : Analysis of prescriptions. 132—Defini-
tion of " incapable of work." 132-Drng fund,
132—Election of officers, 132—Finance. 132—
Panel Committee, 132. 149—Reinstatement of
insured persons discharged from the army.
152—Separate surgery hours for tuberculous
patients. 132

Icheme, 138, 217—Belgian Refugees. 138—
Dependants on soldiers and sailors. 138—
Ambulance lectures. 138—Winter meeting.
217

Perth and Perthshire: Local Medical and
Panel Committees. 154. 160. 217—Paj-ments
to panel practitioners, 160

Portadown and West Down Division: War
emergency, 28— .\nnual meeting, 28 —
Pituitary extract. 28-SpecimenB. 28

Portsmouth, National Insurance : Panel Com-
mittee. 225

Portsmouth Division: Annual meeting. 42—
election of Direct Representative. 42—An-
nual Reiiresentative Meeting, 42

Practice of practitioners on war service, con-
duct of. 43—Suggested rules (adopted by
Kingston-on-Thames Division), 43

Prescribing, excessive. See Insurance Act
Price. G. : National Insurance. Dr. McFeely's

. 202

of his name from theRai. Dhanpat,
Register, 199

Reading Division : .\nnual meetmg. 34

—

Medical attendance on dependants of sol-

diers and sailors. 34—Fees for life insurance
examination, 34

Recruiting, See War emergency
Rees, Ferdinand : National Insurance, the
proposed commercial tariff, 154

Reeve, Herbert Midtjiey. case of. 198

Reid. a. Christie : National Insurance,
method of payment for domiciliary treat-

ment of tuberculous insured persons, 22

Renfrew County : Complaint against a practi-
tioner, 22—Conference of Local Medical and
Panel Committees, 22—Continuance of pre-
sent Panel Comunttees duriug war. 22—
Panel Coiiunittee, 21, 81, 165—Payments to
practitioners, 166 — Proposed commercial
drug tariff, 1G6, 167—" Rept. mist," 81—Re-
port of Central Checking Bureau, 81

Roberts C, Gordon: War emergency, drug-

BonERTs. D : National Insurance, the pro-
posed commercial tarifi'. 154

Roberts. O. R. : War emergency. 194
Rochdale Division: Annual Representative
Meeting, 73

ROOTH. C. F. : Bacillus ccli infection of the
urinary tract, 42

AnnualSt. Pancras and Islington Divii
meeting, 18

Salford Insurance Commission : Report of
Panel Committee, 170—Circular from, 215

Salford War Emergency Committee, 147
School children, medical treatment of, 73
School medical inspection, memorandum on
allocation of duties between school medical
officers, teachers, and nurses. 11. See also
JouRN.u. Index

Science Committee, See Committee
Scotland: National Insurance, panel chemists

in. 200, 216, 224—Opposition of Scottish panel
chemists to the commercial drug tariff, 224.

230 — Drug Accounts Committee of Scot-
land, memorandum from Central Checking
Bureau, Glasgow, 224

Scottish Committee, See Committee
Scottish panel chemists. 200, 216, 224. 230

SHA-n-. William, case of, 199

Sheffield Division : Free medical attendance
on dependants of sailors and soldiers, 29

Shropshire : Medical service in the Munslow
area, 89—Panel Committee, 89. 141, 150—
Resolutions forwarded to County Com-
mittee, 141—Scrutiny of prescriptions, 89—
special mileage fund, 89

Skelton v. Baxter. 207

Soldiers summoned to sick relatives, request
by War Office to doctors. 230

Somerset County : Drug tariff, 206—Election
of Panel Committee. 21 — Expenses of
Pharmaceutical Committee. 21—Increased
cost of drugs. 21—Local Medical and Panel
Committee, 21. 169. 206—Payments for 1915,

21 -Proposed commercial tariff. 169—War
emergency. 206

Southampton : Aauadestillata, 21—Dressings,
21—Expenses of delegates, 159—Interpreta-
tion of " confinement." 159—Panel Com-
mittee. 21, 159—Payment to doctors, 21—
Persons suspended from medical benefit, 21

—Proposed commercial tariff. 159—Stock
mixtures, 21, 159

South-Eastern Counties Division: Annual
meeting, 17—Du-ect Representatives on the
General Medical Council. 17—National In-

surance. 191— .\bolition of Scottish Insur-
ance Commission, 191—Amalgamation of

insurance areas, 191—Ethical rules, 191—
Treatment of dependants, 192

Southern Branch : Annual meeting, 41—Pay
and allowance of Territorial medical
officers, 41—Induction of Chairman, 42

—

Presidential address: Bacillus coliinleatAon
of the urinary tract (C. F. Routh). 42

Southport : Annual report, 79—Contract prac-
tice. 79—Election of officers, 79 -Local
Medical and Panel Committee. 79—Pay-
ments. 79—Recognition of committee, 79

South-Western Branch: Annual meeting, 28—
Organization rules, 28

Staffordshire: Election of officers. 114—In-
surance Acts Committee. 114—Local Medical
and Panel Committee, 114

Staffordshire (Mid) Division: War emergency.
34—Annual meeting, 34—Report of the
Representative. 34—Matters referred to

Divisions, 34

Staffordshire (South) Division: New ethical

rules. 199—Free medical attendance. 199

Standbing. Cbarles: National Insurance,
economy in postage. 202

Stirling Branch : War emergency, 73—Appoint-
ment of secretary. 73

Stockton Division: National Insurance. 34—
Annual meeting. 34—Treatment of juveniles,

34—Life insurance fees, 34

Stoke-on-Trent: Election of officers, 133—
Panel Committee, 133

Stratford : War emergency, 215

Stratford Division : Annual meeting, 18

Street, Lieut,-Col. Ashton. exhibits cases,

43
Suffolk, East ; Analysis of prescriptions, 122—
Attendance on members of Committee. 78

—

Certificates. 179 — Conference of Local
Medical and Panel Committees, 122—Fmal
settlement for 1913, 78—Local Medical Com-
mittee, 78— Local pharmacopoeia. 122—
Medical Service Subcommittee. 78-Mileage
grant, 179—"Our arrangements," 179—Panel
Committee, 78. 122. 149. 225—Pharmacopoeia.
78. 179— Practitioners' lists. 122—Prescrip-
tions. 78. 122—Proposed commercia drug
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tariff, 149-Eein8tatement of insured per-
sons discharged from the army. 122. 149—
Representative on the Insurance Committee
78— Special mileage fund, 149

Suffolk (Westi : Election of Panel Committee,
79-FinaI credit for the year 1913, 79—Local
Medical and Panel Committee, 79—Suspense
register, 79

Suffolk (West) Division : National Insurance,
73—Annual Representative Meeting, 73—
Medical treatment of school children, 73—
Insured persons receiving hospital treat-
ment, 73

Surrey Branch: Annual meeting, 90 -Annual
report and financial statement. 90— Model
rules. 90 -Motor ambulance for the war,
90

Surrey County : Chronic patients' certificates,
179 — Exppnses of Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee, 44. 80. 149 — Joint committee for
checking prescriptions. 44—Joint meeting of
Local Medical and Panel Committees, 80-
Local Medical Committee. 149—Nurses act-
ing as sick visitors. 80. 149—"Our arrange-
ments." 149-Panel Committee, 44,80.149—
Pharmacopoeia, 44—Practitioners' lists. 44—
Prescribing for insured persons in hospitals.
44. 80—Proposed commercial drug tariff. 149
—Range of medical services, 44. 149 -Special
mileage grant, 80—Temporary residents, 80
—Term of office of Panel Committfe. 80

Surrey Friendly Societies' Council, 122
Busse.!!. East: Checking chemists' accounts,
102— Conference, 102—Dru« tariff, 191— B.x-
tension of sanatorium benefit, 30—Local
Medical and Panel Committees, 30, 102. 191
—Payment of accounts, 102—Keappoint-
ment of committee. 102-Temporary resi-
dents. 102— Tuberculosis treatment. 102;
for dependants. 191

Swansea
: Conlereuce of Local Medical and

Panel Committees. 80-Local Medical and
Panel Committees.80— Payments to doctors,
80—Removal of insured persons. 80—Stock

Taylor. J. H. ; National Insurance, the pro-
posed commercial tariff, 141

Temporary commissions in Territorial Force,
193. See also War emergency

Trench foot (Lieut, u. Keene), 107
Tuberculosis and tetany (Leonard Findlay),

Tyrone, County: Amalgamation of the
British and Irish Medical Associations. 141
—Election ot dispensary medical officers in
the Clogher Union, 141—Insurance Act, 141—
Local Medical Committee. 141—Poor Law
medical officer's fees and holidays, Mi-
Resignation ot honorary secretary, 141

\ITAI, Ktaiistics. 23, 31, 39, 46,75,84.91,103,
110. 115, 124, 135, 143, 152. 156, 163, 171. 183.
195. 202, 210, 218, 228

English urban mortality in the second
Quarter of 1915, 110—In the third quarter
of 1915. 210

Epidemic mortality in London. 46-During
the second quarter of 1915, 143—During the
third quarter of 1915. 218

Health of English. Scottish, and Irish towns.
23. 31, 39, 47, 75, 84, 92, 103, 112, 115. 124, 135.
143. 152. 156. 163, 171. 183. 195, 202, 210, 219,
228

210, 219
Vital statistics of London during the second

91—During the third

Wakefield. Pontefraot, and Castleford Divi-
sion: War emergency, 28—National Insur-
ance, 28—Annual meeting. 28—Free medical
attendance on dependants of soldiers and
sailors, 28—Ethical rules, 170

Wales (South-West) Division: Annual meeting,
27—Direct Representatives on the General
Medical Council. 28—Annual Representative

WAB E.AIERGENCT

:

Action of the Local Gove
Ireland, 229

Address of Lieut.-Colonel H. Littlewood,

Age of candidates for commissions. 205
Appeal to the profession, 113
Appeal to the public, 147
Appendix, 214
Central Compensation Fund, 200 I

Co-ordination of recruiting )or military
i

medical service and the needs of the '

civilian population. 221
Druggists' travellers. 205
Enrolment scheme, 229
Hospitals and the alleged waste of military
medical officers, 229

Letter by the Central War Committee to
secretaries of local committees, 213

Medical students (letter from the War
Office), 223

Medical vacancies, 205
Officers' Training Corps. 223
Organization of the medical profession for
war service. 194

Public authorities and medical recruiting.
193

Recruiting for the naval and military ser-
vices, 192, 200. 205. 213, 221. 229

Scheme of classitication for medical

War :: doctors, 222
Woste ' I'V-

Resolutions of Branches and Divisions :

Buckingham Division. 107
Cardiff Division, 42-CheIsea and Fulham,
229—Cornwall, 19

Dudley Division. 131
Edinburgh. 20-Edinburgh Branch, 30—

E.liulrtireh and Leith Division, 20. 33.
167-EssL-x iSouth) Division, 167

Hampshire practitioners' meeting. 131
Isle of Ely Division, 170
Kensington Division. 193
Marylebone. 214
Oldham scheme. 35
Portadown and West Down Division, 28
Stratford, 215
Rawtenstall. 138
Salford War Emergency Committee, 147—
Scottish Medical Emergency Committee
recognized as a tribunal, 192—Staflord-

) Division. 34—StirlingBranch,
73

Wakefield, Pontefract,
Division. 28

Sef aiso War emergency,:

and Castleford

It JODBNAL Z?kZ«x

War Emergency Committee. 85.98.123 r.7
221

Age for temporary commissions. 130
Appendix, 99
Committee for England and Wales, meetinc

of. 157
Co-ordination of recruiting for military
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(A) PFeliminary.

187. The Council appends (««e Appendix XVIII. p. 7) a list

of the matters referred to the Council by the A.R.M., 1914.

Pkesentation of Gold Medal of Association to Capt.

Arthur Martin-Leake, V.C, R.A.M.C.

188. The Council has resolved to present il;f C.]] Medal of

the Association to Captain Arthur .M^in:; ' '.
,

V.C.,

F.R.C.S., R.A.M.C, for his most con'] ini 1, l,,i
. 1 y and

devotion to dutv tliroujchout the war, ( -[in ;, lly iliiiini;- the

period I >. 1 -! . > J, n ! I. :. November 8th, 19U, near Zonnebeke,

in resei: 1

.
i o.sed to constant fire, a large number of

wound <[ , 'I \ e- close to the enemy's trenche.?. For
thisgalla;.L ei'iiJi;:!. LVqjtain Martin-Lcake was given the dis-

tinction, unique so far as the medical profession is concerned,

of a bar added to the Victoria Cross which he had already won
in South Africa. The Council has informed Captain Martin-

Leake of its intention to offer hira the highest honour at its

disposal and will await a suitable opportunity for presenting

the medal publicly.

Sala

(B) Finance.

lES OF Clerical Staff.

189. At Aberdeen the Representative Body passed the
following Resolution :—

•

Minute 40.—That the question of the Salaries of the
Clerical Staff be referred to the Council for favourable
consideration

In accotdance -nith the foiegoing instruction the Council has
caipfullv considered the whole question of the salaiies of
f' ri

1 ^f (V q, ] 1 n p ,t IT tn operation a scheme of
' ^ t ad\ancement It is

I ditions of seiMce and
Ihciencj

(C) The Association and the War.

11 1 Til 11 tl 1 1 nm ittt run l^tlu£r of the Chair
1 1 tion, lefeued

I
I Ins continued
M ithm Its power

I
1

e 1 of the Foices,

while it rat, s iiue tunc sUeguadin^ the elli ienc\ of the

medieal seiMce of the cnil populition In this impoitant
vdl ( i r m I .Udtoiepoit it has had the coidial help
Ml 1' founcil has specixlh to

the Honoiuv Score
I

i h Seottisli Medical
s 1 .1 t ! tl AA ai 1 meigcncj
C 11 mute rt the \ati poUtin (_ 3unl 1 i

'

TuE Medic iL C4.RE of 1 i

(a) Question of Whole time Mil i s

191 In connection with the question ot seruun^ adequate
pioMsion foi the medical lequiiements of the loices, the

Council has had to consi 1 1 \ \itilh afie tiii^ in lec uitmg
of medical men f01 woil \ 11 \i 1 u es ot

medical piactitiunei \ and
ceitain other ditheulti extent

opeiated to pre^ ent 1

' ptmg
commissions The e m itl 1 1 in a lettei

which the Special Committee 1
' 2Gth 191o, to

the Go\einment thiouffh tin 1 of tie \rm\
Medical Sei\ice {see A 1

]
i„ ; No det-iiled

leplj to that lettei h 1 I ilel i\ hiMngoccuiied
owing to the chmges it but the 'i.ssocixtion

has been infoimccl tl been undei the con
Bideiation of the Aim^ e im n in 1 m it an eail} decision may
'be expected

(b) Question of Br rn of Pi I /ilioneiA pc futmmg Pari-

192 The Conn illi 1
|

ntUions in favour of

some Msible foim ei 1 "i^ ^nen to those piacti
tioneis who are cng i„ed m

) at t me inihtaiy woik, md has
informed the Directoi Geucial of the Armj Medical Service
that in its opinion some such lecognition should be given.

(c) Analysis 0/ Mei-li:'

193. Having been aj.;

mittee of the Metropule
in the wqjji of classifying.

Tl ar Work.

lergency Com-
.h is engaged
^ area to show

the War work which they are doing or are prepared to under-
take, the Council placed at the disposal of that Committee
information as to the names and addresses of practitioners

whose addresses are in the Metropolitan area and T\ho have
qualified during the last five years, obtained through the
Card Register of the Association.

Subsequently the Council was informed on behalf of tlie

Metropolitan Counties Branch Committee that both the
Director-General and the Assistant Director-General of the
Army Medical Service had shown great interest in the interim
report on the information collected by the Committee,
had stated that such information was not available from any
other source, and had enquired whether a similar analy-

sis could not be made as regards the whole of Great
Britain and Ireland. The Council has therefore decided
itself to tabulate, as regards the practitioners in each Division

area, information as to the War Service they are doing or are

prepared to undertake, and to this end has addressed a com-
munication to the Honorary Secretaries of Divisions in England
(except the Metropolitan Counties Branch), Scotland, Ireland

and Whales, asking them to supply as regards each practitioner

in their area information already in their hands, under the

desired heads. After eliminating those areas as to which
complete information can be furnished by the Secretaries, a
direct application will be addressed by the Council to the

practitioners in all remaining areas.

It is hoped that within a few weeks the Association

will thus have in its possession a complete War register of the

medical profession, showing (a) those who are in whole-time
naval or military service, (b) those who are doing part-time

service, (c) those who are prepared to offer themselves if neces-

sary for (i.) whole-time, (ii.) part-time service, and what kind
of part-tiime service, (d) the ages of all medical men not in

whole-time military service, and whether they are married or

unmarried, and (e) what kind of practice every member of tho

profession was engaged in at the time War broke out. The
Council confidently appeals to the Honorary local Ofticers of

the Association and to incmbers generally to help it in

making thisrcgi ! 1 ; - .'iii|il ir and as correct as possible,

as it is antici[' :' prove to be of great service

in organising 1'
i

! iiitession of the country to

meet an J- calls tl: :i i'l'; ^ ii vrc to make on it.

(D) Organisation.

Representation of Hoiie Divisions in Representative
Body, 1915-16.

(Continuation of para. 40 of Annual Report, p. 180).

194. Pursuant to tlie in-' ruction of the Repi-esentative Body
the Council ha,

'

.-,
1
.;..-.l!x XX., p. 9)

the list of Con- : r 1 for represen-

tation in the I ^'-; '• i only case in

which the Couij:.; l.... a. I J._ (i^_. liioual list has

been that of the North Caiuarvon and Anglesea and South
Carnarvon and Merioneth Divisions, each of which has been
made independent for 1915-16, as for 1914-15.

Grouping of Home Constituencies for Election of 12

Members of Council, 1915-16.

195. The A.R.M., 1914, left it to the Council t_o settle the

grouping of the Constituencies in the United Kingdom for

election of 12 members of Council, 1915-16, the 1914-15 scheme
of grouping to be adhered to in the absence of any changes of

Divisions or C'm >it'i -ncies such as would make modification

necess.iiy : >' -i ,1' '
. The Coun.-il accordingly considered

themali-: .
i!i:' 'jli' rif the I'Jlj Animal List figures, and has

coutinue'i lii: -1
. nine.-- of last year, witli tlie exception that

the Constituency lormed by the Divisions of the new Wiltshire

Branch has been placed in the South-Western group of

Branches (Supplement, May 8th, 1915, p. 201).

Geo

El.

1T< 11. Constituencies for Election of 12

. '
I iL, 1916-17; GENER-iL Question OF

::, Constituencies and Branches FOR

196. In c jiiiieetiou with the question of the grouping of Home
Constituencies for election of 12 members of Council, 1916-17,

the Council considers it to be its duty to draw attention to the

great disparity that exists in the number of members of the

Association that different members of Council represent.

In the case of the 12-grouping (By-law 46 (c) ) the average

number of members pS member of Council
figures :-

present

England and Wales
Scotland
Ireland

895
310,
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while in the 24-grouping (By-law 46 (a) ) the groups of voters in

these i-cspcctive areas returning a member of Council average
1 follows :

—

England and Wales
Scotland ...

Ireland

The ceo Irish members ore represented on the Council by
8 members.

The Council is aware that it was deliberately decided by the

Representative Body, at the time when the present system of

election of members of Council was adopted, to give over-

representation to Scotland, and more especially to Ireland, as

compared with Enp:land and Wales, because of the diiiiculty

which members of Council from Scotland and Ireland experi-

ence in attending meetings, owing to the great distance from
London. It appears to the Council however, in the light of

the above figures, that the time has come for re-consideration

of the whole question of the grouping of the Home members
for representation on the Council. The Council has accord-

ingly instructed the Organisation Committee to report to the

Council early next session on the question, « ith a view to a

report of the Council on the subject to the Divisions and
Representative Bod\-.

The Council recommends :

Recommendation I.—That the grouping of Constitu-

encies for election of 12 members of Council, 191G-17,

be left to the Council.

Repokts of Divisions axd Br.in-ciies for 1914.

(Continuation of paras. 43-6 of Annual Report, p. 181).

197. Tlic reports of Divisions were due in January, and of

Branches by at latest Jlarch loth. The Council is" glad to

report that, notwithstanding the unfavourable conditions due
to the war the large majority of these bodies have now reporteil.

(a) JReports.of Rome Hii-isions.

(Continuation of para. 44 of Annual Report, p. ISI).

198. In addition to 21 unorganised Divisions, which are being
otherwise deiilt with by the Council, the following 39 Divisions
have still failed to report :

—

Argyllshire, Ballyraoney, Banff, Elgin and Nairn,
Barnsley, Birkenhead. Blyth, Bradford, Crewe, Croydon,
Dartford, Denbigh and Flint, Derry, Dover, Dublin, Dudley,
l)urham. East Herts, Finchley and Hendon, Folke^to;;"e,

Hampstead, Hastings, Hexham, Kilkenny, LotLian*,
Maidstone, Slonaghau and Cavan, Xorth Xorthuniber'.aufl,
North-Wcst Essex, Orkney, Rotherham, South Counauglit,
South Shields, South-West Essex, Torquay, Tower Ham-
lets, AVaterfoi-d, Westminster, Wigan, York.

(b) Heporta of Home Branches.

(Continuation of para. 45 of Annual Report, p. 181).

K!!. Reports for 1914 have .been received from all of these,

e: It Connaught and Leinster.

(c) Reports oj Oversea Dicisions and Branches.

(Continuation of para. 46 of Annual Report, p. 181).

200. Reports for 1914 have baen received from 6 of the IG
Oversea Divisions not themselves Branches, and from 17 of the
42 Oversea Branches.

Question of Saviso of Centkal FrxDS Eifected ey
Peesest System of Variable Gra>-ts to Bra>-cu£S as
Compared with tuat of a Fixed Gka^t of 4s. per head.

201. The question having at various times been raised as to
whether any material saving of the central funds of the Asso-
ciation is effected by employing a system of variable grants t i

Branches, as compared with the method of giving a fixed grant
of 4s. per member, the Council has had prepared a stateTiient
of the Bums actually paid or awarded by way of variable
grants to the Home Branches since the year 1912 inclusive,
and of the amounts which would have" been paid by the
Association to these Branches under a system of fixed 4k.
grant per head. The Council finds that' the saving to the
central funds effected for these jears by the pre^^ent sy^t'-in
has been as follows :

—

The Council, however, does not consider that the chief
gain has been in mere financial saving. The prevention of
tlie accumulation of reserve funds in the hands of Divisions
and Branches has given rise to much better financial control,
end, through that, to great improvements in Division and
Branch organization.

For practical purposes the question of the Oversea Branches
docs not arise, as it has been the invariable practice to make
grants to these Branches at the rate of 4s. for each member's
subscription paid.

It must be remembered that this saving to the central funds
of the A-.-I > !;! .ii !i:,s l.i-en effected without any disadvantages
to the l::, ;. ':. - -

. ,\ing the grants, as grants withiu the
limit otl- ;' i 1 'Sr annum are always made on receipt
of a sati-'.^ !-iy v j. : i .-.iiowing the amount which is necessary
for the work the Biaiieh is doing.

Question Raised ey the New Zealand Branch, op
Amendment of By-law 11, as to Amount of

Subscriptions.

202. The Council has considered a motion placed by the New
Zealand Branch on the Agenda of the A.R.M., 1915, proposing
that steps be taken for amendment of By-law 11, so as to make
it more clear that members of the Association resident outside
tiie United Kingdom may be called upon to pay, in addition to
the 2os. subscription payable by them to the Association under
that By-law, a special subscription to their Branch under
By-law 15. While of opinion that the present By-laws as to
subscriptions are quite correct, the Council is of opinion that
By-law 11 might perhaps be rentlered clearer if for the words
"except as hereinafter provided," in the second line, there were
substituted the words " except as otherwise provided in these
By-laws," and has asked the Branch if such an emendation
would meet its views.

Division and Branch Areas.

(Continuation of para. 51 of Annual Report, p. 181.)

203. Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk Branches were formed by
the Council in December, 1914, to take the place of the East
Anglian Branch, but it having been found that owing to
various circumstances in connection with the War the organisa-

I

tion of the area would be best provided for meantime'by the
continuance of the East Anglian Branch, the latter has been
temporarily re-established. Other less important changes have
also been effected, in response to local wishes.

1912
1913
1914
1915 (Jan. to June)

£92-1 10

359 9
355 1

1,428 7

Total saving, 1912-15 £3,067 7

Membep.siiip.

204.

of the

that
1

livdt;.

in. il !]a^ received a rcjiort as to the membership
.

'!
i li to May, 1915. During

:i the Association lost

.
"-', a net increase of 47

menil')-.
^ • ! ,, : ,!i :e:,-e of 11 members in

the same perieKi in mil. Ou Jlay 31st, 1915, the total
membership of the Association was 21,654, as compared with
23,049 on the same date last j-ear.

Aeandox.aient of Conference of

(Continuation of para. 53 of Annual Report, p. ISl).

205. In view of the exceptional circumstances resulting from
the War, referred to in paragraph 53 of the Annual Report,
the Council has decided not to hold a Conference of Secretaries
this year.

(F) Science.

Middlemoke Prize.

(Continuation of para. 70 of Annual Report, p. 183).

206. The Middlemore Prize for 1915 has been awarded to
R. Foster Moore, M.A., B.C., F.R.C.S., for his essay on "The
I'athology of the Affections of the Retina met with in
connection with Diseases of the Kidneys."

The adjudicatois in their report on the essay make the
following statement :

—

It is of the greatest help in elucidating many obscure
point? in connection with affections of the retina depending
en !,:':: ve-,,- . Tl i- |, :

• 'i, ly valuable, in that its

av.!] ':.
'

:

'

I liy the test of patho-
lr._:. jin of ophthalmoscopic

api'.- ii,,i;e - 1.1.-.
: ,

rl I,, , I; -
; .liu'lng life.

The ophtlialnioacopic cliaiigus associated with kidney
disease have been long known ; the present essay is a
distinct advance in more clearly establishing the histo-

logical basis on which they depend.
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To rcacli the object in view not only has the nuthor

conducted a large amount of very careful research of a

pathological nature, but the prolonged and careful o])lithal-

moscopic observations M'hich were also made have thrown

nnich light on the development and progress of the retinal

appearances as they present themselves to the clinician.

(G) Medical Ethics.

Pkofessioxal Sf.ckecy.

(Continuation of para. SO of Annual Report, p. 184).

207. Pursuant to paragraph SO of its Annual Report the

Council appointed the Chairman of Representative Meetings,

the Cliairman of Council, the Treasurer, and the Chairman and
Deputy-Chairman of the Central Ethical Committee as a

JjeiHitation to confer with the Lord Chief Justice on the subject

of Professional Secrecy.

The Council reports' that the Lord Chief Justice together

with the Attorney-General, the Public Prosecutor, and other

legal authorities received the deputation on May 3rd, 1915.

Tlie Lord Clief Justice stated at the outset of the Conference

that no ol'servation made bj- him during the discussion should

be treated as a judicial pronouncement of the law. As a

result of this Conference the Council has ascertained :

—

(a) That it is desired by the Authorities that information

should be given to them b\' medical men in attendance

upon a woman suffering from the effects of abortion brought

about by artificial intervention.

(b) That the circumstances under which it was desired

that this communication should be made were the subject

of the following three limitations :

—

(1) That the medical man Avas of opinion either from
his examination of the patient and/or from some com-
munication that she ma\' have made to him tliat abortion

had been attempted or had been procured by artificial

intervention.

(2) That he was of opinion either from his observa-

tions of and/or from a communication made to him by
his patient that such artificial intervention had been
attempted by some third party other than the patient

herself, and

(3) That the medical man was of opinion that his

patient, due to such artificial intervention, was likely to

die and that there was no hope of her ultimate recovery.

( Theac limitations are stated iu the words approved hy
the Lord Chiff Justice.)

The Council understands that whereas Solicitors and
Barristers have an absolute privilege of protection in regard

to statements made to them in their professional capacity

involving matters of criminal import or otherwise, no otlier

class of persons is accorded such legal protection by State

authority or Act of Parliament, although in the case of

ministers of religion such protection is uni\ersally observed
and recognised bj' custom in the Courts.

There is, however, no such universally recognised protection

attaching to medical men in respect of statements made to

them by a patient ; in fact there is a considerable conflict of

authority upon the subject.

The Council is advised that no obligation rests upon a
medical practitioner to disclose the confidences of his patient
without the patient's consent, and suggests that if tlie Stnte
desires to set up such an obligation it should at the very least

I'll f;irn Miiii rin endeavour by affording to the practitioner
• any legal consequences that may result from

i liout any desire to claim the right to refuse to
1 : .,ures in obedience to the order of a Court of

.j>.^l;.. . i.n. . uuncil, after hearing the report of the Deputa-
tion received by the Lord Chief Justice on May 3rd, 1915, has
decided to adliere to the following Resolutions which it passed
on January 27tli, 1015 :~

-1/ I-' : -I'lved : That the Council is of opinion
tha' itioner should not under any circum-
.stain 'li '

. '!:iitarily, without the patient's consent,
infui'i: ;li !; \>1 !;_!] lie has obtained from that patient in the
exercise of his professional duties.

Minute 5.J0.—Resolved : That the Council is advised that
the State has no right to claim that an obligation rests
upon a medical practitioner to disclose voluntarily informa-
tion which he has obtained iu the exercise of his professional
duties.

A communication has been received from the Registrar of
the General- Medical Conncil which shows that the subject is

under the consideration of that bodv and the Council has for-

warded to the Royal College of Physicians, London, and the
Royal College of Surgeons, England, a statement of what has
transpired in this matter and has invited the Coli:. >tja),point
representatives to meet representatives of 1' in

conference on the subject.

Expulsions.

203. The Council regrets to report that .since tho issue of

the Annual Report for 1914-15, it has been necessary to remove
from membership of the Association two members who con-
tinued to hold appointments as Medical Certifiers under the
National Insurance Act, in Ireland, contrarj' to the expressed
wish of the Branch to which the}' belonged.

(H) Medico-Political.

Allocation or VAr.ions Doties between Scuool Medical
Staff, Teachers, and Nuhses.

(Continuation of para. 107 of Annual Report, p. 187).

209. The Council submits a Memorandum {see Ajipehdix
XXI, p. 11), on the allocation of various duties in connec-
tion with tlie medical insi^ection and treatment of school
children between School Medical Officers, Teachers and
Nurses. It is the outcome of conferencas between repre-

sentatives of the Association and of the National Union
of Teachers, held at the instance of the latter body, and
it is the opinion of all those concerned in the prepara"tion of

the Memorandum that it will prove to be useful as a pronounce-
ment jointly made by bodies representing teachers and the
medical profession on a subject which is capable of giving rise

to differences of opinion on the part of the officers referred to.

It is intended to circulate copies of the Memorandum to School
Medical Offic^ers, and to any member of the Association making
application for advice on any of the points mentioned, with an
intimation tliat the Memorandum is the considered oiiinion of

the Association and the National Union of Teachers.

The Council recommends :

Beeommenclation P.—That the Representative Body
.n'

;

•' ^! morandum (see Appendix XXI, p. 11)

r... 11 of various duties between the
J- ! iff, Teachers and Nurses respeet-

i. - tion with medical inspection and
treat:ujnt ot .school children.

PCBLICATION OF NOTICES IN LoCAL PeESS AS EEGAIiDS
Appointments.

210. The Council has had its attention called by the South
Wales and Monmouthshire Branch to the question of the

puljlication in the local press of notices asking practitioners

before applying for certain appointments to make enquiries from
the Association. The cost of such notices has iu the past been
defrayed partly out of Division or Branch funds, and partly

out of special funds raised locallj^, and a considerable sura of

money has been so spent in South Wales. The practice has
proved of considerable value and the Council is of opinion that

it should be continued and financed, partly at any rate, from
central fund^. subjrrt to the provision of some central control.

TheCoun ;; '

5 :

'
1 that on the apphcation of a

Branch 01 i -, where Notices of a similar

kind are ; i . part of the cost of local

Notices IU ' : I
' tial funds. The publication

will be subjc t to tlie control of the Central Ethical Com-
mittee and the proportion of the cost to be defrayed centrally

will lie determined by the Medico-Political Committee subject

to the approval of the Finance Committee.

Fees for Medical Examinations for Life I-ssceance.

(Continuation of para. 99 of Annual Report, p. 185.)

211. Only 1^ I', -I ii- liave up to the present forwarded to

theCouncii - on the proposals contained in the

specialrij! tissued bj'theCouneiltotheDirisions

in the Suj.!- n,. u .
' March 20th, 1915 (see Appendix XXII,

page 12). Of tlie IS Divisions, 10 approve, and 7 disaiiprove,

the fees suggested by the Council, while the remaining iJivision

prefers to keep an open mind on the subject. Ul tlie 7

Divisions disapproving, 3 are of opinion that there should be

no lower fee than 10s. 6d.

Notwithstanding this unsatisfactory response of the Divisions

to tlic Council's request for their opinions on this subject, due
o' > . umstances in connection with the War, the
(_'

., ihat in all probability many more Divisions

M d the matter and instructed theii- Repre-

h , n between now and the A.R.M., especially

as a rcjiuiiidcr on the subject has been sent to every

Division Secretary. In these circumstances, and as the i
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question o{ the fees for medical examinfttlons for life liisuninoo

texamlnations lias been under the consideration of tlio A<!5;ocla-

tiou more or less continuously since l'JC4, the Council Is of

opinion that the A.R.M. should conio to a decision on the

subject.

The Council recommends :
—

Recommendation Q.—That tho Representative Body
adopt the following fees for medical exftminations for

life assurance:

—

£1. Is. for a formal full report, such as that contained
in Sub-Appendix A to the Special Report of Council

(p. 13).»

10s. 6d. for a formal short report, such as that contained

in Sub-Appendix B to the Special Report of Council

(p. U).*

Cs. for a simple form of certificate, such as that con-

tained in Sub-Appendix C to the Special Report of

Council (p. U).*

Election of Ditiect Representatives on Gener.^l Medical
Council.

212. Thera will be in 1916 two elections of direct represen-

tatives of the medical profession on the General Medical
Council, viz., a by-election in May, 1916, to fill the vacancy
consequent upon the termination of the period of ofdce of Dr.

J. A. Macdonald, and a general election in November of tliut

year to fill the vacancies created by the termination of the
period of office of l>i- I. -'

\ l; - oi, I!, A. I ';:ii,^r, and
T. Jenner VernUl. 'J,. ,

i: >- n will be
remembered, nominate ii i

--
I hive all

intimated their willing"!' --, ii imii'^!, ti -. ,i;rl ;ijiiii as the
candidates of the Association.

In accordance with precedent the Council is consulting tho
Di\isions in order that they may make nominations from whieli

the Representative Meeting will select the candidates to be
supported by the As.sociation.

Immature Spirits Bill (now Act) of the Government.

213. It having been found by the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain and the Association, which had jointly under
observation the proposals of the Government regarding' the sale

and taxation of spirits, that the Immaiu >;:,-, l;:'!l of the

Government, as amended in Committee I' - 1 inmons
in May, would preventany practising [111 1

. > .r from
obtaining rectified spirits for sliopor.*ni„ -y n-i

.
ia IuI. (lie Bill

proposed to give an undue preference to manufacturing pharma-
cists, remonstrances were, on May 1 Sth, addressed by both bodies

to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, it being pointed out that an
impossible situation would be created if doctors and chemists

requiring rectified spirits for use in connection with prescrip-

tions had to send an order to a manufacturing chemist. As a

result, the Council is glad to report, the Chancellor of tlic

Exchequer accepted the following amendment, moved by tlic

I'urliamentarj' Agent of the Pharmaceutical Society, Mr. tJIvn

Jones, M.P. :—
" (2) Nothing contained in this section shall interfere

with the supply of rectified spirits of wine for the purpose
of making medicines to registered medical practitioners,

to liosjiitals, and to persons, firms and bodies corporate

entitled to carry on the business of a chemist and
druggist.

"

and the new Clause was duly included in tho Bill. Tho
~" ...... , .j.^ appreciation of the

,' '1 Mr. Gl3'n Jones,
h- fact that tho

IS in favour of

, liad no financial

p|. i-ed to report this

gained by members of

rofession, it is an instructive example of what can be done
.'.o organisations acting in co-operation iu matters in

ii both arc interested.

(I) National Insurance
Medical Referees under the Insurance Acts.

;. The Council has had under consideration the following-

.10 of the A. R.M., 19U :—
MimUe 250.—Resolved : That half-a-guinea be th

;

ridnimum fee for examination and report as referee under

Phirmaceutical Society has exprc
of the Association, in th-'

1 ike -special mention in !

'

-entative organisation .

! mendment, and that doc t

-it in the matter. The Couiv
; -nt, as, apart from the ad

The Council takes no responsibility for the details of the sample forms
- :te<l, which were taken from the reports of certain Life Iusur.i::co

• iik's forpui-posea of illustratioa.

:cpr. 2

the Kational InSurahoe Act, and that! tnlleago be charged
extra at the ratft of not less than 6ne shilling a mile or part
of a mile beyond one mile.

During the year tlicro has been a gr
ence received in connection with this

and from individual memlvn-s of the

evident fhnt vcrv c.msi.leriil.Ie ,\\\\\<:uV

"' e.,i
, ipond-
I'Msiong

' ' 'eiK'nced

in many :'!'- ;'^ i.i- ;;. ';i' ;!,,:'..'..;,., ;; ^f tlu Repre-
sentati\' i;.l ,

v. ' :, :i.,, ;i|.ii:irently not
attempt ': ^

' 1
•!. nt '<tieral question

thusrai-'-l t'te ('..iiti-i: «..iiM '.^'.-r lM;t-i.i;i, ^ind the Repre-
sentative P)0dy to pnrngrnpli rA of the Annual Report of

Council and the Special Report of Council on the question
(Appendix VII. to the Annual Report, Supplement of May
Sth, 1915, page 207).

The Council is of opinion that the only effective remedy for

the present very unsatisfactory state of things is that the Com-
missioners should proceed with tho appointment of official

referees. The Council has reason to know tliat if it had not
been for the War these appointments would already ha\-e been
made, and that the Commissioners are anxious to proeced with
them at the earliest possible opportunity ; l)ut in view of the
present claims by the nation on the services of the profession

the Council felt bound to inform the Commissioners of its

opinion that at the present time it would be inadvisable to

proceed with the appointments.

Opportunities have been taken to interview representatives

of the Prudential Approved Societies and certain proposals

have been made by them for modification of tlie present policy

of the Association as regards the fees to be paid to part time
referees. Information as to these proposals will belaid before

the Representative Body.

The Council recommends :

Reeommendation B.—That the Representative Body
reconsider the whole subject of fees for examina-
tion and report on cases suljmitted to part-time
referees under the National Insurance Act.

(Continuation of paragraph 121 of Annual Report, p. 1S9 )

215. The Council is pleased to report that a very successful

Conference of representatives of Loi;al Medical and Panel Com-
mittees \v;i< IieM ill London on June IGth. The Local Medical
and Pau< 1 ( oinini; le,s of each Insurance area were asked
jointly I'J a|.iiriiiil (ini- representative, but in those areas in

whicli tlio /)' ,->uinii / nl ilie two Committees differs materially each
Committea was allo\\'ed to appoint a representative. The
members of the Insurance Act Connnittee, and of its Local
.Medical and Panel Sub-Committee who are not members
of the full Committee, Mere present foi- tlie purpose of

joining in the discussion, but, with no poweL- (ci \i4e exeept in

the case of those who were also appointeil f |ii' x. mat i\.s. At
the invitation of the Insurance Act Coniunlt.i' the 1 hairman
of Council accepted the Chairmanship oi lliu Coiilutencc.

There were 119 practitioners present from England, Scot-

land and Wales (in addition to 15 members of the Committee
and its Local Medical and Panel Sub-Committee), representing

122 out of the 199 Insurance areas of llnal r.iitain. In

addition a large number of Committees cxpie .-' d tlnii legret

that they could not be represented owiiii; \-> il.e diiiieulty at

the present time of securing a reprcs.,.iit.aue. Only one
representative from Ireland was appointed to attend, and ho
at the last moment found himself unable to be present owing
to military duties.

opportunity of considering
tlie Conference, but a full

piemen t of June

The Council has not 3-et had
in detail the resolutions passed by tlie (_

report of the Conference appeared in tlie

'-Cth, from whicli it «ill be aeon that

referred to the Insurance Act Committee, m \<h a p 1
a f (liat it

should take suitable action in reference I . ^
aliing

the Commissioners liv deputation on siai: ' . 1
jnireJ:

to bedcall v;i:l, 'r, t'l .' va-. T'. •
f !,: -. ,' .'a; (Com-

mittee, :: ' -: :;''''
.

. ,

• o. H.
Robert -, :: i'.. '; •

'
' m tha

Associat; ai n„ .!at, • n. i ta ai a;. • . eo will

report tlie result of tiiat (iaimianon auii genuranv un the

resolutions of the Conference direct to the Representative Body.

The Council is pleased to report that the efforts of tha

Association to promote the best interests of Insurance practi-
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tioners were appreciated by the Conference, as shown by the

passing of the following resolution :

—

Jri7iu(e 70.—Resolved : That this Conference of repre-

sentatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees cordially

welcomes the assistance given to these Committees in

their work by the British Medical Association, and urges

all Committees to make use of such assistance and to look

to the Association to voice the opinion of Local Medical

and Panel Committees as a whole in central negotiations.

The Council thus has good reason for believing that the

Conference will have served the very useful purpose of con-

vincing Local Medical and Panel Committees and Insurance

practitioners generally of the desire and of the ability of the

Association to help them in their work, and also of eliciting in a

very direct manner the opinions of the Local Medical End
I'anel Committees on the main subjects of controversy in con-

nection with the working of the National Insurance Acts.

Proposed ST.\NDiKf; Insck.vxce Acts Com.mitt£e.

(Continuation of paragraph 117 of Annual Report, p. 188.)

216. Opportunity was taken at the Conference of repre-

sentatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees to secure

nomination of the six members to be nominated by these Com-
mittees and selected oii a territorial basis who are to be

appointed on the proposed Standing Insurance Acts Com-
mittee of the Association if the constitution of tliat body is

approved bj- the Representative Meeting.

The representatives present grouped themselves into six

areas, and selected Dr. H. B. Brackenbury (Middlesex), Dr. T.

Ridley Bailey (Staffordshire), Dr. T. Campbell (Lanca-shire),

Dr. J. R. Drever (Glasgow), Dr. P. V. Fry (West Riding,

Yorkshire), and Mr. P. Napier Jones (Berkshire).

Non-Panel Doctors axd New CEExiyicATioN Fop.ms.

(Continuation of i)aragraph 131 of Annual Report, p. 190.)

217 In arcordanfe with the announcement made in para-

131 of the Annual Report, the Council after consulting

Enslish Insuiaii. L- r',,iiii]ii.-r.iiin bus jjut on sale, at cosL

price, afoiin of CM i I'.iel doctors, and by
panel doctors wli > ; -. rsons in a private

capacity. The I '- forms will be of

great use to the i

'

-
;

:
^ specified, as they

tiiould reduce very ni:iti rially l!;e aift;< \ilties raised by some
Approved Societies with those of their members who are not

able to produce the official form of certificate in support of

their claims for sickness benefit.

ErTECTS OF THE WaR ON THE MEDICAL SiDE OF TUB
Insurance Acts.

218. The Council has drawn the attention of the Qiairman
of the Joint Committee, National Health Insurance Commission,

to the question of the large reductions recently made in the

amounts of the periodical advances made to doctors under

agreement with Insurance Committees, and has informed him
that while it is realised that the lists, and therefore the

remuneration, of panel doctors must be diminished by reason

of the removal of the large number of insured persons now
6er\'inn- with the Colours, the Association has reason to believe

that the reduction in the work expected from panel doctors is

by no means commensur.ite with the reduction in their incomes.

Tlie Chairman of the Joint Committee weis asked if he could

see his way to receive a deputation, after the Conference of

representatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees, and
after the Association had collected some more definite infor-

mation on the subject. In reply Mr. Mont&gue agreed to

receive a deputation and left the suggestion of a suitable time

to the Association. The matter is now under consideration

and in view of the concessions which have been made to the

A||iii/V(;<l .Societies in respect of the upsetting of their calcu-

1.,;.. - I, ill. l,ii_ 1 liM tion in the number of contributors to

1
I .- of opinion that the profession has a

^-
i lion. The fact that large numbers of

1,, : I 1 I I.-, "•"-< ' i them the best lives from a sickness

ii„-ui.i!^ce point of viev.-, have been removed from insurance,

and tli.it those who return will, many of them, do so in a

d;-ablLil condition or greatly deteriorated in health, seems to

t'lie Council to have entirely upset the actuarial calculations on

which the medical benefit of the Insurance Act was based.

Domiciliary Treatment or Tuberculosis.

219. The Council submits a Memorandum on this question
which it hopes will receive the most carr-fiil consideration of

the Divisions and R. I I; I;. • .\i;. ,.i,v XXIII,
p. 14). There ise..' ; .t.l,, ,i,_ r ;i;ii].ai-j-;i

in favour of takint' •

,
- , - i,;ii, :, ,,,

possible out of the li: I i
'.< lui _ -i ,; |.i;ei nionei ,

and placing it more and ujore \uidei- the contiol of specialists,

with the corollary that the sixpence per annum at present paid
to insurance [iractitioners for each insured person in respect of
domiciliary attendance will be taken awaj-.

The Council has alwajs held that no method of dealing witl>

the treatment of tuberculosis can possibly be successful whicli

does not enlist the active co-operation of the general practi-

tioner, and these views Here stated in ameniorandum presented
10 the Astor Committee which laid down the lines on which
sanatorium benefit was to be administered. The Astor Com-
mittee very largelj' endorsed these views, but it seems clear
that there are many members of Public Health Authorities and
Insurance Committees who fail to grasp the fact that if the
early cases of tuberculosis are to be detected at a stage where
further treatment is likely to be effective, they must, in the
large majoritj' of cases, be detected by the general practitioner
or go undetected.

The Council believes that this movement iif favour of

aggrandising the position of the specialist to the virtual ex-
clusion of the general practitioner is, from a public point of

view, a grave error, as the services of both are essential to any
effective scheme of treatment.

The Council draws the special attention of the Divisions and
Representative Body to the Memorandum mentioned above,
and urges that the matter shouhl receive serious consideratioD

at the iforthcoming Representative Meeting.

Employment or Nurses as Sick Tlsitor^.

220. The Council has had brought to its attention the
tendency o!i tiie part of some Approved Societies to employ
trained nurses in uniform as sick visitors, and has made
representations to the Queen Victoria Jubilee Nursing Associa-

tion to the effect that in t!;e opinion of the Association such
employment of nurses in uniform is detrimental to the best

interests of the public and the nursing profession for the
following reasons :

—

(a) because the system of employing nurses in uniform

for such a purpose will tend to cause confusion in the

minds of the public ; and

(b) because the functions of a nurse and sick visitor ara

essentiallv different, the former being actuated only by a
desire for tlic welfare of the patient, while the latter is

emjiloyed primarily in the interests of the Approved
Society.

Reduction in the Amounts or Quarterly Advances to
Panel Practitionerl^'

221. A great deal of attention has been given to this subject,

as owinw to the intricacies of the Insurance Act system of

accountancy and the inefficient methods of keeping the lists

of insured persons, there have been continual complaints that

insurance pr.;ctitioners had no means of ascertaining whether

thev were or were not obtaining the payments due to them.

The opinion of the Solicitor was obtained on the question,

was published in the Supplement of May loth, 1915, and is

appended {see Appendix XXIV., p. 15), and tlie matter was

placed lisfore the Conference of representatives of Local

Medical and Panel Committees for discussion.

(L) Naval and Military.

Represent.\tive on Council or Royal Navy Medical
Service.

222. Sir James Porter, K.C.B., R.N., who was appointed at

the last Representative Meeting a member of Councd to

represent the Royal Navy Medical Service for the ensumg 3

years, has found it necessary owing to Service duties to resign

his appointment. Under Bylaw 55 (Casual Vacancies) the

vacancy so created must be filled by the Representative Body,

and the person elected thereto retains office on the Count-ll for
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the unexpired p()rtion of his predecessor's term of office, in this

case to the cud of the A.R.M., 1917.

The Council recommends

:

Recommendation. — That Fleet Surgeon Froderiik
Davidson Lumley, R.N. (retd.), be appointed Heine-
sontntive of the Royal Navy Medical Service on
the Council in place of Sir James Porter, K.C. B..

R.N., retired, to liold office until the termination of

the A.R.M., 1917.

(M) Scotland.

The ^^•AK.

Milltart/ Medical Keeds of the Xation..

(Continuation of p.aras. 165-7 of Annual Report, p. 194.)

223. The Scottish Committee conferred on May 15th with the

Deputy Director of Medical Services for Scotland, the Presi-

dents of the Edinburgh CoUegas of Phj-sicians and Surgeons,
and of the Glasgow Faculty of Phx'sicians and Surgeons,
the Dean of the Faculty of iledicine,' Edinburgh, Dr. Leslie

McKenzie of the Local Government Boiud, Dr. M.-Vail of the
Scottish Insurance Conun) --:-!. :, 1 1 1; . TC 1 i.mii 'A': !I,i ;, Con-
vener of the Scottish _M ', _ . '

• ;init'-o,

as to the question of '

i : : I Arniv
Medical Corps for addit 1. ; .] 1,- I

.
I 1,,. n. It v,,., . - i.Ied fo

endeavour to provide from Sro'land, by July 7th, at least 400
additional medical men for the Army, and each Brancli and
Division Secretary has been informed of the proportion which
tlie Branch and Division is expected to contribute, on the basis

of the local medical population. The Brandies and Divisions
liave been urged to look upon the work of providing the
additional men required as a national dutj- of the mo.st

important kind.

Position of Govei-nment 3fcdical Offtcas in Relation

to the War.

224. The Scottish Committee has expressed ths opinion lliat

Tuberculosis Officers. P'-l.nnI :\redir"il Ottiners, Medical Officers

of Health, Poor Law :.l..;i .! 1 us: r-, i'r.o., Medical Officf-rs,

ond all other Governnv !

'.:
1

,''
: 1 ,\ ilnig- to offer tlu-ir

services for the War, sL ,,,: I i, ;, ,.~ ,i iw, n;^'' the War from
the duties of their appoiiiiait^iu,, :ui..i th.ii llieir interests in

respect of these appointments should be safeguarded.

N.\TI0N-.\L I.VStlKANCE ACT.

(Continuation of paras. 169-74 of Annual Report, pp. 19-J-5).

Keeping of Rrxords of Praclitionera on Act ice Sen ice.

225. The Scottish Committee has provisionally decided to
urge upon tlie Treasury the necessity of abandoning the keep-
ing of records of those doctors who have offered their services
with the Forces, and whose work is being carried on liy

neighbouring practitioners.

APPENDIX XVIII.

LIST OF MATTERS REFKRRKD TO THE COUNCIL
BY THE ANNUAL REPRESENTATIVE MEETING,

ABERDEEN, 1914.

(Secx>ara. 1S7 of Supplemcntarij Report.J

Para, oj
or Svpp.
Jtppirt.*

vies Ckr ic Cuses.

220. The Scottish Committee has represented to the Scotti.sli
Commissioners that in t!ie prevent crisis, in order to enablo
practitioners to give adequate attention to the medical needs
of the army and tlie puUic, it is of great importance that tliey
should be relieved from much of ths clerical work required
under the National Insurance Act, including in particular the
writing of weekly sickness certineates in chronic and long-
continued cases.

J. A. MACDONALD,
Chairman of Cou

TR.VND, W.C.
June 30th. 1315.

40 Salaries of clerical staff ... ... 189

68 78 Alterations of Articles, as to eligibility for
membership, etc. ... ... ... ... 35

81 Question of Association becoming also a federa-
tion for other medical bodies ... 37

89 Assistance to non-members in medico-political
matters ... ... ... ... ... ... IQI

104 Salaries of staff of Association ... ... ... 57

113 Po-ssible libel actions 78

124 State registration of nurses ... ... ... lloA

125 Insufficiently trained nurses 89

1.34 Practice of dentistry by unqualified persons ... 90-4

140 Propcsed Special Fund —
210 Form of rcjiort on tiil)0!T'nlous crises receiving

213 Vohintaiv';,
,

:.:' nh.l:.-,l schools arc
attachi'il

;

ij'.j; ..( t ulj-rculosis ^^ork 157

210 Proposed federation of Local Medical and Panel
Committees ... ... ... ... ... . 144

63, 223-5 Question of making the Insurance Act
Committee a Standing- Committee 117

247 Central Insurance Defence Fund —
248 Medical aid institutions ... ... ... ... 122

Chemists' accounts : prescribing 133-0

253 Certification 123-S2

~69-70 Proposed nursing service 14S

75 Representations to Government as to possible
developments of Insurance Acts ... ... US

75-7 Future developments of Insurance Acts ... 148

2S9 Treatment of School Children 101-5

310-11 Fees for medical examinations for life insurance 99

312 Payment of ship surgeons for attendance on
first and second class passengers ... ... .

320 Medical aid institutions ... ... ... ... 159-60

APPENDIX XIX.

LETTER ADDRESSED BY THE ASSOCIATION ON
MAY 20TH, 1915, TO THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL
OF THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE IN CON-
NECTION WITH THE RECRUITING OF MEDICAL
OFFICERS FOR THE ARMY.
(See para. 101 of Supplementary Report of Council.)

Sir,

Offices of the Briti.sh Medical Association,
Medical Department,

429, Strand, London, W.C.
May 20th, 1915.

) . The Association has felt it to be of great pleasure as well
as a privilege to be allowed to place its organisation at your
di.sposal for the purpose of re-ruitinL' rnplical offifor? for the
Army, and for hoi; .,

o- '

. ji:
:

i-
' ; .

: 1 uice

required or likel.i, • o
,

, om-
missioned officci'- 1

'

:
.the

requirements of t]i> :-
: hi •

- - icia-

tiou's recruitin;r cam|)aLi;n certain i73iut,s Ian o been br juccht to
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the attention of the Special Committee which has been dealing

with the subject, and as these are said to be having a detri-

mental effect upon the recruiting of medical men, I am
instructed to bring some of them to your notice in the hope

that something may be done to remove the difficulties indicated.

2. For the sake of convenience the points are divided into

(a) grievances of medical men already serving in the Army,
and (b) difficulties which ;i ^ |,:

,

-, r ,,; i;, j- ii-'lh,.l p: :,- • ii io,„rs

from applying for commi- : 1 > 1
!i. ial

one, because any grievan. ' :, : . ad

are not only felt by the m. n \i ',m ,, . /.>i 'ijl: \ --
1 > .i.v, li.i iliey

have a deterrent effect uprMi men who might otherwise be

expected to offer themselves for service.

(a) Grievances of Medicat. JIen alreadv

(1) Ja Ulcers R.A.M.C. f T.F.J

3. There is an undoubted feeling of soreness amongst junior

officers in the R.A.M.C. (T.F.) as to the inferiority of their

pay as compared with that of Temporary Lieutenants in the

RAMC Tlie firmei p int cut that they were pitriotic

enough to take the tuutk ti make themselves efficient m
and th it it seems invidious that men who did

ftei tlic « u bioke out 111 * ' ' i ' 1 no

^ -ulnteNer, should be
]

liei

riie repl> that is gf 1
1

1 at

, a 1 1 f aid areoi rt

=s of

recently joined the Army, bfit the letter of Colonel Blenkinsop
of May 16th, 1915, makes the exact position quite plain,
namely, that Territorial and Temporary Medical Officers are
in this respect on exactly the same footing as permanent
officers in the R.A.M.C." With regard to the late Major
Burnet's case the Committee regrets to find that the War
Office has already come to a decision unfavourable to tlia

claims of the widow of the late officer.

(b) Difficulties which are preventing Medical
1'kactitioneks accepting Commissions.

(/) Young Practitioners holding Public Appointments.

8. The Association has evidence which leads it to believe
that some lural authm ities are not as willing as they should be
to set frte youn;! iiieilieal men in their employ. The Govern-
ment II' |iaitmeiits cnnrevned, namely the Local Government
Board and tin- Boaul nt Kducation, have .signilied to the local

authorities tlieir desire that no undue difficulties should be
placed in ihe way of doctors who are willing to apply for com-
missions, but these Departments have no power of compulsion.
The Association would suggest that power should bo taken by
the Government to compel local authorities which aro proved
to be unnecessarily rf taming young practitioners in their

emplovment to let them go, and to piotect their interests

during then absence

(') Ptimncial ConMcUi alions

9 Verv man\ :

mittee to the ell

glad to offei tlien

\ e been made to the Coir

rs who would have bee
nns aie unable to do so o

anl the Vss ) lUi n \

thiough jou on the <

pecuniary position of th

at any rxte those ^vho 1

should be made as good is li it

4 The dissatisfaction of the je

has been incieas 1 1 \ t] ( f t

Lieutenants, vv 1

pi omoted to C 1
]

militirj reason 1

pi emotion affoi 1

ot the position I 1

Foice, who ar 1
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it and who in ad 1 1 1 i 1

longer sorv ice

n son e wa\ the
!R A"\f C (TF \
. sn I ,nxd,
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u idvantage of

(2) Lmdenant^ 'Special Rcvuc RAMC
5 The Association w ui 1 j iiti il il\ press upon your

attention the position ct 1 1 11 t n the Speci d Peserve
R.A.M.C. According to tlie inluiniaiion at the disposal ot

the Association the claim o: tliese gentlemen to be dealt with
on the same lines as the Lieutenants in the R.A.M.C, namely,
to be promoted to Captains, would seem to be a very strong
one.

(3) Pay of Majors in the R. A . 71/. C. (T.F.J.

6. The Association has already asked that Majors in the

R.A.M.C. (T.F.) should be relieved from the grievance which
they feel in regard to the interpretation which is being put
upon the term " after three years service as such" appearing
in Article Sr,H of the Royal' Warrant for Pay 1914. It, may
have been due to a misieadin'.'' of the regulations but it is

undoubtedly the case that maiiy Ah: j-Ts were under the im-
pression that " three yeai > s,_i \ i.x a^ smh " meant three years
t-ervice as a Major, and tlic As.^oeiation would respectfully

Bubmit that this is the natnral interpretation of Article 358 as

it stands. The ollieial interpretation of this phrase namely
that it means three years of mohilined service has come as a
{.n.jt fiisappnintiivnt 1" ;n"i;-- officers, and in view of the
t. . .; .I'l. i.iln,. '.I ;. ,1 :

I Iv of February 20th, 1915, in

I ' ,iii:i'..l li
'

:
:- liopcd to liavo the present

111'
' 1 1'l ' I. 11 111 11-11' I'll III' ,\- ^.'lation trust? that such action

(4J Pen-nons and Compensation.

1. There has apparently been some misunderstanding on
this question, on the part of many Medical Officers who have

pi irticp Man\ suggestions have been made to the Committ
on this point ivhich hrve resolved themselves into propos i

either to ru e the lemuneration or to increase the grituitj

the en 1 of servi e On this subject Colonel Blenkinsop pi ir

befoie the Cemmittee certim coiisi iti^tions winch hue led i

to the conclusion that i*- c mnot at the present moment pu
either of t' p ' t 1 u 'gestions But the Com
mitt e 1 n lecord its conv iction th i

hnancixl i

man> txj

the W u (Jtti c

ofered to such \
necessaij if it

C limit 1 h

(3J Qu

iicd kinds are pi eventing
I m offering their services to

lease in the remuneration
I be juslifiible and will le

secme their sei vices The
rnment could see its w iv

over what to many pi a

loss of income or capit il

le extent solve the present

of Compulsion

10. Suggestions have been received by the Committee from
the difficulties of obta ning Medi'various quarters

Officers can only be overcome by some system of compu
but the Committee is of opinion that it would be impracticable

to apply compulsion to members of the medical profession

alone, and that compulsory medical service for the Army
could only be considered as part of a National compulsory
service system.

11. In placing these considerations before you the Com-
mittee desires to state that as a result of its recent experience

it is convinced that a very large section of the Medical
profession is extremely anxious to place its services at the

disposal of the War OJfiee and is only restrained from so doiiii;

by the above mentioned difiiculties coupled with the natural

desire not to leave the civilian population without mediial

attendance. The Committee would very respectfully urge on

the Government, through you, its opinion that if prompt and

sympathetic consideration were given to the points mentioned

in tliis letter, tlio efl'eets on the recruiting of medical officers

would be immediate and satisfactory,

lam.
Yours faithfully,

Alfred Cox,
Medical Secretary.

The Director-General,
Army Medical Service,

War Office,

Whitehall, S.W.
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HOME CONSTITUEXCIES FOR ELECTION OF EEPEESENTATIVE BODY, 1915-

(Stepara. 194 0/ Si(pp!cmcnlai-y Report 0/ CoiinciL)

(Divisions bracketed togetlier form one Constituency.)
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the Head Master
here there is no
1,0 Medical Officer

aDj- special poiuts

qualitir-l .
-. w m]

duriiiL'

adeqn: •

should L-.; ,::. lU.ld -M

which may aridc.

(e) School Timt-tahle.—The Head Teacher must remain
resj^ousible for such alterations (if any) in the time-table aa

may be necessary to facilitate the work of Medical
inspection.

(TIT.) Joint Duties.

A Mrilial Hfr ,; ;, j,;,i;:l..l in considering the whole
work ami ' .li i-i,..! -'i - 'i k)1 in their medical aspect
and in r ,., ::l::. ,i. ,, uk. There are subjects on
which 111-,:; l\ii. I- 11-. I'll. :i. ! >r example, in determining
the size and character of the type to be employed in

printing books and papers for the use of school children.

His advice should be sought on certain forms of needle-
work from the point of view r.f ii^ effect on eyesight.

Where, however, the M In il ' '
;

:- i^f opinion that in

the interests of the chiMi - ' -hould be made, he
should confer -with tlie II,.: .etore making any
representations to the K l:ic.u;u.. .Vl;', '..ority, and should-
inform the Head Teacher ot the e-ivact nature of the report
which he proposes to make.

(IV.) Duties Which Should Not be Undertaken'.

(a) Collection of Fees jor Medical Treatmcnl.—It is not
part of the duty of either teacher or doctor to collect fees
for medical treatment.

Ge.\er.\l Note.

It is possible that in connection with the medical inspection
and treatment of school children circumstances mav arise to
M-hich no specific reference!- 1

:

determining whether the ri -

Medical Officer or with the l

duties which require fnr tli^i: , „i. .... l... , ;

teachers but -Im.-.M 1. iiidertaken by the ii.. :,

out careful oli^ei vain . <ii ihis general rulese:

,

-e

indicted upou the rhddien. On the other !. . no
have been trained for tlieir special work n-.';- ; to

accept full responsibility for the manner in \ 1 , : ,,i s

may be discharged, taking con.stant care to av..: I I'l,. v ' - ,.ij

and practice of education anything which would ii? prejudicial
to the physical well-being of their scholars.

APPENDIX XXII.

STKCIAL REPORT TO DIVISIONS AND REPRE-
SENTATIVE BODY ON QUESTION OF FEES
FOR MEDICAL E.XAMINATIONS FOR LIFE
INSURANCE.
(See para. 311 oj Supplementary Report of Council.)

(i.) History of Previous Actios by Association.
1. The following is a brief report of the action which has

been taken in the matter since it first received consideration by
the Representative Body.

2. In 1904, the Norwich Division made a preliminary inquiry,
locally and geiicrallv, the results of v.hieli were eomi'niinicated
to th-- i;. li'.-i-i^itivo Body that ve.i: '. \ .nal Reprc-
^",

''
-'. li'0.5, the "^I I .mmittee

i--''
.

I'-r report from tl. ,,-,n upon
til' ',":'; .')ri recommended th;.: flatter be
remitted to the Divisions for consider
ti\-e Body accordingly passed the following
and 116:—

A.R.M., 190.-): J/.«»,v ll.j.— R.;so! .-ei

view to giving I'l, .i!, m ,' . .

'

of the Norwiel I

•

through the ^1

from the Life an.i . , ^. .,..„.., ^ . ,.

the country tlie piopoiiion bonveeu the
expected from the Medical Referee and the fee oflfered to
him by the Insurance Company.

Minnie 116.—Resolved : That the report on Insurance
I ees be approved, and that it be suggested to the Divisions
that each Division should take" the question into
consideration.

These instructions were renewed by the Annual Repre-
septati\-o Meeting, 1906, consequent upon no action bcin-^
taken during the Session 1905-6.

°

•f. Early in 1907 the Medico-Political Committee commr.ni-
1 ^ d with the various Insurance Companies in the Kingdom

Til? Representa-
Miautes llo

Th:

work

and the information thus collected was forwarded in February,
1908, to the Divisions for their iuformstion, certain questions
of fact and opiniou being put to the Divisions by the Com-
mittee. {See Report to Divisions, Supplement to Journal,
February •22nd, 190S.)

4. After consideration of the replies of the Divisions the
Committee, through one of its members, interviewed the
General Managers, or their representatives, of eight of tha
leading Life Insurance Companies representing different types
of Insurance work, when the proposition was put to them that

I

in the opiniou of the Association the time had arrived when
the apijlication of the principle that the fees paid to each
medical examiner should bear a proportionate relationship to
the sum assured (which principle was even then carried out ta

a certain extent), should be extended, in contradistinction ta

the present general practice of paying fees varying from 2s. 6d.
up to £2. 2s. and not beyond.

5. The gist of such interviews may be summed up aa
follows :

—

(i.) that the majority of the companies were apparently
sympathetic to the views put for«ard, agreeing that in

many instances the fees paid for medical examinations
were totally inadequate, and appeared disposed to admit
that there was much to be said for the adoption of a
scale of fees to medical men for life insurance examina-
tions bearing a direct relationship to the degree of
responsibility measured in terms of the sum assured

;

(ii.) that one company had dispensed altogether with
medical examinations, the results of which practice,
however, were considered as unsatisfactory by other
companies

;

(iii. 1 that two of the largest and most im])ortanfc

irial companies were entirely un.sj'mpathetic to tha
.-ition put before them, and one went so far as to
iiiat for some time they had been preparing in

't ion of such a demand by the medical examiners
lid if pressed in the matter either (a) adopt a

II ji «liole-timc medical officers, or (b) disi^ense with
al examination altogether.

indus

.ledi'

6. The Council in con.sidering the question in 1911 found
that difficulties arose owing to the lapse of time since the
approval by the Representative Body of the principle that tha
amount of payment of practitioners for this cla.ss of examination
should be based on the

The Annual ,

for life in-:'

amount of .

professional uj.j

it of evidence required by tha

inciple it first approved in 1905.

Meeting, 1914, decided that fees

ins should be based upon the
ill confirmation of the examiner's

(ii.) Recommendations.

7. To give efTect to this principle, it is necessary that some
indication of the kind of report or opinion which could
fairly be given for a stated fee should be given, and the
Council therefore .submits a rer^ommendation hereon with
specini'T. f --i 1 1 if ". •> .'-^ Th'^'

'
' .iii.oil does not wish it to be

und.i- \ . ^ • iLe fee of .£1 Is. will be
adei|ii I 1 \ ery case upon •\\hich a
prai't iti';.' 1 iii'v 1' i li.'l 1 'I'll i'l '^-ive a full report. But,
taking an average of such ca-es, and es])ecially having regard
to the facts quoted above as to the views of the leading insurance
companies, the Council is of opinion that the time has
come when the profession should state definitely for what fee

it is prepared to give a certain kind of repoit. In view of what
has happened in connection with the fixing of minimum fees

for similar work, p.y., examinations Ijy referees under the
Insurance Acts, the ('.imi'il ti'i-!- that rve;v rfi'ort will be
madetoimpi' ii i"- :

.'

ii'ing this

matter fnlh- I : i.-ionon

it so that'l:
,

1 a- to tha

opinion of ihta , ..i.-mu. .,..- l-,, i.n [•. j. .-ci Kls and the

practicability of their being obtained Irom the Insurance
Companies.

Bscommendation.

The Council submits the following recommendation to the

Divisions and Representative Body :

—

That the following fees for medical examinati'jns for

life assurance be adopted :

£1 Is. for a formal full report, such as that con-

t.iined in Sub-Appendix A.*
lOs. 6d. for a fornaal short report, si:cli as that con-

tained in Sub-Appendix B.*
53. for a simple form of certificate, such as that con-

tained in Sub-Appsndix C*
fomis
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SUB-APPENDIX A.

FOKM OF "FULL" RKPORT.

Coufideutial Medical Reixjrt to the Directors of the.

Lite Insurance Company.

[\'.—Digestive Syste5i,

<n ArPEAEAXC'i:

1. (a) Is the Proposer well formed ?

(b) Does he appear to be healthy t

2. (a) Is there anything injurious to

health in the Proposer's occu-
pation, or oitlinary manner of

life?

(b) Or any reason to suspect past
or i)resent intemperance ?

\\Tiat is the height and weight 5 Height "Weight.,

II.—RESriRATION-.

1. Is the chest well de\eloped ?
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SUB-ArPENDIX B.

FORM OF "SHOPwT" REPORT.

Medical Examiner's Certificate.

Questions to be answered by the Medical Examiner.

1. Have you personally made a

medical examination of the

Proposer ?

2. What is the height and weight ?

3. Is there hernia, and if so, of what
kind, and is a truss worn ?

4. Is there any disposition to

phthisis ?

Height Weight..

As the result of your personal

examination, and taking into

consideration the general state

of health, the condition of the

several organs, the constitution

and habits, do you consider the

Proposer eligible as a (irst-class

life?

(If a female, state whether
married or single, and any
circumstances as to pregnane}-,

or otherwise, which you con-

sider the officers of the
Company ought to know.)

Are there any facts connected
with Proposer's habirs of life,

occupation, antecedents, or

family history', on account of

which you consider any extra

premium should be charged ?

Signature of Medical E

Address Qualificati

SUB-AITEXDIX C.

FORM OF CERTIFICATE.

I, hereby certify that I hav

this day
and fit to be

ed A. B. , and believe him to be in good health

;epted for life assurance upon ordinary terms.

APPENDIX XXIII.

MEMORANDUM ON METHOD OF PAYMENT FOR
DOMICILIARY TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOUS

INSURED PERSONS.

(See para. S19 of Sur/phmentary Report of Council.)

1. The Association notes that attacks are being made in
various insurance areas on the present method of payment for
attendance on tuberculous insured persons, and is of opinion
that it may be useful to Panel Committees and insurance
X)ractitioners generally to have a general review of the
situation.

2. It will be remembered that Sanatorium Benefit came
into operation before Medical Benefit, and at first payment
was made on a scale of fees to medical practitioners for
domiciliary attendance on persons certified to be .suffering

from tuberculo!-is. When the Chancellor of the Exchequer
on October 2.3rd, 1912, explained the proposals of the Govern-
ment as to Medical Benefit, he stated that the Government
thought it would be much better tliat there should be an
inclusive fee for all the work whioli the general practitioner

does for tuberculous persons, and that it was proposed that
6d. s'.iould be set aside from the Is. 3d. payable for Sanatorium
Benefit in respect of each insured person for the remuneration
of the general practitioner for all such work- The Chancellor
went on to s^y " It is true that at first this figure may be
very much too high, because after all the Act only applies to
employed persons, of whom the numbers suffering from
tuberculosis will at first be small. I am sorrj- to say that
gradually these numbers will increase, but for the first few
years I have no doubt tliat 6d. is more than adequate. At
the same time I hope that this is an arrangement that will last

at any rate some time."
3. In reply to a request for further details as to the proposed

grant and especially as to the amount and kind of work which
would be expected in return for it, the Cliancellor of the

Exchequer stated in a letter to the Association dated
November 6th, 1912 : "The amount and kind of attendance
will be such as, in the best interests of the patient, can
be given by the practitioner himself. The 6d. from tlie

Sanatorium Fund will be added to the fund available for tlie

provision of medical attendance and treatment by practitioners

on the panel. The 6d. is solely for the remuneration of the
doctor and no deduction will be made from it for the provision

of drugs or any other purpose."
4. The deduction of the 6d. from the Sanatorium Benefit

Fund was strongly resented by Insurance Comraitttces who
foresaw that with the 9d. remaining they would not be able to

carry out the amount of institutional treatment which th^-

public had been led to expect, and from the very inception i i

the Insurance Committees there has been a steady stream
complaints on this ground. Recently, however, the coli

plaints have taken a more definite form, and at a meetiii '

of the Executive of the National Association of Insuraii» t

Committees the following motion was carried ou the initiative

of the Bristol Committee :

" Th.at strong representations be made to the Commis-
sioners that Committees should control the whole of tl:e

money provided for Sanatorium Benefit under Section Hi

(2) (a) of the Act of 1911, and that the arrangemer.t

whereby medical practitioners are credited with 6d. por

insured" person on their lists for defraying the costs of

domiciliary treatment be discontinued."

5. In the Bristol Insurance Committee on March 1st, 191.5,

as reported in the National Insurance Gazette of March 27tli,

1915, a memljer said that doctors for their 6d. per head of

insured persons had treated 183 tuberculosis patients while tlie

Sanatorium Benefit Sub-Committee for their 9d. per head had
treated 3-1'J patients, which latter treatment included insti-

tutional treatment of various kinds. He said that the

Committee were giving a great deal for their 9d. and doctors

were getting far too much for the little they did. Out of 130

doctors it was reported that only 09 had administered domici-

liary treatment and .53 doctors had not a cose lietwecn them.

At a meeting of the Lancashire Insurance Committee on
February 28th, 191.5, a member stated that he doubted very

much whether they were getting anything like a proportionate

return for the large sum of money per head for all persons

suffering from tuberculosis which the Committee was paying
to medical men under their agreement. He went on to say

"A doctor who had to attend to 30 or 40 patients in a single

evening was not in a position to give the care and attention

which cases of tuberculosis required

They would find that for each person suffering from tuber-

culosis the Committee were paying something like £10
per head per annum to the doctors." This latter statement

is ambiguous. If it means that, including the salaries of

Tuberculosis Officers and doctors at Sanatoriums, £10 per head
was being spent on medical attendance for tuberculous persons,

that may well be so, but it is to be noted that in a report

published on March 5th, 1915, by the Tuberculosis Officer of

Lancashire, it is shown tluit the amount [ler head received by
the doctor- ' .

./.,//. ;.'/'/ • '' " .
' '.\"ul\ average between £3

and £4. TL, . ! ^:,i ,
i,-i

.
I- -t.itement that there

are " ahuw r,,.'„,
.

,
,

, ; ,,i tuberculosis in the

County. (It il.-' :' ,. t, ::::.. I
:l,;)i i:.."!!!) to 4,000 insured

persons will annually come uiKJcr treatment by the mcdicnl

pr.actitioner." Tlie report .states that of 1,1.59 persons report. I

upon by the Tuberculosis Officers as suffering from phtlii-^

and recommended for treatment, 25'7 per cent, were in tl •

early stages of the disease, 27 per cent, in the intermedial'-,

and 47'1 in the advanced stage.

6. It appears therefore that the attack on the present metlio'l

of payment ot panel doctors for domiciliary treatment ' t

tuberculosis is being made on three lines. First on ll

ground that the deduction of the doctor's .sixpence from tl

Is. 3d. definitely .set aside for Sanatorium Benefit is cripplir.j

the work which the Insurance Committees might do lu
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tlie way of institutional treatment. Secondlj', that tho

cases reported by doctors are so few that tlio aggregate

of tlio sixpences received by many individual doctors

proves that the fee per case treated is extravagant—ranging

«s higli as £-20 to £30 it is alleged in somo areas.

Tliirdfv, that tlie capitation system has been a failure because

the proportion of late cases to early ones reported shows that

the doctor is not sutlicieutly interested in the matter to

examine his cases carefully. This is to say, ho gets his money
whether he examines them or not and consequently all but

the very conscientious practitioners do their work in a slovenly

fashion.

7. As regards the first objection it need only be said that if

the funds of Insurance Committees are proved to be insufhcient

they ought to be increased either from central funds or from

the rates.

S. The second objection is based on a too limited interpre-

tation of what domiciliary attendance is. According to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, it is " all the work which the

general practitioner does for tuberculosis persons." Appar-
ently manj- members of Insurance Committees believe that it

is possible to have accurate particulars of every person who
has received domiciliary attendance, but every practitioner

will at once see that this is impossible. What the Insurance

Committees get, or ought to get, is the number of persons

who are definitely notified as suffering from tuberculosis.

But a great deal of the panel doctor's work in the way ot

domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis is, and must be, unre-

corded so far as the Insurance Committee is concerned. There
is for example a large number of young persons who are

taken to the doctor because they are " run down," or suffering

from ana;mia, or indigestion, or a slight cough and receive

domiciliary treatment. Most of these persons will not
afford evidence of the presence of the bacillus, but
to the experienced eye of the doctor the possibility of

what is known as the " pre-tubercular " stage is always
present. By judicious treatment raanj- cases of this kind

are restored to health and never come under the notice of

the iledical Officer of Health or the Tuberculosis Officer.

Moreover many of those who are definit ely tuberculous decline

to apply for Sanatoiium Benefit or to see the Tuberculosis
Officer. They are afraid of imperilling their work and they
continue to be treated by the panel doctor until they^ recover

or, more often, until they get so much worse that they no
longer care about their work and are now eager for institutional

treatment which may however then be too late. No doubt
doctors in these cases should consider the desirability of the

Tuberculosis Officer being called into consultation but the

difficulty of securing the patient's consent should not be
under-estimated. An Insurance Committee which bases the

statement that the panel doctor is being over-paid for

domiciliary attendance on the number of cases which are

reported to the iledical Officer or the Tuberculosis Officer, is

labouring under the same fallacy as the old Friendly Societies

were when they contended that the doctors were well paid on
the rates formerly given for club work because only a small

proportion of their members applied for sickness benefit,

entirely overlooking the much larger number of persons who
consulted the doctor but did not claim sickness benefit.

9. The third objection, namely, that payment by capitation

leads to carelessness maj- have more substance in it. But tlie

payment per fee was tried and abandoned, first because it was
Uiore expensive than the capitation fee, and secondly because
it necessitated more administrative and clerical work. As a

matter of fact enlightened self-interest should lead every
doctor to keep his eyes very w ide open for the earliest stages
of tuberculosis, for a little work then may obviate much trouble

to himself later, besides saving the patient from almost inevit-

able death. There may be no logical case for giving the panel
doctor a separate payment for tuberculosis work, for as has
been shown the line of partition between this disease and
others is at times very thin. But there is every reason for

keeping up the total remuneration to the jianel doctor for, if

the total remuneration is lowered, the temptation to tho doctor
to tiike more patients than he can properly attend to would be
greater, and his capacity for giving careful attention to his

early tuberculosis cases would be lowered.

10. The answer of the profession to the attempt to take away
f:'.:u it the Sanatorium 6cl. should, therefore, be on three lines,

:nat the 6d. was definitely promised by the responsible

^ties of the Government ; secondly, that a great deal ot

i-^ being done for the money which is and must be in-

:• of being shown by figures ; thirdly, that the Insurance
.ittees *.n best secure that they and" the insured persons

_ t, the best return for their money by furthering the co-

L;on between the panel doctor, the tuberculosis officer,

i.ij tuberculosis dispensary and the Sanatorium. The

co-operation of these various agencies is by no means as close

as it ought to be, and every eftbrt should be made to imjirove it,

in which steps Insurance Committees could count on the support
of the AESociation. It should be suggested that not only should
£he panel practitioner make full use of the services of the
Tuberculosis Officer, but the latter should make reports on
the cases dealt with by him to the panel doctor. The forniS

of reports as drafted by the Local (Jovernment Board should
be simplified and every effort should be mode t.. mike th, |.anel

doctor, the Tuberculosis Officer and the Saiiit^Mum .Mnlieal

Officer realise that they are parts of a e.i i.im lat i\ e ,^ heme
working for the benefit of the talierenlnns patient.

11. But it cannot be ten) i,Mvil,ly |i(.intud out that even if

the Insurance Committii -, li.nl ilie \\li()Io Is. 3d. per head,
or double that amount, ami ,-|j> in 11 all on sanatorium and
other institutional treatment it would still be necessary to

provide somehow for domiciliary treatment. The Tuberculosis
Officer could not give it because he has not that free access to

the homes of insured persons Mhich the family doctor has.

The family doctor is the only one who ean fjive it, an.l uiiless

he is enlisted in the cam|iai--n a-ain^t t uIh r.i;Iii~i^, iljimost
promising cases—the earlir-i em- will ne\M le- il:>i.-"-i!ed,

and the Insurance Coramitlee, iii~li a-l cif f^'itiinc; only 74 per
cent, of cases in the intermediate and aclvanced stages, will

get all its cases in those stages. It would be worth the ^hila
of the Insurance Committee to pay the Sanatorium Cd. for

discovering even 25 per cent, of the cases, but it is certain that
with more co-operation between the various agencies at work
this percentage should rajiidly increase.

APPENDIX XXIV.

REDUCTIONS IN ADVANCES TO INSURANCE
PRACTITIONERS.

{See para. S.?! ofSiippleriKntary Report of Council.)

Solicitor's Opinion.

The steps recently taken by Insurance Committees, acting
on the advice of the Commissioners, to reduce the monthly or
quarterlj- advances made to insurance practitioners have
naturally caused great concern on the part of these prac-

titioners and of the Panel Committees, tho result being that

the Insurance Act Committee has had manj- applications for

advice as to the legality and necessity of such a step. That
Committee instructed its Local Medical and Panel Sub-Com-
mittee to take legal advice, and this was done by conference
between Mr. Hempson and several members of the Sub-Com-
mittee.

Mr. Hempson's opinion is set out below and should be read
very carefully, in conjunction with the report of the interview

between representatives of the Sub-Committee and the Com-
missioners on December 22nd, 1914, which is reprinted on page
234 et seq. of the Supplement to the British Medical
Journal of May 8th, 1915. Jlr. Hempson's opinion as to the

legality and justifiability of reasonable reductions is clear and
definite. In consideration of this matter, however, many im-

portant points emerged, such as ^^hether the reductions made
were not in some cases more than are warranted by the
circumstances ; whether the reduction in the amount of work
demanded from the doctors on tho panel is proportionate to

the reduction in the remuneration ; and as to what will be the
position when many of the insured persons now on military

service return to the panel lists in a deteriorated state of

health. These points were feft to be of such importance that

the Sub-Committee decided to collect what information it

could from the Panel Committees of the country, and to put
tlie matter down for discussion at the Conference of Represen-
tatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees which is to be
held in London on .June Kith and possibly 17th.

Opinion.

1. As requested, I have carefully perused (lo jirinf'^.l crres-
pondence between tho Commissioners, tli>

: :C9

Committee, and the Chairman of the Bri oo

(printed in the Supplement to the Bkitish al
of April 3rd, 1915), and also the report in :

:
- ^ / .to

the British Medical Journal of January 13th, l'Ji5, of an
interview between a deputation from a Sub-Committee of the

Insurance Act Committee and the Insurance Commissioners on
December 22nd, 1914, and at the same time I have had before
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me the Regulations and the Form of Agreement usually entered
into between an Insurance Committee and a panel practitioner.

2. Til flif nhovc mentioned report there is sr t out 'more or
]' ' " 'h made by Sir P,"'- 1

^::''
:

' '!i:-inter-
- clause of sucli m '',

' i
i i i - total

,'' refers to the .-iM lu-ur-

.•r • i i
- lietween Insurance ( 'mH!!!;,; 1. . - .^-l '[.[.mved

hc). if:ie-, ai.'l tlierefore presumably lam not called upon to

deal with this aspect.

tie rext clause, "The dist

!l, tl,.

IC- prr

though the procedure adopted in the distribution, as detailed

by Sir Robert Morant, seems to be in accordance with the
Regulations.

4. With res}"

the Commitcte'.-

I think it l—t.:
of the ];• _ :

which S

which :

5. I);

credit 1

'

• :id, namely, "Distribution of

. > idual doctors on their panel,"
' 'jiinion, to follow the language

i liaii tcj sum it up in the terse way in

13 reported to have done in his speech,
^construction.

tl,- Ill-,lt;n,-,- C. n,mi!l«.^ 1..,ve to

advance of the amount due
.]v:-iv< to ronuiiii.late that

7. The deduction from this seems to be that it is only after
the expiration cf the year and when the final account has been
f„i t, .1 ... .1..-. money is actually due and payable to the prac-
'-

' ptJ^er is given to make payments on account

• understood that while a practitioner may be
cretiitcd ^yitll a certain amount he is not necessarily entitled
to be paid that sum in full, but only his proportionate
ehare (based upon the number of persons upon his list)

of the whole Practitioners' Fund. For instance, for tlie
Bake of argument, if there are five practitioners on the
panel of a certain Committee — A having 1,000 patients
on his li-t. B having iiUO, C having 800, D havi.itr 700,
and E OOU—there would therefore be on these five lists

4,000 persons in all. A would accordingly receive
i^gths of the total Practitioners' Fund X, B" /c?5»,rths,
C^RTctlts. i"f' ^o "n. If the fund eventually worked out
°" "° *" ' ^'' . vment in full to each practitioner

I of each person for whom he was
would, of course, be no need to

upon
wholl
trcui; liere

'

! to the questions raised by the Chairman of
(tommittee to the Insurance Commissioners,
1915, and .set out in thy printed correspon-

10. There seems to me to be a certain misconception under-
lying these questions, and on which they all depend, and which
I should wish to deal with before answering these questions
seriatim.

11. The Chairman of the Panel Committee, as voicing the
opinion of his Committee, seems to be under the impression
that there is due to each medical man upon the panel a fixed sum
quarterly for each of the insured persons named on his list, anil

that he is entitled to receive this intact. Such, however, 19

not the case, as it is onl}' at the end of the year, or rather " as
soon iis may be after the expiration of the year" when the
I I'f have declared a final account, that there is any

y for estimating the probable number of insured

I

iititled to be considered as being on his list, and for

itLtin.,,- the sum actually due to him; as these quarterly
payments are merelj' " paj'ments on account" regulated by
what the Committees deem expedient {see Regulation 37).

12. I now deal with the questions seriatim :

(a) " Il'as the Insurance CommittRe justified in maldng a dednr-

tion oj 6d. per insured person for the third quarterfollowed by cue

ofSd. for the laU quarter ?"

The word "deduction" is, in my opinion, incorrectly used.

I have stated above, under paragraph 8, the principles upon
which a practitioner upon the panel is entitled to be jjaid, and
that, practically, he cannot claim that any definite sum is di;o

to him until after the end of the year. The Committee, ho:,

ever, credit him with a certain sum every quarter, of whi^ !i

sum they are at liberty by Regulation 37 to pay him the wliol

or such portion of the whole as they may deem expedietit

having rea;ard to the condition of the fund andthecontingenci -,

that may^uise.

13. It must, of course, always be borne in mind fVmt f ,i

Commissioners, and under them the varion- t
, ,. ,,

dealing with public funds, and are accord) 11 r

every pennj' they expend, and it is incumli , i.i

keep in hand a certain sum to meet eventualuu ^. uum im ituaid

against p.iying more to one source than a total final account
will permit 01.

14 If f.ci- ii^taiiop. pverv nrartitioner on the panel were to
' -

. -Lrl in the agreement earh
ii>t, it might be found w)j-. 1

- taken that a considerai.y
greaici m: tl iM'i ii'Lii <_• Aptiii ii-u 111 tliis Way, due to duplication,

traveller.^ ittniporary residents^, or other causes, such a.s

insured persons having died, changed their address, or joined

the forces, and tlieir nanies Ixing allowed inadvertently to

remain on the dm: ' ' '. t' n should properly have been
allotted to the Pni' ;: iid consequently it woulil 1 '.^

necessary for the ( ain back from each practi-

tioner such sums a^ !, 1: '1 to him iu excess of his tin t

share. The objection^ to this course are, I think, so obvicui

that it is unnecessary for me to enlarge upon them.

(b) "Was the Insurance Commitlee justified in mahiiig deduc-

tions pro rata to the panel lists on account of persons sereinij imth

His Majesty'sforces " ?

Under Section 46 of the Insurance Act, 1911, a soldier ia

not entitled to medical benefit, and provision therefore has

to be made in respect of those insured persons who have

joined the forces. As I have said before, the Committee
has a discretion as to these quarterly payments on account,

and this discretion cannot in my opinion be disputed. I

consider, however, that if a doctor can prove that on his

list there is no person who has joined the Army or Navy or

likely to do so, he would be entitled to protest formally

against any temporary withholding on this account from-

payment, made in advance. But as the question of "deduc-
tion " for insured persons who have joined the forces

cannot finally be adjusted until the final account has been

taken after the end of the year, only then could a legal

claim be made based on evidence that a deduction made was
not justified.

(c) Has the Insurance Committee the power of mating any
deductions Jrom the quarterly cheques that may seem advisable ?

and, if the answer to this question be in the negative,

(A) "In what way can the Insurance Committee be restrained

from following this procedure i"

The foregoing questions have already been answered by me
earlier in this opinion, so there is no need for me to deal with

them specificallj\

(Signed) W. E. Hi

33, Henrietta Street, Strand, W.C,
April 28th. 1915.
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Annual Representative Meeting,

London, 1915.

NOTICES OF MOllON FORWARDED BY
DIVISIONS

Since Pcblioation- of Notices of Motion in Supple-
ment OF May 22.S-D, 1915 (p. 265j.-

(e^ The Hssociation and the War.
Qtiestion of Medical Attendance upon Dependants of Men

Serving with the Colours.

1. Amendment, by Wakefield, Pontefkact, and Castle-
FORi\ to Item 9 of Provisional Agenda, as to approval of

Annual Report of Council under beading " (C) The Asso-
ciation and tLe War "

:

Tliat the free medical attendance upon tbe de-

pendants of men serving with His Majesty's Forces
should be discontinued after July 31st next ; and that
Buch action be taken as may be necessary to secure
this step being taken generally throughout the country,
and to tind out whether the War Office is prepared to

provide medical attendance for such dependants or not.

(D1 Organization.
Expenses of Eeprescntiitives.

2. Rider, by Salfoed, to Item 24 of Provisional Agenda,
as to approval of remainder of x\unual Report of Council
under heading '• (D) Organization "

:

That the expenses of Representatives of Divisions
at Representative Meetings should be paid out of tlie

funds of the Association, and that 2 guineas per diem
be allowed towards such expenses.

(H) MeeHeo.Politlcal.
Contract Fees for Medical Attendance and Treatment of

Juvenile Members of Friendly Societies.
3. Amendment, by Worcester, to Motion contained in
Item 34 of Provisional Agenda, as to choice of doctor:

That there be inserted in Recommendation C of
Council after the word "patient" the words "or
representative."

Fees for Medical Examinations for Life Insurance.

4. Amendment, by Cambep.well, to Recommendation Q of
Council (Paragraph 211 of Supplementary Report, p. 5 of
this Supplement):

That Recommendaliin Q be referred back to the
Council on the ground that the proposed terms are not
satisfactory.

5. Rider, by Worcester, to Recommendation Q of Council
(Paragraph 211 of Supplementary Report, p. 5 of this
buPPLE.MENT) :

That a medical report is solely for the Insurance
Company on whose behalf the medical examination is

made, and must not be communicated to any other
office.

Duties of School- Medical Officers.
6. Amendment, by Central Birjiinoham, to Motion by
Korth-East Essex ^SL-ppLEMENT, May 22nd, p. 265)

:

That tlie words " without special payment " in the
Motion by North-East Essex be omitted.

(I) National Insurance.
Effects of the War on the Medical Side of the

Insurance Acts.

7. Amendment, by Salford, to Motion for approval of
paragraph 218 of Supplementary Report of Council (p. 6
of this Sui'plement) :

Tliat the profession notes with alarm the disturb-
ance of the probable sickness incidence of insured
persons owing to the withdrawal of healthy lives by
enlistment in the Army, with the probable return of
many uuhealtliy lives into the insured classes at a
later day; and also the redaction of advances of
grants by the Insurance Commissioners to the
different Insurance Committees.

The Provisio
uucil. 1914-15,
;)plementary Report

innual It.^port of
ofMayStli. For
lis SnPPLESIENT.

Importance of Memlership of Association.
8. Rider, by Wakefield, PoNrBFHACT and Castleford, in
connexion with the samo paragrapli.

That the members of the profession bo circularized
as to the importance of joining or remaining members
of the Association, in view of the time of severe
stress which is undoubtedly coming in the near future
in connexion with the Insurance Act.

Alfred Cox,
June 30th, 1915. Medical Secrctanj.

iitoingsof tlrancfos anh Bibisions.

EDINBURGH BRANCH:
South-Eastep.n Cocntiils Division.

The annual meeting of tlie Division was held at Newtown
St. Boswells on June 22ud, when Dr. P. C. JIacRobert
presided, owing to the absence of Dr. J. Young, chairman-
elect, who succeeded to the oiBce of chairman.

Election of Officers.—The following were elect-ed :

Chairman-elect : Dr. W. T. Barrie (Hawick).
Itepresentalive on Branch Council ; Dr. J. Carlyle Johnstone

(Melrose).
liepresentative at rieprcsenlative Meetinas : Dr. W. Blair

(Jedburgh).
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer : Dr. M. J. Oliver, re-

elected.
Deputy liepresentative at liepresentative Meeti)i^s : Tlie chair-

man and secretary were empowered to select a deputy in the
event of tlie Eepreseutative being unable or unwilling to
attend.

Executive Committee: Drs. McMillan, P. Henderson, Banner-
man, Fairfax, S. Davidson and Muir.

Annual Report.—The annual report of the Executive
Committee, which was approved, stated that tlirec meetings
of the Division and one of the Executive Committee had
been held, when among the subjects considered were the
administrative work of the Association, medico-political
matters, the war emergency, and subjects connected with
national insurance. No scientific meetings or annual
dinner had been lield.

Direct !! prcscilaUvcs on the General Medical Council—
It was decided to iccoiumond members to support Dr. J. A.
Macdouald, LL.D. (Chairman of Council) as one of the
direct representatives on the General Medical Council.

FIFE BRANCH.
The thirteenth annua! meeting of the Branch was held in
the Station Hotel, Kirlvcaldy, on .Juuc 4th, when Dr. R.
Balfolt. CiRAiiAM, President, was in the cliair.

Election of Officers.—It was unanimously agreed to
adopt a recommendation of tlie Brancli Council that, in
view of so many members being absent on service and
otherwise at this time, and that, as otlier Medical Com-
mittees were being re-elected, the office-bearers and
members of Branch Council bo re-elected for the current
year. The President agreed to act as iateiim Secretary
in room of Dr. Anderson, wlio expects to be called up
shortly as a medical officer to the Forces. The Ch.aieman,
in the name of the meeting, congratulated Dr. Anderson,
and trusted that his special knowledge and experience
would be utilized.

Annual Representative Meeting.—Dr. Sneddon was
re-elected tlie Representative of the Branch at Representa-
tive Meetings, and Dr. MacDonald (Cupar), Deputy Repre-
sentative, failing whom Dr. Dow (Dunfermline). With
regard to the business of the Annual Representative
Meeting, it was agreed that the Representative should use
his discretion thereanent.

KENT BRANCH:
Bkomley Division.

The annual meeting of the Bromley Division was held on
.June 29th, when Dr. Umney took the chair, and waa
followed by the new chairman. Dr. Bailey.

Election of Officers.—The following were elected :

Chairman : Dr. Bailey.
Vice-chairman : Dr. Crombie.
Joint Honorary Secretaries : Dr. A. Tennyson Smith and Dr.

W. H. Chesters.
Representative for Representative Meetings: Dr. A. Tennyson

Smith.
Deputy Representative : Dr. G. R. Stilwell.
Representative on Brandt Council : Dr. Lewis.
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K.renitive Crimmitlre: Drs. A. F. G. CotW, J. P. Douse,
C. K. M. Lewia, E. O. Mlcliae], T. D. Miller, E. Or. Prlngle,

G. R. Stilwell, W. F. Umnev, J. H. Yolland.
The Executive Committee to be also the Ethical Committee.

Annual Rein-csentative Meeting.—The Representative

was instructed to support the Couucil's recommenclations
on (1) assistant asylum medical oflicers

; (2) fees for life

insurance examination; (3) to oppose contract fees for

juveniles and the maternity and child welfare report, on
the ground that the time was inopportune for ciuostious of

such magnitude. A levy of 2s. 6d. towards tlie cxijenses

of the Bepresentative for the Annual riepreseutative

Meeting was passed, and was paid by those present.
Direct Rep rescntalives on the General Medical Council.

—Dr. Macdonald v/as recommended a Direct Representa-
tive on the General Medical Council.

Vote of SijDipathij.—A cordial vote of sympathy was
passed to the Branch Secretary, Dr. Starling, on his

illness.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH:
Hampstead Division.

A MEETING of the Hampstead Division was held on Jlay
23rd, when Dr. Coode Adams was in the chair.

Elcctioii of Officers.—The following officers were elected
to fill vacancies caused by enlistment

:

Honorary Treasurer and Honoranj Secretary : L. Barnett, M.D.
Members of E.reciitivc Committee: Dr. E. Barker, Dr. Deliiv

Macdonald.
Jteprcsentative at liepresentative Meetinp : Dr. Cunnington.
Representatives at Branch Council: Drs. Pidcock and Shuttle-

worth.

Belgian Belief FanJ.—It was resolved to contribute
£5 5s. out of the funds of the l.>ivi.-,i,.n towards the Belgian
lieliof Fund for Jledical IMcn and I'lirnniacists.

Matters Referred in LHritions.^With reference to the
question of the medical attendance upon juvenile members
of friendly societies, the Representative was instructed to
move that if the tec be fixed at 4s. 4d. per member per
annum, ineludiiii; dm--, i! i mst be distinctly stated that
for this sum no i : , i- i i lie kept.

Vote of Tha):' ! „,. i solved to send a letter of
thanks to Mr. Si>i,'i \ Im.vI i,,i- his past services.

T'p^;- of Conrlolnicr.—A vote of condolence was directed
to be sent to Dr. Collingwood Andrews.

Kensington Division.
The annual meeting, of the Division was held at Kensing-
ton Town Hall on June 11th, when Dr. S. D. Clippinodale
was in the chair.

l<I--rHn-! of Officers.—The following officers were elected
for 1915-16:'

I'h'ihiiiai' : Dr. Herbert Chambers.

Mr ell.

Vote of r/((7«/is.—On the motion of Mr. Tupnep.,
seconded by Dr. Rice-Oxley, a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to the retiring Chairman, Dr. S. D. Clippingdale,
who returned thanks.
A7mual Bcfort.—The annual )-eport for 1914-15, showing

a member.ship of over 200, and the annual finanoial
statement, sliowii;,!;' a balance in hand, was accepted.

''^
"; ' '" '< '• ''II fly;,/ ',,f5.—T!ie Executive

* .1"!
:

t ;',,| :i II '
, ii:iiit,'ement had been

! '; '..;!. .'; ,,,; ,('-,:, .;mu,, ,,f the Soldiers' and
-'"!.-'

i iiu:.ii-, ^
. :i:il ii.u, ,'111'! t'lat in future no free

medical attcudauco Ijooks would bo issued except on the
written request of the doctor in attendance.
Annual lieiircsentativc Meeting.—The Representatives

were duly instructed for the forthcoming Representative
IMeeting.

St. Pancras And Islington Division.
At the annual meeting of the Division held on June 10th
there were elected, in addition to the officers named in the
Supplement of June 19th, the following:

Stdatfobd Division,

The annual meeting of the Division was held at thoWest
Ham Ho.spital on June 15th. Dr. Beadles was in the
chair.

Election of Officers.—The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year:

Clhurmnn : Dr. .J. Rosa Steen.
:/'. '

! p. .J. Nicoll.
/. J )r. H. 8. Beadles.
// ;/: Dr. Percy Rose.
/ niiltee : Drg. Couzena, Dayus, Fr.aser,

Fredcnc-lc, Crogono, Hay, Kennedy, McDonahf, McMurtry,
Nelson, Randal, and Taylor, together with the above «.c o^clo
members.

Association l^otirrs.

ANNUAL REPRESENTATTyE MEETING, 1915.

DATE OF MEETING.
The Annual Representative Meeting of the Association,
1915, will be held at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen
Street, London, W.C., on Friday, July 23rd, 1915, and
following days as may be required.

By order,

Alfred Cox, Medical Secretary.
May 10th, 1013.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
Notice is hereby given by the Council that the Annual
General Meeting of the British Medical Association will

be held at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street,

London, W.C, on Saturday, the 24th day of July, 1915,

at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Dated this 22nd day of June, 1915.

By order,

Guy Elliston,
Financial Sccrctanj and Business Manager,

429, Strand, London, W'.C.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.

Notice is heieby given by the Council that an Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of the British Medical As.sociation

will bo held at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street,

London, W.C, on Saturday, the 24th day of July, 1915,

immediately after the conclusion of the Annual General
Meeting of the same Association, called for 2 o'clock in the
afternoon of that day, when tlie .subjoined Resolutions will

be proposed as Extraordinary Resolutions:

1. That Articles 3, 43 and 44, and the words "whether
an existing Member or a future Member " in

Article 9, be cancelled.

2. That in Article 4 there be inserted immediately after

the word "Acts" the words following—" and any
Medical Practitioner who does not reside witliin the

area of any Branch of the Association and who
though not so registered is possessed of any of the
qualifications described in Schedule (A) of the
Medical Act, 1858."

3. That in Heading III immediately after Article 11 the
word " and " be sub.stituted for the word " or."

4. Tb.at in Article 28 the last six words be altered so

as to read "pi-ovisions as to Referendum herein-

after contained."

Should the above Resolutions or any of them be passed
by the requisite majority the same will be submitted for

coniii'mation as .Special Resolutions or a Special Resolu-

tion to a further Extraoro!" r;. C, ;i. i 1 iloetiug, and such
Meeting will be held at tl ! i nf the Association,

No. 429, Strand, Louduu, :.>.., . , ducsday, the 11th

day of August, 1915, at 2 c'. ! V. i'l tl; afternoon, for the

purpose of considering and, if tliought fit, confirming as

Special Resolutions or a Special Resolution any of the

above Resolutions set forth which shall have been so

passed.

Dated this 22nd day of June, 1915.

By order,

Guy Elli.ston,
Financial Secretary and Business Manaiier,

(!29, Strand, Loudon, W.C.
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ELECTIOX OF ME3IBERS OP COUNCIL BY
GROLTED REPRESENTATIVES.

Notice is hereby given tliat Noniiuatious for Candiilates

for election of Members of Council by grouped Representa-
tives for the year 1915-16 will be received by the Medical
Secretary up to the end of the first hour of the proceedings
of the Annual Representative Meeting on Friday, July 23rd,

1915. Each Nomination must be ou the prescribed form,

copies of which will bo forwarded by the Medical Secretary
on application.

Separate forms have been prepared : (I) For Nomination
by a Division (through its Representative), and (II) for

Nomination by a Representative of a Constituency included
in the Group, and those applying are requested to atate

for which purpose the form is desired.

The voting papers will be issued at the Representative
Meeting to each Representative or Deputy Representative
of a Constituency in the United Kingdom in attendance at

the Meeting.
By order of the Council,

Alfked Cox,
Jane 30th, 1915. Medical Secretary.

BRANCH AND DIVISION MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
DoKSET AND WEST Tf'"-^ P" • vfii.^ Dr. P. Fowler and

Mr. P. A. Ross, Hoi ~ \ give notice that the
meeting of ;

July 7th, at Church 1!

the Branch Council v:

Sractitiouers kiudlv invito member
Lotel at 1.30 to 2.30 p.m.

'c hclJ on Wethicsda
5 p.m. The meeting of

50 p.m. The Slierbonie
luncl-.eou at the Digby

G. S. HavneCambridge axd Huxtixgdon Biiancii.
Honorary Secretary (65, Trum] ill . 1 iJ : iLi!. j,'ivc3

notice that the annual general . 1 I rijav,

July 9th, at 3 o'clock, at tr.r ,. ll-spital,

Cambridge, by kind permiss: :i '

. 1 iDirirniiiiu'.

Colonel J. Griffiths. After the uiecu..^; . u,u„l-. oniiiths will
be pleased to show members and their wives over the hospital
and to give them tea. Will those members who intend to be
present kindly notify the Secretary?

East YoRKSHnsE and Korth Lincolnshire Branch.—Dr.
H. ti. Evans, Honorary Secretary, 101, Princes Avenue, Hull,
gives notice that the annual meeting will be held in the
Grimsby and District Hospital on Friday, July 9th, at 4.15 p.m.
Business : To elect officers, to receive the annual report and
balance sheet, and to discuss any other business which is proper
to annual meetings.

Southern Branch.—Mr. James Green, Honorary Secretary
(Brandon House, Mile End, Portsmouth), gives notice that the
forty-second annual meeting of the Branch will he held at the
Speedwell Hotel (opposite to the Portsmouth Town Station)
on Thursday, July 8th. at 3.30 p.m., when Mr. George H.
Cowen, F.R.C.S., will take the chair. Agenda: Correspon-
dence. Return of election of officers of Branch for 1915-16.
Annual report of Council. Balance sheet. Election of asso-
ciate members. General business. At the conclusion of
the business Mr. Cowen will vacate the chair in favour
of Dr. C. F. Routh, the President for the ensuing year, who
will deliver his presidential address. Dr. Routh kindly invites
the members to tea, which will be served during or after the
proceedings. On account of the war there will be no luncheon,
golf competition, or other social function, except the above.
Gentlemen who intend to attend the meeting will oblige by
bending word to that effect to the Honorary Secretary.

IRISH COMMITTEE.
TnB quarterly meeting of the Irish Committee of the
British Medical Association was held on June 15th, at the,
Irish Offices, 16, South Frederick Street, Dublin, when
Mr. R. J. Johnstone, F.R.C.S., was in the chair.
Medical Asseszorahip under the Employers' Liability

Act.—Dr. Thompson (Omagh) wrote stating that he had
been removed from the position of medical assessor, under
the Employers' Liability Act, for the co. Tyrone without
notice to him or cause shown. It was resolved unani-
mously :

That this Committse has heard with great regret of the
removal of Dr. Thompson from the position of medical
assessor, under the Employers' Liability Act, for the
CO. Tyrone, and protest very strongly against the arbitrary
removal, without any cause stated, of a most respected
member of the profession.

Illegal Conditions of Appointment of Dispensary Medical
Officer.—A lettor was i-eceived from the Local Government
Board (Ireland)' stating that at the request of tho Irish
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Comraittoo of the British Medical Association it had for-

warded a letter to tho Clerk of tho Castlebar Board of
Guardians, calling attention to the terms of the advertise-
ment issued by the guardians inviting applications for
appointment to the oliice of medical officer of the Balla
dispensary district, and stating that the proposed con-
dition of appointment—that the medical officer should
attend private patients at fees prescribed by the guardians
—would not be binding on tho gentleman appointed
medical officer.

Medical Secretary for the Irish Medical Committee.^
Tho meeting thanked Dr. Hcnncssy, Irish Medical Secre-
tary, for his offer to act again for the ensuing year as
iledical Secretary to the Irish Medical Committee, and
decided to place his services at the disposal of that body.

IRISH MEDICAL COMMITTEE.
The annual meeting of delegates, representing Borough
and Local Medical Committees and the other professional
bodies in Ireland, was held on June 15th at the Roj-al
College of Surf;.^..,,.-, IViMi.!, wheu Mr. R. J. Jouxsto.\-e,
F.U.C.S.Eng., V I :n ;l: ,

' .ir.

Irish Medici! •

mittee be foruu d i .- ~. - -ii;

aud power as the Irish
July 17th, 1913.

Medical Certificates fi.

Benefits.—\t was los.uvid:

(a) Til- •

li was resolved that a com-
_ ill'! same constitution, duties,

Medical Committee elected on

r SicJcncss and Sanatorium

tes the opinion expressed bv
cetings of delegates that ail

111 led by the medical attendant.
(6) Till' I

; 1 .iL.jljy the primary certilication of
patients for sauatinuiu benefit is relegated to salaried
officials, to the exclusion of the medical attendant, would
prevent the discovery of early cases and their efficient
treatment.

Circii!::' :' \! liter hy the Irish Insurance Commis-
sioners i' :

:.'.: the Honour of tho Profession.—It
w'as rcsii!

. .: i i ;,ii, iut a small committee to confer with
tho go\t;itiiiig be.a.es of the Irish and other licensing
bodies relative to tlie action of tho Irish Insurance Com-
missioners circulating privately matter detrimental to the
lionour and interests of the Irish medical profe.ssion
without giving the representatives of that body an
opportunity of investigating openly the charges made
against its members.

Belations of the Profession with Medical Certifiers.—
The meeting decided that the Secretaries should communi-
cate with each Borough and Local Medical Committee
requesting that a dn
signed by each im .11. al |ea

to that in force i; i '. i

,

with medical cv.i i: i

Dispensary /'< ' /

own Districts.—Fur tlie pii

it sliould be d awn up and
-iiltant similar
'iial relations

'
'

.
r.i for their

of obtaining the views of
the delegates a motion was formally proposed that in the
case of a small number of dispensary doctors who were
appointed by the Commissioners as medical certifiers for
their dispensary districts, professional relations be con-
tinued as heretofore. It was pointed out that these
doctors certified for insured patients attended by other
doctors, and after some further discussion the proposal was
unanimously rejected.

Medical Referees under the Insurance Act in Ireland.—
It was resolved

:

That this delegates' meeting is of opinion that medical
referees under the Insurance Act in Ireland and appointed
on terms approved by the Irish Medical Committee, should
in all cases notify the medical attendant the day aud hour
of the proposed visit, and in the event of their not doing so
we consider their conduct unprofessional.

Medical Deputations to Parish Committees.—It was
decided to instruct Borough and Local Medical Committees
to send deputations to Parish Committees to endeavour to
enlist their active support on behalf of tho profession in
tlieir efforts to have the present system of certification for
sickness benefits altered.

THE WAR EMERGENCY.
CORNWALL.

The first meeting of the War Emergencies Medical Com-
mittee for Cornwall was held at St. Austell on June 8th,
when Dr. R. B. Anderson was elected Chairman and
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Dr. Haughton Honorary Secretary. Drs. A. E. Shaw and

Trinder were co-opted. Acting on the instructions of the

committee the Honorary Secretary has issued the following

circular letter to all medical men practising in Cornwall. If,

owing to change of address or other reasons, any prac-

titioner doss not receive a copy, it is hoped ho will avail

himself of this puhlication

:

Tannachie, Falmouth.

^Var Emergencies Medical Committee.

Dear Sir,—At a meeting held at St. Austell on .Tune 8th it wag
elecitlecT to form a committee to safeguard the interests of those

liractitiouers who volunteer for the army.
In many cases, no doubt, men have been able to make the

necessary arrangements with their neighbours to have their

patients eflicientlv loolied after during tlicir absence.
But it was felt that there might be casrs wlicre a man might

be diffident about approaching hisneigliljours nn such a matter.

Therefore the services of a committee would be welcome as

intermediaries to arrange the terms under wiiiuli such services

could be rendered.
In this time of serious national dancer all must make some

sacrifices for the common good. Those who do take commis-
sions in the K..\.M.C. will undoubtedly suffer serious financial

loss, so it is not asking too much of those who cannot get away
to help loyally to safeguard the iutei-est of the colleagues of

theirs whohave gone away to serve their country in her time
of need.

It was felt by the meeting, when this committee was elected,

that no one scheme would suit all cases, and therefore each
case would have to be arranged for on its own merits. For
instance, a scattered country district would probably involve
more labour than would be the case in a town practice.

It you have already joined or intend joining the E.A.M.C,
and iiave not been able to make the necessary arrangements,
the ser\icos of the committee are at your disposal. 'When
writing, please give tlie names of those who live nearest to you,
or who you think could most easily do your work.

If, on the other hand, you canuot get away, will you be
willing to take some of the burden on your shoulders, and
loyally help those who are making the sacrifice of leaving their

practices to help to relieve some of the awful horrors of this

war ?

Kindly let me have an answer, and let me know it you are in

any way serving at present?—Tours truly,

J. W. H.\ueHTO>',
Honorary Secretary.

EDINBURGH.
At the annual meeting of the Edinburgh and Leith
Division of the Edinburgh Branch, on .Tune 22nd, the
Chairman, Dr. R. A. Lundie, stated that 800 circulars had
been sent out by the Division, and the secretaries had
prepared lists of all medical men engaged in service under
the colours. At the present time, out of 128 engaged in

war work, 112 were in the army or naval service, 7 were
doing Red Cross work, 7 female practitioners had gone to

women's hospitals in France and Serbia, and 2 doctors

were called up as combatants, while 85 medical men in

the area had offered themselves for part-time service.

At the annual meeting of the South-Eastern Counties
Division of the Edinburgh Branch, on June 22nd, the
Secretary stated that out of 64 circulars sent to practi-

tioners, he had received replies from 26 givino the desired
information, 4 had written giving partial information,
11 were absent on service, while 23 had not replied.

The Secretary was directed to send another communica-
tion to those who had not reijlied, asking for the informa-
tion sought. In accordance with the request of the Scottish
Medical Emergency Committee, Dr. .1. Young (chairman
of the Division) and the Drs. AV. Blair .^nd .1. S. Muir (ex-

chairman) were appointed a War Committee, and to it

was remitted the duty of (1) suggesting schemes and
proposals by which medical men could be freed for

service :
'^-' r; ;.vn,Tcliiug individual practitioners with

suggest' I
i

,
Hi t ibject; (3) advising practitioners as

to the 1 : ' iiditions under which the practices of

absente -, ih i 1.
> -.-.lied on ; and (4) advising and direct-

ing the sccret.ay in the work of organization.
The Secretary was instructed to call the attention of the

Medical Emergency Committee to the fact that fifth year
medical students were acting as combataut^s and were not
allowed to transfer to medical -work, and to the fact that
the Government, through the National Insurance Com-
iiiissloneis, had not as yet talteu steps to relieve practi-

' duty of signing weekly medical certificates
liiiproved societies or iu any other way to

. clerical work.
ncc to the advertisement by relief committees

of free medical attendance on the dependants of those
serving with the military and naval forces, the Secretary

was instructed to write to the relief committees pointing

out that such attendance was iu the nature of a charity

and not a right, and should only bo given in nccessitoua

cases.

PROPOSED DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL IN
PUBLIC HOSPITALS.

The following letter has been addressed to the Chancellor
o£ the Exchequer on behalf of the British Medical
Association

:

June 24th, 1915.

Sir,—A Committee of the Association has had under
consideration the new clause proposed to be inserted by
the Government in the Finance (No. 2) Bill headed" Power
to authorize use of duty-free spirits in hospitals in prepara-
tion of tinctures," etc., and I am instructed to bring to
your notice the following considerations in reference
to it.

The Association naturally welcomes any proposition
which has for its object the assistance of the liospitala

which deal with the sick poor, but my Committee, after
careful consideration of the proposed clause, has come
to the conclusion that in its present form it is dangerous
and likely to do more harm than good, and my Committee
would respectfully urge that the proposal should not be
persisted in at the present time.
In the first place, the new Finance Act does not in any

way worsen the position of the hospitals in regard to their

use of alcohol as compared with former j-ears, and there is

no evidence that the present tax limits the use of alcohol
to the detriment of medical treatment.
There ai-e many disadvantages to tlie practice of medi-

cine in general which might follow if alcohol were per-

mitted to be used in hospitals under conditions which
differed from those obtaining outside. There is no doubt
that if alcoliol in hospitals were duty-free the present
economic restrictions on its use would entirely disappear,
and preparatious largely consisting of alcohol would be
used much more frequently than they are now. This
would be unfortunate, because the tendency of recent
years ha^ bueii to limit the use of alco'ncl in medical pre-
parations as far as is consistent with efficiency, and many
new forms uf dru^s have been brought into' general use
because tliey have been found to be quite efticicnt although
they contain little or no alcohol, and are therefore clieapcr

thaii the older preparations. It would be unfortunate, too,

if students who, after they had qualifleu, would have to

prescribe or use ]n'eparations containing duty-paid alcohol

were trained under conditions iu which the cost of alcohol

need not be considered. This would lead either to an
oxtravafiant use of alcohol in their prescriptions, for which
the )inl'.lic would have to )inv. or to their having largely to

nn;, .1 1,1 ; lie l;:iii:) - i,f ni .- - lie)' ' ie e had been taught in

the ii:-,;e!;,l -
. iiiel 111 |i

I -
.

;
-----.ble effect ot sucU

free 11, I. ',.11. ..1 pu-;,,,.' : e: lilig alCOhol OU the
Viii'j, 1 i.ihi u; ilie Naliuu..! licaU„ i:i.,urance Acts should
not be cverluuked.
My tommittee would point to the difficult^', of which

you arc no doubt already aware, of controlling the use of

alcoliol iu a large iust'it'"'-" ^-^ i- difficult even now
when the cost of alee .'eonomical use a
matter of great care, bii eich more difficult

problem to safeguard it i i : : . >! were negligible.

There i.s also the r.,.; il :
ill connexion with

the out patiouf d. ., '
,

-, iuasmuch as out-

patients are sene : , ,
. ,

1 ,,; ivcly large quan-
tities of liuinien;- of alr'ohol. There
would 1)0 a distiiie n,, e: •-

,
« ,

' I'lii^ persons to

buy tiiese aleoli-i; je., ,,-,
,

'1 ei they could

afford to give a 11,' .
-

,

^

1 ,

' m c.imparison

witli the aii;y-|eel ;il,-!iel, \',e'ii.i I'- eeui' ^utticient to

tejii.e ilie e;.i-- , 1 ;
'

' -ens which Irequcuts the out-patient

. i ,,i,,,,i t eni i ; pates great difSculty in connexion
we .': \. •':'>, :l<n of the institutions which can be
: I iiM' duty-free spirits. For purposes of its

i ion at various times has spent a consider-

:
: 1 time in trying to define a hospital, but

), Hied, and my Committee does not think

te 1:1 I he clause w'il! be able to prevent abuse.

I
i\- pseudo-hospitals, some of which are

; i'l ventures.
suggests that these woitld come within

the dellultiou iu the clause. It is to be feared that the

possibility of securing a supply of cheap medicines in'v

lead to the multiplication of institutions which are only
" hospitals " in name, but which could easily prove lb n

they were, at any rate partly, supported by voluutare

subscriptions. My Committee could say much on tins
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i.ucstion anil ^vouUl bo prepared if necessary to senu a
doputatiou to illscuss the qiiostion, but Its opinion is tluit

at tlie present time It is not possible to define adcquattl; a
"public hospital." It would submit that if the clar.'-o

cannot bo \\-iihdraivn it should at any rate bo modiflod so
itiat instead of trying to dcflno a "public hospital" the
privilege of duty-frco spirit should be given only to Insti-

'.utions which can satisfy some Standing Commit! ee
appointed to consider the claims sent in.

Mj' Committee is very sorry to take up a position which
superficially may appear like cavilling at a generous offer

outhe part ot the Government, but it feels that the matter is

too important and too serious to bo allowed to go through
in its present form without at any rate strong representa-
tions being made on behalf of the medical profession in

favour of a postponement of the whole matter and full

consideration before the nest Finance Bill.

In view of the fact that the Finance proposals of the
Government do not in any way prejudice the position of

hospitals, and that the concession now offered to theiu
would in the opinion of my Committee be dearly bought if

it led to the abuses outlined in this letter, I am instructed
to express the hope that the clause may be dropped and
the whole question of the use of duty-free alcohol in
medicine be referred to a Special Committee for considera-
tion and report.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) Alfp.ED COS,
Medical Hccretary.

The Eijjbt Hon. P.eginald McKenna,
Chancellor of the Exchequer,

Treasury, S.W.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

CROYDON.
Paxki, Committee.

A MEETIXG o£ the Croydon panel practitioners was held
at the Croydon General Hospital on June 17th.

Election of Committee.—The following were elected to
form the Panel Committee holding office after July 15th
next : T. A. Dukes, G. G. Genge, G. B. Jameson, W. A.
Montgomery, F. Nicholls, G. Wale, J. B. Eidley, C. H.
Phillips, A. P. Allan, F. Beard, S. D. Turner, S. H. C. Air,

J. Davidson, A. Rose, S. S. Simmons, C. O. Fowler,
F. G. Grapel, J. A. Howard, C. G. C. Scadamore, E. H.
Willock.

Doctors' Lists.—It was decided to send the following
resolution to the Insurance Committee

:

That no person be removed from a doctor's list (except in the
event of such person being dead or liaving ceased to be an
insured person) until a new doctor has been chosen by

Suvphj of Drugs and Appliances.—It was resolved :

That where an insured person visits a consultant, who pre-
scribes proprietary or extraordinary treatment, the panel
practitioner of such patient is not bound to, and as a
general ruie should not, order such treatment at the
expense of the drug fund.

Local Medical Cojbiittee.

I
At a meeting of i-esident practitioners held at the

[Croydon General Hospital on June 17th last the foUov.'iug
ten practitioners were duly elected to constitute, together
with the elected members of the Panel Committee, the
Local Medical Committee, to hold office after July 15th

' next : G. Lewin, R. L. Piukerton, J. Waytc, C. Wray, P. F.
OHagan, W. Ledlie, H. A. Easton, II. C. Male, F. W.
J

' . idson, and J. J. Foran.

BERKSHIRE.
Locu, Medical and Panel Committee.

thirtieth meeting of the Berkshire Local Medical and
1 Committee was held in the Library, Royal Berks
ital, on June 3rd, when Dr. Napier Jones was in the

ction of Committee.—The Seceetaut reported that
d informed the British Medical Association that the

: littee would wish the Association to approach the Com-
I'Uers with regard to the abolition of election of Panel
mitees during the war, and his action was approved.
plication for Moneij due from 1913.~1he Seceetaky
.ted that £468 Os. 6d. had been paid by the Com-
jucrs to the Insurance Committee for 1913, and lie

iustructed to inform the Insurance Committee that
:iim should be paid to the doctor as soon as possible.

Ho was also msti-ucted (0 call ^le a^ttention of the

Insurance Committee to Article 37 of the Statutory Rules
and Order, 1914, and to suggest that the Insurance Com-
mittee should agree to the payment of Is. 9d. per insured
person per quarter for the first" tlirec quarters.

SOUTHAMPTON.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Southampton Panel Committee was held
on Juna 3rd at the Insurance Committee's new offices, 17,
Hanover Buildings, when Dr. May was in the chair.

Persons Suspe7ided from Medical Benefit.—The Com-
mittee expressed the opinion that it is desirable that when
an insured person is suspended from medical benefit, the
medical ticket should be immediately recalled by the
society to which he belonged, to prevent him from obtain-
ing medical attendance to which he was not entitled.

Stocl: Mixtures.—Letters from the Pharmaoeutioal Com-
mittee were read objecting to the list of stock mixtures
submitted on the ground that they did not possess the
necessary keeping quab'ties. The Committee resolved to
inform the Insurance Commissioners that it ad'iered to its

desire that they be incorporated in tlie contract.
Dressings.—It was agreed to recommend tlic Insurance

Committee that in order to obviate wa&te, dressings should
be put up in penny packets. It was also deeidod to ask
doctors to satisfy themselves that the quantities of surgical
dressings and drugs ordered were supplied, and to report any
specific instance of wrong quantities having been supplied
by the chemists.
Payments to Doctors.—It was decided to recommend

acceptance on account of 75 per cent, of the accounts, the
reduced amount being due to insured persons having
enlisted.

Aqua Destillata.—It was reported that the recommen-
dation of the Joint Checking Committee to allow the charge
made for distilled water by the chemists when ordinary
water had been ordered had been withdrawn by the
Southampton Insurance Committee, but it was still neces-
sary to write "Aq. font." when distilled water was not
required,

COUNTY OF SOMERSET.
Local Medical and Panel Committee.

A meeting of the County of Somerset Local Medical and
Panel Committee was held at Taunton on June 10th, when
Dr. Wallace was in the chair.

Payments for 1914:.—The Chairman presented a state-
ment from the Commissioners showing the final financial
settlement in respect of the year ending January 11th,

I
1914. The number of insured persons on the doetors' lists

I

was 95,667, while the amount available for treatment in
respect of the same was i:39,209 3s. Id. This worked out
at 8s. 2.364d. a head, including the unallocated. The
amount available from Diug and Ihaig Susprmse Fund
worked out at Is. 7d. a head for insured persons.
Payments for 191,5.—The Chairman explained that with

the Commissioners' approval, only £72 per quarter for a
thousand insured poi, uns on the register sliould be paid.
This was really '.

.

'
,,: a deductiDn of 36 per cent.

The Chairmau I'-e Committee liad decided
that this ded;; I'ge, and that 20 per cent,
only should be . . ,

' .it was anticipated that the
proportion of deduction would have to be increased.

Increased Cost of Drugs.—Inasmucli as chemists were
to have special allowances in respect of tlie increased price
of certain drugs, the Honorary Secretary was instructed

to communicate with tlie Commissioners and ask that a
special allowance should also be made to dispensing
doctors.

Expenses of PliarmacevAieal Committee.—The Pharma-
ceutical Committee's estimate for expenses for the ensuing
year was approved.

Election nf Pn,:-l <~'ommittee.—It was proposed that tho
Honorary ^-

' . r, I 1 y li.iuld inform the Commi,-:;ouers tliat

the Coii:i;ii; -'
. td of the Suggestion that Ihe present

Commiiue ,-];.. .ji .: y in office for the coraiug year, and
it was decided to approve tho suggestion of tlie Local
JNIedical and Panel Committee of Gloucestershire that tha
election of committees be triennial instead of annual.

RENFREW COUNTY.
Panel Co^imittee.

A MEETING of the Renfrew County Panel Committee was
held in the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, High Street, Pai^^Icy, on
May geth, whenJDr. Cijrbett presided^
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Complaint against a Practitioner.—k letter was read

from the Pharmaceutical Committee, complaining that a

practitioner had been consistently committing a breach of

his agreement -with the Insurance Committee in that,

instead of furnishing prescription forms to certain of his

insured patients, he had been supplying them gratuitoiisly

Mitli wliatever drugs and appliances they required. This

complaint liad been reported to tlie practitioner concerned,

whose reply indicated that he intended to continue the

practice complained of. The Panel Committee decided to

inform the Pharmaceutical Committee that in its view, on
the facts as stated, a breach of the practitioner's agree-

ment had been committed, and that the Pharmaceutical

Committee would now be justified in putting the matter

before the Insurance Committee.
Conference of Local Medical and Panel Committees.—

AVith reference to the Conference of Local Medical and
I'anel Committees arranged by the British Medical Asso-

ciation, it T.-as observed from the agenda that the British

Medical Association had decided to recommend for general

adoption the scheme devised by this Committee tor the

automatic restoration of discharged soldiers to the lists of

their former panel practitioners.

Continuance of Present Panel Committees during War.
—It was decided to inform the British Medical Associa-

tion that as Panel Committees in Scotland hold office

until March 31st, 1916, this Committee did not meantime
favour suspension of elections during the war.

INSURANCE COMMITTEES.

London.
Pcorganization of the Office Staff.

The London Insurance Committee on June 24th received

a rejicrt iroui tlie subcommittee which has been con.sider-

ingthei' , i-t the office staff. The report indi-

cated tlu s department the plan of having

a staff 1.: . : y in character had proved unsatis-

factory, ttuu till i,,,,,,!,tr—150—wholly inadequate. Tlie

Committee decided to increase the permanent established

staff from 84 to 169.

Alleged, Undue Economy after Surcharge.

Amo'jgst a number of cases in which complaints had
been made against practitioners was one in which an
insured person stated that the practitioner informed her

that he was only able to order a limited supply of bandages.

Tiae practitioner's explanation to the Medical Services

Subcommittee was that until recently he supplied the

number of bandages he considered adequate for the treat-

ment of an ulcerated leg, but as he had been somewhat
heavily surcharged for alleged excessive prescribing, he
had felt bound to curtail the supply, this being one of the

cases in which he was alleged to have been extravagant.

Unless the bandages could be washed and used again as he
had instructed, he agreed that the number ordered was in-

sufficient. The Subcommittee expressed the opinion that
the surcharge was unjustified, and that in the practitioner's

efforts not to prescribe extravagantly the interests of the
insured jpersou suffered.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Method of Payment for Domiciliary Tre.\tiient of

- Tuberculous Insured Persons.

Db. a. Christie Eeid (Nottingham) writes: On reading
through Appendix D in the Supplement of June 26th, and
the sliort note on the resolution re domiciliary treatment of

tuberculosis, I was struck with the absence of any recogni-

tion of the fact that the 6d. taken out of the sanatorium
fund, for our beuefit, was really of the nature of a raid on
tliat fund in order to make up our capitation fee to what
was considered to be the irreducible minimum of 6s. 6d.

(though this was less than cur demand). To cast it up
against us as a payment for the domiciliary treatment of

tuberculosis, and nothing more, as was doue by the Bristol

Insurance Committee, and then to calculate the rate at £10
for each case so attended is so grossly uufair that I find it

difficult to believe that the point was not noticed at the
conference, though no record of it was made.
A similar suggestion was sent round to us iu Nottingham

some months ago, in which it was calculated that we got

£5 for each case of lil

not take the calcul •
'

based on a compU;' 1

or adjustment of tli- •

;

same ingenious fallacy

Insurance Committees it must be at once disproved when-
ever it shows itself.

a tf ended at home. We did
'\

, as it was so obviously
M. ling of the compromise,

I' i: as a whole. But as the
to have occurred to other

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT,
Drug Supplies.

Mr. Watt asked the Secretary to the Treasury, on June
24th, whether medical Insurance Committees would be
sued for supplies of drugs which they had purchased,
received, and passed, or whether these Committees had
the privilege of Government Departments of not being
amenable to the coui-ts of the land; and, if the latter,

would he introduce legi-slation altering the principle of a
purchasing body being able to pay or not pay. as seemed
to them convenient, for goods purchased. Mr. Charles
Roberts (Chairman of the Joint Committee of Insurance
Commissioners) said that the circumstances under which
Insurance Committees contracted for the supply of drugs
were not as stated in the question. Section 30 of the
National Insurance Act, 1911, provided that every Insur-

ance Committee should be a body corporate and might
sue and be sued. Mr. O'Grady asked how many cases of

inaccurate dispensing of prescriptions had occurred within
the last six months; whether the Commissioners were
satisfied that any inaccuracies which had occurred arose

from the fact that dispensing had been carried on by
unqualified men and boys who had not been apprenticed to

a registered ciiemist and druggist; whether in all such
cases of inaccurate dispensing the registered chemist who
was responsible in la,w would be struck off the panel of

insurance dispensers; and whether, in view of the daugcf
arising from the fact of inaccurate dispensing, a Committe j

of Inquiry would be set up to go into the whole matter
and report with recommendations to remove the danger.

Mr. C. Roberts said that the particulars asked for in the
first part of the question were not available, but he had no
reason to suspect the existence of any circumstances which
called for such an inquiry as was suggested. He would,
however, be happy to make inquiries in any specific caso
brought to his notice.

Ilabal ftntt iHtlttaru ^ppatntm^uts.

The folio
Surgeons 1'. L. Wiliiai
Hall. M.B., to R.il. D

EOTAL NAVAL MEDICATi

. Wiili'ams. G. Ley to ti' '.

RoTAL Naval Voluntefr Reskrve.
Su'rgeoas W. J. Oerrard, M.B., to the Imperieuse.vice Carr ; A. G. V.

Elder to tlie Hospital Yacht iifcerfi/. To be Surgeon Probationers for

temporary service: B. S. Ceilings, F. Hessey-Andersou. W. H. Jones,
N.Braithv . G. E. BirUett.

L.. _...:-' .11. M.D., R.A.M.C.
(T.t^.) [<'i I ' ;ri,ii(,iarv (_',)! onel whilsr euu'^o; ud as Deputy Director of

Medical aervices at Malta.

Royal Armt Medical Corps.
Captain Sir Victor A. H. Horslcy, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), to be Major.
Captain T. 0. English. M.B., F.H.C.S.. R.A.M.C.(T.F.). to be temporary

Lieu tenant-Colonel.
E. P. Eliot, F.E.C.S.E., is granted temporarily the honorary rank of

with the

i temporary Major whilst serving with the New
lal.

Beattie, M.D., temporary Lie;i-

R.A.M.C.(T.F.)..to be

iint V. P. Foote relinquishes bis commission on

bcott, M.B.. Canadian A.M.C., to be temporary

.'tains: J.

.,M.D.
ut T. Kay, M.B., Majo
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Bry

.;-.-.^:ii-.lR3ionoa officers and men of the Canadion Army Me'lical
temporary Liouteuants: Corporal E. IjacliopeUe, IM.B. ;

Q. F. lifting. M.B. ; Sergeants R. S. Armour. M.B., )'. U.
.: . J. K. HowiU.M.B., O. Demulh. M.D., C. D. Kean, M.Ii.,
! ts. M.D. : I'rivates A. D. Suarp, M.D.. H. C. Wert, M.D.,
iv.C.O. Walsh. M.D., F.S. \Valcott.M.D..F. R. Kirkhani,

' ' laouaughtou. M.D., 'n'. Templeman, M.D., L. H. Lecson.
imsay, M.D.

MM nary Lieutenants: J. R. White. M.B., J. J. Brown. It.r..,

! . M. S. Esler. W. J. Patterson, M.B., D. G. M. Munro. 5[.l)..

1.1: <..!. Ii. Pearce, M.B., O. J. W. Adamson, G. S. A. Bisluiii.

. E, W. Anderton. M.B.. J. O'D. Egon, C. A. H. Gee. M.B.. K. (J.

vu. M.D.. W. G. Southcy, M.B., F. A. Keir, M.B., G. A. Pringle.
'

. B. Laiicran, R. P. Garrow. M.D.. G. B. McCauI. M.D.. p. C.
:iy. M.B., J. K. Ryeate. F. G. Collins, A. B. Aitl.en. M.D.. F.U.C.s.,
\. Facey. H. Sauudcrs. B. Hot;,iii. K. r.'.tbc-ifoiJ. :.LB.. j: i

•.

l,-;er.T. G. Stevens !' u (" - T T i: r '
- -

leuison, D. C. T'l • ' ' 1

uson, M.B.. F. \\

irt-Smith. M.B.. H
'.3rdsou.M.D.,F. J. !• .

:evenson, M.D., J. A. w iIsom

Gicl,

olentine. M.B.,F. Heathetl
D. Uackinnon, M.B., W. K.
M.B., C. W. Bond. 0.
M.B., O. Bruce, O. W.
J. L. A. Grout, A. Trovrer. J. H !

Sturdy. F.R.C.S., T. G. S. Hoi
M.B.. F.R.C.S.t.. T. J. Pbillii.^. . 1

Scott. G. E. Beggs. A. Cochrnm ,
. ,

:

M.B., V. F. Lennane, E. Lewi-s, ii.v.- m i..;^. .u.i... ^^.^^. j

Sainuelson, M.D., T. Heywood, M.D., C. V. Coiuiili, F.E.C
Hopkins, J. Hussell, M.D., H. M. Collins, O. Eaton, J. H.
M.B., M. Cohen, M.D.. Temporary Honorary Lieutenant H.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
EoT.VL AitiiY Medical Corps.

Lieutenants on probation coaflrmed in their rank: J. H. Er.y
A. E. Richmond, R. E. Thompson, D. W. J. Andrews, I. C. Mnckay.
To be Lieutenants on probation : J. G. Hendry, M.B.,late Cadet Lt'

Corporal, Glasgow University Contingent O.T.C. ; P. C. MacEae. Ct

i his commi:

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
The services of Captain W. C. Gray, M.B,, I.M.S., are placed pert

ncntly at the disposal of the Govermiioiu of T.ralras. with effect fn
April 19fch. His services will re:—-- •

- '' vt the d-i.-'r-l
His Excellency the Couimandcr-i
Sm-geon-Geucral R. W.

Colo
I Honorary Phy

Colonel (Honorar
The services of Ca

are placed permanent
with effect from April
The services of Capi

are placed pcrinoncr.'
with effect iro!^i ^''i

Theservio
disposal of :.

April 1st, for
.Colonel W. K

ordinary Fellu .. -..

Temporary Lier.'.e

Captain.

I the 1

.D., has been elected an

M.D., to bo temporary

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Abstt Mkdicai, Sertecks.

Tiioutenant-Colonel D. L. Hamilton, F.R.C.S.E., from 2nd Home
Counties Field Ambulance, to bo Deputy Assistant Director of
Wedical Services, Homo Counties Division.

RoTAi, Ap.jre Medical Corfs.
1st Southern Oeneral Hospital—A. Radford, M.B., to bo Lieu-

tenant.
3rd Southern General TTnsj>i>al.—Cnvt!''.u KS-'W. S. .Eov.land is

3cd for duty at Read in g War Id >s]
. ; 1.

! Southern Oener

Southern Geiu,

'I Welsh F.ehl'
hurfieon, R.X.. •

8rd Welsh r
to Units othe. i.

lat London r
tenant H. J. r. : : ,

jilal; Lieutenaut

.

;- Jledical Units.
' London (City of London) Field Amhula
Ith, M.D., F.R.C.S.. to be Capluiu; T.

c to be Captain,

ru to be Captain,

ler, retired Fleet

To be Lieutenaniis : 1

: City of London) Ge
rom Attached to Units <

r, 7 ,,!) Sanilaru Companu.—V>'. D. Car-

) General Hospjfa!. — Captain F. .T.

1 ' lor ; A. S. Daly to be Captain, whoso
;;izatioa; Lieutenant K. B. Clarice.

1 '
. to be Lieutenant.

'
(- ope to be Captain, wlio^o
.11. H. Smith, late Captaiji
Lancashire Regiment, to le

; le on mobilization. L. V,.

jiviUd.-Q.J. Jenkins, M.B., F.R.C.S., to bo
ill he available on mobilization.

6th London Field Amhulance.—V.. W. Boion. M.B., to be Lieutenant.
l\ott6 and Derhy Mounted BriCKide FieVX Aiyihttlauce.—Captain

F. R. 31. Heggs, from the T.F. Reserve, to be Captain, temporary.
Korth Midland Xfiiiisiojini Sanitary Section.—A.. White, M.li., to

be Lieutenant.
3rd North Midland Field A}nbulance.—The appointmont of

Thomas Lovett, M.B., as Lieutenant, announced in the London
G'l-itte of March 5th. 1915, is cancelled.

1st West mdina Field Ambulance—T. J. Mills to be Lieutenant.
end West Sidi7ig Field Amhulance.—A. Q. Hebblethwaite to be

Lieutenant.
J5( Northern General Hosiiiial.-T. S. P. Parkinson, MB to bo

Lieutenant.
Snd Norllirrn Gciirrul llT.piliil.—To be Captains, whoso serricea

will^lv
.

..,
: W. M. Muaby. M.B., F.E.C.S.,

Sra
'

To be Lieutenants : T. Alien, M.B..
O. F, ,.

, M.B.,F.E.C.S.E.
end:. ..'fliwe.— Major J. McD. Niooll, M.B.,

to be temporary l.ior.tcl.iuit.Lolonel.
Srd NorUtnmbriiin Field Ambulance.—J. Gray, late Major 6th

Battalion Durham Light Infantry, to bo Jlajor, temporary.
1st Lowland Field Ambulance.—V/. B. Stewart, M.B., to be Lieu-

3rd Lo i-land Field Ambulance.-'^. Scott, M.B., F.E.C.S.. to be

a Casualtij Clearing Station.—To be Lieutenants: J. A.

'
'

'"-' '' ' '' '' I -I'o bo Majors:
in, -lames Walker, .\i.ii. Captain W. M.
luiissiou on aceouut of ill health. To be
. L. Isaac, J. C. Brideo, F.U.C.S. To be
on, J, J. Weaver, late Lieutenant E.A.M.O.

, .J. J. Marsh.

fital Statistics.

Miadlesbroiigb.
1.6 in St. He!e
Southampton.

end of the three preo
June 19th ; 330 new cas.

327, and 330 in the thro

a been 2,233, 2,257. and 2,336 at the
, further rose to 2,373 on Saturday,
itted during the week, against 257,

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 1,122 births and 70! deaths were
registered during the week ended SiIid-iImv, lime 13'Ai. 'Jlie annual
rate of mortality in these towns. v,i '

, 1
'

,.,,,„,,
,^^ ^^ g

per 1,000 in the three preceding w - ' ,voek
under notice, but was 3.3 per l.Ojj ^-six
large English towns. Among the s ^iiuged
from 7 in Clydebank, 7.6 in Falk!,

, 18.6 in
Ayr,22.5 in Aberdeen, ana 2i 1 li

, iu the
principal infective diseases -

, ,
, liestin

Leith and Aberdeen. The : : 1 .win-
eluded 59 from measles, 8 i;- m \ \ 1 ii 1 n'l.iutile

diarrhoea, 3 from diphtb, in. mm ! _ ,1 1 , l !•
, r. 'I ijirteen

deaths from measles were re cu«ue,.l in .ioeitleeii aud 4 m Lenh; Irom
whooping-cough, 5 deaths in Aberdeen and 2 in Edinburgh; from
diphtheria, 2 deaths in Paisley: and from infantile diarrhoea,
4 deaths in Dundee,

DuRiKG the weel
were registered 1

land, as against i

These deaths rej,,

population in the di-tvii ;

previous period. The mce,

per 1,000 higher than the
towns during the week cie

the other hand, was eriu:i

mortality of individual loea
was 17.0 (as against an avcva
Dublin city 17 (as agaiusi
Cork 15.6 (as against 18.2),

Limerick 19 las a ^..inst 20.

Thezyni-Ml ^-
1
.

,

Dm-in:-; :'.-

The5ede"'l'- : 1 .
• elii' n;

population m the disLricls m question, 1

previous Period. Tiie mortality in tlie

1.3 per 1,000 higher than the correspoi
English towns during tho week ending 1

rate, on the other hand, was equal to 2

for mortality of individual local! ti- *'

18 0), in

Limerick 8.1 (as against 17.6),

The zymotic dealh-rate was 1,1,

!ISH TOWNS.
auo 12th. 536 bir

, principal urba

;e of ia.7 for the previous four weeko),

:

20.5), in Belfast 13.7 (as against 16.4), i

u Londonderry 21.5 (as against 17.4), i

ii.andin Waterford 11.4 (as against 18.(

:. .
: aeaiust 1.2 in the previous period.

'e;l;:v, June 19th, 571 births and 3,

• 1 , ,uv-soyen priucipal urban distric

- date. The birth
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^ntnncks antr ^|jj.T0iutm0nts.

NOTICEF! REGABDma APPOINTMENTS.—Attention is called

to a Xntice (see Index to Advertisements—Important Notice re

Jiiiii:uilmen(s) avvearino in our advertisement coimnns, oioina

jiarUcidars of vacancies as to wliich inquiries should bs made
l,Ju ivtilii

VACANCIES.
ASHTON-TJNDER-LYNE UNION. — Resident Assistant Meaical

Officer for the Workhouse. Salary. £150 per annum.
BIinirXiiTTA^r A"D MIDL.VND eye HOSPIT.\Ij.—junior House-

t^- -!-'—, £100 per annuna, and 1*5 laundry allowance.

II , . MCBAL DISPENSARY.—Resident Medical Officer.

]; \-A HOSPITAL, King-jwood.—Surgeon. Salary,

ERISTOI. rii;NEi:AL HOSPITAL.—House-physician. Salary, jElSO

per annum.
BRISTOL ROYAL INFIBXIARY.—Assistant to the Ear, Throat, and

Nose Department.

BURY INFIRMARY.—Senior and Junior House-Surgeons. Salary.

£175 and £150 per annum respectively.

CHF.LTENHAM EDUCATION COMMITTEE.-Assistant Medic.Tl

OUicer of Health and School Medical Officer. Salary, £300 per

[J. I -
I I :: . ], I'M.—Third Assi.stant Medical Officer.

fT' L FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
, : ilosis Officei-. Salary, £500 per auuuui.

( .;, li,,.-ilTAL. Upper Warlingham. — Second
.A OdJcer. Salary, £250 per annum, rising to

]
: -.TION POORHOUSE AND HOSPITAL.-Resi-

, er. Salary. £225 per annum, rising to £-300.

DIKM '.M CUlNTY HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per

FOLKESTONE: ROY.\L VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon.
GUILDFORD: ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL. — Houso-

S'lrgcon. Salary, £150 per annum.
HOSPITAL FOR rONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE

(Hr.ST. Brojipton, S.W.—House-Physician. Honorarium, 30

HCSPITAL FOr .dr: fircjt

LONDON SCHOOL Oi' .Mi:D[( IXF. I OR V. .JME>,, Hunter Street

AV.C—Part-time Demonstrator in Anatomy.

M S.CCLESFIELD GENERAL INFIRMARY. — House - Surgeon

L^ident Snr-
.. lUe rale of
jg to £200 and

NVTIONAL HO-ji :

•

moreland Strcc

.Assistant. Sal .
uspeotively.

NOTTINGH.WI G\r : m :.:or House-Phyeician.
Ha^avv, £500 per annum.

PLYMOFTH: SOUTH DEVON AND EAST CORNWALL
HOSPITAL.— (1) House-Surgeon; (2) House-Fhysician. Salary,
£2=0 -ir-'l .f'^-O r?r annum respectively.

p,-rv-i V iir-iir-rr 'ii,. piitney Common, S.W.—Resident Medical
, il50 per annum.

(,,
,

:
, i TE'S LYING-IN H0SPIT.4L. Marylebone Eo<id.
i J lesident Medical Oaicer. Salary at the rate of £60

EOi ULSTER: ST. BARTHOLOMEWS HOSPITAL.—Resident
Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary, £110 per annum.

EOTIIERHAM HOSPITAL AND DISPENS.ARY.—Junior Hciise-
Surgcoa. Salary, £125 per annum.

BT. P\ILS HOSPITAL FOR SKIN AND GENITO-URINARY
DISFASFS. Red Lion Square, W.C.—(1) Honorary Assistant
Surgeon; (2) Clinical Assistant.

EALISBUKY GENERAL INFIRMARY.—(1) House-Surgeon; (2)

Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary. £150 and £100 per annum
respectively.

SCARBOROUGH HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY.—Senior and
Junior House-Surgeoas. Salary. £100 and £80 per annum
respectively.

SHEFFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY.—(B House-Surgeon; (2) Assistant
House-Physician. Salary, flOD per annum.

fillFFriELD: WHAHNCLIFFE WAR HOSPITAL.—Resident
Medical Officers.

STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY. Stafford.-HouFe-
Kurgeon. Salary, £250 per annum.

BTOKE-ON-TRENT : NORTH STAFFORD -MIRE INFIRMARY.
HartBhill.—(l) Two House-Surgeons; C2J Ilouso-Physician. Salary,
£200 per annum each.

BUNri'""T • -" T^OTAL INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer.

S'.v^ ;, AND EYE HOSPITAL.-House-Physician.

YEN'. '
:

,
NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION

AMI InhEABES OF THE CHEST.—Assistant Resident Medical
Oflicer.

WALSALL AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Surgeon
and Anaf?tbeti?t. Salary, £150 per annum.

WAR^^v^-'MV foi-xTY BOROUGH.—Assistant Medical Officer of
)i iMii'i. Salary £300 per annum.

WAl ; i ;rMARY and dispensary.—Senior House-

WE~,

WE- XSTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—
, , ,;1 Officer; (2) Housc-I'hvsicians and House-

; ;.'r (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100
r.;r.-i,nr.in it-p;-ctively.

WEST RIDING ASYLUM, Meneton.—Temporary Assistant Medical
Officer.

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRM.\RY AND DIS-
PENS.\RY.-Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointments: Honley,
Yorkshire (West Riding); Normanton, Yorkshire (West Bidingi;

prd, Es:

To

APPOINTMENTS.
BAi/LiNTTSE. Arthur J., M.D., Honorary Consulting Ophthalmio

Surgeon, Glasgow Royal Maternity and Women's Hospital.

Barkes. W.,M.D.Durh.. Medical Officer of Health to the Houghton-
le-Spring Urban District Coanoil, vice D. fa. Park, F.lt.C.S.Ji.,

Babrt, W. J. M . M.D.Durh., F.R.C.P.E., Consulting Physician to

the Royal Hamadryad Seamen's Hospital, Cardiff, vice Dr. W. T.
Edwards, deceased.

BoREHAJi. H. W., MB., Ch.B.Edin., School Oculist to the County of

Somerset.
Ceichton, J. S. M.B.. Ch.B.Edin., Assistant Medical Officer of the

Swansea Union.
Datidscn. Mi:^; (J. E., MB.. Ch.B.. Non-resident House Surgeon to

Dr. Syi.i I , l.ainburgh Royal Inflrmarj'.

DucKEXT. .". \, evd.. Medical Officer of the Work-
houseai: of the Bath Union.

HatxE'I. V , Medical Officer of the Cottage Homes

Ie-,' [ ij.Loud., Certifying Factorj' Surgeon for the
Merioneth.

Jo: !-dicaI Officer of Health to the Euilth Wc'ls

L.-, n.M.B.,C.M.Edin., District Medical Officer of
.; Union.

jiA > .!asg.. Medical Officer of the Children's Homes

OGii.\ :: ,
^. ; . .

•

' M' , Medical Superintendent of the Ipswich
Boror.yii :-'

. .
'i' I' '

Obmsbt, G.H I
:
- -^ \ ' Ileal Officer of Health to the Standish-

with-Lar.- ,
i 1. .: t Council.

TOCKER. F. .1 I . . : : . 1 ., 1: :-,din.. District Medical Officer of the
Wakefield Union.

DIARY roil TIIB WEEK,

P03T-aRADOaTE COURS3S AND liECTUKES.

The followins; Post-graduate Course will be given ne:5t week :

Lo.sDON ScHooi. OF Tropicai, MEDICINE, Koyal Albert Dock, E.

DIARY OP THE ASSOCIATIOX.

Date. Meetings to bo Held.

July.

2 Frl. London : Ethical Subcommittee, 2.30 p.m.

5 Mon. Parliamentary Subcommittee, 2 p.m.

7 Wed. Dorset and West Hants Branch, Sherborne,
3p.m.; Council, 2.30 p.m.; Lunch, 1.30p.m.

8 Thur. Southern Branch, Portsmouth, 3.30 p.m.

9 Fri. London: Therapeutic Subcommittee, 3 p.m.

Cambridge and Huntingdon Branch, Annua:
Meeting, Cambridge, 3 p.m.

East Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire Brancli,

Grimsby and District Hospital, 4.15 p.m.

10 Bat. London : Science Committee, 11 a.m.

23 Fri. Annual Represent.\tive Meeting, Con-

naught Booms, Great Queen Street, London,

W.C., and following days, if necessary.

Pruited au t ptibUohed E r.C Bb Uelioal Aasuol r oaoo. . llirlU-ln-lhe-l'ieltls. In tbo County of MlJdleiei.
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—Anmml Genei-.il Meeting—AUerution of Articles of Associa-

tion Extraordinary General Meeting—Election of Members
of Council by Grouiied Representatives ...

FBEE MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FOK THE DEPENDANTS
OF SOLDIERS AND SAliOBS ...
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DIABY OF THE ASSOCIATION ...

PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCIL.
A MEETING of the Council was hekl at 429, Straucl, W.C,
ou Wfduesday, June 30tli, 1915.

Present :

Dr. J. A. Macdosald, LL.D., Tanuton, Chairman of Council,
in tlie Chair.

Dr. W. AINSLIE HOLLIS, Hove, Past President.

Mr. T. Jexnek Verrall, LL.D., Bath, Chairman of Kepre-
seutative Meetings,

Dr. Edwin Kayner, Stockport, Treasurer.

Dr. .John Adams, Glasgow Mr. .J.\mes Green, Portsmouth
Lieutenant-Colonel Sir James Dr. M-MOR Gkeenwood, Lon-
Barr, M.D., LL.D., Liver- don
pool Mr. Richard Harding, New

Surgeon-General P. H. Benson, Eadnor
I.M.S.,Walmer, Kent (Indian Captain F. Charles Larkin,
Medical Service) Liverpool

Dr. M. G. Biggs, London Major Aleeet Lucas, Bir-

Dr. H. B. Brackenburv, Lon- miugham
don Dr. H. C. Mactiee, Wolver-

Dr. CH.ARLES BfTTAR, London hampton
Dr. J. Singleton Darling, Colonel C. H. Milbven, D.L.,

Captain J. E. MooHHOUSE,
Stirling

Major George Parker, Bristol

Dr. A. TENNY.SON Smith,
Orpington

Captain F. J. Smith, London
Dr. W. JoHNSOii Smyth,

Lurgan
Dr. David Ev.'art, Chichester
Lieutenant E. EowLAND
Fothergill, Hove

Dr. Adam Fultox, Bastord
Major James Galloway, Lon-
don

Mr. T. W. H. Garstang,
Altrincham Bournemouth

Dr. Thomas A. Guodfellow, Mr. E. B. Turner, London
Manchester Dr. Denis AValshe, Graigue

Dr. John Gordon, Aberdeen Dr. 0. E. M. Wood, Woolpit

Apologies.
Letters of apology for non-attendance, owing to military

and other duties, were received from Dr. H. J. Campbell,
Major T. Duncan Grecnlees, Lieutenant-Colonel K. I. J>.

Hackett, Dr. J. R. Hamilton, Major K. Wallace Heury,
Colonel W. T. Johnston, Mr. R. J. Johnstone, Lieutenant-
Colonel J. Munro Moir, Dr. H. F. Oldham, and Major
David F. Todd.

Resignation.
Sir James Porter, K.C.B., the Representative of the

Royal Navy Medical Service on the Council, has been
compelled to resign on account of war duties in connexion
with the Admir&ity. The resignation was accepted with
much regret.

Roll of Honour.
The Council considered and approved a recommendation

from the Metropolitan Counties Hranch to institute a
"Roll of Honour of the British Medical Association " to
include the names of those members who have died ou
active service, the names to be placed in a suitable position
set apart in the head quarters of the Association.

Per Head on



IIEETIKGS OP BRANCHES AKD DIVISIONS, [JULT fd, ijfj

" The Pathology of Uie Affections of the Retina met with
in connexion with Disease of the Kidneys."

CENTRAL ETHICAL COMMITTEE.
Cases undf.k Articles 10 and 11.

Having received a special report from the Central

Ethical Committee with regard to representations of a
Division with reference to two members of the Associa-

tion, the Council resolved that the two members in

question should be expelled from membership of the

Association.

MEDICO-POLITICAL COMMITTEE.
Allocation of v.*riols Duties between the School

Medical Staff, Teachers, and Nurses.
The Memorandum (see Appendix XXI to Supplementary

Eeport of Council, Supplement, July 3rd) on the alloca-

tion of various duties of the school medical staff, teachers,

and nurses in connexion with medical inspection and treat-

ment of school children respectively was ai^proved for

presentation to the Representative Body.
It was decided to circulate copies of the Memorandum

to school medical officers, and to any member of the Asso-

ciation making application for advice on any of the points

mentioned, with an intimation that the Memorandum is

the considered opinion of both bodies, but to defer such
circulation until after the Annual Representative Meeting,

1915.
Medical Aid Institutes.

Tlie Chairi^ian of the Committee reported that a con-

ference with representatives of the I'riendly Societies'

Medical Alliance and the South Wales and Monmouthshire
Alliance of Medical Societies had been arranged for Friday,

July 9th.

Central Nursing Council foe London.
!\Ir. E. B. Turner, representative of the Council on the

Central Nursing Council for London, stated that the report

of the latter body would shortly be published, when he
would bring it before the Council.

Conference of REPRESENTATrvEs of Local Medical
and Panel Committees.

The Insurance Act Committee was authorized to con-

sider the resolutions of the Conference of Local Medical
and Panel Committees, to take what action thereon it con-

siders necessary, and to report, with recommendations, on
behalf of the Council to tlie Representative Body.

Award of Gold Medal for Distinguished Merit.
The Council by a unanimous vote decided to present the

Gold Medal of the Association to Captain Arthur Martin-
Leake, V.C, F.R.C.S., R.A.M.C., for his most conspicuous
bravery and devotion to duty throughout the war, especially

during the period October 29th to November 8tli, 1914,

near Zonnebeke, in rescuing, whilst exposed to constant
lire, a large number of wounded who were lying close to

the enemy's trenches.

New Members of Association.

Four candidates whose names had been circulated on
the notice convening the meeting were elected members of

the British Medical Association.

ELECTION OF COUNCIL, SESSION 1915-16.

The Chairman reported the election of the 1915-16

Council as follows

:

Professor 1!. A. T.OLAM, M.D.. North of Eugland, and North
Lanc;i-!i^' :; r .

vi Westmorland Branches.
Dr. II i

:
•, (irksUire Braiieh.

Dr. '1
- M\\\ Mr. I'\ C. Laekin, Lancashire and

Cheshir,' i.i,;i

Dr. AiiAii I
:

.

Midland Brani lie
.

Dr. O. B. .M. \\'

Anglian, and Soulli W
Mr. Albert Li ^ as, I;;:min-liam and Staffordshire Branches.
Mr. W. F. Brook, North Wales, Shropshire and Mid-Wales

and South Wales and Monmouttishire liranches.
Dr. F. .7. Smith, Dr. J.iMES (jallowav, Dr. Major Green-

wood, Mr. H. B. BliACKENEURY, Metropolitan Counties
Branch.

Dr. George Parker, Bath and Bristol, Gloucestershire, West
Somerset, and Worcestershire and Herefordshire Brauciies.

Dr. W. .Johnson Smyth, Dorset and West Hants, and South-
\Yestern Branches.

York and North Lincoln, and

uliridge and Huntingdon, East

Mr. J.*.MES Green, Oxfora and Reading, and Southern
Branches.
Dr. A. Tennyson Smith, Kent, Surrey, and Sussex Branches.

Scotlani.
Dr. ,7oHN Gordon, Aberdeen, Northern Counties, Dundee,

and Perth Branches.
Dr. J. R. Hamilton, Edinburgh and Fife Branches.
Dr. .John Adams, Glasgow and West of Scotland Branch (four

Citv Divisions).
Dr. J. Livingstone Loudon, Glasgow and West of Scot-

land (tive County Divisions), Border Counties, and Stirling
Branches.

Ireland.
Dr. Denis Walshe, Conuaught, and South-Eastern of Ireland

Branches.
Professor Arthur Hamilton White, Leinster Branch.
Dr. .1. J. GIUSANI, Munster Branch.
Mr. R. J. Johnstone, Ulster Branch.

Dominions liHurns.
Hr. C. .7. Martin, F.R.S., New South Wales and Queensland

Branches.
Dr. David Ewart, New Zealand Branch.
Dr. G. S. Syme, South Austi-alian, Tasmanian, Victorian,

and Western Australian Branches.
Dr. T. Duncan Greenlees, South African, etc., Group of

Branches.

A considerable part of the business of the Council
is embodied in the Supplementary Report of Council to

the Representative Body, published in the Supplement
to the British Medical Journal of July 3rd.

iHlittinpoi ^vmdj£smh WMsions.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH.
The sixty-third annual meeting of the Branch was held
on Juno 25th at the offices of the Association, 429, Strand,
when Dr. F. J. Smith, President, was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—Dr. Percival Barnes, the Chair-

man of the Organization Committee—the Committee which
carried out the scrutiny of the vote—reported that a con-

test had talten place for the election of fom- vice-presidents

and an honorary treasurer. Dr. R. E. Crosse, Honorary
Secretary, reported tliat there had been no contests for the
other ofhces, and declared the following to be the officers

of the Branch for the year 1915-16;

Presiilent : Dr. Major Greenwood.
Pre^i^leiil-rJrrt : Atwood Thome, Esq.
I',i.i-r,r-i,l,nl : Dr. F. J. Smith.
] ! I -I'^, >i.h nts : Dr. Francis John Allan, William McAdam

Krrles, i;s,| . M.S., F.R.C.S., Dr. James Galloway, Dr. Joseph
William Hunt.
Honorary Treasurer: H. Betham Robinson, Esq., M.S.,

F.K.C.S.
Honorary Secretaries : Dr. R. E. Crosse. 68, Nightingale Lane,.

Wandsworth Common, 8.W. ; N. Bishop Harman, Esq.,
F.R.C.S., 108, Harley Street, W.

Bejjrexcnlatives on the Central Council : H. B. Brackeuburv,
Esq., 21, Quernmore Rood, Stroud Green, N. ; Dr. .James
Gallowav, 54, Harley Street, W ; Dr. F. J. Smith, 138, Harlev
Street, W.
On the motion of Dr. Langdon-Down, seconded by Mr.

H. Betham Robinson, it was resolved

:

That it be referred to the Organization Committee to con-
sider the question of the desirability of drafting a rule of
the Branch requiring that the candidate's sauctiou to be
nominated be first obtained.

Annual Brport.—The annual report for the year 1914-15
and the balance sheet for the year ended December 31st,

1914, were adopted. Dr. Brackenbuky criticized the
report of the representatives on the Central Council, and
pointed out certain shortcomings. The President ad-

mitted the force of the criticism, and it was agreed that
attention should be given to tlie matter in future reports.

Alteration of Hiilf.—'JChe following alteration of Rule 19b
by the insertion of the words "and adopt (with or without
amendment) " after the words '-to receive " was agreed to,

so that the rule now reads as follow?!

:

general ii.^ !
>

i be:
To reccm .,<,'-, to
receive ihhI aiiM^i ,,viih ..,

;

.i .'.;. Tin'i-iu i lu,- :nniiial

report of tlu^ Lumji il mi tiic all:ui-s ni the liriinch, ami tlie

the Iteiiresentatives of llio Branch on tlio ('eutral Council ef
the Association

;
(<l) to make new rules or alter or repeal

existing rules,
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liclioii of Prfsideiil.—Dr. F. J. Smith, in inti-oducing

iiK MKcessor," I>r. Major Greenwootl, expressed his thanks
for the kindly mauuer in which they had accepted his

gomeAvliat despotic ruHngs during the past year. He had
not had any of tbeui, so far as he knew, seriously dis-

puted,- and he was obliged for the forbearance shown him.
The war had taken their attention to such an extent that
it was iiuposaible to throw the mind as thoronghlj- into

the work of the Branch as was desirable, althougli lie was
ple.ised to say that the routine work had not been neg-

lected, but had been satisfactorily carried out. On account
of the events which overshadowed everything else—the
war—he had not been able to devote that interest to the
work of his oftico which he otherwise would have done.
In conclusion, he trusted that the members would extend
}lie same kindness and generosity to his successor in the
cliair, Dr. Major Greenwood, as they had shown him.
Dr. Major Gkkenwood thereupon took the chair, and, ou
the motion of Sir. Betham Robinson, a vote of thanks was
accorded to Dr. F. J. Smith for the mauiiei- in which he
had discharged -"the duties of his office duriug the past
year. Dr. Smith briefly returned thanks. Dv. ilA.ion

Greenwood thereupon read his presidential address, en-
titled " Side Lights on the Pi-actice of Medicine in the
Past from Early English Literature.' Dr. F. J. Smith
proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the President for his
able and interesting address, and Dr. C'LippiNCiDALE. in

seconding, said that there could be no mystery as to the
origin of medicine, as the whole subject was easily divided
into two stages—one, the period at which universities
were founded and gave medical degrees; the other, the
period during which the monks paid special attention to

X>hyiic. It was well known that William the Conqueror
died of dropsy and was attended by two abbots. The
physicians who attended our early sovereigns were
always rewarded with livings, an instance of which was
Linacre, who was presented with seven livings. The
President i-etunied thanks.

CiTV DjVISION.
A meeting of the City Division was held on .June 28tii.

when Dr. Dtrno was in the chair.

Fees for Life Insurayicc.—The C'ouncirs report of fees
for life insurance was fully discussed and the following
resolutions adopted

:

Tliat the fee ot £1 Is. recommeudea in Appendix A be
accepted, with a rider that when au amount insured
exceedert £1.000 fee shoukt be £2 28.

That the minimum fee for reports in Appendix B should be
. lOs.Sd.
That in Appendix C the minimum fee should be fixed at

2s. 6d.

Direct Scpresentutice on the General Medical Council.—
Ou the motion ot Dr. Greenwood, seconded by Dr. J. AV.

Hint, the Division decided to support Dr. J. A. Macdonald
as Direct Representative on the General Medical Council.

Corporation of London Tuberculosis Sdiemc.—The
papers relating to the Corporation of London Tuberculosis
Scheme were directed to be forwarded to the ^Medical
Secretary, with the request that the Central Body would
take action.

[
NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH:

I Nr.wf ASTLE-rpoN-TvNE Division.

I The twelfth annual meeting of the Newcastle-uponTyue
L>i vision was held at theRoyal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-

: I'yne, on .June 23rd. For the purpose ot electing Repre-
. I ves and Deputy Representatives for the Annual
tentative Meeting, this meeting was held in con-

!i u with the Hexham Division.

Hol flej^orf.—The annual report and balance-sheet
, ;)14 were read and confirmed. The report stated that

inter scientific meetings, for the organization of

1 the Division has been largely responsible in the
'r.3.{\ been held during the session 1914-15. Dr. J. L.
!i had resigned his position as Honorary Secretarv in

i ei. 1914, and had been succeeded by Mr. David Ranken.
•i'^ the year 1914 the Executive Committee of the
-ion had very largely increased responsibilities owing

t the entirely new circumstances brought about by the
w ar. A scheme for the attendance on dependants of soldiers
and sailors with the colours was submitted to the Lord

. Mayor's Relief Fund Committee, and has Ijeen in full swing

for many months. At the suggestion of the Executive
Committee a scheme for a motor ambulance for military
service was promoted among the doctors in the Division.
The sum of ^500 was raised, and the motor ambulance is

being temporarily lent to the 1st Northern General
Hospital. A War Emergency Committee has been formed
and through its exertions a list has been supplied to the
War Office of those willing to do whole-time and part-
time service, or to carry on the practices of those called to
the colours. This list has already been exceedingly useful,
as by its means the Northumberland War Hospital has
been largely staffed. In July of 1914 the Division, in
conjunction with the Panel Committee, agreed to rent and
furnish the premises at 23, Ridley Place, at which all

meetings were now regularly held and which lias been of
inestimable service for many and varied purposes from the
very beginning.

Flection of Officers.—la view ot the .special circum-
stances of this year, all officials for last year were re-
elected. Dr. Ruddock was appointed to the Executive
Committee iu place of Dr. Far((aliarson, deceased.
Annual Bejiresentalire Mcetini/.—'i^he Representatives

and Deputy Representatives were then instructed as
regards the business of the Annual Representative
Meeting.

PERTH BRANCH.
The summer meeting of the Branch was held on June 29th,
and the following were the appointments of officers for the
ensuing year

:

Prcsi'l:. ' Ar.D..D.r.H..rertli.
Vicc-lr ..»ir.liiei. M.D., D.P.H.. Crieff.
Honors. . I, H. J. veil. M.D., Pertli,
llo,i,,r.' !'

, J, ,1,11 Hume, Perth,
''"

^
'/''.;/, Ur, Trotter (Perth!,

'

' I'
.
r- . Wriizies, Dods Brown (Pertlii;

1" 1 .i'.vaiM- |;, !_ Ml i.iin. Dr, Burgess (Stanle.vi, Dr.
I renter icu-opteu as .'^ecietary oi Panel Committee).

Annual Bejiresentadve Mectinn.—The matters referred
to Divisions were discussed by the members, and tho
Representative instructed in regard to voting thereon at
the Representative Meeting.

SOUTH MIDLAND BRANCH :

Bedfordshire Division.
The annual meeting of the Bedfordshire Division was held
at Bedford on June 8th, when Dr. Kilham Roberts was
iu the chair.

Election
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Election of Officers.—The following were elected

:

Chairman : Dr. Samuel Williams (Llanellyl.

Chairman-elect: Dr. Josliua Powell (Newcastle Eralvm.
Honorary Secretary and Treasurer : Dr. D. R. Price (.\mman-

lord), re-elected.

Representatirc : Dr. Eichard Hopkin (Llangadock).
Executive Committee : Drs. T. Morgan, Owen Williams,

Captain C. D. Jlathias, 11. Hopkiu, Colonel Evan Evans
fLlnnellv), Lieutenant Evan Evans (Lampeter), J. Edgar,
P. Davies, E. R. Williams, C. A. Brigstocke, T. J. Jenkins,

V. Ct. Llovd, D. Lewis Williams, and D. M. Davies.

Mimbtrso/ Ilranrh Council: Drs. Evan Jones, Y. H. Mills,

and H. H. l^oberts. _ , „ „ „ .

Memhers of Contract Practice CommUtce : Drs. J. E. P. Davies,

T. Morgan, and Owen Williams.

Direct liciiresentative on the General Medical Council.—

It was recommencled to support Dr. J. A. Macdonald as a
Direct Representative on the General Medical Council.

Annual liepresentnlii r Mectitiff.—It was agreed that

the Representative sliuuid use bis discretion witli regard

to the bu<in.-,--f !! \ i,i. mil Kriii-M-iilauve Meeting.

Cotif'i.i' '
'

' '' '''''
' '

' ' ' • t'ommillces.—
Dr. C A. I'.!:i--.i'' :.: :j,-'.'- •' I'-l'-ii u! iIm (.'onference of

the Local .Medical and i'j.iicl Cuiuujitteei held in London
on June 16th.

SOUTH-WESTERN BRANXH.
The seventy-sixtli annual meeting of the South-Westem
Branch was held at tlie Athenaeum, Plymouth, on June
29th, when Major Woollcombe was in the chair.

Annual lieporf.—The Acting Secretary, Mr. S. M.
ACKLAND, read the report of the Branch Council for

1914-15, which was adopted. It stated that the Council

decided to recommend the postponement of the annual

meeting at Exeter until 1916, and invited Major W'OoUcombe
to continue to act as President for a second year. The
Council also recommended that Mr. Ackland be asked to

allow himself to be reappointed as President-elect. The
strength of tlie Branch on April 30th was 419, against 479

in tlie previous year—a drop of 60; and there was no
doubt tliat quite a large proportion of resignations were
from medical men wiio bad gone to serve with the army.

The Council had to deplore the death of Mr. E. L.

Donbavand, Secretary of the Plymouth Division. Renewed
efforts had been made to obtain elective medical repre-

sentation on the Committee of the County Nursing Asso-

ciation. Shortly after the outbreak of the war the

Association was asked by the War Office to give its aid

in preparing lists of medical men prepared to offer service

either at home or abroad ; and more recently the Director-

General again approached the Association for assistance,

and a strong County Committee was appointed, consisting

of the Lord Lieutenant and other members of the County
Council and the Branch officers of the Devonshire Divisions

of the Association, to assist the Branch in carrying out the

organization asked for by the Director- General. At the

retjuest of the Devon County Director V.A.D. it was
decided to request members to forego during the war the

ordinary fees for ambulance. Red Cross, and voluntary aid

lectures, when the courses were authorized from the

office of the County Director. Grants amounted to i;95 16s.,

and expenses to £56 lis. 6d., but there were some sums
due to Division'^ =till tn >>f> paid.

Votes of Til ' ' 'li- President was thanked for his

services and f •,!__ to act for another year. A
similar comiiliM' n: '.- p;iid to the President-elect for

continuiuc; ;is ^ur\i. Atajor Russell Coombe was re-elected

Secrotarv and Trea'^urcr with the best thanks of the
Branch ioi liis p;ist services.

Ortjani-.'iiioii Jiiilcs.—The new organization niles were
adopted.

Tea.—At the conclusion of the meeting the members
were entertained to tea by the President at 16, Tlie

Crescent.

ILSTER BRANCH:
PORTADOWX AND WeST DoWN DIVISION.

The annual meeting of the Portadown and West Down
Division was lield at Portadown on June 11th, when
Dr. Deane was iu the chair.

Election of OJjicers.—The following officebearers were
elected

:

Chairman : Dr. T. B. Pedlow (Lurgan).
Vicc-Chairmen : Dr. Graves (Cookstown), and Dr. Dawson

(Newton Uamiltonj.

for Representative Meetings: Dr. J. Singleton

Deputy Itepresentative : Dr. W. J. Dawaon.
Exceiitive and Ethical Committee i Tbe above, and Drs. Deane,

Fergus, Flood, Hadden, Johnson, Laverty, Kerr, and btuart.

The War Emergency.—.\ discussion as to the need of

medical men in the army elicited the fact that at least

twenty-one gentlemen, almost all members or sons of

members, from the Division area had joined since the out-
break of war, including the chairman and an ex-chairman.

Pituitary Extract.—.\n interesting discussion on the
use of pituitary extract was introduced by Drs. Johnson
and Beistow, and taken part in by most of those present.

Specimens.—Dr. Darling showed a number of patho-
logical specimens, and gave short notes of some oases.

YORKSHIRE BRANCH

;

Wakefield, Pontefbact, and Castleford DmsioN.
The annual meeting of the Division was held at the
Clayton Hospital, Walcefield, on June 25th, when Dr. A.

Thomson (Wakefield) presided.

Election of Officers.—A letter was read from the Chair-

man (Dr. Hillman), who had taken up a temporary com-
mission in the R.A.M.C, resigning his position of chair-

man, but, in the circumstances, the resignation was not
accepted; and, upon the motion of Dr. May, seconded by
Dr. LisTKK, the officers of last year were re-elected in a
body for the eusuiuK year, with Mr. Wm. Stanger, F.R.C.S..

as an extra Vice- Chairman.
The War Emerycncy.—The Honobary Secret.arv pre-

sented a report of the meeting of the profession held at

the County Hall, Wakefield, on .\pril 23rd, which was
addressed by Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Dobson, F.R.C.S.,

Administrator of the Second Northern General Hospital,

Leeds.
Insurance Act.—Oa the motion of Dr. M.ay, seconded by

Dr. Hermon, it was resolved

;

That the Honorary Secretary be directed to request the
British Medical Association to secure from the Insurance
Commissioners an advance copy of the Draft Regulations
and Form of Practitioners' Agreement for ne.^t year in
sufficient time to allow them to be discussed by the
profession.

The following motion, by Dr. Twist, seconded by Dr.

Lister, was carried

:

That the British Medical Association be asked to circularize
the profession as to the importance of joining, or remain i i

;

members of the Association, in view of the time of se-. -

stress which is undoubtedly coming in the near futui'.

t with the Insurance Act.

Free Medical Attendance of Dependants of Soldiers r

Sailors.—The opinion was expressed that this privi!' u

was being greatly abused in many cases, and upon ti

motion of Dr. Her.mon, seconded by Dr. Thomson, it ^

resolved

:

That this Division is of opinion that the free medical atttii>

ance upon the dependants of men serving with His Maie.-5l\ =

Forces should be discontinued after July 31st next ; and the
British Medical Association should be requested to take
such action as may be necessary to secure this step beintf

taken generally throughout the country, and to find out
whether the War Office is prepared to pro^ide medical
attendance for dependants or not.

Association liottas.

ANNUAL REPRESENTATIVE MEETING, 1915.

DATE OF MEETING.
The Annual Representative Meeting of the Association,

1915, will be held at the Connaught Rooms, Great Queen
Street, London, W.C., on Friday, July 23rd, 1915, and
following days as may be required.

By order,

Alfred Cox, Medical Secretary,

May 19th, 1015,
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
N'oTicE is licreby given by tlie t'oiincil that the Auniuil
Geiiei-ftl Meeting of the liiilisli Medical Association will

be liold at the Conuaiight Koouis, Great Queen Stieel,

l^ondon, W.C, on SatuixUiy, the 24th day of July, 1915,
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Dated this 22nd day of June, 1915.

By order,

GnY Elliston,
FbmiicitU Secretary and Business Mauatiei:

429, Strand, r.ondon, W.C.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION:
EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING.

N'oTK-E is heicby givrn by tho C.inncil tliat an ENtra-
jrdinaryGencral Meeting of the liiiti-l' M' 1: nl \ «.-,,..:•,(.„,

will be held at the t'onuaught RodiM I
I

:

!
. -,

-

London, W.C, on Saturday, the 2( I
i

;

immediately after the conclusion ni iln .\iiiii.ii <.. ni i
i!

Meeting of the same Association, callctl for 2 o'clock' in tho
afternoon of that day, when the subjoined Kesolutions will

be proposed as Extraordinary Resolutions:

1. That Articles 3. 43 and 44, and the words " whether
an existing Member or a fntuve Member" in

Article 9, be cancelled.

2. That in Article 4 there be inserted immediately after

the word "Acts' the words following—"and any
Medical Practitioner who does not reside within the
area of any Branch of the Association and who
though not so registered is possessed of any of tho
qualitications described in Schedule (A) of the
Medical Act, 1858."

3. That in Heading III immediately after Article 11 the
word " and " be substituted for the word " or."

4. That hi Article 28 the last six words be altered so
as to read " provisions as to Referendum herein-
after contained."

Should tlic above Resolutions or any of them be passed
by the requisite majority the same will be submitted for

confirmation as Special Resolutions or a Special Resolu-
tion to a further Extraordinary General Meeting, and such
Meeting will be held at the Head Office of the Association,

No. 429, Strand, London, W.C, on Wednesday, the llcli

day of August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, for the
purpose of considering and, if thought fit, confirming as
Special Resolutions or a Special Resolution any of the
above Resolutions set forth which shall have been so
passed.

Dated this 22nd day of June, 1915.

By order,

Guy Elliston,
Financial Secretary and Business ilanager.

429, Strand, London, W.C.

ELECTION OF 3IEMBERS OF COUXCIL BY
GROUPED UEFRESENTATIVES.

Notice is hereby given that Xominations for Candidates
for election of Jlcmbers of Council by grouped Representa-
tives for the year 1915-16 will be i-eccived by tho Medical
Secretary up to the end of the first hour of the proceedings
of the Annual liepresentative Meeting on Friday. .July 23id,

1915. Each Nomination must be on the prescribed fonu,
copies of which will be forwarded by tlie Medical Secretary
on application.

Separate forms have been prepared : (1) For Nomination
by a Division ftlur.:;-"; ; - 1:. la. tentative), and (II) for

•Nomination by a l;-; 1 a Constituency included
in the Group, ami ;

;
i; • arc requested to state

for which purpo.sc tl,' i : . -!• -iicd.

The voting papers will be issued at the Representative
Meeting to each Representative or Deputy Representative
of a Constituency in the I'nited Kingdom in attendance at
the Meeting.

By Older of tbe Council,
AiFREr) Cox,

June 30th. 1915. Medical Secrelnru.

FREE MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FOR THE
DEPENDANTS OP SOLDIERS AND

SAILORS.
At several recent meetings of Divisions of the .Association
dissatisfaction has been expressed at tho loose way in
which some of those to whom recommendations for free
medical attendance upon the dependants of soldiers and
sailors have been submitted have dealt with the cases. A.

committee appointed at the recent annual meeting of the
Sheffield Division to discuss the mal-ter had a conference
with members of the local relief committee who admitted
that there had been abuses, and expressed their willing-
ness to assist the profession in remedying them. As the
result of the deliberations the following are tho terms
agreed upon, and books are now issued in conformity with
the terms set forth :

The conditions ;Tovrf]iinff flic provision ot free medical treat-
iiioi't fnr i'":irn I-!!'" r,f ii.li.-r; and sailors have been revised.
!'"' '• i!!"!' -• •;-•

;
,' fv tlie Committee that the case

1 '' i'
'

II "f other dependants, and able to

2. \\i!e with cue or two children. Medical book issued,
provided total income from all sources does not exceed 24a.
per week.

3. Wife with more than two children. Medical hook
issued, provided total income from all sources does not
e.Kceed 28s. per week.

Any case in which the foregoing rules debar the issue of a
medical hook, hut which appears to be of an exceptional nature,
will be cousidered h.y a Special Committee.
Two doctors etect;ed by the medical profession to he merabei-g

of the Special Committee.

The Nuneaton branch of the Soldiers' and Sailors'
Families -Association has agreed to act upon the following
rules decided upon by the medical practitioners in the
town

:

1 That the dependants ot soldieis and sailors serving with
His Maiest^ s Foices he di\ ided nito two classes—namely :

ill) Those unable to pa} foi medical tieatment.

That
the]
Famil

bt tieated undei the si heme arranged by
.. lation ^ith the boldiers' and Sailors'
md that those m class ('<) be treated as

1)1 n It

(It i 1 that cai K should only be ifssued
on 111 I toi and old cards renewed if tho doctor
show I (.ase tailing uudei class («) by signing

2 11 I lints of soldieis and sailors killed on
actne ^i i ne iilliiij undei class (a) be attended until, and
only until, the (jo\einment arranges the pension; when the
dependant is m leceipt of the pension all responsibility for
giatuitous ser^ ice ceases.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

WEST RIDING OF~YORKSHIRE.
Local Medic.\l and Panel CoinrrTTEE.

A MEETING of the West, Kidiiur Lonal Modieal and Panel
Committee was held .i' H- i c- H-M. Wakefield, on
June 11th, when Dr. Al ; .

i ;

Vacancy on Mediri I i . '. Dr. Steven
was appointed on tin "l ;'. - ,

- M:.:i;t,_e in
place of Dr. Russell, 11

:
I

i
, , -;.

Conference of Lor,,! , :
, '.•,x.

Dr. Fry was appoiiu-i .. - tl,-. i <,iif, ivi,,-,., to bo
held under tlie, ^m - i.-

;
i -li Afedical Association

at the Conn;iii
:

I '., <)iu;en Street, London,
W.C, on Wedi:. i

;, .
.:.. . . ,),.

New Edition .f 11..,; I;,.!,,,,/ rormnlary.~K further
report of the Phaimacy Subcommittee containing its
revised draft of the new edition ot the Formulary was
approved.
"Extravagant PreseriJiiiig." Ti -.v.i^ d, . :.i, 1 i.. issue a

circular letter to panel dortni - •
, . .ssive

prescribing, and a draft of the. I, .j litted
by Dr. Fry on behalf of the PIi.ui.m. y - ;1.. iuuiiu-e, was
approved.

Election of New Panel Commit tee.—Tlio Coraiiiittec was
unanimous that the practitioners on tin; panel desired
no election at the present time, but preferred the present
Committee to continue in office during the period of the
war, and it was decided to request the Commissioners to
suspend the election to be held in June.
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EAST SUSSEX.
Local ^Ikdioal and Panel Committf.f.s.

A MEETING of the East Sussex Local Medical and I'aael

C'oiiimittccs was held on June 23i-d.

/; - /, r.;... ,./ S^nialnriiim Benefit.—li was reported that

till 111 ,11:111. < 111 iimittee had adopted a recomtiiendation

tlial :i li .liil\ 1st. 1915, in exercise of the power con-

tilled liy s<'ili'iii 17 (1) of the National Insurance Act,

1911, tuberculosis (sanatorium) benefit should be extended
to the undermentioned class of dependants of insured
persons resident in the county, namely ;

Siirli iirr-Mii" n- th ' T'i"nranoe Committee shall aaoprtiiin to
upoi

I of

ilut. I .iM ., 1;
'

:
;, ii.-iil Cither diai|Uiililicil for oiitiv iiitu

iiiMiiiinc- l.,r,jii „ tlh-, Ml,' under 16. or 111 a j.usition to pro'.u

tfial simc attaiiiiiig that aye they have spent their time in a
school or college, in indentured apprenticeship or otherwise
under inatniction witliout wages, or otherwise in the completion
of their education. And with a view to the provision of

domiciliary treatmeiii u.r d. |„iHl;.iits the scale of fees suggested
l)y the British Medi' :' -'i n m their model sclieme for

the treatmeiitot tuiii 1
1
iH . 1 ; .nsidered, and it was decided

to submit the folim. ui- -:<<• ; the Medical and ranel
Committees for then coiinultiali.-.ii

;

6. a.

(a) For full medical report (including consultation
at the gurgerv. or visit) ... ... ... 5

ih) Extra for first visit with consulting tubercu-
losis officer... ... ... ... ... 2 6

(() Continuous record (per quarter) •. ••• 5
(<() Quarterlv reports ... ... • ... ... 5
{e} Attendance on patient at doctor's residence or

surgery 2

(/'I Visit at [latient's home ... ... ... 2 6
(r)\ Night visit—that is, visit paid between 8 p.m.

and 8 a.m. in response to call within these
hours ... ... ... ... ... 5

. (h) Special visit—that i

call sent after 10

(i) Injection of vaccines (vaccines to be provided
by Local AuthoritN I ... ... ... 2

(j) Mileage—The fees in a, f, fi and h to he in-

creased by 20 per rent, for each visit paid to

the residence of the patient—
(1) Situate more than a .|uarter of a mile

fron

(2i In rc-spt-i-t 1.1 .1.
,

. H ,1,: I . n I-

of the distance lict.vccii tiic ic .i.li-ii.-c ui

insured person and the metalled road the
general conditions contained in the Com-
mittee's mileage scheme to apply.

The scale of fees was referred to the EKeculive
Committee for consideration.

IRELAND.
Ml-.tiKAL CERTiriERS.

The Local Government Board (Ireland) have refused to

sanction doctors who hold appointments for large areas as

medical certihers under the Insurance Act in Ireland to

act either in a temporary or permanent capacity as Poor
Law- medical officers, stating that they were not satisfied

that doctors could dischai'^.- 'rtiiiriiMx- the double duties

of medical certifier under tl. I

.

n - \i t and Poor Law
medical officer for a di-c n '

;. 1
iict—the latter in

Ireland havinj^ a very c-.tiii i>i .1 - 1, Considering that

tlic I, -rill (..iMiiiiiiout Boiird liatl.bntli betore aud since the
III , h \ .iMirinto force in Ireland, refused to allow
uiii :

;
,j ,; . I'iitor to du duty for another in an adjoin-

ing ciitUu t iui a few weei'ib' holiday in the summer, when
sickness is at its lowest, much surprise aud comment
have been caused bj' the fact that they (the Local (ioveru-

meut BoardUlid not take jictiou in this matter earlier, as
they must li:i\c n , -i-ni/od, from tlu'ir (.•vpcrience, the
phvsical ill

I

- lii. ' one il.iilur discharging at the
same time 11m .Ii,'. . INmr L;i,w medical officer aud
medical ceililiii III n l.ngi ,-i ica umler the Insurance Act.

It has been discovered that a considerable number of

attested cases have been certified without the patients

having been seen by the medical certifiers appointed by
the Trish Tnsiirancc Commissioners, nud nnnni;nments are
hiiii' mile 1- leive the medical e.-' t'l. , v,],^' j^-ue such
ciTiilh .ill- lni.,ie,lit before the (.eiiiee \|,-.i,e,il Council.

Till ii'ci '^-iiy li.r adopting this ciMu^i 1 ii-relt:ible, as it

is believed that the Insurance Commissioners should not

have, by their system of certification, tempted doctors to

undertake duties which were physically impossible to

discharge.

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
SfppLV Of Druos.

On June 30th Mr. Snowden asked whether the Panel
Committee atNewcastleon-Tyne had decided to surcharge
those practitioners whose drug cost had exceeded that
allocated to them under the Act a portion of the cost, with
a view to making them more careful in the future; if this

liad been done without any consideration as to whether
the excess was accounted for by the special character of

cases; whether the two women practitioners on the panel
had been surcharged, the excess expenditure on drugs in

these cases being due to the special character ot their

panels, and could not be avoided if justice was done to

the patients; and whether the Insui'ance Commissioneis
would take the steps necessary to stop this practice of

surcharging medical practitioners in cases where it had .

clearly been necessary to exceed the allocated expenditure
upon drugs in the interests of tliQ patients. Mr. C.
Pioberts (Chairman of the Joint Committee ot Insurance
Comuiissioner.si said he was not in possession ot the
details of the specific cases referred to, but a practitionei-

had a right to be heard by the Panel Committee ot the
area before that body reported to the Insurance Com-
mittee; aud, further, to appeal to the Insurance Commis-
sioners against any decision of the Insurance Committee
to impcse a surcharge.

CORUESPOXDEXCE.
Juvenile Contract Rates.

Dr. T. Cuming Askin (Woodbridge. Suffolk) writes; M'o
are now on the eve of another Representative Meethig, at

which many matters of great impoi-tunce are to be dis-

cussed. I should like to allude to one—that of contract

fees for medical attendance and treatment of jirveuilt

members of friendly societies.

Unless Recommendations B and D of the Council are

rejected, my loyalty—and. I believe, that of many others-r-

will be strained almost to the breaking point.

A rate of 4s. 4d. per aunurn ought not to be entertained

for a moment except as part of a set of Regulations .such

as those adopted by the AVoodbridge and l-'elix.stowe area
of the Soiitli s-illi.lk Division. I enelu-.e a copy of Ihese

ReguliitMii- a- liia',', u iin in 1915 an-l agi-ed t- bv tia-

van I <li,tn

Uprese -Meetthat they be adopted by tin

a few necessary alterations.

I have carefully read the Special Report of Council
(Appendix IX), but can there find no justification what-
ever for its recommendations.

"Well may Dr. Bateman write in the same Supplement.
p. 239 :

" The approved societies are asserting . tlieir

control, and a condition of corvt'e is rai)idly being
developed."

It is stated that between the ages ot 5 aud 16 juveniles

require less attention than adults, and certainly less than
women. This may be so. tlior,'_,'h p ' -r.-vdly I do not admit
it. What about epidemics, ft' ! : i. ace to women
is out of place, because I tliiii; '. i_ :ii;t 9s. is inade-

quate payment for them. A \.. I'loatant point, how-
ever, is that although the experience of '• some members
of the Council " is said to refer to juveniles between 5 and
16, the recommeudations of the Council apply to children

from the age ot 3 years.

It may be iiiijn-obable that any Government would think
ot oft'eriug 9s, for each child, but there is a very great

difference between 9s. and 4s. 4d. The Government will

no doubt offer as little as they possibly can, but are wo
bound to accept their offer ;'

Allusion is made to a meeting between the Medico-

Political Committee aud a deputation from the Manchester
Unity of Oddfellows, and a brief report follows. What
sad reading I Truly a veritable triumph for the friendly

societies. It practically amounts to this ; AVe have
received our orders anci the Council recommends us to

obey them, lest worse things befall us—a very humiliating

position for any profession to be placed in. It looks very

like our betrayal.

AVhat are these orders ?

1. You must ignore the question of income limit.

2. You must help us in our fight for existence with tlie

collectius societies.
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3. You luust agree to accept cLildreu from the age of 3,

if uot from birtb.

4. Yon must provide drugs for these children.

5. Yon must accept 4s. 4d. per annum because that is all

that can be aflforded.

Note it is uot suggested that 4s. 4d. is adequate pay-
ment for the service rendered ; that is immaterial. It is

simplj- a question of what the societies are good enough to

say they can afford. I unhesitatingly say that in most
cases the parents can easily afford more. Where there is

a will there is a way. What about the money spent on
amusements, dress, and drink '?

I believe great stress is laid upon the fact that 4s. 4d. is

a minimum rate, and that some doctors are accepting
smaller sums. We all know the minimum is practicaDy
bound to become the maximum, and 4hat some doctors will

go their own way whatever happens.
I implore the Council to withdraw these recommenda-

tions, and give a strong lead in this matter of supreme
importance not only to the general practititioner, but to

the whole profession.

1. Freo. i

'

2. Incoiii.

3. Btatr H:-

society imiii!'

and stront; ri

meut to pay
people.

4. State ]

1. - in- oonntry, 40s. for town.
-I I" i. lon 65 and 70, and who are friendly

i~.ti.> In ti c-ated at old rates for three mouths ;

)resentatations should be made to the Govern-
the doctor at the ordinary rates tor insured

;d between 65 and 70, and who did not belong to
a friendly society, 8s. 6d. per annum.

5. Friendly society members over 70, at the present rates,
except where it is evident to the medical man that the patient
is able to pay more.

6. Disabled and chronics at the old rates, except where it is

evident to the medical man that the patient is able to pay
more.

7. Members of friendly societies who are not insured under
the State, 8s. 6d. without" tuberculosis, 9s. with tuberculosis.

8. .Juveniles only, from 4 to 16, at 4s. each tmale and female).
9. Women at same rates as men.
10. Charges for examinations. Is. each (new membere). If the

Government in the future make any allowance for any of tlie

above-mentioned classes of patients, the above scales to be
revised.
These terms are subject to alterations at three months' notice

h;/ rilher fiVfc. Mileage over three miles to be charged at tlie

option of the doctor, a)id iHiitl to him by tliej>atieiil. Extras for

fractures, anaesthetics, consultations, confinements, and mis-

carriages, etc., as usual.
P. L. GiusEppi, P.R.C.S., Secretary.

^abal antr iEilitary ^jipoiutments.

ROYAL N.W.AIi MEDIC.\Ii SERVICE.
The following announcements are notiBed by the Admiralty: To be
temporary Surgeon-Generals: G. L. Cbeatle, C.B., t.Y.O., F.B.C.H.;
Sir W. Watson Chevne. Bt., P.R.C.S., F.R.S.; Raymond .Johnson, II.B..

F.R.C.S. ; Sir William JIacewen, M.D. ; H. D. RoIIestoa. M.D.. P.R.C.l'.

Fleet Sur:;eons F. C. B. Gettings. C.B.. M.D.. to tlie Ili'Jo, vice
Penfold : T. W. Philip. M.Ii.. to the Hosintal Ship Soudan : F. F. Lobb
lo the OticTO Mary, vice Philip; W, H. Pope to the Boadi

Roche to the Victo
Morris has been granted a tempoi
sua Surgeon L. D. Greic. M.B..

.rldi for tli C. W.

M.B..and.l. L. PrinRle i

Surgeons : W. S. OLoughlin. 8. L. Baker, E. D. D. Davi

SarReon
Castle lo ti

to the P..

l;,.tson. SurgconPiv.l-Hii,.,;. ,- r ;,:....

IK. Maclntyretoiii- •
;

(i. 13. r.u. , icu Waddinston; 1' li n
. ,

i

.
,iie

ieoiOTi.-li .
• ihv Vixen, vice Ca-r.. h, i„ -

,
,.n

Probatiou..-.. : .. : , ..eivice: D. J. Adam.sJ.L ". . _, I:, li
. :,

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
RoTAL ARjrY Medical. Corps.

Grant.Hl l^ :npr'r.'a-v rnnl; niiilnt oi.iiil. .,._ 1 with the Wharncliffe
\V„, i:,,-.

,,.,,,,---' :;. Vincent. M.D. As
M;, > . M.B. Captain G. S.

h: ,
il.R.A.M.C.(T.F.).
li the Beaufort Wa

llo^;, , : ,

.','!.,. t:.C.S.

i». A. 1*1
:

,' iiniy .^iajor wnilst employed with the

(J. I-\ F. :.l ,nui ted temporarily the honorary rank
of Captain (

i!].' Moss Side Military Hospital.
TeujiKjrtii '. ' 'vi HI r \ K. \^a^ace. having ceased duty with the

Australian Hc^nii^i 1, mi iiur.u-bes bis commission.
Tcuuiorary Lituu-nanli to be temporary Captains : D. K. McDowell.

C W (i . .1. G. Duncp.nson. M.B., A. B. Bradford. M.B., H. F.

Woolfenden. M.D.. F.H.CS.. W. G. Mumforrt. M.B., F.R.C.S..

M. Fitzmaurice-Kelly, M.B., F.R.C.S., M. W. B. Oliver, M.B.

Temporary LieiUenantiB A. Fleming. M.B., F.R.C.S., and J. C.
Venniker. M.D.. F.R.C.S E.. relinquish their commission.
The notification regarding the appointment ol D. Boylan, M.H., to a

temporai-y Lieutenancy published in the iojidoji Oa:ctieof November
5tb, 1914, is cancelled.

Lieuteuaut R. O. C. Thorns

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
RovAi, AnMT Mi-DicAt. Corps.

is confirmed iu his rank.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
RovAi Armt Medical Corps

1st London ICtty of hondmi) 1 teld Amlulanre ^Capta^u
Us jtbei than Medical Uni;Rice Oxley fiom \ttach

Captain W P H Hed
IstLondunUilyoj ]

C C Fi\e \ Roman<
Snd London Casiudt i

Captain Bengal Nntpi

itnamj —To be Lieutenants

:

. to be Lieutena
aptain, whose

II s R n Matthews, from
i ^l J 1 LiiLs to be Captain.

iltu cliiitiw station—3 Gieen, M.D., to

;d JmijiJoHif—Lieutenant J Arthur, M.D.,

/r«pi(n;-( IT FiMnt MD F.R.C.S., to be

' ' I ^ 11 to 'be Captain,

// I i il u itill to be Captain,

Ho tiilol -tiltunu L, C Sandford. M.D.. to
be ti 1 I

"I I Vomited B> I'jade Tirfd Amhtdance. — C. D.

A I i; I 'V iinted Biionde Field jlmiiidance —Lieutenant
L A Din„i.\ til'i t iiipoiai\ Captain

.'nd_ SoiUhMtdla7id MoKHted B) wade Field Ambulance.—W. V.

-Captain C Corfield to bo

Coptaii
1st S

did '

W I DD(,le\ to be Lieutenant,
itciiant Colonel O. Harrison,
ot 111 htalth
Imbulanri —Suigeon-Captain
t< inanrv to be Major. (In
mdonl,a e((<; of March 17th.)
—Lieutenant W P. Ferguson.

M U u ikii',)!! mill] 1 1101

lull sinie Mounted hit i i I

R A DiupLi from I i t ^ i

substitution of notice piibli b
,id Ea'^t Lancublnirl iftd Ji,

M D to be tempo!ai\ Captain
ianitain Se/iite —Robei t K

sei-\ices will be available on mobilisation
Ird Louland riehl Imbidnfuc —Captain \ C McMaster, M.B.. is

seconded on bis appointment as Resident bmeeon to the Military
Hospital at Bangour.
Attached to Units otlier than Medical Units.—To be Lieutenant:

B. Y. C. Ash, M.B.

M D to be Captain, whose

fital ^tatistirs.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
I.v ninety-six of the largest Englisli towns. 7.759 births and 4,293
deaths were registered during the week ended Saturdaj-, June 26th.
The annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 13.9.

13.5. and 12.4 per 1,000 in the three iireceding weeks, further fell to 12.3

per 1,000 in the week under notice. In London the death-rate was
equal to 11.8. while among the nintt\ -live other liirge towns it ranged
from 5.9 in Tottenham. 6.0 in EnQold. 6.1 in Wiiiibledou and in Lin-
coln, 6.4 in Newport iMon,). 7.0 in Lcvl.on, and 7.5 in East Ham and in
Southend, to 19.4 in Siinderhind. 19 9 in Cambridge, 20.1 in South
Shields. 20.3 in Halifax. 22.7 in Miiidlfsbrou^h. and 23.7 in Carlisle.
Measles caused a death-rate of 2.0 in Sbetbeld and in Aberdare.
2.8 in Walsall, 3.3 in Derby. 3.8 in Sunderland and 4.9 in
Middlesbrough, and whooiiing-cough of 1.9 iu South Shields and
2.1 in St. Helens. Tlie mortality from the remaining infective
diseases showed no marked excess in any of the large towns,
audno fatal cfi^e of small-pox was registered during the week. The
causes of 31, or 0.7 per cent., of the total deaths were not certitied

3 in Liverpool, 3 ill Sund'^iland. and
j--t..ii. und \ew,n.il,.-nn-ryne. The

: iia-l been
.

, -. further
I ii.imittedIII - I iu-eceding

Kirkca.Kiy, 1S.9 lu Abc:di;c-
the principal infective diseo
iu Glasgow and .Vbcrdeen.
included 51 from measles,
fever. 3 from dii>litlicria,

enteric fever. ICiglUecn de
deen, 2in EdinbiuKh, and 2

in Paisley: from wbi'oiiiiif

Ayr ; and from infantile die

scs averaged 3.0 per l.fxl" - . . .

The 361 deaths from all . ,
::il., ...

15 from whooping-coiifin. i
: . > .....t,

iths from measles were rcconlcd in Abcr-
m Kii-kcaldy; from scarlet fever. 2 deatlis
;-<oiigh, 5 deaths in Edinburgh and 2 la
vrhoea, 4 deaths in Dundee.
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Vacancies anb ^jipaiutments.

before umilicalion
ies as to which tuQnil'iea should

VACANCIKS;.
KIRMINOHAM GENERATj DlSPENSAUY.-ResidentMediCttl Officer.

Salary. £250 i>c-r annum.
mUMINflHAM AND MIDLAND ETE HOSPITAL. -.Junior Houae-

Suryt'ou. Salary. £100 imr annum, and £5 laundry allowance.

BIRMINGHAM INIVEUSITY.—Female Demonstrator in Anatomy
for WouR'U StudeutB.

BOr.TON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.—Second House Sur-
geon. Salary, £200 per aunum.

BEISTOL : COSSHAM HOSPITAL. Kingswood.—Surgeon. Salary,
£150 per annum.

BHISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL.—Honse-Pbysician. Salary, £150

UUUY INFIRMARY.—Senior and Junior Ho
i?,'^ iiii.I flSO per annum respectively.

CM.'ijlll K\\(, EDWARD VII HOSPITAL,

. Salary,

!- Surgeon.

cm I
, , i,M:RAL HOSPITAL.-(l) House-Physician. (2)

C;il i IV ASYLUM.—Tbird Assistant Medical Officer.

CKiii I', ,, I
l\l. HOSPIT.\L. Upper Warlingbam.—Second

Assistant Mijdical Oflicer. Salary. £250 per aunum, rising to
£300.

DUNDEE COMBINATION POORHOUSE AND HOSPITAL.-Resi-
deut Medical Officer. Salary. £225 per annum, rising to £300.

DURHAM COUNTY HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeou. SalaiT, il50 per

;Y county HOSPITAL.—House-

Officer. Hala

INCHKSTEH

iiorelaud Strt

SEN. Groat Ormond Street, WC—
At Casualty Me^lical Olticer. Salary,

'.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.

NE FOP. WOMEN, Hunter Street.
>r in Anatomy.
INFIEMABY. — House - Surgeon.

NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOB WOMEN AND
t: .:!se-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum.

I SEA-BATHING HOSPITAL.—(1) Resident Sur-
lent Surgeon (female). Salary at the rate of
inuum for first six months, rising to £200 and

.'IT-AL FOn ]'l-i \-I

w.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE: l.i>ii i. 1 ("1 DURHAM COL-
LEGE OF MEDICINE.-L>c;„^.i-o;..ilui ui Anatomy. Salary,
£250 per auuum.

OLDHA.M i;NION.—Resident Assistant Medical Officer for Poor Law
Institution. Salary, £250 per annum.

PLYMOUTH : SOUTH llEVON AND EAST CORNWALL HOS-
PITAL.— (1) Hon>S .-

.
I,

- rr -use-Pbysician. Salary, £250
and £210 per annu:n •

PORT.SMOUTH: RO\ ' I
: 1 IHTH HOSPITAL. — House-

Surgeon. fc'alar.w il

ST. MARK'S HOSpriAI. ji'l <" NCER. FISTULA, Etc.. City
Road. E.G.—House-Surseon. Suliuy. flOO per annum.

SALISBURY GENERAL INFIRMAEY.-ll) House-Surgeon : (2)

Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 and £100 per annum
respectively.

SHEFFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY'.—(1) House-Surgeon ; (2) Assistant
House-Pbysician. Salary. £100 per annum.

STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY, Stafiford.—House-
Surgeon. Salary. £250 per aunum. ,

^rril r- n-- TUF.NT: NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY.
1' ' I) Two House-Surgeons; (2) House-Pbysician. Salary.

i> ROYAL INFIRMARY.-Resident Medical Officer.

I NERAL AND EYE HOSPITAL.—House-Pbysician.

WELLS GENERAL HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon.

\l;, i:.oi, liiJYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL F»R CONSUMPTION
AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST.—Assistant Resident Medical
Officer.

WALSALL AND DISTRICT HOSPIT.AL. -Assistant House-Surgeon
- and Anaesthetist. Salary. £150 iwr annum.
WARRINGTON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.—Senior House-

Surgeon. Salary. £200 per annum.
WEST JJROMWICH AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—(1) House-

Surgeon. <2).\ssistaut House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 and £120 per
annum re3i>ectively.

WKST DERBY UNION.-d) Assistant Resident Medicol Officer at
the Walton Institution. (21 Temporary AssistHiit Resident
Medical Officer at the Mill Road Inarmary. Salary. £300 per

WEST FNI> >fOSPIT >

SVS'i in: i:; .
.

WEST h ,
- \ ^','

iixuu. ;
- -.' 1

pel- amuini ]•

T-,s,f OF THE NERVOUS

\\j, Stratford.—
1.8 and House-

1 2) £120 and £100

.RU INIIR.MARY AND DIS-
n. Salary. £150 per annum.
f),u-h i.. comiiiied from our

isettieitta which foUowa

APP01NTMENT.S.
Heddle. B. p.. M.B.. C.M.Edin.. D.P.H.. Certifying Factory Surgeon

for the KilUwall District. Co. Orkney.
JAMIESON. T. M., L.R.C.P. and S.Edin.. L.F.P.S.Glasg.. District

Medical Officer of the Plymouth Incorporation.

Keelin.;. n. N.. :\M!.C.S.. L.R.C.P., District Medical Officer of the
Mark, t I'.r.swoi tli Union.

Phieipson, X (. ic ( V. and S.Edin., District Medical Officer of the

D.. F.RC.S.. F.E.C.P.. Member of the
'ppital. Ei>Hom.
I., Medical Superintendent, Derby County

ROBl 1

Vi

ROWA

Sephion, K. B.. L.K.C.P.andS.Eng.. L.B.P.P. and S.Glasg. Medical
Officer to the Salford Cottage Homes: Poor Law Medical Officer
for the Culchetb District of the Leigh Union ; Public Vaccinator
for the Culchetb and Lowton Districts o£ the Leigh Union.

Thompson-. C. M.B.. Medical Officer of Coldhurst Cottage Homes of
the Oldham Union.

W11.LHMS.K.T..M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., District Medical Officer of the
Guisborough Union.

WiNDSou. C. W., M.D.Cantab., District Medical Officer of the Eoyston

BIIITIIS. MAimiAOES, AND WEATIIS.
The chdrije for iitsf-rtiug annnuncemenls of Uirlhs, Mirriages. nuH

Detitlts IS 5s.. whuili sum should he forwiLvdeil in pos( Office
Orders or Stamps with the notice not later than the first jmsl
Wednesday moruino in order to ensure insertion in tlte current

iBWix.-On July 1st. 1915. at 29. University Square. Belfast, to Mr.and
Mrs. S. T. Irwin, a son.

Tbatlen.—On Saturday. .Tuly 3rd. at 291. Willesden Lane, N.W., the
•wife of C. Leonard Traylen, M.R.C.S.Eng., L.R.C.P.Lond.. of a
daughter.

WATT.-On .inly 4tb. at 59, East Dnlwich Road, London. S.E.. to
Dr. and Mrs. Mitchell ^^'att, a daughter.

DIAUY FOU THIi; WEEK.

THURSDAY.
ROTAii Society of Mei>icixe:

SECTION OF Debmaiologt, 5 p.m.—Exhibition of cases at
4.30 p.m.

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Date. Meetings to be Held.

July.
9 Fri. London : Therapeutic Subcommittee, 3 p.m.

10 Sat. London : Science Committee, 11 a.m.

13 Tues. London: A.K.M. -Agenda Committee, 2 p.m.
23 Fri. Annual Eepresentative Meeting, Con-

naught Kooms, Great Queen Street, London,
W.C., and following daj's, if necessary.

by tlie Bi'ltlih I I Association at thelx omce. No. 439. i , In ihe Parish of St. MBrtlnln-tlie-l'ields, In the County of MHUUeaei.
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coudolence was accorded to Mrs. McCall on the death of

Dr. McCall, Presidcut of the Branch.
Annual ilfjjori.—The annual report of tho Branch

Council was unanimously adopted.

Medical Certifiers.—The resolution passed by the Branch

on January 23rd was reaffirmed, namely

:

The Muiister Branch of the British Medical Association

expresses its strongest disapproval of the acceptance by
Irish practitioners of the posts of part-time or whole-time
rertiliers niuler tlie Insurance Act, and considers such
ap)iointraents inconsistent with the honour and interests of

the medical profession.

On the recommendation of the Branch Council the

following resolution was unanimously adopted:

Tliat tljis meeting is of opinion tliat no member of the British

Medical Association in Ireland should accept or continue to

hold an appointment as medical certitier under the National

Insurance Act.

The Honorary Secretary was directed to forward a letter

to all the members of the Branch asking any of them who
had accepted such posts to take steps immediately to

terminate such appointments and to notify him thereto.

Election of Officers.—The following officers and Council

for 1915-6 were' appointed:

Presitlent: Dr. William Donovan, Queenstown.
Vicc-Frcsidait : Dr. D. J. O'Connor, F.K.C.P.I., Cork.
Ihmomnj Secretan/ : Dr. Philip G. Lee, Cork.
Member of Central' Vmmcil : Dr. J. Giusani, Cork.
liepre.^cntative to Representative Meeting: Dr. W. MacFettridge,

lithical Committee : Dr. D. J. O'Connor fCork), Dr.
Donovan (Queenstown), Dr. Philip 6. Lee (Cork).

NORTH OF ENGLAND BRANCH*
Stockton DmsiON.

The annual meeting of the Division was held

June 30th.

Election oT Offl.cers.—The following officers were elected

foi' ilip onKiiinq year:

( 1\. A. H. Smith.
I : IJr. G. M. Hogg.

•.',>/• Dr. John BrTdon.
:

.,.;, ^, ,.,,/„,.„ Hr'ii IImII.

; Dr.A.N. Ross.
. H. B. Densham,

. ,
1 .' ;!! .. . :! cr with Drs. S. D.

Craig, lleiirv Fawcett, J. Fleming, T. J. Kirk, F.T.Talbot,
T.Watson.

Treatment of Juveniles.—It was decided to adhere to

the following resolutions adopted in Blarch, 1913

:

1. That a wage limit of £2 a week be fixed.

2. That a fee of 6s. 6d. be charged, to include medicines.
3. To insist upon a full list of names being furnished to

medical men qiuirte'-ly.

4. That the ii,;.;o liiiiit be fixed at from 1 to 16 years.

Life I)if:iir,nii-r.—The scale of fees recommended by the

Couiici! of the British Medical Association was approved.

OXFORD AND READING BRANCH

:

Reading Division.

The annual meeting of the Division was held in the

Library, Royal Berks Hospital, on July 1st, when Dr.
Napier Jones was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—The following were elected officers

for the ensuing year

:

Chairuian : Dr. Guilding.
' Dr. McCrae.

'itee : Drs. Napier Jones, Abrama. Clowes,
1 ^idney Gilford, N. H. Joy, A. G. Paterson,
| \V. J. busmann, A. Thompson, in addition to

Dr. G. H. Pv. Holden.
/ ,

nhitive : Dr. P. Napier Jones.
/

I I . W. T. Freeman.
;;. ;-v.i,,/ ^.i:t.inj: Dr. G. O. Lambert.

Annual lleport.—The Honoraey Secretary read the

annual report giving a summary of the business transacted

at the Division and Executive meetings held during the

past year.

Medical Attendance on Dependants oj Soldiers and
Sailors.—The Executive Committee reported that Dr.
Rowland, medical representative on the Reading Com-
mittee of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Association,

had drawn their attention to the fact that medical benefit

was being granted to dependants who were not in neces-

sitous circumstances. In some instances tho dependants
granted free medical attendance were actually in receipt

of an income larger than they had enjoyed before tho
outbreak of tho war. Several members took part in tho
discussion which followed. The opinion of several

speakers was that the scheme for medical attendance on
dependants of those serving with the colours was un-
necessary in Reading; the terms of subscription to the
Borough of Reading Medical Society were within the
means of nearly all dependants, and Governors' tickets

for free medical attendance under that institution were
available to the very few who were in genuinely neces-

sitous circumstance. The Executive Committee was
empowered to consider the matter, and to alter or with-
draw the agreement in force for free attendance on
dependants of soldiers and sailors on service.

Fees for Life Insurance Examinations.—Dr. Sidney
Gilford opened a discussion regarding the suggested fees

for life insurance examinations. He considered that the
important point was to insist on a fee of one guinea for an
examination which included testing of the urine, while
for an examination not including that procedure a fee of

half a guinea might be accepted. Many members thought
that the form of examination for which a fee of halt a
crown was offered should be abolished, on the ground that

a medical man could not conscientiously recommend tho

acceptance of a candidate without careful examination.
Dr. Coleman considered that it would be a pity to adopt
measures opposed to tlKj industrial policies, which tended
to encourage thrift among the working classes. It was
decided to instruct the Representative to support the
following policy

;

1. A full and complete examination at a fee of one guinea

;

a less elaborate examination at a fee of half a guinea.
2. Fees of half a crown for cursory examinations be not

accepted.

Vote of Thanl-s to Retiring Chairman.—A hearty vote

of thanks was accorded to Dr. Napier Jones, the retiring

chairman. Dr. Napier Jones, in acknowledging the vote,

said that he regretted one thing only. He had hoped
that the social side of the Division would have been more
fully developed during the past year, that members would
have met more often for purely social purposes apart from
Division meetings. Unfortunately, the outbreak of the

war had put an end to all prospects of holding social

STAFFORDSHIRE BRANCH:
Mid Staffordshire Division.

The annual meeting of the Division was held at the Trent
Valley Hotel, Lichfield, on June 29th, when Dr. F. M.
Rowland, Chairman, picsiiltd.

Bcport of the ii-/ / Mr. Clendinnen read his

report on the Ann itive Meeting, 1914, for

which he was ace.

.

. uf the meeting.
Election of Ujju-i\., i„^.j ^j. — The following were

elected

:

Chairman : Dr. F. M. Rowland.
Vi<-oCh,nnran : Dr. A. E. Hodder.
// ' - ''/: Dr. T. D. Stuart Shaw.
7' !:,'presentativc Meeting : Dr. Wm. Clendinnen.
;, the Branch Council : Drs. W.G.Lowe, G.

Re.:. .

_Ul.. . . Lcutive Committee : Drs. C. J. Armsou, H. D.
Chapm.in, ,T. S. Gettiugs, R. S. Harvey, C. Thompson, and
ex officio members.
War Emergencrj.—U was decided to compile a register

of members of the Division willing to undertake whole-

time or part-time service, with details as to the latter, and
to forward the same to the D.D.M.S. at York, but this,

in consequence of the action of the British Medical Associa-

tion, will be suspended. The recruiting officer for Stafford-

shire (Major AVedgcwood) attended the meeting for tho
purpose of obtaining the assistance of members' influence

in recruiting, and the reasons of failure in the matter of

recruiting in some areas were discussed.

Matters Referred to Dicisions.—-The matters referred to

Divisions were fully discussed and the Representative
instructed.
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ANNUAL REPRESENTATIVE MEETING, 1915.

DATE OF MEETINQ.
The Annual Keprcsentative Meeting of the Assofiation,
1915, will be lield at the Connjiught" Kooms, Great Queen
Street, London. W.C., ou l-riday, July 23rd, 1915, and
following days as may be required.

By order,
Alfred Cox, Medical Secrt-larti.

May 10th, 1913.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
Notice is berel.y given bv the Council that the Annual
Ueneral Meeting of the British Medical Association wil
be held at the Counaught Kooms, Great Queen Street
London, W.C. on Saturday, the 24th day of July, 1915
at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.

Dat€d this 22ud day of June, 1915.
By order,.

Guy Elliston,
Financial Secretary and Uiisiness Manaqer.

429, Strand, Loudon, W.C.

Sepai^tp forms have been prepared: (I) For Nomination
by a Division (thronM, i\-. I!- ,u-,-,o„tativc), and (II) for
Noimnation by a ](

-

the Group, and
for which purpose tin

Coustituoucy iucluiled
lire requested to state

The voting papers «ill bo issued at the Eepreseutativo
Meeting to each Representative or Deputy Representative
of a Constituency in the United Kingdom 'in attendance at
the Meeting.

By order of the Council,

Alfred Cox,
Medical Secretary.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION

:

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEEriNG.
Notice is hereby given by the Council tluit au Extra-
ordinary General Meeting of the British Medical Association
will be held at the Conuaught Rooms. Great Queen Street
London. W.C, on Saturday, the 24th day of July, 1915,'

immediately after the conclusion of the Annual General
Meeting of the same Association, called for 2 o'clock in the
afternoon of that day, when the subjoined Resolutions will
be proposed as Extraordiuary Resolutions:

1. That Articles 3, 43 and 44, and the words " whether
au existing Member or a future Member" in
Article 9, be cancelled.

2. That in Article 4 there be inserted immediately after
the word " Acts " the words following—" and any
Medical Practitioner who does not reside within the
area of any Branch of the Association and who
though not so registered is possessed of any of the
qualifications described in Schedule (A) of the
Medical Act. 1858.'

3. That in Heading III immediately after Article 11 the
word " and " be substituted for the word ''or."

4. That in Article 28 the last six words be altered so
as to read "provisions as to Referendum herein-
after contained."

Should the above Resolutions or any of them be passed
by the requisite majority the same will be submitted for
confirmation as Special Resolutions or a Special Resolu-
tion to a further Extraordinary General Meeting, and such
Meeting will be held at the Head Office of the Association,
No. 429, Strand, London, W.C, on Wednesday, the 11th
day of August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, for the
purpose of considering and, if thought fit, confirming as
Special Resolutions or a Special Resolution any of the
above Resolutions set forth which shall have been so
passed.

Dated this 22ud day of June, 1915.

By order,

Guy Elliston,

Aoa c.. . T •,

f'""!"'"'' Secretary ar.d Business Manager.
429, Strand, London, W.C.

June 30th, 1915.

BRANCH AND DIVISION MEETINGS TO BE HELD*
North of Enoland BRANCH.-Dr. .Tames Don HonorarySecretary, 1, Grove Street, Newcastle-o,,-'!', ,.„

"onoiaiy

tne annual meeting of the Branch, wli.rl, , n
uess meeting, will be Iield at the Km- i \

Aewcastle-upou-Tvne, on Tuesday, Air ,

tice that
* a busi-
liinmry,

THE WAR E3IERGENCY.
OLDHAM.

The scheme adopted in Oldham for the remuneration of
practitioners carrying on the work of their colleagues
absent on military service differs in some respects tromany scheme for the same jini-p., , ^•,.^

r ihlM,,! The

ment ,.i
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doctor
statcui.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF COUNCIL BY
GROLPED REPRESENTATIVES.

:.'¥. is hereby given that Nominations for Candidates
election as Members of Council by grouped Representa-

tives for the year 1915-16 will be received by the Medical
Secretary up to the end of the first hour of the proceedings
of the Annual Representative Meeting on Friday. July 23rd,
1915. Each Nomination must be on the prescribed form,
copies of which will be forwarded by the Medical Secretary
on application.

'

'''''" I is able to ascertain
'" " "

!

t, ')each absentee. Each
•••" ••' niitii-l:e,i I., the committee with a

M- ai.iouLil, oi won; (i.nio [,„ l,i,„ ,l,ini,a hig
absence, and he is expected to coutribiin t., ih, ,, uinntteo
a certain proportion of the amount cann .1 Im ih,. services
rendered. This proportion will be fixcl l,v i|,,. ( ouimittee
and will vary in different cases according" to the nature of
the practice, the length of time it has been in the owner's
hands, and the general position of the holder. The contri-
butions obtained in this way will form a central fund which
the committee will proceed to distribute among the prac-
titioners who have done the work, and as far as possible in
accordance with the circumstances of the practitioner, andm proportion to the amount of work done. It is claimed
that this system has many advantages over the more usualmethod ot a deduction of a fixed proportion of the fees orany shdiug scale for such deductions. It is evident that
the members of the committee will find their position no
sinecure, and the practitioners in OUlham are to be con-
gratulated on having found practitioners who are sufficienUv
public spirited to undertake the duties.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF BATH.
Local P.anel Committee.

At a meeting of the Local Panel Committee held at the
Royal United Hospital, Bath, Dr. Tabor presiding, the
toilowing resolution was proposed from the chair and
carried unanimously :

This Committee
chairman. Dr.
wounds received in action.

.P/-escn>;ions. — After discussing a letter from the
Bath Insurance Committee the following resolution was
adopted

:

This Committee notes the statement that prescriptions for
persons receiving sanatorium lienelit are not alwaysmarked

;;
Sanatorium." and tl:e renurst „f thf cl, .%nigta

during tiie fh-st\vear this luistlke'nm.v'lmve a'risen'Tliroi!^^!

I?l__.°^_
l^iowledge of the rules, but that now it rarc"ly

its deep sympathy with the aoling
Whitby, on the loss of his sou from
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INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.

INSURANCE ESTIMATES.

Slaicmcnt by Chairman of National Insurance Joinb

Committee.
On the voto for the Natiomil Insui-anoo Joint Committee,

Mr. Charles Roberts, Chairman of the Committee, began

Ijis statement by saying tliat at the present time most of

the old controversies in connexion with the Insurance Act
were in abeyance, and lie had no desire to renew them at

the present moment. He dealt witli two main matters :

First, the effect of tlio war on the department, and
secondly, tlie proposals for economy in administration.

Clerks on the staff of military age iiad been released for

military service to the number of 533, and six of them had
already fallen. Other members of the staff had been lent

to several departments, but as their salaiies were being

paid from the insurance vote no economy in that vote was
effected. The extra burden thrown on tlio department
liad been borne witli cheerful alacrity by those of the

staff who remained. There had inevitably been some
scaling down in promptitude, and possibly tiiere had not

been the same freedom from mistakes as had been
guaranteed before. The war had raised a number of new
l^roblems with which the Joint Insurance Committee liad

had to grapple. Of the three emergency measures passed,

perhaps the most important in its effect on the approved
societies was the grant of 5s. relief from sickness and dis-

abl.'iiiciit. lifMipfit to those soldiers who had come back
t! V ;i-w,s I, and had secured disablement pensions
)i, I. '

. ns Fund in accordance wdth the recommen-
il:.^ -M'lect Committee on pension-, and grants.

As-istance iiiid been given to tl,. i
;

1 Mcietics in

some other ways, and lie belie.' Is of the

approved societies had been s;i! a- as was
possible at present, from the si ^

,

'

;

"''"' ''''^^

causing upion their resources; its ukiiumo effect would
have to be considered when more information was
available. The societies wore undergoing a con-

siderable strain owing to the depletion of members
and by the additional work the war had thrown upon
them. They had to record the number of members
who had enlisted, and to pay maternity benefit in proper
cases to the families of soldiers who enlisted. To meet
this additional expense a grant had been made which
would to some extent relieve the societies. In co-opera-

tion with the War Office the Insurance Commissioners had
secured medical attendance for soldiers on furlough and
soldiers living at home or in billets. They had al.so dealt

with tiie case of workmen engaged in constructing camps.
Arrangements had been made to secure medical attendance
for those who were not insured, the account afterwards
to be settled by the military authorities. He then men-
tioned the generous offer made by the medical profession

and the chemists to treat the dependants of soldiers

serving with the forces. The Commissioners had been
able to help in the dissemination of the information

and in the prepai-ation of the scheme. " It is, I think,"

he said, " a very generous act on the part of these

two professions wliich deserves all due recognition."

It had been arranged with the War Office that soldiers

suffering from tubtrculosis when they were discharged
from the military lius|iit;ds should without any interval

undergo treatment in lesideutial institutions. The Insur-

ance Committees had helped this scheme with groat
alacrity, and grants of illO a head had been made out
of the" grants sanctioned last year by Parliament ; a con-
siderable ni.iiilii.i' .4' s.jldiers had already been benefited

by tliesc !;.. Numbers of m n mi:::m^:. 1 in

civil eiiii the consent of li ^ ''

such, I'm I the dock battn. '
1 - '.

and thos.' , .:,. the anuv to ;, , ,i . .i, ::, i,,ih-ii

or engineeiing woii^ ii.i' i ivm the advantage
of the Insurance Act ;n. u medical attend-

ance and treatment. I' t come within the
provision of the Insuriu: m : Belgian refugees
had been allowed to i ; the employer
had paid his contributi. . - mployee had not,

and the 3d. weekly win- '

v^'v paid went, in

the case of the Jielgians, U> prci\i>\r medical and sana-
torium benefits for them. At one munition works where
a largo number of Belgians were being employed special

arrangements were made that after a month they were to be

entitled to medical treatment, and special cards were being
prepared for such oases which could be presented to any
doctor on the panel ; tliey would bo renewed cveiy three
months. One of the first difficulties on the outbreak of

the war was the rapid rise in the price of certain drugs

;

the Treasury liad allowed a special grant, and the prices of

those drugs were being fixed monthly by agreement between
the British Medical Association and the Pharmaceutical
Society, with the approval of tlic Insurance Commissioners.
Dealing next with the Medical Research Committee, wdiich
received an income of about £56,500 a year out of the
penny taken from the insurance fund voted by Parliament,
he said that when the war broke out the \vhole staff was
handed over to the War Office, their buildings had been
turned into a hospital, and the staff' was engaged in the
investigation of means to prevent disease and in the
preparation of the liistory of the war. He believed that no
single penny had been better spent by any of the 14,000,000
insured persons during the year than this particular penny
contributed for the purpose of medical research, for it

would result in the prevention of disease. He was, he
said, in great sympathy with the critics who desired to see
economy practised, and the estimate presented showed
some indication of economy. Tlie vote of the Joint Com-
mittee was reduced by Some ifi'195,000 ; this involved the
postponement of various schemes of develojiment which
would have been undertaken but for the war. For in-

stance, the grant for the institution of medical referees

and for extra provision for nursing had to be held up
pending the return of peace. It had been stated in the
press that the actual benefits provided by the Government
amounted to only 60 per cent, of the expenditure. That
rested upon the statement made by the critics that out of

the total expenditure of ^625,000,000 under the Insurance
Act the benefits accounted for only i'15 000,000; as
a matter of fact, the value of the benefits—sickness,
medical, sanatorium, and maternity, was about i'17,000,000

in a normal year. The critics had alleged that about £3
was being spent in the cost of administration for every
£5 given in benefits. But the critics made two mistakes:
In the first place, they had underrated the value of tlio

benefit ; and, in the second, there was put to reserve to

accumulate a sum amounting to just under ,£5,000,000 to

meet claims for sickness in the future. That was, of

course, an entirely proper action on the part of any insur-

ance fund. The income of ^£25,000,000 was really

accounted for in the following way : To reserve 19 per

cent., benefit account 67.3 per cent., working expenses
13.7 per cent. He believed that for a private concern that
ratio of expenditure would not be bad. In the figures he
had given he included sums taken out for the post-office,

stationery, customs and excise and other votes, .iw] !•!

the expenses of Insurance Committees and api > i

societies. So far as the expenses of approved >

went, any savings they made went to increase the b' i-. T;! ^

at their disposal. In the calculation the expenses of tint

societies had been put at their maximum, but if they reduced
their working expenses below 13.7 per cent, they could
correspondingly increase the percentage of the total which
went for benefit ; the 13.7 per cent, represented the maxi-
mum expenditure, and he was not able to say how many
of the societies were making savings or how great thoso
savings were. There was the greatest possible induce-
ment to members of approved societies to save on their

working expenses in order to get higher benefit. After

discussing some details of expenditure, he said that any
idea that the country could save a million and a half by
economy in the administration of the Insurance Act was
fanciful and would not bear examination ; there was room
.i,;I> i..r .:,ii,-iv ,.,;onM,,!i. , .,

'
:. 1, : . ... ,. rd ought to be

i
. i

i. .1!
,

. •: the first three
: \ > \- red 2,800 tons

..( hi. .. l,.)l, he IoimmI rn.: .: ' r: ' ,,,! 120,000,000 iu-

surauec books and cards, and by careful attention to the
choice of paper the Stationery Office had been able to save
j£70,000 a year. An economy had been effected by not
filling the office of legal adviser to the Joint Committee,
with a salary of £1,500 a year, which had recently become
vacant. He was satisfied that it was not possible to cut

down expenditure to any considerable extent without
diminishing efficiency of administration, and any real

inefficiency might result in poor persons losing tho help
and comfort which were their duo under the Act at a time
of stress and trouble. He believed that the Act was
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peitoiiuing a vast beneficence, and that it would not bo
less indispensable after the war for the sake of men who
came back in bad health. On this and all other grounds
the efficiency of the administration must be maintained.
The discussion which followed turned principally upon

the manner in wliich the estimates were presented, the
enormous amount of circulars and leaflets issued by the
lusnrance Commissioners and the frequent changes of

regulations. Mr. l>ooth said that experience was proving
the justice of the opinion lie expressed when the Act was
passed to the etl'ect that the amount then voted would be
nothing like sutticiout, and would have to bo increased.

He believed that at this time when those who were
working on the committees set up under the Insurance
Act had their minds centred upon the war, the Commis-
sioners were contemplating important changes in the
administration, but they had not called the Advisory
Committee together. There was, he complained, a lack

of sympathy on the part of the English Commis-
sioners. It had been intended that the societies which
i-epresented the insured persons should have a large

influence upon the work of the Commissioners, but the
regulations issued by the Commissioners were so jinzzling

that he did not believe 5 per cent, of the members of the

House of Commons were capable of given an intelligible

eNplanatiou of them. The basis of the Act was that of

service through the voluntary societies, and if that
principle was lost sight of the Act must crumble; those
who were giving voluntary service or service very inade-

qa^itely paid were entitled to the fullest recognition from
the Commissioners at Buckingham Gate. With regard to

the actuarial basis of the Act he believed that experience
had shown that so far. as it concerned men it was sound
and that the benefits were in accordance with the contri-

butions, bnt he hoped that by tbis time the Commissioners
realized that that w as not the case with regard to women.
vjome special societies, svich as domestic servants, might
produce good results, but others, such as tho.se for

laundresses, were producing very bad results. The House
was entitled to know what were the views of the Commis-
sion ui)ou that point. Mr. Booth also criticized the cost
of the county committees and of the committees generally.

He nrged the Commissioners to take steps to simplify the
work of the committees. Ho also drew attention to the
case of men returning from the war crippled not by the
loss of a limb but by rheumatism or other diseases con-
tracted during the war, who when they attempted to work
at their respective trades would soon come on the insurance
fund.

Sir J. D. Rees, after referring to the question of out-

workers, complained that tons of printed matter was
issued perfectly useless for the purpose for which it was
intended.

Mr. Tyson Wilson dealt with the same point. He said

that he did not believe that 15 per cent, of the secretaries

who administered the Act ever looked at the circulars

because they felt quite satisfied that in a month or two
new leaflets would be issued contradicting those previously
issued. When the Act was passed the rules of the
societies affected were altered with the object of making
them comply with regulations issued by the Commis-
sioners, but afterwards new regulations were issued which
made the rules of some of the societies actually null and void.

Before the regulations were issued the societies affected

ought to be consulted so that sick members should not
receive visits from officials who stated that the regulations
issued by the Commissioners had been violated.

Mr. Wardle criticized the system of permitting the use
;uck mixtures. The stocking of these medicines led,

I lieved, to deterioration and inclined the doctor to give
.1 :,iock medicine rather than write out a prescription
exactly to tit the case.

Mr. Koberts, in a general reply, said that the regulations
were documents which had the force of law, and had to be
couched in legal language ; and legal language was com-
Xjlicated. and sometimes not easy to follow. Many of the
leaflets had been issued in an etlort to put into simple and
I'jijiilar language tl.'e effect of the regulations, so that

!
f> was on the one hand the legal document which had
force of law, and on the other the Simple popular

I iauation. He iiromised to look into the matter of out-
' I ikers and into that of stock medicines, recognizing that
ilie insured person was entitled to thorough efficient

treatment. He regarded the approved societies as an

integral part of the scheme devised under the Insurance
Act, and regi'etted that there had been any cause of com-
plaint of want of sympathy on tho part of the English
Insurance Commissioners. As to the actnal effect of the
war upon women in approved societies, he did not feel at
the present time competent to embark on large specnla-
lations. Only on the previous day he had received a
deputation from the British Medical Association, which
raised some of the points, and the Association had
promised that it would place before the Commissioners
such evidence as it could collect bearing on these difficult

questions.

The English, WchJi, and ScottisJt Commisiions.
Tho vote for tho Joint Committee having been agreed

to, that for the English Commission was considered. Sir
F. Banbury asked for information as to the increase in the
item dealing with sickness, disablement, and maternity
benefit (grants in aid), and the decrease in the item deal-
ing with medical benefit (grants in aid). Mr. Roberts
said that it was an accounting point which was rather
technical. The money for medical benefit was for only
one quarter of a year, and as a matter of fact there
had been no real increase in sickness, disablement, and
maternity benefit, and no real extra charge upon the tax-
payer, but the basis of the grants had been altered as com-
pared with last year. After some further speeches, Mr.
Tyson Wilson said it was quite clear that nobody in the
Committee understood the way in which the accounts
were put; they were a bad example of the methods
adopted by the Commissioners. The Coumiissioners
themselves might understand their system of accounts,
but nobody else seemed to do so, and the same statement
applied to many of their regulations ; there should be
somebody to tell people in simple language what ought
to be done. The vote was agreed to, and also those tor

Wales and Scotland.

The Irish Commission.
On the vote for Ireland, Sir F. Banbury drew attention

to the fact that while last year the amount voted for
medical certification was ±'9,700, this year it was ±100.
3Ir. Booth said that this did not mean that the large sum
wa,s spent in one year and only £100 in the next. Tiie
grants were made and the money had been voted to be
available. Mr. Koberts said that the matter was explained
in a footnote to the estimate, and protested that these
documents did not profess to be a complete record of

revenue and expenditure, but only authorized expenditure
for the coming j-ear. The vote was agreed to, as was also
that, for the audit department.

"^The alteration in the form in the estimates was ex-
plained at some leugth in the British Medic.vl Journai,
of April 17th, 1915, p. 680.J

Ukalloc-Vted Fl-xds.
Mr. Charles Roberts, as Chairman of the Joint Com-

mittee of Insurance Commissioners, stated, on July 13th,
in reply to Sir Philip Magnus, that the final payments were
now being made to doctors on the panelin Tjondon in
respect of the balance, amounting to about £13,000, of the
original sum of money representing the premiuii: of those
insured who had neglected to choose a doctor.

IRELAND.
Memc.^i, Certification under the Insukance Act

IN Ireland.
A LARGE and representative meeting of the Cork medical
profession was held on July 3rd, when Dr. J. Cotter was
in the chair. The Cork panel doctors decided at their
meeting, held in May, to give a month's notice of their
intention to the Irish Insurance Commissioners to come oft'

the panel owing to tho failure of the Commissioners to
distribute the increased grant for medical certification
promised by Mr. Lloyd Geoige in the House of Commons
on August 14th, 1913. The notice to come off the panel
was adopted with only one dissentient. When tho
month's notice given by the doctors was about to expire,
it was found the Commissioners made no attempt to come
to terms with tho panel doctors, nor had they any alterna-
tive scheme for medical certification, with the result that
25,000 insured persons were threatened to bo left unpro-
vided with medical certificates for sickness benefits. At
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tbis juncture the Cork Borougli Insurance Committee lield

a meeting, and sharply criticized the Insurance Commis-

sioners for their failure to make any attempt to arrive at a

settlemeut with the panel doctors or to provide some
alternative scheme in order that 25,000 insured persons

would not be left without medical certificates. The
Insurance Committee strongly appealed to the doctors to

remain on the panel for another month, so that the

insured would not suffer iu the case of sickness from want
of medical certificates; the Committee also passed a

strong resolution, urging that the Insurance Commissioners

should come to terms with tlie panel doctors. As a result

of the Insurance Committee's appeal the panel doctors

consented to remain on the panel for another month, so

that the Insurance Commissioners may have an oppor-

tunity of settling the question of certification with the

doctors.

The Medical Commissioner sent his proposals for certifi-

cation to be considered by tlie Cork medical profession, and
the meeting held on July 6vA was spe'jially convened for

the purpose. The conditions proposed by the Medical

Commissioner, Dr. Maguire, increased the capitation grant

from 9d. to Is. ; doctors to attend at special depots to be

used for the purposes of medical certification alone, and

doctors were to certify promiscuously for all patienis,

whether they were their medical attendants or not. The
Medical Commissioner's scliemo was considered in all

respects most unsatisfactory and objectionable, and it was
believed that it was not meant as a serious attempt to

settle the question. In connexion with the Medical Com-
missioner's proposals the following resolutions were passed

unanimouslj'

:

1. That we reject the scheme siihmittefi hy Dr. Maguire, Irish

Insurance iUedical Commissioner, m'; it di'es not fiillil in

any manner tlie just (iemanili- >! ih.UM-l 1 I i:^-: sion

—

that is, tlie scheme put foru,111 I. 1,. i,
i .^ : Com-

mittee for certilifatiun ; auA \ '.:: I 11 the
Commissioners tliat the Iri-.li J.i' il i -i' in.'o.- i< the
only body to conduct uegotiations on Ijelialt ot the
profession iu Ireland.

2. That we, the members of the meclical profession of tlie

city ol Cork, call ujion tlie (Invcmmpnt to hnve the
increased grant, pi-mv-- rri l,- ^!--

I
' ' c- • \n'_'ust

14th, 1913, formed!* " .nice

Act, distributed :
:i m

Ireland. AVe mal.i the
medical profession _ ! '

1

' ic-es

freelv and without lewaid to il^e tifuUn.-i.t ol the
wounded soldiers and the dependants of those fighting at

the front.

An enlargement of the electoral areas and a slight

increase in the number of members of Central Council
would enable each area to elect two, at least, or three men
competent to express varieties of experience and of out-

look, and accordingly be more truly representative. I do
not advocate this as simply meaning a change in the
policy of the Association. Who looks for that will be
somewhat disappointed. Hut I think that there exists

some discontent, and our policy may be modified. The
resolutions of the Central Council would then, however,
have more weight with the profession and with civil

bodies, such as the Exchequer and town councils. "You
must help us in our fight for existence with the collecting

societies "
(p 30).

It is through the voice of genuine controversy and dis-

cussion that facts relating to such matters as arc dealt

with, for instance, under the Insurance Act sink into the
ears ot the electors and the Government and bear their

fruit in due season.

It is a matter of public concern to draw attention to the
recent election of the London Panel Committee. Every
doctor who treats insured persons was asked to elect in

the borough where he resides two members of the com-
mittee. Personal attendance is necessary, and the hour
fixed w,as 3 i).m. How manj' men cati find this hour
pos.sihie? Two members are to be elected—that is, if

25 practitioners out of 100 or 200 attend to vote, 13 may
elect them both ; the other 12 and their opinions may
count for nothing. I have not seen the result of the
recent elections, but am told tli.at in several instances no
one turned up. I think those elected would be more fitly

employed in meeting at Woolwich and making ammunition
for next year or till the war is over.

The Sorcharging of Panel Practitioners.
"Stoppage is no Pay.mekt" writes: The Medical

Defence Union is doing well to defend us from the in-

justice of surcharging, especially as carried out by the
London Panel Committee. In my case the amount is

trifling, but note the following points;

1. I am surcharged for ordeiiii!/ 6 oz. of gly. thymol, of which
I am told 4 oz. is M i,;, mitity. On the back of the
printed list giving In

1 :
nation is another doctor's case.

He is informed tli.ii '. iinal quantity, and
surcharged ivlien In

between t\.-. i..- ,. :

Irish Medical Men
At the recent deleo:ii

profession, held at the K
.subcommittee of the

appointed to meet ami
of the Irish Universiti.

aud Surgeons, the Apotli

sentations to other licens bodi,

CoirMISSIONEP.S.

the Irish medical
Surgeons, a small
f' loniittee was

niiug bodies
.
it Physicians

i 1 I make repre-

1 a view to deter-

inmmg what immediate action should be taken in regard

to : {a) The position adopted by the Irish Insurance Com-
missioners iu circulating privately to members of Parlia-

ment matter detrimental to the honour and interests of

the Irish medical profession without given the representa-

tives of that body an opportunity of investigating openly

the charges made against its members, (h) Medical

certificates under the Insurance Act.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Proportional Representation.

Dr. George Crichton (London, S.W.) writes: The only com-
ment to be made on the recent election to the Central Council
(Supplement, June 19thi is that it further evuiihasizes the

importance of the method of election, as well as its prac-

ticability. Four members are elected by the Metropolitan
Branch, and every mode of tlioncdit fii- of opinion whiili has
a suificient amount of s

,

'

' '
> nMi,,ii,,M. r o li

one elected feels that li' n o Im- 'i
,

and not as does soim 1 ; -
'

election, just because lio i> 1,. inoi 1 1
i-i

some popular candidate. It is to be lio|iiil that in rjiiieter

times the method will be rigidly applied to all the elections

to the Central Council and throughout the Association.

Why this difference
mittee?
1 was kindly seen

lat would h.avo
,|iiiiil IS too good for a panel
tmeut wlieu consultants are

by a phy>M ,
' iii

I

my patient, n n-i ; m ii"--, -no

been given lo a |iaii|iei at 1

patient. Are we to receive tl

api)ointed under the Act?

These two cases practically account for the few .shillings

that I am now surcharged by the full Panel Committee,
and is only about one-third of that originally intended by
the Panel Subcommittee, before whom I did not receive

the consideration that is shown a criminal in our courts.

They seemed to start with the determination to surcharge,

and to know what uiy patients required without seeing or

examining them. No wonder the capitation fee is in

danger of being reduced from the imaginary seven
shillings.

Ilalnil tinii ilttUtarn ^|ip0intmfnts.

in to the Spanker, vice Ca
i:..l. for R.N. Division ; W,
i Hall; G. S. Aspinall

linvAi, Naval Volunteeb EEsEnvp.
Surgeon Probationer «. S. Oollinfis to the nanhl. vi<

H. Gordon to the Dcrwent. vice Cocking; .T. Hriinnvell to 1

N. Braithwaite to the Ambrose, vice Brumwell. To
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British Mki

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
ROTAL Akmv Medicai. Corps.

Llontonant-Colonel C. Stouham, C.M.U., K.A.M.C.(T.F.), to be
temporary Colonol.
Lioutenant-Colonel C. A. Lane, M.B., Is retained on the active list

and to bo supernninerary.
Lieutenauc-Colonel O. A. T. Bray, from Deputy Surgeon, to be

Physician and Surijeoa at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, vice Colonel
O. R.A.Julian, CM. G.
To be temporary Lieutenant-Colonels : Lieutenant-Colouel Sir

Ronald Ross, K.CB., F.R.S., B.A.M.C.'T.R), A. Balfour, C.M.G., M.D.,
L. S. Dudgeon, M.R.C.P., H. W. Willcox, M.D.
Major Sir Allan Perry, M.D., to be temporary Lieutenant-Colonel

whilst in command of a general hospital.
The following to be (jianted temporary rank whilst serving with

the .Allied Forces Base Hospital :—As Lieutenant-Colonel : Major
W. E. Miles, F.R.C.S., B.A.M.C. (T.F. Reserve). As Major ; Cautaiu
T.J. Border, M.D., R.A.M.C,(T.F.). H. D. Gillies. F.R.C.S. As Cap-
tain : E. G. Murray, A. E. Foerster. J. S. 1

; i

To be temporary Majors: Captain Sir
'

i; A.M.C.
(T.F.), (substituted for notification whi. 1 Lovdon
Gax«<(« of June 28th); H. W. A. Burke, li.t n : A. L.
Smith, M.D., L. H. Guest, temporary Litu: -

i i;.>wlaiid,

D. \V. Hume, M.B. (whilst employed with Hio .Norluik w ur Hospitnli
A. Paling, M.B., F.R.C.S. (whilst employed witblho CouijI^.v of Loudon
War Hospital), W. D. Buncombe, M.D. (whilst serving with theD. Buncombe, M.D. (i

of London War Hospital, substitutedfor notification which appeared
in the London Qazette ol May 15th).
Captain C. M. Drew, MB., from the seconded list, is restored to the

establishment.
To be temporary Captains: K. Burton, M.B., F.R.C.S.. temporary

Lieutenant H. MacCormae, M.B.. .A. E. Marsack. lateSurgeou Captain,
1st Volunteer Battalion, Queens (Royal West Kent Regiment), J. S. S.

Perkins, M.B.. late Surgeon Captain. 1st Exeter and South Devou Rifle
Volunteers, Temporary Lieutenant S. W. Woollett.
Temporary Lieutenant J. J. Johnson relinQuisheshis commission on

account of ill health.
Second Lieutenant H. J. McCurrick, from Reserve of Ofllcers. to be

temparary Lieutenant (substituted for notification published in the
London Gazeiie of June 21sti.

To be temporary Lieutenants; E. R. Welsh, M.B., H. B. Graham.
M.B., W. L.Robertson, M.B., A. F. Bell, M.B., P. Gorrie.M.D, J. E. M.
Wigley, M.B., J. E. Hodson. L. J. Pellew, M.B , D. Bird. J. R. Davies,
Second Lieutenant R. T. Grant (from Reserve of Officers). W. F.
Law. M.D., F.R.C.S.L, C. B. Sills, P. G. G'Donohoe. F. J. Allen,
M.B., J. MacRae, A. F. Ross, M.B., A. A. O'Connor, P. P. J.

Stewart, M.B., F.R.C.S.E., E. C. Bowden, A. Bryans, E. R. R.
Cheesman, T. C. Findlater, M B., J. H. Davis,M.B., W. S.Hall, M.B.,
D. B. I. Hallett, M.D., M. J. Hackett, M.B., D.J.Lewis, G. F. May,
M.D., F.J. Rawlinson, F.R.C.S., P. L.-L. Craig. M.B. , H. O. Sniitli,

M.B., J. B. K. Thomson. W. P. Hare, M.S.. E. J. Griffiths. AJ.H.,

H. C. Beasley, H. H. Kendrick, D. J. McLeish, A. Hinwell,
H. Smnrthwaite, M.D., W. Watkins, H. G. Kilner, M.B., S. B. Glccd,
H. S. C. Darbyshiie, R. Nairn, F.R.C.S., A. B. Jones. MB., J. M.
Eeegan, M.B., F.R.C.S.L, H. B. Walker, M.B,, T. E. Cottu. C. H.
Corbett, M.D., H. U. Leembruggen, A. J. Turner, M.B., W. J. Harper,
S. Hodgson, M.B., J. E. Paterson, M.B., W. G. 8. Thomson, M.B.,
A. St. J. Bateioan, F. Copeland. H. F. T. Chambers, H. V. Walsh,
M B., W. W. Linington, F.K.C.S., R. V. G. Monckton. M.D , G. V. T.
McMichael, M.B. , C. Banks, M.B. J. D. Ryan, A. G. Christian, M.D.,
A. O'Flaherty, V, B. Kyle, M.D.. A. J. V. Mathews, R. B. F.
McKail, M.B,,T. A. O'Brien. MB.. A. A.W, Petrie, M.D., F.B.C.S.E,,
E. Itennie, M.B,, E. J. Selby, W. R. Logan. M.D, A, Grant, MB.. T.
Chalmers, M.B., G. J. B. Candler-Hope. M H. ,T W K.liivlnn. M.l!,,

A. Gillespie, M.D., W. O. Travis, M.D., n. 1,, I i .i:! : , Ml;., T, R.
Earls-Davis, M.B., C. E. Dolling, M.B.. 1 ,

i i li,. G. K,
Thompson, M.B.. C. A. Meaden. A. E. Hi. .MB, J.

Lament. J. N. Donnellan, M.B,, C E 1 >r ! li.M.B,,

J. A. A. Orlebar, M.B.,J. S. Webst.rM r. i Ili.J.T,
Grant, MB., O. C. G. Shields, Mi: '. Koberts,
M.B., D. B. Crerar. M.B., G. L. Ti w . G. L.
Wambcck, J. McC, Lang, M.B.. (

:
'

, F. K.
Brown, M.B., J. Corcoran, J. i i • B. H.

Wilmot. M.D.,
M.B.,

I. W. Dr.^w. F.R.C.S,,
DuUe. M.D., H. W. i

, Napier, D. K. Parke: M.B.,

I

Hallidie, M.B., :

Waring, M.B., G. L. Kennedy,
Lee. M.D., W. J. MacKab, M
J. Hunter, M.B., A. Wylie, M.B
.i. Pearson. MB., W. R. Taylor. P. P. Wright. M.B.. o. ». wraitn,

ii. F.B.C.S.E.. H. E. Moore, M.B., C. E. Harrison, J. L. B. Dixou,
. O. B. Hillman, E. L. Jenkins, M.B., D. C. Laird, M.B., T. A.
marsh, MB., J. W. Darling, M.B., W. Anderson, M.B., C. H.
-. E. D. Smith. M.B., W. Parker, M.B., J. Mills, MB., J. E. Long,

i

, T. O. King, V. Gray-Maitland, C. S. Bowker. B. H. Greensill,
tl. Dummere, A. J. V. McDonnell, E. l'\ t

. -, V i '..-.(nwood.
Walker, H.R. Ibbotson, W. M. M. Ji i

i M ; r Keenan,
, J. Thomarson. M.D., J. G. Waine. M 1 i - n.H. W.
-. M.D., J. C, Lavertine, F.R.C.S.L, 1 ' I 11 . F. W.
:. son. MB.. H. E. Brawn. F.R.C.S., I, I,, i :

--
; Ai 1',

•, ' '
'• '' r ii.i.ean, M.B., C. F. Knight,

! " '
. M,n..G. 8. Williams, M.D.,1:1

I !: h, M.D., H. E. Lawson, M.B.,

in" lempr.raiv Honov.Tvy Lirutenants : E. Atkinson, O. A. Beau-
.;, A. K Elliott, M.B,, L. M. lugle, J. B. Thackeray, A. G. Winter,

, Liley, H. H. Malhias, H. B. John.

SPECI.AL RESERVE OF OFFICERS,
RoTAL AnHY Medical Coups.

Lieutenant J. W. Gray, M.B., to be Captain.

TF.HRTTnpi \r, FniifR,

; lior J. Tait from"3i<i :i ,; i ,., ,1. nee, to be Deputy
tant Director of M' ~

i ' ^erve Division.
.i,i or R. B. Sidebottoii;, :,

\ mis, to be Deputy Asaiawui,
(Kescrve) Division.
Captain W. H. Rowell, M.D., from the Territorial Force Reserve, i

be Deputy Assistant Director of Medical Services, East Laucashi)
(Reserve) Division.

to be Major.
4ih Southern General JJosvity

F.R.C.S., is seconded tor dutv at
ithSoutherii Cencrtil n,isiHt.ii

Russell O. Coombe, M,D,»
Victoria Hospital, Netley.
H, Burrows. M.B., F.R.O.S.,
"Pital.

' 'nhl Ambulance.—To b9

.montof the resignation
• I iu the Londf^n Qazetta
W. Bpaight ie placed on

Ortou t.i

South

Jirigade Field Ambulance.—Tdaiov D. C. L.
Mitenant-Colonel. '.

riaade Field Ambulance.—A. W. W. Hayles

•d Br „ (le Field Ambulance.—Lieutenant-Colonel
C. Stonham, C.M.G., is seconded.

1st London Oasualtu Clearing Sfatt'oii.—Captain J. W. Kemp to ba
temporary Major.
iiul London Casualty Clearing .Sfnfion.—A. C. Pearson, M.B. , to bO

Lieutenant.
3nd London Sanitary Company.—G. S. Hoffman to be Lieutenant.
3rd London (Citw of London) Field .dmbiilance.—Captain L. C. V.

Hardwicke. M.B., from .Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to
be Major, temporary.
iih Lr,i i

. ' ?f .sjiifa!.—H. R. D, Spitta to be Captain, whose

6th 1.' .fn.'ajice.—Lieutenant P. S.Price to be tempo-

1st E.I .'
:

.,. '• >.: Hospital.—R.
services will be available on mobilizi
1st East Anglian Field Ambulance

temporary Major.
1st Home Counties Field Ambulance.—Q. Hislop, M.B.,

y. Slattery to be Captain, whosa

—Captain W, D. Watson to be

1st South Midland Field Am'ndance.—TjienUiaa,nt F. E. France,
M.B., from Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to be Captain,

L'lid.'iuuili Midland Field Ambulance.—Lieutenant E. J. C. Groves,
MB,, is sei'onded.
Xnrlh Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—'W.E. Eingdon.

MB,, to be Lieutenant.
J.s-f Northern Ueneml ;7o.i;it(n;.—Lieutenant N. Hodgson, M.B., to be

Captain, wliose scv, :. . n. ill I" nvHilnble on iiiobilii'aliou.
^^nd Northern <: ' W. Scatterty, M,D,, to be Captain,

whose services will i .
i : : ii mobilii-ation ; I, C. Marshall, M.U.,

to bo Lieutenant,
SIh Northern <;.'; i.i: ;/,.>,:</, J.— A, M. Crosfleld to be Captain,

'
' ' on mobilization.
imbulance,~A. B. Thompson, M.B., toEast L( shir,

West Lancashire Casualty Clearing Station.—Lienten&nt W, N,
West-Watson, M.D,. to be temporar5' Captain.

1st Scottish General Hospital— Lieutenant-Colonel A. H. Lister,
M.D , is seconded for duty with a general hospital.
Highland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—J. F. Neary, M.B.,

to be Lieutenant.
Attached to Units other than Medical Units.—Lieutenant H. K.

Griffith, M.B., F.R.C.S., to be Captain, To be Lieutenants : R. B.
Reed. M.B,, C. W. J. Brasher. Lieutenant H. N. Pelly resigns his com-

of ill health.

lifal Statistics,

HE.^LTH OF F
In ninety-six of the largest En
deaths were registered during t

The
12,4, and 12,3 per
in the week undt
while among the
Ilford and in Ret
6,1 in Lincoln, a.

Gillinghaiii, 17.3

and 24 3 M. !

West H,i

were not oertiflel
of this number 8 .

in Stoke-on-Trent . :

Thenumber of senii.T itv<
politan Asylums Hubpiiiils
been 2,336. 2,373, and 2.422
further rose to 2.446 on
admitted during the wee
preceding weeks.

ILISH TOWNS.
5h towns 7.779 births and 4,155
week ended Saturday, July 3rd.
(r,e towns, which bad been 15.5,

ecedmg weeks, fell to 11,9 per 1.000
n the death-rate was equal to 11 7,

irt,'e towns it ranged from 5,2 in
am, 5,7 in Acton, 5.9 in Hornsey,
lo 16.6 in Stoke-on-Trent, 16.9 in
>i iu (Jarlisle, 19,5 in Gloucester,

la death-rate of 1.1 iu
' -.in WestBromwich,1.7

I m Middlesbrough, and
M.rdare. The mortality

il no marked excess in
::ll-|i'ix was registered

i rit., (.1 the total deaths

.1. i.i Ml Liverpool, 5 each
.

.
:ii!il 3 in Bolton.

; in the Metro-
tal, which had

I . .-tding weeks.

.:.ultjl. fever. Ten deaths from measles
1 Dundee. and 2 in Paisleyand in Perth;
in Aberdeen ; from wliooping-cough,

2 in Edinburgh; and from infantila
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l^araurifs nntt appointments.

NOTICES liEOAnDTNO APPOIN'J -^n i ' '"i" '» called

to a Notice Isec Index to Adverli' '"' Notice re

Apvoiiltmeiits) avi>mrini/ in our <i inium. aivina

parlicnlars of vacancies as to icIu,:l ,,.;,,:,:., _v'u(,( be wado
before avvhcation.

VACANCIES.
BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND EYE HOSPITAL.—Junior House-

Suifieoii. Saliivj , ilOO ixr annum and £5 laundry allowance.

I:|I;MIN',ii 'M i.i r: i. DISPENSARY.—HesidentMedical Officer.

liir li .11 ,1 i :\i I r v.—Female 'Demonstrator in Anatomy

liUl.tuN l.Mlk.MAI(\ .AND DISPENSARY.—Second House-Sur-

lilMSl'OL (n'.NERAL HOSPITAL.—House-Physician. Salary. £150

I \TION C0:MMITTEE.—School Dental Surgeon.

i;V. Si iiior and .Tunior House-Surgeons. Salary,
-

1 r.suectively.

(Hi.: U 3 VII HOSPITAL —House-Surgoon

Ci!l !.,. i. HOSPITAL.-(l) House-Surgeon ; (2)

/I.., '

. il25 per annum each.

CITY OF LDXDON \il.U CROSS HOSPITAL.—Resident Medical
Officer. Salary, i200.

CROYDON COUNTY BOROUGH.-Assistant Medical Officer of

irualtli UU.1 Assistant School Medical Officer. Salary, ±'350 uer

\L HOSPITAL, Upper WarliDgham.—Second
1 Officer. Salary, f250 per annum, rising to f300.
ASY'LUM, Mickleover.— Locumteuent. Terms,

\\L FOB SICK CHILDREN, Southwark.—(1)

; (2) Hoi'.se-jurgeon (males). Salary, £75 per

nRVON AND EXETER HOSPITAL.—Assistant

Y HOSPITAL.-House-

. DISEASES OF THE

GENERAL INFIRMARY, Stafford.—House-
. £250 per annum.
NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY,

n HousuSurgeons ; (2) House-Physician. Salan

.

. .

" M ,1/ INFIRMARY. — House - Surgeon.

i. i HOSPITAL.—.Assistant House-Surgeon
: . 1150 per annum.

:.ivi;i AXD DISPENSABY.-Senior House-
...OO i.fi- annum.

I AND DISTRICT
' Kut House Surgeon.

. 1 r, 1 1
: \ L HOSPITAL, Stratford.—

I l'.Mwe-l-'h\.j,icianH and Houst-
'. .im, and lor (2) £120 and £100

I
II INFIRMARY AND DIS-
-Salary, £150 per annum.
Asbistant Resident Medical

compiled from our

be received not later

APPOINTMENTS.
BossoN. G. A., M.B.Lond., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the .Alford

District, co. Lincoln.

BnADi.ET. W.. M.B., Ch.B.Vict.. District Medical Officer of the Man-
Uni.

Cheli,.'
the Hackney Un

P , M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Assistant Medical Officer 1

, Infir lar;-.

CUMSUNG, .1. H., M.B., District Medical Officer of the Hemswoi
Union.

Davies, D. M., M.D.Lond., District Medical Officer of the Aberayr
Union.

DUNLOP, .1, T^ont.t!.-. M A., MB.. B.C.Canlab.. Honorary Physician
the Br

Eadie, A,
the Cv

HAEI'EE. .

[nln,,i.,vy. .

, Deputy Medical Officer of Health to

.1 Officer of Health to the Bath Rural
Ic.C.P.Ediu,. M.R.C.S.

\ -.sistant Medical Officer to the Bethnal

Seal, I'. H.. M.IJ., li.S.Load., Medical Officer of the Children's Home
of the bouthmolton Union.

Smith, E. B.. M B.. D.P.H.. Medical Officer of Health to the Witham
Urban Disti-ict.

BlilTIIS, MAllUIAGES, AND DLATIIS.
The charge for insertinn announcements of Births, Marriaaea. anl

Veaths is 5s., whicli .v/i.m should lie forwarded in I'osl Offic-

Orders or stamps n-iln the notice not later than the first ynsi

Wednesday mornino i:i order to ensure insertion in ilie current

BIKTH.

Steet-.—On June 24th, at Conabury, Castlcblarey. Ireland, to Major
R. F. Steel, I. M.S. (on active service), and Mrs. Steel Me .Alien),

MANCl
CHI

NATIO:

PLiMi

EOCHI
Ass

ROYAI
fes.

ROYAI.

I- of Anatomy. Salary, i

CORNWALL HOSPI-

'SPITAL. — Resident

I, \ND. Dublin.-Pro-

I

II \i,, IwiiK William

H. ... SurMon: (2)

; ;ii , 1 i ;
.1 .'(OSPITAL FOR WOMEN.-Junior Lady

II 11, iSOueraunnm.
SHI, I 111 Ihi'i, \i, I ,riKMARY,-(l)Housc-Surgeon: (2) Assistant

Housi-l'lis sician. Salary, £100 per annum.
STAFFORDSHIRE EDUCATION COMMITTEE. — Temporary

Women Assistant School Medical Inspectors. Salary, £300 per

DIAllY OF THE ASSOCIATIOX.

Meetings to be Held,

July.
London : Insurance Act Committee, Dn

Tariff Subcommittee, 11.30 a.m.
Annual RI:pT;I^sE^"TATIVE Meeting, Coi

naught El". Ill - Ci,.: i,iii en Street, Lontloi

AV.C, ami 1. ;; ., ,i. .i . , if necessary.

Annual (ii >'.
i iin'g, Counau.nl

Eooms, Grill! i m. . n ,-n ret, London, W.(
2 p.m..

EXTR.AORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, at tl

conclusion of the Annual General Meeting,

AUGUST.
Norlli of England Branch, Annual Mectin
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 3.30 p.m.
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1
Local Medical Committee had made the necessai-y ariange-

]

ments foi' the county borough previous to the receipt of

j

communication.s ou the subject from head quarters. In-
! quiries had been received from all parts of the country

I

with regard to the Bury holiday scheme (sec British
Medical Joukn.\l, April 24tl!, p. 730. June 12th, p. 1011),

DORSET AND WEST HANTS BEANCII.
A. general meeting of the Branch was held at Sherborne
3n July 7th, when'the President, Dr. C. D. Muspeatt, was
in the chair.

Nete Members.—The President, on behalf of the Branch
Council, reported the election of liobert .\ndrew George
Elliott and Telford Telfordsmith as members of the

Association.
Anfumn Meeting.—On the motion of the President, it

was unanimously agreed to hold the autumn meeting at

Bournemouth in October.

New Hospital at Brid/.orf.—The President, on behalf

of Dr. Edwards of Bridport, gave an invitation to the

members to visit and inspect the new hospital at Bridport,

and a date early in September was suggested.

Vote of Thanks.—The President proposed a heai-ty vote

of thanks to the Sherborne practitioners for their liospi-

tality in entertaining the members to lunch at the Digby
Hotel, where, after the meeting, the members were also

entertained to tea.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE BR.VNCII

:

Bury Division.

A M!:etikg of the Bury Division was held on .June 30th,

when Dr. Crompton was in the chair.

New Members.—The following were nominated for elec-

tion lo membership of the Division : Dr. Gladys Eamsdeu,
Dr. Clarence Lees, Dr. James Williamson.

Medical Attendance on Dependants.—.k letter was read

from Mr. Larkiu concerning attendance on necessitous

dependants of soldiers, and work done for practitioners

ab=ent on war service.
' rinual Report.—The Secretary's report and balance-

f were accepted. The report stated that the Division

ined 53 members, a decrease of 2 due to removals,
i ; I ; f 3 new members were down for election. One general

ri'.fjftiug and one executive meeting had been held during
the year with an attendance of 20 and 9 respectively.

Much of the medico-political work formerly done by the

Division had now devolved on the Local Medical Com-
mittee. No social or scientific meetings had been held

owing to the abnormal times, but it was hoped to arrange
for such meetings to be held during the ensuing year. Out
of 69 men in general practice in the area of the Division

54 were taking part in the work of free treatment of

necessitous dependants of soldiers, and £'16 10s. 6d. had
been collected for the Belgian Doctors' and Pharmacists'
Relief Fund. In connexion with the subject of carrying

on the practices of men who liad gone, or were desirous of

going, on active service, the report stated that the Bury

ulars and sample stationery

—The following officers w

and full par
supplied.

Election of
for the coming year

:

Prcmleut : Dr. F. B. G. Holmes (BurT>
Vice-1'resiiifnt : Dr. Young (AVhitelielrt
r.einr,e,:lnth:' tn 7?,^,,,- :.;,,;.,'n-e Mc.!!

Dr. .r. W. I •'

Dei,„i ' '. -

Ho,,.'

;.? n.,,i,cli Council:

Loci !!.

Dr. Lawn. /;

arranged i'. •
i

-

Matters V.fc,-,;.! /. 7'/' /s/oj.-s.—Regarding thi ^^ .

tion that the fee of 10s. 6d. for acting as a referee under
the Insurance Act was sometimes excessive, the Division
agreed to rescind the resolution enforcing this, aud to the
recognition of a fee of 7s. 6d. The Division expressed its

opposition to attending juveniles at contract rates at all,

but instructed its representative to support all the
other recommendations in the Supplement for May 8tli,

including the suggested scales of fees for examination for
lite assurance.

Insurance Certificates.—Attention was drawn to the
books of certificates issued by the British iMcdical Associa-
tion to replace Form Med. 40, with a view tc minimizing
as much as possible the inconvenience caused to doctors
who attend insured persons in their private capacity.

Levi/.—.\11 the members present paid the voluntary levy
of 5s. for 1914 ; a number of members who were uurible to
be present had previously sent their levies on by post.

SOITHERX BRANCH.
The annual general meeting of the Branch was hold on
July 8th at the Speedwell Hotel, Portsmouth, when the
President, Mr. G. H. Cowen. F.R.C.S.. was in the chair.
Owing to the inclemency of the weather the attendance
was small, onlj- fifteen members being present.
Anmial i?epo?-/.—On the motion of Mr. C. P. Ciiilde,

seconded by Dr. J. T. Leon, the annual report and state-
ment of a,ccounts were adopted.

Associate Members.—Drs. James Watson of Dormans
Park aud JMr. W. A. S. Royds of Haslemere, formerly
members of the Council, wereelected as associate members
of the Branch.

Vote of 8>inipat.hy,—A. resolution of sympathj- with the
Honorary Secretary on the occasion o£ his illness was
moved by Dr. W. H. Harm.\n, seconded by the President,
and carried unanimously.
Fay and Allowances 'of Territorial Medical Officers.—

A letter from Captain G. F. Moiley, R.A.M.C.(T.'l, re pay

[587]
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and allowances, was read and referred to the Acting

Secretary to answer.
Induction of Chairman.—'^Ir. CoWEN then vacated the

chair in favour of Dr. C. F. Eouth, who, having expressed

his thanks for the honour conferred upon him in electing

him as President for the coming year, moved a vote of

thanks to Mr. Cowcn for his services during the year

1914-15. Till- - :is seconded by Dr. Sheahan, and

Mr. Ciiw 1
'

i
1

'
--ponded.

Pjcs, / .1 -Dr. RooTH delivered an address

on Barili < • ' ii;ii rtiou of the urinary tract. At its

conclusion a vote of thanks was, on the motion of

Dr. Hackman, seconded by Dr. Leon, accorded to liim.

Tea.—The President invited the members to tea, during

which a collection was made on behalf of Epsom College.

On account of the war there was no luncheon, golf com-

petition, or other social event.

PORTSMOCTH DIVISION.

The annual general meeting of the Portsmouth Division

was held on June 25th, when Dr. Cole-B.ucbr was in the

chair.

Annual Bepoi-l.—The annual report and statement of

accounts were received and adopted, the latter showing a

deficit of £4 10s. lOd.

Election of Officers.—The following gentlemen were
elected to serve for the ensuing year:

Chairman : Dr. J. T. Leon.
Vice-Chainnan : Mr. C. A. Scott Eidout, F.R.C.S.
Secretary ami Treasurer : Mr. L. K. H. Hackman.
Representative at Annual Jieprcsmtative Meetiny : Dr. D. A.

Slieahan

.

lleprescutalires on Brandi Council: Dr. Cole-Baker, Mr. A. B.

Execi'i:' Pr. J. G. Blackman, Mr. T. A. Colt,

Dr.A.\. I: ;.. ])r. W. A. Salmond, Mr. H.S.Thomas,
Mr. G. :\1. 1,1. L >!i 1:. U. Bird, Dr. ("'. Lamplough, Mr. H. E.
Crawlev, Ur. I. ( . H. :Mn'.'-''f-''Ti : tnJotlier with, ex officio.

Dr. W.'Carling (Librarimr >! i
- ' . n en (Central Council),

and Mr. .J. H. F. Way (Sc . .
1 (ledical Committee).

Election of Direct 1^1 i-i. ,, (,'-.- ft was unanimously
resolved that the nomination of Dr. .T. A. Macdonald as a

Direct Representative on the General Medical Council be
cordially supported.
Annual liepresenlalii-c Meclinri.—1h& provisional agenda

of the Annual Representative Meeting were considered,

and the recommendations of the Council were agreed to

except on the following points

:

1. Ethical Rules.—(a) The Ethical Committee of a Division
should ouly investigate facts and report ; {h) re Branches, the
Secretary should not send the recommendation of the Ethical
Committee to each party concerned, but only the resolution
adopted by the Council.

2. Attendaucc on ,Juceniles.—liv}ii,3 resolved that in voting on
this question our Representative be given a free hand, as also in

the matter of fees for examination in life insurance.

SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE
BRANCH:

Cardiff Division.

The annual meeting of the Cardiff Division was held on
June 2nd.

Vote of Condolence.—A vote of condolence with the
family of the late Dr. W. T. Edwards was proposed from
the chair and carried unanimously.

Election of Officers.—The following officers were elected

for the cnsuiiic; year

:

Chainiiini I if. I'. 1. (I'Donnell, Barry.
Vice-Cli.nninn, : Dr. ! red. W. S. Davies.
Hononu., ,.•,,/..,,; Dr. D.C. Evans.
AssifU<>r ,

li, I-. \V;:;i ,
:.

Brau.h D dH ,,,, \\, E. Brierley, Fitz-
gerald, W I

' I '. W. S. Davies, Leigh
(TrehtiiT: ' ]. "di.

; ' Drs. .John Powell
il: I

:
D '

i

. ,-.i|. hilly).

/;,/ :;'( I' I.. ( :M,.viord Treasure and
Fit/.yeraia.

Annual Hepresenlaliva Meeting

.

—The Report of Council
and Provisional Agenda were considered and the Repre-
sentatives instructed.

War Emcrqency.—The question for facilitating the
supply of medical men for military service was considered.
Dr. E. E. Brierley stated he had twice written to the
D.D.M.S. and had received no reply.

Mailers referred to Dioisions.—It Was unanimously
resolved to support the recommendations of Council re-

garding fees for treatment of juvenile members of friendly

societies and for medical examination for life insurance.
Vole of Thanlis.—A hearty vote of thanks was accorded

Dr. Brierley, the retiring chairman, for his past services.

SURREY BRANCH.
Croydon Division.

The annual meeting of the Division was held at the
Croydon General Hospital on .July 6th.

Annual lie^iorl.—The annual report of the committee
was received and adopted.

Election of Officers.—The following officers wore
appointed

:

Chairman : A. C. Z. Cressy.
Ticc-rhnirmnu : .T. A. Howard, M.D.
ll"i "'-/ ».../„,/,. : E. H. Willock, J.P., C. G. C.

^: ; .,'M/if<;.1fe<(X'/: E.H. Willock, .T.D.

I'
I

, /. /
'" Representative Meeting: E. J. •'.

Da L M. I ;:, .;.(., ..,,,;,.. M.D.
Rcprefciilnliits un Branch Council: C. G. C. Scudamore, J. A.

Howard, M.D.

Amixtal Beineaenlalive Meeting.—The annual report of

the Council (Supplement, May 8th), together with the
supplementary report (Supplbjient, July 3rd), were con-

sidered. The Representative was instructed to support
the Council's proposals with the exception of Recom-
mendation H (Supplement, May 8th, p. 186), referring to

local ambulance services. It was resolved to suggest that
the hour of seven should be substituted in each case for

eight. AVith regard to the proposed amendment by the
Wakefield, Pontefract, and Castleford Division (Supple-
ment, July 3rd, p. 17), it was resolved

:

That the Division instniet its Roiiresentative not to vote for
the withdrawal of mtvli' i! <

• : i; >_ i<n dependants of
men on service, but to . n .

,
i.i ..btain an arrange-

ment whereby those ail- !
.'• -Unns cases in larger

numbers may be relieviii \« ..'•[ .\ rcrtain number, and
that committees entrusted witli tiie granting of card.s have
their attention drawn to the fact that it is ouly intended for
necessitous cases.

YORKSHIRE BRANCH:
Haruog.ate Division.

A JiEETiNG of the Harrogate Division was held at the Royal
Baths on July 9th, when Dr. Shepherd Boyd was in the
chair.

Mcmlers Serving.—On the motion of Dr. Bain, seconded
by Dr. Mantle, it was resolved that the names of those
otlier members who had since joined the R.A.M.C. be
added to the former list—Drs. Bennett, Marr, Garrad, and
Thomas.

Eh.clion of Officers.—The following officers^were elected

for '•-]•• i:i-!iiii- year:
' ' :• 'Mantle.
I. Dr. Kimmo Watson,
II..' •' I

'' :,!.ir:i : Dr. Gibson.
l:qn:::<aUtHiic h'r ! . . ,..'.-.; 2Icclings : Dr. Hinsley

Walker.
Representative fnf I

Committee : Drs. IMlj. •:

Bertram Watson, (rawiurt
Gibbon, P.M.O. (Ripouj.

Honorary Members of Division.—It was resolved to

elect as honorary members of the Division all medical
officers attached in the Division and being members of

the British Medical Association.

Votes of Siimpathg.—Votes of sympathy were accorded
to Mrs. Mouiilot on the death of Dr. Mouillot and to the

family of Dr. CoUier (Ripon) on the double bereavement of

both father and son.

Dr. Gibson.
x'k, Lever, Mackay, Solly,

1, Greeuwood, and Colonel

BOMBAY BRANCH.
The annual meeting of the Bombay Branch was held in

the University Library on April 8th, when Lieutenant-
Colonel AsHTON Street, I.M.S., presided.

Election of Officers.—The following officers wero
elected

:

rr<':u<h„l : Tlie Hon. Surgeon-General R. W. Lyons, I.M.S.
r, .

/'
,

? •
, Lieutenant-Colonel Ashtou Street, I.M.S.

;

// .;.'nj and Treasurer: Dr. D. E. Bardi,

B, ,:„.., c .., .;'; Lieutenant-Colonel L. F. Childe, I.M.S.;
Lieuteuant-Colouel S. C. Evans, I.M.S.; Dr. Sorab K. Nariman.
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Dr. Sorali K. Engineer; Miss A. M. Benson, M.U. ; Assistaut-
Snrfe'eon Erucli S. Bliftrucha.

lle^'n-'fiiliith:- ill Hfpivseiitative Meeting : Lieutenant-Colonel
L. 1\ Chiiae. LM.S.
Annual lieport.—The report of the Branch Council and

the statement of accounts wore received. The report nave
particulars of the papers read aud the cases shown at the
clinical nieetiuf^s. and the Council expressed its indebted-
ness to those members who had contributed to the success
of the meetings.

Cases.—Lieutenant-Colonel Ashton Street, LM.S.,
showed two cases of elephantiasis scroti; two kidnej-
stones removed by liini from a pulicemau—patient was
shown ; a peculiar tumour removed from the mesentery

—

calcified gland. Lieutenant-Colonel L. F. Childe, I.M.S.,
showed a case of primary lateral sclerosis with facial palsy.

^ssariattoit ilotkts,

BRAXCH AND DIVISION MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
North of England Branch.—Dr. James Don, Houorarv

Secretai-y. 1, Grove Street, Newcastle-on-Tyiie. gives notice tlia't

the annual meeting of the Branch, whicli will bepmeiv a busi-
ness meeting, will be held at the Koyal Viotoiia Inliimarv,
Xewcastle-npon-Tyne. on Tuesday, August lOtli. at 3.30 p.m.

COXDUCT OF PRACTICE OF PRACTITIONERS
ON WAR SERVICE.

Suggested Ecles.
The following rules for the conduct of practice as between
practitioners at home and practitioners absent on whole or
part time war service have been adopted by the Kiugston-
ou-Thames Division of the Surrey Branch of the British
Medical Association

:

1. That any practitioner called away on duty in connexion
with the war be invited In the first instance to make his
own arrangements for the carrying on of his practice and
to notify the Honorary Secretary of the Division of the
same.

2. That it he be unable to make such private arrange-
ments he shall also notify the Honorary Secretary of the
Division.

3. That in the latter case the arrangements for carrying
on the absent practitioner's practice shall be left in' the
hands of trustees appointed by ijractitioners in the district
as represented at this meeting, the trustees to be em-
powered to add to their number and to employ necessary
legal and clerical help, all expenses for the same being
defrayed by the funds due to the ))ractitiouers for whom
they are acting or have acted, in proportion to the work
done for each, as far as possible.

4. That in any case the medical practitioners in the area
covered by the Kingston-on-Thames Division of the
British Medical Association will attend, so far as they arc
able, any patients belonging to the absent practitioner for
him in his absence, and will decline to continue to attend
them after his return until one year has elapsed, and then
only if released by written word from the practitioner,
the application for such release not coming from the acting
practitioner or his representative.

5 (rt) "SVhen a practitioner absent on whole or part time
service has made private arrangements for the carrying
on of his practice and a patient of his is seen by a practi-
tioner outside these arrangements, such acting practitioner
shall receive one-half of the fees paid by the patient for
such attendance, the accounts being rendered to the
.iccredited representative of the absent practitioner at
least qnarterly, and the obligation of collecting the same
resting with him. As regards the sujiply of medicine,
when the absent practitioner has a dispcusor the pre-
.scriptions shall be sent to him, but if the acting practi-
tioner supply medicines he shall receive five-eighths of the
fees instead of one-half and the entire charges for repeated
medicines.

5 (6) AThen the practitioner absent on whole or part
time service has no representative except the aforesaid
trustees, the acting practitioner shall collect the fees and
pay three-eighths to the trustees, for them to hold on
behalf of the absent practitioner, retaining five-eighths
for the work done, as well as the entire charges for
repeated medicines.

6. As regards panel patients, when a practitioner absent
on service has made private arrangements for the carrying
on of his practice, his panel i^atients shall conform to
these arrangements, but if any of them appl}- to another
practitioner outside these arrangements that practitioner
may attend such patients on his own terms.

7. Where a practitioner, absent on service, has made no
arrangements for attendance on his panel patients, any
l)ractitioner who attends such patients shall receive Is.
for such attendance, aud shall keep a record card tor
each patient and lualce a return quarterly to the repre-
sentative of the absent practitioner or to the trustees if
there be no representative, and such record cards shall
be an account of the amount due from the absent in-ac-
titioncr to the acting practitioner.

8. That no transfer of panel patients on the list of a
practitioner absent on service shall be accepted by any
other practitioner until a year has elapsed after his
return.

9. That all questions of doubt or ditaculty shall be
referred to a conjmittee consisting of the aforesaid trustees
and the Executive Committee of the Kingston on-Thames
Division of the British Medical Association.

which have
I ' nieilicul practitioners of the
Duision of tiie lintisli Medical
iudiiig tlie purpose for wliioli
licieljy consent to them luul

faithfully and houourably.

Three trustees under the scheme. Dr. H. Cooper
(Surbiton), Dr. A. E. Evans (Kingston Hill), Dr. E. N.
Goodman (Kingston-on-Thames), were elected at a meeting
on May lltli. Up to the end of July 13th the bond had
been signed by sixty-three practitioners.

.Vssociati

tliey ha\
pledge m

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

LONDON.
Paxel Committee.

T/ic Cojisfitutlon ofihc Commitlee.
At the first meeting of the new'-ly elected Panel Committea
for the County of Loudon on July 20tli Dr. H. J. Cardale
was reappointed to the chair. Dr. J. A. Angus to the vice-
chair, and, subject to his being co-opted a member. Dr.
Lauriston Shaw to the treasurership. The motion to
co-opt members, however, was subsequently referred back,
so that the Chairman acts as treasurer for" the time being.
A motion was before the meeting, in the name of Dr.
Cardale, providing that, in addition to 'the three sub-
committees hitherto appointed, tiiere should be a fourth,
consisting of tlie chairmen and vice-cliaii-men of the Panel
Committee aud of the other tlufe subcommittees. This
new subcommittee would repiosrut tlie full committee on
deputations, and would iils<i liavo power to act on its
behalf in all matters wlii^ h wo,il<l not permit of delay.
The motion was seconde.l l.y Hi-. ;\l v,h,H Greenwood, but;
Dr. Alfred Salter objrcttcl that the proposal was a
deliberate attempt to introduce a Cabinet system
of government. There was no guarantee that the
emergency powers would not be used without war-
rant or authorization. It was the policy of the
Insurance bureaucracy to insist that important decisions
should be made within a very limited space of time,
and such a subcommittee would exactly serve the purpose
of that bureaucracy. In any case it would be possible to
summon the whole Panel Committee within twenty-four
or forty-eight hours. Believing their democratic basis to
be in peril, he moved an amendment negativing tlie pro-
po.sal

; -this was supported by Dr. C. H. Bring and others,
and carried by a large majority.
To the proposal for the co'-option of eleven non-panel

members. Dr. Salter also offered opposition. As illus-
trating one danger of such a procedure, lie pointed out that
very often the meetings were prolonged until late in tho
afternoon, and many panel doctors had to leave early,
while those co-opted members, being more leisured, would
remain, and, it was possible, would exercise a controlling
influence. Dr. Ma.tor Greenwood, on the other hand,
thought that the Panel Committee should be made as
representative as possible, and Dr. Angus asked how they
could complain of the action of the British Medical Asso-
ciation, or of any other outside body, if they proceeded to
boycott other branches of the profession in the way sug-
gested by Dr. Salter. On being put to the vote, however,
it was agreed, by 21 to 15, that the question of co-option
be referred back to the Finance and General Purposes
Subcommittee.
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The Bemuneration of Practitioners.

A report was presented by tlie members of the deputa-

tion appointed at tbe laist meeting to confer with the

London Insurance Committee as to tbe defects in the

registration of insured persons and tbeLi- effect upon the

remuneration of practitioners. A memorandum was also

presented which bad been placed before the Insurance

Committee with regard to the defects in the London
register and the means to be adopted by the Panel Com-
mittee, the approved societies, and the Insurance

Committee respectively to remove the difficulties. Dr.

Angus moved and Dr. A. Reid seconded a motion con-

curring in the proposal of the Insurance Committee to

make to each practitioner on the panel, during the third

quarter of 1915, two payments, in advance of the amount
due to him, at tbe rate of 6d. for each capitation fee

credited to him in accordance with tbe Medical Benefit

Hcgisters, 1913.

Dr. Salter moved as an amendment that the Panel

Committee decline to agree with the reduction in tlie rate

of payment, and that tlje matter be referred to tbe sub-

committee for further consideration and report to a special

meeting of tbe whole Panel Committee. No shred of

evidence bad been put forward that anything like such a

proportion as one-third of the insured persons had enlisted.

It was preposterous, especially when they remembered
how many of the insured were women. Before tbe prac-

titioners of London were compelled to submit to such a

serious reduction in their Incomes as this, they should

approach the Government.
Several members spoke in support of Dr. Salter's

opinion, one of them advocating a strike, but, on being put

to tbe vote, tbe amendment was negatived by 28 to 10.

Dr. Salter insisted thai tbe names of the members with

their votes should be placed on record, and this was done.

Dis]}ensintj Fees at Half-Bates.

Dr. R. J. Farman moved, and it was agreed

:

That, subject to the Pharmaceutical Committee agreeing
that the mixtures are capable of being stocked in bulk
without deterioration, the Panel Committee do select ten

mixtures from the Loudon Insurance Pbamiacopoeia, in

respect of which dispensiug fees at half the rates set forth

in the drug tariff shall he allowed ; that the Insurance and
Pharmaceutical Committees be bo luformed, and that the
Insm-ance Committee be asked to give the requisite notice

to persons supplying drugs and appliances of the intention

to apply those rates as from September 1st, 1915.

ESSEX.
Local Medical axd Panel Committees.

Since the last report (Supplement, April 17th, p. 136) three

regular meetings and several subcommittee meetings have
been held, and the Secretary has, as member of deputa-

tions from British Medical Association, interviewed the

Commissioners on one or two important matters.

Continuance in Office till 1916.—The same Committees
will hold office till July, 1916, having, in consequence of

almost insuperable difficulties in the way of hokhng elec-

tions in the twenty-one panel areas, requested the Com-
missioners to be allowed to remain in office, any vacancies

being filled in the way usual to casual vacancies.

The matters dealt with during the three months are

briefly :

Beferees.—The Commissioners have been again requested

to appoint referees.

Prescriptions.—Sm-charging has been avoided for 1914,

the Pharmaceutical Committee having agreed to all

further inquiry being confined to 1915, and for prescrip-

tions to be dealt with fortnightly, they Ijeing satisfied that

the system of private letters to practitioners by the panel

secretary has been satisfactory in the past, and is likely

to reduce unnecessary expense in future.

Pharmacopoeia.—The National Health Insurance Phar-

macopoeia was issued in Jime, and has met with much
appreciation among practitioners and pharmacists. Sugges-

tions for improvements in next edition will be appreciated

by the Secretary.

Certification.—The Commissioners were asked if pos-

sible to remove the differences between 211 I.C. and
A.S., 156, so as to avoid societies trying to obtain certifi-

cates upon certain dates. Any day between fourth and
eighth day are available to the practitioner, who cannot be
forced to sign the second certificate before the eighth day.

Medical Beprcscntaiives upon Insurance Committee.—
The suggestion that these should be named by tbe panel

practitioners of the various areas and a list compiled, from
which the Panel and Local Medical Committees should
nominate representatives to be appointed by Commis-
sioners and county council, was approved. Tbe next
election will be in 1916, of which due notice will be given.

" Bcp. Mist."—It was decided that "Rep. mist." should
only bold good from tlie first to tbe last day of any month;
after which the original prescription should be re-

written. The Pharmacists and Insurance Committee
having agreed to group " scrips " under doctors' names ag
from June 1st, it is hoped the great expense of analysis

will be avoided and checking facilitated. The system now
runs : (n) Priced prescriptions in Pharmacopoeia save

pricing and checking each item
;

(i) ijrescriptious grouped
under doctors' names facilitate reference and avoid
analysis ; and (c) enable secretary to trace expensive items
fortnightly and write to the practitioner, which it is hoped
will avoid, aa in 1914, tlie unpleasant process of surcharging,

which has caused considerable disturbance, with appeals

(and consequent cost) in other areas.

Payments for l'J13.—The absence of details of the

payment for 1913 has been pointed out to the Insurance
Committee, who has been asked to give tbe amounts for

panel service, unallotted, dispensing, and temporary
residents.

WEST HAM.
Panel Practitionebs' Meeting.

A MEETING of practitioners on the West Ham panel was
held at the Stratford Town Hall on June 29th.

Annual Beport.—The annual report of the Panel Com-
mittee was received and adopted.

Election of Panel Committee.—The new Panel Com-
mittee to come into office on July 15th, 1915, was elected

as follows : Drs. Beadles, Cannan, Challans, Darlow,
Dayus, Dufty, Fairfax, Frederick, Grogono, Hay, Kennedy,
McCormack," Nelson, Panting, Reid, Rose, J. Russell,

Lilian Simpson, Taylor, Watkin, and Welply.
Appeals against Surcliarrjiug.—It was resolved that

when a practitioner is surcharged by the West Ham
Insurance Committee and appeals to the Insurance Com-
missioners the Panel Committee should have a repre-

sentative at that appeal. It was also resolved that the

treasurer of the Panel Committee should pay such repre-

sentative tbe sum of 3 guineas per day out of the Panel
Committee's funds.

COUNTY OF SURREY.
Panel Committee.

The monthly meeting of tbe County of Surrey Panel

Committee was held at Surbiton Cottage Hospital on
June 18th, when Dr. Lankester was in the chair.

Pltarmaccpoeia.—It was decided to inform the Pharma-
ceutical Committee that tbe prices in the Pliarmacopoeia

are placed there as a guide to practitioners in economical
px-escribing, and not as a guarantee to the chemist that the

prices are correct.

Expenses of Pharmaceutical Committee.—It was decided

not to support the application of the Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee that the expenses of that committee be paid out of

the Drug Fund,
Bantje of Medical Services.—It was decided to inform

the County Committee that the examination of the eyes

was work that should be undertaken by a specialist, or

one specially trained for such work.
Practitioners' Lists.—The Secretary was instructed to

inform both the Insurance Commissioners and the County
Committee that as six months bad now elapsed since the

end of 1914, practitioners' lists should now be con-ected up
to that period, and the proper credits made to the County
Committee.

Prescribing for Insured Persons in Hospitals.—It was
decided to ask all hospitals in the county what arrange-

ments were made for prescribing for insm-ed persons in

those institutions.

Joint Committee for Checking Prescriptions. — Drs.

Morton Mackenzie, Lyndon, and Cran were appointed

to serve on the Joint Committee for the checking of

prescriptions,

LIVERPOOL.
P^ikel 'Committee.

A meeting of the Liverpool Panel Committee was held at

the Medical Institution on June 29th, when Mr. F. C.

Laekin ^vas iu the chair.
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Uloctitioii of Surplus FuihJs.—A letter was read from
Medical Secretary of the Biitish Medical Association
lofereuce to Clause VI of tbe agreement as to the
.atiou of surplus fuuds. It was resolved that action

|

Ijy the Panel Committee with regard to Clause VI be
deferred for the present.

Confeiau-c of Load M'Jlcal and Panel Commiltees.—
Dr. Allen, who had acted as representative at the confer-

3nce of Local Medical and Panel Committees, gave a report
of the proceedings.

Jici-ised Formnlanj.—X revised formulary, which had
been drawn up by the Subcommittee appointed to consider
this subject, was considered and amended.

The Committee met again on July 6th, when Mr. F. C.

Larkin was in the chair.
•• Btp. Mi.st."^Di: Pakkixson reported the result of his

appeal to the Commissioners in reference to "Rep. mist.,"

and it was resolved that no action be taken by the Com-
mittee until the conference suggested by the Commissioners
between Dr. Parkinson and the administrative officer had
taken place.

Flection of the Committee.—The nominations for the
forthcoming election of the Panel Committee were con-
sidered, and it was resolved that the nomination and re-

election of the members of the present Committee should,
if possible, be effected.

COUNTY OF LANARK.
Local Medical and Paxel Committees.

A meetino of the Local Medical and Panel Committees
for the County of Lanark was held on June 30th at

CHasgow, when Dr. W. G. Macphekson (Bothwell) was in

the chair.

DcmiciUary Treatment.—A communication was read
from tbe County of Lanark Pharmaceutical Insurance
Committee, and it was agreed at the first opportunity to

issue a circular to doctors regarding domiciliary treatment.
Doctors' Prescriptions for April.—A communication was

submitted from the County of Lanark Pharmaceutical
Insurance Committee regarding the various prescriptions
issued^ by doctors iu April last. It was agreed to com-
municate with the doctors concerned.

Conference of liepreseiitaiivea of Local Medical and
Panel Committees.—Dr. Thomso.m (Uddingston) and Dr.
Gn.v-NT (Blantyre) reported on the business transacted at the
recent Conference, and were thanked for their services.

Secretary.—A vote of a^jpreciation on the gallantry of

the Secretary of the Committee, Major McKeuzie, l,6tli

Cameronians (Scottish Kities), who had been wounded
while with his battalion charging the German trenches,
was unanimously passed, along with the expression of a
hope for his speedy and complete recovery.

INSURANCE C0M31ITTEES.

Edinburgh.
Administrative Wor'K, 19U-15.

A REPORT on the administrative work of the Edinburgh
Insurance Committee from .^pril, 1914, to July. 1915, has
been issued. It states that the machinery of medical
benefit is working smoothly. In January, 1913, the Com-
mittee had on its register 103,634 insured persons; at the
date of report the number was 119,767. -4 scheme was
prepared and agreed upon for the assignmeut of insured
persons requiring a doctor. It was rendered necessary
by the fact that many insured persons did not take the

precaution to select a panel doctor until they found them-
selves ill and requiring medical benefit. The parliamentary
divisions of the city had been taken as a basis for fixing

the areas under which the assignment scheme would
operate, and doctors on the panel list had each been
placed in one of tliese areas or divisions, having due
regard to the place of residence of the doctor and to the

need for having a distribution of doctors over the respec-

tive areas in proportion to the insured population of each
such area. In the East Division there were 30 doctors, in

the West Division 24, in the Central Division 29, and in

tlie South Division 31. Since tlie outbreak of war twcnty-
ouo members of the medical panel had gone on army
service, one of whom (Dr. •!. M. Bowie) was wounded
while tending wounded soldiers in a field hospital. He is

now happily recovering. The panel lists of doctors on
army service amounted in the aggregate to 16,280 pei-sons.
For tlie years 1913 and 1914 tlie " floating sixpence " had

been saved for the doctors. The highest number of
insured persons on the panel list of any one doctor in
Edinburgh in 1913 was 2,989, and in 1914, 3,025, and the
lowest number 53. The number of surgery attendances
was 193,956 in 1914, against 157,079 in 1913 ; and the
number of visits at patients' own homes was 80,938, as
against 78,306. The highest number of attendances and
visits made by any one doctor iu Ediuburgh was 10,999,
as compared with 9,181 ; and the lowest number was 84,
as against 74. The highest sum paid to any one doctor in
Edinburgh was i;l,104 8s. 5d., as against £1,062 14s. Id.;
and the lowest sum was £45 lis. 8d., as against £94 Is. Id.
The highest aveiage paid to any one doctor for each
attendance or visit was 5s. 6d. in 1914, aud the lowest
average was Is. 8d. The general average paid for each
attendance or visit was 2s. 8d., compared with 3s. 4d. in
1913. The payments made to panel practitioners for the
year to December 31st, 1914, amounted to i;30,802 3s. 2d.,
while the "floating sixpence," distributed in the ratio of
one-fourteenth of each doctor's total remuneration for the
year, amounted to £2,200 3s. ; and the unallocated money
for the half-year to July 12th, 1914, distributed among
doctors according to the approved scheme, was £1,421
5s. 3d. In addition to the above payments, there remained
to be distributed among the doctors a further sum of
£2,046 Os. 7d., being the balance of unallocated money in
the panel fund for the year 1914.

Tlie total number of insurance prescriptions dispensed
in the Committee's area for the year 1913 was 149,289 ; for

the year 1914, 156,460. The total amounts of accounts
paid in respect of these prescriptions weve, for 1913,
±6,398 13s. lOd., and for 1914, £6,898 2s. 6d. The bonuses
paid to chemists and appliance dealers in respect of the
year 1913 amounted to £1,278 13s. 6d., being 20 per cent,
of tlie amounts of tlieir accounts. A first bonus, amount-
ing to £320, had been paid for the year 1914, and it wa,s
anticipated that a further bonus would be available out of
additional credits yet to be advised by the Insurance Com-
missioners. The average cost per prescription for the year
1913 was 10.28d. ; for 1914, 10.58d. The rate of cost per
person for 1913, Is. 4-5d. ; for 1914, Is. 5d.

The report goes on to discuss the negotiations between
the Town Council and the Insurance Committee iu rela-

tion to sanatorium benefit to dependants of insured per-
sons. The matter is still pending, but the report states
that the work is carried on efficiently in the meantime,
aud it is expected that an understanding will be reached
shortly,

CORKESPONDENCE.
Deductioxs for Soldiers.

Panel Doctor writes : In reference to the Conference of
Representatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees

—

the discussions at which were detailed in the Supplement
of June 26th--on pages 330 to 331, under " Termination of
Agreements," a stateruent was made by the representative
from Gloucestershire that those serving with the colours
had been practically deducted twice over, and the Chair-
man stated :

" It was not certainly the common practice
throughout the country to deduct soldiers twice."

I think this point ought to be inquired into and definitely
fixed, because in the important county in which I reside
and practise, since last autumn I have had 15 per cent,
deducted for soldiers who have joined the army, and,
taking only this last six mouths into considei-ation, I have
had removed from this cause more than 50. I should
consider that altogether, what between en bloc and
detailed removals, I have had over 20 per cent, deduction
made to me on this account. This is, of course, in
addition to the other deductions of 10 per cent., etc.

If the Chairman is right that it is not the common
practice, may I ask who is responsible for these most
important deductions in the quarterly advances? Is it

the clerks and their committees ? Or is it the Com-
missioners ?

In view of the delay in the settlement for 1913 and the
rumours that there is to be no settlement because there
is no money, it is a most important thing that each practi-
tioner obtains payment every quarter on his full value and
leaves as "httle as possible " to the " as soon as possible,"
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which appears to me to be another phrase equivalent to

"systematic indefiniteness." In Spain they sentence a

piisouerto a term of imprisonment—say, five yc are—and

one day. Sometimes tlie prisoner, i£ ho excites the illwill

of the gaolers, will find "that day" prolonged iato a

lifetime.

flabal anil iltilitanT appointments.

E.Sterli:
"ndeiwoofl, B. Lyons, M.B., J. P. Duncan, SI.B., H. P. Gaston.

. M.:

SPECIAL BESEnVE OF OFFICEKS.
KOTAL AnjIT MEDICAt CORPS.

Lieutenants G. G. Cooper, M.B.. W. J. Webster. MB., and Erio
Jamiesoc. MB., are confirmed in their rank.

J. D. Proud, M.B.. to be Lieutenant on probation.

T^'T)T\^• TiiEniCAT, snnvTrF.

for tlio

Colonels
Kilkelly,
, Prasad,

M.B.. C. E. Leake. ^

M. K. Cooper, M.B.,

^ . J. N. McU. r.oss,

A. S. Mackie, M.B.,
Haslar Hospital.

ABMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
Surgeon-General H. R. Whitehead. C.B.. F.H.C.S.,
be active list and to be supernumerary.

retained on

V..M.C., 'i'.F. Keserve (sub-
London Gazette of April

iney. late Surgeon-Captain

Lieuteuaut-Colontl.

resigned his office of additional
f the Governor-General.
nel H. B. Melville, MB., are

juished the temporarj- rank of

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Abmt Medical Skevices.

Lieutenant-Colonel P. C. Burgess, from .Soutli-F.astern Mounted
Brigade Field Ambulance, to be Assistant Director of Medical
Services, 2nd Mounted (Reserve) Division, with the temporary rank of
Colonel.

BOYAI, AnMT Medical Corps.
1st London (.City of Londov) Field Amhttlance.—Captain E. L.

Bowse, 1\I.D.. to be temporary Maior.
gild London Casunltii Clcnrin'j Stalioyu—lo be Lieutenants:

C. H. J. Fagan. .T. C. W. Metbven.
Snd London {City 0/ LondmO General Hospital .—'Me.ior VT. H.

Battle. F.U.C.S.. to be Lieutenaut-Coloue!. Captains to be Majors:
Jonathan Hutchinson. F.R.C.S.. H. B Robinson. M.D.. F.B.C.S., F. J.

Steward.F.R.C.S., C. H. Fagge, M.B., F.K.C.S. H. F. Lancaster, to be
Captain, wliose ser\-ices will be available on mobili:
3rd Lcndon General Hospital.—&. P. Ninnis,

iv' !{ 'r c .r,:>ies Field .^m^Htoncf.—Lieutenants to be tem-
:,I. .Johnston, M.B., C. W. Greene. M.B., F.R.C.S.

r.. Sbarpin.
lioiuil Sanitary Se:^tion.—Vi'. H. Davison, M.B.,

rJMspj7n!.—0, luchley to be Lieutenant.
/ '/.—Lieutenant-Colonel E. F. Maynard,

M I

'

.i General Hospital.] '/.-Major E. A. Browne, F.R.C.S..

'; •...'.-jraior F. H. Westmacott, F.K.C.S.,
ni CoV'Uo! on the permaneut personnel; Captain E. N.

I)., to be Major on the pei-maneut personnel; Maior
i .R.C.S., to be temporarily placed on the permanent

to be Li(

<"
I "ian Army Medical Corps to be

;
I w a. Coulthavd, M.B., L. A. C.

Iiougall.'M.D.. M. J. Vigneux,
: iinedy, M.B., R. Ingram, U.B.,

,1. 1'. s. JMin, -M i: . I If liinpoiavv Lieutenant whilst serving with
the Bviush Ked Cior,s Hospital, >.eliey.

Temporary Lieutenant D. B. Pascall. M.B., having ceased to serve
with the British Red Cross Hospital, Netley, relinquishes his com-

1. .Miii-iuy. il.B.. T. 1'. .bi;.muLii

Gawn. M.D.. D. Gillespie, M.D.,
Gough, H. M. MacGill, M.D., W.

. HmIi.im-.i. :\;.B.. F.B.C.S.E., c.
A. L. F.. F. C'

«s( irdsh Field Aml/ulance.—Ca.j}tiii
Attached to Units other than Medical Ur
3rd Northern („>, r.O Hni,„l„l .~.l . :>k
Jst TK's; I

Captain 6'Ji r
Snd lie •

Bailey, fi..,.

Attached tu L

Kewton. M.B.. I

Lancaster Regii

^ J. Green. M.D., from
. to be Captain.
i. M.D . to be Lieutenant.
w. H. I'.ioad. M.D., late

• than Medii

gc-on-Major D. G.
talion. York and
. .Tones. M.D., to
stone, M.B.. late
afantry; Charles
alion (Alexandra,
ieutenants W. J.

; of ill-health. Tc

tital Statistics.

EPIDEMIC MORTALITY IN LOXDOK.
[Speciallt Repoktep fob the "Briiish Medicu. Jouexal."]

The acconiiiHt<.w}i3 diagram shows the piiMilen.-e of the principal
eri 1 " • Toudon during the S: t '':,-> ear. The

of age. for whicli

A\ alker. M.D.. H.
Thomson. M.B..
Huuiphrys. MB.
lieli,.M.B.. « . S.

O'Brien. i

F.R.C.S ,

H. Quici.
W. H. \\ I

1 l. ^
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Deaths from Epidemic Diseases in London' M'kixg the First Qb.uiter of 1915.

MEASLES i

deaths

jiack lines show the recorded number of deaths from each disease dmina each week of tho qnartor. The dotted lines
average number of deaths m the con-espondinH weekn of the five Dreceding years, 1910-14. Under the hoadina " Diarrhoea "
the deaths from diarrhoea, and enteritis among children under 2 years of age ; the corrected average number of these

1 not i ailable.

Scarlet Fever.-^Tbe fatal cases of scarlet fever, which had been
69. 73. and 108 iu the tluee preceding Quarters, declined again in the
nuarter under notice to 100. but were 48 above the corrected average
Jiuiiiber; this disease was Droportionally most fatal in Hammersmith,
I'-nlham. Stoke NewingtoD.BethnalGreen. Stepney, and Deptford. The
number of scarlet fever patients under treatment in the Metropolitan
Asyhims Hosintals. which had been 3.045. 4,157, and 4.431 at the end of
the three preceding quarters, had declined again to 2,514 at the end of
the quarter under notice; 3,958 new cases were admitted during the
quarter, against 4.731. 6,283, and 7,340 in the three preceding quarters.

TVIioopiug-Cotioh.—The deaths from whooping-cough, which had
been 310, 206, and 121 iu the three preceding quarters, rose again in
the quarter under notice to 378, but were slightly below the corrected
average number. The greatest proportional mortality from this
disease was recorded in Ilolborn, Finsbury, Bethnal Green, Ber-
mondsey. Batter.=ea, Deptford, and Greenwich.
Dwhtheria.-^The fatal cases of diphtheria, which had been 143, 138

and 214 in the three preceding quarters, declined again in the quarter
under notice to 199, but were 53 in excess of the corrected aver.igo
number. The highest death-rates from this disease occurred in St.

rn, I^ethnal Green, Stepney, Battersc«, aud
' " ' l:theriapatientsundertreatmentin the

N at the end of the quarter, against
i of the three preceding quarters : 2,03S
)ig the quarter, against 1,673. 1,975, and

12.3, and 11.9 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, further fell to 11.7
per 1,000 in the week under notice. In I/ondon the death-rate was
equal to 11.5, while among the ninety-tive other large towns it

ranged from 5.1 in Enfield, 5.6 in Tottenham, 6.3 in Norwich.
6.6 in Ealing, 7.2 in Cro.vdon. and 7.4 in llford, to 16 8 in Wake-
field, 17.3 in Derby. 17.5 in Gateshead. 17.6 in Stockton-on-Tees.
18.8 in West Bromwich, and 21.4 in Barrow. Measles caused a
death-rate of 1.6 in Halifax, 1.7 in Derby. 2.1 in Bootle, 3.0
in West Bromwich, and 3.3 in Middlesbrough, and diphtheri.i

Oldham and 1 7 iu Northn
the remaining infective diseases s

of the large towns, and no fatal
during the week. The causes of 37,

were not certified either byareyi

rtalil

coroner: of this
head. 5 in Liverpool, 4 in Birmiii:
South Shields. The number of scarl

1 the Metropolitan Asylums Hospiti

•by,

. T,:ini;t^

this he

. Holborn, Sboredi

ibnled to
of age

;

inith, the

be stated that the aggre:;ate mortality in
e from these epidemic diseases, excluding
at. above the average.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
Is ninely-six of the largest English towns, 7,681 births and 4.072
deaths were registered during the week ended Saturday. .July 10th.
The annual rate ol mortality iu these towns, wlxich had been 12.4.

i;:liiiui,6 inGates-
,

liii.liester, and 2 in
aticnts under treatment
he London Fever Hospi-

tal, which had been 2.373, 2,422, and 2,446 at the end of the three pre-
ceding weeks, further rose to 2,471 on Saturday, July 10th ; 322 new
cases were admitted during the week, against 330. 332. and 348 in the
three preceding weeks.

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 1,052 birtlis aud 705 deaths were
registered during the week ended S,ilin.l:;, Tiil\ 'nili ih<-^ annual

large English towu^, ..\iii.,n;^ tli^ -
•

iviuged
from8.5 in Kilumrnn i: SSin I' , : 18,7 in
Clydebank. 21,3 Ml I

,

>
.

I :-i ' ir.-mthe
principal infect) i ,licst iu
Aberdeen and I,' ,

i.l.isgow

included 57 from M. !
'.

,
lo i.i hniberia.

5 from infantile diiiiiliucul . I .o. .(-..-. ^ ii,'. ..., i^d 1 from
enteric fever. Six deatlis from measles w.-rt.^ ret ordcit iu .\berdeen
and 3 in Clydebank; from scarlet fever. 3 deaths in Edinburgh; from

' [Aberdeen; and from diphtheria, 2 deaths
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ROYAL INFIRMAET.-U) House Sui
H lull. Salary, flOO per annum.

'\ \r, SiLOP INFIIiMABY.

!on ; (2) Assistant

HouseSurgcon.

ii CATION COMMITTEE.-Teniporary Women
1 . lical Inspectors. Salary, £300 per annum

.

,1.1, L.ENERAL INFIRMARY, Stafford. — House-
niiary. JE250 per annum.
INFIRMARY.—Junior House-Surgeon, Salary, £180

l^acjnuirs ixntr ^p|totntments.

liOTICES REGAnniffG .iPPOINTMEKT.=;.— Attention is rrtUed

to a Notice Isi-e Inaex- to Advertisements -Important Notice re

Appoiittmcnls) appearina in oxir ndcertisement columns, giving

particulars of vacancies as to which inaturies shoxUd he made
before application,

VACANCIES.
BETHNALGREHN INFIRMARY.-Assistant Medical Officer. Salary,

f280liprnnniini.
Bli!An-.i;il VM \\r> MfllLAND EYE HOSPITAL. — .Junior House-

j, , Kiinum and £5 laundry allowance.

] ; 1

:

1
1 m'ENSARY.—Resident Medical Officer.

];,,; Wandsworth Common, S.W.—House-
;innum.

],;, , ,
1 i)ISPENSARY'.—Second House-Surgeon.

];, , ! ,
I-, ASYLUM.—Resident Medical Superin-

];!,, I \i. HOSPITAL.—House-physician. Salary, £150

i;i i

-
I

, !,. INFIRMARY.-Honorary Surgeou, and, it neces-
\^-i-Iaiit Surfioou.

],i •
.1 and Junior House-Surgeons. Salary,

,nectivcly.

(^
>

: 1) VII HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon.

•WARIilNG I

Buryeon.
WEST pun

OSPITAL, Whlt-
ysician.

use-Surgeon. (2)

rER nOSPITAL.—Assistant

lOSriTAL.—House-Surgeon.

wr. VSYLUi;.—Assistant

HOSPITAL.—House-

;H.—Assistant School Medical

rOR oruICTRS. Grosveuor

<D DISPENS-iRY.—Senii

I ERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.-
OiHcer; (2) House-Physicians and House-
(1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100

ALBERT EDWARD INFIEM.ARY AND DIS-
Pl':NSU<i.- Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.-The Chief Inspector of

Factories announces the following vacant appointment: ISlyth
(Northumberland).

in this colmnn—which is compiled from our
columns, where full 2>rirticulars will be found-

it is necessary that advertisements should be received not later

than the first iiost on Wednesduu mornimj. Persons inleresteA

should refer also to the Index tn Advertisemenls ichich joUowi
the Table of Contents in the Jodi-.naIj.

WIG

To ensur

appoint;\ients.
CocRT, C M.B., C.M.Glasg., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the

Kivkhaui District, co. Lancaster.

Eamt« '• \ I T! ( V .,,.,1 m-,iin. L.F.P.S.Glasg., Medical Officer

:
' le Heanor and Codnor Medical Kelie)

Fi.i S.Edin., Certifying Factory Surgeon

Gbu::i I . n I'., L-.M.>.'^.-\.. Certifying Factory Surgeon for the
Mew cjuay District, co. Cardigan.

Gbiffiths. P. Rhys, M.B., B.S.Lond.. Consulting District Surgeon,
Great Western Railway, vice J. Lynn Thomas, C.B., P.K.C.S.,

3f the New Derby-

BIllTHS, MAUKIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Thecharaefor iaserlina annnuncemfnl!: of Births. Marriages

Deaths is 5s., which sum slinuld be

- vr.Y.—Lady Eesident Medical Officer.

\L, Harrow Road, W.— House-Surgeon.

T.-^L FOR WOMEN AND
ay, £120 per annum.
IJ.VLYSED AND EPILEPTIC,
iital Officer, Salary, £100 per

lOYAL PORTSMOUTH HOSPITAL. - House-
. . il50 per annum.
\RY'. Drury Lane, W.C.—ResidentMedical Officer.

EBAL INFIRMARY. — (1) House-Surgeon; (2)

ant House Surgeon, Salary, £150 and .£100 per annum
respectively.

SALISBUUV

BIRTHS.

EENSHAW.—On ,Tuly 18th, 1915, at "Newstead." Ashton-on-Mer.«ey, to

Dr. and Mi'S. Knowles Renshaw—a son

.

Sheldon.-Ou July 19th, 1915, the wife of J. H. Sheldon. M.B.Loud., ol

16. Erleigh Eoad, Reading, of a son.

M.\T;-nT\nr".

Brand—Seahet.—On July 21st.
,

,

i

.
: : . -, "V ;

Lines, bv the Rev. T. H. 'I'iii i

.

'
i- Hi !>. 1: I.

M.D., CM.. J.P., V.D., of 111. ,
i.

. . ,
I

. \ ii.
:

I e,

fourth daughter of Mi: anu >: ~. il ^',n'>;., 01 .N'lv,
,

Spalding.

Noeman—Wattgh.-On July 17th, 1915. at St. Mary's, Chigwell, by the
Eev. P- A. Murray, Vicar, assisted by the Rev. J. D. Dyke, M.A.,
Lieutenant Newman F. Normrt>-. R.A.M.C.. only son of Frederick
Norman, J.P., F.RI'S. nf v\iliO,ii-e House. Brixton, S.W„ to

Ethel Ann, eldest ili-;.! '.: .1 \ ^mer Waugb, of Chigwell Hall,

Essex.

Obe—Joyce.—At the :.Li ,. ;i,»l, on July ITth, David Orr,

M.D., County As>luiii. Ir 1. , n. ii lothel Pheby Joyce, daughter
of the late Thomas Hcui., .luj .i . L^.i,, and Mrs, Joyce. Bolton.

DEATHS.

SHTcr.HAN-. -About Jnlyl2th.of heart failure, James Curtin Slieehan,

T;,R f I' I 1.' (' ^
,
of Gi, w iiv..ii,toii .Avenue, Chiswick, \V., agea

rriuttd and publisUea bi the Itrittsli MecUoal e County o£ llidaiesei-
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EIGHTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

IJiitisIj P^Dicftl Association.

LONDON, 1915.

ANNUAL EEPRESENTATIVE MEETING.

Mr. T. Jenner \errall, LL.D. (Chairman of Eepie-

sentative Meetings), in the Chaii'.

The proceedings of the Annual Representative Meeting

began on Friday, .July 23rd, 1915, at tlie Connaught Rooms,
Great Queen Street, London, at 10 a.m.

Tiie return of the election of Representatives of Divi-

sions for the year 1915-16 was received, approved, and
entered on the minutes. Notices of appointment of sub-

stitutes for Representatives were also received. Intima-

tion was made of numerous letters of apology for absence,

and it was stated by the Chairman that in most cases the

absentees were engaged on military duty or on woik on

behalf of practitioners serving with the forces. Tliere were
141 present.

Standing Orders.
The Standing Orders of the last Representative Meeting

were adopted subject to certain formal amendments.

Order of Business.

The report of the Agenda Committee, dealing with the

order of business, was adopted.

TrTVF«« (IF A[ir. KriMUND Owen.
The Cii " 1 ' ' I' -me those who remembered

theproj;!; i " i
: .ion with the establishment

of till- I'-
I

:
' n! ''

• 'i' : i!-; would hoar with concern
tl, ;; Mv. 1: i

.
; . 1 ,

,
, .

I
,1,1,. ,,,,-:, l,,,iw,;hold word

ni '

,

•• ,•-'. '"! '.I: , '
,: ' M.l .1- , .1. to duty in

A '

: ,, :
. ;, , ,

- .' :
!

' II to many,

very possibly succumb, llis iccovciy could hardly be

complete. Those who remembered how he laboured as

Chairman of the Constitution Committee in the pre-

liminary, stages which led to the reorganization of tlic

constitution of the Association, and who remembered the

genial and tactful words in which Mr. Owen introduced

the subject at the Annual Meeting at Clieltenham, thus
sn, ii:i,_ .,.:, V many difficulties—would take this oppor-
liii, ,

,
,., M. \]i'^ a word of sympathy to Mr. Owen in his

il I, ! ! ;i;.eting, he was sure, hoped that Mr. Owen
wi.,il.l yh 111 .spared to do useful work.

A resolution of sympathy was ordered to be sent to

Mr. Owen. (Before the cnuclusiou of the meeting the
news of Mr. Owen's death was communicated by the

Chairman to the members and by them received with
poignant regret.)

ANNUAL AND SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS
OF COUNCIL.

The Annual and Supplementary Reports of Council for

1914-15, published in the Supplement to the Jouunal,

May 8th and July 3rd respectively, were received.

Officers for 1915-16.

Standing Order No. 34 was suspended, so as to take,

at an early period iri the jirncfcdiii^s, the re-election of

the President, ti,,-itli( r with tin- otln r pinpusals of the
Council in conm\i,, 11 witlilh.' .,llici'is tor tlu- year. The
Chairman renunki-d that it \v;is usikiI for the President to

be elected from the area in which the scientific meeting
was hold, but as there was to be no scientific meeting this

year the position needed adjustment.
The Chairman of Council moved

:

That Sir Alexander Ogston, K.C.V.O., M.D.,be re-elected as
President of the Association for 19j.5-16, Sir Thomas
Clifford Allbutt, K.C.B., LL.D., as President-elect, and
Dr. W. Ainslie Hollis as Past-Presideut.

The motion was carried unanimously.

The point was raised that the Association was bound by
its constitution to hold a scientific meeting each year, but

the Chairman of Council remarked that the situation was
so completely altered by the war that he did not think the

Representatives would find fault with the Council on
account of its action in this matter. (Hear, hear.)

Votes of Condolence.
The " preliminary " paragraphs of the Annual Report of

Council (Supplement, May 8th, pp. 166-8, paragraphs 1-9),
giving a historical account of the events of the year, and
mentioning the losses the Association had sustained by
death, were approved.
The Chairman of Council said he was glad to be able to

make a correction in the list of members reiiorted as dead.
Dr. Dearden, whose name was given, was not dead, and
was present at the meeting.

Tlie Chairman moved that an expression of sympathy
and condolence be sent on belialf of the meeting to tlie

relatives of the late Dr. B. G. Morisou, the Representative
of the St. Pancras and Islington Division, 1913-1914. No
more honest, straightforward, or painstaking member had
attended the Representative Meeting, and he was sure the
Association would desire to express its sympathy with the
relatives in their loss. The members signified their
approval by rising.

The Chairman moved that the meeting express its

sympathy with the relatives of Dr. Bruce Goff, of Bothwell,
a very old member of the Association and a former Repre-
sentative. A letter of condolence was ordered to be sent
to the relatives.

Captain Martin-Leake, V.C.
The preliminary paragraphs of tlie Supplementary

Report of Council (Supplement, July 3rd, iiaragraphs
187-8), including the proposal that the Gold Medal of the
Association be awarded to Captain Arthur Martm-Leake,
V.C, R.A.M.C., were approved.

STANDING INSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
The Chairman of the Insurance Acts Committee (Dr.

J. A. Macdonald) moved, on behalf of the Council, that
the Representative Meeting should add to tlie schedule to

the by-l.nws as to Standing Committees a new paragraph
ajii,,,',' i:,j I sl,iM,H'!'j Insurance Acts Committee and
si'tn:, : !, ,

:
iti.jn and duties. The addition to

the •
' - '

.
-v.s;

A'. .'.',
I < .

'...:'.
I Miice Acts.

.U<7lJ.M-.--\lellll-,.| .
: \-^ .,,::,', -1-, ,.,;,,!., 1 ;is follows :

12e!ected by tlicol, i , ,
. ' ,,,iituencies

comprised in tlie .^i i
, : I , l,,nnedlor

the purpose nieiili < '

,
' ntativesof

all theConstitueiicii '

, : , .
i

, ,1 to{,'etlier

to elect one memlm < • , : luanneras
tliev elect one nicipl" ,

,i ,, ( i-,; i , ,i,e of that
Bv-law. 11 elect...,: i, ,,. ..M,, . ;. and the

he

;,iiiler the National

iLitaU of the nrofessiou

Dr. Mackeith (Southampton) said that in order to avoid
criticism of the Connnittec in the future he would propose
that all members, except the two non-panel practitioners

and the four ex officio members, be panel practitioners.

The Committee vvould deal entirely with panel matters

and should be thorouglily representative of the interests of

those engaged in insurance ijraetice.

On a point of order raised by Captain F. Charles
Larkin (Council and Deputy Representative for Man-
chester), the Chairman ruled that the amendment was
incompetent, as notice had not been given. The meeting
must either accept or reject the motion.

Dr. C. E. Robertson (Glasgow) pointed out that in soino

instances the Local Medical Committee was not identical

with the Panel Committee.
The Chairman of Council intimated that the matter

was capable of local adjustment.
The motion to adopt the proposed addition to tho

Schedule was agreed to.

THE FINANCIAL STATEJJENT.
The Treasurer (Dr. Ravner) submitted the financial

portion of the Annual Report of Council (Supplement, May
8th, paras. 10 to 25). He mentioned that the balance of
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income over expenditure foi- 1914-15 was ^15,296—(ap-

plause!—whilst in the jiievioiis year there was a clcticit of

A'4.000. which meant that in the yeai- there had been a
swing of the pondnlinn in favour of the Association of

more than .t20.000. Nobody rejoiced more than he did,

because it had now been possible to reduce the overdraft
at the bank from £-45,000 to i'31,000.

The tinaucial statement was approved without discussion.

Salaries of Clerical Staff.
Paragraph 189 of the Supplementary Kepovt of Council

(SrppLKMEXT, July 3rd, p. 2i, stating that a scheme for the
improvement of tlie conditions of servico of the clerical

staff had been adopted b}- the Council, was approved.

THE ASsdciATIOX AND THE ^VAR.
Dr. T. Jexxer Veerall being the Chairman of the

Committee of Chairmen of Standing Committees which
had dealt with matters arising out of the war, the Deputy
Chairman (Mr. E. B. Ti-rxer)" took the chair at this stage.

Dr. Vekrall, in moving the adoption of the paragraphs
(26-33) of the Annual Report of Council, lieadcd '• 'I'lio

Association and the War" (.SfPPLEMnxT, May 8th, p. 178),
remarked that he did not suppose that there would be no
criticism in respect of what had been done or of what had
been omitted. The Association had worked in havmouy
with the authorities at the War Office, and the oll'icials

there had thoroughly appreciated the efforts of tlie Asso-
ciation to supply the nation with the medical service
which was absohitely necessary for the army.

Attexdaxce rpox Dependa\t>.
Tlie p.u i,:M|.!i~ 26-33) dealt with th I, v

three In :
I , organization (it ,

!-

anceiii'
:

i ii - of men sorvini; .;

(ii) the J.I 111 .; I
i 111 nt the medical pi I 'i' !

the mediial iiocas of the forces in addition to I hose of

the civil population, and (iii) the assistance ot the
Belgian medical profession.

Dr. William Eaedley (T\'akeficld, Pontefract, and Castle-
ford) moved the following amendment

:

That the £i-ee medical attemlance upon the dependants of men
serving with His Majesty's Forces be discontinued after
July 31st next ; and that SHcb action be taken as may be
nece-ssary to secure this step being taken generallv througii-
out the country, and to find out whether the War Oflice is

prepared tojirovide medical attendance for such dependants
or not.

The motion expressed the opinion prevalent in many parts
ot the kingdom that the privilege of free medical attend-

ance, given very gladly by the profession, had been abused.
There could hardly be any doubt that, in the majority ot

cases, the dependants of soldiers were better off now than
they were in times of peace. As one who had taken some
part in organizing these services he could testify to the
enthusiasm and willingness displayed by his colleagues in

undertaking this work. But in many "cases the doctors
knew that the dependants were able and were probably
willing to pay if they were asked. It had been stated in

Parliament that no less than 25 millions had been paid in

separation allowances, and it was reasonable to suppose
that most of the dependants could afford to pay a reason-
able amount for the necessaries of life.

The Chairman of Couxcil reminded the meeting of the
liistory of the question. The attendance on dependants of

those on active service was given in order that no
dependant of a man fighting for his country should
need to apply to the Poor Law authorities. When the
scheme was started there was no such .separation allow-
ance as was given now. There was no doubt the privilege

the profession had granted had been abused in certain
districts, but, to a certain extent, medical practitioners

themselves were to blame. If at the beginning practi-

tioners had explained the medical point of view to the
committees organizing the relief, as they were urged
by the Association to do, there would have been
no abuse. The privilege had sometimes come to be re-

garded as a right, and books had been scattered broadcast
by committees. He told the committee in his locality

that it would destroy the scheme altogether it it continued
Buch widespread distribution, and pointed out that the free

treatment was a pure act of grace on the part of the
doctors and chemists. The committee realized that it

had taktu a wron" view altonether. According to

the most recent figures, the number of books dis-

tributed in England was 150,291: in Scotland, 25,808;
in Ireland, 72; and in Wales, 7,655—a total of 183.826.
It showed how much smaller the scheme had proved than
was anticipated. The Prince of Wales's Fund had under-
taken to provide a grant of i£40,000 for drugs for the
working of the scheme during the first six months, but the
amount required for tlio past seven months had been only
£4,500. If the members of the profession throughout the
country interested themselves in the matter, they would
be able themselves to put anomalies right. He would bo
very sorry if the meeting agreed to the motion by Wake-
field ; it would bo very ungracious if, having undertaken
the work, the profession stopped in the middle, especially
when, to some extent, the difficulties were due to tha
slackness of some doctors.

Dr. LuNDlE (Edinburgh and Loith) said that in Edinburgh
the profession made arrangements with tlie local commit-
tees. These had, on the whole, worked well, though, as in
other parts of the country, there were benevolent ladies
who had large ideas. The chief complaint in Edinburgh
had been as to the excessive benevolence of the medical
men, on whose suggestion the lady visitors had issued
books to unsuitable cases, and then the chemists com-
plained. He specially objected to the last clause of the
amendment, which proposed to throw the attendance of
dependants on the Government, as it would be opening
the gates to State Socialism.

Dr. A. DRUiiY (Halifax) said that he had been convinced
by the Chairman of the Council. All that the profession
vras asked to do was to provide free attendance for neces-
sitous persons, and there was no member of the profession
who was not prepared to do so. Undoubtedly there had
been abuse ; that was no reason for abandonment. Tha
abuse only should be stopped.
The amendment was lost.

CoilMONICATIONS WITH THE WaR OfFICE.
The paragraphs of the Supplementary Report of Council

dealing with this matter (Supplement, July 3rd, p. 2) were
then considered.

With regard to the question of whole time military
medical service, the Council reported that it had to
consider as vitally affecting the recruiting of medical
men for work with the army certain grievances ot
medical practitioners already serving, as well as
certain other difilcultics which had to a greater or
less extent operated to prevent medical practitioners
from accepting coinmissious.
The Special (i.i,i,,iiit-(.c or Dnirmon of Standing

Commitiii - ii.i I

;, .

I
I, , ,., ininent,

throut^h (I .lodical
Service, e ..IRoera
o£ the i;. \, \:.<

. 1:
, ; , ei III Special

Reserve li.A.M.C, of inajois in tlie i:.A.M.C.(T.F.),
and as to pensions and compensation. With regard to
the latter point, it was stated tliat a communication,
dated May 16th, received from the War Office made it;

plain that Territorial and temporary medical officers
were, in respect of pensions and gratuities, on the
same footing as officers in the Regular R.A.M.C.
The diflflculties which were found to be preventing

practitioners from accepting commissions were stated
to be:

1. That some local authorities were not as willing
as they shouUt be to set free young medical men in
their employ.

(2) That practitioners who would have been glad to
offer themselves for commissions were unable to do so
on account of their finnn in! rimrnit,,:, i

i :, ;-, ^ regards
their practices or inii; ''..

; , ,,; reported
that though it li;:. I

< , i;i ildnotat
the present moiiii II ^ ,;',.;:. i

1 1 , e;, : : n ipise the
remuneration or iiici.-i • liie eiaiiiii\' ai ihc end of
service, it had placed on record its conviction that if

the Government could see its way to grant extra pay
or gratuity to cover what to many in-actitioncrs would
be a considerable loss of income or capital such action
would to a considerable extent solve the present diffi-

culty of securing medical officers.

The Committee went on to express its opinion that
It. would be impracticable to apply compulsion to
members of the medical profession alone, and that
compulsory medical service for the army could only
be considered as part of a national compulsory
system.
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Dr. Vereall, iu moving the adoption of this part of the

Supijlemcntary Report, said that the Special Committee
had" had mauy coiumuuications and conferences ivith

the War Office. The Committee had recognized that

it was the duty of the "War Office to get the men
wanted for the army, but had pointed out that

the Association had also to concern itself with the

needs of the civil community. Kepresentatious had
been made as to the grievances of those serving

with the Territorial Force and the Spc-'ial T!r=:rrve.

Opinions had been expressed as to the i'l; '
'

siderations which perhaps were holding 1

report, he said, showed that the C'omu.

everything possible to ensure that the Gov I

know the medical point of view. The Couimiilce, in

its representations to the War Office, had laid stress

on the fact that in mauy cases financial con-

siderations prevented men from joining the forces.

Practitioners were torn between a loyal desire to

serve their country and the financial difficulty. The
Committee had asked that some greater considera-

tion should be given to these cases, and a higher gratuity

on quitting service, so tliat practitioners should be enabled

to juake a fresh start more easily. Alternatively, or in

addition, it w^as suggested that possibly some greater

facilities for insurance might be given. At present the

Committee had had no favourable answer to these rcpre-

Kentations. No doubt the Army Medical Department was
faced with difficulties in regard to money. That was no
excuse, however, for treatiug doctors unfairly. The nation

was now beginning to sec that the British purse was not
absolutely bottomless, and that being so the profession

could hardly blame the Department—when it still re-

ceived fresh applications iu fair numbers for commissions
on the present terms—if it was slow to acquiesce in a
request for better terms. While admitting that there was
something to be said for the Department's side of the
question, the Committee was putting it as strongly as it

ought in asking that the Department should give better

terms, and in saying plainly that financial causes were
holding some men back. From statements made in Parlia-

ment it appeared that arrangements were beinq nmde for

promoting licntonnnts nf tlie Territorial mri;, 1 -
w- - to

the rank 01 CMiUinn .-ifter six months' iii"e i '

'

.
i

•-.

So far as it vv, iil. ilmt w-as clearly a >-!' n in :^. iit

direction, aiid tlir;re v.O'^ reason to hope tlufi ti- 1 : .•n

of officers of the Special Reserve (R.A.M.C.) would receive

favourable cousideratiou.

The paragraphs of the Supplementary Report of the
Council dealing with this subject were then approved.

The Association's War Register.
Dr. Yerrall, in reply to a request, said that he was

now in possession of a somewhat lengthy interim report

as to the progress of the Association's war register, but
it was hardly necessary to enter into detail at this

stage. He must say tlint tlie Divisional Secretaries had
exhibited no sort nl 1

.^' mi mm «,) ^i ImIpv. i,];, ,i ,o rlo more
work, but, on the ••

.
' <r n:!. il/calaud

self-sacrifice. Tin- leiiiu-. n-.m Hv^^' ai-ii lets where
difficulties were known to e.\ist had been, on the whole,
extremely good. In a few weeks the Committee hoped
to have a record covering about 75 per cent, of the practi-

tioners, and when it was remembered that there was
always a percentage who would never answer inquiries,

it must be admitted that the prospect was satisfactory.

Lieutenant Kothi.rhill (Brighton) thought that the
Association ought to In rv vvliing it could to see that the
position of the deii^ n In: .:

, ny medical man who volun-

teered for medical - f.guarded. He moved, as

a rider, that the ('nui li
i

.. n nkc every possible step to

obtain the favourable consideration by the Government of

the question raised in the appendix to the supplementary
report of the Council (SupPLioiEN-T,.July3rd,p. 8), as to t!ic

grievances of medical men aheady serving and the diffi-

culties preventing medical practitioners from accepting
coniniissions.

Dr. Tomkxxs seconded, and the motion was approved.

Salaries of Ixstitutioxal Medical Officers.

Dr. Major Greenwood moved a further rider :

That in all cases where military duties are clischargea by
institutional medical officers the salaries paid to full time
officers should be on a scale not less than that paid by the

War Office to members of the R.A.M.C. ; (2) that where the
duties are part time only a condition should be made that
the medical officer's salary should be in proportion to the
extra laboiu' involved.

As long, he said, as a voluntary system existed the Associ-
ation should see that members of the profession helping
in the war were fairly treated and doctors had reasons for

asking that their new remuneration should be on a higher
scale than that of the R.A.M.C. There were cases in
which institutions were taken over by the army, and the
Clip... Ill* r.ivlent was given charge simply as a military

' it he did not always get proper remuneration.
i ; I

I NO, in seconding the rider, said that the
I id to full time officers should be on a scale

not less tlian those jiaid by the War Office to members of

the R.A.M.C. Where the duties we're only part time a

condition should be made that the medical officers' salary
should be in proportion to the extra labour involved.
Major Galloway iMarylebone) said the Metropolitan

Counties Branch had pressed this question forward, but
it was comijlicated, and it would be waste of time to

discuss it at the present stage. Pay or rank was not given
to a medical officer on account of the actual work he had
to do ; he had to do what he was told. It had been the
custom in peace time that the man in charge of a general
hospital of 520 beds should be a lieutenant-colonel, but in

many cases a major had to take charge. He suggested
that the question should be referred to a committee.
With the permission of the meeting the rider was with-

drawn, and an undertaking was given that it would be
considered by the special committee.

Distribution of Military Medical Officers.
Dr. G. E. Haslip (Westminster) regretted that the Report

of Council made no protest against what he regarded as
the wasteful distribution of military medical officers. A
flagrant case in London was that of a hospital with twenty-
five resident medical officers and seven R.A.M.C. men.

Dr. Ewart (Eastbourne) said that at Beachy Head
during the last three months there had been from 100 to

250 R.A.M.C. men learning stretcher drill and forming
fours. At the same time there was said to be a shortage
of workers to attend the wounded at the Dardanelles. In
the neighbourhood of a camp accommodating 3,000 con-

valescent soldiers, the older doctors united in offering to

work the camp for the military authorities, but the officer,

in charge, while expressing bis thanks, said that there
was notliing they could do. One medical officer spent his

time in arranging sports and concerts and so on for the

men. That was an absolute waste of a doctor.

Dr. Verrall said the Chairmen's Committee had been
by no means oblivious of the question raised. At its

very first interview with Sir Alfred Keogh the point was
mentioned, and the answer was that the authorities had
to keep medical men in places where they were available

at a moment's notice to satisfy demands for fresh men
for the front. Only the other day the call came for

a large number of medical officers to go to the Dardanelles
at very short notice.

Dr. W. .Johnson Smyth (Bournemouth) pointed out tliat

doctors engaged in stretcher drill were probably teaching
the rank and file of the R.A.M.C. He hoped the meeting
would not indulge in unnecessary criticism of the Director-

General,

War Emergency Committee.
Dr. Verrall having resumed the chair, Mr. E. B.

Turner (Kensington) moved

:

1. That a war emergency committee be appointed for the
session 1915-16.

2. That it consist of the fourcr officio members, four members
appointed by the Council, and four members elected by
the Representatives present m the Representative
5Jeetiug.

3. That it shall have power to co-opt not more than sis other
members representative of universities, colleges, an.i

the uieilieal )jrufe.ssiun arising iu couuexiou with the war

;

and to report to the Council.

It would, he said, be necessary for the duration of the war
and for some time afterwards that there should be a com-
mittee to deal with various questions that would arise.
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The motion was not brought foiwaid on the ground that

the present Committee of Chairmen had not done its

work exceedingly well. But the eiuergoncy, Mr. Turner
said, was national, imperial, even European. The
suggestion had been received enthusiastically by the
War Office. The Committee should comprise prac-

titioners who would carry weight with the public and
the profession, and should work in harmony with the War
Office. The four members he proposed to the meeting to

elect were Sir Clifford Allbutt, the Kegius Professor of

Medicine in the University of Cambridge and President-

elect of the Association; Sir William Osier, Kegius Pro-

fessor of Physic in the University of Oxford ; the IMastcr

of Christ's College, Cambridge (Dr. A. E. Shipley), and
Dr. Verrall.

Major Galloway seconded.
Dr. C. O. Hawthorxe (Marylebone) remarked that the

difficulty had been, in the Metropolitan Counties Branch,
to find an3'one who would say to the practitioners eligible

for military service that it was their duty to take service.

What guarantee was there that the new committee would
nndertake the responsibility from which the committee in

the metropolis had shrunk? He wanted the profession

to say that it would see that every man who sacrificed his

jiractice for his country should not suffer.

In reply to Dr. John Gordon (Aberdeen). Mr. Turner
said that it was not proposed to interfere with the
existing arrangements in Scotland. It was agreed that the

Committee should bo empowered to organize the medical
profession "in England, Wales, and Ireland.

"

Discussion also took place regarding the number of

members of the Committee who would be members of the
Association, and, on the motion of Lieutenant FoTHiiEuiLL,

it was agreed that the four members to be elected by the

Council should be from their own body ; also, that the

Committee should contain, in addition to the four members
indicated by Mr. Turner, four Representatives elected by
and from the Representative Meeting.
The motion as amended was then put to the meeting

and carried.

Mr. E. B. Turner moved that the Representative
Meeting elect as members of the Committee Sir William
Osier, Sk T. Clifford Allbutt, K.C.B. (President-elect of

the Association), Dr. A. E. Shipley (the Master of Christ's

College), and Dr. T. Jeuner Verrall.

Attention was directed to the fact that Dr. Verrall

•was already, by virtue of his position as Chairman of the
Eepresentative Meeting, a member of the Committee
ex officio.

The Chairman said that a question which he had
foreseen had now arisen. He regarded the custom
—it had not been a rule—whereby the Chairman of

Representative ilcetings should continue in office for a
period of not more than three years as a good one.

Personally he had been very proud to serve as Chairman
during his three years of office, but he intended to ask the
meeting to allow someone else to be nominated for the

chairmanship. (Cries of " No.") It was because of his

intention to vacate office in favour of a successor that Mr.
Turner had included his name in the motion he had made.
The motion was carried unanimously.

Proposed Special Fund.
The Chairman said that a proposal had been made as

to the establishment of a fund for dealing with cases of

difficulty which might arise amongst members of the
profession as the outcome of the war.

Mr. E. B. TcENEE said that the matter had been dis-

cussed by the War Emergencj- Committee of the Metro-
politan Branch Council. The gist of the proposal was that

the profession should attempt to raise some sort of fund
from which those who came back after the war and found
their practices deteriorated or dissipated could bo helped.

There were difficulties no doubt. Some might say

:

" These men are doing the work of the country, and their

profession is so particularly personal that it differs from
any other profession. Therefore, if they sacrifice their

capital and their means of livelihood to do their duty to

the country, the country ought to see that tliey come
back to a position which should be as nearly as possible

to that they left." The point to bo kept in view, however,
was that there was still a very large number of doctors

required in addition to those who were serving. Bceausa
of that and^ the large sum of money which would be in-
volved the Treasury was against" a proposal for payment
by the State. It came, therefore, to be a matter for the
consideration of the Representative Meeting, whether
there should not be some attempt made to raise such a
fund as he had indicated, and whether there was not now
available money which might be used or diverted to such
purpose. If it was deterniined to establish such a fund,
there ought to bo a reasonable certainty that its amount
would be worthy of the object aimed at. The profession
had at the moment a sum of £10,000, wliich was tho
produce of the special organization and fighting fund
raised by the profession diu-ing the negotiations connected
with the Insurance Act. The question might arise
whether it would be possible to divert that sum from its

original purpose and use it as the nucleus of a fund for
giving grants in aid of dependants of doctors who camo
back from the war impoverished in any way. Obviously,
there were legal difficulties, and it might be necessary to
get the assent of every subscriber— or, at any rate, to
ensure that there would be no dissent. He was prepared
to move that the BcprtiseiiLativc Meeting should consider
the raising of a fund for tlie purjiose of helping those men
who had been sciviug the country as medical officers in
the army, both in re-establishing them in practice and in
aiding their dependants if necessary.

Dr. C. O. Hawthorne (Marylebone), in seconding,
expressed the opinion that the profession generally
would not stand well with the country in these days
if it was not able to show something like equality of
sacrifice. Men who gave up their practice in order
to go to the army made a serious sacrifice. Any
young man lately started in practice who enlisted would
be fortunate, on his return, if he found any considerable
practice left; indeed, if he might venture upon an
aphorism, it would be that the smaller the practice the
greater the necessity for the practitioner to remain at
home. Mr. Turner had mentioned the Special Fund of

£10,000, raised for another purpose, but iu this hour of

crisis money ought not to be doing nothing.
Dr. I. AV. Johnson (Buryl said that there had already

bsen so many appeals to the profession that another call

might not have the success which was desired. If by any
chance the scheme should prove a failure it would reflect

badly on the Association.

Dr. Lankester (Guildford) believed that unless and
until the demand for assistance was very much greater
than at present it would be useless to apply to the medical
profession throughout the country for money on behalf of
objects which at present were somewhat indefinite.

Dr. PocHiN (Oldham) asked it' it was proposed to use the
fighting fund of .CIO.OOO as pait of the scheme ? There
was no doubt n, lit;lit was coming, sooner or later, and if

it was pKiji,,-- .1 (o ;i,ilizc the £10,000 now he would vote
against ir. I-

: 1; i In :iL;lit it would be a good thing to raise
an entin I;, i;- ,, l.ina.

The CuAHcMAix OK L ouNCiL said tho meeting might dis-

abuse its mind of the idea that the j£10,000 could be made
the nucleus of the fund, because he was certain the sub-
scribers of that money would refuse to allow it to be used
in that way. It must also disabuse its mind of the idea
that they would get help from the Government, because
the Government could not distinguish betvi-eeu members
of the medical profession and other professions which had
been affected by the war.

Dr. R. M. Beaton (St. Pancras and Islington) reminded
the meeting that it had not been easy to raise money
from medical practitioners. Why was it that tlie men
who went away on war service suffered? It was
because some other men took their work. That should
not be possible in an honourable profession wliich
should endeavour to see that, when the men who were
at the front returned, they received back all their

patients. Another point was that a great many men
who had gone were really better off for the time being
than they were before. His feeling was that the meeting
should ask the Council to consider this question.

It was suggested that the Representative Meeting should
request the Council to consider the advisability of estab-

lishing a medical fund for the purpose of helping those
practitioners who had been serving in the army and navy,
and this was agreed to.
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ORGANIZATION.
Eligibility fob Membership.

Overseas Branches.

Ou the moUoii of the Chairsian of the Organization
Coraiiiittce (Captain F. Charles Larkiu) the following

recommendation was acloptcci;

Tliat on '• - ), ;: j
, .,, , "le

Ofthe Al;i:i;^' 1:- In- . ,

-
.

\\.> l:l:^,1914.

It was also agreed :

Tliafc tlie Oversea Brandies be grouped for election of seven
members of Council for 1916-17, under By-law 46 (/-), in the
Hame way as for 1915-16, except that the new Hyderabad
and Central Provinces Branch be included in the Indian
^loiip of Brandies.

In the absence of the Now Zealand Representative the
following motion by that Branch was formally moved by
the Chaieman:

Tliat steps be talcen for amendment (by footnote or other-
wise! of By-law 11 so as to make it clear tliat members of
the Association resident outside the United Kiiij^tlom may
be called upon to pay, in addition to the 253. suliscrii^tion

payable by tliem to the Association uudcr that By-law,
a, special subscription to their Branch under By-law 15.

(Supplement, May 22ud, 1915.)

The Chairman of the Organization Committee con-
tended that the alteration was unnecessary, and said that
the Committee liad written to New Zealand asking if it

would accept a slight formal alteration in the by-law, if it

were necessary to alter it at all.

The Solicitor said that to his mind the bylaws
were perfectly clear in what they were intended to
permit, and it would be redundant to put into them
what was suggested by the motion. There had been too
much tampering with the regulations in the past, and he
trusted there would be less in the future. He did not
advise the meeting to accept the resolution.

The motion was lost.

The Association as a Feder.ation foe other
Medical Bodies.

Ou the
,
Special Report of Council as to the question

of the Association becoming also a Federation for other
Medical Bodies (Appendix II to Annual Report of Coimcil
Supplement, May 8th, p. 198), the Chairman of the
Organization Committee moved, and the meeting adopted
the following

:

That the Representative Body is of opinion, on the legal
advice the Association has formally received, that it is

iinpossilde for the Association so to extend its objects as to
become in any legal manner a federation of medical

That the Reiircseulative Body would welcome any consti-
tutional method whereby the Association, without inter-
ference with its own self-government, could come into
closer relationship witli other societies formed to safeguard
the interests of any sections of the medical profession.

That the Representative Body approve the principle of the
Council adding to any Standing Committee of the Associa-
tion a member of the Association nominated by any society,
formed to safeguard the interests of any section of the pro-
fession, which desires to become more closely associated
with the Association, and to work in co-operation with it,

and instructs the Council to prepare drafts of the necessary
alterations in the by-laws to carry this into effect.

Captain Laekin also moved as follows

:

That the Council be instructed to call into conference with
itself certain other societies referred to in Recommenda-
tion C of Council, with a view to determiniug how it might
be possible to come into closer relationship with such other
societies, and to report to the next Annual Representative
Meeting, with drafts of the necessary alterations in the
Articles and By-laws, if any.

Lieutenant Fotiiergill moved an amendment that the
following words be added to the motion

:

and that in the meanwhile further consideration of the
Special Report of Council as to the question of the Asso-
ciation becoming also a Federation for other Medical Bodies
be adjourned.

The report seemed to slam the door in the face of other
persons.

Captain Larkin having said that the report did not close
the door, Lieutenant Fotheksill withdrew his amend-
ment.

Grouping of Home Branches.
Captain Larkin moved the folhjwiug motion, which

was adopted :

That the Home Binn.lioa bo grouped for election of twenty-
four nunii - ,

^,1 < . M , J for 1916-17, under By-law 46 (o),

ill the Mill. i

I 1915-16, except that the new Wilt-
shire J'.riiii .

, wiih the Dorset and West Hants
and South W . -i/in 1 ;i j mhes.

Bound Volumes of Supplements.
The meeting agreed to rescind the resolution passed at

the Representative Meeting in 1913, under which the
practice of sending bound volumes of the Supplement to

the Journal to local secretaries was stopped. It was
stated that many of the secretaries had asked that the
supply of boimd volumes might be continued.

"DECISIONS" OF THE ASSOCIATION.
The Special Report of Council on the Status and

Authority of Decisions of the Association (.Appendix VII
to Annual Report of Council, Supplement, May 8th, p. 207),

was proposed for approval.

Mr. Garstang (Mid- Cheshire) said that it appeared as if

decisions which were come to at the Representative
Meeting were not legally binding upon any Branch or
Division that was not prepared to carry them out. The
Association was a voluntary body, which had no powers of

punishing its members for disobedience of its commands,
except by expulsion from membership, and that would be
impossible to carry out on any large scale. It could only
exercise moral influence over its members exactly as all

other voluntary associations.

The Chairman intervened the remark that, although the
legal force of statements and resolutions which the
Association might promulgate was not so great as might
be hoped and wished, still they should not despair on that
account. AVhilo the weight of the resolution might be
largely moral, the aim was to raise the whole profession to

such a pitch of camaraderie as that the decisions of the
Association would become the common practice, and that

the profession generally would accept what was the strong
opinion of a central body like the British Medical Associa-

tion, even although the legal weight was a little less or a
great deal less than might be desired.

The Solicitor explained the penalties which attached
to any member who offended against the Association.

The maximum punishment which could be meted out for

any offence was simply the passing of a resolution by the

Association that the ofieuder had no longer a right to

remain a member.
The motion was carried unanimously.
The Chairman ruled that a motion by the Rochdale

Division was incompetent in the form in which it appeared
on the agenda. He suggested, for the purpose of ensuring

a debate which might prove helpful, that the motion
should be in the following form :

That the Council be requested to take into its consideration
what articles and by-laws would be necessary to give effect

to the following resolution, and to report accordingly

:

That any resolution of a Division relating to matters
of medical politics within the area of that Division shall,

subject to veto by the Council of the Association to be
exercised only on the advice of the Council of the
Branch to which the said Division belongs, be deemed
the policy of the Association within the area of such
Division.

Dr. S. T. Lord (Rochdale) said his Division felt that

there should be more local autonomy. Many resolutions

were carried at the Representative Meeting which were
often very impracticable. The motion which his Division

proposed would not deprive the central authority of any of

its present power and prestige. By ensuring that there

would be greater local autonomy the influence of the

Association, as well as its popularity, would be increased.

The Chairman of Council said he disapproved of the

proposal. It might easily happen that as a result of the

policy suggested the Association might be involved in

various difficulties, including libel actions, and it would
certainly happen that there would be all kinds of varia-

tions of practice, each of them dignified by the name of

the " policy of the Association."
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I.ientonant Fothergill moved to omit all words after
" shall " in Hue 2. down to and including word "belongs"
iu line 5. and to insert after the word "sliall " in line 2 the
woixls " if approved of by the Branch Council and
Kepresentative Sleeting."

The SoLiiiTOit said that as under present circumstances
it was within the power of a Division to bring any matter
l)efoi-e the Kepresentative Meeting, the words "if approved
by the Branch Council " would put a clog on the wheels
by making it necessary to obtain such approval before any
matter could be brought before the Representative
Sleeting, and if approved by such meeting it would become
the policy of the Association. It was now propcscd to

introduce a greater difficulty in obtaining approval of

policy for a limited area of the Association than obtained
at present under their regulations for the policy of the
Association to prevail throughout tlic whole country.
The matter seemed to him to be somewhat of an anomaly.
Of course, this could be provided for if they adapted their

regulations accordingly, but they ought to consider whether
they wanted to put grcatei- impediments as to approval
being obtained foralinii;i 1 u; tin \i ould be necessary
for the whole area to whi' li ; ^ on extended.

Mr. G.\iiSTANG conlendfi I . lU.iu of the resolu-

tion would result in diffen 11 ; ! i ^ i ing in existence iu

different areas geographically close tu one another.
Dr. PocHix .said he had been informed by Dr. Walker

rRochdale) that the resolution was intended to deal with
financial matters only, and contended that it would be
valuable, for example, in fixing the local minimum fees for

referees, a subject on which the Division would be bettor
informed than the Association generallj'. The resolution
as proposed covered too much ground; it should be
confined to financial matters.
The C'h.\irsiak warned members that the acceptance

or rejection of the proposal involved a somewhat serious
decision.

Dr. E. E. Brierley (Cardiff), after amendments had
been put and lost, said his Division instructed him strongly
to oppose the motion, believing that the present was iiot

the time to tinker with the rules of the Association. Im-
portant matters such as that before the meeting ought to

come before full meetings of the Divisions which could not
be obtained at the present time, in order that they might
be settled on a proper basis.

Captain LARKi>f- asked who it was proposed should
formulate the policy of the Association. At the present
time it was the Eepresentative Body. The motion, if

carried, would bring about a chaotic condition of affairs.

On.a division the motion was lost by a large majority,

Grodping of Constituencies.
On the motion of the Chairm.ui of the Organization

Committee, it was resolved that the grouping of con-
stituencies for election of twelve members of Council,
1916-17, be left to the Council, and the remainder of the
Supplementary Report of the Council dealing with
organization was approved.

Payment of Representatives' Expenses.
Mr. C.\NTLEy moved, on behalf of the Salford Division :

That the expenses of Bepresentatives of Divisions at Eepre-
sentative Jleetings should be paid out of the funds nf tlie

Association, and that two guineas per diem be allowed
towards such expenses.

The matter had been raised at the meeting in Aberdeen
last year, but was witlidrawn for reasons which he did not
think were really expressed, but had reference, ho
thought, to the proposal to increase the subscription to
2 guineas. He would be glad to know how many
Divisions had been in the habit of paying their Repre-
sentatives by means of a voluntary fund. It was rather
an invidious task for the secretary or treasurer of the
Division to go round and ask a contribution from
members for this purpose.

Tlie Chairman pointed out that the amendment could
not be put in its present form because By-law 75 defined
the term "expenses." He would ask the Solicitor to
say whether there was anything to prevent the meeting
altering it.

The Solicitor said that if the members turned to para-
graph 4 of the Memorandum they would find that such
paragraph had a very pertinent bearing on the question

now raised. The Association had gone as far in its regula-
tions as it could. The Association had provided that there
should be payment of expenses of attending meetings of
Council and meetings of the Representative Body. He
did not understand from the terms of the motion whether
the 2 guineas was intended to cover the wliole of the
expenses. It appeared to be intended that the member
was to have his 2 guineas per day in addition to his
expenses.
Mr. Cantley: Two guineas only.
The Solicitor said there must be some members who

would make a profit out of 2 guineas. Expenses, as
defined by By-law 75, were limited to the items that
fell within such by-law. It might be possible under the
regulations and by-Iawsto provide for payment of expenses
upon some such footing as that contemplated by the
amendment, but the present By-law 75 would in such cir-

cumstances have to be expanded, in order to give effect
thereto. The Association, as a company licensed by the
Board of Trade, must not run the risk of infringing its

licence. It could not give a sum to cover expenses from
wliicli :iM 11, ;. . M.Io ]]i:vi-<^in of profit .irose.

jMi'. >
I

i^'l "ut that members coming to the
meeiii: '

1
-uhk one in charge. Therefore they

coulil iji't to-,;i>:', ;;;,ila' a profit.

The SoLiciToi; remarked that the highest legal advice
which could be obtained on the subject coincided with
his views.
Dr.^LAWSON (Aberdeen) as].:.-! —hvli !. 1 r-penses should

not be allowed. The expen^i l;-i < uiative attend-
ing the meeting were not coivi I ,

',
I lilway fare, and

he did not see the reason for d: . 1 i;;::ii 1! ;iij.

The Solicitop. said that until the Asboeiation repealed
By-law 75 and made a fresh one, the members could
not go outside it. Paragraph 4 of the memorandum would
not debar the Association from paying hotel expenses.
Expenses were expen.ses, and could not be anything else.

It must be shown how and when they were incurred, and,
if properly incurred, they might be refunded.
The Chairman asked whether, supposing the Association

got rid of the by-law and of the definition of what expenses
were, it would be possible to pay a man a guinea or two
guineas 2ier diem, in addition to his first-class fare as
compensation for his loss of business while attending to
the Association's business.
The Solicitor said that the question raised a very

debatable point. He did not think the Board of Trade
would regard such payment as a contravention of para-
graph 4, and even if the Board did so contend, he did not
think such contention would succeed.

Captain Wallace Henry (Leicester') asked if it was for
the good of the Association that those who attended the
Representative Meeting should receive remuneration. It
had generally been found on public bodies that work done
voluntarily and, to some extent, at a sacrifice, was better
done than that paid for.

Captain Larkin appealed to Representatives to remem-
ber that the change proposed necessitated an alteration of
the by-laws, and therefore could not be finally disposed o£
at this meeting.
• The amendment was lost.

Proposed Committee for London.'
Dr. G. E. Haslip (Westminster) moved

:

That in view of the large number of members and poteutial
members within the area of the Metropolitan Couiilies
Branch, and iu view of the varying local conditions pre-
vailing, for the purposes of eVl'ectively organizing the
Branch the time has arrived for the appointment of a
special committee, to be called the "London Committee,"
on the same lines as the Irish and Scottish Committees.

The Westminster Division felt that there was real justifi-

cation for the establishment of a London Committee, par-
ticularly when the membership iu Loudon was compai-ed
with that in Ireland or Scotland, where similar committees
existed. His own feeling, and that of the Division which
he represented, was that the Council of the Metropolitan
Counties Branch was far too large, and that a smaller local
committee would bo able to do better work, and that tiie

Association membership would be increased through its

efforts.

Captain Larkin moved an amendment that the proposal
be referred to the Metropolitan Counties Branch in order
that it might bo able to give its own view and that of it."i
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constituent Divisions on this matter to the Council of tbe

Association.

Mr. Bishop Harman (Maiylebone) said that the proposal

niarle Ijy Dr. Haslip was brought forward so late as to

piTiliiilc tlie feeling of the various Divisions in Loudon
III iii._; oljtained. The proposal ouglit to have been brought
bcforo the Divisions and tlic Branch Council first.

Captain Larkin's amendment was carried and adopted
as a substantive proposition.

Membehship of Association.
Mr. S. Nov Scott (Plymouth) moved that arrangements

Bhould be made for the Medical Secretary, or his deputy,
to visit tl

ineiiib< r-

TljG 1^

which )'

2,000 li.Lu.

handicap when it

theIS with a view to iucn

-"ciation.

L Ljested by the leakage of members
11. The Association had lost over

^o -14, and this would be a serious

iS necessary to fight the lusurance
Commissioners or any other Government department.

Captain Larkix pointed out that the Council had made
regulations whereby it agreed to send representatives from
the central office to every Division at least once in two
years. A member of the staff was always sent when such
services were specially asked for.

After a short discussion the motion was adopted in the
following form

:

That tlie ronnril be asl^a io make arrangements whereby
the ^r.iiijl -

,
' liis deputy, shall visit the

Divin* : <.u as may be considered
advh;.K :

THE JOrENAL COMMITTEE.
Mr. Lucas, Chairman of the .Journal Committee, moved

the recommendation of Council

:

He said that certain arrangements were in contemplation
with reference to the staff, but owing to the war it had
been thought desirable to continue the present arrauge-
meuts. If at any time changes were made in the
department they would probably be in the nature of

providing for the payment of an inclusive salary.

Dr. Majoe Greenwood stated that he had been instructed
to oppose the recommendation, but after the Chairman's
explanation he would not proceed further, and the motion
was agreed to.

On the motion to approve the remaining portion of this
section of the Annual Kejiort of Council, Dr. Hatoliff-
Gaylard proposed an aiueudment that the Sl'pplement to
the Journal be issued loose and declared to be a confidential

document. It contained information of extreme use to the
profession, but also to its enemies. If the Supplement
were issued separately and declared to be confidential, it

could not then be purchased at any bookstall.

Dr. .Johnson (Bury) seconded.
The Solicitor, in reply to a question by the Chairman,

said that the Journal, being the Journal priced at so much,
and tlie Supplemf.nt being an addition thereto, it appeared
to him there was no impediment to selling the Jourh.al
on the bookstalls without the Supplement.
The Financial Secretary, in reply to a question,

explained that by stitchiug in the Supplement as at pre-
sent the Association saved from £300 to £400 a year. The
present system had been adopted because of its mechanical
advantages.
The amendment was withdrawn, and the remainder of

the report on this subject was then adopted.

SCIENCE.
The section of the Report of Council dealing with the

work of the Science Committee (Supplement, May 8th,

p. 183, paras. 69-76) was approved.

MEDICAL ETHICS.
Procedure in Ethical M.vtters.

The Chairman of the Central Ethical Committee (Dr.

M. G. Biggs) moved the Recommendation of Council
drahhg with the duties and powers of tlie Committee
(Slpplement, May 8th, p. 183, para. 77). The -Vssociation,

ho said, had been advised by its Solicitor and also by

counsel that it would be wise to put the reference to
the duties of the Central Ethical Committee on a
firmer and simpler basis. Last year at the Represen-
tative Meeting the Council w-as empowered to approve
Regulations relative to Notices respecting appointments,
and the Committee on the present occasion came before
the meetiug with a new schedule and I'evised ethical rules.

If the meetiug. decided to pass these, the Association
would have what it never had before, namely, machinery
for the conduct of ethical business which had been
elaborated after consultation with the Solicitor with,
where necessary, additional legal assistance. The special

.schedule in the form in which it came before the meeting
was that suggested by Mr. Colquhoun Dill.

The motion was adopted.
Dr. Biggs also moved

:

That the revised rules governing procedure in ethical matters
of (1) a Division not itself a Branch, (2) a Branch composed
of one Division, and (3) a Branch composed of several
Divisions (Apoendix VIII to Annual Reijort of Council,
Supplement, May 8tb, pp. 208-218), be approved.

A revision of the rules had become necessary in order to

render them more workable. The Solicitor of the Associa-
tion had seen and endorsed every amendment. That
insured that so far as possible the revised rules carried
with them the utmost liberty with the minimum of risk.

Dr. D. A. Sheauan (Portsmouth) moved an amendment

:

That the revised rules he amended so as to provide that the
Ethical Committee of a Division shall only investigate
facts, and report.

The adoption of the amendment would diminish the hkeli-

hood of friction in the Divisions.

Dr. Biggs said that the Ethical Committee of a Division

first investigated the case and heard witnesses. In that

way it was in a far better position to form a clear and
fresh inference from the evidence. The Central Ethical

Committee came to the conclusion that it was absolutely

essential that the matter should be put in the way pro-

posed. The work would be far better done by a small

committee than by a large one, whereas Dr. Sheahan's
amendment would involve the discussion of facts and
findings by a meeting of the whole Division. In tlie

opinion of the Council that was objectionable, and might
be dangerous. The Division was not bound to accept the

reiJort, but might vary it.

The amendment was ruled out of order.

On No. 18 of the proposed revised rules governing;

procedure in ethical matters of a Branch composed of

several Divisions, namely

—

The report and the recommendation of the Ethical Com-
mittee of the Branch shall be circulated to all members of the
Branch Council, and to each party concerned, not less than
seven days before the meeting of the Branch Council at which
it is to be considered, and shall be issued in sealed envelopes,
marked "Private and confidential."

—Dr. Sheahan (Portsmouth) moved to omit the words
" and to each party concerned." It was, he said, un-

desirable to give each of the parties notice of the recom-
mendation of the Ethical Committee before the Branch
had given its decision.

Dr. Biggs suggested that it was a question of fair play.

Wlien a practitioner had been charged with a definite

offence he could not be refused information as to the nature

of the charge until after the decision was reached.

Dr. SiiKAHAN said that when the question was brought
before tlio Ethical Committee both parties would be
present and would hear the evidence. The recommenda-
tion which was tlicn made to the Branch Council should

not bo made known to those two individuals until the

Branch Council, which was the determining body, had
given its decision.

Dr. Biggs said that the amendment would upset the

whole of the system and do a serious injustice to the

practitioners against whom complaints were made.
The amendment was lost by a large majority, and the

revised rules were then approved.

On the motion of Dr. Biggs, it was agreed

:

That all Divisions and Branches in the Britisli IsUinds be
urged to adopt the Revised Kules . mii

1
nxedure m

ethical matters as approved by d ,
live Body,

19.5, without modilication and -n for any
ethical rules now in use by tlie I 1 ml lirancliej

respectivelv, which will not be rei;uoUi-;cd ivUer December
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PROFESSIONAL SECRECY.
The meeting then passed to tlie consideiatiou of the

paragraphs in the Annual Rcpoifc and Supplementary
Report of the Council dealing with the subject of profes-

uioual seci-ecy (Supplement, May 8th, p. 184, and July 3rd,

p. 4).

In Us annual report the Council stated that it bad
considered the observations uiadc by Mr. Justice
Avory at the Birmingliam Assizes on December 1st,

1914, concerning the Case of a woman who bad been
committed ou the coroner's warrant to stand her trial

on a charge of manslaughter In consequence of the

death of a woman upon whom she was alleged to have
performed an illegal operation. Three medical men
at least had attended the deceased, and to one at least

she had confided the name of the person who per-

formed the act, but no information was given to the
police, and the patient died without any deposition
being taken or without any statement being made by
her on her deathbed which could be used in a court
of law.
The Council forwarded to the Home Secretary and

the Lord Chief 3 ustice its opinion as to the position

of a medical practitioner respecting information which
he has obtained from a patient in the exercise of his

professional duties, and as the result the Association
was invited to send a deputation to the Lord Chief
.TtTstlce. .\ccordingly on May 3rd the Chairman of

Representative Meetings, the Chairman of Council,

the Treasurer, and the Chairman and Deputy Chair-

man of the Central Ethical Committee had an inter-

view with the Lord Chief Justice, who was accom-
panied by the Attorney-General, the Public Prosecutor,
and other legal officials. The Lord Chief Justice stated

at the outset of the conference that no observation
made by him during the discussion should be treated
as a judicial pronouncement of the law. As a result

of this conference the Council has ascertained

:

(d'l That It Is desired by the authorities that iutorma-
tlon should be given to them by medical men in

attendance upon a woman suffering from the effects

of abortion broaght about by artiflcial intervention.

(6) That the circumstances under which it was
desired that this commuuicatiou should be made were
the subject of the following three limitations:

(li That the medical man was of opinion, either

from his examination of the patient and, or from some
communication that she may have made to him, that
abortion had been attempted or had been procttred by
artiflcial intervention.

(2) That he was of opinion, either from his observa-
tions of and, or from a communication made to him
by his patient, that such artificial intervention had
been attempted by some third party other than the
patient herself ; and

(3) That the medical man was of opinion that his

patient, due to such artiflcial intervention, was
likely to die, and that there was no hope of her
ultimate recovery.

The Council went on to report that it was advised as
follows :

(a) That whereas solicitors and barristers have an
absolute privilege of protection In regard to statements
made to them In their professloii:il i:i|i,irii> nnolvlng
matters of criminal Import or ''''' > m other
class of persons is accorded sucli I _ i.u by
State authority or Act of Parllanu 111 .

.ilihii,;_li m the

case of ministers of religion such protection is uni-

versally observed and recognized by custom in the
courts.

(6) There is, however, no such universally recog-

nized protection attaching to medical men In respect
of statements made to them by a patient ; In fact,

there Is a considerable conflict of authority upon the
subject. The Council, however, reported that it was
advised that no obligation rests upon a medical practi-

tioner to disclose the confidences of his imtient without
the patient's consent, and suggests that If the State
desires to set up such an obligation It should at

the verj' least preface such an endeavour by afford-

ing to the practitioner protection from any legal con-
sequences that may result from his action. Without
any desire to claim the right to refitse to make such
disclosures in obedience to the order of a Court of

Justice, the Coimcll, after hearing the report of the
deputation received by the Lord Chief Justice on
May 3rd, 1915, has decided to adhere to the following
resolutions which It passed on January 27th, 1915:

Minute 542.—Resolved : That the Council is of opiuion
that a medical practitioner should not under any
circumstances disclose voluntarily, without the patient's

iulotmatiou which lie has obtaiuetl in the exercise of

his professional duties.

The Council reported further, first, that it had
learnt that the subject was under the consideration of

the General IMedical Council, and, secondly, that It

had forwarded a stateiuent of what had transpired la

this matter tu tlic Royal College of Physicians of
Londcin iiiiil I \ir Kuyal College of Surgeons of England,
and h;i(l iiixiti il ihr lolk'ges to appoint representatives
to men r,|.ii ~, iitatives of the Association In con-
ference Mil [\lr sllhji.>ct.

Tlie Chaihmax of the Ethical Committee (Dr. Biggs)
said that the position as to professional secrecy had been
indeterminate, and liad given liouble for many years. It

had been raised ivrrutly in :i ur.nUv.l w.-.y by Mr. Justice
Avory at Un> Warwick C'omily A~-,i.'. -, ai I'.uniiugham in

December la^t. Sir Ih.ra.r \\uv Jim iri..ii'ed to the
opinion givcu by Sir 10ih\artl Clarke and liinisiH' as counsel
in 1905, in reply to certain qucstiuns submitted to them by
the Royal College of Physicians. The remarks of Mr.
Justice Avorj' were brought before the Council of tho
Association, and Mr. Hempson explained the law affecting

professional secrecy in regaad to barristers and solicitors

and ministers of religion. Members of these professions

were privileged, but no such privilege existed with regard
to the medical profession. The matter was taken up by tho
Central Ethical Committee, which made certain proposals to

the Council, which that body adopted, and these were sub-

stantially the same as those now submitted to the mectiug
for approval. The decisions of the Council were sent to

tlie Lord Chief Justice and to the Home Secretary. As a
result there had been an interview between the Lord
Chief Justice, the former Attorney-General, the Public
Prosecutor, and repicscntaiives of the Council. After a
statement of the matter and a general discussion, the
Lord Chief Justice formulated certain suggestions. Tho
Council felt strongly that the profession should not
go into this question without being united, because in

the past it had so often been beaten as a result of differences

of opinion. Accordingly, the Central Ethical Committee
had entered into communication with the Royal College of

Physicians and the Royal College of Surgeons. The
answer of the Royal College of Surgeons was to the
effect that it did not contemplate taking any active steps
in the matter. Tlie Royal College of Physicians had
forwarded a reply received on July 20th, which, though
expressed in somewhat different language, showed that,

in effect, it was really of the same mind as the British

Medical Association. The Lord Chief Justice was anxious
that nothing he had indicated shoidd be taken as a
prouounccnieut of his on the law. In other words, the
Lord Chief Justice had expressed his own views as an
individual and not by virtue of his office. The suggestion
had been made to the Lord Ciiief Justice that if any fresh
rule was contemplated it would be better to have this done
by Act of Parliament. His answer, however, liad made it

quite clear that in anything he liad said he was merely
suggesting a partial suspension of professional secrecy, and
if ParliaiiRul dealt with the subject at all it might possibly

proceed on imuli wider liiu s. The resolutions adopted
by the Royal College of Physicians of London were as
follows

:

1. That a moral obligation rests upon every medical practi-
tioner to respect the confidence of his imtleiit ; and that
without her consent he is not justified In disclosing iu-

toniiation obtained in the course of hla professional
attendance on lier.

2. That every medical practitioner who is convinced that
criminal ' abortion has been practised on his patient,
should urge her, especially when she is likely to die. to
make a statement which may be taken as evidence against
tlie person who has performed the operation, provided
always that her chances of recovery are not thereby

3. Tl
pi-fi

> such a statement.
College is advisedi
continue to attend
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iw, there is no certainty that lie will
ul)sequent litigation.
lould die, he slioiild refuse to ^<ive a
L uf deatli, aud should commuuicate

In reply to a question as to the position of tbe legal

profession in regard to professional secrecy, the Solicitor
said the legal profession had complete protection aud
privilege in regard to this matter both so far as concerned
solicitors and members of the bar. That protection, how-
ever, only came to them qua the profession they followed.

If a man came to him at his offices, and confessed that

he had committed a crime, whether or not he as a
solicitor undertook to defend him, he was hound to

respect entirely as inviolable that -which he had
been told. In point of fact, no one could make him
divulge it. The .same applied to counsel at the bar.

The same conditions did not apply if the informa-
tion were given to him as a privat« citizen and not as a
solicitor. If he were given the information as a citizen,

then his duty was imperative, and he was bound to convey
that which he had been told to the proper quarter. The
legal profession had a protection and privilege which was
absolute to itself. He had known members of the medical
profession who had absolutely refused to divulge state-

ments made to them. Personally he had advised them to

refuse to divulge the information, even to the point of being
threatened with committal for contempt of court. He had
known cases adjourned for the purpose of allowing the
medical witness to " come to his senses," a,s it was termed.
In the end the medical witness had not " come to his

senses," and no committal had taken place. (Applause.)

Captain Wallace Hexky asked what the standing of the
medical profession was in other countries.

3Ir. Hemi'sox replied that he was given to understand
that in the United States of America the medical pro-

fession could plead privilege in regard to the disclosure of

these matters. In France it was practically an indictable

offence to disclose such matters at all. It seemed to him
that the medical profession in this country stood on a
quite different footing, although that ought not to be
so. Personally he thought the profession was entitled

to protection ; it was a matter on which he felt very
stronglj'.

Mr. TcEXER said that the Association was on the brink
of a most nioijieutous time. These responsible for pro-

secutions aud for obtaining convictions in criminal cases
Eeomed to be making a big attempt to bring in the medical
profession as an amateur unpaid branch of the detective
service. The Council had asked the other medical
bodies to join the Association in presenting a united
front to the attack. The position of the College of

Physicians was satisfactory, but that of the College of

Surgeons was less so. There was no protection for
members of the medical profession if they gave away
to legal authorities secrets supposed to be inviolate.

If doctors allowed themselves to bo so used by the legal

authorities, women would not go to a doctor, as they
would know that he would be in the service of the police.

They would rather seek to be treated by the herbalist or
the midwife. Ooctors were to be called upon to do their
duties as citizens, aud were to sacrifice that which had
bceu most sacred to them. He was prepared as a citizen
to do all he could to get the conviction of any one who
was carrying out those practices, but he did not intend
to comply, whatever the law might do or say, with any
attempt to force or persuade him to betray professional
confidences, and felt certain he would have the support
of the _eno:ii'' IS i. :::.)iity of the public. He hoped the
professioLi lid against that aggression on its

rights am!
:

' that the decision of the meeting
would he .. the proper authorities.

Dr. Sui.Aii.... , J .J. u,-i,.vji[ili) asked whether medical prac-
titioners should also refuse to give evidence in cases of
divorce as well as in cases of abortion.
The Chairmax said that that question was interesting,

but the ramifications of the subject were too great to be
dealt with. Every one knew that in a court of law a man
must answer questions or stand the consequences. The
Association said that when a doctor had obtained informa-
tion through his professional relations with a patient he
was not to go to the police authorities and voluntarily
offer that information in order that a conviction might be
obtained.

Dr. C. E. Robertson (Glasgow Southern) considered that
doctors were under the Hippocratic oath, and could not
break that oath even under the direction of a judge.

Dr. Johnson Smyth (Bournemouth) said that doctors
should claim a protection not less complete than ministers
of religion, who were completely protected.
The report was adopted unanimously, aud included the

approval of the following resolutions adopted by the
Council on January 27th, 1915

:

That the Council is of opinion that a medical practitioner
should not under any circumstances disclose voluntarily,
without the patient's consent, information which he has
obtained from that patient in theexerciseof his professional
duties.

The Council is advised that the State has no right to claim
that an obligation rests upon a medical practitioner to
disclose voluntarily information which he has obtained in
the exercise of his pi'ofeesional duties.

MEDICO-POLITICAL.
Fees of Practitioners called in by Midwives.

The Chairm.vn of the Medico- Political Committee (Mr.'

T. W. H. Garstang) moved as follows, in acccordance with
the recommendations in the Annual Report of the Council
(para. 84, Supplement, May 8th, p. 184;

:

(() That the following should be the minimum scale of fees
for the p.%yment of medical practitioners called in on the
advice of midwives, but power should be obtained to iiay
special fees in special cases :

(i) Attendance at cases r.'f,\i]<r- •.; necessi-
tating operative assi' . .1:1 ilisequent
necessary visits dm; I. .

•
i days ... 2 2

(ii) Attendance at c.im ^ .jiiiitir uiierative
assistance, and suljsecjueul necessary visits

during first ten days ... ... ...110
(iii) Assistance for "administration of an

anaesthetic ... ... ... ... 1 1

(iv) Any visit not covered by (i), (ii), or (iiij,

including any necessarv prescription

—

Day (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) ... ... ... 3 6
MighH8p.m. to8a.m.)... .« ... 7 6

The motion was adopted.

Fees for Attendance upon JtrvESiLES,

On the Special Report of Council on the question of fees

for treatment of juvenile members of friendly societies

(.Appendix IX to Annual Report of Council, Sdpple.ment,
May 8th, p. 219\ the Chairman of the Medico- Political

Committee moved

:

That juvenile contract rates apjily only to the children of
persons eligible for the benefits of the Insurance Acts.

Dr. Stevens (Edinburgh aud Leith) said that the Edin-
burgh and Leith Division had instructed him to oppose
contract practice for children under any conditions. It

objected to the imprimatur of the Association being given
to cnnfrmt iirncticc in the case of children or to any
extci: '

' iict practice. It specially objected to

lower i I

!
' li I hen than for adults.

L)i. (
I ; ! I i.M.v (Manchester) said that the members of

his Division were strongly opposed to any increase in

contract practice. Their expeiience had always been that
juveniles needed as much attention as adults, if not
more, and the Committee had not produced any evidence
to controvert that.

Dr. JIa.jor Greenwood (City) stated that he, too, had been
instructed to oppose the recommendatiou on the ground
that the Division objected to the Ici\\«i i,.i. 1> iuj lixcd.

In addition, it was no business of tli^ ' i: ;o take
the part of either one party or the i

. . i >;:!i< lenco

between the friendly societies and tin .
l'-.

:
,- ~ Lieties.

Dr. H. J. Campbell (Bradford), who also opposed the
extension of contract practice, said that the policy of the
Association in the past had been to set its face against

such practice, and if the recommendation was approved it

would increase difficulties in the future.

Dr. Sellers (Prestonl said it had been claimed that
the Insurance Act would give the death-blow to other
forms of contract practice, but if the recommendation
were adopted juvenile clubs would be encouraged.

Dr. Johnson (Bury) also opposed the recommendation.
3Ir. '\VALKER(Liverpool) said his Division also opposed

the recommendation ; its members were not at all impressed
by the arguments brought forward in the Council's report.

Dr. W,\RD (North and South Suffolk) strongly urged
that the whole question of contra<;t practice for children
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slionUl be left in abpyauce by the Association ami dealt
with, ns far as possible, locally.

Dr. Mackkith (Southaiuiiton) said the Council appeared
to think it was not possible to get more than 4s 4(1. for

juveniles, but in Southampton there was a society wliiili

was payin<; 6s. 6d. for juveniles. lu this society there
were 10,000 members altogetlier ; the adults, who eon-
stituted one half, paid 8s. 8d. a j'ear, and juveniles paid
6s. 6d. eaeh. It was well to bear in mind also that a
society in opposition to their own in Southampton paid
5s. 8d. dach for the juveniles. These instances showed
that it was possible to get more than the Council indicated
in the report.

Mr. Gai!st.\ng desired to point out that the recommenda-
tions were not made as the outcome of auj' inherent
wickedness on the part of the Council, or any love on
its part for the extension of contract practice. When he
mentioned that some districts were getting as little as
2s. 6d. for juveniles it would be understood how it was
that the Council came to fix tlie minimum charge at 4s. 4d.
On a vote the section of the annual report dealing with

this subject was rejected by a large majority.

Salunhuj, Jiili/ SMh.
The proceedings were resumed on Saturday, July 24th, at
9.30 a.m., with Dr. T. .Ikxxee Yeeuall (Chairman of

Kepresentative Meetings) in the chair. The minutes of the
Ijrevious day's proceeilings were correctea and confirmed.

Eepresexxatiox of NAV.iL Medical Service.
On the motion of the Chaiemax, Fleet Surgeon Frederick

Davidson Luniley, K.N. (ret.) was appointed Represen-
tative of the Koj'al Navy Medical Service on the Council
VI place of Sir James Porter, K.C.B., R.N., resigned, to
hold ofBce until the termination of the Annual Kepresen-
tative Meeting, 1917.

Select Comjiittee ox Patext Medicixes.
The Chairmax of the Medico-Political Committee

(Mr. Garstaug) moved the following recommendation of
Council :

Ihat tlie Representative Body place on record its satistaction
witli the recommenilations of the Select Committee on
Patent Medicines, and instruct the Council, as soon as it

considers the time opportune, to take all necessary steps in
pressing for legislation on the lines of the report.

Mr. Garstang remarked that the report formed one of
the most important endorsements of the views of the
Association which had ever emanated from a Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons.
The motion was carried, and it was agreed, on the sug-

gestion of the Chairmax of the Medico Political Committee,
to forward a copy of the resolution to Sir Henry Norman,
the chairman of the Select Committee.

UXQUALIFIED PRACTICE OF DENTISTRY.

The Chairmax of the Medico-Political Committee moved
that the Piepresentative 15ody should approve the draft bill

of the British Dental Association concerning the practice
of dentistry by unqualified persons.

Dr. J. WisHAKT Kerr (Glasgow Eastern) expressed the
hope that the rights of medical practitioners who practis. d
dentistry exclusively would be protected. A dispute li id

occurred in Glasgow with regard to refusal to accci)t a
certificate by a doctor who practised as a dentist, on tlio

ground that he was not registered as a dentist. The
doctor was thereby injured in his practice.

The motion was passed.

Fees for Medical Attendance on Cases Receiving
Ambulance Tbeatmext through Municipal Services.

The Chairman of the Medico-Political Committee moved
the following recommendation of Council:

That the Kepreseulative Body approve the establishment of
local ambulance scrvires for emergency cases of sickness or
accident on the following conditions:

(a) The responsibility to be undertaken by some local
authority,

(d; The cases to be referred to the nearest available
practitioner.

c) The fees to-

1

(r) The fees to- be paid by the local authoritv on the
iug scale:
a day call between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m., 3s. 6d.

;

night call between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m., 7s. 61I.

'•e beyond lirst mi

^UK
it the rate of Is. per 1

Captain Larkin questioned the practicability of the
proposals in t- e case of a large town.

Mr. Garstang said it was not contemplated that tho
resolutions would apply in the great towns where a
municipal ambulance service existed.

Mr. J. H. Ewart (Eastbourne) remarked that a doctor
was often requested by a policeman to attend in street
accident cases, or a private individual was sent by the
policeman. It frequently happened that the local authority
afterwards disclaimed responsibility and the doctor
received no fee.

Mr. Garstang said that to meet this it was proposed by
the Council that a local authority should undertake the
responsibility.

Dr. SHE.iH.iN (Portsmouth) confirmed Dr. Ewart's
statements.
The Ch.\irman remarked that the vague term, "local

authority,"' was used in the motion because the responsi-
bility for treatment of street casualties would fall upon
different bodies in different areas. The responsibility
ought to be accepted by the proper local authority.

Dr. John Stevexs
( K.lir.Iuii-li and Leith) asked who

would accept respousibilii y fur trratment if a private
individual called in a iWn:Ua- in attend a street accident
case.

Mr. Garstang said the first condition the Association
wished to establish was that some local authority should
accept responsibility.

The motion was approved.

Crime and Punishment Surcohmittee.
The CH.AIRMAN of the Medico-Political Committee, in

moving that the report on the question of the present
.state of the law with regard to the legal responsibility for
crime (Supplement, May 8th. p. 186, para. 9) be approved,
said that the report was one of tin- must important which
had ever been laid before the lupi. ,< nt:i!ivc Meetiu"-.
Lieutenant Fothergill (BriuhiuM 1 iiluriid to tlie^corre-

spondence on the question wlmli had appeared in tho
JouRN.iL, and asked if tlic Subcummittce was satisfied that
the criticisms there had buiii mul.

Mr. E. J. DoMviLLE (Diistuli, iv.dying as Chairman of
the Subcommittee, said that the comments in the Journal
liad been almost wholly laudatory. It had been stated
that the Subcommittee had not recognized Dr. Mercier's
opinion as expressed in his book, but as a matter of fact
that book was under consideration when the Committee
formulated its conclusions, and had been most useful to it.

The work of the Subcommittee marked a furtlier stage in
promoting the influence of the British IM.dical Association
with the public and the legal profussiun. It was very
important to seize all opportunities of ! liiratiiiL; thu legal
profession with ro'^ard to lunacy as undi r-tu.ul Tiv medical
"leu. S ii; |._, -, a|.peared to think that lay minds were
Qii'tc .,

!

:

: > idiug the state of mind of a person
charm'l

,

i;l !. < umnssion of a crime.
I" I'l'l} I"

'
In Mill- question, Mr, ]:)omville said that

as soon as tlie icp .it was approved steps would be taken
to have it circulated as widely as possible amongst those
who were interested.

°

The report was approved.

Election of Standing Committees.
The Chairman mentioned that if it was the intention

of the l;u|Mvsui,i:,li^u, lu, .„,,). :,!: ill. la.siiioss that day
It w-ou!.!!.. iiu,.. ,, , V p, s:i^;,..iu ,,. ;ui, --auding Orders
with iu iiJ.

I
I

(i. [ui- I. ,..,!..,:,.,. ;,,,;[ to place in
thehuiius vi ihu KI'.lL.uh i;uUui,., Li^iumaicc the duty of
electing on behalf of the Ivepresentative Meeting, from
nominations made by the Representatives, the members of
the various staudiiit; committees. Ife moved the saspension
of the Standmi; <' '

' .- - -'uii i\.

Mr. E. J. I>u , :, : I;. ,,i,,,i.

Dr. U. A. I. I
. , : ,1 Leith) proposed an

amendment th u in ,:,,ii.,:, u: K.presentatives to the
.several standiiigiommitties should be carried out by postal
vote. The amendment was lost and the necessary Stand-
ing Orders were suspended.

Assistant .Asylum Medical Opficers.
On the motion of the Chairman of the Medico-Political

Commttee, the Special Report on the Conditions of Em-
pluyuieut and Remuneration of Assistant Medic d Officers

^iiiiiiiiyhiUilAiiiiUiliiiteliilllMiWi
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May 8th, p. 226) was received, and he then moved the

recommendations attached to the.repoi-t, as follows :

Salaries an,l Emoluments.
(a) Tliat themhiimum coiMii ;

.' -i.l;ii . f :
'nn

mcflical officers be £22" 1 ;: u

to £250, and then l.; ^ 1- ini

iri-esi)ective of in'onmti' ii:, ;i I
1

.;.:'
;

n -.' iis

£10 iH

{I) Tlial 1

ol'Hct

nil lo I lie operation of the above scale, an
lilt; inonioteil to second assistant slionid

(lilitiniial £50 per annum, and on being
promoted to senior assistant an adtlitioual £50 per
annum,

(c') That assistant asylum medical officers who have received
promotion should also participate in the automatic
increase of £10 per annum for ten years, which com-
mences after five years' service.

.((7) That emoluments should be valued at least at £100 per
annum, and made coramutable for full value at the end
of five years.

House Accommodation.
(c) That every asylum should contain a separate house suit-

able for a married assistant officer, and that where an
asylum contains four or more assistants, two such houses
for assistant officers should be provided.

The recommendations were, he said, the result of a con-

ference the Committee had with a deputation of assistant

asylum medical officers.

Dr. J. Stevens (Edinburgh and Leith) moved to refer

the report back for reconsideration, on the grounds that

much diversity of opinion existed amongst those

concerned.
Dr. W. Bl.^ir (South-Eastern Counties), in seconding

this amendment, asked whether the motion, if carried,

would be binding on assistant medical officers of asylums.

Mr. Gahstang said that uothinf; passed by the meeting
would be binding on an individual, but the .Association

would do its best to get tbe standard laid down recog-

nized by all concerned.

Dr. A. A. Mackeith (Southampton) asked if the Journal
would be prevented from inserting advertisements offering

lower salaries than those set forth in the motion. He
thouglit the motion should be binding, at any rate, on the

Association.

In reply to Lieutenant Fotheegill, Mr. Garstang said

that the matter was urgent. One great complaint amongst
assistant asylum medical officers was that they were in a
blind alley occupation, because senior i30sts were few in

proportion to assistant posts. Therefore, the great majority

of the assistants spent the best years of their lives in

getting to a point at which they were useless for any other

form of practice. They asked that the financial conditions

of their service should be improved in order that it should

be worth while to undertake and remain in such work. If

the recommendation were approved the Association would
decline to accept advertisements which did not reach the

required standard.
The amendment was lost, and the recommendation was

approved.

Inspection and- Treatment of School Children.

On the motion to approve the Memorandum on Medical

Inspection and Treatment of School Children, as a state-

ment of the policy of the Association in regard to these

matters (Supplement, May 8th, p. 227),

Dr. .Vgnes Estcourt-Oswald (North-East Essex) moved
the following rider:

That, without E|.f

She said that llie Ireatiiiont of school children was rather

a dillicult qiKstinii. and that the ideal method was, un-

doubtedly, trcatiiient by the children's own doctor. If,

however, the priv;)tf> iniutitionor undertook the treatment

of school children. Un m! .mit .,!
, 1-

1 i. al work involved

would be enormon. im .
i ,1 part-time school

doctor, in which <.• Ih .. :
i

i- ijling occasionally

another doctor's piiiiii' . In 1. .msi.s, when medical

treatment was undertaken by a school medical officer,

it was not paid for. The number of places in which this

occurred was increasing every year, and the plan appeared
to have the sanction of the Association—perhaps not the

otlicial sanction, but certainly the Association shut its eyes

to it.

Mr. Garstang asked Dr. EstcourtOswald if it was meant
that the existing school medical officers should not be re-

quired to undertake treatment without additional payment
or that the salary should include payment for inspection and
treatment from the beginning. The policy of the Associa-

tion, as laid down at its meetings up to the present, had
always included the defence of the interests of the private
practitioner against encroachment by any whole-time
State-paid service. A number of State-paid whole-timo
services were in operation. The Association could not
alter that, but there appeared to be a tendency for these
services to increase. The recommendation made by the
Council attempted to maintain the original position of the
Association. It modified the Association's original position

to the extent that it said that where the local medical
practitioners could not or would not undertake the treat-

ment of school children, the Association would not take
exception to treatment being carried out by whole-time
officers. Under certain conditions the .Association bowed
to the inevitable, and recognized the possibility of different

arrangements to those which it would itself prefer.

Mr. Albert Lucas (Birmingham Central) moved an
amendment to the rider by North-East Essex to omit the
words " without special payment," so that the rider would
read

:

He said that in Birmingham the profession had done its

utmost to prevent treatment being carried on by whole-
time school medical officers, on the ground that the interests

of the general practitioner should be protected. The fear

was that if the educational authorities were allowed to

use their school medical officers for the purposes of treat-

ment, they would be enabled to undersell the general
practitioner.

Dr. W. ,7oHNsoN Smyth (Bournemouth), in seconding,

said that his Division desired to enter a vigorous protest

against the whole-time school medical officer taking part

in treatment of any kind whatever, even the administra-

tion of anaesthetics.

Mr. H. B. Brackenbury (Council, Middlesex) said that

there was some danger of the .Association going too far in

this matter. It should maintain the position of the general

practitioner as against the whole-time medical officer, but
where treatment was done by the wliole-time school officer

that officer ought to be paid adequately for treatment and
medical inspection, and, if possible, for the two separately.

Mr. Hahding H. Tomkins (South-West Essex) supported
the amendment, and said that in the case of new adver-

tisements the Association could prevent treatment being
included. In an advertisement applying to his own area,

wdiich had originally included " treatment," representa-

tions made by the profession led to its alternation before

publication.

Captain Larkin said that the position was not quite

clear. The recommendation appeared to provide for two
people, one the school medical officer, who had to do with
the inspection of children, and the other the persons, un-

named, who might be employed in a whole-time or x^art-

time capacity. The amendment, he thought, did not
conflict with the report.

The Chairman intimated that if the amendment by
Central Birmingham was carried, the Chairman of the

Committee would prefer to take the whole matter back for

reconsideration.

Mr. Lucas, in reply to Mr. Domville, stated that the
term " school medical officer " in the amendment meant
school medical officer, inspecting officer, or his assistant.

The Chairman said that the term " school medical

officer " was generally used throughout the kingdom, and
was understood to include more than mere inspection.

The amendment by Central Birmingham was carried,

whereupon Mr. Garstang withdrew the report in order to

reconsider the whole question.

Tre.itment of School Children at Hospitals.

The Chairman of the Medico-Political Committee moved

:

That the Annual Representative Meeting, 1915, approve the
Memorandum on the Treatment at Voluntary Hospitals of

School Children found Defective on Medical Inspection,
as a statement of the policy of the Association in regard to

that matter (Supplement, May 8th, p. 229).

Dr. "Walker (Liverpool) said that in Liverpool the local

authority had approached the hospitals, but was refused

permission to obtain treatment for school children at tho
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hospitals. The matter became acuto because the chiUh-en

Aveie not being treated. .\ siiecial subcoinniitteo liatl the
matter umlcr consiileration. The chairman of that sub-

eomiuittee, who was a methcal practitioner, was very
anxious that tliere sliould be a proper chuic iu Liverpool
on the lines of that in Biruiingham. The committee of

the Division luul approved generally of this scheme. The
Division was desirous that, if general practitioners could
do the work they should be allowed to undertake it. It

afterwards appeared that the local authority iu Liverpool
was going behind the back of the committee of the
Division, and was approaching hospitals, asking them to

undertake treatment. At least three institutions in Liver-

pool were willing to do the work at a ridiculously small
fee. It appeared to the Liverpool Division that the policy

of the Association was not sufficiently known tluou^hout
the profession. He would like to appeal to the individual

doctors and staffs of hospitals not to allow themselves to

be nsed by the hospital committees to deprive their brethren
of their legitimate rights.

The motion was approved.

Medical Aid Institutions.
On the motion of the Chairman of the Medico-Political

Committee, a report of the Medical Secretary on the posi-

tion of the colliery and works doctors schemes iu South
Wales and a report of the Medico-Political Committee ou
a conference between representatives of the Association
and of the Friendly Societies Medical Alliance and the
South Wales and Monmouthshire Alliance of Medical
Societies with reference to proposals of the Council as to

medical aid institutions were received.
Mr. Gaestano said that the report by Dr. Cox was

an exceedingly important and valuable document. It

contained a history of the South Wales disputes. Very
great assistance had been received from Captain Greer,
the secretary of the South Wales and Blonmouthshire
Branch. He moved

:

That it is inadvisable to take objection to the acceptance by
members of tlie Association of appointments at those exist-
ing institutions recognized under Section 15 (4i of the Insur-
ance Act which will conform to the following conditions :

(b) Free choice of doctor by patient and of patient by
doctor to 1)6 allowed.

(c) The institution doctor to be placed as nearly as possible
in the same conditions as the panel doctor as regards com-
plaints by patients.

(d) The rules of the institution, so tar as they affect
the doctor, to be ajiproved by the Association before any
member is allowed to accept or retain appointment.

(f) Some guarantee to be obtained that the institution
is not using the insurance funds to finance the medical
attendance on the dependants, thereby lowering the rate
which the outside profession would be able to secure for
the same work.

The conditions laid down were agreed to at the conference
with the representatives of the Medical Alliance. (The
minutes of the conference are printed at p. 66.) Mr. Garstang
added, in reply to Mr. J. H. Ewaht (Eastbourne), that

Clause (b) was accepted in the sense that every one knew it

was one of the fundamental points for which the Associa-

tion bad contended for many years. The Association had
not got that point equally and entirely in force, hut it was
to be carried out as far as was reasonably practicable. In
reply to Mr. H. H. Tomkins, Mr. Garstang explained that it

was not always possible to have free choice of doctor, for

geographical reasons. The population was scattered over
bleak country districts, and it would be quite impossible

for the work to be distributed between half a dozen men.
Dr. ^Iackeith (Southampton) asked how, in the event of

the motion being carried, the members of the British

Medical Association and other members of the profession

would know which societies met the requirements of the

Association.

Mr. Garstang said that the report was only preliminary.

If it vfas approved there would be further conferences, and
steps would be taken to ensure proper publicity.

Lieutenant Fothergill (Brighton) moved an amend-
ment to refer the matter back, in order that the Divisions

might be consulted.

Dr. J. W. Bone (Bedford) said that as he had been
instructed by his Division to vote against the recommen-
dation of Council he would second the amendment.
Although he had no wish to disturb any arrangement

that might satisfy Wales, his Division was concerned in a
conflict with a large medical institute, and had always
understood it to be the policy of the Association that no
lay committee should iulerveue between the jjatient and
the doctor. The present recommendation proposed to

reverse the policy of the Association by putting the seal of

its approval on iustitntiousi controlled by lay committees
which iutervnicd Ixlw.cii the patient and the doctor.

Dr. A. A. ilArKKiiii iSnutliampton) thought the Kepre-
sentativo Meetiuy lould nut carry the present proposals

unle.ss previous resolutions were rescinded.

Dr. John Stevens (Edinburgh and Leith) asked if the
position taken up ou the subject of free choice in the

recommendation of Council was consistent with the latter

part of Subsection (4) of Section 15 of the National
Insurance Act.

The Chairman replied that nobody could confidently

interpret an Act of Parliament until the courts of law had
pronounced on it.

Dr. Major Greenwood (City of London) considered that

the recommendation safeguarded what the profession had
always regarded as first principles. Under the Insurance
Act institutions had a definite position, and the Associa-

tion must have some dealings with them and should seek
to make them better.

Captain W. J. Greer (Monmouthshire) admitted that the
recommendations before the meeting were in the nature of

a compromise. One of the chief difficulties was that in

times gone by the Association had allowed its own mem-
bers to accept positions iu connexion with these institutes.

AVhen these men were approached and asked to give up
the posts they expressed their williugnefs to do so, but
wished to know what the Association would do for them.
If the Association bought them out it would be found an
expensive matter. None of the members of the Associa-

tion liked the recommendations, but if there was to be a
compromise at all they constituted the only compromise
possible.

Mr. Garstang said Captain Greer had struck the right

note. A conference between bodies which had been en-

gaged in a life and death struggle for years must result in

a compromise if it was to do any good. He did not think
the Committee could do any more if the matter were to be
referred back. In reply to questions, Mr. Garstang added
that the Committee had definitely laid it down that it

would not approve any additional institutes, and the Welsh
representatives definitely undertook ou certain conditions

to agree to the compromise and to use their influence to

see that no further institutes were created. This also

included a proviso that no further branches of existing

institutes would be formed.
The proposal to refer the matter back was lost.

Dr. J. W. Bone (Bedford) moved an amendment to insert

the words " in Wales and Monmouthshire " after the
words "existing institutions" in the preamble of the
recommendation.

This was seconded by Mr. S. NoY Scott (Plymouth).
It was accepted by Mr. Garstang, and agreed to.

The recommendation as altered was then adopted.
Mr. Garst.\ng moved the following recommendation of

Council

:

That the strongest opposition be offered to any extension of
similar institutions or schemes, and especially to those
schemes formed in South Wales under Section 15 (3) of the
Insurance Act.

The whole of the work which led up to this report had
been largely iu the hands of Dr. Cox, who wished tliat

before this motion was accepted the attention of Bepre-
sentatives should bo drawn to the fact that the recom-
mendation involved the strongest opposition to any
extension of similar institutions and schemes under
Section 15 (3) of the Insurance Act. The reiirescntatives

who met the Committee put forward the plea that the
British Medical Association should agree to some six

schemes under 15 (3) being accorded the same status as

schemes under Section 15 (4). It was felt that this could
not be accepted, and it was accordingly proposed that

opposition shoidd still be offered to any further schemes
under Section 15 (3).

The motion was ultimately carried ia the following
amended form

:
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to those schemes which ave formed or may be formed iu

Wales and Jloumouthshire under Sectiou 15 (3) of the

Insurauce Act.

Maternity and Child Welfare.
TIio Chairman of the Medico-Political Committee

liaviug moved to approve tlie Special Report submitted by
the Council on Maternity and Child Welfare Schemes
(Supplement, May 8th, p. 230), Dr. Agnes EstcourtOswald
(NorthEast Essex) asked if the schemes included any
whole- time appointments.
Mr. Gakstang replied that the intention of the report

was to include whole-time appointments under the con-

ditions already discussed, where the private practitioners

of a district were not willing or not able to undertake

treatment.
Lieutenant Fotheroill (Brighton) moved :

That the engagement of a doctor be placed so far as possible

on the same terms and conditions as iu the case of the

treatment of school children scheme.

Mr. H. B. Brackenbury ^Council) said that the question

•was of great importance to the profession, and it contained

the most serious possibilities of an attack on the position of

the general practitioner. Schemes by municipalities or

county councils for the treatment of children up to the age
of 5 years were being established, and would be estab-

lished to a greater extent iu the future, and it behoved
the Association to see that the position of the general

practitioner was not undermined. If the general practi-

tioner was deprived of the possibility of treating children

up to the age of 5 years—the age at which they were
treated by the school medical officer—it required very little

foresight to see that the whole-time medical service

system was likely to be extended further in the future.

The object of the report was to demonstrate to the Local
Government Board, to municipalities and to county
councils, that the work could be done better by
g!.-ncral practitioners than by whole-time officers, and
that it was better for the patients themselves that the

treatment should be undertaken by the general

X)ractitioners in the patients' own homes. The scheme
was put forward not as a definite recommendation
that the particular payments mentioned should be
endorsed by the Representative Meeting, but iu response

to a request made to the profession by the Local
Government Board, and by representatives of muni-
cipalities and county councils, that the profession should

state its views. The Association had to contemplate the

possibility of local bodies creating complete schemos by
which the public health authority would undertake com-
plete treatment for all sorts and conditions of children up
to 5 years of age. The matter was one for each Division

to consider. The scheme was only put forward as an
cxntn]-!.' r f ",!i:it could be done.

'I' I
]'.•; OF Council said the report was really

mill 1 .' 1. inning of a great danger that lay before

the 1
! ; -: )! the danger of avihole-time medical .service

thiou^hoHt the couutrj". The report had already been
submitted to the Divisions for consideration, and the
Council had drawn special attention to it.

Dr. Crawford Treasure (Cardiff) jiroposed an amend-
ment that the portion of the report referring to remunera-
tion of doctors be referred, together with the motion by
Lieutenant Fulhcr-ill, to the Council. This was seconded
by Dr. Si I

'^"
: m -h and Leith).

Dr. .Ti i
' iiiurnemouth) declared that if any

delay 01 ! found that the local authorities

would ha V. liomselves. He hoped the Council
would be allij'vcil to luoceed as rapidly as possible.

The amendment was carried.

Dr. Agnes Estcourt-Oswald (North-East Essex) asked
whether, seeing that no decision had been arrived at as
regards remuneration, advertisements for whole-time
appointments at £350 per annum would be inserted in the
Journal.

'liii- (11 111:^1 \N' said he was informed by the Medical
Sm I. ii; , 1 1; • i;i such a casc, where no definite salary had
hi I 11 It .1 -

1 i^.ncral policy and there was any doubt on
the i;;iiaui, J. l; local members of the profession would be
communicated with before the advertisement was inserted.

On the suggestion of Captain Larkin, it was ultimately
decided to leave the Council to decide the amount of the
remuneration that should be required, and the remainder
of the recommendation was adopted.

Mental Defectives: Salaries of Medical Officers.
The Chairman of the Medico-PoUtical Committee

moved on behalf of the Council the following recommenda-
tion, which was carried :

That tlie minimum salarv of a whole-time medical officer to
a committee for the care of the meutally detective,
appointed under the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, should be
£500 per annum.

School Medical Staff : Allocation of Duties.
The meeting next proceeded to consider the memo-

randum (Supplement, July 3rd, 1915, p. 11) approved by
the British Medical Association and the National Union of

Teacliers concerning the allocation to school medical
officers, teachers, and nurses of various duties iu connexion
with medical inspection and treatment of school children.
The Chairman said that a telegram had been received

from Dr. Ashkenny, Secretary of the School Medical
Service Group of the Society of Medical Officers of
Health, and a member of the subcommittee which met
representatives of the National Union of Teachers. The
telegram was read to the meeting by the Medical
Secretary, and contained the following declaration :

The School Medical Service Group of the Society of Medical
Officers of Health have considered the memorandum and
unanimously decided that it will not be to their interest, and
hopes the meeting will not consider that it represents its con-
sidered opinion.

Mr. Garstang said that Dr. Ashkenny bad attended the
meetings of the subcommittee, but from heginuing to end
had not bceu in harmony with the views of the majority
of the subcommittee. It was quite possible that he might
be right aud the remainder of the subcommittee wrong,
but Mr. Garstang thought the arrangement come to at the
conference—he would not use the word compromise
because they did not give anything away—was a good
one. It was reasonable that the teachers should not be
required to do any duty of a medical nature. If the
Representative Meeting upset the arrangement the diffi-

culties which had arisen in certain quarters where there

had been misunderstandings between the medical officers

and the head teachers would be perpetuated.

The memorandum was approved.

MEDIC-iL FEES FOR LIFE ASSURANCE
EXAMINATIONS.

The Special Report of Council on the question of Fees
for Medical Examinations for Life Insurance (Supple-

ment, July 3rd, p. 12) was received, and the Chairman of

the Medico-Political Committee moved :

That the Representative Body adopt the following fees for

medical examinations for life assurance

:

£1 Is. for a formal full report, such as tliat contained in

Sub-Appendix A to the Special Report of Council
iSupplement, July 3rd. p. lA).

10s. 6d. for a formal short report, such as that contained
in Sub-Ajipeiidix 1! to the .Special Report of Council
(Supplement, -July jid, p. 14).

53. for a simple form of certificate, such as that con-
tained in Sub-Appendix C to the Special Report of Council
(Supplement, July 3rd, p. 14).

If, he said, there was any strong difference of opinion as

to the amounts of the fees it would be better to reject the

proposals altogether than to lefer them back.

Dr. F. C. Langford (Camberwell) moved an amend-
ment:

That the recommendation be referred back to the Council on
the ground that the proposed terms were not satisfactory.

He criticized especially the clause providing for a fee of 5s.

for a simple form of certificate.

Dr. D. Lawson (Aberdeen, Orkney, and Shetland) said it

had been the policy of the Association for some years to

endeavour to advance the material interests of the pro-

fession. The reconnnendation of Council put back the

hands of the clock in this respect. He urged that

when a doctor examined a person who was about

to be insured he should be paid in some ratio

proportionate to the amount of the policy. At present

a doctor received the same fee, whether the policy

was for £500 or for ^£5,000. The remuneration to the

agent who brought the business was 1 per cent., so that

for a £5,000 policy he would receive £50. An architect

was paid according to the value of the structure, and there

was no reason why a doctor should not receive a fee

beyond a guinea ^\hen the policy was a large uuc.
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Mr. C. E. S. Flemming (.Salisbury, Swindon, ami Tiow-
brulge), iu supporting the aiueudmeut, asked if the doc-tors
•wei-e to accept different reuumeratiou for doing exactly
the same work on behalf of insurance companies. The
forms could perfectly well be tilled up by a clerk; the
whole importauce of the doctor's report lay in the last
clause where he stated whether or not the lite was lit for
insurance. The insurance companies in the past had a
scale proportionate to the premium, and if the profession
accepted that principle it should do so on condition that
the scale went up as well as dowu.

Dr. H.vsLip (Westminster), after reviewing the history of
the question, said that Dr. Lawson had rather exaggerated
the value of the opinion that a medical practitioner aa\ c
upon a life msurance paper. .\n agent in a large insurance
company had told him that companies could very well do
without a medical examination, because, although they
would lose something on bad lives accepted, the loss was
compensated by the saving of medical fees. In the case
of a policy of ilO,000 no life office accepted the opinion of
one doctor, but obtained the opinions of two or three. The
profession would not succeed iu obtaining two or three
guineas for life insurance examinations.

^K i?'
"^. ^^^^^^ (.Edinburgh and Leith) thought that

the better class of insurance companies would not think the
short formal report and the simple certificate worth themoney they were asked to pay for them. There was a
tendency at present on the part of insurance companies
to accept lives without a medical examination— a course
which had been followed systematically in the past by
one or two companies. These companies gave the nro-
poser an extremely stringent form of questions to answer.
Uie list of diseases enumerated was very extensive, and
Jf the proposer stated that he had not suffered from auy

. r^®?f
''^® insurance companies could be pretty certain

that the proposer's organs were sound. His Divisi.ju
thought the report should be referred back.
On a division the amendment to refer the report back

was lost and an amendment by Dr. C. E. PuiiSLow
(Birmingham Central), seconded by Dr. H. C Terky
(Gloucestershire), to insert the word " minimum " before
the word "fees' in the Recommendation of Council, was
agreed to.

*i ^/\?" "^i
^H*^E^"o* (Willesden) moved as an amendment

that the fee for a policy of ^1,000 or over should be
^ guineas, and this was carried.

Dr. Johnson Smyth (Bournemouth) asked what would
be the position of members who received fees of 2s. 6d.
from industrial societies in respect of insurance.

I'he Chairman replied that he could only repeat an
answer he gave to a similar question the previous day.
\\ hen the Representative Meeting adopted a policy, it was
the moral duty of members, so far as they could, to fall in
with It, though there were no strong penalties which
necessarily followed on their not doing so.

Dr. Haslip said there was not an insurauce company in
England, with one or two exceptions, that would give over
1 guinea for a £1,000 insurance. (" No.")

•M?^''; ^°^"l'-'''= proposed an amendment that the phrase
uia(; the Keprcseutative Body recommend" should be

Bubstituted for the phrase "the Representative Body
adopt the Recommendation of Council.
The amendment was carried.
Mr. P. Napier Jones (Heading) thought it would be wise

'pi r™*'®''""
*" '''"P *''° qi'estion of the smaller fee.

±lieCHAiK.MANoFCouxcii. Said that the extraordinary
number of different propositions which had been put
before the meeting must be proof that it was almost
impossible to find a common ground of action iu this
matter. The question had been discussed at many pre-
vious meetings, and he saw no prospect of a unanimous
Uecision bemg reached.
A resolution that the meeting proceed to the next

business was carried by a large majority. The recom-
mendation under discussion accordingly fell to the ground.

Notification of Births Act.
Dr. C. O. Hawthorne (Marylqjbone) thought there was a

most important omission in the report of the Council on
medico-political matters, for it contained no reference to
the -Nobfication of Births Act. It had recently been
applied to the whole country, and some importaut'obliga-
tious were, as a consequence, cast upon the medical pro-

fession in every district. -When the original measure was
before Parliament, the Association took up a very strou"
attitude, and it was unfortunate that no reference should
now be made to the Act. The public might conclude that
the previous attitude of the Association was ill advised
The motion that the remainder of the Supplementary

Report of Council on medico-political matters be approved
was then ( L-ied.

Major Parker (Bristol) moved that the meeting enter a
protest against the extension of the Notification of Births
Act, on the ground that it compelled members of the pro-
fession to reveal information which they had received in
the course of their professional work.

Dr. Hawthorne (JIarylebone) seconded.
Mr. W J. Yuux,; (Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Isle of

i-ly) said lie utvei' sent iu the cards with reference to
uotihcatiou of butlis. He left a card with the parent with
the instruction that it must be tilled iu and posted.
The Ch.«uman of the Medico- Political Committee

declared that there was absolutely no compulsion on the
doctor to do anything at all under the Act if he would only
see that somebody else acted. (Laughter.) It was a dis-
tinction with a very great difference. The Act required
that there should be notification by the father of the child
if he was resident in (ho bouse, or by any other person who
was in atteudaiice. ou the patient, within thirty-six hours
of the birth, and it was cjuite easy for the doctor to satisfy
himself that one of these persons had carried out the duty.
The 1 jtion was carried.

Great NoRxnEKN Railway Contract Practice.
On the motion of Dr. Arthur Drury (Halifax) the

following rider was approved :

That it be an instruction of this Representative Meeting to
tlie LomioU to inquire into tiie conditions iiiui imns ..f tl,o
Great Northern RailwM ,,,i;i,:,ri p,,., „'.,. ,, , , ,

.'.^"^
tain if they are consislii' h : < i. :

,. i v ^^i,.
elation re contract |iv;i. : h ;, n

i ii nt
with those clecigions, t-j 1) :, -;>|-- lo r-nh.iv -iiri, mr. in-
sistency so far as possiblu n hl-ib nifniljcrs oi tlie Association
have undertalceu this coulract work.

N.lTION.Ai INSURANCE.
The memorandum of the Council on the legal position of

medical aid institutious uudor the Insurauce Acts (Supple-
ment, May 8th, p. 233 1 was approved.

Dr. F. L. PocHiN ((Jldhain) moved:
That the Council lie in-tiuctea to ii|i[.i-oach the Commis-

sioners with a view to nianelnt^ thcin to take such steps as
will cause approve,! societies to see tluit their agents are
fully avvareof the efteei „p„n ine-iu al henelit generallv, ami
ceitincatiou m partieiilji-, .1 ,,„ ,, _:iiUitions which maybe
issued from time to tini- ;• :

!, 1 . .i; i,Mssioners.

The Insurance Commissi.,.,, :,. | . -,:,|, were constantly
sending out new regulation, ui.Aiiyiu^ earlier ones. The
insured person went to the ageut of his approved society,
who always tried to make it appear that the doctor was
to blame if the patient did not get what he wanted. It
was the business of the officers of the approved societies to
be thoroughly conversant with the regulations.

Dr. C. E. Robertson (Glasgow Southern) seconded the
motion, which was carried.
The remainder of the Report of Council on Natioual

Insurance (Supplement, May 8tli) was then ai^proved.

Medical Referees under the Insurance Acts.
The Chairman of the Insurance Act Committee then

moved the following recommendation of Council (Supple-
ment, July 3rd, para. 214)

:

That the Representative Body reconsider the whole subject
of fees for examination and report on cases submitted to
part-time referees under the National Insurance Act.

Dr. Macdonald said that two years ago the Representa-
tive Meeting agreed that the fee for reporting ou these
cases should be 10s. 6d. That decision was reaffirmed at
the Represeutative Meeting in .Aberdeen last year. It was
then decided that 10s. 6d. was to be regarded as the
minimum fee, but the decision had, unfortunately, led to
a great deal of trouble througliout the country. An a
matter of fact the rule with regard to a fee of 10s. 6d. was
carried out in very few districts, scarcely auy indeed, and
where some of the Divisions had endeavoured to give effect
to the decision they had found themselves in a consider-
able difficulty. Trouble had arisen because some members

not loya^^th^recommendatiou
i^iiii
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and accepted a smaller fee. It had also been found that

doctors not members of the Association were prepared to

undertake the work at a fee lower than 10s. 6(1., and nn-
fortunately some meuibers who had been loyal to tlie

Association had as a result been victimized. From in-

formation the Committee had received from various
Divisions tliroughout the country there seemed to be a
general feeling that the basis of payment should be
reconsidered.

Mr. G.\RSTANG (JMidClieshire) said his Division was re-

sponsible for bringing this matter under the notice of the
Council. It felt somewhat strongly in regard to it, because
loyal members had been adversely affected. In order that
the question might come before the Representative Meeting
in a concrete form he was prepared to give notice now that
at the next annual meeting he woukl bring forward a
motion to rescind the previous resolutions which were now
standing in the way. In the twelve months which would
intervene the subject coukl be fully considered by the
Divisions and the Council.
The Chairm.in thought it would be preferable to refer

the whole question back to the Council with a recom-
mendation that, as there was an obvious difference in the
character of the cases which arose, some elasticity should
be introduced into the rule fixing 10s. 6d. as the fee.

Dr. C. J. P.\LMEK (Nottingham) said his Division was
strongly opposed to any alteration in the fee, which was
considered a reasonable one. The Division had suffered
severely in this matter.
The CHAiR^tAN thought the motion might be altered to

read, "and that the Council be asked to consider whether
there should not be greater elasticity in the matter of fees."

Dr. J. Baird (Glasgow N.W.) objected strongly to the
matter being hung up for another year, and asked that
the meeting should come to a definite decision. Some
disloyal members of the Association in his Division had
resigned simply because the Division had decided in favour
of the 10s. 6d. fee.

The motion was altered as suggested by the Chairman
and carried as follows :

That the Representative Body, on reconsidering the whole
subject of fees for examination and report on cases sub-
mitted to part-time referees under the National Insurance
Act, requests the Council to consider and report as to the
advisability of greater elasticitv as between case and case
in the fees demantled for these examinations.

DoMiciLrAKY Treatment of Tuberculosis.
Dr. Macdonali), in moving that the Memorandum of

the Council on the method of payment for domiciliary
treatment of tuhurriiluiis iiwun d ii.isi.u^ (Supplement,
.luly 5r(l. p. 14 1 br :i|i]iiu\-,V|, rlr, \n- att.nUi.n to the very
sfi-ious questii.n-^ iji^i'M in Uir 'Sli'\n<'\\iM<\\ua, and said
there wcie ujany inilic:aiiius tlial attiiupts were about to

be made to deprive panel practitioners of some of the money
hitherto received in respect of domiciliary treatment. It

was suggested that patients were being more cheaply
treated by tuberculosis officers than by panel doctors.

The memorandum was approved.

Conference of Local Mbdic.vl and Panel
Committees,

Dr. Macdonald moved

:

That the special report of the Insurance Act Committee on
the resolutions of the Conference of Eepreseut.itives of
Local Medical and Panel Committees held June 16th, 1915,
together with the report of the Deputation to the Cliairman
of the .Joint Committee National Health Insurance Com-
mission, ,luly 10th, be received.

The Conference, he said, had been very satisfactory

;

about 120 representatives were present. There was
evidentU' a great deal of dissatisfaction among panel
practitioners throughout the cMiuitiy as to the way in

which the medical bin. lii fniii was distributed, but the
Conference came to till' 1 lu^i-ru that the arrangements
provided in the Act Wcru sali.slautoiy as long as they were
properly carried out by the administrative bodies con-

cerned. Mr. Charles Roberts, M.P., the Chairman of the
Joint Committee of Insurance Committees, when ap-

proached by the deputation, led it to believe that a great
deal of the disorganization in the payment of doctors
was due to the unsatisfactory nature of the arrangements
made in the early stages of the administration of the
' ' "" .:..t-...'...-,lo,. tl.o ^«TO =,r«ff.„i wnnld. it was

hoped, be in very much better working order than in the
past. The enlistment of members of clerical staffs of the
Commission and Insurance Committees had, however,
contributed to the disorganization, so that there might not
be much improvement for a time.
The motion was passed.

The War and Sickness Incidence.
On the motion that the remainder of the Supplementary

Report on this subject (Supplement, July 3rd, pp. 5 and 6j

be approved,
Mr. Joseph Cantley (Salford) moved :

That the profession notes with alarm the disturbance of the
probable sickness incidence of insured persons owint,' to
the withdrawal of healthy lives by enlistment in the army,
with the probable return of many unhealthy Hves into tlie

insured classes at a later day ; and also the reduction of
advances of grants by the Insurance Commissioners to tlib

different Insurance Committees.

Mr. Cantley said that the motion was intended to focus
the attention of the profession upon a really alarming
state of matters. His Division had already sent a similar
resolution to the local In.surance Committee with excellent
results.

It was pointed out by the Chairman that the motion
was not in conflict with the report of the Council, but that
it put in stronger 'form the views expressed there. The
motion was carried.

Interest on Moneys due to Insurance Practitioners.
Dr. Sheahan (Portsmouth) moved and Mr. A. P. Trinder

(East Cornwall) seconded a motion oxpres-ing the strong
opinion that interest accrued on moneys duo to practitioners

now lying in the Medical Benefit Fund should be paid to

them.
The Chairman of Council said that the question of

payment of interest had only arisen because of tlie groat
delays in the payment of moneys due to practitioucis.

The excuse offered by tlie Coiiiinissionsrs for these delays
was that the method of compiling tlie panel lists of practi-

tioners had been started on a wrong principle, and that

the transfer of patients had been so badly conducted under
the original system that matters had not been cleared up
yet. The Commissioners believed that under the present
S3'stem there would be no great delay in paying the money.

Dr. E. E. Brierley (Cardiff) said the point ought to bo
kept in view that if doctors insisted on the payment of

interest on sums not promptly received the Insurance
Commissioners might stop advance payments and keep
them waiting till the end of each year.

The motion was lost by a small maioritj'.

TENUEE OF OFFICE BY MEDICAL OFFICERS OF
HEALTH.

In the absence of Mr. James Green, the Chairman of

the Public Health Committee (Mr. E. J. Domville)
brought up the passages of the Annual Report of Council
under heading " Public Health and Poor Law " (Supple-
ment, May 8th, p. 193, paras. 150-6). Referring to tlie

deputation which waited upon the Government with
reference to the tenure of office of medical oflicers of

health, he said that it had bad a most pleasant reception

from Ministers. Unfortunately, as in the case of three
previous deputations, the visit was followed shortly after-

wards by a c:hange of Government ; so that the objects in

view had again been impeded.
The report was approved.

HOSPITALS.
Model Scheme foe Tuberculosis Treatment.

Dr. H. J. Campbell, the Chairman of the Hospitals
Committee, moved on its behalf:

That tlic l;-ia, , ,,'.,:.,, |;,„i', , ,m.. - die opinion that it -

nece^siii i ccal students in tn

diaf-'ii •! I'iM'M.i,: i,-ii,,,^is that any tul.-

culosis .i.
\

. '.: '!;, ,,ta:!t. Ill ijaj :ivr:i of a Voluntary la--

pital tov.liaha iiiuilical sclioul is iittached should, so l:ir

as possible, be worked in co-operatiou with the hospital Ijr

teaching purposes.

Owing to tho gradual devolution of tuberculosis from
j;( 11' I a! lii- laials and teaching schools to special tuber-
(1.1 I'

I
ii laiis, there was considerable risk that there

nil ,1 I 1" Ml I I nal lack of clinical material for teaching in

rcsi"ijl i.f tiiljurculosis.

The motion was adontcfJ.
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V01.UNTAUY Hospital Staj'fs and State Patients.

Dr. Campbell said that it liail been tlio Association's

policy recently to insist that in all cases iu which it coukl
be arranged hospital staffs should be adequately paid tor

services rendered in i-espect of patients for whose nuiiu-

tenanco the State was responsible. On the other hand,
the Association had passed a very definite resolution that
in all cases efforts should be made to ra lintaiu voluntary
liospitals upon a voluntary basis. If the Association

insisted that hospital staffs should be adequately paid it

scenicd inevitable that in a large number of cases the
voluntary staff would be dispensed with, and whole time
medical officers appointed. The reconciliation of this dual
policy had been nndci' consideration, but no conclusion
was reached by the Committee owing to the delay caused
by the war. The Committee proposed to draw up a report
dealing with the whole matter, and submit it to the
Divisions and to the ne.xt Annual Keprosentativc Meeting.
The motion was approved.

NAVAL AND MILITARY.
The portion of the Report of Council under heading

"Xaval and Military" (Supplement, May 8th, p. 194,
and July 3rd, p. 6j was approved without discussion.

SCOTTISH COMMITTEE.
On the motion of Dr. Hamilton, the Annual and Supple-

mentary Reports of Council relating to Scotland were
approved.

Dr. Hamilton remarked that at the meeting in .Aberdeen
it was arranged to appoint a medical secretary for Scot-
land within a certain time, but the matter had been
deterred, because the Committee considered that during
the war the field of choice was greatly limited, and that
after the war eligible men might be available who,
though rendered unfit for general practice, were yet quite
qualified for the work of secretary.

IRISH COMMITTEE.
Mr. R. J. Johnstone, Chairman of the Irish Committee,

moved that the Annual Report of Council under heading
"Ireland" (Slpplejient, May 8th, pp. 195-6, paragraphs
176-82) be approved.

In reply to Lieutenant Fotherc.ill (Brighton),

Mr. Johnstone said that a deputation had waited npon
Mr. C. H. Roberts, M.P., Chairman of the Insurance Joint
Committee, that day, and was given to understand that a
scheme was under consideration for dealing with the
question of certification in Ireland. It was proposed to

place that scheme before the members of the profession in

Ireland at an early date.

The motion was carried.

General Approval of .Annual Report op Council.
On the motion of the Chairman of the Council, it was

agreed that, subject to amendments and other resolutions

adopted by the meeting, the Annual Report of the Council,

together with the Supplementary Report, be approved.

VACANCY ON GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.
On the motion by the Chairman of the Representative

Meetings it was resolved :

That the Representatives of Constituencies in England and
Wales should consider the nomination of a candidate for
election as Direct Representative for England and Wales on
the General Medical Council

;

And the Chairman thereupon moved

:

That the candidature of Dr. .7. A. Macdonald, LL.D., for the
seat of Direct Kepresentative for Enfjland and Wales on
the f lenenil .Medical Council vacant May, 1916, be supported
by the Association.

The Chairman intimated that the nomination of Dr.

Macdonald was the only one which had bden received.

The proposal was enthusiastically agreed to.

Dr. Macdonald said he thanked the meeting very much
for selecting him as candidate for the distinguished posi-

tion of Direct Representative for England and W'ales on
the General Medical Council. It was a body that reqniiel

strenuous work and careful attention, and while sometimes
the proceedings were a little bit sleepy and not so

interesting as those of the Representative Metti'ig it

certainly did an enormous amount of work.

VOTE OF THANKS TO l!l'/rii:i N( ; ('II AIRMAN.
Dr. Douglas (Maidstone) said it si'im,.! hard to believe,

with so many familiar faces before him that ho had
known for many years, that he was the only member who
had been continuously a Representative from the first

meeting of the Representative Body. Because of that ho
had been asked to move a resolution, which it was pleasant
to know would have the support of every one, namely:
That this meeting of the Rppresentativc Boilv desires to
place on record it^< "r.-iit, :,)i|,rc'ci!llioi\ ,;f i lie v•|\-u,'^ 111 tho
chair for tin- im-,; iiuw ',mi-: oi \|i r ,i,",ii,.r \,.rnill,
LL.D., and iil- 1

'• •
1

1
•

:
^

| its
thanks of the

.

i , i the
bus of of
exceiJfcional imiionaucc to the Associal
profession.

The resolution needed no words of his to commend it.

They all felt that Dr. Verrall had discharged the duties
of Chairman with great ability and great conscientious-
ness, and they regretted that he had insisted upon vacating
the chair at this time. But it was hard work, and tho
Representatives must feel more than satisfied with tho
services he had rendered. (.Applause.)

Dr. Macdon.ald said he regarded it as an honour to
second the resolution. He did so from his official |)osition

as Chairman of Council, and on another vioimd ;imuch
stronger one—from his personal regard icn- hr. \ 01 rail.

The Association could never repay the di'lit ol' ^i;iiii lulc it

owed to Dr. Verrall for the work ho had il'iw m tlir diair.

As the resolution stated, he h<id occupied thr cliair dining
a time of exceptional stress and diliiruliy i,.r the Associa-
tion. Dr. Verrall possessed personal .jiuililie, wliieli had
enabled him to steer the .\ssociatton successiully through
all the diffiouities it had encountered. His (juick, critical

intellect, tho rapidity with which he picked up points, tho
firmness with which he gave his findings when he can:e to

a decision, as well as the rapidity with which he came to
a decision—the whole toned with that beautiful suavitv
characteristic of Dr. Verrall—made him s eli a chairman
that the meeting would find it very difficult to get another
to approach him iu excellence. He knew no one he felt it

a greater honour to bo allowed to claim as a friend. For
these reasons he had the greatest pleasure iu seconding
the resolution proposed by Dr. Douglas, (.\pplause.)

Mr. E. B. Turner (Chairman-elect) said that as the
Elisha on whom the mantle of Elijah was to descend he
felt he must support most heartily the vote of thanks to
Dr. Verrall. Dr. Verrall must have accomplished what,
in the annals of the Association, he believed to be an
unparalleled and unsurpassed record, when it was con-
sidered that during his term of office he had presided not
only at annual but at many Special Representative Meet-
ings, and at the same time he had had a tremendous
amount of additional work on Committees. Dr. Verrall
had raised the position of chairman to a level even
higher than it had been previously maintained. He had
the Attio salt of wit and the saving gi-aeo of Immour;
these things weie \,i\ .;i,.:(|, raet.Hs wli.n a II was
managing and ci". I < -n ,a,;,,;, , ; 1 . and
the expression ei • n. 1 a ..

, i a ,
. , 1, . i, 'The

Association Wolll.l a[\'.a\< owe an (a)<alii..ns 'lei. I 10 Dr.
Verrall for his work dining these j-cars and would agree
that the promise Dr. Verrall gave at the beginning of his
term of office had been more than amply fulfilled. Speak-
ing for himself he could only say that when the time came
for him to lay down his office he would be satisfied if he
had done one-tenth part as well as Dr. Verrall. (Applause.)
The resolution was put and was carried with great

enthusiasouand with musical honours.
Dr. Verrall, iu acknowledging the vote of thanks, said

ho felt the time had come when it was better that a
change should bo made in the chairmanship of the Repre-
sentative Body. He did not say that tins s(. |i did not
create in his mind a feeling of regn t : it did. On tho
other hand, he had already said that he did not thiiilc it

was good for a representative body or an association to

continue a man too long iu one position, lie held that
opinion very strongly, and for that reason he had asked
that his name should not be submitted as a candidate for

the position of Chairman. 'While ho had tried to do his
duty, he had at the same time thoroughly enjoyed him-
self— (laughter)—and that afforded a certain satisfaction

to a properly constituted human being. It had given
him an opportunity of being occasionally right iu hia
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,1 Mso f..v .'long, -when he was -wrong,

i^itli iiii|iiiinLy, ;iii(l tliwwii^ also attractive. (Laughter.)

irlc lliaiiivcci I'lii' iiiciliiio v( Lv much for tlie vote of thanks,

and he iioped that in wiiatever position they might choose

to place him in connexion with the Association— it they

mado him a member ot the Council—it would be an
honour and pleasure to serve them. (Applause.)

VOTE OF THANKS TO CLERICAL STAFF.
On the motion of Dr. Verrall, a hearty vote of thanks

was accorded the clerical staff for their work in connexion
with the meeting.

CHAIRMAN AND DEPUTY- CHAIRMAN.
During the meeting a new Chairman and Deputy-Chair-

man were elected. For the first office the only candidate
nominated was Mr. E. B. Turner, previously Deputy- Chair-
man, and he was accordingly declared elected. For the

office of Deputy ('hairman Mr. T. W. H. Garstang, a mem-
ber of the Council elected by the Lancashire and Cheshire
Branch, and the Kcprcsentative of the Mid-Cheshire
Division, was chosen.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES.
The minutes of the day's proceedings were thereafter

corrected and confirmed.

ELECTION OF ^MEMBERS OF COUNCIL.
Till' C)iAii.'M\x .iniiounci il the result of the voting for

the l(.Mi- iiiciiil"!^ nf Cniiiiril oli'rtcil by tile Representative
^h.tiiiu as tolloAs; Su ,laii;c;s Uarr, Mr. Domville, Dr.
llaslip, and In. T. .Uunrr Vevrall.

The proceedings then terminated.

MINUTES OF CONFERENCE
Betweex the Buitish Medical Association and the

Friendly Societies Medical Alliance.

A conference between representatives of the Medico-
Political Committee and of the Contract Practice Sub-
committee of the British Medical Association, and repre-
sentatives of the Friendly Societies Medical Alliance and
the South Wales and Monmouthshire Alliauco of Friendly
Societies, was held at the offices of the Association,
429, Strand, London, W.C., on Thursday. July 8th, 1915.

}'r,:sn,i : Jlr. T. W. H. Garstanf; (in the Chair); Mr. H. B.
Br:i.l,r iil,iii-\

, (apt. A. C. Farquharson, Dr. Adam Fulton
:\Ir. lv .1. l)Mi„v;lle. Mr. N. Bishop Harman, Dr. K. K. Howell,

Mr epre enting South Wales and

of the
^L.lieal

moutli Alliance of Jleilical Societies.

The Chairman, in welcoming the

South Wales and Mouuioutli~hii

Societies and the Friendly S... h i

cx|ircssed the Impe that whatever nilni 1. -;i|i Hm^Cou-
Sr,.„rr ini-.lil ]:,.:.: Jl «.„|ld ],r llu' In. ;.!.- nl ;., ,,,,;, ,:,,,„„
.•:.;• •. .

.
: ;; - ,- iio-,:ti.„i. II.' !.Mn:.,i ,.,,i ih;,T

111 ,' •!
I

....
.

. - ...Ml. I lail lir l.in.liiP 11, ,.„ ,.,.|„.,-

pa,:j, as lu; ,,.,,1. 11 ihal they were thuie tu hear what
each had to say, and report to their respective parent
bodies.

Mr. Hind stated that they greatly appreciated the
Association's action in meeting them, and sakl that their
desire to confer with the Association was the result of the
publication in the Sitplkjient to the British Medical
Journal of ;\Iay 8tli, 1915. ot the Recommendations L and
M of the I '..Ills ;l 1,1 ;li. Association to its Representative
Body, ulis :, III

. stcd to them the desirability ot a
confereii. I |,i.i i.. lis., meeting of tlie Representative
Bo'lv. 'I i, s iiis.,iiii lions were to ascertain, it possible,
i\r s I i.iiiiireiiients of the Association as regards
ill 1! I III to find out what were the outstanding
iliii. I. a I. I ween the two parties.

^Ir, .S. I'll. 1:1;, on behalf of the Welsh Alliance represen-
tatives, stated that they were quite as anxious as the
English Alliance to come to a lasting arrangement with
the Association. He stated that there was no intention on
tl.a Tinvf. nf ji n V niw- intpre.sti'd ill institutes to make monev

out of those undertakings, but there were many reasons
for their continuance.

Whole Time Service.
Mr. Pride stated that one of the principles of the

Alliance was the employment of medical officers as whole
time officers, and asked whether the Association had any
objection to that principle.

After discussion, the following statement by Dr. Vere.'ILL
appeared to meet with the approval of the Conference

—

namely, that the Association did not object to doctors
undertaking whole time service, subject to proper con-
ditions, and that if such an officer signed a bond not to

take private work he must stand by such bond.
The Conference then discussed the conditions set forth

in the Council's Recommendations.

Conditions of Payment.
Hecommendaiion L,—That it is inadvisable to take

objection to the acceptance by members ot tlie Asso-
ciation of appointments at tho.se existing instiru-
tions recognized under Section 15 (4) of tlie lusui'-

auce Act which will conform to the following
conditions

:

CiiniUiion (a) : Salaries or other forms ot payment
to be satisfactory to the Association.

Mr. Hind stated that they felt that a minimum salary of

£400, plus house (and sometimes light, rates, and extra
fees) would make a good starting-point for dLscussion, and
pointed out that all the asi-e.-'inunts of the Chesterfield

Institute with its iiicdicil ofh.eis provided for the latter

haviiij^thc rif^ht at the end of the financial year to examine
the accounts with the view of sharing in surplus fund.s, if

any.
After discussion the Chairman stated that he thought

they were within a measurable distance ot agreement on
Condition (a), and that any difference of opinion thereon
appeared to be more a matter ot detail than of principle,

but that it would be appreciated that the Association could
not attempt to establish a definite scale of salaries that
would apply everywhere, because it felt that each case
s ould be dealt with on its merits—that is, on the amount
of work allotted to a medical officer.

The Medical Secretary pointed out that the method
ot carrying out any agreement that might be arrived at

as re<,'ards Condition {.a) would be that tliose institutes tl at

wished to have as medical officers members of the Associa-

tion or wished to be regarded as institutions to which llio

Association would take no objection, would submit to the
Associatiou full information as to the salary, fees, amount
of w..rk, c-t.- . sli.i.l.ii,..; f.. 111.' |..-.l, .111.1 II, ^f 11, . A-s..,-ia-

ti.,11 woiil.i ..: ,, s ,,,,,: I
,

,

,
,. .1 ..hi,, iho

iiistiuit.' :iM I

- . 1: s
,

,.
I

.
,|.l,, ,,

:

s ,,, ,, a ula-licr

it cnsiil.a. ..I ill.' si,l;i,_\ an. I <..,.! 1,-. 1,
• i ,.'la.,l tu the

post were suitable.

A summing up by Dr. Verrall appeared to be satis-

factory to the Clonference—namely, that it be reported to

the Representative Body that the Association would
recommend practitioners not to enter into an agreement
with an institute without knowing whether the salary

was aiipixived by the Associatiou. He pointed out that

the Jlcpi.ssiiMin.. |;.,.lv iiii.jlit ,,..,.,.l.lv take one of two
s;.|is ir.is. 'v.. II,. 111'., 1, iisniiiisi,, s.lai-y below which-
It w ..iii.l 1,1 ii ;i'l\ i-.i' ;i i,\ lias. I a ill ) .1 sst It s 'iicr to aoccpt any
appoiiitiiiLiii, ui ilccido tlicit uiulci uo circumstances
should a practitioner enter into agreement to give his

whole time unless a salary were offered wliicli the
Association considered to be a fair one in the
cii.s,,., -.isii.-. ~.

All III I' 1 I'll whether in any instance where the
Ass. ii'i

,
1. ill rally ax^proved the terms of an appoint-

niriil, ih. 11 \\. iil.l beany likelihood of the local profession
being hostile to the decision, and was informed that the
central authorities of the Association would deal with the
local profession.

The Chaiiimw sngr;fstid that j.ossihly one method of
giving effeit t., any a.^ii . niciit on Ih,- [...int might be that
institutes si Mill 1.

1 siilanit I lu-iradM itis.siieiits for vacancies,
together witli the comlitiuns attaching ihereto, to the
Central Office of the Association ; and a Welsh Alliance
representative suggested that it might bo made a condi-
tion of the agreement that all advertisements for medical
officers of institutes must be published in the Bt.itish

Medical Journal.
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Mr. HixD stated that be woulil have liked to have some
idsa of the luiuimiiiu salary which the Association thought
should altjich to such posts, but quite understoo<.l that the
Coufereuce was deahug ouly with main priuciples, aud
suggested the possibility of some later coufereuce to deal
with details.

Free Choice.
Coutlilinti [b) : Free choice of doctor by patieut

and of iiaticut by doctor to be allowed.

The Chairman referred to the fact that Condition (h)

liad been one of the most strongly held principles of the
Association in connexion with the Insurance Act campaign,
and was the Association's view of what was the best way
of carrying oat medical treatment.

Mr. Hind thought they agreed, but pointed out that the
Insurance Act allowed persons to choose an institution if

they liked, instead of an individual doctor.

The Medical Secretary asked if the Alliance repre-
sentatives meant that when an insured person chose an
institution as the means by which he desired to obtain his
medical treatment the Association's responsibility ended,
as the person has then exercised his free choice ; and that
the Association should not insist upon any further free

choice amongst the medical officers of the institute if

there were more than one.
The representatives of the alliances indicated that that

was their view of the requirements of the Insurance Act,
and agreed that they were entirely with the doctors in

objecting to any compulsion or restraint beiug placed upon
an insured person's choice as to joining or remaining out-
side of an institution, but that when au insured person had
chosen au institution they objected to any further require-
ments on behalf of the profession as to free choice. Mr.
Hind stated that they looked upon an insured person who
had chosen an institute as having " contracted out " of the
medical regulations under the Act. The Welsh Alliance
representatives intimated that they were not in agree-
ment with Mr. Hind's intei-pretatiou re "contracting out,"
but rather with tlie Medical Secretary in his interpretation
in previous paragraph.

Position of Institution Doctor as Regards
coji plaints.

Condition (c) : The institution doctor to be placed
as nearly as possible in the same conditions as the
panel doctor as regards complaints by patients.

Mr. Hind stated that Condition (c) was impossible to

carry out in the light of the Kcgulations of tlie Insurance
Act, and pointed out that recent rules approved by the
English Commissioners provided for the setting up of a
board of five independent arbitrators, from whom throe
were selected by the insured person complaining, for the
purposes of settling any particular case of complaint, and
from whose decision there was a right of appeal to the
Commissioners.
The Medical Secretary pointed out that the Associa-

tion's solicitor held that an insured member of an institute

who elected to make a complaint against a doctor had a
right to ask that his complaint go straight to the Jledical
Service Subcommittee of the Insurance Committee of the
area, as no Regulations could deprive him of his rights, as
au insured person, to the protection of the Insurance
Committee.

I Mr. Hii.'D did not agree.
Mr. Hind, in reply to a question by Dr. Thomas as to

whether they would agree to the Medical Service Sub-
committee being the tribunal for such complaints, stated
that they contended that insured persons wlio had chosen
au institute had " contracted out," aud that institutes were

[ not desirous of allowing any interference iu their work by
> Insurance Committees, but desired to deal direct with the

Insurance Commmissioners.
Dr. Thomas stated that the Association desired that if

the Medical Service Subcommittee were not utilized there
should be a similarly constituted tribunal to deal with
complaints by members of institutes against the doctor.

Mr. Langford stated that, while they were bound by
the present rules outlined by Mr. Hind, if a general agree-
ment were come to he did not see why in the future they
should not include among their present five arbitrators the
names of two or even three medical practitioners.
The Welsh Alliance representatives agreed to the sug-

gestion put forward by Dr. Thomas.

The Medical Secretary pointed out that the Welsh
Commissioners in their model rules for institutions pro-
vided that appeals against the decision of the committee
of an institutiou as regards a complaint should go to the
Insurance Committee, which should deal with the matter
so far as possible in accordance with Part V of the
Regulations.
The Welsh Alliance representatives expressed them-

selves as quite agreeable to Condition (i-), but the English
-Mliance representatives desired it to be left as a debat-
able point.

Dr. Verrall suggested that, with regard to uninsured
persons, the English Alliance representatives considered
that they had set up au entirely fair committee for the
hearing of complaints, but asked whether they would not
be inclined so to vary their committee that it would have
some medical representation on similar lines to the
Medical Service Subcommittee.

Mr. Hind stated that at the moment he must admit
that he was prejudiced in that the general feeling of
the profession in his locality was one of hostility
to the institute, and that therefore they might
have considerable difficulty in constitutiug a satisfactory
committee. He felt that it was a debatable point, and one
that must be discussed at the Alliauce meeting. In reply
to Captain Farqdharson, he did not think there was any
objection to a medical assessor sitting witli the committee
of arbitrators when the medical officer asked for such.
Mr. Hind, iu reply to a question by the Chairman, stated

that the experience of the institutes was that there was
not a large number of complaints.

Dr. Rayneb, however, stated that in some areas the
number was large.

Approval of Rules of Institution by the Association,
so far as they Ai-FECT THE MeDICAL OFFICER.

Condition (d) : The rules of the institution, so far
as they affect the doctor, to be approved by the
Association before any member is allowed to accept
or retain appointment.

_
The Chairman stated that by Condition (d) the Associa-

tion did not desire to dictate to the institutions as regards
theu- rules, but only wished to see that there was nothing
unfair or improper iu the rales as affecting the doctor.
The Medical Secretary stated that in working practice

it would mean that those institutions which desired to
work in harmony with the Association would send such of
their rules as applied to the employment of medical officers
to the Association and ask whether there was anything
therein to which the Association objected.
No objection was raised to Condition (d).

Safeguard against Use of Insurance Funds to Finance
Attendance on Dependants.

Condition (e) : Some guarantee to be obtained that
the institution is not using insurance funds toflnance
the medical attendance on dependants, thereby
lowering the rate which the outside profession would
be able to secure tor the same work.

Mr. Hind suggested that the Committee deal first with
the Welsh representatives upon this point.
A Welsh Alliance representative stated they were quite

prepared to accept the conditiou, and that they did not
see how they could take any exception to it as it was a
point which the Welsh Commissioners already demanded.
The Medical Secretary called attention to the fact

that in some Welsh colliery areas, prior to the Act, it

had been necessary for the provision of medical attend-
ance on workmen and dependants that all workmen,
married and single, must pay the same poundage, whereas
in some areas now single men were refusing to pay because
they were insured persons. It was obvious that in these
areas it must be the intention to use insurance moucy to
provide or partly provide for the treatment of dopcudauts.
A discussion followed upon the Abertillery case, aud

eventually the Welsh Alliauce representatives reiterated
that they were quite prepared to accept the conditiou as
beiug a fair one.

Mr. Hind asked if they were to understand that what
was required was that the whole of the State money
should be kept separate fi'om the voluntary contribii-

tions, and that the whole of the State money should be
paid, with the oxceptiou of a certain percentage, to the
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medical officers. If so, what percentage sljoulcl be paid to

the doctors and dispensers, and what amount did the

Association tliink sliould go for other expenses, as, for

example, housing of doctors, locomotion, etc., incurred with

the doctor's consent ?

The Medical Secretary drew attention to the follow-

ing paragraph o£ the Welsh Commissioners" rules as to

Institutes:
J-

-..,-„. ... ,7 /ti-counts.

(5i The admin:,'' i
- -; «hall not exceetl a sum which

the Commission' > iiiice to them, determine to be
reasonable. The 1 ^ :

' Ij uj^i^ment, or any of the medical
officers of the in ^1' '

'
. "i. "iuku such representations to the

Commissioners willi reyani ilicreto as they may consider neces-

sary, hut no deductions shall be made h)r administrative

expenses in excess of the sum so determined from the amount
available for cost of medical attendance and treatment.

The Medical Secretary asked, with respect to a sugges-

tion by Mr. Hind that he did not consider Condition (c)

necessary in view of what had already been practically

agreed upon, if Mr. Hind's point was that if the Associa-

tion satisfied itself thoroughly under conditions (a) and (d),

that is, as to salaries and conditions, there was no need to

worry about (r), and Mr. Hind agreed that that was hia

point.

The discussion on (e) then terminated, the English

Alliance representatives reserving themselves on this point

until after their Alliance had discussed the subject in the

light of the information now obtained.

Opposition to Futcp.e Exteksions.

Becommeiulaiion Jl/.—That the strongest opposi-

tion be otfered to any extension of similar institutions

or schemes, and esi)ecially to those schemes formed
in South Wales under Section 15 (3) o£ the Insurance
Act.

A Welsh Alliance representative, in asking the Associa-

tion to extend its sympathy to existing 15 (3j Schemes'
said they felt they were in a difficult position, as they

knew there had been considerable contention between the
profession and the miners in Wales in regard to 15 (3)

Sr!.r :,ir" , iiinuy of which had gone to considerable ex-

j
. I, - ii t'l' n .ipcrations. They desired to ask if it would

I ,
1. . ' Ihe Association to agree to accept the exist-

ing r. I j :-^. 1,1 iiies as 15 (4) Institutions, and, if it could

be bo af;r-:i-il tiny tixik it that it would be part of any
agreement that tliey must fall in with any conditions

agreed upon as ti> institutions.

Dr. Thomas asked if the practitioners who had accepted
posts with 15 (3) Schemes agaiust the Association's desire

would be dismissed, to v.liich the Welsh Alliance repi'e-

sentativcs replied that the Alliance would have no power
to enforce this. They would, however, if agreement were
reached as to recognition of existing 15 (3) Schemes, under-

take to prevent, to the best of their ability, any new
schemes coming into existence.

The Medical Secp.etaey read out from his South Wales
report the list of 15 (3) Schemes approved hy the Com-
missioners and asked if that included all for ^vlliell the

Welsh representatives desired recognition. The libt was
as follows: Blaina. Risca, Garw Valley, Moitntain Ash,
Llwynypia. Briton Ferry, and Neath.

The Welsh Alliance representatives agreed, except that

the list should include Abertillery, and gave as the reason
therefor that that scheme had been in existence since the
passing of the Act. but had not been able to apply to the
Commissioners for approval owing to trouble with the local

profession.

The Welsh Alliance representatives, in reply to Dr.
Thomas's query as to what influence they would have in

preventing any new scheme being started, stated that they
believed that they had been largely instrumental inputting

the existing iustitutirius and schemes in South Wales
on a sound tooting, and that their influence would now be
cast against the establishment of any others in the event
of agreement.

Dr. 'V^eerall drew attention to the fact that if the
Association agreed to the proposal it would be giving up
one of its strongly held convictions—namely, that the

approval of 15 (3) Schemes, such as obtained in Wales,
was absolutely contrary to the Act itself, and that if the

Association once gave away the principle it might (even

with the help of the Alliance) have other demands for

recognition by any other schemes that might be started,

and, as it would have already given away the principle, it

would have no logical basis for refusal of such recognition.

A Welsh Alliance representative stated that if the
Association agreed to his proijosal to recognize existing

schemes, they would bo quite willing to join in a joint

deputation to the Welsh Commissioners to ask that that
body approve no further schemes. He firmly believed

that they could persuade the Welsh Commissioners to
agree. He further pointed out that the Commissioners
could not take that line at present because the Alliance
had the written undertaking of the Commissioners to

accept 15 (3) Schemes. It the Association agreed, the
Alliance was quite willing to free the Welsh Commissioners
from the undertaking given them on the point.

Tlie Chairsian asked if he could take it that as regards
existing schemes the Welsh Alliance, in order to bring
about peace, asked that the Association should extend its

approval not only to institutions approved under Section 15

(4) of the Act, but also to existing 15 (3) Schemes undec
exactly the same conditions, and that the Alliance in

return would undertake to use all its influence to prevent
any extension of such schemes, and was willing to join

with the Association to the Welsh Commissioners in

asking them not to approve any more schemes. The
Welsh Alliance representatives agreed that that was the
position.

Minutes of Conference.
The CnAiKMAX stated that the Medical Secretary would

submit draft minutes of the Conference to the Secretaries

of both .\lliances for their approval or suggestions for

alteration, with a view to an agreed report of the
Conference being submitted to the respective parent
bodies.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Deputation to the Insuhance Joint Committee.

The following is the agreed report of the deputation from
the Insurance Act Committee to the Chairman of the
National Health Insurance .Joint Committee on Jidy 9th,

1915, with respect to the resolutions passed by the
Conference of Kepreseutatives of Local Medical and Tauel
Committees, June 16th, 1915.

Position of B.M.A. in relation to Local Medical and Pane!
Committees.

In introducing the Deputation charged with the duty of

laying before Mr. Roberts the resolutions adopted by the Con-
ference, Dr. Mae'lM::,!,! -,.,\.,] (hat the Conference was
attended b\' 117 i'

1
-

'
'' "t the Local Medical and

Panel Committee- i, I
. 1 Kingdom. Of these 91

were from the Knjl ii 1 -1 :, i;i.e, out of a possible 126, 12
from the Welsli ( oniii;'! '

.
i - I a jio-sible 17, 14 from the

Scottish Conimitte'- "I'l "i .' |...--ilile :,i;. A large number of

ConmiiUees iiitini;i;"l ile'i ili-
;,
hnl lu-h- d to appoint repre-

sentatives but had h' en un;iM' to tni'l ;i repiesentative in view
of the exceptional pressure upon tlie profession. The terms of

the resolution recorded in Minute 86, viz. :—
3finitle 86.— "Th.it this Conferc-neo of representatives of

Local Medical niio TVm,^ ! f' ,|,,i,,|i i ,,, ,,,,iii.,i]y welcomes
the assistance '_

I
.

' i] i; i -', M. li^.i] A -^ociation to
these Commiti , i

;
_ -^ ,dl < 'ommittees

to make use ot -e li :;--'-' im ,1-1 1 ^ NimI; lo the Associa-
tion to voice the opinion of Loeul Medical and Panel
Committees as a whole in central negotiations."

had been communicated before the date of the Conference
to all Panel and Local Medical Committees, none of which had
expressed anj' dissatisfaction with or taken any exception to
the policy embodied therein, while the resolution itself was
adopted by the Conference unanimousl3' ; and, as affording

further evidence of the attitude of these Committees towards
the B.M.A. , Dr. Macdonald drew attention to the resolutions

recorded in Minute 84 and 85 {cide infra).

Mr. Roberts expiessed his pleasure ot receiving the members
of ;t(l. pnlntl'ih ;(hieh,i,s I ),-, Miie.lon;, liCs si at 'nienl indicated,
app'-'ii'd -i jii-ily e,. 11,1,.. I

to ,„.,k lo, ilie oei.oral bodyof
niedi' ;il pi :iot H h

I

- 'iiiiloi I ;ik;ri^ \i 01 1, uii'l' It lie Insurance Act.
He noted «itK inte,, -I t h'- eii e,i(,„i atee^ «ln'h luul led to the
present interview, and while he assumed that it was nob
suggested that the continuance of the direct relations at present
extsting- between the Commissioners or Insurance Committees
and the several Panel and Local Medical Committees was in

any way in question, it was recognised that the Association
was, in view of the above Resolution, in a singularly favour-

able position to voice the general opinion of those Committees.
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The di-soussion of the partioular resolutions ivas then pio-

ceeiled with.

Sffflem 0/ Pai/mfiit of Insin-ance Praclilioners.

Minute 8.—That in the opinion of the Conferenpe the

present system of payment of Insurance practitioners is

equitable "if the administrative details are properly carried

out b}' approved societies and Insiu'ance Committees.

Mr. Roberts stated that he appreciated tlie assurance eon-

tnined in tliis resolution. As regards the administrative details

alluded to in the provision, these could be discussed upon the

specific resolutions relating thereto, viz., those recorded iu

Aliuutes 31, 30, 38, 40 and 41.

Procedure as regards Doctors^ Liels.

Minute 31.—That Regulations are desirable with respect

to removals of insured persons to secure :—

(a) That no per.son be removed from a Doctor's list

(except in the event of such person being dead or having
ceased to be an insured person) until a new doctor has
has been chosen bj* him.

With reference to this resolution, it was pointed out on
behalf of the Commissioners that ever since the beginning of

1914 a system had been in force (the Medical Card System)
the principle and eft'ect of which was precise^ what the reso-

lution regarded as desirable. Prior to the beginning of 1014,

the correction of the doctors' lists in respect of removals liad

depended upon the notification by Approved S ,;,!,- , 1 ;ln

changes of addresses of their members. \',.\
, m

had proved to be a failure, and the Mediral 1 : i - m

which superseded it was entirely based upon tin 11 in 11 1 i i

an insured person who changed his address after clio, -in;; :i

doctor should not be removed from that doctor's list until ho
chose a new doctor in the area of his new address. If, tlit re-

fore, in adoptingthis resolution the Conference had in raiudany
actual cases in which this general procedure was not followed.
such cases must be exceptions to the rule now in force ; and it

could only be conjectiued that anj- such exceptions related to
the clearance of the removals which had taken place prior to
the introduction of the Medical Card System.

As already shited, the system previously in force had not
pro\cc! a Purees-. The -Medical Card System, though it had
incidentally corrected a good deal of the error which had crept
in under the previous S3-stem, was not intended, and could not
be expected, of itself, to clear it up completely. Accordingly,
Insurance Committees had spent much trouble and money in

the laudable ett'ort (undertaken almost solely in the doctors'

interests) of clesiring up the pre-raedical card error ; and in so
doing they have necessarily had to follow the principles
previonslv in operation and to utilise any available sources of

information.

The current machinery, however, which has been in force

since the beginning of 1914 is based on the very principles

recrromended iu the resolution.

Procedure in cases of Suspen^'imi /mm Mrdiral Bavfit.

Minute 36.—That tl.i-C ...' -mui-rl- ihat

Approved Societies, ana I ' m .

of Deposit Contributor-. 1

from Medical Benefit 01 aa ia-m.-l l^r-ua, -.aia- tin-

medical card of that individual and that the Approvel
Societies should forward it with the suspense slip to the

Clerk to the Insurance Committee affected.

Itwasstated on behalf of theCommissionrii;'i ' T;

Committees do as a matter of fact make a [a ^

upon insured persons suspended from medical !

der their me<lical cards ; and that the Cn a

lately instituted arrangements to facilitate 1

'

ance Committees in the recovery of thesa 1

Approved .Societies were likely to be any 1: 1

tlie recovery was open to doubt ; but in any . 1.

! • Deputation whether they thought it advi-aMe tliat any
I ties of administration of medical benefits should be entrusted

any bodies, sucli as Approved Societies, other than those

;
aifically charged with those duties, viz., Insurance

Lummittees.

Delai/ in insne of Medical Cards'.

Minute 3S.—That this Conference draws the attention

of the Cnnmiissioners to the serious delay in the issuing of

the medical cards to insured persons, and urges them to

ta.ke immediate steps to ensure au earlier delivery by
Insurance Committees in the future.

With reference to this resolution, the Deputation were asked
what cases they had in mind and upon what information the
resohi

It T

fulK -

a aa.iiillaalion Of
' a are such

I '<• I lie number
1 Bciiclit in each

a.l in 1. |rly tliit (he Tteiiutation were not as yet
'

:

a n - "I I lie circumstancesreferred
toanil !'

,
.

a I ,|ia a ihai the resolution might be
reganleii a \- a ..iaan |: aaiii-- Imther enquiry.

Coireclion 0/ Reijinters 01' Committees.

Minulii 40.—That the Conference urges upon the National
Health Insurance Commissioners the advisability of taking
immediate steps to revise and em' 1.1 t!a ' -i>iers of
Insurance Committees and to ad-i

the Regulations as will ensure tl

registers will continuously be a coiia

of insured persons entitled to M
Insurance area, and so secure an accurate factor for esti-

mating and obtaining a true and equitable credit for each
area from the Central Medical Fund.

In reply, the Commissioners referred to the intention
expressed by them on the occasion of a previous confe-ence
with representatives of the B.M.A. on the iind December
last. T:.. I aaa - la. a laa! aM a; a'. a-|,<-.a alxuidoned
the ilia I: • '•

•
.a .1 ,. ,a ; kaaj aa-tion to

secmi' . , ,, , .
,

, I
, :a .li.irtage of

stafi'aa i aa-. a-. •! [--.--aa .a 'a. a, ,1 a ..••.•,
i

li a aial War
conditions h;id led to unavoidal)le de!a I ; a a ' aa action
contemplated. In response to an impia a, |i iimation,

it was stated that tlie Medical Card Sy-^ ,
a I :

,
.: t ullilled

the expectations with which it had been L.-i.iiili-hal. and that^

the Commissioners had reason to believe thai; it v\as working
successfully.

Onus of tracing Removals,

Minute 41.—That the onus of tracing removals should be
placed upon Appro\ ed Societies.

Ic was pointed out on behalf of the Commissioners that, as
already explained in the course of the di«e.i«aion m, Minute 31,
the system of tracing removals by mean- "i a a^ ti ions from
Approved Societies had proved in praei a a

.
: i a a a aa-i.-ssful.

Approved Societies were not by any niaan. ial'v laionned as
to the changes of address of their members, and sneh changes
of address as came to their knowledge and were notified by
hem to Insurance Committees were received by the latter too
late to be of anv practical value. Indeed, as regards the
instani.-l .'a i'.a«anl l.vnainlir, oi' il,,,- dei.uial ion, in

explaiai i|. I III' n la'ixal 1' .ai, i

CardS.x-aaa-iMiMa.a , ;,
;.'

actual lanio'.al liy alia<j-iii-; a ^

It was pointed out, tlierefore, that th.

this resolution would be a retrograde -

believed, defeat its own ends. When a

an insured person had been removed
error, the proper course for the In
reinstate the insured person without a break.

ahcadv
Medical
ovedhis

Balancing of General ^fnl

Minute 1.5.—That the Conimi--i,

prompt steps to ensure that i la- i

balanced and final pavment- ni.ala

the 30th April in ilie iollau na,

imposed on person- nr ii.iria - ,,:• n

necessary w ena'ila iln- lo \i, ilma

With regard to tliis n -o!ii! i,,a tl-. C.
that the considerable period mIm h h

conclusion of the medical year I'll.;. :

in respect of that year had natni.illy a

arrangements should be made \\ ha.h w
to be finally closed at an earlier date.
ever that the delay as regards 1913 :

system adopted in that year, the deM
year being calculated on a mean '-,' »a

based upon their actual memli i
'

bution cards) at the beginnin
quently, the calculations ne.- -

ment could nof l-aia l-.l.. aaa-
end of the yn ' '- '

the Commis-io.a ,
-' a- . a i

i
-

-

Pavments i ,
i

tr:c
'

'

Thi- :

thai i!,
I

a
,

-

rit Fmtrl.

• 1- lie urged to take
iMal ,\I,-dical Fund is

11 raiioui not later than
vear, penalties being-

king returns which are

iissioners appreciated
(•la|.-ail liai ween the
I II- linal -•

1 ilement
n 1I-- lo ,, .1, -ii-e that;

! . aa!-'. .1 .-aaeoimts
^-.a. a--'- I ..nthow-
- o- -a I of the

'
-

- -1. - tor that
-'up oi .Societies

iited by contri-
- vear. Conse-

' .-e of a settle-
' ' if; or the

- delay
I in the
'labiting

a a- 1-. presented
!

'
'. aar of .account.

'I liuc for the fact
a I - auring informa-
tliemselves a truittid
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source of delay, the settlement would have been effected for

1914 and subsequent years much earlier than was possible in

lliecaseof 1913.

The rfiiuesl. ffmlaiiifrl in the rf-'.oliitinii wnul.l l.owf\ or be
iav-in:il.l; ,-.,;,-|.l. . 1 ^.^ llr

('
\-.-< •-- 1 .i;':'l from

t I
. 1,! i -•

.'

I

.'.'.
' .

-
•

'.
' : '

'
1)1- no

,,,-.„,,. ,,.! ..! . ..'. ..'., ,. ,. ,,,,, .,,_,),, . :,-!., ,:... of

tl„. ,..,,M. ,. I, -' ,u,,,| i, I., ;,, ,, ,, ,,., ,,.. , i!,..l any
|,nii«, -.:,!, ;,- III ,, !i .. .i .1,,! [.. -

'

'
•

i imolve two
ir'. : .-,uv I

-'•'• h' - 1

', .f
,: .

...,.,' uiunc-v which
M.Mll,i,,lll,^^M~.^^*^. ,- . I II I-- i,.. '

•

!-: i' li.MiefitFund

t.ul..-.e.juci.tlv Lu LliL- lix-l .lai . v.-j.ild h.r ^ -u L, <r!uded from
the acoouMts and carried forward and (b) tliat any accounts

from individual doctors, etc., not received by a fixed date

anterior to the settlement date would have to be excluded
altogether.

Interest accruinrj on Moneys dm to Pracl itloners.

Miantr 24.—That the interest accruing from the moneys
due to Panel Practitioners which, ai-e held over after tlie

termination of the Insurance year be paid into the Prac-

titioners' Fund.

1 out that in priTiciple, the sums paid to doctors

;i; ;.,.) I . I

- Mid, that being
i.-ii,il ".l 'i' '' i.'.in: ',,• ,•.; the payment
lr.';;i:.('i -i .,.•:. ^

'
1

1

'i 1
1

:-
1

1 1 1 1 with interest.

iiliiiim li.el .1 |ii "I' ii I "-ariuy upon the actual
1 It \:i- aj I iliit It was in fact comple-
li ...!iii lai i I 1,1 ill M 11! Minute 15, and that if a
c.aild l.e secured viuLui a rea.sonable period

tli3 year (oij wliicli point the Comiriissioners

lie to meet the views of the Conference) no
iterest would arise.

1 oir'inrj to War conditions.

jpinion of this Conference the
. xvho may be expected to enlist

'
I - I. il li- so uncertain

- Mniue whether
'

I - to Insurance
.

iMii) on behalf of

IS to which the Con-
• resolution, were fullv

It wa
for mei

Insnra.

so, it «
of :, net

I>,,1„.
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Minute 64 sul)St,iiitiiiUv met the case,
dealt with the necessity for sec-uiiii)

Societies for the insiireil p.-isons nt.
their disci arge.

Approved Societies iwd orediting Insurance ('oniiniltees w>n,\d
secHi-e the proper payment to the fund of Lho area in respect
of tlie whole |}erio<l dining which the doctors of that area were
at risk in respect of the treatment of any discliarged soldier.

Aailliioiml PaymeiU/or TrmlmetU of Permanently
Iiicapacilaied Insured Persons.

J/i'/ai/c 67.—That in the opinion of this rrnf.m,, tl„

jwiition of the Medical Benefit Fund as i.j I, 1, i

|)ei-sons who are permanently inciiiKicitatol - 1.

tory ; and that this Conference urges that -in --li 1

Fund should be provided to meet these cases.

It was stated on behalf of the deputation that after fuller
consideration of the statements made at the jirevious cnnference
in December last, the Conference was not ulu.ilv s.,tis|ied as
to the explanations which were then .si\, !

ii, . ihrover-
paj'inent in respect of persons who -m iKiition

cardsattheendof the first haIf-year,com|.. 1 !• .; .; ; I; .ilisence
of any contribution cards in respect ut iii.-iacil persons per-
manently incapacitated. In reply it wa.s pointed out on behaU
of the Commissioners that the assurance given by them at the
previous Conference was based on many complicatci! calctila-
tionsiuvolving, toacoiisiderableextent,i|M - 1- . 1 uarial
nature, with which it was not possibli '

1 , 1 l\in
the cour-se of oral discussion. At the r.^lii

.

'lilr-
Roberts, Sir Alfred Watson, Chief Aeiii:.!y i . il,. ,1 1 (.'om-
niittee, made a statement in the course of wliidi lie assured
the deputation that he was fully satisfied that the calculations
upon which the setoff was based resulted in fact in the Insur-
ance Committees, and through them the doctors, receiving to
the full the funds to which they were entitled.

Amendment of Act aj regards Certification.

Mii>)ri<: "X— Tha.t the Conference is of opinion that the
Insiirarin- A' t- -hould be so amended as to allow of practi-
1 ioiitis ecrliiyiic^ insured persons as being " unfit to follow
their usual oecuiiation."

It was pointed out on behalf of the Commissioners that
in any event the legislation which would be required to
secure any amendment in the terms of the principal Act
as regards the conditions of title to sickness or disable-
ment benefit was not at present practicable. In response
to an enquiry as to whether bv the use of the word
"unfit" the Conference ;nti-n<l.(I t.i i:ri|ily any different scn.se
from that of the word ' in ;-

' ' "
i

• 1 on behalf of
the deputation that tin- n in meaning
in their minds. The it.

; -ked whether
the proposed amendmcni \', i- ;,,•

: ;

!

|,!v to the early
stages of sickness or to all possiljle sfaLTCs of sickness which
might be involved in a claim for sickness or disablement
benefit, and they were reminded that circumstances arose in
the later stages of sickness which might render the formula
recommended in the resolution inapplicable. In response it

was stated on behalf of the deputation that they had not
addressed themselves especially to this particular aspect of the
matter, and that they would re-consider it before putting
forward any definite proposals. It was suggested to them that
in so doing they might find it helpful to refer to relevant
portions of the Report of the Departmental Committee on
Excessive Sickness Claims.

Preparation of New Regulations and Agreements.

Minute 81.—That the Commissioners be asked to give
Panel Committees and the British Medical Association
not later than tiie 30th .June notice of the draft Regulations
and Agreement for the (ig year.
Minute 84.—That the Conference request the British

Medical Association to prepare, in collaboration with
Local Medical and Panel Committees, Amendments to
Regulations, and to submit them to the Commissioners
onoehalf of those Committees.
Minute 85.—That the Conference requests the British

Sledical Association in collaboration with Local Medical
and Panel Committees, to deal similarly with the moflel
form of agreement issued by the Commissioners ; and
that Local Medical and Panel Committees desiring to
lntrodi»3» local variations should be urged to submit such
at once to the Association in order that legal advice
thereon may, if neceisaiy, be obtained for tliem.

Enquiry was first made of the deputation as to whether
the intention of Minute 81 was that notice should be given of
the actual text of the Regulations or whether notice was only

desired of (lie suli^tantial naiiii.> .

and the.l.i-uiMi .1, •.x.t.-A ,„ 1, i,:

latter, li xmis i1„ n |i.,iiii,.| ,,u,' >

that what the ( '.iiil.-i vie-e a-k.-il 1,

taken place in lltU, and lliat no
meeting the views of tlie piofessi;

occasions. The ditficiilty was, ho
earlier in any year the jirocess of

i~ the
•

. -iuncrs
MmiH.- s| i,;.,! ;,, facu
uliy "as am ii'ipated in
this respect on future

r, pointed out that tho
on was commenced the

less experience was available as to the working of the Regula-
tions in operation during that year ; consequentlv, points of
reform wliich might otherwise" have been includetl in lho
revisionwould be omitted. The whole question appeared to be ono
as to the best utilisation of a reasonable period of time reckon-
ing backwards from the dates towards the end of the year by
which the final individual notices would require to be giveii,
and in this connection it was suggested that the more timo
was used in the central discussion the less timo would probably
be necessary in the subsequent stages.

Suggested Revision of Regulation 40.

At this stage of the discussion reference was made by the
Commissioners to a resolution with regard to tho machinery of
Article 40 of the Medical Benefit Regulations, consideration ot
which, as the Commissioners gathered from public repoits of
the proceedings at the Conference, was postponed pending
the report of the Departmental Committee on the Drug
Tariff. In view, however, of the desire of the Conference
as expressed in Minute 81 that any necessary revision of
the regulations should not be postjiotied to an extent which
would provide an unduly short time for their consideration
the point was put to the deputation whether such postpone-
ment was advisable in view of the fact that it was possible
that the Departmental Committee's Report might not bo
available for some weeks. It was further pointed out on behalf
of the Commissioners that some of the consequences of the
Departmental Committee's Report might reasonab.y be in-
ferred from the terms of their reference without awaiting the
Report itself, ami that if in the oiMiiioii of tlie medical pro-
fession t' . .Ii-!i 1; _ "f lir- fiiiMi;.!;, ,,, il,,, I i.Tiari iric-ntal
Commiiii , , . ,.. - . M - :

'
.

: : ,. .
. «as hkely

toillVolvi' ,!> !-,:- •..! ;;,. \l..l
: i;, ;,,:•;

! ;
. -j 1 1 lal Ions i't

would bi- ..I
,

- - .'
I

:

.
,

. h,' I
', ,!,iii, --I I - .uirl ,,t •. iiiv.aiience

to the |i: . I. it tlie matter could be considered
with a M. . -r Conference between representatives
of the .\-

,
,1 the Commissioners. The Deputation

assented 1.. ilu -, M.^^v•, and it was agreed that a further
small Confeience should be arranged to discuss the matters
referred to.

Claims on Drug Fund.
Minute 101.—That in the opinion of the Conference

where an insured patient visits a consultant who pre-
scribes proprietary or extraordinary treatment, the panel
practitioner of such jJatient is not bound to, and as a
general rule should not, order such treatment at the
expense of the General Drug Fund.

It was suggested on behalf of the Commissioners that this
resolution appeared to be based upon some misunderstanding
as to the position of the panel practitioner. It would probablv
be agreed that the M-hole question depended upon whether the
panel practitioner endorsed the view of the consultant as to
the nece.ssity of the medicine prescribed by him or not. In
the former case, if in the exercise of his clinical discretion
he is ot opinion that the medicine is necessary for the
adequate treatment of the patient, he is entitled and
obliged to prescribe it at the cost of the Drug Fund

;

if, however, he is not of that opinion, the patient is
not entitled to the medicine, and the panel practitioner in
these circumstances would not prescribe it.

B.M.A. Representatives on Advisory Committee.

Minute 110.—That the conference is of opinion tl- ho
British Medical Association should take steps to ,,. .it-

that its nominees on the A.lvi^m v ( 'onimittee be appointed
tnenmally, and that tlie\ .h.,iihl 1„. selected from nomina-
tions by Local Medical ami I'aiu! Cuinmittees to the Insur-
ance Act Committee 01 the Association.

It was stated on behalf of the Commissioners that they were
unable to take any immediate steps as regai'ds the constitution
of the Advisory Committee. The deputation might take it,

however, that the British Medical Association would be con-
sulted as to any appointments to fill vacancies created by the
resignation of any members appointed to the Committee on tho
nomination of the Association.

Domiciliary Attendance on TubcrciUous Insured Persons.

Minute 116.—That the Conference is of opinion that the
payment to Insurance practitioners for domiciliary attend-
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anoe on tul'crculous iiisiircrl persons of the sixpence per
iii>m.il i" .- :; ii in 1'.' - nifitoriuin Benefit Fund should

be CI r.i ,:, lii-iirance practitioiiorrs should

iuM-i . !, ; , _ !,
I

,
," . -hare in the domiciliary treat-

ment 1. 1 I I. i
.

I .:' .1 - ii,.ini|
I
persons, and on arrangements

being made fur proper cooperation between Insiiruuce

practitioners and Tuberculosis Otficers.

The views of the Conference were noted.

Official Midioil Referees.

Minute. 126.—That this Conference of representatives

of I^ocal Medical and Panel Conin.it tees respeettnlly urges

upon the Nathiii:.! I|. Irl, ii-ii;,.;.. >. •. - ':- for

England the ,n ,. -i
;

.

.
' '' .r-int-

meut bj' theiji Mt I ;ii., . , \l.r| :

r, , .

, m-ge

that such ajip'iint lie ii' - l.'_ n, .
!_ ,(

, i-n -- ! .. utter

the declaration of peace.

It was enquired of the deputation ^^ liether the Commissioners
were to xmderstand that it was the considered opinion of the

Conference that any appointments of Government iledieal

lieferees should be postponed until the declaration of peace.

On receiving a reply in the affirmative it was stated on behalf

of the Commissioners that they noted this view and concurred
in it.

Insurance Certification in Ireland.

Minute 119.—That this Conference express most em-
phatically its disapprobation of the employment of part-

time Certifiers by the Irish National Health Insurance

Mr. Roberts stated that the position, especial!;" in the
present exceptional circumstances, which precluded several

solutions of the problem which would otherwise have been
possible, was one of creat difficulty. He was, however, not
unhoijcful of a oettleitvii' 'ind he expre.ssed his willingne.ss to

receive a deput:iii'i ! ' I i-li doctors with the object of

eflfecting such a - ! stated his view that it would
materially comln • -il.ility of a settlement if the
deputation came 1

i
',

;

i iiipot*ntiary powers. It was
stated in response ! h doctors had already appointed
a Committee wit Ii il that they would willingly

accept Mr. Robei I r!
i

:', I -euss the matter on those lines.

Venereal Diseases and Sickness Benejit.

Minute 127.—That this Conference requests the Insur-
ance Committee of the Briti.sh Medical Association to
consider the advisability of taking such action as may be
possible to secure that patients incapacitated for work by
venereal disease should not for that reason be refused
sickness benefit.

In replj- to an enquiry by Mr. Roberts it was stated on
behalf of the deputation that the Insurance Act Committee
had endorsed the resolution. Mr. Roberts stated that the terms
of the resolution had been noted.

T/ie Munitions Act and removal of laryc numhers of Insured
Persons.

The deputation then alluded to the possibility of large
masses of the insured population being moved from one district

to another under the ilunitions Act, and enquired what action
the Commissioners would take to protect the doctors aft'ected

from any hardship which might accrue. lu response it was
stated on behalf of the Commissioners that the existing
machinery had hitherto proved adequate, with any necessary
ad^iptations, to meet emergencies such as had arisen in the
case of workmen engaged in camp construction. The Com-
missioners would, however, continue to watch any action under
the Munitions Act which might appear to call for emergency
procedure, and they would be prepared, in the case of any such
emergency arising, to put into operation any special adapta-
tion of the existing machinery' which might appear to be called
for.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The eighty-third annual general meeting of the British

Medical Association was held in the Conuauglit Rooms,
Great Queen Street, London, on Saturday, July 24th, at

2 p.m.
Dr. Macdoxald, Chairman o£ Council, in the absence of

the President, occupied the chah.
The Financial Secretary, Mr. Gut Elliston, having

read the notice convening the meeting, the minutes of the
last, general meeting were confirmed.

The Chairman said that, as members were aware, the
Association ought to be enjoying the hospitality of

1

Cambridge, and it was a matter of great regret that it

was not doing so. It was doubly a matter of regret on
account of the reason. Furthermore, instead of having
the President in the chair, Sir Alexander Ogston was
in Serbia.

The Middlemoee Prize.
The next business was the presentation of the Middle-

more Prize. The winner of the prize was Dr. E. Foster
Moore, for an essay on the pathology of the retina of the
eye.

The prize was presented by Sir Clifford Allbutt, the
President-elect, to Dr. Foster Moore.

The Annc.al Meeti.vg, 1916.
Sir Clifford Allbutt, in the course of a brief address,

said members of the Association were only too well aware
of the difficulties created by the time of trial which, to

their honom-, had fallen upon all universities, and perhaps
with greatest force upon the two great residential univer-
sities. That being so, the question was how far it was
probable that it might be possible to meet at Cambridge
next year. He thought the members would agree that it

was impossible to make any forecast as to nest year. Let
them hope that the favourable issui; for which they
looked with confidence might be carried through in suffi-

cient time to enable Cambridge University to receive the
members of the Association. The meeting in Cambridge
might not be a very showy one, but, at any rate, he looked
for a good scientific business meeting. (Applause.)

Appointment of Auditors.
On the motion of Sir Thomas E. Flitceoft (Bolton),

seconded by Dr. W. Johnson Smyth (Bournemouth),
Messrs. Price, 'Waterhouse and Co. were appointed
auditors of the British Medical Association until the
next annual general meeting, at a remimeration of

150 guineas.
This completed the business of the annual general

meeting.

EXTRAOEDINART GENERAL MEETING.
An extraordinary general meeting of the British Medical
Association was held on July 24th at the Connaught
Rooms, London, Dr. Macdon.u.d, Chairman of Council,
presiding.

The Financial Secretary, Mr. Guy Elliston, read the
notice convening the meeting.
The only business before the meeting was the alteration

in certain particulars of the Articles of Association, and
e.specially to amend Article 4 to make it possible to admit
to membership of the Association practitioners who do not
reside in the area of any Branch of the Association.

The resolutions were adopted, and the meeting agreed
that they should be submitted to a further Extraordinary
General Meeting, to be held at the Head Office of the
Association, No. 429, Strand, Loudon, "W.C, on Wednesday,
August 11th, 1915, at 2 p.m.
This terminated the business of the Extraordinary

General Meeting.

Jlt£ftings of %xwxt\its antr Bibisions.

EAST ANGLL\N BRANCH i

South Essex DnisioN.
A 3IEETING of the Division was held at the Tictoria

Hospital, Southend, on July 20th, when Dr. T. Hodgson
was in the chair.

Annual Rcprcscnhifire Meeting.—The Piepresentative

was instructed to oppose the Council's resolution dealing
with the contract rate of practice for the children of

insured people, and also to endeavour to obtain more
adequate supervision over the issue of medical cards to the
dependants of soldiers and sailors on active service. It

was further decided to hold a meeting on July 27th to

receive the Representative's report.

Belgian Fund.—The meeting decided to circularize

members to support the fund for the relief of Belgian

physicians and surgeons.
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Wkst Suffolk Division.

A meeting of the West Suffolk Division was held at Buiy
St. Edmnnds on July 13tli, when Dr. Mktcalff. and subse-

quoutly the ViceCliainuau (Dr. Wood) was in the chair.

AniUHil lirpreseiittifu;- Mt;t inj.—'Di: Wood consented
to act as deputy for Dr. Batt, who was unable to be present
at the nieetin-;. The Annual Ueportof the Council (Sui'plk-

MENT, May 8th), together with the Supplementary Keport
(Supplement, July 3rd), were considered, and the meeting
expressed approval of : (1) The recommendation in regard
to the British Medical .\ssociation becoming also a federa-

tion of otlier medical bodies ; (2) the special report on
decisions of the Association

; (3) the special report and
recommendation in regard to contract fees and treatment
of juveniles

; (4) the recommendation with reference to a
standing Insurance Acts Committee ; (5) the Ci uncil's

decision as to professional secrecy ; and (6) the Council's

decision with regard to the employment of nurses as sick

visitors ; the meeting felt very strongly that every effort

should be made to stop this practice. In regard to fees

for life insurance examinations the Division adhered to its

previous resolution, namely, that no foe of less than 10s. 6d.

should be accepted. The Representative was requested to

vote according to his own judgement bearing in mind the
opinion expressed by the meeting.

Medical Treatment of Soliool Children.—The report of

the Special Subcommittee on this subject was read, to-

gether with a letter from Dr. Cox, stating that the Medico-
Political Committee did not approve of the proposed tem-
porary gratuitous scheme of treatment. After some dis-

cussion it was decided that the only course open to the
Division was to ask the medical staff of the voluntary hos-
pitals in the area to refuse to treat cases of tonsils and
adenoids referred to by the school authorities, unless
oxpressly recommended by a medical man, but it was
agreed that the Subcommittee should again meet to

arrange for the necessary action to be taken.
Insured Persotis liev'cii-inij Hosjiital Treatment.— Dr.

Metc.vlfe raised the question of hospital patients, and the
Secretary was instructed to ask the staff of the Bury
Hospital to consider the possibility of refusing to treat,

except in cases of emergency, either in-patients or out-

patients, unless provided with a doctor's recommendation.

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE BRANCH:
Rochdale Division.

A JiEF.TixG of the Rochdale Division was held on July 15th,
when Dr. Geddes, the Vice-Chairman, presided.

Vote of Condolence.—A vote of condolence was passed
to Mrs. Jefferson and family on the death of Dr. Jefferson,
Chairman of the Division.
Annual Bcpreaentaiivc Meeting.—The Deputy Repre-

sentative undertook to attend the meeting in place of the
Representative, who had been called up on military duty.
Tlie Provisional Agenda (Supplement, May 8th and Juiy
3rd) were considered. Motion 31, referring to payment to

medical practitioners called in by midwives, was carried,

as were also Recommendations (K), legislation for patent
medicines; (G), practice of dentistry by unqualified
persons ; (H), local ambulance services, the authority to be
the municipal, urban, or rural distinct authority; (L and
M), medical aid institutions ; and (O), salaries of medical
officers to committees for the care of the mentally defec-
tive. It was decided to oppo.se the amendment of the
Salford Division recommending that the expenses of
Representatives of Divisions at Representative Meetings
should be paid out of the funds of the Association. It was
decided to leave the other matters to the discretion of the
Deputy Representative,

STIRLING BRANCH.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Branch was held at Stirling on
July 15th, when Dr. YouNfi, President, was in the chair.

War Emergency.—The Chairman reported on the work
of the Council in sending to doctors absent on military
service documents for signature by the absent doctors or
their deputies, to authorize the Council to receive and pay
50 per cent, of incomeof.their practices to those deputizing.
The circular of the Scottish Medical Service Emergency
Committee was considered, and it was agreed to appoint
a central committee and subcommittee for populous areas.
The Scottish Emergency Committee considered that four

teen mcinbcrs from the district should volunteer for whole
time .service. The meeting was of opinion that the number
could bo attained provided the commissions dated from
May 15th, 1915.

Apjyointment of Secretary.—Br. Yellowlees was appointed
secretary of the Branch in the iilace of Dr. D. C. Maclachlau
(Denny) who had applied for a commission.

^ssoriation Motias.

FURTHER EXTRA'tRDINARY GENERAL
MEETING.

Members are reminded that a further Extraordinary
General Meeting of the British Medical Association will
be held at the Head Office of the Association, No. 429,
Strand, London, W.C, on Wednesday, the lllh day of
August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon for the purpose
of considering and if thought lit confirming as Special
Resolutions the Resolutions which were passed by the
requisite majority at the Extraordinary General Meeting
of the Association held at the Connaught Rooms, Great
Queen btreet, London, W.C, on Saturday, the 24th day of
July, 1915, Notice of which Meeting was given in the
successive Supi'lements to the Buitish Medical .Journal
dated June 26th and July 3rd, 10th, and 17th.

It is necessary that a quorum should be obtained at this
Meeting in conformity with By-law 29, otherwi.se the
Meeting will have to be adjourned in pursuance of the
provisions of By-laws 29 and 30.

By order,

Guy Elliston,
Financial Secretary and Uusincss Manager.

BRANCH AND DlVlsh
North of En'.i , n i

.

Secretary, l,GroM. : ,

tnc annual meetiii;, ji l,iu 1j!.uj,j1i, wliii-h will bepurely a bui__
ness meeting, will bo lield at tlie Roval Victoria Infirmary
Newcastle-upou-Tyne, on Tuesday, August 10th, at 3.30p.m.

ETINGS TO BE HELD.
Pr. James Don, Honorary

Hives notice Dui't

INSURANCE C0M51ITTEES.

London.
Dispensary Treatment of Tuberculosis.

At the meeting of the Insurauce Committee on July 22iid
a lengthy discussion took place upon the iigrcenjen't with
the borough councils as to the dispensary treatment of
insured persons sufiiering from tuberculosis. The form of
agreement sanctioned at a previous meeting provided tliat
a certain sum should be allocated for two or three years'
from the sanatorium benefit fund, and applied for dis-
pensary services throughout the county. This sum was
to be apportioned by the Local Government Board
between the various boroughs. It had been anticipated
that the cost of dispensary services for insured persons
would not exceed £5,000 a year, but the Sanatorium
Benefit Subcommittee now reported that the Commission
had beenuna'ri,' to induce the Local Government Board
to accept any sum less than £9,300 a year. In view of the
fact that the Commissioners had made strong representa-
tions as to the necessity for a complete dispensary system
being set up without delay, and the apparent impossibility
of any other arrangement, the subcommittee agreed to pay
the sum suggested, although the increase in cost would
almost inevitably necessitate a reduction in the number of
beds for institutional treatment. This action did not
meet with the full concurrence of the Committee, and
ultimately the matter was referred back to the subcom-
mittee for further consideration and report. At the end
of June, 526 persons were receiving institutional treatment
for tuberculosis, 789 dispensary treatment, and 1,354
domiciliary treatment under practitioners on the panel.

Duties of a Full Time ^f' ' .! I/. r.

The duties of the full time 111. -i. ^ '\,
, lillie Com-

mittee (Dr. J. Edward Squire), \\ L .... ; .,
|

. ,(;!,,l iu Mav
last, have been set out in detail, lii.; fi uu .[ud of them i's

to classify cases to be recommended for sanatorium benefit,
and to examine the applicant when necessary. Ho is also
to visit tuberculosis dispensaries to confer with the officers,
and to assist in securing eo operation between the dis-
pensary medical officer and the panel nrantitinnf
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visiting of institutions, the submitting of reports in con-

nexion with tlie adininisti-ation of sanatorium beueflt and

other matters, as well as the responsibility for the pre-

paration of the medical records of the Committee are also

among his duties.

Practitioners on War Service.

The Committee concurred in the scheme proposed by

the Panel Committee for providing for the treatment of

insured persons on the lists of practitioners who accepted

commissions in the forces, and decided to support tlio

Panel Committee also in its application to the Insurance

Commissioners to suspend during the period of tha war
tlie right of an insured person on the list of a practitioner

engaged on active service to change his doctor at the end

of tlie year. It is proposed that the right shall be sus-

pended until the end of the year followhig the conclusion

of the war or the practitioner's retirement from military

service, whichever sliould be the earlier.

rXSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
Belgian Refcgees.

Majoe-General Sir Ivor Herbert asked the Chairman
of the Joint Committee of Insurance Commissioners on

July 22nd whether he could state the grounds on which
claims were made under the National Insurance Act for

contributions in respect of health insurance from Belgian

refugees temporarily engaged as agricultural labourers

andlrom their oiupl'oyeis, seeing that they were not per-

manently domiciUd "in tliis country, that no provision

existed for free mra!C;i1 ntteudauce on them in ease of

illness or accident, and that on return to their own
country all possible benefit of such contributions would be

lost to them. Jlr. C. Roberts, in reply, referred to a state-

ment made on this subject in the House of Commons on

July 12th (SuprLEMEXT, July 17th, p. 36). The persons

refe'rred to were required to be insured in accordance with

tlie terms of the Statute. Attention had been drawn to

the fact that they would in many cases obtain a certificate

of exemption, and if they did so were not themselves

liable to pay any contributions, though their employers'

contributions remained payable. Whether exempt or not,

they were entitled to medical and sanatorium benefit

under the appropriate conditions. If they were deposit

contributors, four-sevenths of the amount standing to

their credit might be returned when they permanently

ceased to reside in the United Kingdom. It was a

statutory obligation upon the employers to pay their

contributions.

IvEwrrru -i,-, - „y ]... ::>vrE Cards.

Earlof Rouu:' 1 i ' ! line Minister, on July
22nd, if the 1.- ••>• ( • n;.i i'liers had decided to

place an idenlilk: iiju iiunk ut'uii iu.surancc cards
;^

it this

decision was acoutraventionof promises given by ministers

during the passing of tlie Act ; and, if so, under whose
authority such decision had been taken. Mr. C. Roberts,

Chairman of the Jomt Committee of Insurance Commis-
sioners, said that the regulation enabling a society, if it

thought tit, to inscribe a distinctive mark upon contribu-

tion cards, was issued in consequence of strong representa-

tions from approved societies of every type ; the proposal

was endorsed by the Parhamentary Committee of the

Trades Union Congress and the General Federation of

Trade Unions. It rested entirely with individual societies

to decide for themselves whether they would adopt the

course provided for in this regulation, and steps had been
taken to insure that the marks employed should not
convey any suggestion as to the nature of the society.

TuBERctTLosis Dispensary Services.

Mr. Booth, on July 26th, asked the President of the

Local Government Board whether the chairman of the

Insurance Commission (England) had informed the London
Insurance Committee that the Local Government Board
stipulated for a sum of ^9,i00 annually for a scheme of

dispensary services to deal with tuberculous patients ; and
v,'hether ho could give the Committee any information to

enable it to come to a decision about the proposed expen-

diture. Mr. Long said that the answer to the first part of

the question was in the affirmative. He was informed
that the Committee had arrived at a decision as to the

amount to bo paid, exccpting„^V^9. amount which was esti-

mated by the Local Government Board to be the annual
cost of the maintenance of the services ; he had no special

knowledge. Mr. Booth asked if Mr. Long was not awaro
that the London Insurance Committee had refused to

endorse the action of the subcommittee, had rejected the
paragraph, and asked for further information. Mr. Long
said he would be glad to consider anything sent him, but
he had no control over the London Insurance Committee,
and no right to represent them there. In reply to a ques-

tion by Mr. Booth on the same day, the Chairman of the
Joint Committee of Insurance Commissioners (Mr. C.

Roberts) said that the Insurance Commission had merely
communicated to the London Insurance Committee, for

its consideration, certain proposals resulting from the
negotiations undertaken, at the request of the London
Insurance Committee, by the Local Government Board
with the metropolitan borough councils, together with an
explanation of the principles on which those proposals

were based.

Jlabal autr JHtUtarn Apjioiutm^nts.

ROYAL NAVAL SIEDICAL SERVICE.
The following appointmentB nre nniionncerl bv tile AclmiroUv: Fleet
Sui-geou F. B. C. Giilai;-; ;-. ijo Ac:aiiu Interi.f'tcr in Guri,i:i.)i ; E.
Folliott to tlie 7'ii-'', ,

-
,
mul

F. t'. Mahon to th.- / on
W. C.B. Sniith to ti to

the .itienlii-c; f 'I i
]'. •^

Dital; C. IN.si f. ,
:

-
:• on

T. E. L. I i4Uion.Tl. for disiioial: T. .1.

O'Rioid::-!!, iial. lor disposal. Terapovary
Snrgeon I

, additional, for Cliatbam Hos-
pital ; 1!, ' IB.. G. S. B. Long, andA. F.
Mcintosh, a: jnal. lor Haslar Hospital; A.
Young, M.lt..!ind .1 J). Mi11i-:jii, M.\;. to the Vivid, additional, for
Plymouth HospUal : E. Gvanser. .M.l;,. to the Pembroke, additional,
for disposal: H. Willianison, to the t'i>i,l, additional, for disposal

;

E.Tennent, M.U., to the Prc^ideyit. additional ; J. U. L. Willis, M.I!..

to the Prince iif Wales, vice Heiefoid; F. A, V. Denning, to the
Princess Hoijal. vice Bayly; G. W. Woodhouse to the Victory, ad-
ditional, tor Royal Naval Division, Crystal Palace; W. Lovell, to tho
Warrior.

EoTAi. Naval Volcnteer Reserve.
Surgeon-Probationer A. MacRae to the Cavieleon. vi^e Griffiths,

To be Snrgeou-Probationers: B. Moore, H. \Y. Hacliett, R, McI.
Gardner, J. Hughes, R, Walker.

EoTAL AB^^: IMr.DiCAi. Corps.
J. Keav, M.D., F.U.CP.. to be temjjorai-y Lieutenant-Colonel whilst
nll)lo^•^d al the IMiabin;;h War Il.-.spital.

J ,vi,,,. M,,.f:.. nu.,, i,>. rif.).!^. Inspector-General, R.N. Medical

i-hitehead. M.B.. W. F. H.
\ ,

i
. ,

, i. c. Lucas, G. E. Cathcart, W.
\ I

, , .11!., J. \. Turubull, M. F. Grant, M.D.,
1, , '.lonro, M, D. Ahern, F. J. Garland, M,B.,
\ II 1, M.B., S. C. Bowie, H. B. Connell, A. S.

\, ':- -i. nnd to remain seconded; C. Hylcy.

i
I

, , M i; H r WiUnn, H.C. Hallowes..
AM 1 .1 '

I I ( W nil Invorth, H. W.
1,. '

!

i;. R. Painton,

K 1

I taiter, D.S.O..

ji , . , , ,. D.S.O.,M.B.,

c. !_.. M ., ... ...... -.....„ i-. .. ^_...-:-u. A. W. Gater, J. P.

To be temporary Captains: G. A. D. McArthur, M.S., Captain
Australian A.M.C.; teinirorai-v Lieutenants A.Phillips, late Surgeon-
Captain A.M. Reserve of Officers; A. W. Robertson, late Snrseon-
Captain East Indian Railway Vol. Rifles; H. T. du Heaumo. late

Captain Koy.al Jersey Artillery Militia: R. It. V- >' i. '-i
! :

A. A.

Hudson, M.D., F.R.C.S.E.. late CapUin Capo :..' ' l>.s:

B. Hudson. M.D.; temporary Lieutenant G. H. I i ,
i

. lain

D. O'C. Finigan, from 7th Battalion York and i, I .vut:

J. D. C.White; G. A. Skinner, Home Hospital r.e-a , , 1 (_; anian,

late Surgeon-Captain R.G..\. (Vols ).

G. Dreycr to be temporarj- honorary Captain.

The following are granted tcmporarilj- honorary rank as stated

whilst employed with the St. John Ambnianop BriRnde Hospital:—
To be Majors : Lieutenant-Colonel and Honorary Colonel C. J.

Trimble, C.M.G.. T.F.H., Cnptain s M -.i;,!, -11. l'l:.t;.S.,

R.A.M.C.IT.F.). Tobe(:aiitninf!:1.H. a i .i I ine.

M D., C. W. M. Hope. M.D.. F.H.C.S., i i
,

i

i;
i

'
c.s..

R. W. CoUum. P. 'I\ Cryijible. M.H.. i i. i ( :

A. n. Brnnwin, JI.D., F. Hall, M.l'., .i. M Mi i-. 'I <'. <' lO.

:;i,ii ,.,...:i, >1 r. . W, R. Mason, M.D.. J. V. S. Taylor. H. dc L.

(I, I
,1 I I'.K.C.S.I., J. Beckett. M.D., A. C. McAllister,

I
i.antenants of the Canadian Army Medical Corps to

b, ,1 I. i.i o 1
I itcnants: H. T. Lippiatt, M,D., J. S. McCallam.

Al.D , I). \V. Iiavis, M.D.. P. McGibbou. M.B., S. J. Staples, M.D..

o*
I
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The number of scarlet lever imtients under treatment in the McUo-

politau Asvlums Hosi.itals and th.- London Fever Hospital, which had

been 2.422;2,<146, and 2,47! at the end of the three preceding weeks, had

fallen to 2.468 on Saturday. July 17th; ""^ "»-.""-»- -

during the week, against 332. ;.48. and 322 i

;\i.' 01- SCOTTISH TOWN'S.

t;-ooiis;h. 2frouiciiphtheiia. ana 1 Ir.a.i ii>U;iic.

tasles were recorded in Paisley and 3 in Ijeitn

,

deaths in Aberdeen ; and from diphtheria, 3

DuKiNG the week end 1! ' ITili, '.1:

were registered in ih iiiiu ip;

Irolaud, as against 5i7 III!
1 h ji'I ''

i ir.Mhi- m
These deaths repre!,i-iii, n juwiU..!,, ol 12.6 Mi
liopulatiou in the disLiicLs in tiucdLion, as agai

previous period. The mortality in these Irisn areas \yas u;

1.2 per 1,000 higher than the corresponding rate in the 111

llnglish towns during the weekending on the same date, lu
rate on the other hand, was equal to 23.6 per 1.000 of population. As

for iiioitalitv of individual loralitiea. that in the Dublin registration

area whs 13 gCa-; a"aniit an aveini;.' of 16.6for the previous four weeks);

in liiihhu cilv 14 2 (a- amiiiiBt 16.7i; iu Belfast. 12.0 (as against 12.3);

in (-'ork 10 9 (as against 16.1); in Londonderry. 24.0 (as against 16.51

;

in Limerick. 16.2 (as against 16.6); and in Waterford. 7.6 ias against

15.71. The zymotic death-rate was 1,2. the same as in the previous

8 births and 293 deaths
,il urban districts of

the preceding period.

1,000 of the aggregate
ust 13.3 per 1,000 in the
h areas was therefore

! birth-

l^acaitties antr ^ppohitmeufs.

JiOnCZ:'! BEC ARDI'fG
to a hottce (see Index
Appointments) apveaii
paiticulais of vacancie.
befoi e application

I s —Attention is called,

li ipnitant Isotice r»

It columns aivinj
I les snould be madt

I H UO\.T HOSPITAL.—

HOSI IT \L —Junioi House-
id £5 laundrj allowance

\ —Resident Medical Officer.

ith Common S W —House-

: —Eesident Medical Supeiin-loimM^ir 1 u 1

t iid nt feal

iniQHTON ( 01 M
1 month

n ISTOL (. TNEPAL HOSPITAL—House Phjsician Salaij £150

] I
I

I 11 ii M \r\ —Honoiarj Suigeon and if neces-
I I suigcon

J 1
I OMMITIEE —School Dental Smgeon,

] I ; V i.,i 11 \i ii — ui 1 House Surgeon Salaiy £250 per

CVlllli 1 1 sC ED^^ \RD \'II HOSPIT A.L —House Suigeon.
1 n i-UJi 1 iniium

C \l I II 1 \\l ISH Ml llOIDLITAN \\ \A HOSPITU, Whit-
I QLPhssiLian

( I

I
I I 1 1 hue —Locumtenent

I H I I I
I I rsOrTHE CHEST,

Ij 1 1 1 Dili ei (21 House Physi-

a '- Ui i IX) I 1 liiOl 1 1 uui 1 1 ptctivelj

iLI 1 I T HOMIT\L—Hous Sul„eon.
21 all ncd w cklj foi woikiu„ ingle-

ICrOPIA HOSPITAL —Houbt Suifeeon.

I RET COUNTY HOSPITIL-House-

}l '
, HOSPIT.\L, Haverstock Hill,

Jfrsi.kiit, .Miili.;,! i),.-,>,.r. Salary. £200 per annum.
HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST

Biompton. S.W.—House-Physician. Honorariui '"

,»00.

tor

I Illy Resident Medical Officer.

J'.i'Niey Heath.—Locumtenent Medical
eek.

Harrow Koad, M".—Ilouse-Surgeon.

MANCHESTER HOSPIT.\L FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES
.OF THE THROAT AND CHEST, bowdon.—Resident Medical
Officer. Salary. £250 per annum.

MANCHESTER NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.-House-Surgeon. Salary. £120 per annum.

NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR THE PARALYSED AND EPILEPTIC.
Oueen Square, W.C.—Eesident Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per

I ' II > irrON GENERAL HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary.

( ITY ASIT-UM. Hellesdon.-Assistant Medical Officer.

i Kii.in : .1
'"

i-.l'ITAL. Blarylebono Road,
1 . Salary. £60 per annum.
HOSPITAL.—(1) Resident

,,, ;,uum. (2) Locum HesidenO

;;.—House-Surgeon. Salary,

-Assistant House-Surgeon.

(2) Assis-

ROVAL LYE HO;illXAL.Soilth«aik,S.,
£100 per annum.

SALISBURY GENERAL INFIRMARY.-
Salary. £100 per annum.

SHEFFIELD ; .TESSOP HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.-Junior Lady
House-Burgeon in the Gynaecological and Maternity Department.
Salary. £80 per annum.

SHEFFIELD UOYAL INFIRMARY.—(1) House-Surgec
tant House-Physician. Salary. £100 per annum.

SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY. — Demonstrator of Pathology and
Bacteriology,

SHREWSBURY: ROYAL SALOP INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon.
Salary. £250 per annum.

SIDLAW S.^NATORIUM.—Resident Medical Officer.

SOUTHAMPTON ; ROYAL SOUTH HANTS AND SOUTH.\MPTON
HOSPITAL.-Junior House-Surgeon. Salary. £120 per annum.

STOCKPORT UNION.—Resident Assistant Medical Officer at the

Stepping Hill Hospital, Salary. £300 per annum.

TRURO: ROYAL CORNWALL INFIRMARY. — House-Surgeon.
Salary, ±150 per annum.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Tite Street, S.W.-
Temporary Assistant Physician to Out-patients.

WALSALL AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Surgeon
and Anaesthetist. Salary. £150 per annum.

WARRINGTON INFIRJIARY AND DISPENSARY.—Senior House-
Surgeon SalaiT. £200 per annum.

WEST BROMWICH AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL. — (1) House-
Surgeon ; (2) Assistant House-Surgeon. Salary. £150 and £120 per

annum respectively.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—

(1) Resident Medical Officer; (2i House-Physicians and House-

Surgeons. Salary for (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100

WIG\N- ROY\L ALHEHT EDWARD INFIRM,\RY AND DIS-
PENSARY.-Junior Housc-Siu-i;eon. Salary. £150 per annum.

WINSLEY SW \roi;ir;M, near Bath.—Senior Resident Medical

the 2/4th King's
at Ramsey. Isle of Man.
S.Eng.. Operating Surgeon

i attached for duty to the

Officer of Eeallh to the

BABBOnE. J. M.. M.B..
Shropshire Light I

Madden. Frank Col. .

to the British 1

Military Hospital

Veeitt. R. J. S.. L
Abersychan Urban

BIRTHS, JIAUUIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announcements of Births. Marriaaes.nnd

Deaths is 5s., whicli sum should be forwarded in I'ost Office

Orders or Stamps with the notice )iot later than thejirst post

Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion %n ilie current

issue.
BIETH,

BAnMNG.-On July 23rd. at 5, yicarage Road, Edgbaston, Birming-

ham. the wife of Lieutenant-Colonel Seymour Barling. F.R.C.b..

E.A.M.C.IT.). of ason.
DEATH.

Gbiffith -On the 23rd inst.. William Starbuck Griffith, of Milford

House. Milford Haven, aged 47 years.

DIARY OF TUE ASSOCIATION.

Meetings to be ]

July.
London :WarEmergencyCoimiiittee, 11.30 a.m.

August.
London: Insurance Acts Committee, 2 p.m.

North of England Branch, Annual Meeting,

Ne\vcastle-ou-Tyne, 3.30 p.m.

Further Extr.\okdinary General Meet-
ing, 429. Strand, Loudon, W.C., 2 p.m.

Loudon : Eeprcseulative Body and CouncU
Election Returns Committees, 2 p.m.

Printed and yubUsiicU by the BriclflU i 1 ASBOclaUua at tlieir omoe. No. 429, Strand, In the ParUU . llartm-m-Uie-I'ieias. in tue Oounty (
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PROCEEDINGS OF COUNCIL.
rHERE was a meeting o( tbe Coimcil at the Connaught
Rooms, London, on tbe moining of Satardav. July 24th,

1915.

Present :

Dr. -T. A. Macdonald, LL.D.. Tauuton, Chairman o£ Council,
in the chair.

Mr. T. .Jenner VERR.ALL, LL.D., Bath, Chairman of Eepre-
seutative Meetings.

Dr. Edwin Kayner, Stockport, Treasurer.

Lientenant-Colonel Sir James Dr. J. E. Hamilton. Hawick
Uarr, M.D., LL.D., Liver- Mr. Eichard H.\rdixg, Xew
pool Eaduor

Dr. M. G. Biggs. London Major E. Wallace Henry,
Mr. H. B. Brackexbvrv, Lon- Leicester
don Mr. E. .J. Johnstone, Belfast

Dr. H. J. Campbell, Bradford C'ai)tain F. Charles L.vrkin.
Dr. J. Singleton Darling, Liverpool
Lurgan Major ALBERT

Renewed Grants.
Renewed grants were made for 1915-16 for tbe following

work

:

Donald, John. M.D.Cilasg
hedonal upon amnutls, esptci
Kuowles. K:ii(. Ml;, i: s

malacia. .2 i

disease, inciih . I ;
.i

I i

,

urine, and o\;ii u - m;
| m^

ham
Fleet Surgeon F. D. Lvmley,

E.N., Greenock
Dr. H. C. Mactier, Wolver-
hampton

Major George P.uikee,
Bristol

Dr. A. Tennyson Smith,
Orpington

Dr. W. Johnson Smyth,
Bonrnemoutb

Mr. E. B. Turner. London
Dr. 0. E. M. Wood, Woolpit

Lieutenant E. EowL.^ND
FOTHERGILL, Hove

Major James Galloway, Lon-
don

Mr. T. W. H. Garstang,
Altrincham

Dr. Thomas A. Goodfellow,
Manchester

Dr. John Gordon. Aberdeen
Major T. DcNc.tN Greenlees,
Mevmouth

Dr. SlAJOR Greenwood, Lon-
don

Major W. J. Greer. Kev.port,
Sion.

Apologies.
Letters of apology for non-attendance were read from:

Tbe Presidentelect, Major S. H. Lee Abbott, I.M.S.. Dr.
Jobn Adams, Dr. David Ewart. Dr. J. J. Giusani, Mr.
James Green, Colonel R. I. D. Hackett, Colonel W.
Jobnston, Lieutenant-Colonel J. Mnnro Moir, Captain J.E.
Moorbouse, Major F. J. Smitb, and Dr. Denis Walsbe.

I De.vths.
' Tbe deaths of Mr. Edmnnd Owen, a former Chairman
6{ Council, and Dr. Bruce Goff, for man}' years a member
bt tbe Council, were reported by tbe Chairman, who was
requested to convey to tbe respective families tbe deep
sympathy of the Coimcil in their bereavement, and at the
game time to exprc-s sincere appreciation of the valuable
^rvices they rendered to tbe Association.

^
REPRESEXT.Wn-E MEETINf..

_ The minutes of tlie Representative Meeting of Friday,

I'uly 23rd, 1915, were considered and approved.

SCIENCE COMMITTEE.
The Chairman of Copncil (in tbe absence of tbe

Chairman of the Science Committee) presented the report
of the Science Committee.

D.P.H.Camb. r The action of

Ml ]Sat
bacteriological and chemical iu^"€
infections.
Symes. W. L., M.R.C.S.Eng. : On digitalis: m Diuresis.

(2i Iiillueuce of enzymes on digitalis glucosides. (3) Mutual
iuHueuce of the several digitaUs glucosides.

New Grants.
New grants were made for 1915-16 for the following

work :

Barber, H. W., M.B., B.C.Cantab., M.A.Cantab.: (11 To
complete- i-csravc!i beyiui in Hamburg On the chemical nature
anil -:

I
'I III': jii

.
.1 I' :

. - r ,r r.i-f :i i ,\, ^,
; :],,_..} Niibstances in the

e|H.l ' '' ,
;

'
, .

I

-<-iiasis patients;
(3' 'i ' i, .[;•>•- :i, , .

.
:i| h-cases.

ill .:,;,. -^i:. I, il.. il 1
'

I \l 1,1: -1 ::: A second brachy-
dact ..,u- luuiii' . , 1

Haivey, W. U'.. i],li, I i \.
! i instigation of the

'
' ' -'-" '

to the kidney.
-I and most prac-

!"iii' surfaces, hand-
e been exposed to

• Dove, Miss E. L.. M r
i

ticable means in the Ii.ihl' .-! ,iis i

kerchiefs, books, to>«. etc., whi
infection by the tubercle bacillus.

Award of Gold Medal for Distinguished Merit. -

The following letter was read from Captain Martin-
Leake, V.C.

:

Mar»halls, Ware,
July 16th, 1915.

Tlie Secretary, British IMedical Association.
Dear Sir,—I am in receipt of vour letter dated Julv 7th

stating that at a meeting of the Council of the British Medical
Association it was decided that the Gold Meilal for Distin-
gtiisiied Merit should be offered to me. In r- I'v T 1.-;' to
request tlmtyouwill convey my deep feeiin^>,s .i

>ii

to the members of the Council for their gi. :> - .!

inform them that I shall accept the medal with ,L !;i(l

gratitude. I much regret to say that at presrn; I ,;iii'h.; ,,je

my way to have the honour of attending to accept tlic medal as
I have to return to France in a few days.—I am. Sir, your most
obedient servant,

A. Martin-Leake.

Centk.\l Nursing Council for London.
Mr. E. B. Turner, representative of tbe Council on tbe

Central Nursing Council for London, reported that owing
to new Standing Orders having been agreed upon it would
be necessary for the Council to appoint its three repre-
sentatives. Mr. Turner was thankecl for bis services, and
the consideration of the question was deferred until the
October Council.

There was a ftirtbor meeting of the Council in tbe
evening of July 24tb, this being tbe new Council for
1915-16, Dr. J. A. Macdonald (Taunton), Chairman of

Council, in the chair.
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War Emeroencv Committee.
There wore seven uomiuations for the four members of

the Council to the War Emergency C/uumittee, appointed

under Minute 37 of the A.R.M., antl LieuteuautCo'lonel

Sir Jauies Barr, Lieutenant Colou> A. A. Bolam, Major
James Galloway, and Mr. Bishop Harman were duly

elected.

Retckns of the Election of Membeus of Council by

THE Rephesentative Meetino.
The Chairman of Repi;eseutativo Meetings reported the

returns of the election of uieaibers of Council as follows :

(«) I-'.lecleil In/ GroupeiJ Reiirefeiittitives.

Dr. M. G. liijii^s. .Maji.i- Kiissell Coombe, Dr. J. Singleton

Darhng, Maj.u A. r. I'aiiiuliarsoii, Lieutenant K. Rowland
Fothergill, Mr. T. \\ . 11. liarstanf,', Mr. N. Bishop Harman,
Dr. H. O. Mactici-, Cclcuifl c. II. Milburn, Lieuleuaut-Colouel
J. Muuro Moir, and Captain J. E. Moorliouse.

(h) Elected hi/ the Tieprcsciitalive Body as a »'hi)Ie.

Ijieutenant-Colonel Sir .James Barr, Mr. E. J. Domville,

Dr. G. E. Haslip, and Dr. T. -Jenuer Verrall.

Dates of Meetings.
The following dates were provisionally fixed for the

quarterly meetings of Council for the ensuing twelve

mouths: Wednesday, October 27th, 1915; Wednesday,
January 26th, 1916; Wednesday, April 26th, 1916; and
Wednesday, June 7th, 1916.

Minutes of Annual Bepresentative Meeting.
The Chairman of Representative Meetings presented the

minutes of the Representative Meetings of Saturday,

July 24th, which were considered and approved.

It was left to the Chairnian of Council, in conference with
the Chairman of Representative Meetings, to remit the

various resolutions of the Representative Meeting to the

appropriate Committees.
[The meeting terminated at 6.25 p.m.]

Association llotirts.

FURTHER EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL
MEETING.

Members are reminded that a further E.^itraordinary

General Meeting of the British Medical Association will

be held at the Head Office of the Association, No. 429,

Strand, London, W.C., on Wednesday, the 11th day of

August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon for the purpose

of considering and if thought tit confirming as Special

llesolutions the Resolutions which were passed by the

requisite majority at the Kxtranrdinary (ieneral Meeting

of the Association held at the Couiiauglit Hoonis, Great

Queen Street, London, W.C., on Saturday, the 24tli day of

July, 1915, Notice of which Meeting was given in the

successive Supplements to the British Medical J ourn.il

dated June 26th and July 3rd, 10th, and 17th.

It is necessary that a quorum should be obtained at this

Meeting in conformity with By-law 29, otherwise the

Meeting will have to bo adjourned in pursuance of the

provisions of By-laws 29 and 30.

By order,

Guy Elliston,
Financial Secretary and Business Manager.

BRANCH AND DIVISION MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
North of England Uiunch.—Dr. .lames Don, Honorary

Secrefcirv, 1, Grove Wtrect, Newcastle-on-Tyne, gives notice that
the annual meeting of the Branch, whioli will l)eiini-ely a busi-

ness meeting, will he held at the Royal Victoiia Inlirmary,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on Tuesday, August lOtii, at 3.30p.m.

A list of periodica! publications, official reports, and Blue

Books in the Library ot the British Medical Association

available for issue to members on loan has been printed, and

copies can be obtained free on application to the Librarian,

at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. The
regulations governing the loan of the.qe publications are

stated in the introduction to the list. The Library is open

for consultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays

till 2 p.m.).

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

BERKS COUNTY.
Medical Committee.

The thirty- first meeting of the Berks County Medical
Committee was held in the Board Room, Royal Berks
Hospital, on July 8th, when Mr. Napier Jones was in the
chair.

Election of Commiiice.—The Honorary Secretary re-

ported that lie had, by permission of the Commisaioners,
sent notices to all the practitioners on the panel, asking
whether they had any objection to the Panel Committee
remaining in office for a year. About fifty answers had
been received, and no objections had been rais'ed. The
Committee approved the Honorary Secretary's action.

Committees.—Dr. Bokenham was elected on the Finance
Subcommittee in place of Dr. Susmann, and the members of

the Medical Service Subcommittee were re-elected.

BIRMINGHAM.
Panel Co.mmittee.

The first meeting of the Birmingham Panel Committee
for the year 1915-1916 was held on July 27tli, when Mr.
Parrott (the Returning Officer) presided at the outset.

Election of Officers.—The following were elected :

Chairman: Dr. Dain.
Vice Chairman : Dr. Lydall.
Honorary Secretary : Dr. Garbutt.
Honorary Treasurer : Dr. Dain.

Several members were co-opted and casual vacancies were
tilled. The various Subcommittees were also elected.

Ejrcessive Prescribing.—A list of those practitioners who
had exceeded the capitation fee during 1914 was presented

by the Pharmaceutical Committee with a request for in-

vestigation of the same. The matter was referred to the

Pharmacopoeia Subcommittee.

EAST SUFFOLK.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the East Suffolk Panel Committee was held

at Saxmuudham on July 13th, when Dr. Helsham was in

the chair.

Medical Service Subcommittee.—Drs. Leach, Perry, and
Giuseppi were appointed to represent the Committee on
the Medical Service Subcommittee.
Final Settlement for 191.3.—The Chairm.an reported that

the subcommittee appointed at the last meeting to deal

with the final settlement for 1913 had effected a satis-

factory settlement upon the basis shown in the statements,

copies of which had been sent to each member of the

Committee. The action of the subcommittee was
confirmed.
Attendance of Members of Committee.—A letter from the

Insurance Commissioners, dated June 9th, 1915, was read

with reference to the absence of certain members of the
Committee from three consecutive meetings. The question

of altering the time and place of the meetings of the

Committee was postponed.
Prescriptions.—The Chairman read the report of the

checker with reference to prescriptions for the quarter

ending March 31st, 1915, and explained that the Com-
mittee might deem it advisable to hold inquiries in certain

cases of alleged over- prescribing. The Clerk to the
Insurance Committee was requested to furnish a copy of

the report and analysis to each mcniber of the Committee,
and the matter was adjourned to the next meeting.

Pharmacojioeia.—Drs. Baron, Giuseppi, Havell, Keer,

and Ransou were appointed a subcommittee to con-

sider and report on the advisability of adopting a
pliarmacopoeia.

Local Medical Committee.
A meeting of the East Suffolk Local Medical Committee

was held on the same day and with the same Chairman.
lieprcscntatioc on tite Insurance Committee.—It was

resolved that Dr. Barraclough be appointed to fill the

vacancy upon the Insurance Committee caused by the

resignation of Dr. H. Muir Evans.
Medical Service Subcommittee.—It was resolved that

Dr. .\skin be appointed to represent the Committee UDon
the Medical Service Subcommittee.
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WEST SUFFOLK.
Local Medical and Tavel CoMMtTTEE.

A iiEETiNu o£ the West Suffolk Local Medical and Pauol
(-ouiiuittee was held at the Augel Hotel, Bury St. Edmunds,
on July 13th. \rlien Dr. Mood was iu the chnir.

Siispensr He,jisln:-It was reported that 1,460 slips liad
been cleared from the suspense register, but as asainst this
39b slips had been added to it iu respect of persons for
>Thom no " slip " had been entered. Tlie result of some
SIX months' work, therefore, was the diminution of the
suspense register bv 465 slips.

H ^nf' f>;"'ilMt!>o Year 1913.~\ letter was read from
the Clei-lv to the Insurance Committee pointing out that
the methoil of distribution of the final credit for 1913
suggested by the Panel Committee at its last meeting
could not be carried out, and that the portion of tlie credit
applicable to the tirst quarter of the year 1913 must be
distributed on the basis previously adopted for the i)ro-
visional credit in order to ensure a full and legal discharge
lor the Insurance Committee. It was agreed to renuwt
the Insurance Committee that iu respect of the portion
of the final credit for 1913 applicable to the first quarter
of the year, the balance after paying the doctor's accounts
for attendance in full should be paid in proportion to the
numbers on the doctors' lists at the end of the quarter
hlechon of Panel Committee.-'ihc Secretaey read a

letter from the Commissioners stating that practitioners
must be given the opportunity of objecting to the post-
ponement of election. A circular on the subject had been
issued and no objections had been raised.

GLOUCESTEESHIRE.
Local Medical and Panel Committee.

A meeting of the newly-elected Panel CommiU.M ,,"

(t oucestershire took place at the Royal Infinn .

trloucester, on July 15th. Dr. Campbell was re .1.. \

Chairman, and will continue to act as Secretary, Dr Alii.
having promised to assist him where necessary

r.75f /°"°"'i?S were co opted : Dr. F. Lidderdale,
Cheltenham; Dr. A. P. Davies, Stroud; Dr. A. F Turner
fewkesbury

;
Dr. T. G. Miles, E. Dean : Dr. A. H. Grace!

Chipping Sodbury; Dr. William Cox, Wiuchcombe; Dr.
E. Deniug, Stow-onthe-VN'old

; Dr. W. R. Awdry
Berkeley

; Dr. H. Cairns Terry, Ciloucester.
The election expenses were calculated to amount toi.M At this election thirty-three voters attended.

Ihirteen members were elected and five elections were
void through absence of voters or other causes. The
absurdity of carrying on elections iu this manner was
considered to be apparent. A postal vote is contemplated
in the future, and the Committee were unanimous iu
desiring triennial elections.

Conference of Local Medical and Panel ComurUlecs.—

li
'-^"'^^ Terry gave an account of the proceediucrg

at the conference of representatives of Local Medical and
lanel Committees, and its decisions were approved.
Excessive Prescribing.—It was reported that tlie

l-harmaceutical Committee seemed to object to a circidar
issued by the Panel Committee requesting doctors to
abstain from expensive prescribing, but it was felt to be
necessary from time to time to draw the attention of panel
doctors to the risk of being surcharged in cases where
expensive drugs, etc., were used.
Fee for Attendance on a Panel Palient.—lt was agreed

that a patient temporarily residing six miles froni the
doctor s house, there being other panel doctors within a
niile or two of this patient's temporary abode, should be
charged a fee, as not only did the patient not present a
medical card or inform the doctor that he was a panel
iiatirnt. but the distance was over that which the acree-

• fovered (four miles).

'T *i
'^"'"'^/-—'''lie Insurance Committee, havin"

-ted the Panel Committee to pay 25 per cent, of the
-y Decker's " salary for the investigation of prescriptions,
tlie Chairman was directed to inform the Insurance Com-
mittee that the Local Medical and Panel Committee would
be willing to pay its share if the Pharmaceutical Committee
would pay a similar amount out of the voluntary lew
made by it.

•'

LANCASHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Lancashire County Panel Committee was
held at Preston on June 9th, when Dr. H. F. Oldham was
in the chair.

79

system of medical
dated and post-dated certificates

Medical CcrUJlcafion.—'nn'eo doctors iMjiotisin., on thnLancashu;e County panel had been s,u„ n,..,,,! H -utend
.o_ meeting for the purpose of 8i^i„„ ,.-

1 uaUons oftheir conduct
_

inJiaving broken the rules guvemiu" theCO
, .titigation in so far as they had Snte-

It was found that in

nhVJii ^7-r """i
"^ '"''' "''" "°' "'^cn broken wilfully, butchiefly tlirough ignorance of the correct procedure withregard to he issuing of certificates. Tlfe p"ionei^

rales had hit, ^ T^' ';'","" '"""^'' °f tlie certificationrules had been made, aud tlu.t, .should there ba a re,.,,.-rence of such conduct, the Committee would have no

CeX Tr ^"S*°
P'^'=« tl^e matter in the hands o? tho

Excessive Prcscrihin„.—X number of cases of alleged

exnlanaH
" 7''';f"^''^-'^^l- ^" *'- majority satisfactory

to have
ever, tliiM , >, >, ,t faul
the rcqii

the Committee estimatec
Secretary wf

ibcr of practitioners could be said
ively. It was considered, how-

pi-esci-ibing iu excess of
' in each of these cases

the amount of such excess. Tho
T - ^ .

-^^^ '° write to the Lancashire
Instirance Committee, informing them of the Comm ttee^Ifinding in the above-mentioned cases.

SOUTHPORT.
Local Medical axd PANta, Committee.

•
ii I riM: was held on July 30th, when Dr. Limont was ia

' .;' " <f Officers.-Tlhe Skci!f,tary reported that theLummis.sioneis had dispensed with an election and the

Ti'^'^'f^V"''-" ''l'^''^''''
to remain in office for another year.The followiug officers were elected :

^

Chairma,, : Dr. Li„K,„t.
T icc-Ch''. n"

I ir. r.nrwn
'*<-'''"'

' . Dr. Penrose.

ac^unts'we;/ app.o^'^d:
'"""" '°^"'' """^ '*"''^*^>'^"' °'

uZ^ll f"-^ n '"p
*'"~'-^''f

Committee accorded a vote of

last yeai°
'' ""' ' "°'^ ^^ Secretary during

tl/f1T"r
"" ''•^- ^""""'"f^—The Secretary reportedhat the Commissioners had "recognized" the Committee

1915--1916
'^^®''"=^' Committee for Southport for

Contract Practice.—U was resolved to request tho
Assistant Secretary of the local Division of the British
Medical Association to write to two doctors, newcomers tothe town with reference to the payments for contract
practice which are acceptable to the local profession.
Payments.—It was resolved :

That the Insurance Comn
out the statements foi- |.:i

to adhere to the old s.
cheated is for ."so man i;

i |..is'ui'is"mi "t'l'ie'Ti'sVat

;^/^"tomStl^pay,nent',s" 'ou^cZ,^^^
'" "^

YORK.
Local Medical and Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the York Local Medical and Panel Com-

on Ju! Itf
°" "^""^ "^^^^ ^^^ ^" adjourned meeting

Complaint against a Praciitioner.-lt was reported that
the agent of an approved society, who had brouiht a com-
plaint against a practitioner which was subsequently
proved to be groundless, had refused to apolooize in any
way, and it was decided that the practicio°ner should
forward the correspondence to the Medical Defence Union,
ot which he was a member, for advice.

Unallocated Insured Persons.~~\ letter was read from
the Clerk to the Insurance Comiuittce, statin.- that tho
Commissioners considered the draft sclienje dealin" with
unallocated insured persons should luovide for treatment
being given forthwith in urgent cases by the practitioner
to whom the insured person applied in the first instance,
and that the basis of apportionment of capitation fees
should be subject to revision in any case in which a.

sted, when making
"d of eacli quarter.
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practitioner neglected to carry out any duties devolved upon

bira. It was agreed to accept tlie suggestions.

Expenses of Plhinii'irnUira] Committee.—k letter was
read from the t'krlv Inihc liisuraucc Committee, stating

that the I'liarmaciuti. :,1 ('.iiniinttee had submitted a claim

for £47 in respect uf its aihaiuistration exi^euses for 1914,

and asking whether the Panel Committee would have any
objection to that amount being paid out of the moneys
available for the provision of medical benefit, provided

til.' (•..iiiiiiissi(jii«:is apjuuvcd. The Couiiiiittcc strongly

• li-M'iir.iVMl. nil.) iu-tnu.tcd the Secretary (n suL'ncst that

111,, 'luii.ls ,if 111.. I'h,:i,niiaceutical Cuinii'iiltcf; sh.iuld be

r;ii-.'l li\' MilmiliiA sulisci'iption, as was done iu the case

(,),/,,, , , ; /, <w/ Medical and Panel Committees.—
]ii. ,).f. 1,, III u i-ini, il the proceedings at the conference

on Juuo ibi/li. Great satisfaction was expressed at the

results achieved, and Dr. Lyth was thanked for his services

as Representative.
Beinstatement of Insured Persons discharged from iJie

Army.—It was iU( hi''l l<> n .juest the Insurance Com-
mittee to arraii-,- lliiil in-in .a persons on discharge from
the army shall bu u 1

1- .ni d on the list of the doctor

previously selected by iliem uUhout the necessity of their

making a formal choice of that doctor by means of a fresh

medical card, but without prejudice to the right of the

insured jjersou to change his doctor, and that of the doctor

to refuse to reaci i|'! i'm ii:-iin,l ihi -cu.

Change of A:!<:' . ,
- / ,...».<!.—The Secretary

was instructed {o .'
1

iii ' krk to the Insurance
Committee whelln r 1 I,; mw .Mliin , of an insured person

could be stated in the notice of removal from the doctor's

list.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Panel Committee
was held on .July 20th for the purpose of electing officials

of the new Panel Committee for the ensuing year.

Dr. Puitter, Dr. Dagger, and Mr. David P.anken were
appointed Chairman, Vicc-Chairman, and Secretary
respectively. It was unanimously agreed that the co-

opted members for the past year should be re-elected for

the ensuing year. Dr. Mathews was elected to the
vacancy for the Central district, caused by the resignation

of Dr. A. J. Collis. The Medical Service Subcommittee
and the Drug Subcommittee were re-elected. The same
Executive Committee was re-elected, with the exception
that Dr. Slater was elected instead of Dr. Hawthorn, who,
owing to military duties, was unable to attend the
Executive Committee meetings.

Surcharging.—The question of the surcharging of certain

doctors on the panel was then debated.

COUNTY OF SURREY.
Panel Committee.

The monthly meeting of the County of Surrey Panel
Committee was held at Surbiton Cottage Hospital on
July 16th, when Dr. Lankester was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year

:

Cluiirman : Dr. Lankester.
Vice-Chairman : Dr. Lyndon.
Honorary Treasurer : Dr. Walters*
Honorary Secretary : Dr. Cran.

Term, of Office of Panel Committee.—It was repoi-ted

that the Insurance Commissioners had extended the period
of recognition of the present Committee to July 15th,

1916.

Temporary Itesidents.— A letter was read from the
British Medical Association, stating that it saw no reason
why patients in convalescent homes should not be treated

as temporary residents. The Honorary Secretary was
instructed to explain tliat the Panel Committee only took
exception to the patients being treated as temporary
residents when all they needed was a certificate.

Nnrses Acting as Sick Visitors.—A letter was read from
the British Association stating that the Queen Victoria

Institute of Nurses agreed as to the undesirability of nurses
acting as sick visitors. It was resolved to ask the British

Medical Association to bring the matter to the notice of

other nursing associations, and also if possible get a notice

into some of the nursing papers, and distribute through
the medium of the panel associations to the provincial

uursiog associations.

Joint Meetings of. Local Medical and Panel Committees
—It was agreed that in future the Local Medical and
Panel Committees should meet jointly each month, and
that the minutes be kept separately.

Prcscriplions for Insured Persons in Ho82)ita!s,—
Replies were received from the hospitals in the county on
the prescribing for insured persons in those institutions.

It was resolved

:

That any medical officer of a hospital who is a panel practi-

tioner may only order medicines for insured persons under
hia care in the hospital , on Insurance Act prescription forms,
provided that such patient is on his pauel list, and is ouly
receiving such such treatment as he or she is entitled to

under the Insurance Act.

The Honorary Secretary was instructed to send a copy of

this resolution, together with an explanation of what treat-

ment was included, to all hospitals where insured persons

receive their medicine from Insurance Act prescription

forms.
Expenses of Pharmaceutical Co»!?7i.iUc«.—The question

of the expenses of the Pharmaceutical Committee was
again considered, and the Honorary Secretary was in-

structed to write to the Insurance Committee and state

the items in the estimate to which the Panel Committeo
took exception were the rent of office and its fumishLug

and clerical assistance apart from the Secretary's re-

muneration, and it was resolved that if the estimate was
reduced to SX>Q per annum the Panel Committee would put

no obstacle in the way of the Commissioners granting it.

Special Mileage Grant, lOU.—'She Honorary Secretary

was instructed to write to the County Committeo and ask

for an increased grant for 1914, and it was resolved that

the method of distribution should be the same as 1914,

COUNTY OF GLAMORGAN.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the County of Glamorgan Panel Committee

was held at the Glamorgan Insurance Offices, Cardiff, on

July 27th, when Dr. W. E. Thomas was in the chair.

Deductions from Payments to Doctors.—'She Secretary

was instructed to send the following resolution to the

Insm-ance Commissioners and Insurance Committee :

That this Panel Committee enters its most emphatic protest

against the various excessive ileductions made from our

payments during tlie past twelve months, and unless a

satisfactory answer is received from the Insurance Com-
missioners' and the Insurance Committee within a reasou-

ahle time we shall have to take stronger steps.

Unallotted Persons.—T\\& scheme of the Glamorgan

Insurance Committee for the division of the surplus fund

and the assigning of insured persons was agreed to.

SWANSEA.
Local Medical and Panel Committees.

Conference of Local Medical and Panel Committees.—

Dr. Knight gave an interesting account of the recent

conference, and was thanked for his services.

Payments to Doctors.—it was reported that the Finance

Subcommittee of the Local Insurance Committee had

recommended that Is. 2d. per patient should be paid ; that

this was passed by the full Committee, and was sent to

the Commissioners, who replied that they would not pay

more than lid. per patient. The meeting passed a reso-

lution strongly protesting against the proposal to pay only-

50 per cent.'of the moneys now due, and pomtmg out that

the percentage of insured persons enlisted cannot in fact

exceed 20 pet- cent., and that the panel doctors feel they

are being unfairly treated. Further, the resolution asked

that the^Insurance Commissioners state upon what basis

they arrive at the 50 per cent, proposed to be deducted,

and that unless a satisfactory answn- is given the meetmg

will consider the "advisability of takuig lurtlier steps."

Removal of Insured Pcrsorts.-^I t was decided that each

doctor should help the Clerk to the Local Insurance

Committee in tracing people who were in suspense.

Stock Mixtures.—'Hen stock mixtures were adopted.

AYRSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Panel Committee of the County of Ayr

was held in the County Hospital, Ayr, on May 27th, when

Dr. Beveeidgb was in the chair.
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l\ti/)jicnt for DomieiUanj Tyeatment of Depemhiiils.—
A letter was read from tho Clerk to the Insurance Com-
niittoo intimating tliat a conuunnication liad been vfKx'ived

from the Commissioners aiiproving of the scale of pay-
ment laid down for tlio domiciliary treatuieut of tuber-

culosis in connexion with dependants of insured persons,

subject to the reservation that mileage should be paid only
in cases where the person lives beyond a three-mile radius
from the place of residence of the practitioner. The
arrangement with the Insurance Committee was that
mileage should be paid in cases where the persons resided
outside a two-mile radius, and it was decided to

adhere to that arrangement. The meeting was resolve<l

into a joint meeting with the Local Medical Committee,
the members of the latter Committee present consisting of

the members attending the Panel Committee meeting,
with the addition of Dr. J. Wilson.

yolijicaiian of Tuberculosis.— The Chairman raised the
question of insufficient notification of cases of tuberculosis,

and the assistant secretary was instructed to issue a
circular to panel practitioners recommending them to

notify all cases of tuberculosis of every kind.

A further meeting of the Committee was held at Kil-

marnock on June 25th, when Dr. Beveridge presided.
Faijnieitts for 1914.—A letter from the Clerk to the

lusm'auce Committee was submitted suggesting that the
total Practitioners' Fund credited to the Insurance Com-
mittee for 1914, includmg the "suspense sixpence, " and
deducting the sum paid to the Panel Committee for

administrative expenses, and the P. O. Medical System, in

all £112 17s. 7d., should be divided among the doctors under
contract with the Committee during that year, according
to the number of persons on doctors' lists as at December
31st last, less payments to account made for that year. The
number of persons on doctors' lists, as at December 31st
last, was stated at 56.842, and the balance of cash
available for division £2,718 15s. 5d. This showed a pay-
ment of within a fraction of 7s. instead of 7s. 6d. per per-

son, the reason given for the discrepancy being that no
deduction in respect of soldiers and sailors was being made
from any doctor's list. The letter also proposed that
doctors who were dispensing medicines on a capitation
basis, and who had been paid at the rate of Is. per person
to account, should be paid the remaining 6d., the sum to be
paid being 50 {ler cent, of the payments to account already
made, the amount still to be paid under this head being
£456 10s. 6d. The su.ygestions were approved. The
meeting was strongly of opinion that the Commissioners
should furnish a statement annually, showing how the
sums credited to the Insurance Committee tor medical
benefit were arrived at, as practitioners, and also the
Insurance Committee, were at present furnished with no
information of any kind on this most important matter.
ruyments for 1015.—A letter was read from the Clerk of

the Insurance Committee regarding payments to be made
on account to doctors for the quarter ending June 30th,

1915, stating that of the amount credited to the Insurance
Committee for that quarter for medical benefit the seven-
ninths available for payments to doctors amounted to £3,546
(a decrease compared with last quarter of £483), which would
I>ermit of a payment on account of 70 per cent, only of the
Is. 9d. per persou i)er quarter due, as against 80 per cent.

paid last quarter. The payment of 70 per cent, would
absorb £5,496. It was agi-eed to accept this, coupled with
a protest against the reduction in the sum to be paid on
account, it being pointed out that the possible number of

insured persouswho had enlisted was insufficient to justify

such a reduction as was being made, and that the fact of

this unwarranted deduction emphasized the need of an
annual statement from the Commissioners showing how
sums credited to each insui-ance area were arrived at.

Conference of Local Medical and, Panel Commiltees.—
Dr. Pa^.^rson gave an interesting report as to the confer-

ence held in London on .Tune 16th, which he attended as
the delegate of the Local Medical and Panel Committees.
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Dr. Paterson for his

services and report.

RENFREW COUNTY.
Panel Cosijiitteb.

A MEETING of the Renfrew County Panel Committee was
held in the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, High Street, Paisley, on
June 23rd, when Dr. Cohbett presidcdi

" Hep. Misf."—The Committee expressed the opinion
that the arrangement presently in force with the Renfrew
Insurance Committee whereby "repeats" are limited to
one calendar month should be afforded a reasonable trial.

Authority was given to Drs. Hill and Corbctt to represent
to the Insurance Committee tlic views of the Panel Com-
mittee, and, if possible, to come to soiiio arrangement
whereby the limited use of " repeats " might be continued.
Report of Central Cli,'rhiii,i Itiiyriiii.—The points raised

in the first monthly icprnt issnod from the Central
Checking Bureau ou i'licniists' Accouuts were fully dis-

cussed, but it was deciilod to delay any formal expression
of opinion until the Insurance Committee had had an
opportunity of considering the report, when its views
would probably be conmiunicated to the Panel Committee.

WIGTOWNSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the Wigtownshire Panel Committee was held
on July 16th.

liediiccd Payments.—The reduction of the last quarterly
payment to 65 per cent, was considered much more drastic

than the needs of the area required, but, in view of the
great difference in the percentage of recruits in different

areas, it was not considered advisable to make any appeal
against the reduction.
Non-payment of Balance for 1914.—It was agreed, in

view of the increased cost of drugs, dressings (most of the
practitioners in the area dispense), and other working
expenses, to call upon the Scottish Commissioners to pay
the balances for 1914 within one month, and to inform
them that failing payment the panel practitioners would
reconsider their position with a view to repudiating their

contracts with the Insurance Committee.
Doctors' Lists.—It was decided to request the Clerk to

the Insurance Comniittoe to furuisli each panel practi-

tioner with a list of insured persons who have been put on
each quarter, along with the quarterly list of withdrawals
from their panels.

MATERNITY BENEFIT.
Maternity Benefit and Approved Societies.

An important conference was held at Dundee on July
16tli between representatives of the approved societies

under the Insurance Act and the Maternity Hospital,
dealing with the present unsatisfactory regulations as to
midwifery in Scotland, and especially the payment that
should be made by approved societies for the treatment at
confinements of their insured members at hospitals or by
the staffs of hospitals. Dr. J. C. McVail, Vice-Chairman of

the Scotti.sh Insurance Commissioners, presided, and among
many others present were: Miss Paterson, of the Insur-
ance Commission ; Professor Kynoch, Professor of Ob-
stetrics, University College, Dundee ; and Dr. Hugh
Eraser, of the Dundee Royal Infirmary.

Dr. McVail said that though the Commissioners were
not actually parties to the conference, they had a very
distinct interest in its subject. Experience of the opera-
tion of the Insurance Act had tended to dissipate many of

the fears which the hospitals had at first entertained, but
the Commissioners had agreed that it would be useful if

the insurance committees and the hospital authorities of

the four cities which had maternity hospitals could be
brought together to discuss certain questions that had
arisen between these hospitals and the approved
societies. It was very distinctly to the interest of the
approved societies that the maternity hospitals of Scotland
should be prosperous and successful. He was not for a
moment suggesting on behalf of the Commissioners that
any one should go to the hospital for maternity attendance
rather than be attended by a skilled doctor or midwife at

home, as the Act gave the mother an absolute free choice
of doctor or midwife, but the question that had to be con-

sidered was simply one of finance between tlio societies

and the hospitals when the mother elected to go to the

hospital.

Professor Kynoch said that when the Insurance Act
came into force the dh-ectors and staff's of maternity hos-

pitals had felt some anxiety lest the usefulness of these
hospitals should be crippled instead of increased. The
chief object of maternity benefit was to obtain the best
possible attendance for confiuenienls. The Midwives Act
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of 1902 had proved to be a safeguard for the poor women,
aud it was to be hoped that it would soon be extended to

.Scotland, bo that every woman should be assured of

attendance by a tvily q'Jilified doctor or midwife. But
they could not atlord to wait for such legislation, and it

was necessary to emphasize the importance at tlie present

moment of doing all in their power to reduce infant mor-
tality. In 1913 there were born in Scotland 121,000

children, and of these 13,163 died within the first year of

life—a death-rate of 108.8 per 1,000 births. Moreover,

the antenatal mortality was probably quite as large as the

death-rate in the first year of life
;
putting the two figures

together, it would appear that quite one-third of the new
population that .should be the nation of to-morrow
ilid not survive the fiist year. The future health of the

unborn child depended "on the health of the expectant
mother, and to obtain satisfactory surroundings and
efficient nursing it was nece.ssary to remove many of the

mothers from their homes. Universal experience showed
that manipulative midwifery in the homes of the poorer

patients was dangerous, and from his own experience of

twenty years he could say that nearly a third of the

diseases and derangements reijuiring gynaecological treat-

ment was due to previous childbed illness. Patients in

healthy, clean homes could quite well be treated at home,
whereas those living in unhealthy homes were best treated

in hospitals, as were also complicated cases. It must be
remembered that the hospitals were kept up by voluntary
.subscriptions, and were training centres for nurses and
doctors. For that training it was not sufficient that only

.serious aud complicated cases should be admitted. The
future nurses and doctors must be enabled to see normal
cases, aud for that purpose it was important that the
maternity hospitals should be well filled. Last year the

Dundee hospital only received £410 from insurance

societies, and most of this was given voluntarily by insured

persons. It was very difficult to get all insured persons to

contribute on a voluntary basis, and it would be better if

all societies would enter into an agreement with the
maternity hospitals so as to equalize payment. In
Australia the infant death-rate, in spite of a £5
bonus paid to the mothers for every child, still

continued at 71 per 1.000, while in New Zealand,
where the assistance was wholly given in the form
of skilled attention and teaching, the infant death-
rate had fallen in five years from 80 to 35 per
1,000. It thus appeared that skilled assistance was
far better than itere cash, and he thought that such
assistance could best be obtained by an agreement be-

tween the insurance societies and the hospitals, so that
the maternity ca.ses might receive the best attention in the
hospitals or in their own homes under the maternity hos-
pital authorities. In that way much of the impaired health,
chronic suffering, and disablement which later cost the
societies so much would be prevented, so that the societies

would be more than compensated in the long run. It had
been suggested that patients treated in the hospitals might
contribute 10s., and those treated in their homes by the
hospital staffs might contribute, say, 7s. 6d., but personally
ho thought that some fixed sum for both classes would be
better.

After some discussion, during which it appeared that
several of the approved societies had already some agree-
ment with the hospitals, the following resolution was
carried unanimously

:

That the various approved societies in Dundee Blionld enter
into a uniform a,'reement with the Dundee Maternity
Hospital as to the amount to be paid for iudoor and out-
door cases who elect to be treated in the hospital or by
the hospital staff.

A further resolution was also carried to the effect that :

This meeting records its opinion that it is most important
that the Midlives Bill for Scotland should be passed at
the earliest i'ossible date.

Maternity Hospix.iLS ..\nd Mateexity Benefit.
On the evening of July 23rd a conference was held

between the officials of the approved insurance societies of
Edinburgh and district and representatives of the Edin-
burgh Royal Maternity Hospital. Dr. ^McVail, Vice-
Chairman of the Scottish Insurance Commissioners, pre-
sided, and Sir Halliday Croom gave the principal address

;

the hospital was also represented by Mr. Middleton (Chair^
niani, Mr. James Peterson (S ecretaryi, and by Bailie

Buchan. The object of the conference was to correlate

more effectively the working of- the maternity hospital and
the approved societies ; and meetings for the same object

are being held in the other large towns of Scotland. It

was considered by the Insurance Commissioners that a
systematic utilization of the services of the competent
staff of the maternity hospital would be a considerable

step in the right direction.

Dr. McVail said that he was there more in the capacity
of an onlooker, but he referred to the many-sided value
of an institution like the Koyal Maternity Hospital, in

which everything was done to prevent not only any im-
mediate evil results to, but also any chronic ailment of,

mothers at childbirth, in which pains were taken to

prevent eye disease in the infants such as might, if un-
checked, cause blindness, and in which doctors and mid-
wives were trained. In the absence of a Midwives Act
for Scotland, it was necessary to limit as far as possible

the sphere of activity of ignorant women of the Sairey
Gamp type.

Sir Halliday Croom, in his address, spoke of the mater-
nity benefit as one of the most satisfactory features of the
Insurance Act, for the proper care and conduct of maternity
was one of the most urgent problems of the time. In
three ways death might come to a woman during mater-
nity: She might die of some ordinary ailment, such as
bronchitis, occurring solelj" as an accidental complication ;

she might die through one of the conditions known as the

accidents of childbirth, such as eclampsia; or she might
perish through puerperal infection. Of the women who
died in childbiBd, one quarter succumbed to the accidents

referred to, and the rest died from blood poisoning, which
was entirely and absolutely preventable. At one time this

puerperal blood poisoning decimated the inmates of mater-
nity hospitals, from 15 to 25 per cent, dying of it, whilst

the ordinary death-rate in childbed was only 1 in 120.

Maternity hospitals then were dangerous places ; now
Lister's anti.septic treatment of wounds had altered all

that, and blood poisoning in hospitals had been practically

stamped out, the cases which still occurred being purely
sporadic. Outside the hospitals, however, the disease

went on unchecked, and the mortality from blood poisoning
in private work remained extraordinarily high ; foi-,

whilst at the hospitals the doctors and nurses were under
discipline and antiseptic treatment was carried out under
pain of dismissal, in private practice muses and doctors

could do what they pleased, and there was a tendency to

both laxity and "cai'elessness; and, further, in private

practice some of the antiseptic precautions could not be
carried out so thoroughly. Sir Halliday proceeded
to describe the advantages offered by the hospital, re-

ferring to the trained medical staff and nurses and to the
consultants attached to the institution. He spoke of the
prematernity home, where girls pregnant for the first time
were taken" in aud supervised medically, of the pre-

maternity ward for the treatment of the diseases of

pregnancy, of the pregnancy and infant clinics for out-

patients, aud he gave details of the extern department
of the hospital, with its nurses, students, and qualified

doctors. He claimed he had made out an absolutely in-

controvertible case for the maternity hospital, and he
touched, in addition, upon the relief of suffering through
the administration of chloroform, which was used more
freely in Scotland than in any other quarter of the globe.

He further showed the importance of all these matters in

connexion with infantile mortality, referring to the greater

mortality (for mothers and infants) in male births and to

the necessity in these days, when men were at a premium,
to conserve the sex as far as possible. The prevention of

ojihthalmia neonatorum meant the saving of many indi-

viduals from blindness. The fee to be charged by the

hospital for persons under the Insurance Act was 10s. for

intern cases and 5s. for those attended at their own homes,
auu li 11 rl. :i ,ii < ; il ijirjoal to the approved societies to

suiii i ; :
i' |i lately in order that the teaching

oft' '
I

' ry might not cease.

A Ji. Il iiM iii .'A ii. "during which a resolution was
passed in favour of a Jlidwives Act for Scotland ; a further

resolution was carried expressing the earnest hope that

the outcome of the conference would be that all tho

societies in the district would enter into an agreement with
the Royal Maternity Hospital, the question of the fee to be
paid by each patient being left open.
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EXCESSIVE PRESCRIBING.
The Croydon Paiiol Committee has issued the followiuc
circular to the members of the local pnuol

:

lifport of Subcommittee on the Checker's Statement for Maiyli
auii tin Preacriptiom re/erred for £.mminalioii.

'

Tour Subcommittee beg to report that they Imve givencareful and detailed consideratiou to the Cliecker's Htatcniciit
lor March, and to the prescriptions referred for examiuatioii
amitheyareofopmiouthatit is essential for the Panel Com^

witne.'e'rmin'ation!'^"'"'
^'"'"^ ""'' '° '""' °"' ""'' 1'"'-^

C^^^!i^^,^^^''''"^' "' the Dru, Fund or put

That two-thinTs of the men on the Panel can give adennatetreatment for an avei-age of less thau Is. 6d. a head shows that

monlv"''
i""^'*'^"'^'"^ '^ unnecessary and a waste of public

We'recommend that from time to time warnini? notices (a
6ut!feest6.1 form for which is appended! should be sent to thosemen who appear to be exceeding 2s. a head, and that noBurcharges be made until the end of the Year.

Ihen, after full inrjuiry into any possiblv mitigatint; circum-
stances, a surcharge should be recommended of Fliose men wliocontinued to prescribe excessively after the warnings

\Ve m.^ke these recommendations for the following reason^;-Any surcharges made now would be comi»ratively trifling in

done^'o the Ilni"^. F f
"° "^*°^ compensate for the damage

,iJ',?,'V' I'T'^'^^'''^'""^, '? ^''i'^^
exception is taken might be

delenceHm'^foLslblf
"''"'' '"' ''''"' '" ''"'^ "'^''^—^f"'

„,f,"'^^'"^'''
'* '"'*^','' {'^"^^ ^^ argued that a peculiarly bad casema\ have caused the amount for anv particular month toappear excessne. but at the end of the year, if the average rate

of prescribing has been anything like reasonable, there shouldbe uo excuse for exceeding the 2s.

:\^}"1'^'
°t !l'^

Pi-escriptious in general suggests the reflection
-!0l the excessive prescribers treat svmptoms merely

for further treatment give pleasing draughts

A.Climie. M.H..D. Whvt
M.B, Stuart. .M.H \\ Si

F.K.C.S.E.,.1. V. W I,,.,,

Dyke. .M.H.. II. w, H,,.l,
H. Hodse, jM.H.. A. <i (11

Temporary Lieuteuu u

i

SPECIAL BESEHVE OP OFFICERS.
r,ientanftnt w !•., ,^°V^ J"*^^ Mkdical Corps.

S. Aruistronf?,
i-gh University Coutingent, O.T.C.. to be Lie,,:

that
and when at a
of well-flavoured mixtures.
Thus, naturally enough, they fail to cure their cases, and

patients come again and again for medicine, giving these
practitioners a fictitious appearance of high sickness incidence.

.„ 1 »
"^^SUtnent that this is to the advantage of insured personsand to the funds of approved societies will not stand examina-

tion for a moment.
Such metho<1s of treatment are disadvantageous to both In

prescribing, as in most other things, economy and efficiencywalk hand in hand.

Lieut6nanl,-CoIc
was posted a,s Civ
mh, 1915; and as
tana, with effect f:

Colonel R, S!i

INniAN .MEDICAL SERVICE,
el \V. L. Seott JUoncrielT (ret.) '

Lieuienai
Residency !

to hold vis tin!<

Wev

reemployment.

t. was posted as
9tlj. 1915; and

V ;.' V '-'^'^t'^™ Rajputana States.
It ng charge of the office of Agonov
addition to bis own duties, with

Dastur, Uii
petah Sesl:
Mitra. M.B., H. Aung

Habal anb jHilttaiiT ^pjjoiufmntts.

_
, ,, .

ROYAL \AVAL MI.DICAL SERVICE.

fiu«/n, w"r ''P'"!'"'^-';'^",''' ')."'"'"""'''' '""^^ Admiralty: Staff

P^ufiii ;
C- U. Si>ntb to 11, e Com,,,, vico Hughes; Surgeon A. J.Pa terson to the \'c!oyy additional. Temporary Surgeons R. M.DaunattandJ. Sniitli, .AI H , to the Vifi,l. additional for PlyuioutliHospital

; W. S. Q-Loughlin, M. li. Macleod, M.a. K. M. Dyott F C
for Raslar Hospital

; J. P. Johuson, .MB.. A W Uunn M B aii.l
&„.„•»,•.?'"•?.'"'• S'K-. to the I'embr„hr. additional. for'clia'Umin
Ho^ipital; J. Drnmmond. M.Ii., to the ir,,i-,„„- E J Tongue to tbe

Burgcon;'p U MaweT'
^^'"'^'"' ^'"''' <^"'"''"''- ^o b« temporary

„ ,^
ROTAI, NATAI. VOLnNTEEB RESEnVE.

Surgeon Probationers R. McI. Gardner to the Ouse. vice BakerD McEachran to the im««f vice Stormer ; J. B. D. Galbraith to
Ille„heim. addUional. To be Surgeon Probationers : C. Wo,

Macgregor. A. Macpherson, R. D. Mackenzie,

the

a, M.B., Ma'naeekjee Me'rwanJM'cowas1ee,''Braj'Bu°bi

Senior Assffta^,*tV,^,^,T„''''
S.^?"?'",!'*'^'' DEPA-nTMENT.

,» i .°
„*^f.!.'^L'.,^/'iT.'-°°''-

with the honorary rank of Lieutenant.
Miorary rank of Captaii

3 honorary rank of Lie

F. G. H. Decks, W. Bamford, and W
nd J. A. H. Holu

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
7»» r„„7„„ //!<

Roj"- AnMr Medicai, Cones.

Captain V. W. Low, M.D.. P.R c.

Pagg, .

Military Hospital.
3nl London General Hospital.

is seconded.
4lh Lomlon General Hospital.~Ma,ior A Iand Captains J. P. Stewart, M.D., FRCP

F.R.C.S.. are seconded,
....

ref;^*uuthTshS'co^Sis^^'n' ^"'^''^—I-i-tenant M. A. Cu

bJ^2^™Sr:l^lf;?;-rf?:^;.<^??'"™' ^.?.. P.R.C.S.E,
1st East Anuliai

S. U. Graham
1st SoaHi-ll

C. W. Edwards, F.R.C
Medi^cal Units, to be Captain,

==.,iyc» will be available on mobilization.
' FuMAmbtda7ice.^-Ma.ior G. M. Hetheiington frtenant-Colonel. To be Lieutenant" J KaJ-oSkl-

Ba
, A. M. Davidson. J. Johnston,

H. A. Kidd to be tei

the araylin«w. ;i W,
lishedin the r

Tobetenii, 1 , M
Hospital: VV 1

tuted for notifi' i n ,i

Major A. E. Smiths'
BUiHjrnnmerary

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
BoTAi. Army Medicai. Corps.

I.i,-m-naiitColonel whilst employed at
' '; 111, ted for the notification uulj-

Brook Wur Hosuiuil :
- \h l.i,.,,t.-

F.R.C.S. ; as Major: E, s-,v,in,i.,ii, .^

To be temporary CaptHiii> . i: i:

Battalion Devonshire K(.[;,,,icijt ; t,

M.D., temporary Lieutenant A. \\

notification published in the Londn
To be temporary Lieutenants: H.

lock, M.D.. N. McC. Boyce, M.B.,

1 the active list and to

iH ry rank of Captain

with the Australian
iiorary commissions

:

Uiin H. L. L. Harris.

uipoi-avy l,ifiii,-n,int, (.:. .1, Edgar.
. Addinscll, M.I), (.suljstituted for
,» Ga.2<;t((; of April 15tbl.
Bogers-Tillstone, M.D., B. Black-
J. A. Mescall, J. V. Cope, M.B.,

Monnua BHgade Fiehl Ami,dance.~CB.vUm
Attached to Units other thau

E.'w.SlwB^MrB.''
^"'"''''''-''° ''« Lieutenants: J. Lloyd. M.D,,

p'??'!? S'"'
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?: J?:
.'^I; .¥?.««« f.om T.F B., to be Captain, tempomry (subttitutedZ-

^";"',?.:':,£^p7/„';,°^„f"°«,
2"h). to be Lie?,-

iaiicc. -Lieutenant B. S. Young
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J. W. Rami
( Lnncasliire FieUl Ami,

I.U., iroiuT.F.H., to lie Lieutenant.
»ul Hast Lancashire Field Ambidan

d East Lanca:

1st Fa

Matthews, M H.. „,
Lieutenant-Colonel, temporary.

TTcsf inii«,s;i!re Casualty Clea
Lieutenant.

1st West Lan,^a.-l,ire Field Ami
M.B., froni 2nd \\'i-st f.iinrn^hirp V

Station.-R. K. Mers

Colonel.
otlier tl„.n M,,l
3rd West L,,,,,„>

2nd ?)>•./ lliil

to be teuilJi.ran
1st Norllu-ni'

tenant.
2nd Northern

tenant-Colonels
;

G. W. Watson,
Captains to be te

M.B.. P.K.CS.. I,

Captain whost- s<

eth Norther,,
M.D., late Sii

shire Reel:

y^Iajor W. T. Blackledge,
,.,.*-,",.'." w" li

"],' '','''"','" bo Lieutenant-

,,, I ,

'' Mt,,ched to Units

i' M'\,'/,l„','h„,, ,' .,' ,' ,:
" ' ^'^"^^^ ^''O""

.*''''''"''"'""''-' '''i'i-',ii I' 1^- Dobson, M.B.,

d nospit(d.—\X. Johnston. M.B., to be Lieu-

M.I)., to he

'iiend II,isnital.~:\l.
-Lieutenant 1st Volu
be Captains whose ,

\ ,ll,iuiis and A. Foster,
liatLalion East Lanca-

es will be available onmobilization
1st Highland Field Amlmlance.

8th Argyllshire Battalion (Princ
Highlanders, to be Captain, temporary

'>l Bospital.—j. Patrick, M.n., FRCSE tr
i-ices will be available on mobilization ' " '

0«i«r tlian Medical !/«t(.s.—Lieutenant W.
J. de V. Mather, M.D.

Srd Scottish Gener

To be Lieutenant
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lital Statistics.

Hospitals nnd tbe London
171, and 2,468 at the end of

'-Mi ou Batiiday. .Iwb 24th;
iL-ek. against 348. 322 and 290

either bj- a i-efjistcved

number, 4 were re...

Preston, and 2 each in

Tyne. and Carlisle,
treatment in the lleti

Fever Hosuital. whicli
the three precedint^ wei
342 new cases were adu
iu the three preceding '

HE.\LTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
Ix the sixteen largest Scottish towns, 1.083 births and 942 deaths were
registered during the week ended Saturday. .Inly 24th. The annual
rate of mortality in these towns, which bad been 16.6. 15.7. and 12.5 in

the three preceding weeks, rose to 14 2 in tbe week under notice, and
was 2,8 l)€r 1,000 above the rate recorded in the ninel>-six large

English towns. Among the several towns the death-rate ranged from
5.4 in Hamilton, 6.1 in Falkirk, and 8.2 iu Clydebank, to 19.3 in

Aberdeen, 19.4 in Leith, and 24.8 in Ayr. The mortality from the
principal infective diseases averaged 2.2 per 1.000. and was highest in

Aberdeen, Glasgow, and Hamilton. Tbe 314 deaths from all causes in

Glasgow included 29 from measles, 10 from infantile diarrhoeal
diseases, 9 from whooping-cough. 4 Irom scarlet fever, and 2 each from
enteric fever and from diphtheria. Four deaths from measles were
recorded in Aberdeen and 3 in Paisley ; 7 from scarlet fever in

Aberdeen and 2 in Edinburgh; 2 from wbooping-cougb in Abeideen:
5 from diphtheria in Edinburgh ; and 4 from infantile diarrhoea in

Dundee and 2 in Motherwell.

KATTOXAL SANATORIUM, Benenden.—Assistant Medical OfBcer,
Salary. il20 per annum.

NORTHAMPTON GENERAL HOSPITAL.—House-Smgeon Salary,

£150 par annum,
OCHIL HILLS SANATORIUM. Milnathort. N.B. -Junior Medical

Omcer. Salary. il50 per annum, rising to i'200.

OXFORD EYE HOSPITAL. -House-Surgeon. Salary, ilOO per

ROYAL EYE HOSPIT.\L. Southwark. S.E. -House-Surgeon. Salary.
£100 per annum.

ST. MARKS HOSPITAL FOR CANCER. FISTULA, Etc.. City
Koad. EC—House-Surgeon. Salary.f150 per annum.

SALISBURY GUNERAL INFIRMARY. -Assi3ta«t House-Surgeon.
Salary. 4100 i..-r annum.

SHEFKIKl.D ROVAL INFIRMARY.—d' House-Surgeon ; (21 Assis-
t«nt House-l'lij skian. Salary, f100 per annum.

SHEFFIELD I >;IVERSITY. — Demonstrator of Pathology and
Bacteriolog\-.

SHREWSBURY BOROUGH.-Medical Officer of Health and School
1 Offlc

SOUTHAl
HOM

STOKI. (.

den.

WALS \ I

TH 1^ \vr> 'inc-THAMPTON

-I ^ H^'^l'lTAL.-Resi-

^- iifii House-Surgeon

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Btratford.—
(1) Resident Medical Officer; (2! House-Physicians and House-
Surgeons. Balary for (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100
per annum respectively.

WIGAN : ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.- .lunior Houae-Surgeon. Salary. £150 per annum.

WINSLEY SANATORIUM, near Bath-Senior Resident Medical
Officer. Salary. £400 i>er annum.

CERTIFY^NG FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointment:
Knaresborough (Yorkshire, West Ridingi.

To ensure itoiice iu this column—luhich is compiled from our
adverlistment columns, where full purticiiUirt will be found—

. it is necessary that advertisements should be received not later
than the first vnst on ll'edncsdai/ niornina. J^ersons interested
should refer also to the Index to Advertisements tchich follows
the Table of Contents in the Joukkai,.

DcniKG the we
were register,
land, as agn 11

These deatb-

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
rths and 341 deaths

Bainbridge

;per IS therefore 3.3

uty-six English
! birth-rate, on

the other hand, was equal to 23 7 per 1.000 of popula
tality of individual localities, that in the Dublin registration area was
14.3 111- iigiiius'. an average of 16.0 for the previous lour weeks>. in
Dull! •- '" -linst 16.11. inBelfastl4.4(as against 12.01, inCork
15 6 - :. I.ondonden-y 25.3 (as against 19.6). in Limerick
23 . nnd in Waterford 7.6 (»s against 14.3'. The
zyii .^ 1.1, as against 1.2 in the previous period.

APPOINTMENTS.
F. A., M.D., F.R.C.P., to the University Chair of

Physiology at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

BcDGE. E. J. H..L.R.C.P.andS.Eain..L.F.P.S.Glasg.. District Medical
OfEcer of the Cardiff Union.

Earle. H. G.. M.B.Camb.. Professor of Physiology at the University
of Hong Kong.

Jago. E. B., Mr r '" M..lieal Officer of Health to the
Greasboroiu . ,.mcil.

Menzit'.s. ,7an!i Ir.fessor of Physiology, University
of Durhaiji ' Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Ramsay. Mabi i I •
: 1 hn., D.P. H.Cantab.. Anaesthetist

(during war) tu tlic- SoutL De\ on and Kast Cornwall Hospital.
Plymouth.

Smaii-es. W. H., M.D.Lond.. Certifying Factory Suigeon for the
Henley District, co. Yorks.

Vacancies autr ^pp0intntfnts.
BIRTHS, MAimiAGES, AND DEATHS.

KOTICES TiEGAnDIXCf APrOIXTMi:

made

Thechargf for
Deaths IS

Orders or
Wednesday

II Post OSice

V.\CAXCTES.
BIRMINGHAM AND MIl.I.lNH UVI. HOSPITAL.—Junior House-

Surseon. Salary, f ICO !« 1 nr>iiu!]i :ind £5 laundry allowance.

BIRMINGHAM GENF.R AT, DISI'1:nSARV.-Resident Medical Officer.
Salary, £250 per annum.

BRISTOL GENERAL HOSPITAL.-House-Physician. Salary, £150

BURNLEY: VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £135

BURY INFIRM.VRY. — Senior House-Surgeon. Salary, £250 per

CHESTERFIELD AND NORTH DERBYSHIRE HOSPITAL.-
Seeond House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISI \M,^ i.l
I 111; CHEST,

Victoria Park. E. (11 Resident M. 1
'

. ; HouBe-
Physiciau. Salary. £200 and £100 per 1, i ,

DEVONPORT: ROYAL ALBERT IK'.^r.i .l.-J'-. .Surgeon.
Salary. £150 per annum; 21s. allowed .\.. ::. . .1

",
1 11- single-

handed.
DORSET COUNTY COUNCIL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.—

School Dentist. Salary. £260 per annum.
DUNDEE: SIDLAW S.VNATORIUM.-Resident Medical Officer.

lOLKESTONF, : ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon.
Salary. £150 per annum.

GUILDFORD: ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL.-Houae-
Surgeou. Salary, £150 per annum.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
Brompton, S.W.—House-Physician, Honorarium, 30 guineas for
six months.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENBAET.—Lady Besident Medical Officer.
Salary. £130 per annum.

MANCHESTER NORTHERN HOSPIT.\L FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.—House-burgeon. Salary. £120 per annum.

BIRTHS.

CoLi-iss.-On .Tuly 31st. at Woodford Green, Essex, tbe wife of
F. Garland Collins, Lieutenant R.A.M.C. of a son.

Dickson.—On July 30th, at Nelson Place, Newcastle, Staffordshire.
the wife of Robert H. Dicksen. F.R.C.S., of a son.

Stuabt.—On July 24th. at Leamore, Walsall, Violet (Mallie', wife of
Allen Murray Stuart, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. of a son.

MARRIAGE.

Thomas—Waggott.—On July 27th. 1915, at the Church of All Saints,
St. Regulus, Cromarty, Scotland, by the Bev. W. K. Knight-
Adkin, B.A.. Chaplain Royal Navy. Surgeon E. Fairfield Thomas.
M.B.. D.P.H., Royal Navy, third son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Thomas, Gilweru House, Pontllanfraith, Monmouthshire, to
Gertrude, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Waggott, of
Warden House, Tynemouth.

DIAKT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

August.
North of England Branch. Annual Meeting,
Newcastle-ou-Tyne, 3.30 p.m.

Further Exte.Cordinary GeneR;\x Meet-
ing, 429. Strand, Loudon, W.C, 2 p.m.

London : Representative Body and Coimcil
Election Ketmns Committees, 2 p.m.

London : War Emergency Committee.

PriaieU and pulHtshed t 1 A98aciation at their Offlce,

:

i-lnthc-rields. J Cuuiitj' or
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T\AR E.^IERGENCT COMMITTEE.
It lias already been reported that the War Emevgency
Committee appointed by the Representative Meeting on
July 23rd had at its meeting on July 30tli elected Dr. T.
Jenner Verrall chairman, Dr. A. E. Shipley, Master of

Christ's College, Cambridge, and Me. E. B. Turner. Chair-
man of Representative Mi( I iii-~. \ ii .li'inu. n. and Mr.
Jii.shop Harmau and Dr. All - .1 > M- :

- <ictaryof
the Association, joint secret!! , I ! ' . hip of the
Committee as at present con^l mi: -I i,,,l !!.,ii ii-i.iw.

The Committee met for the second time ou Wednesday.
August 4th, when Dr. T. .Jenneu Vekeall was in the
chair. The other members present were Sir T. Clifford
Allbutt, K.C.B., M.D., F.R.S., Lieutenant- Colonel Sii

James Barr, LL.D., Major James Galloway, Major W. J.

Greer, Mr. N. Bishop Harman, Dr. J. A. Macdonald, LL.D.,
Dr. Edwin Rayner. Dr. A. E. Shiplej', F.R.S., and Mr. E. B.
Tm-ner.

It was announced that Professor Harvey Littlejohn,
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of

Edinburgh, had accepted the invitation to become a
member of the Committee ; he was co-opted accordingly,
and was present at the meeting.
A letter was read from Sir Donald MacAlister, President

of the General Medical Council, stating that while he was
very \yilling, as in the case of the Scottish Emergency
Committee, to co operate with the Committee to the best
of his power, he preferred, having regard to his official

position, not to accept the responsibility of membership.

to the best pos
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Correspondence with the War Office.
The following correspondence with the War Office was

read

:

July 30th, 1915.

Sir,—We are instructed to inform you that at the Annual
Representative Meeting of the British Medical Associa-
tion on Friday, the 23rd inst., it was resolved to appoint a
Special War Emergency Committee with the following
constitution, reference, and personnel:

1. That a War Emergency Committee be appointed
for the Session 1915-16.

2. That it consist of the four ex officio members,
four members elected by the Council from its own
number, lour members elected by the Representatives
present in the Representative Meeting, and four other
members elected in the same way, who shall them-
selves be Representatives.

3. That it shall have power to co-opt not more than
six other members representative of universities,
colleges, and other medical bodies.

4. That the reference to the Committee bo to
organize the medical profession in England, Wales,
and Ireland in such a way as will enable the Govern-
ment to use every medical practitioner fit to serve the
countrj- iu such a manner as to turn his qualifications

r r S Cambi d^a.
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Chairman.
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War Office,

London, S.W.,
31st July, 1915.

Sirs,—I am directed to acknowledge your letter of the

30th Jnly and am to request you to convey to llio War
Emergency Committee the deep appreciation of the

Director-General, Army Medical Service, for the good
work they have done and are doing in organizing the

medical profession so as to meet the requirements of the

I am to say that Sir Alfred Keogh would be glad to meet
representatives of the Committee, say sis, at 11 a.m., on
Wednesday, 4th August, when he would be glad to explain

to them the present and the anticipated future needs of

the Army Medical Services, and to discuss with them the
best means of meeting them.

I am to add that the Director-General suggests that

Major Galloway should be appointed to represent the
Army Medical Service on the Committee as this gentle-

man'has been for some years on our Advisory Board and
is therefore informed as to our military necessities, and is

in close touch with the medical representatives of the ^^ar

Office Staff.—I am. Sirs, your obedient Servant,
(Signed) A. P. Blenkinsop, Colonel,

for Director-General, Army Medical
Service.

The Secretaries,
British MefUcal Association,

429, Strand, W.C.

The Chairman reported that, in compliance with the
invitation contained in Colonel Blenkinsop's letter, a depu-
tation from the Committee, consisting of himself, the two
vice-chairmen of the Committee (Dr. Shipley and Mr. E. B.
Turner), Major James Galloway, and the two secretaries,

had that day had an interview with Sir Alfred Keogh, who
stated that he was very glad that the Association had
widened the scope of the Committee by appointing mem-
bers of bodies outside the Association. The members of

the deputation stated that the Committee desired to have
the authority of the War Otfice in calling upon medical
practitioners to join the H.A.M.C. Sir Alfred Keogh
replied that while he believed the constitution and scope
of the Committee to be well known to the profession, he
was quite ready to give such authority if it was thought
that further recognition would be useful. The following

letter has since been received

:

War Office,
Whitehall, S.W.,

August 9th, 1915.

Dear Sirs,—As I explained at my interview with mem-
bers of the War Emergency Committee on the 4th instant,
I cordially welcome the ('sl!^t))i^lll)lent of the new Com-
mittee on its extended ba>i^, it]iie.senting as it does all

sections of the medical |irolission, and I hope to receive
from it much help in my work of providing oflScers for the
Eoyal Army Medical Coips.

In order that there may be no doubt as to the close
relalionshi)) •which I lioiic will exist between your Com-
iiiiiii.i mid r- 1^ (1<

j
iutuiont, I have pleasure in stating

tli:ii I I I HU excellent medium for dealing
Willi -hi '. Ill which now faces the profession
-iiuiimI', I I.

I 1
I \ medical officers for the forces and

at the s:i>i - 1 -
1

'. tcct the needs of the civil popula-
tion asl;ii :

•'• iM.', and I gladly authorize the Com-
mittee (! :i. I

- ,
I

^ to the profession with the object
of SeCUlilr ' >

.

After 11 I
, inn with your deputation, I need

only ciii| !

' ii.iportance of prompt and increas-
ing su|i]i' I ' '

; :;ii officers by saying that, in my
opinion, y.y.i l.iuji i 1 ut the claims of the Medical De-
partment of the AVar Office too strongly.—I am, yours
faithfully,

(Signed) ALFRED KEOGH, D.G., A.M.S.

The Secretaries,
Offices of the British Medical Association,

429, Straud, W.C.

Sir Alfred Keogh went very thoroughly with the depu-
tation into the question of the number of practitioners who
during the next six months would be required by the War
Office.

Having heard the correspondence and the statements of

the members of the deputation, the Committee resolved that
the following lotter, based upon that recently issued by the
Scottish Emergency Committee, should bo sent to every
IJractitioner in England and Wales, except those at present
on active service, pointing out the urgent needs of the
army for medical practitioners under 40 years of age.

WAR Emergency CoMnnTTEs.
Offices, 429, Strand,

Loudon, W.C,
August, 1915.

To Members of ihc Medical Profession not on Active
Service.

Dear Sir,—The War Emergency Committee is anxious to

impress on every medical practitioner not at present on
whole-time naval or military service its opinion that the
immense military effort in which this country is engaged
necessitates a further and immediate rcsi^onse from our
profession.
A deputation of the Committee met Sir Alfred Keogh,

Director-General of the Army Medical Service at the War
Office, on August 4th, and received from him such infor-

mation as left no doubt in its mind as to the vital and
immediate necessity for more medical officers of military
age—namely, 40 years and under. Sir Alfred Keogh has
authorized the Committee to act as his agent in securing
this further response from the profession, which, in view
of the fine way in which the profession has already risen
to the occasion, we have no doubt will be forthcoming.
Without medical officers fighting units cannot beproijerly

constituted. They are necessary to keep the soldier fit, to

supervise his physical activities in drill and march, to

watch food and water, to secure a sanitary camp, and
above all, to act as an educational influence to the men
from the physical and sanitary point of view. If a medical
man is to carry out such duties successfully he must have
some military training. Professional training alone is not
sufficient. The offioers are therefore required at once so
that they may be trained for the calls which will be made
upon them in the early future both for the above-mentioned
services, and for the treatment of the sick and wounded.
This appeal is addressed to you personally. The Com-

mittee knows how difficult it is for most medical men to

arrange to leave their work, but the same thing applies to

a greater or less extent to nearly every man who is serving
his country. If you are of military age, we ask for your
personal service as a naval or military medical officer.

If you are over age, we ask you to encourage the enlist-

ment of the younger men by so co-operating with your
neighbours as to set free the men who are willing to go if

arrangements can be made. The elder man who helps to

release the younger man is doing his part just as much as
he who serves abroad.
Already in most areas special Committees have been set

up representative of the w hole medical profession, in order
to make arrangements for setting practitioners free for

naval or military service, and this Committee is urging
those areas which have not constituted local Committees
to do so at once.
You will no doubt be approached shortly by the Secre-

tary of your local Committee, but in the meantime we
urge you to act at once, and to communicate with us so
that we may help you in making such arrangements as
are necessary.

It is realized that the responsibilities for carrying on
your work must rest primarily with your neighbours, but
we invite you to look to this Committee for any advice or
assistance' that can be given centrally, and the Committee,
acting in co-operation with the local Committee, will by
every means in its power try to protect the interests of

practitioners who respond to the cnl! I

Finally, we ask you to believ-

confidential information which l^^

Committee, that the need for nnui. ;

age is extremely urgent, and the C<>ii

that it is the duty of every medical ma
can by any possibility offer himself for service, to do so

(Signed) T. Jenner Verrall, Cha
N. Bishop Harman

nntry.
crifith of

11 to this
military

,H no doubt
itary age s

Alfred Cox, Secretaries.

Conditions of Service,

Offers for whole-time service may be divided into two
classes

:

1. Men imder 40, whose services will be accepted for a period
of twelve months, and who will be liable for service at liome ur
abroad.

2. Men over 40, who may offer their services for a period of

six or twelve months. Tliese will not in present circumstances
be sent to the front, but will be employed in this country lif

they have joined tor six months oulyi or at borne or in such
stations as E^ypt, Malta, and Giliraltar (if they liave joined for

twelve months). If they desire it. and have been found service-
able, they may be re-enfjaged at the end of six months. Men
not much over 40 of good physique should, however, offer for

general service, as they may be required to do duty with the
Expeditionary J^orce later on.
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Men may em-ol their names with the War Emerijeucy
Committee, declaring their readiuoss to join after acoitaiu
aat<> on receiving thirty-six hmirs' notice from the War
Office that, their services are forthwith requircil. If they
engage on a twelve months' contract they will receive
temporary commissions in the K.A.M.C., with an allow-
ance of £30 for outnt, and pay at tho rate of 24s. a day,
with Is. 9d. for ration allowance, and a gratuity of £60 at

the termination of the engagement, subject to satisfactory

service. If the engagement is for six mouths tlie terms
are the same as for the longer period, but the gratuity
would be £15 mstead of £60.

It was also resolved to issue a letter to Division

secretaries and secretaries of local War Emergency
Committees (1) informing them of the issue of the

above circular letter to every practitioner, and (2)

stating {a) that the Committee now left it to each
area to supply its quota of the number of practitioners

still required (the actual proportionate number required of

each area being given), (b) that in those areas where a
War Emergency Committee was already, in existence it

should deal with the question, and such Committees repre-

sentative of the whole of the local profession, and not

restricted to members of the Association, should be
appointed in all other areas for the purpose ; (c) that the
local War Emergency Committee should proceed to obtain

the signatures of the number of men required from its area
tothe contract form of the War Office, which forms, after

being duly noted by the local Committee, should be for-

warded to tho Central War Emergency Committee, and
(rf) that the local Committee, when urging practitioners to

join the K.A.II.C, should advise them

(i) To enter into a properly drawn agreement with their local

colleagues as to the worliinj; of tlieir practices while absent

;

(ii) To appoint a legal roiuesentative who could be consulted
on their affairs during then- ahseiico ;

(iii) To apply to the fential War Emergency Committee for

advice in case any difficulty is experienced in making arrange-
ments for the carrying on of tlieir practices during absence ; and

(iv) That the Central Committee was i>reparetl, in co-opera-
tion with the local Committc-e, to safeguard tlieir interests both
during their absence and on their return, to the best of its

ability.

Supply of Medical Officers.
It was reported that the following reply had been

received from the Director- General to the letter written to

him on May 26th on behalf of the Association concerning
the grievances of medical men serving in the army, and
the difficulties which are preventing medical practitioners

from accepting commissions

:

War Office,

London, S.W.,
31st July, 1915.

Sir,—With reference to your letter of the 26tli instant I am
directed to acquaint you that the points mentioned in your
letter of 26th Way are still under consideration.
Approval has,' however, been given to the promotion of

Special Reserve and Territorial Force Lieutenants to the rank
of Captain after six mouths' mobilized service, but no pro-
motion to be antedated beyond 1st April last.—I am, Sir, your
obedient servant,

(Signed) A. P. Blenkinsop, Colonel,
for Director-General, Army

Medical Service.
The Medical Secretary,

British Medical .\ssociation,

429, Strand, W.C.

Executive Subcommittee.
It was resolved to appoint an Executive Subcommittee

as follows : The Chairman, Dr. T. Jenner Verrall, Major
Galloway, Mr. E. B. Turner, Dr. Charles Buttar, and tho

two Secretaries.

Next Meeting.
Tho next meeting of the Committee will be held on

Wednesday, August 25th.

IXSURAXCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
A MEETING of the Insurance Acts Committee was held at

the office of the .Association on Thursday, August 5th,

when Dr. J. A. Macdonald, LL.D., was in the chair, and
the other members present were:

—

England and Wales:
Mr. H. B. Brackenbury (Loudon), Dr. T. Campbell
(Wigani, Dr. J. Divine (Hull), Major A. C. Farquharson
(Spennymoor), Lieutenant E. E. Fothergill (Hove), Dr.

P. V. Fry (Sowerby Bridge), Dr. Major Greenwood
(London), Mr. R. Harding (New Radnor), Dr. I. W.

Johnson (Bury), Mr. P. Napier .Tones (Reading), Dr. B. A.
Richmond (London), Dr. T. Ridley-Bailey (Bilston), Mr.
Harding H. Torakins (Leyton), Dr. W. B. Crawford
Treasure (Cardiif), Dr. T. Jenner Verrall, LL.D. (Bath).

Scotland: Dr. John Adaras (Glasgow), Dr. J. R. Drever
(Glasgow), Lieutenant J. Hunter (Corstorphine). Mx
officio : Mr. E. B. Turner, Chairman of Representative
Meetings (Loudon), Dr. E. ]?ayuer. Treasurer (Stockport).

Appointment of Chairman.
Dr. J. A. Macdonald was reappointed Chairman for tho

ensuing session.

Election of Representative Members.
Dr. Olive Claydon (Oldham), having been nominated by

the two Associations of Registered Medical Women, was
appointed a member of the Committee.

Insured Tuberculous Persons and Institutional
Treatment.

A correspondence with the Joint Committee of Insur-

ance Commissioners regarding the position of insured
tuberculous persons suspended from institutional treat-

ment because of refusal to obey orders having been read,

it was resolved

:

Thattl.eCc.m„ii.-,.M:,.i- l...
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Central Insurance Defence Fund.
Two applications for assistance from the fund were con-

sidered. With regard to one it was decided to make a

grant of £50. In the other the Committee found it im-

jjossible to accede to the request.

CONFERENCE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF LOCAL.
MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.

Deputation to Commissioners.
Under date of July 29th the Medical Secretary has

addressed a letter to the honorary secretaries of Local

Medical and Panel Committees enclosing a copy of the

agreed report of the deputation from the Insurance Acts

Committee of the Association on July 9th to the Chairman
of the National Health Insurance Joint Committee with

respect to the resolutions passed by the conference of

representatives of Local Medical and Panel Committees
held on June 16th. The report was published in the

Supplement of July 31st, p. 68, et seq. The report was
adopted by the Annual Representative Meeting on
July 24th (Supplement to the Journal of July 31st, p. 64).

The Medical Secretary in his letter to the honorary secre-

taries of Local INIedical and Panel Committees called atten-

tion to thefact that from the report of the conference it would
be scon that the Commissioners were willing to recognize

the British Medical Association as the mouthpiece of the

Local Medical and Panel Committees of the country

linowing that the Association would continue to consult

with and support those Committees in their work for the

protection of the interests of insurance practitioners. Dr.

Cox went on to request the secretaries to keep him
acquainted with any matters of interest dealt with by
their committees, and to ask for any help the Insurance

Acts Committee or the central office could give to those

committees.

Insurance Acts Committee.
The six members of the Insurance Acts Committee

selected by the conference on June 16th for appointment
upon the new standing Insurance Acts Committee of the

British Medical Association were at the meeting of that

Committee on Saturday, July 24th, unanimously appointed

members of the Committee, which is constituted as

follows

;

Nominated !)y the Conference.

Dr. T. Ridley-Bailey, Bilstou, Staffs (Chairman, Local Medical
Committee and member of Insurance Committee of County of

Staffordshire).
Mr. H. B. Brackenhnry, London (Chairman of Panel Com-

mittee and member of Insurance Committee of County of

Middlesex).
Dr. T. Campbell, Wigan (Secretary, Local Medical and Panel

Committees and member of Insurance Committee of Lan-
cashire).
Dr. J. E. Drever, Glasgow (Secretary, Local Medical and

Panel Committees o£ Glasgow).
Dr. P. V. Fry, Sowerby Bridge (Treasurer and Assistant

Secretary, Local Medical and Panel Committees of West Riding
of Yorkshire).
Mr. P. Napier Jones, Crowthorne, Berks (Chairman of Local

Medical, and member of Panel and Insurance Committees of

Berkshire).

Ex officio.

Sir Alex. Ogston, K.C.V.O., M.D., Aberdeen, President of the
Association.
Mr. E. B. Turner, London, Chairman of Representative

Meetings (member of Advisory Committee and late member of

London Insurance Committee).
Dr. .J. A. Macdonald, LL.D., Taunton, Chairman of Council,

Direct Kepresentative on General Medical Council (member of
Advisory Committee and of Local Medical, Panel, and Insm'ance
Committees of County of Somerset).
Dr. Edwin Rayner, Stockport, Treasurer of the Association.

Two Co-opted Noti-paiicl Praclitioncrs.

Dr. T. Jenner Verrall, LL.D., Bath, late Chairman of Repre-
sentative Meetings, Direct Representative on General Medical
Council (member of Advisory Committee and member of Insiu:-

ance Act Committee since its inception).
Vacancy.

Elected by the Representative Body.
Dr. J. Adams, Glasgow (member of Advisory Committee

;

member, late Chairman, of Local Medical Committee, and
member. Panel Committee of Glasgow).
Dr. J. S. Darling, Lurgan, 00. Armagh (member. Advisory

Committee).

Elected by the Representative Bodii.

Dr. John Divine, Hull (Secretary, Local Medical and Panel
Committees, and member of Insurance Committee of Kingston-
upon-Hull).

Captain A. C. Farquharson, Spennyraoor, Durham (member
of County of Durham Local ^ffxlic-n! -irl Panel Committees,
and member of Durliam (..imi i,, .,:m . ('oinmittee).
Lieutenant E. R. Fotliriv li

. •
: (member of Local

Medical and Panel and lasm < ,. ;
i 1. es of Brighton).

Mr. R. Harding, Radnm- 1 hicnuii;; .mil Secretary of Local
Medical and Panel Committees, and Chairman of Insurance
Committee of Radnorshire).
Lieutenant J. Hunter, Corstorphine (Secretary, WestLothiau

Local Medical and Panel Committees).
Dr. 1. W. Johnson, Bury (member of Local Medical and Panel

Committees of Bury).
Dr. B. A. Richmond, London (Secretary, Local Medical and

Panel Connnittees for County of London, and member of
Insurance Committee).
Mr. Harding H. Tomkins, Leyton (Secretary, Local Medical

and Panel Committees of County of Esse.x).
Dr. W. B. Crawford Treasure, Cardiff (Secretary, Local

Medical and Panel Committees, and member of Insurance
Committee of Cardiff).

Nominee of Poor Law Medical Officers Association.
Dr. Major Greenwood, Loudon (member of Local Medical

and Panel Committees of London).

Nominee of Society oj Medical Officers Association.
Not yet appointed; the late representative (who may probably

be reappointed) was Lt.-Colouel Herbert Jones, M.O.H. Here-
fordshire Combined Districts, member of Advisory Committee
and of the Insurance Act Committee since its inception.

Nominee of Registered Medical Women's Associations,
Dr. Olive Claydon (Secretary, Oldham Panel Committee).

LOCAL MEDrCAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

MIDDLE.SEX.
Panel Committee.

The Middlesex Panel Committee has issued Its report for

1914-15. The first Panel Committee for the County of

Middlesex came into office in January, 1914, the second in

July, 1914. The Committee consists of 39 members

—

36 elected and 3 co-opted. Up to the present there have
been held 12 meetings of the Committee and 30 of Sub-
committees.
Method of Election.—The scheme imposing the method

of election issued by the Insurance Commissioners was
found to be totally unsuited to the conditions of Middlesex.
Serious representations were made to the Commissioners,
and certain amendments of the scheme have now been
adopted by the Committee, which it is hoped may be
accepted and found suitable.

Agreement for 1915.—The agreement which practi-

tioners have signed with the Insurance Committee is not

yet exactly in the form in which the Panel Committee
would wish to have it, but after conferences with the

Insurance Committee and the Commissioners certain

modifications were secured which seemed to be an
improvement on the original provisions, and the Panel
Committee therefore feel justified in recommending prac-

titioners to accept it. The Panel Committee, however,
made it a condition of this recommendation that rules for

the conduct of insured persons should be made by the
Insurance Committee in accordance with a form approved
by the Panel Committee, and this was accordingly done.

Drug Tariff.—The drug tariff has never been submitted

to the Panel Committee in sufficient time to allow of its

proper examination. The Committee has protested

against this, as it is convinced that the tariff still contains

anomalies which it would be advantageous and economical

to correct. The Committee has not been able to recom-

mend the adoption of a special pharmacopoeia for the

county, but it" has now prepared a list of some twenty
simple prescriptions of an economical kind.

Treatment of Unallotted Insured Persons.—The insur-

ance practitioners of Middlesex are collectively responsible

for giving to all properly authenticated insured persons in

the county who have not been allowed to make other

arrangements such treatment as they may require. The
assignment of the comparatively few cases in which there

is some difficulty in obtaining treatment to practitioners

by any lay body seemed to the Panel Committee to be an
objectionable course, and it has been avoided by the adop-

tion of a scheme made pursuant to Regulation 21 whereby
these cases are to bo dealt with by the profession them-
selves acting through a local representative of the Panel

Committee in each insurance area. The number of cases
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dealt with under tliis scheme has so far been very fow,

but it is essential that in any difficulty the provisions of

the scheme should be loyally 'adhered to by every prac-

titioner, as it is by virtue of these arrangements that jnac-

titioncrs are assured of the distribution amongst them of tlie

whole of the available medical benefit funds.
Doctors' Lists.—At one period so great was the con-

fusion with regard to the issue of medical cards whereby
practitioners might accept patients, to the correctness of

the lists of persons who had been accepted, and to the
correspondcneo of payments made to practitioners with
tlie numbers on their lists, that the Panel Committee sent
a very strongly-worded protest to tho Insurance Com-
mittee. In consequence of this, steps were immediately
taken by the latter Committee to remove such of the
causes of the muddle as lay within their control, and a
clearer understanding was arrived at as to the correction
of practitioners' lists and the calculation of the numbers
thereon. Though there has been a considerable improve-
ment, the position is still far from satisfactory, and the
Panel Committee are at present in communication with
the Insurance Committee and the Commissioners with
regard to certain iri-egularities, and are making inquiries

in oi-der to discover whether it would be practicable to

advise all practitioners in the county to refuse attendance
on any insured person who could not produce a medical
card or such a form of application for a medical card as
would enable the practitioner to signify his intention to

accept the patient.

Clwctiing of Prescriptions.—With a view to preventing
any undue demands upon the drug fund and thereby
secm-iug at least a full payment of the pharmacists'
accounts and possibly some surplus for distribution among
practitioners, the Panel Committee have entered into an
arrangement jointly with the Pharmaceutical Committee
and the Insurance Committee for checking all the prescrip-

tions written and reporting as to any that appear extrava-

gant. The Panel Committee has not initiated any investi-

gation, but it has inquired carefully into a number of cases
to which the Pharmaceutical Committee has drawn its

attention, and in ten of these cases it has felt compelled to

advise the Insurance Committee to make some deduction
from the amount payable to the practitioner. The Panel
Committee has appointed two members of the Medical
Service Subcommittee, and has carefully watched the pro-

ceedings of that subcommittee. It is glad to report that
in no case has any serious complaint against a practitioner

been substantiated.

Expenses of Committee.—The expenditure of the Panel
Committee is met by a sum authorized by the Commis-
sioners to be deducted from the medical benefit fund, such
sum not to exceed one halfpenny per insured person in

the area.

COVENTRY.
Panel Committee.

The annual report of the Panel Committee states that

there had only been one complaint by the Insurance

Committee against a medical practitioner ; it related to

his refusal to supply cliarts and reports in tuberculous

cases ; the Panel Committee replied that the charts and
reports should be kept in accordance with the doctor's

agreement.
The local pharmacopoeia had been amended and in-

serted in the drug tariff, 1915. A memorandum issued by the
Commissioners in October, 1914, gave the Panel Committee
power to specify a certain number (not exceeding ten)

of stock mixtures which should be dispensed at half rates.

The Panel Committee, however, did not think this re-

duction in dispensing fee called for, and gave an under-

taking to the Pharmaceutical Committee that they would
not in future star any stock mixtures to be dispensed at a
reduced rate.

An analysis of prescriptions for one quarter of 1914 had
shown that the doctors generally were endeavouring to

keep within reasonable limits, and the Secretaiy had inter-

viewed most of those practitioners whose prescriptions

cost above the average, and endeavoured to show how
their cost could be reduced without loss of efBcienoy. In
future all prescriptions would be analysed by a special

prescription clerk in the offices of the Insurance Com-
mittee.

With regard to the fees received in connexion with the
practices of those doctors who had gone on active service,

it was agreed that two-thirds should be paid to the absentee
doctor, and one third to the locum provided the absent
practitioner approved.
Arrangements had been made with Insurance and

Pharmaceutical Committees that emergency drugs and
dressings should now be paid for at a flat rate of Is. per
annum per 100 insured persons.
The Commissioners having dispensed with an election

this year owing to the war the personnel of the Committco
remains the same.

LIVERPOOL.
Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the members elected by the panel prac-
titioners to form tho Panel Committee was held at the
Medical Institution on July 23rd, when Dr. Baxter was iu

the chair.

Co-option of Members.—The following were co-opted
members of the Committee : Mr. F. Charles Larkin, Dr.
F. H. Barendt, Dr. T. R. Bradshaw, Dr. T. Clarke,
Dr. Richardson, Dr. J. G. Moyles, Mr. G. P. Newbolt.

A meeting of the Committee was held on .July 30th,

when Mr. Laekin was requested to act as Chairman of

the meeting.
Election of Officers.—The following officers were elected

for 1915-16

:

Chairman : Mr. F. Charles Larkin.
Vice-Cluiirman : Dr. J. C. Baxter.
Honorari/ 'Treasurer : Dr. Hamilton Shaw.
Honorary Secrctari/ : Dr. W. T. D. Allen.
Auditors : Drs. Bavcndt and Baxter.
Bepresnilalhcx n,t M,;li.al Senicc Subcommittee: Drs. Richard-

son, Bennett, aud Piitui'son.

Sanatorium Benefit.—k communication was received
from the Insurance Committee suggesting a joint con-
ference to consider the question of sanatorium benefit^
domiciliary sixpence. The Panel Committee decided that
before considering the desirability of a joint conference
the Honorary Secretary be directed to write to the
Administrative Officer iuquiriug what were the " several

grounds " on which the Insurauce Committee considered
the present arrangements unsatisfactory.

SHROPSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

K meeting of the Shropshire Panel Committee, convened
by the clerk to the Salop Insurance Committee, was held
at Shrewsbury on July 30th.

Election of Officers.—The following officers were elected

;

Chairman : Dr. Exhani, Market Dravton.
Vice-chairman : Dr. Lytle, ahrewsbury.
Secrctanj : Dr. Cuthbert, Newport.

Special Mileage Fund.—It was decided to adopt the
Derbyshire Insurance Committee's scheme, with an addi-

tion that 6d. be paid the doctor for every insured person
on his list residing a quarter of a mile off a metalled road.

Medical Sr IV irr in tlie Munaloiu Area.—The area being
without a medical man, through death, it was decided that
the neighbouring practitioners should endeavour to provide
an adequate service in the area.

Scrutiny of Prescriptions.—The Committee decided to

pay one-third (about £25) of the salary of the official

checker of chemists' prescriptions, and for this and other

expenses it was decided to raise a voluntary levy of |d.

per insured person on each doctor's list.

CORIIE8POND15NCE.

The Government Grant of 2s. 6d. pee Insured Person
to Panel Practitioners.

Dr. E. Rowland Fothergill (Hove) writes : A copy of

what a certain periodical has termed "a stirring appeal"
has been received during the past few days by every

insurance practitioner who happens not to be a member
of that trade union organization called " the Panel Medico-

Political Union."
As similar appeals have been issued by that body in the

past it would bo well to consider this one carefully before

adopting the advice given therein, namely, to put one's

trust in it and to join forthwith.

This stirring appeal contains two statements in its

argument.
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1. That the Commission intend at a few weeks'
notice to iutioduoe in the regulations wliat certain

members of that union have termed " revolutionary
changes."

2. That the 2s. 6a. per head grant is in jeopardy and
probably will not be paid for 1916 as the Government
Is being urged on all sides to effect all possible
economy.

The appeal terms the former " a threatened momentous
alteration," whilst it considers the latter a " special

sacrifice " of panel practitioners. It urges all to join the '

union at once and by so doing place it in funds to fight the

enemy. AVliat are the true facts on these two points?

A. That the Commission notified last March through
the British Medical Association that it had "no
chaniics of any kind uiidtn- consideration for adoption
dalill^; till (nnciKy of tlip present year." This was
puhli^hi'il 111 iiii l;l,Ill^^ll Medical Journal and the
Piiiu 1 >lodioo I'l.lii i(:il I'liion periodical.

B. TliaC ou July 14ih last Parliament passed the
Estimates for Civil Services, 1915-16, which included
the 2s. 6d. grant for 1916 (Class VII, pages 12, 16,

and 20).

That being so, this stirring appeal for money has been
issued either in total ignorance of these two facts, thus
marking the Panel Medico-Political Union as an unreliable

body, or with the deliberate intention and hope to trade on
the probable ignorance of the average panc-1 practitioner.

Thill circular goes on to state that the Panel Medico-
Political Union obtained recently certain delayed payments.
Shortly, probabh', we shall hear that it has obtained the
payment of this 2s. 6d. per head grant.

At this time, when every medical practitioner, even if he
can only crawl into a motor or carriage, is trying to repay
in part his debt to his country, this appeal for funds for an
aggressive campaign is greatly to be deprecated, especially

when it is based on fiction. Panel practitioners will do
well to consult some reliable and recognized authority for

coufirniatiou of " facts " before they part with their hardly
earned guineas in response to any "stirring apireals" that

may reach them.

gtotngsofIBrancfes anh Btbistoits.

l^l'he jiroceedings of the Z)ir)s(o?!S ayid Branches of the

Association relating to Scientific and Clinical Medicine,
when reported by the Honorary Secretaries, are 2>ublished

i7i the body of the Jouen.^l.]

SURREY BRANCH.
The annual meeting of the Branch was held at the house
of the Association, 429, Strand, on July 1st, when the
President, Dr. A. R. Walters, was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—Owing to the war the officers were
re elected as follows:

Presiih'iU : Dr. A. K. Walters (Reigate).
Vice-l'residcnts : Dr. A. M. Mitchell (Guildford), Dr. J.

Hewetson (lleiyate).

Honorary Hecrctanj and Treasurer: Mr. Cecil P. Lankester
(Guildford).
Honorary Auditors : Dr. A. M. Mitchell, Dr. F. K. Weaver.

Annual Report and Financial Statement.—The annual
report and financial statement for the year were adopted.
Model Rules.—The meeting adoj^ted, with one or two

slight modifications, the new model Branch rules issued
by the Association as the rules of the Branch, and also the
model ethical rules of the Association.
Motor Ambulance for the War.—The Secretary reported

that, in response to the appeal, the j£300 required for the
purchase of a motor ambulance had been subscribed by
Sufrey doctors, and an ambulance to form one of a convoy
organized by Mr. Arthur du Cros, M.P.,had been presented
to the War Office for service i < the Continent.

A list of periodical publications, oflioial reports, and Blue
Books in the Library of the British Medical Association
available for issue to members on loan has been printed, and
copies can be obtained free ou application to the Librarian,

at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. The
regulations governing the loan of these publications are

stated in the introduction to the list. The Library is open
for consultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays
till 2 p.m.).

IBntisIj ^^Mtal ^ss0rtation.

FURTHER EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL
MEETING.

Members are hereby informed that as there was not a
quorum present at the Further E.xtraordiuary General
Sleeting of the British Medical Association called for

Wednesday, the 11th day of August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in

the afternoon, at the registered offices of the Association,

429, Strand, London, W.C, by notice published in the
Sui'PLEMENTS of 31st July and 7th August, 1915, such
meetiug stands adjourned to Wednesday, the 18th day of

August, 1915, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at the regis-

tered oflBces of the Association, in accordance with the
provisions contained in the By-laws of the Association.

By order of the Council,

Guy Ellisto.v,
Financial Secretary and Business Manager.

Dated this Eleventh day of August, 1915.

Jiabal aitti Jiltlitarn appointments.

ROYAL XA\ \l ^
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To b« temporary honorary Lieutenants: Eiio A. Scot, J. K. Tibbies,C S. Dodsou, H. J. Bowel'.

a-.T!!f,^'''"'"".",'?".'
«o.a'«"i5<»-ary honorary lieutenancy of Wm. P.Thompson, pubhsbed m the London Oazcttti of July 21st, is cancelled.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
, • T,- T^. ,, K°^Ai- AUMY Mkdical Corps.

At 1^'t^ ^i^ Jmbulance.-E. H. Helby to be Lieutenant.
1st Weitcrn General Hos-|H(aJ.—Major C. Rundle, M.U., to beteniiwrary Lieuteoant-Colouel.

R^Vv £"J'"'"'*''J,'*7?'
^°"">"l Sriande Field ^m6i<?a)ir«.-CaptainB; Waterhonse. M D.. to bo temporary Major.

1st Southerni General Hospital.~To be Captains whoso services

Jodo^Fr'cs '""° *"°°' ^'•""«°''"' E.C. Bradfoi-dT B I!

lit Eastern General Hospifni.—Major H. A.Ballance, M.D., F R C Sto be tamiwrary Lieutenant-Colonel.

foiduiT^iih'''""!^.Sl"''^'"!:~}^i'^"-^''''°'^
-^,'^ Stott is seconded

Lieutenant.
fM I London

Lieutenant.

,/"'5r^"''t"'»"."'A'';'
•*?'''* Amhtilanee.~To be Lieutenants : J. Ander-

H.^-1 xPir^^'^'*-
^"""'-

J'r?-
'^^- •'• """ilkinson, J. Humphrey:" 13.Keiil. M.B. The surname of Lieutenant Arthur Greene. M D F U C S

JnlT^thT
**"**^- *'"' ''°' "-^ announced in the London Gazeite of

Ut Wek Biding Field A
be C«ptain.

l!l neat Lancashire Field Ambulance.-
U.K.. to be temporary Lieuteuant-Colonel.

let South Mulland Mounted Brigade Field An
T. H. Forrest, M.B.. to be Lieutenant-Colonel.

Northern General Hospilal.-To be Lieutenants : A. .T- "° R._A^Hooper.M.B., late Cadet. University Coutiua

Bital ^tatisfirs.

ral Hospital

ir« Comjiaii!/.—C. D. Edwards. M.D., to be

2)iM.—Lieutenant H. W. Shadwell to

-Major W. T. Blackledge,

iiiuJance.—Major

Btephen. M.
Senior Division, O.T.C.
3rd Northern General Hospital.—

J

services will be available on mobilization
C. Douglas to be Captain, whose

To be Lieutenants :

iiiinnce.—To be Lieutenants : P. J. B
II. B., Cadet A. G. McFavInne, M.B.,
gent. Senior Division. O.T.C.
Ambulance.—UajoT J. Gray to bo

J. Pearson, M.B.. F. Haivey.
Isl Northnmbrian Field .

Bobsou. M.B.. C. G. Stracba;
from Durham Univeisits Coi
3rd Xorlhtimbriun Fiel

temporary Lieutenant-Colon.

(DuLMj','^urIc^'u't i"^"',l"','"--'l- ^- ^'"<J«- ''''^ Captain 5th

torM^or*'ji?,i'iL™'*''"'"^"°"-
'""^'^ °"" ^'=°'"^'' Borderers.

Httn!l'?''i'r^''''','^i-^'ii^"''''',"-^^-J^'''^^°''- ^^- '" bo Lieutenant.Biahl.nid Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance. -t,la.joi- J Ltach
3rd H.^l.tlly^'"] l°M'^f °'^^^'

i*".^"
^^'«^''='^' Units, [o be Major

'

to^tfXraryCaptait'
''''''•~''''"*'°''''' ^- *=• Cbaudler, M.B..

a^'J^f'?'^ *1 ^"''* ""'" "'"" il'dical Units.-H. W. Clark to be
r™™^,<.^'l"£^°t^'-

'«™PO'^'^- 'o-^ service with the Queen Mary'sGrammar School Contingent, Junior Division, O.T.C To be Majors •

rl\Ti° ^^ h -Martin M.B... Captain g. W. Plummer'?! D. To be

»S??R G.A.fvols'Sr''
'^""•'''•^'' Shropshire and Stafford-
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RojAJt _ArotT Mhdical Corps.
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25.2 per 1.000 respectively. The 1
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Poplar, 29 7 in Bei-mondsey, 30.0 in

During the quarter the death;
registered, equal to an annual 1
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1 Southwark, 29.4 in
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.
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among children under two
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estminster.
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PaJdington .„
Kensington
Hammersmith ...

Fulham
Clielsea
Cityof Westminster
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4.518,021
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325,496
60.511

223.393
46,832
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124,683
297,094
167.451
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261,828
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96,018

169.211
122,431
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g 'sS

No correction is made for births in lying-in institutions : the boroughs principaUy affected are marked thus Ci
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HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWKS.
I\ ninety-six of llie largest EuRlish towns 7,946 birtbs ar

were vegistcved durins the week ended Saturday. July 31s

rate of mortality iu these towns, whicli had been 11.7. 11

the three preceding weelis. was again 11.4 per 1.000 iu tl

motion to f450.
M.^XC^HESTI'R NORTHERN" HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND

C'HILDKKX. -liouse-Surgeon. Salary. £120 per annum.
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY BOROUGH. — Clinical Tuberculosia

Officer. Salary, i-400 per annum.
OXFORD EYE HO.SPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary. flOO per

EHONDDA URB-\N DISTRICT COUNCIL.—Temporary Assistant
Jleditol Officer of Health aud School Medical Officer. Salary.
£J50 per annum.

ST. MARK'S HOSPITAL FOR CANCER. FISTULA, Etc., City
Road. i;.C.—HouaeSurgeon. Salary. ilSO per annum.

ST. PETEP.S HOSPITAL FOR STONE. Henrietta Street. W.C.—

.11, Hospitals and the London Fe\cr :

U.K. riTid 2,483 at the end of the threo p
.jttUnday. .July 31st; 294 new cases k
iainst 322, 290, and 342 in the th

in til'" -Vletro-
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MEDICAL BOARD.

SCHEMES FOB GBANTS.

Schemes framed by tbe Highlaads and Islauds (Medical
Service) Board providing for (a) grants to medical i^racti-

tioners, (b) grants to district nursing associations, (c) grants
to hospitals and for ambulance services, (d) grants towards
tbe provision or improvement of bouses for doctors and
nurses, (e) grants towards specialized services, (f) grants
towards telegraph and telephone facilities, have been
approved by tbe Secretary for Scotland with tbe consent
of the Treasury, and issued on August 16th.' =

A.—GRANTS TO MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.
General Conditions under tvhicli Medical Practitioners

icill be eligible to participate in Grants from the

Highlands and Islands {Medical Service) Fund.

1. The purpose for which the Fund has been created is,

as defined in Section 1 (2) of the Highlands and Islands
(Medical Service) Grant Act of 1913, for " improving
medical service, including nursing, in the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland, and otherwise providing and im-
proving means for the prevention, treatment, and allevia-

tion of illness and suffering therein."

2. While the Board have in contemplation various
schemes for the prevention, treatment, and alleviation

of illness and suffering within their area, the first and
most pressing need is, in their opinion, for tbe adoption of

means whereby an efiicient medical service can be brought
within the reach of persons of the crofter and cottar classes

and their families, and others in like circumstances, at fees

which they can reasonably be expected to pay, it being
understood that the cost of such medical attendance shall

not be increased bj' reason of their distance from the
residence of a medical practitioner.

3. The first step, therefore, which the Board propose to

take is to endeavour to adjust with the various practi-

tioners tbe subsidy that may be payable to them in order
that they may bo in a position to offer an adequate medical
service at fixed and reasonable charges to persons of

limited means, irrespective of their distance" from the
doctor. The introduction of low uniform fees, or a system
of annual payments within the means of such i^er.sons, for

medical attention will no doubt result in more work for

tbe doctor, and, in many cases, a considerable addition to

his travelling expenses, but it is precisely to meet this that

23. Fortll Street. EdJoburch.

persons lu need c

(!/) That, in si

give attendance t

ance with his i

the Board believe that a considerable part of the funds at
their disposal should be applied.

4. It is important that it should be made quite clear afc

the outset what the funds at the disposal of the Board
amount to. The annual grant-in-aid voted by Parliament
is £'42,000. The grant of i'10,000 previously voted in aid
of mileage and other special charges connected with
attendance on insured persous in the Highlands and
Islands is, however, included in the annual grant-in-aid",

and tbe additional grant provided for by the Act of 1913
is therefore £32,000. For the current year no payments
will be made by the Insurance Committees in respect of
mileage for attendance on insured persons, but the subsidy
payable to the doctor will be arranged on a footing that
will cover the travelling expenses involved in attendance
on insured persons as well as on all others entitled to
receive medical attention under any arrangement between
tbe doctor and the Board.

5. With a view to the provision of a more effective
general medical service the Board also propose, according
to circumstances, to attach certain general conditions to
the payment of grants to medical practitioners. Amongst
these the following may be enumerated :

di) That within the area of his ordinary practice the
doctor shall visit systematically and when asked to do so all

f medical attention.
n.ale-practice areas, he shall continue to
oPoor Lawiiud insured patients in accord-
bgreenients with the parish council and
ittee respectively; and that he shall, when

required by the Board, undertake, on terms and conditions
to be approved by the Board, such duties as tbe public
health authorities of the district may desire him to
perform.

(e) That wherever practicable he shall give, when required,
personal attendance in midwifery cases.

((() That he sliall arrange for regular and systematic
visits to certain localities on fi.xed days.

(e) That, in suitable cases, and "according to circum-
stances, he shall i)rovide himself with a motor-car, motor-
cycle, motor-boat, or other means of conveyance, and use
it, so far as practicable, in his practice.

(/) That he shall give such regular attendance at schools,
or elsewhere, ou such terms as may bo agreed upon with
the School Board or the Secondary Education Committee,
with the approval of the Board, for the treatment of dis-
eases and defects disclosed by the medical inspection of
school children.

(3) That be shall keep a classified register, to be supplied
by the Board, and to be open to inspection by a duly
accredited representative of the Board, of cases "attended
under arrangements with the Board, showing in each case
the number of visits paid, the distance of the patient from
his house, and the fees collected.

6. The claims of individual practitioners fall into two
main categories. First, there is the case of single-

practice areas in insular districts, or in wide and sparsely-
populated districts on the mainland, wlicre tlje service of
separate doctors cannot be dispensed with, but where the
total professional income is entirely inadcc^uatc either as a

[591]
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fair recompense for the work involved, or as an induco-

nient to a suitable medical mau to settle in the kcahty.

Second, tliere is the case o£ multiple-practice areas or

districts where tliere are several doctors whoso practices

overlap to some extent and who, in most cases, have

patients of very limited means or insured persons living at

a considerable distance.

In the first case it may be necessary to guarantee such a

Bupplement to the income of the doctor as will bring his

total emoluments up to a fixed sum after he has paid all

rates and taxes (other than Income Tax) and such approved

charges under the heads of travelling expenses and house

rent as, in the circumstances, may appear to the Board to

be appropriate.

In the second case referred to above, the arrangement

with the doctor will take the form of a payment in respect

of additional work and any incicasc in travelling expenses

involved in giving medical attention at modified fees to

patients living at a distance.

7. While the salaries paid to medical practitioners by
parish councils for attei.dance on the registered poor and

on other persons entitled to medical i-elief might be held

to cover the cost of locomotion so far as attendance on

such persons is concerned, it would be cxtreinely difficult

in practice to apportion the doctor's travelling expenses as

between persons entitled to free medical attendance and
persons entitled to attendance under arrangements made
with the Board. But where the provision of travelling

facilities under any public service enables the doctor to

overtake these public duties more expeditiously there is

obviously a saving of time, which can, to some extent at

least, be set against the extra work that may be involved

in the fuller medical service which will be available for

the community as a whole.

The provision of a reasonably full service of well

qualified nurses, and the possibility of it being made a
requirement that special calls for the doi-tor's services

from remote localities should be made through the nurse,

should help to save the doctor's time and to keep down his

travelling expenses.

It is the intention of the Board to assist, where neces-

sary and as far as may be practicable, in the provision and
improvement of houses for doctors throughout their area.

From what has already been said, it is clear that the

allowances payable to doctors will, in every case, fall to be
i-ccousidcred from year to year in the light of the experi-

ence of the previous year's working of the scheme, and
also in the light of any new factors affecting the medical

service in the district, that may arise from time to time.

8. Always provided that the fees to be charged to

persons receiving medical attention under arrangements
made with the Board are strictly reasonable, and such as,

in all the circumstances, the Board can approve, they desire

to interfere as little as possible between the doctor and
his patient in the matter of payment for services ren-

dered. The question of securing the maximum local

contribution to the medical service, in the shape of. fees,

depends to some extent on the system of payments that

has been in use in the district. All medical practitioners

making a claim on the Fund will be invited by the Board
to frame a tavilf of fees suited to local circumstances,

whereby persons of limited means may be assured of

medical attendance at a low uniform fee per visit, or by a
system of annual payments per individual or per family.

In other than single-practice areas the IJoard will

endeavour to allow a free choice of doctor to jjersons

coming under any scheme of medical attendance arranged

by them so far as this may be found to be practicable, and
so long as it does not materially add to the cost of the
scheme.
A separate charge should, as a rule, be made for

medicines supi)licil liv tlic doctor to persons receiving

medical attini ,, 1 i-.ingements with the Board,
the cost to til' kept as low as possible. But
if, in any dibU i , |iarticular class of patients, it

has been cuhtuui.n > I..1 t..'- doctor to make an inclusive

charge for advice and medicines the Board may, if they
are satisfied that the charge is I'easonable, agree to a
continuance of the custom. Arrangements for the supply

of expensive drugs or appliances at anything less than
cost price may be made only with the special approval of

the Board, if any such arrangement would involve a charge
on the funds at the <lis,.o«nl nf tlio Hoard.

Medicines for iiisiLn. I j^i-'us will bo provided in

accordance with the arrangements made on their behalf

by Insurance Committees.
9. From the suggestions which have reached the Board

from various local bodies, and persons interested in medical
services in the Highlands and Islands, it would appear
that, except in a few localities, there is no pressing need
for additional medical practitioners, if adequate travelling

facilities are provided to enable doctors to overtake tlieir

work. The Board recognize, however, that this view may
bo modified when all that is involved in a full and efficient

medical service comes to be realized. In tlio districts

where additional medical assistance is required the Board
will endeavour to arrange with the existing practitioners

for a fair division of the work as between them and any
new medical man who may be appointed. In some cases

the difficulty may be met by the appointment of an
assistant to the doctor already in practice in the district.

But, in view of the present scarcity of doctors,'' the Board
can hope to overtake this part of their work only by

degrees.
10. The Board hope to give assistance towards the pro-

vision of certain specialized services such as the examina-
tion and treatment of eyes, ears, and teeth, medical

consultations, assistance at operations, and other approved
forms of special medical service. Arrangements for tliia

branch of the Board's work will be made after consulta-

tion with county and district medical officers of health,

school medical ofiicers. Secondary Education Committees,
Insurance Committees, and representatives of the medical

profession in the various districts. In considering' the

question of assistance towards provision, by school clinics

or otherwise, for the medical treatment of school children,

the Board will have regard to the imperial funds available

to school boards and Secondary Education Committees for

this purpose.

11. So far as practicable, arrangements-will be made to

enable medical practitioners subsidized by the Board to bo

absent for a fixed period for the purposes of a holiday, or

post-graduate study, or during illness, or for other

approved reasons. Such assistance will usually take the

form of a grant towards the cost of employing a deputy if

the services of a doctor in the direct employment of the

Board are not available.

12. As a condition of grants to any practitioner tlr

Board must be satisfied as to the efficiency of the scrvi' 1

both as regards his fitness for the work he is called ui'oi

to do for the Board, and as regards the manner in whir 1

1

he discharges his duties. AVhere the Board are satisfied

that any medical practitioner employed or subsidized by
them is not giving efficient service in terms of any scheme
under the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Ginn^.

Act, 1913, no part of the funds at the disposal of the Bo
shall, after reasonable notice, be applied towards the

muneration of such practitioner.

13. Generally, the Board propose to take all necessai y
steps to satisfy themselves that the whole local inconio

available for medical services in the various districts in

their area is being maintained, and that the general piin

ciple which the Ijords Commissioners of His Majo.'-i

Treasury have taken occasion to lay down is b( i

observed—namely, "That the grant should be devo

wholly to increasing and improving the medical ai .

kindred services in the Highlands and Islands, and in )!>

degree to relieving those who at present bear the cost nf

these services, or any part of that cost." Accordingly, tl '

Board propose to make it a condition of grant to, 01

respect of, any medical practitioner employed or subsidi.

by them who may, at the same time, bo employed l;.

parish council in terms of the Poor Law Acts that, exci j.;.

with the special sanction of the Board, a salary calculated

on the average salary of the three years ended May 15tli,

1914, shall continue to be paid by the parish council to

such practitioner in respect of attendance on the registered

poor and other persons entitled to medical relief, and that

any fees or other remuneration that have hitherto been

paid, or that may in future be payable, for certification

and visitation of lunatics and defectives and for vaccina-

tion, shall be duly paid to the practitioner.

* In the exceptional circumstances ol the pre

as the seiviLL-3 of suitable doctors are not aviii

Uiat may reasonably hope to see a separate dor
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B.—GRANTS TO DISTRICT NURSING
ASSOCIATIONS.

The iremorandum in re<>ara to district nm-sing associa-
tious and as to the general conditions under which such
associations will be eligible to participate in grants from
the Highlands and Islands (Medical Sevvicel Fund is as
follows

:

The Board desire to call the attention of district
nursing associations, county councils, public health autho-
rities, parish councils, Secondary Education Committees,
school boards, and other bodies and persons interested in
mii-sing in the Highlands and Islands to the annexed
statement of general conditions under which district
nursing associations will be eligible to participate in grants
from the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Fund.
The Board are of opinion that a well-organized uursiuT

service is the natural corollary of any efficient medical
service. They are, accordingly, prepared to treat in
a liberal spirit all reasonable proposals for the mainten-
ance or extension of the nursing service wherever any-
thing like adequate local support is forthcomiu". But
they would view with concern any indication that the
ocal efforts, on wliicli this branch of the service has
hitherto had to depend for its existence, were likely to be
relaxed in anticipation of grants from the Board. The
nuahfications of nurses will always require careful scrutiny,
having regard to the work which they will be called upon
to perform. In most cases, the nurse should have had a
traming in midwifery sufficient to enable her to act in
cases where the services of a doctor mav not be available.
In addition, an adequate general medical and surgical
training will be necessary wherever the nurse is required
to assist, in the domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis, in
the treatment of diseases aud defects of infants and
school children, or in promoting among the people a
knowledge of personal and household hygiene. The
claims of island communities for the services of well
qualified nurses, where the iiopulation is not sufficiently
large to warrant the appointment of resident medical
practitioners, will receive sympathetic consideration.
Nurses have already beeu scut with the help of the
Uoard, and on a temporary footing, to some of the more
remote islands, and these provisional arrangements willnow fall to be incorporated on a more permanent basis in
the general nursing schemes of the Board. The Board
will endeavour to utilize to the full the existing nursiu"
organizations, and the services of nurses in the emplov"^
ment of such organizations. There should be in every
parish, or group of parishes, a nursiug association to act
as the managers of the local nursing scheme, to keep alive
local interest, and, generally, to see that the nurse duly
perfornas her duties under the direction of the medical
practitioner. Larger nursiug associations on a county or
other basis would serve a most useful purpose in the
matter of organization. By helping to form new nursing

2:y,''^.!:.°L •.^'?'*^'^'*°S® jexlsting ones where necessary, and
it uumber of relief nurses, or

' 'I '^incy work, such asso-
I'.oard in the develop-

'

tliioughout their area.

,; 1
:• iiiore ef''''»'ive general

\vill endeavour to arrange that

by maintaininn
nurses specin"
ciations wouli
ment df an cfi

With a vi. ',

nursing service tlie'

the services of nurses employed or subsidized by" tl.
,whether directly or through nursing associations, or other-

wise, shall be made available to county councils, public
healtli authorities, Secondary Education Committees, school
boards, and parish councils in respect of cases for which
these bodies may desire the services of a nurse or for
whose nursing they may be responsible.

Proper housing accommodation for nurses is a matter to
which the Board attach much importance, and they will
be prepared to consider the question of providing or of
giving assistance towards providing houses for nurses in
suitable cases. But, in view of the fact that the number
of nurses employed in the Highlands and Islands will be
considerably increased as the result of the Board's grants,
they tbmk that wherever fairly convenient houses can be
rented, or suitable lodgings can be procured, the question
of the erection of houses should be deferred till any neces-
sary readjustment of districts has been effected, and until
experience has shown ^vhere the nurse should be stationed
lor lier own convenience and for the convenience of those
to whom she will give attendance.

uir, Ax
the

managemcut of

General Conditions undn- whuh D
tionsioill be Elir/iblr lo P,irliri,
Highlands and Islmuh < Mr,li,-,ii ,sv,-,/<<; Fi'ni'f

1. The Highlands and Islands Medical Service Boardmust be satisfied as to

;

(a) The constitution, orgaulzatii
the Association.

(fc) The need for assistance from the Fund, regard beinghad to the circumstances of the district

towards H,"'exp'e™l!hu-e°'
" reasonable local contribution

(<?) Tlieaccom.tsnfU,.. \..ociation.

ml'ilt "I'^r
'."''' '"^

' '
''

' ""''".Sservice, including arrange-

qnRliii.!| i,n. ; , .,
',

,

'. '^
nurse's work by a duly

nursino'!,Prv,'fi'\''t'i,''
" ''

"'"'f^^
"''^ """''^ available fornursing seiMces tu tlie v.T,nous classes of the community.

2. The Association must, within its present area or such

?nr JbeTm".?
"""y be arranged, undertake responsibilitv

tv vl r
„^'^P °yf

ent, housing, payment of salaries andtravelling aud other expenses of the nurses, and for theprovision of substitutes for them during their absence onholiday or on account of illness.

^^'^,^^^f°'''^''i'^'^^^^st submit tor the approval of theBoard a statement of the qualifications of all nurses before

the"'woJir°''"'*'°*'
^"'^ ^ copy of the rules under which

'','''''^?"",''*'1'^™,"'^'^^''''^"^''^' the centres deemed to bomost suitable for tlie work of llieir resi)ective districts
irange that its nurses sliall bo

5. The Association must a
prepared to act under the (

practitioner, aud, in so fai
required by the Board to
diseases and defects in scho(
system of school luedicul i

treatment of tul)ri._-iil,isis. i

fectious diseases, m iii:it.n
surgical nursiu;.;. ;iiic! m iljr

punt and old ai^e jirip i(_.ncrs :

V' 'i\ i.1,,1 il,:i( \v)i,.re a, f1

I'dical

nid if

111 of
IV the
liaryuspectioii, in II

lie domiciliary
^ _

ity and general medical and
nursing of the registered sick

istrict nurs is employed in
II, I i-r ot lutectious disease treated at home,

'

,

'

,
.

^''^11 tie made for relieving her of heroi.imin.lKi,, ..while she is so eu^a-ed it, in the opinion

,°L! °
'^"-"^'i;'

'." /'^"'^"'i'
.

-'^'1' au arrangement is
necessary m the interesi^

, ininity
6. The Associatiou um i,

< .nuts 'showing par-
tioulai-s of income from nil .,„:,.,„ and of expenditure,
and, at the beginning of each year or on such date as maybe arranged it must submit to the Board a statement of
Its accounts for the past year and an estimate, on a form
to be supplied by the Board, of its income from all sourcesand of its proposed expenditure, including any necessary

re intended to apply

penses of management.
N.B.—The foregoing regulations

mainly to existing nursiug associ-
basis of a parish or group of pavis!
rule, one or two nurses, and to m \\

a similar basis
on alarge
county, will be considered iiidividuaUi' by' the Board.

FORC—GRANTS TO HOSPITALS AND
AMBULANCE SERVICES.

General Conditions under which Grants will be made from
ui.Ih am! Islands (Medical Service) Fund
"/''"/' !'' I'-ndilnre and Maintenance of
>n,d Ji.i- Ihr I I Knision of Ambulance Services
vu thcn-Uith.

the H,

Hosp I

in Co

I. Hospitals.
1. In considering applications for grants, the Highlands

and Islands Medical Service Board must be satisfied as
to

—

jj^fg"!^'^''? constitution, organization, and management of

(W Tlie need for assistance from the Fund, regard beingnad'o the circumstances of tlie district.

ij£'
Tlie mamtenaiice of a reasonable local contribution

towards the expenditure.
(d) Tlie accounts ot the hospital.

o=7 lu"^-
s"'*'C'e"cy of the medical and nursing staff and

as to their qiialilications.

(/) The terms and conditions on which patients, treated
under arrangements with tlie Board, mav be admitted tothe hospital.

2. The Board may make it a condition of grant that a
representative of the Board is associated with the board of
management or trustees.
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3. The Board may require, as a condition of the pay-

ment of grants to a hospital, that it shall be open for the

reception and treatment of patients from such district* as

the Board may determine, and the districts from which

patients -n-ill be received, under arrangements with the

Board, must be specified.

4. Where under a Trust Deed or other mstrument a

hospital is reserved to a particular class of patients or to

patients from a specified area, steps must be taken by the

trustees or managers to ascertain how far the constitution

can be modified so as to permit of the admission of other

patients if it is desired to increase the usefulness of the

hospital with the help of grants from the Board.

5. No grant will be made towards capital expenditure

or maintenance of hospitals or institutions established

under the Poor Law Acts or Public Health Acts for the

treatment of the registered sick poor or for the treatment

of infectious diseases.

II. Ambulance.

1. In considering applications for grants from the Fund
for the provision of au ambulance service or for assistance

towards such provision, and the upkeep thereof, the Board

must be satisfied as to

—

(a) The need for the provision or improvement of an
ambulance service, regard being had to the circumstances

of the district.
.,, , ., ,

,

(fc) The area for which such a service will be available.

(ci The conditions under which the service will be at the

disposal of the persons for whom it may be needed.

(rf) The provision for the proper housing, care, and
custody of the ambulance.

2. No grant will be payable to any public health

authority in respect of the provision or maintenance of

an ambulance used exclusively for infectious diseases.

But if in any district separate services for infectious and

for general medical and surgical cases are not required,

the Board would be prepared to consider any scheme

whereby a single service might be available for all cases,

provided the construction of the ambulance is such as to

lend itself readily to the process of disinfection, and pro-

vided due precautions are taken by the public health

authorities for its disinfection after its use for infections

cases. As a rule, the scheme for an ambulance service

should be arranged by the public health authority, with

the approval of the authorities of the general hospital of

the district, and must provide for the requirements set

forth in Section 1 above.

3. The Board may require, as a condition of the pay-

ment of any grant towards the provision of the ambulance,

or the upkeep thereof, that it shall be available for use in

such districts as the Board may determine, and the

districts served by the ambulance must in all cases be

D.—GRANTS TOWARDS THE PROYISIOX OR
IMPROVEMENT OF HOUSES FOR

DOCTORS AND NURSES.

Scheme providingfor the General Conditions under luhich

Grants will he payablefrom the Highlands and Islands

{Medical Service) Fund towards the Procision or

Improvement of Houses for Doctors and Nurses.

1. The Board regard the provision and improvement of

houses for doctors and nurses as a matter of much im-

portance, and they are prepared to consider applications

for grants from the Fund so far as practicable for this

purpose.
2. In Section 3 (3) of the Highlands and Islands

(Medical Service) Grant Act, 1913, it is provided that

—

Where under any such scheme any money is to be applied by
a local authority for any purpose, that autliority shall have all

Buch powers for the purpose as the scheme may prii\ ide, and,

if the scheme so provides, any powers vested in a local

authoi'ity of acquiring laud, or erecting buildj

any Act conferring any such power shall be construed

accordingly.

3. The Board will, as a rule, proceed in this matter

through the agency of the parish council, and where a

suitable scheme can be arranged they will be prepared to

submit for the approval of the Secretary for Scotland and

the Treasury a special scheme extending the powers of the

parish council under Section 3 (3) of the Act.

4. On any application for a grant, the Board must be

satisfied that the provision or improvement of a house for

a doctor is a necessary part of a scheme for the improve-

ment of the medical service of the district, and that a

suitable house in a convenient situation is not available.

5. Before agreeing to a grant towards the pmchase of a

house the Board will require to be satisfied as to the

present value of the property and state of repair, and as

to the title and the terms of the conveyance.

6. Where a new house is to be erected with the help of

a grant from the Fund the Board must be satisfied as

to the site and the title thereto, and as to the plans.'

Specifications and estimates must be submitted to and

approved by the Board before the work is begun or con-

tracts are made.
7. The title to any property acquired or provided with

the Board's assistance will usually be vested in the parish

council, but in all cases where a grant is made from the

Fund for this purpose provision must be made, to the

satisfaction of the Board, for the repayment to the Board

of the grant given from the fund in the event of the house

being sold or used for any other purpose than as a house

for a doctor, unless at any time the Board shall resolve,

with the consent of the Treasury, that such repayment or

any part thereof shall not be insisted upon.

8. The proportions in which the Board and the parish

council may respectively contribute to the initial ex-

penditure and to the upkeep and annual burdens affecting

the property shall be matter for arrangement between the

Board and the parish council in each individual case, after

consultation between the board and the Local Government

Board for Scotland.

9. The Board will be ready to deal in like manner with

applications from parish councils or other local bodies or

persons for assistance towards the provision or improve-

ment of houses for nurses at suitable centres, and, so far as

the funds at their disposal will permit, they are prepared

to contribute towards suitable proposals. In this con-

nexion reference should be made to the scheme providing

for the general conditions under which district nursing

associations will be eligible to participate in grants from

the Fund.
.

10. The Board will not be in a position to consider the

question of a grant towards improvements in houses for

either doctors or niu-sos which are private property imless

suitable conditions as to lease and subsequent upkeep can

be arranged. ,. ,

11. The conditions under which a medical practitioner

or nurse is allowed to occupy a house provided or im-

proved with the assistance of grants from the Fund shall

be subject to the approval of the Boax-d.

E.—GRANTS TOWARDS SPECIALIZED
SERVICES,

The preliminary scheme indicating the general condi-

tions under which grants will be made from the High-

lands and Islands (Medical Service) Fund towards

specialized services, including medical consultations,

assistance at operations, and the provision of surgical

appliances, dentistry, school clinics, and other approved

forms of special medical service is as follows

:

1. The Board recognize that the inadequacy of the

medical service in the Highlands and islands cannot be

entirely removed merely by bringing ordinary medical

attention within the reach of the various classes of the

community at fees which they can reasonably be expected

°2^^The Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Com-

mittee has placed it on record " that apart from specialisms

like dentistry, or ophthalmology, or pathological bacterio-

logv, there ought to be much more provision for medical

and surgical consultations between local doctors." The

Committee add that " there should be provision for assist-

ance at operations, or in diflictdt confinements, or in the

administration of anaesthetics, or in the many classes of

unforeseen emergency, where professional discussion anU

assistance are desirable."
___

' Model plans, approved by the Board, will be available for the

fiuidance of parish cooacilfl and other local authorities.
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3. It is clear tliat the organization of assistance of the
kind contemplated by the Committee must depend largely
on the existing facilities in the various districts of the
Hit-hlands and Islands, on the proximity or availability of
well-equipped general hospitals, and on various local con-
siderations in regard to which the Board have not at
present sufliciently detailed information.

4. In order that a beginning may be made with this
important branch of their work the Board propose to ask
the county and district medical officers of health, the
school medical officers, one or two representatives of the
Local Medical Committees or Panel Committees under the
National Insurance Act, the principal medical officer and
one other representative of each of the various general
hospitals, the chairman or some other member of the In-
surance Committee and of the Secondary Education Com-
mittee and one or more persons nominated by the Board,
to meet at an early date, under the chairmanship of the
conveners or vice conveners of the various counties, for
the purpose of discussing the whole matter and framiu<T
suggestions for the guidance of the Board.

°

5. The Board feel that recommendations framed by
persons so intimately acquainted with the difficulties of
medical service in its broader aspects as those referred to
111 the preceding paragraph would carry great weialit, and
they will be ready to give the most careful consideration
to any proposals that may be put forward.

6. The Board do not desire to anticipate any recom-
mendations that may be made to them, but they feel that
there are some general considerations affecting specialized
services to which reference might suitably be made, and
It might be convenient to refer to them under the following
main heads :

°

(n) Medical consultations, assistance at operations and the
supply ot surgical appliances.

(i) Dentistry, medical treatment of school children, and
school clinics.

(c) Laboratory facilities.

(rt) Medical Covsullalions, Assistance at Operations, and
the Supply of Surgical Ajjplianccs.

7. The Board believe that the provision of an efficient
ambulance service and arrangements with central hos-
pitals, to which reference is made iu a separate memo-
randum, should greatly reduce the number of serious
ca.ses treated at home. From all points of view it is
obviously the best arrangement that patients in need of
specially skilled treatment should be removed at the
earliest possible monicut to some central hospital or insti-
tution where such treatment can be obtained. Generally
the Board feel that, wherever practicable, the patient
should be brought to the specialist rather than that the
specialist should be sent to the patient.
For purely local consultations—that is, consultations

between neighbouring practitioners and for assistance at
operations such as a general practitioner usually under-
takes—no special provision would seem to be required.
Medical men have been accustomed to meet each other in
this way in the past, and, in view of the grants to be
made to them from the Fund, it is expected that they will
be better able to do so in future at fees within the reach of
the patient.

_
8. The remuneration of a specialist for services rendered

IS a matter that will call for very careful consideration It
rnay be found to be desirable to make arrangements with
specialists whereby, in return for a retaining foe from the
Board and modified fees from patients who are unable to
pay the usual charges, they shall undertake to visit, as
required, a certain area and to treat at a convenient centre
patients sent to them for the purpose. In the case of
patients of very limited means no additional charge should
be made m respect of a consultation or operation, it being
understood that the fee payable by them for ordinary
•medical attendance is all that they can reasonably be
expected to meet.

It may further be found to bo desirable to make arran<Te-
ments with physicians or surgeons in various centres
wliereby, in return for a fee from the Board and modified
fees from patients, they shall be prepared to place their
advice and assistance at the disposal of local practitioners.

9. The provision of assistance towards obtainin" surnical
appliances for per.sons who are not in a position to provide
themselves with what is required to make the treatment
etlective, and who are unable to obtain the same from any

(including

children eitherii
or more othev
Education Cnni
vision is made li

Department the

other source would the Board think be a legitimate ehargo
on their funds. All sncli cases would, however, need ven-
caretul consideration and, as indicated in the scheme iii
regard to grants to medical practitioners, would require to
bo specially reported to the Board.

(h) Drntislrij, Medical Treatment of School Children, anil
School Clinics.

10. AVhere under any scheme of medical treatmenfe
school boards or Secondary Education Committees propose
to employ doctors or dentists for the treatment of diseases
ot cy-es, ears, and teeth of school children, the Board
would be prepared to cooperate with the school boards oi-
•Secondary Education Counnittees in obtaining the services
ot doctors or d.nn-l.,

, Mi.,- whole-time or part-time-
provided it couM :. ,. ,: [ i I, at their services would ba
av.iilable, on t.rn ,; , ;i,„is to be agreed upon, for
he pupils who l,:,^, !.ii ,1:..,1 and for the adult popula-

tion in need of such treatment.
11. School boards are empowered to provide medical
' ' """'

^"'1 dental) treatment for school
-!M-;i!lv or iu combination with one

' ! 'I'ls or witli tlio Sucoudarv
' ^'-.li-iti-iot. Whe.-o snch pro"-
'-'.' lion of tlic Scottish Educatioa

ool l)oards are entitled to receive a
graut-iu-aid from public funds not exceeding one-half of
the net expenditure, and iu these circumstances the Board
do not contemplate that, as a rule, anv assistance from theFund will be required by individual school boards. AVhere
however, it is inoposed to provide special central premises
for the purpose ot medioal treatment of school children
tlie board would be prepared to consider the question of
giving assistance, so far as the funds at their disposal will
permit, it it can bo shown that, iu the special circum-
stances of the district, the grants from other sources are
inadequate for this purpose, and that no other premiscK
are available and provided that any such special premises
will bo available, as may be arranged tor the purpose ofany general scheme of the ]>oard.

12. Where treatment is carried out by the local doctora
the Board propose to make it a condition of grants to
medical practitioners that thev shall give such regular
attendance at schools or elsewhere on such terms as may
be agreed upon with the school board or Secondary Educa-
tion toinmitteo, with the approval of the Board, for tho
treatment of diseases and delects disclosed by the medical
inspection of school children. Similarly, as a condition of
grant, district nursing associations must be prepared to
arrange that their nurses shall act under the direction of
the local medical practitioner, iu so far as they are qualified,
and if required by the Board, to do so, in the treatment of
school children upon terms and conditions to be at^reed
upon between the school board and the association with
the approval of the Board.

13. Indivi.lnM ,|.v'

patliolof^i. '
! J.. . ,1

kinds. l;ii; ,,
, i

, ,,

suitably l,e i iir, ,iii -i^.i

be left to the accidei
interests of individuals.

atorij Facilities,
n certain districts maintain small
and provide vaccines of various
ndent work of this kind might
le pathological service should not
3f locality or to the intellectual
It will be the endeavour of the

Board to place this branch of medical service on an
organized footing, and to bring medical men in the Hit^h-
lands and Islands into closer touch with tho laboratones
at the great medical schools. Whether this can best bo
done through tlio agency of the public health authorities,
or directly by the Board, or otherwise, has yet to be
determined, but the matter is one which will be specially
considered in connexion with the questions already
referred to.

F.—GRANTS TOWARDS EXTENSIOX OF TELE-
GRAPH AND TELEPHONE FACILITIES.

The general conditions under which grants will be made
from the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service) Fund
towards the extension of telegraph and telephone servicesm connexion with the improvement of the. medical and
nureing service in the Highlands and Islands, are set out
as lollows:

1. The part of the Fund which can be utilized for the purposs
or such extensions is strictly limited, and the Board could
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the public would be placed in closer touch with the

doctor or nurse.

4. It is obvious that the question of telegraph and telephone

extension could be considered from the point of view of a single

parish only in such local extensions as those reterreil to in the

preceding paragraph. Larger schemes would, as a rule, affect

several parishes, and must in all cases be considered in con-

nexion with the existing facilities. Where such is the case, the

Board would be ready to consider any representation prei)ared

by the district committee or the county council giving the

information indicated in the previous paragraph.
Appended to this scheme is a copy of a memorandum sup-

plied to the Board by the Postmaster-General, showing the

lines upon which he is 'in a position to arrange for the extension

of telegraph and telephone facilities. As suggested in that

memorandum, the local bodies should in the first place com-
municate with the Secretary, General Post Office, Kdiuburgh,
in regard lo any scheme that they think to be necessary in

order that inquiry may be made and terms quoted.

WAR EMERGENCY C0M3IITTEB,

Dr. T. .Tenner Verrall, Bath, Clmirman.
Sir William Osier, Bt., F.R.S., Oxford.
Sir T. Clifford Allbutt, K.C.B., F.R.S., Cambridge.
Dr. Frederick Taylor, President Royal College of Physicians,

London.
Bir Rickman Godlee, Et., Ex-President Royal College of

Surgeons of England.
Professor Harvey Little.iohn, Dean of the Faculty of Medi-

cine. T'uiversity of Edinburgh.
Dr. v. E. Sliiiikv, F.R.S., 'Master of Chrisfa College,

fambi-i. !;-</

Sir Alex. <>-~i p. X.c.X n.. LL.D., Aberdeen (President,
British Al,i '.,.! \ ... ation).

Mr. E. B. TuiuLi-, IMI.CS., London (Chairman of Repre-
sentative Meetings, British Medical Association).

Dr. J. A. Macdonald, Taunton (Chairman of Council,
British Medical Association!.

Dr. Edwin Rayner, Stockport (.Treasurer, British Medical
Association).

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir James Barr, M.D., Liverpool.

Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. Bolam, Newcastle- on-Tyne.
Major J. Galloway, London.
Dr. C. Buttar, London.
Major Russell Coombe, Exeter.
INtajor W. J. Greer, Newport, Mon.
Major Albert Lucas, Birmingham.

N. Bishop Barman, F.R.C.S., London,
)

Alfred Cox, M.B., Medical Secretary, ^ Secretaries.

British Medical Association, J

It was annoimced last -week that the Chairman and
Secretaries o£ tlic War Emergency Committee established

by the British Meilical Association had adaressed a letter

to every medical prfictiliouer in England and Wales,

except those at present on active service, pointiug out the

urgent need of the army for medical practitioners under

40 years of age. The Committee has since issued the

following letter to Honorary Secretaries of Divisions of

the British Medical Association, and of local W^ar Emer-
gency Committees, and to the Honorary Secretaries of

Branches of the British Medical Association for their

information.
War 'Emergency Commiitee,

Offices:
429, Strand, London, W.C.

August, 1915.

Dear Sir,

We are instructed by the War Emergency Com-
mittee to send you a copy of a letter just issued to every

practitioner in England and Wales who is not on Tvhole-

timc active service."- Tlie issue of this letter is the first

step in what it is hoped will be a most active campaign for-

the enlistment of every medical man of military age vrho
can possibly be spared.
The Committee is well aware of the great sacrifice which

the acceptance of a commission entails on many medical
men who join the army, but in view of the statements
made to it by Sir Alfred Keogh, the Committee feels it to

be its duty to press on the profession the absolute neces-

sity of such sacrifices being made, if the medical demands
of the army are to be met. The Committee particularly

wishes to impress upon you the fact that it has been con-

vinced by irrefutable arguments and figures that the
demand is both great and urgent.

As you will see, the Director-General has authorized the
War Emergency Committee to act as his agents in securing
medical men for commissions, and the Committee has
accepted the responsibility, feeling sure of the support of

the profession throughout the country. It now asks you
as Secretary of a Division of the British Medical Associa-

tion or of a local War Emei'gency Committee to organize
the profession in your area so that your (iuota of medical
men may be secured.

Acting on the information given to it by the Director-

General as to the number of medical officers required, the

Committee has decided that your area should be expected
to produce . . . whole-time military medical officers. The
way in which this number is secured must be left very

largely to local initiative. It is essential, however, that

the effort should be made and at onee. If yon have a

local War Emergency Committee, it sliould at once set

about interviewing the practitioners of military age with a
view of making it possible for them to apply for com-
missions. Practitioners above the military age will bo
doing their duty if they throw themselves into the task of

so arranging their work that tlisy can do the work of

those who are willing to take commissions. The Com-
mittee is assured that before the war is over the military

authorities will need a great deal of the part time service

which has been so freely offered by the profession. The
need at jiresent, however, is for whole-time men of about;

40 years and under.
If you have no local War Emergency Committee, the

machinery of the Division should be set to work to

establish one, and it should be made representative of all

practitioners in the area, both members and non-members
o£ the Association.

Enclosed is a list of all the men of 45 and under resi-

dent in your area, so far as has been ascertained by tho

replies to our War Register circular. The following is

suggested as an outline of what your local War Emergency
Committee should do

:

(1) Interview all the practitioners of military age.

(2) Get such o£ them as arc prepared to do so to sign

a copy of the application to the War Office for a com-
mission, a supply of which is enclosed ; more wlU bo
sent on application here.

(3) Ascertain the earliest dates at which such prac-

titioners can be freed to commence service.

(4) Draw up agreements between the practitioner
volunteering for service and his local colleagues as lo

the working of his practice during his absence.
Appended will be found suggestions which will, it is

hoped, serve as a basis tor a local agreement. Thp
War Emergency Committee will be glad to advise
local committees on any difficulties that may arise.

(5) Get the practitioner to appoint a legal representa-

tive who can be consulted on his affairs dui-ing hia

absence.

(6) Send np the completed forms to us as soon as
possible, after noting the names of those offering

service on your local list.

This Committee will be glad to advise your local Com-
mittee as to any difficulties which arise in making arrange-

ments for the carrying on of practices, or as to any other

matter connected with the safeguarding of the interests of

men who accept service.

Please advise us as soon as possible either that your

Committee has begun work, or that a committee will at

once be formed, and keep this Committee in touch with

what is going on.
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The War Emergency Coraiuittee, in pressing that uo
tniio sliall be lost in dealing with this matter, trusts you
^^-ill believe that this urgent appeal for your assistance is

based on definite kuowledgo that the occasion is one irliich

hivol>s no delay. A great respousibOity rests on the
profession of any area which fails to rise to the occasion.

In the wonis of the Director-General, the War Emergency
Committee feels that '• the claims of the Army Medical
Service cannot be pressed too strongly.'

Wo are,

Yours faithfully.

T. Jexner VEUR-iXL, Chairman.
X. Bishop Harm.^k,

1 g^,.^;^,.,.^^_
Alfred Cox,

)

r.S.—The Editor of the British Medical Journ'al is

trying to publish lists of the sons of doctors who lose their

lives in the war. The idea, unfortunately, did not occur at

the beginning, so that there are considerable arrears. As
the official lists do not state anything as to the parentage

of officers or men killed, the Editor must depend largely

upon the assistance of parents, and it is hoped that you
will be so good as to take any opportunity you may have,
informally, of making the proposal known to members of

your Division. The Editor would, of course, be grateful

for any assistance you can yourself give.

APPENDIX.
Suggestions as to Local Aeeavgements.

A.—The following suggestions as regards the division of

remuneration between the practitioner on service and tlie

practitioner or practitioners doing his work are taken
from the circular o£ the Scottish Medical Service Emer-
gency Committee :

Class I.

—

Town Practice.—Large towns where the
question of mileage is not a very important considera-
tion. Here it is suggested that an equal division o£

the remuneration should be agreed upon, this to apply
both to private and insurance practice. Where a
bureau is in operation the plan should be to deduct
the expenses of working from the receipts and divide
the balance equally.
Class II.—Town and Country Pract tec.—Tov;ns

with a considerable population, but with a largo
amount of countrj' work, necessarily involving the
question of travelling expenses. It may be possible
to ascertain these with more or less exactness, hut as
a general rule probably a division of all remuneration
on the basis of three-eighths to the absentee and five-

eighths to the man who is doing all the work and
paying all the expenses is the nearest to equity.
Class III.

—

Country Practice. — Smaller centres or
single practice areas where the question of travelling

expenses and consumption of time becomes still more
important. In such, three- fourths at least should be
allotted to the man who is doing the work.

B.—The following letter and form of undertaking issued
by the Mid-Cheshire Division of the British Medical Asso-
ciation may be found useful and suggestive ;

Several medical men in the area of this Division are
offering themselves, and have asked the Division to

help them in making arrangements as to carrying on
their work while they are away, and restoring their

inactices to them intact on their return.

At the last meeting of the Division a subcommittee
was appointed to consider the matter, and this sub-
committee has decided to ask every medical man in

practice in this area to undertake that he will attend
any patients of a man on service for him during his
absence, and that he will refuse to attend any jiaticnts

ho thus comes in contact with as his own patijnts for

at least six months after the absentee's return.

{Note (by War Emergency Commiitee).—Twelve months
la the more usual arrangement.]

It is arranged that all fees for confinements attended
for an absentee shall belong to the medical man who
attends the case, and that all other fees paid lor work
done shall be equally divided between the absentee
and the doctor who has acted for him.
The subcommittee realizes that much extra work

will be thrown on practitioners, and it is clear that
any doctor must have the tight to refer such patients
of the absentee as he cannot find time to attend to

some other doctor.
The subcommittee expects that no medical man

will feel disinclined to assist his country and his pro-

fessional friends who are making such a great sacrifice,

and it therefore instructs me to ask you to sign the
enclosed undertaldng, and send it to mo by return of
post.

British Medicai. Association'.
To the Honorary Secretarv of the Mid-Cheshire Division.
Dear Sir,

I hereby promise on my word of honour that if
any persons, who are ordiuarilv imMeuts of any medical
man rractisins in this iiciLilihiinrhoo.l wlio j^ mi nrlive
service with the I'crirf-;, .M.i.nli in.- .luriiiL; lus alibrnci',
I will attend thciii Mr 1 .^n '.\<'- imiK .nniiu.'r'l I'v- iln^

Division's Subconnu' .. i^pi-Mni,.! f.,i- i|,,> |iiii-|in-,.'. Li^a
will refuse to act i's i.-hn- moilical nttuiLlant onnivowu
hehalf from the date .jl ins rutin-n until at least six months
have elapsed. Also I will in every way do all in my power
to safeyuard tlie absentee's interests with the patients
I attend for him, ami to induce them to retiu-u to him
when he resumes practice.

Signed

Date

Terms arranged are : Equal division of all fees, other
than confluements, between the absentee and the doctor
who attends the patient ; the whole fee in the case of
coufiueraents to belong to the doctor who attends the case.

fBritisIj ffitikal Association,

EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL 3IEETING.

ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATIOX.
An Extraordinary General Meeting of the British Medical
Association, adjourned from Wednesday, August 11th,

1911, was held at tho registered offices of the Association,
429, Strand, London, W.C., on Wednesday, August 18th,

1915.

In tho absence of the President (Sir Alexander Ogston),
Dr. J. A. Macdonald, Chairman of Coimcil, took the chair.

Mr. Guy Elliston, Financial Secretary and Business
Manager, read the notice convening the meeting.
The minutes of the Extraordinary General Meeting of

July 24th having been signed by tho Chairman, he ex-
plained that the meeting was a purely formal one and was
called for the purpose of confirming the Resolutions passed
unanimously by an Extraordinary General Meeting of the
Association held at the Connaught Rooms on July 24th,
1915. He accordingly moved seriatim the following resolu-

tions, which were duly confirmed ;

1. That Articles 3, 43 and 44, and the words "whether an
existing Member or a future Member " in Article 9, be
cancelled.

2. That in Article 4 there be inserted immediately after the
word "Acts" the words following, "and any Medical
Practitioner who does not reside within the area of any
Branch of the Association and who though not so regis-
tered is possessed of anv of the qualifications described in
Schedule (A) of the Medical Act, 1858."

That in Article 28 the last six words be altered so
read " provisions as to Referendum hereinafter

NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS ACT.
The following is the text of the Notification of Births
(Extension) Act, 1915

:

CnAPTBR 64.

An Act to extend the Notification of Births Act, 1907. to
Areas in which it has not been adopted, and to make
further provision in connexion therewith for the Care
of Mothers and Young Children. L29th July 1915.]

BE it enacted by tho King's most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual
and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :

1. Extension of NoiiflcaHon of Births Act, 1907
(7 Edw. VII, c. 10).— (1) The Notification of Births Act,
1907 (in this Act referred to as the principal Act), shall, on
and after the first day of September, nineteen hundred and
fifteen, extend to and take effect in every area in which it

is not already in force, and in the case of an area for which
it could be adopted cither by the council of an urban or
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rural district, or by tlie county council, shall take effect as

it it had been adopted by the council of the district.

(2i Where by virtue of this Act the principal Act comes
into force in any county district in which it is not already

iu force, the medical officer of health shall send duplicates

of any notices of birth received by him under that Act
to the county medical officer of health as soon as may be
after they are received.

(3i Where by virtue of this Act the principal Act comes
into force in any area iu which it is not already iu force, it

shall be the duty of the local authority to bring the pro-

Yi'-;..n=; of tlir jii inrijial Act to the attention of all medical
jiiM i

: ,, ,
I ! midlives practising in tlie area.

2.
'

- J"i- Attending to Mothers and Younrj

r' ' ' ' '
'•

'. Vict. c. 76 1.— (1) Any local autliority

vitliiu tlic nicaniug of the principal Act (whether a
sanitary authority or noti may, for the purpose of the care

of expectant mothers, nursing mothers, and young children,

exercise any powers which a sauitary authority has under

the Public Health Acts. 1875 to 1907, or the Public Health
(London) Act, 1891, as the case requires.

(2) Any expenses incurred in the exercise of these

powers shall be defrayed iu the same manner as expenses
of the local authority arc defrayed under the principal

Act.

Any such powers may be exercised in such manner as

the authority direct by "a committee or committees which
shall include women and may comprise, if it is thought tit,

persons who are not members of the authority. Anj- such
committee may be empowered by the authority by which
it is appuiuted to incur expenses up to a limit tor the time

being fixed by the authority, and, if so empowered, shall

rcpoit any expenditure by them to the authority in such
manner aiid at such times as the authority may direct. A
committee appointed tor the purposes of this section shall

hold office for such period not exceeding three years as the
autlioritv l)v which it is appointed may determine.

3. Ai'i'i'<i:.>' to Scotland and Ireland.— {1) In the
applic;iti'iii ,.[ Lliid Act to Scotland—

( ( Subjection (2i of section one shall not apply:
Provided that the Local Government Board for Scot-

land may, if they think tit, by order, authorize any
two or more local authorities to act together for the

purposes of the principal Act and this .A.ct, and may
prescribe the mode of such joint action and of defray-

ing the costs thereof.

{D The following subsection shall be substituted for

. subsection (li of section two :

—

(1) Any local authority within the meaning o£

the principal Act may make such arrangements
as they think fit, and as may be sanctioned by
the Local Government Board for Scotland, for

attending to the health of expectant mothers and
nursing mothers, and of children under live jears
of age within the meaning of section seven of

the Education (Scotland) Act, 1908 (8 Edw. VII,

c. 63..

(2) In the application of this Act to Ireland—
(a) Subsection (2> of section one shall not apply.

(Ji The following subsection shall be substituted for

subsection ili of section two:
(ll Any local authority within the meaning of

the principal Act may make such arrangements
as they think lit, and as may be sanctioned by
tlie Local Government Board for Ireland, for

attending to the health of expectant mothers and
nursing mothers, and of children under five years
of age.

(c) The provisions for the extension of the principal

Act shall not apply as respects any rural district

;

and
(d\ Tlie cxjircssion " medical officer of health

"

mean--. Sm the iiia-poses both of this Act and the
princiji ll \''

.

•• !'>^pects any district for which there

is a ii.i lii:il siipi.iiutendent officer of health that
officer, ;^uJ il--t\vlicre the medical officer of health of

the dispensary district.

4. S7ior/ Title and Bepeal—(1) This Act may be cited

as the Notification of Births (E.xtension) Act, 1915, and
the principal Act and this Act may be cited together as
the Notification of Births Acts, 1907 and 1915.

(2 1 The enactments mentioned in the Schedule to this

Act are hereby repealed (except as respects rural districts

in Ireland) to the extent specified in the third column of

that Schedule.

Eitent of Repeal.

7 Edw, VII. The Notification ' In I one. the words

, ;n,5 area in wliich

M,r ,,,;., ,, w and (3) of section
V. v^i^ua i:. oui-'bL-ction (4) tlie worils
who iii.iy adopt the Act either for
their whole county or for any
county district therein."

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
A MEETING of the Executive Committee was held on July
26th, when Sir Donald MacAlister was in the chair, anil

Sir Henry Morris, Mr. Tomes, Mr, Hodsdon, Dr. Norman
AVaiker, Sir John Moore, and Sir Charles Ball wero
present.

Reciprocity with Canada.
Saslialclieiran.

A communication dated June 10th was received from tho
Clerk to the Privj- Council stating tliat an Order iu Council
had been made recognizing the I'rovince of Saskatchewan
in the Dominion of Canada as a separate British possession,
applying to it the second part of the Medical Act, 1886.

It was reported that application had been made to tho
Registrar o£ the Medical Council, Saskatchewan, for fur-

ther information as to the course of study and examination
required. The Executive Committee adopted the following
resolution

:

That in the event of information being received tliat the
arrangements for reciprocity witli tlio I'iomiico of Sas-
katchewan have been siiti^fn i , :, , ;l.

courseof professional sr-i ;

been instituted in the pnn :
1

on behalf of the Executnt- ( I'M !! , . i.: -r

That any person who holds the licence of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of Saskatchewan, granted after
exiuainnti"n in medicine, surgery, and midwifery, together
wirli ti:^ lirptire to practise iu the province, shall be
<!:::. I ; 1 i n-istered in the Colonial List of the ^lalical.

I :< I lie satisfies the Registrar of the General
M' :

'
: . ! regarding the other particulars set forth iu

l';:! II !
:-,. :\iedical Act, 1886,

That the attention of the Council of the College of Phj--
sicians and Surgeons of Saskatchewan be called to the
resolution of the General Medical Council of June 5th. 1890,
requiring that the course of professional study should
occupy at least five years, and that the College be informed
that the foregoing resolution becomes operative only ou
condition that such a course is instituted in the province.

Ontario.
Correspondence with the Registrar of the College oJ

Physicians and Surgeons, Ontario, was read. It was
reported that a telegram had been received, in reply to an
inquiry, stating that the College had adopted the reciprocity

legislation, and that a copy of the regulations was iu the
hands of the Ontario Government. The Executive Com-
mittee adopted the following rpt,.!,,*;.,,,

That in the event of inf-' i.peived that the
arrangements for reci| r rivinee of Ontario
liavc lieen satisfactorily ,

:
.^ I'resident be em-

powered on hel alf ot tiic l.-.truuve (. ommittee to direct
the Registi-nr as follows:
That any person who holds the licence or membership of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, granted

Tliat any graduate iii

province of Ontario, aii]

and Surgeons of the pn
the Colonial List, shall
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flegpee as an additioual title iu the Colonial List of tine

Metlical Koiister.

The following are the universities at present apiproved by the
College of Physicians and Suifjeons of Ontario :

Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.
The Western University, London, Ontario, and
The University of Toronto.

Maiiiioha, Albeila, and Brili.sh Colnmhia.
The loUowiug report by the Acting Registrar was read I

Report.
With regard to the other Provinces of the Dominion of

Canada wliieh are taking steps to secure the extension of
Part II of the Medical Act to Manitoba, Alberta, and British
Columbia respectively, it was reported that nothing further has
been heard since the presentation of the report of May 7th, 1915,

except iu the case of British Columbia.
On May 28th, 1915, the Rc;4istrar, by direction of the Presi-

dent, forwarded to the Clerk of the Privy Council a conimuui-
cation from tlie Colonial Oftiee asking for the application of
Part II of the Medical Act, 1886, to that province, together with
the correspondence iu regard to the matter aud copies of the
provincial Medical Acts.

L.M.S. Unr'eesity of Madras.
A commtinication was read from the Acting Principal

of the Medical College, Madras, giving particulars as to

the requirements at the examinations. The Executive
Committee adopted the following resolution

:

That the Principal of the Madras Medical College be informed
that the Executive Committee is not prepared to recognize
the L.M.S. degree of the University of Madras, if the pass
marks are of a lower standard "than those required to
obtain the corresponding degree of the Univuisity of
Bombay—namely, 33 per ceut. iu Anatomy, 33 per cent, iu
Physiology and Histology, aud 45 per cent, on tlio total-
that is. Anatomy and Physiology aud Histology taken
together; and for the final examinations 50 per cent, iu
each of the four subjects ll) Medicine and Pathology;
(2) Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children; 3)

Surgery ; and (4i Medical Jurisprudence and Hvgiene.
And further, that the Committee had been in'tormed that

it was the intention of the other Imlian universities whose
L.M.S. degree had been recognized by the General Council
to discontinue granting this or any degree of lower standard
than the M.B., B.S. degrees.

SOCIETT OF ApOTHEC.VRIES OF LoNDON.
A letter was read from the Clerk to the Society of

Apothecaries of London stating that two of the surgical
examiners—Mr. Warren Low and Mr. Philip Turner

—

wore at the iiresent time in France with the British
forces, and that they had, with the approval of the
Society, requested Mr. Hugh Lett and Mr. H. S. Pendle-
bury, both of whom Avere former surgical examiners, to

act in their places. The President stated that he had
assented to the suggestion, and his action was approved.

Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin.
Sir Charles B.ill stated that Mr. Taylor, owing to

illness, had been unable to take np his duties in connexion
with the professional examinations of the Apothecaries'
Hall on June 28th and 29th, and that the Irish Branch
Council had asked Dr. Little to attend on behalf of the
Branch Council at the final examination of the -Vpothe-
caries' Hall on June 28th, and Sir John Moore at that ou
June 29th, and had requested them to report thereon to

the General Medical Council.

Finance.
A report was received in camera from the Senior

Treasurer ou the .steps taken by the trustees of the
English Branch Council and the Dental Fund to convert
the 2\ per cent. Consols held into War Loan stock.
The powers of the Office Site Committee were enlarged

to include the provision of suitable furniture for the new
premises.

Sale of LAUD.iNnsi.
A letter was received from the Clerk to the Privy

Council transmitting a correspondence with the Pharma-
ceutical Society of Clreat Britain. The Lord President of

the Council desired tlie opinion of the General Medical
Council on the question whether the Pharmaceutic.il
Society was acting properly in assisting the sale of any
preparation of opium that does not comply with the
requirements of the new edition of the British
Pharmacoimeia.
The correspondence which was remitted to the Pharma-

copoeia Committee for report was as follows

;

The Clerk of the Council,
Privy Council Office, London, S.'W.,

.July 22nd, 1915.
Sir,- T am dirc-tod by the T.ord rrp=;idrnt of the Couucil to

tran^i'i"*'- ' .....i , . ,-. f .. ii-respondence, as
mini' .,,; laudantim, aud
to ~ I iiired with any
obi-- r :n have to offer
ther.; 1

' iidiiiion passed
by thcCoun.:il of il,.- r :,:,!-. i i:,:i iry last.

In the Lord Presiiiom ^ ..liir uih .i,>,ii m i,, i, i.jrmiued
is whether the Socictx i ';i:

i .i - i ihesaleof
any preparation of oiiimu i lim iIih- m.; romii! -, >! i, ' h,' require-
ments of the new edition ot the iirilifli l'h:inii,i,:^:ji,„i,i.~l am,
Sir, your obedient servant,

Almeeic FitzeoV.
The Registrar,

General Medical Couucil.

iCoru.) 115.749.
Privy Couucil Office, Whitehall, S.W.,

May 8th, 1915.
Sir,—I am ilir. ;r.lli\ -!., l.'.i.i r,.-i,;. n: .,] the Council to

transmit to ,
:< letter received

from Dr. U. ' ''•• I! o - ( r for the City of
London and I'l. '/I I; I

I -.iiii :. ,
.:_. . x. iih a copy ofthe

annual return iiieiilioiied iii tli:ii Ititi/r. aii.l to ask you to be
good enough to move the Council of the J'lKirmaceutical Society
to favour His Lordship with any obseivatioiis they may have to
offer on the point referred to in the tir^t paragraph of Dr.
Waldo's letter, aud on pages 10-11 of th.' iHtnrii.

You will observe that according to Ir. W'l! '- -fatement,
laudanum, that is, tincture of opium, i

i" n :
i

; up ou a
formula distinct from that prescribed !• i,. ;inof the
British Pharmacopoeia.—lam, Sir, your cil'.'iln'ni --iMint,

-iLMKIlIC rilZKOV,
The Secretary and Registrar,
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

17, Bloomsbm-y Square, W.C.

(Copy.) Coroner's Office,
Golden Lane, City, E.G.,

May 4th, 1915.
My Lord,—I have the honour to enclose a copy of my annual

return for 1914, in which I refer to the important subject of the
easy purchase of poisonous drugs, such as tincture of opium or
laudanum, under which latter name chemists are selling two
kinds of different strength.
My return may, possibly, be of service to you and your

Couucil.—I have the nonour to be, vour obedient servant,
P. J. rt'.u.DO, M.D.,

His Majesty's City Coroaer.
The Earl Beauchamp,

Lord President of the Privy Couucil.

{Copy.)
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,

17, Bloomsburv Square, London, W.C,
July 20th, 1915.

No. 115,749.
Sir, -Referring to your letter of May 8th last, enclosing copy

of a letter received from Dr. F.J. Waldo, His Majesty's Coroner
for the City of London and Borough of Southwar'k, together
with a copy of his annual return, I have to state that these
communications have been carefitUy considered by the Law
Committee and the council of this society, and I am instructed
to intorra you that in January last the council of this society
passed and published the following recommendation:

That the policy to bo advocated by the conucil in regard
to the -.ale i.if lanilanum should be that when " laudanum "

is :i- I. Ill i.N
'

', 1914 |ireiiaration should be supplied and tiie

1" -:ed; but wiiere the 1898 iirejiaration is

'!' ' ire should be taken to label It accordingly,
mil ' ' '

ii;
:

.11 of tlie purchaser should be called to tlie

lact that It 13 the 1898 preparation.

—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
W. J. Uglow" Woolcock,

The Clerk of the Council,
Eegi.stiar.

Privy Council Office, S.W.

Election of Direct Repeesent.vtives.
It was resolved to address a communication to the

Lord President suggesting the expediency in the present
emergency of post^^oniug all the separate elections of direct
representatives till the end of the year 1916.

Dental Bcsiness.
A letter was read, dated June 12th, from the Colonial

Office, transmitting a copy of an ordinance to provide for

the registation of dentists in Ceylon. The Executive Com-
mittee referred the ordinance to the Dental Education and
Examination Committee for its information, and adopted
the t'-'l'---'tr- "Mlntion:

T' I Office be informed that the Executive
' "sses its warm approval of the provision

-The I the
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of the Ceylon Ordinance No. 3 of 1915, by which it is made
a punishable offence for an run. 1

birl m 1 ..
j

:
-1

person (other than Vederalas. 1 .
; > n

estate dispensers appointed witi'i i'* '[., , • ,' 1-

oipal civil medical officer, and «, I ip^ 'Ml 111 '

!

' i"
tloners) to practise dentistry lor yam. or u> pici.-^^ lu

practise or publish his name as practisiug ilt-ni,i^ir\ or

dental surgery, and trusts that the local exigenciL-s which
require the exceptions in favour of the imqualiHed persons
specified may be of a temporary nature, and tbat Ceylon
raav soon be in a position to require that all those who
undertake to practise deiitistrv and dental surgery should
be fully qualilied lor that important duty.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
CO.-\LAUTTEES.

EAST SUSSEX.
Loc.\L Medical a\d Panel Committees.

A MEETING of the Local Medical and Panel Committees
^vas held at Lewes on July 28tLi.

Beappointmcnt of Committees.—-The Commissioners
Laving reappointed the former members, the meeting
re-elected the oftii 1 '

"
. ' is :

Cluiinnan : Dr. I

Vicc-Chairmav I GrinsteadK
Jl''ii,'rnr,i Si:-rri :'

,
.

. ; Dr. Vallance (Lewes).
> . ,

•
: , \l 1-. Mui-L'nii, bolii-itor (Hastings).

/ ' M/i7(cf .- Drs.T. Bnrlield, T. S. Tavlor, andE. W.
Si, I 1-. 1

i Mitr with the Chairman, Vice-Chairmau, and

J'riiii Ccmiitiuee: Drs. Macliwood and Simpson.
lu'iucaeiitcitii-i.t on j\Icdic((l Service Sul'committee (\f Imurance

Coiiiiiiittee : Drs. Vallance. Holman, and .T. R. Skinner.

Paijwe/tt of Accounts.—The meeting aiiprovrd of the
arrangements proposed by tli. 1

- ,1 Sub-
committee of the Insurance Co. . .. nt
of the accounts for 1913-14. A;

, I at
the decision of the Insuraucc L ..;;...., .l^l >;„„ j.u. incuts
on account for 1915 might, in the oiroumstauces of East
Sussex, be made on a more liberal footing than that
siij.^e^te.,! by the C'.iiiinisoioners.

' ''.s/s.—The scale suggested by the
i attendance on certain dependants

^ of tuberculosis was discussed.
- ' pay mileage for distances, how-

evti- I,!. .d roads, but only for distances off

such v.. :. d to press for the former also.
Cher: \rrrn;nfi.— 1he Committees con-

sented to uie ].
' l!i( Medical Benefit Fund of

one-third of tLi ujg chemists' accounts for
1914, but objec-. iiient in the future. The
checking has ah.

, i . udcd for the current year
by the Insurance Ci.iii:ijutcf..

Tcnuyorarij liesidents.—'iliQi Committees advised practi-
tioners to continue to treat temporary^ residents until
further notice, and decided that an additional grant ought
to be made to meet the additional cost of the drugs supplied
to such patients.

Conference.—Dr. Benham reported on the proceedings of
the recent conference of the Local Medical and Panel
Committees, and was accorded a vote of thanks for
attending.

CORRE,SPONDENCE.

National Insurance and Incapacity for Work.
Dr. Lachlan Grant (Ballachulish) vprites: As a panel
doctor who has dealt with a considerable number of
cases under the Act. I beg to point out what I consider a
minor flaw in regard to certificates for incapacity.
Form Med. 40 requir,- teitification that the patient is

'' " 'I
'''' ••' '''''

'

' '
'. ' ur she is entitled to benefit,

''
'

' i

I- not strictly according to
' '

.

II ill
'

I

J
I -iilar occupation, which luay

t'l
1 •' >i i' - i.iK 1.1 111. i>atient might be all the

better of some light kiud of work, sedentary or otherwise,
which he might do with advantage to himself and others.
Especially does this apply in the case of female insured
persons, and also where a patient is nearing recovery,
where some slight activity, such as gardening, messages,
or light home work would aid the cure and act" as
a tonic for mind and body. In cases, for example,

of influenza, nerve strain, debility, or fractured limb,

w li I. -Miiptoms of illness or of injury go off slowly this
'

i \i: some cases be very helpful in hastening the

I
! i recovery. Sometimes a doctor, using bis dis-

L;ii.ii.jii, may allow a patient to undertake some light

duties, but there is no statutory sanction for such pro-

cedure, and the patient is compelled to atlu'm in certificate

that he or she has not been at work since the last

certificate was forwarded. I therefore submit that a clause
should be added to certificates empowering the medical
man in charge to permit some modified form of work, it,

after due consideration, be deems .same beneficial for tho
patient. This would prevent the depressing ennui of long
periods of enforced idleness, help on the world's work, tend
to lessen dishonest methods in our patients, and, in a
certain number of cases, partially relieve the drain on the
funds of the approved societies by reducing malingering, and
get many off to regular work considerably earlier than
under present regulations. It might be arranged that
when a patient was permitted to undertake light duties
during convalescence tliat there would be a corresponding
reduction of the usual weekly allowance—say, from 10s. to

7s. 6d. or 6s., and the 5s. benefit to 48. or 3s. 6d. I fully

admit that under this arrangement some patients would
be inclined to take fullest advantage of the permit, and do
as much for themselves as jjossible while at home; but. as

is well known, such work really goes on surreptitiously

under the conditions obtaining at present. If it were
found that a patient was unduly prolonging his con-

valescence the permission could be withdrawn.
We know that the appointment of medical referees to

decide on doubtful cases would jiartly meet the difficulty,

but even then it would be advisable to leave some discre-

tion in the matter of off-time occupation to them and tc

the doctor in attendance.

NON-PANEL DOCTORS AND NATIONAL
INSURANCE CERTIFICATES.

In order to minimize as much as possible the incon-
veniences caused to doctors who attend insm-ed persons
in their private capacity, the Association has published
books of certificatf.^, wlii, b. ii i^ believed, will meet the
requirements of .-

1

! :.<, so far as is practicable
in the case of C( 1

.

'U under the obligations
of the official m mn rules. The form of

cei-tificate is snniLi._.,i., i ;in. official form to remove
many of the difficulties ivhich insured persons who have
been attended by private doctors have had in satisfying

the requirements of their approved societies, but is

sufficiently distinct from the official form to show at once
that it is" being used by a doctor who is attending the
patient in a private capacity—that is to say, either by a
doctor who is not on a panel, or by a panel doctor other
than the one on whose list the insured person is.

The Association has shown the certificates to the
Insurance Commissions for England, Scotland, and Wales,
and tluy raise no objection to the issue of them by the
A-- .

. licai practitioners for use when attending
in- Mif being their panel patients, and not
1), i

I .111 they are attending as medical officers

of I
1. r Si'( tion 15 (4i. or in virtue of "own

aiin ... .; ii
. - rii(Ui 15 |3).

1 i.. .. ..
:

-
,

. I. .; i--(i. a at cost price. They contain
50 c . rill, I may be obtained from the
Fiiiaiii iiil -irr, i;i|. ;i!m| I ', usiue-.s Manager, British Mcdlcal
Assoeiatiou. 429, Strand, W.C., price 6d. each, post free.

I^abal aittt iKiUtarn ^][j|jaiutmfnts.

Ti. to tlie Vivid, addi-
ti'.i . the ColosBits, vico

U. I . . .y.M.D., C.G.Dyer.

KoYiL Xaval Voi.t-Mi.i;R liEsr.nvE.
Biu-geon Probatiouers E. D. Mackenzie to the Minstrel, vico Kevby;

H. ti. Mooneytothe Laitclrail : D. Macgrcgor to the Peterel : C. 0.

Lockhart-Cottle to the AfritU. vico Macdonald. To be Surgeon
Probationer ; J. A. Robertson.
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ARMY SIEDICAL SERVICE.
ROTAI. AllMY MF-DICiL COBPS.

T.ieutenant-Colonel H. A. Bray from the seconded list is restored to
tlmt cstAbrisbiucnt.
To be tcniiiorftry Majors : J. M. Atkinson. M.B., W. McDougnll. M B.
Tlie notitteaCiou of apiiointment of Major K. T. Hughes. Welsh

Div.isioiml Train, A.S.C., to a temporary Majority, Published in the
London i:^i-ette of June 8tb. is cancelled.
To be ki.iixjrary Caiitaius: Captain R.

A.M.C. teuii>orary Li<.!;:cuaul, G. S.

The following ari-

seiTing with the 1st i

Colonel: A. C.Suffeju, .1.;;;. A,.u.j,.. w .i

B. W. Housman. F.R.l'.S., is -ranted ihe 1

whilst serving with the 2nd Birmingham Wav
Temporary Captain C. Gouldesbrough, M.]

cuiporaiy lauk of Major
Hospital.
!., relinquishes his com-

The following officers of the Canadian Army Medical Corps to be
temporary Lieutenants : Captains F. H.Bowen, M.D., li. Millar MD
A. E. Lundon, M.D.; Lieutenants G. R. D. Lyon, M.D., L. G Geonne'
M.D., C. C. Gibson, I. D. Hayes. M.B., S. L. Ale.'jander, MB., R. d'
Nasmyth, M.D.. W. A. Smith, M.D.. I. Wilson. M.D., T. Campbell
M.B.. F. W. Hart. M.D.. W. B. Tutt, M.B.. P. J. Ellis, M D P S Pope'
M.D., J. G. R. Stone, M.B.. B. J. Gordon. M.D.. J. A. Donll, M.D.', G b'
Kennedy. F. B Hassard, M.B.. G. W. Anderson. MB.. H. S Tait
M.D., W. B. Honey, M.D., F. A. Keillor. M.D., W. A. Proud :\I B

'

P. Que.snel. H. H. Planche, M.D., A. W. McArthur. M.D.. C. V.i-
e'

G. E. Richards. M.B., R. R. Paul. M.D., R. .J. P. Jl.Cuno.li -\r B
'

E. Sheffield, M.D., W. A. Henderson. Jl.D., R. Pani 51 H I! ' ,T K,-l'
M.B , W. C. Sweuei-ton, M.B.. W. S. Macdonell, "\1 n I, ']! Mrevh'
T. H. Lunney. M.D., R. W. YonnK, M.B., G. Beltto M ji i' r'

'

i;.,,,,]'

M.B., W. J. Hicks. M.B., A. T. Embury, JLD.. G. A. Suu'uir.us M D
'

a. Kalichman, M.D.. W. Hall. M.D., C. T. Galbrailh Mk' j' \'

Creighton, J. A. Proudfoot, M.D., W. V. Coffyn, M.D., G. T. ODonueil'
M.D.. D.A. McAulay.MD.. V. D. Desrosiers.M.D.
The following temporary Lieutenant.s; relinquish their commissions

J. B. .indersou. M.K., T. E. A. Carr, M.B., J. G. B. Coleman, M.D., E.
Ashbj-, J. F. Gill, M.B., E. T. Evans, J. M. Fry.
To be temporary Lieutenants : J. G. 'Willmore, H. G. Hobson

O. J. F. C. Greenidge. M.B., L. Horsley. C. McK. Craig. M D .] McI
Gibson, M.D.. A. H. Watson, M.B., A. Hegartv. G. O .lacobsen O p'

Wilson. J. Wallace. M.D., A. Chalmers, M.B., C. Mitchell, m'.B .

,j'

Simpson. M.B., A. B. J. Coope, M.B.. .J. T. Murphy, M.B.. E. Underbill,
M.B.. F. .J. P. Daly. S. Forrest. M.D.. J. F. Dow, M.D.. B. Malaber,
P. .1. Kelly. M.B., H. F. Hutchinson. M.B., A. C. Keay, M.B.. J. White
C. B. Macdouald. M.B.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Colonel H. Hendley. M.D.. Deputy Director. Medical Services in

India, to be Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, Punjab, with effect
from July 12th, 1915.
Lieutenant^Colonel H. E. Drake-Brockman, Director of His High-

ness the Nizam's Medical Department, temporarily to hold charge of
the current duties of the Office of the Residency Surgeon at
Hyderabad, in addition to his own duties, with effect from June 12th
Surgeon-General T. Grainger, C.B., M.D.. an Honorary Surgeon to

(be King, vice Surgeon-General G. F. A. Harris, C.S.I.. M.D (retired'
dated April 1st. 1915.

TERRITORIAI, FORCE.
RoTAi. Army Medical Cokps.

Snd Southern General Hossital.—Ji.. G. T. Fisher, M.B.. to be
Captain on the permanent personnel.
Srd London General Hospital.—To be 1, ' i: ^Tallam,

late Surgeon-Captain Sussex and Keutl' utenant
G. Finch, from Attached to Units other ti

3rd South Midland Field Ambulance. .. utenaut
J. M. McLannahan to the 2nd Southern c

'

1 iiuouuced
in the London Gii.:ette of May 28th. is cancelli 1.

Snd Western Gev, ral Hv.iijital.-G. M. Benton, M.B., to be Captain,
vaiiable on mobilization; J. G. McKinlay,•whose services '

M.B., to be Lieut
3rd Wef^teni General Hospiifl?.—To be Lieutenants: Jones,

C. C.Boyle, M.B.
Welsh Casualty Clearing Station.—B. T. Hughes, late Major Welsh

Divisional Train. A.S.C.. to be Major, temporary.
Snd Scot i ish General Hospital.—Cadet J.W. Simpson, M.B., from Ediu-

bureh University Contingent. Senior Division, O.T.C., to be Lieutenant.
Attached to Units Other than Medical Units.—.7. Farquhar. M.B.,

late Captain 10th Battalion, JIanchester Regiment, to be Captain.
The seconding of Captain H D. Davis, announced in the Loiuhin
Qazette of November 13th. 1914. is cancelled. Captain A. E. Gladstone
and Lieutenant J. B. McKay resign their commissions on account of
ill health. Lieutenant G. McL. Levack, from the 3rd Highland Field
Ambulance. ) be Lieutenant.

COLONIAL MEDIC-i-L SERVICES.
The following changes are notified by the Colonial Office

!

West .\rp.icAjj Medical Stapp.
Transfert and Pronwtions.—J. .\. Clough, M.B.Lond., Provincial

Medical Officer. Gold Coast, transferred on ))rouiotion to Nigeria as
Deputy Principal Medical Officer; M. E. ODeo., M.B., Ch.B.Edin.,
Senior Medical Officer, Nigeria, transfen-ed on promotion to the Gold
Coast as Provincial Medical Officer.
Itetiremrnts.—C. R. Chichester, M.B.Dub., D.P.H.Irel., Deputy Prin-

cipal Medical Officer, Nigeria, retu-es on pension; F. W. McCay,
L.B.C.S.. Ij.K.C.P.Ediu., L.l'.P S.Glas., appointment terminated.

-V. ->.'' '

\- C •:. McHatUe date Chief Medical Officer,
Bali.u, .

1. <: V ...-.via.

if-- I 1,,'c.. M.D., B.S.Lond., F.R.C.S.Eng.,

Other Colonial Medical ApporsTiiENTS,
Mahabir. M.R.C.S.Eng,

!rai-y ^tedical Officer.
taut Mt-,lical Buperii

Medical Ohicer,

b.R.C.P.Lond., appointed Supor-
idad, and seconded for sei-vice as

perintondent in the Lunatic Asylum. J. C.
I

,
I 1; r. P. Edin., Medical Officer, Gilbert and

.. P. Weldon, L.K.C.S.. L.R.C.P.Ire)..
:

,
Trinidad. H. R. Maclurkin. M.B.,

1' J i.liu., .Medical Officer, Fiji. N. H.
. !; I I ,iin., L.F.P.B.Glasg., Supernumerary
dad. II. W. Bell, M.B., Ch.B.Edin., Medical

; B.Ch.. B.A.O.(N.U.I.).
L. Waller. M.B.. Ch.B.
ctorate. W. L; Peacock,
f. Uganda Protectorate.
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In ninety-six of the largest English towns. 7.983 births and 3.98S
deaths were registered during the week ended Saturday, August 14th.
The annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 11.4.
11.4. and 11.3 per 1.000 in the three preceding weeks, rose to 11.5 per
1.000 in the week under notice. In London the death-rate was equal
to 11.6. while among the uinety-flve other large towns it ranged from
4.1 in Gloucester. 5.3 in Coventry. 5.9 in Hornsev and in Swindon 6 3
in Ilford, and 6.8 in Enfield, in Smethwick. aud in Aberdare, to 15 6 in
Halifax, 16 4 in Bootle, 17 1 in Rochdale, 17 3 in Middlesbrough, 17.5 in
btoke-on-Trent. and 19.3 in Barnsley. Measles caused a death-rate ot
1.2 in Derby, 1.3 in Norwich and in Rhondda, 1.5 in Sheffield, 3 in
West BromwiCh, 4.3in Lincoln, and 4.8 in Barusley. The deaths of
children from diarrhoea and enteritis, which had been 144. 171,
and 202 in the three preceding weeks, further rose to 262. and
included 59 in London, 29 in Liverpool, 16 in Hull, 15 in
Manchester, and 11 in West Ham. The mortality from the remaining
infective diseases showed no marked excess in any of the largo towns
and no fatal case of small-pox was registered during the week. The
causes of 44, or 1.1 per cent., of the total deaths were not certified by
a registered metlical practitioner or by a coroner: of this number
8 were recorded iu Liverpool, 6 in Birmingham, 4 in Stoke-on-Trent,
and 3 in Gate.^head. The number of scarlet fever ixatients under
treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals and the London
Fever Hospital, which had been 2.483, 2,431, and 2,436 at the end of the
three preceding weeks, fell to 2.415 on Saturday, August 14th; 279 new
cases were admitted during the week, against 342, 294. and 285 iu the
three preceding weeks.

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 1,025 births and 615 deaths were
registered during the week ended Saturday. August 7th. The annual
rate of mortality in these towns, which had li. , n 1 '

' H ') mid 13 8
per l.COO in the three preceding weeks, tell t ^ " " ^ " '

' under
notice, but was 2.4 per 1,000 above the rate i ij-six
largest English towns. Among the sev-i.' lii-rete
ranged from 5.0 in Motherwell, 5.9 in Coatbvi

. ilton
to 16.2 in Perth, 17.1 in Aberdeen, and 19.0 11. I , ,

> tality
from the principal infective diseases averat^t-.. i o r. i i . u._f and was
highest in Paisley and Aberdeen. The 296 deaths Irom all'causes in
Glasgow included 19 from measles. 10 from infantile diarrhoeal dis-

- 1, 5 from scarlet fever, 5 from whooping-cough, and 1 from diph-
the: dea measles were recorded iu Aberdeen, _ .„
Paisley, 2 in Leith. and 2 in Kirkcaldy; from scarlet fever 4 deaths in
Aberdeen

; and from infantile diarrhoea 3 deaths in Dundee and 3 in
Greenock.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns, 1,002 births and 565 death-!

were registered during the week ended Saturday, .4.ugust 14th. The
annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 14 2, 13.8. and
13.7 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, fell to 12.6 iu the week
under notice, but was 1.1 per 1.000 above the rate in the ninety-six
large English towns. Among the several towns the death-rate ranged
from 5.9 in Clydebank, 8.3 in Coatbridge, and 8.9 in Kirkcaldy, to 13 9
in Glasgow, 14.3 in Leith, and 15 5 in Ayr. The mortality from tha
principal infectivediseases averafied2.0perl,00O, and was highest in.Vyr
and Paisley. The 287 deaths from all causes iu Glasgow included 20
from measles, 16 from infantile diarrhoea. 10 from scarlet fever. 1 from
enteric fever, and 1 from diphtheria. Sx deaths from measles were
recorded in Taisley, 3 in Edinburgh, and 2 in .Aberdeen; from scarlet
fever, 4 deaths in Aberdeen, and 2 in Edinburgh; from diphtheria,
3 deaths in Edinburgh ; and from infantile diarrhoea, 4 deaths iu
Dundee. 3 in Edinburgh, and 3 in Greenock.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DtJEING the week ending Saturday, .August 7lli. 573 births and 277
deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urlian districts
of Ireland, as against 560 birtlis and 327 deaths iu the preceding
period. These deaths rei^resent a mortality of 11.9 per 1,000 of the
aggregate population in the districts in iiuestion, as against 14.1 per
1,000 in the previous period The mortality in these Irish areas was
therefore 0.6 per 1,000 higher than the corresponding rate in the
ninety-six English towns during the week ending on the same date.
The birth-rate, on the other hand, was ennal to 24.6 per 1,000 of popu-
lation. As for mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin
registration area was 12.4 las i.gi.iii-t an average of 13.6 for the four
weeks ending August 7thl, in Unljliu iily 12.3 (as against 13.9), in
Beltastll.3(asagainst 13.2i. in Coiii 12.9 as atJainst 12.2), in London-
derry 15.2 (as a;;ainst 20 2), in Linicvitl; 12.2 las against 18.6). aud in
Waterford 11.4 (as against 9.51. The zymotic death-rate was 1.2. aa
against 1.3 in the previous period.
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PIBLISUERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Churchill will s-

\ sixth edition of

'11/ and U'JierajiCiiii

qiun recently mti-'

the foUow-
my's Text-
. chapters

!
I

-
I ,

;- , and the
. , M-.: 1 Dr.T.W.
Mture has heen intro-

s. A fourth edition of

s|.ccial reference to the
Medical Adviser to the

The same firm will puhlish in September a sixth edition

of Tlie Operations of Surgery, originally written by W. H. A.
Jacobson, now entirely revised by Messrs. R. P. Rowlands
and Philip Turner. Of the 800 illustrations 420 have been
specially drawn for this edition, and about 40 of the

figures appear in colour. The same firm will publish a, Text-

book of Surgery, by Mr. Richard Warren, Assistant .Surgeon to

the London Hospital, in two volumes, containing over 500

original illustrations.

Mr. John Murrav announces that he will publish In the

autumn a book bv Dr. Thomas Buzzard, entitled With the

Tiirhisli Anini in die Crimean War. It records his experiences
of service with the J^ritish medical staff in the Turkish army.
He was for «ome time attached to Omar Pacha's staff in the

Crimea and Transcaucasia, but the reminiscences chielly refer

to the less known incidents of the war, such as the battle of the

Tchernaia and the operations in Asia Minor connected with the

siege of Kars.

:\rr 71 »'=; the following new books:
ir .1. Shelton Horsley, surgeon
tal, Richmond, Virginia; and
Uarry Sturgeon Crossen,

hiugton University Medical

S^acaurtcs aittr appointments.

iiOTICES REGAEDINO APFOiyTiIE.\TS.-Allention is called

to a Notice Isee Index to Aderrti^euteiits—Iinpnytant Notice re

AppoiJitinenl!,' ai>iKtjriiiij in our nilvertisement rolinnns. giving

itnrtienliirs of Vftcaneies as to which inamries should be made
lie/ore appUcatu

VACANCIES.
HOSPITATj. Vi-yjatchka. Eacia, Serbia.—Surgeon.

^ N'K UNION. — Resident Assistant Medical
,khousf. Halavy, ±250 per annum.

IJ MIIir.,\ND l;.\l! AND THRO.\T HOSPITAL.

1 i;ii!,\NI.) I:YI; hospital.—Junior House-
I ^ ; . 1 iiniiuiii and X5 laundry allowance.

i i
1 I i; lliibl'ITAL.—Resident Lady Medical

1 iKMAlcV.— (1) House-Physician; salary,
I
... I lonoiai y Absi^tant Physicians.

'

i UfY.-Q) Hf-icknt Obstetric and Oph-
. salury, iiao iK-r annum. (2) Dental

1.- rr.niur House-Surgeon. Salary, f250 per

.l)S UNION.-Jledlcal Officer for St. James's
,, , ilOO per annum.
ANATORICM. — Resident Medical Officer (tem-

TT, Fr>T-r\TION COMMITTEE.—

1 1
1 1 : 1 \ ] [

1
1 I ' i TAL.—House-Surgeon.

(; r 1 I.I.I ' i.KEY COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Housa-

V- -

' )!u..;prrAT —H'-".ise-Surgeon. Salary,

I I
,

( ): ( I
'.

I . i! Superintendent at
(iiliiiii, risina to £550.

II ,

i
:

;
! i.i^j'i . \l:\ I :

i kut Medical Officer.

^.<Iai-y, iliOlH'rauamu.
LIVKliPOOL EYE AND E.\R INFIRMARY.— Honorary Anaea-

LIv'kRPOOL INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN.—(1) Two Resident
House-Pbysic-ians; (2) Resident House-Surgeon. Salary. i'30 each
lor six months.

MANCHESTER NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR -nOMEN AND
CHILDREN.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum.

MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY.—Assistant Director in the
Clinical Laboratory. Salary, £75 per annum.

MIDDLESBROUGH: NORTH ORMESBY HOSPITAL. — House-
Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

NORTHAMPTON COUNTY BOROUGH. — Clinical Tuberculosis
Officer. Salary, £400 per annum.

NOTTINGHAM GENERAL HOSPITAL.-.issistant House-Surgeon.
Salary, £250 per annum.

OLDHAM UNION. -Resident Assistant Medical Officer for the Poor
Law Institution. Salary, £350 per annum.

PORTSMOUTH COUNTY BOROUGH.-Chief Tuberculosis Officer.
Salary. £500 per annum.

QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S LYING-IN HOSPITAL, Marylebone Boad,
N.W.—District Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum.

ROYAL FREE HOSPITAL, Grays Inn Road, W.C.—Resident
Medical Officer (male) to the Military Block.

ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL, Paddington, V\.—Resident Medical Officer
to the Inoculation Wards. Salary, £100 per annum.

BT. PETER'S HOSPITAL FOR STONE, Henrietta Street. W.C-
Junior House-Surgeon. Salary. £75 per annum.

SALISBURY GENERAL INFIEMARY.-Assistant House-Surgeon.
Salary, £100 per annum.

SHEFFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY.-(li House-Surgeon ; (2) Assis-
tant House-Physician. Salary, £100 per annum.

SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY.-(l) Demonstiator of Pathology and
Bacteriology. (2) Demonstrator of Anatomy.

SHREWSBURY : ROYAL SALOP INIIRMARY.—House-Physician.
Salary. £120 per annum.

BTORTHES HALL ASYLUM, Kirkburton.-Locumteuent. Salary.
£6 6s. per week.

SURREY EDUCATION COMMITTEE.—Female Assistant School
Medical Officers.

SWANSEA EDUCATION COMMITTEE.-(H Lady Assistant School
Medical Officer ; (21 Temporary Assistant School Medical Officer.
Salary, £300 per annum each.

WALS.ALL AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.-Assistant House-Surgeon
and Anaesthetist. Salary, £150 per annum.

WELSH METROPOLITAN WAR HOSPITAL, Whitchurch.—Resi-
dent Surgeon and Resident I'bj i^ician.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GKNKKAL HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
(1) Resident Medical Officer; (2, House-Phyticians and House-
Surgeons. Salary for (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100
per annum respectively.

WEST HAM UNION.—At the Infirmary: Third Assistant Medical
Officer (male); Fourth Assistant (Resident Lady) Medical Ollicer.
Salary. £200 and £180 per annum, rising to £220 and £200 resiwc-

" tlvely. At the Workhouse; Resident (lady.i Assistant Medical
Officer. Salary, £180. rising to £200.

WESTMINSTER GENERAL DISPENSARY, Gerrard Street, Soho,
W.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £120 per annum.

WEST RIDING COUNTY COUNCIL.-Resident Medical Superin-
tendent at the Middleton-in-Wharfedale Sanatorium. Salary,
£400 per annum.

WHITECHAPEL UNION INFIRMARY.—Second Assistant (female)
Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £200 per annum.

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DI.S-
PENSARY.-Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointment; Gam-
lingay, Cambridgeshire.

To ensure notice in tins column—iuliich is compiled from our
adeerlisement columns, where full, parttcnlars wilt be fouiul—
it is necessary tliat advertisements should be received not later
than the first post on Wednesday morninu- I'ersons interested
should refer also to the Index to Advertisements which JoUowe
the Table of Contents in the JounNAi..

APPOINTMENTS.
Adair. E. W. M., L.R.C.P.andS.I., District Medical Officer of the

Caistor Union.
Chii.i>, W. N., M.A.Camb., M.R.C.S., L.E.C.P., District Medical

Officer of the Cuckfleld Union.
Fletcher, A. H. B., M.B., Ch. B.Vict., District Medical Officer of the

North Bierly Union.

GiXBEAiTH, S, Nicol, M.B., Ch.B.GIasg., D.P.H.Camb., Medical
Officer of Health and School Medical Officer for the Borough of
Newark-on-Trent.

Pabkisson. H. E., L R C.P. and S.Edin.. L.F.P.S.Glasg., District
Medical Officer andMedical Officer of Cottage Homes of the Fylde
Union.

Pulling, J. B., M.B., B.C.Cantab., District Medical Officer of the
Faringdon Union.

Scott, R. A.. L.R.C.P.andS.Edin.. District Medical Officer of the
Pickering Union,

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages. and

Deaths is 5s., which sum should be forwarded lu -Pos( OSice
Orders or Stainps witli the notice not later than the first post
Wednesday mornino in order to ensure insertion in tjte current
issue.

BinXH.

Eet.—On August the 15th, at 9, Park Road, Bognor, Sussex, the wife

of Jules F. Key, a son.

MARRIAGE.
Bkuntok-MDiR.-On August 14th. at the Church of St. John.

Knotty Ash, by the Vicar, the Rev. F. J. Powell, George L.

Brunton, M.D., Lieutenant R.A.M.C, to Lucy Mary Muir, M.B..

only daughter of the lata Robert Muir, Esa., Upper Scaia.
Orkney.

eir Omce, No. 429 blraad. lu ch£ Faristi c
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SCIENCE COMMITTEE.
The Science Committee has presented to the Council a
report on the -work of research scholars autl recipients

of scientific grants cluriug 1914-15.

(A) SCHOLARS.
The researches of all the scholars are in abeyance owing

to the war. The names of these gentlemen • and the
subjects they had proposed to investigate were as follows:

Ernest Hurt Memorial Scholar.
ARMSTRONG, Richard Rohins, M.B., B.C.Cantab.

1. The causation, method of infection and spread, and the
treatment of all forms of piieumonia.

2. Exxjerimental production of pneumonia iu animals.

Ilescarch Scliolars.
Bkdson-, S. Bhillips, M.D., B.S.Durli.

A continuation of the investigation on the effect of
nuclein and nucleic acid on the normal antibody, and
also an experimental iuquirr into purpura and " allied
conditions.

LvcHLET, Orlando, M.D.Cantab.

f^CHLESlxoEr, Edward G., M.B., B.S.Lond.
1. The regulation of sweating, and its relation to internal

and external cliaiiges.

2. The inHuence of the pericardium on the circulation,
and the possiliilities and effects of its surgerj'.

3. The surgical applications of variations In blood sujiply
by means of vessel anastomosis.

(B) GRANTEES.

J. O. W. Bauratt, M.D., D.Sc.

STUDY OF KATURE AND MODE OF ACTION OF
SUBSTAKCES CONTAINED IN OR DERIVED FROM
BLOOD PLASMA. AND TAKING PART IN PLASMA
OR SERUM REACTIONS; ALSO CYTOLOGICAL
STUDIES.

The first portion of this research upon the relation between
(ll the time retjuired for coagulation of fibrinogen to occur
and (2) the amounts of thrombokinase, thrombin, and
calcium chloride present hag been conjpleted and will
shortly be published in full. An equation, valid for the
experiments made within wide limits of concentration, has
been obtained, by the aid of which the coagulation periods,
corresponding to given amounts of thrombokinase, throm-
bin, and calcium chloride, can bo calculated. In addition,
further observations upon tiie physico-chemical relations of
thrombokinase, thrombin, and fibrinogen have been made,
but are not yet ready for publication. The work has been
carried out at the Lister Institute. The progress of the

research has been greatly aided by the grant, and thanks
are due to Dr. C. J. Martin, Director of the Lister Institute,

for the valuable assistance received from him.

R. A. Chisolm, M.D., B.Ch,

THE INVESTIGATION OF NEPHRITIS BY
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.

Tu'o researches have been carried out.

1. A further investigation into the regulation of the
blood volume in experimental nephritis. The results were
published iu full in the Jourmil of Patholoi/y and Dae-
tcriolugy, vol. xix, October, 1914.

2. An investigation, conducted with Dr. G. Marsh.all,

into the amount of active priucinlp prrsrnt' iu tlir pituitary

body in various patl

which are at present
ditions whore tho bl

suits

ui.)i'i'l]a,<.;o, all the acti

pituitaiy into the circul

I " .''•'\
\ > ll :i :

I '1 llie gland. There is somo
1 \ ^'1. iM'' 1 1; i: ii:c :iir. 'liii [-i --.init iu the gland is increased
in pregnancy and also in diseases of the other ductless
glands, but these points require further investigation.

John Donald, M,D., CM.

THE ACTION OF HEDONAL OB OTHER ANAESTHETICS
UPON ANIMALS, USED MAINLY AS WOULD BE
DONE IN THE HUJIAN SI liJ iiC'l'.

Experiments have been mudc on tlie action of " hedonal "

by intravenous injection iu animals :

1. Action on auricle and ventricle.
2. Effect on the vessel walls.
3. Muscle—effect on contractility.
4. Nerves—effect on excitability 'and conductivitv, effect on

the vagi.

Leonard Findl.w, M.D.

TU AX" i;tany.
i piobleras: (1) Tho
le and human types
the rclatioushix) ot

Dr. Findlay has '•'
! -i

effect of light ami >,, „
.., .,: il;,>

of the tubercle lj,u iliu., auj (2

infantile tetany to i-ickets.

The work on the tubercle bacillus is being continued,
but as yet there is nothing to report beyond what was
published by I'l. :M;iii:M oud himself in the British
Medical Joui:-\\ I

. i' ,i-.', 1914.

Most time has r I .,m n the question of tetany, its

cause and relatinu ,! in 1:1 ; ts. but as yet the results are
not sufficient to warrant the expression of any opiuiou.

This work is also being continued.
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Ivy Mackenzie, M.D.

ABTERIO-SCLEROSIS AND ITS RELATION TO
KIDNEY DISEASE.

The rcpoit is based on the examination of 14 cases, in 6 of

whicli tlie tlisease appealed to be primarily arterial and

general, while in 8 it appeared to be renal in origin.

1. In those cases of arterio-sclcrosis which came to

post-mortiiii examination, the heart varied in weight from

17 to 25 oz., and the kidneys were in each case larger than

novraal. In 4 of the kidneys, there was a distinctly

granular appearance, after stripping the capsule: in one

case there was a very slightly granular appearance, and in

another case the kidney surface was quite smooth. The
sclerotic condition of tlie arteries was general, and in each

case was more marked in the mesenteric arteries than ia

any others in the body. In some cases the small arterioles

lirotruded from the cut surface of fat in the axilla, groin, and

mesentery, just as they did from tlie cut surface of the

kidney. In all these cases the lesions—cardiac, renal,

and arterial—are probably secondary to a functional

disturbance of the vasomotor mechanism controlling the

tonicity of the arterial musculature. The kidney changes

are probably the result, in the first instance, of a deficient

blood supply resulting from contracture of the small

arterioles in an organ where the blood has passed through

two systems of capillaries between the arteries and the

veins.

2. These cases of arteriosclerosis are quite distinct

from cases of Iddney disease of a chronic character, in

some of which the heart may be enlarged, and in others

of which the heart may not be enlarged. Cardiac enlarge-

ment is not an iuevitu,ble result of any form of chronic

kidney disease, but it is an inevitable result of any such

cases of arterio- sclerosis as are referred to in the preceding

paragraph. To what extent certain cases of chronic

kidney disease predispose to an increase in the general

blood pressure through increased vascular tonus is a
question for further study.

Nathan Mutch, M.D., B.C.

INVESTIGATION OF POINTS CONCEENING THE
PATHOLOGY OP CHRONIC INTESTINAL INFEC-
TIONS.

DiJRiNO the past year several points conceming the

pathology of chronic intestinal infections have been
investigated, and the conclusions reached are:

1. Paraliydroxypheuylacetic acid is often excreted in

the urine by constipated patients.

2. The infection of the ileum with organisms of the

B. coll group varies in intensity directly as the degi-ee of

ileal stasis.

3. In constipation the excretion of indoxyl, indolacetic

acid, and parahydroxyphenylacetio acid in the urine

varies directly as the degree of infection of the ileum with

B. colt and its mutants.
4. The duodenum in diabetes mellitus is usually greatly

enlarged, and has in two cases been shown to be severely

infected with Streptococcus brcvis. This organism is

rarely found in other conditions.

5. Ileal stasis is frequently present in diabetes mellitus,

and in proportion to its severity affects the prognosis

ad vorsely.

6. Chronic multiple arthritis has been found to bo asso-

ciated with chronic infection of the duodenum, ileum,

mesenteric glands, and blood with pyogenic staphylococci.

These organisms have not been found in these localities

in other diseases.

More detailed accounts of these researches W'ill bo found

in the following articles published during the last year :

1. Tlie Isolation of Parahydroxyphenylacetio Acid from the
Urine in Disease (Journ. Pliyswl., 1914).

2. Bacterial Activity in the Alimentary Tract [Brit. Jotirn. of
Sunj; 1915).

3. Bacterio-chemistrv of the Ileum (chapter in Lane's
Operalice Treatment n/ Chronic Intestinal Stasis, 1915).

4. The Daodenum in Diabetes Mellitus {Practitioner, 1915.)

5. Clironic Stai^hvlococcal Infection of Ibe Alimentary Tract

as a Cause of Chronic Arthritis. {American Medicine, 1915).

List of Grantees ichoie Hesearchcs are not yet Comiilcted ui.j,

who are Continulno their Work,

GOODHART, Gordon W., M.B., B.O.
Tumour growth in relation to anaphylaxis.

Kenxaway, E. L., M.D., M.A.
1. Esfiniatioiis of the amounts of different acetone lioJies

in till- ' ' ' " ' !- tic coma and other conditions :in con-
junri: : lation by Dr. Poultou of reactio'i of

blooJ ouditioDs).
2. I: 1 metabolisra of two isomers of

^-ox\ 1 . .__ [ liabetes and oHier conditions.
3. ''J'chUiig ul' mutliotls lor estimation of acetone bodies in

blood.

Rnowles, Kate, M.D., B.S.
1. The causes of osteomalacia.
2. The action of extracts of ductless glands' on the

aisease.
3. Examination of blood, urine, and ovaries of patients

suiifering from osteomalacia.

Pembeey, M. S., M.D., B.Ch.
Continuation of observations on secretion of sweat in

cases of injury or disease of nerves. Respiratory exchange
of infants in health and in disease. Continuation of

observations upon influence of anaesthetics and narcotics
upon respiratory exchange.

Eyffel,.!. H.,B.C.. M.A.
1. On aiiil loriiialiuii, especially lactic acid formation, iu

the:'! I 111 infants, with reference to diet and
tli.j I'

1 metaljolism.
2. I een chloride in blood serum and in

urinr . II ,...!< igical and pathological conditions
(coiUiiiii'ii .

Stewakt, M. J., M.B., Ch.B.
The study of the nature and conditions of occurrence of

foreign-body giant cells and the investigation of the relation

of cholesterin to varions lesions both in man, and, under
experimental conditions, iu animals.

St3IES,W.L., M.R.C.S.
Effect of digestive juices on digitalis glucosides. Mutual

influence of digitalis glucosides on the activity of eacli

other.

List of Grantees whose Researches are in Abeyance airing to

tJu War.
Bach, Edward, M.B., B.S.

The relation between the pathogenic and nou-pathoj/c

acid-fast bacilli.

C.issELLS, W. L... M.B., Ch.B., B.Sc.
The action of thyroid on the nervous mechanism of ihe

heart. The iutc-i-action of the thyroid and the suprarenais
on nerve endings, and on blood pressurfe.

Clakk, Alfred .7., M.D.
To determine the manner in which the electric variations

of the mammalian heart are modified when the composilioii

of the circulating fluid is altered.

COPLANS, Mjer, M.D.
Action of the silicates upon bacteria, with special reference

to immunity.
Dean, Henry R., M.D., B.Ch.

t<i) The mode of formation and nature of complement.
[b) The nature of interaction of antigens and anlibod'r--.

(c) The scrum diagnosis of tuberculosis.

DOUGLA!?, J. S. C, M.D.
Immunity reactions in animals suffering from expi

mental renal necrosis.

Ejirys-Roberts, E., M.D., Ch.B.
The effects upon the respiratory system of particlrs •:

coal dust and shale—of vai-j'ing composition—with sp' •
i

reference to the incidence of pulmonary tuhercui-
amongst workers in coal.

Groves, E. W. Hey, M.D., M.S.
Application of operative treatment of fractures to h.

and dogs. Also someinvestigations on the repair of frart:i

in cats by bone-grafting.

Laidl.\w, p. p., B.C., M.A.
The electrical response in the heart as a result :

paradoxical action of the vagus nerve.

Peden, Andrew, II. B., Ch.B.
The retention of iodine and bromine in the thyroid gV:ji i.

The output of acetone as influenced by diflereut diets.

PoULTON, E. p., M.D., M.R.C.S.
Investigations on the metabolism and reaction o'

arterial blood in various pathological conditions
Barcroffs and other methods.

A list of periodical publications, official reports, and IJluo

Books in the Library of the British Medical .Association

available for issue to members onloan has been printed, and
copies can be obtained free on application to the Librari;in,

at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, AV.C. 'J'lio

regulations governing the loan of these publications arc

stated in the introducaon to the list. The Library is o) u
for con.sultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays

till 2 p.m.).



Acq. iS, 191j] .MEETrKGg 69 BRAJfCHES ANIT DTriSTOKST _^'Td; nre?

iltnlin^sof IBraitdKs anit Dibistons.

[Tlic proceedings of the DUisions and Byanches of the

Association relating to Scientific and Clinical Medicine,

when reported by the Honorary Secretaries, are published

in the body of the Joukxal.]

NORTH OF ENGLAND BEANCH.
The annual meeting of the North of England Branch was
held at the Eoyal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, on August lOtli. Considering the urgent demands on
the services of medical men at the present time, there was
a good attendance. In the absence of the retiring president,

Dr. A. C. Farquharson, Dr. McDowall was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—The following officers were
elected

:

President: Dr. T. W. McDowall (Morpeth).
Presidtnt-ehct : Dr. A. E. Morisou (Sunderland).
Vice-Presidents : Dr. C. G. Blaclagan (Berwickon-Tweea),

Major L. G. Dillon, M.D. (Seaham Harbour).
Stcretan/ : Dr. J. Don (Newcastle).
Scientili'c Secretary: Staff Surgeon E. J. Willan, E.N.V.K.,

F.E.C.S.

Dr. McDowall, in proposing a vote of thanks to the re-

tiring president, said that though Dr. A. C. Farquharson
had been mobilized at an early stage of the war he had at

first been able to attend the meetings, but not latterly. The
Branch, however, was grateful to Dr. Farquharson tor the
services he had rendered as president, and a vote of thanks
was heartily accorded him. A telegram was subsequently
received from Dr. Farquharson sending his best wishes,
and congratulations to the new president, Dr. McDowall.
Annual Beport.—The report of the Brauch Council

showed that the efforts of the Branch on behalf of

its members had been both numerous and varied, and,
despite the prevailing conditions in the medical world, had
been highly successful. It was felt, however, that the
unsuccessful efforts which had been made to secure a grant
on behalf of the widow of a deceased member who had
suffered through his loyalty to the Association should not
be allowed to rest, and it was agreed to make a local appeal
on her behalf. The financial statement for the year 1914
showed that there -was a balance in hand on December
31st, 1914, of £117 6s. Id., which, however, was more than
expended in paying the accounts which became due in

January, a deficit being then left of £8 Is. 5d.

Uncertified Midwivcs.—The Honorary Secretary read
a letter from Dr. Hill, M.O.H. of the County of Durham.
From this and other sources of information it appeared
that practice by uncertified midwives was on the increase
in the county, and there was reason to believe that certain
medical men encouraged it and even took advantage of the
services of these women to attend patients for whom they
themselves were responsible. Several speakers strongly
deprecated such a relationship between doctors and the
nncei-tified midwives, and the following resolution was
unanimously agreed to

:

That this annua! meeting of the North of F.ngland Branch
condemns tlie practice which it is led to believe exists, in
that certain medical men have professional relationships
with uucertified midwives iu the carrying out of their
midwifery practices.

Vote of Thanks.—A vote of thanks to the Honorary
Secretary for his services during the year concluded a
highly successful business meeting.

SOUTH MIDLAND BR.\NCH:
Bcckixghamshire Divisio.v.

The annual general meeting of the Buckinghamshire
Division took place at Aylesbury on June 8th, Dr. Shaw
in the chair.

Election of Officers.—Oa the motion of Dr. Bb.\dbhook,
seconded by Dr. Benson, the officebearers were unani-
mously re-elected. The committee was empowered to
elect substitutes to fill vacancies caused by present holders
being on active service.
Annual Iteport of the CoiLncil.—lhe. annual report of

the Council was considered and the recommendation
regarding juvenile members of friendly societies agreed
to. The recommendation with reference to fees for pi-ac-

titioners called in by midwives was also agreed to, and the

Allowing resolution regarding the difficulty of obtaining
these fees was adopted after some discussion

:

That the Coimcil bo urged to take some action to fix tlio
responsibility for fees to practitioners called in by mid-
wives upon the association or society under which tiia
midwife works.

War Emergency.—Coloa&l Murray, Colonel Ward, Colonel
Archer, and some twenty officers of the R.A.M.C. in the
district were invited to the meeting, and Colonel Mderay
said that there was a demand for men under 40 to take up
temporary commissions for service anywhere ; also for
men over 40 for whole- time service at home in certain
cases. Part-time service was confined chiefly to the
areas in which troops were billeted or in camp, or whero
there were temporary hospitals. The duties consist of
sick parade, the inspection of sanitary surroundiugs and
arrangements of camp and billets, examination of recruits,
visiting sick iu billets, or attendance at hospital, sitting on
medical boards, etc. He impressed the necessity of being
careful iu the use of the term "maliugering," unless ono
could swear to it on ail points, and advised the use of the
phrase, "Going siclv without sufficient cause." Dr. Shaw,
in proposing a vote of thauks, commented on the disparity
between the pay of the temporary lieutenants and of the
H.-^.M-C. Territorials. Colonel Murray explained the
difference as to terms of service between the E.A.M.C. and
R..A..M.C. Territorial, and stated that temporary commis-
sion was for ono year, or the duration of the war if that
be less than one year. Colonel Mfrray, in reply to a
question by Dr. Henderson regarding the amount of
records to be kept, pointed out the importance of certaiu
documents which had to be filled up, particularly those with
reference to invaliding. In reply to Dr. BosE, ho stated
that the appointment for part-time services would not carry
a commission, and those willing to offer services should
write to him (Colonel Murray, 35, Spring Road, Bedford).
Colonel Murray made an emphatic request that certifi-

cates for extension of furlough on the ground of unfitness
should not be granted indiscriminately, and stated that if

not confined to bed the man should be sent to join his
regiment and report sick on arrival, when the medical
officer will decide what to do with him. A hearty vote of
thanks was accorded to Colonel Murray.

Trench Foot.—The members present were entertained at
tea by the Chairman, and afterwards Lieutenant C. Keene
read a paper on trench foot, showing two cases which
were well on the way to recovery. One occurred in
December and the other in February. Both presented
the same symptoms—intense pain iu metatarso-phalangeal
joints, and early numbness followed by swelling extending to
the ankles ; the swelling increased, blebs appeared on the
dorsum of the foot, and filled with blood-stained serum.
As the swelling subsided ulceration appeared on the site

of the blebs, and. later, gangrenous sloughs. The affected
areas were early anaesthetic, and in cases shown the
anaesthesia still persisted in the healed toes. He and
Lieutenant Knocker, whose cases they were, had found
coUosol argentum valuable iu the treatment of the ulcerated
surfaces. In the case contracted in February the dorsum
of the foot was still purple, puffy, and cold to the touch,
and both had intense pain in the metatarso-phalangeal
joints if they were moved.
Members on Active Service.—On the motion of Dr.

Benson, seconded by Dr. LoNO, the meeting passed a
hearty vote of good wishes for the members on service.

TUB LIBRARY OP THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Books Needed to Complete Series.

The Librarian will be glad to receive any of the following
volumes, which are needed to complete series in tho
Library

:

American Association of Genito-Urinary Surgeons.
Transactions. 1906.

American Climatological Transactions. Vols. 1, 4, 5, 6.

American Uermatological Association Transactions. Vols.
5, 7, 8, 11, and 29.

United States Department of Agriculture, Burean of
Auhnal Industry. Reports 1-7, 10-14.

TTuited States Hygienic Laboratory Bulletins. No3. 3, 8,
9. 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24, 29, 43.

Virchow's Arcliiv. Vols. 1-150.

Watt. Bibliograpliia Britannica.4 vols.. 1824.
Yearbook of rimrmacv. 1912.
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IXSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
A MEETIKO of lljo lusurance Acts Committco Tvas beW at

the oiSco ot tbo Biiti»h Medical ABSociation on '.I'liurHday,

August 19tb, Avbcu Dr. J. A. Macdonald, LI'j.D., was in

the cbaii'. The otlier members present -were:

—

Eiujland
and Wales : Dr. T. Kidley Bailey (Bilston), Mr. H. B.

Braclceubury C^jondon), Dr. T. Campbell (Wigan), Dr.

Olive Clayclon (Oiabain), Dr. .7. Divine (Hull), Major A. C.

Farqubavsou (Spennymoor), Lieutenant E. R. Fotbergill

(Hove), Dr. P. V. Fry (Sowerby Bridge), Dr. Major Greou-
nood (London), Mr. K. Harding (New Radnor), Mr. P.

Napier Jones (Reading), Dr. B. A. Ricbnioud (London),

Mr. Harding II. Tomkins. (Leyton), Dr. W. B. Crawforid

I'roasnre (Cardiff). Scotland: Dr. .lobn Adams (Glasgow),

Dr. .J. R. Drcver (Glasgow), Lieutenant J. Hunter (Cor-

storpbine). En: officio ; Mr. E. B. Turner, Chairman of

Representative Meetings.
The minute of the meeting ot August 5th regarding the

appointment of tbo Executive Committee having been
rescinded, it was decided to increase the Executive Sub-
committco to eleven mcrabos, in addition to the Chairman
c.r, officio, and to invito Dr. T. Jcnner Yerrall to accept one
of tiie vacancies. Dr. T. Ridley Bailey, one of the Panel
Committees' representatives, was elected to the other
vacancy.

Dr. W. Ainslie Hollis (Brighton) was co-opted as a
non-panel practitioner to serve on tbo Insurance Acts
Committee.

Dkug Tariff.
Most of the sitting was taken up by consideration of the

question of drug supply finance, in the event of the intro-

iluction of a commercial tariff. Further discussion was
adjourned to a meeting to be held on August 26th.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Iksukance Acts Committee and its Work.
Sib,—We cannot be mistaken in assuming that your

leading article of August 14th last gives authoritative

expression to the feeling of tbo British Medical Associa-

tion. In this article we find published an emphatic dis-

approval of a circular recently issued by the Panel Medico-
Political Union. The union finds itself charged with
ignorance of the present security of the panel profes-

,sion. If it is to escape from the eliarge of ignorance it

must fall under the imputation of " malice," though
towards what body—whether the British Medical Associa-

tion, the Commissioners, or the panel profession itself

—

we are not at all informed. In any event the Panel
Medico- Political Union has in the mind of our critic " set

afoot a false alarm," and "played upon the fears "of the
panel practitioner in tlie hope that a crop of new members
may " be frightened into its ranks." That the fear did
exist is on all hands admitted—this is allowed us even by
irar critic. Wo assert that a grave financial danger con-
tinues to await the panel profession, and we cent-end that

the degree of that danger is materially enhanced by the
fact that its incidence is no longer furnished with a date.

Our critic is of opinion that a danger under a cloak is a
danger diminished. We, on the contrary, believe that it is

a danger increased. Nothing short of a Governmental
pledge of a three years' grant induced the medical pro-

fession to accept service under the Act. Attached to that
pledge was a reconsideration and revision which, in the
ordinai-y course, was to take place in July last—six

mouths before the stipulated time. This period of ihrec

years under a Govcrnui: nt pj-:,hjf^ vi!h a fi.ced date for
revision, was, in our ojiJaior, ,;. //-/•)» of tJircr. years of
guaranteed securi'ij. Much a'j o;ir critic may dislike the
phrase, we assort that the term 7^(3 well niyh run Us
appointed course. Indeed, this expression is inadequate
by the over-modesty of its statement.

Our critic is entirely reassured by an extension of the
grant for three months. " It need only be pointed out," be
remarks, " that the 2s. 6d. was voted in the Estimates for

1915-6, and no alteration of the terms of remuneration can
take effect before March of next year at the earliest."

Our comment upon this statement is a very material one. J
A defmite pledge of a nvmber of years, and runniue/
hclteeen pireciso dates, is a state of affairs aUogcther
different from a system of dates meted out at intervals
to cover a period of indecision in the mind of the

Oovernment. Does any one believe that it was the
intention of the Government to renew the grant at
the time of the revision '? Surely not. The postponement
of the whole matter was duo to the absence of so many
medical men who are giving their services in the field.

A reduction of their incomes could not with decency bo
carried out in their absence. Had the Government in-

tended to renew the grant there had been no occasion for

postponement. But why in these circumstances has not
the Government renewed its pledge for a full year or for

a period covering the duration of the war? And why has
it not appended to that pledge a guarantee that no
revision of terms shall take place later than six montlis
before the termination of the grant? This w"ould have
been straightforward dealing. No I We see here a recog-

nition on the part of the Government of "an unforeseen
contingency " in the shape of such a financial embarrass-
ment as may lay them under the necessity of reducing
civil expenditure. It is to this unforeseen contingency
that Sir Robert Morapt, in our opiuiou, makes allusion—

a

contingency which is to preserve to the Commissioners
the right of taking action at eight weeks' notice. What
man of judgement can doubt that such a season of finan-

cial crisis lies in the immediate future as has perhaps
never in past history fallen upon this country. Into

this straitened period the panel profession is advanc-
ing, seduced by a system of short periodical exten-

sions of the Treasury grant and comforted by ill defined

reassurances from high places. The panel community
together with others is prepared to take its share iu

national sacrifice, but it demands to be treated openly
and provided with full opportunity for business discussion.

We have shown that in place of ignorance we are in full

possession of the facts, and what is perhaps more important,

that our mind has passed through those facts to their

proper interpretation. We propose to pause for a moment
upon an illuminating statement from the pen of our critic.

" No alteration in the terms of remuneration," writes this

gentleman, can take effect before March of next year at

the earliest I with which statement we find ourselves iu

complete agreement, but, continues he, " whether or not

any attempt will be made at that time to revise the terms,

it IS quite likely that the medical profession will have
ample warning through the British Medical Association ''i'.\

Our critic, if lie indeed means what he writes, present -

to us the ominous possibility that the termination ol

the grant may mark the date chosen for revisiou.

This picture of the labourer deprived of bis accus-

tomed wage and continuing bis task with no fixed

scale of payment while he bargains with his eru-

ployer makes bright comedy ! Unfortunately, however, it

makes bad business 1 The smile is seen upon the hps of

the employer be it understood—the bad business will be

found in the pockets of the labourer I But did our critic

mean what he has written, or iu the sentences we have
quoted did he endeavour to conceal the fact that if tho

grant is not to be renewed next March it is already high

time that wo were preparing ourselves to meet the neces-

sary revision ? Did our critic guess that herein lay the

raison d'etre of our circular appealing to tho panel pro-

fession? Remembering who it is who has charged us

with stupidity on the one hand or with luisrepresentation

upon the other, we hold him now upon the horns of this

dilemma. Struggle how he may he shall not extricate

himself from his diflSculty except he leave behind him
either his good sense or his honesty. Bereft of one or

other of these polemical requisites, he will be hard put to

it to explain to the world how an ample warning on the

part of the British Medical Association provides the panel

profession with a loss of their present remuneration and a
]

bargain for their future emolument, coincidentally, in the
|

month of March, 1916.

If the flattering description which our critic renders of

tho new standing Insurance Acts Committee is to be taken

at its face value, what occasion is there for such a body as

the Panel Medico-Political Union 1

We must defend, it appears, our very existence. Tho
necessity for such defence has about it a somewhat

hnmorous peculiarity. This is inevitable when we place
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npon recoixl our confident belief that the constitution of

tliis new Insurance Acts Committee is the direct outcome
of our o-^TQ cxamijlo. When the Insurance Act came into

opevatiou tlio British Medical Association was an ancient

and revered organization. As month after month passed

by it became apparent that the business of the Association

was but little concerned with the affairs of the panel pro-

fession; that, speaking generallj-, its members of council

were not themselves engaged in panel practice ; that, in

fact, many of them wore antagonistic to the panel system
altogether, provided a sufficient explanation. Tlie appre-

ciation of this point led naturally enough to the formation
of the Panel Hedico-Political Union—a new and indepen-

dent body with a constitution of pane! men only, and
devoted to panel interests alone. The steady growth of this

new organization has been accompanied by an increasing

activity in the British Medical Association. That eacli

new step adventured by the union has provoked an out-

burst of energy in the same direction in the elder body
Las given us courage and built up our coulidcuce. .-Viiy

discouragement arising in the course of or.r .netivitics has
always been countered by the consciousness th.it at least

we existed as an efficient stimulus. \ecd wo remind the
profession that it is in the nature of a stimulus to create

irritation, and that the relief from irritation in the sting

of criticism i? after all an appropriate phenomenon.
And to-day wo have the new standing Insurance Acts

Committee, of whose twenty-five members ''seventeen are
actually insurance practitioners." We enjoyed " actually."

There is a sort of iridescent play and double meaning
about the word which touched for a moment our lighter

vein of humour. But, seriously, seventeen members out of

twenty-five on that Committee are actually Insurance
practitioners I Surely we should be satisfied 1 The figures

Took well and the words sound finely, but what degree of

meaning are we to attach to that word "actually"? To
what depth of actuality in panel practice are these gentle-

men engaged. We will challenge them to declare that
actuality.

For bow many panel patients are these seventeen
members personally responsible ? We venture to think
that the publication of these individual and true figures

will place the members of the Committee in an invidious
position. The council of the Panel Medico-Political Union
will stand pledged to do the like. It should prove an
interesting comparison ! A few panel patients and a
handsome private practice; a big panel practice with a
few handsome patients—can wc not see these two men
and the wide world of difference in their respective atti-

tudes? But for us this does not end tho matter ; when
all is said, the decisions 01 the standing Insurance Acts
Committee are at tho mercy of ihe Association. The
British Medical Association does not reflect the soul of

the panel man nor the heart of the general practitioner.

Through the failure to recognize this piece of wisdom tho
rank and file of our profession are suffering the sad
consequence today. Upou tho ranks of the profession
is now weighing the obligation of supplying gratuitous
attendance to the dependants of between three and
four million persons. That a hasty and inefficient

endeavour was made to gauge the feelings of the general
medical world wo readily admit. But that the idea
emanated from and was imposed by the Association
is a point which cannot be sufficiently emphasized. That
the general practitioner upon whom tho whole weight of

this philanthropy has fallen is disallowed the dignity of

exercising liis personal discretion is an index of the atti-

tude hold towards him by those who are supposed to

represent his interests. The event has proved that the
great mass of dependants are to-day in better finarcial

circumstances than in tho time of peace. Many a prac-

titioner has found himself in the anomalous position

of pocketing a fee tendered with a tact and a
deUcate insistence which indicates only too clearly

that the cloak of philanthropy has been lifted from
tlie shoulders of the physician to be carried witli

dignity upon tho person of his humble client 1

Such incidents sharply point the panel profession to

the need of personal organization. When the continued
growth and popularity of the Panel Medico-Political Union
shall have made that institution the accredited body of

the panel practitioner blunders of the typo indicated will

find less opportunity for reaching their fruition. Every
new advantage is tinged with a regret. Perhaps in times

to come we may lament the impossibility of producing so
humorous a spectacle as that we enjoy to-day—we allude
to the picture of the British Medical Association enjoying
the glorious exercise of a vicarious patriotism.—I am, etc.,

A. Welply,
Lonclon, E.G., Aug. Mth. General Secretaiy.
=:> The letter from the Secretary of the Panel Medico-

Political Union seems to be an attempt to befog a perfectly
clear position. If times had been normal, the Government;
would have been justified in revising tho financial bargain
at the end of this year ; but times are not normal, and tho
British Medical Association has obtained from the Com-
missioners an assurauco that no attempt will be made to
force any revolutionary propositions on panel practi-
tioners during tho war. When the war is over the
profession must of course be ready to meet the situa-
tion. Dr. Welply claims that everything useful that
the Insurance Acts Committee has done has been
done at the instigation or because of the fear of
the Panel Medico-Political Union. This is as true as
the repeated assei-tions of that body that it w:^s owing
to its exertions that the imallocated funds in London and
Glasgow wore distributed to the panel practitioners

—

assertions which we leave to the Panel Committees of
those areas to characterize. May we suggest to Dr.
Welply that his concluding paragraph is an aspersion
on the practitioner who is willingly giving his services in
suitable cases to soldiers' dependants? To suggest that
this service is "imposed' on him by the British Medical
Association, and that but for its power these practitioners
would not bo taking part in an effort of which the profes-
sion is justly proud, is an insult to tho intelligence as well
as to the patriotism of the profession.

Lieutenant Charles Forbks, E.A.M.C.iT.'), writes under
date August 18th : Tho Insurauco Acts Committee,
as resuscitated by (ho rujpreseutative Body, is, as the
article in the "

\';.,'ust 14th points out, on its
trial. That i

'

: ^ uow constituted, will prove
amost admii 'i. -e for Panel Committees, and
that it will pi ;. n.'ially to be indispensable to
Panel Committees iu tho proper discharge of their adminis-
tration, no one can more sincerely desire than the writer.
As one who has had experience of the advantages of n.

central body in assisting a Panel Committee I would urgo
all Panel Committees to respond to the appeal made in
the leading article refei-red to and make tho Committee
their " central agent," and thus "build up a strong central
and peripheral organization." If I could I would desiro
to make a "stirring appeal," for this is surely a question
that is vital to the interests of all panel men. The lead-
ing article, no doubt voicing the opinions of the majority
of the members of this Committee, recognizes that a
strong organization has not been made by the rcconstitu-
tion of the Insurance Acts Committee ; nor, indeed, could
it, when only 6 out of a Committee of 26 are directly
representative of the insurance practitioner. In a former
letter I urged panel men to bestir themselves and secure
a strong central organization to fight their battles when
the next big fight comes along. The Insurance Acts Com-
mittee linked up with ihe Panel Committees, and guided
by an annual or more frequent conference between theso
Committees, and having amongst its members seventeen
practitioners with experience of panel work, is an admir-
able central body for administrative purposes if the Panel
Committees care to make it so. It has done good work in
the past, and with the hearty co-operation of the local
committees ii; should do even better work in the future in
negotiating with or fighting the Commissioners over
details of administration, such as the " drug tariff,'' etc.
Like the writer of tho leading article and Mr. Fothergill,
I have a contempt for "mischievous effusions" or any
attempt to break up tho profession into groups. Tho
British Medical Association holds tho field as tho only
organization that is likely efficiently to represent pan^
practitioners, and this for reasons obvious to all who have
followed the course of medical politics in recent years.
There is all the more need for wisdom on tlie part of

those who are guiding the policy of the Association in
these times of remodelling things medical. Tho best
organization would undoubtedly he one representative of
insurance practitioners having tho hearty support of tho
whole -profession. I notico that tlie idea of making tha
British Medical Association a sort of federation of
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associations of tbe aitfercnt classes of practitioners, althongb

prouounced to be legally incompetent, Las not been entirely

Kct aoifle. But whatever form the organization ottbe

mission may take under the aegis of the British Medical

Association one thing is cerfcain-unless vro are to go in

for Prussianism panel practitioners must be allowed to

decide that for themselves when a crisis comes. 1 would

therefore appeal again to our political leaders to recognize

the basic fact that if the British Medical Association is to

claim to speak for panel men, it can only do so on a direct

representative basis. How this is to be worked out within

the limitations of the present constitution of the Associa-

tion is not clear, but if the last word is to be the Insurance

Acts Committee's recoustitution, then there is danger

ahead. Finally, I would again appeal to panel men not

to rest content with a central organization on which

they have a representation of only 6 m 26. I know most

that could and has been said by those who think the

present organization is strong enough for all purposes. It

is strong enough for administrative purposes but it is not

strong enough to light a big battle in Parliament and

before tie country, and hold the profession together.

The notification regarding temporary l^oj»°'«7.y;''°"f?fl"\^'i '5!:

Thompson, rublisUed in the London Oa-.eUe of August Ttb, 1915, U
cancelled. .

TEERlTORIAIi FOBCE.
EOYAi AllUT Wedicai, Corps

\eneral Hospital.- W. C. Brown, M.l to
Jst Bcoilien

^'tS^'lowland Field Ambulance.-Cb.vMd A. W. Aader3on. M D .

5th (Dumfries and Ganoway)Battalion,King-9 Own Scottiah Bordeieis,

'°^'£i:::{J^f^^^Aml>ulance.-^. W. G. H, Riddel late Second

^^'^l^i'^;;lS!?^S^if'^i,^ia;;^.:^P.^l^^'^'^aylor.M.B..
F.R.C.S.. to lio temporary Major.

jaabal mh iHtlitar^ appointments.

T„..o,,owin.?S>^^^^j?^{^g^aUy^
Siui-'eons J C F U Taughan to the Vivid, additional, foi tiisiiosai

.

'.

I
>|,, i i

\'
to the T'icfoii;. additional, tor dinposal. burge<

|, ,'
, A ,, 1 "placed ou the retired list. Tempore -• ^ --—

"

iiieons S.

uaUarHos-
. M.B.. and
o-!iital: A.

)°tlie P«>"bro7"e."addIti'on'ar,'for Chatham Hospital
; C. E.

) the Vivid, additional, for disposal.

int. additional, for Gil
Moody, M.D., W. E. MiUigftii

irv. additional, for Haslar Hi

Royal Marine Division. Chatha

EoTAL Naval Volcstef.r Reserve
Surgeon Probationers L. V. Gatt to the £9?n--

.„ '-' -'-"B.. A.M. Da
Stewart.

additional, for

afNTval HosliUaTMaUa, A. M. Davidson^to the Ettricl:.\ii:e Byra,

.. Robertson to the Jfirn:

be temporary

iporary and hon.

Watson, F.R.C.S., to bi

Major

ARMY MrDICAIi SER•^^CE.

Temporary Major Alexis Thomson, from R.A.M.C.

Colonel.
RoTAi, AnMT MF.DiciL Corps.

To be temporary Lieutenaut-Colonels : Temporary hon-Lieatenant-

Colonel P. Sargent. M.B., !

G. M. Holmes. M.D.

Li'^SanTcollnel' whilst serving with Ho. 1 Uritisu Keti urosB

^Maior F. -W. Lamballe. M.B., from the Half-Pay List, to be restored

to the establ
A R Fergusou.M.D., to be temporary Major.

To be temporary Captains : H. R. L. Joy, M.D.

H. J. Hutchens, D.S.O.. late f :cond Lieutena

Australian Ar
)rew, F.R.C.S
Temporary '

Lieutenants H. W.

l.C.S.E
To be teinpor

A. Cowes

ili.Ii- corami^'-onB: H. S. Cocke,
> \v C. Topk- . M.B.
il. Harris. M.B.. M. Dobbs. M.D.,

T, U.i,l,.jck .M U ,1. Cuiiipbell, M.B., W. Sansom, M.D.,

MK O M (ic'jong, !M.B.. \V. H. F.F.Godwin, D. A.

EVan;,"j."'c Hi'ndley. M.B.. A. L. Marts-n. J. R. Poison. M.D
FC Ellison MD.. E. Montgomery, I .K.C.b.L, A G. Clark,

ifn rT Mr°Vill MB W. Martiu, M.B., H. S. Gibson. M.B.,

T R ^iilrhvi'st MB D s: Campbell. M.B.. J. D. Watson.

M.b!- J^M.'^Mi^fie.'M^..}. k: Rennie MB I M Byers M.^.
WT n T\ 'McC-nW T V Grant. INI.B., A. b. noDinson, iM.d., n. w.

Patterson, M.D., K. J. Harley. ^V°'tr"i n n AiB^/mv', Tt e'

M.B., W. S. Sprent. M.B.
gles. from H.V.t

Day.
\V. Cunningham
Lyttle. M.B..Li^-
M.B.. Ian A. ( I

Middlemiss. M
5th Battalion (.

Highlanders t: I'J

of May 3rdl; C.
McLachlan.F.i;
S. J. Cowell, H. !

Kno.t. JI.B., .1

M. Coghlan.M 1

Theappointiii.
notified in the (:

Temporary 1.!

Quish thf'iv r'.it!

Greaves MB .'

To be temp"
Melhuish, W. D
F. P. Young.

serving v»ith Ni
Hospital.

>avl3

M. Wishart.
M.B.. A. F. Millar, G. W.
G. M. Adam. MB., from
itorial Black Watch. Royal

bu'WomiTed" Brigade Field Ambulance.—T). W.

""'jl/ol'nfert Brigade Field Ambulance.-Ueutenani

^"Pield Ambulnnce.-Capum B. M. Footner.

ts other than Medical Units, to be Captain.

I Hospital.—'E. O. Crichtou, M.B., to be Captain,

„„.,^ ..^ _j available on mobilization. ^. _ „ tj^.-,„_
io,ido7. Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.-Co.vto.m H. S. Beadles

to be temporary Major.

( H. Lovell. M.D.,
( I., Attlee, E. N.

.1 , irs. M.D. .A. B.
- itli.M.D., H. G.

tenants: A. H. Morley, T. W.

/ London) Field Amhulancc.—Ce,lila.iD. D. S.

f 'Lmdon)^San ilarv' Compaiiw.—Lieutenant J. E.

he 3rd North Midland Field Ambulance, to be

/ of ioiidon) General Hospital.—R. J. W. A.

'ar»''C0!n2)aiiii.-Seigeant T. J. Murray, from

nSr:f?;J,:e^?i^^n^M^5^1^^iri^rrsi;M.D.,F.R.C.S..

Kt'll^rFiMrAmb^U^^e"-}-. Cook, late Second Lieutenant

4th Welsh Brigade. R.F.A., to be Captain, temporaiT.

3rd TVestem General Hosfital.-3. T. Williams. M.U., 10

I^OUdo

iind Loud

.3rd Western
Lieutenant.
Snpernmnerar

from the Oxford
'for i-ice with the O.T.C.—Cadet E. W. Walkev.

ty Contingent. Senior Division. O.T.C., to

with the medical unit of that coutiiig'^n--
^^

"'AttaclTerTo' V.uls Other (hai

Gladstone resigns bis commission
T. D. Laird. M.B.. and T. D. Biow
tenants : Lieutenant G. MacL^Lcv

n arcount of illhealUv. < J
1

M.B..to be Majors. To'.v

•k. M.B.. from jrd Higblana

at S. O. Bingham, from 14th (Reserve) BaU:

therwood Foresters LNott.Jnghamshire and Derbyshire Regimen

TERRITORIAL FORCE RESERVE.
RoYiX Armt Meeicai, Conpa. „^^;„„ yield

T,iontenant A. L. Bastable, M.B.. from 2nd Northumbrian Field

Ambulance, to be Lieutenant.

tttal Statistics.

ENGLISH VRBAN MORTALITY rS' THE SECOND QV.UITER OP

CSPECiii.LT Reported for the " British Medical Joobnal.-i

_ itnl

based upon the

5r of the year. T.ho

Quarter under uotiee

responded to an annuaTra''te"or24TpeTro5p of the Population

'nated at 18.136.180 Persons in the middleof the year. In Lo 'don

birth-rate last quarter was ^24.1 P« LOM. wMe amou„ tu^L^^.^^_^^

14.8 in Southport. 15,0 in Bath. IS.im Kasiuour,,..
,t;°|'t. Hel'Ss!^32'.i"iu

six of the largest English i

Regiatrar-Generars returns for the second tin"

109T648 births registered in these towns dur

_ _ BourneuK
Bath. 15.3 i

to 30.3 m Liverpool, 30.4 iu BaiTOW-in-Fiirness. 30.8 i

Ehondda.32.2 in West Bromwich. 32.8 in Sunderland, 33.0

Shields, and J5.1 in Gateshead. annuel rate of
The 68,358 deaths in these to'T-ir, "-•-• p' "'

,,, .^ i,^], , i.in,,g

15.1 per 1,000: in London the tie '
I' -' " '• '

'
-

;
,

, i,,,,

the other 1

...---.- .....

and i

Walthamstow. 10.2 in 1 '

Lincoln; and thehighf-
in West Bromwich. 18.6 in Salfo

Walsall, 19.9 in South Shields, '.

brough.

laud,'aiid 25.3 iu Middles-

6 from

aall-pox.
whooping-eough, 605 from diphthei

enteritis among children under 2 5; „ntpru- levir'
Bmall-pox belonged to Bristol. The 144 deaths *»°"i,^^7,';''',,'p "

,

Mual to an annual rate of 0.03 per 1.000 «l'';,';'„^f ^..^^^^.j'l^t.o
London; among the other towns the ™te8 ran„cci upwaius

;

Stoke-on-Trent and in Preston. 0.11 in Bolton. 0.12 1° °a''°

Halifax and in Rotherham. 0.13 in Blackpool
f"^

0^20 11 Tjncmc

The 3.609 fatal cases of measles were equal to an annual raico.

per 1.000; in London this disease caused a
'•f=''";»^'«„f, ?,°i'*'

while among the other towns the highest rates weie
Iglf» ^^^^^^

1 OOD. and among the other towns
Ipswich. 0.24 in Willesdc ' '

'

Edmonton, and Wigau

l.C
irotlu-rl

:
the

anged upwards to 0.21

1. and in Gateshead. 28

1,408 fatal cases of whooiui

1.000: iu London the ratn. m

\ns the highest rates wen- 1

i-Furness. 16.08 1
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IB 79 in Smethwicl!, 22.17Nonirich. 16.43 in Darlinylo
23.11 in Ivliddlesbvouyb. and
Infant niorlnliL\. in' 'i-ni

children nnder 1 > '

1,000; in London 11,
,

other towns it ran
18 in Wallasey, 5! n

.1 i '.fi5. or 0.8 per cent., of the deaths registered in the
lii.^t quarter wore not certified either by a registered

. i' 1:1,1. liii incT or by a coroner. In thirty-eight of the towns the
_ . ,>i ai; Ln» tlt-aths were duly eertified : among the other towns
liiilie.sl proportions per cent, of uncertified deaths recorded were
,) St. Helens, 4.8 in Darlington, 5.0 in Gateshead. 5.3 in Dudley,
1 Bootle, 7.1 in WarriuKton, and 16.1 in Gilliniiham.

and 11.'

1,000 in

I 3.979 deaths
^t 21st. The
en 11.4. 11.3,

,li shii-ldB, 19.9 i

week, against 294, 285, and 279 i : preceding weelis.

,Tn or sc'(iTTisn towns.

rded in ICdinbni
r 3 deaths in M;
aisley; and fron

Wixcixntus mh '^pimnUmntsi,
NOTICES TfEGAIiDING ATFOU

to a mtico (sec Index to Adn-
Appointments) appearing in oit

VACANCIES.
ASHTON-UNDER-LTNE UNION. — Resident Assistant Medical

Officer for the \\ orkhouse. SnlarN-. £250 ptr iinnuui.

ElRMiNi;ii M \M. :iii)i\M. I .\K \: I.
1 iii;' \ r irospiT.\l;.

—H. I- ! - :

BIRMr-.-'., v. • h ii;H . li
1 \i li- :,: i iiinior House-

Siuv, .:;..wft„oe.

BIRMIN^.i' :
'

.

i 1 ;.u Jluil 11 Alj.-l.^.,iiIcLiiLttdy Medical

llO.Sl'ITAL.-.issistant Huuse-Physician.

UtD VII HOSPITAL. — House-Surgeon.

rr\r, rnv PT';r\sr'a or titt rTrrsT,

handed.
EVKLINA HOSi'ITAL FOU BIOK CHILDREN, Sonthwark. — (1)

m. Salary, £75 per annum(2) HonHonse-I'hj sicii

FALKLAND ISLANDS.-Colonial Dental Surgeon. Salary, £300 per
annum.

FOLKESTONE : ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.-Honse-Surgeon.
Salary. £150 per annum.

GUILDFORD: ROYAL SURREY COUNTY HOSPITAL.—House-
Surfieon. Salary, fl50 per annum.

HASTINGS : EAST SUSSEX HOSPITAL.—House-Surseon. Salary.
£100 per annum.

HOSPITAL (Sl'KflALl FOI! jn:NT\T. CV\Sr,S UNDER THE WAR
nrrirr i-, ,;i, -r, r . .;:,,

1:: HOSPITAL, Eari-a

I.
'

.. ; ' i
. Superintendent at

('
' ... , I, I. uni, rising to £550.

.LI I
" 11 i.i.i

:
i

1 \i:\-. Lady lie .ident Medical Ollicer.

HOSPITAL FOB WOMEN AND
' .n . Salary, £120 per aninim.

'

I : .M.\RY.—General Superintendent and

111 ORMESBY HOSPITAL. — House-

'- M'M, Napsbury.—Temporary Assistant

HOSPITAL.—Assistant Ilouse-Surgeon.

MIDDLlOSi:-, :
i

Medical nit , ,

NOTTINGH\M I.

Salarj, £;•: ,0 i.-i

QUEEN CHAIil.dj 11, .s I.VING-IN HOSPITAL, Marylcbono Road,
N.W.-Dintvnl, l;r il, .11 Medical OHictr. Salary, £60 per annum.

READING: ILOVAl. liDUlvSIlIUE HOSPITAL. — Kesident Clinical
Assistant. Salary, £150 per annum it aualifled. and £75 if nn-
qualificd.

ROYAL FREE HOSPITAL, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.—Resident
Medico 1 Oilic

RT M\

(5) Ctti r

(4). an.l

SALTSHn;

i-y Block.
V V!. ,;,liQt Medical Officer

I' Mirfm street, W.C—

' < .' I 1 Surgical Officer: (21

11 ; (4) .Tnnior House-Surgeon ;

1 for (11 £120, (21 £110, and (3).

.i- month war bonus.
\ .
— Assistant Hou6e-Surg.;on.

lOUTH.VMPTO
'sician. Salar

\-\i 1 .'1, 1 ;, ..iMiiton.—Locumtenont. Salary,

sTON INFIUMARY. S.W. — Female Assistant
Salary, £200 per annum.
1.ITAN WAR HOSPITAL, Whitchurch.- Kesi-
Kesidi-nt, Plnsiciau.
.'--Mill- I HOSPITAL.—Assistant Hou.se-

!
<i 1. 1 ;AL HOSPITAL, Stratford .—

1
,

' llouse-Physicians and House-
U',.j ijcr annum, and for (2) £120 and £100

I IRMARY.—Second Assistant (female)
Salarj, £200 per annum.
i;in\Aui) iNriK.MARY and DIS-

L-f luspeclor of

t'he'Tubh'v} CvnUHli in the JouiiKAl.'."
""
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THE APPEAL TO THE PROFESSION.
We -n-ould press upon Our readavs the importance o£
making a special effort to ensure the success of tlie
recrniting scheme for whole-tiine comnjissioned medical
afccers. Notes of the proceedings of each of the meetiii<rs

1 -f V?^"
Emergencj- Committee have been published,

and It will be evident to the readers of these reports that
the need for medical men under 40 years of age is urgent.

1 he figures of the Committee's rcqister show that oneman tn every three under the age of 40 and noiu at home
must volunteer to meet the 2^resent demand.
The Committee asks therefore that

:

1. Men who will volunteer for immediate service
should .send in their names forthwith to the
Committee's secretaries at the offices of the
British Medical Association, 429, Strand, London,
\^.C.

; or, if resident in Scotland, to the Convener
of the Scottish War Emergency Committee at
the Royal College of Physicians. Edinburgh.

2. Men who will vohmteer for some late and specified
date .should send in their names with this date
clearly marked.

3. Men who are willing to send their names on a
special list of those willing to be called upon for
service if and when there i.s a call for more men
in special urgency should send in their names
with this qualification noted.

The Committee reports that it is most anxious that
local ^\ar Emergency Committees should be set up in
every area representative of the whole profession. These
local committees are necessary to the satisfactory working
5f the scheme. It will be necessary for these local corn"

j

mittees to review the work to be done in their distr'-cts
. iud the men who possibly could bo spared for foreign
f service. Local committees alone can safeguard the prac-

^ .-Im" , .
'^''^^^ volunteered. Further, the War

Olhce has agreed to accept the nomination of local com-
mittees for men applying for commissions.
The Central Committee is preparing a number of leaflets.

These have been drawn up so as to meet difficulties,
personal and local, sho«n m a voluminous correspondence.
Local secretaries are invited to apply for advance copies.

' 4 f ocM^^^'^^x",^.
^^^ ^^'*'' Emergency Committee on

|Angust 25th the following business was transacted, in
^addition to that recorded ia the Jouknal of Auaust 28th '

p. 333: The Committee considered further the tonus of its
reference from the Kepreseiitativi' liody: it was instructed
" to organize the medical profession iu jinglaiid, Wales, a-d
Ireland lu such a wav as will enable the (^luvernuieut to
use every medical practitioner fit to serve the country in
such a manner as to turn his qualifications to the best
po.ssible use

;
to deal with all matters affectiug the medical

profession arising iu connexion with the war- and to
report to the Council." Dr. Biiltar, Cliaiiiiuiu of the
E.N.eoutive Subcommittee, suggested that the Coniiiiitteo
should go rather further than it had hithrrtn and Iniu"
before the profession the fact that the War Emcroencv
Committee was willing to enrol niedira! men under
40 years of age for full-time service, and to arran.'e that
after enrolment such men should be called up as required
Ihe propcsal was supported by Major Galloway, and the
Committee adopted the following resol utiou

:

That the policy of this Committee be to urge all medical
practitioners who are under 40 years of age "and phvs'c.^rv
tit to enrol themselves with the War EraergencvC'omniitte'o
to come up for whole-time service whenever called upon hvthe Committee. i 'j • "j-

The resolution is intended to include, amontr others allmen under 40 years of age physically fit for military
service who are at present at base hospitals in civilian
capacities; and, as alreadv repoi-t'-i, i' ^vn^ rr = .,lvcd at a
later stage of the meeting,"to ask i! |i,

,, ( ;ener-il to
in.struct the Deputy Directors or i , :, ,i ,, vices and
Assistant Directors of Medical S. ; , i> , ., ,;, i i,, retain or
accept for work iu luilitary hospitals at li.,. no m'dical
practitioners of military agc'who are phvsicallv fit, hnt to
encourage them to accept commissions in the I!. \ \I C
It was further resolved that this principle slioul.l -innlv
to those practitioners who have signed tlio luij.oiiai
Service declaration and are at present at woii; in' lied
Cross and Voluntary Aid Detachment Iinsiiitd-; In
addition, as already statr 1, tin (',.,., uiin , ,, -.uuVd to
address a letter to the l .

' k- ! ,1;. >; 1,, - ,].,

pointing out the urgencv -
•

, h. ,: . i, .i,. ,i,, ,, ];,,' , ..^{

duties those junior inen'ibi r- ,[ t!;. ;i' r. -i<l,.,if ^h,,! w \tm<'
staffs who an , ;i;;:i:|,. f,,i- commissions in the K.A..M.C°
and to not 1

1

;! r 1

1
Hospitals Association that such

a letter wa I

,
I.

The Modaal .s.J;..tLary of the British Medical Association
made a report on the Medical War Register and the work
hitherto done by the Committee. In preparing the register
it had been borne in mind that in many areas tlie mofes-
siou had already been canvassed either personally oi by
circular, and that much organizing work had alreailv bceii
done. A list of all the practitioners believed to be residcut
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therein ^as prepared for each ^^'^^^?^^
^^^^l^^^oTZfy

those known to be aheadyserv.Dgm the a.raj oi navy

were indicated. Tliis was douo for England, ^^ ales, hcot

Tnd and Maud, but not for the metropoUtan area, where

the mater has been dealt with by a special committee.

The lists PO prepared were sent to the honorary socre-

taHes o the smaller Divisions, in the hope that fiom theu-

*t' 1.° tnnwledse thcv misht be able to supply the mfor-
personal knowledge they might be able to supply

Nation reauired." In the case of the larger "'"^ o/^^
j^"^^

honorary secretaries were consulted as to whether it would

be better to send the lists to them or to proceed at once

to make individual applications through the -rentral office

Tlio response from the honorary secretaries exceeded

expectations, and in almost all cases

promptly returned and a great deal

tion provided. Every assistance was r

the lists were
valuable iuforma-

rendered also by the

Ireland, about whom infonuatioii wa
• " -tlv bv circular. 1..- —

15.500; of these 9,600 were

1 <riven was very full, and the

Scottish Medical Service Emergency Committee.

After these lists had been checked e'e'T '°4'"'^"^^,
^

Encland (excluding the mel.opohtan aiea^ XN a es, and

Mand, about whom infonuatioii was not sufficiently com-

plete, was approached

of circulars sent out

returned. The infoni

request in iiip't- rri" •

After the <

-

second ap)!!-'
'

From tiiuii- •

showing for each area :

1. The number of men already on whole time war

service (total, 5,265).
i „,

2. The number of men of 50 years of age and over

offering whole-time war service (total, Vi Ij.

3. The number of men from 40 to

time war service (total, 436).
,

4. The number of men of 40 and under offering whole

time war service (total, 633).

5. The number of men of 40 and under not

time war service, nor

(total, 6,555 up to date)

From these figures it will be seen that there are approxi-

mately 6.555 men of military age in England and Wales

and Ireland not at presejit engaged in wa^r «=;-v>ce; ot

these the services of about one third arc at pie,ent

renuired. Upwards of 900 men over military age aie

ofering whole time service, and it is felt that if they could

be induced to take up work as locumtenents, as they are

for the most part not wanted by the military authorities,

thsy would be instrumental in setting free a number of

men who are luiable to go unless they can obtain substi-

tutes, local help not being available ; a beginning has been

made in establishing a War Bureau for locumtenents, to

furnish the names of those over military age willing to do

^"fiVtWourtesy of the General Registrar of the General

Medical Council the Committee receives the names ofaU

expressions of approbation.

•
• information so obtained a

bout one thousand persons.

lied a list has been prepared,

I offering whole-

whole-
idertake it

men newly admitted to the Medical Bc.jister and

circular had been sent to all those registered in July. Of

71 replies received all but 20 of those eligible for service

^vel•e serving or about to serve. An approximate list of

those medical men of military age in the area l^^s been

.supplied to honorary secretaries of Divisions aud Local

Emergency Committees, and the quoU o medica officers

ca^h area is expected to provide indicated. It has also

teen asked that local committees should be established at

""rhe "eneral conclusion to be drawn at the present time

was thSt the Committee's register showed that previous to

the issue of the last circular many members of the profes-

sion did not appreciate the urgency of the position. The

correspondence received showed also that there v;as need

for widespread and general appeal to the public for tliQU

sincere co operation in order to make it possible for those

doctors who remain at home to carry out the work of the

absentees.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

BOLTON.
LocAT. Medicvl axd Panel CoMMnnr..

A MEETiSG of the abo%'o Committee was held on August

10th at the Central Hall, when Sir Thomas l-'LirrKOFT was

in the chair. The following elections were made

:

. •
:-,n the MeJicol Service SuhcommiUce : Sir

1
Drs. Mallctt, Wright, and .lean Marshall.

,/ the Joint Service SuhcommiUce: Drs. NciU

V ,] raneK'ommi'ttfC .• Dr. Wright in place of the

The Local Pharmacopoeia.—Tea stock mixtures wore

adopted for the use of practitioners m the area after

October Ist, 1915.
„ , c. ,,

Excessive Prescrihino.-The report of the Subcommittee

on the alleged excessive prescribing was read, and it was

decided to caution certain doctors to exercise more care m
the future in those directions indicated in tlio report.

NEWCASTLEUPOXTYXE.
Pakel Committee.

The followin" scheme of medical referees adopted by the

Xewcastlcupon-Tyne Panel Committee will come iut:>

force on September 1st:

1 There shall be appointed hy medical societies of each of

the three districts in the city, or, fail ng the societies, by the

Panel Committee for the time being, three practitioners i herein-

after called the ' referees ^^) for the purpose of esMnining (j!ise«

referred to them in manner hereinafter mentioned and making

the necessary reports thereon.

2. The Clerk to the Insurance Committee shall act as

spRvetarv in connexion with this scheme.

3 The referees shall meet at the office of the Insurance

Committee, 26, Ellison Place, XeNvcastlcupon-Type, and

patTents shall be examined there. Patients living in the area,

of one district shaU be examined by referees practising m

"T if^a nanel' practitioner desires one of his patients to be

examined bv the referees, he shall fill up the appropriate fonn

fcODies of which will be provided), giving the necessary details,

LnTforward same t« the sccrcUry. The seci-etary will there-

uDon notify the insured person to attend at his office for the

purpose Of being examined by the referees, and he will also

''f%*'^»\t'^'''^:i -.niotv desires any of its members to be

»v,r,Tw"
'

I

, -n i.artioularsof samctothesecre-
Pf^ -ommunicate with the doctor
!"•.,

. )iro.3cdurc outlined in the pre-

',,,;,,'! f ;
, -il. The apnroved society shall

'^"="."- ..,..„, oosamined. All fees

I'f^ /)
: count, and distributed

6. T;
refer-

1

socictv
7. ^^

JaticH
under i

8. Th:

nrai'ned shall be deemed to take away the

of medical practitioners on the panel

iJioation Ealc-s. „ » ,. , t
come into operation on September 1st,

in force until the national scheme,

by the Government, shall oome into1915, and will remain
proposed to be set up
operation.

STAFFOP.DSHIRE.
Loc«, Medi. Ai, and Panel Cojoiiitee.

4 MEETING of the Staffordshire Local Medical and Panel

Committee was held at Stafford on August 10th.

Eleciion of Officers. —the following officers wero

appointed

:

Ch'urman : Dr. T. Ridley Bailey.

Treasurer: Dr. H. A. Bull.

¥"^'^:?-:' r^'^^^J- 8^^.mSi Smith, Daly, Butter, Sliaw,

Wriiv, r
- -r- • "-'l Stockwell, together with the Chairman,

THE DEMAND FOR A MIDWFV^ES BILL FOE
SCOTL.\ND.

By a printer's error the name of A. W. Russell, MA M.L..

Ohstetr c Physician, Royal Maternity Hospital, (ilasgow,

waffeofdeSy omitted from the list of signatones to the

MenS to the Secretary for Scotland and the Lord

President of the Privy Council published m oar last issue.

I'.dirnl Sfrvicc SuhcommiUce: Appointed

I )i-8. T. Kidley Bailey, Daly, and Lefevrc.

Medical Committee— Dr. ^^ . MitcheU

ical Joint Suhcommittce : I)rs.Smith.
.

'r^;ro7:X'sLT ^^f^; with Ihe Chairman c: offUio.

Insurance Acts Connniitec—The Committee congratu-

lated tho ClmiimM, Dr. T. Ridley Bailey, on his election

by the conference of Local Medical and Panel Committees

as one of the six representatives for tlic who e ot*^reab

Britain on tho Insurance Acts Committee of the tutisu

Medical .Vssooiation.



BErT. Jf: I.3T5T rrrATi STATISTICS.

XON-PAN'EL DOCTORS AXD NATIONAL
INSURANCE CERTIFICATES.

Is onlcr to mluiiuizo as much as po5*;ibIo the incon-

vouioucos caused to cloctors who att.nul iu^uvoa ]icip;oiis

iu their private capacity, the Association lias iiublisli<>(l

bix>)cs of certiticates which, it is believed, will moot I lie

roqiiircnients of apinoved societies, so far as is practicable
in the case of certificates not given nnder the ohlis^at ions;

ot the official medical ceitiflcatiou rules. TIio lonn ot

cei-tlttcate is sufficiently libe the official form 10 reniovo
many of the difficulties which insured persons w ho have
been attended by private doctors have had in satisfying
the requirements of their approved societies, but is

sntficiently distinct from the official form to show at once
that it is" being nsed by a doctor who is attending the
jiaticut in a private capacity—that is to say, either by a
doclor who is not on a panel, or by a panel doctor other
than the one on whose list the insured person is.

The Association has shown the certificates to the
Insurance Commissions for England, Sciitland, and Wales,
and they raise no objection to the ' - f il.ui by the
Association to medical practitioncis 1 :i.ndii);;

insured jiersons not being vheir ji^i! 1

. and uol
being persons whom they are atteu.l ill. • n.li. ! ofiicevs

of institutions under -:. ! -[i 1, ;4i. or in^irtue of '-owu
arrangements" Uii!' ji.

The books arc lie 1 ..st iwioc. Theycouliiin
50 certificate fori.e^. mhI '.n-e he obtained from the
Financial Secretarj aiul Unsiuess Manager, British Medical
Association, 429, Strand, W.C., price 6d. each, post free.

. anil raiigea from 5.1 in Ealing. 5.3 in Oxford. 5.6 in Wimbls-
10 Gvont VHrm.^"(h, ni-tl '^.7 in TIfnvd. to 12.3 in St. Helens and
i,l?.5in .sli.ilk'l 1. nv in Soiitli siiicias, 13.2 in GilUugham.

./""
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3. O. W. Bariatt.M.I)., M. Greenwood. CadetG. L. Matthews fiom

riuvcrsily or London Contingent, Senior Division, O.T.C., t.. K.

""/"mlo'fCd/ of X,<»u7o7i) GnK'.-al ^"'J'"?t-'^'>«"'?'>r'^
'° '«;<^^?-

tains- A. 1!. 1'. Smith, L. G. Crossuian, MB., M. W- I^- "i.'"' A. W-

Stott and to remam seconded. Lieutenants to be Captains: C. t.

Petlev.Ij. Milton, H.SUarpo, K. B. Clarke. „ . „ ,r n «=
4lh LomloH General Hosi.itaf.-Major W. A. Turner. M.D., la

^''l"i°?f rn General Hospilnl.-Lieutenants to be Captains :
J. H.

'^l\".^t^Av,^l«n^'Fi(ld Amhnlavee.-Mfiior H. A. Eudynrd, from

Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to be Lieutenant-

^Soi'fV Miaiand Field Ainbuhince.~-W. G. McKenzio to be

.',',," ,'''t'""'>; ir "
. 7 ' ',-? p.riaade Fieia Ambulance.—Ueuteaanl

'

11 1 Moir to be Captain, whoso services

1st West Lancashire Field vlmbidaiice.—Captain W. H. Broad, M.D.,

eth Bifle Battalion. King's Liverpool Begimont, to bo Captain, tem-

porary (substituted lor notiacation published in the London oazetie

°
East Lancashire Field Ambulance.—To he Lieutenants: E.L. For-

S T BatV': -V '

, u >,:,.„ M n DR. Cramb M.B.. G. B. P.

rinnlinni \ -
I

: ' . M. Gozney. M.B.

9rrl II';.' Captain W. J. Gray, from

ntW. n.N.
. be Captaii

IV.r?,-,-

''^Loiviand Uoiinted Brigade Field ^in6!(?a7!«.—Lieutenants to be

Captains: A. B. Muir, M.B.. H. Forrest, M.B.. A. M. loung, M.B.,

''fnh^''£^feS^d'field Ambulance. -H. T. Findlay, M.B., to be

^Hiahiand Field Ambulance.— Tdajot J. Robertson, M.D., to be

Ipiiinorarv Lieutenant-Colonel.
1st Hwhlaml Field Amhvhn^-e-CoT'Uin A.Kfillas to be temporary

• nts to be
«. Stork,
Anderson,
my, J. A.

'ate. M.D..
1. G. Bruce.

. from the

'''>'^^''a'^^^o^fe''tiri^.l^.ffA^lf>^^^^^^^^^^
Appointmentsi appearina in our ndrertisemenl nolumus otvtnn

particulars of vacancies as to ivltich iuQUirtea siiould be made
before application.

VACANCIES.
ASFITON-rxDr.R-T.VN'E INION'. — Resident Assistant Medical

.,.:
' '

' .Ml EVr, HOSPITAL.—Junior House-
, ., i.num and £5 laundry allowance.

J, II , ,
I

I .i~1'1;Ns;ARY.—Resident ModicalOfflcer.

];. I. iiii-iri' >.r,,-(l nousc-PhysicIan: (2) Casualty

i
I IID'll'n U. FOR siciv CHILDREN AND

K, ., , I (Klur. SoUivy, £100 per annum.
j,|.|. I,,] |.(,, >i

I I I
:

.
I Uosidcnt Obstetric and Oph-

'ti:,,;!,nr 11. li. il20 per annum. (2) Dental

Bl'X I "N : ni \ !•
! I ! . I. -Assistant House-Physician.

f \i';l,i M 1
I '. I'll! \n HOSPITAL. — House-Surgeon.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE .lOINT COMMITTEE FOR TUBERCULOSIS.
—Assistant Tuberculosis Medical Officer. Salary, £350 per annum.

GRHISBY AKD DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary,

. r SUSSEX HOSPIT.M

\UV AND SOUTH ^

House-Surgeon. ShIh
OF P.4.TH0L0GY a;

1 Street.—Bactei-iologist.

in. Salary,

WESTOE

HEALTH,

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Eebident Medical Officer.

Salary. £150 per annum.
LIVERPOOL INFIUMARY FOR CHILDREN.-d) Two Resident

House-l'hysicians: (21 one Resident House-Surgeon. Salary, £30

in each case for six mouths.

MANCHESTER HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISEASES
OF THE THROAT AND CHEST.—Resident Medical Officer.

Salary. £250 per annum.
MANCHESTER: NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND

CHILDREN.—Honse-Surgcon. Salary. £120 per annum.
MIDDLESBROUGH: NORTH ORMESBY HOSPITAL. — House-

Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.
NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR THE PARALYSED AND EPILEPTIC.

Queen Square, W.C—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per

annum.
NORFOLK \VAR HOSPITAL. Thorpe. Norwicb. — Vacancies on

QUI I,' (Mil. .
i II I ^ r c r. misi-ITAL. Marylebono Rood,

.N \. ! I
,.

I . : MM, - r. Salary. £60 iier annum.
REMH I I'l, M iiii ii[i:l. iiiisi'ITAL.—Resident Clinical

A~ I I- ^ .1 li , i! 'J p. r iiiinmu u qualitied, and £75 if un-
dualiried.

S.\HSBURY GENERAL INFIRMARY. — Assistant House-Surgeon.
Salar^ , £100 per annum.

SOUTHAMPTON: ROYAL SOUTH HANTS AND SOUTHAMPTON
HOSPITAL.—(1) House-Surgeon ; (2) Uouse-Physician. Salary,

£200 and £150 per annum respectively.

VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Tite Street, S W.—(1)

House-Surgeon ; (2) Senior Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £200

WEST l;[:'~' .;' 'i Tf "T. Tir':T; Ti'T TTnspiTAL.-Assistant Houso-

WEs; M HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
II I

III i. e-Physicians and House-
^ ,iii,andfor(2)il20andfl00

V.VL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
'i .—Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

e I
i I, FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector ol

J ,11 u..,.v., iiunonnces the following vacant appointments: Bally-

fej.rd I.CO. Cork). Bankfoot (Perthshire), Tring (Hertfordshire),

ciisiiie 7io(ife «?i this column—which is compiled from our
advertisement colunins, wlierefuU pnrticnttirs witi be found—
f( is necessary that advertisements should be received not later

than the first post on Wednesdaii tuornina- 2'ersons interested

should refer also to the Index, to .idcerlisement$ xuhich follows

the Table of Contents in the Jocbnal.

APPOINTMENTS.
Ballanttse. a. J., M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmic Medicine and

Surgery. Anderson College of Medicine, Glasgow, vice Dr. A.
Freeland Fergus, resigned.

Enright. G. H., L.R.C.P.and S.I., Certifying Factory Surgeon tor the
Sixmilebridge, eo. Clare.

Fairlie, a.. M.D.Glasg.. Certifying Factory Surgeon for the BIyth
District, CO. Northumberland.

GlLBERTSON. H. M., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., District Medical Officer of the
Hitchin Union.

Jago. E. B., M.B.. C.M-Glasg., District Medical Officer of the Rother-
ham Union.

JONF" N\ 111 B. MD Lond., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the Builth
ii

'

. ; nock and Radnor.

Oy 1- '.S.. L.R.C.P., District Medical Officer of the

Sii:, \l.B.. Ch.B.Aberd, Temporary Medical Referee
L

i US Compensation Act for County Conri Circuit

No 2, II 11. 1 to be attached more particularly to the West Hartlepool

County Court.

Walters. C. Ferrier. F.E.C.S., Surgeon to the Bristol Royal
Infirmary.

BIUTHS. MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

with the notice not later than the first post

Wednesday mornino in order to ensure insertion Hi the current
issu:

BIRTHS.

Guthrie.—On August 22nd. at Greta, Heswall. Cheshire, the wife of

Thomas Guthrie, M.A., M.B.. B.C.Cantab., F.R.C.S.Eng., of 78,

Rodney Street, Liverpool, of a son.

Henry. On the 26th August, at Argyle House. Halifax. Yorlisbire,

the wife of Lieutenant McWilliams Hem-y, F.R.C.S.E., R.A.M.C-,

McKaxe.—On August 27th, to the wife of Dr. Rudolph McKane,
Gilpin House, Grimsby, a son.

MAKRTAGF.

Hoiuevilk-. Eastbourne.

DEATHS.

DorGLAS.—On the 26th August, at the Medical Superintendent's

House, tlio Koyal Albcif Institution, Lancaster, Arclubald
Robertioi: I T :,i- '

i ; ;, etc., aged 47.

jQNEs On ^ church Walks. Llandudno,
Colonel . late A.D.M.S. Plymouth
District. 1

ir\ice.

Welsh -On ; . ..t Whitworth House, Whit-
worth. Ale.vmdi r \\c!,U. -M.U., e ..M.. aged 72.

I'rlated aDd publislied b cal Aasoclatioa at their Oince. No. U». Strand, lu l 1 ol St. Martia-ln-tlujI'leias, In the County ot Jllddlosti.
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INSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE.

THE DRUG TARIFF.
The following Memoraudum on possible changes of
Medical Benefit Rtgulations connected -n-ith the placing
of the Drug Tariff on a commercial basis has been
issued to Local Medical avid Panel Committees bj'

the Insurance Acts Committee of the British Medical
Association

:

In'TEODUCTORV.

1. When the Deputation from the Insurance Acts Committpe
was received on Julv llth (ms reported in the B.M..T, . .Tnl\- SKt,
1915, Supplement, pn-.- i;s7-j, },v ,\„- X:,|im,,;,1 Hr.ilil, h.-iii'

auce Joint Comniittei-I Mr, riimlr', I;,,!,, ii,, M I' ,l„ m^ n, il,,.

Chair, for the purpo>L' /! i.i.niiiu I.Imi.' i l,;ii ImiU tli.- (ir-ii^Kui-,

of the Conference of Repie5.eiilati\c>ui L." :il .M..ii.al and Panel
Committees, held in London, on June Hiili, iii. 1 1. |iwiati(ju was
asked whether the Conference had con-.idfnd ihc .|n.«tion of
what alllerations of tlie Begididions \\(ndd l.i i. i|HMrd in order
to give effect to tlie ':- .M,n;-i,i;,i' i..i, -, m i!,

I
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i l i,u-ntal

Committee on the l)rir. T...;! !'•. 'n,i,,.i. ;:l:cd iliai

a motion on the suhjt .
I

I i
i i, i

, |,ni

had been postponed uni il all '! iIm l^i t ih. 1 1 pn i niinial
Committee had been published. It wav ilt. n |i.ii:.i,,l nut uu
behalf of the Commissioners that the K.-p .1 Ih.^ Depart-
mental Committee might probably not a|.|., ai uni d a dat. which
would make adequate consideration of tli^' in ( .-^ar\ lianr-e.sin

surance Acls(.'(>]nnHi
1
.-I i.t ila^ Association

landPanelConnnill., -oi i !.. . aiiitivditfi-
cult, in view of the f.ict that :mh .laui^rs m lli.' 1 ii ugTarilf
would naturally come into operatiun on .Juuuai\ l.-t. luiu. The
Deputation promised to take the matter into" inimefliate con-
sideration, and since then conferences have taken pl.iee
between representatives of the Insurance Acts Committee and
representatives of the Commissioners.

•2. The Insurance Acts Committee is now in a position to
place the matter in broad outline before the Local Medical and
Panel Committees w ith a view to eliciting their opinions before
the Commissioners commence drafting any new Regulations
that may be required, and it is hoped that these Committees
will at once take the following memorandum into considera-
tion and favour the Insurance Acts Coniinittee with their
opinion on the points raised lliei.in. fin IhpiKation was
informed by the Comiuis-i. II. I- that ill. i,.,

wide hmits, the way in wliirli tla- 111 \i I:. H', a

Drug Finance will be ihaft..! is niamh ,"

i,,,'.. ,

practitioners themselves to decide.
3. Before discussing the proposed changes it .„ j„.-

that the history of the matter should be clearly understood.
4. Shortly after the National Health Insurance Act came

into full operation complaints were raised on behalf of
in.sinance practitioners that the Drug Tariff was unsatisfactory,
and these complaints steadily increased in volume and
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5. It is clear from the above that great dissatisfaction was
pxhibited bj' insiuaiue jiraclitioiifrs as regards the pi-esent

'J'arili. .I'Mi"!]..'! :'i .HI 11:1 '111 !'-! li:i- |iri'~sure been more per-

si-i,,, 11 I'
'''>

'' 1

1
1 1 within a few weeks

111, 111 ...1.
'

1' .:! i! ' 11. i
'

' i!i 1

'

I

, and it may safely be
a--iin.iM' liiii ill.' ilii.l ii.il'iii II - lalu.mrs will be the intro-

dn.lidii ol a Tariff on a commercial basis, that is to say, a Tariff

in which the prices laid down are such as to afford the lowest

rate of remuneration that pharmacists could reasonably be

expected to accept in the course of business. The Insurance

Acts Committee is informed that in view of the absence of so

many panel practitioners on Military service the Commissioners
would be very reluctant to make any fundamental alterations

in the Regulations without a general consensus of medical

opinion in their favour. {See Appendix.)

Effects op a Commercial Tariff.

6. The present Tariff as framed is subject to a discounting

clause; the acceptance of the new Commercial Tariff by

pharmacists, the Insurance Commissions, and doctors, is

dependent on the proviso that the pharmacists' bills will be

paid in full.

7. The total amount available for the purpose of Medical

Benefit is 9s. per insured person. Of this amount a fixed

minimum sura (at present Is. 6d.) is set apart for the provision

of drugs and appliances and an additional or floating 6d. is

also available for the same purpose in case of need. Under
these arrangements so long as the total cost of drugs and
appliances does not exceed 2s. no difficulty arises, but hitherto

when that amount has been exceeded in any area the pharma-
cists' l>ills have had to be discounted.

8. The CommisJfoners have stated definitely that the 9s.

available for the purpose of medical benefit cannot be supple-

mented by any other moneys provided by the Government ;*

consequently if the expenditure on drugs and appliances,

taking the country as a whole, exceeds the 2s. and the

libarniacists' bills are to be paid in full, an encroachment on
tlie fund at present set apart for the remuneration of medical
practitioners {i.e., 6s. 6d. + 6d. for Sanatorium Benefit) would
be inevitable.

9. The question for the profession to decide is whether
the advantages of the proposed Commercial Tariff outweigh
this plain disadvantage.

10. The Insurance Acts Committee of the British Medical
Association does not feel itself able to advise the abrogation of

the principle that the Drug Fund should never encroach upon
the Practitioners' Fund and has passed the following reso-

lution .^•

Minute 4S of Insurance Acts Committee ofAugust 19lh, WIS.

That while willing to consider the establishment of a
commercial tariff and a re-arrangement of credits

between insurance areas or of the methods of distribution

to practitioners within each area, the Committee is not

willing to do this except with a guarantee that any excess

of the cost of drugs and appliances (taking the country
as a whole) over an average of 2s. per insured person will

not be met by any call upon the Practitioners' Fund.

This principle was plainly conceded in 1912 by the then

Chancellor of the Exchequer during the negotiations with the

Association when the promise was made that 7s. per insured

person should be the basis of the doctors' remuneration for a
period of three years, and that this sum of 7s. was not to be
encroached upon on account of drugs was clearly .set forth in

his speech to the Nottingham miners on August 10th, 1913,

as follows :—

"The doctors have the right to prescribe the drug
which they think is best adapted for the patient. When
they do so it does not come out of their remuneration, and
the result is that the poor man who is insured can have as

pure and potent medicine as the richest man in the land."

11. In order that the profession may be able to estimate how
far the present Drug Fund is likely to meet the total cost of

drugs under a Commercial Tariff, the Insurance Acts Com-
mittee submits the following figures which have been obtained

from the English Commissioners :

—

(i) Total Drug Fund for England in 1913 £920,000
Total payments to chemists „ „ £808,342

Difference ^ £111,658

*The additional Grant-in-aid 0/ £30,000 set apart as a Special Drug Fund
is not available for this purpose, as it can onlji be applied by way of special

grants toioards the cost of Drags where epidemics or other ahiwrmal ffickness

cimditions have caused an excessive diynand upon the funds

The difference represents the proportious of the floatinir

6d. paid to doctors in the areas where the drug bill-

were lower than 2s. per head and the unexpended balances
in those areas where the drug bills were lower than Is. (xl.

(ii) In England there are 126 areas. In 35 of these
areas the chemists' bills were discounted to the amount
of £54,663 in 1913.

The figures for 1914 are incomplete, but are probably
less favourable ; those for 1915 so far indicate a saving
as compared with 1914.

(iii) The saving in the cost of drugs by a Commercial
Tariff may safely be assumed to be not less than 12-15%.
If 15% be the figure, it is estimated to be equivalent to

2Jd. per insured person per annum, or a total sum of

about £125,000.

12. In the majority Of areas the cost of drugs has been
between Is. 6d. and 2s. ; in some areas it has been lower, in
fact as low as lOJd. per head,- If prices are reduced and the
demand for di-uga is not increased the difference must represent
an increase in medical remuneration in all those areas whoso
costs were between Is. 6d. and 2s. per head, or only slightly
over the latter amount. Any risk due to the abolition of

discounting could only affect the areas in whidi the cost has
exceeded 2s., and some at least of these cases must disappear
if the tariff prices are reduced.

13. Moreover the present system is that unexpended balances
are reserved to meet in the future increased cost of drugs in

the areas in which they have accumulated. It is suggested by
the Commissioners that, under new regulations introducing the
Commercial Tariff, such unexpended balances might be pooled
for the benefit of areas in which greater sickness incidence or
other unavoidable cause, but not excessive prescribing, has
caused a drain upon the Drug Fund. In no case Avould un-
expended balances reverD to the Exchequer, or prevent the
doctors who are careful in prescribing from saving the floating

6d. for themselves ; such balances would arise only from money
saved on the minimum sum allocated for Drugs, whether the
Is. 6d. as at present or some other less amount agreed upon.

14. Another advantage of the new ,-vsteni wuuld i>e the
elimination of the Pharmaccui i- al t ,,1,11, ii n , ;.. ii|il,iiii;iiit

in cases of alleged over i.i
! ,1 • -,

particularly those which iia' 1
i

! - - 1 '^h i i-iiue

and unpleasant duty of com In. 1 m- . mj m .. - ;:i..l.
1 ]'"-_u[:,iii,n

40, will attach great weight to this consideration. Apart from
the great decrease in such enquiries and the saving of consider-

able expense thereby which may be expected to occur when
insurance practitioners generally have gr.asped the implica-

tions of the new system. Panel Connnitiees would have no
responsibility tfl the Pharmaceutical (oniinittee for any kind
of check which they exercise over doctors \', ho ha^e a tendency
to extravagance. If the l^harmacists n.' i,-i>..| nf their bills

being paid in full they willno longf, t, ,.
. r. ~t or loais

stonds in the question of economy in ' j-, and the

duty of Panel Committees as regai.l- 'm.- .]ii.-ii..n will be
simply to their constituentSj and as teciinieal advisers to the

Insurance Committees.
15. The first question for the Local JTedical and Panel

Committees is, therefore, what will be their attitude towards
the proposition that the cost of drugs and appliances must be
entirely met from the total Medical Benefit Fund, whether
the amount is greater or less tlian 2s. per insured person ? Is

the risk to the profession, involved in tlie abolition of dis-

counting, balanced or more than balanced by the advantage
resulting from the Tariff being fixed on a commercial basis ?^
that is to .say, by a reduction in the drug bills of something

like 15 per cent, or ,n,w,ximntelv fl25,000.
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not more thnn S*. per insured person per annum, cnn it be

assume<( that the cost of drugs in each scjMi-ale area can be

met without encroaehment on the present minimum of medical

remuneration? It is cK>ar that if the amount available is

adwjuate for the whole uountry it must also be adeijuate

for each separate area, unless" there are special circiun-

8tances in any pjirtjrular area making the cost of drags

higher there tliiiu the average. Such ditl'erences could only be

due to the varying number of insured persons in diflferent

areas, to excessive incidence of sickness, or to differences in

the standaixl of prescribing. Differences of the last kind are

within the control of the niombers of the panel and therefore

should be dealt witli, and the burden, if any, borne by them.

Differences of the first and second kind are not within the

control of the doctors and it remains for consideration whether
such a burden shoidd not be spread over the country as a
whole. If there are in fact distiicts in which e\en after

practising every reasonable economy the cost of drugs cannot
be kept l>elow, " say 2s. 3d. per insured person per annum,
doctors in those arc:vs would be under a strong temptation to

economise more than they ought to do if their area had no
more than 28. pev insured [lerson allotted to it for the payment
of drugs, in order to prevent the reduction of their remunera-
tion below what they regard as the minimum amount. If

there are on the other liand areas in which the necessary

demand for drugs is so low that with full regard for the needs
of insured persons the cost is not more than, say Is. or Is. 3d.

per insured person per annum, there would be verj' little

inducement to practise that economy which it must be recog-

nised is desirable for its own sake if such areas were allotted

2s. ()er head for drugs, and it .saving below the minimum (at

present Is. 6d.) remained distributable therein.

18. If, therefore,sueh differences caii lie fuietold.equitynoukl
seem to demand that there should be ;ui iueiease in the total

amount piiid to the areas in whieli drug bills must be expected
to be higher than the maximum, and a reduced payment to

areas in which there Mas no reason, apart from extravagance,
to expect drug bills to reach the minimum. In neither case

would the distribution of the floating Cd. be affected.

10. The theoretically exact method of distributing the total

drug fund accoixling to sickness incidence would be to give
each area more or less than 2s. per insured person according to

the c-rcumstances of the area. The Commissioners have stated

that they have statistical data upon which such a differentia-

tion might possibly be based. These data are mortality
returns, report-s of medical officers of healtli, etc., but it is not
suggested that the distribution should in any way depend on
past expei-ience as regards expenditure on drugs.

20 Another method would be that the whole, or, if con-
sidei-ed equitable, a part, of the amount which some areas may
be able to save below Is. Kd. should be placed to a central fund
which would be available for the relief of areas which with due
economy may be unable to work under 2s.

21. A third method woukl be that a certain sum, say 2d.

per insured iier.son, .should Vie deducted from the credit of each
,irea and placed to the credit of a central fund which would
Ije available for grants in aid of areas in which expenses aie
in excess of 2s.

22. There might also be a possible combination of the
second and third methods.

lUsTRiBrxiON OF Duci; FrxD among Practitioners in

KA( II Area.

23. Let it be assumed that the drug fund of each area is

sufficient to meet, without injustice to the floctors of that
area» taken as a nhole, the total drug bills of that area. It

remains to consider the different kinds of arrangements, with
their respective advantages and disadvantages, that may be
mrde for distributing the fund among the practitioners in the
area.

24. Alternative arrangements are :

(a) That each ^iractitioner shall be made responsible for

the total cost of whose prescriptions above a minimum limit

saj- of Is. .'!d. |)er insured pei'son with a local indemnity
fund of say 3(1. i)er insured person out of which relief

might be given to individual practitioners the cost of

whose prescriptions is over 2s. per insured person on
appeal to and at the discretion of the Panel Committee.

(b) An automatic surcharge of every practitioner, the
total cost of who.se prescriptions exceeds the maximum of

2s. per insured person, w ith power to the Panel Committee
on appeal to grant a certificate of indemnity which shall

entitle such practitioner to relief out of the Drug Fund of
the area.

(c) Continuous scrutiny and surcharging on the presenb
plan, except that the Pharmaceutical Committee would
not be concerned therein.

It would be possible if thought desirable under (a) or (b) to
continue the scrutiny and surcharge.

Propkr Supply of Drugs to Insured Persons.

25. It is specially important that no system should be even
suggested by the profession for adoption which could gi^e rise

to a suspicion that the rights of the insured persons to a proper
supply of drugs were being over-ridden by a desire for gain on
the part of the profession. It will therefore be necessarj' to
fix for each area a minimum limit of monej-, anj' saving below
which should not accrue to the doctors of the area.

Replies of Local Medical and P.4.nel Committees.

26. In order that the opinions of Local Medical and Panel
Committees may be collected a list of ,|ueiticiiis is submitted,
to which it is hoped that Local Medieul and l\iiiel Committees
will return answers as soon as i"i..\l]le. In nnler that time
may be given for consideration of tlu- rei.lles of Cunimittees to
this memorandum by the Insurance Arts Committee and their
submission to the Commissioners, before the drafting of regu-
lations to meet the introduction of the new tariff, answers must;
be received here not later than September 30th. It is

important therefore that your Committee should be called
together at an early date, and in order thiit the members may
thoroughly undci-taiid the pros and cons of a very ditBculb
question, sullieient copies of this memorandum to go round
your Committee will be forwarded to you on request. Please
state the number of copies required.

QUESTIONS.
1 Are you prepared to accept a Commercial Tariff on the lines

laid down in this Memorandum as from January 1st, 1916?

2. If so, do you approve of the policy laid doivn in the resolution
of the Insurance Acts Committee (.see para. 10) and consider
that some such guarantee is essential ?

3. If you regard some such guarantee as essential are you (a)

prepared to accept the facts and considerations set out in
paragraphs 11, 12 and 13, as together constituting such
guarantee, or

4. Are you in favour of (a) each Insurance area being credited
with an amount for drugs and appliances on the same basis
(as at present), or

(b) Do yon prefer some form of differentiation
between the different areas ? {see para. 13).

5. If the latter, which method of differentiation do jou prefer of
those set out in paras. 19, 20 and 21 ?

6. Which method of those mentioned in paragraph 2-t do you
prefer for the distribution of the Drug Fund among
Practitioners within each area ?

Honorary Secretary.

Local Medical

i'anel

Dale September

Comtnitfee for .

, 1915.

APrENDIX.

Letter from Sir Robert Morant dated 23rd August, 1915.

I understand that your Committee is to consider, at its

meeting on Thursday next, the Memorandum on Drug Finance
under the Insurance Act, which was drawn up after consulta-

tion with some of the members of the Committee a few weeks
ago.* It is impnrlDut that the purpo.se of the Memorandum
should not be misunderstood and it has occurred to me that it

might be desirable, in order to avoid anj- possibility of mis-
understanding, that I should briefly explain the present
position.

As was indicated in Memorandum 201 I.C. and in my letter

to Dr. Cox of the 17th March, published in the Bbitish
Medical Journal of March 20th, the Commissioners would,
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in the prn-ient i Nir;|,iijiinl (•iroumstaiices, with so many mem-
bers of il." |,M ! -) . I 111 1. , . -silil.-. Ije most reluetaut to innke
;iii3' Mili-i.i'ii

'
II i I III ' li; lemis of service of n)eilio;d

pnirtiti'-iiH :
III, i . I 1 Ar.-t miless they coukl fesi

assuicii tl.iL .^mli ii)i,<liii. .ai.j>is v.cre "desirable in the view
of all coiiccined.' (Paiagiupli 5, Memoranclnm 201.) The
present Menioranduui must not therefore be taken as an
exposition of a new scheme which the Oomniisiioncrs are

intending to enilmcl 'i ili.ifi I'lj.N.rin f.) I'l ,in^'

year ; its objcet " :i
' 1.1,1:1, 1 -,

arising out of th.: i ^ ,1 1
1 I , 1 ,, ,i,.l

embodying the n-M): - , ,1 ,li-i,ii.- n ,ii- In i ,.
.

. u 1
,,||,

,
., 1/ ii im.-s

of the Commissioners and of your (Jonnnil tee, willi a viiw in

their being more closely examined by your Committee from the
point of view of their effect on the medical profession if carried

out.

If your Committee welcome tlie proposals a.s being of

advantage to the profession, and are prepared to recommend
them to the Panel Committees, the Commis.sioners would be
Ijrejjared to put them forward, in accordance with the usual
procedure, with a view to their incorporation in new
Regulations for 19)6.

If, on the other hand, your Committee were to come to the
eoiir'tn-inii l.'i^^r.v.•r mistaken such conclusion might be in
111' III-

;
III," view—that the advantages of the new

lii'i; I
ill 1 practitioners are more tlian outweighed,

niiii ; injumstances at any rate, by disadvantages,
111' ' 1^ would have to con.sider whether the idea of
iiiit.

I 'ii'^e on these lines must not be abandoned,
fiM ii ' hi;;; and pending such consideration, j-our

< ''iinii'ii ii I ,.,iii!'l, of course, refrain from circulating any
document to Panel Committees as representing the Com-
missioners' views as lo the policy now to be adopted on the
drug question.

THE PRESENT ATTITUDE OF THE MEDICAL
PROFESSION TOWARDS THE

INSURANCE ACT.

By J. ORTOX, 5I.D., D.P.H., M.R.C.S., L.E.C.P.,

COVEXTBT.

I HAVE taken for tlie subject of this address the present
attitude of the profession towards the Insurance Act. It

is only fair at the outset to express the great indebtedness
o£ the whole profession to the arduous work done by the
bead quarters staff of the Association in London in the
long struggle which ensued before the Act came into force.

No doubt many men may still hold the view that the
Association might have taken up a much stronger position
and have prosecuted a much sterner campaign on behalf of
the profession than was actually carried out. We must
remember, however, that the British Medical As.sociatiou,

as a purely democratic body, stands for ourselves, and the
interests we severally and individually hold, and per-
sonally I maintain that, as far as the Association could
voice the opinion of the profession throughout the country,
so long as that profession spoke with no uncertain voice,

the Association did put up as good a fight as could possibly
bo expected against one of the strongest Governments of
modern times. I vi^ould therefore claim that, as a result
of the fight, the profession has obtained terms and con-
ditions which were very, very different to those first pro-
posed to it; and, although it has been said in many
quarters that the profession ought not to have taken ofiice

under the Act, or to have agreed to the conditions of the
Act at the eleventh hour as they did, still I consider that
as many concessions were obtained as could reasonably be
expected, and subsequent events up to the present time
have undoubtedly proved that the acceptance of the Act
was wise, both financially and ethically.

I have myself, since the passing of the Act, been
Chairman of the Local Medical Committees for the County
of Warwick and the City of Coventry, Chairman of the
two I'aiiel Committees for the same areas, and have been
elected a member of both Insurance Committees. At one
time I was a member of no less than fifteen or sixteen
committees under the Act, so that I think I may claim to
have had sonjc little knowledge of its working as it has
affected the profession during the last two years.

I should like briefly to consider two aspects of the whole

question : First, that the profession ha^ always been looked
upon as the custodian of the public health and well-being;
secondly, the effect of the practical working of the Act
upon the status ana emoluments of the profession as a
whole.
With regard to the first point, it cannot be denied that

the Insurance Act nmst be looked upon as the first serious
attempt in this country to combat phthisis, and in Vforking
the Act we have, therefore, undertaken to do our best in
order to remedy an evil that has caused and is causing
such ravages amongst the population.
The sanatorium benefit est;iblished under the .\ct, with

the aid from the Treasury, both in regard to the erection,
equipment, and maintenance of sauatorinms, and tho
provision and maintenance of tuberculosis dispensaries,
cannot fail to give a great stimulus to all attempts to
stamp out a disease which is infectious and preventable.
It is absurd to suppose that the system adopted under the
Act will stamp out the disease in any given terra of years,
and great modifications to the present administration of
the sanatorium benefit will have to come about, unless
banki'iiptcy is to overtake the majority of the authorities;
but tho measures now in vogue will undonbtedly lead to
the detection of early cases and, the isolation of chronic
ones, and will educate the public opinion. They will teach
infected persons how to guard against transmitting the
infection to others, and they will thus reduce the numbers
of consumptives, but not cure all— that is too much to be
hoped for even with sanatorium, diet accessories to treat-

ment, tuberculin, and other modes of treatment.
Again, venereal disease, which as a social evil has been

ignored by the State, both in regard to its existence and
its cure, is a condition which the Act, through the pro-

fession, is rightly attempting to cure. Under the old club
system, a man who contracted venereal disea.se was not
recognized as coming within the scope of medical treat-

ment ; as a consequence he drifted to quack medicines or

treatment by coiTespondenco. This led public opinion
gradually to suppose that quack treatment—that is,

treatment otherwise than by qualified medical men—was
that to be sought for ; disastrous consequences both to tho
sufferer and his offspring ensued.

It is still difficult to decide, taking for granted that each
case of syphilitic disease is to be systematically and
efficiently treated under the Act, whether the injection of

salvarsan should be carried out at the expense of the
country practitioner who is paid a 2s. capitation fee for all

his drugs and appliances, or whether the patient should
himself pay for such treatment; because, although it

might be argued that a practitioner within two miles of a
chemist should be able to prescribe any drug which he
knows will effect a cure, if this be allowed, it follows that

a doctor who dispenses for his own patients must also

supply this and similar drugs.
To mention one further disease under this heading, I will

take anaemia. Formerly, a girl suffering at the age of

puberty from a marked anaemic condition was forced by
stress of civilization, as a worlcing girl, to pursue her work
often for long hours and with insirfiicient nourishment

—

conditions which sow the .seeds of ijhthisis and cause a

poor state of development. The benefits of the Act allow

such cases now to procure medical advice and medicines

at an early stage, and, if necessary, rest, with some pay-

ment during disablement. Speaking generally in regard

to insured persons, the benefits now enjoyed were formerly

available only to the more thrifty and provident persons.

Those who most needed medical surveillance did not

trouble to make any provision for siclcness or ill health.

Such persons under the Act are now compelled to insure

themselves against sickness.

Under the second heading—that of the effect of the

practical working of the Act upon the status and emolu-

ments of tho profession as a whole—several things may be

said. At tho outset I would state that it is eminently

desirable that every man who is a general practitiouer

should bo upon tho panel of his area. Personally, I con-

sider this most important. It would be deplorable to

conceive the profession split up into two classes—tho

so-callod superior one of non-panel doctors and an inferior

one of panel. Infinitely better would it be for a man to

have a limited panel, and thus to be associated with tho

working of tho .'^ct and to have an interest in the personnel

of his Panel aud Local Medical Committees.
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A great iloal of work will have to be Clone by nicnibeis of

tbo piofessiou ou such committtH's if the profession is to

bavo any voice iu the future. Alterations in tbo regula-

tions of the Act and iu control and management are

inevitable, and I would strongly urge upon every man not
to become apathetic or lukewarm, but take interest in the

election of men who will represent him on tbo various

committees. No doubt the work is somewhat thankless,

and in a busy practitioner's lite to bo avoided if possible,

bnt if the profession wishes to be consulted iu all matters
apiiertainiug to the working of the Act, such an interest is

necessary ; neglect will iu time prodnco consequences
which may prove bard for each individual of the pro-

I'erhaps the most important committee which the
medical men have to serve upon is what is usually termed
the "Complaints Committee," or, to give it its right name,
" The Medical Service Subcommittee." The medical men
appointed to tliis committee, who constitute one half of

the whole committee, should be men carefully chosen who
will attend conscientiously, and carry out their duties iu

an impartial and judicial manner. So far as my ex-

perience goes, iu the two areas of which I have full know-
ledge, these committees, though much dreaded by the
profession before the Act came into force, have not proved
so formidable either iu regard to the number of complaints
or the course of proceedings.
The relation of panel doctors to hospitals, which

before the Act came into force was a factor viewed
with grave concern, has not proved so great a diffi-

culty as was expected. .\t the same time, panel prac-

titioners .should take all responsibility for luiuor surgery,

dressing of wounds, etc., in accordance with their

agreements under the Act. Accidents which have been
treated at hospital for the first time should certainly be
subsequently referred as outj^atients to their panel
doctors for subseriuent dressing, unless there be soiuo

exceptional reason to the contrary. It must be remem-
bered tliat, under a practitioner's agreement, he is bound
to afford every treatment which can be undertaken by a
practitioner of ordinary competence and skill, and this

may entail the admiuistratiou of an anaesthetic by a
colleague for such a case as the reduction of a dislocation

—

treatment to which a patient has a right under the Act,
unless a distinct arrangement be entered into with the
patient beforehand for the services of a specialist.

Various other dilliculties will, I believe, be cured by
experience and the efflux of time, such as the limitation of

numbers on a panel list, the matter of certificates, the
provision of nurses, the administration of serums and
oxygen.
As to the limitation of numbers, we have not, in the

Warwickshire area, taken any definite steps iu this

direction. I am, however, personally of opinion that if a
man has any private practice, 2,000 to 2,500 represents
about the limit of the number of insured persons he cau
conscientiously be responsible for.

With regard to the emolument of the profession, I think
it must candidly be admitted that this has been all to the
good of the profession under tlie Act, but, under this

beading, I much fear that when the three years' trial is

over, the profession will have to put up a stroug and deter-

mined opposition to demands which will be made for the
reduction of the capitation fee. The public as a whole

-i"ii is too well paid for
ills too often but echo
i' ct that our profession

' M juneut. We shall have
bo made to prove that a

State medical service will be as efficient and far less costly,

and the profession should remember that such an attack
can only be met by a stroug binding together of all

members of our profession, both consultants and general
practitioners alike. A State medical service for the prac-
titioner would most assuredly mean a State hospital
service for the consultant, and the organization necessary
to oppose both can, I feel convinced, only be effected by
the Association which has represented us in the past so
ably in all its negotiations with the Goveniment.

1 feel strongly that we ought to combine as a profession
to adopt prospective candidates for election to the House
of Commons. During the last fight we had to be content
with representation by—I believe I am right in saying- -

Lave got the idea tli:

the services it rendu -.

the public mind, ami
is inadequately reprc-'

to resLst attempts wLi<

two members of that House, neither of whom could bo
said to voice the opinions of the general profession.
When we reflect that labour, as well as the educational
and legal professions in this country, are well represented,
the latter, perhaps, too much so, it seems but another proof
of the charge so often levelled against us—that doctors are
not business men, and show little forethought in the
management of their own interests. Surely it would bo
well worth our while to subscribe to a central fund to pro-
mote the election of medical candidates to Parliament.
The question of a State medical service is one which tho
profession will have to deal with seriously in the future,
though I consider that the numerical strength of men
upon the register will preclude any great attempt to force
this through for the present. Even iu the ranks of our
own profession men are found who strenuously push a
campaign in its favour. Last year, during the Annual
Meeting at Abeixieen, a large evening meeting was held to
further the object, two medical men making vehement
speeches in favour of it, and wo may be sure that the
policy will not be lost sight of. .\rguments cau be piled
up which are plausible and convincing to many who hold
that the medical man should bo the servant of the com-
munity as much as the policeman or tramway conductor,
ignoring the fact that personality is a more determining
factor in the success or failure of a medical practitioner
than qualifications, degrees, or any other attribute.

.'Vnother menace I regard is tho opposition on the i)art of

the large collecting insurance societies and companies. I

regard as nothing short of a catastrophe the possibility of

these obtaining a mastery over the machinery of tho
Insurance Acts. Such an attempt will most assuredly "do

made, both in and out of Parliament ; and wo must recol-

lect that large vested interests are here involved. It is

notorious that the calculations for sickness benefit were far
too low, and many of the approved societies were bard hit,

even to the extent of extiuctiou. The scapegoat for these
miscalculations has been the medical profession, and
although perhaps little is heard, I fear that much is being
prepared for an onslaught upon our emoluments and privi-

leges when the time is deemed ripe. Compared to the
alleged control of the club doctor by the old friendly
societies, which was brought out so prominently during
the Insurance Act fight, a control by the big insurance
societies would be to substitute chastisement by scorpions
for chastisement by whips.

jUMittpofISraitcfes anil I3tt}isi0ns,

[The proceedings of the Divisions and Branches of the
Association relatinij to Scientific and Clinical Medicine,
ii'hen reported by the Honorary Secretaries, are puhlished
in the hodij of the Journal.]

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH:
Nuneaton and Tamworth Division.

The annual meeting of the above Division was held at
Nuneaton on June 25th.

Election of Officers and Committees.—Tho following
were elected to serve for the ensuing year i

Chairman : Dr. Smart.
Vice-C}iairman : Dr. Shaw.
llonoranj Secretary : Dr. Price.
Kepresm'tative oj Division on the Branch Council : Dr. E.

Nason.
Ethical Committee: Drg. Smart, Power, E. Nason, Joy, Wooil,

Richarilsoii, Pn<-p.
E.vcciilii .' ( '..hii:i:ii,, I)i-. Smart (Cliah-man of the Division);

Dr. Pii.. M rrretary ot llie Division) ; Dr. Lowson
(RepresLi,:

.
i I Committee); Dr. E. Nason (Repre-

sentative .11 O.i.i V I 1, iiirn Insurance Committee); Dr. Wood
(Representative on Panel Committee); Drs. .Joy, Power, Shaw,
and such other members elected by the Division as the Division
may determine.

OXFORD AND READING BRANCH:
Oxi-OED Division.

A SPECIAL general meeting was held at the Eadcliffe
Infirmary, Oxford, on August 27th, which was very
largely attended. Sir William Oslbr, who was in the
chair, called ou Major Galloway, R.A.M.C.(T.F.), to explain
the urgency, of the appeal now being made for additional
medical officers. Major Galloway stated that the Army
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Medical Department required many more medical men for

service ^vitli the new armies. It was estimated, he said,

tliat there were in the country 6,555 medical men under

40 who were not serving. If the Oxford district con-

tributed its fair share, 13 more men would be required

to join in addition to the 7 who have already joined. He
explained the stops that had already been taken in many
parts of tho country to supply the men, and urged the

necessity of at once forming a Local War Emergency
Committee. After a short discussion—in which Major

Collier, Lieutenant-Colonel Parker, Dr. Carter, Lieu-

tenant Bloxsome, and Dr. Caddwell took part—it was
decided to ask the Executive Committee to at once form a

AVar Emergency Committee to deal with the whole

question.

THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Books Needed to Complete Series.

The Librarian will be glad to receive any of the following

volumes, wliich are needed to complete series in the

Library

:

Arcliiv fiir Dermatologie unci Syphilis. Bd. 24 and 25

11892 and 1893'.

Arcliives "(-iK-rales do medecine. Third new series 7-8

a839-40i; 4th series, 10-17, 20-25, 1862-55. 1858-64, 1872-

1897; 1846-55 inclusive ; 1857-64 inclusive; 1871.

Archives of Dphtlialmologv. Vols. 1-3, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16 and 20.

Archives of Otology. Vols. 1-7, and 20-22.

Archives de Parasitologic. Vols. 1-8.

Archives of Pediatrics. Vols. 1-16.

As\ him .Journal of Mental Science. Vol. 1, 1854.

Biocheiiiical .lonrnal. Vols. 1-4.

British rk-ntaMournal. Vols. 1-29.

Bionietnka. \ ols. 2-6.

St. Mar\ s Ihispital Gazette. Vol.4.

Sanitarx Commissioner with the Government of India
Keports, 1-24.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

COUNTY OF FORFAR.
Local Medical Committee.

A MEETIKG of the County of Forfar Local Medical Com-
mittee was held within the Reference Room, Town Hall,

Forfar, on August 4th.

Election of Chairman.—J)!. Johnston (Montrose) was
appointed interim Chairman during Dr. Hoile's absence

on military service.

Postponement of Elections of Local Medical and Panel
Committees.—A circular of date June 8tli last from the

British Medical Association was read, urging all Com-
mittees who desired to suspend elections during the war
to make individual application at once to that effect to the

Commissioners. It was decided to write to the Com-
missioners urging the suspension of elections during the

period of the war.

Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Panel Committee was held on the

same day.
Election of Chairman.—Dx. Johnston (Montrose) was

appointed interim Chairman during Dr. Hoile's absence on
military service.

Rural Areas.—A letter from the Scottish Insurance
Commissioners was read, defining the area they have
approved as a rural area for the purpose of Rule 8 for tho
giving of certificates to insured persons by medical
X)ractitioners.

Medical Referees.—In view of letters from the British

Medical Association intimating that the Local Medical
and Panel Subcommittee of the British Medical As.socia-

tion did not favour the part payment of the proposed
medical referees out of the funds available under Sec-

tion 33 (2) of the 1913 Act, and from the Scottish Insur-

ance Commissioners, stating that they wore not disposed

to sanction the scheme, it was decided to do nothing
further in the matter.
Postponement of Elections of Local Medical and Panel

Committees.—It was decided to write to the Commis-
sioners urging the suspension of elections during the
period of the war.

Allocation.—\i was agreed to apportion the balance
remaining in the Fund according to the numbers on the
doctors' lists, irrespective of whether such persons wore
represented by index or suspense slips in the Committee's
register. The Clerk to the County Insurance Comiuittee,
having pointed out that the scheme under Regulation 24
decided upon by the Insurance Committee and approved
by the Panel Committee was defective in .so far as uo
arrangement was in operation for tho treatment of an
insured per.son until his allocation had been effected, the
Clerk to the County Insurance Committee was instrncted
to notify each practitioner that he would be expected to

accept the responsibility for the treatment of a case
pending the person's allocation to another doctor on the
panel.

EAST SUFFOLK.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the East Suffolk Panel Committee was held
at the White Hart Hotel, Saxmundham, on August 10th,

when Dr. Helsham was in the chair.

Keinstatement of Insured Persons Dischnr/fed from th«

Army.—The Secretarj' was instructed to communicate
with the Clerk of the Insurance Committee with a view to

the adoption of the arrangements for the reinstatement of

insured persons discharged from the armj' set out in the
report of the deputation from the British Medical Associa-

tion to the Insurance Joint Committee published in tho
Supplement of July 31st, p. 70.

Loral Pharmacopoeia.—The report of the Subcommittee
appointed to consider the advisability of the adoption of a

pharmacopoeia was referred back for further consideration.

Analijsis of Prescriptions.—The report of the analysis of

prescriptions for the first quarter of 1915 was considered,

and it was resolved that a letter should be sent to each
practitioner wlio had exceeded the average allowance for

the quarter, showing in each case the particulars and cost

of the scripts as set out in the analysis of the checker,

and pointing out that he was liable to be surcharged the
amount overspent by him at the end of the year.

Practitioners' Lists.—X letter from the Clerk to the

Insurance Committee was read with reference to the
Panel Committee's request to be furnished with informa-
tion as to the capitation fees credited to the practitioner on
the panel in accordance with Clause 35 (1) of the Statu-

tory Rules and Orders, 1914 (No. 5l for tlie year 1913, and
for each quarter of the 5-ear 1914. The letter pointed out

that the Statutory Rules and Orders, 1914 (No. 5), did not

apply to 1913, and as regards 1914 and 1915 it was not

practicable to furnish the information quarterly, owing to

the fact that the war had necessitated deductions being

made in the index and medical registers for each quarter

affected since the date of enlistment. The Clerk, however,
undertook to give such information as regards 1914 at

the earliest possible date.

Conference of Local Medical and Panel Committees.—
It was resolved that a sincere vote of thanks be accorded
to Dr. Askiu for his .services to the Committee in attending

the recent Conference of Representatives of Local Medical
and Panel Committees. The Committee also expressed

their sympathy with Dr. Askin in his recent accident.

INSURANCE NOTES.

Surrey Friendly Societies Council.
At a meeting of the Executive t'ouucil of the Surrey United
Friendly Societies Council held at Guildford on August 7th, a
discussion took place as to the provision made at the various
doctors' surgeries throughout the couuty in respect of waiting
and consulting rooms and the times fixed for attendance on
insured persons. The secretary reported that in consequence
of complaints received he had communicated with 130 branches
askin" for information on the matter and the returns, which
affected nearly 200 doctors, in all i>arts of Surrr-y, could be re-

months there had beenamarl<ed improvpuK-iil i'li tlic rliiuncter

of the waiting room accommodation tbouj;h th.i, w ;is still

room for a further improvement in some i;n:-f-.. No serious
complaints had been made as to the surgery hours of the
doctors. In some cases doctors bad had their premises enlargeil

and rebuilt so as to provide the necessary accommodation, and
since March, a member stated, no cases had been heard of

where persons had been keiit waiting in the streets.

The meeting also considered the question of the fees to be
paid for the medical attendance on both the old and the juvenile

members of societies aftiliiite-l to the council. A resolution had
been received from the Jlitcham district of the Manchester
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Unity of Otidfellows asking the council ' '
-• -t -'i "-., various

hrsuclies of the British Medical Associ: i witli ii

view to their recousidering the questi.r n- fees
lor such members. Failing tliia, it > hat tlie

hrancliea of the British Medical Asso<' in; i
,

i uljw tlieir

members to flx a maximum cliarge of not inoro tluvii 8s. a head
a year for old members and juveniles. It was stated that at
Uersham the fee for juveniles was 5s. aud at Claygate 9s., while
at Keigate and Dorking the fee for old members was 93. It was
also stated that in the Mitcham district some of the doctors had
gone b;ick to the old rate in force before the Insurance Acts
came into operation. This being so, the secretary said it

ahonld not be very difficult for the British Medical Association
to grant their request for a maximum of 8s. It was therefore
resolved to make a special appeal to the seven divisions in the
county.
The question also aiose as to fees charged for second certifl-

auother society. It was asserted that formerly only Is. was
demanded for such second certificates, whereas at present the
cliarge varied from 6d. to 2s. 6d. It was acknowledged that the
doctors had a right to charge what they liked, but eventually it

was decided that the subject should be brought to the notice" of
ttie annual conference. •

ROTAE NAVAL MEDICAIi SERVICE.
The following appointniems avo auuoiinced by the .-idmiralty: Fleet
Surgeons R. J. McKeown to the Victory, additional, for disposal :

W. E. Mathew to the hospital sliip Soiulaii, vice Philip: T. W. Philip,
M.B.. to the Cochrane, vice Mathew. Staff Surgeons B. Pick to the
hospital ship Somali, vice Rowan-Hobinson; L. C. Rowan-Eobinson.
M.B.. to the GaiiBfs, additional, for Shotley Sick Quarters, vice Picls.
tiorgeon G. A. Hamilton to the ricfory, additional, for disposal.
Temporary Surgeons G. N. .Martin to the J'embroke, additional; E. P.
Gould to the hospital ship China, vice Creighton ; \V. P. Vicary to the
Fictori/. additional ; R. .7. Inman to the H«dn. vice Vicary; E. A. Ij.

Bansom and D. Bell, U.B.. to Haslar Hospital ; B. Hill, M.D., to
Chatham Hospital ; R. Lyon to the Oanopus, vice Ellis : A. L. Pearce
<ionlrl. M.B., to the hospital ship Soudan, vice Watson. Cheyne; W. H.
Watson Cheyne to the Pembrofce, additional, for Chatham Hospital;
,T. A. Faurer, M.B., to the Victory, additional, for Haslar Hospital, vice
Gould.

ROTAI, NAVAI, RESERTX!.
Surgeon Probationer W. A. Byron (B.N.V.R.) to the Zawford,

vice Castle,
RoTAL Naval Voltjuteeb Reserve.

Staff Surgeon J. K. Murphy, M.D., to the Vivid, additional, for
Plymouth Hospital. To be temporary Surgeon : P. Sontham. Surgeon
Probationer D. J. Sforrison to the Leonidas, vice Woodward ; M. J.
Gibson to the Druid, vice Hicks. To be Surgeon Probationers ; F. N.
Kliritan, D. I. Macaulay.

AR51Y MEDICAL SERVICE.
Colonel R. T. Geddes, D.S.O., is retained on the .\ctive List, and

to he supernumerary.
Lieutenant Colonel (temporaiT Colonell R. R. Sleman, M.D.,

R.A M.C.iT.F.), to be Assistant Director of Medical Services, and to
retain his temporary rank whilst so employed.

RoTiL .\Rjrr Medical Conps.
' Temporary Lieutenants to be temporary Cai^tains : E. E. S. J. Gal-
braith. W. T. Hessel, M.l)., A.T.Todd, M.I5., F. W. Robinson, JI.D.,
F.B.C.B., F. Whitby, M.B., B. B. Lilly, H. A. Douglas, M.B.,
M. Donaldson, M.B., F.R.C.S., A. J. Eagleton, M.B., W. Kelsey-Fry,
H. W. Hay, C. S. P. Hamilton, W. M. Howalls. .M.U., G. D. Jamieson,
L. Lazarus. H. Y. Mansfield, M.B., B. K. MaoGregor, A. F. Potter.
D. W. Pailthorpe, H. D. Rohb, M.B., W. H. D. Smith, M.B., E. Scott.
M.B.. J. F. Taylor. M.B., H. A. Watenueyer, M. H. Watney, M.B.,
G.S. E. Wright, M.B., O. L. V. de Wesselow, MB., A. J. Waugh, I. S.
Wilson, M.D., F.R.C.S., W. H. Lister, C. W. Ji. Littlejohn, M.B.,
B. S. Scott, V. C. W. Vickera, H. B.Owens. F. HindcrsoD, Jf.B., W. E.
Hallinan, E. L. MacKcnzie. M.B., H. B. Morgan, M.B.. E. OCallaghau,
M.B.,R. K.Sutherland, Ji.B.,W. G. Waugh. 'M.D., L. D. Woods, T. L.
Fraser. M.B., F. C. Davies. M.B., W. V. Eaves, M.D..W. Groome. M.B.,
A. S. Glynn, M.B., J. Greene, W. Q. Gondle. M.B., J. B. Haycraft,
M.D., W. O.Halpin. M.D., G. M. W. Hodaes, M.B.. C. H. Ho;;g. M )i

C. C. Harrison, .VLB., K. Hodson, 'i 7^
,
J t -

, ; n, -ii; , c. (

Loughborough, .i. :Mann, M.B.. t'-
'•' •'-: m ", ^'

M.B.. F. Murchie. M.B. . H. J. Orr-1

;

Roberts, MB., F.R.C.S., W. A. '
;

F.K.C.S.E., W.J. Stewart. M.B..M. -
- ,11:,"^. I.,

U. S. S. Statham, M.D., L. H. Y. bK-imrn. ,l. :,. riiewarc. M.H., T. V
Somerville. G. A. Sraythe, ^f.B., R. S. bnowie, .M.B., V. Townrow.
M3., F.U.C.8., C. E. Thwaites, H. D. Willis. M.B., F. E. S. Willis,
F.. Wordlpy, M.B., C, H. S. Webb. M.B.. F.B.C.S.. D. McD. Wilson,
M.B:. p. B. Woodhonse, M.B., C. Weller, F.B.C.S., H. B. Wilson, M.D.,
W. 8. Danks, M.D., W. F. T^vans, M.D., W. F. nnv.icins, M.B., L. L
Hadley,M.B., W. H.Johnston, H. H. P. Mori..,,, }{. M,...r<-. J. Morris,
V. E. Negus, D. J. McRae, .Ml',., N. P. Prit,:liii . I, w. A. livan. M.B..
H. B. G. Russell, N. McN, Hallkin, M.B., Jf. 1,.

M.D., F.R.C.8.I., R. L. Scott, M.B,, F,R.C.S.i:
H.K. Wiltshire. H. E.McM. Wall, .1. B. Youdi
M.B., C. L. Dodd, M.B.. H. de C. Dillon. MB..
Evans. F.R.C.S.E., J. H. Elliott, M.D., J. JIc
J.' R. C. Greenlees. D.S.O., M.D.. J. G. Oreenfic
M.B.. G. W. Kendall. M.D., T. M. Low, M.B..G
M.B.. S. A. O. Mackenzie. F.R.C.S.E., H. F.
M.I)..Jt. P. Paton.M.D., CM. How, .J. H. Rit.li,., .\l 1'., \\ I, Scott
M.H.. H. W. Smith. M.B., F. J. Thorne. .M Ji , )i i; N.MI.r. M,B.
F. .1. Whitelaw, M.B., K. B. Dickson. C. H. Dfm.^in, .\1H , A It. Eslcr
W. B. Gordon. O. K. Hartridge, M.B., F. T, Hill. .1. i;. i lories, J D
.Tones. T, A. Lawder, M.B., T. Martin, M.B,, H. J, .M.jix, ,M iJ, F.K.C S.
S. W. McLellan. .M.D.. F. L, Napier, .M.B., O, Hickman. C. M. Rout
M.H.. D. H. Russell, .M.U,, F.K. C.S.Ed., G. D. Robertson, R. H

..lintherford, M.B., .1, Saiusbury, .\I.B., (i. W, Smith, ,M.B.. A. P. H
Kladden. M.B., H. M. Hart-Smith, MB.. H. Walker. S. L. Walker, .M.B.
W; Duguid. M.B., G. Elkington, M,B„ G. D. Ferguson, M.B., G. L. K

:., \. i>. Stokes,
'li..rnton, M.B.,
It. D. O'Learv,

bl.., M.B,, C, H.
ler, F.H.C.S.I.,
T. H. Holroyd,

,
r.H. Jfaclood.

Fmlay. M.B., O, V. Hnnipbeiy, M.B.. R. H. O. Lyons, M.B., G. B. DMcGeah.E.J Na,.,:l.., i;. nr.nmar, M.B., A. S. Plant. H. a! Pallaufr
J-..W. Pel], J. 1. (.. HI, ii.,i<r, M,B,, R, V. Dolbey. P.R.O.S., B. B.

1, C. E. Hibbard, J. H. Hood, M.B,,
sou. M,H., H. J. R. .loues, B, T, Lang,

. Al. M'donigle.
M r.

,
H, F.

Gibson, M.B., C. I

F, M. S. Hulke, T
F,B,C.8., B, E. Leo, .M.U., J. B. Lowe. M
,M.D., L. Meakin, J. B, Matthews. P. W
Marris, MB., J, A. MacLeod. M,B,. W
Pringle-Pattison, M B,, H, E. Peako, MB
Ueos, M,D., E. C. Rayner, H. Sheldon. M l; L.L.

:., V. K. S.otliill.M.B,.
L, Wilson. M,B., A. S.

H., R, H. Jones, M,li..
Y. Ford. M.D., J. F.

Iar.lv, M.H..T. H. Just,
I... I- n, Af...,).., n.s.o,.
- ! 'I:i. !. ,1 i", M,B„
>., I s \i,:!, ,. :\i.D..
Ii, \i I' \| N I', .[Tin,

,
II r. .\ s.,.ti,M.D,,

Smith
D, W, Smith, M.n.. I' II < -; ,

-i
,ii

,
, ;,

Wakeley, P, B. Wmh. M, i: ;
i \

P, Ferguson. JI 1: , J I, ( -,
i .

. .,
,

Fairley, M.P.,, F.H.C.S., i:. II (,.,f|,„ \M) 'i'

M.B., O.L.Keynes. G.,), W . K,m;;« in, .1 1' l,,!

M.B., A. R. N. JIacOillycuddv, ,J. U. Meers,
E, T. C. Milligan. M.D.. S. F, McDonald, JI
H. Mortimer, M,B., R. JI. Miller, C J. 0'R<
T. E, Parrer, IM.B,. C. P. Porter, W, L. Reid JI
W. V. T. Styles. A. W. Uloth, B. H, Well, M , „. „ .

G, W. L. Kirk, MB,, D. C, Monro, ,B.. \V. F.iot JI I!
\' T i.

MaoDonald, M.D,, J, C. Hallinan. I. U. .Maclean, M.D.. A. \V. Dennis,
M.B., B. L. Hutchence, A, D. Haydon, A. G, JIaitUind-,(ones J W.
Linnell, M,D„ W. Dawson, M,B,, C. W. Fowler, JIB., H W Galloway
M.B.. H. L. S. Griffiths. R, H, Hodges, R, N. Hunter, C H Hart M B
W. Henderson. M,B,, F, H, Moxon. MB, J. M. ,McI.,a.ggan. M.b'. F 1,.
Nash-Wortham. F.R.CS,, J, Proctor. M B„ W. D,' Reid, MB A,
Topping, M,B,, E, H. Udall. G, N. B. Sebastian.
The following temporary Lieutenants relimiuish their commis-

sions: H. Robinson. M.D., A. E. Brown, B. V, Dunne, M.B., J, S,
Avery, M,B., J. Dotto, M. S. Woolf, J. Whigham, M,B,, P, W, James,
M,D., C. Molan. R. J, Marley-Mason,
The name of temporary Lieutenant George Raphael Buiek Puree.

M.B,, is as now described, and not as stated in the London Gazette of
.August 7th.
Temporary Lieutenants W. E. A. Coates and F. G. Thompson, M.B.,

relinquish their commissious on account of ill health.
The notification regarding R. Boutwood aud A, W. .Johnson, pnb-

5t 19th. is cancelled.ished in the hondon Gasei

SPECIAL RESERVE OP OFFICERS.
BOTAL AewT MUDICAI, COIIPS,

The following Lieutenants on probation have been confirmed in
their rank: C. H. Brennan, S. D. Lodge, A. J, Beveridge, M.B., J, A.
Musgrave.

INDI.VN MEDICAL SERVICE.
Major P. K. Chitale, 75th Carnatic Infantry, appointed to be Canton-

ment Magistrate of the Cantonment of Baroda, in addition to his own
duties, with effect from July 1st.
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Fisher, D.S.C, Residency Surgeon, Jaipur,

appointed to hold visiting charge of the office of Agency Surgeon.
Kotah and Jhalawar, in addition to his own duties, with effect from
July 3rd.
The undermentioned honours and rewards have been granted for

distinguished service in the field : Lieutenant-Colouol W. W. White,
M.D., to be Brevet Colonel; Captain J. Taylor, M.B., to bea Companion
of the D.S.O. ; Captain J, S. O'Neill, M,B,, awarded the Military Cross ;

Lieutenant-Colonels C. H, Bowie-Evans, M.B,, and F. Wall have been
appointed to be Companions of the most distinguished Order of St.
Michael and St. George.

J. W. de W. Moloney, M,B., has been admitted into the service as a
Lieutenant from December 1st, 1914.
Colonel C. J. Bamber, M. V.O., is permitted to retire from the service,

with effect from July 12th, 1915.
Captain M. F. Eeaney, M.B., was killed in action in France on July

2nd, 1915.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
RcYAi, Akmy Medical Coups.

Southern General aosijital.—Lieutena,nt R. J. Irving, M.D., F.R.C.S.,
tobeCaptai " " '

. . ,. .

Home Cou
SanitaxT Service, to be Captain.
London General Hospidi;.—Lieutenants to be Captainsand to remain

seconded: G. H. D, Webb. E, Smeed.
Souih-Westerii Monnled Brigade Field Ambulance—To be Captains

:

H. W. Bayly, late temporary Surgeon, R,N. ; Lieutenant L. J, E,
M.B,
JTield .:lm6ii(aiice.—Lieutenant F. A

Captain.
South Wales Mounted Brigade Field .^mSuIance.—Lieutenant J, A.

Cooke to be Captain.
Welsh Border Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—U. C. Gilmore

' .. / In,. ;,..!,; Z'/rffUmtuJance.—Lieutenants to be Captains : A. W.
I .11. M.li.. s. H.Rentzsch.

.(.../, Iierby Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—Lieu-
. ..i:, I., bo Captains : L. Moysey, M.B., W. A. Brechin, M.B.,

.^ituth Midland Field Ambulance.—Lieutenant P. T. Boucher to be
Captain.
So«(;i Midland Mounted Brigade Field Jml>n?aj!ce.—Lieutenants

to be Captains: A, G, Levy, M.B., J, H. Wilkinson, G. C. Sontter,
JI D.
NorthMi'll>n>,l r., ,,.;,'. .;',..,„,, s;,.'.,,, \ i,- ji, ,,, i.i,.,. Ar.D.,

late Major H..,ii.' i ... .
i

.. ... > •.:..,. ,. . .
, \i;. .

, i. •;i,'\..

North ili.U<ni.i / ., . . , /
.

t . . I. ...i .. .•.ins:

H. A.MaCMiiil. n, .i l: . !, \ ,,.i,.ii,
I s. 1,1!,..!,, \ |..„,H..., ,M.H..

A. Heath, M I ,
,

I
!

. M. I, AJ„.luoli,i. ,U,il,, K. .1. .McCuiHicll. .M.B.,
B, C. T. El.,. 1 , ! !

ij. Grummit. J. G. J. Grcuu, J.E, S. Smith,
M,B„G. I-. ii

North M. .

to beCttiit.iiii

S. A.8. MalUm.
West Riding Field Jm!<itian<;e,—Lieutenant D. W. Hardy. M.B., to

be Captain.
Scottish General HosmtaL—Wajor D. O. MacGregor, M.D., resigns

his commission on account of ill health.
Highland Field Amhidance.— TAeutenB.ata W. H, E, Brand and

T, 8, Slessor to be Captains. To be Liefttenants: A. M. Baillie. H. G,
Donald, J, W, Jb-KoKcie, Cadet J, A. Sellarlfrom Aberdeen University
Contingent. Senior Division. O.T.C), aud W, C, D. Wilson.
All • - '

- - - -- .

Majo
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M.B., Surgeon-Major J. NiRlitinaale. M.D.. from West Riding Bngaae,
K.F.A. Lieutenants to be Cai.lH.ns: G. It. roiRe .T Saffley, M.B.,

G. Candler. H.F. Everett. . I K ..-:i -I, -i I'.'. I . R. .In.ies M D.,

W. 10. L.Elliott. M.D.,C'. A - - r I ' ' M.l>.. C. .7. Fox,

F. Hunton. M.D. Tol.-i H i - l-ii. fioin \\6l3h

Field Ambulance, A. B. Win I -n I \ It' " I'- T Atltinson.

fital ^tatistks.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS. ,,„,,, .,
In ninety-six ot the largest English towns 7.599 hirtlis and 4 274 deaths

were registered during the week ended Saturday. August 28tl). lue
annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 11.3. 11.5, and
11 4 per 1.000 in the three preceding weeks, rose to 12.3 per 1.000 in the

week under notice. In London the death-rate was eQuftl to 12.4. while

among the ninotv-flve other large towns it ranged from 3.5m Wimble-
Ion. 5.6 in Southend. 6 1 in Lincoln. 6.2 in Gloucester. 6.4 in Hornsey

and in lieailini;, and 6.5 in Acton, to 16.7 in Stockton. 17.2

Yarmoulli \r! in M i Idlcibrouyh, 17.8 in Bootli

Hull. 8

infectiv
and 1 I fatal

^ ^. „ ... Barrow, and
. . caused a death-rate of 1.3 in Rhondda

1

• deaths of children under 2 years of age
I nleritis. which bad been 202, 262. and 348 in

•..•kH, further rose to 496, and included 120 in

iiiiii;liiim, 31 in Liverpool. 30 in Manchester. 23 in

bhellicld. The mortality from the remaining
-howed no marked excess in any of the large towns,

.f small-pox was registered during the week. The
; of the total deaths were not certified by a

registered medical practitioner or by a coroner ; of this number. 4 were

recorded in Birmingham, 3 in London, and 2 each in GiUingham,
Liverpool, Bolton, Preston. Gateshead, and Tynemouth. The number
of scarlet fever patients under treatment in the Metropolitan

Asylums Hospitals and the London Fever Hospital, which had been

2,436,2,415, and 2,367at the end of the three preceding weeks, further

fell to 2.360 on Saturday. August 28th; 315 new cases were admitted

during the week, against 285, 279, and 225 in the three preceding

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 1.034 births and 600 deaths were
l-cgistered during the week ended Saturday. August 28th. Tne annual

-

hese towns, which had been 13.7. 12.6. and 12.3per

receding weeks, rose to 13.3 in the week under
)Of

in the thi

large Englii
above the

>ng the sevei-al towns the death-rate ranged
„ J CIvdcbank. 8.8 in Motherwell, and 10.0 in Dundee, to 15.5 in

Avr, 17.1 in Aberdeen, and 17.8 in Paisley. The mortality from the

principal infective diseases averaged 1.7 per 1.000. and was highest in

Aberdeen and Coatbridge. The 287 deaths from all causes in Glasgow
included 12 from infantile diarrhoea, 9 from measles. 4 from whooping-
cough, 3 from scarlet fever, 2 from diphtheria, and 1 from enteric

fever. Four deaths from measles were recorded in Edinburgh: from
scarlet fever. 3 deaths in Aberdeen and 2 in Paisley: from whooping-
cough, 3 deaths in Aberdeen: from diphtheria, 3 deaths in Aberdeen
and 2 in Edinburgh : and from infantile diarrhoea, 4 deaths in Dundee,
3 in Edinburgh, and 2 in Coatbridge.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
During the week ending Saturday. August 21st. 539 births and 317

deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban districts of

Ireland, as against 541 births and 339 deaths in the preceding period.

These deaths represent a mortality of 13.6 per 1,000 of the aggregate
population in the districts in question, as against 14.6 per 1,000 in the

previous period. The mortality in these Irish areas was therefore

2.2 per 1,000 higher than the corresponding rate in the ninety-six

English towns during the week ending on the same date. The birth-

rate, on the other hand, was equal to 23.2 per 1,000 of jiopulation. As
for mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin legistiation

area was 14 7 (as against an average of 14.2 for the previous four weeks),

in Dublin c'itv 15.3 las against 14.7). in Belfast 13.6 (as agiiinst 13.4). in

Cork 19.0 (as against 13.7). in Londonderry 20.2 (as asainst 19.6). in

Limerick 8 1 (as against 18.3). and in Waterford 22.8 (as against 11.4).

The zymotic death-rate was 2.1, as against 1.8 in the previous period.

IfOTICES BEaABDINa APPOINTMENTS.-Atlention is calUa

to o Notice (see Index to Advertiscineiits—Important Notice re

Appoivfmeitts) appearing in onr advertisement cotunvis. givina

2)articidars of vacancies as to which inquiries should be made
bejore application.

VACANCIES.
ALTON, HANTS: LOUD MAYOR TRELO-AR CRIPPLES' HOS-

PITAL.—Assistant Resident Medical Officer.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND EYE HOSPITAL.—.Tunior House-
Surgeon. Salary. i'lOO per annum and £5 laundry allowance.

BIRMINGHAM GENF.RAL DISPENSARY.-Resident Medical Officer,

Sahiry, £350 per annum.
BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.—(1) Resident Obstetric and Oph-

thalmic House-surgeon: salary. £120 per annum. (2) Dental
House-Surgeon : salary, £120 per annum.

BUXTON : DEVONSHIRE HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Physician.
Salary, £100 per annum.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE ASYLUM, Fulbourn, near Cambridge.—
Junior Assistant Medical Officer. Salary, £200, rising to i'250 per

CARDIFF: KING EDWARD VU HOSPITAL. — House-Surgeon.
Salary. £140 per annum.

DEW9BURY COUNTY BOROUGH.—Temporary Assistant School
Medical Officer. Salary, £300 per annum.

ffInled and DublisUea by the British Medical Assooiatlou at tlielr Onlce. No. 1<

DUMFRIES: CRICHTON ROYAL MENTAL HOSPITAL.-Tera-
porary A.^sistant Physician during War. Saliiry. £300 per nnnuin.

DUNDEF. ( ii\il;l-, \Tlii', I'.Mii; iiiM ^r, \M. m >^ii i \ I..-
Hesidch' -|. :...- i

.

)-
.. . |. , . :rui).

GLOUCl'.M 1 I'-i-:. I

-.
, . ,

, ,,
,

; ,
,

,
,

i

.
:

, ,
I ,,sis.

GRIMSBY AMI l.i.^li.ll I In (.-,1 1 1 Ah. - ll..i,,i -;m,i^..u.,. .-lulary,

£5 5s. a wcclt.

HARROGATE INFIRMARY.—Resident House-Surgeon. Salary. £100.

INGHAM INFIRMARY AND SOUTH SHIELDS AND WESTOE
DISPEX8Al!Y.-Hoii-..-SnvKeoii. Salary, £150 per annum.

LABORA I'm I 1
-^ 111 ! •

I 111 i|,. M. V AND PUBLIC HEALTH,

LANCA^ Temporary Assistant Medical

lesident Medical Officer (lady)..BEDS I'l- MAC i.lbl'I'.N

Salary, £130 per annum.
LIVERPOOL INFIRMARY FOR CHILDREN.-(l) Two Resident

House-Physicians: (2) one Resident House-Surgeon. Salary, £30
iths.

LIVERPOOL STANLEY HOSPITAL.—Resident House-Surgeon.
MANCHESTER: NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND

CHILDREN.-House-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum.
MIDDLESBROUGH: NORTH ORMESBY HOSPITAL. — House-

Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.
NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR THE P.iRALYSED AND EPILEPTIC,

Queen Square. W.C—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per

PARISH OF INVERAVON, Banffshire.-Medical Officer.

PARISH OF LIVERPOOL.—Reside.rt Assistant Medical Officer.

Salary at the rate of £300 per annum.
PARISH OF ST. MARYLEBONE.- Visiting Medical Officer to Work-

house. Salary, £235 per annum.
QUEEN CHARLOTTES LYING-IN HOSPITAL. Marylebone Road,

N.W.—District Resident Medical Officer. Salary. £60 per annum.
ROYAL FREE HOSPITAL. Grays Inn Road, W.C. — Resident

Medical Officer to Military Block.

ROYAL SALOP INFIRMARY. — House-Physician. Salary at the
rate of £120 per annum.

ST. ANDREW-'S HOSPITAL, Dollis Hill, N.W.—Resident Medical
Officer.

SOUTHAMPTON: EOY.\L SOUTH HANTS AND SOUTH.\MPTON
HOSPITAL.-'- - - - -

£200 and £150 i..

SWANSEA EDUC
School Medii. n 1

TOXTETH PARIk
Salary, £250 pel

WEST BROMWIC
geou. Sal

jse-Physician. Salary

.—Two Temporary Assistant

, Resident Medical Officer

AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
(1) Resident Medical Officer; (2) House-Physicians and House-
Surgeons. Salary for (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 and £100
per annum respectively.

WESTMINSTER GENER.\L DISPENSARY.—Resident Medical
Officer. Salary. £120 per annum.

WESTMORLAND SANATORIUM, Meathop. Grange-over-Sands.-
Second Assistant to Medical Superintendent. Salary. £200 per

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY'.—Junior House-Surgeon. Salary. £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.-The Chief Inspector ot

Factories announces the following vacant appointment : Rothes
(Elgin).

rnhimn—wliich IS Compiled from ourTo en<
adi
it I

ifou

APPOINTMENTS.
Forbes. W. J.. MB , Ch.B.. Certifying Factory Surgeon for the

Knaresborough District, co. Yorks.

GARDNKR. A., M.B., CM., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the Dron-

tield District, co. Derby.

KoBiNsoN, H. G., M.B.. Ch.B., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the

Saltash District, co. Cornwall.

Thomson, Ruby, M.B., Ch.B.Ediu.. Chief Tuberculosis Officer for

South Staffordshire (during war).

Welch E C M.B.. C.M.Edin., temporary Deputy County Medical

Officer of Health to the Bedfordshire County Council.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES. AND DEATHS,

The charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages. aud

Deaths is 5s., which sum should he forwarded in Post Office

Orders or Stamps with the notice not later than the first post

Tstmnil, ii tli« J'arisb ol St. Martin-l

li, nri, at St. Peter's Church,
iMilrl ,«ccond son of the late

h Salterton, to Eveline
). nil Mrs. Nugent, of White-
;,:i,.r of the late Sir Oliver

1 tbe County ol Middlesex.
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SCOTTISH COMMITTEE.
A MEETING of the Scottish Committee o£ the British

Medical Association was held in the Station Hotel,

Perth, on September 10th. Dr. J. R. II.\milton, Hawick,
presided, and tliero were also present Dr. Cox, Medical
Secretary ; Dr. John Adams, Glasgow ; Dr. Wishart Kerr,
Glasgow ; Dr. Lyell, Perth ; Dr. Stevens, Edinburgh ;

Captain C. S. Young, Dundee ; Dr. Michael Dewar,
Edinburgh ; Captain Moorhouse, Stirling ; Dr. Grant
Macpheison, Bothwell ; Dr. Caskie, Glasgow; Dr. R. C.

Buist, Dimdeo; and by invitation Dr. Norman Walker,
Edinburgh ; Dr. Mackay, Abeifeldy. Apologies were
intimated from Dr. Martin Smith, Dundee; Dr. Balfour
Graham, Leven ; and Dr. Gordon, Aberdeen.

THE WAR EMERGENCY.
Medical Men and the Army.

Dr. Nop.iEAN Walker said it was exceedingly difficult to

give figures, but in general terms, so far as the country
districts of Scotland were concerned, the response had
been admirable. From the large towns, excepting Dundee
and Aberdeen, which had also done admirably, the
response had not been so large in proportion. The reason
was pretty evident—it was easier to arrange for the conduct
of a practice in the country than in the town, and this

kept men in the town back. The Emergency Committee
at present had to deal with the problem of assuring the
town practitioners that their private practice would, to

some extent at least, be kept together for them. Tliey
had all sorts of suggestions and plans, and the one that
commended itself most to the Committee was that every
doctor in Scotland should place in his waiting-room a
notice requesting patients, when their doctors were away,
to mention the fact when they consulted another doctor.
When everjbody was doing exactly what he ought to do,

the doctor would ask a new patient tlie question. Legis-
lation and regulation did not bear on the people who did
right; it had to be devised for those who did not ; if this

responsibility were put on every doctor in Scotland, what-
ever class of practice he might have, it would bring it

home to the public in a way that nothing else could.

Advertisement was considered, and the President of tVio

General Medical Council was of opinion that it would be
legitimate to go considerably further than in ordinary
times, provided the advertisements were not in the name
of_ any doctor, but in the name of the Emergency Com-
mittee. But all people did not read the newspapers, and

especially the advertisement columns, whereas, if tlia

notice was constantly in the waiting-room, everybody's
attention would be called to it. Although it was not con-
sidered judicious to give figures at present, he might say
that the Committee had been encouraged by the response,
and wanted as many as could possibly go. The War Oifice

was co-operating in an extremely cordial way, utilizing

the Emergency Committee in communicating with the
profession in Scotland. The system had the very great
advantage that men who had special qualifications were
utilized. A man had to take a commission as temporary
lieutenant in the fir.st instance, but his qualifications were
noted. The Committee was greatly indebted to the AVar
Secretaries and to the Divisions for their invariable care
and courtesy.

Dr. Adams said that the Committee would be delighted
to receive practical suggestions from the point of view of

the general practitioner.

Dr. Caskie suggested that better would be a circular,

or a request, or a demand even from the War Office—

a

personal appeal by the War Office to each member of the
profession between 25 and 45.

Dr. Cox, in reply to 1);
,

\f i i-i r. said Hull, according
to the most recent rctii: !

',,
I iil nun wore wanted

before Christmas, ami I'l .

i nn.l. r 40. Previous
to that Scotland had 111. ! I, nn li , i<iiii<l to provide 400 as
its proportion, but when the uuuibers were distributed the
conclusion was that Scotland should provide 500 as its fair

share.

Dr. Adams said that men of 45 and under would be
engaged, not for six months as hitherto, but for one year,

and they were taken on the assumption that they would
go abroad if required.

The Chairm.\n said they were all obliged to Dr. Walker.
He hoped all present would take the hints they had got,

and bring them up at early meetings.

Becords of Practitioners on Active Service.

Dr. Cox said that the present position was that tho
Insurance Acts Committee had resolved not to press this

point.

.Certificates in CJironic Cases.
In reply to Dr. Findlay, Dr. Cox said that the decision

of the question as to certificates in chronic cases lay with
the societies, and not with tho Insurance Commissioners.
Most of the big societies had shown themselves reasonable
in the matter. Friction was often due to some want of

tact. When a case went on for weeks or months, a cer-

tificate every week was not necessary, and generally after

explanation the society would agree to an interval of a
fortnight or three weeks.

[5951
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HIGHLANDS AND ISLANDS MEDICAL SERVICE.

The Chairman invited the meeting to consider the

report o£ the Highlands and Islands Board, the effect of

its conditions upon pL-actitioneis in the Highlands, and

any other question arising out of the report. The feeling

on the sLibject in the Highlands seemed to be rather acute.

'J'lic Committee desired to learn the views of the Highland

practitioners. Tlie Association would always do its best

for the Highlands or aiiv otljor |iart professionally.

Dr.MACKAY (AberfeM'. ml H: -I ihc scheme, framed by

the Highlands and Isli 1; I
- rvice Board with the

consent of the Treasu... 1
hn- lor the general con-

ditions under which niudiL.il piitctitioners would be

eligible to participate in grants from the Highlands and
Islands Medical Service Fund, was not suitable for the

Highland district of Perthshire, which was quite

different from those in the outlying districts, such as the

Western Islands and many parts in the West of Scotland.

The sclieme seemed to imply that the Board wanted
practically every medical man in the Highlands to have a

minimum income. That was quite right. In the case of

remote districts the Board's principle seemed to be that,

having ascertained that a man got so much for his parish

appointments and so much for insurance work, it would
make up his income to at least j£300 a year. The medical

men in his part of Perthshire were quite differently

situated ; the incomes of all were over the minimum, and
they did not want anything from the Highlands and
Islands Board except what they worked for. He saw in

paragraph 4 of the scheme that medical men were not to

be paid the mileage grant for the current year. He did

not see with what right or why the Board should with-

hold the grant for travelling for this year, any more than
the two former years—1913 and 1914. At present the

doctors had an agreement with the County Insurance
Committee that they would attend the insurance patients

at a certain rate, and they received Is. per mile per

annum for every patient outside the thiee-mile limit.

That agreement held good to the end of this year, so he
held that the Highlands and Islands Board had no right to

tell them now, wlien three-foui-ths of the grant was already
earned. that theywerenot to get a,nything for the current
year. The Board ought to pay them as usual up till the end
of 1915, and then, if it had any new arrangement to pro-

pose, the medical practitioners were at liberty to accept or

reject it. Beading between the lines, it seemed that the
Board was asking the medical practitioners to fill up a
return stating what they received from other sources,

snch as insurance fees, parochial fees, and any other
emoluments. He had lo'iited out to the secretary that in

the parishes in the Highland district of Perthshire the

l^aupers were very few, and that the doctors only got very
small sums from the parish councils for attending those

paupers. As a rule the paupers were not far distiint, and
the doctors could not count on anything from that source

whereby they might lower the mileage rate. Tlie Jioard

did not tell them what it proposed to give per mile, but on
the previous day he had a letter from the Secretary of

the Highlands and Islands Medical Service Board, in

which he said:

Dear Sir,—Ibeg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
the ilth inst., enclosing statement by yourself and vour
,.,,M.^-3"nfu ill the HiKhlanti District of the county. I bad an
.1 I

.1 i iMii; \ of submitting the statement to the memhei-s of the
I - i liiy, and I was instructed to say that they find

;:i lull agreement with most of the points set out in

In the case o

arrangement \\

in respect of ;

e.xpenses iiiv<il

to poor i-nti, 11

grants, il

respeci, 'ii

of a gi-.iiii >
'i

additional -i..

the Board in ri

The inform;!
Sections IV, V,
to determine

, within
Board's

thc-cU'^sion <

would kindly lill nr '

'
' "' ^'

venienoe, a reprL-sc-iituiivK III iln- li'i.

llie district, and to discuss willi thwi
and any arrangements that it m,.i.y I

tliera.

What the doctors wanted, Dr. Mackay said, was that their
present agreement should hold good till the end of this
year, and that tliey should get the mileage grant for 1915
as they had for 1914 and 1913. Thou if tlie Highlands
and Islands ^ledical Service Board put a scheme before
them and told them what it wanted, they should consider
the matter-. His proposal was that the best thing to do
would be to fix a certain sum per mile to cover the travel-
ling and also the fee. They did not want to have their
insurance work mixed up with the Highlands and Islands
Board work. In reply to Dr. Caskie, Dr. Mackay said

the agreement for 1915 with the County Insurance Com-
mittee was the same as for 1913 and 1914. The 1914
agreement was accepted for 1915, and stood till the end
of December. He did not see why the Board should break
up this agreement, or how it could.

Dr. Norman Walker, member of the Board, said the
Board felt convinced that this was a pure misunder-
standing. He had better say, in reply to one of Dr. Mackay's
jioints, that Perthshire was not always in the Highlands,
so far as the Medical Board was concerned. By a very
narrow majority in Uie House of Commons some parts of

Perthshire were added. He desired, first of all, to clear

up the question of mileage before he referred to any other
matter. He was quite certain Dr. Mackay spoke in good
faith when he made his statement, but as a matter of

fact the mileage was not guaranteed for this year. The
agreement with the Insurance Committee was simply
carried on. When the Highlands and Islands Act was
passed the sum of £10,000, allowed annually, was trans-

ferred to the Highlauds and Islands Board. During last

year (1914), by arrangement, because the scheme was not
then sanctioned by the Treasury, the sum of £10,000 was
handed over to the Insurance Committees to distribute on
the same basis as in the previous year. Bnt speaking as
a representative of the Board, he wished to say it was
absolutely and quite clearly laid down that this sum of

£10,000 should pass to the Board. Ther-e was no idea of

depriving the practitioners of the mileage for this year.

There was no such idea in the mind of the Board. So
far from that being the case, the subsidy would be
considerably increased. Members of the Acting Busi-

ness Committee of the Board, of which he was
chairman, thought that if he could attend that
meeting he might be useful in giving information
awl ili^iML ill misunderstandings. The Highlands and
N ' - !:. il a very peculiar medical problem; the
diii i

,
1,0 I,(lu notorious for years. Recently he had

uul.o.I. d .L. report on their condition in 1854 by a large

coiiiiiiittee of which Sir James Simpson was a member. A.

circular was issued, but nothing was done. . There had
been constant difficulties, dismissal of medical officers, etc.

After the introduction of the Insurance Act it was iilain

that it Would not run in the Highlands of Scotland.

Crofters were not insured. They were their own em-
ployers. The Dowar Committee was instituted, and
took evidence from 80 per cent, of the doctors. The out-

come of the report of that committee was the Highlands
and Islands Act. Taking the whole circumstaiices into

consideration, the Committee suggested a sum of £32,C0O

per annum, excluding the £10,000 for mileage, as what
was required. The Treasury accepted that amount. The
Committee recommended that the Board, which would he
concerned with all sorts of medical services—public health,

education, and so on—should coutaiu a representative of

each of these departments. Accordiusjlv Dr. Leslie

:\fnr-!co!i/ie represented the T ;il (lovf^rion.'ii' r.o^i.d. Dr.

Ai\":i;l the Insurance (' :i' -, . lo, M'-'-i-^-m
I'.' I-Mrd of Control, inci li. :; . .^ 1,' !

,'ioii

Coi^M, : Thcn^ to ^p )
.m ;i .o.,.,.| ).,-.'. --ion

-OSS, and he (Dr. No
' ^ iiy for Scotland if 111

.11
'. L'l tJ)o Moard in conjunction
There were thus five doctors the Board,

most of them at least being pretty experienced. The
other members were Sir John Dewar and Lady Susan
'ol ' or. Five of eight members were medical men, and

lie t.-Oicn that they wci'o not biassed against the
of the profession. The first step was the same

; t.iken by the committee of 1854, which issued

Kclioiliiles to the various doctors and boards in the High-
lands. !Most of them were returned and the replies were
similar to tliose received in 1854. They showed that in many
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districts of the Highlands the living the doctor made could
not bo called a living. His vrliole income was often uudor
£150 a year, and wliile the expenses -were comparatively
small, the conditions were such that good medical men
were not attracted. It was quite a common thing to find

a salary of £100, 4,120, or more offered for Poor Law
administration with only six, eight, or ten paupers in the
parish. It was the only way to get a doctor there, but in

some districts the doctor near a shooting lodge received a
subsidy from the proprietor. In many cases that was
quite an honourable thing, and worked perfectly well,

though a subsidized doctor was not very desirable from a
medical point of view. It was most depressing to see men
return in some of the schedules sums like £14 as derived
from private practice, and others very small sums indeed.
Personally he was one of the first witnesses, and the Com-
mittee pressed him very hard as to what would be an
adequate salary, but he refused to commit himself, and
ultimately the Committee adopted the principle that where
it thought a doctor was necessary, and where he did satis-

factory work, he should be guaranteed a salary of £'300 net
after paying his travelling expenses, his drugs, and his

house rent. Because of the peculiar condition of the
people and the enormous distances the travelling expenses
were guaranteed. Supiroso a patient was tweuty-tive
miles away from the doctor, what possible fee could the
latter charge less than 25s.—a good deal more thau his
patient's entire weekly wage ? The result was that there
was extraordinarily little medical attendance in some
districts, and a great part of the work was done in charity
by the doctors. The object of the Board was that it

should, so far as this £42,000 went, place those poor
imtients in the Highlands as nearly as possible in the con-
dition of people of more settled districts, and they would
use that money to bring the doctor to the door. The result
of those inquiries went to show that a great deal of hard-
ship existed when the patients were at a great distance.
In one or two districts the Committee found a club
practice. Speaking generally, the system adopted was
that the patient, whether he lived one mile from the
doctor or thirty miles, was to pay for a first visit a fee of
5s., and for subsequent visits 2s. 6d. ; and the Board was
to come iu and pay the doctor's expenses of getting there.
Nursing was another problem, and schemes were proposed
which would have added another " " to the grant if

carried out. One county asked that seventeen hospitals
should be built in it. The Board decided to visit those
places, and made what had been very erroneously de-
scribed as pleasure trips. He went with one of them to
the AVestern Isles. Six o'clock was the latest he rose, and
he was often up at four hearing the views of the local

IKople and of the members of nursing associations. After
obtaining all this information the Committee arrived at a
basis for making and distributing grants. The object, he
hoped he had made clear, was to abolish distance so far
as the patient was concerned. There were two classes of
doctor. There was the one in many of the Orkney and
Shetland islands and in the north-west part of Scotland
who had incomes very much under £300 a year. It was
quite obvious, if the Board was to guarantee a sum of

£300, they must know what else he was getting. Then
came the other class, which he had felt it his business
particularly to look after that he should not be hurt—the
doctor whose income was sometimes a good deal over £300.
So no particulars with regard to his income was asked
except for his appointments. He was not asked what ho
made from private practice. One of the conditions laid

down by the Treasury for the grant to be made year by year
was that no existing source of income was to be diminished.
The Local Goveniment Board was responsible for payment
of salaries of £100, £110, and £150 under the Poor Law,
and would be very pleased to throw that expense on the
Highlands and Islands Board. The Board asked all

the doctors to state what income they received from the
various sources of a public nature. There were, of course,
many other matters. The Board was concerned in hos-
pitals, ambulances, and nurses. The Itoss- shire practi-

tioners, after hearing at a meeting held at Dingwall the
explanations by the representative of the Board, all agreed
to fill up and send in tlie form. The agreement was not a
binding agreement, but a draft for the suggestions of prac-
titioners. AVhen the draft form had been filled up and
considered by the Board, special points, if any, would be
considered. Then a representative of the Board would visit

each area, and each doctor would discuss with him the
form he had drafted, and arrive at a final agreement.
He had every confidence iu the Board, which was reason-
ably composed. Ho would be very much surprised if,

instead of the mileage beiug diminished under the now
system, it was not very much increased. It was now
mileage for visiting insured persons ; in future it would bo
also mileage for visiting uninsured persons, who were more
numerous. He ventured to think that the whole thing
had been a misunderstanding, and that the Board's
proposals should have the entire sympathy of thepropo
profes

Dr. Mackay said he thought Dr. Walker had gone a long
way to prove what he had said—namely, that a scheme
applicable to the West Hi ;!.l;ii:l- ,,,; ^i>.: :in].licable to his
district. When the hilU, ;, . ;:, i p. , ;, , ,i ilic Highland
district of Perthshire \\ ' m :

I, i: nn ,1 in- debate it

was excluded, and tin:i!!y i; »..i- i:nl';>l,.l. To show tlie

absurdity of the whole "thing, (hstiicts rouud Aberfcldy
and Pitlochry were included, while Killin, which was a far
more Highland district, Balquhidder and round about
Callander, were outside. The scheme was unfair. The
doctors had been attending their insurance patients all the
year according to tlieir agreement with the county. Ho
saw no reason why the mileage grant should not be paid
up from the beginuiug of the year till now as in the past,
and when this new scheme brought iu by the Highlands
and Islands Board came in force, let it be submitted
further. But in the meantime the doctors ought to be
paid the mileage grant till now or to the end of the j'ear.

Dr. NoRJiAN Walker said that instead of the mileage
grant being diminished it was increased ; but it was not called
mileage. Mileage disappeared under that name, and now
appeared under the name of sidjsidy. Dr. Mackay with
his district must have a large mileage, therefore a large
subsidy. If a man had a practice radius of about three
miles he had a small mileage, but he would get his subsidy
for attending the people. If this year's grant was con-
fined to £10,000 for mileage, it would mean that a great
part of it might have to go back to the Treasury. Last
year that £10,000 was handed over to the Insurance Com-
mittees to distribute on the same basis as the old mileage
grant. The Board was not cheating anybody ; it would
see that everybody got his fair share. Certain conditions
were laid down which might seem hard. These did not
refer to Aberfeldy, but there were conditions the Board
had to lay down in places where there was no other doctor
within twenty miles. It had to make it a condition of
those guaranteed sums that a man must be willing to do
all the medical work of the district. He would have to ho
ready to work Poor Law, insurance, appointments, light-
houses, and all such things. It would upset the
work if a man said, for example, he would not work the
lighthouses, and another had to be brought from fifty
miles away.

Dr. Adams appealed to any one who thought it over that
if £10,000 was given before in the name of nnleage, it

followed logically, if £32,000 was given in addition, the
doctors concerned were bound to be much better off. Jii

reply to Dr. Stevens, who observed that there were six
schemes. Dr. Adams said that if £10.000 was allowed for
mileage in addition to £10,000 already given, it stood to
reason that the men must be better off, and the conditions
under which a man making over £300 a year worked
would be improved. The area over which he agreed to
practise would be considered in each case by the Board,
and a certain agreed upon subsidy allowed to him
applicable to the area he covered ; he was bound to bo
better off.

Dr. Mackay thought Dr. Adams had not taken into
consideration the extra amount of travelling to be done.
His own practice extended ten miles on one side and
thirty-two miles on the other.

Dr. Adams said that the financial conditions of practice
were bound to be improved by this additional subsidy.
Those of them who knew working people and their incomes
could not believe that a doctor visiting such a person
twenty miles away three times a week could be paid
adequately for the work by a patient making 20s. a
week. This subsidy, with the amount that lay between
2s. 6d. or 5s. and 253. would make up to the doctor for
mileage.

Dr. BursT said that the matter was very clearly expressed
in the circular ;

" The subsidy payable to the doctor will
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be avrangccJ on a footing that -will cover the travelling

expenses involved in attendance on insnred persons (present

jnilcage) as well as on all others entitled to receive medical

attention under any ari-augement between the doctor and
the Board/'

Dr. Grant Macphbrson pointed out that tlie clerical

work would be tremendously increased. A large proportion

o£ the doctors in the Highlands and Islands were at the

war, and it would bo difficult to arrange foi- the clerical

work in connexion with their practice.

Dr. Norman WALiiER said that there would be some
clerical work, but the Board had to know how the money
was being spent. The Treasury required to know, and
returns indicating whether a patient was Poor Law, insured,

or otherwise under arrangement had to be received. The
scheme did not touch the bctter-to-do people, but it was
necessary to know bow much of the Board's subsidy was
helping the poor. As to doctors who were away, two of

the members of the Boaid were members of the War
Emergency Committee, and they were taking care that in

the arrangements for the couduct of his practice, when a
man came back from the war his position was clear.

The Chairman : Is there any income limit ?

Dr. Walker : We have the phrase " persons in the
crofter and cottar class." It may possibly be a matter of

arrangement.
Dr. Mackay thought that when the arrangements came

into force something more definite must be done.

Dr. Ltell said that a great deal of the objection seemed
to be in connexion with points in the agreement. First

of all, the doctor Avas to be bound to visit systematically
all persons within the area of his practice. He was to

make systematic and regular visits to outlying patients.

He was fpersonaily to attend midwifery cases, provide
liimself with a motor cycle, and so on. There were a
number of points like that which bound a man down, but
those whose incomes were over £300 a year naturally
objected to fix themselves in that way for a subsidy the
amount of which was not named. Was there, he asked,

to bo some system of mspection? Was the crofter to

appeal to any inspector to vent his grievances, or how
was this to be carried out in the event of the practitioner

not having implemented his part of the agreement ? Was
there to be an underhand system of inspection in con-

nexion with the work of the doctor, or how was the whole
tiling to be worked unless there was some such disagree-

able and unpleasant foiTU of inspection of a doctor's work ?

Dr. NoEMAN Walker said that it was open to the practi-

tioner to criticize when he filled up the draft agreement,
" Visit systematically particular places." Men conducted
their practices in different ways. Seme men visited

systematically a certain place on a certain day when it

was convenient. If a man said he would visit a place
every Wednesday it he got another £10 a year as subsidy,

it was a matter of fair arrangement that he should do it

if it was in the public interest. The question of discipline

was a delicate subject. The BoaixJ might be trusted not
to abuse its position in that matter.

Dr. Lyell said that two classes of practitioners were
distinguished—those guaranteed £300 and those above
that. Would tliose in the latter section be bound down in

the same way to these obligations? Would not there be a
different way of dealing with the two cases?

Dr. XoRiLiN Waujer said there was an individual
agreement in each case.

Dr. Blist asked if the difficulty was not the same as
that whi.ii tile Insurance Act was brought in. It seemed
to him that it was jiiitting an extreme legal interpretation
on phras. s intendid to be interpreted in tlie ordinary way.

JJi: Lyell : Then he is to be under obligation to attend
and visit all pei-sons in the area of his practice.

Dr. Stevens said that Clause 14 of the di-aft agreement
socmed to put the doctor practically in the hands of any
one member of the Board.

Dr. BuisT : Surely, again that is legal misinterpretation.
It is to save the whole Board having to sign every letter

as it goes out.

Dr. Stevens said the scheme was intended to help the
practitioners in the Highlands financially, but anything
beyond the £10,000 for mileage seemed to be in an entirely
nebulous state. The nursing scheme alone might take a
large part cf it. It seemed rather a pity that all this

should be done while a fourth or a third of the men were
at tlie front. They would not liave any chance of

criticizing, but wonld have to go into it whether it was
good or bad. He asked Dr. Mackenzie (Tain) two ques-
tions. His answer to them was as follows: "(1) The
profession, locally or in any other way, has not been con-
sulted as to the scheme as now submitted, nor has such a
scheme been foreshadowed in any report issued by the
Board. (2) The Board does state that their scheme is

largely based upon the reports of local medicals and theit

own inquiries. This I do not believe, except in a very
wide and general way. I do not think their scheme at all

consistent with the evidence they obtained, except in a
general way aud in exceptional cases. If their scheme
was consistent with these reports, why the widespread
feeling of concern from all parts of the Highlands ? 'I'heir

scheme is wholly a one-sided business."
Dr. Mackay said that men must have a certain amount

of discretion as to visiting certain districts on certain days.
He went down to Strathtay three days a week. Every-
body Imew it. But he also went as a rule every day. In
the other direction ho w out two days a week. It would be
absurd to ask a man to go twelve or fifteen miles to a
certain place when there was not a patient to be seen.

Dr. Adams said that Dr. Nonnau Walker had empha-
sized the fact that of eight members of the Board five were
members of tlie medical profession. With regard to the
medical profession, what were the intei-ests of those two
members of the Board'? Was it not the interest of Sir

Donald MacAlister to see the work of the metlical pro-

fession made as attractive as possible ? As he wanted
students, recruits, it would be his interest and duty to

see that the medical men carrying out this scheme were
looked after as well as possible, and Dr. Mackay and his

colleagues might have every coufideuce in the Board
looking after this matter, and might feel quite sure nothing
would be done in any way likely to hurt or hinder the

profession.

Dr. Cos said that if tlio scheme was not put through
soon the profession stood a chance of losing this £32,000.

He considered the matter had not been rushed, and unless

the profession in the Highlands was careful it stood a risk

of losing the whole or part of the money.
Dr. Norman AValker said that what would very probably

happen would be that if t'ue money was not utilized it

would be pnt to capital for the building of hospitals, nurses'

houses, etc., and the profession would stand to lose it.

Really the rush had not been so great. The meetings

were held in the summer and the early months of last

vear. It took a long time to get things through the

Treasury.
The Chairman said he had just received a letter from

Dr. Moir (Inverness) intimating that at a meeting of the

medical practitioners of Boss and Cromarty held on

September 8th in the Ross Memorial Hospital, Dingwall,

to discuss the scheme of the Board with their representa-

tive. Dr. Cruickshank, many of the difficulties aud

obscurities in comprehending the scheme were removed,

and there was a good deal of unanimity as to the benefits

to be derived from the scheme as explained by Dr.

Cruickshank. Modification of the wording of clauses 1, 12,

and 14, felt to be of vital importance to medical men, was
suggested to Dr. Cniickshank, who sympathized with the

views expressed, and stated that he wonld draw the atten-

tion of the Board to them. The following resolutions were

agreed upon unanimously by tlie meeting, which was
representative of all parts of the county

:

1. It was agreed to complete Form 2, aud to send it as soon as

possible to the secretary of tlie Board.

2. \s Dr. Cruiclisliank pointed ont tliat asreements would
have to be made with iiidividm.l i^u'dK-nl men based upon

tlie eonditions under which If ri:i'i,M.I. it was uuaiu-

raonslv agreed that it would i ' ' :•< rests of the

profession in the county, as a ., ', . • 'i. '

.J
common

consideration of the drafts uf m.h . i-iii; i
;. -laments, and

that these be considered at a meeting,' of the general

practitioners of the county to be summoned for that

purpose before the agreements are actually signed. It

was resolved, however, that at this meeting no statement

of financial returns made to the Board by mdividiuil

practitioners, nor what subsidies the Board bad agreed to

these individual practitioners, should be submitted.

Dr. WisiiART Kerr said that after hearing the various

speakei-s it seemed to him that the doctors in the Higli-

lands and Islands of Scotland would be infinitely better off

in the future than in the past. If they were to gel,

Government grants they could not remain absolutely free
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ftgents, and tlio man -who did not do his work would bo

brought to book.

J>r. A DAMS jiioposed

:

Tlie Scotti5<i Commi't..- l--. '- ro^i^i.lpr.^il fl..^ v.-i-^rt^ "f

the Hoard. iMid heavil !'"' , ,•..,,!. it- .^ l>r, \i:u^:.^- .\! r

felily^ aud l^r. Konii.i \ . i i i

the report lias causr 1
:

i. ,
.m ;i.

hensiou of the iniiuir: i \U.- i.r,ii-: tl:.i! lii-' m-jii ,i i.> •

mileage t'raiit is ahsorbea ami supplenieutL-d by tlie siilisi.h

o( the Board, and that the couditious of practice are to be
settled by iudividual agreements at the discretion of each
practitioner.

Dr. Dkwar seconded.
" Dr, Lykll said it had not been brought out why the

Board approaclied men individuallyand why the accredited

authorities of the profession were not consulted in regard

to these agreements. He supposed the same tactics were
taken up at tliis time as were taken in the case of the

Insurance ."^ct. Why did they not approach the local

secretaries, the Scottish Committee, or the liead office of

the British Jledical Association before sending out this

scheme to iudividual practitioners and leaving them only

a fortnight to decide ? That point had to be settled, for a
very important principle was involved.

I)r. AVisHART Kerr said that the answer to that could
only bo in the difficulty of the Highlands and Islands
having a corporate meeting of the members, and each one
would be approached separately.

Dr. Stevens moved

:

That consideration be continued till a further meeting of the
Committee, to enable further inquiry to be made into the
conditions affecting service under the scheme.

It was, he said, a very large subject. The Scottish Com-
mittee had never had that important subject before it

until that day. That was a curious circumstance, but no
reflection upon the Committee. The Committee was now
a.sked to give a pretty decisive opinion ou this immense
scheme, though no papers had been circulated among
the members beforehand. In those circumstances he
did not think the Committee ought to be expected
to commit itself until the men in the Highlands had
an opportunity of more thoroughly considering the matter.
Although the men in Iloss and Cromarty had apparently
to some extent compromised matters, he did not think
that the Scottish Committee should commit itself to

approval or disapproval. No doubt there were valuable
points in the whole of the six schemes. Increased money
would probably come in some cases, but not in others.

T!io whole matter was in an indefinite position.

Dr. Lyell seconded.
Dr. Caskie wished to know if the Highland representa-

tives were asking their advice in the matter. So tar as
the report of the Highlands and Islands Board was con-

cerned, he had never seen it till that day and had not
read it. But, as a matter of practical business, the
difference between the two schemes was plain. The one
involved £10,000, and the other £10,000 pins £32.000. It

seemed to him that it became a personal matter altogether,

and tliat it was a subject on which the Committee should
come to a decision. It was a matter of money. If it

was apparent that £32,000 or .£42,000 was to be' divided

among "practitioners" of the Highlands and Islands of

Scotland, it was not the duty of the Committee to recom-
mend practitioners to take or refuse it ; it should be left to

themselves to say whether it was to their benefit.

Dr. Lyell objected that the whole idea of the Scottish

Committee was that local practitioners might approach it

with the view of getting some little guidance and advice

on schemes which were exceedingly difficult. This was
acknowledged by the Board to bo an exceedingly difficult

scheme, and he sympathized with those Highland practi-

tiouers who desired that the Committee should discuss

the matter. He hoped they could rely on the Scottish

Committee for friendly advice and counsel. He strongly

supported tlie amendment.
Dr. Bdist expressed the hope that the meeting would

not delay. The petitioners had represented that there was
a certain anxiety that some were to be worse off than they
were in the past, and had asked the Committee to con-

sider the matter. It had now been considered, with

quite sufficient information at its disposal to decide

whether the anxiety was just. The Scottisli Committee
had taken some share in elaborating and developing the

question, and every point had been discussed in the

British Medical Journal. As to iudefiuiteness, the first

cliarge ou the funds of this scheme was the remuneration
of the practitioners and their expenses. One of thcsa

expenses was that attending insured persons and also the
,]'! ii^(>s involved in attending other persons. With a
,ii. limit like that put down as a first charge on the
li. III.-, there was no ground for entertaining the opinion

•Jiai uieu were to ho worse off than at present. To delay

a decision would imply that tlie Scottish Committee
thought there was ground for the anxiety entertained.

Dr. Adams asked what kind of friend would the
Scottish Committee of the British Medical Association bo
considered to the poor practitioner in the Highlands,
whose present income was from £180 to £250 a year, and
who under this scheme was to be guaranteed by the Bor.rd

a sum, free to himself after paying all expenses for the
carrying on of his practice, of £300, if it delayed coming to

a decision. The Act was passed primarily to provide

medical attendance to people who at present did not get

it. At the same time the encouragement was held out

which that definite salary provided, and those whose
income was less than £300 would think that the Committee
had done them a very bad service it they threw any
doubt as to the value of the .\et as regarded that.

What had the conditions under the Insurance Act proved

to bo ? There was no more restriction practically on those

who had worked the Act willingly and without prejudice

in carrying on their work, than there was before. If men
in the coitntry were to be asked to take payment tor a

large amoimt of work they did at present without payment
how could they be worse off?

On a division the motion was carried, two members only

voting for the amendment.

JIIDWIVES BILL FOE SCOTLAND.
The Committee resolved to write to the Secretary for

Scotland asking for the support of the Government for tho

bill.

It was agreed formally to reoord the thanks of the

Committee to Dr. Norman Walker and to Dr. Mackay for

attending and assisting the Committee in the discussion of

the report by the Highlands and Islands Board.

WAR EMERGEJrCY COMMITTEE.
A MEETiKG of the War Emergency Committee was held at

the offices of the British Medical Association in London
on Wednesday last (September 15th).

E.N'ROLSIENT.

The E.xecutive Subcommittee reported that it had
considered the resolution adopted by the full Committee
on August 25th, setting out that the policy of the

Committee should be to urge all medical practitioners

who are under 40 years of age and physically fit

to enrol themselves with the War Emergency Com-
mittee to come up for whole-lime service whenever
called upon to do so by the Committee. Two circulars

were being sent to the secretaries of AVar Emer-
gency Committees. Such committees, it was reported,

had been appointed in 87 districts, covering approximately
83 Divisions of the Association ; this left 87 Divisions of

the Association which, so far as was known, were not yet

covered by any War Emergency Cmnmittee.
The first leaflet was inteurt .1 f v rir. nl.ilion by War

Emergency Committees to all
|

< i.i n t
, in their area

under 40 years of age. After sr; i
: lii Mijlicy quoted

above and giving some indicatimi d Uic uniMbcrs required,

the leaflet went on to point out that there are two sources

of supply of medical officers for the army— (1) tho civil

practitioners of this countiy, and (2) those of the colonies

;

but that the latter source has already been largely tapped.

If both these sources failed, the country might be driven

to avail itself of help tendered by practitioners from
America. The circular continues as follows:

The number of men reinainins in England, Wales, and
Ireland under 40 fi-om whom cinmi-sioned officers can be
drawn is limited ; out of every tiiveo men under 40, fit or unlit,

at least one is renuiiril to ;..r\e ni tiio army as a whole-time

In ;iee it is not the business of
L- at sucli a time as this the
ill less to make such criticism
itoer. It is the duty of every
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man to place hinv-r-lf rit flir ii--;>n-.nl nf those responsible for

carrying the war t" : i,
,,.

i
ii! in mn.

Enrolment oil. i
i ' inuventing men being

called upon for Si I i i . i. ,. I i-i their taking on active
duties has arisen. J ir J . r. .;!i i" 1; a roll as is asked for,

the Committee will lie in the best position to judge when the
time has arrived which renders it imperative for men to take
service.

The War Emergency Committee went on in this circular

to impress upon local committees the need for every
modical man in their area, who is under 40 and physically

fit, to volunteer at once or to enrol liis name as willing to

apply for a commission when told that it is his duty to do
BO. The selection for service amongst the men enrolled

may he carried out by the Local Committee or by the
Central Committee, as preferred by each medical man.
Attached to the circular is the following form, for use

by practitioners of military age who cannot volunteer for

immediate service, but who are willing to take a com-
mission when told by the War Emergency Committee
that it is their duty to do so

:

roEM OF Enrolment for Titose wtio Cannot Yolv.mf.eb
FOR I>niri'i\Tr ^rr.^-vv.

T am willing to enrol my ii;i : \ - .
'.i

i :>i m-y Committee,
and to apply after' n the H.A.M.C.
when told by the Committtr :,;., 1 ,l^.i,l., i.

I prefer that if the need i'li - "i m. n [> !'
. aJ* .1 up for servise

from this locality, the seleetiou shall be made by iho
[JJj Local ^^ *'

Emergency Committee.
1 propose to leave my practice in the hands of

:

a. Neighbouring practitioners Drs
i>. Locum Dr
0. A Bureau organized by colleagues.

The difficulties connected with my leaving practice are;

Local conditions:

Personal diflicuUies!

Sianath

Address

This Form v.-hen comvUted, slioulS, Tie returned to tlie Secretnries of
tlie War Emeraeiiaj Committee. iS9, Strand, London, W.C.

' Please fill in the date after which practitioner is willing to accept
a commission.

Local Arrangements for the Conbuct of rRACTicEs.
The Committee has also issued t\ local War Emergency

Committees a circular containing suggestions as to arrange-
ments for the carrying on by the local profession of the
practices of practitioners who accept commissions. This
circular points out that there are three methods by which
the practice of a medical man on military service can be
carried on

—

(a) neighbouring in-actitiouers, (A| locumtoncnts,
(c) a bureau organized by colleagues. In practices in which
work is taken over by local men the main questions are:
Division of fees ; restoration of xjatients to absentee on his
return.

I. As regards fees the following is considered to be the
best plan

:

A. T.iwn v.iMri;.'r.=
,
^^hf.yo mileage is not an imjiortant

liii' !•! ' I \ '
1

1
'i:visiouof remuneration between

' ' lireseutative.
B. '

:
:
'

•
I

; iiiitry practices. As a general
I

'''
II ill Uie proijortion of three-

.ilJiiIi ! ' ''
.

". :iiiil live-eighths to the man
'\liii I'l ' 'II ill-' expenses is liest.

C. r,,r,iiii-
!

;ii ,1. \\;:,.i,.
,

. question of travelling
t':-.|"iii-i - -iiiij.

;
i! ,11 '

ii-i ;iiree-fourths sliould be

IE As regard restoration of patients, the Committee
considers that the following measures should be adopted:

A. Draw up agreements between the pi'actitioner going on
service and his local colleagues in some such form as
that adopted by the Mid-Clieshire Division of the
Britisli Medical Association, namely:

" I hereby )n-omise on mv word ol' linnnnr that if

any persons who are ordiiu lil im ii, nt-- .,r ,i .i n. diral
man practising in tins ...I is on
active service with llic 1 u, s liis
absence, I will attend il,.

i i i.i i i. s s ssins
arranged by the Local Cmnm;::. i 'i ,i. to
act as their medical attendant ui

I
is . i i. until

at least one year from my cui
i

s ,| ],n3
elapsed. Also I will do all in nr,

i

, . .i.snard
the absentee's interests with In iiisi,,; i,,,,! ^
induce them to return to him wiieu lie resumes
praciice."

Signed ,^

Date.

B. Urge those going on service to appoint a legal repre-
sentative who may be consulted on their behalf during
their absence.

C. The Central Committee will be prepared to offer its

services in arbitrating on any dilBculty or dispute
referred to it by the Local Committee.

nri-i;^ upon all local public
SIS 1 111^' free any medical

iiploy, while keeping
11 Ml on their return.

.
itilic work by means

,s MS ishljiiiiiliood should

Iransier of patieui^s iioiii a ducLur aljsciit on military
duty.

C. Panel Committees should be asked to arrange that no
practitioner shall take over as a panel )iatieut any
insnred person on the list of a doctor absent oil

military service, until twelve months after the latter's

return.

Hospital Staffs.

Civil Hospitals.

The Subcommittee reported that in accordance with the
instructions of the Committee it had issued a letter to the
governing bodies of the hospitals, pointing out the urgency
of relieving from their hospital duties those junior
members of their resident and visiting staffs who were
eligible for commissions in the R.A.M.C., and that the
British Hospitals Association had been informed of the
action taken. The letter informed the governing bodies
that from particulars supplied by the Director-General of

the Army Medical Service it appeared that more than a
third of all the medical men of military age in this

country were rei_tuircd for service within the next few
mouths.

Military Hospitals.

It was reported, with regard to a letter addressed to the

Director-General, lequcsting him to give instructions to

D.D.M.S. and A.D.M.S. not to retain or accept for work
in military hospitals at home medical practitioners of

military age who were physically fit, but to encourage
such practitioners to accept commissions in the R.A.il.C,

that a reply had been received from Colonel Bleukiusop,

Assistant Director- General, stating that tlie question of men
of military age doing mihtary work at home was under
consideration, and that the War Office was discouraging

younger men who were phy.sically fit for active service

from engaging for home service only.

Age foe Temporary Commissions.

It was reported that a letter had also been received

from Colonel Blenkinsop stating that the following policy

will be adopted with regard to the engagement of medical

men as temporarily commissioned officers in the R.A.M.C.:

1. No man under 45 years of age will be employed unless he
undertakes general service obligations for a year, and is found
to be physically fit for duty at liome and abroad.

2. Xo man over 55 years of age will be accepted for home

3. No man under 45 years of age will be re-engaged after tlio

expiration of his first" contract unless he offers for general
service.

I am to say that it is hopejf that these restuctions will

facilitate the woik of the Wat Fnieigency Committee in

setting fiee men nliiiilitii\ n i ml uioMding for the older

in-actitioneis to loi 1 I
i >iig then absence.

It will be notici I
I seiMce has been

advanced by hie m liome seivioe ouly

has been ieduced li\ )
,

I

Insurince -Act,

Trantftr of Insurptl Patients cfPiaciilioneis on
Mthfaii/Ditfi/.

A statement was submitted, piopaicd in response to a

request for information with regard to the transfer of

insured patients of practitioners on military duty. Para-

graph 14 of the circular letter is.sucd by the Insurance

.\cts Committee on February 8th to all Local Medical ftiid

Panel Committees (Supplement, February 15th, 1915,

p. 50) was quoted in full. It was therein suggested that
" the most effective way in which insurance practitioners

can show their support of their absent colleagues is t--

decline in any circumstances to accept tr.anstei-s of patier
^

of doctors on military duty until tlie expiration of- "^
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year after the absent doctors' return, and to attend their
patients during tl»eir absence as deputies." TJic state-

incut also recalled that the ijuestiou cauie before the Con-
ference of Hepi-esout-ntives of Local Medical and Panel
Committees on June 16th, 1915, when a resolution was
passed requesting the Couimissiouers to witlihold the
right of an insured person to transfer from the list of any
doctor who was absent on naval or military service for the
jseriod of the war, or until a reasonable time after liis

icturn. This was brought to the notice of the Insurance
Commissionei-s on July 9th by a deputation, and the
following is a report of the discussion which ensued

:

It was slateil on belialf of the Commissioners that they were
anxious to meet the piofcssian as regards the request contained
iu tliis resolution. 1

' ...
ceptional ca -
Ironi any .. i lUon wliicli iirevc-uteil insured
persons froi:; ! lot.n- at tlie end of tlie ve:u- in all

cases, and ! ^ .is felt it necessary to linike jiro-

visiou for suci. c:x^i-|.L„.i.ii, , ases. They proposed, therefore, to
make a reyulatiou suspendiug the right of insured persons to
change their doctor iu the circumstances alluded to iu the
resolution unless they were able to make a special case for
transfer which, after investigation by the Medical Service
Subcommittee, was regarded by the Insurance Committee as
affording sufficient ground for a transfer being allowed. Inquiry
was made of the deputation as to what precise period they
regarded as ' a reasonable time " after the doctor's return ; anil
a discussion ensued on this point. In conclusion, it was stated
on behalf ot the Commissioners that the 'luestion of period
would receive their careful considerati.m, and that they would
meet the views of the profes.sioii so far as might be found
practicable without hardship to the iusured population.

Meeting of H.^mpshiee Pk.ictitionees.
A MEETIN'G of the medical practitioners of Hampshire,
called jointly by tlie Chairman of the Winchester Division
of the British Jfedicai Association and the Chairman of

the Panel Committee, was lield at Winchester on AVed-
ncsday, September 8th. The Chairman of the Panel
Committee, Dr. Willi.vms-Freem.vn, presided, and after
Major Russell Coombe, representing the Central War
Emergency Committee, had addressed the meeting, reso-

lutions pledging those present to further tlje endeavours of

the Central Committee and to safeguard the interests of

absentees were passed Jietnitie cnniradicmte. A com-
mittee representative of the districts of the county was
appointed.

in the course of an interesting discussion it was stated
that thirty men from the Hampshire panel had already
joined the R.A.M.C., and that the difficulty of obtaining
locumtenents in arduous and scattered country practices

was very great, older men being often unfitted for the
work. Many offers of ijart-timc" services were received,

and the action of the War Office in employing R.A.M.C.
officers to attend women and children at Aldershot, Fare-
Lam, and other places was severely commented on. ilany
of the military hospitals in the county could also, it was
said, be wholly or largely staffed by civilians. A letter

was read from the Chairman of the County Council
Btating that three of its junior medical officers had been
given facilities to join the services, and that he felt

coufidcnt that any further applications would receive
favourable consideration.

TFflr Emergeiicij.—X further circula* letter and a letter
from the War Emergency Committee of the Association
concerning the supply of whole-time medical officers for
military service were read, and it was stated that four
more practitioners were needed from this district. One
practitioner, a uon- member, wrote saying that he intended
to apply for military service, but should not be able to
leave liis present post for two or three mouths. It was
decided to form a war emergency subcommittee of six
members, consisting of Drs. .J. G. Beasley, T. E. Mitchell,
M. A. Messiter, G. J. Dudley, W. Kirkpatrick, and L. A.
Taylor, and it was resolved unanimously

:

That in the event of any practitioner leaving liis practice
and going on militarv service being unable to provide a
locumteneut, liis work slmll he iiUeii.le.i to hv his neigh-
bouring pnict 1:1 •,.,, :,..', li::,. 1; -:,„:|ii, ,m,,,.n Iron! TliS
practice fo, ;- 1,1,. > ,

; i
,

,
... .1k,ii be

equally di\ 1.1. .i ; .
:
... . . :i .

,

. .. ,,...; , ,:, ,; .;
i i,;nding

the cases .111.1 ; I;.' ,1 1.. ..ii;, .i......ir: i:;.;....., I'r.f r.... patients
shall be returned to ilie doctor on his return, i\ii.l that any
practitioner attending sucli cases shall not take over any
.such patients duriug a period of twelve mouths after the
doctor's return.

THE DRUG TARIFF.
Report of Department.\l Committee.

The report of the Departineutal Committee ou the Drug
Tariff,- appointed by tlic Cliiiiriiian of the Insurance .Toiiit

Committee last February, was issued ou September 16th.
The Committee -vvas instructed to cousider what margin of
profit, apart from discounting, is yielded by the present
drug tariff; what revision, if any, of prices is required to
place that tariff on a commercial basis, aud whether any
extension or rearrangement of the list of piiccd drugs and
mixtures is desirable. We iuteud to give an analysis of
tlie report in an early issue, but meanwhile quote the Com-
mittee's summary of its conckisions, which is as follows:

[The proecedirtfjs of the Divisio?i3 and Branches of iho
Aisocialion relating to Scientific and Clinical Medicine,
when rcjjorted by tlie Honorary Secretaries, are jpvMishcd
in the body of the Joup-nal.]

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH i

Dudley Division.
The annual meeting of the Division was held at the
Town Hall, Stourbridge, on September 2nd. Xon-mcm-
bers as well as members had been invited to the meet
ing, and there were present Drs. W. Ivirkpatrick (Chan
man), T. E. Mitchell, L. Francis, H. W. Freer, E. T
McDonnell, G. Grindlay, H. W. Plant, G. J. Dudley, and
L. A. Taylor (Secretary). The Chaii-man and Secietaiy
were re-elected, and they were also appointed to be the
members of the council of the Birmingham Branch foi

has Division. Dr. C. L. Hawkins 1 Bromsgrove) is the
qufcsesentative for the Bromsgrove and Dudley Divisions,

IV. SuMM.iRY OF CoNCLtrsiOXS.
56. Our conclusions may be summarized as follows:

I. That the present tariff requires revision to place it

ou a commercial basis.

II. Tliat the tariff printed as A23peudix V, providing
for payment of^

(a) the cost price of the drugs, etc., supplied,
(b) a flat rate per prescription for establishment

expenses, and
(c) a fee per prescription for any professional

services, graded according to the nature of
the prescription,

should be adopted for the whole of Great Britain.

III. That the present discounting clause should bo
abolished.

IV. (a) That a general revision of the prices iu the
tariff should he undertaken annually, pro-
vision being made whereby prices of indi-

vidual drugs can be revised during the year
in exceptional cases.

(b) That during the war the present arrangement
should be continued whereby the prices of

certain drugs specially liable to war fluctua-

tions arc revised at frequent intervals.

(c) That any revision, whether of a general uaturo
or otlierwise, should be undertaken by the
central bodies representative of tlie various
interests involved.

(d) That any revision should be made uniformly
applicable, so far as possible, to the whole of

Great Britain.

V. That the contracts of the chemists should includo
an obligation to supply a grade of drug costing

them approximately the price allowed iu tho
tariff.

VI. That the pricing of prescriptions should bo under-

taken by Insurance Committees.

1 ' imtteo
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LOCAL MEDICAL AXD TANEL
C0MM1TTEI]S.

OXFORD.
Panel Committee.

The fust lucetiug of the Panel Committee for 1915-16

was held on August 26th.

Election of Officers.—The following officials were elected

:

Chairman: Dr. Bivers-Willson.
Vice-Chuiniioii : Dr. Counsell.
lloiioravij Secretary: Dr. Iliggs.

Definition of " Incaimhle of Worir—The Secret.\ry

reported that he had asked the Commissioners for a

definition of "incapable of work," and had been informed

in reply that it was for the societies to decide when they

would pav sick pay, but if the patient was not satisfied he
had a right of appeal to the Commissioners, and as they

would have to give the final decision they could not pre-

judge by giving anj- definition of the term.

Analysis of Prescriptions.—'She analysis of prescriptions
for the iasL-qai-Mt.showed that the average cost per
capita was 3.77d..

Drug Fund.—'Hie Secretary reportecfthai^iljiacl bad a
dispute with the Finance Committee as to their meth^u^f
dealing with the credit balance in the drug fund at the
end of 1913, and as the Finance Committee persisted in
their standpoint he bad appealed to the Commissioners,
who had decided iu favour of the Panel Committee on
every point, and had ordered the Finance Committee to
rescind their resolution and carry out the decision now
given. Tlie Secretary also reported tliat tlie British
Medical Association had supported him in this matter,
and had offered to take the matter up, if necessary,
with the Commissioners.

Scpurafe Surrfcrif TT " '". /7' ' ,,,' :^
•

'

'

Xhe
SEtEETAi:Y read a'let'u .

• :, n,- li- ,, ,,
,

. ,,,jttee
suggesting that the pam ' n ^ 1, , , 1 ,, , -

j ;a-ate
surgery hours for tubti.. J< .: i-ii. i;i- -,,, :,, ,,^„,iint of the
risk of infection to other patients. The Secretary was in-
structed to reply that the Committee considered such a
plan quite unnecessary, and that the suggestion must have
been made in ignorance as to the nature and method of
the infection in these cases.

ruinstntemcnt of Insured Persons discharged from ike
Army.—It was decided to request the Insurance Com-
mittee to adopt the same method as adopted in Renfrew-
shire in dealing with discharged soldiers and .sailors—
namely, to reinstate them on their doctor's list with the
same reservation as to the right of choice, when

prescription could be given to patients to bring with them
when they came again, thus obviating the use of the term
'•Rept. mist."

iJrug Fund.—It was reported that in 1913 the doctors

received 4.72d. of the floating sixpence. Owing to tlie

great delay in ascertaining enlistments, etc., it was at

present impossible to say how 1914 would come out. The
Committee agreed to 80 per cent, being paid in September.

Ficiiel Paliexts of Doctors on MilUarg Duiy.—It was
decided that the best plan for a doctor absent on military

duty would be for him to make arrangements himself with
liis panel patients and his medical neighbours as to tlieir

treatment during his absence, and they would all remain
on his list. The money due would be paid over to him,
and on his return he could settle with the doctors who had
done his work. Cases having occurred of medical men
having new medical cards brought to them by persons on
another doctor's list who had been away and been treated

as temporary residents, and who thought that they cuuld

change tlieir doctor on their return, it was decided to ask
the Insurance Committee to exercise great care in granting

new medical cards, or a doctor might thus inadvertently

accept a patient of a colleague away on military duty. It

was decided to take steps to secure an insertion in the

local press of a notice asking patients to send for the

doctor before 10 a.m.

The War Emergency.

^ •'j-jj^eeting was then held with tlie Executive Com-

mittee of l}lia^^'^'''°8^'^™**'"^'^
Division of the British

Medical AssociatioTrgJ^f
^''^^ emergency, when Drs.

''z'^;^^::?:^ t:"fHh? ^-^-^ ^- ^--^-^^
C.iiMiiiif !. V i 1. 1,1

"
r

, 't''^''
™°^'^ doctors were

J.
'

I

:
:

,' '
'

i"'l'."* valtbough seventeen

/ 1

','"'
,

' ' ,.''"'," ' ^ "'"'^' vobtaining a signed
^<uiah.,ul.. guiic-. Ihe pU,u suggested of u ti,ey could for
piomise from every medical man to do aK, accent their
those away on military duty, and not to, ,.etnrn etc
patients for at least six mouths after their ...anaeinentswas agreed to. It was agreed also that avvpi.? before
should be made with ncighbouriug practitioni,itv this
going away, and that in any cases of diffica...
Committee would appoint three to act as arbitrato'i, goneA list of medical men suitable for war duty waLal to

sijccial app(

V
Ftnance.-lhe accounts for the past vear were passed,

and it was decided to grant the Honorary Secretai-y an
honorarium of £20 per annum.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Local Medical and Panel Comjiittees.

A MEKTiXG of the Local Medical and Panel Committees
was held at Aylesbury on .\ugust 27th, when Dr. Reynolds
presided, in the absence of the Chairman and ViceChair-

Term of Office of Committees.—IMtera from the Com-
missioners were read extending the term of office of the
Local Medical and Panel Comiuittees for one year. It was
"'"''' ' '-'' II" ;''j.-; t,.. lill up any vacancies, as the

'
' I

^ .i -ilicommittee reported that
11'' ;' •- •' 'j-'.^ii^ > "•• V- '

I Mir bniilr. and rocoinujeiuled
• that no levy should b. ., t, „: ,,,.,ut. It also recom-
mended that the Seciel i

,. : , ,,,:i,„ally, in the month
of .September, tlie sMii) ,ni iii.iKjrarinin.
Local Form' '

, jif, (1,^ Pharma-
ceutical Corni,,) ,,, iKt'of formu-
laries issued, 1.1

, -I ,,Lda desire
to be consulted i: u_l ._..,., ..: ..... .,.,..,;aiuu in the list
being made.

Cost of Scrutiny.—It was reported that the pharmacists
agreed to pay a third part of the cost of the scrutiny of
prescriptions if the total cosi did not exceed £60 a year.

"Kept. Mist."—The Secreta :y was instructed to write to
all doctors who were still using the term " Rept. mist.,"
pointing out that it was not allowed, and they would be siir-
tlKiigod til" eopyiii;; fee. The middle copy of the triplicate

through, and it was decided to make
eighteen.

LAXC.A SHIRE COUNTY.
Panel Committee. wjgg

A MEETING of the Lancashire County Panel Corami*AM
was held at Preston on J.uly 21st, when Dr. H. F. OldA
was in the chair.

"
n

Term of Office of Panel Committee.—It was report' le
that the Commissioners had, in accordance with tfjf
Committee's requests, di.speused with the necessity Co
holding an election, and had appointed the persons whi

jwere members of the Committee on August 14th, igiisi '

to be members for a further term of office which'wonk'^
expire on July 15th, 1916.
Payments to Panel Practitioners.—It was decided that

the following resolution, passed at the meetiua of prac-
titioners held in Wigan on July 8tb, be adopted, subject
to the addition of the words, "provided that such a
reduction, owing to the war conditions, is necessary" :

That the Lancashire Insurance Committee, in making their
monthly advances ou account of raedical benefit for tlie
remainmg portion of tlie year 1915, be invited to acUiere to
tlie rate of payment as laid down iu the exDlanatorv
pamplilpt accompanying the cheque, .June 30th, 1915—
namelv "i-t i-= " - fi,hu-e the montlilv cheque be at the
''a'«"' "le names of the doctor's lists at tlie
''°™ii '

' ouarter fless votuntary levy where
''""';;' - varying the amount jJer liead per

Mileage 8chcmc.-~lt was resolved that the milea<'c^
scheme for 1914 be the same as thatior 1913, and that thbf
amended scheme drawn up bv this Committee be adopteii-
for 1915.

"
'

(Q

Excessive Prescrihing.—The Committee decided to deaM
no further with individual prescriptions, but with the
doctors who had exceeded tlie 2s." limit as shown by a V
scrutiny, which showed that only 120 doctors had failed ^
to prescribe within the 2s. limit, leaving 856 practitioners
who had worked within the limit. It was decided, there-
fore, that the 120 doctors above mentioned should be
asked for an explanation
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STOKE-ON-TRENT.
Panel Co^rMITTKE.

A ^lEETixr, of tlie nc^vly elected Panel Couinutteo ^\ \s
belli on July 15th, when Dr. Phillips -was in the clnii
JiUclion of Ogicera.—The foUowiDg otliceis wcic i.l( et 1

Chtiiniitin: Dr. Pliillips.
Vice-CluiiniMii : Dr. Prendergast.
Seeretanj : Dr. Auilersou.
Treasurer : Dr. Dawes.

Vomicih'arjj Treabncnf.—k letter was read fioni the
Clerk to tltts Stoke-ou-Trent Insurance Couiuiittco coia
plainino of the delay by doctors iu sending in lepoits etc
of patients under domiciliary treatment. It ^vas felt that
this was a matter to which attention should be given

YORK.
Paxel Committee.

A JTCETIN-G of the York Panel Committee vas held on
Angnst 6th.

Election of Officers for 1015-16.—The following ofticcis
were elected

:

Chairman : Dr. W. A. Evelyn.
Honorary Treasurer : Dr. H. Foster.
Honorary Secretary: Dr. J. C. Lytli.

Report of Deputation from Insurance Acts Committte
British Medical Association, to Chairman of National
Health Insuraiir,: Joint Cui,i,,iitfcv.~ln couue\ion with
the Commis^iui:

:

'
' ,,n Minutes G4 an 1 62 cf the

Conference, a .-
, iii.nithc ( 1, . k t> tlic \oik

Insurance C<... j tli;it liis i oiuiintti c ^\ is
unable to carry •

; ;. -ii,.n uf tliu Vurk I uu 1 ( jui
piitteefov the'automutic iciilacoiueut on ductois li ts A
insiireil persons discharged from tlie anuy, be ( ui u
notification of any description is received by tin In ui uu <

Committee of such discharge, unless or until the insuied
person applies for a fresh card. The Honorary brci i i iR\
stated that he had asked the Clerk to inquire fiom the
Renfrewshire Insurance Committee what procedme had
been adopted there, and it was decided to a\\iit the
reply.

Messrs. Boicntree's Cottage Hospital.—It wa.s reported that
employees of Messrs. Rowntree arc sent by them to their
cottage hospital at Scarborougli, if considered advi.sable,
without their necessarily being unfit for work, and that
these were in the habit of getting their panel doctors to
certify them as unfit for work and drawing sick benefit
daring their absene-e; also that the employees would go to
a panel doctor at Scarborough while there to get further
certificates, thereby depleting the Medical Benefit Fund.
It was decided to issue a circular to all doctors on the
York panel, pointing out that they should not certify any
of these cases as unfit without cavcfnl consideratinn.
P/iarmareutical Committee'^ /'

, ,,
, T., Mi, ^vele

read from the Clerk to the ^. ,: 1, , r : iitcc.
from the Secretary to the Brill -i, \

I

from the Secretary to the lu^urn'r,
Clerk of the Insurance Committee, al

of the chemists to pay this exiiense, and from which ..
was evident that the Panel Committee could not really
prevent its being taken from the drug fund. Drs.
Macdonald and Lyth were appointed to confer with the
Pharraacentical Committee's representative as to the best
method of settlement, with full powers to conclude the
matter as appeared best in the interests of the panel
doctors.

WeeMij Certificates.—It was decided that members
should report to the Honorary Secretary the names of
those approvetl .societies which were still demanding a
weekly certificate in all cases, in order, if possible, to
secure that foitnightly certificates should be accepted in
litable cases.

'tUnallocaled Insured Persons.— li was stated [that the
\^nrance Commissioners had finally accepted" the re-
vended arrangements suggested by the Panel Committee.
Addresses of Persons removed from York Area.—It was

eported that the Clerk to the York Insurance Committee
nad agreed that it would be feasible to state the new
address of an insured person who had removed into one of
the neighbonring areas, which be pointed out woiild .serve

•fi purpose of the Committee in enabluig a York doctor,
liiie wished, to take steps to secure that snch person
quesi,be placed on his list iu the new area.

.
i;. and

i- i':ii lo the
the in.ibiHty

WEST RIDING OF YORKSHIRE.
LoeiL MeDK VL IND PaNI L CoMMITTLE

TiTF ninth me, ting of tli I x\ Mediexl ind PmeUom
""'^'-'-

,^ ' ^^
' AjiLshuo \\as heldat the

<
'"V*^

'

1> 30th ^\henDl R AUy
(\\ u ( ti I

^"7 It WIS , p ,1 1 tint fho
•- "1'™1 '

I \ III 111 n
I I I I,, I

TU ple( til I I II I I I I <

''

i"'l Im' '

I
1 I. I I 111 I, I I 11,

1916 n 1,1 , ,, , ,..,iuu, «,„ ,e.pp,m,..l
I r(rt» ( . ,1 a, tLinm It —i)i H J Camiibell of

.i6 Manningham La..L Jixdfoid was co opted a member
ot the Committee in ph ol Di J , mnei resigned DiM illnm H Smailes of N l n I

i

| i ,uiey wis ele< ted
% member of the C oil n i

,
1

1

^ ,cancy caused bv
the deatli of his fathei hi

i iles
}acancu on th In , ( / f —Di ^William

Steven wa,s appiintud lepiesentatu^ c i the lusuianrc
Committee to hll tlif m< aucy cie ited by the letcnt
itsignation of Di 1 Russell (absent jn mihtaiy seivice)

1 Ptii,ate 1 -»ini lni/—\ Icttei i\as lead fiom the
Cleik (dated June 24th) enclosing copy coiiespondencf
with the Phain^acfcutKiI f jmmittee eonceining the use ot
1 piivato tormulu\ b^ i, pam 1 doctor in piescubing foi
his patients It « i , th xt the doctoi be requested
to pieseiihe tiom lli / / / nmuiopo ta oi the A\ est
Riding roiiiiu! 11 \ II Urinative to wute out all
his ptesiiipti 1 1 I'l

illeyed ] i n i , , the Patients of Doctoi s absent c

«

Uihtaii/ s — It w I reported that over sixty patients
of a pn titi n i il nt on mditaiv scivieo had been

'""^^'^1 n \\ ehji t lict I without Iiis cous ut;
d uui^ his abscnc( Idtn \\ i mil t > tl e t I il s
tit luLut (Taniiin C9Ui 1915i tint tl, i< I, , 1 not been
my ^xholo al t> II I i

, I |, .
i

I t s ibs ut
ou mihtaiy du iiKcted to
investigate the I ,^jth the
local colleagues

i i , yig^^y (q
then allo^ in„ icti u i t tli i ui u ti I , h (

CORil[=:,SPONDENCE.

Proposed Commercial Tariff.
Dr. Ma.ior Greenwood (London, N.E.) writes: Now that
the Memorandum of the Insurance Acts Committee is ia
the hands of panel practitioners may I urge upon all
interested in panel practice to consider very carefully the
proposals put before them ?

No doubt a commercial tariff of the kind proposed
would be advantageous to us, and if it could bo obtained
by a reasonable concession should not bo refused. But. inmy opinion, the jnicc asked is altogetlin uni,.. .,i.il,i,^

Unle.ss we are willing to permit the pnirn ,
i

,,,,| i
namely, the 6s. 6.]. which we were led to l„

i
, , ,11 he

anil-reducible niiuiiiiiini for onr services tu 1« .i, „^.,_iuity
tor the payment in full .,f tli,- di-uggists, the latter refuse
to accept that turiil. If this is the last word of the
druggists, it only iciiains f.ir us to "bear the ills we
have " rather than take upon ourselves others that minhb
prove overwhelming. °

It is roundly .stated that there is no risk of the present
drug fund proving insuflicient under the proposed tariff.
If so, the druggist need not fear that his accounts will be
discount-ed. If it is urged that it is necessary for dis-
ciplinary reasons to impress on practitioners the need of
economy in prescribing, that the practitioners' fund should
be exposed to some risk, I much prefer that individual
pi-actitioners proved guilty of improper prescribing should
pay the penalty rather than that all the panel should bo
lienalized. The various adjustments, whereby under the
proposed scheme innocent practitioners might be safe-
guarded, are, , in my opinion, impracticable, however
plausible they may seem.
The drug question may not unlikely become very

critical in the near future. Nearly al! drugs are going up
steadily. Even magnesium sulphate has increased iu
price nearly 300 per cent. It has been authoritatively'
stated that whatever the war prices of drugs, the cost
wilt have to be defrayed by the drug fund. If, then, the
practitioners' fund is to guarantee the drug fund, tlio
liability we take upon ourselves must bo obvious. Already
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in Loncion v,\ are receiving no more than Is. a quarter

—

that is, the old club rate—for our services ; for the balance
promised at the end of the year bad better not be reckoned
until it is in our possession.

The legality of the proposed mixing up of tlie two funds is

also questionable without an amending Act. If there was
one thing we tliougbt clear when the Insurance Act was
passed it was that the practitioner would not be respon-
sible for the cost of drugs conscientiously jirescribed.

Speaking to the Nottingham miners on August lOLh, 1913,
two years after the passing of the Act, Mr. Lloyd George
said:

The doctors have the right to prescribe tlie drug which tliey
think best adapted for the patient. When they do so it does not
i-ome out of their remuneraticii, and the result is that the poor
man who is insured cim have as pure and potent medicine as
the richest man in the land.

All the regulations hitherto have been framed on this
principle, and if tlic said principle should be voluntarily
surrendered in exchange for this proposed tariff it would
be the height of folly.

Dr. J. Dalgliesh (Dunfermline) writes : May I be allowed
to make a few comments on the memorandum of the
Insurance Acts Committee, published in the Supplement
of the JouBXAL of September 11th ?

I have read tlie memorandum carefully, and, from
amidst a somewhat obsciiring cloud of words, it appears
that the recommendation of the Committee is nothino
more nor less than that the drug account should be made a
first charge on the Medical Benefit Fund. Why is this not
definitely stated in so many words ?

The expression "placing the drug tariff on a com-
mercial basis," which appears with suspicious frequency
in the memorandum, seems at first sight to be a most
laudable object, and one which every one will be anxious
to support. Then, as one roads on, it seems that this
laudable object is to be attained by yet another sacrifice
on the part of the unfortunate medical practitioner.
Great pains are taken to show that there may possibly be
a saving of as much as 15 per cent., and a good deal is

made of the fact that the rharmaceutical Committee will
not be the couiplaiueis iu cases of over-prescribing if this
scheme is adopted. All tliis may be quite true, but surely
tliat is no reasou why wc should agree to a scheme which
means that we medical men may have to make up the
deficits in the drug fund whenever that fund is inadequate.

It this scheme is so much to our interest, as one might
be led to suppose from the tone of the memorandum, why
is Sir Robert Moiaut so anxious lest the Commissioners'
views on the matter are known by the profession unless
those views have the pious sauction of the British Medical
Association ? Is it that the Commissioners expect us to
accept without question every memorandum that the
British Medical Association submits ?

By all means " place tlie drug fund on a commercial
basis " by pooling the fund, or any other means, provided
that nofurther encroachments are made on the remuneration
of the medical practitioner.

Dr. E. Rowland Fothekgill (Hove) writes : In the
ScpPLEMENT for September 11th there appears a most
important memorandum, which raises the whole question
of the drag tariff. Every insurance practitioner will do
well to peruse it carefully, and as soon as possible advise
his Panel Committee of his opinion on the various
questions therein asked, if he has not been called to a
meeting iu order to consider them.

It is unfortuuate that so many are actually engaged
just now with other more important matters ; all the more
reason, however, for those left comparatively free to be at
special pains to consider the proposals.
There will be probably general agreement that the

arrangements at present in force with regard to the drug
tariff must go, and the sooner the better. They are based
on no sound principles, and have proved a source of
vexation and friction to all concerned.
But it should not be imagined that the adoption of a

commercial tariff, as suggested by the memorandum, will
cud all the troubles of the insurance practitioner. E*en
under that arrangement it will be still necessary for each
jnactitioner to keep a very firm hand over his own and
his neighbour's prescribing if ho wishes to see his own
share of, the floating sixpence. A closer study of the

figures given in paragraph 11 shows this very clearly-
Taking tliese figures and presuming an allotment of funds
to each insurance area has been made as suggested in

paragraphs 17-22, the following facts appear for 1913

:

{a) That tliere were 9,200,000 insured persons.
('/; That tlie Is. 6d. portion of the drug fund was £690,000;

and the floating isixpeiice portion was £230,000.
(e) That the total uf the accounts of the pharmacists came to

£863,005, meaning a call on the floating sixpence of £173,005 had
these accounts been paid in full.

Had the drug tariff in 1913 been on a commercial basis as now
suggested, then—

(d) The total of the accounts of the pharmacists would have
been £733,555, witha call on the floating sixpenceof£43.555(rather
more than Id. per insured person) if the accounts had been paid
in full as now proposed.
(The memorandum states that the figures for 1914 will prove

less favourable to the practitioners' lloatiug sixpence.)

The adoption of a commercial tariff will remove the
Pharmaceutical Committee as complainant, but owing to
the retention of the floating sixpence scheme the inquisi-

torial and irritating supervision of one's colleagues (under
Regulation 40) must of necessity remain. Is it noi;

derogatory to the profession that this bait be retained;
that before we prescribe the drug which we consider best
for the patient we have to pause to consider that by so
doing we may possibly find ourselves called to account by
our colleagues as their remuneration under the Acts may
be somewhat reduced? The giving of "pure and potent
medicines to the i)oor man as received by the richest man
in the land " becomes impossible. Could not this drawback
of the scheme be also eliminated ?

One recognizes that in certain areas the sixpence has
floated in its entirety into the pockets of the practitioners,

although the credit for this need not necessarily be their.s.

One also allows that those who can be proved to have pre-

scribed extravagantly should be made to pay for it per-

sonally (see paragraph 246), but not, as at present, the
whole panel.

The suggestion, therefore, that I would like the Panel
Committees to consider is whether there could be local

option, so that either (1) the floating sixpence arrange-

ments continue as at present; or (2) that this sum ha

divided equally (say) between the local Practitioners'

Fund and the local Drug Fund.
This latter arrangement, while making ample allowance

for the payment of all the pharmacists' accounts in full if

the other proposals of the memorandum are adopted, would
sweep away the obnoxious and invidious Regulation 40,

the legality of which many question, and so would go
far towards equalizing " the potencj' and purity " of the
poor man's drugs to those of the millionaire.

Would Panel Committees consider this ijroposal, as
also whether the British Medical Association should not
protest to the Government against the suggestion in

paragraph 8 footnote, that the extra cost of drugs conse-
quent on the war is to be paid for by the practitioners
and not by a parliamentary grant? The protective pohcy
outlined by the resolution in paragraph 10 seems to be
already of paramount necessity.

Mileage.
Dr. G. F. Sydenham (Dulverton, Somerset) writes

:

Under the National Insurance Acts a sum was voted for
extra mileage for the scattered districts of Scotland, as
also for similar districts in England and Wales. Will any
of your readers communicate with me, telling me

:

1. What sum they get for the insured persons in tli' r

district—that is, the extra amount for that district ?

2. How the money is divided up among the practition-:

,

concerned ?

3. At what dates they have received pavments for 1913 and
1914 ?

J^abal aitti iHtlitaixi appointments.
ROYAL XAVAL MnDICAL SERVICE.

The following ap])nintiLient.s are announced bv tlie Admiralty:
Staff Surgeons: J. H. L. Page to the ytrtnnj. additional, for dis-
po.sal; A. R. Schofield, M.K., to the Pcinbicke. additional, for
disposal; .J. McA. Hr,1me=i. MB. to tlie riri'l. arl.liUonal, for disposal.
Surgeons A. A. fjandir^, .M Ij,. nn.l .1. CI. J'.ohI. .M.li.. to the Pemhn.l.-e,
additional, for dis[,(. : i if ', .n::.i s ^^.1rit'.^M^ i'f',ftj
additional, for di-|. I >- - - i; .-ir, M |; . i.,'t'' r:ii,l',
additional, for dispr, :

,
,
.,,,,,. i: j i ..^ i ,, . ; . the

hospital ship Aaoilii .
i '.

: ; . : , j,. j, „ . , ;,.,,.; A F.
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RoIhwh: \v. s. OliOiu
Johnson. M.lt.. to the ]'

to U)C rutorti. afldition
T. J.Niol.olltothe Victo

H. G . Chaplin to tho BarnvsUte; U. B.
', i . r u, ; F. C. Gladstone M.B.. to

' \ I r.l.int to the Achittn, rice
/ n<u,ian, vice Wnlsh; J. P.
M nail : C. L. Gimblett, M.B..

1 V' 1:!, I vl Hospital; D. Ij. Iiewis and
luiuoiiul, lor Uaslar Hospital.

RoTAi, Army Medicai, Coups.
TcniporaiT Captain G. Stoker to be teuipoiary Major and temporarv

I-ieutenaat T. W. Buckley, JI.B.. to be temporary Ijonorary llajo'rwhilst serving with the Pinncess Christian Hospital.
_Io be temporary Majors: H. C. Marr, M.D., and P. M. R. Walshe,

A. S. Woodwai
TUo follow ir

the Hiiddei-sf,
atai-shall ; as .A

Teuujorary 1

H. M. Anders

iiployed in charge of the Spri

ilant (tempornrs

Lieutenants to be Carta
W. T,. K. Reynolds, P. C. Harri
CampbeU, O. G. P. Jones, E. .S

SPECIAL BESEKVE OF OPFICEES.
BoTAL Abmy Medicai. Corps.

W. J. Reid, M.B., B. W. Duncan.
Camiibell, M.B., C. M. G.

N H. W. Saw H. R. Ship.iald, D. C.' MaTdoiaTdlii B \ t" Harf
"

H T'^Wfiln ';^°i'''';'"l'
J. McKay, M.B..rconhr„\Jain Ws rank.

II. T. Chatfield, M B.. to be Lieutenant on probation.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
,r 1.1 w*""^ MEDir.u:, Sebyices.

;HT?f',®l'°°-.<'»''^3'' f™"! T.F.R.. to be Deputy Assistant

tenant-Colonel)
"^olouel

' "louel, W
W. Allai

Boyd.Buxton, H. A. KelJ.
Butler, S. Arnott. il _ _ _
M.B., N. Briggs. L. G. Bourdilloi!M U.. A. E. Bullock, M. A. C. Hi
Binuey, M.B., C. J. W. Clayton, G.MM K. W. Carriugton. M.B., \. 1

Burke, C. A. Bernard, C. Aldis. i

Bourne, M.B.,F.K.C.S.,G. S. Blai
Artbnr, J. N. Armstrong, M.B., <

Braud, M.B., A. J. Blalie, T. S \
ner. M.B.. F. H. : '

^i.,
i w 'i

H. F. W. Adaui
.

F. C.K.Austin, m
,

i .

Brown, L. Adan; '
,

> i,

R. H. Alexander, .^r 1: j; i; \'.,^,
Craig. M.B., S. S. Cro«o

Med°ir»7 ^^^y^^^T^"^^^'^^'- "" ""^'^ ^^^ Kendall, late Captain Array
worth mr"v^ L. M Govan

;
temporary Lieutenant P. Charles.

Bi°lUs>.
• *^°''""'° '• ^- Bourke, trom Cameronians (Scottish

jj^Temporary Captain H. -Wiltshire. M.D.. relinquishes his com-
> ieutcnant 1. Macdonald, M.D., F.R.C.S.E., relinquishes 1._.. ssiOD,on account of ill health {substituted tor

le London Gazette of Mav 22nd).
. M. W. Mori

porary
published
Lieuteni

aiin.-i. M.B..
Sal.lie, M.B.,
. .MB.. I. M.
ivb.T. M.B.,
, M.B.,D.D.

ceasing to lie euiiiloyed with the No. 1

I Merchants' Mobile) Hospital.
' t^mporan- Lieutenant Kesirald W.

i slated in the London Ga-ette

ry honorary

XT
''5*4°',',°^'°^ temporary Lieutenants relinquish their commis'N. i. Hallows M.B., G. H. Varley, M.B., B. Stansfeld. A. D. Audi
. D. Vernon-Taylor, \. G. S.

Cooke, H. F. W. Ward. 11 .7 Y
<}astceo, K. B. T, ,

,'
i

P.RC.S., L. n. I' .

house, F.E.C.S., I

M.B.,H.L..Mart,n II i

M.U.. I

.">I.D.. I

-M.B.. I

J. Hn.iK-
W.G.S
vviiicj.

;

M.B.. M

sions:

W. A. ,stewsrt,H. W.'

I C.B. Wliiltaker, F.R.C.S.E., B W E
. :\M)-. V- 1 .

i .r. V,-. M.I5., J. M. Verstei-;
.

'
. >i.ii.,P.R.C.S.E.,

'

1, C. G. Harmer,
I II .0. D.Price,
1: :Worlev, M.B.,

> I
'I Stewart, M.H.,

I ^* -
.

'\. i -!, Mji,, M. ].:.

M.B., G. c. <,u,,...., Mi;. .I.ii li I.

Glen, MB.,G. JougLiu. M.B.. L.J. I.

M.H.C.B. Chichester, M.B., P. R.Sli
Husbands, B C. Powell, M.B., W. K
*'. V. Montgomery. MP,.. R. I;. I;.,|

McKean, J. I. L.-itV • ^' ' '

J. V. Duffy, J. !• -
i

II II
Oowie.M.D., P.T.J
M.B., H. Print),
n. A. W. Prod. .

Stolies, W. J.
I. Henderson,

.-liel.l. D J.

..te, :\i.B., ,). A
-M.B., T. S. Brc
I, ..M.B.
lary Lieutenants: C. C

inay,'M.D., W. Cullen,'
M.B., P. J. Lane, M.B..

is. E. W. L

7;o»l<7e.i .,..; (.

theHi.^li!..

Rawlins, I' . . ,, , 1

Station 1.1 I... Li.;,!. ,,., ,n

tenants to be ( nptams r
H. K. Lucas, J. B. Rawliu
Harrison, M.B., to be Captain
London {City of London) Sanita:

ul' Lieutenant.

,|, , 1; 1' ' .. -iialtyClearii

to r.niain seeouried : .1. St.A. Titliia
and P. W. Green. Lieutenant C. .

Comprt)!!/.—Peroival Hartley,

ut G. D. IViry resig

ncflian Field Amlnlan

F.K.CS., to be .Mtu
SouHi Midl.ind

.

substituted for tl

Captain F. E. Fr:

lajor H. G. G. Mackenzie, M.D.,
Japtain W. D. Sturrock, M.D..
.0 be Captains : F. E. H. Keogh

lit A..1. H. lies to be Captain;

Lieutenant W. R. M. Turtle, StM.,

>tain R. A. Bickcrsteth. M.B.,

!.—The following announcement is
he London Gazette oi 3n)y 12ih:
1 Attached to Units Other than
n\ Crowe, M.D.. and W. J. F. Craig

Q-m Ainhiaance.~C^X,ie.in C. W,

• J. B. McLean, M.B., to be

I'ljo Captains: Lieutenants E. S.G.

itenant-Colonel G. H. Grimoklby
of lil IjeeUh. 11. G. Dodd, M.B.',

'.—Lieuteuauls to be Captains ; E. B.
ndersou, M.B.
.—Captain G. Dick, M.B., from Sanitary

H. Walker, M.li..

to be Major on tt

Sanitary Sen

i-on, R. C. Xei
lit. F.lt.C.S.I.

I be Lientenant:

tital Maiktits.

HE.VLTH OF ENGLISH TOWXS.
I.v ninety-Bix of the largest Enslisli towns 7.420 births and 4,224 dea<b,were registered during the week en.led Saturday. Septen.lier 4tl, The
and'iL'i^ri'oii:.!";;';;!':!,,','! ','". ',,::''"

.."'""'V'';:'':";'",";^":'?-
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Ijcen 2,415, 2,367. and 2.360 at tbe end of the three preceding -wecTts, rose

to 2.365 on Saturday. September 4th ; 365_ new cases were admitted

i'ng the week, agai

nd 4.855 deaths
)>tembGr 11th.
1 :id been 11.4,

,,- to 14.0 per

1 it ranged

'

In tile ninety-six lavp^st

were registered dun- "
'L'he annual rate of :

12.3, and 12.1 per l,i

1.000 in the week ui

279. 225, and 315 in the thre

ngli-'h tntTii"; 7,501 births

Dundee; from scarlet lever, 4

1 . 3 deaths in Edinburgh ; and
lundee.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DtTEiNG the week ending Saturday, August 28th, 563 births and 338

deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban districts

of Ireland, as against 539 births and 317 deaths in the preceding period.

These deaths represent a mortality of 14,5 per 1,090 of the flgiiregate

population in the districts in question, a:^ oaniu-t 13,6 per l.COO in the
previous period. The mortality in tlie^i' Irish arias was tiierefore

2.2 i.ier 1.000 higher than thp c.~irr.- = !ir,n ling rate in the uinety-si.x

English towns duri i' i; - " ' •" i'>" ••amedate. The birth-

rate, on the other h:. !: r , 1.000 of population. As
formortality of II) ; :i 'lie Dublin registration

area was 16,8 (as ;i - Oi,- previous fourweeksl;
in Dublin city. 1'," '- , i. r ,, <,i. 14.0 (as against 13.2);

in Cork. 11.6 (as a;;.;.;. ,.»,,„,. . : i- ,;, i jn.iL ii;, . 19.0 (as against 18.3) ; in

liimerick, 19 (as a^'ainst 14,5); ana in Waterford, 19.0 (as against
15 2). The zimotic death-rate was 2.2, as against 2.1 in the previous

l^ataucks aitti ^ppahttittents.

I!OTICE.'S BEGAUDIXa APPOIXTMKXT^.—Attention is raUei

particulars of vacancies as to ivhuh inaniries should he inada

before application.

VACANCIES.
ALTON, HANTS : LORD JIAYOR Tit F.LOAR CRIPPLES' HOSPITAL.

—.Vssistaut Resident MvM :' n;ri:
,

,

BET,r,RAVF, HOSPITAL F<>l' ' '^' ": < lapham Road. S.W.—
HesidentMiaiLalOHkir i

i
i ' Salary, £100 perannum.

iJIlnilXlinAM AND JIID1,,\ 1' 1 .1 ''." (ITAL. —Junior House-
Surgoon. Salary, £100 pi i ; in ii ii .li i,,. laundry allowance.

EIR^IINGHAII GENERAL DISPENSAKY.—Resident Medical Officer.

Salary, £350 per annum.
BRISTOL ROYAL I'NFIRMARY.— (1) House-Physicians ; (2) House-

Surge.ins; i3) Denial House-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum in

BUXTON
Saldr',

.

CAMBRlll

HOSPITAL.—Assistant House-Phys

CARDIFF : KING EDWARD VII HOSPITAL.
Salary, £140 per annum.

CITY OF NORWICH.—Assistant School Medical O,

use-Surgeon.

Salary, £400

f i.i -!:i I-, '-v.NATORIUM.—Resident Medical Officer.

I
I ,i.l I

I IKINATION POOR-HOUSE AND HOSPITAL.—
( ii.ilOfficor. Salary, £225, rising to £300 per annum.

), i l,i>, \ !I<i,IITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Southwark, S.E.—
Clinical .V^-istants in Out-patient Departments.

GREAT NORTHERN CENTR;VL HQSPIT.\L, Holloway, N.—nouse-
i (male).

friuteU and publielicil by the JJridsU JK-ilical Asbociatic

GREAT YARMOUTH HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon (male). Salary,
£200 per annum.

HUDDERSFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY.—Assistant House-Surgeon
(male or female). Salary, £100 per annum.

INGHAM INFIRMARY AND SOUTH SHIELDS AND WESTOE
DISPENSARY.-House-Surgeon. SalaiT. £150 per annum.

LEEDS ruiiLIC IJISPENSAKY.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.

LIVEl'.rOOI, : I),\MD LEWIS NORTHERN HOSPITAL.—Two Lady
l(i,,idi-nl SurgLons. Salary. JEIOO per annum.

LIVEKl'OOL STANLEY HOSPITAL.—Resident House-Surgeon.
LONDON HOMOEOPATHIC HOSPITAL, threat Ormoud Street.—

(1) Hou«-Surgeon. (2) Two Resident Mcdiual Officers.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL. Haiiipstcad Road, N.W.—
11) Resident Medical Officer. (2) .Assistant Resident Medical Officer.

Salary for (11 i'20O per annum, and for (2) £120 per annum.
MIDDLESBROUGH: NORTH ORMESBY HOSPITAL. — House-

Surgeon. Salary. £150 per annum.
NATION.VL HOSPITAL FOR THE PARALYSED AND EPILEPTIC.

Queen Square, W.C—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £100 per

PARISH OF INVERAVON. Banffshire.-Medical Officer.

PARISH OF SOUTHAMPTON.-ResidentAssistant Medical Officer
(male or female). Salary. £250 per annum.

QUEEN CHARLOTTE'S LYING-IN HOSPIT.\L, Mttrylebone Road,
N.W.—District Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum.

ROCHESTER: ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL. — Assistant
Surgeon In Out-i,al,i..nU,

ROY.\L FRl I H(.-!; ,

ROYAL Ll>M)M\ (. :
,i

; , II'JSPIT.AL, City Road, E.C.—
Two KL-tractioii ,v.-l.;alIl^, ^alary. i50 per annum.

ROYAL S.\LOP INFIUMARV.—House-Physician. Salary at the rate

of ,i'120 per annum.
ROY,\T, SOI-TH HANTS AND SOUTHAMPTON HOSPITAL.—

Kmii- II - -ui;iii (male or female). Salary, £150 per annum.
;, I

iMiSPITAL, Dollis Hill, London, N.W.—Resident

TON, INFIRMARY. Highgate Hill. N.—Resident
'. Jical OtTici r. S<alary, £140 per annum.

S'

.

\;,i3tant Medical Superinten-

H\ -Two Temporary Assistant
' in each case.

\\
;

iIUSPITAL.—Assistant House-

\\ ,
'.L\rR\L HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
I . (2) House Physicians and House-

1 .J PLi annum, and for (2) £120 and £100

WESIMINSXEI; GEXEU.iL DISPENSARY. — Resident Medical
O.dicer. Salatj-. £120 per annum.

WK.STMORLAND SANATORIUM, Meathop, Grange over Sands. —
Second Medical Superintendent. Salary, £200 per

WIGAN : ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-

PENSARY.—.lunior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

WORCESTER COUNTY .AND CITY ASYLUM, Powick. — Assistant

Medical Officer. Salary. £250.

WORCESTER GENER.AL INFIRM.ARY.—Resident Medical Officer

(male or female). Salary. £150 per annum.
YORK COUNTY HOSPIT.\L. — Resident Medical Officer (male or

female). Salary. £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS. —The Chief Inspector of

Faclories announces the following vacant appointments ; Daln,el-

Uugton (Ayr), Hereford (Herefordshire),

To ensure vclice in lliis column— which is compiled from nur

it is necessary then adverti^cnients sh.

should refer also to the Index (o .1-7,,.

the Table of Contents in the Joornal.
Ilia mhicU Jollou

APPOINTMENTS,
Btexe. E. C. L R.C.P. and S.I., L.M., District Medical Officer of the

Kettering Union.
Eamkh. E V. L,R,C.P. andS.Edin., L.M., L R.F.P.S.Glasg.. District

Medical Offlc.r of the Basford Union.

Verno.n- H \., L.S.A., District Medical Officer of the Greenwich

t their Offlce, No

BIRTHS. MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Thechargefor insertijig announcements of Births, Marriages. anS,

Deaths is 5s., which sum shoicld ie forioarded in Post Office

Orders or Stamps with the notice not later than the first post

Wednesday mornina in ord(^r to ensure insertion in tlie current

BIRTHS,

Bennett Jones.—On September 3rd. at 80a. Sheil Road, Liverpool,

the wife of W. J. Bennett Jones, M.D., of a daughter.

SCC3ABS.—On September 13th, at 89, Lower Baggot Street. Dublin, to

Dr. and Mrs. H. S. Sugars, a son.

MARRIAGE,

Shahplks-HALtJiACK.—On September 7th. at Hendon. London,
Lieutenant Sydney Sharpies, R.A.M.C.IT.P.), son of Dr. and Mrs.

Sharpies, Lostock Hall. Lanes, to Jenny Foulkes, daughter of the

late J. B.:

s County ot illddlesex.

iiack, J.P., of Pre
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THE WAR EMERGENCY.
ADDRESS BY MR. LITTLEWOOD OF LEEDS.

A STRIKING address was delivered by Lieutenant- Colonel
H. Littlewood, R.A.M.C.(T.), consulting surgeon to the
Leeds General Infirmary, and now administrator of the
2nd Northern General Hospital (Leeds), at a special

meeting of the medical profession in the Wakefield area,

to consider the action that should be taken locally to meet
the demand for more medical men to serve with the army.
- The meeting, which was convened by Dr. W. Eardley
(Honorary Secretary of the Wakefield, Pontefract, and
Castleford Division of the British Medical Association),

was held in the County Hall, Wakefield, on September
17tb. In the absence of Dr. Hillman, on active
service, Dr. E. Selby (Doncaster) took the chair. In
opening the proceedings the chairman expressed the
hope that the medical profession would be able to meet
the requirements of the military authorities without
any question or suspicion of compulsion. The present
was, he considered, no time for criticism, and though it

had happened that the services of some doctors who had
left large and lucrative practices to take commissions
seemed as yet to have been very little used by the military
authorities, it might be assumed that the authorities knew
their business, and it was not to be expected that men
with no knowledge of military work could be sent to the
front without some instruction in military requirements
and military surgery.

Colonel LUtleivood's Address.
Lieutenant- Colonel Littlewood, after a reference to the

illness of Colonel Dobson, his predecessor as administrator
of the 2nd Northern General Hospital, who had addressed
a meeting of a similar character hold in Wakefield last

April, and after expressing the jjleasure with which all

would hear that Colonel Dobson was now making rapid
progress towards recovery from the illness with which he
was attacked two days after the meeting in April, con-

j

tinned as follows

:

When I retired from practice in June, 1913, I resigned,
amongst other things, my membership of the British
Medical Association. In the past I have not been in

sympathy with many things the Association has done. In
this movement it has my entire sympathy and I will do all

in my power to help.

A year ago many people believed the war would be
over in a few months; now many of us will be satisfied if

it is successfully over in a few years.
Mr. Asquith said on November 9th, 1914: "We shall

never sheathe the sword, which we have not lightly drawn,
j

until Belgium recovers in full measure all and more than
[

all .she has sacrificed ; until France is adequately secui-ed
|

against the menace of aggression, until the rights of the
j

smaller nationalities of Europe are placed on an unassail-
able foundation, and until the military domination of
Prussia is wholly and finally destroyed. That is a great
task worthy of a great nation." These noble words
are the minimum for the Allies, and I am sure
every one here realizes tlio gravity of the position
and the stupendous task before them. It can only
bo accomplished by every man and woman in tlie

British Empire doing their utmost

—

Gcnnania delcnda est.

What the Allies—and more particularly the Briti.sli

Empire—have to realize is that, if we are not successful,
our fate will be infinitely worse than that of Belgium. They
have been scourged with whips ; we shall be scourged with
scorxjions. If the Germans once landed in this country,
we should not waste our time discussing compulsory
service—we should act, and be thankful if we had any
one to lead us to drive them out ; but how little chance we
should have if we were not prepared !

Since the beginning of the war I have had largo
numbers of wounded men under my care—all brave and
cheerful fellows. I cannot imagine how any one seeing
tliem and hearing their stories could delay one moment in
striving to do all in his power to defeat any chances of
Germanic domination.

It has been said that any number of cups of hot water
cannot make one cup of boiling water. I am afraid a largo
number of people have not got to boiling point, and success
can only be achieved when this has bcou attained. What-
ever our hands find to do we must do it with all our miglit.
The medical profession has been said to be one of the

greatest of trades unions. Up to a certain point this may
be true, but fortunately we are bound together by great
and noble traditions and high ideals, so there is no sus-
picion of limiting our output, and when we arc called to
act there is one dominating motive—to do our best—and
more than that )io man or woman can do. And this is

what is required of the nation. At times our profession
iias been misled by agitators, but at the present anxious
time no voice lias been raised except to urge the members
of the profession to put themselves unreservedly at tlie

service of the empire. And this is what I am here to urge
this afternoon.
The Director-General, Sir Alfred Keogli, says he wants

2,500 more men before Christmas. A\'e are confident ho
knows what he is talking about, and we can assure him he
shall have everything he asks for. How is this to bo
brought about? I think all men under 40, and all under
45 who are physically fit, should indicate their willingness
to accept service wherever they may be sent ; and tho.se

who are over age or for physical reasons are unable to

serve abroad should help to carry on at houje. There
will be an enormous amount for them to do in looking
after the civil population and the wounded soldiers who
are sent to this country.
Here will be a great chance for those who stay at home

—not only to do the work of those who have gone abroad,

[596]
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but to safeguard tlieiv interests ; so that those who are

fortunate enough to return, when they do so, will find they

have not to begin professional life over again.

A good deal of work has been done, and many valnable

Buggostions made, by the AN'ar Emergency Couimittee.

Their paper, W. 3, contains useful suggestions, and the

form adopted by the Mid-Cheshire Division sums up the

best and most honourable line for those who stay at home.
[The document W. 3, and the form adopted by tlie Mid-
Cheshire Division, will be found in the first column of

page 130 of the Supplement to the British Medical
Journal of last week.]
Many members of the medical profession (and I should

like to 'include the nursing profession) have already gone—
both general practitioners and consultants and nurses

—

making great monetary and other sacrifices ; their one
thought and pride is to do their best for their country.

Any man or woman in the British Empire who does not

act in the same way is unworthy to be called a British

citizen, and those who invite British subjects not to take

this view of their great privilege are traitors, and should,

by the common voice of the nation, be treated as such.

This meeting has been called to see how best you can
help to supply the men Sir Alfred Keogh has aslied for,

so we will now proceed to the real business.

In the coui-se of the subsequent discussion the question

of the shortage of medical men to meet the needs of the civil

population was raised, and, together with certain otlier

matters, I'eferred to the local War Emergency Committee.
Colonel Littlewood remai-ked that the first and pressing

need was for medical men for the wounded soldiers, and
that for the present the civil population must take second
place. The Chairman, in endorsing this view, said that

the civil population must realize the true state of affairs,

and not needlessly occupy a doctor's time. He considered

tliat of the urgent calls a doctor received, barely 1 per
cent, were really urgent.

The meeting concluded -nith a vote thanks to Lieutenant-
Colonel liittlewood for his address.

In the circular convening the meeting it was stated that

the number of doctors from the area already on active

service was about forty.

Rawtenstall.
A JiEETiNO of tlie medical profession was held at Rawten-
stall on September 17th, under the chairmanship of Dr.

F. B. Holmes, President of the Bury Division. It was
attended by practitioners residing in Rawtenstall, and also

by Dr. Johnson (representative of the Bury Division), Dr.

Nuttall, Dr. Vine (Honorary Secretary of the Bury local

War Emergency Committee), and Dr. Braithwaite (Hono-
rary Secretary of the Division).

Dr. Holmes made a statement explaining the reason for

holding the meeting, and the urgent need there was for

more medical men for whole-time military service. This
was supported and amplified by a short speech from Dr.

.lohnson. The Secretary read two letters from the

Central War Emergency Committee on the matter. After

some general discussion it was decided by a unanimous vote

to form a local War Emergency Committee for Haslingden
and Rawtenstall, to work in conjunction with that for Bury.
Drs. J. B. Stewart (Haslingden), Edward (Rawtenstall),

and Hindle (Haslingden, not a member of the British

Medical Association), were elected to form this committee.

PERTH BRANCH.
A meeting of the Perth Branch was held at Perth on
September 17th, when Dr. J. Hume, President, was in the
chair.

nighlands atid Islands Schemes.
The Secretary stated that the Highlands and Islands

Grant Act was dated August 15tli, 1913, and almost exactly

two years after, on August 16th of this year, and without
any warning, there were issued to the practitioners in the

Highland area an elaborate series of documents, consisting

of six " schemes," a draft form of agreement, and a
schedule, somewhat similar to that issued by the income
tax authorities, asking for minute details of professional

earnings, a fortnight only being allowed for decision on the

whole matter. Naturally, a considerable amount of concern

was aroused in the minds of practitioners, and numerous
letters had been written to the newspapers, and meetings
held, with the view of clearing up the many difficulties
contained in the Board's proposals. Amongst various
objections raised were the facts that the acknowledged
medical authorities and central bodies had not been con-
sulted; that a most inopportune time had been chosen
when so many medical men were absent on military duty

;

that intolerable conditions were imposed upon doctors "in

regard to the conduct of their practices; and that the pro-
visions concerning remuneration were vague and confusing,
and accompanied by no guarantees. The documents were
now before the profession at large in the pages of the
British Medical Journal. While no doubt the schemes
in themselves were very laudable, . and lilvely-to benefit
those concerned if properly administered, the methods
adopted in bringing them before the profession, and the
extraordinary conditions attached to the draft agreement,
were matters of serious import. The subject bad been
brought up before the Branch owing to the fact that part
of Perthshire came under the Board, and several members
of the Branch were involved.

Dr. Mackay stated that in the proposals two classes of

practitioners "were distinguished—those whose incomes
were under £3G0, and those whose incomes were over £300.
While the proposals of the Board miglit be suitable enough
for the former class, they were quite inapplicable, in their
present form, to the doctors in the Highland district of

Perthshire, who were above the ^6300 limit, and did aiot

require to have their whole incomes guaranteed by the
Board. The most objectionable feature, however, was the
proposal to withliold the mileage grant for the present
year, which practitioners were entitled to receive under
the National Insurance Act. Their agreements were with
the Insurance Committees, and the mileage grant ought
to be paid to the end of the current year, and if the Board
had any new proposals to submit, practitioners would then
be free to accept or reject them as they saw fit.

Dr. Trotter said that from all he could learn the great
majority of the Highland practitioners would greatly

benefit by the schemes, and that it was as far as possible'

from the minds of the Board that there should be any
deprivation or reduction of the mileage grant, which
would probably be doubled under the new arrangements.
If too many objections were raised, it might happen that
Pertlishire would be withdrawn from the schemes alto-

gethci'. Difficulties connected with special districts or

practices could be adjusted in the agreements, which were
to be individually arranged with the Board. He therefore

moved the following resolution, which was seconded by
Dr. Burnet, and passed:

That the meeting generally approves of the Highlanrls and
Islands schemes as snch, and that the Branch will support
the practitioners in the Highland district of Perthshire in

any negotiations with the Board as regards their individual
agreements.

After remarks by Drs. Anderson and Cochran, it was
decided to call a special meeting of the Branch, to be held

at Logierait Poorhouse on a date to be arranged by a
representative of the Board, so that negotiations may bo
conducted with the knowledge and concurrence of the

Branch, and not with individual doctors.

. Belgian Befugccs.—It was resolved that, while indi-

vidual doctors would always endeavour that no real case

of illness lacked the necessary attention, the profession as

a whole could not give any imdertaking as to medical
attendance on Belgian refugees in the town.
Dependants of Soldiers and Sailors.—It was resolved

that, while individual doctors would always be willing to

attend free such cases as they found to be necessitous, the

profession could take no further collective responsibility

in the matter.
Amhulanee Leclures.—\i vfR.B decided that practitioners

should continue to charge for giving lectures.

A list of periodical publications, official reports, and Blue
Books in the Library of the British Medical Association

available for issue to members on loan has been printed, and
copies can be obtained free on application to the Librarian,

at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. The
regulations governing the loan of these publications are

stated in the introduction to the list. The Library is open
for consultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays
till 2 p.m.).
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THE DRUG TArvIFF.

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENTAL
COMMITTEE.

This Committoe, as announced slioitly in our columns last

\veeU, lias just issued its report, wbieh shows the result of

an enormous amount of detailed investigation into the
working of the present drug tariff and presents a carefullj'

prepared scheme for its revision. The main lines of

investigation were ns follows:

(.11 Investigations of prescriptions actually dispensed
in 1913 and 1914 under the Insurance Acts in order to

obtain the following data:

(VI Frequency with which individual drugs ware
ordered and frequency with whicti various quan-
tities of tlie aame drug were ordered.

II) Investigations by a firm of accountants of

chemists' businesses in order to ascertain the profit

earned prior to inception of medical benefit under tlie

National Insurance Act, 1911, and subsequently
thereto.

(e) A dispensing test vrith a view to determining
the ratios in which the several medicament classes

stand to one another, Laving regard to the relative

claims of each class upon the dispenser's skill and
lime.

The report begins with a description of the present
financial and administrative arrangements for the supply
of medicines and appliances ; these are familiar to our
readers. It is pointed out that the tariff prices are subject
to the possibility of a discount, and the answer to any
question as to the fairness of tlie present arrangement will

depend not only on the degree of the practical risk involved
in the liability to discount, but also on the extent, if any,
to which the tariff prices may be abated without loss of

reasonable profit to the chemists. Also it is clear that the
Insurance Committee is not financially concerned to resist

any upward tendency of prices, as its liability is strictly

limited.

The Committee admits that, owing to the withdrawal of

the medical profession from negotiations in the latter part
of 1912, " the natural and not unreasonable consequence
was that a tariff framed by the Standing Committee on
Insurance of the Pharmaceutical Society was propounded
by the local bodies of pharmacists and adopted by Insur-
ance Committees in all areas without any real investigation
or scrutiny. Modifications in details have been subse-
quently made, mainly at the instance of local bodies, in-

cluding those representing practitioners, but any such
revision has of necessity left untouched the essential
principles and framework of the original tariff."

The ingredient-price fixed by the present tariff comprises
an allowance for •' trade profit " or establishment charges
which is proportionately greater in the case of small quan-
tities than large. Moreover, the minimum price is one
halfpenny, and all fractions are adjusted to a level half-

penny (generally upwai-ds). These two adjustments have
a material effect, as the value of the quantities ordered is

frequently very small, and the Committee makes the
following observations

:

" On a review of nearly three years' working we are
brought to the conclusion that the present tariff has faults
of construction which are responsible for serious inequity
to individual chemists. The tariff is pervaded by a
system of balances and compensations upon which" its

authors relied to ensure the fairness of its ultimate yield.

Thus anomalies in relative over-pricing in the case of par-

'• National Insui-ance .^cti. Po^'^vt r,f thf Dcppr^^iental Committee
appointea to cousider the Urr.i-: 'imiu under tin Ni,tii..iHl i^,iiraaca
Acts. Vol. i: Report, (ii- '! , bo
purchased, cither direct: I -^rs.
E^Te and Spottiswoode. 11:

1
1 M nuiri

and Sons. Ltd., 29, Bi'cii;
,

, ,,1,1 54
St. Mary .Street. Cardiff ; (-1 I (

:
- .: ii.inoli)

2J. Forth Street. EdinburL;h
; or F. J'..ii"r.iil.v. i,lil. lib. Orattoii

Street. Dublin: or from the agencies in the British Colonies and
. the Continent of Europe,

ticular drugs are set off against other anomalies of a con-
trary tendency ; anomalies in the dispensing fee scale are
balanced against the effects of certain features of tlio

ingredient pricing method. This system of balances
and compensations has proved in working to bo unsatis-
factory."

It is not to be expected that a document which requires
for its justification a detailed knowledge of a series of
empirical compromises will inspire confidence. The
present system yields in practice to different chemists for
their establishment charges sums differing very widely iu
amount, the variations being entirely independent of their
actual establishment charges and dependent chiefly on tho
habits of prescribing of local practitioners. The allowance
was found to vary from £5 15s. Id. to £9 Us. per 1,000
prescriptions. The dispensing foes again vary very greatly
according to the varying proportion of the different classes
of medicaments, which varies strikingly, for instance,
between England and Scotland.
The Committee therefore recommends a drastic revision

of the tariff, so that the remuneration of the chemist
should be based on simple and self-evident principles, and
should consist of:

1. The actual cost of the drugs and appliances supplied.
A good medium quality is to be specified in the tariff
in regard to certain articles of which several grades
are available, all fulfilling the B.P. standard, and
the chemist's contract is to include an obligation
to supply a grade of quality costing approximately tho
price allowed for in the tariff In the specimen tariff
appended the price is (with a distinct gain in convenience)
calculated on a " tariff pound " of 7,000 grains for solids
or 7,000 minims for liquids. By this device tho specific
gravity will not have to be further taken into account.
Flat rates are altogether eliminated. The cost will be
calculated to the nearest second decimal point of a penny
with a minimum of O.Old.

2. The dispensing fee has been calculated after careful
experiments on the time required for dispensing the
different medicament classes. Tlie dispensing fee includes
in all cases a fixed allowance of 0.8d. per prescription for
establishment charges. A differentiation is made between
mixtures, liniments, lotions, etc., which are extemporarily
prepared (2.8d.), and those which are prepared or stocked
in bulk (2.3d.). All solid or liquid drugs or preparations
requiring no compounding or preparation by the chemist
carry a fee of 1.8d. Appliances take no dispensing fee
beyond the 0.8d. for establishment expenses.
The discounting clause is altogether abolished.
It is contemplated that the prices shall be revised

annually, with a provision for more frequent revision in
exceptional circumstances—for example, during the war.
The revision is to be made by the central representatives
of the various interests concerned for the whole of fircat
Britain. It is recommended that the pricing should be
done by, and presumably at the expeu,se of, the lusarauco
Committee, and not by the chemist.
A series of interesting appendices give the statistical

data on which the Committee has formulated its report.
One table shows that if the Committee's recommendations
had come into force in 1913 the chemists' profits, without
allowing for the greatly increased turnover, would have
been at a slightly higher rate than they had previously
obtained for the same type of work. This implies a
reduction in receipts compared with the present scale, but
against this has to be offset the abolition of discounting
and the transfer of the pricing of prescriptions to tho
Insurance Committees.
Memoranda of dissent to certain paragraphs are ap-

pended. Jlr. Woolcock, Secretary and Piegistrar to the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, indicates his
disagreement with the figure fixed for establishment
charge.?. Mr. James P. Gilmour, a member of the Phar-
maceutical Society of Great Britain, dissents from the
conclusion II (h) and (c) providing for a flat rate per pre-
scription for establishment expenses and a fee per pre-
scription for any professional services graded according to
the nature of the prescription, and to the dispensing scale
published in the appendix. Dr. Tocher of Aberdeen also

,
objects to fixing the establishment charges at 0.8d.

lier prescription. He regards ib as a doubtful figure,

because the data the Committee was able to collect wero
insufficient with respect to tlie number of ph;

from whom particulars were collected.
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INSURANCE ACT.

CERTIFICATION OF SICKNESS BENEFITS IN
IRELAND.

The Commissioners' Scheme Accepted.

A MEETING of tlie delegates of the Irish medical profession

-vvas held on September 17th at the Royal College ot Sur-

geons, Dublin, to consider proposals from the Irish National

Insurance Commission for certification of sickness benefits

nnder the Insurance Act as applied to Ireland, ilr. R. J.

Johnstone, F.R.C.S. (Belfast), occupied the chair.

The letter received from Sir Joseph Glynu, Chairman of

the Irish Insurance Commission, stated that with the

approval of the Treasury the Commission was now in a

position to offer the followmg capitation rates as a basis

for the remuneration of practitioners for certifying alone:

A. In county boroughs and towns of 10,000 population and
upv.ards one shining and three pence per insured person.

B. In county areas where the density of the insured popula-

tion, excluding towns of 10,000 and tipwards, equals or exceeds
0.02 per acre, the sum of two shillings per insured person. This
group includes the counties of Dublin, Down, Armagh, Antrim,
i/outh, Kildare, Wexford, Carlow, Londonderry, VViclslow,

Tyrone, Meath, Queen's County, Monaghan, Corii, and V/est-

meath.
C. In county areas where the density ot the insured popula-

tion is less than 0.02 per acre the sum of two shillings and six-

pence per insured person. This group inclndes the counties of

Limeiick, Tipperary (S.E.), Waterford, Kilkenny, King's County,
Cavan.Tipperary (N.R.), Fermanagh, Longford, Clare, Donegal,
Kerry, Leitrim, Eoscommon, Sligo, Mayo, and Gal way.

Sir Joseph Glynn's letter continued as follows

:

"As a guide to what practitioners would receive under
this scale the following illustrations may be of interest;

but I should explain that in preparing them we had to go
on the prewar figures for the insured population, as we
have not got any returns of the insured population since

war began which would prove in any way reliable. Our
insured population must have been somewhat reduced by
enlistment, but to what extent we do not know. These
changes, however, are only temporary, and after the war
we may hope to see an increase in the numbers.

" Taking the figures we have got, the above rat«s in

Dublin city (exclusive of Rathmines, Rathgar, and Pem-
broke) would mean a sum of i:5,830 for the doctors who
would join the pool. In Cork the sum would be £1,450,

and in Belfast £8,715.

"In Group B, County Dublin (excluding the townships
of Rathmines, Rathgar, and Pembroke) would receive

£2,0^0, County Down (excluding Newry) £3,356, County
Wexford (excluding Wexford town) j£1,508, County ileath
£1,216, and County Cork £3,764.

•'In Group C, Tipperary (S.R.) (excluding Clonmel)
would receive £1,248, Clare £1,318, Galway £1,228
(excluding Galway town).

" I give these figures as typical examples under pre-war
conditions and cannot say to what extent they would be
altered by enlistments. The reduction in the number of

insured persons is, of comse, accompanied by a reduction
(not necessarily proportionate) in the amount of certifica-

tion to be done. The figures given do not include exempt
persons to whom a lower capitation- rate will be paid. The
number is under 2,200 and the amount of certification

which will be required will be small, as short illnesses do
not count with this class, and the benefits given are
strictly limited. The rate for this class will, hov.ever, be
added to the above rates and to that extent wUl somewhat
increase the figures quoted.

" We hope that the doctors will recognize that this offer

is substantial and, when we consider the absolute neces-
sity of economy in every branch of the public service
owing to the strain imposed by the war, it is really
generous."
The Chairman, Mr. .Johnstone, on behalf of the deputa-

tion appointed to iutcrvicv/ 3Ir. C. Roberts, JI.P., Chair-
man of the Joint Insurance Committee, which subsequently
conferred with the Irish National Insurance Commis-
sioners and representatives of the approved societies, gave
an interesting account of the main points of the scheme of

medical certification proposed under the Insurance Act in
Ireland for acceptance by the profession. Under the now
schemo the cardinal principle contended for by the pro-
fession, that the medical attendant should, in the first

instance, certify for sickness benefit, is conceded—a con-

cession which has given very great satisfaction, as it w;is

always held that the remuneration was quite a secondary
consideration to the attainment of this principle. In
about half the counties in Ireland, which include the moi,;

sparsely populated, practically the full demands of tli'-

doctors have been granted ; in the remaining counties an:
county boroughs the remuneration, while a substanti;

advance on foi-mer offers, has fallen somewhat short of ili

demands of the profession. It was, however, recogni/'

by the delegates that the midst of a great national crisis

was not the proper time for the medical profession to

continue the struggle, particularly as regards finances,

with the Treasury.
In the circumstances the delegates decided to accept tl •

offer made by Sir Joseph Glynu, Chairman of the Ii i

National Insurance Commission, with instructions to ti

Irish Medical Committee that the deputation appointed by
it to meet the Commissioners was to press (1) for local

option on the part of medical committees as regards the
unit and method of distribution of the money allotted to

each area for certification; and (2) that, considering tl-

large amount contemplated to be deducted from the c

tification grants, at the expense of the general body of u

profession, for the payment of referees, doctors of gi-

professional standing, and who would command the respi '

and confidence of their colleagues, should be selected !> i

these offices in the best interests of all concerned.
The proceedings of the delegates' meeting were brouLjl

to a conclusion by the adoption of a warm vote of thar^

to the Chairman and the Irish Medical Committee for i
'

satisfactory manner in which they had conducted li

business of the ijrofession for the past two yeai-s. Tlie

Chairman, Mr. Johnstone, on rising to reply, was most
enthusiastically received by the entire meeting.

In the House of Commons, on September 21st, Mi-.

Charles Roberts, Chairman of the Joint Committee of

Insurance Commissioners, said, in reply to Mr. J. P.

Farrell (Longford), that the part-time appointments in

respect to the scheme for certification of insured persons in

Ireland were made on purely a temporary basis pending

the settlement of a permanent scheme for certification,

and were terminable by one month's notice on either side,

and this fact was clearly indicated by the Irish Insurance

Commissioners to all candidates for such appointments.

LOCAL MEDICAL AXD PANEL
COMMITTEES.

WARWICKSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Warwickshire Panel Committee was held

at Coventry on September 1st. Dr. J. Orton (Coventry)

was appointed Chaii-man ; Dr. R. Latimer Greene (Strat-

fordon-Avon) Vice-Chairman ; and Mr. W. P. Whitehc: "!

(^Leamington) Acting Secretary during the absence

Dr. Arnold Morris on active service.

Voluntary Levy.—It was reported that the amo. ...

produced by the voluntary levy of id., to which all but

fifteen had assented, was £181 16s.
" Covering."—X complaint made against a practitioner

for refusing to supply certificates of incapacity to a patiin

who was being attended by a bonesetter was consider,

and a letter from the General Medical Council was re;i i

A resolution was adopted to the effect that the prarii

tioner's action was in accordance with the certification

rules, and the Chaimian was asked to press this view upon
the Medical Service Subcommittee.

Attenda7ice on Discharged Soldiers. —Attention w.t;

drawn to cases in which on discharge wounded soldi> i

came nnder the care of a general practitioner, and it w;

reported that in one such case a claim on the War OfTi

had been repudiated. It was resolved to ask the British

IMedical Association to take action with a view to securing

that the provision made by the nation for men discharged

when in need of medical and surgical treatment should

include such treatment, or be such as to enable the men to

obtain it otherwise than through charity.

Local Medical Comotttee.
At a meeting of the Warwickshire Local Medical Com-

mittee held on the same date, the same officers were
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elect«<.l as for tho Panel Committee, and it was reportccl

tliat tUc Committee had been recognized by the Coiu-

iiiissiouers down to Julj* 15tb, 1916.

SIIKOPSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the Shropshire Panel Committee was held at

Shrewsbury on August 31st, when Dr. Exk.\ii was in tho
chair. Dr. WedJ, of Wellington, was co-opted to act for

Dr. Mackie, absent on military service.

Besclulions forwunlcd to Couniij CommiUce.-— The
following resolutions were passed, and the Honorary
Secretary insti-ueted to forward them to the County
lusmance Committee:

1. That the Couuty Committee be requested to withhoUl
tUe right of an insured person to transfer from the list of

any doctor absent on naval or military service for the
period of the war or until a reasonable time after bis

return.

2. That the County Committee be requested not to remove
an insure<l person from a doctor's list until the insured
person has proved his actual removal by choosing another
doctor in another area or district by means of the medical
card.

3. That emergency dispensing be paid for at a flat rate.

COUNTY TYRONE.
Local ^JIedical Committee.

A jfEETixG of the County Tyrone Local Medical Committee
was held at the Tyrone Comity Hospital on September 3rd,

when Dr. E. C. Thomi'som was iu the chair.

EUciion of Di'pc)isar\i Medical Officers in the Cloghcr
Union.— The following resolution was unanimously
passed

:

That we, the Tyrone Jledical Committee, condemn in the
strongest possible manner the unpatriotic action of the
majority ol the Clogher Board of Guardians iu appointing
to the oiSce of dispensary medical oflicer a young man
qualified to serve his country at the front in the Ro>al
Army Medical Corjjs, where every self-respecting man
should be, and ignoring the long services of the ether
candidate. Dr. Ross, who, already for many years perma-
nently settled in the district, had proved his ability to dis-

charge the duties of this office in addition to those of
medical officer of the workhouse.

Poor Law Medical Officers' Fees and Holidays.—It was
decided that the Secretary should communicate with the
different clerks of unions in the county Tyrone, stating
that the very moderate scale of fees already in force

—

namely, £3 3s. a week for district hospitals and £4 4s. a
week for dispensary districts—would be rigidly adhered to.

InsiLrance Act.—The feeling of the meeting was against
tlie proposed pooling system for certification, which meant
that the doctor who managed to issue the largest number
of certificates received the largest payments. A resolution
was unanimously passed

:

That the capitation and panel system be adhered to, under a
proper scheme and adequate remuneration, and that no
whole-time medical referees be appointed, but that the
procedure under the Workmen's Compensation Act be
adopted.

Amalgamation of the British and Irish Medical Asso-
ciations.—It was unanimously resolved:

That the British and Irish Medical Associations be combined,
and that the co. Tyrone be formed into a branch of the
British Medical Association.

_
Sesignalion of the Honorary Secretary.—The resigna-

tion, through ill health, of Dr. Duncan was received v.'ith

much regret, and the Committee expressed its profound
ympathy with him and piaced on record its high

:
!
jireciatiou of his services to the Tyrone Medical Com-

j ! tee. Dr. Todd, Omagh, was tmanimously elected to
1 place Dr. Duncan as Secretary.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Pboposed Commercial Tariff.
Dr. .T. H. Tayloe (Salford) writes: Of all tho documents
issued by the Insurance Acts Committee, the memorandum
dealing with a commercial tariff is perhaps the most re-

markable, and, in many details, the most incomprehensible.

The Committee began by passing, on August 19th, a resolu-
tion to tho effect that any excess cost for drugs over 2s,

should not be a charge on the practitioners' fund, and it

professes that it docs not feel able to advise the abrogation
of this. So far good ; if there were one thing more than
any other on which both the Government and the profes-
sion were agreed when the bill was passing through
Parliament, it was tho principle that the doctors should
not have to suffer for prescribing the best possible medi-
cines. The memorandum quotes one of a dozen similai;

statements of the then Chancellor, who laid the greatest
possible stress on this principle, and yet immediately
afterwards the Committee proceeds to furbish up a
number of arguments, all depending on chauces and
guesses, for abandoniug this principle. To me this is

cxuite incomprehensible, except on the theory that, at
present at any rate, the Committee is ready to swallow
even its own words for the sake of peace.
The whole profession must feel sympathy with the

chemists who have had to accept a discount on their

bills, and I would show no mercy to doctors who
may be guilty of wanton and extravagant prescribing.

At the same time, practically all who are interested

feel that the machinery of Regulation 40 is obnoxious all

round, and needs radical alteration. But it appears to bo
hinted that unless we accept an unlimited liability in

order to pay the chemists in full. Regulation 40 must be
continued. In other words, we must accept an injustice

in order that the chemists may get justice. I protest

against being placed in any such dilemma. The chance of

being surcharged under this regulation has made a large

number of doctors afraid to prescribe as they ought to do
and would like to do. This is so well known to tho
insured themselves that it has damaged the reputation of

the medical service under the Act in a most disastrous

way. Of course very few formal complaints can be mado
by the insured, as not one patient in a thousand knows
what is iu the medicines, but the impression is quite

common, perfectly natural, and not altogetlier without
some foundation iu some areas, that the prosciibing under
the Act has to be done in a cheap and nasty way, and it is

by no means rare for patients to hint that they would be
glad to pay for proper medicines. This disastrous effect

was exactly what Mr. Lloyd George and all of us especially

wished to avoid, and it has been caused entirely by Regu-
lation 40. As a member of a large Jnsiuaucc Committee
and of the Panel Committee, and as Ciiaiiinau of the
Salford Division of the British Medical Association, I have
had abuudaut opportunity of seeing how Regulation 40 has
worked, and have no hesitation in saying that it has done
incalculable liarm to the interests of the insured. It is

badly conceived, cumbrous, very costly, unfair to the
doctors, tmfair to the chemists, and grossly damaging to

the insured, and, with all that, it frequently fa,ils in its

object. The proposed scheme of a commercial tariff',

which some of the chemists are already calling a
" sweating tariff," with unlimited lia.bility of the doctors,

even after prescribing with the most conscientious care,

so far from lessening, would aggravate the present
condition.

We are told that the commercial tariff would reduce the

drug bill by about 15 per cent, on the 1913 figures, and as

23. was then sufUcient, taking the country as a whole, we
are assured that there would be no danger of encroaching
on the practitioners' fund. But I altogether doubt the

value of the figure 15 per cent. I am assured by a number
of chemists that even when the war is over the high prices

of many drugs will still continue indefinitely, and new
drugs of the greatest importance, though costly, are con-

stantly being put forward. In spite of any commercial
tariff, there is the greatest danger that in the future the
2s. may become insutHcient, even taking the country as a
whole, and to ask us to take on unlimited liabiliiry is to ask
us to trust to luck with the chances against us. By all

means let the drug fund be centralized in any way so

that areas where the frmd is insufficient tor proper pre-

scribing may be assisted by other areas which have a
surplus. Common sense would point to this, aud it ought
not to depend on, nor to wait for, any commercial tariff

nor for any scheme of robbing tho doctors to pay the

chemists.
In Salford the iilan was tried of crediting the practi-

tioners' pool with the whole of the 9s. for medical benefit,

and charging each individual practitioner with the cost of
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bis own prescriptions, o£ course guaranteeing at least

Is. 6d. for drugs. This was done simply to prevent ex-

travagance in prescribing, as the chemists had had their

bills so heavily discounted in 1913. But after a year's

trial both the Insurance Committee and the Panel Com-
mittee saw clearly that the interests of the insured were
seriously endangered, and the scheme was abandoned.
This object lesson fully applies to the scheme set forth in

the memorandum of the Insurance Acts Committee. When
other trades and professions, even including clerks of

Insurance Committees, are either getting a war bonus or

increased wages, it would be a monstrous injustice to do
anything that would endanger the already lessened in-

comes of panel practitioners. The Insurance Acts Com-
mittee evidently needs a firm lead, and I hope it will get it

from every Panel Committee before September 30th.

Special Mileage Ckant.
Dr. R. Harding (New Radnor) writes : As a member of

the Insurance Acts Committee who has given serious

attention to this matter, and as the one member of the
recent deputation who addressed the Chairman and other

members of the Insurance Joint Committee upon it, I

should like Dr. G. F. Sydenham (who raised certain ques-

tions in last week's British Medical Journal) to know
that I am preparing a tabular form to send round to all

Panel Committees in order to get at the exact position

throughout the country; once in possession of that, I

shall ask the Insurance Acts Committee to take such
action as may be necessary.

Jlabal aniJ Jllilitary ^jipotittmtnts.

ROYAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
The following aiipointments are aanounced by the Admiralty: Fleet
Surgeons M. L. M. Vaiidin, M.B.. to the Colossus, vice Meikle ; P. G.
Williams to Uie navuislnre. viceVaudin; J. Andrews, M.D., to the

T. C. Meikle. M.B., to R.M. Division, Plvmouth;
Dr. M.B.,

1 to the Pembroke, additional, for dispo
\. Ellis to the rictorii. additional, for
M.B., andT. n. W. Idiib to the I iciori;,

>; - h-:'- Williams;
.

,
I > I <i. Macaulay to

hnston. To be Surgeon Pro-
1. Macl'hail, W. B. Moore, J.
H. L. Pridham.

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
Royal Abmt Mepicai, Cokps.

W. P. O. Graham to be temporary Lieuteuant-Colonel.
Major C. H. FagBc. MB., F.R.C.S.. 2nd London fCity of London)

;!:ncrril Tlo^pital. to be temporary Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel, and
f, ...-.pn;,, .,,..,^,i,if,<t whilst serving with the Hampstead Military

M.D., Major ilst employed

i.' M rorde,

d, and not i

IB, M.B.. f

lu.. late Sta£f Surgeon
. I). Eccles.
,ston Gilbert Gunne,
thf L.;„lon Ga;:ette of

Hi hi,

ce printed in the Londm

relinquishes his commis-

, S. Sims,
, E, V. R.

Lieutenants :

, Aslimore, R. P. Graham, J. F. Carrnlhers, M.D., W. D. Eu bbgate,
. J, S Kimbell, H. G. Jamieson, M,D., G. A. Hodges. J. T. K> le, M li.,

, W. MacWilliam. M.B., T. F. Woaliliam, M.B., R, W, Harper. M H.,

, Huntley, M,B,, ,T, S, Doyle, M.B,, G, Johnston, D, J. McAdam, M B.,
Porter, M.B., D.M.Gill. MB, J. DirkLe. MB., K. K, Holborow.
B, H. V. Fitzgerald. W, Gilmour, M.D., E. H. G. Duncan.

. McKail, M.D., R A. Pareons, E J. McSwiney. MB., A, W P. Todd.

.B, 8, J. L. Lindninan, G. Mnnvo, M.P... A. Rr'nnio, MB.,
. MacCarthy, It .\i;..i.-o.i If \\i;«\,i.,i-nt:v.v. i ! ii... ^I 1>,,

Lyone. M i: ,
c ii : < -i I: I.. I i

.•,,,, :i i;
, T it. . .11,

M.I!., R. A. FuUrr, .1. Pliillp, E . G. It. fiilv.rt, M.B., H. .T. Foote,
J. Wyper, MB., P. Sturrock, C. H. L. Rixon. J. E. Tavlor,
Thomson. M.B., H. P. Newsholme, M.D., J. Mallock, M.B.,
Vivian, M.B.. J. K. Morton, MB.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
Royal Army Medical Cobps.

Second Lieutenant R. F. Walker, M.B., from Royal Irish Fusiliers,
to be Lieutenant on probation.
Captain S. Wright resigns bis commission on account of ill health.
Lieutenant J. W. Malcolm is confirmed in his rank.

TERRITORI.\L FORCE.
Royal Army Medical Corps.

Lojidon Field ,4mbttiaj(oe.—Lieutenants to be Captains : R. P.
Stewart. M.B.. L. P. Harris, G. B. Pritchard, E. G. Annis, W. B. Hill.
M.D.. W. Scarisbrick. MB.. T. Murray, .J. F. W. VVyer, A. M. Hughes,
J. M. Plews. A. E. Ironside, J. A. Watt, M.B., H. M. Calder. M.B..
J. MacMiUan, M.B,. F. Coleman. H. B. F. Dixon, M.B., C.E. WoodruBf.
W. E. Sadler. Lieutenant P. S. Price to be Captain (Bubstituted for
announcement printed in the London Gazette of July 10th).
London Mounted Bririade Field Ambulance. — Lieutenant H. E.

Gibson. M.B . to be Captain.
iondon Sanitani Co»ijjn«!/.—Lieutenants to be Captains : A. H.

Savage. M.D., A. G. Atkinson. M.B .
.T. Clayton, F. S. Carson. M.B.,

J. Crawford. M.B..K. MacLenugn. .1. H.N. Price, G. G. Johnstone. M.B..
K. Parbury. J. H. Wood. M B ,

r,. 1,. Eastes, G. W. Ellis, E.B. Pike,
G. Q. B.C.S.,

O. CattUu.
London Sanitary Servi

to be Captai

Galpin, M.D. To be

A. G. G. Thompson, M,B.,

Counties Field Ambulance.—11
Lieutf'uant-Cnlonel. Lieutenants to

A :\T;.i,.i. n. !-: T'.nlmer. M.B.. J S. Ward, A. C. Watkin. G. M. McGi
vrr !l. I I ^i Hey, E.W.Matthews, M.B.. H.J. Brownrigg.M.D.,
r, I

, ! iile to be Captain.
; ' r/ amiJidflJice.—Lieutenants to be Captains: A. B.

IMl ,.v.-, \ \ 1 l.ivward, and R. Ellis, M.B.
i'.iisttrn Muu'dcd Brigade Field AmbuUinee.—Lieutenants to be

Captains: H. M. McC. Coombs, M.B.. J. McB. Taylor, M.B., B.
Fawssett.
South-Eastern Mounted Brigade Field 4»il>7(!aK(;e.—Lieutenant

E. M. Jenkins. M.B.. to l.c Oaptaii
Wessex FirV ',..' ,',,..,.. ^

Maskew, Ml:
MB., J. P. ^i

Dickson. Ml;
South-\Vc

be Captains.
South WaU

MB., to be Li

be Captains: C, H.
' M.B.. A. Cameron,
I'. McRitchie, F. L.

.' /I oe.—Lieutenants to

:tHce.—N. T. K. Jordan.

Major.
Welsh Field 4/(tb»Io«cc.—Lieutenant R. J. Isaac to be Captain.
r.-estern General Hospifnr.—Lieutenants to be Captains: C. II.

Crawshaw, M.B., E. S. Brentnall, M.B,. T. P. Kiluer, M.B., I. J.

Davies, M.D.
South Midland Mnnnted Brigade Field .iiH-tiiiaiice.—Lieutenant-

Colonel A. G. Heudley. retired list I. M.S.. to be Captain, temporary.
North Midland Field Ambnlanoe.—ldaio-i: J. E. O'Connor, M.B., from

the Sanitary Service, to bo Major.
NorthMidltinrl Mnvnicd Brigade Field Ambulance.—3. M. Mitchell.

Norlhui,
M.B., to b(

to he Captains : J. H.
Robinson, M.B., W. H.
Lawson, M.B.
ICC—Lieutenants to bo

-Captain J. Bruce, M.:

11.—Lieutenant C. Mearns,

enants to be Captains

:

to be Maior; (hi
of ill health;
Cheshire Rogim

.1. C, Davie.s. MB., [I. Ma
iVI.B., A. Todnck, M.B., ,

Cathbert. O. E. ^^'ard, D. H. Jones. M.B., W, F, Shanks, M.l

D. Bell. W. H. H.

, E. J. Blair, M«tt. 'lo
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Witnl .Statistics*

EPIDEMIC MORTALITY IN LONDON DURING THE
SECOND OUAKTEB OF 1915.

[3peciai,i.t Reported for the " British Medical JouRNii.."]

The RccoDipanying diagram shows the mortality from each of tho
principal epidemic diseases during each week of the second quarter of
the year, and the avcraije mortality in the corresDonding periods of
the five rrccedius years, except in the case of diarrhoea and enteritis
among children under 2 yeui-s of age, for which the average mortality
figures are not available.
Knteric Frrer.—Ihe fatal cases of enteric fever, which had been 36.

32. and 37 in the three preceding Quai'ters. declined last quarter to 24,

and were slightly below the corrected average number in the corre-
sponding period of the five preceding years. This disease showed the
hiclie:5t proportional mortality last quarter in Paddiiigtou. Hackney.

of < lev
Asylums Hospitals, which bad

l>eeo 37, 68, and 46 at the end of the three precediug quarters, had
declined to 29 at the end of last quarter ; 124 new cases were admitted
during the Quarter, against 109, 126. and 113 in the three preceding
Quartere.

tintall-pox.—No death from small-pox was registered last quarter,

Asyl

Bev;

measles, which had been 412, 479, and
luirters, declined to 946 last quarter, but
average number. This disease was pro-
quarter in Fulham, Chelsea, Poplar,

tr.— ii:i' latiil eases of scarlet fever, which had been 73.

108. and ICJ iu the three preceding quarters, declined last quarter to

90, but were 42 in excess of tho corrected average number. Tho
greatest proportional mortality from this disease last quarter was
recorded in Fulham. Islinston, Stoke Newington, Finsbury, and
Khoreditch. The Metropolitan -Asylums Hospitals contained 2.411

scarlet fever patients at I'ue end of last quarter, against 4.157. 4,131,

and 2.514 at the end of the three preceding quarters : the number of
new cases admitted daring tho quarter was 3,850, against 6,285, 7,3'50,

and 3.958 in the three preceding quarters.

Whoopinc-eoiitih.-
been 206, 121. and 3

quarter to 417, ai)<l

iu tbecorrespou.l;

llolliorn, liethnal Groeu, Stepne
number of diphtheria patients uu.
Asylums Hospitals at the end of la^
1,306, and 1.362 at the end of the tl

the

h. which had
'^6 again last
erago number

;. The highesti
.id in Fulham,
ooa, Deptford,

=0 attributed

the quarter.

of W( Hethna
Kensius;

andthe City

Id conclusion, it may be stated that tho aggregate mortality last
quarter from these epidemic diseases. excluding diarrhoea, was 57.1
per cent, above the average.

HEALTH OP ENGLISH TOWNS.
In the ninety-six largest English towns 7.454 births and 4.785 deathq
were registered during the week ended Saturday. September 18tii.
The annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 12.3, 12 1.
and 14,0 per 1.000 in the three preceding weelcs. fell to 13.8 per 1.000 iu
the week uuder notice. Iu Loudon the death-rate was equal to 14.7.
while among the ninety-iivo other largo towns it ranged from 5.3 iu
Southport. 5.9 iu Tynemouth, 6.7 In Bournemouth. 6.8 iu Darlington,
8.0 in Tottenham, and 8.5 in Bootle, to 17.2 in Great Yarmouth and in
Hull, 17.7 in Ipswich. 19.0 iu Sheffield. 19.3 in Dewsbury. 20,3 iu
Barnsley, and 23.2 in Gateshead. Measles caused a death-rate of 3.5
in Lincoln, and whooping-cough of 11 in Birkenhead and 2,2 in
Edmonton, The deaths of children (under 2 years) from diai-rhoea and
enteritis, which had been 496. 593, and 664 in the three preceding
weeks, fell to 638. and included 171 in London, 36 in Birmiugliam,
36 in Liverpool. 33 in Sheffield. 27 in Manchester, and 22 in Gateshead.
The mortality from the remaining infective diseases showed no
marked excess in any of the large towns, and no fatal case of small-pox

Deaths from Epidemic Dise.\ses in London during- the Second Quarter of 1915.
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three precedlu^; weeks.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DoRiSG the week ending Saturday, September 4th. 586 births and 368
(l.at'.is Weill ii-i;is!ti-.il in llie twiiity.seven principal urban districts
'• 1 ;.i ..:...., r-c- i.;,-,i,„ .,„/) 333 fleaths in the preceding
.. I .rtality of 15.8 per 1.000 of the

III question, as against 14.5 per
"iiality in these Irish areas was
I the corresponding rate in the
week ending on the same date.

-.s equal to 25.2 per 1,000 of popu-
, i: hial localities, that in the Dublin

iri,t an avoraRe of 15.1 for the pre-
,1 u. ;'^ n i 'as against 16.0). in Belfast 15.4

i„, ,i„,ui..so ... i, . ,., L. .„ 1... .;,^ ..»,iunstl5.1). in Londonderry 29.1 (as

against 19.0), in Limerick 14.9 (as against 13.6), and in Waterford 19.0

(as against 17.1). The zsTUOtic death-rate was 2.8, as against 2.2 in
the previous period.

^atantus mtti appointments.

XOTICES liEGARDING APPOINTMENTS.—Attention is

called to a Notice {see Index to Advertisements—Important
Notice re Appointments) appearing in our advertisement
columns, giving particulars of vacancies as to n-liicli inquiries
should be made bc/ore ajrpUcation.

VACANCIES.
BIRMIXGHAM GENERAL DISPENSAEY.-Eesident lledical Officer.

Salary, £350 per annum,
EEIGHTON: ROYAL SUSSEX COUNTY HOSPITAL.-d) Senior

House-Surgeon. (2) Junior House-Surgeon. (3) Assistant House-
Surgeon. Salary for (1), £140. and (2) and (3) i'80 per annum,
together with war bonus of £60 per annum in each case.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.—(1) House-Physicians. (2) House-
Surgeons. (3) Dental House-Surgeoo. Salary, £120 per annum in
each case.

CVNTERBURY MBNT.\L HOSPITAL. — Lecumtenent Assistant
lledical Officer. Salary, £7 7s. a week.

CARDIFF : KINO EDWARD VU HOSPITAL.— House-Surgeon.

per an mini.
DARLIN'GTON' IIO.SI'ITAL AND DISPENSARY.—Honse-Surgcon.

Salary, £160 per annum.
DUNDEE COMBINATION POOR HOUSE AND HOSPITAL.—

Resident Medical Officer. Su lary, £225, rising to £300 per annum.
EVELINA HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Southwark, S.E.—

Clinical Assistants in Out-patient Departments.

GP.E.\T YARMOUTH HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon (male). Salary,
£200 per annum.

HARROGATE INFIRMARY.—Resident House-Surgeon, Salary, £100

HUDDERSFirr.D ROYAL INFTRMAET.-Assistant House-Surgeon
(malcovf- I..I s-i

,

ei"'>. — 1,>.

INGHAM III' '
I 'iKLDS AND WESTOE

DISI';
,
USOperanuuiu.

LIVER !' Mi HOSPITAL.-Two Lady
Resi'1 I

.
.- ,i,i,

LOXDu, iIospiTAr,. Hampstead Road, N.W,—
(1)1; '

1-. l2iAssistant Resident Medical Officer.
Kalni iium, and for(2)£120per annum.

LONDo. i-l'ITAL, Great Portland Street, W.—
Hon

LEEDS ..SARY.—Resident Medical Officer (lady).

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAIi MEDICAL SCHOOL, - Lecturer in
Anatomy,

-:EV,r\STLE-UPON-TYNE POOIl LAW INFIRMARY,—Assistant
I I ill Officer. Salary, £200 per annum.

r I
I
-

1
1
"I- INVERAVON, Banffshire.-Medical Officer.

;ii iiil IH: ROYAL PORTSMOUTH HOSPITAL. — House-
- ii "n. Salary, £150 per annum,

OUREN CHARLOTTE'S LYING-IN HOSPITAL, Marylebone Road.
N.W,—District Resident Medical Officer. Salarj', £60 per annum.

EHONDDA URBAN DISTRICT OOUNCIL.-Temporary Assistant
Medical Officer of Health and School Medical Officer, Salary,
£350 per annum.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND.-Examiner in
Dental Surgery.

EOYAL FREE HOSPITAL, Grav's Tnn Ro.^d, W.C.—(1) Pathologist
ami l)!i.'M..r ,,t PaUioloKieal Sliulie^ in the London (B.F.H.)

• I .1 'ii..niin. .. .
i '

i
i per annum. (2)Ke8i-

' 'ii
; ii •

I

i I' II' i ;• i . t,, (.:ity Road, E.C.—

.^1. 1 i.,i. ! .i.U. 1 .!U Si.i;, A..lj' Lu'lNARY DISE.\SES,
He i Lion Siiinsre, W.C—Casualty Out patient Surgeon.

SALFORD ROYAL HOSPITAL.-(l) Junior House-Surgeon. (2)

Casualty House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per annum each.

SHEFFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £100

SOUTHWARK UNION.—Temporary Assistant Medical Superinten-
dent. Salary, £300 per annum.

STORTHES HALL ASYLUM, Kirkbnrton —Locnmtenent. Salarj',

£6 6s. a week.
TOXTETH PARK TOWNSHIP,—Assistant Resident Medical OfTicor

of the Poor Law Institution and luflrmary. Salary, £300 per

WEST BROMWICH AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.-Assistant House-
Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum.

WEST DERBY UNION.—Temporarv .\ssi3tant Resident Medical
Officer at the Mill Road Intirmary, Liverpool. Salary. £300 per
annum.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
(1) Resident Medical Officer. (2) House-Physicians and House-
Surgeons. Salary for (1) £160 per annum, and lor (2) £120 and £100
per annum respectively.

WESTMORLAND SANATORIUM, Meathop.—Second Assistant to the
Medical Superintendent. Salary, £200 per annum.

WHITEHAVEN AND WEST CUMBERLAND INFIRMARY,—Resi-
dent House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.—Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

WINSLEY SANATORIUM FOR CONSUMPTION, near Bath.—
Assistant Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £250 per annum,

WORCESTER GENERAL INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer

(male or female). Salary, £150 per annum.
YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Resident Medical Officer (male or

female). Salary, £150 per annum.
CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEON.—The Chief Inspector of

Factories announces the following vacant appointment : Aboyno
(Aberdeensliire).

To ensure ?(",'.. ;; '''': '•''.."-./' '.' /': -.,,.,.,;, ,7 /r .,, " r

adverh ,

.•
•

,

'

:
'

''
,.

i
.•/ ' i../ -

APPOINTMENTS.
SOLOMOS, H., L.R.C.P.andS.Edin., L.F.P.S.GIas., District Medical

Officer of the Leicester Parish,

Williams, H. O.. M.B.,B.S.Lond., Certit.ving Factory Surgeon for the

Millord Haven District, co. Pembroke,

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, and

VeatJis'is 5s., which sum should be forwarded in Post Oflice

Orders or Utamps with thenoticenot later than the first post on

Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

MARRIAGE,

Porter—Robertson.—-WBeechgrove United Free Church, Aberdeen,
on September 16th, by the Very Rev. the Principal and Vice-Chan-
cellor of the University of Aberdeen. Lieutenant R. R. M. Porter,

Indian Medical Service, to Elizabeth Gavvie, daughter of A. B.

Robertson, Esq., J.P., 6, Moray Place. .Vberdeen.

Date.

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Meetings to be Held.

October.

6 Wed. Lonaon: War Emergency Conmiittee, 2 p,nj.

8 Fri. London: Central Etliical Committee, 2p.m.

13 Wed. London: Medico-Political Committee.
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DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION ...

THE RETURN TO MEDICAL BENEFIT OF
SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

Tni! enlistment of large numbers of insured persons has
)Qati(rally caused insurance practitioners to feel a good deal
of interest in the administrative steps to be taken on the
return of these persons to civil life. When they enlist they
are removed from the lists of the doctors, and during their
period of service in the navy or army medical attendance
and maintenance is found for them, and they fall out of
all the National Insurance benefits, except maternity
benefit. On their return they are entitled to select a
doctor just as though they had newly entered into
insurance. Now this right of fresh choice, unless guarded
in some way, is certain to lead to confusion, judging from
the experience every one concerned in the working of the
Act has had of the extreme difficulty of getting many
insured per.son8 to take the trouble necessary to place their
name on a doctor's list. The Insurance Acts Committee of

the Association camo to the conclusion in March, 1915,
that some arrangement ought to be made to allow these
returned soldiers and sailors to be replaced immediately on
the lists of the doctors formerly selected by them, without
prejudice to their right to change their doctors or to tho
right of the doctors to refuse to accept them again. The
Conference of Local Medical and Panel Committees
approved this suggestion and endorsed tho procedure
devised by the Renfrewshire Insurance Committee. Full
particulars of this scheme are now available, and it will
be seen that the procedure is simple and very convenient.
As the Commissioners informed the deputation from the

Insurance Acts Committee that they would acquiesce in
any suitable arrangements set up in any area to meet the
difficulty, which they fully recognized, there can bo no
excuse for any Insurance Committee raising difficulties as
we are informed some of them are doing.
The scheme, for the details of which we are indebted to

Mr. E. D. Anderson, B.L., Deputy Clerk, Renfrewshire
Insurance Committee, who was the author of it, is as
follows

:

John Smith, a member of an approved society, joins the
army, and is on the list of Dr. Blank. His society sends
an orange slip to the Insurance Committee announcing his
enlistment. The ordiuary white index slip is thereupon
removed from tho Committee's Register, and the orange
Blip substituted. Smith's name Is removed Irom Dr.
Blank's list, but Dr. Blank's name is noted on the orange
slip. When Smith returns to civil life his society will
send to the Committee another white index slip reinstating
him in insurance, the orange slip will be destroyed, and
the white slip substituted. At the same time a medical

card will be issued to Smith, bearing Dr. Blank's name.
Along with the card Letter A will be sent, and to Dr. Blank
Letter B will be sent along with a slip bearing Smith's
name for insertion on the doctor's list.

Eenfrewsuire Insurance Committee.
Letter A.

Dear Sir,

I enclose a meJical card bearing the name of your former
doctor. I have to explain tiiat, although the card is issued for
convenience in this form, vou mav, if vou please, make selection
of another practitioner than the one liamed.

If you do not desire to be restored to the list of vour former
doctor, you should take the medical card along with this letter
to the doctor whom you wish to select. If lie accepts vou, he
will sign the card at Part B, and send it to this office.

If you are satislied to remain upou the list of vour former
doctor, you will simply retain this card. Nothing further ia
required.

Yours faithfully.

Clerk.

Eenfrewsuiee Insurance Committee.
Letter B.

Dear Sir,

The enclosed slips represent iusured persons now dig-
charged from military service who were formerly upon your
list, and are now restored to it auoomaticallv bv virtue of' the
arrangement to this effect entered into betweeii the Insurance
Committee and the panel practitioners in this area.
The automatic restoration is without prejudice to your right

to reject any of the restored persons if you so desire. If you
wish to exercise your right of rejection iu anv case vou should
return to this office the slip marked " Kejected."

Yours laithfuUy,

Clerk.

EXCESSIVE COST OP PRESCRIBING.
A CASE was heard recently, by direction of the Insurance
Commissioners for England, in which Dr. X. appealed to
them against the action of the Insurance Committee,
which, exercising powers under Article 40 of the Insur-
ance (Medical Benefit) Regulations (England), 1913, had
deducted the sum of £17 6s. lOd. from tho amount
l)ayabl_e to Dr. X., the Committee being of opinion that an
excessive demand upon the Drug Fund had arisen ow ing
to orders given by Dr. X. having been extravagant iu
character or in quantity during a certain half-year.
Dr. X. was represented by counsel, and the Insur-
ance Committee by its clerk. Evidence was given by
Dr. X., by the clerk to the Insurance Committee, by the
Honorary Secretaiy of the Panel Committee, and by
the Chairman of the Medicai Benefit Subcommittee.

[5971
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It appeared that the Insurance Committee, the Panel

Committee, and the Pharmaceutical Committee had
caused the prescriptions given in tlie area to be cliecked

and liad found that the prescriptions of Dr. X. ex-

ceeded the average price of all doctors by 22.02d. per

insured person for the half-year, showing on the basis of

the number of prescriptions issued an excess of 16.14d.

per pi-escription. At the instance of the Pbaimaceutical
Committee the matter was considered by the Panel Com-
mittee, which, after hearing Dr. X., had reported to the

Insurance Committee tliat his prescriptions had been
extravagant and unnecessary in frequency. Tliougb no
method had been laid down by any authority for esti-

mating such excess, tho Panel Committee expressed the

opinion that 25 per cent, of the cost of the whole of

Dr. X.'s prescriptions (£205 19s. 8d.) for the period named
was an arbitrary but fair estimate. The Medical Benefit

Subcommittee recommended the Insurance Committee
to concur in the Panel Committee's view, and the
Committee did so concur.

After the Commissioners had heard and reviewed the

evidence, they expressed the opinion tliat tlie Insurance
Committee was justified in holding that orders for drugs
given by Dr. X. had been extravagant in cliaracter and in

quantity, that an excessive demand on the Drug Fond
Lad consequently arisen, and that the Committee was
therefore justified in making a deduction from the amount
payable to him. The decision went on to say that had
evidence been given to satisfy tho Commissioners tbat
the amount of the excessive demand was as estimated,
they might hot have been disposed to revise tlie amount,
being of opinion that, ceteris paribus, the deduction should
bear some relation to the extent of the extravagance

;

but having regard to the fact that Dr. X.'s prescribing

had shown a general profuseuess very difficult to bring to

a precise measurement in money, and to the consideration

that the provision for a deduction was largely intended to

act as a deterrent, the Commissioners reduced the amount
of tlie deduction to ,£25. •

Counsel for Dr. X. contended that the Insurance Com-
mittee had no power to delegate to its Subcommittee, the
Medical (Benefit) Subcommittee, the consideration of the
report of the Panel Committee, on the ground that the
regulations of 1912 empowering it to appoint a subcom-
mittee and to delegate to any subcommittee any of the
powers and duties of the Committee could not extend to

duties imposed upon an Insurance Committee by regula-
tions subsequently issued. The Commissioners considered
that there was no substance in this objection, since by
virtue of Section 65 of tlie Act of 1911 all regulations made
under that Act were to have effect as if enacted in that
Act. All the regulations, therefore, must be read together,

and the power of delegating duties to subcommittees
extended to duties imposed on Insurance Committees by
any regulations whenever made, unless a contrary inten-

tion was clearly expressed in the particular regulations
imposing the duty in question.

DEBILITY AS A DIAGNOSIS.
The Opinions of two .Judges, a Friendly Society,

AND THE CojnilSSIONEnS.

In commenting on the Memorandum on the new system of

medical certification of incapacity of insured persons for
worlc (Memo. 211/1.C), issued by the Insurance Coiumis-
fiioncrs on December 11th, 1914, "for the information of
medical practitioners and approved societies," it svas said
that in all probabihty many points other than those dealt
with in our comments then publislied wniilil pif.^iPiit them-
selves when the system had been in opi n: n 1 ., (jnie.

Such a difficulty had in fact already an- i \ 1 t!
^ iidto

the use of tho word " debihty " in medic -'i i . r;i!i 1;. ^.

In the memorandum, paragraph 50, tiic LoraiinsKioucrs
express their opinion that " recognition of the fact that
diagnosis of a patient's illness in the early stages cannot
always be definite will not excuse or justify a doctor in

using, then or at any stage, terms less precise than his
knowledge of the case enables him to give." This ex-
pression of opinion was qualified by the statement that in
exceptional cases the full diagnosis need not be given on
the face of the certificate, sucli cases being those in which
unjustifiable distress or injury would be caused by giving

the information either to the patient or other particf^'

Provision was made that in such circumstances the doctor,
on the certificate handed to the patient, might describe
the disease in less precise terms than his knowlodn',
would enable him to use, but must send to the society
notice on a special form that he had given such certificate,

and to the Government referee, or, if there were no such
person, to the Commissioners, on another form a precise
statement of the true nature of the disease and his reasons
for not stating it on liis certificate.

The difficulty to which attention is now drawn has, how-
ever, nothing to do with these exceptional cases. It con-
sists in the desire of some practitioners to use merely tho
term "debility"; upon this matter the memorandum says

If , . . first certificates only are considered, there can be but
few cases in which a doctor is warranted iu declaring a patient
to be incapable of work, and yot is unable to ascertain some
furtlier facts as to the nature of the illness than are conveyed by
such a vague term as "debility" standing alone. . . . For
instance, a doctor can certainly be expecte<l in such a case to
state, where he so finds, " debility with anaemia," or " debility
with high temperature," or " debility with dyspepsia," and
similarly in other conditions.

A correspondent who recently raised tho point with the
Commissioners informs us that he has received a letter

froin , them pointing out " that medical certificates aro

intended to give information to officials of approved socie-

ties and other persons who, without technical knowledge,
have to decide whether the condition of an insured person

is suoh as to entitle him to benefit, and who are accordingly

justified in requiring as much precision as possible iu the
certificate." The Commissioners go on to decline to

discuss questions which may in a particular case como
before them in a judicial capacity, but refer the correspon-

dent to Case XXIV in the Report of Decisions of Appeals
under Section 67 of the Insurance Act, 1911.

Two parts of these reports have been published.' They
have been issued, the Commissioners state, because it was
thought desirable " that the decisions which have been
given in the various cases which have arisen uneler

Section 67 of the Act should be published in extenso for

the information generally of societies and others interested

in the administration of the Act." As the cases aro
" invariably heard in private and often involve questions of

an intimate and delicate nature, the Commissioners were
of opinion that the names of the parties and societies con-

cerned, or any information which would enable them to be

identified, ought not to be published." The decisions deal

with a large number of questions, and come down to

July 3rd, 1915.

In Case sxiv, which antedated the Memorandum 211/I.C.,

the doctor attending an insured woman had declined to

respond to the request of the society that he should

farther define a certificate to the effect that she was
incapable of work by reason of "debility." The society

refused to pay sickness benefit, and tho insured person

obtained a judgement in the County Court against the

society for 15s. 6d. The society appealed on the ground

that the jurisdiction of the county court was ousted by
Section 67 (1) of the Act and the society's "Disputes"
Kule, and the Divisional Court allowed the appeal. One
of the judges of the Divisional Court, in the course of his

judgement, said:

If it appeared that the society, under the false gaise of a

decision that the evidence was insufficient, were really exclud-

ing a class of ailment wliich ought to be iuclnded, I think that

upon well-known principles their action could be challenged.

But have the society in this case done anything of that kind?
I think they have not. They are to decide whether a person is

suffering from a specific disease or bodily or mental disable-

ment. They are to decide whether such and such information

is sufficient to prove a specific disease or bodilv or mental dis-

ablement. In this case it is perfectly plain that whether they
decideii rightly or wrongly they decided a matter within their

jurisdiction. . . . The question whether a state of ill health, as

described, shows sickness coming within the Act and rules is

the very thing left for them to decide.

This decided the legal question, but gave no help towards

solving what may by courtesy be called " tho scientific
"

question. The insured woman then went to the general

delegates' meeting of the society, who dismissed her

appeal, and she then appealed to the Commissioners, tho

case being heard by referees appointed by the Com-
missioners. The society treated the case as one raising a
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ciuestion of principle and did not suggest that the insured
woman had put forward a dishonest claim. The I'eferees

found that the society was justified iu the action it took
and siiimested that if the society felt that the pvinci|)lo toi'

which it had contended was established, it uii<;ht be \villiu£(

to adopt a generous attitude towards the appellant ; this

suggestion was adopted. The referees did not make a
tiual award, but gave the following reasons for holding
that the society was justified in the course it originally

took.

Hy Section 8 (li (r) of the Act, an insured person who is

rendered incapable of work by some specific disease or by
bodily or nieiital disablement is entitled to sickness benefit.
By Section 14 i2) societies may, willi the consent of the Com-
missioners, make rules with regard {inter nlia) to notices and
pi-oot of disease or disablement. Before a member can obtain
lie.nefit, therefore, he must give such notice and proof of bis
disease or disablement as the rules of his society require. In
the present case the society's rules provide that a member
nuist send to the local secretary a medical certificate or other
sufficient evidence of incapacity and cause thereof. It is for
the society to decide, as the judge of the Divisional Court
(whose judgement has been referred to) pointed out, whether
the evidence tendered is in their judgement sufKcient to prove
a specific disease or bodily or mental disablement. They must,
it need hardly be said, apply their minds to a consideration of
this question in a reasonable way. If, for example, a medical
certificate stated that the member %va9 incapacitated because
he was suffering from small-pox or because be had just been
operated upon for appendicitis, it would probably be unreason-
able to require f urtlier evidence. But where the cause of the
incapacity is described in terms which, from the layman's
point of view, may reasonably be regarded as ambiguous or
wanting in precision, a society is in our opinion entitled, if not
bound, to seek for furtherinformation in order that they
may satisfy themselves that the title to benefit is a good one,
and the doctor ought in such circumstances to afford all the
help in his power. The committee of a society does not profess
to have expert medical knowledge; it must rely upon the
assistance of those who have ; but it has to make up its own
mind and is under no obligation blindly to accept, as con-
clusive evidence of incapacity, a medical formula which it does
not understand.

Here again we have the case decided on the legal point

and it was after this that the Commissioners embarked
on their attempt to deal with what we have called the
scientific aspect of the matter, with the result to be found
in Memo. 211/I.C. noted above.

It may be confessed that there seems here a mighty
P'ther about a small matter. One can see the pedantic
official making himself officious and a tired doctor irritated

by pinpricks. A reasonable amount of tact would have
saved the expenditure of the time of the courts and some
public money. The Commissioners have not ventured to

tell the officials of the friendly societies that they ought
to accept the doctor's certificate that the insured
person is incapacitated from work ; they might have
pointed out that, apart from any question of integrity, it

is not to the interest of a doctor working under a contract

with an Insurance Committee to add to the number of sick

among the insured persons on his list. This would be the

common-sense view ; but at the same time it must be ad-

mitted that " debility " is not a satisfactory diagnosis. It

is, as practical men know, sometimes the only diagnosis

that can honestly be given; but there is, nevertheless, a
lack of precision about it which the doctor who has to

make it must lament as much as the Commissioners who
have to adjudicate on it. A certain amount of sympathy
cannot be denied also to the official who thought that

debility was an effect and not a cause. He might, how-
ever, have reflected that this finding out of causes is a

matter which has troubled mankind for a long time, and
might have recalled—but perhaps he does not give his

leisure to the Georgics—that the difficialty had wrung from
Virgil the well-known exclamation :

Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere causaa !

Happy indeed is he who understands the causes of

things, but it wo set to work to analyse medical ter-

minology in this meticulous fashion we shall only arrive

at the foregone conclusion that medicine is not one of the

exact sciences. Whether it will really be helped to become
more exact by such authorized diagnoses as " debility with

anaemia" or "with high temperature" we cannot now
stay to consider, but clearly anaemia and high tempera-

ture are effects and not causes. So that we are brought

hack to the position from which we started—namely, that

there is no way of going behind the doctor's certificate and
preserving our common sense, and that there has been a

great pother about a very little thing. Somebody, how-
ever, said that life was made up of little things ; this was
before the war.

THE WAE_EMErxCJENCY.
AN APPEAL TO THE PUBLIC.

The following letter, signed by the Chairman, by Sir
William Osier, Sir Clifford Allbutt, the President of
the Royal College of Physicians of London, Sir Rickman
Ciodlee (ex-President of the Royal College of Surgeons of
England), Sir Alexander Ogstou (President of the British
Sledical Association), and other members of the War
Emergency Committee, has been issued to the daily
press and has been inserted in some newspapers :

Sir,

May we be allowed, through the medium of your
columns, to call the attention of the public to the iieed
for its sympathy and assistance in setting free medical
practitioners for service with the Forces ? The shortage
of commissioned medical offloers is a serious matter
for our new armies ; and this shortage can only be
made good by releasing medical practitioners from
civil life. These men are dependent on their practices
for their livelihood. At the call of duty they go to
assist in saving the lives and relieving the sulTeriugsof
their countrymen, and in so doing they risk not only
death and injury but also the loss of their means of
livelihood on their return.
While recognizing the right of every person to

consult any doctor he chooses, we appeal to all

British citizens not to give up their usual medical
attendant on account of his temporary absence on
military duty, and to insured persons we appeal not to
apply for transfer. In all cases it should be regarded
as an obligation and patriotic duty to safeguard in
every possible manner the interest of the doctors who
volunteer for active service. Every medical man who
leaves his practice has cither appointed a locmntenent
to carry on his work, or has arrauged with neighbouring
Iiractitiouers to attend his patients while he is away.
We hope that patients will inform the practitioner

they may consult that their own doctor is absent on
military'service, and that they intend to place them-
selves again under his care whenever the need arises
after his return.
The medical men who remain are willingly attending

the patients of those on service on the distinct under-
standing that they shall not be asked to continue to
do so after the war. 'I'ln public \\in :issist these men
greatly to fulfil this luiuoiirjlilc undii si^nuliug if it will
observe the liiifs ol tuuiluct Uf Iium- indicated.

The Leicester Mail, in commenting upon this letter, has
the following observation

:

" Every person has a right to consult any doctor he chooses,
and I will accept no dictation," may be the hasty retort of some
selfish or thoughtless person. The right is not denied, but
there are some things which, though lawlul, nre not expedient.
The present conditions are quite almniMinl, and they involve
moral responsibilities which no on,- n.." -ih-r. has ever pre-
viously been calieil upon to acccpi I H men who are
remaining at home luive wiIIihl -iiDuldered the
burden ol extra work, on the di i i

i n.liiig that the
arrangeipeut i- ;\ iLiiiiH)i',ir\ nn^ ' i 1 .1 ituli Medical
A.ssoci;iii \ •

\
iii'lh > , 1 II I to fulfil this

honouMi I
I 'iM^ of conduct

hereiml' 'I 1 1

1
i lull explana-

tion of in. I 11 ml I liM Mill the arrange-
ment suggpslen will pro\e a woikuOlt: unu.

Salford War Emergency Committee.
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Salford

Division of the British Medical Association was held last

week, Dr. .1. H. Taylor in the chair, to consider the forma-
tion of a Local War Emergency Committee. A number of

practitioners who are not members of the Association were
also invited to be present. It was stated that eight

Salford practitioners were already away on active service,

and that to fill up the number that Salford ought to supply
in order to meet the demands of the war authorities at

least eight more ought to enlist. A Local Emergency
Committee was at once formed, and as it is already known
that at least six practitioners have notified their intention-

to offer their services, there will be very little delay in
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pioviding SalfonVs full pioportion, and probably even

more.
Manchester has already sent a large number of doctors

to the T\ar, some of wbom have greatly distinguished

themselves ou the field, but if one out of every three

medical men of military age is required, it will be necessary

for about forty more to enlist. The difficulty of releasing

BO large a number from their work in the city will be con-

siderable, but will, it is confidently believed, bo surmounted,
though it will entail no little sacrifice ou both those who
go and those who remain at home.

PROPOSED DUTY-FREE ALCOHOL IN
HOSPITALS.

Ox June 24th the Medical Secretary of the British Medical
Association addressed a letter to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer criticizing the form of the clause proposed to

be inserted by the Government in Finance (No. 2) Bill to

authorize the use of duty-free spirits in hospitals in the
preparation of tinctures, etc., and on June 28th the Associa-
tion, acting with the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain, addressed a communication to certain members of

Parliament, asking them to support the proposal that the
clause should be dropped, and that the whole question of the
use of duty-free alcohol in medicine should be referred to a
special committee for consideration and report. The clause
was withdrawn, and subsequently Mi\ W. C. Bridgeman,
M.P., one of the Lords of the Treasury who had intro-

duced the clause, met a deputation from the British
Medical Association and the Pharmaceutical Society. As
the result of the discussion, Mr. Bridgeman agreed to draft
an amended clause so as to give a grant based on the
amount of alcohol used in medicine during the past year,
and not, as was formerly proposed, on the actual amount
consumed in any given year, to such hospitals as com-
plied with certain requirements, and to submit the
draft to the two associations for consideration and
comment. A new subclause has now been agreed with
Mr. Bridgeman, and Dr. Alfred Cox and Mr. W. J. Uglow
AVoolcock have notified those members of Parliament
formerly approached on the subject that the opposition
of the two associations they represent has been with-
drawn. The draft new subclause is as follows :

(1) If the treasurer or other responsible officer of a public
hospital shows to the satisfaction of tlie Treasury that any
tinctures or other articles which contain spirits or in the
preparation or manufacture of which spirits are used have
within the twelve months preceding the thirty-first day of July
nineteen hundred and fifteen beeu consumed "for medical pur-
jjoses in the hospital, the Treasm-y may, subject to such con-
ditions and regulations as they may prescribe, pay to the
treasurer or officer out of moneys provided by Parliament an
allowance equal to the amount which is shown to their satis-
faction to have been paid by way of duty in respect of the
Bjiirits contained in or used in the preparation or manufacture
of those articles.

(2) The Treasury shall constituto an advisory committee for
the purposes of this section, and may refer to the committee
any application for payment under this section or any question
arising as to any such payment.

(3) If any person for the purpose of obtaining
under the foregoing provisions knowingly makes any' fals

payment

statement or false representation he shall be liable on summary
conviction to imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a
term not exceeding six months.

(4) For the purposes of this section the expression "public
hospital" means a hospital supported by any public authority
or wholly or partly out of any public or charitable funds or by
voluntary contributions, but does not include any institution
carried on for the purposes of gain.

INSURANCE COMMITTEES.

CoDNTV OP London.
Finance and Sanatorium Benefit.

At the meeting of the London Insurance Committee on
September 23rd it was stated that its financial system was
in some danger of breaking down, and, after discussion, it

was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Handel Booth, that a
deputation, headed by the chairman of the Committee,
should wait upon the Insurance Commissioners to discuss
the subject. An addendum that the same deputation
should also seek out the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

whose budget proposals were expected to involve the
Committee in an additional expenditure of .£3,000 a year,
was negatived.
The matter which brought the financial question to a

head was the deficit likely to arise in the sanatorium
benefit fund by the end of the year. The commitments in

respect of sanatorium benefit cannot immediately be
reduced, but it was promised that the whole question of
roviaing the expenditure would be brought up for con-
sideration. It was agreed to augment the income available
for sanatorium benefit on this occasion only by transferring
i62,0OO from the general purposes fund, thereby, however,
seriously depleting the funds available for ordinary
administration.

Dispensary Treatment of Taherculoda.
The question of the arrangements to be made with the

borough councils with regard to dispensary treatment of

insured persons suffering from tuberculosis was referred
back at the previous meeting, owing to the absence of

information as to the grounds on which the Local Govern-
ment Board had arrived at the figure (X'9,300) stipulated

as the Committee's contribution for this purpose. Mr.
R. W. Moffrey, the chairman of the Sanatorium Benefit
Subcommittee, now gave full details furnished by the
board, and the amount was accepted as reasonable.
Wherever possible, the arrangements with the borough
councils come into operation on October 1st.

Numher of Deposit Contributors.

Mr. James Skinner, chairman of the General Purposes
Subcommittee, announced the number of deposit con-
tributors in London in this and preceding years to be as

follows

:

July, 1915 ... ... ^ ... 60,099
July, 1914 64,874
July, 1913 73,744

There has thus been a decrease of 13,645 in two years.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL
COMMITTEES.

LONDON.
Panel Committee.

The Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.

A LONO discussion took place at the meeting of the London
Panel Committee on September 28th with regard to the

changes in medical benefit regulations which would follow

upon the placing of the drug tariff upon a commercial
basis. The General Purposes Subcommittee reported that

the anomalies of the present drug tariff were so extra-

ordinary and unjust, and that the advantages of a com-
mercial tariff were so great, that the profession should

hesitate to take any action which might lead to a continu-

ance of the present tariff. At the same time it would be
ill-advised to abrogate the principle that no portion of the

drug fund should ever be chargeable to the practitioners'

fund. The report crystallized into the following recom-
mendations:

(a) That the medical profession should oppose any proposed
alteration in the Medical Benefit Begulations which may i)ro-

vide for the chemists' bills being paid in full, and for the Drug
Fund being made a first charge upon the Medical Benefit Fund,
without the provision of a special fund to meet any excess iu

the cost of drugs beyond 2b. per insured person.

(6) That, in view of the differences which exist in the in-

cidence of sickness in various parts of the country, it is in-

equitable that each local Drug Fund should consist of 2s. per
head of the insured population.

((•) That a diffentiation in the amount of the Drng Funds of

the various areas might wetl be secured by the award of special

grants to necessitous areas from a Central Fund made up of the
whole or a portion of the amounts by which the cost of drugs
in any area may fall below Is. 6d. per insured person.

((/) That control over any tendency towards excessive pre-

scribing by practitioners should not be secured by an automatic
surcharge of every practitioner, the total cost of whose prescrip-
tions exceeds a fixed amount per insured person, with or
without some form of relief in special cases, but by continuous
scrutiny by the Panel Committee of the prescriptions issued,

and by surcharge on the present basis of practitioners pro-
scribing extravagantly, with the elimination, however, of the
interest therein of the'Pharmaceutical Committee.

Dr. H. G. CowiE moved an amendment that " practices
"

be substituted for " areas " in Recommendation {c). For a
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pi-actitionev with 1,000 insured persons on hia list, the sum
of £15 (or drugs appeared quite reasonable ; if the drug
expenditure was iu excess of this the practitioner should

not necessarily be penalized, and even if it were in excess

of i.100, which would represout the full 2g. per head,

while a case for inquiry as to surcharjje might arise, the

I)ractitioner on showiug that the money had been reason-

ably spent should be refunded from tho central fund for

anything above the £75 limit. Dr. Cowie supported the

idea of a central fund, which, as it accumulated, ho
thought, might ultimately be used for extra benefits for

the insured person, including perhaps dentistry, surgical

appliances, and the advice of consultants. The amend-
ment, after further discussion, was withdrawn by consent,

and eventually the original recommendation was adopted
by 32 votes to 2.

.\ report from the Pharmacy Subcommittee asked the
Panel Committee to inquire into the charges on this

score made against London practitioners, and suggested
that periodically, perhaps once a quarter, each practitioner

should be informed of the cost of the drugs he had ordered.

The Effect of ihe War on Insurance Practice.

It was stated that consequent upon the removal from
their lists of men serving with His Majesty's Forces prac-
titioners on the panel were only receiving 70 per cent, of

the income to which ordinarily they would be entitled,

while in many cases their work was equal in amount to

th.it performed before the war. The removals, of course,

represented some of the best lives, whicli were unlikely to

have been any serious charge upon the services of practi-

tioners for many years to come. It was agreed that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Chairman of the Joint
Committee, the Insurance Commissioners, and the
Insurance Committee should be made acquainted with
the panel practitioners' point of view.

Subsequently the following resolution, moved by Dr.
P. T. Goodman, was adopted :

That, inasmuch as tlie incomes of practitioners on the panel

amounts paid to them half-quarterly in advance, the Panel
Committee regard the long delay in effecting a settlement
in connexion with the 1314 accounts as most unsatisfactory
and urge the Insurance Commissioners and the London
Insurance Committee to expedite the payment of the money
so long overdue ; and that the Insurance Commissioners
and the Insurance Committee be so informed.

COUNTY OF SURREY.
P.VNEL Committee.

The monthly meeting of the County of Surrey Panel Com-
mittee was held at Surbiton Cottage Hospital on Septem-
ber 17th, when Dr. Laxkester was in the chair.

Expenses of Pharmaceutical Committee.—It was re-

ported that the Insurance Commissioners had granted up
to £80, plus the third share of the cost of checking pre-

scriptions, as the expenses of the Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee to be deducted from the Drug Fund.

Nurses acting as Sick Visitors.—A letter was read
from the British Medical Association, dated August 7th,

stating that it had again drawn the attention of the Queen
Victoria Jubilee Institute for Nurses to the undesirability
of nurses acting as sick visitors.

" Oifrt .irrangements."—In reply to an inquiry, it was
decided that the County Committee was within its rights
iu not allowing an insured person to " make his own
arrangements " with a practitioner on the panel.
Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—The memorandum

by the Insurance Acts Committee (Scpple.ment, Septem-
ber 11th, p. 117) was considered and replies agreed upon.

Local Medical Cojimittee.
The twenty-fifth meeting of the County of .Surrey

Local Medical Committee was held on the same day and
with the same chairman.
Mange of Medical Service.—The Chaikjian gave a report

of the hearing before referees of a case which raised the
question whether a practitioner on the panel was justified

in making a charge for the excision of a portion of the lip

of an insured person. The Committee, while of opinion
that the practitioner should have performed the operation
as part of medical benefit, considered that the removal of

a malignant growth on the lip was not an operation to be
undertaken by a practitioner "of ordinary competence and
skill." A second case raised the point whether a practi-

tioner on the panel was entitled to make a charge for the

estimation of refraction. The Committee informed the
Insurance Committee that tho examination was done, and
had to bo done, out of ordinary consulting-room hours,
owing to the considerable time it took ; that the great
majority of practitioners were not competent to make such
au examination ; and that the patient iu this case definitely
consulted the practitioner with a view to his prescribing
spectacles.

OXFORD.
Panel Committee.

At a meeting on September 16th, when Dr. Couxsell was
iu the chair, the drug tariff was discussed, and the Secre-
tary reported the number of removals from each doctor's
list due to enlistment. Great dissatisfaction was expressed
that none of tho money due towards the settlement for

1914 had yet been received, and that no information could
be obtained in respect to this.

EAST SUFFOLK.
Panel Committee.

Special Mileage Fund.—It was reported to a meeting
of the Bast Suffolk Panel Committee at Saxmundham, on
September 14th, when Dr. Helsham was in the chair, that
tho Insurance Joint Committee had increased to £220 the
sum allocated to the East Suffolk Committee from
the Special Mileage Fund for 1913. The Commissioners
suggested that the committee should modify the terms
of the mileage scheme in dividing the grant so that tho
rate of credit under Clause 3 might be increased relatively

to that afforded under Clause 2. It was resolved to accept
the increased grant, while regretting that the Commis-
sioners had not granted in full tho moderate claim that
was put forward, and to adhere to the terms of the scheme
in dividing the sum allocated.

Beinstatcment of Persons discharged from the Army
and Navy.—It was reported that the Insurance Com-
mittee had agreed to support the resolution of the
Panel Committee with reference to the reinstatement
of persons discharged from the army or navy on doctors'

lists.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff'.—The memorandum
from the British Medical Association (Supplement, Sep-
tember 11th, p. 117) with regard to the possible changes
of Medical Benefit Regulations connected with the placing
of the drug tariff on a commercial basis was considered
and replies to the several questions prepared,

BIRMINGHAM.
Panel Committee.

Excessive Prescribing.—At a meeting of the Committee
on September 14th Dr. Lydall presented the report
of the Pharmacopoeia Subcommittee on the question of

excessive prescribing during the year 1914. 'Ihe report,

among other things, dre^v special attention to the marked
improvement noticeable in the figures for the first quarter
of 1915, which gave promise of good results for this year.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff'.—The Memorandum
issued by tho British Medical Association (Supplement,
September 11th, p. 117) was considered, and it was decided
to advocate some revision of the drug tariff with automatic
surcharging of those whose expenses exceeded 2s. per
insured person, with continuous scrutiny of prescriptions.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Panel Committee.

A meeting of the Wolverhampton Panel Committee was
held on September 16th, when Dr. Jobeens was in the
chair.

Election of Officers.—Tho following officers for 1915-16

were unanimously elected

:

Dr. T. C. Craig (Chairman'!, Dr. H. C. Mactier (Honornrg
Secretary), Dr. J. A. Wolversan (Honorary Treasurer).

Finance.—The accounts, showing receipts of J60 16s. 8d.,

expenditure ^£23 6s. 6d., leaving a balance of £37 10s. 2d.,

were approved.
Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff'.—The Memorandum

of the Briti-th Medical Association on the possible changes
in the Medical Benefit Regulations counected with the

placing of the drug tariff on a commercial basis was
discussed and the questions answered.

Checking of Prescriptions.—The report of the Wolver-

hampton Subcommittee of the Joint Checking Committee
for the quarter ending March, 1915, was presented, showing
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tbe average cost per script to be 7.72cl. The iticlividnal

averages ranged from 5.14d. to 13.7d. per script. I'lie

report was received, but since it had not been before tlie

Joint Committee for its approval, it was not discussed.

DERBYSHIRE.
Local Medical and Panf.l Committees.

War Emergency.—At a meeting on September 2ud,

wlien Dr. Tobin was in the chair, the War EiiierKeucy

arrangements were explained, and the Committee asked

to help in obtaining signatures to the circulars which
were being issued.

Payments to Panel Practitioners.—It was decided to

send the following resolution to the Insurance Committee

:

That this Committee is dissatisfied that tbe acconnts for last

year have not yet been settled, and protest against any
further deductions being made from the money duo, after

taking the enlisted men frona the pane! lists.

At a meeting of the Derbyshire Panel Committee, held on
September 23rd, when Dr. Tobin was in the chair, it was
decided to send the following resolution to the British

Medical Association, the Insurance Committee, and the

That the Panel Committee strongly objects to the excessive
deductions from the quarterly cheques, and, seeing that
the payments for 1914 are still unpaid, therefore gives
warning of tlie danger of a combined refusal of the doctors
in the county of Derby to continue to work the Act.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

At a meeting held at Northampton on September 21st,

when Dr. Baxter was in the chair, it was reported that

the Commissioners had continued the present memb8r.sliip

of the Committee until July 15tb, 1916, and had recognized
the personnel of the Panel Committee as the Local Medical
Committee for Northamptonshire until the same date.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—The Memorandum
on the " Drug Tariff " issued to Local Medical and Panel
Committees of the Insurance Acts Committee of tlie

British Medical Association was considered, and it was
decided to answer the first two questions in the affirma-

tive, to dissent strongly from paragraph 13, and to agree
to each insurance area being credited with an amount for

drugs and appliances on the same basis, with continuous
scrutiny and surcharging as at present.

SHROPSHIRE.
Panel Committee.

A MEETING of the Sliropshire Panel Committee was lield at

the Infirmary, Shrewsbury, on September 21st, when
Dr. ExHAM was in the chair. The Memorandum of the
Insurance Acts Committee (Supplement, September 11th,

p. 117), as to placing the drug tariff on a commercial basis,

was considered and the questions answered.

BOLTON.
Local Medical and Panel Committee.

At a meeting held at the Bolton lutirmary on September
17th, when Sir Thomas Flitckoft was in the chair, it was
decided not to accept the commercial tariff on the lines

laid down in a memorandum from the Insurance Acts
Committee on the possible changes of Medical Benefit

Regulations connected with the placing of the drug tariff

on a commercial basis, and the follovi'ing resolutions were
adopted :

That the Drug Fund be centralized, and that the areas where
the fund is insufficient be assisted by those areas which
have a surplus.

That the scrutiny of prescriptions be continued ; and
That the arrangement as in the Memorandum, par. 24 i''i, be
adopted.

WIGAN AND DISTRICT.
Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—A meeting of the

panel practitioners of Wigan and Area 14 was held on
September 14th to consider the proposed adoption of a
co'umercial tariff for 1916. Dr. T. Campbell (a member of

the Insurance Acts Committee of the British Medical
Association) gave a summary of the Association's memo-
randum on the question. The general opinion expressed
during the ensuing discussion was that a revision of the

present drug tariff was necessary on account of the high
prices contained therein, but those present wore not
prepared to acquiesce in any arrangement whereby the

7s. due to practitioners for the attendance and treatment

of insured persons could be drawn upon to meet any excess
in the cost of prescriptions, but considered that cases of

extravagant prescribing should be dealt with under Sec-
tion 40 of the Insurance Regulations, which empowered
the Insurance Committee, on the recommendation of the
Panel Committee, to surcharge any practitioner who
prescribes excessively. It was ultimately resolved to agree
to the adoption of a commercial tariff under the conditions
that any e.Kcess of the cost of drugs and appliances over an
average of 2s. per insured person would not be met by auy
call upon the Practitioners' Fund, and that that fund anil

the Drug Fund remained separate.

FIFESHIRE.
A COMBINED meeting of the Local Medical and Panel
Committees was held at Kirkcaldy on September 16tli,

when there were present representative members from
the Kirkcaldy and Dunfermline Panel Committees.
Drug Tariff'.—The memorandum by the Insurance Acts

Committee (Supplement, September 11th, p. 117) on tlie

drug tariff was carefully considered, and tlie unanimous
feeling was that the commercial tarift' described in tliis

memorandum meant nothing else than making tiie Drug
Fund a first charge on the Medical Benefit Fund, and
so the unanimous answer to question 1 (M.5) was in

the negative. The following resolution was unanimously
adopted

:

That if anr attempt is made in the Medical Benefit Regula-
tions oi< Hi<. linos of M.4for 1916. or in any other way to

make tl" I'l: I mi i ii first charge on the Jledical Benefit
Fund, il '

: I . .( ( nmmittees of the county of Fife will

reconiii". utis to refuse to sign" agreemeiila
and, if i:-' (I I' leave the panel.

Cost of Clieckiiuj Prescriptions.—It was agreed that

panel practitioners bear a third share in the expenses of

the checking bureau.

COIUIICSPONDENCE.

The PfiOPOSED Commehcial Tap.ife.

Dr. H. Falconer Oldham (Morecambe) writes: The
replies of the Panel Committees to the memorandum of

the Insurance Acts Committee will most probably have
been returned by this. The final decision, however, will

be made by that Committee.
To the Insurance .\cts Committee I would appeal, and

would, as a loyal s. Ill' 1 ! i
ni tin Diiil-h Medical Associa-

tion and as one \\\ iiilylias been able to

take an active pa 11 : ii - i n "l its policy, urge the

Committee not tu uu,'.L.j.iu Liiy -m h disastrous step as

that discussed in the uiemorauduin in c[uestiou.

The proposition that the Medical Benefit Fund is

primarily chargeable with the provision of drugs and
appliances, and that the medical practitioners can receive

no remuneration for professional services until the

chemists have been paid—the plain meaning of a "com-
mercial tariff " on the lines of the '.ncmoraudum—is io

view of the Insurance Acts 1911-1913 qiiestiona'Dly legal.

The suggestion that we might smEcIj' accept such a pro-

position and make money by allowing the consideration of

the cost of treatment to influence our conduct rather than
the consideration what that treatment should be is dis-

tinctly immoral.
Surely the wisest course would be to be content at

present with a revision of the tariff prices so as to bring

these more nearly into commercial relationship with the

prices chemists pay for the drugs and appliances they
provide. Wait till the Departmental Committee publishes

its report on the drug tariff, and until we have the results

of 1914 and 1915, as well as those of 1913. for comparison.

Meantime the whole question of the drug tariff' and its

relation to the medical practitioner can be discussed in

committee and in the Journal and a considered opinion

arrived at deliberately, and not rushed as is now
suggested.
There is no immediate necessity for a final decision.

Sir R. Morant's clear statement in his letter of August
23rd—
The Commissioners would in the present exceptional circum-
stances, with so many members of tlie profession inaccessible,
be most reluctant to make any substantial modifications of the
terms of medical practitioner's under the Insurance Act unless
they could feel assured tliat such modifications were " desirable
in the view of all concerned "

—
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Is wise and statesmanlilre. Lot ns, then, accept tlio

positiou taken up by tbo Commissioners in this matter and
abst:iin from precipitating a crisis at such an inopportune
moment.

Dr. J. CnoMiE (Auchcncaii-n, formerly BIyth, Northum-
berland) writes : I was interested, on reading Dr. Taylor's

letter, to find that ho criticizes the report of the Insuranco
Acts Committee in that it is obscure and wrong in its

conclusions, whereas my own criticism, after careful

reading, was meticulous but logical. I wondered why this

shiiuld bo, as I consider Dr. Taj'lor a clear thinker, so

I re read the report, and I venture to think if Dr. Taylor
diK.s the same he will discover where his mistake is, and
be prepared to cede the Insurance Acts Committee full

ci-etlit and praise for their document, which must have
taken great care and much thought and time in its

drawing up. I agree they do not give a lead, but that is

cleai'ly deliberate, as they only state facts and possibilities,

and leave conclusions to their constituents. Personally
I should have preferred a strong lead, as it is sound policy

that " leaders should lead," and we must avoid the
blunders of 1912. Nothing is to be gained by a repetition

of the ostrich-like pohcy, and I do hope that those
responsible for the decision will have all the facts before
them, as it is well known to "the enemy" that all the
virtues are not centred in ourselves and all the vices in the
other fellow.

Dr. Taylor admits that all the medicos at Salford are
not purists, and he must not complain if regulations are
framed by "the man who has to pay the tune" to keep
those of us who are weak and erring in the straight path.
We should see to it that they succeed in their object.

DsSURiVXCE ACT IN PARLIA3IBNT.
Medical Service Subcommittees.

Ms. GoLDSToxE asked, on September 28th, whether a paid
servant of any local medical and panel committee could
act as chairman of a medical service subcommittee ; and
whether it was also open for the secretary of an approved
society, who was appointed a member of an insurance
committee by a town or county council, to be elected the
chairman of a medical service subcommittee. Mr. C.

Roberts, Chairman of the .Joint Committee of Insurance
Commissioners, said that the Medical Benefit Regulations
provided that the chairman of the medical service sub-
committee of an insurance committee should be selected

by the members of the subcommittee from those members
of the insurance committee appointed by the county (or

borough) council, and by the Commissioners, who were
neither insured persons, practitioners, nor registered

pharmacists. He would be glad to inquire into any case
in which the regulations were not being complied with.

Ilabal anD JItilitarg ^jjpomtmiitts.

ROYAL NAVAIi MEDICAL SERVICE.
The following apDointincnts are annoJinced by the Admiralty: Fleet
Burgeons H. S. 1 eroard and E. C. Ward. M.D., to the Pemhruke, addi-
tion 1 : B. Bardie. M D. Ilet.l. to t* e President, additional, for service

Medical Department, Admiralty; Surgeon A. V. J. Rio ai-d on to
temporary Surgeons C. Og Ivy to the

'iUiant, vice Uichard-
Pembroke, additional
fnmiin, vice Thorn; W. F. Bowen to the
: H. E. Thorn to the Pembroke, addit onal.

HoTAi, Naval '

To be Surgeon Proljationera :

8. C. Mitchell, J. K. C. LiUdell.

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
Temporary Colonels to be temporary Surgeon-Generals : Sir G. H.

Uakins. K.C.M.G., C.B., F.E.C.S., Sir Anthony A. Bowlby, K.C.M.G..
F.B.C.S.

RoYAi, Abmy Medicai, Conpa.
W. R. Dawson. M.D., to be temporary Major.
H. L. Eason. M.D„ to be temporary Lieutenant-Colonel. F. O.

Purser, M.D., to be temporary Major.
Temporary Captain D. K. McDowell, C.M.G.,to be temporary Major

whilst in charge of the Tooting Military Hospital.
Henry G. Wiltshire is as now

.ini^Tr'ti r.nr.riu of September 6th.
The

The names of the
It as stated in
ker. M.B.. end 1

following relin

mt A. Henderson. M.B., relinquishes his corn-
ill health.

To be temporary Lieutenootg : H. F. Bbeldon, E. H. Flanigan, U.B„

Girdwood, M.lJ. C. T. Toggart. M.B., J. F. Young, M.B.. V
F.B.C.S.E.. A. V. Woollright, A. J. Ireland. M.B.
Captains J. Henderson, M.D., and C. R. Learn, M.D.. of the Canadian

Army Medical Corps, to Ijo Lieutenants.
The following Lieutenants of the Canadian Army Medical Corps to ba' nants: A. A. Skeels. M.D.W. ,1. Chapman,M.B..D.S.

. I'rancis, M.D.. Q. P. Armstrong. M.D , O. A. F.
C Stewart. M.D., W. E. Ainley, M.D., J. B. Irwin,
Ighton. M.D., J. A Wellwood. M.D., A. K. Munroc,

.M.B., J. O Baker, M.D.. A. McC. Davidson, M.D.,
H. Harvey, M D., J. T. Bowman,

M.D., G. B. McTavish M.D.,

temporary Licute
Cassidy, M.D.,
Gaviller. M D ,

M.B., D. StC. C

M.D., D. L. D
A. Boss, M.D.. D. A. Volum
M.D., J. P. Adamson. M.D.,
J. B. Haverson, M.D.. G. H. L. Arm
MoKinuon, M.D., H. F. MacKendrick.

ag, M.D., J. F. Siidle

TERRITORIAL FORCE
Akmy Medical Sekvices.

Lieutenant-Colonel T. F. Dewar, Jl.D., from Sanitary Service.
Deputy Assistant Director of Medical Services. Highland Divisio

J. B. Fi

ROTAL ARirv Mepical Corps.
Casualty Clearino Stafioit—Lieutenants to be Captains:

H. Pemberton. I. H. Lloyd-Williams. E. S. Taylor,

H. Humphris. M.D.. is

Evoridge, F.K.C S., H. P.
Davies. .\. F. Comyn,

London Fidd .ImimJance.—Lieutenants to he Captains : W. G. Lloyd,
M.B.. S. Wynrd, .M.D., A. E. Huxtable. Major H. lU. S. Turner, Falk-
land Islands ^'olunteer Corps, to be Captain, temporary.
Loinhm (Cttu of London) Field 4mi) Kiouce.—Lieutenants to be

Captains: M. K. H. Stratford, F.R.C.S.Eng., L. Courtauld, M.B.,
E. W. A. Salmond, M.U., L. A. Harwood, F. H. Robbius, B. E.
Barnsloy, J. Taylor, F.R.C.S.. Iv. V. Smith, L. H. Wootton, M.B.
London (.City of London) General flosiiifaf.—Captain L. A. Dunn,

M.B.. F.B.C.S.. and Lieutenant VV. F. Thompson resign their com-
missions on account of ill health.
London General Hosvital.—Captain

seconded. Lieutenants to bo Captains:
Ashe. O. W. Shore. C. E. H. Milner, D.
M.B., C. E. W. .McDoncld. To be Lieutenant: W. K. Churchouse.
London (Ctty of London) Hanitary Company.—Lieutenants to be

Captains: M. Priest, E. A. Cooper, G. White. B. Jacobs, R. Bobison,
A. A. UcWhan, M.B., C. N. Draycott, C. W. Pender. W. N. W.
Kennedy, M.B.
London Sanitary CojiipdJit/.—Lieutenants to be Captains : W. D,

Frazer, S. H. Daukcs.
lioine Counties Field Ambttlance.—M&jor (temporary Lieutenant-

Colonel) A. A. Martin relinquishes his temporary rank on alteration in
posting. Lieutenants to be Captaini : R. 11. J. Holmes, \V. R. Keith,
M.B., C H. Gregorv M D.. J. W. Cairns, M.D., F. bcroggie. M.B.,
A. H. Brewer, H. W. Wier.
South Midland Casualty Clearing StefJOJt.—Lieutenant W. T.

Wood to be Captain.
South Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—Ucntennnis

to be Captains: D. HiiLhanau and A. Leggatt.
South Midland Field Ambulance.—yinjov F. J. Warwick, M.B,. from

East Anglian Casudlty ClearinK Station, to be Major; Captain D.
Buchanan from South Midland Mounted Brigade Pield Ambulance to

be Captain; G. Moore, M.B., late Lieutenant Princess Charlotte of
Wales's (Royal Berkshire Hesiment) to be Captain.
tlorth Midland Firld Anibiilanoe.—ljieatena.insi to be Captains; J O.

Grieve. MB., 14. B. Berry, MB, F G. Bennett. C. B. .lohnstone, M.B.,
L. T. Challenor, R. B M. Yates, MB.. B S. Wills, F.R.C S , T.Graham,
M.B,S. R Foster, MB. W. Boyd, M,r "

• - .-

Haycrnft, S S B. Harrison, W. B Wi!
,F R.C.S.K., J. C. Harris, G F.

North Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ainhulnnee.—MB.ior A. C.
Goodwin, M li , F R C S.. to be temporary Lieutenant-Colonel ; Cap-
tain T. O Buchanan, M.B.. to be temporary Major; Lieutenant A. W.
Mc 'lelland. M D., to be Captain.
North Midland Casnalt'i Clearing Station.—Lieutenants to be Cap-

tains: M. Dixon, M.D., D. D McNeill, V. A. P. Costobadie. F.R.C.S.E.,
G. W M. Andrew. .I H. Thomas. MB.
Southern General Hosi)it"l.—ii. B. Wbitehouse, late temporary

Lieutenant R.A.M.C., to be Captain, whose services will be available
on mobilization.
Eastern (Jencral Hospita!.—Lieutenant H. J. Walker, F.R.C.S.E.,

to be Captain on the permanent personnel.
Ea.it Analiiin Fiild .dm6Hl«?ife.—Lieutenant J. Arthur, M.D.. to be

Captain (substituted for notice publishedin the Loiulon Gasette ot

July Istl. Lieuten i to be Captains

:

. Cuffe. M.D., F,R.C.S. ; E. K.

Welsh Field 4m(m!aiice.—Lieutenants to be Coptalns : D. Macanlay,
M.B., E. B. H. Hughes, H. Mills, A. E. Mackenzie, J. S. Tomb, M.B.,
J. P. H. Davies. J. Carroll. M.B To be Lieutouunt: O. Sullivan, M.B.
Welsh Border Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—a. D. Newton

to be Lieutenant
Wessex Field Ambulance.—Capi&in B. Eager. M.B., to be temporary

Major. Lieutenants to be Captains : R. Burgess, E. L. Meynell. M.B.,

A. C Hincks, M.B., W. T. P.Meade-King, H. N. Collier. F. Tooth. F. W.
Brunker.
Houtlt-Westem Mounted Brigade Field vlmiufance.—Lieutenants to

beCaptains: P.S. Martin. J. Grant-Johnsti
West Hiding Field

Yorksh:
Captains: B. Hughe
F. Wigglesworth, M

Begg, M.B "

M.B., R. A.
East Lana
Hodgson,

P. Mathi
shire Fidd A.

M.D., H. K. 1

Rothwell, M.B., G. O. Wray.
West Lancashire Fu

M.D., ,1. F. Robe
M.B., F.

M.D., A. A. Turn
Lieutenant : J. St
Northumbrian Field Ambulance.—l^^e

B. G. D. Badenoch. M.H.. F. Metcalfe.
H. Shield, M.B.. J. H. Barclay, MB.,
Wilson, M.B., V. H. Wardle, W,
W. C. Stewart, M.B., F.R.C.S., G.
Northumbrian Dii'iswnal Sa

Clegg. M.B,

_ —Captain G. E. St.C. Stockwell,
Regiment, to be Caplain, Lieutenants to ba
M.B., F.R.C.S., H. Lee, J. C. Metcalfe. M.B.,

L. H. R. Partridge, J. Finder, S. S. Greaves,
lith, M.U.. H. Foxton, M.B. , W.B. Allen,
jwB. M.B., D. B. Twigg, W, T. D. Mart,
nhulance.—ljicuteDiints to be Captains:
•ox, M.B., G. R. Hitchin. M.B.. W. E.
MB.
nhulanee—Cavtain E. Knight, M.B.. to

Lieutenants to bo Captains : W. R. Pierce,
d.li.. J. H. RawUn..;on, M.B., G. C King. H. E.
swell. M.B , R. D, B. Frew. M.D , H. Middleton,
.B., G. W. Rogers, W. B. Stephen. M.B. To ba

to be Captains

:

. Errington, M.B.,
Lawrence, W. M.

9mitb. MB.. T. W. Crowley, M.D.,
. Watson, A. C. M. Savage, M.B.
itary Section.—Lieutenant S. J.

nn Sfation.—Llentcnants to beCasualty Clearinn Station.—Uenten:
Captains; A. ,utclillc. MB., li. K. Lishman. M.B., C. F. :u. saint,

M.D., P.B.C.S., R W. Swayne, M.B. „,,,,.
Lowland Diviaional Sanitary fiecltort.—Lieutenant T. J. Mackie,

M.B., to be Captain.
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Hiahland Field A)nbulance.—Ca.vta,ma to be temporary Majors

:

.7 D Fiddea. M.B., F.U.C.S.B.. aud J. H. Sbepbon. M.B. Lieutenaat

F C. Chandler, M.B.. to be Captain (substituted for notice published

iu the London Oazetteot August 4tb)

Sanitary H^ri
"^—Major O. E. Humphreys to be Lioutenant-

o Units other than Medical Ujiifs—Temporary Major

A A Martin. M.D., from Home Counties Field Ambulance, to be

Maior temiiorary Lieutenants to be Captains: G. H. H. Manfleld.

H D Lane, J. L. Green. M. H. liarlon, O. A. Brogden. M.D., W. Dale,

J "w' Hoott, F. R. Armitage, M.B., R. E. T. Tatlow, M.D.. J. G. Cooke.

M B W. E. Falconar, M.B.. J. P. N. Casey, E. Coplans, H. C. C.

Hackney. N. G. Chavasse, M.B.. 0. D. Law, A. C. Hoddow, M.B..

A Hamilton. M.B.. W. L. B. Wood. G. F. Carr. J. S. Hall. MB., F. H. C.

Watson, M.B., S. Soultam, J. H. Crane, M.D.. J. S. Clarke. M.B.. J. J.

Porter. H. M. Soden, B. Scott, M.B., J. A. Stenhouse. M.B., J. A. O.

Scott. M.B., J. Anderson, M.B., J. E. Brydon, M.B.. T. B. W. Atkins,

H B Cunningham, M.B., J. Walker, M.B.. A. E. Delgado, M.B.. J. O.

Marklove. D. A K. Haddon. M B. Lieutenant W. M. Cox. from South
Midland Casualty Clearing Station, to be Lieutenant.

«al Statistics.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
In the ninety-six largest English towns 7.482 births and 4.700 deaths
were registered during the week ended Saturday. September 25th.

The annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 12.1.14.0.

and 13.8 per 1.000 in the three preceding weeks, fell to 13.5 per 1.000 in

the week under notice. In London the death-rate was equal to 14.0,

•while among the ninety-live other large towns it ranged from 5.2 in

Lincoln, 5.8 in Heailing, 5,9 in Swindon, 6.6 in Ealing. 7.0 in Leyton,
end 7.4 in Iltord. to 21.5 in Aberdarp. 21.8 iu Gateshead, 235 in Sunder-
land, 24.7 in Botberham.25.7in Carlisle, and 26.1 in liarnsley. Enteric
fever caused a death-rate of 1.7 iu Tyucmouth. scarlet fever of 1.1 in

llford. whooping-cough of 1.6 in West Hartlepool, and diphthenaof 1.5

in Southport. The deaths of children (under 2 years) from diarrhoeal
diseases, which had been 593, 664, and 638 iu the three pre-

ceding weeks, rose to 785, and included 183 in London. 58 in
Liverpool. 47 in Birmingham, 35 in Sheffield. 29 in Manchester, and
20 in Leeds. The causes of 33, or 7 per cent , of the total deaths
were not certified by a registered medical i)ractitioner or by a coroner

;

of this number. 8 were recorded in Birmingham. 6 in South Shields,

4 in Liverpool, 3 in Gateshead, and 2 in Bootle. The number of scarlet

fever patients under treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals
and the London Fever Hospital, which had been 2,365, 2.443, and 2.590

at the end of the three preceding weeks, further rose to 2.656 on Satur-
day. September 25th ; 372 new cases were admitted during the week,
against 365, 385, and 429 in the three preceding weeks.

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 956 births and 615 deaths were
registered during the week ended Saturday, September 18th. The
annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 13.3. 12.2, and
14.0 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, fell to 13.7 in the week under
notice, and was 0.1 per 1.000 below the rate in the ninety-six large
English towns. Among the several towns the death-rate ranged from
6.3 in Motherwell. 8.1 in Hamilton, and 8.2 iu Clydebank, to 15.8 in

Aberdeen, 17.1 in Ayr. and 17.4 in Greenock. The mortality from the
principal infective diseases averaged 1.8 per 1,000. and was highest in
Ayr and Paisley. The 292 deaths from all causes in Glasgow included
25' from infantile diarrhoea, 6 from scarlet fever, 4 from measles. 1

from whooping-cough, and 1 from diphtheria. Six deaths from
measles were recorded iu Edinburgh; 4 deaths from scarlet fever in
Aberdeen and 2 in Paisley; from diphtheria. 4 deaths in Edinburgh
and 2 in Paisley; from infantile diarrhoea, 5 deaths in Edinburgh and
3 in Aberdeen ; and from typhus. 1 death in Paisley.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DuKiNO the week ending Saturday. September 11th. 513 births and
389 deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban dis-

tricts of Ireland, as against 586 births and 368 deaths in the preceding
period. These deaths represent a mortality of 16.7 per 1.000 "of the
aggregate population iu the distric.a in question, as against 15.8 per
1.000 in the previous period. The mortality in these Irish areas was
therefore 2.7 per 1,000 higher than the corresponding rate in the
ninety-six English towns during the week ending on the same date.
The birth-rate, on the other hand, was equal to 22.1 per 1.000 of pripu-

latiou. As for mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin
registration area was 18 4 las against an average of 16.0 for the previous
four weeks); iu Dublin city, 20.2 (as against 17.5); in Belfast, 16.0 (as

against 13.9); in Cork, 22.4 (as agaiust 15.8); in Londonderry, 15.2 (as

against 22.4) ; in Limerick. 13.5 (as against 14.2) ; and iu Waterlord. 13.3

(as against 19.0). The ei motic death-rate was 1.8. as against 2.8 in the
previous period.

Mmuxtm anil ^ppaintmeitts.

NOTICES REGARDING AI'l'i) iWM l-:S"rS.~Attint!un is

called to a Notice {see /;;./,. r d. li!
: rniicnieiilj— lu^iJitrlant

Notice re Appointiiiciil^i nrj^ranrr ii. our odicrti^tiiient

columnx, givinij purticiihirs nj I'lcuurici as to irhich iuijuiriei

$hould be made before a]>plicalion.

VACANCIES.
BETHNAL GREEN INFIRMARY.—Assistant Medical Officer.

Salary. £280 per annum.
BIRMINGHA:M general DISPENSARr.-Rcsideut Medical Officer.

Salary. £350 i^er annum.
BRISTOL ROYAL INPIR.MART.—(1) House-Phj'sioians. (2) House-

Surgeons. (3) Dental House-Surgeon. Sxlary, £120 per annum la
each case.

CANTERBURY MENTAL HOSPITAL.—Locumtonent Assistant
Medical Otlicer. Salary, £7 7s. a week.

CARDIFF: KING EDWARD VII HOSPITAL.— House-Surgeon.
Salary. £140 per annum.

DARLINGTON HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY.—Houae-Surgeon.
Salary. £160 per annum.

GREAT YARMOUTH HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £200
per annum.

INVERNESS : NORTHERN INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary,
£150 per annum.

LABORATORIES OF PATHOLOGY AND PUBLIC HEALTH,
38. New I avendish Street. W.—Bacteriologist.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.-Lady Resident Medical Officer.
Salary. £130 per annum.

LIVERPOOL : DAVID LEWIS NORTHERN HOSPITAL.—Two Lady
Resident Surgeons, t^alavy. £120 p^r annum.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL, Hampstead Road, N.W.—
(1) Assistant Resident Medical Officer ; salary. £120 per annum.
(2) Medical Registrar ; honorarium. 40 guineas per annum.

PORTSMOUTH : ROYAL PORTSMOUTH HO.'iPITAL. — House-
Surgeon. Salary, £150 rer annum.

PUTNEY HOSPITAL, S.W.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £150
per annum.

QUEEN'S HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Hackney Eoad, N.E.—
House-Surgeon. Salary, £100 per annum.

ST. MARY, ISLINGTON. INFIRMAUY.-Junior Assistant Medical
Officer. Salary, £180 per annum.

SALFORD KOYAL HOSPITAL.—(1) .Tunlor House-Surgeon. (2)

Casualty House-Surgeon. Salarj-. £100 per annum each, and £5
per month war bonus.

SHEFFIELD ROYAL INFIRMARY.—House Surgeon. Salary, £100

SOUTHAMPTON: FREE EYE HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary.
£100 per annum.

WEST BROMWICH AND DISTRICT HOSPITAL.—Assistant Houso-
Surgeon. Salary. £120 per annum.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—
(1) Resident Medical Offlier. (2) House-Physicians and Hoiise-
Surgeons. Salary for (1) £160 per annum, and for (2) £120 am £100
per annum respectively.

WIGAN : ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.-Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

WORCESTER GENERAL INFIRMARY.-Rtsident Medical Offlcei

(male or female). Salary, £150 per annum.
CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.-The Chief Inspector ol

Factories announces the following vacant appointment ;

Laurencekirk (co. Kincardine).

To ensure notice in this column—ichich is compiled from our
advertisement cohtmus, where full particulars will befounds
it is necessary that advert iseiiients should be received not later

than the first post on Wednesday morninq. Persons interested

should refer also to the Index to AdvertisemenU which follow*
the Table of Contents in the Journal.

APPOINTMENTS.
Kebr. J.. M.B., Ch.B.Glasg., Honorary Assistant Surgeon to the

Ashton Infirmarj'.

KEESLiiLE. Mrs. Maude. L.M.S.S.A., Tuberoulosla Officer for the
Couu(y Borough of Northampton.

Ogu-tie, W. M., M.B.. C.M.Aberd.. Medical Superintendent of the
Ipswich Mental Hospital.

BiCHMOND. G., M.B., Ch.B.Glasg.. Medical Officer of Workhouse and
Medical Superintendent of Infirmary of Ashton-under-Lyne
Union.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for inserting announremenls of Births, Marriages, and

Deaths is 5s., which sum sliould he forwarded in Post Office

Orders or Stamps with the notice not later tlian the first post on
Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

issue.

DEATH.

SiCMBLES.—On Saturday, September 25th. at a nursing home, Henry
Martyu Stumbles, M.D.. of 5, W;lburr Gardens, Hove, aged 42.

Ko flowers, by request.

DIARY FOR THE WEEK.
FRIDAY.

ESHIBITION OP APPABATDS FOB TREATMENT OP FBACTDRES IN WAB.
1, Wimpolo street.—To be opened, at 3 p.m., by Sir

Alfred Keogh. K.C.B., D.G. Demonstration by Sir

Almroth Wright. F.R.S. The exhibition will remain
open on the following day and Monday, October 11th,

from 10.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

West London Medico-Chircrqical Society. West London Hos-

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

B
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INSURANCE.

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS.
Quarterly List.''

The Jocexal publishes the clocnmeuts issued by the Com-
luissioners which are of general interest to iusui-ance prac-
titioners and available for the purpose, but there are some
which are not placed on sale, and others which for various
i-easons cannot be published. The followincr is the
Associations quarterly list of documents issued by the
(-ominis.sioners couceruiug matters of interest to insurance
practitioners. Information as to those documents men-
tioned which are neither on sale nor have been printed in
the JOURX.U, may be obtained on applicatiou to the Medical
Secretary of the Association, 429, Strand. Those on sale
toay be purchased through any bookseller, where a number
preceded by " Cd." is given. It is advisable to quote this
when ordering.

June, 1915.
Circular A.S. G39 (ScoflamI) states that, as difficulties had

arisen m connexion with the use of the ordinary form
iForm Med. 40) for the certification of inmates of
institutions for the insane, a special form of certifloate
had been prepared for use in such cases, and encloses
copy of new certificate. ^829.)

Form McrJ. -Klli (Scotland). Certificate above referred to.
Ihe nature of the incapacity does not need to be
specified, the certificate evidently to be signed by the
Superintendent or Medical OflScer of the Asylum, and
IS to the effect that " So and so " is at present under
care and treatment in that Asylum. (830.)

Circular 637 I.C. (Scotland) states that the Military
Authorities, owing to the large number of soldiers on
short terms of fiiriongh who obtain extensions thereof
on medical certificates given by insurance practitioners,
desire that the necessity should be impressed upon
practitioners for the closest scrutiny being exercised
in cases of such soldiers coming before them, and of it
being borne in mind that the Military Authorities are
entitled to the benefit when the question of any
soldiers fitness for duty is in doubt. (June 10th.
1915.) (817.)

July, 1915.
Memormidiim No. G03 (Scotland). A circular on Model

Scheme of Arraugements for Domiciliary Treatment.
•Inly 31st, 1915.) (827.)

f'03, a Model Scheme o£ Arrangements for Domi-
iiary Treatment of Tuberculosis accompauyine

..icgoiug. (July, 1915.) (828.)

/ ,.' 'lOliS.S./A.G.D. {England). To be filled up by all
^oldlers invalided from the Army in order that the
Commissioners may determine which of them are to

be treated for the purpose of Insurance Benefit aa
members of the Navy and Army Insurance Fund.
(831.)

Funii^ I4i; I.e. ,i:.-,,l.ni.h, a leaflet issued by the English

^n,'""",";
'"' '" '" "'ii'i>->;iou with foregoing Foriu

301 s.s. .\.(,.],. ,is n-uanis Medical Benefit of dis^
chaigetl boldifis who were insured durincr servieei
If members of an Approved Society they should, ia
addition to hlluig up above form, ask tlieir society ta
arrange with the local Insurance Committee for theie
Medical Benefit without delay. If not members of
an Aijproved Society and entitled to Medical Beuefit,
the Commissioners would arrange for the issua
of a medical card, provided the above-mentioned
I'orm 301'S.S./A.G.D. was filled up and sent them
immediately. (832.)

Memo. No.^ GISjI.C. {ScoihnuT), as to the necessity fou
))ractitiouers exercising economy in use of dru^Si
(July 31st, 1915.) (833.)

°

AucusT, 1915.
Circnlar 03 Ail.C. (Scolla,„h, informing Insurance Com-

mittees that the arrangemcuts for accelerating tlitj
provision of sanatorium tieatmeut of disabled soldiers
as set forth in previous Circular 53 T.C., apjilied equally
to seamen and marines. (August 25th, 1915.) (702.)

r.rports of decisions on appeals and applications under
Sections 67 of tlie 1911 Act aud 27 of the 1913 Act
issued by English Corauji.ssioners. [Cd. 8040.]
Part II, price 3,;d. An instructive document contain-
ing much of interest to insurance practitioners and
e.sxjecially to members of Panel Committees.

Sbptember, 1915.
Fonn^ Med. 33 {Scotland), approving certain rural areas in

Scotland with a view to the application thereto of the
provisions of Eule 8 of the Medical Certification
Kules. Practitioners in the approved areas will now

tli; to

caie 111 [<• -.:,
.

-.'. li-rr, ,, :thMij_.l; the iii,:iiL-ijd patient
IS not fit to resume work immediatelv, ho will be fit to
resume not more than three days after the examina-
tion. (836.)

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Ln^EEPOOL.

Proposed Commercial Drug T--':' ^ irifrtii'rr of
the Panel Committee was hcM '-i ' ! hi^itu-
tion on September ITth, when .\|i I, i

i :, ii.ix
was in the chair. The meraor.nio::n;, i,,,,, ti , IJniish
Medical Association (Supi'le:>iiint. Soptembci- liMi. p. 117i
on possible changes of medical benefit regulations con-
nected with the placing of the drug tariff on a commercial

[598]
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basis -was consideved, and tho following resolution vraa

unanimousl3' adopted

:

That inasmuch as tbe practitioners' fund was guaraiiteecl to

be used solely as a remuneration lor professional services,

the Liverpool Panel Committee is of opinion that the pro-

fession should refuse to agree to any portion of it being

diverted from this purpose and used as a fund for the

purchase of materials.

Tlie various items of the nicraorandura were considered in

detail, and replies wore given to tlie ijuestions submitted.

NOTTINGHAM.
Proposed Cotiiiiici-cial Drug Tariff.—\ meeting of tlio

Panel Committee was held at Nottingham on Sept-

ember 28th, wlieu Dr. A. Fulton ivas in the chair. Tlie

memorandum issued by the British Medical Association

(SUPPLEMHNT, September 11th, \i. 117l was considered, and

it was agreed to accept a commercial tarift" on tho lines

laid down in the memorandum, subject to tho following

reservations

:

1. Tliat the whole of the Is. 6d. be pooled throughout the

"^T.^ThataddiUoiianiabimiesin the way of rlrufT^^and appli-

ances be not inn . i
" ',- "-, -'-1 1

ti.o ,,,-of«=--.,-in.

3. Thatthf 1 .

'
' •"^pect

of incvoaKe iliii '

'^-

4. That con ..ance

be made in n ,

-

-^ who,

as.iue to tl.c - 'Uly d..al.l.d or jue rendered

chronic invali' - d in standard of health.

5. That a •
:

"is be made by the respective

Insurance CoiiiiM !;< :].; iiiat local reporls be issued by them
monthlv, so that jnaclitione>.-s in each area may be made at all

times aware of the average cost per person and per script of all

persons on their respective panels.

WILTSHIEE.
A 3IEETING of the Panel Committee was he!d at Trowbridge

on September 22nd, when Dr. J. T. Goi-.dox was in the

chair.

Proposed, Commercial Drug Tariff.—The Memorandum
issued by the British Jledical Association (Supplejiext,

September 11th, p. 117} was considered, and replies

agreed to.

Tracing Bcmovals.—The Clerk made a statement witli

reference to the number of accepted persons whose

addresses could not be traced, and asked the medical men
to assist him in his work, as, untU the names were

placed upon the register, no payment was made to the

medical fund for them. The Clerk was thanked, ma,ny

members testifying to the cordial relations existing

between the oliice and the medical profession.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.
A MEETIN-G of the Local Medical and Panel Committees

was held on September 14th, when Dr. J. D. O'Sullr-an

was in the chair.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.— The Circular

M.4 (1915-16) (Supplement, September 11th, page 117),

sent out by the British Medical Association, was con-

sidered ; it was decided to answer the first and second

oucstious in the negative, and with regard to the sixth to

express a preference for an automatic surcharge of every

practitioner the total cost of whose prescriptions exceeded

the maximum of 2s. per insured person, with power to the

Panel Committee on appeal to grant a certificate of

indemnity entitling such practitioner to relief out of the

Drug Fund of the area. A report was presented showing

the expenditure of each panel doctor on prescribed drugs

for the year 1914. From it it appeared that seven panel

doctors,"attending between 7,000 and 8,000 panel jiatients,

had spent ^£1,143 in excess of the maximum 2s. per insured

person. The matter was referred to the Drug Subcom-
mittee for report with a view to those cases in which there

had been such an undue expenditure being recommended
for stucharge.

PERTH AND PERTHSHIRE.
.^T a meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Committees

on September 17th, a letter was read from the I'ommis-

sioners to the Clerks of Insurance Committees with regard

to "persons who, in an emergency, outside of office hours

or on Sundays, may find it necessary to apply direct to a

jnactitioner," and suggesting that in such an event "it

sliould be arranged that the practitioner will either agree

to take the person on his list, or will give the treatment

immediately required until he has arranged with anotlier

practitioner to accept the person, or communicate with tho
Clerk, notice of any arrangement arrived at being made to

the Clerk in due course." It was decided not to approve
of any clause binding panel practitioners to tho procedure
above suggested, as it would be liable to serious abuse, and
lead to the exploitation of the services of practitioners,

owing to the carelessness of patients in not having already

chosen a doctor.
KIRKCALDY.

At a meeting of the Local JMedioal Committee on August
31st, when Dr. CnRROP. was in the chair, tho following list

of medical comforts was drawn up : Milk and cream, eggs,

butter, meat extract, whisky, brandy, or medicated wines.

COnRESPONDENCE.
The Proposed Commercial Tahief.

Dr. James Harrison, M.D. (Chairman, Medical Benefit

Subcommittee, Tynemouth Insurance Committee) writes

:

Naturally in face of the present national emergency the

medical profession is somewhat apathetic regarding its

own interests, but the question of the suggested introduc-

tion of the new commercial tariff into the regulations for

1916 is one of vital importance, and should, even at the

present time, bo thoroughly discussed in your columns.

Dr. Taylor, of Salford, did right in drawing attention to

this matter in the Journal of September 25th.

The position is this : 2s. is tho maximum amount
allowed in the drug fund per assured person. In more
than a quarter of the insurance areas in the country this

amount is insufficient, and so far as these areas are con-

cerned the drug fund is bankrupt, and cannot pay its way.

Its deficiency amounts to over £50,000, and this amount
has been discounted from the bills of the unfortunate

chemists who work the Act in these districts. In the

great majority of the 126 areas in England which have

not exceeded the 2s. the amount has been perilously near

that sum. Evidently, then, the maximum of 2s. is none

too much for drug allowance.

With a view of arresting this annual deficiency of

£50,000 it is coolly suggested that the medical profession

should shoulder this colossal burden, and agree to pay the

chemists any deficiencies which may occur in future. We
are told that the 15 per cent, reduction to be made iu

chemists' tariffs will safeguard us from any deduction in

the amounts paid to us for the treatment of the insured

population. Those of us who have a knowledge of the

administrative as well as the medical aspect of the case,

are very sceptical upon this point. After the war, tho

balance of the Act will be radically changed. Many good

sound lives, removed from our lists, will unfortunately

never return. Others will return as broken men requiring

the closest attention which will be ungrudgingly given

them, but which will cause increased demands upon the

drug fond. The period of trade depression which follows

all great wars will, as it always does, cause an increased

sick rate. Prices of drugs must keep high for a long time

to come, and for us to assume such responsibility on the

slender margin which the 2s. a head allows, would be

absolute folly on our part, and should not be entertained

for a moment. The multitudinous alterations in tho

Regulations of the Act are already beginning to make tho

7s. a head per assured person on our lists shrink consider-

ably before it reaches our pockets, and further attenuation

is certain if we foolishly permit any of these suggested

alterations of medical benefit to follow on the introduction

of the proposed commercial tariff for 1916.

Dr. Ferdin.vnd Rees (Wigan) writes: I should like to

say a few thmgs to our members.
1. We must not allow our 7s. minimum to be interfered

with in any way.
2. We must not take away from the Government the

responsibility for providing sufficient money to pay tho

chemists adequately.
3. The prescribing by doctors at the present time is

rapidly sinking below the level of the old club practice.

4. Tlicie will soon be great dissatisfaction with the

medical benefits.

5. Advanced reformers, especially among tho Labour

Party, will after the war be clamouring for increased medical

benefits, and it would be suicidal for the profession to
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sailJle tJjcraselves with the liability to provide these out of

tlie present 9a.

6. Do not let iis iuteifevc between the chemists aiul the
Oovoruiuent. Let tfiem tight it out between themselves.

7. We must sti-ike before we allow any interference with
our 7s.

8. The question of whether the Govcrunieut will be
compelled to tiiid any more money than the 9s., must lie

between them ami the public putting pressure on their

Parliamentary representatives to alter the present state of

things. Why should we go out of our way to relieve

them of the disagrceableness of being liable to this outside
pressure?

9. Let us stick to our 7s., and let the Government make
amends for their bad actuarial miscalculations in the best
way they can. We must not allow them to shift any
public dissatisfaction on to us.

Dr. D. Roberts (Swadlincote, Burton-on-Trent) writes:
I beg to enter a protest against the general practice of

giving away the "floating si.xpence " by assumption (vide

Insurance Acts Committee, the Drug Tariff, Supplement,
!

September Hth, 1915). In to-day's Journal again the
i

same thing obtains (vide Synopsis of London Panel Com- '

mittee, Birmingham and Wigan Committees). This assump-
tion of two shillings will tend to establish the cost of i

drugs at that figure, and thus nulUfy the "floating six-

pence " for all time and locality.

fiabal attti llttUtani Appahttmnits.

liOYM, ^:\\"\L M!:iii'; \r; ^i:iaii v..

Thi-: followiug appoim It

i>tir;;con U. S. Bei-nai'l
A.-H. Schofield, M.B.,
Walsh to the Pombr
Snrgeoj).J. S. Wai-.ll.. :

siou. Temporai-y Sin
Victorir^ addifcioual ; A
to the Fox : D. D. Piim
D .4. r. Clarke. II.B.. t

Nalul: R. a. M.>i;;aii

Snrgcon Pi-obationor
.7. M. Matbeson to tlif

viceMcKee. TotjeSt
Wardle, SV. E. Heatb, 1

Resekve.
he Staunch, vice Pidcoclc

;

•T. Davidson to the Unit'/.
R. H. IJose-Inneg. G. ^.

aont, T. S. Stirling.

ARIIY MEDIC.VL SERVICE.
BOTAL ABJnr JlEDICAI, COBPS.

To be temporary .A[ajors
;

' H. M. Chasseaud, M.D., temporary
Captain A. T. Duke. D.S.O.
To be te'Dporan- Captains : G. A. Pinlayson, M.B., late Caytain

SiiKapoi-e Volunteer Corps ; E. F. N. Currey.
The names of temporary Captain Heni-y G. Peake, M.B.. and

temporary Lieutenant Robert .John Kee. M.B., are as now described,
and not as stated in the London Gazette of September 6tb and
AuBUst 17th respectively.
Temporary Ijientenants to be temporary Captains: T. H. Pfftit,

H H., I,. C. E. Murphy. P. E. Adams, M.D., W. H (1. An n^ M ]\ .

.7 P. Charles. M.B.. J. Higgins, W. W. Ingram. :i !

D. A. Laird, M.-B.. H. A. Honn, M.B., J. G. Pri
Vcnablcs, G. Whittington, M.B., G. T. Whyte, P.R.i
MB.. E. B. C. Cooke. P. Northcote. M.B., S. G. J

Fletcher, J. C. Dick. M.B., A. Manuel. M.B.. E. H I

Fanlkncr. 0. L. Herklots, G. D. Harding. M.B., D. J[. llmilur. Ml!.,
J. M. .Mitchell. M,B.. J. Mowat, M,B., J. M. Moyes. M,B., A, B.
Roberts, M.B., P. C. Robbs, T. H, Bavenhill, M.B„ J, A. Andrews.
M.U., \V. J. JIaloney. M.D., F.B.C.S., S. Smilh, MB., .7, S.
Arkle, M.B... H. J. Concbmaii, .M.P.., E. Gnvdon, >I.H., ]!. G.
Gntteridge. F. W. Harlow. M.I;., '. ':. H .:!i''i., 1:. s. A. !l.,i'i -

cote. M.B.. G. D. McLean, JI.) 1
: I >

8, K, McCIatchey. MB., M. w
I ; 1

I'arnis. M.D.. G. Stiell. U. IF. St. . -

W.B.. H.W.White. M,B„ G, D. i I ; .

Abrahams, M.B.. K. M, Allan MB. ..J H 1

F.K.C.S.K.. C. N. Coad. M.B.. G. D. lie-
A. W. Heud>-y, M.B., B. A. Jones. .7. B. M
M.B.. T. Bourne-Price. K. B. Boberts. Ml;
Sniiib. V,. \.-,i...ib.M.B.,P.R.C.S., W. l; <

if I' .. Welstord. M.D., i-.K.CS. Ii.;l'j e.intaiu, ti.c

M.P,.. R. E, B. Y>lf, M.I

Gardn
C, S. '

J.Don

M.B., C. H. Brooke.^, ,U.U., K. Uiiijht, W
H. M. Harrison, and J. M. Glasse, M,B.
To be temporary Honorary Lieutenan

:.H., \V, War.
.nbiill.M.D..
M.D„ from

; the Iiondon

ts : 6. C. Lincler, D, H. Deny.

.—A. .7, Walton to be

je Capta:
ant J.

Captain

;. J, Moir, M.B.
.—To be Lieu-
t. 1st Warwick-

tenant

M.D.,

iptains: A, H.
. .\. W. Sutbor-
M;<,n^.-.n, M.D.,

M.B,, J.B..J. I.

J. Rosentfai)]. :.

LM.S.. VV. A
N, Bradley, :\I.

H. ,). Bell. T I

M D„ W, Sba..
P. J liirk.u
Cramnton. JI 1

M.B.. F.R.C,b.

nadian A.Jr.C, to be temporary Lieutenants :

F. Keillor, .M.B.
cnnt,; H r). wln-.o, yi,T\,, .J. R, r.re, 'ID..

TETlBITOni.V
Lieutenant J. C. .Tctferson, I

Field Ambulance, to be Lieutei

Eoncs Reserve.
L'aet Lancashii
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tttal Statistics.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
: the ninetv-six Isirsest English towns 7,209 bh-ths and 4,879 deaths
L-vc i-i-^M.-n-n .Itii ;?!„• tlic \M-f!c fiiflcfl Sntinvi.iv. Oftol)or2nd. The

£100 per 1

SOUTHAMPTON: ROYAL SOUTH HANTS AND SOUTHAMPTON
HOSPITXr, — ri.ni^r Hnii«fp Surgeon. Salary, 4120 per aummi.

f;r,\I'>'i'i.'i,^ufT.i- ^^ ,,i - iiMf iM|.|V)y, .\\D DUDLEY JOINT
' ''

I
'

!

I i ' l,'i It He udent Medical OOicer

!! I ;. ,: I
I I I w,, — Resident Assistant

\VAi;\\ i( ivsiiliii; AM) (OVKNTKV .loiXT COMMITTEE FOR
TbliKUCULOSIS.—Tuberculosis ilBdic'il Officer. Balary. ±'500

WEfiSH MRTROPOLTTAN WAR HO.SPITAL, Whitchurch.—Resi-

'! Ill II i> !' I 'MPT HOSPITAL.—ABSistantHouse-

I' INI'.RAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—
i '

1'
,

t'ii Hoiise-Physicians and Hoiise-
..ui.,.. .-1 1, ,,.1 1, i.i.j i.^T annum, and for (2) £120 and i'lOO
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THE WAR JMEPvGEXlT.
|

MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE FOR EXGL.WD
AND WALES.

The memorandum published in the Bkitish SIedical

.lounxAL of October 9th, p. 539. was received by the Com-
mittee. The memorandum, it will be remembered, was
forwarded by the Directors-General Army Medical Service,

and expressed tho regret of Surgeou-Geuevals Sir G. H.
]Makius, and Sir Authonv A. Bowlbv, and Colonels Sir

;

J. Kose Bradford, F. I''. Burghard, Sir \\". P. Hcrriughara.

and Cuthbert A\"allace that recent Gii::cttes contained the

names of many medical men who had resigned their

temporary commissions in the Royal Army Medical Corps,

and pointed out the necessity for maintaining the staff of \

medical officers at full strength. It was reported that, of
j

172 Divisions in England and Wales, 137 had appointed 1

local committees ; as in two instances the area had been
subdivided and two committees appointed, the number of

local committees was 139. A report also made on the

result of the appeal made to medical men of military age
and capacity showed that much remained to be douo
before the demands of the War Office were met.
A deputation from the Insurance Commission attended

to express its view with regard to the stops that had
been or should be taken to protect the interests of the

;

civil population in respect to medical attendance. The
deputation consisted of Mr. C. H.Roberts, M.K (chairman"!.

Sir Robert Morant (vice-chairman), and Dr. J. Smith
Whitaker (member of the Joint Committee of Insurance
Commissioners), and Mr. J. Anderson (secretary of the
English Commission). Tho members of the deputation
laid their views before the Committee, which promised to

give careful consideration to them. The reference to the
j

Committee is to organize the profession in such a way as
;

to enable the Government to use every medical practi-
j

tioner fit to serve the country in such a manner as to turn
his qualifications to the best possible use. This, it was
pointed out to the deputation, included the safeguarding of

the interests of tlie civil population. ,

Tlie Executive Subcommittee reported that it had con- '

sidered the third report of the Select Committee on Naval
and Military Services (Pensions and Grants) (Journal,
September 18tli, p. 437), and that the special attention of

the Director-General had been drawn to paragrapii 10 of

that report, stating that the " proposals relate primarily to

officers holding combatant commissions in the navy and
army." It was understood that the matter would engage i

his personal attention.

The Committee also recommended that representations
should be made to the Army Medical Department as to

(the urgent necessity of investigating every case in which
i

a medical officer was unwilling, or unable, to renew his
services at the expiration of his year's engagement, with 1

the pui'x'osc of retaining all efficient officers in military
|

medical service. Major Galloway reported that he had
been informed by the War Office that officers reengaging
for a second term of service were entitled to a gratuity in

respect of such second term, but not to any further allow-

ance for kit.

Ieeland.

Disjiensanj Medical 0(lhcis.

A good example has boen~ set in iht ca-r d' Dr. H. R.
Irvine, dispensary medical officer fui' i\', ti;.i iii lielfasfc

and Castlereagh, who has obtained li dVi liom tho
guardians, and offered his services tu Lhu military

authorities.

On the other hand, the Clones Board of Guardians has
refused the application of Dr. S. A. D'Aicv. meiliril othcer
of Rosslea dispensary 'district, for cinr \. ; 1. uvc of

absence in order to place his servlr. i .
i

i
.I'^il of

the War Office. He had made ;ui, -.Mth a
substitute, wlildi wi.nld have iuvoKcl! n.. i.o,L to the
guardians. Al''' "I i

!
• <''!! pointed out that the average

number of nl • .
, , i , - attended by Dr. D'Arcy was

only two a ijimiUi, i\u -uardiaus considered that the
substitute should reside' in tlic district, and for this reason
refused the application.

"';;," Various letters on the subject of the War Emer-
gency will be found in the correspondence column of the
JOCKNAL, p. 587.

INSURANCE.

INSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
A MEETING of the Insurance Acts Committee was held at

the office of the British Medical Association on Tliursday,

October 7th, when Dr. J. A. M.\cdonalp, LL.D., was in

the chair. The other members presti'.l wnc; Fri/land

andWales: Dr. T. Ridley Bailey I lii: l-n .
Mi. 11. B.

Brackenbury (London), Dr. T. Camil. U ,
W i,;,ii.i. Dr.

Olive Claydon (Oldham), Dr. J. DiviiM i 1 1 all , I a.atonant

E. R. Fothergill (Hove), Dr. Major Greenwood (London),

Dr. P. V. Fry (Sowcrby Bridge), Professor A. Bostock Hill

(Birmingham), Dr. W. A. HoUis (Brighton), Dr. I. W.
Johnson (Bury), Mr. P. Napier Jones (Crowthoru), Dr.

B. A. Richmond (London), Mr. Harding H. Tomkins
(Leyton), Dr. W. B. Crawford Treasure (Cardiff), Dr.

T. Jenner Verrall (Bath). ScoUand : Dr. ,Tohn

Adams (Glasgow), Dr. J. R. Drever (Glasgow).

Ireland : Dr. J. S. Darling (Lurgan). Kx officio :_ Mr.

E. B. Turner (Chairman "of Representative Meetings),

Dr. Edwin Rayner (Stockport),' Treasurer. On tho

nomination of the Society of Medical Officers of Health,

the Committee appointed Professor A. Bostock Hill

(Birmingham) to be a member of the Committee for the

ensuing session,
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Suspension from Medical Benefit.

It was decided to svig^esl to Panel Committees that the

lucdical repiescntativca on the Local Insurance Coiu-

luittees should biing to tlie notice of such Committees the

desirability o£ pressure beiug brought to bear upon
approved societies to notify as early as possible all cases

of insured persons who become ineligible for medical

benefit.

Maniiion Worliers.

The Committee agreed to make representations to the
Insurance Commissioners suggesting that they should
advise Insurance Committees that in those areas in which
large bodies of the insured population were moved in con-

nexion with the working of the Munitions Act, they should

be treated as temporary residents nntil they had spent

three months in the new area,

Dnig Tariff.

It was decided to send a communication to the
Insurance Commissioners stating that " the British

Medical Association welcomed the report of the Depart-
mental Committee on the drug tarilf in so far as it

(«) justifies the contention of the Association that the
present drug tariff was fidl of the most extraordinary
anomalies, and resulted in great injustice; (6) it recom-
mended the adoption of the main principles for which the
Association contended ; and (c) it suggested that these
principles should bo carried out, in the main, by methods
which were identical with, or consistent with, those put
forward by the Association." The Association was willing,

under proper conditions, to accept a commercial tariff on
the lines laid down in the Departmental Committee's
report, provided such arrangements were made by regula-

tion or otiierwise as should ensure that there should bo no
reduction below the minimum which was promised by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1912, as the assured basis
of payment for doctors' services—namely, 7s. per insured
person per annum. With regard to matters of detail, the
replies the Committee had obtained from Local Medical
aud Panel Committees provided abundant opportunities for

discussion if aud when the Committee was assured that
the one outstanding principle emphasized in all tlie

answers would be conceded—namely, that the profession
should be guaranteed that the 7s. would not be encroached
upon.
The Executive Subcommittee was authorized to hold a

conference with the Commissioners should they so request,
and as the result of subsequent correspondence it was
arranged that the conference should take place on
October 14th.

It was resolved to continue the arrangement for the
monthly pricing of the drugs in the supplementary drug
tariff' at present carried out by Dr. Richmond and Captain
Lillejr in conjunction with the Medical Secretary and the
technical adviser of the Committee.

Signing of Medical Certificates.

With reference to a resolution passed by a local insur-
ance committee requiring all medical certificates to be
signed in the presence of the insured person, the Com-
mittee expressed the opinion that such a resolution would bo
ailtra vires, and should be ignored by the local profession.
The Committee decided to communicate this opinion to
the Insurance Commissioners.

Payments to Medical Practitioners.
The Committee decided to make renewed representations

to the Insurance Commissioners with regard to the exces-
sive deductions from the quarterly cheques of medical
practitioners, and to the present unsatisfactory position
with regard to payments made to insurance practitioners.

Scotlish Central Bureau for ChecMng Prescriptions.
In reply to a communication from the Scottish Com-

mittee, it was decided to advise Scottish Panel Com-
mittees to hold their bands for a while as regards con-
tributing towards the cost of the Scottish central bureau
uutil it was able to furnish results showing that its work
would be of considerable advantage to the drug fund, and
that if any Scottish panel committee contributed to the
expense of the bureau the contribution should bo one
ijuarter of the total, one quarter being found by the
I'harmaceutical Committee and the remainder by the
Insurance Committee.

PKOPOSED AMALGAMATION OF INSUllAXCE
COMMISSIONERS.

The Scotsman states that it is generally understood that
one of the recommendations of the Pietrcuohment Com-
mittee in regard to the National Insurance Act is the
amalgamation of the Scottish and 'Welsh Insurance Com-
missions with the English Insurance Commission. TIic
grounds for the proiDosal are that the change would con-
tribute to efficiency and economy. According to the
Scotsman, it has been generally conceded that the
administration of the Act in Scotland has been more
efficient than in any other part of the United Kingdom.
The approved societies are mainly interested in the pro-
posal from the point of view of'tlio accessibility of the
controlling authority. The Scottish Commission has
readily given assistance in matters of difficulty, and has
discussed in a friendly aud helpful way questions of
administration wliicb have arisen from time to time.
Edinburgh is very convenient of access, and it is

objected that the removal of Scottish business to London
would not only be inconvenient, but would entail much
expense in jourueys to and fro. For the decision of many
questions a knowledge of local conditions and Scottish
difficulties is essential. It is pointed out also that tlie

abolition of the Scottish Commission would not imply any
appreciable diminution of the present staff'. Societies liave
a right to a separate Scottish triennial valuation, which
miglit be taken away if the Scottish fund were amalga-
mated with that of England and Wales. A number of

provisions in the original Act were introduced with a view
to meeting special circumstances and special cases, but in
many instances experience has shown that the com-
plexity thereby set up has been out of all proportion to

any convenience or benefit secured by these provisions. It

was recently announced that there was a probability of the
appointment of a committee of inquiry, which would con-
sider theelimination of such provisions. It is understood
that definite proposals in tliis direction will be submitted
to an early meeting of the Edinburgh, Leith and District
Friendly Societies' Council. They include the suggestions
that there should be two classes only of contributors,

namely, men aud women, with one right of benefit for

all male and one for all female contributors, and the
abolition of varying rights of contributors such as those
relating to low wages, that (a) the sickness benefit of

members without dependants, in sanatoriums, should be
placed on the same footing as that of similar members in

hospitals; (6) that benefits of members who die in hos-
pitals should be paid to their relatives ; and (c) that the
question of payments to dependants should be placed on a
more definite basis, aud that a more exact method of

dealing between societies and Insurance Committees
should be adopted.
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Insurance Committee ou

October 7th a resolution protesting against the abolition of

the Scottish Insurance Commission was adopted unani-
mously, and the Administrative Subcommittee was given
power to bring before the Prime Jlinister, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, the " Minister for Insurance," members
of Parliament, and others, the paramount necessity for

retaining in Scotland the special administration of National

Insurance.

THE FUTURE OF THE INSURANCE SYSTEJI.
Mr. Charles Boberts on the Need for Economy.

At a recent meeting of the North Riding Insurance Com-
mittee, Mr. Charles Roberts, M.P., Chairman of the .loiut

Committee of Insurance Commissioners, was present by
invitation of one of the members, and delivered a short

address. He said that had the times been ordinary two
subjects might have been engaging the attention of Insur-

ance Committees : the one was the possibility of extend iug

the Act, especially in reference to medical and sanatorium
benefit, and the other had regard to problems met with in

the ordinary course of administration. Those engaged in

special work, such as the treatment of tuberculosis, had,

a year or two ago, hoped for further opportunities, but a

great change had come. Any extension of work under the

Act must entail increased financial grants, and with a war
expenditure of three and a half millions a day it was idle

to think of any possibility of extension which involved

additional espeusc; it would be as futile as unpatriotic
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to ask tbo Treasury for 8013" extra grant at tho present time.

Still considerable revenues were at disposal, and the best

uso must be made of them by the practice of the strictest

economy. Ho appealed to all lusurauco Couimittees to

practise economy with goodwill, for it they did not ho folt

sure that the Ketreuchmcnt Committee would impose that

unpleasant duty upon tlieiu. lu tho first place, ho thought
that London coukl save them from bciug suowed up by
the huge quantity of literature that had falleu upon com-
mittees in tho early days. He did not suggest that his

predecessors had done more thau necessary work, but when
the initial ditUcultios had been got over he thought that it

was right to diminish, as far as possible, the raiu of

circulars in i-egard to the administration of the Act, so

that only what was iudispunsable should be sent out. He
knew that committees had suffered under the complexity
of tho present system, and ho hoped that somethiug would
shortly be done to reduce within manageable compass the
regulations which had had to be issued. A revision of the
index register system could not now be undertaken, princi-

pally for the reason that it would mean the employment
of an extra staff, but ho hoped that somethiug would bo
done in reference to the chemists as a result of tho
conference with the British Medical Association and the
Pharmaceutical Society. He paid a high tribute to the
patriotLsm which the medical profession was exhibiting in

the national crisis, and when a request came from that
quarter he was inclined to look at it with the utmost
sympathy, but he did not think it would be wise to make
an application for an increase of the mileage grant.

TREATMENT OF INSURANCE PATIENTS
DISCHARGED FROM THE ARMY.

New provisional regulations, dated September 50th, 1915,
have been made by the Insurance Joint Committee, acting
with the Insurance Commissioners, to deal with the case
of soldiers returning to civil life. The regulations may be
cited as the National Health Insurance (Medical Benefit)

Regulations, 1915, and are to bo read as one with the
Medical Benefit Regulations, 1913 (referred to as the
'•principal Regulations "j and 1914. The Regulations are
as follows :

1. An insurecl person whose name is included in the list of a
practitioner on the panel who is on the 30th day of November,
1915, absent on military service shall not be entitled to select
another practitioner or method of treatment at the eud of the
medical year ending on tlie ilst day of December, 1915, unless,
in addition to giving notice to the Committee iu the manner
and within the period roiiuivod by paiayraph (1) of Arlicle 30 of
the principal Kegulations. lie satisfies the Medical Service
bnbcommittee of theCoinniittee that he has reasonable grounds
for desiring to be removed Siora the list of the absent prac-
titioner, and paragraphs ^Ij and (3) of Article 30 shall be
modified accordingly.

2. Tbe expression " practitioner who is absent on military
service" means any practitioner on the panel who, by reason of
bis serving with the naval or military forces of the'Crown, is

unable to practise, whether under "his agreement with the
Committee or otherwise, within the area in which he has
undertaken treatment.

3. Nothing herein contained shall afiect the right of an
insured person under Articles 25 and 45 of the principal Regula-
tions to be transferred to the list of another practitioner on tlio
panel subject to the conditions contained in those Kegulatious.

The new Regulations, which can be purchased (price
Id.), also contain a paragraph regulating the amount to
be deducted from the payment to an institution iu respect
to the provision of treatment for insured members should
an institution in any quarter cease to provide such
treatment.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Southampton.

A JTEETING of the Southampton Panel Committee was held
at the offices of the Southampton Insurance Committee on
September 29th.

Siock Mixtures.—A letter was read from the Commis-
sioners with regard to the stock mixtures suggested for
use in Soutliampton, stating that No. 1, Mist, alba, and
No. 2, Mist, ferri apor., could be stocked without deteriora-
tion, and were agreed to, but that the other four suggested
(vonld deteriorate and therefore could not be allowed.
Expe7tses of Dele'jntcx.— It was agreed that delegates on

connected with tho Committee .should be paid

first class travelling expenses—2 guineas a day and
1 guinea for each night that they were away.

Interpretation of " Confinement:'—kitov consultatioa
between the Insurance Committee and the Local Medical
and Panel Committees, it was agreed that the term " con-
finement " should mean attendance at the birth and for
fourteen days after.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—The new suggested
scheme for a commercial drug tariff (Supi'lemknt,
September 11th, p. 117) was rejected, as in the opinion
of tho Committee it was inequitable and unlikely to
promote economy.

Birmingham.
Ax a meeting of the Panel Committee on October 5th, it
was reported that several panel practitioners had been
interviewed with regard to alleged over-prescribing since
the last meeting with a promise of good results. A report
as to tho result of the checking and analysis of prescrip-
tions for the early part of the year was referred to the
Pharmacopoeia Subcommittee for consideration.

CoDNTY OF Hereford.
Attendance on Insured Persons.—At a meeting of tha

Local Medical and Panel Committee on September 27th
it was decided to adopt the suggestion of the Commis-
sioners that Clause 3 of tho Arrangements agreed to by
the Committee and the Insurance Committee under
Articles 21 (4) and 35 (1) of the Medical Benefit Regula-
tions, 1913, should read as follows: "A practitioner shall
not be under any obligation to afford treatment to an in-
sured person if he is not satisfied that the applicant is in
fact an insured person entitled to medical benefit."

Pricing of Prcscriplions.~k letter was read from the
Insurance Committee stating that the Commissioners had
approved the adoption of a flat rate of 9d. for pricing pre-
scriptions dispensed by panel practitioners in respect of
temporary residents and holders of travellers' vouchers for
the current year, and this rate was agreed to.

Payments to Panel Practitioners.—In view of the fact
that it has been repeatedly stated that panel practitioners
are paid quarterly according to the number of persons for
whom they hold "index" cards on the first day of the
quarter, it was resolved to advise all panel practitioners to
count their "index" cards on the first day of the next
quarter and compare the number held with the number
upon which they are paid at the end of the quarter. (Au
index card is that received from the Insurance Committee's
offices acknowledging that a person has been duly placed
on a doctor's list.)

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—li was decided to
support the acceptance of a tariff on a commercial basis.
The Committee was in favour of each Insurance Com-
mittee being credited in respect of drugs and appliances
on the same basis as^ at present (2s. per insured person per
annum), of there being an automatic surcharge of every
practitioner the total cost of whose prescriptions exceeded
the maximum of 2s. per insured person, with power to
tho Panel Committee on appeal to grant certificates of
indemnity entitling such practitioner to relief out of the
Drug Fund of the area, and of there being a continuous
scrutiny and surcharging as at present provided, except
that the Pharmaceutical Committee would not be concerned
therein.

LANCASniRE.
A MEETING of the County of Lancashire Panel Committee
was held in the County Offices, Preston, on September 15th,
v^ hen Dr. H. F. Oldham was in tho chair.
Deductions from Doctors' Lists.—A communication

was read from the Commissioners with regard to transfers
during the year. It was to the effect that tho consent
IS required, not only of tho practitioner upon whose
list the insured person has been placed, but also of
the practitioner to whom the insured person desires to
transfer, and that in these circumstances it would appear
that the practitioners themselves can prevent such
transfers during the year without the issue of new regula-
tions dealing with the matter. As regards the right con-
ferred on insured persons by Article 30 (1) of the Medical
Benefit Regulations to change their doctor at the end of
the year, on giving the notice specified in the regulations,
it did not appear to the Commissioners that insured
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persons would desire to avail themselves of tlie right

merely because the doctors they had previously chosen
were on active service. Tlie Commissioners added that

they would be prepared to meet tho convenience of prac-

titioners so far as possible by means of any simpHtication

of tlje existing arraugomeuts, or by the adoption of any
qiocial machinery wliich may appear desirable.

liules for the Admhiisfndion of Medlt-al Bmefif.—U
was decided to ask the Insurance Committee that a rule

should be printed on the medical cards to the effect that
'• an insured porsou shall not call upon the services of the
practitioner cu Sundays except in cases of serious emer-
gencies "

; al,;o Ihist such a rule be inserted in the rules for

the administration of medical benefit for 1916.

Proposed Commercinl Drug Tariff.—The memorandum
issued by tlie British Medical Association (Supplement,
September 11th, p. 117) was considered, and it was decided
to ask members of the Panel Committee to call meetings
of tlieir respective areas with a view to obtaining the
opinion of the profession with regard to this question, and
informing them that, wliilst prepared to accept a com-
mercial tariff in the light of the resolution passed by the
Insurance Acts Committee (contained in paragraph 10 of

M. 4) the Committee considered that tlie information at
band was insufficient, and that the time was inopportune
for the consideration of this question,

LlN'DSET.

A MEETixG of the Local Medical and Panel Committee was
held at Lincoln on October 1st, when Dr. F. I. Walker
was in the ciiair. Payment of the expenses (£13 7s. lOd.)

of the Pharmaceutical Committee tor the six months
ending July 15th was sanctioned, and the clerks were
asked to deduct ]d. per insured person from the medical
fund to pay the expenses of the Panel Committee. With
regard to the proposed commercial tariff" it was decided
not to recommend any change in the Drug Fund, as the
time was inopportune and there was not sufficient data to
work upon.

York.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee on September 21st,
the Honorary Secretaky reported that he had looked into
the matter with reference to persons admitted to a cottage
hospital being seen by the honorary medical officers who
received payment for them as temporary residents, and
that in view of this nudnc depletion of the medical benefit
fund he had asked the t'Irrk of the Insurance Committee
to inquire into the laaiter. and, if necessary, to brinrr it

before the Commissioners.
It was decided to allow the whole amount of the

expenses of the Phai-maoeutical Committee to be paid out
of th^ Drug Fund.
The Honorary SFrT---— r~-nj the opinion that

the plan of the Itenl ' ronce Committee in
relying on receiviuf' t!s

: discharge from the
ai-my of insured per--. i-factory, and he had
arranged that the niiestim -lirmld be brought to the notice
of the Insurance Acts Committee.

In consequence of the receipt of a letter from Dr. Cos
advising that it was worth while to secure recognition of
the Local 3Ie.lical and Piinol Committee, it was decided to
take steps to that effect by circul.arizing all the medical
practitioners resident in" the York area, stating the
•porsonocl of Ihe r.'uiel Committee and the nature of the
!iio}ioscd SL-hcuio, whereby these should bo identical with
i::n Local Medical Coiimiittee, and asking them, if they
iiad any objection to this scheme, to state it by a certain
date. Failing the receipt of any such objection, the
Ho^norary Secretary was instructed to state tho result of
the inquiry to the Commission.
The Committee was emphatically of the opinion that it

would be most unwise to introduce a commercial tariff on
the lines suggested until the drug market shall have
settled down from thein-esent most unstable condition due
to the war.

West P.iDTxr, of Yorkswire.
At the meeting rf thn T.n-nl Medical and Panel Com-
mittees at W;i]-. ! .

- - . :. j.iber 10th the memorandum
of the British :m -

. .

'. Lion as to the proposed com-
mercial drug liiiiil \s.. ,,^.ircd to the general subcom-
mittee with an instruction to reply. A letter was read
from tho Clerk of the Insurance Committee addressed to

a practitioner in regard to tliree enclosed intermediate
certificates given by the practitioner to an insured person,
upon which the approved society had withheld payment of
sick benefit on the ground that the practitioner had not
clearly specified the name of tho complaint from which
the iuBuied was suffering. The Secretary was directed to
inform the Clerk that, in the opinion of tho Committee,
the tei-minology made use of by the doctor is precise and
the information conveyed in tho certificates is adequate to
establish the fact of the patient's incapacity.

Edinburgh.
A MEETING of the Burgh of Edinburgh Panel Committee
was held on September 28th, when Dr. Dewar occupied
the chair.

Proposed Commercial Drug Tariff.—'She memorandum
issued by the British Medical Association (Supplement,
September lltb, p. 117) was considered. The Committee,
by the casting vote of tlie Chairman, expressed its willing-
ness to accept the commercial tariff provided that tlie

matters concerned in questions 1, 2, and 3 were read as a
whole. With regard to guarantees, the Committee was
prepared to accept the recommendations provided that the
individual practitioners whose prescriptions were shown to

be the cause of the deficit were surcharged, and that where
excess could be shown to be due to war prices the
practitioners' fund did not pay sucli excess.
Providing Subsiitutes during Temporartj Absence.—It

was resolved to inform the Insurance Committee that as
responsibility for the treatment of insured persons had
been undertaken by contract with the Committee, there
was no need for any further guarantee.
Share of Expenses of Central Bureau.—The resolu-

tions of March 31st, April 14th, and May 8th, 1914, sup-
ported by the resolutions of an insurance practitioners'

meeting held on December 17th, 1914, that no contribution
be made to the administrative expenses of a central

bureau, were confirmed.

Perth.
A SPECIAL meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Com-
mittees of the Burgh of Perth was held on October 3rd to

discuss the recent payments to account to pi},nel prac-

titioners by the Burgh Insurance Committee at the rate of

only Is. per insured person. The Clerk to that Committee
explained that certain amounts were credited quarterly to

practitioners in accordance with the number of insured
persons on their lists, after deductions for enlistments,

etc., but that it was impossible to pay the whole of these
amounts at the time, as sufficient money had always to be
kept back to meet such contingencies as deaths, changes
of address, duplications, etc. 'This would, however, be
made up for at the end of the year when the books were
balanced and the final payments adjusted, and there was
every probability that the next quarter's payments would
be again at the former rate of Is. 3d. per insured person.

It was resolved

:

That this meeting strongly protests against the serious deduc-
tion made from the provisional credits of the Medical
Benefit Fund for the current quarter, amounting to 27 per
cent, as compared with 1913. From iutoi-mation given by
the approved societies to tlie Insurance Committee the
deduction for enlistments sliould not iiave exceeded 10 per
cent., there being a large preponderance of female labour
in Perth. Under the circumstances tlie panel practitioners
of the burgh will take into serious consideration whether it

will be worth their while to renew their contracts for the
succeeding year.

^ttix\\%s nf Itrancljfs aittr jBiliisiottS.

[The proceedings of the Divisions and Branches of the

Association relating to Scientific and Clinical Medicine,
when reported by the Honorary Secretaries, are ptihlished

in the body of the Journal.]

BRITISH GUIANA BRANCH.
At a meeting of the British Guiana Brauch,lie!d at tl,'

Public Hospital, Georgetown, on August 28tli, Dr. Re-
read a paper on the histology of filarial lymphatic glann
Clinical notes on a case of tetanus treated by carbol;

injections, and on a case of diphtheria with complications
were also read.
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MEMBERS ELECTED TO THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
(jANCAnv 15th, 1915, to Acgust 31st, 1915.)

i
FIRST LIST.)

BY THE COUNCIL.

Baatiie, William Forbes. Surgeon U.X.. M.B.
Cajrulhers. Vincent Theodore, Captain
B.A.M.C. M.B.. F.R.C.S.Ediu.

JatnC!:. Joseph Franci?, Captain I.M.S., M.B.,
Ch.B. Ediu.

Kukday, Erisbnaji Visbnoo. Major I.M.S.,
r>.M.i. SBombay. I,.B.C.P.& S.Edin.

Lowndes, Douslas Victor, Staff Surgeon R.N.,
t,.S.A.

Mnlierii, Satyendra Nath, F.E.C.S.Edin.,
3. Wellington Square, Calcutta

Paymaster. Bbiavax ArdisherB., Lieut. I.M.S.,
Ii-U.ife S.Bombay

fhelan, Ernest Cyril. Captain R.A.M.C., M.B.,
B.Ch.. B.A.O. (T.C.D.)

liiiven, .Martin Owen, .Surgeon E.N., lI.E.C.S.,
L.R.C.P.

Knhinson. Francis Aidan. Captain K.A.1I C,
M.B.. B.S.

Walker, Charles Derwent. M.B., Ch.B.Edin.,
CasjUa i4 Carahue. CbUe

BY BRANXH COU>:CILS.

Aberdeen Branch.

Old .\berdeen
Robertson, Alexander. M.B., Stonehaven
Saunders. B. T.. Lieutenant, R.A.M.C, City
Fever Hospital, Aberdeen

Stuart. F. G., M.B., Metblick
Stewart. P.W.. M.B.. View TeiTace, Aberdeen
' roup, Arthur G., il.D-., Aberdeen

Assam Branch.

':i:;;tb, H. S.. Esq.. Golagbat
Yaidya, J. B.. Lieutenant, I.M.S., Dibrngarh
Yonng. T. C. McCombie, ilajor, I.M.S.,
Shillong

Bath and Bristol Branch.

Bodman, J. H., M.D., 9. Whiteladies Eoad,
Clifton

Gray. R.. Esq.. Chippirc Sodbury
'.]^.W. G.. M.D., 51, Westbury Road, Bristol

Birntin^am Branch.

o.'.k. Glady? H.. MB.. The Homestead, Oak
Tree Lane, Selly Oak, Birmingham

;«ssell,G. A., Esq, Round sGieen.Oldbury

Bombay Branch.

fle Sonsa, D. J.. Esq.. JTalvan. Ralnagiri
Kabraii, S, K., Esq., Somersett Street. Camp,
Karachi

Patel Hamanlal. V.. Esq., Kothi Pole. Baroda
•'. illiams, M. S.. JI.D., Abu Road, Raiputana

Border Branch. South Africa.

ing, G. B.. Esq., Komglia

British Guiana Branch.

: =e. F. G., Esq. Public Hospital, George-

I Dundee Branch,

Borrow. P. E. B., M.B., Royal Infirmary,
1 Dundee
I
Burgess, G. C. M.D.. New Road. Forfar
Craighead. A.C.. M.B., 20, Whitehall Street,
Dundee

David, Mary L.. M.B., 3, Bb:sliine Terrace.
Marytield, Dundee

I
Inglis, Florence E.. MB.. Royal Infirmary,

1
Dundee

Robertson. J. C. MB., Royal Infirmary,
Dundee

East Anglian Branch.

Allen. John. M.B.. Norwich
Batt, John D., Esq., .\mpion Hall, Bury St.
Edmunds

Edinburgh Branch.

Cowe, Arebihal.i, M.B., Lieutenant R.A.M.C,
Ashville, Penicuik

Frasev. William. M.B.. 25, Brighton Place.
Portobello

Fn-, A. '^arfood. M.B., Lieutenant R.A.M.C,
57. George Square, Edinburgh

Guthrie. Douglas J., M.D.. 8, Strathearn Road,

Herzfeld, Gertrude Marian Amalie, M.B..
Ch.B.. Royal Hospital for Sick Children,
Edinburgh

Johnston, W. H.. M.B.. Lieutenaut R.A.M.C,
17. ^> ton Place. Edinburgh

'
. <;. T. Van der, M.B.. Lieutenant
II,'.'.. 5. Rnsslyn Terrace, Edinburgh

''
. ic , A. S.. M.D., The School Board Cilices,

Fife Branch.

Barrett. D. J.. M.B., 155, Greenhead Street,
Lridgeton

Brown, Margaret J., M.B., 300,Catheart Eoad,
Glasgow

Carruthers, Thomas, M.B., Barholm, Kil-
barchan

Morrin. J. Grant. Esq., Charlotte, Tennyson
Drive, Parkhead, Glasgow

Quigley, J. F., M.B., Rostrevor, Clincarthlll,
Ruthcrglen

Gloucestershire Branch.

Hong Kong and China Branch.

Crisp, G.B.. Licut.-Col., R.A.M.C, Military
I

HoBpital, Houg Koug
I

Le.e. S. F., M.B.. 8, Gleanealy Road, Hong
Kong

I
Ozorio, P. M. Graca, M.B., 58, Peel Street,
_ Hong liong

Cambridge and Huntingdon Branch.

-her. Fre-?.erick Thomas, E«q.. Sohn.m

Cape of Good Hope (W.P.) Branch.

rijl-erloy, .John, E=q., Lower Paarl

Ceylon Branch.

^^arasinirhc. H., Esq., Cdagama
.ristoffelsz, E. L..Esq., "Lyttelton,'' Wella-
va,tta, Colombo

• -mbrnggen, H. U., Esq .Jfandapam, S.India
. ,1 o, P. F. B.. Esq.. Main Street, Negombo

> erera. D. W., Esq., Keith House, Deans Road,
Colombo

Iiaaryappah, S., Esq., Mnllaitivu

Dorset and West Hants Branch.

KUiott. P. A. G . Jf.B., Herri«oD, Dorchester
J Uordsmith. Telfjrd,- M.D.. The Knoll,
iartbione

Ko T'ong, nearPaterson, E. J.

Struthers. E. B., M.B.. Hwaikingfn, Honan
Thacker, W. g., M.D., Union Medical CoUege.
Peking

Kent Branch.

Lees. Charlie, Esq.. 21, Boyne Park, Tun-
bridge Wells

:jar;in. U C, Esq.. 17. Park Road. Soutb-

Mo:,;.:o„„-ry, P. .T.. M.B., The Limes, Hawley
^-'rccl, Margate

Satchv.ell, H. J.. F.E.C.S., Qaeenborongh

Iiancashire and Cheshire Branch.

! Atkins. T. R.W.. Lieutenant R.A.M.C. River-

I

side. New Ferry
! Banks. E. C, Esq.. Home Lea, Brinnington

iRoad. Stockport
Batty. R. J., M.B., Heathfield, Blackburn
Boyd, J. McA.. M.B., Drumcroon. AMgau
Caitimess, H. P., M.B., Royal Infirmary,
Oldham

DalHmore. Frank, M.B.. Dymoch Terrace,
Oi-mskirk

I Fildes, Geoffrey, M.B. . Hill House. Mobberley
I
Good, John, Esq., Blackrod, near Chorley

Gow, Johu. M.B.. Barnes Convalescent HoS'
pital. Cheadle

Harris, J. T., MB.. Heyes Lane. Timperley
Jones, J. H., M.B., 24, Chorley Old Road
Bolton

McGowan, W. S.. M.D., 84, Rusholme Eoad.
C -on-M., Manchester

Moore, J. .Jackson, Esq., 40, Rodney Street,
Liverpool

Moore, .John Thomas, Esq., 115, Stanley Eoad,
Liverpool

Morrison. J. Tertius. F R.C.S., Dept.of Patho-
logy. Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool

Pitt, Oswald. Esq., Booth Hall Infirmary,
Blackley. Manche.^ter

Power, !•. G., M.B., 69, Church Street,
St. Helens

Stevenson. Frank. M.B., Walsden. Todmorden
Unsworth, J. W.. M.B. , Uiltou House, Black-
rod, near Choricy

Waugh, Alexander, M.B., Glendyne, Prenton
Hill. Birkenhead

White, Leonard, Esq., Rock Bank, Mosslev,
near Manchester

Wright, A. M.St.Johns, Esq., 104, ShawStreet,
Liverpool

Wright, S. Ninian, M.B., 4. Cavendish Eoad,
Blundellsands

Malta and Mediterranean Branch.

Samut. Professor S., M.D., Valetta

Metropolitan Counties Branch,

Birmingham, C L.. M.D., Hampden Hou=e,
Phoenix Street, N.W.

de Wytt. W. H.. M.B. .11, Dalmeny Avenue,
Camden Road, N.

Dickson, J. R., M.B., c.o. Messrs. Alston,
Arbuthnoc, and Co., London House,
Crutched Friars, B.C.

English, E. A. W., M.B., 6, Harvist Road,
Kilburn, N.W.

Hebbert, R. F.. M.B., Captain I.M.S., c o
Messrs. H. S. King an-l Co.. 9. Pall Mall,
S.W.

Jones, D:;- '
i u London

Hosp
Laird w ..J. (S.E.),

27. W.„
Lee. Lc'. ._ K.A.M.C,

c.o. A. C. l.ec, i;.-i.. A\"ali,l:am Abbey
Leighton, P. A., M.D., Mottingham, Eltham,
S.E.

Linehan. T. P., M.B.. 22, Clanricards Gar-
dens, Kensington. W.

Link. O. C. M.B.. 34. Mansfield Road. Ilford
Lock, William, Esq., 45, Church Eoad,
WiUesden. N.W.

Maiden, Georgina F., L.M.S.S.A., 2a, Dawson.
Place, Bayswaler. W.

Marlin, Thomas. M.D.. Grantchester. Claren-

.

don I^oad. Watford
Odell. Robert. M.D,. Queen's Eoad, Hertford
Ogilvie, W. H.. M.B., Tho Glade, Harrow

li.A.M.C.iT.l. 131. Ilford Lune. Ilford
Waugb, Arthur John, Lieutenant R.A.M.C,
Chigwell Hall, Chigwell

Welply, Louis, M.B.. Weston House, Forest
Gate, E.

Westlak?. S,ira L., M.B., 3, Ullswater Eoad,
UiUc

Frederick, Esq., 243,
Gute. E.
I, L.M.S.S.A.Lond.. 303, White-

Midla-id Branch,

Binns, C. C H., M.B.. 34, Humbcrstone Eoad,

Candlisb, W. J., M.B., 228, Coventry Road,
Bulwell

Crawford, Ale.x. D., M.B., Healdswood,
Skegby, Mansfield

Evans, T. R., M.D.. Fairfield Mount. Cbester-

Munster Branch,

Oxford and Beading BriiSch.

Wright. Gaskoiu. Esa. , Redholme. Tham^
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Association Jlotices.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS OF COUNCIL,
lOlG-17, BY BRANCHES OUTSIDE

THE UNITED KINGDOM.
KoTicE is hereby given that in accordance with By law 49
nominations of candidates for election as members of

Council by the grouped Branches outside the United
Kingdom for a period not exceeding three years as
jirescribed by By-law 52 (2) must be forwarded in writing

so as to reach mc on or before February 15th, 1916.

Nomination papers may be signed by not less than
three members of any Branch comprised in the group, and
must be in the form prescribed below or in a form to the
like effect.

Election will be by voting papers, which will contain the
names of all duly nominated candidates, and will be issued
from the head office in Loudon to each member of every
Branch comprised in the group.

By order of the Council,

Guy Elliston,
Financial Secretary and Business Manager.

429, StrauJ, London, W.C,
October 16th, 1915.

NOMINATION FORM.
BY NOT LESS THAN THREE MEMBERS OF

THE GROUPED BRANCHES.
We, the undersigned, hereby nominate

of..

[Fall name and address must be given]

as a candidate for election by the {here state the names of
the Branches in the group) Branches as a member of the
Council of the Association.

Names and addresses of nommators, and Branches to
which they belong.

Sl-i;'^-l'ircn::! A<!'l rr-^. Branch.

Date. ., 19..

This form should be forwarded to the Financial Secre-
tary and Business Manager, 429. Stiaad, London, W.C. so
as to be received not later tl.au Fcbi uary 15th, 1916.

Not later than the secoml \voe!: in June, 1916, a notice
of the result of the election will bo published in the
JOTJRNAL.

N.B.—The foregoing notice is not intended to apply to

the African groiiped Branches, the Netv South Wales
.T?- '';>"-";.-',: ,7 r;rr:-pr^ /j^,,.,.;, - .,. fjjg j|^g,„ Zealand
J: I

', ' ' ; .
, /

'
'

. , ^iicctive Members of
C '/,...

:
'.,'/, ''r Bi/-law5.-i(2J.

By-law 49.

Mode of Election hy Groups not in the United Kingdom.
49. (1) The election of seven members of Council bv the

groups of Branches not in tbe United Kingdom shall be
coudncted in the manner prescribed by this By-law.

(1) All nominations of candidates shall be in writins sent to
the Association so as to be received at the head office on or
before such day, not heniL' later than the 15th of February in
each year, as slial^

,

fur the purpose by a notice
published in tli • ' ; the second or third week
of October in tli< .

,-. and no nomination paper
received after the I

!

i shall be valid.

(3j The said notice (,liail )irLScribe a form in which the
nominations are to be made, and the nominations shall be
made in the form so prescribed, or in a form to the like effect.
INomination papers may be signed by not less than three
members of any Branch comprised in the group.

'" •
"- '

• -ofFel
year:

(4) As soon as may be after tiie 15th day i-uary in each

(a) In the case of any group for wliich one candidate only
lias been duly nominated, tiiere shall be published in the
.70UEN.\L a notice tliat such candidate has been elected as
member for that group ; and

(6) In the case of any group for which more candidates
than one have been duly nominated, a voting paper shall

the head oflice on or before a specified day (not being later
than the succeeding 15th of Mavj, and no voting paper
received after the day so specified shall be counted.

(6) Not later than the second week in the succeeding month
of June, a notice of the result of the elections shall be published
In the JouRN/VL.

By-law 52 (2) and (3).

Term of Office of Members of Council.
52. (2) Each member of Council elected by a Branch or Group

not in the United Kingdom or elected to represent the Royal
Navy Medical Service, the Army Medical Service, or the
Indian Medical Service, shall hold o.^fice for such period not
exceeding three years as the electing body may determine
and at the expiration of such period shall 'be eligible for re-
election provided that no such member shall be re-elected so aa
to make his period of continuous service as the Representative
on the Council of one and the same Branch or Group exceed sis
years.

(3) Each of the terras of office mentioned in this By-law shall
be calculated from the close of an Annual Eepreseutativa
Meeting.

GROUPING OF BRANCHES NOT IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM FOR REPRESENTATION ON COUNCIL

OF ASSOCIATION, 1916-17.

(Branches bracketed are grouped.)

Member of Coancil
to be elected.

South Australian .., ... ... ... \

Tasmaniau ... .., ... ... ... | •,

Victorian ... ... ... ... ...
f

Western Australian... ... ... ... )

New South Wales ... ... ... ... 1 ,

Qucenslaud ... ... ... ... ... f

New Zealand ... ... ... ... 1

Barbados
Bermuda ...

British Guiana
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Jamaica
Leeward Islands
Montreal
St. John, New Brunswick ...

Saskatchewan
Toronto
Trinidad and Tobago
Assam
Baluchistan...
Bombay
Bm-ma
Ceylon
Hvderabad and Central Provinces
Punjab
South Indian and Madras ...

Hong Kong and China,
Malavr.

Bonlr, '- ,,
-

, \

Cape ..,
.

•/ .-.lernj

Capo ..i . . I i ;
, .'•-..teri.j

East Aii.oii ai.u 1 yi^u.la

Egyptian
Gibraltar ...

Griqualand West
Malta and Mediterranean ...

Natal Coastal
Natal Inland
Orange Free State ...

Pretoria
Rhodesian ...

Witwatersrand

JIabal m\h Itlilitai'u ^ppotutmuuts.

ROYAL vv'-AT, MrriTf St sr.nvirF.
Tht: f.-,"^.,,;,,., „,„..,,,, „„,„ ,,;i,,. ,|„. 1, ;,,,;,.;, It--, staff
Sni_' ' :, 1; • 1:

'

'.
. SurceoQ

(1. r - !

'

. "lis E. M.
Thi. . . >[.B., A.B.
Haneit':' e j; , c - n Hospital;
P. L-..u,i..ei Wtlu' r... ...... I „. „ , .... .:v.on;C.O.H.
Joue3 to the Zitrinc7t'!i',M<'o :\:.irF,\van ; I). K, AiiaiiK to th-^ Iinperieuse,
vice Gen-ard; T. J. Hartigan. M.B.. to tlie FembroVc. additional, for
Chatham Hospital ; G. M. Johnson, M.B., to the Victory, additional,
for Haslar Hospital.

KOT 1."
:

','
: i:r. Kesf.bve.

SurKeon W. I. Gr;: ' Pembroke, additional, for
disposal. Surgeon T; Uo to the I'ioress. vice ICane:
W. M. Macphail to ; .Wird; 8. C. Milcliell to tha
Ex2>ress, vice Ross. ' i , Ijationers : J. Donald, P. C.
Livingstone, and D. ^l. Wmsnii jo be Dental Surgeon; A. G. D.
Pridham, and appointtid lo I'aa Cyclops, additional.

ARMY MEDICAL SER\^CE.
Colonel H. J. Barratt, on completion of four years' service in hia

rank, is retained on the active list under tbe provisions of Article 120.

Koyal Warrant for fay and Fromotlon, aud to be superaumerary.

:•: y 1
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RoTAi, .VniiY Medicai, Corps. 'i

T.icutonant-Colouol H. J. Flotclier is ictaiited on the active list
iiudoi- 1U« provisions ot Articlo 120, Royal Waiiaut, for I'ay and
rioiiiotion, and to be supeniumeraiy.
Frank Romer to be temporary I^ientenant-Colonel.
MHjon. Iloiueroliuquislies liis tomporary commission ou ceasing

to be >..i.i> oyed with the Australian Voluntary Hospital.
M,u.r 1. J. Horder. M.D.. relinquishes Uis temporary lionorary

frii"", v'"" "2 <=»asing to be employed witli No. 7 British Ked Cross
lAllied 1 orce Base) Hospital.

J. _F. .\dIor, F.R.C.S.. to be tomporai-y honorary Captain whilst
th No. 7 British Ked Cross (.Ulied Force Base) Hospital,

placed ou retired pay on
ill health
To be temporary Captains : W. S. Fox, M.D., y. n r : .

' -; n
Temporary Lieutenants to be temporary Cut. • ^ 1

Armstrong, M.D., W. Luraley, D. J. Thomas, M ,

Taylor, H. R. Kuowles. M.B., T. L. Ingi-am, \V. 1

1-.R.C.8.E.. G. James. E. C. Lindsay, M.B., F.l; 1 - <

M.H.. F.R.C.S.. H. A. Lake. S. C. R. Flaxman, A .

Moi-gan, J. McTnrk, .T. Kirker, J. S. Lloyd. M.ii .

«. W. Lloyd. M.B.. H. J. Rawson, C. H. B.BooU 1 ,

•M B.. E. P. B^Jmunds. M.B., H. G. Janion, R K \ 1

Black. M.B., W. Griffith, MB., C. St. A. Vivinn I: 1 l.i n -;

Cooper. M.B.,C. M. Joue.«. .M.B., H. B. Johnson, A. c. .i,.,.so,i w Ji
Vai-ry, M.B., H Pierce. M.D., H. C. D. MiUer, M.B.. H. A. Luuu
;.. y. Bakewell. M.B.. F. F. Middleweek. V. C. Martyn. D YBuchanan M.B.. EP Scott E. L. Puddicombe. M. M. Rodger
'yi-tP-S- ^oodVfitt- «. Ainslio. Jf.D.. F.nCSK.. C. Walk, 1, VT.
•I. F. Smith, AI.B.. W. Moodie. M n T H lio.i. n ,1. i> -yr.,,. ,.' ,1 J,

A. Currie. M.B.. R. Hannnli, M 1.
, s K i-,,;: 1 1, . ^

M.B..A.L.Avmcr,M,B.,H.CT. \l > ;
,

Willinmson. II. W. Welib. Ml: i; .

Marsh.^.ll. M.B
JIB . C. R. Si

phy, A. G. Bodman, G
XV. W. Waller. M.B., A. M. Ross, Hon. 1 . 1 ,0
L.T.WelIs.B.,LHackett.M.B.,C.C.Convt,M 1. I

Dalliinore, Sr.B., E. T. Gleuny, M.B.,J. L. \Vil...ri
c. E Redman, K. C. Middleniiss, M.B.. C. L. Spac
rodd. M B.. M. Peto. JI.B.. W. Brown, M.B., A. N. Minns. \ Brem

Johnson, A. C. Palmer, M.B.,P.R.C.S., A. H. Birks.J.L. R
C. Smith, A. B. Appleton, F. C

iJ.B.,

k. .M.B..
y, M.B.,
.M.D.,F.
n. Croly,

MB..
Philip. sr.B.. F. B. Dreyer, M.B
Macdonald. M.B., G. L. Grant.
Temporary Lieutenants J. OTlynn, jr.B . 1

Imquish their commissions on aceonnt of .

Temjrorary Lieutenants relinquishing
Lawrj', M.D., J. E. L. Keyes. M.B., M. Xi
F.K.C.S., a. E. Beaumont, M.B.. P. Caeis.
To be temporary Lieutenants; W. A. 1

Potter, A. E. Huckett, M.B., H. M 1 !) 1
i

Page, M.D., A. E. Goldie. M.B., r 1

GatcheB, B. T. Jones, J. McKiii' 1
1 1 )

McCartney, M.B. (from Wore. ,

.T. C.Bell. W.E. A. Buchanan, Mi; 1 1 K,," ' Aheriie. B. N. Farrer, W. Herbcrtsoii, .M P.

W. Craig. M.B.. A. B. Murch. M.B.

T- r.rngley

E. Rces, C. MacKay. .^I.D.,

''"/."i".""''
'"•°- "• ''• nenarie,iu.l5.,A.G. Hamilton, M.D., P.H.C S E

1^. Gettloson, II.D., J. Joule. H. J.Cane.W.Stanwell.L. S.H.GIan'vi'llel

SPECI.iL RESERVE OF OFFICERS,
.r

. . . , ,
KoTAL Abjiy Medical Corps.

^Lieutenants to be Captains; J. D. MacComiack, E. H. WiTliamsnames, B.B. King, J. R. Crolius. F. MoKibbin, M.B., E. Eobin-

J. E. Rusby, E.

Bateman.
•n probation confirmed i

N. H. Gray, R. C. Eades, Laurie, M.B.

„ • „ „ „ rs-DIAX MEDICAL SER\^CE.

Professor of Clinical and Operativo Sui-s.n-v Medical Colliaeral
Zti^; »'"».*^"!:f°°,

'o "^o f-oll'^S-^ Hospi-tal.'in addftion to his own
^."i'^f'c,'*"""" ?'!^ absence of Lieutenant-Colonel C. R. Stevens, M DI'.K.Cb., on inilitar.v duty, with effect from March 11th. 1915
Lieutenant-Colonel J. Fisher, D.SO.. an Agency Sui'-eon of the2nd Class, and Residency Sur«eon. Jaipur iVaVpointc" teiuporar I?

KaiSStana'si"?''
'.l"i'«f,.°f Ibe office of 'AKen<:y Surgeon. Eastern

Jn/y mSf llll
•
'" '^'I'^'l'"" l<> l^^s own duties, with ellect from

Thf ^i!?5?„*^
approved the retirement of Major E. J. Morgan, M.B.

.ii™t.r ?.^®^r°'
"-"P'^-i" G. Holroyd are placed permanently at the

rtepa?toent
"'""''°' °^ '^°'^''^^' ^"' «"=I''''>'"«"' i" 'he Gaol

BlenWnso'n M 1-
'.','

" V' 1 !

'""'^l''
:
P. F. Chapman, A. Hooton, P. L.Blenkinsop M' .1.

, K.iapton, A. W. R. Cochrane, M.B..
EM-5' • ^V .^

I I

' . J. A. Black. M.B.. R. P. Wilson
•I B., J. c. Robertson. CLE., M.B ,

• ,
',' ^y„-^-^'"°'=''' ^^' F.R.C.S..C.B.

,. , .
, ., • l-"Ior. M.B..B.R. Rost.

Captains to bo Miijois: T. F. Owens, G. F. I Harkneea rt w
^X^i.^^^i^. ^- «"-- ^•«"- ^- ' BHer»??; H^arrS:

The promotion t<> pir^rn).
from June27tl! '" ' r

The follow i:

the prescrib, i
i

after the term
Lieutenant i

W. C. Paton. M.li,,.i. h. Har
O. y. Thomson, .M.B., U F. J

C. Mclver. J. C. John, M.B.
To be temporary Lieuteno

Chandra Ch

F.K.C.S.,

, M.B..

J. p. Wilson. jr.B.. L. A. P. Anderson.
MB. .S.Gordon. H. K. Rowntree, M.B.,
inson. M.B., A. Kennedy, S. D.Batnagar,

1,, ;, -£—i" Temporary Lieutenant J. M. Falkinev,
hange

; B. B. Brocba. Hariyado Chatterjee. Sisir
ee. Rustam Murwan Kharegat. '

JSasttrn
attached

Wllitul.i w I. ,

nvsv
from \\ , -, .. ,

.,

Lleul.,;:,,;.
JTWs;, i7t,'.7 A,

J. M. Fonsecn. J.
Shaw, M.D., B. 1

F.R.C.S.P. T. Wr
li. Voiii,^. M,l{.

to be temporal
J. W. Walker
mobilization.

)i <r«,i«ra! BosDital.-s. E. Whitnall, M B
V?-/ A', ^""i'''^:- T. 8. Hole, M b, lai.i^t, fei .lio Territorial Force, to be Moj.

buMiice—Lieutenants to be Captailuims To be Lientenant: W. K. Leiittw Statioii.-

to be Lieutenant,
to Captain, Un-
)r, temporary, ou

: H.
Legassick.

A. Roper, M.B.,
J. Wright to bo

o be Captains : A. Jones,
in -nallace, M.B.. A. F. B.
l.ai-ds, H. E. Quick. M.B,
I.. W.J. Richards, F.R.C.S.,

Eriaade richl Ambulance.—Liileutenant H. M.
Ambulnuce.~0. H.

''.'Id ^mliila?!ce.—Lieutenant

'
I 'aiitains: Lieutenants J. W.

:, „, ,,'',':' .^-^-Pybiis, M.B., P.R.C.S., is
II' ui. Liiptiiin A. H. Horsfall, D.S.O., M.B.

p nltf"^1"^"'^
'"' •''""' ^''* °-» ambulance

Ptain, whose services will be available on

'„,'t'"''M",fVl'''","''''"''"*^ t" '^e Captains:

\v?ns M ;,"L^';'^'^'"i
^'"- '^^'- E. Gi-aham,

.
^^l Is. Mli.s. .(. ij. HoWcn.M.B.

.i J»i6»(«Hff.-LieHtonaul L. E. H. R.

it/utt.—Captains to be Majors
Dunn. M.p . J. Murray. M.B.
H. Prmgle, M.B., M. G. Yunge-Bate,

D. T. Bolding, D. Rennet,
"" B. Barclay. W. Butler,

an, H. 8curfleld,M.D.,

Surgeon-Ma
Artillery, to be Surgeon-Maj
Major J. E. W. McFall,

Ambulance, to be Major.

TERRITORI.VL FORCE RESERVE.
RoTAi Aemy Mr.DicAL Conps.
Mackie, M.B., from the Shropshi Royal Rorso

from West Lancashire Field

tital ^tatistirs.

LISH TOWNS

14 per 1 000 t

we k nl n
an ong the n n
1 am 6 8 n Enn
8 n llfo d a
19 8 ns nd
L erpool S

d n Oldh 1;

2 ea ) f om
a d 808 n h
lo d 1

Man 1

ot sn
8 pe

M t opol tan
wh ch had 1 e
weeks f the

HPMTH OF SCOTTI TI T0«\=!

Recce to be

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
.
I'OTAT. AnMT MedicaI/ Corps.

TmuIoii (Cttij 0/ London) Ueneral Bosnital — I
Lieut-enant.

CaVtSfnT: fT'T^J^pf^'Xr! ifil^^'Rll'f'"'''"'*-
" ^^ettlenants to be

ioi^o;! San«(an/Comi)n»y.—To be Captains: F.J.J. Vey CaptainC. A Spooner from ittacbed to Units other than Medical UnitsiTomeCouiitws Field ^m!<urance.—Major G. T. Willan to lie temporary Lieutenant-Colonel.
w. x. "iiian to ue tem-

I d nl
nfant 1

El nb

I du ng the week ended Satu daj October 2nd The
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fever, 4 cieatb3 in Aberdesu, an
Dundee.

HEALTH ni

1 EDWATID INFIRMARY AND DIS-
- ii'gical Dresser: salai-y, £2 2s. a week.
Hilary, £150 1)01- annum.

.. ; , iUICT COUNCIL.—Assistant Medical
.'iri A --iitant Scliool Medical Officer. Salary,

<TY AND CITY ASYLUM.—Second Assistant
~ -1:11 •-. KT". r.-l-flniiuii.
•1 '--] f^r

' [-y !-
i lent Medical Officer

NOTICES REGARDING APPOiyXMEKTS.—Attention h
called to a .Vi./fVc i-ec hi:h:r to Adcenisemcnts—Important
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INSURANCE.

DEDUCTIONS FROM ACCOUNTS.
Questions in Parliament.

Sir Thiup Magncs asked the Chairmaa of the Joint
Committee ol Insuianco Commissioueis, on Octobcv 14th,

whether the payment of the balance due to medical
practitioners from insurance coram ittees conld be ac-

celerated. Mr. Dixon asked the reasons which justified

the deductions insisted upon by the Insurance Com-
missioners (England) in Circular I.C'/L. 124, of one-third
of the quarterly accounts of panel practitioners, chemists,
and institutions after services had been rendered and an
agreement entered into with each party, why there had
been no advance on account- nor adjus ment of the deduc-
tions of 10 per cent, made in the accounts of doctors,

chemists, and institutions for the year 1914, and if the
Oovernmcnt would instruct the Commissioners to deal
with the reductions owing to enlistments upon a less

arbitrary and more generous basis by a temporary increase
of the Treasury grant, if necessary, considering that the
medical profession had undertaken the free treatment of

soldiers' wives and families and other dependants, and had
lost the most healthj' portion of their panel. Mr.
C. Roberts, in replj', referred to the answer given by him
to Jlr. Hancock on July 27th, and added that eveiy effort

was being made to overcome the difficulty arising out of

the war, to which reference was there made. In his

answer on the date mentioned, which was reported in

the British BIi.dic.vl Jocunal of July 31st, p. 189,

Mr. Roberts said that the final settlement for 1914 had
been unavoidably delaj'ed by certain difficulties arising

out of the present state of war. The balance due would
b« ascertained and paid as soou as practicable. In the
case of the chemists, who might otherwise have suffered
hardship, steps were taken in April last to effect an
emergency settlement, v/liich was now in progress. He
did iiot admit that the deductions owing to enlistments
were made upon an arbitrary and ungenerous basis, and
cculd not contemplate the suggestion that a further sum
should be provided by the Exchequer.

W'nERE THE Shoe Pinches.
A Temporary Lieutenant's Wife writes: Before finally

deciding to take a temporary commission my husband and
1 counted the cost, and although we knew by past expe-
rience (my husband having been a civil surgeon in the
South African campaign) that the private practice would
vanish with his personality, there were still the appoint-
ments left, a large share of which was represented by a
fairly large panel. Believing in the bait which was held
out to medical men to induce them to go on the panel,

namely, "the State are always the safest payers," wo
:i;;reed to face the loss of the private practice (a no small
thing in these days of increased cost of living, and children
to feed, clothe, and educate), and do that which seemed
plainly our duty—my husband applied for a temporary
commission, got it, and in due time went to France.
Now, evcrj' Saturday morning I pay the locumtenent

seven guineas (and keep a good table for him all through
the week) and the chauffeur 35s. (it is quite impossible to

work this practice without a conveyance) ; there is also the

wages of the two maidservants, the maintenance of the
household, the children's school bills, their clothes, rent,
rates, upkeep of car, firing, lighting, and so on ad infinitum,
all of which are cash-down transactions.
Now let us turn to the Insurance Committee and see

how they have helped and encouraged in this great
national emergency.
For the quarter ending December 30th, 1914, they kept

back 50 per cent, of the money due to us, for the quarter
ending March 30th last 20 per cent., for the quarter
ending June 30th 35 per cent. The foregoing percentages
are still retained in spite of many letters to the Insurance
Committee asking for a settlement, and I fully expect
the same thing will happen for the quarter ending
September 3Cth. Their excuse is that " it takes time to
find out what men have joined the forces from each
doctor's panel." I dare s \y it docs, but a system or method
which cannot "find out " by now is no method or system,
but a chaotic muddle. I kuow pretty well eveiy man who
has gone from this district, and I know that it nothing neac
like warrants the deduction made ; in fact, I have sent

I

in fresh acceptances to more than balauce those gone.

j

Patriotism is a very fine thing, but it will not pay our bills.

Thanks to the Insurance Committee, I am paying my bills

I

now by dipping into our savings. Could not the British
Medical Association endeavour to make the Insurance
Committee see tliat they also have a duty to perform
namely, to pay for services faithfully rendered as per the
agreement signed and stamped"?

Enter the Money-lender.
It was generally said and believed at the time when

the Insurance Act was coming into force that it would
have many effects which nobody could then foresee.
Among the high lights in the rosy picture drawn by its
friends of its effect upon the income of doctors was not
included, so far as we recollect, the encouragement of
money-lenders. A correspondent, however, sends us a
neatly typewritten letter he received last week, which
would appear to have been widely distributed in London.
The writer of this letter states that, being aware that the
Insurance Commissioners have reduced the amount
payable to panel doctors, he is making a speciality of
substantial advances to doctors on very reasonable terms.
Ho does not charge money-leuders' rates, and invites a
call or 'phone from the doctor addressed, should he be in
temporary need of financial assistance. Milton imagined
a place of which the denizens

feci b\- turns the bitter change
From beds of raging lire to starve in ice
. . . and there to pine
Inmiovable. iiiQxed, and frozen round
Periods of time.

On the whole, it will probably be found a lesser evil to
be infi.xed and frozen round by an Insurance Committee
for a period of time than to enter the fiery furnace of tha
money-lender.

PROPOSED xVMALGAMATION OF INSURANCE
COMillSSlOXS.

The proposal, which, as was mentioned last week, is

attributed to the Retrenchment Committee, for the amalga-
mation of the Scottish and Welsh Insurance Commissions

[6cx)]
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witli the English Insurance Coaimission, is exciting much
opposition in Scotland.

At a meeting of the Ediubui-gh and Leith Division lield

on October 15th, Dr. W. Stewart, chairman of the Division,

presfcling, a circular was read from the Scottish Com-
mittee stating tljat it was understood that the Parha-

mentary Retrenchment Coiiimittee had suggested that the

Scottish Insurance Commission should be abolished. The
Division unanimously passed resolutions " to oppose

strongly the transference of the Scottish Insurance Com-
mission to London," and " that tlie amalgamation of

several small Insurance Commissions into one Central

Commiasiou must be deprecated chiefly on the ground of

loss of local interest in the administration of medical

benefit." The Senior Secretary was instructed to send
copies of these resolutions to local members of Parliament

and others.

At the monthly meeting of the Leith Kurgh Insurance
Committee a resolution was adopted, submitted from the

meeting of the chairman, vice-chairman, conveners of

subcommittees, and representatives of tlie doctors and
chemists, declaring that the proposed amalgamation
should be opposed on the ground that experience had
justified the wisdom of the constitution of a separate

commission for Scotland, and that administration from
a centralized office in London would lead to loss of

efficiency prejudicial to insured persons, without any
adequate compensation in economy.
The Executive Committee of the Scottish Association

of Insurance Committees is to consider the proposal at

a meeting at Dundee on October 30th. Judging from
the reference to the matter in its report the Com-
mittee is opposed to the suggestion. It is urged that

the abolition of the Scottish Commission would not result

in any substantial saving, for even if all the members of

the Commission were displaced, the staff—both indoor and
outdoor—would not be diminished in number, as was clear

from the fact that the cost of the Scottish staff was in

proportion to population, and, having regard to the ex-

tent and character of the area administered, no higher
than in England, and less than half that iu Ireland.

The Midlothian Insurance Committee has adopted
unanimously a resolution maintaining that in the interest

of the insured population of Scotland and of efficiency and
economy of administration, the Scottish Insurance Com-
missioners should be continued with unimpaired powers,

and protesting against any attempt to reopen the question
settled by the compromise of 1913.

The General Council of Panel Chemists (Scotland), at a
meeting on October 15th, approved the decision of the
Pharmaceutical Standing Committee (Scotland) to offer an
uncompromising opposition to what it described as the
retrograde proposal for the abolition of the Scottish Com-
mission and the centralization of the insurance administra-

tion in London.
The Edinburgh district of the Ancient Order of Foresters

at its forty fifth annual meeting adopted a resolution stating

that it viewed with alarm the proposed transfer of the
Scottish Commission to London, and calling upon the
Scottisli members of Parliament to resist such transfer as

being detrimental to the best interests of Scotland. Mean-
while the tmofiicial Liberal members of Parliament, at

a meeting in t!ie House of Commons ou October 14th,

adopted the following resolution :

That in view of the witlespreaii belief iu Scotland that a
proposal for the abolition of the Scottish Insurance Com-
mission is in contemplatioTi, tlie Scottish unofficial Liljcral

members are glatl to liuow that such a proposal has not
been coiisidereil by the Committee on retrenchmeut of
public esneuditnre. Iu the event of any such proposal
being made from any quarter, they will feel bound to meet
it with strenuons opposition.

LIMITATION OF PJGHT OF TRANSFER OF
INSURED PATIENTS OF A PRACTITIONER

ABSENT ON MILITARY SERVICE.
There was an error in the title and introduction to the
copy of the Medical Benefit Regulations, 1915 (Scpple-
MKXT, October 16th, p. 159), iu which it was inadvertently
stated that they applied to soldiers returning to civil life.

As will have been seen from the text, they refer to the
insui-ed patients of doctors on active service. They require
that an insured person whose name is on the list of a

jn-actitioner on the panel on Novemljer 30th, 1915, such

practitioner being absent on military service, shall not bo
entitled to select another practitioner at the end of the
medical year, December 31st, 1915, unless he satisfies the
Medical Service Subcommittee that ho has reasonable
grounds for desiring to be removed from the list of tho
absent practitioner. A practitioner absent on military
service is defined as meaning any practitioner on the
panel who by reason of his serving with the naval or
military forces of the Crown is unable to practise, whether
under his agreement with the Committee or otherwise,
within the area in which he has undertaken treatment.

THE PROPOSED COMMERCLVL DRUG TARIFF.
Opposition by Scottish Chrmists.

At a largely attended meeting of tho General Council of
Panel Chemists (Scotland) at the Pharmaceutical Society's
House, Edinburgh, on October 15th, resolutions were
adopted refusiug 'to undertake pharmaceutic;!! service
under the Insurance Acts on tho terras of the drug tarift"

as framed by the Departmental Committee, on the ground
that it was financially unsound and that its application to
about 5,000 consecutive insurance prescriptions indicated a
reduction of about 20 per cent, ou present drug tariff

rates. While not objecting to the general piinciiJes that
the remuneration should be based ou the cost price of

material, with allowance for establishment charges and a
dispensing fee, the opinion was expressed that the pro-
posed average amount, namely, 0.8d., was quite inadequate
in existing war conditions ; iu view of tho limited time
available, Scottish panel chemists were recommended to
continue the existing arrangements, with satisfactory

adjustment of prices, for 1916.

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
Welsh Insurance Cojoiission.

Mr. Ellis Davies asked on October 14th whether it was
contemplated to abolish the Welsh Insurance Commission,
and, if so, on what grounds, and on whose suggestion was
the decision of Parliament to be reversed. Mr. G. Roberti,,

Chairman of the .Joint Committee of Insurance Commis-
sioners, said he had nothing to add to the reply given by
the Prime Minister on September 29th, when it was stated
that the organization of the department as a whole was
under consideration by the Itotrenchment Committee;
no statement could bo made until the report of the
Committee has been received.

Small Panels.
On October 19th Mr. Currie asked whether cases existed

in England and Scotland of panel doctors whose panel
consists of less than half a dozen ijersons ; what total

remuneration was payable to such doctors; whether his

attention had been drawn to the case of a pauel doctor iu

Edinburgh who received £76 14s. 2d. sterling for the

solitary patient on his panel who required no medical

attendance whatever from one end of the year to tho

other; whether the amount paid to this doctor was iu any
way subject to the control or discretion of the Commis-
sioners in Scotland, or whether under the Act they had no
option but to sanction the payment. ^Ir. C. Roberts said

that such cases as were referred to iu the first part of the

question no doubt existed, though he had uo precise

information on the point. The remuneration of a doctor

under the capitation system was governed by the terms

of his agreement with the Insurance Committee, and
included not only his liability in respect of the persons

actually ou his list, but also the responsibility which ho

undertook in common with other doctors ou the panel

for giving treatment to persons who had not selected a

doctor for themselves. The payment made in the sxiecifio

case referred to under the agrecmeut entered into at tho

beginning of the year covered this liability.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Renpeewship.b.

At a meeting of the Renfrewshire Pauel Committee ou

September 22ud it was decided to ask the Insurance

Committee (1) to continue for 1915 the arrangement for

1914 whereby the whole of the Practitioners' Fund was
divided among practitioners in proportion to the number
of insured persons upon their lists at the commeucement
of each quarter : and (2) to see that no permanent reduc-

tion was made from the payments due to practitioners iu
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respect of any failare to eabutit records for 1914 dne to
their absence ou active service.

With regai-d to tlie proposed commercial drng tariff, it

was decided to oppose auy aJtoratiou which would expose
the Pt-actitlouers' Fund to the risk of being cliarged to
any rstent with the cost of drngs.

TjAXARKSHIBE.
At a moetiug of the Ijocal Medical and Panel Com-

mittees for the county of Lanark on September 22ud, a
scheme for the distribution of the balance of the Medical
Fund, and for anangemeuts for enabling insured pereous
to bo assigned to practitioners on the line of last year's
resolution wa;; approved, and it was resolved to recommend
the Commisbiouers that the scheme for recompensing
doctors for attending temporary residents should have
regard to and meet the expenses of auy mileage involved.
The Secretary o£ the Insurance Committee reported that

payment for the qnarter of Is. 4d. for medical attendance
and 3.U1. for medicine would be made, but that as the
deduction of 5,000 for enlistments was believed to be
inafleqnate the final accounting would yet fall to be made.
With regard to discharged soldiers, it was suggested

that when restored to a doctor's list an intimation should
be placed on the medical card to the effect that the holder
had been restored, and would remain ou the doctor's list

unless intimation of objection was received within a week.

West RiDrso of Yorkshire.
A meeting of the Local Medical Committee and Panel

Committee was held on October 8th, when a resolution
was adopted expressing the opinion that the Drug Tariff'
ought to be revised, but that the 7s. derived from the
Medical Benefit Fund and belonging to the doctors must
not under any circumstances be encroached upon in the
payment of the pharmacists' accounts.
During the tempoi-ary absence of Dr. Eardiey on mihtary

service, the secretarial work will be carried on by his
deputy, Mr. Cyril 1!. Towuend, A.C.A., Carlisle Cham'bcrs,
Goole.

THE AVAR E3IERGEXCY.
SocTH Essex Division.

Dr. John Wvlker, Honorary Secretary of the South Essex
Division and Local War Emergency Committee, has com-
piled a statement showing the response of the profession
in the district to the appeal of the army :

Sotith Essex Division :

Total nnm'uer of members and non-members 114
Members and non-members who have joined 29
Xumber over militarv aye ... ... ^8
Women ... ^

'',

2
Rejected for physical reasons ... ... 1
Doctors who have left the Division ... ... 3 83

Of the 31 thus show^n to be possibly eligible 3 do not
practise, 1 is the medical officer of health whom the Local
<.joyenimeut Board decline to set fiee, and 1 is a woman.
This appeai-s to leave 26, and in two instances the doctors
Iiave allowed tlieir partners to go, so that they may bo said
to be represented by them in the army.

Dr. Walker also gives separately the statistics for the
Connty Borongh of Southend-on-Sea as follows:

Cxiniti/ Dorou(jh of Southcnd-on-Sea

:

I'ltal unmbcr of men in practice ... ... 47
I loctoi's who have joined ... ... ... 13
Doctors over military age ... ...

"."
is 51

Of these 16 left— Tk
OneisM.O.H 1
Two have sent their iiailni rs ...

'..'. 2 3

Thus leaving 13 possible

Edinburgh ajjd Leith Divi^iiox.
A MEETixG of the Edinburgh and Leith Division was
J.eld on October 15th, when Dr. W. Siewakt, Chairman
of the Division, presided.

Dr. ^Stevens, the Secretary of the Edinburgh and
licith .'ledical War Committee, gave an account of the
worl done for medical recruiting, and mentioned that
the lumber apportioned to this Division by the Scottish
Aledical Service Emeigency Committee had been pro-
vided, including the .August and September contingents,
and that there was every probability of obtaining the

final contingent for October. The Senior Secretary and
Ireasurcr was given general powers to deal with tho
expenses of the Edinburgh and Leith Medical Emercrency
and the Edmburgh and Leith Medical War Commrttees.
It was agreed to call an early meeting of the Edinbuigh
and Leith Jledical Emergency Committee to consider
grievances arising from the gratuitous treatment of
dependants of men serving with the colouis, and to malce

Mittin%sfxi%xmxt\)ts antt Dibbions*
ACE17DKi:x lUl.VXClL

The annual meeting of the Branch was held on October
15th, when Sir Alexaxdeii Ogsto-j, K.C.V.O., President,
occupied the chair. The report of the Branch Council for
the previous year, which was read and approved, gave a
summary of the various meetings held during tho year
which were mainly connected with war emergency work
and the formation of a Bureau Committee and a Local
War Committee. The Treasurer's report, having been
circulated, was taken as read and approved.

It was decided that owing to present war conditions the
office-bearers be re-elected for another year as follows

:

President : Sir Alexander Ogston, K.C.V.O., M D
Presidcnt-chet : L. B. Beddie, M.B., Fraserburgh.
Vice-Presulents : John Gordon, M.D., Aberdeen, and C. C.

Greig, M.B., Fyvio.
Honoiani Sr.-rri.in.i : Thomas Fraser, M.B., and F. K.

Smitll, M.i;,, \!:, ! Ir,.||.

{("">"" I- R. Levack.M.B., Aberdeen.
liepi-iH, n "''''or -J-«TOfi«(io/f: John Gordon, M.D.,

Aberdeen, ,ii: 1 .i. \\ himy, Moir, M.D., Inverness.
Brm,eJi<Jo„naL:\,. B Beddie, M.B., A.T. Gordon Beveridge,

M.D., E. Bruce, M.D., J. P. Mcintosh, M.B., R. Rannie M B
G. Sinclair, M.D., J. F. Robertson, M.D., George Williamson'
M.B., and J. D. Wyness, M.D.

The revised ethical rules governing procedure of a
Branch were considered, and the meeting unanimously
agreed to adopt them.

Dr. Gordon gave a short report of the work of the
Bureau Committee, and pointed out how great an advan-
tage it had been in Aberdeen during the last five months.

^ssariatioit Sottas,
STAFFORLSHinE P.f.'.^x.H. -1 ir. l!:uold Ihutlov. Honorarv
:<•••' "' >. iM.i"i-J. -i>,,... ,,;, I'lvii:, --v./s notice that

;, ; , '
' " .''i '- iield at the

,':", " ~
,

II.
,

.
.r

I

!,; -„iii '.-, November
J^'-", ;'" ' ' " 1",, I ". l-".iii.i.l. ^^l'l i:,ke the chair
a„ t (i.u,. j.i.,,,n-^:— i,t.su,,m.m : ihat the Htaffordsliire
l-i-aucli hereby adui.ts the revised rules governing procedure in
ethical matters ot a Branch composed of several Divisions as
approved by the Annua! Ilepresentative Meeting, 1915, without
modilicatioii :uu\ m sul.stitutioi, l\v .n nv ethi.-al rules now in
''-' "'<" -!

'

I I .I'liih'ii. l-.xiiii.ii M.ii ,'i !i\ IIP.' -•ii^Ts. Papers:

—

,

' ','" ' """;''
•

'• "'\
'

i
• ii- .n . hililren. G. A.

'

i
,

', ',
'

I

.' ,' , ,
'',''•" ' 'I'i

I ;.]-;. Young

:

-w.sragmus. i-.xljihiti.m of pathological specimens, etc.Dinner at 6.15 p.m. Charge, 5s.

I^abal auD JEilitanj ^ppainfm^nfs.

Tin: lollov.

Sin-geou>- (

>

the Poii.i I

.I.U. Dm

ROYAT, y\x_\T, >rr;nTr\r, srp.virR.

AEJIY JIl.lM VI ., ,:'. iri;.

„ EoTAI, All,', il r.j

Temporan-Mnjor L. H. G • .ommission
.CaDtamB. A. Odium from ,..

,
i

., /restored to ch

The name of temporary Captaiu Edward Emrys-Robcrts is
ilated. and not as stated in the London Gnrette of .\pril 12tll.To bo temporary Captains : C. E. Lea, Jl.D., J. G. Milna. M.l
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•:. M.D., T. G. Luslc, M.B.,
L. M.D.
faptains: E. A. Gates,

Uataiuies antr ^|jjjointn«nts.

VACANCIES.
BOUUNEMOUTH: KOTAL NATIONAL SANATORIUM FOE CON-

SUMPTION AND DISEASES OF THE CHEST. — Kesident
Medical Officer and Clinical Tuberculosis Officer. Salary. £300
per annum, risiny to f400. with additional f130 for the latter post.

BRISTOI, ROYAL HOSPITAL FOU SICK CHILDREN AND
WOMEN.-Jnmor Resident Officer as House-Physiciaa. Salary.
£150 per annum

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY — (1) House-Physicians. (2) House-
Surgeons (3) Dental Hou^e Surgeon Salary. £120 per annum in

BURMTY MCI ORIA HOSPITAL—House-Surgeon. Salary. £135

DE« ^1

DUDI I

to £190

HOSPIT^T
f HI SI

HOSl
(

KIN
Otli

1 \ 1 n\ COMMITTFE —Temporary Assistant
Srlan £300 per annum.

( I II si IT \L —Senioi Resident Medical Officer.

r M Bridgend.—Assistant Medical

innal E-?aminer in (I) Medical
111 (21 Public Health Laboratory
tirj Law etc. ; C4) Midwifery.

>M[TH I \n n —s on I Assistant Medical Officer for
. and \\ oikhoubC balais £170 per annum, increasing

FOR CONSIMPTION AND DISEASES OP THE
1 ) t I —(1) \s istant Resident Medical Officer

;

I
[ 11 1 (2 House Physician for six months:

MTN Soho Square W.—Resident Medical

11 \ U W I r SH N VTIONAL MEMORIAL ASSOCIA-
L \ 1 11 il nt Medical Officer at Glan Ely Tuber-Hut ! ( \ 1 lint Tuberculosis Physician at
lubutulo IS H utal Salary in each case. £250 per

TIO\ a '

ful 1 H
Hii,bh 111

LEEDS 1 1 1 T IC DISI LNb \RY —Ladj Resident Medical Officer.
&alni\ iJ Ji 1 mm

Mwcnrsn 1

^E«(

^E^^<

H —Re-sident 1

£2 1 ! anni
IL Ml TOlU.i

Medical
isiny to £300.

FIRMARY.—
JUS ; (ji Acci-

ROY \1

EVM\liII

Fuoton Road. N.W.—(1) Temporary
. V.sistant : (3) Resident Medical

1 at Medical Officer. Salary, £150

iriLDREN, Hackney Road. E.—
100 per annum. (21 Temporary
ose and Throat Department

:

HOSPITAL. City Road, E.G.—
ilOO per annum.

J Mar\lebone Road, N.W.—Two

Board.
SHREWSBURY : ROYAL SALOP INFIRMARY.—House-Physician.

Salary, £120 per annum.

SOUTHAMPTON
HOSPITAL.-.

SUNDERLAND

:

PITAL.-Hoij
SUNDEIil, '.-ri;

Resid. ir M

WARRIXt.l" '

HANTS AND SOUTHAMPTON
"U. Salary. £120 per annum.
Til AND SOUTHWICK HOS-

. , £150 per annum.
UV CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL.—

HSPENSARY.—Juni( Houso-

WARRINC I0-.
:

l.jKl. JU.LuA WAR HOSPITAL.-Resident
Surgeons o.nd I'liysiciiUis. Pay, £1 per diem.

WELSH METROPOLITAN WAR HOSPITAL, Whitchurch.-Junior
Surgeon.

WESTMORLAND SANATORIUM, Meathop.-Second Assistant.
Salarv, !'[•"" ! pnruM.

WEST UN" "I -I rUN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.

—

HouM I 1 1, use-Surgeons. Salary, £120 and £100 per

WIGAN: I '.

PENSAKV,-
WORllESTEK

Salary. fl50 periiiiuiim.

YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.-Resident Medii
£150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of
the following vacant appointment: Balliu-

rUT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
Mis'.!-Surgeon. Salary. £150 per annum.
VL INFIRMARY.-Resident Medical Officer

Officer. Salary,

dalloch (Banff)

To Ihi. il.d fr.

tlu 'n> .Jul

APPOINTMENTS.
Sm-ULES, W. H., M.D.Lond., District Medical Officer of the Hudders-

fleld Union.
WiLSO.N. T. N., M.B., C.M.Edin.. Certifying Factory Surgeon for Iha

Market Bosworth District, co. Leicester.

U\(\ AND DEATHS.BIRTHS, MAI
TItechar: ! ' 1/ , ' ^ind

Deair ?.< ,.,,,•: n,iia:

Order..'! - . i >: ;.,. . - ,.,..(,„t

MAP,RIAC,ES.

Baest—Peabse.—.At Christ Church, Dunston (by special licence), on
October 16th, by tho Rev. J. W. D. Mcintosh (vicar). Captain
Edgar Babst, MB.. B.b.. R.A M.C.CT.F ), son of Dr. Babst.
Willington Quay-on-Tyne, to Laura, daui,'hter of Mrs. Hescott,
Auckland, New Zealand, and the late W. S. Pearse, Esq.,

Canterbury. New Zealand.

Fisher—Epps.—On the 18th instant, at the riii.vfh ^f st .T.,d^-on-

the-Hill. HampsteartOarden !

M.A., Robert Hanki
son of Dr. Thomas
France;, Ninii Ki.i.^.s

Epr=.-' ' >"••

Lapagi: "

irb. by tlie

Williams Fislu .

, of Great

by

Eversley. Victoria Park, Manchester.

i.-r 1st, at St. Chrysostom's,
Rev. M. J. Rausome. as.sisted

1,-s of the bride), and the Rev.
' '.^et. eldest son of Dr. and Mrs.
uuly daughter of the late Dr.
riand, and of Mrs. Macdonald,

rge Leonard Grant,
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., temporary Captain R.A.M.C, only sou

of Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Grant, New Southgate. aged 25.

PitocTEB.—On October 17th. at The Croft. Great liookham, Snrrej',
William .Tames Procter, beloved husband of Lai Procter, of

,'s disease. No flowers, by request.

DIAUY FOB THlil WEEK.
MONDAY.

Medical Societt of London, 11, Chandos Street, W.—Discussion on
Gunshot Wounds of the Peripheral Nerves will be
introduced—the Medical Aspect by Dr. Wilfred Harris
and the Surgical by Mr. Wilfred Trotter, to be fol-

lowed by Sir F. Eve, Dr. F. Buzzard, Mr. J. Swan, aud
Mr. P. B. Both.

EoiAi, College OF SCBGEONS. Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C. 5 p.m.—
Demonstration by Mr. ShatfcocU: Foreign Bodies.

WBDNKSDAY.
HuNTEEIAH Societt, I, Wimpole Street, W., 9 p.m.—President's

Address by Dr. W. H. Kelson: Diseases of the Throat.
Nose, and Bar. and their Treatment in Hunter's Time.

ROTAL College of Sdrgeons. Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, 5.30 p.m.—
Mr. J. F. Colyer : Irregularities of the Teeth in Man.

THURSDAY.
Royal Society of Medicine:

Section of Neuiiolooy, 8.30 p.m.—Presidential Address
bv Dr. .lames Tajlor : The Ophthalmological Observa-

Jackson aud their Bearing on
; aud other Diseases.

1 at Ehcu' omce. I
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INSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE
\ MEETING Of the In.surance Acts Committee was held at
the oflBco of the Eiitish Medical Association on Tuesdiv
October 19th. when Dr. J. A. Macdonald, LL.D.. was in
the chair. The other members present v.cre-— Enotar,d
and Wales: Dr. T. Ridley Bailey (Bilston), 'Mr. H. B.
Brackenbnry (London), Dr. T. Campbell (Wiganl, Major
A. C. larquharson (Newcastleupon-Tync'i, Dr P V Frv(Sowerby Bridge), Dr. Major Greenwood (London)', Mr P.
Haixling (New Radnor), Dr. W. Ainslie Mollis (Brighton)',

?r nn^' ^''^m'
J°"eMCrpwthorne), Dr. B. A. Richmond

(Londoc), Mr. H. H. Tomkins (Leytoni, Dr. W B
Crawford Treasure (Cardiff). Scoilaml : Dr. John Adams
(Glasgow), Dr. J. Hunter (Corstorphine). E.r officio : Mr.
E. B. Turner (Chairman of Representative "Meetings).
[The name of Mr. R. Harding was accidentally omitted
in the hst of persons present at the meeting of the Com-

OctoterTeth
]

'^^^' ""^^""'^'^
'"^ '^^ SCPPLEMEXT of

rrx r,
-^'"^ Tariff.

The Committee, having considered a memorandum as tothe propo.saIs put before the Executive Subcommittee at
the interview with the Commissioners on October 14th
with respect to possible changes in the regulations affecting
the drug tariff It was resolved to address a communicatioS
to the National Health Insurance (Joint) Committee in the
following terms

:

8aeL^il^lSwth»'?^S'"^^-^''P'"'='/^^ "^ approval of the methodsaggested by the Commissioners for the purpose of meeting the

miUr!,nrt^rnf>^'''^«^'^Pr' °' "^« Departmental Som-

Z ThT n,A rL ^?f^P' '''.^ proiiosed arrangements
;

effectfve the ex?5in«"^%'"" ^° ''" '° ''« P^^^"^ to render

m ttelat soon ,«°nnfhf'°°^''f "Jf
^'"^'^ '° '"'"f"' tbe Com-

J^ n!^^l.?^»fi,P 1'*'',^ ^^ '° "'^ constitution and functions '

^^'iflO^fq^oftfM'e-rllo^aVu'r^*'^"
'^<^'-'^^''

'° '" P^"

automatic liability to surcharge every pracVflioner.''H'e Lt^
iximum of 23. per 1

l.itrHcaiai-iy to the resolution marked Ic),
satisfied that it will be possible for Panel

out the duties resting upon them under
""•uled form without incurring greater

lied by the effective discharge of their
ent Article.
ubject on which

the Commissioners
Committees to car
Article 40 in its amc-
expenses tlian those cnt
functions under tlie pre

thPrll/il^t"''-" '"'"'f'
''"^''?''' "" "'*'''''' i' is understood that

Commit i°,°pf. ''T'- "° '.'" l'^''' °* P'^'"'' Committees, the
ri^"nMf. ;'''!"''., '"^ ''' "''^"''^ >'°" "lat they have every

fo the n,-t'l,V«'''°- H '\'- "V'''''' f'''
'irraugements to be made

Won^ RnX nfi?U,^""""'*^!?'i'
"^""l-vsis. and sorting of prescrin-wons such mformation as it has previouslv been tlfe dutv of tfie

n?tTerf,rconnU?"''"V*,'''^^ *° 1"*<^« '^<''f°^« the PWl Com-
will cm,t?nn« f^i ^''i^

^°'' .':eo'-esentations under Article 40
Tnnl Zl '°-\ ™^?® available to Panel Committees in at

ZtelMtr^IT'"' "" '°"" ''^ heretofore.-I am. Sir. your

The Secretary,
^^'"°^'^'

British Medical Association,
429, Strand, W.C.

Jons- AxprESON.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Somerset.

At a meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Committees
held at; W eston-super-Mare on September 30th a resolution
was adopted expressing willingness to accept a commercial
tariti, provided that the Commissioners gave a guarantee
that the promise of tlio Government contained in theMemorandum as to medical benefit. Section 2, Clause 10
(ScppLEJiENT TO THE BRITISH Medical Jocenal, Decem-
ber 7th, 1912, p. 622), should he adhered to. It was Xo
agreed that each insurance area should be credited withan amount for drugs and appliances as at present, but that
It the Commissioners considered some change essential
a part, or the whole of the amount, which some areas
might be able to save below Is. 6d., should be placed to a
central fund, to be available for areas which were unable
with due economy to work under 2s., but that the medical
practitioners who did their own dispensing should continue
to receive the 2s. as before.

of the Regulati<
automatic liabili . ._ ^^
cost of whose prescriptious'"e"xcee"ds"t'he
insured person, with pojyerto the Panel (-ommittee on anneal

1,'raSnVtolclS!^ "' '"'»^™''"-^- «"-" ^-' euture^'su^ck

Colmis'stulr^f
""'' ^'' "'"'^^ ''^"" ''"''^''^ ''^"^ '^^

'''''''°°-^l3!?c'^.^'^^h\rsLTe!EoTiri^^^^^^

SSi^piiilniueiiuiug iiegniations. to be issued immpilintolv n-ni i.o fn„.,,i

INSUSANCE NOTES.
Proposed Amalgamation of Insurance Commissions.

Dumfries and Galloway.
At a meeting of the Dumfries and Gallowav Division of
the border Counties ihancli of the British Medical Asso-
ciation the principal business was the consideration of the
proposal for the amalgamation of the Scottish Insurance
toDamission with the English The meeting expressed
Itself in favour of tlie propos< d change, the reasons bein"

I

the unsatisfactory administration of the Insurance Act
]

and resultant chaos, the advisability of appointing whole-
time clerks to Insurance Committees, and the irrecularity
of payments to medical men.

Dundee.
The proposed amalgamation of the Scottish Insurance

Commission with the English was warmly debated at the
quarterly meetiug of the Dundee Insurance Committee on
October 20th. The resolution to oppose the abolition was
carried by 26 to 6, but only after several speakers had
taken the opposite view, mainly on the ground that the
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Scottish Coinmissioneis could not introduce any reform
without consultiug the London authorities.

SaLFORD IsSUEANCB COiRIITTEE.
After numerous delays, some of which were quite un-

avoidable, the Salford Insurance Committee has decided,

nemine coniradicenfe, to accept the report of the Panel

Committee, wliich recommended that no surcharge should

be made ou any of the sixteen doctors who were alleged

to have been guilty of excessive prescribing during the

year 1913, and these doctors will now be paid moneys that

had been kept back from them till the question was
settled. The first report of the Panel Committee the
Insurance Committee considered did not afford sufficient

information on which to base any decision, and it was
referred back, but the Panel Committee simply repeated

its recommendation. The report was then referred to the

Commissioners by the Insurance Committee, with a
request that the Commissioners should say whether they
considered the report was adequate, in view of the

reply of the Commissioners to the effect that the report

was not adequate, the Panel Committee again considered
4i,o ^ijioj;t,i.ii). o.-.^i in .Tulv last seat iu a more detailed

report. The Insurance Committee was still in doubt, and
again referred it to the Commissioners, whose reply

pointed out that the question was entirely one for the

Insurance Committee to decide, with the result tha.t the
Committee has now decided to make no surcharge in any
of the cases. In 1913 the chemists in Salford only
received about 66 per cent, of their accounts, but the
Insurance Committee has now been informed that a grant
will be made out of the special fund at the disposal of the

Commisaionei's for the purpose which will bring the total

to 85 per cent., so that the chemists will only suffer a
reduction of 15 ])er cent, on their accounts for that year.

For the year 1914 they will receive their accounts in full.

IXSUBAXCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
Proposals for Retrenchment.

Sir .J. D. PiEes asked, on October 26th, what steps, if any,
were being taken to reduce the cost to the State of tlie

National Insurance Act. Mr. Charles Roberts, Chairman
of the .Joint Committee of Insurance Commissioners, said

that a number of administrative changes, which it was
Loped would result in substantial savings, bad been carried

out in the department since the outbreak of war. Proposals
for further economies, the majority of which could only be
effected by legislation, had been submitted to the Com-
mittee ou Public Retrenchment, and were uuJur their

consideratiou. He was unable to say w hether the necessary
legislatioii would be introduced, and in reply to Mr. Hogge,
who ask d whether any alteration in the Scottish Com-
mission Wcvs involved, Mr. Roberts said that he could
make no statement about proposals which had been
submitted to the Retrenchment Committee.

ffiutinp of ^ranrljfs anb Bibisions.

CAMBRIDGE AND HUNTINGDON BRANCH:
Isle of Ely Division.

The annual general meeting of the Isle of Ely Division

was held at March on October 12th, when Dr. C. H,
GuNsoN was in the chair.

Election of Officers.—'She following officers for 1915-16
were appointed

:

Chairnfin: Dr. H. Clapham.
Vice-' I ',-.,. J),. r,u. Harding.
Sccrri 1: , 1 1'

,
'

. ^. Waters.
E^cc.if. ' Ids. K. H. Barrett, F. H. Beckett, H.

Clapliaiii, II. I. ' 111, C. H. Gunson, A. Hamilton, C. H.
Hardint^, V. A. Hen.iley, C. W. Howe, G. H. Lucas, F. G.
Martin, T. M. JJawby, F. E. W. Rogers, M. Tylor, C. E.
Stephens, .J. J. Waddelow, A. C. S. Waters.

Einancial Statement.—The balance sheet for the year
ending December 31st, 1914, showing a deficit of 14s. 8Ad.,

was passed.

War Emergency.—k letter was read from the Central
Medical War Committee asking the Division to use its

best endeavour to find three more men to take commissions
in the R.A.M.C. A local committee was appointed, with
Dr. A, C. S. Walters (March) as honorary secretary.

DORSET AND WEST HANTS BRANCH.
The autumn meeting of the Branch was held at Bourne-
mouth on October 20th, Dr. Vincent Milner, Vice-
President, in the chair, when a vote of sympathy with the
Honorary Secretary, Dr. Fowler, was passed by the
members standing.

Election of Officers.—The following were elected officers
of the Branch for the year 1916-17 :

President : Dr. W. H. L. Marriner.
Vice-rreddcnts : Dr. C. Grey-Edwards and Dr. -T. Miller.
Honorary Secretaries : Dr. F. Fowler and Mr. P. A. Ross.

Scientific Proceedings.—Dr. Briscoe, of Alton, intro-
duced by Dr. Maho-med, showed some coloured photo-
graphs of a case of compound fracture of the tibia which
had been united by Arbuthnot Lane's method. He shortly
explained the nature of the colouring process, ordinary
methylene blue being the material used. Dr. Norman
Flower, of. Yeovil, read a paper on gastrostaxis, which
was discussed by the Chairman, Dr. Mahomed, Mr.
Belben, Dr. Moobhead, Dr. Hyla Gbeves, and Dr.
MlDELTON.
Ethical Rules.—At a special meeting of the Branch,

\'Z\i at tlie ^"lIIc ZlZZZ C" tI-° *;;""« <lav. Dx. Vincent

Milner, Vice-President, in the chair, tlie new code of

ethical rules approved by the Annual Representative
Meeting held July, 1915, was adopted unanimously.

YORKSHIRE BRANCH:
Wakefield, Pontefract, and Castlbford Division.

At a meeting of the Division held at Clayton Hospital,

Walrefield, on October 12tli, when Dr. May was in the
chair in the absence of the chairman, Dr. Hillman, ou
military service, and of the vice-chairman. Dr. Selby of

Doncaster. The revised ethical rules approved by the
Annual Representative Meeting were adopted in substitu-

tiou for those already iu use. Dr. Lister (Sandal) was
appointed Acting Honorary Secretary for Dr. Eardley, who
has received a temporary commission in the R.A.M.C.

^ss0nation faints.
Staffordshire Branch.—Dr. Harold Hartley, Honorary

General Secrelai-y, Basford, Stoke-on-Trent, gives notice tliat

the llrst "eueral meeting of the session will be held at the
North Statford Hotel, btoke-on-ireut, on Thursday, November
18th. The President, Dr. F. M. Rowland, will take the chair

at 4 p.m. Business:—Resolution: That the Staffordsliire

Blanch hereby adopts the revised rules governing procedure iu

ethical matters of a Branch composed of several Divisions as

aiipr.iv.;-! Ijy tlio .\i.niial i;. |.i .^Mitative Meeting, 1915, without
1,

I

r :
I I tliical rules now in

1
"I :;i^! cases. Papers:

—

;
.,- i iu Children. G. A.

1 ,. -.•,:,':. and E. E. Young:
A Liivi ,,i iji.iairaciiai i.e.. u.,^v.i.. simulating Miners'
Nyotagmiis. Exhibition of pathological specimens, etc.

Dinner at 6.15 p.m. Charge, 5s.

f ital Statistics,

HEALTH OF
In the ninety-six largest Enj.,!

were registered during the v,<<

of mortality in ili'

,845 deaths
16th. The

_ _ 5. 14.0, and
- ..l,'6oo"inlhe'thr:-",-. ^'' ,"

week nnaor notice. In London tLe dcath-iut- na-, .niuU to 14.6, while

auiouB the ninety-five other large towns it mngea ftoui 3.8 m Uxlortl,

4.5inBalb, 5.9 in Ealing, 6.1 in V\ inibledon, and 6,4 in Hornsey, to

19-2 in West Ham. 19.3 in Birnsley, 20 6 in Bootle. 21.4 in Gateshead,
and 23.2 in Stockport. The deaths of children (under 2 years)

from diarrhoea and enteritis, which had been 785, 808, and
717 in the three preceding weeks, further fell to 508. and in-

cluded 166 in London, 37 in Liverpool, 27 in HirniinKhiu

Manchester and in Sheflield, al d 15 iu West Ha
a death-rate of 1.2 in Stockport and Z.l in (jloii. ,-

from the remaining infective ,ji , . .i 1

any of the large towns, and nn •
1

isles caused

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 963 births and 733 deaths were

registered during the week ended Saturday, October 9th. The annual
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into of mortality In ttaass towns, which haiT boon 13 7, 14.3. iiud
per 1.000 in the thre^ preceding neeks. rnso i.> !: ^ ,„ .],,. „..•.) mi
notice, aud was 1.4 per 1,000 nliovo tliat v .h ,1 :i, ,ii>' nii,n
Iniuo Kuylish towns. Thoacaih-rnto laiuir 1 1 1!

.Vbei-deen.and 19.4in EOiubnriOi. to 19.8 in 1 . n

and 25.0 in ferth. Tho uiovtalit.v li-om tlif i" mm ;
.1 1 - :

-
< .u,,

nvuraiied 2.3 per 1,000. aud was bialiest in luiu .m.i i .akiiU. .

362 deaths from all causes iu Glasgow incliuUtl 36 tioui iiitm:
tlian-hoea, 7 fioiu scarlet fever, 4 from measles. 2 from diphtho
and 1 fi-om whooping cough. Three deaths from measles w
i»c rdcd la Edinburgh: from scnvlrt fcvri- ; ilonths in Ali.'id.^

4 in Dundee. 5 in Paisley, and 2 ill lM.iii,nr...ii • n,,,,, ui>A,i,,i„ .,.„
2 deaths in Falkirk; ffom di?>li'i ,11 1

Sin Dundee: and from infantili' '
'

Ureeuock. 4 in Aberdeen. 3 in Iv:
In the si.\teeu largest Scottish I.

,

resistered during the week endt .1 ^
»-ato of mortality in these town<, ^

per l.OCO in the three preceding «.. i
1 , , 1,

notice, but was 1.6 iKr 1,000 abu.i , , ,

largo Knelish towns. Among lli, ,1
from 7.7 in Kirkcaldy, 8.4 in Lei' li. •

\ ;

Baniilton, 22.5 in Coatbridge, aud 125.4 i-; '. 1 ,

from the principal infective diseases avii I . I
, ,

i

highest in Motherwell aud Greenock, Thi '

in Glasgow included 14 from infantile aijin ., 1
,

Sfromscarletfever. 2 tromdiphtheri.T,lfroi,! ,1 i 1, , 1 i ,

wh oping-cough. Four deaths from uie.islos wlil- rernrrted
breenock and 2 in Ediubnrsh; from scarlet fever. 4 deaths
Aberdeen and 2 in Paisley; and from infantile diarrhoea, 8 den
ID Dundee. 6 in Greenock, 4 in Aberdeen, 3 in Coatbridge, and c

^ ,
HEALTH OP IRISH fOW>-f

.

DritiXG the weeK ending Saturday, October 2ud,
denths were registered in the Iwputv-^even princjii
of Ireland, as against 533 births — .' "! '

I

period. These deaths rejiveseri
aggregate population in the ili-,>
l.COO in the previous period. Ir
therefore 4.3 per 1,000 higher tli:i 1

niuety-six English
rth-rate. I the

lation. As for mortality of indi .

.

registration area was 20.4 (as agaii^
four weeks), in Dublin city 21.3 i,.~

against 14.4), In Cork 17.7 (as a;,*!,
against 19.6). in Limerick 20.3 (as ag^ .„ ,,,..„». ...^ .v
(as agauist 12.8). The EjTnotio death-rate was 3.2, as against 2.8
the previous period.

13.2}. aud :

ilabal autr iltilitaru ^|Tpointm^nfs.

KOYAL NAVAL MEDICAIj Sn !.y
Thi: following announcements are uotif'^ii : \ -'y pieot
Surgeons S. Roach to the Bonaveiitun. m> i H Fer
giisson to the Devon$hire. vice Roach; 1 : to the
JlHtaHtiia. vice Bean : A. C. Hcnu to tl .-

: .11- /
Cridland, M.B., to the IiiAerih'r, • - - •• ^^

.

^»-9!;«. viceMiiln; J. D. S'. .Milln ,

Staff Surgeons E. R. Townseud l

.\Idcrson to the Forf/i, vice To-., i

vice Phillips; L. F. T.ik :,i tl;i

M.H.,tother,.-.;- 1- 'm " M
, ,| ,,-,^.

disposal. R. 1 y ,.

geons F. H. II liiiMe-
W.C.Carson.

.,ite to
the Pembrol'

.

1 i p
Kelly M.D.. t., -;,,"
andD. P. H. J ]'

porary Surge.
the Mamc vl.
Chatham Ho.s'^.
PembroVe. a'j'd_. .... .

iporary Lioutenauts,:

births and 426
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Lieutenants to he Captains: J. G. Hill, M.B., J. P. Race. To be

'n'esi"?" '
' '

' /'
' f'tmbu!o«ce.^CaptainG. B. Robinson. M.D.,

f.-OTO 'T .iilier than Me lical Units, to l.o Captain.

Lieui. :
: S. Sharpies, J. H. Mather, L. S. Gaskell.

*'^']|-'I (,''v Clearing St(i«io«.—Lieutenants to be
r •

i I... H. D. Levick, M.B.,F.R.C.S.
'./ Clearing Sta(io«.—Captains C. H. Craw-
r, M.B., from Western General Hospital, to

1 E. A. Williams, from Western General

Calv

Arms'

nice—3. W. G. H. Riadel. late Second
I'lc, R.F.A., to be Lieutennnt (subs itiited

11, r- T,i;<don Gazette of August 17th) tt.

I
I 1,1. •. n.nit. Lieutenant W. Grove relin-

„„.„^, _ ,
; I of ill health

Loifi.iint I r ,,,' I . . > (inn.—Lieutenants to be Captains :

A Eanldii, W 1^ ..- I -. (i;,. S. A. McPhee. M.B.
Lnulaiul Muiu.Ud lu madi i^ld ^mftuioiirf.—Lieutenants to be

Captains ; J. H. Ilcrberlsoi
Houston, M.

. S. Meighan, M.B., T. C.

"smHisli'liorse Mounted, Brigade Field ^m!<M!ance.—Lieutenant

f.-. -Lieutenant D. H. Scott, M.B., to be
J. E. LascrHr=: tn he Cnptnin

Bifildr:

Captnin

ittac:.. Medical Diiits.—Captains to be

Majors: J. Litijijow, si.u.. ana w. r. Koe. Captain MTWilks, M.B.",

from the South Midland Field Ambulance, to be Captain. Lieutenants
to be Captaius : J. G. F. Hosken, R. G. McD. Ladell, M.B . C. F. Searle,

M B ,F. C. Kempson,M.L-, A. r. GianSHv. M.B., J. M. Heron, M D.,

G. B. rearwn. G. I'attr.r ' ' T'— -on. W. E. Bristow, M.B.,

F.E.C.S.,L. B. Baird, A. I I ' Bruce. M.D , W. A. L.

.Tackson, MB.. I. D. stn. II. B., J. K. Brownless. S.

Shepheard. .LB. Townlt

-

ilmon, M.B., C. G. Brent-

na!!,M.B..D. E. Evans. I; i

-
.
1;. W. C. Hollist. J Mac-

quarrie. M.B. To be Lii i.uu,,,.., . .-i. I.. Lvans. M.B., B. G. Ewing,
M.B., F. R. H. Laverick. M.D., L. T. Lorcr.

Ilatrtitcbs anti ^pjjointmeuts.

NOTICES nEGARmXa APPOINTMENTS.—Attention is

called to a Notice (see Index to Advertisements—Important
Notice re AjJiiointmente) appearing in our advertisement

cedumns, girinn particulars of vacancies as to which inquiriet

should be made before ajqtlication.

VACANCIES,
EIEHrN'GH.VJI rXITERSITY.—Senior Demon<^tralor iu Anatomy.

BETSTOL EOT.^L HOSPITAL FOR SICIC CHILDREN AND
WOMEN -Hou^e-PbysiciKn. Salary, £150 per annum.

BEISTOL EOY.\L INFIEMARY.— II) House-Fhysicians. (2) House.
Surgeons. (31 Dental House-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum io

BURNLEY : VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £135
per annum.

CITY OF LONDON HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF THE CHEST,
Victoria Park, E.—Assistant Resident Medical Officer. Salary,
£150 per annum.

COLCHESTER: ESSEX COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Resident Oflicer.

DERBYSHIRE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
Medical OtBoer. Salary. £150 per annum.

DEWSBURY EDUCATION COMjnTTEE.-Temporary Assistant
School Medical Officer. Salary, £300 per annum.

DUDLEY : GUEST HOSPITAL.-Senior Resident Medical Officer.

Salar> , £150 per annum.
EVELINA HOSPITAL FOE SICK CHILDREN, Soiithwark. S.E.—

House-Surgeon. Salary, £75 per annum.
GL\MOEGAN COUNTY ASYLUM, Bridgend.—Assistant Medical

Officer. Salary, i:250 per annum.
KING EDW\I:D VIl WELSH N.^TIONAL MEMORIAL ASSOCIA-

TION.- (1) Assistant Resident Medical Officer at Glan Ely Tuber-
culosis Ilnsrilal ; 12) Assistant Tuberculosis Physician at
Highfield Tubcicalosis Hospital. Salary in each case, £250 per
annum.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.

Salary, £130 per annum.
LIVERPOOL PARISH.—Resident Assistant Medical Officer for the

Brownlow Hill Ins'itution. Salary, £300 per annum.
LONDON COUNTY COUN aL.—Temporary Principal Assistant to

take cbart^o of Ijondon Ambulance Service.

MANCnF.STF.n CHILDRENS HOSPITAL. - Resident Medical
Omoev. Snlnn. fion per nnnura and £5 per month war bonus.

M.\NrHi',ii I.' r <i\ :i, ynvE HO PITAL.—Junior House-Surgeon.
SiihM ,!. Willi £50 war bonus.

MANSI I I'.ICT HO.SI'ITaL. — Resident House-
Sii.' -. ,4200 per annum.

KOR^M' ' t'ut Medical OtHcer of Health. Salary,
£26-.! iicr annu'H.

PUTNEY HOSPITAL. S.W.-Rcsidcnt Medical Officer. Salary, £150
per annum.

QUEEN CH\T!r,nTTE-S LYTNfi-TN ROSPITAL. Marylebone Road,
! Ollj,

EOY

SIU'

Road, E.G.—

-•dical Service)

SHREWSBURY DISPENSARY —Medical Officer.

SHREWSBURY: ROYAL SALOP INFIEMARY'.-nouse-Pbysioian.
Salary, £120 per annum.

SOUTHAMPTON;'FREE EYE HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary,
£100 per annum.

SWINDON DOEOUGH.-(l) Medical Officer of Health. (2) Assistont
Medical Officer of Health. Salary, £550 and £300 per annum
respectively.

WE-TERN DISPENSARY, Rochester Bow, W.—A'acancy on Attend-
ing Medical Staff.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—
House-Physicians and House-Surgeons. SaUry, £120 and £100 per
annum r- spectively.

WESTMOELAND SANATORIUM, Meathop — Second Assistant.
Salary. £200 per annum.

WIGAX: Ktn \L ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
i.^'ly House-Surgeon Salary, £150 per annum.

\ s ERAL INFIRMARY.—Resident Medical Officer.

s. ' ' HOSPIT.\L.-Eesidcnt Medical Officer. Salary,

CEUTll'viNU FACTORY SURGEONS.-The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointments

:

Braemar (Aberdeen), Hackney (London), Kidderminster (Wor-

thc Table of Contents in the Journal,

APPOINTMENTS.
Fished, F.T.,M.R.C.S., District Medical Officer of the Newmarket

BIRTHS, MARKIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Tlte chargefor inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, and

Deaths is gs., which sum shmdd be foricarded in Post Otficc.

Orders or Stamps with the notice not later than the first post on
Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current
issue.

MARRIAGE.
Davir—HtTNTEn.-On October 12th, at St. Michael's Parish Chnrcb,

Linlithgow, by the Rev. R. Coupar, minister of the parish,
assisted by the Rev. Peter Dunn Dalmeney and the Rev. Dou.elaa
Bruce, Caozow, Captain H. Greenshields Davis. E.A.M C,
attached 4th South Lancashire Regiment, to Gwendolyn
Glendinning Hunter, M.B., Ch.B.Edin., eldest daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Hunter, Linlithgow, Scotland.

DEATH.
BON-XT.—.\t Manchester, on the 15th October, following an operation.

Dr. Arthur E. Bonny, late of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge,
aged 35.

DIAUY FOR THIi WEEK.
MONDAY.

MrDiCi.!. SociTTT OF Lo^TDON, 11. Chaudos street, W., 8.30 p.m.—
Afl,iourned discussion on Gunshot Wounds of the
Peripheral Nerves, to be continued by Sir Frederic
Eve, Dr. Farquhar Buzzard. Dr. F. Mott, Mr. Jooelyu
Swan, Mr. P. B. Roth, and Dr. S. A K. Wi sou.

EOT-il. College or Subgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C., 5 p.m.—
Demonstration by Mr. Shattock :—Actinomycosis :

Leprosy.
TUESDAY.

P.OTAL College of Phtbicians. Pall Mall East, S.W., 5 p.m.—
Bra^dsbaw Lecture, by Dr. Micbell Clarke : Nervons
Affections of the Sixth and Seventh Decades of Life,

WEDNESDAY.
HrvTEKLiN SociETT, 1, Wimpole street, W., 9 p.m.—President's

Address, Dr. W. H. Kelson : Diseases of the Throat,
Nose, and Ear. and their Treatment in Hunter's
Time: to be followed by a discussion.

EOTAL Society of Medicine :

.Section of Ophthalmology.—S p.m.. Cases. 8.30 p.m..
Papers :—Dr. C. W. Daniels : Eye Lesions as a Point
of Importance in directing Suspicion to possiblo
Trypanosome Infection filr. Sjdney Stephenson:
A Fallacy in the Diagnosis of Glioma Retinae.
Dr. A. H Thompson : Late Eesults of the Operative
Treatment ol High Myopia.

THURSDAY.
EoTAL College or Physicians. Pall Mall East. S.W., 5 p.m..-

First FitzPatrick Lecture, by Dr. W H. R. Rivers :

Medicine, Magic, and Religion.

FRIDAY.

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Date. Meetings to 1 Held.

November.
10 Wed. rjondon : Central Medical War Committee,

2 p.m.
18 Tlinr. Staffordshire Branch, Stoke-on-Trent, 4 p.m. ;

Dinner, 6.15 p.m.

irriuuu auu puoiiVu J ol at. iUrim-uttne-Fieloa :
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INSURANCE.

IXQUIRIES BY THE INSURANX'E COMBIISSIGNERS
INTO CH.\RGES AGAINST PRACTITIONERS.

Cambridge.
"We Lave received from the Insurance Commission,
Enalaad, a communication dated October 15th, stating

xrith regard to the inquiry held at Cambridge on August
50th, upon representations made by the Cambridgeshire
Insurance Committee with reference to Dr. Robert El well

Naish, of 125, Newmarket Road, Cambridge, that the

Commissioners, being satisfied that the coutiuuance of Dr.

Naish on the list would be prejudicial to the efficiency of

the medical service of the iusured, have, in pursuance of

the provisions of Section 15 (2) (6) of the National Insur-

ance Act, 1911, and of the regulations made thereunder,

removed his name from the list.

The communication from the Insurance Commission was
accompanied by a report of the Inquiry Committee, which
concludes as follows

:

The following inferences of fact may in the opinion of the
Committee be drawn :

la) That Dr. Naish in breach of his contract with the
Insurance Committee did not supply drugs or appliances to

insured persons to whom he had agreed to supply them, and
with knowledge of his omission received the payment from
the Insiu-ance Committee as if he had duly fulfilled his
contract.

{h\ That Dr. Naish habitually allowed insured persons to
lie attended at his surgery by an unqualified person, and
authorized that person to" prescribe medicines and to sign
certificates of incapacity for work in his (Dr.Naish's) name,
in cases where he (Dr. Naish) had not himself seen the
patient.

Liverpool.
Vk'c have received a communication, dated October 21st,

from the Insurance Commission, England, stating, with
regard to the inquiry held in Liverpool on May 18th, 1915,

with reference to Dr. J. D. McFeely, that the Commis-
pioners upon consideration of the report of the Inquiry
Committee, have decided not to remove his name from the
list.

The Commissioners communicated their decision to the
Liverpool Insurance Committee in a letter a copy of which
they forwarded to us on October 21st. As it deals with
matters of principle, it seems well to reproduce it in full

:

National Health Insurance Commission fEngland),
Buckingham Gate, London, .S.W.,

20th Julv, 1915.

Blr.

I am directed by the National Health Insurance
Commission (England) to state that they have had under
their consideration the report of the Inquiry Committee
constituted under Part VI of the Medical Benefit Regula-
tions to inquire into the representation made -by the

General Medical Council:
PltESTOENT'S .\DDRESS...

iKsinucTioN IS Medical Ethics

ASSOCIATION NOTICES ...

VITAL STATISTICS

NAVAL AND MILITARY ArPOIMTMENTS

VACANCIES AND APPOINTMENTS
BinTHS. MARRIAGES. AND DEATHS
DIARY FOB THE WEEK...

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION ...

Liverpool Insurance Committee with respect to the con-
tinuance on the panel of Dr. J. D. McFeely.

I am to inform you that on a full review of the facts
stated, and subject to what is further set out below, the
Commissioners are not satisfied that the continuance of
Dr. McFeely upon the panel would be prejudicial to the
efficiency of the medical service of the insured, and they
have decided therefore not to order his name to bo
removed from the panel.

In communicating this decision, however, the Commis-
sioners desire to make clear that this decision has regard
to evidence which was given by Dr. McFeely before the
Committee of Inquiry but had been withheld by him from
the Insurance Committee, and that in the opinion of tho
Commissioners the Insurance Committee were fully
justified on the facts at that time before them, in making
the representation which they made to the Commissioners.

Further, the Commissioners are of opinion that the facts
ascertained by the Inquiry Committee, while not col-
lectively establishing a sufficient case for the removal of
Dr. McFeely from the panel, nevertheless show that ho
committed a grave error of judgement, resulting in a
serious disregard of the welfare of the patient for whose
medical care he had accepted responsibility. It is clear
that, through Dr. McFeely's persistent refusal to give
direction as to tho treatment of the case, the patient,
whose injured finger was in such a condition that at tho
end of five weeks it required amputation, was throughout
the greater part of that period without medical super-
vision, although he presented himself rcKularly to Dr.
McFeely and received from him int sciiiitifins and cer-
tificates, these being given without :iny attempt by Dr.
McFeely to ascertain the condition of the wound, "it is

further clear that Dr. McFeely, while thus refusing to
direct the treatment himself, took no effective steps to
secure that the patient was placed under tho care of
another practitioner, and that he was aware at the samo
time that the patient was under no medical care.

In justification of this course of action Dr. McFeely
represented that he was guided by what he stated to bo
the principles of medical ethics, and that, if ho were at;

fault under his agreement with the Committee, it would
only be because the obligations of that agreement are, as
he would appear to suggest, incompatible with due
observance of those rules of professional conduct which
are generally accepted by the medical profession. Having
regard to tho importance of the defence thus offered,

as affecting the professional position of all practi-
tioners who enter into agreements with Insurance
Committees for the treatment of insured persons,
the Commissioners think it well to state that, on
a careful review of the evidence given in the
present case, it appears to afford no foundation for the
suggestion that the obligations of a panel practitioner
under his agreement are incompatible with the proper
discharge of those duties towards his professional brethren
and towards the community which are connoted by tho
term "medical ethics." Doubtless the procedure which
may be appropriate for compliance with the principles of

medical ethics, under the special conditions of practice

[602]
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In tlic

actuated
fortlic (>':

care, hail

another
j

nncler the Insurance Act, innst differ in points of detail

from the procodme which Wrinld be appropriate under
otlier conditions, jusfc .as, in the varying conditions of

medical practice apart from insurance, different forms of

procedure ore doubtless suitable in different sets of

circumstauoiri.
Dr. McFeely appears to have been
lo free himself from responsibility
lit of a patient who, while under his
1 mont without his Icnowlodt^c from
It is recognized by the C'oinruission,

t is also recognized not only by members of the medical
profession but by all who have given due consideration to

the tjiibiect, that the duties of a medical practitioner in

til. I iv.ntinpnt of his patient cannot be satisfiictorily per-

1 •Ml. .1 111, ,., V,, long as he is held responsible, the medical
liii I I

I i-aso is left entirely with him, and any
rni itiiiint from other practitioners obtained
iiM I

I
I 1. ur in co-operation with him. Any other

]ii i M d not only be unjust to the doctor hut may
li, 1 111 I.I I

1 iiiial to the patient ; and there will be no
,li~i ..-.1 III I I .]iitstion not only the right but the duty of a
doctiri, wlii-ii improper interference with his treatment
lias occurred, to take suitable steps, consistent with his

duty to his iiaticnt, to free himself from the false position

of continuing to accept a nominal responsibility for treat-

ment of which he has not a corresponding control. If the

case is one, such as may often occur in private practice, in

wliicU tlie relation of doctor and patient is terminable at a
moment's notice, without injustice to either, it will be
liossiblc for the doctor to withdraw immediately from the
ra~i\ I'.ven, however, in private practice conditions of

niiseiiey or difficulty in obtaining other advice, or other
rircunistances, must often be such as to preclude a doctor,

•Uike in professional and in lay opinion, from witlidrawing
at short notice : and wherever, whether in private practice,

in practice under the Insurance Act, or under tlie con-

ditions of

adojite

appointments of various kinds, the
special obligations, the procedure

be consistent with the discharge of

ly nothing less than this would be
consonaiir ,,,iii [li. . r'niesof any profession.

Now a panel piaciitioner has entered into an agreement
under which he takes on himself the obligation to give
treatment to any patient whom he has accepted on his list

unless and until the relation thus created between them is

terminated in any of the ways defined in the agreement. One
of tliese ways is that the Insurance Committee may, on the
applicationof the doctor, and if satisfied as to the propriety
of so doing, transfer the patient to the care of another
pi ariitioner. Utlier procedure, of a disciplinary character,
1^ also open to the Committee under the Medical Benefit
Hul.s if iliey are saiisfled that a patient has behaved
iiiipioiH'ily towards his doctor. It appears to the Com-
missioners that these provisions afforded Dr. McFeely full

and snttieieiit opportunity for relieving himself of the
icsi>onsibility tor tlie further treatment of the patient in

question, if ho considered that it was his duty as a
medical practitioner, in view of all the circumstances,
to seek relief from that responsibility. In fact, how-
ever, Dr. McFeely, while refusing to treat the case,
omitted to take any such steps as were open to him
to relieve himself of the responsibility, and siiuulta-

iieously to secure that the patient should receive at other
liands the medical care to which he was entitled. It is

not clear to the Commissioners on what ground it can be
suggested that medical or other ethics required Dr.
IWcicily to act in this manner, or that any principle of
medical ethics would have been contravened by the due
observance of his obligations to his patient under his
agreement. On the contiury, it would seem clear that

less than other ethics, imposed on him the
£ iidldliug his professional obligations to the

I I' was his patient.
Ills as a whole, the Commissioners

I . ly failed on this occasion in his
' lit, committing thereby a serious
It and of the terms of service by
_iant to the Insurance Committee
-nance therefore of the duty laid

! " M- of that grant, the Commis-
li I t of this breach, to witli-

the Liverpool Insurance
h it will be open to the
heir agreement with Dr.

McFeely to deduct from the remuneration payable to him.
I am. Sir,

Year obedient servant,
(Signed) John Anderson.

. The Clerk,
Uverpool Insurance Committee.

medical,

bi-cadi
whicli 1

is conihi

upon thci

sioner.s have J

hold from the l

Committee the
Committee nndc.

The Insurance Committee for the city of Liverpool in
publisliiug the above letter added thereto a schedule
wliicli reads as follows : •

SCHEDIJLE.
Case of Dr. Joseph Daniel McFeehj.

The following relevant facts appear to the Committee to have
been established at the iu(iuiry

:

Dr. McFeely is a medical practitioner who has been about
eleven years in practice in LiveriTOol. He was formerly in
practice in Irelanil, and was at one time Coroner for the Conntv
of Donegal and a member of the Council and the Court of
Examiners of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, and the
holder of several surgical appointments in Irish hospitals. Ho
is on the Liverpool panel, and is now 58 years old.
Dr. McFeely had accepted as a panel patient .an insured

person named .Joseph Edward Fletcher Hartley, a pawnbroker's
assistant, and a, member of the National Pawnbrokers' Assis-
tants' Approved Society. Hartley was employed by Mr. E. W.
Perkins, a pawnbroker, of 97, West Derbv"Road, Liverpool.
On Good Friday, the 10th April, 1914, Hartley cut the first
finger of his left hand with his penknife, while trying to cut a
piece of chocolate. Hartley did not see a doctor till Mondav,
2Qth April, 1914, when he went to see Dr. McFeely. Dr. McFeely
painted the finger with iodine, in order, as he explained, tn
prepare it for opening and to determine where would be tho
most suitable place to open it. Hartley went away, and a da\-
or two later he went back to Dr. McFeely, who lanced tho
finger. Hartley continued to attend the doctor each day, and
on the morning of the 30th April, after leaving Dr. McFeely's
surgery, lie went to the shop where he was employed. Hartley
fainted in the shop, and his employer sent him to the out-
patients' department of the Liverpool Roval Infirmary. At tho
Infirmary, Hartley was attended by Dr. Arthur Henry Turner,
at that time the Senior House-Surgeon. The finger was in a bad
septic condition, and much swollen. Hartley wasasked if he had
been sent by a doctor, and replied that he had not. Dr. Turner
thought the case should have immediate attention, and
administered an anaesthetic and opened the finger in two
places and scraped the bone and applied a fomentation.
Hartley was then directed to attend his panel doctor. On Hio
following day Hartley went in the evening t. I' I ;

surgery and asked him to dress his finger,
tell Dr. McFeely that he had fainted in tlio

tell him that his employer had sent him to th. t

and that he had had his finger treated there. i>r. .liiri-i'i;. int-ii

said :
'• If that is so, 1 will have nothing more to Uo wilii it.'

Hartley returned to the Royal lutirmary to have the fingei;

dressed, and again saw Dr. Turner. Dr. Turner declined to
treat him, and Hartley was instructed to go back to Dr. McFeely.
On the 2nd May Hartley went to the Queen Victoria District
Nursing Home, and the finger was treated every day for about
three weeks with bandages and fomentations by the staff of that
institution. During this period, Dr. McFeely gave certain pre-
scriptions to Hartley to enable him to obtain dressings, and he
also gave him certificates of incapacity so that he might draw
sickness benefit, but Dr. McFeely refused to look at the finger.

On the 21st May, Hartley againwent to the Royal Infirmary
with a note from a nurse. Dr. Turner examined his fmger.
which was in a worse condition than when he first saw it. Dr.
Turner opened the finger a second time, and scraped the hone,
and Hartley was told to return on the 25th May. Hartley re-

turned on the 25th May, when Dr. Turner found the finger still

in a serious septic condition. Shortly afterwards, on the 2nd
June, it was arranged by the Liverpool Insurance Committee
that Hartley should be, and he was in fact, transferred from
Dr. McFeely's panel, and was accepted as a patient by Dr. .John
Robert Heu'ry Dubourg. Dr. Dubourg advise^l Hartley to see
Mr. Jeans, one of the Honorary Surgeons at the Royal- In-

firmary, and on the 8th Jime Dr. Dubom-g attended at the
Infirmary with Hartley. After a consultation with Mr. Jeans,

Committee received a
complaint from Hartley, through the Secretary of his Approved
Society. A copy of the complaint was forwarded to Dr. McFeely,
who sent the following reply :

" My answer to this is : This troy

attended me from IStli April and was dressed daily. On oe
about the 30th he was absent for two days. On his return h3
informed me lie had seen another doctor. I declined to have
anything more to do with his finger, as he took the case out of
my hands. I also informed him I declined to be dresser for the
Royal Infirmary or any other Institution or person." Oa
17th .Tune the matter came before the Medical Service Sub-
ConLiiiittcc. ulu-ii it was adjourned. A further meeting of the-
Si;l ' ' - -nq fixed for the 14th October, and Dr.
Ml ! ro attend. This he declined to do, statnig
ill ,

. rk of the Committee, written on or a bout
tlj. , :.l the question was one of medical ethics,.

and ., - - _:ther the provisions of the Insurance A.'t nor
the opinion of tlio Medical Service .Sub-Committee would altcL-

his own opinion or practice, either then or therciitt.r.

The Medical Service Sub-Committee, at- their meetiiiLi mi
the I4th October, found that Dr. McFeely was ^;nllty

of negligence in not affording the medical treatineiit

necessary, and had showed discourtesy in refusing to

appear before the Subcommittee, and recommended that
representations should be made to the Insm-ance Commis-
sioners that the continuance on the panel of Dr. McFeely would
be prejudicial to the etficiency of the medical service of insured
persons. This recommendation" was adopted by the Insurance
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Committee, ami commnnicatod to Dr. McFeely. After some
oorresiKJiulcnoo. Pr. Md'cely's 80llcitor.s, on the 10th Febniaiy,
1915. wrote to the Clerk to the Insurance Committee statinj^

tliat Dr. McFeely only acteil in accordanc-e with the iisaf^cs of
the medical protesiiioii in retusiuj! to dress the finger after an
operation perfornieil by another man for which Dr. McFeely
was not responsible, that he rctianled the case as having been
tAken ont of his hands, that they were instructed by Dr.
McKeely to express his sincere re;,'ret that he did not wail
upon tlie Committee, as he perceived that his failure to do so
WHS open to miscoiistrnction, and to state that he would in
future strictly observe his agreement and the regulations
iucor|X)rated theiowith ; they added that Dr. McFeely hoped
that the Committee would accept this explanation and ex-
pression of regret, and would withdraw the representation
to the Insurance Commissioners. This letter was laid before
the Medical Service Subcommittee, who reported to the
Insurance I'ommittee suggesting that no action should be
taken. The letter itself was not, apparently, laid before the
Insurance I'ommittee.

INSURANCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
Di;rci T.\i{iFr.

The following letter from the Insui-ance Acts CommUtec
Jms been sent to tlio Secretaries of Local Medical and
Panel Committees iu England, Scotland, and Wales:

28th October, 1915.

Dear Sir,

rrojyoscd Cliavges in the Eegtdations affcctinq the
Drug Tariff.

1. Toil have already been informed in our circular
letter of September 7th of the proposals made by the Com-
missioners for alteraiious iu the Regulations consequent
upon the publication of the Report of the Departmental
Committee on the Druj; Tariff. The Insurance Acts
Committee gave very careful consideration to the replies
of the Local Medical and Panel Committees to the circular
letter, and these showed that Local Medical and Panel
Committees were practically unanimous iu their oppo-
sition to any proposals which entailed the risk of a reduc-
tion in the remuneration of practitioners below the mini-
mum which was promised by the Chancellor of the
li.xchcfiucr in 1912—namely, 7s. per insured person per

2. The Commissioners were informed of the result of
this consnitatlon of the Committees and they thereupon
asked the Insurance Acts Committee to meet them iu Con-
ference on October 14th to consider the whole subject. At
this vncetint' certain proposals were made by the Commis-
sioners which were afterwards embodied lii their Memo-
randum which is appended to this letter, and I am
instructed to urge thai your Committee should study this
Memorandum very carefully. Your attention is specially
directed to paragi'aph 10, wiiich summarizes the proposal's
of the Commissioners for iiiof ting llie deadlock caused by
the refusal of the chemists to continue to submit to the
risk of discounting, and the refusal of the doctors to con-
sent to any arrangement whereby the drug bills should be
made a flr.st charge on the 9s. per head allowed for medical
beuent.

3. It will be seen
(11 That the Government will guarantee (a) the doctors"

minimum of 7s., and (fci the payment in full (on a commercial
tariff! of the chemists' bills. The Government expects to cover
this risk by the saving which it is believed will follow from the
lowering of the total cost of drugs owing to the adoption of tlie
Commercial Tariff.

(2) That the chance of the doctors in anv area getting the
whole or part of the " floating 6d." remains exactly as at
present. Prescriptions will in future require to be" priced
under both the pi-esent aiid the new tariff—tlie former for the
purpose of calculating the i)roportion of the Drug Fund that is
to go into the Practitioners' Fund, and the latter for the |nu-
pose of paying the chemists. Tlie additional administrative
work involved will be paid for by the Commissioners.
For full particulars of tlie sclieme I must refer you to

the Memorandum of the Commissitmers, but the Insurance
Acts Committee has convinced itself both by a study of
the Memorandum and by discussion with the Commis-
sioners that the proposals do not in any way prejudice the
position of the doctors, and that thi y constitute a very
fair solution of an exceedingly difficult" problem—namely,
how to reconcile the conflicting claims of doctors and
chemists.

4. It will be noted that in paragraph 11 of the Commis-
sioners' Memorandum it is indicated that the Com-
missioners could not ask the Gov rnmcnt to undertake
the risk of the arrangement unless they could be assured
on behalf of the in-ofession that doctors would do all that
lies in their power " to render effective the existing safe-
guards against extravagant prescribing as embodied in
Article 40, subject to tlio elimination ... of the functions

of Phai-macentic.al Commltleos in this matter." This
seemed to tlie Insurance Ac's Committco to bo a reason-
able and necosvary precouiitm. Tender ihn [u-i sent s\slcin
it is to the interest of (li^ I'lii

; m:, , ,m icd i .iiinni'i'i <
, lo

SCO that the atlcu ion ol I
; I i i,, i ji, uio

cases of suspected v\' i

• ., , ,,. ,:i,|,, i;,,|;

under the now svstcm i li- r'^M imm . m i,;ii ('.mmiuM i, r will
no longer have '.iiiv llii,in,i;, I ,„i,n st in pn^vcnting ex-
travagance. Til. iviuir unless (l». Government were
assured by some r. .|M.nsii,i,^ i,„av ihat the remaining
safeguards of ll.c Pni;^ ImiikI wuuKl be rigidly cuforco'd
the risk which i( has undertaken might be a very serious
oue. The Insurance Acts Committee has forwarded to
the Commissioners the following resolution on tliia
question :

That 111. •( -iMi-ir, - - ii| ,1m all ii

the
ts power to render effective
txtiavagant prescribing as
e lieyulations, subject to
jcutical Committee in tlie

stly

It will be realized that in giving this undertaking the
Committee believed that it could rely upon the Local
Medical and Patio! Cominitlcos to h.-tclt'it np

5. The ( oiuiinitrc .Irsu,, to p.i,„i ,,ui iii..s

that the iull rest ; ;is «, n ;ls Ihe I mil' of Ih.'

are invelveil m tins umlei lakiii,-. In tiie lii-st y\:u'c\
experience sli.iws llial Panel L^ommitlees, by c-arcfiil
attention to the methods and standard of prescribing iti

their areas, can do much to protect the Drug Fund fro'ii
abu.se. In many areas they have secured to the hical
panel a considerable preiiei timi . y even tlie wliule .ii tlio
floating 6d. without in a II \ vmi\ in li (juil: •in ilie ri-hisof
insured per.sons to a prupei su|i|il\ ei ilni-s and applei nees.
There is no reason \\\\\ iln-, sIp.mI,! net he ilmie m niaiiy
other area,-. Fin i liei , 'ihider ilie iie\i aiiai;eiiinii any
sums Olllain, <l II..;- il. -illehai^.;!!!:; el liiielms |i] ..Mil I'o

have been L Hill .i
. 'ia>a'i.||iil |.r. s,Til.iii,j, |,v ill -1. ii.Mo

the cheniisi -. :i- li, im.. hiii inU. tlie I'raei ii ienei-s' I'liiul

of the area.
6. But quite apart from the natural desire to secure it

possible a share of the floating 6d. we are bound to look
aliead to wliat may happen when the whole of the system
comes under review, and it is evident tliat the' best
interests of the profession are bound up iu proving that
representative bodies of the profession like Panel Com-
mittees can be trusted to carry out efficiently duties which
can only be properly carried out by some professional
body. If as tlio result of the working of the promisod
compromise it should turn out that Panel Cominilteea
generally have not t.tkon seriously thn respnnsihility
thrown on them iimler Ilie L'eL'nlal inns, el priMm Jm, any
abuse of the leeal i'mi-', I'mul, ii is pre'ial>le llial i li'o

duties of the Panel ('..iniuil lee in l his e,.nne.\ien, iiU^uiiio
as they arc. may be replaced bj suine uthcr ariaiigeiueulj
w^hich would be even less acceptable to the profession.
For it is quite certain that no Government could allow
a system of Drug Finance to be perpetuated which was
proved to be wasteful.

7. We are informed Iiy the Commissioners that Panel
Committees can rely upon receiving in the future statistics
as regards the prescribing iu their areas at least as good
as they have received in Ihe past under the most efficient
local arrangements. Thus the Panel Committee will re-
ceive periodically full information as to the cost and
character of the prescribing in the area. But instead of
such information coming from the Phariiiaeenlieal i oni-
mitteo in the form of complaints against pi i lieiilar piaeti-
tioners, it will be presented simply as iiUerneii imi cm
which the Panel Committee must ttike appinpiiato
n.iiiiii. Sill li action might or might not iuvolve pro-
e ' iiiij ;.

i,ii-i individuals under Regulation 40, but it
' '

'

iiii\ involve some process of investigaiiou
III' 111' - 1 nattiie of the prescribing in the area so

111 I I'll I I. iiiaiitee that there was or was not;

li il I I I 11 in paragraph 10 (iii) of the Com-

functions hither
mitlees. The
Coiiiuiissioneis

|-|||||!' I' '

III the Panel Coiuiiiittce the material on
\^! ill It I II

I

leceed with its work of investigation and

'I 111' I 'I :ie .i.-ucc Acts Committee's approval of the pro-
po.scd nc\Y arrangement was subject to the understandina
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that no extra coat wouUl be thrown upon the Panel Com-
mittees iu connexion with the carrying out of t)io new
administrative details, and as regards this, satisfactory

assurances have been received.
10. The new scheme, which is of course only intended

to bo a stop-gap during the war, was placed by the Com-
missioners before a meeting of the Advisory Committee
composed of the medical members and those members
appointed to represent Insurance Committees, and it is

understood received genex-al approval as a temporary
measure. The Kegulatious embodying the proposed
arrangements have not yet been issued, but will Ije care-
fully considered by the Insurance Acts Committee ;is soon
as they appear, and a further communication will bo sent
to the Local Medical and Panel Committees if tiiere seems
to bo any new point arising on which comment sliould bo
made. In the meantime tlic Committee trusts that Local
Medical and Panel Committees generally will approve the
compromise arrived at with the Commissioners, not only
because of the inherent reasonableness of the arrange-
ments, but also because the Insurance Acts (Committee,
after most careful consideration of the answers of the

. Local Medical and Panel Committees to its previous com-
munication, has assured the Commissioners that it

believes the proposed arrangement will meet with general
approval.

I am, yours faithfully,
Alfred Cox,

Medical Secrcliir)/,

To Secretaries of Panel Committees,
iu England, Scotland, and TVales.

APPENDIX.
Memorandum fhom Nation-.u. Health Insurance (.Joint)

Committee as to Proposals with Respect to the Pos-
sible Changes of the Regul.wions Affecting the
Drug Tariff.

Ulemornndtnii.
1. The lime h.is now arrived for considering the airange-

•njnts to be made for the administration of medical l^enefit next
year in the light of the situation created by the Report of the
Departmental Committee upon the Drug Tariff.

'2. That Repoi t, in roconimencling certain rates of remune-
ration to chemists as commercial, has necessarily had importjmt
consequences as regards tlio pi-esent structure of the drug sujjply
finance. If the new rates of payment are commercial, no
chemist obviouslj' can be expected to accept less ; and payment
of bills in full is therefore a logical and inevitable condition of
commercial prices. The present financial arrangeoieuts, how-
ever, as settled for the three years, 1913-15, do not provide for
payment of chemists in full. As these arrangements are based
upon the principle of the distribution of a single fund among
lioth doctors and chemists, the fact that the doctors have a
prior claim upon tliat fund to the extent of a minimum 7s.
(apart from surcliarges) in each area has necessarily involved a
corresponding maximum limit to the amount available in
respect of chemists' bills, viz. , 2s. It becomes necessary there-
fore, in order to secure the advantages offered by the svstem of
commercial pricing, to provide for payment iu full by abohshing
the maximum limit of 2s. \\liich at present ojjerates in eacli area.

3. Un.I.r 11,0 pi.^uf li„an.'i;,l aiTati.j-,„i,.,„s whereby the
whole of 111- i,i.Ji.-;.l tiiii.K .,t ill.- :iiv:i ,,!. .li-trilnited among
doctors CI .hMin^f-.. 1 li.- ,,Ih,1ii ,ni, .it' tl..' inaMinum limit of 2s.
upon tlic .III nii-t- >liiu.. nf tho p....! n.-.T*.-i,rily implies the
corresponding aljolition of tlie doctors" mininmra limit of Ts.
The effect of these changes would be that, in lieu of the doctors'
minimum of 7s. being guaranteed, as at present, and the
chemists taking the risk of being discounted, the doctors would
be called upon to guarantee to the chemists payment iu full at
conmiercial prices for the medicines whicli they prescribe for
insured persons.

4. Simli nn arrangement has been the subject of careful
'"" "I- III "1 'ly the Joint Committee, and of discussion
' "

'
'

ii'l the British Medical Association. The Joint

I

' " " '

• ""'1 at the conclusion, as they have previously
"'l"i'^'i

'
'.. P.riti^h Medical Association, not only that

sueli a -, 1.1(1 in principle and administratively
conveniiiii 'n ,r ' \ ing regai-d to the substantial reduction
of I>''i'''- ! ' :

I ill. f.immoirial tariff, and the greater
care and

, l,,,liwas bound to result
from (li. 1.1

I nigs, the risk of any
encroarli - tlieoretical except in
the case ..I -1.. -

, ., tijg consequences of
which the doetoi-s 7s. Iiad n.Ac ,-. ,,i .voiuse, been guaranteed.

5. The British Medical Association in virtue of the relations
which they Jiad recently establislied witli Panel Committees
issued a circular to those Committees in which the nature of the
proUem and of its possible solutions was analytically examined.

and a series of queslious asked iu order to elicit the attitude
of eacli Panel Committee towards the proposals outlined above,
or any alternative suggestions. The Joint v;onunittce arc now
informed by the British Medical Association that the replies
received are practically unanimous iu their rejection of any
proposal for the abolition of tlie minimum of "is.

6. These events Iiave placed the Joint Committee in a some-
what difficult position. They are still convinced that the
proposal submitted to the Panel Committees \vas one whiclj

practitioners miglit reasonably liave been expecteil to accept if

not bo jn,tiliod in now jiresMng tlieir proposal upon an
unwilling profession, if any alternative solution of the present
difficulty would be likely to meet w ith general anceptanee.

7. As" the doctors, by insisting upon th.- 'ni-inmm .•t7s.,

have declined to take upon themselves il -n...!~il.ility

involved in conoe(bng to cliemists tlmt a-s-.u nant
in full whieh is the essential condition of .;. . i| ;.ii.,es,

they cannot reasonably, and, as the Joint Cominiiioi.i niiijur-

stand, they do not expect to secure for themselves the benefit
of the reduction in prices under a hew commercial tariff. The
conclusion arrived at l>y the Panel Coinniittees h.^.s thus
rendered abortive the original propi^s.

introduction of the commercial tail n .1 ,1 I'.ilfi;

and the obvious course, in the specia I
•

: 1 . j.m y,
would have been to postpone the int 1

..III. ' 11 1 :. . niiii. loial

tariff and the further consideration of its tlnanoial Ira-is, and
to continue for the present all the existing arrangements with
doctors and chemists intact, not only as regards the tariff'

prices, but also as regards the guaranteed minimum of 7s.

,

together with its inevitable consequences of the discounting
of chemists' bills.

8. But against this, grave difficulties of another kind jiresenfc

themselves. It is a matter of common knowledge that ever
since the commencement of medical benefit; great and increasing
dissatisfaction has been evinced by the pharmaceutical pro-

fession at the discounting clause. The growing pressure
against its retention was suspended upon the appointment of

the Departmental Committee, and the recommendations of
that Cijmmitteo in favour of the abolition of discounting were
hailed by the wliole body of pharmacists as one reform which
is indispensable to any continuanoeof the service of pharmaci.>-t3

upon tlie Insurance I'anol. .Moreover, the veiy recommendations
of tlie Departmental Committee as to prices have reinforced the
objections of pharmacists by enabling them to demon.strate tliafc

a continuance of the present arrangement is bound to result in

the chemists iu inany areas receiving a lower rate of remunera-
tion than that pronounced by the Departmental Committee to

be commercial, and in many other chemists being subjected to

a serious risk of similar treatment.
9. It was without surprise therefore that the Joint Com-

mittee recently received an intimation from the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain reaffirming the position of the
Pharmaceutical profession in the matter of discounting, and
emphasising the settled intention of pharmacists not to con-

tinue service any longer under any system in which discounting
found a place. But the attitude in this respect of pharmacists,
in conjunction with the similar attitude of the medical pro-

fession as already explained, has created a position of con-

siderable gravity. The medical profession demand that their

minimum remuneration shall be a prior charge upon the medical
fund of the .area; the pharmaceutical profession demand, on
the other hand, that their remuneration shall have priority.

The position thus arising appears to constitute a complete
deadlock, and has placed the Joint CommifXee, in view of their

desire to proceed, so far as i^ossible, with the general consent
of both parties, in a position of extreme difficulty. At other

times and in other circumstances, the obvious duty of the Joint

Committee would have been, after carefully balancing the
considerations on the one side and the other, to decide upon

tsof til. claiii of the two professions, anti

iioments for 1916. But short
lie abatement or withdrawal

I the other, there appears to

I a solution of the deadlock :

, the Jourand It is this course whi.'ii. '. .::...

Committee now put forwa i I 1
.

1
1

.

i
.

,

10. The deadlock consist- '

. en, in the f.act th

both the doctors and the i li n ;-i - n. 1. manding guaraiit. .

the responsibility for which neither side arc willing to unilci

take. Clearly these conflicting claims can only be recoucili • I

by some third party who is willing to give guarantees to both

doctors and chemists. If the Government on full considera-

tion could see its way to step into the breach and give tlie
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requisite guarantees to both parties the tollo-.viag might be the

arrangements :

—

(i.) The doctors could be guaranteed their minimum of

7s., the present arrangement continuing whereby any part

of t lie "Boating" sixpence remaining after deduction of

the cost of chemists" accounts, civlcuhited on the basis of

the existing tariff, is addetl to the minimum 7s. up to a
maximum 7s. 6d.

(ii.) By pooling the balances of the drug fund in each
area, remaining after deduction of any sum accruing to

the doctors of that areji as their share of the " floating
"

sixpence under (i.) above, the Joint Committee would
accumulate a Central Fund . out of •which they would
guarantee the jiayment of the chemists' bills in full under
a new commercial tariff, the Government taking the risk

of the totnl fund so accumulated proving insuHicieut for

this purpo.sc

(iii.) Under such arrangements, since the chemists would
no longer be affected by the results of any extravagance
on the part of doctors in their prescribing, the local

Pharmaceutical Committees would cease to discharge the
functions hitherto fulfilled by them under Article 40 of the
Kegulations, and some other body or authority « ould be
(.barged witli those functions.

(iv.) It would also follow logically that any sums
rocoverefl from individual doctors by the jirocess of sur-

charging should be paid in everj- case into the practitioners'

fund of the area.

11. The Joint Committee desire to make it clear that they
are not at present in a position to offer the arrangements
roughly outlined above to the profession for their acceptance.

They are prepared to submit to the (lOvernment that, in the
exceptional circumstances, these arrangements, with the
financial liabilites which they involve, should be adopted for

the ensuing year. They feel, however, that they cannot in

any event hope for an affirmative decision from the Govern-
ment unless they can be assuied on behalf of the profes.sion

that doctors, who would thus be continued through 1916 in

their present posil ion, will do all t'lat lies in their power to

render effective the existing safeguards against extravagant
prescribing as embodied in Article 40 subject to the elimina-

tion as indicated above of the functions of Pharmaceutical
Committees in this matter.

12. The Joint Committee take this opportunity of stating

that the}' have now been informed by the Treasury that
Parliament will be asked to vote for the year 1916 the
Exchequer Grant of 2s. 6d. per insured person which has
hitherto been included in the Annual Estimates under the

promise given in 1912 for a period of three years.

Kational Health Insurance Joint Committee,
I6th October, 1915.

Tlio Committee has also addressed the foIloTving letter

to the National Health Insurance (Joint) Committee

:

Kovember 1st, 1915.

Sir,

The Insurance Acts Committee has received from
several Panel Committees the following resolution, or one
on similar lines : ^
That the Pane! Committee strongly objects to the excessive
deductions from the quarterly cheques, and seeing that the
payments for 1914 are still unpaid therefore gives warning
of "the danger of combined refusal of tbe doctors in the
county of to continue to work the Act.

The feeling of dissatisfaction conveyed by the above
resolution is vei-y widespread, as shown by a constant
stream o( letters from individual panel practitioners and
secretaries of Panel Committees, and the Insurance Acts
Committee would most earnestly press upon the attention
of the Commissioners the desirability if possible of some
reassurance as to the financial position both as regards
arrears and future payments being given to panel practi-

tioners before they are Invited to say whether they will

renew their agreements for 1916 or not.

It is evident that practitioners are not satisfied that the
deductions made during the present year from the usual
advances have been made on a basis which can be justified.

I
The deduction of 30 per cent, that has been made in many
areas, presumably mainly on account of recruiting, appears
to be extravagant to those on the spot who have a good
genei-al notion of the rates of recruiting. Even if all the

' recruits obtained during the past year had been insured
persons (which, of course, they were not) a 30 per cent.

[ deduction seems to our correspondents to be indefensible.

I
Many panel practitioners have entered into financial

. commitments on the strength of the payments due to

them by Insurance Committees, and the greatly reduced

income thoy are now receiving from this source is a very
serious matter for some of them. It is freely asserted
that the reduction in the payments is far in excess of any
reduction in the work that' is being called for by panel
patients, and, in view of the fact that so many good lives
have been withdrawn from the doctors' lists, even if tha
fidl amount per quarter were being paid for every insured
person actually resident in an area, the relation of the
payment to the work done would be greatly to the disad-
vantage of the doctor as compared with normal times.
On all these grounds, ami more particularly because of

its knowledge of a strou<4 unli ivuntiit of serious (and the
Committee believes justili;ilil(i di-'Mutcnt, the Committee
would urge the great ddial.iUiy. indeed necessity, of
some statement being made at the present time whicli will
allay apprehensions that panel doctors have formed as
regards the future, owing to their experience during the
past eighteen months. Tlio Committee would suggest
that, if possible, some statement should be made that
doctors need not fear that their periodical advances wUl
fall in 1916 below some definite rate per insured person on
their lists. It is also very important that prompt steps
should be taken to make a settlement for 1914.

I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,
Alfred Cox,

Medical Secretary.
The Secretary,
National Health Insurance (Joint) Committee,

Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.

IRELAND.
Payment of Sickness Benefits under the

Insurance Act.
The master reported to the North Dublin Union, in reply
to a letter from the Secretary of the Transport Unioa
Approved Insurance Society, that the approved societies

in Ireland had not carried out Subsection C of Section
12 (1) of the Insurance Act by making arrangements
with the Dublin hospitals for the maintenance and treat-

ment of sick insured. Section 12 (1) of the Insurance Act
provides

:

No payment shall be made on account of sickness disable-
ment or maternity benefit to or in respect of any person during
any period when the person to or in respect of whom the benefit
is payable is an inmate cf any workhouse, hospital, asylum,
convalescent home, or infirmary supported by any publio
authority or out of any public funds or by "a charity or
voluntary contributions.

In Subsection C workhouses, inchiding their hospitals,
were omitted from the list of institutions with which
approved societies could make arrangements for the
medical treatment of their sick members. The guardians
complain tliat the approved societies have failed to make
arraugemeuts for the treatment of their sick in the city
hospitals, and, contrary to the provisions of the Insurance
Act, have paid sickness benefits to insured persons while
undergoing treatment in the workhouse hospitals, and
that consequently these institutions are overcrowded by
insured persons, who, while receiving their full sickness
benefits, contribute nothing to maintenance and medical
treatment. The guardians recommend that the approved
societies which make illegal payments of sickness benefits
to their insured members while in the workhouses should
be surcharged, in the hope that when insured persons
found that they could not be paid their sickness benefits
they would not be so ready to enter the workhouses.

Administration of Sanatorium Benefit.
At a recent meeting of the Dublin County Council a

letter was read from the Secretary of the County Dublin
Insurance Committee stating there was a grave dis-

crepancy between the figui-es supplied by the Insurance
Committee's estimate cukI tliat of the Insurance Commis-
sioners for the admiuistiatiou of sanatorium benefit, and
suggesting that a system could be devised whereby each
Insurance Committee would be informed by the Insurance
Commission at the commencement of each year of the
appro.ximatc amount on which it could safely base its

expenditure for tliat year. The Chairman warmly sup-
ported the suggestion, and stated that at the present time
nobody was in a position to know whether the Committee
had a balance to credit or whether it was in debt ; in these
circumstances he could not sign the recommendation of

the medical officer for extended treatment for thirty

patients, as it would make tbe Committee responsible for

a sum of £150, and he did not know whether there were
funds to meet such an expenditure. It was decided to
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appoint a deputation, consisting of tlie Chairman and three

other members of the council, to interview the Insurance
Commissioners.

INSURANCE COMMITTEES.
London.

Sanaioriam Benefit and Finance.—At tlio mectinf; of

the London Insurance Committee on October 28th, the
principal matter debated was tlie report of the deputation
recently appointed to in tervie-w the Insurance Commission on
the finances of London insurance, which, as reported at the
previous meeting (Biurisii Medical Jodenal, Supplement,
October 2nd, 1915), are in danger of breaking down. So
far as the income of tlie Committee for institutional and
other forms of treatment except "domiciliary " was con-

cerned, the opinion of the deputation was that the sum
available (9d. a head per annum) was insufficient ; and it

was further pointed out that whatever might be said as to

the legal right of insured persons to sanatorium treatment,
such persons were undoubtedly under tlie impression that
they had a claim to this treatment if their medical practi-

tioner advised it. On this point the view of the Commis-
sion was to the effect that many cases which under the
system hitherto obtaining had been recommended for

treatment in sanatoriums would in future be treated at
dispensaries ; and, furthermore, that " chronic " cases
would probably have t) stand aside as regards admission
to sanatoriums, and le referred to the Poor Law or public
healtli authorities in order to admit of treatment being
afforded to " early " cases, in wliom permanent benetSt

was probable. On the whole subject the Chairman of the
Insurance Joint Committee (Mr. Charles Roberts, M.P.)
said that it would be futile to go to the Treasury under
existing circumstaccjs for a grant of further funds. The
Committee had a limited income, and must accordingly
cut down or adjist its expenditure both on benefits

and administration. On the motion to receive the
report, some discussion took place upon the propriety
of having previously issued it to the press, and Dr.
Lauriston Shaw expressed the opinion that it would
have been well had a statement been formulated
representing a mutual agreement before anything
was published. Mr. Handel Booth, M.P., warmly con-
tested Dr. Shaw's position, and referred to the dismay and
horror with which he read, in the deputation's report, the
statement of the Commission with regard to placing
chronic cases of tuberculosis under the Poor Law autho-
rities. That statement did not appear in the Commission's
report, and he could not understand any member of the
medical profession being a party to suppressing it. The
sanatorium benefit was on3 of the things most advertised
when the Act was pass:^d. Anj'bcdy who could make the
suggestion cfn ained in the report had failed to grasp the
first principles of National Insurance. He appealed to
the medical prcf^ssion not to lend tlicmseivcs to
manoeuvring of this descriptioii. The people did not
come in under the Act in order to go on the Poor Law.
Dr. B. A. Richmond said that although the Act provided
sanatorium beneiit, thtit term did not necessarily mean
residence in a sanatorium in every case and for any period,
and Dr. Shaw explained t'lat his own desire in suggesting
an agreed report was to tie the Commission down upon
certain understood facts and principles. An amendment
that the report be taken back and an endeavour made to
secnrs an agreed report was lost, and ultimately it was
decided that the deputation should again be authorized
to interview the <

'<:,!
:

Paymrnts to /' y-s.—Ou the recommenda-
tion that, fortl'. if 1915, payment be made
to the practiti.iii 1 -f Is. 2d. for each capita-
tion fee, in two iu'stalmeuts of 8d. and 6d., au amendment
by the representatives of tlie Panel Committee that the
instalments be lOd. and 4d., in view of the fact that the
second instalment would not be paid until January, was
negatived.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
London.

Payment to Practitioners.—At the meeting of the Panel
Committee for the County of London on October 26th
some discussion arose on the question of advance payments
to practitioners. Tho Panel .Service Subcommittee recom-
mended concnrreuco in the proposal of tho Insurance

Committee to make to each panel practitioner during the
fourth quarter of 1915 two payments in advance of the
amount due to him at the rate of 8d. and 6d. in respect o£
each capitation fee. Dr. A. Salter objected, on the ground
that, according to his information, tho funds available to
the Insurance Committee for distribution would justify
a larger payment. He agreed that large numbers of
insured persons had bacu removed owing to enlistment,
but, on the otlier hand, large numbers also had come oa
to the panel, including a great many women entering
industrial occupations for the first time. He demanded a
first payment of lOd., instead of 8d., if only because this
would be forthcoming before Cliristmas, when practi-
tioners, like other people, had special financial obliga-
tions. He moved an amendment embodying this demand ;

this was seconded by Dr. A. Welply, and carried by a
large majority.

Alleged Excessive Ordering of Drags.—Five practitioners
were invited to attend the meeting of the Committee (four

of whom accepted the invitation) to answer charges
relating to the excessive ordering of drugs. Before the
cases were brought forward, however. Dr. Salter moved
that tho entire report of the Pharmacy Subcommittee
dealing with these cases be referred back on the ground
that the charges in question were fifteen or eighteen months
old, and that it was grossly unfair to ask a practitioner to
justify prescriptions bearing so remote a date. Moreover,
when the prescriptions were written eighteen months ago,
the Panel Committee had given no idea as to the quanti-
ties or items considered reasonable and sufficient. The
voting on Dr. Salter's amendment resulted in 23 in its

favour and 23 against, and by the casting vote of the
chairman it was decided that the report should not be
referred back. The investigation of the cases then pro-

ceeded. In most cases excess in quantity was alleged, but
there were also instances of the use of proprietary names.
In every case the explanation of the practitioner was
accepted as sufficient.

At a special meeting on November 2nd some private and
confidential figures were given as to the funds available

for distribution by the Insurance Committee ; but the
Finance and General Pui-poses Subcommittee recom-
mended that before reconsidering tlie question of con-

currence tho Panel Committee should request the Insur-

ance Committee to furnish the figures necessary to enable
a judgement to be formed. Dr. CowiE moved an amend-
ment concurring in the Insurance Committee's proposal,

but requesting that in future when concurrence was asked
as to advance payments, all information pertaining to the
registers and Medical Benefit Fund on which estimates

were based should be submitted to the Panel Committee.
Refusal to concur would mean distress to many practi-

tioners owiug to postponed payments. Dr. Major Green-
wood seconded the amendment. Dr. Salter supported
the original recommendation, and strongly opposed the
policy of acquiescing in every demand or imposition the
Insurance Committee chose to make. The situation could
only be met by determined resistance on the part of the

doctors. Dr. Parkinson also supported the recommenda-
tion. Dr. Laoriston Shaw pleaded for a policy of mutual
forbearance ; and Dr. Cowie's amendment was carried by
36 votes to 11.

Medical Benefit Begiilations, 1916.—The draft x-egula-

tions issued by the Insurance Commissioners were then
considered, and the Chairman (Dr. Cardale) said that the
first, relatiug to the commercial drug tariff, might be said

to have the consent of the medical profession, through the
British Medical Association ; but in respect to the other

two provisions there had been no consent, nor even
consultation. These were (1) the provision enabling tho

Insiuance Committee, after consultation with the Paui 1

Committee, to require practitioners not to order drugs fi

appliances in such a form as to necessitate a referent

back on the part of the chemist to a previous order ; an i

(2) the addition to tho medical certification rules that all

certificates should be written indelibly, and the practi-

tioner's signature written by his own hand. The recom-
mendation of the subcommittee expressed the view that no
regulation of tho Commissioners atfecting terms and con-

ditions of service should be considered intra vires until

the consent of the profession had been obtained. Dr.

Salter moved the inclusion of words, affirming that tlin

proposed new regulations constituted a serious breach of

faith on the part of the Commission, having regard to the
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pleOi^o lliat no contentions alteratious wei-o to be initiated

or coiitonplateiUInringthe war. Dr.PiingsecomleJ, but the

anienthueut, however, was lost, and the recon)mcnjation of

the subcommittee agreed to. The Committee also approved
tlie action of the subcouiuiittee in circularizing the prac-

titiouoi-s, strongly advising them to malie no commuuica-
tiou in writiug to the Insurance Committee as to whether
they accepted or rejected the altered forms of service.

Hivisioii of Drnij Tariff.—A recommendation was
carried unanimously expressing the opinion that the

British Medical Association should seek for certain modi-
fications to be made in the existing tariff prior to its use as

the basis for determining the amount to be transferred

from the Drug Fund to the Practitioners' Fund.

Surrey.
At a meeting of the County of Surrey Panel Committee
lield on October I5th it was reported that the Surrey
United Friendly Societies Council and the county repre-

sentatives of the Prudential Insurance Society had" agreed,

in tlie case of chronic patients, to recognize mouthly
instead of weekly medical certificates. The report of the
Special Finance Subcommittee recommending the Panel
Committee to apply to have its expenses paid out of the
Medical Benefit Fund was approved.

East Suffolk.
A MEETING of the Panel Committee was held on
October 12th.

Election of Chairman.— 'Dv. T. C. Askin (Alderton) was
elected Chainnan of the Committee, in tlie place of

Dr. H. P. Helsham, resigned.
Proposed Phannacoiweia.—The proof was approved,

and it was decided that the pharmacopoeia be printed, and
that a copy be sent to each practitiouer on the panel.

"Ou-ii Arraniji'incnts.'—The scale of fees in the fifth

schedule of the Medical Benefit Regulations was adopted.
Mileage Grant for l'J13.—It was reported that the basis

of payment in respect of the special mileage grant, 1913,

to each panel practitioner who submitted a return was
8.496d. in the shilling.

Certificates.—It was decided to communicate with the
Commissioners and with the East Suffolk Insurance Com-
mittee expressing disapproval of the decision of that
Committee on September 15th to inform a doctor that in

future he should fill up and sign all certificates in the

2>resence of the insured member.

Isle op Ely.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee held on October 12th
a statement was read by the Clerk of the Insurance Com-
mittee detailing the steps taken to bring about a settlement
of the balance of the 1913 accounts due to practitioners

and chemists. The figures produced by the Clerk were
investigated and accepted as satisfactory.

The proposed scheme for placing the drug tariff on a
commercial basis was rejected, the Committee being of

opinion that the practitioners' 7s. must on no account be
endangered by a deficit in the drug fund.

Exeter.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee held on October 29th
tlie Committee expressed the opinion that the Memo-
randum from the Insurance (Joint) Committee as to pro-
posals with respect to possible changes of the regulations
affecting the di'ug tariff' was a fair compromise between
the rival claims of the doctors and chemists.

INSURANCE NOTES.
Medical Benefit Regulations.

The Joint Committee of Insurance Commissioners has
issued draft regulations, dated October 27th, with regard
to the revision of the drug tariff discussed in the communi-
cation of the Insurance .-Vets Committee to the Com-
mittees in England, Scotland, and Wales, and also in

the letter to the Joint Committee of Insurance Commis-
sioners, published at page 177. The regulations may be
cited as the National Health Insurance (Medical Benefit)
Regulations (England and Wales), 1916 (price Id.) The
draft regulations are accompanied by a Memorandum
217yI.C., aTldressed to Insurance Committees in England,
setting out the procedure as to revision for 1916 of arrange-
ments with practitioners on the panel and with chemists
and other persons for the supply of drugs and appliances,
together with a draft circular "letter for transmission by
Insurance Committees to practitioners.

Proposed .^ii.iLGAMATiON op Insur.\ncb Commissions.

Aberdeen.
The proposed amalgamation of the Scottish Insurance
Commission with the English was discussed at the last
meeting of the .\bcrdeen Burgh Insurance Committee,
when the Finauce Committee presented a report to the
effect that the expenses of administration for all tho
countries was excessive, and that steps should be taken
to reduce the costs witliin reasonable limits. Dr. John
Gordon said that the chief economies that could be made
by greater centralization would be in respect of the salaries

of the officials and the cost of the central administrations.
The central administration in England cost Is. 7-lOd., in

Scotland Is. 4d., per insured person; the salaries in
England cost59-10d., and in Scotland 8 3-lOd. Addingthese
two items together, the cost in England was Is. 6d. and
a fraction, and in Scotland 2s. and a fraction, or 6d. more
per insured person. As the insured persons in Scotland
numbered a million and a half, the 6d. meant a total

of about £37,500 per annum in Scotlaud. If this 6d.

could be saved by some method of unification, there
would still be Is. 6d. per insured person for a reduced
administration and salary bill in a Scottish office iu

Edinburgh. The Retrenchment Committee had not
formulated any scheme. Proposals for retrenchment
would be welcomed, but no matter what changes such
economies might entail, the Government would always
keep an office iu Edinburgh with very considerable powers.
That might be taken for granted. Such a proposition as
was indicated in a resolution to be submitted at the meet-
ing of the Scottish Association of Insurance Committees
at Dundee on Saturday—namely, " That in Scotland wo
should be controlled by a body without knowledge of our
laws and institutions"—was unthinkable. He saw no
advantage in dealing with a resolution which was not
based on any known facts, and lie thought that it would
be to choose the higher patriotism to suggest a construc-

tive proposal, and ask for careful consideration of how
economies could be practised in the administration of an
Act which had admittedly been most expensive ia its

working.

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
Overdue Balances (Payments to Panel Doctors).

Sir Philip Magnus asked the Chairman of the Joint Com-
mittee of Insurance Commissioners on October 27th whether,
having regard to the reduced advanced payments to panel
doctors consequent upon the depletion of the lists by virtue o£

the number of insured persons who had enlisted, the gratui-

tous treatment of necessitous dependants, and the burdens
thrown upon doctors in meeting military requirements, he
could see his way to accelerate the payment of balances due
to medical practitioners for services rendered in the year
1914 ; and whether he could name a date when these

overdue balances were likely to be paid. Mr. Roberts said

that the special difficulties arising out of the state of war
which attended the final settlement of medical practi-

.tioners' accounts for 1914 had been fully explained to

representatives of those practitioners. 'The Insurance
Commissioners wei'e using their best endeavours to expe-

dite the settlement by all the means within their power.
Sir P. Magnus : Cannot the hon. gentleman give approxi-

mately any date when these claims will be settled ? Mr.

Roberts : I do not like to bind myself down to a date even
approximately, but I can assure the hon. gentleman that

1 will do my best.

^ssnciatioii Jiottas.

Staffordshire Bhanch.—Dr. Harold Hartley, Honorary
General Sci-i'i.(> . Di-i"!!, stuke-on-TreDt, ;^ives notice that
the lU-st Hc-ii. ' tlie session will be held at the
North Sts-ffoi ! u'l'rcnt, oil Tluirsrlay, November
18th. The I'l^ ii-n ,

I'l. K M. Kowland, will take the chair

at 4 p.m. Hiisiness:—Kesoiution: Tluit the Staffordshire

Branch hereby adopts the revised rules goveriini^ }n-ocedure in

ethical matters of a Branch composed of several Divisions as

approved by the Annual Eepreseutative iVIceting, 1915, without;

modification and in substitution for any ethical rules now ia

use bv tlie said Branch. Exliibitioii of living cases. Papers :—
W. Mitchell Smith: Alimentary Hvgieue iu Children. G. A.
Carter: Nose Bleeding. S. JlcMurray and E. E. Young:
A Case of Intracranial New Growth simulating Miners'
Nystagmus. Exhibition of pathological specimens, eto.

Dinner at 6.15 p.m. Charge, 5s.
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GENERAL COUNCIL

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND REGISTRATION.

WINTER SESSION, 1915.

Tuesday, November 2nd, 1915.

Sir Donald MacAlister, K.C.B., President,

iu the Chair.

The one-liundred and second session ot the General
Council of Medical Education and Registration began at

the offices of the Council, 299, Oxford Street, W., on
Tuesday, November 2nd, 1915, at 2 p.m.

PEESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen,—The President and Treasurers, acting

under your instructions, have arranged that this meeting
of the Council shall take place at an earlier date than
usual. We hoi)e that by mxt mouth tlie new building in

Hallam Street maybe i( a<ly for y.>;ii [)arUal occupation.

It is necessary that the olliicis ff the Council should after

this week befroo from otliLi duty, iu oidLi- that tbo transfer

of our archives may be < anied out with the least possible

iutcrrui>tion to the public \York of the Registration Office.

Some difficulties, arising from the preseut industrial

conditions, have delayed the completion of the building,

but these are being surmounted by the efforts of our
iircliitoct and builders. We are assured that the sta£E will

)ic able to move into the new offices before the date now
:i iiaugcd for the surrender of the old. It may therefore

bt assumed that the present is our last session in these
pitiuises. They arc associated with memories of over
lialt a century of ;

'

''
' c. but they have ceased to

be sufficieu! i'oi 1 ivities, and most of us will

part from them v, ' -ret.

The Registrar, \l
,

.

'- still on service. He is in

command ot a battalion of his regiment now in England,
but we look for bis attendance here during a part of the
session.

No change Las actually taken place in our membership
since last June. We have, however, received iutimation

that our valued colleague. Sir Thomas Fraser, is about to

retire after ten years' service as representative of the

Uuiversity of Edinburgh. As Chairman of the Pharma-
copoeia Committee, I may be allowed to say how greatly

that body has been strengthened by the fact that it in-

cluded him arr.em/ its pharmacologists. He will carry
with liiui tl" . I iin>

i

I

!

l! knowledge that the merits of the
new 17;f'j, ' , , 1: whose preparation ho bore a re-

spousibk I'll I :mi jri.imwledged at home and abroad, and
that its adtipliou ihrougliont the Empire is assured. It

Las already attained a circulation of some 25,000 copies.

Sir Thomas Fraser's place will be taken by Ur. Harvey
Littlejohn, Dean of the Edinburgh Faculty of Medicine.

We hope to welcome him at our next meeting. Dr.

Saundby's term of office has expired, and for the moment
he is not a member of the Council ; but he lias been duly
nominated for reappointment, and will, I understand,
rejoin us tomorrow.

AnnANGEMENTS FOR ELECTIONS.

A recent emergency Act of Parliament has made pro-

vision for postponing certain elections to public bodies
which would otherwise fall to be held within the next
year. The need for economy, and the absence on service

of many electors, have made a measure of this nature
desirable at the present time. In the case ot the Oeueral
Medical Council these two considerations apjily with
special force. The Executive Committee has accc-rdingly

called the attention ot the Lord President to the fact

that, in the ordinary course, two single elections at It ast

would have to be lield before the next general election

of direct representatives at the end of the year 1916. It

will be remembered that in the bill for amending our
election procedure which was approved by the Council
and passed the House of Lords, it was provided, among
other things, that the sitting members should continue iu

office till the end ot 1916, in order that tlienceforth the

elections of direct representatives should recur regularly

at intervals of five years. This particular improvement
can iu the present" instance be effected by an Order

of the Privy Council, as the public department con
cerned with the regulation of our elections. An Order
dealing with the subject was issued on October 27th.
It applies the Act in such a way that, even in tho
case of unexpected vacancies, no isolated election need
be held in 1916. The Council and its branches will thus
be saved the expense, and tlie registered medical practi-

tioners of the United Kingdom the distraction, of such
elections during the coming year. Under the arrangement
set forth in the Order, the next term of office of each of
the six direct representatives will begin with the year
1917; and, unless casual vacancies occur thereafter, tho
succeeding general elections will be brought into line once
more. We are much indebted to the Lord President and
the Privy Council for the consideration they have given to
the Council's special difficulties arising from the unamended
provisions of the Medical Act (1886).

The War, the Profession, and the Patient.
The medical problems of the war continue to press on

the thoughts and energies of the profession. As more men
and still more answer the call of tho King to take arms in

the new forces, more and more surgeons are required for

military service. We have it on the highest authority that,

within the next few months, every qualified man ot snit-

able ago who is fit for the work of au officer in the Medical
Corps will bo needed. Civil practice in many ot it3

branches must yield place to iiractice with the troops
and in the militai-y hospitals. The Medical War Com-
mittees iu Scotland and England, which have under-
taken the organization of the profession to this end. are
making progress with their difficult but imperative task.

They are calling on the younger practitioners throughout
the country to give up their practice and prospects for war
service. They arc calling on the practitioners who remain
beliind to undertake increased labour and responsibility,

that the civil population may not go untended. They look

to these civil practitioners to further and to guard, as an
honourable trust, the interests of their brethren in tho
field. They look to the public to lighten the sacrifices and
the burdens, which all practitioners must endure in these

days, both by loyalty to the absent, and by consideration

for those who meantime take their place. The Insurance
Commissioners have recognized that certain reasonable

claims made iu peace times, such as that for a " free

choice of doctor," can no longer be pressed; and that

in the common interest of all some of the customary
privileges of the insured must be restricted. When
the actual situation is better realized, the public

outside the insurance scheme will no doubt be ready

to make similar allowances. I am informed that iu the

rural districts the position is better understood than in

the towns ; and that the proportion of country practitioncre

who have laeen set free for military service is higher than

that from the large centres of population.

Safeguardino the Interests of Brolliei- Praclltioners.

It has been suggested to me that, owing to the somewhat
loose attachment of tho town patient to his medical man,
the latter has an uneasy apprehension that if he goes into

the army his patients may be alienated, and his practice

absorbed by his neighbours, aud that he is thereby deterred

from offering himself as a volunteer. If there is any ground
for this apprehension, the local Medical War Committees
are endeavouring to remove it by promoting equitable

agreements between practitioners who remain on civil

duty and their colleagues on active service, with a view to

the conservation of their respective interests. It is on
every ground desirable that an arrangement of this kind

should be generally adopted. The failure of any prac-

titioner to ob.serve it, iu letter and iu spirit, would certainly

be " regarded as dishonourable by liis professional brethren

of good repute aud competence." It would, therefore,

according to the dictum of the Lords Justices of tho

Queen's Reuch, form a proper subject of inquiry by this

Council. But I am fain to believe that our corporate

sense of obligation to those who now enter His Majesty's

service, for the national defence, will bo an all-sufficient

safeguard of what they have committed to the trust of

their fellow practitioners. The country calls for the

unselfish co-operation of all ranks and classes in the

common task. The profession to which we arc proud to

belong has given abundant xjroofs that it will not be found

wanting in duty or iu self-denial.
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Caimda.
As to the future supply of persous duly qualified to fill

our ileploted rauks, the prospects ure dubious. From the

British Doniiuions aud from other countries about 240
practitioners have this year been registered in the Colonial

List aud the Forci>)ii List. Orders in Council have applied

the Medical Act 1I886) to Ontario and Saskatchewan;
and conimuuicatious arc daily ospoctod from the three
Wcstoiu I'rovinces of Canada in which tliat Act is

uot yet operative, that will enable us to cslablish reci-

procity with thoui. There is reason to think that, when
the arraugcmeuts with the Domitiion are complete, a
consimimation which wo devoutly wish to hasten, the
number of Canadian practitioners on the Medioal Register
will be cousidei-ably increased. The new men will be as
heartily welcome as thaso who have already come to our
aid from EaBtern Canada, Australasia, and South Africa.

But iu case luy words should reach any intending appli-

cants for registration who are still iu Canada, I woiild
impress upon them the necessity of eusurinj^ that they not
only hold a recognized diploma from their proviucial

university or college, but are legally entitled to practise in

the province itself. Tliis last is required, as a condition
of reciprocity, both by Canadian and Imperial law. The
neglect of the condition has in some cases caused delay in

registratiou, which the Registrar rcgiets but cannot avoid.

Medical Studenls.
Though the 'War Office authorities recognize that the

withdrawal from professional instruction of large numbers
of medical students, of the first tlu-ee years, will have a
serious effect on the future, they have deemed it inad-
visable to discourage any junior student who chooses to

offer himself for combatant service. There is accordingly
much uncertainty among junior students as to their

immediate duty. They are naturally eager to serve with
their comrades in the army, but they are told that no
considerable proportion of them should give up their

preparation for qualified service by and by. The indi-

vidual student is thus at a loss to decide between
apparently conflicting claims. It is much to be desired
that the army authorities should give clearer guidance
ou this perplexing question. I hope to have the support
of the Council iu the efforts I am making to procure
a dcfmito pronouncement which will set the question at
rest. -Many young men, who were registered as students
before the war began, are meanwhile leaving the medical
schools to accept commissions or to enlist in the ranks.
The result is that the prospective shortage of 250 qualified

practitioners per annum, which I mentioned iu my last

address as probable during the coming years, will almost
certainly be exceeded. AVomen students continue to in-

crease in number, and members of other professions are
entering on the study of medicine ; but the numbers of

these do not make up for the loss of students already
registered, who have sacrificed the prospect of early
qualification in order to join the King's forces.

Prohationers B.N.
In one branch of the service, to which my attention was

directed by members of tho Council and others, it appears
likely that some economy of medical students may be
effected by suitable arrangements. Our fleets include many
minor vessels which are attendant on or auxiliary to certain
larger units. The larger ship carries a proper surgical
Btatf and equipment. It is thought necessary that on
the auxiliary vessel a surgical "probationer" should be
stationed, capable of rendering "first aid" to the injur<d
until they can be transferred to the parent ship. For this
work medical students, who have completed their physio-
logical and anatomical studies, aud have been instructed
in surgical dressing, aro preferred. They have joined in
considerable numbers, and have approved themselves to
th^^ Admiralty as capable of valuable service of a temporary
and provisional character. But it is recognized that
they will bo still more valuable when fully qualified
for commissioned service, and that the interruption of
their studies ought not to be unduly prolonged. The
Medical Director-General authorizes me to make it known
that any " probationer " who, after (say) six months'
service, desires to present himself for a professional
examination, or to resume his studies with a view to
qualification, will be granted leave of absence, or be
demobilized, at his own request. A less senior student

inay ili. n In ;i|i|iouileJ "probationer " iu his place for a
siniil 1 i I I vice, aud at its expiry he can return
to In- i:

11 lilvo luauucr. By such a rotation o£
service ,t

i

. -^i.rii <if students might continue to bo
employed in war work that is relevant to their future
profession, and the qualification of none would be unduly
delayed. Tho requirement of the licensing bodies, that
every student should act for six mouths as " surgical
dresser," may bo deemed to be fulfilled by corresponding
service as a surgical " probationer."

Trainina of Midicivcs.
The absence on military duty of medical men iu family

practice, particularly in tho country districts, will almost
certainly lead to tho fulloi- employment of certificated
midwives. It is the more important that tho training of
these women should be adequate for the work they will bo
called to undertake. The Central Midwives Board for
England has framed new rules providing for an extensioa
of the course of iustructiou prescribed for its certificate.

The rules have been transmitted by the Privy Council tor
the opinion of the English Branch Council, in accordanco
with tho statute, aud will be duly considered by it during
the present session.

In Scotland there is as yet no corresponding statute.
No official certificate of fitness can be obtained by mid-
wives iu Scotland, and no central or local supervising
authority regulates their practice. A woman trained in
Scotland may obtain tho Central Board's certificate by
examination iu England, but when she returns to practise
in Scotland she ceases to be under the English Board's rules
and supervision. The Council has urged the importance
of legislation that w ill apply to Scotland the principles of
the English Midwives Act, and it has carefully considered
and approved a bill for the purpose which has for some
time been before Parliament. Tho need for the bill was
apparent from tho fact that the ratio of maternal deaths
to registered births in Scotland is half as large again as it

is in England. Tho conditious created by tho war, more
especially iu the Highland and rural districts, have made
the need more apparent than before. Strong representa-
tions have been made to the Government by leading
members of the profession, iu favour of proceeding with
the Scottish bill iu tho current session of Parliament, on
the ground that an emergency exists which ought to bo
provided for without delay. When, as your President,
1 was consulted ou the subject by the authorities, I re-

minded them of the declarations on the Scottish bill which
were communicated to the Lord President by this Council.
I did not hesitate to express my conviction, based on sorao
knowledge of the Highlands and Islands Medical Service,
that the claim for urgency was well founded, and my belief
that tho Council would welcome the speedy passing of tho
bill into law.

Disciplinary Cases.
A case which will come before you for inquiry, at tho

instance of the Central Midwives Board, raises an impor-
tant question concerning the responsibilities of practi-
tioners in relation to women whose certificates as midwives
have been withdrawn. Most of the facts of .the case have
been ascertained in another court ; it will remain for tho
Council to pronounce on their professional bearing. Tho
other penal cases arise from repeated convictions for mis-
demeanour, and will involve no prolonged judicial
investigation ou your part.

Instances have come to the knowledge of the Registrar
in which persous whose names have on account of mis-
conduct been erased from tho Bcffisfrr have migrated to
other parts of the empire, and have there succeeded in
obtaining registration iu virtue of (jnaliticatioiis they uo
longer possessed. It has been the regular practice of tho
Council to forward, through the Colonial Office, copies of
the Erasure hist for confidential use by Government
officers of the Overseas Dominions. It appears that,
owing to administrative aud other changes, the List did
not in all cases reach the medical registration authorities
concerned, and that these were therefore unaware of the
action takeu by this Council. The Acting Registrar, in
consultation with tho Colonial Office, has now succeeded
in making arrangements which will ensure that all the
registration authorities of the empire shall be regularly
notified of your judicial decisions regarding the removal
of names from the Register. A necessary check upon
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fiaudulent tnisreprcsentations will thus bo plncetl fit tlio

Lli^sposal of oni- ineclical colleagues beyond tlio soas.

Dental Eih-cation and Examination.
The preoccupations occasioned by the war liavc probably

prevented some of tho licensing and teaching bodies from
giving full attention to the inipoitant question of dental

education and examination, raised last year by Dr.

Newsholme. Tho returns asked lor by your authority arc

still incomplete iu some respects. Such as they are, they
have been transmitted to your Standing Committee for

consideration and report at this session.

The Apothecartes' Halt., DrBLiN.
The deliverance of the Council regarding the course of

study and examinations required for the qualilication of

licoutiatc of the Apothecaries' Hall, Dublin, made in terms
of Section 20 of tho Medical Act (1858), was duly com-
luunijated to that bo'ly by your direction. A reply has
been received which I have referred to the Examination
Committee for its information. The Committee may, if it

thinks fit, prepare a report on the reply; or it may advise

that the reply should be laid before the Council for

iunnediate consideration. Iu either c:<se copies will be

placed in the hands of all the members of tho Council.

Finance.

In conclusion, I note with satisfaction that the financial

position of the Council and its branches, notwithstanding

the times of stress through which we are passing, appears

to be sound. Your treasurers and the Finance Committee,
with the help of the solicitor, have had some anxious and
delicate negotiations to carry through, in reference to the

investments and other property of the Council, and to the

funds for the erection of the new building. But the diffi-

culties have been surmounted, thanks largely to skilful

administration on the part of your trnntce- n I M i
i

, ,s,

with the result that we have been able 1' 1 '
i

' f

the national burden by making a substaii! I
I i ii

to the recent war loan. To attain this r. - ilt i • ',[ m iv-

adjustments of our assets and liabilities have been made.
These will be explained to you incamcrii. They necessitate

a very careful husbandry of our resources for some time to

come ; but in view of the public exigencies, I feel sure that

members will cheerfully acquiesce in the limitations

imposed by " war-time economy."

ISSTEUCTION IN MEDICAX ETEUCS.
Dr. JIcYail moved

:

Tliat it be remitted to the Education Committee to report to

the next meeting of Council on the education of medical
students in the ethical relationships of medical practitioners
to the State, to tlieir patients, and to each other.

Dr. McVail said that the subject of the education of medical
students in medical ethics was obviously within the sphere

of the General Medical Council, and his reason for bringing

it before the Council at that moment was his experience of

the importance of the teaching of medical ethics in the
Public Health Service, and more recently under the In-

surance Act. Its iinportance was growing. When notifica-

tion of infectious disease was first introduced the profession

were brought into relation with the State more closely

than ever before. AVhen the notificatiou was made com-
pulsory in all areas throughout the country, the i-elation of

the doctor to the State became still closer. Notification

of infectious disease cost the community a large amount
of mono}-. Its purpose was the prevention of infectious

disease. It was manifestly Important that notification

.should be so used and the money should be so spent as to

achieve the best possible results. These results depended
on the action, on the one hand, of the notifying practi-

tioner, and on the other, of the officers of the Public

Health Service. Promptitude and accuracy of notification

Avcre of the first iraouitance with regard to tho pre-

vention of disease. When a teacher had before him a
group of students, he had to recognize that some of

them would become general practitioners, others would
become medical officers of health, or officers of public

institutions, including hospitals for the prevention of

infectious disease. It was desirable that teachers should
point out to students, whether iu one capacity or the

other, that they had a duty towards the .State. In the

case of tho general practitioner it was promptitude and
accuracy. In the case of the medical officer of health or

officer to a hospital for infectious disease the duty was so

to deal with liis professional brother who had made tho
notification that the practitioner should receive no harm
from an occas'onal error. In his own experience ho had
found that a practitioner in his anxiety to prevent the
spread of infection had notified, no doubt somewhat
prematurely, a case of infectious disease, or had noti-

fied a case of illness as being of an infectious cliaracter,

and the case turned out not to be as notified ; tho
patient was sent home incontinently, and that brought
discredit on the practitioner who in all good faith
had been trying to help the public authority. That
same doctor some time afterwards sent at one time by one
post notification of several cases of enteric fever in ono
house. He was asked why ho had not notified the first

case earlier. He replied tirat he was going to take very
good care not to notifj' any case until absolutely certain ;

ho would rather risk disease than have his reputation
attacked as it had been previously when he had been
somewhat early in his notification. Tluit was one instance
among others ho might quote. Sometimes there was a
question as to tho fitness of a patient to be removtd to

hospital. In that ease the M.O.H. and the general prac-
titioner should bo brought into proper relationship. The
general practitioner might have been partly influenced by
the desire that the patient .should stay at home and not
bo taken to hospital, and not l>ave taken into full con-
sideration the influence of the spread of disease if the
case remained. There, if possible, the M.O.H. sho-ild

in a town meet the general practitioner, or in the country
should try to get in touch with him. In Scotland the
medical officer of healtii had a right of entry to any
house where there was reason to suspect the existence of

infectious disease, in that case it was also important that
both the M.O.H. and tho general practitioner should be
brought into contact so that no ill feeling might exist

between them. Those were only details, and the im-
portance of them depended partly on whether the medical
officer was a whole-time or ])art time official. When
tuberculosis became notifiable, first pulmonary tubercu-

losis and then all forms, there w.as a manifest in-

crease in the closeness of the relation of the doctor

•to the State. The doctor of a sanatorium had recently

deplored to him the fact that nearly 75 per cent, of

the cases notified in tlie particular area were notified after

the disease was advanced. It was very important that

teachers should impress on medical students the desira-

bility, in the interests of the public welfare, of early

notification. But even there it was conceivable that a
little difficulty might arise, for tho practitioner had to

think of his patient's personal welfare besides the welfare

of the public, and it might be an ethical question of some
delicacy whether he was bound to notify at once. That
was not for discussion now, but it was a point on which
there should be education. It might be a question of the
interest of the patient versus the public interest. Under
the Insurance Act there had been a further extension of

the contact between the practitioner and the State. The
question of certification had seemed so important to tho

General Medical Council that in its wisdom it had added
to its notices by calling attention to certification under the
Insurance Act, and that was a matter wliijh, not properly

dealt with, might bring the individual under the cogniz-

ance of the Council. Here again a practitioner might bo
iu a difficulty. He had to protect the fuuds of the approved
society (of which he was not an official) on the one hand,

and he had to think of the relation of the doctor and
patient on the other. Those were obvious cases. Sir

Clifford AUbutt, in an introduction to an encyclopaedia

of medicine, had dealt with the indiscriminate use of

drug.? in this country, and the view indicited was that

there was far too much drugging; that applied alike to the

insured and uninsured population. Whether Sir Clitiord

AUbutt thought it was a question of medical ethics with

regard to what medical men should do to limit the desires

of the patient in the matter of the consumption of drugs
was not clear ; but obviously there was room for a goml
deal of difference looking to the comparatively small

quantity of drugs used in Scotland as again.st those used lu

England. The General Medical Council had an interest

in the whole subject, because it was very important that

penal cases should be diminished, and if by education of

students this could bo brought about the Council would be
doing a good turn to its succos.sors iu office. Generally it

would be of importance, looking to the constantly increasing
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ilutics of the general iiractitioiici'. if in some way or

otiior tlio ilosii-ability of aoiiniciiiL; hiisinoss liabits conltl bo
iiicnloatoil into his luiiul. Th.wi- wtn' liis reasons for the

luoviiij; of tlie rocoiiii\icn(lat.i(in. What was snggosted
was that the Kducation Coininittoo should find out in

the tu-st place wlmt were tlio facts. What kind of

education was being given on the subject in tlie different

schools of medicine in the country:' What was the scope
of tlie ediicntioii. ami hy whom was it being given, by the

lii>lder of what chair, hy what lecturers? Having found
tlio facts the Kducation Committee might consider whether
the education should bo compulsory or optional. His own
feeling was that it should be compulsory, but that was subject
to what the Education Committee might report. If that
were jo the (]uestiou would further arise, Should it bo the
function of one chair or lectureship or divided among
several lectureships"? So far as the State was concerned
it appeared that the subject had a natural relationship to

the chair of medical jurisprudence, and where it happened,
as in some teaching schools, that medical and public
liealth students were taught by the same man, the rela-

tion of the subject to the chair was even closer. The
ijuestion wonld arise, How much education, in an already
overcrowded cnrricnlum, should be given to the subject ?

That was a matter on which the Education Committee
might advise the Council. From a considerable experience
of examination in medical jurisprudence and public health
he thought that in jurisprudence something less might
l)e done in toxicology, as analysis of the contents of the
stomach in suspected cases of poisoning was really outside
the future work of the ordinary practitioner.

Dr. Vebrall, as one of the direct representatives on
the Council, representing a large nnmber of practitioners
doing general practice for the most part, had great pleasure
in seconding the motion. In the form the motion was put
before the Council it proposed nothing more than to

establish a prima facie case for inquiry to be conducted
by the Education Committee. He did not think there
""uld bo any one in England in consulting practice,

genuin'. practice, or any other form of practice, who did
not feel that, iew were able to decide in difficult cases
without instruction what was the right course to adopt
towards their- patients, their brothers, and themselves.
iNIany sources of friction would be avoided if some general
standard could be attained by instruction such as was
suggested, and if, on the other hand, patients could under-
stand that there were some general principles by which the
profession generally and all its members were prepared to

abide, and although they could not control the acts of

their patients it should be understood that any departure
from those principles were not departures that the Council
would be prepared to support.

On the motion of Dr. Mackay, seconded by Dr.
M.AcnoNALD, the discussion, of the motion was adjourned.

Wxtnl Statistics;

HEALTH OP ENGLISn TOWNS.
Is Iheninety-eixlaigestRaglish towns 7.404 Invths and 4.616 deaths
were registci«l dluins tile week onrlerl SRtiminv. October 23rd. . The
unuiial rAte of mortality in these lowii^. wlii.li IukI in.ii 14.0. 14.9, and
13.9 per 1.000 in the. three precodii; liiOOintho
week noder noiice. In Lond

"

1 to 13 8,

while ainon;^ tlie ninety-five oili- . -m G.l in
Wimbledon. 6.2 in Leyton. 6.6 in I : Ipswich,
and 7.8in Lincoln, to 17.6 in Hi;. -r. 1.

19.1 in Suudcrliuid, 2n 2 -

Measles can»e'l a dcatl.^ :

Coventry. The deaths
diseases, which bad 1..

weeks, further fell to ibi ..

Iivjcl, 2D in nirmingham, 14 ,

The mortality from the r.

no marked e.tccss in any of tl

Binall-nox was registered dnrin^
lier cent., of the total dcith^ v

practitioner or by a r. ,

Liivorpool. 9 in Bimiin
Uotherhani, Gateshci. i

.

scarlet fever pstient- ,

lio-pitals and thelion.l .11
and 3,014 aftho end o( lii..- mie. |,ir.,-,..iini; .v •. k -. i.;. . liuuicr risiii u,
3.110 on Saturday, Octuher Zird ; 402 ucvv ui ,c» uuru a.l.i.utcd daiiut;
the week, against 382. 468, and 453 in the three precedina weeks.

HE..\r.TH OF SCOTTISFT Trtwxs.
I.vlho sixteen largest Scottish towns 1,060 ' -• -i -"» '-aMis were
registered during the week ended Hiii . .1. The
annual rate of mortality io these towns, \ 16.3, and
15.5 per 1,000 id tho three jireceding wc. i !i.l- week
under notice, and was 2,4 per 1,006 abovi- U: - ninetv-
six large English towns. Among tlies.,,,,,. , ., ,,,,. .l..;i.th-rato

ranged from 5.0 in Motherwell, 8.9 in KirkcaMy. aud 10.3 in I'erth, to

3 m Hamilton, and 2 in Ayr : from scarlet fever 7 deaths in .Aberdeen

;

frojii whooping-cough 2 deaths in Aberdeen ; from diphtheria 2 deaths
in Dundee : and from infantile diarrhoea 5 deaths in Greenock and

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS,
DcniNG tho week ending Saturday, October 9th, 517 births and
373 deaths wore rpsistcved in the twenty -oven principal urban dis-

again.st

therefore 9 per 1,(

ninety-six Kngli.sh tc

The birth rate, on tl:

lation. As for inorl
registration area wa
vious four weeks), in
(as against 14.6), in C

in Lin

II llnlfast 16.3 (as
n.l.mderry 17.7 (aa
11 A\aterford5.7(as
against 3.2 in tho

i.8 per l.m of tho
IS against 16.0 (ler

ish
tho

(as against 12.81. The zymotic death-i

e other hand, was equal to 26.2 per 1,000 of popu-
ility of individual localities, that in the Dublin
18.5 (as against an average of 19.7 for the pre-
Dublin city 19.7 (as against 21.31, in Belfast 12 6
Mk 11.6 (as against 19.7), in Londonderry 21.5 (as

13.21, and in Waterford 17.1
I against 2.5 i

JIabal an5 JEilitiini Appointments.

ROYAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVIOE.
The following appointments are announced by tho Admiralty: Staff
Surgeon E. L, Jones to the Vivid, additional, for disposal, T.
porary Surgeons P. It. Murphy, M.B..C. G. Dyer, H. C. C. Veitch, A, C.
Barker, M.H,, A. H. 8. W ;mU n, H. E. B. Finlai^on, G. G. Membery,
M.D., T. '

.
., ill. .1

I > I , I . 1. r. and B. L. CaldwcU-Smith to the
Victoru. ,.'.:' .' 'i

i
.

ii r.ital; R. VV. Brander. M.B., to th*
Coluiiilif 1

1
ij • ; 1 tho Falmouth; O, M, Johnson,

M.B., t.. iiyan; W. H, Steel. M.B., to tho
Pcmbi-ul.. .

,i.i..ii
I

.11 .!. j. ., ( iii.i hiiiu HoKpital.

ROTAT, N'\r,VI. VOLUKTEER RESEUTE,
Surgeon Probationer G. Bhirton to the Medusa, To he Surgeon

Probationers : J. H. L. Shapiro. H, 8. Plowman, B, Donovan.

service in
IS of Articl.
uumerary.

Lieutcn.mt-Cnlouel whilst

Temporary Ma.ior (;. K. Miles to be teiiiporar\. Lieuteunnt-Colonel
Captain li. E. Kelly, M.D., F K.C.S., R..A..M.(,'.rr,). to be temporary

JIajor
Major T. Mncken.'ie, M.D,, tho King's (Livei-pool Regiment) (T,P.),

to be tempi.raVN' -Alai-.r.

Surgeon T. (i. s, (

Temporary Lieutenant R, T. McKenzie. M.D.,to bo temporary Major.
W, M, Flack, M.B.. is granted temiiorarily tho honorary rank of

ARMY
Colonel H, 0, Trevor. ...

rank, is retained on then.
Royal \\'arrant for Pay an. i
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H. Mitchell. M.B.. W. F. -Wilson, M.B., WM,. Scott, M.D., G. BatcmBn,
W.B., W. E. C. Musson, W. F. Moore. M.D.
Lieutenant J. C. McKerrow, M.B., from tue Prince of Wales 8

Vi.l;iiiic.-is (Soutli J,aniiisliiro Regiment), Special He ervo. to be
(, T

' ' rtituted for the notification i)ublished in

> iiauts to be Lieutenants: G. C. Wells-

vogarding temporary Lieutenants J. I. .Tobnson
i.lishedin tbe Loitdon Gasette ot September 20tb

I -ijoctively are cancelled. _
10 iji> iLii.,...mv honorary Lieutenants: E. G. Barker, G. W.

luytiuo, r. li. Marriott, G. E. Spicer. G. M. Vevera.

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
The service? of Major W. C. Hoss. M.B., are placed at the disiiosal of

lieGovernii;ent of Bihar and Orissa for employment in the Sanitary

Licntcuaut-Colonel W. H. B. Robinson is appointed to be temporary
Volonel whilst Deputy Director, Medical Services, in Egjpt, with

,

..•..,
J
^[ s _ tn ijo Deputy Director of Medical

' llr-y, I.M.S.
has been permitted to retire from the

B., was killed in action iu France on

SPECIAL RESEBVE OP OFFICERS.
ROTAL Abmt Medicai, Cobps.

r. D. Inch. iSr.B . to bo Captain (substituted for notioe
r ndonUar.ettc of September 9thl.

1 obation contivmed in their rank : R. F. Walker,
\I.B., H. T. ChatfteUl, M.B., A. L. Mackenzie, M.B.
, to be Lieutenant on probation.

Mi.nkie 1 be
tiflcat

London') General Bospital.—E. C. Hughes. F.K.C.S.,
e services will be available on mobilization.
Field Ambulance.—To be Captains: Lieutenant
M.B., Lieutenant (temporary Captain) C. Killick,

'' J.inw.—T. E. A. Carr. M.B. (late temporary

' llrioade Field .4?nliirnn<;e.—Lieutenant

Lieutenant E. H. Scholefleld, M.B., to be

'/KJajiCC—Major C. H. Lindsay, M.B., to
lonel.
!.6K!n>!ce.—Lieutenants to be Captains:

-Major J. Mackinnon to be tem-

•
' 1'C Captains: H. J. A,

Lonyn
Atta

M.D.,

Mncmtm aub ^pjiomtiiwitts.

KOTIGES REGARDING APFOINTilENTS.—Attention is

called to a Notice {see Index to Advertisements—Important
Notice re Ajipointments) iipinarinn in our advertisement

columns, givimj'parli--iiln ': as to u-hichinquiriet

should be made befon

\ \' ' M -

LI;I>TOT, r;OYAL INFIRMAI .
in I iivsicians. (2) Honse-

I lental House-Surgcon. Salary, £120 per annum in

1 I ORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £135

( i,i.:.i. .. i.i.-.iL INFIRMARY.—Hoiise-Snrgeon. Salary, £125 per

DEIiBVSHIRE HOSPIT.AL FOR SICK CHILDBEX.—Lady Resident
3It dicn! Officer. Salary, £150 per annum.

r; I'M \ . i.rF.sT HOSPITAL.—(1) Senior Resident Medical Officer;

! 1 annum. (2) Assistant House-Surgeon ; salarj'.

1 IDYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon.

C.;-i--.i .. LU HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon (male). Salary.
t'lOO T---V SV.V.V.llU

CEEENHITHE : INGRESS ABBEY MTLITART HOSPITAL. —
House-Surgeon. Salary. £300 per annum.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSFMITION and DISE.\SES OF THE
CHEST, Brompton.— I ' • - -. i irnt Medical Officer;
salary, flOO per ami i' -ician ; honorarium,
30 guineas for six mom

HOSPITAL FOR WOMI: . -Resident Medical
OUJcer. Sulazy at the r;i! n

1 i
:

.
1 I-ARISH.—M<i!ic"l ' i.ipcrannum.

; PA: WARNEFOIM iOSPITAL.—
Ill Officer. Salary, i

1 ' DISPENSARY.-i.r i ml Officer.
.-.ii.uj . iiju /111 annum.

LONDON COUNTY COTJNCIL.-Assistant Organizers of Cbildren'l
Care Work. Salary, £100 per annum, rising to £130.

LONDON FEVER HOSPITAL, Liverpool Road, N.—Assistant Resi-
dent v ill' nl OilTrii. & 1,11 y. £200 per annum.

KOI TT ., 'TY ASYLI'M. Morpeth.—Junior Assis-
I Salary, £250 per annum.

Ql I '.IN HOSPITAL, Marylcbone Road,
I ical Officer. Salary, £60 per annum,

SHETI.ANli \\ii\i>J'.s lAlilSH.—Medical Practitioner. Guaran-
teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service)

SHREWSBURY DISPENSARY.-Medical Officer.

SOUTHAMPTON: FREE EYE HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary,
£100 per annum.

SUNDERLAND : MONKWEARMOUTH AND SOUTHWICK HOS-
PITAL.- House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

TICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Tite Stieet. S.W. —
(1) Senior Resident Medical Officer. (21 House-Physician. Salary,
£250 and £200 per annum respectively.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford.—
House-Physicians and House-Surgcons. Salary, £120 and £100 per
annum respectively.

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.—Lady House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant api>ointmcnt : Tod-
morden (Yorks. West Ridingl.

To ensure notice in this colvmn—7cltich is compiled from our
advertisement columns, where full particulars will be found—
it is necessary that advertisements sliould Ic received not later

than the first poet on Wednesday morning. Persons interested

should refer also to the Index to Advertisements ichich follows

the Table of Contents in the Journal.

APPOINTMENTS.
CoKEN, Eveline R..M.B.. Ch.B.Edin., temporary Resident Medical

Officer to the Brighton Borough Sanatorium.

Kennedt, T.. M.B.. Certifying Factory Surgeon for the Ballyteard
District, co. Cork.

MacMahox. Grant, M.B., Ch.B.Aberd., Chief Medical Officer to the
Great Eastern Railway Company, and Medical Officer to the
Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation. Limited.

UCKSAGHAK.D. F,. MB. (h,B., H V I.. Certifying Factory Surgeon
for the i. '

' 'iCgal.

Naish R I Physician to the Sheffield

Royal H lined.

NrN.\x. T. I !j£ Factory Surgeon for the

1 !'. iir.tl S.I., Ctrtif; ing Factory Surgeon for the
Mr.mi

Scott. W. Maca ertifiing Medical Officer to
the Mental Deficiency Act,

S Factory Surgeon for the
1913, vice Willitt

SlBEALD, T. E. S.. '>'
I

Bankfooot Distrirf, ex I'lvth.

Spescee, 0. S, l.M.S.b.A., District Medical Officer o! the Ashton-
under-Lync Union.

EDisBriiOH Rf.r.M. IsriEMAP.T.—The following appointments have
been made: Resident Physicians: John MGarrity, MB., Ch.B.,

to Professor Russell ; A. Eraser Campbell, M.B., Ch.B., to Mr
E W. Philip. Resident Surgeons: Edward J. Clark, M.B., Ch.B..

to Dr. A. H. F. Barbour; C. F. Maclachlan, M.B., Ch.B., to Pro-

fessor Thomson ; A. J. M'lvor (final year student), to Mr.
Dowdcn; K. B. Eadie, U.B.. Ch.B., to Mr. Miles; Miss Mary M.
M'Tmpie, M.B., Ch.B., non-resident House-Smgeon to Dr. Sym.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS,
The charqe for inscrtinq announcements of Virths, Marriages, and

Deaths'is ss., u-hich sum sliould be foru-arded in Post Office

Orders or Stampsu-ith thenoticenot later than the first post on

Wednesday morning in order I insertion in the current

DE-ITH.

Thort.—On October 22nd, 1915, at Dobroyd, Todmordcn, Charles
William Thorp, M.D.. F.B.C.S.. J.P., aged 73 years.

DIARY FOR THE TVEEK.
TUESD&T.

JIEDICO-Legai. Soctett. 11. Chandos Street. W., 5 p.m.—After soma
openins r. ii.ail;- h\ tbe President, Professor Harvey
LittUi'i ' c" "Drunk" in the eyes of

the 111
' Dr. P. J. Smith.

Royal College < " Mall East, S.W., 5 p.m.—

Medi. -c >gion.

WEDNESDAY.
HuNTERiAS SociETT, 1. Wimpole street, W.-Paper : Dr. Russell

Wells ; Clinical Electrocardiography.

DIARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Date. Meetings to be 1

KOVEJIBER.
10 Wed. London : Central Medical War Committee,

2 p.m.
18 Thur. Staffordshire Biancb, Stoke-on-Trent, 4 p.m. ;

Dinner, 6.15 p.m.

Printed and itublished by tbe British Medical t their Ojllce. Xo. Strand. In the Parish ( i-rields In the County oS Middlejci.
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MEDICAL EDUCATION AND KEGI8TRATI0N.

wixteh sessiox, wij.

Sir Dox.u,D MacAlistee, K.C.B., President,
in tlic Chair.

IXSTRUCTION IN MEDICAL ETHICS.
The discussion on Dr. McVail's motion (Supplement,
November 6tL, p. 18?) to instruct the Education Coth-
mittee to report on tlie education of uiedical students in
the ethical relationships of medical practitioners to the
State, to their patients, and to each other, was resumed
on November 4th.

Dr. Mackav said that he thought the medical man's
duties to the State were well defined, and in every medical
school in the country it was explained to the students in
the classes of medical jurisprudence and public health.
The motion seemed to look at the ethical side of the rela-
tion of the medical man to the State in general as a special
kind of citizen, and then to his fellow practitioners and to
liis patients. The moral relations of the medical man were
hardly susceptible of special treatment. The principles of
ethical or moral behaviour were as old as the days of the
New Testament, and those principles depended upon kind-
ness of heart and gentlemanly feeling, which was summed
np in the words " Do unto others as yon would they should
do to you." Many of the public were already inclined to
believe that medical etiquette was a system of rules com-
parable to trade union rules, designed for the purpose of
enabling the medical man to make as much as he possibly
could out of the public, and any step which would show
that special classes were required to teach medical men
morality would be strengthening that view. Unhappily
there were many medical men vi ho did not live up to the
standard of medical etiquette, and for many reasons, not
confined to the medical profession, here and there were
found citizens who had fallen away from the ideal that
ehould lie before them. If the Council thought it would
be an advantage to give special instruction in ethics, the
Education Committee would do all it could; but he was
a little doubtful as to the advisability of the course
proposed.

Dr. MAf-DOKAr.D agreed with Dr. Blackay, and tliought
it would be wasting the time of the Education Committee
to ask it to bring up a report on the subject.

Dr. Knox, while agreeing as to the uselessness of teach-
ing or lectures on the subject, sympathized very strongly
with tlie underlying idea which had prompted Dr. McVail
to propose the motion. The proper method to meet the
desire of Dr. McVail would be to embody tlie various
points in a pamphlet which would be bought by students
and studied by them; the influence of the information
would not be so fleeting as if it were heard at a lecture.

Dr. Cash thought teaching necessary and l)r. JlcVail's
form of procedure the best. It would make a much
greater impression if students attended lectures than if

they had a twopenny pamphlet put into their hands. He
most heartily supported the proposal that tlie matter
.should be referred to the Education Committee.

Mr. HoDsDON was in complete accordance with Dr.
McVail's motion, which opened up a case for inquiry,
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but suggested that Dr. McVail and Dr. Newsholme should
bo added to the Committee for this purpose, and the addi-
tion at the end of the motion of the words, " and that tho
Committee have power to make such inquiries on the
subject as it deems advisable.

'

Sir Clifford Allbutt seconded the amendment. Tho
general principles of medical ethics, he said, should be
inculcated into students at some part of their career, but he
would be very sorry indeed if a formal matter of that kind
should m any way postpone or diminish directly or in-
directly that which was far more important. So much
depended upon the whole tone of the schools, and the way
in which lectures were given, the tone. of good feeling,
loyalty, and service, which the lecturer carried with his
work. That was really the vital thing. He would be very
sorry if the Council hastily were disposed to rely upon
any formal letter, as compared with what he thonghf;
ought to be the spirit.

Dr. Norman Moore s;iid a student came into personal
relation with physicians and surgeons in the hospitals.
The physician or surgeon made a friend of a student who
was his dresser or clinical clerk. He almost invariably
invited the student to his house, and all sorts of questions
relating to the conduct of a man in his profession turned
up naturally in conversation between the physician or
surgeon and the student. That was the true and best
way of instruction. The right thing to do was far better
learnt by example and association with men who had
devoted their lives to the improvement of medicine and
surgery than by a course of lectures, which, he thought,
would be waste of time. The student knew the general
principle guiding the conduct of his instructors, and from
that his own intelligence would enable him to know how
to act. Such a course of lectures would be an unwise
addition to an already overburdened curriculum.

Dr. Newsholme, speaking from the point of view of the
Department of Public Health, said that the great majority
of practitioners were doing their duty to the State and to
one another. The question was whether anything could
be done in regard to the minority. He shared the views
expressed by Sir Clifford Allbutt, that it was a matter of
moral texture in the schools; but althougji that was so
there were cases of difficulty which arose in relation to
practice in which the making' of rules was important. It
was quite wrong in the public interest to wait before noti-
fying to be " quite certain." This was true of diphtheria
as well as typhoid fever. Hundreds of lives were lost
every year owing to delay to verify diagnosis by bac-
teriological examination ; if a proper relationship be'tween
the medical officer of health and the practitioner were
established tliose lives would be saved by prompt action.
He would support the reference to the Education Com-
mittee in a general form to consider the matter as a whole.
As the Council had already committed itself to the practice
of issuing warning notices on certain points, it did not
seem to be going very much further to commit itself, if so
advised by the Committee, to certain rules for difficult
cases.

Dr. Sauxoby gladly supported Dr. McVail's proposal.
If Dr. Norman Moore's argument were right, no need
for any special instruction would be shown and the
question would not arise.

Sir John' Moore looked on lectures mi ethics as quite
unnecossarv, and dreaded any further overloading of the

[603]
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cnniculuni. Medical ethics \vei'e taught in hospitals ami

medical schools, as stated by Dr. \oviuan Moore.
Sir Thomas Fkaseu supported Dr. Mackay. lu the

present crisis, wlicn so many doctors had temporarily to

<»ive up tlieir practice, tliair places bciug lilted by others,

those others might taUc advantage of their position ; but

did a man recpiiro to be taught that thai was wrong ?

Wliat would a course o( leelnres do to make a man conduct

himself properly? He would rather agree with tliosc

j^peakers who had said that the true training and teach-

ing were to be found in the atmosphere surrounding the

student. If there were that atmo^here in the profession,

liny faults such as had been referred to would bo corrected.

He was strongly of opinion tliat it was almost an insult

to the profession and to the students for the Council to

take up the position that their young men in medicine,

of all callings on earth,, retxuired to liavc theu- morality

improved by specialteachiug of ethics.

Dr. Latimer moved as an ameiidment the omission of

the words, "to the State.' Dr. L.^iiLr.Y Browxe seconded,

but the amendment was lost.

Mr. Tomes remarked that there was an obvious diver-

gence of opinion in the Council, and he hoped Dr. Mackay
would accept the motion with Mr. Hodsdon's amendment
embodied in it.

Sir Hexbv :\[onRis said Dr. McVail had clearly pointed

out that, owing to recent legislation, there did arise

questions which were difficult, and unless instruction was
given, it was almost impossible for a stvident or young
man just entering the profession to know how proporlj- to

conduct himself.

Dr. McVail, iu reply, called attention to tlie precise

terms of the motion, "it said nothing about the desira-

bility or undesirability of lectures. Nothing was said as

to the correct course being to issue a small pamphlet on
the subject, or to issue rules, nor whether the right course

was to do nothing at all. That would all depend on the

report of the Education Committee. His whole anxiety

was to get facts to ascertain what was being done in the
medical schools throughout the country. Tliose facts,

•with any observations the Education Committee might
choose to make on them, the Council would be in a position

to discuss'. Dr. Mackay seemed to assume that classes

were necessary ; Dr. Knox said lectures were useless ; Sir

.Tohn Moore said a course of lectures was a waste of time.

The motion said nothing about those things. Sir Tliomas
Fraser had said it was almost an insult to the medical
profession to suggest that there should be education in

medical ethics. Was it suggested because a boy had
passed a preliminary examination which entitled liim to

be put on the list of medical students that it was an insult

to the medical profession as a whole ?

The motion was then put to the meeting and carried.

Sir Henry Morris demanded a count, which, on being
taken, showed 24 voting for, 8 voting against.

EECRUITIXG OF MEDICAL STUDENTS.
After the Council had sat hi dtimem, the Pbesujent

made the following public stat,ement

:

The President of the General Medical Council is

requested by the Council to inform the Licensing Bodies,

Medical Schools, and approved Teaching Institutions, that
the Director-Genei'al of the Army Medical Service has
intimated to the Coimcil his entire agreement with the
Karl of Derby's decision regarding the recruiting of

medical* students, namely, that it is the duty of medical
students (other than those in the fourth and fifth years of

study) to join His Jlajesty's forces. The President hopes
that in every medical school steps will be taken to convey
this information to the students who are eligible for

mihtaiy service.

PHAT^MACOPOEI-V COMMITTEE.
The BrithU n.nnnu-opoda, 1914.

The report of this Couiuiitteo, presented by the
President, stated that the number of copies of the British
Pharmacopoeia, 1914, sold between .January 1st and
October 31st, 1915, was 24,434. The second impression,
in wdiich certain typographical corrections were incor-

porated, was issued iu .lune, and of this about 5,500
remained in stock.

Laudanum.
The report also dealt with a letter from the Lord

President of the Council with reference to the recom-

Biendation of the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society
made iu .January, 1915 :

That tlic i)oIicy to be advocateil by the Council iu regard to
the sale of lauilanum should be that when " landanum " is
asked for tlie 1914 preparation should be sui>plied and the
poison boolv sigued ; but where the 1898 preparation is de-
manded Hreat care slionld be taken to )abel it accordingly, and
the attention of the purchaser should be called to the fad that
it is the 1898 preparation.

It was further stated in the communication that

:

In the Lord President's view, the question to be determineii
is whether the society is acting properly in assisting the sale of
any preparation of opium that does not complv with the recjuire-
mentsof the new edition of the British Plmrmacnvoeia.

L'pon this subjecfthe General Medical Council resolved
to reply to the Lord President to the following effect:

The Council have reason to think that the form of the
recommendation published by the Council of the Pliarmacen-
tical Society gave rise to misapprehensions as to its intention
and effect. Having regard to the disrussions concerning
" laudanum " that look place during Hit- i'kiph.s immediately
preceding the publication of the Ilriri I ;'.,,,.,„„ ,',1^ igi<t,

the latter part of the recommendation 1 • :i ;is con
veyiiig to persons who desired to obtii'H .• ' n ' wilbout
signing the "poison book"' informatiin I

1 !( Mi^ht enable
them to effect their purpose. This would .ipiiear to be one
groiuid of the remonstrance addressed by His iUajesty's Coroner
for the City of London and Borough of Southwark to the Lord
President. In the opinion of the Council such inferences would
have been avoided if an intimation had been addressed to
pharmacists by the Coimcil of the Pharmaceutical Society,
stating that

When Tincture of ntiiiim ov Landaninn is .i.skcd for no proparation
" "

ah .

'other tlmn that described under these i

Iby
the purchaser. When a tincture ot different strength or conuiosition
is expressly demanded the prescriber or apulicant mast indicate
clearly the formula for the special preparation he requires.

In view of the fact that the " 1898 preparation " is apparently
still in demand, aud is pnhlicly sold by pharmacists with a label
bearing that designation, the Council are further of opinion
that this preparation should be included in tlie same part ot the
Schedule of Poisons as that which now comprehends Tincture nf
Opium or Laudanum. This result would be attained if the
proportion of raorpliine specilied in the part of the schedule iu

fiuestion were reduced from " 1 per ceut." to 0.75 per cent."

I Other procccdin;is of the Council uill be rciuntcil in

'a subsequent issue.)

INSURANCE.

IXSURAXCE ACTS COMMITTEE.
The following is the reply of the Commissioners to the

letter sent them on November 1st as to advances to

doctors, which was published in the Supplement of last

week ip. 177)

:

National Health Insurance Commission (Euglandt,
Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.,

November 4th, 1915.

Sir,

In reply to vour letter of the 1st instant, I am
directed by the National Health Insurance Commission
(England) to state as follows :

Advances to Doctors.

1. The Commissioners de-aie to assnre the Insurance
Acts Committee that in tlic- ; u of this matter
they have at all times been euring that the

advances should not be i unnecessarily

conservative basis. It i^ ' -sontial in the

interests not only of Insurance ( oinuiittecs but of the

doctors themselves that care should he taken to avoid, so

far as possible, the risk of overpayment and subsequent
recovery from the doctors.

2. The Commissioners have issued general advice to

Insurance Committees as to the procedure to be adopted

in calculating the amount available for tlie piu-poso of

making advances. The Association will recognize that

it is not open to the Commissioners to afford to the Asso-

ciation or to Panel C!ommittees any detailed particulars

of the information as to enlistments ujion which the Com-
missioners' advice was liased. With regard, however, to

the criticisms referred to iu your letter, it appears to the

Commissioners that it may conduce to a better apprecia-

tion of the general position and of the advice given by the

Gommissionersif the Commissioners indicate briefly certain

genei-al misapprehensions which appear to underlie those

criticisms.
3. In the first place, the amount available for advances,

though stated in the form of a ratio to tlie counts of the

Committees Index liegister, was calculated upon inde-

pendent data in the possession of the Comiuissioner«.

The -Vssocialion are aware, from the discussions antl
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• miesiMmlciicc wliicti Iiavo lakeu iilaoe between ilie
< 'oiuinissioucrs aiul representatives of tlio A.ssoeiatioii,

that for various reasons the ri'j^isters of Insui-auec Com
luitteos are at the present (imo iuHated ; and they will

appreciate that in these enoiiuistauces the ratio of aii\

iletluctiou for enlistineuts to the inflated Registers niiisi,

he considerably higher than the ratio of such ileiUictiou lo

I lie effective insured population.
ronscipiently, it is enfii'ely erroneous to assume that the

(wrceutatio difference, between the amounts which the
committees have been advised to advance, and the
amomits calculated on the inflated Registers, represents a
i-ednction solely on account of enlistment. This difference
includes not only the necessary allowance for enlistments
but also the allowance roiuired to be made in normal
circumstances for the inflation above referred to, and, in

luldition, the asnal margin for pmposos of case values and
other adjustments which may be necessary in connexion
with the final settlement of accbuuts at the end of the
.\car.

4. Further, the general advice issued by the Commis-
sioners necessarily bad reference to the circumstances of
the country as a whole, and was unavoidably based upon
average enlistment tigures. If, however, as appears to be
suggested in jour letter, any local information is available
for the purpose of demonstrating with reasonable conclu-
siveues.s that the rate of enlistmeut in any i)articular area
is below the average, the Commissioners arc prei^ared, and
have always been prepared, to ^ive their best considera-
tion to any facts put before tlicii which would justify tlic

Insurance Committee in adopting a higher rate of advances
than the average rate.

Scttlemtnil for Utc Year 19U.
5. The Commissioners have at no time overlooked the

importance of securing a settlement as regards the past
year as soon as possible, and they regret that the abnormal
circumstances have hitherto precluded them from taldng
effective steps in this direction. They have, however,
recently applied to Insurance Committees for certain
additional information, and they hope that it will be
possible to proceed at a comparatively early date with the
calctdations necessary to enable a settlement to be
effected.

Change oj'Doclur at tlic end oftUc Year.
6. The Commissioners desire me to take this opjior-

1 unity to inform you that they have given their careful
consideration to the representations of the Association
with regard to the Draft Kegulation previously issued on
the subject of the right of insured pei-sons to transfer at
tlie end of the year. In order to meet the point raised by
the Association, the Kegiilatiou will be amended to read
as follows

:

An iosnred person whose name is included in tbe list of a
practitioner on the panel who is at any time daring tlie month
of November, 1915. holding a commission in the naval or mili-
tary forces of the Crown shall not he entitled to select another
practitioner or method of treatnitut at the end of the medical
-year ending on the 31st day of December, 1915, unless, in addi-
tion to gi\-ing notice to the Committee in the manner and
within the period required by paragraph (1) of Article 30 of the
principal Kegulation, he satisfies' the Medical Service Suh-
i;ommittce of the committee that he has reasonable grounds
for desu-iug to be removed from the list of the practitioner
holding a commission as aforesaid, and paragraphs ilj and (3)
of Article 30 shall be modified accordingly.

The substantive Regulations will be made on or about
the 10th November, and will replace the Provisional
Regulations on the subject previously issued.

7. A copy of a circular letter which has been issued to
Insurance Committees on the subject of the Regulation is
enclosed herewith for the iul'ormation of the Association.

-

1 am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,
(Signed) S. P. Viviax.

A. Cox, Esq.. M.B.,
British Medical Association,

429, Strand, W.C.

SURCHARGIXG.
An I.v.TrxcTiox aoaixst av I.vscranle Committee.

.\ ' ASE of considerable interest to panel practitioners and
Panel Committees was decided in the Ring's Bench Divi-
sion on November 3rd, before 3Ir. .Justice Kowlatt, when
Dr. Charles W. Moore, of Ijeicestor, obtained an injuuctiou
against the Borough of Leicester Insurance Committee to
restrain them from deducting i'31 7s. from the money due

to him under the N'ational Health Insurance Acts by way
of surcharge. It appears that in 1914 the Leicester
Pharmaceutical Committee reported that too many drutrs
had been ordered by doctors, in consequence of which the
local Drug Fund liad baen insufficient to pay for all the
drugs that had been ordered. The Panel Committee, after
conference with the Pharmaceutical Committee, made an
arrangement by whicli ,C200 was transferred from the
Medical Fund to the Drug Fund. The question then arose
as to how this £-200 was to be allocated among the doctors
on the panel, and it was decided to make a calculation of
the .average cost of drugs ordered by each doctor, and
require any doctor who had ordered drugs in excess of
that average to make a rateable contribution, so thatj
the total amount so procured should be £200. This con-
tribution was called a surcharge, and Dr. Moore's share
came to £31 7s. Notice was given to him that he was to
be debited with this amount, and this was tlie first he liad
heard of the matter. He had no opportunity of attending
any investigation. To those who have studied the question
of the very delicate and impoitaut responsibilities laid upon
Panel Committees in connexion with these surcharging
inquiries it will come as a shock to find that at this time
of day such a very rough-and-ready, not to say inequitable,
method should have been adopted by any Panel Committee,
which might well be expected to realize that no just de-
cision as to over-prescribing can bo reached without full
consideration of the circumstances of each individual case.
It is gratifying to lind, therefore, that the judge empha-
sized this point in giving judgement, when he said that -

the finding of the Panel Committee was not a "report''
within the meaning of the regulation. The fact that the
Committee adopted a system of average seemed to l:im
conclusive that it had never addressed itself to the
question of extravagance ; because one doctor's order for
drugs was greater than the average that did not prove
that that doctor was extravagant. We are glad to liote
these remarks, for they are in strict accordance with the
advice the Insurance Acts Committee has given to Panel
Committees. Short cuts in connexion with a serious
charge such as that which virtually amounts to a waste
of public money cannot 'be tolerated, and every doctor
whose methods and cost of prescribing may come to the
attention of the Panel Committee should be able to feel
confidence that, though proved extravagance will be dealt
with rigorously, exceptional circnmstances and legitimate
reasons for seeming excess will meet with sympathetic
considoi-ation from a body of men who understand. It is
interesting to note that the attitude taken up by Mr.
Justice Rowlatt is also in accord with the indications
already given by the Insurance Commissioners in dealing
with surcharging appeals. In a case reported recently
they

.
showed their disapproval of any system of

" averaging " or mere mathematical surcharging.
The judge was also asked to rule that the regulation

dealing with surcharging was ultra vires as the Commis-
sioners had no power to make regulations to deprive a
doctor of that to which he was entitled by the terms of
the Acts and his agreement with the Insurauce Committee.
Mr. .lustiee Rowlatt, however, ruled that the regulation in
question was infra vires and valid. Seeing that the regula-
tion puts into the hands of a professional body the power of
largely determining a professional question, and in view of
the fact that the profession has always been solid on this
point, it was not to be desired that this contention of tho
plaintiff should succeed. The Panel Committee is by
the Acts and Regulations a partner with the Insurauce
Committee and Commissioners in protecting public fimds
from being wasted by extravagance, and moreover in pro-
tecting panel practitioners as a class from charges of
indifference or worse in regard to this matter. The pro-
fessional aspects of these inquiries could not be discussed
to any useful purpose except by a professional body, and
we are glad to lind that the court has upheld the right of

both Committees to fulfil their duty under the Acts, and to

assume that the logical sequence of that action will follow
—namely, that the Insurauce Committee will surcharge
in cases where extravagance has been proved.

A list of periodical publications, official reports, and Blue
Books in the Library of the liritish Medical Association
available for issue to members on loan has been printed, and
copies can be obtained free on application to the Librarian,

at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C.
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Jlss0ci«ti0n fiotkis,

SouTHEUN Branch.—Mr. James Green, Houoravy Secretiry,

yives notice tbat a special meeting of the Branch will be held

at ther,o\al Hotel, Above Bar, Southampton, at 2.30 p.m. on
Thursdnv; November 25th. The business will be to consider,

iuui ii approved to adopt—as recommended by the Branch
Council—the revised Ethical Rules of the Association. At the

conclusion of this buiiincss, the meeting will resolve itself into

the ordinary hulf-xenrlv gcTieral meeting, when the routine

business of the Brand, uill l>f Irnnsacted. Afterwards a short

paper will be read by Ui. H. l>. Kolleston, senior physician, St.

George's Hosjiitnl (temporary Surgeon-General, R.N., Haslar
Hospital), on war diseases, and it is hoped that a discussion will

ensue. Tea will be served during or after the meeting.

Harold HartlSTAFFOP.Psnir.r, Br-vwH. - Pr
L'ueral Sen

the first gv
North Staff.

18th. The

l^1^^

Honorary
notice that
M at the

1915, without

t!n I, I iiirli. Exhibition of |.\ingcases. Papers:

—

<
i h: Alimentary Hygiene in Children. G. A.

!
I liiiig. S. aicM'urray and E. E. Young:

r ri iniinraiiial New Growtli simulating Miners'
:iiiiis. i.xliibitiou of pathological specimens, etc.
• at 6.15 p.m. Charge, 5s.

Warancies antr ^p|jo'mtmeuta.

h'OTICi:^ T!EG.lRVI\y
cnllcd to a Notir,- "•
Notice re Apiioii}'''

columns, giviun j>^:i

skoxild be made I-

A PP'UyTMjLXTS.—Alteulioii h
'il,'.- II, Adeertiscmenls—liiiiwrtant

.'•••"•(«;/ in Oiir advertisement
I'udes as to which inquiries

VACANCIES.
EENG ATj, India.—Chief Sanitary Oflicer for the Asausol Mines Board

ol Health and Mining Settlcmeut. Salary, Ks. 1,200 (£80). rising

to lis. 1,500 (£100) a month.
BRISTOL EOYAI. INFIRMARY.—(! House-Physicians. (2)Housc-

Surgeons. (3) Dental House-Biu'gecTn. Salary, i'120 per annum in
each case.

BURGH OF PAISLEY.—Resident Medical Officer for Infectious
Diseases Hosyital. Salary. £200.

BURNLEY: VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—Heuse-Surseon. Salary, £135
per annum.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.—Anaesthetist, nonorarium,
£21 per annum.

CHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY.—Lady Housc-Physician and Lady
House-Siirgeon. Snlar^, £115 and £100 per annum respectively.

CITY OF BltAMOOl).—Two Temporary Women Medical Officers.

Salary, m 8s. v>-v wu.ek.

COT NTY BOROUGH OF STOKE-ON-TRENT.—Resident Assistant
Medical Officer at the Stanfleld Sanatorium. Salary, £350 per

DERBYSHIRE HOSPIT.\L FOE SICK CHILDREN,-Lady Resident
Medical Officer, Salary. £200 per annum,

DERBYSHIRE ROYAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £250
per annum.

DEVONSHIRE HOSPITAL, Buiton. — Assistant House Physician.
Salary. £100 per annum,

DUDLEY : GUEST HOSPITAL —(1) Senior Resident Medical Officer

:

salary. £150 per annum, (2i Assistant House-Sui-geon ; salary,
fiaOpcranniuii.

GRl'.AT NORTHEUN CENTRAL HOSPITAL, Holloway Road, N.—
Xlonse-Siu-geou, Salary, £100 per annum.

GREAT YARMOUTH HOSPITAL.-House-Surgeon (malel. .Salary,

£200 per annum.
JESBOP HOSPITAL FOE WOMEN, Sheffltld.—Senior and .Tuuior

Eady House-Siu-geons to the GynaecolcBival and Maternity
Departments. Salaries, £100 and £80 respec-tively.

LEEDS I'UBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.
Salary. £130,

LONDON FEVER HOSPITAL. Liverpool Road. N.—Assistant Resi-
dent Medical Ofiicer, Salar^, £200 per annum.

LONDON TEMPERANCE HOSPITAL, Hampstead Road, N.W.—
Assistant Honse-Surgeou. Sala'yat tiie rate of £105 a year.

LONDON THROAT HOSPITAL. Great Portland Street, W.—House-
Surgeon, Salary, £50 per annum,

MANCHESTER NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN, Chectham Hill Road.-Lady Housc-,Surgeon. Salary,
£120 per annum,

MANCHESTER ROYAL INFIRMARY, Resident Medical Officer at
the Convalescent Hospital. Cbeadle, Salary. £225 per annum.

KEW HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN, Knston Road. N.W. — House-
Physician, Two House-Surgeons. Obstetric Assistant, and Patho-
logist. Also Senior Clinical Assistant and an Anaesshetist.

PASSMOBE EDWARDS HOSPITAL, WilUsden.-Honorary Anaes-
thetist,

iniONDDA URBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL.-Ttmporary Assistant
Medical Omcer of Health and School Medical Officer. Salary,
£350 per annum.

ST. GEORGE IN-THE-I'.AST DISPENSARY FOR PREVENTION OF
CONSUMPTION.-Temporars Medical Officer. Salary, £500 per
annum.

ST. PAULS HOSPITAL FOR SKIN AND GENITO-URINARY
DISEASES, Red Lion Square, Holborn, W.C—Honorary Casualty
Out-patient Surgeon.

SHETLAND: WHALSAY PARISH.—Medical Practitioner, Guaran-
teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Meaical Service)

SOUTHAMPTON: FREE EYE HOSPITAL,-Hou3e-Surgeon. Salary.

Stafford. Honse-
£100 r

STAFFORDSHIIU
Surgeon. 8:.:

VICTORIA HdSI
(1) Senior Him. ,

£250 and £200 |..i .umui.. .. o,..^.,,.;,

,

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL, Stratford.—
House-Ph5 sicians and Housc-Surgcons. Salar.\ , £120 and £100 per
annum respectively.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENER.^L HOSPITAL, Stratford, E.
—Housc-l'hysicians. Salary. £120 per annum.

WIG AN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.-Lady House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary,
£150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.-The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointments: Bungay
(Suffolk), Preston, West (Lancaster).

To cn.--»/r vnlirc i„ .'7,/..; r,.I,n,n,- >'h!,J, !, nr„q.ih,l f,om nnr
,,,! •

. , •

•
;;;,,- nH! 1^ n;n,d-

APPOINTMENT,S.
Bbown, W. B,, M.B., C.M.Abcrd., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the

the Ballinrobe No. 2 Di:

BlinHS, ]MAKRIA(;i:S. AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.
McNabb.—On the 3rd inst.. at Withiugton Cottage. Withington,

Manchester, the wife of Dr. McNabb. of a son.

Wahneii.—On the 4th inst., at Bydal, Woodford Green, the wife of

Harold P. Warner. M.B,, B,S,, of twin sons.

DEATHS.
EoxALi,,—On the 7th inst.. suddenly, at Inalesidc. Abiuger Common.

Robert Boxall. M.D.. formerly of 40, Portland Place.

BvcHANAS.—At 13. Berkeley Terrace. Glasgow, W., on the 9th inst..

Alexander Macgregor Buchanan, M.A., M D., F.B.F P.S.G.,
Professor of Anatomy, Anderson College Medical School. Funeral
private. No flowers by request.

HoCLSTON.—Passed away on the 24th September, on board the City of
Sparta, five days from C!ipe_Town, and
John Eoulston, M,D., M.Ch., F R.C,
of East London. Cape Colony, and I

Ireland.

Robert
,I.for twelve years SbO.H.

ris of Newtownstewart,

DIARY FOR THK WEEK,

Medical Society i

MONDAY.
>x, 11. Chandos Street, Cavendish SQuare,
.— -V discussion on "Gunshot Wounds of

the Head," to be introduced b> I.ienteuant-Colonel
P. Sargent. R A.M.C . U.R.C.S,, and Lieutenant-
Colonel Gordon Holmes. R. A.M.C. M.D., to be fol-

lowed bv Mr. L. B. Rawlinc. Dr. Wilfred Harris, Mr.
W. H. H. Jessop, Maior W. Pearson. E.A.M.C, and

TUESDAY.
EOTAL College of Physicians. Pall Mall East. S.W^, 5 p.m.—First

Goulstc

Warfar
WEDNESDAY.

HCSTEBIAN Society. 1, Wirnpole Street, W.,
Wells will open a discussion
cardiography."

EoTAL Society of Medicine:
Section of Histop.y of Medicise, 5 p,m,—Book?, MSS,,

etc., on view at 4.30 p.m.

THURSDAY.
RoYAi, Society of Medicine :

Section uf Dermatoi.oot. 4.30 pni.—Exhibition of Cases.
Royal College of Fhysiciaks. Pall Mall East, S.W.. 5 p.m.—

Second Goulstonian Lecture b.v Dr. Gordon Holmes.

FRIDAY.
Royal Society of Medicine :

Section of ELECTKO-THEn.VPErncs. 8.3D p.m.—Dr. E, P.
Cumberbatch : Methods of Testing the Reactions of
Muscles. Dr. Ettie Saser: Electrical Departments in
Military Hospitals.

Section- of Otolooy. 5 p.m.-Discussion on " Skin-
grafting in Mastoid Operations," to bo opened by Mr.

So< I ;ty of Tn
Mar

;iNE
A. Casteliani of Naples

. Cd, t>tr»a.i, lu the I'anan v the-rieWs In tao Countj- ol MUiilosex.
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INSURANCE.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE INSURANCE
ACT: DIFFICULTIES AND DUTIES.

Address by Dr. McVail.

The aunnal conference of the Association of ScotCisli

Insurance Committees was held in Dnndae on Saturday,
October 30th. Dr. McVail, Deputy Chairman of the
Scottish Insurance Commission, had been invited to be
present, and was asked to address it.

Dr. McA'ail. after thanking the Association for the invi-

tation, said that had he been aware that the continued
existence of the Scottish Insurance Commission was to be
discussed at the congress, his modesty might have jire-

veiitcd him from the embarrassment of being present.

On that subject his lips were sealed, but he was amused
to note the effect which the newspaper paragraph that

lirst called attention to tlio matter had had on the position

iu Scotland. It resembled nothing so much as the pro-

verbial influence of the intrusion of someone who was
regarded as an outsider into a family dispute. He had
sometimes pondered on the question why, in the adminis-
tration of the Insurance Act, there was so frequently
variance of view between the Commission on the one
hand and the other organizations which shared in the
admiuistraticn of the Act, on the other band.

Statutes Negative and Positive.

In the first place the Act was new and it was complex,
and it required time for every one, and for every central or

local body, to find its own proper niche, and its relation to

the other administrative agencies. Apart from that, the
Insurance Act differed in one essential respect from various
other Acts of Parliament. The relation of the citizen to

the commoner statutes was mainly passive or negative.
Under the Public Health Acts he was to refrain from
creating a nuisance ; under the Rivers Pollution (Preven-

tion) Acts he was to avoid contaminating a stream ; under
the Food and Drugs Act he was not to be guilty of

adulteration; under the Alkali Acts he was not to dis-

charge certain gases or chemicals into the atmosphere ;

under the Factory Acts he was not to allow his employees
to work more than a stated number of hours a daj', and he
was not to give them less than a certain minimum of air

space ; at common law he was not to be guilty of theft,

nor to obtain money under false pretences. In short, a
man leading a blameless life might travel from the cradle

to the grave without ever coming into contact with such
statutes or with the common law.
Under the Insurance Act his position was widely

different. There his duties were not passive, but active;

not negative, but positive. Employers had regular
functions to perform in the way of stamping; so also

bad employees, and they were required to do many other
things in relation to the Act—the choosing of a doctor,
the intimation of changes of address, and so forth. The
duties of the approved societies and Insurance Committees
were numerous. Doctors had to perform certain functions
in respect of medical attendance, the keeping of records,
certification, and drug prescribing. Chemists had their
share in the organization; in fact, for the absolutely

frictionless working of the Act the co-operation through-
out the United Kingdom of some fifteen million

persons was necessary, and these fifteen millions included
many who had lived comparatively irresponsible lives

and had hardly at all been under discipline. Such friction-

less working was, of course, a counsel of perfection, but
great progress was being made. It was the duty of liio

Commissioners not merely to perform their own functions,

but to try to secure that all the other parties concerned
performed theirs; and it had sometimes seemed to him
that the Commissioners would require to possess tlio

qualities attributed to Holy Writ—they ought to be pro-

fitable for doctrine and reproof and correction, and for

instruction, not exactly in godliness, but in administrative
rectitude, which for the purposes of the Insurance Act was
equivalent to godliness. That being so, it was not sur-

prising that differences of view emerged. It was clear,

however, that the bodies with whom the Commissioucrs
had to deal appreciated their efforts—at least to the extent
that they were determined to protect the Commission
against the fate which threatens those of whom all men
speak well.
" One curious fact was that while admonishing the bodies
present at conferences the Commissioners were usually in

the position of defending the bodies who were absent, and
whom at other times they had to criticize. Whilst telling

the Insurance Committees what they ought to do, they at

the same time had to explain that approved societies were
not so much to blame as the committees might think, and
when they met to admonish societies they had to point out

that even the doctors had a right to be classified amongst
God's creatures, as an O.'cford student is said to have ouco
reluctantly admitted of a Cambridge student.

Economy under the Insurance Act,

Another important consideration in respect of the rela-

tions between the Commissioners and the Insurance Com-
mittees was that under the Insurance Act there is no
ratepayer. The ratepayer, where economy is in question,

is the ultimate court of appeal in the case of town councils,

county councils, school boards and parish councils. Under
the Insurance Act the taxpayer is interested, but his

interest is somewhat remote. "Therefore in practice up
till now the Commissioners, though the central authority,

had found it necessary in largo measure to take on the

duties of a ratepayer. It was not apparent, that this really

required to be the position. The representatives of tho

approved societies, which themselves were made up of the

insured, had a majority on every Insurance Committee, and

ought to realize that economy was just as necessary in in-

surance administration as in the ordinary departments of

local government. Up till now there had been far too much
reliance on the Treasury. There seemed to be a feeling

that because Parliament had a share in the financial

burden it ought to meet all deficits, and whenever diffi-

culties arose the cry was apt to rise for another Govern-

ment grant. That had never been a very hopeful resort,

but now, in presence of the fact that the grants for such

admirable purposes as medical retci-ees, nursing, labora-

tories, and clinics liad had to be withdrawn, it was surely

obvious that the Treasury door was closed against appli-

cants unless at least it could be shown that expenditure

[604l
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ivas absolutely necessary, that deficit was absolutely

uuavoidable, aud that the responsibility lay with Parlia-

luent. In future it might bo taken that the financial

effects of laxity would have to be borne locally and not

centrally, and the sooner that position was realized the

better it would be for all concerned.

The Drug Fund.
The next question was whether, as representing the

admonitory function of the Commissioners, the speaker

had any special admonition to address to the Insurance

Committee representatives assembled that day. The
answer was a most emphatic affirmative. The condition

of the Drug Fund demanded the closest constant attention

of all concerned, and the Insurance Committees were

largely concerned. Three months ago the Commissioners

had issued to the medical profession a circular letter,

appended to which was a statement showing how the

cost of many drugs had increased owing to the

war. He bad had the figures in that appendix

revised up to date, aud in a very large majority

of eases the increase had mounted still higher.

One drug, which three months ago had cost ten

limes as much as before the war now cost nearly

seventeen times as much. On the other hand, strange

to say, another drug belonging to the same class had
somewhat fallen in price during the three months, and

a fact of that kind was one which, of course, would be

noted by the medical profession. It was not merely the

doctors who were concerned in the matter; they, where
alternative drugs equally efficacious for any given case

were in question, would naturally prescribe the less expen-

sive, and they would not prescribe such a quantity as

would involve any risk of half of a bottleful being thrown
away unused. Insured persons ought at the same time to

realize that if their doctor were to tell them that a tonic

which they had been taking for months was no longer

necessary, or that a cough mixture less palatable than
heretofore would be equally efficacious, it was their duty
to accept the doctor's dictum without grambling. The
whole position, of course, was subject to the fundamental
proposition that the insured person should not suffer for

want of any obtainable drug, but in order that some
drugs might continue to be obtainable the greatest care

was required, otherwise the stock might be entirely

exhausted. The extraordinary range in the cost of drugs
per insured person as between one insurance area and
another, and one country and another, indicated how
much could bo done without loss to the ins-jred, by means
of rigid care and economy continually exercised.

The Scottish Drug Accounts Bureau.
The interest of the Scottish Insurance Committees in

the matter was wrapped up in the work of the National

Drug Accounts Committee. The Bureau, which was the
servant of all the Insurance Committees iu Scotland, was
doing admirable work, and was issuing monthly reports of

the greatest value. These reports went to each Insurance
Committee concerned. They were, however, merely reports
of facts ; it was not within the scheme of the Bureau that

advice should be given or recommeudations made. The
Insurance Committees had to determine their own action

iu presence of the facts. Dr. McVail begged them to study
carefully every such report, and to act definitely on the
conclusions they might form. He quite recognized the

difficult and delicate position which might arise iu small

areas with few doctors and few chemists. The Drugs
Bureau, however, in collating and submitting the facts, had
relieved such small committees of much of the difficulty

which they might feel, and for the rest it was their duty
to face frankly and effectively whatever difficulty might

Complaints to Insurance Committees.
Another matter as to which he had a word of admonition

for Insurance Committees was in regard to their dealing
with complaints. When the Commissioners called before

them representatives of approved societies, and when in

reply to criticism the societies made statements of a
nature which should properly form the subject of reference

to Insurance Committees, the societies, on this being
pointed out to them, were apt to reply that such repre-

sentations to committees wei-e less successful than they
bad expected, and that they were disinclined to resort to

that procedure. It was in the nature of things that a dis-

appointed litigant should blame the tribunal which heard
Ilia case, but Dr. McVail wished to press on committees
the importance of acting in such a way as to secure tlie

confidence of complaincrs, whether societies or individuals,
that their complaints were fairly and carefully considered
and a decision always given on the merits.

Concluding Bemarhs.
In conclusion, Dr. McVail said that it had always seemed

to him that one of the finest features of social responsi-
bilities in this country was exhibited in the fact that when
local government was required for the admioistration of
any Act of Parliament, x-esponsible men were always
found willing to devote some part of their spare time to
the public welfare. This was so in the case of town
councils, county councils, parish councils, and the like,

aud so it bad now been found in the case of the Insurance
Act. The Insurance Act was well worth good administra-
tion. It was an Act whose objects included the supple-
menting of the thrift of those who were already thrifty,

the compelling of the thriftless to make, throughout their

working life, a regular weekly contribution to their own
maintenance and medical attendance during illness, and
the improvement of the national health, including what
was now more than ever the important function of pro-
tecting both mother and infant at childbirth. The Com-
missioners were greatly indebted to their colleagues, the
Insurance Committees of Scotland, for the attention which
they were devoting to their important duties and for tho
ability with which the duties were being performed.

SUECHARGIXG.
In the note published in the Supplemext of November
13th, page 187, on the case in which Dr. Charles W. Moore
obtained on November 3rd in the King's Bench Division
an injunction against tho Leicester Insurance Committee
to restrain them from making a deduction by way of

surcharge from the money duo to him under the Insurance
Acts, it was stated that "tho judge was also asked to

rule that the regulation dealing with surcharging was
idtra vires, as the Commissioners had no power to make
regulations to deprive a doctor of that to which he was
entitled by the terms of the Acts and his agreement with
the Insurance Committee. Mr. Justice Eowlatt, however,
ruled that the regulation in question was intra vires and
valid."

Since the note was published we have had an oppor-

tunity of perusing the full text of Mr. Justice Kowlatt's
judgement, and find that his observations did not establish

the point in question. The passage in the judgement
relating to this matter reads as follows

:

Now the first point taken by Mr. Gore-Browne is that
the regulation upon which the whole thing is founded
(Regulation 40) is ultra vires. It is said, on the other
side, that it is intra vires, and, whether it is intra vires

or not, that I have no jurisdiction to decide upon that
point, because the mere fact of the regulation being
made is enough under the special words of the Act.
I shall assume that the regulation is valid and binding,
whether because it is intra vires in fact, or whether
because no question of intra vires arises. I shall assume
that the regulation is valid.

Mr. justice Rowlatt did not, therefore, decide tho
question as to whether or not the regulation was %dtra

vires.

Counsel for tho plaintiff were Mr. Gore-Browne, K.C.,

and Mr. Alexander Neilson, instructed by Messrs. Hempson
for the iledical Defence Union. Counsel for the defendant
were Mr. Clavell Salter, K.C., and Mr. R. A. Wright.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Birmingham.

At a meeting of the Birmingham Panel Committee on
November 2nd it was reported that the Insurance Com-
mittee and tho Local War Emergency Committee wero
williug to adopt the suggested agreement with regard to

the carrying on of the practices of those who bad under-

taken military duty.
It was decided that vaccination of insured persons was

not included in the agreement entered into between prac-

titioners and the Insurance Committee, as vaccination
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couUl be obtained free of clinigc and vaccines were not

in-ovidcd for in the Ding Fauci.

Tlio proposed altevHtions in the new agiccnicnt fur 1916

were agreed to.

East Sussex.
At a meeting of tbc Local Medical and rand Committees
on November 3rd, approval «as exprcs'-cd of the com-
promise arrived at by the I'.ritish Medical AsMnintivn with
the Commissioners as to tlic proposed new arranfjcments

in regard to the Drug Tariff, but strong objectiou was
expressed to the shortness of the time allowed by the
Commissioners for considering the alterations.

The following scale for treatment of dependants suffering

from tuberculosis was approved for submission to the

Insurance Committee:
Scale.

6. a.
(a) For full medical report (iacliiding consultation at the

surgerj- . or visit ... ... ... ... 5
lb) Extra foi- tirst visit with cousiilting tuberculosis

'' c :.;::;.. r. cord (pel* quarter) ... ... ... 5
' " :

• ' l.rrts 5
i- >

,
'; . M p.itient at doctor's residence or surgery 2

I \ : ,1
i

1; ML'^liome ... ... ... ... 2 6
(; ^.

; I L \i-it-t!iat is, visit paid between 8 ji.ni. and
t> 11 111. ill i-usijonse to call witliin these hours ... 5

(.';) Special visit— tUat is, visit paid iu response to call
sentafter 10a.m. and before 8 p.m ... ... ... 3 6

(i) Injection of vaccines (vaccines to bo provided by local

.

authority) ... ... ... ... ... 2 6
0') Milengo.

1. For every visit paid to a patient residing raorc tliau three miles
from the doctor's residence measured along the n. arest convenient
road, the sum of Is. for each complete mile of the distance after the

measured along the si the nearest accessible point
on a metalled road t<'> • patient, regard being also
had to the route usuii.: iKut

DLXiaNi.lI.VHilllRE.

At a meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Committee
on October 29th it was derided to recommend practitioners

to agree to the amended agreement for 1916.

At a general meeting of practitioners in Buckingham

-

.shire, held on October 29th, a resolution was adopted
pledging those present to sateguard the interests of those
serving with the colours. It was decided to send a copj' of

the following resolution to all Kehef Committees and
Committees of the Soldiers' and Sailors' I'amilie.5 Associa
tion in the county :

That this nifrctiiif' of mctlical practitioners of Bucliingham-
pliirf consiil£r.>< that vouchers for free attendance 011 depen-
dants of soldiers and sailors are being issued too freely, and
that tliey should only be given in cases in whicli liie weekly
receij)ts"are less than before the war.

Lanc.vshibe.
Fijifl? Certificates.—At a meeting of the Lancashire

County Local Medical and Panel Committees hold on
October 20th a uiemorandum was submitted by the Lanca-
shire Insurance Committee pointing out that if an insured
jKi-son does not apply for a final certificate in accordance
with the instructions of the Commissioners and the
requirements of his society, but goes to his doctor for a
final certificate some days after he has resumed work, or
lias become fitted to resume work, the doctor cannot
properly sign the final certificate in the form printed, and
therefore the provision is made therein that the words
"you have remained incapable of work up to and includ-

ing today" may be struck out, and the words " you arc fit

to work today "inserted in their place. The memorandum
was approved.

INSURANCE NOTES.
St.vffs of Approved Societies and Lssuraxce

cojimiteees.
The Insurance Commission (.Scotland) issued on November
2ud, vvith the full concurrence of the Direetor-.Gencral of

iiecruitiug, a circular letter to approved societies .and

Insurance Committees in reply to representations that,

owing to the fact that a considerable proportion of their

staffs had already joined the army, there was a danger of

serious dislocation of State Insurance work should their

trained staff be further depleted. The Commissioners,
after stating that they appreciated the difllcult position in

which societies and committees may find themselves,
continued as follows

;

On the one hand, it is of supremo importance that tho
requirements in the matter of men needed for the array should
be met; but, on the othfr hand, the Government recjiiire that
the essential wcrtc of nnth.nal hm'tli i^i::ur;ui(r kIimuM be con-
tinued. In thr .• CI. !;m •

I ,. -, ti. 1., :iJm.-.- ,, hicli tho
CommissioTKiN < 1;;

; . 1 irl , iiiii;,,'. (all of
whom they h . : ^ ,1. .', .1. ... .-.'ii

1 , .]• iDssiblo
facilitv li. ill! II c.

,
.

, . : :i.
, 1 |>. . m t . r^ .|.ond to

the call i.-r I
. . : :i:. • I

,, . I ,

I
I

'

,

-. iiH Micmbera
of th< ir I.: ::,-,•

:
,i .,< , ;

.. ' |,. , nli ,l sliouhl
offer li, M... ,>

1 :
.,

,
. ;.

:
I ;, , ,

: ,.,, . v. hicb is
now ill - 'I'M .11 1. .':, 1; I::- -. \ ;,,. 'i \ 1 1 .

; \
j
Trss their

willingness to serve arc cla-usilied in grou|is accordinf; to nfo
and other conditions, and ai-e called up for service in such
groups as they are required.

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
IwsH Insltrance Commissioners.

Mr. Lundon asked the Secretary to tho Treasury whether
any agreement has yet been come to between the Irish
Insurance Commissioners and tho Medical Association
with regard to the working of the National Insnranco
Act, and if so, on what terms ; and, if not, what was tho
cause of the delay in completing the agreement? Mr. C.
lloberts said that the adjustment of details in regard to
the proposed scheme of medical certification in Ireland was
proceeding through conferences between the Irish Insur-
ance Commissioners, tho medical profession, and tho
approved soci(tii_8, and he understood that satisfactory

Ai. I
'

i
I liir Cliief Secretary for Ireland whether

111. ;..::. ly ilst, 1915, to thc latc panel doctors
I'f till ill \ irf ( I..1. wi'iT slill unpaid; if so, what was tho
cause of the delay ; and w lictlu r the iivc-ciit difficulty with
the Irish medical proU -sion u ,- m linly iliir lo thc dilatory
way in which the bn^in. .-.s nt Uk I »i[iarliueut has beeu
conducted'? Mr. Roberts replied that he was communi-
cating with the Irish Insurance Commissioners.

San.^torium Funds.
In thc course of his reply to a ciuestion by Mr. Carrie,

Mr. Roberts said that, apart from the temporary diminu-
tion in the income of insurance committees due to enlist-

ment, the position of insured persons who applied for
sanatorium benefit had nut in any way been altered to
their detriment iu consequence of war conditions. la
reply to a question by .Mr. Booth, he said that the number
of persons iu Loudon on the waiting list for treatment ia
residential institutions was 210. Thc Insurance Com-
missioners had not done more than recommend the proper
classification of applicants for the different forms of sana-
torium treatment, now rendered possible by the institutioa

of a general scheme of di.spensary treatment in London,

JItfftingsof lBraucI)f5 anti Dibisinns.

BOilBAY BRANCH.
An ordinary meeting was held in the University Library
on July 29th, when Lieutenant-Colonel Ashton Street,
I.M.S., was in the chair. Dr. F. Bana read notes on cases
of idiopathic rhinorrhoea and enlargement of the lingual

tonsils. Ur. R. Row shtiwed cultures of the spirochaete of
relapsing fever, with photographs and microscopic slides,

and described the methods by which the cultitres had beea
prepared. Cases and specimens were shown by Professor
Y. G. Nadgir, Lieutenant-Colonel Ashton Street, and
Dr. S. B. Nayak (skiagrams).

EDINBURGH BRANCH;
South- Eastern Counties Division.

At a meeting of the Division held at Newton St. Boswella
on October 29th, when Dr. J. Young was in the chair,

it was resolved to inform the Scottish Committee of tho
British Medical Association, in reply to its inquiries— (1)

that the Division did not approve of the abolition of tho
Scottish Insurance Commission ; (2) that the Division

favoured the amalgamation of the smaller insurance areas
to the extent that the total census population as combined
should not exceed 50,000. The ethical rules approved by
the Representative Meeting, 1915, were adopted.
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Tlie question of the iudiscriminate distribution of books

entitling dependants of soldiers and sailors to medical

attendance was again raised, and it was decided to inform

tlie Secretary of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Asso-

i;iation that the doctors would prefer to provide charitable

attendance individually and " at their own discretion,

unless arrangements were put in force by which there

would be a proper check on the persons to whom tho
books were issued.

YORKSHIRE BRANCH.
At the autumn meeting of the Yorkshire Branch held in

York on October 9th Dr. JiEDi'oiio Pierck delivered an
address on the absence of proper facilities for the treat-

ment of mental disorders in their early stages.

The revised ethical rules approved by the Represontativo
JMccting were adopted.

IRISH COMMITTEE OP THE BRITISH
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Illegal Conditions of Advertisements for Poor Law
Dispensary Doctors.

In a letter, dated October 21st, 1914, the Irish Comraittco
of the British Medical Association drew the attention of

tho Local Government Board (Ireland) to an advertise-

ment in the press for a dispensary doctor in the Castlebar
Union containing an illegal condition of election—namely,
that candidates will be called upon by the guardians to

agiee to be bound by a graded scale of fees for private
patients.

Tho Local Government Board replied stating that it

had written to the Castlebar Board of Guardians pointing
out that the proposed condition of appointment com-
plained of by the Irish Committee of the British Medical
Association would not be binding on the medical officers

appointed. Notwithstanding this definite ruling, some
l:>oard8 of guardians still endeavour to make it a condi-
tion of election that the medical officers a'ppointed

should attend private patients at fees prescribed by
tho guardians. That boards should persist in trying
to make an illegal condition such as this can only be
accounted for by assuming that in some instances
at least they misunderstand the recommendation of

the Local Government Board with regard to the adop-
tion of scales of fees for a certain class of persons at
present receiving free treatment under the Medical
Charities Act in Ireland who could not, in any sense,
be considered destitute or so poor that they could not pay
a moderate fee. There are families in Ireland receiving
in wages as much as £2 or £3 a week who receive under
the Medical Cliarities Acts free medical treatment; this is

apparently a heieilitary privilege based on the fact that
their grandparcuis, who only received two or three shillings

.1 week, had free medical treatment provided for them
under the Medical Charities .\cts. Though it is true that
in a few districts in Ireland the adoption of a scale of

reduced fees to meet such cases has met with some
success, !!]' :< ! niiiJMiif-- .'i 1 il~]iiii^iiiy doctors, while
admittin;_; il.

;

i:
1

•! |i ,|.«:;>lr underlying the
sclioiiie a- I

I i I,
:

I
' 'vernment Board,

have found h ^m ^ .ini m !;'«; Ii:ii ju; 1. nts who, previous to
the adoptiou of t-uch a scheme, paid their ordinary fees,

attempted and succeeded in getting treatment under the
reduced scale of fees adopted to prevent some of the more
gross abuses of well-to do patients receiving free treatment
at the hands of the dispensary doctor.

^ssoctattoit liofias.
I lin.ns nuANMi. -3Ir. .1:111, f s I'.i'.oii, TTouorary Secretary,

" '

r.riujch will be heid
1], at 2.30 p.m. on

! be to consider,
liv tho Branch

. ., „. ..,.;,,„. Atthe
lusiuii .jf tliis i;. !

: ,
, , ,,i ,. itself into

ii-dinary hall-.\. .1 ,. routine
le^:s of the Ijnuh . '- 1

: j a short
r will be read b}' !'r. II. 1'. 11. iM' -imm, -. n 1 r ;ih; -ician, St.

ge's Hospital temporary Siii-ficoii-tieiieral, Jt.N., Haslar
'ital),onwar diseases, and it is hoped that a discussion will

3. Tea will be served during or after the meeting.

RECRUITING FOR THE MEDICAL
SERVICES.

THE SCOTTISH MEDICAL EMERGENCY COM-
MITTEE RECOGNIZED AS A TRIBUNAL.

We are informed that the Scottish Medical Service
Emcig' ncy Committee, which for tho last six months lias
been actively engaged in recruiting medical officers for tho
army, has now been appointed the " Tribunal " for Scotland
to deal with questions affecting the liability of medical
men to undertake military service. Tho following is an
excerpt from the letter of appointmcut addressed to tho
Convener of tho Committee at tho Royal College of
Physicians, Edinburgh, by the Assistant Director-General
Army Medical Services

:

War Office, Whitehall, S.W.,
November 12th, 1915.

I have been directed by Sir A. Keofe'h to aclinowledge your
letter of 'i:,^n'h M'l-.nil.rr, nnd, in reply, am to say that your
Coiini; ' IS I,, V, 1, :..|,.i as a "Tribunal" for medical
puiji .

:
i.i .11.,!,

. iii|iowered to issue lettersof o.xcuso
toiii. ' s

, r.i :i ::;iik it would be undesirable to call
upon I iM!:il,.s luiliuu;, service.

The Committee will shortly make a public announce-
ment of the manner in which they propose to discharge
this important national duty. The Committee is con-
stituted as follows

:

Dr. A. H. Freeland Barbour, President of the Royal College
of Physicians.

Mr. J. W. B. Hqdsdon, President of the Royal College of
Surgeons.

Dr. Bbenezer Duncan, President of the Royal Faculty of
Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow.

Professor Kynoch, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine,
University of St. Andrewa.

Professor Bryce, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine,
University of Glasgow.

Professor siieuu^ni, nean of the Faculty of Medicine,
Univr---'-- • •

'
:--

' '11.

Profeas'i ' m of the Faculty of Medicine,
Edii.i

Dr. John . . Vice-Chairmau Scottish Com-
mitttu, 1 - L- . -i- .._al Association.

Dr. G.C. Aii'kiduD, Mtthill, Secretary Fife Branch, British
Medical Association, and of the Fife County Local
Medical and Panel Committees.

Dr. .1. R. Currie, Edinburgh, Senior Medical OfScer,
Scottisii National Insurance Commission.

Dr. John Gordon, Aberdeen, President Aberdeen Branch,
British Medical Association.

Dr. J. R. Hamilton, Hawick, Chairman Scottish Com-
mittee, British Medical Association.

Dr. .John C. M'Vail, Deputy Chairman Scottish National
Insurance Commission.

Dr. John Playfair, President of the Edinburgh Medical
Guild.

Dr. John Stevens, Secretary Edinburgh Branch, British
Medical Association.

Dr. Norman Walker, Edinburgh, Direct Representative for
Scotland on the General Medical Council (Convener).

The Secretary to the Committee is Mr. T. H. Grahain,
Royal College of Physicians, 9, Queen Street,
Edinburgh.

RECRUITING FOR THE NAVAL AND MILITARY
SERVICES: ENGLAND AND WiLES.

On August 17th last the Central Medical War Committee
advised all tho local War Committees in England and
Wales that, acting on the urgent request of the Director-

General of the Army iMedical Services to provide an addi-

tional large number of military medical officers, the Com-
mittee had resolved that each area should be asked to

furnish a number calculated on the basis of the proportion

the medical population of the area bore to the total number
required.

The following is a list of the areas which, up to the

present date (November 15th) have furnished their quota
or more. The Committee in publishing this list is anxious
to make it clear that the appearance of an area in this list

does not necessarily mean that it is not likely to be called

upon to furnish more medical officers, as the quota was a
provisional one which may be increased or diminished in

the future according to local conditions

:

Barnsley Great Yarmouth
Birkenhead Guildford
Blackpool Halifax
BIytb Bartleiiools
Dudley He.\ham
Gatesheaii Holland
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Horsliam
Huddersllelil
Isle of Mau
I^cwisliam
JIaiioliester

North Caruai-vc
An^lesea

Norwich
Nottingham

OWliam
Preston
Riclimoiul
Roohiiale
Blu-opshirc ana Mid-Walo
Tower Hmulets
Trowbridge
Warwick and Lcamin"toi
West Suffollj.

PUBLIC AUTIIOIUTIES AND MEDICAL
KECKUITING.

Skveral repoils have recently been received whicli seem
to sliow Unit some luemboi-s of public bodies are not iu-

cliucd to make due allowance for the difficulties in wliicli

medical nicu are placed wLeu they consider it their duty
to ioiu the R.A.M.C According to the Worcestershire
Echo of November 10th, a medical officer of the Droitwich
Boaixl of Goardiaus.who wasuuable to obtain his discharge
as an officer of the Yeomanry and also unable to obtain a
loeumtenent applied that a neighbouring doctor who \vas
quite willing should be appointed to talie over his duties
temporarily. After some discussion the board granted the
reijuest, but the chairman, with a regrettable want of
consideration, suggested that the medical officer ought to
Lave resigned his position so that the board cou'.d make
anotlier appointment, though it was pointed out that to
i-esign the appoiutmuut would liave practically involved
giving up practice altogether iu the district. Again, from
the IV'orcestcrshire Chronicle ot November 6th, it appears
that a doctor on the panel of the Worcestershire Insurance
Committee applied that his panel patients should be
ttin|)orarily transferred wliile he was serving with the
army. The chairman of the committee said thoy could
not agree to that, and if the patients went to another
doctor they would have to remain until the changing
period, as tUey could not force the patients to have any
doctor. A medical member of the committee assured it

that the doctors hatl arranged that the transfer should
only be temporary, as it seemed to be impossible to obtain
a satisfactory loeumtenent, and the committee decided to
ask the local doctors to formulate a scheme.

In this case there ought to be noue of the difficulty,
which the chairman raised, in making an arrangement
fair both to the doctor and his patients. Repeated appeals
from high authorities have from time to time been made
to employers of labour to offer every facility to their
workmen to join the forces without any unnecessary
damage to their prospects, and it surely cannot be asking
too much of pubhc bodies thnt they should willingly da
the same for medical men who desire to serve their
country. If this is not done the efforts of the Medical
War Committees to obtain a full complement of medical
officers for the army will be seriously hindered, and the
Local Government Board aud the Commissioners and
other authorities would be quite justified in forcibly
renjinding local authorities that, without any neglect of
their ordinary duties, they share with all the community
the added duty of at least not placing unnecessary diffi-

culties in the way ot medical practitioners who desire to
join the medical forces.

KENSINGTON DIVISION.
_ A MEETi.v.; of the whole profession in the Divisional area
was held at Kensington Town Hall on November 15th.

Dr. Herbeet Chambers, Chairman of the Division, who
[

presided, drew the attention of the meeting to the gravity
of the present shortage of medical officers in the army.
Mr. E. B. Turner moved

:

- That this meeting elects a committee representative of the
profession iu the areas of Kensington, radiliugton, and
Hanimtrsmith to carry out the objects for whicli the
present meeting has been called.

Mr. Turner said that the Central Medical War Com-
mittee, as tlic result of an interview with the Director-
ipeneral of Recruiting and the Director-General, Army
^edical Service, had been recognized as acommittee respon-
sible for supplying the necessary number of new officers for
;thc R..\.M.("., thus acting towards the profession as one
of Lord Derby's recruiting committees. If therefore their
efforts were not crowned with success, the authorities
would come to the inevitable conclusion that voluntHiy
effort had failed and that methods of compulsion must be
res"! !m1 to, methods which would mean that men would
Be taken from their practices by authorities unacquainted

j

with the needs of different districts, or of the difficulties of
individual doctors. Mr. Turner therefore exhorted the
meeting to elect a strong committee in order that tho
situation might be thoroughly met. He said that the tirsu
class to be called upon would consist of unmarried men of
military age in institutional practice—hospital, public
health, school, and tuberculosis dispensary officers, and tho
like: the second class would consist of single men in general
practice, aud then married men iu institutional aud iu
general practice.

Dr. A. J. RiCE-OxLEY seconded the motion
A general discussion took place, in which Drs. F. G.

Li.uYD, Laurance, Ware, Gordon Wilson, Turtlu-,
Chatterton, SiNGTON, White, Kingdon, Buknhill, ami
others took part, tho points taken being (a) that from
practical experience of some who had had temporary com-
missions and the information which others had received
from friends on active service, there was at present very
little need for additional medical officers in Fiance; (6)
that rank in the R.A.M.C. should be given according to
age and experience; (e) that the navy being at present
overstaffed with medical men. a number of medical officers
should be transferred from the navy to the R.A.M.C. ; (</)

that a special fund should be earmarked by the War Office
out of which men could be helped when they returned to
their practices (or rather the remnants of tiie same) after
tho war.

Mr. Turner, in reply, stated that every objection which
the meeting had raised had been already put before the
Director-General by the Central Medical War Committee.
The 5th army was iu urgent need of medical officers, and
although it was true that many uieu at the front at,

present had little to do, the authorities had to be ready
for the enormous increase iu casualties which would occur
when the final march on Berlin began. He did not think
that the question of rank was felt by many to be a
grievance; he knew of cases in which surgeons weio
serving under their former house-surgeons, aud glad to he
tloiug it. No doubt the navy was very fully provided with
medical officers, but they might all be needed. With
regard to the compensation fund, Mr. Turner said that the
necessity for such a fund has been urgently pressed upoa
the authorities, but the Treasury appeared to bo tho
stumbling block.
The Chairman then put the motion, which was carried

unanimously.
It was proposed, seconded, and carried that the following

couveners of the meeting be elected as the committee!
with power to add to their number: Drs. T. Guntou
Alderton, Charles Buttar, Herbert Chambers, Leonaid
Dobson, J. Herbert Menzies, A. .J. Rico-O.-cloy, G. Crawford
Thomson, E. B. Turner, G. de B. Turtle, F. J. Waldo, and
Walter E. Fry.
The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to tho

Chairman.
Tlie number of medical men present was 102.

TEMPORARY COMMISSION OR TERRITORI\ri
FORCE.

Which Shall I Join?
Tnosr; who are considering in which branch of the Army
Medical Service they should seek to obtain a commission
for war service find considerable difficulty in obtaining any
real data upon whicli to base their preference. AVheti
there is some local interest, such as that held out by join-
ing a territorial unit composed by one's friends, that is
often sufficient to determine tho balance. Others who
have no preference of this sort naturally apply to the War
Office, and thereon tiud themselves " commissioned as
temporary Lieutenants of the R.A.M.C.
Following some notes aud corres|iondence publishod

recently in our columns we have received many letters on
the subject o( pay and tho different conditions attachiug
to territorial and other rank.
On the matters of pay the territorial officer is still at a

disadvantage as compared with his brother doctor who
takes service as a temporary Lieutenant iu the R.A.M.C.
But it would appear that this factor is not always tho
weightiest in the minds of some men, even though it U
Olio that has of necessity most engaged tho attention
of the Central Medical War Committee.
The diflferent points of view from which these two orders

ot commissions are regarded is well expressed in the two
following letters which have been received almost by tho
same post, and from the .same part of the country.
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Dr. O. K." Roberts (Colchester) writes: Whilst we are all

agreed that there is a serious shortage of medical men for war
inirposes, and no doubt the majority of us are doiii;; our best to

try and offer our services to the country, yet I think that those

.of" us who have only our practices, etc., by whirli we live,

Fihould f,(iioiislv cMUHilcr tlif conditions of service before
actiKil' i

'':,, iii.l.iM. I do not think It has been
sufli( , , i..;;iilar R.A.M.C., at least

fori' , signing on for one year
onh t I

i ' ; :.i]tages as compared with
.theiiiii. ,. i,..j>..i. i,,L i.,iiii..iia.l i uicu. The latter, when once
attached lo a unit, arc there till the end of the war, no matter
liow fitted they mav feel themselves to be for work in a different

kind of unit. The temporary commissioned men, if private

affairs should demand their whole attention, or consider them-
selves harshly treated, can at least resign at the end of twelve
mouths' service.

Major John E. B. Wells, R.A.M.C.(T.), Commanding
2/6th London Field Ambulance (Braintree), writes : In your
comparison (October 30tli, p. 66:J) between the rates of emolu-
ments and conditions of service of ollicers R.A.iM.G. (temporary
commission) and R.A.M.C. (Territorial Force) you omitted one
import!
torial I .

conscii

.m,-( .A.^I.f. I'Tci

BoTAL Abmy Medical, Cokps.
Temporary Major J. F. \V. Silk, M.B., to be temporary Lieutcnimi

Colonel.
Temporary Lieutenants to be temporary Captains: E. F. W. IMi'-

Icc-nzio. M.iS., T. K. Laweon. F. E. Johnson, W. MacEwen. M.I!., 1' II

Jiaiir. M.D.. C. G. L. Wolf, M.D., <!. C. Morrell, M.D., J, Bigt'am. M I

C;. Scales. M.li. I), eotlinser, M.ll., L. \V. Houletl. iMI!., 1) llni.!-

M.li.. H. 11 ( r. ,, ,„ ,1
,
V ]. \ l:, T,, M, ;,i. , "I i: ,

^.'. ', 'i

M B...I M ' 1 '

'
' y r ! I" ' 'I l: '''-' r ! I

•'

M. Muvrl, '

I I

I
. ' - h I,

E. B. |;.i. . '
I

li
( I

Garden, Ml', i i'
i :

M.B ,lt. Mco. til I
M ii

C. C. lieates, D. \! i h i
i

M.B., F. W. :il I
I i I

H. L Nell, Mil I

Haiikiiie. M.I!., W ;
i I i: ,i

I

MB., I

M.B..
Keotl.

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
FOK WAR SERVICE.

TnE honorary secretaries of the Harveian Society of

Lonclon invite all members of the profession to attend a
meeting of the society next Thursday, when Dr. James
Galloway, Major R.A.M.C.(T.), who is a memher of the
Central Medical War Committee and has taken great

interest in its work, will open a discussion on the organiza-

tion of the medical profession for war service. The
honorary secretaries point out that the great proportions

the subject is assuming is shown by the fact that the

actual medical personnel of the Army Medical Service

must be approaching 10,000, in place of the peace establish-

ment of 1,0(X). The position, they say, is rendered more
acute by the recent pronouncement of the Director- General
of Recruiting with reference to the calling up of unmarried
men. It will not. they say, be possible to exempt such
men in the medical profession while the rest of the
community is put under pressure. Hence there is urgent

reason that medical men should consider how the situation

is to bo met. The meeting will take place at the
Stafford Rooms, Titchborne Street, Edgware Road, W^, at

8.30 p.m.

WASTE

!

Sir,—The Association, at the request of the War Office,

has asked me, through, the local secretary, to undertake
the work of my colleague so that he may accept a com-
mission in the .\.M.S. This I am wUiug and anxious to

do, .but as the piacticts are extensive, and largely increased

by military work, it can only be arranged by curtailing all

the calls on my time, so as to bring tliem to the minimum.
But while we are trying to do this i am required to visit

a woman living seven miles away, to witness her signature

to a statement that she cannot walk three miles to draw
her pay at the Post Office, because the War Office will not
allow her to receive the money allotted to her by her son
on any other terms.
Now, how is our work to be done if our time is to be

thus wasted ?—1 am, etc.,

New Romney, Oct. 28l,h. Henkt HiCK.

Jialial aiiD i!liUttu-]i Appaiutments,

Admiralty : Fleet
s, Osborne to the

I the St. Georgf^,
\ to the Victory,

t I the Pembroke,
1:- to the Victor!/.

EOY.M. :. \ !.!,
The tollowins appoint:
Surgeons E. Foinoa i"

Victory, additional, S'

vice Osborne. Suu' "-

additional. Tru i

i
-

additional: I'

additional; ^^,

udditional lii i
. ,,

i
, ,r\ Hurijeons : W.

MacMui-ray, M.l; i . c M. K. , , ( i. Shorland.

Royal Naval Volunteek Eeseiite.
To be Surgeon Probationers : H. J. Hollis D Maclean. J. W. Pcden.

H.B. Alexander.

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
Lieutenant-Colonels to be temporary CoIolcIs whilst holding the

appointments of Assistant Director of Medical Services : A. E. C.

Keble, O. S. McLoughlin. C M.G . D.S.O.. .f. D. Ferguson. D.S.O.,
H. N. Dunn, E. W. Slayier, N. Tvacka, H. A. Hinge.

K.

Dii. W. H.

.M,D,,.J. H, .MeNicol. M.li,, It. J. \V(... !
-

!

A.ment, C. R. Taylor. M.B., D. V i
:

M.li., T. P. Lewis. C. G. Douslas. M I
>

'

M.B., W. E. Hopkins, M.li. Fill' I !.

W^atson, M.B., ,T. GaiMJtl, ^ '"' -

Fetherstonhaugh.M.B.,.J, M -
' i

Anderson, M.B., J. W. Brr. i
.

i
, n :.i>, u.

Millar, M.B., J. Hendersr.. i
'

' ~\\.\V.
Baxter, M.B.. T. W. R. L.: ,;,i; 1,1, ...-h-Ior,
N. A. Coward. M.D., R. M, i: ,,.,.,. .J u. !,..„.„. .:.l, 11. .).

Mulligan, M.B., M. Murphy, ^I.ll,, G. W. ^nlne, M.l)„ H. Noauie,
F.K.C.S., V. M, Rich. M.B., E. L. N. Rhodes. G. Thorn, J. Tichborae,
M D.. G. W. Will, M.B., A. -. Tiiylor. M.B., W. G. Lidderdale, M.B.,
M. R. Mackay. M.P. . P. A. GranRc. M.B,. J. D. Lithsow, M.B.,
F.R C.S.E., J. A. -i.iiih Ml! ^,1 w >;,l,iiu,e .TVV. T)ew. M.B...T. H D.
Acland. H. A. 1,' ' ,\l r. n i:, ('rosliie. H.
Retallack-Maloi . i

1

i

Brown M.D., .11
.

Oil.':on..T. f.B I 11 l.n, M.B., A. G.
Mill. V M i; ,A 1 Piingle. M.D.,

1 , ' : iiuent. R. .T. T.
u.M.B.. W. M.
n. M,B..G. W.

I-..1. H. O'Neill.
.., ._ ,

.-__ _.'.'. ' , \V. Mackarell,
M,U,..I, B, Orr. ' i n. Ml:,, K, A. Tozcr, M.B.. .1, C.
Anderson, M I),. \, i Muclnnes, M.B. , H. Emerson, M. 15.,

E. L. Brown. W ^ i

To be temper,'! i
, ,i i, II, .Jones. late Staff Surgeon, R.N..

M. Ferguson, H. .M . _ i
, 1 : '_ - 1 . T. A. Eothwoll, M.D.. late Surgeon-

Captain. 3r.l V.B. I hcsliirc Risiinent.
Temporary honorai-v Lieutenants to be temporary Lieutenants:

T. B Welsh, M.B., A. N. Garrod, J. L. Davies. A. H. Little, \V. F
Thompson.
Temporary honorarj' Captain M. C. Gardner, M.B., relinquishes hi;

commission on ceasing to bo employed with the Australian VolunLar:
Hospital.
The name of temporary Lieutenant Arthur L Robinson is as nov

described and not as stated in the London Oasctle of October 14th.

Temporary honorary Lieutenant A. F. H. Rahagliati, M.D., re;in

qni-)ii - bis crimmission on ceasing to be employed with No. 4 Biitisl

'i\ iiLi.-mav Lieutenant A. Turner relinquishes his comr
To he teu:i)nraiv Lieutenants: C. U. M. Pattison. H. B. Maunsell

A. Semi)Ie, M.l!,. .1. H. Morris Jones. E C. McMillan, M.B., S. «r,

Davies. M,B., T. .T. Lloyd. A. J lUoek. M.D.. E, A. C. Rigby. I'. J.

McClade. M.B.. C. II. F. ,Tolin;,ton, M.D., C. E. Dui-rant C M
Roberts, M.B.. W. M. Chri.nie, Ml!., C. S. Kingston. A. M. Welj
F.RCS. A W. C Dnike, MB,, 1!, C. Thom.is T. M. Sellar, M.B.
W. R. \Vil...ti, r li I -,,1

, I', I. ,„;,M. M.B.. T. A. CoUinson, W. O. B.

Gnnn Ml- i ircv. M B.. S. W McComb. M.B.,

R, H, i, , \V .1, JIaedonald, M.B.,.I. Black
11,1'.,, ',

: t.T I',Seatchard.M.B..A.Dixon
H 1!. 1 lain, MB.. J. B. Stephens, M.B,
J. \V. I I. l: , ,T, N, L. Thoseby, M.B., A. G
Brycc Ml" i

i ;. Unswortb. M.B . J. F. Stuck
land, M.B..N. 1, 1

,
' ,- wall, M.B., J. W. B. Thor •

MB., B. P. Yo , M.B.,C. 4. Keegau, M.B.. A. W
R'akefiekl. M.U,, :

n, ^. . .„ ,

D W Finlaj- Ml' i .u-y honorary Lieutenaut-Colone
whilst holding the appointment of offlcer-in-charge Red i,;ross Hospital

at Uallahou~ton. Glasgow. ... . , ., ^

R J. C. Douty to be temoorary honorary Lieutenant whilst

with No. 2 British Red Cross Hospital.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Royal Army Medical Cokts.

London (City ef London) Field Ambulance.—Caplviia .\. D. J.

/ '
I ,'i.' .lire—Captain E. P. Minett is restored to th

,1, 1 ! Mi'stiiiiiel for announcement pulilishcd in ftb'

, I .ii ^l 1 tmiljer 13th). Lieutenant E. W. Barou, M.B.
^ ..i,i, 1.: , . :.,!ii;s;u.n on nixount of ill health.
J,ir,„;,,,i ,s-,ii,i(.r,!; Ciiiin>inij.—J. InKlis to bo Lieutenant.
Lnvland Field Ambulance.—hio\it.eaa,nt \V J. Scade, M.B., to b

Southern G-neral Bosuital.—E. D. Macnamara. M.D., F.B.C.
e Captain, whose services will be available on mobilization.
W<!ssf.5 Field .4mbi(io7ice.—Captain H. C. Adams to be temporar
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Welsh Border ilounted Brigade FieUl Amtttlanee.—W. Morgan to ba
XiloukenaDfe.
South Midland fiold ^ntbuiancv.—Licntonont E. 'Wliichcllo, M.B.,

to ho Captain.
East Lancashire Casudltu Clranna SinttoH.—Captain T.B.Wolston-

holinc. M.B.. to lie temporary Major.
East Laiirashire Field AmbuUncf.—V'. W. MarsJcQ Oata Major,

Base Lanoashiro Brigade. R.F.A.). to bo Major.
Noillurn Oeneral HoitpiiaZ.—Captain \V. B. Aldcrson, Sf.D., fi'om

Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to bo Cautain ivbosa
Bervicc3 xvill bo available on mobilization.
Xorthunibrian Casualty Clearing Sfatioil.—liioutoaauts to be

Captoins : 1'. Phillips. M U., S. McCoull. M.B.
Highland .Voim(«.( Briuade Field Ambidttiice.—n. W. C. iracdonald,

M.D . late Smcon-Lieutenaut 8tb V.B. Royal Scots, to bo Captain.
Jtfrtciitit <o Units other than iledical Oiiifs.-Lieutenant L. H. H.

Hoys (o IM Captain.

Wital Statistics.

VITAL STATISTICS OF LONDON DURISG THE THIRD
gUARTEB OP 1915.

rSrEci.vr.i.T Reported fob the "Bbitish Medic.vl JonnNAL."]
Is the accompanying table will be found summarised tho vital
statistics of the City of London and of the mctropoiilan boroughs,
ba-sed upon the Keeistrar-Gcnoral's returns for the tWid quarter of tho
year. The mortality figures in the table relate to tho deaths of
persons actually belonging to the sevei-al boroughs, and are obtained
by distributing the deaths in institutions among tlio several boroughs
in which the deceased pci-sons had actually resided. Tho 24,OjO births
rc-.;istored in ihe quarter under notice were equal to an annual rate of
21.3 per 1.000 of the population, estimated at 4.518,021 persons ; in the
corresponding quarters of the three preceding years the birth-rates
wore 24.6. 24.7, and 24.9 per 1.000 respectively. The lowest birth-rates
last quarter were 10.3 in tho City of Westminster, 12.5 in Holborn. 13.3

in Hackney, 15.5 in Cheisea, and 15.9 in Stoke Nuwington : among tho
highest rates were 25.8 in Dcptiord. 25.9 in Bermondsey, 26.5 in Stepney,
27.2 in the City of London. 27.8 in Pop;ar. and 31.8 in Pinsbury.
During the quarter the deaths of 13,937 London residents wore

registered, equal to an annual rateof 12.4 per 1,000; in the corresponding
uuarters of the three preceding years the rates were 11.5. 11.8. and 13.3
per 1.000. The death-rates last quarter ranged from 8.6 in Hampstead,
8 9inLowi'h;im. 9.1 in W.indsworth, 9.8 in the City of Westminster,
10.5 in Hammersmith, and 10.8 in Kensington, to 15.3 in Bcrmondsej*,
15.6 in Dcptford . 15.9 in Southwark, 16.1 in Poplar, 16.5 in Finsbui-y, and
17.4 in Greenwich.
Tho 13.937 deaths from all causes included 26 from enteric fever, 131

from measles. 59 from scarlet fever. 193 from whooping-cough. 136 fiom
diphtheria, and 1.299 fi<.';ii ^liarrlioea and enteritis among children
under 2 j-ears 'f " \ .r was proportionally most fatal in
bt. ranci-as. St ' ''

mondsey, and < t tover in Fulbam, St. Maryloboue,
Fiusbury, Sh .!«. > Kiial Green: whooping-cough in Fins-
bury, Shoreditcu, .-^o*. i;i!lj. iupiar, Doptford. and Greenwich; and
diphtheria in the City of London, Shoreditch. Stepney. Poplar, and
Wandsworth. Tho mortality from diarrhoea and enteritis among
children under 2 years of age in proportion to the births registered
duringthequarterwas greatest in Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, Stepney,

numbered 1,361, and wore equal to an annual rate of 0.98 per 1,000 ; iu
tho corresponding quarters of tho three preceding years the rates
were 1.18, 1.07, and 125 \,rv 1,000 icw^cMvrly. Tho death-rates from
this disease last quniKi ii.ii:,',.d fr.i.n r,H ,., Lewisliam, 0.79 in Hanip.'""

87iiiSl \.'«iiii;lon.0.88inl'addiugtor.

li, 1.70 i Paucras,

stead, 0.82 inWanil
and 0.89 in Reusing' on ,,111 m st Mnrii.iu.n
1-49 in Holborn. 1.51 in ( liris.a. ,.bi lu Soullr
1.81 iu Shoreditcli. and 1.83 in l-insiniry.
Infant mortality, measured by tlio proportion of deaths among

children under 1 year of age to registered births, was equal to 113 per
1,000 last quarter, against 81, 105, and 127 per l.OOOin the oorrespondine
quarters of the three preceding years. Among the lowest rati'S
recorded last quarter were 52 in the City of London, 61 in the Citv of
Westminster. 63 in Hammersmith. 70 in Lewish.xm. 71 in Woolwich,
and 81 in Chelsea : whije the highest rates were 143 in Stepney, 144 in

Analysis 0/ the Vital Statistics of tlie Metropolitan

occurring in Public Institutions

HEALTH OP ENGLISH TOWNS.
In the ninety-six largest English towns 7.337 births and 4,810 deaths
were registered during the week ended Saturday, October 30th. The
annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 14.9, 13.9, and
13.3 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, rose to 13.8 per 1,000 in tho
week under notice. In London the death-rate was 1 qual to 14.2, while
among the ninety-five other large towns it ranged from 4.9 iu .\cton.
5.7 in llford. 7.0 in Wimbledon and in Leyton. 8.8 iu Ealing and iu
Aberdare, and 9.0 in Willesden and in Wallasey, to 18.1 in Sunderland.
18.3 in Gateshead, 18.5 in Stockton-on-Tees. 19.1 in Brighton. 19.9 iu
Burnley, and 20.2 in West Hartlepool. Diphtheria caused a death-rato
of 1.3 in Stoke ou-Trent. 1.7 in Itoch late, and 2.6 in Hastings. The
deaths of children fuuder2 years from diarrhoeal disease, which had
been 717. 508. and 364in the three preceding weeks, further fell to 255, and
included 65 in Loudon, 24 in Liverpool, 13 in Manchester, and 8 iii

Birmingham. The mortality from the remaining infective diseases
showed no marked excess iu any of tho large towns, and no fatal caso
of small-po.t was registered during tho week. The causes of 52, or 1.1
per cent., of the total deaths were not certified by a registered medical
practitioner or by a coroner; of this number. 9 were recorded in
Birmingham. 9 in Liverpool, 3 in London, and 3 in Gateshead. Tho
number of scarlet fever cases under treatmeut iu the Metropolitan
Asylums Hospitals and the London Fever Hospital, which had been
2,933, 3.014, and 3,110 at tho end of the three preceding weeks, wero
again 3,110 on Saturday, October 30th: 378 new cases were admitted
during the week, against 468, 453, and 462 in the three precedinji
weeks.
In the ninety-six largest English towns 7.609 births and 4.945 deaths

were registered during the weekended Saturday, November 6th. Tho
annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 13.9. 13.3, and
13.8 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, rose to 14.2 per 1.000 in tho
week under notice. In London the death rate was equal to 14.4, whilo
among tho ninety-five other large towns it ranged from 4.0 in llford.
5.2 in Wimbledon. 7.0 in Walthamstow. 7.2 in Wallasev. 8.1 in
Sonthend-on-Sea. and 8.4 in Willesden. in Gillingham. and in East-
bourne, to 18.4 in Ipswich, 19.0 in Middlesbrough, 20.1 in Blacknool,
23.3 iu Walsall, 24.5 in Barrow-in-Furness, and 26 1 iu Barusley.
Measles caused a death-rate of 3.0 in Swindon, 3.9 in liarnslov,
and 7.2 in Gloucester; diphtheria of 1.3 in Stoke-on-Trent, 1.5 iu
Bath, and 2.4 in Barrow-in-Furness: and whooping-cough of 1.1
in East Ham. The deaths of children (under 2 years) from diarrhoeal
diseases, which had been 508, 364, and 255 iu the three preceding weeks,
further fell to 226, and included 56 in London, 20 in Liverpool, 10 iu
Birmingham, and 9 in Manchester. The causes of 49, or 1 per cent.,
of the total deaths -were not certified by a registered medical practi-
tioner or by a coroner; of this number 10 were recorded in Birmingham,

'is and of the City of London after Distribution of Deaths
during the Third Quarter of 1915.
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8 in Liverpool. 5 in Gatesliead, 3 in Soutbport, and 3 in South

iihifiWs Tbe nnniber of Boarlel fever patients under treatment m
the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals and the London Fever Hospital,

ubich had Ijeen 3.014, 3.110. and 3,110 at the end of the three preceding

weeks fell to 3.066 on Saturday, November 6th; 544 now cases were

Sitted durinl' the week, against 453, 462. and 378 in the three

preceding weeks.

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
IS the sixteen largest Scottish towns 951 births and 727 deaths were

registered Uurini! the week ended Saturday. October 30tli, The
...Miml iiilc of Moitaiitv ill lliube tr.wns, v.liicli liad l-"/c II V'^. l2-5. and
1^7,,, ^ I... -: 'l I

:-v-- -hr week

K..u,j-.a 1 7 per
'1 lit: -63 deaths

lutile diarrhoea,
lie fevc-r. 1 from
|]s from measles

..c.o recorded iu'EdinburRh.4 in Greenock, and 2 in Leith ! from
Bcarlet fever 5 deaths in Aberdeen; from diphtheria 5 deaths in

F.dinburgh, 5 in Kirkcaldy, and 3 in Dundee : and from mfantUe
diarrhoea 3 deaths in Dundee.

ioiu all causes in Gla.'^How included 14 from
I from scarlet fever, 7 from menslcs. 2 from ei

vhooping-cough, and 1 from diphtheria

HE.^LTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DrniSG the week ending Saturday, October 23rd, 488 births and 371

deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban districts

of Ireland, as aRainst 609 births and 345 deaths in the preceding

period. These deaths represent a mortality of 16.0 per 1.000 of the

aggregate population in tlio districts in (juestion as against 14.8 per

1 000 in the previous period. The mortalilv in these Irish areas was
therefore 12 7 per l.COO higher tliau the corresponding rate in the

„i„etv«'x FnHli-ih town« diiving tbc week ending on the same date.

rill- l.irlli r-iti' oil ;lii- otl'.i In 111!, was eciiial to 21.0 per 1.000 of popula-
:

-,
, liial localities, that in the Dublin

I an averase of 19.3 for the previous
IS against 21.0). in Belfast 14.5 (as

imst 17.01. in LontloDtlerry 12.7 (as
]

;

I ,
,:^ainst 14.5', and in Watcrford 15 2(a8

death-rate was 2.4, as against 1.8 in the

llaraitties aittt ^p]^T0intnteitts.

NOTICES HEGARDJKG a PPOISTMENTS.—Attention is

called to a Notice (.-tf Index to AiUcrtiscmenta—Important

Notice re Appoiuli^ i (/..mi ./"i in our adrertisement
columns, givinupi'i I: ics as to iiliich inquiries

should be made hcu,: <
/

.
.

\.\CAXC1E.S.

lULDOVAN CERTIFIED INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION
AND TREATMENT OF THE FEEBIiE-MINDED.—Resident
Medical Superintendent. Salary, £400 per annum.

PENG 4L India.—Chief Sanitary Officer for the Asansol Mines Board
of Health and Mining Settlement. SalaiT. Rs, 1,200 (i80), rising

to r.E. 1.500 (f100) a month.
ElKKEXHEAU: BOROUGH HOSPITAL.—Junior House-Surgeon.

HiU.T--y, fieOp-r.'innnm.

BIRMlNOHA-t -^ '"^ '"^n FREE HOSPITAL FOR SICK
CHILDKI ,

'

Honorarium. £40 per annum.
BEADFOKI) • lary Women Medical Officers.

Salary, i.

•

BRISTOL I!i: "

WOMEN.—Hou^e-i'l

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.—(1) House-Physicians. (2).House-
Surgcons. Salary, £120 per annum in each ease.

BURNLEY : VICTORIA HOSPITAL.—House-Surgeon. Salary, £135
per annum.

CHELSEA HOSPITAL FOB WOMEN.—Anaesthetist. Honorarium,

for travelling expenses.

DERBYSHIRE HOSPITAL FOB SICK CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
Medical Officer. Salary. £200 per annum.

DEVONSHIRE HOSPITAL. Buxton.—Assistant Housc-Physician.
Salary, £1C0 per annum,

DORCHESTER COUNTY ASYLUM. Dorset.—Medical Superin-
tendent. Salary. £800. rising to £900 per annum.

DUDLEY: GUEST HOSPITAL —(1) Senior Resident Medical Officer;
BBlarv. £150 per annum. (2) Assistant House-Surseon ; salary,
£120 per annum.

HAMPSTEAD GENERAL HOSPITAL. Haverstock Hill, K.W.—
Resident Medical Officer. Salarj-, £200 per annum.

HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND DISE.4SES OP THE
CHKST, Brompton.—House-Physician. Honorarium, 30 guineas
for six months.

LEEDS OENHKAL INFIRMARY.—Resident Aural Officer. Salary,
±•100 per annum.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.

Surgeon aud House-Ph jsician. Salary. £100 per annum each.
LONDON THROAT HOSPITAL. Great Portland Street, W.—House-

Surgeon. Salary, £50 per annum.
MANCHESTER: NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND

CHILDREN, Choetham Hill Road.—Lady Hous&-Surgeon. Salary.
£120 per annum.

NEW irn^il'l'i^.T, FOR v,•0^tFN. r-: '-t: Pr-.i, - v, -House-
I'i > ''^i'. I '

•
'!' ' ^'^1- <"' '' '!•'

^. 1 .
.', p.,,1 Patho-

OMAGH DISTRICT ASYLUM.—Temporai-y Assistant Medif.il

Officer. Salary, £4 4s. a week and travelling expenses.

PARISH OF INVER.WON, Banffshire.-Medical Officer. SaU>i>,

£75 per annum.
ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYalCLiNS, London. -Slilioy Lecturer li-

1917.

SHEFFIELD: JESSOP HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.—Senior ml
Junior Lady House-Surgeons for Iho Gynaecological n

Maternity Departments. Salaries. £100 and £80 respectively.

SHETLAND: WHALSAY PARISH.—Medical Practitioner. Gum
teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Medical Ser. i

Board.
SOUTHAMPTON: FREE EYE HOSPIT.VL.—House-Surgeon Sa!i.iy.

£100 per annum.
SOUTHPORT INFIRMARY.—Senior Housc-Surgcon. Salary at tlio

rate of £200 per annum.
STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY. Stafford. — House-

Surgeon. Halary. £250 per annum.
BTORTHES HALL ASYLUM, Kirkburton, near Huddersfleld -

Locum Tenens. Salary. £6 6s. per week.

SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL.—School Dentist. Salary, £300, rii

to £350, per annum.
VICTORIA HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN. Tite Street. P v

(1) Senior Resident Medical Omcer. (2) House-Physieiau. Si.l

£250 and £200 iwr annum respectively.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL. Stratford. F.

—House-Phjsiciaus. Salary, £120 per annum.
WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-

PENSARY.— Lady House-Surgeon. Salary. £150 per annum.

YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary,

Salary, £150 per annum.
To ensure notice in this column—ichich is compiled from our

advertisement columns, where full particulars uill he found-
it is necessary that advertisements should be received not later

than the first post on Wednesday morning. Pel-sons interested

should refer also to the Itidex to Advertisements which follous

the Table of Contents in the Jourk.al.

AI'l'iilNTMKN-| S.

EOYAL Free Hospitai., ( ^\-.C.-The following

appointments have be.i Medical Officer, Military

Block: G. F. Norbury. I. r ! i viicians: Miss F.landy,

M.B.C.S., L.E.C.P., Mis= .n.,..u„. .,..1,.(_.S., L.R.C.P. House-

Surgeons: Miss Joll. M.B.. B.S.. llibs Chick, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

AssUtant Anaesthetist: Miss Pillman, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Senior

Obstetric Assistant; Miss Brooks, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Junior
Obstetric Assistant : Miss Andi-ews.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES. AND DEATHS.
Tlte charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, and

Veatlis'is ss., which sum should he foruarded in Post 0/iice

Orders or Stamps with thenoticenot later than the first post on

Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

issue.

MARRIAGE.
POLL.VBD—Fkasee—On November 12th. at Moffat Parish Church.

Dumfriesshu-e. John McFarlane Pollard, West African Medical

Staff, to Mary Campbell Fraser.

DE.A.TH3.

MAGtrmE.-On 12th instant, at 55. Cadogan Street. S.W.. Robert
Maguire, M,D., F.E.C.P.. aged 58 years.

WBiGHT GBANT.-On thc 12th November. 1915. suddenly, at Edin-
burgh, John Wright Grant. M.B., C.M.Edin., late of Woburn
Bands, aged 55.

DIARY FOR THE WEEK.
MONDAY.

BoTAi, Society of Medictse:

TUESDAY.
BoTAi, College of Phtsicianb. Pall Mall East, S.W.. 5 p.m.—

Third Goulstonlan Lecture by Dr. Gordon Holmes.

EOTAI, BOCTETT OF MEDICINE :

Section of Medicine. 530 p.m.—.Adjourned Discussion

on Paratyphoid Fever; to be reopened by Sir William
Osier, F.R.S.

WEDNESDAY.
Hdntebian Societt, 4 p.m.—Clinical Afternoon, National Hospital

for Diseases of the Heart. \\ cstmoreland Street, \\ .

THURSDAY.
Hahtzian Society of London. Stafford Rooms Titchborno Street,

Edgware Road, W.. 8.30 p.ra.-A Discussion on the

Organization of the Medical Profession for \\ar Service

will be opened by Dr. James Galloway and Dr. Charles

Buttar.

EoTAi, Society of Medicine:
Section of Balneology and Climatology. 5.30 p.m.—

Presidential Addre.ss by Dr. William Gordon.
Section of Neurology, 8 p.m.—Clinical Meeting.

FRIDAY.
ROYAI- SOCTF.TT OF MEDICINE:

Study of Disease in Childhen, 4.30 p.m.- Cases and
Specimens.

Section of EpiDEinoLOGY and State Medicine, 8.30 p.m.

—Dr. J. Middleton Martin : An Aualysis of Gloucester-

Bhire Statistics. 1901-10.

POST-GRADUATE COURSES AND I.BCTURES.
The following Post-graduate Course will be given next week :

Tm- Post Giuduate College, West London Hospital, Hammer-
bmilb, W.—Clinical work; graduates only. „

1 rarliU ol St. Martm.l i-rielils in tue Coimty ol Middleaei.
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Shortage of Dental Practitioners.
At the meeting of the Council on November 26th, 1914,

the question of the large amount of practice of dentistry
by unqualified persons, and the fact that the number of

dentists on the Dentists Eegistcr had not increased since
the register was formed, was raised by Dr. Ncwsholme
and Mr. Verrall. The matter was referred to the Dental
Education and Examination Committee, which was
authorized to communicate with the licensing authori-
ties on the subject. A letter was accordiuglj' sent ou
March 11th to the licensing bodies granting dental
qualifications, to the British Dental Association, and to
the principal dental schools. The Committee now pre-
sented an interim report stating that it had made inquiries
and had asked a series of questions. The replies were
summarized as follows, the nature of the question being
indicated by the italic headings

:

1. Defects in the Law as a Cause of Slwrlage.—There is

nnaniriiity in attributing mainly to this cause any' deficiency in
the supply of students, some bodies going so far as to say that
it is the sole cause. All express themselves without hesitation
on this point, which is somewhat more fully discussed in the
remarks summarized in Table D.

2. The Influence of the rrcliminary Examination.—There is
more diversity in the answers to this question. Nearly half of
the bodies consider its effect to be negligible, whilst others,
though thinking it of some effect, qualify their answer bv
deprecating any goaeral lowering of the standard. One body
alone, the Glasgow Incorporated Dental Hospital, holds that the
examination is too stringent.

3. The Influence of the Length and Stringency of the Curriculum.
—A good many consider this a negligible factor ; others, in more
guarded answers, hold it to be insignificant as compared with
tlie legal position. Some touch upon the exiiense of the
curriculum in this connexion.

4. The Advisability of Modifyinfl the CHrriciiZiim.—Although
in Table C a good many suggestions for alterations in the
curriculum are offered, it would be premature to discuss these
at present, inasmuch as the Eoyal College of Surgeons of Eng-
land, the body which licenses the largest number of dentists,
is making a very careful inquiry into the matter, which has
not yet been completed.
The only conclusion which so far comes out clearly is that in

the opinion of these bodies, who are in the best position to
judge of the matter, no appreciable increase in the numbers of
those entering the profession can be looked for whilst the law-
affords so little protection to the qualified man.

On the motion of Mr. Tomes, the Chairman of the
Committee, seconded by Sir Henry Morris, the question
raised by the report was referred to the Dental Education
and Examination Committee with a view to the prepara-
tion of definite recommendations for the consideration of
the CouuciL

Dental Business.
Vnqnalijied Fractitioneis and the Public.

Dr. Magennis moved

:

That as it is expedient that the public sIkiuI 1 W t iubkd to
distinguish between quill tied aud unqu I iicia
of medicine or of deutistn and a-^ i of
persons who are uiiqinlilied aie |in( t i lei
Buch conditions as to kid (lit

i
ul 1 uo

qualified dentists, the Geiici il M fei
the question to the Dentil I I lion
Committee to take into cons 1

I lui.

preventing the public fiuiu bt i
| ns

It was unnecessary to point out to llu l.mn. il the (,icat
injustice and hardship that the public sutlticd fionrpei
sous practising who weie not qualihcd All luodts and
methods were adopted to deceive the public. Limited
companies were formed, calling themselves any name they
liked. The most deceptive method was that of putting u^i
a brass plate with the name of the individual, aud under-
neath it " Dental Surgery." Even medical men miglit be
deceived by that, and it was well that the public should bo
warned that a person having such a designation under his
name must be looked upon with suspicion. Tlie Irish
Branch of the British Dental Association had taken the
very wise precaution of having printed a list of the qualified
and registered dentists in Ireland. This list was circulated
not only to members of the medical and dental professions,
but was also sent to a great number of public institutions
so that they might be able to distinguish between qualified
and unqualified dentists. Something should be done to
prohibit unqualified per.sons from performing any dental
operation, or administering any anaesthetic such as gas or
ether.

Sir Bertram Windle, in seconding, said that the art
of deception was carried to the highest possible point iu
this connexion. How could people distinguish between
a dental surgery and a dental surgeon? They could not
distinguish which was the proper and which was the
improper practitioner.

The motion was carried.

Apothecaries Hall of Ireland.
Sir John Moore moved :

That the Irish Branch Council be autliori/.til lo npii.jiiil for a
period of one year a deputy t i. ;>

i :r,.l i-. ii - ut on
behalf of the General Jledic'al i

i

"

- . nal
examinations held liv llie Apoi I,, , ,

, , ||,:,
i ,

:i,. .,iii>-

lioses set forth iu Section 18 of ii;^ :w> !>;,i \,i,)Xmo: that
the deputy so appointed present to ilm Luiincil a rt-jjon on
the general character of such examinations

; aud that he bo
paid a salary of £50 for the year in question.

Dr. Little seconded.
Dr. Magennis moved to postpone the question for ono

year, but this was not seconded, and Dr. Magennis then
moved as a further amendment:
That the Tvi.-1> T'rniir-h r,,,,,,-!! i,n nntli.n i ..l I , .appoint for a

period ,.1 ..... . ,
.,• .. :' ..: , .

I

.
i I,,,

J,resent on
behali •<

.
<. - .

, j, , . liiofessional

pose bt: i-.'iVu .11 -v,!. _i: 1:, _,: _,._ jl...:,/.' _V..t, 1858, iiiid

[605]
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that the deputy so apjiointed shall be either an EngliBhman
or a Scotchman who shall present to the Council a report
on Iho general character of such examination, and that he
be paid an adequate salary for the year in question.

It was not, Dr. Magennis said, right that a deputy should

bo appointed from a rival oxauiiniug body and that the

Apothecaries' Hall should be subjected to reports to tlio

Council by men who liad an evident prcjudico against

them. He appealed to the sense of justice of the Counijil

to say he was not unrr^asduablc in asking that an English-

man, Scotsman, or Wclshinau bo appointed as .a deputy
to inspect the examinations, and if the sum of £50 were
uot sufficient to cover oxi^enscs, then on behalf of the
Apothecaries' Hall lie offered to supply any deficiency,

'i'he amendment not being se'conded fell to the ground.

Tbo motion was then put and carried.

Bccommendations hij the Council.

The Examination Committee presented a voluminous
report on various matters relating to the Apothecaries'

Hall of Ireland, together with reports as to the examina-
tions held in January and February by 8ir William
Taylor, M.B., F.U.C.S.I., instructed to attend the exami-
nations and to present a return thereon, and by Dr.

James Little and Sir John Moore, who attended the

examinations in June as members of the Irish Branch
Council.

The Council adopted the following recommendations of

the Examination Committee

:

1. That, inasmuch as the Court of Directors of the Apothe-
caries' Hall of Dublin have expressed tlieir utmost willingness
to comply in every respect with the requirements of the Geueral
Medical Council in regard to the course of study and the exami-
nations at Apothecaries' Hall, it be referred to the Examination
and Education Committees, acting conjointly, to prepare for
the Executive Committee a statement of the respects in which
the said course of study and the said examinations have been
found to be defective or insufficient; and of the suggestions
they desire to make for amendment in these respects. That,
further, it be delegated to the Executive Committee to com-
municate to the Court of the Hall the statement so prepared on
behalf of the Council.

2. That the reports as to the examinations of the Apothe-
caries' Hall of Ireland held in January, February, and .June,

1915, having been remitted to the Apothecaries' Hall, that body
be requested to favour the Council with any remarks thereon
which they may deem fitting.

Dr. Magennis said that the Apothecaries' Hall of

Ireland would carefully carry into etlect every suggestion
of the Council in order that it might attain to the standard
the Council desired.

Indian Medical Service.
A table showing the results of examinations in July,

1915, for commissions in the Indian Medical Service was
received and directed to be entered on the minutes. It

appeared that ten vacancies were advertised, but only
seven candidates qualified. Of these, four held the
diplomas of the Conjoint Board, London ; one was a
graduate of the National University of Ireland, and one
of the Queen's University, Belfast.

Public Health Committee.
Sir John Mooke, Chairman, presented a report from

the Public Health Committee giving the statistics as to

public health examinations during the ten years ending
1914. The Council resolved to send copies of the statistics

to the universities and other licensing bodies which hold,

cither singly or jointly, examinations for the diploma in

public health, with a request for their observations,

DiscirLiNAEY Cases.
Alleged Covering of an Unregistered Midwife.

The case of Herbert Midgley Reeve, registered as of

1, Bournemouth Park Road, Southend-on-Sea, M.R.C.S.
Eng. 1899, L.li.C.P.Lond. 1899, M.B.U.Lond. 1899, was
considered on November 3rd. He had been summoned
to appear before the Council on the following charge :

That being a registered medical practitioner yon knowingly
enabled one Mary Ann Preece, whose name had been removed
by the Central Midwives Board from the roll of midwives, to
practise as a midwife in contravention of the provisions of the
Midwives Act, 1902, as if the said Jlary Ann Preece were duly
certified under the said Act. And that in relation thereto you
have been guilty of infamous conduct in a professional respect.

The complainants were the Central Midwives Board.

Mr. Julius Bertram, solicitor, appeared for the com-

plainants. Mr. George Elliot, K.C., and Mr. lIowuiU
Wickham, appeared for Dr. Reeve.
Mr. Bbrtbam said the Central Midwives Board was

charged with certain statutory duties for the purpose of

purging the roll of midwives of unsuitable or dangerous
practiti9ners. The Board could remove midwives from the
roll and also had power to restore them to it. In
November, 1913, Mrs. Preece was removed from the roll

of midwives. In 1914, after she had made applications ,

for the restoration of her name to the roll, it was reported i

to the Midwives Board that she had been acting as midwife
under the aegis of a registered medical practitioner in

Southend, and these proceedings were the result of that
information coming before the Board. The Board was not
actuated by any spirit of vindictiveness against Dr. Reeve.
It would be for him to tell the Council the reasons whicli
induced him to act as he did, and for the Council to decide
what degree of culpability, if any, his action merited.
Tlie charge was one of covering. In regard to that
offence the following notice had been issued after delibeia
tion to the members of the medical profession: "In regaid
to the practice commonly known as covering the Couuril
gives notice that any registered medical practitioner v, 1 1 >

by his presence, countenance, advice, assistance or v<-

oijeration knowingly enables an unqualified or unregistcrtd
person, whether described as an assistant or otherwise,
to attend or treat any patient, to procure or issue any
medical certificate or certificate of death, or otherwise
to engage in any medical practice as if the said
person were duly qualified and registered, is liable

to be judged guilty of infamous conduct in a profes-

sional respect." He submitted that the notice im-

posed upon a medical man under the most severe penal-

ties the duty of abstaining in any way from assisting

a woman who was uot upon the register of midwives to

attend women in childbirth as if her name was upon that
register. The practice in which Mrs. Preece was engaged
was only possible by the intervention of Dr. Reeve. The
ex-midwife was proceeded against before the Southend
magistrates, who found as a fact that she was contra-

vening the statute, and she was convicted and punished.
At the magisterial inquiry Dr. Reeve's conduct was com-
mented upon by the magistrate. He came forward and
said what he could to excuse the woman Preece from her
breach of the law. He (Mr. Bertram) did not suggest that

Dr. Reeve was actuated by any base motives of achieving

a large number of small pecuniary benefits at the expense
of his fellow medical practitioners, but all the inseparable

incidents of a really Ijad case of covering were present.

First of all the doctor assisted an unregistered person

to practise. The patient who was the subject of the

practice was not attended in the confinement by the

doctor at all. The patient did not engage the doctor's

services. She was in each case a woman who had pre-

viously engaged the midwife in former confinements. The
woman would go to the midwife and ask her to attend her.

Mrs. Preece replied that she could not do it without a

doctor, but Dr. Reeve would attend. Again, the doctor's

fee was not paid to him by the patient ; it was in each

case paid to him by the midwife. The doctor did not

conduct the coutinemcnts, and in each case the doctor's

conduct of confinement cases was described by himself as

being of a perfunctory kind. Four women were attended

;

he did uot attend any one of the confinements ; in each

case he paid only one visit. At that visit he omitted

to make any examination of the patient and took the

nurse's word for it, or the patient's word, that

there was no damage or laceration to bother about.

The doctor did not examine the patient or take her

pulse or temperature; but he did two things—ho

signed the maternity benefit card and issued to the

local authority the necessary notification of birth. Mr.

Bertram suggested that the visit was paid immediately

after the confinement, mainly if not solely in order that

the birth might be notified to the local supervising

authority within the time prescribed by the Act of

Parliament, and it would be plain to every member of

the Council that the cu-cumstanoe that the doctor in each

of the four cases was the person to notify the birth had

the effect of preventing the supervising authority from

tracing the practice of this unauthorized person Mrs.

Preece. 'Jlio occurrence in one of the cases on the

fifteenth day of untoward symptoms was the only ^cir-

cumstance which put the authorities on the track. The
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offence might have boon ccmraitted by Dr. Reeve from the

best of motives, but, as the Council would realize, the

inevitable consequence, if such a practice were condoned,

would bo that the work with which the Central Midwives
Board was charged would become worthless and might
not be performed.
The st.atutory declaration of George William Duncan,

Secretary of the Central Midwives Board, was read, which
bore out the statements set forth by Mr. Bertram. Declara-

tions were alSo read made by the four women who were
attended by Mrs. Precco.

Dr. Pcr.ii (M.O.H. Southend), in answer to Mr. Geop.c.e

Elliot, said that from his constant association with Dr.

Keeve he was of opinion that he carried on his practice

in a perfectly hoaourable and straightforward manner.
Mr. George Elliot said Dr. Keeve did not attempt and

did not wish to justify his conduct. Putting the case
shortly he desired to present to the Council the case of

Dr. Reeve as an unfortunate error of judgement, but under
circumstances which entitled him to the sympathy of the

Council. While the Council might think that there had
been conduct which under some circumstauces justly

would be regarded as deserving of very severe censure aud
penal remedies, yet he submitted the present was a case,

having regard to the high character of the man, in which
the Council might take a lenient view of the matter, and
not proceed to the extreme course which might be taken.

Dr. Reeve, in answer to Mr. George Elliot, said ho
liad no intention of departing from the normal practice

;

ho had no idea at all that he was assisting an unregistered
midwife. He considered the patients referred to belonged
to him, aud looked upon himself as responsible for them.
This concluded the case for Dr. Reeve.
The Council went into camera to deliberate on the case

on November 4th. Strangers withdrew. On readmission,
the Pbesiden't announced the judgement of the Council
as follows

:

Mr. Herbert Midgley Eecvc, the Council has considered the
charge made against you, namely, that being a ret^istered
uitdical practitioner, you knowingly euai.lc.1 one Maiy Ann
Precc«,"wliose name had been removed by I'-x 1 ( ntiil M .Ivjves
Board from the roil of midwives, to praciisf :i:- :i m \Kiiv, in
contravention of the provisions of the Miilv.ivc- A< t. 19ii2. ,isi(

the said Mary Ann Preece were duly certuied uiuler tlie said
Act. This charge the Council 1ms found to be proved. Xour
offence was committed notwithstanding the fact that yon were

• in possession of the following warning notice :
" Any registered

practitioner who by his presence, countenance, advice, assist-
ance, or co-operation, knowingly enables an unqualified or
unregistered person, whetlier described as an assistant or other-
wise, to attend, treat, or ijerforra any operation nptm a patient
in respect of any matter requiring professional discretion or
skill, or otherwise to engage in professional practice as if the
said person were duly qualilied and registered, is liable on
proof of the facts to have his name erased from the licfiistcr."

'Xhe Council takes a very grave view of the action of any
medical practitiouer who " covers" the practice of uuqualilied
or uncertified women, under v.liatever pretest they practise
midwifery or otherwise attend and treat women in labour. But
in order to give you an opportuuitv of reconsidering your
position in relation to this matter, the Council has postponed
judgement in your case till the nest session, in May, of which
you will receive due notice. You will then be required to
attend and to produce testimony from your professioual
brethren as to yom- character and conduct in the interval.

In the case of Ulick Joseph Burke, registered as of

205. Vicarage Lane, Stratford, London, E.. L., L.M. 1896,
R.C.P.Irel., L., I,.M. 1896, R.C.S.Irel., Mr. Harper, the
Council's solicitor, on November 3rd, proved three con-
victions for drunkenness, in one instance associated with
•lisorderly conduct. Mr. Burke denied the charge of dis-

orderly conduct. The Council having considered the
matter in private, the President, when strangers were
readmitted, said:

Mr. Burke, I have to inform you that it has been proved that
you have been convicted of the'misdemeanours alleged against
you in the notice, and that the Acting Registrar has been
directed to erase your name from the Medical Register.

On the same day the Council considered the case of

Edmund Lyall Havnes, registered as of 6, Queen's Club
Terrace, West Kensington, London, W., L.S.A.Lond. 1888,
M.R.C.S.Eng. 1888, L.R.C.P.Lond. 1888.

^'v Hayncs did not appear, and Mr. Harper formally
1 two convictions for being drunk, one for obtaining
by falso pretences, and one of wearing military

.i without lawful authority. The Council having
•red the matter in private, the President made the

, ing announcement

:

That Edmund Lyall Haynes having been proved to have
been convicted of the misdemeanours alleged against him on
tlie notice of inquiry, the Acting llegistrar has been du'eeted to
erase his name from the iVcdiciU licffistcr.

In the case of William Shaw, registered as of Larnc,
CO. Antrim, L.K.C.P.Ediu. 1886, L.R.C.S.Edin. 1886.
Mr. H.\rpek proved a conviction of indecent behaviour
aud two convictions for drunkenness. Mr. Shaw, who
appeared in person, stated that ho would do anything
that the Council would ask him to do. Ho was trying to
walk straight, and ho woidd bo glad if the Council would
postpone .sentence till the next session.

Strangers and parties withdrew. On readmission, the
President announced the judgement of the Council a3
follows:

Mr. Shaw, I have to inform you ths»t the Council lias found,
after careful consideratiou, that tlie convictions alleged against
you in the notice of inquiry have been proved, that it takes a
very grave view cf :!: m >. . ,: ui^ ,

i which you have been
in-oved guilty and "I

- .
1 imh is caused by such

convictions; but r. ..'
,

'
i lave an opportunity ot

redeeming your pi.'-:; '11, i 'M I iiii) i^ postponed its judge-
ment in your case luiul iliu ,\oi tiiibei- M>Mon next year, when
you will he expected to produce testimonials as to" your good
conduct in the interval from your professional brethren.
I have further to inform you that, in the event of any other
conviction being reported before the next session of the Council
in May, you will be liable to be called upon to attend to receive
the judgement of the Council at that session instead of in that
of Xovember, 1916.

Removal from the Register.
A report from the E.xecutive Committee was received

stating that Mr. Dhanpat Rai, registered on February 8th,
1901, with the address Lahore, India, had ceased to be a,

licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of Londoa
and a member of the Royal College of Surgeons, England,
for his conduct in respect to advertising. The Council
directed that the name of Mr. Dhanpat Rai should bo
erased from the Medical Ecgister, " he having no longer
any registrable qualifications."

"STAFFORDSHIRE BRANCH:
South Staffordshire Division.

At a meeting of the Division held at Wolverhampton on
November 16th, when Dr. J. A. Codd was in the chair,

resolutions of condolence were passed with the President-
elect of the Staffordshire Branch, Dr. Malet, and with
Dr. W. 11. T. Winter, a member of the Division, on tha
deaths in action of their eldest sons in the Dardanelles.
The new ethical rules were adopted and the Executive

Committee of the Division was appointed to be the Medical
War Committee.

After a discussion of the question of free medical
attcudance on the dependants of soldiers and sailors, it

was unanimously resolved that the separation allowance
was now so much more liberal that the time had come for
the free attendance on the dependants of soldiers and
sailors to be discontinued.

^ssoriatioit joints.
BRANCH AND DIVISION MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Kknt Branch.—Dr. E. A. Starling. Ilncicniiry Secretary

(Chillingworth House, Tuubridgc \\ill- . ^'j». ., notice that a
sijecial meeting of the Branch will 1h- h. 1,1 mi Wednesday,
December 1st, at 3.15 p.m., at the l;o>al Siu. Hotel. .Maidstone.
Agenda: To consider and, if thougtit advisable, to adopst tha
new ethical rules and the new organization rules.

Metropolitan Counties Branch: City Division.—Dr.
McNaboe, Honorary Secretary, gives notice that a meeting of
the Division will "bo held on Wednesday, December 1st, at
4 p.m., at Balsour Hall, Kingsland Road, N., when Dr. Cos
will explain the position as to the War Emergency.

A list of periodical publications, official reports, and Blue
Books in the Library of the British Medical Association
available for issue to members on loan has been printed, and
copies can be obtamed free on application to the Librarian,
at the house of the Association, 429, Strand, W.C. The
regulations governing the loan of these publications are
stated in the introduction to the list. The Library is open
for consultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays
till 2 p.m.).
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BECRirnx*; for the naval and :iriTjTARY
SERVICES :

E.N-i:,LANn AND Wales.

Os August 17tli last the Central Medical AVar Committee
advised all the local War Committees in England and
AVales that, acting on the urgent request of the Dircotov-

(jeneral of tho Army Medical Services to provide an addi-

tional lai'go number of military medical officers, the Com-
mittee had resolved that each area should be asked to

furnish a number calculated on the basis of tlie proportion

the medical population of the area bore to the total number
j'cquired.

The follo-^ving is a list of tbc areas -nhicb, Jip to the

present date (November 22nd) have furnished their quota

or more. The Committee in publishing this list is anxious

to make it clear that the appearance of an area in this list

does not necessarily mean that it is not likely to be called

upon to furnish more medical ofiBcers, as the quota was a

provisional one which may be increased or diminished in

the future according to local conditions :

Barnsley
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INSmAXCE ACT IN PAB.LUMENT.

Dr. Galloway it was agi-eed to aiipioacb the Ceuti-al

Medical War Ooiumittec instea^l.
.

The Committee consideitHl a c;\so in vcbich duiiuR tlucc

nioutbs a piactitionor bad issued 6.280 pioscnptiou forms

for 1,506 patients ; the average cost per insured person on

liis list \Yas reported to be Is. Id. Tbe Pliarmacy ^iib-

eoimuittce estimate*! tbe excess at about £60, but tliouj;bt

tbo ease would be met by recommending tbat an excessive

demand was made upon the drug fund to tbe extent <>t

10 per cent, of tbe total cost of tbe drugs (£251) ordore.l

by tbe practitioner during tbo period under review, and

tbis was" agreed to. Tbe practitioner was invited to attend

ibc CoiuniTltee, but failed to do so.

Since tbe opening of tbe now session four general meetings

and one emergency meeting of tbo Local Medical and

Panel Committees bave been beld.

Tbe total cost of ebccking prescriptions, togetber with

tbe expenses of tbe Joint "Drug Committee, amount to

.£•384 5s. 6d.. of wbicb tbe Panel Committee paid

£128 Is. lOd. for 1914.
^

Subcomiuittces of tbo Local Medical and Panel Com-

riittees in tbe twenty-ono areas in Essex were arranged

on tbe lines of tlie parent Cou.mitteo, tbe Commissioners

agreeing to allow tbo Panel Committee to defray tbe

expenses of sueb meetings as are strictly requiied for the

administration of tbe Panel Committee.

The interpretation of tbe new regulations as to " Rep.

mist." is believed to be tbat any reasonable arrangement,

such as that in Essex, will be looked upon favourably by

tbe Commissioners. Tbe Panel Committee decided tbat

it could not accept any alteration of tbe present ai-range-

luents during 1916.

G i.orrr. ste eshire.

At a meeting of tbe Local Medical and Panel Com-
;yit'ec beld on Xovcniber lOtb it was proposed to

a,ugmeut tbe checker's salary by ^£20, provided be supplied

tbe returns retpxired in tbe Insurance Acts Committee's

circular M.5 for tbe examination of each doctor's expendi-

ture in prescribing.
.

With regard to tbe terms of service for 1916 it was
.ngreed tbat, after consultation with tbe Panel Committee,

ii° practitioner may be required not to give any repeat

order for any drng or appliance without specifying tbe

date of tbe original prescription or a reference number
for the same.

In view of tbe attempt to withdraw the domiciliary 6d.,

it was decided to circularize doctors on the panel to certify

every case of tuberculosis.

IsLR OF Wight.
.\t a meeting of tbe Local Medical and Panel Committees
lield on November 12th it was decided to protest most
strongly against tbe abolition of the method of prescribing

by tbe use of " Rep. mist."

The terms of service for 1916 were considered, and it

was decided tbat as a large percentage had been deducted

from the payments due to doctors for the last sis quarters

and was still unpaid, and taking into account tbat tbe

ohemists were, under pressure, to be paid in full, unless

some safe guarantee be soon given there was a great danger

of the local medical profession refusing to work the

Insurance Act.

BcRon OF EDixncnc.H.

Av a meeting of the Panel Committee beld on November
9tb a statement was submitted as to the undertalimg

entered into last year between tbe Soldiers' and Sailors'

Families Association for attendance upon the necessitous

dependants of soldiers and sailors on service. Since it

appeared tbat tbe Soldiers' and Sailors' Families Associa-

tion was under tbe impression tbat panel doctors had
agi-eed to attend the families of their panel patients, tbe

matter had been considered by tbe Medical Emergency
Committee and a suitable letter sent to tbe secretary of

the Association.

It was reported that of 89 practitioners on tbe Edin-

burgh panel who had been asked to subscribe towards tbe

expenses of tbe Committee, 75 bad paid their subscriptions.

Of the 14 who had not subscribed, 5 were absent on service

with ilis Majesty's forces, 2 bad promised to pay, and 4

had refu.scd.

INSURANCE ACT IN PAELIAMENT.
Sanatokium Benefit Funds.

In reply to Mr. Currie (Leith Burghs), Mr. C. Roberts,

Chairman of tbe Joint Commiitcc of Insurance Commis-
sioners, said, on November 18th, that bo could not admit
the validity of the calculation that the three cases re-

<-eiving domiciliary treatment for tuberculosis in tbo
county of Renfrew in 1913 bad cost on an average
£327 each. It was correct that there was a largo

deficit in tbo Renfrew Committee's Sanatorium Benefit

Fund, and tbat the Treasury had agreed to pay half

of this deficit, and requisitions from other quarters to

tbe same effect bad also been agreed to by tbe Treasury.

Mr. Roberts pointed out that the 6d. specifically allocated

to the panel doctors in respect of their responsibility for

domiciliary treatment of tuberculosis could not be applied

in meetiug expenditure sanctioned in accordance with
Section 17 (2) and (3) of the 1911 Act, and that sncb
expenditure bad been sanctioned in 14 cases altogether

in Scotland. He did not think that the facts supported

any general expression of a view adverse to domiciliary

treatment of tuberculosis. Tbe particular form of treat-

ment had to vary with tbe condition and surroundings of

the patient, and, as was pointed out by the Departmental

Committee on Tuberculosis, it was of primary importance

to tbe success of any scheme tbat it should enlist tbo

hearty co-operation and stimulate the interest of general

practitioners.

Mr. Roberts further said, in reply to Sir Henry Craik,

tbat it was not tbe case that one of the inducements to

the passage of the Insurance Act was tbat the domiciUary
treatment of tuberculosis would come to an end, as both
domiciliary and institutional treatment were equally part

of sanatorium benefit. He agreed tbat in deciding which
form of treatment should be given tbe welfare of depen-

dants of tbe victim should be considered.

In reply to additional questions by Mr. Currie, Mr. Roberts

said that his attention had been drawn to the statement of

the Kilmarnock Insurance Committee that the cost of

certain cases bad averaged over £63 each. This referred

to the year 1914. Ho added tbat he must not be under-

stood to accept tbe implications drawn from the sta.toment

of tbe Kilmarnock Committee. The arrangement in

respect to domiciliary treatment formed part of tbo general

terms of remunei'ation of the panel practitioners, and bad
been fully explained to the House by Mr. Lloyd George on
October 23rd, 1912. Asked further whether any general

effort was being made to reduce expenses, J\Ir. Roberts

repeated bis previous reply that " it is impossible to revise

the arrangements sanctioned by tbo medical profession, in

view of the absorption of the medical profession in the

war."
Medical Benefit Regulations.

Sir Philip Magnus asked whether, having regard to the

official circular of the Insurance Commissioners (201/I.C.;

issued in September, 1914, to the effect that, owing to the

war and to tbe additional duties now undertaken by the

doctors, no substantial revision of the regulations would
be made, and having regard, further, to Sir Robert Morant's

letter of March 17tb, 1915, addressed to the Secretary of

tbe British Medical Association, confirming tbe above-

mentioned statement, and adding tbat no changes of any
kind had been under consideration for adoption during the

present year, any explanation could bo offered of tbo

action of tbe Commissioners in having drafted new regu-

lations, to come into oj)eration on January 1st, 1916, which
materially modified tbe agreement entered into by medical

practitioners, who were now required to accept the new
conditions or to withdiaw from tbe panel.

Mr. C. Roberts replied : The reference in the documenta
cited to modifications in the agreements between medical

practitioners or chemists and Insurance Committees related

only to the question of modifications during the course of

tbe year 1915, under special powers taken for the purpose

by regulations introduced at tbe end of 1914. Thoso
special powers have not, in fact, been used. A revision

under tbe ordinary powers of the regulations as froni

January 1st, 1916, was necessitated by the new terms of

service for chemists. The consequential changes affecting

doctors were, in view of the special circumstances of tbo

war, carefully devised so as to secure that tbe doctors'

financial position should be left untouched in all respects,

and were fully discussed beforehand with representatives
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of the niGcIical pvofession, and recommended by tbcm to

tlir proiCst^ioii foi' acceptance.
Sir P. Magnus: Were these the only alterations intro-

duced into tlic regulations in 1914?
Mr. C. Koberts : Tliere were two minor regulations in

reference to rubber stamps, and one other point, which
can be exactly connected with the financial terms of the
doctors, but they also were not objected to. They werp
discussed beforehand with the medical profession.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Surcharging Panel Practitionees.

Dr. J. r. CowNiE (Carilitf) writes : I see every week discussions
anrt rcK.Ini:, !; r

1

> licil as to surcharging doctors in different
areas. T' '•

'

'
'. •< ^l- If was asked to show reason wliy I

should 1 I i ' I -Jid some £54 for 1914. Tlie average
rnf^t nf ! , I

;

' 1!^ for 1914 was 9.5d. In Edinburgh,
' '

^'
' r- >n-. been saved for the doctors,

I ".ns for 1914 v.as 10.58d. The
. i

n tor in EdinburKh in 1914 was
1 1915,3s. 4d. (SUPPLEMENT TO

I

: ^ .\i,, .July 24th,p. 45). My aver-

MiJf fi ' 1 ' 1
! lAJdeiit from these figures that the

incidei;i - ' \cry much higher in Cardiff than in
Edinbiu, ; ny 'in different areas. It is therefore
voryiiiiii. ' M V 1' i' lialize doctors who exceed their drug
.<V.:\\-.,< I

'
tnctB wliere there is so much illness. It is

I I surely there should be some scheme whereby
I liable for drugs should be fairly distributed in

I I. ii.n-:ilom. The doctor who does tiie most work is

i..i..^ii.,.iii. iunl worried by Panel Committees as well. Of
c oui-oe I quite agree that p'rescriijtions for proprietary drugs,
:uid extravagant prescriptions should be surcharged where
proved.

-'J- Eccent decisions of the courts have made it fairly clear

that it is good law as well as common sense that a panel

iloctor must not be surcharged simply on the consideration

that the cost of his prescribing has exceeded that of other

iloctors in his area. Neither can surcharges be made simply
to supplement a drug fund which has proved to be insufBcieut

to pay the chemists in full, it being necessary to prove
definitely aud specifically that the doctor has been ex-

travagant in his prescribing. The system of pooling the

balances of drug funds that will come into operation with the
commercial tariff in 1916 will meet Dr. Cownie's suggestion

so far as the chemists are concerned, but it in no way meets,
Irat rather aggravates, the fact that doctors in unhealthy areas
who have a large amount of work to do only receive the same
total amount of money as doctors in healthy areas where
there is much less work to do.

'•ENQtHRER" says that eight months after 1914 he was in-
formed that his prescriptions exceeded the 2s. allowed for
drugs, and though so far no action has been taken against
him, seeing that the record cards have now been divided into
two halves so that the identity between patients and illnesses
is lost, he asks how excessive prescribing couid be proved
against him.

' ;,' There is no doubt that the Panel Committee in the first

instance and the Commissioners later in case of appeal,
would find themselves unable to prove matters which de-
jicndcd on knowing what disease any particular patient
suffered fx'om. It might, for example, be difficult, if not
legally impossible, to prove that too much medicine or too
many dressings had been ordered ; and, so far, part of the
case against " Enquirer " might be unprovable. But in other
cases it would not be necessary to know anything about the
patient or the illness to prove that particular prescriptions
v.-ere extravagant, as containing, for example, an excessive
amount of expensive colouring or flavouring agents of no
medicinal value, or drugs ordered under proprietary names,
and costing a large amount, where similar B.P. preparations
could have been ordered of equal efflcieucy. " Enquirer "

should note that the mere fact that he has exceeded the 2s.

would not by itself be held as proof of excessive prescribing.

Unpaid B.vlances.
Dr. K. S. BurI) (Oaken, Wolverhampton) suggests that the
British Medical Association should inform the Govern-
ment that in the event of the 1914 accounts remaining
unpaid on January 31st, 1915 (sic), the Association would
advise its members no longer to take on anv panel work
beyond their own. He adds that there is no reason to extend
charity to the Insurance Committees in addition to all the
other charitable work now being done by the profession.

*,' Apparently 191G was intended to be written instead of

1915. If so, Dr. Burd is not unreasonable in allowing thirteen

months for the payment of accounts.

Economy in Postage.
De. Charles Standring (Broadwa\-, Worcestershire) writes,
suggesting that a great saving in postage might be effected bv
Insurance Committees if the pink cards notifying changes o"f

the addresses of panel patients, marriages of women insured,
etc., were sent to the doctors in batches at the end of each
quarter instead of singly, as is often done.

*i' That a great saving in postage by Insurance Commitleca
is both possible and urgently advisable there can be no doubt

;

but in the special matter referred to complaints would
probably arise if the pink cards were not sent as early aa
possible, without waiting for the end of the quarter.

Dr. McFeeley's Case.
Dr. G. Price (Kineton, Warwick) writes suggesting that the
contract between panel doctor and his panel patient is a
mutual contract, that the patient broke it bv going to another
doctor, and that this relieved Dr. McFeeley altogether from
the contract.

" Fiat .Jtstitia " expresses his opinion that Dr. McFeelev was
unjustly treated by the Commissioners and is entitled to
apologies from the patient and his employer and from the
doctor who took over the case without first communicating
with him.

tital Statistics.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
In the ninety-six largest English towns 6.728 births and 5.363 doatha
were registered during tho week ended Saturday, November 13th,
The annual rate of mortality in these towns, which had been 13.3,
13.8. and 14.2 per 1.000 in the three preceding weeks, rose to 15.4 per
1.000 in the week under notice. In London the death-rate was equal
to 17.3. while among tlio ninety-five other largo towns it ranged
from 5.2 in llford. 6.6 in GillinEliam, 8 5 in Enfield, 8.7 in Southend
and in Barrow, aud 8.9 in Smethwick and in Wakefield, to 20.4 in
JUivnley. 21.0 ia M.ddlesln-ough, 21.4 in Gateshead. 22? in West
Hartlrpcol, 2 8 in St Helens, and 25.1 in liarnsley. Measles
caused a death-rate of 3.0 in Swindon, 3.5 in Hastings, 3.9 in
liarnsley, and 6.2 in Gloucester. Tho deaths of children under
2 years) from di-rrlioea aud enteritis, which liad betn 364, 27>, and
226 m the tlir. .

i.
. ,ln,:-,,^' |.:l-i. . ! 1. i: 1,, 17 ~ :->!n

London, 13 ii, : '.
:

'
: 1 1

Gateshead, I
'

,

.1 i

fchov/cd no 1);..
,

' I ,

'

,
1

,.

v-u 3.110. i.llO, aud J 06b at the end of tbo iL

to 3.051 on Saturday, November 13th ; 339 1

Hiring tho week, against 462, 378, and 3-14 ia

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWN'S.
sixteen largest Scottish towns 1.022 births and 726 deaths

'gistered during the week ended Saturday. November 6th. Tbo
rate of Liioi Lulity iu these towns, whicii lir.d I'cou 15 5, I? 7. iiud

'1,9 per 1,000 ab:.-,'
' •."

whooping-cough 2 deaths in Aberdeen; Iruui dii,iitberia 5 deaths io

Edinburgh and 2 in Aberdeen: and from infantile diarrnoca 6 deatha
in Dundee.

HEALTH OJ n 1- II I '
'

.'
-

DcRTNG the week ended Satuni 1 1 1 ,

'
:

> ^ ^-93

deaths were r-gistered in the t> : :
,11 t3

of Ireland, as against 188 hirib- ;
I

, d.

These deaths repreFcnt a moj.;,:. '

V

previous period Tb' '
:

,n

3.1 per 1,000 bisbc-r ;!

English towns durin;; t :

,
1 ,:-

rate, on the other hail, (,
' ! . .

1
, , 1

:
i'

>
! y '

s.i \i

for mortality ol individnul Ir.calitifs tli.il in thf Dr.hlin i( ja^tration

area was 17,6 (as against an average of I9,b for the previuustoiir weeJiSi,

in Dublin city 18,5 las against 20,7), in Belfast 17,1 (as against 14,9i. in

Cork 13.6 'as ag.unst 14.8). in Londonderry 19,0 'as ayamH 16.4'. in

Limerick 21 7 (as against 13.5). and in Waterfovd 22,8 (as atfainst 15 2i.

The zymotic death-rate was 2 3, as against 2,4 in the preceding

During the week ended Saturday, November 6th. 540 births and 367

deaths were registered in the twentv-sevcn principal urban districts

Duljlin city 16 5 (.as ;,

Cork 16,3 (asi against 1
>

Limerick 6 8 <as nSHinst l^,,^ . i-[.'i lu

The zymotic death-rate v.ab 1.2, a^ agaii

';,l 15.1). in
, -1 17 7). in

u,..,.,, ...,,„.- „4aiust 15,2).

,J iu tUc lucucding period.
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i\i[[u\\ aiiD i^tiUtttnt ^|ipotntmi?uts.

nOY\r,NAVAIi MHDICM, SlCUVllK. ,, . „
TnK followiuK aunoHnooment3 aro iimdo by tho Aitmiialty

:

Temporary Surgeon-Goncnil A. Edmunds, M.B., to the Virta. addi-

tioual, for IMymoutD Hospital, as Consultant Surgeon. Fleet .^urgeon3

O. Uibsou to the rtiii!, for Piuibroko Dock Hosiiilal and Yard :
U.S.

Onborno to the Jmlomitablc ; H. H. Gill. M.B . and J. D. S. Miller.

U K. to the rietory. additional ; H V. Iliewic:^. M.B. (retired), to tho

AtUiilivr. additional. Stall Surscons B. b. Bobsou. MB, to the

Victo>-y and T. E. Blunt to tho livid, both odditioual. for disposal

;

B. li Jones. B.A.. to the Pembrol-f. additional, for Cbotlmm Hosiiilal,

teiuporarj-. for instruction of Auxiliary Sick liovth Staff, new entries;

O. M. lyeviek. specially promoted to the rank r>t Meet Mirgeon. for

son-ices with British Antarctic Expedition. 1910; i:. M. \V, Hear c.

M.l).. to the Blanche, burgeons to be Stall Sui;;eon>i: ti. Carlisle,

O T. Vem-. G. B. Scott. F. H. Holl. C HI. 1\ 1 rh. H. H. Habinaion.
Surncon U. A. Finegan to tli.

'' ' '
'

' v nal. Temporary
bunioons H. B. Scowcroft t.. ' W. Meller to the
Fn-iil. additional: A. do V. 1 .tory. additional.

for Uaslar Hospital To bo Si 'US W. H. Edgar,
M.U., D. H. C. GiTcn,M.B. To I . \ - ^ons: J. S. Austin,
M.B.. A. B. Fisher. Temporal v .-^umeL.^s 1. w. Drummond. J.

Cameron. M.B., and G. hborland to llie t'lctor'j, additional, for Haslar
Hospital: A de V. Blathwaytto the DeuonsJiiic; A. O. Taylor. M.B.,

and L. M. Arnold, B A., to the T icforw. additional, for Haslar Hns-
piial. To be Temporary Surgeons: W. MacMarray. M.B., A. de V.
Blathivayt. A. G. McKee.G.Shorland, T. W. Drummond, T.J. Th mas,
C. I'emhrey, O. Wakolcy. J. Cameron. M.B.. J. EUul, A. G. Taylor,
M.B., A. I. Esslemont, iLB., h. M Arnold, B.A.. M. B. Scott, G. M.
Blair. M.B.

ROTil. Xa\ U. TOI.rNTEEK Resehte.
To be temporary H-r- ;- !- Mniestys Fleet: T. W. Drum-

mond. T.J. Thomas. C 1 !„ley. J.Cameion.M.B.. A.G.
Taylor. M.B., A. I. E> ^1- Arnold. B.A., M. B. Scott,

F.K.C.S.Edin. To be - is: D. B. Townsbeud. T. N.
D'Arcy, N. N. Kirknp. H 1.. Brown. H. L. Douglas. R.
rollok. Burgeon-probai.. ... . . V. . i.v.„d.i 10 the Fuiy, H. S. Plowman
to the Comet, and H. L. Uuui,lu-- to Iho Meteor.

ARirr XIEDICAI, SERVICE.
Surgeon-Genei-al (ranking as Lieutenant-Genei-al) Sir -\lfred Keogb,

K.C.B.. M.D.. F.U C.P.. retired pay. to bo temporary Director-GeneraL
Temporary Colonel F. F. Burghard, M.D., F.E.C.S.. reliuciijishes his

Colonel W. W. Pike, D S.O.. on completion of four years' service in

Ills rank, is retained on the active list under the provisions of Article
120 Royal W arrant lor Pay and Promotion.
l.ientenant-''oIonel H. S. Thurston, C.M.G., to be temporary Colonel

whilst holding the appointment of Assistant Director of Medical

ROTAI, .\EHY MEDICAI, CoRPS.
To be temporary Major : A. F. Hertz. M.D.. F.K.C.P.
Temporary Captain .\. H. Carter. M.D.. to be temixirary Major.
Temporary Captains relinquish their commissions ; A. Matthey

andG.M Huggins. F.R.C S.

Temporary Captain B. L,. Roe. M.B., relinquishes his commission on
account of ill health.
Temporary Lieutenants relinqnish their commissions : G. O.

Adeney. M.B.. P.R.C.S.. B. R. Dermer. C. D Roberts. D. T. Birt. A. W.
Gaye.M.B.. J W. Littlejohn. M.D.. N. F. Sinclair. J. H. Sheldon, M.B.,
E. W. Milne. M.B.. D. Bidde 1. M.D., J. Hewat. M.B., W. P. H. Munden.
M.D., J. Fraser. M.B , P. K. Murphy, M.B.. B. W. Gemmell. M.B., J. G.
Copland. M.B., J. H. Connolly. M.D., F.BC.8., C. Elliott, H. D. H.
WilUgBond, F. F. Brown, M.B.. J. Davidson, M.B., A. Gray, M.D.,
E. -. Taggart, M.B., V. L. Connolly. M.B.. D. F. Kennard, F. G.
Norbnry. J. T. W. Stewart. M.B.. A. Stephen, M.B., O. H. Urquhart,
F.U.C S.Ed.. J. L. Whatley, D. N. Knox. M.B. A. R. Hamilton. M.B.

,

K W Griffith, H. C. Barr, T. H. Asuew. W. S. Stevenson, J. B.
Wood. M.B., H. C. Bloxsome. \V. Meade.
Tcmpoiary Lieutenants relinciuish their commissions on account of

ill health: J. Brewer and H. Kcrapsey. M.B.
To bo temporary Captains; Captain E. L. Dobson, Honourable

Artillery Company. Infantry, Territorial Force; temporary Lieu-
tenants J. N. Clark. W. G. Brett. A. Wangh. MM.. \V. H. Payne. M.D.,
K. P. Maitland, R. C. T. Evans. M.B., late Captain 1st London B.E.
(Vols.>, A. D. Vernon-Taylor. G. O. Fergusson. M.B., late Surgeon-
Captain London Scottish R.V.. Surgeon-Captain C. N. le Brocq, M.D.,
Medical Corps Royal Militia of the Island of Jersey, temporary
Lieutenant G. E. Vilvandrd.
The appointment to a temporary Lieutenancy of F. B. Gurd, M.D.,

is antedated to May 25th, 1915.

Temporary honorary Lieutenant E. W. L. Sharp to be temporary
Lieutenant ^substituted for tho notification which appeared in the
Uazttte of October 16th. 1915).

Lieutenants of the Canadian Ai-my Medical Corps to be temporary
Lieutenants: T. J. Simpson, MB.. J. G M.Sloane, M.B. ,C. J. Sparrow,
U.D., -M. J. Casserley, M.D., A. C. Johnston, M.D.
To be temporary Lieutenants: A. Brown, M.B., temporary Lieu-

tenant H. Parsons, M.B., from the Army Service Corps ;R.K.Kllpatrick,
M B., A. Dennison. M.D., J. J. M. Dowzer, T. W. Jackson. M.B., D. F.

Dobson.M.B, J. C. Smitb.M.B., H. Tophan, W. D. A. King, MB.,
O. N. Kirkwood, M.B., J. Miller, M.B., J. W. Matbie, M.D., A. J.

Partridge, M.B., F. Ritchie. M.B.. W. O. Parkinson. M.B.. Vf. J.

McKeand. M.B., C. A. Doliridge, M.B., W. R. Burton. J. F. W. Waters,
U, E. Smith, W. Eardley, M.B.. G. Blair. M.H., P.B.CS.Edin., S. F. A.
Charles. M.D, T. M. Anderson, M.D., G. C. Cell. J. E. Thompson,
MB, J. A. Pierce. M.B., R S. Ellis. M.B., W. G. T. Hepplewhite,
M U..F,. J. Maxwell. M.B..J.O. Garland, temporaryhonoi-ary Lieutenant
F. W. W. Thomas, F. J. Bl-ownc. M B.. F.B.C S.Edin.. T. M. Crawford,
MB, G. S. Gordon M B..S P. Moore, M.B., W. B. Drummond, M.B.,
J. C. Mar-kwood. J. J. Reynolds, F. C. Plumner. M.B., Lieutenant
G. B. Wiswell. M.D., Canadian A.M.C., A. G. Weddell. MB.. Lieu-
tenant H. T. Douglas, M.D., Canadian A.M.C., 8. C. Shanks, MB.,
G. Morris. M.D., E. C. Girling. M.B., T. W. Sweetman. M.B., J. D.
Evans, M.B., J. J. McMillan, M.D., G. F. Hegarty, F. Morres, P. S.

AdamB,M.B., A.NeilBon. M.B., B. D. Attwood. B. L. Thornley. M.D,
F. Wbitaker, A. W. Frew. F. H. Bromhead. M.B.. E. Boyers. MB.,
H. A. L. Banham, A. W. Holthuson, M.B., W. N. Bell. W. Horusby.
M.B., D. Sims. J. O. Sharp, M.D., G. C. Stewart, M.B. M. Davies,
MB., A. N. Haigb. M.B.. J. S. Mitchell, M.B., F.B.C-S.Edin.,
W. H Welsh, M.D., .A. O. Henderson, M D., D. G. McRae,
H. T. Wilkins, J, Bradley-Hughes, W. Mercer, M.B.. K. A.

Bernard, B. C. L. Batchelor, M.B,, F. J. Cleminson, F.H.C.S.,

B. McDermott, W. C. ^In

F.H.C.S.lOdin . J. J. M,i. Hi

l.ead.M.B.. E. M. Aslui .>:
1

M.B., T. Mulealiy. T. 1' I

F. Vauso. M.H.. K M b.

H. Spicer, M.B

M n., 0. H. Graham. M.D.,
li \ n. Blouifleld, J, Broom-

! si.iiUi, M.D., W. B. WalUei-.
I

. Muuse, M.D., S. F. Smith.
,

Ai 11.. T. D. McLaren. M.B.,
a.:.iii. M.B., F. B Beachcroft,

K. Stevenson, M.B., S. J. Darke, M.B., V. M. Coates, C. A. H.
Gatley. U. B. Lothian, M,B., G. S. Murray, M.D., K. N. MacLean,
M.B.. F. W. Martyn, MB., A. C. E. Gray. M.D.. J. McDonald,
M.B., R. P. N. B. Bluett, P. B. McCarter. M B., S. T. Davies,
E. O. Gilkes, C D. Hnloo,„h, AfB., \. B Simpson, M.B., A. P.
Gray, M.B., A. F. >'. liiiimi. ,^, V,. Jti.iil. M.li,, T. W. N. Dunn.
M.B., B. M. Bemi. t', M I; . A, w .

l'oi« it. II. A, 1,;mi.\ J. Baffao, M.D.,
F.R.C.S Edin., W . Ma>l".in,.i , \l 1;. w, 1; s. .\, ,ly, J. G. Morrin.
W. J. Olivey, R. Hiniin, i;, Mn. dill. s. 1,, Huhlr, K. Burgos, H. New-
some, M.B. , D. H. 1'. liii.iiii, 1; K Klwwnliy, M.U.. K. F. T. Newbery,
M.B.. A. M, Keiin.'.h. M |i, W A. lli^miis. M.H., <i. T. Wallier, M.B.,
J. P. Mtdi.eliin. Ml;, 11. I. Ma. HuUL^all. M.B., J. H. Mnrray, M.B.,
R K. H. Cillespie. M\:.. A. In. U. Ml!.. II. L. McCormick, M.B., N. W.
Gilchrist. .M B . r, i; l^,U\;,i ,ls,.i, Iti-l.v. MB., E. H. Whceler.K. McA.
Ross, M.B. , J. K. M.nr, 1: i.l. Iv. ii.., .1. .MiMillau, M.B.
Temporary b.-n. rin\ I.j. :r. nants L.i bo temporary Lieutenants:

J. B. Tibbies, C. S. Im.I -n.s \. I ...bes, H. A. Ash, E.A.Scott, A. R.
Elliott, M.B.,R II. Sum »A'.. C. f.Okell. G. 8. Marshall.
To he temporary b..u..iiu\ l.untuwnt.s : J R. Diok. M.B., whilst

employed with Xo. 1 Unli^h K....1 Cross iDucUess of Westminster'.^)
Hospital, J. S. Leslie. P. Hud.son.
To be temporary Quartermasters with tho honorary rank 01

Lieutenant: W. P. C. Thomas. S. Pitcbford, F. Leaf.

SPECIAL RESERVE OP OFFICERS.
Royal .\bmt Medical Corps.

Captain W, St. L. Dowse resigns his commission on account of ill

healtli.
Lieutenants to be Captains; C. Young. M.B., P. MacCallum. M.B.,

J. S. Robinson. M.B., B. Forgan. MB.. J. O'Brien. P. H. B. Norrie.M.B.,
R. B. Myles. M.B, G. W. Uose. M.B.. D. Cran, M.B.. R. McRinlay,
M.B., W. B. Postlewaite, M.B., J. O. Reid, M.B., P. C. MacHae. M.B.,
J. McC. Orme, M.B., I. C. Mackoy. M.B., H. P. Crow. :M.B., W. B.
Cathcart, M.B . F. E. Feilden, N. H. Linzee, R. P. S. Ma.son, A. B.
Clarke. M.B., T. Young, M.B,, J. F. Lyons, J. G. Wilson, M.B. , A. T,

Logan, M.B., R. P. Pinson. R. Taylor.
Lieutenants (on probation) confirmed in rank : W, Hunt, M.B.,

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Abmt Medical Service3.

Captain A. 'S. M. Macgregor, M.D., from Attached to Units othe)
than Medical Units, to bo Deputy Assistant Director of Medical
Sen-ices, Lowland Division (temporary).

Royal Abmy Medicai, Corps.
Eastern General Hos))iiaJ.—Lieutenant-Colonel E. F. llaynard,

M.D., is seconded. V. T. EUwood, MB., to be Lieutenant.
East Anglian Field Ambulance.—CB,Y)ta.in .A. B. Pettigrew is seconded

for duty with the East .Vnglian Divisional Ammunition Column

;

W J. Dearden and E. J Staddon to be Lieutenants.
East Lancashire Field Ambulance.— ila.ior B. C. Rodgers, East

Lancashire Regiment, to be Major (temporary).
Borne Counties Field Ambulance.—hieutenaat F. S. Jackson to ba

Captain; F. Poole to be Quartermaster, with the honorary rank of
Lieutenant.
Borne Counties Casuallv Clearing Station.— A.. G. Williams, W. D,

Hitabert, and T. W. Hancock to be Lieutenants.
Highland Casualty Clearing .S(a(ion.—Lieutenants to be Captains:

J. Davidson. M.B., J. E. Milne, M.D., C. Forbes, M.B., A. J. Presslie,

M.B., J. McL. Macfarlane, M.D. A. P. MacBeau, M.B., to be Lieu-
tenant.
Highland Mounted Brigade Field AJibuZajtce.—Lieutenant D. D.

Mackay. M.S.. to be Captain.
Highland Field -ImijKiapicc.—Lieutenants H. Begg.M.B., and J. Moir.

M.B.. to be Captains.
London Field Ambulance.—W. Goldio, M.B. (late Lieutenant Royal

Scots), to be Lieutenant. Quartermaster and Honorary Captain J. P.

Ekins is seconded; Quartermaster and Honorary Lieutenant R R.
Whitty, from London Field Ambulance, to be Quartermas;er, with
the honorary rank of Lieutenant.
London I.Citv of L07idon) Field .i?Kl)i(Jaiicc.—Lieutenant W. T,

Homan- to be Captain.
London General HosDitaL-B. Low, M.B., C. R. Bo.t, M.D., F.R.C.S.,

J. S. Fairbairn, M.B.. F.R.C.S.. J. M. Wyatt, J. H. Fisher. M.B.,
F.R.C.S.. and A. E. Kussell, M.D., to be Captains, whose services will

Ije available on mobilization; W. J. T. Kimbcr to be Lieutenant

;

Lieutenant R. P. Ninnis. M.B., resigns his commission on account of

ill health ; Lieutenant W. F. B, Bensted-Smith to be Captain.
London (.City of London) Sanitary C'omjiajiy.—Lieutenants J.

Golding and G. N. Anderson. M.B., to be Captains, . The foUowins
announcement is substituted for that which appeared in the Gazetta
of May 29th, 1915 : Lieutenant J.H.Baldwin to be Captain. April 1st.

1915 with seniority next below Captain A. T. Pitts. B. J. S. McDowall,
M.B., W. Buddin, and E. W. Gregory to be Lientenants.
London Sanitary Comvany.—Lieutenant O. H. Peters, M.B., to ba

Captain ; B. B. Hebblethwaite to be Lieutenant.
London Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—F. P. Smith to ba

Lieutenant. ^ ,,„
Lowland Field ^m!)u!anc«.—Lieutenants A. G. Buchanan, M.B.,

G. J. Linklater, M B.. and P. M. Eoi ertson, M.B.. to be Captains.
Northern General Hospifal.—Captain A. A. Pratt, M.D., is seconded

for duty with a casualty clearing station. Lieutenants to bn
Captains: W. Stott, M.B., T. Whitelaw. M.B. To be Lieutenant;
N. J. Wigram. To be Quartermaster, with tho honorary rank of

Lieutenant: A. E. Turnell, late Quartermaster and Honorary
Lieutenant 4th West Yorks. R.E. (Vols.)

North Midland Field Ambulance.—CeiVtia,ia W. McC. Wanklyn. from
Deputy Assistant Director of Medical Services, to be Captain ; P. C.

Pridham. F.B.C, S.. to be Lieutenant. ,„
North Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambidance. -The following

announcemeDt is substituted for that which appeared in the (?a~e(fa

of July 6th. 1915: Lieutenant L. A. Dingley. M.B., to be Captain.

April 1st, 1915. „, .. .V
Northumbrian Field Ambulance.—'Lieuteoji.ni H. Stonehouse to ba

S'Otti'sh General Hospital.—Cavtain A. J. Archibald. M.B., is

seconded for duty with an ambulance. , , ^. ,

South-Eastern Mounted. Brigade Ptdd jfrnSniaiic*.—Lieutenants-

C, Webb and A. G. S. Logie, M.B., to be Captains.
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-r-nv T .7 ',ro,Tio„n,\r.B..F.E.C.S..
(.,t.Hr '.,,,. \| It

, I li.C.S., to be
I '1 ; n. Morton.

. I
-,,1

.
! . ... Itesiment),

I. i - .'111 !• nViUlttljlO ou

uiiJt Field Amhuh')ice.—ThB date
P. Jolaison. M.B., is September 24th.

etU of October 1st, 1915.

Liiiiiio Staltoii.—Lieutenant A. B.

Surgeon-Captain G. Maekie
\ 1 to be Captain; Captain G.
n R. D. Moore, from Attacbed

I r Captain.
. M.B., .to be Captain, whose

W. H. Bisgs to be Lieutenant.
-Major R. A. Draper, from
dance to be Major; C. Telfer

'. E. Stokes, M.B.. to be tem-

I 1 . rdwarcls. M.D.. and
II i ( olouiil A. L. Jones,

' itenantColonel A. L.

i.!' 11! llelTy. M.D., F.E.C.S., is

Heppenstall, Ml to be

' ['Hifs.—Major P. McK. TenT.
1 .11, and A. Butler-Harris, M.B.
,ii. ,

mvs. The date of promotion of

!_.;,, „. !. _, .,..i.i...,:.„: I August 5tb, 1914. and not as
^tatiil ill ti.r liirfiU c4" .Tii'n ytililSlS. The date of resignation of

Captain W. M. Fergussou is June 1st, 1915, find not as stated in the
Oaxettc of June 26tb. 1915 ; Cuptain C. C. Grumniitt, from North Mid-
l.ind Field Ambulance, to be Captain, Lieutenants to boCaptaius:
.1, F. Ward, M.B., A. L. McCullv, M.B., E. S. Johnson, R. P. Pullara.
;\1 r... W. Brown, M.D., A. II. FuUorton, M.B. Lieutenant W. L.
i.WUitli^, M.D., F.R.C.S., reliuQuislies his eoinmission on accountof
illlualih. To be Lieutenant; G. Johnston, M.B. Lieutenants T. A..

I i-lir r. T. S. Allan, W. M, Co.x, P. H. G. Gosse, W, H, Calvert, MJ)..
ajad U. \V. Lance, M.B., to be Captains.

TERRITOKIAL FORCE RESERVE.
ROTAL Aemt Medicai- Cobps.

Major H. P. Berry. M.B.. from Attached to Units other than Medical
Units, to bo Major.
Major T. Bushby, JM.B., from Western General Hospital, to be

Major.
The transfer of Captain E. P. Minett from London Field Ambulance,

announced in the Loudon Gazette of January 18th, is cancelled.
iNFANTIir.

Surgeon-Captain R. W. Branthwaite, from the London Regiment, to
be Surgeon-Captain.

UNATTACHED LIST FOE THE TEBRITOEIAL FORCE.
Dfficehs' Training Corps.

Major H. H. Littlcjohn, F.R.C.S., M.D.. R.A.M.C.CT.F.), to command
medical unit of the Edinburgh University Contingent, Senior

!faraucics anb appointments.
Ifntkm is

Important

iiiquir

NOTICES SEGARDIXf,
'

called to a Notice (sci 1

Notice re Appointnu
colnmits, ffivinc/particiii

should be made before cij-jun (im/i.

VACANCIES.
ASHTON-UNDEE-LYNE UNION, — Assistant Resident Medical

Officer. SalaiT, f250 per annum.
BALDOVAN CERTIFIED INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION

AND TREATMENT OF THE FEEBLE-MINDED. — Eesidoflt
Medical Superintendent. Salarj . £400 per annum.

BENGAL, India.—Chief Sanitary Officer for the Asansol Mines Board
of Health and Mining Settlement. Salary, fis. 1,200 (£80), risiug to
Bs. 1,500 (£100) a month.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL. — Junior House-Surgeon.
Salary, £180 per annum.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.— (1) House-Physicians; (2) House-
Surgcons. Salary, £120 per annum in each case.

BUUGII OF PAISLEY INFECTIOUS DISEASES HOSPITAL.—
Rcbidtnt Medical Officer. Salary, £2C0.

CANNING TOWN WOMUNS IIOSPITAL, Plaistow, E. — Senior
Resident Meditni o». '.!,' ^^alary, il20 per annum.

COITNTY OF AM. I

, rv County Medicai OflTieer ot
Health and Sci , Salary at the rate of £400 per
annum.

DERBYSHIRE HI I

Medical OffiCL.

DEVONSHIRE Id 1

Salary, £100 PL . . 1.

DORCHESTER C<u 11

tendcut. Salar.. , xc.^~.. .....

DUDLEY: GUEST HOSPITAL, -11) Senior Resident Medical Officer;
salars , £150 per annum, (2) Assistant House-Surgeon ; salary,
£150 i*r annum.

CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
num.
Assistant House-Physician.

Dorset. — Medical Superiu-

iT.UM, Bridgend.-Temporary Assistant
f.'W per annum.
iKiSPITAL, Haverstook Hill, N.W.—
'-plary, £200 per annum.

MvV.—Lady Resident Medical Officer.

IS NORTHERN HOSPITAL.— House-
iiiu. Salary, £100 per annum each.

HOSPITAL, Hampstead Road. N.W.—
cal Officer. Honorarium at the rate of

PA I. I, OF TYRIE. Aberdeenshire.—Medical Officer,

ri i
:

I! I
I !\ I,, S.W. -Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £1.50

QVI I 1
I ivl. FOR CHILDREN, Hackney Road, E.—Tem-

i"'i. I Ii n.
. I (i/iicer. Honorarium, £25 per annum,

EHONDDA 1 UBAN DISTRICT COUNCIL. — Temporary Assistant
Medical Officer of Health and School Medical Officer. Salary,
Salary, £350 per annum.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS, London,—Hilroy Lecturer for
1917,

ROYAL SOUTH H.4NTS AND SOUTH.VMPTON HOSPITAL.—
Junior House-Snrgcon. Salary, £120 per annum.

SHETLAND : WHALSAY PARISH.—Medical Practitioner. Guaran-'
teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service)

SOUTH LONDON HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN.—Assistant Physician
and Temporary Assistant Surgeon.

STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY, Stafford, — Honso-
Surgeou. Salary, £250 per annum.

M'IGAN : ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.—Lady House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS. —The Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointments: Clcator
(Cumberland), Crewkerne (Somerset). Wolston (Warwick).

To ensure notice in this cohimu—irliirh /s rominleil from our
advertlseineiil i-uhiiiih?. ,'h. I, :',,'; nnl! !',,, ,' ill I,, fnund--
itianecc.^'.vnj that nih ,i!i >

.' '. '' '' .,,'' J if -t later

than the lir,-.; /"i.( npi U ,,i
,

> I - int, rented

should reUr.iUulu the i„J' :. .1 ,
. .rhjulhies

the Tabic vj VvkUntb in the Juci^:..'.i..

APPOINTMENTS.
Roberts, D. R., M.B.Durh., District Medical Officer of the Bedwellty

Union.
St. Thomas's Hospital.—The following appointments have been

made :—Casualty Officers and Resident Anaesthetists: W. H. C.
Eomanis, B.A.Cantab., M.R.C.S., L.K.C.P. ; G. T. Gimlette,
B.AOxon., M.R.C.S.. L.E.C P. ; G. M. Vevers, M.R C.S., L R C.P.

;

C. Gardiner Hill. B A.Cantab., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.; W. Thomas.
B.So.Lond.,M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.; G. C. Berg, M.R C.S., L.R.C.P.

:

C. H. C. Byrne. M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P. Obstetric House-Physicians
(Senior): W. H. Marshall. B.A.Cantab., M.B.C.S., L.R.C.P.:
(Junior): F. E. Higgins, B.A.Cantab., M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P. Clinical
.Assistant, Children's Medical Department : G. L. Bhatia,
B.A.Cantab., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charge for insertinei announcements of Births, Marriages, and

Deaths'is gs., ichicli stim should be forwarded in Post Office
Orders or Stamps icith the notice not later than the first post on
n'cdnesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current
issxie,

BIRTH.
CsESSWEIiL.—On November 15th, at 24, Windsor Place, Cardiff, tho

wife of F, P. S. CressweU. F.R.C.S., of a son.

W., George Armstrong Mason, M.A., M.B., B.C.Cantab., aged
58 years.

Masser.—On November IBtb, at "Tho Yews," Longford, Coventry.
Herbert Charles Picard Masser, M.B.C.S., L S.A.Lond., aged 73

years.

-At High Buston, Tisbury. on Thursday. November 18th,

Robert Barker Robson, M.B., M.B.C.S., 20. Bondgato Without,
Alnwick, Interred at Alnwick on Saturday, November 20lh.

DIARY FOR THK WEEK.
MONDAY.

Medical Societt or London, 11, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square,
W., 8.30 p.m.—Paper: Gas Poisoning, Physiological
Symptoms and Clinical Treatment, by Dr. Leonard

FRIDAY.

POST-QRADUATE COURSES AND I.ECTURES.
KOBTH-EAST LONIiOX PoST-CrKADUATE COLLEGE, PriuCC Of WalCS'S
General Hospital, Tottenham, N.

The PosT-GlLiDDATF. College, West London Hospital, Hammer-
smith, W.—Clinical work; graduates only.

I published b; the Brilieh Medical Asaociation at tUcir Office, I'arisU ol St. tlie-ricKls 1) : County ol Mlldlesel.
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RECRUITING FOR THE NAVAL AND
MILITARY MEDICAL v^EKVICES.

ENGLAND AND WALES.
The Central Medical War Committee tor England and
Wales has beld several conferences with representatives

of the Insurance Commissioners for Euyland to consider

the manner in which the interests of insured persons

should be safeguarded while enabling the medical pro-

fession to make an adequate response to the demands of

the military services of the countrj' for medical officers.

On Wednesday last both parties had a conference at the

offices of the Local Goverameut Board with representatives

of that body. The steps which sliould be talien in the

interests of "the public as a whole, including the public

.health and tuberculosis services, were discussed aud a
preliminary uuderstaudiug was reached on many details.

The result will, it may confidently be anticipated,

materially facilitate the task of the Central and of the

local Medical War Committees.

Age of C.wdidates for Comsossions.

We are requested to state that medical men under

45 years of age are not now eligible for commissions unless

physically fit for service at home and abroad.

Visual Tests for TEjrpoRAKY Comotssions.
Candid.\te writes: Is it not time the present visual standard
was relaxed in view of the need of medical men iu the army?
At present a man is accepted whoso vision without f,'lasses is

worse than that of a rejected candidate. A candidate with
defective vision in one eye is rejected it this defect is not due
to a refractive error, notwithstanding that his vision with
the other e>e is perfect. At the same time a candidate who
requires glasses to perform any delicate operative work is

accepted. A surgeon who is daily performing the most
delicate operative work without glasses is rejected, whilst he
would be accepted as a private in the combatant ranks, and,
moreover, his effective vision may be perfect.

Druggists' Tr.wellers.
Dr. C. Gordon Roberts (Halstead, Essex) writes : Are

druggists' travellers a luxury or necessity to the profes-

sion ? Undoubtedlv the former, for which we indirectly

have to pay, therefore at a time like this, when every
man is of importance to the nation, they should be dis

pensed with and set free for other purposes. Many dis-

pensers are still required for the army; those, therefore,

of militarv age should volunteer for this, and the older

men take 'their places in the laboratory or workshop. The
chief difficulty raised by those to whom I have spoken is

one of finance, but if the profession will combine, refuse

to deal with any traveller, whether of or over military

age, and agree to send their orders to the same firms as

heretofore, the firms on their part should be ready to pay
half salaries during their absence, and keep their berths tor

them on their return, [f organized properly it should beueflt

the country and press harshly on none.

MEDICAL VACANCIES.
Notice to Advertisers.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to the fact that, in

view of the urgent need of His Majesty's Forces for

medical men, no advertisement will, so tar as possible, be

I

accepted, until further notice, for insertion in the British
' Medical Journal which it appears would probably, if

published, result in there being relegated to civil practice

a practitioner who, in view of the national emergency,
should be serving with the colours.

INSURANCE.

AN OFFICIAL HANDBOOK TO ADMINISTE.A-TION.
The Scottish Insurance Commissioners have issued a
very timely aud necessary Handbuok for the Use nf
Insurance Committees in Scotland.^ As stated in the
introduction, it is primarily for the assistance of membera
of Insurance Committees, aud i.s not intended as au
exhaustive or technical exposition of the powers and
duties of committees. As a matter of fact, though it may
be at times of value to even the best informed clerks of

committees, neither for clerks uor for ordinary membera
well up in the Act will t' is book prevent the need for

frequent reference to the Commissioners. The introduc-

tion takes up four pages with an account of what is called
" the general scheme of administration of National Health
Insurance." This is simply a bate list of the authorities

concerned in the working of the Act with a summary of a
small fraction of the functions of each, and in its present

form it seems useless unless it be regarded as a very

incomplete part of the index of the book. Next follow

eight chapters dealing with the constitution, powers, ind

duties of Insurance Committees and of their subco a-

mittees, and of the Panel, Pharmaceutical, and Local

j

Medical Committees, aud the administration for deposit

contributors. Lengthy chapters also deal with the ad-

ministration of medical aud sanatorium benefits and with
the complex finance and accounting of Insurance Com-
mittees. Tho chapters dealing with the constitution and
duties of tho various committees are fairly full and detailed,

though the powers of the different committees are often,

perhaps of set purpose, left so indefinite that it cannot be

a matter of surprise that committees often first decide on

and act and ask for permission afterwards, trusting that an
accomplished fact will be allowed to pass, even though not

in order.

The accounts given of medical and sanatorium benefits

contain a large amount of detail, and will be of the greatf:st

value not only to members of Iusurani;c Committees, but to

members of Panel aud Pharmaceutical Committees. The
long chapter dealing with financial arrangements, and with

1 Issued by tho Scottish Insuranqe Commissioners for official as*
October 1st. 1915. (ls..i .^ ,.
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the keeping of the nuraevous registers and account books

cannot be said to bo satisfactory. For ordinary membora
of committees this chapter might have been condensed to

occupy one half tliG space, w)iilo for the practical purposes

of clerks of committees it is Uttle more than a meie outline

of the work to be done, leaving constant need for a frequent

reference to various circulars or regulations only barely

named in the Handhooh. . In other words, the chapter, in

trying to hit a medium, will fail to satisfy all parties.

In an appendix dealing with finance, there is a curiously

complicated diagram showing tlie tortuous passages and

repassages of medical benefit moneys through the laby-

rinthine accounts of the committees. It goes some
distance towards explaining why medical practitioners

have to wait so many months for a final settlement of

their accounts. This' is contained in one of twenty-five

appendices containing various documents issued from time

to time by the Commissioners, lists of approved Sana

toriums in Scotland, of Panel and Pharmaceutical Com-
mittees, and addresses of clerks and Insurance Committees
throughout the kingdom. In addition to a table of con-

tents there is also a good index of all the subjects dealt

with.
The first thing that strikes one in the book is the

enormous, bewildering, if not gratuitous complexity that

has been introduced into the working of the Insurance

Acts. Much of this was, of course, inevitable, but it is

quite clear from a study of the Handbook that with

better coordination between the different sections a
simpler and easier working might have been and may yet

be brought about, involving less of those irritating delays

of which there are so many complaints, while at the same
time vastly reducing the cost of working. On what ought

to be quite simple matters it is evident that clerks of

committees will often have to refer to the Commissioners,

not only on new points that arise, but because the regula-

tions are ambiguous or difficult to understand, or to

reconcile with other regulations, orders, or circulars. If

unnecessary expense is to be i
revented and the full

benefit of the Act obtained, the S'tf«Z6ooA: demonstrates

that, though the Act has only been in force about three

years, a full and complete codification of the circulars,

orders, and regulations has already become necessary.

INSURANCE COMMITTEES.
London.

Admiasion of Tnhefculous Insured Persons to Poor
Law Infirmaries.—At the meeting of the Insurance Com-
mittee for Loudon on Novembfr 25th it was stated that

the Metropolitan Asylums Board were proposing to

approach the Ijocal Governmeut Board with a view to

arrangements being made whereby destitute and infirm

Ijcrsuus might obtain immediate admission to an infirmary

on leaving a general hospital or sanatorium. Mr. Handel
Booth denounced the proposal as a contravention of

the promises made to insured persons when the Act

was passed. Dr. Lauriston Shaw said that chronic

tuberculous persons should not be taken or kept in saua-

toriums, which should be reserved for cases likely to be

permanently benefited. In the other and chronic cases the

alternatives were a return to the patient's home, often a

miserable one, or admission to a Poor Law infirmary

where constant and skilled attention would be available.

Mr. W. S. Beown, one of the representatives of insured

persons, suggested that the financial position would have
borne the strain had it not been for the overweening

demands of the medical men at the beginning. Dr. B. A.

KicHMOND said that officially no patient had been sent into

a Poor Law infirmary, but it was known that unofficially

this had been done, perhaps two or three times a week.

He vigorously contested the suggestions of Mr. Brown.
On a vote, 20 were in favour of a motion that the Insur-

ance Committees make no representations to the Local

Government Board favomiug a trausference to the Poor

Law infirmary, and 16 against. The Chairman of the

Finance Committee denied certain allegations implying

improper and improvident administration of the sana-

torium benefits. Applications had only been granted on

the advice of the applicant's medical attendant, reinforced

by the decision of the Committee's medical officer. Uu,
fortunately there were over 200 insured persons on the

waiting lists at the same time that the Committee was, as

opportunity arose, reducing the number of beds.

The Medical Liu and Ike War.—Hr. H. H. Mills stated
that there were 1,549 doctois on the medical list in the
service of the Insurance Committee, but of these 106 wcro
attached to institutions, leaving 1,443 in personal relation-

ship with insured persons. Of this number 169 were
engaged in the army or navy ; nearly all the others were
very fully engaged, and, in common witli munition workers,
claimed to be conducting work of national importance.
The sickness incidence among insured persons would be at
least as high as before the war in spite of enlistments, for

the men enlisted represented the more healthy lives, and
their places had largely been taken by women, representing
a higher sickness incidence.

AUe(iaiion agaiiist a. Panel Practitioner.—Ihe Committee
passed censure on a practitioner against whom it was
alleged that he had allowed prescriptions to be given by
unqualified persons, not always, as the Medical Service
Subcommittee judged, with his knowledge, and that ho
had resided so far from his surgery that he had to enter
into arrangements with his neighbouring practitioners for

the provision of medical attendance at night. It was also

stated that he was serving another insurance committee
and it was decided to require him to seek permission to

alter the hours so as to fulfil his agreement personally,

and that he should secure the assistance of a partner before

March, 1916.

{

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
Somerset.

At a meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Committee,
on November 11th, Dr. J. A. Macdonald gave a summary
of the new regulations with regard to the proposed
changes in the drug tariff, and assured the meeting that
the introduction of a new drug tariff would have no
prejudicial effect upon the payments to be made to the
doctors. He referred to the new regulation which in-

sisted on certificates being signed by the doctor's own
hand, and expressed the opinion that when any alteration

in the regulations was under consideration by the Com-
missioners, such change should be submitted to some body
of medical men for their consideration, due time being
allowed for the purpose.

It was decided to send the following resolution to the
Director- General of the Army Medical Service and to the
Central Medical War Committee

:

That while we recognize that the army has the first call on
the medical profession, it is obvious that a serious position
for the civilian population will arise if the number of
medical practitioners, especially in rural areas, ia unduly
depleted, and we trust that the Director-General of tUo
Medical Service will earnestly consider whether any re-

arrangement of his present staff surgeons can be made
which will at least delay the need for further heavy calls

on the profession.

York.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee on November lOtb,

it was reported that the York Local Medical Committee
had been recognized to July IStli, 1916.

Prescrihing.—The terms of service for panel practi-

tioners for 1916 were considered. It was reported that the

chemists would be prepared to continue to dispense Rep.

Mist, prescriptions so long as the term was only used within

the current month, but that they wished to dispense aqua
destillata in every prescription where aqua was ordered,

and to charge a fee of 3d. when the proscriptions were
marked "urgent" by the doctor and dispensed out of

hours. It was decided to inform the Pharmaceutical

Committee that the Panel Committee could not consent to

the dispensing of aqua destillata where aqua was ordered.

Deduction.—-\tterxt\oa was drawn to the fact that a

large sum of money was still owing to the doctors for 1914

and to the large deductions being made every quarter from
the payments to doctors to cover the enlistment of insured

persons, while at the same time numbers of names were
deducted from the lists owing to this enlistment. Tho
Committee considered the reply of the Commissioners to

the representations of the British Medical Association on
these matters to bo eminently unsatisfactory, and it was
decided to urge the Insurance Committee to represent to

the Commissioners tho serious dissatisfaction which tho

present state of affairs was causing.
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INSUEANCE NOTES.
Deductions from Panel Payjiekts.

Dr. J. H. Lyell, Honorary Secretary of tlie I'ortb Branch,
British MecHcal Association, and Joint Secretary of the
Perth Panel Committee, writes drawing attention to tho
" possibihty of deductions from panel money in the case of

doctors mobihzed or volunteering for service and nuablo to

fill in and sign their record cards." He also forwards
copy of correspondence relating to a case in which such a
deduction had been threatened. The matter commenced
with a letter from the Clerk of the Perth Insurance Com-
mittee to the wife of a Perth practitioner who is now-
serving at the front. The Clerk stated-that it was neces-
sary either for her or the doctor to make arrangements for

the keeping of records for the current year, and if such
records were not duly furnished, a deduction would be
made from the amount to be paid to tho doctor for tho
year. He said he knew that in some cases between Is.

and 23. per insured person had been deducted, and it might
reach a maxinmm of 2s. 6d. per insured person on the
doctor's list. The Clerk therefore desired to be informed
what arrangements the doctor or sho had made for the
keeping and furnishing of records. This letter was
brought to the notice of Dr. Lyell, who sent a copy to the
Scottish Commissioners, pointing out that the panel
patients of the doctor in question were by arrangement
being attended by his colleagues who remained in Perth,
and that they were filling up the records for him to be
duly furnished to the authorities at the end of the year
along with the rest of the cards. In reply, the Commis-
sioners said that, as respects 1914, the maximum rate of
deduction from the Special Parliamentary Grant in respect
of the failure to furnish adequate medical records was
Is. per insured person on the list, and this was imposed
only where no records at all had been furnished for 1914,
and where, in addition, those for 1913 were incomplete.
When full returns for 1913 had been received, the rate of

deduction was on the general basis of id. per insured
person for each month in 1914 for which records were not
furnished. The Commissioners' letter then proceeds

:

In regard to the mobilized doctors, deduction has not been
made iu any case. \\ here records for two months prior to
mobilization only were in question, or where information could
be obtained from the representatives of the doctors that the
records were in order although they had not been submitted,
the Commissioners were of opinion that the records could be
accepted as complete, and payment was made in full. It may
be added that every effort was made to elicit information which
would justify such action, but it was not deemed advisable to
trouble the doctor himself if on active service. In cases where
no information was obtainable tho Commissioners were pre-
cluded by the terms of the Speciai Parliamentary Grant from
making payment, but a sum has been retained (not deducted) to
keep the matter open until the doctor's return, when he will be
afforded every opportunity of forwarding records and making
any explanations. In conclusion, I am to state that as regards
the records for treatment after the date when any doctor was
mobilized or volunteered, the records fall to be submitted by
the deputy or locum with the other records for 1915. There is
no question of a doctor himself who is on service being asked to
furnish them. Obviously he is not iu a position to do so.

Approved Societies and Compensation Claims.
Skcltoti V. Baxter.

A qnestion of importance to insured persons and approved
societies came before the Master of the Rolls, Lord .Justice
Bankcs. and kord .lustice Warrington, in the Court of Appeal
last week when an appeal was heard from an award of the
judge of the Essex County Court, sitting as arbitrator under
the Workmen's Compensation Act. It appeared that Annie
Skelton, a domestic servant, had met with an accident and
compensation being claimed, the judge decided in her favour.
In the course of the county court proceedings the question was
raised whether the application was really an arbitration at the
instance of skelton or proceedings by the Prudential Approved
Society under Section II of the National Insurance Act, I9II,
which provides that where an insured person appears to be
entitled to compensation in respect of an injury but unreason-
ably refuses or neglects to take proceedings to enforce the
claim, it shall be lawful for the approved society at its own
expense to take such proceedings iu the name and 'on helialf of
such person. On the evidence it was shown that Skelton had
signed a retainer of solicitors named to her by the solicitor of
the Prudential Society, and had been promised tliat as tho
society had a financial interest in the matter she would be iu-
demnilied against any costs. The judge decided that the pro-
ceedings were really brought by Skelton and made an award in
ber favour, against which the respondent appealed.
In the Appeal Court, the Master of the Rolls said that he did

not consider it necessary to discuss the very obscure provisions
of Section II or the precise position of approved societies with
regard to " maintenance." Skelton had siiined a retainer, and

it made no difference that the Prudential Society had given her
a partial indemnity and found the monevfor the court fees and
counsel's fees. Thatmiyht or nii^ht not bo "maintenance" in the
eyes of the law, and might or might not expose the societv to an
action based on •' mainteuancp," but the circumstance that the
plaintiff had been " maintained " by a third person would be no
defence to the proceedings. He did not think it had been made
out that the Prudential Society bad attempted to escape the
liability to pay costs which is iniposedon a societv acting under
Section II. It had been held iu that court that a society had
no right to take proceedings until it bad been proved that the
insured person bad unreasonably refused or neglected, but it
was plain in the present case that there was no snch neglect or
refusal, and Section 11 had really nothing to do with the present
case. He was of the same opinion as the county court judge,
that the application was in trutli Skelton's application, and the
appeal should be dismissed with costs. The Lords Justices
delivered judgement dismissing the appeal.

INSUBANCE ACT IN PAItLIAMENT.
BIedical Benefit Regulations.

Mr. Wiles asked whether the introduction of the new
medical benefit regulations was regarded by many
members of the medical profession as a breach of the
promises made by Sir Bobcrt Morant in his letter to the
British Medical Association, dated March 17th, as well as
of the terms of the official circular 201/1.C. Mr. Roberts,
in reply, said there had been no breach of any promises
given, the documents in question referred to contingencies
contemplated during the year 1915, which had not in fact
arisen, but he had taken steps to remove any mis-
apprehension on the part of the Loudon Panel Committee
and the mass meeting of practitioners held at Bristol
on November 11th. He had not previously heard that tho
Kent Panel Committee had invited doctors to withdraw
their services after December 31st, but if any doctor had
doubts as to the facts of the position he could obtain full
information either from the Insurance Committee or the
Commissioners. (See also reply to Sir Philip Magnus,
Supplement, November 27th, p^ 201.)

Scotland and the Commercial Drug Tariff.
In reply to a number of questions by Mr. Currie (Loith

Burghs), Mr. Roberts, Chairman of the Joint Committee
of Insurance Commissioners, said that the Departmental
Committee on the Drug Tariff had given four out of
eleven days on which evidence was taken to evidence
as to Scottish conditions, two days being occupied in hear-
ing the secretary of the body which represents Scottish
chemists. But as that body desired to amplify its views,
he had undertaken to receive such statement within a
period which would allow the position in Scotland to
be re examined before July 1st, 1916 ; the existing tariff
would remain in force in Scotland until that date,
although the Pharmaceutical Society of England and
Wales had recommended chemists in England and Wales
to accept tho commercial tariff as from January 1st.
So far no proof had been given that the commercial
tariff would be inequitable in Scotland. The English
Commissioners had no organization corresponding to the
central checking bureau of Scotland. With regard to the
1913-14 Treasury grant of £60,000 for excessive sickness,
it was voted to meet any need arising in any part of Cxreat
Britain. No such need had arisen in Scotland, except for
a small sum granted iu 1914 to meet the enhanced cost
of certain drugs under war conditions. In order to remove
misconceptions on the whole subject, ho had arranged to
send a communication to each panel chemist in Scotland,

Tuberculous Soldiers.
Mr. R. McNeill on November 25th made inquiries as to

soldiers invalided from the front suffering from tuber-
culosis. He sui,'gosloil that men discharged from the
Brompton Hospital were obliged to return to tlieir own
homes, and asked whether, being contributors under tho
Insurance Act, tiio Insurance Commissioners would place
one or more of the sauatormms at present empty at the
disposal of the War Office for the leccptiou of such men.
The Chairman of the Joint Coiiiniiltee of Insurance Com-
missioners said that the niilit;n-y authorities were respon-
sible for the treatment of tuberculous soldiers up to the
date of their discharge from the army. Special adminis-
trative and financial arrangements had been in operation
for a considerable time which sccm-ed that the necessary
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residential treatment on re-entry into civil life was made

available without delay. It was not the case that a

large uuniber of men dischargnd from the array before

they were cured of tuberculous disease were thrown upon

theu- own resources, as there was a special fund to deal

with such cusos, and the arrangements were believed to

be working salisfactorily. In reply to a question by Mr.

liuoih on the same day, Mr. Roberts said that of the grant

of £100,000 voted in the Suppleraentai'y Estimates for

1914-15, £50,000 was paid into the special account for

credit to tlic several insurance funds. Tlio balance was
surrendered and revoted in the Estimates for 1915-16.

Payments out of the grant were being made iu connexion

with the special arrangements for tlie treatment of soldiers

and sailors invalided from service and discharged suffering'

from tuberculosis.

MEMBERS ELECTED TO THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
(Jakcabv 15th, 1915, to Acgdst 31st, 1915).

(Concluding List.)

New South W^ales Branch.

Alexander. A. M. A., M.B., Sydney Hosi.ita!

Auduison. Colin, M.B., U.l'.A. Hospual.

Asr.inal), A. E., M B.. Sydney Hospital
BIttSblu, E. P.. II.B., 8. Cballis Avenue, Potts

Bluiuer, S. J-, M.B., Bowravillo
Bowie, W. A., M.B., ScarborouBh
Bowman. Amos W.. M.B., Germanton
Brown. K. S. McA., M.B.. Sydney Hospital
Briu.ui'h.KarlF.C, M.B., U.P.A. Hospital,

Cainlierdown
Cb;tliaiids. Frederick. M.B.. MndKee
Co(!iilan, C. C, M B.. Sydney Hospital
Curtis-Elliott. F., M.B.. Sydney Hospital
Dawson. W. C. M.U.. Kurri Kurri
Dean. \V. A., M.I!., Burwood .

Donald. W. H.. M.B., P..P.A. Hospital,

Cami>erdown __ , ,

Faiiar. J. W., M.B., R.P.A. Hospital,
Camperdown

Finley, C. A.. M.B.. Adelong
Gadon, K. B.. II.B.. Muna Koad, Darling

M.B., R.P.A.

E.P.A.

Hospital,

Hospital,

Gibson, N. M.,
Cauiperdown

Graham. S. M.,
Ca.iiperdown

Greaves, F. W B., M.B.. Campsio
Grey, F. T., M.B., Box, 886 G.P.O., Sydney
Grieve. K. H., M.B.,Goulburn Hospital. Goul-
bnr

Jeffrey, Eric. M B., Sydney Hospital
Jones, J. T., II B., Sydney Hospital
Joyce, A. H., .\I.H . Sydney Hospital
Kennedy. H. McMurdie, M.B.. Peak Hill

Kirkiand, W. D., M.B., Lithgow
Lovejoy, U A.. M.B.. Royal Alexandra Hos-

l)ital. Cauiperdown
McCarthy, F. J.. M.B., Sydney Hospital
McOristal, W J., M.B., Barrinjnck
M.%cCulloch. J. B., ikIB.

tralasia. Tbreadneedle 1

McDonald. W. A.,
"'

Bank of Aus-
et, E.G.

, State Hospital, Lid-

abe
McKae, Donald. Esq.,Genrie
Meehan. A. V.. MB., Sydney Ho.'spital

Mxon. R. J.. M.B., E.P.A. Hospital. Camper-
down

Oliver, C. H.. Esq.. KyoRle
.

Parkinson, C. K.. M B., Sydney Hospital
Qnirk. P. P., Esq., Condobolin
Eae, R. K , M B., Sydney Hospital
Railton, S, A,. M.B.. Sydney Hospital
Kenwick, G. A., M.ls., Glebe Point
Sandilan.i-. I:... ,1,1.,.-, iJ.B., Wala, llale-

Northero Counties of Scotland

North of England Branch.

Anderson. J. G., Esq., 178. Hylton Boad,
Sunderland _ ,

Bower, John, M B., Lawn Villa. Hcatou Boad,
Newcastlc-on-Tyno

Cargin, H. .M., M.D., Municipal Buildings,

West Hartlepool
Falconer, Kinloch, M
Eden _ .

Fielden. H. A., M D., Shildon. co. Durham
Herhrrtson. William. MB.. 25. Simonside
Terrace, Heaton, Newcastle-on-Tyne

Hethcote, Douglas. M.B., 4, Victoria Koad,
Darlington

McBean. D. S.. M.B., Stockton
Mackintosh, Angus. M.
Sunderland

Newton. G. I

Shepherd. G Ferguson, Esq., 9, Ogle Ten-ace,

South Shields
Stephenson, Geo. E., M B , Northumberland
War Hospital. Newcastle-on-Tyne

WTiitby. Alfred. Esq., Hesleden. • astle Eden
Wilkes. Lili " ' "' "' ^- "—-

'

Darl:

McAree. J. V., Esq. , Tea Tree G ul I y
MacUiUiviay, W. D. K., Esq.. Broken Hill

Mackay, J. G., Esq., Broken Hill
Nairn, A. B.,Esq., Broken Hill
Pryde, Alan. Esq., Kenmark
Suiilh. W. i,.. Esq.. Adelaide Hospital
Steven, E. U., M.B., Broken Hill
Steele. K. N.. Esq., St. Peter's
Turner, C. T., Esq., Adelaide Hospital

South Eastern of Ireland Branch.

Lanigan, .James. Uentcnant B.A.M.C.lS.R.i

Blackballs. Castlo

VFard Terrace,

, 2. Ellison Place, New-

Creswell,

Southern Branch,

W. G., M.D., Le Gnet. itel.

Gu nscy

, L E.C.P . 23, Victoria Koad,

iiuams.'if T., Esq.. Lingdale, Boosbeck

kiiii
Hospital

aoyal Alexandra

Wi ilB., U.P.A. Hospital. Camper-

, M.B., R PA. Hospital, Camper-Willis, 1

Willocks, G. C, U.B., Sydney Hospital
Zions, Norman, MB., 255, Oxford Street,

Paddington

New Zealand Branch.

Adams, R N., Esq.. Blenheim „ , „^ ^
Brown, Wm., M.B., 60. Stafford Street,

Chi'ds, T. W. J.. MB., Collingwood
Edie. E. K..E-q.. Green Island. Duncdin
Gilmour. B. H., Esq., Timaru
Jlorrax. T H., MB.. Motneka
Jeffreys. H. B.. Esq , Nelson
Mfl.cdiarmid, G. N., Esq., The Hospital,

Christchurch

Brock, E. G.. Esq., Clocolan
Graham, George. M.B., Trompsburg
Murray, W. A., M.B., PhilippoUs

Queensland Branch.

Clowes, A. Stalbam, Esq.
Gearin, Clifford. Esq., The Hospital, Warwi
Hawthorne. H. L.. Esq., Dalby
Eelly, P. J., Esq , Taringa, Brisbane
Kelsey. A. J., Esq.. Bowen
Ke win. P. J.. Esq., Cahrns
Macdonald, John, Esq., Ipswich
Power. J. J.. Esq., Montpelier, Wickham T
race, Brisbane

Sutton, M. G.. General Hospital, Bnebane
Thomas, Frederick S., Esq., TownsvUle

Bhodesian Branch.

Gerrard, H. S., M.B., Kasenga

Saskatchewan Branch,

Shropshire and Hid-Wales Branch.

Greene. John. Lieutenant E.A.M.C., Priors

Lee. hifnal . , ^ „ ~ ,

Guinness, Wm. Grattan, M.D., Madeley

Esq.. Dr

South Australian Branch.

Bartley, J. F.. Esq., Broken Hill

Dawes, A. H. C. Esq., Gawler
Dobbyn. G. B.. Esq., Broken Hill

Gardner, J. F.. Esq., Broken Hill

George. Mildred May, Adelaide HoEpual
Godfrey, K. C. Esq.. Glenelg
Hains.O.M., Esq., Broken Hill

Haste, B. A., Esq.. Adelaide Hospital

Hayward. Lancelot A.. Esq.. Parade, Norwood
James. W. A., M.B., Wallaroo

. , , .

,

Kollaway. Professtr Charles A.. Adeloide

University

Mawson, O. D. B.. Esq., 12. Carlton Crescent,
Southampton _

Mobs, Level. M.B., Surg. E.N., H.M.8. Pal i^.

c/o G.P.O.
Peachell. G. E., M.D., Whitccroft, Cai is-

brooke. I.W.

South India and Madras Branch.

ti.. Esq., Guntur DislriclKantha-Ba(
Madras Presidency ,

Eamanujaya, Codali, Esq., Chatiapur. Madras
Presidency ., ,

Sbama-Koa, Bola. Esq., Mylapore, Madras
Tucker, ICdith E., M.B., Ikkadu, Tiruval.ur

Walters. Miss Eibelwyn M.. M.B., Mi-;sion

Hospital, Eamuad. Madias Presidency

South Midland Branch.

Newman, E. A. R., M.D., Lieutenant-Colonel

Barry, J. J., Esq.. Newport
Baaker,C. A., M.O.. Carmarthen
Campbell, Frederick William. Esq.. j49. Cow-

bridge Road. Cardiff
Davies, J. Lloyd, Esq., Llanelly

Dunbar. James, M.B., Ammanford
Frederick, H. R.. M.B.. 3, Cla:eacc Street,

Aberavon, Port Talbot
Grice.J.U.. M.B.,Garnant
Horgan. J. J., M.B.. Abercwmboi, Aberdare
Lane John. M.B., Newport
Logic. J. W., M.B., Poutyclun
Martin, Henry ookc, M.B.. Newport Borough
Asylum. Caerlcon

Bees, J. H.. M.D.. Ponarth
Rice, D. A.. M.B.. Milford Haven
Smyth, J. F., Esq., Nantymoel

Bouth-Western Branch.

Cox, Gerald, Lieutenant E.A.M.C. 48, Dmu

Pereha J. A. W., M.D.Brux., 3, Northenhay

Sa^nrthaHes'. M.B.. Lieutenant E.A.M.C,

Crowuhill Huts, Plymouth

Staffordshire Branch.

McLaren, Elizabeth L. C. M.B., 137. Tt-tUu-

hall Road, Wolverhampton
Moody. A. R., M.B., Shelton. Stokc-onTient

Stirling Branch.

Yellowlees, David, M.B., 5. Pork Avenue.

Slu-iing

Surrey Branch,

Humphry, A. M.. E«i..Eoyal Surrey County

aa'?n°S"H:'L.i"S.D., Beresford, Brighton

Moor1?ead?R!l., M.B., VVcstflcld, South Cod-
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Klorence M., M.B . 5, Brunswick,
Placo. Hove

Noyes. H. K. O.. MB., IM, Maiioo Paifldc,

WorthiDg

Tasmanian Branch,

Toronto Branch.

DioTCiiing. W. K , Esq., Caledonia HospUal,
Ciledouia. Minn., U.S..4.

Biivrows. P. J , M.D., Seaforth, Ontario
Macltonuld, Archie, KSQ., B.B. No. 2, Harold,
OutHiio

'J'^c, 1'. L., M.D., Milverton, Oulario

Ulster Branch.

Beatli. K. M., MB.. 5, Wellington Park. Belfast

Coau*. Foster. M.B.. 5, Sbafte bury Sauaie,
Belfast

rrawioixi. R. A., Esq., Castleshane
Deiay, Michael, Esq.. Lurgan
SiiHin. John.M.B.. Bokeby, Deramore Park.
lieUast

Gray. David. M D., 33. University Boad,
Bellost

nauiillOD, .\. a., M.B., Ballynahinch
Hay. W. S, b., M.B., 59, Bolanio Avenue,
Belfast

Keau. John, Esq., Meigb. Xcwry
WcCouib, Samuel, M.B., Albcuvillc, Cramlin
Boad, Belfast

Uoore, Win. W., M.B., Drum
Puree, G. B. B., M.B., Boyal Victoria H03-

Dital, Belfast
Bobb, Elizabeth II.. M.B., The luarmarj-,
Iiurgaa

Victorian BraJich.

Alexander, B. B., Esq., General Hospital,

Baudico
Andrew, Frank, Esq., 22, Collins Street,

Melbourne
Atkinson, George, Esq.. MuriumbeeDa
Balaam, Ethel M., Melbourne Hospital

Bennett, Annie L., Melbourne Hospital

Chamtiion, Bachol, St. Vincent's Boapital,
l-iwiroy

Cochrane. Stanley. Esq., Edlingtoo, Auburn
Con-y, A., M.O., Etertou
Cruustoun, George IS.. Esq . Uruthen
Davi-s, EUicc J., Esq., Childieu's Hospital,
Curlton

Davis, J. Ii., Esq.. 6, Brougham Street.
Bicbmoud

Dew, H. R.. Esq., Melbourne Hospital
Dovastt^o, M. E., Esq., KntUergleu
Dunstan, A. H.. Esq., Woi-rnainbool
Kairlcy, N. II., Esq.. Melbourne Hospital
J''iaser. A. C, I'.sq.. Melbourne Hospital
Ghissfoivl, E. G., Esq., Alfred Hospital,

I'lahran
Guest, J. V. U.. Esq , Milbourno Hospital
U.aniiUoii, U. T., M.B., 537, Malvern Boad,
Toorak

Hamilton, Wm., Esq., 10, Barwood Boad,
Hawthorn

narper. J. C. M., Esq.. Waogaratta
Hay, .J. v.. M.B., C.U.G , Buckle Street,
Mooneo Ponde

Hughes, M. B , Esq.. Melbourne Hospital

Markson, lCruest,Esq.,c.o. Dr. Bamsay Webb,
Fooiscvay

Moore. K. U.. Esq., Alfred Hospital, Pr.\hran
O Sullivan, M. B., Esq.. Women's Hospital,
Carlton

Eo'd, Christina H., 29. A'ma Rd , CamberwcU
Beid, F. B.. Esq., 91. .Sydney Boad, Cobui-g
Eennick. W. H., Esq., Women's Hospital.
Carlton

Bobinsou. George S., Esq., Children's Hos-
pital. Carlton

Shields. S. W.. Esq., Alfred Hospital, Prahran
Stautou, Thomas, M.B . The Hospital, Stawell
Webb, A. B.. Esq.. Broadford
Whitehead, B N,, Esq.. Alfred Hospital,
Prahran

Wigley. J. E. Mack, Esq.. 38, Park Street,
South Yarra

"Wilson. J. G.. M.B.. Favnham Park. Warr-
nambool

Wisewould. Gweneth, Melbourne Hospital
Woods, B. G.,Esq.,Albnry
Wright, T, A., Esq., Melbourne Hospital

Western Australian Branch.

Collins, W. H., Esq.. Children's Hospital,
Perth

Lillics.G. L.. Esq, Perth
Nyulasy, A. J.. Esq.. Perth
Rngersnn, Edward, Esq., Kalgooiiie
Thurstau. E. I'aget, M.D., Coolgardie
Youug. H. P. Esq., Perth

West Somerset Branch.

vriltshlre Branch.

Eawleuce, H. E., M B., Lieutenant E.A.M.C..
The Infirmary, Salisbury

Taylor, "s. H. S.. M.B., Wray Croft, Lacock.
ChipiJeuhain

Witwatersrand Branch.

Brady, H. J.. Esq., Cleveland
Butt. H. T. H.,Esq., Krugersdorp
Wicubren, B., M.B., 71a. Btaib Street, New

Coleman. B.
Philp, C. H
Hereford

yorkshii loh.

Hogan. J. W. W., Esq., 19 Victoria Boad,
Broomball Park, Shetheld

lugham, H. N., M.B., Dean House, West Vale,
near Halifax

Bitson, F. H., M.B., West Biding Asylum,
Wakefield

Morion, T. H., M.D., 29, Glen Koad, N'other

Edge, Sh-£aeld
Noiile, Evelyn Mary, M.B , 52, Burgoyne Boad;
SheHleld

S'ocombe, B. A., M.B., Calf Hey. Staithwaite
Sootbill, V. F., MB.. Ashville Coikge,

Storr, fTa., Esq., Knowle Cottage, Mirfield

EOY.M- NAVAL MEDIC.tL SEBVICE. ., . „
T.„- fnllowinu announcements are made by the Admiralty:

Ireet Sur^ic. B. Shewar.1. MB., to the Pemftrofce, additional. Staff

Smceon E H MoGiffln, M.B.. to the r,ii.7, additional. Sui-geons A. H
Moo« aem^rary) to the Pnnbrohe. additional; J. S. Orw,

the ri<(<.n;. additional. Tcmp..rary Surgeon GM-'- "i-

the Pembroke, additional, for Chatham Hmpital.

F. M.Payne,

-

B., to
Blain, M.B., to

_ To be temporaiT
B.A., H. W. Hales, T. S. Gibson,

iT T^ 9. McCUntoek, M.B., P. D ODriscoU, M.B.

EoTAL Naval Voldnteeb Besebte.
T/.hP'^mceon-pi-obationers: C. II. Macklm, J. b. Clark, F. Wilson,

, D. G. P. Bell, A. Ritchie.D. U.

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
\ E Garrod. M.D., P.B.C.P , to be temiwrary Colonel.

, . ., ,

Major .1. G. BeU. M.B., to be tem orary Lieutenant-Colonel whilst

an Assistant Director of Medical Services.

Boy A

Licutenant^Colonel C 1

Imperial Light Horse,

:

burgeon-Major A. C. -

"V'^Mac'^regor F'B.c!sr..hn.. andJ. G:"'uowell to be temporaiT

Majors whilst employed with the Uuddersfleld War Hospital.

Temporary Captain A. M. Leake, V.C, F.B.C.b.

Major.

Jical Corps. Boyal Militia

temporary

serve
i«,ia.. Honorary Captain J. L. Dickie, M.B., haying ceased to

with the Britisu Bed Cross Hospital, Netley, relinquishes his

"To be temporary Majors : H. E. L. Canney, II.D., temporary Captain

''to' bru-m^*ra?y Captains: Major E. W. Braithwaite.. from tho

Trine of Wales's Own (West Vork>-h'
- "- "" '-'•'"<."i

1
o,<-.n.

Temporai-y Lieutenants to be 1

Wo'sley. f. N. Vellacott, MB., F.U.

Constabulary,

Le G,

D'OIii

W McC ConleyfM^.^D McVicker, M.B., J. s. st.wart, M. ,, O
Mitchell MB, V. D 6. Logan, M.B., C. M. Forster, C. H.

'
'e'lfeold,

M D .1 G liiggins, A. J. McC. 0. Morrison, M.B., A. 8. Blackwell,

MD '

F.B C.S , B. W. Mit-hcU, M D.^F.K.C S.. C. McM. Wilson, M.D.,

L. Caesidy, M.B.. F.B.C.: Woodruff.

L. H Guest
Lieut4-nanti f * '

'

G. W. Baccy. Mi 1 1

Totton, Mb.. I' '

The nolificaii .1 .' ~

M.B., which appeared
cancelled

his

I M.C. to be temporary Lieutenants:
M.D., T. A. Brandon, M.B., C. R.

, I. D. Curtis. M.B.
inporai-y Lieutenant D. E. Fenwick,
aar.ette of October 23rd, 1915, is

, L. Whatley relinquishedTne date on which temporary Lieutenant .1. L. \yhat ey relinquished

is commission is October 23rd, 1915, and not as stated in the Qazette

ember Uth, 1915.

To bo temporary Lieutenants : W. B. Wamsley. M.B., D. Meek, M.B .

A. Dick, M.li., A. J. Duulop. M.B., J. W. Bennett, M.B., C. Witts, MB.,
C. G. Lambie, M.B., A. B. Snowdon, E. C. B. Van-Eyck. I. K.-F.

MacLeod, M.B., B.C. Highet, M.D., B. G. .Wlen, A. D Eope. M.li.,

W. P. Ker, B. W. Jones, M.B., T H Gibbs, M.B., J. F Bobert^ou,

T. F. O'Kell, J. N.Meade. D. P. Gausscn, M.D., J. W. Bride M.D.,

E. W. S. Hughes, W. S. Edmond, F.B.G.S., B. J. Nolan, D. Viliesid.

E. M. Litchfield, W. M. Shepherd, M.B., P. M. Ragg. M.B., HA.
Forrester, M.B., D. Mann, M.B., K.E.C.S.Edin. A F. Elliott, M.B.,

A. E F. F. Huntsman, F. J. Ayre, G. H. V. Appleby, M.D., T G.

Wakcling, D. B. Pike. MB., A. Burns, M.B., H. W. B. Buxton. M.B.,
- • •- ->. Macnish. M.B. , P. E. Marshall. M." .

J,

iton, C W. En J. Lo! . Waithe
D. P. Williams. W. A. Bees,
l.Edin., B. T. Forster, M.B.,

Arnold, M.B. .F.RC.S,.
MD., F.B.^:.S.,F. Kinii
B.S. Dickie. MB., F. w. M. 1.1. .

Mil.
, , , , .

The following ai.- ^nui . .1 Lmporanly the honorary rank of

Lieutenant whilst serving wilU No. 2 British Eo:i Cross Hospital

:

J. Lindsay. M.D.. E. M. Eaton. M.B., P. W Hamilton, M.B.. L. J.

Austin MB F E.C S. To be temporary honorary Lieutenants

whilstsarving with No. 3 British Red Cross Hospital :
'r. T. B. Watson,

B. G. Michnlmore, W. D. Newcomb, H. Nockholds,M.B.
To be temporary Quartormastei s with the honorary rank o£

Lieutenant: H.F.Simnett, V. A. Bell.

be temporary honorary _QuartermaBter with the temporary
honorary rank of Lieutenaut ; H. J. Middloweek,

rmanently
cancelled.

to be Major: V. B,

INDIAN MEDICAL SERVICE.
The order placing the services of Major M. Maokel

at the disposal of the Gi^vornment of

The following promotion is mad

The service's of'Captain W. P. G Williams are placed permanently

at the disposal of the Government of the United Provinces, with

effect from September 2nd, 19.5, for employment in the Gaol Depart-

ment, but his services will remain temporarily at the disposal of Bis

Excellency the Commauder-in Chief in In'iia .,.,,
Captain H.W Acton, Health Oificer, Simla, is appointed to bo ui

charge of the current duties of Civil Surgeon, Simla Kast, in addition

to his own duties, with effect from November 1st, 1915.

J. J. Prascr. To temporary Captains:

. Gunn. E. P.
G. L. Boyce,

E, E. Sbepley, F. C,

bo temporary

Colonel E. Lee, from the T.F.B., to be Assistant Director of Medical

"Lieutenant-Colonel C. Avcrill. M.D., from Deputy Assistant Durectot
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of Medical Services, to be Assistant Director of Medical Services,

Captain (temporary Majon n. J. Dunbar. M.B.. from Welsh Field

Ambulance, to be Deputy Assistant Director of Medical bervices,

•Welsh Division Itcmporary).

RoTAi, Ar.MT Mf.dicai. Conrs.
Bast Aiialian Casiailty Clearing S(a(ion.—Lieutenant E. C. S.

Smith, M.ll..to be faplain.
Eatt Lanca.ihirc C'li'intiltv Clearing Statt'on.—W. Briggs, M.B., and

J. Hanjsiiv. M U , to be Lieutenants.
East Laticashire Field ^mbuJance.—Lieutenant G. Stevenson,

M.B.. to be Captain ; B. Kobertsiiaw t.o be Lieutenant.
Horn* O'luntics Casualty Clearing Station.—H. K. Barsloe to be

Hotne Counties Field Ambulance.—Uajor A. T. Falwasser to bo
temporary Lieutenant-Colonel. The date of promotion of Major
H G. O Maclien^ie. M.D., to be temporary Lieutenant-Colonel is

May 21st. 1915, and not as stated in the Gnzefte of September 10th, 1915.

London Casually Clmring S(u<io)i.—Captain C. H. S. Frankau,
M.K., F.U.C.S , to bo temporary Major.
Loudon (Citv of London) Field Ambulance.—Cts.i>tB,m L. Conrtauld,

M.B., is seconded.
London Mounted Brigade Field dmbtUance.—n. Fulton (Honorary

Major, retired Special Reserve, late Captain London Signal Com-
panies (Army Troops)), R.B., to be Major.
London (Citu of Loudon) Sanitary Company.—J. T. Elias, M.B.,

to be Lieutenant
, „

London .fanitarv Compirnu.—Lieutenant E. J. Messent to bo Cap-
tain; Second Lieutenant K. B. Williamson, from the Unartached List
fortheT.F : H. .1. L. Barefoot, and SerKeant H, 1. Tebbitt, from 1st

London Sanitary Company. 10 bo Lieutenants.
Northern General Hospital —Captain W. R. Higgins, M B., Is

seconded : Captain J. lo F. C. Burrow, M.B., is seconded for duty with
North Midland Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance: Captain J. B.

Hall is seconded for duty with East Anglian Casualty Clearing
Station. Lieutenants to be Captains: H, J. Smith, M.B., O, W.
Sharp'ey.
North Midland Casualty Clearing Station.—J. A, Toung, M.B., to be

Lieutenant.
Northumbrian Field ^mbitlniiM.—Lieutenant W. H. Morrison, M.B.,

from Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to be Lieutenant.
Southrru General Ho.vnifii;.—Lieutenant-Colonel E. C. Board resigns

his commission on account of ill health. Lieutenants A, P. Phillips
and A. C. Tibbits to be Captains.
South Midland Field Ambulanee.—Ca.i>t!>,\n E. E. B. Landon, from

Attached to Units other than Medical Units, and C. C. Lavington,
M.B. (late Captain in this unit), to be Captains.
Welsh Border Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—Lieuten&ni P. L.

Newton, M.B. , to be Captain.
Welsh Casualty Clearing Siation.—Lieutenant J, Anderson, M.B.,

to be Captain.
West Lancashire Field .imbidance.—Lieutenant L. B. Stott, M.B., to

Attached to Units other than Medical t7m(s.—Captain J. Cook, from
Welsh Kield Ambulance, to be Captain. Lieutenants to be Captains:
E. U. Moffat, CM G., M.D., E. McAdoo, M.B., T. W. H. Downes. J. B.
Pearce, H. W. Case, M.B., F. W. A. Stott, M.B , T. Porter, M B., J. J.

Marsh. A. Oliver. M.D. G. B. Wilson, M.B. (late Captain East Lanca-
shire Kegiment), to be Captain. H. G Ludolf (late Lieutenant West
Biding Divisional Train, A.S.C.) to be Lieutenant.

Wilal Statistics.

HEALTH OF ENGLISH TOWNS.
Is the ninety-six largest EngUsh towns 7.354 births and 5.519 deaths
were registered during the week ended Saturday. November 20th.
The annual rate of mr.rtalityin these towns, which had been 13.8. 14.2,

and 15.4 per 1,000 in the three preceding weeks, ro^e to 15.9 per 1,000 in
the week under notice. In London the deatli-rate was equal to 16.2,

^vliile among the ninety-five other lart^o towns it ranged from 4.3 in
Enfield, 6.6 in Gillingham, 7.5 m Eastbourne. 7 6 in Horiisey, 9.2 in
llford, and 9.8 in Wolverhampton, to 20.5 in Wigan, 22.6 in Liverpool,
23.5 in Middlesbrough. 23.6 in Gloucester, and 24.1 in Dudley.
Measles caused a death-rate of 11 in Leicester, 1.5 in West
Bromwich, 1.7 in Hastings and in Lincoln, 1.9 in Blackburn, 2

1

in Stockport, 2.6 in Bury, and 4.1 in Gloucester: whooping-
cough of 1.1 in Birkenhead, 1.2 in Bournemouth and in Derby,
and 2.2 in Norwich : and diphtheria of 2.1 in St. Helens. The
deaths of chiUiren (under 2 years) from diarrhoea and enteritis,
which had been 255, 226. and 175 in the three preceding weeks, further
fell to 120. and included 21 in London. 13 in Liverpool. 11 in Man-
chester. 6 in Biimiugham. and 6 in Sheffield. The mortality from
enteric fever and scarlet fever showed no marked e.\cess in any ol" the
large towns, and no fatal case o! small-pox was registered during the
week. The causes or 64, or 1.2 per cent., of the total deaths were not
certified by a registered medical practitioner or by a coroner; of this
number. 11 were recorded in Birniinguam. 11 in Liverpool. 5 in Gates-
head. 3 in Londou. and 3 in Blackpool. The number of scarlet fever
p.itients under treatment in the Metropolitan Asylums Hospitals and
the London Fever Hospital, which bad been 3 110. 3,066. and 3.061 at
the end of the three prec ding weeks, fell to 3.027 on Saturday.
November 20tl3 : 336 new cases were admitted during the week, against
378, 344, and 339 in the three preceding weeks.

HEALTH OP SCOT I ISH TOWNS.
line, t Snottish town 884 births and 778 deaths were

' ' !, . uiiod Saturday. November 13th. The
: .^e towns, which had been 15 7,16 2,

I

'

'
' ding weeks, rose to 17 5 in the week

J-i above that recorded in the ninety-
ith-!

I'alkirk.

Dundee and Paisley ; and from infantile diarrhoea, 6 deaths in Dunde*
and 5 in Alj»-rdeen.
In the sixteen largest Scottish towns 887 births and 790 deaths were

registered during the week ended Saturday. November 20th. The
annual rate of mortality in th-sc towns, which had been 16.2. 16.1,

and 17.3 per 1,000 in the three preceding v/ceks, rose to 17.6 in the week
under notice, and was 17 per 1,000 above the rate in the ninety sij

large English towns. Among the several towns tlie deaih-rate ranged
from 7.0 in Clydebank. 9.9 in Kilmarnock, and 12.3 in Leith. to 19 4 in
Glasgow 23.6 in Coatbridge, and 23.8 in Paisley. The mortality from
the principal infective diseases averaged 1 4 per 1.000. and v,as liit'besj

in Paisley and Asr. The 402 deaths from all causes in Gla-gow
included 7 from scarlet fever, 5 from diphtheria, 4 from measles,
4 from infantile diarrhoea, and 2 from whooping-cough. Four deaths
from measles and 3 from scarlet fever were recorded in Edinburgh;
4 deaths from diphtheria in Abeideen and 4 in Paisley; and 5 deaths
from infantile diarrhoea in Dundee.

HEALTH OP lEISH TOWNS.
DrBiNG the week ending Saturday, November 13lh, 489 births and 351
deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban districts of
Ireland, as against 540 births and 367 de ths in the preceding period.
These deaths represent a mortality of 16.8 per 1,000 of the aggregate
population in the districts in question, as against 15 8 per 1,000 in tho
previous period. The mortality in these Irish areas was therefore 1.4

per 1.000 higher than the corresponding rate in the ninety-six English
towns during the week ending on the same date. The l>irth-rate. on
the other band, was equal to 21.0 per 1.000 of population. As for

f^

Dublin city 23.0 (as again 1 19.0>, in Belfast 16.0 as against 15.0s in Cork
14.3 (as against 13.1). In Londonderrs 7.6 (as against 19.31. in Limerick
19 (as against 13 6). and in Waterford 9.5 (as against I6.61 The
zymotic death rate was 1.6. as against 1.2 in the preceding period.
During the week ending Saturday. November 20th. 503 births and 478

deaths were registered in tho twenty-seven principal urban districts of
Ireland, as against 489 births ana 391 deaths in the preceding wriod'
These deaths represi-nt a mortality of 20 6 per 1.000 of tho aggregate
population in the districts in question, as against 16.8 per 1.000 in the
previous period The mortal! ts in these Irish areas was therefore 4.7

per 1.000 higher than the corresponding rate in tlie ninety-six English
towns during tho week ending on the same date The birth-rate, on
the other hand, was equal to 216 per 1.000 of population. As for

mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin registration area
was 22.1 (as against an average of 12 8 for the previous four weeks), in

Dublin city 25 2 'as against 19.8). in Belfast 20.3 (as against 15.9). in Cork
20.4 (as again-t 13.8). in Londonderry 16.5 (as against 15.8). in Limerick
13.5 'as against 14.3). and in Waterford 22.8 (as against 14.7). Tho
zymotic death-rate was 1.4, as against 1.6 in the preceding period.

Quarterly Return.
From the Registrar-General's quarter! j- return it appears that di

the quarter ended September 50th there were registerei iu th
districts in U-eland 22,779 births (11,700 boys and 11.079

), equal to an annual ratio of 1 inevery 48.1, or 20.8 per 1.000 of tho
estimated population. The avei-age number of births resiistcred

during the corresponding quarter of the ten years 1905 to 1914 was
25.132, equival- nt to an annual rate of 22 9per 1,000 of the estimated
mean popi-lation of those years. The birth-rate per 1 000 iu tho
various provinces was : Leinster 21.4. Munster 20.7. Ulster 20.8. and
Connaught 19.3. The highest birth-rate was 29.5 for Dublin county
borough, and tho lowest 15.7 for Dublin county. The number of
deaths registered during the quarter was 14.670 (7.418 males and 7.252

Itmalesi.alfordiugan annual ratio of 13.4 per 1.000 of the estimated
population ; the average rate for the corresponding quarter of tho ten
years 1905 to 1914 was 14.3 per 1.000. The death-rate in the various
provinces was: Leinster 14.3. Munster 15.1. Ulster 13.7, and Con-
naught 11.1. The county or county borough death-rates range from
8.9 in Leitrim to 18 7 in Dublin county borough. In the same quarter
3.511 persons emigrated. Tho birth-rate is therefore 2.1 below tho
average rate for the corresponding quarter of the previous ten \ears,
and 1.4 below the rate for the third quarter of 1914. The deaths, on
the other hand, are 542 below those registered for the corresponding
quarter of 1914. and the death-raie is 0.5 below the rate for that quarter
and 0.9 be.ow the average for the third quarter of the last ten years

In comparison with those of the corresponding quarter in 1914. ths
returns of pauperism furnished by the Local Government Board show
a decrease of 2.992 in the average number of workhouse inmates on
Saturdays during the quarter, and a decrease of 625 in the average
number of persons on outdoor relief. Compared with the averages lor
the third quarter of the prev ons ten years the number of workhouse
inmates shows n. decrease of 7.885. and the number of persons on out-
door relief shows a decrease of 12,235. tho total under both heads being
22.9 per cent. Tho estimated decrease in the population, as compared
with the average population for those years, is 1 per cent. The
marriages (6.179) registered during the second quarter of 1915 are
equivalent to an annual rate of 5 64 per 1.000 of the estimated popula-
tion, being 0.55 above the rate for thn corresponding quarter of 1914

and 75 above the average rate for the second quarter of the last

ten years. These marriages correspond to an annual rate of 5 26 per
1.000 of the estimated Roman Catholic population and 6.71 per 1 000 of

the members of ail other religious peisuasions. It is to be borijc in

mind that in many parts of the country the greater portion of the
annual number of Roman Catholic marriages is celebrated in the first

quarter, while as regards other m.irriages the number in the first

quarter is generally less than that for any of the other quarters of

tho year.

ENGLISH URBAN MORTALITY IN THE THIRD QUARTER OF 1915.

[Speciallv Reported fob the " British Medical Jouhnai,,"]

In the accompanying table will be found summarized the vital

statistics of ninety-
tho Registrar-Geueri
The 97.900 bir'bs registered in these towns during tho quarter under
notice were eqiia' to an annual rate of 21.7 per 1,000 of tho population,
estimated at 18.136,180 persons. In Loudon the birth-rate last quarter
was 21 4 per 1,000. while among the other large towns it ranged from
12.0 in Bournemouth, 12.4 in Hastings, 12 6 in Eastbourne, 13.2 in
aouthport. and 14.5 in Hornsey and in llford, to 27.4 in .Middles-
brough and in Sunderland, 27.5 in Birkenhead. 27.6 in Bootlo. 27.8 in
Newcastlc-ou-Tyne. 29 5 in Gateshead, and 30.2 in Barrow-in-Furness.
The 55.637 deaths in these towns were equal to an annual rate of

12.3 per 1.000: in London the rate was 12.4 per 1.000, while among the
other towns the lowest rates wore 7.2 in llford, 7.5 in Hornsey, 8.2 in
Wimbledon, and 8.5 in Willesden, in Eastbourne, in Southend-on-Sea,
and in Swindon.
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The deaths from all causes included 142 from enteric fever, 851 from
measles, 292 from scarlet fever, 572 from whooping-cough, 540 from
diphtheria, and 5.322 from dianhoea and enteritis among children

under 2 years of age. 'I ho 142 deaths from enteric fever were equal to

an annual rate nf 0.03 pel 1.000; in London the dnath-rato from this

disease was slighily lower, but among the other large towns it ranged
upwards to 0.11 in Ealing and in Portsmoutb. 0.13 in Hlacknool. 0.17 in

Bhondda, 0.19in soutijainptou,0.20in Tynemouth, au<i 0.2i m Great
Yarmouth. The 851 fat.1l cases of measles caused a death rate equal

to 0.19 per 1.000: in London the rate was only 0.12 per 1.000 while

among the other towns the rates were as hiMh as 68 per 1000 in

Khondda. 0,72 in Bradford, 1 08 in Bury, 1.10 in West Bromwiih, 1.11

in Bath. 1 17 in Middlesbrough, 1.60 in Lincoln, and 1.79 in Harnsiey.

The 292 deaths from scarlet fever were equal to an annua rate of

0.06 per 1.000; in London the rate was 0.05 per 1,000; while among the

other large towns the hiwlicsl rates were 0.20 in Stockton-on-Tees. 0.23

in Ealing and in Carlisle, 0.25 in South shields, 0.31 in IiMWich, and
0.71 in Warrington The 572 laial cases of whooping-cough were equal

to an annual rate of 13 per 1,000 ; in London tbe deatb-ratn from this

cause was 0.17 per 1.000. while auimg the other large towns it ranged
upwards to 0.32 in Sbellield and in Middlesbrough. 0.33 in Lincoln, 34

in Edmonton 0.37 in Kotherbam. 0.41 in Birkenhead. 0.43 in South
Shields, unit 56 in West Hartlepno!. Tbe 540 de.ahs from diphtheria

were equal to an annual rate of 0.12 per 1.000. the rale in Loudon being

equal to the mean rate for all the large towns. The highest death-

rates from this cause were 0.27 in Preston and in Stockton-on-Tees,

29 in Middlesbrough, 0.30 in Coventry, 0.33 in -toUe-on-Trent, 0.34 in

Wimbledon. 0.49 in liarrow-in-Kurness and 53 in Northampton. The
fatal cases of diarrhoea and en'eritis among chiHren under 2 years of

age numbered 5.322, and were in the proportion of 54.36 per 1.000 to the

births registered .luring the quarter; in London tho proportion was
64.01 per 1.000 while among the other large towns the proportions

ranged upwards to 100 11 in Gateshead, 103.18 in Rotherham. 116.65 in

Birkenhead. 136.90 in Bootle, an.i 147.93 in Harnsiey.

Infant mortality, measured by the proportion of deaths among
children under 1 year of ago to registered births, was equal to 118 per

1000; in London the rate was 113 per 1.000; while among the other

large towns the lowest rates recorded were 29 in Swindon. 38 in South-

port, 47 in Southend, 51 in Bath, 54 in Cambridge and in Coventry, and
65 in Gillingham and in Gateshead: the highest rates were 151 in Hull,

155 in Leeds and in shortield, 152 in Birkenhead, 164 in P>olherham and
in Gateshead, 183 in Bootle, 186 in Burnley, and 234 in Barusley.

Tho causes of 450, or 0.8 per cent., of tbe deaths registered in the

ninety-six towns last quarter were not certified cither by a registered

medical practitioner or by a coroner. In forty of tho towns tho causes

of all the deaths were duly certified; among the other towns the

highest proportions per cent, of uncertified deaths recorded were 4.0 in

Southend, 4.2 in Tynemouth. 4.6 in South Shields, 5.4 in Dudley and in

Gateshead, and 15.0 in Gillingham.

f acaiuica anD Appointments.

HOTICES REGARDING APROINTMENTS.—Attention U
called to a Notice {see Index to Advertisements— Important

Notice re Appointments) appearing in out advertisement

columns, givimj particulars of vacanciet as to which inquirie*

should be made before application.

VACANCIES.
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE UNION. — Assistant Resident Medical

Officer. Salary, £250 per annum.
BENGAL, India.—Chief sanitary Ofllcer for the Asansol Mines Hoard

ot Health and Mining Settlement. Salarj', Es. 1.200 (£80). rising to

Es. 1.500 (£1001 a month.
BETHNAL GUEEN INFIRMABT. — Assistant Medical Officer.

Salary, £280 per annum
BIEKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL.—Junior Houso-Surgeon.

Salary, £180 iwr annum.
BOLTON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY,-Third House-Surgeon.

Salary, £180 per annum.
BEISTOI. BOYAL INFIRMARY.—(1) Rouse-Physicians; (2) Honse-

Surgeons. Salary, £120 per annum in each case.

CITY OF LONDON RED uKOSS HOSPITAL, Finsbnry Square, E.O.

—Resident Medical Otflccr. Salary at tbe ra e of £200 per annum.

DEEBYSHIRE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
Medical Othcer. Salary £200 per annum.

DERBYSHIRE KOYAL INFIKMAEY.—Housc-Surgeon. Salary. £200

DUDLEY : GUEST HOSPITAL.—(1) Senior Resident Medical Officer;

salary, £150 per annum. (2) Assistant House-Surgeon; salary.

£150 per annum.
EAST-END MISSION TO THE JEWS.—Medical Man
EESTEVEN COUNTY ASYLUM, near Sleaford.—Assistant Medical

Officer.

EING EDWAED VII HOSPITAL FOB OFFICERS.—Resident
Medical Officer.

LEEDS GENERAL INFIRMARY.-Resident Aural Officer. Salary,

£100 per annum.
LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.-Resident Medical Officer (lady).

SalaiT. £130 per annum.
LINCOLN GKNERAL DISPENSARY. —Resident Medical Officer.

Salary, £300 Per ^innuni.

LONDON LOCK III i-i'iT.\b, Harrow Road and Dean Street, W,—
Honorary .-ViKn-.nh ii--:,

LONDON TI;mi'1.k \M'I". HOSPITAL. Ratnpstead Road. N.W.—
Assistant Ic. m.'u it, .M..,ii. al Olficer. Honorarium. £lZOa year.

LONDON TllliO.\T IIOSI'ITAL. Great Portland street. W.—HousB-
Surgeon. Salary. i50 !»-r annum.

LIVERPOOL: DAVID Ll'.WIs NORTHERN HOSPITAL —House-
Surgeon and Housc-l'U^ sii-iau. Salary, £100 per annum each.

LIVERPOOL MEDICAL MISSION. -Assistant Medical Officer.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL INFIRMARY. -House-Surgeon. Salary, £60

MANCHESTER: NORTHERN HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN. Cheetham Hill Road. Lady House-Surgeon. Salary,

£120 per annum

NATIONAL SANATORIUM, Benenden. Kent.—Assistant Medical
Officer. Salary. £150 per annum

NORTH DEVON INFIRMARY, Barnstaple.—House-Surgeon. Salary,
£100 per annum.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMARY. Btoke-on-Trent.—House-
Physiciao. Salary. £200 per annum.

PUTNEY HOSPITAL, S.W.—Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £150
per annum.

QUEEN'S HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN, Hackney Road. E.-Tem-
porary Medical Officer Honororium, £25 per annum.

ROYAL NATIONAL HOSPITAL FOR CONSUMPTION AND
DISEASES OF THE CHEsT, Ventnor.—Senior Resident Medical
Officer. S.^lary, £250 per annum.

ROYAL PORTSMOUTH HOSPITAL.—House-Snrgeon. Salary. £150

ROYAL SOCIETY.—Government Grants for Scientific Investigations.

ROYAL SOUTH H.ANTS AND SOUTHAMPTON HOSPITAL.—
Junior House-Surgeon. Salary, £120 per annum.

SHEFFIELD: JESSOP HOSPITAL FOB WOMEN. -Junior Lmly
House-Surgeon for the Gynaecological and Maternity DepartmLUt.

SHETLAND: WHALSAY PARISH.—Medical Practitioner. Gu.ti

teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Medical be-
Board.

SHIP SURGEON.-Salary. £25 per month.
SOUTHAMPTON: FREE EYE HOSPITAL.—Honse-Surgeon. S.^:-.;.

£100 per annum.
STAFFORDSHIRE GENERAL INFIRMARY. Stafford. — House-

Surgeon. Salary. £250 per annum.
WARRINGTON ; THE LORD DERBY WAR HOSPITAL.—Chief

Resident Surgeon. Salary, £1 33. 6d. per day.

WEST HAM UNION.—Assistant Medical Officer. Salary, £300 per

WIGAN : ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DLS-
PENSARY. - Lady House-Surgeon. balary, £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—The Chief Inspector of

Factories announces the following vacaut.appointment : Millom
(Cumberland).

To ensure notice in this column—ichich is compiled from our
advertisement columns, where full particulars will be found—
it is necessary that advcritsdin'cnts sknuld be received not later

than the first post on Wcdiiefdatj vtoming. Persons interested

should refer also to the Index to Adccrti'semcnts which follows
the Tabic of Contents in the Journal.

APPOINTMENTS.
BciXER, W. B., M.E.C.S, L.E.C.P.. Certifying Factory Suigcon for

the Hereford District, co. Hereford.

Kelly, L. F.. L.R.C.P.andS.I., District Medical Officer ol the Clco-

bury Mortimer Union.

Eetnolds, H. S.. F E.C.S.Edin., Disnict Medical Officer of the
Wisbech Union.

Bt. Thomas's Hospital. -The following appointments have been
made:—Resident Assistant Physician: Geoffrey Hoffman. B.A.,

M.B.. B.C.Cantab., M.R.C.P.Lond Medical Bejistrar: J. L.

Birley, M.A.. M.B., B.Ch.Oxon., M.R.C.P.Lond. Surgical Regis-

trar P. H. Mitchiner. MB., M.S.Lond., F.R.C.S.Eng. Obstetric
trar: J. M. Wyatt, M

! Registrar : P. G. Doyt

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES. AND DEATHS.
27^« charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, ami

Deaihs'is 5s., which sum should be forwarded in Post Office

Orders or Stamps with thenolicenot later than the first post on,

Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

BinTHS.

Scott—At 6, Eentinck Street, Cavendish Square, London, W.. on
November 27th, the wife of S. Gilbert Scott, M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P.—
a daughter.

Tenkent.—On October 22nd. at Kulim. South Eedah, Malaj'a, the

wife of J. Hall Tennent, M.B., ch.B.Edin., of a daughter.

DIARY FOR THK WEEK.
TUESDAY.

IloNTGBS SocrETT, Institution of Electrical Engineers. ^ ictoiia

Embankment. 8.15 p.m.—Mr. L. A. Levy on bcvecns;

Mr. G. G. Blake on Localization.

WEDNESDAY.
HnsTEEiAiJ Society, 1. Wimpole Street. W., 9 p.m.—Clinical and

Pathological Evening Dr. A G. Buchanan: Demon-
stration of Treatment by Hypnotic Suggestion.

THURSDAY.
ijnv.T <;r,rrFTT 4 30 P.m.-Croonian Lecture on Respira-tory ProcessuoiAL aoLii^i,^

Muscle, and tho Nature of Muscular Motion. Dr.

W. M. Fletcher and Professor F. G. Hopkins.

FRIDAY.
RoYAii Society of Medicine: _ „ „' .

Clinical Section, 8 p.m.—Cases. Paper:-Dr. F. Parkos
Weber; Sequel to Cases ot Chrooic Splenomegaly.

POST-ORAOUATB COURSES AND IjGCTURBS.
Nobth-East London Post-Gbaddate College, Princo of Wales's

General Hospital, Tottenham, .'•.

The Post-Gkaduate College. West London Hospital, Hammer-
smith, W.—Clinical work: graduates only.

1 publiskea by tlie British Medical t Offloe. No. a», iitratlll, ii > Farish of St. Martm-m-tlie-Fii lintlio OouDtyof
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RECRUITING FOR THE NAVAL AND
iMILITAllY MEDICAL SERVICES.

ruF, following lettei- lias been issnccl to tlic Secretaries of

Jocal Medical War Committees by tbe Central Medical
AVar Committee for England and "Wales

:

Dear Sir,

1. At tbe interview between LokI Derby and repre-

sentatives of this Committee and the Scottish Emergency
Committee on Noveuiber 5th, 1915, Lord Derby made the
following pronouncement for issue to the press :

It is officially announced that Lord Derby yesterday
received representatives of the War Emergency Com-
mittees, which have been formed with a view to
organizing the civil medical profession and making
arrangements wliich would facilitate tlie setting free
of younger men from their practices in order to under-
take military service with our anuies in the field.

The representatives explained lo flic Director-General
of Recruiting the system under which the Committees
have been working and the measure of success which
had hitherto resulted from tlieir efforts.
Lord Derby informed them tliat he fully approved

of the scheme and expressed a wish that this work
should be continued, and that the War Emergency
Committees should undertake the whole of the
arrangements for procuring medical men for the
army, and he agreed that, on the recommendation of
the Director- General, Army Medical Service, the
Committees should be recognized as the means of
organizing the medical profession with regard to
military service.

2. It will be seen that this statement puts on the
Central Medical War Committee the same responsibility
for recruiting medical men of military age as is placed on
the local Recruiting Committees, so far as concerns the
rest of the population. Therefore, it is essential that a
canvass should be carried out by every local Medical War
Committee among the medical men of 45 and under, the
limit of age fixed by the War Office for general service.

3. The following is the plan suggested for adoption

:

Canvass of Men of MilUary Age.

{(i) The cards of tbe group No. 41 in Lord Derby's
scheme relate to the medical practitioners. The blue

cards for men of military age under Lord Derby's
scheme—that is, for those under 40 years of age-
are at the chief local recruiting office. On repre-
sentations from the Chairman of the local Medical
War Committee these cards can be obtained, pro-
vided the applicant will guarantee to make the
necessary canvass of the men whose cards are
Landed over. The necessary steps are :

1. A personal application of the eliairman (or, failing
him, the secretary) of the local i\leclical War
Committee.

(i) In districts where the number of medical men
is considerable it is obviously not possible for one man
to do the canvass. In one such district the local

Medical War Conunittec has appointed no fewer than
twenty canvassers all of whom are senior medical
men of the district. Each of these is to be registered
as an official canvasser, so that the responsibility for

the safety of the blue cards is distributed.

((•) In some districts the number of medical men
will bo few, and the work each of these is doing, and
the possibility of enlisting those of military age, may
be so well known that the possession of tbe blue cards
will present no advantage to the officers of the local

Medical War Committee. In such cases it is sug-

gested that the chairman of the Committee should
notify the chief lo^al recruiting officer that the
arrangements as regards the medical men of the
district are in the hands of his committee.

((f) It is particularly urged that notifications of

willingness to serve should be sent by the local

Medical War Committee to the office of the Central
Medical War Comu;ittee, wliich will communicate
with the practitioners concerned, and issue to them a
certificate of enLolmcnt. It is of the utmost impor-

tance that the Cential Committee should be able to

correlate the rccjuiremonts of the civil populatiou and
the military sei vices, and only by the careful selection

of the men'trom the districts'whcie they most abound
can this be done. From some districts offers of

service will bo held over until the relative plethora of

other districts has been drawn upon.

4. The Central Medical War Committee wishes it to bo
clearly understood that if a local Medical War Committee

[607]
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does not canvass thj. medical men of military age in

ita area it will bo wported that we ai-e unable to carry

out the duty devolvoi oa >13 by Lord Derby so far

as that area is concerned. The result will bo that

the canvass will tten be carried out by the local

Kecruiting Committe3, or, should Lord Derby's organiza-

tion be no longer working, by whatever authoriiy is then
responsible for general recruiting.

Becording of Informalion ascertained from Blue
Cards.

5. It is important that the information gained from the
cards as regards age and whether married or single should
be filed for reference. The local list should be corrected

by it and all such corrections sent to us at the first con-

venient opportunity.

It is essential that the Committees in ihe vjelro2}olitan

area should forward full information as regards ages of

the " blue card " men as soon as possible to this office,

as our record of the ages of men in that area is

incomplete,

Classificalion of Men.

6. Tlie next step will lie the local grouping and classi-

fication of the men, not only of the men up to 40 but also

of those up to 45. A list of these, as far as we have been
able to ascertain the facts, has already been sent to local

Medical War Committees.

For this purpose the appended system of classification

will be found useful. Attention is directed to the note
])refixed to the classification system, as it is very important
that no area should use that system as a reason for not
supplying its fair share of medical officers on the ground
that some of the earlier mentioned classes are not
represented in the area.

7. On receipt of the grouping from each area, the Central
Medical War Committee will proceed to apply to all the
men of military age to fill up a form of application for a
commission. Those who do so may rely on the Committee
• ailing on them for service only as and when required, and
giving them at least one mouth's notice in which to make
their arrangements.

8. Those medical men of military age who claim to be
physically unfit should obtain from a duly authorized
military medical examiner a certificate of unfitness. No
other certificate can be recognized as a legitimate claim
for exemption on this ground,

9. It is specially requested that there should be no
Blackening in the attempt to get those men who can do so
to go -now, that is to say, as soon as possible. The number
of medical men for which the War Office last appealed is

far from complete, and the last thing the Central Medical
War Committee wishes to do is to allow the classification

and enrolment system (which is mainly for use in future
calls) to be used as au excuse for stopping the flow of

medical officers who arc wanted now.

Vi'e are, yours faithfully,

N. Bishop Haejian, M.B.

Alfeed Cox, M.B.

429, Strand, ^X.C.,
Becretariea.

December 8th, 1915.

APPENDIX.
In response to requests from local Medical War Com-
mittees, the Central iledioal War Committee has drawn
up the following scheme of classification as an indica-

tion of its views as to the order in which, generally

speaking, the individcal practitioners in any area may
advisedly be urged by the local Committees to leave their

practices for tlie purpose of undertaking military service.

The general principle tmderlying the classification is that

the necessary withdrawals of medical men for military

purposes should take place in such a manner as to cause

as little disturbance as possible of the medical servica

essential to the needs of the area.

The classification is not to bo taken as a time tabic,

indicating that the whole of any one group throughout the

country will be called up before later groups are drawu
upou. But where any question arises as to which of two
or more men should accept service first, it is thought that

a reference to the classification may be found of use in

settling the difficulty.

Each area is expected to try to release as many men as

possible for military service, consistent with the needs of

the local community. Whether any particular area can or

cannot spare more men is, in the opinion of the Central

Conmiittce, a question that can only bo equitably settled

after due cousultation between the central and local Com-
mittees. The former will know the needs of the War
Office and what other areas have done, while the latter

will know the difficulties peculiar to the locality.

1. All newly rjualifleJ men wlio are physically fit.

2. Junior meilical officers employed by public authori-
ties, such as assistant Bcbool medical officers,

assistant medical officers of health, assiataub
asylum medical officers, tuberculosis ofificers, etc.

3. Junior resident medical officers at institutions.
4. Assistants to private practitioners, and partners

where no other partner has gone.

5. Men in single-handed urban or semi-urban practices.
For exceptions see Class 6.

6. Men in luban or semi-urban areas who have
assumed sole responsibility for some man who
is already serving. Wherever possible such a
man should be replaced by one who is ineligible
lor military sen ice on age or other grounds.

7. Married men in single-handed urban or semi-urban
practices.

8. Single men in rural areas where there are no other
practices.

9. Married men in nual areas where there are no other
practices.

Note.—It is to be understood that any medical man engaged
in service for the efficiency of which any central Government
department has any i-esponsibility cannot be called up for

military service if the consent of the Ooverument department
concerned is withheld.

Consultants ant) Specialists.
The Committee is of opinion that, with regard to Con-

sultants and Specialists of military age, the opinion of the
local Medical War Committees, and of the Hospitals to

which they are attached, must be ascertained as to whether
the services of these men can be spared before they
are accepted for commissions. But as such local Com-
mittees will doubtless be glad to receive guidance, the
Central Medical War Committee CEills attention to the fol-

lowing classification. The basis of the valuation was
held to be the ultimate necessity of the specialist to the
community. If his work could be easily done by another
and more necessary member of the ijrofession, then he was
held to be relatively unnecessary. In all cases the
evaluation is for pm-e consultants or specialists only.

Order.

1. Anaesthetists, Radiographers, Dermatologists.
2. Dentists with medical qualification.
3. Gynaecologists.
4. Alienists.

5. Aurists, Ophthalmologists, and Laryngologists.
6. Physicians.
7. Surgeons.
8. Clinical Pathologists attached to recognized institutions.

Note.—Consultants and Specialists are required to offer for

General Service, and not for special work only.

Marylebone.

A MEETING of the Marylebone Medical War Committee
was held November I7th, 1915. It was reported that the

additional members co-opted at the previous meeting had
accepted service. The committee now includes fourteen

members. Mr. Chas. Ryall is Chairman, and Mrs. Charlton

Briscoe, M.B., Honorary Secretai-y.

The Honorary Secretary i-eportcd that of the 1,050

doctors in the borough 275 were on commissioned scrvico

(number at date is 295),
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Mr. Bisliop Ilarmnn made a statement rs to the relation

between Lord Derby's Committees and tlio Medical War
Committees. General leave had, ho said, been given for

local me<lical war committees to uso tho " bluo cards " for

canvassing purposes. Major Galloway read the official

statement put out after tho conference between the

Central Medical War Committee, the War Office and Lord
Derby, iu which tho position of tho local medical

committees was clearly shown.
Tho Chairman stated that ha had already applied for

and obtained the " blue cards" of all the medical men
under 40 years of ago registered in the borough. Tho
cards had beeji handed to him personally under guarantee

that the canvassing was carried out by the committee or

their delegates. It was thereon agreed that the committee
take the responsibility for the bluo cards and the

canvassing thereof.

Dr. Frederick Taylor, Major Galloway, and Major
McAdam Eccles were appointed a recruiting subcommittee
to instruct the canvassers on their work. A list of possible

canvassers, all senior men of the profession, was drawn up;

of these the following have since agreed to serve

:

Dyke Acland.
Mitchell Unice.
Thomas Hariow.
Francis Champneys, Bt.
Anderson Critcliett, Bt.
Frederic Eve.
David Ferrier.
Dundas Grant.
A. Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O.
James Goodliart. Bt.
de Havilland Hall.

Dr. HandfieUl Jones.
Mr. William Lang.
Sir Henry Morns, Bt.
Sir Malcolm Morris, K.C.V.O.
Mr. C. Mansell MouUin.
Dr. i-iorman Moore.
Dr. Newton Pitt.

Sir Sevmour Sharkey.
Dr. Frederick Tavlor.
Dr. Samuel West.

On the matter of classification of the profession BIr.

Bishop Harman proposed that tho committee consider the
order in which consultants and specialists could be spared
from the service of the civil community for army service.

A list was drawn up ; this and the principles underlying it

will be found in the recruiting scheme of the Central
Committee (sec page 213).

Stratford.

At a meeting of practitiouers in the Stratford area held at
the Town Hall on November 19th, it was reijorted that
51 practitioners from the area had joined the navy and
army, including 15 who had joined since August, 1915. A
vote of condolence was passed with the relatives of Drs.
Eric Wright and Alexander Graham, both of whom have
died on active service.

The following resolution with regard to the conduct of

the practices of those absent on war service was adopted,
and has been circulated to all practitioners iu the area by
the Local Medical War Committee

:

That the doctors who have gone on war service or who do
so in future be invited to draw up a list of their liona-fide
patients and appointments for circulation to the neighbour-
ing practitioners by the Local War Medical Committee, and
that they shall be attended or held onhehalf of the absentee,
ami shall be restored to him on his return to practice, and
not be taken for twelve mouths afterwards by any doctor
v.ho iittended during his absence. All fees except mid-
wiieiy fees to be equally divided with the absentee. This
arrangement is to hold good wliether a locumtenent is in
charge or not. All differences of opinion as to patieuts, or
appointments, or other matters to be decided by the local
War Medical Committee, with an appeal if desired to tlie

Central War Medical Committee.

The following resolution with regard to medical attend-
ance on dependants was also passed

:

That the medical practitioners of tho area do not consider
it is necessary to continue after December 31st, 1915, the
Bclieme for the gratuitous medical attendance on dependants
of those serving with the colours.

A LIST of periodical publications, official reports, and Blue
Books in the Library of the British Medical Association
available for issue to members onloan has been printed, and
copies can be obtained free on application to the Librarian,
at the house of tho Association, 429, Strand, W.C. Tho
regulations governing the loan of these publications are
stated in the introduction to the list. The Library is open
for consultation from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m. (on Saturdays
till 2 p.m.).

INSURANCE.

SUGGESTED PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY INTO
THE INSURANCE ACTS.

The following letter has been addressed to the Prima
Minister, and Chairman of National Health Insurance
(Joint) Committee

:

Sir,

The attention of tho British Medical Association hag
been drawn to a notice which appeared in the Times of
November 26th stating that the Council of Approved
Societies under the National Insurance Acts has decided
to press for a parliamentary inquiry into the working of
the Act and of its various Commissions, with a view to
steps being taken to bring about more economical working.

Expressions of opinion made by persons with more or
less claim to represent insured persons or Insurance Com-
mittees to the effect that some sort of inquiry should be
made into the working of the Insurance Act have also been
noted.

I am instructed to say that -whilo the British Medical
Association would welcome at an appropriate time an
impartial inquiry into the working of the Insurance Acts,
it considers the present moment to bo most inopportune.
For the proper conduct of such an investigation it would
be necessary to secure suitable medical representatives to
serve on the Inquiry Committee, the attendance of medical
witnesses from various parts of tho country, and the
collection of a great deal of evidence. For none of this
work has the medical profession now adequate leisure or
opportunity. Many of its members directly affected are
on military service with the army or navy abroad or at
home, and those that are left are hard pressed in many
areas to give the requisite attendance on the civilian

population.

The Association would most respectfully urge, therefore,
thai no encouragement should be given to those who wish
to occupy the time of public men and of representatives of
the medical profession in a subject of great but at the
moment of secondary interest, for in the present emergency
their energies arc most fully and usefully occupied in other
ways.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
Alfred Cox,

Medical Secretary.

THE INSURANCE ACT IN SALFORD.
The Salford Panel Committee has just sent to all panel
practitioners in the area a circular stating that after full

consideration of the revised medical benefit regulations for
tho coming year, the Committee has no hesitation in
recomraendiug the profession to accept the same and
to coutimie the contracts with tho Insurance Committee.
This is, of cour.so, done on the distinct understanding that
the Government guarantees to the doctors the minimum
payment of 7s. per insured person, and that the chance of

getting the whole or part of tho floating 6d. remains
exactly as at present. For the year 1913 the drug fund in
Salford showed a very serious deficit, being only sufficient

to pay the chemists about two-thirds of their bills; and
even with the special grant from the Government, the
chemists had to be content with only 85 per cent, of tho
money due to tliem. In 1914, however, owing to the
special arrangements in Salford, there is a sum of about
iiTOO from the floating 6d. available for distribution among
the doctors, after paying tho chemists' bills in full,

and it is practically certain that there will also be a
fair sum in 1915 to be distributed among tho doctors,
though not quite so much as in 1914. The Panel Com-
mittee makes an urgent appeal to all panel practitioners
to take seriously the responsibility thrown on them under
the new regulations of preventing any abuse of the drug
fund, stating that the Committee will not hesitate to
make surcharges where it is satisfied that extravagant
prescribing has taken place. No serious objection is taken
to the new regulatious referring to the use of the term
" Rep. mist.," and to the signing of certificates, but there
is a very general feeling that in simple fairness to the
profession the Commissioners ought to have given the
profession generally sufficient time in which to consider
the new regulations and to suggest modifications, and it is
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freely stated that if the Commissioners persist in springing

legufiitioris on tlie profession at the last moment, they can
Jiardly complain if the profession in its turn imitates such
dilatory tactics and instead of widely advertising its in-

tentions, quietly postpones any future decision to refuse

service to a period which would seriously embarrass the

Commissioners. On the present occasion following the
iccommendaCion of the Panel Committee it is practically

certain that no practitioners will learo the panel, except

for unavoidable ri

PANEL CHEMISTS IN SCOTLAND.
Keports of meetings of panel chemists in various areas of

Scotland appear to show that at least in some parts of the

country the concessions made by the Commissioners with
regard to the drug tariff are not sufficient to satisfy the

chemists. .\s stated by Mr. Koberts in Parliament, it is

not intended to bring the commenial tariff into force in

Scotland before July 1st, 1916, and the Commissioners
will be prepared to consider any evidence brought forward
before April 30th to prove the inadequacy of the establish-

ment charges which the chemists are allowed to make
under the new tariff. Well-attended meetings of panel

chemists have been held in Edinburgh and Leith, East
Lothian, Glasgow, Ayr, Perth, etc., to protest agaiuSt the

new arrangements, and in each case all, or nearly all, the
chemists of the areas have signed notices terminating their

contracts of service as from December 31st unless the
stains quo is conceded for 1916. In each case the chemists
are willing to continue .service on, the present tariff, to

withdraw their demands for increased remuneration during
the period of the war, to run the risk meantime that the
money available may not be sufficient to pay their bills in

full, and to consider the proposals of the Departmental
Committee on the Drug Tariff as soon as is reasonably
practicable. Mr. Roberts, however, refuses to promise
that the commei-cial tariff will not be introduced in Scot-
land on July 1st, and he demands a report from the
chemists before April 30th. The Pharmaceutical Society
has issued a long statement of the whole i)osition, giving
a number of reasons why the proposals connected with the
commercial tariff ought not to apply to Scotland. In
reply to this the Commissioners have issued a circular to

every panel chemist dealing with the various objections of

the Pharmaceutical Standing Committee, and challenging
it to show cause why the conclusions of the Departmental
Committee should not be accepted.

IXSUBANCE COMMITTEES.
Leicestershire.

At a inceting of the Leicestershire Insurance Committee,
a resolution was carried, to be forwarded to the county
council with a covering letter, stating that just as under
the Insurance Acts it was considered reasonable that the
insurance committees should contain representatives of
various interests such as doctors, nurses, chemists, county
councils, etc., as well as representatives of approved
societies. In the same way the committee suggested that
the interests of tuberculosis cases would best be consulted
if county councils invited a few practical insurance
workers to serve on their sanitary committees when
dealing with matters .of tuberculosis ; that where this
had been done nothing but favourable results had fol-

lowed. The advantage of insured persons with the in-

creased power available by joint action of the insurance
committee and the county council were the chief reasons
for the request.
The following matters of general interest also came

before the various subcommittees. The Sanatoriums Sub-
committee recommended that rules for the conduct of
insured persons in receipt of domiciliary sanatorium benefit,

on the lines of the rules for pei'sons receiving medical
benefit, should be submitted to the Commissioners for
approval. Rules in respect of institutional treatment were
not submitted, as the committee had already approved the
ri'.les for patients in force in the institutions of the local
authority to which tuberculosis cases were sent. It was
decided to take no action on the circular letter sent round
by the Ayrshire Insurance Committee, which suggested
that the payment' to medical practitioners of the capitation
fee of 6d. per person for the treatment of insured persons
recommended for domiciliary treatment should bo dis-

continued.

lu the Medical Benefit Subcommittee it was stated that
the Commissioners had informed the committee that
generally if an insured person applying for treatment as a
temporary resident was unable to produce a medical card
or other evidence of his title to medical benefi.t, there
would appear to be no objection to the practitioner making
a charge for his services on the understanding that the
amount would be refunded when the patient's title to

medical benefit was established by the production of the
medical card, but it was essential that the patient should
be fully made to understand the nature of this arrange-
ment. With regard to the payments to doctors and
chemists the Finance Subcommittee recommended that in

respect to the last quarter of the year the chemists should
be paid in full, and that payments be made at the rate of

Is. lOd. to prescribing doctors, 2s. Id. to doctors dispensing,
and Is. lOd. to approved institutions.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
LA^•CASHIRE.

At a meeting of the Lancashire County Local Medical
and Panel Committee, held ou November 10th, the revised

arrangements for the administration of medical benefit for

1916 (Memo. 217/I.C.) were considered. There was some
doubt as to the exact position, under Article 6 of tho

aniCPcled Regulations, of those practitioners who under-

take to bUpuly drugs and appliances to insured persons,

and it was' dcC'ded that the Secretary of the British

Medical Association ^e asked for a full explanation. With
this exception, the rCT'^ed arrangements for 1916 were

approved.
Excessive Prescrihing.—h^ a result of a scrutiny of tho

prescriptions for 1914 it was' fo"»d tlia' 120 doctors had
exceeded the amount allocated 'juderthe regulations out of

the Medical Benefit Fund Account- It was recommended
that no action be taken in the foTl^'^ving cases : Doctors

who had signed (1) prescriptions 'i^. their own names
when doing work for doctors on active-.^ervice ; (2) signed

prescriptions in their own names when acting for other

doctors; (3) who are on active service ;

(4;- who had many
cases of long duration, or who had many i?^^^ during an

epidemic.

Liverpool.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee, on •J^o''e™^er 9tb,

the compromise an-ived at by the Commissi?'^^'"'' wt"
regard to the proposed changes in the regulati""^.*''^^'^'''

ing the drag tariff was approved, and it was ^lecided to

endeavour to render effective the existing si^feguards

against extravagant prescribing, as embodied in A "'^'®
^

of the regulations, subject to the climinatioii °' "'®

Pharmaceutical Committee in the matter.
\

The revised arrangements for the administra'*'*''* °'

medical benefit for 1916 were approved.

MONMODTHSHIRE.
At a meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Commit™^^;
on November 9th, a resolution was adopted approving ''j

the amalgamation of the English and Welsh Natioi''*'

Health Commissions, and it was decided to forward^
^

resolution to the President of the Local Governme'."*
Board and to tho other bodies concerned calling upon iH^
Monmouthshire County Council and other public bodies ir
the county employing whole time medical officers to al^

once place them at the disposal of the War Office, and*,^

requesting the Local Government Board not to place any;
obstacles in the way.
At a meeting of the Monmouthshire panel doctors held

on November 12th the following resolutions were adopted

:

1. That we do not accept any alteration in the present
agreement.

2. That this meeting of the Monmouthshire panel doctors
whole-heartedly approve of the siipgested amalgamation
ol the English and Welsh National Health Commissions
into one central body.

3. That we, the members of the medical profession on the
panel for the county of Monmouth, being desirous of
keeping the drug account within the 2s. per head for the
year 1915, are giving medicines at our surgeries to
insured persons at our own expense, and we ask tho
Government to amend the Insurance Acts so that panel
practitioners may be allowed the dispensmg fee for those
insured persons who desire to have their medicines direct
from their own medical advisers.
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Pkuth and Pertiishii:e.

A MEETiNC. of tlio Panel Counnittccs of Perth and PevLli-

Bliire Avas lield on November 26tli. It was decided

to send a resolution to the Secretary of the Pliainia-

ccntioal Standing Committee (Scotland) expressing the

symi)atliy of medical practitioners -sv-ith the chemists
iu Scotland in tl-.o present crisis with regard to the drug
tariff. T'nder the advice of the Scottisli Committee of the

British ilodical Association it -was resolved meanwhile to

mako no cimtributiou towards the expense of the Central

Checking Hnreaii. In view of a comimmication from the

Couimissioucrs to (ho effect that no payiiiont could

bo made for unallocated persons unless practitioners

accepted responsibility for "persons who, in an emer-
gency, outside of office hours, or 00 Sundays, may liud

it necessary to apply direct to a doctor,'' it was decided
that such responsibility should be accepted. It was agreed
that the terms of the new agreement should bo accepted,

as recommended by the British Medical Association.

IXSUBAXCE ACT IN PAIiLTAMEXT.
HUGULATIOXS AND ESPLAXATORY CiRCVLAHS.

Mi;. Booth asked (1) how many regulations had
been issued since the beginning of the Act ; (2) what was
the average number of copies printed of each regulation ;

(2) how many had been amended or withdrawn
; (4) how

many had required explanatory circulars; and (5) whether,
iu view of the depletion of the staffs owing to the war, any
assurance could be given that the stream of coram unica-

tious would be reduced to a reasonable size. In reply, Mr.
Roberts said the figures asked for could not be given
without laborious calculations which were nob required

for administrative purposes, but he was fully iu sympathy
with the suggestion in the fifth part of tiic question, and
Loped that societies and committees would be materially

assisted by the considerable progress made with the con-

solidation of regulations. Mr. Booth and Mr. Curric

pressed for a more precise reply to the questions, but
Mr. Roberts repeated his inability to answer without a
considerable amount of work, which he hesitated to throw
on the staff for no particular purpose.

I'XTBACKD CONTRIRrTIOX CaRDS.
Mr. Roberts said, iu reply to Mr. Booth, that the nmnbcr

of unclaimed contribution cards bearing stamps iu the
hands of the Commissioners in Great Britain was about
300,000. .-Vny card belonging to a member of an approved
society was transmitted to the society on application, and
societies could now place a distinctive mark on cards
before issuing them to members. Sums representing the
value of stamps on cards ultimately unclaimed were for the
present being carried to a special account in the National
Health Insurance Fund. The loss of cards dated back to

the early days of the system, and the difficulty did not
now arise.

TCBERCCLOSIS CaSES.
Referring to the statement that the cost of certain

tuberculosis cases for the county of Renfrew worked out
at £327, Mr. Curric asked if it was incorrect, and, if so,

how far. Mr. Roberts repeated his former reply tliat ho
accepted the mere arithmetical sum, but did not accept
the inference which seemed to be drawn from it (see

British Medical Jolkxal, November 27th, p. 787).

TcBERcri-ous Soldiers.
In reply to Mr. R. McNeill, Mr. C. Roberts said that he

was not aware of any cases referred to the Insurance Com-
missioners bj' the military authorities under the arrange-
meuts he had explained iu reply to an earlier question
(SuppLEMEXT, British Medical .Jourxal, December 4th,

p. 207j for which residential accommodation had not been
secured without delay. In answer to another question by
Mr. McNeill the Financial Secretary to the War Olfico said

that no soldier suffering from tuberculosis was, under the
regulations, discharged from a military hospital unless he
was fit to travel and tit for sanatorium treatment. When
BO discharged they were civilians, and came under the
aiTaiigcments made with the Insurance Commissioners.
In the great majority ot cases the disease was not due to

military service. He >- as not aware that, as suggested by
Mr. Booth, men of the kind were coming upon the funds
of approved societies all over the country in increasing
numbers.

Drug Fuxd.
In reply to Mr. Booth, Mr. Roberts said that the

levised arrangements aboiit the Drug Fund were being
brought into operation iu 1916, after con.sultation with and
on the recommendation of the Medical and Insurance
Committee representatives of the Advisory Committee,
and the clerical labour involved, for which special arrange-
ments were being made, was not expected to entail ou
balance any additional expenditure.

Certificatiox IX Irel.ixd.
Ou December 1st Sir John Lonsdale asked a question

as to the present position of affairs in regard to the new
scheme of certification in Ireland ; whether the proposal
to appoint part-time referees had been suspended during
the war, and if care would be taken to ensure that all

appointments would be decided solely on grounds of merit
and experience. Mr. Charles Roberts said that a con-
ference was being held to consider the position in the light

of the revised 1 roposals and that no referees would be
appointed until the end of the war.

PERTH BRANCH.
The annual wiuter meeting of the Perth Branch was hold
on November 26th, when the reports for 1915 of the
Council and Treasurer were submitted and approved, and
the new ethical rules were accepted by the meeting in the
name of the Branch.
Highlands and Islands ScJiemes.—Dr. Beatty reported

that a Representative of the Board had met the various
practitioners of the Highland area of the Branch, with
the view of adjusting the terms of individual agreements,
and, as far as he could learn, satisfactory arrangements
were being arrived at.

THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Books Needed to Complete Series.

The Librarian will be glad to receive any of the following
volumes, which are needed to complete series in the
Library

:

American Association of Geiiito-Urinary Surgeons.
Transactions. 1906.

American Climatological Transactions. Vols. 1, 4, 5, 6.
American Dermatoloyical Association Transactions. Vols.

5, 7, 8, 11, and 29.

American Journal of tbe Medical Sciences. New series,
vols. 4, 5, 1842-3; vols. 14, 15, 1847-8; vols. 18-30, 1850;
vol. 33, 1857; vol. 46, 1864-5; vol. 59; or any parts of
these vols.

Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London,
Transactions. Vol. 2.

South African Medical Journal. February and April, 1895.
Titles, Vols. 3 and 4.

United States Department of Agricultiu'e, Bureau of
Animal Industry. Reports 1-7, 10-14.

TJnited States Hygienic Laboratory Bulletins. Nos. 3, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18. 19, 24, 29, 43.

Vircbow'sArchiv. V..ls. 1-150.

Watt. Bibliographia Britannica, 4 vols., 1324.
Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1912.

liabal anil JEilttary ^p|.Tnmtm£ufs.

nnvST, XAV\T, AFEniOM, RERVrCR.

KOTAT, NaVAI. Vot-TTXTnEB RESKnVE.
Surgoon-probatiODcra T. N. D'Arcy to tlio Jackal, and P. Wilson to

the Laurel. To be Snvgeon-probationors for lemporary service : R. E.

J
Hetaon (i-e-entrj'l. W. T. Ileswick. G. BuchaDan, l{. U. S. Bowker. A. T.
Harrison, C. A. liirton, T. Anderson.
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Deputy Assistant Dlreotor-

ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.
Colonel W. TV. Pike. D.S.O.. F.U.C.S.I., to be temporary Surgeon-

General whilst b.ildiug the appointment of Director of Medical

^ rolonel°R"H.'\™to is rotained on the active list under Articles 120

and 522, Royal Warrant for 1-ay and Promotion. 1914. and to be super-

numerary.
Major F. Maclennai

iTsinclair.M.D., F.B.C.S.. to bo temporary Colonel.

ROTAI, Abmt Mf.dical Corps.

R J Morris, M.D.. late SurKoon-Major King'o Own (Royal Lancaster

:). Territorial Force, to Ic tcuuiorary

_aniiliaiii. M.D., to bo temporary Li

^'^^i^jlmt^l^lS Hf "?^llson, M.D., A. C. O'SuIlivan, M.B^

^To^be 'temporary'^ Majors whilst employed with the Bradford War
Hospital: W. H. Thompson and J. Phillips, F.R.C.9

. ^,
TcTOPorary Captain K. V. Mahon. M.D.. F.R.C.S., relinquishes his

*"'
I

' '
1 ,

' .pti is substituted for the one appearing in the
I '7th, pane 203 :—To be temporary Captains :

Uonourable Artillery Company. Infantry.

,. II Hayne, M.D., F. P. Maitland, B. C. T.

I , I 1 1st Loudon R.E. (Vols.>. A. D. Vcrnon-

I eiijusson M.B., late Surgeon-Captain London
, eon-Captain C. N. le Hrocn. M.O.. Medical Corps.

i I lie Island of .Jersey ; temporary Lieutenants J. N.

, I \. \Vaugb.M.B..G. E. Vilvandri.
I ,

, ntenants to be temporary Caiilaiiu.: C. H. Robson,

M H 't I.iVnn. M 1'... A. C. Mossop. C G. CoIm
,

,
11 ( ' 1

r, S. Jl.

Kiddett, C. Wellcr. F. W. Br.idorick. G. G. Tiu

E. P. Rosser. M.B.. C. E H. Smith, R. J. Rog
Hatch. SI. H . TK.f

"
H. L.

i.y, M.li.. C. L

; laon. MD., U. B- Llewellyn, M.B.,
ii l:r,liertsou,M.B., L. W. Pole. M.B.

i It. V. White. M.D., S. Jacob. O. S.

I
;

'
I

l;i S. A. R Muir. W. B. Clark. M.B.,

T '^ f; Mnrt^n \ Hnn'ev M.l!.. C. Powell. M.B.. S McM. McLay. M.B.,

S \ TuoUerili.B, J. M. Bernstein. MB., M. Culpin. MB.. F.R.C.8..

r' F Constant H. M. Moir. MB.. C. Yorke, M.D.. F.U.O S.. .1. Steven-

son M.b!r J Hearn, A. K. Forbes. M.B . A. L.Walker, M.B..F.RC.a.

G.F Petri. M.D.. H. G. M. HeniT. M.D.. E^P. W. Buckell. G. W.
Mitchell, T. M. Newton, M.B.. L.Crombie. M.B.. S J Cullum, M.D..

j! H Dancy. A. E. CottriU. 0. W. Smith. M.B., F.R.C.S.Edin.. B.

^To^'be^t'emporary Captains: W. T. Ohlmus. J. R. Collins. M.D.,

J C R Braiue-Hartnell. F.R.C.S.Edin., T. Walcot. M.D.
Temporary Lieutenants H. J. Thomson, M.B.. and G.Cooper, M.D..

r* l-iinui>Ii tiieir com'uissious on account of ill health.

T. iniiorary honorary Lieutenant R. C. Thomas to be temporary

Iinitcnin' 'sulj^tituted for the notification which appeared in the

<-;r,-/((eof November 5tli. 1915 . ^
Temporary Licuttuanis rclimuishing their commissions: R. W.

Davies. M.B., A.

A. F. Wright. M.l

J. N. Glaister, A. f

L. Cainis, M.L>..

S. F. I.

Forsdil-
M.B.. .1

jib: D O. Greenfield. M.D.. F.R.C.8..

l-al!;ravo, D. J. M. Leggo. F.R.C.S.Edin..

St. ^i-B.. C. A. Flintoff. A. Leeming. M.B..
C'orbett. M.B.. D'A. R. W. Cowan. M.B.,
P Evans, M.D. W. Frasor. MB.. H. 8.

•-Brown. M.D.. K. F. Hnlloway. W. KIwood,
A Nobbs. M.L'.. W, Deane. W. C. P.

T F. JInrphy, A. [I. Clnngh. H. S. Berry,

a'\v"o; , hiuFOn.W. E.N. Dunn M.B.
Toiip t.-i'ipor r-. 1,1 u!. nants: N. F. Hallows. M.B. . E. S. Massiah.

MB.. E. Forbes. M.H.. iJ. S. .Tones. H B. Barnes. M.D.^H. K. Mac-

donaid, M.B. , C. C. Lord, C
W.Jameson. C. Banuia "

F. B. Hawe.sII. s. l'.-,.i

M.D..1.' ' • '

W. D.
•

Thonir.

M.D.,r
Todd. II

E. W. N

M.D.. F. de C. Kcogh. M
J." A. MacLean. M.B.. P. W. Hobbs,

M.D.. W. A. Ferguson. W. H. Lamplough
' r; W L. Dibb. M.B., J. MacRae. T. H. Edey

oherts. M.D.. F. B. Julian, M.B., J. A. B,

lohnson. A. C. Taylor. R. E. Thomas. M.D.,
'tcrton.T. Davidson. M.B , G A. Gordon,

I M. L. Loveless. R. W. P. .Tackson. R. T.

V I -\u\eight, M.D.. J. Ogilvie. A. E. Schokman.
er J! B A G. H Moore. J. L. M. Smith. M B.,

.. Bariiour.^M B.. S. 'McNair. A. 8. Sieger. B. Kenyon, M.B^.

1 Moffat M B J Crawford. W. Butement, M B.. W. P. Walker, F. W.
iee I W Mkepherson. M.D.. J. M. Ryan. M.B.. L. 8. C. Eoche.

A. Rutherford. M.B., C. W. W James.
„.-»„„„ it r-.v.q-

To be temporary honorary Lieutenants: Q. Cranstoun. U. Uaidiner-

"Tempo°ar;"Qu\Ttk™ast?r'an^^ honorary Lieutenant T. Brlna

relinquishes his commission on account of ill health.

To be temporary Quartermasters with the honorary rank of

Lieutenant : P. Cunningham. E. H. Gaun. G. E. Town, A. E. Shaw,

A. W. Word. G. Jackson, A. Allen. W. A. Poucher.

nigliland Field /lmL?i!at!cc.—Transport OBlcer and honorary
Lieutenant 1). H. Dmliio is seconded for duty with a Provisional
Brigade Fi* :

'

Home Ci.

M.D. .to 111

Hmna r,

ring SfafiOH.—Captain W. M. Parhara,

fron

F,dd. All
, tol

e date of promotion
Captain is .\pril 1st.

iOl, :
', -i.ii in the (;rt.;-ef(f of .June 26th, 1915.

7,,,, ; . (( .' /.^,(i, /oil) .Sn:i!(«/-'( C'umj/iiiiy,—Second Lieutenant
J. Davidson, from Itoval Irish Kitles. to be Ijteutenant.

London Field ^mbiifaiifc. — Quartermaster and honorary Lieu-
tenant W. Ramsay, from London Field Ambulance, to be Quarler-

uiaster. with the honorary rank of Lieutenant.
inn, I. .11 cuiiinn Hjsfw (.((.-Lieutenant A. T. Swan, M.B.. to bo

'

V

.
I , .^Q s p. Black, M.B. (late Lieutenant,

]; :- I,p Captain.
(.'londc Fie.'tl .lm6»?aiice.—Lieutenants to

br '
I II I

I ,, W. Hi. Kingdon. M B.
,'<,,,tti,,-,,i (^inrna. Ho,«pi(ii(.—Major J. Mortimer. M.B., resigns his

comml^sluu on account of ill health. Lieutenant \V. A. Stokes to bo

Supernumerary for Service with the O.r.C—Lieutenant A. D.
Clin.ii, M.I)., to be temporary Captain whilst serving with tho
M.l - :- - Miu University Contingent. Senior Division, O.T.C.

' cicnrinn Sta/ion.—H. J. Furlcr to be Quarter-
loraryrankof Lieutenant.

I, ',i(o)icc.—Lieuteuant G. D. PeriT to be Captain.
Ti :i ciiunt is substituted for that which aiipeared

in II, f I,.. '

I
inili, 1915 ; Captain G. D. Perry resigns

Westeri I 1'.. Davies to be Quartermaster, with

*
fr!'°"""

'"
, ,r n. N. Pelly (late Lieutenant

p r -
,

' '
'

' ^ -
T Tiointment of Ouarter-

,'
.

I

, August 28th, 1915, and
'

-W. A. Smith. M B.
{.:, I

.ilaior; W. Y. Martin.

M J', oate V .aua !' iiain ii.-^o i i.c^iu.. u l-. 11. c. IJarr (late temporary
Lieuteuaul It. A. M.C.J. Lituteuanls G. H- U. Woylen and J. E. Rans-

ford to be Captains; G. C. Walker, M.D., and J. Muir, M.B.. to be

Lieutenants.

TERRITORIAL FORCE EESEEAT;.
BoTAi, UtMY Medical Coups.

Home Comities Casualty Clearino Station —Captain G. W. C.

Hollist. from Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to be

Nortliern General Hospifa!.-Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. Dobson. M B.,

F R.C.S., is placed on temporary half-pay list on account of ill health.

Houtli-Eastern Uomted Brigade Field Ambulance.—Ca.\>t&ia A. G. S.

Logic, MB . is seconded for duty with Highland Mounted Brigade

TT'est Lancashire Field Ambulance.—Major T. Holt, M.D., from
Attached to Units other than Medical Units, to be Major.

lital ^tatistirs.

BPECI.1L RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
RoTAi, AnitT Medical Corps.

, „ „ _ ^ ,^
Lieutenants (on probation) W. W. Blair, M.B., and P. B. Corbett,

M.B.. are confirmed in their rank.
, , .,- , r-, ...

Cadet Sergeant T. R. Davies. University of London Contingent,

O.T.C to be Lieutenant (on probation).

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Armt Medical Sebticeb.

MalorC C Fleming. D.S.O., ISt.B., retired pay (Reserve of Omccrs),

to be Assistant Director of Medical Services, Highland Division, with

'''rhe^ollowing announcement is substituted for that which appeared

in the Gn?"(?of Januar,- 12th. 1915: Captain W. MoC. Wanklyn from

the Sanitary Service, isappointed DeputyAssistantDirector of Medical

Bervices. North Midland Division.

ROTAL Aiijrr Medicai. Corps.

Fast AngUan Field Ambulance.—Cnntnin J. Arthur, M.D., to be

^'F.asle'^ ofneral Ho.^r.-frK.-Captaln W Tyson MD.. Is seconded.

Falteni Mounted Brigade Field Ambnlancc-'rvannpovt OUlcor and

honorary Lieutenant J. Ashurst resigns his commission.

EPIDEMIC ilORT.VLITT IN LONDON DURING THE THIRD
QUARTER OF 1915.

[Speciallt Reported for the "British Medical Journal."!

The accompanj-ing diagram shows the mortality from each of the

ipal epidemic diseases during each week of the third quarter of
• > rage mortality in the corresponding

ars, except in the case of diarrhoea
indcr 2 years of age, for which the

ted average number,
oiortality last quarter

I .iitersea. and Wands-
luuier treatment in the

n nn.i i.een 68.46. »nd29atthe
ittd risen again to 47 at the end
tted during the quarter.against

124 in tile

Small-pox.—So death from small-po.x was r

nd no case of this disease was admitted to i

.sylums Hosiiitals during the quarter.

Measles.—The deaths from measles, which
46 in tho three preceding quarters, further fell last Quait
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VACANriES AND ArPOINTMEKTS. [DEC igi5

HEALTH OF SCOTTISH TOWNS.
In the sixteen laiBest Scottish towus 921 births and 1,020 deaths
wivo registered dnrin^ thi; v, . ,k . )i,ltM Sutiuilay. Noveinber 27th. The

vos thudc'fith-
n. and 14.3 in
aiiiiltoii. The

Tho 525 deiilli.-

Ic diavrhoea, 7 li

fcorded in KdinlnuKh; 2 deaths
in Greenock, and from measles

vwell.
MIS 1,000 liirths find 1.006 deaths

' • ' '' . iiil.er4tb. The
17.3. 17.6. and

nety-
lii; dfath rate
11 Mothorwell,
on. The mor-
per 1.000.

ths all

MM-, 111 (Ihis^-nw included 8 from diiihilHim . 7 lr..iii scarlet fever, 7

cm infanuie diarrhoea, 3 from measles, 2 Ironi enteric fever, and 1

c»m whooi)in;;.coiiyh. Si.'c deaths from measles. 3 from scarlet fever.

id 2 from diphtheria were recorded in Edinburch; 9 deaths from
easlcs in Hamilton, 6 in Greenock, and 4 in Coatbridge ; and Sdeaths
om diphtheria in Paisley.

HEALTH OF IRISH TOWNS.
DuniNG the week ending Saturday, November 27tb, 555 births and
467 deaths were registered in tho twenty-seven principal urban dis-

tricts of Ireland, as against 503 births and 478 deaths in the preceding
period. These deaths represent a mortality of 20.1 per 1.000 of the
aggi-egate population in the districts in question, as against 20.6 per
l.COOhi the pvevious period. The mortality in these Irish areas was
tlieiefore 3.4 per 1.000 higher than the correspondiuK rate in the
niTi. , i\ Liulish towns during the weekending on the same date.

'111 the other hand, was canal to 23.9 per 1.000 of popu-
>

, mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin
.:, ;. ,. Ill was 24.1 (as against an average of 19.0 for the previous

, . ,, II i. 111 Dublin city 25.8 (as against 20.8), in Belfast 18.1 (as

against 17.3), in Cork 21.8 (as against 16.21, in Londonderry 20.2 (as

again t 16.8J. in Limerick 24.4 (as against 15.31. and in Waterford 22.8

(as against 16.6). Tho zymotic death-rate was 2.0. as against 1.4 in the
preceding period.
During the week ending Saturday, December 4th, 447 births and 507

deaths were registered in the twenty-seven principal urban districts
of Ireland, as against 555 births and 467 deaths in the preceding
period. These deaths I'eprosent a mortality of 21 8 per 1.000 of the
aggregate population in the districts in question, as against 20 1 per
1,000 in the previous period. The mortality in these Irish areas was
tiiLrelnve 3 3 per 1,000 higher than the corresponding rate in the
niiirl:. i.x ILimlish towns during the week ending on the same date.
'I in till t}i lat.', on tbe other hand, was equal to 19.2 i>er 1,000 of popu-
lulnin. -\s fi.r mortality of individual localities, that in the Dublin
rc-i^liatiiin area was 25-9(as against an average of 20.7 for the previous
four weeks), in Dublin city 25.5 (as against 22.6). in Belfast 21.1 (as
against 17.6), in Cork 23.8 (as against 18.2). in Londonderry 17.7 (as
against 17.1), in Limerick 9.5 (as against 15.9i, and in Waterford 28.5 (as

against 15.6). The zymotic death-rate was 2.2 as against 2.0 in the
preceding period.

!Jacancies anti ^|i|.tomtntents.

KOTIGES liEGARDING APFOJNTMENTS.—Atfention it

called to a Notice (see Index to Adverliseiiients—Important
Notice re Aj'pointments) appeariiui in our odieitiscment

coliivws, ijivinn particulars of vacancies as to ichhli in(juirie$

thould be made before application.

VACANCIES.
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE UNION. — Assistant Resident Medical

OIBcer. Salary. 1250 per annum.
AUSTRALIAN COMIIONWEALTH.—Officer in Control of Institn-

tion for the preparation of Vaccines and Antitoxins. Salary
commencing at i'650. rising to £750 per annum.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL.—House-Sui geon and Junior
House Surgeo i. Salaries, f200 and £170 resiiectively.

BOLTON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSARY.—Third HouseSurgeon.
Salary. £180 per annum

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.-(l) House-Physicians ; (2) House-
Surgeons. Salary. £120 per annum in each case.

UEUBYSHIRE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
Medical Officer. Salary. i200 per annum.

DUDLEY: GUEST HOSPITAL.-(l) Senior Resident Medical Officer;
salary. £150 per annum. (2) Assi tant House-Surgeon ; salary,
£150per aonnm.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN. Great Ormond Street. W.C—
Two Housc-Siugeons. Salary at tho rate of £60 per annum, with
£5 washicg allowance.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.-Eesident Medical Officer (lady)
Salary, £130 per annum.

LINCOLN GENERAL DISPENSARY.-Eesident Medical Officer.
Salary, £300 per annum.

NORWICH POOR LAW INFIRMARY.-Lady Resident Medical
Officer. Salary. 5 guineas weekly.

PADDINGTON INFIUJIARY.-(l) First Assistant Medical Officer:
remuneration. 7 guineas a week. (2) Second Assistant Medical
Officer; remuneration, 6 guineas per week.

PUTNEY HOSPITAL, S.W.-Resident Medical Officer. Salary, £1C0

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND. — Member of

ROYAL Fl'.i;i: llosiTI \r,, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.—Medical and
Surgical l;i',;i,Uai, iHilii-.^l.

ROYAL Kdl III

Junior II. II. -I '

ST. MARV ,-, III)-;

DISi;\M -,'11

Solarv, ilJj 1.1

ST. P.ANCliVS, I..

AND SOUTHAMPTON HOSPITAL.—
Salary. £120 per annum.
OR CANCER. FISTULA, AND OTHER
:CTUM, City Road. E.C.—House-Surgeon.

11 iN Senior Assistant Medic il Superintendent
and Senior Assistant Medical Officer. Salary. £225 per annum.

SHETLAND: WHALSAY PARISH.-Medical Practitioner. Guaran-
teed income £300 by the Highlands and Islands (Medical Service)

SOUTHPORT TNFITnrMtY—Senior House-Surgeon. Salary. £200
per aniii II

,
i, ' > i.. t ilO.

WIGAN: I
III

' w 1 i Id' EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSvi ,

; !! -i-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.
CERTIFVr.i; I \' 1 .1:, sr KGICnNS - Tlie Chief Inspector of

Fac'oric . aniiruiin e,s llii t ,i; appointment: Loven-

To ensure
adrciti.

it is II, I

compiled from our
darsiciU befonnd—
lie rcceiccd not later

iiiients whichJoUows

APPOINTMENTS.
BucHAX, T.. M.n., Ch.B.Edin., Certifying Factory Surgeon for the

Laurencekirk District, co. Kincardine.

Etans. O. C. p.. M.D.Durh., Certifying Factory Surgeon for tho

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES. AND DEATHS.
The cliarqe for insertinn announcements of Births. Carriages, and

Veat)is'is ss.,n-hich sum should he loncarded in Post Office

Orders or Stamps n-ith thcvniicenot later than the first pokon
Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion iii the current

MARRIAGE.

Eaolf.ton—Wood.—On November 23rd (very quietly), at Goring-on-
Thames. by the Rev H. G. Niud. greatunc'.e of the bridegroom.
Arthur Joseph Eagleton, MB., Captain R. A.M.C sou of tbe late

J. G. Smith, Barrister-at-Law, Chief Judge. Court Small Causes.
Madras, and Mrs. Smith. Hillside. Goring-on-Tlmmes. grandson
of the late Joseph Eagleton. M.D.. and the late Arthur Smith, of
The Grotto, Basildon, Berks, to Mabel, youngest daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. Wood, of Barusley, Yorks. Indian and
American papers please copy.

DEATHS.

Babhett—On November 4th. at Hinckley Cottage Hospital, after a
long illness. Cha les William Sessions Barrett. M.B.. of Appleton
House, Hinckley, son of the late Dr. Charles Albert Baiiett, of

Wallingfor-d, Berkshire, aged 58 years.

Lake.—Mildred, wife of Richard Lake, at 6l. Bickenhall Mansion-,
and of 6. Cavendish Place, on December 8th.

DIARY FOR THK WEEK.
TUESDAY.

EoTAi, Society of Medicine ;

PSTCHiATiiY Section. 4.30 p.m.-
Bethlem Royal Hospital. hi.E.

WEDNESDAY.

lical Meeting at tho

Crawfurd: Superstitions Concerning Menstruatioii.

Mr. D.Arey Power : Edmund Harman. "King's Barber"
to Henry VIII.

THUBSDAY.
EoTAL SociETT OF Medicine:

. »„-,,„
Deumatoloot Section. 1. V, jmpole Street. W ., 4.30 p.m.—

Exhibition of Cases, followed by Papers.

FRIDAY.
EoTAL Society OF Medicixe: _, _. ^ _

Ei-ectbo-Thebapeutic Section-. The Kmg George Hos-
pital. Waterloo Road, S.E., 8.30 p.m.

Society of Teopical Medicine and Hygiene, 11, Chandos Street.
Cavendish Square, London, W., 5.30 p.m.—A Series of
Papers on Tropical Subjects will be read by Dr. G. C.
Low, A. F. J. Kerr, W. M. Strong, and J. O. Shircore.

POST-GRADUATE COURSES AMD LECTURES.
North-East London PosT-GnADCATE College. Prince of Wales's

General Hospital, Tottenham, N.

The PosT-GiiAPrATE College, West London Hospital, Hammer-
smith, W.—Clinical work; graduates only.

I tbe BrIllsb Uadlcal Aaioclatlou a , Uarcin-lJi-tlie-Flel(lB latbe County o
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The followiug letter, drafted iu accordance Tvitli pvo-

I>osa1s made at a conference with the Insurance Commis-
sioners on December lOtli, has been issued to the honorary
secretaries of local Medical \Yar Committees in England
and Wales

:

Offices : 429, Strand,
Loudon, W.C..

December 14tli, 1915.

Dear Sir,

The Central Medical War Committee wishes to call

the attention of the local Medical War Committees to nu
aspect of thoir work which in the anxiety to secure
medical officers for the army has not perhaps received all

the attention it deserves, namely, the duty of guarding as
far as possible civilian interests while finding medical men
for military service. The reference to the Central Cona-
luittee is "to organize the medical profession in England
and Wales in such a way as will enable the Government
to use every medical practitioner Jit to servo the country,
in such a manner as to turn his qualifications to the best
possible use and to deal with all matters affecting the
medical profession arising in connexion with the war."
This obviously throws on the Central Medical War Com-
mittee the duty of considering in all its aspects the
organization of the profession for the present needs of tho
conn try.

If wo are to provide the army with a steady and sufficient

supply of medical officers—our primary duty—we must
arrange that tho work of those who go is carried on in

their absence. The interests of our colleagues demand
this as well as the interests of the nation. Any unnecessary
ground of complaint on the part of the civilian population
occasioned in the process of obtaining the necessary supply
of medical men for the army would obviously tend to pre-

judice recruiting, and to make the work of local Medical

War Committees throughout the country more difficult.

Therefore, in tho interests of tho men who have gone or

aro going, of their patients, of future recruiting, and of the

country in general, it behoves us to conduct our recruiting

with careful regard to the needs of every locality.

The Central Medical War Committee has been in con-

ference with various Government departments on this

]

question, and particularly with the National Health Insur-

ance Commissioners, who are responsible to Parliament for

tho medical treatment of a very great proportion of the

industrial populatiou of the country. The Committee
agrees with the opinion expressed by these bodies, that,

taking the counlnj generally, there is an ample supply of

doctors of military age to meet any demands that seem
likely to bo made on the profession in the immediate
future. But these men are unequally distributed. Some
are in areas never too well supplied with doctors at any
time, in which the withdrawal of comparatively few
might cause serious difficulties. Some arc in areas where
the proportion of doctors to the population is such that a
large number could be spared with comparatively little

inconvenience to the community. The task before the
Central Medical War Committee is to so adjust the
demands in each area as to convince both doctors and the
general public that these demands aro equitable. How ia

this to be done?
The Central Medical War Committee, in conjunction

with the National Health Insurance Commissioners, is

closely studying figures that have been Worked out to

show the proportion of doctors (and especially of general

practitioners) to population in every area. It has, more-
over, the advantage of a largo amount of information re-

ceived from callers and correspondents and through tho

Commissioners. But it feels it must rely very much on
tho activity, foresight, and local knowledge of the local

Committees.
In answer to recent inquiries re the War Register, a

great deal of valuable local information has been sent in,

but the Central Medical War Committee is of opinion that
the need of taking a comprehensive view of the medical
needs of the area is not yet sufficiently before local Com-
mittees. This is shown by the fact tliat quite accidentally

cases have come to our notice where really serious diffi-

culties have arisen as regards attendance on the local

population, as to which the moans of information of the
local Committees appears to have been detective, since

they have neither acted themselves nor warned the Cen-
tral Committee. Local Committees are, or should be, in

possession of information as to the conditions in every

part of their area, and it is imperative that careful

[6o8]
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consideration sliould at once be given by tho local

Coiumittees to those Jistiicta in their area whore tliere

seems to bo a risk that if further men be withdrawn
there miglit be serious consequences to the community and

to the doctors wlio are left. The Committee should not

wait until mischief has actually occurred, but should act

in time. This action, taken with a full sense of responsi-

bility, should take the form of a careful consideration of

till! needs of each district and its capacity for releasing

more doctors, assisting, where necessary, in working out

any rearrangements of work among the remaining prac-

titioners. The public must not be led to expect that in

respect of medical attendance it is entitled to " business

as usual." All sections of the public must be prepared to

economize in this as in other directions. But the amount
of sacrifice required of both public and the profession

should both now, and as recruiting progresses, be kept as

equal as possible throughout all districts of an area and
throughout all areas of the country.

When a Committee has made this careful survey

(which, if not already made, should be pushed through as

rapidly as jMssible), if it finds there are any weak districts

in its area, it should at once warn tho Central Medical

^Yar Committee that commissions should not be given to

practitioners in the districts named without further con-

sideration, and it should increase its pressure on the men
of military age in those other districts, if any, which seem
able to spare more doctors.

The needs of the various districts in its area and of

every kind of practice should bo considered by the local

Committee, which should take advantage of all possible

sources of reliable information as to tho necessities of

private practice which the members of the Committee will

be able to furnish. Again, the Committee should be in closo

touch with the Panel Committees in its area ; tho secre-

taries or other representatives of such might very usefully

be on the local Medical War Committeo. The Panel Com-
mittee should in its turn be in equally close touch with

the Insurance Committee. The local Medical War Com-
mittee should also be in touch with any body employing

any considerable number of medical men, such as institu-

tions and hospitals.

On its part th- Central Medical War Committee will

make use of all information given to it by its local Com-
mittees and by central authorities, and will be in close

touch with the Insurance Commissioners. It is believed

that by such a local and general system of inquiry

and intercommunication between Panel and local Medical

War Committees there should be no danger of in-

equitable treatment of the doctors or population of any
area.

Tho Committee wishes to state its conviction that such

a system of safeguards need not, and in fact must not,

prejudice tho supply of medical men for the army. But
since some areas will have to watch very jealously, and at

once, the release of a few or even any men, other areas

must be called upon to furnish much greater supplies than

have hitherto been asked from them, and the local Com-
mittees are asked to believe that the demands on them
will be made as judiciously as possible, with a due regard

to their own advice as to the needs and capabilities of

their areas, and with a careful study of what other parts

of tho country can do and are doing in the way of

recruiting.

The Central Medical War Committee is well aware

that, in asking local Committees to deal at once with this

aspect of the matter, they are asking a great deal of bodies

already burdened with considerable respousibilities. But
a very great compliment has been paid to the profession in

leaving, as the War' Office and Lord Derby have done, the

organization of the profession for military purposes to a

purely professional committee. The reputation of the

profession for organizing capacity and public spirit is at

stake, and the Central Medical War Committee feels suro

that the confidence of tho authorities that these qualities

would be shown by tho profession will not be found to

Lave been misplaced.

We arc.

Yours faithfully,

N. Bishop Haeman,
Alfred Cox, M.B.,

SecrctarUs.

To the Honorary Secretaries of

Local Medical War Committees.

War Service for Town Doctors.
One of the chief hindrances in the way of medical men

in big cities and towns volunteering for commissions in
the R.A.M.C. is the difficulty they find in arranging for tho
carrying on of their practices during their absence. There
are many most anxious to go to tho front who point with
justice to the liabilities they have contracted, and to the
almost certain loss of the goodwill of their practices if

they leave them without any security. A heavy rent on
a house taken for a term of years, or a debt still owing on
the purchase money of a. practice, are not liabilities that
can be lightly treated; neither is the prospect of a return
home after the war with no certainty of regaining a reason-
able share of the accustomed work one that a married
man with a family can view without apprehension. There
should be some way or ways of meeting these difficulties

quite irrespective of tho usual, but now almost imprac-
ticable, method of securing the service of a locumtenent.
Wo put forward some suggestions which seem to offer

practicable solutions of the difficulties.

1. Many men state that they could leave their work for

a period of six months without any great risk of loss. For
example, in certain watering places many could be spared
during the winter months, while in some inland urban dis-

tricts the need for doctors is reduced in summer. We have
known of not a few cases where two men were willing to

take service turn and turn about, one doing the homo
work of both whilst the other was away at the war. At
present the authorities of the Army Medical Service have
not seen their way to .accept such offers of joint service.

But wo may hope that as the reservoir from which the
supply of medical officers must be drawn is reduced in

plenitude they may seo their way to reconsider tho posi-

tion. The army authorities point out that the initial

mouths of a newly commissioned medical officer's service

are not so fruitful of effect as the later months, for a man
has to learn his work in relation to military conditions, so
that with two men working out one year of service the
period of relatively barren service would be increased out
of reasonable proportion. Yet it would seem that with
a great variety of medico,! work there might be room for

these men in some capacity so little removed from tho
usual methods of civil practice as would reduce the possible

loss of efficiency to a minimum.
2. Another suggestion which has been made is for a

system of multiple war partnerships, which, it is held,

might be a feasible way of securing the practices of men
on service. The idea is that several men, say half a
dozen, near neighbours to each other, should unite in

partnership for the duration of the war and for five years
after. The practice of each man joining in such a
partnership would be valued on tho usual basis; assets

and liabilities would be pooled. Two or three men of the
half-dozen would be released for war service ; during their

absence their practices would be worked by the home
partners. The military pay of the men on service would
be paid into the general account of the firm. Periodically

the receipts would be divided in tho agreed proportion.

Such a scheme, it is suggested, holds out two advantages.

First, any loss on the practices of the absentees would be

counterbalanced by the bringing in of their military pay,

and the considerable economics that could be effected, for

example, by the reduction of two or three motor cars.

Secondly—and this is the more important feature of the

scheme—the goodwill of their practices would be secure,

for during the five years after tlie war they would have
full opportunity to regain any loss that had arisen from

the withdrawal of their personal attention. Many medical

men do not like partnerships ; they prefer complete iude-

pcndcuce in their work, but this is a time when personal

"

preferences should be waived if by so doing the country's

necessities can be better met. There is room for some of

our professional colleagues who have expert knowledge of

large partnerships and their working to publish the

details of a model scheme.
3. A third method of dealing with the difficulty has

been put into operation in one of the metropolitan urban

areas. The constitution of the scheme was reported rn

tho SuppLEME.N'T of last Week, p. 215. The Stratford

Medical War Committee resolved:

That the (loctora who havo gone on war service or who tlo

so in future be invited to draw up a list of their boiia-flde

patients and appoiiitmeuts for cii-culatiou to the neighhom--
iug practitioners bj the local Medical War Committee, and
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tliat tlicv s-liall be alteuded orlieKl on behalf ot the absentee,
i.tul. slml'l be lestoreiHo htm on his rctuui to inacliec, and
not bo taken for twelve months uf m i !> :in\ doctor
\.ho ntteuijed (Inrii ; his absence. > i . it mid-
wifery fees to be equally divideil v>i ; I. Tliis

nrraugenient is' to hold good wlictli i n I ui, t i.pt is in

rhareeor not. All differences of opimon as to patcenls, or
appointment*, or other matters to be decided by the local

Medical War Committee, with au appeal if desired to the
Central Medical War Committeo.

That is a scbemo ^vell worth trial in other nrcas, and is

particularly snitable to ilistricts wiiero there is a fair

ciiuality iu" the type of practice carried on by the several

in-actitioncrs.

4. Yet another method of cooperation might ho found in

the establishment of a central clinic, to wliich the panel

patients and their dependants under the care of several

doctors iu any particular area might be required to resort

lor treatment.
The data now in the hands of the Central Medical War

Committee bjs to the distribution of doctors iiironghout

the country show that the number of doctors iu the cities

and towns is much greater in proportion to th.e population

than it is in the country district.^. Further, there are

many more doctors in what are known as the "residen-

tial " districts of the towns than iu the working class

districts, both actually and relatively to tho population,

Tlio causes that produce these effects are subject to

I'casonablc explanation ; not tho least; of these is the

custom of treating the sick in their own homes when their

circumstances permit, and not by promptly removing tliem

to a private hospital, as is often done iu American cities.

Onr home method requires a greater personnel than the

American hospital method, and the treatment of tho
working classes conforms more to tho American method.

In the near future the country must look to the town
practitioners to volunteer in increasing numbers for war
service. The diiSoulties of the town practitioners are con-

siderable, but these are not insurmountable, if, in the face

of the foe, they will forget the common rivalries of

practice, and, with a strength born of unity, put into

practice the Paulme injunction, "Bear yo one another's

burdens."

Medical Students.
The Students' Representative Council of the University

of London has received, iu response to inquiries, the
following letter, which, though it does not contain any-
thing which has not been published in the Jockxal several

times already, seems worthy of reproduction, because it

cxiVresses very plainly in the last sentence the course
which medical students are advised by tho War Office now
to take

:

M/General No.,'3323 (A.C. 2E.; i:i{).

With reference to your letter of the ITth November, I am
directed to inform you that students who at or before the close
of the present winter session will bo qualilied for entry to one
of the examinations for the third year students in medicine and
duly enter tor the examination tor which tliey are studying,
Will not be attested until after its conclusion, and if they are
snccesstul will be included in the class of fourth year men under
Lord Derby's scheme.

I am to point out that fourth and fifth year medical students
should continue their studies, and should" be advised to join the
medical unit of their University Officers' Training Corps. They
shonld be given a copy of this letter to show to the recruiting
oRnvassers, who will indicate on their cards the reason tor their
lit enlisting.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
(signed) R. J. Steachet,

Colonel for Director of Ilecruiling.

5 Tlon. Secretary,
Students' Representative Council,

University of London.

In the House of Commons, on December 13th, Mr.
Pringle and Sir Philip Magnus asked questions with regard
to the employment of senior medical students as surgical

dressera and clerks in military hospitals, and whether
their services in theso capacities would bo taken into

account as hospital attendance for the purpose of their

medical qualification. Mr. Tenuant said that he was
informed that medical students were not being so employed.
In reply to a further question as to whether a saving of

qualified medical mcu miglit not be made if senior medical
students were so employed, Mr. Tenuant expressed tho

opinion that it was really better that medical students who

Tvcro in their last year ot study should join the combatant
forces ot the Crown.

. Those who wore approaching com-
pletion of their medical curriculum should proceed with ib

and become doctors. He considered that medical studt nta
should not he employed as orderlies, but admitted that as
dressers they might get some amount of clinical practice
which would be of value, but in a subordinate capacity,
not being members ot the K.A.M.C., they would not receive

it. Mr. Tonnant's answer as to medical students joining
the combatant forces has to be read in connexion with the
above letter, which states the view of tho War Office ia

more precise terms.

OrncEKs' Training Coups.
In the House of Commous, on December Bth, Mr.

Teunant said, iu reply to Sir Georgo Scott Hobertson, that
it was not cousideied that Officers' Training Corps in this

country had c&mpleted their usefulness, and it was nob
considered that it was necessary to transfer au)' of thetn

to France, as arrangements e-;isted tlicro already for

training j-oung officers. In reply to Mr. IVto, he said

that it was not now the practice l' .^ivi; I'n -: commissions
to candidates who have not served m ihi; rnuks. Previous
service in the Officers' Training Corps, with tho military

experience it brought, put the individual in a better

position than those who had not had such experience.

Members of Officers' Training Corps of 18 years old and
upwards shonld, if not accepted for commissions, ba
attested under Lord Derby's scheme.

^ssoriatinn Inttll'pnrB.

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS AND DENTAL
TREATMENT OF SOLDIERS.

At the last meeting of tho Medico-Political Committeo
consideration was given to representations by the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Branch that one ot its members,
who practised solely as a dentist, had been refused pay-

ment by the local military authorities of his account for

dental treatment given to soldiers on tho ground that

a Scottish Command Order of Juno, 1915, directed that

none but registered dental surgeons were to bo employed
to render dental treatment to the troops.

Tho Medico-Political Committee, being of opinion that

this action of the military authorities was an inter-

ference with the rights given to medical practitioners by
the Dentists Act, immediately communicated with the
War Office upon the matter, and is pleased to be able to

report the extremely satisfactory result of its action aa
shown by the followiug correspondence

:

Medical Praclilioncrs and Dental Treatment of Soldiers.

The attention of the Association has been drawn through
one of its Scottish Branches to the Scottish Command Order
1316, dated June 7th, 1915, based, it is understood, upon instruc-

tions from the War Office, to the effect that uone but regis-

tered dental surgeons are to bo employed to render dental
treatmout to the troops.
This Association desires to draw your attention to the fact

that notwithstanding anvtbing contained iu the Dentists Act,
the privilege of practising dentistry has always been held to bo
preserved for rcg red actitioncrs. The onlv

the use of professional titles by nnregistored persons—is ex-

pressly stated in the Act not to apply to legally qualilied medical
practiiionei's-

The Association i? in entire RTmp.ithy with the efforts of the
War Ot'li' '' -' ' '" ' -'il treatment is only given by
thoro'i '

'
, Init I am instructed to point

out till [H-ivilege given to registered
medic.ii ,

.
1 >i iiti?ts Act there are a certain

number L.i- v. lio liavo devoted themselvea
entirely to dci.i ; n:>!, -do not appear on the
Dental Register, i

:i. ution to bean injustice

thatsuchmeiis' i
: , ,! ne dental treatment to

soldiers, and I aiM ; n, ir l i. i- - ;'i:u tho War Office should

so vary its instructions iu this matter as to allow of payment
being made in respect ot dental treatment ot soldiers to those

medical practitioners who practise dentistry solely.—I am. Sir,

^ our obedient servant,
Alfred Cox,

Medical Secretary.

The Secretary,
War Office. Whitehall, S.W.
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War Oflice, Lomlon,
19th November, 1915.

24, General Xuniber;3926 I'A.Sr.D. 2).

«ir,

With fiirtlior reference to j-onv letter of the 29th October,
1915, I am comraamlefl by the Army Council to inform \ on that
it was not intended that registered iii.-'iiiMl i ra-^ii "Mild
bo lieUl to be ineligible to fe'ivedontiU I M . !

1 iie letter to the effect that noi,. !
, i

i
. i -i nial

snrtieons were to be so emplojod \v.i,s i
:'•

i m ri,
,

;., i r. > out
soliliere being sent for treatiiM .i' ;>

. i i nhii dentisis.
A circular letter has now I i.l to all (Jonimands

informing them that thu t< i i l. I Dental Surgeons"
does not exclude the cmijl.i;, n,. ,, lUored medical prac-
titioners who are practising <_lLU„i.,ti ,

.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
(Signed) ];. B. Cueitt.

The Medical Secretary,
British Medical Association,

429, Strand, W.C.

THE LIBRARY OF THE BRITISH MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

Toe following hooka were added to the Library during January,
February, and Mar.-b, I'il'i.

niuilotto, J. D.: Mn:,i, 1
, iKina Cnre's. 1915.

Jleai-sey, H.: NyaoaUi, 1
••:

^ ^ ' m ss Diary. No. 24. 1915.
}lurry,J. B. : Tli.> \ . , 4 N-urasthenia. 1915.
].a,tham. A. :

^'
'

'

-,, i>;i:j.

Loftwiob. l: • ..;>i,oiu3. 5th cd. 1915.

autioii. 1915.
1911

Materia Medioa, and Thcra.

Fresented bv iJic Oencral Sledical Cotiiwil.
The BritisKPhai-Diacopoeia. 1914.
Minutes. Vol. 51. 19 4, and Index to Minutes, 1903-1914.

Iracsactions. Vol. .txxvi, 1914.
ris. Vol. xiii, 2, 1914.

I. • United States. Tha Journal.

:3W 15.

aminatlon Papers. 1914.
lis ot documents intiressant I'hysiino

1. I mrd: Forty-third Annual Eeportofthe Medical
Winort on the Ellccts of certain Condensing and

1)1.Mil., I KM , ,„s u,td in the Preseivation of Mills on its Bacterial
Couti-nLs. Ijll ; Further lieport on F. es as Carriers of Inf. ction,
1915 : Report on tlio Work of Insjieotors of Food, 1913-14 ; Report
on the r'reezing I'oiut of Milk aud the Detection of Added Water.
1914.

Melbourne University Medici! Society Jubilee. 1914.
Metropolitan Water Board, Report on Water Supply. October-

November. 1914.

Mirliigan University Clinical Society. Transactions. Vol.5. 1915.
Middlesex Flospital Archives, 33, 34. 1914.
National Association for the Prevention of Consumption, etc.. Report

ot Sixth Annual Conference. Leeds 1914.
National Association for the Study of Pellagra, Transactions, Second

Meeting. 1912. 1914
Pharmaceutical Soeiet',- of Gieat Britain, Calendar. 1915.
Pepper lWil1ia,m)L.ni..'.:n-r, "n:-vi!,„tion3 No. 8 1914.
lloyal College of Ph\ i ' - • i " I''»-'ilows, Members, Extra Liccn-

Royal Dental Hospit.il.

Bocicty lor I^xperim-n;

,

Society of Tropical Meui
Southern Surgical and c

1913.

1. 1913
: .Medicine, Proceedings. Vol. 12.

Hjsieiie, Transactions. Vol.8. 1915.
jgical Society, Transactions. Vol. 26.

United States Treasury Department Hs'gienic Laboratorj', Bulletins
Nos. 94 and 97 and 100. 1914.

iver-sity College Hospital iMedical School. Eesearoh Department,
Collected Papers, vol. 4. 1914.

Afhlcd to Ihe Library tliroiwh the Bnmsn iUEDicu, Jouhsal.
in. iioirt;. W, V.M : I K. Therapy. 1914.
"' '> '•'I'fstehungdermenschlichenLnngenphthise. 1914.
1:. i-^ Origin, etc. 1914.

.' (• and Practice of Dental Surgery. 1914.
1914.

11 II.,-no VMi-^ine. 1914.
1.- M,,.i;..,.i i.,,.:,.,,vudcnco. 2nd ed. 1915.

'iKles in Treatment). 1914.

cii. lnii;i,i;c, Jlotherhood. 1913.
i: .lb. 2nd ed. 1914.
c .

: ! ary Tuberculosis. 1914.

(Jia.i..,..i, I,,. ..... i^. .... ->. History of tho Indian Medical Services,
1000-19) J £ V"l.;. I'd I.

Crossen, H. S.: Diagnosis and Treatment of Diseases ot 'VTomcn.
3rded. 1913.

Cunningham : Practical Anatomy. 6tb od. Vol. 2. 1914,

Curgcnven, J. S. : Tho Child's Diet. 1914.

INSURANCE.

IRELAND.
BIedical Cektificatio:^.

Sir,

May wo let the medical men of Ireland auJ otlicra
interested in tho settlement of tho medical certification
question know throuoh yourcohnuns that the Ivisli Medical
Committee had under discussion today the agreenjenfc
wliicli has been recently scut to every medical man in
Ireland by the Irish Insurance Comraissioners?
A number of criticims and suggestions were made in con-

nexion with this document and the deputation which has
carried on negotiations with the Commissioners np to tho
present was instructed to meet them again to press these
amendments upon them, and to report the result to tho
profession at as early date as possible.

Wo are pleased to be able to state that at our intcrvievir

the Commissioners met us in a very friendly spirit, aud
accej/ted the majority of our amendments, which they
promised to embody in a memorandum to be circulated to
tho profession in a few weeks. Under these eircuiustances
we feel it our duty to recommend tho acceptance of tho
agreement as meeting tho demands of tho profession
expressed at the delegates' meeting held on September
17th, 1915, and as a fair attempt to establish an equitablo
scheme of certification. We hope that those members o£
tlie profession who intend to share in the work of certifica-

tion will sign tho agreement pending tho issuo of tho
memorandum.

Wc are, yours faithfully,

R. J. Johnstone, F.R.G.S.E.,
CImirman,

T. Hennessy,

December 10th, 1915.

SCOTLAND.
Opposition' of Scottish Chbmists to the Coiimerciai,

Drug Takiff.

At tho meeting of tho Glasgow Insurance Committee on
December 8tb the Medical Benefit Subcommittee reported

that all persons and firms on tho phai-maceutical list of

the Committee, with two exceptions, had intimated their

desire to have their names removed from the list at tho

close of the present year. The correspondence between
the chairman of the Joint Committee of Insurance Com-
missioners and the Pharmaceutical Standing Coramittoa
for Scotland showed that the chemists had expressed

their willingness to continue for another year on tho

present conditions. The chairman of the Subcommitteo
stated that further negotiations had taken place, aud ho
hoped that a settlement would be effected.

The Dundee Insurance Committee at its mooting on tho

same day, without expresNing any oi)iuiou on the merits

of the dispute, renewed the eoutiacts with the chemists

on the basis of those for the current year. It was agreed

to intimate this decision to tho Scottish Commissioners,

and to inform them that if the arrangement did not

receive their approval it was for them to devise ways and
means for tho supply of drugs to insured persons.

It was reported to tlie Stirling County Insurance Com-
mittee on December 9th that all the panel chemists in the

county had given notice to withdraw after December 31st.

The Medical Benefit Subcommittee, considering that tho

position of tho chemists was reasonable, recommended
the Insurance Committee to invite tho chemists to renew
their contract for 1916 on tho same basis as obtained iu

1915, but advised that if an arrangement with tho

chemists were come to on a different basis the Insiirance

Committee should concur. The recommendations wero

adopted after i

The Drugs AcconNTs Committee op Scotlan-d.

A memorandum has been issued, signed by the Superin-

tendent of the Central Checking Bureau, Glasgow, anent

recommendations to secure uniformity and efficiency in tho

system of pricing aud checking prescriptions throughout

Scotland. After scrutiny and checking of over a million

prescriptions sent in by the fifty six Insurance Committeoa
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of Scotland, various poiuts have emerged which hato led

to souio iiui)ortaBt suggestions SHmmarizcd below.

Uni/crm P,!co LUts.
At present different committees have tliffercut wliolesalo

price lists on which to base the prices of cx-tarifif druKS,
aud the differences are often very great. For example,
" Elixir Acetomorph. ct tc)-])in " is priced at 3Jti. per
onuce in some aieas, 4d. in otlicis, aud 4M. in others, and
as many chcm;st3 arc on more than one pauel ib often

liappens that they arc paid at different prices for the same
drug or article, and great confusion results.

Emergency List.

The lists of emergency drugs and appliances vai-y con-
siderably in different areas, and tho method of dealiag
with them also varies. For example, one area refuses to
pay for anything not on the list or tor quantities in excess
of that allowed, while other areas will pay for articles not
on the list. Some important areas, such as Glasgow, havo
no emergency list, and the disadvantage of such variety is

great.

Disalloivcd Items.
It often happens that panel practitioners prescribe

appliances and toilet articles which are disallowed by
the Burean—such as atomisers, respirators, toilet soaps,
various secret i-cmedics, medicated wiues, and so on—aud
it is suggested that steps be taiieu to malce the position
qnite clear to both doctors and chemists.

Different committees have adopted very different

methods with regard to the prescribing of proprietary
articles, some allowing none, others having a hst of
articles which should not be prescribed, though nothing is

said as to their being disallowed, wliile others have a
list of articles which are disallowed. In some cases there
are arrangements between doctors aud chemists that the
chemist may supply official preparations even when the
doctor prescribes a corresponding proprietary article

;

for example, by ari-angement, when urotropine at 6d. an
Ounce is prescribed the cheiiiistmay supply the equivalent,
hexamine, which is only Id. an ounce. The contusion
thus caused often depletes the drug fund to a great
extent.

Late Receipt of Prescriplioiis.

Considerable trouble aud labour is often caused by
chemists aud Insurance Committees not sending in pre-
scriptions on the dates fixed, and in many cases they are
scut in instalments long after the proper date.

Recommrndationg.
In view of tho above facts, the following rccommcuda-

tions are made in the memorandum :

1. That all insurance committees in Scotland adopt the
same wholesale price list for pricing ex-tariff drugs.

2. That each area adopt an emergency list of drugs and
appliances approved by the Commissioners, and that
articles not on the list and orders in excess of the
quantities sanctioned shall be disallowed.

3. That '• repeat " orders bo abolished and each pro-
scription be written n full and signed.

4. That proprietary preparations according to a given
list be disallowed; that the chemical equivalents and
official preparations of similar composition be prescribed
and dispensed, and under no circumstance shall secret
remedies be paid for.

5. That large supplies of medicines or appliances in-
tended for a long ijcrio 1 be not ordered for a patient at
one time.

6. That prescriptions shall be signed by the practitioner
in the proper space, and that deputies or locumtcnents
shall sign the name of their principal aud add their own
initials.

7. That tho data, name and address of the patient he
always put in the proper space.

8. That the writing out of proscriptions by chemists be
disallowed, and any alteration on a prescription be initialled
by the practitioner. The use of a facsimile rubber stamp
renders it doubtful if the prescription is a proper voucher.

9. That a uniform style of prescribing forms on white
paper be adopted, each area being distinguished by a
conspicuous letter or number.

10. That the dates of sending in prescriptions by
dip.raists aud transmission to the Btireau ha strictly

|

adhered to, and those scut in late be delayed till tliu

following month.
R-'pcat Prescriptions.

Following the above recommendations there is an
appendix dealing with "repeat" prescriptions bearing
alterations and atlditions by chemists. Tho difficulty of
checking "repeats " is so gicat, and so much needless
labour is imposed on the chemists who have to search
lor the originals, often without any date or reference, that
it appears necessary to do away with the use of the term
' Ucp. mist." The use of the term compels the patient to
f;o to tho same chemist, aud interferes with the freo
choice of chemist contemplated in the Act, and quotations
are given from the .^ct, the regulations, and the doctors'
agreements that make it appear that tho term is not really
allowable. Evidence is also brought to show that the uso
of the term tends to excessive prescribing, as in every
area where the drug accounts are abnormally high there
was a lar<;e proportion of repeat orders. It is also shown
how tho use of the term may lead to serious doubts as to
what is intended, and chemists have often had to ask tho
patient what was really wanted. These and similar
difficulties have led to great waste of time of the chemists
aud of tho Checking Uureau, and often left doubt as to
whether the patients had received the proper medicines oi'

appliances. It is therefore strongly uryed that the term
"liep. mist." ha entirely abolished. It is also urged that
practitioners should in every case give full detaUs as to
what they desire, aud not leave it to the chemist to decide,
for example, as to what kind of bandages sliould be sup-
plied. The official prescription is a voucher attested by
tho signature of tho doctor, and it is improper that any
writing should be put on the form after it has left tho
hands of the doctor, who is presumed to have vouched for
what is written thereon.

LOCAL MEDICAL AND PANEL COMMITTEES.
PoRTSMOCTn.

At a meeting of tho Panel Committee held on Decem-
ber 2nd, a resolution was passed in favour of the accept-
ance of an emergency settlement of practitioners' accounts
for 1914 if a satisfactory offer were made by the lusm-anco

Oldham.
-V meeting of the Local Medical and Panel Committees

held on December 9th decided that there was no present
necessity to contribute towards the expenses of the Joint
Checking Board.
The clerk to the Oldham Insurance Committee reported

that the Pharmaceutical Committee had made a strong
representation to the effect that chemists could not supply
emergency dressings to the order of doctors on the prices
of the new tariff, and had suggested that an addition of
331 per cent, to the prices of the new tariff should bo
made to chemists' bills for emergency dressings. Tho
Commissioners had suggested that they would bo pre-
pared to approve au arrangement by which each doctor
was paid for emergeucy drugs and dressings a flat rate of
Is. per annum for every 100 persons on his list, but it waa
decided not to accept either the suggestion made by
the Pharmaceutical Committee or that made by tho
Commissioners.

East Suffolk.
At a meeting of tho Panel Committee held on Novembec

9th, it was resolved to ask the Insurance Committee to
request the chemists on the panel not to supply dressings
in any case when the quantity required was "not stated,
and to write to those doctors who had prescribed cod-liver
oil preparations for patients not on tlic domiciliary list,

pointing out that in many instances the cases may havo
been overlooked and should have been marked " domi-
ciliary," but that it was in the interests of economy that
as many patients as possible should bo placed on tho
domiciliary list.

It was also resolved that a communication should bo
addressed to the Insurance Committee strongly protesting
against the ordering of proprietary articles by doctors,
and stating that the Panel Committee was of opinion that
doctors doing so should bo surcharged for such articles.

The revision of the flat rate arrangement of Is. for two
days' supply of drugs aud appliances to temporary residents
outside tho chemists' areas and for emergency drugs and
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appliances was further cousidered, and it was decided to

jjvcss for the contimianco of a flat rate.

It was aunoimced tliat the sum of JE220 had boon

allocated to that area from the Special Mileage Fund for

1914.

CoDNTY OF Glamorgan.
At a meeting of the Panel Committee, on December 7lh,

1915, a resolution was adopted approving of the suggested

amalgamation of the English and Welsh Insurance Com-
missions into one central body.
A communication was received from the Pharmaceutical

rommittce requesting an inquiry under Regulation 40 in

the cases of 138 practitioners who had exceeded the

amount allocated per insured person for 1914, and the

matter was referred to the Subcommittee.

INSURANCE ACT IN PARLIAMENT.
Chiticisms of Administkation.

In the House of Commons on December Ist, on the motion
for adjournment, Mr. Currio (Leith Burghs) raised the

question of an inquiry into the administration of tlio

Insurance Act. Ho complained that in reply to questions

as to the working of the Act only evasive answers had
been given, and on several occasions Mr. Roberts had
simply referred him to bine books dealing with actuarial

questions. Ou referring to these books he found that the

actuaries said that the claims on the older friendly

societies dealing with male members wore, on the whole,

Avithiu the actuarial calculations, but they regarded it as

evident that some revision of the finances of the Act
would be required with respect to women, and on the

question of siukness among male unskilled lives the
Chief Actuary said that the "uniform rate of con-
tribution which in the case of men appears to be
sufficient on the general average will tend to be too
low and the adoption of corrective measures will be
necessary." It was thus clear that the actuaries could
not give "a certificate that the Insurance Act as a whole
and in each separate department was financially sound.
The business of the London Insurance Committee was
notoriously in a state of chaos, and representations were
pouring in from men originally biassed in favour of the
Act who made themselves responsible for its administra-
tion. The condition of sanatorium benefit was really one
of partial paralysis partly due to tiie fact that the Local
Government Board stopped expenditure. Questions asked
as to the amount of monej' paid to panel practitioners for

the treatment of tuberculosis cases, had been parried by
Mr. Roberts, who said he accepted the figures, but could
not accept tlio inferences drawn from them. Mr. Roberts
had dodged questious as to whether opinions of officials

engaged in the working of the Act would be collected

with a view to putting it on a more saMsfactory basis.

Further, the trouble that has arisen with the chemists in

Scotland had been caused not so much by the substance of

what Mr. Roberts proposed, as by the indefensible manner
in which he had put his proposals forward and his refusal

to be guided by the Scottish Commissioners. Referring to

the cost of administration and the benefits under the Act,

there was a widespread feeling that working men who
liad to pay tho premiums were nut gettmg back enough
tiut of the Act. It was understood that the Retrenchment
Committee was considering the operations of the Act, aud
it was rumoured that it would recommend the abolition

of the Scottish Commission. The piesent time was really

a good time for the ai^pointment of a committee to inquire
into the working of the Act. An inquiry would take a
loug time, but the officials must have a great fund of

information which would enable a better state of thiugs to

be brought about.

Sejily.

Mr. C. Roberts, in reply, said that apart from any personal
questions, an inquiry was asked for on the ground of the
financial unsoundness of the Act, which, it was alleged,

was rapidly going from bad to worse. Mr. Roberts
repudiated the suggestion that there was anything
which he wished to conceal. It was quite impossible at
present to state the total amount payable to panel prac-

titioners, because he did not know, aud no one knew the

number of persons who had enlisted at the end of 1914.

Iho question of the chemists had been forced on Lim.

The Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain claimed tha
there were grievances in both England and Scotliuid
which required remedy ; a Departmental '^"'ommittee was
appointed to consider tho question, and suggested certain
alterations to meet the grievances. Mr. Currie suggested
that he had dealt with the Scottish chemists in an auto-
cratic manner, but he entirely denied it. Better terms
had been proposed to the Scottish chemists than tho
English chemist had been willing to accept, and
he had promised that if the Scottish chemists could
prove, not by vague statemouts but by ascertained facts,

that the Scottish conditions justified higher rcmuneratmn,
ho was quite willing to consider it and to allow the c.\ist-

iug tariff to remain in force for six months, when fresh
terms would be considered. Mr. Currie had suggested that
the guidance of tho Scottish Commissioners ought to havo
been taken, but in administrative questions of this sort
there was no distinction of policy to bo drawn between
the Minister responsible to Parliament and the depart-
ment which carried out the polic\'. It was suggested that
the present time was opportune" for an inquiry, but as a
matter of fact not only the approved societies but his own
department were at piesent Viorkiug with depleted staffa.

In a little time there might be as many as 70 per cent.

of the men of military age in the army, and with a
staff so depleted the e.x.tra burden of a great roving
inquiry could not be borne, and every approved
society was in tho same position. With regard to
the abolition of the Scottish Commission, the Retrench-
ment Committee had come to no decision, and it was
stipposcd that the question was still under consideration.
With regard to the soundness of the finance of the Act,

vague opinions might be formed, but there was only one
way to answer the question satisfactorily—that was, a full

and proper inquiry. Regard must be paid to the general
financial position of tho country at the present time. Tho
whole question of benefits would come up and the question
as to the treatment of deposit contributors, medical beuefit

in Ireland, the extension of medical referees, and other
questions which might involve Government help. At a
time when it could not bo said within a thousand million

pounds what the National Debt was going to be, it would
be difficult and most inopportune to set up a roving com-
mission which would raise all these questions as to the pos-

sible extension of the Insurance Acts, but a record was being
kept of all suggestions made. Mr. Roberts was proceeding to

refer to what had been called the partial paralysis of sana-

torium benefit and improper payments to doctors, when
Mr. Currie interposed to say that ho had not suggested
that 6d. for domiciliary treatment was too much, but it

was the bad distribution of the money that was the object

of his criticism. Mr. Roberts said the arrangement with
the doctors was for three years, but it was impossible to

deal with the arrangement at present when so many
doctors were at the front, and so many were conducting

their practices in ciicumstances of great pressure. With
regard to the alleged paralysis of sanatorium benefit, tho

position in London had been greatly exaggerated. Tho
funds would certainly be diminished by enlistments, but

there were large funds, amounting to JE800,000 or somo-
thing of the sort, for the country as a whole, aud, in addi-

tion, a sum of i£150,000 resulting from pre- war surpluses.

It was granted that more money could well be spent in tha

fight against tuberculosis, but Insurance Committees,

whether in London or elsewhere, must use sums at tlieir

disposal, aud learn, as other people have, to live within

their income at present ; aud though tho problem might

not be wholly solved, a vast amount of good might still bo

done. It was true that the income had been diminished

by enlistments, but it might be remembered that the largo

accumulation of funds going on was being accompanied by
a higher rate of interest than the actuaries estimated, aud
that" would be of cousiderable value in the future. In

addition, the fall in sickness claims by both men and

women was great and remarkable. In London, for

example, sickness beuctit has fallen by 33 per cent, for

men aud 25 per cent, for women, and this at a time when
it was said that the Act vv-as tottering on tho verge of a

precipice; a sum of moro than £29,000,000 had boi;n

invested in Government securities, and already during the

period of the war between eight aud nine million pounds

had been invested as a result of accumulation under tho

Act in Government securities almost entirely, and a very

large proportion had gone into tho war loan.
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Medical Benefit Regdl-wions.
On December 9th Mr. Butcher asked a question with

rofoieuce to Circular 201/l.C., issued by tUo Insur.ance
Comniissiouers in September, I'iU, stating tliat no sub-
stantial revision of the medical benefit regulations would
bo made during the war; whether draft now regulations
involving chauscs of a substiintial character in the
existing medical benefit regulations were issued on or about
October 27th, 1915, to come into force on .January 1st,

1916, some of which were never discussed with or com
muiiicatcd to largo numbers of practitioners and of Local
Medical and I'auel Committees prior to their issue;
whether in couscijuence p.^uel practitioners had little more
than a fortnight to decide whether they would remain on
the panel or not on the new terms; and whether the regula-
tions would be withdrawn so far as they affected the panel
practitioners. Mr. Roberts said that, as he had already
blatcd in reply to previous questions, he did not accept
the construction placed upon the documents. Proposals
as to the conditions of service of medical i)ractitioner8
for 1916 had been under consideration by representatives
of the medical profession for a very considerable period
prior to the publication of the draft regulations. Every Local
Meilical and Panel Committee in the country was consulted
by those representatives, and the regulations were drafted
in the light of the opinions thus elicited. There were two
points—the question of rubber stamps and the repetition
of prescriptions—on which the regulations were not fully
commimicated to the representatives. *

Checking Bureaux.
In reply to Mr. Prmglc, on the same day, Mr. Roberts

Baid that ho did not propose that the mauy millions of
prescriptions issued in England during 1916 should be
priced by Insurance Committees twice over by different
methods. A reorganization of the present arrangemeuts
in England had been necessitated by the transference,
ander the new scheme introduced for 1916, of the duties
of pricing prescriptious from individual chemists to Insur-
ance Committees. Schemes for co operative action were
at present in course of preparation by English Insurance
Committees with a view to securing the maximum degree
of economy in the discharge of these duties. The cost of
the necessary operations, which differed materially from
those conducted by the Scottish organization, would not
entail on balance any additional expenditure, and could in
no circumstances approach the sum of .280,000 a year sug-
gested by Mr. Pringlo. Mr. Pringle had also asked whether
it was suggested that there should be established twelve
checking bureaux in England similar to the checking
bureau established in Glasgow for the whole of Scotland,
but to this part of the question Mr. Roberts did not return
any direct answer.

Proposed Amalgaiiatiox of Commissions.
In reply to Mr. Booth, on the same day, Mr. McKenna

said that the Retrenchment Committee had not yet taken
evidence upon proposals affecting the services of the
Scottish or the Irish Commissioners ; he had no doubt that
the committee would call the chairmen of the two com-
missions before proposing any radical alterations. A
memorandum by Sir Matthew Nathan with regard to
Ireland, referred to by Mr. Booth, had not yet, Mr.
McKcnna said, come before the committee.

Scottish Chemists.
In reply to questions, on December 9th, Mr. C. Roberts

Raid that representatives of Insurance Committees on the
Scottish Advisory Committee were consulted before the
terms of service of chemists for 1916 were formulated.
He had received advice from the Scottish Commissioners,
but ho declined to state its nature. As the Minister
responsible to the House, he accepted responsibility for tho
coar.se taken.

Ilabal aitD ittilittuxi appointments.

,„ .
KOTAr.X^VAL MEDICVL SERVICE.

1 Fi:-. followinff announcements are made by tho Admiralty:
li

I i;ty Siiraeon-General G. Welch to be Surt;eoa-General ; Fleet
s , -, „n W. G. Axford to bo Deputy Surgeon-General; staff Surgom
I' '. Chapman to tho Victnrit, additional, for disiiosal; Surgeons

B. Page, M.B.. to tbo Vivid, additional, for disposal; J. H. B.

Hospital ; P. K. Murphy. M.B., to the Inflexible ; L. S. Fry and G. N.Martin to tho Pembroke, additional, for disposal ; B. P. Ninnis. M B'.
to the ytc'ory, for Haslar Hospital. To be temporary Surgeons : J. b.Miuphy M.H.. B.A., H. C. .lenninss, H. S. Brown. M.D.. C. Gardiiier-
Hill. S.H. Miles. A.O.Gray, H.B.Lawrie.M.B.. D. M. Connan. P C.
Gibson.

„ RoTAi. Navai. Volcsteeb BEannVE.
SuigeonsT. Turner, MB., to the Fiefon/, additional, for R.N. Divl-

sion; W. J A. guiiio. M.H., to the C,illi„„,- : w. H. Bleaden. M.B.
(temporary), to tho rtr(()i-v, for 1! N. I'-i '^.n, s-ir-.-on-prohation. rs
J. Itedpaih to the BenaU : c. H. M,, i

, ;
. ^ir.iava vice Kair-

brothor: H.Mornson to tho P„(,r,, > •
' H. Iteekio to the

C«(nr. vice Woods; D^U.lMk-1] I.. i. r:. S. Bowker to
the Beaver. To bo Suigeou pmin

: , m. i ;>, i. nniorary eervii-e •

K.G.T. Holden. A. C. Fowler, U. .M. l.Uii. U Umikin H W Y*
Taylor. J. H. Crawford, G. S. Freeimui, W ...
D. T. Watt, H. Postou. A. W. MoUovie. I. 0. C. Barclay

, A. C. Lindsay,

and to bo supernumerary.
To be temporary Colonels

: Temporary Lieutenant-Colonel A. E. J.
Barker, F.H.C.S., R.A.U.O. (Major, 3rd London General Hospital.
B.A.M C, Territorial Force) : F. M. Sandwith. M.D., F R.C.P.

Royal Aitinr Medical Conps.
Supernumerary Lioutenant-ColouelG. A. T. Bray Is restored to th»

estalilishiiient.
Major .A Wrii-'hf, r!r=r-i-vcot Offlcers, to bo local Lieutenant-Colonel

whilst S, .M,.i M, !., Ml I iltic-cr, Capa Town.
,
Tenii-. I v.ptain H. Pritchard. M.D, to bo temporary

o°°vr"'
" ~;'VingwithNo.l British Red Cross (Duchess

Teiii" • A. O. Warren, M.D., relinquishes hia
comiiii I ill health.

,
Teii'P ;o he toiiiporai-y Captains: A. G. Wilkinson.^^. "

. H. Mowat. M.D., P. Q. Lock. A. J. Coupei-.
L. T. I. ,-

, W.lliams, M.D., P. E Wvi.nc. M B., J L.Menza ;, ..I,.:., ... u. II. Jones, J. A. Dclmr-.. II ^i. r-rkcroft.
J. McMiUUli, B. A. West, M.D.. B L. Barwn I M 1 m,m, m u

'

F.R.C.S., A. W. Young, M.D., F E.C.S.Edin. .1 • .:
I 1 :

. ,1 p.
O'Flynn. M.B.. K. J. Yoo, A. N. Hooper, W. H i

: ( iiisou
M.B.. A. J Kendrew, M.B., T. W. Q. Hogg, .\l I; i, w \ r,^ yi o

'

F J. Morris. R. 0. Maclachlan, M.B., A. fi. iJuuro, M L). a.'e
'

m'
Woolf. M.B., P.R.C.8., S. P. Kea. M.B , A. L. McLean, iki D

"

A. B. Raffle, M.D , C. Clarke, M.D.. J. I. Shepherd, M.D., C. H. Fenneli
M.D., G. J. Wilson. M.B., A. E. Salkeld, P. C. Cole. J. C. Matthews,
G. L Atkinson. L. C. Ferguson, A. O. Hi-gins. A. G. M. Middleton,
C. J. Singer, M.D.. K. D. Falconer, A! B \v x -Muriihy M B L W
Bain,M.B.. W. de M. Hill, J. MacGiv^ ... M iv, \ ( I'ati-ick d' Clark"
^^\\ Z-

r.«««»«. M.B.. K. H. M Uaniiin, mL:
C. J. A.N. Mercier, M.B., A. Oallctl, li ,l il < I iiller M B A
Davies,M.D.,N'.C. Graham, M.B., !. >,. ,: ,i. v F O'Connor"
M.B., L. H. I. Bell. M.B.,H.Carsuii..M.;.,.i.... L^<il,sh, M.B.? C J
Morton, M.D.
The name of temporary Lieutenant I. Ogilvie. M B . is as now

described, and not as stated in tho Ga-ettc of July I7th. 1915.
To be temporary Lieutenants: H. K. s. Stiven, M.D., J. St P

Knight, .M.B., O. W. Sharp, D. W. Jones, M.B., L. T. Bnrra M D 14 l'
Keown, M.B., J. W. Fox, L. J. Hooi, M.B . J.L. Lawrv. m!d! c'

o'

Jones, M.D,, S. V. Robinson, C. H.G. Gostwyck, M.B.. H. U. Woodroffe,
M.D G. Elsworth, MB., G. W. Guwer, M.B.. M. An'.h .ny, W. Roche
G. H. H. Russell, M. Mackenzie. JI.H., L. JI. Webbe.-. V H L
MacSwiney, A. R. Oram. M.B.. W. Geimnill. M.li.. F.lt.C.S Edin A B
Cardow, M.B., F.U.C.S.E.lin.. C. D. Walker, ril.B., T. J. Bvan, H c!
Heathcote, M.B.. C. A. Huglies, M.B.. S. A. Milieu, H. L. Flint MBE VI. Fannin, M.B., L. M. Breton, J, K. U. Uitohio. M.B., G. T f!
Smith, M.B., H. Tomlin, M.D.. A. T. JI Blair, M H J A H Glennie
M.B.. T. B.Williams, M.B., H. Bourne. M.B., l). I,. !;i,imipv.o„ H s'
Jenkins, W. R. Wilson, LI. J. H. Oldmeadov, , y, \< i n i

-^ p.ijn
"

H. M. D. Townsfiend, M.O., P. M. Turnbull, M i , m d"
n. C. Miller, M.D., J. M. N.
M.B., E. F. Reeve, M.B., H. H. Fairfax,' H. W ,,, .; j;

' \{'p
Tliomson. G. W P. Maitland. M.B., H. H. ! .i i: n li Neill"
M.B, E. P. Buckler, M.B., C. Eraser. M D., K I', a IjLich vl D
G- W. Beresford. P.B.C.S., J. B. R Ovcliar.l. M B E D Lindow

.ii.l«o, M.B., C. C. b!
H., II. <i- Gordon, M.D.,

G. Laurence, P. 0. Carle, M.:
Thomp.son, E. R. Barton, G. H H. Almnn.!, M
F. J. Lidderdalo, MB., A. R. Hargn-aves. .1

J. Spears, M.B , .A. Montgomery, M,B.. W.
O'Flynn, J. G. Dods. M,D., I. Flack, H, D
MinshuH. A. W. T. Whitworth^ M.B., J. n. Wi!
J. A. Davidson. M D., F. H. Lawson, T. Russpli
M.B., E. C. Moore. M.B.. F.R.C.S.Edin., U
Fletcher, M.B., H. Smith. J. Cropper. M.D., A. A. Wntson li b' p'^w"
Rgby,M.B., A. C. Fleming, E. Mclniyrc, O. W. Bateman R McRae'
M.D.,P.O'C. White.F.C. Lees. G. F. Porter. M. D.7p E C S Edin
G. V. Worthington, M B., R. B. Hennessy. M.B., P. A. VViudei-'
M.B., A. 'Whytte. M,D., J. H. Crofton. M.B., J. H. Patterson!
?,-„'^- b ^*'°''' P- •'• Vcrrall, M.B.. F.R.C.S., R. D LemonMB W. E. Gemmell, M.B., E. W. Lon-don. P. Lornie. M.D
A. Mudie, A, J. B. Taylor. M.B.. W. T. Munro, M.D. M W
Baker. M3.. A. B. P. Douglas. J. A. Gillillan, M.B , R. J. jines!
EI.B.. H E. Robinson, S. Simons, H. H I. T.-ll,-..-,n «• c w;ii;„™.5_'
W. Dickson, .M.D., S Infield. H. B. Will
Clow. M B., W. McConnell, M.B., J. T. R. i

F.R.C S.Edin., E. A. Seale, M.B., D. c. M
GemmoU, M.B, A. W. S. MacComisk.n

,

E, O. Lambert. M.D., E. W. D. Hanlv, W. n. G Mullnv M b' 'w' o"
Galletly, M.S., A. D. Low, J. Honeylord. M.D., !''.R <; s Fdin' j'f'riiff"
M.B, W. E. Plummer, J, A. Frost. II. D. H. VVi?lis-B"nd II

p'
Thompson. M.D., F.R,(J S Edin.. J. Humphrey-,, D. W. Ma-1 ."an M D

"

J A. Black. M.B., J. st. I,. Rirvvau, M B., W. G Silvesler R Rolens'E Prall, W. J. E. SMit.;if..i-.l. s, 11. Legge. M.D., B. P.Wrett A b"
Pugh. A V.'.,.> - '

! ^ ! 1: on. M.B., W. T.Patterson, MB.,
' R. Elwood, H. P. Williams.

M.B..

MoG.

. Vaughan, D.
Guthrie, MD.,
vy, M.B., R. W.

Morton
C. L. (i.

Dale, M I

by

cnanta: Cap.
M.D., L. M.
Jutley, M.B.,
1mts G. Mol,
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WEN Dunn MB., to be tempoi-ary honorary Lieutenant whilst

Bcrving w.th the British Ked Cross Hospital. Netley.

The date on which temporary Quartermaster and honorary Lien-

tenant TBrina relinauishod his commission is December 7th. 1915,

and not as stated in the Gazette of December Gth, 1915.

G. A Sumner to be temporary Quartermaster, with the honorary

tank of Lieutenant.

SrECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
EOTAI, AiiMY Medical Cor.pa.

T.ieutenants to be Captains : U. R. Tliompson, .7.
^, ^ „ ^

} Lawson. M.B.. N. Graham, M.B., A. E. Richmond. 1
.
U. P. G.

Bennett, MB., P. A. Clements, M.B.. O. 1>. Efierton, M.B., R. O. C.

Thomson, M.B.. W. MiirdocU. M.B., D. W. J. Andrews, W . J. Webster,

M.B.. G. G. Cooper, M.B. ,.,,„, ., „
Lieutenant (on probation) M J. Graham, M.B.

Bayley,

is confirmed in hij

TERRITORIAL FORCE.
RoYAi. Akmt Medical Cobps.

East Lancasliirc Casnaltv Clearing Station.—1'. W. Lelghton. M.B.,

io bo Lieutenant; J. W. Cottrell to be Quartermaster, with the

jonorarvrnnk of r.ieutenanb. ,. ,,, ,
FaxI r.;.„.iW,uf Ful'l Ambulance.—Tdiijor S. >esfield. from

^,. ,1. I al Units, to be Major. The date
'

, .ng, M.B., to Coptain, is May 31st,

of October 1st. 1915. Lieutenant
'

i> :C. Fryo to be Quartermaster,

Ho

be Capta

Iionflo;

M. S. Briggs, to

ann.j ,S(aftoii.—Captain K. W. Brima-
; otber than Medical Units, to be Cap-
i., from Highland Field Ambulance, to

-O. Gleeson to be Lientenant.
Ciiij-.iyiiiii.—E. B. Argles, S. L. Bartholomew, and

.u.iJi.b6=, . ^Lieutenants. ,„,.., ., „ . ^
Northern General Hospifaf.-Lieutenant J. D. Licklcy, M.D.. to be

'Norn>'Midland Field AmVulancc.—D. A.V,-i[son, M.B.,and J. Howard.

C. D.'Eogers. M.B.,

BOLTON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSART.-Senior House-Surgcon
(ineligilile for military serrice). Salary, £2X per annum.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIRMARY.— (1) Houso-Physicians; (2) House-
Buit;eon3. Salary, £120 per annum in each case.

DERBY.SHIHE HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN.—Lady Resident
Medical OlBcor. Salary, £200 per annum.

EAST HAM: COUNTY BOROUGH EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

-

Trri.ipovavy Assistant School Medical Officer. Salary, £300 per

no~i II,,

Ollr vice).

Lieutenants
be Captaius.
be Captain, whose services will

. I, Field Ambulance.
1 I, ,11, ,!. Steedman. M.B., t

: - f,;. -A. N. Stevens t

1, .,,:,>! 1 . . mobilization.
.Southern General flosjijdii.—Lieutenant

Captain ; J. E. P. Falser to be Coptain. who;

°
Smfth' umVii'd Mounted Briaadc Field Ambulance. -Lieutenant

E. P. Dawes, from Attached to Units other than Medical I mts, to be

^WeWi^Border Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance.—Tre.r.spoi-t Officer

nnd honorary Lieutenant R. G. CockriU resigns his commission on
appointmtnt to A.S.C.

Wessex Field Ambulance.

Western Ocneral Hospital.—'F. II. Lacey. M.E. (late Lieutenant East
Lancashire Divisional Train, A.S.C. i, W. Sankey, M.D., and B. WiUan,

'West°Lanca.sMre Field .imbitlaiioe.—E.FindIay.H.B.,and N.McCall-

Smith M D., to be Lieutenants. Quartermaster and honorary
Lieutenant J. Bennett is seconded whilst holding a temporary com-
mission in the A.S.C. _ . „ .,

TFcst mding Field Ambidancc.—B.. A. Beetna

Attaclied'to Units other than Medical Units.—Z.i

Glass, MB., and W. R. CoUingridge to be Caplaiu

F W. White, and F. N. Walsh to be Lieutenants.

liable

-F.J. M. Kennedy and T.J. Costello, M.B.,

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Resident Medical Officer,

Salary. £130.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE INFIRMART, Hartshill, Stoke-on-
Trent.—House Physician. Salary, £200 per annum.

OLDHAM UNION.—Resident Assistant Medical Officer. Salary, £300

PUTNEY HOSPITAL. S.W.—Resident Medical OtBccr, Salary. £150
per annum.

EOYAL EYE HOSPITAL, Southwark, S.E.—House-Burgoon (in-

eligible for H.M. Forces). Salary at the rate of £150 per annum.
6T. MARYLEBONE INFIRMARY. St. Charles Square, North

Kensington.-Two Temporary Assistant Medical Officers.

SHREWSBURY DISPENSARY.-Modical Piactitionor.

SHREWSBURY : SALOP COUNTV ASYLUM.—.Assistant Medical
Officer. Salary. 7 guineas per week or £350 per annum.

SOUTHPORT INFIRMARY.-Senior Housc-Surgcon. Salary. £200
per annum, and fees of £10.

I
WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDW.\RD INFIRMARY AND DIS-

PENSARY.—Lady House-Surgeon. Salary, £150 per annum.
CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.-The. Chief Inspector of

L Factories announces the following vacant appointments: Bala
It' (Merioneth), Horsmondeu (Kent), Leadhills (Lanark).

To ensure notice in this column—ivhich it compiled from our
advertisement columns, where full particulars teill he found-
it is necessary that advertisements should be received nut later

tlian lite first 2>ost on Wednesday morning. Persons interested

should refer also to the Index to Adrertiscmenls ichich follows

the Table of Contents in the Journal.

M.B..

fital Statistics.

HEALTH O
DunixG the week endins t^ ' '

deaths were registered iu 11-

Ireland, as against447 bi.::

These deaths represent a u i:

population f

H(I?H TOWNS.
i

i
. :l.;i nth. 'iM births and 464

I
iincipal urban districts of

i

: li in the pieccdine period.
' (HI- 1,000 of the aggregate

. ii;;ainst 21.8 per 1.000 in the

„j period. The mortality m Uie.f Ir.sb are

per 1.000 higher than the corresponding rate in tlic

towns during the week ending on the same dale,

the other hand, was en.ual to 21.2 p«r 1,000 of i

mortality of individual localities, that in the Dubl
was 22.6 (as against an average of 23.2 for the prev

Dublin city 23.5 (as against 25.11, in Belfast 21
"

Cork 22.4 (as against 20.11, in Londoud:
ckl2 2 (as against 16.6),

'
"

The: - death-i 11.6 8

;the

atiou area
weeks), in
St 18.9), in

17.7 (as against 15.5), in
ford 7 6 (as against 20.9).

APPOINTMENTS.
DiromiOKn, W. B., M.B., C.M.Edin., Rosident'Medical Superintendent

of Baldovan Certified Institution for the Treatment and Educa-
tion of the Feoble-Minded, Dundee.

Gbaxt, P. N.. M.B.,C.M.GIasg., Surgeon to tho Out-patient Depart-
ment for Diseases of the Throat and Nose, Royal Infirmary,
Glasgow.

MAcNAtJGHTOS. Miss M., M.B.. B.Ch.Edin., Assistant Medical Officer

to the Southampton Parish Infirmary.

ViCART, R. H., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., District Medical Officer of the

St. Marylebone Parish.

White, S. B.. M.B., B.Ch.. M.B.C.S., L.E.C.F.. District Medical
Officer of the New Forest Union.

t 2.2 iu tho preee

Mamxtm aub ^ppointntentg>

NOTICES nEGAUDING APFOINTMENTS.-Altcntion is

called to a Notice (see Index to Advertisements—Important

Notice re Appointments) appearing in our advertisement

columns, givinq particulars of vacancies as to ivhich iniuiriei

ihould be made before application.

VACANCIES.
AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH —Officer in Control of Institu-

tion tor the preparation of Vaccines and Antitoiins. Salary
commencing at £650. rising to £750 per annum.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL —House-Surgeon and Junior
House-Surgeon. Salaries, £200 and £170 respectively.

BIRMINGHAM: CITY EDUCATION COMMITTEE.—Temporary
Assistant School Medical Officer. Commencing salary, £3C0 per
annum, with £5 travelling expenses.

BIRMINGHAM : CITY FEVER HOSPITAL.—Resident Lady Medical
Officer, Salary, £250 per annum.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
The charqefor inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, and

Deat)is is SS; u;hich sum should' be foncarded in Post Office

Orders or tilampswith thenoticenot later than the first post on

Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

issue.

BIRTH.
Bletchlt.—On the 10th December, at Hazelwoori. Nailsworth,

Gloucestershire, the wife of George Playno Bletchly, M.B.Lond..

of a son,
M.4^REI-4GES.

HontehGeijenwat.—On 27th November, at St. Martins-in-the-

Fields. Trafalgar Square, by the Rev. Wilfred Parker, Major J. B.

Dalzell Hunter, I.M.S., to Marjorio Phyllis, daughter of Mi-, ana
Mrs. C. Greenway, 2. Whitehall Court, London, 8. VV.

MACiKTTBE—WILKES.—December lllh. at the Parish Church.

Darlington, by the Rev. W. G. Davison, Hugh Ross Macintyre,

MD Lieutenant R.A.M.C, to Lilian S. Wilkes. L.R.C.P.Edin..

elder daughter of Richard M. Wilkes, M.A., B.C.L., Solicitor.

Darlington.

HATNEE.—On December 7fch, at 18, Dunsmiire Road. Stamford Hill,

n: John Alexander RayAer. B.A., M.R.C.S., late of 346, Kingslaud

Road, in his 71st year.

DIARY FOR THli WEEK,
MONDAY.

Royal Coi-LEGE of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields. W.C. 5 p.m.—
Bradshaw Lecture by Surgoon-Gonoral Sir Anthony A.

Bowlby: Wounds in War.

TUESDAY.
London DEr.jiATOLoaiCAi, Socii:tt (St. John's Hospital, 49, Leicester
^"•^ " Square, W.C.).— 4.30 p.m.: Cases and Specimens.

6.30p.m.: Dr. Pressor White—Occupational Dermatitis.

POST-GRADUATE COURSES AND LECTORES.
North-East London I'ost Graduate Colleoe, Prince of Wales's

General Hospital, Tottenham, N.

The Post-Guadoate College. West London Hospital, Hammer-
smith, W.—Clinical work; graduates only.

"SSicTiM pTbuSFa Oy tbeBriM.li Medical Association at Ui«r OiBce, No. tt>. Strand. In Ih« r»ri.li ol St. U»rtm-ta-!to-Fi.ll. In the County ol lUddlosei
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nECRUITING FOR THE NAVAL AND MILITARY
MEDICAL SERVICES.

THE ENROLMENT SCHEME.
The Central Medical War Committee publi-sbed its

scheme of enrolment for the medical profession in the
Supplement of Deccraborlltli, and stated that Lord Derby
had informed the Committee that be fully approved of the
scheme, that be boped the War Emergency Committees
for England and Wales, Scotland, and Ireland respectively
V. ould undertalse the whole of the arrangements for pro-

curing medical men for the army, and that ho recognized
the Committees as a means of organizing the medical pro-

fession with regard to military service.

The enrolment scheme of the Committee is, therefore,

as far as concerns the medical profession, equivalent to
Lord Derby's scheme of attestation ; as is the latter for

the general public, so is the enrolment scheme of the
Medical War Committees the last effort of the voluntary
system. It gives to the medical profession an opportunity
vliich will not recur of organizing itself to meet the
demands of the military services of tlie Crown. If it fails

compulsion seems to be the only alternative. If com-
pulsion has eventually to be applied to the medical pro-

fession it will be duo to failure now to respond to this last

ii^_
appeal to maintain the voluntary system.

f' The tei'ms and conditions of services of temporary
lieutenants R.A.M.C. can be obtained on application to
the Central War Committee, and have been fully stated
in the Journal on several occasions. On October 30th.

p. 662, a table will be found comparing the emoluments of

temporary lieutenants R.A.M.C. and lieutenants and cap-
tains of tbe R..\.M.C. Territorial. The contract with a tem-
porary lieutenant R.A.M.C. is for a year, at tbe end of which
be receives a gratuity of £60 ; his consolidated pay is 24s.

a day. and in addition he receives free rations or an allow-
ance in lieu. The total emoluments, therefore, arc at the
rate of £500 a year, rather more than less.

Reside:,'tial Districts.
At a meeting of tbe profession of Chelsea and Fulham.

held at Fulham Town Hall on December 16th,
when Dr. J. C. Jackson, Chairman of the British
Medical Association Division, presided, Mr. Bishop
Harraan, who attended on behalf of the Central

lical War Committee, gave an account of tbe work
tlje Central and local War Committees. Ac the
-cut time the main effort must be to rouse the " resi-

tial " town areas to a livelier sense of their responsi-
i ..ics and to so arrange their work that they could spare
I ic men for the army service. In these districts medical
lif n were actually and relatively much more numerous
I nan in the rest of the country on a population basis, and
il ivas necessary to tap this source of supply before more
men were allowed to go from country and industrial areas.
The difficulties of the town men were great, for their prac-
tices were almost entirely personal. But it was possible to
make such arrangement as would safeguard tbe practices

of tbe absentees and yet fully meet tbe necessities of their

patients. He discussed the various schemes which had
been suggested (see Supplement, December 18th, p. 222),

and, in reply to questions, said that many civil practi-

tioners were being employed by the AVar Office, but that
the supply was greater than the demand. A committee
for Chelsea and Fulham was appointed.

Action by the Local Government Board in Ireland.
At the last meeting of the Swinford Board of Guardians

a letter was read from the Local Government Board
relative to the appointment of Dr. Sweeney to the medical
officership of the Charlestown Dispensary district. The
letter suggested that in view of the present urgent
necessity tor additional doctors for the army and navy,
the guardians might endeavour to make some temporary
arrangement wherebj' Dr. Sweeney, who is 27 years of
age, would be enabled to volunteer for active service until

the termination of the war. The guardians could keep
the post open until Dr. Sweeney's return. . The guardians
replied that the appointment was made before the issue of
the Local Government Board's circular letter of Novem-
ber 26th, and that as Charlcsto-.vn, with a population of
over 9,000, was one of the largest dispensary districts in
the county, and as temporary arrangements would not be
desirable, it was hoped that the Local Government Board
would sanction the appointment.

Hospitals .«d the Alleged Waste of Military
Medical Officers.

At a meeting of the Worcester Infirmary Committee on
December 20th a long discussion took place on the ques-
tion of the arrangements to be made to cover the surgical
and other work at the infirmary in the absence of two
further members of the staff on war service. In tho
absence of Dr. Tom Bates, jun., and Dr. Slinger, tho
honorary medical staff recommended that the services
of Drs. Lcgge, Coombs, and Corder should be accepted.
Dr. Seymour subsequently offered his services, saying that
it was unlikely that he would have the good fortune to bo
able to join "the army, but the honorary medical staff,

reporting that provision had been made to cover the work,
did not add to their former recommendation.

A member having moved that Dr. Seymour's ser\-lces also
1)6 accepted. Dr. Tom Bates, sen., said that the Central War
Committee had expressed tbe view that it was the duty of every
cliRibls doctor to apply for a commission in the R.A.'M.C. Ha
thought that the Iiorioravy medical staff, having approved of
five members leavirij;. were perfectly justified in declining tho
offer of services of men of military age. If they bad acted
otherwise they would Ijavo stuUilied tbemsehes. "He thought
that they should be supported iu the action they had taken,
which was founded, not on personal grounds, but on true
patriotism.
The Dean of Worcester said that during the last three months

he had had a good deal of correspondence with tbe Med ical

Board, the Advisory Board, the War Office, Mr. McKeuna, .and
tbe Secretary of tbe Britisli Medical Associatiou on tbe question
of the supply of doctors. He entered into correspondence with
the authorities because it seemed to him that there was waste
in calling up for service a very large number of doctors and
then making no use of them. There were hundreds of doctor*

£609]
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-who bad sacrificed tlieir practices, and r.glitly so 111 wl^atthey

beHeved to be the interests of their country, bat U,e War Office

iPft tliem totvaste their time, and did not make use of their

Le?vicir He had snpj,lied to the War Office a number of in-

sUuces.' Hehimselffiadason who gave np a vep; good prac-
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SOLDIERS SUMMONED TO SICK RELATIVES.

Requkst by the War Office to Doctors.

Wk have received the following communiciue from tbe

War Office

:

In Febrnarv last it was brought to tbe notice of tbe

Arinv Council" that mstauces had occurred where soldiers

had been put to considerable expense, which they could

ill afford, on account of having been summoned to their

homes owing to the serious iUness or death of a near

^"^It was therefore decided that a free railway warrant

niiaht be issued in such cases, the concession being

restricted to cases of grave and urgent lUness, or death,

of a parent, wife, or child, and the genuineness of each

case to be duly certified by a medical attendant.

Experience* has shown that the concession is open to

abuse, and that soldiers may be summoned to their homes

at the public expense when the urgency of the illness does

not iustify it. This may happen through the fact that

medical practitioners are unacquainted with the condi-

tions underlying the concession, and the Army Council

therefore appeal to the medical profession to assist the

military authorities in preventing the abuse of tbe

^"
a' sfecimen form of certificate, which it is requested

may be taken into general use, is appended, and medical

practitioners are. asked to exert'ise the greatest caution

in sicrning these certificates, which should on y be issued

when there is reason to anticipate sei-ious results from tbe

illness of the relative concerned.

Form of Medical Ccrtilicale ivhii-h must he tised wlteti it is neces-

Mn to Summon S'ddicr to his Home omng to the Dangerous

"llbiss of a Parent, Wife, or Child.

I herebv certify that {patient's name) .... ••of

(patient's address) the' .^....... of (Number)

(Rank) (Name)

is undermy professional care, and i

INSURANCE.

THE PRICING OF PRESCRIPTIONS UNDER THE
CO.MMERCIAL TARIFF.

About a month ago the cliairmen and clerks of the various

insurance committees of Lancashire met in confcrcr,.

with the Commissioners in London to consider the adu

tional duties falling on insurance committees in i'.<

pricing, checking, and analysing of prescriptions in H

coming year under the commercial tariff. Tbe Comui

sioners suggested that in the interests of efficiency ai

economy the committees should consider tho desirabiii.

of co-operating for the purpose of carrying out their ad'i.

tional duties, and the representatives of committees una.ii •

took to report further to the Commissioners. Since Uk n

the various chairmen and clerks have held two mcelnii:^

at Manchester and Preston, and passed resolutions to tho

following effect : First, that the extra cost involved in tlie

checking of prescriptions under the new system should \y-

borne by an additional grant from the Commissioners, and

should not form a charge on the existing revenues ot

the insurance committees ; secondly, that the groupm" of

committees is desirable, as some committees might fan.1

difficulty in providing independently efficient and

economical arrangements for the

thirdly, the following groups were

county of Lancashire:

Group 1.—Lancashire County.

Group 2.—Manchester and Salford. „i „ , c„„tu
Group 3.-Liverpool, Birkenhead, Bootle, St. Helena, South-

port, Stockport, Wallasey, Warrington, and Wiga,n.

Group 4.-Barrow, Blackburn, Blackpool, Bolton, Burnley,

Bury Oldham, Preston, Rochdale.

It was further decided that each group should appoint a

convener, and that after particulars had been obtained

from each, and its representatives had met to decide on a

scheme, a general meeting of the groups should be held in

order to secure as far as possible uniformity of method.

Tho proposals have been submitted to the Commissio.ocrs,

who liave now announced that they see no objection to

the groups as provisionally an-anged and that they have

decided to take steps to make available such sum of money

towards the administrative expenses ol the committees

as will fairly represent the additional cost imposed on

committees by the new system. They fui-ther express

the hope that committees will, in the interests of national

economy, take every means to keep the cost as low as

possible.

new duties ; and
^-ested for the

. (Regii

i dangerously ill.

(Signature of Medical Attendant).

' Insert whether parent, -wife, or child.

§Sitttmp ofIranrfes antr libisions.

METROPOLITAN COUNTIES BRANCH:
Chelsea Division.

At a meetmg of the Chelsea Division at Fulham Town

Hall on December 16th the existing officers of the Division

were re-elected for the ensuing year and the revised

ethical rules were adopted. _ _ ^ .^ , .,

Ou the proposition of Dr. E. W. H.^milton, it.was resolved

to send a letter of condolence to the relatives of the late

Dr J. H. Mcers, who had lost his lite in the service of his

country, having been killed in action in France. He had

been for some years a membei- of the Division.

SCOTLAND.
Scottish Chemists a^sd the Decs Tariff.

^

As the result of conferences in Edinburgh and Lonaon

between the Executive of the Scottish Association o •

jlZZce Committees, acting with the Phaa-maceutical

Standmg Committee (Scotland) on the °^^'^.l'-\\^^^^^';

Charles Roberts, M.P., Chairman of the Joint Commutee

of Insurance Commissioners, on the other, an nnderstandmg

has been reachedm connexion with the deadlock threatened

bv thrtact that some 99 per cent, of Scottish panel

Sem sts had intimated that Ley could not continue their

agreements after December 31st. The result is expressed

L^th^ following letter addressed to the i'l'armaceufcal

Standing Committee (Scotland). It appears ^ ft°^^\?^'^*

the offe'ori-inally made by the Scottish panel chemi^s

has be^n acceptedfand thatVre -'".^L^Vft^nsCd
in the service for medicines and appliances foi insuicd

persons during 1916. .

Pharmaceutical Standing Committee fScotlaud),

York Place, Edinburgh
Pe'-ember 14tb,_1915.

Dear Sir—I am instructed to s?-*''-' ^'

ber ISth with reference to oui-

Roberts on December 9th was

yesterday, and I have now to c 1

the effect that on behalf of bcoUi- -

ceutical Standing Committee ihcot.Uui.li co

settlement &s stated in your letter, nanie } .

renewed for

ter of Decem-
1 ilr. Charles
,v Committee
'e message to

s the Pharma-
1 the terms of

six months
abnormal
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Insantnce Commissioners a report on their objections to the

new proposals enibo<1j iuj; evidence on the points as to wliich

they arc at issue with the recommendations of tlio Depart-
uieutAl Committee.

In accordance with tliis settlement we have to-day issued a

letter to each panel chemist in Scotland recommending them to

coutinne service during the year 1916 nnder the terms specitiod.

I am, vom-s faithfully,

(Signed) J. Rotherfokd Hill,
Secretary.

SURCHARGING,
O'Xeill V. Counly of MUldlcsex Insurance Commitiee.

The case of O'Neill v. The County of Middlesex Insurance
Committee, which was decided by Mr. Justice Kowlatt in
the Kings Bench Division on December 20th last, raised

several points of considerable interest, to the profession.

In the spring of this year an investigation was held into
•• the character and amount of the drugs and appliances
ordered for insured persons " by the plaintiff, with a view
to his being surcharged, and the amount credited to the
Drug Fund. This investigation was in the fust Instance
caiTied out by a subcommittee to which the duty had been
delegated by" the Panel Committee. The subcommittee,
with the assistance of an expert, closely scrutinized tlie

plaintiff's prescriptions, and notified the plaintiff of the
course which was being pursued against him. The
plaintiff duly appeared before this subcommittee, and in

due course a report was made to the Insurance Committee,
and the Insurance Committee made an order surcliarging
him to the extent of £323 odd.

It was then seen that an order had been made against
the plaintiff without his having hatl any oppoi-tunitj'^ of

apiiearing before the Panel Committee itself or of putting
his case, as he was entitled under the terms of Regula-
ti'on 40, which creates the procedure under which these
orders are obtained, nor had the Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee appeared before the Panel Committee, as provided
by tlic Regulation, and, indeed, was not represented even
at the hearing before the subcommittee, and for this
reason the order which the Insurance Committee had
made was invalid.
In order, therefore, to get over the difficulty the matter

was reoi)ened by the Panel Committee, which formally
notified the plaintiff to that effect, and summoned him to
attend before them, aud the Pharmaceutical Cormnittee
was communicated with. The Pharmaceutical Com-
mittee again were not represented before tlie Panel
Committee, but contented itself with forwarding its views
iu a written memorandum. The plaintiff did attend, but,
although given every opportunity to state his case, he
defdiued to do so or to answer questions. In the result
tlie Panel Committee confirmed the report of the suhcom-
nittee, and the Insurance Committee again made an order
against the plaintiff in the same terms as before.

In these circumstances the plaintiff contended : First,
that the Insurance Commissioners having once made an
order against him which was invalid were functus officio,
and therefore incompetent to make a second order in
respect of the same matter. Secondly, tliat the investiga-
tion was not conducted in a fair judicial spirit, and he
further contended that iu law Regulation 40 was void as
being a regulation which the Insurance Act itself did not
auttiorize.

The judge held that the Insurance Committee were
perfectly entitled to cure the defect in the order which it

made in the hist instance by securing for the plaintiff a
hearing before the Panel Committee and malung a fresh
order upon its report, and that the fact that the Pharma-
ceutical Committee was not represented at either of the
bearings was not a matter as to which the plaintiff was
entitled to complain. He emphasized the imijortanoe in
inquiries of this character of perfect bona fides and a spirit
of fairness throughout, and that although " the investiga-
tion need not be attended at every step by the practitioner
affected by it ... he must undoubtedly be heard before
the report is sent in, and must be heard on the ground
which the investigation covers, and substantially must be
allowed to challenge the result to which the investiga-
tion ultimately led and the steps v.hich led to it." These
essentials had, in his judgement, been complied with. As
regards the question as to the validity of the regulation
itself, he poiuted out that power was given to the Com-
missioners by Section 65 of the Insurance Act, 1911, to
make regulations • generally for carrying this part of this
Act into effect." It was argued that this regulation was
contrary to the general scheme of the Act, which gave
insured persons a right to the unfettered judgement of a
medical practitioner whom they could select, but this the
judge said was erroneous. The Act did not say in tcnns
that the doctor was to exercise Ms uncontrolled will, aud

from the fact that funds were created to pay doctors aud
to buy drugs, and that these funds must be limited
showed that this was so. The duty of presci-ibing in-
volved a duly of prescribing according to the available
i«sonrces, and without extravagance; and, in order to
carry out the provisions of the Act, it was obviously neces-
sary to make rules to curb extravagance. Ho therefore
decided against the plaintiff on all the points raised and.
gave judgement for the defendants.

INSUMANCE NOTES.
Draft Slimdixg Orders for Pakkl CoinrmEEs.

The Insurance Commissioners (England) have prepared
and issued in a leaflet a set of draft standing orders for
panel committees. It is pointed out that they are not
necessarily exhaustive, but it is thought that they will ba
of assistance to panel committees in framing such orders.

COliBESPONDENCfJ.
'•Rep. Mist."

Dr. W. Joberxs rWolverhampton) writes : The proposal to
aboiisli tbe.practice of writing "Rep. mist." in panel prescrip-
tions is one which will give a lot of unnecessary work to panel
doctors, and this at a time when there is a shortage of doctors,
and some are doing the work of two or three men. " Rep.
mist." by itself may mean anything, but if the date of the
required prescription is added it is easy for the chemist to find
it. It is absurd to write out a cough mixture or a prescription
for some chronic complaint every time the patieut comes up
for more.

mSUI^ANCE ACT IN PABLIAMENT.
Number of Paxel Doctors.

In reply to Sir Edward Cornwall, Mr. Roberts stated, on
December 20tli, that the figures showing the number of

doctors on the panel in London and the provinces on
July 1st, 1914, were not available, but the figures for
January 1st, 1914, which would not differ materially,
were: Loudon, 1,400; English areas, 14,600, including
doctors on more than one panel. The corresponding
figures for doctors who would be ou the panel for 1915
were, approximately : Iu London, 1,440; iu other English
areas, 14,400. These figures included a number of doctors
on military service whose names remained on the panel
whilst some other doctor or doctors were tmdertaking to
carry out their duties.

EOTAL NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICE.
Thf following aunouQcemonts are made by the Admiralty: Fleeft
Surseon J. Chambe s, B.A., M.B., to tllo I'enbroke, aaditional, foe
Cbattham Hospital; temporary Surfieous B. A. Playne. M.B., D.S.O.,
to the Vivid, additional, for disposal ; T. Gwynne-Joaes to the rh-toju,
for B.N. BaiTacks.

EoTAL Naval Vol-unteer Eeservb.
To be Burgeon-probationer for temporary service ; J. H. Kerr.

ABMT MEDICAL SERVICE.
Colonel E. H. L. Lynden-Bell, C.B., is retained on the active Ust

under ihe provisions of Articles 120 and 522, Eoyal Warrant for Fay
and Promotion.
Lrieotenant-Coloncls to be temporary Colonels whilst holding the

appointments of Assistant Directors of Medical Services : F. W. Hardy.
M.B., C. E. PoUock, L. Way. P. A. Symons, D.S.O., M.B.

RoTAi. AjBirr ^[ED1CA^, Corps.
rchington. Kt. CM G.. M.V.O , to be temporary

J. C. G. Ledinaham. M.B., to be temporary Lieutenant-Colonel.
The following are granted tenurara y rank whilst employed with

the Halifax W'ar Hospital:—.-Vs Lieutenant-Colonel: J. F, Woodyatt
M.D. As Majors: A. Drury. M.B.. J. C. WriKht. M B., T. H. Hunt.M.D.
Temporary Major T. Mill. M.B., F HC.S., having resigned his

appointment at the Beaufort War Hospiial, relinquishes his corn-

Temporary Captain T. 'W. Edon, M.D., F.E.C.S.,to be temporary
Major.
't'emporary Lientenants to be temporary Captains : W. W. Deans.

E. I{. G. Greville, D. Thomson, MB., J. IS. P. Ailin. G. Hadfield. M.D.,
J. H. Aikman. M.B., W. C. Jardine. M.B., W. H. Laslett. M.B.. M. A.
MacDoil»ld, M.B.. T. Fehily,-M. Bates. M D., F.i;,f S . .7. A. Glover.
M.D.,N. Header. M.B.. 'W. V. Macasl.i., "; 1, r;

. i:. \.
Pearson, M.B. . W. J. Nisbet. M.B. ,>I. ' '

" llan,
M.B.,T. O. Williams, M.B., J. E. C MB.,
C. H. Thompson. R. Williams, T. E s M.B.,
M. W. Liltlewood, M.B.. J. I. HusicU, V '.: '

'

IJ. C.
Ashton,M.B.,C. Lundie. MB.,'W. Amsdcn.i . A. Kenny.
To be temporary Captains: C. C. Buliuiore, A. T. Smith, M.D.. .T.

Burtield, M.B.. P.B.C.S.. .J. S. Morrow, M.D.. J. P. R. Gairdner. M.B.,
W. Bankin. .MB.. N. H. Oliver. W. P. H. Mundon. M.D., J. L. Eentoul,
M.B., A. E. lijiight, M.B.. G. C. Cbubb. M.B.. F.E.C.S.
The names of the undermentioned temporary Lieutenants are as

now described, and not as statetl in the Gazette of September 15th,
1914. June 7th. WIS. and November 19th. 19H, respectively: E. Seelly.
M.B., N. Devereui. F. W. Martin. M.B.
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Tho following relinqnish their commissions : Temporary Captain
O A. C. Mitchell. MB.; temporary Lieutenants D. J. G. Grant,
M B., A. H. Flannery. M B., J Matheson, M.B.
The appoiotmeut to a temporary Lieutenancy ol W. R. S. Watkina

ii anledfttod to December 15tli. 1914.

Temporary Lieutenant J. M. J. A. Levins is removed from the army
loi- iibscnco withijut leave.
Temporary Lieutenants relinquish their commissions on account of

ill health: E G. Cameron. H. P W White^M B.
It F.J. Clemineon, P.U.C.S , Eoyal ,

Force, to be temporary Lieutenant
1 which appeared in the Gazette of November 19th, 1915).

Lieutenants of the Canadian Army Medical Corps to be temporary
Lieutenants: C.E.Wilson. M.B, H. C. Button, M.B., H. B. Moyle.
M.B, H. P. Rogers, M.B. . A. W. Nixon, M.D., H. B. Stacpoole. M.D.,
A. E. Sutton, M.S.. J. D. Stewart, M.D., T. F. Saunders. M.D.. P. W.
Barker. M.B., T. It. Phippa, M.D.. E. N. Drier, M.D., F.U.C.S.Edin.,
G. W. Carleton. MB, W. W. Cruise. M.B.. P. A. Boss. M.B., E. H.
McVicker. M.B., A. B. Moffat. M.B., D. McE. Kilfiour. M.B., V. E. Cart-

wright. MB., A. E McKibbin, D A. Warren. W. A. McLeod. M.D.,
E. S. Bissell, M D.. C. R. Youug, M.B.. E. Bryceson, T P. Devlin. J. B.
Christian. M.B., J. P. MacDonald. M.D., J. J. Hamelin, M.D., W. E.
Iraeor, M.D.. P.. W. Halladay. M.D., B. T. MacLaren. M.D., E. H.
I'reeman. M.D.. E. S. Moorhcad. M.B., A. B. Roberts, J. B. Brown,
MB.. C. S. Wynne. MB. H. W. Paddell, M.D., E. Rommel, J. D.
Bhields. M.B., A. F. Laird. M.D., W. L. Evans. M.B.
Temporary honorary Lieutenants to be temporary Lieutenants:

C. C. Brewis. A. H. Morloy, T. W. Molhuish, W. D. CruickshanU. M.B.
To bo temporary honorary Lieutenants : L. Q. Jacob. S. B. Prall,

VV. Thomas.
Temporary honorary Lieutenant J. P. S. Dunn, M.B., havini ceased

to serTO with the British Red Cross Hospital, Netley, relinquishes hia

temporary Quartermasteri

OVERSEA CONTINGENTS.
AosTBAMAS Army Medical Seiiviob.

Colonel N. E. Howse, V.C.. C B. to be temporary Sur6eon<3eneral.

Canadian Abmt Medical Corps.
Major J. E. Davey to be temporaiT Lieutenant-Colonel.
A. G. McLeod to bo temporary Captain.

TERRITORIAL POKCB.
Royal Akmt Mf.dical Corps.

East Anolian Field Ambulance.—Sevnea.ni-Ua.joT'R. G. Aldiss, from
East Anglian Field Ambulance, to be Quartermaster, with the hono-
rary rank of Lieutenant.
Highland FteUl ^mbttiancs.—Lieutenants J. M. Chrystie and A. R,

llnndio. MB., to be Captains.
Home Counties Field .imfciil^jncc.—Lieutenants W. T. Henderson,

M.H.. and W. W. Maxwell. M.D.. tc bo Captains.
London {City of London) Field Ambulance.—'E. N. Butler Clate

Captain. East African Meilical Ser
London (.City of London) SU'iit

E. A. Askins. M.D.. to be Lieutenants.
London Field Ambulance—C3.pt,Mn (temporary Major) J. R. Holmes,

M.B.. relinquishes his temporary rank on alteration in posting.
Captain J. R. Holmes. M.B., is seconded for duty with London Regi-
ment. Captain VV. Cowie. M.B.. to bo temporary Major.
London General Hospital.—Major {temporary Lieutenant-Colonel)

H. P. Hawkins, M.D., from London General Hospital, to be Major:
Major H. P. Hawkins, M.D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel on the permanent
personnel. Captain P. H. Mitchiner. M.B., F.K.C.S.. from the list of
officers supernumerary for service with the O.T.C.. to be Captain on
the permanent personnel. Lieutenant L. B. Clarke to be Captain.
Lo7ido-i Sanitary Company.—Lieutenant A. C. Williams. M.B., to be

Lotcland Field Amhiilance.—Ca.viii.ia W. A. Bums. M.P... to be Major.
North Midland Field Anibnlance.—Lieutouant C. S. Lee to be

Captain.
Soiilhern General ffosptJdl.—Captain J. G. McLannahan. from South

Midland Field Ambulance, to be Captain, whose services will be
available on mobilization. Lieutenants to be Captains: H. A. B.
Whitelocke. W. Stobie, M.B. To be Captains, whose services will be
available on mobilization : B. A. W. Stone, MB.. A. A. Burroll. M.B.
Sonth-Western Mounted Brigade Field Ambulance—J. W. A. Cooper

to be Lieutenant.
Went Lancashire Casually Clearing Station.—M&joT (temporary

Lieutenant-Colonel) E. W. Barnes, from West Lancashire Field
Ambulance, to be Major; Major E. W. Barnes to be temporary
Lieutenant-Colonel; Lieutenant R. K. Merson to be Captain.
West Lancashire Field Amhulance.—'Vre.napon Officer and honorary

Lieutenant J. N. P. Holt resigns his commission.
Attached to Units other than Medical U'lies.—Lieutenant-Colonel

E. C. HiKhet, M.D.. retired list, T.F. (late Forth B.G.A.). to be Major

;

Lieutenants C. C. Fitzgerald, C. B. Alexander, and H. D. McCro
MB., to be Captai
Lieutenants.

T. E. Baunt and J. E. B. Wilson

TERRITORIAL FORCE RESERVE.
Royal Army Medical Corps.

Captain D. C. L. Fitzwilliams. M.D., P.B.C.S., from London (City of
tiondon) Field Ambulance, to be Captain.

Wacititcics aittr appointments.
KOriCES raiGAIiDING APl'OINTMENTS.-Attfntlon u

called to a Notice {see Index io Advertisements— Important
Notice re Appointments) appearing in our advertisement
columns, giving particulars of vacancies as to which inquiries
should be made before application.

VACANCIES.
AUSTRALIAN COSIMONWEALTH.—Officer in Control of Instlto-

tioo for the Preparation of Vaccines and Antitoxins. Salary
commencinB at £650. rising to £750 per annum.

BIRKENHEAD BOROUGH HOSPITAL. House-Surgeon and Junior
House-surgeon. Salaries, £200 and £170 respectively.

BIRMINGHAM : CITY FEVER HOSPITAL.—Resident Lady Medical
OQjcer. Salary. £250 per annum.

BOLTON INFIRMARY AND DISPENSART.—Senior Honse-Surgeou
(ineligible for military service). Salary. S:210 per annum.

BRISTOL ROYAL INFIKMARY.-(li Kouse-Pbjsicians ; (21 HOUSO-
Surgeons. Salary, £120 per annum in each case.

DERBYSHIRE HOSPITAL FOIl SICK CHILDREN.-Lady Rosidcn*
Medical Olficer. Salary, £200 per annum.

DERBYSHIRE ROYAL INFIRMARY. — House -Physician and
Casualty Officer (ineligible for military service). Salary, £200 per
annum.

HOSPITAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, Great Ormond Street, W.C-
Two House-Snrgeops. Salary at the rate of £60 per annum, witli
£5 washing allowance.

LEEDS PUBLIC DISPENSARY.—Lady Resident Medical OfCecr.
Salary, £130 per annum.

KEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE: ROYAL VICTORIA INFIRMARY.-
Assistant Resident Officer (male ineligible for military service, or
female). Salary, £100 per annum, and lodging allowance of 30^.
per week until indoor accommodation is providecl.

NORTH STAFFOP.DSBIRE INFIRMARY, Hartshill, Stokcon-
Trent—House Physician. Salary, £200 per annum.

NORWICH POOR LAW INFIRMARY.—Lady Resident Medical
Officer. Salary. 5 guineas weekly.

OLDHAM UNION.—Resident Assistant Medical Officer. Salary, fJCO

PUTNEY HOSPITAL, S.W.-Resident Medical Officer. Salan-, £li0

ROYAL EYE HOSPITAL. Southwark, S.E.-House-Surgcon (iu-

eligihle for H.M. Forces). Salary at the rate of £150 per annum.
ST. PANCRAS DISPENSARY, Oakley Square, N.W. -Honorary

Physicians.

SHEFFIELD : ROYAL INFIRMARY.—House-Surgeon (male in-
eligible for military service, or female). Salary. £100 per annum.

SHRE WSi'.URY DISPENSARY.—Medical Practitioner.

SHUIOWSBUIiY: SALOP COUNTY ASYLUM —Assistant Medical
Officer. Salary. Y guineas per week or £350 per annum.

TCNBUIDGE WELLS GENERAL HOSPITAL.—HouscSurgoon
(ineligible for military service). Salary. £250 per annum.

WEST HAM AND EASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL, Stratford, E.-
Casualty Officer (ineligible for militarj- service). Salary at»t!iB
rate of £150 per annum.

WIGAN: ROYAL ALBERT EDWARD INFIRMARY AND DIS-
PENSARY.—Lady House-Surgeon. Salarj', £150 per annum.

CERTIFYING FACTORY SURGEONS.—Tho Chief Inspector of
Factories announces the following vacant appointments:
Edinburgh (North), Edinburgh (South); Lylham (Lancaster).

To ensure notice in this column—which is compiled from otir

advertisement columns, where full particulars will be found—
it is necessary that advertisem'enls should be received not later

the Table of Contents in the JOURNAL.

APPOINTMENTS.

Busteed, J. H.. L.R.C.P.andS.Edin.. L.F P S.Glasg.. Certifying
Factory Surgeon. Bungay District, co. Norfolk and Suffolk.

CONNON. C. J., M.B.. C.M.Aberd., District Medical Officer of the Rteth
Union.

FcLTos. Miss J. M.. M.B., Ch.B.. B.U.L, Assistant Medical Officer.

Barming Hoath Lunatic Asylum, Maidstone.

Graves. A. J.. M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P.Lond., Certifying" Factory Surgeon.
Cleator District, co. Cumberland.

Gbeeves. P.. Affleck. M.B.. B.S.Lond., F.R.C.S.Ens.. Assistant
Surgeon to the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital. Moorlields.

Kerb. James Rutherford. Ch.M.Glasg.. Head Surgeon to the Allies

Hospital. Yvetot, France.

Walsh. M. J., M.B.. B.Ch.. N.U.L. Assistant Medical Officer of the
Stebbing Hill Hospital of the Stockport Union.

Wilkes. Miss L. S.. L.R.C.P.. L.R.C.S.Edin., L.R.F.P.S.Olasg..

Assistant Medical Officer of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Union
Infirmary.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Tlie charge for inserting announcements of Births, Marriages, ami

Deaths is ss., which sum should be forwarded in Vast Office

Orders or Stamps with the notice not later than the first j/ost on
Wednesday morning in order to ensure insertion in the current

HABBIAGE,

KiLTTER-Brown—On December 14th. at the Whalley Range Pres-

byterian Church, by the Rev. J. T. Middleintss, Thomas Ponifrec.

Captain R. A.M.C (T.F.). East Lancashire Casualty Clearing
Station, eldest son of Thomas Kilner. Blackburn, to Oiivo Mary.
eldest daughter of Mrs. Brown. 219. Chester Road, Manchester,
and of tho late Frederick Brown. Largo, AjTshire.

DEATHS.

CmLDE —On the 14th December, at his brother's residence, Cran-
leigh, Kentroad, Southsoa, Lieutenant-Colonel l.elterstcdt

Frederick Childe, I. M.S., M.B Loud , M.R.C.S. (of Uou.idhay.
Banbury Road. Oxford), late Senior Oflicer. Sir J. .7. rlospitiil. and
Professor of Medicine, Grant Medical College. Bombay. Funeral
St. Judc'e. Southsea. 12.45 to-:]!orrow (Saturday). luuiau and
South African papers, please copy.

Tbavebs-Smith —On the 16th inst., at Tramore, Hartfield Road.
Eastbourne, Victor Edwin Travers-Smith , M.D., Trinity College.

filutcdi L publitbcd t I Briliili Uedical AacaclUaan at Uuir OlUca. Ks. t», Dtnad. L li*rUA-ui-ta«-PiolUs la Uie Uoimt/ ol i
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Abderhalden reaction in cancer (Isaac Leven
and D. D. Van Slyke). 125

Abdomen, perforating gunshot wounds of

(Gaerry). 129
Abscess of spleen, pneumococcal (N. Fans),

130
Abscesses drained with steel springs (Max

Tiegeli; 46
AeosTA-Siso.N : The female pelvis in tbe
ehUippines. 75

Adipose tissue, deformity reduced by graft of

(H. Morestini. 158
Adrenals, action of arsenicals on (Wade H.
Brown and Louise Pearce), 185

Air, compressed, causing rupture of intestine
(Stauff), 32

Alcohol injections in trigeminal neuralgia, 39

Alcoholism, chronic, cerebral oedema in

(Sceletb and Beifeld), 99
Allen: Prolonged fasting in diabetes. 148

Aluminium plates to make good cranial de-
lects (Pierre Duval), 102

Amaurotic family idiocy (Isador H. Coriat).
no

Amputation by the flap method (Savariaud).
171

Anaemia, pernicions, x rays and (Ch. Auber-
tin), 5

Anaesthesia of the internal pudic nerve during
labour (K. Bollag), 20

Anaesthesia, intratracheal (C. H. Watt), 136

Aneurysms, traumatic (Auvray), 48

Angina pectoris and Raynaud's disease
(Schott), 128

Antrum, maxillary, radiography of (N. S.

Flnzl and Seccombe Hetti. 74

Anus, congenital defects of (Brenner), 33

Appendicitis, pathological changes in (Stan-
ton). 13

Appendicitis in typhoid fever (Gage), 144

Arachnoid, calcareous and osseous deposits
in the (Harvey Gushing and Lewis H.Weed).
186

Aklcck : The forceps in the nineteenth cen-
tury. 120

Arsenicals. action of on the adrenals (Wade
H. Brown and Louise Pearce), 185

Arterial murmurs and peripheral resistance
(L. Bard). 16

Arterio- sclerosis of intestine, fatal (J. A. Hed-
lund). 62

Articular rheumatism. See Rheamatism
Asch: Novocain in epididymitis. 82

Atophan rash (Kissmeyer), 141

Atropine and permanent bradycardia (E'
Cottini, %

AuBERTiN, Ch : A' rays and pernicious
anaemia, 3—Haematology of mumps, 42

Autoinfection in obstetrics (Zansemeister and
Kirstein), 77

Auvbat: Traumatic aneurysms, 48

AsENFELD : Ethylhydrocupreio (optochin) in
pneumococcal infections, 108

Beekman : Precocious maturity in girls, 87

Bekk : Higli-freiiuency current for bladder
papillomata, 118

i-ELD : Cerebral oedema chronic alco-

holii

Babbitt: Mortality of tbe newborn, 50
Bacigaltjpo, J. : Intradural injections of
tuberculin in tuberculous meningitis. 40

Bacillus, Bulgarian, in the treatment of cyst-
itis (Hagner). 97

Baer. J. L.: Scopolauiine-moi-phine in
labour, 8

Balfour: Tonsillectomy, 19

Bard: Identification of the typhoid bacillns
in stools, 167

Bard, L. : Arterial murmurs and peripheral
resistance, 16

Baddouis : The magnetic compass in first

aid, 47

Behgoxik : Combined j:-ray and radium
treatment of inoperable uterine cancer,
121—Electro-magnet as an aid in localiza-

tion of foreign bodies. 173
Bernoulli : Noviform in the ambulant treat-

ment of eye diseases. 25

BERTiN-S.ixs : Rapid .r-ray localization of

foreign bodies, 17

Bishop : Chenopodium in uncinariasis, 183

Bjobkenheim, E. A. : Operations for pro-
lapse of uterus. 177

Bladder papillomata, high-frequency current
for (Beer), 118

Bladder symptoms in gynaecology, neglect of

(C. E. Josephson), 80
Blood in pregnancy (J. B. Miller. N. M. Keith,
and L. G. Rowntree), 134

Blood-sugar, a clinical study of (Solomon
Strouse, Irving F. Stein, and Alan Wiseley).
44

Blood transfusion by
(Lewisohn), 83

BoLLAG, K. : Anaesthesia of the internal
pudic nerve during labour. 20

Bone fractures, end-results of (W. L. Estes),

lodii vapour in ophthaln

BoNNOT, Ediiiond : (.»uinine after operation, 88

BoRCHGREVisK : Nephritis simulating renal
calculus, 5

Borden : Comparison of Wassermann and
luetin tests, 132

Bradycardia, permanent, and atropine (E.
Cotton), 96

BRA^nvELL, Byrom : Pancreatic infantilism(
57

Brenizer: Hydronephrosis of a pelvic kid-
ney. 159

Brenner: Congenital defects of the anus
and rectum, 33

Bronchitis without dyspnoea, fibrinous
(Israel-Rosenthal). 112

Brosics: Chenopodium in uncinariasis, 183

Brown, Wade H. : Action of arsenicals on the
adrenals, 185

Bulgarian bacillus in the treatment of cystitis
(Hagner), 97

Bunions (M. S. Henderson). 157
BuRNHAM : Glucose solutions as prophylactic
against shock, 123

Caesarian section after veutriflxation of the
uterus (G. NystrOm). 64

Calcareous and osseous deposits in the arach-
noid (Harvey Cushing and Lewis H. Weed),
186

Calcium salts in treatment of hay fever (R.
Emmerich and O. Tjoew), 11

1

Calculus, reiial, simulated by nephritis

i

(Borchgrevink), 5

I Caldwell: Treatment of placenta praevia
centralis, 174

Cancer, Abderhalden reaction in (Isaac Levin
and D. D. Van Slyke), 125

Cancer of breast under 20 (E. H. Fowler), 18
Cancer of cervix (S. M. D. Clark), 162
Cancer, extension of from breast to ovary

(V, Franque). 155
Cancer of cervix, hysterectomy for (Maurer). 9
Cancer, inoculated, parabiosis and (M. B.
Morpurgo). 56

Cancer, intravenous injections of colloidal
copper and casein in (M'Clurg, Sweek, Lyon,
Fleisher, and Loeb), 53

Cancer, partial resection of the lower jaw for

(Foote), 89
Cancer of uterus, inoperable, combined x ray
and radium treatment of (Bergonie and
Speder), 121

Carcinoma. Set Cancer
Cardiac compensation, broken, strychnine in

(Newburgh). 10

Caruncle of the female urethra (Young), 22

Casein and colloidal copper in cancer, intra-

venous injections of (M Clurg, Sweek, Lyon,
B'leisher, and Loeb), 53

Cerebral oedema in chronic alcoholism
(Sceletb and Beifeld), 99

Cerebro-spinal fever, recurrent (Ponticaccia),

150
Cervix, incision of rigid (Enriquez), 51

Chabaxier. H. : Haematology of mumps, 42

Cheney: Gastric headaches, 2

Chenopodium in uncinariasis (Bishop and
Brosius), 183

Cherry: Post-partum retrodisplacement of

the uterus, conservative treatment, 36
chorion-epithelioma perforating uterus. See
Uterus

method Chorion-epithelioma of testicle (Cookei. 26

Citrate method in blood transfusion (Lewi-
sohn), 83

Clark. S, M. D. : Cancer of cervix, 162

Cleveland, A. H.: Ouinine after operation,
88

Colloidal copper and casein in cancer, intra-

venous injections of (M'Clurg, Sweek. Lyon,
Fleisher, and Loeb), 53

Colloidal gold and infected wounds (B. Cuneo
and P. Rollandi, 4

Colloidal sulphur in acute articular rheum-
atism, intravenous injections of (Loeperand
Vahram), 124

Colon exclusion (Small), 116

Conjunctivitis, gonococcic, iced normal salt

solution iu (Edward B. Heckel), 184

Cooke: Chorion-epithelioma of testicle. 26

CORDIER, v.: Spoutaueous meningeal haemor-
rhage in young subjects. 1

CoRLiT, Isador H. ; Amaurotic family idiocy,

170
CoTTiN, Udlle. E.: The sitting position in

CoTTiN, E. : Permanent bradycardia and
atropine, 96

Couteaud : Projectiles within the knee-jomt,

30
Cranial decompression (A. Sharpe), 115

Cranial defects, aluminiuui plates to make
good (Pierre Duval), 102

Credtz, C. G. : Indiscreet paracentesis ab-

CCNEO, B.; Colloidal gold and infected wounds.

Gushing, Harvey: Calcareous and osseous
deposits in the arachnoid. 186

Cystitis, Bulgarian bacillus in the treatment
of (Hagner), 97

Dahlia, use of in infections (Ruhrlih), 12

Dausset: Treatment of neuritis in the
wounded. 81

Deafness (war) from lesions of internal ear

(A. Got), 142

Decompression, cranial (Sharpe), 115

Deformity reduced by graft of adipose tissue

(H. Morestin). 158 ... ,,

DELHEB3I : Treatment of neuritis in the

wounded. 81

De Montet : Tumour of the bulbar olive.

Diabetes, prolonged fasting in (Allen), 148

Diabetes mellitus, the duodenum in (N.

Mutch), 111
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Diarrhoea, trench (Eemlinger and Dumas), 14

Digital tendon, subcutaneous rupture of (A.

Trolle), 104
, ,.

Disinfection of surgeon's hands (ElUoe
McDonald). 31

Drainage of abscesses with steel springs (Max
Tiegeli, 46

Drainage tubing, oil impregnation of

(McArthur), 6
Drennan. \V. E. ; Treatment of wounds, 60

Drut^ habits in suclilings (Lichtenstein), 164

DncosTi;, Maurice: Peripheral nerve lesions

an.l muscular cnntraction", 140

Dr.ilAS : Trench rliarrhoea, 14

Duodenum in diabetes millitus (N. Mutch),
111

DrvAD, Pierri.' : Aluminium i>lates to make
good cranial defects. 102

Dysenteric polyneuritis (i. V. Mueller-
Deham). 28

Ear. internal, war deafness from lesions of

(A. Got). 142
Eastman : Tuberculosis of urachus. 147

Eberly : Salvarsan poisoning, 163

Eclampsia, detachment of placenta in
(Zarate), 34

Edsall : Family periodic paralysis, 87

Electrical examination of sectioned and com-
pressed nerves (Mendelssohn), 70

Electrical treatment of nerve injuries (Larat
and Lehmann), 122

Electro-diagnosis of traumatized nerves
(fieri I, 98

Electro-magnet as an aid in localization of
foreign bodies (Bergonie), 173

Emmerich, K. : Treatment of hay fever with
calcium salts, 11

ENBII.IUEZ : Incision of rigid cervix, 51

Enteric fever. See Fever
Enteroliths diagnosed by.r rays (Pfahler and
Stamm), 91

Enuresis, management of (Newlin), 182

Epididymitis, novocain in (Asch), 82

Epiglottis, incarceration of (C. Pescbardt),
Erythema induratum. tuberculous

jof ( FrUE ,58

ESTKS, W. L.
172

Bsults of bone fracti

Gage: Appendicitis in typhoid fever, 144

Gangrene, infective, treatment of (L. Ombri-
danne), 109

Gastric headaches (Cheney), 2

Gastro-jeiunostomy, the stomach after (Weljb
and Kingsbury), 49

GAfTiEB, P. : Identification of the typhoid
bacillus in the stools, 167

Gestation in women, normal period of
(Robertson). 65

Girls. i>recocious maturity in (Beekmanl, 67

Girsdanskv: The forceps in the nineteenth

Gjestl.4n'd ; Obscure gangrene of a testicle,

117
Glucose solutions as prophylactic against
shock (Burnham), 123

Glycosuria in chronic intestinal stasis (Alfred

C. Jordan). 43
Glycosuria, lactose in (Fernand Farges), 24

Goitre treated by intestinal disinfection (Fr.

Messerli). 110

Goitre in pregnancy (Thaler), 176

Gold, colloidal, and infected wounds (B. Cuneo
and P. Rollandi,4

Gonococcic conmnctivitis, iced normal salt

solution in (Edward B, Beckel), 184

Gonorrhoea of the uterine appendages simu-
lated by haomatometra and haematocolpos
(V. Franaue). 107

Got. A. : War deafness from lesions of in-

ternal ear, 142

Goubert. Gabriel; Some ocular complica-
tion of mumps. 101

GuEHRT : Perforating gunshot wounds of

aljdomen, 129
Gynaecology, neglect of bladder symptoms in

(C. E. .Josephson), 80

Haematology of mumps (Ch. Aubertiu and H.

Haematometia and haematocolpos simulating
gonorrhoea of the uterine appendages {\.

Ethylhydrocuiirein (optochin) in pneumo-
coccal infections (Axenfeld and R. Plocher),
108— In scarlatina and measles (Hirschfelder
and Schlutz), 165—Bactericidal action of on
pneumococci (Henry F. Moore), 181

Eye diseases, noviform in the ambulant treat-

ment of (Bernoulli), 25

Fever, enteric, effects of on the soldier's
heart (Bohmer), 100

Fever, typhus, recurrent (A. F. Plique), 72
Fibrinous bronchitis. See Bronchitis
Fibroid jiolypus in virgin, delivered by
forceps (Wiener), 180

Fibromyoma of uterus weighing 92 lb. (Petty
and Pitfleld), 79

FiESBixGER ; Emotional shock following
shell explosion, 27

FiNZi, N. S.: Radiography of the maxillary
antrum, 74

First aid, the magnetic compass in (Bau-
douin), 47

Fistula, ureteral, dilatation in (Townsend), 78
FiTZGiBBON : Tuberculous salpingitis de-
tected through toxic iridocyclitis, 52

Fleisher ; Intravenous injections of colloidal
copper and casein in cancer, 53

FooTE : Partial resection of the lower jaw for
cancer, 89

Forceps in the nineteenth century (Arluckand
Girsdanskv), 120

Foreign bodies, rapid x-ray localization of
(Bertin-Bans and Leenhardt), 17—Electro-
magnet as an aid to localization of (Ber-
genia), 173

Formol (H. Morestin). 68
PoRSius, E. : Symptoms following accidental
vaccination of an infant, 127

Fothergill: Rupture of uterus, prompt
hysterectomy, 66

Fowler. E. H. : Cancer of the breast under
20,18

Fractures, end results of bone (W. L. Estes),

17?
Franque, V : Haematometra and haemato-
colpos siuuilating gonorrlioea of the uterine
appendages. 107-Exten8ion of cancer from
breast to ovary, 155

Frontal sinus tuberculosis (J. B. Thomas), 59

Frumerie.K.: Severe tuberculin!
a case of erythema indnratun

Infantilism, pancreatic (Byrom Bramwell). 57
Infants' stools, examination of (MoClanahan
and Moore), 15

Infections, the use of dahlia in (Ruhrah), 12

Influenzal puerperal fever (Thaler and Zucker-
mann). 175

Intestinal disinfection in treatment of goitre
(Fr. Messerli), 109

Intestinal obstruction (A. McGlannan), 131

Intestinal stasis, chronic, glycosuria in (Alfred
C. Jordan). 43

Intestine, fatal ari,erio- sclerosis of (J. A.
Hedlund), 62

Intestine, rupture of Ijy compressed air
(Stauff), 32

Intradural medication with mercuric chloride
for general paralysis (Ireland and Stuart
•Wilson), 138

Intratracheal anaesthesia (C. H. Watt), 136
Intravenous injections of colloidal sulphur in
acute articular rheumatism (Loeper and
Vahram), 124

Intussusception complicating the puerperium
(G. Nystrom), 145

Iodine vapour in ophthalmic therapeutics
(Bonnefoy). 41

Ionic medication in treatment of onychia
(Vos Hugo), 55

Ireland: Intradural medication with mer-
curic chloride for general paralysis. 138

Israel-Eosenthal : Fibrin bronchitis
djs 112

obstetric cases (Rudolph

Haemorrbaye, spontaneous meningeal, in
young subiLcts (V. Cordier, L. Iievy, and L.
Nove-Josseiand), 1

Haemorrhagic nephritis due to novocain-
adrenalin (Lenschow). 29

Hand infections and tonsillitis (Mock), 168

Hagner: Bulgarian bacillus in the treatment
of cystitis, 97

Hands, disinfection of the surgeon's (EUice
McDonald). 31

Harpe, dela: Tumour of the bulbar olive,

13
Habbigan : Nephrectomy during pregnancy,

119
Hakt, C. : Idiopathic necrotic tracheo-bron-

chitis, 86
Hay fever treated with calcium salts (R.

Emmerich and O. Loew). 11

Headaches, gastric (Cheney). 2

Heaxey : Nitrous oxide and oxygen in labour.
133

Heart muscle in pneumonia (L. H. N'ewburgh
and W. T. Porter). 71

Heart, soldier's, effect of enteric fever on
(Rohmer). 100

Heckel. Edward B. : Iced normal salt solu-

tion in gonococcic conjunctivitis, 184

Hebley: Chronic inversion of the uterus,
_abdominal operatj^on. 35
edlcni Fatal arterio sclerosis of

thei
Henderson, M. S. : Bunions. 157

Heti, Seccombe ; Radiography of the maxil-
lary antrum, 74

^. ^.
Heyman, J. : Extrauterine complicating
intrauterine pregnancy, 76

High frequency current lor bladder papil-

lomata (Beer), 118
Hirschfelder; Ethylhydrocuprein in scar-

latina and measles, 165

Holmes, Rudolph : Haemolysis in obstetric
cases, 146

Holt : Mortality of the newborn, 50

Hunt : Paralytic and persistent seiiuelae of

migraine, 154

Hyde : Perforation of uterus by chorion-
epithelioma simulating ruptured ectopic

Hydronephrosis, experimental (Keith and
Snowden), 139

Hydronephrosis of ii pelvic kidney (Brenizer),

Hysterectomy for c E cervix (Maurer),

lurotic family (Isador H. Coriat),

paracentesis abdominis (C. G.

Jordan, Alfred C. : Glycosuria in chronic i:

testinal stasis. 43

JosEPHyON, C. E. ; Neglect of bladder syt
ptoius in gynaecology, 80

Kaarsberg, I. : Leucoplakia of the

Keith: Experimental hydronephrosis, 139

Keith, X. M. : The blood in pregnancy, 134

Keiipsteb : Inhibitive effect of a: rays upon
malignant cells, 166

Kidney, hydronephrosis of a pelvic (Brenizer).

159
The stomach after gastro-

KiBK. E G.: Nerve repair. 103

KiBSiKiN : Autoinfection in obstetrics, 77

Kibsmeter : Atophan rash, 141

Knee-joint, projectiles within (Couteaad), 30

Kolmer : Serum studies in pregnancy, 63

KREiTi\f4, E. : Recurrent syphilitic infection.

Labour, anaesthesia of the internal pudic
nerve during (K. Bollag), 20

Labour, nitrous oxide and oxygen in (Hcaney),
133

Labour, scopolauiine-morphine in (J. L.
Baer). 8

Lactose in glycosuria (Fernand Farges), 24

Lambert : Treatment of narcotic addiotion,_54

Larat : Electrical treatment of nerve in-

juries. 122
Leather-ljottle stomach (Porter), 156

Le Boutilliee : Hypertrophy of thymus,
thymus death, 45

Leenhardt : Rapid
foreign bodit

localization of

Lehmanx ; Electrical treatment of nerve
injuries. 122

Lenschow : Haemorrhagic nephritis due to

novocain-adrenalin. 29

Leri: Electro-diagnosis of traumatized
nerves. 98

Leucoplakia of the cervix (I. Kaarsberg), 179

Levin: Al>derhalden reaction in cancer, 125

Levison : Injections of alcohol in trigeminal
neuralgia, 39

Levy. L. ; Spontaneous meningeal haemor-
rhage in young subjects, 1

Lewis, Dean: Nerve repair. 103

Lewisohn: Blood transfusion by citrate

method. S3
Llin. Camille: Therapeutic use of the oculo-

cardiac reflex, 137

Lichtenstein: Drug habits in sucklings, 164

Loeb: IntravenouE
copper and casein

injections of colloida
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LoEW, O.: Hay fever treated with calcium
salts. 11

LrcAS : Partus uailateralis in utero dydelplio,
92. See also Vterus didelphys in Journal
IniJex

LuetiD and Wasserniann tests, comparison of

( Vedder and Borden), 133

Lyon : Intravenons injections of colloidal
copper and casein in cancer. 53

UcARim-H; Oil impregnation of drainage
Uibinu. 6

MrCLANAUAN : Examination of infants' stools.

U'CLrRo: Intravenous injections of colloidal
copper and casein in cancer. 53

McDoNAi.D, Ellice: Disinfection of surgeon's
bands. 31

McGlasnan. a.: Intestinal obsti-uction. 131

Magnetic compass in first aid (Baudouin), 47
Malignant cells, iuhibitive eU'ect of x rays on
iKempstcr), 166

Malone. R. H. : Diagnosis of pregnancy. 105

Maturity, precocious in girls (Beekuian), 67
Maureb : Hysterectomy for cancer of
cervix, 9

Maxillary antrum. S£€ Antrum
Means : Family periodic paralysis. 87
Measles, ethylhydrocuprein in {Hirschfelder
and Sohlutzl, 165

Mendelssohn : Electrical examination of
sectioned and compressed nerves. 70

Meningeal haemorrhage Hee Haetiiorrhage
Meningitis, tuberculous, intradural injections
of tuberculin in (J. Bacigaluno), 40

Mercuric chloride in general paralysis (Ireland
and Stuart Wilson). 138

Mi;ssEBLi. Fr. : Treatment of goitre by intes-
tinal disinfectants. 180

Migraine, paralytic and persistent, sequelae
of (Hunt), 154

Miller, J. B. : The blood in pregnancy, 134
Mock : Tonsillitis and hand infections, 168
Moore : Examination of infants' stools, 15
MooBE, Henry F. : Bactericidal action of
ethylhydrocuprein on pneumococci, 181

MoRESTiN, H.: Formol, 68—Deformity re-

Mortality of the newborn (Holt and Babbitt),
50

MoszKomcz, L. : Sympathetic parotitis, 73
McELLER-UEHAM, A. v. : Dysenteric poly-

neuritis, 28
Mumps, haematology of (Ch. Aubertin and
H. (.habanier). 42

Mumps, some ocular complications of (Felix
Ramond and Gabriel Gnubert), 101

Mt'TcH. N. : The dnodenum in diabetes
mellitus. Ill

37
Nephrectomy during pregnancy (Harrigani, 119
Nephritis {\\ . Ophuls). 169
Nephritis, haemorrhagic, due to novocain-
adrenalJn(Lenscho\v). 29

Nephritis simulating renal calculus (Borch-
grevink), 5

Kei've injuries, electrical treatment of (Larat
and Lehmann), 122

Nerve, internal ))udic. anaesthesia of during
labour (K. Bollag), 20

Nerve repair (E. G. Kirk and Dean Lewis),
103

1 Nerves, electrical examination of sectioned
/ and compressed (Mendelssohn). 70
' Nerves, electro-diagnosis of traumatized

,
(Leri), 98

4 Neuralgia, trigeminal, alcohol injections in
(Levison). 39

Neuritis in the wounded, treatment of
(Delherm and Daussetl. 81

Newbtirn, mortality of (Holt and Babbitt). 50
Newbcrgu: Strj'ctTQine in broken cardiac
compensation, 10—The heart muscle in

O'Bbien: "Siamese twii

133
NovE-JossERAND,L. ; Spontaneous meningeal
haemorrhage in young subjects. 1

Noviform in the ambulant treatment of eye
diseases (Bernoulli), 25

Novocain in epididymitis (Asch). 82
Novocain-adrenalin causing haemorrhagic
nephritis (Lenschow), 29

Ntstbom, G. : Caesarean section after ventri-
fixatiou of the uterus, 64—Intussusception
complicating the puerperium. 145

' ten months old,

(RudolphObstetric cases, haemolysis
Holmes), 146

Obstetrics, autoinfection in (Zangemeister and
Kirstein), 77

" Octuplet ' twin legend (I'arker), 161
Oculo-cardiac reflex, therapeutic use of
(Camille Lian), 137

Oedema, cerebral, in chronic alcoholism
(Scel(.thandBeifeld). 99

Oil impregnation of drainage tubing
(Mc Arthur), 6

.Olive, tumour of the bulbar (De Montet and
de la Uarpe), 113

Omubkdanne, L. ; Treatment of infective gan-
grene. 109

Onychia treated by ionic medication (Vos
HuKO). 55

Ophthalmic therapeutics, iodine vapour in
IBonnefoy), 41

OpntiLs. W. : Nephritis. 169
0])t,ochiu in pneumococcal infections (Axen-

leld and H. i'locherJ, 108. See also Ethyl-
hydiocupruinlMoore), 181

OsBORM'. : Kaynaud's syndrome, Raynaud's

Osteoi)lastic operation for contracted female
pelvis (Krankland Smith), 21

Ovarian tumours, micro-organisms and in-

fections of (Wiener), 178

Ovary, human, autoplastic transplantation of
(Nattrass). 37

Ovary, primary syncytioma of. hyperemesis
(Ries). 95

OvERENP: Radiological tj-pes of pulmonary
tuberculosis, 126—Williams's sign in early
pulmonary tuberculosis, 153

Oxygen and nitrous oxide in labour (Heaney),
133

P.

Parabiosis and inoculated cancer (M. B. Mor-
purgo). 56

Paracentesis abdominis, indiscreet (C. G.
Creutz). 7

Paralysis, family periodic (Edsall and Means).
87

Paralysis, general, intradural medication
with mercuric chloride tor (Ireland and
Stuart Wilson), 138

Parker : The "octuplet " twin legend. 161
Parotitis, sympathetic (L. Moszkowicz). 73

ro dydelpho (V.lilateralii

)2

Pneumococcal abscess of spleen

Partus

Pau"!
130

Pearce. Louise : Action of arsenicals on the
adrenals. 185

Pelvic inflaiimiation, treatment of (G. Gray
Ward). 135

Pelvis, female, in the Philippines (Acosta-
Sison). 75

Pelvis, osteoplastic operation for contracted
' female (Frankland Smith), 21

Percussion in the diagnosis of apical phthisis.
failure of (A. Schneider). 114

Peripheral nerve lesions and muscular con-
tractions (Maurice Duooste), 140

Peschardt. C. ; Incarceration of the epi-
glottis. 90

Peiroleum injection, self-mutilation * bs
(Henry Heyn6s),61

Petty: Fibromyoma of uterus weighing
92 lb., 79

Pfahler : F.nteroliths diagnosed by x rays.
91

Philippines, the female pelvis in (Acosta-
bison). 75

PiTFifiLD: Fibromyoma of uterus weigliing
92 lb., 71

Pituitary body, tumour of. simulating tabes
or general paralysis (G. Kahlmeter), 152

Placenta, detachment of ineclamp8ia(Zarate).

treatment ofPlacenta praevia c
(Caldwell), 174

Plique, A. F. : Recurrent typhus, 72
Plocher, R. : Ethylhydrocuprein (optochin)

in pneumococcal infections, 108
Pneumococcal abscess of spleen (N. Paus).

130
Pneumococcal infections, ethylhydrocuprein
(optochin) in (Axenfeld and R. Plocherl. 108
—Bactericidal action of on (Henr\- F.Moorei,
181

Pneumonia, heart muscle in (L. H. Newburgli
and W. T. Porter), 71

Pneumonia, serum treatment of (Roper), 23
Pneumonia, the; sitting position in (Mdlle. E.
Cottin), 38

PoLAK, J. O. : Twilight sleep. 160
Polyneuritis-, dysenteric (A. v. IVIueller-

Deham), 28
Polypus, fiijroid. in a virgin, delivered by
forceps (Wiener). 180

Poniicaccia; Treatment of cerebro-spinal
fever, 150

Porter: Leather-bottle stomach, 156
Porter, W, T. : The heart muscle in pneu-
monia. 71

Precocious maturity in girls (Beekman), 67
Pregnanes', blood in (J. B. Miller, N. M. Keith
and L. G. Kowntree), 134

Pregnancy, diagnosis of (R. H. Malone), 105
Pregnancy, extrauterine, complicating intra
uterine (J. Heyman), 76

Pregnancy, goitre in (Thaler), 176
Pregnancy, nephrectomy during (Harrigan),

119

Pregnancy, serum studies in (Kolmer and
Williams), 63

Projectiles within the knee-joint (Couteaud
30

Puerperal fever, influenzal (Thaler and Zuoker-

Radiography of the maxillary antrum (N. S.
Finzi and Seccombe Hett). 74

Radium and .r-ray treatment combined in
inoperable uterine cancer (Bereonie and
Speder), 121

Ramoxd, Felix : Some ocular complications
of IIIUIJIPS, 101

Raynaud's disease and angina pectoris
(Schott), 128

Raynaud's syndrome: Raynaud's disease
(Osborne). 85

Rectum, congenital defects of (Brenner). 33
Remlingeb ; Trench diarrhoea. 14
Renal calculus, nephricis simulating (Borch-
grevink), 5

Reynks, Henry : Self-mutilation by injection
of petroleum, 61

Rheumatism, acute articular, intravenous in-

jections of colloidal sulphur in (Loeper and
Vahram). 124

Ries : Primary syncytioma of ovary, hyper-

,65
Normal period of gestation

RomiER : The effects of typhoid fever on the
soldier's heart. 100

RoLi.AND, P. : Colloidal gold and infecte
wounds, 4

Roper : Serum treatment of pneumonia. 23
RowNTREE. L. G. : The blood in pregnancy,

134
RuHRAH : The use of dahlia in infections, 12

Salpingitis, tuberculous, detected through
loxic Iridocyclitis (Fitzgihbon), 52

Salvarsan, sterilizatio magna with (Zeissl),

171

Scarlatina, ethyllivdrocuprein iu (Hirschfelder
and Schlutz), 165

ScELETH : Cerebral oedema in chronic
alcoholism, 99 -

ScHLCTZ : Ethylhydrocuprein in scarlatina
and measles, 165

Schneider, A. : Failure of percussion in the
diagnosis of apical phthisis, 114

Schott: Angina pectoris and Raynaud's dis-

ease. 128
Sciatica treated by continuous extension

1 1. Svindt),69
Bcopolauiine-uiorphine in labour (J. L.Baer), 8
Self-umtilatiou by injection of petroleum
(He Reyi: ,61

Serum studies iu pregnancy (Kolmer and
Williaiiisi.63

Serum treatment of pneumonia (Roper), 23

SiiARi'E : Cranial decompression, 115
Sliell explosion followed by emotional shock

(Fiessinger), 27
Shock, emotional, following shell explosion
(Fiessineer), 27

Shock, glucose solutions as prophylactic
against (Burnham), 123

" Siamese twins." ten months old (O'Brien),

106
SramoNDS : Urino-genital tuberculosis in the
male, 84

Small : Colon exclusion, 116

Smith. Frankland : Osteoplastic operation
for contracted female pelvis, 21

SarixniES, F. : Syphilis of stomach. 143

Snowden : Experimental hydronephrosis. 139

Si'i:i)ER : Combined radium and x-ray treat-

ment of inoperable uterine cancer. 121
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Spleen, pneumococcal abscess of (N. Paas). 130

Stamm : Enteroliths diagnosed by x rays. 91

Stanton : Patliologieal changes in appen-
dicitis, 13

Stauff : Kupture of intestine by compressed

Steel' springs in drainage of abscesses (Max
Tiegel), 46

Stein. Irving F. ; Clinical study of blood-

Bterilizatio magna with salvarsan (Zeissl), 149
Stomach after gastro-jejnnostomy (Webb and
Kingsbury). 49

Stomach, leather- bottle (v. Franque), 156
Stomach, syphilis of (F. Smithies). 143
Stools of infants, examination of (IklcClanahan
and Moore), 15

Strouse, Solomon : Clinical study of blood-

Strychnine in broken cardiac compensation
(Newburgh), 10

Sucklings, drug habits in (Lichtenstein). 164
Sulphur, colloidal, intravenous injections of

in acute articular rheumatism (Loeper and
Vahram), 124

SviNDT, I. : Treatment of sciatica by con-

SWE Intravenous injections of colloidal

Syphilis : Sterilizatio magna with salvarsan
(Zeissl), 149

Syphilis of the stomach (F. Smithies), 143
Syphilitic injection, recurrent (B. Ivrefting),

Tuberculosis of urachus (Eastman). 147

Tuberculosis, urino-genital, in the male
(Simmonds). 84

Tuberculous meningitis, intradural injections
of tuberculin in (J. Bacigalupo), 40

Tuberculous salpingitis detected through
toxic iridocyclitis (Fitzgibbon), 52

Tumour of the bulbar olive (De Montet and
Har 113

Tendon, subcutaneous rupture of a digital
(a. Trolle). 104

Testicle, obscure gangrene of (Giestland), 117
Testicle, chorion-epithelioma of (Cooke', 26
Thaler : Influenzal puerperal fever, 175—
Goitre in pregnancy, 176

Thomas, J. B. : Frontal sinus tuberculosis. 59
Thymus, hypertrophy of, thymus death (Le

Boutillier), 45
Tiegel, Max ; Drainage of abscesses with

steel springs, 46
Tonsillectomy (Balfour). 19
Tonsillitis and hand infections (Mock), 168
Tovet: Rupture of gravid uterus bicornis

unicollis, 93
Townsend; Dilatation in ureteral listula, 78
Tracheo-bronchitis, idiopathic necrotic (0.

Hart), 86
Trench diarrhoea (Remlinger and Dumas). 14
Trolle, A. : Suljcutaneous rupture of a

digital tendon, 104
Tuberculin in tuberculous meningitis, intra-
dural injections of (J. Bacigalupo), 40

Tuberculin reaction, severe, in a case of
erythema induratum (K. Frumerie), 58

Tuberculosis, apical, failure of percussion in
the diagnosis of (A. Schneider). 114

Tuberculosis, frontal sinus (J. B. Thomas). 59
Tuberculosis, pulmonary, radiological types

of (Walsham andOverend), 126 ' cane
Tuberculosis, pulmonary, Williams's i

early (Walsham and Overend), 153

Tumour of ovary, micro-organisms and in-

fection of (Wiener), 178

Tumour of the pituitary body simulating
tabes or general paralysis (G. Kahlmeter).
152

Twilight sleep (J. O. Polak), 160

Twin legend, the "octuplet " (Parker). 161

Twins, '* Siamese." ten months old (O'Brien),
106

Typhoid bacillus, identification of in the
stools (Bard and P. Gautier). 167

Typhoid fever. See Fever, enteric
Typhus fever. See Fever

U.

Uncinariasis, chenopodium in (Bishop and
Brosius), 183

Urachus, tuberculosis of (Eastman), 147
Ureteral fistula. See Fistula
Urethra, female, caruncle of (Young), 22
Urino-genital tuberculosis in the male
(Bimmondst. 84

Utcro dydelpho. partus unilateralis in (V.
Lucas), 92. See also Uterus didelphys iii

Journal Index
Uterus bicornis unicollis. rupture of gravid
(Tovey), 93

Uterus, chronic inversion of : abdominal
operation (Hedley), 35

Uterus, fibromyoma of weighing 921b. (Petty
and Pitfield), 79

Uterus, operations for prolapse of (E. A.
Bjurkenheim). 177

Uterus, perforation of by chorion-epithelioma
simulating ruptured ectopic sac (Hyde), 94

Uterus, postpartum retrodisplacement of:
conservative treatment (Cherry), 36

Uterus, rupture of ; prompt hysterectomy
(Fothergill), 66

Uterus, ventrifixation of, Caesarean section
after (Q. Nystrom), 64

Vaccination of an infant, accidental, sym-
ptoms following (R. Forsius), 127

Vahbam : Intravenous injections of colloidal
sulphur in acute articular rheumatism, 124

Vedder : Comparison of Wassermann and
luetin tests, 132

Van Sltke. D. D. ; Abderhalden reaction in
,125

Walbhat^i : Radiological types of pulmonary
tuberculosis, Williams's sign in early
pulmonary tuberculosis. 126. 153

Ward. G.Gray: Treatment of pelvic inflam-
mation, 135

Wassermann and luetin tests, comparison of
(Vedder and Borden), 132

Watt, C. H. : Intratracheal anaesthesia, 13G
Wehi): The stomach after gastro-jejunostom v.

Weed. Lewis H. : Calcareous and osseous
deposits in the arachnoid, 186

Wiener : Micro-organisms and infections of
ovarian tumours, 178—Fibroid polypus in a
virgin delivered bv forceps. 180

Williams : Serum studies in pregnancy. 63
Williams's sign in early pulmonary tuber-

culosis (Walsham and Overend). 153
Wilson. Stuart : Intradural medication with

Qeral paralysis. 138
lical study blood-Wiselet. Alan

:

Wounds, gunshot. See Gunshot
Wounds, infected, and colloidal gold (B.Cune
and P. EoUand). 4

Wounds, treatment of (W. E. Drennan). 60

X-ray localization of foreign bodies (Berlin
Sans and Leenhardt), 17

A' ray and radium treatment combined in
treatment of inoperable uterine cancer
(Bergonie and Bpeder), 121

X rays in diagnosis of enteroliths (Pfabler and
Stamm), 91

X rays, inhibitive effect of upon malignant
cells (Kempster). 166

X rays and pernicious anaemia (Aubertin), 3

Young : Caruncle of the female urethra, 22

Zangejieister- Antoinfection in obstetrics,
77

Zarate : Detachment of placenta jn eclamp-
sia. 34

Zeissl: Sterilizatio magna with salvarsan,
149

ZncKERMiNN : Influenzal puerperal fever, 175
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>'. CORCIER, L. Levy, ami L. Novk-Josserand (.Inn. de

vu-d., Tomo II, No. 2, 1914, discuss that foira of meningeal
liaemorrhage which occur.s in young people who are

apparently in perfectly gooil health, for w'hioh there is no
known cause, and which ends as a rule in complete
recovery or in apparently complete recovery, so that the

patient leaves the hospital and is lost sight of. Tlie

number of cases on record is not very large, but typical

cases o£ this kind have been reported aud discussed by a
number of different writers. The authors report a case in

a man 22 years of age, whom they had under observation
in two attacks of meningeal haemoirhago, the second
following the first at an interval of ton nioutlis. The first

attack was exactly of the typo described above, the second
appeared to be of the same nature, but it was followed
very quickly by a haemorrhagic encephalitis, which proved
to be fatal. Au autopsy was made and the case was thus
more completely investigated than was possible in the
cases previously reported. At the autopsy signs of the
two subarachnoid haemorrhages could be seen, the second
haemorrhage having ended in a ventricular inundation. In
addition to the haemorrhages there was a recent haemor-
rhagic encephalitis. The encephalitis was suspected of

being toxi-intectious, but the most careful search failed to

show the presence of any microbe. AVith regard to the
relation existing between the haemorrhagic cncoplialitis

and the two haemorrhages which preceded it, the aul liors

conclude (1) that the so-called spontaneous meningeal
haemorrhage of young people should be considered at least
In certain cases as the expression of a subarachnoid
localization of a toxi-infection or of an unknown latent
intoxication; (2) the localization is, as a rule, almost
exclusively meningeal at the outset—at all events, if, as is

probable, the cortex is also involved, it is to so small an
extent as to pass unperceived clinically. The special
susceptibility of the meninges in young people perhaps
explains the predominance of the subarachnoid lesions.

(3) At some moment the toxi-infection which has become
latent, once more becomes active, passes beyond the
meninges and attacks the nervous parenchyma ; acute
encephalitis, with its grave or fatal prognosis, then
results. (4) The distinction between the meningeal
haemorrhage and the haemorrhagic encephalitis is only
a difference of anatomical localization. (5) The prognosis
of the spontaneous meningeal haemorrhage of young
people should be revised. While the prognosis remains
good for the immediate attack it should bo reserved with
regard to the future.

2. Gastric Headoc'-.cs.

Chexey {.Uncr. Jotirn. of ./ ,

attention to a certain class '

of the stomach, of not luf'

typical characteristics, ana 1

1

i
1

the existence of stomach disorder to lli- -
, 1

other disease, the headaches being curei i

directed against the underlying gastric disi ' ; , 1

headaches are usually periodic, and comiu ik ,; i i, nii

as a hemicrania of a boring character after a period of
good health. Of varying severity they may be so severe
as to incapacitate for all work, but more usually they are
not so violent as to prevent the patient following his usual
occuiiation. Sometimes nausea and vomiting accompany
the pain, but often there is no symptom pointing to the
digestive organs. In all cases, n-hethcr iuaigestion is
complamed of or not, a test meal and gastric analysis
Khotdd be carried out. The most frequent trouble is one
of motility, the significant feature being delay of food in
the stomach through weakness of its muscular wall.
Other cases may show a hyperchlorhydria, the pain fol-
lowing food -nhich is too acid or spicy, while others may
be duo to a low grade chronic gastritis with abundant
mucus. Although ga«ivic nnalvsis renders the cau-^f^ of
the headaches reasrin-iii!.- ^ . 1, h, r.u ..n,,.,. ,,,, .„;|,i,, , , ,

must be eUminated i

for treatment. Noi
the different kind, -.

, .
,

chronic headaches, ;i,,.i i,,i, in -|neiii. euiuLuiciK c 01 cuii-
stipation with the headaches aud gastric findings ig noted,

the question an m" whether 1 Ttostin il stasis is not tha
1 umaiy liouble the heidaches bem„ autotovic and tha
'^(omaoh condition idle A.,Hnst this Is the fact thali
lx\atives donot rem \ tl \ ui i a-, in the ci c undoi
oonsidciation the e

1 1 I>eing
the adoption of a 1 1 tuo
condition discos eie 1

1 such
dietarj ind other 11

1

1 \ -xnd
fuilt\ secretion aio uhi 1 it tu u^il tt t c bo«cl3
\Mtliout lecouibc to la\ati\es

1 and
jaiuophilia
w s avail

3
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fluiing the present -war. The gold may be employed

either by intravenous or intramuscular injection, or by

subcutaneous injections into the peripheral zone of the

infected region. The dose for intravenous injection is

from 2 to 6 com., for intramuscular injection 50 c.cm.,

and the injection can in either case bo repeated ou cacli

of several successive days. The intravenous method
gives the quickest result, and is indicated for strong

patients with resistant hearts, but it produces a reaction

BO violent as in some cases to cause a tendency to cardiac

collapse; and though in the dose suggested above it is

free from any danger, and the heart condition is easily

overcome by means of the usual remedies, yet for -svealdy

and depressed patients the intramuscular injection which

acts more slowly but causes no general reaction is to be

preferred. In making subcutaneous injections at the

periphery of the infected zone injury to the vessels is to

be carefiilly avoided, lest the violent reaction of the intra-

venous method should result. The authors have tried tlie

effect of colloidal gold in a large variety of cases. Tlic most

valuable results were seen in the treatment of extensive

injuries infected with anaerobic organisms. In such cases

severe toxic symptoms persist even after surgical treatment

and the most energetic use of antiseptics. If, however,

colloidal gold was then injected, there followed, after the

reaction already described, a fall of temperature, a slowing

of the rate of the pulse, and an improvement in its quality,

together with a return of the arterial pressure almost to

normal, a point which merits considerable attention. In

addition to the general improvement, local improvement
was noticeable, there being a diminution of fetid odour or

discharge, lessening of the oedema, and more rapid

elimination of parts already mortified. In a number of

cases in which subcutaneous injections were made, the

appearance of the wound seemed to improve and the

extension of the infection to be arrested. In pyogenic

infections the benefit from the use of colloidal gold seemed
less clear, perhaps because the cases in which it was
tried were specially cases of infections of serous mem-
branes, where the production of a sutBciently strong local

reaction could not be depended on. Kven in such cases,

however, marlced temporary improvement sometimes
occurred. In cases of penetrating wounds of the abdomen
treated on conservative lines, injections of colloidal gold

were given as a preventive treatment against infection,

but it was not possible, to pironounce definitely as to their

effect. The authors have used other colloidal melals

(silver, palladium, rhodium) in the treatment of surgical

infections, but colloidal gold has seemed to them to give

results definitely superior to those given by the other

metals. Xotesol four typical cases are given in the article.

5. Nephritis Simulating Renal Calc-ilas.

The difficulties encountered in tlu'
'"'."'

painful chronic nephritis and reii:'

by BORCBGREVINK (A'ors/.- J/((.V""

Januarv, 1915), who records tlief'.HMii'
aged 26, felt weakness and pain in tli'.- Jiiiniai- rr-Li j;i.

Micturition was painful and frequent, and whenever her

feet got cold she had to pass water every half-hour. She

had to give up active work, and she awolce one night with

violent pain in the lumbar region and the lower abdomen.
An hour later the pain was confined to the left costal arch,

whence it radiated to the bladder. Next day the urine

was bloody. The pain continued, and was accompanied
by vomiting and marked tenderness in the left hypochon-

drium and lumbar region and slight tenderness in the left

Iliac fossa. The urine contained pus, albumin, and blood,

but the temperature wa? normal. For about four years

the pcitient was partiallv invalided by attacks of pain in

the left inguinal and epigastric regions, vomiting, haema-
tnria, and dysuria. A catheter specimen of urine was
Bterile, and cystoscopy showed nothing amiss. Catheter-

ization of tlie rif;ht ureter showed active secretion of

nrine, which contained no sediment nor microbes and only

a trace of albumin. The excretion from the left kidney

was sluggish and the urine contained a considerable

imonnt of albumin and a scanty sediment consisting of

epithelial cells, leucocytes, a few red cells, and one hyaline

cast. The Roentgen rays showed no calculi nor other

ibnormality. Nephrotomy showed the capsule of the

kidney to be firmly adherent to the surrounding fatty

tissue by fibrous bands. The surface of the kidney was
smooth, and on section it showed little amiss apart from a

pale, fibrous patch in the deeper part of the cortex. Tliore

was a double ureter, one limb of which was kinked close

to the kidnev. The left kidney was removed, for, though

there seemed little amiss with its structure at the opera-

tion, it was obvious that the alarming and exhausting

20 B

symptoms were due to this organ. A microscopic exami-
nation showed nephritis in a few parts. Some of tho
tubules contained a hyaline exudate, and the outlines of
the cells were blurred. At one point the straight tubulea
wore interspersed with very oedematous interstitial tissue.
The patient felt better after the operation than she had
done during the past five years. The urine was now normal
in quantity and contained only a trace of albumin. Tlie
author points out the discrepancy between the violent
symptoms, including renal colic and haematuria, and the
absence of any gross lesion in the kidney from which these
symptoms came. Particularly in the early period of the
disease was it difficult to accept any other diagnosis than
that of renal calculus.

e. oil Impreitnation of Drainage Tubing.

McArthur {Sarfjery, Gy7iaecology , and Obstetrics, May,
1915) observes tliat a properly prepared rubber tube im-
pregnated in oil is ot high service in post- operative
drainage where serofibrinous or haemorrhagic exudate is

ordinarily expected within the first three days. Ho
drained the cavity in a partial thyroidectomy a few years

ago, making use of the usual small rubbnr drain. Ho saw
how the tubing became plugged every few hours with a
fibrin coagulum, resulting in distressing retention in the
wound from an excessive serous exudate from the cub
surface of tho gland. The strain ou the " cosmetic " skin-

stitches is a special disadvantage in thyroidectomy. After

this and similar experiences McArthur kept some puro
gum tubing in liquid petroleum for a week. At the end
of that time it had become considerably swollen, tho

calibre had almost doubled, and the walls had become
gelatinous in consistence. It acted admirably for draining

all sero-flbrinous discharging cavities, as coagulation did

not take place until after all flow had ceased. Oil-impreg-

nated tubing is now extensively employed in two Chicago
hospitals. This material is strongly recommended for

use after amputation of the mammary gland, removal of

cysts and other growths in bones, and operations on the

abdominal cavity, where the softness of the tubing pre-

cludes pressure ulceration and perforation of the bowel.

It is also a good substitute for the cigarette drain in bile-

tract surgery. The fact that no clotting occurs allows the

surgeon to employ a tube of very small calibre. Granula-

tions do not develop and become adherent, so that the

tubing may be withdrawn without difficulty, the patient

being saved much pain. Pressure necrosis is greatly

diminished, and, above all, the non-coagulation of serum
in the lumen allows of thorough drainage. The author

gives precise directions for the preparation of oil-impreg-

nated drainage.

7. Indiscreet Paracentesis Abdominis.

T i" ' :!e the dangers of performing paracentesis

Aithout an intimate knowledge of tho con-

,!io abdominal organs, C. G. Creutz {Finska,

' l:apets Handlingar, January, 1915) records the

ca^e of a woman who was admitted to Professor

En<'str6m's hospital for severe abdominal distension.

Three weeks earlier a doctor had performed paracentesis

abdominis elsewhere, and after he had withdrawn a large

quantity of fluid he had told the patient she had a tumour

of the reproductive organs, necessitating a further opera-

tion. She did not at once follow his advice, and a few

days later her abdomen was again much distended. In

hospital she w^as found to be much emaciated, while the

abdomen was enormously distended and fluctuating. It

was everywhere dull on percussion, and there (vas no

demonstrable resonance in the upper side of the abdomen

when she lay on one side. The urine was clear, and con-

tained neither albumin nor sugar. There was no oedema

of the feet, nor abdominal tenderness. The uterus was

retroflexed and prolapsed. A general anaesthetic v.-as

given and a vertical incision made between the uml)'!i- us

and the svmphysis. Through the opening in the ab-.lo::r. .'.l

wall a large amount of fairly thick, slightly blood-sl:; '.

colloid fluid escaped. A multilocular, p.seudo-muc/,' .i

cyst of the size of a man's head wo.s found secured uy a,

pidicle to the left ovary. The cy^t. which was freely

movable, was removed after its pedicle had been ligatured

In the anterior wall o£ the cyst there was a sharply cut

hole 1cm. in diameter. Through this hole some of the

contents of the cyst hadprolapsed, and close to it was an

irregular tear, about 7 cm. long, which had been made

during the operation. Masses of colloid were adherent to

the body of the uterus and to several sections of the intes-

tine. The size and shape of the hole in the cyst and its

position relative to the abdominal wall, suggest that it was

made by an ordinary sized trocar during paracentesis.
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It l3 thercforo practically ccvtnin that the lU-advisea

paracentesis alKloniiuis, pcrfovmed elsewhere three \\-eek9

before the operation, was responsible for the dissemination

of masses of colloid with proliferating cells throughout

the abilominal cavity and tor the fatal pseudomyxoma of

the peritoneam found at the operation.

OBSTETRICS.

8. Scopolamla-Morpblne In Labour.

A REPORT, based on a critical analysis of GO cases, treated

in the obstetric service of Franljenthal and Gary at

Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, is given by J. L. Baer
in the Journal of the Atncyican Medical Association, May
22nd, 1915. The dosage varied from J to J grain morphine,

and from ,5^ to ^,„ and „li^ grain gcopolamiu hypo-

dermicallv. Twentv-six cases are described as not

Buccessiui ; in 7 there was little success, in 8 partial

success, in 5 fair success, in 8 good success, and
in 6 the treatment was completely successful. The
average duration of the so-called first stage exceeded
that of a series of the same number of cases of

one year ago taken for comparison by about seven
hours", while the second stage in the two series was
about equal. The total number of bimanual examina-
tions made in all the 60 cases was only 77. Every
patient admitted to the Michael Reese Maternity is

examined once bimanually as soon as prepared after

admission, aud not afterwards unless there is the most
distinct indication for it ; hence the on-ct of the peccnd
stage had to be determined in most ca= 1

"'
: -•: \

such as rupture of membranes, beavii

and as a result the seven-hour retai

be considered as applying to the coml.i ni
stages. Pituitary extract was appareuiiy nor cmi.invLiI,

as its use in the Michael Beese Maternity service is

limited sharply to the end of the second stage, when it

will be of most benefit and least disadvantage. Memory
tests were carried out conscientiously, without necessarily
disturbing patients seemingly somnolent. In 26 it re-

mained tluoughout labour, 39 were cloudy, but the 26 had
a greater total of the drug than the 39'; 22 cniiijilainea

bitterly of a distressing thirst, and ]i -

were present in 27 aud 31 cases resj

sometimes intense and lasting several i:

jpart of the time. Pain was diminished 1

1, and average in 19, and increased in 1. 1 k ^si k -si;c -s v. as
present in 18 cases and delirium in 9, and caused the most
annoying phase of the whole investigation, calling for

unremitting watchfulness. The risk of self-infection

during labour was a source of constant anxiety, and it

was next to impossible to keep the birth parts clean. In
1 case rupture of the uterus occurred, an accident which
had been tliought possible. Birth in all cases but 4 was
Epontaneous. Amnesia at birth was entirely absent in 28,

present in 26, and maijced iu 5. Analgesia was present in

4, slight in 5 ; pain was average in 37, and marked in 8.

Perineal tears occurred in 12 cases, and were repaired
immediately, according to the routine at the hospital.
Bespirations in the baby were spontaneous in 46 cases,
and aid was needed in 13. One stillbirth occurred in

Case Ixii, rupture of the uterus, with escape of the fetus
Into the abdominal cavity and prompt death of the
mother. Of the late lasting symptoms most complaint
was made of blurred vision. Two had marked delirium
tor two and four dajs post parium. After-pains were
noteworthy in 8 cases. Spontaneous delivery of the
placenta occurred ouly twice. Baer says in conclusion :

" The prolouqation of labour, the increase in the number
of fetal asphyxias, the excessive thirst and intense head-
aches that are so distressing, the difficnlt control of
patients, and avoidance of infection by soiling of the
genitals, the more frequent post-parttim haemorrhages,
the blurred vision, the ghastly deliriums persisting far
into the puerperium, the inabilitj^to recognize the onset
of the second stage unless by risk of more frequent
examinations, the masking of early symptoms such as
antepartinn haemorrhage, rupture of the uterus and even
eclampsia, the violence and uncertainty of the whole
treatment, the general bad impression given to our
patients who are being taught to approach the ' horrors
of labour ' in fear and trembling, constitute so severe an
arraignment of this treatment of labour cases that we feel
compelled to condemn it, leaving open the question of the
meritji of a single dose of morphine and scopolamin in
those cases in which we have hitherto given morphine
and atropin."

GYNAECOLOGY.
9. Hystoreotomy for Cancer of Co7Vlx,

Maurer (R^v. (le gijni'c. et de chir. ahdom., August, 1914)

has issued a very complete report of 60 cases of abdominal
hystei-ectomy for cancer of the cervix, all iu Pozzi's clinic

in the Hopital 13roc:i from Xoveint)cr, 1905, to November,
1913. The operators were Pozzi, Proust, IScuder, Dartigues,
and Bouhier. Tliirty of tlie operations were registered as
"complete," and 30 as "extended" (rhi r,jii-). Maurcr
admits that the Inti r " ixtc mini' .ascs wcvr very much
more extended tlian th.' ..u-li. i-. 'I'lic di s..,; iiii; away of

the parametrium ^r. wm^i^ nna i.i.t.' c..i,ii,1, te, and in

nine instances bilau lal Iu 'm c oi tli" inttinal iliacs was
practised. Hence, even in a scriis nnd-r observation in a
lirst-class hospital, statistics. :\Iani'cr admits, must always
lie carefully scrutinized. I'ozzi and Proust operated on
46 cases, with 13 fatal results, (28.2 per cent.) ; 4 more
I'.atalities occurred, making 17 deaths in the whole 60, the
percentage being 28.3. Maurer reminds us that hospital
patients often apply when the malignant disease is ad-
vanced. Hence the results are not so satisfactory as iu

private practice, where intelligeut women are easily per-

suaded to submit to early operation. Ligature of tha
internal iliac arteries has answered well under Proust.
Onp o'lt nf oijht patients iu this series where ligature was
r,!> i

'

I ' '!ii;i .!. ))ut tlic bladder was involved, and part of

ii~ , : ill I :
ill resected. Proust further admits that ho

l,a-, : 1,1 .111. iiKi sucli case since November, 1913. This
muiiiud ui piui/iuiuary ligature of the internal iliac artery
greatly simpliues the operation, the patients suffer mucii
less from shock, for tlie good reason that the field of

nperation is exsanguinated so that there is practically no
1' -V.Y2. ?.vA tlir nrr'^'^r^ rnn be isolated and the para-

.
': -

1 ; ; ii I ase and with the least pos-
i ;i '

,
i :: ill mind, Jlaurer observes,

i ii::: iii[ 111 iHi I
|.i -•. r-d'-i I' 'lit ion has been mainly per-

il irnied on ailvanccd rases. 1; IS relatively less dangerous than
the less extensive iiroccdnic. as t!ic iinite passes througli

healthy tissues all tlie way round the diseased organs,

so that no cancerous focus is opened up and partially left

behind, nor does the knife carry malignant or septic

germs into healthy tissues. Notwithstanding all precau-
tions the ureters were occasionally damaged. In one case

\ a uicrcr was acuidcntally caught up by the pressure
... Will 11 il, iiM'rurnent was removed the duct

i, I
i

: natuval calibre and colour, but it

I ill devcloiied. In another case a
! , 1 ,

:i
:

' ,: iiia.l listula developed. In 3 cases
\'ac lil.vliiiv was wounded, twice in deliberate resection

I 01 its walls, and in all the new growth involved the
bladder. Maurer adds that preliminary cystoscopy was
not practised in any of the three cases ; it 'is a good prac-
tice, since it will reveal highly characteristic appearances
when the vesical walls are involved. A very bad accident
reported in 3 of the GO cases was rupture of the new
growth. All occurred in non-extended operations, where
the uterus, being less freely isolated, is subjected to mucli
traction. In one instance the uterus was torn off through
the isthmus and pus escaped from the uterine cavity into

the pelvic cavity ; 2 out of the 3 cases died of the opera-
tion. By the beginning of 1914, when Maurer's report
was published, 7 patients had survived and were doing
well over two years after the operation, which was
" complete " in 3 and " extended " in 4 of this subseries.

It will be found on consulting Maurcr's summary that the

2 cases living over six years and the 1 living over four

years after the hysterectomy all underwent the un-
" extended " operation. A clinical report of the 60 cases
forms the greater part of Maurer's monograph.

THERAPEUTICS.
10. strychnine in Broken Cardiac Compensation.

Newburgh [_Amcr. Journ. of Med. Sciences, May, 1915)

shows, from an unbiassed examination of the evidence,

that there is no sound basis for the generally accepted
belief that the use of strychnine iu acute and chronic
heart failure increases the work of the heart and slow.s

and steadies the putee. The laboratory observations of

other investigators show that doses permissible in man can
have no direct effect in the treatment of heart disease,

while chnicallyno benefit Is obtained from single doses in

cases of heart failure. The possible effect of the prolonged

use of strychnine in large doses over a period of several

days in persons suffering from chronic heart failure was
studied, the patients being kept in bed on a diet of liquids

and soft solids, the liquids being limited to 1,000 c.cm. in
"~ ' ' 20
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{],<:', r iuce many patients •will entirely

I u as a result of sucli treatment
ii

:

'I'Ugs, the clinical course o£ tne

,(, :
! L' tlic first few days in oracr to

cli!iiiu;ilc s;iuli cl-..-"-. Ircm the seiues Btudied, oul>- tliose

patients who did not recover their compensation atlor

tlu-eeor four days being given strychnine, the effect ujion

the pulse, respiration, urinary output, f,ysto!ic and
diastolic pressures, weight, and subjective symplouis
being noted. Finally, digitalis bodies aud diuretics were
given in order that the efl'cct o£ strvchnine nii.ylit be com-
jiMv. ,1 ill ft:,. sniMf i,;rniit niid-r .l!i(r\\i~r iiiiil^-iiii Con-

di', .

' '-

'! - cuvcioJ v.lieu given diyitalit, ; 2 others

li I, aud 2 were discharged unimproved.
slrychniuo cannot be explained on the

1. V''*i'"'"(s were beyond therapeutic aid,

]i I 1 ', r when given digitalis, and the
, ivev during the time sir\-c]iniue

w.; ii>
,

i,.- - : .\as because strychuiue does not

improve me ';.oili oi i iie iieart. It is concluded, therefore,

tliat there is no pharmacological or clinical evidence
justifying the use of strychnine in the treatment of acute

or chronic heart failure.

11. Treatment of Hay Fever with Calcium Salts.

Ix confirmation of their earlier report on the beneficial

action of calcium salts in hay fever, R. Emmerich and
O. LOEW {Muench. vied. Woch., January 12th, 1915) give

further details of their 5 earlier cases, adding a report

on 8 new cases thus treated. The 5 patients whose Jiay

fever had been banished by a prolonged course ot calcium
chloride in the summer of 1913, were immune to this

disease also in the summer of 1914, during which the
treatment was continued. The calcium chloride was
dissolved in disti

calcium chloride l-

this holutiou w.:.
cfilcium chloride i

which are equiva
anhydrous state.

tutional symptoms; and, while being painless and non'
irritating, it is markedly antiseptic, its colour being the
only disadvantage, though stains of fabrics can bo re-
moved if immediately washed out in cold v.ater. Ulcera-
tions of the mouth may be treated, either by the applica-
tion of a saturated solution, or by using a mouth wash
from 1 in 1,000 to 1 in 10,000, the stronger solutions not
being often required. Not only does the dahlia kill the
infecting organisms, but it stimulates healing, and its use
is beneilcial upon external skin ulcerations and lesions
caused by, or accompanied with, pus organisms. The
author has used it successfully in the treatment of vacci-
nations whi, ;, : 1^1 healing, and ui^on infected
abraded s'.i. hers report upon its value in
the trcatni , acute aud chronic eczema,
herpes, tine

; , .ma sycosis, aud furuuculosis.

fever. The results in the
iingly successful. No harn;

ft v.;irc-,-. 10 grams of crystallized
. le. Three tcas)5oonfuls of

i'lyat meals, iho dose of

of the crystallized salt,

..^ .^ ^..^ :,ij,ms of the salt in the
i'Lu Utatmeut should be continued

throughout the year, but from October to February the

dosage may be halved. In addition to the administration

of calcium chloride in the pure state, the authors gave
their patients largo quantities ot vegetables and cheese,

as they contain a relatively greater quantity of salts than
meal nul tlio cereals. AiiionL; their more recent cases
\, ' ,1 41, who for more than
1

M

< vere hay fever from the
1, : .Tuly. His eyes smarted
;, ,, ,eharee ^vi(h aitac'cs of

';''
"] .t

I ' ;,,,._ e.ua

dueiii;; Uie felluwing suDimer le ,

:
to, us of

'Ore also
' Lis treat-

u wle ; ; Here v^'Cre

], , ,i;: e,,u. Both auihor,-. liavc taken 2 to

1 aide every day for the past six

anv signs of renal disease. The
a:!!' salts on tlie l;iduevs is cou-

1

' ;' "'- I" V,,!!' i.isencr, the
: ~ observed
,:aes. The

: _ . „ ,., ..... ,.,ui „. .1.^ :.oc of the
treaiiae.a, v.liich was aijparently discussed in their earlier

commuuicatiou published in the Muench. inecl. ll'och.,

Kr. 48, 1913.

12. The Use of Dahlia in Infections.

EUHRiH {Amcr. Jotini. of Med. Sciences, May, 1915), after
reviewing the work of in-evious investigators uj.ai the
antiseptic action of certain anilin dyes, l'\, > ; , pe-

rience in the use of dahlia as an effleicm 'eii

for streptococcic injections of the tliK • i.g

with weak solutions, it was found that sa i i a i a ,
, ns,

about 4 per cent., could be applied to tlio mucou, )i!em-

branes of the throat, or other parts of the body, without
producing pain or subsequent irritation. The effect of its

use is most marked for superficial involvement of the
mucous membranes, whether the infection is strepto-
coccic or due to other organisms ;' but, as the drug only
penetrates to short distances, it is useless in deeper-
seated affections. It generally produces distinct lessening
of the intensity of the iuaamjuatlpiij and of the cousli-

PATHOLOGY.
13. Pathological Changes in Appendicitis.

StaXTON {Amer. Journ. of Med. Sciences, April, 1915)
records the results of microscopic examination ot 539
appendices removed during ten days following an acute
attack, together with the gross pathology observed at
operation in more than 1,500 casesi He classifies the
pathological data with reference to the duration of the
symptoms previous to the time of examination, and this

method of grouping the appendices as part of a disease
process according to the day of the disease in which they
are removed shows how fundamentally alike are the
specimens removed during each succeeding day of the
attack. The sequence of changes in the complicating
l^eritonitis are even more uniform, for, if studied as a
disease process, it is found that the lesions at any given
time present features essentially similar in each case.
During the first twenty-four hours of an attack the patho-
logical changes are similar in nearly all cases, a definite

obstruction of the lumen of the appendix being always
present, distaliy to which the organ is distejided. Follow-
ing on the first eight or ten hours of the attack, fibrin is

found on the peritoneal surf " ' •• ^' _ _,_.. _,

the first twenty-four hour
the appendices show t

scopically. Microscopical i

polvr,- ' '• '— e-vtic lllUl

hae!

ds the close of

proportion of

intense diffuse
a Mi.n focal areas of

ecrosis involving ail coats, the peri-

a fibrinous or sero-fibrinons exudate.
Siv; s . : , ; , ritoneal involvement of the first day
mav be i-ncrcti and the abdomen closed without drainage.

On the second days owing to the coalescence of the
microscopic necrotic areas, macroscopic areas of gangrene
are noticeable, and i^erforatiou, if it is going to occur,

usually takes place on this day. There is intense leuco-

cytic infiltration of all coats with ulceration of the mucosa,
and in the majority of cases a definite fibrino-purulenc

exudate on the peritoneal surface. By the third day the

destructive process in the appendix itself has usually

reached its maximum both as regards macroscopic and
microscopic evidences, the most striking histological

feature now being evidence of commencing repair, as seen

by the presence of fibroblasts in all sections, which
evidences of repair are increased on the fourth day. On
the fifth day the necrosis and polynuclear leucocytic in-

filtration still predominates in the cases presenting macro-

scopic evidences of gangrene, although the repair process

is well advanced, while in the non-gangrenous cases the

polynuclear leucocytes have almost disappeared except ai

the surfaces of the ulcerations in the mucosa and of the

periappendicular exudates. Decided advance in these

repair processes are seen on the sixth and seventh day,

while in the second week they are so far advanced as to

present microscopic pictures of a subacute or chronic

character, and if acute recurrences, followmg dietary or

other causes, occur at this stage they result m the en-

grafting of a new acute lesion upon the histological picture

of partial repair. The protection of the general peri-

toneal cavity from infection depends upon the mam-
teuance of the integrity ot the fibrinous i^eriappendicular

adhesions rather than upon the bacterial impermeability

of the appendicular wall.^. In cases of diffuse peri-

tonitis the peritoiieal surfaces are put at rest by with-

holding a!l food and cathartics by mouth, the subsequent

changes tend to the resolution of the lesion or the forma-

tion of circumscribed abscesses. iVftor the first thirty-

six to forty-eight hours of a diffuse peritoneal infection the

lesions met with are essentially undraiuable and not

suited to surgical interference until the ijeriott of

localized abscess formation.
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MEDICINE.
n Trench Diar

AND DLMAS (AVEemlixcikp. axd Dcmas (A'.r. tJ-Jiiifiiiiie rt Or police

sanilniie. March 20th, 1915) say tluU the temi ••tieiich

diarrhoea " covers some very ditTerent conditions : in-

fections by typhoid and paratyplioid bacilli, muco-
niemliranoiis enteritis, diarrhoea connected with iin-

|uoper action of the stomach. In most cases it is

simply a more or less acute form of dysentery— a coiii-

plaiut from which no troops in t\\'- fi<l'l nre cxfinpt.

Diarrhoea and dysentery have in. v ^ i \ n i . i , iin

severity among the troops in the \i mh. I i i d
at the"cud of the hot weather. \\ I;, n !"'-;;i:,i. in

.m m
that district, and were but httlc iLi^dvia b.^ tin tuld
of winter. Of tlxe several hundred casts, soiiie were
dyspeptics of long standing, others were cases of mnco-
menibranous enteritis, easily produced by the coarse army
diet, consisting largely of meat, independently of any stay
in the trenches. Another was a case of paratyphoid. lii

most of the cases, however, the patient had never suffered
Irom gastric or intestinal trouble. Soon after he entered
the trenches, where he felt the fatigue and cold intensely,
the diarrhoea appeared, beginning with four or Ave soft
yellowish stools iu the twenty-four liours. Gradually the
number increased, especially at night ; the faeces became
more liquid and clear, and greenish instead of yellow. At
the same time colicky pains preceded defaeeation. which
))rodnced no feeling of relief. Tenesmus supervened, and
the nnraber of stools increased to twelve or Htteeu. some
of them greasy or bloody, and two-thirds of them at
least occurring dnriug the night. There was never
any fever, but slight constitutional disturbance in the
way of loss of strength and appetite, slight frontal head-
ache, and sometimes nausea and vomiting. The only
treatment required was to keep the patient warm and
quiet in bed, when a few days effected a complete cure
in the majority of cases. In a few cases serious, but
rarely fatal, dysentery occurred. In the l.nii i:,-,- ilie

autoijsy showed lesions of the largo intt-ii ,
i , ,, ,.

trophy of the mesenteric ganglia. Tht ->
. ; ilne

was healthy, and Peyer's patches were m i i , : .
:

r i
, , i

nor hypertruphied. The sjileen was har.i ; i '

thus excluding all action by Eberth's 1...
,

typhoid bacilli. Microscoi)ic exaniiual i'.;.

showed the features characteristic of (l>-.iiii!\, ;Miri

•animal parasites, such as the eggs of ank\ Iri^touiata. were
never found. The causes of trench diarrhoea are .said to
lie exposure to cold and wet, and to the waut^ of w arm
food. In the case of the large numbers of men tmaccus-
tomed to much meat, the fact that the rations consist
almost exclusively of beef was certainly a contributory
cause. Few of the patients attributed their malady to
water. Although a few admitKd they had drunk water
from shell holes or from sources of doubtful jiurity. most
of them said that the cold enabled ihem to a large extent
to do without drinking anything but wine, lea, or coffee.
Now. all the causes above mentioned must be regarded as
predisposing only. The presence of a special bacillus is

essential, but it seems to have little effect alone, as it 1ms
been found in the faeces of men who have not been
exposed to the predi.sposing conditions, and who have
remained in perfect health. The bacillus seems to be
derived from the trench mud contaminated with faecal
matter. This gets on to the boots, thence on to the hands
and the food. In the summer dust and flies also carry the
infection. Moreover the infection, even if it does not
occur in the trenches, may take place in the villages hard
by where the men go to rest, after five or ten days in the
trenches, for about an equal period. The result is that
tlie villages are crowded, and It is impossible to secure
jiropersanitary precautions. Further, most of the food for
the men in the trenches is cooked in these villages, so
that the bacilli may also be carried to the trenches from
tlie kitchens. What is now called •' trench diarrhoea "has
always been rife In the Argonne, and presented no differ-
ence ot character in the summer of 1914 from what it has
been !n previous summers.

15- Examination of Infants' Stools.
MctLANAH.VX ASD MOORE (Amci: .Toiir)! . of ^r(•fl . Srinic-s,
June, 1915) record their routine examinatio'n of 125 infants'
stools, believing that the procedure ranks in importance

with blood counts and urinalvsis
method of determining the" dis
infants with intestinal imli.'cstio
from the e\;MMii,P i,,,, ..-nitr

value. Th.
gauze and i i >

.
.

, i

,

drying bcT .,.. <,
,,

COU>i-: Ml ;
• V

I
II.. I,,.

acitU. —p.. .irii ,,,!,, I i;ii

tion. and tlie preclimiinane
CJrani-positive bacilli. \Vh
stool is light jellow. malt
milkliyht yellow. skiinii»,l
soap \\ liitisli, ^•,ll i,,ii, 11,!, ,

the

due to the laii. i . 1 1, ;ii i,,, -i .

colour to disapiH.;! : , w lul, 1
1 .

i i,

teristic bile ivaniMU i,.-iiii. i|,

to relative exLc^?. ft . ,h l...lu ,ii,.

stool may be due to a i.laii\.>
presence of soap. An < v|..s-., (,i

either a lowered toleranr, im- i;it-.

and excess of f,'itt\- nciil-- anil -cai
fat has been limlicai up \<\ <liL'. si i,

absorbed. While esaln'inal ihm ,

important point in all '-.i tlc-i-.l
solely relied upon to tlie exrl
symptoms, weight curve, and enei

and is the only accurate
tubing food element iu
. the eouclu.sious drawn
iiii'i Hiai K.ii of practical

<•''!< ! or square of
I

' top to prevent
i.uM |. .iliii-es of which
lii -lo.ils

: I licii colour,
;

tin' |.n-srlM.|. of l)lood,
I "f innlial fats, fatty
n action Iu l,uyol's solu-
ilhcr Gram-negative or
colour of the normal

•rs it brown, condensed
oil onto, and excessive

.
II ,|s. from

''>'' ocssive
'•''''>> Ill some

.
"«. it

.' SOS tho
'""» '"ill 'Iiarac-
.o hiiM ,- loually due

o. \. n. loas an alkaline
oo^s oi protein or the

noMiial fats indicates
or an excess in tlic food,
shows that the neutral
n. but has failed to be
f the stools is a very
infants, it must not be
ision of other clinical

gy quotient.

tnd Peripheral Resi:16. Arterial Mur:
L. B.VRD (.1 n-hirefi d
rf/( S(-r)i<7, May, 1915) deals whh the |.. .e , . . .,i| value
of a study of the arterial niiirninr- •. i i rertaiu
conditions can be luaul on .luseiili ai i. m. ii .ir stetho-
scope is placed over a iieriiial aroi \ . ..iilioiii ( ,111 ~ina com-
pression of the arter\ .

no iiiin IS heaiil. iliiiiieh ivrtain
arterial "tones" nia\ ai 111,10^ i,e ,l,h,.i,,|. iTni if the

''' ''" s u iih I he ,|i;is.
;

., .1
,

.

. , \ or I he systole
I I

'
.. I". "

. . 1^ 1m -iiii ,0 ,.| :
!

I

...
I

..
. !ei 11 s. I'nder

''"''"'' '"nil! '"I'-- ' '"' I ei .>.iiiee,i ;\ ,1 h s|.)ecial
ease. a-. [.'! Ill -l.'i ee,.. Ill ,.|1!

I
1.,. ,,,,. .,, OMi! ,1 I M ri. in easeS

W "•''
I

-''..'.. 10 ill. I.
I ;.|,..,

, le exoph-
thahr: ..

,

...
i ., . ,- .,: .„,e,^. ;,„a in

eye" ' "•-: ' •' i I'l Miei.Hi.- anaemia.
Thea.. :

,
1 , is -, , -1 le.

, ions on the
SO""''' ' ' .

!

.1, I
I

, i
,

; , ;i,^( helow^ a com-
pres^ii III, ,1, .,]

. ,
,1 i

..., ih, .ioterminationof
0,rterii,l |.i.-.-,,i,. \ i,, |, .,!,,ie is ihe same as in
Korotkow .-, luelliod iur Hie determination of arterial
pressure, A small phonendoscope is used instead of a
stethoscope : it is placed without pressure on the brachial
just above the bend ot tlie elbow and iust below the
armlet, nml tlio pre-sure of Ihe aimhi K (li,i ineroased

Mhh' 1
111 e,|.cula-

""'.~ ""'
I

" -sivoly.
iliM o, .. ii . I.

'

:
. ' |.,,' and

'
I iiiu the

I'M --mvthe
lo arterial

le.i-l -. elle 11 is Still

olie pressure, they are
Since the murmurs are

tlOn. tllal 1 \r 11 IS (liniiiiislie,

Muriiiiii-.il |,re„ 111, „r,. a, .11

the tali of |.i, -
- h ,1

fall. Near to !r ,
.

, ., ,

murmurs an 1 ,
,1 . , ,1 ;, ,

,1

'• tones," and a-, 11, - i,-, -,i, ,

well above the iiiiniuuuu d
replaced by vibrant "tones.
not beard dining tlie whole period of compression ot
the artery, it is

calibre of the artei e, , \

the production of an, . !

sufficient cause. 'J'h,

different cases to a paiii, ni,

artery. The murmur alway
maximum systolic pressure.

ile narrowing of the
a necessary factor in

I -, it is not in itself a
- not correspond in the

i;-:e of narrowing of the
pases a little below the

whatever that may happen
to be, and it does not therefore correspond to airy actual
degree of pressure in the narrowed vessel. The con-
sistency of the arterial walls is noi an e,>, niial factor,
since in both positive a 11,1 i,_.,||m ,.,.. il,, m -,1 walla
maybenormal. The ,|e

1 ,(,ii,,i, ,,1
i h. hl,,,.,l is far

from being an essential la, >,.r m a ea-e ut pernicions
anaemia with precordial jugular and ocular murmurs,
auscultation of the brachial artery by the method

102 A
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described revealed only a murmur of feeble iiiteusity.

In Uie aiilhoLS njiinii ii the essential factor in the prodnc-
li.tii ..1 i; iiinii . i-, the degree' of emptiness of tlio

|H 111 I
,: ' It .if the artery below the narro-s\ing,

II, I
II III M|M.n the bloodflowin the capillaries,

ami 'iii.i:! iip.iii llie peripheral resistance. A fact

Mliich is iu itscir suggestive of this hypothesis is that

some of the best marked murmnrs are heard in certain

(•ases of aortic insufflcieucj', while they are totally absent
in cases of dilatation of renal origin. Again, it is to some
extent confirmatory of this explanation that the murmur
is less distinct during the period of progressive compres-
sion than during that of relaxation, for it is clear that the
emptiness of the peripheral segment of the artery is more
complete during the latter operation. A direct proof of

tlie theory of causation here put forward is given by
})lacing a second armlet ou the forearm, and demonstrating,
as can be done w ith case, that a murmur when jiresent

will invariably disappear it the flow of blood is obstructed
in the region of distribution of the artery imder considera-
tion. It thus rfs:ults that the production of arterial

murmurs h\- (OMjiir. - inn depends upon the state of the
]icriphir,' ' nil the presence or absence of the
HLurmui'-. Hi J ' .1.

I ..L less intensity, the length of the
))criod (ill. 111. sir. I iiiey are produced, etc., would all

I'uiuisii lutorniatiuii as to the state of the peripheral
< in nlation. Moreover, the method of obsei-vation will not
only liiive a diagnostic significance, but observations of

the vajying conditions made on the same patient from day
to day would have a bearing on prognosis and on the
results of any method of treatment employed.

SURGERY.

17. Rapid X-Ray Localization of Foreign Bodies.

A i;.MiD method of ,r-ray localization for use in the
luilitarv hospitals of Montpellier has been elaborated by
liERTiN-SANS and Lef.xhardt {Arch, d'elcctr. »(<•(*., Xo. 387,

19151, who state tliat. without demanding the time and
couiiilex matfjiial of tijc methods of precision, it gives

sufflcieutly exact results, and has a special value for the
Having found, ap-
10 foreign body is

.u the anterior part
!if posterior. Each

i>i loTisth, and at
:

'II. lie piece of
I iir-i taken to

.- ..I I \, I en the two
111 till- pliotograpliic

trunk and thick parts of rlio iin.iv,

proximately, the region '
i. il

situated, a cross in card'. . i - - .

of the subject, and a siij,.l 1
1

i i

branch of these crosses i^ 6 ui ;>

every space of 2 cm. there is pi

metal, a grain of lead for exani;

difl'ercntiate the shape of these imm i >

crosses. The subject is made to lie ui..

plate iu such a manner that the posterior cross is, it pos-

sible, in juxtaposition with the plate. The auticathode
<.f the tube is placed vertically above the centre of the
;ii ii ,i..r . II.- . aud two exposures are made, the second
111 lit; the tube for a known distance. The
i , I

, n then removed, and their situations
)Mii.i.ii !, 111. -ilver uitrate. On the plate there appear
two slimlows of the projectile, two of the anterior

cross, aud one (if there has been juxtaposition) of

the posterior. With the result of the first exposure,
representing the ray of nonual incidence, we are lor the

moment only concerned. From this it is possible to trace

immediately the point of entrance of the rays wliich

formed the shadow of the projectile, its exact situation on
the skin being ascertained by a reference lo its co-

ordinates, or, in other terms, its distance from eacii of tlie

two branches of the cross within the angle of wliiih it

lies. The fact that each branch has a 2 cm. scale cnaliles

one iiiiiflilv to esriinate these two distances of tlie pro-

leeiiS ill i.,.-i I.. 11 refinement of 5 mm., which is sufft-

i-i, Ml r, 111- point having been marked ou the
hliiii, ih. ,1. .

, .hire is followed with the posterior

cruhs, liie p.-ijii .

-<^ i.iavking the egress of the rays
intercepted In i The projectile, therefore,

lies along tlie tliese two points, and it

remains to deti I ice at which it is situated

from cither of tin, .... .. i..„uuice from the plate is given

by the formula

:

where h is the distance betwi. e
i

le,

D tlic displacement of the anticn e-

ment of the shadow of the f-.i
:

Iiy

taking the distance between tli.' -'<'•
i

yo-
iectile in the two images. A ready rei lioner may be

established, furnishing for given values of 7i aud D, the

value of X corresponding to various values of d. If
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the height 7i of the anticathode above the plate is 65 cm
and the displacement D of the tube is 10 cm. between the
two exposui-es, we have the foUowiug, which can be
multiplied indefinitely and intermediately :

Values of x,
I
Distance of Pro-

jectile from Plate

13.41 (

14.61

15 75

19.86

If the i)o.sterior cross is in contact with the plate, the
distance .( gives immediately the depth of the bullet from
the point traced on the posterior part of the subject. Tlio
depth of the projectile from the point traced on tlit-

anterior surface is found iu an analogous manner. Ic
suffices to discover on the plate the mark of the anterior
cross, to measure the distance between the two shadows
of this cross, talcing the point nearest the projectile, and
to deduce, with the aid of the formula just given, the
distance from this point to the jjlate. IJy subtracting
from this distance the value already obtained for j-, one
arrives at the depth of the projectile from the anterior
point. The same rule must be followed if, by reason of
the conformation of the region, the posterior part of the
subject is not iu close juxtaposition with the plate, witli
the result that there is a double shadow of the posterioi
cross.

18. Cancer of the Breast under 20.

R. H. Fowler {Xcw York Medu;:l T;.:rord, May, 1915)
r-eports three cases of cai'cinoma iu subjects under 20
years of age. In the first, carcinoma of the rectum,
quite inoperable, developed in a boy aged 15, and rapidly
proved fatal. The second patient, a boy aged 14, was
struck on the right nipple by a golf ball, and scirrhous
carcinoma developed. The breast was removed on Feb-
ruary 6th, 1913, and there is no after-history. The third
patient was a Russian .Jewess, aged 19, admitted into lios-

jrital for recurrence of cancer on .September 17th, 1914.

She had observed a swelling in the left breast v>hen

17J years of age. She man-ied at 18, and immediately
became pregnant ; the growth increased rapidly, and the
breast was amputated, by the radical method, in February,
1914, when " scirrhus carcinoma" was reported. Recur-
rence pro\cd rapid, and on admission, seven months after
the operation, into hospital, reonrrences were detected in

the main scar, and also in a number of scars resulting
from incisions made to drain the axillary flap—two recur-

rences rather than imjilantation carcinoma. There was
invasion of the opposite breast, with enlargement of the
axillary lymphatic glands upon that side, and invasion of

the left lung aud right humerus. Death occurred ou
Noveml>er 16th, 1914, hardly eighteen months after the
tumour was first observed.

19. Tonsillectomy.

Balfour M— '- • s.ir.M-,7. -\ra.el.. 1915i .liscusses ton-

Sillectomy i" '' '
' " ' .l.ln.inil ..1 ll.e ;_. II. Till

surgeon, ". -
'•:.,; ^'. .n l.. w-

they are •.
1

•.'..' "•'
'
.-: '' '"' ii^"'

possible ail,... .'. ;..ie j,.u!i.jlJlle epeiulluUS
are incffieieut lU a \.ii-;, .ug peiccntage uf cases a properly

performed dissee'.iou "will alwaj's be satisfactory. It is

essential f'jr success that the anaesthetic should be ad-

ministered by one accustomed to producing an ideal

anaesthesia sufficiently deep to prevent imabolished

reflexes interfering with the dissection, yet so light that

the patient is returning to consciousness by the lime the

operation is completed. With the child's 1v •
i i- i- h. e

over the head of the table and supported i :

at one side with another assistant on the -
.

tongue traction, sponging, etc., the surgeon 1
a

the twoaud introduces his index finger beiiind liie posiei lor

IjiUar, and by firm upward traction puts the anterior piliiu-

on the stretch, and with blunt dissecting scissors frees it

from the tonsil without breakiug through the capsule.

The tonsil is then held with a tenaculum forceps and
freed from the posterior pillar by blunt dissection, which
usually enables the tonsil to be rolled. out of its bed. By
this method the operator sees exactly what he is doing,

aud the technique when once acquii-ed possesses distinct;

advantages as a precise and safe operation in the ha«ds of

a competent general surgean.
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OBSTETRICS.
20. Anaesthesia of tha Internal Pudic Nerve

during Labour.

K. RoiJ.^c. [Mn.nr!,. „,,,?. ]]\h-Ii.. Fcbniai-y 23rcl, 1915)

points oil* that tliere is not yet any satisfactory methoa
for abolishing the pi iucipal paiu of labour, but the lesser

pain, line to initatiou of the internal pudic nerve, can be

abolished by the injection of novocaine-suprarenin into

this nerve. " He has carried out this treatment in more
than 225 cases at Professor O. v. Herff's gynaecological

hospital. The internal pudic nerve gives off three impor-

tant branches, which supply the anus, the muscles and
skin of the perineum, a portion of the labia, and the

region of the clitoris. Fortunately the trunk of the nerve

is easily reached, but some practice is necessary in order

to anaesthetize this nerve properly. The author uses a
2 per cent, solution of novocaine-suprarenin, supplied by
Hdcbst in ampullae containing 5 c.cm. The contents of

one ampulla were usually sufficient, but sometimes two
were used. At tirst there wore several failures due to

faulty technique and the difficulties of finding the nerve
in fat subjects. A plain Record 5 c.cm. syringe was used
with a needle at least 6 cm. long. The patient was placed
on her back with the legs flexed at the hips. The tuber
ischii was then located and the needle was inserted

between it and the middle of the perineum and directed

towards the lesser sciatic foramen so as to strike the
nerve which passes under the ligamentum sacro-tuberosum
on the posterior surface of the ischium. About 2 c.cm. of

Ihe solution were injected as the needle was slightly with-
drawn, and when the needle was almost withdrawn
3.5 c.cm. was injected under the skin of the perineum.
The remaining 2.5 c.cm. of the solution were then injected

in a similar manner into the internal pudic nerve and
perineum of the opposite side. A double dose was given
wlien difficulty was experienced in flnding the nerves in

fat patients. The injections were sometimes facilitated

by introducing a finger or two into the vagina, where they
acted as a guide to the spiue of tlie ischium. The sub-
cutaneous injection into tlie perineum was undertaken in

order that, even it the trunk of the nerve was missed, the
perineum would still be anaesthetized. The injection
should be given at the beginning of t)ie soi oud stage of
labour, when the passage of the In; i i . n in- pain.
The anaesthesia begins live to ten n lie in-

jection, and lasts at least two and uli ' u three
hours. In some cases the injection^ •:.' . lj, n in,> late,

and in ot'oers too early. It is advisable to yive the injec-

tions a little too early rather than too late. The relief

was often so great that iiatients who were almost wild
with pain remained perfectly quiet after anaesthesia had
been induced. It was also beneficial when the perineum
had been ruptured, as it euabled the operator to suture
the perineum at once without pain. In seven cases the
treatment was ineffective on account of faulty technique
or because it was given too late. In five other cases,
although the perineum and vulva were obviously quite
anaesthetic, the patients complained of pain during the
passage of the head. The author concludes by claiming
that, thanks to its simplicity, this treatment can be as
well employed at home as in a hospital.

Franklaxd Smith {Medical Recorci, April 3rd, 1915)
has made a series of experiments on animals, with
the bold object of endeavouring to widen a contracted
pelvis by transplantation of bone. Many border-line cases,
he insists, could be permanently relieved by an increase of
not more than 1.5 to 2 cm. in the conjugate diameter. It

is possible, he believes, to obtain the result by perma-
nently spreading the pelvic bones. The transplant is

obtained from the inner surface of the tibia near its upper
extremity, being of sufficient width or length for the
purpose. The periosteum can be removed with the trans-
plant, which must be absolutely fresh. An incision is

then made over the sjmiphysis pubis, carried at once down
to the bone. The fibro-cartilaginous tissues must be
Completely removed, and the little villous-like projections
on the bone whicli run into the hyaline cartilage must be
curetted. The bones are then separated for a certain
di.stance by an instrument made for the purpose, and the
tran.splant set in place. It may be held in position either
by grooves made in the pubic bones or by a heavy
kangaroo tendon bound about the graft and the bones.
After the incision through the integtiments has been closed
with catgut a properly fitting plaster cast is applied. The
progress and position of the transplant can be watched by
the use of the Roentgen rays.

GYNAECOLOGY.
22. Caruncle of the Female Urethra.

YotJXO {Bosloii ^[ct!. and Siu-tj. Joiini., .Tunc 3rd, 1915)
describes a series of cases of urethral caruncle operated
upon in the Genito-Urinary Service of the Massachusetts
General Hospital. The pathological reports of 19 cases
where sections were made and examined by an expert
illustrate a fact that has strtick other observers, but seems
never to have been so clearly made out before. Though
caruncle is a common disease, and is generally held to be
an innocent neoplasm, it is also

'

troublesome to extirpate; wli
cancer of the female urethra <l'

Yet, on section, a caruucle nft.

those taken from Edward L. ^ -

portion showed inxfiiilaiiiy of
crypts and in fi.lilini^s iiom tli,j

epithelial cells

tion, w
showed
matoiis

ur and prove
I I

111' other hand,
' be common.

- iiuilignant. In
) ( i~i s a large pro-
lial cell growth in
e, and of islands of
On further inspec-
oue more section
suggesting carcino-
II these five, there

were \. >; . ,, A i < -i ,
i

;!;, ij;ii surfaces in three
others. I In ,!_, im,^.. in i Ij..^ . .us v.as wide—namely,
6 to 63 ^eais, ^Ouiig was able to follow up three of the
five patients where the growth seemed histologically
malignant. One of the three, examined four years
after operation, and the second eight years after,
showed no signs of recurrence, and there were no
symptoms. The third was once more under Young's
care six years after the removal of the caruncle.
Her general health was good, except that she was
a little ran down, but the symptoms had recurred.
A tumoiu-, about one-fourth of an inch in diameter at its
thickest point, surrounded the meatus. The whole
urethra felt hard, thicken rd. auil indurated. No enlarged
glands could be detected. I

Im- ,.,,:,, nt refused to undergo
a second operation. Jh; , > ;

i ,;, m ems often clinically
innocent, though histul, ._,,;:. ;,, .:,naut—in appearance,
at least. Young, turuiuf< tu s;, liiin.nus in his entire series,
foimd that in 26, or 55 per cent., the patients had no
symptoms of any kind pointing towards the caruncle.
Even a caruncle of the size of a strawberry was discovered
quite accidentally, and in 35, or halt the entire series,,
there were no urinary symptoms. In 23, or one-third, the
patients had already undergone various operations in other
institutions for the removal of similar growths—namely,
3 " several," 5 two, and the others one surgical procedure.
Age had no relation to recurrence, nor had the nature, of
the operation, excision, actual cautery, or chemicals. In
all patients where there had been a stiictured urethra not
remedied at the first operation, the caruncle returned.
Young gives statistics showing a elose relation between
stricture and eainnclo. No definite facts as to the
etiology of carunrjo could be fouuded ou the cases under
observation. If, however, an operation is undertaken,
whether it be tlie touching of a minute caruncle with the
thermo-cautery or resection of the urethra. Young con-
siders that the whole urethral canal should be sounded and
explored, lest a stricture be overlooked.

THERAPEUTICS.
23. Serum Treatment of Pneumonia.

Roper (Cornell r;iU: Med. Bull., April, 1915) gives his
experience in the treatment of 20 cases of pneumonia with
a serum derived from a horse which had been treated with
a vaccine containing five strains of pnenmocooci, including
typical and atypical types. Two series of cases were
treated, the first receiving very small doses subcutaneously,
while in the second the doses approximated more nearly
those advised at the present time given intravenously.
In the first series there was no noli, c ulii,' mmh ,liate
effect, 13 out of 14 patients recovering, n i i.

i
j. ihlre

seemed to be ati improvement in the ^ i
;

i

.
: iniuu

the temperature curve showed no mati ii.il • ii. •,:.
. and

there was no shortening of the course of the disease. Of
the 6 cases in the second series 3 died, and the total
mortality of the two series was 20 per cent., which
approximates the average hospital mortality. The same
serum which was used in the first series was used for the
first 3 of the second series, 2 of which defervesccd imme-
diately, while the third showed no immediate effect
though eventually recovering. The last 3 were treated
with a serum from a horse treated as before with a
vaccine containing five strains of pneumococci (includ-
ing Neufeld 1) and a Streptococcus mucosus isolated from
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one of the cases, but no detcrvescencc occuvrea. Of

the 6 cases in the last series (with the exception

of the 2 cases aU-eaily raeutionecii u" dtlei \('^<' ih.-

occurred after iu.iectiou, but souie div.l I
-;hI<iiii:

phenomena. Four liad chills foUowint; wiilnn <':.• Ii --

Leucocvle couuls wore unalfectea. I'uciuuouias may be

divided into tliose due to typical and atypical organisms,

the former beins common -and the lattei' nnoonniion. A
VM-ilvvnlint -frimi ;iffivf n-'nii)--!- tlif tMiici-il \-;M-i.'ties

\i 1m, • !• Ill 1
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MEDICINE.
27. Emotional Shock following Shell Explosion.

FIESSIKGER {.loiini. (hs priiticitns, February 15tli, 1915)
jjives an account of a number of cases of emotional sbock
followiuj4 shell explosion. One case was that of a non-
commissioned officer of beavj' artillery, who had received
a severe bruise—but no more serious damage—on the left
tliigh. The patient had been a bright and cheerful man
with no antecedent nervous manifestations, family or
personal. To any inquiries he replied in monosyllables,
and after a few questions his expression and manner
indicated profound fatigue. His memory appeared normal,
but there was a marked alteration of intelligence. He
preserved absolute silence, appeared to bo extremely
melancholy, and suffered from insomnia, intense head-
ache, and distaste for food. Tlie reflexes were normal,
and muscular power was retained. Subcutaneous iujec-
tions of strychnine resulted in some improvement.
A similar case was that of a lieutenant of artillery.
There was no trace of a wound in this case. The patient
appeared to be in a state of stupor ; he refused all nourish-
ment and preserved a fixed stare. After two days there
was a phase of nervous excitement, followed by one of
melancholy and intense depression. The antlior iioiiits
out that tlie explosion of heavy shells provolc. -- a ti rut-, uil;

impression on nervous subjects, and that tlii^ ^Im, Iv 1^ 1, s"
marked on those who have been serioush uoiiuil. il ,ii1k 1

wise. With regard to the nature of the attack, tliu auiliur
states emphatically that in none of the cases referred to
was there any evidence of simulation, and that the condi-
tion was to be regarded as a traumatic neurosis, only
occurring in those of susceptible nervous system. Rest
treatment and suggestion were beneficial, and there were
few ultimate ill elTects.

28. Dysenteric Polyneuritis.

A. V. Mueller-Deh.sm (U-ien. mccJ. M'och., April 17th, 1915)
has observed mauy cases of polyneuritis during an epi-
demic of dysentery, which broke out in the autumn of
1914 in Kagran. Among the complications of dysentery,
'•rheumatic" symptoms were byfarthe most commou aiid
affected the majority of the patients. The pain was most
frequent and troublesome in the legs, was often increased
by movement, and was of a shifting character. Although
the patients had been exposed to wet and cold, and had
led a strenuous life in the open, the pain was traced, not
to "rheumatism," but to neuritis directly traceable to the
dysentery. This view was supported by the facts that
(1) these symptoms were much less common among
soldiers suffering from wounds or diseases other than
dysentery, (2) true articular rlieumatism is a very rare
disease among the class of patients under discussion, and
(3) the symptoms were characteristic of true neuritis.
Every form of neuritis was observed. In some cases there
was extreme muscular atrophy, and the electrical reaction
to degeneration was present." In some cases there was
typical sciatica, in ethers there was polyneuritis with
extreme tenderness and thickening of the nerve trunks,
with hyperaesthe.sia and anaesthesia of the skin. In
other cases, again, there was paraesthesia without any
demonstrable anatomical lesion. The reflexes were often
absent, and acro-paraesthesia was common. " Vascular
spasm " and trophic disturbances of the nails and skin
were also observed. The author considers these mani-
festations of neuritis were not due to any specific poison
produced by the bacillus of dysentery (his material in-
cluded only cases of bacillary dysentery), but to the ulcera-
tive condition of the intestine, which permitted the absorp-
tion of imperfectly digested substances into the system.
In this connexion he points out that polyneuritis may also
be a sequel to tuberculous ulceration of the intestine. The
coincidence of neuritis and other forms of intestinal ulcera-
tion is so common that intestinal ulceration should be
suspected in every case of neuritis. As the patients
improved and the dysenteric ulceration disappeared, the
symptoms of neuritis also passed off. Many of the patients
suffered from oedema on admission to "hospital when,
though the pulse was usually good, the patients were
much exhausted. It was not clear wliether this oedema
was a cachectic, toxic phenomenon, or due to vasomotor
influences connected with tlie neuritis. The latter view
v.as supported by the frequency with which other vaso-

motor abnormalities, pain and jiaraesthesia, were associated
with this oedema. Tlie neuritis were unaffected by sali-
cylates, but It disappeared in most cases simultaneously
with the other symptoms of dysentery.

29. Haemorrhatfic Nephritis due to Novocain-
Adrenalin.

LENSCHO%V iXorsJ.- M,u,„r:n, jor r..,n,a'ulcmJcabn,, May,
1915) records the case .,f a man. aK<d 21, who had never
undergone a serious illm s,. ( .„ September 10th, 1914, he
was operated on lor iii^nin.l li,iuia on the right side.A general anaestheiie ua. ,lis|..,i-,ed with, and a sub-
cutaneous, subaponeiuotie mje.ta.n of novocain-adrenalin
was given. A 1 per cent, stock solution of novocain was
boiled, and then adrenalin was added, and altogether
70 c.cm. of the novocain solution and 14 minims of
adrenalin were used. The dosage of the former was
70 eg. and of the latter 0.7 mg. The operation was satis-
factorily completed and the wound healed bv first inten-
tion. On the day following the operation'the patient
complained of dull pain in both lumbar regions. The
urine was blood-stained, and a heavy brown-red deposit
was found under the microscope to consist of red pells and
a great quantity of hyaline and blood cell casts. The
kidneys were not paipaljle and tliere was no rise of
teiiii>eiaiuir. 'Ilii. iiai iniiMiia L I a,lually diminished, and
"'"'"'.'"' I'll I'll' "a- a; 1,1

1

., ,1, sixteen days after the
"l"Taih.ii. ii,,. eia, 1

.

-. ,.|. ,
,

;

,, i:auue of the urine was
iii'i-nial, ainl ii coiiiainea uu aliaimiu. There were, how-
ever, still a few red cells to be seen under the microscope,
but no casts. The author points out that there has
apparently been no previous record of nephritis following
aninjection of iinvnraiii-a,ii-oi,filiii. 'rh,-. r:T^,-< of jioisoninn
bythisprepai-.uinii l,avc I.,, n .Ha,,, ,,,, a,

,] , xahisively by
symptoms rel.ialil .,,, II,, ^

< ai ,al nervous
systems. S.,l„ ,,la n..,a. alal ,aa;,„. s,,r such a
smallnnan.iM -.ai,,f,,„eh a aauu- a ,,| la.vocain-
3-'bellahi! r , , , , ,, j^ jjj^ author'.s eas,' ha\. Ii,,l liitlierto
caus(,i a 'iiiptoms. It mav la -aaa' --i. ,1 that the
liac'i"' a i,U|>endent of the ana. -1 hei ic and that
the asauL.a;,. u . i ihc two was pmvly accidental. The
author dismiss, ~ ii,is li\

|
>, tin ~i-. and considers that the

rapid developnam ,,i 1 la lia.nia f ai la after the operation
and the ab.-en,, ,,i i.i.i a. mda alive of a toxic effect,
iiut he does not kiiuw w lueh ol the components of the
novocain adrenalin was to blame ; he suggests that in the
future the urine should be examined when large injections

vocain-adrenalin have i

SURGEEY.
30. Projectiles Within the Knee-joint.

COUTEAUD {IluU. et mem. de la Sor. dr Clih: de Paris,
Aprd 7th, 1915) has collected notra r.f 1? , i-,, s of projectiles
within the knee-joint, the ja a ;, ^ i,,,,,^ within the
cavity of the joint in9casesai 1

1
,,, Mm 8. He found

that the intercondyloid space a a- ;ia ;, ,,1 predilection
for projectiles with only a sinali peneuauug torce—that is,
round balls or largo fragments of shells. For making an
exact diagnosis radioscopy appeared to be superior to
radiography, but mistakes in the iuter|)retation of the
radioscopic appearances had occurred, pi,.lialjly as the
result of the inability of some of the pai a ais in ;a[opt the
most suitable position for a good resuli. \s ,, mle, the
most serious anatomical lesions were Uaina in I'm- rases in
which the projectile was within the cavity of the joint.
Moreover, the nature of the projectile largely determined
the severity of the wound, and as a rule the severity
Increased progressively accordiu.a as the projectile was a
rifle bullet, a round ball, or a i, la ,1 ,,r a shell. In
addition to the danger from th,

,

• the projectile
within the joint there arc ti, ,

<
, iia,,l tlioso from

Assures of tlie boue and iiiiia a ales of bone.
The majority i,r 1 la- pa

1
aaa - haa

1 a .a,, :ai ai exer-
tions in the 1 1 . , , 1

^
,

a
, a a a i , mud,

were almost al. ,,
, ,

, 1, , ;; ait treat-
ment. The a ,.

. ,
. ,, ,

..,,:> ,, ,,, ,, , ,,,,,.,.|,.s in
ditfcreni ,1, .a- - a . - . ;;, ...neral
Plien<,a,, ,

,
a,,, ,,.,!, ,, :, ,;,,

: , ,, ,„ piintis,
etc. I',- :, -, ,,,. ,i in all
cases laaaa' 1,1 ih,i-i I, I,', 1,1 a I, -I 1,1, i,a,a;a Ladv is
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small, encysted, and without reaction on the joint. With
regard to the operation to he performed tlie author believes

that most frc(juently the best treatment is by a large

cresceutic incision, as for suture of a fractured patella. In

this way alone can all necessary e-\ploratious be made,
and foreign bodies which may be multiple removed. An
arthrotomy often proves insufllcient for dealing adequately
•with the condition, and has to be followed later by a re-

section or amputation. Thus in the present series of 17

cases a preliminary arthrotomy had been performed in

each of the 3 cases in which resection was needed, in each
of 2 cases of amputation, one ending fatally, and in one
f;il:il I ;i-,i in wIimIi tlic l;i iicral condition of the jiatient

i-oni 1 ;nmli.:M. J , l;ii(i- ii lii pii 1 ation. The results obtained
ill iIm 17 1,1-., \.ii. :

:'
(i. .itlis, 1 recovery after amjiuta-

tK.ii. i riin\,iic^ ;iliii' i.^. (lion, 4 other recoveries with
ankylosis, and 7 absolute eni'es with complete or almost
complete restoration of raoveraeuts. Of the 7 cases of

cure no operative treatment was undertaken in 3, in each
of which the projectile was embedded in bone ; in one the
projectile had already been extracted before the patient

reached the base hospital ; in one arthrotomy was able to

ho jierfornied almost immediately after the inllictiou of

the wound ; in 2 jio .ipt r;iiion \v;i,s performed at the time,

but after an iiii' .Is in one case and eight

weeks in the oi i \m i e obseiTed from im-
mol)ilizationof I

!

i\ l'\means of plaster-of-

Paris si)lints \Miii ; -, tlie knee being left un-
covered.

31. Disinfection of Surgeon's Hands.
Eli.ICE McDonald [Sinyci-if. (JijuaeroJofjy, and Obslclrim,

July, 1915) employs a solution of forty parts of acetone,
sixty of methylated spirit, and two of pyxol as a germicide
for washing of the surgeon's hands before an operation.

Acetone need not be chemically pure, and may be obtained
from oil and colourmen's shops, as it is used in the arts

for removal of varnish. The solution is poured into a
vessel I'lig enough to admit the hands, which are immersed
in it f.i niio iiiiuiitr. A nailbrush is also employed, and
a u.i i/i' .loll! for tlic arms, to aid the solution in the
))eii. n;iii(iii .0 'Mvv crevice. This solution is inexpen-
siv.', liiiiiiitiitini; In I he skin, and efficient. It may be used
ii]H nl.Hlly. anil, ihuu^h it acquires a sediment, this

detritus in no way impairs its efficiency. After obtaining,
tliriniHli laljoratory experiments, clear evidence of its

bactericidal qualities, McDonald has emi.loyea this solu-

tion for tlic surgeon's hands, and for ili >ii of

the skiu of tlie abdomen, for over a yi My
satisfactory results. In consequence 1" Mat
o)ii lalion wounds heal more perfectly i! ' '

. > of

III. i.ti ilin.u .ii disinfection current among groat operators
a! I . : :! date. McDonald has discarded rubber
oJ . ' I

I

! lilies the skin with a hand varnish which

32. Rupture of the Intestine by Compressed Air.

Stauff iMiirnch. med. Woch., March 9th, 1915) records the
i-a a lad. aLjcd 15, who was cleaning a machine with
r.iiMi!. ~, d 111- when, unintentionally, he blew dust into
111. • •> -

! I
1 companion. In a pas.sion his companion

lea, , ill I
, , !.. iliion^h v.liich the comjiressed air was

1 i .to 8 atmospheres, into tlie

! !.. lueen 10 and 11 a.m. At
.'I hospital much cyanosed

an ... II . Respiration was laboured
and .,iip ., liulc body was bathed iu sweat.
The Inn i upwards, the action of tlie lioart

was ri L ! were normal, and the pulse was
small an.! ,!,ai,r.ii i^'as distended like a drum,
andwa^. ir. There was some blood
about tl .

. xamination w^as negative.
Tlic toiii: . . ind the urine was normal.
The patioi)^ ,

, n limic; and complained of

severe abdomiual pain. 1 :
' n . of the case and the

condition of the patient in. .,iO i i .i
i mic of the intestine.

Laparotomy was there i
.. p. ii..,nioa under general

anaesthesia, an incision liLin- made iu the middle line

between the umbilicus aud the symphysis. When the
peritoneum was divided offensive gas escaped with a loud
hissing sound and the abdomen collapsed. The intestines
and peritoneum were inflamed and masses of blood were
found iu the pelvis. Faecal peritonitis was diagnosed aud
the abdominal wound was enlarged upwards to ensure a
better view. Between the pelvic colon and the splenic

flexure fifteen ruptures of the serosa were found and
sutured. The serosa of the transverse colon was com-
pletely torn longitudinally and, just below the hepatic

flexure, there was a longitudinal rupture extending for

about 5 oni. Thnanjli this rupture faeces had escaped into

the abdominal cavity. The caecum and tin- or,lnn vero
resected almost as far as to the middle of 1 1

1
' n in,

with which the ileum was connected by a i lal
anastomosis. The abdomiual cavity \\ a , .1 i. ;i

Mikulicz tampon was inserted, and the uound iiamally
closed. The patient rallied after the operation, but next
day fever, vomiting, and hiccup came on and he died at
3 p.m.

33. Congenital Defects of the Anus and Rectum.
Brenner (Siirgcrij, Gynaecology, and Obsfclrins, May, 1915)
publishes a report, with comments, of 61 cases of atresia
of the anus and rectum under his observation. The varie-
ties were as follows : Atresia ani simplex 27 cases, 17
reported as in males, 6 reported as in females, and 4 where
sex was not reported ; atresia of the anus and vidval
outlet 10 females ; atresia ani with complete occlusion by
a membranous diaphragm 3 cases, 2 male and 1 female

;

atresia ani w^ith perineal outlet 2, 1 male audi female;
atresia ani with scrotal outlet 2 males ; atresia recti 12,
9 in males, 1 in female, 2 sex unreported ; atresia recti
with vaginal outlet 3 females ; atresia recti with urethral
outlet 2, 1 male and 1 female. The operative treatment is

also tabulated. Perineoplasty (mostly proctoplasties) 29,
of which 19 proved successful, 6 died of the operation,
4 died after more or less perfect recovei-y, the surgical
mortality being 24 per cent. Inguinal colostomy 11 cases,
2 successful, 4 died of the operation, 5 later, surgical mor-
tality 66.6 per cent. ;

pei-ineal dissection for fistulous
openings 10 cases, 9 successful, 1 died after recovery, the
sm'gicai mortality being m7. Lastly, in two cases coelio-

tomy and proctoplasty were comhim <l. otv dying of the
operation. Brenner observes thai i . .

I no. a novel
and unique technique, promises ^ i in selected
cases. He notes that his station. o. n^uate that
perineal dissection for fistulous oiionmi^s gi\es excellent
results, and is a safe procedure. The 29 perineoplasties
for anal or anorectal obstruction show a mortality of

24 per cent., which is, after all, much lower than before
the era of aseptic surgery. Inguinal colostomy, though
advised by some authorities as the procedure ab initio, is

attended with high mortality, 66 per cent., and therefore
must be condemned excepting as a last resource.

OBSTETRICS.
39. Detachment of Placenta in Eclampsia.

Zarate {Ann. de (lynic. et d'ohstet., August, 1914".\pril,

1915) notes how uteroplacental apoplexy is known to be a
result of puevperal eclampsia, and is probably ovei-looked
in many cases. Essen-Moller detected retroplaceutal
haematoma iu 2 out of 29 cases of eclampsia. Zarate, in

a Buenos Aires institution, detected and described the
same pathological condition in 2 out of 25 cases of

eclampsia. He believes that, on the other hand, it is the
eclampsia that is overlooked in many cases of detachment
of the normally attached placenta. In reports of that
com])lication, more than two-thirds had marked albumin-
mia. Zarate describes in full the two instances of detach-
ment where eclampsia was recognized, and notes that both
mothers aud children were lost. The first patient applied
for hospital relief in the middle of the eighth month,
because she had suffered from a fit a few days pre-

viously. The uterus was not tense, the vertex presented,

and the patient not seemiug very ill was advised to

come again three days later. Next day, early in the

morning, a second fit occurred and the patient was
admitted. In the afternoon, when straining during

defaecation, the patient vomited blood. The midwife

then noted that there was great dyspnoea, with a pulse:

of 130, the uterus was perfectly rigid and the fetal heart,

sounds inaudible. Yet the patient was not anaemic and

at first acute hydramnion ^ras diagnosed. The resident

medical officer dilated the cervix, the membranes broke,

and about two pints and a half of clear amniotic fluid

escaped, followed by a pint aud three-quarters of synqi-

like blood mixed with fresh blood. Basiotripsy was per-

formed, and after delivery the placenta, completely de-

tached, slipped out, with a quantity of clot. The tampon
was applied, but in vain, aud the patient died although

she rallied for a time after an intravenous injection of

serum. The second patient was admitted comatose after

about ten attacks of eclampsia, the tongue bitten, the

lower extremities oedematous, and the urine scanty, dark,

and loaded with albumin. Dilatation was complete

fourteen hours after admission. The utei-us from the first

was vei-y tense. An hour after the dilatation delivery

occurred, a great mass of coagula coming' av.ay. 7'"?'-
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p<ir/ii»i haeinoiThage pi-oved very obstinate and therefore

hystcrectoiuy was pcrformccl, but the patient died under
the operation. Zarate liijiircs tUo uterus. The uterine

•wail showed iivcat In pciplasia o( the connective tissue,

with defjouoriitiou of tlic muscle cells. I'ietwccn the
bundles of cells were miinerous areas of liaeuiorrhafio,

some old, others recent. The blood had pushed aside the
parallel buudles of muscle cells and there was no line of

demaixiation between the muscnlosa and decidaa, where
the decidual cells were brolien up into islets by the

haemorrhages. Thus marked local pathological changes
may be assix-iatcd with eclampsia.

35. Chronic Inversion of Oterus: Abdominal
Operation.

Hedi.EY (Jouni. Ohstrt. iind Gijn. of the Bi-iliali Empire,
January, 1915) reports two cases where inversion occurred
during labour aud was not reduced for several mouths. In
both he opened the alxlominal cavity. A ring was then seen
in the normal position of the cervixat its attachment to the
vaginal walls, large enough to admit the tip of the fore-

finger. The Fallopian tubes and broad ligaments were
drawn into the ring. Manual attempts proving of no avail

in the first case, the ring was divided posteriorly in the
middle line with scissors, so that there was a vertical

incision involving the posterior wall of the uterus, the
vaginal portion at the cervix, and the posterior vaginal
wall. The assistant was immediately able to reduce the
inversion by very slight pressure from the vagina. The
wound was closed with catgut sutures from above down-
wards. Ventral fixation of the fundus was considered
advisable. In the second case Hedley, having opened the
abdominal cavity, was able to replace the uterus quite
easily by pressing on it through the bladder walls. The
drawbacks of making a vaginal examination when the
peritoneal cavity was open were thus avoided. The
fundus was fixed to the parietes with catgut. Perfect

recovery followed both operations. Hedley maintains
that the abdominal operation is, as a rule, the proper
treatment for chronic inversion. The repositor is slow,
tedious, and jiainful in its action, and the patients are
already anaemic, whilst stretching and cutting the cervix
from below is only possible in a minority of cases.

GYNAECOLOGY.
26. Post-partum Retrodisplacement of the Uterus:

Conservative Treatment.

Cherry (Xcw Yorl- Mr,l. Journ., May 1st, 1915) found that
at the Columbus Hospital, New York, out of 2,315 patients
apjiljing for treatment within four years, 455 had retro-

deviation of the uterus, out of which 325, or 70 per cent.,

followed abortion or labour. These are of far more
frequent occurrence than is generally believed, and would
be less seldom overlooked if patients were followed up
through the entire period of involution, by bimanual
explorations carried on to tlie sixth or eighth week.
Breast-feeding must be insisted upon for at least two
months, the tight application of the binder avoided, and
small doses of ergot administered. A great many dis-

placements can be prevented by these piecautions, and
postural treatment must be undertaken later on. The
patient must not be kept in the dorsal position. She must
be encouraged to lie on her side and abdomen, and as the
fundus nears the brim of the pelvis the assumption of the
exaggerated lateral prone position with elevation of the
hips upon pillows should be practised. Mild exercises

must be enforced several times daily so as to hasten
involution by increasing the general muscular tone. They
should begin on the second or thLKl day after delivery,

beginning with the arms, then the lower extremities, and,
later, the abdominal muscles. The result of this pre-

ventive, conservative treatment is that the patient is

saved from permanent pessary life and from operations
which do not by any means give permanently satisfactory

results.

37. Autoplastic Transplantation of Human Ovary.
Nattrass (iled. Jonrn. of Austral., January I6U1, 1915)

jjerformed Caesarean section on a woman, aged 17, subject

to great pelvic contraction owing to disease of the right

hip joint, which was still in an active condition, as a sinus
over the great trochanter discharged pus freely. The
operation was undertaken on March 7th, 1911. A fidl-time

female child, weighing 6 lb. and measuring 19 in., was
extracted alive. In order to prevent further conception,
the ovaries were excised and transplanted into the anterior

abdominal wall. The ovaries after amputation were

dropped into normal saline solution at 98.4° P., and divided
longitudinally through the hilum. As much of the stroma
as possible was cut away with curved scissors, as Nattrass
found from previous experience in trnns]>lantation in the
lower mammals that the trauspl;iiil,il o\aiv cir^c ncraled
in direct proportion to its thickm ^s :iihI lU iisii \ ?;i, ;ilniu-
dance of fibrous stroma arrests I he iici' iKiinLaiioii of
nutrient fluid. The shoalhwiis lli.n m pm alcd fioiii the
anterior surface ol' llir I. 11, nri us aliil.Miiiiiis muscle, and
whenthe outer Iwi.l. r uas ,|inl.' livr I lu' ,,prrator grafted
ontoit the paiiia!l\ >plii !, n ..\mx. ']

1 \arywas fixed
to the muscle, tlic Lii-c ul iln ia:i.il\iM- w ii bin the split
in the former, with a few catyin s n m, <. Iljc cut surface
of the right ovary was placed uii i u. 1 ilIii . Jcrual oblique
muscle, about two inches from ili.- midii. line and fixed
with catgnt sntnivs, ]t was ilni^ <|iiii - - iilwiit-iiieous.

The paliciii wean. '.I ]uv rliii.l m \:i " i, hMi Qu
Septcmli.i' Jlih ill,' cj la Ml, ma. i.!:i'ii.<;, '

,1 iliree
days, llKiJeial.^ au.l |iail,l. ->. Th, |,,,..|- ...nliiiued
fairly rcyulai-, always luoderate 111 an, li. ;,i,.l uMially
quite painless ; but sometimes the [lal nan i>ni \> win n they
were due by tenderness in the grallml nxail. -,. iKually
most marked in the right, which was snl.< mint .m-i. On
September 6th, 1914, Uivcc vears aud a, hall alu i- the
operation, Natl nis< -aw lln' i.';ifinnl an.] r.iMinl Ina' in good
health; the utcin, was of norm;,! si/v and lln- |ii li.ids were
regular. The li-hl nr snljcidaia'ons I'v.ill cmld hn easily
felt, the left could unjy be deliiud b.\- tlic sickniiiny sensa-
tion which the iJatient felt when it was pressed.

THERAPEUTICS.
38. The Sitting Position in Pneumonia.

Mdlle. E. Cottin {Bcv. mcd. de la. Suisse romandc.
May 20th, 1915) has made an extensive study of the
results of allowing pneumonic paticjits to leave their bed
for part of the day. She tells how this plan came to be
adopted by C. Widmer (Miiencli. med. IVoch., May 2eth,
1914); he was surprised to find that in eight severely
delirious patients of his who left their liods tin- dilii-ium
disappeared, fever dimuiishod. and llnic was lapid dis-
appeai-ance of the pueuuiouic s\ni|.tnnis; n.inc of these
patients died. Later, he treated bU eases liv 1 liis method,
aud advised early resort to it : he lomid that the patients
realized the benefit of sitting on a sofa or taking a short
walk in the room ; they felt they were free fi-om the
notion of being ill, aud their pain was relieved. A period
of four hours' sitting daily was found sufficient ; tem-
perature fell fi-om i" to 2^ the frequency of respi-
ratory and cardiac mo'vements diminished, blood pressuro
increased, and a feeling of euphoria was experienced.
Mdlle. Cottin lias treated a large number of cases thus

:

She selects for description 20 of the gravest cases, ranging
iu age from 20 to 80. Some were allowed to get up on the
day after their entry into hosiiital ; olinjrs a lew days
later. As a rule, ihe heufs fi'oni 2 nil U ],.,:. \-, . ,. s. l.-eie'd,

owing to theii' r..n\ .nnnre. Tli- n,; . r, ,,i ,,1 a
dressing-gown and a .nv, no- („

1 h'. ;- , .,.,d by
a nurse on to an ainieliair elese in ili,- li, a. Om being
comfortably settled, they were encouraged to give their
impressions of tlie cliauge of posture, and especially to
give warning when they wished to return to bed. Only
one asked this after two hours' sitting. He said he " did
not feel bad, but he had had enough." The others would
gladly have remained seated beyond 6 p.m. had it been
possible. No one made any complaint ; all wished to
renew the experiment on the following; days; some even
swore when bedtime came, espe. 1 ally ene patient, who
felt a stitch in his side only win n 1 ernin!:eut. Asked
what they thought of the sittiuy iivaiini nl , ibey said they
breathed much more easily, expecluiatiuu 'was more
abundant and less painful, sweating ceased, aud they
enjoyed a pleasant euphoria; they also appreciated the
•elief from the incessant need to arrange their pillows"

tin noted that
-pnnla.ii slnwer
\i\ lu h. 20 licats
'lie pll(_ lllnoUic,
v. ! 'b was very

i etly regular
I w as seen in
.i i leiiL's cardiac

at the pli.i .--iLian liesiiated momen-
1 of trying the treatment. Usually

1 from some tenths of a degrco
f in the evcnin;,' after sitting than
g recumbency iu bed. In no caso

comfortably. Objectively, M(il

cyanosis became much less i

and deeper, pulse fuller and oil

a miniite. In a fat, delirio

aged 55, it was found that b
irregular during recumbency,
every time he was seated. Tin
a case of double jineumonia, \\

state M
tarily a'

the tea

tolj, an.

in the m>.
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permaii

was any caidiac faintness or -weakness Inauced by sitting.

The authoress thinks that sitting for part of the day
should be adopted more often in pneumonia than it has
hitherto been, and even in other acute respiratory affec-

tions, but she would not try it in all pneumouics. The
earlier it is tried the better, and she specially urges its use

in those who are dyspnoeic, congested, and arrliythmic,

and in those whose hearts are nearest to exhaustion, for

she finds that cases of cardiac insufficiencies gain more
relief by it than any other cases. Tlie benefit she
attributes partly to derivation of blood to the lower limbs

and partly to "increase of diaphragmatic bv( ntliiiit,'. In

support of this belief, she found that al'tci- siiiiii;^ Imi- two
hours there was an increase of i cm. in thf iln-h iind

calf of one patient, and in another patient, \sl]il<- iiiini; in

bed with the legs extended, there was on tlie sound side a

pulmonary expansion of IJ cm., whereas with the legs

hanging over the edge of the "bed it rose to 3J cm. (It seems
probable that the mere hanging of the legs out of bed
might well be tried in cases in which sitting up out of bed
appeared inadvisable.) The results obtained were as good

in women as in men, but it was found that pneumonias
of the upper lobe were less influenced in their evolution

than those of the lower lobe.

39. Injections of Alcohol in Trigeminal
Neuralgia.

Levison (HospiinJslUlendc, May 5th, 1915) has treated

28 patients, suffering from trigeminal neuralgia, with

iniections of alcohol. In 12 cases the observation period

was snftirifiiHv Innc for an estimate to be made of the
t tliis treatment. Of the 7 who were

11 only one injection each, and 3 re-

quired m\ ii :i i in|(. Mons. The remaining 5 patients were
relieved ot pam inr periods ranging from three to twelve

months. Of the 16 patients whose treatment had been
started onlv about a year earlier, 11 had shouu no relapse,

2 had relapsed, 1 had benefited only slightly, and 2 had
derived no benctU liom tl)i' treatment. The author has
practised injoci ill J :il.,.li.il into the Gasserian ganglion in

the dead bodv, :niil li .- i v\ 1. succeeded in the living sub-

ject, the injec-titm int.. tins L^ringliou on one occasion being

rmintentional. The danger of wounding blood vessels is

slight, and only on two occasions did blood escape from
the needle and a haematoma develop. But, though the

patients in both these cases were debilitated, no com-
plications msn,,!. II \\;is aifticuU to limit the injections

of alcolinl to I In iiij. iiiiiiMl 11. ive, 3 lul in 1 (-ase headache
and pariiU-)- -t iln .., iil..-iii.>t..r and alxluccns nerves

were prnvi,l;.d. piol.al,l\ 1m raiise tlir n.cdle had pene-

trated to the cranial caMi \ . In 2 cases tli. needle entered

thepharjTix. But. in sinte ,.\ ih. ,. ;,,. i,l. nis. the author

considers the difticulties ;Mid dan-.i- .1 tins treatment are

no greater than those ol other (.iieiatKnis dii the trigeminal

nerve. One drawback to the treatment is the difficulty

experienced in locating the nerve affected. In some cases

patients suffering from marked supraorbital neuralgia

olitaiii'^d nn ip)ief till the second branch of the trigeminal

n.i\e 'V - i'.,,i,,| I'aiients frequently complained of pain
111 ,ii» ;( I. I I III by the second and third branches,

;,uil III ^
. 11. I. ilie first and second liranches apiiroach

eaehuiiiei. 1 lie author contiii"" 1 fiis tveati.ieiit t.. severe

cases, but he cuusitlers the lud: 11 . I
i^li-' m ili cases

which have not lasted inan\ - 1 -.
1

' ii' ''
•

ii was
of no use in the neuralgia i.\ n.:!. m- -.iriini-: from

neuraslli. iT.e li-, ^t.rin. it hi. m :m i;-
.; .>i

- In 'n.. .a^etlic

neural L'l,' .

..
i i

1 .. 111:1 l.i 1 i; i w ;r- i|iii.'lvl\ cm ed by
quinill. . ':i' ' 11. -l:l.i-.i.i! ;i n: 1-. I'l I.' ).l-ealllli.ns

were tal,. n. im. 1 nt. .i 1..11 l..l|..\Mii 1 lie mjeel nais, juMlialily

because .if the antisciitic action of tiie alcohol. .\s a rule,

the beneflt derived from the injections lasted longer than
that derived from resection.

40. Intradural Injections of Tuberculin In

Tuberculous Meningitis.

J. BACIGALUPO (.1/»c»c7(.mrr;. Tf.ir/,., February 16th. 1915)

has cured 2 cases of tuberculous im niiiuiJ is li\ intra-

dural injections ot tuberculin. A sen. - ..i . im nt,

showed him that even in tuberculous 1,,. uii 1.

free communication between the intra.

i

.

1
'i.

bloodvessels. It would, tlierefore, ;.: 1,1-, i_i.: ..m
sufficient (.. I r.'.it inti adiiral di^ea •-. 1

'
1, 1

.
im .1 1. - x-, li i.h

could rea.li I 111- -li.a.'.' Ilili'll^li i h.. Ill I. I ii -|iil. ..f tills

cutane..- Ill i''i"ii ..I tuberculm lu lavour ut aiiecl. m-
jcction . I i'. I. 1 '1 into the intradural space. The first

injecti..! 1 .: ill a case of tuberculous meningitis,

wiiich \\;i- I. :,ii.l. .1 a. hopelcss as it was complicated by
miliary tubercniusis. Twenty -four hours later some of the

cerebral symptoms abated, but the child died on the third

day after the first Injection. A little later, 2 cases of
pure tuberculous meningitis were treated in the same way,
the diagnosis in these cases being confirmed by the
demonstration of tubercle bacilli in the cerebro-spinal
fluid. In the course of twenty days both patients re-
covered completely, two injections having been given in
one case and three in the other. In all these 3 cases the
intradural injections had the unexpected effect ot reducing
the temperature by about 1 0. and keeping the tempera-
ture at this relatively low level. As there are, apparently,
only 22 published cases ot recovery from tuberculous
ineningitis, and as all other methods of treating this
disi ase offer little prospect ot success, the intradural in-

|. ciinn of tuberculin deserves further trial. Indeed, as
chis iiietliod of giving tuberculin seems harmless, the
autlior recommends it in cases in which tubercle bacilli
have not been found in the cerebro-spinal fluid and the
diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis is not absolutely cer-
tain. The dosage of tuberculin is the same as tor other
methods of administration. A little more than 1 mg. of
old tuberculin may be given in the first injection in a child
of 3. If the symptoms are unaffected by the first injection,

a somewhat larger dose of tuberculin suspended in cerebro-
spinal fluid may be injected twenty-four hours later into
the intradural space.

91. Iodine Vapour in Ophthalmic Therapeutics.

BONNEFOY reports his experiences of the use of vapours of

iodine in various eye diseases (Vonc/res de la Soc. Franraise
d'Qphtalmol., Paris, May 4th to 7th, 1914). He obtains
the nascent vapour of iodine by heating iodoform in a
special ampoule. Iodine vapours have a marked reaction
on the eye, provoking pain, conjunctival oedema, and
sometimes a fibrinous exudation with congestion of tho
free borders of the eyelids and a secretory reaction of tho
lacrymal sac. The vapour has a modifying action on
chronic affections of the lacrymal sac, and favourably
influences diseases of the eyelids, especially ulcerating
bleiJharitis, as well as corneal ulcers and trachoma with
pannus.

PATHOLOGY.
92. Haematology of Mumps.

Ch. Aubertin and H. Chabanier {Archives des maladies
d.u coeui; des vaisaeaux, et du sanr/, .January-February,
1915) have been led to make a study of the haemotology of

mumps by the fact that the five articles which up the
present have been published on the subject by different

workers agree in stating that a mononucleosis is the
dominant change, whereas, as a rule, in infectious dis-

eases the essential phenomenon is a ueutrophilo poly-

nucleosis followed by a certain degree of mononucleosis at

the time of the crisis and of eosinophilia at convalescence.

The authors have investigated 16 ca.ses of mumps. In each
case the blood was examined four times a day, and cases

were chosen for examination at as early a stage as
possible of the disease. The conclusions at which they
arrived were that at the beginning of an attack of mumps
a condition of polynucleosis is present. The polynucleosis

attains relatively'high jn-oportions—70 to 79 per cent.—the
absolute numbers being in some cases above 7,000 per

cubic millimetre. The polynucleosis is only seen on the

first, second, or, at latest, "the third day of the disease,

and it lasts for a very short time at most. If one
gland is affected later than the other there is a
return of the polynucleosis at the time of swell-

ing of the second gland, even although there may
be no return of fever. The polynucleosis is, indeed,

to a certain extent independent of rise in temperature

and may be sufficiently clearly marked even when the

tempera"tnre is almost normal. The polynucleosis gives

place quickly to a mononucleosis in which the proportion

of mononuclears may be as high as 70 per cent., and their

absolute number be 4,500 per c,mm. There is increase

in the three forms of non-granular cells, but the most
ml. I. sling is the increase in the lymphocytes, which
11, I ..M certain days reach a proportion of 25, 30, or 40 per

,1.1 At the same time as the mononucleosis is an eosino-

|.iiili;. which may go beyond 10 percent. This eosinophilia

1,11.. I one of convalescence, but II. ciMs 111 1 1> an. I l:.--is as

l.iiiX as the mououucleosis, (h.m:, 1- n |..iiied

-I'll. Ill lly, but not always, by a hm '
I .1 |..il\ m. i. .1 -. and

the fever which may precede aii\ s\ iiii.t.nii i>f .n.lntis is

also accompanied by polynucleosis, as was shown in one of

the cases here recorded. The discrepancies between the

results arrived at by the authors and those by otlier

workers are due to the early stage at which the poly-

nucleosis is seen and to its short duration.
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93. Clycosuria in Chronic Intestinal Stasis.

Al.FRF.n r. Jordan (Reprint from the rrocccdmgs of the

Jioi/nl Sociefi/ of Medicine, 1915, vol. viii, Electro-Thera-

peutical Section) draws attmi i-u l - 1 1 lo .onnoxion between
f,'lycosiiria and chronic iutosimil ^i.i-i- imd the changes in

tli'e pancreas which occur :t-, ih, i.^nlt o£ the chronic

intestinal stasis, causing it to Iuimiho nodular, a condition

of chronic pancreatitis which yields to successful treat-

ment of the stasis. In glycosuria we have usually to deal

with the subjects of chronic intestinal stasis, and it is

freiiuently associated with long-standing gastrointestinal

disorders, and occurs in the subjects of rheumatoid
arthritis and of Graves's disease, etc. Notes of two cases
are given. The first, an officer aged 22, had an attack
of appendicitis four months previously, and an abscess in

the right iliac fossa was opened, and a pint of pus let out,

with a small leaden shot, thought to have been swallowed
witli some game. A fortnight later phlebitis of the left leg

and thrombosis of the femoral vein developed, but he
eventually made a good recovery. Ten days prior to

examination he became constipated and suffered from
flatulence, and the bismuth meal showed extreme delay in

the lower end of the ileum, the last coils of which were
enormously dilated, and subsequently great retardation in

its passage through the large intestine, practically the
whole of the bismuth being in the transverse colon after

ninety-eight liours. Prior to operation a large percentage
of sugar was found in the urine, and the patient died soon
after in diabetic coma without the operation having been
performed. The second case was that of a woman,
aged 47, who at the age of 30 had had Graves's disease,
which yielded to treatment by rest, diet, and aperients.
Beyond being the subject of chronic rheumatism, she
remained in fairly good health till five months before
coming under observation, when she complained of thirst,

loss of appetite, occasional nausea, and wasting. She
became constipated, and the urine was found to contain a
large percentage of sugar. Six hours after a bismuth
meal half was still in the stomach and half in the lower
ileum, the terminal coil of which was tortuous, hyper-
trophied, and felt like a thick cord, and was firmly' tied
down in the right iliac fossa. At the end of twenty-three
hours the lower ileal coils were still well filled, indicating
extreme ileal stasis, and the ileal kinlc was present. At
the end of thirty hours all the bismuth was in the largo
intestine, but after forty-seven hours none had advanced
beyond the middle of the transverse colon, only a little

having entered the descending colon, thus pointing to an
extreme degree of stasis. This patient died a few days
later in diabetic coma, no operation having been possible.

On several occasions in other patients slight or transitory
glycosuria has been present in the subjects of stasis, and
the above two cases point to the very definite relation
which exists between diabetes meliitus and chronic
intestinal stasis.

44. Clinical Study of Blood-Sugar.
Solomon Rtrouse, assisted by Irving F. Stein and
Alan Wiseley {/lull. Johns Hopkins Hosp., June, 1915),
gives an account of the newer methods of detei'mining
the amount of sugar present in the blood in health and
in disease by the use of small amounts of blood. They
give a full description of their technique, which is a modi-
fication of Kowarsky's method. They conclude that the
method affords an efficient and accurate means of studying
blood-sugar in man ; that the normal blood-sugar, as shown
by a study of 61 determinations, varies from 0.04 to 0.12
per cent, (in one instance 0.14 per cent.), with an average
of 0.084 per cent. ; that these variations are due to the
varying factors in the ordinary day of any normal indi-
vidual, especially to the diet factor ; that carbohydrate in
the diet raises the blood-sugar ; that the blood-sugar of a
noi-mal man describes a curve, reaching its lowest limits
before breakfast and before dinner, and invariably show-
ing a rise one hour after meals; and that blood-sugar
determinations, to be of any value, must be performed
before and after an ordinary meal containing carbohydrate.
They relate a case which illustrates the value of' blood-
btigar determination : A young man had for about thirty

days multiple furuncles which refused to heal despite
active surgical intervention. Physical examination showed
a very healthy man with no obvious cause for the per-
sistent furunculosis. The urine for several days gave, for
a twenty-four hour specimen: Amount 2, 500c.cm., specific
gravity 1012 ; no albumin, no sugar; microscopically nil;
certainly not the kind of urine to make one suspect a dis-
turbance of carbohydrate metabolism. Yet because the
persistence of the furunculosis suggested diabetes and
because the patient's mother had died from diabetes, a
study of his blood-sugar was made and a definite
alimentary hyperglycaemia was found. The surgeon
handed the case over for medical treatment, and a strict
carbohydrate-free diet was given. In twenty-four hours
the furuncles thou present had begun to heal; within
forty-eight hours no new ones had developed; and by tho
end of a few days all the old ones had healed. " In this
case the test, as applied by us, was of distinct therapeutic
value, whereas had we done only a single examination
without relation to diet, we might have missed the post-
prandial hypcrglyc '

'"

45. Hypertropliy of Thymus: Thymus Death.

Le Boutillier (Archives of Pediatrics, May, 1915) dis-
cusses hypertrophy of the thymus gland and thymus
death, with a report of 4 cases. At birth the average
normal weight of the gland ajipears to be about 7.4 grams,
but in determining this average the nutritional condition
of the infant is of importance, since in healthy infants
dying shortly after birth the thymus is much larger than
in those who show signs of malnutrition, for in these
latter the gland shows decided atrophy in common with
other bodily structures. During the first four years of life

the gland increases in size, after which it gradually
decreases until puberty, when it either disaj^pears or
remains in a much atrophied state. While some regard a
gland weighing over 10 grams as abnormal, others allow
normality up to 15 or 20 grams. Anatomically, the phrenic
nerves and pericardial phrenic artery border the thymus
on both sides, while its lower pole rests on the peri-
cardium, reaching to tho fifth costal cartilage. The
liosterior surface lies upon the right auricle and ascending
aorta, reaching sometimes to the bifurcation of the
trachea, and it is in contact on the right with the superior
vena cava and right innominate vein, resting above the left

innominate vein and upon the trachea, the pneumo-
gastrlc and recurrent laryngeal nerves bordering it on the
left. The gland shares in every disturbance of the
general circulation, having a rich arterial supply, but only
a single network of veins emerging from it, and froiii

its position its varying shape may cause severe pressure
symptoms. Five conditions may result from an enlarged
thymus—namely, (1) tracheal stenosis, (2) pressure upon
the circulatory system and nerves, (3) status lymi^haticus,
(4) laryngospasm, (5) dyscrasias caused by Its functional
disturbances. Of the tour recorded cases illustrative of
these conditions, one was a case of status thymo-
lymphaticus, the direct cause of death being probably
pressure on the base of the heart and its ganglions by
an enormously enlarged thymus, there being no tracheo-
stenosis and no pressure on the aorta or great vessels.
The general condition of infants so dying is one of good
nourishment with a moderate anaemia, and is the type
most frequent in newborn infants or those dying shortly
after birth. The second case showed marked pressure on
the trachea and a severe degree of tracheo-stenosis, tl/j

cause of death being a sudden cutting off of the air

supply owing to posture causing absolute compression of

an already stenotic trachea. The third case was typical
of thymic asthma with paroxysmal attacks of dyspnoea ;

while the fourth showed the associated condition of en-
larged thymus and goitre. Treatment consists of partial
or complete removal, the mortality-rate of which is high,
but !r-ray treatment affords more favourable results, and
is the most rational method at tho present time. AU
infants and young children coming under observation,
especially those showing slight dyspnoea or cyanosis
without obvious cause, should be carefully examined to

determine whether there is an enlargement of the thymus,
and where the diagnosis is uncertain x rays should br
employed to this end. As to the action of the secretion o»
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the glanci, much further study is needed before we can
state what part this plays iu the causation of sudden
death.

SUEGERY.
46. Drainage of Abscesses with Steel Springs.
Max Tiegel (Archiv f. Idin. Chir., vol. cvi, No. 2, 1915)
raises many objections to the use of tampons in abscess
cavities. The tampon often obstructs the flow of pus
when it has permeated the tampon and has dried on its
surface. Pus which has thus been prevented from
escaping may be under a considerable pressure in the
abscess cavity, the patient's general condition may become
worse, and the suppuration may extend further, particu-
larly when tendon sheaths and the Intetstitial spaces
between muscles are involved. A further objection to the
use of tampons is the practice of impregnating them with
various antiseptics which are toxic and interfere with the
formation of granulation tissue. This harmful action of
antiseptics is most noticeable when tissues, such as
tendons, which necrose readily, are affected. Tampons,
again, prevent the satisfactory collapse of an abscess
cavity, which, when it has been kept open for .some time
by a tampon, becomes rigid, owing to the formation of
connective tissue, and consequently loses its original
tendency to collapse. It follows in such cases that the
cavity has to be filled exclusively by granulation tissue.
On account of all these objections to tampons the author
has devised a new method for the drainage of pus, the
margins of the wound being kept automatically open
by a weak steel spring, on which small oblong metal
plates are fixed so as to grip the tissues with which
they come in contact. The sti-ength and size of the
spring must naturally vaiy with the size and character
of the wound into which it is to be fitted. The margins of
the wound netd not l)e held as far apart as possible, and
as a rule a slij^lit degree of separation is sufficient. The
pressure exerted by tlie s)iriii;i nn tlif wmiuii i^; very slight,
and does not iu the le;isi i

mi . , ii i ,w it i, n, h.aling. Asa
rule, no appliances arc I > i

i
,.. |.iiug iniDlace,

and it has to be secured i
, ,, ,.,ii_!.,, : i i-uly when the

margins of the wound im .. i, ii;i. uid aud undermined.
When the margins of ll.c w.juiid l];ive been separated by
the spring, the discliarge is can tnlly syringed away with
normal saline solution ur 1 iu 1,000 siiljlimate. The wound
is then covered lightly with dry gauze, which is kept in
place by a dry bandage. In a few cases there maybe such
free hacmon-hage that plugging for twelve hours with a
tampon may be necessary. After the spring has been in
place for twenty-four hours it is removed and the dressing
is changed. The wound is subsequently dressed daily, and
pus is wiped off. While in place the spring causes no dis-
comfort, but its removal is not altogether painless. This
treatment is especially useful in superficial, smooth-
walled abscesses, iu connexion with the glands of the
neck, axilla and inguinal region. It is also excellent in
phlegmon of the hand and whitlow. Under this treatment
the author has never seen phlegmon of the hand extend
beyond the wrist.

47. The Uagnetlc Compass In First Aid.
Baudouin {Arch. cVelectr. mid.. May, 1915) points out that
the German bullets, consisting of a core of lead sheathed
thinly with ferronickcl, are able, by virtue of this magnetic
envelope, to influence the needle of the compass. At a
distance of I cm. such a bullet made the needle to deviate
by as much as 60 degrees. Although Lippmann some
months ago recommended the employment of the old
Hughes induction balancf; for detecting the prcsciioo, of
these projectiles in tlie lis.sucs, no one seems to have
thought of using tlio nnicli simpler comjmss, whicli is an
instrument largely euiiaoyed for other purposes in the
field. Applied to the wound, it is ]i.jssil,Ii. tc. ni :.:;ni/,o

immediately the presence of tins im. ilii lind-,. ;<• Last
when the projectile is situated s'i|.erl'i, iall\ . and i -|m iaily
when it is subcutaneous. 1 lie n. • dl. iiia,\ als.i sei\,> to
indicate, by being applied in various situations, more or
less the position in which the bullet lies. The author
thinks it not a matter of indifference to distinguish at
once the nature of the projectile which has entered the
tissues. It is well known that the wounds made by these
rifle bullets, if the projectiles have not been " dum-
dumized," arc much less susceptible to infection than the
wounds caused by shrapnel, splinters of shell, and so forth.
At the base hospitals, of course, more precise methods of
detection and localization will be adopted, Init in the
meantime it is important, if for no other reason than that
of sustaining the resistance of the wounded man, that he— I
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supposing him to be inteUigent and well informed—shouldknow that his wound has been caused by the ordinary rifle
bullet, and not by a splinter of shell, etc., which would
increase the likelihood of infection.

98. Traumatic Aneurysms.
Auvray (Bull, ct mem. de la Soc. de Chir. de Paris, April
20th, 1915) has operated on 15 cases of traumatic aneurysm
during the course of the war. Of these, 7 were arterial
aneurysms, the arteries affected being the radial artery
in 3 cases, the brachial in 2, the ulnar and the superficial
temporal arteries each in 1 case. Seven were arterio-
venous aneury,sms, 2 of which were situated in the axilla,
1 in the upper part of the brachial, 1 at the bend of the
elbow, 1 on the superficial femoral towards the apex of
Scarpa's triangle, 1 at the level of the popliteal space, 1 in
the carotid region, the communication in this case being
between the external carotid artei-y and the internal
jugular vein. The diffuse aneurj^sm occupied the axilla.
The arterial aneurysms were not true aneurysms, but
were in fact haematomata. Sometimes the sac was com-
pletely closed, sometimes it communicated with the
exterior by one of the openings made by the projectile, and
in 3 such cases the author has seen the fistulous opening
become the starting point of an infection, resulting in
severe secondary haemoiThages. The treatment in aU the
cases was by extirpation. In no case was the author
satisfied with simple ligature of the vesseLs, with the
accompanying danger of relapse. The injuries in all the
15 cases were too complex and extensive to make it

possible to carry out lateral suture in order to pre-
sen'e the permeability of the arterial trunks. An essen-
tial condition for the performance of extirpation of arterio-
venous aneurysms is to have a wide opening on to the
aneurysm

; thus, for aneuiysms in the axilla the pectoralis
major was divided vertically ; for aneurj'sms in the carotid
region the sterno-mastoid «as divided horizontally. These
large divisions of muscle do not give rise to any serious
functional trouble later if the divided ends are accurately
sutured together at the end of the operation. In certain
cases a tourniquet was applied to prevent loss of blood and
to facilitate the dissection. But where the position of the
aneurysm made this impossible temporary ligature or
compression of the large vessels, as clo.se to the sac as
possible, proved of service in lessening the haemorrhage.
The dissection of the sac included the separation of nerve
trunks implicat-ed in its walls. The only one of the cases
in which the result of operation was thoroughly unsatis-
factory was the one of diffuse aneuiysm of the axilla.
This case did not come under the author's care until three
weeks after the injury, and had in the meantime been
mistaken for cellulitis. The axilla was packed with clots
and inflamed. Gangrene supervened after the operation,
and the arm had to be amputated through its upper third.

In another case, in which the nerves of the axilla were
included in the walls of the aneurysm and a radial

paralysis was present before the operation, the paralysis
has persisted up to the present, and a jiurulent arthritis of

the phalangeal joint of the thumb has appeared, with an
inflammatory state of the surrounding parts, such that it is

not possible yet to say what will be the functional value of

the thumb. In the future. The results in the other 13 cases
were uniformly good.

49. The Stomach after Gastro-jejunostomy.

Webb and Kingsbury {Arcliives of Middlesex Hospifal,

Clinical Series, No. xiv, Deceml)er, 1914) have published
tables to illustrate an inquiry into the radiographic

appearances of the stomach after gastro-jejunostomy.

In 8 out of 25 cases examined no bismuth was seen

passing out of the gastro-jejunostomy opening. All was
apparcntlv passed throu{;h the pylorus. Of these eight, four

were instances of pyloric stenosis which had so far re-

covered as to allow of the passage of food through a
previously diseased pylorus, despite the presence of an
artificial short-circuit. Of eight males who had regained

their normal health after the operation, in no less than

five, or 62.5 per cent., the food was passing out of the

stomach whoUy through the pylorus, .\niong the females,

the best clinical results were noted when the pylorus alone

was acting, or where the pylorus transmitted the greater

proijortion of the food taken by the patient. When the

gastro-jejiiunsioii,, i.\n mny was" alone patent, five out of

eight feiual. ,
'

'•

. 1 ;, 1. jllv no better for the operation.

The patient .
: id as' to their aiuK-tite for fats and

carbohydraK -^ and \, lather they were able to digest

these articles of diet, but no conclusive result could be

obtained, so that the investigators were miable to make
sure that fats and carbohydrates were better tolerated by

those where the pylorus was still patent.
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OBSTETRICS.

50. Mortality of the Newborn.

Hoi.T AND Babbitt {-rotint. Amer. ifed. Assoc, January
23iJ, 1915) issue a report on 10,000 consecutive births at

tfie Sloauo Hospital for Women, New York. One-third of

the deaths of the lirst year occur in the first month of life,

and sevon-cighths of these deaths come within the first

two weeks. The hospital receives but few waiting women,
nearly all being admitted after labour has begun, and they
are regularly discharged on the fourteenth day. Sickly
infants are retained beyond that term. The living births

amounted to 9,318, the stillbirths (viable fetus 37.50 cm.
or over in length) to 499, and the abortions (non-viable

fetus under 37.50 cm. in length) to 253. In the first

fourteen days 291 infants died, 159 (54.6) were premature
—a notable fact ; 27 died during the first two hours, such
cases not being registered in the Sloane Hospital as still-

births ; 2.5 per cent, died under one week, precisely the
same percentage as Kemess of Munich reported in 1912,

out of 9,610 living births. The causes of death during the
first fourteen days were : Congenital weakness 143, ob-
stetrical accidents not fatal at birth 33, pneumonia 28,

atelectasis 25, congenital syphilis 13, malformations 12,

haemorrhage 10, sepsis 9, asphyxia 8, accidental 2, un-
determined" 8. Thus congenital weakness and atelectasis
together made up 58 per cent, of the total deaths. The
mortality from conditions intimately connected with par-
turition, namely, obstetrical accidents, haemorrhage,
sepsis, and asphyxia made up but 20 per cent, of the
deaths of the first fourteen days. The only important
disease developing after bii-th was pneumonia. Stillbirths
axe one and a half times as many as the deaths from all

causes during the first two weeks. Except for the larger
part played by syphilis, the causes of stillbirth in no way
djfifer from those which produce death during the first

days of life. The great number of deaths from congenital
weakness can only be reduced by care of the mother
during gestation, whilst the number of stillbirths and
deaths from causes connected with parturition may
largely be reduced by good obstetrics. The close
watching of the infants in a maternity institution renders
statistics on early mortality more reliable than statistics
based on cases in extreme maternity work or private
practice.

51. Incision of Ttigld Cervix.

Enriquez {These dc Paris, 1915) advocates lateral incisions
when labour is solely retarded by rigidity of the cervix, and
states that it has been practised for some time in Potocki's
wards. He finds that bimanual dilatation, Tarnier's in-
strument, Champetier de Ribes's bags, and Bossi's dilator
are all useless or dangerous for the dilation of a rigid ring
which may be an inch or even more in depth. For
anatomical and niechanical reasons Potocki makes out a
rule. When the lotal head is well engaged, bearing down
on the portio vaginalis so that on digital exploration ot
the fomices the finger cau be jiassed around the entire
circumference ot the head, then the head has passed
beyond the level of the vaginal insertion of the cervix.
The rigidity of the vaginal portion being thus made
evident, by the time that the os has become dilated to a
diameter of 3 cm. (1.17 in.) deep lateral incisions reaching
in all cases to the vaginal insertion of the portio will be
sufficient. The anatomically uppermost limits of each
incision will lie in soft normal tissue above the zone of
cicatrix. The fact that the level of the vaginal insertion
lies above tlie cicatriiial zone is proved by the examin-
ation of a portio wliich has been avulsed by circular
laceration. Enriquez finds that there is no fear of
haemorrhage, bleeding only occurring in one recorded
ca.se where the upper liiuit of the incision had been
extended above the level of the vaginal insertion.
The upper end may be extended by the passage of tlie
fetal head, but as the incisions are lateral there can be no
fear of damage to neighbouring viscera. An anterior
incision down the portio, on the other hand, may extend
into the bladder. There is no special risk of infection.
AJl necessary precautions are taken during and after the
operation. In spontaneous labours away from special
hospitals, or even from any kind of medical assistance,
more or less laceration of the os externum occurs in about
nine-tenths ot the cases, yet bad results are relatively
rare. Potocki does not at)ply sutures, but touches the
surface of the incisions with tincture of iodine, and pre-
scribes two vaginal injections daily. Natural cicatrization
goes on remarkably weU in Potocki's wards and, on the
other hand, sutures do not seem to answer well. The
forceps is sometimes used after the lateral incisions have

been made, and when the child has died the incisions may
be made before the os has become dilated to the extent
advisable to await in more normal labours. Basiotripsy
can then bo performed. Enriquez adds fifteen original
reports and five more prepared by other observers.

GYNAECOLOGY.
Sa. Tuberculous Salpingitis detected through

Toxic Irldo-cyclitis.

FiTZGIBBON {Joarn. Obxtct.aiui Gi/n. oftlw Brif. r.mpirc,
January, 1915) relates that a single ladv consulted C. E.
Fitzgerald of Dublin iu February, 1912, (or failing eyesight,
and one mouth later obstinate irido-cyclilis aevclopcd in tho
left eye, greatly impairing vision. Ktlajisr^ .icrmird fre-
quently, notwithstanding appropriate in ii hiii, and the
patient complained of rheumatic pains , I, ii.\,r the eye
symjitoms were most marked. In lil.nuux. 1914, the
right eye showed signs . of iridocyclitis. The AVasser-
maun test proved negative and the patient was referred to
the author. She was then 37 years of age. On rectal
examination, the pelvis was found to be completely
blocked by a firm mass, irregular in outline. It pushed
tho uterus forwards. The catamenia were normal and
there was no pain. Abdomioal section was performed on
April 29th, 1914. Both Fallopian tubes were as big as
hen's eggs and all the pelvic structures united into a
single mass by dense adhesions. Butli tlir Lludder and
the rectum were unavoidably laid open duiiii.u tuc extirpa-
tion of the entire mass. The opcradu iiei^rin on tlie left
side, dissecting across the |>elvi^ iliu.iiuh tlic uterus.
About the third day tile liii nmai !. pam-; eoiiipletely dis-
appeared, and wheii I li<' |.;ui.iii ir.,,\.ie,l trom the opera-
lion the sight had iin|iro\,,|. In iieinhn-, 1914. r'. E.
Fitzgerald reperted that \i~,i,iii had -1. ail\ mi ei ..\ed in
the left eye, and tlie rii;hl e\e was ali-.. In 1 1 , r , 1 1'u' patiout
could read small type li\ the aid ol eei k eliii^ L,la>-es and
was able to work aj;iuu, the pain in the eyes, truuhlesome
before the operation, having disappeared. Thus the eye
complication was of toxic origin, the tubes being the seat
of tuberculous salpingitis.

THERAPEUTICS.
53. Intravenous Injections of Colloidal Copper

and Casein in Cancer.
M'Clurg, Sweek, Lyon, Fleisher, and Loeb [Arch, of
Internal Medicine, June 15th, 1915) studied the general and
localized effects of intravenous injections of colloidal
copper and casein in cases of human cancer. Injection
(if casein solutions were tolerated by almost all the
I' nil Ills winaiiu aii\ resulting changes in the veins, but

e ,i,.. ,- ii,,iiiii.,i fi,,ii, the injection of colloidal
'

I II
. Im iihii. nil iiiiaie the contact of the colloidal

I'ariii li , nt nil lal with the wall of the vein the more
luarked were the changes, which consisted 111 an injury
to the endothelial cells, rendering tliem nuue peimeable
to fluid constituents of the blood. Tln^ .lul.ii h. lial re-
action seemed to depend on a sensii i\a m s-; \ uiahle in
different individuals. Dosage cominen, . d w iih tOO or
150 c.cm. of colloidal copper, being -ei laall\ 1 n-ed to
400 c.cm. or more, the number of in !ii.n-, \arying
between twenty li\e and sevi nt\--thiei . p..i: .1 i]\,- heing
given each wei' I., -1 ,

. n.e. 1 ai i.ev .>, r earned by
chill, usually f

1 u Miitity
injected, anil 1 1, 1

i ,
, nt in-

jections becaii ' ' p I ip I :i: :. :i .
,11a an

intravenous iujeeti.ui nf 1 a^ein w.i-,' hi.Pi. i tii.in ilLiTfol-
lowing the copper injection. An iniiiinnn v apam-i tiio
effects of casein was produced tliiou.aii n m pi p mi, , 1 i,,ns
immediately atterinjectionsof colloidal e>M.p, 1. 1

p, , iteets
of colloidal cojiper on the number of eiNiin lied,
pointing to the conclusion that a certain n n .

. ... re de-
stroyed, but that in some ca.ses the ii

,
n., 1 ,

. hanges
sufficed to repliice them, while no uuHeLan.e aiinalion
followed injections of casein. Leucocytosis often follows
injections of colloidal copper and of casein, that following
injections of casein being usuallv more marked than that
tollowint,' injer-tinns of e..lt.>wP.i V'.ep.a-. White th.- tran-
sitory eir-.P ,-i,nvis!s in ,,,, iP... '., ,, ,.,... ;,, ,].,. ,:,,i,il,er

of polyimi . ,m n, 1, .,
,

. ,
, .a ! - , ,t of

such illj.iaan,^ ...... n eii....i n -,.,.
1

,1 1 .a [i.aid of
time produces a lelalive decn ,isr, v.uli a lelatne increase
in lymphocytes. Two classes of cliauges ou the tumours
and their surrounding tissues follow the intravenous in-
jection of colloidal copper and casein, (1) those not rcpre-
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aenting healing processes, being characterized as a
localized inflammation caused by substances introduced
into the circulation at a place distant from the place ot

injection, and (2) those representing a healing process or a
process bringing relief to the patient, as decrease in pain,

secretion and putrefaction, and diminution iu tlio swelling
in the tissues or in the tumours themselves. Intravenous
injections of colloidal copper have a definite rffi^-t in a
certain minihci- nf rumours, while in oth'i- tlif-, v. illi-

out ain ii"t I'' ii'l' 'IT<c-t. A nieasurali!. n
!

n size

and sliiiiil !ii 111 I hi ulcerated area ni;i\ i hl; no
doubt a-. Ill ilii- ill Unite effect of the miiii i, . n the
tumour, while m some cases there may l>e im aiiinieiable
effect on the tumour but marked diminution in the swell-

ing of the surrounding tissues, thus producing a sharp
demarcation of tlic tumour, thereby rendering a previously
inoperable comli!; m hi i il.Ii'. A diminution in size -was

also seen in tlu i
i i n some cases, with in others

reduction in jiai II 1

1
I i ^e. In a considerable number,

however, neillii i ilijii :i\i nor subjective improvement
took place, and in almost all cases any improvement after

a temporary period of progress came to a standstill. In-

jections of casein were not followed by any such results,

or more than a i^artial destruction of the tumour when the
injection had produced an unusually marked general
effect, and this partial destruction may result in a
localized process of healing. As far as the character and
intensity of the local reaction is concerned three periods
can generally be clisi mum^lied : In the first the inflam-
matory signs" an ]iiii~i in I niiiiiint, in the second lliercisa
marked decrcasi m iiiilaiinMitory reactions, and the third
is a period of immunuy against theeffectsof the injections.

At present nothing can be positively asserted as to whether
an actual destruction of tumour tissue takes place directly
or indirectly as the result of the injections.

54. Treatment of Narcotic Addiction.

Lambert (Cornell Univ. Med. Bull., April, 1915) urges that
j)atieuts cannot break the morphine habit on their own
volition unless some treatment is at hand to relieve the
suffering following upon withdrawal of the drug. The
essentials of treatment to obliterate the craving are the
persistent administration of a belladonna mixture and the
thorough elimination by some form of mercury as a
cathartic. In detail, the'trealment is begun by giving five

compound cathartic pills and 5 grains of blue mass, fol-

lowed by a saline six hours later if necessary. After free
action of the bowels the patient is given, either by mouth
or hypodermically, iu three divided doses, at half-hour
intervals, two-thirds or three-fourths of the total daily
twenty-four hour dose of morphine or opium to which he
has been accustomed, with careful observation after the
second dose, which equals four-ninths or one-half ot the
total twenty-four hour dose. Six drops from a dropper
(.iliiiiit 3 minims) of the belladonna mixture are given
< M i\ fi.iir liiiurs for six hours, after which the dosa.nf-

i> iijc Teased two drops. The belladonna mixture consists
ot tinct. belladonnae ? ij. flui 1 f -rrm t f -::i ntlioxylana lluid

exfractof hyoscyamusfi I
i

l:i i' i; .id every liour

day and night thron^ln ;
i

,

'

iii reasiiij4 two
drops every six hour^ inn i; -i .n i u li • up- :i 1

1 lieing taken.
It is ciiiiiii 1 :i' ilii- dii--a,i;e. only being diminished or
disconiiti ! ' lime belladonna symptoms develop,
and belli- i

i i hi reduced doses when such sym-
Irtoms 1) .' I

I li. If. however, no dryness of the
throat ti I

I
I

-I ni I inM(iili\e hours of the full

16dro|iil I.I l„ I,
I
i-i il til 18 or 20 drops every

hournii;i ,. ml tin u reduced. Ten hours
after lln ini'i,'! iln-i ni n

n

ir|iliini.i the five coni])ound
cathartic jiiUs and 5 giaiii blue mass arc repeated, and if

no action occurs in six or eight Imnrs a vigorous saline is

given. When the bowels liave acted thoroughly the second
dose of morphine is giviii, whieli is usually about the
eighteenth hour, and the dose should be half the original
dose, that is, one-third or three-eighths of the original
twenty-four hour daily dose. Ten hours after this second
dose the aperient treatment is repeated, and after the
bowels have acted thoronniiiy, at about the thirti. -sixth

hour, the third dose, and usually the last needed, of

morphine is given, which is onesixihor tlace-sixteenths
of the original dose. Ten hours after this third dose, the
cathartic pills and blue mass are again repeated and
followed in eight hours by a saline, by which time bilious

green stools appear and, when this is so and the bowels
liave moved thoroughly, 2 oz. of castor oil are given to

clear out the intestinal tract. The witlidrawal pains and
aching are relieved by codein or dionin. The best
hjimotic is muscular fatigue, and regular exercise should
be begun as soon as possible. Similarly catharsis and the

belladonna mixture are of use in alcoholism, and thou-^h
the treatment is not offered as a cure for either morphinisni
or alcoholism it obliterates the craving which accompanie.s
slow withdrawal without medication and so assists in tho
cure, but it is clearly insisted upon that as long as a man
lives after his cure he can never again take any alcohol for
any purpose whatever without the risk of going again to
excess. Each case has its own individual problems, and
the treatment is the best means of unpoisoning the patient
and of putting him into a position whore we can deal with
him with a clear unpoisoned mind.

55. Treatment of Onychia by Ionic Medication.
Vos Hugo [Arch, norntrien Hay, May, 1915) has applied
ionic medication with good results iu the treatment of
onj-chia. The treatment has consisted of soaking the part
for a couple of hours by means of a pad moistened with a
5 per cent, solution of zinc sulphate. A thread of lint
soaked in a 2 pei- cent, solution of the zinc salt is gently
iii"'| '

'
' '' I iMnii tin iiiil ii lid, and a i»d, zinc terminal,

II' I
I III inn in,' II n ill the u.sual way. By the

liiii I I ,1: 1
:.', , , . iijn aiigry skiu had become

pal'.niin 11" inniilniii il i -^nlni I ye had gi'vcn place to a thin
sauions lluid, and a tew days later recovery was complete.
In a more severe case, which for eighteen months had
involved practically the loss of the use of the liaud, two
applications of zinc ions, separated by a ten days' interval,
were given. The discharge altered 'in character after tho
first application ; within six weeks a new nail, with a well-
formed lunula, had taken the place of the deformed nail,
and there was no further trouble,

PATHOLOGY.
66. Parabiosis and Inoculated Cancer.

M. B. SroP.PURGO {Ann. de vied.. Tome II, No. 3, April,
1915) has carried out a series of experiments on rats in
order to determine the influence ot parabiosis on the de-
velopment ot inoculated cancer. In the first two experi-
ments rats of tho same race, each of which had previously
been successfully inoculated with sarcoma, were united
by a wide lateral coelostomy. In the first experiment the
rate of growth of the tumour was at the average rate for
one animal, and at above the average rate for the other.
In the second experiment one ot the artificially united rats
remained in a state of good nutrition until shortly before
its death, and in this one the rate of growth of the" tumour
was normal ; the other animal fell into a state of general
atrophy after the operation, and the growth of the tumour
was detinitely retarded. In each of the next three experi-
ments a rat which had been successfully inoculated with
tumour was joiued to one of the same race which had
proved refractory to the tumour. In two instances the
aitifuial union was musculo-cutaneous ; in the third union
was by coelostomy. In all three cases the less susceptible

animal was againinoculated with the tumour at the time
of the operation at a point near to the line of union from
which the body fluids could pass from one animal to the

other. In one" of these experiments the susceptible rat

died on the day after the operation ; the immune one was
separated and lived without any development of the
inoculated tumour. In the other two experiments tho
susceptible animals survived the operation for between
two and three weeks ; the animals were much wasted and
the rate of growth of the tumours was retarded. Thci-o

was no development of the inoculated tumours in the

resistant animals, one of which suiwived separation. Tho
next four experiments concerned the artificial union of

animals of a very receptive race with resistant members
of a race of sm'all susceptibility. In no case did tho

tumour develop in the resistant animal. The conclusions

from the experiments are : That artificial symbiosis does

not exercise any influence on the development of tho

tumour, norou the individual susceptibility ot the animal,

nor on the di "ree of susceptibility of which it is possessed

by virtue Hi u 'mi-Nn m a particular race. The retard.a-

ti'ou of t,rii. n ni 11. . I. \ elopment of particular tumoui-s IS

always e. i
i I he progressive atrophy which ia

observed in tin .•,. ,i i.ir ot the couples. Ehrlich's hypo-

thesis with regard to the existence of special nutritive

substances on which the receptivity of an organism to a

tumour would depend is not confirmed by the expermients,

which show that interchange of body fluids between tho

receptive and non-receptive animals which have been

imited does not modify the receptivity of either, and that

the limit between the "receptive and the resistant tissues

is exactly the line of unioni
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MEDICINE.
57. Pancreatic Infantilism.

Byuom Bramwixl records (Kepriut from Eitinbun/h
Medical Journal. May, 1915) a case of iiaucreatic iu-

fantilism due to defective or arrested i)ancreatic secretion,
and associated with chronic diarrhoea, which was cured
b\ the administration of pancreatic extract, and he gives
reference to other cases wliieh have been recorded since
lit- lirst drew attention to the condition as a definite clinical

entity in 1902. The characteristics of pancreatic infantilism
are arrested bodily and sexual development, chronic diar-

rhoea, flatulent distension of the abdomen, and arrested
or defective pancreatic secretion, probably due to chronic
pancreatitis, the intelliijence being good without signs of

either mental defect, "deformity of bones, or visceral
disease. In some cases the chronic diarrhoea and in-

fantilism are completely cured by the administration of

pancreatic extract and by that "treatment alone. The
disease is extremely rare. "The patient, a youth aged 18*,
had the appearance of a boy of 10, being only 4 ft. 4J in.

in height and weighing 4 st."7J lb., the bodily development
having been apparently arrested at the age of 10. He was
perfectly formed and mentally bright and intelligent.
Skiagrams showed that the epiphyseal lines, which should
close between the 16th and 18th years, were still unclosed.
There were no signs suggestive of cretinism, no inherited
syphilis, and no suspicion of rickets or tubercle. He
averaged tlve or six copious, liquid, yellowish- brown stools
in the twenty-four hours, and the pancreatic secretion
was shown to be defective or completely absent by
three separate tests. One drachm of Anuoui's liiiuor pan-
creations with 1 drachm of a glycerine extract ot steapsin
was administered three times daily, and tliis, with a milk
diet for three months, constitiited thi^ only treatment,
which commenced at the end of 1901. IHtring 1902. 1903,
lud 1904 the patient took tlic iai;ai<iiie ri ^4iil<iil> (except
during the autumn of 1902) tluee tiiucs daily, and dining
1905 and 190G twice daily. Fruiu 1907 tc. 19l4 iii.lusive he
has been quite well and "has not talaii tin- in, ilniiu' at all.

^In March, 1915, he reported ten yens ot -..^.d health,
regularly at work as a tailor. His hci.;ht n )\i is 5 ft. 3 in.

(an increase of lOi in.), and his weiMho -m, ii- I Tst. 131b.
(an increase of 3 St. 5i lb.), and ilniiii_ :

-
1

i
1 'n.- years

his bowels have been very roi4Ml.n, .1, - : . tonned
motion a day. Before treatment tlu

;

j: 1, i; 10 1
.1 ^rowu

at all for oi.jlii- •-:i!-s,but after ti-eatni. ij .. ir ,,ui ,i(iwiug,
and tl -

i n velopment, whicli \\:is tomi. ily quite
infuni;' •

1 :\ became completr. il], puMint losing
his lIiu-i ,'.

.
,ii.,ii ;a-auce, and devclcj nn- ;i manly voice.

Notes ui ii\c similar cases' reported 1
'

1 - 1 Mi L:iv,n,
together with notes ot two cases of inii /i: 1. .< >.i,ii(il

with diarrhoea which were not paii 1 1 : .-i ,•!„

issociated with anaemia and cured ^n 1^ ;<
1
-i\,ii. ami

the other with dilatation of the stoniacli, aljsence of

free hydrochloric acid, and recurring attaclis of severe
gastric tetany, the infantilism disappearing under gastric
treatment.

58. Severe Tubercalin Reaction In a Case of Erythema
Induratum.

K. Frcmerie (Hyqiea, vol. Ixxvii, No. 8, 1915) records the
case of a girl, aged 18, two of whose uncles had died of

pulmonary tuberculosis. She suffered from tuberculous
glands of the neck. Since November, 1912, she had been
subject during the winter to an exacerbating erythema,
which was confined to both legs below the knees, and
which was most marked on the outer side of the calves of

the legs. Here the skin was cyanosed at certain areas,
where cutaneous nodules of various sizes and of fairly firm
consistency could be felt. An exploratory excision and a
microscopic examination of one of these nodules showed
them to consist of much hypertrophied subcutaneous
arteries. There was also evidence of chronic inflamma-
tion in these nodules. The patient, who presented no
signs ot a generalized disease, was given tuberculin.
Intracutaneous injections at points where the skin was
healthy provoked a most violent cutaneous reaction, with
haemorrhagic vesicles and ulcerations, at the site of injec-
tion. This reaction followed the injection ot not only
0.1 mg. of old tuberculin, but also of one-tenth of this dose.
The author considers both the erythema induratum and
the violent cutaneous reaction to tuberculin as signs ot

hyporsensibility of the skin to the toxin of tuberculosis,
and he regards the erythema induratum as a direct result
of the tuberculous glands of the neck.

S9. Frontal Sinus Tuberculosis.
J. B. Thomas (.7o«ni. Amcr. Med. .-Issoc, July 24th, 1915)
says that tuberculosis of the trnntal sinus must be very
rare, jiulgiug from tin- small nnml.or of ,epm-ted cases. I'c

is generally agnnd il>;o -,i„ ,
, -ii,,..,s ,,f the sinuses is

secondary in pia<ih aliv ,j| , ,, . h, ,, ,;,,„ lal or localized
tuberculosis of tin- n.mli-.ii!:, pn 1 -, or 1,, both. Per-
foration of tlio soMi- \:.<.\ I,

I hm ,1- . ,
,,i,., ,|„rin^' acute

mvlilis. -r mfrriion ..i ilu- -iim -r 1
.!.. .' ,, ;-: ,, lolluw.

lie yi\ s I.I i. I a n.-i rari.-, nf t he \\\ > hi I la , M. 1 1
I cases

of tlll)iavnhais Ir al sinusiiis. and Ih.ai iv|,.iii-, liisown
cases. Inlla-lu-^l ih- ,ail, ! lal.l.- hicani.- |.. 1 f.a ai ,al and
the pain in iv,-,A,ua afl,-r .,|..ialion. .-)„. aliomlndher
mother duiuiH a numlR-i-,,! yt-ais of eliioiiic phthisis and
had herself siUfored from Fotfs disease of the spine, which
had left her somewhat deformed. In the second case with
osteomyelitis, epidural, subdural, and cerebral abscesses,
death resnltcd. In roncliision. I'homas says there are
several fa ri,,,-s that I. ml t.. |.r. a ,.[ ihc rr.ai!aJ sinus from
infection: iis hi-h nn-mon aia! inu,,- .1. a inage, the bac-
tericidal an mn ,,r ih, iniM-.,-a, .1:1a, mu, M- and tears, but
a study ot Iho slalisii,-s in sinns ili-.a-, n, ;. ,,' „i,,rt,-m
examiiialmiis .,f ml,; ivMlosis patnni- -I. 1 —istho
probaliilit)- thai It ..r, Ills i,.,a,' nii,-]i iIim:

I
, .._ai/ed.

tionofllic Slims sorirlion, usiii^^ as larui- a quantity as
possible ami lanploMiiL; s.-.liimnitat ion. Th- so-, -ailed anti-
forming nii-l ImmI is a 14.11.(1 0110. i\niinal iuo.-u

be eiiiployi-il, i-aii- Im iiii.; taKoii to renioyo the s

direetl,\ liom 1 h, sums as possible. Tiiberculiii may be of
valne in tli. .1 ia.-;ii. .~is. Tile other sinuses are apt to be
invohr.l ami ,-. .iii| .li.-.atc the case. The brain co:nplicatious
aio iliiolly c-i-iliiiil abscess, with or without meningitis.
The treatment after the diagnosis should be early and
surgical.

nay

SURGEEY.
Treatment of 'Wounds.

W. £. Drennf.n
records his exi»i
American Ami) 111

1914 and the ra
b'ttr-r mental att

toivards 1

steel-jacio

from brill

are all i>o

ways in t

being situ

point afte

gives it a
transverse

sulc-

lUJll

iniiiiil OH account of the ceurro of gravity
far back, and the least deflection of tli'e

iking makes the ball turn side wise, and
iliug motion, or even makes it rotate on the
s. jModern field artillery consists for tlie

nio.st part of 3-in. field guns and Gin. howitzers, and the
wounds are from the fragments of the shell and the
shrapnel. The I'rou envelope of the shrapnel shell is
shattered into thousands of pieces and the wounds are
often severe and lacerated, and carry more clothes tluin
dirt into the wound. The region of distribution of
shows a greater number of wounds of the extrei'
and the head. The mortality is greatest with those per-
forating the spine and abdomen, and next to these, the
head. Wounds of the extremities give a comparatively
small mortality, the same in both the upper and lower.
The battle injuries are estimated as follows: Killed, 20 per
cent. ; non-transportable, 8 per cent. ; requiring trans-
portation, 32 per cent. ; slightly wounded and able to walk,
40 per cent. At the base hospital there were no fresh
gunshot wounds of the abdomen to be seen. Occasionally
a patient with an abscess or other complications was sent
in for operation. Acute appendicitis was fairly common.
At no time did Drennen see a bayonet wound. The main
routine was : First, a radiographic examination to be usca
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as guicl-^s for fntm-o o]ierations, many of -which were
simply ilvi^uaiiiLX imcl.r ctlmr. Inifjation with uormal suit

solution >'.i- '1 '''! ''"' li'- I'lvii-is a , |H ! ..111.

BOllltinll ..I I- ! ''' '
'

-l:i. I 'Ill ['"'II' Mill'. I
.il

meul . .11 1.1 ...!..!. ,
.

.
.1 11) I i J i.ii -l.iiv, 1

1

'
' '

'^t - .

Tlie gre.a .oiiii.lu.uiuii, i.iu:-l, iLuii^a m iiiiJiiai.. . 1 „• 1 j

arc tetamis aud gas gaiitireue. CuUures were tucmmy
with microbes, and more than 95 per cent, of the wounds
suppurated. One point especially noticed in this war, he
believes, for tli" lii-^ liinr. is that infection by tetanus

bacilli is aptto 11 . i 1 p. lative procedure is carried out

ou au oldwoiiu.l 1

1
. . i I <. 1 he site of a tetanic infection.

A patient may l" ' I'Muus carrier, differing from a

typhoid earri('r m lIuU he is only dangerous to himself.

The other serious complication was gas gangrene, which,

contrary to moist gangrene, begins at the edges of the

wound. Dr. Jablons demonstrated to Drennen a phe-

nomenon first observed by himself—namely, the presence

of very small subperitoneal blebs, mostly on the intestines

but also beneath the x>arietal xjeritoneal membranes,
making their appearance from four to five hours after

death. Inoperating oncompound infected fracture, Drenneu
malces the following recommendations : (1) To make large

incisions ; it is usually best to make the incision so that it

will be dependent. (2) Jo leiiiovc all foreign bodies. (3) To
remove all loose or ch i^ li. 1 pi. . • - "f bone. The fingers

form a good guide. AHi i m be removed by the

fingers without undu< . '
:

i

1
i., taken away. (4) To

maintain drainage; iln 1^ i"-i iliie by the insertion of

large fenestrated rubbt r tubes. (5) To use absolutely no
foreign material of any kind in the wound, such as wire,

chromicized gut, or bone plates ; the use of these means
nothing but trouble. • (6) As to the question of amputation,
the tendency is rightly more and more toward couser-

vati.sm. It is now possible to save limbs and restore them
as useful members, whereas formerly it would have been
entirely correct to amputate. If the economic status of

the patient is not to be considered, the question of ampu-
tations becomes more and more identical with the question

of the limb's viability. With the recent additions to our
Ifnowledge in the realms of bone grafting and trans-

planting, many wonderful results are being obtained.

The important points in the after-treatment of compoimd
infected fractures are the maintenance of drainage and
extension. In conclusion, Brennen speaks of the amount
of plastic surgery that will be required in after-years. All

Europe, he says, will be one great laboratory for such
constructive surgery, and he who can will do well to avail

himself of the opportunity.

61. Self-mutilation by Injection of Petroleum.

At a meeting of the Paris Societe de C'hirurgie lield on
July 2Ist, Henry Reyxes (Frogrcs medical, August, 1915)

reported a case which had come' under his observation at

Verdun in which a soldier had produced inflammation
about the laieeJAint by nifans of injection of petroleum
with the object 'ir L.tiiii;- liimsclf sent back from the front.

There was no -i-n ( di-. n-" or wound. The injections

had set up viol< i-: ii,tl,Miiiii:irion of the tissues, points of

BoStnivTJ r^r
I • .

' '' :i',i.;i'-i!i 'I'-! with solid patches of

yellov. i
ii :i . . I

:: . .1 ' I' : iionof the petroleum,
whicli '.

;
.ind eliminated. The

smell i.i III' \" I

'
"i . 'I II" > ''•' in the pus and in the

loosennii; sliietl-i aie eliiiiacieiialic, it lasts several days.

Men who disable themselves in this way are liable to be
court-martialled. Similar cases have been observed iu

civil practice in convicted criminals and accused persons
awaiting trial.

62. Fatal Arterio-sclerosis of the Intestine.

J. A. Hedlund {Hi/tjiea, vol. Ixxvii, No. 9, 1915j records the
case of a workman, aged 61, who had been subject for

some years to attacks of abdominal pain, which bore no
relation to meals. On July 28th he had a severe attack
of pain and constipation, which passed off when au
aperient was given. But the symptoms recurred on
August 3rd, when they were accompanied by vomiting.
Frequent enemas afforded some relief, but iu the afternoon

of August 4th the pain again became severe, and there
was complete retention of faeces and flatus. An examina-
tion on August 5th showed diffuse abdominal rigidity

and peristaltic movements of the intestine below the
umbiliiiis. \u cxaniiuation with the sigmoidoscope was
negativ. 'L. i. . . .hiUness was normal, and there was
only ^i;^ . ii\ of the heart. The pulse was 62,

and 111. 1.1 .; I ..lies were somewhat rigid. At long

intcrvaJf, ill.. Ii'iii- .Jiital outline of a section of the intes-

tine could bo dcleclod through the abdominal wall below
the umbilicus. A laparotomy, performed on August 6th,

Bhowed the surfaces of the ileum and large intestine to be

^34 B

of a greyish-white colour, thickened and rigid. The ileum
was at some points compressed or ileformed by adhesions,
imi tliiso did not actually occlude the intesliue. The
I. .

,

'
I |inii of the ileum was resected for a length of about

I II I
1
Ks, and a terminolatcral anastomosis was made

IilIv.mu the iletmi and the upper xjart of the sigmoid
flexure. The rigid and distended large intestine,
thus short-circuited, was tapped at three points, and
some gas and faeces were willulrawn. The patient,
died next day. At the necropsy slight calcareous
changes were found iu the aorta, the pulmonary
artery, and the mitral valve. There were only sligli't

sclerotic and atheromatous changes in the aorta, and the
coronary arteries were practically imaffected. The
jejunum looked normal except for a few small greyish-
white spots scattered over its surface. The large vessels
of the mesentery were not macroscopically arterio-
sclerotic, but as the vessels were traced towards the
intestine they wc>re found to hi; more and more rigid. In
the subserosa, which looked milky white, aud consisted
largely of fibrous tissue imdergoing hyahue changes in
many places, the blood vessels v.'ere much calcified, and
at some points their lumen was completely obliterated.
The muscular walls of the intestine were hypertrophied as
well as infiltraled with fibrous tissue. The mueosa as
atrophied, andlhe^iii, I], II, .,-,! -

, :i- in -, ,1,,. j.i:i. , , ,.in| i,i,-iv

fibrous. Theami...! n,..,.-!-. ;!,,:iii.. 1

,.,.•,;,, 1 . ,1 ,-; u.,-.

tion was due to hi
1
11- ..' ,..

,
, , ;.;i(i

sections of the iiih -Mil... 1 li. :h .as, 1- , ...,|im_; .arc,

but one case was reported byortner iu 1303, ami aii'jilicr

by Warburg iu 1905.

OBSTETRICS.
63. Serum Studies in Pregnancy.

KOLMEP. \NI) WlLLl.\MS (Amer. -Joiirn. Obstct., .Tune, 1915)
publish results of experiments
University of Pennsylvania. A

xprby concentration of

with 1 per cent, glycerin

injected intracutaneous
terized by erytlioma. in;

of pregnant ami
cent, of womoi:
pregnant at th( 1

also caused 20 i^

When diluted 1 in 10

nnducted by them in the
iilacentin, No. 1, prepare<l

I: ' iilal juice, pre.servcd
. .cut. ti'icresol, and

• I 111 reactions charac-
I .'in, iu 87 per cent.

!• u, and in 65 per
.11 but were not
i.Mle. This extract

I'll to react slightly.

loi-mal salt solution, this

extract yielded 80 per cent, positive reactions among
pregnant or recently delivered women, and 50 per cent,

positive ai'i'iiiu! w.jnien wla. Iiad borne thildrcn. A
placentiii. '

.
. .

.
1

.•
.

.
.1 . i- mn.' ii ,1 nn. 1

:i~
1

i.. t.i-sC

extract. • .; . i 1 1

.

. .na-

tion or
j

.
mns

a7ui.n'_' i. ,
,

. ,i ...
,
,,11' II. :i ml ]4 jier

,., .
; H who had Ijorne

a; itself acts as au
I

skin of pregnant
>.,L .-:. .. ,..„^ I l-'j. -I. )jiL| 'I'll Ircjui the residno

rc.-/alLiiiy from the couccutration of expressed placental

juice, yielded 55 per cent, positive reactions among
pregnant or recently delivered women. This placcutin

produced slightly positive results in 20 per cent, of the
men tested. A glycerine extract, placentin No. 5, upon
cutaneous inoculation,, yielded 50 per cent, positive

reactions among pregnant and recently delivered women.
Of ^-r-rrrr^] uritiiparous and nuUiparous women tested, all

IV • '
. Iv. "Nephrins." or extracts of male and

1. I i, i.rjparedinthc same wayas theplaeenlins,

).! iiliorof positive reactions among pregnant,

[ill.
I
|.,.):ii, iiiiiitiparous, and nulliparons women. 'J'hc.

Tii.i I in.irla .1 ".actions were observed with the extract of

jiuni.'ti 1' in.i!. Ivulncy. The intracutaneous injection of a
1 I" 1 < , II!. -ilntion of a placental peptone did not produce

reactions among pregnant and recently delivered women.

64. Caesarean Section after Ventriflxation of
the Uterus.

G. XYS-, I
. .

' . "" '
; f^' ".a'/'ir.:March,

1915) r. I
' i^ed 38. <m

1915,'f<.r 'i'
' ' ' . iiiii-. .\t tills operation

the right uvarv. v. hi' h ^vas siuionndcd by ailiiesions, was
removed. The anterior portion of the fundus of the 11 terns

was secured by a .silk suture passing through ail the

layers of the abdominal wall. The serosa of the uterus

was not removed at the point of fixation. The patient

was discharged on March 28(h. Her last menstruation

occurred in April of the same year. On February 3rd, 1914,
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regular labour imius begau. ami on the followiug ilaj-, at

6 p.m.. the liqnor escaped, ami the pains became much
more severe. About six hours hxter the cord was fouud

prola\)Seil. and could not be replaced. On February 51h,

at 8.30 a.m., the pationis general condition was satis-

fncior\ , the head was freely movable in the pelvis, the

back gJ the fetus was directed towards the right, and
the limbs towards the left. The fetal heart sounds
were 130, and 01

which admitted ilii

tlie back i.; the pi 1

thin and > icldinj;,

rigid. The prolapsi
replace it failed.

udi'

^iu\ olvcil in I III' use of forceps at

tills stage were too great, and the chances of rupturing the
ntcrns by performing version were considerable. As re-

lX)silion of the cord was iniiiracticahle, and the fetal heart
sounds were unsatisfactory, (acsarean section was under-
taken for the s.-ilcc of both mother and child. At tlie

operation, which «as pcrt'oimed on February 5th at
11 a.m., the tubes and round ligaments were found
attached low down to the anterior surface of the uterus.

This was secured to the anterior abdominal wall by a
wide, short adhesion. The hypertrophy of pregnancy was
practically confined to the back and fundus of the uterus.
Ic was opened in the middle line, and the incision' was
carried through the back and fundus of the uterus, where
its wall was almost as thin as paper, being only 2 to 5 mm.
thick. There was fio haemorrhage, and the fetus was
i-emoved in a state of asphyxia, which soon passed otf.

The placenta was detached without great loss of blood
from the upper right corner of the uterus. The patient
made a satisfactory recovery. The author suggests that
the wide, short adhesion between the uterus and the
abdominal wall must have been a sequel to injury to the
uterus by forceps at the time of the veutritixation. Or it

may have been due to a haemorrhage caused by the
needle on which the sUk suture was threaded.

65. Normal Period of Gestation in Women.
ROBERTtiON (Aiiiei: Joiini. Obstct., June, 1915), from a
Btatistical investigation of 511 normal continenteuts of
niariiod women of the labouring classes in a maternity
hospital in Adelaide, South Australia, made out the
follon ing facts : 247 labours yielded male and 264 female
children. The mean length of gestations yielding males
was 282.5 days, with a probable error of + 0.55 days and a
variability of"4.47 per cent., wliile tlie mean Of periods of
gestation "yielding females w;i^ S4. , ,i,i\ -, \\ith a probable
error of + 0.57 and a varialHin . p. r cent. Hence
the periods of gestation yii i. 1 - tie longer than
those yielding males, the jh . 1, J>;,,i > f ihe truth of the.
conclusion based on these esliiuales lieing 142 to 1. There
is but one, naiiiely, the •• normal," period at which the
percentage of infants delivered by normal mothers attains
a maximum. Subseqtieutly to a very early period in the
development of the fetus there is no evidence of a '-critical

period " in the intrauterine growth of man, such as occurs
in the uterine grow tli of guinea-pigs. The deviation of
oomial periods of gestation from the mean are fortuitous
in origin. The elumces are a million to one against a male
child being deliv<>red at the termination of an otherwise
uoruial ))rcguancy before 224 days or a female child before
222 days after the onset of the la-st menstruation. . Hence
aJl seven months children (210 days) may legitimately be
regarded as the fruit of pathological pregnancies. The
length of the period of gestation is very much less variable
in normal females than the weight of the infant wliicli is

delivered. From this fact it is inferred that the length of
the period of gestation in normal women is primarily
determined not by the fetal development, l)ut by a
maternal cycle of evcnt-s which is to a considerable extent
independent of the stage of development attained by the
fetus.

GYNAECOLOGY.
66. Rupture of Uterus: Prompt Hysterectomy.

FoxnERGlT.L l-Toin-ii. nf Obstct. and Ot/ii. of the llrilish

Evipbif, January, 1915) contends that two-thirds of
the really serious cases of rupture of the uterus
can be saved by prompt abdominal hysterectomj-. Kt
St. Mary's Hospital, Manchester, this practice was
established .inst ten years ago: 17 such operations
have been performed there with no less than 12
recoveries. The condition of the eases was such
that it is doubtful if any of the twelve would have
recovered but for the removal of the lacerated organ.
Of the 5 fatal cases, Fothcrgill relates one in full. The

safely
>i linns.

iiTter

.!. the
- . and

patient was 41 years old. She had al
through fonviorn piOi;na)i.-i( s, imln,!
The liual. or lirii niHl' ])r, ..|i;ill.\ rn,
the last dcli\rr\ ai iniu. ,m,i i.n'ir ;,ii,

last niiscan'ia-c. I'll., jin -., iii.^i i..M ,.

the patient's doctiir 1 .1 ,i :,l '..
i,

when retnoviug the \\\:\. ,1, .

side of the uterine \\,\\'-. '
.

, ,

once in a state of enl!,i|' :
,

, ,

haemorrhage had been 1
1 . . \: !

formed at once. Tli.' 1 . ,.
1

in -front of the pari. 1 i ,>

extravasated bin.i;l. \ , 1
:i,,,

peritoneal ca\ h \ . i li .i i
i

:

toneum was la ; , [..

abdominal wall ; nJ 1^

rent reached Iia. :. - .n.i .i. ,-
1

kidney. The hia.Mn' lii.l 1 \.

adjacent structiiKs. u'n..|ii ih. iii_..

its left lateral iH)iii-,ii. 'lli.- m. , 1 ,

its left anatomical lelalioiis, lii;i Hi
the cervix on the right side were rep
tissue and clot. The caecum ai
adjacent colon and iletim were torn
the haeniatoiiia. exteiidrd on to tin

by hand, it u,i.-, iiol ..:i, |" i^"'H, ioilici-.,ill .jouciiKl./s, that
the lacerated wound was infected, yet a fair chance of life
was given to the patient by the hysterectomy.

67. Precocious Maturity in Girls.

Beekman of New Yoik
I I

;(/;. of I'rd., January. 1915)
reports an instance where llio |iaticnt was a girl 6.V years
of age, brought to a liosjiital loi- impetigo and ringworm.
The child look,.,! lik.. a j;i,l ..1 16. tin- i,an- ,jf ll,.. scalp

nipples, u hall w (to -.ill roiiini,.,! h\ ,i wni, |i;^iiioiii ,,1 :iL-ea.

An access. a\ iii|.|.|.' |.i,... .a.'.l .in.l. I- ,a,h' i'aca^' . 'Ilioro-
was niu.-h suKiuian. ..us I'.ii ioi.l.i- il... ,':•. .,i:i, „ - >.l the
thorax aji,ialhl..iii<'n. Th.. |.;i.|.ai.la -h-' ,

•
i . . .loious

! : Mlained much
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He finds that formol is specially suited for the treatment
of the most severe cases of diffuse suppuration or of gas
gangrene. The first case described dated from before the
war, and was a case of severe laceration of the soft tissues
of the thigh caused by a motor accident. The skin was
torn and injured over all the anterior part of the thigh,
the muscles were torn and dissociated, the upper part of
the femur and the hip-joint were laid bare, and the femoral
vessels showed almost uncovered. The patient had lost

much blood, and the general condition was bad. Altliough
the patient came under treatment almost immediately
after the accident, and the wound was thoroughly opened
up, inundated with tincture of iodine and then plugged,
yet it suppurated very freely, the torn muscles became
swollen and formed projecting masses, and the patient's
general condition rapidly grew worse. At this stage
formol applications were tried ; all the surface of the
wound, except in the region of the femoral vessels, was
smeared over \\iili ili. 1 khoI mi.Kture. From the first

application tlu \ -
1 1 the wound changed, and it

gradually dhiiiiiih- uuldepth. Grafting became
possible. Recov. i\ \s ;. , i. :, ly, but just when cicatriza-
tion was almost complete, tlie patient looked well and was
able to walk about, he left the hospital and was lost
sight of. In this ease the author believes that,
but for formol, death would have ensued. The majority
of the other cases described are severe cases of
sepsis or gas gangrene, iu which formol was used
Ijreparatory to amputation. A good example is that of
a soldier who was brought in, two days after being
wounded, suffering from an open and comminuted fracture
of the left leg. Gas gangrene had developed, and the
wound had an almost unbearably fetid smell. The general
prostration was very great, and he vomited all food.
Amputation was clearly inevitable, but was impossible in
the present conditions. Under anaesthesia a thorough
opening up of the wound was carried out and multiple
incisions made in the surrounding tissues. The limb was
then treated with formol, which was made to penetrate
into all the interstices, and was finally enveloped in formol
Hompresses with an impermeable outer covcriug. The
process was repeated daily uutil complete embalmment was
arrived at. From the third day onwards gas was no
longer to be detected in the tissues, and the leg and foot
were iu the cadaveric condition without any trace of
liutrefaitiiiii. Five days later, when the patient's general
iniidiiKiii li;ia altogether changed for the better, amputa-
tidii was pi 11'. ruled through the middle of the thigh, and
IkhIiii;; tunic place without any complication. The author
looks upon formol as a resource in cases otherwise hope-
less. The use of formol is not without drawbacks, and care
is needed in its application. It is painful, though the pain
yields to morphiue. "When applied in large quantities and
concentrated solution, it leads to mortification of the
tissues, and thus might be dangerous it it were left for
a long time in close contact %vith a large vessel. Suppura-
tion may occur under the hard dry scabs, unless careful
watch is kept. From the author's experience it would
apiiear that formol may be apjilied to wounds in as large
quantities as may be desired, without any disadvantage
resulting from formol gaining access to the circulation.
In spite of its inconveniences, the author looks upon
formol as one of the most valuable agencies at our

GB. The Treatment of Sciatica by Continuous
Extension.

I. S^aNDT {I'gesJcrift for Lacjer, April 22nd, 1915) reports
on the results of continuous extension on sciatica in the
Frederiksberg Hospital, where this treatment has been
practi.sed during the last five years in every severe ease.
Twenty-six patients were thus treated, the procedure
adopted being the same as lor the extension treatment
of fracture of the neck of the femur. A wide strip of
sticking plaster was carried down from a point just above
the great trochanter to a point a little beyond the external
malleolus, and a similar strip was carried down the inner
side of the leg from the sulcus genito-femoralis to the
internal malleolus. Small spiral strips were carried round
the leg without encroaching on the knee. A stirrup was
fitted to the jilaster, and extension was made by a sand-
bag hanging over the foot of the bed, which was some-
what raised. After a weiglit of 4 kilos had been used for
a day, it was increased to 7 or 8 kilos, beyond which the
adherence of American sticking plaster w"as found to be
ineffective. During the fast day of extension it v.as some-
times necessary to give morphine or aspirin to relieve the
pain, which usually disappeared when the weight was
increased to 7 kilos. The extension usually lasted three
weeks, at the end of which massage and vapour baths
Were given for eight to ten days before the patients, who

i34 D

were mamly recruited from the working classes, were dis-
charged. The immediate results of the treatment were
on the whole very satisfactory. But one patient could not
tolerate the sticking plaster, which provoked a rash, and
two patients relapsed even before they were discharged
from hospital. Inquiries addressed to patients thus treated
were answered by nineteen, of whom seventeen had re-
mained perfectly well since their discharge. A few of
these had occasional " sensations " in the leg when the
weather ehan^^e'd. but none of them limped. One patient
)'•"' 1' III

• 1 i . weeks after the treatment, and had been
*" '

I " hy extension and massage for about two
II" •

,
iiich he had remained perfectly well.

Aii'l'i
I

ii'ui liad relapsed after about six months,
but the paiii had been much less and had seldom inter-
fered with his work. There were thus seventeen successes
and only two (jartial failures in spite of an observation
period which, in some cases, was as long as four and a
half years. The results were all the more satisfactory as
only the worst cases of sciatica were treated in this way.
It may be claimed for the treatment that it is simple,
short, cheap, and easily carried out in general practice.
Its effect is probably due rather to the absolute rest which
it ensures the inflamed parts than to the tension on the
nerve, which, considering the weight used, cannot be very
great.

PATHOLOGY.
70. Electrical Examination of Sectioned and

Compressed Nerves.
In view of the numerous nerve lesions occurring among
the wounded in war, Mendelssohn iAnh. d'electr. vu-d..
No. 389, 1915) thinks it desirable to determine the precise
diagnostic and prognostic value of electrical examination in
cases of divided or compressed nerve. He insists that the
reaction of degeneration is a purely muscular and not a
nervous reaction, and that the quantitative alterations in
electrical excitability observed in a traumatized nerve
present nothing like the characteristics of the R.D. syn-
drome. It is probable that the total section of a nerve
causes an immediate and temporary exaggeration of the
neuro-muscular excitability in the territory of that nerve.
Not until the end of the first week does the peripheral
extremity of the sectioned nerve show a notable lessening
of galvanic and faradic excitability. The response of

the nerve then diminishes progressively, and during this
period the paralysed muscles tributary to the nerve may
present partial or complete R.D., which in incurable cases
gives place to the cessation of all reaction to electrical
stimulus. Compression of the nerve, also, introduces
modifications in the electrical reaction. These modifica-
tions generally follow some little time after the compres-
sion, and vary in intensity according to the degree of

striction. It is in the compressed part of the nerve that
electrical excitability is diminished. The portion of nerve
situated above the compressed region also reacts feebly or
not at all, while the nerve segment subjacent to this

region reacts normally. Electrical examination can thus
furnish a ditferential diagnosis between compression and
complete section, the altered excitability in the first case
referring to the portion of nerve situated above the lesion,

and, in the second, to the peripheral segment ; but it is

ditficult, if not impossible, to make a differential diagnosis

between compression and incomplete section. Thus the
diagnostic value of electrical examination is only relative,

serving as a means of corroborating functional examina-
tion in sections and compressions of complex symptom-
atology. The prognostic value, however, is of capital

importance. Prognosis is favourable when nerve excita-

bility ceases to diminish, and shows a tendency to return

to the normal. It is less favourable, though it may still be

good when the persistent diminution is terminated by com-
plete abolition of nerve excitability, accompanied by partial

R.D. of the muscle. Even when R.D. becomes complete,

the ristitutio ad integrum is still possible. Only when
the abolition of electrical excitability in the nerve becomes
persistent at the same time that the muscle, after pre-

senting R.D., ceases to react to all electric stimulus', is

the prognosis grave. The prognosis of paralysis by com-
,

pressiou with simple diminution of electrical excitability

is generally favourable. When the excitability for both

currents is sensibly diminished or abolished for the w hole

length of the nerve, above and below the region com
pressed, the prognosis is then more serious. Restitution

may still be made, but after a longer time. When, how-

ever, there is non-excitability of the traumatized nerve,

together with complete non-excitability of the muscles

served by that nerve, the prognosis is grave, and the case

should be considered incurable*
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MEDICINE.
71. The Heart Husole In Pneumonia.

L. H. NF.WBrROH AND AV. T. PORTER coiiibat tho widely
held opiniou that the heart muscle is seriously injured in

liueuiuonia and that heart failure from this source is a
frequent cause of death iu this affection (Jotirn. of Expcr.
Med., August, 1915). The experiments performed by
them show that the cardiac ventricle from dogs that
have died from pneumonia contracts as well as the ven-
tricle from healthy dogs, provided the pneumonic muscle
is fed with normal blood. When a normal ventricle is fed
with pneumonic blood the contractions are much impaired.
If, however, the ventricle from a lineumonic dog is fed
with pneumonic blood, the contractions are almost normal
in extent and may be normal in duration. Thus, in pneu-
monia the heart muscle is essentially normal, whereas
the pneumonic blood is distinctly poisonous to heart
muscle suddenly fed with it. In the body, during the
gradual course of the disease, the blood is progressively
affected and the heart muscle gradually adjusts itself to
the poison with striking success. The authors' experi-
ments consisted of four series of ten dogs each. In tlie

first series the normal ventricle was fed with normal blood
;

in the second the pneumonic ventricle was fed witli normal
blood ; in the third the normal ventricle was fed with
pneumonic blood ; in the fourth the pneumonic ventricle
was fed with pneumonic blood. The organism empl )yed
was the Bacillus pneumoniae (Friedliiuder). The method
of administering the culture to dogs is described, and a
table is given which shows the average duration of con-
traction and the total weights of the contraction areas in

the four series of ten dogs each. (The conclusions reached
by the authors from this experimental study arc on all-

fours with the clinical finding of Mdlle. Cottin (Rev. med.
dc la Suisse Romande, May, 1915) that the adoption of the
sitting position for four hours a day benefits pneumonic
•latients, especially those iu whom the pulse and cardiac
staie appear to be very feeble.)

72. Recurrent Typhus.
A. F. Plique [Joum. de vied, et de chir. pratiques, April
10th, 1915) discusses typhoid infections, and especially deals
with the symptoms, treatment, causation, and diagnosis of
recurrent or relapsing tyiihus. He suggests the following
four points as a help to diagnosis: (1) Stupor and apathy
are much less marked than in the typhoid and paratyphoid
infections; often there is excitement at the outset, and
delirium towards the fifth day. (2) The pulse is remark-
ably quick, and may be 120 from the outset, even with a
temperature not up to 40- C. (104= F.). (3) The spleen is

much enlarged, and is often painful or tender on palpation.
The splenic tissue is much softened, so that the enlarge-
ment is more perceptible on percussion than on palpation,
bc4 both percussion and palpation need to be carried out
with some circumspection. (4j Jaundice and bilious
vomiting are much more frequent than in other typhoid
affections, but even in severe jaundice there is no retention
of bile, and the faeces remain coloured. The motile
spirillum of ObeiTiieier is present in the blood in large
numbers during the febrile period, and examination of a
drop of freshly taken blood settles the diagnosis. In the
afebrile periods the spirillum can still bo recognized in
fresh blood from the spleen, but as haemorrhage from the
spleen or spontaneous rupture are among the gravest com-
plications of the disease, it is safer to wait for the next
febrile attack. Where the diagnosis is not certain,
the general treatment of typhoid fever is apiilicable.
(Antipyretic drugs are of no use except in the very
rare cases in which the temperature remains above
10' C. (104° F.), and they should only be used very
M.utiously. Quinine has no effect on the parasite, and
is only us'eful where malaria is also present. The applica-
tion 01 an ice-bag to the spleen is useful if there is pain in
this region, and it might be continued in the afebrile
period if the spleen remains enlarged. In the afebrile period
the patient must be protected from all fatigue or excess of
any kind. Where the diagnosis is clear, specific treat-
ment by arsenic is indicated, and recovery will be speedy.
balvarsan in a dose of 1 centigram per kilogram (0.16
grain per 2.2 lb.), given by intravenous injection either
at the beginning or towards the end of an attack, will lead

. to the disappearance of sjiirilla from the blood and recovery
within a few hours. The dosage of salvarsan is not i

without dilSculty. Too small a dose appears to im-
munize tho spirilla against larger doses given later, whilo
too large a dose may give rise to a violent reaction which
tends to bo more violent the more severe the attack.
Neo-salvarsan is to be preferred as being equally efflcaoioug
and less toxic. Conseil and Bienassis have given the
very large dose of 1 gram 0.45 per kilogram (22.3 gr. per
2.2 lb.) without inconvenience. A very simple contrivance
for the preparation and injection of neo-salvarsan is due to
Robert. The method is as follows : The tube in which the
neo-salvarsan is delivered has a caijacity of 10 c.cm.
When the injection is to be made the tube is broken,
and the necessary quantity of water is poured on the
powder. The water, which is sterilized and twice
distilled, is contained in an ampoule of hard glass.
The solution is rapidly formed, and when it is com-
plete it is aspirated by a filter aspirator which is
adapted to the syringe, and contains in its interior a plug
of gauze. This fine filtration has been shown by expe-
rience to be absolutely necessary. By use of the ampoules,
water which has been distilled several weeks earlier ig
still available for use. The method of preparation greatly
simplifies the use of neo-.salvarsan when no special appa-
ratus is at hand. If albuminuria or haematuria be present
the dose of neo-salvarsan should be slightly diminished
and measures taken to obtain good diuresis. Specific
treatment is indicated even for spirillosis occurring in
pregnancy, because of the unfavourable prognosis both
for mother and child when it is not given. The pro-
phylaxis of recurrent typhoid resembles that for typhus
fever, since the transmission of disease is specially due to
body lice, though other parasites (head lice, fleas, bugs,
ticks, mosquitos, flies) also play an important part. The
exhaustion brought about by poverty and by long wars
favours the spread of the disease. The mortality from
the disease is often not more than 1 to 3 per cent., but in
the large epidemics in war it may reach 26 per cent.

SURGEKY.
73. Sympathetic Parotitis.

L. MOSZKOWICZ {Der Militacrar^A, No. 8, 1915) records the
case of a soldier, aged 26, who was wounded in the right
cheek by shrapnel on November 23rd, 1914. A great
number of splinters penetrated the cheek in tho neigh-
bourhood of the right parotid, where they remained. Soon
after he was wounded saliva began to flow from a small
wound at the anterior border of the masseter. This flow
was greatest while the patient was eating, and it ceased at
night. Four days after the infliction of the wound the
region of the left parotid, which had not been touched,
became swollen. The only discomfort complained of was
dryness of the mouth. On November 29th an examination
in hospital showed swelling of the right parotid and a
little redness of the overlying skin. There was a flow of
saliva from a small fistula at the anterior border of the
masseter. The swelling of the left parotid was less tlian
that of the right. A firm dressing and a non-stimulating
diet effected the closing of the fistula in a week, and it was
thus clear that only a small lobe of the parotid, not one of
its ducts, had been wounded. The swelling of both
parotids persisted, however, for a long time, and gradually
the swelling on the left side became greater than that on
the right. On January 17th an a;-ray photograph taken
from behind the head showed fragments of shrapnel only
in the right cheek. On a fluid diet the patient gradually
lost these parotid swellings, and was ultimately able to
eat a certain amount of solid food without provoking them.
On January 30th they were scarcely noticeable. Through-
out his stay iu hospital his temperature was almost in-

variably normal, and occasional rises to 99.5° F. were due
to furunculosis and a hordeolum of the left eye. Dis-
cussing this case, the author argues that it is improbable
that the patient suffered from mumps, for a bilateral
swelling of the parotids, lasting two months and un-
accompanied by any apprecialjle rise of temperature, does
not resemble the jiictuie of epidemic parotitis, which, in
the absence of suppuration, seldom lasts more than a week
or two. The absence of other cases of mumps in the
patient's neighbourhood is also against the diagnosis of
mumps in his case. The swelling of the left parotid was
never painful, and was therefore probably not inflam-

4o5 A
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matory. The swelling suggested a condition which, Ihongh
not described in the textboolts, has already been observed
in three cases by the author. Without any apparent
provocation, such as a stone in the duct, a swelling of the
parotids developed in these three cases at every meal.
The only discomforts were the sense of distension and the
comical appearance presented by this swelling, which
seldom lasted long when the diet was fluid only. In the
soldier's case the wound of the right parotid evidently
started a bilateral sympathetic parotitis analogous to
bilateral sympathetic affections of the eyes.

74. Radiography of the Maxillary Antrum.
The most important view, when examining the maxillary
antrum by x rays, is the anterior one, for which the i)lato

is placed against the anterior surface of the head. N. S.

FiNZl and Seccombe Hett {Archives of Radioloim nnd
Klecf rotherapii, July, 1915) state that the best angle for this
examination "is obtained when the uoiinal incident ray
passes parallel to the ba^. .,1 ihi skull and about IJ in.

below it. To obtain llii- \ u >\ !h. st convenient pro-
cedure is to place the pal m ,,: 1'^! >n Ills back, with a sand-
bag 1^ in. to 2 in. thick licmai h 1 In i»(ii)ut, the head being
tilted forward. The screen is so arranged as to press just
a little on the patient's forehead while at the same time
touching his nose. For the oblique view, which also has
its importance, the head is rotated a little to one side until

the shadow of the zygoma is seen on that side, crossing a
rectangular clear space, which is the shadow of the orbit.

The position in which the zygoma bisects the clear space
will give the two antrums side by side and not overlapping.
The antrum best seen in this oblique view, however, is on
the opposite side to that on which the teeth are shown.
The authors point out that, in the examination of the
antnira, radiography and transillumination must not be
regarded as substitutes the one for the other. An antrum
which appears clear both to x rays and transillumination
is unlikely to be the seat of disease. The antrum appears
dark by both methods when it contains pus, when there
is chronic degeneration of the mucous membrauo with
pus, sometimes when the antrum has been operated upon,
and also when there is a neoplasm. An antrum will be
clear on transillumination but dark to x rays when it con-
tains polypi, wlien there has been a radical operation but
the antrum has become healthy, or, probably, when the
antrum is occupied by a large dental cyst. An antrum
dark on transillumination but light to x rays may mean
that there is inflammation with mucous formation, but
not old-stauding disease ; or it may mean merely that
there are big face bones.

OBSTETRICS.
75. The Female Pelvis in the Philippines.

ACOSTA-SISON {Journ. Amcr. Med. Assoc, May 29th, 1915)

has made a study of pelvimetry and cephalometry among
patients in the obstetric wards of the Philippine General
Hospital at Manila, and published his researches in full iu

the Philippine Journal of Sciences, 1914. The average
diameters of the pelvis of the Filipino woman are shorter
than those of the pelves of Europeans and Americans. The
relation of one diameter to another is altered in such a ^\ ay
that the proportion of the crests with the spines iu the
Filii)ino pelvis is much smaller than the proportion of the
same diameters in the European and American pelvis, and
that the proportion of the diagonal conjugate with the
other diameters in the Filipino is very slightly larger tlian

in the American. These facts, elicited by measurement of

117 cases, would seem to show that the Filipino pelvis is

narrower and relatively deeper than the American pelvis.

This diminution may be explained by the smaller stature
of the Filipinas. Yet, though the pelvis be smaller, the
transverse diameter of the pelvic outlet is the same as in

the European. This relative width of the outlet, Acosta-
Sison believes, is the outcome of the habitual squatting
position which the native assumes. The custom of carry-
ing the child astride the mother's or nurse's hip may also
play a share in this remarkable relative enlargement of

the transverse diameter of the outlet iu the Filipinas. The
<;ephalic diameters of the Filipino children are smaller
than those of Americans, and are thus in normal propor-
tion with the smaller maternal pelvis.

76. Extrauterine complicating Intrauterine
Pregnancy,

.7. Heyman (Bnqiea, vol. Ixxvii, No. 10, 1915) records the
case of a married woman, aged 31, who had previously
undergone two normal confinements, the last of which had

occurred five years earlier. Menstruation was normal,
lasting four days, and recurring at intervals of four weeks.
The last menstruation began on October 14th and ended
on the 18th. On November 25th there was a scanty, light-
coloured discharge of blood. At this date the patient
suffered from nausea and vomiting. On December 3tli
another haemorrhage occurred, and on the following day
a large quantity of blood escai)cd. The right lower abdo-
men becaiue acutely painful, the patient became pale, and
suffered from repeated attacks of tainting, as well as diar-
rhoea and vomiting. The ijulse was over 140, and at times
scarcely palpable ; the temperature was 99.1^. She was
very restless and groaned on the slightest movement. It
was therefore difHcult to make a thorough examination,
but it was ascertained that the abdomen was diffusely dis-
tended ; its wall, however, was not rigid. There was
marked dullness in both flanks. The cervix was enlarged
and spongy, and the cervical canal was somewhat dilated.
The vulva and vagina were livid and boggy, there was a
dittii- I' -Hue.' in the right fornix, but the pouch of
1*"' ply. The uterus could not be palpated,
am! 1

I secretion from the breasts. The acute
alnliiiii 1:1

i !i ;|iiiims pointed to extrauterine pregnancy,
while tlic condition of the vagina and cervix suggested tlie

existence also of intrauterine pregnancy. It was, how-
ever, also thought possible that an intrauterine pregnancy
might be cotnplicated by diffuse peritonitis or torsion of
an ovarian tumour. A laparotomy showed a large quantity
of fluid blood in the peritoneal cavity. The uterus was
soft, of the size of a fist, and obviously pregnant. Pro-
truding from the right horn of the uterus was a semi-
spherical swelling, almost as large as a walnut, the out-

lines of which were continuous with those of the uterus,
without any distinct line of demarcation. A normal
looking Fallopian tube passed out from this swelling, from
which it was clearly defined. At the back of the swelling
was a 1.5 cm. long rupture, within which an ovum, of

the size of a cherry, was found, densely covered with
villi. The left uterine appendages were healthy. The
swelling in the right horn of the uterus and the right

uterine appendages were removed, and the wound in the
uterus was satisfactorily closed in spite of the friable state

of its walls. The intrauterine pregnancy was not inter-

rupted by the operation, and on January 24th was pro-

gressing satisfactorily. The excised tube looked perfectly

healthy and was 5.6 cm. long. A probe could be passed
from its fimbriated end to the point where the egg-sae,

which measured 3.5 by 2.5 cm., united the tube to the

Titerus.

77. Autoinfectlon in Obstetrics,

Zangemeister and Kirstein {Arehiv f. Gynaek., vol. civ,

1915) have carried out investigations which discredit the

view, commonly held less than a decade ago, that bacteria

found in the vagina of a pregnant woman not previously

examined have nothing to do with puerperal infection.

According to this view, infectious matter is always ex-

traneous, and either the midwife or the doctor is to blame
for every infection. But the use of sterilized rubber gloves

for every examination and operation have not reduced
puerperal infections ; and the source of these infections

must accordingly be looked for elsewhere. An examina-
tion by Kirstein of women in labour, not previoiisly ex-

amined, showed the presence In every case of putrefying

bacteria on the inner side of the labia majora and minora.

In 89 per cent, he also found these bacteria in the lower

section of the vagina. In 25 per cent, he found them in

the upper srotion of the vagina and on the cervix. After

examination with sterile gloves, a previously sterile

vagina was usually found to be contaminated by putrefy-

ing bacteria. In other words, infection had been carried

from the vulva to the vagina by the examining finger.

Zangemeist«r has made three series of observations on the

part played by streptococci in autoinfectlon. In the first

series ouly 7 ))er cent, of the women without streptococci

iu the vagina during labour were tebrile during the puor-

perium ; whereas 32 jjercent. of the women with anhaemo-

lytic streptococci in the vagina were febrile during the

puerperium, and 50 per cent, of the women with haemo-

lytic streptococci in the vagina were febrile during the

puerperium. In the second series the respective per-

centages were 4, 14, and 75. In the third series tlic

respective percentages were 4, 16, and 55. These figure-

show that streptococci, existing in the vagina before au\

examination is made, are of impoi-tance in the etiology ol

puerperal fever. Zangcmeister insists that bacteria ot

both the vulva and the vagina may he rubbed into the

surface of a wound by the fingers, either during an ex-

amination or an operation. Both authors attach great

importance to autoinfectlon as a cause of puerperal fever :
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ana tlicy define autoinfection as a pi-ocesa dependent on
bactei-ia existing in tlio va)4ina al the beginning of labour,

before an examination has been made. Kirstoiu holds

tliat in 90 per cent, of all the cases of "intoxication"
fever noone is to blame.

78.

GYNAECOLOGY.
Dilatation in Oreteral Fistula.

TowNSEXD (Surgery, Gyufiecologi/, and Obstetrics, Xngast,
1915) reminds the operator that the fact thatr the distal

segiiieutof the damaged ureter, in cases where ureteral
tlslula develops, undergoes atrophic cliauge within a
ixlatively short period appears to indicate that the early
trial of "dilating the stump through the bladder in a
i-ational attempt to preserve its integrity may save the
Kidney or at least render a ureteral anastomosis needless.

I In urethral fistula any stenosis will ensure its perpetna-
' tion, and so, Townsend insists, it is with ureteral fistula.

He relates some cases which illustrate his teaching.
A large uterine fibromyoma was removed by supravaginal
hysterectomy. Severe bleeding occurring from an en-
larged branch of the uterine artery, the bleeding area
was damped, the operator then sepai"ating the individual
vessels and tying them off one by one. A week later
the vaginal pads were found soaked with urine, which was
seen on examination to issue from the stump of the cervix.
Townsend used the cystoscope and carheteri zed the ureters.
A No. 7 catheter passed readily up til ilii' ht'i Kiiiney, and
the same instrument could be intrdilu. i d ini ,iii imh and a
halt along the right ureter fill it ih..i \suli nbstructiou.
Within a few hours after this cathetcnzaliou, it was found
that much less urine came away. Further attempts at
dilatation were therefore made. Townsend succeeded in
slipping a No. 10 French catheter beyond the obstruction
upwards into the renal pelvis. He desired to retain the
catheter as in cases of urethral strioture, but to this the
patient would not consent. Fortunately the drainage of
urine through the vagina ceased at once, and cystoscopy
with ureter catheterization showed an equal quantity of
normal urine issuing from both ureters. Henceforth the
patient had no more trouble, and was restored to perfect
health. In another instance the right ureter was torn in
the course of an ovariotomy. An end-to-end anastomosis
was at once performed. Several days later urine began to
soak the abdominal dressings, and the discharge of that
fluid became very free. Townsend estimated the. outjiut
of the left kidney, and then passed a catheter into the
right ureter ; it liiet an obstruction about 1 J in. above its

orifice. After careful moderate pressure the instrument
passed above the point of resistance. A verj- free flow of
urine came away through the catheter, indicating that
hydronephrosis had developed. The catheter was re-
tained. Immediately the escape of urine through the
abdominal wound ceased. At the end of a week the
catheter was removed. Within one hour urine began to
issue once more from the abdominal wound. Townsend,
who had not ordered the removal of the catheter, tried to
reintroduce it, but failed, and ultimately it was found
necessarj' to remove the right kidney. Extensive ad-
hesions had developed, so that the precise pathological
nature of the damage to the ureter and the subsequent
changes could not be defined. Lastly, Townsend reports
an instance of injury to the right ureter in an ex-
ploratory operation on a man suffering from an ap-
pendiceal abscess. It had been already opened and
drained, the appendix being left untouched. In the
second operation the right ureter was exposed ; no injury-
was recognized, but five days later urine began to run out
of the abdominal wound. Townsend catheterized the
right ureter. He met with obstruction just 4 in. above
the ureteral orifice in the bladder, but succeeded in getting
the instrument to pass beyond the stricture. Urine came
through the catheter, and two days later uo urine escaped
ftoiu the wound, which at once began to heal. Ultimately
the patient recovered, and perfectly normal urine passed
through both ureters. Thus catheterization, when skil-
fully undertaken, may save the imtient from distressing
complicatiohs, and obviate the necessity of a serious
oijeration.

79. Fibromyoma of Uterus VTeighinf 92 lb.

Petty and Pitfield {New Yifrk Medical Record, January
9th, 1915) describe an instance of neglected fibroid disease,
adding a photograph of the patient, a widowed negi-ess
aged 54, in Philadelphia. Her history was ob.sctire ; she
had once been pregnant and aborted, and the abdomen had

been enlarging. She had undergone an exploratory opera-
tion, but the tumour was not removed. The patient was
exhausted by the weight of the tumour and chronic ilep-
colitis. She could not lie on her b.ack without support by
a nurse. Yet until two months before her death she was
able to get about her house. The tumour was a globular
mass, freely fluctuating. It measured 48 in. in the plane
parallel to the long axis of the body, and 52 in. around the
umbilicus. The patient sank, after admission into hospital.
The necropsy showed the right lung adherent and the seat
of fibroid phthisis, the left completely collapsed, tlip jilenra
being filled with clear fluid. The right kidney ";!•< riil.llcd

with small abscesses, and there was a largo ( .ill,, ii..ii ,.f

pus in the pelvis of the left kidney. The utoiiuc luiaom
was a fibromyoma with central cystic degeuoraliou ; it.

weighed 92 lb., and the cystic cavity contained 7J gallons
of turbid brown fluid. It adhered to the ovaries and
bladder.

80. Neglect of Bladder Symptoms In Gynaeooloey.

C. E. JosEPHSON (Hijuica, Nos. 5 and 6, 1915) points out
that in an almost incredibly large proportion of cases jiain
in the lower abdomen is due to cystitis, associated in a
few cases with pyelitis. The physician often neglects to
make a further examination of the urine after failing to
find albumiu. But oluonic cystitis, and cveu pyelitis, can-
not thus be exi-liul<'il. In ( m.'Vv susiiicions case a catheter
specimen of ui-inc sli,, Ml, I i>, ,,l.t:iinr-l ;i.i.l cnh irn-alized,
the sediment biint; -;i,iiiic'il ami cxairiimi) uiiilii- 1 lie micro-
scope. In main- cas.'s llicrc is a iiisrovy of acute cystitis,
which has beeu relieved by Internal remedies. These are
only iialliative, whereas irrigation with silver nitrate or
collargol is radically effective. In chronic cystitis tlie

cystoscope shows a desquamating thickened patch in the
trigonum. The urine coataiiis many epitlielial cells, but
only a few leucooyt( s. Thoii-h |)\<litis may not be
excluded at first, it is mh isiid.' t.. d, la\ catheteriza-
tion of the ureters till the result uf irrigation with
silver nitrate is observed. If the sediment disappears
under this treatment, catheterization of the ureters,
which in cystitis is not free from danger, is super-
fluous. The author records the case of a 5-para,
aged 39, who had been treated a year earlier for
cystitis with drugs given by the mouth. Shortly after
menstruation, and as the result of a chill, she developed
fever, haematuria, and abdominal pain, which was most
severe on the left side. She was kept in bed for a fortnight,
and her medical attendant reported that the urine was
normal. The author could find no explanation for. her
symptoms till the examination of a catheter specimen of
urine revealed epithelial cells, leucocytes, and diplococci.
Cystoscopy showed the thickening of the trigonum
characteristic of chronic cystitis, and after the bladder had
been irrigated for some time the symptoms disappeared.
The author emphasizes the importance for the gynaeco-
logist of the practical laiowledge of cystoscopy, neglect
of which has led to tumours and stone of the bladder
being treated as haemorrhagic nephritis and impacted
stone of the ureter being treated with futile irrigations of
the bladder. The omission to examine the urine for sugar
is also a common cause of mistaken diagnoses by the
gynaecologist, and it is not generally realized that, even
in young subjects, vague symptoms in the lower abdomen
may be due to diabetes. The author confesses to failing
to diagnose a case of diabetic neuritis in a youug married
woman, whose pain was regarded as hysterical till 6 per
cent, sugar was found in the urine by a chemist to whom
the patient's husband had sent a specimen for analysis.

81.

THERAPEUTICS.
Treatment of Neuritis in the mrounded.

Discussing the value of physical agents in the treatment
of neuritis following wounds received in war, Delherm
and Dausset {Paris midicul, June 26th, 1915) state that in

those cases in which the traumatism has determined a
neuritis exclusively sensory as disttnct from a motor
neuritis or a mixed neuritis, radiotlicftjiy has proved very
efficacious. The irradiation should take place more par-
ticularly in the region which is the site of the traumatism,
as many ports of entry being utilized as possible on a
length of some centimetres arotmd the point where the
nerve has been involved. It is the authors' practice to

give on each region an amount of radiation equivalent to

5 Holzknecht units in three sittings, separated each
by some days' interval, and after having received the
full dose of rays the region is left alone for three
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weeks. Among other procedures the authors recommend
ionization, either with sodium salicylate or quinine. It

is doubtful whether these medicaments exercise a
marked action on the nerve trunks, but they may
exercise a very real sedative action on the nerve
endings at the sitin. Diathermy also is efficacious, while
the hot-air douche frequently has a sedative value for

simple neuralgias. Of all the sedative methods, liowever,
treatment by galvanization (of which ionization, indeed,
is a variant) is frequently the most efflcacious. The
intensity is as high as the patient can support—20 to

50 milliamperes— with well-padded electrodes. When
there is overexcitability of the. skin, however, the
galvanic current should be utilized at a feeble intensity or
be replaced by another procedure. All the above may be
classified as sedative methods. Of revulsive methods the
simplest is faradization. To excite the nerve terminals
with the maximum of effect it is essential that the skin
should be dry, in order tliat the current may be localized
to the tegument. Tin revulsive metliod, other examples
of which are the siai i.- --int 1 k. high-trequtucy currents, and
Hertzian fiiction, 1- inn m.ln ;irrd in neuralgias with hyper-
aesthesia, troiilm- troiii.lis. or too acutely painful mani-
festations. This is, liowever, the method of excellence in

neuralgias which are torpid, or in the painful manifesta-
tions consecutive to traumatisms only involving the small
nerve filaments of a region. In the treatment of trau-

matic motor neuritis the continuous current is the best
procedure, while mechanotherapy and thermolumino-
therapy have their various indications.

82. Novocain in Epididymitis.

AscH [Amer. Journ. Surg., June, 1915) reports good
results from the injection of novocain in acute gonorrhoeal
epididymitis ; 6 c.cni. of a sterile 1 per cent, solution of

novocain were injected directly into the epididymis with
an ordinary hypodermic syringe with a very fine needle.
The fluid was "evenly distributed throughout the inflamed
area by reinserting "the needle in different parts without
withdrawing it through the .skin. One injection of 6 c.cm.
was usually sufficient, but in some cases two were given.
Pain ceased directlj', and the temperature became normal
in forty-eight hours. The swelling subsided in two or
three weeks. The author claims that this method is iiain-

loss, and can be carried out without confining the patient
to bed.

83. Blood Transfusion by Citrate Method.

Lewisohn of New York (Surgery, Gy7iaecologi/, and Ob-
slefrics, July, 1915) practises blood transfusion with the
aid of sodium citrate. The donor is put on a table, a
tourniquet applied to the arm, and the vein punctured
with a cannula. The blood is received in a sterile

graduated glass jar (500 c.cm.) containing 25 c.cm. of a
2 per cent, sterile'solution of sodium citrate at tlie bottom.
While the blood is running into the glass jar it is well mixed
with the citric solution by means of a glass rod. After
250 c.cm. of blood have been taken, another 25 c.cm. of

citrate solution are added. If less than 500 c.cm. be
taken, as in infants, the amount of citrate solution added
to the blood is reduced accordingly. In cases where
Lewisohn expects to take more than 500 com. of blood,
he has ready to hand .inother glass container (500 c.cm.
capacitj) ready to be used in exactly the same manner.
The glass jar containing the blood is then set aside and
covered with a towel in order to safeguard against con-
tamination. It is not necessary to immerse the jar in hot
water or to surround it with an asbestos covering. The
blood is then taken either into the recipient's room or the
recipient is brought into the operation room. Thus more
than one of the disadvantages of direct arm-to-ariu trans-
fusion are avoided. The recipieufs vein is then punctured
or exposed by a siiKiU uieisinu; the cannula is next intro-

duced and ati;t.lM(l |i,a s;il\arsan flask or a glass funnel.
It is advisable t^i lUI th. 1 iil.lur tubiug connexion between
flask and cannula witli Kduie saline solution so as to
prevent air from getting into the circulation. After the
connexion is made, the blood is poured into the salvarsan
apparatus. It is advisable, above all in free trans-
fusions, to stop the flow of blood from time to time
by compressing the rubber tubing. After the blood has
been injected the cannula is removed, and the transfusion
is thus complete. The whole procedure can be ijerformed
with the greatest ease and witliout any hurry, for, as
experiments have shown, the citrated blood can be kept
lor two or three days in the glass jar without danger of

clotting. The method has been employed by Lewisohn
in 22 transfusions on 18 patients—inoperable carcinoma,
3 cases ;

preoperative transfusions, 3 ;
purpura haemor-

^06 B

rhagica and allied conditions, 5 ; lymphatic leukaemia, 1

;

severe anaemia, 2; gastric haemorrhage, 2; actinomy-
cosis, 1 ;

puerperal sepsis, 1. Out of these 18, 4 were
transfused twice within short intervals. Polyuria was
noted in a few cases without any morbid changes in the
urine. A marked rise of temperature was detected in five
patients, associated in three cases with a chill after the
transfusion. Though there were three chills in Lewisohn's
own series, this complication, ho reminds us, is yet
more common after transfusion by other methods,
Lindeman reporting no less than 22" chills in 62 case.s
where simple saline solution was injected. The results
were fairly satisfactory, but the total was, as Lewisohn
admits, too small for definite conclusions, and more than
one patient neglected advice, or, in hospital cases,
insisted on discharge before complete convalescence.
Citrate transfusion seems, the author maintains, as good,
on the whole, as any of the older methods, and is

superior to them in its extreme simplicity. Lewisohn
therefore feels assured that it has come to stay.

PATHOLOGY.
Urlno-itenltal Tuberculosis In the Male.

On a basis of 200 necropsies in which tuberculosis < the
urino-genital system was found in the male, Simmonds
(Deut. vied. Woch., January 21st, 1915) draws the following
conclusions : Without exception, urino-genital tuberculosis
is accompanied by tuberculosis of other organs. In 43 per
cent, of all cases of urino-genital tuberculosis there is

combined disease of the kidneys and bladder. (This com-
bination occurs only in 8 per cent, of all cases of urino-
genital tuberculosis in the female.) The disease almost
invariably spreads from the kidney downwards, but the
process may be reversed when the bladder is obstructed,
and iiossibly also when antiperistaltic movements of the
ureters are induced. In the genital system the disease
may spread either way. When it spreads towards the
testicle, antiperistaltic movements of the vas are usually
to blame. The disease may spread from the genital to the
urinary system, and from the urinary to the genital

systeiu ; but it also happens in combined urino-genital
tuberculosis that the disease has started simultaneously
from different centres. In the genital system, the prostate
is most often affected, being involved in 76 per cent, of

all cases. The vesiculae seniinales come next with 62 per
cent., and the epididymis with 54 per cent. In 40 cases
in which only one organ of the genital system was diseased,

this organ was the prostate in 20 cases, the vesiculae
seminales in 10 cases, and the epididymis also in

10 cases. In other words, in uncomplicated genital

tuberculosis the prostate is affected in every other
case, and the vesiculae seminales or epididymis in

every fourth case. It is from these three centres

that tuberculosis spreads in the genital system in

either direction. The histological changes are usually the
same, whether the disease has spread by the blood or by
the ducts of the genital system. Only in the prostate

—

and then only in a few cases—are interstitial metastatic

miliary nodules found. On the other hand, microscopic,

subepithelial tubercles of the urethra are very frequently

found associated with tuberculosis of the prostate. Tuber-
culosis of the testicle is either interstitial and metastatic,

or the result of extension of the disease from the epi-

didymis and through the lymphatic channels of the

seminal vessels. The prognosis of genital tuberculosis is

bad, and every third case ends fatally with miliary tuber-

culosis and tuberculous meningitis. The importance of

the part played by genital tuberculosis in the causa-

tion of tuberculosis of the brain is shown by the

fact that genital tuberculosis has been found in

50 per cent, of all men dying of tuberculous

meningitis. The prognosis is worst for tuberculosis

of the vesiculae seminales and prostate. Spontaneous
recovery from tuberculosis of the vesiculae seminales is

exceedingly rare, whereas tubercles in the testicle often

heal of themselves. In cases of bilateral disease of the

epididymis, an operation should be confined to removal of

the whole of one testicle and excision of the epididymis

belonging to the other testicle, which should be left in

place for the sake of its internal secretion. The author

pleads for more frequent removal of the vesiculae semi-

nales, in combination with castration, than is usually tlu!

case. In 20 cases in which castration had been performed

before he made the necropsy, death being due to other

tuberculous lesions in 19 of these cases, he found that

the prostate was invariably diseased, and the vesiculae

seminales involved in 17 cases.
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Disease.

. Aii-iisl. 191
i. - ,.l U cas<

jMEDICIXE,

»a. Raynaud's Syndrome: Raynaud
.:n->i. of ih-iliail s.-,.

i: ill's disease, and f^ivr-

,i!> , Jiving grades Of SfN rill.> >>i iln sMulroiue,
I" Kiu II.'. a iluit this, as every aistu-.'. m vei-o in its

I'Utii't'ty. iiiiiy occur in mild forms, or even in "missed"
eases. " The condition is. one of such vascular disturbance
as to cause more or less complete anaemia, or a prolonged
V)assivc hyperaemia of a arious parts of the body, internal
as well as extoiual. Tliough no definite cause has been
iliscovcrcd. tlio syniironic occurs mostly in Vi-omen, and is

I'requpudy a^siioiatcd with disturbances that are recog-
nized as duo to disUu'hauces of the thyroid gland or o( the
menstrual function. There may be a local spasm of the
arterioles or venules, or of both, and, if of the arterioles,

the cyanotic type of congestion occurs, preceded by an
anaemia : while, if of the venules alone, a hot congested
form simulating erythrosnelalgia may occur, the asso-
ciated symptoms being pain, coldness, numbness, im-
paired lunction, and trophic disturbances, as evidenced by
eczemas, blisters, ulcerations, or even gangrene. In a
lew instances the syndrome is the cause of abdominal and
nervous disturbances. The grades of severity are as
follows: (1) Cases so mild as not to bo recognized, the
Xiatients suffering from cold hands and feet, irregular pains
in various parts of the body, and there may be so much
contraction of periiiheral vessels as to cause dilatation of
internal vessels, especially the abtloniiual, causin.5 attacks
of diarrhoea, albumiuuria, ovarialgias, etc i" Cii-..^ ,.f

medium severity in which iciness of haiia~ ;
:'

< I

blains, sore fiug"ers, headaclies. and erytlii.

ptoms of red face and red hands occur. ] ;m im. -
. -n i

ness, disturbances of vision, and recurrent ailiuuiinuria or
bacmaturia may be present. (3) Severe cases with deep
ulcerations of fingers and toes, and serious cardiac, cere-
bral, or abdominal symptoms. (4) Eiu'e'.y, iiioie serious

"!' Ilie blood
.
Kf even

' ' r distinct

ir control is so
i contraction of
I dilatation of

of the ductless

eases presenting such uncoulrollalil
vessels as to cause gangrene oii

possibly fatal heart attacks. The .!

entity but a syndrome caused bj ll;

• lO internal secreting gla;ul . 1

L ase of Ike blood vessi !

normally upset as to pi'
i

.'.lain vessels, with )n.i^-iiii. ni-

others. Thoutili in'ol)aol.\ iii u'f tlia

glands is at faiili, there nlways ap'pears to be some dis-
Tui-baucc of tlie thyroid secretion, and thyroid treatment
improves the majoiity and cures some of these cases,
while nitro-.ylyceriuo and local heat arc among the
remedies affording temporary benefit.

86. Idiopathic Necrotic Tracheo-bronchltis.
In- the last si.>c years C. Hart (Ikrl. Jdin. U'odi., April
19th, 1915) has observed four cases ol necrotic tracheo-
bronchitis, to two of which he has applied the term
"idiopathic." These cases were dislim t fioiu tlic necrotic
tracheobronchitis of diphtheria, i 1. ma scarlet
lever, and there was nothing in tli; i

; : i l, st that
steam or chemicals were resiionsiia . (lu. i..!;- -a was a
musician, aged 18, who was admin i .,, i ,i mukIi
collapsed. The abdomen was vei,\ i i >

was 38.4''. the respiration was wf.^' '
i

there was only slight dullness ua
,

.i
: , , ,,,(

lungs. Perforation of the gastio uiu.,,uii.ii tiaco v.us
suspected, but a laparotomy revealed nothing amiss. The
patient died soon after the operation, and a few hours
before death he developed loud tracheal rales, and
brought up about two teaspoontuls of blood. At the
necropsy . the pharynx and tonsils showed no disease.
1'here was also no false membrane anywhere in the
r^piratory tract, but, from the glottis 'to the small
broiitbi, the lining of the respiratory )iassages was of a
dirty gi^.y colour, and yielded a little dirty matter when
scraped WHh a knife. The microscopic exaruiuatiou showed
Ibis matter to consist of a homogeneous detritus and
numerous diplococci. There was much blood-stained
froth in the sinall bronchi, and the pleura of the
right lower lobe -was covered by a recent fibrinous
exudate. The lungs were rigid, heavy, and dark rod
on section, and, on light pressure, yielded much frothy
blood. Throughout the substance of the lungs there were
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87. Family Periodic Paralysis.
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any gas pain to speak of, aud, it so, one enema relieves.

Post-operative nausea and vomiting are less frequent and

reduced in duration, though vomiting occurs. Frequently

a single stomach wash ends all nausea and voniitiuf! per-

luaucutly. Postoperative thirst is delayed, and is absent

in 60 per cent. The patient usually has a free bowel
reaction within twenty-four hours when morpliiiie has not

been given. The treatment is of special advantage when
there is much trauma, and did not interfere with pregnancy

in a pregnant woman. It lias been used in only 2 cases

following chloroform. < mi- .IiI v^ ;1. but in the otlier it

had to be discontinued. ipcared. V.'hen it is

used after cbloroforui 1 1
:

,
,

,

,
I .

,
. i \ ise waitiug until the

patient has regained > n i.n n- -. Patients feel com-

fortable after operation, and iiinrpliine is seldom, if ever,

required. Sodium bromide (20 grains) w as associated with

each dose of quinine in fifteen laparotomies with good

results, and seemed to reduce the nausea and vomiting.

The beneficial action of the bromide so administered was
especially marked in 8 goitre cases. The only complica-

tions observed were cincbonism in 3 cases aud 1 case of

drug eruption lasting three days, but the patient did not

suffer at all.

89. Partial Resection of Lower Jaw for Cancer.

FOOTE {Amer. Journ. of Medical Sciences, July, 1915) records

his experience of partial excision of the lower jaw iu

fourteen patients. Three methods are described : (1) Re-

section from within the mouth, only suitable for tumours
of not greater malignancy than an epulis, or for primary
ones iu an early stage and not involving the bone;

(2) external resection without disarticulation, a course

indicated in malignant tumours of the jaw itself, or of the

mucous membrane or adjacent soft iiarts, in which llie

incision will lie outside the diseased area ; and (3) external

resection with disarticulation, suitable for malignant
tumours situated far back, and especially if recurrent.

The chief dangers of operation by external resection arise

from (a) anaesthesia, rectal anaesthesia being the ideal,

one part of ether (1 oz. to 25 lb. of body weight) mixed
with two parts of paraffin oil being injected slowly into

the empty rectum half an hour prior to operation

;

(6) excessive haemorrhage, which should be guarded
against from the outset, large vessels being clamped before

division
;

(c) blood in the throat, which can be prevented

by a good sized pad of gauze in the mouth frequently

chauged and clamped as a safeguard against swallowing

;

and (rf) falling backward of the tongue when its attach-

ments are severed—a danger which can be prevented

by traction on a heavy thread passed through the

tongue. When the digastric and muscles anterior to

it are divided the tongue 8 metimes almost snaps
back into the thr< a , but if held forward for a few
minutes this tendency grows less as the remaining
muscles become accustomed to the change. For a
few hours after operation the patient requires cuustant
watching to guard against recuriT'i li m , , iD^e or

a blocking of the throat by the loos. :: 1 ' .
;.i>.d no

nourishment should be given by t\i>: : :

i'!: !ii;has

shown his ability to swallow water. - <\ - -tions

have been made for preventing the i-i 1: , 1 > 1 Iji jaw
from swinging towards the operated : i' , 1; '. > sioixl

functional results follow without resiii'. i j , 1 . urthc
insertion of a prothesis, it is best to avuid tliu ;n v_ ^iion of

any foreign bodies provided the patient has been freed

from the malignant disease. Of the 14 cases operated
upon, 13 were males, and the ages varied from 30 to 75,

more than half being between 45 and 55. The growth
started in the mucous membrane of the jaw in 8 cases, in

the check in 3 cases, in the augle of the jaw iu 2, and
probably from the periosteum in 1. Eleven resectious were
performed for recurrences, and though merely palliative in

4 cases the ojieration secured a clean mouth for varying
periods of time. Ten resections were pei'formed with the
hope of a permanent cure, but although such a result is

probably too niuch to expect, the prognosis following
partial resection of the lower jaw for cancer is more
hopeful than is generally supposed.

90. Incarceration of the EpiglottlE.

C. PesCHARDT {Ugeslrift for Laeger, March 4th, 1915)
records the case of a woman, aged 34, who had been
treated for several years by various physicians for

hysteria. For many years she had experienced difficulty

in swallowing, and the food had often '• fjono the wrong
way." She had to bend her head forward aud press her
lower jaw downwards towards the chest when eating, aiid

by practising this manoeuvi-e and eating slowly, she could
usually take nourishment without difficulty. She could
drink only one mouthful of water at a time, aud while
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doing so she had to hold her head in the same position.
"While swallowing she sometimes felt and heard a little
click. During the past two years she had also suffered
from attacks of pain in the neck, which varied in intensity
and were described as burning, stabbing, pricking, or
cutting. Sometimes, particularly at night, they were
accompanied l)y a sense of choking. The pain was often
so violent, and came on so suddenly, that she haa to jump
out of bed and sit uiiright for tlie rest of the night, strug-
gling with a sense of choking. These attacks occurred
most often when she suffered from a cold in the head, on
which occasions she usually felt a movable lump in the
neck. An examination of the throat showed hypertrophy
of the lingual tonsil, particularly the posterior portion,
under which the free upper border of the epiglottis was
hooked. The posterior surface of the epiglottis was very
red, but there was only slight hyperaemia of the larynx.
The author succeeded in liberating the epiglottis with a
sound, but after the patient had swallowed twice, the epi-
glottis was again incarcerated. A solution of cocaine and
adrenalin was, accordingly, applied, and a little strip of

gauze was inserted between the epiglottis and the lingua!
tonsil, being secured by two strings passing out ol the
mouth. The patient held her tongue out while a large,

flat galvano-cautery was applied to the lingual tonsil

under the control of a laryngoscope. After this operation
had been repeated three weeks later, tlie patient lost all

her symptoms, the base of the tongue was perfectly flat,

and the redness of the back of the epiglottis was diminish-
ing. While most of the symptoms were due to the
mechanical effect of the incarceration of the epiglottis,

the attacks of choking were probably a reflex nervous
symptom.

91. Enteroliths Diagnosed by X Rays.

Pfahlee AND Stamm (Surfer?/, Gijnaecolof/y, and Obstetrics,

July, 1915) report the case of a woman, aged 40, who com-
plained of soreness in the right inguinal region ; she had
already -detected a rounded, freely movable mass in the
right iliac region. Stamm found no abnormal condition of

the abdominal or iielvic viscera. A''-ray examination was
undertaken by Pfahler, in order to eliminate movable
kidney, renal tumour, or ureteral calculus. The mass was
diagnosed as an enterolith; it transpired that the patient

had been subject from childhood to chronic constipation,

and had taken large doses of magnesia daily to over-

come it. Stamni prescribed abdominal massage, with
glycerine and olive-oil enemata taken twice daily in

the genupectoral position. This treatment was continued

for three months, at the end of which time Stamm re-

moved the enterolith piecemeal from the rectum, as the

patient could not expel it spontaneously. The authors add
that Le Wald of New York has sent to them a report of a
similar case. A girl, aged 17, had been constipated for

years and was troiTbled with constant oozing of mucus
from the rectum. A body was detected in the abdominal

cavity suspected of being a movable kidney, a tuberculous

or lymphadenomatous mass, or a sarcoma or carcinorna.

An jr-ray examination of the urinary tract gave negative

results, but a bismuth meal study showed an elongated

sigmoid flexure at the seventy-second hour. A cleansmg

enema was given, after which a skiagram showed a large

globular mass 2iin. in diameter. This enterolith was
removed by rectal instrumentation. The authors also

report a third instance where a single woman, aged 42,

had been subject for over three years to headaches,

nausea, and vomiting. There was constant pain in the

left lumbar region, and occasional tenderness Over the

appendix. Jaundice set in at times. The x rays showed

two opaque bodies in the right iliac fossa, about two mcbes

external to the normal track of the ureter. Injection or

the colon showed the bismuth surrounding these bodies in

the appendix, and they were removed accordingly, ihe

enterolith taken from the first case was examined chemi-

cally, aud, as was to be expected from the history, it was

found to consist mainly of magnesium phosphate.

OBSTETKICS.

92 Partus Unllateralis in Otero Dydolpho.

V. LUCAS (Wien. med. Woch., March 20th, 1915) records the

case of a primipara, aged 29, who menstruated last in the

middle of September, 1913, and whose labour began eaily

in July, 1914. On the evening of July 4th the midwife

was puzzled by the state of affairs aud sent for a medical

man, who found the following condition : The uterus

was displaced to the right, its fundus was between the

umbUicus and tie xiphoid process ; fetal heait sounds
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were aiulible above the symi)hysis, and to the left, above

the OS pubis, a small inominence, suggestive ot the foot of

the fetus, was palpable. A vaginal examination sho\yea

the head of the fcuis to be covered with a thick incnibiauo

and displaced to tlie rit;ht. lu tho left side ot the v;if;iiia

was a chaimol leading up to the os, which barely admitted

the fin of tlie tlnger. In spite of careful examiuation of

the introitus va<jinae no part of the head could be felt

except throui^h the membrane. The patient was admitted
to hospital early next day, and when a speculum was
introduced into the vagina a very small portion of the

head, only about 1 em. wide, could be seen on the ritjht

side, the rest of the head being covered by the membrane.
On the left side of the vatjina a channel was found,

l>assiu,q up to the os, out ot winch blood escaped. In

the middle of the vai^ina was a septum, which extended
completely across tho vagina and formed the mem-
brane coverin4 the fetal head. It was now clear that

there was a double uterus, that tho right uterus was
pregnant, and that the small prominence detected through
the loft abdominal wall was not a fetal limb, but the left,

nou-pregnant uterus, from which decidual blood escaped.
Expectant treatment was adopted, as the general condi-

tion was satisfactory, the pains were adequate, and the
rate and rhythm of the fetal heart sounds were normal.
At 9 a.m., on July 5th, the patient suddenly became un-
conscious and convulsed. The pulse was 120, the tempera-
ture 100.8", and the urine contra.ined a trace of albumin.
Episiotomy was therefore performed, forceps were
applied, and an asphyxiated male child was born. The
child recovered rapidly, but weighed only 2,000 grams, and
was 40 cm. long. There was no post-jiartum haemorrhage,
the uterus contracted satisfactorily, and the placenta was
expelled two hours later. The course of the puerperium
was normal, the patient got up on the eighth day, and left

the hospital on the twelfth. The correct diagnosis was
not made in this case till the vagina was illuminated with
a strong light thrown through a speculum. On digital

exploration, the finger invariably passed into the vagina
of the non-pregnant uterus, for the vagina of the pregnant
uterus was iUled by the fetal head, which was almost com-
pletely covered by the vaginal septum. It is strange that,
in spite of the child being small and the pains being strong,
labour was not completed spontaneously.

93. Bupture of Gravid Uterus BicornlB Unicollls.

TOVEY (.Yew York Medical Journal, April 17th, 1915) was
called in consultation on a ca.se of pregnancy at the fourth
month in one horn of a gravid uterus. The patient,
aged 29, had borne children, and her doctor's assistant had
t ctempted to dilate the cervix and remove the fetus and
membranes, but it was found that much difficulty was
experienced owing to the abnormal condition of the uterus.
The uterine cavity was packed with iodoform gauze. The
gauze was removed next day, regular pains having come
on, but the pains suddenly ceased and the patient's doctor
found her collapsed. A sound was passed into the uterus,
and then the ovum forceps was introduced ; some omentum
was brought down, much to the operator's alarm, but the
fetus and placenta were extracted and the uterus irrigated
with strong solution of iodine to cause contraction, and it

was noted that all the solution came back. Tovey thought
that it would be wiser to open the abdomen than to wait.
He found a double uterus, and one cornu was gravid and
was perforated, a hole ot the size of a silver dollar lying
close to the septum separating it from the other cornu.
The cornual cavity contained a piece of placenta. The
oi>posite non-gravid (right) cornu and its appendages were
fully developed. The single cervical canal was perfect
and dilated. The pains set up after the packing, when
ergot was also administered, seemed in Tovey's opinion to
have caused the rupture. The patient recovered.

GYNAECOLOGY.
»I. Perforation of Uterus by Chorion-epithelioma

simulating Ruptured Kctoplo Sac.
Hi-DE (.1 »!</•. -Journ. Obslct., .Tune, 1915) writes of a woman,
agi.d 48, who was admitted into his hospital in a state of
shock, the face paUid and anxious, wliilst no pulse could
be ffeit, and sighing respiration was marked. She was an
Italian, and the necessary history could not be elicited.
The last period had occurred two months previously, and
the patient remained in good health until the day of ad-
mission, when she was seized with hypogastric pain while
walldng upstairs. Ruptured ectopic gestation was dia-
gnosed by an Italian doctor, who sent her to the hospital.
The uterus was of the size of a three months pregnancy,

and movable, the cervix large and in normal position, and
tcmarlvably tender. The lateral fornices were free, but
explor^t ion (•an--;ca muoli jiaiii. The pal iont was placed in
!'" I

'

•"'^' '
' '

. ]'' i '

: 'nue administered
h: I

'!: ainal section was
I'll'

I clotted blood in
til!

I

III 'ii 'I'
' ii\. I: . 'iiiud to bo uoriual,

but fro:' liaeiiiorrhago wa-i discivefc'l issuing from a rent
nearly 2 in. long in the posterior wall of the uterus below
the left cornu. Perforation by a curette, employed to
clear away the products of conception, was suspected, but
the patient was in so alarming a condition that the
laceration was simply closed with sutures, hysterectomy
not being attempted. Tlie patient died within twenty-one
hours. The whole of the left side of tho body of the
uterus was found to bo the seat of a new growth, and
there were metastatic deposits in the lungs, all bearing
the characters of chorion-epithelioma. After the patient's
death a clear history was obtained. Sixteen months
before the rupture of tho uterus the patient was delivered
of a vesicular mole, and her Italian doctor made use of the
curette. The medico-legal aspect of the case was im-
portant, and the fact that there was amenorrhoca was
very misleading.

95. Primary Srncytloma of Ovary: Hyperemesls.
ElES {Amcr. Joiini. Obst.-f., July, 1915) reports an instance
of deciduoma or syncytiouia o( tlie ovaiy in a woman,
aged 48. Slie had been about eight times pregnant ; in all
her four full-term gestations nausea and vomitiug had con-
tinued from the beginning to tlie end, and the last ended
ten years before tho tumour was removed. Tliero had
been three, or possibly four, aboitious; tlie last, which
took place two years before the last full-term pregnancy,
was brought on instrumcntally at the second month. In
August, 1914, after the patient liad bteu subject for fifteen
months to almost continuous utciine haemorrhages, always
associated with nausea and vomiting, a tumour was de-
tected in the abdomen. There was great loss of weight.
The genital tract was in a prematurely atrophic condition.
There was a fibroid as big as a goose's egg in the left horn
of the uterus and right ovarian tumour. On September
14th, 1914, supravaginal amputation of the uterus was
performed, the appendages being also removed. The
ovarian tumour was of the size of a child's head and
almost entirely solid. The typical syncytial masses and
Langhans's cells, witli extensive haemorr'hagicandnecrotic
areas detected on microscopic examination, left no doubt
that the tumour was a syncytioraa. No similar new
growth was detected in the 'opposite ovary or in the
uterus, nor was any evidence tliat other organs wove in-
volved made clear at the operation. Couvalescencc was
slow, and the patient was discharged on the thirtieth day.
Then she began to vomit, attacks occurring nine times on
one day. The sickness was treated by the knee-chest
position solely, and it ceased completely. Bies finds that
his is the seventh authentic case of primary syncytioma
of the ovary on record. He yives summaries" of the earlier
cases. This kind of tumour is very malignant, yet Ries's
case was alive and apparently free from metastases seven
months after the operation. It is possible, he admits, that
the haemorrhages preceding the appearance of the tumo-ar
originated in an abortion.

THERAPEUTICS.

OS. Permanent Bradycardia and Atropine.
E. COTTIN {Archives cles maladies dii coeiir, desvaisseaux, ct
du, sang, June, 1915) describes two cases of permanent
bradycardia—one of organic, tlie other of nervous origin.
The second case is ot much interest in view ot the fact
that up to quite recently it was geuerallv held that true
bradycardia of nervous origin was always paroxysmal,
never permanent. The lii-st case presented no very special
features. Tlie patient was a man 72 years of age suffering
from cancer of the stomach. The pulse-rate varied
between 38 and 40 per minute, and was regular. A series
of tracings were taken. The auricles contracted at the
rate of 85 a minute, and all relation between tlie contrac-
tions of airricles and ventricles was brolten. Atropine had
no offect upon the contractions of the ventricles, nor
indeed upon those of the auricles. The absence of effect
upon the auricles diminishes the value of the atropine
test, but the same phenomenon has been observed by
other workers, and in this case it may have been con-
cerned with the advanced age of the patient. At the
autopsy the auriculo-ventricular bundle of His was found
to be completely invaded by a dense sclerous tissue, and,
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in aadition, a small calcareous aiea was fouud at the level

ol Hie auricular origin of the vcutriculo-auricular bundle.

The other patient was a woman 34 years o£ age, who,

since the age of 19, had been subject to so-called nervous

crises. Eroiu about the same age also a gradual progres-

sive enlargement of the thyroid gland liad been observed.

The slow pulse-rate was first noticed when she ^^as

26 years of age. At that time the inilse-rate was found to

vaiy between 45 and 55 per minute. Four years later she

came under the caro of Professor Bard. The pulse-rate

was now between 4'i:i'i,l 50- ff"-ii (inn- tn tii>if> ;ni extra-

systole occurred, anil ' j !
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tlus period
1 one tracing
luricular con-

iuutes later, the

ventricular beat was at the raie ot 38 a minute, the auri-

cular about at 85. The rise s of the venous pulse was

each time preceded bv a \\ avc P, so that the ventricular

contraction was provoked by an auricular contraction,

but, in addition, small rises were observed, which corre-

sponded to auricular contractions without any ventricular

response, and at one point there was a sharp rise conse-

quent upon the superposition of the auricular on the ventri-

cular contraction. The interval of transmission, p-s. was

very irregular in both tracings, and in one was found to iu-

creisc from n-if' rnvfliar- revoV.ition to nnotlmr. until a length

of,'',
..-.:-.:.,..,.. ,.,., 1.,.,. ,....,,.1,. ,i i^.-IPRdof the

„,-,' fif cou-
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Hagner have found that the Bulgarian bacilUis iutroduceri
into the bladder can effect that which the lUiciVas coli
u.sually fails to do--that is to say, it kills the lUtcUlim
2>rotciis Tulqaris, the organism most commonly found in
alkaline cystitis. A pure cnltme can be o\)taiued by
competent bacteriologists, so that there is no fear of intro-
duction
multii)ly

does no I

gates ih

added !
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as long as jiossible. liaguer used it witli great success in
a case where the patient was 76 and had jnst undergone
prostatectomy. The urine was intensely alkaline, and the
edges of the snpi-apubic wound were sloughy and covered
with calcareous deposits. The profnis vnlrjaris abounded.
The patient's constitutional condition was grave. The
treatment was begun and repeated every four hours; a
day later the patient's condition was much better, then
the slough separated and the wound healed, the ))atienfc

making an uninterrupted recovery. The treatment has
also been adopted in several cases of hypertrophied pro-

state with frequent micturition, tenesmus, alkalnria. but
not much residual urine, and the results have been
satisfactory.

first tracing the ventricle was beating at the rate ol 38.

the auricle at 93. and the independence between the

two cavities of the heart was evident and complete. In

the tracing taken after forty-five minutes no trace of block

remained The rate of contraction of both auricle and

v'^-nti icle was 85 • thr^ interval P-s had become uniform

anaaM-v.^.- 1 ,.,..u.,ni:,l l,.„.t!,. TheelTectol:atro-

pilV '.:: :'• " ' >• •• '<"''
•

''' '' ;';;

undoubtedl\ ol nervous ol i^ ' l.
,

!

the nervous lesion. The an'- ii^i-
1

hh,
i

to excitation of the pueuun.-, i r.,:\.. 1,.
.

i.;,.. .. : m
pro-- ;i. , il!'..-: -.1 indirect, b\ ilic y..uif nuiji wuich iho

),;ii;
I

I I
' lid for years. Extirpation of the goitre

ivoui 1 , , i
. iiil the point, but the patient energetically

ri.!i Oil "I oi surgical intervention.

97. Bu'garian Bacillus In the Treatment of

Cystitis.

Hagxep. of Washington {Surffcri/, Gijnar.^
< .

• ' "

s?('')-(rs', July, 1915) directs attention to tin

a year ago by Caulk ot St. Louis, on the i:^ ;i - i

gaVian bacillus in the trc.iiiiK-iit of em -
i

About ten years since. You 11 > .. n«.
: ; < <

by the implantation of tli. 1
'

1
'

>

n-

acid reaction through its ,.1,
: .

.-a
•

. _\. ,;,.

J,,,,,,, o.n T-i'ir:,-! himself lalei.,; '
• .

-m' a (ja,v

p, ,
; ill j.liosphatic deiii.--! mi i.itiou by

y,,r ,1, but the 75. p'''' ''*id been

ivolo M i, i' ,, Ml atment, and it aiiii- im-.i i!- iliis germ

killed the l:.(ril!iis coli. North reiioiloa llio use of the

Bulgarian bacillus (Massol's lactic acid bacillus) in 300

cases, but only two were bladder diseases. Caulk and
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98. Electpo-diagnosis of Traumatized Nerves..

Leri {Paris medical, .Tune 26th. 1915) gives the results of

faradization applied to all the traumatized nerve cases

which have come under his observation since January
last. The lesions have had very different as^jects in

different cas^s : (11 Nerves normal except for some
,,n,,.; ,.!,,,. -, In 111, viri „;lil-.r,iiriii:' fr;i!i-! i?.i nerves pre-

.,
; ! ,i 1

,
,

,

-
'^1;

•
; ii : iIm I • I Tlic iieighbour-

, : , I, . 1; .
, 1 , ,

ii
; \ and normal

,.,, ;:,,!,,, ,1' i"i 1,1 , i 1,1
I

,
, - 1

,',:ni"i,'i\- spctioued ;

' (4i lu r\i^ onislioil inul llatloiiio. '.viti: a -^I'lead-out fibrous

I

meiabrane more or le-.s thickone.l : (5i nerves interrupted

bv .1 neuroma occiip;, iug their oalire diameter, or, more

I

exaetlv. a fusiform, nodular, or mouiliform thickening;

I
(6) nerves having what the autlior calls a lateral neuroma,

: only occupying a part ot their contour. v\ hile a more
or 'less extensive portion of the nerve retains its

continuity. As one result of his study of the electrical

reactions, Leri states that all nerves which have fairly

conserved their normal form, having been neither

sectioned nor crushed, no matter how dense, thick, or

old tho tilivoiis cicatricial tissue which encloses them may-

be a'li I I il 1' , ntaiuto accrtain degree—frequently a

vervli '.-: ii 11 electrical conduotibility. When the

ncrNi 1 ii .1 . 1 ,licdbv a projectile and the two ends,

more o. lo.,-, tliwaod, are onlv kept together by a fibroid

membrane or filament, faradic electrization has proved

that the nerve may be considered functionally as com-

pletelv sectioned. ' A lateral neuroma, however, practi-

cally iiever interrupts the nerve altogether, and. what is

still more remarkable, in half the cases examined a central

neuroma, or a neuroma total in appearance, was lonnd to

impede the electrical conductibility by no means entirely.

The neuromas apparently still contam a sufficient number

of uei-ve fibres to assure the nervous conduction in tne

different muscles. The practical results from the thera-

peutic point of view are summarized as follows :
(i) JNevei

resect a portion of a nerve enclosed in a
^^'-^^XZ^nlht

cartilaginous gangue, no matter how 1^^^?' ^^
,^'' °' ''|''^

that sheath may be; (2) save in exceptional cases, and

aiur careful electrical examination, never resect even

,,,,,1 ,., Miial) neuromas, still less lateial neuromas;

1 1 nlv the fibrous membranes which connect the

,
I

,1 ends of a nerve and suture these ends, as

1 li,
1 . ,,r softious when coir.i>ktclv independent;

'

1

'

" , " „
i.r,ii,,N, - ,11 , .- Ill '.'il 1 'lUed. nor

'

' '
'

'

•'
'

, 1
., ,1 ,

. ,
in.' end ot

''' ' "
'

,1 - : 'irl'OfOre,'>;
:

';'/, ;;;
, ,, :,^[; ,,„',, '.;,;,' ;,, i,. ,^0. in

"' '

' ,'

''!'''' ,'.,' ,'
I

/ ',
., ,,,;

, 1
;, ,

,, illn-oid

'^°"''i
''

"'i,
,"",.' ',

,',1 ;i.," ., i-,i-^- I I- - •

|<''1 '">"'^
™^"' ' ' I'

'

I"
'

'
,'',,'.,, ,,,:,.',. , :. i'Cturn

fl'i''";,
' I'l' 1 Mi.'a^'i.'in-i- I-- -'-'-- iimeans

^ki^wiiig whether a nerve ii completely seel ionod or only

sheathed and neiuomatous.
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MEDICINE.
99. Corebral Oedema In Chronic Alcoholism.

ScKLin'H AXi> HlU'ELD say {Amci: Journ. Med. Sciences,

June, 1915) that after long-continued ovei-iudulgeuce in

alcohol (seven to ton jears) an individual develops

delii'iuuj tremeus for reasons as yet undetermined. The
disease usually manifests itself in three stages— the

incipient form, "the fully developed classical form, and the

comatose form (wet brain). The writers, v\ho see about

2,500 cases of alcoholism every year, find that about 10

to 15 per cent, of the cases of delirium tremens pass into

the comatose form. The transition from delirium to cere-

bral oedema is fairly well marked. The semi-coma which
succeeds the active'deliriuni is striking, and the delirium

now becomes the low muttering type. The symptoms of

•wet brain are essentially meningeal—semi-coma, general-

ized hyperaesfchesia, and muscular rigidity (Kernig's sign

and neck rigidity) standing out prominently; the more
marked are the latter two features the graver is the pro-

gnosis. The cerebro-spinal fluid is to all appearances
normal. The mortality is nearly 75 per cent. Associated

with the cerebral oedema complex there is very often a
pateliy bronchopneumonia, which clouds the diagnosis

and is usually responsible for death. Necropsy reveals no
gross lesions apart from the more or less marked fluid

accumulation in the pia arachnoid space, a widening of

the sulci, and a narrowing of the convolutions, to account

for the symptoms of changes in the luaiu. The differ-

ential diagnosis must concern itself particularly with
the possibility of a concomitant skull fracture, which may
easily be obscured by the nervous manifestations of coma-
tose delirium tremens. Among other conditions from
which "wet brain" lias to be diagnosed are : (1) A grave

asthenic form of delirium tremens characterized by pro-

found asthenia, pallor, cold skin, a rolling of the eyes
from side to side, and often subnormal temperature;

(2) the various forms of meningitis, which can, however,
usually be ruled out by the negative bacteriological, sero-

logical, and chemical cerebro-spiual fluid tests, according to

the tj'pe present : (3) uraemic coma, which shows cardio-

vascular signs, retinal changes, commonly exaggerated
Icnee-jerks, absence of hyperaesthesia, and occurrence
of convulsions and vomiting; (4) cerebro-spinal lues;

(5) cerebral haemorrhage, thrombosis, and embolism ; and
(6) certain conditions due to alcohol—namely, pachy-
meningitis haemorrhagica interna, and the acute superior

polioencephalitis of Wernicke; in these, however, gross

nervous changes are distinguishing characteristics. The
duration of "wet brain" varies; commonly it is about
three weeks, but may be from two to twelve. Apart from
symptomatic treatment but little can be done. Cardiac
stimidants are in order, and jjersistent efforts must be
made to force liquids; in the severer cases nasal tube
feeding may be needed. Elimination must not be neg-
lected. The writers have found ergot harmful here,

whereas it is useful in the asthenic form of delirium
tremens which they have specially described in this

liaper. Lumbar puncture, praised by Dana, has failed to

do good in their cases. They suggest a trial of scientific

hydi-otherapy whenever it is available.

100. The Effects of Typhoid Fever on the Soldier's
Heart.

EOHMEE (Dent. med. IVoch., .July 22nd, 1915) has come to

the conclusion that heart failure in i^atients suffering from
typhoid fever is much more common among soldiers on
active service than among civilians. The physical and
mental strain imposed on the soldier in war are apt to

cause more or less severe cardiac symptoms. In the
healthy subject these symptoms usually disappear quickly
with rest ; but the prognosis is far worse when the soldier,

suffering from these cardiac symptoms, develops an infec-

tious disease, notably typhoid fever. The author was
struck by the frequency with which the subjects of

typhoid fever suffered from cardio-vascular symptoms,
which often terminated fatally, even when the epidemic
seemed in other respects to bo running a mild course.
Among fifteen fatal cases which came under his observa-
tion all but three presented the signs of progressive heart
failure. Indeed, in many cases heart failure was the only
cause of death. In other cases showing signs of pneu-
monia the pulmonary symptoms were so slight that the

author believed that death, even in these cases, was due
rather to the cardiac than to the pulmonary condition.
Some of his patients had continued on active service in
the trenches after the development of symptoms ; and in

these cases the disease ran a particularly severe course,
owing to the weakness of the heart. But even in cases
admitted early cardiac sjmptoms were extraordinarily
common, and it was exceptional to find a normal heart,
even in the subject of a slight attack ci ixpliciid fever.

The signs of cardiac insufficiency intliulid ihiinnmiiiu or
cessation of tjie first sound over the li:i~i oi ili. heart,

accentuation of the pulmonary as tuin|i,inil witli tho
second aortic sound, a fall of blood pn >-,!irr, iiKri,'ased

frequencj' of the pulse, extension of iIh i;iii1i;m iliillness,

and various systolic adventitious munnin^. In luufsof
peace the va-^cnlar symptoius iiiiliiciil li\ t\|ili(.iil ii vii- are
mainly line t.. jiavahsis of I Ih' \ ,-i~oiim ,: <

,

>,-,., Lading
to rela\at imm (.Mhc liluuil m s^iis. ih, 'i: .

i
. Muhile

is sckU'iu ilir. Lll\ aiTcilud. I'.iu uii.l> , il i^.^iisof
modem wai-taic: the syiupluuis pumt l.i a |aiiiiai> vardiac
insufficiency, due, no doubt, to the iltti iLuriiial ;irtiuii of

physical and mental exhaustion ou the lnari. Ai liist the
author followed directions from head i|ua.iti. i<, and gave
early prophylactic doses of digitalis pi . )iai ai imis, that
is, "dlgipurat" and "digalen," by tin in^niili. I'.ut he
abandoned this procedure becauseitsi > nn a to do ni uood,
and because it interfered with the intra\i iiuu^ injnction of

strophantlun when the patient's couditiou was critical.

He found this intravenous medication most effective, and
he was also satisfied with the effects of camphor, caffeine,

and suprarenin.

101. Some Ocular Complications of Mumps.
F^LIX K4M0ND AND G\.BKILL GOI BLRl {lull ei lUl 111.

Sut Mtd.des Hop. di I n(s Tuh 29th 1915) icLOid some
little known ocular c<.ni| i ii u i muuji s nnt with by
them in a militai\ 1

i

i i n i sin|iiMU, that

oculai complications I n inii i^ w In n ^^e

beai in mmd the clusi i i i mn lii^ t il < e\e
(Mth the membiaues of thL In nn in m i iiii i 00 iier

cent, of cases of mumps thciL is a nn i i I s-, iklinite

1\ mphoc^ tosis pitstut, accoidmg tn - ui 1 i n h ob-

sencis Out ot 115 cases of iniunii-, II iiPi 1 uud in

45 1acnmatiou of \ uiiljlc ml i i i u h i tl\ the
bulbai coujuuctn I Miu\

j
i n I ol \iiual

distiubancLS, iau„ing tiom i i in up to in-

abilit\ tou id II u thtu 1 II .1 In one
case tl III! I

I 1 ises

s^eie . I losy

coloui
I

" ith

disapi 1
^\\ell-

mgot tin 1 I Hill > III n I 1 Ills.

^Mtha distiul III 1 t' I p I II II 1 case

theic w 1-, (litniitL 1 II ill ii\ I I
II

I I I 1 com-
plications \M ic tLin, I 1\ I'll icciWlth

the disapiicaiauccot 111 n M i luoad^land.
But sometimes the \ |

i
iHi attci tho

iccovei^ fiom the u iii
i

1
i

i^ is always
favouiablc. In no case \,it, alu i miu iia ecu.

SURGERY.
102. Aluminium Plates to ma)(e Good Cranial

Defects.

Pierre Duval (I'.uU.rt mnn. de la Soc. dc Chir. de Paris,

June 22ud, 1915i dnsciilics three cases in which he suc-

cessfully introduced a metal plate to make good a I033

of cranial boue. 'I'lie loss of bone was very extensive,

the dimensious of the gap in one ease being 9.5 cm. by
7.5 cm. (3.7 in. by 2.9 in.). In two out ot the three cases

tlie operation was rendered to some extent more compli-

cated because the original woiiud, followed by trephining,

had left a large scar, which boiuul together skin, dura
mater, and cortex. Duval euii.luvcd the ouly metal at

his disposal—namely, alumiuiuui, iutcndcd for the making
of military equi|)tueut, of a tldrkness of 0.4 mm. (0.015 in.),

and this in spite of the fact that a certain amount ot

absorption was sun to ..e. ni-. A surgeon dentist assisted

by taking an impi > -.-.nm of the cranial gap in each case

and by prepaimy ihc plates. In two cases hammered
metal was employed, a margin of untreated metal ot a

5^0 A
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depth of 2 cm. (0.78 in.) being left all round the hammered
area, which could lie cut as lequired at the operation. In

the third case unhaiumered, and therefore more malleable,

metal was employed with excellent results, though this

might possibly prove to be too malleable. In each case

a very large incision was made, much larger than the gap

in the bone, in order that the cutaneous suture might

everywhere be far outside the edges of the plate. The
periosteum was reflected with the skin to the borders of

the bone. In the cicatrized area the incision was of a

good depth, it being impossible to determine the level of

the deep surface of the sldn. At intervals round the

metal plate small prolongations, 1 cm. by 5 mm. (0.39 in.

by 0.19 In.) in area, were cut out, for the purpose, as it

were, of hooking Iho plate on to the skull. The edges of

the boiiovwip v-'iir-iird, and small openings were made
in the dii ' ^•' '

- " the two tables of bone to receive

theiiK'iil
i

n-^. Before being deilnitely put into

position lii^ niji. , I-, ' Hamed " at a Buusen buruer. In

one case hi uliiii) I lio supraorbital ridge was fractured and
dcpix'ssea llie plate was shaped into a raised ledge and
auchurod to the O'-scous border at the two ends, and the

result, when seen atter tour months, was perfect. In all

three cases excellent results were obtained. In the first

case—one of depressed fracture of the frontal boue, in-

cUidiug the supraorbital ridge—the frontal lobe was found

to be compressed. The depressed bone was removed and
replaced by the metal plate. The patient had previously

complained of violent and continuous headaches, giddi-

ness, supraorbital neuralgia, and of a sense of impair-

ment of memory. Complete recovery followed the opera-

tion and the headaches almost entirely disappeared. The
second patient had had a complicated fracture of the

skull, with infected wouuds on the left temporal and
))arietal royious, with aphasia and right hemiplegia.

'J 1. |,iMni!i : li.d been done a few hours after the patient

1, '
. i ^0 hospital ; depressed bone in the temporo-

I

i I M and numerous fragments of bone which
li.id luULiijiLil into the cerebral substance had been
removed. When first seen by the author, six months after

the injury, the power of movement had returned to the

lower iim'b, and to some extent to tlie ui)per limb, but there

was much eiifecblement of the memory aud of the in-

tellectual faculties, aud language remained very impcrfecc

In spite of attempts at re-education. The loss of cranial

bone was almost as great in extent as the palm of the
hand, and the skin was adherent to the brain over the
whole of this area. The plate was introduced according

to the method already described, and recovery was com-
plete at the end of five weeks. The third case presented
the largest loss of bone, and involved the temporal boue.

In this case the plate was curved into a sort of beak,

which turned inwards and wedged into the base of the
skull. The cases are of interest in view of the large

surfaces of boue involved aud the success attained.

103. Nerve Repair.

II. G. Kirk and Dean Lewis (Journ. Amer. Meet.

.1 .. AiiLii-( 7tli, 1915), after noticing the vmcertaiuty
,,; 1, ^, ::^ .

' iittenipts to repair severed nerves by the
\ ;,, ;1hi(1s iu use, say that, while the best results

III 1 1 .iii~iihin):Uiou are obtained from tissues removed
from the same individual, nerves and blood vessels

frequently cannot be sacrificed to bridge defects in

nerves. A tube formed of fascia that would not collapse

aud undergo secondary cicatricial contraction would be
ideal as the supply is unlimited, and fascia, when appro-

priate conditions are iirovided, contracts no adhesions and
remains viable. They have experimented with tubuliza-

tiou of the sciatic nerve in forty dogs. Ten of these are
still living, from seven days to nineteen weeks after opera-
tion, and seven specimens have not been studied histo-

logically. An account is given of the study of tweuty-two
specimens, the auimals having been killed at periods
varying from one day to sixteen and a half weeks after
operation. After exposure of the nerve aud the removal
of a section of it, a rectangular piece of the fascia lata was
t.,i.-,..v Ti... ctiiooth, shiny under-surface was used for the

die. (are was taken to avoid injuiy to the
ii.l surrounding tissue, and haemostasis was

I as |"v-iii:i,.. The suture was applied
iu.j^ci', suci^ii'i' ' :n\- piirtiou of the nerve, aud
haemorrhage I 'hi ; c .uitrolled. The tube
was made of si, : n to be twice the size

of the nerve (')i'! !; " ' 'o^i s.ci.inl-iry contraction.

Dogs of all ages were used, iujuicdiin- ! .1:. r d< rn'i Ihn

nerves were excised, stretched on f^lii . ;

orientated, aud fixed. Usually two 1

ployed in the histologic study, the iuom ihi;.H 1
1.. m;

the Cajal silver method, as modified by Hanson. Uic
criteria as to the success of bridging are stated. Itecovery
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of function, which will require months, cannot be used on
account of some anatomical peculiarity of innervation iu
the dog, for fair function returns about as soon as thu
post-operative tenderness is gone. Improvement in the
foot-drop is probably indicative of success, but a failure of
it to appear in the earlier weeks does not mean that the
defect has not been successfully bridged. The reaction to
electric stimulation cannot always be depended upon in
estimating the amount of repair, and the best crituria of
regeneration are the gross appearance and the histologic
findings. Kirk and Lewis give the details as observed
after various periods in the experimental animals. The
axis cylinders and medullary sheaths of the distal segment;
degenerate almost completely in the second and third
weeks, while a solid do^vngro\vth from the proximal stump
gradually invades the pulpy material in the tube. The
axis cylinders develop first, most rapidly along the side of
the tube, and at the end of the fourth week the gap of
1 cm. or less in length is almost completely filled with a
white substance longitudinally striated. By the fifth

week the proliferative and regenerative changes are very
marked. A serious objection raised against fascial tubi'i-

lization is its tendency to contraction, but that it can be
used successfully was shown by a patient operated on by
one of the authors who had a complete return of function
after its use. Their experiments showed them that
defects in nerves can be successfully bridged by fascial

tubes, the time required depending on the length of the
defect and the age of the animal. They believe that the
possibility of cicatricial contraction of the fascia is pre-

cluded when the proper technique is employed, aud tlio

fascia inserted only under proper conditions.

104. Subcutaneous Rupture of a Digital Tendon.

A. Trolle (Vfjeslcfiftfoi- Laci/er, July 22nd, 1915) describes

a case of subcutaneous rupture of the extensor tendon of

the fourth finger at the point where the tendon is i)artly

attached to the capsule of the last interphalangeal joint.

The patient w as a man, aged 37, who had previously been
well. After playing tennis, he was pulling his stockings

off, when he felt something snap in the fourth finger of tho

right hand, but he did not ot!!ei-wi«e feel any discomfort.

Later, he noticed the posi

aud he could not extend i

of the fourth finger was li<

degrees, and it was imposs 1

.

interphalangeal joint. L un
tudiual incision was made, 3 1

abnormal,
• Ki uugual phalanx

i iiut an angle of 30
IU finger at the last

Jit ill! auaesthesia a longi-

long, in the middle line,

from a point just above the nail, upwards ; the skin was
drawn aside, aud it appeared that the last interphalangeal

joint was open, the capsule of the joint being transversely

torn from one side to the other. The extensor tendon

was torn a little above the capsule, and its proximal end

was retracted about 1 cm. The tciid-.n aud the capsulo

were sutiu-ed with silk, and the i.- -
' _h the skin

was closed. After three we.' i'ln with

plaster-of-Paris, the bandage w:i -
'
'lo wound

was found to have healed. jM;i- . ive move-

ments were prescribed. Eighteen days later the move-

ments of the finger were normal. A subcutaneous rupture

like this is very rare, and can probably only be provoked

by sudden extension of the finger at the first inter-

phalangeal joint, while the imgual phalanx is still kept

extremely flexed. Even if the lesion be quite small, it

must not be neglected, lest the finger become a hindrance

to work. The alternatives are, therefore, either to acquire

complete mobOity by treatment, or else to remove the

phalanx. The diagnosis is not ditttcult, as, ou careful ex-

amination, the extreme phalanx is found slightly flexed,

without being capable of active extension, whereas the

passive movements are quite free, aud there is no sigu of

fracture or dislocation. "When the rupture is complete,

the treatment consists of suture of the tendon.

OBSTETRICS.

105. Diagnosis of Pregnancy.

A SIMPLE method, based on the presence of specific

enzvmes in the urine, for the diagnosis of pregnancy, a

modilication of the method of Kiutsi, is described by B. H.

-\I-M.ONB IJourn. Amer. Med. Assoc, May 15th, 1915).

kiutsi's method is the following : By filtering urine of a

,,v,.-Mi:nib woman through auimal charcoal, the unue is

;
. rill. 1 and protein and peptone taken off. Let it filter

ii,, HI 1, auimal charcoal several times until the buireb

,, H irii is no longer positive. Then 5 c.cm. of mine so

iieiuid is put into a test tube and O.I gram ot Kiutsi s

1 placenta is added. The mixture is left for from six to
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fourleou hours. Tho entire Ii<iuid is tlien flUerecl tlivouf'li

a liltir luqier into another test tube, and 2 com. of sodiuni

liyilioxiilo is added. After shaliint; the contents a little,

the test tube is held in a slautiu^ position and the copper
Rulpliale solution, in a 1 e.iiu. pipette, is allowed to run
down slowly on the side oi the tube. If, where the two
liquids meet, a brilliant purple colour is formed, the re-

action 's positive; but if no such coloration takes place,

tho reaction is negative. Kiutsi claims that this method
has never missed in liis hands, and also claims that he has
been able to diagnose cancer, nephritis, tuberculosis, renal
{<lycosuria, and other diseases by this method, using the
proi)er substrate in each case. While Kiutsi is careful not
to give the details of his preparation of the dried substrate,
wliich {jives an unfavourable impression, Malone has found
the method in general so reliable, using his own ways of

preparation, that he thinks it of interest. The use of animal
eharcoal as recorded by Kiutsi for the purpose of removing
bodies giving partial biuret reactions was found unsatis-
factory, and shaking with kaolin was tried as a substitute.
Experiments were matlc to determine tlie amount re-

quired, the optimum incubation period, the effect of
acidity or alkalinity of the urine and of the bacterial
growth on the reaction. His method is described: "A
freshly-passed specimen of urine from a pregnant woman
is tested for albumin by the biuret test. If the test be
positive, 15 c.cm. of urine are shaken with 0.3 gram of
kaolin for ten minutes in a mechanical shaker, filtered and
tested again; the biuret test should now be negative.
If it be still positive, the process must be repeated.
Ten c.cm. of biuret-negative urine are then neutralized
with either 1 per cent, acetic acid or 2 per cent, sodium
carbonate solution, 0.2 gram of dried placenta added, and
the whole well shaken. The shaking I find essential.
Toluene 0.5 c.cm. is added to restrict bacterial growth.
The mixture is incubated for twelve hours, filtered, and
5 c.cm. tested by the biuret test. If negative, the reiuaiu-
iug 5 c.cm. are left in contact with the substrate, incubated
for four hours longer, and tested again." Control urines
from males and nonpregnant females are also tested iu
the same way, with and without substrate, and the sub-
strate is also tested in 10 c.cm. of distilled water. The
urine of the pregnant female should give a positive biuret
reaction, and the controls negative ones. The colour of a
jtositive test varies from deep purple to lilac or rose, in
different cases. All blues and greens are negative. Up to
the present 59 cases have been examined, and since using
the kaolin method and taking the precautious mentioned,
the results have been very satisfactory.

106. " Siamese Twins " Ten Months Old.

O'BRIEN" (Indian Medial Gazette, January, 1915) reports
an unusual case of " Siamese twins," adding a radiogram
and two iihoto^iaphs. They were 10 months old and well-
nourished when he reported the case, and of dark com-
plexion, coining from the Central Provinces. They were
joined together at a point corresponding to the pubes.
The surface of the abdomen from each costal arch pre-
sented a perfectly level plane, with no vestige of external
genitals. There was but. our uiiilulicus. The twins when
Been lying on theii- 1 : ,

. 1 , u ;i 1. <'i:' 1 1 \ straight;
line. Each poss< -

. , , , 1 save for
the absence of th.

; 'jiueslay
4 inches apart. Tli. ;. .; , j. hm -h . 1

1 .1 iiom the
normal pelvic articulation. ^\ lieu eacli pair of legs was
extended, tho legs of the twin placed uppermost lay above
those of the other, and crossed at the knee-joints. The
heart and liver were normal in both. There was a common
abdominal cavitj', the recti diverged outwards from their
attachment at the costal arch, each pair meeting the other
at the termination of an imaginary line drawn across the
common umbilicus, leaving between them a diamond-
shaped area. On close inspection rudimentary labia
minora with a meatus urinarius were detected, but there
was no vaginal orifice. Each twin had a soimrate anus,
and micturated and defaecated independently. The twins
were remarkably similar and were distinguished by the
ornaments which they wore. Both were happy and
healthy ; the mother nursed them simultaneously, one at
each breast. She was motlier of a normal child aged 5,
and of another 3 years of age with hare-lip ; both were
living. The first twin presented at the vertex, and during
dclivei-y a pair of feet were seen pressing into its axillae

;

then the trunk common to both followed, and next the feet
of the first fetus pressing on the corresponding axillae of
the second. Lastly the shoulders and head of the second
child were delivered. There was a common cord and
umbilicus. The twins were, it appears, born in a perfectly
straight liffe. The labour lasted from 8 a.m. on ouc day
to 6 p.m. on the third day.

GYNAECOLOGY.
107. Raematometra and Haematocolpos simulating

Gonorrhoea of the Uterine Appendages.
V. Fran«u):; [Ihut. mnl. II,.,/,,, .i„i, ir,,,,, msjrecords
the case of an unmarried w ,

'

;. who had com-
plained for six months of p^im n, m, , , , side. She had
for a long time been treated \ : i, 1. , 1 i,y many phy-
sicians, who had all apparoullv nosialvou the haemato-
metra and haematocolpos for gouorrhoeal disease of the
right uterine appendages. A laparotomy had been per-
formed, a small parovarian tumour removed, and a uterus
duplex separatus found by a surgeon, who, as the sym-
ptoms did not disappear after the operation, sent the
patient to the author. Had not the duplication of the
uterus been detected at the operation, its recognition by
other means would have been very difficult, for a vaginal
examination showed no sign of this malformation. The
left titerus was, indeed, considerably displaced to the left,
while to the right a tumour could be felt loosely attached
to the sin-lc orrvix. As the patient slioweil signs of
chronie aiipemlieilis, the author peiimnied n liiparotomy
and leiii.A. ,1 a elirouically inflamed :i|.|.,\idi\. On the
right side a perlectly fiiuctioual and well develoiied, but
somewhat dilated, iil.in, w.i, foinul at this operation.
It opened into a vaun:, J i.

; n .is distended with blood,
ball-shaped, audelosi i ,

,
, , ml. No difficulty was

experienced in remo\ iiil; i In, :m . , -sm-y uterus and vagina,
after the ligature of the blood vessels aud the division of
a thin, solid strand of tissue passing from the accessory
uterus and vagina to the cervix of the left uterus. The
patient made an uneventful reeoveiy. Diseussing this
case, the author puini-^ .ni: :i,;,i , \.',,::,i i ,, v ;• 1 .; ,.Ii easy
to open thehaemai.u ii- !; j ; ;.

, ; n, uite tho
vagina of tho accesKoi '

; i ,
,

.
,. 1

1 uterus.
This proeedure was -, .:,,,.., .„ .,„ ;,;,tienfa
one till'. 'u..:rt,:

.
.

' .. 1, ., ,, > ;,,.i'eas if
she li.. i M ,

.
:• .1 ,-, , , ,

,. ,,,._!,; subse-
Q"":-"!!; '^

', '" '

'"''
' I:ibour.

Thus HI I '! ,-'ii.' I 111 ,1 :i : .
.( l,;nl .iiir,'

I '
I

I
"I'l ( 'iiesareau

section on a patient wliosc second nou-pregiiaut uterus
had become fixed below the head of the child, from which
position it coiild not be dislodged.

THERAPEUTICS.

For more than a year tho Gciman niedical press has
teemed with almost as many an hi. s .m li<,n' ,,.i .\[oi-geu-

roth's drug as it didafewyeai- :
:

i inticles.
As far as pneumococcal infee I i 1 ly ulcus
corneae serjjens, are concenn d- >

- n : m ,!i -i unani-
mous in givm- Mil-lilll.d |it.i II ;i|..„,i ihattho
ophthalmolo,i;i I ' ;' r| \mii, ;, ,|nm which
rapidly cures I' -. ,,

,
,,,,

1 icir.oi <.r\ 10 every
other form of i i' m

:
ni' n

. \ ,id I'his cur, is eiieri, d at little
or no cost to the stnietuies involved. In im. iiniococcal
infections of the lungs, however, tlic aci inn nf 1 his drug is
less certain, and there seems to be a eiaiaiu pi ii|Hiitiou of
cases, particularly when treated late, iu ivlueh the drug is
totally ineffective. Of the most recent literature on the
subject we would refer to a paper by Professor Axbnpeld
and Dr. R. Plocher (Dent. med. n'och., July 15th, 1915)
on the treatment of pneumococcal infections of tho eye.
They state that at the ophthalmological hospital of
the University of Freiburg the instillation into the eye
of a 2 per cent, solution of optoehin in cases of ulcus
comeae serpens was rapidly l>eiiftii-iril oxen in severe
cases, the process of healiiiL; h prinied by rela-
tively slight scarring. Asth- I, <, lis. xl acute pain
before its anaesthetic action ej i ,. it was found
necessary to give a preliminai.v a;. pis :i,,.i r,f Iiolocain;
cocaine was unsuitable for this purp.j . ;; ..1 the
epithelium. The authors are op)... , 1 .

, use of
optoehin in the treatment of ulcus 1 . ueral
practice ; for, though it is permissible 1 : inary
instillation of optoehin before send \< ; > hos-
pital, it is only in an eye hospital 1 ..lory
treatment of this condition with opt .

.

.1,, .uried
out. The authors further suggest tliai tuo propljylactic
instillation of optoehin before operations on the eye are
undertaken would do much to prevent infection of tho
wound. Two papers by Dr. Georg Eosenow (Bcrl. klin.
Woch., April 19th, 1915; Dent. med. Woch., July 1st, 1915)
on the treatment of pneumonia with optoehin, deal with
a series of 60 cases. In his second paper, in which ho
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tabulates the details of his last 34 cases, ho gives the

following account of his observations. The drug was
j^lven by tlu- moutli six. times a day, 0.25 giaiu being given
,.\,.i', I'-iir I..H1, !> iiiv,ia lis ucU ;i, liN il;iy. Thus, tbc

I,,; ,, I

-••
I

.11- \-,,i, l.j ;i^Mir-. Oilier drugs
X,,.. ,.-,;, I,,',. ;..,.;,,, 1 h. y w re . ..h-i.lci'ed super-

jll;.,i: , ;i!i I l.ii.i i
. |Im\ WrVr ll),! (.> i 11 [ ' lit IX' \Vitll tbC

eheiiiio-Uierai>eiitie action of tlie optocliiu. Camphor,
for example, has been shown to diminish the action of

optoehin on the pneumococcus ; and when cardiac
tonics are called for, digitalis, caffeine, or adrenalin
shoidd be given instead of camphor. The optoehin was
given for several days after the temperature had fallen,

and the total amount given in each case ranged
from 5.5 to 16 grams. Of the 34 cases, only 2 terminated
fatally. In one of these cases the patient was not
admitted to hospital until the fifth day of the disease,

when he was exceedingly ill, and all the lobes of the right

lung were involved. A blood culture yielded many
luindred colonics of pueumocooci. In the second fatal

ease there was also a very virulent infection, which was
tot;ill\- refraetory to the optoehin. In no case was the
nptoi iiiii -i\, n before the pneumococcus was found. In
21 .1 I ; 11,1 oplochiu was given witliin three days of the
il. \ I'lipM. Ill (it imeunjonia, and its direct action on the
t.iiili. 1,11 nil was cleai-lN- demonstrable in 14 cases. In
6 cases rliis uetion was doubtful, and in 4 cases the drug
seemed totally inert. In 9 cases the drug was given
relatively late ; it had no effect in 4 cases, and in 5 cases
it w-as definitely buuefuial. This shows the importance
of giving the dm;; :ii il" '.n^ii-i ii|i|"ii i iiiiii \ . r.in m ii

when the drug \\ a i - -
i

' '
i i

'
> " i

;
i

,
- >

1
1

i <

be totally inert, .ii
i i •

• -li
; , >,

temperature was -.m^, i ,i, ,
i

i ,, , ih, i. ,i i- ih, n,-,

forth being unaffected li\ i i
i

< i >: <
s. In none of his

60 cases did the author oil
; ."ular symptoms, and

only in 2 cases were ti m ;

- Hiory disturbances
provoked. In spite of ar, :• - :..\kA ili^appointments, the
author is convinced that optocluu marks a definite advance
in the treatment of pneumonia.

109. Treatment of Infective Gangrene.
L. O.MBRliDASNE (Bull, ct mem. de la Soc. dc Chii:
de Paris, .Tanuary 19th, 1915) has had at the military
hospital at Verdun a very large experience of cases
of infective gangrene since the beginning of the war,
the majority of the cases of infective gangrene from an
army corps and from the troops defending Verdun having
been sent to the hospital. Almost all the known methods
of treatment have been tried with variable results. During
January, however, as a result of the bacteriological
lindiut^s cit Michaux of Paris, ether has begun to be used
fill ll'i \s i.iiiiiil: . aud has given extraordinarily good results.
Tl I ' ii.,n!i-iii 1

1
!! >ir^ tnc same. The wound

i lilies extracted, aud
)' || M -! i; iM ;' alia of crepitation.

foil

promptly,
statistics,

brought it

beneficial. In all the eases treated.
h crepitations aud .stangrene were

lifcctiou has been checked in from
111 I lias published these facts

^et together a body of
1 I need that the treatment, if

;.. . ^ uinuy limbs and many lives.

110. Treatment of Goitre by Intestinal Disinfection.

Fr. M^^ss^,RT,I(i?(^'. incd.de la Suisse Romandc, March 20th,
191'^! ba^- 11 aib- a second series of investigations as to the
elii I i

' iiie of continuous intestinal disinfii i ion.
j;i< ' 1: I ,110 described. The patients wcie reciuits
ill llii :\iu.y .Mtdieal Service. As before, tlie author in
boiLie ut tlie eases gave benzo-naphthol 0.5 gram (7.7
grains) three times a day, but in other cases he gave
either thymol 0.1 gram (1.5 grains) twice a day, salol 1 gram
(15.4 grains) twice a day, creosote 0.05 gram (0.77 grain)
three times a day, or, in two cases, laxative pills contain-
ing aloes, .ialap, resin, and rhubarb ; the pills last named
were intended to disinfect the intestine mechanically by
the light purgation tliey induced. The measurements of
the thyii'id \M're made at two levels in each case. The
hiii;ili'or tiraiiiunl varied in the different cases from
twi Illy to ihii I \ a iL;lil days, but in most cases was thirty-
ei^hl (lays. '1 lie goilre'in 8 cases was follicular hyper-
tio|)liie goitre, in the remainder was parenchymatous. A
large majority of the patients came froifl the country, and
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had been accustomed to a country diet, with little meat
and much potatoes. The results were definitely good. In
one case treated by salol the two measurements of the
thyroid came down from 45 cm. (17.5 in.) aud 41 cm.
(15.9in.) to 40 cm. (15.6 in.) and 37.5cm. (14.6 in.) respec-
tively; in another case from 41cm. (15.9 in.) and 35 cm.
(13.6 in.) to 35.5 cm. tl3.8in.) and 34 cm. (13.2 iu.). Thus
the 1,11-1 I 'liiiii • Hi- was diminished in one case by5cm.
(1-9 I iir by 5.5cm. (2.1 in.), and in a thirdcasc
ii \ 1 by 3.5 cm. (1.3 in.). On the whole
thi Mill

I

1 a . - 1 icated by salol gave the largest decreases
in diameter, but falls of 4 cm. (1.5 in.) or of 4.5 cm. (1.7 in.)
were obtained from each of the drugs employed. In one
of the two cases treated by laxative pastilles the diameters
fell by 4 cm. (1.5 in.) and 3 cm. (1.17 in.) respectively iu
twenty days, but In the other one only by 1 cm. (0.39 in.)
and 1.5 cm. (0.58 in.) in thirty-one days—the poorest result
obtained in any of the series. These examples of treat-
ment of goitre appear to be sufficiently conclusive, and
they agree with the results of the author's previous inves-
tigations, with the observations of Gaylord and of Plehn,
and also with those of MacCarrison, who in India in each
of several oases appeared to determine the onset of goitre
by the administration of impure water, and to determine
its disappearance by the administration of intestinal dis-

infectants. In four of the present sei'ies of cases the water
which the patients had been in the habit of drinking came
from streams which became turbid after heavy rains. The
author concludes that the experiments strongly support
the view that the cause of endemic goitre is related to the
11 1 iif \ ill

1 ; \, I lich the parasite or parasites giving rise11 'i 11 icd access. It is not yet decided whether
1- I

'
I Miics are beneficial in virtue of direct

I'li'iii ii| I -iiccific agent causing the disease, or in
virtue of till ;i .uniiii in ilnuini-inii ili- !!iii!ili(rof the
ordinary iiil I -i .tn '1-. .mii

1
iHiiiiuishiug

their toxic 1
1

' -
1 1 ii' '

' 1 i-ation of

an already .1-1 in' ili\i liil cni.
, a nr in.

I la' author
proposes further to continue his investiyatious.

PATHOLOGY.

111. The Duodenum in Diabetes Mellitus.

N. Mutch (Pnietitioner, May, 1915), brings forward
evidence which, he thinks, shows that specific lesions

are present in the duodenum of diabetic patients which
probably precede the dissolntion of tlie pancreas. In

healthy subjects the vertiiil :. njili of the duodenal
shadow, measured orthoiliajm ilin ,1 lly after a bismuth
meal, is less than3i iu. in ailnii-. In niue severe cases of

diabetes in adults "the length varied from 4J in. to 5i in.

But the duodenum is not only elongated but is also

increased iu calibre; aud on examination after death the

walls are seen to share the same change, being thick and
1. -li, an, I -1 nil what milkv in am ami. The same

,
:

11 I'll- I
i-ii.ns eau be tra, 1

1
' ;- :lie upper

, nniiini. 'I In- , nlargeuientisalini»i iiMinan a^.-ociated

^Mll, iiial ,a n. ill. iiic stasis, auil 111 -"' |mI s delay is

SI, exticuic. aud tlie conseipii m im ini of the lower

bowel so advanced, that tl n,, doubt but that

alimeutarystasisprecedc.il 1 diabetes. This

was the ease in a patient, im - I
in Hie writer, whoso

duodenum showed strong antiperistaltic movements.
The increase in size of the upper part of the small

intestine is held by Mutch to be the predominant change

in the alimentary canal iu these diabetic cases, while

lower bowel delay and duodenal regurgitation, although

present, are not sufficiently pronounced to account for the

enlargement. He gives particulars of observations on the

duodenal contents removed at laparotomy in a variety of

conditions, and adds the following summary of the facts

substantiated in his paper : (1) Diabetes melhtus is asso-

ciated with great enlargement of the duodenum which

cannot be accounted for wholly by coincident incestinal

stasis. (2t A profuse growth of StirjUococcus brcvis was

obtained from the duodenum of a boy suffering from

severe diabetes. Such an infection has not been found in

any other condition. (3) Ileal stasis is usually present in

diabetes mellitus, and, in proportion to its seventy, affects

the prognosis adversely. (4) The urine of diabetic patients

usually contains one or more ]>roducts of the action 01

B coUon trvptoi>hanc aud tyrosin. In conclusion, Mutch

suggests that tb(i explanation of these phenomena is that

chronic duod. uiii- i- the determining factor in the pro-

duction of diabetes imllitus, and that ileal delay increases

the severity of the disease by causing stagnation in the

duodenum.
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MEDICIINE.

112. Fibrinous BronohiUs without Dyipnoea.

Isit.M.j.-HosrAiHAL (VfjfsliHjt /Of l.aeijer, September 2ud,

1915) recorUs the case of a boy, aged 6, admitted to hos-

pital ^vith the diagnosis of bronchitis. He had suffered for

boine years from otitis media, and liad also undergone an
attark of bronchopueumouia on the right side between two
and three years earlier. He liad recovered completely
from this "attack, during which von I'irquet's reaction,

tested on throe occasions, was invariably negative. A few
month- IvMrii ;: Imission to linspitui he had developed dry
,,I,--; -

'. ii_'itsKl.'. (in .lamuii'v lOth.1915, he was
ill-, 1. I, -pit;.; a|.|.ar.ntl\ ri;..-d. liul fiom this

&..U- 1... ),.- i,:,,iMu>siuutu hONpUal un Maivli 3r(l ho was
lobi lie aiiu suh|foL to attacks ot sweatiii.i;. 'I''' Irti'i'irn-

ture was 58.7" C., the pulse 120. and the ir ,
n ii nl

60. The sclerae were bluish, the veins oi -
'

very transparent, and the appearance oi i h en i w is

scrofulous. Von Pirquet's reaction was now [lusiiuo.

The spleen could be felt from one to two flngcrbreadrhs
below the costal arch. There were signs of generalized
dry bronchitis, with numerous coarse and fino rhonchi.
The fingers were not clubbed, and the urine was normal.
At Jirst the temijorature was high, exceeding 40' on one
occasion ; but it gradually fell, and the patient's general
condition improved steadily. On March 15th he coughed
ii)) large, solid, white masses, which, when rinsed out in
water, were seen to be flbiiuons casts of the whole
broncliial system, from tlie main lironohus to the smallest
branches. The only microH.i-iiiiisni found in this cast
was the Staphylococcus }u/. ., (lie examination
for diphtheria "and tubeuir i

i li i n- negative. The
patient continued to brini; '; - -Is without effort
or dyspnoea. On March 16i h ^iulii liilhiess was found
over'the lower half of theriglit cliost. where the respira-
Toi-y sounds were diminished and somewhat bronchial.
Over the rest of the chest only a few scattered rhonchi
were audible. The respiration was 36, the voice was
v-cak, but not lioarse, and the temperature was but
slightly raised. Although the patient continued to bring
up two or three casts a day, the general condition im-
proved: and as the casts were dwindling in. size, and the
temperature was practically normal, the prognosis seemed
good. But on April 5th the patient suddenly collapsed,
and died two minutes later. The necropsy showed death
to be due to impaction of a filirinons cast in the larynx
and Upper portion of the trachea. The absence of dyspnoea
in connexion with the fibrinous casts was now explained,
for the right lung was found to be practically out of action
owing to librinous thickening of the pleura, and to a dense
deposit of miliary tubercles throughout Its substance, the
tubercles being niost numerous in the lower lobe.

113. Tumour of tbe Bulbar Olive.
De MOXTET and DE la Hai:pe (ncv. nx'iL ilc Jet Sidssr
Homnnele. June 20th, 1915) record a case of tumour of the
inferior olive, in which the clinical picture was one of a
typical thalamic syndrome. The clinical study by the
writers was limited to a single oxauiination iii the year
1911; the patient died in 1912. The s\uiptoiLis began in
1908 with paresis, hemiauaestliesia, ami iiains on the left
side, with certain fleeting cranial nerve palsies. In 1910
there were athetotic movements of the left hand ; rubbing
the sjun by a piece of paper gave an iutolerable sensation.
In 1911 tlio writers found fl) comiileto loss of doeii and
'X-h-v l:iinl- ..r -r',--|,Mi;: I':, h ri .-.i, : In |.I,,- - il,..,,

(2l'l'i' i'"'.'-
'

'' '^'.
'

'.''.'
'.. .

'''"

V,',
'', ."

,
,'/,,

,

I'l

lett anij with typical athol, ,
,

.

in loft half of" body, "as l , ,i

or squeezed by pincers." I ,
:

,

Ihtre were nocranial nerve
i

i c i i. i .^

very high, there was no albuiniiiMi i,i. and no syi)liilis.
The diagnosis made was either a haemorrhagic or vascular
(softening) focus in the right thalamus or hypothalamic
region. Necropsy revealed the right inilbar olive to be
greatly increased" in volume, (oi 1, 1111^ i >, r

,
ui,. tnuiour;

itscells were degenerated, le.i
,

I
, .,,,-ov\cd

to a large extent. It exti iiW I

'

i • -
, .-atthe

icvel of exit of the trigeminii mi-,, . in> < ,i , m, i h, -cnsory
paths and compressing the pyramidal traut^ It eudcd

anteriorly in two caps having an olivary structure, which
bordered on a small vascular focus with' extreme prolifera-
tion of the cells, giving tlie impression of a vascular cudo-
or peri-thelioma ; there ^vas proliferation of the ueitroglia.
There were no diseased foci whatever in either tho cere-
bellum or the optic thalamus. As to the nature of tho
olivary tumour, the hypothesis of a glioma was rejected,
and it seemed improbable that it was a case of hetero-
topia with secondary vascitlar transformation. It was
held that the vascular focus must be primary, the olivary
swelling secondary. The production of athetosis by a
lesion situated so low down is exceptional ; the writers
regard It as an instance of " morphological modification at
a distance."

114. Failure of Percussion in the Diagnosis of
Apical Phthisis.

A, Schneider (Dcvt. i>ir,i. ii;,r!i.. August 5th, 1915) con-
.sidors the confidence plarcd iu llio percussion of the apices
of the lungs in the diaguosis of |jhthisis to be mistaken,
and he holds tlie importance attached by Kronjg to per-
cussion of the apices to be much overrated. In many
hundred cases in which there was no sign of phthisis ho
usually fouud the right :iiio\ Ir--^ ro-n,,.n'n( flinn the left.
In these cases the .r ivi • :i, ni, nil- J -,-/,,,! i li.' i r-lit apex
to contain a little It-- .,,) :ii,,i lii. 1, ri,i,,ii lit.iowas
no actual shadow, i: \,,,- ili, i,i,,i. ,\i.i-,i! iiai con-.
solidotioii of ii;r ap, .

!i,,i:. I. ,| !i ,11', I, ,,,
I
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pressure. In brain abscess, particularly of either tempore-
sphenoidal lobe, it is wise to perfonu a subtemporal tlecom-
pression over the suspected lobe, thus relieving jiressure,
permitting of exploratiou, and, if an abscess is present,
affording free drainage through the lower angle of the split
temporal muscle. It is of value also in selected cases of
spastic paralysis due to an intracranial haemorrhage at
birth. Unless the clinical signs indicate a lesion of the
left hemisphere, or tlic patient is left-handed, decompres-
sion should always be performed on the right side in order
to avoid the motor speech area. The anaesthetic requires
most careful administration in order to avoid an ex-
treme cyanosis and congestion, and to prevent coughing
or laboured respirations, it being necessary to deepen
the narcosis just prior to I he incision of the dura, otlier-
Avise the sudden relief of pressure will allow the i>atieut
to show signs of consciousness by coughing, etc. The in-
cision is made vertically upward from a point just above
the zygoma and half an inch anterior to the external
auditory meatus to the middle of the parietal crest,
parallel with the fibres of the temporal muscle, which
is separated from the underlying bone by a sharp peri-
osteal elevator, care being taiien not to destroy its attach-
ment to the parietal crest. After removal of the under-
lying bone in a circular opening having a diameter of 2J in.
to 3 in. all oozing froiir the bony margins is stopped witli
sterilized bone wax before opening the dura on a grooved
director. Before closing the opening a rubber tissue drain
is inserted at the lower angle of the wound and inside the
dura beneath the temporo-sphenoidal lobe. The opening
in the dura is left unsuturcd, and the muscle, fascia, and
subcutaneous tissues are brought together with fine black
silk. Post-operatively hot saline is administered per rectum
every four hours for the first day, the wound being dressed
and the drain removed on the second day. The operative
mortality is low, and as a rule there is but little if any
shock.

118. ColoniExcIusion.
Small {Surgenj, Gynaecology, andObstetrics, August, 1915),
considering Lane's operation and the numerous modifica-
tions suggested and practised, finds that his own method
seems tlic ni..M ii.U ;iin;:-,',,ii-. 'I'luj r..s.,ction of the
termiii:i! ni.l -r []^. il.iim. , ,i. .n,,,, ;i„,l as.riiding colon is
circuiuvcii!.',! I.\ ill,' ;ni;.-i ii,.> .11.^ ,,r 111.' ileum with the
lower seyin.-m ,if \]n- -^i-iii>.i,l. 'llir oiieiatur first ligatures
the deo-colic, colica dextra, aud a slender branch from the
superior mesenteric artery, anastomosing in the terminal
six inches of tlie ileum with the ileocolic. The structures
supplied with blood by these arteries are then separated
from their attachments, " mobilized," and lifted out of the
abdominal incision, where the bowel is clamped and
resection completed with a negligible loss of blood. Tlie
raw base from which the structures have been removed is
then covered by the parieto-mural flap made fast by
interrupted catgut sutures to the opposing meso-peritoneal
margin. In conclusion, an ileosigmoidostomy is per-
formed. Small contends that by this method there is the
least amount of manipulation of the intestines, and there-
fore the least amount of shock to the patient. It eradicates
the fountain-head of infection in 90 per cent, of the
extreme cases of intestinal stasis. It displaces the ileum
in the least degree from its normal position and down-
wards, so that gravity aids rather than retards action

;

and, lastly, the omentum is left undisturbed.

117. Obscure Gangrene of a Testicle.

Gjestland CSorsk Ma(jar:in for Lacgevidenskaben, Sep-
tember, 1915) records the case of a man, aged 37, wlio had
contracted gonorrhoea ten years earlier. Though there
was a family history of tuberculosis he showed no signs of
tills disease

; there was also no history of syphilis or
rheuninfi.- i'-v r. After an excursion on ski he developed
pain r.!i :,

,

. ih.' scrotum, which did not, however,
preveiii tii iiho same evening. When he reached
his bedi.>

I ,,, _ :
.1,,. tlie paiu became very severe, aud

lasted Il.i Um; h's, of the night. The scrotum iRerunu
swollen, and after lour days was as large as a li'^l. All. i-

he had been in bed a fortnight he consulted a dorl.ir. \J]o
applied camphor and cotlnji-v.Dul to the sciotuiu, mIi:. !i he
secured in a sir-['. n ..i \ 1. r.i.i.... "rii.- pain ali;r . .1. liur
fivo weeks later a ii -;,.':..

:

,
, ,1

;

,
I ,, .;(,..!! I..' -....; iini

With thedevcl.a.iv u\ ..•
• ' •
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a ... ....li ;iiih,,n_h tlie
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. Th.. |,iilso -was 85,

and an • .
. :.,. -i ..i ii,.; ai.,i n, lungs, and heart

shower I I .i
. '

i:.lii all' of the scroluin was
somewhat \... ill. 11 an.l i.i .!< laa i . a n lieliind, and the epi-
didymis could not be distiuguished from the rest of the
swelling. Chocolate - coloured pus, containing a few
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strands of tissue, escaped from two small perforations in
front of the scrotum. There was apparently no urethral
disehaige. The diagnosis ot tuberculosis of the riiiht
testicle and epididymis led to their removal, but when the
testicle was incised after the operation it showed no signs
of tuberculosis. The testicle itself was completely gan-
grenous, while the swollen epididymis contained a few
necrotic foci. On the anterior aspect of the epididymis
there was a small abscess leading to the perforations. A
microscopic examination also failed to show any sign of
tuberculosis. Cocci, of no particidar typo, were ifonnd in
the abscess, but no micro-organisms were demonstrable in
the epididymis. A few days after the operation a little
pus, containing Gram-negative cocci, was pressed out of
the urethra. Wassermaun's reaction was negative. The
author is uncertain whether the gangrene of the testicle
was the cause of, or the sequel to, the suppuration in the
epididj'mis. At the operation there was no sign of torsion
of the testicle, but this condition may possibly have
existed some weeks earlier. Although the examination of
the heart was negative, embolism of an artery above the
level at which the cord was divided might have been
responsible for the gangrene of the testicle. But both
embolism and torsion would probably have caused throm-
bo.sis of the veins of the cord, yet no thrombi were found.
The etiology of the gangrene was therefore obscure.

118. High-frequency Current for Bladder
Papillomata.

Beer (Annals of Sttrgcri/, .lune, 1915) records his experience
in the treatment of benign papillomata of the urinary
bladder with high-frequency cauterization, urging the
primary importance of obtaining specimens from the
growths, since all malignant tumours should be excluded
from this treatment. Although uiistalics in diagnosis mav
occasionally occur, malignancy can usually be recognized
by carefully weighing the evidence obtained by cystoscopy,
response to cauterization, palpation, and microscopic
examination of excised and voided specimens. Cases
that are not definitely benign and all malign cases require
treatment by wide excision. The Oudin, or unipolar,
current is preferable to the d'Arsonval, or bipolar, current
for the purpose of destroying the growths, since it produces
a more marked focal action at the point of application of
the electrode and a less marked distant action, being thus
more controllable. Use of the bipolar current frequently
causes annoyance from the fact that the dead tumour
remains attached by its dead pedicle for a very long
time, whereas the more explosive action ot the Oudin
current largely prevents this. Possibly a combination
of both may be found to give more rapid results, a
primary brief bipolar treatment followed by the unipolar
oun-ent, thus combining the virtues of both. The size of
the tumour is no contraindication for such treatment, as it

can be used satisfactorily in the largest growths, one as
large as a good-sized orange being dest loyed at six sittings,

enough tumour tissue being obtainable tluough the sheath
of the cystoscope at the second sitting to fill a 60 c.cm.
bottle. Tumours situated at the neck of the bladder,
especially those which bleed profusely when injured by
the introduction of the cystoscope, wiJl usually require to

be operated upon by suprapubic cystotomy and paqnelini-

zation. As to end results, the author feels certain that a
definite cure can be brought about by high-frequency
cauterization, there being no sign of recurrence after four

years. By recystoscopy every three or four months satis-

factoiy control can be obtained, and if at the fii-st exami-
nation there is no sign of recurrence in loco, a local

recurrence or recrudescence of the original tumour need
scarcely be feared. Inaccessibility, traumaiic severe

haemorrhage, intolerance of the patient, aud malignancy,
are the important contraindications.

OBSTETKICS.
119. Nephrectomy during Pregnancy.

IIAURIGAX {Sun/erif, Gijnaecologij, and Obstetrics, June,

1915) lias collected 36 cases of removal of the kidney during
pregnancy, giving short abstracts of each case. He adds
a case iu his own operative inactice. A married woman,
aged 21, suffered during the fourth month of her first

pregnancy from an alveolar abscess. It was left to burst

spontaneously, and unilateral haematogenous infection of

the right kidney developed. Harrigan removed the

diseased organ through a right lumbar incision parallel

to and lie. from the last rib. Four months later the

patient became restless and there was jaundice. The
urine, never quite free from albumin since the operation,

became more albuminous. Labour was induced, a healthy
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aua weU-dcvelopca cliiUl was born, ami tbo pucrpcniuu

was uucvcntful. Two years after the nci>hrectomy the

patieut was iu perfect lioaltli, sufferiug no incouvenicuce

fro.:, the loss of the kiauoy. Of the 36 rcmainiug cases

six authoi-s rto not meutiou the iiunicdiatc result. All the

rcuiaiuing 30 vocovorod cxceptiin; 2 (Leugcr, hydro-

nephrosis ami colauipsia: Tuffler, ruptured kuluey,

death froiu eiubolisiu). Of the 28 remaining cases the

obstetrical after-history is noted iu 24. Twenty ^\•cre

delivered without accident or complications, 2 aborted

spontaneously, and in the remaining 2 abortion was in-

duced just as" in Ilarrigan's case. Among the six incom-

plete histories is Oppel's, where a kidney affected with

l>yoncphrosis was removed in the seventh month of preg-

uaucy and abortion occurred spontaneously on the same
day. The pathological conditions for which the operation

was undertaken were extremely varied. It was noted iu

31 cases besides that of Harrigan. The conditions were :

Rupture 1 case, secondary haemorrhage from nephrotomy
1, congenital pelvic kidney 1, echinoccocus 1, "cyst" 2,

hydronephrosis 5, adenoma 2, multiloculai- flbro-cystio

adenoma 1, tuberculosis 4, persistent fistula secondary to

a jirevious nephrotomy 1, interstitial nephritis 1, and
lastly 11 cases of distinctly suiipurativc conditions.

120. The Forceps in the Nineteenth Century.

Arlixk .\SD GiksdaSSKY (Sew York Med. Jouni., Jlay 22ud,

1915) have issued a report on the indications and contra

indications of the obstetric forceps, based on six thousand
cases at the Jewish Maternity Hospital, New York. Since
the introduction of pituitrin in 1909 the authors have been
able to dispense with forceps in a large majority of cases.

It is not a ijauacea, and the authors limit its use to cases
where the cervix is dilated or dilatable, the presenting
part well engaged, the bony outlet normal, and the fetal

heart sounds audible. It acts best in dystocia due to dry
labour, and posterior or parietal positions where no dis-

proportion exists. The total percentage of forceps cases
at tlie hospital was 5.3, or 334 out of 6,083 labours—a very
low rate, but the patients as a rule were not pampered,
and hence there were few '-forceps of convenience"
cases. . The high forceps (32 cases) has been practically
eliminated as an operative procedure, thereby materially
decreasing the infant mortality. Caesarean section and
pnbiotomy have proved admirable substitutes, and with
more experience and imi^roved technique are giving better
results. There were 63 Caesarean sections, the mortality
6.3 i)er cent., and 15 pubiotomies with a mortality of

6.6 per cent. In the hospital series of " twilight cases,"
introduced in 1914, tlie use of forceps was markedly
increased. Induction of labour, the most rational pro-
cetlure in the treatment of contracted pelvis, offering on
the whole the best results to mother and child, was always
substituted if possible for the use of the high forceps,
when the case could be seen early. Krause's method
(the passage of a bougie or large rectal catheter, unkinked,
between the posterior uterine wall and the membranes,
which must not be ruptured) was usually practised. But
hospital patients are not careful about coming back
punctually to the date recommended to them after a
careful examination, therefore statistics taken from public
institutions are, excepting as regards technique, of little

value to the practitioner.

GYNAECOLOGY.
121. Combined X-ray and Radium Treatment of

Inoperable Oterlne Cancer.

Bergoxie and Speder {Arch, d'electr. med.. No. 391, 1915)
make uso of a military analogy in comparing x-ray and
radium applications in the treatment of uterine cancer.
The X rays, they say, may be likened to machine guns
which, stationed on the crests of hills, concentrate their
fire on enemy troops in the hollow, and are able also to
rake isolated detachments distributed on the further side
of the opposite slopes. Eadium, on the other hand, has
the effect of bombs exploding in the central positions of
the enemy, leaving the outer ring unscathed. The authors
lin4 that the reaction on the skin after an exposure of five
liourb to the ultra-penetrating radiation of 18 eg. of
radium -jilaced 2 cm. away is about equal to that which
follows art a-rav iiTadiatiou tor twenty minutes, the rays
being filtered through 3 mm. of aluminium, the anti-
cathode placed 20 cm. from the skin, and the cunent
being 3 ma. The a-ray intensity, therefore, is about
1,500 times greater than the intensity of the radium. The
employment of radinm, however, is of considerable value
when the neoplastic tissue is of no great thickness, and

the extreme penetrability of the radium rays I3 advan-
tageous from the point of view of homogeneity in tho
immediate dislrihution of the effect. The authors recom-
mend a combined method of .r-ray and radium applica-
tions. The ,( rays are concentrated upon the same mass
of tissue through a number of converging ports of entry.
The anterior inferior abdominal wall is divided into
four, six, or eight fields (according to the cor-

pulence of the subject and the probable extent; of

the lesion), and the sacro-iliac region into four or
six fields. These fields receive succcssivi'lv an ,'--ray doso
of 15 to 18 Holzkuccht units. TI;. 1

ivs;,, il:h rr^l ilnongh
4mm. of aluminium, and will: ^ ' n.' dose
may be given without a ria. 1 ;

1
1

.
, 1 .

f radio-

epidermatitis, which requires li.i ;i -\.il;iii ii .IlIii days
at most. By means of a speculum fuvtiicr radiation is

introduced by way of the vagina, the mucosa of which has
a remarkable power of resistance to .r-ray action. Tliis

means of irradiation by the vagina, through which a total
amount of 50 Holzknecht may bo given, enables one
to act on the prolongation of the neoplasm iu the large
ligaments and in the walls of neighbouring organs. Tho
treatment of the various fields and of the vagina may be
spread over a period of ten or fifteen days, followed by
another series of sittings at the end of a month. Tho
authors have treated 5 cases of inoperable uterine cancer
or relapses after operation by a combined method con-
sisting of (I) local radium therapy, with 18 r-. of radium
bromide, of which only the ultra-peiu-lin in- mliaiiou is

utilized, the total duration of the applir::i ir'ii-~ b. iml; 100 to
150 hours; aud (2) deep radio-therapy. TIm' (a--( s are too
recent to admit of a definite judgement, but iu all of them
within two months there has been an improvement
locally, and the neoplasm itself, which in two cases had the
character of a diffuse iuliltration. li.-i<i !>.

hard

trouble has been fouiul fur tlu'ec uu.iuhs,;
is iierceplible on ijalpating the uterus.

lie limited to a
li of the uterus

I i at ion becauso
110 trace of tho
d no induration

THERAPEUTICS.

122. Electrical Treatment of Nerve Injuries,

Larat and Lehmann (Paris med., June 26th, 1915) analyse
the 1,500 cases of nerve injury and associated paralysis
with which they have had to deal at the Val-de-Graco
military hospital in Paris since last October. They
classify the paralyses in the order of frequency as
follows : Radial 27 per cent., median and cubital each
18 per cent., external popliteal 14 per cent., circumflex of
brachial plexus 9 per cent., sciatic or intcnial popliteal
7 i^er cent., superior radicular of Ijrachial plexus 2 per
cent., facial 2 per cent. The radial paralyses are gener-
ally nnassociated, though at times they coincide with
paralyses of the circumflex. Those of the median aud the
cubital are often associated ; the radial-cubital association
is more rare. Clinical signs of nerve degeneration result-
ing from wounds in war are of the usual variety; motor
disturbances, which are predominant, andot insidious onset,
include paralysis of the injured territory, with diminution
or abolition of the corresponding tendinous and cutaneous
reflexes ; sensory disturbances include anaesthesia or
paraesthesia. pain of variable character, and sensations
of superficial tingling ; there are also trophic disturbances,
such as muscular atrophy, and a peculiar appearance of
the skin, which becomes tender, thin, and bright. The
authors leave the delicate details of electrodiagnosis for
more elaborate discussion, and confine themselves to the
subject of treatment. The therapeutic purposes are of
three descriptions : (1) To lessen the pain, if this exists ;

(2) to stay the degeneration of the muscular fibre in the
territory of the wounded nerve

; (3) toassistiu the recovery
of the nerve. For lessening pain the galvanic current is

indicated. The ascending current should be used ; that ig

to say, the positive sliould be placed at tlie extremities,
while the negative is disposed towards the nerve root.
The intensity may vary from 5 to 15 milliamperes. When-
ever possible, tlie"ordinary galvanic ajiplication should give
place to diathermy. A very largo electrode is applied to
the spine at the point of emergence of the nerve, aud
another envelops the extremity of the member. The in-

tensity is 300 to 1,000 milliamperes, according to the toler-

ance of the subject ; the daratiou of tlie ^11 1 in l; is lifieeii to
twenty minutes. As to the second tlierapi ai ir imli, ai idii.all

electrotherapcutists are agreed in limiting 1 lii mpl ri\ iiieut

of the faradic current to cases wliere tline is no neuro-
muscular degeneration, but relative anatomical integrity

610 G
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of tho tissites. The indications for laraclization are

recognized in abartlcular x'aresis, and in paresis or

paralysis whicli is purely functional or follows upon a

severe contusion. Beyond these cases, and when the

nevvo itself is attacked, it is always to the galvanic

I !
,, lit tlir-t one should have recourse. As to tlie third

II Jiu h isfullilledat the same time and by the
- ' If as the muscular excitation, the authors

J I
1 :>

;
I I ion as to the way in which the current may

iict 111 the lesieneration of a sutured nerve. Their own
cases are too recent for a useful comparison to he made
with those which have had no electrical treatment, but.

(( pr ,
the utility of electrization would seem indicated

by its undoubted ciTlcacv in ordinary peripheral neuritis.

As traumatic- d^ generations do not differ anatomically

from oi'diiKiry uiinitis, the authors conclude that the
Trauiiiatiz((l I'leive recovers more quicUly and thoroughly
i! ii ,

1,1, : uetl to methodical electrization. As to the
li I

I ;i • Ml atment, if the nerve degeneration is to be
111 i. 111

I

I iccss may occupy, in the slighter and more
j;r, ..;i; ill.' 1 .1 sps, three or four months, and in average
cases eight or twelve mouths.

BURNHAM (/tntej-. Journ. of Meet. Sciences, September, 1915)

luges the value of glucose solutions as a prophylactic
against XJost-operativc slioclc. It has been shown that fat

administered to animals and iiresr.raably stored in the
liver increases the susceptibily of the organ to the injurious

action of chloroform, the fat determining the fiKatiou of

the chlorofoi-m and the occurrence of necrosis, while
experiments With carbohydrates, on the coutrarj', show-
that they protect the body proteins from disintegration.

It is therefore important that patients should be put
through a course of forced carbohydrate feeding for a short
period immediately preceding operation, and should
receive them in an a^'a^lable form soon after operation.

AVheu there is no contraindication to oral foediug the
patient should be given a meal containing a considerable
<|uantitj' of carbohjdrate food in the shape of bread or

cereal eight to twelve hours before operation, and about
three hours before anaesthesia is commenced a feed con-
taining 100 to 200 calories in the shape of easily absorb-
al)le carbohydrate—for example, six ounces of coffee or
orangeade to which has been added one ounce of lactose.

By such means the oruan'.-^in i~ n-^ini d ol :i goml -lore of

readily availalili -Im •
,
- ,i

. •
i

|i. -,
.

\. ,i n

oval feediug i- i

the^,ia, subcutiii

tious afford a < ''<'.;
. i. . ,. .

;- .,i i..,. ,

.:.i.:^

the solutions beiiig trc-lily pi epared and steriliztd as tlicy

are more easily coutaminated than ordinary saline. For
hypodermoclys'is 4 per cent, to 5 per cent, solutions are
recommended, as niufli ns 2 1o 3 liti-es. representing from
SO to 210 gram-, I ' : ->. l.ciut; t;;v(ii in tw.nty-four
hours accordi u 14 ! " 1

1
I

'
I

i
Tor i>i'octiHl\ si~ 12 to 16oz.

of a 5 per cent. ^ li i r 1. iI'.liI iu oniin;trv t:ni water
may be given diuiii.u ihc uin union, and o- -iiniin-i i ition

continued bj- the Murphy drip methoil i mi is

hack in bed. By either or both of tin mm
.300 to 500 calories a day may be given \ - 'rt,

and though the quantity is'not suflficii ; -lie

total energy requirement, it is of iniin ce-
vention of (xcessive nitrogen waste, ^i -es
are given in whir-li ^Piros.-' ',nl'Uioii« v .

i n«

has often given good results in articular rheumatism when
given by mouth iu doses of 0.20 eg., or by hypodermic in-
jection in doses of 0.03 to 0.10 eg. -^ it diminishes pain and
swelling and sometimes even bony deformity. For the
intravenous method the wrii.crs use anipoiilcs of 1 or
2 com. containing 0.33 to 0.66 mg. ot colloidal sulphur,
The injection is made tlowly into a vein of the arm by a
fine needle with the usual precautions. Apart frc.ia the
resulting rigor and elevation of temperature, which vaiics
in degree according to the patient, his previous state, and
the dose injected, the writers have never seen any bad
results. They give particulars of 17 cases of acute articular
rheumatism thus treated; some were mild, others moder-
ately bad, and others very severe. After the febrile re-

action which follows the injection the temperature falls,

and the pain is very soon greatly relieved, and also the
swelling a little later. In the milder cases recovery occurs
after one or two injections: in the moderate cases after
foiu' or five, and in severe ones after ten. Complications
may disappear; thus, iu one case a pleural effusion
cleared up, iu another a pulmonary congestion, and
in another an albuminuria which had resisted sali-

cylates. The writers begin with au injection of J c.cm.,
and increase this dose daily up to 2 c.cm. in the severer
cases ; in less severe ones they give a daily dose for five

days; and in the mildest one or two successive injections.

It is uncertain whether the sulphur acts as a stimulant or
an antiseptic. The writers think it acts as a specific for

the joint, whatever be the nature of its acute inflammation,
rather than as a specific for the disease itself. The early
relief ot the pain is very marked. At a later meeting of

the same society (Tuly 23rd, 1915) the writers, witli

Berthomieu. desciibcd their experiences with this

therapy in n i i.
; )i(l chronic rheumatic conditions

;

tweut>'.si;i .atcd, ranging from 20 to 60 years
of age; i;i ' i>liiig were eoinmon ; some cases
had periaiUeal J I niiiMs. and several had bony de-

formities aud cu!' •
Ml ;; iitions. In chronic cases

tho first two inj( I : i.ftcu given a momentary
increase of the pa ill . u ,: in -i ilutive action is as marked
as in the acute cii-i, . .nd Uio bony thickenings soon
become less marked; the crackling "is less influenced.

Injections are given daily for a period of ten days ; some-
times five or six will cure, but the majority need ten or

more. In the subacute cases one period of ten days'

injections is usually enough ; the chronic may need two or

more such periods in a vear. The action is more marked
than bv the mouth or even hypodermic injection: it is

innrr rrr'iiti. fVrprr, nnd more constant. A reaction like

!i 1
I

II ;',.
:

^ -I cases may occur, but is much
I ;

I -light in the chronic cases. Tho
! I

i I. iMi I.; I :i \ I !.Li ,1 ill I'atients who are feeble or affected

i)V canlio-vascular or renal disease. In the chronic cases,

as in the acute, intravenous injections of colloidal sulphur

give a temporary leueocytosis, the proportion of blood

coriuisclcs increases progressively, and the arterial

]ircssuie ri>es tcmi)orarily. In the subacute and chronic

case- tlie sulphur seems to act, as in the acute cases, as

au elect I vo ii^ent on the joint, quite irrespective of the

nature of the disease.

PATHOLOGY.

Abderhalden Reaction in Cancer.

caled, soilmm biearhon;i.tc being civen nntil the urine
becomes neutral, ofton a'^ luueli .I's 50 to 100 grams being
needed befovc till- tal-cs i,!u<u. Tn puminarize: Glucose
solution shouM i. _, , :, i ,- i icutine after every
operation wheii . ..ck is to be feared;
(2) as a routine \ !i

. . ,: . mal feeding may be
difficult or insniij. II |.

, ,,i !. rable time; anil (3)

either before or after operation a-- an emergency measure
lor the relief of an existing or threatened acidosis.

124. Intravenous Injections of Colloidal Snlpbup
in Acute Articular Rheumatism.

LOEPER AXD Yaiiram have made more tliau 300 intra-

venous injections of colloidal sulphur iu all kinds of acute
and chronic rheumatic affections, whether articular, mus-
cular, infective, or toxic {Soc. Med. dcs Hop. dr Paria,

July 16th, 1915). During recent years colloidal sulphur

Oio D

rence of proteolysis is shown, aud its extent measured by

the increase in animonitrogeu. The results are given m
tabulated form, as are also those in a second series of

((..I- iiiM-i nil Li-Ill iii.ruial individuals and nine eanoer

pii iiiodified aud more accurali ii'li-

)ji,i I, ;,. ; -, :},v increase iu nitrogen ga~ Imin:'

ti,,li i
,, .. I I'll II 111' -a me limits iu tlie normal as iii ila

eait inoniatnus serum. The authors say the analysis ot

the results of the present investigation seems to indicate

that the more accurate and objective the test employed

for the detection of the specitlc ferment reactions in the

blood serum.-thc less ditfoieiue can be detected between

the reactions oUtainabl. with normal .luil supposedly

specific serums. TIk y eoiiclude that the diagnostic value

of the AberhaUion reaction iu cancer is. to say the lea_sr,

doubtful, and it must be stated very emphatically tnai loi

the present the method belongs to the researca laboratory

and not to the clinic.
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MEDICINE.
IM. Radiological Types of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

WaI.SHVM and UVEKENI) [AnhiffS of Rndivlotty and
r.lfctn'thcrapy, No. 181. 1915) make a v''t>^ '^'""al a'tU'iupt

to classify luore detluitoly than has hilUorto been ilouo the
varioxis types of pulmonary plitliisis as seen bj- meaus of

radiography. 1. Tuberculosis or bromlitul (/lands : (a) Fine
shadow outside sternum in ueiglibourhdod of verUbiai
ends of third, fourth, and flfth ribs is produced by sWolUii
ti-aeheo-bronchial glands ; (b) a dim area at or just bilow
the level of the vertebral eud of the sixth right rib, joiuiuji

that of tbe hiluui. denotes enlargement of bifurcation
^lan^S : (<) normal hilum opacity is at level of veil c bra 1

•ends of fifth, sixth, and seventh libs. and « lim alTn ted
becomes abnormally dark, broad, and com • li

1
nti, i

of circumscribed shadows ;
(ri) isolated f • In

t

1

monarj- fields and apices, found in adults, ai j , i
\

tiuconuected with hilnni, and may reiircsent 1. -ulu. > 1 1 ;tii

varly peribronchitis tuberculosa or of a localized a('rot;euous
infection. 2. Peribronchial phthisis, iu which the lymphatic
ducts as well as the glands are implicated: (n) P. tuber-
culosa simplex, in which the tubercles unite to form small
seed-like bodies of variable size, with a tendency to fibrosis
or encapsulation by connective tissue : (fc) V. tuberculosa
exsndatlva, in which bacillary processes are predominant,
production of fibrous tissue deficient, the uodules
increase in size, become cloudy in appearance, and
irregularly rounded iu outline, enlarging possibly
to the size of a cherry, and still remaining dis-
crete ; (<•) P. tuberculosa "disseminata, iu which there
is an extensive distribution of small peribronchial
tubercles, as if there had been a sudden centrifugal dis-
persal of bacilli from deeper parts : [d] P. tuberculosa
fibrosa, or chronic indurative or fibroid phthisis, in ^vhich
proliferation of connective tissue is exuberant, and
spreads to the interstitial and interlobular connective
tissue, producing increased opacities and irregular, often
honeycomb-shaped, outlines corresponding to the super-
ficial lobular divisions. 3 and 4. ISronchopneiiiiwyiic and
jmeumonic phthisis, the latter type being merely an exten-
Kion of the former. The exudative and disseminated
forms of tuberculous peribronchitis, especially the former,
readily lead to the formation of consolidations in the
vicinity of the hilum alone or within any of the lobes of
the lung. 5. I'Uuritic phthisis, cases of almost pure
pleuritic involvement, where the invasion has spread
cither to the surface of the lung from a superficial peri-
bronchial focus, or along the surface of the pleura from
tuberculous tracheobronchial and bifurcation glands. On
account of its density, when extensively developed, the
condition of the deeper paits of the lung may be concealed.
6. Apical phthisis: (a\ Peribronchial tvpe, with deposition
and scattering of notUiles; (b) apical' bronchonneumonic,
with general or localized uniformity of shadow and great
tendency to cavitation v^.d !vmeal miliary ; all these three
varieties being liable to t,fb^^cured by {d) apical pleurisy,
vhich leads' to tlie formation of a dense pleural cap, to
Imear shadows which may be calcareous plates, or to
atelectasis. 7. Miliary tubercvlosis, which may at first be
peribronchial and perivascular ; the bacilli may come from
extrapulmonary situations, as In tuberculous" meningitis
•when the dissemination becomes general. Types most
liable to render clinical diagnosis dubious arc (lithe purely
glandular type, {2) the simplex and disseminated typo
of peribronchitis, (3) the pleuritic, and (4) the hilum-
infiltrating (central phthisis;.

127. Symptoms following Accidental Vaccination
of an Infant.

^'\/^^^^^^ (P'nsUa Laclcaras.>llskapetsUandlitujar, June,
1915) records the case of an ;n!aut, 5 weeks old, who had
developed fever, vomiting, diarrhoea, and sores on the
ino«jth a week earUer. There had lieen three to five green

Had followed, and had lasted four davs. \ uniting hadoccurred after every breast feed ; but ks the soi es on the

?r.^^>
'ieveWed the child ceased to suck, and also tovomit. Fmdinssomc white spots on the lips of the infant

the mother suspected diphtheria, and consulted the autlior'An examination showed thechUd to be well developed au.i
vyell fed, but somewhat flabby. Practically the whole ol
the upper lip, and the mucous membrane "of the Irontal

portion of the alveolar process, were covered by a thick,
greyish-yellow mass. A suiaUer mass was found on tho
lower lip, and another on the right nostril. There were
also partially ulcerating and slightly bleeding foci on tho
hard palate and dorsum of the tongue. Their size ranged
from that of a lentil to that of a pea. The author was
mystified until he detected a typical vaccine pustule, of
the size of a small coin, behind the right car. The glands
at the angle of the jaw and the submaxillary glands were
slightly swollen and very tender. Tho throat was un-
afTeoted, but the temperature was 38. 2- C. Further investi-
gations showed that, twelve days earlier, the infant's
father and sister had been revaccinated. The patient had
shared the father's bed, and had been nursed by the sister.
Neither the father nor the sister had worn dressings over
the sites of vaccination. The mother had not been re-
vaccinated, as she was suckling the infant, who was con-
sidered too young to be vaccinated. Some days after tho
infant developed sores on the lips, large, partially ulcerat-
ing vaccine eruptions ajipcared uii the nipjjlLs and areolar
regions of both breasts, thrct i.ui llie rif^lit. and eiiilil on tho
left. As suckling was iiaiuful tm- the niotlii r, and difficult
for tho infant, it was fed on the niotlicr ;s milk artificially
withdrawn. The milk was contaminated with \-accine,
but as the infant had obviously been immunized, this did
not matter. Both mother and infant recovered. Tho
author suggests that the gastrointestinal symptoms may
have been due to vaccine pustules iu the digestive tract

;

but he also admits the iiossiliility of these symptoms being
due to the patient's general condition.

128. Angina Pectoris and Raynaud's Disease.
SCHOTT (Ueiil. nil, I. )\',,rli.. .Tilly 15tli. 1915) records the case
of a bricklayer, aged 37. who had not eoutracted syphilis,
and who was a moderate drinker and .smoker. He was
employed for five months in an ammimition train, the
jolting of which pulverized a yellow explosive. This was
deposited on the patient's uniform and inhaled by him,
causing him to cough up deep yellow sputum. The taste
of this powder, which was probably uitro-toluol, was very
bitter, and it made him cough, sneeze, and \ omit. Though
he had never been subject to cliillilains, lie noticed, after
he had been employed in the ammunition train tr\vo to
three weeks, that the little finger of the left hand was
occasionally perfectly wliite and anaesthetic. This con-
dition generally sjiread to several other fingers, and re-
curred more and more fiii(iienny. The anaemia some-
times lasted three-quaiiei el : uv, and when it was
IJassing off the mi 1 .i

1

' i'_;eal joints became
swollen and cyanosed. i h. . . 1,: ;.ii did not pass off till

the (ingers had been ruljlied loi- M.iue time. Subsequently
the toes were involved, anil there was a sense of tension
and tiredness in all the fingers. Meanwhile the tempera-
ture was normal and the pulse was 76. Later vesicles
developed on the hands and fingers and broke down,
leaving superficial ulcers. There were no atrophy of the
muscles, no ataxia, and no sensory distm-bances in the
legs, except the toes, which were anaesthetic. The urine
contained neither albumin nor sugar. After the patient
had been in hospital several weeks inequality of the
radial pulses was observed. Thus, the left radial pulse
would be full and bounding, then it would become small
and even cease to be palpable, while the right radial pulse,
which had previously been normal, would become full.

Again, the radial pulses would synchronize or they would
follow each other. Tho arteries iu the legs also 'showed
marked variations in fullness from time to time. The
physical signs over the heart varied much, and sometimes
an adventitious murmur was audible over the tricuspid
valve when the patient lay on his back. The blood
pressure, however, was persistently high. An .rray
examination of the heart showed that within quite a short
))eriod it underwent changes in shape and volume inde-
jjcndent of systole, diastole, and respiration. As the
l]atient comjilaiued of pain in the middle of the sternum
and increasing dyspnoea, nitro-glycerin and Nauheim
baths were prescribed. Great improvement was effected
iu the cardiac symptoms, whereas the Raynaud's disease
was unaffected. The author traces these symptoms to the
uitro-toluol, which was converted in the blood into uitro-

benzoic acid. This was undoubtedly responsible for the
reduction of the haemoglobin to 65 per cent., and for the
lieadache, restlessness, and stabbing pains in the limbs
of which tlie patient sometimes complained.

CSo A
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139. Perforating Gunshot WoundE
GUERRi- {Aitnal3 0fSu)yjc)-ij, )<•<• I'M

of cxpei'ioncc derived from a ( 1
1

1

of perfovatiug guushot wouii.l- ^i i\

deaths. The youngest case opi

Abdomen.
' uids tlio result

' I Its of 27 cases
l.,|..ineu, with 3

'II was 7 years of

ige, and the oldest 57 ; the average length of time elapsing

))ct\veen the shooting and the operation was ciglit oi- nine
liours, the earliest being three hoars and (he lati xi thirty-

six hours after injury. The average 'immiI,, i
.1' inifora-

tioiis \Yas about nine, two being the mm Mi- i • - k. r and
txventy-two the largest. In live of tin .

i - - mjury
involved the upper abdomen only, and in 1 lu » . . 1 h. i s iioth

tipper and lower abdomen were affeclnl. \\]iUr in the
remaining nineteen the upper abdomen was uninjured.
The ureter was divided in one case, and in about ten cases
.serious haemorrhage resulted from injury to tlio mesenteric
vessels. Shock was more marked in the wliite than in
the coloured races. Exploratory operation is advised in

practically every case ol gunshot wound of the abdomen,
as it is the only certain way of deterniining whether or
not perforations have occurred ; and while this should bo
promptly done it should not be hurriedly done, as a fair

number of these cases, especially where shock is present
and haemorrhage not serious, will be rendered safer
surgical rislcs I)y allowing them a reasonable time to react
from the piiiuai y <i'f('cts of the injury. Except where the
injuries arc unusually severe the ordinary case is a good
.surgical risk when operated upon from four to twelve
hours after the injury, but if surgical ti-eatment
affords only one chance in a thousand for recovery
any time limit should bo considered artificial. It is

impoi-tant to get as correct an idea as possible as to the
track of the bullet in order to save time and to avoid
imnecessary handling of the abdominal viscera, all mani-
pulation being as gentle as iiossiblo, since afferent im-
pulses resulting therefrom lui\. in-

1 '.uKiunced effect

on the vasomotor centre tlK'ii
1

'liiig from the
handling of the parietal peril : :. < i 1 in in opening
the abdomen and in rctrai:iij;. Mi

- l,.' '{ the wound.
General irrigation ot tli^ .ilil'-i^ : -I ^ j\ii\ iliri^ugh a two-
way irri?^a(or was i":''

'
I

,

. M' i!l\ I \ cry instance,

and a Ktiihs^^lass dr.; ,1 -< I'lar. ,1 intoDouglas's
pouch with the pal inn 1

1
., ri I i ,1 ler jiosition.

Unless the large inti--: :

i

. .,t was
given continuous rect;: nion,

and, as about 5 per c i

'

-nus,

an immunizing dose '11 > - -tired

on the first, fourth, and sixth days t'.llowing the injury.

It is very important that any rent in the mesentery should
be sutured to prevent the possibility of the occurrence
through such rent of an incarcerated bowel with
obstruction.

Pneuuiococcal Abscess of the Spleen.

: ':'h'iisl-abcii. August,
130.

N. V.

1915) ;
>. "man. aged 38. who

had (
'"' heart after succes-

Kive ati - ' - ^'1 <ii-!"ber, 1914, she
developeil acute br...n''liiti-. •. •• n " the chest and
rigors. The sputum was bin"! 1 - .; .

1 -I dullness and
crepitation were demoustral'l 1

> ir lobe of the
left lung. Over the apex ot iln- luii„ lales were also

beard. The temperature was about 39.2 C, and fell by lysis.

From December 7th to 25th the temperature was normal,
but from the latter date it ranged about 38^. On November
12th the patient developed diarrhoea, lasting for three
days ; and an examination showed a painless swelling, of

the size and shape of a pear, under the left costal arch.
The tumour gradually became tender, and on December
7th it had c";

fluctuating.
this tumour >

round cells \\

'

child's head,
disappeared under the lefc (

umbilicus and was plainly
I an exploratory puncture of
A ellow fluid, in which many
tumour was now as big as a

IS smooth, and its upper part
istal arch. It moved freelv on

respiration, and could also be displaced on palpation
was easily

lie fluid was
"f the urine,
Umormalit}-.
ection of gas
front of, the

towards the middle line. Th
elicited it was impossible to il

under high pressure or not.

bladder, m-eters, and kidu. >

When the colon was distendul

it was found to lie median to, ami
tumour. Although the examination of the urinary system
was negative, the position of the tumour in the lumbar
region suggested the presence of a renal tumour, and this

view was supported by the absence of any marked degree
of leucocytosis, wliich is izsually associated with tumoma

680B

of the spleen. Accordingly, on January 7th, the left
kidney was explored, but was found to be perfcctlv
normal, riie incision in the lumbar region was therefore
closed, and the abdomen was opened in front. A eyauosea
tumour in the position of the spleen was found to bo
partially adherent to tJio peritoneum. Haemorrha"ic
watery, odourless pus was aspirated, and the tumour was
then incised in order completely to evacuate tho pus
which was under high pressure. The abscess cavity was
then plugged and drained, and the patient recoverea com-
pletely. A bacteriological examination of the pus revealcil
pneumococci, which probably were derived from the
endocardium, whence a bacterial embolus had passed into
tho spleen, giving rise to an infarct foUowcd by
suppuration.

131. InteBtinal Obstruction.
A. McGl.\nkan {Journ. Amer. Med. Assuc, August 21st,
1915) says that though aseptic surgery has revolutionized
the mortality statistics of acute intra-abdominal disease,
the death-rate from intestinal obstruction remains almosi;
as high as it was thirty years ago. In the series of 276
cases studied by him tho mortality was 45.7 per cent. lu
161 cases the obstruction occurred "in the small intestine,
and 46.6 per cent. died. Seventy-five were cases of largo
intestine obstruction, and the mortality was 44 percent.
In 49 cases the exact position of the obstruction was uoi;
given, though probably it was in the small intestine. la
the jejunum the obstruction was fatal in 52 per cent, ot
the cases. Much experimental work has been done to
determine the cause of death, and it indicates that; tho
secretion of the duodenal mucous membrane is involved iu
the fatal factor. Hartwell and Hoguet, in their experi-
ment, show that dehydration is an important element iu
a fatal outcome. In pathological obstruction of the human
intestine met iu clinical work an intact mucous membrane
is never seen. Earlier effect is shown in the altered
nutrition of the bowel caused by interference with the cir-
culation. Tho slow onset of toxaemia and its slight degree
in chronic obstruction may be due to the development of a
resistant epithelium with a compensatory hypertrophy,
occurring in the loop of bowel above the obstruction ; or 10

may be the result of the gradual development of a vicarious
function of resistance by another organ. From the work
so far done, McGlannan points out that the toxaemia arises
from the duodenal secretion ; all facts point to the absorption
ot a chemical compound of the cholin group of substances
as the underlying essential cause of death in intestinal

obstruction. The causes of death in the present series iu
the fatal cases were: Toxaemia, 75 percent.; peritonitis,

12 per cent.
;

post-operative shock, 5 per cent. ; mis-
cellaneous, 8 per cent. In these 127 cases there w ere 20
in which the bowels were gangrenous. Fourteen of these
patients died ot toxaemia, 3 of peritonitis, and 3 others,

fifteen, twenty-nine, and twenty-six days, respectively,

after operation, from pneumonia, tuberculosis and ciu-

bolism. The toxaemia is combated with great difficulty.

Its immediate effects on the heart and vasomotor system,
and tho secondary effects on the kidneys, liver,

and other important organs tend to disaster. Early re-

cognition and prompt treatment oSer the only hope of

reducing mortality. In the present series of cases the
average duration of symptoms X^^ove operation in the

cured jejunal obstruction was PTe and two-thirds days.

In the fatal jejimal cases two aija five-sixths days ; in tho

ileum cases the average duration of the cured was three

and one-third daj-s, of the fatal, six days. As a rule, tho

higher the obstruction the more fatal the outcome.
McGlannan describes the symptoms of the three stages,

which at the onset arc pain, nausea and vomiting with or

without constipation or diarrhoea coming on suddenly

without regard to ingestion ot food. Movements of tho.

bowels or stomach washing will not relieve the pain, and

with these symptoms the diagnosis should be promptly

made and the operation performed. If there is any

hesitation a second lavage should be done after one hour.

The presence of duodenal material in the washings at

this time makes a diagnosis certain. In eighteen cases of

operation made on these symptoms the obstruction was
found, and the patient recovered. In the second stago

there are persistent pain, distension, a visible and palpabio

spastic coil of intestine, visible peristalsis, with ladder

pattern, and local tenderness ; frequently, gangrene of

the bowel and localized peritonitis. In the third stage

toxaemia overshadows everything, and is the prmcipal

object in treatment. Sixty-three of the 276 cases were

post-operative, and 20 of the patients died. Nearly 40 per

cent, of these followed drainage after operation for

appendicitis, which is a potent argument for early opera-

tion in those conditions when no drainage will be required.

Operative methods vary with the stage of the disease, m
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the tUiia stage euterostomy ^\ Ul bo the ouly motlioa justi-

lled. Wlieu tUo toxaemia bas developed it must be com-

bated lOfjimUess of what must be done for the direct relief

.if the obstructiou. After the enterostomy a large qiuuitity

f water should be supplied, best by hypodermoclysis. lo

prevent dehydration. Epiuephriu maybe injected intra-

veuonsly or with the nubcutaueous water to eonuteraet

the cdcctot the loxiu ou the heart and blood pressure.

4S2. Comparison of Wassermann and Luetln Tests.

Vkdi^ki! .\ND l?onp' : ' ( • " ' '-.•.. Novem-
ber, 1914, p. 1V50 '

. :iir'"l '''• *'
< i-nnanu re-

action w itli NokiuIi in-.ii-. '.
:

:: " ."i I iictin—an
.xtra.a from pui.> . ii K' "I ili'—

'

',-hdii. The
two tr-is wereappiicit to T-*-* Ui-i.-liiUK'-a mjuIlis, with the
'•l.j,, : ..f detecting the perceulayo ot those infected with
•~\|'h!l:<. lu the luetiu test a very strong reaction was
iiiiii. .iieil by double plus, a strong reaction by plus, and a

-li^lit reait'ion In )'Iiis minus. Only the double plus and
plus r.ii.-tioiw w. ic rousidered diagnostic of syphilis. In

till) Wa^M'i iii.iDu ti -! ,1 iilus reaction was not eonsidcn'd
<liaL;u.w(i,; unl.'^s siip])ni-ted by history or clinical signs of

syphilis. But, even it both plus and double plus reactions

were counted as positive indications of syphilis and plus
minus and negative reactions as ncgatix c indications in

both tests, it was found that the luetiu test gave 32 per
ecui. iiositives and the Wassermann ouly 20 per cent.

Hi n. .\ the luetin test is the more delicate, or else it gives

a niujib' r uf false positives. The authors conclude that
the former explanation is correct, and that, in tertiary,

latent and treated cases, the luetin test is considerably
more delicate in detecting syphilis than the most efficient

Wassermann test.

OBSTETRICS.

133. Nitrous Oxide and Oxygen in Labour.

HeA-NI-.y {.iiiici: JouriJ. Obstct., July, 1915) strongly advo-
cated this anaesthetic mixture in a paper recently read
before the American Gynaecological Society. Klekovitch
introduced it in 1880, and Clarence Webster, Lynch, and
Heaney himself had recently made free use of it on a large
scale in a public institution. They found that with a
proper machine and a nasal inhaler nitrous oxide might
be given to the extent that patients did not experience
pain during labour yet maintained their consciousness,
and could follow, when called upon, the directions of the
doctor. When oxygen was administered at the same time
this stage of analgesia was more easily maintained, and
headache, frequent after the inhalation ot pure nitrous
oxide, was rare. The method was remarkably cheap.
Manual dilatation of the cervix could be undertaken with-
out the patient feeling any pain though quite conscious.
The child was seldom ( yanosed, the nose inhaler obviating
to a great extent this danger. Thus the mixture was
siieciaily suitable in I'aesareau section, as the operator
<ould dismiss the child from his mind immediately after
extrae tion, whilst when ether was given there must
ah\f ys be anxiety about it. Heaney declared that the
miNlMt,; could be given in private just as in a hospital,
fur uo expert anaesthetist was needed, since with a little

instruction a layman might give the gas under the careful
control of the ob.stetriciau. In the discussion Vineberg
stated that h;>^ad found out one objection to the nitrous
oxide mixture iu'plastic surgery, for it made the blood
almost black. Frank remarked that he had bad mucli
IN].! rionce in the mixture in obstetrical practice, including
thic.: lases of Caesarean section. He disagreed, on the
other hand, with Heaney as to the safety of adrainistra-
lion. Die mixture was the most dangerous of all anaes-
thetics in unskilled hands, whilst when given by skilled

experts it was the safest.

134. The Blood In Ppegnancy.
J. B. iliLi.ER, N. M. Keith, axd L. G. Rowntkee (Jouni.
Amct: Med. Assoc, August 28tli, 1915) give the results ot a
study of the blood plasma iu pi . -.^iiai].- . Fimui the beginning
to the middle of the uiui I iMlievcdthat
the total volume of rii - -, d during
pregnancy; hencethetli- inegnancy,
and the treatment of uiii I Ml ., i li eding and
cupping. "Later it was shuwii tliat iu tin last months of
pregnancy the red cells and albuminous contents of the
blood decreased, while the white cells and water content
increased ; hence the theory of chlorosis of pregnancy
was developed and increased diet replaced bleeding in the
treatment. After.describing the techninue and methods

used, the authors say that the determinations of plasma,
and blood volumes were made before or after labour or
both in a series of thirteen women. While they do not;

attempt to announce any far-reaching conclusions, thoy
hold that their studies indicate that an absolute and
relative increase in the volumes of both plasma and blood
exists late in pregnancy with a slow return to normal
during the puerperium. 'Their findings confirm the work
of Zuntz and of Heideuhain, Spiegelberg and Gscheidlcu
on animals.

GYNAECOLOGY.

135. Treatment of Pelvic Inflammation.
G. GEAY Waed {Amo: Joiini. Obstct., .June, 1915) notes
how the treatment of pelvic inflammatory exudates has
altered within llftj^ years, lu Marion Sims's days tho
doctor waited anxiously for the formation of a well-defined
area of fluctuation at the vaginal vault or inguinal fold,

and then timidly made a little incision and allowed the
abscess to drain. In later years Lawson Tait fearlessly
opened the abdomen, and when he could not extract ii

suppurating sac entire he sutured tho abscess wall to the
abdominal incision and drained it cxtraperitoneally. The
extreme of radical surgery was reached by Peau and
Segond, who extirpated the uterus through the vagina so
that the abscess might bo the more readily reached and
drained. Ward followed up 39 cases of pelvic abscess
under his own observation and treatment, and they led
him to infer that a large proiiortion of parametritic
exudates resolve without abscess formation if let alone,
and that it pus does form it may be absorbed in small
quantity, frequently without prejudice to the functions of

the pelvic organs. In a very large percentage of cases
too readj- resort to the curette or to other intrauterino
manipulation- :i' tl-r- r.v'-'rf nf ntrrinc infection is respon-
sible for tlii' • :<

: ii ! "i I'.s. Unnecessary or pre-

mature opi i. i
i i I

I .1 . Ml iuation of the infection,

retarding vn\:''' -'''': .
I smaetimes causing fatal

complications, linisi.ni ami Lirainago must not be em-
ploj-ed until the indications of a localized collection of pus
are well defined and associated with evidences of septic

absorption. The se'ection of the proper form of drainago
applicable to each case is important. In some instances
rubber tubing and iu others gauze are needed. In cases of

well-defined abscess cavities which hold much pus a free

and long maintained opening is re<piired, and the drainage
tube will be much more ctHeienl than gauze. Failure to

cure a pelvic abscess by vagiual incision and drainage is

nearly always due to neglect in not keeping tho incision

open the necessary period. In acute pelvic suppurations,
when tho indications for interference are present, tho
operation of choice should be a simple incision and ample
drainage with the object of conserving the organs.

THERAPEUTICS.

136. Intratracheal Anaesthesia.

C. H. W.vrT (-loiirn. Amer. Med. Assoc, September 4th,

1915) states that since the introduction ot intratracheal
anaesthesia in 1909 it has been employed successfully iu

the Johns Hopkins clinic in all types of cases, but chiefly

in operations about the head and neck and iu the thorax
and spinal canal. The distinguishing features ot the
method are that pure air is brought directly into the
larger bronchi, while the vitiated air is forced out by tho
returning air streams, and the dead space in the mouth,
pharynx, larynx, and trachea is eliminated. A practically

continuous recurrent air stream prevents the invasion of

indifferent or infectious foreign matter from the i^harynx
into the trachea, lu perhaps no domain of siugery is a
quiet, uniform anaesthesia so important as in that of

the brain and cord. The increased intracranial pressure!

embarrasses the respiration through its centre, and
cyanosis is likely to occur and may add enormously to

the difficidtics. Especially in cerebellar operations is this

matter ot cyanosis important. By the use ot intratracheal

anaesthesia the anaesthetist has been relieved almost
entirely from the embarrassment due to cyanosis. Among
the minor advantages ot the method is that it permits
ready manipulation of the head, and the anaesthetist may,
undistracted, give himself wholly to the general condition

of the patient. Up to December, 1914, the insufflation

method was employed in the Johns Hopkins clinic 35

times in operations on the brain ajid cord. In all these
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close attention has been given to all points in which it

could be compaiea with the drop etUei- method. The'

diefcrence in the effect on the pulse is marked. "With

intratracheal anacsihcsia the avcrajic increase was 27

beats, as against 47 with the drop ether. The avcra-^e

duration of the intratracheal anaesthesia is two hours and

thirty-four minutes ; with the drop ether two hours and

twelve minutes. In none ot the 35 cases was there

cyanosis, while in 4 of the drop ether cases it was so ^reat

as to cause apprehension, and in 2 of them the. operation

had to be abandoned on account of the liaemorrha,t;i- and

cyanosis. In one case in which the intratracheal iiiclhod

H as used the operation was abandoned twice on account of

Jiacmorrhage, attributed to a spongy and vascular con-

dition of the bone. There was -no other case of haemor-

rbafje in the series, w Idle there was terrific haemorrhage

in 6 cases with the drop ether method. It was noted

repeatedly that the patients regained consciousness much
more rapidly than after the drop ether. There were no

cases of post-operative pneumonia. Local anaesthesia

seems rarely used in America for such operations. The
intratracheal method has all its advantages without its

disadvantages. The chief point of advantage seems, to

the author, to be the ease with which the intubation can

be done. He sums up by saying that this method is much
safer than the drop ether method, and the anaesthesia is

smoother and offers the most efncient means of artificial

respiration if needed.

137. Therapeutic Use of Ocnlo Cardiac Reflex.

The different proceedings usually recommended as treat-

ment in attacks of tachycardia" have for their object

stimulation of the pneumogastric nerve, and Camille Ll\n
(Archives dcs maladies du cocitr, dvs vaisscaux, ct dit sang,

July, 1915) recommends that to the other simple measures
should bo added the therapeutic use of the oculo-cardiac

reflex. It is known that strong compression of both ocular

globes causes, in the majority of persons, a diminution of

pulse-rate which varies greatly in degree in different

Iiersons; thus the diminution maybe only one-twentieth

or one-tenth of the former rate, or may even be one-

half or two-thirds, a pulse of 60 falling to 30 or 20.

As a rule, the slowing of pulse-rate does not appear
for four or five seconds al^ter the beginning of the com-'

liression, and it is found, on palpation ot the radial

pulse, to be due not to a uniform increase of the duration

of the pulsations, but to the production of successive

unequal pauses. Unfortunately, the author has not yet

been able to test clinically the" value of the proceeding in

suitable cases of paroxysmal tachycardia. The only case

in which he has triedit was a most severe case in which
allthe customary measures, such as the administration of

ipecacuanha as an emetic, the swallowing ot large cachets,

etc., as well as the use of the oculo-cardiac reflex, all failed,

and recoTeryonlyoccnrredwhen digitalis was injected intra-

venously. Points in favour of compression of the eyeballs as

a tbtraptutic lueasuic are that the proceeding is a safe one,
• ',. ell borne by the patient. Although

iiiuinution of pulse-rate is greatest

,; i'lession, yet it jiersists to a less

(!
^

11 hasceased; for example, when
cLii:.iiix:==iou lasts a quarter of a minute the pulse-rate

is otieu found to return to normal only after from one to

two minutes, and since in paroxysmal tachycardia the
liaroxysins cud abruptly, such a fall might easUy determine
Tlie cessation of the attack. Moreover, the procedure can
lie repeated several times, or can be used in combination
\\iLli other methods. A strong compression, lasting for

liom fifteen to thirty seconds, is found to have more effect

t!l""i palse-rate than one of medium strength lasting one
or t«o minutes or longer. The author recommends that
there shouia be four or five strong compressions, with an
interval o£ from a quarter of a minute to a minute between
each, so that the cardioinhibitory action of one compres-
sion shall merge into that of the next. In order to try
to prolong the result obtained, the strong compressions
might be followed by a medium or light one applied for

several minutes. The ireatment should be applied as soon
as possible after the beginning of an attack.

138. Intradural Medication with Mercuric Chloride
for General Paralysis.

Irel.\nd and Stuaet Wilson {Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc,
September 25th, 1915), in Washington State, where the
high cost of salvarsan and its scarcity in the market of the
Western United .States have prevented them from general
use of the Swift and Ellis method, have adopted the
Byrnes method, because of its apparent freedom from
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danger and low cost. 40 c.cm. ot blood are taken from one
of the veins of the forearm and tlie serum allowed to
separate. To 12 c.cm. of clear serum is added 1 c.cm. of
a sterile solution of mercuric chloride containing ,,'„ grain
and 17 c.cm. ot sterile noimal salt sniution prei)aicd
from freshly distilled water. This .total i.f 30 c.cm. is
heated to 56 C. in a water bath for thirty minutes.
liUmbar pimcture is i)erformed, and from 15 to 30 c.cm. of
fluid arc withdrawn, and the 30 c.cm. of diluted inorcu-
rialized scrum is slowly injected. A 25 c.cm. Lticv syringe
was employed for the purpose. The authors publish
abstract notes of twenty-tliree jiaticuts under their care.
The treatment has proved sale. Autogenous serum is

found to be preferable to pooled scrum. The reactions
are found a little more severe tlian those which follow
the Swift and liUis 40 iier cent, salvarsanized scrum treat-

ment. Seventy-live per cent, of the autbors' cases showed
a clinical improvement after four or five treatments, but
a tendency to relapse to their former condition was noted
in about 40 per cent, of those at first improved. Tho
clinical is more marked and Inore rapid than the si^ro-

logic improvement. The authors desire that it should bo
known that the after-histories of their cases arc too short
for them to count on permanent improvement, and that
therefore they will publish a later report of the same scries.

The colloidal gold test is most resistant to change ; it is

possible to have clinical general paralysis with a negative
Wasscrmann reaction in blood serum and s|>iual fluid, but
in this series the colloidal gold test was uniformly [lositive.

PATHOLOGY.

139. Experimental Hydronephrosis.

Keith ASn Snowdex (Archives of internal 3hdicine,

February 15th, 1915) studied the functional changes which
occur from day to day in animals w hose only deviation

from normal was an increased intraureteral pressure.

The work of previous investigators has shown that

increased back pressure on the kidney causes definite

functional changes, the amount of urine excreted varying

with the degree of intraureteral pressure, tliere being an
increased flow with low pressures and a diminished flow

with higher pressures, but the effects resulting from back
pressure extending over a longer period of time, and more
nearly approaching conditions met with clinically, liavo

not hitherto been investigated. In order, therefore, to

study the effects of back jiressure on the kidney over an

extended period of time, an obstruction in one ureter was
produced with removal of the other kidney, functional

tests after a imilateral nephrectomy alone having pre-

viouslv shown no departure from the normal. A method
for partially obstructing the ureter was devised by placing

an elastic baud loosely around it so that it was permeable

at a pressure of from 20 to 30 cm. of water, which was
considered to be the pressure most likely to produce tho

desired effects. During the first period foUowing such an
obstruction in dogs nothing objectively abnormal was

^

noted, the only evidences of derangement being a mikV
polyuria, weU-marked thirst, and certain cumulatU'e

phenomena in the blood. The animals were brigbt and
lively, and such toxaemic sj'mptoms as loss of Appetite,

vomiting, or diarrhoea appeared but rarely. The thirst

was secondary to the pohiuia, for the urinary outjmt

frequently exceeded the fluid intake. Ther,fjr vas no sign

ot oedema or anaemia, but all the cases sh>nved a steady

gradual loss of weight. After a varying length of tune a

severe and rapidly fatal toxaemia set in, with loss 0/

appetite, vomiting, progressive weakness, and ti-equent

fluid stools containing mucus and traces of blood. Slight

trembUngs and muscular twitchings were present, but

convulsions, drowsiness, or coma were absent. During

this second period functional tests showed marked renal

insufficiency with pvelonephritis. Determination of tho

amoimts of incoagulable nitrogen showed a sharp initial

rise with a relatively greater increase in the urea nitrogen

content, the latter sometimes amounting to 90 per cent, of

the total, rollowuig the first sharp rise, the nitrogen

ceneraUy maintained a fau-ly constant level to within a

few days of death, when, coincident with the terminal

symptoms, there was a great increase in the nitrogen

content of the blood, and a veiy low phenolsulphoue-

phthalein oatput. In each of the eight experiments a

hydronephrosis developed, causing the definite renal

fttnctional disturbances characterized by polyuria, traces

of albumin, diminished output of phenolsulpUonephthalein,

and delayed excretion of lattoso, but no delay in the

appearance of a glycosuria after the injection of phloiiOziu.
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MEDK'INE.
1 10. Peripheral Nerve Lesions and Muscular

Contracclons.
M.vLiutF. TivcosTi^ {Gaz. hcbd. clfs sci. mid. de Pordcaux,
July 18th, 1915) has made a study of the contractions
«iiioli follow peripheral nerve lesions, and enunciates two
laws with respect to them—the first the law of contraction

up \vards and the second the law of neuromatous contrac-

tion. The first law is as follows : That a lesion of a nerve
below the point or points at which motor branches come
off i-esults in immediate and lasting contraction of the
muscles supplied by the motor branches. The cause of

the contraction is, in the present state of knowledge, inex-

plicable, but the author believes that it is a law without
exceptions. A good example is to be found in lesions o£

the ulnar nerve. If the ulnar is injured below the points
from which the branches to the flexor carpi ulnaris and
the inner half of the flexor profundus digitorum are given
off, the second phalanges of the fourth and fifth fingers are
;it once flexed,- the fifth metacarpal is flexed, and carries

with it the fourth metacarpal, and the hand rotat<;3 on its

ulnar edge. No such flexion is observed if the lesion is in
the upper arm—that is, above the muscular branches.
That the flexion is the result of contraction, not of paralysis,

is shown by auscultation of the muscles, which give out
the characteristic contraction sound, and by the elastic

resistance which is experienced if an effort is made to

overcome the flexion by traction upon the phalanges.
Occasionally the middle finger also becomes flexed as a
result of the injury, probably because in these cases the
third head of the flexor profundus digitorum is supplied by
the ulnar instead of the median. Where tlio injury to the
nerve is incomplete the flexion of the fhigcrs is only of

moderate degree and is easily overcome. An apparent
exception to the rule is in cases in which the nerve is

injured in the upper arm but the flexion of the fourth and
fifth fingers is not immediate but is retarded and pro-

gressive in character. The explanation in such cases is

that the flexion is due to the flexor sublimis digitorum
innervated by the median, not by the ulnar nerve,
and is in accordance with the second law enunciated by
the author—that of neuromatous contractions. The
author's conclusions. with respect to his first law are:

(1) That, in opposition to what has previously been taught,

a lesion of sensory branches of mixed nerves not only
results in disorders of sensation but also in certain
constant disorders of motion. (2) That the constancy,
the localization, and the similaritiy of these contrac-

tions make it impossible to attribute them to hysteria.

(3) That treatment by electricity, by suggestion, or
by blind surgical intervention are to be rejected as
useless or injurious. (4) That in the case of contractions
limited to a group of muscles it is necessary to seek, in
accordance with the above law, for the nerve which might
be the cause and to explore it ; that it is not impossible
that a nerve attacked by a non-traumatic neuritis might
react in the same fashion. Before the second law of con-
traction can be followed certain facts with regard to
neuromata need consideration. When a nerve has been
divided, either in the physiological or the anatomical
sense, a neuroma develops at the seat of the lesion. The
neur<5ma, as soon as it reaches a considerable size. Is

excitable, and if it is excited by rubbing or by light blows
a sensation as of an electric current is felt along its

course, the sensation not being limited to the extremity,
as would be tlie case according to Miiller's law.
(This sequence of events does not always occur if the
neuroma be situated on the median nerve.) If the nerve
be compressed below the neuroma by means of a ligature,
the sensation only descends as far as the ligature. But,
in addition, and especially in the case of the ulnar nerve,
a current may bo felt in the ascending direction, which
also may be checked by compression. Moreover, excita-
tion of the nerve well above the lesion gives rise to both
attending and descending currents. Again, if the ulnar
nerve is injured in the forearm or even the wrist, excita-
tion of tlof; neuroma or of the nerve above or below the
lesion a-wakes the sensation of an ascending current up to
the level of the elbow or even of the axilla. At the end of
a variable length of time it will be found that excitation
of the ulnar and also of the internal cutaneous in the
arm well above the lesion gives rise to a descending

current ; then the second and third iutercostals are
affected and give, on compression of the correspond-
ing intercostal spaces, the same sensation. Thus
some pathological process passes upwards, from the
original point of injury, along the whole length of the
ulnar nerve and invades all the nerves with which
it anastomoses. The zone affected when the neuroma
shows marked excitability is situated on tlic front oC
the thorax in the second, tlnid. and r.jiuih s)i;ices, and
it is as a rule accompanied by a m; \' ry 1 Minsivo zono
in which the characteristic feat III. - u. !. --^ will uuirked.
There are always present at lin' sanu' tiim' painful points
which can bo elicited by pressmo on tlic posterior In'auclies
of the intercostal nerves and on the cutiineous branches
anterior to their points of emcrgeucc. The pathological
process may even bo propagated symmetrically to the
opposite side of the thorax. The muscular contractions
take place in accordance with the author's second law,
which is, however, subject to some exceptions still in need
of explanation. This law is : The neuroma excites and
contracts the muscles whoso innervation comes from the
same roots as the nerve on which it develops, and
secondarily excites and contracts other muscle groups
whose innervation comes from neighbouring roots, the
effect being more marked the nearer the roots are to the
original ones ; the neuroma provokes Iiypcr-rcflectivity oC
the tendons and at the same time cutaneous hypo-reflect-
ivity. The neuromatous contractions are late and develop
gradually, as opposed to the upward contractions dealt
with in the first law which are immediate and react their
maximum almost at once. At first the neuromatous con-
tractions do not modify the position of the limbs, but they
gravely injure the force, precision and amplitude of move-
ments, thus explaining cases in wliicli coitain movements
are very imperfect although tin; muscles which give rise

t(5 them show exaggerated contraction. For a variable
time the contractions can temporarily be easily overcome ;

later they become permanent, and the positions imposed
upon the limbs by them become irreducible ; finally the
muscles atrophy. It appears that in the latest stages the
neuroma disappears. The author points out how largely
the two laws above enunciated will diminish the number
of cases of contractions which can rightly be considered to
be hysterical in nature and for which faradiam of the
muscles is the right treatment.

Hi, An Atophan Rash.
According to Kissmeyer (Ugeahrift for Laeger, May 20th,

1915), atophan has been given during the last three or four-

years for arthritis urica with good results. The drug wan
introduced in 1908 by Nicolaier and Dohrn, and the first;

results of treatment with this drug were published in 1910.

Judging by the publications which have subsequently
appeared, the drug seldom causes complications, and only
in eight cases does it appear to have given rise to purpura,
urticaria, or a scarlatiniform rash. The author records
the case of a man, aged 70, who had suffered for many
years from arthritis lu-ica. During the past two years ho
had taken large quantities of atoplian, from which he had
greatly benefited without suffering any discomfort. Early
in December, 1914, he took atophan for a gouty attack.

He had not taken the drug for some time. After he had
taken six tablets (the dose of each tablet is not stated) in

the course of twenty-four hours, red spots appeared on
the face and neck, and the lips and eyebrows became
oedematous. The rash and oedema disappeared in a few
days, at the end of which the patient again took three
tablets in one dose. The rash flared up again at once and
crusts appeared on the oedematous lips. The patient was
accordingly admitted to hospital, where the forehead,
cheeks, and neck were found to be covered by red plaques,

varying in size from a 10 ore to a krone piece. They were
partially ^onfluent, but were sharply outlined against the
normal skin. Several of the plaques showed a fine

desquamation. There was slight conjunctivitis and the
eyelids were red and swollen. The lips were very
oedematous and fissured and were covered by a few black
crusts. The rash did not invade the scalper the mucous
membranes. It disappeared in the course of a week,
during which the patient was subtebrile. As several of

the joints continued to be painful, 1 gram of atophan
was given about six weeks after the last dose. Six hours
later the rash recurred in the same places as before, and
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in pome places it was vesicular. A couple of black crusts

appeared oiiUio left upper eyelid and ou lUo right check.
There was no rise of temperature and no discomfort apart

from itching, and the rash again disappeared in the

course of a week. The author regards this case as an
example of a condition which Jadassohn has called
" gewcckto Idiosynkrasic." Many fcituies of this condi-

tion suggest anaphylaxis, and it occurs also after repeated
doses of quinine, mercury, aud salvarsan. H. Thomsen
(ibid., June 3rd) hai* observed a similar case in a woman,
aged 30, after 4.5 grams of atophan had been given in the
course of three days. The rash disappeared in five to

Bix days and was unaccompanied by oedema or crusts.

SURGERY.
142. War Deafness from Lesions of Internal Ear.

A. Got (Gd.:'. hcbd. cUs sci. imd., July, 1915} has had under
observation since the beginning of the war about a hundred
cases in which deafness was due wholly or iu part to

attcctious of the inner ear. He gives notes of 32 of these,
iu which he has been able to make detailed examination
and which he has classified from the point of view of the
cochlear and vestibular apparatus. All the cases showed
cochlear hypoexcitability. Of 17 deaf as the result of

explosions of shells, bombs, grenades, or mines, etc.,

4 were hyperexcitable as regards the vestibule, 11 hypo-
excitable, none were unexcitable, 2 normal. Of 13 deaf as
the result of wounds in the neighbourhood of the ear, 5 were
hyperexcitable, 4 hypoexcitable, 2 unexcitable, 2 normal.
Of 2 cases in whicli the patients had been buried as the
result of an explosion, 1 was normal, the second hypo-
excitable. Of these cases, 1 out of the group of 17 aud 2
out of the group of 13 were completely deaf, and showed
hypoexcitability in each case, 1 out of the group of 17 was
completely deaf and had normal excitability. Of the
whole 32 cases, 4 presented cicatricial atresia of the
auditory canal, 12 had lesions of tho middle ear and
16 showed no objective lesion visible on otoscopy. From
tho etiological standpoint the cases fall into the t^^vo

groups, one in which tho injury is the result of explosions
acting through the air as intermediary, the other in which
it results from projectiles which inflict direct wounds on
the head. Of these the injuries in the second group may
be more severe and may, as in two of these cases, cause
total destruction of tho internal ear. Moreover, the nearer
the wound to the petrous bone the more grave the lesion,
even when it may be impossible to diagnose fracture of
the- bone. Anatomically, judging from what happens in
the ca^e of tho eye, it seems probable that, apart from the
cases of fracture of the petrous bone, the causative lesiojis

are haemorrhages, more or less considerable, into
different parts of the internal car combined with de-
tachment of Corti's membrane. In the cases due to
shell explosion without a direct wound, the haemor-
rhages are probably less violent than in the other
form, but there is probably concussion of the organs of
Corti with or without disintegration of the membrane.
Clinically the cases cannot be satisfactorily classifled until
later, when only the symptoms corresponding to the regions
destroyea will rt inaiu. A positive diagnosis can as a rule
be made rajiidly from tlie presence of deafness, tinnitus,
and vertigo, aud examination will show nystagmus, spon-
taneous or able to be provoked, troubles of equilibrium and
electrical reactions. In a hyperexcitable patient nystag-
mus is induced with the help of hot water at a temperature
of 44 ('. (111.2 r.i; in n livjioexcitable one, cold water at
15" (

'
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, ,,,ld air. To differentiate bc-
tw< • ililcafnessthe study otthevoico
resiji I, It only in the cases where the
deati;. ,,,;,, 11-; absolute. In total deafness
of organif- 'tr\g\n t)i<> patient's voice very quickly acijuires
the charact^eristic of the deaf, while in fuuctioual lesions
the voice remains normal. Where the deafness is abso-
lute, the voice normal, and the cochlear and vestibular
reactions normal, the question arises whether the case is
one of simulation. In settling the question points of
importance are—the history of onset, tho attitjides and
appearance of the patient, his willingness or otherwise to
attempt lip reading, and the effects of psychotherapy, and
as a last resource the patient in couvalescence may be sent
home under the control of gendarmes, who will keep watch
as to the degree of deafness. With regard to prognosis,
most cases improve fairly quickly, even with regard to
the cochlear reaction, but the only cases in which tho
author has seen a complete cure are psychic cases. In
organic cases, during improvement from the vestibular
point of view, the vertigo is usually the firstJflymptom to
disappear along with the nystagmus, then little by littlo
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the powers of equilibrium will become more normal-
from the bide of tho cochlea symptoms will more or less
persist, lime and rest are obviously the main factors in
treatment. In addition there Is counter irritatioti or
leeches to the mastoid, hypotensive drugs, spinal puncturo
for vertigo (as recommended by Babinski;, and treatmentiby bromides and iodides for tinnitus.

^^^ Syphilis of the Stomach.
F. Smithiks (Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc, August 14th, 1915)
records the results of a clinical study of 26 cases of
dyspepsia associated with positive Wassermann-Noguchi
reactions. In all these the diagnosis of syphilis was
highly probable or was conllrmed by exploratory
laparotomy. He remarks that gastric syphilis Is by
no means so rare as was formerly considered, as no
fewer than 25 cases have been reported in tho United
States during the past six years. Bmithies's series of 26
are taken from the examinations of 7,545 cases, making a
percentage of about 0.34. There were gastric sym-
ptoms in a much larger number, many of whom wcro
syphilitic. The lesion may be congenital or acquired, and
may produce several pathological types, which may be
summarized as those associated with chronic gastritis,
ulceration, gastric tumour, and perigastritis, often with
involvement of adjacent organs. Fifteen of the patients
wcro men, eleven women. The minimum age was 20, tho
maximum 66, the average age being slightly greater in the
men than in the women. Difficulty was met in some in
obtaining a history of tho primary sore, especially so iu
females, and the period passed before gastric symptoms
is only approximately correct. The minimum period was
four years iu both sexes, the maximum for men being
thirty-eight years and for women torty-flve years. There
were no congenital cases, aud in all but two the gastric
disorder appeared in the tertiary stage. Only two of
the whole number had had a thorough treatment
of mercury and iodides. Three had taken salvarsan
for " anaemia," within four years of their coming under
observation. The average duration of the dyspepsia was
8.7 years for tho group, with practically no difference in
the two sexes. The cases are classed iu three groups :

(1) Those in which a persistent gastric derangement
appeared in persons previously healthy ; (2) cases m
which a constant dysi)epsia followed years of antecedent
intermittent indigestion ; aud (3) cases in which continuous
gastric upset occurred iu persons who had had stomach
trouble for some past period, but who had been free for
some time. Each of these classes was studied In detail.
In the second type the symptoms closely simulated gastric
ulcer, but tho gastric analysis revealed moderately high
total and free hydrochloric acid with no iucrease abova
the normal formol index, and only irregular manifesta-
tions of positive Wolff tests. Even laparotomy sometimes
left the matter iu doubt. In the third group these sym-
ptoms were irregular, but the termiual stage laparotomy
findings closely resembled those of the second type.
Roentgenoscopy afforded no patliognomonic signs ; bub
with a positive Wassermann-Noguchi test they afford a
positively certain diagnosis. The best results in treat-

ment were obtained by intravenous injection of salvarsan
followed by a thorough mercurial course aud iodides. Iron
and arsenic are sometimes needed for the coincident
anaemia, and the dyspepsia may also need attention.

Smithies thinks one should be cautious in maldng any
definite statements about the cm-e of gastric syphilis, but
4 patients of tho total 26 were relieved for so long as a
year ; 12 patients appeared to be improved, and 3 wero
not benefited.

144. Appendloltls In Typhoid Fever.

Gage {Annals of Surgery, August, 1915) reviews previous?

records of tho association of acute appendicitis occurring

in the course of typhoid fever, pointing out how easily a
simple typhoid may be mistaken for an acute or subacuto

appendicitis, the differential diagnosis being rendered
more difficult from the fact that the appendix shares to a
greater or less extent in the intestinal lesions of typhoid.

Notes are given of a case of acute gangrenous appendicitis

occurring at the beginning of convalescence from an attack

of typhoid. A youth, aged 19, complained of severe head-

ache ten days after a possible exposure to typhoid infec-

tion. Five days later Widal was positive, and on the tenth

day typical rose spots and a palpable spleen were iiresent.

Defervescence was gradual, the temi^erature being normal
from the fourteenth to the nineteenth day, when he awoko
with severe abdominal pain, most intense in the rights

quadrant and accompanied by spasm of the right rectus.

He vomited once, and the I'eucoeyte count, previously

7,000 to 8,000, roso to 18,000. On a diagnosis of probable
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perforation the abdomen was opened, wlien a mass was
felt in tho region of the appendix containing an ounce of

thin pus and an acutely inflamed appendix, gangrenous at

one point and covered with a tliiclc exudate, but un-

ruptured. Convalescence was uneventful after removal.
Microscopically sections showed everywhere marked poly-

nncloar infiltration of all coats of the appendix, and those
through the point of ulceration presented a characteristic

lesion of typhoid, the lymphoid tissue of tho mucosa
sliovpfiig areas infiltrated with endothelial leucocytes.
Cnltures from tho appendix abscess showed BacillKs
ti/phosiis and DaeiUiis coli. The presence of tho typhoid
bacillus in tho exudate and in the walls of the appendix
indicate that it took an active part in tho process, and it is

probable that true typhoid appendicitis is more common
than is generally supposed. When tho condition occurs
after the temperature has become normal, and the pos-

sibility of an intestinal perforation is remote, tho dia-

gnosis is not much more difficult than in cases of simple
uucomplioated appendicitis. For differential diagnosis
the symptoms are not very unlike, and the indicatious for
operation are identical, but the prognosis is more favour-
able when the lesion is in the appendix than when in tho
intestine, probably because there is less danger of faecal
extravasation. A rising blood count is important, since tho
appearance of a leucocytosis In the course of typhoid
fever points to an early stage of some inflammatory
complication. ^____^^^^^^^^^

OBSTETRICS.
1<5. Intussusoeption Complica^ting the Puerperluin.

G. Nystrom {FiiisJai LaeharcsailskajKfs Handlirigar,
March, 1915) records the case of a 9-para, aged 43, who
gave birth to a male child on February 14th, 1914. Labour
was easy, but there was more liquor than usual. The
placenta came away normally soon after the completion of
labour. On February 17th the patient got up in tho
morning to eat, and during the meal, which consisted of
porridge and milk, she developed severe abdominal pain
and felt very Ul. Later in the day vomitiU':,' supervened,
and theie was complete retention of faeces and flatus.
During the night the pain increased, aud on the moining
of February 18th au examination showed the abdomen
to be somewhat distended and a little tender. The pulse
was 85, aud the rectal temperature 100.4°. Active
peristaltic movements of the small intestine could bo
detected through tho flaccid abdominal wall. Below aud
to the right of the umbilicus a sweUing could be felt aud
was suggestive of invagination of the intestine at this
point. A median laparotomy was therefore performed.
A considerable amount of blood-stained exudate was
found in the abdominal cavity. At a point about 10 cm.
above tho ileo-caecal valve there was an intussusception
of the lowest section of the ileum, whose attachment to
the posterior abdominal wall was rcLroperitoneal and
passed horizontally inwards from the caecum. No
difficulty was experienced in reducing the Invagination,
and the patient made an uneventful recovery. Discussing
this case, the author suggests that the evacuation of the
niorus facilitated the development of the intussusception
by ielaxing the tension of the abdominal wall, and thus
givicfi the intestines greater freedom of movement. A
furthtr, but loss important, factor in the production of the
intussusception might be the diminution in the volume of
the abdomen caused by the contraction of the uterus.
Finally, the character of the attachment of tho ileum to
the posterioi;. abdominal wall at the point where the
intussuscepf5;.n occurred has already been associated by
some surgeons with intestinal invagination.

146. Haemolysis In Obstetric Cases.

BUDOLPH HoIjMES {SuTfjery, Gynaecology, and Obstetrics,
August, 1915) reports three instances of this complication.
A parous woman, aged 32, was curetted for profuse
haemorrhage, the fact of an early abortion not being deter-
mined. Three months later she took a saline purgative,
aud it caused dizziness, emesis, pain in the back, and pro-
fuse purging. Next morning, when the periods wore due,
alarteiing haemorrhages occurred. Tho tampon was
appliea, and within an hour or so the skin and con-
junctivae liciame deeply bronzed, more as in Addison's
disease than in any type of icterus. Tho liver was dis-
tiuctly enlarged. By tho second or third day the pigment
had entirely disappeared and the skin had become of an
alabaster whiteness. The temperature was 104% the urine
was of the colour of liquid extract of ergot, yet no blood
cells could be detected, thus there was true haemoglobin-
uria. The pulse was very high, the temperature falUng, and
repeatedsmallhaemorrhages associatedwith haematemesis

occurred. Death ensiied within three weeks. There was
no necropsy, but, according to clinical flndings, tho cause
of death was acute pneumocoocic infection, a true bacteri-
aemia, hepatitis, nephritis, and colitis. In tho second
case abortion had been Induced. The resident medical
oHlcer, taking the patient's history on her admission into
a hospital, noticed that her skin steadily changed colour,
and withm half au hour it bocaiuo deeply bronzed.
There was hacmoglobinuria, as in the flrst case, and a blood
smear showed streptococci in pure culture. Death oc-
curred within twelve hours after admission, and decompo-
sition advanced rapidly so that the viscera, and even tlie
muscles of the leg, were softened and quite useless for
examination. Tho third patient had an attack of gall-
stone colic during a previous difficult instrumental labour.
Two years later teverishuess preceded an easy labour, with
pain in the hepatic region. Some atypical haemorrhages
followed labour, and the tampon was applied twice, a,ud
the patient's skin became not pale but bluish-brown, just
like the integuments iu the first case when the bronzing
was passing off. The blood appeared like watery port
wine. Death occurred within a few hours. The infective
process during the last days of pregnancy emanating from
the biliary tract was the cause, in Holmes's opinion, of the
failure of coagulation. As events followed on so quickly
it was impossible to obtain specimens of blood and urine
for examination, but if the process' had not been so
fulminating the peculiar discoloration of the skin would
have developed into tho same form of haemolysis as in
the first two cases.

GYNAECOLOGY.
147. Tuberculosis of Drachas.

Eastman {Amcr. Joum. Obstet., October, 1915) observed
this condition in a married woman aged 19. She had
been married two years and was the mother of one child :'

gestation and the puerperium were normal, and the chid
was alive. She had no signs of pulmonary or other form
of tuberculosis. Ten months before she came under
Eastman's observation she felt a pain between tlio
umbilicus and the symphysis pubis, when working in lier
garden, and she then found that a lump had formed in that
rei,'ion. It was of the size of a small apple, aud not very
tender or painful. The lainp remaimd stationary lor three
months, and then a pin-|)oiut 0|ieninf; appeared, dis-
charging for a week a clear watery lluid. Then a crust
appeared and closed the opening, and gave way and re-
formed several times within a few months. The lump did
not increase in size, and the discharge was never fetid,
and never, the patient declared, urinous. There were no
signs of disease of the uterus, bladder, or intestines.
Eastman found the patient in good health. There was a
discharging sinus below the umbilicus, and a sound ini re-
duced into it could be passed downward below the
symphysis. The fistulous tract was dissected up; it
passed downwards from tho discharging orifice, in front
of the peritoneum, crossing the space of Retzius, and
terminating iu a thin cord attached to the anterior bladder
wall in the median line and near to tho juuetion of tho
urethra and bladder. When laid open, the dcthiito tube-
like structure was found to be thin walled, showing no
evidence of inflammation or pathological change excepting
an ulcerated area on the dorsal wall of the tube near tho
orifice of the sinus. The tumour mass, the lump which
had persisted for ten months, showed on section giant
cells, lymphocytes, aud epithelioid cells. Some granula-
tion tissue in the ulcerated area was found on microscopic
examination to be infiltrated with large round "epithe-
lioid" cells, while several well developed miliary tubercles
were detected. By means of the cystoscope tho mucosa
and the ureteric opeuiugs and trigone appeared normal,
nor could any communication with the patent urachus Ijo

traced. The wound closed slowly but completely, and
there have been no symptoms of disease of the genito-
urinary tract or of local or disseminated tubercle. East-
man notes that only one other caie of tuberculosis of iho
urachus has been recorded (Briddon and Eliot), and in that
instance the patient was, as in the above reported case, ti

young woman.
'

THERAPEUTICS.
148. Prolonged Fasting in Diabetes.

Allen (Amer. Joum. of Sled. Sci., October, 1915) records
his experience in the treatment of 44 cases of severs
diabetes by prolonged fasting, based upon experiment.s
in animals, in whom it was found that the persistence

75^0
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of glvcosuvia resulted in a downward stquenco of

lowered tolerance, euiaciation, and death, ^\ith parallel

degenerative clianges in tlio islands of Lahgerhans, while

the prevention of glycosuria resulted in the animals

leuiaiuiug lively and strong, though thin, the islands being

spared. In even the severest types of the disease the

{glycosuria may be cleared up with advantage by an
initial fast, which should last until that eud is accom-
plished and then for one or two days longer, the suhse-

t[uent diet being so regulated as to keep glycosuria and
acidosis permanently absent, with as many interspersed

fast days as may be found necessary for that i)urpose.

The necessary duration of the fast may be as long as

eight or ten days. Hoth the glycosuria and acidosis were
known to be reduced by the occasional fasts which had
been employed previously by some observers in the treat-

ment of diabetes, but both conditions are found to be still

further reduced by the more prolonged fasting suggested,

ifust as the fasting is continued as long as is necessary to

produce sugar freedom, .so the subsequent diet is j^overned,

not byany theoretical standard of protein or calories, but

by the amount ot each food which each individual case

can take, while keeping the urine free. Any trace of

glycosuria is the signal for a fast day, and routine

fast days are often used as frequently as once a week
even though glycosuria is absent. In the management
of severe cases two principles are evident—namely, the

benefit of keeping the patient permanently below weight

and the advisability of restricting the quantity of fat

taken. By keeping severe diabetics permanently at a low
level of weight and metabolism downward progress and
the return ot symptoms are prevented, and since the

addition of fat to a fixed diet will cause a return of both
glycosuria and ketonuria, the patient's tolerance for fat

and calories should be followed in the same way as the

tolerance for carbohydrate and protein. Under this treat-

ment it is found that the diet, while not overtaxing
tolerance, sufficiently satisfies the patient, so that lie will

• follow it at home ; that there is an absence of craving for

carbohydrates and a contradiction of the idea that most
diabetics cannot be trusted ; that there is no need for

alkalis for more than a few da.\ s, thus avoiding the dis-

turbances due to :iii.|m,i> 01 |.i..lnii.4t_a <!..,, ~ (,f soda; and
that there is 111.' i.-l > .1 m,,:., _;ini. .1 ,,i . 1, u -n- up the urine

quickly, and tlm- l.nii,:, ;>iii> im,i< nm,, i hr -irater part of

tliestay iuhosi'ilal tucdu Miiiii; lln' pali. ui in the simple

means of controlling his own condition through his diet,

liis weight, and the daily testing of his own urine with
Benedict's solution. Reports from otlier clinicians agree

that the results under this method of treatment are more
favourable than those under the older methods, and its

relative simplicity, together with the fact that it stops

glycosuria without risk of acidosis, renders it available

where hesitation existed as to withdrawing carbohydrate
or stopping glycosuria in cases with any marked ketonuria.

Two conclusions seem justified by present knowledge :

(1) That the treatment removes glycosuria and acidosis

more quicldy and surely than has been the practice

heretofore ; and (2) that patients do better when gh cosuria

and acidosis are removed than when they are allowed to

continue.

ISg. Sterillzatio Ma^na with Salvarsan.

During the last five vears M. v. ZEKHh {/ierl. l-lin. IT'ocft.,

August 23rd, 1915) has treated more than 2,000 patients,

suffering from syphilis, with old or new salvarsan : and he
has been able to follow the subsequent course of the
disease in almost all these cases, of which the following is

the most instructive. A man, aged 24, had been infected
in the beginning of June, 1910, and when he consuUed the
author on July 24th, a superficial syphilitic sore, of the
size of a bean, was found in the retro-glandular sulcus.
There were no eruptions on the skin ormucousmouibr-anes,
but the inguinal glands on both sides were swollen. After
an intramuscular injection on July 27th of 0.5 gram of old
salvarsan, the iialif'iit suffered no discomfort apart from
slight pain at tlic site of injection on the following day,
and he returned to work on July 29th. He was under the
author's daily observation until January 31st, 1911, during
which period there was no symptom of yeneralized syphilis,
and no antisyphilitic treatment was given. On August
15th, 1910, the chancre had completely healed. Wasser-
mann's reaction was negative on January 18th, 1911, and
also on August 18th, 1911 ; and from this date till April,

1915, he was perfectly well. lie was wounded in April,

1915, and, after recovering, he was on leave in Vienna,
where, on June 16th, he indulged in an extramarital
coitus. Three weeks later he noticed two erosions on the
upper and outer surface of the prepuce. The lymphatic
trunk on the dorsum of the penis felt like a hard strand,

and the inguinal glands on both sides were swollen. When,
on July 20th, a coarsely papular syphilido appeared on
the limbs and trunk, a course of mercurial injections was
resorted to, with the result that this eruption quickly
faded. Both chancres rapidly healed under a dermatol
plaster, and a course of neo-salvarsan, mercury, and
jodidts was given. It is evident in thi.s case that the
siiiL I- III iM-ii

(
iilar injection of 0.5 gram of old salvar.san

1 '1
I

I I he first infection. Tlio second infection
\Mi'

I

' 111 Juno, 1915, also showed that, when
sah :ii -;.n 1 , -ixcn soon afier infection, steriliaaliomagnn is
feasible. 'J'hc autlior records other cases which show that
by energetic antisyphilitic treatment, that is, a combinsb-
tion of salvarsan with mercury and iodides, Wassermann'a
reaction soon becomes negative. Although he succeeded
in effecting sterilhatio magna with a single dose of old
salvarsan, the author recommends the repetition of intra-
muscular injections of 0.45 gram every three or four weeks
as being safer than the large single dose.

150. Treatment of Cerebro-spinal Fever.
PONTICACCIA (Prdiatria, September, 1915) relates his ex-
perience in 9 cases of cerebro-spinal fever. In 1914 he had
2 cases, rather severe in type, both treated with intra-
spinal injections of antimeningococcal serum and both
recovering. In 1915 he had 7 cases giving a meningococcus
in the cerebro-spinal fluid and in the pharyngeal mucus.
Si.K of these were injected frequently and without any
appreciable benefit. The seventh case concerned a boy,
aged 10, suffering from symptoms of grave cerebro-spinal
fever—violent headache, vomiting, rigidity, unconscious-
ness, etc. The fir.st lumbar puncture gave 20 c.cm. of
turbid fluid containing intracellular meningococci. In
spite of repeated puncture and injections of serum the
patient showed no improvement. The author then (the

sixth day) injected into the spinal canal 5 c.cm. of a 20 per
cent, solution of oxygenated water. This had a rapidly
beneficial effect, and the patient slept for six hours as if

he had been given a narcotic, the temperature fell and
remained low for two and a half days, the general condi-

tion also improving. Next day the temperature went up
and the symptoms returned. Another injection of peroxide
solution was given with the same good effect. A third in-

jection of 2.5 c.cm. was given, after which improvement
was so steady and continuous that no more were required.

One case does not prove much, as the author points out,

but the results in this case seemed fairly attributable to

the H.2O2 injections, and suggest a further trial of this

remedy.

PATHOLOGY.
151. Beourrent Syphilitic Infection.

In 1914 R. Krefting prophesied that, owing to the

efficacy of salvarsan, it would not be long before a case

was observed in which a patient had been infected thrice,

and had developed a new chancre on each occasion. Since

then he has observed the following case (Norsk Magaain

for Lacgevidenskaben, October, 1915) which fulfils his

prophecy. A business man, aged 26, first contracted

syphilis in the summer of 1913 in Hamburg. The Spr^-

chacta pfUida was found in the hard chancre on the pCxils.

During the following six weeks he was given six '.ejec-

tions ot salvarsan and five of mercury. No rash devrioped,

and Wassermann's reaction was negative in November,

1913. On March 5th, 1914, he presented himself to the

author with two red and slightly infiltrated sores on the

qlaus; A small, hard, lymphatic gland was palpable in the

left in'niiual region. Wassermann's reaction'.vas negative,

but the s,n,-^'ri„irta pallida was again found in the sores.

The ].eis,.ii liy whom the patient had been infected had

also infected' another patient under the author's care.

The first patient was given four injections of salvarsan,

of 0.4 gram each, at intervals of two to three weeks.

Wassermann's reaction throughout this treatment was
negative, and it was negative again on September Ist,

1914, and on FebruaiT 10th, 1915. On April 7th, 1915, he

again consulted the author for a characteristic mduratea

chancre near the frenulum. The left inguinal glands wore

swollen, and the Spirochacta ix(!?(f?rt was again J^una.

Wassermann's reaction was now slightly positive- it was

learnt that he had often been exposed to infection, ana

the author estimates that the actual infection had occurred

about seven weeks earlier. Although this is the Drst

recorded case of a second reinfection with syphilis, tho

author points out that there is nothing remai;kable in sucii

an event, seeing that a second infection is by no means

rare. In fact, he hus observed twelve undoubted cases ot

reinfect''^"
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MEDICINE.
152. Tumour of the Pituitary Body simulating

Tabes or General Paralysis.

Thk Observation lotoiitly made by Oppenheim that the
clinical picture of fumouis of the pituitary body closely
resembles that of tabes or general paralysis is eonfirined
by G. Kahlmeter {lltjtjica, vol. Ixxvii, No. 9, 1915), who
records two cases. In the first case the patient \yas a
man, aj^ed 40, whose first symptom was a transitory
paralysis of some of the ocular muscles a few years
earlier. Subsequently simple atrophy of the optic nerve
developed, aud the patient complained of shooting pain
in the limbs, progressive difficulty in maintaining his
balance while walking, and impotence. An examination
showed atrophy of the optic nerve resembling that of

tabetic atrophy, and the patellar reflexes were absent.
The diagnosis of tabes was maintained until the Eoentgen
rays showed disease of the sella turcica, aud Wasser-
maun's reaction was found to be negative. The second
patient was a man, aged 50. who for some years had
suffered from failing eyesight and glycosuria. ' Recently
his character bad undergone a striking'chauge. Originally
a quiet, modest man,Jie had become garrulous, boastful,
aud rough, and he suffered from alternate moods of

exaltation and depression. An examination showed loss

of patellar reflexes aud simple atrophy of the optic nerve
resembling that of tabetic atrophy. These symptoms led
to the diagnosis of general paralysis, and this mistake was
not rectified till the Eoentgen rays showed erosion of the
sella turcica and Wassermann's reaction was fouud to be
negative. The glycosuria in this case was not incom-
patible with the diagnosis of general paralysis, for glycos-
uria occurs in 9 to 10 per cent, of all cases of general
paralysis. Glycosuria is, however, also often associated
with tumour of the pituitary body ; and the coincidence
is too common to be accidental. But the nature of the
relation of the one condition to the other is not yet known.
The difficulties of diagnosis in the author's second case
were further increased by the possibility that all the sym-
ptoms might be traced to diabetes alone. Tor in diabetes
the patellar reflexes may often be weak or absent, cither
as the result of peripheral neuritis or of degeneration in

the posterior horns of the cord. Again, atrophy of the
optic nerve has been associated with diabetes, "both by
Grafe and Naunyn. Finally, the psychic phenomena
might be interpreted as the result of diabetes as well
as of general paralysis.

153. Williams's Sign In Early Pulmonary
Tuberculosis,

Walsham and Overend (Archives of Radiolofpj and
EUctrothcrayy, September, 1915) discuss the nature and
causation of Williams's sign in early pulmonary tuber-
'vulosis. Williams's sign consists in a diminution in the
Sxtent of the inspiratory depression of the diaphragm on
tlfc affected side. The authors state that there are cases
of undoubted early phthisis which do not exhibit a trace
of Williams's sign. It is possible to discriminate three
groups of movements : In the first the afferent nerves,
those of the pleura in particular, escape, aud the
diaphragipatic movements are normal ; in the second the
contractioBS are jerky and erratic, and perhaps not much
curtailed. This may be due to simple afferent inhibitiou,
accompanied by a spasmodic, incomplete, and irregular
reciprocal reflex ; in the third the latteris well established,
and the activity of the recti and obliqui is easily dis-

cernible. The issue is then a reduction in the duration
and amplitude of the inspiratoiy wave with a definite

measure of protection and rest for diseased areas of tho
luug.

1541. Paralytic and Persistent Sequelae of HIgFaine.

Hunt {Amer. Journ. of Mccl. Sciences, September, 1915)
records his experience of a rare group of cases bearing
out the clinical fact that migraine may occasionally be
the cause of serious and permanent sequelae. Notes of
4 cases are given in which attacks of migraine were
associated with ophthalmoplegia, two clinical types being
recognized—namely, a recurrent or periodical palsy fol-

lowed by complete recovery, and periodic exacerbations
of a pre-existing paralysis of some branches of the third
uei-vc. Two instances are recorded of migraine eventually

followed by permanent hemianopsia, and one in which
hemiplegia followed a severe migrainous x>arox}'sm occur-
ring in a woman who had suB'ered from severe attacks of
migraine since childhood. In association with lesions of
the optic nerve a case is recorded of a woman, aged 31,
subject to migraine since childhood, in whom a severe
attack was followed by a unilateral retrobulbar neuritis
with paracentral scotoma. In explanation of the sym-
ptomatology of migraine there appears to be a periodical
recurrence of an autointoxication chiefly affecting tho
sympathetic and vascular systems, producing conditions
of localized va=oiiintnr r-i-i-ni nr dilatation of the cerebral
circulation, pucii ^p. :

'. i.
i

i ..led as the cause under-
lying the frcqii. ntl> :,.i ':; iisient focal syraptomB.
The influence of n, lu i ;!>_> inu ics of migraine upon an .

already existing arterial sclerosis is of importance when-
considering the permanent sequelae, since iu the presence
of even slight cerebral arteriosclerosis crises of hemi-
crania would be more liable to cause such vascular acci-
dents as thrombosis or haemorrhage than would be the
case in normal vessels. In the recognition of migraine
paralysis the essentials points are : (1) A definite clinical
history of genuine idiopathic migraine, and (2) a direct
relationship of the paralysis or other compUcation to the
migraine paroxysm.

SURGERY.
155. Extension of Cancer from Breast to Ovary.

V. Franque {Dent. mc(}. W ocli., July 22nd, 1915) records
the case of a woman whoso left breast was amputated in
April, 1914, for carcinoma. The operation was radical,

and was followed by energetic ,r-ray treatment of the
scar. At the operation the fat in the axilla was found
to be permeated by numerous miliary nodules. In Novem-
ber the patient complained of pain in the area supplied by
tho left lateral cutaneous nerve, and a few weeks later she
developed typical severe sciatica on the left side. At this

date there were no abdominal symptoms. On December
24th a vaginal examination showed a small, coarsely
nodular tumour of the left ovary. As it grew rapidly an
operation was advised, and was performed on January
7th. Though the tumour was found to be somewhait
firmly impacted in the pouch of Douglas, it was not
actually fixed by adhesions. It was perfectly solid, of

tho size of a small fist, aud studded with yellow nodules,
visible both on the surface and on gcctiou. The uterus
and right ovary were perfectly healthy, and no other
cancerous deposit could be found at the' operation. The
patient died of progressive heart failure four days later.

The necropsy showed a few caicinomatous lymphatic
glands above the division of the aorta and to the left

of the vertebral coluniu. Two similar carcinomatous
glands were also fouud under the left parietal pleura close

to the sternum. Discussiug this case, the author does not
consider the tumour of the ovary was primary and inde-

pendent of the tumour of the breast. His view that the
tumour of the ovary was due to metastasis from the breast
was confirmed by the microscopic examination, which
showed the structure of the tumours of the breast,
lymphatic glands and ovary to be essentially identical.

The structure of the tumour of tho ovary was charac-
teristic of metastatic carcinoma of this organ. There
were small, solid epithelial cell nuclei, and the car-

cinomatous cells w(
loose network of tnn .

were in many iiari-; i

not pi-esent the typic il

found In cancer of tlie

digestive tract. The

- l> .Mill red in an oedematous
i:

. The malignant cells
,

I i vesicular, but they did
ii. i

I li;-:, structure which is often
i\ nry secondary to cancer of tho
ithor points out that this case

illustrates the wisdom of the old rule always to examine
the vagina and rectum of tho woman who" complains ol

sciatica.

156. Leatber-bottle Stomach.
VonTEV. {Aiuials of Siirfjcry, July, 1915) records a case of

leather-bottle stoiuach'iu which sulitutal gasirectomy was
done. Pathologically, the stomach v.-.-rlli Ixec-.iic diffusely

thickened and hardened, the conduiou beiiiL; possibly
precancerous and bearing somewhat the same relation

to scirrhous cancer that gastric ulcer bears to gastric

carcinoma. More common in men than in women, it is
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essentially a disease of adult life, and, unless relieved by

Burf^ical means, it is invariably fatal. The patient, a man
aged 46, complained of uain low down in the left side,

which commenced at)ou» Ivo weeks prior to observation,

when it was localized ]ust under the navel, and was
described as feeling as tliough there was a heavy cake

there. All food tasted sour, and ho was troubled with

flatulence and dyspnoea on exertion and when the pain

was present. There was no loss of weight. Physical

examination revealed slight accentuation of the cardiac

Bccond sound and a large tender growth in the epigastrium

extending down to the umbilicus and 3 in. to the left. At

the operation practically the whole stomach was found to

be involved in the tumour, and a subtotal gastrectomy

was performed. There was no glandular enlargement,

and the under surface of the liver was adherent to the

pyloric end of the stomach over an area corresponding

to an ulcerated area on the mucous surface. Opera-

tion afforded pronounced and satisfactory relief, with

freedom from symptoms for some time. Later, a tumour
in the epigastrium developed and the patient died six

months after operation, no autopsy being made. With the

exception of tlie fundus the whole of the stomach was
involved, the walls being universally thickened and firm,

and cutting almost like cartilage, and on the mucous sur-

face there were several ulcers, and the capacity was
diminished. The rapidity of the process was marked, as

the patient considered himself quite well five weeks prior

to operation, and he only lived seven and a half months
from the onset of symptoms, notwithstanding the complete

temporary relief from the gastrectomy. The dyspnoea on

exertion, accentuation of the cardiac second sound, and
presence of anaemia support Ki-ompecher's theory that

the stomach changes arc due to cardio-vascular disease.

Other points of particular interest in this case were the

absence of glandular enlargement and the relative absence

of adhesions, the operation being entirely free from diffi-

culties when once the stomach had been separated from
the liver, which was dono without difficulty.

157. Bunions.

M. S. Henderson [Joum. Arner. Med. Assoc, October 16th,

1915), after defining a bunion as a "painful bursitis super-

Imposed on a hallux valgus," describes an operation that

has been used in the Mayo clinic and has given very

satisfactory results. "A semilunar incision with the

curve upwards is made at the metatarsal phalangeal joint

of the great toe. The skin is dissected back, being careful

not to puncture it. A flap including the bursa is then

taken with its base attached to the proximal phalanx,

having its convexity extending ou to the head of the first

metatarsal. The fat is then pushed back from around the

head of the bone and a large bone-biter is introduced from

without inward, aiming to take off most of the articulating

surface of the head of the metatarsal bone, leaving suffi-

cient of the enlarged end to serve as a weight-bearing

portion. This bone-biter is introduced at an angle of

about 75 degrees so that the outer side of the metatarsal

bone is a little longer than the inner side after the piece is

removed. With a rongeur bone-biter the prominence left

on the inner side is smoothed down. The flap is then

tucked in and the base of the flap sewed to the periosteum

of the first metatarsal by two mattress sutures of chromic

catgut. This serves to straighten the toe and put it in its

proper line. The skin is then closed with one or two
sutures of silkworm gut and closer approximation is

secured by interrupted horsehair sutures. A pad of gauze
is inserted between the great-and second toes to straighten

the great toe. A dressing soaked with alcohol is applied

and carefully bandaged." In the after-treatment no
splints are required, but pressure from bedclothes is

avoided by using half barrel-hoops, and the wound and
dressiug are resoaked with alcohol twice daily. Stitches

are removed in a week, weight-bearing allowed in ten

days, and use of the foot encouraged. A small pad
between the first and second toes is advised, and a proper
shoe with straight inner side is insisted on.

158. Deformity Reduced by Graft of Adipose Tissue.

H. MORESTIN {Bull, ct mem. de la Soc. de Chir. de Paris,

June 15th, 1915) describes a case of marked deformity of

the face following injury by a fragment of a shell success-

fully treated by plastic operation and grafting of adipose

tissue. The soft parts over a large area had been lacerated

and the inferior maxilla broken at its angle. During
healing much attention was given to the prevention of

constriction of the jaws and cicatrization was obtained

without auy irregularity of the dental arcade aud without

difficulty iu the articulation of the teeth ;
there was, how-

ever, a certain amount of Umitation of moTement of the
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jaw. Six months after the injury a fistulous opening into
the mouth persisted at the centre of the scar. The scar
itself was thick, adherent, and very resistant. Morestiu
performed two operations. At the first he excised a part
of the scar and dissected away the edges of the fistulous
opening. After having removed all that was possible of

the scar tissue bordering on the lower jaw, he closed the
opening in the mucous membrane by catgut sutures. To
close the cutaneous wound it was necessary widely to
separate the skin from the underlying tissues both ou the
side of the face and neck ; the edges of the wound could
then be brought into apposition, and healing was obtained
by first intention. The cutaneous layer as thus consti-

tuted was not in exact apposition with the deeper layers,

and the intervening space was drained by a tube inserted
at the most dependent point. Good results were obtained,
iu so far that the fistula healed. Massage and movements
were again undertaken to render supple the muscles of

mastication and to obtain wider separation of the jaws.
About seven weeks later a further excision of scar tissue

was made, but even then it could not be completely
removed. An extensive freeing of the skin was again
undertaken. A mass of fat of suitable volume was taken
from the gluteal region and insinuated into the cavity

between the skin and the subjacent tissues aud the wound
hermetically closed. The result obtained was very satis-

factory. The fistulous opening is now definitely closed,

the cicatricial surface has been considerably reduced, and
the scar is supple ; the very marked depression resulting

from the elimination of the soft parts of the cheek and of

fragments of the inferior maxilla Is perfectly filled out, the
patient can open his mouth widely, and can energetically

masticate solid food.

159. Hydronephrosis of a Pelvic Kidney.

BRENIZER (Surgertj, Gynaecology, and Obstetrics, August,
1915) reports that a young man, aged 21, enjoyed good
health till an attack of what was diagnosed as inter-

mittent fever with pain in the left loin and hip when ho
had reached the age of 19. Thenceforth similar very
acute attacks came on at short intervals, lasting for from
two days to a week. A physician diagnosed "movable
kidney." Skiagrams showed no calculus. The ureters

were catheterizetl and the right ureter was found viablo

throughout, the left seemed to be obstructed 5 in. above
its vesical orifice, but at length a No. 7 catheter was
passed for an inch or two higher. On that occasion

purulent urine dripped from the instrument. There was
clearly an obstruction of the left ureter with a resulting

hydronephrosis. The obstruction was thought to be intra-

abdominal, and tuberculous glands were suspected. An
exploratory incision was made through the outer border

of the left rectus abdominis. A retroperitoneal mass,

lying on the sacroiliac joiut, was easily brought into

view. On opening the retro'jeritoneal space and dis-

secting back the peritoneum, a thick-walled cystic

structure, covering the whole anterior aspect of the

mass, was found. The mass when opened was seen to

be the dilated pelvis of the left kidney, with greatly

thickened walls. The ureter was ver-y short, and tho

operator easily stripped it down to the bladder ; it was
cut through and the distal end cauterized where it entered,. •

the bladder. The proximal end of the ureter serving a0
a guide, the mass was dissected from below upward*;

The glandular part of the kidney was hardly a fourtljfCJ

the mass, the remamder being the dilated renal pelvis.

This ectopic kidney was supplied by three or four small

vessels derived from the aorta and the left common iliac

artery. The exact mechanism of the obstructjpn could

not be accurately defined, but the opening from ihe pelvis

into the ureter was very small and there was tin abrupt

angulation of the ureter ou the pelvis.

OBSTETEICS.

160. Twilight Sleep.

J. O. POLAK {Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., September 18th,

1915) defends the scopolamin-morphine treatment in

labour. In over 400 labours in which it has been

employed at several Brooklyn hospitals aud which have

been studied by B. M. Beach and himself, there has been

no maternal mortality aud less than the usual morbidity.

No child has been born dead aud no cases of post-partum

haemorrhage followed any of the deliveries. A moderate

degree of oligopnoea was present in 15 per cent.; real

asphyxia was less frequent than after ordinary labour.

Three children died within the first ten days, but in none

of them was there any evidence that the deaths were iu
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any way due to the methoa. The cases uufjUt bo called
selcctetl cases; over 50 per ocut. were private patients,

and '• the records include 11 cases of cardiovascular
disease, in which there had been or was present a break
in the cnrdi; c compensation ; 2 cases of exophthalmic
goitre; 6 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis; 8 eclamptics
and 22 borderline contractions in which a test of labour
was given." To use the method properly a fundamental
knowledge of the principles of obstetrics, a rational con-

ceptiou-of the degree of amnesia wanted, the attendance
of trained operators, willingness on the part of the
operator to give the necessary amount of time to the work,
and finally a proper hospital environment, are essential.

Polak cannot explain the failures of others, unless they
have done too little and expected too much to secure
success. The same obstetric principles apply just as
much to the conduct at labour according to this method
as with any other method. Amnesia and a practically

painless labour may be expected in from 70 to 80 per cent.

of the cases. He considers the method applicable when
there is no primary inertia, marked pelvic contraction, or
presence of obstetric accidents. It is especially applicable
to nervous women of the physically unfit type and valuable
in the management of the "border-line contraction. It is

particularly useful in cardiac cases, as it relieves the
nervous apprehension and secures dilatation with less

effort. It diminishes the shock of labour, it does not
diminish the milk supply or predispose to postparttim
haemorrhage, but it docs decrease the number of high-

forceps operations, and has a distinct place in hospital

obstetrics.

161. The "Octuplet" Twin tiegend.

Parker of Cambridge, Massachusetts (Boston Medical and
SurgicalJournal, April 22nd, 1915), has exposed the fallacy

of a report published iu the Boston Medical and Surcjical

Journal, vol. x, p. 224, 1872, where it was stated that a
woman living in Ohio gave birth to eight twins in August,
1872, all living and healthy, " though quite small," about a
month later. It was added that she was herself a triplet,

her mother and father being twins and her grandmother
the mother of five pairs of twins ; she herself had given

birth to two pairs of twius and now eight more, making
twelve children in six years, that is since her marriage,
when she weighed 273" lb. or nearly 20 stone. This case
wasafterwards quoted in the American Journal of Anatomij
and other works. Parker has corresponded with the
authorities at the place where the octuplets were reported
to have been boru, and they have assured him that there

was no truth or foundation in the report whatever. A
practical joker went into one of the newspaper offices in

the town of Warren, Ohio, and set up an article which he
succeeded in having printed. It was afterwards sent to a
New York paper. The report was cleverly worded, yet it

is strange that it was ever quoted as authentic. Among
the latest cases of multiple twins, one most carefully

reported, with a photograph of the five twins and the
placenta, will be found in the Journal of Obstetrics and
Gijnaecoloqij of the British Empire, vol. vi, 1904, p. 32, the
author being "Nijhoff of Groningen. That writer collected

27 cases of quintuplets reported within the last two cen-

;
tnries. Lloyd Roberts reported a quadruplet birth in 1903.

\
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*' GYNAECOLOGY.
162. Cancer of the Cervlz.

8. M. D. Clark {Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc., October 2nd,

1915) says that untU Percy experimentally proved that

cancer cells would be destroyed when exposed to a
temperature of 113- F. for twenty minutes while normal
tissues lived in a temperature as high as 131.9° F.,

the application of heat could not be established on a
rational basis. Percy worked out a method of applying

heat to cervical cancer on a more elaborate scale than had
been possible before, and thus marked a brilliant epoch in

the cancer problem. Clark, however, does not think that
* it is a method to be used alone ; it is rather a valuable

adjunct. He gives his experience of a procedure involving

extensive ligation of the arteries, cutting off the uterus

from any blood supply except through one ovarian artery,

thus retarding the growth in combiuation with the

heat application. Ho divides cervical cancer into four

groups : (1) Incipient cases, ulceration not extending
beyond the cervix and no constitutional disturbance.

(2) Growth extending to vaginal walls and bleeding copious,

the uterus stUl movable, but there is secondary anaemia,
and the patient is constitutionally below par. (3) There
is either a crater or a large cauliflower mass in the

vaginal vault, and the vaginal wall 13 Luvolred at least an

inch from the cervix ; mobility is decidedly impaired,
there is pain in tho side, and marked cachexia and
anaemia. The fourth group is hopelessly advanced VitU
metastases, and general cachexia aud anaemia. His con-
clusions are summarized as follows : (1) Tho heat method
alone has doubtful curative properties, and should be
viewed in the light of a valuable adjunct in the treatment
of cervical carcinoma. However, in extremely obeso
women it offers the host and only chance for a permanent
cure. (2) Heat should be used as a routine iu all types of
cervical carcinoma except in hopelessly advanced cases
(Group 4). (3) The ligation of both internal iliacs and one
ovarian possesses definite merit, and, when combined with
heat, furnishes the best means of converting the border
line cases into frankly operable ones. (4) It cannot be too
strongly emphasized "that the combined application of heat
and ligation of tho vessels on the one hand and total

extirpation on the other, in all except clearly operable
cases, should be done as a two stage operation. (5) In the
combination of heat with starvation we have a valuable
means of markedly increasing the optrability and of
decreasing the primary mortality of radical extirpation.

(6) Heat combined with extensive arterial ligation, fol-

lowed by radical hysterectomy, offers the greatest possi-
bilities for permanent cure.

THERAPEUTICS.
163. Salvarsan Poisoning.

Eberly {Journ. Amer. Med. Assoc, November 13th, 1915)
publishes full details of a case where a man, aged 36,

without a clear history of syphilis, was found to be suffer-

ing from typical early tabes. Through an error, 0.6 gram
of salvarsan was mixed in lO c.cm. of freshly distilled

water, only a part of it dissolving. This unnoutralized
solution o£ salvarsan was injected into tho right cephalic
vein, and the patient almost immediately complained of a
choking sensation and constriction of tlic pliaryngeal
muscles, and there was dyspnoea, with small, weak, and
rapid pulse. The needle was at once removed, about
5 com. having been injected. Prostration, with cough,
vomiting, and pain in the region of tho left kidney,
followed, and ^J^j grain of nitro-glycerine was administered
by the mouth every twenty minutes until the pulse im-
proved. Then there was snpi^ression of urine,with general
myalgia and phlebitis in the punctured vein, which
became obliterated. Under alkaline therapy the toxic
symptoms and anuria subsided almost Immediately.
Eberly did not feel sure that the marked toxic symptoms
were due to the acidity of the solution or to the salvarsan
independently of the reaction in this case.

164. Dfu^ Habits in Sucklings.

LICHTEXSTEIN {Xew York Med. Journ., October 30th, 1915)
reports the case of an infant under his care iu a prison.
The mother was 21 j'ears of age ; there was no history of

auy morbid conditiou, and the only relative with a drug
habit was the husband, who had taken heroin aud morphine
for about a year. The child was born in a hospital, and
wheu the mother returned home she was seized with
abdominal pains. A friend gave her a snifi of a white
powder, and she fell asleep. On awakening after a long
slumber she vomited and was attacked with severe cramps.
Yet she was persuaded to take another sniff, and she con-
tinued to inhale the powder till it became a confirmed
habit. All the time that she inhaled tho snuff she also
nursed her infant. It slept for very long and when
awake would curl up m cramps and cry until niu'sed.

It desired to be nursed every hour. Whenever the
mother felt the need of the drug heroin, which it appears
was known to her as yen yen, the child would yawn and
sneeze and perspire freely, cry, and suffer from cramps.
It was subject to diarrhoea. The supply of milk never
failed when the mother was taking the heroin, although it

is generally taught that opium and its derivatives lessen
the amount of milk. After seven months the mother was
not able to get auj' heroin, and so began to use morphine
hypodermically. Then the milk excretion steadily
diminished, so that she had to nurse the infant more
frequently. Wheu arrested and imprisoned the mother's
mammary glands were small, and little milk was excreted.
The catamenia, completely suspended during the eight
months that she took the drugs, returned two days after

they were withdrawn. Lichteustein also reports another
instance in his experience in which an infant 16 months of

age had contracted, so to speak, the drug habit in lacta-

tion. It was very anaemic, yet not emaciated, the pupils

were contracted to a pin-point diameter and did not react

to light. It slept all the afternoon aud night, and next
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day had strong cramps and sweated profusely. The
author felt obliged to administer paregoric. Then the
child was fed by the bottle, but the mother nursed it

every tweuty-tour hours, preferably at night. The infant
took throe tiiues daily a minim of tincture of nuK vomica
and five of camphorated tincture of opium to the draclim.
At the end of four days the child seemed more cheerful
and the cramps had ceased. Castor oil, 2 drachms, was
given on the first and third night.

165. Ethylhydrocuprein In Scarlatina and Measles.

HiRScnFELDF.R AND Sc'iiLVTZ (/,'.')?. hlrii. iv,:rji., Sep-
tember 20th, 1915) have exporiiiientcd wiHi ctlis lliydro-

cuprein iu cases of scarlatina and meusles ticalcd in

Minnesota, U.S.A. In 7 cases of scarlatina the drug was
given in doses of 0.1 to 0.5 gram, according to the age of

the patient, three times a day. The average duration of

the fever in these cases was 8.9 days. In 7 similar
control cases of scarlatina in which the drug was not
given the average duration of the fever was only 7.4 days.
From this the authors conclude that the drug is of no use
in scarlatina. In 11 cases of measles, chosen at random,
the average duration of the fever of the patients treated
with ethylhydrocuprein was 4.3 days. The average
duration of the fever in the 10 control cases not treated
with ethylhydrocuprein was 7.9 days. From this the
authors conclude that the treatment of measles with
ethylhydrocuprein deserves further study.

166. InhlbUlTC Effect of X Rays upon Malignant Cells

KEMPSTER {Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy,
No. 179, 1915), in discussing the action of x rays upon tlie

morbid cells of an epitheliomatous area, states that while
the action of x rays is such that any cell, whether malig-
nant or non-malignant, young or old, can be completely
destroyed, and in such order that the young cell is selected
lor destruction in preference to the old cell, and the
malignant cell in preference to the healthy cell, yet in
order to cause the disappearance of a new growth it is

quite unnecessary to destroy a single cell. There is

another influence which can be brought to bear and which
is in the end more efficient and safer to the healthy
tissues—this is the influence of inhibition of the power of

division and subdivision of the cells ; in other words,
inhibition of proliferation, for there appears to be at this
period of the life-history of the cell a greater susceptibility
to the effect of x rays, resulting in its power of proliferation
being checked or delayed. The quantity of irradiation
required to accomplish this is not sufficient actually to kill

the cells themselves, but is capable o£ dcstroyiug their
power of reproduction.

PATHOLOGY.
167.

B-UID AND P. Gactier [Uev. med. dc la Suisse liomande,
July 20th, 1915) have tested for the presence of the typhoid
bacillus in thirty cases, making use of the rapid method
recently sugge.sted by Carnot and Weill - Halle. For
carrying out this test glass tubes are employed of a
U shape, the communicating branch below being narrower
than the parallel arms ; the arms are 33 cm. long (12.8 in.)

and 5 to 6 mm. in diameter (0.19 in. to 0.23 in.). Into one
branch (Branch II) tine sifted, washed and calcined Vosges
sand is introduced to a height of 10 cm. (3.9 in.) ; this sand
when it is quite dry can be manipulated like a fluid by
means of a pipette. The apparatus Is plugged with cotton-
wool and sterilized by dry heat, all later operations being
performed aseptically. Branch I is now completely filled

with neutral red broth. The broth slowly penetrates
through the sand and comes to rest at tlio same liciyht iu
the two branches ; it should be sufficient iu quantity to be
above the upper limit of the sand. If the broth ha's been
too much decolorized by filtration through the sand, a
further drop of the neutral red is added. Iu order to avoid
the inclusion of many air bubbles, it is advisable that the
broth inserted into the warm tubes should itself be warm.
Tlie fluid for the inoculation of the broth is obtained by
irrigation of the intestine after a preliminary evacuant
itrigation. The fluid obtained from the second irrigation
should be almost clear, and contain tmly small particles
of intestinal mucus, etc. A few drops" of this fluid is

added to the broth in Branch I of the U tube, and the
apparatus is then put into an incubator at 37' C. (98.6' F.)
for about 18 hours, when it will be found to be coloured
a fluorescent yellow by the D. coli from the intestinal
fluid. Of the numerous intestinal flora which will
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develop in Branch I of the U tube only those which
are motile will penetrate the sand and reach Branch 11,
and they will arrive in the order of their comparative
motility. Since the typhoid bacillus is, as a rule, the
most motile. In positive cases a pure culture of this
bacillus will be obtained. Iu making use of the apparatus
the following cases will arise : (1) Typhoid bacilli present.
At the end of eighteen hours' incubation the fluid in
Branch I is yellow in colour ; that in Branch II red and
slightly turbid. Tlie turbidity is due to Eberth's bacillus,
and if a drop of the broth is examined microscopically
numerous motile bacilli arc seen. (2) Paratyphoid bacilli
present. After the same interval the brothin both tubes
will be yellow, since th(^ paraty))lioid bacillus acts ou
neutral red like the colon liacillus, and is motile. Exami-
nation of a drop of broth from Branch II shows numerous
motile bacilli. (3) No typhoid or paratvphoid bacilli. The
broth in Branch I is yellow ; that in Branch II is red and
clear, and will be found to be sterile. Occasionally the
colon bacillus may ))enotrate the sand and falsify the
results obtained, and therefore absolute reliance cannot
be placed upon the test. Carnot and Weill-Halle recom-
mended that to verify the results the bacillus isolatetl in
Branch II should be agglutinated by an antityphoid or
autiparatyphoid serum. The present authors have used
the test in 30 case.s. In none of the ca-ses was a non-motilo
organism found in Branch II, so that the sand was an
effectual barrier against all such organisms. The cases
tested fall into three groups : (1» hix out of 30 were cases
diagnosed clinically as cases of typhoid ; in each of these
cases the test acted perfectly, the broth in Branch II was
red in colour and slightly turbid, and contained motile
bacilli which were agglutinated by an antityphoid serum.
(2| Twelve cases were suffering from complaints other
than typhoid, for example, pneumonia, influenza, et<;.

;

Branch II was red in colour and sterile in 5 cases, red
with motile bacilli in 6, yellow with motile bacilli in 1.

(3) Twelve cases were without fever; in these Branch II
was red in colour and sterile in 5, red with motile
bacilli in 5, yellow with motile bacilli in 2. In only
one instance, however, in the last two groups did the
bacillus found agglutinate with antityphoid or autipara-
typhoid serum, and in this case further laboratory tests
showed the organism to be liaciUns coli. In those cases
also in which agglutination did not take place the organism
present was the llacillun coli. The colon bacillus may,
therefore, by its motility (although it is less motile thao
the typhoid bacillus) falsify the results. Although the
proceeding is not infallible, it presents the great advantage
of separating mechanically the motile from the non-motile
bacilli. Once separated the agglutination tests can be
applied or other laboratory tests, and identification will be
more rapid than by other tests. This rapid and easy
method will have the great advantage of permitting of
more frequent tests being carried out.

168. Tonsillitis and Hand Infections.
Mock of Chicago (Surgery, Gynaecology, and Oostctricg,

October, 1915) writes on the treatment of hand infections
from an economic standpoint, based on a study of 1,600
cases, among storlcyard workers, etc. Predisposing
causes, such ?< anaiuiia and chronic disease, are taken
into consiilviarion. Mock finds that tonsillitis, one of tti'e

chief cause -^ of sick disability among the workers, like^pse
plays a marked part; in the cause of hand infection^' In
the winter mouths, wheu tonsillitis is most prevalent,

infections are correspondingly high in the stockyard.
Coincidence of tonsillitis and "finger and hand infections

was noted so often that Mock made bacteriological

researches and found that as a rule the sanip germ was
found to be the cause of botli. In January anfl February,
1913, there were 327 cases of tonsillitis and 83 of hand
infections. The total number of days of disability from
hand infections was 63, and the number of hand in-

fectious associated with tonsillitis ("at time or just

before infection developed") was 15—that is, 18 per
cent. In 1914 an epidemic of strci)lo occic tonsil-

litis occurred iu Chicago. The total number of cases
of tonsillitis under Mock's observation in January and
February of that year was 603, and the total of baud
infections 117. The total days' disability from hand iu-

fections was 208. The number ot hand infections

associated with tonsillitis was 32, or 27.9 per cent. This
greatly increased disability in 1914 was due to 24 very bad
cases with marked lym|)iiaugitis and tenosynovitis, and
Mock is careful to iiote that all had tonsillitis; 12 were
traced to a haemolylic streptococcus, and the same germ
was found in the patieufs tonsils; 12 oihcrs had a marked
lymphangitis, and though the organism was not ascer-

tained, yet the infections were undoubtedly streutococcic

and closely related to the tonsillitis.
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MEDICINE.
fS9. Nephritis.

"VV. Ophuls of San Francisco (Jottrn. Amer. Med. Assoc,

Kovember 13tli. 1915) gives the results of his investigations

ou nephritis. TliO material comprised 8 cases of amyloid

disease associated with chronic parenchymatous nephritis,

34 of general arteriosclerosis with cardiac hypertrophy,m
which the kidneys were slightly involved in 12, and

moderately diseased in 22 cases. In addition there were

8 cases of general arterio-sclerosis, with more extensive

renal lesions of the type described by the author in a

iirerious pspcr as arteriosclerotic nephritis. " The most

interestmg group was that of 32 cases of glomerulo-

nephritis, of which 4 were acute, 8 subacute, 17 chronic

;

in addition, belonging to the last group, there were 3 cases

in childi-on which it was difficult to classify on account of

the peculiar mixture of subacute and chronic lesions in

them." The cases thus classlfled are discussed, with their

symptoms, etiology, and so forth, and Ophiils summarizes

his conclusions as follows : 1. Nephritis from an anatomic

lioint of view mav be best subdivided into : {a) acute, sub-

acute, and chronic parenchymatous nephritis, which is very

frequently associated with aravloid
; (6) acute, subacute,

and chronic glomcrulo-nephritis, to which class belong most

of the cases with continued definite urinary findings, renal

livpertension, uraemia, and other definite symptoms of

renal disease. 2. Hypertonic cardio-vascular disease may
involve the kidneys more or less extensively, often causes

certain functional disturbances in the kidneys, may cause

contracted kidney, but should be segregated entirely from

true nephritis. 3. The cause of true nephritis is continued

bacteria! septicaemia, and the lesions in the kidneys aro

probably due to rapid bacteriolysis and incidental libera-

tion of large doses of toxic material in and about the

affected glomeruli. 4. The lesions in the arterioles, in at

least some of the more chronic cases, are due to the

organization of a hj'aline (thrombotic?) deposit on the

inner surface of the arteries which at times is found

underneath the endothelium.

170. Amaurotic Family Idiocy.

ISADOr. H. ConiAT (Boston Med. and Surg. Journ., July

1st, 1915) records the occurrence of the following phe-

nomena in amaurotic family idiocy which have been

cither complctelv overlooked hitherto or only briefly

described: (1) Explosive laughter was observed in three

cases ; in two of these there was marked mental deteriora-

tion. It is uncertain whether the explosive laughter was
a sign of the mental deterioration or was due to some
lesion of the optic thalamus. (2) Hydrocephalus was seen

in one of Coriat's cases, and it has been previously noted

iL a few instances. (3) Bulbar symptoms occurred in one

of '5;iis cases ; there was drooling of saliva, spells of chok-

ing, difficulty in swallowing, and attacks of dyspnoea.
The^phild died suddenly from bulbar paralysis. (4) Nys-
tagmus, lateral and rotary, occurred in three of his cases,

and in one it persisted throughout the whole course of the

disease. (5) Hypotonia was seen in two cases ; the marked
flaccidity of the limbs resembled that of Oppenhcim's
amyotonia congenita ; this feature was previously recorded

by kowarsUy. (6) Abnormal reflex phenomena : increased

reflex reactions to auditoiy, visual, and tactile stimuli.

On plantar stimulation there was either marked tremor of

the leg on the side stimulated or else a contralateral knee-

jerk, but a contralateral extensor plantar reflex was
never seen. Coriat invokes pathological irradiation of

reflexes as an explanation of these excessive reactions to

stimuli, and points out their resemblance to the reflex

rVnomena of strychnine poisoning.

SURGERY.
171. JImputatlon by the Flap Method.

pAVARIAUD {Bull, ct mem. de la Soc. do Chir. de Paris,

July 27th, 1915), who during the last five or six months has
performed more than 150 operations by the flap method,
advocates the use of this method rather tlian the different

circular methods. Among the advantages of the flap

method are : (1) It exteriorizes the infection as much as the
circular method, always supporing that the flaps are not

sutured, but that they are kept separated and even raised
by the dressing. (2) When the injury or the infection haa
spared one aspect of the limb, the making of a flap on this

aspect permits of the preservation of a greater length of

limb than wonld the eircula.r method. (3) In the thigh the
largo anterior flap through the quadriceps is superior to

the circular mealiod. The advantage is most marked in
amputation thr^igh the lower part of tho thigh. (4) By
having cutaneous, non-muscular flaps, tho limits of con-
servation can bo reached—amputation of the leg may
suffice when musculocutaneous flaps would have neces-
sitated amputation through the tliigli, or a disarticulation
through the hip may be possible, even when all tho
muscles are invaded, provided tliat several centimetres oC

skin arc available to bring over the end of the bone. In
the author's opinion tho merits of flaps which are ex-
clusively cutaneous aro not sufficiently recognized in

France. The principal advantage is to permit of cxtremo
eradication of muscle while permitting the utilization of

skin already affected. Even when the skin has been
riddled with projectiles and shows inflammatory lesions, it

will recover if it be dissected oft from the deeper tissues to

a certain height, turned back like a sleeve, and dressings
applied in this position during several days. The author
is in favour of a more conservative treatment of upper
than of lower limb lesions, because of tho much greater
danger which accompanies infection in injuries of the calC

or of the thigh. He is convinced that too temporizing
methods with regard to the lower limb, though they will

save some limbs, wiU lose many lives. Moreover, if

amputation has to bo performed, a primary amputation
preserves more tissue. The flap method is suitable in all

cases, though in a minority of the cases of primary
amputation tho circular method may be preferable. In
amputation by the flap method the flaps will include
muscle when tho operation is through healthy tissue,

but when through doubtful tissue it is safer to sacrifice

the muscles and have only cutaneous flaps, especially in
the region of the leg and tho thigh. The author gives
statistics dealing with 171 amputations which he has per-

formed in the last six months, almost all of them secondary
amputations undertaken because of gangrene : 30 of these
were amputations of the upper limb, with 7 deaths, or a
mortality of 20.33 per cent. ; 3 of the deaths were alto-

gether independent of the amputation, tho remainder
were principally due to spread of gangrene. 141 amputa-
tions of the lower limb resulted in 52 deaths, or a mortality
of 37 per cent. The percentage mortality increased very
noticeably in amputation through tho femur tho higher
the operation was performed. Thus, 16 operations through
the lovvor third of the thigh gave a mortality of 25 per
cent., 21 amputations through the middle third gave ouo
of 42.7 per cent., 45 through the upper third 44.5 per cent.

The mortality for 16 disarticulations of the hip was the samo
as for amputation through the upper third of the thigh, or

44.75 per cent. The author believes that tho total mortality

could have been considerably reduced if earlier amputa-
tion had been performed. With regard to technique,

almost all the operations, especially the disarticulations oC

the hip, were performed under cover of a preventive
haemostasls. In each of tho more serious cases tho
patient received an injection of 1 gram to 1.5 grams ot

physiological scrum into the principal vein, and, thanks to

this precaution and to the fact that operation was not begun
till the pulse was palpable, no case was lost as a result of

operation shock. Very painful dressings were done under
ether or ethyl chloride anaesthesia,

17a. End Results of Bone Fractures.

In the Annals of Surgery, September, 1915, Dr. W. Tj.

ESTES, Chairman of the Committee of the American
Surgical Association for the investigation of the end
results of bone fractures, gives the report and recom-
mendations arrived at. Tho investigations were confined

to fractures of the long bones, the three points moro
especially considered being: (1) To ascertain tho average
present "day anatomical and functional results of botli

simple and compound fractures, and the average time of

disabUity in the several age groups
; (2) tho comparative

value of the conservative or closed methods aud tho
operative or open methods of treatment ; and (3) the com-
parative value of immediate or delayed treatment. As .a

general principle, fractures should be treated by a skilled

surgeon, and x rays should be employed by a ccmpetcnti

896 A.
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radiographei- before the permanent dressing is applied, at

least two sltiagrams being taken from opposite perpen-
dicular direotious. Skiagrams sliould also bo taken after

the application of permanent dressings to provo proper
reduction, and at the end of treatment to record tlie rcsidt.

Statistics show markedly that better results follow when
treatment is begun at once, so that fractures should bo
reduced immediately if the proper splints or retaining

apparatus are at hand, it being not only useless but cruel

to subject the patient to the pain of manipulation unless
Buch proper lixation is at hand, and the paticut is where
a permanent dressing can be applied. Unless contra-

Indicated, general anaesthesia should be used to facilitate

reduction and prevent pain. Neither the non-operative
nor the operative method is recommended exclusively,

each having its indication for employment according to the
circumstances of the case. Non-oi)erative methods are,

generally speaking, more effectual under 15 years of age,
but from then up to 60 operative methods are indicated
when non-operative treatment has proved ineffectual in

reduction or for controlling the fragments in position, the
operation being delayed not longer than a week after

injury. In operative cases the best fixation method
appears to be some form of bone plating or an Albee inlay.

Open operations for simple fractures should be undertaken
only by experienced surgeons who are thoroughly equipi^ed
to meet all possible indications. The American Surgical
Association is strongly urged to set its seal of approval
upon the Com tee's findings, so that they may form a
part of the rouo.ue records of fracture patients, both for
the protection of hospitals and surgeons, and for the col-

lection of valuable material towards attaining better
results in the treatment of fractures.

173. The Electro-magnet as an Aid to the
Localization of Foreign Bodies.

Bergonte's method of employing an electromagnet (in

practice the inductor of an .r-ray coil) excited by an alter-

nating current of 110-120 or 220-240 volts in order to bring
about a vibratory action in a projectile of magnetizable
nature (that is to say, a body having a base of iron,
steel, nickel, or cobalt) embedded in the tissues has
already been described in the British Medical Journal
(June 5th, 1915, page 979). Bergouie now states {Arch.
d'elcctr. ined.. No. 393, 1915) that the electro- vibrator, as it

is called, is capable of making almost all metallic bodies
vibrate, even those which are non-magnetizable. This it

does by means of induced currents. For this purpose a
more powerful instrument (one of 8 or 10 kilowatts) is

necessary. The vibrations induced in the metal are moro
perceptible to the touch in inverse ratio to the product
of the specific resistance of the metal multiplied by its
density. Thus aluminium is found to vibrate most
strongly in the series of non-magnetizable metals, copper
and silver less strongly, gold and zinc still less, while it is
difficult to get German silver, platinum and lead to vibrate
at all, and almost impossible to get mercury. The vibra-
tion of alnminiimi, copper, brass, and zinc, therefore, is
now a possibility, but the lead of shrapnel and the German
silver which forms the envelope of revolver bullets present
a more difficult problem, and in these cases, if the tactile
sense of the surgeon is to be assisted by the electro-
vibrator, the induction of the instrument must be still

further increased. Writing from the surgeon's point of
view as distinct from the electrician's, Le Fur (ibid.,
No. 395) describes his experiences with the electro-vibrator
in a railitai-y hospital. He states that although, after the
first incision, the main exploring work is done by the
finger guided by the vibrations set up in the foreign
body, yet when the projectile is deeply situated, retrac-
tors, dissecting and haemostatic forceps, and gouging
sound must be employed for dissociating aponeurosis
and muscle, and aU these instruments should be in bronze
BO as not to be the seat of conflicting vibrations. If
ordinary nickel instniments are employed care must be
taken that they are not brought into action at the same
time as the vibrator. The operation in such a case will
resolve itself into a scries of alternate explorations with
the finger and dissociation of the tissues by means of
the instruments, the current being cut off while the
instruments are in use. Sometimes a foreign body which
was thought to be immediately below the skin or apo-
neurosis proves to lie beneath several muscle layers. The
vibratorj' effect is much diminished, or may be effaced
altogether, if the projectile is covered by an osseous
surface, or even if it is situated deeply in the abdominal
or lumbar region. The chief advantage of the method is
the surencss and rapidity with which the projectile may
be extracted. The author has extracted in thirty seconds
a foreign body situated very deeply in the buttock, and in

1913

six minut«s one buried deeply in tho nape of tlie nc (

1

The possibUity of extracting many small and scatterf
fragments with tho least damage to the muscles and sf.l

parts is a further advantage. "I'ho author has oxtract<-<
by this method twenty or thirty small fragments of slu
from one case. Other advantages arc the ease v:a\
which the surgeon may extract foreign bodies encloM
in the muscular nwsses and moving with them, ili

ability It furmshcs to con-cct tho occasional error .

inadequacy of radiographic localization, and to sciv '

with security for foreign bodies embedded in danger
areas, such as tho great vascular regions.

OBSTETRICS.
174. Treatment of Placenta Ppaevla Centpalfs.

Caldwell (.l»ipr. Jonrn. Ohstct., June, 1915) maintains,
on the strength of experience in the Bellevuo Hospital and
tho Manhattan Maternity New York, that the older treat-
ment of placenta praevia by gauze packing should not bo
rejected in favour of dilating bags and Caesarean section.
Five cases of placenta praevia centralis occun'ed within a
year under Flint In tho BcUevue Hospital and all were
treated by gauze packing. Out of the 5 patients, 1 died
from uraemic coma on the ninth day, and the fatal result
can hardly be charged to the misplaced placenta ; the re-

maining 4 were all discharged in good condition. Of tlir

infants, 2 were dead, 1 being macerated, 2 died within 1

'

first three days, and tho fifth only lived for a few wt^
According to the statistics of the Manhattan Matcrnn
Hospital, out of 11,435 births the total of placenta praevi:iu
was 67, including 13 cases of placenta praevia centralis,
where 5 of the infants were stillborn and 5 died within a
few days. Gauze packing was practised in the majority of

the 13 cases, though in some the dilatation was finished
with bags or manually. All were more than one finger
dilated on admission. After the failure of both paclung and
bag, accouchement force was practised in one case. Many
were packed in the outdoor service and the haemorrhago
was not controlled, but when properly packed under an
anaesthetic in the hospital the bleeding was checked for a
considerable time—in two cases for more than twenty-four
hours and in one for three days—before it became neces-
sary to remove the gauze. In all except one the dilata-

tion had reached four flngerbreadths when the gauze
was removed. One case died during delivery. The
hard, undilatable cervix is more frequently associated
with marginal and partial than with central placenta
praevia, in which variety dilatation will usually occur in a
surprisingly short time when packing is properly managed,
though the cervix is friable and readily torn. Packing
must be done under anaesthesia, and is best performed by
the manual method. Iodoform gauze is recommended by
Caldwell both before and after delivery, as it can be
allowed to remain in the uterus for five or six days
without becoming septic. The risk of secondary haemor-
rhage when the patient is in the stage of reaction is ren-

dered less, in Caldwell's experience, by leaving the gauzo

in place, even to the sixth day.

175. Influenzal Puerperal Fever,

Thaler and Zuckekmaxn (Wicn.mcd. n'ocJi., July. 31st,

1915) report what they hold to be the fli-st case ir which
Pfeiffer's baciUus was proved to be the cause of pueriieral

fever, and indeed the first case in which the dia^'nosis o£

influenza of the genitals has been established by a bac-

teriological examination. The examination of ,the vaginal

secretions was made after the patient, a primij^ara aged 19,

had been in hospital for eight days, and before labour had
.

begun. Numerous influenza bacilli were found. Labour,

which began thirty eight hours later, was accompanied by
headache, apathy, fever, and a feeling of heat. During the

following seventeen hours the exhaustion and fever in-

creased. Shortly after the membranes were rupttired a
healthy child, weighing 2,650 grams and measurmg 48 cm.,

was boi-n. Although the symptoms of influenza persisted,

the respiratory tract remained unaffected, and the chiU was

quite well. Influenza bacilli were found in the lochia on

the third and fifth davs of the puerperinm ; bnt from the

tenth day these bacilli were no longer demonstrable, and

the patient's temperature was normal.

178. Operative Treatment of Coltpe In Pregnancy.

Thaler is an advocate of thyroidectomy when the normal

course of pregnancy is interfered with by exophthalmic

goitre. In support of this view he records (irien.. mrd.

V'och., July 31st, 1915) the case of a married woman, aged

25, whose last menstruation occurred on March 25th, 1914.
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When, early in June, she noticed that; her necit was con-

Bldcra'lily eiila»-ged, an examination showed typical severe

oxophthalmio goitre, aecompaniod by mental Byniptoms.

Large iloscs of broinide were tried, hut were found of uo

use. The ueces^'y 'or the induction of abortion was
urged hy the physicians and alienists consulted ; but

thyroidiKrtouiy was decided on in order to arrest tho

growth of the"goitre and to maintain the pregnancy. The
Isihnuis of the thvi-oid gland and wedge-shaped portions o£

the lateral lobe were removed. The pulse and nervous

symptoms improved, weight was gaim d, and tho patient

was soon lit again for work. 'J'hc improvement thus

eeroctod was maintained throughout tlic rest of tlie preg-

nancy, and on December 10th the patient gave birth to a
healthy child weighing 3,600 grams.

GYNAECOLOGY.
trr. OpeFatlona for Prolapse of tho Uterus,

In the period 1897-1912 there were 300 cases of pvulapso
of tho uterus operated on in the gynaecological hospital

of the University' of Helsingfors. The results of these

operations ai-o analj-sed by E. A. BjoekenheiM: {Finska

Ldkaresdllslajiels liandlingar, August, 19X5), who finds

the primary mortality was as low as 0.67 per cent. In
205 cases the subsequent fate of the patient was learnt,

in most cases by correspondence and in a few cases by a
medical examination. In 50 cases, or 24.4 per cent., the
operatioa was followed sooner or later by relapse. Plastic

operations on tho vagina were performed in 59 cases,
anterior colporrhaphy was performed by Hegar's method,
without dissectingoutthe bladder, andcolpoperineorrhapby
was performed either hy Hegar's or Lawson Tait's method.
The ultimate result of these operations was learnt in
32 cases, among \fhich the percentage of relapses was
46.9. The Lawson Tait operation gave less satisfactory

results than Hegar's. lu 8 cases these operations wcro
supplemented by amputation of tho cervix. Of these
8 patients, 6 were subsequently examined, and 2 wcro
fonnd to have relapsed. Ventriflxation of tho utcius,
combined in most cases with plastic operations on tho
vagina and perineum, was performed in 118 cases. Tho
Czemy-Terrier method of sero-serous ventriflxation was
employed. In 8 cases the operation was confined to ventri-
flxation. The ultimate results of this operation were learnt
in 80 cases, among which there were 21 relapses (26.3

per cent.). The results of ventriflxation, combined with
Hegar's colpoperineorrhaphy, were decidedly better than
those of ventriflxation combined with Lawson Tait's
operation, the relapses in the flrst instance representing
only 19.3 per cent., and in the second Instance as much
as 70 per cent. In 15 cases the patients subse-
quently underwent uncomplicated conflnements, but
in 6 ot these cases the prolapse recurred. In 10 cases
Schauta- Wcrtheim's operation was performed with only
one relapse among the nine patients subsequently ex-
amined. In 3 cases the round ligaments were shortened
by the Alexander-Adam method, and in 1 case by tho
Baldy-Webster method. In the 2 cases in which an ex-
amination was subsequently made no relapse was observed.

^
In 92 cases'hjsterectomy per vaginam by Doyen's method
*wa3 performed in combination with vaginal resection or
"a plastic operation on the perineum. In 4 of these cases
a severe haemorrhage occurred within twenty four hours
of the operation, and necessitated the seizure of the bleed-
ing parts with clamps and plugging of tho vagina. Tho
ultimate results for this operatioa were learnt in 68 cases,
aiiion^: which there were 9 relapses (13.2 per cent.). The
aathoi> concludes that better results would have been
obtaineii had the plastic operations on the vagina been
performed with greater care and skill.

178. Hicrc-ortfanisms and Infection of Ovarian
TumouFB,

WlEVER {Amcr. Tourn. Ohstet., August, 1915), in describing
In detail the complications of ovarian tumours, as an
analysis of 240 operations, reports 6 cases of infected cysts
(2.23 percent.). Of these 1 was streptococcus infection,
1 a mixed Infection of Streptococcus pyogenes dnd Utaphi/lo-
coccus albiis, 1 typhoid infection, 1 a case where culture
showed no growth, and 2 were cases where the organisms
vfere unidentified. One of the six patients died, lufcc-
tion had occniTcd from rupture of a loculus in parturition
sixteen days before operation. There was a large ad-
herent multilocnlar cyst, a pseudomucinous cystadenoma.
In delivering the mass it was ruptured, and much pus
escaped into the pelvis. Panhysterectomy was performed,
and dramage established through the vagina, not through
tho abdominal wonnd. Death occurred in eighteen hours.

This case strongly indicates tho necessity for ovariotoui;v
during gestation, favless dangerous than when the opera-
tion is postponed as in this instance. A consideral)lo
number of micro-organisms have been found in infected
ovarian tumours, according to recent authorities. They
include those above noted, also tho pnoamococcus, gono-
coccus, tubercle bacillus, liacillus t!/2>linsii.f. Bacillus coli

communis and various saprophytic organisms. Pregnancy
is by far tlie most common cause of infection, as in
Wiener's experience, where five out of the six, including
the case above noticed, had passed through labour, tho
exception having suffered from typhoid fever.

179. Leiicoplakia of the Cervix.

I. KAAESBERC, {Ho>ipi!nUH.lr>i(lr, June 9th, 1915) records
the case ot an unmarried nullipara, aged 25, who had
been treated at the age ot 15 for gonorrhoea involving tho
urethra, the ducts of Bartholini, and tho cervix, on which
an erosion was fouud. At tho age ot 23 there was a recur-
rence of the gonorrhoea, accompanied by pain on micturi-
tion. On this occasion there was no discharge, and gone-
cocci were not found. An examination of the cervix
showed a slightly raised white patch, ot the size and
shape of a farthing, firmly attached to the underlying
tissues near the external os. There was no hyperaemic
zone, and there were perfectly healthy tissues surround-
ing this patch, wliioh was uniformly smooth, dry, sharply
defined, and slightly raised. Its margin was formed by a
number of confluent, bow-shaped waves, some as small as
a lentil and others as large as a pea, which formed a com-
plete circle. The appearance of this patch suggested tlie

use of a caustic, but this was denied by tho patient.

Attempts to cure this patch by applying various drugs,
such as glacial acetic acid and zinc chloride (50 per cent.),

failed, and an operation was accordingly advised. Tho
patient, who refused to undergo an operation, absented
herself for some time, but when she returned, eighteen
months later, the leucoplakia, tliough no larger than before,

was found to have broken up into a number of white fila-

ments. In the meshes of tlicso filaments normal mucous
membrane was visible. Scattered over the cervix, a littlo

distance from the main patch, were a few white dots no
larger than a pin's head. The cervix looked as if chalk
had been painted indiscriminately over it. There was
now no sign of active gonorrhoea, and Wassermann'a
reaction was negative. Though the patient consented
to an operation, it was apparently deferred a couple of

months, during which no examination was made. On tho
operating table an examination of the cervix showed no
leucoplakia, and there was nothing to be seen apart from
a simple erosiou. In spite of this unexpected change the
cervix was amputated. Under the microscope it showed
no sign of malignant disease, and the structure of tho
superficial layers of the cervix was not altogether charac-
teristic ot leucoplakia. Nor wore tho micro-organisms
found, including a coliform bacillus and two other bac-
teria, identified with tho micro-organisms sometimes
associated with leucoplakia. Discussing tho literaturo

of leucoplakia of the cervix, tho author points out thati

in the recorded cases the condition almost invariably
terminated in cancer of the cervix.

180. Fibroid Polypus In Vir^tn : Delivered br

[Avicr. Jovrn. Obstct., IMay, 1915) recently removed
from a virgin, aged 22, a fibromyomatous polypus lOJin.
in cu'cumference. The pedicle was a flat band l| in.

In-oad, springing from tho uterine wall immediately above
the internal os. Menstruation had been established at the
age of 16, and was painful until six months before opera-
tion, then it ceased, no doubt owing to the dilatation of
the cervix by the extrusion of the polypus. Very freo
haemorrhage soon set in, without any pain or pressurn
symptoms, dysuria, or difllculty in defaecation. The
hymen was intact, and a smooth, rounded mass bloclted

the vagina. Obstetric forceps were found necessary,
under anaesthesia. Aitor several strong baclrward and
downward tractions the finger could be passed between
the tumour and the symphysis, and the pedicle was then
reached. The rest of the procedure was a typical low
forceps deliverj', except that tho tumour was hard and
inelastic, very unlike a fetal bead. Tho perineum was
much distended, and the parts firm and unyielding.
Episiotomy was not practised, and tho perineum was
torn laterally to a moderato degree. Tho pedicle was
ligatured close to the uterine wall and divided. This
method avoided a tedious morccllement with possible
haemorrhage in a patient already ex anguinated. The
uterus alter tho removal of tho polypus was found to bO
exceedingly small, the sound passing 1^ in.

Sg6a
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THERAPEUTICS.

181. Bactericidal Action of Ethylliydroouproln
on Pneiunococci,

IlEXRr F. MooEE continues his experimental sluOics on

( thylUyclvooupreln {Journ. of Exper. Med., November 1st,

1915, p. 551). He showed previously that ethylhydro-

cuprein inhibits the growth of, and kills, pncumococci in

riiro in very considerable dilutions of the drug, and that

it exerts a considerable protective action in cxperiiiic utal

pneumococcal infections in mice. The ditig is a derivativo

of hydroquinine. The following are Moore's conclusions

from his present experimental work: (1) The serum of

rabbits which have been previously treated with a sluglo

dose of cthylhydrocnpreiu (optoquin) exerts a bactericidal

action on. and, later, inhibits the growth oi: pueumococcl

iu the test tube. (2) Those actions are most evident in the

«: rum of rabbits when the base (optoquin base) is given m
oil subcntaneously ; somewhat less when the hydrochloride

of the drug is given in water subcutaueously : slight when
the base is given in oil intramuscularly ; and least evident,

or absent, when the hydrochloride in water is introduced

directly into the stomach. To get these effects by the

intravenous route, toxic doses must be given, and, even

with toxic non-fatal doses, the effects do not last long.

(3) In the case of the base given in oil subcutaueously to

rabbits in a dosage of 0.1 gram per Uilo of body weight, the

bactericidal action of the serum is at its maximum about

one hour after administration, and it passes into an in-

hibitory effect about four hours after the drug has been

given. (4) In man the same inhibitory and bactericidal

actions of the serum are present when a single dose of 0.5

gram of the hydrochloride of tho drug is given by the

mouth or subcutaueously, but the bactericidal action is

not so marked as in rabbits. (5) When the optoquin con-

centration in tho serum has apparently diminished to a

certain point in relation to the number of pneumococcl
present, the pneuraococci which have survived the

bactericidal action for a few hours acquire the power ol

growing freely.

182. The Management of Enuresis.

Kewlix {Arcliives cf Pediatrics, October, 1915) considers

that the method of management of enuresis, whether
diurnal or nocturnal, which gives tho best results consists

in anticipating the involuntary act by a voluntary emptying
of the bladder, and though this is the usual accompani-
ment of any treatment, ho finds that when carried out

thoroughly systematically it precludes the use of any
drug, and'gives almost invariably successful results. Tho
difficulty of impressing upon the child's attendant the

necessity for carrying out instructions faithfully is the

chief obstacle encountered, and she must be made to

imderstand that in order to be successful she must devote
lierselt exclusively to the child day and night for the first

three or tour days, after which the vigilance may usually

be relaxed. The nurse is given a chart with the hours of

the dav and night in a vertical row at tho left-hand

margin under tho heading of the day of the week. If

enuresis averages every two hours she must put the child

on tho chamber every hour for the first twelve hours, and
if at any such time the clothing is wet the hour is noted on
the chart. The same treatment is carried out during the

early hours of the night up to about midnight, after which
every second hour is usually sufficient tor the first night.

By this means, at the end of the first twenty four hours
there is either a clear chart, or one with several hours
marked when enuresis occurred, and on the second day,
guided by the record of the previous day, the length of

time between the voluntary urinations may be extended,
always anticipating tho hours marked "wet" on the
previous day. Thus on each succeeding day longer

intervals may be reached. Tho method is easy in diurnal

cases, and though the flr.at two nights are troublesome in

nocturnal casss tho intervals can almost always be
lengthened on the following nights. It usually happens
that by the end of a week under this method of treatment
the child will go from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. without wetting

the bed.

183. Chenopodlum Sn Uncinariasis.

Bishop and Brosius of Panama City (Journ. Amer. Med.
Assoc, November 6th, 1915) have continued Levy's re-

searches, which showed tl:at oil of chcnopodium, a proved
A ermifuge, was not dangerous as a drug. It was prepared

from tho fruit of Chenopodlum amhrosioides, and it wag
long known as a remedy for ascarides. The authors ad-

ministered oil of chenopodlum to 108 patients suffering
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from hookworm disease, of whom 92 look no other drug,
while tho remainder were treated alternately with thymol
alone and with chcnopodium, or with a chenopodlum-
thymol mixture alternated with pure thymol. In one in-

stance 1,379 hook-worms were expelled in a first whole stool.

The patients were in many instances very ill already, but)

the deaths that occurred were, In all cases, clearly due to
other causes than the chcnopodium. A treatment cor sista
of 48 minims, often repeated at Intei-vals of three days,
without any of tho prostration and weakness not rarely
occasioned by thymol. The oil was put up In capsules
of 8 minims, and the authors gave two capsules to tho
dose, including three doses to the treatment, given two
hours apart. Each treatment was followed In four hours
by two ounces of castor oil. Bishop and Brosius found
that tho method of administration of chcnopodium was
simple; that the drug could be given at shorter Intervals

than when thymol was used; that it caused far less pain
and discomfort than thymol; and. In short, that it was a
more efficient vermifuge in the treatment of uncinariasis.

181. Iced Normal Salt Solution In Gonococclo
Coujunctivltls.

Emv.MtD B. IlECKEr, speaks very favourably of this new
local treatment of virulent gonococclo conjunctivitis {Med.

Soc. Stateof Pennsylvania, September 20th-25th, 1915). Ho
refers to the fact that ice-pads have for a long time been
used in the treatment of this disease, on the theory that

cold would inhibit bacterial growth. In view of this, and
on the assumption that gonococcl aro found onlj In super-

ficial tissues, he has used iced normal saline solution

in a few cases. He firmly believes that it Is a speciflo

mode of treatment for virulent gonococclc conjunctivitis.

He has found it to be harmless, an effective germicide,

easily applied, and well borne. ,

PATHOLOGY.

185. Action or Arsenlcals on the Adrenals.

ftADE H. Brown and Louise Pe/\p.ce (Journ. of r.xpcr.

Med., November 1st, 1915) have tested the action of

arsenical compounds on male guinea-pigs weighing 400 to

500 grams, and also on rabbits and dogs, which were used

in order to facilitate intravenous administration of the

drugs. The compounds tested comprised arsenious and

arsenic acids, sodium cacodylate, atoxyl, arsacetm, arseno-

phcnylglycine, salvarsan, and neo-salvarsan. Sterile solu-

tions of tho substances were injected intrapcritoneally.

After some important observations on the histology of the

normal adrenals of guinea-pigs, which differs markedly

in black and in white animals respectively, the writcra

state their conclusions as follow: (1) Toxic doses of all

arscnicals of which they have knowledge produce deflmto

pathological changes in the adrenals of guinea-pigs. Thesa

include congestion, haemorrhage, distui'bances m the lipoid

content, cellular degenerations and necroses, and reduc-

tion in the chromaffin content. (2) Tho character and .

severity of tho injury produced by different arscnicals /

varies with the chemical constitution of the compounds,

(3) From these facts they believe that adrenal mjury is ao.

itnportant factor in arsenical intoxication, and we suggj/s6

that therapeutic doses of some arscnicals may prod/lica

adrenal stimulation. /

186 Calcareous and Osteons Deposits In th« /

Araotanold.
^

H.VRVXT CCSHING AND LEWIS H. 'iVEED (BuH. Of <TCc J^o''"*

Hopldns Hospital, November, 1915) find, as the result ot a

series of pathological studies on the cerebrospinal fiuul

and its pathway, that calcareous depositioijs in the form

ot psammoma bodies or corpora amylaceu of varying

stages of development and of varying size are of a common

occurrence in the arachnoid of man and of the lower

animals. Associated with this process of calcification

there is apt to occur a hyperplasia of the arachnoid mesn-

thclium. Tho deposits of lime salts are apparently wm
down in cell bodies, and in this membrane can b=« ""

relation to tho blood vessels. The o^^currenoe of true

bone formation In tho arachnoid ot man should be

regarded as a similar phenomenon, except that tlie

process of ossification may bo considered to be pio

liforative rather than degenerative. The socaUed durai

endotheliomas show histologically the small cc ular

arrangements with calcareous and osseous aePfS'tions

that aro commonly found In the arachnoid, and therelore

take their origin In all probability from the mesothelium

ot the membrane.
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